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ILLUSTHATIOXS IX ITALICS. 

A 
ABUTILON tcxillarium, Mi; 

Alnitiloim. treatment of. 333 
Acaeia armala anil Cytisus in |>ols, 150, 

iineaU, 012 
lophantha, .Vi 
Oxyecdrus, 7no 
How. the. 193 

Acacias, flowering. three good, 55 
Acalvpha macrophvlln, 593 
Aivxiithopliimiiiiiii hicnlor, 'ill 
Achillea millefolium roseiim, 010 

I'tannicn. tl. pl., 35, 574 
ruiicsl ris, 266 

Achilleos, 139 
Achimcnes Admiration, 131 

as tasket-plants, 131 
basket at, i:ii 

.1 d. ini's Seed'■: in jtniref, 571 
Adiantum wthiopicuiu assimilc, 502 

nmaliilc, 502 
lielliiiii, 17 
Capillus-voiieris, Utri, 703, 712 
l oni'innmn, 502 
cunealiini, 533, 581 
ilolahriforme, 27,', 515 
Faelrgense, |7, 27n, 270 
Kergusoni, 17 
fragile, 17 
glaucophy limn, 17 
gtacilliiniiin, 00 
in n banket, 257 
l.athomi, 0(17 
Imiulatuui, 502 
iiiomielila mil*, 17 
l>c<latmn, 502 
Schizoph.t Hum, 17 
miluliureiini, 173 
Williamsi, 173 

Adianluius, 123, 523 
choice, some, 17 
dyinjf off, 13 
in winter, 007 
select, 273 
should, he kept moderately cool and 

dry, 607 
turning yellow, 321 

Aerides. 075 
cnuHifoliuiu, 07.5 
crisptlin, 111, 075 
(alcalum, 075 
Kieldingi, 075 
lloiillctinnuni, 075 
lAwrenciiuiuin, 075 
liindleyiunim, 211 
inaculosum, 075 
iHloiatilin, 113, 075 
ipiimpievuliierum, 075 
Satageianum, 075 
kiwiIsaiinuin, 070 
t ireiis, 070 

African Aloe, 52 
lily. While, the. .50 

Agnpnnlhus, trcnlmenl ol, 530 
mnlH'llalUH allius, 3»0, 3'>3 

Agat es. 21, 2S2 
Variegated, and lilue Oum, 110 

Ageruliims, 713 
Agroslis nehulosa, 172 
AItantiin, 051 

glnndulom, 03n, 051 
, 1V bill ■illi,llUll, ltiiil-i iiHI-biiilii-ll iif, 03 
A1 bo-carbon light and plants, 200 
Alder for hedges, 007 
Allium Ill'llliiitihllltlin, jinnee* nf. 532 
Alliums, 532 
Allosorua crisi*us, 157 
Allotment garden, 223 
Allspice hushes, 071 

If eslern, iti/ieering-thml if a, 071 
Aloensia r.cnrinn, 12 
Aloe, African, 52 
Aloysia cllrlodora, 501, 717 
Alpine and show Auricula,)llc , (.22, , j 

Auriculas, 131, *67, 022u'y,uz:cu u> • 
plants, choice. 723 
Windflower, 012 

Amarauthns Inelaiichollcus ruher, 012 
A man Ilis and Kuclmris, 522, 535 
Ainasonia pilniceu. 552 
Amateur gardener, definition of an, 108 
Ainntungula, 251 
American llellhine or llindwccd, 101, 207 

Hlacklierry, 405 
might, dcstroving, 105 ; on Apple-trees, 

102 
Cowslips, 537 

Ammonia, sulphate of. 532, 7.33 
Amygdalus, 130 
A ndmmeda itoribunda, 37, 572, 023 
Amlrntaai lanugiimsa, 131 
Androsacee, the, 131 
Anemone al)>ina, 012 

coronariu from seeds, 5 
jhneertil Chrgeanthemum, 191 
fulgens, 39 
jnponica, 571, 023, 012; Honorino 

Jolicrt, 513 
narcissiHora, 012 
Poly arithus, 012 
rivu laris. 012 
roots and worms, 013 
sylvestris, 012 
virginiana. 012 
vitlfolia, 012 

Anemones, autumn, 571 
fur a mom, 360 
from seed, 19, 57, 75, 92 
Japanese, 532. 519 
note on a, 233 
seedling, 4" 

Atignucuut citratum, 05 
Sanderianiun, loo 

Angulos reniHora, 7121 
Annual and biennial plants, 505 

flowers during llie punt summer, 501; 
notes on, 235 

Sweet Pens and Nasturtiums, 1U2 
Annuals for pot culture, 117 

lor show, 70, 39 
for small gardens, best, 729 
good, 33: blue, 033, 701 

greenhouse, sowing, in hot-bed, ins 
naif-hardy, in |iots, 132 
hurdv, 125 

selection of, a, 179 
sowing, 307 

thinning, loo 
Anscllin afrienna, 530, 079 
Answers, 13,23.40, 65, os, s2. 93, loo, ISO, 

135, 150, 103, 135, 2'NI, 211, 220, 2111, 
251. 208, 282, 293, 324, 130. 318, 301, 
370. 31 Hi, 101, 110, 127, 13s, 153,167, 
1st, 190, 509, 523, 7217, 55|. .>17. 58.3. 

IK Ml. 052, 000, 079, 092, 790, 719, 731 
Anthcniis Aizoou, 219 

lliclierstcni, 219 
I i net m iu, 219 

Anthcnilscs, hanly, the, 219 
Anthericums, 2if7 
Anthuriiim Andrcnmim, 171. 022 

crystallimiiii, 109 
Kcrricnsis, 171 
Isilngi, 171 
I/HHlineiisc, 171 
omnium, 171 
rnrndisia, 171 
IStine dcs lli'lges, 171 
Scherzeriunuui, 171, 217; and other 

kinds, 171: atro-sanguinciim, 171: 
Hue /.find iif, a, 217 ; maximum, 171 
Uolhschildiammi, 171 ; white form 
of, 218 ; Williamsi, 171 

Aiithiiriiiiiis, 217 
young plants of, 213 

Antigramiin lirasilieiisis, 533 
Vmiglasi, fraud if, 533 
rhizophylla, 533 

Anligranmins, 533 
Allis, 0:1. 238, 203 

ami green-fly on Hoses, 171 
jicslroving, 306, 321, 521, 527 

(teak 
Aphelanilra Hiiuif, 093 
Aphis on Chrysanthemums, 525 

Aphis, Hose, the, 290 
Apple and I’ear-trce, treatment ol an, 

320; trees, canker in, 501 
Aromatic Kusset, 550 
Hciioni, 559 
blossom, gnili on, 72 
Ilraddick's Nonpareil, 559; fruiting- 

branr/i if, 371 
Court ol VV'lck, 559 
Cur's Orange Fippin, 101,372;/rui'finy- 

braneh if, 101 
Kehlinrille Seedtiiig, 35 
Holden Knub, fruiting-braneh if, 559; 

I’lppin, 559 ; Reinette, .5.59 
Kerry Pippin, 559 
I.ainfi Abbey l’eannalii, 559 
Cord liurghlt-y, 559 
Lord Snjnelil, 305 ; in flower, 372 
orchards, nhuiting, 537 
Pearson's Plate, 509 
lle'l Caleille, 518 
lieinetle tin Canada, 355 
Sam Young, 7310 
Seek-no-further, 500 
shoot, cankered, 581 
Stirling Caslle, 01 
stocks. Paradise, 20 
the, 239 
useful, a. 135 
War net'll King, 251 
Weltimih'ii nr Dmnielme'* Seedling, 
friiiliiig lnnneb if, 115, 605 

While Caleille, 355, 513 
W\ ken Pippin, lil» 

Apple-tree, an, fora small garden, 35 
beaneli, ilinllelne on an, 590 
old, an, 329, 310 
priming an. 7 

Apple-trees, American blight on, 105 
blight in, 230, 473 
canker In, 25,018 
etc., moling, 536 
in bloom, 131 
large, 501 
moving, 519 
planting, 725 
pollarding, 339, till 
pruning newly-planted, 019 

Apples, 180, 531 
anil Pears in a greenhouse, 513 
best, 7i» 
cooking, some good, 005 
dessert, some good, 7.7.9 
early, 305 ; host, 35 
Hi-., for a small garden, 173 
lor small gardens, 513 
from cuttings. 310 
keeping, 111 
larger, the, 251 
Pears, and Plums, 000 
Pine, 13. 072 
sorts of. for grafting, 297 
storing, 301, 135 
winter, 072 

Apricot, Moor Park, 18 
treatment of an. 251 

Apricots, 13", 17.2 
moisture for, I to 

Apricot-trees agniust a south wall, 101 
Aipiatiu plants, 57.2 
Arabia, Pinks, ami Common Pansies, 

1.30 
Alalia Siflniili, 135, 295,7.03 
Araucaria, 153 

imhricata, 07, 73 
treatment ol an, 330, 339 

Araucarias, .335, 390 
Arbutus, 07.ii 

species of, 059 
Cntiln Crmnnei, jhnrr.ru if, 050 

Arch, Hoses for an, 535 
wire, Hose lor a, 019 

Arches and pillars, Hoses lor, 37 
and walls, ellmbcrs for, 125 

Ai eh irag, Hnminitreil.a, 101 
in the garden at (Jlenirvud, Leieteler, 

073 
Wii.faria sinensis an an, 125 

Ai'elntin aspl enia neb' reseens, 579 
A I'lhtntiieliia Si/'lni, 115 
Arislolochias, 22 
Art of gardening, 7.21 
Artichokes, (Slone, and Hhubarb, 010 

Jerusalem, 192 
Arum Ulv. Oil; abnormal forms of the. 

Ill ; culture of, 30; Double-spa tiled, 
111; dwarf, for a room, ITS 

l.ilies, 5iio, 015, 029, 713 ; for Christmas 
and Easter,815, :>3I 

Arums, not flowering, 01 
Arundina, 271 
A rnmiu euntpieua, 172, 003 
A»h-)i!t, an, 099 
Ash-tree, 339 

Weeping, at Cawdor Castle, 550 
Ashes and cinders, 73 

coal on a clayey soil, 0 
lor the garden, 081, 70| 
wood, 390 

Asparagus, 505 
liril. 137 -. making an. 20 ; old. an, 102 ; 

salt for an, 089 
beds, dressing with Ash-manure, 132; 

making. ;(NS ; uiglected, 3s»; old, 
renovating, 199 

culture, 199 
cutting, 178 
Kerns, 79 
in frames, forcing, 7.20 
■noting, 191 
planting, 192 
plumosus, 01, 35, 290 ; a hai-ki l-planl, 

550 
roots, 7.29 

Asperulea a/uri-a setosa, 117 
Asphalting, 0S1 
Aspidistra luriila, 52, 115; I. varicgala, 

680 
Aspidistras, 131, 107, 6:15,7>S0 

in pots, 035, 791 
treatment of, 402 

Aspidiam urn (ml u in, 7“3 
Asplenidyctum Kindlaysouianum, 214 
Asplenium ilubrllijnliinn, 515 

llneritlnni inlnnti/es, 209 
‘Nidus, 607 : .V. auslralailea, 607 
Trielimiianex, 022 

Aspleninms, list 
Aider a melt ns, 171 

eli'iiane, '107 
ei ieiiiiles. 7.78 
ThniiiHuni, 399 ; and Trachelium count • 

Icmn, 723 
Asters, 179, 308, 578 

China, 255, iss, 025, 718: and Ten-week 
Slocks, III ; from seed, 081. 097 

.1 rh'ii i" n, Fit is'fir mi mi, 2-17, 111 
Aiibrielia piiriiiiica, 139 
Am-ublt Jiiponicn, 109. llll 
Auricula, an enemy lo (lit-, 191 

seed, 27 
show and alpine, the, 022 

Auriculas, 17, 113, I >9 
alpilie, 131, 207, 022 
(or a window-liox. 101 
ill a garden, 012, 003 
in pots. 131 
in the o|s-n air, 153, 170 

Ault.and winter, Violels for. 21 
Anemones, 7.71 
('room, the, 177 
flowering Orchid, an, 7.71 
or spring, should Hoses lie planted in 

685 
Pears, some good, 4UU 
sowing, 131 
Hiiien Onioim, 253, 350 ; seeds, 595 
treatment ol Hasplierries in, 399 

Fuchsias on, and in linskeU, 7d7 . , I white flowers (or. 513 
in gardens, 073 011011191 110 m w lndotv-hoxes, 339 

Ilotc, 
Kosos 

A rub way, crcoptr 
Indian H 

y R8rA‘N A-C H AM PAtS N 
CmAhurtt, 
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I'Ual. 

A^iilca indi'-a, 51, 567 ; It hilc, at « /nW« 
I dun I, air.; While, .it Coolhurst, 222 

mollis, liil ; .uni its varieties, 557; 
ylmrerr nf, 567 : on a lank, 220 ; treat- 
•nent of, 01, 71 

ed Holding Its hulls, all, 22 
iiu/oii'ifi^/wr/riWi di't-ni'iilinn, ] .11 
"Dite ami Genista, II 

An-ilem alter flowering, 01, 71 
aiwl Camellias in unheateil house, I,;., 
:nnl Rhododendrons in shrubberies, 201 
IenIlv shaped, 50 
from sml, 7311 

hlMilj, 203, 277, l.'itl 
in a window, 446 
Jin linn, for tore-inn, 541, 001; treatment 

of, 208, 230 
peat for. 420 
slnnilard, 155 

B 
DALANTIDM • illeHuin. .,81 
bl Itnlsiuns and llieir culture, 305 

Camellia-flowered, 305 
culture of, 87 
out, lours, 305 
IVtuiiias, and Begoinns, 29U 
rose flowered, 305 

Jill inhi-n, Bern« icilh, hinder if, u, 313 
hanl//, (i, 031 

I In n i boos, hardy, 031 

Unitibtisn nurea, 021 
fob-at.i, 031 
Forlunci, 031 
gnu-ilis, 031 
Hai-hikii, 031 
ilciionis, 031 
MrDtkc, 031 
Mil is, <131 
nigra, 03! 
r/uilioi, 031 
Kagaiiiuuski, 1VII 
Simon), 031 
vielrscem, 031 
viritle-lflauceseens, 031 

Hank, Azalea mollis on a, 300 
Ferns lor a, Osl 

Barbeil-wiro feme, 111 
Ilnrkerla Itarkeriola, 303 

i-vulotella, 303 
elegans. 307 
Lifiilleyuna, 39o 
Skinneri, 303 
apccMldlO, 303 

Itarkcrlas, 307 
Bnrtonia alirea, 235 
Basie slog, 101 
Basil (Sweet), 572 
Bntkel, Aitinntnni in u, 257 

/•Vm, 1/ooif, II. 515 
Ferns, small. 615 
Fiie/iAiVl IMi'jlil in ii, 577 
hanging, a, 071, 717 ; i|t Ferns, 111; 

llodriaitezin, iji'mriii'j m u, 207 
Isilielia for a, 013 
Maidenhair Fern in ii, 257 
•(/ Achiinener, 131 
at I’em-hes, a, 105 
id.int, Asparagus pluuiosus, as a, ,550; 

Tuhervim Bojiniia nr n, 353 
plants, Achinienes ns, 131 ; for n cold- 

house, 224 
Baskets. Campanulas lor, 431 

Fuchsias in, and on arches. 577 
hanging, Ferns (or growing in. Ill; 

Hoses In, 202 
Bay-hedge, clipping a, 233 
Bay-tree, tinheiiltliv, 135 
Beim and Pea for show, 043 

Cn mill in n Won.h r, 205 
Kidnen, 'jowl tii/ic nf, 205; Sinythe's 

Hybrid, 253 
Scarlet Uinincr •' I'.iintcd Lady," 720 

Bean-tire, Indian, 3.50 
Beans, Broad, 020 

llwarf Kidney and Scarlet Kunner, 205 
early Runner, lis 
French, 133 ; anil Sorrel lor winter, 32S 
Kidney, in pols, 73 
Homier, 230 ; and Broad, and Pens, Oln 

Braiiiniiiitia yraiidijlnra, 345 
Bed, Asparagus, 437 ; making an, 20 ; old. 

an, 102 ; salt for a, 030 
centre of, plant for, a, 103 
Cucumber, worn-out, to renovate a, 

317 
flower, n, 31; laying out a, 101; shrulis 

in. 432 
lorciug, in a stove, 333 
hot, 20, 021 ; failure ol a, 71 ; making, 

11, 08 ; work in the, 41 
Uljr ot the Valley in a, 142, 150 
Mushroom, 204 ; Moss-Utter lor, -225 

ol Begonias, a. 34 
ol leav es, a, 501 
ot Lily of the Valiev, a, 501 
plants tor a, 070, 033 
lthododcudron, plants in a, 232, 004, 

list 

Beds and borders, choice shrubs for, 130; 

Clirv9niitheinums for, 417 
and pots, Gladioli in, 73 

Asparagus, dressing with flsh-muiiurc, 
132; making, 333 ; neglected, 333; 
old, renovating, 400 

>»an(s h\ the side ol, 0, 10 
Bower, 287 

SWATtr* digitized by 
hut, lor forcing, 49s; forcing early 

vegetables on, 32; gentle und hulling, 
32 ; nuking, 002 

long, Daffodils planted ill, 175 

Beils, mixed, 135 

Mushroom, in cellars, 00 
ol Begonias, 715 
ol Bowers, 107 
on a small lawn, KI 
or lionlers, outdoor, 510 
or trenches, 252 
perennials for, I In, 130 
Ithododendrou, plants in, 501 
Hose, planting, 3s>l 
Hoses in, 300 
Tiils-rous Begonias in distinct, 077 

Bedding, carpet, plants tor, 503 
/<ieiii/ Verbena /nr, 021 

licraniuiiis, 71,32.5, 411, 104 
plaids, 2, 551, 020, 715; among tile, 

420; from seed, 012, 718; note on, a, 
310 

Bedroom, plants in a, 32!. 335 
Beech-trees, blight on, 723 

Injury to, 501 
weevil destructive to, 360 

Beef-suet-trce, 1211 
Bee-hives, 311 
Bees, 13, 55, 107, 214, 283, 311. 451, Isl. 

537, 034, 000, 070. 734 
and Carnations, 650, 675 
brood, spreading, 14 
comb passages, 734 
dysentery, 66 
enemies, 034 
food, 14 
introduction of i/neens, 214 
uunagement of, 65, 481, 637, 034, 000 
pulling swarms into frame hives, 107 
seasonable notes on. 13, 55, 107, 214, 

283, 154, 034, 070, 734 
stores on hand tor. 734 
storifying sections, 283 
swarms, management, of, 107 
uniting storks in straw skeps, 154 
water-troughs lor, 734 
winter treatment ot, 070 

Beet, 205, 605 
badly coloured, 610 
ClielU-iihiuii Green-top, 053 
early, 2.53 
Holes oil, 10 ! 
SrnLair hi• Sih era S/iinai-b, s 
Spliia.li, Perpetual, «; Swiss, While 

Curled, S 
While-leaf nr sdreia S/iiIIIll'll, 8 

Beelrool, Dell's Crimson, 1U2 

note on, a, 018 
llegonia-liuds, Doiihlc, :;o,s 

Glolre do Seeaux, ltf.l 
noti-s on the culture ol, In 
/1‘1'jh‘lnnl-jliin'n’i no, a, 013 

roots eaU'il, 13 
Sr/mi ftia mi. Bat 

seed, 638, 011; |*ods, 6ihi; to dr.v, 622 
rria/iertbii-riir rn-ra, 013 
I'nhrrnilr, itr a bn*Li l jilnol, Bie, 

313 
tuliers, 437 ; sculling, b.O, 176 
Winter Belli, 028 

Begonias, 643, JI8 

alter Bower lug, 402 
beautiful varieties ol, 013 
lusl ol. a, 31 
bills ol, 716 
choice, 150 
Double, 230 ; and Single, 331. 311 
Ubrous-rooled, as window-plants, 17s; 

for n room, 57s 
foliage, 622, 535 
ill pots, 333, 341 
ill the flower garden, 382 
in ihe garden,303 
manure lor, 11, 20 
notes on, 504 
perpetual-flowering for n room, 201 
Petunias, and Balsams,200 
planted out, 310 
Single, as rut Bowen, .131 
starting. 657, 78n 
treatment ol, 432, 449 
Tuberous, 82, 150, 107, 175, 220, 234, 

2h7, 312, 608, 013, 028 ; (or a window, 
2n: from seed, II, 720; in distinct 
lasts, 077: in winter, 407 ; propagat¬ 
ing, 31 ; raising from seed, 028; 
rooted, till, 034 

under glass, 504 
winter-flowering. 22s, 013 ; for a room, 

Belladonna l.ilies, 30,17 
Hcllhiuc, American, or Bindweed, 101, 

V17 
Bellflower, dwarf, a. 312 

While, n. 21 ; /*. m-h boned Ifniivix if 
the. 680 

BellHowcrs as window-plants, 101 
White, 20 

Ilullieide or Daisv indicator, 45 
Hcrheris Darwini, 103 

Bermuda Ulv, 400, 727 ; forcing, 727 ; 
treatment ol a, 402 

Berried plants, good, 704 
rltiril nf Hi dim limit, 704 

Berries, Mountain Ash, 374 
llei/lnn (Iramjr, llnrii St. Ed minor r, liil 

Biennial and mimul plants, 505 
Biennials, 230 

sowing, 210 
Bignonla caprcolala, 414 
llindwecil or American llellliiiie, 101, 

207 
iSi, propagating,7(09 

sties, 300_ 1 
)•.'/. uul |<tf^S0, 109, ISO, 200, 

•ftutbl.VUi. 4ai, 000, Os*', 
003, 720, ’ 

and insect piste 238 
cage, 40 
eating Crocuses, 701 

Birds, keeping, Irom I'eas ami Cherries. 107 
legs, cramp in a, 110, 4>1 
nest Ferns, 0o7, (122 
seasonable noli- on, a, 301 
singing, 27 
versus fruit-buds, .5s 1 

Bishop's Woeit, 72s 
Blackberry, American, 105 
Blakherrii-s in an orchard, 7 
Hlackbinl, the, 41 
Black liltiiiire. 504 

Currants, 480, 040 
Blanching Celery, 135 ; without soil, 230 

Kudivc, 311 
Ulandlonlin nohllls, 114 
Blnmlltmli.is, ill 
Hleclmuin brazilii-nse, 713 
Blight, American, on Apple-trees, 406 

on Apple-trees, 239, 478 
on Beech-trees, 723 
on l’ear-trce, 254 

Blinds tor conservatory, 259 
Blood as manure, 219 : (or Vines, 710 

ill tile yolk ol egg, 65, 121 
Bloom, Daffodils tailing lo, 4 
Blooms ot Tomatoes, fertilising, 724 
Blue Gum ami Variegated Agaves, 130 
Bloiin-nbarbia rnninala, 714 
Boards liy the sides ol beds, 9, 10 
llnceimia cantata, 411 
Hog-plaids, 143 

soil, 283. 305 

Boiler, coil, setting a, 704 
hot-wntvr, 405 
rustv, plug in a, 218 
saddle, a, 381, 071 

which is the rigid T 132 
Bone-meal for Chrysanthemums, 153, 178 

Bones, calcined, mid leather, 325, 300 
dissolving, 62 

llorngc, 572 
Bonier ( a rnations, 39 

fence behind, 4ss. 5o7 
flower, manuring. 31.8 
hcrlmccmiH, in February, 071; plaids 

(or a, 632, 640 
house, a, MU 
Harrow, plants (or a, 7'S' 
north, Hoses for. 379 
Ip l-'ciiir ••■•III Bn "drill, a. 313 

oi lia/auias, a, 605 
ol .Narcissus minor, a. 117 
u! pond, plants (in. 108 
of Hoses. 3 d. 375 
open, Chrysanthemums in the, 211; 

Orchids lor, 282 

outdoor, Knsej fur an, HI 
plants lor a. 169,100, 72s 
ribbon. .511 
small, Haffislils for a. 130, 103 
south under a window, plaul» lor a, 

Mil 
sleep, a, 010 
SI raw berry. 372. 389 
ilurry, a. 5x2 

lionlers and beds, choice shrubs for, 1,1!* ; 
Clirysanllicmiiiiis lor, 417 

garden, tiles for, 3 
Grass edging for, 135 

inside, 35 ; for Vines, 205 
outdoor, Ins Is or, 519 
Hoses in, 320, 334 
Strawberry, 854 
unproductive, 223 
Vine, covering, 71»; outside, ferment¬ 

ing material lor, 7In; sloping, 35 

Borecoles anil llieir value, 103 
Boronla megastigmo, 220, 290 
liouvanllas, 065 
Box, 343, 358 

edging, 101, 208, 272 
flower planls (or a, 09 
window, Auriculas (or a, 401 ; making 

а, 678. 597 
Boxes and pots, plants in, 543 

plants lor, and creepers tor a wall, 250 
Tomato-growing in. 010 

Tomatoes in, (1st), 7"2 
window, 080, 0118 ; autumn, 387 ; lining, 
б, 'ln ; ill summer, 21M 

Bracken on pasllire land, 472 
Brassav ola Dighvana, 131 
llni i iim lia coccinea, 012 

Itraul, stale, (or fowls, 303 
Brick pit, heating a, 739 
Bridgesi.1 spicata, 43s 
Brier cut tings. Hoses on, (12 

stocks, seedling, 553 
Briers, budding, £93 

planting, 433 
Scotch, i-.no, 714 
needling, 502 

British orchis. 197, 219 
Broad Beaus, 030 

Broccoli, 505 
and Cauliflower, 16, 46 
Wateherea, 020 

winter, 020 
Bronzc-Ie if ot Japan, the, 487 
Broom, 272 
ISroughtonia saiigiiinea. 93 
lirowallia elata grundillorn, 182 
Brnginmisla, 300 
Brnrtelr Chimril, leu nr. or Wittonf, 710 

Sprouts. 252, 280. 020 
und early Potatoes, 671, OlO; Dwarf 

Gem, 660 ; early, 058 : Old Tull, 148 
Drvophylliiui calyciiium, 12, 23 
Budding, 220 _ . . 

Briers,303 • Original 
or gmlling 
Hoses, 229 . 

Bug and thrip/r 
mealy, 4(1, 400 

Building a Tomato 
Bull), Cape, 600 

ulsly OF 

Bulb, value of a, 393 
Bulls* after flowering, 98, 134, 721 

and wlreworms, 1*38 
I ajie, I real mini uf, 677 
Crinuui, 729 
('vi-lameii, ins, els and, 534 
early, potting, 194 
Kucharls, t»7 
lor forcing, 320, 394, 430 
Freesla, plant log, ill 
from S. Africa, 114, Its, 156 
Gloxinia, 050 
grulis in, 652 
Jlippetixlruui, treatment of, 111 
llyacinlli. 720 
in poU, 557, 598 
late, planting of, 78 
planted in Grass, 531 
potting, 519 
spring, 415, 467, 409; flowering, in i«>ts, 

31 

time for planting, 104 
treatment of, 303 

Bolliophylluni laililil, two 
Bullions flowers, 3(Hi 
Bnttaee, Block, 504 

Bullfinch after moulting, 1:10 
losing its feathers, 14, 41 

Bullllnclies losing new lentliers, 302, 377 
Ihiueheu, Himvtc, lhiieri-t in, 208 
Biirlinglouin fmgrtins, 28 
lluminli, plants from, 733 
Bush Chrysanthemums, 032 

culture, Chrysanthemums lor, ool, 
033 

llaic/i, x/irni/ nf a, 003 
(ruits, 180: eater|iillurson, 371,389 
llnnri/rltrklr, Anilvrr nf, 432 

lloiieysilt-kles, tin-, 432 
l.ihl 'if the tilth fi, itnwi rs nf the, 572 
Marrows, 011 
trees, dwarf, 612 

Busht-s, Allspice, 071 
and trees, the, (W0 
Black Currant, 3-39 
t'lirrunl, cat* rpillars on, 101 
t 'lirisanllicmimi, |o7 
l.ilac, in a l/uelun g.tnl -n. 30 

llllsliy Hum-, a, .'3, 
llulierll.i Ilrchi-ls, Hie two, 21) 

Hultuii-fioli-s, Hoses lor, 390 

pABBAGE, '8 
V I Urn if Drumhead, 517 

(or show, bis 
growing, Ms 
headed I 'liicori or IVilliml. 710 
Larne 011 
Leliln-r L'li'ili Bnttiil, Os I ", SCI’I, O' • 
la lluces, iks-i 
Si. Deni-, Ml 
Wiiiiiiiintladl, Oil 

Caliliiiues, ,'i0.'i 
nod their cidttire, 547, 011 
t-lulibing, 8, 175, 547 
early, planting. 450 
insects on, 407 
treatment ol, 517 

Cacti trom Mexico, etc., 513 
1 lotting, -3t«>, 308 

Cu'-tllS, 298 
ami Single Dahlias, 617 
Dahlias, new, 117 ; Single, Oil 
Turk's Cap, the, 251 
white-flowered, 109 

Cactuses, culture uf, 333 
Cage birds, 30 
t'.dadlum-leaves, 200 
Colnnlhc Veilclii, 634 

vestitn, 584 
Calauthes, 150, 261 

turning black, 301 ; caiiktring, DIO 

w lii-n dorniiiol, -38 
Calceolaria ealilornlca, 169 

llecliaeeoue, 7- ad till"' "f ", 085 
rogosa, 190, -3ol 

sei-l, sowing. 11 
Cnlctolurlas, 5s*i 

and Clm-rari.ei, manure tor, (Jsv 

(rum seed, 175 
lii-rliaccoiis, 027, 0-85 

in frames, 32 
planting out, 135 

('alia Hithiopica, mi, 657, 025 ; (or a rojun. 
Oil; l.iltlcGi-m.UU ; Trcbl •«;i.i(/od, 

321 
Call-in, 51, 177, 321, 077 

in pols versus planted out, 531 

sowing seeds of, Oil 
Yellow-spatheil. 31 

Cnliii-anthua idvnlalii. 074 
Caniellia and its culture, the, 7i93 

rut lings, :W8 
flowered Balsams, 805 
houses, 599 
in itnirrr an a trail, 591* 

Camellias and Azaleas in an unheated 

house, 136 
cleaning, 403 
increasing, 163 
losing their buds, 622 
treatment of, 434. 4112 
varieties ot tin-. 599 

Cant/miiiita '.iiii'inilicit, 029 

TrODrti’Mfu ill'll!, 43« 
latilolia, 411 

chURBANA-CHKfTOltt1^ 
lTAife, u, 21 

(13fl7.63U.CI2 

la. 331 
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Campanulas, II 
ns window-plains, 630 
lor baskets, 134 

lor windows, .Mill 

in pots, 4fi7, 479 
White, 224 

Cataphora otlicinarum, 181 
Canaria eauipaimlala. !I3 

Canary, an ailing, 200 
Canaries, flOti 

crossing, 030 
feeding, 106 
sudden death ol, 4,11 

Candytuft, 130 
perennial, a, 273, ill 

Csiulj tufts, 170 
perennial, 273, 514 

Canker in Apple-trees, 25, 013 
in Pear-trees, 601 

Cankered Apple-shoot, 631 
Mariehal Kiel Hose in a greenhouse, 95 

( anna seed not growing, 123 
Carinas, dwarf, 111 

French,101 
from seed, IS, 32 

treatment of, 071 
Cannabi* Ml ini. 301.611 

Cardinal-flower, the, 27.8 
Cardoons, 225, 257 

Carnation and Picolce seeds, 367 
Clove, the, 61)5 
cuttings, 22 
Orcnadin, 240 
note, a, 602 
propagation of the, 272 
Needs, 456 

.Souvenir de la Mahnalson, C41 
sweet-scented, 470 
the, 211 
Tree, cuttings, 1(13; n'inler-lloimiup,050 

Carnations, 2ltl, 221, 825, 331, 337, 314. 
858, 574, 026 

and Rees, 650, 676 

and drought, 259 
and l.ily of the Valley, 170 
and Pico tees, notes nil, 272 

and Pinks, 477 

and Hoses. 003 
best, 677. 696. 003 

Isinlor, 31) 
hunting, 0, 21 
Countess of Paris, 307 

for a window, 291 

for market, 21 
fragrance in, 331 
from rut tings, 111 

growing, Ills 
grubs and, 211 
in a smoky district, 117, 400 
111 pots, 310 

layering, 238 
Malmafson, 116, lio, 160, 175,218,103, 

600, 535; ami Gladioli, forcing, 11 

Marguerite, 11 
new, 313 

plant Ing, 307 
sell, 357 ; best, 5 503 

treatment of. 00. 78. 307, 6s5 
Tree, 430 ; cuttings of, 050 ; from seed, 

718 ; or perpetual lloaering, 060 
Yellow, (105 

Carpel bedding, plants for, 663 
Carpeting plants, useful, 728 
Carrot lnta mediate, 105 

l.oilj llnl, 105 
market, 293 

Carrots, 253, 510, 605. 020 
and their culture, 105, 203 

for show, 499, 519 
open ground culturo of, 105 

Case, Fern, a, 431 
Ferns for a, 081, 712 
glare, tlir Killarneg h'ern ill.drr a, 002 

Coses, Ferns in, 38 (lass, Ferns in, 602 

Vanlinn, Filmy Ferns for, 493; Gym- 
nogramuias for, 552 

Camnope h'orligiata, 7'H) 
Caslor-oil-planls, seed* of, 718 
Cnlulpa bignnnioide*, 331), 369 

Calalpas, the, 359 
Cntananehe ewrulea, 248 

Catasctums, and Moniusles, 753 

I 'alerpillar Gooseberry, 518, 530, 542 
Cateri>illars, Fern, 410 

on hush-fruits, 371, 33!) 

on Currant-bushes, 164 
on Gooseberries, 150 ; mill Currants, 18 
on Gooseberry-tree*. 91 
in a shrubbery, 222, 234 

insects, etc., orchard (14 acres), des¬ 
troyed In, 271 

plague of, ft, 140, 103 
Cats, out of a garden, keeping, 78 

Call trim A mctni/itngloem, 041 
utirca, 185, 327 

bicolor, 537 
Howringiana, 381, 492 
cnlumniata, 623 

cilrhia, 092 ; which has done flowering, 
312 

Kldorado and its varieties, 232 

Gaskellimia, 150, 246 
gigas, 370, 312 
inlet-media, 150, 254 
lahiala, 537, 652; summer-flowering, 

000; Waroei|ueana, 481 

Leopold!, 330 
luleula, 507 

Mundeli, 40, 120 
Mossitn, 214, 254 

Hex, 312, 318 

8a,Ku.riin‘,,l^4Wn8' '“‘Digitized by 
Schofield iana, 2.13 

Sehroderw, I5u 

Cattle.va Sclinederiana, 210 

Skinneri and its tarielics, 246 
snmllcsf, the, 607 

tmveiossima, 631 
Trimiie, 28, 062 ; jbnrer* iif% 53 
velulina, 232 
Victoria Regime, is.", 

Walkeriana, 500 

Warncri, 55 
n'ar*mrir:i, 689 

Galt ley as losing their health, HI 
Caucasian Scabious, the, 190 
Cauliflower, 2.53, 020 

and Broccoli, 20, 40 
A tituinn Giant, 280 

Cauliflowers. 227, 328, 510, 505 
dying off, 727 
sowing, 053 

Cennothus Gloirc de Versailles. 2-> 
striking. 33d, :(f)fl 

Celery, 205, 227, 328. 175, 191, 610. 605, 
020 

blaiiehing, 135 ; without soil. 2*n 

holting. 8 
cro)>s alter, 720 
earthing up, I .2 
for show, 565 
late, 132 

pipy,118 
,35/nil ri no hom Itirnrf White, 132 

thinning. 132 
trenches, 252 
Turnip-rooted, 20; mulching, 2H5 

unsatisfactory. 710 
Cellar, cool, a, for Mushrooms, 105 

fruit in a, 152, 105 
Cellars, Mushroom-ls-ds in. 20 

Ceteia rrrlira, 140, 210, Aon 
< telsioe, 580 
t'cnlunren canilidissima, 207, 221, 012, "la 

CartMi* Walerei i, 5U5 
Cavil ailu/iuiulrnai, lilt 
Ceteraeh ojicinunnu, 022 
chatmernps cxeelsa. 07.5 

h'netunei, 075 
htimilis, 076 

Chamomile, Y clloic-floicered, thr, 219 

Charcoal tor Chrysanthemums, 1.53 
Cheilaullles enpensis, 133 

radial a and others, 133 
Cherry Ihllr dr Montrr.iul, 65 

Christmas, 178 
Murello. a, 25, 532 
IPiifrivi's Ihnihlr-jtoirered, 6'i5 

Winter, the, 0 
Cherries, 180 

aid Pea*, keeping liinls front, 107 

and their eillltire, 25 
as ornamental flowering frees, :<s5 
early. 250 

grafting or budding, 612 
treatment of, 600, 532 
wall, culture, 260 

Cherry-tree, grafting A. 687 

ill birnnii, 335 
not fruiting, 19* 
treatment of n, 220 

Cherry-trees dropping their flowers, 165 
Chickens and an ineuliator, 56, Its) 

dying, 55, 130 
losing leathers, 321, 303 

duckweed, destroying, 287 

Chicory. 710 
blanched, 269, 710 

l.arge Druenel* nr IYitlmf, 710 
In rye milled, 190 

Chimonaiilhus fragrans, fruits of, 182; 

grandillonts, 051 
the, 650 

China Asters, 265, 188 ; and Ten-week 
Slocks, 111; from wed, 081. 097 

Hose, bright, a. 290 

Chinese Lines, 730 
Kidnei/ Itrandrce, 125 

Plum, 109 ; lioiible-ltonvrcd, 17 
Primulas nod Cyclamens, 430; nnd 

Dcutr.ia gracilis, 558 ; culture of, 12 ; 

for a window, 489; treatment of, 711 
Sacred Lily for a room, SCO 

Snowball-free, 193 
Chionodoxa Lueilis-, S3 

Choisy a ternuta, 61, 359, 374 
Choroxeinas, culture of the, 134 
Christmas Cherry , 178 

church decoration, flowers for, 418, 
102, 130 

flowers for, 685 
fresh eggs for, USD 
ltosc, 013 ; hud*, 506, .607 ; line. 013 : 

ffinnl, a, Hhoieing habit /(' plant, 700 ; 
method of cultivation mid increase 
of, 043 ; moving a, 169, 170 

Hoses, 113, 353, SOS, 382, 550, 557, 700 ; 
culture of, 4, 25 ; dividing, 043 ; note 
on a, 003 ; planting, 320; pot or full 
culture, (114 ; red-flowered kinds, 044 ; 

transplanting, 700 
table decoration for, 596 
time, Chrysanthemums aliout, (132; 

flowers for room aliout, 629 
Chrysanthemum, America, (101 

A neinnnc-/lowered, 491 
bloom for show, ls7 

buds, 323 
hushes, 107 
coronariuni, 179 
Cottage Pink, 491 
culture, 0 ; seasonable notes on, 16 

cuttings, 74, 235. 660, 609; striking, 
570, 001 

Chrysanthemum International, 692 
Kentish Yellow, 692 
Le Prince Du Bois, 592 

losing foliage of, 463 
Louise, 692 
maximum, 49, 513, 574 
M. Gustave Gruncrwald, 436, 510 

Miss Muriel Scott, 592 
Mine. Kdouard Itev. 592 

Mile. Thcn-sc Hey. 491 
Mr. Jas. Carter, 032 
Mrs. Charles Cox, 592 
notes, 74, 215, 286 
plant*, old, w hat to do with. 601 

Potter Palmer, 502 
President Itorel, 592 
Koyal Windsor, 592 
■hows, groups at, 556 

seedling, 216 
suckers, 689, Out 
Thos. llcwitl. 592 
Viviand Morel, 491 
White, a, 473, 673; lining, jhnrcei of, 

291 
W. II. Lincoln. OOl 

Chrysanthemums, 9. 15, 33, 45, 67, 71. 83, 
99. t (17. 137. 163. 177, 173, 187. 202. 
215, 235, 211. 291, 313, 32(1, 337, 338, 

352. 301. 36U, 37o, 383. 391, 305. 417, 
435. 468, 465, 173. 191, 497, 513, 610, 

525. 643, 556, 669. 592, 001, 632,087. 
056, 062, 073, 691, 703, ill" 

about (.'hrisliiins-time, 032 

after flowering, 632 
against a south vvull, 99 
all stages of their grow lit, 707 

aphis 011.526 
best new varieties, the, 626 

hone-meal (or, 163, 178 
hush, (132; plan!*, 486 

charcoal for, 153 
classes of, 10, 38 
crimson-coloured varieties, 491 
crown Inals, 313 

culture nf, 46 
cutting down, 187 
disbudding, 669, 692 

dwarf culture of, 83; growing, S3 
early, 74, 17s ; and late, 617 ; and tnld- 

scason, 073 ; flower ng, l«7, 395, 655; 

group i\f. 395 ; in tow n garden*. 417 
for a window, 511 
for bed* and borders, -117 

for bush culture, 601,1183 

(or cut flowers, 107 
for India, 163 
lor show, 137, 292, 4.56, 72-1 
lor small houses, 497 
(or South Africa, 692 

freshness of colour, 187 
from si isl, 430, 465 
good, 601; good late, 032 

growing, is 
height .if, 74 
Incurved varieties, twenty-four, 691 
in the open bonier, 214 ; ground, 692, 

1132 
Japanese, 0, 526, 555, 609, 592. 673. 707 ; 

kinds, classes for. 032 : new, 491; 
sorts, the, 187 ; varieties, twenty-four, 

1)91 
large-flowered, 15 
late, 473 

loam for, 128 
low specimen form, 107 

manure for, 214 
mildew on, 202 
names of, 57, 569, 592 
naturally-grown, 037 

new, 408; varieties, 592 
notes on, 491, 032 

number of plants to grow, 691 
Old, 33 
on walls, 67 

open-air, 037 
outdoor, 692, 001, 632 
pigoon's-niantire for, 212 

Flaced out-ol-doors, 137 
oiii|kui, 643, 692, 703 J Anemone*, 707 

Pomuons, 707 ; for exhibition, 707 

pot flrtnly, 407 
potting, 164 
preparing lor next season, 500 
produel ion of large bloom, 107 
propagating, 083 

Hcflcxul, 56(1 
seasonable cultural notes, 370; notes 

on, 107. 163. 436. 453. 473. 610. 662 
selecting the buds, 313 

single, 291, 537, 693 
soil for the, S3 

summer, 602 
treatment of, 292 
varieties, a selection of, 83 
vigorous, 673 

watering the plants, 215 
Cider, making, 642 

refuse, 654 
Cinders and ashes, 78 
Cineraria, market, gnatl tii/ie nj a. 066 

Cinerarias, 160, 679, 065, 060 
and Calceolarias, manures for, 038 
double, 131 

In a cold frame, 635, 543 
Cislus, Gum, propagating, 710 

laudanifcrus maculatus, 330 
C'lstuscs, 140, 491 

Citrus and Orange family, the, 236 
Claret-coloured vine, the, 030 
Clarkia, White, good form of a, 33 
Clarkias, 33 

Clematis cooeinea, S30 
Dacidiaua, 479 
dying, 36s. 303 

Flamnmla, 492 
(or a trellis, 420 
growing, 540 
herbaceous. 539 
hybrid, or large-flowered, 109 

iiidnisa, 5.6; donv’t of, 85; on a jre-•«- 
h nti.se mill, 501 

Jaekmani, 17, 300, 410. 442; and Jan- 
mine, a porch rorerrd icith, 357 : etc., 
seeds, of, 570 ; •■/. a holier mill, 531 

Liulg Caroline Secille, 6.,., 
lanuginosa, section of, the, 01" 

leaves turning yellow, 135 
niontana, lit, 87, 140, 731; around a 

irindoir, 731 

gate at, Jbureri ng-tprag of, Old 

planting. 300, lit) 
«renunciation ol, 100 

7iife, on a fence, lie* 
Clematises, 410 

and Hoses, 045 
few grand varieties, a, 640 
Imrdy, for window decoration, 556 

in jtols. (Do 
planting, 70 

Clcthra nlnifolin, 330 

arliorea, 150, 182 
Climbers, 33.6 

against an east wall, 200 

for a conservatory, 114 
for a greenhouse, 71s 

for arches and walls, 12-5 
for a wall, 700 
on houses, 230 
Oil trees, 193 

planting in mixture, 1»2 
sweet-scented, for u greenhouse. 108 

Climbing Ferns, 123 
flowering plants, 083, Too 
Niphelos Hose, 127 

Peas, 237 
gin ill*, a irindoir garden of, 336 

Hoses, 6. 127, 291. 40.5,129,101, 131, 009, 
711, 721 ; and leu, an old h'lder-lree 
coerred iiith, 193: and their uses, 

112 ; etc,, for a house wall. 14.6 ; for a 
house wall, 128 ; for a north wall, 171 ; 
hardy, 291 ; in n bleak jtlace, 5o2 ; in 

a conservatory in tin- Isle of Wight, 6, 
Is; in a greenhouse, 553; in a lean- 

to house, 37 ; hi pots, 009 

slirulw, itsi 
flipping a Ray-hedge, 28.3 
Conifers', 618; 

Clivia minima, 2U0 
Clove Carnation, the, 595 

old White, 200 
Keen ted I'ink, 477 

Cloves, 337 
Clover and Strawberries, 1.31 

seed mill Strawberries, 483, 4.62 
Clubbing Cabbages, 8, 175, 547 

C luster Hose, White, 0'9o 
Coal-ashes and lime, 549; on n clayey 

soil, 0 
Cochlhxla vulcatiica, tins 
Cockchafer*, plague of, a, '.'01 
Cockroaches, destroying, 235, 310 

Cocks, keeping, 4.81 
Cocoa-fibre, use of the, 501 

Geology tie, barbntn, OX) 
cristnta, 120, 121,141, 607, 584, floO, 079 ; 

Jlniivr* nf, 05 ; growing, 381; corru- 

gala, 208 ; not flowering, 100 
Dayana, 706; D. grandis, 662 

llacoida, 130 
(inrditoriatia, 518 
leutiginnsa, 000 
(.owl, 633 
Massangeann, 136, 150 

oceilala maxima, 6 
pandurata, 121 

Coil boiler, selling a, 701 
Cola Not. 733 
Colchicuiii nutuinnale roecum, 306 

Cold-frame, Cinerarias in a, 635, 613 ; or 
pit, 557 : plants in a, 671 

frames, 30,58, 81, 70, 00, 352, 112, 170. 
498, 612, 640, 664 , 673, 620, 633, 668, 

63*2, 606,722 
house, Grapes for a, 130; Vincainn, 433 

pits, 16 
Coleus cuttings, 057, 671, 730 
Collimua vcrmi, 240 

Colours of Violet*, 456 
Comparettla mocroplcctron, 219 

Compost and potting, 464 

Korn. 712 
lor the oleander, 402. 110, 110 
for Tomatoes, 616 

for Vines, 478,186 
Condors, small, lor a cold-house, 603 

Conscn atory, 2, 10. 80. 41, 68, 70, HI, 96, 
IDS, 121, 133, 164, 172, 183, 202, 210, 
228, 242, 250 , 270, 230, 302. 314 , 320, 

338, 362, 306, 380. 894 , 406, 118, 430, 
442, 456, 470, 484, 498 , 612, 526, 640, 

661, 670, 686, 602 , 038, 051, 632, 096, 
708, 722 

blinds lor, 250 
building n, 108 

climbers for a, 111 
climbing Rose in a, in the Isle of Wight, 

18 
Fern*. 257; and Palms for a, 174 
flow ering plant* for a, 218 
gas and electric light in a, 730 

heated, Ferns for a, 634 tliirHIA.'i, .to ■ ■ I * IIvilvvll 

Clay soil. Pears on a, 4*6, 6tfi} I fl 91 IT )mhotise, a, 168 

^SaMJSKSITt Bf i LLifthiS'AT1"' Clematis and Hoses. 1> prams ror a, 435, 443 

atuu ked i.y H AM PAfON6''1'*' Nw in *• 113 
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Conservatory, shading tor, 32, ICS Culture of Chrysanthemums, 15 Cunhidiuni ehurncum, 54' Date Palms, the, 717 

south-east, plants for a, 315 ol Cyperus alternilolius, 12, 22 elegant*. MS Datura (llnn/iiiantiii Kaiiflili), Double 

1 iolcts in a, 500 “t Dwarf Chrysanthemums, - I gigant. uni, 548 027 

Convolvulus minor, 437, 508 of K.udiic, 211 I. iwiaiiuii:, 23, loO, 537, 548; L. Mamli- l eratocnula, I'll 

Cooking Apples, some good, Coe ..( Killierts, 725 .ilium, G7i» fostliosa, 431 
vegetables, 0-17 ot Gloxinias, 1 11 Masu-rsi, 518 nieleloiilrt, //.or,i,„/, |gl 

Coni greenhouse, Eucharis Lilies in a. of Judlicia uimI Kuputorium, 07 sinensis, (»7il suaveolens in a room, :MM 
-•Ot); Grape (or a. Oil); 1 )rebids l..r a, of Mouslcru <l<‘lu*io<i, '211 tigrinum, 518 daturas, flower garden, 431 
..'.si, Oil; plants, 5SO ; Roses in a, 558 ol Ncrtcra depressa, 52,57 Cymohliums, 548 DacnUia, 297 

house, British Kerns (or a, 000; Orchids of Orchids, 719 Cyperus allernilolius, culture of, 12,22; btillata, 297, 397, 561 

in a, GUI; plants (or a, 50; small, a, of Peas, 165 a. variegatus, Cl canariensis, ii)7, 3U7 

44S of Pelargoniums, Gl Cyphomandra betacca, 598 dissecta, 297, 307, 502 
houses or Kerueries, Tree-Kerns (or, 711 ol i'inks, 3, 24, 33 Cgpripedium, 80 fijieiuit, 307 

lean-to vinery, a, Out: of Roses lor exhibition, 374, 379 ucaulc, 144 pallida, 397. 5.84 

Coquina Nuts, 150 ol -Seakalc. 30-4, 583 arieiinuiu, 414 ix-utaphyllu, 297 
Coral, rleanins' 10 o( Spinaeli (or market, 702 Arthurianum, 523 Tyremani, 515 

Cordon-trained (ruit-lrccs, 355 of the Begonia, notes on the, 10 liurlxUitm, 28, 135 Davallios, 297, 397 

Cormptit arittota, 175 of the Chorozenias, 1'4 bellatulum, 1(M, Oil dav Lilies in pots, 038 

Corn, Indian nr Maize, 3211 o( the SU-phanotis, 270 (■alveolus, til decaying flower-stems, 307 

I'oppif. llonert of the, 503 of Vegetable Marrow*, 717 eandiduin, III deciduous Kerns, 501 

Salad, 259 open ground, of Carrots, 105 cardinale, 301 decoration, window, hand Clematises 

Cornflower, Mountain, llie, 200 Orchid, 121 ( hamlkcHainiftnum, l»o lor, 555 

I’urp'.e, the, Orchids and their, 552 Charlcsworlhi, 5?l Decorations, house, simple, 92 

Cornflowers, 472 outdoor, Violets lor, Ot, 70 conoolor, 100. 001 delphiniums and Hollyhocks, 503 

Coronilla and Cytisus, 480 Pea, notes on, 117 Curtisi, 274. ool cutting down, 3!) 

Correas, 51 Pens and their. 571 druryi. 0C4 dendrobc, bearded, the. on 

Con dalis noliilis, 130 Pink Hydrangea lor market, 387 Kiliotiaiiuni, 064 deudrobium album, on 

Corvpha australis, 52 |x.t, 519; annuals lor, 117; Daffodils Uodrfrorie, US' uiiueiiuiii, *ili> 

Cosmos hiplmiatiis, 542 lor, 119; or lull, (orChristinas Roses, t/iithifuin, nl, Ik'iiHOtiim, 

Collage nl Bomngtnn, fhnnertrl. 277 oil llarrisiauiim, 481 liigililmiii, 421 

garden, the, 359 Potato, in-stiff soils. 10 Uiiyii.ildiaiiuiii, 7'H> lirymeriaiium, on 

gardens, *277 
Cnvmaiiurc, 003, (Ml : (or Tomatoes, 721 

Cowslips, Amoricaii, 537 
Crab, Dartmouth. the, 424 

Siberian, preserve, 372; the. 330, 402, 
500 

Cramp in a bird's legs, 410, 131 
Crassulu lycopoidcs, 12 

Creeper-covered walks or pergolas, 440 
(or a cemented wall, 207, 27.1: 
(or a chalk bank, S3 

(ora greenhouse, 50S, 013 
(or a wall, 194 
(or a window, 070. 087 
(or small greenhouse, 352. 4".( 

to cover ur.diwa.v, 135 
Virginian, a, 518 

Creepers, 330, 140 
evergreen, 41(1, 420; (or a south house 

wall, 423 

(or a trellis, 139, 112 
(or a wall anil pi mis (or box- v 23 i 
(or walls. 231 

llovrering, 723 
on West-eiul house, 479 

CVrs*. /’i/iph />•»•*, 130 

Cretan Mullein, 530 
Crickets in a greenhouse, 033 
1‘rioitnn I in ihi't'ct', 012 

Criuum bulbs. 729 
Crocus, autumn, (he, 177 
Crocuses and Tulhis, not llo.wriug, 15J 

hirds eating, 701 
Indian. 500 
the. 300 

Crop, (air, a, 105 
■ if (ViniiW/, oimi(, a, 475 

Klrwwlierr.v, a, 072 
Crops, ader Oolery, 720 

sensational, 105 
vegetable, a succession o(, 15 

Crolons, 590 
and (heir cullnrc, 037 
varielics of, 057 

Crown liiiiH-rlal, 300 
Imperials, treatment ol, s') 

Cucumber bed, worn out, io renovate a, 

317 
I!,a until. Aril ri/' ll'/i it \ 523 

eiilture notes on. 279 
({reek or Athenian, 333 
house, 400, 470, 512,032; ventilating, 

34t ; winter, t-elion of, 310 

Ja|HUiese, 173 
plants dying, 113 ; (or Hale, 310 
seeds, sowing, 403 

Cucumbers, 520 
and Melons, growing, 013; in (rallies, 

330 
and Tomatoes, 20 

early, 370 
(or winter, preparing, 310 
n'eel crop of, n, 475 

In a greenhouse, '251 
in frames, 000 

ridge, and their culture, 333 
treatment of, 100, 204 
unhealthy, 20:5, 225, 217, 230, 293, 301 
winter, 459, 47.5; growths, (lie, 400; 

plants, r rising o( the, 400 

Cultivation, deep, 517, 715 
of Dendrobimn i'icrinli, 421 
ol I Kos.-s still in, 313 

Cultivators o( har.lv plants, no ne, 521 
Cultural notes, seasonable, 215 
Culture, Asparagus, 1911 

Balsams anil their, 335 
bush. Chrysanthemums (or, 001, 013 

Cabbages and their, 517, (ill 
Camellia and its, the, 598 
(' irrols and their culture, 105, 293 

Cherries and their, 25 
Chrysanthemum, seasonable notes on, 

15 
Crotons anil their, 057 

Cucumber, notes on, 279 
Cyclamen, 130,140 

frame, 363 
II vdrangeas and (heir, 275 
Ixoras and their, 033 

1/u-ks an t their, US 

ot Arum Lily, 80 
of Cactuses, 333 
of Chinese Primulas, 12 

el Christmas Hoses, 4, 20 

Digitized b 

Radishes and their. :t'U 
Ilhularh and its, 437 

ltidgc Cucumbers and their, 338 
Hose, 101 

Spinach anil its, 701 
Stapeliaa anil their, 150 

Tulips and their, 5<t7 
Turnip, 102 
Vegetable Marrow (or iniirkut, 05:i 

Vine, 110 
wall, 250 
window, Cyclamens (or, 09; early 

fuchsias (or, 250 
Cupressus l-awsoniana, 031); height of, 73 

mnerocarpa, 0.30 
Currant, lllnck, hushes, 329 

bushes, caterpillar on, It'd 

dccp-colourcil (lowering, 125 
trees, Insects affecting, 330 

Currants and Ooosclicrries, caterpillars 
on, 4S 

llliick, 4.30, (119 

Ciit-hloom, forcing Hoses (or, (109 
blooms, forcing Ibises (or, OOS: for tin- 

house, 5oo 
(lowers. 249; and Kerns, 215. 233; 

arranging, 205,3ill; Chrj s iiitlieuiums 

(nr, 107 ; tor winter, 50; in the house, 
489, 517, 541, 578, 030 ; if llrr.iniii.iit 
or ‘/.mill Cela rgmii it uni, 51; Hoses 
f«*r, 171 ; .Single It--^oiiuws ‘Jl! 

Cut ling a Privet-lie |g,., osi 

Asparagus, 178 
ha k a Magnolia, 051 ; Hollies. :t.V.i, 371; 

Hydrangeas, 02s: tlleanders, 315; 
Rhododendrons, Osl 

down mi oleander, tin:; Chrysanthe¬ 
mums, 187; delphiniums, 89 ; green¬ 

house p'anta, 02s ; Solatium*, 1.5U 
l.aiirustiniis, 3o;i 
Maiden-hair Kerns (or, 9.1, ,'tlu 

u hit,'-flowered pi ini- (or, 218,202 
while flowers (or, 2 id 
Verts, .SOU 

Cuttings and seeds, Roses from, tu,i, 120 

Apples (ruin, .340 

Brier. Roses on, 02 
('ainellia, 303 

('arnalioii, 22 
Carnal ions (rum, 114 
(thrysanlhemum, 74, 235, 550, 500; 

striking, 570, 001 
Coleus, 057, 071. 730 
CytisiiM, 730 
tierauluins, 415, 057, 010 

Jasniimim, 415 
M'j rile, 339, 375 
ol evergreens, the, 050 
ol fruit-trees, rooting, (too. 7113 

ol Ocranlums, 390; and I'.insii-s, 411, 
417 

of Golden Klcler, striking, 034 
of indoor plants, 7tM 
ol Ixoras, 0.33 

of shrubs, striking, 277 , 23s 
o[ Trec-t'atnation, 053 
Pansy,283 

Pelargonium, 3:21 
Pciitstcinons, vigorous, 313 

pre|uiriug plant for, 510 
propagating Roses by, 5 
rooting, 97 

Rose, 545 
Roses from, 95, 399 
Tea Rose, 090 
Tree-Carnation, 403 

Yew from, O il 
C'yathea dcalbala, 712 
Cye ids and Palms for rooms, 347 

noil wind I know o( them, 40.3 
Cne.it reroluhi tit a ranni-ptnnl, 347 

Cyelaillcii bulbs, inseelsainl, 534 
culture, 130, 140 
flowers, 490 
/‘ertlnn, a ii'el'-groirn, 811 

winter, gout I type if 11, 541 
Cyclamens alter blooming, 544 

and Chinese Primulas, 130 

hardy. 83,184 
ugSO, 511Ltol ajjlinlow, 597 

(or window cnCpre. 09 
Cydonia Japonic.!, 505 

Oymbltlliim Dcvonianum, 548 

hirsulissiinuui, 121 
iittigne, to, 120. 135, 179, 107. 5s 1, 079; 

soil for, 226; i. pun 1 iloin violaceilin, 
523 

Irapeanum, 80. 444 

latwreneiamim, 005 
Lceanuni, 523 : L. sup -. 1 nil. 07.( 

longifoliimi, 312 
Lowi, 005 
■liaeraiilhtini, 444 

liloiiUtiam vars., 0.52 
niveuni, 100. 407, 003 
leilUlilliuin, 533 
Parislii, 421 

pari illoruni, 411 
pbiiippensc, 110, 422 

pilbesceiis, 441 
jnirininituin, 381 
HnlW'hildianum, 422 
Schru-ler.e, 181 
Kiorlahilr, 200, 441, 445 

Spiceriaiium, 402, 0(15 
Stooei, 422, 005 
superhiens, 005 
vciitricosimi, 441 
\ illOMim, 005 

t'ypripciliuins, 0, 501, tad 

ol the eoilcnltir seelion, 13. KUi 
treatment ol, too 

Cyrtoehllum inaculutum, 312 
fyrtomium fuleatnio, 2.57, 0M 
t'yrtojKiilivnil piinelatiim. 0110 

Cvlisils and Acacia ariu.ila in p its, 150, 
175 

cuttings, 730 
and Ciirotiilla, Iso 
plants in a drawing-room, 597, 015 
raeeinnsus, 512: Iroin seeds, Sii 

D 
DAFFODIL Kmperor, 120 
H ft nrert, ijouit lOf"' if, 11, 77 

Hybrid, new, a, 381 
dilfodils, 4. .300 

Is-st twelve, 330 

failing to bloom, 4 

for a room, 423 
forcing, 570 
lor pot eiiUuro, 119 
(or small border, 430, 101 
hybrid, 333 
new forms of, 170 

notes on, 70 
planted in long beds, 175 

iihcIiiI, 175 
dahlia, 107 

crow n ol a. the. 10s 
Pompon, new, a. 422 

Dahlias, ISO, 337, 513 

In-sl, 714 
Cactus and Single, 517 ; new, 417 

Single, 044 
dwarf, no 

eaten, 313 
lor show, 000 
ill India. 4-17 
notes 0:1. 409 
planting, 714, 728 

pot-root, 3115 
seeilling, 150 
sole .-lion ol, 111 
Single, 012 ; now, 404 

Daitg Until, tpenyif n, 003 

cradicalor, Bel I bade or, 45 
areenh-aite, a, 570 stovo, li3 

Mirliittliiint, ll nrert if a, 471; Heath- \ Draining, 475, 588 
like, 578 | n garden. 542 

Daisies, greenhouse, 579 ' Drills, 255 
Miciiaelmas, 3>7, 471, 571, 578, 615 Drooping Star if Belhlrhrn 1, 563 

on a lawn, 023 ! Drought, the, 227 
Paris, 500 Dr.vmoglossmn pilosello des, 51a 

Dainutk Ihme, m \ Drymaria mussdolia, 515 
damping down ot liquid-manure, 112 Ducks, large quantity ot loo.I (or, 034 

dandelions on a lawn. 288, 307 not laying, 41, 08 

on 11 tennis-lawn, 143, 153 , , rearing. 034 
Dn film' nia-mi/itiut, 245 Oriainal f 0tfVfrhuian * /*•;»• turf ley mi a haute wait, 

indicu, 717 l» .u 

SSfeniaJU^Ji^^,IIX.,Qlf LUMil, 472 

Camhridgeauuni, 05 
ehrysoloxuni, 121 
crassinodc, 052, 733 

cryslnllinuui, 202 
dcnsitlorum, 170, 052 
eildopholum, 052 

Kaleoncri, 120 
Kiiidlayanum, 20 
flowers fading, 12) 
(ormosuin, 312 ; and gigimteuni. 407 
Kingianum, 589 
t.coehianuin, 13, 731 
Liimwiamun, 00, 088 

luleolum. 05 
nohile, 20, 121, 130, 454, 700 
Phahenoiwis, 537 
1‘irranli, 131, 097 ; cultivation of, 121 
sii)ierbiens, 7<ms 
thyrsiflonmi, 370 

Wardianum, 103, 370, 733 
Dendrolihiins, treatment of, 312, 453 
destroying American blight, 105 

ants, 305. 328, 621, 627 
Chickwccd, 287 
cockroaches, 285, 310 

garden, poultry, 608 
lilcnli -bug, 021 

Nellies, 352, 309 
wasps, 342 
weeds, 471 
wirewornis, 328, 337 

deiil/.ia gracilis, 61, 108,178,557, Tin ; and 

Chinese Primulas, 55a 
deutzias and Libonias, treatment ol, 177 

ill |Mils, 130 
I flats, sun, 625 

diaiiella species, 481 
dianUius, growing, 084 

ncglectus not lilooming, 150 
pliininrius, 244 

treatment <>f, 514 
diarv, garden, extracts from a, 2, SO, 44, 

53, 70, 34, 96, 103, 124, 138, 154, 173, 

188, 203, 210, 228, 2(3, 250, 27n, 280, 
802, 314 , 320, 338. 352, 300, Sal. 395, 
407, 418, 431, 443, 450, 470, 484. 40a. 
512,520, 540, 551, 570, 530, 3'2, t in, 

038, 054. 009, 082, 000, 708, 722 

diceolra (dielytra), 102 
eximin, 100 

Dii'kton in nnlarcltea, 133, 711 
didyinochlea lmiulala, 324 
died Ira (dicentra), 102 

spcctahilis, ll'.l 

di.niiua iniiseipola, 496 
diosmas, treatment of, 333 
diplaeus glutinosus, 270 ; (nr a window, 

275 
Diplar.ium, 515 

|)laiitugiiieuin, 719 

Uiiui grandiflora, 324 
Disease, Potato, note on, 293 
Diseased Tomato-phi ills, 342 
/>■'«/> if Cliiin,, Angelina llnnldl, 431 

dog's-tooth Violet, White, the, S' 
dogwood, Variegateil, good, a, 053 
Doronicum, 89 

plnntngiiieuiii exeeltnm, tU 
Doronieuins, ion, 207 

Dove-plant, Hie, 573 
doves, food (or, 410, 481 
Dracsma and IIova, 559 

dying, 135 
tiolilii'iina, 173 
inillvisa, 530 

Dnicuuras, 530 
good boUoin-licat (or. 173 
in a room, 578, 597 
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Dwarf Dahlias, 11» 
Fuchsias, -IS" 

Kidney ami Scarlet Runner Beans, 2ii3 
plains. Its.". 
ItiMe-storks, 7.112 
Boses, 171 ; pruning. r.Tit 
Verbena joe bedding, 1124 

E 
FASTER Palin, (IS 

white llmvcrs (or, fil 

Kchevoria rctnso, propagating, la 

ICehcverias, wintering, fiOll 
AVWiiri*ii in ii Deronrhire 'in i'll i’ll, the, 

lilt 
in Ilev on, tin', IIS 

Fdge Hull, Mulpot, the garden at, 00!) 

Edging, Box. lKI. 208, 272 
tor stages, :m 
(trass, (or bordcra, ISO 
plants, 10(1 

Edgings, garden. 34 
Ivy. ami carpetings, f.72 

FdrniniilliiiH /‘iiinilin, 72S 

Egg. the yolk of l.lnisl ill, ,ri.ri 

K22'. blood in the yolk o(. 121 
Iri sh (or Christ mas, 080 

ininiattire, pullet continuing lo lay. l.Ki 
Torloi-e laying, 100 

Kln-agnus. Variegated, procuring, Kit) 

Klder,(ioldvil, slrikinir i-iillings o(, 084 
ground, in gaplen, Ifiil 

little i‘~' i re enrernl irith Inin ml I i iinhim/ 
lime*, Ills 

Klrrtririty and plant growing, 7U7 
hitniniiH ii re ii riot, 701 
Kndive, S28 

blanching, 241 
culture of, :141 
Mnsi-nirleil, sil 
White Untilrinn, Sll 

Knglish and (orcign Tomatoes. 294 
Irises, 104 

K|wcrix, 09S 

Kpidi inlruin ainhignuin, 07,2 
.itropurpim'iini and its varieties, 37,-1; 

a. Raiidiaiuini, :t7.4 : a. roseilin, a.'d 
hiroriiiiUlin, l.'tti 
eiliare, 40, 160, 7.84 
l iiiiiaharimnn, 108 

(aluituni, SSI 
tingnios, 121 

Krrderiei (liiilielnii, 370 
iinersiiin, Tint 

myrioiithrimi, GUO 

nt-morale. SOI 
prisiiiato-earpuni, 410 
sis eies, SI 2 
lov nronso, :I70, 410 
\ilelliiiiim, SS0; v. gignntetini, 0: v. 

ninjiis, 2oo. SI2, 410 
Kpl'.'ea repens, 720 

Kradirntor, llellieide nr Daisy, 47, 
lii ini n'nlrirnrn in ilmree, sittl 

Krirns alter Honoring, 121. Ill, 
Krigcroii utirniiliui'Os, 320 

Iiinrmiilhi‘n, SIS 
hiiinhidrgn I’l/'iinirn, OiNt 
lirgngiuni lilirirriniinin. Ml 

Kn lhrina Crisia-galli, I','., .MS 
Kry Ihroiiinni deus-muiii, 88 
Ksehsehollula ealilortiiea, 100 
Kspalier 11.. M2 
Kllcaly pttls globulus, SKI, S(BI 

Kueharis aiiiarouiea, Sl.'i; leaf o(, turning 
brown, I.Ml 

and Amaryllis, ,',22, AHA 
IhiIIm, 07 
eiinliilii, itnirem uf, 289 
eali ii oil. 12 
I.die* iii a rool greenhouse, ,'.mi 
Smaller-llmvere I, the, gsu 

Kuervphla piiinatilolia, 402 
Eulalia japonii-a, 472 

Kuoiiymiis, O.to 
treatment ol, 710 

Kupnlnriiim and Jiislieio, rnlliirr ol, 07 
Kuphorbla splendelis, 7,0 
Kuryhla (liinni, 7.1 

rumnturn, (HIS 
lit ruin,i !• rim rum, 40S 

Evergreen rree|«rs, 4lo, 420 ; (or a south 
house-wall, 42S 

Kerns (or a cold-house, 722 
Inslges, 41(1, on 

Japanese Aralia, 136 
shrilhs, haply, PC 
treis, speeinieil, 441 

Kiergreens, planting, in summer, 203 
striking, 47!) 
the cutting of, (IBO 
transplaiiting, S7, lf.0, asil 

under 1.lines, 222 
Kverlasllng Peas, SS. 332 

Kxhibilioii, Pompon Chrysanthemums 
for, 707 

Kvhihitinns, .TIC, 

PARMING, fruit, 17.1 
1 Kami, Neill,* on a, :tC,7 
Kalsi 11 \r.illa)Siels,|di, ai: 1 

Ki a I her eating. I III 
(trass, 472 

Digitized by 
I , nee, hnrlied-wire, a I!) 

I.eliind a border, ISJi, ,'Hi7 

Fence. l>oardcd. a, 47VU 
gaplen, a, 202 
|vi lor a. 72S 
White denial Urn nil a, lira 

Kcnoes. dak paling. Iruil trees. 72 

Fencing, iron, 7oS 
Kennel. 7*72 
Kern allies, the, 000 

Ini.kel, gmul, n, 7*1.', 
British, llart's-tongue, the, 7*01 

ease, a, 424, 4SI 
eaterpillars, 410 

compost, 712 
Filing,frond of a, 7, 

hardy, (or the gaplen or window, good, 

a, 70S 
1/nrFefont, grinning ml a Tree-Fern 

Hliinip, 2117 
Hay-seented, tile, 4S1 

Holly, the, 773 
house. 172, 242 
Killaruey, 081: under a gin*« rime, 002 
Inter, frondo of n, 074 
I,mill, the, >47. 114 

Maiden hair, British, the, 720; flnlden, 
n, 478; in n bntkrl, 27,7 ; -In/illurn’, 
a. 47 ; link, :>.3:t : li ne, Jrnmlit nf, 010 

l'arslet. I he, 47.7. 493 
Frirktg Shield, 70S 
Ihn/nl, unit Mule Fern in the nnrilrn nl 

kitlrgar, kil/ithandra, I rein ml, IT, 
Sente, 022 
seented, a, 007 

seeds, 380 
Silver, beautiful, a, 70 
Tree, tin/’, n, 183 ; Tiltmailinn, the, 711 
irimlnir, itnntl, n, 113 

Kerns, 3, ill. 38, 17. on, 70. 99. Ill, 123. 

17,1, 17.7,, 18.3. ltd, 21 r2, 209, 217,, 210, 
■238. 247, 27,7 , 27s, 297, SIO, 323, 327. 
343, son, two, :KI7, III, 418, 424, 431, 
4>7, 473, 493, 7.U7,, 7,17,, 833. .MS, 701. 

7,95, 002, 007, 022, (140, 001, 074, 081, 
70S, 711 

nod ent-llmvers, 216, 238 

nod Koxgloves (or the decoration of 
rooms, 209 

and Fuchsias, unhealthy, 414 
and grubs, 19 
and Mosses, 228 

anil other plant* inn greenhoime, group 
nf, 729 

and Palms (ora ••onservatory, 174 

arrangement of, 327 
As)Miragus, 79 

as j,hints (or the dinner table, 9 
basket, small, 618 
Hints Nest, 007. 022 

British, 700; (or (Vcool-house, (ion; (or 

a room, 27,0 
choice, 38. 183, 38(1, 843 
climbing, 128 
conservatory, 27,7 
dis'iduous, A4I1 

easily grown, 081 
evergreen for a cold-house, 733 
Filmy, choice, 7,; (or Wardian-eases, 

493 

lor a lank. 081 
(,,r a ease, UM. 712 
lor a greenhouse, 1 (VI 

(or a heat is I eonserv atnrv, fltll 

(or a roekwork. 112 
(or a stove house. In 

tor exhibition, 312 
lor growing in hnuging-haskcla, m 
lor indoor deeoration, 413 
(or prollt, (Ha; 

for show, 298 
(told and Silver, polling, 38 
greenhouse, 7, 

growing, 19 
hiiiutin’t’litlikrl if. 111 

Imply. 19, 270, .297, INI; and other, 
; ts ; for a cool house, ls| ; for decora- 

lion, 27,7 ', III II leniil'in nnnlen, 1181; 
in pleasure grounds, IMS; in wilder, 

I9i7; oriiamenlal, 37(1; two good, 022 
llan-'s-foot, 291 
llort's-longue, the, ihki 

In a greenhouse, 79 
in lad condition, 13 
in loses, 38 
in glass cases, 002 
ill town gardens, 7,97, 

in Wnplian-caNc. soil (or, 28 
Maiden-hair, 183.327, 7817,, MS. 724, 733 ; 

and Selaginollas, 703 : (or culling, 99, 
810; Holden, 473; unhealthy, 81.8 

notes on, 27,7 
not thriving, 7>:n 
mi nn old null, 17,7, 

|M>lting, 217 
rv|M>lting, (M0 
wale on, 174, 7,90 

seislling, 24(1 
slimling (or, 123. 7,33 

Shield. 724 
show, 267, 279 

three exeelletd. 7.3(1 
treatment ol, 79, (Mil, 974 
Tree, 183, 371!: binding stems of, 28; for 

cool-house or (emeries, 711 
under glass, 3d, 81, ins, 1.88, 27.11, 28(1, 

,'«r2, 314, 329. 3011, 442, 4781, 484, 498, 
7,19, 7,89, G20, 90S, 082, 722 

variegated, 438 
vigorous growth, 247 
Walking-leaf, the, .',33 
water lor, 7,33 
irith Uiiinhim, liw’drr nf, it, 343 

'r^rngn, hi-auikul mjti 

.. 327 

under glass, II 

Frrnrrg, rime in n, 19 i 

Ferneries, 123 
hanly, 17,.',, 191 

or cool-hoimes, Tree-Ferns (or, 711 
tasteful, 17,7 

Fertiliser in a garden, 17,4 
using a, 17,4 1 

Fertilising blooms o(Tomatoes, 72*1 

Fibrous rooted Begonias as w indow- 
plants, 178 

Ficus, brown spots on a, (198 

clasliea, 62,7,tin, 729 
Field, (owls in a, 324 
Fig lit nek lim’d ettnx, 1811 

llinini Tnrkeg, fiilitiiig-liraiiehru nf, 

408 
houses, (17,4 

Figs, forced, (or market, 180 

pruning, 120 
Fig-tree, treatment o( n, 48(1 
Fig-trees in the open air, 498 

on walls, protecting, 949 
pruning, 7,39, 7,42 

under glass, 330, 34(1 
Filbert Mount Allan, 726 
Filberts, Indian, 08, 523 

culture of, 727, I 
Fillin' Kerns (or Wardian-eases, 493 
Finches, Zebra, 130, 199, 189 

Klre-heat (or Itosi-s, 4 I 
Kir, seedling Hootch, 912 
Kir-trecs, last-growing, 442 
Kish-manurc, dressing Asparagus-hods 

with, 132 
Flavour in Peaches, 197, 

Flax, New Zealand, 103, 307, 328, 17,3 
Floral decorations, 310 
Florists' Tulips, 4"9 

Flinrrr, A linin'* Senile, In, 7,74 
bed, a, 34 ; laying out n, 1U4; slirulw 

in, 432 
beds, 287 
Bell, dwarf, a, 342 
hopler, manuring, 348 

Ikjx, plants for a, 99 
Cardinal, Ilia, 27.8 
Ceiimmn Satin, (112 
gaplen at Kevv, the, 47,7,; Begonias in 

the, 382; Datums, 431; making a, 
(177; notes, 184: small, a, 208; mini- 
IIIrr, u*e nf Srnknle-polH, in the, 422: 

wireworms in a. 144 
Hollyhock, the. os a gaplen, 520 
Lyre, the, for a window, Hr.! 

Moccasin, the, 210 
Mnek Orange, ii, in, HI 

nf Clipritieditini gutlalnni, 414 
nf liiinlile. Fetiinia, 7!8 
nf I.ilium ponipnninin, 7,94 
pots, 139 ; becoming green, 340 

stems decaying, 397 
Floteer* nnil fruit uf the l.ngiml, Out! 

annual, during the past summer, (SOI ; 
notes on, 28", 

beds of, 107 
Item-nth trees, 409, MO 
hull,nits, 399 
Cherry trees dropping their. 407, 

nil. 210; and Kerns, 217,, 238; arrang¬ 
ing, 296, 3nl; Chrysanthemums tor, 
Iu7 : (nr winter, 7»u; in the house, 
189. 7,17. 7,11. 7.7s, 989 ; Itroos (or. 171 

Cyclamen, 409 
few g,»orl seeutisl. a, 717 

for a grave, 197, 13(1 
for a hall in winter, 29, 7,9 
(ora sandy soil, 17,8, 179 

(or a wall, 112 
(or Christmas, 987,; church dee,,ration. 

Its. 402, IHil 

for dusty gardens, 27,5, 288 

(or profit, 927, 
(or room about ChriMmus-time, (129 
(or winter, 89 
gaplen, two good, 7HI3 

gal In-ring, 229 
half-banlg, Italian nil-jar* nurd fur, 

(125 
Imply, gaplen, of a, (Mi3; November, 

631 
in a garden, 319 
in Hi in file bit neli en, 208 

ill stnokv Koildoo, 334: suburb", 211, 
311 

ill town, growing, 721 

market, 337 
mild winlee, mutegag uf, a, 617 
Nap-issus, dying off, 13n 
nf n mind ig/ie nf /in fhuli/, 77 

of Allium nrnpnliliiiniui, 7,32 
uf ii M ichor limit lining, 171 
nf ArhutiiH I'neiln froinnei, 06(1 

nf a Slnprlin, 150 
•if A mini moll in, 667 
nf IIiihIi lloiiriiHiirklr, 432 

if CntUegn Trimur, 7,3 
nf (’hrgHuntheniiiiii White Daing, 2-1] 
if Clrmnlit imlirint, 86 
u f Ctrluggne erielala, 05 

nf UuelinrlH eanilidu, 289 
of llghrid Verbena*, 924 
nf l.ililllil llrtni’iii, 528 
nf Marguerite, 493 
iif Mountain faiurrl, Inin* nf, 099 

uf Hnmnega Cuulleri, 3.82 
of Unwi Unimininnn, (MM 
of llmie lAUliaripie, 303 
if the fin'll Pogpg, 603 
of the Ijilg if the I ’nIll'll HiihIi, 672 

of the Mminima l.ilg, 310 
nf the While /'rtirh-leaced ./lel/ lln/rer, 

.'.no Original ffom 

OF ILLI 

Flowers, summer, (rom seed, 007 
under trees, 34 
while, (or autumn, 513; for culling, 

209; (or Raster. 7,1 ; forcing, 7,7,7 
wilder, 316, 333, 349, 997 

Woodland. 7,77, 
Flowering, blue plants, dwarf. 472 

braneh "f Chiiiete Akeldn, 98 
bulbs after, 98 
Coleuses, 317, 

creepers, 723 
Oleander not , 23 
plants, climbing, 083; foraoonsorvatnry, 

218 
nhmil of Datum melelnider, 431 ; nf 

hnenlin gratiHriuiu, 147 : of Simir/iu 

rh'ifiiiiea, 723; of Wrntrrn Allrpice, 
074 : of Vellnir Hunk-in II Ii’”-’'- a, 243 

eh i ii it h uf l.ilg of the Valleg Tree, 87 

shrubs, 231 ; heautUill, 368 : best, 47, ; 
(or walls, 7,31 : notes on, 374 : prun¬ 
ing, 

Hprog of Dllteh llmn il-liek/-. 081 ; 
Fnir filriin lie. fat me-. I,Ml 

trees and shrubs. 

Vallota, not, 7,41 
Fine, lumaee for a. Ml 

greenlionse, 12,22 
Flues and lint-water apparatuses, 09!) 

Fly attacking Cnttlcyn roots, a, 24lt 
black, Ivy-eovered with. It'd 
green, 17,7, 238, 922 : and ants on Boses, 

171 
Onion, 388 
Tomato, white, 437 

Flies on (rult-lrees, 7hmi 
Foliage Begonias, 7,22, 7,37. 

ol Chrysanthemum, losing, 47.3 

if Otguipillni Mullein, 2.87 
plants lor a propagator, 9, 29 ; (or 

rooms, 295 
Htnre, 317, 

Food (or Doves, 410, 481 
Forced Figs (or market, 180 

Srnkale, head of, a, pruperlg rot, 7,4(1 
Strawberries, 170; starting, 990 
Turnips, 499 

Forcing Asparagus. 7,29 ; in frames, 7,20 
beds in a stove, 333, 344 

best shrubs (or, 17 
bulbs (or, 320, 394. 43(1 
Daffodils, 579 
early l.iliums (or, 393; Komaii Ilya* 

eiidhs (or.fHil ; Strawberries for, iso; 
vegetables in hntdicds, 32 

hol-licds lor, 49s 
house, HI. 70, 470, 484 , 7,20, 7,54 , 7,70, 

7.98, (Mr.1, 038, 008, (19(1, 722 
Indian Azaleas (or, 544, (UM 

Mines, 17 
Mly of Hie Valley, 65s 
Malmnisoii Carnations and (lladioll, 11 
Marc-chill Niel Bose, 7,7,3 
Peach trees after, 290 
Potatoes, 020 

Kluiharh, 8, 395. 437 ; and Seakaie, 7,19 ; 
(or market, 132 

Itosi-s, dpi. 993; lor cut blooms, mis, 
909 

Seakaie, 118, 519 
shrubs, etc,, 5181; and plants lor, 380 ; 

lor. 505, 099 
St raw lierry-plants lor, 450 

SI rawlH-rrics, 7,si 
Turnip, long, 499 
vegetal,les, 1M18 

very early, Drapes, etc., for, 18! 
while Mowers, 57.7 

Forest trees, (mil-trees, versus. 48 ; Ivy 

growing on, 291 ; near gaplcn«. (153 
Forget mc-nnl. 21 

New Zealand, :rs, 
Forget ..nets, 3 

and Tulips, 313 
Forsyth las, Mil 

Fowl, how lo hold, 211 
manure, 499 
unhealthy , 220, 2sS 

with r.sl skin, 324, 303 
Fowls ailing, 481 

etc., keeping, 523 
feeding, 584 
in a Meld, 324 

III a gaplen, 03 
losing their feathers, 14, 109, 214 

stale bread (nr, 303 
Foxgloves and Ferns (nr Hie decoration nf 

ps,ms, 299 
Spotted and Yellow, 224 

White, 411 
Fragrant and stove-plants, 347, 

Frame, cold, Cinerarias in a, 7,37,. 543 ; or 

nit, 7,57: plants in a, 071 

culture, 300 
Mushrooms in a, 31 
pit, a, 448 
Tea Roses in a, 17,7 
under a north wall, 085 
unhealed, an, 7,44, 7,7,9 

Frames, 188, 202, 2781, 33S 
and is,id pits, Hv8 
and pits, 124, 172, 228 
Cabas,larias in, 32 
cold, 2. SO, 68,711, 81, 9(1, 118, 27(1, 280, 

362, 4110, 418, 442, 470, 49s, 612, 640, 
664, 573, 020, (13s, 098, 02. USX!, 722 

Cuuumticnt in, (Kn; ; and Melons in, 389 
forcing Asparagus in, 62(1 

gaplen, 97, 150 
heating, 363 
Melons in, 210 

1 uses ot, 220 

Sira nl,cry, I^J R BAN A’C H AM ,U 
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Frecsias. r.l, 81, 308. 41!), 4ft!, 717 
for a window, 414 

in a cold-house, .138 
French Beans, 133 

Camias, till 
Frog*, 332 
Frond n f ii l'ihit if Frrn, 5 ; of II Sf.iil.t 

Font, 724 
iif Aiiligraiilina Ihaifilnsi, 533 
tij IsfriqiltlH nrpulla, 543 

of Mohria Ihnri/raija, 380 
Frost, greenhouse during, 435, 44s 

Fruit, 7, 25, 85, 48, 61, 72,91,101, 115,1211, 
141, 1112, ISO, 105, 211, 220, 230, 250, 
265, 271, 205, 3a'., 321, 329, 34(1, 354, 

371, 38!), 400, 408, 424 , 433, 451, 465, 
478, 485, 504, 518, 535, 512, 550, 581. 

587. 605, 621, 648, 660, 072, 600, 703, 
710 

mill Jharrrs n/ the bu/unl, 606 

hods, birds versus, 581 
nraoked, I'ear-tree with, 465 
farming, 451 

Harden. 2, 1C. 30, 44, 58, 70, 84, 00, 1(18, 
124, 138, 154, 172, 188, 202, 216, 228, 
242, 250, 270, 286, 302, 314 . 326, 338, 
352, SCO, 380, 304 , 406, 418, 430, 442. 
456, 47o, 484. 408, 512, 526. 540, 554, 
570, 586, 002, 020, 638, 054, 60s, 082. 
006, 708, 722 

gardens, (100 
gathering and storing, 321 
growing, 61 

in a cellar, 452, 465 
of Ja|vaiicsc Hoses, 334 

Passion-flower in, 383, 400 
|>rofllahlc, 380 
prospects, 115 
Tomatoes not setting, 237 

Frutliag-hraneh ■■/ Amilt Braddiets 
SmifKirril, 37 ; A mile Cog's Oraiif/r 
Fippin, 101; Apple GtUilrn Kiinh, 
550 ; A Ilf Ur Wellimjlnn nr Ihmielaw'n 
Seedling, 116, 005 ; Ooonebrrra Itnse- 
hr ni. 141 ; n f Krln ii Fi n nr, 2311 

hranthru »f Fitj Brown Tnrkrii, 408 
Fruits and plants, names of, 13, 40, 55, 08, 

82. 03, 100, 121. 130, 150,109,185,200, 
214, 226, 240, 254 , 208, 282, 200, 312, 
324, 330, 340, 302, 876, 801, 404 , 416, 
430, 454, 167 , 481, 500, 523, 552, 507. 
.'8(4, 600, 017, 060, 070, 693, 706 720 

hush. 180; caterpillars on, 371. 389 
hardy, 5iH ; notes on, 581 
of Chimonanthus fragraos, 182 
thinning, 239 

Fruit-trees, 175 ; against a north wall. 211 
and drought. 005 
and insects, 220 
as ornamental subjects, 409 
cordon-trained, 355 

etc.. 290 
Hits on. 560 
for a north-east wall, 480 
for garden walls, 322 
formation of, 049 
grafting, 672, 090 
grabbing up worthless, 005 

in pots, 530 
manure for, 340 
mulching, 135 
new wood on old, 265 
on Oak-puliug fences, 72 
on Ihr imil of nn oiilhuililinif, 601 
on vacant wall-spaces, 061 
overcropping, 195 

paint for, 504 
rooting cuttings of, 09(1, 703 
round a large tennis-lawn, 452 
staking, 581, 587 
starving, 587 
summer pruning of, 180 
trained on a wall, 061 
treatment of, 355, 433 
versus forest trees, 48 

young, 725 
Fuchsia, Australian, 51 

Avalanche, 687 

liulTon, 087 
Champion of the World, 687 
Comte la-on Tolstoi, 687 
Orliiihl, ill n haskrt, 577 

Duchess of Kdinburgh, 687 
dwarf, valuable, a, 334 

One, a, 543 

Frau Kiiiinn Tofifer, ilniihlr-iliiiirrril, 
087 

Gustave Flaubert, 087 
in a greenhouse, 580 
introduction of, 47 

lav France, 087 
.!/.«• I.nrif Finnis. 687, 68s 

Mine. Jules Chrf-tien, 087 
Molesworth, 687 

Nouveau Musiodonto, 687 
(S lavic Fenillct 687 

Phenomenal, 687 
Sir Garnet Wolseley, 687 

Fuc h-i.-LS, 800, 383 

ailing, 270 
nod Ferns, unhealthy, 414 
and Geraniums, seeds of, 316 
I test, 480 
double. 03, 087 
drooping, (100 

dwarf, 487 
early, for window culture, 250 
for a trellis, 270 
for a window, 209 
from seed, 521, 535 

hardy, 488 
in a cold-house, 334 . , , ! 

in baskets and on archcyi |fl57llZ6Q DV 
keeping through the winter, 462, 4S0, 

494 I 
note on, a, 279 

Fuchsias, treatment of, 115 
unhealthy, 704 

Fumigating, 671 

Pmikia Forlunei, 443 
grauditlora. 443 
laucifolia, 413 
Sirlmhli, 143 
sulicordatn grandillor.i, 39, 51 

Fillikias, 143, 616 

Furnace for a Hue, 80 

G 
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in winter, :W1 
. 171*. T1S 

not** nil a, :U*f> 
Galena njhriiiiililt nlhn, 331 
Garden allotment, 223 

arlilh-ial manure for a. 3117 

ashes for the, 084, 701 
III F.ilnr llnll, Malfmt, Ihr, (MCI 
ill filmwiitiil, l.rirrulrr, nrrhirnu in 

Ihr. 1173 
nt (l n, i nr i- hnni Boll ST. Ihr Ynlan in 

Ihr. 221 
nl hi, Hr, in r, Killishanilia, frrlnnil, 

llniml Frrn ami Muir Frrn in Ihr. 19! 

at l.eylon, a, 488, 503 
Auriculas in a, 012, 663 
Begonias in the, *18 

llirminghani, plants for a, 158, 176 
borders, tiles for, 3 
cottage, tlie, 359 
Derbyshire, trees, etc., for a, 572 
Drrnnshirr, Ihr Kdrtieriiu in n, 113 

Diarv, extracts from a, 2, 30, 44, 58, 70, 
.84. IKI, BIS, 124. 138, 151, 173, 188, 
203, 216, 228, 243, 250, 27o, 280, 3112. 
314, 320, 338, 352, 300, 381, 395, 107, 
418, 431, 413, 450, 470, 484, 498, 512, 

526, 540, 554 , 570, 580, 002, 020, 038, 
054, 008. 082, 60(1. 708, 722 

draining a, 542 
dusty, a, 288 
edgings, 34 

enelosing a, with wire netting, 38, 43 
Knglisli guano for the, 715 
enlarging a, 409 
entrance nf llrrkjirhl Flnrr. 119 

entrances, 119 
fence, a, 202 
flower, at Kew, the, 455: Begonias for 

the. 382; Daturas, 437: Hollyhock 
the, as a, 520; making a, 077 : notes, 
184: small a, 208: miinnirr, urr of 
Sriikalr/mls in Ihr, 422; wireworms 

in a, 144: flowers in a, 319; two 
good, 503 

fowls in a, 03 
frames. 97. 156 
fruit, 2, 16, 30, 44 , 58 , 70, 84 , 96, 108. 

124, 138, 154, 172, 188, 202, 216, 228, 
242, 256, 286, 3u2. 314, 326, 338, 352, 
360, 380, 394 , 400, 418, 430, 442. 45(1, 

470, 484 , 498. 512. 520, 540, 554 , 570. 
580, 002, (120, 038, 054, 008, 682, 090. 
70S, 722 

ground, Rider, In, 150 
gratis in a. 314 

(ledge, a, 528 
hiding soil in a, 135, 144 
hose, repairing, 150 

honrr In ii, nl Falazso Barbarian, 
I'm ire. 446 

In Surrey, n, 532, .'*4 
.fapannr, Iris tlinr in a, 621 
keeping eals out of a, 78 

kili-heii, laying out a, 401; making a, 
475 : near a river, a, 629 : notes, 2.68, 
328, 476, 688: the, 8, 26, 32, 46, 66, 
(17. 73, 102, 117, 132, 148, 165, 178, 

199, 204, 226 , 236, 262, 25', 279, 293, 
304, 310, 328, Ml, 35(1, 873, 388, 401, 

407, 42(1, 437, 450, 469, 476, 490, 499, 
612, 528, 64(1, 505, 570. 588, 010, 020, 
046, 658, 076, 689, 7(11, 71(1: work, 566 

l.ilies in the, 693 
liming n, 471 
l.ondon, harilfl Frrn* in a, 190 ; l.ilac- 

lmshes in n, SB: sowing semis broad¬ 
cast in a, 29 

management of a, 807, 430 
manure for a, 4 
new, a, 425, 447 
northern, a, 35 
of hardv flowers, a, 1109 
old neglected, an, 624 

or window, good hardy Fern for Hie, a, 
703 

outdoor, 2, 10, 30, 44 , 58, 70, 84, 9(1, 108, 
124, 188, 154, 172, 202, 210. 228, 242, 
250, 270, 280, 314 , 326, 338. 852, 866, 
380, 894, 400, 418, 430, 442, 456, 470, 

184, 498, 612, 526, 640, 554, 670, 58(1, 
002, 620, (138, (k'.4, 60S, 082. 1190, 71 >8, 

722 
path, 8; trees for a, 161,183 
jinths, kitchen, 720 ; weeds in, 15S 
pig-manure In the, 54 
Jilt, a, 598, 013 
plants for, 301 
poultry destroying, 508 

mis in a, 587 
refuse, 041 
rock, shrubs for the, 245 ; llir Mnreaein- 

Jtmrrr in Ihr, 545 
Hose, ground tor a, 303 

s^Huses, 429 ; for th* 37 

| sees Bin* ci iWRfiliifTloiida, 720 

shrubs in a, 

sloping, plants for a, 344 

: I 

Garden, small, a, 3, 24; an Apple-1 roe fora, 
35; Apples, etc., for a, 478: plants 
lor a. 59| ; ill a, IMS: Hoses in a, (MS; 
niirinhl-trainril I’rar-lrrr for, 703 

snails in a. too 
soil and old mot-tar. 292 ; ordinary, 33, 

048 ; insect in, 121 
summer-houses in tin-. 177 

.Surrey, a. 141 
Tortoise in a, 503, 513 
town. n. 13(1: lini-k. a. Hi; hiiiuII, a, 207 ; 

work in the, 10, 30, 14, 58, To. s4. 90, 

108, 138, 173, 188, 203, 210, 228, 242, 
250, 270, “so, .HI-, :i|4, 320, 3ts, 352, 
300, 380, 3115, 407. Its, Ml, ||:s. 150, 

170, lit. 498. 512, 520, 540. 551, 570, 
580, I a 12, 02(1, (138, 051, 1168, 08-!, 09(1, 
708, 722 

vegetable, 2. 16, 30, 14 , 58, 70. 81, 96, 
108, 121, I :s, 151, 172. 18s, -ir;, 210, 
228, 242, 250, 27o, !Mi, 302, 311. 3211. 

338, 352, *16, 3811. 391, 407. 131, 443, 
456, 470, 184, 49.', 512, 520, 5IO. 551, 
570, 580, 002, 020, 038, 051, litis, 08-', 
119(1, 708, 722 

walls, frait-lrees for, 322 

watering a, 131, 112 
wild, plants, flue, 2nS; Friuirnsr in llir, 

ii, 3 

ii ualiiwiif rliinhing plants, ii, 335 
wind-swept, n, 4, 34 
winter rirw in a, 071 

wireworms in a, 10-8 
work, 2. 10, 30, II, 5s. 70, 'I, 90, 108, 

124, 138, 151, 172, I s', 202, 210. 228, 

242, 250, 270. 280. sir.’, 311, 320, 338, 
352, .‘100, 3SO, 391. 409, 4t8, 1*1, 442, 
467, 470, 484 , 498, 512, 620, 51(1, 554, 
570. 580, 002, 020, 038, 054, 008, 082, 
090, 708, 722 

Gardens, arches, in, 673 

beautiful, private, 521 
cottage, iii 

dusty, flowers for, 2.55, 2S.s 
forest-trees, near, 653 
fruit, 660 
ill Ja|van, 521 

small, Applesfor, 518 ; best, annuals for, 
729 : Pear-trees, for, 703; rockeries 

in, 6ll 
suhurlum, the Wclgcla for, tins 
town, early-flowering (hrysaulh.'inums 

in, 417 : Ferns in, 59.5 
winter, 671 

Gardener, amateur, an. deflnitlon nf, 108 
Gardenia eitriodora, 552 

the, 346 
Gardening, art of, 521 

for profit, 205,-222 
house and window, 9, 20, 29, 52, (19. 92. 

102, 133, 115, HUt. 178, 191, 208, 225, 
230, 250, 205, 274 , 294 . 301. 222. 34 
*10, 375. 387, till, 413, 423, 134, 446, 
Id, 179, 489, 506, 617 , 529, 541, 555, 

678. 596, 1114, 1129, 611, 66 \ 070, 080, 
60s, 717, 722 

market, 285 

wild, 411 
window, 2, 111, 30, 44, 58, 7<), 90,108, 

121, 138, 151, 172, I", 202, 216, 228, 
242. 256, 270, 280, *12, 314 , 338, 352, 
360. 380, 391, 41 Ml, 418, 430, 442, 456, 
470, 481, 498, 512, 620, 540, 654 . 570, 
586, 6trl, 620, 038, 651, tills, os2 , 090, 

708: and room, 8|: beautiful, 335 

Ha rite, 459 
and Shallots, 459 

Garryn clliptica, 78 

Gas and electric light in a conservatory, 
730 

and plants, 285 
lime and wireworms, 373, 381, 398 
tar on hot-water pipes, 531 

Gathering and storing fruit, 321 ; Pears, 
3311 

flowers, 222 
Mushrooms, 459 

Gnulthrria, tin 
Gammas, 470 

border of, a, 595 
Genista and White Arnica, 11 

Andrennn, 709 
frngruns (or a room, 512 

Genistas, 139 
Gent ians asclepiiules, 340 

vernn, planting, 246 
Geranium cuttings, 415, 057, 730 

flowers lint opening, 168 
Ivy -leaved, no 402. 415. 1-18 

Geraniums, 557 

and Fuchsias, seeds of, 316 
and Pansies, cuttings nf, 411, 417 

bedding, 71, 325, 110, 494 
Cape, 198 
cuttings of. 396 

for winter flowering, 218 

in winter, 462, 479 
or Zonal Frla ripmiunis, riit-rhnrrrs of, 

61 
propagating, 348 

scented-leaved, 717 
treatment of, 500 
winter-flowering, 717 

Gernmn Iris, varieties of, ICO 
Gesnera cinnaharinn for a room, 413 

Gesneras, soil for, 22(1 
Gram miniatum, 328 
Gladioli, 337, 665 

and Malmnison Carnations, forcing. 

It 
for a room, 841 
from seed, 308 

£uarS®WERSITY OF 
While, and Hi 

Gladiolus-seeds, 

Gladiolus, the, *10 
The Bride, 491, 557, 015, 08-5 

Gladwin, Ihr, 1113, 104 
Glass, Begonias, under, 5*14 

rasr, Ihr Killarnrfi Frrn niiif.-i a, (102 

eases. Ferns in, 002 
early Peas under, 4:81 

fernery under, II 
Ferns under, 30, IDS, 188, 250, 2«0. 392, 

314,320. 360, 442. 1-0, 151. l ie, 519, 
680, 620, 008, 0,82, 722 

Fig-trees under, 330, 316 
house, building, a, 435 
houses, heating, 53,5 

roof, lenkv, 6oo 
Hose Heine Marie llenriette under. 113 
Ros.-s under, IS 
shelf close In the, 707 
sowing vegetable-seed under, 1126 

syringing Hoses under. 135 
Tomatoes and Peaches under, 5u|; 

under, 107, 059. Osp, 710: under lor 
market, 702 

irrU-iiianaiiril Tninalnes nnilrr, 497 

work under, 27 
Ginssi-s, IJitnrinths in, 52-*, 098 

in /iliirr ••/ lu.lllrs for I'rrpina Grams, 
060 

Glrirhrniit ilirar/ia, 071 
Gloriosa su|«-rlia. It 5, 402 
Gloxiiiin-hillha. 056 

seedlings, id 
Gloxinias, 301, 013, 076 

culture of, 131 

from seed, (ISO, 730 
treatment of, 480 

Gnal s rur, IPA Hr, Ihr, 331 
Gold and Silver Ivies, 30 

Golden Feather, 150, 012, 718 
rayed Lily, 488 

Gokfthich mule, 362, 377 
Gonloptcris gracilis, .615 

Good King Henry, S3, (17. 74, 133: aid 
Snlsofy, 148 

tlooselierry, Cape, 478, 6*1 
caterpillar, 618, 680, .642 
good, a, 251 
ltiinrhri‘a, feniling-branrh nf. 111 
the, 141 

Gooseberries, 239 

anil Currants, caterpillars on, 48 
liest, 821 

caterpillars on, 150 
hedge of. 372, 389 
varieties of, 340 

Gooseberry -trees, caterpillars on, 91 
spot on, HH 

Grafting, 405, 488 
u hail practice, 70!) 

a l 'berry -tree, 687 
n Holly, 03-1 

trull-trees, 072, Olio 
or budding Cherries, 542 
preparing for, 005 
Rhododendrons, 17, 30 

Hoses, 291, 483 
wax and ties, removing, 291 

Grape for a cool greenhouse, 049 

tiros, Guillaume, 48 
llvat'in'.hs, 76 
Hasrnt II a mini rah, 672:"/ Alrxaildria, 

126 
(IIII1,11 Mas-ailinr), I'hassrlas if- 

F’.iitain-hlr to, 649 

Vine, lean-to house for a, 672. 091 ; 

Sweetwater, a, 48 
Vines in a greenhouse, 433, 452 ; veil- 

ling, 211 
Grapes, etc., for very earlv forcing, 181 

and Peaches, packing, 263 
best, 126 

bottling, 109, 424 
dropping off, 297 

early, 7os 
for a cold-house, 478, 486 
•/fosses in filarr nf Imltlrs far keeping, 

660 
how lo thin, 162 
in a lean-to house, 62 
keeping, 451 ; Frrrih-r mode nf liriiui 

Ihr htilllrs, 451 : late, 660 : Thiini. i IJ 
in sir of prion Ihr ImlUrr, 451 

mildew on. 7 
Mr, I) slit's lain'far, 451 
Muscat, 238 

not colouring, 478, 486 
selecting lmnehes of, 195 

splitting, 366, 372 
Grass and Ivy. 193 

tiullis plant.si ill, 631 
edging tor Isinlers, 135 

Feather. 472 
nf Farnassns, 143 

I'ainfias, 59. 472. 576 
rare, a, 10, 21 
Sra l.fliar, Ihr, 701 

sees), sowing, 76 
seeils, sowing, 487 

Grasses, 147 

floe, 59 
ornamralal, 472 

wild, 168 
Grave, flowers for a, 107, 130 

Gravelly soil, 252 
Gravel road and walks, 382 
Green fly, 1-57, 23.8, 622 

and ants on Roses, 171 
on greenhouse plants, 106 

Greens, Winter, 258 
Greenhouse and vinery, plants for a, 494 

Original f(on*—l" 

LL 

N,el R0W in “• 



viii g.imm.\‘i.N'fr illustrated. 

Greenhouse, climbers lor a, 71S 
Climbing Hoses in a, 553 
cold. Orchid for a, 73S; Pitcher-plant 

lor a, 73 : plants lor a, 462, 480 
cool, Kuchuris Lilies in a, fit to; Crape 

lor a, H49; Orchids lor a, 690, 604 : 
ltoses in a, 553 

creeper for a, 598, (113 
crickets in a, 008 
Cucumbers in a, 259 
Hatty, a, 570 
Daisies, 579 

during frost. 435, 448 
Kerns, 6 ; tor a, 109 ; in a, 79 

fixture, tenant's, a, 328, 337 
Hue, 12, 22, 
lor prollt, a, 415 

for succulent plants, 32 
Fuchsia in a, 5S0 
Crape-Vines in a, 433, 452 
yroup of Fern* anil other plant* in a, 

heating a, 11, 50, 290, 414, 448,559, 717; 
b_v oil-lamps, 382 ; cost of, 659 

hoL plants for a, 332 
large, heating a, 448 
lean-to, a, 97, 174, 448, 554 
MarCchal Niel Rose in a, 585 
new, a, 562, 580 
north, plants for a, 720 
nil-stoves, for, 448 

Orchids in a, 232 ; for a, 731 
Palms for the, 282 ; in a. 330 
plants, 480, 495,552 ; and the late severe 

frosts, 067 ; cutting down, 628; for a, 
(186, 730; from seed, 156, 175, (137 : 
green-fly on, 100 ; neglected, 71, 147 ; 

Orchids with, 066 ; planting out, 177 ; 
propagating, 580 

purchasing a, 418 
removable, a, 50 

Ithodndendron, a, 23 ; hybrid, 381; 
Lady Alice Fitzwitliam, 381 

roof, 500 

Hose in a, 02, 570 ; It. Marshal Kiel in 
a, 62, 113, 220 

Hoses in a, 157, 220 
shading for a, 259, 269 
slugs in a, 12, 23 
small, a, 402, 580; building a. 480; 

creeper for a, 382, 403; heating a, 
3ns, 435, 462 ; plants for a, 686 

span-roofed, a, 402, 500, 013, 628 ; plants 

for a, 86 
stove in a, 50 
sulphur in a, 309 
sweet-scented rllmliersfor a, 108 
temperature for a. 543 

Tomatoes in a, 294, 658, 689 
Tortoise stove for, 416 
unhealed, 2, 16, 30, 58, 70, 84, 124, 138, 

288, 106, 418, 4781, 470, 495, 512, 510, 
586, 620, 654, 696, 708 ; plants for an, 
188 ; Roses in, 291, 449 

wall, a, 567; Clematis indielsa on a, 
501; of a, plants for a, 32 

surveying, 135 

dreciihouses, grouping plants in, 729 
Green Tomatoes, 491 

Winter, Laryr, 676 

drevillen rolmsta elegantissima, 274 
Urouml cleaners, Potatoes as, 102 

early anil good, 103 

Klder in garden, 150 
exposed, planting, 246 
for a Hose garden, 303 
lawn-tennis, 471 
manuring, 412 

Grounds, pleasure, hardy Ferns in. 66 
droop 11/ early fimreriny Chrysanthe¬ 

mum*, 395 
of Hmjtish Irites, a, 163 
of Ferns and other plant* in a green¬ 

house, Tat 

Groups at Chrysanthemum-shows, 556 
Grouping plants in greenhouses, 729 
Growing Cabbage, 408 

Carnations, 498 
Clematis, 54(1 
Coilogyne cristata, 384 
Cucumbers and Melons, 648 
Dianlhus, 684 
early Rhubarb, 560, 571 

Kerns, 19 
llowers in town, 721 

for market, 487, 497 

fruit, 61 
1 Idiotro|ic», 729 
l.lliuin auratimi. 698 
Melons in a vinery, 725 
Mushrooms, 314, 588 
on seedling plants, 85 

Pens, 702 
Rose, the pleasure of, 340 

Roses, 477, 714 ; in pots, 18 

Salsafy, 74 
Strawberry (or market, 321 
Tobacco, 207 
Tomatoes, 420, 702, 727; two crops of, 

588 
Grub on Apple-blossom, 72 

Grid* and Carnations, 214 

and Kerns, 19 
and vegetables, 716 

eating leaves, 391 
in a garden, 314 

In bulbs, 552 
in Willows, 552 
of l»art-moth, 348 

on \ egetables, 727 
Grubbing up worthless fruit-trees, 605 

Guano, English, f«r a garden, 715 

OudderRose and SyringaRj^Ug^ N 

Gum, Blue, and Variegated Agaves, 436 
Cistus, propagating, 710 

Gymnogramma gloriosa, 515 
leptophylla, 439 
linlchelta, 79 

Gymnograuunas for Wardian-casea, 552 
(iynerium argenteiiui, 59, 472 

H 
U2E MAN THUS, 496 

coccineus, 361 
defonnis, 93 

llairhell. Silvery, 728 
White Peach-leaved, 367 

Ifah-liells, White. 367 
window, 629 

Ifakea, treatment of. 290 
Half-hardy annuals in pots, 182 

Hnnying-basktt of Ferns, 111 
Itodriyuezin, yromay in a, Hi" 

Hanging-baskets, Kerns for growing in, 

111; Roses in, 202 
Hard-wooded plants, 302,394, 432; ill the 

open air, 266 
Hardiest Lilies, the, 488 
Hardy and other Ferns, 338 

and tender Statices, 485 

annual, good a, 714 
amiunls, 425 
Anthemlscs, the, 249 
A/ideas, 203, 277, 459 
Hu inh-hi, a, 631 

Bamboos, 631 

Clematises for window decoration, 556 
climbing Roses, 291 

Cyclamens, 88,184 
Double Primroses, 100 
evergreen shrub, 10 
Kern for the garden or window, good, a, 

703 
Ferns, 19, 270, 297, 681; for a cool- 

house, 481 ; for decoration, 257 ; in a 

London yanlen, 190; in pleasure- 
grounds, 66; In winter, ou7; two 
good, 622 

fernery, plants in a, 666 
ferneries, 155, 191 
flowers, garden of, a, 609 

fruits, 504 ; notes on, 581 
Fuchsias, 488 
half, annunls in pots, 182 

herlurccous Lobelias, 110 
loeoy's Slipper, common, 444 

Lady's Slippers, 444 
Lily beds, 674 
Lilies, some good, 628 
November flowers, .531 
Orchis, a fine. 197 

perennials, 728; from seed, 3 ; seeds of, 
24, 34 

Periwinkles, 318 
plant, new, n, 116 

plants in pots, 539 ; lifting and replant¬ 
ing, 549; some cultivators of, 621 ; 
transplanting, 674 

Statire, yowl, a, 485 

Water Lilies, 59, 104, 108 
White Hose, a, 220 

Hare's-foot l-'ern yrmriny on n Tree-Fern 
stamp, 297 ; Kerns, 207 

Harpalium rigiduin, 49 

Harvesting Sunflowers, 637 
Hawthorn, common, the, propagation of, 

204 
liny-scented Kern, the, 431 
Hazels, Witch, the, 860 

Heat, artificial, 619 
bottom, good for Dracmnas, 173 

failure of n hol-lssl to, 71 
lire, for Roses, 4 

of vinery, 136 
Heating a brick pit, 720 

n greenhouse, 11, Ml, 290, 414, 448, 560, 
717 ; by oil-lamps, 382 ; cost of, 669 

a Inrge greenhouse, 448 
a sitting-room, 686, 698 
a small greenhouse, 308, 435, 462 

a vinery, 091, 711 
economy in, 71 
frames, 353 
glass-houm s, 635 

Heath-like Michaelmas Daily, 678 

Heaths not flowering, 686 
yellow-leaved forms, 441 

Hedge, Bay, dipping a, 288 

Evergreen, 410 
for a wind-guard, 700, 723 
Privet, a, 674 ; cutting n, 684 
garden, a. 528 
high, a, 88, 98 
munngeiuent of a, 203 
of Gooseberries, 372, 380 
Privet, a, 245 

Thuja l/ilibi fora, 339 
Hedges, Abler for, 007 

Evergreen, 684 
mixed, 630 

ornamental anil useful, 630 
pruning, 317 

Helianlhcmums, 140 
llelianlhus multiflorus, 49 
Helianthuses, 674 
Heliotrope, 012, 718 

on a wall, 23 
unsatisfactory, an, 717 

Heliotropes, 71< 
from seed, 730 

growing, 729 
llellebore. Eastern, tile, 474 

/feTTklsircs, 474 

Cmnm.rzienri^hjllenaii, 

fictidus, 474 
nary, 643 

llcllcborus orientalis, 474 
llcmerocallis, 301 

dislicha, 412 
flnva, 412 

Hemp, Africnu, anil Indian Mallow, 625 
plant, the, 514 

Hens not eating, 41, 68 
Herbaceous border in February, tile, 674 ; 

plants for a, 532, 549 
Calceolaria, yowl type of, a, 085 

Calceolarias, 627, 685 
Clematis, 539 
I,obelias, 167 ; hardy, 110 

Pn-onv, the, 357 
(’monies, 231, 023 
perenninls, prolongation of, 383 
plants, 358, 307, 382 ; and Rabbits, 488; 

few good, a, 49 

Spinra, note on a, 206 
Herbs, 328, 572 

for winter, 294, 301, 565 
sweet and savoury, 07 

Hibiscus, showy, 651 

Hiding soil in a garden, 135 
Himalayan Heather, 709 
Hlmantophyllum, 382 

splendcns, 534 
Ilipirea-.tnim bulbs, treatment of, 414 
Hives. Bee, 311 

for wintering, preparing, 454 
frames, putting swarms of Bees into, 167 

keeping dry, 679 
JiacKing for travelling, 634 

Hoyarth Haase, Chiswick, 513 
Hogs, Kennel, 168 

Holly, 630 
and Yew, the, 003 
Fern, the, 473 
grafting n, 039 
Sea, Ohcer’s, 541 

variegated, propagating, 
allies, 87, 101,183, 

"(10 

Hollie. 
cutting back, 359, 374 
moving, 65(1 

Hollyhock ns a garden flower, the, 520 
management of, 382 

Hollyhocks and Delphiniums, 663 
note on, a, 249 

Honey, extracted, 214 
for market, 283 

Honeysuckle and Wistaria in Mower, 88 
hath Ameers of, 432 
Dutch. fUncet ing-spray of, 634 
North American Trumpet, 1.34 

Honeysuckles, 684 

hush, the, 432 
Hop-entered archway, a, 161 

variegated, the, 212 
Hope on a wall, 701 

Horse-droppings, 47 
flies, 376 

Radish, extirpating, 304, 323 
Horses, Loudon, sutliwings of, on 1/mdon 

pavements, the, 706 

Hose, garden, re|iairiiig, 150 
Hot-bed, 211, 621 

making a, 11, 98,722, 729 
sowing greenhouse annuals in, 58 
to heat, failure of a, 71 

work in the, 44 
Hot-lvcds. forcing early vegetables on, 32 

for forcing, 493 
gentle ami lasting, 32 

making, 6<i2 
Hot greenhouse, plants tor a, 332 
Hot-water apparatuses, flues versus, 699 

boiler, 496 
pipes, 501; fixing, 492, 676; gas-tar on, 

531 ; painting, 213, 219; removing, 
7'M 

House and window gardening, 9, 20, 29, 
62, 69. 92, 1112, 136, 146, 166, 178, 194, 
208, 225, 230, 250, 205, 274, 294, 301, 

322, 335, 347, 360, 375, 387 , 401, 413, 
423. 434, 445, 461, 479, 489. 606, 617, 
629, 541, 565 , 678, 696, 614 , 629, 044, 

(162, 670, 686, 698, 717 
border, a, 301 
cold, liosket-planU for a, 334; Krceslas 

in a, 333 ; Fuchsias in a, 334 ; Grapes 
for a, 478, 486 ; small Conifer* for n, 
603 ; Vines in a. 433 

conservatory, a, 166 
cool, British Kerns for a, 066; hardy 

Ferns for a, 481 ; Orchids in a, 000: 
plants for a, 50 ; small, a, 448 ; Vines 

In a, 110, 126, 354, 4(HI, 109 
Cuoumber, 406, 470, 512, 082 ; winter, 

section of, 310 
cut blooms for the, 500 ; flowers in the, 

489,517,541.678, 686 
decorations, simple, 92 

Kern, 172, 242 
forcing, 16, 70, 470, 484 , 628, 584, 670, 

598, 002, 638, 608, 090, 722 
glass, building a, 435 
lloyarth, Chiswick, 513 
in 0 yanlen at Palazzo F.arbariyo, 

Venice, a, 440 
lean-to, climbing Roses in a, 37 ; for a 

Grape-Vine, 672, 691 ; Grapes in a, 02 
light airv, a, 633 
Peach, a, 212 
Mushroom, 58, 124 , 202, 302, 442, 620. 

570, 638 
north, the, 44, 138, 366 
old, and surrmindiiu/s, 03 
orchard, 96, 124, 172, 352, 380, 430. 580, 

038, 696 ; trees, 498 
Orchid, 298, 496 ; temperature*, 584 

plant, Orchids in. 079 , . 

potatoes in a, 647 Original fr 
poultry, a, 14, 55 

^."Miversity of 
rubbish, 39, 43 URBANA-CH^JM PftTtStf"ss# 

■ louse, small, Tomatoes in a, 118, 133 

span-roofed, Orchids for, 660 
stove, Kerns (or a, 10; plants for a, 200 
summer, rustic, a, 177 
Tomato, a, 46, (K!8; constructing a, 73, 

350, 689, 702 ; size of, 588, 610 
unhealed, 306; plants suitable for grow¬ 

ing with Hoses ill an, 670; Hoses ill, 
575 

wall. Clematis Jaekmani on a, 631 ; 
climbing Hoses (ora. 128,145 : Dutch¬ 
man's Pipe and Icy on a, 145 ; May- 
nnlia on a, 230 

warm, Orchids fora, 108 
Houses, Camellia, 699 

cliinliera on, 230 
oool, Hose Iomarquc in, 303 
country (Oldswinford Castle), 219 
Cucumber, ventilating, 34 
Fig, 654 

gloss, heating, 636 
orchard, work in, 01 
small, Chrysanthemums for, 497 
spare, what to do with, 138 

summer, in the garden, 177 
West-end, creepers on, 479 

Houseleeks, the, 336 
llouttynui California!, 261 

chinensia, 261 

cnrilala, 261 
lloultynias, the, 261 

Hoya and Dracnma, etc., 659 
carnosa, 028 

litimea clcgnns, 62s 

Hyacinth hull*, 726 

the, 306 
Hy acinths, 51, 165, 557 

after flowering, 168 
and Tulips, 130, 139 
Grape, 76 
in nlusses, 529, 698 

in Moss, 346 
Homan, 629; for a room, 360 ; for early 

forcing, 501 
unsatisfactory, 11 

llyocinthus camlicans, 801 
Hybrid Clematis, or large-flowered, 109 

Daffodil, new, a, 383 

Daffodils, 383 
greenhouse Rhododendrons, 3«1 
Narcissus, a, 487 
Penlstemons, 343 

perpetual dors, 379; Rose, the, 220 ; 
Roses, early -flowering, 89: manage¬ 
ment ot, 47i 

Tea Roses, 429 
Hybrids, Japanese Roses and their, 202 

st rope-carpus, 290 

Hydrangea hortensis as a lawn shrub, 
139' 

iiiiiiicnlnta, 278, 653, "09 
Pink, culture for market, 387; i'll a 

rase, uell-fitnrrrrd a, 3s7 ; the, fine 
sited men if a, 275 

Btcllnta, II.-pi., 276 

Thomas Hogg, 270 
treatment of a, 322 

Hydrangeas, 140 

and tlu-ir culture, 275 

Blue, 290 
cutting luck, 628 
for mnrkrt, 146 
in |sits, 639 
in small pots, 265 
propagating, 106,136 
succession of flower*, a, 276 
the system of pro|ingation, 278 

treatment of, 639 
liy menophy lliinis. 551 
ifyjieiictim oldonyifoliom, 591 

Hypiium, species ol a, 600 
Hyjiocalnium robustmn, 106 
llypolepis distuns, 515 

I 
TBERIS fruitl, 514 
* gibraltarioa, 273, 614 

scmperflorcns, 614 
sempervirens, 614 ; s. Garrcxiana, 514 
saxatilis, 514 ; s, vnr. correu-folia, 614 

Trnorcaiia, 514 
Ice-plant, the, 12 
Incubator, an, 226, 208, 507, 600 

chickens anil nn, 55, 100 
Indin-rublier.pliuil, 11, 23. 52, 220. 630 ; 

treatment of nn old, 100 
Indian Azalea, While, in a wood at 

Coalhurst, 223 
Azaleas for forcing, 544 ; treatment of, 

218, 230 
Dean-tree, 860 
Corn or Maize, 320 

Crocuses, 600 
Filberts, 68, 523 
Mallow, and the African llemp, 025 

(irehids, 82 
vegetable, an, 020 

Indoor fernery artistically nrrauyid, 327 
Indoor plants, 11, 22, 31, 50, 04,71,97, 

114, 130, 146, 156, 173, 198, 213, 237, 

246, 269, 276, 289, 308, 316, 332, 344, 
353, 381, 402, 414, 426, 434 , 448, 462, 
180, 493, 600, 621, 534 , 543, 567 , 679, 
698, 612, 027, 639, 565. 670, G85, 704, 

717 ; cuttings of, 704 ; watering with 
colil water, 146 

Rases, 18 
0 limpet in garden soil, 121 

ts, 225,370; anil birds,23S ; remedies 

192, 464, 6'i7 



GA KDEJVIjYG ILIA1 ST RATED. IX 

Insects and Cyclamen hulls, 584 
ami plants, 422, 480 
caterpillars. etc., orchard (14 acres), 

destroyed by, 271 
fruit-tree* and, 220 

in potting-soil, 14 
on Cabha^es, 407 

on standard Roses, 157 
on Vines, 465 

scale, 380 
hmo/widimn aca ilie, 425 

lpomaui alhinanin, 500 
panduratn, 663 

Iris linkerinnn, 52 

fwtiduaiiina, 104 
German, varieties of, 166 
iberica, 714 
Kaimpferi, 310 
Mourning, treatment of a, 287 

Spanish, 135, 142, 412 
Suzdana, 715 
time in a Ja/mncec Harden, 521 

Irises, 40 
and Mile*, 248, 267, 278 ; for market. 217 

English, 164 ; iiroup of, a, 163 
German, 504 
planting, 728 
two fine, 711 

Iron, corrugated, for stages, 684 

fencing, 703 
Itnlinil /‘rune, 504 
lei/ anil Ctimhiny Roeee, an aid Kldcr- 

trr" covered with, 103 
and Dutchman'e 1‘i/w an it liaiue icatl, 

145 
and Grass, 103 

covered with black-fly, 101 
edgings and carpetings, 572 
fora fence, 723 
growing on forest-trees, 261 

leaved Geranium, an, 402, 415, 448; 
Pelargoniums, 574 ; semi • double 

white, 522 
on walls, 288, 360 
Roses with, 172 

trimming, 08 
watering, 36 

Ivies, Gobi and Silver, 86 
quick-growing, 263, 550, 556 

Ivia, Scarlet, propagating, 160 

Ixorasand their culture, 033 
cuttings of, 633 

later flowering, 633 
specimen size, 033 
young plants of, 633 

J 
JAPANESE Anemone, the, 623 
J Chrysanthemums, 0 

Cucumber, 178 
Maples, 161 

Roses and their hybrids, 202 
Jardinieres, treatment of Palms, etc. in, 

118 
Jure, Italian ail, Ueeil far half-hardy 

flower*, 625 

oil, uses of, 025 
Ja.mine and ClrmatitJackmani, a /torch 

covered with, 357 
winter, OtR ; floweriny-tpmy of the, 604 

ilasmines, the, 315 
Jasnilmim grown round u pillar, 415 

cuttings, 415 

nudiilurnin, 110, (MR, 651 
8ambur ll.-pl., 415 

Jereey Shallot, 450 
Jessamine, treatment of, 344 
Jew'. Mallow, while flower of, 710 
Judas-tree, 358 ; leaven of, 410 

Jug tans regia, otsi 
Junineriis vlrginlana, 630 
Jiuucla anil Eupntorium, culture of, 07 

K 
KAI.R, Scotch, head of, 103 

Katmia tali folia. 000 

Keeping poultry, 784 
Ketwy Prune, frultlny-branch of, 23!' 

Kerria Japonica, 140 
variegated-leaved, 300 

Kew, (lower garden, the, at, 455 
Kidney Bean, a yood ty/te of, 205; 

Smythe's hybrid, 253 
Dwarf, and Scarlet Runner Beans, 205 

Kie-Kie, the, of New Zealand, 301 
KUIariwii Fern, the, muter a tjla«* cane, 

662 
Kitchen garden, laying out a, 401; making 

a, 475 ; neur a river, a, 521); notes, 
258, 228, 475, 688 ; the, 8, 20, 32, 46, 
66, 73, 1)1, 102, 117, 132, 148, 165, 178, 

118), 204, 225, 236, 252, 2781, 270, 203, 
304, 316, 328, 841, 356, 373, 388, 401, 
407, 420, 4.37, 450, 450, 475, 400, 499, 

510, 528, 546, 6<I5, 571, 688, 610, 626, 
616, 658, 676, 580, 701, 716; work, j 

505; paths, 726 
Kniphotla, 40 
Knolweed, beautiful, a, 375 

Knolweeds, 016 

T ABELS, wooden, 430, 461 
Laburnum*, transplanting, 506 

Lickey-moth, the, 120 

Digitized 

444 ; 

414; 

l.ndy Fern, the, 247 
Inuly'e Sli/t/tcr Orchid, 80; common 

hardy, 444 ; Hairy, 444 ; Inllnted, 444 ; 
l.irgc-tlowcrisl, 444 ; Milk-while, III 

lady's Slipper Orchids, 501 ; Pelican- 
flowered, 444 ; Rani's-head, 
Showy, 444 ; Small-flowered, 
Spotted, 444 ; Yellow, a, 410 

lady's Slippers. 170 ; hardy, 444 
I sella aulumnolis, 637 

Dormaniana, 523 

elegnns, 128, 254 
Perrini, 412; P. alba, 412; P. irrorala, 

413 ; P. nivea, 412 

Pili heriana, 254 
pumila, 327 

purpurata, 206, 444 
superbiens, 720 

laclio-Cattleya, 220 
I-agerstromnas, 254 
lamp for a propagator, 704 
land, exhausted, 715 

pasture, Bracken on, 472 

stiff, peat-Moss-litter, for, 606 
lauageria alia, 600 

Doublefloicered form Of, 60S 
rosea, 150, 500 

lapagerias. 332. 508 

free root-run for a, 50s 
from seed. 507 
Red and White, 880 

larch, common, the, 246 

lastrea uimula, 431 
eancUl, 300 

Latunia ( Lieistona) Imrboliica, 698 

Laurel, 630 
mountain, truce of flmrere of, 690 

shrubbery, a, 479 
laurels, 673 

and Rhododendrons, 385 
laurustiims, 501, 830 

cutting, 300 
lavatern arborea variegata, 52 
lavender, 337 
lawn, Daisies on a, 623 

Dandelions on a, 307 
improving a, lot 
making a, 332 

marker, 150 
■Moss on a, S3,08 
mossy, a, 715 
mower on tennis-courts, using a, 593 

new, a, 425, 450 
nitrate of soda on a, 510, 532 
Plantains on a, 26, 615 

restoring a, 464 
Rosa rugosa on a, 66!) 
chrub, flydranycu hurlrnei* ac a, 130 

small, beds on a, 60 
sowing down a, 807 
tennis-court, 100 
tennis, Dandelions on n, 143, 158; 

dressing for n, 695; ground, 471; 

ground, worms on a, 539, 560; improv¬ 
ing a, 332; large fruit-trees round a, 
452 ; making a, 416, 457 ; Moss on a, 

683, 701 
treatment of a, 715 

worms on a, 102, 823 
lawns, Dandelions on, 2x8 Kid, 223 

ves on, 488 
ntossy, 663 
treatment of, 678 

worm-casts on, 47, 113, 567 
layering Carnations, 288 

Rhododendrons, 08 

Strawberries, 251 
laying out a small plot, 425, 436 

U-af-mould,!), 10, 630 
making, 432, 460, 467 

Lean-to greenhouse, a, 07, 174, 644 
house, climbing Roses in a, 37 ; for a 

Grape-Vine, 072, 601; Grapes in, 02 
Peach-house, a, 212 

vinery, a, 200 ; cool, a, 606 
Leaves, beautiful, 316 

for table decoration, 614 
of the Silver Maple, 014 
on lawns, 488 

Ledum lluxifulium, 203 
lacks, 02, 328 

and their culture, 14S 
lagal question, 302 
Legs, bird's, cramp in, 416 
l.cinon-scentcd Verbenas, 448, 402 

Thyme, 572 
treatment of n, 508 
Verbena, 501, 717 

Lenten Roses, 474 
Lconitis laonutus, 623 
Leopard's Bane, 811 

Lepieyeti* ce/ndta, frond of, 643 
laptochln gracilis, 472 
laptotes bicolor, 710 

laschenniiltia bilolm major, 213 
Lettuce, 33, 268, 828, 666, 626 

Cabbaye. Larye lloccin, 081); seed, 689 
Iattuerg, 476 

Cabbage, 689 

in early spring, scarcity of, 058 
laucoslegia imincrsia, 561 
lav ton, garden at, a, 488, 503 
Lihonia noribnnda, (HR, 029, 071, 717 

Lilionias and Deutzlas, treatment of, 177 
Lilac-hushes in n London garden, 36 

Charles X., 690 

Persian, 099 
Starwort, 307 

Lilacs, 288 

His of the, 
414 ; culture of, Stp; Double-r/ialhril, 

414 ; Dwarf, for a room, 178 

Lily beds, hardy, 574 

Bermuda, Raster, 393, 727 ; the, 400; 
forcing, 727; treatment of a, 4611, 562 

Canadian, the, 503 

ChineseSacred, fora room, 360 
Golden-rayed, 488 

Harris), useful, 347 
Madonna, flour re of the, 310 
name of a, 577, 691 
Xankeen, 62s, 503 

of the Valley, 3, 51, SO. 178, 337, 384. 
657, 025 ; and Carnations, 176; ond 
Violets, 60; Iasi of, 504 ; Bueh, 
flonrre if the, 572 ; damping off, 150 ; 

early, 688. 704 ; forcing, 568; in a 
bed, 142, 169; Tree, 87 ; Tree, flower- 
iny-elioote of, 87 

Plan lain, 223; SiehoUf*, 443 
Scarborough, the, 81 

St. Bruno's, the, 478 
the, 248 

Water, seed, 10-1 
Lilies and Irises, 248, 207, 273; for 

market, 217 

Arum, 5(H), 615, 718 ; for Christmas and 
Easter, 315, 884, 

Belladonna, 34, 47 

iiest, 701 
Chinese, 730 

choice, 60S 
Day. 206 ; in pots, 63.S 

Kucharis, in a cool greenhouse, 500 
tor u room, 347 
hardiest, the, 488 

hardy, some good, 628 
in puls, 07, 534 
in the garden, 503 
Madonna, 189 ; ami White tiludivli, 489 

of the Valley, 344, 029 ; mil flowering, 
UK) 

pocking, 432 
Plantain, 241, 443, 616 
treatment of, 390, *11 
Water, 368 ; and other flmvere arranged 

in a tubular flower-etand, 265 ; from 

seed, 21 ; hardy, 59, KM, 168 ; rats 
and,111 

White, mulernentli /teryola at Palazzo 
llarliariyo, Venice, 447 

Lilium anratnni, etc., 313, 488, 577, 67S ; 
growing, 608 

Rrowni, 508: flower* of, 628 
canadenac, 593 

rmutidum, 264, 310, 337, 608, 626 
clcguns, 6113 

Kigaiileiuil, 160 
llanisi, 657; for a window, 400, 727; 

foiling, 727 ; I rent men I of, 213 
l.riclitlini, 310 

longiflnriiin. 51 : I,. Ilarrisi, 303 
Panlalinum, 595 
Poin/innilim, flourr if. 694 
r/tecioeum kr.rtzcn, 07; e. ear. 

rubrum, 605 

supcrlmm, 339 
tretaceum, 603 

LiliimiH for early forcing, 303 
packing, 4611 
soil for the, 97 

Lime and coal ashes, .649 
gas, and wlrewomi, 373, 384, 898 
trees, 560 

water and worms, 128, 144, 167 
Limes, Evergreens under, 228 

Liming n garden, 471 
l.imnoehnris lliitnholdti, 282 
l.i.'iaria tristis, 240 
Linden, Weening, White-leaved, 550 

l.iiuini grnmliflorum, 170 
Liquid-manure, ret, 76, 168, 534, 721 ; and 

itsahuse, 527 ; (lamping down of, 112; 

for Tomatoes, 341 
Lisianlhns prineeps, 603 

l.oani, clayey, Rhododendrons in a, 318 
definition of, 676 

for Chrysanthemums, 128 
gissi, 547 

turfy, strong, 365 
IiOusas, 467 
Izilielia, 718 

Blue, 627 

rardiiialie, 110 
crinus, 405, 500 

lor a basket, 613 
hybrids, HO 

Scarlet, wintering, 168 

spi-ciosa, 170 
splendens, 110 
syphilitica, 110 
Tupa, 110 

Izilielias, Bine and White,(112 
herbaceous, hardy, 110,167 
In pots, 106 

I/Oinariu tluvintilis, 438j 

(libhn, 28 
Ixxidon garden, Lilae-hushrs in a, :'-0; 

sowing seeds broadcast in a, 29 

Lonicem, 684 
tcin/wrinn-ne, 684 

I.opliole|iis pilotelloides, 515 

Lieiuat, flower« and fruit of the, 006 

the, 606 
Loxogramma avenia, 040 

involuta, 040 

lanecolnta, 640 
Isyxogrammas, 646 

LucuQa gratlssima, 086; flowcring-thoU 

if, 147 
Luffa sponges, 220 
Lupine, White, the, 247 

Lupines, 206 Drinin;i 
Lupinue potyphyllue, 206 

LVXu'.rSK?,iS(»IIVERSITY 0 
ementa, 097, 733 . . n ri a m a 

Deppel, 697 URBANA'C 

I.ycaBte Hnrrieoniw, 416 
Mi asuresiana, 697 

Skinner!, 40,697: S. alba, 623 
I,vi-astes, 697 

tailing and la-coming spottid, 637 
Lychnis Haagt-aim, 253 
Lygodiuin seandens, 562 

LygodinniB, 12tt 
Lyre-flower, the, fora window, 1U2 

Lysimachia Nummularia aurea, 667 , 700 

M 
jVT ACAW pulling out its feathers, 414 

Maokaya bclla, 230 
Madonna Lily, flou-ere of the, 310 

Lilies, 189; anil White titadioli. ISO 

Maggots on Parsnips, 226 
Magnolia acuminata, 221, 419 

Campbell!, 221, 419 
eonepieua, 221, 419 

cutting hack a, 051 
Eraser!, 221, 419 
gluuea, 221, 419 
granditlora, 221, 419 

Hvpoleuca, 222, 420 
Holms, 222, 420 
macrophylla, 222, 420 

oborata, 222, 419 
on a houec-walt, 230 
propagating a, 385 
stellate, 222, 420 

treatment of a, 203 
tripe tala, 222, 420 

Wntsoni, 222, 420 
Magnolias not flowering, 110 

the, 221, 419 
Maiden-lmir Kern, British, the, 720; 

Golden, a, 478 ; in a banket, 257; 
Japanese, a, 47; true, fronde of a, 

646 
Frrne, 183, 327, 505, 518, 724 , 733 ; and 

Selagineilas, 703; for cutting, 09,310; 

Golden, 473 ; unhealthy, 348 
splrru wort, 622 

Maiden’* Wreath in a pot, 560; tniray of, 
on a lailife head, 561 ; the, 5(H) 

Maize, Japanese, 25(1 
or Indian Corn, 320 

Muking a hot-lied, 733 
a propagator, 730 

Mulloyv, Indian, and the African Illtnp, 
025 

Jew's, the, 102 
Management of a garden, B07, 430 

of an orchard, 266 
of a Parrot, 693, 720, 733 

of a propagator, 11 
of a vinery, 703 
of Bees, 65, 481, 537, 034, 666 

of Hybrid Perpetual Roses, 477 
of Pear-trees, 400, 424 
of pot-Roses, 4(H) 
of room plants in summer, 274 

of swarms of Bees, 107 
Mamin ilia suavcolcns, 496 

Manclti stork for Roses, 172 
Manure, 117, 165, 366, 300 

artificial, 02, 342, 555 ; for a garden, 
307 ; for Vines, 711 

blood as, 210 
cow, (170, 601 
decayed and refuse. 475 
fish, dressing Asparagus beds with, 132 

for a garden, 4 
for Begonias, 11, 20 
for Chrysanthemums, 244 

for fruit-trees, 846 

for Potatoes, 118 
for Vines, 329 ; blood os, 710 
fowl, 409 

free use of, 227 
leaf, making, 432, 467 
liquid, 63, 75, 168, 534 , 721 ; and Its 

abuse, 627 ; damping down with, 112 ; 

for Tomatoes, 341 
pig, In the garden, 64 
Pigeon's, for Chrysanthemums, 212 
Potatoes and, 250 

Rabbit, 74 
rotten, substitute tor, 102, 204 

sawdust as, 440, 460 

Seaweed as, 680 
solid, 252 
stable, 726 . good, Old 
Standen's, 670 
using, 488, 497 

vegetable, 539 
Manures for Cinerarias and Calceolarias, 

688 
nature of, 227 
for Roses, 62, 334, 861, 372, 375 

Manuring fiower-liorder, 348 

ground, 308, 412 
Maple, Silcer, lea re* of the, C14 

variegated the, 288 
Maples, Japanese, 161 
Marguerite Carnations, 11 

/foicere of, 493 
Marguerites, 337 , 493, 613, 625, 020 

for a room, 445 
for winter, 485 

Marigold Orange King, 255 
Marigolds, 170 

Marjoram, 572 
Market, best Peas for, 710 

bunch if Scorzourra, a, 647 

f Carnations for, 21 
1 'Cineraria, yoori tj/pe of, a, 655 

180 
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Market, forcing Rhulmrh tor, 132 
gardening, 285 
growing for, 437, 41)7 

Money for, 283 
Hydrangeas for, 14(1 
I rises ami Lilies for, 217 
Melon, best, ((72 

Mushrooms for, 72(1 

I’ink Hydrangea, culture for, 3,37 
plants for, !*s 
I’Inins, good, ,ri87 
l-it of, Tittiiii. a, (144 

Strawiterry gruwing for, 321 
Sraw berries for, 131 
Tea Itoses ami Pelargoniums for, .130 

Tomatoes for, 8, 702 ; uriiler ({lass for, 
702 

Vegetable Marrow culture for, 030 

Marrow I’cas, 103 
Vegetable, culture for market, <139; 

l^ing Whitt,40; Olil Whitt, 2(1; Whitt, 
039 

Marrows, Bush, Oil 

unhealthv, 304 
Vegetable, 2(1, 40, 230, 233; culture of, 

717 
Marvel of Peru from seed, raising, 100 
Masdcvullia Annini, 120 

llnestrata, 220 

ignea, (loo 
Siuittlcworthi, 39 

Masdevallias, 32, 1)3, 214, 220 
Maxillaria lutea alba, 200 

Sandcriana, 407 
lenilifolia, 07!) 
veuusta, 433 

Meailmv Hue, the, 133 

Sajfmn, llaty, 30(1 
Mealy-bug,’, 431, 400 

deslrorniK, 021 
on Tucsoniu, 330 

on Vines, 333 
Meconopsis, (133 

aculeate, (13:1 
cambrics, (ISO 
nepalensis, 083 
Wallithi, 0S3 

Medlar and Hoses, 397 
Melocnctus communis, 234 
Melon, best, and Vegetable Marrow, 14S ; 

market, 072 
I.ltllc lleath, 141 
Water, 403 

Melons, 334, 371 
and Cucumbers, growing, 048 ; in 

frames, 330 

in a vinery. growing, 723 
in frames, 2ln 
splitting,’, 372 

stopping, 181 
treatment of, 290 

Water, 403 
Mercury as a vegetable, 1:13 
Mcsrmbryanthemums and Double Petu¬ 

nias, 40!) 
Me/.ercon, 89, 030 
Mirhaelmat Dnity, /borers uf a, 471; 

Deathlike, 378 

Daisies, 398, 471, 374, 378 
Microlepia liirla and cristuta. 41(1 
Mignonette, 171), 1st), 717 

in pots, Oil 
|sit, 333, 3(7.1 
seed, 147 

> arielles of very distinct, (111 

Mildew, Clematis attacked by, 358, 3(18, 
388 

on Chrysanthemums, 292 
on drapes, 7 

on Hoses, 348. 721 : soft-soap and sul¬ 

phur for, 721 
on Vines, 193 

sulphur for, 219 
Mildewed Hoses, 301 
Miltonin Clowesi, 144 

cuneata, ion 

flaveseons, 130 
Morcliunu, 48 

spectabllis, 410 
vexillaria, 220, 584 ; V. rubella, 474 
Wanicuwiesi, 309 

Mimulus niai-ulosus, Oil!) 

Mina lohata, 93 
Mint, 572 
Mistletoe. 459, 590, 034 

on mi Avptedreebraneh, 590 

Mocassin-Mower, the, 210 ; tht, in tht 
raek-yarden, 445 

Mock Orange, HI, 550; in ilawer, a, 10 
Muhrio thni/raytt,frond of, 3S0 

Monanla didyma and liarella, 595 
Monkey Bread, (IS 

Puzzle, 438 
ihiiuitrra drliciu-n, 211 ; nt Funchal, 

Madeira, 435 ; culture of, 211 
Moorea irrnruta, 079 

Mormoiles ami Calasetums, 732; par- 
diniuni, 318 

Mortar, old, and garden soil, 292 
Mott-curlml Kntlive, 341 

Hyacinths in, 840 
litter for Mushroom-bed, 225 

on a lawn, S3, 98 
on a tennis-lawn, (183, 701 
peat, litter, for stiir land, (100 
Hoses, 385, 095 

Mosses and Kerns, 228 

Mossy lawns, 583, 715 
Saxifrage ns a window flower, 225 

Sloth, hockey, the, 120 

Orchids, white, the. 128 
Mould, leaf, 9, 10, 330; making, 45tyf 

..SOT&lfflaiftBd by i. 
Cornflower, the, 2no 
l.anrrl, tram uf Jhitvem .,/'. ('••• » 

Mourning Irit, 715 

Mulberry-branch, planting a, 021 
Mulching, 117 

and protecting Roses, 545 

anil watering, 439 
fruit-trees, 135 
Turnip-rooted Celery, 205 

Mnlgcdiiim Phuiiieri, 411 
Mullein, Cretan, 580 

Olympian, foliage of, 2s7 
Mulleins, 159 

Musas from seed, 3-14, 353 
Muscat (>ra|ies, 238 

Mushroom bed, 291; Moss-litter for. 225 
liedsin cellars, 90 ; regularly moistened, 

100 

failure, a, 710 
growing, 314 

house, 58, 124, 202, 302, 442, 520, 570, 
(138 

Mushrooms, 199, 453 
and Rhubarb in a shed, 450 

cool cellar for, a, 100 
for market, 720 

for summer, 172 
gathering. 439 
growing, 588 
in a frame, 33 

in summer, 100 
woodlice yersus, 373, 38X 

Musk, 717 

Mussinda erytrophy lln, 270 
frondosa, 270 

luteola, 270 
Mussindas, 270 

Mustard and Cress, 020 

Myrohalan Plum, 401 
My rsiphyllum asparagoidcs, 353 

Myrtle cuttings, 339 
Sami, the, 203 

treatment of a, 130, 218 
My rtles, cuttings of, 375 

for n window, 375 

young, 199 

MAME of a Lily, 377, 591 
As Names of Chrysanthemums, 509, 592 

of plants and fruits, 13, 40, 55, 08, 82, 

93. 100, 121, 130, 150, 109, 186, 200, 
214, 220, 240, 254, 208, 282, 299, 312, 
324, 330, 349, 302, 370, 391, 404 , 41(1, 
439, 454, 407, 481, ’SSI, 623, 637 , 662, 

507, 584 , 00(1, 017, Odd, 079, 093, 700, 
720, 733 

Narcissi, 61, 026, 080 
Homan, 029 

\arri/trux bijtnrat, OHO 

calnthynut refltxut, 641 
Jimjitriir, 139" 
flowers dying off, 111, ISO 
II'll'rid, a, 487 

minor, border of, a, 447 
not flowering, 143 
Sir Wat kin, 423 

Tazetta, 300 
Nasturtiums, 179, 382, 012 

and annual Sweet Peas, 102 
Nature, freaks of, 478 

Naturally grown Chrysanthemums, 037 
Neapolitan Violets, 364, 309. -112 

Nectarine and Peach flower-buds, thin¬ 
ning, 110 

Nectarines, 180 

Neglected shrubs, 723 
Nemesia, the, 376 
Nemophila insignia, 148 
Ncottopteris Urcvillcu, 214 

Ne|ienthes Mustersiaun, 330 

Sedeni, 60 
Nephrolepis, the, 081 

Nerine Kolhergilli, 402 
sarniensis, 80, 92 

Netera depressa, culture of, 67 
Nettles, destroying, 362, 309 

in a shrubbery, 111 

on n farm, 307 
New Zealand Flax, 307 ; Heed, 472, 003 ; 

shrubs, seeds from, 101, 183 ; S/teed- 
nell, 573; Speedwells, shrubby, 673 

yient in an ajfinit, 107, 108, 244, 311, 718 ; 
increasing, 108 

Nitrate of soda, 398 ; and superphosphate, 
125 ; on a lawn, 610, 532 

North greenhouse, plants for a, 729 
y nee gay vf irild winter /invert, a, 517 

Now gays, winter, 617 
Notes, seasonable, Bees, 734 
Nollioehnnn triohomnnoides, 615 

Nurses for plantations, 033 
Nut, Cola, 733 
Nut-trees, treatment of, 4<K) 

Nuts, foquillu, 160 
Walnut-tree dropping its, 200 

Nymphica alia, 69 
flora, 59 

marlioren nlhida, 69; m. cornea, 00 
odorata exquisite, 00; o. rosaceu, on ; o. 

sulpluirea, 00 

tuheroso, 60 

0/4 K Fern, 323 
Oaks, Poison, daks, Poison, of North America, 410 

Odouloglowmm Alexandre, 39, 93, 282, 
_^_439. 55^ f. Regime, 700 

iCD^S! 

(Idontoglossum citrosmum, 100, (Mm 1 
crispum, 453 

eugenes, 584 
grande, 463, 537, 884 

Halil, 719 
Harryanum, 370, 607.0(H) 

hastiiabimn, 312, 490 
l.iudeni, 490 
Undlcyanum, 301 

maculntiun, 130 
mulus, 08 

nebulosum, 052 
Pescalorei, 312 

Heichenheimi, 179 
Rossi Amesianum, 584 ; It. mnjus, 13 
Huckerianum, 121 

I'ro-Skinneri, 490, 052 
Wilckeanum Palleus, 309 

Odontoglossums, 82, 121, 298, 400, 637, 
552, 507, 075 

imported, 185 
other Orchids with, 093 
potting, 370 

treatment of, 474 
(Knothera, 88 

alhicaulis, 403 

biennis, 403 
errepitom, 4G3 

frulicosn, 403 
linearis, 403 
marginata, 403 
Missouricnsis, 403 

ovata, 403 
speciosa, 403 

tenacetifolia, 46S 
turaxifolia, 403 
triloba, 403 

Oil-jam, Italian, /nr half-hardy tin atm, 

026 ; use of, 025 
stoves, 006,717 : for a greenhouse, 448 

tltdeirin/nril Cattle, Stimrliridiie, 219 

Oleander, cutting down an, 100 
compost for the, 402, 410 

not flowering, II, 2!), 290 
Ireutnieutof an, 140, 150 

oleanders, etc., 194 

compost for, 420 
cutting back, 345 

Olearia Ounni, 61 
llaaeti in /loner, 43 
ra amt unit, 0113 

olearias. HO 
Olympian Mullein, fntiayr of, 287 

OmphalodcH verna, 143, 412 
onridium amplicatum majus, 197 

llird's-beak, the, 674 

concolor, 1(H) 
crispum, (Hsi 
Cru-sus, 330, 464 

curium, 264 
flaliellifcruin, 312 
flexuosum, 589 
Korls-si, 562 
Oardneri, 439 
Marrisonianum, 5011 

hnstntum, 208 
Incurvum, 410, 474 
Kramerianum, 219 

l/eopoldianum, 254, 407 
leucochilum, 437 
l.imminghei, 438 

luridum, 088 
niaeranthum, 28. 121,312 
Marshalliannm, 160 
ornithorrhynchum, 674 

papilio, 219 
Phahenopsis, 20 

p(dtos, 720 
Schlimi, 150 

sessile, 254 
sphacelatum, 500 
sphcgiferuiu, 293 
Klendidum, 370 

frinum, 444, 637, 712 
varloosum, 438, 490, 583, 700; versus 

majus, 509 
Onion, Him at-red ar Flat Italian, 373 

fly, 373, S8S 
Farit, Sileer-tkinned, 374 

Fear-tliaiieil S/M nitli, 620 

Tripoli, 350 
White S/ianith nr Itrailing, 373 

Onions, 328,010 
autuinn-tnirn, 263, 350 
for show, 07, 499, 520, 629 

for winter use, 620 
Potato, 317 
Spanish, White and Brown. 373 

Spring, 529 ; sown, 710 
Onlscus, 370 
onychium Japonieum, 081 
Ophiopngen Jabiimn variegation, 710 

the, 630 
Orange and Citrus family, the, 235 

Mis-k, 10,550; in/haver, a, 10; Slone- 

eroii, 307 
Orange-tree from a pip, 115; treatment 

of an, 434 
Orange-trees, unhealthy, 174 
Oranges, Mock, two good, 193 

Orchard an old, 710 
Blackberries in an, 7 
(fourteen acres), destroyed by insects, 

caterpillars, etc., 271 
house, the, 90, 124, 172, 352, 380, 430, 

580, 038, 00(11 trees, 498 

houses, work in, 01 
management of an, 200 

Orchard, Apple, planting, 537 
Orchid, autumn-flowering, an, 674 

ls>ok, 092, 700 • . . , 
collection, cost of alyllWjinal iTOfTI 

Orchid house, 298, 490; temperatures, 584 

importation, 000 
Rattle-snake, the, 438 
roots, broken, 719 

orchids, 0, 29, 39, 53, (15, SO, DO, 100. 110. 

128, I II, 109, 179, 197, 219, 219, 232. 
245. 202, 274 , 292, 309, 318, 327 , 342, 
354, 379, 377. 384, 112, 421, 437, 441. 
409, 474 , 492, 500, 610, 53(1, 548, 500, 

673, 589, 004 , 041, 004 , 075, 088, 097, 
712. 731 

and their culture, 552 
best winter-flowering, 05 
British, 652 

Butterfly, the two. 219 
culture of, 719 
eaten by snails, 93 

fancy, 583 
flowering in or about August, 733 
for a bay window, 093 

for a cool greenhouse, 590, Out, 731 
for a sjmn-roofed house, Uflfl 
for a warm-house. 108 

for open border, 282 
front Brazil, .’>4 
in a cool-house, 00(1 
in a drawing-room, (179 
in a greenhouse, 232 
iu a plnnt-house, 079 

in a vinery, 364 
Indian, 82 
Lady’s Slipper, 501 

native, 89 
|Nitting, 729 ; time for, 324 
quantity of, a, 28 
repotting, 623 

Shp|>er, 001 
thriie. on, 093 

White Moth, the. 12.8 
with greenhouse plants, 000 
with Odontoglossums, other, 093 

Orchis, British, 219 
fine hardy, a, 197 
/idillta, 0, 197 

Ornamental flow ering trees. Cherries a«, 

385 
(Irartct, 472 

leaved plants, 480 

plants tor a stove. 699 
Ornamenting a parapet, 29, 52 
Oriiithngaliiia niUant, 503 
Orobnnchcs, 370 

Osmanthus, 094, 053 
ostrowskia mngniflca, 515, 724 
Outdoor beds or borders, 519 

border. Hoses for an, 334 
Chrysanthemums, 592, 091, 032 

culture, Violets for, 01, 70 
garden, 2, 1(1, 30, 44, 68, 70, 84, mt, 108. 

124, 138, 154, 172, 188, 202, 210, 228, 
242, 26(1, 270, 280, 802, 314 , 320, 338, 
352, 300, 389, 394, 400, 418, 430, 442. 
450, 479, 484, 498, 512, 620, 540, 554. 
679, 580, 002. 029, 038, 054 , 008, 082, 
(am, 798, 722 

plants. 3, 24, 33, 49, 69, 70, 88, 193. 119, 
139, 142, 158. 175, 189. 200, 223, 231, 
218, -207 , 272. 287 , 3-SI, 319, 331, 343, 

357, 307 , 382, 398, 411, 425, 430, 449, 
403, 471, 487 , 507, 514 , 616, 631, 632, 
549, 602, 671, .’4)3, 015 , 023, (142, IKK. 

070, 083, 7(H), 714 
Hoses, IS 

Vine, an, 7 
Own-root Hoses, 1!I2, 291 

Tea Hoses, 200 
OxylmphllH nyctagincus, 391 

OzothammiH rosmarinifolius, 710 

PACKING Lilies, 
* l.llioms, 409 

Cervaifligir, 65, 610 
rirrhosum, 312 

iij*)hbuw 
paigw1"1"8 0,1668 

Peaches, 400; and (1 rapes, 200 
Pinmia Wiliiuinniatia, 549 

Pi van y a I hi/torn, 623 

llerW-eiiiiH, the, 357 
Single, a, 649 
Tree at Kattnn l.mlye, Munktlmcn, Co. 

Dublin, 76; iu flower in Scotland, 
399 ; notes on the, 409 

While, 023 
Piconics, 49 

Herbaceous, 231, 021 

planting, 193 
Single, 649 
Tree, 309 ; propagation of. 70 

Paint for fruit-trees. 601 
Painting hot-water pipes. 213 
Paling, black, hiding a, 399 
Palin, llnnyalnw nr Cabbage, 558 

Itate, Slender, the, 717 
Faster, (kS 

large, a, 08 
leaves becoming brown, 150; dying. 

114, 134 
Parlour, llie, 445, 539 
room, gnml, ons 
Sago, the, 623 
treatment of a, in a window, 100 

Palms, 098 
and Cveads for rooms, 347 
and Kerns for a conservatory, 174 

Date, the, 717 
etc., in JardlnK-res, treatment of, 118 

for the greenhouse, 282 

from seed, 568 
hardier, some of the, 075 

in a greenhouse, 330 
in pots and tnlis, 220 
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Palms, watering, 614 
Pampas Grant, Si), 472, 575 
Pancratium fragrons, 656 

treatment of, 2(8 
Panienm ru rii'iinlnui, (MS 
Panicums, 472 

Pans, seed, large-sized, 21S 

Pan*.v cuttings. 2ss 
seedlings, ;ui. 

rutted, While Swan, 244 
Pansiesand Geraniums, cut tingsof, 411,417 

common, l*inks and Arahis, 1:16 
etc., from seed, 14)4 
fancy, 31!) 
seedling, 104 

Tufted, 4!) 
Papa ter Rturas, 563 
I'apaw-trcc, the, 264 
Paradise Apple-stocks, 26 

I'aratHn-oil anil water for plants, 238, 253 
Vines dressed with, lot 

Parapet, ornamenting a, 21), 52 
Paris Daisies, 5011 
Park, St .lames', stupid work in, 700 
Parks, public, rockwork for, 416 

Parnassin patii't ri*, 143 
Parrot, management of a, 693, 720, 733 

treatment of a, 14, 41 

Tulips, the, 164 
Parsley, 328, 373, 565. 572 

Pern, the. 457, 4IO 
in winter, 67 

l’arsni|>s for show, 676 
maggots on, 226 

Passillora Constance Klliol, 7S 
Passion-Hott er. 344 

liltie. the, 311 
in fruit, 383 400 
)iot, worms in a, 12 
treatment of a, 21)0, 305 

Pasture land, llracken on, 472 
Path, garden, 3; kitohen garden, 726: 

trees for a, 161, 183 
Paths, garden, weeds in, 158 
I’ea American Wonder, 571 

and Bean for show, 048 
.(inrnjiie, I rue, Hie, 328 
culture, notes on, 117 
Harlirst of All, 400 

Kxoniau, lot) 
/.nation's Supreme, 73; William I hr 

Pi ret, 73 
Sc Pine (.’lira, 236 

Peas, 230, 626 

and Cherries, keeping hints from, 107 
and their culture, 571" 

best, for market, 710 
climbing, 237 
culture of, 165 

early, 73, 226, 409; in pots, forwarding, 
047 : under glass, 499 

Everlasting, 33, 332, 700 
few good, a, 33 

for show in July, 120 
growing, 702 
late, 105, 201; sowing newly saved seed 

of, 204 
Marrow, 165 
Kittiiler, and liroail Beans, (110 
sott ing, 702 ; in pols, 617 

Sparrows, damage, 571 
Sweet. 4. 249, 337. MM, 625,662 ; annual, 

and Nasturtiums, IU2 
wire-netting for, 148 
young, green lops of, 551 

IVaeli and Nectarine Houer-hnds. thin¬ 
ning, 116 

branches, dying, 116 

dropping its buds, 763, 711 
Early Ainadeii June, 251 

growing, 726 
house, lean-to, 212 
Im veil Ihtiihcll, White, 367 

shouts, crowded, 164 
Peaches, ISO, 105 

and (Jra|K-s, packing, 206 
and Tomatoes under glass, 5<M 

basket of, a, 195 
flavour in, 195 
in pots, 321, 582 

packing. 4*0 
time of gathering, 195 
training, 126 

treatment of, 212 
Peach-tree branch withering, 239 

losing its flowers, 72 
l’vach-trees alter forcing, 296 

scale on, 478 
treatment of, 40 

Pear and Apple-trees, canker In, 5<M 
llritrrt‘ lliiehelier, 486 ; II. ir.imanlis, 

271 : II. Diet, 91 ; II. Ranee, 582 
Bishop's Thumb, 72 
('hnmnontcl, 582 

Citron dee Cannes, 329; Itoireriiifl- 
rjirtlli it/, 409 

Doyenne li'Eto, 329 
IIiteherne ri'Amjmiieme, 401 

Ptemish Ilea util, 535 

for a south-east wall, 305 
for a wall, 433 
Glou Morceau, 582 
Jargonelle, 32!) 
Josephine ilr Matinee, 582 

Knight's Monarch, 582 
Ixmise lionne of Jersey, 26, 711 
Marie l.ouise, 400 
AV Pitts Meuritt. 682 
PUnmston Durhriit, 710 
Souvenir du Ccngrt-s, 329 

Williams' Bon Chretien, 329 
Winter Nelis, 682 

Pears, 180, 239. 336. 340, 872 Digitized 
and Apples in a greenhouse, 618 
and Plums, 621 

Apples, and Plums, *00 

Pears, August, 329 
autumn, some good, 400 
gathering and storing, 330 
good late, 682 
on a clay soil. 486, 601, 536 

profitable, 486 
pruning, 681 
some good early, 271 
varieties of, 48(1 

winter, 434 
Pear-tree, Apple and, treatment of, 329 

blight on, 254 
old, an, 672,1191 

planting a, 478 
simulant Marie Ionise, in /barer, 621 

treatment of a, 180,305 
upritjht, trained fur small Harden, 703 

iringed pi/ramid, 725 
with cracked fruit, 465 

Pear-trees for small gurdens, 703 

in bloom, protecting, 130 
management of, 409, 424 
not hearing, 006 
not fruiting, 000 

not growing, 561) 
pyramidal, good selections of, 726 
stundard, 621 
treatment of, 725 

young,581 
Pearl-bush, the, 492 
Peat for Azaleas, 426 

Moss-litter, 593; for still land, 006 
soil, black. Hoses in a, 721 

Prlarifoniuui, Citin', Prettp Pulla, 670 

cuttings, 333 
Master Christine, 333, 346 
Itollisson's Unique, 629 

Zonal, Rosuail Improved, new, a, 543 ; 
While Xtphehts, 639 

Pelargoniums, 51 
ns wall plants, 31 

Cape, OiO 

culture of, 64 
lvy-leavcd, 674; semi-double While, 

522 
out-of-doors in Sussex, 715 
seedling, 194 
Tea Hoses, etc., for market, 586 

Zonal, 237, 240, (129 ; for winter-flower¬ 
ing, 039; an a trail, 31; winter- 
flowering, for u room, 335 

Pelican-flower, the, 80 

Pentns camea, 509 
Pcntstenion, planting n. 430, 405 
Pentstemons, 288, 325 

hybrid, 343 
vigorous cuttings, 343 

Perennial Candiitnfl, a. 273, 514 
Candytufts, 514 
Sunflowers, 828 

Perennials for beds. I in, 139 

hardy. 728; from seed, 8. 24,34 
herbaceous, propogation of, 383 

planting, 624 
raising, 728 
sowing, 508 

Peresklu aeulenta, -'101 
Penjola trilh While l.ilirs underneath at 

Palazzo Hurhnt iijo. Venire, 447 

Pergolas, 446 
arches and pillars. Hoses for, 60S 

or creeper-covered walks. 466 
Pcrilla nankiucusis, 618, 718 
Perlploca gras-a, 271 
Perislcbia clnla, 573 
Periwinkles, hardy, 318 

Periiett.vas, I4n 
Perpetual-flowering Begonias for a room, 

291 

Hybrid Hose, the, 220; Hoses, early- 
flowering, 89 

Spinach, or Spinach Bed, 8 
Persian ('yclamen, well-grown, a, 85 

Cyclamens, 86 
Peals, insect, 225 

Petr:.si volubills, 282 
Petroleum and water, 497 

and weeds, 28(1 
Petunia, Double, tloirer of, 718 

Petunias, 348, 718' 

Balsams, and Begonias, 200 
Double, 198; and Mescmlirvanthc- 

tnums, 409 
Single and Double, 012 
soil for, 231 

treatment of, 504 
Pliains grandlfeliiiH, 49 
PIluInmoiMiu amabilc, 128, 537 

aphrodite, 128 
ElephmilVtrunk, the, 07(1 

Esmeralda, 370 
howl, 076 
Sehilleriana, 706 

Philndclphus, 19, 556 

mirrophi/Uiis, 666 
PhlclKHlium aorcuin, (31 
Phlox Drummondi, 176, 612, 718 

Phloxes, 49, 674 
Phtrnix tenuis, 717 

PholidoU imbrieala, 438, 079 
Phormium Umax, 290 
Photographic competition, award of 

prizes, 017 
Phvllocacti blooming twice In one vear, 

501 
biformis, 93 

Phylloeactuses, 199 
Physianth'is alliens, 415 

Pieotee and Carnation seeds, 357 
seeds, 308 

[i ns, 
PiefSrrtrizaTviirr.K 
Pigeons lor table, I lug, 523 
Pig-manure in the garden, 54 

Pigeons, keeping, 481 
manure for Chrysanthemums, 212 

trapping and killing, 240 
Pillar, Joamimini grown round a, 415 

Hoses, 43 
Pillars and arches. Hoses for, 37 

arches anil pergolas. Hoses for, (3(8 

Piiiieli'it ejtrclahilis, 71 

line-apples, 48, 672 
Pine cones, 226 

Pines, 654, 70S 
and Vines, treatment of, 164 

three, 612 
Pink, Clnce srrntrtl, 477 

Cue, 244 
good White, a, 231 
I -ady Blanche, 015 

Napoleon III., 242 
show, 015 
the, 1, 190, 015 

Pinks, 337, 574 
and Carnations, 477 
Common Pansies, and Arahis, 130 

culture of, 3, 24, 33 

eaten, 7()0 t;oo(l strong plants of, 615 
osing colour, 207 

new varieties, 1 
propagated, 1 

Piper nigrum, 391 
species, ISO 

Pipes, hot-water, 501; fixing, 492, 070 

gas-tar on, 531 
Piptuthenun Thomosi, 472 
Pitcher-plant, 69 

for a cold greenhouse, 7*1 

Pit, ash, an, 699 
brick, heating a, 729 
garden, a, 698, 613 
or cold frame, 657 

propagating, 628 
Pits and frames, 124, 172, 228, 448 

cold, 10; and frames, 11)8 
heated, 520 

or holes, the, 030 
Plague of ants, 90 

ol caterpillars, a. 140,103 
of cockchafers, a, 261 

of rals, a, 247 
Plantain hliv, Slebold's, 443; the, 223 

l.ilies, 241', 443, 616 
on a lawn, 25, 515 

Plantation of Hospbcrrios, 389 

Plantations, nurses for, 633 
Plant, liuskcl, Asparagus phimosiis as a, 

559; Tuberous Union in aril, 353 

Dove, the, 673 
for a centre of a lied, 103 
for screen, 336 
growing and electricity, 707 

■tartly, new, a, 116 
llemp. the, 614 
house, Orchids in, 679 

Ice, the, 12 
liidlit-iuhlier, the, 11. 23, 62, 230, 530 

treatment of an old, 1(H) 
of Anlhurium Sclu rzenautim, a fine, 

‘ 217 
Pitcher, 60 
room, Chius reeolnta as a, 347 ; good, 

a, 607 ; new, a, 271 
Sensitive, 3118 

stimulant, cleanly, a, 155 
luble. White Azalra as a, 296 
to grow in water, 733 
Tomato, length of a, 680 

I'mlirella, the, 438 
useful, a, 176 
variegated, good, a, 603 

Plants, alpine, choice, 728 
ami nlbo-cnrlsin light, 290 
and fruits, names of, 13, 40, 66.08, 82, 

93, 100, 121, 136, I Ml, 169, 185, 2m, 
214, 220, 249, 254 , 2H8, 282, 299, 312, 
324,330, 349, 362 , 376, 391. 404 , 416, 

439, 454 , 467 , 481, MS), 523, 637, 652, 
667, 684, BOO, 617, (166, 079, 693, 700, 

720 
and Insects, 422, 430 
and shrubs for forcing, 380 
annual and biennial, 605 
aquatic, 662 
basket, Achimenes as, 131 ; for a cold- 

house, 334 
laslding, 2, 664 , 020, 714; among the, 

420; from seed,012, 718; note on, a, 
319 

lie Tried, good, 704 
)Hig, 143 

carpeting, useful, 728 
Castor-oil, seeds of, 718 
Chrysanthemum, bush, 430 ; nunilier of, 

U) grott-, 091; old, what to do with, 

691 ; watering the, 216 
climbing, flowering, 083 : leindoir. Har¬ 

den qf, 335 
cool greenhouse, 680 
Cucumber, dying, 118; for sale, 64(1; 

raising of the, 460 
Cytisus, in a drawing-room, 616 

dwarf, 383 : blue-flowering, 472 
edging, 196 ; for stages, 369 
flowering, choice, 7(B); climbing, 700 ; 

for a conservatory, 218 
foliage, for a propagator, 0, 29 ; for 

rooms, 295 ; for a bed, 670, 683 
fora Birmingham garden, 168, 170 

for a bonier, 169, 160, 728 
for a cold greenhouse, 462. 480 
for a conservatory, 436 

SliSSSS Original 
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Plants for a narrow border, 700 

for a north greenhouse, 729 
fora rockery, 332, 464 
for a slmd.-d spnl. 89, 632 

for a shelf, 6(1 
for a sloping garden, 341 
for a small garden, 591 ; greenhouse, 

tats ; pond, 207 

for a south holder under a window, 

301 
for a south-east conservatory, 315 
for a span-nsifed greenhouse, 86 
for a stove-house, 2ist 

tor a t clliswork, lot 
for a vinery mid greenhouse, 491 
for a wall, 729 
for a window. 336; potting tip, 461 
for border of pond, tils 

for boxes nnd creepers for n wall, 250 

for carpet bedding, 603 
for conservatory, 418 
for cuttings, preparing. 516 

for ganlcn, SOI 
for market, 98 
for next season's blooming, 445. 473 

for Sheffield. 244, 2»5 
for show in September, 286 
for the hanks of ponds, 714 

for the dinner-table. Kerns as, 9 
for the greenhouse, 652 
tor Ihe wall of a greenhouse, 32 
for unhented greenhouse. 188 
for windows, SOI, 322 : and rooms, 52 

for winter. 330, 397 
from lliirmnh, 733 
from seeds. 11. 2't 
frost-bitten. (BUI 
gas and, 285 
going lo leaf, 332 

good, 298 
greenhouse, 480; nnd the lute severe 

frosls, 007 ; cutting down, 028 : from 
seed, 150, 175.037 ; grcen-lly on, loo; 
neglected, 71, 147 : Orchids with, 

000 ; planting out, 177 ; propagating 

681) 
hard-wooded. 302, 394. 442 ; in the open 

air, 250 
hardy, in pots, 530 ; lifting and replant¬ 

ing, 519; some cultivators of, 521 ; 

transplanting, 674 
herbaceous. 358. 307, 382 ; amt Rabbits, 

488 ; in a lied room, 322, 335 

in n cold frame, 071 
In a hardy fernery, 666 
in n Rhododendron-lied, 332, t«H 

in a small garden, (123 
indoor, 11, 22, 31, Ml, 64, 71, 97, 114, ISO, 

146, 160, 173, 198, 213, 237, 240, 259, 

276, 289, SOS, 316, 332. 344, 353. SSI. 
192, 414, 426. 434, 448. 462, 480, 493, 
600, 521, 534, 643, 567, 579, -'-98, 612. 
627, 639, 655, 685, 704 . 717; cullillgs 
of, 704 ; watering with cold water, 
146 

in greenhouses, grouping, 729 

in pots and boxes, 543 
in Rhododendron-beds, 591, 684 

in rooms, 29 ; watering, 662 

labelling, OOP 
neglected, .632 
of Pinks, good strong, 615 
on Ihe back wall of a vinery, 22 

ornamental, for a stove, .MB) 
outdoor, 3, 24, 38, 49, .59, 76, 88, 103, 

119, 139. 142, 158, 175, 189, 2ISI. 223, 

231,248, 267, 272, 2-37, 300, 319 ::: l. 
343,357. 367, 382, -!9S. Ill, 425. I d. 

446,463, 471, 187, M)7, 614, 615. - I, 
.632, 519. 662, 574, 693, 616, 623, ‘12, 
663, 070. 6»3, 7(H), 714 

IKiraltliboil and water lor, 233 
propagating, 666 

quest ions, 679 
raising from seed, 658, 681 

re|Hitling, 12 
rock, 643 
room, good, «98 ; good, for winter, 530; 

management of, in summer, 274 ; 

nipped hv frost, 070, 686 
Roses, exhibitors, 3lu 

seedling, growing on, 85 
shading, during drought, 255 

small, 613 
stove, choice, 415; line, 217 ; fragrant, 

345 
Strawberry, for forcing, 456 
succulent, 82 ; greenhouse for, 32 
suitable for growing with Hoses in an 

unhented house, 67n 

table, 67u ; best, 295 
Tomato, diseased, 342 ; flagged, 626: 

strong, 646 
wall. Pelargoniums as, 31 

water, 24 ; and pnrmfin-oil tor, 263 
white-flowered, for cutting, 248, 262 

wild garden, fine, 293 
window, 415, 461; Bell-flowers as, 102; 

t'mnptinulns ns, 531); few useful, 11, 
014; fibrous-rooted Begonias as, 

178; in winter in Ixmdon, 67s, 697 ; 

Tnli|w as. 644 
young, of Anllmriums, 218; of Ixoras, 

033 
Planting a Mulberry -branch, 621 1 1 

a Pear-tree. 478 
a Pcnlstemon, 436 , 466 _ [ . J 
Apple orchards, 537 ; trees, 725 , 
Asparagus, 102 

a Vine, 687 

fr<»r..for.l(M 

76, 396, 410 

mixture, 182 
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Planting Dahlias, 711, 728 

early Cabbages, ISO 
Evergreens in summer, 208 
exposed •'round, 248, op* 
Freesia bulbs, 11 1 

Gciiliana torna, 24ii 
Gladioli, Mil, 603 
Irises, 728 
ol bulbs, late, 78 

out Calceolarias, 135; greenhouse 
plants, 177 

Pwonies, 103 

lerenniuls. 024 
'oplars, 500 

Itanuneuli, 537 

Kaspberries, 542 
Rhododendrons, 30 
Rose-beds, 380 

Strawberries. 400, 424 
Tea Roses, 585 
Tomatoes, 08!) 

Pleione Arthuriana, 500 

Hookeriana, 500 
humilis, 500 ; tricolor, 507 

lagcnnria, 481, 507 
leaves turning brown, 121 
maculata, 507 
Reii'lienbachiana, 507 
Walliehiana, 507 

I’leiones, 254, 274, 500, 561 

Pleopeltis stiginatiea, 515 
Plot, shaded, plants for a, 89 

small, laying out a, 425, 436 
Plum A ngelina Harden, a dish of, 433 

Chinese, 109 ; Double-flowered, 17 

Coe's (lolden Drop, tiiii 
(iisbnrne, 587 

Grand Duke, 600 
lmpdratrioe, 000 
leav ed Spin-a. the, 45S 

most popular, the, 581 
Myrobalan, 401 

Rivers' bate, 606 
Wyedale. 606 

Plums, ISO, 239 

and Pears, 621 
Apples, and Pears, 660 

late, 504. 005 
market, good, 587 

Plum-tree not bearing, 501 
trees, 451 

Plumbago alba, 246 

capensis, 237, 240, 580 
rosea coccinea, 500 

Poinsettia puleherrima, 31 

Poinsettios, 013 
and Solanums, 580 

Poison Oaks of North America, 410 
Pollarding Apple-trees, 389, 401 

Pol.vnntba Roses, the, 303 
Polyanthus, specimens of, 108 
Polygonium alHnc, 391 
Folvgonlums, op] 
Polvpodium, British, the, 323 
Puigpodium Dryoptrris, 323 

Pelypodiums, 439 

Polystichum capense, 724 
corifolium, 724 
falcinellum, 724 

frondosum, 724 
lonchitis, 324, 473 

vestitum, 724 
venustum, 724 

Polystichnms, 724 
Pompon Chrysanthemums, 543 

Pond, border of, plants for, 108 
b-aky, a, 192 

puddling a, 29 
small plants for a, 207 

Pool, rock, in afernerg, 457 
Poplars, 051 

planting, 500 
Poppy, Corn, floavrs of the, 503 

Eastern, the, 189 
(riant Pine, Wallielti, 683 

Porch cocerrit with Clematis Jnckmnni 

anil Jasmins, a, 357 
Pot Chrysanthemums 6mi!y, 497 

culture, 519 ; annuals for, 147 ; Daffodils 
for, 119 

Maiden's Wreath in a, 500 

Marechul Niel Rose in a, 545 
Market, of Tulips, 044 
Mignonette, 353, 309 
or tub culture of Christmas Roses, 044 

Passion-flower, worms in a, 12 
root Dahlias, 305 
Rose, pruning a, 576 

Roses, 379, 527, 576; management of, 

400; treatment of, 320, 334 
Vine, for the table, a, 7 ; in a, manage¬ 

ment of a, 141 

vinery, 002 

Vines, 330, 582; purchaser of the, 605 
Potato culture in still soils, 40 

disease, 07, 73; note on, 293 

late, 702 
Onions, 317 
Uasette, 450 
Schoolmaster, 450 

Scotch Champion, 588 

Potatoes, 227, 323, 476, 010 

and manure, 259 
and superphosphate, 490 
as ground cleaners, 102 

clean the soil, 470 
early, 230; and Brussels Sprouts, 571, 

010 
forcing, 620 

for heavy land, 67 

Potatoes, scabby, -'ill 

seed, 8. 26, 40, 490; in winter, 011 
Pots and beds, Cladioli in. 78 

and boxes, plants in, 513 
and tubs, l*alius in, 220 

Aspidistras in, 685, 704 
Auriculas in, 134 

becoming green, 305 
Begonias in, 333, 344 
bulbs in, 557, 508 

Campanulas in, 457, 479 
Carnations in, 340 
Clematises in, 040 

Climbing Itoses in, 009 

Day Lilies in, 038 
Deutzias in, ISO 

Mower, 139 ; becoming green, 340 
forwarding Early Peas in. 047 
fruit-trees in, 530 
growing Roses in, IS 

growth in, 053 
half-hardv annuals in, 182 
hardy plants in, 539 

Hydrangeas in, 039 
Kidney Beans in, 73 
Lilies in, 97, 534 
Lobelias in, too 
Mignonette in, 641 

Peaches in, 321, 582 
Rhodnnthes in, 114 

Roses in, 43, 669, 713 
Seakale, summer use of, in the itoirer 

garden, 422 

small, Hydrangeas in, 2A5; Roses in, 
851, 376 

sowing Peas in, 647 
spring-flowering bulbs In, 31 
Strawberries in, 239 

transferring Roses from liottles to, 1 -8 
Ten Roses in, 619 

Veronicas in, 640, 655 

Vines fruiting in, 672; in, 297, 354, 372 
Violets in, 11 

Potting and compost, 404 
bulbs, 519 

Cacti, 290, 308 

Chrysanthemums, 161 
early lmibs, 494 
Ferns, 247 

firm, 230 

Gold and Silver Forn9, 38 
material, 393 

OdontngioBsums, 876 
Orchids, 720; time for, 324 
soil, insects in, 14 

up plants for a window, 4M 
\ incs and planting the canes, 605 

Poultry and Rabbits, 14, 41, 55, its, 106, 
121, 1311, 169, 211, 226, 268, 299, 324, 
363, 416, 481, 523, 517, 584, B0O, 634, 
666, 680, 693 

breeding, 121 
breed of, 416 

destroying garden, 508 
house, a, 14, 55 

keeping, 121,169, 686, 666, 680, 693, 731 
seasonable notes on, 635 

Preserving Rose-leaves, 316 
Prickly Shield Fern, 703 

Primrose, Double Crimson, the, 104 
Keening, an, 88, 463 

Himalayan, Hound-headed, 231 
in the wild garilen, a, 8 
Japan, the,"84 
Munstead White, 60 

White, useful, a, 00 

Primroses and Polyanthuses, 150 
coloured, 89 
Double, hardy, 106 
Evening, 88, 463 

note on, a, 110 
Primula eapilata, 231 

obconica, .VI, 64, 333, 534, 589, 662, 576 : 
seed of, 85 

scotica, 271 

sikkimensis, 261 
vulgaris, 3 

Primulas, 189 

Chinese, ami Cyclamens, 480; and 
DeuUia graeilis, 558 

culture of, 12; tor a window, 489; 
treatment of, 685, 701, 711 

choice for show, 64 
for spring, 22, 32 

from seed, 22 
slugs eating, 652 

Privet-hedge, a. 674 ; cutting a, 684 
ovatifolium, 630 

Profit, Ferns for, 666 

flowers for, 625 

gardening for, 205, 222 
greenhouse for a, 415 

I’rofl table Pears, 486 

Promenma mirroptera, 312 
stapelloides, 342 

xanlhina, 342 
Promenmas, 342 
Propagated Pinks, 1 

Propagating a Magnolia, 3S5 
Birch, 309 

Chrysanthemums, 633 

Kchevcria retuxa, 12 
Geraniums, 348 

greenhouse plants, 530 
Gum Cistus, 710 
house, 108 

Hydrangeas, 106, 136 
pit, 628 

for show, 648, 058, 702 

in a house, 547 

late, 588 
manuro for, 119 

of good quality, 450 
planting, 717 

ivoses IIV CUI&U1JJ 

Digitized by Vs JiSefflEl! 

{•mills, 655 
thubarli, 4; 

ihoto.noWgOnTfa, 81 
Variegated-Holly, 709 

Propagation of herbaceous perennials, 383 

Propagation of Tea Roses, 260 
of the Carnation, 272 

of the common Hawthorn. 201 
of Trce-P:eonies, 76 

Propagator, a, 704, 733 

constructing a, 664, 669, 639 
foliage plants for a, II, 29 

lamp for a, 704 
making a, 730 

management of a, 11 
uses of a, 729 

Protecting and mulching Roses, 545 
vegetables, 546 

Prune, Italian, 504 
Kelsey, fruiting-branch of, 239 

Pruning, 452, 649 
an Apple-tree, 7 
and clipping shrulw, 550 
and dressing Vines, 648 

anil repotting Roses, 553 
a pot Rose, 676 

a Vine, 519, 635 

a Wistaria, 572 
dwarf Roses, 576 
Figs, 126 

Fig-trees. 536, 542 
Dowering shrubs, 288 
hedges, 317 

newly-planted Apple-trees, 649 

of Syringa and Guelder Rose, 87 
Pears, 581 
root, versus root-lifting, 91 
Roses, 4, 695 

Rose-trees, 18 

9uinmer, 575 ; of fruit-trees, 180 
Vines, 649,690, 703 

winter, 542 
Prunus, 139 

sinensis jt.■)>!., 17 

triloba, 109 
Ptrris eretica, 413 

not thriving, 515 
Pterises, the, 81 

Puddling a pond, 29 

Pullet continuing to lav miniature eggs, 
136 

Pyramidal Rockfoil, 206 
Pyramid Pear-tree, winged, a, 725 

Pear-trees, 725 ; a good selection of, 
725 

trees, 542 
Pyrethrum, 285,1112 

nureuin, 718 

uliginosmn, 49, 513, 574 
Pyretliruins, 49, 76 

Double, 320 

Pyrola rotundifolia, 575 

P.vrus japonica, 9s, 140 ; j. virginalis, 109 
Pyroses, two beautiful, 140 

QUASSIA-CHIPS, syringing Tills-- 
M roses with. 494 
Question, legal, 302 

Vine, u, 265 

Questions, 12. 28. 39, 51. 67. SI. 112, 105, 

120, 185, |4'*, 168, 185, 199, 213, 225, 
240, 253, 26S. 29|, 298, 311 323, 336. 

343 , 361, 375, 389, 403. 416, 426, 417, 
453, 466. 480, 495 , 508, 522 , 536 , 551. 
5614, 583, 599. 616, 634 , 651, 665, 678, 
692, 704, 705, 718 

plant. 679 
Quetsrhe ,1'ltalie. 504 

Quick, raising. 410 

R 
D ABBIT-MANURE, 74 
It Rabbits and herbaceous plants, 488 

and Poultry, 14, 41, 55, 68, MU, 121, 
136, 169, 214 , 226, 268, 299, 324 363 
416, 481, 523, 507 , 584, GOO, 634 , 666, 
680, 693 

catching, 414 
feeding, 41, OS 

lladish, Karlg Searlet Frame, 304 

Horse, extirpating, 301, 323 
Red Turnip, 304 

Radishes, 626 
and their culture, 301 

Man'll and April sowings, 301 

Raising perennials, 728 
Quick, 410 

Ranunculi, planting, 537 
Hanunculus asiattcus, 677 

Raspberry-cane, 135 
Raspberries, 371 

autumn, treatment of, 390 

best, 587 
plantation of, 389 
planting, 542 
treatment of, 296 

lints and Water Lilies, 111 
in a garden, 587 

plague of, a, 247 
Rearing Turkeys, 299 

lied Broom, 709 

spider, 348 ; on Vines, 163 
/feed, A'eic Zealand, 472, 663 

Refuse and decayed manure, 475 
eider, 654 

Replies, 13, 28, 40, 55, 68, 82, 93, 106, 120, 

438f:M^$TO$: fiEtiN aMr2,10 
Kep^uing'orU^i;^ A°?C ft A M PA I w” 

Repotting plants, 12 

IMDiaspora aureo-reticulata, 263 
Rhodanthes in jots, 114 

Rhododendron bed. plants in a, 332, tail 
lieils, plants in, 591, ds| 

fragrant issimum, 735 
good, a, 192 

greenhouse, a, 23; l.ntly Alice Fit;- 
william, :;.s 1 

mulliflorum, 119 

Rhododendrons and Azaleas in shrub¬ 
beries, 264 

and laurels, 385 
cutting back, 684 
early, 590 

grafting, 17, 36 
growing, 23 

hybrid, greenhouse, 381 
in a clayey loam, 318 
layering, 98 
planting, 36 

transplanting, 109 
treatment of, I'si 

Hhmlotypns kerrioides, 710 

It uibarb and Globe Artichokes, illu 
mid its culture, 437 
ami Mushrooms in a shed, 460 

and Seakale, forcing, 519; roots, 565 
best kinds of, 400 

bnmlle of mil-grown, 437 
early, growing, 5116, 571 

forcing, 8, 305, 437 ; for market, 132 
for show, 166 

from seed, 205, 225 
good, a, 148 

propagating, 437 
seedling, 168 

treatment of, 520, 528 
Victoria, 519 

/thus cotinils, 317, 339, 690 
Ribbon bonier, 514 

Richardia, 51 

arthiopica and Little Hem, 500 
liana, 178 

Rirhanlios, 500 
llirina heels, 704 

Road-scrapings. I 

Robins building, 106, 733 
Hock Cress, Purple, 189 

garden, shrubs for the, 245 • the Moccasin- 
flower in the, 445 

plants. 643 
(ool iii a fernery. 457 

loses,491 

Rookery, plants for a, 332, 464 
Slolleerop for. 368, 382 

Rookeries in small gardens. 644 

Rockets, Whit *, transplanting. 39S 
Rockfoil. pyramidal, 206 

Bookwork, Ferns fur a, 112 
for public parks, 416 

Ibehjersiu fsnlophylta, 487 
Rodriguez in Candida, 262 

fragriuis, 262 

growing in a honying leiskrt, a, 267 

accunda, 2-2. 584 ; and others, 262 
vennsla. 262 

Roman Hyacinths for a room. :'60 

Romneya Coulteri, 24. 471 : flowers of, 562 
Roof, glass, leaky, 500 

greenhouse, 500 
leaky, ii. 494 

Room and window gardening, 61 
Anemones for a. 360 
British Feins for a, 250 

Calls adliiopiea for a, 614 
Chinese Saeioil Lily for a, 360 

Daffodils for a. 423 
Datura suareolens In a, 360 

decoration, Van Tliol Tulips for, 69 
Draoamas in a, 578 

drawing, Cytlxus planls for a, 615; 
Orchids in a. 679 

Dwarf Arum Lily for a, 178 

fibrous-rooted Begonias for a. 578 
Genista frag rails for a. 542 

Uesnero einiinbarina for a, 413 
Gladioli for a, 347 
Lilies for a, 347 
Marguerites for a. 445 
Paini, yotsl, 698 

perpetual-flowering Begonias for a. 294 
plant, Cyras rrcolnta as a, S47; good, a, 

506; new, n. 274 

plains, good, 698; for winter. 530; man¬ 
agement of. iu summer, 274 ; nipiml 
by frost, 670. 683 

Roman Hyacinths for a. 360 
sitting, healing a. 686 698 

Tuberoses for u, 490 
winter-flowering Begonias for a, 387 

Zen japonica rariegata for a. 250 
Rooms and windows, plants for, 7>2 

Ferns and Foxgloves for the decoration 
of, 209 

foliage plants for, 295 

Palms and Cycads for. 3|7 

plants in, watering, 662 
Booting cuttings. 97 

Boot, |*ot. Dahlias, 305 

pruning versus root-lifting, 30c 
Boots, Allomone, and worms. 643 

Asparagus. 7>29 
Begonia, oaten, 13 

Cattiera, fly attacking, 240 
Scnkulc, 726 ; and Rhubarb, 565 

Suinua japonica, 288 
Vine, going down, 536 

Hosa, Hnmomana, flowers of, 664 
Hanmscena, 689 

rugosa on a lawn. 669 
Bose Acacia, the, 193 

and Scarlet Tulips, 507 
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Rose, Bntiksian. White. 229 
Baroness Rothschild, 573 
beds, planting, 380 

Belle Lyonnaise, 71 a 
bloomH, packing, 271 
Boole de Xeigt, 229 
bushy, tt. 527 
Chsa. Lcfchvre, 619 
China, bright, a, 290 
Christmas, 643; kwb, 506, 507: fint. 

<743; ijoikl. a, shoteing habit of plant, 

700; tncthisl of cultivation Olid ill- 
crease. 643; moving a. 159, 176: put 
or tub-culture of. 644 

Climbing, 721; Niphetos, 95, 127 
Cloth of Gold, 172, 713 

culture, 464 
rnltinga, 545 

Iia nuu!:, 689 
disease, 62 

Duchesse d'Aucrsladt. 713 
flowered Balsams. 863 

for a wire arch, 619 
Fortune's Yellow, 351, 713 

garden, ground for a, 30-3 
(Jiolrc do Dijon, 63, 229, 273, 291; 

drooping. 163: It. Lyonnaise. 399. 
129, 449 

Graco Darling, 426 
growing, the pleasure of, 310 
Harrivni'i YeVoie.jUnten of, 713 

Her Majesty, 62 
hips, etc.. 576 

Hon. Edith (lifford. 449 
house, the, 242 

Hybrid Perpetual, the. 220 
in a black peat-soil, 721 
in a greenhouse, 62,576 
Innoernte I’iruhi, 527 

Isabella Kprunt, 713 
Japanese, fruit of, 1314 
Jean Ducher. 502 

Jean Peroct. 713 
La France, 320, 334 

Lanvti'que, ffotrers of, 303; In cool- 
houses, 303; in Madeira, 191 

leaves, preserving, 316 
I- Idiial, 713 
Mareelial N'iel. 5, 157, 172. 201, 229, 243, 

511, 575. 663, 669, 639; and Vines, 
558; cankered, in a greenhouse. 95; 
forcing, 553; in a conservatory. 113; 
in a greenhouse. 62. 113, 220, 5S5: in 
a pot, 545; in a vinery. 220; in the 
open sir, 95; leaves falling ofT, 135: 

rival to, a. 476; versus Hose Cloth of 
Gold. 62 

Marie Van Houlte, 713 
mildew on. 721; soft-soap and sulphur 

for, 72 
Mme. Falcot, 713 
Mme. Hoste, 713 
monthly, 243 
new, a. 243 
Niphetos, 157 
notes, 95. 112,340, 527 
Polyuntha. the. 405 
pot, pruning a, 576 
questions, 157 

Reino Marie Henrietta, 351; under glass. 
113 

IMvo d'Or, 713 
Scotch liner, 669 
season, the, 290 

Seven Sisters or Cluster. 230 
Souvenir de la Malmaison, 502 

Star of Waltham, 43 
stocks, dwarf, 502 
Sunset, 713 
sweet-scented, 351 

Tea, Adam, 95; and Noisette, 546; cut¬ 
tings, 690; Marie Van linutte, 545; 

Mme. Joseph Godier, 535; Sappho, 
585 

W. A. Richardson, 4,95,261,379. 429, 
511, 545 

White Cluster. 690, 695 ; hardy, a, 220 

Yellow Bankslan, 243; ffoicering-shoot of 
a, 243 

Roses, 4. 18. 37. 43. 51. 62, 77. 89, 95. 112, 
127, 137, 157, 171, 191, 201, 220, 229. 
243, 260. 278. 290, 303, 820, 334 . 337, 
340. 348. 351, 374, 379, 399, 405, 426, 
429, 449,464, 476, 483. 502, 511, 527, 
545, 553, 575, 885, 590, 608 , 619, 625, 
645, 663, 669. 689, 695, 713 

ugainst a wall, 375, 380 
all the year round, 77 
and Carnations, 608 
and Clematis, 18, 645 

and Medlnr, 397 
and tho weather, 127 
and their treatment, 512 

ants and green-fly on, 171 
as standards, 546 

best, the. 201 
border of. 351, 375 
budding, 135, 229, 2C0, 380 

button-hole, backing for, 576, 586 
by the sea, 340 
Christmas, 63, 382, 358. 368. 550, 559, 

700; culture of, 4, 25; dividing, 643; 

nolo on, a, 663 ; planting. 320; rcil- 
ilowerod kinds, 644; transplanting, 
700 

classes of, 202 
climbing, 5, 127, 291, 405, 429, 464, 484, 

609, 714; and leg, an obi Elder dree 
eorered irith. 193 ; and their uses, 112 ; 

for a houso wall, 128,145; for a north 
wall, 171: hardy, 291; in a bleak 
place. 502 tin a conservatory in the 
Isle of Wight, 5,18; in a greenhouse, 

553: in a lean-to house, 37|^)ji)|pbtl?iG 
669 

dwarf, 171; pruning. 576 
early. 127, 278 

Roses, exhibiting, 37 

exhibitor's plants, 3-10 
dre-heat for. 4 

for an arch, 585 
for nu outdoor border, 334 
for arches and pillars, 37 
fora south aspect, 527 
for n wall. 192 
for a warm position, 527 
for button-boles, 399 

forcing, 619. 663; for cut-blooms, 608, 
669 

for cut-llowcrs, 171 
for exhibition, culture of, 374, 379 
for exposed situations, 527 
for India, 307 

for north border, 379 
for pegging down. 527 
for pillars, arches, aud pergolas, 60S 

for show. 465, 511 
for the garden. 37 
free growers, 695 
from cuttings, 95, 399; and seeds. 406, 

426 
garden,429 

grafting, 291, 483 
gross feeders, 3411 
growing, 477, 714 ; in pots, 18 
Hybrid Perpetual, early-tlowcrlng, 69; 

management of, 477 
In a cool greenhouse. 553 

in a greenhouse. 157, 220 
in an indicated greenhouse. 291. 449. 

575; house, plants suitable for 
growing with, 670 

in a window, 301, 322 
in beds, 399 
in borders, 320, 334 

Indoor, 18 
in hanging-baskets. 202 
in pots, 43. 6«9, 713 
In small pots, 351,375 
in various soils, 201 

Japanese and their hybrids, 202 
Lenten, 474 
Manettl stock for, 172 
manures for. 62. 334, 351, 375, 379, 405 
Mart-dial Niel, 477 

mildew on, 348,361 
Moss, 585, 695 

moving the, 585 
mulching and protecting, 545 
new. few good, a, 192 
newly-planted, 95 
Noisette, 645 

notes on, 290, 429 
not flowering, 334 
not thriving. 278, 320. 534 
old, still In cultivation, 308 
on a low wall, 384 

on arches, 37 
on Brier cuttings. 62 
on walls. 112 

outdoor, 18 
own-root, 192, 291 
pegged down, 476, 302, 511 

jwgging down, 449, 511 
pillar. 43 
Polyantha. the, 303 

[sit. 379, 527, 576; management of, 4u0 ; 
treatment of, 320, 354 

preparing ground for, 260 
propagating. by cutting. 5 
pruning, 4,695 ; and rejsitting, 5-73 
Hock, 491 
scalo on, 429, 465 
Scotch Brier. 669, 714 
seasonable notes on, 18. 405. 46t. 502. 

515; work among, 192: work for 
May, 136 

should they be planted in spring or 
autumn? 585 

show, 351 
Single, 664, 690 
soil for, 576 
standard, 502; insects on, 157; not 

breaking, 157 

stocks, 405 
syringing, under glass, 135 
Tea. 375,380,405,543,619; and Noisette, 

609; and Pelargoniums for market, 
536; etc., for sale, 714: for a west 
wall, 429; for button-holes, 576: 

growth of the, 664 ; hybrid, 429 : in a 
frame, 157; 111 pots, 619; light- 
coloured, 477; own-rooted,260; plant¬ 
ing, 585 ; propagation of, 90. 260 ; 
scented. 429: scented, a noto on, 243 ; 
scented, and their uses, 545 

the Manottl stock, 260 
tblnnlng-out system, 201 
town, 201; notes on, 278 
transferring, from bottles to pots. 168 

treatment of, 303, 399, 503 
two new, 290 
under glass. 18; trees, 171 
unhealthy, 400 
varieties of, 43 

various, 464 
vigorous growers, 695 
White, 430 ; two good, 90 

with Ivy, 172 
Yellow, 713; Bankslan, 713; Scotch, 

713 
Roso-trces, 336 

pruning. 18 
Rosemary, 537 
Rosy Meadotc Saffron, 306 
Rnbhish-hcaps.'clearlng out, 688 
Riibua, 140 

spcctabllis. 125 

Rudbepkityspeciosa, 426 
Rndgfa mac; 

1 Hea? 
Runner Beans. 236 
Runners. Scarlet, 726 

Ruscus racemosus, 140 
Rustic nmnter-houte, a, 177 
Rusty plug in a boiler, a, 218 

CACCHARUM a-gyntiaeum, 472 
|J Saccolabium ampullaecuui. 310 

Bltimei, 50, 66 
cmlestis, 460 

curvifolium, 310 
gigantoum, 20 
rdamese, the. 460 

Saddle boiler, a, 671 

Saffron Meadoie, limy, 306 
Sage. 572 
Sago Palin, the. 523 
Salad. Corn. 259 
Salads, small, 565 

winter, 258 
Salpiglossis, 182 

Salsafy, 647 
and Good Kiug Henry, 148 
Srowing. 74 

sola Kali, 396 
salt for an Asparagus-bed, 689 

Saltwort, the. 336 
Salvia cocclnea nana, 130 

ileeri, 534 
jHUens, 534, 7 IS 
splcndens, 629 

Salvias indoors in winter, 534 
large specimens, 534 

Sanchezia, 693 
Sand-wasps, 349 

Snndwort, Balearic, the, 34 
Sarracenias, 156 
So toy Dinar/, Early Oreen Curleil, 676 

Longheaded. 676 

Savoys, good. 676 
Sawdust as manure. 449, 460 

Saxifraga Cumposl, 189 
oppositlfolla. 720 
suncta, 110 

Saa-ifraga, llroad-lenvrtl, 412,506 
Mossy, as a window flower, 225 

Scabious. Caucasian, the. 196 
Seale Fern, 622 

on Ferns. 474, 696 
on Peach-trees, 478 
on Roses, 429, 465 

Scarlet Runner and Dwarf Kidney Beans. 
205 

Schizostylls coceinea, 552 
Scilla amcena, 88 

sibirica, 629 

Scion, the. 483 
Scolopendrium vulgare, 561 
Scorzonora, 647 

market bunch of a, 647 
Scotch Briers, 669 

Kale, head of, 103 
Scrapings, road, 1 

Scuticnrla.IIndweni, 292 
Steeli, 240, 292 

Scutellarias, 114. 292 
Sea. Roses by the. 340 
Senforlhia elegaiu, 558 
Sea Holly, 01 iter'i, 541 

Lyme (Iran, the, 701 

Scakale and Iihuburb, forcing, 619; roots, 
565 

Heel or Silvery Spinach, 8 
culture of, 304, 685 
forced, head of, properly c«f, 546 

forcing, 118, 546 
front seeds, 118 

Ilots. summer use of, in the rloirer garden, 
422 

replanting, 571, 589 
treatment of, 102, 294 

Seasonable cultural notes. 236 

notes on Bees, 18, 65, 107, 214, 281. 4-54. 
634,679; on Chrysanthemum culture. 
15,370; on< ’hrysnnthcmums, 107.153, 
435, 453, 473, 516, 662: on poultry, 
035 ; on Roses. 18, 405, 464, 502, 545 

work among Rosob, 192 ; for May. 136 
Season, earliness of, 140 

past, the. 429 

the,491 
Seaweed as manure, 589 

Seilum Kamtsehatieum, 307 
Sleboldl, 50 
spcctnhile, 207 

Seed and cuttings, Roses from, 406 
Anemones from, 57 , 75,92 

Auricula, 27 
bedding-plants from, 612, 718 

Begonia, 598, 614 
Cabbage Lettuce, 689 
Calceolaria, sowing, 11 
Calceolarias from, 175 

Canna, not growing, 123 
C'annas from. 18, 82 

Carnation, 465 
China Asters from, 681, 697 

Chrysanthemums from, 436, 456 
Clover and Strawberries, 433, 452 

from Tomatoes, 388, 4(72 
Fuchsias from, 521, 635 

Gladioli from, 868 
Gladiolus, 697 
Gloxinias from, 686 
greenhouse plants from. 156, 173, 637 
hardy perennials from, 3 

I.apager(as from. 567 
Mlgnonotle. 14. --„. 
Muaas from, 344, 363 nrinin-il fPTMRreen, hardy. 10 
of late PeaH, sowing newly-saved^IwJ111(11 1 M good flowering, a, 650 

Patasnfrom!l^,|5MlV E R SITY C 
Ki"ct"m,‘i4*j R BAN A- 

Socd, plants from, 23 
pods, llcgonla. 500: Begonia, to dry, 

522 
Potatoes, 8, 26. 46, 490: for. 668; in 

winter, 611 
Primulas from, 22 
raising Marvel of Peru from. IWk 

plants from, 081; Tuberous Begonias 

from, 628 
Rhubarb from. 205, 225 

sowing, 85 
summer flowers from, 667 
Tree-Carnations from, 718 
Tuberous Begonias from. II 
vegetable, sowing under glass, 626 

Wallflowers from, 176 
Water Lily, 104; Lilies fruui. 21 

Seedling Anemones, 488 
Begonia tubers, 166, 175 

Briers. 602 
Brier stocks, 553 
Chrysanthemums, 215 

Cychmena. 86, 114 
Dahlias, 130 
Ferns, 210 
Grape-Vines, 211 

Pansies, 104 
Pelargoniums, 194 

Bants, growing on, 85 
hubarb, 16s 

Scotch Fir, 612 
Violets, 176 

Seedlings, Gloxinia, 64 

Pansy, 311, 8SS 
raising, 269. 308, 816 

Seeds and cuttings. Hoses from, 426 
Anemone coronaria from. 5 

Australian, 135 
autumn-sown. 505 
Carnation, 368 ; and Picot--e, 357 
choosing, 667 
collections or selection of. 91 
Cucumber, saving, -108 
Cvtlsus racemous from, 86 

Fern, 386 
of Callas, sowing. 071 
of Castor-oil-plants, 718 

of Clematis, Jaekniani. etc., 576 
of Geraniums and Fuchsias, 316 
of hardy perennials. 24. 34 

Pi colee, 368 
plants from, 11 
saving, 615 
Seaknle from. 118 
shrub, from Now Zealand. 161, 18S 
Bowing, 47: broadcast in a London 

garden, 29; in dry weather, 158 
Tomato, raising. 8 

Selaginella lepidophylla, 214 
Sclaglnellua and Mulden-hair Ferns, 703 
Sempcrvivum araebnoldeutn. 269 

tabula-forme, 248 
Sensitive-plant. 308 
Sewage in the garden. 140, 160 

water, 116 
Shading, ill 

Ferns, 123 
fora conservatory, 32, 168 
for a greenhouse, 259, 269 

for Ferns, the, 533 
plants during drought, 255 

Shallot, common, 459 

Jersey, 459 
Shallots, 258 

and Garlic, 459 
Shamrock, 307 
Shed, Rhubarb and Mushrooms In a. 

450 
Shelf, plants for a, 50 
Shield Ferns. 724 
Shortia galacifolla, 24, 245 
Show and alpine Auricula, the. 622 

annuals for, 76. 89 

Cabbage for, 648 
Carrots for. 499 . 519 
Celery for, 565 
choice Primulas for, 64 
Chrysanthemum-blooms for. 187 
Chrysanthemums for, 187, 292. 465, 724 

Dahlias for. 606 
Ferns for. 257 , 279, 298 
Onions for,.67, 499, 520, 528 

Parsnips for, 676 
Pea and Bean for, 64s 
Peas for. in July, 102 

Pink. 613 
plnnls for, in September. 286 

Potatoes for. 648. 702 
Rhubarb for, 166 
Roses for. 861, 465, 611 
vegetables for, 67, 658 

Shows, Chrysanthemum, groups at, 356 
Shrub, beautiful, a, 723 ; new, a, 288 

la ten. Hydrangea hortensis at a, 139 
Shrubs and plants for forcing, 380 

and trees, 10. 17, 36, 45. 67. 78, 87, 98. 

109, 125, 139, 161, 182, 193, 203, 221, 
288, 246, 263 , 277, 288, .109, 317 , 330, 
339, 358, 374 883, 396, 410. 419 , 432, 

441, 468 , 479, 491, 305, 518 . 531, 550, 
556, 672 , 590, 608, 630. 669, 663 , 674, 
184. 692 , 709; choice flowering, 98 ; 

flowering, 556 
heat, for forcing, 17 
choice, 263, 603: for beds and border«, 

139; for forcing, 657 

climbing, 680 
crowding up. 245 
euttinga of, striking, 277 
digging among, 672 

etc., forcing, 690 

f 
Ifni, 358; best, 46 ; 

itcs on, 374: pruu- 

i, 699 
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Shrubs fur the r>>*■ k garden, 24-7 

in n garden. 654 
in llowcr-hod. 432 
near a tirive. 222 
neglected, 7M 
pruning ami clipping, 350 

seeds front New Zealand. 161. 183 
striking cuttings of. 288 
Htiltahle for u dry situation, 442 
two good, 10 
Under trees. 710 
useful, 5111 

Shrubbery, arranging n. 141 
caterpillars in a. 222, 234 
Laurel, a, 479 
Nettles in a. 10 

Shrubberies, Rhododendrons and Azaleas 
ill, 264 

work in, 5111 
Shrubby New Zealand Speedwells, 575 

Spinta, a. 458 
Spirants, 4-78 

Siltorian Crab, the. 492, 506 

Si.M.rt riaiitutn big, 446 
Silene iHMidula rotiipuctu. White, 168 

vlrglnlea, 244 
Skimmia Fortuncl, 264 

ja|»inlca, 264 
Skliuiniiis, the, 204 
Skylark, the. 27 
Slipjier Orchids, 664 
Sloping Vlncdiortlers, 115 
Slugs eating primulas. 652 

in a greenhouse, 12, 28 
Stnilax aspnriigoldes. 1*35 

Smilaxes, treatment of, 108 
Smoky suburbs, (lowers for, all 
Snails in a garden, 400 

Oreliids eaten by. 05 

Snowdrop, Windflower, the. 612 
Soda, nitrate of. ;los 

and superphosphate, 125: on a lawn, 

632 
Soil. mi. 5oo 

badly prepared. 5,>7 
lilaek peat. Roses 111 a, 721 
blunehlng. Celery without. 280 
bog, 288, 505 

burning, .388 

rlnyey. coal-ashes on ». 6 
clay. Pears on a. 486, 504, 636 

for C.vpripedium lnslgue. 226 
for Ferns In a VVnrdian-case, 28 
for Uesneras. 226 
for Petunias, 251 

for Roses. 576 
for Tomatoes. 716. 727 

garden, anil old mortar, 202 : Insect In, 

121: ordinary, 645 
gravelly, 252 

hiding III a garden. 155 
in a garden, hiding. 144 
ill pots, white growth on, 725 
ordinary garden. 55 
Potatoes, eleail the, till 

polling, inserts in, 14 
sandy, tluwers for a, 158, 176 

the, .'ail 
Soils, mid elay. 611 

Improvement of, 502 
rleli, deep, 571 

still. Potato eulltire In. 46 
various, Hoses In, 201 

Solatium, tIrrrial, 670 
eapsleastriim, 178, Oil, 656 
Jasmitioldes, 184 

Solatiums and Poinsettias, 5Htl 

Berried, 67U 
•■lining down, 150 

Snldutiella, 88 
Holdanellas. 41*6 
Sophronitls grnndllloni, 251. 712 

Sorrel and Kreneh lleans for winter, 
328 

Sowing annuals. 567 

nuttimn, 154 
biennials, 210 
Calceolaria-seed, II 
Cauliflowers, 658 

down it lawn. 507 
tlrnss-seisl, 76. 487 
greenhouse nnminls In hot beds, 58 
newly-saved x,*ed of late Pens, 204 
Peas, 702: in pots, 647 

perennials, 5oa 
seed", 47, 85: broadcast in a London 

garden. 20; In dry weather, 158; of 
Call is, 671 

special dales for. 611 
vegetable iicisl tinder glass, 626 

Spanish Onions, While and Brown, 573 
Spin-roofed greenhouse, a, 500: plants 

for a. 86 
Kpartnftimlu afrleanu, 106 

Sparrow, Java, 14. 41 
Sparrows damage Peas, 571 

plague of. a. 52, 572 
Species of Arbutus. 650 

of ilypmini. a. uoo 
S/walic. II jVitc X ii/itin/, 575 
Speedwells, Shrubby, New Zealand, 

573 
Sphagnum Idoeks, eompressisl, 602 

Spider, red, 348: on Vines, 163 
Spinach, 236, 258. 528 

and its eultitre, 701 
Reel. Swiss, WhltoCurlod, 8; While Act/ 

or, 8 
culluro for market, 702 
Itbint Vitujhtg, 702 
last sowing, the, 701 
Perpetual, or Spinach ll. et, s 

siiism. ors-iitir n.Qitiitized bv 
summer, oil 
winter crop of, 701 

Spira l sriiefolla. 517. 15" 

urlslolohus, 2lu 
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Spiriea humalda, 4-78 
callosa, 458 
eantonlnnsls, 4-38 

hyporlelfollu. 45s 
japonic*, 51. 178, 451, 440, 4-38, 557; 

routs, 288; treatment of, 60. 6u 
Llndleynim, 458 

palmata, 30!l, 547 : not flowering, 150 
iianietilutu, 550 
Plum-lcavctl, the, 458 
prunlMla, 438 
lleevesiana, 438 
Shrubby, a, 458 
the. 412 

Thunbcrgl, 458 
White Beam-tree, loaveil, the. 458 

Spirals after flowering. 1.30 
llerhaeeous, note on a, 206 
.Shrubby. 4.78 

Stilecnteoil, Maiden-hair, 622 

Spot on Gooseberry-trees, 101 
Sprag if Maiden's Wreath on a Indu s hold. 

*761 

of the wiidrr-Jloteering Jasmine, 601 
Spring bulbs. 445. 45U, 4611 

early, scarcity of lettuces in. 658 
flowering bulbs in pots, 51 
flowers, 88 

Onions, .7211 

or autumn ’! should Roses In' planted In. 
tW 

Primulas for. 22, 52 
sown Onions. 716 

Stable-manure, 726 
Stiichys tulilfera, 250 
Stage-eovcring for a, .7.711 
Stages, edging plants for, 369 

Staking fruit-trees, 581, 587 
Standard Azaleas. 155 

I'ear-tree, Marie brnisr, in glower, 621 
Pear-trees, 621 

Roses, 502; Insects on, 157; not break¬ 

ing. 157 
trees, 451, 542 

Standards, Roses as, .746 
Stanhopes not opening, 268 

tigrina, 438 
Stanlio|icaM, .73 
SI a/lil in. Jbnrers of a, 156 

Stnprliu-: mid i heir eulture, 1-76 
Slnjdiytrn enlehlea, 505 
■Sini o f Bethlehem, drooping, 563 

Starling, the, 41 
Slarirort, BUM, 397 
Simil e, gout! hardy, a. 48,7 

Statieen, lender and hardy, 485 
St. Bruno's Lily. the. 478 
Stephanotis, culture of the, 278 

llorihuiida, 3.73 , 369 
the. 345 
treatment of a. 381 

Stlpa penmitn, 472 
St, Jomes'-park, stupid work in. 706 
SI John's Wort, a, 591 
Stock. Mauve Beauty, 575 
Stocks. 179, 317, 718 

Apple Paradise. 26 
sis'illiitg Brier, 553 
Ten-week, 612: and China Asters, 111 : 

treatment of, 50 
Stonrerop, flue, a. 207 

for rockery, 368. 382 
Orange, 307 

Slonecrops. best, the, 207 
Stones, breaking, 325 
Slopping, 279 

a Vine. 163 
Melons. 181 

Vines, 105 
Stores for Bees, 734 
Storing and gathering fruit. 321, 330 

Apples, 361, 487 
Turnips, 546 

Stove, 2. 16, 30, 44. 58, 70, 84. 96,124, 138, 

1.74, 172, 188 , 202 . 228. 242 . 276 , 270, 
286 . 302 , 314 . 326, 338, 3.72 . 366 , 380, 
394. 406, 418, 43(1, 442, 456. 470, 484, 

498. 512, .726, .740, 554, 570. 586, 620, 
054, 082, 708, 722 

lints In a, 71 

Drucsmas, 173 
foliage, 31.7 
forcing-bed in a. 333 ; beds ill a, 344 
house, Ferns for a, 40: plants for a. 

200 
In a greenhouse. 50 
ornamental plants for a, .709 
plants, choice, 115: line, 217 ; fragrant. 

1445 
Tortoise, for a greenhouse. 415 

Stoves, oil. for greenhouse, 44* 
Strawberry border. 354, 372, 389 

crop, a. 672 
flowers, 127 
growing fur market, 321 
Noble, 212. 220. 238 

plants for forcing. 456 

tree, 050 
Vlcomlox.t ' II ricart de Tbury, 211 

Strawberries, 25'' 

after fruiting. 206 
and Clover, 181 ; seed, 453, 462 

barren. 180 
best, 389, 401 
by post and rail, 162 
discs soil, 13.7 

early, 355, 372, 536. 5.74 
fur early forcing, lao 

forced, 150: lluvour In. 72; starting, 
1331 

_^orelng,58; i_j..riing, ,.8. _ 

GSMle 
layering, itL-J 

planting, 400, 424 
Straw sleeps, uniting stocks in, 454 

Stroptocarpus, 71 
hybrids, 629 

hybrids, 290 
11 raiment of it. 730 

Streptocarpuses, the. 369 
Striking Chrysanthemum-cuttings, 601 

cutting" of Golden Elder, 684: shrubs, 
277. 288 

Evergreens, 479 

Structure, suitable, a, 459 
Stuartlu pciitagyna, 723 

Pseudo-Camellia, 723 
vlrginlea, 723 

Succulent plunls, 82; greenhouse for, 32 

Sufferings of London horses on London 

pavements, the, 706 
Sulphate of ammonia. 332, 539 
Sulphur for mildew, 219 

In a greenhouse, 369 
Sulphuric add and weeds. 57. 71.7 
Sumach. Venetian, or Wig-tree, the, 699; 

the. 317, 839 
Summer Chrysanthemums, 662 

flowering Cuttloya Inbiata, 666 

flowers from seed, 667 
house, rustic, a, 177 
houses iu tho garden, 177 
management of room-plants in, 274 
Mushrooms for, 172; lit, 166 
past, annual flowers during the, 504 
pluming evergreens in, 263 
priming, 575: of fruit-trees, 180 

Spinach. 701 
use of Sealtale pots in the Jioteer garden, 

422 
vegetables, 2*31 
window-boxes In, 208 

Sun-dials, 591, 625 
Sunflower, fine, a, 34, 412 
Sunflowers. 674 

harvesting, 537 
perennial, 328 

8ii]iurphosphato and nitrate of soda, 125 
and Potatoes, 490 

Sweet and savoury Herbs, 67 
Basil, 672 

Bay. 630 
Peas, 4. 249, 337, 694, 625, 602; annual, 

mid Nasturtium. 102 
Sultan, 179, 337. .713 

Water Grapo-Viuc, a, 48 
Williams. 272. 325 

Sycamore-leaf, 214 
Sycamores. 246 
Syrlttga and Guelder Rose, pruning. 87 
Syringing Roses under glass. 158 

Tuberoses whit Quassia-chips, 494 

fTABERNASMONTANA Uarb rl, 3.73 

A camassiu, 353 
coronarla fl.-pl., 3.73 
grandlflora, 353 

Taherniemontanas. 353 

Table decoration for Christmas. .796 ; 
leaves for, 614: untraineil Azalea for, 

133 
dinner. Ferns as plants for the, 9 
keeping Pigeons for. 523 

jstaiU, While Azalea iadieu as a, 297 
plants, 070; beat. 296 
jrii-Vine for the, a, 7 

Tuesonla, mealy-bug on, 636 
Tttgetcs signntn, 612 

Tap water, 154, 172 
Tarragon. 672 
Tarring wood, .77. 90 
Ttumtmlan Tree-fern, the, 711 
Taxus baccate. 233; b. adpretsa. 233 , 235; 

b. aural, 317 : b. Jhirastoni, 233, 234 : 
6. fructu-hdeo, 293, 234 ; b. hibrrulca, 
236: b, vurlegata anrea, 2.13 

Tea and NolHotte Roses, the, 546, 609 
Paraguay, 220 
Rose Adam, 05; cuttings, 000; Marie 

Van IJonttr, 546; Mine, Joseph 

Gotller, 68.7: Sappho, .785 
Roses,376,380.407,.74-7,619 : etc..for sale, 

714: foru west wall, 429: forbutton- 
hiiles. 576; growth of, the, 664 ; Hy¬ 

brid. 429; In n frame, 157: In pots, 
619: light coloured, 477 : own-rooted, 
260; Pelargoniums, ct-., for market, 
636: planting. -78-7; propagating, 90; 
propagation of, 260 

sccnlcd Roses. 129; a nolo on. 243; and 
their uses, 71.7 

Tilclcia speciosn. 204 

Temperature, 633 
for a greenhouse, 543 

Temperatures, Orchid-house, .784 

Tennis-court, using u lawn-mower on. 
593 

la.vn, Dandelions on it. 118; dressing 

for a, .797: ground, 471: Improving 
a. 332; large fruit-trees round a, 452: 
making a, 446, 457: Moss on a, 683, 
701; woruts on a, 580. 660 

Ten-week Slocks and China Asters, 

111; treatment of, 60 
Thermometers, registering, 273 
Thinning annuals, 160 

fruits, 230 
Tlirips and bugs, remedy for, 666 

on Orchids, 693 
on Vines, 408. 424 

Thrush, song of the, 40 _ , £ 
Thuja Lobbl, 182; fur u®iMgj-||:te)l fTO 

il LitfriutitN, tmilinrnt of, ’JJ4 l)afuiiK<«>Mi!t t'alifomii'n, VjI 

saaWA-cHAf/ffles*'" 

Tin last iHihiopIcu, 237 
Titlark, the, 27 
Tobacco, 411 

growing. 207 
Night-scented, 167 
Scented. 811 
Street seen tell, the, 241 

Tomato fly, white, 4 17 

growing in boxes, 61it 
house. 638, 702: it, 46: building, it. 356; 

constructing a, 73, 689, 702: size of, 
588, 610 

large, a, 589, till 
leaves, dark spots on. 152 : Injured, 291 

plunt. length of a, 689 
plants, diseased, 342; flagged, 520; 

strong. 646 
seeds, raising, 8 

Tomatoes, 236, 238, 258, 328, 356, 620 
and Cucumbers, 26 

and Peaches under glass. 504 
before ripening, cracks and dark spots 

on,304 
blooms of. fertilising. 72U 
compost. .746 
cow's urine for, 721 
curling up, 356, 373 

dropping their buds. 280 
early, for market, 6*9. 616, .789 
English and foreign, 291 
etc., ill a greenhouse, 6,78 
for market, 8, 702 

for winter, 373 
from seel. 727 
Green, 491 
growing, 420, 702. 727; I wo crops of, 588 
In a greenhouse, 291, 689 
in a small house, 118, 13.3 
ill boxes, 689, 7o* 

in the own air at Burleigh, 117 
late. 476 

llquld-manuro for. .'Ml 
notes on. 619 
not selling. 237, 253, 293 
open-air, 117 
out-of-doors. 3.76 

planting. 689 
seed from, 388, 402 
single cordon plants, 4ns 

soil for. 716. 727 
s|H>rting. 294 
treatment of, 102 
under glass, 4o7. 6.79, 689, 702. 716; 

well-managed, 407 

unhealthy, 226 
unsatisfactory, 727 
yield of. 689 

Top-dressing, 35 
Tortoise in a garden, 501, 513 

laying eggs, 169 
stoves for greenhouse. 416 

Town hack garden, a. 16 
garden, a, 436; small, a, 2u7: work In 

tile. 16. *91. 41, ,7s, 7u, 84, 96, ins, 138. 

172, 186, 203, 216, 228, 242. 2511, 279, 
286, 302. -31 I, 326, .3.38, 352, 366, .'ISO, 

395, 407. 118, 431. 443, 476. 17(1, 484. 
498, .712, 526, .740, 554, .770, .786 . 602. 
620. 1218, 6.71, 668, 682, 696, 708, 727 

gardens, early-flowering chrysanthe¬ 
mums In, 117 ; Ferns ill, .795 

Roses. 201: notes on, 278 
Trnchclium cwrulcuiu, 706, 723 
Training Peaches, 126 
Transplanting Evergreens, 87,1.70, 380 

Laburnums, .706 

Rhododendrons, 109 
White Rockets, 398 

Traps bleornls, 17 

Trapping and killing Pigeons, 240 
Tra vel lor' a-1ree, 637 

Treatment, autumn, of Raspberries, 390 
cool, 119 
of a Bermuda Lily, 450, 462 
of Abtililons, 1133 

of a Cherry-live, 220 
of u Fig-tree. 486 
of AgupanthUN, 696 
of a Hydrangea, 322 

of a lawn, 71.7 
of a I/'no Hi. 698 
of a Magnolia, 203 
of a Mourning Iris. 2"7 
ofa Myrtle, 130. 21* 
of an Apple and Pear-tree, .529 

of an Apricot, 251 
of an Aru ueu rhi. 3-50. 339 
of an old India rubber plant, lot! 
of an Oleander, 116, 176 
nf an Orange-tree, 434 
of a Palm In a window, 106 

of a Parrot, 14.41 
of a passion-flower. 290, .307 

of a Pear-tree, Iso, 305 
of Aspidistras, 462 
of a Stephanotis, 381 

of u Vine. 7 
of Azalea Mollis. 61. 71 
ol Balsams, 87 

of Bees In winter. 679 
of Begonias, 432. 443 
of bulbs, 308 

of Cabbages, ,7-17 
of Camellias, 434 , 462 

of Cannas, 671 
of Capo bulbs, 577 
of Carnations. 66,78, S07, 68.7 

of Cherries, .760, .7*2 
of Chinese Primula*, 68,7, 7ul, 711 

of Chrysanthemum*. 292 

of Crown Imperials, 89 • 
of Cucumbers, 166. 204 

luujeus, II, 23 
limns. 496 

m 
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Treatment of DiosinUH, 333 

of Doutzias ami LIbonias, 177 
of Euonyntus, 710 
of Kerim, 79, 671. <171 
of fruit-tree*. 355, 433 
of Fuchsias, US 
of Geraniums. 3(1(1 

of Gloxinias. ISO 
of Hilkca, 200 
of llippoUMirmn Imllis, 411 
of Hydrangeas, flag 
of India Azalea*. 2IS. 230 

of J«HH»iuine, 344 
of lawns, 073 
of l.llies, mm. 411 
of Lllium Uarrisl, 213 
of Melons, 2!H1 
of Nut-trees, 40!( 
of Odomoglossums, 474 

of Palms, 102, 132,146; etc., in jardini- 
ires. IIS 

of Pancratium, 268 
of Pouches. 212 

of Peach-trees, 4'J 
of Pear-trees, 723 
of Potunias, .'all 
of nol-ltoses. 320. 3:14 

of Raspberries, 2011 
or Hhishslcudrona, 130 

of llhtiharh, 320, -328 
of Roses, 3(13, 300, 303 

of Seokule. 102, 204 
of Smilnxcs, 108 
of Spirant juponleii, Co, 60 
of Stroptocnrpus, 730 
of Ten-week Stocks, 30 
of Tigrldiax, 224 
of Tomatoes, 102 

of TuIki roses, 331, 613 
ot Vallotas. CIS 

ol Vines. 206,820,487 : and Pines, |c4 ; 
from cuttings, let 

of young Vines, 106 
Roses anil their, 312 

Tree. Apple, an, for a small garden, 33: 
branch, Mistletoe mi ihi, 3'JO; old, an, 

320,346 ; priming an, 7 
Ash, 330 
Ray, unhealthy, 183 
Bran, Indian. 830 
lieef-suct, 120 
Carnation cuttings, 403 
Carnations, 430 ; cuttings of, 030; from 

seed, 718; or porpotnal-lloworing. 03(l 

Cherry, grafting a 587 : in bloom, 383 ; 
not fruiting. 168: treatment of a. 220 

Chinese Kidney Bean, 123; Snowball, 

103 
Khler, obi, room'd niih ley and Climbing 

/bun, 103 
Kern, fine, a, 183: dump. Uare'$-fnA Kern 

growing mi ii. 207 : vnunanian, Ihr. 711 
Ferns, 113, 370; binding stems of, 20 ; 

for cool-houses or ferneries, 711 

Fig, treatment of a, 480 
J iidas, 338; I rare, of, 410 

Lily .if the Valley, 87 
of Ur area, 631 
Orange, from a pip, 113; treatment of 

an. 434 
or wlnter-Jlowerdsig Carnation, a, 636 
/•irony at Kart on Labje, Monkitoirn, Co. 

Dublin, 73: In llower in Scotland, 300; 
notes on the, loo 

Ploonies. 309; propagation of, 70 

P.apaw. the, 234 
Peach, branch withering. 230; losing its 

llowers, 72 
Pear. Apple ami, treatment of, 320; 

blight on. 234: old, an. 072. 001 ; 
planting a, 478: Standard, Marie 
Louise in Jtoirrr, 621; treatment of a. 
1811, 303;' upright I rained for unall 
garden, 703: with cracked fruit. 463 

Plum not heurlng, 504 
Sira wherry. 030 
stumps, old, removing. 410 
Traveller's, 337 

Walnut, dropping its Nuts. 266 
Trees and bushes, the. 660 

and shrubs, to. 17. 36. 43, 07, 78, 87. os, 
100, 125. 130, 101. 182. 103. 203. 721, 
233 , 245. 203 , 277 , 2ss. 300, 317, 330, 

330, 338. 374, 383. 306. 410. 410, 432. 
441. 438. 470, -401, 503. 518, 531. 530, 
530, 572. 300, <103. 0:31. 630, 033, 674, 

084, 690, 700: choice flowering, 08 ; 
flowering. 330 

Apple. American Plight on. 405: and 
Pear, canker ill, foil; blight In, 230, 
478 ; canker in, 25, ills; etc., moving, 

336; in Hoorn, 484 ; large, 504 ; mov¬ 
ing, 510 ; pollarding. 389, 401 ; prun¬ 
ing, newly-planted. 040 

Apricot against a south wall, 101 
Pccch. injury to, 564 

bush, dwarf, 342 
Cherry, dropping tlieir flowers, 405 

1 'herries as ornamental, flowering, 383 
elimbors on. 103 

Currant, ins.-cts affecting, 336 
espalier. 342 

etc., for a Derbyshire garden. 372 
etc., for a ganlen path, 183 
evergreen specimen, 411 
Fig, In the ojien air. 408; on walls, pro¬ 

tecting, 'Ho ; pruning, 530,542 ; under 
glass, 330,346 

Fir, fast-growing. 442 
flowers beneath, 400, 310 ; under. 34 
for a garden path, 161 

forest. Ivy growing on, 264 ; near gar- 
ileus, 668 

fruit. 206. 475; against a north avail, 
211; und drought, is.:,: and insecl*. 

220; us ornamental subjects, 400; 
cordon-trained, 353 

Trees, fruit, flies on, 560; for a north-east 
wall, 486: forgarden walls, 322: forma¬ 

tion of. 640; grafting. 672, 600; grub¬ 
bing up worthless, 605; in pots, 536; 

manure for. 346 : mulching. 135; old, 
new wood on. 265; on Oak-paling 
fences, 72; on Ihr icall of an milbuilding, 
661: on vacant wall-spaces, 661; over¬ 

cropping. 103 : palm for. 50-1; rooting 
cuitiliga of, 600, 703; round a large 
tennis-lawn, 452; staking. 581, 587; 
starving. 587: summer pruning of. 
180: trained on a wall, 661; treatment 

of. 3.53, 433 
Golden-leuvod, 317 
Gooseberry, caterpillars on, ill; s|8it 

on, 101 
large, transplanting, 630 
I.lmc, 550 

nurses for. 603 
Nut. treatment of, 400 

Orange, unhealthy, 174 
orchard-house. 408 
Peach after forcing, 206 ; scale on, 478 ; 

treatment of, 40 
Pear for small gardens, 703; in bloom, 

protecting. 136 : management of, 400, 
424 ; not liearlng, Ms;; not fruiting, 
<i<Mi; not growing, 560; standard, 

621 ; young, .581 

Plum, 451 
pyramid, -542 
Rose, 386; pruning, 18 

Roses under. 171 
shrubs under, 7lu 
standard, 451, .542 
too many stun bird or half-standard, 

660 
wall. 512 
weeping, 280, 330 ; Ash, unhealthy, 531 

Trellis. Clematis for a, 120 
creepers fora, 130, 142 
Fuchsias for s, 276 

work, plants for a, lot 
Trenches, Celery, 252 

or hods, 252 
the, 716 

Trenching, 475 

Trir/iomnne, jdumn, 38 
ladiram, 662 
Selloielannm. 5 

Triehopilia eoeeluea, 422 
Galeotliana. 422 
murginatu. 422 
nohllls, 331 
suavls, 422 

Trichopillus, 422 
Trltumu, 40 
Tropmolutii Fireball, 270, 286 

speclosttm, 168, 238, 176 , 508; and 
Tussilago fragrnns, 176 

tuberosum. 72 
Vesuvius, 328 

Tropicohtms, 382 612, 718 

note on, 325 
Tuberose, the, 627 
Tuberoses, 426. 404, 729 

for a room. 400 
syringing with Onusslii-chlps, 491 
treatment of, 551, 613 

White Pearl, 300 
Tube eons Hraonia n.< a baskef-plaut, 3.53 

Begonias| 82. 136, 167. 175, 226. 234. 
257, 312, 313 , 5”8, 613, 628; for a 
window, 20; from seed II, 729; rais¬ 
ing. 628; lit distinct l«s!s, 677; in 

winter, 467; propagating, 81 
r ailed Begonias, 644, list 

Tubers, Bogoniu, 497 
seedling Begonia, 156, 175 

Tubs and pots. Palms in, 226 
Tufted Pansy White Swan, 244 

Pansies, 49 
Tulip l’leotce. 539 
Tulips, 31. 557 

and Crocuses after flowering, 150 

anil Forget-me-nots, 343 
and Hyacinths, 130, 130 

and their culture, 5t>7 
as window-plants, 614 
better kinds of the, 551 
florists', 460 
market /ml of, a, 1514 

note on, a. 138 
Parrot, the, 164 
Rose anil Scarlet. 507 
Van Thai. 629 ; for room decoration, 69 

Tuition Ktiirifrnjr ». 7-jsi 
Turf, prtriu^ mid I»nmin>r, ■4’5‘i 

Turkeys, rearing, 200 
Turnip Chirk Cattle Blackstonc, 365 

culture, 402 
Early Munich, 224 

French Finxing, 32 
Jereey Saoet, early, 476 
Lima Forcing, 409 

lied American Stone Simp leaf, 365 
rooted Celery. 26; mulching, 205 
Snowball, 476, 565 
IF/i He Slrnp-leaf, 225 

Yellow or Holden Malice, 402 
Turnips, 328, 546 

earlv, 223; and late, 476; varieties of, 
56-5 

forced, 499 
notes on, 565 

storing, 546 
Tussilago fragrans and Tro;oeolulll spe- 

ciosttm, 170 

d by 

UMBRELLA-PLANT, the, 438 
Umbrella Wort, 391 

Unhealed frame, nn, 544 . 6-50 

Unhealed greenhouse. 2, 16, 30,58, 70. 84. 
124.138, 286,866,106.418.437. 170, 495, 

512, 510, 586, 620, 034,606,708 ; plants 
for nn, 188 ; Bose* In an, 201. 440 

house, plants suitable for growing 
with Boses in an, 670; Boses in, 
575 

Urine for Tomatoes, 721 
Uses of a propagator, 720 

Utricularlu moulntiu, 282 

V 
VALLOTA not flowering. 533, 541 

Vanda Amesiana, 121, .584 
llatemanl. 318 
eeartilea, 2lo 
genus, ganlen. seedling of the, 720 
Kimhallinna, ISO, 710 

Roxburgh!, 603 
suavls, 604 

tricolor formosii, 324 
Variegated Dogwood, good, a, 653 

Ferns, 438 

Hop, the, 212 
leaved Kerria, the, 11(10 
Maple, the. 288 
plant, good, a, 503 

Varieties, Azalea Mollis and its, 557 

crimson-coloured, of Chrysanthemums, 
401 

Kpldondrum ntropurpurcuni uml Its, 
354 

of Begonias, beautiful, 613 
of Camellias, the, 500 

of Chrysanthemums, a selection of, 83; 
I lest new, the. 525 ; new, 502 

of CIctnutlMCK, few grand, a, 610 
of Crotons, 657 

of German Iris, 166 
of Gooselntrries, 346 

of Mignonette, very distinct. 641 
of Palms, 5.58 
of Pears, 186 
of links, new, I 
of Hoses, 43 

at Turnips, early, 563 
Voir, irell-flow, red Fink Hydrangea, in a, 

387 

Vegetable crops, a succession of, 46 
garden, 2, 16, 30, 44 . 58 , 70 , 84 , 96, 

108, 124, 138, 1.54, 172, Ins, 202, 216, 
228 , 242, 236 , 270, 286, 302, 314 , 326, 
388 , 3.52, 366, 380, 394 . 407 , 418 , 430, 
443, 4311, 470 , 484 . 408, 512. 52(1, .540, 
554 , 570, 586, 602, 620, 638, 634, 668, 
1182, 6181, 708, 722 

Indian, nn. 626 

manure. 530 
Marrow and best Melon, 148; culture 

fur market, 650 ; Ismg llViffc, 46 ; old 
While, 26 ; While, 630 

Marrows, 26, 46, 236, 238 ■ culture of, 
717 

Mercury its a, 133 

sets I, sowing, under glass, 626 
Vegetables and grubs, 716 

big, 166 

cooking, 648 
early, on hot-lieds, forcing. 32 
forcing, litis 
for show, 07. 638 

grubs on, 722 
neglected, 01, 647 
protecting. 346 

summer, 236 
useful, 232 
winter, two good, 647 

Venetian Sumach or Wig-tree, the, 600 ; the, 
XI7, 330 

Venice, 1‘alaao llarbarlgo, home In the 
garden at, 446 

Ventilating Cucumber-houses. 341 
Ventilation, 270, 670 
Venus's Fly-trap, 496 
Verbal rum nigrum rar. album, 150 

otympirmn, 287 
tdurnicinm, 158 

Verbena, Dwarf for bedding. 624 
Lemon, 301, 717 ; scented. 462 

Verbenas, 612. 624. 658, 718 
hybrid, flowers of, 627 

Lemon-seen tod. 448 
Veronica Lindlcyanu, 378 

sallclfnlln 37:1 
Trarrrsi, 373 

Veronicas, 573 
in pots, 640, 6-55 

Viburnums, 140 
View in a fernery, 10 

in a winter garden, 671 

Vincas losing llieir leaves, 136 
Vine Black Hamburgh, lot. 115 

borders, covering. 710: outside, fer- 
meutiug material for, 710: sloping, 
35 

Claret -coloured. the, 630 

rultnre, 116 

Gra|ic, in a greenhouse. 452; lcnn-to 
house for a, 672, 601; Sweetwater, a, 
48 

in a put, 7 : management of a, 141 

leaves, Black Hamburgh, withering, 

outdoor, an, 7 
planting a, 587 
juA, for the table, a, 7 

priming u, 310, 533 rtririi 
question, u, 263 

r.W,ownt!PNlVERSITY 
slopping u. 141. 163 , , r-, a » i a 
troatuiont of a, 7 R R A N A- 
trouble, a, 380 

Vine-weevil, ihc, 661 
Vines. 180, 630 

and Murbohol Nicl Rose, 553 

and Pines, treatment of. 161 

nrtiflcinl manure for, 711 
Black Hamburgh, 551 
bleeding, 133,181, 195 
blood as manure for, 710 

compost for, 478, 486 
dressed with paralllu. 101 
early, 438, 451 

from cuttings, treatment of. 161 
Trailing in pots, 672 

Grape, In a greenhouse, 433; seedling, 

in a cool-house, 116, 126, 354. 400. 400, 
433 

III pots, 207, 354. 372 
insects oil. 465 
inside borders for, 205 
manure for, 820 
mealy-bug on, 855 

mildew oil, 103 
old, 305, 355 

put, 830, 682: purchaser of the, 0u5 
If’t'ing und planting the runes, 60.5 
Pruning, 640, COO 703; mid dressing. 

648 
red-spider nil, 163 

repotting or shifting. 605 
slopping, 105 
the first year. 126 
Ihrips on, 408, 424 
treatment of, 296. 820, Is; 

young. 478, 486 ; treatment of, 1181 
Vinery, 163, lsl 

and greenhouse plants for a. 104 
bonier, a, 582 
cool angle fora. 115 
growing Melons in a, 725 
Iteming a. 601, 711 
heat of. 135 

leaii-lo, a, 206 : root, a, flint 
management of a, 703 
Orchids In a, 354 

plums on the hark wall of a, 22 
pot. 602 

Rose Murdclml Nlrl III a, 220 
smull. a, 711 

Violas, 718 
Violet Civ*., 425 

Hog's-I aitk, I he While. 88 
Violet •. 8,17, 625, 717 

und Lily of tin Valley, on 
colours of, 450, 456 

Double und Single, 613,328; fur whiter 
289 

for autumn and winter. 21 
for a window, 400 

for outdoor culture, 61,76 
for winter, 8.1, 177 
in a conservatory, 600 
In frames, 415 
111 |HllS, It 

In winter, 622 
Marie Louise, 264, 275 
Neapolitan, 354, 360, 412 
seedling, 176 

Single unit Double, 460 

Virgin Ian Creeper, a, 140, 518 
Villa, 630 

w 
WALKING-LEAF Ferns, the, 335 
” Walks, creeper covered or pergo¬ 

las. 446 1 * 

gravel road ami. 382 

Wall, hack, of a vinery, plants on the. 22 
Camellia in.flower on a, 600 
cemented, creeper for a, 273, 267 
climbers for a. 700 
creeper for a, 104 

creepers for a, and plums for boxes. 
230 

culture, 250 

east, ellinliers against all, 206 
llowers for ii, 112 
fruit-trees I rained on n. 661 

greenhouse, a. 537 ; Clematis indinsa on 
a, 501 

Heliotrope on a, 23 
Hops on a. 701 

house. Clematis Jaekmanl on a, 531; 

climbing Roses for a, 128, ; Dutch- 
2,y •«. l-k> , A/ounoSio 

on a, 230 
Lvy on a, 288 

low, Roses on a, 334 

north, a, 504; climbing Roses for a, 
171; east, fruit-treos for n, 486 ; frame 

under a, 685: fruit-trees uguinst a, 
211 

of a greenhouse, plants for a, 32 
of an oulbuibling, /mil-trees on the, 661 
old. Ferns on a, 153 
Pear for a, 433 Blunts for a, 720; Pelargoniums ns, "1 

OSes against a, 37.5, 880 ; for u, 192 
shaded plants for o, 206 
south-east, Pear for, 803 
spaces, vacant, frail-trees on, 661 
trees, 542 

west. Tea Boses fora, 420 
Walls and arches, elimbors for, 12.5 

Chrysanthemums on, 57 
creepers for, 2X1 

flowering shrubs for, 531 

ral ffPftH’Mo"',rw“ ror‘:,w 

J/tnrt f/uijT'/, OW 



xvi 

WaInut, Large-/railed, 690 
Late or ./cm, 690 
(he, 690 

Walnut-tree dropping its Nuts, '.’OH 

Wnrdlan-euse, soil for Fonts In, 28 
casco, Filmy Ferns for, 493 ; Uymno- 

grammus for, 552 
Wasps, destroying, 0*12 

sand, ‘IIP 
Water anil piiratlin-oil for plains 200,268, 

and petroleum, 497 
for Ferns, 603 
hard, 204 

hot, boiler, 403 ; pipes, 301 

Lily-seed, 104 
Lilies, 368 ; tunl ot/we fotr,i. arrange,! in 

n lubitlar Jtotrer-tlainl, 2*13 ; from seed, 
21; lianiy, 69, 104, 168; rats and, 

III 
lint', and worms, 120, 144, 137 
.Mi lan, 403 
Melons, 403 

pipes, hoi, living, 402 
plant to grow in, 730 
plants, 21 
sewage, 111! 
tap, 130, 172 
1 roughs for llees, 704 

Watering a garden, 104, 142 
attention to, 379 
indoor plants with cold water, 140 
Ivy, 30 
plants in rooms. 002 

Weed, Bishop s, 723 
killer, 133 

Weeds, 80 
and sulphuric aci.l, 713 
destroying, 471 
In garden paths, 1.38 

petroleum anil, 280 
sulphuric acid and, 37 

Weeping ,t <3 at Camlor Cattle, 330 ; trees, 
unhealthy. 331 

Linden, white-leaved, 330 
trees, 280, 630 

Weevil destructive to Beech, 3-30 
Vino, the, otil 

Weigels for suburban gardens, the, 003 

Well, sinking a, o 
While llrll-ftoirer, n. 21 

Bell-flowers, 21 
Ctarkia, gttotl form of a, 33 
Curlod Swiss Spinach Beet, 8 
flowers for autumn, 313 ; for EiiHter, 31 

lea/or Splnneh Orel, 8 
Hoses, two good, 00 

Wild gardvn plants, line, 203: a Primrose 

in the. 3 
gardening. 411 
Urasses, 108 

Willow, Bay-leaved, the, 074 

Cardinal, 074 
Willows. Cardinal. 700 

grubs in,662 
in winter, 074 

Windflower, alpine, 042 
Japan, the, 042 
Snowdrop, the. 042 

Windflowers, tail-growing, M2 
Window mid house gardening, !>,20.20,62. 

00. 02. 102. 133, 113, 100, 178, 104, 208, 

223, 230, 230, 203, 274 , 207, 301, 322, 
333, 347 , 300, 381, 401, 413 . 423 , 434. 
443, 401, 470, 480 , 300. 317 , 320. 341, 

333, 5/8, 696, 014 , 620, 044, (102, 070, 
080, 008, 717 

GABl)EXTNG illustk. I ted. 

Window and room gardening, 84 

and rooms, plants for, 32 
Azaleas in a. 423, 434. 445 

bay. Orchids for a. 003 
box. Auriculas for a, 401 : making a, 

578, 507 

boxes, 080, 608: autumn, 387 ; Ailing. 

320: In summer, 208 
Carnations for a. 201 

Ch nese I’rimulas for a, 489 
Chrysanthemums for a, 341 
creeper for a, 070, 087 

culture, early Fuchsias for, 230; Cycla¬ 
mens for, 00 

decoration, hardy Clematises for, 633 
fern, good, a, 413 

llowgr. Mossy Saxifrage as a, 223 
Frecsias for a. 414 
Fuchsias for u, 200 
garden of climbing /da nit. ft. 335 
gardening, 2, Hi, 30, 44, 58, ;o, no. Ins. 

124. 138, 154, 172, 188. 202. 210, 228, 
242, 23(1, 270, 286, 302, 311, 320, 338, 
362. 300, 380, 304, 4(81, 418, 430, 442, 

430. 470, 484 , 408 , 512, 820, 340, 564. 
570, 380 , 002, 020, (128, 051, 008 , 082, 
e.!s:, 70S, 722: beautiful, 336 

Hairhclls, 020 
Llliuni Mar rial fur a, 400 
Myrtles for a, 375 

or garden, good hardy Fern for the, a. 
701 

Palm in a, treatment of n, 100 

Persian Cyelamens for a, 507 
plants, 443, 401; Bellflower us, 101; 

Campanulas as, 530; few useful, a, 
Oil; fllirous-rooted Begonias as. 178; 

for a, 335; fora south bonier under a, 
301 : In wild T ill London, 578, 597; 
Tulips as. 014 

potting up plants for a, 401 
Hoses In a, 301. 322 
Ihn Lyre-llowers for a, 102 

Tuberous Begonias for a, 20 
Violets for ii. 490 

Windows, Campanulas for, 500 

plants for, 801, 322 
Winter. Adiantiims In. 007 

and autumn, Violets for, 21 
Apples, 072 

blooming, Zonal Pelargoniums for, 304 
Broccoli. 020 

Cherry, the, 0 
coming, the, 453 
crop or Spinach, 701 
Cueumber-honse. teetion of, 310; plants, 

raising of the, 400 
Ciieumliors, 430, 475 ; growths, the, 

400 
cut flowers for, .3(1 
Cgelanu-n, goo./ Itipe of n, .34 4 

Double Violets for. 280 
flowers, 313, 833, 340, 007 ; for a hall In, 

29, 62 
flowering Begonias, 228. (113 ; Rey-oil ■« 

for a room. 387 ; t.loranlums for, 218, 
717; Jasmine, spray of the, (Mil; 

Orchids, best, 65; or TreeCarnation,. 
•136; Violets for, 177; Zonal Pelar¬ 
goniums for, (130; Zonal Pelargo¬ 

niums for a room, 833 
(iaillardlas in, 861 

garden, vine in a. 07J 
gardens, (171 
liersniunis In. 402, 470 

good room plants for, 63t» 

Winter Green. Large, 575 
Crocus, 238 

hardy Ferns in 007 
herbs for, 201, 605 

Jasmine, 004 
keeping Fuchsias through. 462, 480, 

404 
Marguerites for, 485 

mild,/otters, nosrgaiI of, a, 517 
nosegays, 517 

Parsley In, 07 
Pears. 434 

plants for, 80, 386, 807 
preparing Cucumbers for, 310; for, 

252 
pruning, 642 
salads, 258 

Salvias, Indoor, in, 534 
seed Potatoes in, 011 
Sorrel and French Beans for, 328 
Tomntoes for. 373 

treatment of Boes, 070 
Tuberous B"gonlas in, 407 
use, Herbs for, 801 ; Onions for, 520 

vegetables, two good, 047 
Violets for, 83 ; in, 622 
Willows In, 074 
window-plants In, in London, 578, 

507 
Wintering Kchovorlas, 500 

preparing hives for. 451 

Scarlet Lobelia. 168 
Wire-lmrbed fence, 10 

netting, enclosing a garden with, 38, 

43; for Peas, 148 
Wlreworms, 204, 336, 1188. 605, 731 

and bulbs, 1/8 

an I gas-lime. 878. 384, 808 
destroying, 328. 837 

in a flower garden, 144 
in a garden. 168 
in leaf-mould, 005 

Wistaria and Honeysuckle in flower, 
88 

pruning it, .572 
linen tit on an arelnray, 125 

White-flowered, the, 109 
White, the, 888 

Witch Hazels, the, 0.30 
Wiltoof or Cabbage-headed Chicory, 710 

or Large llrustelt Chicory, 710 
Wood-uahcs, 3,80. 3oo 

at Coolhurtl, While Indian Azalea in 
a, 223 

Birch ashes, 396 

new. on old fruit-trees, 263 
tarring, 57, 00 

Wooden labels, 430, 401 
Woodland flowers. 575 

Woodlark, the. 27 
Wo,sllice, 370 

versus Mushrooms, 378. 388 
Wisslwanlia rndicans, 870 
Work, coming week’s, the, 17,30, 44. 68, 

70, 81, 00, |(I8, 124, 188, 154, 173, 188. 

203, 216, 228, *43, 2.36, 270, 280, 302, 
314. 326, 338, 35;’, 30(1, 881. 303 , 418, 
431. 443, 450, 1711. is I, 408, 512, 520. 

■540, 654, .670, .386 , 002, 020, 038, 0.54, 
Oils, 682, 006, 708, 722 

garden, 2, 10, 80. 41. 68, 70. 84 , 00. 108, 
124. 138. 1.54. 172, 188, 202, 210, 228, 
242 , 230 , 270. 802 . 81 I, 820, 388 , 352, 
800, 380. 30|. 4191, 419. 480, 412. 150, 

470, 484 , 408 , 512, .320. 670, 586, 002. 
020, 038, 0.34 , 668, 682, 696, 708, 722 I 

Work in orchard-houses, 61 

in shrubberies, 591 
in St. Jumbs’-park, stupid, 706 

in the hot-bed, 44 
In the town garden, 16. 80, 44, 58. 70, 

84. 00, 108. 138. 172, 185, 203. 210, *28, 

242, 236, 270, 286, 302, 314, 326, 338, 
832, 300, 380, 803, 407 , 418, 431, 413, 

430, 470, 184 , 408, ,312 , 526, .340, 354, 

670, 586, 002, 020, 638, 641, 668, 682, 
6!I6, 708, 722 

kitchen garden, 563 
seasonable, among Hoses, 102 

under glass, 27 
Worm casts on lawns, 47, 113, 507 
Worms and Anemone roots, 043 

getting rid of, 113, 128 
in a Passion-flower pot, 12 

llme-wsler and, 128, I I I, 157 
on a lawn, 102 
on a tennis lawn, 530, 560 

X 
^YLOPHYLLA Hi Holla, 391 

Y 
YEW and Holly, the, 601 

common, I be, and Its varieties, 233 

Dorn.ton't, 234 

front rutting*, 631 
Hidden, 317 

Irish, the, 233 

Old Kiujlith, at Connioton, 233 
Short-leaved, Hie. 333 

YtUnw-frailed, Ilie, 234 
Yews, cutting, 360 
Young fruit-trees, 725 
Y urea gloriota, 574 

Yutan, the, in the. garden at Gunners- 

burg House, 221 

z 
^EA japonic* variegatu for n room, 

Mags oar. Caragua, 320 
Zebra Finches, 136. H'.O, 186 
Zcnohtu spoclosainilvorulentu, 723\fio\oen 

'if. <23 
Zinnias, double, 103 
Ziziphus sinensis, 336 
Zonal Pelargonium White .Yiphrlos, 630; 

ltaspail improved, now, a, 543 

Pelargoniums, 237, 216, 629: /or irln'er 
floatring, 680; on a trail, 31 ; or <1, io¬ 
niums, eiil-ltoarrs of; winter flower* 

tng, for a room. 435 

Zonals for winter blooming. 301 
Zostetsislvloa arachnites, 35 

Zygopetuimn t ’layl, 208 

erlnilum, 262 
Gautieri. 138, 433 

intermedium. 262 
Maekari, 1 11, 262, 400 

Zygopcuumns, 202 
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I3STDI3Z. 

Alocaaia zebrina.. .. 12 Chiyuol hemum culture 9 Epidcndinm zitelllnum 
Anemooe conmsxto from Chrywotheumuu, Japan- xtgaolrum 

eecda .5 etc.9 Ferna u pluute for tho 
Apple-tr-e, pruning an .. 7 Clematia montana .. 10 dinner-table 
Azalea,White.andueniata 11 Coal-aabes on a clayey Feme, Filmy, choice 

Begoniae manure for .. 11 Ctelogyneooellatamaxima 6 Forget-me-nota .. 
Begonia, notea on the Coral, cleaning ., 10 Garden, a email .. 

culture of tno ,, .,10 Oraaaula lycopodoidee .. 12 Garden, a wind-ewept 
B-gonlaa. Tuberous, from Cyclamens, treatment of It Garden borders, tllea for 

•eed .11 Cyperua alternifoliua. Garden, manure for a .. 
Blackberries in an orchard 7 culture of.II Garden path 
BnrophjUnm calycinum 12 Cypripedlnma .. .. 6 Garden work 
Cabbages. •• clubbing ” .. 8 Daffodils.4 Grapes, mildew on 
Calceolaria seed, sowing 11 Daffodils failing to bloom 4 Grass, a rare 
Carnations bursting 6 Echereria retuaa, props- Greenhouse flue .. 
Celery bolting .. 8 gating .II Greenhouse, beating a .. 
Cherry, Winter, the .. 6 EucharU eaten off .. 12 Oreenhouse, slugs in a .. 

Hot-bed, making a .. It 
6 Hyaoinlha,unsatisfactory 11 

Ice-plant, the .. ..II 
9 India-rubber-plant .. II 
S Leaf-mould .. .. 9 
5 Lily of the Valley.. .. S 
3 Malmaison Carnations 
3 and Gladioli, foroing .. 11 
4 Marguerite Carnations .. 11 
3 Nettles In a shrubbery, 
4 So.10 
3 Oleander not flowering .. 11 
3 Orange, Mock (Philadel- 
7 phus) .10 

10 Orchis foliosa .. .. 6 
12 Pasaion - flower pot, 
11 worms In a .. .. 12 
12 Peas, Sweet.4 

Ptrennials,hardy, from seed 3 
Pink, the.1 
Pinks, oulturo of .. .. 3 
Plants, foliage, for a pro- 

pagator.—I. * 
Plante from seeds ., 11 
Plante, repotting .. .. 12 
Potatoes, seed .. .. 8 
Primulas, Chinese, cul- 

ture of.13 
Propagator, manage - 

meet of a.11 
Questions and answers .. II 
Rhubarb, forcing .. .. 8 
Rose Mardchal N lei .. 5 
Rose W. A. Richardson.. 4 
Rosea, Christmas, cul¬ 

ture of %.4 

Roses, climbing .. 
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rich soil, and tho plants placed in it in October. 
It is only plants which are thoroughly estab¬ 

lished that con be expected to have well-laced 
flowers. It is sometimes said of the Carnation 

that it is coddled and debilitated by being kept 
in cold frames through the winter, but the game 
cannot be said of tile Pink, which is grown 
wholly in the open and thoroughly exposed to 
all weathers. The soil of most gardens will grow 
Pinks. If it is a good yellow loom, or a black 
one of good heart, so much the better. If this 

be dug in September, and road or river sand, 

the former from a gravelled road, the latter from 
a shallow, fast-running stream, and well-rotted 

manure be freely added, then there is a good bed 

for Pinks. 

Road-scra pin os with horse-droppings make 

good ingredients for a Pink bed, and the root- 
fibres run freely in it. It is not too late to 
plant such a bed, but the best plants for placing 

in a bed in January or February are those which 
have been wintered in pots, because they are 

certain to have rooted well, and they can be 
placed in the ground without disturbing the 

ball of roots very much. Plants lifted from the 
open ground at midwinter or in early spring 
are apt to lose the soil about the roots, and then 

THE PINK. 

Thebe are two prime 
features in a good 
Pink ; one is its exqui¬ 

site fragrance, and, 
unlike many of the Car¬ 

nations — one might 
say moot of them— 

which are generally 
devoid of fragrance or 
possess it only very 

faintly, the Pinks are 

all sw oat-scented ; it 
seems to be a condition 
of their nature. The 
other is the lacing on 

the petal margins in a 

well-developed (lower 
so donse and regular. 
Given, then, a full 

bloom that is of full 
substance, pure in the 
ground, and regularly 
laced with some shade 

of purple and purple- 
crimson, or lilac 

through shades of red 
to crimson, and 

P there is a flower 
9 worthy the accept¬ 

ance of anyone. To 

have Pink blossoms 
of large size and 

finely laced, the 
plants should be 

'/erf grown in a well- 

KZ' prepared bed in 
'ho open, 

v » made up of 

all growers, a good grower, laces well, and very 
full and fine. Modesty is x emarkable for its pale 

pinkish-lilac lacing, sometimes deepening to 

bright rosy-purple: it is very early and free, 
ana makes a charming border variety. Another 
excellent border variety is found in Mrs. Waite, 

small, very pretty, and free. Beauty is another 
small-flowered variety, but very free^ to cut 
from. A very fine Pink is found in Empress 
of India ; it is very distinot, fine in colour, the 
lacing rich and deep. The Rector, very fine ; 

Minerva, Jessica, Eurydice, Device, George 

White, Excelsior, very fine, are also good laced 
varieties, and it is worthy of remark that some 
of the before-mentioned have been in cultivation 

thirty and forty years. Some persons might 
be led to think the laced Pinks arc all alike, but 

there is more difference between them than is 
usually fancied, and cultivators who become 
acquainted with their peculiarities by growing 

them are able to detect marked differences 

between the varieties. Three 
New varieties of laced Pinks (raised by Mr. 

James Thurstan, of Cardiff), were last year dis¬ 
tributed from Manchester. They arc James 
Thurstan, John Dorrington, and George 
Hodgkinson, all remarkable for the purity of 

the ground colour, fine quality of petal, and 

refined lacing. James Thurston is, in my 
opinion, the finest laced Pink ever raised, a 

flower of the highest quality, the other two 
being also remarkably good. Of fine old border 
Pinks of various colours, mention may be made 

of Anne Boleyn, very good indeed, and always 
in great demand ; Rubens, pink, with dai k 

centre ; Ascot, pink, with crimson centre ; Mrs. 
Sinkins, white, grown very largely for cutting 
from; Clifton White, an improvement upon 

Mrs. Sinkins ; and Lord Lyon, a flower of very 

fine Bhape, pinkish lilac with dark centre. Of 
newer border varieties, there are Her Majesty 

white ; Charmer, pink, with dark centre ; 
Beauty of Sale, pale-pink, fimbriated, very 
good ; Norah, blush, with roey-purple centre j 

Flirt, pale pink, with roey-purple lacing; 
Charles Lockyer, pink, with deep roey-purple 

licing; Beauty, white, with slight rosy-purple 
lacing; and Fimbriata, soft pink, the petal 
edges deeply fimbriated. Pinks are 

Propagated by means of pipings, which are 

outtings of the young shoots from the baso of 

the plant, and layering the same as Carnations, 
v/hielvIniA prec bice much followed in the midland 
dL-.triots, The .quickest way to atiike them is 

apt to lose the soil about the roots, and then 

a decided check occurs. 1 have known orders 
to come to a nurseryman for Pinks so late as 

April. When they have got into active 

growth it is practically impossible such 
plants can bloom well, because they are 

checked in their progress late in the season. 

A few good laced Pinks are to bo found in Clara, 
the lacing reddish-purple, a flower with stout 
and finely-rounded petals. Rosy Gem has a 

paler lacing, very broad, and the blossoms sweetly 
fragrant. Henry Hooper has a rich dark lacing, 
a flower of large size, full, and very handsome. 
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to put them in pots of light, sandy soil firmly 
pressed about the cuttings ; place them in a 
gentle bottom-heat with bell-glasses over thorn. 

Or they can be put into sandy soil in the border 
where there is a little shade, in little clumps, 

with bell-glassea over them, and they will root, 
though not so quickly as when the pots are 

plunged in bottom-heat. The earlier in the 
summer the pipings can be struck, so much the 
stronger are the plants for placing in the open 

ground in the autumn. It is customary to raise 
a Pink bed 6 inches or 8 inches above the ground- 

level. This is dono that the heavy autumn and 
winter rains may drain away from tho roots of 

the plants, as, though the Pink is perfectly hardy, 
stagnant moisture at the roots is found to be 
very injurious to it. R. 

GARDEN WORK 

Conservatory. 
Shake out and repot Tuberous Be ironing ; pretty well all 

will bo on the move now. They succeed well in a warm fpeenhouse nt this seasin. It those plants intended for 

ivds are kept cool they will he stronger and belter. I.oara 
two-thirds, with one-third leal-mould and some sand to 
keep the soil open, will be a suitable compost. It seeds 
are aown now In the hot-bed they will all bloom during the 

summer It helped bn till June In heat. The wlnter-flower- 
Ing Heaths that were shortened back otter flowering will 
now have broken and may be repotted. Use the best peat 
obtainable, made porous with clean sand, pot flrmly, and 

water carefully till the roots get Into the new compost. 
.Many hard-wooded plants are ruined through having too 
much water after repotting. Aoaclas which have com¬ 

pleted flowering may be shortened book to put the plants 
Into shape. Those Acacias planted in the borders will 
require rather hard pruning to keep them within reason- 

ab e bounds. I’ot on young Fuchsias and other soft- 
wooded plants which are growing freely and require more 
root tpaoe. Sow seeds of Balsams, Chinese Primulas, and 
a pinch of Cineraria eeeds for early blooming. Primula 
olx-onioa, In spite of Ite bad reputation, is a very iieeful 

subject for winter flowering In tho oooi or warm conserva¬ 
tory. Seedlings raised now will make useful flowering 
stun in S-inoh pots by the autumn. As the foroed bulbs 

go out of blossom move to a cool pit to complete and 
harden growth, when they may be planted out; they are 
not of muoh use for pot culture afterwards. Most plants 

will require more water now; the tarders also whore 
c'imbero are growing must not be overlooked. Liquid- 
inanure will be useful to specimon Roses. Teas aud other 

Mart-dial Niels planted out in a warm house will now be 
full of blossoms and buds coming on rapidly ; this beau¬ 
tiful Roto still holde the leading position among Yellow 
Roses Uquid-manuro will give size to tho blossoms. Use 
sulphur or eome other remedy on the first appearance of 
mildew. In ventilating avoid cold draughts. Insects 
mu«t be desit with promptly, either by fumigation or soap 

and water or Tohaoro-powder; tho last named I find very 
useful where only a plant or two is infested. The syringe 
may in some cases be used on line mornings. Lily of the 
Valley will oomo on now without very strong heat, and the 

flower splkcs will last longer. Azaleas, both th« Indian 
and Japanese species, are now a special feature, and will 
require liberal supplies of water. Splin-a Japonlua may, with 
advantage, be stood in saucers half-tilled with weak liquid- 
manure. It Is too soon yet to commence shading to any 

great extent; but Azaleas In bloom will last longer if a 
temporary shade can lie placed over (hem for a few hours 

on very bright days. Cuttings of young shoots of Abutl- 
Ions will strike now In heat. Repot Orange-trees if any 
reiiulreashiftorthe soil renewed. Keep Kaloeauthes In 

a light position near tho glass to ripen growth. 

Unheated Greenhouse. 
This house may now be gay with hardy bulbs and other 

early flowering hardy plants. Uielylra spec abills, I.ily of 

the Valley, Solomon's Seal, Spir.eas of sorts, early flower¬ 
ing Rhododendrons, Kalmias, Bedtime, Azalea animus, and 
the hybrid forms which have been obtained from it, will 

flower early In a cold house ; they are quite hardy, and, 
being so early to bloom, will be valuable. Bamboos in 
variety, If the house Is large enough,'will form a pleasant 
feature under the shelter of a glass roof; thsy will be more 

effective than most of them are in the open air, unlesa the 
position is warm and sheltered. Aurioulas and other 
members of the i’rlmrosc family are Indispensable for the 
cold house ; they are perhaps I letter adapted for a small 
house than a large one, although always and everywhere 

thsy are very Interesting. A little top dressing will help 
this family now. 

Stove. 
Cuttings of ornamental leaved Begonias will strike now 

qnlokly. Plants msy be raised from leaves only ; but good 
cuttings are better, as plants are more speedily formed. The 
early-started Gloxinias will now bo In blossom. I find 
seedlings more manageable In this respect than plants 
raised from cuttings ; they have more vigour. Seeds may 

Ik- sown now, and, if well attended to and kept growing, 
the strongest will flower in autumn. Streptocarpus 
hybrids and the Sultan Balsam(Impatiens Sultani) may be 

sown now in sandy peat. Prune specimen plants of 
VioaPs rosea and oculata, and repot as soon as the plants 
get fairly into growth. Cuttings of the young shoots will 

root quickly and form useful little flowering plants during 
the summer; these plants will not flower well If under¬ 
potted. Plenty of moisture in tho atmosphore is also 

essential. Get in cuttings of Poinsettiae as soon as the 
young shoots are from 2 Inches to 8 inches long. Torenia 
ns'.alica and Fournier! may either be raised from seeds or 

cuttings; cuttings are best if young, soft shoots oan be 
bod. Get In a good stock of all tbs usual winter-flowering 
stuff, such as Penteas oarnea and rosea, Herlcographig, 

• In cold or northern diatricte the optrtMGtt* referred 
to under “ Garden Work " may he dime frlrn ten tidur to 
a fortnight later than it here Indicated vf 

r-suite. 

Thyrsacanthus, Plumbago rosea, Justicias, Kranthem,inn, 
Ac. Sow seeds of Itivlna humiiis, a very pretty berry- 
bearing plant, useful for table and room decoration In 
winter. In very bright weather certain plants will require 

a Chin shade, and more water must be given to the plants 
and used about the floors to saturate the atmosphere. 
Night temperature need not exceed 06 degs Ax-old cold 

draughts in ventilation; the time lor keen, cold winds 
and brighter skies is near. Start Aohiinenee and encourage 

Oeeneras to continue resting (or the present; lor that 
reason I prefer to keep these bulbs dry and cool for another 
month. 

Bedding Plants. 
Where many of these are required an active time lies 

belore us. Cuttings of all soft-wooded plants will strike 
now in heat, either In the hot-bed or from flre-heat. I 
have struok many thousands of bedding plants In the hot¬ 
bed. When I did a good deal of oarpet bedding all the 

tender things were struok in slight hot-beds during the 
months of March and April. The usual plan was to make 

up a hot-bed the heat of which would last about a month, 
cover It with light sandy soil, and, os soon as the heat 
had worked through and steadied a bit, dibble it full of 

Alternantherae. Coleus, &o., leaving each cutting space 

enough to grow into a docent sized plant. In the oourse 
ol two or three weeks the plants will have rooted, and 
may then be topped, and a second series of oultlngs 
dibbled into another hot-bed. In this xvav many thousands 

ot plants may be worked up from a small stock. 

Cold Frames. 
Calceolarias will do very well here now, and the frames 

will also come in useful for moving plants to from the 

oonservatory, and, if well covered at nights, surplus 
plants from the greenhouse may be moved out to the 
frames to glvs more space to the rapidly-growing Gera¬ 

niums and other things. 

Window Gardening. 
Window-boxes are now gay with bulbs. Crocuses, 

Daffodils, Blue Squills, and Snowdrops are charming now 

outside some windows. Inside also there Is no lack of 

bloom — Cinerarias, Primulas, Cyclamen, Azaleas, 
Genistas. Pots of Trumpet Diffodila and Jonquils are 
pk-aasmt to look upon. Uyaointha and Dutch bulbs gener¬ 
ally are flowering well this season. More water will be 

required now, though, II » little green Moes Is placed on 
the top of the pots, less water will be needed, and the 

appearanoe of the bulbs will be improved. Keep down 
green-flies with the sponge and soapy water. 

Outdoor Garden. 
The ground is In good order now for tree and shrub 

planting, and deolduout things especially ehould be got in 

The planting of evergreens may he done any time up to 
the end of April or oven Inter. I planted a good many 
evergreens last year nt the ond of May, but they came 

from a good nursery where the plauts are frequently 
transplanted, and It is this frequent transplanting In the 
nursery whiob makes their removal snfo nt almost any 

season n matter of certainty. All ground intended to bo 
planted this season with tress and shrubs should havs been 
trenched and got Into good condition. The plants do bo 
much better where the ground has been well prepared. Rook 
or alpine plants may be divided and replanted now, now 
soli of suitable character being added where necessary—In 

fact, It Is always advisable to work In fresh soil In replanting 
most things of this kind. Fix every plant flrmly in the 
ground; when loosely planted they dry up and perish 
Many Carnations and other plants die annually through 

not Ming pressed down after frost. Carnations require 
to be very flrmly fixed In the soil if they are to do well. 
Herbaceous plants of all kindB may be planted now. Choice 

things whlah have been plunged in frames may bo set 
out. Of course, before doing this, a system of full expo¬ 

sure should have boen followed for some lime previously. 
Prune climbers on walls. Roses on south walls may be 
pruned now to get oarly blooms. Muloh over the roots 
of newly planted Roses and shrubs: It Inoresses the 

ohanoes of healthy and vigorous growth. Let everything 

be staked in windy places. 

Fruit Garden. 
Peaches In the early house will now be set, and as soon 

as one can soo which fruits are taking the lead in tho 
swelling the smaller should be removed. It Is so impor¬ 

tant nowadays to have large Peaches that everything 
possible should be done to give size and oolour. For the 
same reason dlsbndding should be promptly and early 
done, and with a fearless hand. The dangers of leaving on 
too many fruits and the young shoots too orowdrd are so 

great that I would rather err In the opposite direotion If 
an error ie committed at all. Bee that all inside Peach 

borders are perfectly moist. Outside borders are sure 
to be moist enough now. Vigorous young Vines will 
break strongly, and the shoots should not be permitted to 
run Into eaoh other liefore stopping and tying down. Two 

ieaves beyond the bunch should be left if possible, and 
the tying down should be done by degrees. All bulls on 
fruit-trees outside are on the move. Oet Peaches pruned 

and trained without delay. In pruning, take out any old 
branoh wherever there are well-placed young shoots to 111. 
Peach-trees which have boen troubled with blaok-fly 

should be washed with Olshurst compound or some other 
suitable mixture ; soft-soap and Tobaooo-liquld will do as 
well. A soft brush or bit of sponge drawn the same way 

os the buds point will be convenient and safe. On the 
whole, Judging from the appearance of tho trees, there 
seems to be a fair prospect of bloom. Pears on the Quince 

where the land le fairly bearing, are looking promising, 
but the Quince stock Is not adapted for light, sandy, or 
calcareous soils. Cuttings of bush frnlt may be planted, 

and Raspberries shortened and mulched. Raspberries 
may 1)0 very well grown without stakes If out down to 

3 feet. 
Vegetable Garden. 

Where the Carrot-fly has been troublesome in previous 
years give the ground a good dressing of salt and lime; 

paraffin-oil has been a very useful remedy mixed with 
water and the ground moistened with It a week or two 
before sowing the seeds. I have used a quart of oil to 
16 gallons of water. The remedy is cheap enough, and 

a marked improvement upon the orop. If new 

_Qpns of Olobe Artichokes are requlad/xthg ground 
iuld be well manured and got Into good condition ready 

for plantlog the end of the month or hegioning of April. 
Plant In rows 4 feet apart each way. Good strong sets are 

better than small offsets as regards immediate resnlts. 
Sow Asparagus seeds to raise young plants, and plant out 

the Seakala cuttings whiob were out from the crowns 
taken up for forcing ; may be planted with iho dibble in 
rows 15 inches apart and 1 loot apart in the rows. Pre¬ 
pare ground for planting with Asparagus As soon as the 
young growth starts away, Lettuoe plants or other vege¬ 

tables raised In beat, to be hardened off an-! pricked out In 
the borderJ^utsiderows along tho foot of a south wall, will 
grow rapidly Keep the Muahroom houses steadily at a 

temperature of 56 degs. ; Cucumbers night temperature 
85 degs., or if CuoumWg are wanta-1 quick 70 degs. will 

be better, but 1 am not In favour of high temperatures 
when flre-heat has to do the work. On sunny days I 
would let the thermometer run up to 05 degs. or 100 degs. 
with plenty of moisture in the atmosphere. Planting out 
Cauliflowers in trenohes. We have no lights for them, but 

the plants are sheltered with borders. There is a goo 1 
deal of protection in the feather epray of the branohes 

of Hazel usually out for Pea-etloks. Sowing main crop of 
Celery on a gentle hot-bed. E. Hobdat. 

Work In the Town Garden. 
I/>se no time in sowing seeds of Petunias, Verbenas, 

Lotalios, MimuliiH, and ocher greenhouso and half-hardy 
bedding plants The Nicotiouos or Tobaoeoplauts grow 

very fnst and strong In rich soil, even In the smokiest 
places, and even the ordinary kinds (N. Tabacum vuro.) 
are valuable as affording plenty of hae foliage. If not much 
else, while the deliciously fragrant N. alllnls is also an 

excellent town plant, aDd one that everyone should grow, 
both indoors and out. Sow now and treat the same as 
Petunias, and the plants will begin blooming In July and 

August. A few Ralsams may also he sown it either large Cl ants or early flowers are wanted. These are capital 
>wn plants and very easily managed, the chief points in 

their culture being rloh, mellow soil and plenty of light 

and moisture both at the root and overhead. Tutarous 
Begonias and Gloxinias also sown at ouos In a moderate 
beat will still bloom before tb* autumn If kept moving on 

briskly. These are often recommended to be sown In Janu¬ 
ary or February, and In country places this is right enough ; 

but even if one gets them up so early in the atmosphere 
of a large town, before there is sufficient light and sun¬ 
shine to Impart substance to the growth, the plants are 

weakly from the first, and even If they do pull round 
afterwards are little, if any, more forward than those not 
sown until the ond of February or early part of March. 
Seed of the new Streptocarpus hybrids sown now will also 

produoe flowering plants by the month ol August. Seed 
of this plant is very minute—about the smallest I know of, 

in fact—and therefore requires to be sown on a very line 
and cx’en surface, and the greatest care must be bestowed 
on the young plants during tho early Stages ; otherwise, 

they are no moro troublesome than Begonias, II so muoh. 
Tomatoes ought to be sown at once. These, again, I have 

often sown In January and February, in different suburbs 
of lx>ndoo, bnt nearly always bad the seedlings go off in 
cold, foggy weather afterwards: whereas, If left until 
abcut the present time, they would grow right away from 
the first, and beat the others hollow. Place roots of 

Dahlias, from whioh cuttings are required, in heat, with 
a little light soil round them, keeping them in a moderate 

temperature and near the glass. Btrlke onltlngs of 
Fuchsias, double Petunias, Heliotropes, Marguerites, and 
others In a gentle hot-bed, and pot them off singly when 
rooted ; Begonia tubers for bedding, ala) very small roots 

should lie dlhlded out in boxes of light sandy soli to start, 
but choice kinds had tatter be potted singly. B. U. R. 

THU OOMING WHUSK'S WORK. 

Extract! from a garden diary from March 4th 

to March Ilf A. 

Removed Strawberries Just beginning to oolour from 
the hot-houso to a ooolor home, where more air is givoo. 

This will Improve tho flavour and tend to solidify the 
texture Of Uie fruit, and they win travel tatter. Intro¬ 
duced more Strawberries into heat to oome on In sneoes- 

elon. With mo there must be no break In the supply, and 
to accomplish this rsgular fortnightly Introductions will tie 
neoessary, Looked over netting and other protecting 

covers that will shortlv bo placed over the wall trees. At 
present there are no blossoms open, though some of tho 
Aprioots on tho south wall are Just showing oolour. 

Finlshod training Peachas and Nectarines. Usinoviil 
coverings from Figs on walls; they will be safe now from 

frost; though, in tho unexpected event of a very sharp 
night oomlng, mats would be hung in front of the trees. 
At present the wood le clean and bright; the pruning will 

not be done till the end of tho month. Beyond a lew oarly 
Rotes on the south border, no pruning haB yet been done, 
and, as the growth Is later than usual, I shall not prune 
the collection of II P.*s till the 20th of the month—Teas u 

little later ; but 1 should state that some ol the longest 
shoots were shortened a little In the autumn to rase 
the wind pressure. Disbudded Peaches under class. 
Watered inside borders. Stopped and tied dow • Vines. 

Finished thinning Grapes in early house; shall g> over 
them again later on and remove small tanirs, and 

possibly take a tarry or two out where there are any signs 
of crowding. Planted Tomatoes under glass ; the plsnta 
are strong and showing blossoms. A temperatureof 55 degs. 

to 60degs. at night will be kept up; and under such 
conditions tho plants will grow fast and set well. Vent! 

lation will be freely given when the weather is suitable, 
but I objeot to cold currents, os being likely to bring on 
direase. The plants are never syringed bat water will be 

given when required, and it Is to this dry, buoyant atmos- Etaere 1 attribute the alisence of disease. Top-dressed 
ucumtars with turfy loam enriched with a little old 

manure. Shifted Melons into larger pots to grow on 

until house is ready. Sowed Chinese Primulas for early 
blooming; a later soxx-ing will be made for spring 
blooming. Gave Cinerarias liquid-manure. The most of 

our plants are grown In rather smaller pots, end to obtain 
gfloq, brads of bloom they must have extra support. 

Pleated more French Beans in pota, also prepared a pit 
iy aillnti It wlthffiJrmerTtlnff-psterial for bottom-heot. 

'Jhsy -.‘-ill bequail WO'JnUDFrenbh Beans arxoon as ready. 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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Sowed tender annuals of redout kinds, Including Stlpi- 

Stirred the turfooe among Pansies, Carottions, and olher 
plants. It would be an advantage, If time permitted, to 
stir the eurface soil every week or ten days, doing the 
work, of course, when the soil is dry. Such treatment 

effectually keeps down weed* and increases the vigour of 
the plants in the beds. Plant more Pea* and Beans, 
Potatoes, fco. Sowed more Horn Carrots, and Radishes, 
and a few rows of Egyptian Turnip-rooted Beet. Some 

few of the plants may perhaps bolt, but the other roots 
will oome in useful. 

A 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

3112.— Hardy perennials from seed.— f sat quantity of hardy plants may be simply 
easily raised from seed, but not many of 

them will bloom to any extent during the same 
season. To obtain blooms for this year it would 

be wiser to rely upon the better hardy amt half- 
hardy annuals, and meanwhile pay attention to 
securing a good stock of the best perennials 

ready for planting in their permanent positions 
next autumn as soon as the annuals havo done 
blooming. The following are some of the fine 
families of which plants may be raised from 
seed with no more trouble and cost than is 

bloom for cutting you must mako up a permanent 
bed, planting the crowns at a distance of about 

3 inches apart, and 'give the surface a dressing of 
well-decayed manure. Give amplo supplies of 
water, and a mulch of manure each year will 5rove beneficial. Ruch a bed should give good 

owers for years, and will not need to be dis¬ 
turbed until the crowns get so crowded that 
vigorous growth is impossible. If you rear 
them merely for the garden the chief requisites 

are moisture and shade.—C. T. 

3188.—Culture Of Pinks.—These like a 
good medium loam, and are easily grown ; but 
this is not the season of the year to plant them. 

Probably they could be obtained in pots now 
from some florist who makes a speciality of 
them, and if planted in soil deeply dug and 
enriched with decayed farmyard-manure, they 
would flower this year, but the flowers would 

bo of poor quality, and they would be badly 
laoed, or perhaps the lacing would bo gone 
altogether. To obtain good results the bed 
should be prepared early in the autumn, and 

the plants should he sot out where they are to 
flower in September or October. The planting 
out should be done as soon as good, strong plants 
can be obtained. It is a great point to get 

A Primrose (Primula vulgaris) In the wild garden. 

incurred in raising stocks of annual or tender 
things : Achillea, Alyssum, Anemone, Aquilcgia, 

Armeria, Aster, Anbriotia, Campanula, Chclono, 
Coreopsis, Delphinium, Dianthus, Dracocepha 
lum, Echinops, Erigeron, Kryngium, (iaillardia, 
Geum, Oypsophila, Holenium, Iris, Lathyrus, 
Linaria, Lupinns, Lychnis, (Enothora, Papaver, 

Pontstemon, Phlox, Primroses (see illustration), ; 
Rudbeckia, Scabioaa, and Veronica. I had great 
auccess some years ago by sowing the seed of 

many of theso direct Into an open border, but 
it had fine, friable soil. I much prefer sowing 
outside in preference to pots and frames, con¬ 
ditions being favourable, as, if caro is exorcised 
to sow thinly, the young plants grow away 

unchecked, encounter no vicissitudes, such as 
arise from neglect to attend to them—often 
accidental, it is true, when in pots—and they 

make much stronger growth in a given time. 
May and Juno are two good months for sowing 
seeds of perennials in the open air.—A. H. 

3119.—Lily of the Valley.—Strong crowns planted 
now will produce Bowen this season. A rich, partially 
shaded position Is best tor thorn. Alter planting mulch 
with old leaf-mould or very old manure.—E. II. 
-- Your plants would not do great things 

this year. The best time is to plant in the atfEttmn. 

as early as possiblo after tho foliage las-dfctll 
down, and this flower onjoys a moist, Tinnier 
atoly shady spot. But if you require plenty of 

them out in time to become ettabliahed before 
bad weather sets in. The sorts I have found to 
bo the best are Attraction, Bertram, Boiard, 
Clara, New Criterion, Emerald, Godfrey, Henry 
Hooper, Jessica, John Ball, Lady Craven, Mrs. 

Waite, Empress of India, Reliance, Shirley 
Hibberd, William Paul, Eurydice, Modesty, 
Pandora, and Lottio.—J. D. E. 

3197.—A small garden.—There is plenty 
of room for a couplo of Apple-trees iu your 
garden, and if they are standards they might 

stand back a little in the corners if the garden 
is square. The walls or fence might also bo 

covered with fruit-trees. Apples, Pears, 
Cherries, and Plums will grow very well on a 

oloso wood fence. As regards the garden gener¬ 
ally, the question should bo put—what do you 
want to grow and what are your own tastes ? 
As a rule, in small gardens, not only the outline 

but tho entrance and the paths are arranged 
beforehand by tho builder's men. Whore tho 
entrance is in tho centre the Apple-trees might 
stand ono on each side, and, it tall, creepers 

may be trained up tho stems. There would not 
be room for many vegetables in suoh a garden, 

though! Herbs, beetroot, Carrots, and Bcariet 
R liwjsGfiay bo grown, os they possess some 
(ioiwKtivJrvaluo. Among flowers there1 uiould 
be noses, Carnations, Hollyhocks, Violas, 

white and other Lilies. These might be arranged 
in groups, and the soil for each group could be 
specially fitted for them. Before anyone should 
decide how to lay out a small garden a decision 

should be come to as to what the soil will grow 
best, and the tastes of the proprietor. There is 
no pleasanter way of laying out a small garden 

of the size indicated than to run a winding walk 
through it, with a few choice shrubs at the back, 
or a fruit-tree or two, and the flowers grouped 
around them. The shrubs and trees need not 
form a continuous line, but one placed here and 
there, leavingopenings between for groups of such 

plants as Hollyhocks, Delphiniums, standard 
Roses, Ac. ; nearer the walk would come the 
dwarfer things—Carnations, Tea Roses, Pinks, 

Ac. ; in the centre or in some of the recesses 
between the shrubs and trees would be spaces 
for Cactus Dahlias, White and other Lilies, 
Phloxes, German Iris, Ao. ; in the shady spots 

would be places for Ferns, Pfimroscs, and, of 
course, positions would bo found for Aconites, 
Snowdrops, Daffodils, and other bnlbs. There 
is scope for a good deal of thought in the laying 

out of a small piece of ground if the best is. to be 

made of it.—E. H. 

— Tf I knew what kind of fence surrounds {our garden I could help you much better than 
can in the absence of such information. I 

should say a walk 3 feet wide down the centre 
would be all the walks you renuire. In that 
caso a hush Apple-tree may bo planted on each 

side at tho farthest end—Bay 8 feet inside your 
boundary—and G feet from the edge of the walk 
on each side. Tho best sorts of Apples for your 
purpose are F.chlinville Seedling (early), and 
Lane's Prince Albert (late). A few Gooseberry 
and Currant-bushes may also be planted near to 

the Apple-trees. Next to these a tine or two of 
Raspberries, and then a bed of Strawberries 

about 0 feet wide on each sido. The remaining 
space you may fill up with a row of Scat let 
Runners, Vegetable Marrows, and a few early 

Potatoes, and such other vegetables as you re¬ 
quire. if you devote any part of the ground 

to flowers, they will, of course, be near the 

house.—J. C. C. 
am.—Garden-path.—t should say the best thing 

to ilo would lie to get the ground out IS tnchesor 18 inches, 
and nut some rough allies (hard burnt) In the bot'om aud 
the liner ashes on the top. This would make a good path. 

-T. J. 
3130.—Tiles for garden borders.— 

Why not substitute as an edging tome pretty 

plant, such as tho Mossy Saxifrage, Thrift, 
Loudon Prido, Primroses, Polyanthuses, Ac., a 

fuw of which havo been mentioned in recent 
numbers'! They aro much more interesting than 

hard tiles, never beautiful at the best. The 
Thrift makes a charming edging, and is 
smothered with bloom at tho timo of flowering. 

Put in good tufts at once, and if they do not 
meet the first season, they will next year, mak- 

or some strong-growing Ivy, as 
should much prefer a pleasing tufted plant or 

creeper than tnc earthenware tiles.—C. T. 

31S5.—Forget-me-nots.—The variety you have seen 

Is probably Myotolis dlssltlflora. The cultivation Is very 
Simple Let one plant scatter Its seed, and In the follow¬ 
ing spring you will be able to take up and plant where 

you require them hundreds of strong young plants. Tho 
trouble with Mvosotl* Is not to multiply, but how to keep 

It within bounds.—A. Q. Botlrr. 

-The best blueForget-me-not is dissitiflora, 

though this sometimes comes with a tinge of red 
in the flower. It is very neat and compact in 
habit, and flowers freely. There is also a white 

variety. Robusta grandiflora is also a good kind 
to grow. Palustris, the Marsh Forget-me-not, is 
a good variety for a shady border. I think anyone 
possessing these varieties will not require others. 

All tho plants may be raised from seeds sown in 
a shady border in June. Dissitiflora is some¬ 
times increased by division, as the seeds aro 

dearer than tho other varieties.—E. H. 

- Dissitiflora is the best variety to grow 
where compact plant* with plenty of deep- 
blue flowers aro required. A packet of seed 
sown on a warm border at the end of May will 

give a quantity of plants that should flowrr 
really well the following year. When they are 
large enough to handle they should be pricked 

out into another bod to gain strength, as if thoy 
aro “Rowed to remain in the soaa bed they are 

'(rare I to Wl drawn! Itt^Jweak.'y, and, of course, 
fo^f^i Powering., As early in October 
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M possible the plants should be put out into 

their permanent quarters, to enable them to 
make fresh roots Wore the autumn rains and 
cold weather oome on. Although seedling 

plants oome generally true from seed there are 
certain to be some few “ roguesthese should 

be marked and weeded out after flowering is Sast. The old plants, if dug carefully up after 
owering, and laid in thickly on a border, make 

the best stock for another year with but little 
attention being required, if the strain is worth 
perpetuating. The first week in August pull the 

plants in pieoes, dibbling every bit with a root 
attaohed to it in rows 8 inches apart, on any 
open piece of ground, shading them with boughs 

for a few days, if necessary, to prevent the 
leaves flagging muoh. By the time for planting 
out these slips will have grown into compact, 

bushy plants of a known strain of colour and 
form. There is more oertainty about plants 

raised in this way than from seed, hence its 
advantage.—8. P. 

3188.—Sweet Peas —The seed saved last 
year from good varieties will produoe good 
varieties again this year, but if there were a 

mixture of several varieties in the same row, 
pollen of one variety would be carried to 
another, and hence different varieties would 

be the result. Some of them might be better than 
the parents, others not quite so good. If one 
variety could be kept by itself, so that the pollen 

of a different sort could not reach it, there would 
be but little variation from the original. I havo 
frequently saved seed from a row of mixed 8weet 

Peas, and had good variety and excellent sorts 
from it. As to tho varieties being “ reduced to 

a few indistinct ones,” this is not likely to 
happen, although the stock would not be im- 5roved by indiscriminate saving of the seed.— 

. D. E. 

— Thsrs Is no reason why the flowers should not be 

satisfactory next year. I have often saved my own seed, 
and got excellent results. Of oourse, you must not keep 

on growing them In the same place unless the soil la 
prepared.—0. T. 

Slflfl. — Daffodils. — It eases any plant to out the 
flowers. Daffodils among others.—E. II. 

- These plants would be likely to form 
better roots if the flowers are cut off as soon as 
they open. As long as they remain and are 
allowed to form seed-pods they take something 
out of the bulbs, and the longer the leaves 
remain green tho better. When hot weather seta 

In the leaves soon take upon themselves tho ?ellow hue of decay; to prevent this, water 

reely to encourage first the full development, 
and afterwards the ripening of the bulbs.— 
J. D. E. 

- Undoubtedly the bulbs will do better if 
the flowers are out when they are fully expanded ; 
but in a suitable soil there will not be so much 

difference in their future behaviour as one might 
imagine. At the same time, if you find the 
bulbs getting weaker, cut off the flowers by all 

means. Seeing how the behaviour of Daffodils 
varies in different soils, I find they do better 

where the ground is fairly moist below.— 
J. C. C. 

- Your Daffodils, if in proper health, may, 
of course, be left to flower, but if the bulbs are 

very weak remove the flower, so as to throw 
strength into the root. In the culture of the 

Daffodil, a good well-drained soil is of first im¬ 
portance, and the bulbs detest stagnant ground, 

this being the reason why growers always raise 
the beds a little from the level, so as to prevent 
wet remaining around the bulbs. Perhaps tho 
Daffodils have got into poor condition through 
want of lifting. It is well to lift the bulbs 
when they appear to be exhausted and give 

them fresh soil. Take them up when the foliage 
has died down, and replant early in the autumn. 

The Poet’s Naroissus should be planted first.— 
C. T. 

TV3,?0?-— Culture of Christmas Roses — 
Hclleborus niger is not a difficult plant to grow, 
and there are many beautiful varieties yet. 
The following are the finest, and may bo selected 

without fear of gottine two or three alike. 

Maximus, also called latifolius, is the finest, 
and a very popular form. The flowers are 
large, and of the purest white, exoept in exposed 
spots, when they are tinged with rose. Its 

foliage is very handsome, deep-green and 
leathery. The bulb variety, Caucasians, very 

free-blooming, the flowers white, teffiBhed with 
rose; angustifolluri, white.,with 4susp{oiki o'l 

rose on the outer surface of thNsegnients • 

Mme. Fourcade, the flowers very large, of the Iiurest white, and of groat beauty. Ifyou care 

or a number of varieties extend the list to 

ROSBS. 

hope you are not foolish to rub it off with the a ,° l“e °™ “ Ko8ea J** wlan 10 Prune; 
idea of benefiting the plants. If you want to Th®refor«. 1 will endeavour to give a general 

kill them that is a good way to do so. As ttndone whl*h 1 hoP? 
regards soil, much will depend upon the character ^ “*any °* my readers. The middle of March is 

of the garden. If you already have a deep rich ao?° enou«h f°r t|he very earliest 
soil you need not further prepare it, but if poor k,nda ofr<^oaC8> such as the Banksians, Austrian 
and sandy, add some good loam and manure. liners. Chinas and Hybnd Bourbons, while the 
A stagnant situation is hurtful, but a cool, «“d «Uhe month is an excellent time for the 

moist, nartiallv shadv SDot avrees well with hybrid Perpetual*, Teas, and Noisettes, I 

grow and flower well. Once planted they need a^aPpUcableto Deland. In the midlands it 

not be disturbed for some years, as there are wU1 be wal1 de*er tbe operation another week 

few plants that resent into rferenoe more at the ” . W aUo depend, upon the 

roots than the Hellebores. There are two ways ! d . * 1 .th "k 
of propagating them, by division of the roots the above dates the best. Now a word a* to the 

an! by seed, but you will commence with good T lUef' If 7ourJ>U“t? ,ar°° extra 
plants, which is by far the quickest and most vigorous growth such as Marshal Nml, Rove 

satisfactory way of getting home-grown d0.r’°r Glo,~ d®1)\on. .tbo and 
examples. In light soil, give a mulch of well- Noisettes or Gabnelle Luizet Uinch Brunner, 

decayed manure in the summer season if the *c ’ hybrid thoy will need 
weather is very dry, as this will help the plants very little pruning. Should the wood be 

to make a satisfactory growth. If you have a cro"ded» commence by removing the Knhouse pot up a few plants, as they will weakest, and then shorter. back the other wood 
m when flowers are welcome in the house, made last summer to about throe-fourths of their 

and under cover the flowers expand in fullest "!g*nal 1,en8th' Do“ot °.ut awaV m°re ,than a 
beauty, not being splashed with ioil from heavy third under any consideration. The Banksians, 

rains. Avery good plan is to have a reserve in all those known a* climbing Roaea, 

bed, and put a handlight over the most "*ed th? “me treatment. Average growers, 
promising clumps when the flower-buds appear. ,ke ***** Van Houtte aiid Anna Ollmeramong 
The flowers will then open fresh and unsullied bhe Toas, or Alfred Colomb and Mrs. John 

by the weather. In large gardens the clumps 1PerP*t“^» need cutt!n8 
are lifted and placed in baskets. A gentle heat haok ab?n,t ha*f tbe,r longbb- 1 am, ™PP°«ing 
bring, them on apace, and they produce a y»“ w*sh for a full crop of bloom and not for a 

quantity of flowers for the table. Those potted {ew ot extra me“t- .lf y°» wuh for the latter, 
up for the greenhouse must not be used the yon must prune harder. Next we come to the 

following year. Plant them back In the garden ™.aker ]*• 8jmv«nir d Vardon. 
when frosts are over to prevent the leave, being Etienne, Levot, Ac These should be cut back 

destroyed, as they wifi be tender. If this it tbe moat Promising eye lying between 
not done the plants will be considerably 3 inches and 9 inches of the shoulder eaoh 
weakened._C. T. growth breaks from. An excellent general 

00,0 _. . . rule it to out the plants harder according 
2212.—Daffodils falling: to bloom.- to the weakest of their habit. All of the 

Perhaps you have overdosed them with manure. very 8troDg gr0wers flower best from the 

n Effi nCn K°i ■ U not,"ece“arJ ^ grow wooJd made the previous season, and, if such 
Daffodils well, but in an ordinary garden ground, gr0wth be removed too closely, you only get a 
well prepared and not wet a fine growth results. furlher iupply of the same wood, an<( which 
If you -have had the bulb, several years, as wiU nat fl^er until the following season. - 
appears from your query, possibly they require pi; 

lifting. It is wise to lift Narcissus once in every 
two years, but situations must be taken into 3108.— Rose W. A. Richardson. If 
acoount. The paucity of bloom may result from your plant is too high it will not be of very 
a poor soil, and therefore lift the bulbs when maoh ««rvice to cut it down, because it would 

the foliage has died down. Choose a new site, only produce more growth, and soon reach the 
or prepare the old one by digging in well- *ame dimensions again. Unless you can tie or 

decayed manure. Plant again in early autumn. fast«n the shoots down in some way, and 
—C T. thus secure the blooms from the long growths 

3196.—Manure for a garden.—You may that are now in your way, I would advise the 
use the pigeons' manure for the plants you removal of the plant entirely, and your placing 
mention, and in the way you propose, if you dig another grower of less rampant habit in its stead, 
it into the ground or mix it up in tho soil in Madame Falcot, Safrano, or Madame Charles 

which you are planting. You may also use the would all give you somewhat after the same 
manure alone as a top-dressing ifyou water it colour, and would not grow so strongly. If, his 

each other day. It is, however, a powerful ■orb growa 100 »trongly, you can do no good by 
stimulant, and must be used with care, or you cutting it down, because, as I have already 
will get plenty of foliage and but few flowers, remarked, the wood would only replace itself.— 

One quart of the manure will make 4 gallons of 
strong liquid, which may be given to plants just 3102. — Fire-heat for Roses. — Unless 
coming into bloom.—J. C. C. you want the Roses in flower early, you may 

3211.—A wind-swept garden.—It is dUpense with fire-heat at night all the time 
usual to recommend the planting of some ever- the temperature of the house can bo maintained 
green trees, such as Spruce Fir, for such a case ab 30 degs. With regard to syringing Roses at 

as yours, but I do not think evergreens of any this time of year, I may tell you that my first 
kind are suitable where the wind sweeps down houM of Marshal Niel Roses will be in flower 
with so much force as in this case. If it was my before these lines are in the readers’ hands, and 

case I would plant two rows of English Elm- 1 have not syringed them once ; yet I have had 
trees in the border, and as soon as they had no i“»eots upon them, and, so far, no mildew, 

reached the required height I would take off Yefc the growth is perfectly healthy, and the 
their tops. If the trees are planted 6 feet apart flower-buds developing to a good size.—J. C. C. 

each way, and the outer row set in the openings - The Rose is quite a hardy shrub, and 
of the other, they will quiokly fill up the space does not suffer from frost; and the temperature 

and prove a perfect barrier to the wind. For might fall to 25 degs. without any injuriou 
the first few years the trees would not want any effect. But, the roots being much exposed when 

pruning; but after that the side branches will the Roses are growing in flowerpots, they should 
require cutting in, so as to form a hedge on an not be exposed to a very low temperature, 
enlarged scale. There is no deciduous tree, not They will start to grow in a temperature of 

even the Lime, that submits better to this form of 45 degs., and when some growth has been made 
growth, and, at the same time, forms a good it will not do to allow the frost in after that, 

wind-resisting thicket. Within a short distance but the temperature might fall as low as 35 degs. 
of where I write there is a farm premises pro-) withoiitinjUfing the young growths. It is not 

LnJwdTin this way, and it answersladmirablpi^-if-aeceiMjTH-ini|fapt,idt might be injurious—to 

3* syringe them at tins time of the year if no 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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artificial heat is applied. When they are forced minot (dark-red), Abel Carricre or Fisher 
in a temperature of, say, 55 degs. at night they Holmes (velvety-maroon), and Marie Van 
should be syringed daily; it helps to keep off Houtto (vollow). For six dwarf Teas, suitable 
aphis, which is a troublesome pest when Roses for outside culture, I can strougly recommend 

are forced.—J. D. E. Anna Ollivier (buff and peach), Souvenir de 

3143.—Propagating Rosea by cut- s. A. Prince (white), Catherine Mermet (pink), 
tings.—The question of fertilising the prunings Innocente Pirola (croamy-white), Mme. Hoste 
of Roses in the spring that would be otherwise (yollow), and Dr. Grill (coppery-yellow). There 

wasted has exercised the minds of many culti- are so many Roses suitable for your purpose 
vators besides “ Dulwich,” who sends this that it is difficult to choose the six best.—P. U. 

inquiry. And I regret I cannot give him any -Before planting these paint your wire-netting, 
great hopes of success if the attempt is mado of or.)} oertofnly cut your Rosea book. The following 
making the enttinm irrnw into nlant* T rln not wil1 then do wel1: ololr® <1® Dijon, Relne Marie Honrf- malting tne cuttings grow into plants X no not, ette, General Jacqueminot, W. A. Richardson, Fortune's 
however, mean that the attempt will be alto- Yellow, and Almte Vihert.—A. 0. Bunns. 
get her a failure if the operations are carried out - 

with care, because a certain percentage may bo PERNS 
mado to grow ; and tho more oare given them, _ 

the greater the success wiU be. As a rule, all rnmnv wtt mv pprvg Sinoless RoBes grow better from cuttings than GrUUGlt FILM! pfcHNh. 

e others; even thoao are not so likely to Tub various forms of this genus aro popularly 

form roots if given bottom-heat at onco as known as Filmy Ferns on account of the mem- 
when given coot treatment at this time of braneous texture of their fronds. This, corn- 

year. If you wish to try tho effect of bottom- 
float you had better put several cuttings 
into a 5-inch pot and then place them in a cold 
frame, which should be kept shaded in bright 
weather and quite closed generally. In a few 

weeks such cuttings as aro likely to grow will 
have formed a callus. If the pots aro thon placed , , 

in bottom-heat they will form roots and in time J 

dovolop into plants. The bottom-heat should 
not exceed 70 degs. and the top tomperature 
10 degs. less. Tho oool treatinont—and which 1 
have found the best—is much more simple. 

Secure strong cuttings G inches to 8 inches long 
aud bury them three parts their longth in sandy 

•oil in a north border, and put a frame or lmnd- 
light over them, or the oold wind will quickly 
dry all tho life out of thorn, and so will the sun 

if you expose them to its influence. Tho young 
plants should bo left undisturbed until next 
spring, except the Teas; those would be better 
if potted in tho autumn, and protected during 
tho winter.—J. G. C. 

3214.—Climbing Roses In a conserva- wan —mrmiw 
tory in the Isle of Wight —You seem 
to have troated your plants corrcotly, but it 

would have been better if tho long growths had - J ' ’.V 
been fastened down in a somewhat horizontal 
manner, then they would have broken into 
growth more nniformnlly. As your Mnrdchal 

Niel lias been in the border three years, and has 
mado a considerable amonnt of growth, and -SPjS&Bia 
from yonr present description of its weakly 
breaking I am inclined to thiuk that it is suffering 

from canker. You can easily discover if such 
bo the case by removing a little of the soil, and 
noting if there it any abnormal excrescence at 
the collar of the plant, especially where it was 
worked upon the stock. If snch be the case, 

take it up and roplace with a fresh plant. You 
cannot successfully cure this disease, and 
unfortunately this grand Rose is muoh subject 

to it. You noed havo no fear about putting a 
fresh plant in its place, should my surmise be 
correct, as canker is not contagious, and very 
likely the next plant may go on well. It is not too a 
lato to bend down tho shoots of tho other U 
varieties, provided due care be taken not to K 
bruise or broak off any of tho eyes that may be / 
bursting. Up to the present wo havo not had f 
good weather for Roses under glass, and I trust 
yours will improve with more sun.—P. U. Frond of a Filmy Fern (Trichomanes Sellowianum). 

3205.— Marech&l Niel Rose.—No, it is 
not the draught that prevents the plant grow- bined with their oolour, whioh is usually an 

ing. I once had a plant in a similar position intense deep sea-green, renders them special 
that remained in the name condition for six favourites. In a state of nature the majority of Crs. All that time it did not exceed 4 feet in the species are found in shady mountain ravines, 

j?ht, although I done all I oould to make it and in some instances in dark and gloomy 

Frond of a Filmy Fern (Trichomanes Sellowianum). 

grow. The same thing frequently happens with caves, but in all cases where the atmosphere is 
this Rose, and if the plants do not grow vigor- well saturated with moisture. The atmosphere 
ously the sooond year after planting I never 0f an ordinary Fern-house is thus too arid to 

know one to do so after. If you havo a good allow them to develop their beauties. As the 
border you oannot do better than put another majority of tho kinds will thrive in a tempera- 
plant in by the side of it.—J. G. C. turo that does not fall below 50 degs., many of 

.3187.—Climbing Roses —*• Hamilton ” them may be used for the embellishment of the 
will find the following list of varieties suitable dwelling-house in an artistically - arranged 
for his purpose. Climber*: Gloire de Dijon Wardian case. The kinds hero enumerated, 

(buff and cream), Reine Marie Henrietta and however, mostly require a slightly warmer 
Cheshnnt Hybrid (reds), Aimi'e Vibert (small atmosphere, and I should prefer the ther- 
whito), Climbing Perle dea Jardina and Hen- niometer not to fall below 60 degs. during 
rietto de Beauveau (clear yellows), William the winter, whilst the summer temperature 

Allen Richardson (orange and apricot), and should not exceed 65 degs. for any kinds. 
Rive d’Or (pale apricot-yellow). Half jfitbren The creeping - rooted forms thrive best 

varieties suitable for | ntandard? : hMii. JoAni ip >0®W3tono or pieces of Tree-Fern sterns, 
Laing (pink), Boulo de Neige (whiteaucL-SjoBfr-with an upright caudex ahqjiM 
Lambard (salmon and red), General Jaoqne- potRra in peat, loam, anil sharp sand, to which 

may be added with advantage some nodules and 
flakes of sandstone. The fronds of these plants 

require to be always moist. I, however, object 
to the use of the syringe for this purpose, as 
unless the water is very clean, some impurities 
are sure to be deposited upon them to their 

disfigurement. Those kinds which havo their 
stoms and raohisea clothed with hairs appear to 
suffer very much from syringing. Tho sun should 
never bo suffered to reach them, and yet few re¬ 
quire heavy shade. If grown in Wardian cases 

in tho house green glass must not bs used, and 
wherover the Ferns are cultivated the Mosses 
which spring up must not be allowed to increase 

and choko them. 
T. 8ri.m>wianum, of which an illustration is 

here given from a specimen grown in the famous 
collection of the Messrs. Backhouse at York, is 

one of the most handsome of the T. crispnm 
group, from whioh, however, it differs in various 
ways, tho chief distinctions licing its tuftod habit 
and larger size. A glance at our fignro will give 

which is a native of Brazil. T. crispnm some¬ 
what resembles the preceding, but yet is quite 
distinct. The fronds—from 6 inches to 1 foot 

long, and from 1 inoh to 2 inches broad—are 
produced from a short deoumbent or crcoping 
rhizome. They arc sub-pinnato, saving a narrow 

membraneous wing, which connects them to¬ 
gether. The stem and rachis aro clothed 
with short reddish-brown hairs. Native of the 

West Indies and Tropical America. T. Kaul- 
fusi is a magnificent species, and one that would 
appear to be plentiful in Trinidad, as I 

have received numerous consignments of it from 
that island, where it seems to luxuriate in strong 
loam. The stem and rachis are clothed with 
long tawny hair*, tho fronds being from 9 inches 

to 18 inches high, and about 2$ inches wido ; tho 
segments are lanceolate. T. crinitum : A pretty 
dwarf-growing plant of tufted habit, with 
slender hairy stems and hipinnatifid fronds, 

whioh are broadly oblong in outline ; tho colour 
is pale-green, and the fronds appear of a glaucous 
huo from the numerous white hairs with which 
they are covered. It is said to be found iu 

several of the West Indian Islands, bnt I havo 
only recoived it from Jamaica. T. Javanionm : 
This is a beautiful species from Java and 
various other islands in the Indian Archipelago ; 
the fronds, produoed from a tufted oaudex, 
are from 3 inches to a foot high, pinnate, and of 

an intenso deep sea-green colour. T. plumnla : 
This fine form was Introduced from Dcmerara 
by the Messrs. Low, of Clapton, about tho year 

1863. I have not seen it in aDy other fernery, 
and am not awaro if it is still in cultivation. If 
not, it deserves to be reintroduced as speedily 
as possible. The fronds are about a foot long 

and 14 inches wide. It is considered by some 
to be a variety of crispnm, bnt it is quite dis- 
tinot from that plant. T. sinuoaum: This is 

one of tho very prettiest species for draping a 
piece of rockwork or clothing the stem of a 
1R36TCIII. A I 1I1/AMIIO 10 mvuuui uasxa 

fronds poudent, from 3 inches to 9 inches long, 

and an inch broad ; the texture is almost trans¬ 
parent, bright cheerful green in colour. It is 
plentiful in Trinidad, and is also found in some 

other of the West Indian Islands as well os 

Tropical America. J. J. 

3200.-Greenhouse Ferns —To those you already 
possess you might add Pterle argyroa, P. cretloa nobills. 
Lomaria Glbba, Mloroispla hlrta cristate, Nephrolepls 
davallloidet turcaos, Phlebodium aureum, Adtantum 
ouneatum elegone, A. decorum, A. scutum, A. Uuclum, 

Oyitomium faicatum.—E. II. 

3123. — Anemone coronarla from seeds. — 
It the seeds are sown In March some ot the plants will 
bloom next autumn and winter. Sow thinly In well pul¬ 

verised soil, ooverlng lightly.—R. H. 

"Gardening Illustrated " Monthly Parts.— 
Priet id; poet A«. Id 

"The Garden" Monthly Parts.-TAte journal 
U published <11 neatly bound MontJUy Ports. In this form the 
coloured Plata are bat preserved, and U U most suitable for 
reference previous to the Issue 9/ the half forty voluma. 
Pria, 1$. 6d.: port fret, 1». Ud. Complete at y volumes 0/ 
Tn* Gardxn from Ut commencement to end 0/ 1892, forty- 

two voU , price, doth, J30 12*. 

“Farm and Home” Monthly Parts.-TAi* 
journal it published is neatly bound Monthly Fort*, <n whleh 
form Ulemort tellable for reference previous lo On luut of the 
yearly volumes. Price 5d.; port fra, id. 

"Hnrdv Flowera.'-Givm? description* of up- 
uxtris of tSlrJi'CTi hutired of tA» snort ornamental •»*<*«. 

^ Lotulon, W.C. 
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ORCHIDS. 

ORCHIS FOLIOSA. 
This is a plant which I find many of my roodora 
making sundry inquiries about, and apparently 
they wish to grow it. Now, there is nothing 
to prevent them doing so if they only set about 
it in a rational manner. Some writers affirm 
that this species is hardy, and that it will 
live in the open air planted out in a suuny 
corner. To this I cannot subscribe, although I 
do not wish to find any fault with the assertion ; 
but I may here state that I have not been 
successful with it in the neighbourhood of 
London, although I had lots of our native Orchids 
in my garden, and these grew and did well. 
The present plant, however, is a native of the 
Island of Madeira, and I have had a letter from 
a friend who is staying thero. He writes me 
that “it is very hot here,” and this would lead 
one to the conclusion our winters are not con¬ 
genial to it, and I may here remark that at the 
time I was trying to establish this plant in the 
open-air garden without success I was very 
successful with it as a pot-plant under 
cover, and in this manner I would advise 
my readers to try it and to grow it, when they 
will find it thrive and flower most profusely. 
A cool-frame is the beat place to winter it in, 
but not cold a one ; in such a place I have found 
the temperature fall as low nearly as in the 
open, and muoh lower than it does upon any 
occasion in the island of which this plant is a 
native, and, therefore I do not think it is well 
to subject it to greater depths of misery than is 
necessary. The foliage is ample, and the plant 5rows uu to 2 feet or more in height, and pro- 

uces dense racemes of its showy flowers 
towards the end of the month of May and the 
beginning of Juno. The usual colour of the 
blooms is a beautiful rich brownish-purple, with 
darker spots ; but I have had the ground colour 
of the flower of a soft rosy-lilac with dark spots, 
and I have even had this plant develop an 
albino form ; but I must say I do not like the 
pure-white flowers so well as the colour of the 
typical plant, but this is enough to prove the 
variability in the colour of this species. 
This Orchis foliosa should not be potted in 
tho manner of the majority or Orchids ; but 
it should be potted in a similar manner to a 
‘1 Geranium,” the pots being well and properly 
drained, using them of good average size, and 
for soil use a mixture of good turfy, light, yellow 
loam and some rich and good leaf-mould. Soon 
after this article will appear they commence to 
grow, and during this season it likes a liberal 
quantity of water; the drainage being in per¬ 
fect working order, it soon passes away, and if 
the bulbs are strong enough flowers will be pro¬ 
duced in due season ; but the plants will require 
to be kept from the catching spring frosts. 
After the flowers are over water must be given 
more sparingly until very little is given; but I 
do not recommend drying them entirely, and 
soon after the new year they should be potted 
and placed in a quiet placo until growth starts. 

Matt. Bramble. 

CYPRIPEDIUMS. 

A friend sends me a few flowers for naming, 
and he has adopted a very good plan—that is, in 
sending a leaf with each bloom. No. 1 is a very 
good form of C. politum, which was long ago 
obtained by Mr. R. Warner of Chelmsford; 
but it would not appear to have entered tho 
heads of the early raisers of hybrid Orohids tho 
necessity of keeping a record of the parents, 
but there cannot lie a doubt but what it waB 
obtained in some way between C. venustum 
and C. barbatuin, but I could not venture a re¬ 
mark upon which was the pollen-bearing plant. 
This is a variety thatis well worthy of recognition 
even at this day when we have such a host of 
hybrids. It is a good sized flower, and its 
colours are bright and cheerful, and its foliage, 
which partakes much of the venustum character, 
is very ornamental. No. 2 appears to be a poor 
variety of C. Swanianum, which I should advise 
you to destroy, and get another form of this 
variety. There are some Swanianums with a 
large and bold lip, the flower being good and 
well worth preserving. It is oniv6f»the early 
hybrids, and was raised by my oil frieSflK va i 
when gardener to Mr.1 Leech, a^MlSficstet 
No. 3 is a very bad form of C. Hooker®, evG 

dently near Bellenianum, a small flower, and 
is tinged with a slatey-grcen. You will 
greatly add to the reputation of your collec¬ 
tion if the placo that knew it once knows 
it no more for ever, for I would certainly not 
keep it amongst the other showy kinds. 
No. 4 is, apparently, C. euryale, which is a 
handsome anil good variety obtained between 
C. Lawrenceanuin and C. superbiens. It has 
two good parents, and it partakes of both their 
qualities. No. 5 is superciliare, another excel¬ 
lent hybrid raised between C. barbatum and C. 
superbiens. It is a fine, bold flower ; another 
instance of the early hybrids maintaining their 
position. And No. 6 is C. javanicum, having a 
greenish flower of no beauty, and which I do 
not advise you to keep for any other reason than 
its bright, variegated foliage. All these plants 
will now require to be repotted or resurfaced, 
so as to have everything neat and tidy when 
the days of March set in, when we may expect 
some hot, bright days; so be sure that the blinds 
are got up into position ready to let down over 
the plants should occasion arise, remembering 
that saving from scorching in the spring saves 
the appearance of the entire collection for at 
least the entire year. More especially is this 
the case with Cypripediuma. 

Matt. Bramble. 

EPIDENDRUM VITELLINUM 

GIGANTEUM. 

I am in receipt of a fine branching spike of this Slant from “Leeds,” and it is the form which I 
are seen called giganteum. The writer says 

“ The plant has been growing stronger for these 
two years, and now is flowering beautifully." 
Well done 1 my friend, you have a very magni¬ 
ficent variety, one well deserving every atten¬ 
tion, and the fact of its having gone on so well 
with you speaks well for your treatment being 
just what it requires. Now, some have asserted 
that this plant could only be grown well by 
those living near the sea. Now, Orizaba, which 
is the district in Mexico where this plant is 
found, is not near the sea ; and I have seen it in 
a worse state in collections that have been near 
the sea than I have ever seen it; and although I 
do prefer these maritime spots for Orchids, 
because of the purity of the air, it is not this 
alone that is wanted by Orchids; and this 
particular species wants to be grown in a well- 
shaded house, and the moisture in the atmos- Ehere must be well attended to. Leeds cannot 

iy claim to be influenced by the sea air, 
and my friend tells me his plants have been 
grown in the same house I selected for them 
a few years ago, and his cool-house varieties 
have been grown from my instructions, and 
j certainly have to commend him for the 
excellent spike of bloom he has now sent 
me up. It is now more than sixty years 
ago since the typical Epidendrum vitellinum 
was first found in Mexico, and it is over fifty 
years ago since the plant flowered in England 
for the first time ; but some twenty-three years 
ago, Roezel sent the variety maj us to this country 
from the neighbourhood of Orizaba, where we 
aro told it grows in a temperature which seldom 
exceeds 70 degs. of heat at any time, and that 
during the growing Beason it receives a constant 
and daily wetting from the rains that fall, and 
that during the winter it is enveloped in fogs, 
and that frosts tire frequent during the night for 
about three months, so that the plant does not 
appear to live in a state of nature under the 
most lovely and happy climes, and under culti¬ 
vation it is a plant that does not require the sun¬ 
shine upon it, although it should not be excluded 
from the light, and if the drainage is kept in 
perfect working order, water should be given it 
overhead daily with advantage, except through 
our three winter months, and then tho plants 
should be kept in a nice, moist state, for I con¬ 
sider that drvnesa is, above all things, the great 
ruin of the plants, whilst the temperature of the 
Odontoglossum-house suits it admirably. 

Matt. Bramble. 

CXELOGYNE OCELLATA MAXIMA. 

I am in receipt of a fino spike of bloom of this 
very beautiful variety, by a friend from the 
- :~hbourhood of Salisbury, signing “B. T. M.," 

ig its name and how to manag/ii iWrWell, 
, plant was originally imported1 
B, S. Williams, of Holloway, an< si 

superior form to the typical plant. This species 
is tolerably plentiful on the Khaaia Hills and in 
Sikkim at considerable elevations ; but at what 
altitude the variety maxima occurs I am not 
aware, but it is a great beauty, and its raceme 
of flowers is more full, and the individual blooms 
are fully double the size of the ordinary form. 
Theso are pure white in the sepals and petals, 
and the lip also is of the purest white on the 
outside, the side-lobes on tho inside being 
streaked with orange on the inside, and in the 
centre are several spots of bright yellow, mar¬ 
gined with a red border. Theso flowers yield a 
delicious perfume, and they may be used either 
by cutting the spike and using the whole 
raceme either as a shoulder-spray or a wreath 
for the hair, or they may be wired singly for 
purposes of personal adornment. The latter 
method is the plan usually adopted, because it 
is the more economical, and, thus treated, the 
flowers last longer, and the plant will last in 
bloom the longer, always cutting them from the 
base of the spike first. With the above also comes 
a spike of C. flaccida, which is a plant not to be 
mentioned in the same chapter with C. ooellata 
for beauty and usefulness, for in the first place 
the flowers give off an effluvium resembling a 
stable, which entirely prohibits them being used 
for adornment; but this is not perceptible when 
hanging in the Orchid-house. The sepals and 
petals are creamy-white, lip the same colour ; 
the lip is is white, marked with brown lines in 
the olosed part, having a rich yellow stain on 
the front. It blooms very freely, but its 
malodorous properties entirely prohibit its use 
amongst cut flowers. Both plants may be grown 
together and treated in a similar manner. They 
should both be kept in the _ Cattleya-house, 
{lotted in well-drained earthenware pans, and 
these should be hung up near the glass. The 
soil these plants like is a mixture of good brown 
peat-fibre and chopped Sphagnum Moss in about 
equal proportions, and well mixed. Daring their 
growing season they like an abundant supply of 
water, but not too muoh, both to their roots 
and overhead, also from the syringe, and at 
no time of the year should the drying season 
be made to last too long, or to cause any 
amount of shrivelling of the bulbs, or changing 
of the colour of the leaves, for these plants do 
certainly show to greater advantage whon their 
flowers are backed with their green leaves; there¬ 
fore, the plants should be rested for a short time 
at the warm end of the Odontoglossum-house, 
and kept in a moderately moist condition. 

Matt. Bramble. 

3058.—'The Winter Cherry.— In reply to 
“ L. E the seeds germinate best when sown 
as soon as possible after they are collected, and 
seedlings raised now will make good plants next 
year. Sow in the open, and the plants will 
appear towards the end of March, but autumn 
sowing is preferable. Prepare the ground in the 
usual way for seed, and do not get disappointed 
if it remains dormant for some time. Be care¬ 
ful to watch for mice, which are very fond of 
the seed. The Winter Cherry is a fine old 

irden plant, and is a native of Western Europe, 
Iso Central Asia, even to Japan. Clumps of it 

on tho border in loamy soil, not too heavy, and 
an open situation are very attractive during the 
winter months when the stems are hung with 
the Chinese-lantern-like fruits, or rather calyces, 
as it is those that give beauty to tho plant, being 
inflated, and bright-orango in colour. It is 
astonishing what a length of time they remain 
in beauty when cut for the house. I have some 
in vases that have been there for over a year, 
and they are still bright. In the case of large 
gardens a good bod of Winter Cherry is useful, 
and has an attractive aspeot through the winter 
months, whilst the stems may be cut for tho 
houso whon required. A very easy way to 
increase stock is by division of the roots, and we 
may mention that if its stems are much in 
demand for docorations, a reserve bod would 
be an advantage.—C. T. 

3116.—Coal-ashes on a clayey soil.—Certalnly 
not. Your gardener must have wireworms, or, at least, 
"maggots,” In his brain to imagine such a thing. Pure, 
fresh ooai-ash is the best dressing possible for such land 
os yours, and the more you can put on and work into It 
the better.—B. 0. R. 

SJ&i —Carnations bursting.— I expect you grew 
fcbur plants too etrong; but the soil has a great influence 
'n that rrrpnot, and r~mr. varieties are persistent pod- 
Dttrstw*. ItU| Hotvgeof! culture to keep the old plants 
unlavered; but you will probably And the flowers less 
rowaej-tjhll) | (go ijot manure them muoh.—B. C. K. 
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FRUIT. 

3199.—Vine In a pot.—Give a top-dressing, 
2 inches thick, three parts of loam and one part 
of bone-meal, to the surface of the pot. If this 

be already full of soil place some pieces of turf 
around the inside odge of the pot, so as to admit 
of the top-dressing being laid on the surface 

roots. Pinch out the point of the side shoots 
two joints beyond the first bunch that forms on 
these, allowing the leader to extend, if it has not 
already covered its allotted space. Supply the 

roots freely with tepid water, never allowing 
them to become dry for even a short time. 
When the bunches are in bloom give the stem of 
each a gentle tap to disperse the pollen, 
assisting fertilisation of the Sowers. Directly 
the berries are the size of small Peas they should 
be thinned, so as to allow 
space for each to swell to their 
fullest size. After thinning 
abundance of warm liquid- 

manure will assist the swelling 
of the berries. This may be 

iven every alternate watering, 
ut not too strong ; if from the 

ordinary farm-tank, about the 
colour of brown brandy will 
suffice.—S. P. 

- Presuming that this is 
a fruiting Vine, and that the 
shoots have made some growth, 
they should be trained as near 
as possible to the glass roof of 

the house, but so as the leaves 
do not come into contact with 
tho glass. When it is stated 
that the temperature is from 
50 degs. to 60 degs. this muBt 
be taken to mean that 50 degs 

is the minimum or night tem¬ 
perature, and 60 degs. the 
maximum or day temperature. 
The temperature may at once 

be increased to 55 degs. as a 
minimum, and in two or three 
weeks to 60 degs., with propor¬ 
tionate rise by day. When the 
Grapes are set the minimum 

temperature may be 65 degs. ; 
but if this is difficult of attain¬ 
ment 60 degs. will be enough. 
When it is seen that fresh roots 
are being formed, a surface- 
dressing of loam and rich 

manure in equal portions will 
be beneficial. The roots will 
posh into it freely, and, besides 
this, weak liquid-manure may 

be applied twice a week. Some 
attention is required when the 
Vines are in blossom. The 
atmosphere of the house ought 

to be drier at that time, and 
the tempersfture should be 
at least 65 degs. at night. 
Gently shake the bunohes daily 
to distribute the pollen, which 
will fly off in a cloud of golden 

dust. Thin the berries out 
about ten days or two weeks 
after the frnit is set. The 
Black Hamburgh is a free-set- 

ting variety, and the beat of 
all Grapes for pot culture.— 
J. D. E. 

3138.—Blackberries in an orchard.— 
You might grow somo of the American Black¬ 
berries, snohas Wilson Junior or the CuMeaved 
Blackberry (Rubue laciniatus), which is an 
excellent variety. It grows strongly, and bears 
clusters of large, rich, black, finely-flavoured 

fruit, whilst the leafage is very ornamental, 
being cut like Parsley. A fairly good soil will 
grow Blackberries well. These aro not difficult 

to succeed with, and in the position mentioned 
should do well. I have seen the Cut-leaved kind 
bear a quantity of fruit in apparently very 
uncongenial spots.—0. T. 

3204.—Pruning an Apple-tree —What¬ 
ever pruning is needed do it all at once, rather 
than leave it until next autumn. The kind of 

tree will determine the extent oC^pruning 
required. If it is a staudard.^r pvcn a lush, pro¬ 
vided there is abundant space for its'brsftShes 

to extend, do not shorten these back, except 
where the young shoots aro 18 inches long ; then 

in winter with a sulphur mixture. If mildew 
appears upon the leaves, paint the hot-water 
pipes with flowers of sulphur, stirred up in 

soft soapy water. If the pipes are well heated 
when the house is shut up, the fumes from 
the sulphur will destroy the mildew.—.1, D. E. 
- There is more than ono cause for tho pre¬ 

sence of mildew on Vines. A damp, stagnant 
atmosphere will produco it as soon as anything. 
When vineries are well ventilated without 
causing cold currents, and steady fires are kept 

going, ihere is no mildew. Mildew is not often 
troublesome in early houses; it is generally in 
late houses, in which the temperature is low and 
the atmosphere damp and stagnant. Possibly, 

also, the roots of the Vines may be in a sluggish 
state, and, though this of itself may not bring 
on mildew, yet it does predispose them to the 
attack. When mildew appears dress the pipes 

with sulphur and keep up a 
brisk fire, and, if this does 
not suffice, attack the mildew 

with dry sulphur, dusting it on 
tho affected parts and blowing 
or syringing it off afterwards. 
It will not be wise to cease the 

attack until the enemy is quite 
destroyed. At the end of the 
season, when the Vines are 
pruned, wash the canes with a 
strong solution of Gishurst 
compound, with a handful or 

two of sulphur thrown in, and 
limewash the walls, some sul¬ 
phur being added to the lime. 

—E. H. 

- This may arise from 

several distinct causes. A 
stuffy atmosphere, especially if 
cold and damp at the same 
time, will cause it, and the pre¬ 
sence of a lot of pot plants in 

the house, particularly if these 
are not kept perfectly clean 
and in good health, often give 
rise to it. Again, a damp, 

badly - drained border, with 
heavy soil, will produce mildew 
in its worst form, and, lastly, 
admitting rushes of cold air by 
opening the ventilators on the 
windward side of the house 
when the wind is in the north 
or east, in the spring, often 

causes mildew by checking tho 
growth of the tender foliage.— 

Ooa Rhadkbk' Illustrations : A pot Vine tor Ihe table. Engraved for Gardenino Illus 
tkatkl) from a phetogreph sent by Mr. J. Nash, 1, Cbsptl-etrcct, Bukhsmpstead. 

- A tree that bore 5,000 Golden Pippins 
was well worth looking after, and should not 

have been neglected. How it should be piuncd 
now it would be difficult to say without seeing 
the tree. It must be an old tree, and probably 
makes but little young wood. In that case the 
prnninp should consist in thinning out the wood 
when it becomes too much crowded. It is 

getting late now to prune, but any pruning 
absolutely necessary might yet be done. If 
there is much young wood some ought to be 
thinned out, and that remaining should be 

shortened a little.—J. D. E. 

3023.—Mildew on Grapes.—This para¬ 
site is very troublesome sometimes in vineries, 
and usually appears when tho Vines are in an 

unhealthy condition, owing to badly drained 
i <4njeri.. *or perhaps unskilful management., 

i^nyr borders are well drained, and wexlvinar ou 
anr otherwise well managed, mildew may JmJ »h“v':‘inl«‘.4n‘tirterv-d‘pni bv>k lo'the bottom wire, .ud 
kept cut altogether if the rods ate well paldt!cdJ/otki<*^istt^fa tfdlfc--Bl-HJM 

3147.—An outdoor Vine. 
—A Grape-Vine trained over 
the front of a house is a plea¬ 
sant object, and in good sea¬ 
sons, if the growth has been 

properly thinned and stopped, 
suoh kinds as Black Cluster and 
Royal Muscadine will ripen 
well enough for wine making, 
and occasionally for dessert. 
But if profit is the object, an 
Apricot or a good late Pear will 

pay better.—E. H. 
- There will be no diffi¬ 

culty in growing a Vine on a 
south aspect in Salop, nor yet 
in obtaining plenty of fruit; 

but Ihe trouble is, with suoh— 
summers I was going to write, 
but seasons will be the more 

coirect word—to induce the Grapes to ripen. 
Years ago we used to got delicious Grapes 
from Vines on open walls in Surrey, and 
even in Worcestershire, in the good old days, 

but it seems impossible now. However, 
much may be done by careful pruning, stopping 
and thinning the growths. The main rods may 

run either horizontally or vertically, but prefer¬ 
ring the former, and the lateral growths must 
be cut back to about three eyes every autumn 
or early in the spring. Thin out tho young 
shoots to one or two on each spur, and as soon 
as the branches can be seen stop the growth at 

one or two joints beyond it. The old Sweet¬ 
water, the Royal Muscadine, and the Black 
Cluster are all good outdoor Grapes.—B. C. R. 

(fnin.- 'D^Btites.unt of & Vine.—I should cut Hie 
oanea back to 0 feet. You will get as many and | rubal.ly 
L-ettsi Orapes if redu'oin; 'he lingth. I am assuming 
you want Chapes ihi* year. It tlai pe mtnent welfare of 

take off 2 inches of the point to induce the back 
eyes to break into growth. The main aim in 

pruning is to allow a free circulation of air and 
sunlight to the middle of the tree so as to induce 
the branches and fruit-spurs to mature their 
current year’s growth to admit of their giving a 
full crop of fruit annually. Romovo all shoots 

that are not needed to fill up a space. In the 
case of trees growing in a limited space, the 
points must be shortened back to within a few 
inches of the old wood os the allotted space fills 
up, all aide growths from the main branches 
should be cut back to within an eye or so of their 

base. The salient points to observe in pruning 
Apple-trees is to fill up the allotted space with 
the main branches, and afterwards to seo that 
these are not overcrowded by useless growth. 
Maturity of the branches is the one object to 

aim at.—8. P. 
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THE KITCHEN GARDEN. 

PERPETUAL SPINACH, OR SPINACH- 

BEET. 

Tins is a most excellent and useful vegetable, 

whioh can be had all tho year round by making 
sowings at three different times—one in April, 
one in July, and another in September—devoting 

Fig. 1.—White-leal or Spinach-Beet. 

ground to it according to the demand. The Per¬ 
petual Spinach soems to grow luxuriantly on 
any soil and at all seasons of the year, and being 

a gross feeder, one oan give the plants a good 
quantity of liquid or other manure. Often, in 

very hot, dry weather, the round-leaved or 
summer Spinach is liable to run early to seed ; 
therefore, it produce* but few leaves, and those 

of only second quality. Tho perpetual sort, on 
the contrary, grows well in hot weather; and, 
by feeding the plants freely with artificial 

mannro, ono is ablo to get from the spring 
(April) sowing alone a good Supply during tho 
summer and autumn. The second Bowing must 
be made early in July, in order to give the 
plants time to got well ontabliahed before win¬ 
ter, and from these one is able to have a good 

supply, in proportion to the size of the piece of 
ground devoted to the crop. The September 
sown lot comos in woll in early spring. This 
Spinach is exceedingly hardy, and often, whon 

the ordinary prickly-seeded winter Spinach is 

killed, it survives the winter unscathed. Ground 
for this Spinach is either dug deeply or, better 
still, trenohed, working into it, at the same 

time, plenty of rotten manure for the roots to 
feed upon. The seed may bo sown broadcast 
upon the beds or in rows, as they afford a better 

opportunity for keoping the ground free from 
weeds, and if need be artificial manure can be 
sown between the rows, hoeing it in deeply 

with a draw hoe. I find superphosphate of lime, 
or bone-meal, ono of the best manures for 

Spinach ; it seems to invigorate the plants in a 
very short time after being used. Liquid-manure 

from tho farmyard is, however, quite as good, 

only it requires to bo oftener used during tho 
season. I find two good dressings of bone-meal 
to carry a crop on for six months. The kinds 
best worth growing are the following— 

WHITE-LEAF, OH Si*INACII-BeKT (Fig. 1).— 
The leaves of this variety when truo are very 
numerous, broad, slightly undulated, and of a 

very light or yellowish-green colour. The leaf¬ 
stalks are somewhat larger than those of the 

Beet-root, and are of a paler colour than tho 
blade of the leaf. A most excellent kind. 

Silvery Spinach, or Seakale-Beet (Fig. 2. 

page 0) —A vory fine and good kind, with large 
broad leaves, whioh are very much undulated, 
half-erect, and remarkable for the size of their 

stalks, often 4 inches broad or more, and mid 
ribs. This variety has, whon cooked, a very 

delicate acidulous taste. The blade of the leaf 
may also be used like the first-named kind. 

White Curled Swiss Spinach-Beet (Fig. 3). 
—This is almost as vigorous and productive a 
variety as the preceding one, with lei 
white, but crimped and curled in 

manner. The staQ^ciiaTi<| eroli<t>5|i 

broad as those of preceding kind, Bu 
of quite as good quality. 

3124. — Cabbages “ clubbing.” — No 
amount of ashes will prevent Cabbages “club¬ 

bing” on infected ground. This cause of 
Cabbages, &c., “clubbing,” is that they are 
attacked by one of the parasitic Slime Fungi 
(Plasmodiophora brassicie), which is very 

difficult to eradicate. Burn every scrap of the 
Cabbages you can find, and do not grow any 

plants of a similar nature on tho ground for two 
ears. You may in this way stamp it out.— 

I. S. S. 

3182.—Celery bolting.—Early sowing, 

standing starving about in pots or pans before 
pricking off, or chocks of any kind will do it; aud 
it may proceed from tho seed being saved from 

a bad strain, or, in other words, there may be a 
predisposition in the plants to bolt. It is very 

rare for late Celery to bolt prematurely. This 
shows that the chief cause of bolting is a check 
during tho early growth under glass, though I 
have known Celery to bolt from tho uso of 
strong forcing manuro. The manure for Celery 
should bo thoroughly decayed.—E. H. 

- The cause of Celery running prematurely 
flower is by its experiencing a check, prob- 

ily in the very early stages of its growth. I 
have observed that when I sowed the seed in 
boxes, and caused it to vegetate in a hot-houso or 

a hot-bed, and gradually inured the plants to 
the open air, I generally had a large number of 

such plants run to seed ; whereas if it was sown 
border out-of-doors, and the plants were 

carefully pricked out, and were never allowed 

to got very dry at. the roots, I had no plants 
bolting amongst them. I am sure, therefore, if 
the scuds are sown out-of-doors, and the plants 

ara grown on well afterwards in good soil, there 
will be little or no trouble with plants bolting. 
Celery grows naturally in ditches and marshy 

laces, and must be well watered in summer.— 
. D. E. 

3195. —Tomatoes for market. — Tho 
plants do well in good-sized boxos, and I have 
both seen and grown some excellent crops in 
this way ; but tho simplor, os well as neater, 

plan is to plant thorn out. Where tho soil is of 
a suitablecharactor—i.e., nmoderatelylightloam 
of good quality and fairly well drained, a very 
common way is simply to plant tho Tomatoes 
out in the floor of the houso, the ground having 

been previously dug over and manured slightly. 
Otherwise, a bed should bo prepared for the Slants, and, on tho whole, it is better if this can 

o raised a little, l'ut a layer of broken brioks 

or clinkers in tho bottom for drainage, then 
some rough turf, littery manure, or the like, 

and, lastly, 9 inches to 12 inches of soil, which 
may consist of any rather light loamy soil (good 
garden mould will do), mixed with a little 

(about a sixth-part) of well-decayed manure, 
some burnt earth, and a dash of soot. In a single 

row the plants may be 12 inches to 15 inches 
apart, according to the variety ; but if three or 
more rows are placed together, the plants should 

bo at least 18 inches apart, with 2 feet between 
the rows ; nothing is gainod by crowding them 
in any case. Ventilate freely throughout, and 

give no shade. Water should be given rather 
sparingly until thore is a fair quantity of fruit 
set and swelling, then give more aud let tho 

plants have some liquid-manure as well.— 
B. C. R. 

- Large growers generally plant out in the borders, 
and when the houee Is given up to the Tomatoes the plan 
Is eoonomloal, and answers well. For very early work, 
boxes or large pots are very suitable, and are, I think, 
preferable.—E. H. 

3203.—Seed Potatoes.—Stand the sots on 
their eye-ends upwards in any cool light room. 

If placed in shallow boxes they are more easily 
moved about than when laid looso. The sprouts 
ought to be half-an-inch long at planting-timo j 

if they are an inch long no harm will result pro¬ 
viding they are robust, not drawn up weakly. 

It is a mistake to plant Potatoes with many 
sprouts on each ; two good ones are sufficient, 
more only crowds the growth, preventing a due 

development of the stems and leaves which 
favours small tubers and disease. Two strong 
shoots are much better than double the number 

of weakly ones. Four inches deep is quite suffi¬ 
cient covering for thorn when planted. The 
best method is to dig the ground and plant at 
the same time. The soil is left free and loose 

jn the rows, offering no obstruction to the 
_which ramble along way in seatekptloo I, 

en the haulm is 6 inches high dtaw theeoi 

on eaoh side up to tho stems, not IfiOrgUJe' 

fashion, but leaving the soil close to the stems 
lower than that on each side of the row. If 
done in a complete ridge, matting close to the 

haulm, the water from rain runs off into the 
trench, the plants being thus deprived of the 

necessary moisture. Early varieties of the 
Ashtop section need less space than either mid¬ 

season or late kiuds, 2 feet for the former 
between the rows, the sets 1 foot apart. The 
other kinds 2 feet G inches from row to row, and 

15 inches between the sets. Nothing is gained 

by crowding them.—S. P. i 
- The best way to “ sprout ” the sets is to 

lay them out eye-ends uppermost, in shallow 
boxes aud place those in a light and rather warm 

place for, say, a mouth beforo being planted. Tho 
Jersey growers place all their seed Potatoes in 

flat boxes of which the ends are made rather 
higher than the sides, with a strip of wood 
nailed across for a handle. This is done in tho 

autumn, as the crops are lifted, and tho boxes 
are carried indoors and stacked up in tiers for 
the winter ; in this way a certain amount of light 

and air roaches every sot. In tho spring the 
boxes are again carried to the fields, apd tho 
sets taken one by one and placed directly in the 

furrows, with the shoot or “ spear” intact and 
unbroken. 2, The right depth is about 5 inches 
on heavy land, 6 inches for medium, and 

7 inches for very light soils. 3, Earth up 
slightly when tho growth is about 3 inches high, 
more—as high as you can—when it has grown 

another (i inches. 4, Eight or nine inches apart 
is the proper distance for the early short- 

haulmed kinds, and 12 inches for the late 
toll growers. The distance between rows 
should be 2J feet, and 3 feet to 3J feet respec¬ 

tively. It is a great mistake to crowd Potatoes 

in any way.—B. C. R. 

3189.—Raising Tomato-seeds —Make 
up a slight hot-bed, say about 3 foot high at 

back and 21 feet at front, and sow the seeds 
thinly, broadcast if many are wanted. They 

come vory strongly treated in this way, the 
lights being token off to harden tho plants. As 
soon as the plants come up, whenever the 

weather is mild, they may be sown in poU, and 
the plants pricked off when largo enough, but 
this plan causes more troublo, and thore must bo 

a little warmth to start them. After potting 
off warm covering will bo necessary at night.— 

E. H. Juo 
- If you wait another three weeks before 

sowing your Tomato-seed, tho beat part of the 

summer will bo over beforo the plants begin to 
produce any ripe fruit. I should advise you 
not to lose a day in getting tho seed in, as with 

our short summers and cold, wet autunrns none 
but early planto are worth the trouble tlioy 
entail, certainly for planting out-of-doors. Sow 
the seed in a pan or box of light, sandy soil, 

with good drainage, and place it in a frame or 

house at 00 degs. to 05 dags. A frame over a 
mild hot-bed is a good place ; but tho heat must 
not be too strong, and much steam is injurious. 

-B. O R. • 
3103. —Forcing Rhubarb.— It is not 

a difficult matter to force Rhubarb, and 

it may be readily accomplished by packing 
the roots together under the stage of a warm 

house. Surround the roots wilh soil, which 
must be maintained in a moderately moist 
condition. You may also force tho roots in a 
deep pit or darkened frame, having a bottom- 
heat of about 85 degs. to maintain a sufficient 

heat. This can be gained by having fermenting 
matter composed of about equal parts stable- 

litter and leavos. Hawke's Champagne varioty, 
which was recommended recently for genoral 
cultivation, is suitable for forcing, so also is the 

varioty Early Red. Rhubarb may also be forced 
where it grows by covering the crown with a 
large pot and stable-manure or fresh-collected 

leaves. A market gardener of my acquaintance 

forces a lot of Rhubarb in an ordinary plant- 
house where ho keeps bedding-plants during the 
winter, the temperature in severe weather being 

kept at about 45 degs. In the centre of the 
house thore is a stage, and beneath this is 
placed the Rhubarb. A succession is kept up by 

removing the crowns as soon as they have done 
duty and bringing in a fresh supply. The roots, 

when forced, are packed away in a sheltered 
spot, soil thrown amongst them, and covered 
witHmt^ra&'a protection from frost. If you 

have only a srn all plant, house you may get early 

Rhubarb by-thiis plan, artl 

r..idul!y| high 

l-pi; i 'the temperature is not 
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CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

3210.—Chrysanthemum culture.—The 
only stimulant advisable to syringe over the 
leaves is soot-water, and I do not know for 
certain that much benefit is likely to accrue from 

the practice. There is an idea that soot acts as 

a corrective of pale coloured foliage. Want of 
strength in the stems and robustness, coupled 
with deep-green colouring of the leaves, is owing 

to some cultural defect at the roots ; although 
in some localities the leaves are always much 
paler in colour than in others, owing possibly to 
the constituent parts of the natural soil not being 

in itself suitable to Chrysanthemum culture. 

The best remedy for palenoss of the leaves is 
keeping the plants rather on the dry side at the 
roots; too much moisture is detrimental, as it 

causes a check to the younger roots, preventing 
them from fulfilling their proper functions. 

Although Chrysanthemums are moisture-loving 
plants, they can have too much under some condi¬ 
tions, and these should be alluded to. Very often 

in the first stage of growth, some sorts, especially 
Houle d’Or ana E. Molyneux, will assume a pale 
tint of colouring of the leaves. If the soil in the 

pots is kept drier than hitherto, a chango will 
soon bo apparent. This is the best test that can 

be applied. The strength of the stems in any 
stage of growth depends very much on the state 
of the cuttings at the time when they were taken 

and their subsequent treatment. If theso are 
weak at first, rooted in heat and grown on in it 

afterwards, without a sufficiency oflightand fresh 
air, weakly plants mustbe expected; no amountof 

manure or after-treatment will prevent this. 
Chrysanthemums do not require heat at all, 
only sufficient to keep out frost. A cool-house 
is the best place to strike the cuttings in and 

cold frames afterwards to stand them in until 
all danger of frost has passed. An open, sunny 

situation out-of-doors, secure from north and 
south west winds, suits them the best until the 

end of September, when thoy should be housed. 
During hot, dry weather, while the plants are 
outside they will be benefited if the leaves are 

thoroughly syringed twice a day, early morning 
anil in the evening, but with clear wator. A 

compost of two parts loam, one of leaf-mould or 
half-decomposed horse-manure, with sufficient 
sharp silver sand to make the whole porous, is 
what the plants enjoy during the early stage of 

growth. For the final potting add one more 
part of loam, and to every bushel of the com- rt add 1 lb. limes’ or Thomson’s Vine-manure. 

the soil is heavy and retentive of moisture, 

some finely-crushed charcoal or pounded oyster- 
shells will be an advantage. Pots should not 
be too large. Those 9 inches n diameter afford 

sufficient space for the strongest growing sorts. 
From the cutting-pots the plants should go into 

those 3J inches in diameter, then into SJ-inch 
ones, from these into the flowering-pots. Good 

drainage is absolutely essential to success. 
Stimulants are not needed until the pots in 
which the plants are to flower are full of roots. 

Liquid-manure from the farmyard tank, diluted 
to about the colour of brown brandy, given three 

times a week, is good. Failing this, place some 
cow or sheep-dung along with a little soot in a 
tank or tub of water, putting the manure in a 

bag to prevent its mixing bodily with the 

water, which would choke the water-passage. 
Even failing this, use as directed some of the 
many artificial stimulants, never exceeding the 
strength recommended.—E. M. 

31 '■>. Japanese Ohryo&ntlieniuma. 
—Tn- following varieties will be found suitable 

if the plants are started early and well managed 
throughout the whole season : Lady Selbome 

(white), Mme. C. Desgrange (white), Mrs. 
Hawkins (yellow), M. W. Holmes (crimson, 

bronze tips), James Salter (clear lilac), L’Afri- 
caine (crimson), Bouquet Fait (pink), M. E. 

Pynaert Van Geert (yellow, striped red), Isidore 
Feral (rosy-lilac), Felix Cassagneau (bright- 

oraDge, flamed salmon-red), E. G. Henderson 
et Son (golden-red, crimson reverse), Bouquet 

Estival (deep-rose, reverse of petals silver), 
Phtebus (yellow).—E. M. 

better plan will be to employ a man to dig an 

ordinary well, and see that he goes down till a 
good spring is struck. As regards pumps, it 

all depends upon what quantity of water is 
required ; pumps of different powers and makes 

are to bo had at all prices from a few shillings 
to a hundred pounds or more. I have rather a 

fancy for the triple pumps, worked with a wheel 
and cranks—at least, where a large and con¬ 
tinuous supply is required. Bear in mind that 

water taken direct from a well is generally 
unsuitable for all garden purposes, being cold and 

harsh, so that it would he advisable to have a 
large shallow tank into which the water can be 
pumped and lie in the sun for a day or two 

before being used. If tho tank can be raised, 
and pipes laid from it to the different parts of 
the garden, the watering will become a very 
easy matter.—B. C. R. 

HOUSE Sc WINDOW GARDENING. 

FERNS AS PLANTS FOR THE DINNER. 

TABLE. 

With tho large increase in the numbers and 
varieties in most cases of suoh plants as Crotons, 

Draciunas, Aralias, Palms, and I’andanads, 
the more fact of there being many kinds of 
Ferns which aro also well suited for the Bame pur¬ 

poses scorns in a measure to have beon lost sight 

of lately—at least, if the plants usually ex- 
hibitod at flower shows are in any measure to be 
taken as a guide to the most approved selections, 
Ferns certainly have escaped the notice of those 

growers who exhibit. My own inference, 
however, is that the usual run of plants that 

one meets with in such instances does not by 
any means embrace either the most comprehen¬ 
sive choice as to variety, or docs it include 

sufficient variation in form and in the size of 
the plants. Ferns certainly are most convenient 

plants for dinner-tables when a good selection 
is made for the purpose. Those sorts are the 
best which can be grown to a good size in a 

proportionately small pot. Lightness of growth, 
both in the character of the fronds and as 

regards anv undue excess of the same, are two 
points to observe in making a selection. Those 
plants only should be used which are thoroughly 

well established in their last shift; if pot-bound, 
all the hotter, the fronds thus being more enduring 
so long as sufficient water is given the plants. 

Plants large enough for all practical purposes 
can bo had in pots that do not exceed 41 inches 

or 5 inches diameter inside, the lesser size 
being most preferable. The varieties that do not 

assume too dark a green in the fronds will bo 
the most effective, particularly if the plants aro 
rather large. Ferns of the hardier or greenhouse 

type are very handy for use during cold weathor, 
when exposure of stove plants would involve 

some amount of risk. A selection of plants 
should be made for the purpose of table 
decoration, the said plants being kept elevated 

upon pots abovo the surroundings; in this 
manner better all-round examples can be grown. 

Another good plan is to suspend them from the 
roof, standing the pots in pans to which wires 

are attached ; thus the plants can be removed at 
pleasure. The following will bo found a 
good selection for cool or temperate-houses : 

Adiantum decorum, A. cuneatum, A. deflexum, 
and A. Capillus-veneris Mariesi, Asplenium 

flaccidum, A. laxum pumilum, and A. dimor- 
phum, Lastrea lepida and L. patens, Leucostegia 
immnrsn (in the summer time boing deciduous), 

Pteris argyrea, P. cretica nobilis, P. cretica 

Mayi, P. serrulata major oristata (the Chiswick 
variety, one of the best), P. tremula (a good old 

Fern), and P. leptophylla. For the stove the 
following should be included: Adiantum 

Farleyense, A. mundulum, and A. Collisi, 
Asplenium cicutarium, Gymnogrammas in 
variety, avoiding those of straggling growth ; 

G. Altoni, G. Laucheana, G. peruviana 
argyrophylla, and G. schizophylla gloriosa are a 

good selection ; Onychium auratum, Lomaria 
gibba, and Phlebodium aureum. F. 

come semi-tropical groups of foliage plants. But 
those who have no glass, except a room propa¬ 
gator, may easily contrive to have a goodly 

collection of these splendid plants, raising thorn 
in early spring, and hardening them off carefully 
in a window until June, when they will grow 

best out-of-doors, whether in pots or in borders. 
Ricinus Gibsoni, the Bronze-leaved Castor-oil, is 
one of the easiest to cultivate, and at the samo 

time the most handsome, for its broad, richly- 
tinted dark leaves are a welcome ad¬ 

dition to any group of plants. Each 
seed should be sown separately, in a very 
small pot, for this is not a plant which is easily 

moved while very young, although a shift is not 
difficult when the plants aro about 4 inches 
high, if the soil is not disturbed, but simply 

placed in a slightly larger pot, with more com¬ 
post added and thorough drainage. As drainage 

is most important for the health of all plants— 
except those in thumb-pots, which requiro but 
one crock at the bottom—it may bo well to 

explain the process hero. Cover the hole with 
a piece of crock, with its coneavo side down¬ 
wards (it is seldom quite fiat, being a bit of 
broken flower-pot), and over this arrange threo 

or more smaller pieces in such a way as to pre¬ 
vent the soil choking tho drainage. Theso 
should be covered by a small bit of dry, clean 

Moss, and over all may be sprinkled a tea¬ 
spoonful of soot, which has the double duty of 
nourishing the lower roots and keeping out in¬ 

sects. A little frosh compost laid ovor the Moss 
will receive the lower roots of the plant to bo 

shifted, and more compost must bo shaken or 
worked down botween tho ball of roots and tho 
sides of the pot, leaving from half an inch to an 

inch of room at the top (after firmly pressing the 
plant into the now soil and making all neat) for 
watering purposes, ho as to seeuro a proper- 

supply. Ricinus needs rich soil, as it grows large, 
but not as a seedling; spent soil—t.e., that 
turned out from potting other plants—and sand 

will do for the first soil for the seed, gradually 
adding leaf-mould, with a littlo soot and sand, 
and eventually old hot-bed stuff to the compost 
used at each repotting, till in June the plants 

are in large pots with rich soil, when they will 
take plenty of water daily, and can bo used as 
handsomo decorators for the drawing room or 
balcony. _ I. L. R. 

3194.—Leaf-mould —The best leaves, both for hot¬ 
beds and also for mould, are those of the Oak. Spanish 
Chestnut, and Beeoh, and tho worst are the Walnut. In 
a general way rake all ui> and cart them home, and they 
are all used In mixture with good results ; but Oak, Beech, 
and Elm-leaves predominate.—E. H. 

1 f-I should be afraid to say what loaves are 

of no use for potting purposes, for in my expori- 
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NOTES ON THE CULTURE OF THE 
BEGONIA. 

Tub time has again come round for ns to begin 

to think of preparing for our summer feast of 
these flowers. Those who intend to sow seed 
to have bulbs to flower this next season must as 

soon as possible make preparation for it. The 
first thing to do is to get some good loaf-mould, 
with a little loam sifted very fine, mixing with 

it some silver sand, having some well-cleaned 
pots crocked, (i-inch ones being the best, filling 
them half up with a layer of Moss or sift¬ 

ings at the bottom. Then fill up to within 
an inch of the top of the pot, not pressing too 
firmly. Then water this thoroughly with boil¬ 

ing water, given through a fine-rosed pot. This 
will kill insects or weeds. Then let them drain 

well, after which sprinkle the seed evenly over 
the surface ; then place a niece of glass over 
this, darkening the same with paper. This saves 

covering, and the seed will germinate better, 
placing the pot in a hot-bed heated to about 

<5 degs. In ten days’ time you will find the 
seed begin to grow. As Boon as it doos this re¬ 
move the paper, but leave on the glass. In about 
four days the seedlings Bhould be well up. It 

can then bo moved to a warm place near the 
glare. If the pot becomes dry it must bo soaked, 
just letting the water appear, but be careful for 

it not to touch the seedlings, or they will damp 

off. Asthoygrowtilttheglassupabitwith a littlo 
stick until they are hardened enough to remove 
it altogether. Be sure to keep all sun from them. 
They will soon get large enough to be pricked off. 
The soil for this operation should bo the same as 

before described, only usingshallow boxesorpans, 
taking out the littlo plants with a small stick, 
and put it in the placo prepared. Thoy should 

then have a sprinkle over and be put in a warm, 
shady place, and thoy will soon begin to grow 

away. They must never bo let become dry. 
As soon as they are large enough they can be 
potted into small pots, using a little more loam 
und sand with the soil. As soon as ever the 

plants want a shift, they should have it, only 
with these shifts a little bone and charcoal 
should bo used. Six-inch pots will bo plenty 
large enough for the plants. The first year some 

will not require pots quite so largo. While 
flowering, all the best should have special marks 
allotted and be propagated. This is to bo done 

by means of cuttings. The little shoots should 
be taken which come up, not cutting too near 
the bulb, inserting them in Cocoa-nut-fibre or 
leaf-mould in bottom-heat. As soon as rooted 

they must bo potted in light soil and kept 
growing so as to get good sized tubers that will 
keep through the winter. In growing specimen 

plants for show, it is necessary to select the 
short habited plants which flower freely. They 
must be started about February and grow on 
well, using good rotten loam and manure mixed, 

some charcoal and bonsj,having them kept in a 
shaded house heated to about 65 degs. by night. 
The plants should be sprinkled with a rose on 
fine mornings. On no account let them become 

dry, and when the plants have fillod the pots 
they should have soot-water alternately. As 
soon as the shoots are long enough thoy should 

have a neat stick and be tied. There are two 
classes to see and grow. If you want them for 
specimen plants soloct tho dwarf, free-flowering 
ones, good types of which are Livingston, Mistress 

French, Sir Noel I’aton, &c. For cut blooms 
for show the larger tho better—Harold, Triumph 
do Nancy, Dr. Felt/., &c. G. H. H. 

3109. — A rare Grass. — The Sea Reed (Pnmn 
arenaria), known alio as Ammophlla arcnarla anil A. 
arundlnaoea, Is a common Oran In many parts of Scotland, 
and also in Kurland, and 1 cannot conceive why " Kohaia " 
should oonsldcr it a " rare Grass." It is not of any agri¬ 
cultural value, aa no cattle touch It; hut It is found very 
valuable for binding tho drifting sand on the seashore, 
also obtains tho name of Marrcm Grass.—J. Jarvis. 

2905.—Cleaning coral.—1This Is a question quite 
outside of plant growing ; but, having had a good deal to 
do with this, I have found the very best plan to do it is to 
suspend it upside down In a copper full of boiling water ; 
the boiling water will remove the dirt from It, which falls 
to the bottom of the copper. It may require putting into 
several waters before it becomes quite clean ; but it will 
clean it far before any brushing you can give It. — J. 
Jarvis. _ 

Drawings for "Gardening.”—Renders will 
kindly remember that we art glad lo pet 
beautiful or rarrflo inert and fowl frulii a 
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TREES AND SHRUBS. 

MOCK ORANGE (l’HILADELFHUS). 

While P. microphyllus is the best of the small¬ 

growing kinds, this occupies a similar position 
among those with large blossoms, and it is cer¬ 
tainly ono of the finest flowering shrubs to be 
met "with in gardens. The individual blooms 

are a couple of inches in diameter, pure white, 
and with comparatively little scent. This forms 

a rounded mass from 6 feet to 12 feet in height, 
according to the soil and situation in which it is 
growing. There is a variety of this (laxus) less 

n stature and of a more open style of growth 
than the type. P. speciosus is now regarded as 
synonymous with P. grandiflorus. Tho planting 
season not being over yet, the claims of this 

Mock Orange for a place in any garden should 

be duly considered. B. 

growth, others upon that of the current season. 
A knowledge of their habits in this respect, 

therefore, is most essential to prevent mistakes 
in pruning. C. montana flowers upon the wood 
of tho previous year, and therefore anything like 

severe pruning should be avoided now. My plan 
has always been to thin and disentangle the 
shoots at this time, and if the plant is upon a 

wall leave a fair proportion of them hanging 
somewhat loosely till flowering is past. The 
shoots are then wreathed in blossom. Imme¬ 

diately after flowering I give it a good pruning 
back, not minding the sacrifice of some young 

shoots, for, witli the summer before it, the plant 
is sure to make enough growth for another 
season. If the plant in question is strong it 

may flower a little, but in any case do not prune 
it, and a vigorous growth Bhould follow this 

year with abundance of bloom next.—A. H. 

.1191.—Hardy evergreen shrubs.—The 
first three named in this list are flowering 

shrubs, aud grow beyond 5 feet high : Arbutus 
Unedo (Strawberry-tree); Berberis Beali, flowers 
in February, blooms very sweet; Ligustrum 
japonicum. The next three grow tall, und are 
simply evergreen, but of handsome appearance : 

Cupressus Lawsoniana, Juniperus chinensis, 
and Thuja Lobbi. The first three of the next 

list are flowering kinds: Olearia Haasti, Lau- 
rustinus album, Berbcris Aquifolium ; and the 
remainder are remarkable for tho beauty of 

TWO GOOD SHRUBS. 

There are two good shrubs that ought to be 

in every garden, as they afford so much enjoy¬ 
ment. The first is the Winter Jasmine, a 
cheerful, lovely thing, spreading its season of 

bloom over many weeks—in fact, months, for 
now again its shoots are wreathed in yellow 
stars, aud an interesting point noticed in its 

recent recovery from the severe frosts that 
paralysed it for a time is that when grown in 
several different aspects it varies in the 

extent of its injury. Few plants are more 
easily grown, and happily it is widely known 

A Mock Orange in flower 

their foliage, and remain a little over .1 feet for 
many years: Aueuba japonica, Rotinospora 

plumosu, and Holly Golden Queen.—S. P. 

- The Holly, either green or variegated- 

leaved varieties, may be selected, Rhododen¬ 
drons, Aueuba, and not forgetting A. Maseula, 

which bears pollen, to be planted, therefore, to 
induce a show of berries on the fruit-bearing 
kinds. Bambusa Metake, a beautiful and quite 

hardy Bamboo, strikingly handsome when well- 
established ; Berberia Darwini, Euonymuses in 
variety, Elicagnus japonica variegata or inacro- 

phyllus ; Olearia Haasti, which flowers early in 
the autumn and makes a compact bush; Veronica 
Traversi, a fine bush, tho flowers delicate-mauve, 
and produced freely towards the autumn : Aralia 
Sioboldi, useful for its handsomo leafage ; Mu- 
honia aquifolia, and Yuoeas. All arc hardy, 
though perhaps tho Veronica may get touched 
in severe weather. The above forms a selection 

of interesting shrubs, a fair proportion flowering 

freely.—0. T. 
- The following are all very hardy:—Back row: 

Holly Hodginal, Holly Golden Queen, Lawson’s Cypres*, 
Berberia slcnophylla, English Yew, Thuja glgantea. 
Eront row: Uerberls Aquifolium, Aueuba Japonica, Box 
(Golden), Eicallonia macrantha, Osmanthus lllcifollus, 
Tree Ivy palmata. If the soil is suitable for Rhododen¬ 
drons several of these would be beautiful.—E H. 

3111.—Nettles In a shrubbery, &o.—There may 
be other remedies; hut tbo usual plan is to keep culling 
them down as fast as they appear. This gets rid of them 
in time,if one cannot thoroughly overhaul the soil and dig 
them out. Persistently cut them down, and the praotlce 
will prove effectual in the end,—0. T. 

^fo^-Clematis montana. —The 
VfeIMkiB a varied family. Some of 

(doom upon tho wood of tho pro'vp 

u 

and appreciated by many ; but numbers of little 
gardens might find one or inoro nooks for it 

upon wall or fenoo where, at present, it is not 
grown. Although flowering at a time when its 
shoots are leafless it makes up by the very 

profusion of its blooms for any slight nakedness 
in this rospeot, and its welcome glow of 
colour is most cheering during the dullest, 

darkest days of the year. It is hardy, 
and thrives almost any whore and in 
all kinds of soils. This season severe weather 
came suddenly upon us and caught the shrub in 

all its beauty of blossoms. Of course tho open 
flowers fared badly, but the unfolded buds re¬ 

mained stationary during a month of frost, and 
now the mild days have permitted them to 
open. Not the least of its charms is its value 
as a cut flower, and shoots full of buds may be 

out because they continue to open after the 
Bhoots are placed in water. In a cut state the 
branches are charming mingled with those 

of tho bronzy Barberry, or the green branches 
of the Ivy. ’ A pretty permanent effeot of this 
description can bo made by planting Jasmine 
and Ivy together. Those who want flowers for 

tho house in quantity should mako a point of 
growing this shrub, nor need they fear to cut 
it, as the cutting of tho flowering branches, 
by judiciously thinning them, would be all 

tho pruning tho plants would need. Tho 
other shrub is pleasing more by reason of its 
sweet scent than from the effeot it creates. It 

~ is the Allspice (Chimonanthusfragrans), and,like 
- qMuasrmiw,' Sifter braving tho vicissitudes of the 

rup our winter season, 

t'rcop^ndirtd 'tbe'first gU’ams of sunshine, and 

A-CHAMPAIGN 
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fill* the air around it with delioious fragrance. 

It doea not, perhaps, accommodate itself to all 

sites and soils, but it is far from being fastidious, 
though flowering in the midst of winter, as itdoes, 

by affording it a sunny nook more enjoyment is 

obtained from it. The usual plan is to train it 
rather stiffly to the wall; but it should be 

allowed a little freedom, as by nature it is 
a self-supporting shrub. The wall is rather 

for shelter, and if the plant grows outwards, 
there is a greater abundance of twigs, which 

bear the flowers. In rich soil, and even when 
newly planted it is apt to be excessively 

vigorous. Further excessive pruning promotes 

strong growth, whereas the best flowering 
shoots are those of medium strength. Any 

pruniog that the plant requires should be per¬ 
formed after flowering, but here again the need 

of the operation being anticipated at the 

flowering-season—the shoots can be cut when in 
flower, as the flowers last well, and two or three 
twigs of bloom are sufliciont to scout a large 

room. A. H. 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

30.10. —Plants from seeds.—You might 

raise annuals in a sunny window, or in a light 
position in the honse, but then comes the trouble 

of transplanting, as seedling* are invariably sown 

too thickly,and must be pricked off into other pots. 
It means turning the house into a little garden. 

Say what kind of seeds you mean. I advise, 

however, that you only select such things that 
may be sown in the open as hardy annuals. 

Tho “game is not worth the candle,” troubling 
about such matters in a dwelling-house.—C. T. 

2ww. —Heating a greenhouse.—You 

will require 30 feet of 3-inch pipe to heat the 

house according to the orthodox rule, but I do 
not place implicit faith in these calculations, as 
so much depends upon the position of tho boiler 

and the arrangement of the pipes, as well as 

the position of the house, which, if much exposed, 
requires more piping than one that is well 

sheltered. In practice it is always safer to 
increase the length of piping a little. The 
equivalent of 4 inches for your space would be 

about 24 feet, according to the above rule.— 

J. C. C. 

3069.—Tuberous Begonias from seed. 
— These Begonias can very well be raised 

from seed sown in a frame. If it can Ite safely 
protected from frost, sow the seed at once in 

sandy soil, but lightly covering it. If the soil iB 

moist, as it should be, water will not be required 
for several weeks, providing the pan is covered 

with a square of glass, over which is laid some 
Moss to exclude the sun. Should, however, the 

soil become dry, water must be supplied. This 

is best doDO by placing the pan in tepid water, 
allowing it to gradually soak up through the 

drainage at tho bottom. When tho seudlings 
appear above the soil, remove the Moss to give 
the plants light to encourage them to grow 

strongly. When they are large enough to handle 

prick thorn out into other pans, pots, or boxes, 

in a mixture of half loam, leaf-soil, and sand, 
giving plenty of drainage. Keep tho frame 

rather close at first and shade from bright snn. 
Keep the soil moist, always using tepid water. 

When the plants meet, they may be potted, if 

required for use in that way ; if for planting in 

the beds, move them to other boxes and give 
abundance of air after the roots commence to 
run in the fresh soil.—8. P. 

3036. —Treatment of Cyclamens.— 
Your Cyclamens should not be out of flower yet. 

When they are, do not dry oil in the old style, 

but keep the plants growing steadily. iTiey 
will not require so much water, and may be 

placed in a oool greenhouse until Juno, after 

which it is best to stand them in a pit, and give 

exposure day and night except during very hot 
weather, when they may have a gentle syringe, 

and partial shade during mid-day. You will 

then find the bulbs flower well another season. 
September is a good month to repot, and they 

may then be removed to the greenhouse again. 

Ericas, however, are very seldom grown well by 

an amateur, and as they require special and 
careful treatment I would not advise your 

attempting to grow it for bloom a aecomJjqjkson. 

3051 and 3066.—Dili&tlsfactO. __ 
clntha.—Ever sinoe I have had anything to do 

with Hyacinths, and it is a good many years ago 
since I began my gardening career. Hyacinth 

bulbs have failed in the way this correspondent 

complains, and I expect they will continue to do 
so, for I know of no remedy to prevent it, as I 

have known them to do so under the most 

skilful management, and without any apparent 
reason. It is pretty clear, however, that it is 

badly maturod bnlbs that aro the worst behaved 
in this respect, and which I believe is caused by 

arrested growth, or in other words the bnlbs 

are lifted and harvested before they are ready. 

J. C. O. 

3020.—VIoletH In pots.—Much the beat 

way to grow these is to cultivate the crowns or 

roots in the ordinary manner, and then to put 
them up during September. In most cases 
amateurs afford the potted plants too much heat 

—in fact, they try to force them, aud Violote 

will not lie foroed, and give a satisfactory crop. 
You must keep the young plants, from Into 

timo they are parted in April and May, free 

from runners. This will conserve all of the 
strength and conduce to good crowns, well set 

with flowers in embryo. Unless you secure 

this you canoot have such a quantity of bloom 
as you require.—P. U. 

3027.—Manure for Begonias —Almost 
any manure will do for these ; but if of a natural 
class, it must bo thoroughly decayed. For out- 

of-door beds, I prefer natural manures, but for ?ot work, guano, Standen’s Manure, Witli's 

lant Food, and other artificial compositions are 

rather better. Although tho Begonia likes a 

free soil, it should not be composed of manure 
that during the process of decay leaves the soil 

too hover or loose. Bone-meal is a good manure 
for mixing with the potting soil. Other 

manures can be given in a liquid state, and freferably while the plants are in full growth. 

t is much best to use it weak and often than to 

concentrate the same amount of stimulants in 
two or three aplioations.—P. U. 

3072 —White Azalea and Genista.— 
The Azaleas and Genistas will do admirably in 
a house from which frost is just excluded, and 

it would be better to allow the plants to open 
the first few flowers in the greenhouse. Such 
plants cannot thrive in the window of a dwelling- 

houso. If the plants were put into the room 
wiudows before the flowers were near the point 

of expanding, perhaps they would open badly or 
not at all. As the plants look healthy they will 

moat likely flower well. Tho Genista fragrans 

ought to be coming into bloom now. The flower- 
buds of the Azalea should lie very prominent 

lioq\—J. IX E. 

3121. -- Sowing 'Calceolaria seed. — 
The seed sown now would not do muoli good to 
bloom this year. July is the best month in 

which to sow the seed, and good strong plants 

will be formed to flower the following season. 
Those not aooustomed to sow Calceolaria seed 

mast be very careful, as it is put up in verv 
small packets, and the seed being so very small, 

a man with clumsy fingers may scatter it in¬ 
advertently. Sow on a level surfaoe of finely- 

sifted soil, and sprinkle a little fine sand over the 
seed, scarcely covering it. Place a square of 

glass over, and shade from the sun.—J. D. E. 

31.70.—Management of a propagator. 
—There is generally this difficulty of an excess 
of moisture until one gets thoroughly initiated 
into the working of a propagator. There would 

be less moisture if you had only 1 inch in thick¬ 
ness of Cocoa-nut-fibre instead of 3 inches, and 

you would require less heat, and at the same 
time secure a more oven temperature between 

the top and bottom—a difference of 20 degs., 

which you have now, is too much, and as I have 
alroady said, it is a waste of heat to have to 

warm a depth of 3 inches when a less thickness 

will answer the same purpose. There is really 
no difficulty in managing a propagator after you 

have overcomo the trouble about the excess of 

moisture. I, however, advise you to reduce the 
quantity of fibre, and then take all the water 

out of the tank for a day or two until the 

covering of Cocoa-fibre gets protty dry ; you may 
then partly fill the tank with water, say about 

ons quarter full, and when thathas all evaporated 

yon can add more according to the state of tho 

fibre, whether it is very wet or dry ; the more 
n rirti ri it contains the longer the tank should 

be JMnVithont water. If this advicVwWsiffir 
heip-you out of the trouble kindly write again., 

as I regard a well-managed propagator as being 

invaluable to amateurs for raising seedlings. In 
your case—as you have no greenhouse—tho 

beginning of April will be soon enough for you 

to start Bowing seeds. Meanwhile, you may 
experiment in the direction I have indicated 

with a few pans of common seeds—Mustard and 
Cress, for instance—so that you may learn how 

to regulate the moisture for choicer eubjecU.— 

J. (X C. 

3152. — Forcing Malmalaon Carna¬ 
tions and Gladioli.—Both these are foroed 
in thousands and tens of thousands annually. 

They have been treated rightly so far, and might 

have been placed in heat earlier, but it can be 
done at onco. It is alwayB best in forcing any 

hardy, or comparatively hardy, plants to put 
them in rather early, and do not give them 

very mnch more heat than they had previously 
been growing in, increasing it gradually unt il 

the temperature reaches a minimum of 55 degs. 
to 00 degs. I would rather incline to the 55 degs. 

early In tho season.—J. D. B, w* <• 

3130.—Oleander not flowering.—This 
very Dretty and sweet-scented plant is not a 
suitable subject for window culture ; I am afraid 

you will seldom flower it in such a situation. 

Nerium Oleander makes growth freely during 
the summer, and produces bloom-buds in abund¬ 

ance ; but unless you can afford a much higher 

and moiater temperature than a window during 
winter and early spring I doubt if you will over 

ever succeed in flowering it satisfactorily. The 
buds will drop off annually os you desoribe in 

your query. Get a friend to place it in a warm 

greenhouse if you cannot afford it such treat¬ 
ment yourself. It is a pity to lose the buds in 

this inauner. Allowing tho plant to get dry at 

the roots will also cause this.— P. U. 

3151.—India - rubber - plant. —I should 
think that the plant requires repotting, or tho 
soil has got in a bad condition. Either of these 

things would produoe the appearance of tho 

leaves yon speak of. Give the plant first a good 
dressing of insecticide, sponging the leaves with 

tho preparation carefully. Then, if tho drain¬ 
age in tno pot has got disarranged, set it right, 
and, if necessary, repot the plant entirely, 

using a good loamy soil, in which a moderate 
quantity of peat has been incorporated. Make 
the whole fairly porous with sharp silver-sand. 

Place it in a warm-house, if possible, for a time 

uutil it has got established.—C. T. 

3190.—Marguerite Carnations.—1The 
seed should bo sown at onco, so as to allow timo 

for the plants to attain a good size and develop 
plenty of flower-buds before the winter sets in. 
How rather thinly in a well-drained box of sandy 

loam and leaf-mould, making the surface moder¬ 

ately fine and pressing it together rather firmly. 
If yon have only a small packet of seed a 0-inch 
pot will do. Lay a sheet of glass over the box 

or pot to check evaporation, and, unless tho 

soil becomes really dry, givo no water until tho 
seedlings appear. Then remove the glass by 

degrees, and when large enough to be removed, 
transfer the seedlings singly to thumb-pots, or 

if they stand thickly and are too small for this, 
prick them out first into other boxes, and 

afterwards pot them, at first into 3-inch pots 
and then into 5-inch or 6 inch sizes in which to 
bloom. Home may bo planted out-of-doors in 

June, and they will bloom freely in August and 

September. I like to grow at least part of tho 

plants in pots, as these will continue to flower 
in the greenhouse up to Christmas, when the 

blossoms are vory acceptable. They will, how¬ 
ever, require the aid of a little occasional stimu¬ 

lant in the form of liquid-manure of some kind, 

and should also be kept near the gloss in a tem¬ 
perature ranging between 45 degs. and 60 degs., 

with air on all favourable opportunities. Good 

sandy loam, with a fourth of decayed manure, 
grows these plants woll, and it should be pressed 

firmly together.—B. C. R. i 

31S0 — Making a hot bed.—To make a 
useful hot-bed from stable-manure alone will 

require time, especially if tho manure is peat. 

As it must undergo n regular process of fermen¬ 
tation for ten days or so before it is safe to put 

in a bed to raise seedlings, it will require nt 

loast two loads of manure to mako a bed to 
raise seedlings, &c. When the mannre arrives 

shako jit $|1 |<m«! so as to separate it, and throw 

it into a conical-shaped heap. In three or four 

tii.ys it will )>s gt'ij.vVLbg warixi, and as soon os the 
(strain begins to rise from it turn it over and 
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throw the oaUidea of the heap into the middle, 

so that all may undergo the same purifying pro¬ 

cess If there are any dry spot* damp with 
water, or mix the damp manure from the out¬ 

side of the heap with it. Probably this second 

turning and intermixing may be sufficient, but 
for safety’s sake I have sometimes given the 

manure a third turn before making up the bed. 
In making the bed, first measure out the spaco 

so as to have it 1 foot wider than the frame all 

round, and drive down a stake in each corner. 
The bed should bo built in layers of about 1 foot 

thick, treading it down moderately firm after 

each layer has been placed on, until the requi¬ 
site height has been reached. If the bed is 

likely to get very hot place a few barrowsful of 

older manure on the top to be a check upon the 
fresher material below. The bed should be 

about 4 feet in height at the back, and from 

3 feet to 31 feet at the front. The fresher the 
manure the more pressure should be given. 

Build the sides up perpendicularly, or nearly so. 
When all is completed place on the frame, and 
place a thermometer in the bed, the bulb being 

sunk 6 inches in the manure, and as soon as the 

heat becomes steady at 90 degs. or a little higher 
put in 6 inches of Uoooa-nut-tibre or sawdust to 

plunge the pots in, and sow seeds, or put in 

cuttings.—K. H. 

- If you refer to quite reoent numbers of Gardknino 
you will find full information as how to make a hot-bed for 
seedlings. You must set to work at oooe. as the season la 
advaooTng.-O. T. 

3126.—Repotting plants.—It is seldom 

wise to shake every particle of soil from about 

the roots of a plant, and even then when it is 
necessary to do so through its unsatisfactory 

behaviour. I presume you have fairly well- 

established examples, and if so, pot them on 
without disturbing the ball of soil more than 

necessary, just removing a little of the rougher 

partioles. When the plants are entirely shaken 
out the roots are often much damaged, and thus 

progress is considerably impeded. Amateurs or 

beginners frequently come to grief over this 
matter. A reduction of the old ball of soil does 

not signify removal of every bit of soil.—C. T. 

3132.—Worms In a Passion flower 
pot.—I use lime water and other things. 
The best course is to repot the plant, as you say 
the pot is crowded with worms. Turn it out 

carefully, and give an entirely fresh compost. 

I should think it is poor stuff that the plant is 
growing in, and be careful what soil you use ; 

net leaf-soil, which is sometimes full of worms. 

The plant would do better planted out. —C. T. 

3184.—Culture of Oyperus alterni- 
foliUfl.—Sow the seeds in pots or pans of light 

soil now, or in batches any time when seeds can 
be obtained. I always save my own seeds 

from these and similar plants, and they come up 
as thick as Grass in the field. Place the pots or 

pans in the hot-bed till the seeds germinate, 

or they will do in the greenhouao. Prick off as 
s ton as large enough to handle, either into boxes 

or pots. I generally start my plants in 

thumb-pots, and when they want more room 

shift into larger pots. There is nothing easier 

to grow.—E. H. 

3104.—Bach&ris eaten off.—It is not 
easy to say what has eaten off the roots. It 
may be the Euoharia-mite (Rhiroglyphus echin 

opus), but I could have advised better if 
specimens of the roots had been sent A plan 
recommended by a correspondent in the Garden 
is to sink the roots in a mixture of 1J lb. of soft- 
soap, and '.tho extract from 1$ lb. of Qaassia- 

chips to 25 gallons of water for three days, and 
then raising the temperature of the mixture to 

115 degs. Fahr. for half an hour. It is proper 
to note that during the past three or four years 

the remedies suggested have been very nume¬ 

rous. The great point is to keep the plants in 
vigorous health, full of growth, and thoroughly 
robust. The same correspondent also advises tho 

removal of all loose scales from the bulbs, and 
diseased parts cut out with a sharp knife, 

brushing them with tho following mixture: 

Quarter of a pound of sulphide of potassium dis¬ 
solved in three gallons of water, and then soak 

them in the same mixture heated to 120 degB. 
Fahr. for at least ten minutes. There are also 

advertised remedies,which will prove more or 

l 

no insecticides oan touch them. The safest way 

is to burn the plants and the earth they grow 
in. The mites are very small, but may easily 
be distinguished with an ordinary pocket lens. 

They look like small rounded grains of sand 

with brown hind-legs.—G. 8. 8. 

3116.—Propagating Echeveria re- 
tU8&.—This is a charming Echeveria, bushy in 
habit, compact, and attractive when the plant is 

well grown. It adds beauty to many a plant- 
house in spring, and the wonder is one does not 

see more of it in gardens. Take off the side 

shoots, cutting just below where the wood has 
got rather hard, when the plants have finished 

blooming. They will soon strike if given some 

warmth, and a light soil used. Take care not 

to over water the cuttings.—C. T. 

3213.—Greenhouse flue.—I cannot see any objec¬ 
tion to the proposed plan. If the new Hue Is longer than 
the old one make the chimney proportionately higher, 
and do not have more elbows or ooroera than oan be 
helped.—B. a K. 

3107.—Culture of Chinese Primulas. 
—You may sow the seed in April, and if 

proper treatment is afterwards given the plants 
will bloom at the time required. By sowing at 

different times it is possible to maintain quite a 
succession. April, or even May, is early enough 

in the South of England, and March for the 

more northern district*. This is a general rule ; 
but you may reckon about six months from the 

time of sowing until the plants bloom. A good 

way is to sow in late May for November flower¬ 
ing, and August for blooming in the following 

January. I saw last year excellent plants in 
October, full of flower, from seed sown the 

previous June. Sow the seeds in a shallow 
pan filled with a light compost, such as one 

composed of loam, one part, leaf-mould, 

thoroughly well decayed, two parts, mixed with 
sufficient sharp silver sand to make the whole 

porous. Cover the seed with a mere sprinkling 
of fine soil, and place the pan in a house or pit 

where a temperature of from 50 degs. to 

60 degs. is maintained. After the seedlings 
appear prick them off into other pans, or boxes 

will do, using a compost similar to that com- 
mended above. Remove them to same house, but 

when commencing to make free growth remove 
them to cooler quarters, as a stewing heat is 
not necessary for their culture. When the 

seedlings are of sufficient site to handle pot 
them off separately into 3 inch pots, and at this 

potting a heavier soil is required, which is 

gained by adding more loam to the previous 
compost. A oold frame will suffice now, and 

during strong bursts of sunshine shade them. 
Always keep the plants near the glass to pre¬ 

vent the growth getting drawn. When the 

3-inch pots become pot-oonnd shift them on 

into 5-inch ones, and a good oompost is made 
up of turfy loam, three parts, and one-part of 

well-decayed manure and leaf-mould, with suffi¬ 

cient sharp silver sand to keep it open. Keep 
them close for a time after potting, but then 

ventilate freely, and when there is likelihood 
of frost remove them to tho plant-house. Occa¬ 

sional supplies of weak liquid-manure will be 
beneficial at this stage. If you are a beginner 

I advise you to commence first with the single 

varieties.—C. T. 

3180. — Bryophyllum calycinum.— 
There is no difficulty in getting this to grow; 
the only objection is that it is nothing to look 

at when you have grown it, as it then some¬ 
what resembles the white-flowering “Winter” 
Begonia, only without tho flowers. Any leaf of 
Bryophyllum, if stuck edgeways near the rim 

of a flower-pot, filled with potting-soil and 

sparingly watered, will soon shoot out vigorously 
on one or both sides, just where the leaf enters 

the earth. The same trouble expended upon the 

White Begonia would give a far more satis¬ 

factory result; therefore, it is a pity to waste 
time and space on this tropical weed.—A. G. 

Butler. 

3l93.-SlUga In a greenhouse.—Turn two or three 
toads Into your greenhouse, and they will soon reduce the 
number of your sIuks lor you.—A. O. Butler. 

- Any application that might be applied 

to kill the slugs might also do injury to the 

Ferns. I should oertainly catch them and kill 
them. Place slices of Carrot* or Potatoes near 

the haunts of the slugs, and look over them two 

3128.—Alocasta sebrlna.—This Is a floe evergreen 
Species from the Philippine Islands and requires an abu U- 
anoe of heat and moisture all through the eeaion. You 
cannot dry this plant In the least without doing It an 
lojury.—J. Jarvis. 

8146.—The loo-plant —Meeembri’aothemum crystal- 
llnum la not so uselul for oarpetlng a bed. eepeoially of 
Tuberous Begonias, as M. eordlfollunl Varlegatum, as there 
are few better subjeots than this for the purpose. It ail 
depends upon the eiae of the tubers. If large, from a foot 
to 18 inohee apart would do, but leae If small.—C. T. 

3127.—Oraseula lyoopodoldea. -This Crassula 
should be io flower now. Two blossoms are in the axils of 
the upper leaves generally In great profusion, but so 
minute that they are beet seen with a magnilying-glaas. 
Prohably •• W. C. L.V plant has flowered, but not been 
notioed on aooount ol the site. Plants easily managed, 
beep drier In winter.—0. D. B. 

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS. 
Questions.—Quarts and annsers art inserted .n 

OAaniBuie free of charge If correspondents follow the rules 
kart laid down /or fAeir outdance. All communications 
for insertion should As tltarly and Concisely written on 
one tide of the povor only, and addressed to the Editor of 
OAmneauia, t7, Southampttmttrest, Covent -pardon, Lon¬ 
don. Lettm ton business should he sent Co t*o Punasant. 
Tke name and address of the sender are required in 
addition to ssnydeeignation he may dotirt to he need in 
the paper. When more than one query is sent, each 
should be on a separate piece of Vapor. Unanswered 
queries should be repeated. Correspondents should bear 
in mind that, as Gardestn* has to he sent to press ton%e 
time in odeanoe of date, they cannot always be replied to 
in the tone immediately following the receipt of their 
c immunisation!. 

Answers (which, with the eaoeptian of such at eannot 
well be elanMed, will he found in their diferent depart¬ 
ments) should always bear the number and title placed 
against the < .* — 
oblige us . 
observations permit, . 
ones. Condition!, soils, and means vary to inhnitely 
that several answers lo the tame question may often be 
wry useful, and those who reply would do well to mention 
the localities in which their experience is gained. Carres- 
pendents who refer to articles inserted in Qasanun 
should awntion Che number in which they appeared. 

wuId always tear ms numoer ana rtsee place a 
te query replied to, and our readers will greatly 

by advising, at far as their knowledge and 
me permit, the correspondents who seek assist- 

efficacious.—C. T. hours or so with a light after it is dark at night. 

- Your Euoharises are no dfcubt sufferi'o yCQrorfxamine the Carrots every morning, lira 

from the Eucharia-mite. There is AdHkU *m> WAk or ten day* every slug might, ^ 'OTotiirtd^ 

The mites work their way into the root* whei%_x-J. D. E 

3220. —Clematis Jackmanl.—Is It too late to out 
down this plant f The sboou have already started to grow. 
—T. J 

3221. —Plantains on a lawn.—Will someone please 
toll me the beet means lor getting rid of Plantains on a 
Grass Uwnf-SrAONA. 

3222. —Hot-bed.—In making up a hot-bed, if leaves 
are not to be had, may straw be ut,d Instead tor mixing 
with the manure 'I—K. U 

3223. —Tomatoes and Cucumber*.—Cao Toma- 
toes and Cucumbers be grown In the same greenhouse, 

site 27 test by 18 feet?—ft. Mason. 
8221. — Primulas for spring. — What sort of 

Primula seed should I buy, and when should It be town to 
bloom early next spring?—K. Mason. 

3226.—Grafting Rhododendrons.—Will someone 
kindly tell me bow and when to graft Rhododendrons, and 
on what stooks they should be grafted 7— A. B. 

3226. —Auricula seed.—When should I sow this? I 
have a greenhouse and bottom-heat. If it Is required. A 
few hint* on their oultura would oblige.—T. J. 

3227. —Agave*.—I am deal roue to form a oolleotlon of 
the beet Agaves. Will someone please oblige me with the 
names and description ol the very best varieties ?—Auave. 

3228. —Pruning Rose-trees.—Will someone kindly 
Inform me If I should cut baok Rose-trees to the third bud 
that were budded last year, or let them bloom first?— 
O. W. 

3229. —Gannas from seed.—Will someone kindly 
tall me If Ganna-seeds town now in heat will produce 
effective plants this year? How are they propagated?— 
IVTWRATH 

3230. —Cauliflower and Broccoll.-Wlll someone 
tell me If It Is possible to have a succession of these the 
whole year ; If so, what arc the best sorts, and when to 
plant?—Prince. 

8231.—Large-flowered Chrysanthemums.— 
Will someone kindly give me a list of about two dosen 
large-flowered varieties that do not grow higher than about 
6 feet?—G. I. P. 

3231—Trapa bicorn la —1 should be glad to know if 
the outer-horned shell of the bulb Traps bieorols Is part 
of the root, or whether it Is moulded and the bulb put 
Inside?-Mrs. R. 

8238.—Primulas for seed —will seeds of Primula 
blossoming now be itpe In time to sow again this season 7 
1 suppose they do not require fertilising like Begonias, 
do they?—IVYWRATU. 

234.—Pear "ZiOQlie Bonne of Jersey.”—I wish 
to know If Louise Bonos tie Jersey Pear is a good bearer 
and will do well In the north of Yorkshire ? Will strong or 
light lsnd suit It best?—Boko. B. 

8236.—Clematis ooerulea— Is Olemstls otnrules 
blue, ss Its name suggests, and to what site does It grow ? 
Having a bed of It planted this year, do not know what to 
arrange to grow with It?—Patdb-Gallb. 

8236.—Carnation OUttlngS —I have had a number 
of Carnation outtings sent me Irom Riviera, and 1 should 
be glad lo koow If they are likely to hlossjm this year, 
provided the cuttings strike.—Ivtmiatii. 

3237 -Oasterlas and Haworthlas —Will one of 
your oorrespondents kindly furnish me with the names 
and descriptions of ths best varieties of the above, as I am 
desirous to form soollectlon.—Gabtkria. 

Q i piffll+HtiUotrope on a wall.—I have a Urge plant I of Heliotrope which I want lo cover a wall lo an unheated 
oo lservaKirr.1 WouhClt be best to fresh pot It? If so. 
'what Is to. vest soli toe that purpose ? -Trousl’ sous. 
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3239 -Euphorbia*-—I shall (cel muoh obliged if ooe 
of your reader* will furnish me with the name* and descrip¬ 
tions of about twelve of the beet Euphorbias suitable 
for growing with Caoti in a greenhouse?— Ecpuorbiab. 

3240.—Clematis and Roses —Will someone kindly 
tell me if It is practicable to grow Roses in a bed of 
Clematis ? If so, the best kinds of eaob for affording a 
continuity of bloom throughout the season T—Clekatu. 

3211.—Paradise Apple stocks, Ac —will anyone 
kindly tell whether the Paradise Apple-stooks are raised 
from seed or outtiog*. and where 1 oould get them f 
Also if stocks on the Crab are raised the same way?— 
F. H. B. 

8242.—Shortla galaclfolla, Ac.— Will someone 
kindly tell me the soil and aspect most suitable for Shortla 
galaoifolia and Heuobera sanguines, and are both really 
quit* hardy? Locality, South Wales, near the sea.— 
W. H. J. 

3243.—Cuttle fish and plants.—I hare oollected 
piece* of cuttle-fish, washed up on the foreshore, whloh, 
when dried, can be made into powder. Will anyone kindly 
Inform me if cuttle le use for pot plants in a cold green¬ 
house and outdoor vine border ? 1* it equal to bone-dust ? 
—Burou. 

3244 —Making Asparagus bed.—I want to make 
an Asparagus bed. Which is the qulokest method, and 
how long will It bo before good oropscan be expected, and 
which are the best sorts to put in, and at what time ? I* 
it too late to put in Strawberries to fruit this rear well f 
Whloh are the best eorta for Carmarthenshire 7- Pay-db- 
Gallb. 

3246. —Classes of Chrysanthemums.-Would 
romeone kindly tell me of wbat olasees the following 
Chrysanthemums are, noting which are for summer 
flowering outside ? 1 oanoot find them Id eny catalogues 
I have. La Poets de Cbryeanthemes, Ume. Uufoeee. Ume. 
de Dubor, Ume. E. Lefort, Strathmeath, Lady Fitsmaurioe. 
—Fir*. 

3249.-An Asalea shedding Its buda-Should 
be glad of Information as to the reason why an Azalea 
indioa sheds its buds—e ten-yeer-old plent that bloomed 
splendidly until three years ago, and although I have 
purchased proper coil from nurseryman, sod started 
it In a greenhouse thet keepe " Geraniums " alive, fco., but 
not a flower ?— Fixed. 

3247. —Water Lilies from seed.—Are Water 
L'liee (White), easy to grow from seed: do they bloom 
seme or following year; at what depth shall they be 
planted ; and how and when? Whloh Is the best season 
to put in plants, and how should they be managed? Must 
the water be run off for the purpoee, and must the ground 
be prepared in any way ?—Pay-di-Q alls. 

3243. -Seeds of hardy perennials.—Whloh le the 
beet plan for sowing eeede of hardy perennials, Ac., out- 
of-doors? Will a covering of Uoee prevent evaporation 
and displacement by watering? I have a large variety to low 
this year, many for molet and shady situations, end 
naturalising, and am anxious for euoorss. In Ihe Qarden, 
page 38, sandstone grit le recommended, but thet I heve 
not got.—Pay-db-Oallr. 

3249.— Grubs and Perns —Would anyone kindly 
tell me what a white grub, with smell brown bead, some¬ 
thing like an enlarged maggot Is? On repotting my 
Mslden-hair Ferns, I found a dozen or more in several of 
the pots. I destroyed all I oould see, and repotted, bat 
there may be germs left In the orowni of the Ferns. 
Oould I destroy these? And le there anything I oould use 
with the pottlng-eoil to kill possible existing grubs?— 
P. U. II. 

3260.—Growing Roses In pots.—Would someone 
give a beginner a few hint! as to the treatment required 
for growing Roses In pots In en unheated greenhouse ? I 
heve Just received six Roses from the growers; they ere all 
In 6-inch pots and are apperently aulte young plants. 
May flowers be looked for thle yearf Do they require 
pruning or manuring or muoh water? Must they be put 
out-of door* in the summer, end. If so, sre they to be 
turned out of their pot*?—Iokoraiii'S. 

3I6L—A town back yard-—A few hints on the 
ben mesne of improving a town back-yard with high walls 
will be appreciated? In my oaee the main wall available 
for cultivation faces the north, and ie about 10 feet in 
height. I have tried tall Nasturtiums with very moderate 
success, probably on account of the absence of eunehine 
and wet bottom. Wbat are the most likely plants or 
flowers to thrive, either ollmbers or otherwise? Would 
I vy grow well without son ? If I made a rookery along the 
foot, would White Rook prove a satisfactory permanent 
grower?—H. 8. R. 

3262.—Growing Ferns.—Will someone kindly oblige 
me with e few details as to the management of a house 
devoted to the growth of Kerne? The house In question is 
shout 3 feet square, glazed with rolled plate glass, care 
fully prepared and punted with varieties of Adlantums, 
liavalliss, Polystlohums, Belaginellas, An. Du* provision 
hss been made for heating, by whloh It Is possible to 
maintain a temperature of 70dess. Fahr., if neoeeeary, and 
precaution is also taken to provide e damp atmosphere by 
mesne of tro'ighs placed upon the heating pipes. Yet 
certainly something le wanted, as the new fronds on 
developing gradually become discoloured. In destroying 
snails ana other vermin, o( what strength may a deoootion 
of Quassia-chips be used ? For Instance, what quantity 
should be boiled, eay with one gallon ol water?-A Lover 
or Feins. 

3258.—Roms under trlasa.—Would •• P. u.," or 
anyone else, kindly advise me as to the treatment of the 
following Roses 1 have planted out In the border of a oold 
house ? Kinds are Cbeehunt Hybrid and Qloire de Dijon. 
The Qlotree were taken from the open : the Cheabunt 
H> bride were bought in pots end turned oat. All were 
planted last November. The thoots of the bushes ere tost 
long enough to be an inoh or two above the staging. 
What I want to know is must I train the shooU straight up 
or bend them tideways, and try to get them to break at a 
strong sye? If I bend them sideways they will be below 
the level of the stage, and, of course, cannot get very 

8264.—Carnations for market —I am thinking 
of erectiog a cheap bouse to grow Souvenir de la Mel- 
m si son Carnations for market. I have a practical know¬ 
ledge as a private grower, but I want some good growers' 
edvloe how to produce them in quantities for market. 
What Is the best shape and size of house for growing out 
blooms? What aspect? What beat required? Whloh is 
the best way and best time to start? Would it be best to 
buy large plants in July and layer them, or purchase young 
•took now ? Wbat are the best size pots to grow them in, 
and the periods of potting ?—Carbatioe. 

3?65.—Forcing Rhubarb and Seakale —I bad 
twelve stools of each, and in November I prepared and got 
a lot of ashes and covered them about 4 inches deep, and 
1 covered the Seakale with stable-manure, and mixed it 
with leavee. I cut three doxen December 22nd last, and 
It was exquisite in flavour and size. The Rhubarb I 
ooverad with 26-inoh pots and covered it with stable- 
manure, and the Bret I out was December 15th, aod It was 
Ifl Inches by 1 Inoh. I have taken off SJO doxen up to 
date. Could I obtain It sooner than the date mentioned ? 
If so, any information will be thankfully received.— 
Oardsner. 

3268.—Plants on the back wall of a vinery. 
—I should be glad of a few bints aa to the plante most 
suitable for covering tbe beck well of a lean-to vinery, 
30 feet by 12 feet, faoiog S.W. The roof baa a sharp Btch, leaving the wall 16 feet high. The Vine* (Black 

amburgb) are three years old and flve In number, started 
naturally, aDd the house Is quite oold In winter, but well 
heated In summer. There is a good border, > feet wide 
by 18 inchee deep, inside baok wall. I had thought ol 
planting a Marshal Nlel Rose at south end, aad a Lapa- 
gerla or Passion-flower at north end, with a few strong 
Fuchsias between these. Would these be suitable, or will 
someone pleaae suggest something better ?—IIuddere- 
FIELD. 

3267.—Water plants.—I ehell be glad to know names 
end culture of herdy plants for edge of water to make a 
show of oolour and plants whloh will grow in shady places 
or under trees, as I have muoh shady grass lo my garden 
and under high trees, where I should like to plaoe showy 
flowers, also in part of my garden where at some time 
rubbish has been thrown, end which ie now oovered with 
Ores* end Nettle*—8nowdrops coming up in profusion et 
this time of year. The Nettles and other ooarso-growing 
weeds ere allowed to remain, as they make ooeer for tbe 
pheasants, but I think something might be done to 
improve so unsightly a place, as It le near the house. I 
should be most grateful for ssslstenoe in these matters, 
wishing to beeutlfy s garden es qulokly ae poteible, whloh 
has hardly anything in it. Buying plants on e large eoele 
is so very expensive, though 1 have already put In a 
quantity of hardy herbaoeous plants to get flowers this 
year. — Pay-dk 0 all*. Carmarthenshire. 

3258 —Growing Chrysanthemums.—I wish to 
grow the following Chrysanthemum*, so that none shall be 
more then 4 feet 6 inches high. Which plants shell I out 
down In May, end whloh varieties, if allowed to grow 
without cutting down, do not reach or exceed thc'glven 
height? I only want three or four bloom* to each plant. 
Will the blooms from out-down plante be so fit for show aa 
those from plent* not to treated, but allowed to grow 
without cutting down ? Is there much difference In the 
size of the blooms from out-down plants and those not out 
down ? My varieties ere : Etolle de Lyon, Bertler Reo- 
datler, Source d’Or, L'Adorable, Florence Peroy, Edouard 
Audlguler, Stanstead White, 8unflower, Ada Spalding, 
Val d'Andorre, Mrs. F. Jameson, Comte de Germlny, 
Mons. Bernard, Jeanne Deleaux, Sunset, Louis Bcohmer, 
Avalanohe, Vlvland Morel, Lord Aloeeter, Empress India, 
W. H. LlnoolD. Violet Rose, Mme. O. Audlguler, Belle 
Paule, Edwin Molyneux, Mrs. J. Wright, Lady Belborne, 
Mr. O. Orohard, Alphsua Hardy.—Antilof*. 

possible that your friend could have so rtoeived this plant, 
unless It bad been taken out to that oountry lo the first 
plaoe, because It Is a form which was raised by hybridisa¬ 
tion in this country some years ago, and not likely to 
occur there. It must be e plant that had fret put amongst 
some that your friend had received Irom that land, or he 
has given you this ooe in, or something must have hap¬ 
pened in a similar manner. It is not possible to Import 
this English garden hybrid.—M. B. 

8284.—Ferns in bad oondltlon.—B. T. says ; “ I 
have just taken to a plaoe, in whloh there are two 
fernenee, but the inmates are In a wretched oondllion.” 
To this I would say, now is just the time to take to It, and 
if you treat the plants properly you have a splendid 
opportunity to distinguish yourself by showing an im¬ 
provement. You may get ready for repotting, and do It 
whenever you like. The sooner the better ; but In doing 
this be sore you drain the pots well. Good drainage 
enables one to give water more freely, end without incur¬ 
ring any risk. This i* just tbe time I should like to take 
to e plaoe that had been neglected.—J. J. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 
Any communications respecting plants or fruits 

sent to name should always accompany the parcel, which 
should be, addressed to the Ediyor or Gardenino Illus¬ 
trated, 37, Southampton-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Names of Plants.—Sydney.—1. Oypripedium bar- 
batum ; 2, O. villosurn ; 8, 0. Boxalll (all very good varie 
tie*); 4, Lyoaste Measureslaoum. Tbe Omlogyn* bulb Is 
not of muoh value, and we do not know how to advise you 
without seeing tbe plants.-C. Earl.—I, Adlantum 
aesimile ; 2, Aeplenium Hookerianum.-B. P., Bristol. 
—1, Adlantum ounsatum ; 2, Looks like en Eranthemum, 
too eorappy ; 3, Dendroblum, cannot name ; 4, Dendroblum 
Fslooneri ; 5, Too eorappy ; 7, A form of No. 1, should 
like to eee it again.-Ontcard.— 1, Nepbrolepls pectinate ; 
2, Pterie serrulata ; 3, Pteri* oretica albo-lineata ; 4, Adlan¬ 
tum ouneatum; 6, Asparagus plumosu*; 8, Bebglnelia 
pubeecens ; 7, Adlantum macrophyllum ; Pterls serrulata 
orlstata.-Overt sum.—1, Dickaonla fibrosa; 2, Oyathea 
deal bate ; 8, Pterie argyrea ; 4, Ooprosma Baueriana varie- 
gata ; 6, Selagtneila diahotoma ; 8, Belaginella pubeecens. 
-T. H.—l, Acacia grandle; 2, Apparently A. divari¬ 
cate. Probably pruning would be the best plan.-C.K. 
—Sklmmla Japonlca. 

To l 

much light, and, in consequence, might break v/ry week. 'r. a 
1 would like to get new w»J, is 1 think Ihl pt'stntl fro i 
wpod will never amount to ipuch.—JtOHfl. V—* v-v ,y0. 

the following queries brief editorial replies 
are given ; but readers are invited to give further 
answers should they be able lo ojer additional 
advice on the various subjects. 

8269. — Odontoglossnra Rossi majas (J■ R. 
Letter).—Your plant ooming into flower now Is quite 
seasonable, and It will last In flower a long time If you do 
not give it liquid-manure. You, growing Orchid* In a 
window, should by no means think of using liquid-manure. 
—M. B. 

8200.—Begonia ' roots eaten (Momeura)-The 
roots ere badly infested with the grub* of e weevil. These 
should be carefully destroyed, In order to prevent further 
misohief. The leaf-mould may have oontamed something 
that wa* Infected with them previously, and have thu* 
oeused the raisohlc! to become Inteneiflrd. You should 
oarefully search for these pests and kill them ; that I* the 
only way to get dear of them.—J. Jarvis. 

3261.—Adlantums dying ofT.—B. C. asks If this 
is necessary. A frisnd has told her thet It is so, end that 
all the fronds should be cut ewey at thle time. No; you 
treat this edvloe with indlfferenoe. Many people do dry 
off the A. ouoeatume, and get e batch of new fronds every 
year ; hut to treat all the family eo is a very great mistake. 
Ye*, pot them and out away any old fronds or pieces; this 
Is far easier done now than wbeD the young fronds era 
partly grown. You must name the kinds of Adlantums 
you have before I can offer you advice aa to temperature. 
—J. Jarvis. 

82fl2.-Oyprlp«dlain concolor (B. C. Amateur). 
—This seems to be the specie* to whloh the leal seat 
belongs, but It is not a very fine on* to judge by. The 
plant oomte Irom warm pasta of Burmab, growing upon 
limestone rocks. To grow It well under cultivation 1* a 
feat whloh has never yet been accomplished ; but where I 
heve seen It doing best it has been potted in a mixture of 
light, turfy loam and leaf-mould, with the addition of some 
pieces of limestone in the soil, and with tbe drainage 
material entirely composed of the last named substance ; 
give it plenty of beet and moisture, and let me know how 
you succeed.—M. B. 

8m- Dendroblum Leechianuin.-C. Hirbrook 
irwtlon lo me eaye he has reoeivcfl thin plant 
l, who got it from Burmah two year* sgo. 
nt does it require? Now, J do nol think It 

Catalogues received.—Florists- Flowers. Hr. 
John Forbes, Hawiok, Soot!and.-(general Catalogue. 
Messrs. Ellwsnger A Bsrry, Mount Hope Nurseries, 
Rochester, New York.-Farm Seeds, Ac. Messrs. Little 
A Hallantyne, Carlisle.-Shout and other Pelargoniums. 
Messrs. J. R. Pearson A Sons, Chllwsll Nurseries, NotUng- 
ham.-Bone and Special Manures, Ac. Messrs. Prootor 
A Rylands, Carrs-fane, Birmingham.-Farm Seeds. 
Messrs. Little A Hallantyne, Carlisle. 

B2SBS. 

SEASONABLE NOTES. . 

Colonies being in possession of a fair supply of 

food usually begin to rear broods as early in the 
season as the latter part of January or early in 

February. A small patch of brood at first 
appears in the centre of the cluster of Bees, this 

patch is enlarged and small circles of brood 
appear on the next adjoining combs, and spread 

gradually as the season advances, according to 

the streDgh of the hive, until it fills tho cells not 
occupied by honey and pollen. The chief point 

to be kept in view in order to make Bee-keeping 
a success is to have stocks alway strong ; this is 
accomplished by means of stimulative feeding 

and spreading the brood at the right time. 

Feeding.—The time for commencing feeding 
depends maoh upon the state of the weather, 

but on a fine mild day at the ond of February or 
the beginning of March tho hive should be ex¬ 

amined in order to ascertain its condition in res¬ 

pect to stores on hand and what amount of brood 
roaring is going on. By uncapping some of the 

honey cells thoBees will thereby be stimulated to 
continue brood-raising with greater vigour. 
Should the hive ho found short of stores at this 

examination Barley-sugar may be supplied, and 

syrup later on, for when the weather is cold and 
the Bees not flying, they will take Barley-sugar 

oroandy in preference to syrup. Pea-flour is 
used largely in tho rearing of the brood if sup¬ 

plied to tho hive, either in the form of Pea-cake 

or by sprinkling it on shavings or anything of 
the kind, placed in a box, pan, or skep near the 

hive, from which the Bees will eagerly gather it 
on bright, warm days. Mnch water is used by 

the Bees in tbs spring in preparing food for the 
young grubs. A pan of water, having floats of 

Cork or small pieces of wood in it for the Bees 

to alight upon, placed near tbe hive will be of 
great service, and save mnoh Bee life in rough, 

windy weather, as in the breeding season Bees 
will venture out long distances in search of 

water. By careful feeing and spreading of the 
brood the apiarian is enabled to get tho hive full 

of Bees to take fnll advantage of the honey har¬ 

vest when it arrives. In those places where the 
maia-orop'of honey is from fruit-blossoms, it is, 

^fff, ipecjjs^ajrjy] (§ b<> ^>t|iier in stimulative 
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feeding than in those districts where White 

Clover, Limes, or Heather are the chief sources 
of supply. 

Brood-spreading.—Except in the hands of 
experienced Bee-keepers, brood-spreading is a 
somewhat risky operation, for should the nights 

prove cold when there is brood on the outside 
combs and there are not great numbers of Bees 

in'the hive, those on the outside combs will 
crowd to tho centre for warmth, leaving the 

brood uncovered, which will, in consequence, 
become chilled, trouble, loss, and failure being 
tho result. In the operation of brood-spreading 

tho hive is contracted by means of the division- 
boards, so that the space occupied shall be 

crowded with Bees. When there is brood on 
three combs, the honey-cells of the comb con¬ 
taining least brood are uncapped, and the comb 

placed between the other two. The hives are 
examined once a week, and other oombs con¬ 

taining least brood have the honey uncapped 
and are placed in the midst of the brood-ucst. 
This is continued until all the combs, except the 

two outside ones are, full of brood. As this 
hatches out tho division-board is rtiovod back, 

and a frame of empty comb is inserted in tho 
middle of tho hive, and this is repeated as often 
as tho last one introduced is iillod with brood, 

(lontle feeding is carried on during tho time 
that brood-spreading is going on if tho hive is 

not well stored with honey. It is well to note 
that it takes about six weeks to work up the 

population of a hivo to suttioient strength to 
secure full advantage of theoarly houoy harvest. 
Hives must be well protected from cold, and 

more especially is this necessary when brood- 
spreading is being carried on. 

Food.—Syrup is made by dissolving white 
lump cane sugar in tho proportion of 10 lb. to 
7 pints of water, with the addition of' 1 ox. of 

salt and 1 ox. of vinegar, and boiling for a few 
minutes. There are many kinds of feeders for 
supplying the syrup to the hivo, one of tho 

simplest being a wido-mouthed bottle, which 
after boiug filled with syrup is inserted over a 

vulcanite stago, which is so perforated that the 
bottle covers one or more holes, allowing the 
Bees to tako tho Byrup slowly or quickly. Candy 

is made by adding 1 pint of water and a tea- 
spoonful of cream of tartar to (i lb. of white 
cane sugar. This is put into an enamelled 

saucepan and placed over tho fire and stirred to 

dissolve tho sugar, which is melted boforo boil¬ 
ing commences. When it comes to the boiling Coint tho stirring is discontinued and the boiling 

opt up until it is of tho proper consiatonco. As 

soon as it is taken off tho fire I lb. of Pea-flour 
is stirred into it if flour-oandv is required for 
stimulative feeding. It is then pourod into 

saucers or moulds to cool. It can also bo poured 
into frames laid on a piece of paper on a flat 

board. In this form it is very handy for insert¬ 
ing in the hive. S. S. G., fiarfotone. 

BIRDS. 

8265—Macaw pulling Its feathers.—My Macaw 
Is ptilllmr out her feathers bully. Sno is suffering, I 

think, from Uhristmu exoesses; hut Is generally fed 
plainly on grain and water—Sosiik.x. 

3103 —Treatment of a Parrot —I should feel very 
grateful to " Demiting " or “ A 0. Butler" If they could 

give me advice on the following <|Uorv: I have a very 
valuable Hanot, and since the 15th of this month she has 

hardly been able to put her right claw to the perch. On 
the 18th she had a bath. I suppose she hurt it in some 

way or other then, as It was all right before that. She is 
very tame, and 1 can do anything 1 choose with her. The 

claw is in no way swollon, but she turns it In under 
her wing as if In great pain. Should the nails be cut the 
same as a Canary 's? i might stato the Parrot Is quite 
well in bvery other respeot, and seems Just as talkatlvo 
and cheerful as ever. 

3207.-Sudden death of Canaries.—What is the 

probable cause of the sudden death of my Canaries? A 
mule which was kept in a sitting-room was found dead the 
other day. Its food was Canary and Rape-seed, but for a 
fortnight it hail had about a dozen Hemp-seeds per dav, 

partly because it had had a slight oald, and partly to teach 
it tricks. It had quite recovered from the cold appareutly. 
Hung in the window, but was removed at night to table. 

Was allowed to fly about the room. No gas was burnt In 
tho room. This Is the second bird that has died in the 

same way.—W. Goodwin. 
3208—Bullfinch losing Its feathers—I have a 

Bullfinch, whose head has been quite bars for about two 

months. It is kept iu a large cage with othor British 
Finches, two of which have lost some of the feathers from 
their necks, and do not appear to he growing any more. I 
give a mixture of Canary and Rapo-seed, with a little 
Hemp, Millet, and logo. 1 should be very much obliged if 

somebody would tell me wbat this is caused by and how to 
cure it?—Bum,risen. 

3269.—Java Sparrow—Will anyone kipdtyatell me 
whit to do for my Java Upurow ? His head if quilt? JfBM 

but the rest ol his feathers1 hie till I rijjhll, J.ROo 

POULTRY & RABBITS. 

3270—A poultry-house. — Will someone kindly 
advise me as to the best description of poultry-house ? I 
have 20 fowls, also keep chickens for tho use of our own 

table (about 26). Of whatdimeusions should poultry-houso 
be, also the run ? Are movable ones mode of wood to be 
recommended? Must they not be cold and difficult to 
keep wholesome and clean?—A Bkoikkkk. 

3101.—Fowls losing their feathers.— 
The fowls arc like many others which are kept 
in confinement, addicted to tho habit of 

feather-eating. It is not possiblo to rocoinmcnd 
a euro which shall prove effectual iu all cases, 
but a simple one is to cut the odge of the upper 

beak of the fowl, This prevents it taking a firm 

hold of the feather, and so it gives up the habit 
in disgust. Thore is no difficulty in cutting 
the lyeak. All that is necessary is to use a sharp 
pocket-knife, and cut away the hard edge. 

Don’t cut into the quick, and it is not necessary 

to cut the lower half of the beak. This does not 
interfere in the least with the fowl’s eating, nor 
is it easy to distinguish at the first glance a fowl 

which lias been thus treated. I mention this 
to show that a bird is not inado unsightly by 
the cutting as many may suppose, nor does it 

endure any discomfort by the mutilation. 1 

know of no othor cure. I believe the habit to 
bo taken up through lack of occupation ; it 
may also arise through tho non-supply of green 

food and water. Fowls at liberty rarely, if 
over, tako to the habit, and generally discon¬ 

tinue the praotioo ou beiug liberated from a 
confined run.—Doubting. 

3110— Inaecta in pottlng-soll—Th« insects you 
find in your potUng-soil are, 1 expect from your descrip¬ 

tion* which, however, ia very meagre, one of the many 
epeaiea of Springtaila (Llpura aiubulaus). This species, 
however, has no springing apparatus. You cannot do 

better than bake the aou, nolens you could place it 
where the email birds could pick It over.—O. 8. 3. 

TTOOPER'S Grand Strain of PANSIES.- 
AA Awarded upward of 5) medals. Sood saved from 1.090 
choice exhibition named varieties, In. and 2s. 6d. per packet, 
freeforoaxh.-r\- HOOPER, Pansy Grower, Bath. 

SPECIAL CHEAP OFFER.-6 Geraniums, 0 
ew Kiiohelas. C Double Ivy Geraniums, 3 Freuoh Lavender, 
3 Heliotropes, Ht., ffoo.—A. TOM KIN, Florist, Hidcup, 
Kent. 

■DOSES ! ROSES ! ROSES 1—40,000 to select 
Ab fmm. purchaser's selection, 5j. lid. doe.; 6 for Ss. ; 12 
Chrysanthemums, show and other lies' rare,. 2s. 6 double 
Petunias, 2s 0 bountiful Maiden hair Ferns, 2n. 100 Lovely 
fronds 2s 8d„ ear, paid.—WRBN AGO., Ksynsham.Bristol. 

Scotch 
they will 

being the 

POTATOES.—The Excel All, a new £ 
A variety, Every grower should try thorn, its Hi 
shortly become Uio leading Potato in the world, licl_ _ 
largest oroppor, disease resisting, end capital quail!y. Cash 
with order. Btooc, 3s—Apply W. BARNARD, Bolton 
Percy, Leeds.___ _ 

FERNS, all hardy.— Oiwoptaria, I’olystiahum, 
virido, rlgida, Oak, Beech, annuls, ho., 15, dlninct, 

In,Gd.: 20 oxtra largo rookery rods, 2s. 6d ; 50. 5n. ; 100, 9s., 
correctly narntl, free.-J. HARRISON, FalLslds, KudaL 

(TERANIUM8.—Well-rooted antumn cuttings, 
V carriage paid by 1‘orocl Poat for oaah with order. Scarlet 
Vesuvius. Is. 3d. dozen : 7s. 100. Hcory Jnooby, dark 
Crimson, 2s. dozen : 12s. 100. John Gibbons, 2s dozen. I si 
Cygne, double white, and F. V. Itanpait, double scarlet. 2s. 
dozen. Master Christine, pink, Is. 8d. dozen; 10j. 100— 
CIIAKLES FRENCH. Knbcrlxbridge, Sussex. 

fyi) BE SOLD.—A Urge quantity of Cudogyne 
A oristntn, well grown, with numorous bloom spikos— 
Trustees lato J. STEVENSON, Timperloy, Cheshire. 

DKGONIAS.—A choioe lotof double flowering 
A* tubers, second year's growth, from the best strain In 
England. Choice mixed oolonr*. 25«. per 100; 16s. per 60; 
Is. per dozen, post free.— JOHN FARMER, Florist, 
Stanhope-streot, Hereford._ 

(TARNATIONS, 1 doz., 3i. Gd., including Pens- 
hur«t, llftljy. KeynoUIn Hole. kc. Dble. Prim rone*, VI«frlx»- 

oooun rianm,nhcap. Liatfrrw —HOPKINS. Merc, Kmitoforcj, 

Devon a Cornwall rookery ferns, 

including Osniundu, 60, 3*.; 100, Ss.; oxtra large, 
100,7s. OsmnnJa regails, 6, 2s., 12, 3«. 8d. Primrose plants, 
50, Is. 6d.; 100 2s. 6<L ; extra largo. 100, 4s.; all free.— 
BROWN, Brookador. Kltigskorvwell, Devon 

TV/TARGUERITE8, yoUow or white, Fuchsias, 
A’A single and double. Dosgrango Chrysanthemums, 
Is, 6s doz.: 100. Primroses, Is. 3d. 100; 5s. 500, delivered. 
—WILLIAMS, Fulking. Reeding, Sussex._ 

P ARE BLUE EVER. l’EA, 2, Is. 8.1; 12 
Av r.J, Is Gd Crown Imperial, B, Zs. 9d. Czar Violets, 
Is. 3d.; grand Auriculas, 2s. 6d.; Carnations. 3s. 6d.: Cutn- 
paculs&Sx. Bd. doz . free. —Mr. LANE, Bydenham. Belfast. 

V 40 Lettuce, 20' Oahhuge, 10 ltod, lot. fruu. Is. Gd. 500 
Tripoli Oniou-plants free. 2s. Gd. Wnlittower-plants, 100, 
free. La. Gd—J. DtTCKKlt, Haxcy. ltawtry. 

1 LARGE PALM "In Gak-tub (Chanimrops 
A Fortnnoi), 7 ft. high, 6 feet 6 in. through, 2 Ferns in pels, 
1 Blecboum Brasilienso, stem 20 laches, l Davallla. G ft. 
through, to be sold for want of room.—Apply GARDENER, 
Horrleod Hall. Norwich._ __ 

VIC a splendid lot of GA LCEO LA R [A 
\S. 12. Is. 3d., froo: 21, froo, 2s. Good stuff— 

3, West Hidden, Rugby. 0 N IV E R 

CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, 
and PINKS. 

■RITE have pleasure in offering the following 
strong, well-rooted plants, securely packed, and for¬ 

ward <vl per Parcel Post or rail free to any address on receipt 
of stamp* or F.O.O. Per dor.—s. d. 

CA.R3VA.TIONTS - 
OLOIRK DE NANCY, pare white CIovo .. ..4 0 
MRS. MUIR, a grand dower.6 0 
PURITY or SALISBURY .5 0 
TRUK OLD CRIMSON CLOVE .3 6 
MIXED BORDER, in a great variety of colours .. 4 0 
Canine named varieties.7 6 
MRS. REYNOLDS HOLB. terra-cotta .. ..B0 

PXOOTI1BS, 
Choioe named varieties .. aa ,, ,. .. 7 G 

MRS. J. M. WELSH, much suporior toMrs. Bio kins 4 0 
MK8. PETTIFKR, dark looed variety.3 0 
ALICE LEE. white mule. ..36 
ASOOT PINK, dark centre .3 B 
MRS. 8INK1N8, pure while . ..JO 

STRAWBERRIES.—J-NO. RUSKIN(new), strong, 
transplanted runners, per 100, 7s. 6d. 

PYRETHRUMS.—XOUBLK, In named varieties, 
strong, per dozen, 4s. 

EXHIBITION GLADIOLUS. 
12 Chpico named varieties, including AFRICAN, roddish- 

hrowu, while blotch, a gtoat novelty; MARIK CHRIHriNK, 
white, tinted rose, enormous lloivurs; CON'f.UEH ANT, very 
brilliant carmine, white band; It AYON D'Oit, yellow flaked, 
rosy purple; GRAND ML AH, delicate lilae. distinct colour, 
Ac., ko , poat free for Gs. SPLENDID MIXED, 2s. 6d. per 
dezou, las. per 100. 

BRUNNING & CO., 
SEED MERCHANTS AND NURSERYMEN, 

3, REGENT 8T-, GT. YARMOUTH. 

DAHLlAS”A SPECIALITY. 
HUMPHRIES' First Prize varieties, which 

AA have been awarded First Prizos at all the large shows In 
England, Including Crystal l'alaeo, Newcastle, Brighton, 
Bath, (to. Grand pot mots lor propagating, 4a. Bd , 6s , and 
9i. per dozen, in Show, Pompon*, or Caotiis. Carnage paid. 
Catalogue gratia—HUMPHRIES K.R.H.8., Nurseryman, 
Chippenham. 

CHEAP AND STRONC PLANTS. 
12 Begonias, tubers, mixed oolours, single .. ..2s 6d 
12 Begonias, tubers, to ooiour, extra large, for ex¬ 

hibition .Gs. Od. 
12 Geraniums, splendid inimod varieties . .. .. 2s. Bd. 
12 Geraniums, Vesuvius, scarlet .. ., .. ., Is 3d. 
12 Geraniums. Jacoby's best crimson .. .. Is. 9il. 
12 Geraniums, whito, la. Bd.; 12 ilaat-'r Christum .. Is. Bd. 
12 Geraniums, gold-leaf. 2*. ; 12 Holiotrono .. .. 2a. Od. 
12 Calceolaria, Golden Gem, li. 3d,; per 10J .. .. Bs. Od. 
1^ Harrison's Musk.U. 3d. 

All carriage paid. 

HUMPHRIES, Nurseryman, CHIPPENHAM. 

1 Gflf) AUHIMKNK8 Given Away; fi with 
AjUV-'l-' ovory i„. M order: 12, in 6 named sorts,1 with 
every 2s. Bd. order (or clouts or seeds Irani this udrt. (or ono 
week - TURNER. Lydmio. Liverpool 

(YATALOQUES, as usual, free. —12 largo 
v/ packets annuals, la. 3d. and 2s. 6d. 12 large paekots 
perennials, la. 3d. and 2a. 6d. All sorts of Vegetable Bccda 
suppliod, Id. to Od. packet.__ 

nUTTINGS, fld. doz.—Abutilous, Roses, 1 ft. 
v/ long, Plumbago eopcnsls, 2 large Vullolvs, Is. 3d.; I 
oxtra large Amaryllis, 1«. 3d.: 11 large Cinerarl in, la. 3tl 

T AKGE BOX FLOWERS, Is. 3d. 2 H.l*. 
AJ Roses, 1*. 3d. Roodlitig Carnations, Pansies. Wall- 
Mowers. Tomatoes. 26. Is. 3d., free —TURNER. I.ydlate.__ 

pENNiT" Fuchsias, Calceolarias, Musk, Gor- 
A aniuma, Marguerite*. Ferns, Veronicas, Kaloeanlhes, 
Coilas, Chrys, 12,1a. 3d. ; cuttings. 25, Is. 3d,, froo. Named. SEEDS.—-2d. pocket; sample doz., Is. 3d., 

freo; larger, 3«. doz. Oloxlnia, Cyclamen. Primula, 
Cineraria. Begonia (alngle and double). Fl us elaslioa. Gera¬ 
niums, .Scarlet Tom Tnumb. Colons. Heliotrope, Petunias, 
Musk. Tomatoes (red and yellow), Cueumlier.i (Frame Telo- Srnph, So.), Outdoor Gherkins. Asters. Stock, Canna. Castor 

ils, Wallflowers, Lobelia, Emperor William, Dblo. Dahlias, 
Pyrnthruin, Marguerite Mlmulue, I'anton, PIMox Draui- 
mondl. Passion Flo vers .C lekscouib, Pansies, Hollyhock, 
Balsams. Melons All guaranteed uew seeds. Exhibition aohimknki in 10 uamod 

sorts, 12, Is. Sd.; mixed. 18, Is. 3d. Melon seed. Tho 
Countess, 25 seeds, fid. Named Chrys . 12, Is. 3d.; unnamed, 
25, Is.3d., froe.—TURNER, Lydiato, Liverpool. 

(CHRYSANTHEMUM SEED JAPANESE 
VI (Amerieau), 2s. Ou. pkt.; do, (English saved), Inc. Jap , 
Antsm., &o.. mixed, 2s. Bd pkt. Begonia, Imperialglantetraln, 
single, Is.; double, Is, Bd. pkt. Primula, Imperial strain, 12 
colours, single, Is : double, la. 6d. pkt. Cyclamen, giant strain, 
mixed or separate colours, la. pkt. Tomato 1’ondorosa, 
largest on earth, 2—3 ID., Gd. pkt. The Colic tiou, largo 
paekots, 10s.; half paokels, 5a.—JR. GIVEN. F.K II.8., Floral 
Kuraery. Maidenhead. _ 

hHRYBANTHEMUM8.—KOBERT OWEN, 
VJ F.R.H.8.. Floral Nursery. Maidenhood, Inqiortor, ltaiaar, 
and Orowor of New and Choiou Chrysanthemum*. Tno 
hugest and best OoUeolion in Europe. Awarded 200 First- 
elass Certillcatrs and 10 Medals. Illastrated, Descriptive, 
and Prioed Catalogu- a tree (with Culture. 2L)._ 

(TER ANTU MS, autumu-rootetl cuttings.— 
Hcarlet Vo.uvlus, Is. 3d. doz.: 7s. 100. Mme. Thibaut 

(pink) and Whit* Vesuvius, la Gd. doz.: Ss. 100. Crystal 
Palaoe Gem, Is lOd. doz,: ltw. 100. Henry Jacoby (dark 
fcrim.ion),' r'. i ilin (brniuo), 2a. doz.; 15s. 100. West Brighton 
Gent, Is. Bn. dnz 1 Kr 100. pmt free f l- ctxli.— JAMES 
^aptjTO0 p ^ortsbridge, Sussex. 
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A*s'<»  21 
Apple-stocks, PariuVso .. 21 
Applc-tre**, o»nkir in .. 25 
ArMtolochiss .. ..22 
A«pira«u« bed.makiuKiu 26 
Auricula seed .. ..27 
AulciiahedtliDg lUbilflu, 
*n. 22 

Bud i. Iioirds by lha >1 of IV 
Begonias manure for .. 20 
Bafoalta, Tuberous, for 

a window.20 
BoU-llowurw, White (Cam- 
ptouls).21 
Birds.27 
llryophylia cal>*cinuin .. 23 
C'anuM tram rood . .. 18 
Carnation cutting! .. 22 

Carnation! hurtling .. 21 
Carnation! for market 21 
Cauliflower and Broccoli 26 
Celory, Turnip-rooted .. 26 
Cherric! and their cul¬ 
ture.25 

Chryiantbonumi culturo, 
seasonable notes on .. 15 

Ohryaanthomumn, classes 
of. .. 16 

Chryunthemuma, grow¬ 
ing ..15 

Chrysanthemums, largo- 
flowered .15 

Clomatia Jaokmani .. 17 
Conservatory .. .. 16 
Cyperua alternifoliua, cul¬ 

ture of.22 

Cyclamen!, treatment of 
Dendrolilum Findleys • 

nuui . 
Fenoe, barbed-wired 
Kama, growing 
Ferns, grubs and .. 
Ferns, hardy 
Fernery, a beautiful 
Forcing-house .. .. 
Forget-me-not .. 
Fruit garden 
Harden, a small . 
uarden, a town back 
Harden work .. 
Gras*, a rare 
Greenhouse flue ,. .. 
Groonhouse, unhoated .. 
llellotropj on a wall .. 

Hot-bed . 
India-rubber-plants 
Leaf-mould.. 
Liloca, foromg .. .. 
Lilies, Water, from soed 
Oleander not floweriug.. 
Ouoidlum Phal.unopsla .. 
Outdoor garden .. 
Pear Louise Bonne of 

Jersey . 
Perennial*, hardy, iceds 

of .. 
1'inka, oultoro of .. 
Pita, oold. 
Plantains on a lawn 
Plants from seed 
Plant! on the back wall 

of a rlnery 

Plum, Chinese, double- 
flowered.17 

Pol aloes, seed ., .. 26 
Primulas for spring .. 22 
Primulas from need .. 22 
Questions and answors .. 28 
Rhododendrons, grafting 17 
Rhododendrons, grsen - 

house .23 
Komneya Coulter! .. 21 
Roses and Clomatia .. 18 
Roses, Christina!, culture 
of.25 

Roses, climbing. In a con¬ 
servatory in the Isle of 
Wight .18 

Roses in pola, growing .. 18 
Roses—seasonable notoe 18 

Roses undor glaSJ,. 
Koao-trees, pruning 
■Saooolabiuuj gisauteuui,. 
Shortia galocifolis 
Shrubs for forcing, beat.. 
Slugs In a greenhouse .. 
Stove . 
Tomatoes and Cunumhers 
Town garden, work in the 
Traps bicornis 
Vegetable garden.. 
Vegetable Harrows 
Violets for autumn and 

winter ., „ ., 
Water-plants 
Week’s work, the oomieg 
Window gardening 
Work under glasa.. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

SEASONABLE NOTES ON CHRYSANTHE¬ 

MUM CULTURE. 

From a somewhat wide acquaintance with 

amateur cultivators of Chrysanthemums, I find 

there is a growing tendency toward a wish to 

cultivate tho plant* mainly for the production 

of large blooms, in many cases inor# especially 

for exhibition. So many of this class of culti¬ 

vators appear to want to emulate their profes¬ 

sional brethren (gardeners) in this respect, and 

I am pleased to find during an extended tour of 

the shows iu tho autumn that many whom I term 

purely amateurs do not only compete in the 

open classes, but are very successful too. As 
the time has now arrived when it is nooessary 
to determine the method by which the plants 

are to be grown to give the best results, I 

purpose giving a few plain hints as to the 
v»rioo» ways practised, and endeavour to 

instruct those for whom I mainly write—be¬ 

ginners. At the outset it is well to determine 
the number of blooms each plant is intended to 

prodnoe. Some persons think that to obtain 
these fine exhibition blooms one only is allowed 

upon eaoh plant. I know that this idea strongly 
prevails, as I was a listener in a railway car¬ 

riage last November to a conversation, in whioh 

an enthusiastic amateur was describing the 
manner in whioh the blooms were grown—one 

to eaoh plant. This is decidedly an error; it is 
a sheer waste of time to cultivate the plants to !pve bat one bloom. Others, again, think that 

our or six on eaoh plant are not too many. From 
a long experience, and a close observation 

of other people’s ways, I have long since 

come to tne conclusion that three blooms 
on eaoh plant are sufficient to have them of the 

best quality. I therefore advise that three be 
the maximum number. If the plants are 

managed to carry one bloom only, and an 
accident occurred to this when the bud was 

forming, the whole season’s trouble would be, 

as it were, thrown away. Some readers advise 
that the plants be topped to hurry on the forma¬ 

tion of toe orown-bud, or retard it, as the case 

may be, but, with the experience of such change¬ 
able weather from year to year during the 

summer months, thisplan entails too many risks 

to be generally followed. 8ome, again, think that 
by following the “ ontting-down ” method the 

plants can be made to grow dwarf and also give 

exhibition blooms. This is an erroneous idea. 
Good blooms are undoubtedly obtained 

from plants treated in this manner, but 
they are much below what is required for 

exhibition purposes. I do not mean to say that 

not one single bloom that is fit to include in an 
exhibition stand cannot be obtained by following 

thia plan, bat the- exception certainly is the 

rule. The method that I practise and advise is 
to allow the plants to assume somewhat a 

natural growth—that is, confine them to one 

single stem until it naturally breaks into addi¬ 
tional growths by the formation of a flower-bud 

in the point of a single stem. This phase takes 

place at various times, being regulated Ify tl 

variety, the time the cuttioga were inserted, 

and also the manner in whioh the plants have 
been grown since roots were formed. In a 

general way, if tho cuttings are inserted any 
time in December, the plants grown steadily on 

inaoool-houso or frame, tho firstbreak takes pla- e 

from the first week in April nntil the same time 

in June, ranging over two months, so strikingly 
different are the various kinds in their mauner 

of growth. While some varieties will make 
thoir first break at 1 foot high from the tops of 

the pot, others will grow 3 feet, and many 
4 feet, before the flower-bud forms in the point 

of tho shoot. Some writers say that this first 

bud does not form early enough to give the best 

results; but where this occurs the fault is trace¬ 
able to the time the outtings were inserted, or 

the manner in which the plants have keen man¬ 

aged sinoe. When tho plants are allowed to 
assume somewhat a natural mannerof growth, all 

the wants are met at the proper time ; the wood 

becomes gradually matured, and without proper 
maturation it is not possible to obtain blooms of 
high-class quality. Plants immature in their 

growth wilt produce blooms large enough in 

diameter, but they lack those essential points of 
quality so desirable in the incurved section 

especially, depth and solidity. Plants that have 

green, soft, sappy atoms cannot give blooms 
perfect; the wood should be hard and tho bark 

ought to he brown and very much cracked and 

rugged. These, then, are the points to aim at 
to attain the greatest success. I fear that many 

collections of plants are spoilt for the wnnt of a 

little knowledge in the manipulation of the 
shoots at the time when the first break iB made. 

I stated previously this was caused through the 
formation of the flower-bad at the apex of 

growth, which causes a check to the plant. 

Nature, to right itself, oaoses other growths to 
be pushed from the nodes immediately below 

tho bud, generally those nearest the apex 

are the strongest; if this is so, three of 
the most promising should be selected as 

soon as it is possible to see that they are 
perfect in growth. Remove the flower-bud and 

all the shoots from the plant exoept those 

selected. Directly they can be handled the 
plants should be relieved of this superfluous 

load. By this means the whole energy of the 

plant is concentrated in the three selected 
shoots, which from this stage grow away rapidly. 

In time eaoh one of these will produce a bud ; in 

many instances it is this bud that gives the 
desired bloom. However, I do not intend to 

deal with that part of tho subject just now, but 
rather return to the cause of failure in this 

pbaso of the culture. Many persons neglect to 
reduce the number of shoots until they have 

extended 4 inches or 0 inches. Those only tend 

to rob the plant of that strength that ought to 
be reserved for the after-growth. In con¬ 

sequence the plant is weakened and never 

regains its necessary vigour. Another mistake 

commonly made is that of allowing the shoots 
to reach the length named, and then to remove 

all at one time, which cannot fail to give a 

check that would be better avoided. At no 

stage of their existence do the plants grow so 

fast as tbjey do directly after the formation of 

ak. A neat stake ought to be 

{laced alongside, to which the shoots should be 

oosely yet securely fastened, as, beiDg so brittle 

when in grots growth, they are liable to be 

broken by various causes. As tbe pots gradu¬ 
ally fill with root* they will require abundance 

of water to maintain the plants in vigour. At 

no time ought tho soil to become dust-dry ; 
such treatment ends in the lots of the lower 

leaves. It may not be perceptiblo at the time, 
but sooner or later is sure to follow. Regu¬ 

larity in supplying tho plants with water at the 

roots is moat important. E. M. 

3231.—Large-flowered Chrysanthe¬ 
mums —Presuming that “ G. J. P.” is in want 

of varieties that sneoeed best on what is termed 
tho large-flower plan of growing the plants, 

I have chosen them with that aim, including 

Japanese, Incurved, Anemone, and Reflexed, to 

make the collection thoroughly representative. 
If I have named too many sorts the selection esn 

be made as required, commencing always from 

the top of eaoh list as I have placed them 
somewhat in the order of their merits:— 
Japanese : Avalanche (white), Viviand Morel 

(deep mauve, lighter shaded), Sunflower (golden- 

yellow), Mile. Marie Hoste (white, shaded 
blush), Edwin Molyneux (crimson and gold), 

Stanstead White, Mrs. Falconer Jameson 

(chestnut-bronze, tinted and striped yellow), 
Mona Bernard (deep rosy-amaranth), Val 

d’Andorra (red, shaded orango), Col. W. B. 
Smith (old gold-yellow, tinged with terra¬ 

cotta), Boule a’Or (yellow, tipped bronze, long 
drooping florets), W. H. Lincoln (pure golden- 

yellow). Incurved : Generally the “ Queen ” 

family, which comprises the best of the In¬ 
curved section, grows 6 feet high, but if not 

overstrong, they sometimes do not go beyond 
5 feet; Empress of India (white), Lord Alcester 

(primrose), Queen of England (blush), Alfred 

Salter( deep rosy-pink). Golden Empress (gol¬ 
den-yellow), Princes* Teck (blush-white), Ilero 

of Stoke Newington (rose), Mrs. Norman Davis 
(orange-yellow), Lady Dorothy (cinnamon-bull). 

Reflexed : Cullingfordi (brilliant-crimson), Cloth 

of Gold (golden-yellow), Dr. Sharpe (magenta- 
orimson), Mrs. Forsythe (creamy-white), Pink 

Christine (pink), King of Crimsons (rich, dark- 

crimson, anemone), Mrs. Judge Benedict (light- 
blush, changing to pure-white, lemon ceutre) 

Thorpe Junior (pure golden-yellow), Fleur do 

Marie (white), Delaware (creamy-white). 
Anemone-flowered Japanese: Steur Dorothiie 

Souille (blush-white, deeper when developing). 

Nelson (rosy-orimson). Jeanne Marty (blush- 

white, lilac centre), M. C. Lebocqz (citron- 

yellow).—E. Molynkux. 

325S.—Growing Chrysanthemums — 
It is impossible to grow somo of the varieties, 
such as Mme. C. Audiguier, Bertier Renaath r. 

Belle Paule, and Mrs. J. Wright, so as to have 

large blooms and still keep the plants under 
4 feet 6 inches high. If “ Antelope ” especially 

desires to retain those named I should advise 

him to treat them as “ bushesthey would o nder 
that method of culture give a quantity of flower 

which would no donbt be found useful. If this 

is decided upon the plants must be “ topped ” 
when 4 inches high, to induce side shoots to 
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Conservatory. 

crow to form the future “ bush.” When those UARDEN WORK ® , w Window OaMwitoB. 
grow w> IWUHIIIUNII _ .-..-.A _ In the outside boxes shrube will now be more or lees 
have again extended 5 inches, top them a second _| tij bushy in foliege. *nd should be removed and the boxes 
time; afterwards allow them to grow uninter- Conservatory. tilled with spring flowers from the borders; the plants, 

ruDtedlv. not even disbudding the blooms at all, There are plenty o! cuttings now on Treo-CarnatloM, hflinK mw(f wfth balls, will eoaroely lcel any oheok. 
, P ■■ . 8 rp. „ and If more otock le required outtings will eoon root In pr|mrogegi Alpine Aurioulas, Wallflowers, Daisies, Ao., 
but allowing all to develop. Xhe list contains ao» on bottom-heat. I have seen them rooted very wm be effective and form a pleasant change till the season 

the Dames of a few others that are osetul successfully in sand and water in flower-pot saucersi placed oom«8 round for filling in with tender subJeoU. Indoors there 

nowadays as large blooms, especially if exhibiting on a flue or hot-water pipes, water being added as It iB plenty of blossoms, the most effective of which are bulbs, 

is thnuoht nf “ These would also make good evaporated, the outtings potted up m soon as roots wore and among these Daffodils, single and doublo, are very 
IS thought Of. inese woma . A formed without waiting lor them to heal. The first batch ooojpiouous. Those bulbs, after flowering, must be taken 

bashes, or they might be substituted for otners ohrysanthemuras will now be established in single pots, thing to do Is to plant them out in the 

more suitable for giving large blooms, of which and will soon be ready for shifting into 6-inch pots, border, and they may be lifted again on some future 

there are plenty, and of dwarf growth too. Where a few very^flne flowers are required there will be occasion. Deuula graoiiis is a very pretty white-flowered 
o „A’i\? ™P.r.v Filmiarn Andivuior n0 *“d therefore It is neoeasary that the plants ihrub at thi, Hmn, but It would not be in flower thus 
Source d Or, i lorenco Farcy, Edouara Aucliguior, ^ grQwn ^ w keep them sturdy and dwarf, or. atleaat, early without aome help; but It forces easily. All plants 

Ada Spaldiug, Sunset, and Lady SelDorne, are not to run them up unreasonably tall. My plants are at in pots will require more water now. 

thoae to be added to the list for " bushes.” present!as.oool.’fobtbows, "•"«the?°irill'b2 Outdoor Garden. 

With the exception of Mrs. Falooner Jameson, a ^ ,rame> end ultimately be placed In an Hardy plants that were brought in last antumn In small 
none of the others give blooms from out down n situation In ths open air. Cuttings may yet be taken pots, and whloh have been plunged in frames, may soon 
Diants equal to those of the same kinds grown for ooneervatory deooratlon and to supply out bloom. Pot go out. All small, delioats things will be better If planted 
withnnf nuttin* down or tODDine. Very good or priokofl early-sown Cyclamens, and set a few of the beet in the reserve bed for a year or two to get strong. The 
Without cutting down or lopping. v ery jjvwu r ^ oq ooe ^ ^ Med Thl, lg quite a neoeasary value of a reserve bed consists ohlefly In the keeping new 
blooms are produced on cut-down planes, most; M da |Q the oase of all florists’ flowers, eucb as Prlmu- or delioats plants In some plaoe where an eye can lie kept 
suitable for grouping, but where thoy lack is in las. Cinerarias. Oaloeolarias,Ao. OnoegetagoodsUaln.and on them. Very frequently, when new plants, whloh are 
the depth, which is much short of what it is in thin begin a regular system of selection, and there will be generally small, are pi toed la the Uirders among old- 
ii * wit.h no neoeasity hereafter to grow a lot of rubbish for the established plants they have a habit of disappearing 
blooms produoed from plants not interfered with o( few good dowers which each packet may con- through being overgrown by plants of stronger habit, 
at all. but allowed to grow away uninterruptedly. Th« n«w Turin.-flowered Osnnsa are charming things Thoro are some hardy plants which are the better for 

suitable for grouping, but where thoy lack is in las,dinerarias.Oaloeolerlas,Ac. OnoegetagoodsUaln.and on them. Very frequently, when nsw plants, whloh are 

the depth, which is much short of what it is in thin begin a regular system of selection, and there will be generally .mall, are piooed la the borders among old- 
ii * wj»v, no necessity hereafter to grow a lot of rubbish for the established plants they have a habit of disappearing 
blooms produoed from plants not interfered with o( y,, ,ew good floweis which eaoh packet may con- through being overgrown by plants of stronger habit, 

at all, but allowed togrow away uninterruptedly. u(n The new large-flowered Cannae are charming things Thero are aome hardy plants which are the better for 

The varieties that will give largo blooms and for the conservatory and to move to the houss. Soedsof annual transplanting. Most of the Perennial Sunflowers, 
. — nrmvn nalurallv Oroxv's new hybrids may be purchased at a reasonable (; ,v8»nthemum maximum, Pyrethrum uhginosum, and 

not exceed the height °a,"ed- 8ro" , p,lc^ and if soaked In warm water for 24 hoursW sold n „ utr strong-growing things whloh flower towar Is the end 
are L Adorable, Val d Andorre, Mrs. c. J ameson, tb8 shins of the seeds they will quiokty germinate iu of summer and autumn, If transplanted annually, will 

M Bernard, Louis Boehmer, Avalanche, bottom-heat When Freeslas go out of bloom move the produoo flow flowers than if left undisturbed. The border 

Viviand Morel. E. Molvneux, W. H. Lincoln, plants to a shelf In a light, sunny position, and supply plants may yet be pulled to pieces and transplanted ; but 
viwaiiu mule , J rir «• Ante with water till the growth begins to ripen, and then the work must not be delayed any longer If a full bloom 
and Mrs. Alpheus Hardy. Of course, gradually dry off and leave them to get the bulbs Is required. Laced Pinks should be planted In autumn; 

i am unsmiling v..»v vuw -. ° som. y.ny beautiful varieties, and aeedllngs make good stems, and the soil pressed very firmly round them. All 
and will continue so to grow under favourable p[anU (Qr growlng on jn pots the following season, the Dlanthus family do beet In firm eoll. Carnations and 
conditions in a cool temperature with abundanoo Another paoket was obtained from the same firm, but Pansies whloh havs been wintered under gla« may be 
of light and air. as so much depends upon this there was no oompsrleon with the first lot. Oivs liquid, planted as soon as the land Is In a suitable condition. 
Of llgnt ana “‘r’ ,., . 1 rf nianure to Pelargoniums, and tls out gpsolmsn plants. Dress the bods with soot, and give tho last forking over 
in determining the height of any variety. It Pelargoniums well they must have a light position, at onos. Poppies, Sunflowers, and other hardy suinuila 
the plants are huddled together in a warm house w|u, „ moderate, but free, circulation of air. Ivy-leaved may be sown. 
the growth is sure to be weakened and the Pelargoniums make very useful specimens for the «>nser- Fruit Garden, 
height increased correspondingly. By omitting vatory ; baskets filled with strong plants now will be a obange In the weath.r will tend to keep fruit bloy 
ntignt lnor“a“ 1 „ » ? f ’'will know charming feature during summer and autumn. some book, and be to their advantage. Preooclous buds 
tho remainder of names, ' Antelope will know * often suffer from frost. Pruning and training, even 
whioh sorts roquire cutting down in May to „„„ of Peaohes, should now bs finished, as tho buds are 
ouaure their hoiDg of tho height required.— °ut«ngs ol^Tl^Tnf thU Z ,3f showing oolour. In pruning Peaches guard ags.nst over- 
oosure vuoix B 6 ^ be ready for poUing off. The ueefu ness of thta class of orowdlngi .nd where the bottom branches show signs of 
*»• pUoU uopond* entirely upon bolng itruck oarly ana Rrowo W|| |Q ' QUt open the other branchea and drop them 

2*24.5. —Classes of Chrysanthemums, on rapidly during the spring and wmmer BoontlM. do that tho bottom of the wall ia well furnUhcd. If 
, re':vellmv in onlonr and be- th* necM“ry ripenlny to be given In oold plu In August there,mut[ ^ unfurnl.hed wall anywhere, have It In the 

—Lady Fltzmaunoe is yellow in colour, ana oe 4nd September. During the growlog season sll strong otnMe ^ thc lrMi u there It oan bs speedily oovered. 

longs to the reflexed section, very free flowering, .hoots should havs ths points nipped out, and the plante No lw0 scoots should be trained nearer than 6 inches ; If 

and early out-of-doors. Strathmeath is an should be shifted into larger pots as more root-epaoo is th|B [U|0 wu observed there would be no naked 

•arlv flowering Pompon, rosy-pink in colour, r«‘lulrod- To make up large specimens of “ spaoes on the walla, the trees would ho healthier, and 
early-flowering rompon, rw piua iu wiou., jusUoios, Eranthemums, Ao„ several plants t(^re wou|d be less trouble with Insects, and there would 

very distinct, and free. La Po6te des Chrysan- mB* be placed in one pot. When the last shift U given see fln„^ fruit, and the crop would be more In bulk and 

thomums, Japanese, oolour, rose-violet and that a good stook of liouvardlas ie worked up- young w,|ght If not In number. 1’roteoUng materials must be 

whit*. Mme. Dufosae is an Ootobcr-flowerlng shoots strike freely In brisk p^-' tne hel| lu readlneee now. If it is deoided to use heavy cover- 
wnite. same., Hn , 8 new white, Is a good thing for the bouquetlsL Rearrange in,, they should be taken off every floe day. I have seen 
variety; colour, crimson-red, tipped golden- a,, pisnu frequently. A« a rule, etove plants, at this ' ^ Jel'lta attend ths use of a double thioknoss of old 

yellow, centre old gold. Mine, de Dubor, also season, are too muoh crowded, and a frequent change of flsbing-nets, when stretched out upon poles, snd I should 

an early-flowering kind, having broad petals, position will be u“*ul- not be disposed to sdopt anything of a more elaborate 
irnamvwhite striDed rose and of large size, attention. Pergulerla odoratlssline le a nature; bul a temporary coping, If the ooping on the wall 
creamy-white, Stnpea rose, anu oi large oulo. bu( a ,§ wofth gfowiog ln »j,ood.lsed house for ths sskt do<( no’t ]eot ,‘r snot,ghto throw off the wet. le very 

Mme. fc. Lofort, early-flowering Pompon, dark 0( the delightful poffume. TUln out and train up crowded jeeirabl*. Xhi® mayukethe shape ef a 9-inoh board 
golden-yellow, shading to red in the centre, of growth everywhere. This is a good season to plant out in m ^ flxfid uotjer coping on the wall and sup- 

capital quality. " Fife” will see that all are boxes, or otherwise, euoh plants as Euphortda Jaoquinlie- porM,d by brackets. There is a great saving of labour in 

l f a. I,, flnu/Arinir mitsiiln_Ii’ M flora, Polnsettla pulohorrima, Qardenlas, Ao , to o°v*' the use of fljhlng-nets for ooverlng blossoms of fruit-troee, 
good for early-floweriog outside. L. M. naktd walla Nefthex the etove nor greenhouse should "‘Jhsn put on thsy n.ed not bs removed for some time. 
— La Potto des Ohryeanthemes, Mme. Dofoese, expose hare walls to view, ss there are plenty or sultawa xbey break the foroe of the oold wind! without altogether 

Mme. de Dubor, and Strathmeath are early-flowering plants for furnishing bare spaoes. stopping the otroulation. Stop the young shoots of Pigs 
Japanese varieties, the first three being of French origin, Unheatod Greenhouse. under glass at the fifth loaf, and then out where crowded. 

flow0rine^l'ompon^I'rancfh). MThe season°of blooming of Canterbury Bells iare very pretty ornaraenteIn pote, and Vegetable Garden. 

flora, Polnsettla puloherriina, Uardeniaa, Ao., to oovsr 

naked walla Nefthex the stove nor greenhouse should 

SW. UO UUUUI, 
Japansse varisliee, the first three being of trench origin, 
and tho laet from America. Mine. E. Lefort la an early- 
flowering Pompon (French). The season of blooming of 
all la aliout October. Lady Fitxmaurloe Is a reflexed should 

Unheated Greenhouse. 
Canterbury Bells are very pretty ornaments In pots, snd 

lould be lifted snd potted In autumn, and kspt la oool- 

variety.—B. C. B. 

.'(•251.—A town back garden.—You 

not achieve muoh under suoh conditions, 
should certainly try Ivy, as it is not aversi 

“ ^ £ “Qb£;, of the 8axtfrages, «i^UlirB- Take advanUs. of every opportunity for getting In th. 
l^nrifoUa^u^ and B pyramiiaiis are as eSeoUve ae crops when the land and the weather are suiuble. Better 

S; there is the day^jy than commit J^s to the.ground when 

shade or moisture-in fact, grow, best when Lid there along the augo h., a -triking effeot i outUn^s ^ng crapVpoa^ls^: 

t.hna nlanvl. The varietv Emerald Gem would of them will strike freely now n heat. too . ..i.ntnd: still, some kinds will 

plants are put in, or you could select the plants, 

ordinary Irish Ivy, the large-leaved Riegneriana, 

-I should reoommend you to oonflne yourself to the (ature plant. 

Urge variegated and the small wood Iviea for the wall, and Oold Pits 
If you make a bed with rock-work at the bottom plant It with ^ y^^ble now. No one has too muoh pit room 

Feme and Stonecrops. It Is of little use to expect flowers , .j, Qr any other season. The possession of oold pits 

to bloom under suoh unfavourable conditions. A, O. wb|ch w ^ sheltered by mats or other ooverings will 

Bi'tLxa. , ,, enable us to flod room for all used-up plants from the oon- 
»1W.-Leaf-mould.-The best leaves for making MtvaUj,y to reorult; It will also give a ohanoe to thin out 

leaf mould are, generally speaking, Beeoh, Ash, and Lime, [„ the fruit and other houses by a gradual 

also, though not always to be bed io plenty, Hasel and oyiJ o{ y,, hardiest subjsots that will bear the lower 
Briers. Sycamore snd Oak are not generally so useful, ss ^ne^tare. As soon ss the bulbs, Ao., whioh have 

pUn“' Forclmr-house •’ 16 inches apart in the rows. In raUier heavy land I have 
B orcing Douse. had the best results from laying the sets In rather shallow 

Asaloas, both Indian and others, are still helped on in drl|lg d drawinK tho earth over them from eaoh side, so 

heat to keep up a succession ol flowering Pjants- ,“?**• as to f<Sm a ridge. Those who care to try the Chinese 
will do better now In a lower temperature. The best plane Artloboke (Stachys tuberlfera) may plant now in rows 
to bring on Roses now is a rather deep pit, Ailed with . , and ± (oot between the sets: cover about 
leaves, in whloh the pot* aro plunged, so that the blooms, 4 inchesdeep. The tubers are not expensive. Coverall 

when they are developed, are only a few inches from tbs tb remainlng Seakale crowns with blanching material; 

glass. As soon as Tea or other Roses are poet the 0f ashes, burnt earth, or any light material will do 
ing season, prune as much young wood as can be spared, jorT,ianohini, or It may be blanched by oovering la inches 

and sut up into suitable lengths lTor culUngs:i l° desp with Osk-lesvee, with a sprinkling of long litter on 
beat eoarcely one cutting will fall, wherever lets poesiwe w prevent the leaves blowing away. Nothing 

a bit of old wood at the base will be an advantage to the thould be used for blanohing that would be likely to im- 

part an unpleasant flavour to the Kale. 8pw 

of Celery, If not already done. A gentle ho' 
best plaoe If many plants are required. If ' 

main-crop 

t-bed Is the 
only a few °°m beet place If many plaute are required. It only a few 

Plu plants are wanted a box of each kind may be sufficient, 
will §gW Bssii snd Marjoram in heat, and bring in more roots 

°°“- of Mint for forolng. E. Hobdat. 

Work ln the Town Garden. 

they are rather longer ln decomposing, nor are Holly or „ “Pred are uroperlyhardened they may be planted out, By the month of March the sun has gained so muoh 

Laurel.—PaDor. . ' A Uk.n b/othe^r p.aPaU oa the.r = «^.t e.n^ 

Drawings for Gardening. —Reader) mil way to the open air. -_of glass, begins to palpably respond to its Influence and 
tiiully remember that tee are glad to 
beautiful or rareftmeere and, good frtl 
for drawing. The d’c.ieinge oo ihede \ 
the bent manner, and unll appear 
QABDBICINQ IkLUSTRATXD. ^cxiSsr^^ sbl mw 
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rapidly as possible In the meantime. A few o the hardiest 
annuals, such aa Cornflowers, nnaanl Ohry eon them mat, 
Mignonette, Ao., may be sown on a warm border : but 
the bulk bad better be left until next month. Finish 
preparing the bede for Carnations, and get the plants set 
oat as soon aa the work can be performed properly. Bor¬ 
den or beds in which to plant out the perennial Phloxes 
(which succeed admirably in small towns and suburban 
districts, If not in the very smokiest planes), Pyrethrums 
of the P. roseum varieties, Michaelmas Daisies, Chrysan¬ 
themums, Perennial Sunflowers, and many other herba¬ 
ceous subjects ought also to be prepared this month. 
Christmas Roses, again, when increase Ib desired, should 
bedivlded and replanted in April, and for these also tho beds 
should be got ready very shortly. Violets, unfortunately, 
never do much good in an even slightly smoky atmosphere, 
bat where they suoceed at all April Is the right month to 
plant out the rooted runners of these also. Indoors this 
i, a capital season fora general repotting in the green¬ 
house. Ferns of nearly all kinds are hotter repotted, or if 
necessary divided and replanted, when Just starting Into 
fresh growth than at any other time, and Fuchsias, 
••Geraniums,” and indeed almost all other greenhouse 
subjects ought also to be partly shaken out and supplied 
with fresh soil and clean pots at about the present time. 
Finish potting oil singly all the autumn struck •• Gera¬ 
niums" and others, and shift on a good batch of those 
now standing singly in 3-Inch or SJ-lnoh pots into the 
6-inah and d-inoh sizes for early summer blooming. Give 
Carnations to be grown in pots their last shift. The 
0 Inch size will grow a moderate sized plant well, but the 
strongest should have 7-inch pots, or two may be grown 
in the 8-iueh, or threo plants in the 0-inch size. Let a 

away. These plants, having filled their allotted space, have 
to be shortened back every year after blooming. I usually 
prune in April, and then pick oil all late blooms. Large 
plants bear a very large number of (lowers—of course, 
many are thinned in the bud slate. Several old plants 
ot Luculia gratijslms have also been pruned rather hard 
back. 1 Hud this the best way of treating them, os they 
soon break and grow very freely. The faded and 
dead blooms of Arum Lilies are removed and the stem 
twisted out as soon as the llowers fade or the flowers out. 
If these old flower stems arc not removed the new Mowers 
beneath are longer in coming. Made up another Mush • 
room-bed in house and took in a fresh batch of Seakale 
roots. Potted more roots of Ohioory for forcing and placed 
in Mushroom-house. Mushroom-beds in bearing have 
been watered wllh liquid-manure, and In addition a table¬ 
spoonful of salt has been dissolved in each large pot 
(3 gallons) of water. Sowed seeds of Stocks, Asters, 
Zitineas, and Phlox Drummondi. Not much heat will be 
given, as they will come stronger without It, snd will be 
quite early enough for plantiugout in May. Sowing main 
cropa of Celery, the sorts being Major Clarke (red), and 
Sulham Priza (pink). The last named grows to a large 
size and keeps well through the winter. Placed protection 
over Apricot and Peach trees on walls. I havo used 
nothing for some time beyond a few Yew (tranches thrust 
in among the blossoms, covered with llihing-nets, kept 
from the wall by poles flxed in the ground 3 feet Irom the 
wall at the bottom and secured beneath the coping at the 
top. Where Yew branches are not employed a double 
thickness of netting Is used. I should not presume to lay 
down any hard-and-last lines for others to follow, but I 
know that a good deal of money has in some cases been 

Double-flowered Chinese Plum (Piunus sinensis fl.-pl.). 

batch of the beat shrubby Calceolarias also have floworlng- 
pou at once ; prepare the ground for such as are to bs 
planted out, digging it deeply and manuring well. These 
plants never do so well, especially in a light dry soil, as 
when planted out some lime In April. Auratum and other 
Lillee in poU should be brought to the light when the 
young growth appears, and the stems be gradually earthed 
up with rich loam In a rather rough state us they advance. 

B. C. U. 

THB OOMINO WEEK'S WORK. 

Extract* from a garden diary from March 
Ilf h to March Wth. 

Tied down and stopped Vines In the seoond houses and 

thinned the shoots where too numerous. It is a mistake 
to leave on too many shoots; hsve them at least 12 Inches 
•part on eaoh side, and they should be at regular distances 
apart. When the growth Is orowded, the leaves must lie 

•mall, and everything depends upon having good foliage. 
Muscats should be fertilised with Hamburgh pollen, and 
it ia sometimes necessary to gather this and save It for 

future uee, we in ouroaeetheMueoetsarenotyetin bloom. 
But aufllcient le gathered for the Muscat house by holding 
a sheet of paper under each bunoh of Hamburgh* when , 
the pollen la ready for dispersion, and giving the branch a 

good shake by tapping the wire ; the paper Is then held 
under the newt bunch, and so on. 1 don’t know how long 
pollen will keep in ooudllloo, but a considerable M— 

long enough at any rate to fertilise blossoms dur|ig 
coming seaeon If kspt quite UkfclRLarge Ciiniclii. * 
conservatory, planted in border, are still lull of 1_ 

and buds. At the name time tbs young growth Is breaking 

epent In providing covers for blossoms on walls, Ao,, with 
no better result Ilian has been obtained by the flshing-nets 
and feathery Yew branches. Planted more Peas, also sowed 
Veltoh’s Cauliflower, and Self-protecting Autumn Brooooll, 
Brussels Sprouts, Curled Kale, Ac. Planted out I .ounces 
raised under glass. Sowed moro Radishes on warm 
border. Planted another pot with Dwarf French Beans. 
Put in cuttings of a large number of soft-wooded 
bedding plants and others. Potted otl cuttings and 
pricked ofr seedlings of various things. Stirred soil among 
flowering plants in beds and borders. Sowed seeds of 
DrsciGiia indivisa and Cyperus alternifolius in heat. 

3232.—Trapa bicornis.—This is not 
bulb in any way ; it is a seed. How do you 
imagine it could be " moulded and the bulb put 

inside ?” The “ outer horned shell ” you speak 
of is as much a natural part of the seed as tho 

shell of a nut. Recently there has been a good 

deal of fraud practised with this peculiar seed 
or nut. I saw a whole barrow-load hawked on 

the King’s-roud at Brighton, and described as 
the Chinese Lily Bulb ; also as a grand climber, 

producing magnificent blooms of blue, red, 
yellow, and pink colours. The vendor claimed 

that it grew 6 feet long in a glaes of ordinary 
water,jtifl that each bloom produced two more 

"£?all within eix weeks l The ‘ 

vfcry insignificant affair, and w 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

BEST SHRUBS FOR FORCING. 

Double-flowered Chinese Plum. 

A beautiful shrub is the Chinese Plum, the 

common Prunus sinensis, though tho double 

variety of it (flore-pleno, here figured) is the 
moiit ornamental and the most generally grown. 
It is an early-flowering shrub, of slender 

growth, tho flowers being small and white, and 
in the double sorts are liko small rosettes, 

wreathing every twig with white. It is now 
often, and should be far more grown as a pot- 

plant for greenhouses in early spring, hut being 
perfectly hardy it may also be planted in the 

open shrubbery with excellent effect. B. 

FORCING LILACS. 

Few deciduous shrubs respond to the quicken¬ 
ing influence of heat more readily than the 
Lilac, and few are more beautiful or more 

generally appreciated. A great deal of the 
Lilac one sees in Covent-garden-market comes 

from France, where a speciality is made of 
forcing it, and although it is called white Lilac, 

it is in roality tho purple variety forced in 
strong heat, and kept dark, either by forcing 

in dark sheds or cellars, or else in glass pits 
heavily shaded. I need hardly say that this 

sort of forcing spoils tho hushes, at least, for 
some time, and I think that the great majority 

of people would prefer it forced in a more 
natural manner, so as to get tho foliage of a 
healthy green. The principal thing to lie said 

in favour of such unnatural flowers as these is 
that they sell, and fetch a good price. The 

kind of Lilac that will he found most service¬ 
able to ordinary cultivators is to have healthy 

young bushes, planted out on a sunny border, 
where the young wood will got well ripened. 

As soon as the loaves drop in autumn tho hushes 
should ho carefully lifted, getting up all the roots 
possible. Set them into pots and till with finely- 

sifted soil; water freely to settle the soil, and 
cover tho pots with dry leaves until Christinas, 

when they should ho placed under glazs in tho 
warmest house at command. Syringe the tops 

every day until the leaves expand and the 
hunches of bloom aro visiblo, then keep dry, 
but water freely at tho root, and both foliage and 
flowers will be fully equal to that on outdoor 

hushes in June, and the plants will do good 

service for several years. J. O., Hauls. 

3220.—Clematis Jackmani — It is not 

too late to out down a plant ot this variety ; 
indeed, those of the Jackmani typo are roallv 
herbaceous—i.e., they die down to the base each 

season. If you have this Clematis true to name 
tho young growth you mention will ho breaking 

from near the bottom, aDd tho wood above it 
will be found to he dead. The Clematises of 
this type grow very strongly, and tlowor upon 

wood made daring the current season. When 
the growth has reached full length a flower-hud 
forms at the point, more forming and breaking 

out laterally from under every leaf throughout 

the whole length of such shoots.—P. U. 

-The Olcmstle may bo cut back to where a strong 
shoot is coming away. If there is a good shoot near 
the bane out there and inako that the leader.—E. II. 

3225.—Grafting Rhododendrons.—In 

a private garden, tho best way is to pot up 
seedlings of the common R ponticum in the 

autumn or winter. The stems should be not 

less than 1 inch in diameter. Graft them in 
March, and place them in a garden-framo over a 
hotbed; but the heat should be well-nigh 

spont, as a steaming heat would injure the 
plants. The grafts should be put on much the 

same as Apple and Pear-trees are whip-grafted. 

—J. D. E. 
- This is hardly the work for anyone to 

undertake who has to ask for odvico how to do 

it. I may, however, tell you that tho better 
forms of Rhododendrons are grafted on the 

common variety named ponticum. In many 
nurseries the grafts aro put on those stocks in 

the spring, they are then planted in deep boxes 
and placed in a warm, close house, whore they 

remain until the scion is united to tho stook, and 
tho Iprtpor has ,mado some growth. The boxes 

n taken to a partially shady place in the 
tfdCMr (W felowmg spring they are 

WMftlGN 
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ROSHS. 

SEASONABLE NOTE9. 

Outdoor Roses.—This ia a very busy month 
among outdoor, as well as amoDg indoor Rosea. 

The manure I advised their being mulched with 
may now be turned in. Care must be used in 

this operation. Roses are often dug between 
too deeply, and many of their more fibrous and 
feeding roots get injured. Those of the Hybrid 

Perpetual, China, Banksian, and Bourbon 
classes should be pruned this month. The Teas 

and Noisettes will be better left until the early 
part of April. In pruning, use a sharp knife 

In preference to a secateur, and always out back 
to a healthy eye, and if possible, ono having an 
outward tendency. For the purpose of theso 

notes,I propose dividing Roses into threeclasses, 
according to their strength or habit of growth. 

There are the extra vigorous growers, like Gloire 
de Dijon, Marshal Niel, and Mdlle. G. Luizet. 

These need the long growths of last year 
to have their points cut out only ; while the 
wood that flowered, and also any weakly or 

lateral growths, may be cut away entirely. If 
these loDg shoots can bo trained or pegged in in a 

somowhat horizontal position, they will break 
into growth and bloom more uniformly. Next 

we will take the varieties described as strong 
growers, but not extra vigorous: General Jacque¬ 

minot, John Hopper, Madame Lambard, and 
Anna Olivier may be taken as examples. These 
need cutting back to within 6 inches or 9 inches 

of the shoulder all good growths break from. 
Here, also, the weak lateral wood may be 

removed entirely ; so, too, may some of the 
centre wood, especially if they be rather thick. 

Lastly must come the weak or moderate nvers; some of those are very beautiful: 

y Mary Fitzwilliam, Etienne Lovet, Horace 
Vernet, Comtesse de Nadaillac, and Souvenir 
d'Elise Vardon, may be given as examples of 

this latter class. Prune these by cutting away 
the very weak growth first; then shorten back 
the remainder halfway. There is no longer 

any noed for protecting material, so that the 

apt to go off upon their own roots, and thus 
form an additional means of support, while any 

dormant eyes upon the graft will be much more 
likely to throw up in the form of stout and 

useful suckers. P. U. 

prunings and this can be removed together, and 
the whole left tidy. 

Indoor Roses.—March should see many 

blooms upon plants that were started about 
Christmas. Up to the present we have not had 

a particularly good time for Roses under glass. 
They need much more sun than we have been 
favoured with ; even light days, without sun¬ 

shine, have not been plentiful. Consequently, 
the foliage does not attain that healthy colour 

and stoutness of structure so much appreciated. 
A few hours of sunshine after so much dull 
weather will soon cause young growth to droop. 

This need oauBe no alarm, Sun, at this period 
of the year, is frequently accompanied by harsh 

winds, and upon no aooount should air be ad¬ 
mitted if the least draught is likely to be 

created. There ia no more prevalent cause 
of mildew, and this disease is so much 
easier kept at bay than battled with whon 

once it has gainod a footing. You may 
temper the atmosphere, and aid the drooping 

shoots very muoh by giving a sprinkle of clear, 
soft water, at a temperature of 70 degs. A 

little water scattered over the walks and walls 
will also assist them, and render the sudden 
increase of light beneficial instead of distressing. 
Inorease their water supply, aDd afford thorn 

liquid-manure about throe timos a fortnight. A 
little manure-water scattered about now and again 
will help them wonderfully. As a rule, amateurs 

do not bear in mind sufficiently the great benefits 

acoruing from a little ammonia in the atmos¬ 
phere. The syringing, as recommended last 

month, must still be carried on rogularly : it 
keeps the foliago clean and healthy, and also 
guards against the attacks of insects in the most 
effectual manner. Young plants that 

grafted as per instructions in these pages 

will now need a second shift on into 5-inch or 
fl inch pots. This should bo their final shift 
during the present season. Mako a point of 

having them securely fastened to a noat little 
stiok, taking the precaution of tying them to it 

around the part where graft and stock unite. 
By potting them a trifle deeper this time, the 

junction of stock and Rose may be entirely 
covered. There is great advantage in this, as 
the union is rendered more oJmplel^vt'y both 

being able to sWoli. move uiifforVlylwhJa hurRM 
in the moist soil. Besides this, they are nfere 

3614.—Climbing: Roses in a conser¬ 
vatory in tbe Isle of Wight.—There is 
nothing unusual in the behaviour of that 

part of the Rose growths that are trained 
to the wall. As I recently stated in Gar¬ 

dening, Roses do not do so well under 

glass when the growth is nailed to walls as 
when it is trained under the roof, and your case 

proves that I am right. It is pretty clear to 
me that the shoots on the wall do not get 
ripened, which is the cause of the buds not 

starting into growth regularly. With regard to 
the Marshal Niel, there is just a suspicion that 

“canker ” has set in on some part of the stem, 
probably just under the surface soil. From the 
information you send it is evident that the 

growth of the Roses was not sufficiently 
ripened for such early forcing. The tempera¬ 

ture during the day was, I expect, too high at 
first, as there is none of the Roses you mention, 

except Fortune’s Yellow, but what can be had in 
flower early if they are properly prepared for it. 
If you want Roses so early you had better grow 

them in pots, or else be content with them six 
weeks later.—J. 0. G. 

3250.—Growing Roses in pots.—When 
a beginner asks for instructions as to how to 
grow Roses in pots in a greenhouse, and is so 

ignorant of the details of their culture as 
“ Ignoramus ” appears to be, it is necessary to 

give very minute details, for on these success 
or failure hinges. For instance, one grower 

might succeed and another fail simply by the 
choice of position. If the plants were crowded 
on a stage at a considerable distance from the 

glass, they would not get enough air and light 
to make healthy growth. They should be 

placed somewhere near the roof-glass, well 
exposed to light and air. They should be pruned 
now, by cutting them well back, and when they 

have started to grow repot them. Use for 
potting soil three-parts of good loam, one of 
leaf-mould, and one of decayed manure with 
some coarse sand. The plants in 5-inch pots 

should be planted in flower-pots 7 inches in 
diameter. After repotting they will grow with 
greater vigour, and will certainly flowor this 
year. Tea Roses are all the better for a little 

fibrous brown peat-soil mixed with the loam. If 
they are to be grown altogether as pot-Roses 

they must not be turned out of the pots at all, 
but after flowering should be placed in a sheltered 

position out-of-doors ; but it is better not to turn 
them out before the middle of May. Tea- 
scented Roses are better to be kept under glass 

all the year round, but they must be kept in 
light airy houses, well ventilated. At all times 

keep the leaves free from green-fly and mildew. 
They do not require a very great supply of 
water.—J. D. E. 

-The pots are rather small at present, but 
they are large enough if the plants have only 

recently been potted. If they are full of roots 
now thoy should be repotted very carefully into 
others two sizos larger. If they havo long shoots 

you may reduce them one half in length, and 
the soil must be kept regularly moist. It is 

always best for inexperienoed people to place 
their Roses growing in pots in the open air 
early in July. In no case should they be turned 

out of the pots, but they should be plunged to 
their rims in soil or coal-ashes.—J. C. C. 

-It would have much simplified matters if 
you had given the names of the Bix Roses. I 
could then have said what style of pruning 

they required. At present I do not know if 

they be climbers or not. Climbers should need 
were | no pruning at this time of year, being small 

plants just received from the grower. Other 

varieties may be pruned fairly hard, cutting 
back to a healthy-looking and prominent eye. 

You should certainly get blooms this season. 
A* far as water goes, keep them uniformly moist 

throughout the whole ball of soil without 
making them saturated and sour. You ask 
question which would need rather a long reply, 

so pray allow me to suggest that you watch the 
instructions given from time to time in Garden- 

rtfb. At prosont I would not apply manure. Y ou 

Rod much better wait until growtfejliactiyfe MO 
givo it then in a liquid state. Watch caref 

for insect pests, avoid draughts and sudden 

changes in the temperature, and for the next 
month do not hurry your plants in any way.— 

P. U. 

3228.—Pruning Rose-trees.—I can only 
understand the query by supposing you mean 
that the stocks budded last year made a 
short maiden growth the same season. If such 

be the case, cut them back to the third or fourth 
eye. All stocks that were budded last year 

should be pruned back to the bud now. Take 
care to afford sufficient support to the young 

growths, to make sure that they get well con¬ 
nected with the stock, and steadied against wind 

and rain.—P. U. 

-If your Rose-trees budded last year have made 

growth more than 6 Inches long, they had better be cut 
back at onoe as you suggest, but If the shoots are only 
2 inches or 8 Inehes long, and weak as well, they had better 
remain as they are.—J. C. C. 

- Roses that were budded last year and made some Eiwth should be cut hard book to within two or three 
ds at lent.—E. H. 

3253.— Roses under glass.—Yon are 
quite correct in your surmise that the present 
wood upon your recently transplanted Roses 
will be of little service. I should prune them 

down rather hard, and endeavour to keep other 
plants from shading the young growths until 

they have advanced enough to over-top the 
staging you speak of ; after which the growth 

would be getting sufficient light. It would only 
be the foregoing of the room that a few plants 
might occupy for a short time.—P. U. 

3240 —Roses and Clematis.—Yes, it is Juito practicable to grow these two grand 
owers together, and I do not know of a more 

satisfactory combination. The following is a 
good method to adopt. Use Clematises of the 

Jackmani type, and Roses that grow strong 
onough to do suitable for pegging down. 
You would not do mnch In trying to have both 

Clematis and Roses in fall flower throughout 
the whole season, but they may be had in per¬ 
fection alternately and with a few blooms of 

each between times. It is not too late to com¬ 
mence this season, but you would only succeed 

in getting the Clematis good during the coming 
summer. Plant strong growing Roses and 
Clematises alternately. I will suppose thst 
your beds have been planted one season, ao as 
to have the Roses established, and will not 

desoribe the routine of operations wbioh I have 
found very simple and satisfactory. At the pre¬ 
sent time I shall prone my Roses, having already 
placed a good mulching of thoroughly rotten 

manure around them, pegging the Roses down 
in the usual manner, so often described in these 

pages. While the Roses are producing their 
main crop of flowers the Clematises are throw¬ 

ing up the long summer shoots that arc a 
characteristic of the Jackmani type. These 
will commence blooming as soon as the Rosea 

go off, and as they will have grown all among 
tbe Rose-wood that was pegged down, and 
which is now comparatively useless, a grand 

display of colour will follow upon that made by 
the Roses. In the moantime thore will be many 

strong shoots growing from tho base of your 
Rose plants, and this wood will be of service 
for flowering the following season. These two 

plants can bo workod so mooly together. Late 
in the autumn, when both Rose and Clematis 

growth ia dormant, the wood of the former, 
which has flowered, may be removed entirely. 

So, too, may that of the Clematises, neither 
being of any farther service. The ground may 
be cleared, dug up, und manured. Both of 
thorn enjoy a rich soil, and tho manure first 

applied may be dug in just previous to pruning 
and pegging down in the spring, afterwards 

adding another slight dressing. The class of 

Clomatis I have rocommondod is very free 
flowering, and also dies down, more or less, to 
its base each season. As they produce sucker- 

like growths annually, and these flower the 
best, it is very simple to grow these two grand 
subjects in one bed.—P. U. 

3229.—Gannas from seed.—If the seeds 
are soaked for twenty-four hours in warm water, 

and then sown in warm soil, and plunged in the 
hot bed thoy will germinate quickly, and get 
largo enough for planting out or potting on this 

season. If the seeds are sown without the warm- 
l\ya:ter treatment to soften the outer covering 

of the seeds, they will be a long time in ger- 
,'rinal.inj, lilifl wi'.l mot make very large plants, 

8tr°Dg heat-k “• 
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FERNS. 

A BEAUTIFUL FERNERY. 

Tim illustration appearing herewith represents 
a view in a fernery belonging to Mr. J. Halli- J 
well, Laburnum House, Bury, Lancashire. On 

passing through the doorway of this fernery a 
scone presents itself which at once in imagina¬ 

tion transfers the beholder to a lovely tropical 
district, such as is sometimes described by 
travellers who have seen Ferns revelling in 

their native homes. Entering the fernery, one 
looks upon a mass of sandstone rising tier above j 

tier. From interstices and also from capacious 
pockets hang in graceful profusion lovely fronds 
of innumerable species and varieties of varied 
form and colour. The pathway winds in and 

out, gradually sinking lower and lower, while 
the rook work rising on oaoh side gives the 

appearance of the path having boon hewn out 
of solid stone ; here a mass projecting, there 
receding, and forming large receptacles in 

which the Ferns grow in wonderful health j 
and vigour, f Passing along this rocky foot- 

numbers of young plants, others finely divided 

and cut; the nobleTree-Forn (Alsophilaexcelsa), 
Microlepia platyphylla, a rare species, but a 

splendid object j Gold and Silver Ferns, the 
lovely Gymnogrammasehizophyllagloriosa, with 

its gracefully curved, finely-cut fronds, a picture 
of beauty ; the Stag’s-horn Ferns, the lace-like 

Cheilanthea elegaus, with others of this 
genus ; and Ptoris without number. Every step 
that is taken brings to viow species and varieties 

rare and beautiful, and seldom seen in private 
collections. One exceedingly beautiful Fern 

will be noticed in the illustration hanging grace- 
fully ovorthe rock—viz., Adiantum concinnum. 
This is indeed a lovely plant, such as is seldom 
seen. There is an absonco hero of the arches 

which so often appear in various fantistic designs 
in ferneries, and which very frequently spoil the 
elfect, producing an unnatural appearance. In 

this fernery, while there is not the slightest 
trace of formality, the rockwork is so arranged 
that the Ferns and other plants growing at 
the bottom on the level of the footpath get an 
abundance of light. When the light is ob- 
soured by arches or the overhanging rocks 

l 

HARDY FERNS 

Thk beautiful illustration (see p. 071, Vol. XIV.) 
of the Oak Fern ought to remove any doubts as to 

the value of hardy Ferns for decorative purposes ; 
but, unfortunately, the term “ hardy ” seems to 

often imply a very inferior kind of plant, and 
hardy Ferns are no exception to the rule, and this 
feeling prevailed up to a very recent date, of 

giving to any hardy plant very scant attention, 
and lavishing all the good things on the tender 
kinds. Happily a change has at last come over 

the scene, and now we find hardy subjects much 
euquired after ; and not only is the hardy plant 
department better looked after than ever, but 

there are genuine hardy plant nurseries devoted 
solely to the culture of such things springing 
up in all directions. Hardy Ferns are especially 
valuable plants for supplying foliage for mixing 

with cut flowors, the various Polypodiuma men¬ 
tioned on page till being exceedingly hand, 
somo; then thero are many evergreen hardy 
Ferns, such as the Black Splcenwort, that are 
far more lasting than Maiden-hair, and are also 

excellent as pot plants for decoration. Many 
of the hardy overgreen Ferns, when grown in pots 

and sheltered in cold frames, are invaluable dur¬ 
ing winter for decoration, when it would be 
unsafe to venture the tender kinds. Largo 
masses of Hart's-tongue when well grown are 

especially effective ; but because they are hardy 
plants they should not bo fully exposed to gales 
of wind and severe frosts, or they will bo useless 

for decoration, as it must bo remembered that 
Ferns in their native glens get much more shelter 
than pot plants set out in the ordinary frame 

ground do, and in pots the roots are especially 

table to suffer from frost. J. G. H. 

ath, at the extreme end a very attractive 
Jeaturo is a stream of water, which, after 
running along a rocky channel for a short dis¬ 

tance, comes tumbling and dashing over the 
rocks obstructing its course. Three parts of 
the way down a miniature lake is formed, from 

which the water again escapes and falls into a 
deeper and larger receptacle, which, judging by 

appearance, the water might have made by its 
incessant fall and flow during past ages ; going 
a little further, the stroam disappears, like some 

mysterious underground river, to appear in a 
different place and be put to further use. 
Turning and looking towards the now invisible 

entrance, completely blocked from view by a 
large projecting Fern-clad rock, the prospect is 

very WautifuL Ono very striking thing is 
the perfectly natural appearance presented by 

the luxuriant growth of the various FCrns, 
Selaginellas, and other plants; Adiantums, 

large and small-leaved, growing in masses in 
thel arge pockets, and peeping out of crannies 
and crevices; Davallias creeping heregnd 
thero over and up the rocks, showing/^thoi 

peculiar brown and whit'1 foot j Anplepi _ 

abundance, some large and spreading, bearing 

injudiciously piaceil, toe plants below thorn, 

which ought to be as healthy and in as good 
condition, or letter than anywhere olsc, 
because moro in viow, are weak and drawn, and 
detract from instead of add to the appearance of 
the fernery. The requirements of plants in the 
matter of light should always bo provided for, 
and in Mr. Halli well’s Fern paradise they show 
a healthy vigorous condition, as a result of 

this and other natural surroundings and pro¬ 

visions. 
In addition to the Ferns there are many Selagi- 

nellas planted, some upright in growth, others 

forming tiny carpets of green, golden, or silver 
verdure. S. ca«sia arborea, with its rambling 
stems and branches and beautiful metallic blue 

foliage, might bo in some tropical forest, it is so 
thoroughly at homo. Ficus repens and F. minima 
creep up tho atones, hang over the rocks, and 
spread in all directions. Tradescantias and a few 

other suitable plants give additional variety in 
form and colour, and altogether serve to make 

up a scene of beauty. 
This ffrnp.ry was constructed and planted by 

lei aud J.^Birkenhead, of th 

to. 

3249.—Grubs and Ferns.—It is utterly 

impossible for anybody to name a grub from so 
vague a description as “ white with a small 
brown head it might be the lava of a beetle 
or a moth. If you have destroyed all you could 

find there are probably no moro to be found, for 
caterpillars and maggots arc not developed 
from germs, but from eggs ; all tho eggs pro¬ 

ducing your grubs wore probably deposited at 
one sitting and hatched almost simultaneously. 

—A. G. Butler. 

8202.—Growing Fern8.—I am inclined to 
think that your present trouble is imaginary. 
I can see nothing in the description of tho house 
which you send to account for the discoloration 

of tho fronds ; and without seeing the plants I 
should say tho discoloration is nothing moro 
than what is nntural to them, as the young 
fronds of many of the Adiantums and Davallias 

woar a bronzy colour when they first appear, 
assuming a greener shado as they get older.— 

J. C. C. 
-Tho groat thing Is to maintain a constantly moist 

and sweet atmosphere and moderately worm temperature ; 

0(1 dess, t) 70 degs. Is a good range for most of tho de¬ 
scriptions of Ferns mentioned. The browning of tho young 

fronds may arise from an overdry atmosphere, but too 
muoh steam dlreot from tho troughs on very hot water- 
pipes would also cause it l>y scalding. Put a good hand¬ 

ful of the tjuassia-chips into a gallon of water.—11. U. K. 

3-209.—Barbed-wire fence.—No; you 

cannot compel your neighbour to remove his 

fence. If you cannot mako some agreement 

with him tho only thing you can do is to claim 

damages against him, in the event of your 

suffering damages. Your neighbour has every 

right to put up any fence ho wishes, but if 

damages aro caused thereby you can make him 

ohange it. However, I doubt your beiug able 

to claim any damages, as you have no animals 

to get lacerated in a market garden ; in a field 

it would be different. I’m afraid yon must 

“grin and boar it.”—Paddy. 

3201.—Boards by the side of beds. 
— Those always have an artificial appear¬ 

ance, unless some edging can bo planted which 
will in time hide the wood. I have tried various 

preparations to preserve wood in the ground ; it 
always decays soonest where the wood is in 
contact with the surface. The best I have used 

is a mixture of pitch and tar in equal portions. 
Apply it boiling hot. Two coats are necessary ; 

the first soaks into the wood, and the next 
applied, not very hot, forms a sort of glaze on 

the surface.—J. D. E. 
—liQhiiGlrJiliiflil >ar would do, and I have always 
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ORCHIDS. 

DENDROBIUM FINDLAYANUM. 
This is a fine plant, and one that seeds freely, I 
should imagine, in its native home, and it must 
be acknowledged to be the parent of some of the 
prettiest hybrids which have originated in oar 
gardens at home. However, the flowers lack the 
odour of Tea Roses, which is the prevailing 
characteristic in those which have originated from 
1). hoterocarpum, another plant which would 
appear to seed freely at home as well as 1). Find- 
layanum, which I infer it does from the great 
number of variations in the flowers of both 
species. Especially is this the case with the 
one now under consideration. This Dendrobe 
comes from the mountains between liurmah 
and Siam, but within the first-named country, 
and is another of the many species of tha Den- 
drobium family which the land of Burmah has 
contributed for the decoration of our plant- 
houses. It is now about thirty-six years ago 
since this plant was first discovered, and about 
ten years later its flowers were first seen in a 
fresh state in this country. The many beautiful 
forms of it which have been seen since cause it 
to take nfirst place amongst the many fine species 
which bloom with us during the early spring 
months. It is a very distinct and well-marked 
plant in its habit of growth, the stems being much 
swollen at the join ts, producing a singular appear¬ 
ance, and the somewhat ample leaves remain 
on the stems with the flowers, but they fall 
away afterwards. The blossoms are freely pro¬ 
duced, mostly in pairs, and measure each somo 
.'i inches across ; the sepals and petals are white, 
tipped with rosy-purple. In some forms, how¬ 
ever, the ground colour is of a light rosy-lilac, 
the large lip being yellow at the base. Out¬ 
side this is a complete zone of white, and the lip 
is rosy-purple, the same as the ends of the sepals 
and (totals. These remain a very long time in 
full beauty. This plant requires an abundanoe 
of light, air, and moisture, and thrives best whon 
suspended from the roof in an open Teak-wood 
basket. The East Indian house is the beat 
place for it. The basket must be well drained, 
using for this purpose lumps of charcoal, because 
they are so much lighter than potsherds, and it 
may bo understood that, in speaking of the 
drainage of hanging-baskets, I always mean 
this material. To avoid the sevore strain npon 
the roof, for soil, use the fibre of good brown 
peat and chopped Sphagnum Moss in about 
equal parts. During the growing season give 
an abundant supply of water, both to its roots 
and overhead from the syringe; but after 
growth is finished, it may be kept somewhat 
dry and cool. Treated thus, Dondrobium 
Findlayonum will be a great joy for the grower. 

Matt. Bn a mule. 

ONCIDIUM PHAL.ENOP8I8. 
This is a lovely Orohid, flowers of which are 
sent me by “ John Marshall," who says: “This 
spike is from a plant sold a few years ago as 
O. ououllatum, but its oolours are so very 
different.” Yes, that may be so, but still colour 
is not a thing that ono can make any specific 
distinction from ; but here I do sco a distinc¬ 
tion. Although many class this as a variety of 
O. cucullatum, I must incline to the side of 
Prof. Reichenbach, who made a distinct species 
of it, for I observe that the narrow part of the 
lip is very different in the true 0. Phala-nopsis, 
and the shape of the front lobe is also very 
different to that of O. cucullatum. Moreover, 
I am inclined to think that the majority of the 
plants in English collections bearing the name 
of 0. Phalmnopsis are really and truly the 
O. nubigenum of Bindley, whioh I also consider 
to be a distinct species; but the flowers sent 
by “J. M.” are the true form of 0. Phalw- 
nopsis introduced by M. Linden, of Brussels, 
about twenty-five years ago, and it is at onoe a 
marvellous beauty, and ono that grows well in 
a very cool temperature. What elevation this 
particular plant comes from I cannot say, but 
the typical plant does not appear to grow lower 
than about 8,000 foet altitude, thriving up to 
11,000 feet or even more. When at the extremes 
it beoomes quite alpine in its habit and appear¬ 
ance. The spike of bloom of this plant bears 
s-une five to seven flowers, more frequently leas ; 
i ie sepals and petals whioh are nearljsequal in 
size have a ground colour |Of etfemyrirkite, 

transversely marked with somewhat spotted bars 
with rich purple or crimson; the lip is large, 
two-lobed in front, white, the base spotted 
with numerous large dots of purplish-crimson, 
and a crest of rich yellow. The flowers last 
so long in perfection that they are very apt to 
weaken the plant if they are not removed. These 
plants I like best to grow upon a block of wood, 
putting a very small piece of Sphagnum Moss 
with them, because as the plants of this species 
grow naturally on trees and rock, they have 
nothing to encumber or lie about their roots. 
I prefer these plants to be kept in the Odonto- 
glosaum-house, although some growers do go in 
for greater warmth, and put them at the cool end 
of the Cattleya-house ; but though they may do 
well for a year or two they soon die off. The 
plants should have exposure to the light, but 
carefully preserved from the sunshine, and in 
addition they like to be always moist, no drying 
season being necessary for them. 

Matt. Bramble. 

being used to make a hot-bed. The proper 
treatment has often been given in Gardening 

and consists in shaking it to pieces and throwing 
it up in a heap, leaving it for a few days to get 
warm; then turnitoverand intermix bythrowing 
the outsides of the heap into the oentre and 
bringing the manure from the centre to the 
outside, thus exposing all to the purifying 
influence of heat. This turning and intermixing 
may have to be repeated if the manure is very 
fresh. When leaves can be obtained to mix 
with the manure, once turning will be sulfiiient, 
but there is no substitute for leaves that will 
carry on a lasting heat; but stable-manure, 
properly fermented, will do very well, and many 
people have nothing else to make the hot-beda 
with.—E. H. 

SAOCOLABIUM GIGANTEUM. 

This is a beautiful species which I am asked to 
write a few words about by “ Hugh McLaren ?” 
I am glad at any time to hoar any one of my 
readers asking for some hints as to the cultiva¬ 
tion of these much neglected warm-house plants, 
which were quite upset, upon home growers 
waking up to the knowledge that Odonto- 
glosaums, and other things from South America 
and Mexico, could be grown at home without 
the application of fire-heat for at least six months 
in year. People then went fairly mad, got rid 
of their collections of East Indian Orchids, and 
went in for cool-house plants from the Western 
Hemisphere, quite ignoring the faot that there 
are plenty of plants in tho East that are moun¬ 
tain residents, and that an elevation of several 
thousand feet in the East has as much an effect 
in reducing the temperature os it has in the 
West, and that there ere many temperate plants 
natives of the East Indies, and these can be Kwn cheek by jowl with the Western ones ; 

the present plant is a warm-house one. 
I first Baw the plant in flower at Farnham 
Castle some thirty years ago, and since then 
I have seen many fine specimens in the 
various collections through the three kingdoms, 
Mr. Turner’s, at Pendlebury, being one, 
Dr. Ainsworth’s, at Lower Broughton, Mr. 
Turner, of Leicester, Mr. Dawson, of Meadow 
Bank, and Mr. Day, of Tottenham, all being 
conspiouous for the very fine specimens of this 
and many other species of the genus Saccola- 
bium. 8. giganteum is a plant that usually 
flowers in the autumn and through the winter 
months, and last week only I had a fino truss 
which was brought in by a friend, its delicious 
fragrance pervading the whole room. It is an 
erect growing plant, but never attains much 
height under cultivation, or perhaps we have 
never kept it growing long enough to prove 
what it would be. Its leaves are broadly strap- 
shaped, sheathing at the base, thick and fleshy 
in texture, about 1 foot long, and rioh-green in 
colour, having streaks of lighter green running 
from base to the point. The spike varies from 
9 inohes to a foot or more in length, the flowers 
being thickly set, small but numerous, waxy 
white, much spotted with violet-mauve, the lip 
being rioh-purple, and terminating in a short 
spur, and being deliciously fragrant. A pure 
white form I have before me now at the present 
time, whioh, although very beautiful, is not so 
fascinating to tho amateur as the typical plant 
whilst wo have in the variety Uluatre, dis¬ 
covered by Mr. Linden, a plant more richly 
coloured than the typical plant. This species 
thrives best in a hanging-basket in the East 
Indian-house, where the thermometer nevor falls 
below 00 degs. or 65 degs. Tho basket should 
be well drained, and for soil uso living Sphagnum 
Moss entirely. Give the plants full exposure to 
light, and shado from tho burning rays of the 
sun, keeping them well supplied with moisture 
in the air and water to tho roots. 

Matt. Bramble. 

HOUSE & WINDOW GARDENING. 

TUBEROUS BEGONIA8 FOR A WINDOW. 

The time is now at hand that these charming 
plants may be started, and as'they are excellent 
window-plants, no time should be lost in pro¬ 
curing the tubers. For window work it is very 
desirable to have plants of a neat, dwarf habit 
—».e., such as do not grow tall and lanky, but 
bring plenty of blossoms on short, branched 
stems. The more ordinary kinds of Tuberous 
Begonias grow nearly 18 inches in height before 
the blooms appear, while tho best varieties are 
a mass of bloom before they are a foot high. 
Tastes differ as to whether double or single- 
flowered Begonias are most to be admired ; 
a few of each kind may be chosen from the lists 
of a good Begonia grower, and also a few of tho 
semi-double varieties, which are specially 
adapted for window-boxes or hanging-baskets. 
Having selected the tubers, they should be 
potted in thumb-pots, allowing half of the tuber 
to appear above the soil, which must be light 
and sandy. The only danger the tubers are in 
at this stage, if kept free from frost, is from 
damp, and they should not be constantly 
watered, the soil being only kept just moist, but 
not wet. Before long small sprouts, not unlike 
thoeo which are seen on Potatoes, will appear, 
and when these have grown sufficiently to have 
roots, the tubers may be feiven their first shift 
into the next sized pots, with slightly richer 
compost. A bag of special Begonia compost 
can De obtained by post with the tubers, which 
saves the amateur much trouble and difficulty ; 
but in the oarlier stages spent soil or sand should 
be added to the compost, which may be givon 
stronger at each repotting. A sunny window, 
whore draughts are not allowed, will grow 
Begonias well, if they are never allowed to 
become pot-bound and given a shift before the 
pot is full of roots, with plenty of water daily, 
though not in a sauoer. In some cases they 
give troublo by dropping their buds just before 
they open ; this is usually to bo traced to some 
sudden draught of cold air—perhaps given in the 
morning when the room is swept—or to the fact 
that they have boon allowod to become too dry, 
and then havo boon soaked with water. Care 
in these little matters will be well rewarded, and 
Begonias will accommodate themselves to more 
positions if well treated. They should be care¬ 
fully hardened to the open air if intended 
for borders, window-boxes, or balcony work, 
and may be placed out-of-doors entirely after 
the end of May, when they will become very 
strong and vigorous. Thoy prefer alight shade, 
however, after this date to a very hot situation, 
and need a good mulch of Cocoa-nut-fibre or 
Moss to proteot the surface-roots, on which 
their woll-doing largely depends, if placed in 
the full summer sunshine. I. L. R. 

3222.—Hot bed —Longlitter which has boen 
used for bedding will do for mixing with short 
manure, but dry straw which baa not been used 
is not of much value for hot-bod making. 
Manure just as it comes from the stable, where 

I straw has been used for litter, is best, and if 
^JiJ^luite fresh it must be fermented^ljm^pre 

3207.—Manure for Begonias.—You 
need not indulge in fertilisers in the case of 
the ordinary bedding Begonias. The great 
point is to got the soil well worked, and, 
If heavy, made light by incorporating with it a 
fair proportion of leaf-soil, or old Mushroom-bed 
manure, if you cannot readily get the leaf-mould. 
It is a good plan to cover the surfaoe of the base 
with Cocoa-nut-fibre refuse, and during the 
summer keep the soil moderately moist. 
Begonias liko moisture. A soil in whioh thcro 
is some amount of peat is very beneficial. As 
you appear from your signature to bo quite a 
beginner in the culture of the Begonia, look 
through reodtit numbers of Gardening ; several 
.^ot^ navj^^(?!«^ro^up9i^ the subjeot.—C. T. 

D 7\l 
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WHITE BELL FLOWERS (CAMPANULA). 

Bell-flowers of all kinds and colours are 

always most welcome in the garden, and the 
white ones especially so, being valuable for cut¬ 
ting or growing in pots. Of late years theso 
White Bell-flowers have become very and de¬ 
servedly popular as market plants, the single 
flowers being “mounted” and used in many 

ways in bouquets, sprays, and button-holes, &c. 
The accompanying illustration shows a good 
type of White Bell-flower. 

3247. — Water Lilies from seed. — 
These are not difficult to raise from seed, but 
in their young state they need care and much 
attention. It is quite possible to flower them 
the same year if the plants aro raised early. I 
have flowered the charming little Siberian 
species, N. pygmtea, within six months of its 
germination. 1 should say sow them as soon as 
you can get them. Treat them as regards pre¬ 
paration of soil and sowing as you would 

ordinary seed, but afterwards immerse the pot 
in somo reccptaclo that holds water, having just 
sufficient to cover the top of the jiot to the 
depth of about 1 inch. If the seed is gathered 
and sown in late autumn the young plants will 
not appear till early the following year. 

It can be kept, however, if convenient, 
and sown in spring, as I believe it re¬ 
tains its vitality for a considerable 
time. At any rate, I had a very suc¬ 
cessful lot of young plants that were 
raised from seed gathered in Africa, 
and it was some months old before it 

was given to me. After the young 
plants have made two or three leaves 

they should be potted off singly in 
small pots and again immersed, slightly 
increasing the depth of water, and con¬ 
tinuing to do so as they grow in vigour. 
As regards planting them—I assume the 
querist means in the open, in pond or 
lake—there is no season better than tho 
month of May, as then tho plants have 
the year before them, and if they are 

fairly strong they will soon mako pro¬ 
gress and flower. In the latter part of 
the month of May, 1891, I planted 
nearly forty plants of ail the beat 
kinds. I did not expeot to see many 
flowers that year, but the first opened 
on July 4th, and every kind produced 
some before that month was out, and 
they continued on till late in autumn ; 
also ripening seed whioh was sown 
when gathered, and gorminated the 

following spring. As to how planting 
must be managed one has to be guided 
by the conditions. If the pond was a 
natural one, and had a rich deposit of 
mftd, the plants might bo planted in 
open wicker-baskets and sunk where 
they were required to grow. Old bas¬ 
kets would do, as they would tho more 
readily permit of the roots finding 
their way through and rooting 

into the mud. On tho other hand, if 
the pond has no natural deposit, and it is so 
arranged that the water can be drained off, 
it should be done, and then a mound of soil 
could be made for each plant. In my case the 
pond was an artificial one, made first with 

asphalts, and then, owing to leakages, puddled 
with clay, whilst, worse still, the clay was full 

of Sedges and Typha, two weeds that Water 
Lilies can hardly hold their own against, and 
the problem was how to give the Lilies good 
soil, yet isolate them from devouring weeds. 
We overcame the difficulty by making for each 
plant a concrete box 4 feet square and 18 inches 
deep. It was a great expense, but the necessities 
of the case demanded it. I hope “ Pay de fSalle " 

will have no suoh great difficulty. In conclusion, 
I might add that Water Lilies are now most 
delightful and varied, someof thonower varieties 
having flowers 5 inches to 7 inches across, and 
of most lovely tints in white, flesh, pink, and 
yellow. I am sure many readers of Oardenino 

would like to grow them, and as doubtless many 
have the means, whilst the best planting season 
will soon be here, I will shortly contribute an 
article upon them describing the best. I should 
add for the querist’s guidance that we make our 
boxes so that about a foot of water sto^ToV^i and 

t he crown of the plants, 
reduced it once to less than 

but the plants kept floworing, and I believe it 

is a fact that some of the newer hybrids do not 
require nearly such a depth of water as some of 
the old species.—A. H. 

- They can be grown from seed, and if 
the seed could be sown early in the year the 
plants produced thorefrom would flower the 
same season. It is not usual to raise them from 
seed. They are planted from divided clumps. 
Plant them now just before they begin to grow. 
The way I do is to fill a large round basket with 
loam and decayed manure. Plant in this, and 
sink the basket in the water, the crowns of the 

plants should be a foot under the water. If 
the water is run off' they may be planted in the 
soil at the same depth.—J. D. E. 

3109.—A rare Grass.—The Grass, Psamma 

used for the conservatory. There is also a variety 

called medio-picto, which is distinct from 
A. variegata, the centre of the leaf being of a 
golden yellow colour, and tho margin green. 
A. celsiana, A. pilifera, A Bhawi, and one 
called A. Victoria Regina may be also recom¬ 
mended. The last mentioned is very distinct 
and compact, the leaves striped with white. 
It is by no means uninteresting or devoid of 
colour.—C. T. 

3103. — Carnations bursting. — The 
trouble you speak of arises, unfortunately, not 
from the weather, but is characteristic of the 
varieties. They are what is known as “pod 
bursters.” But Germania, as far as I have seen 
and grown it, is not so bad as the others. 
Exhibitors have a little india-rubber ring to 
place round the calyx of those flowers that are 

nowers are proaucea in juiy, anu mo root-siocK | carnations are now striving to get ■ 
is creeping, liko Couch, thus binding tho sand, ( keep the flowers intact, not buratir 
for which purpose it is planted. In Carpenter's good garden Carnation should n 

“ Vegetable Physiology,” it is mentioned this , flowers, but hold them well up on a 

ance mat we mage our excellent to ac 
•otof water stoxi over I s"d for Ihia pi 

Bummer's ovajtoratidn j) ul 4-fikn i 
than half that amount^ Thc^^nybe 

arenaria, is not rare, as it is distributed on likely to burst, or a piece of thin bass answers 
European shores, even to North Africa, growing the same purpose. It is usually in the wet 
in the dunes and sand-hills by tho sea. The seasons that the flowers burst badly. Raisers of 
flowers are produced in July, and the root-stock < Carnations are now striving to get varieties that 

bursting at all. A 
not split its 
sturdy stems. 

creeping stem, so troublesome to tho Couch , There is no reason why the plants should not 
| Grass, is of great service to man in the Grass ' bloom well in the ooming season, but on no 
1 called the Sand Reed, Psamma arenaria (but, I account overdose with liquid-manure. It is not 

needful. Beautiful beds of Carnations 
I have seen without any of this kind 

of treatment.—C. T. 

3254.—Carnations for market. 
—These are largely grown by a friend 
of mine, whose work and results 1 have 
many opportunities of seeing. His 
plants are grown in a house with a three- 
quarter span, and many of his plants 
arc so largo that it takes two men to 
carry them from the house to the open 
air. The best plan will be to buy Edants at once, and as they do better in 
arge pots than small ones, I would put 

three in a 10-inch pot, and pick off all 
the flower-buds this year. The plants 
should be grown in the open air until 
the end of September, when they should 
be taken to the greenhouse for the 
winter. My friend takes his plants from 
tho house about the middle of July and 
stands them on a gravel walk expoeed 
to all the aun, where they only get just 
water enough to keep them alive. Any 
repotting is done when they are taken 

under glass in the autumn. A tempera¬ 
ture of 50 degs. by fire-heat is as much 
as they can Dear up to the middle of 
March, and then they must have plenty 
of air in suitable weather. During the 
months of April and May the house is 
closed early of an afternoon when the 
sun is bright, the thermometor often 
running up to 85 degs —J. C. C. 
- The form of houso does not sig¬ 

nify a great deal, but if a choice can 
be made I would choose the span-roofed 
form, running north and south. The 
only way to produce them in auantities 
for the market is to grow the plants 
well. It would be cheaper to purchase 

young stock now, and grow the plants on until 
they were ready for layering. The size of 
flower-pots must be determined by the sire of 
the plants. Large specimens producing many 

flowers I have seen growing in 10-inch and 
11-inch pots. Young plants a year old might 
be grown and flowered in 8-lnch and 9-inch 
pots, while 7-inch would be quite large enough 
for last year’s layers. As to the time for repot¬ 
ting Carnations or any other plants, an experi¬ 
enced cultivator can tell by the state of the roots. 
Hewaits until theflowor-potsin which the plants 

are growing are sufficiently filled with roots, but 
not so muen as to be what gardeners term pot- 
bound. My Malmaison Carnation layers are Sotted early, sometimes beforo the middle of 

optember. I plant a single layer in a large 
sixty-sized flower pot, and they are ready to 

repot into 7-inch early in February. The same 
plants will need a 9-inch or 10 inch flower pot 
next year; small ones may take an 8-inch only, 
but if all the layers are taken off the old stool 
will not be worth keeping.—J. D. E. 

3133. — Violets for autumn and 
Winter.—I wish “Constant Reader ” to try 
the Blue Neapolitan Violet again. I suppose 
his 'planW ) “re in t, frame, planted out. Take 
the young, omnia ir.April, with root, too, and 

pi&iit 1 foot apart, atd in leaf mould 1 foot to 

Ors Rradskh' Illi umanoKH: A Whits Bell-flower (Campsnuh). 
Engraved lor Oakdkkino Illustrated trom s photograph ssot by 
Ur. K. A. Bradley, Alderley Edge, Cheshire. 

may remark, that it is also known as Warren 
Grass), which can vegetate amidst dry and 
drifting sand, and hence is employed to give 

firmness to embankments. Such Grasses do not 
increaso so much by seods as by the multipli¬ 
cation of buds; cattle will not cat them, and 

hence they are providentially adapted to escape 
that modo of destruction, but when they 
have been uprooted through thoughtlessness or 
iguorauce the most serious evils have arisen. 
It is interesting to note that largo tracts of nice 
fertilo country nave boon rendered barren by the 
enoroachment of sand hills, and this encroach¬ 
ment resulted from tho destruction of such mat 

Grasses as tho Sand Reed, whioh were pulled up 
by the country people for fuel to such an extent 
that an Aot of Parliament was passed about 100 
years ago, rendering it punishable to do so.— 

C. T. 
3227.—Agaves—The so-called American 

Aloe (Agave americana), is one of the best, and 
also the variegated variety, especially when 
small I saw lately a quantity of it in a 

nursery, the plants in smallish pots, and noticed 
their usefulness and brightness. Both are 
exoellenjto adorn the garden terraces especially, 

purpose are grown in large pots In 
may be plunged in the grounds | 

taken in during the winter and 
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2 feet deep under a south wall, or where it is 

shaded, and water when dry, and when they 
have made young crowns, peg them down, five 

or six of them, and take off all runners after that 
time, and take them up in September and pot 

them in 3'2-sized pots; put the old crown in 
centre, and the young ones round side ; use all 
leaf-mould riddle for potting, and put them in a 

frame where they will get all the sun in winter, 

and close to glass when lights are on, and pro¬ 
tecting from the froet with whatever you have 
got—soil put at the side will do—and you will 
nave plenty of Violets.—W. R. 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

ARISTOLOCHIAS. 

I am asked to name some family of plants that 

will grow well in a rather large stove, plants 
that will grow and flower freely, and have a 
distinct and tropical effect? Now I do not know 
a genus that has a more quaint and majestio 
appearance than the present one now under 
consideration ; but they require a warm tropical 

temperature to grow them successfully, for they 

do not develop their charms in anything like 
Buch a marked degree in a cool stove. These 

charms are, however, somewhat handicapped by 
the strong and unpleasant odour emitted by the 
flowers of most of the species, but whioh is not 

peroeptible when the plants are upon the roof of 
what my correspondent calls a rather large 
stove ; of course, the stove is not to be covered 

with these plants entirely, for there are plenty 

of such things as Bignoniat, Bougainvilleas, 
Clerodendrons, Dipladenias, Possifloros, and 
many others whioh will do equally well and 

flower profusely if used alternately with them ; 
but now I am about to reoommend some of the 

numerous family of the Aristolochiaa or Birth- 
worts as they are called. One speoiea appears 
to be a native of Britain ; although modern 

authors say it is not indigenous, yet the older 
writers make no doubt about its being a native 

plant. This is the A. Clematitee, which is an 
upright growingehrub, growing about.3 feet high, 

having dark-green heart-shaped leaves some 
3 or 4 inches aoross. The flowers are crowded, but 
they are not showy; still, it is a nice plant to have 

in the border ; whilst A, Sipho, a large-leaved 
American species, is frequently to be found in 

gardens, where it is useful and ornamental as a 
deciduous climber. However, we must now 

turn to the stove climbers of strong growth. 
Amongst these I would reoommend A. ornitho- 
cephala, which is a sturdy plant which will bo 

found specially suitable to my enquirer, and it 
makes an invaluable plant for covering a pillar 

or rafter, the leaves being large, measuring some 
3 inches or 9 inches aoross, heart-shaped, and 

deep-green. The flowers are curiously shaped, 
the tube being white or creamy-white, streaked 

and veined with deep purplish-brown ; beside 
this, it has a large two-lobed appendage, some¬ 
thing resembling a wattle, which is white, beau¬ 

tifully netted with reddish-purple. A. labiosa 
is another plant, with more uniform leaves, and 

with a similar but smaller flower; whilst A. 
gigas, by some called grandiflora, has long 

heart-shaped leaves, has large flowers having a 
ground colour of creamy-yellow, mottled, and 
blotchod with deep-purple ; it has a long tail in 

front. I will say nothing of the gigantic- 
flowered kind from Western Afrioa called Goldie- 
ana, whioh has a tri-lobod bloom which measuros 

‘2 feet or more across, but will here confine my 
remarks to a few of the smaller-flowered kinds, 
which may be grown by anyone having a small 

stove, in whioh they form very beautiful orna¬ 
ments, and I really do not think a prettier plant 

could be found than A. elegans. This is a plant 
that was introduced to our gardens some few 
years ago by Mr. Bull, of Chelsoa; it is 

slender climbing plant, having ovate or heart- 
shaped leaves, which aro slightly glaucous 

beneath, pale-green above, the flowers borne 
upon a long, slender stalk ; the tube is suddenly 

bent upwards, and forms a cup-shaped limb 
some ‘2 inches across; the ground colour is 
creamy-white, having a rich, golden-yellow eye, 

round which is a rich, dark, velvety zone, and be¬ 
yond this is much-branched markings of dark 
purplish-brown. These flowers are quite desti¬ 

tute of the strong odour usually found more or 

leas in all the Aristolochiaa. A. Dackartrei is a 
somewhat similar flower, but thi plaut y 

different; it is a oUciber, but the IrowIrYsn 

ducod upon the old wood, having the usual bent 
tube and spreading cup-shapea limb, with a 

creamy-white eye, which is the ground colour of 
the flower, beautifully and regularly modelled 

with velvety blackish-purple. This plant is 
bettor named Ruiziana. I am told it was intro¬ 

duced by M. Linden from the Amazon. A. 
tricaudata is not a climber, and it has oblong 

leaves of a deep-groen ; it produces single 
flowers from the lower joints ; those have the 

bent tube so peculiar to this genus, which 
develops into a wide limb, which is of a very 

deep-red or dark-purple. It is trilobed, these 
lobes being some 4 inches long; it also is quite 

destitute of any odour. There are many other of 
the small-flowered kinds exceedingly interesting 

and beautiful; but I think I will draw this to a 
close by noticing just one more species, and that is 

the farcical plant called A. ridicula, which has a 
head and pair of ears whioh stand up and corre¬ 

spond with the head of a mule in its various 
phases of temper; it has creamy-white and 
purple markings. For the strong - growing 
climbers it is muob the best system to have 

them planted out, confining the roots somewhat 
by a bricked-up partition. Drain this well, and 

the soil best suited to them is a mixture of good 
turfy loam and brown peat in about equal pro¬ 

portions, the whole to be made fairly sandy. 
The latter and small growing kinds may be 

grown in good sized pots, and they will flower 
freely, and after a time a surfacing of loam 

mixed with shoep’s-manure will be found a 
great restorer. Nothing more is necessary, 

saving an abundant supply of water from the 
syringe to keep down red-spider and thrips, and 

also to their roots during the growing season. 
During winter they may be kept rather short of 

moisture with advantage. J. J. 

3212.—Greenhouse flue —Yes, you can 
do aB you propose and heat the pit at the same 

time its the house if you use a damper in the way 
you propose ; but the flue in the pit must be on 

the aame level as the old one, and the chimney 
nearly, if not quite, the same height. With 

having the Hue on the same level and the new 
chimney tho same height as the old one, you 

may possibly be able to heat both the house and 
it at the same time without using the damper ; 

ut I cannot say if the heat would divide itself 
in this way. I should be glad if you would try 

and kindly let me know the result. I know 
that the heat will return on nearly the same 
levol, and even dip down under a doorway if the 

chimney is high enough; but to provide the 
possibility for tho heat to divide at a certain 

point is an idea quite new to me.—J. C. 0. 

2350.—Plants on the back wall of a 
vinery.—You say that the house is cold in 
winter. If by that you mean it is not heated in 

frosty weather you must not plant anything that 
is tender, and although the Lapageria is nearly 

hardy it is doubtful if it would live through 
severe winter in such a position. All the other 
plants you mention will answer your purpose, 

and if the houso is not heated in frosty woather 
I advise you to plant the Passion-flower 

Constance Eliott in the place of the Lapageria. 

' C. C. 
-The house being quite oold in winter will limit the 

eeleotlon, but MtrdohxT Nlel end other Rotes will do well. 

Pteeiflort Constance Eliott and the l.apagerias might do, 
though it It J Jet possible the house might be too hot In 
summer for the Lapageria. Fuohsias would probably get 
out down with frost In winter, but if the roots were pro¬ 
tected, they would break strongly from the bottom. 

Camellias would suooeed.—E. II. 

- For euoh a position there are no plants to equal 

Camellias, Orangei, Lemons, and others of the Citrus 
family. The shade of the Vines overhead does not suit 
Roses, and the heat In summer will be too groat for 
I/apagerlas. Luoulla gratiseima would do well if It oould 

have neat In the winter, but under tho circumstances I 
should plant Camellias almost exolusively. — B. 0. R. 

3184 —Culture of Cyperus alternlfo 
liUS.—This plant is very easily managed, the 
chief points being a well drained porous soil, 
plenty of moisture both at the root and in the 
atmosphere, and a genially warm tomperaturo. 

8eedlings grow well in a mixture of peat, loam, 
leaf-mould, and sand, sifted rather fine on the 

surface and well drained. If they come up 
thickly, prick them off 1J inches apart, in boxes ; 

but if tolerably strong, they may oe transferred 
directly to thumb pots. Shift them on subse- 

uently as roquired. Shade from bright sun- 

ine must bo given at all times.—B. 0. R. Qp 

This plant is easily grown either. f(rom 

i or by division of the plants. 11 Time n aliW> 

a variety with variegated leaves; the stems and 
leaves are streaked with white. They are 

excellent window plants, and are grown in 
thousands by tho market gardeners. The green¬ 
leaved variety is generally raised from seed, sown 

in pans of good potting-soil, sandy loam, and 
leaf-mould. The seed vegetates in a little heat, 

and the plants certainly do best when grown on 

in a moderate hot-house. Prick the young 
plants out into pans, and ultimately pot them 

off singly into flower-pots.—J. D. E. 

3230.— Carnation cuttings.—Plant out 
the outtings if well established in a properly 

prepared bed, made up of good loamy soil mixed 
with a little wood-ashes, or similar material. 

Take care of wireworms, and it is not wise to Elant, for instance, on quite fresh ground, as we 

aveseen splendid stocks of Carnations succumb 
to this insidious pest. Wireworms seem to 
have a special liking for the fragrant flower. 

You cannot expect great things from the plants 
this year, but if all goes well they will be 
healthy examples next season. From what, 
however, I can judge, the cuttings have still 

to be struok. Get them in at once, inserting 
round tho sides of 5-inch pots, plant with a light 

soil and well croaked, give them a gontle bottom- 
host, and when rooted pot off.—C. T. 

- It I* late now for these, unless they are of the tree 
varieties, when they will oome In nloely for flowering next 
winter, and cuttings rooted now oould not be expeoted 
to bloom this year to any extent, If at all.—B. O. R. 

3224.—Primulas for spring.—A good 
strain of the Chinese Primulas (Primula sinensis) 

sown towards the end of April will bloom in 
spring (for winter blooming sow now). Primula 

obconica sown now will commence blooming in 
autumn, and flower all winter and spring in a 
warm greenhouse. The plant has a bad reputa¬ 

tion, though I have never mot with a case of 

the skin irritation imputed to it, and imagine it 
is not common.—E. H. 

- presume you mean Chinese Primulas, and you 
may sow seed in the early autumn, say August, reckoning 
about six mouths with proper treatment from the time of 
sowing the seed until the plants bloom. You will llnd 
Information upon the treatment of the plants after sowing 
in Oardksi.no, Feb. 26, p. 741, and March 4, p. 12.— 

0. T. 
3246.— An Azalea shedding its buds. 

—It is not so usual for Azaleas to shed their 
buds as it is for Camellias; but Azaleas will 

do it if they receive a very serious check to 
their development. Some persons keep their 
plants far too dry at the roots in winter, and 

as the compost in which they are grown usually 
consists of sandy peat, over-dryness is more 

injurious, owing to the difficulty to thoroughly 
wet such soil; and the fine and very numerous 

hair-like roots of the plants are killed. Water 
applied too freely thereafter does more harm than 

ood, causing a check which will often causo the 

ower-buds to drop off. The Indian Azalea ia 
even more hardy than “ Geraniums,” as far as 

injury from frost is concerned ; but exposure to a 
continuous cold draught of air would injure 

the Azalea first, and cause both buds and loaves 
to drop off. I would put down the cause 

either to sudden chocks from the plants being 
exposed in cold draughts, or from careless 
watering.—J. D. E. 

3233.—Primulas from seed.—If you can 
get the seed ripe by the beginning of next 

August, and it is sown at that time, the plants 
should flower in the following spring ; but in a 

general way the seeds do not get ripe early 
enough to produce flowering plants the same 
year. By fertilising the flowers of Primulas 
a greater number of seed ia produced. You 
may, howover, get a few seeds if you plaoo 

the plants at onoe on a light, airy shelf in 
the greenhouse. I have known the plants ripen 

seed without being fertilised in a sunny window, 
and I have seen hundreds of plants at the 

Lanport nurseries placed out-of-doors in the 
month of May, with only a canvas awning sus¬ 

pended over them, with a good number of seed- 
pods on each plant. In this case the insects 

did the fertilising part of the business gratis. 

—J. C. C. 

- The seed seldom ripens before July, and 
then, even if sown immediately, the plants are 

too backward for anything but late spring 
flowering. By pushing tho seedlings on briskly 
I have had good plants in time to save seed from 

again the following spring, bat as a rule the seed 
ii. v.'d, mj i his summer, is kept over until the 

Primulas do not sot well following spring. . .. 

before March’ f».d the earliest, so that for this 
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nnrpoM it in no use to have them too forward. 

The flowers must be fertilised on all bright days 
with a camel-hair brush, or there will be little 
or no seed, especially on the ohoicer varieties, 

and the plants ought to stand on a shelf near 
the glass in a sunny and moderately warm 

structure.—B. C. R. 

— Seeds o( Primulas lo blossom now will be ripe in 
time (or sowing to bloom next spring. I have plants In 
bloom now the seeds o( which were taken from plants in 

blossom later than this last year. Vou will get more 
seed i( you fertilise with the oamel's-hair pencil. Do it 
about midday, when the pollen is dry.—E. II. 

-The seed of the Primula sinensis, (the Chinese 
Primula), saved this year, will be ready in time to sow and 
produoe flowering plants for next season. The seed is 
produced sometimes without any attempt at fertilisation 

artificially, but if the flowers are artificially fertilised the 
amount of seed obtained will be largely Increased. Sow 
the seed as soon as it Is ripe.—J. D. B. 

GREENHOUSE RHODODENDRONS. 

The kinds of Rhododendron that will thrive 
under greenhouse treatment are now numerous. 
Among them are several species, such as the 

magnificent R. Nuttalli from Bootan, which 
attains a height of 20 feet or 30 feet, R. Gib- 
■oni, a compact bushy-habited sort from 
Khoseea, R. arboreum, from Nepal, R. Dal- 

honsianum, from the Himalaya, R. j*s mini- 

plants altogether under glass for two years, 
giving ordinary greenhouse treatment, after the 
grafts have got a good start in the warmth 

already advisod ; this is requisite to get them on 
in size. Afterwards they will be bettor out-of- 
doors in the summer. They do best in good 

turfy peat, to which add some sand. Large- 
growing kinds like R. Nuttalli, as they get big 
enough to require it, must have large boxes or 

tubs to grows in, or better still, be planted out. 

Ivsects.—Rhododendrons are not much sub¬ 
ject to the attacks of insects, but, grown under 
glass, they frequently get affected with scale or 
mealy-bug, for which syringe freely with water 

and sponge with soap and water. 
The undermentioned are desirable sorts : R. 

Countess of Haddington (blush-white), R. 
Countess of Sefton (white and rose), K. Denni- 
soni (white and lemon, very fragrant), R. 

Duchess of Edinburgh (bright orange-scarlet), 
R. Duchess of Sutherland (white, flowers 
fringed), R. DueheHS of Teek (yellow, tinted 
with scarlet and rose), R. Lady Skelmersdale 
(pure-white), R. Maiden’s Blush (blush-white), 

K. Pink Beauty (white and pink), R. Princess 
Alexandra (pure waxy-white), R. Princess Alice 
(white, tinged with pink, fragrant), R. Princess 

Royal (rose colour), R. Prince of Wales (orange- 
red), R. Purity (pure-white, vory fragrant), R. 

is dry, water before sowing the seed, then cover 
each pot with a square of glass large enough to 

keep the seeds quite close, and set in a sunny 
window every morning. Reverse tho glass so 
as to bring the damp side to dry. Whenever 

water is required, dip the pot up nearly to tho 
rim in a pail of tepid water, and us soon as the 
plants appear ventilate only a little at first, 
increasing the size of the openings almost daily 

till the plants can bear full exposure. If t ic 
plants are to be grown in pots, prick off vhvi 

large enough to handle. If to be planted in tho 
borders, harden off gradually till the weather is 
suitable, and then prick out in beds.—E. II. 

■103(>.—Treatment of Cyclamens.— 
When Cyclamens pass out of bloom, they 
should be placed on a shelf near the roof-glass 
of a greenhouse until the weather is mild enough 

for them to stand in garden-frames. They 
should bo kept moderately dry at the roots 
during summer, and when it is time for them to 
start into growth in the autumn, the)’ Bhould be 

repotted and may be kept in tho garden-frames 
until the end of September, when it will be time 
to place them in the greenhouse again. The 
Erica, which has just passed out of bloom, is 
probably one of tho herbaceous section, E. 

nyemalis, and it should be cut down, and when 
it has started to grow repot it. This also will 

flower well next season.—J. D. E. 

3130. — Oleander not flowering. — 
Your plant probably requires repotting, 
os this will account for the flowers dying away, 

os the room is not suitable. The best place to 
grow Oleanders in is a greenhouse. Wo should 
advise you to look to tho roots, and if a shift 
into a larger size is desired do this in tho spring, 

using a soil composed of three parts good loam, 
peat one part, and a part of well-decayed 
manure. Mix with this preparation sufficient 

sharp silver-sand to make it moderately light.— 
C. T. 

3180. — Bryophylla calycinum. — 
This is really a stove plant, but it does 
not need a very high temperature to grow it. 
I cultivated plants of it for several years as a 
curiosity, but aftor thiB was gratified I turned 
them out. The plants spring from tho notches 
of the leaves, and these being succulent, they 
do not shrivel when broken off from the plant. 
If the leaves are laid on the surface of the soil 
the plants will soon appear, and at each notch 
on the edges of tho leaves a tiny plant will form, 
which in time will root into the soil. Well- 

drained pots of sandy loam suits it very well, 
and the leaves being succulent, water should 
not be applied too freely.—J. D. E. 

11108 —Slugs In a greenhouse.—Water with lime- 
water, or visit the houso at night with a light, when they 
are feeding, and capture them. Perseverance in this way 
will soon olear them off.—E. H. 

A greenhouse Uhododeudron. 

florum, from Malacca, and R. javanicum, a 
Java species, from which havo sprung the large 
number of beautiful hybrids, now coming so 
largely into use for conservatory decoration. 

The free-growing habit of these hybrids, and 
their equally free disposition to flower—often 
two or three times in the year—combined with 

tho beauty of their flowers, go to rank them with 
the most desirable plants for the decoration of 

eool-housca. The hybrid varieties possess a 
much better habit than R. javanicum, which is 

a detei mined sparo erect grower, not disposed 
to branch out. The mode of propagation best 
suited to the hybrid sorts is grafting on such of 
the seedling varioties as possess a free, vigorous 

constitution. The stocks require to be raised 
from shoot cuttings in the ordinary way, and 
grown on in 0-inch or 8-inch pots until large 

enough for grafting, when they may bo headed 
down to within 5 inches or 0 inches of the pots, 
and the grafts, which should consist of pieces of 

the preceding year’s shoots, inserted. The work 
ought to be done in the winter, and after graft¬ 
ing the plants should be placed in sufficient 
warmth to start them into growth. Whon some 

progress has been made the points of tho shoots 
must be pinched out to induce the lowor eyes to 
break so as to furnish the plants with side- 

branches. After this the treatment is simple, 
merely giving pot-room as required—These 

Rhododendrons do not] want sq,pit ch ifjotj 
s-s many things. It will 1>e well to 

Rosy Gem (white, pink, and rose), R. Taylor 
(pink), R. Thomsoni (scarlet), R. Voitchionum 
(yellow and white). The following species are 
hno kinds : R. arboreum (scarlet, Nepal), R. 

argenteum (white, with black spots, Himalaya), 
R. Aucklandi (white, Himalaya), R. Dalhousia- 
num (white, Himalaya), R. Falconeri (red and 

white, Himalaya), R. Fortunei (white, China), 
R. Gibsoni (white, Khoseea), R. jasminiflorum 
(white, Malacca), R. javanicum (yellow, Java), 
R. Nuttalli (white and yellow, Bootan). B. 

3050. — Plants from seed. — It is 
quite possible for a beginner to raise healthy Slants from seeds in a house without greeu- 

ouse or frames. Thore are some things 

that might fail; but a fair amount of success 
would bo obtained if ho went the right way to 
work. Do not start too early ; end of February 
or beginning of March will bo better than earlier. 

The pots or pans must bo well drained with 
broken bricks or charcoal, or something equally 
porous. Three inches of such materials 

in the bottom of 6-inch pots will not be 
too much. In tho drainage place some of 
the rough soil which has beon sifted from that 
intended to bow tho seeds on. Fill the pots 

moderately firm to within an inch of the top. 
Sow tko seeds thinly, and cover about an eighth 

{ c^0ilib?h—not more. Very small seeds will 

rnafcVjqlitre quite bo much covering. Ifliblwor 

- I am afraid there is no other remedy but 
catching the slugs in such a case as yours, and 

the only way to ao this is to search for them at 
night by lamp-light. In the day lay down two 
or throe Cabbage or Lettuce-leaves and examine 
them at night, repeating your visits until you 

find there are no more of your enemies. I am 
suffering just now from a plague of woodlice 
amongst mv Ferns, and to get rid of them I 
search for the insects every night and kill them. 

I know of no other means of getting rid of them. 

-J. C. C. 

3151.—India rubber plant.—This is a 

very common complaint, but it is difficult to 
assign an exact cause with any degreo of cer¬ 
tainty. Errors in watering frequently result in 

an affection of this kind ; if either too much is 
given, especially in cold weather, thesoil becomes 
soured, and then tho health of the plant sufforfl ; 
while occasionally the soil may become exces¬ 

sively dry, and then the fine feeding fibres perish. 
It may be only the natural decay of tho lower 
leaves, as after tho stem of any plant, however 
healthy, attains a certain length the lower 

loaves are certain to fade and fall. Nothing 
can save the leaves that are already affected, but 
if the soil should be found to bo sodden and 
unwholesomo, the plant had better bo carefully 

repotted, and kept in a closo, warm houso for a 
time. Even this will probably have the effect 

of bringing off a few more leaves.—B. C. R. 

Qwuiimmfa on a wall.—Tho Heliotrope 
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OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

ROMNEYA COULTERI. 

I am asked by a resident near Exeter what 
chance he has with this plant if he plants it out¬ 

doors near a west wall? It is the very place I 
should choose for it above any other, whilst 

being so well in the West, you should have an 
excellent chance of its becoming a beautiful 

feature in your garden. Plant it if you can in a 
well-drained spot, using for soil sandy peat, 
with a small portion of light loam. I have not 

had much experience with this plant, but should 
like to see it become more frequent in our Sardens. The flowers are very thin, and they 

o not lose the peculiar crumpled appearance, 

like a newly opened bloom, yet they last well 
for several days ; they also are very ornamental 

when cut. They are soft creamv-white in 
colour, the centre is composed of clear yellow 
stamens, and it yields a delicious perfume. I 

certainly strongly advise the plant to be put 

into the position named. J. J. 

.3197.—A small garden.—You certainly 
will not be able to get many crops in your little garden if you wish to have flowers. Your query 

i not very plain. If you need flowers you may 
grow many kinds. The first thing is not to cut up 

tho ground with two broad walks, as the fashion 
is—walks that are utterly useless, as one would 

suffice quite as well. Koop the walk on the 
outside, so as not to break up the garden, and 
let it bo as narrow os possible. A good gravel 

path is as satisfactory as anything, and you could 
lay down the centre of tho garden with Grass- 

turf, making one or two small beds for the 
growth of Roses or hardy plants. Run a border 

round against the fence or wall, or you can dis¬ 
pense with the central bods and plant instead 
the two Apple-trees that you wish to have— 

Cox’s Orango Pippin and Lane’s Prince Albert 
being good kinds, the former for dessert, tho 

latter a kitchen kind. They would look pretty 
when in bloom in tho spring, and leafy 
throughout the summer. If you adopt this plan, 

keep the hardy plants, Roses, annuals, Ac., to 
the border at the side. It is too lato to plant 
bulbs now, but in the autumn you can put in 
good clumps of tho best Daffodils (as Horsfieldi, 

the Poet’s Narcissus, and Emperor), Tulips, 
Hyacinths, Chionodoxa or Glory of tho Snow, 

the beautiful autumn-blooming C. speciosus), 
Fritillarias, Crown Imperials in particular, 

Snowdrops, Spanish and English Irises, Lilios, 
and Grape Hyacinths. Then you can have good 

masses of such spring or oarly summer-flowering 
hardy plants as the Adonis vernalis, Rock 

Ms^wort, Alyssum saxatilo, Arabis albida, 
Thrift, Doronicum caucasioum, Helleborus gut- 

tatus and H. orientalis, Iberis or perennial 
Candytufts, 8pring 8nowflakes, Leucojum ver- 
num, Forgct-mo-Nots, Ranunculuses, Saxi¬ 

frages, and Pansies ; whilst for autumn there 

are tho beautiful perennial Sunflowers, Achillea 
Tho Pearl, Alstrmmeria aurea (a vigorous 
growing plant), Anemone japonica and its 

white variety, the beautiful Japanese Wind¬ 
flower, Michaolmas Daisies of sorts, Early 

Chrysanthemums as Mmo. Desgrangcs, a few 
good hardy kinds, sevoral of whioh wore named 

in Gardening, Feb. 18th, page 723, Funkias, 
Helonium autuinnale, Evening Primroses, 
Sedum speotabilo, and Herbaceous Phloxes. 

You must not forget Primroses, Polyanthuses, 

Sweet Williams, Antirrhinums, Stocks, and 
other homely flowers—at any rate, the abovo 

will make a good oommonoement, and at this 
season you can sow annuals, not sowing tho 
seed too thiokly, as the practice is with ama¬ 

teurs. Lists of the best annuals have been re¬ 

cently given. If you are not situated in tho 
middle of a smoky town grow a few Roees, and 
cover the wall with good climbers, such as 

Clematis Jackmani, Veiteh’s Virginian Creeper, 
tho Pyracantha, Honeysuckles, a good Ivv, as 

Emerald Gem, Jasminum nudiflorutn, and Wis¬ 
taria. You will not have spaoe for many shrubs 

and trees, but I will namo six of value—the Rose 
Acaoia (Robinia hispida), Weigela (a beautiful, 

free-growing and flowering shrub). Fuchsia 
Riccartoni, Gucldor Roso, Lilac, Ina PhUadeb. 

phus microphylluV.i CJ You cue aJj^othpktJfi nr 

us you will see many charming things in gar{ 

dens if you observe that may be noted to get varieties, including the two classes : Bertram, 

for your own little placo. I may remark that John Ball, Godfrey, Lord Rosebery, Master 
it is essential to have good soil. Builders’ Harry, Wm. Paul, Emily, Ada, Derby Day, 

refuse will not grow plants.—C. T. Lord Lyon, Fireman, Modesty, Mrs. Sinkins, 

318o.—Forget-me-not.—The best Forget- and Hor Majesty.—E. H. 

me-not for garden culture is Myosotis dissiti- 3257.—Water plants.—I might give “Pay 
flora ; the flowers are a deep sky blue colour, and do Galle ■> a long Gf things that would 

are abundantly produced in May. There is a flourjsh i„ 8lIch situations as he names, but 

variety with white flowers, but the blue one is pGrhap8 it will be of more assistance if I throw 
the original colour and the best. It is best to out tt few suggestions. He seeks bold effects, 

propagate it from seeds, but seeds sown now therefore it must be through the medium of fine 
would not produce plants to flower this year in lhinga piant*d on a largo scale. First for the 

May, but they would do so abundantly next waterside : One of the earliest flowers coming 
year. I have thousands of plants of it left to with the Giant Ringcaps, and belonging to the 
run wild in a border that is never dug, and they 8amo family ia tho fjiobo.flowor or Trollius ; it 

seed and increase abundantly of their own jove8 the water side. T. curopa-us, asiaticus, 
accord. The seed may be sown now or later. anj Dahuricus are good kinds, the last-named 

I would sow it in May and look for a grand especially, which attains 3 feet in height, 

display of bloom next year. The white form is 8pirwaa are charming, too, especially vonusta 
very pretty and should also be grown. There and paimata and its varieties. Day Lilies love 
is also a form with variegated leaves, which was water-side, and, then, Irises are a host in 
introduced under the name of Myosotis dissiti- themselves. Take the Japanese species, I. 
flora elegantissima ; the leaves have a distinct Kiempferi, and plant it by the hundred. If it 

white margin.—J. D. E. does Well you will wish for nothing better. Tho 

3242.— Shortla galacifolia.—It is rather Giant Knotweods (Polygonums cuspidatum and 
early yet to write of this plant, and those sachalinense) are delightful, their long arching 
plants I have seen at shows have not been grown wands wreathed in blossom in autumn, and 

throughout the year in the open air. It is a through the winter up to now the nut-brown, 
delightful flower, not unlike an enlarged bloom though dead, stems stand picturesque through 
of the Soldanella, of the purest white, with a the winter. 1 might name many more things, 

suspicion of rose in it, and carriod on stems but such as are hero can lie bought tolerably 
about 6 inches in height. Then one gots a fine cheap by the soore or hundred. As regards the 

feature in the bronzv-red leaves that change to ground beneath trees, Piuonies often flourish 
quite a crimson colour. It is almost worth very well if there is a fair depth of soil. I 

growing for the sake of its crimson foliage in should procure some of the species which can be 
the winter months, and this is intensified whon obtained cheaper and in quantity. The situa- 
the plant is grown away from shade. It will tion, in some respects, no doubt governs the 

succeed either in light loam or peat, but the choice of plants. If the Nettles provide useful 
former is better if the best coloured leaves are covert, why not seek the same shelter for game 
derived. I have heard of plants dying, but among useful and pretty plants, first eradicating 

in the neighbourhood of London it has lived out these noxious weeds? If some of the Giant 

over a year. It is unquestionably one of the Grasses would thrive there they would be 
most beautiful things wo have received from charming. The Sea Lyme Gross (Elymus 

North America. The Houchera sanguines, as arenarius) is most charming, of a rich glaucous 
far as our experience goes, will live through colour, and will grow anywhere, according to 

ordinary winters. It likes a sunny well-drained my experience, in sand or day, and affords 
border, the soil not too heavy, and then makes excellent cover. Then thoro is Pampas Grass, 
a delightful show of its scarlet or crimson if hardy enough, but in any case Eulalia 
flowers. It is very pretty also grown in pots japonioa, which is much hardior, will succeed, 
for the greenhouse. Unfortunately it does and though it does not flower so freely, it is tall 

not come very true from seed. They are often and graceful. Arunda conspicua should be tried, 
less rich in colour than tho type, and more This suggestion, however, is solely ruled by the 
straggling in habit, although they bloom very situation. Another idea occurs which I have 

freely. The species doos not always continue been carrying out quite recently. There was 
to bloom well when plantod out. H. sanguinea Gross beneath Oak-trees, margining a walk. It 

is a charming plant, the flower-stems very was dug over except just round the tree-stems, 
graoeful, and rising about 2 feet in height.— and largo carpets of Ivy, in many varieties, 
C. T. the shoots being pegged down over the ground, 

3248.— Seeds Of hardy perennials.— an(l ftt the same time interspersing with the Ivy, 

till spring. I consider April is tho best month woll in partial shade in the Grass, and it is just 
for sowing most things, and if the land has been possible this might suit some of tho places. In 

properly prepared there is no necessity to cover a Cornwall garden they are naturalised by 

with anything ; but I havo used when necessary thousands.—A. II. 

a compost of charred refuse, burnt earth, and -There are many plants that you oould 
sandy loam, all well blonded by boing passed „„„ by the edge of the wator. primula 

through a half-inch sieve. This is used in Japonic*, (the Japan Primrose), is a very free 
special cases, but for the most part tho soeds are pUnt for tho purpo„, and it will got practioally 

sown in drill! about half an inch deep, and naturaliaed, seedlings springing up freely. Get 
covered with the ordinary soil. Shady situations a good colony 0f it, and there is a great variety 

can bo selected for those which grow naturally in the flowers, and they vary from the doepest- 

m such positions whoro it is intended to naturalise orim80n to even salmon-roeo, the leaves large 
certain plants without the trouble of raising and vigorous. The flowers are borne tier or 
them elsewhere. Spots of suitable soil can be whori poBition, and display ia maintained over 
trenohed and cleaned, and the soeds then sown a long 8ea80n- In the subdued shade of a wood, 

in drills. I prefer tho drill system under all Cr by the stream-side, it has a fine aspect, and 
conditions, as it saves so much trouble in keeping love8 moisture. Then you can have the charm- 

the plants clean the first year. Whatever is ing flowering Rush (Butomus umbollatus), as it 
done afterwards, they should be kept clean the like8 a rich moi«t soil, and in the collection 
first year and tho plants properly thinned could also bo inoludod the bright, rote- 

according to tho space each will require.— coiOUred Primula rosea, Cathas (or Marsh Mari- 

“■ golds, known also as Kingarpi), and of these 

3188.—Culture Of Pinks.—Show Pinks t here are many varieties, the doublo kinds, each 
should have been planted in autumn to have flower like a golden rosette, being vory effective, 

the flowers fine and the colours true and pure. Irises, such as L sibirica, are suitable ; in fact, 
The usual way of propagation is from cuttings all the beardless forms, and you oould get a 

or pipings of the young side shoots just after good growth of the Japanese I. Knmpferi, 
flowering. They will strike quickly under whioh delights to be by the margin of a pond or 

glass, and the choice varieties nro generally stream. There is great variety in the flowers, 
struok in that way in light sandy soil. But the varying in colour from whito through many 

common hardy sorts (Border Pinks), such as shades of purple. The broad segments showing 
Mrs. Sinkins, may be pulled to pieces any time np wol^ in August, and the vigorous growth is 

vdlrittg autumn, and planted either in patches, in itself ornamental. The beautiful Globe- 
AiUCa-dozen in a patch,or in bedsfpMhmitafeM flowers I baye|ne;oti succeed well by waterside, 

a foot apart. The following1 are ^bod ana you comer vary tho effect by having such 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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“ “enduU, whichlook, specially_well if on CHERRIES AND THEIR CULTURE. XJ e^^^othc?. 2d not 23J°£* 

^rlmlir‘ f ri »Sln h9 ^ »k "ft /i'" th' “"ft1 Cherriea firat» the ono 1 b°t * l°ng« succession of fruit ia maintained 
I rememW it fanely grown thua in the ate would recommend is Governor Wood, which ia To keep the apura cloae to the wall, which ia 
Sir 8. Macleay a garden at Bletchingley. a most prolific kind, and bears medium-sized the only way way of taking full advantage of 
Remember our common yellow Iria (I. pseudo- fruit of a pale yeUowiah-white, suffused with the shelter, the shoots the trees make during 

h?l«81?»*Ver£ “e“j W^r‘ \ co, ou,r ®“. tb!!aido nexb 10 the 8un. th® of the summer should be pinched back about the 

bWn ttmarkaldv wfu h!*. 7^ thla £h*rry “ £uU> bein8 very 8weet aDd middIe of Jnly. when they wUl form fruit-buda 
tb-?r,n, water8‘d®; al®° deUcloua- The next to ripen after this is the at the base. Although Cherries do fairly well 

l!! d Bigarraan, which is a little largor and in almost any soil, that of a light sandy nature 
thoush this belongs more to the bog-garden. brighter than the foregoing, and, like the old sails them best, and, therefore: in planting the 
Lobelia fulgena, Queen Viotoria or Firefly, may Bigarreau, of exquisite flavour. Black Eagle young trees they should be started by having a 

be expected to bloom well, as they prefer and Knight’s Early Black come in quickly after, barrow-load or so of sharp turfy loam to each, 

l?st wilfforrn^the li rh“ u* firat'?amed bei“8 8 <"0*11 kind, with very in which they will root and soon make some flue 
collection, black, shining fruit, that ia sweet and agree- shoots. Those ought to bo laid in full length, 

f ‘bl*j ,and Kn,«bta “ tbe «n. in colour, but and not stopped or shortened at any time till 
'nJ ft y,°“ ? <iarpet ft au,rfaoe muob iar?er» ft “°b m flavour, as it is they have filled the allotted space and met the 

7‘ il t7* 8 % D,0r8 ,lo*by ft l0“ ,weet “ the j“i“- To others trained at their sides For destroying 
plants of the Irish Ivy or Emerald Gem, and come in after these none are equal to the Elton, green or blaok-fly on the tree, to whioh interns 
jigging the shoots down to the soil, and if the which is the moatskowy and best of all Cherries, they are very subject when the shoots are young 

or naturaHse TT “ ft '“8° “d Wgk-coloured, and ver^ and tender, there is nothing so safe a. Tobaoco- 

«had« nf ire*! H , m vft ft1"® “ th® fl*ah* Aa » black companion to this, water, in which the points may be dipped, 
shade of trees it is hopeless to think of getting ripening at the same time, the Tartarian is the 1 3 " 
an ftbuudanoe of flowers. C. T. best, the fruit being large and conical, and deep 

3202 —Culture of Chriatmaa B oaea. blua-blaok in colour. Although there are many 
•—Plants growing and left to open their flowers others of the dessert kinds, those mentioned 

FRUIT. 

CANKER IN APPLE-TREES. 

Whims I do agroe with most of “ H.’s ” articlo 
on the above subject in Gardening, Jan. 1 4th, 
p. 6.'>7, Vol. XIV., I must take exception to one or 

two items contained therein. I should also like to 
make a few observations derived from some years’ 
practice with Apple-trees. In the first place, 
“ H.” mentions the advice often given to behead 

old cankered trees and graft them with healthy 

soions of some other free-bearing variety. I 

in the open are not nearly ao satisfactory as 
those whioh expand their blossoms under cover. 

It may be only a cold frame or a hand-light, 
yet they are kept olean and free from frost, 

whioh doe* much damage to the opening flowers. 
Christmas Roses do not like their roots being 
continuously interfered with, as is the case 
when the plants are dug up and placed in pots 
or tuba to enable their blooma to be brought on 

more rapidly. If the plants aie ao arianged in 
planting that a frame can be placed over them 
at the end of October, flowers will be ready for 
use by Christmas, and will last quite fresh and 
aro always clean until the end of February 
Not only is this plan so much better for the wel¬ 
fare of the plants, which increase every year, but 

have done the same with the best of results and 

have often seen it done in old orchards with 
similar success. Why is this? The reason is 
not far to seek. First of all the old cankered 
iree was probably one of those notorious varie¬ 
ties to canker, such as Ribston Pippin, Lord 
Suftield, Reinette du Canada, Stunner Pippin, 
Duchess of Oldenburgh, Sterling Castle, 

J. A. Fish, Ashmead Kernel, and in 
some soils, Cox’s Or&Dgo Pippin, and King 
of the Pippins will also canker badly. All the 
above are notorious for canker more or 
less. Very well; probably the old cankered 
stumps were grafted with suoh sorts as 

i’easgood's Nonsuch, Potts’ Seedling, The 
Queen (Saltmarsh's), Worcester Pearinain, 
Small’s Admirablo, Lamb Abbey l’earmain, and 
Blenheim Orange. I have found that any of 

these succeed on the very stocks which the fruit 
mentioned had failed on. Therefore, I think 
this is sufficient to prove that it is not always 
stock or soil that is at fault; secondly, with 
reference to the action of frosta on the badly- 

the labour is minimised. A border with an 
eastern aspect suits these plants well; the bor¬ 

der is not so liable to be dug during the summer 
as though it were a southern exposure. A 
moderately light sandy loam is favourable to a 

free growth, but where the soil is heavy and 
retentive it will be necessary to leinove the S;reater part of it, substituting and mixing with 
t peat, leaves, charcoal, and old potting soil, 

first breaking up the subsoil to a depth of 
2 feet, to admit of a quick percolation of the 
surplus water from heavy rains. If the plants 

are small thev may be put out 2 feet apart, or 
ao artangtd that a frame will enclose them with¬ 
out cruabing the leaves or crowns. Over the 
surface soil spread a 2-inch thickness of partly 
decayed horse-manure, whioh will, in the event 

of dry weather setting in, prevent the escape of 
moisture from the soiL Give abundant sup- Jiliea of wuter to the plants during the summer 

f this bo hot and dry j drought at the roots in 
detrimental to a free growth, and without this 
a full crop of blossoms cannot lie had. When 
the frame is placed over the clumps at the time 
named no more water will be needed ; but 
should there be any Blgns of slugs troubling the 

plants, a dusting of soot on tno surface will 
drive them away. This stimulant will not 
affect the blooms cither, tho surroundings being 
dry, and the flower-buds not yet above the sur¬ 
face. Keep the frame closed or open, according 
to the time the flowers are roquired to expand? 
In the case of frost covor the glass with mats 

sufficient to protect the blooms, giving air on 
all favourable occasions to main tain a dry 

atmosphere, whioh is less likely to discolour the 
flowers in frosty weather. When all the flowers 
have expanded the lights should be taken off 
daily to gradually inure the plants to cooler 

health of this tree. I have invariably notieed 
that after theae “ frost-bitten ” growths have 
been carefully pruned back below the cankerod 

" ,’rogreaa the following 
'dly, I do not tfiink that dreasing tho 
irts will cure them. Is there not a 

_ _ ' l “ American 
it may Blight" here? Fourthly, with regard to the 

' "..'in, I think it should be 
-own as a standard or on its own roots, and tlion 
think it will suoceed fairly well, particularly 

the latter way. No variety with which 
am acquainted dislikes the knife more than 
e Ribston. “ H.” says that canker has 

trees to a wall or fence, that with a north, been cured when caused by rubbing or other 
north-west, or north east aspect being the most agencies than “soil influences.” I will not 
suitable; and if the young shoots are allowed a call this canker. “Canker is a disease,” and 
little freedom to crow out as breaatwood, muoh suoh cases as rubbing or fretting from careless 
time will bo saved by tying them in, and they staking are simply wounds, tho result of 

will bear heavily and keep cleanor and more accident, and can be cured by simply paring the 
free from insects through the washing they get. wounds and dressing as recommended by “ H." 
Morello Cherries also do remarkably well grown Now we come to “soil influence." I at once 
as dwarf standards or loose espaliers, with the say that I believe thia has more to do with 
main branohes just held to strained wires, which canker than all other causes pnt together, and 
is a good plan of growing them, as they may 1 e of the various influences which the soil has on Sroteoted easily when in flower or fruit—in tie the trees a badly-drained and sour subsoil must 
rst place, by stioking a few evergrocn branches claim my first attention. I have frequently seen 

Cherry " Bells do Montreull. 

parts they have made good pi 
year. Thirdly, I do not thi 
cankered 

bearer, and the fruit will hang a long time. 
Belle de Montreuil (here figured) is an excellent 
mid-season Cherry for a wall. 

The Morei-lo is quite indispensable, and is I slight confusion between canker and 
the most serviceable of all Cherries, as i 
be used in such a variety of ways ; and its season | splendid Ribeton Pippi 
is a prolonged one, as by keeping tho trees dry 

tho fruit will remain sound and good till very 
late in the autumn, and the longer, in reason, ft 
remains, tho better it is. To have it to the 
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taken in time—they were not delayed till the 
branches were nearly eaten off. Again, poor, 
gravelly soil will, I am aware, produce canker, 
and here, again, ray advice is : frequently lift 
your trees, and add fresh soil for their roots 
to strike into at once, also never fail to top- 
dress, even twice a year if possible on such light 
soils, and I venture to say that canker will give 
very little trouble except in those notorious 
varieties above mentioned. With regard to 
the “ artificial manure remedy ” for canker, I 
have not the slightest faith in it. I cannot 
believe that where canker is caused through the 
roots striking down into an uncongenial sub¬ 
soil, that a few dressings of sulphate of iron, 
superphosphate of lime or potash, &o., will 
restore a tree to good health, but I believe that 
if, in such oases, the trees were lifted, and in 
the course of the following summer a couple of 
surfaoe-dressings of one or all of the above-men¬ 
tioned manures given (provided the soil did not 
previously oontain them), that satisfactory 
results would issue. The advice giveu by “ H. 
as to frequently relifting young trees is excel¬ 
lent. This I have proved over and over again. 
Only during the past autumn I lifted a couple 
dozen young Apple-trees which were planted 
the year previous. I shall expect to see these 
trees thiokly studded with fruit-buds next 
autumn. T. Arnold. 

3141.—Paradise Apple-stocks.—Tho Paradise 
stocks are best raised from layers. A few old stools will 
throw an annual supply, but they oan be purchased from 

any of the large fruit-tree growers Sometimes the fibrous- 
rooted plant* are selected from a whole batch of seedlings 
and used as Paradlee-stooks, but are not so good as plants 

from layers. Orab-stooks are usually raise J from seeds.— 
K. II. 

3iW —Pear Louise Bonne of Jersey.—This Is a 
very hardy and free-bearing Fear, and will suoceed wher¬ 
ever Pears oan be grown. A medium soil, neither very 
heavy nor very light, suit* Pears best.—E. H. 

—— I havo seen this Pear, when visiting gardens In 
northern Yorkshire, suooeed well, and It will grow In deep, 
loamy soli satisfactorily. It la a handsome Pear In shape 
and colour, and exceedingly popular, but It* flavour 1* not 
first-rat* ; but It 1s one of the great market Pears, usually 
fetching a good price.—0. T. 

THE KITCHEN GARDEN. 

VEGETABLE MARROWS. 

Vr.fiKTABLK Marrows should b« e&ton young- 
say when about one-fourth or one-sixth their 

natural size. Cut in this state, and boiled 
quioklv until quite tender in plenty of water, 
carefully strained, and served with melted 

butter, they are second to no vegetable that 
comes to table, not even excepting Green Peas 
or Asparagus. Early cutting, careful oooking, 

and serving are the chief points to whioh atten¬ 
tion should be paid; but there are others, one 

of the principal being rapid growth. Grow 

Vegetable Marrows quickly» and they are 
almost sure to be good ; grow them slowly, and 
you will find them often tough and bitter. 

Henoe the soil or plaoe in which they are grown 
oan hardly be too rioh for them. Not but what 

they do fairly well in any good garden soil, 

but the richer it is the better. Ou a rub¬ 
bish-heap, for instance, Vegetable Marrows Srow with wonderful vigour, and fruit abun- 

antly. It is also a capital plant for filling 

any space, nook, or corner, oovering dead 
fences or walls, scrambling over outbuildings, 
or growing in any out-of-the-way or rubbishy 
place. Vegetable Marrows should be sown in 

April under glass. A temperature of 55 degs. 
or 60 degs. will soon cause their seeds to vege¬ 

tate. As soon as the plant* form a rough leaf 
pot them off singly in 6-inch pot*, and return 

them to a frame until re-established. The 
plants may then be gradually inured to the open 
air, and finally planted out in their fruiting 

places about the end of May. It is of no use 

putting them out earlier, as they are tender 
and easily injured by frost. When they make 

a good start in heir new quarters the shoots 
may be stopped to make each throw out from 
six to eight leading shoots or stems. These 

may be led off in different directions to form 

the plant, and it is seldom that any more 
stopping or attention will be necessary. 

After the plants reaoh a considerable size 
or age a Marrow will be produced under 
each leaf, and if the fruit* be out young 

and none be left to ripen seeds, the-^plants 
will go on bearing until arrested/by [nut 

in October. If pleated IZtob riohv ffaAnJL 

or manure-heaps the plants will need no 
water; but if on poor, thin, or sandy soil, 

they should be plentifully watered with 

clean or manure-water, and must not on any 
account be allowed to flag, else mildew will 

follow on the heels of the check, and the plants 
and produce alike be destroyed. A yet simpler 

way for those who have no glass and are content 
to wait a little longor for their Marrows, is to 

plant the seeds in the ground at onoe—about 
the beginning of May. A hand-light, or bell- 

glass, or pot placed over them may bring them 
up all the sooner ; but they will oome up with¬ 

out any such aids to germination and make good 
progress, and the plants will yield a good crop 

throughout the late summer and autumnal 
months. As regards varieties, there is the New 

and Improved Custard, which is much liked by 
some; others consider it too rich and marrow- 

like to be pleasant eating. The flavour is dis¬ 
tinct and peculiar, and it needs but little imagi¬ 

nation to suggest the flavour of custards. 
Moore's Vegetable Cream has a rich, mild, 

sweet flavour, as the name suggests; and Hib- 
berd’s Prolific is a capital sort. But there are 

few or no Vegetable Marrows really superior 
to the Old White (here figured), and Green- 

striped, if these be grown rapidly and gathered 
young. I). 

3244.—Making an Asparagus-bed.— 
If the old-fashioned bed system is adopted the 
ground is marked out in beds with 2-feet alleys 

Dotween. But before the beds are set out the 

whole of the ground should bo heavily manured 
and trenched as deep as it will bear without 

bringing any bad soil to the top. A 5-feet bed 
will take three rows of plants, and a bed 3 feet 

wide will be furnished with two rows of plants. 

sides of the houre, training the stems over the 
roof, and grow the Cucumbers in a central bed 

over a mild hot-bed, covering them loosely with 
any spare frame-lights or old window-sashes. 

The light shade of the Tomatoes would not 
harm the Cucumbers, and the former oould be 

freely ventilated, while a moderately-cloee and 
moist atmosphere could be maintained about the 

latter. A much better plan, however, would 
be to fix a partition across the house and grow 

one subject m each of the divisions.— B. C. R. 

TURNIP ROOTED CELERY. 

This, which is also known as Celeriac, though 

seldom met with, is a very excellent and useful 

vegetable, while the culture is much more simple 
than that of the ordinary kind. It can scarcely 
be termed a substitute for the latter, as the uses 

are somewhat different; but it provides the 
table with an entirely novel and, at the same 

time, unusually well-flavoured and wholesome 

taken to grow principally the Turnip-rooted 
kind, and find it not only easy of culture and to 

succeed well, but it is also greatly appreciated. 
The seed should be sown at once, in the same 

way as that of ordinary Celery. My plan is to 
sow in a well-drained box of light, rioh soil and 

place it on a warm greenhouse shelf; but in a 
mild hot-bed it germinates somewhat more 

quickly ; in any case, the soil must bo kept con¬ 
stantly moist. Prick the seedlings off as soon 

as they can be well handled into other and 

rather deeper boxes, or into a bed of rich soil in 
a frame, and when sufficiently advanced harden 

them olf and plant out in J une on the level and 

Vegetable Marrow •' Old White." 

The modern system consists in trenching the full in well-ms 

depth and heavily manuring. The ground is 18 inches 

marked out in lines 3 feet apart. Trenches are ment nece 
then formed 6 inches deep and wide enough to with an < 

spread the roots out straight. Plant the roots sewage, o 
in April, just as the growth is coming away, and weather, 1 

cover tho crowns 1J inches deep with rich com¬ 
post. I generally use the charred refuse from 

tho rubbish-yard, mixed with old Mushroom- 3203.—\ 
bods, well broken up. This is the best and mean earl 

most economical way of growing Asparagus, get your s 
There should be no cutting before the fourth 0n a thin 

year, if the future is considered. The variety or on the 
Darned Conover’s Colossal is the best. It is too no rain c 

late to put in Strawberries to fruit this year, over with 
unless there are strong plants in pots. Tho handy_w 

small plants usually planted should have any (if in a wi 
blossoms which may be produced picked off, and day, abou' 

then there will be a full crop next year. Spring 15 inches 
planting is better than waiting and losing a be at leaal 
season. For general work it would be difficult Your thii 
to find three bettor Strawberries than Vicomtesso can the tc 

de Thury, Sir J. Paxton, and President.—E. H. not cover 

3223.—Tomatoes and Cucumbers.- with oart 
This question has frequently been asked and ■* inches a 

answered in Gardening during the last few a}moat co’ 

months. The thing is possible, but it is a by no ? , r Xf.ttr 
means advisable and always an unsatisfactory *uL . 6 
arrangement. Cucumbers delight in a constantly dressing ( 
warm, moist, and close atmosphere, while for well-rott® 

Tomatoes these conditions are most unsuitable, 3230.—I 
and almost certain to induce an attack of is possibli 

disease. The two interests, in fact, are antago- round if t 
nistic, and as it is far better and more profitable this it wil 
in every way to grow one thing well than two had no Br 

or more badly, I strongly advise you to under- all killed 1 
take one or other of these subjects rather than Sow Earl; 

both. | Can you not grow the Cucumbers in a apd plant 

I'if'ar frftmes ? If I had to grow the two to- little Seed 
vetnel H-should plant the Tomatoes i'>l(drtf i.h»i‘'ih a hc't-bi 

ing the full in well-manured beds, at 12 inches apart in rows 

ground is 18 inches asunder. All tho subsequent treat- 
enches are ment necessary is to keep the ground clean, and 

enough to with an occasional soaking of liquid-manure, 
j the roots sewage, or a solution of nitrate of soda in dry 

away, and weather, they cannot fail to make fine roots. 
; rioh com- B. C. R. 
•efuso from " 

Mushroom- 3203.—Seed Potatoes.—I presume you 
best and mean early Potatoes for garden oulture. If so. 

Asparagus, get your seed cut at once, and placed when dry 

the fourth 0n a thin layer of sand, either in shallow boxes 
'he variety or on the ground in some sheltered place where 

It is too no rain can touch them. Cover them thinly 

this year, over with sand—or fine mould if sand is not 
pots. The handy—when sprouted ; in a week or ten days 

have any (if in a warm place) plant out in drills on a fine 
ted off, and day, about 9 inches or 10 inches deep, and from 

*r. Spring 15 inches to 18 inches apart—the drills should 
d losing a be at least 2 feet apart from centre to centre, 

be difficult Your third question is rather “ Irish. ” How 
Vicomtesso can the tops “show above ground” if you do 

nt.—E. H. not cover them with earth * Of course cover 

mbers.— with oarth> when t°Pa are frotn 3 inch.®s to 
asked and ■* in°hes above ground earth them up again to 

> last few a'moat c°v«r- This is the mode I follow year 

t is a bv no after year» an(1 have alway* ,)een ver7 aucceas- 
atiefactnrv ful- The Potatoes should be planted on a nice 
constantly dressing of half leaves (decomposed) and half 

while for well-rotted farmyard manure.—Paddy. 

unsuitable, 3230.—Cauliflower and Broccoli.—It 
attack of is possible to have a succession all the year 

ire antago- round if the weather would permit of it. But 
9 profitable this it will not do in most districts. I have 

than two had no Brocooli since before Christines, it being 
1 to UDder- all killed by the frost, spring Brocooli included. 
Either than 8ow Early London Cauliflower in September, 

mbers in a and p)ant put in handlights in October. Sow a 

be two to- little seed of Vditch’s Early Forcing in February 
l»bti')ed, a ud[ t her yoking in March of the 
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same. Sow Early London with Veitch's Autnmn 

Giant in April, and this will continue the 
supply of Cauliflower until October, when the 

Self-protecting Autumn Broccoli suooeeds the 
Autumn Giant Cauliflower*. Snow’s Superb 

Winter White succeeds the Autumn Self- 
protecting Broccoli. I grow “ Model" 

Leamington, and Lcdsham’s Latest of All, 
which continues the supply until the Cauli- 

f o vers whioh have been protected in hand-lights 
durirg the winter oome in. Near London and 

in other oold districts the attempt to oontinue 
the supply all the year is often frustrated by 

frost, which kills the winter and spring Broccoli. 

—J. D. E. 

-It is quite possible to have a succession 

of these the whole year unless the plants are 
killed off in a severe winter. Cauliflowers may 

be cut from June to November, or later. I have 
had Veitch’s Autumn Giant sown outside in 
spring and planted in June up to Christmas and 
after, protected from frost. Veitch’s Self-pro¬ 

tecting Autumn Brooooli is very valuable 
planted in June and again in July; they will 

do in season from November till January or 
later, according to the season. Snow’s Winter, 

sown in April, will follow Veitch's, and, if pro¬ 
tected by moving to oold-houses or pits, they 
will last some time. Early Penzance, Cooling’s 

Matchless, Leamington, Late Queen, and 

Cattell's Eclipse will oontinue the supply till 
the Cauliflowers como in in J une. Sow Broccoli 
in April, and the late sorts, Queen and Eclipse, 

in May. Sow Early Ciuliliower* in August 
and again in heat under glass in February, aud 

sow Walcheren in April and May, and Veitch’s 
Giant in April for late summer and autumn.— 

E. H. _ 

3220. —Auricula Beed. —I shouldsow Anri- 
cula seed in February if it was not sown when it 

ripened in July. Most of the Auricula growers 
save a little seed, and they sow it as soon as it is 

ripe, and it vegetates in a hand-light or garden 
frame ; but the seed-pan or flower pot in which 

tho seed has been sown should not bo exposed to 
the sun. A portion of the seed will vegetate 

in two or three weeks, bnt it is rather curious 
that most of it will he dormant in the ground 

until early in February, when the young plants 
freely appear in a groenhouse or pit. As soon 

as the first leaf beyond the seed-leaves appear, 
the young plants may be pricked out, say a 
dozen, in a small sixty-sized flower-pot. The 

soil should be light for these vory small plants, 
say about one part loam to one part finely- 

sifted leaf-mould, and a good sprinkling of 

clean white sand. The plants must be repotted 
and grown on in frames during the summer. 
They will grow to a flowering size during the 

season.—J. D. E. 

-It is a common thing to sow Auricula 

seed in the early spring, but this is by no means 
the best time, as the seed does not benefit by 

being kept out of the ground too long, nor does 
it care for artificial heat, but as you have the 
necessary appliances you may sow now, sowing 

the same thinly in shallow pans or boxes, 

properly drained, and filled with light soil. You 
must not get disappointed if all the soed does 

not germinate at all, as, under these conditions, 
it is slow to start, and as the seedlings appear 

they must be taken out carefully and pricked off 
into other boxes. Keep the pots of seed, how¬ 
ever, in the frame, and the seedlings will come 
up very irregularly, taking oare to keep the soil 
moderately moist. The wisest plan is to sow as 

soon as the seed is ripe, and they will make good 
plant* to put out in the following spring. The 

great point is to sow as soon as the seed is ripe. 

Auriculas require partial shado and shelter from 
cold, cutting winds. Ordinary soil will suffice, 

but it must not be stagnant during the winter 
months. Nothing, of oourse, beat* good loam, 

but one need not despair if that is not obtain¬ 
able. When once a stock has been got, it is very 

easy to increase the plants by division of the 
roots, and the best time to do this is in oarly 
autumn, as then they have time to become 

established before winter. It is not necessary 
to divide often, but certainly about once in three 

years, as after that time the tufts or clumps get 
ragged, eventually dying away. You will 

derive much pleasure from raising seedtS~ 

good varieties may be |e*peoted If you kw 
seed. Try and keep in stock the ttbh. 

coloured flowers, rejecting those of washed-out 

hues, as these are by no means effective. Those 
varieties of a rich ruby red are very distinct 

and striking.— C. T. 

-Sow now In equal parts of loam and leaf-mould, 
with a little band added, especially Id the oompost for 

covering. The seeds will do very well io the greenhouse or 
Id a oold framo. When large enough to handle priok out 

Id a shady border outside.-E. U. 

WORK UNDER GLASS. 

At this period of the year, when work out-of- 

doors is frequently at a standstill owing to the 

variation of our fickle climate, everything that 
can be done under glass in readiness for the 

ooming busy season should be pushed on, for if 
left until the sun is shining and vegetation 

active outside, there is great danger lest it 
may have to be put off altogether. I always try 

to get the following jobs well advanced during 
bad weather—viz., washing and cleaning the 
insideof glass-houses, and the plants as well, and, 

taking each house separately, I remove at least 
half the pot-plants to another house to make 

room for washing the rafters, glass, and walls, 
giving them a good scrubbing with warm soap¬ 

suds, and finishing off with olean water, and as 

soon as the walls are dry they receive a good 
thick coat of lime-wash, which stops up all 
holes in which inseots might congregate, and 

makes the atmosphere of the house sweet and 

healthy, for plants certainly thrive best in 
cleanly houses. Then I take every plant separ¬ 

ately, scrub the pots, clean the surface-soil, and 
sponge the leaves, using Gishurst compound, 

whioh destroys all thrips, red-spider, or mealy¬ 
bug that may escape being oleaned right off by 

the sponging. The plants are then rearranged, 
and another house taken in hand. Creepers 

and climbers need special attention in cleaning 

and while vegetation is somewhat dormant is 
a good time to get them pruned and cleaned. 

Vines also need considerable oare, for if that 
dread scourge, the mealy bug, gets established 

on them the crop of Grapes will be spoilt. 
Houses containing bedding-plant* need frequent 

attention as regards clearing off all the dead or 
decaying foliage, every vestige of whioh should 

be removed, for leaves soon turn mouldy and, 
dropping on the shoots, cause them to decay as 

well. The surface soil should be lightly stirred, 
and the shelves brushed down ; nut bedding 

“ Geraniums” should be kept fairly dry at this 
dull time of year. Repotting plants is not ad¬ 

visable until the days nave increased in length 
and solar heat is stronger than at present, except 

in the caso of plants that are being potted up 
from open ground for early flowering, such as 

Spiriuas, Deutzias, and other deciduous plants. 

Seed-sowing, even in cold houses, can be pro¬ 
ceeded with, as Asters, Stocks, Zinnias, and 

many of the most useful summer plants can be 
considerably advanced by sowing the seeds in 

boxos of light soil, and setting them in the south 
front of glass-houses, as they come on very 

sturdily, and where heat is available Blue 
Lobelias, Petunias, Verbenas, and other more 

tender plant-seeds can be sown A hot-bed 
should do got ready for striking cuttings and 
raising seedlings, as directly the sun begins to 

shine, even before frost is gone, plants make 

rapid progross under glass, and unless one gets 
the young seedlings well advanced by May, a 
good deal of tho summer is lost. Get soils ready 

for potting ; flower-pot* should be scrubbed, and 
sticks and labels prepared for use. Chrysan¬ 
themum-cuttings should be taken off as fast as 
they beoome large enough. They strike well in 

a cold frame. J. G., JlaiU*. 

BIRDS. 

SINGING BIRDS. 

Tuk Skylark.—In tho early spring, if the 
weather be mild and open, the blythsome song 

of the Skylark may bo heard as it soars spirally 
upward in the sunshine. It is a permanent 

resident in this country, ovor which it is gene¬ 
rally distributed. On the approach of winter 

Laras collect from all quarters into large flights, 
when they seek sheltered situations, visiting 

Turnip, fallow fields, and Wheat lands. To- 
wards spring the flocks separate and spread in 

iyej tho country. The ordinary flight 

E^ylark is easy and undulating,] and/op 
the^round it w*lks and runs with groat facility. 

It has two broods in the season. The first brood 

is generally ready to leave the nest in June, the 
second in August. The neat is always built upon 
the ground in a little hollow or depression 

amidst corn or herbage, and is constructed of 

vegetable stalks and lined with fine, dry Grasses, 
in whioh is deposited four or five grey and 
brown freckled eggs. Young Larks should be 

fed upon a paste made of bread and milk, with 

a little Poppy or Rape-seed mixed, but the 
natural diet of ants’ eggs is best. The yellow 

tinge of the plumage distinguishes the young 
males from the females. They begin to practise 
their natural song before thoy are quite fledged, 

and easily acquire the notes of other birds. 

Fresh captured Larks should at first be put into 
store cages having wooden bars, and fed on 

Hemp-seed, Oats, and Poppy-sec*d, with meal- 
worms. But the ordinary food may consist of 
Barley-meal, bread-crumbs, crushed Oats, lean 

meat, worms, flies, and other insects, and they 
must always be supplied with a fresh turf of 
Grass or Clover, with clean sand to dust them¬ 
selves in. With care and attention this fine 
songster will live many years in confinement. 

Tub Woodlark.—The notes of the Wood¬ 
lark, although less varied than those of the Sky¬ 

lark, are richer, more melodious, and flute-like. 

It generally utters it strain upon the wing, and 
while describing large circles in tho air. The 
Woodlark is by no means a generally diffused 

species in this island, but appears to be princi¬ 

pally confined to the southern and midland 
counties, frequenting cultivated fields and Corn- 
lands bordered by woodlands. It is about two- 

thirds tho size of the Skylark, whioh it closely 
resembles in colour of its plumage and general 

markings ; though it perches on trees, it builds 
on the ground, making its nest under the cover 

of some low bush or tuft of herbago. The nest 
is composed of dried Grasses, lined with fine 

materials, and the eggs, which are four or five in 
number, are of a reddish or yellowish-white, 
inclining to brown, with spots and speckles, and 

occasionally a few wavy linos of rusty brown or 
dark-reddish grey. Young Woodlarks should 

bo fed upon ants’ eggs and bread-crumbs soaked 

in milk. Newly-caught birds of this species 
should be put into a store-cage and fed upon 
ground Hemp and Poppy-seed, with ants’ eggs 

and meal-worms. A little powdered chalk 
given now and then is good for them, and they 

should always have a good supply of fine, clean 
sand, and also a moist fresh turf. The Wood¬ 
lark is much prized as a cage-bird, bnt it is 

necessary to bestow much care upon it to koep 
it in good health. 

The Titlark.—The Titlark, or Meadow 
Pipet, is very common in this country, where it 

remains all the year, chiefly freauenting damp 
meadows, moors, and pasture lands. It* plumage 

is of an olive tinge, and the spots on its breast 
are remarkably distinct, and extend far down 

the lower part of the body. It is not a vory 
good songster, but is very docile, and soon 

acquires the notes of other songsters, those of the 
Canary more especially, and is a very amusing 
bird in confinement, being remarkably neat and 

clean in its habits. It builds early in the season, 
its nest being composed of dried Grasses and 

root-fibres, aud lined with hair. The eggs are 

four or five in number, of a brownish-white, 
spotted and freokled with purplish-grey or 

reddish-brown. The nest is always built upon 
the ground, often on a grassy bank, and is 
generally well oonoealed, in which the Cuokoo 
sometimes deposits her single egg. Young Tit¬ 

larks should be fed upon breaasoakod in milk, 
mixed with Poppy-sesd and ants' eggs. Great 

numbers of Titlarks resort to Oak stubbles in 
autumn and are then ciptured in clap-nets. This 

bird does not dust its plumage, but sprinkles it 
with water taken up in the beak. It should 

be fed upon the same food as the Skylark. 

_ S. S. G. 
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RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS. 

QautlonB.-V<M'M an) anneers a * In* tried * n 
O ard *ms« of charge if ecrretpcndents follow the rules 
here laid down for their guidance. AU oommumeatiom 
for intertion should be clearly and concisely wntten on 
one tide of the paper only, and addretied to the Editor of 
Gardkiino, 87, Southampton-strcet, C vtnt-garden. Lon 
ion. Letters on business should be Sint to the Fob; nan. 
The name and address of the sender art required in 
addition to anydesignation he may desire to be used in 
the paper. When more than one query is tent, each 
should be on a separate piece of paper. Unanswered 
aueries should be repeated Correspondents should bear 
in mind that, as Cards?™* hot to be tent to press seme 
time in advance of date, they cannot always he replied to 
in the issue immediately follows g the <eenpt if then 
c Tmmunioaticnt. _ 

Answers (which with the escpt’onofswhat lannot 
well be classified. will be found in their different Apart- 
menu) should always bear the %-imber and tale placed 
against the query replied to, and our readers will greatly 
oblige ue by advising, ar fa' a< their knowledge and 
observations permit, the correspondents who seek assist¬ 
ance. Conditions, soUs, and meane vary so infinitely 
that several answers to the law que.tton may c 'ten be 
very useful, and those who rrply w uld do well to meritum 
the localities in which their experience is coined. Cirres 
vondenU who refer to articles inserted in GARsnrwe 
should mention the number in which they appea-ed. 

3271.—Good King Henry -Will someone kindly 
tell me when this vegetable le In season, and whether the 
root or the leat le ueed (or oooking ?—A. Q. 

8272 — Watering Ivy.—will someone tell me if there 
le any thing 1 can water Ivy with to make It grow quickly? 
It is against part ol the house, and has been planted two 
years.—M. 

3273.—A bed of Begonias —1 am going to have a 
bed o? Begonias this summer, and wish to know If they do 
as well pegged down as If allowed to grow to their full 
height?—Paul Pet. 

8271.—Mushrooms In & frame.—Will anyone 
kindly Instruct me how to grow Mushrooms In a frame, 
and kindly give me advice how to treat them after putting 
in the epawn?—E Blunt. 

8275.—Flowers for a hall In winter .-How can 
Yellow Winter Jasmino be grown as a not-plant for above, 
also a Myrlle and Christmas Rosea? What evergreen 
would be suitable?—Ignoramus. 

3270 -Puddling a pond—Will someone kindly 
give me the medium sale thickness fer theolay In puddl ng 
a small pond V Also a few hint* as to the method of making 
a sound Job of the same?—Aqua. 

3277. -Sowing seeds broadcast in a London 
garden.—What seede can be recommended for mixing 
and sowing broadcast in a London prden (dry soil) to 
give a display throughout the season t—Cuklska. 

3278. -Bone meal.-WIU someone kindly teU me if 
bone-meal (or duet), as used by farmers for agricultural 
purposes, Is the same as mentioned so often in Oardrnino 
m good for mixing with soil for potting Chrysanthemums, 
Ao?—Amatrur. 

8279—A garden staed—I think of buying a rail- 
way .carriage lor a ahed in the garden, and euppoe*-It 
should have some supports of briokwork to keep it ofl the 
eoilin the garden? Would this make It a landlord s fix- 
tureY-GT. Wbstsbb. 

8280.—Roses, exhibiting—Will someone klndlj- 
let me know what should be the sixes of boxes for exhibit¬ 
ing twelve and aix Roses under the National Society e 
rules ? Should they have bars across to support the tubes, 
or a board with holes ?—Country Vicar. 

8281—Planting Rhododendrons—In planting 
Rhododendrons In loam, when they do not have their 
proper peat-soil, when I presume they would not require 
manure; will manure ho good for them? My gardener 
ba)« no, bat another adviaes it?—Riiodon. 

8292—Gold and Silver Ivies—I shall feel much 
obliged If someone will kindly tell me the names of some 
of the handsomest Gold and Silver .moll-leaved Ivies to 
grow together, also the best Gold and Silver Iviee In the 
large leaved varieties?—Constant Rkadkr. 

32S1—Flowers under trees—Will son.-- 
kindly name suitable flowers for growing under a couple 
of Apple-trees which do Dot bear very well ? There would 
be about three hours' sun a day upon the flowers. » hat 
kinds could bo grown from seed and flower this year T— 
Amatki-r. 

3281—House rubbish—I have a refuse heap of 
house rubbish. Intended for garden enrichment, but on 
the two oooaslons when I have commenced W have it 
turned over the heap has been so oflenslve that tho men 
have been obliged to leave oB. How oan I deodorise 
It so as to render It (It and safe to work at ?—Riiopon. 

819S—Lllao-bushes In a London garden— 
Will anyone kindly tell me how to treat Lilac hushes in a 
London garden to make them flower ? They have been 
planted about three years In good soil and seem healthy. 
The aspect le eonth-weel. Should they be manured or 
pruned, and If the latter, in what manner?-Soi,anum. 

8288—Oalcaolarlaa In frames—1 havetwo 
frames full of Caloeolarlae which have stood the winter 
well and are now making a good start to grow. Would 
some reader kindly .ay as near as possible when I can 
venture to take the frame* oB them and leave them ex- 
potted, an I want tbe frame# for other jmrpoee# r—prrd. 

3287— Hnoloslng a garden with wire-net¬ 
ting—Being pestered with birds during the fruit season, 
1 am desirous of enclosing with wire-netting a garden 
walled in on two side*. Would 2-lnoh mexh do for the top 
and Mnoh for the sides ? A reply from on. who h»ehad 
experience In the matter would greatly oblige.— 
BOUTHKRTON. . 

3288— Belladonna Lillee—When Is It best to lift 
Belladonna Lilies from open ground, wherethey <ton t 
flower, and how am I to pot and treat them lnAgAenhouHc 
to make them bloom? |Would. they be t.4t pburtAl m 
tube or singly In pot*?, Do tbev like pMyDbVxAc 
pr to be pot'bound f The bulbs are very large, but ol* 
—abput 25 yearn—Black B> 

8289— Greenhouse for eueculent plants.—I 
am thinking of erecting a bouse for Cacti and succulent Slants only. Will one of your readers ob'ige me with a 
ew hint* or description of a houee most suitable for the 

purpose? It need not be a tenant’s fixture, as I am my 

own landlord. What would be the beet means of heating 
such a house ?—A Lover ok Succulknt Plants. 

3290—Old Chrysanthemums— I am growing on 
some of last year’s Chrysanthemums, whioh, after being 

out down and repotted In smaller pots, are now sending 
out four, five, and six vigorous shoots. I should be glad 
If someone would kindly say how I am to manage them so 

as to get about a dozen nice blooms from each plant? 1 
should prefer to keep them dwarf and bushy—II. M. 0. 

8291—A flower-bed—I should be obliged for sug. 

gestiona as to a round bed near my house on a Giaes-plot. 
southern aspect? I wish it to be brilliant from end of 

May till the frost oomes. Are there any plants which 
would flower well all that time, or how could a suocevslon 
for bloom be managed by a very iirnorant amateur? At Cresent spring bulbs are in the bed. How aoon oan they 

s moved ?—Ignoramus. 

3292 —An Applo-tree for a small garden — 
Having room for only one early Apple tree I have planted 
and trained a broad-leaved Paradise-stock, *o that It has 

three branches right for grafting, one of which I propose 
to work with Irish Peach, tbe other two I should like 

grafted with a oooking Apple of the ,Domino, Potts 
SeedliDg, or Oroavenor stamp. What variety would 
matoh Irish Peach In constitution, habit of growth, Ac.? 

—R. Nottingham. 
8293.—Climbing Roses In a lean-to house— 

Will someone kindly tell me the best dark Rose for climb 
Ine up the back of a lean-to house as I have got a good 

Glolre for the front? The house faoe* the south and south¬ 
west. 1 thought of the Cheshunt Hybrid. Is this a free- 
flowering one, as It is wanted for cut bloom, and could I 
use this house for a few Chrysanthemums at the baok eDd 

and two or three Camellias ? I must say.that the house Is 

heated with a flue.—Lankv. 

8291—Shading fop a conservatory—Iahould be 

pleased If " 0. T.” or “ J. D. E.” would iDform me the best 
shading 1 can use for a conservatory which get* the full sun, 
and, having a nice lot of Ferns. I regret to say that thev 

Boon go brown, instead of keeping green. What should I 
apply to the glass on the roof f The conservatory le only a 

small one, 18 feet by 10 feet, and heated. If » “louring 
Is recommended can it be washed oB in the fall of the 

year, and is It put Inside or outside?—F. C. C. 

3*95—Succulent plants for greenhouse 
culture—I an) very much interested in tbs«e plant*, 
but the information given in tbe various gardening publi- 

oatione Is very meagre. 1 should feel much obliged if one 
of your readers who has had experience wou d treat us to 
an article dealing at hill length with this family, living the 
name* of all the best varieties in the various eeotione, with 

directions as to culture ? Such an article would, I feel 
sure, lie much appreciated by many readers as well ae by 

—Succulknt Orowkr. 

829*—Ornamenting a parapet—My house 

facing north, has a low stone rarapst In front, on which 
are placed at intervals pillars about 4 feet high. I wish 
to have flowers on the tops of these, but ae they are aeven 
In number ornamental vases would be somewhat expen¬ 

sive. Would seed-paos, whioh oould be edged with hanging 
plants, do ? Suggestions aa to suitable plants for filling 

these pans in summer and autumn would be very welcome; 
also directions for their culture, which must be very 
simple. The situation le very sunless—Iqnorampk. 

8297—Plant for the wall of a greenhouse - 
Will someone kindly advise me what to plant agalnstwallof 

a greenhouse heated with hot-water pipes, whioh ewing to 
north-west exposure, has only afternoon eun during three 
months? I thought of Camellias, Fuchsias, • Geraniums, 
double and single, and eweebeoented Heliotrope, Hydran¬ 

geas and Eucalyptus. If these would flower please give 
names of best flowering kinds. To train overroof would any 
Clematis and Passion-flowers flower ? The house le CO feet 

high, 10 feet wide, 12 feet high—Anxiktt. 
3298—Roses for the garden—I shall be obliged 

If anyone will tell me If they have had the same experience 
with two or three Rose* that I have had. as, If so, I wish 

to replace my plant* by others, and, if not, t * put In more 
Vlgorousplantioflheeai.it*? 1, Silver Queen has very poor 
growth, and email poor flower*. 2, Marie Rady F Leeiep*, 

and Comte.ee de Serenyo are very bad opener*. aleoRevnoIds 

Hole ; the latter ieabsd grower, and bloomerln addition. 1 
may add that other Rosen do very well on theI whol* in the 
garden. Will anyone name me a doxen Ilosce, which are 
especially sweet, preferably not crimson, but either very 

dark or light?—Rosy. 
qoQo _water in a Harden-—I have a piece of 

wateHn my garden, 200 yards by 10) ard*. and about 4f*ct 
deer, and It la almost stagnant. One half Is quite exposed 
on both Bides, the rest having a hedge 4 feet high on the 
north sldo. I wish to grow Water Lillee or some atrong- 
llowering water plant*. Wlllsomeone kindly tell me how 

to set about It 7 Also from where I oan proenre the plant«, 
and which is the beet season to plant them? Also the 
names of any hardy plant* which whioh would grow well 
on the banks? I keep a few ducket Would they damage 

the plant*, or would It be advisable to keep them away 

until the plant* had taken rcotf-I’AUL I rv. 

3300—Funkla subcordata grandlflora—I 
shall be much obliged for lurtoer dlrecnone lor b ooming 

this Fonkia both in pole under gins* and out-of-doors? 
Am mnoh obliged for answer* already reoeived, but they 

do not help me. Have tried this plant both Indoor* and 
out In borders. Out-of-doore the leaves are^eraa Iw^not 

healthy looking, though the plant lives and increases. 
In pots under glass It thrives and grows luxuriouriy, but 

I oannot get it to bloom. Bomes'ix or 
when on a vl.it to friends, I saw this Ulyjn bloom about 

two doxen pots of It In front of stage-* mm* ofb'“ni 
was a magnificent sight. I was kindly given a plant,.but 
it never flowered. I now have a greenhouse and think 

with proper treatment it ought to bloom. I wrote to my 

friends for cultural directions, hut am .,.2^ 
1 many gardener* since, and all have failed to 

IS plants, which were at lost planted out-of-door*, 
re mey did no good." 1 am eu/e if the] Nkbt Irejiv 

l of this plant were hnown, many would glow 

it so handsome. The leaf Is large, light-green, and heart 
shaped, and under glass making a beautiful foliage plant. 
One correspondent says : "Ido not know of a variety of 
F. subcordata called grandlflora.” I oav be wroDg in so 
calling It, but the plant correspond* with description in 
Barr and Hone' Catalogue of Funkia, with that designation. 
—Black Bkss. 

To the following queries brief editorial replies 
are given ; but readers are invited to give further 
answers should they be able to ofjer additional 
advice on the various subjects. 

3301—Soil for Ferns In Wardian case (Susan). 
—Tula should lie composed of good light, turfy loam and 
peat in about equal parts, the whole lo be broken up 
finely, and sufilcient sand added to make It gritty ; but do 
not use gardeD soil instead of loam—J. J. 

33C3 -Oyprlpedlum barbatum IB. /*.)—This 
plant should be potted In good peat fibre mixed with about 
an equal quantity of chopped Sphagnum Moss, and the pote 
well drained. There are not many so accommodating as 
0. insigne, but 1 am of opinion that many of time plant* 
like a bit of turfy loam—M. B. 

3304—Mlltonla Morellana —Justin asks If thl* 
piantshould be pot ted before starting it into growth? Yea, 
it should, and now is a very good time to do it; the soil 
being a good admixture of peat fibre and Spbagmim Mos*. 
When the plants have started well let them have good 
heat and plenty of moisture—M. B. 

8305—Oattleya Trlanee (M. IF.).—This is a good 
ordinary variety of this beautiful plant, and you will cer- 
tatnlv not be wrong In purchasing it at a fair prioe: but I 
oannot »»y what this le, *o much depend* upon the condi¬ 
tion and eixe of the specimen. C. Trlana is now aheap and 
well within the range of all—M. B. 

3306—Oymbldlum Lowlanum (T. 3L)—Yes, 
this la a very nice variety of thie plant It requires to be 
potted In peat and loam, to bo well drained, and kept in 
aliout Cattleya beat, or perhaps somewhat lower. If you 
would take my advice you will not use any artificial 
manures In the soil. I do not like it, and I think it never 
leads to permanent good—M. B. 

8807—Lornarla glbba (T. Denny).—If the plant Is 
pushing up young fronds, a* you say it Is, enoourage it to 
grow ae freely as possible, and do not remove the eld dis¬ 
figured ones until tbe young ones are about fully formed, 
and then they should not lie all removed at onoe. They 
ar* not so troublesome as AdUntume and euoh-llke Feme, 
and i here is much less danger of io j urmg the young (rood*. 
-J. J. 

3308— Calanthes when dormant (.V. r.\— 
These, when past flowering, should be kept quite dry and 
cool for a lime, eay, in a temperature of about 50 deg*., 
or lower if kept quite dry and the air too is kept arid. 
This will depend upon how long you wish to keep them 
dormant and when you wish them to flower. The 
variety known as Kegneri Is the better kind to grow for 
late flowering. I saw nom* In bloom this, the last day of 
February, very fine—M. B. 

3309— Burlingtonla fragrana (C.IUack )-The 
portion of this plant le mnoh infeeted with white scale, 
and if tho whole plant Is as mnoh afleoted you r>< ed oot 
expeot any bloom from It this season, and It the** pest* 
are not removed oarefully but efleotually you w ll not 
have the plant alive very long. I have no doubt but you 
will find It Spreading to the Oattleya* If you wish to have 
a creditable oolleotion you muet Be arch for them and clear 
them out—M. B. 

8310—Onoidlum macranthum— W. doe* 
not appear to be so fortunate as a readi r who reoent y w rote 
to me from Devonshire. He ha* his plant showing flower ; 
but then it had been treated much more rationally than 
yours; but even I had to warn blm about keeping It too 
warm, and you are fast killing the plant by keeping it drv 
and in a temperature of 80 degs. I have always advised this 
species to be kept at the coolest end of the Odonteglossum- 
house and constantly moist, aeltcomes from the Peruvian 
Andes at a considerable elevation—M. B. 

3311—A quantity of Orchids—J Allan appear* 
to have gone in for a quantity of these plants which he 
says are oooupying a pare of hi* greenhouse. He mention* 
having ainoog*t them Dendrohiums and Odontegloaeuma, 
Miltoulae andMasdevallios, Cyprlpediums and Caltlejae, 
besides several other genera which need not be mentioned. 
I think there appear* the foundation for a good oolleotion 
if properly housed and managed, but it will give no satis¬ 
faction, if only a greenhouse is lo acoominodaie them. 
Ut me know what is the extent of your convenience for 
these plants ?-M. B. 

3312.—Binding atomn or Tree-Ferns (Thomas 
Oreenriela) — Do nothing ol Ihe kind. Tbe *istem of 
using Sphagnum to make these stems up, although fre¬ 
quently recommended, le one that I should always 
rondemn, ns it makes the stem alwavs gappy and 
broken. Pay most attention to these places with the 
si ringe. Dm It upon the faulty place more frequent y 
than the other part*, and thus encourage the root* to 
grow more quickly. When done these will make up a good 
Solid stem from which no dust or piece of Mom fall out, 
and leave a hole. Take my advic and do not use anything 
upon these stem* but water.—J. J. 

Ql’ECIAL OFFKR —A "quantity of well- 
rooted, autumn-struck cut'jugs of Dr Orton Geranium, 

bout orlmnon in CUl Ivalioti, 1?,, ?h hi. , 6, In *<I , 
carriage pakl.-H. OKKI.U Nurseryman. Fmmby.JJrerpool. 

■PUCHBIAS.—Mrs. Hill, Charming, Kow.of 
X OaslileImproved, Ac.: Gerenl.ini*. H Jaooby, J.Oibl.ii a 
Vemviua, Ac.; Ivy Geraniums, double white, rank, red, ami 
lilac: Oolou**, splendid oolours: Campanula, laophyllanUja 
sareanloa: Calceolarias, granule, Golden Gem. All gool 
Slants! at la. *d per dox., post fro., Cucumber-plants, leU- 
graptb heavy cropper, 3 lor 2s., or us. dox, free.yjV CANN, 
Victoria Nursery. Ptafttow -:-- 

CAMELLIA, A/.nlon indica, and Ghent A7.alea, 
(Vi |me (<J liar.... -Camellias and Axalea ludlca, best var e- 

f-doore, j 
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HOUSB & WINDOW GARDENING. 

FOLIAGE PLANTS FOR A PROPAGATOR. 

II. 

Some of the moat fascinating foliage plants for 

the table Are Grevillea robiuta (the Silky Oak 

of Amtralia) and the equally graceful Acacia 

lophantha, though this last has the fault—a 

serious one in the case of a plant for a late 

dinner-table—of closing up its loaves at sun¬ 

down, just as the Sensitive-plant, which it much 

resembles, shuts up st a touch. Both thoie 

little trees are easily raised from seed in tho 

steady heat of a propagator, and are best sown 

one or two seoda in a very small pot, which 

can be sunk to the rim in Cocoa-nut-fibre. 
They should be repotted when about 3 inches 
high (giviDg them a little leaf-mould with spent 

soil and sand) into 3-inch or 4-inoh pots, ana pot 
back into the propagator until they are again 
well established, when they may lie gradually 

hardened off and inured to theopon air in summer. 
The Fern-like foliage of the Grevillea is most 
effective on the dinner-table, and it stands well 
in the dry uir of a sitting-room, but it will not 

boar Tobacco-smoke, a very small dose of nico¬ 
tine being fatal to it. Small pots (with plenty 
of soot-water, in a clear, thin state, given once 

or twice a week) will grow good-sized speci¬ 
mens of both these plants. Canna indica (the 
Indian Shot) is a very interesting seedling to 

raise in a propagator. The hard little bullets 
of seeds need soaking in rather warm, but not 
too hot, water for twenty-four hours beforo 

they are put in, tho cup in which they are 
soaked being placed on a warm mantelshelf or 
on the pipes of a conservatory. The newer varie¬ 

ties, with large flowers and rather more dwarf foli¬ 
age,arc perhaps the best worth growing, though 
the brilliant carmine blooms of some of the older 

dark-leaved Cannas can scarcely be surpassed. 
Canna* grow rapidly ; when onco the tropical 
little sbeaths spring up from the soil they 
grow like magic if given plenty of warmth and 

moisture, flowering the same autnmn, though 
not so profusely as the following year. They 
are perfeot for balcony or verandah decoration 
throughout the summer, only needing to be lifted 
into shelter at the end of September, where they 
will gradually loeo their leaves during winter, 

and should be repotted in rich soil with good- 
sized pots as soon as they start in spring. 

I. L. R. 

Plants in rooms.—It is usual to find in 
the question columns cf Gardening complaint* 

concerning plants in rooms, their debility, and 
gradual deoline in health. Very often the fault 
u in bad potting or careless watering, but more 

especially neglect of proper spoDging of the 
foliage. Those who have plants in rooms, such 

as Araliat, Aspidistras, Palms, and other com¬ 
paratively hard-leaved things should take care 
a'jt a ways sponge the foliage frequently with 

tepiu water to remove dust or other iofUilrit 
from the surface. It 

plant can live when encased in dirt; f 

breathe, so to speak, and the result is a slow 
death. Ferns and those plants that cannot well 
be sponged should be syringed when necessary, 

to keep the foliage fresh and healthy.—T. C. 

3296. — Ornamenting: a parapet. — 
Unless you had them specially made you could 
not get seed-pans deep enough for your purpose, 

as, whatever you use as a substitute for vases, 
the vessels should hold sufficient soil to sustain 
tho plants put in them. It is not only a question 
of soil, but of watering also ; the smaller the 

body of tho soil tho more often it will want 
watering. A friend of mine grows his Tomatoes 
in buckets which have contained margarine, 

which he obtains from grocers. These bucket* or 
tubs would, I think, suit you admirably, as you 
can paint them any colour you like ; but no 
doubt the colour should be the same as that of 

the parapet. With regard to the most suitable 
plant*, the aspect is not of the best, and against 
the growth of tender plants. Two piers might 
bo occupied with good hardy Fuchsias, and two 
with green-leaved Zonal Pelargoniums. I would 
alto try Tuberous Begonias in the most sunny 

position ; Yellow Calceolarias will also do if tho 
Ksition is not too windy. If these plants are 

yond your convenience you may sow such 
annual flowers as Nasturtiums, Mignonette, 

Hawkwoed, Convolvulus, and Esohsoholtzia. 
Place the tubs in a sunny position at once, and 
sow the seed, and about the second week in Jane 

they may be taken to the parapet.— J. C. C. 

- It is not very ea*y to advise you. Very 
deep pans may not be suitable ; but the situation 
is, unfortunately, sunless, therefore you are de¬ 
barred from planting Ivy-leavod Pelargoniums, 

which will not bloom without sun. You might 
plant the Creeping JenDy and its golden-leaved 
variety, which will hide tho pans, and plant 
Ferns, small-leaved Ivies, or fine-foliaged things 
for the summer. Of course, you can get a gay 

effect by putting in flowering-plant* in pots and 
changing them when the flowers are over ; but 
this will entail considerable expense and labour. 

I wish I could help you further, but without 
sun one cannot do much in the way of flowers. 

—C. T. 

3275.—Flowers for a hall in winter. 
—Pot up very strong plants of the Yellow 
Winter Jasmine and Lanrottines now, and keep 
them growing in a sunny position all summer, 
encouraging the growth by liberal treatment 

and the use of liquid stimulant*. StroDg old 
clumps of Christmas Roses may also be potted 
now, as thoy flower better if established in pot* 

than if lifted from the ground in autumn, 
although the latter plan does very well when 
lifted annually, and taken back to the shady 

border, tho soil being made rich with old leaf- 
mould, and the surfaoe also mulched down with 
it. One of the best plants, for a hall in winter 
is tho hardy Fan Palm (Chamicrops excelsa); 

but tho plant* must have attained aome size to 
posses* much decorative value, though with care 

afterwards they will last iu condition a long 
time, probably years. Retinospora plumosa and 
and R. p. aurea are very useful for potting up 

for GjI corridors and the hall in winter, and 
tl wlkjc^oheap. Good bushes of Periwinkle*, 
Skitmniajaponica, the berry-bearing Aiictilai, 

and Euonymus in variety, are all more or less 
useful.—E. 1L 

- Tho only way to manage the Yellow 
Jasmine will be to grow it in a large—11-inch 

or 12 iuch—pot during the summer, plunged in 
ashes in a warm and sunny spot. Myrtle* are 
easily grown in large pot* or tubs, and Christ¬ 
mas Roses also. Both must bo exposed outside 
during the summer, and well supplied with 

water and liquid-manure. Tho Golden Varie¬ 
gated Euonymus, Aralia Sioboldi, and Aspidistra 
lurida var. are often aubjeots suitable for this 
purpose.—B. C. R. 

3276. — Puddling: a pond. — The clay 
should be from 0 inches to 1) inches in thickness, 
and the method of making it to merely to beat 

and pound the clay well together until it is of 
the consistency of putty. The man who has to 
puddle the pond takes a lump of olay up in his 
arms and dashes it against the aido of the 

pond, and continnes to do so, dashing one lump 
against another until it is of the desired thick¬ 
ness. The clay is made smooth on the surface 
a* the work proceeds. I bad two small ponds 
done in this way ton years ago, and they 

answer very well now.—J. I). E. 

- I have known two or three amatour 

gardeners attempt to puddle a pond, but they 
have alwaye failed. The fact of the matter it, 

it i* a dirty, messy job, and requires greater 
care and more labour than a stranger to the 
work would imagine. In the first plaoe, you 
must make the bottom of the pond quite firm 

with hard ramming before you attempt to put 
down any olay. Before and while using tho 
raminor you must remove all stones that are 
anywhere near the surface, and if the soil is at 

all dry give it a soaking of water the last thiDg 
at night, and well ram it again in the morning. 
After this a depth of 4 inches of clay may be 
spread over the bottom and well rammed, so as 

to beat it into a united mass, finishing with a 
smooth surface. After this another layer of 
olay 6 inches thick mast be laid down. This 

time the clay must be specially prepared by 
divesting it of all small stones and other hard 
lamps, then get a large flag stone or some other 

solid substance to act as a platform on which to 
work up the clay. With all. the materials in 
readiness and a backet of water close at hand, 
the clay must be worked np on the platform in 

convenient lumps, the same way as a baker 
kneads his bread, until the mass is moistened 
throngh and worked into a proper condition to 

unite with that already laid down. After being 
beaten with a wooden mallet and the surface 

made smooth, there is no doubt but it will 
hold water, and last for a number of years. As 
the work is completed the surface must be pre¬ 

vented from cracking by being kept damp until 
the water is let into the pond, and that should 
bo directly the puddling is finished. Of course, 
the work can be done without handling the clay 

in the way I have suggested, but it would not 

bo done so well.—J. C C. 

3277. —Sowing seeds broadoast In a London 
gfil*4on —f-OinSopors, common or "rot ' Mars' W» 
(Galeocular. Mignonette, Oonvoivulusmlnor, Scarlet F.ax, 
Go<*j.vi, Indian Plttki. y'.ra tiiou Books, dwarf Tropmo- 

luma (Nasturtium!), and a few Sun!lowers.—K. C. It. 
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GARDEN WORK.* 

Conservatory. 
Chorozemas whioh have passed their best may be pruned 

baok to encourage new growth for blooming early in 
autumn. When (airly broke In repot, if larger pots are 
neoeesary, and when the plants have reached specimen 
size they will not require annual repotting if the drainage 
Is right. Perfect drainage la the moat Important matter 
in oonnectlon with the culture of hard-wooded plants. If 
the drainage ever gets blocked the plant will soon show 
signs of It In its sickly appearance, and a sickly hard- 
wooded plant may ae well be thrown out, for It is never 
likely to bo of much use afterwards, and In these davs, 
when plants can be so easily propagated, it is a question 
if it Is any use keeping a sickly plant at all. A sickly plant 
may be useful occasionally to point a moral, or to teach a 
lesson, but when that object has been attained the sooner 
it is oast out the better. One rarely meets with a- 
oollectlon of Boroniat now, beautiful though they are. 
The reason for this is probably because this is not a wait¬ 
ing age. Any plant which requires several years to make 
into a specimen is not regarded favourably, and perhaps 
there may be another reason why this class of plants is 
not often met with now. They will not do well under the 
treatment usually given to soft-wooded plants. Olve 
hard-wooded plants a house to themselveB, asd grow a 
fairly representative collection, and there will always be 
something in blossom to admire, and even when not in 
bloom tho growth of the plants has an interest apart from 
the blossoms. Adenandra fragrans is useful when not in 
blossom for the fragrance of its foliage in button-hole and 
other bouquet work. Among sweet-scented flowers 
Boronia raegastigma is worthy of a place in the conserva¬ 
tory. Some day there will be a run upon these old 
favourites again, and our greenhouses will be all the 
richer in effect for the change. This is a good season for 
repotting anything which requires more root space. But 
the usual time for repotting anything in the nature of 
n specimen Is immediately after the flowering is over, and 
the new growth is ootning freely away, when plants 
npproaoh the flowering stage it is not wise to repot, as the 
chances are the growth will be disorganised. But liquid- 
manure may always be used to help forward an over¬ 
loaded specimen whose roots are unduly cramped after a 
small pot. Climbers should bo gone over frequently now, 
and the young shoots thinned and trained In. Use the 
syringe on the mornings of fine days, but keep the water 
off specimens in flower as muoh as possible. It will be 
very difficult to keep Cinerarias free from green fly now, 
especially in a warm house. Tobaoco-powder I have found 
useful, and fumigations of Tobacco may have to be re¬ 
sorted to in some cases ; but caution is necessary in fumi¬ 
gating a -mixed collection of plants, some of whioh, 
perhaps, will suffer from an overdose. Zonal Pelargoniums 
for summer flowering may be shifted Into larger pots, 
using rough turfy soil, slightly enriohed with very obi 
manure, adding also some artificial to each barrowful of 
soil. Pot firmly. 

Stove. 
Achimenes not yet started should now be brought into 

heat, and the soil moistened. Some growers shake out 
the bulbs and start In new compost composed ohiefly of 
peat and leaf-mould, made porous with sand. The pots 
or pans are always well drained, and a few rough pieces of 
turfy loam is an advantage In the bottom of the pot, to 
cover the drainage. The roots will find it when the plants 
are flowering, and may in some cases require something a 
little stronger. Lees peat is used now for this olasa of filants than was the case formerly, and more old turf and 
cat-mould. The Hoyas, or Wax-flowers, are a very 

Interesting olaas of plants. II. carnosa may be grown in a 
warm greenhouse, If kept dry, through the winter, and it 
forms its flowers better after the rest than when kept in 
the stove all winter. Every possible effort should be made 
before the plants come Into flower to get rid of mealv-hug. 
This is not the kind of plant I should recommend for a 
greenhouse vinery, for the reason that it is next to impos¬ 
sible to keep altogether clear of this pest. Hoya belfa is 
a very charming plant for a pan or basket. It has always 
been considered rather a miffy thing to do, the roots so 
soon suffering from tho least stagnation in the soil. The 
pan should be one-third filled with drainage, and the plant 
potted in rough peat and chopped Sphagnum, kept open 
with small lumps of charcoal or coarse sand. Under 
careful oulture it is a charming thing, and the flowers last 
a considerable time. Uust bo shaded from hot sunshine, 
and' never permitted to suffer from either too muoh or too 
little water In the soil. 

Unheated Greenhouse. 
The Chrysanthemum must be a source of strength in 

this house In the autumn, and well on into the winter U 
the weather should be mild Those who do not require 
large, fat blooms may yet take cuttings, or, rather, they 
may with a knife detach rooted plants from the base of 
the healthiest and best of those of last year, and these, if 
potted singly, will soon make progress, and in due tlmB 
can bo removed to the open air for the summer, and if 
their wants are well attended to there will be plenty of 
plants good enough for ordinary decorative purposes or 
to supply cut bloom. Tuberous Begonias will soon move 
now, even though kept cool, for the season is dose at 
hand when all plants having life will feel the Impulse of 
the increasing (emperaturs. The best soil for Begonias 
Is old, rotten turf, one half, a little flbry peat, and the 
remainder leaf-mould, the whole to be made fairly porous 
with sand and broken oharooaL A compost so prepared 
will not easily get sodden and unwholesome for the roots, 
and this is the chief thing to keep in mind in all plant 
oulture. First look to the drainage, and then secure a 
oompost which oontaine plenty of fibre, and blend it 
reasonably wltb sand and floe charcoal, so that when the 
fibre in the soil decays it cannot hold too much moisture. 

Ferns under Glass. 
The plants now are full of growth, and those whioh 

have been repotted are now feeling the benefits ol the 
change. It is Just possible that there may be a few of 

• In cold or northern district* the 
to under “Garden IFor*" may be don 
a fortnight later (Aon ft Sen fcdenfed 
remit*. 

on* referred 

those troublesome green-flies on some of the young, tender 
fronds. To attempt to deal with these by fumigation 
would probably lead to Injury from the heat of the smoke, 
and therefore while the growth is so young fumigation Is 
out of the question. Soft-soap, one ounoe to the gallon, 
with about a wineglassful of paraffin-oil to two gallons of 
the soapy water, will, if applied through the syringe, clear 
off must of the lneeots, though it is probable a'seoond 
syringing within a 6ouple Of days will be neoesskry to com¬ 
plete the cure. Large specimens should be tilted on one 
side, so that the mixture may not run into the soil. 

Gold Frames. 

No one has too many frames, or too muoh glass, if it is 
la a cheap, portable form. Some of the uses to which 
frames may be put now is to thin out some of the hardiest 
things from the ^reenbonse. If well protected at night 
bedding "Geraniums," well established in pots, will be 
quite safe In oold frames. Asters and Stocks may be sown 
now without bottom-heat, although a little warmth will 
be a decided advantage, and frames may be put to a 
profitable use in bringing onward all kinds of early vege- 
t ibles and salads. 

Window Gardening, 
Liquid-manure in a weak state may be given to Pelar- Saniums and other plants which are In spotting oonditlon. 

pira-aa are very useful window and room plants, and if 
well supplied with water they are very lasting. The pots 
may stand in sauoers containing water, and a teaspoonful 
of artificial manure may be planed in the water occasion¬ 
ally. ltepot Scarborough Lillee if very much pot-bound, 
but not otherwise. Liquid-manure may be given during 
growth, and again in September, when the flower-spikes 
are showing up. Fill baskets with Ivy-leaved Pelargo¬ 
niums. 

Outdoor Garden. 
Roses may be pruned now, especially in early distriots, 

where the plants are growing freely. It is best to cut to 
dormant buds where possible, and I need not say that the 
outs should be short and clean. Thin out the heads of 
standards by tho removal of all weak shoots, as In 
crowded plants the blossoms must be small. After 
pruning fork in the muloh and leave the surface open for 
the air to penetrate. A close, much-trampled soil requires 
opening up a little at this season. Our Roses will be 
mulched again when the hot weather oomes, but for the 
present, at any rate, the air will be let into the land to 
sweeten and pulverise its crust. Go over the rookery and 
carefully remove dead foliage and stems, and then top- 
dress with suitable material to enoourage growth. Peat 
and leaf-mould, with a little ooarse sand and bits of sand 
or limestone, for oertain plants. Evergreens will move 
with safety now, but the buds of deciduous things are 
moving rapidly, and though plants moved now might not 
die, they will be better left as they are till the autumn. 
Shrubs should be looked over and dead wood taken out. 
Straggling branobes should also be shortened. This 
pruning should be done annually. Cut close back Ivy on 
buildings. Ivy may be planted now to form cover beneath 
trees where soaroelv anything site will grow. For this 
purpose the broad-leaved Irish Ivy Is the best. Plant 
Hollyhocks, Carnations, Piootees, Antirrhinums, and 
other plants whioh have been sheltered in frames. The 
first lot of Gladiolus may be planted as soon as the land is 
in a suitable oonditlon. Plant out climbers on walls, and 
to oover buildings, inoluding Clematis, Jasmines, Honey¬ 
suckles, Roses, Ceanothua, sc. 

Fruit Garden. 
Muscat Tines, just breaking, mutt be disbudded by the 

removal of all weakly shoots. Muscats always throw 
many more shoots than will be required, and It frequently 
appears that In the oase of old vines the shoots at the 
beginning are weak, but by disbudding with a free hand 
the improvement is soon perceptible. Support pot Vines 
liberally now. Where possible surround the pots with 
rich turfy compost. I have eeen the pot* encircled with 
wire-netting, and this stuffed full of old turf aud manure 
—then fuxth or enriched with artificial fertilisers—this is 
better than deluging the soil with liquid stimulants 
These are well enough in a way, but their random use 
often injures the oolour of the Grapes ; but when the Vines 
are nourished with proper oompost, mixed wltb the old 
turf, the result Is always satisfactory. In thinning Peaches 
do not overload, especially If any part of the crop will be 
sent to market. For home one can do as one likes in the 
matter of thinning muoh or little, but for sale small 
Peaches are of no use. Keep the shoots thin and tied 
down as they grow. Plant early Melons In hot-beds, or in 
hot-water-heated houses or pits, and sow more seeds of 
the best varieties for suooeselon. New plantations of 
Strawberries may be made now, but they should not be 
allowed to bear any fruit, unless the plants are very etrong 
from pots. Finish planting fruit-trees for the season. It 
Is, of oourse, very late for the work, and oouid not be done 
unless there are urgent reasons for planting now. Graft¬ 
ing may be done as soon as the sap Is In vigorous motion. 
Fresh batches of Strawberries should be brought indoors 
at fortnightly intervals. Now that we have earlier 
varieties (or outdoor planting thera need not be much 
keeping back of pot-planting. 

Vegetable Garden. 

A good supply of forced Asparagus, Seakale, and Mush- 
rooms at this soasou is most important, and will cover 
any deficiencies In other directions. But though the 
winter has been rather severe, the damage done to the 
green orope has not been, so far ae I have seen, very 
serious. Broocoll, though possibly small, will be plentiful, 
and other kinds of greens fairly supplied. Mushroom 
beds may be made up in the open air, or In oold buildings 
of anv kind. I have had good proliflo beds made by tilling 
trenohes with warm manure, treading it down firmly, 
edging the beds (and the larger they are the better) with 
rough boards, and covering with waterproof cloth or 
wooden shutters. A good breadth of early Nantes Horn 
Oarrot may be sown now to suooeed the early bed on the 
warm border. Young Carrot* are very acceptable at all 
seasons, and by sowing In succession, first under gloss 
and afterwards on the warm border, following with a 
further bed in the open quarter, and finishing off wltb a 
cowing in July qn the warm border to be proteoteri in 
vltntar, will bridge round the year. Everything should oe 
fbW now to seoure a good supply of; void Lettuce 

wlU ba neoessary for this object cc1 fcr fuLy our:led 

out. Gentle hot-beds mode of leaves and stable-manure 
are very suitable for the growth of Lettuces and salads of 
all kinds at this season. The Paris Market Cabbage 
Lettuce turns in very quickly, and being of moderate sine, 
may be planted 8 inches apart, or if sown in the frame they 
may be thinned out to the distance named, and the thin¬ 
nings pricked out In another frame, or on the warm border 
outside, l-'rem-h Beaus will do best now planted in pots 
or frames on beds of manure that will insure a tempera¬ 
ture of 60 dogs, or so. Frenoh Beans in vineries or Peaoh- 
houses are apt to encourage red-spider, and if the insect 
makes its appearance the Beans should be cleared out at 
once. See that sufficient Celery has been sown for the 
main crop, and prepare a bed (or sowing outside for late 
use. When Celery is sown outside In April, though the 
plants will not grow ao large, they will keep in condition 
much longer, and will suffer less from stress of weather, 
and will not run to seed so soon. E. Hoddat. 

Work In tho Town Garden. 
Camellias, as soon as the flowers are over, should l>e 

placed in a moderately warm house or pit, and kept close 
and moist, both at the root and overhead, with light shade 
from hot sun, when this gains a little more power. Where 
there is no second structure the plants should be kept in 
the closest aod warmest end of the greehouse, and fre¬ 
quently syringed overhead. This treatment, though Dot 
absolutely necessary, causes the plants to make vigorous 
growth, and set an abundance of buds in good time. Any 
straggling branohes may be cut back, and under the con¬ 
ditions indicated they will qulokly break Into fresh growth. 
Repotting also may be performed now with the best re¬ 
sults, but in tbs case of plants that have been pruned to 
any extent better defer this until the fresh growth is a 
couple of inches in length. Similar treatment may be 
acoorded to Azaleas oi the Indian section, and if repotting 
is not Judged advisable let the plants have some weak 
liquid-manure or soot-water once a week while the fresh 
growth is being made. Take care to pick off any seed- 
pods that may have been formed. The Persian Cyclamens 
are in great beauty now, and as the flowers fade should l>e 
placed upon a shelf bear the glass in order to matnre the 
foliage perfectly, but still keep the plants regularly moist 
at the root. About the middle of April they may be 
removed to a oold frame to be hardened off, and early in 
June place them on ashes In a shady spot for the summer, 
but never allowing the roots to want for water. Plants 
from seed sown now in heat, and pushed on briskly, will 
probably flower to some extent next winter. I have sown 
the first week in April and then had flowers by the follow¬ 
ing January, but the bsst plants are obtained by sowing 
in July or August, wintering the seedlings in boxes or 
small pots in a warm greenhouse, and potting them on 
during the following summer until the 5-incb or 6-iiich 
size is reached, when they will bloom abundantly the 
seoond winter. Old Chinese Primula* that began bloom¬ 
ing early, and are to be kept over for another winter, 
should now have all the flowers and buds picked off and 
be hardened off, and Anally stood outside in a shady place 
iD Juno, in the same manner as recommended for 
Cyclamens. Keep them fairly moist, repot in July or 
August, and If healthy they will bloom profusely again 
next winter. Sow Primula oboonioa to flower next winter, 
also P. sinensis for early flowering ; the double kinds are 
extremely pretty and useful. Sow hardy annuals In the 
open ground, and a box or two of Phlox Drummondi, 
Asters, and SalpiglosMs under glaas. Hardy trees and 
shrubs may be planted at any time now. B. C. R. 

THE COMING WEEK'S WORK. 

Extracts from a garden diary from .Varch 18Ih 
to March 25th. 

Grafted several large Apple-trees which bore indifferent 
fruit. The grafts used were strong pieces of two-year-old 
wood. For large limbs old wood is best, as when out In 
with the saw they can be driven home firmly, and there 
Is not the same danger of being blown out with the wind 
when the top gets heavy. Planted Potatoes. The land 
works well, and a good many have been got. One ol the 
best late Potatoes is, I think, Imperntor. The crop is 
always heavy, there are very few small ones, and for the 
three years 1 have grown this variety there has been no 
disease worth mentioning, and last, hut not least, the 
quality has been invariably good—far superior to the 
Magnums from the Bame soil, although the latter ie gene¬ 
rally free from disease. Planted several rows of Duke of 
Albany Red ; this and Walker’s Perpetual Bearer are, I 
think, two of the best Peas for supplying a family. 
Planted out Seakale roots in rows 16 Inches apart arid 
12 inches apart in the rows. Tied down young wood in 
early Peach-house. Waterloo and Alexander did not set 
sd well as the other varieties in the same house, but the 
late blousoms did fairly well, and there iB plenty for a good 
crop. Sowed hardy annuals in beds and borders ; these 
are used chiefly to 611 in between herbaceous plants. 
Shifted on Tomatoes to fill unheated houses. Ham Green 
and Perfection are the kinds chiefly grown. I do not 
believe in unheated houses (or Tomatoes, but the houses 
are only now in oourse of ereotion, and the heating will b> 
delayed till the autumn, and as the position is a sunny 
one I have no doubt the crop will be a good one. Dis- 
budded Vines in late house. Fire-heat will be used regu¬ 
larly till the summer weather comes, ae 1 prefer to do a 
good deal of the work at this end of the season, rather 
than pat it ail off till the autumn. Gros Colman requires 
as much heat as Muscats to ripen them properly, and will 
pay as well for it. Potted off bedding plants In variety. 
Shifted the strongest Chrysanthemums into 6-inch pots. 
They are kept as cool as possible consistently with keep¬ 
ing out frost. Put in cuttings of the large-flowered 
Yellow Paris Daisy. I had a good-sized patoh of this 
in the reserve garden last summer, and the supply of cut 
bloom was immense. Sowed Stocks, Asters, Phlox Drum- 
mondl, Double Zinnias, and Salpiglossis; the last-named 
form a very pretty mass, distinct from most other things. 
Flamed another house of Cucumbers, the variety being 
Lockie's Perfection, and set out a small house with Melons 
In pots. The pots are of large site, and are plunged in the 
bottom-heat bed. Melons must have bottom-heat If they 
sre ttl be good flavoured. Finished training early-flowei- 
Idg Pelargoniums. These have gone out of cultivation In 
both* private gaideni but they are very useful, both for 

man groups in ths conservatory 
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when well grown, and as soon u they get shabby they 
are cut down, the cuttings put In, and (or some time they 
do not require much space or much attention. Tricked 
off seedling Gloxinias and Begonias. Shifted on a lew 
young halt-specimen Ferns. Several old plants have been 
thrown out to make room, and when Ferns get old they 
are best on the rubbish-heap, as they are not worth keep¬ 
ing. Cleared out exhausted Asparagus-roots from the 
hot-bed where forced. Stirred up the bed a little, and 
planted it with French Beans. Finished planting out 
Carnations that had been wintered in pots in cold frame. 
Planted Gladiolus. Disbudded Figs under glass, and 
pinched the shoots left at the fifth leaf. Bbifted on young 
Palms. __ 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

PELARGONIUMS AS WALL PLANTS. 

It is not so generally known as it should be that 
Pelargoniums are very excellent greenhouse wall 
plants (see illustration). Many of the strong- 
growing Zonal kinds are remarkably well 
adapted for this purpose, and so are the Ivy- 
leaved ones. The old early-flowering varieties 
of the large-flowered section, Gauntlet and 
album multiflorum,do well on walls, and amateurs 
who may wish to have a little variety iu their 
greenhouses would do well to bear iu mind 
the value of the strong-growiug Pelargoniums 
as wall plants. B. 

POINBETT1A PULOHKKR1MA. 

Tms is one of the brightest and most attractive 
plants we have for decoration during the dullest 

' months of the year. It would bo difficult to 
find anything to surpass in brightness the beau¬ 
tiful scarlet bracts or leaves which surround the 
terminal clusters of rather inconspicuous flowers. 
Although, strictly speaking, a stove plant, 
when properly treated it is a fine subject for 
conservatory or house decoration. It has now 
been in cultivation upwards of fifty years, yet 
its culture does not seem to bo too well under¬ 
stood at the present time. Like many other Elants from the tropical regions, this is often 

ept too close and warm during the summer and 
autumn. Being naturally of rapid growth and 
inclined to grow tall, under close treatment, 
especially when shaded as well, tho plants run 
up until they are too high for ordinary uses 
Various modes of treatment are recommended 
by different growers, and no doubt when pro 
perly carried out each may be equally success- 
ful. If treated as follows there will be little 
difficulty in growing Bhort sturdy plants, which 
will keep their foliage and produce fine heads of 
tho beautiful scarlet bracts. In the first place, 
the strongest and best ripened plants should bo 
selected for stock. After being well dried off, 
these may be cut back to where the wood is 
quite firm. They may then bo stored away 
under the stage in a warm-house, laying the 
pots on their sides, so that no moisture gets to 
the roots, and remain in this condition until 
they begin to start into growth in tho spring. 
I like to keep them dormant as late as possible, 
but as soon as they begin to start they should 
be stood upon the stage and a little moisture 
given. Water should be used vory sparingly 
until the roots have started sufficiently to take 
it np. After they have well started a little 
manure may be given to induce vigorous 
growth, good strong cuttings being tho first 
step towards success. 

Cuttings put in in June or July will make 
the best plants. The first batch, however, will 
be ready much earlier than this, and it is advis¬ 
able to take the cuttings off as Boon as they 
have made sufficient growth, especially where 
the stock is limited. When tho cuttings are 
taken off some dry sand should be at hand to 
apply to the base, which will stop the milky sap 
from flowing. The cuttings should bo put in 
singly into small pots, using a light sandy com¬ 
post. If everything is in readiness they can be 
taken off and put into the close propagating-pit 
without getting withered. I like to delay 
watering for a few hours, which gives time for 
the base to dry up sufficiently to prevent further 
bleeding. If kept close and well shaded they 
will Boon take root. They must be removed 
from the pit as soon as they have started, and 
may be gradually exposed. When well rooted 
they may bo potted on into 5-inch pots, in which 
they will flower. I have seen them succeed 
well in various composts. I prefer loajmjeaf 
mould, and well-rotted manure, with | spri 
ling of sharp sand, but have s-e.i 

when potted in the first-mentioned, and also 
when peat has been the chief component. 

Watering is a most important matter, either 
excess being equally disastrous. In growing the 
plants on they should have as much light as 
possible, and plenty of ventilation during the 
summer. I have seen them grown in pits with 
the lights off during fine weather, but I prefer 
to keep them under gloss. When the plants are 
well established liquid-manuro may be used 
freely. Iu the autumn, as soon as the nights 
get cool, a little fire heat should be given. The 
temperature requires careful regulation, for 
although no visible harm is done by keeping a 
low temperature, the result will be seen later 
on, as when more warmth is given for the 
development of the bracts the green leaves will 
fall oil. On the other hand, the plants grow 
very rapidly just before they begin to set their 
bloom, and a high temperature will result in 

Zontl Pelargoniums on a wall. 

tall, leggy plants. .Just before tho flower-heads 
begin to form the plants may be kept a little 
drier, and no manure should bo used. As soon 
as they arc well set-, or the first bit of colour 
can be seen, more warmth may be given and 
liquid-manure supplied freely. I should add 
that those propagated early may have the tops 
taken off. These make good cuttings, and the 
plants will make two or three shoots, and if 
potted on into larger pots they will make equally 
fine heads of bracts as those with single stems. 
The main points towards success may be summed 
up as follows : Strong cuttings struck late in 
the season, careful attention to watering, regular 
attention to temperature, and a light position as 
close to the glass as possible. 

Varieties : There are several slight variations 
from the typo, besides which we have the vurioty 
with cijamy-white bracts, and the double form 

lerrima plcnissima. This is more 
an the normal form, 

worthy of cultivation on account of its coming 
in a little later, and when well grown it is more 
showy. In addition to the whorl of bracts at 
tho base of the cluster of flowers, each flower has 
another whorl of smaller bracts, whioh aro 
equally bright in colour and fill up the centro 
well. Tho white variety, P. pulcherrima albida, 
is rather delicate and does not form such largo 
heads ; nevertheless, it is very useful, and should 
he more extensively grown. Of other varieties 
rosea-carminata is distinct; the bracts are hardly 
so bright as those of the ordinary type ; its 
chief recommendation is that it conies in a little 
earlier. Some years ago Mr. Spary, of Brighton, 
raised a batch of seedlings, among which were 
several distinct variations. These were exhibi¬ 
ted at a meeting of the Royal Horticultural 
Society, but owing to their not having names, 
the committee did not deal with them, and Mr. 
Spary, who was then in failing health, did not 
take the matter further. I do not know if the 
varieties were entirely lost, but they do not 
appear to have boon offered in tho trade. I 
believe other growers have raised seedlings, but 
thoso above alluded to aro the most distinct 
that I have seen, M. 

The Scarborough Lily.—Now, just as 
they are commencing to make fr> all growth, is 
the right time to repot plants of this deservedly 
favourite Vallot-a. Plants that have been 
wintered in a greenhouse from which frost has 
been just excluded, and watered occasionally, are 
now in luxuriant health, and producing quanti¬ 
ties of young bulblets round the base of the old 
bulbs. It is a mistake to let these charming 
plants go very dry, even during the depth of 
winter, as they are properly evergreen, and if 
watered each 'time tho soil shows signs of 
dryneBS, even during the depth of winter, will 
retain a quantity of foliage in quite a cool tem¬ 
perature. There are two ways of growiug this 
plant, one being to give each—young bulbs or 
offshoots and all—a moderate shift every spring, 
when a glorious inass of flowering bulbs will be 
the result in three or four years’ time, and the 
other to remove the offsets and keep tho single 
old bulb in a pot of about 0 inches diameter. 
Even quite small bulblets, with two or three 
leaves each only, will, with good culture, become 
nice flowering plants in eighteen months’ time. 
Vallota purpurea occasionally perfects one or 
more pods of seeds, and if this is sown when 
ripe, a number of sturdy little plants will 
result. The way to induce this Lily to bloom 
freely is to treat it generously, and ripen the 
growth by free exposure to sun and fresh 
air in July and August.—B. C. R. 

Yellow spathed Callas.—There are 
two very distinct Yellow Callus or Arum Lilies 
iu cultivation, one named C. Pentlandi and tho 
other C. Elliottiana. The spathes of the former 
are of a rich golden-yellow colour, large, and 
are very handsome, in rich contrast to the deep- 
green leaves. Like tho common C. ivthiopica, 
that may be seen in every florist's shop, it is Srobably a native of South Africa, and first 

owered with Mr. Robert Whyte, I’entland 
House, Lee. It is interesting to notice that the 
bulbs were given to Mr. Whyte by a friend, who 
expressed the conviction that one of them would 
prove to have yellow flowers. Tho flowers of 
such a distinct novelty was naturally looked 
forward to with keen interest, and one would 
probably have roso spathes, but, as far as I 
know, this decided departure has not yet re- 
vculed itsolf. C. Elliottiana, also a yellow- 
spathed, but quite distinct from C. Pentlandi, 
the flowers of the former being marked with 
white, similar as in 0. hastata, and it has been 
suggested that C. Elliottiana is a cross between 
the common Calla and C. hastata. Whatever 
the parentage of either novelty, it is satisfactory 
to know that they are likely to prove good gar¬ 
den plants. Then here is the further anticipation 
of varieties with spathes of other colours. A 
rose variety would indeed be an acquisition.— 
C. T. 

Spring flowering bulbs in pots.—It 
is strango that amateurs do not grow more the 
many beautiful kinds of spring flowering bulbs 
that may be bought very cheaply. Bulbs potted 
up in the autumn will give welcome bloom in 
the early year, and as a rule about six bulbs iu 
eaoh-5-.inch pot will be ample. A very useful 
flower 1'for tmB purpose is the Glory of the 

is a perfect m Nt^^hich 
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weed on the rookery, once it get* established, 

if auoh a charming thing can be thna described. 
In a pot the flowera are naturally pretty, their 

colour being a bright blue, the centre white, 
and ita relative, C. 8ardenaia, may be also thua 
cultivated, the flowera of which are amaller and 

of intense blue shade. Then one may have 
Scilla bifolia, the many bulbs of bulbous Iris, as 

I. Bakoriana, I. reticulata, Snowdrops, the 
finer kinde of Crocuaee, and many other gems 
of the opening vear. A greenhouse may be made 

bright with oolour with the use of such bulbs. 
-V. C. 

3224 — Primulas for spring.—Presum¬ 

ing that the Chinese Primulas are meant, there¬ 
fore to obtain a good bloom next year in the 
spring, the seed should be sown in May or June. 
The seed will not vegetate all at once, but will 

appear irregularly. The small seeds should be J tricked out in small pots in sandy soil ; loam, 

oaf-mould, and sand in equal proportions suits 
them. The seed at that time of the year will 
vegetate in a garden frame ; but it will conio up 

more freely in a hot-bed with a little bottom- 
heat. The plants should be grown in framos 

with a north aspect until the end of September. 
Any of the leading seedsmen who advertise in 
Gardening can supply tho seed, and each of 
them have what they term their own strains. 

Not many seeds are found in a packet, and it is 
best to get a packet of each colour, rose or pink, 

deep-rea (this is termed in the trade scarlet 
and crimson), white, and in red varieties.— 

J. D. E. 

3294. —£ hading for a conservatory.— 
The best shading is a medium scrim sold for the 

purpose by horticultural sundriesmen, to run 
up and down with lines and pulleys. This is 
expensive. The oheapest and a good blind from 

the sun is a green powder sold under the name 
of “ Summer Cloud.” Paint the glass outside 
according to directions ; it can easily be washod 

off again in the autumn.—J. D. E. 

- The most suitable shado is affordod by 
tiffany blinds, as they can be rolled up and down 

according to the weather, and taken away in 
the autumn when no longor required. If you do 
not mind tho extra expense roller blinds are far 

proferable, neater and hotter for the plants. 
They are not then in perpetual shade, so to 
speak ; but if you think a cheaper shading would 

be bettor in your case, try some preparation, 
such as “ Summer Cloud,” or a good material 
for shading is made by mixing lime or whitening 

with milk until it is quite thin. This will be 
found very useful, and another good preparation 
is Brunswick green, dissolved to the consistency 

of thin paint. A dense shade is unnecessary. 
At one time houses devoted to Ferns had green 

glass, as it was thought that every ray of sunlight 
was hurtful. We have loarnt better now.— 

C. T. 

• 3280. — Calceolarias in frames. — I 
should begin hardening the plants off at once 

by drawing off the lights on all fine days, and 
giving more and more air, at nights also, unless 
very frosty. During such weather as wo are 

now enjoymg scarcely any protection is nooos- 
sary, and if gradually inured to free exposure, 

by the early part of next month the frames may 
be removed altogether. Get them planted where 
they are to flower about the middle of April, 

as they never do so well as when planted 
early.—B. C. R. 

- If the plants aro in a position sheltered 

from the north and east, the frames may now be 
romoved. I have had some hundreds of out- 
tings in boxes in a cold pit, and they were 

turned out-of-doors on the 4th of March. They 
will be planted out in a border much further apart 
than they have been in the boxes during the 

winter. The plants will increase in size until 
it is time to plaut them out in the flower garden. 
—J. D. F.. 

- You may take the frames off now if you oan sub 
stitute a covering of oanvas or oiled oalloo for them till 
the plants get thoroughly hardened.—E. H. 

3297.—Plants for the wall of a green 
house.—A collection of Ivy-leaved Pelar¬ 
goniums wonld be very effective and the flowers 
would be useful for cutting. The following are 
suitable : Souvenir de Charles Turner, Madame 

Thibaut, Mignon, Jeanne d’Arc, H. Cannell, La 

France, and Sarah Bernhardt. Plant 3 feet apart, 
and the wall will be covered m_qpe season. 

Clematis indivisa lobata and Pasr iflora EjEDifor/ 
Gem will ooveg) I fro1PViVe~j4nEgwa 

Co bass scandens will make a pretty creeper for 
a greenhouse, very free in growth.—E. H. 

— Camellias would be very suitable for 
such a position—nothing better oould, in fact, 
be namod. Fuchsias also might succeed fairly 

well, but “ Geraniums,” and Eucalyptus in 
particular, would not thrive at all well, both 

Frsnoh Forcing Turnip. 

being essentially " sun-loving ” plants. Next to 
Camellias, Habrothamnus elegana, H. fascicu- 
latus, and H. aurantiacus would be moat likely 

to suooeed. Any of the finer kinds of Clematis, 
also Passiflora cierulea and C. (Constance Eliott, 

would flower fairly well, but I should give the 
preference to Fuonsiat and Lapageriaa as more 
ikely to thrive and bloom abundantly.— 

B. C. R 

3229.—Cannaa from seed.—It is late now 

for these, February being the proper month to 
sow, but if the seed is got in at once in a brisk 
hot-bed, and the plants pushed on with plenty of 
heat, moisture, and nutriment, they will make 

fine plants and bloom well in August or 
September. The seed should be soaked in 

water at 90 degs. to 100 degs. for twenty-four 
hours, then sow in pans of light, rich, sandy 
soil, plunge in a hot-bed of 80 degs. to 90 dogs., 

and keep moist. Pot them singly whon 3 inches 
high, push on in a warm moist atmosphere, and 
repot as required. Old plants are propagated 

by division of the clustered crowns in sprii 
i pieces being potted singly and started in a 

gentle heat.—B. C. R. 

3289. — Greenhouse for Buoculent 
plants.—This class is by no means particular, 
and will suooeed in a structure of almost any 
kind, but by preference it should be light, sunny, 

and well ventilated. On the whole, I should 
prefer a span-roofed house in a fairly opon 

situation, and 16 feet or 18 feet in width, with 
two pathways, two narrow (3 feet) stages on 

each side for the smaller plants, and a wider 
central one for the larger specimens ; length any 
thing over 25 feet. Such a house should be 

heated by two rows of 4-inch hot-water piping 
all round, but a smaller or narrower structure, 
especially if a lean-to might be efficiently and 

cheaply warmed by means of a flue, as those 
plants do not suffer from a dry atmosphere like 

moat other subjects.—B. C. R. 

Drawings for “ Gardening.”— Reader! will 
kindly remember that we are glad to get epecimene of 
*—iful or rareJtowert and good fruitt and vegetable.» 

•awing. The drawingt to made will be engraved, in 
manner, and will appear 
a Illustrated. 

•a s»a w in 

THE KITCHEN GARDEN. 

FORCING EARLY VEGETABLES ON 

HOT-BEDS. 

Those who are responsible for keeping up tho 
supply of vegetables are aware of the advantages 
of obtaining early those kinds which may be 

forwarded by forcing, and such being secured, 
it generally gives satisfaction to all concerned. 

It does not matter to what extent the usual 
winter kinds have been provided, such as the 
various Kales, Brooooli, Leeks, and tho usual 

routine of root crops, the palate is apt to tire of 
these unless they can be varied by forced pro¬ 
duce. Certainly it will depend upon the means 

or appliances provided whether forced produce 

may be secured or not, for without the ways 
and means, no man—let him be ever so pains¬ 
taking or persevering—oan bo expected to cope 

with tho difficulties which would besot his path 
without the aid of pits or frames, and also a 
certain amount of fermenting material. With 
these aids provided, then the forwarding of 

early vegetables could bo carried out in a suc¬ 
cessful manner. I look upon a good supply of 

fermenting material as being a surer aid to 
secure good produce than even heated pits, un¬ 

less it bo with such vegetables as French Beans, 
or even Potatoes and Asparagus, although these 
two latter kinds are generally tho most satis¬ 

factory when one is supplemented by the other. 
Fermenting material stimulates growth without 
unduly drying up the atmosphere, and with a 

body of this for bottom-heat root crops are more 
satisfactory in every way. Carrots, Radishes, and 
Potatoes and Turnips (seo illustration), as root 

crops, are seldom found fault with for being too 
early, and, of course, the same may be said with 

French Beans, Asparagus, or even Lettuce. 
Rhubarb and Seakalo can hardly come under 
the heading of forced vegetables in the same 

sense as the other varieties mentioned, for 
although these are forced, certainly they are 

different from the other kinds, so need not 
further be referred to. 

Gentle and lasting hot beds are what is 
needed, and this can only be provided with 
abundance of good Stable-Utter and a plentiful 

supply of leaves, preferably Oak or Beech, 
although others may be relied upon when these 

are not forthcoming. At tho present day, now 
that heating by hot water and light structures 
may be had at a much cheaper rate than for¬ 
merly, the old system of heating by fermenting 

material has gone out of date. Merely carting 
the litter from tho stables and mixing a quan¬ 
tity of leaves with it, to be made up into a bed 
at once, is almost worse than nothing at all. In 

the first place, this would heat so violently as 
to bo dangerous to plant any kind of vegetable 
for fear of ita being injured by burning, and also 

because when once this violent heat stago has 
passed the bed as rapidly cools, until tho heat 

is very quickly expended and of little use for 
stimulating the crop. A gentlo and lasting 
heat is what is wanted, and this can only be 

secured by properly preparing the material. 
The litter must be well shaken out in tho act 
of taming, the leaves also being added as the 

work proceeds. In the course of a day or two 
the mass will require turning again, and 

perhaps again and again until tho violent heat, 
is expended, when it will be ready for forming 
into beds. In my own case I have deep brick 
pits, and although with these linings cannot lie 

added, yet by well preparing the material tho 

brick walls confine the heat sufficiently to bring 
the crop to maturity. The heating material 
being confined, the heat is not blown out to 
the same extent as whon the beds are exposed. 

This is the more reason why hot beds are best 
formed in sheltered places out of the range of 

rough winds. In making the beds, well shake out 
the material as the work proceeds, building the 
sides up perpendicularly, beating them well with 

the back of the fork. Placing the material on 

in layers and trampling it down is not the best Sstem to adopt in making a hot-bed. The 
pth of the beds must be gauged by the crop it 

is desired to plant. For instance, a depth of 
3 feet will be ample for Carrots and Radishes, 

the same for Lettuces, and for the earliest 
Potatoes 4 feet, although later on 3 feet 

will be ample. The beds should be formed 
about, 6 inches larger than the frames to be 

placed on them, and it may be necessary to 
'j>l0f: <^jei[[\^0ipgn^njg material within the 
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frftme to Mailt in bringing it up to the desired 

Ordinary gardes soil is not tho best for 
the crops to root into, unless leaf - soil and 

burned garden refuse or any lighter material 
that will assist in ensuring a genial root-run be 

added to it. Old potting-soil, also the old 

material which-has been utilised for Cuoumbers 

and Melons, with tho addition of burned refuse, 
is as good as anything for the purpose, and a 

d*pth_<?| 8 inches, or 9"inches, oi. this spread 
equally over the frame will ensure rooting spaoe 

suitable for any vegetable crop. Carrots and 

Radishes may well have -a frame or part given 
up to each, although tho latter may well find 

a plaoe in the Potato frame, being ready for use 

before being smothered up with the Potatoos. 
The evil generally is in sowing the Radish seed 

too thickly, as in this case one crop spoils 
the other, and especially the Radishes. The 

Potato sets being previously sprouted, these 

should be set out not less than 15 inches apart 
in drills drawn 4 inches or 5 inches in depth. 

Whatever crops are grown, it will greatly 

depend upon the management of the frames 
whether they turn out satisfactory or not. 

Allowing the soil to beoome so dry as to shrink 

from the frames is a grievous evil. Although 

Potatoes do not show signs of distress so quickly 
as Radishes, Carrots, or oven Lettuoo, yet tho Croduce will bo very scanty unless tho soil is 

opt nicely moist. Radishes and Carrots would 

also bo poor in quality and tough in texture, 
and the quicker they are grown the more satis¬ 

factory the crop. Keeping the frames unduly 

close, and perhaps forgetting about the ventila¬ 
tion until the temperature is raised high by sun- 

heat, and then suddenly giving perhaps a groat 

amount of air, cannot but affect the crop to a 
serious extent. Leaving the ventilation on too 

long, although this may not affoct the growth to 
a serious extent, yet by closing early so as to 

retain as much solar hoat in the framo as con¬ 

sistent with safety, often makes a difference of 
a fortnight in the time of tho crops coming to 

maturity, and which is to be considered when 

perhaps forcing against time. Covering up the 
frames during the night is another detail which 

should not be neglected, taking the precaution, 
however, of not coveriog up so early as to 

exclude daylight, also uncovering early enough 

in tho morning for tho same means—small 

points certainly, but often neglected. Coming 
to 

Lkttcce, see what capital produce may bo 
had by the aid of shallow and gentle hot-beds. 

Forcing Lettuce is resorted to a deal more than 

formerly, and this change was brought about 

on account of the Parisian market-gardeners 
supplying our markets with sweet and tender 

Lettuce, whilst in our gardens such produce 
was conspicuous by its absence ; and, indeod, 

our markets are still principally provided from 

that source. At one time this kind of Lettuce 
was looked upon as only being able to be pro¬ 

duced in France, but quite as good may be 
grown in this country by adopting the hot-bed 

system. Varieties of the Early Paris Market 

are the kinds used, and from plants provided 

and followed by others. Certainly light, arti- 
fically-heated structures have superseded 

hot-beds, and have to be resorted to where 

fermenting material cannot be had, but the latter 
ia still the best for many purposes. A. 

A flaw good Peas —One of the most 
useful and produotive Peaa in oultivation is 
Duke of Edinburgh. The pods are not large, 

and the plant grows tall—often 7 feet or 8 feet 

—but it keeps on growing, flowering, and 
podding continuously in a way that no other Pea 

I know of does, affording an nnbroken supply 

for eight or ten weeks at a stretch. Duchosse 
is an exceedingly handsome Pea, with unusually 

large straight pods and Peas of the finest quality. 
It is very even in growth, and a well-grown row 

just in perfection is quite a picture ; but, unlike 

the former, it is soon over. Wm. Hurst is by 
far the best dwarf Pea wo have, very produotive, 

and seldom exceeding 15 inches in neight. For 
succession I find the old Sunrise as good as any. 

—B. C. R. „.- , 

3271.—Good King Henry.—This /-the 
Chenopodium Bonus Henrious, or Goos .-foot , 

and is sometimes used ia a vegetable, \atiiK 

supposed by some to be a good substitute for the thermometer inside, put on the covers, and 

Asparagus, and the loaves Whon the plant has in six weeks the Mushrooms ought to be coming 

made some growth are used as a substitute for through, and a damp over with a rosed pot with 
Spinach. The young shoots arc cut as Asparagus tepid water will be advantageous ; but the bed 

in April and May, and when woll grown arc as will not require heavy watering till tho crop of 

thick as the little finger. They should be Mushrooiqa begins to thin off a bit, then a soak- 
planted in a sunny position to come in early in ing of liquid-manure, in which a little salt has 

April. The plant is a free, vigorous grower, and been dissolved, will give an impetus to produc- 
may lie raised from Beeds or plants put in some tion.—E. H. 

time in April. The ground should be well v—._ ., , 
trenched and richly manured, and manure-water tu. i f 0 a wronS jdca about 
may be used during tho summer months when f f Mushroom culture. Its 
the plants are in fref growth. Tho plants should purpose is that it serves as a 

be set out 9 inches asunder.-J. D. E. ^ g°°d Mushrooms can 
, be grown during the summer without it, and 

-This vegetable is In season as soon as the leaves sre the time ia near , 
lares enough to be used as Snioaob, and will continue 1 . , “ear , wben the , beda can be 
usable till the growth gets old and tough In summer. The r|Ja<*e up in sheltered places m the open bettor 
young shoots are sometimes used like Asparagus In spring, than they can be made in a frams. If you have 
but It is only from strong roots that such shoots can be suitable manure vou mav make nn a hod in n 
taken without injuring the crops of Spinach-like leaves.- i i 
E. h. partially shady plaoe, and place the frame upon 

3274.—Mushrooms In a frame.—Mush- finch-ffihiiTSSTTJfi FT" 2 faet 
rooms may he grown successfully in any kind of a P-r tho ► t.ho. heot "oc««ary. 

frame made wTth rough boards, with a water- . VX J! th° l,e/£ 
proof cloth or wooden shutters to cover over the Z?U bad. bott,er bavo a ther- 

top. The shutters will be better than glass, as tTT J° “"‘‘“ft 
Mushrooms do not require light, and the glazed do£*; T°“tl.Ute bf‘“K 

lights will make the frame too hot in summer. ‘ n 1 * * T 

Tlio site for the bed might bn excavated a foot PAAl uPf ‘"“T'0 "T ,i° . 
deep, as shady swots should bo selected, or some ‘ m P., frM,M\ Cl?.° lh<!.bod 
placo not much influenced by the sun's’warmth, ln “j™ wo?k' ftftcr lt “ 
for the spring and summer beds. The manure m m“t,bo warm- 

should be worked into a sweet, genial condition fl"m? uP„w,tl' 

by fermenting in a heap before making up the £own onStha L n °F l* > W‘1 get 
bed. But the manure should always during the PhXd ♦If ?,0",,haVe to1n,ake “P 
process of fermentation be turned over before eXp0“d 10 a“ (tho »nn- k««P the 

tho heap gets very hot, as manure that has spent f c C “P ,n bnghb woather-“ 
itself in heating is not adapted for Mushrooms. 1 1 1 __ 
When the ammonia has all been driven out, as 

Mush room-producing material its value has been OUTDOOR PLANTS, 
injurod. This is one of the reasons why Mush- ——- 

room-beds fail. Another important matter in GOOD ANNUALS, 
connection therewith is to keep tho heap of Or a 

manure sheltered from heavy rains ; it is abso- T , IAS- 
lutely useless for Mushroom growing when much \T wou‘d» we think, be. well if amateur gar- 

washed with rains or overheated. If the beds ?,?ne.r* would h®*1- *n mind tho claims of the 
are made in a wooden frame, covered with Llarkias as being amongst tho best annuals, 

shutters, the depth need not exceed 15 inches, i“°7 ar0 ®*trome|y showy and easy of culture, 
and the top may be made flat. Whon mado needs mayd>o sown in spring or in autumn out-of- 

altogether in the open air, tho beds aro usually fl00™- who“ the PlanU aro in thelr flowering 
made in a ridge form, with a base of 3 feet or so, a ^an0f, oP ? inches to 12 inches 
and the ridges about 2J feet high, rounded at “P*^ •hould be allowed. Most annuals are 

the top. When made in this way tlie whole of the .*™^ overcrowding. A good form of 

surface is available for the Mushrooms, and, of Wblte Clarkia is here figured. 

course, the whole of the surface will be planted -- 

with spawn. The beds should be made quite VTRRT AHTIV(, pi-au 
firm, the shutters placed over, and the bed EVERLASTING I LAS. 

then left till the temperature is steady from These start early into growth, and anyone 

85 degs. to 90 degs., a thormometor being placed anxious to increase his stock Bhould loso no 
with its bulb sunk 3 inches or 4 inches in the timo in lifting and dividing, as they push out 

manure to indicate tho condition of4tho tempera- strong underground shoots before making any 
ture. • Break the spawn in pieces a couple of show abovo ground. They are not only valuable 

plants for screens or covering arbours or wire- 

fences with a wealth of foliago and blooms, but 

thoy are speoiaUy adapted for cutting. Although 
thero are several varieties of Peas of Everlasting 

or herbaceous habit of growth, Lathyrus lati- 

folius is the best, for it produces large spikes of 
rose-coloured flowers on long, stout footstalks 

that are most useful during the latter part 
of summer, when a good many of the 

garden flowers are beginning to wane. It 

is not at all particular as to soil or 
situation. I plant the roots at this time 
of year on any bank or spare piece of soil, and 

stick in somo good stout, rough Pea-stioks, and 

let the Peas ramble at will over them, and well 
do they repay the space they occupy. Tho 

white variety, Lathyrus latifolious albus, is a 

charming plant, but by no means so vigorous as 
the rose-coloured variety. I grow this against, 

low walls, on whioh some wire-netting is 

fastened to train the growth to ; and in prepar¬ 
ing the site, I take out a wide trench iwo 

spits deep, and in the bottom I put about 
6 inohea of brick rubbish, and on this a layer of 

turf, and fill in with good garden soil. Tho 

plants are put in about 3 feet apart on slightly 
raised mounds, and when in good condition few 

white flowers are more useful than this one is. 

J. Groom, Gosport, 

3188. — Culture of Pinks.—The Pink 
should be more grown in gardens, as it is not 

difficult to oultivate, and gives plenty of flowers 

early in summer. You will find Mrs. 8inkins 
one of the mert useful kinds, but the flowers 

aro unfortunately muoh given to splitting. They 
----,__a^bs^WMflawsJ yhfa^a^dfragrant. Then 

ture. £ Break the spawn in pieces a coup! 

A good form of Whits Clarkia. 

inches in diameter, and place them just under 

the surface about 8 inohea or 9 inohea apart, and 
then beat or press down the surface to a firm 

and level oonaition ; and when it is ascertained 
that the upawn is working freely, cover the bed 

V tii i^fiejl, Ibamy soil one and a-half Inches, beat- 

mg ic.Qgjvibwith the book of the spade. 
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there is the charming fringed white, called 
fimbriata alba, the common kind familiar in 

every cottage garden, Anne Boleyn (rose, the 
centre deep-crimson), Ascot (pink, the centre 
carmine), Lord Lyons (deep-rose), and Rose 

Perfection (cherry-rose. A few of the choicer 
show kinds comprise : Minerva, Boiard, Ethel, 
Modesty, Empress of India, Ernest, Henry 

Hooper", Duke of York, Duchess of Fife, and 
Louisa, James Thurston, Eurydicii, R. S. 
Hector, Ophelia, Godfrey, Amy, and the Rector. 

I do not know whether they are all in culti¬ 
vation, but that may be ascertained on appli¬ 
cation to a nurseryman who especially grows 
this class. The White Pinks, Anne Boleyn, the 

Clove Pink, Ascot, and Lord Lyons would make 
a good commencement. Pinks are not so 
fastidious as the Carnations, and good plants 

put in now will bloom in the summer, but the 
soil mu9t be well prepared. The proper time to 
plant is quite the early autumn and in the 

spring. Make the plants firm, as they are some¬ 
times loosened by frost, at the same time care¬ 
fully stirring the surface of the bed, and a slight 
dressing of well-decayed manure will do no 

harm. As regards the propagation of the Pink, 
the liest way is by pipings, which may be taken 

late in June, and they will strike readily in 
a piece of ground prepared in a shady corner, 
the soil made fairly rich. Cut the pipings below 

a joint, dibble them into the prepared soil, and 
place a hand-light over them. They will root 
well under suoh conditions, and even in the 

open in a shady corner if the soil is light, and in 
the event of hot weather shaded and wintered 
with a fine ro3cd watering-pot, so as to make a 

spray, twice a day. It is not necessary, but 
hurtful, to drench them ; merely, so to spoak, 
syringe them. When dibbled into a wooden 

box, and stood over a gentle hot-bed, roots arc 
formed vory quickly, but it is not necessary to 
go to this expense and trouble. When rooted, 

plant them out in a prepared bed to get 
thoroughly established, and in September put 
them into the positions they are to occupy in 
the garden. During the winter season, if there 

are frosts, then thaws, it will l>c necessary to 
look to the plants occasionally to see that they 

do not got thrown out of the ground. Avoid 
wet, and we advise you to raise the bed a little 
above the ordinary level. As you are late with 

the planting do not delay, choosing the first 
fine day, and a mulching of well-deoayod 
manure and leaf-mould will afford the plants 

much assistance. If you need information on 
growing plants for exhibition flowers, a separate 
article will bo necessary, but I presume you 
only require the Pinks for ordinary garden 

decoration.—C. T. 

to look at as the Grass in the fields. It seems 
to dislike very hot situations, preferring moist¬ 
ure and moderate shade. It is a delightful 

thing to establish upon a wall.—V. C. 

A fine Sunflower.—A very fine Sun¬ 
flower, one of the best of all the perennial kinds, 
is maximus, which makes a splendid bed in the 
autumn months. It is well namod, the plant 

growing over (1 feet in height, and the flowers of 
large size, rich yellow in colour. Although of 
such bold character it is neither coarse nor un¬ 

gainly. A well-prepared ground is necessary, 
out in most gardens this Sunflower will attain 

fine proportions, blooiniDg freely in the later 
months of the year. Autumn is most thought' 
of now, and the truth is that September and 

October may, with a propor selection of plants, 
be made as gay almost as summer. The Heli- 
anthuscs are a host in themselves, and of many 

kinds this is of fine character.—V. C. 

The Japan Primrose.—This fine Prim 
rose should be in every good garden. The plant 

makes a strong, vigorous growth, and although 

on its first introduction considered tender, it 
was soon found to be quite hardy. On the 
rockery, border, or where opportunity occurs 
in the woodland, P. japonica is at home, delight¬ 

ing in a shady position, which is also moist. 
The leaves, when tho plants mako good growth, 

are large, and the scapes tall, bearing the 
flowers in tiers, opening one after the other, 
and thus maintaining a display over a long 

season. One gets great variety in tho colours. 
The richest is the deep crimson kind, with a 
darker centro, but there are also white, salmon- 
rose, and various other shados. This variety 

in the colouring makes tho plant more interest 
ing. Seed sown in the usual way in a seed-pan, 
and placed in a frame, will germinate well, 

rememboring that it sometimes remains dormant 
a considerable time. Those who can plant this 
Primrose in the woodland will be well repaid by 
the fino growth of the plants, the long succession 

of flower, and varied colours. It may also be 
grown in pots, but I do not care for it thus 

used—not so much as in the open.—Y. C. 

The Balearic Sandwort.—A charming 
plant for covering the faoings of stones on tho 

rockery is the 8andwort of tho Baleario Islands 
(Arenaria balearica). It covers the stones with 
a green carpet, spangled in the spring and 

summer months with a multitude of white starry 
flowers. When planted against the stones in 
fairly light soil it will in time creep over them 
and hide their sharp outlines. This note was 

Erompted by a mass of it recentlv^M^iced on a 
it of rookery, the position moistjand toeyla. * 

was of the richejt green colour, 

Garden edgings.—I have noticed lately 
several queries in Gardening respecting garden 

edgings and substitutes for tiles. In very large 
gardens plants are used for edgings, and such 

things as the Mossy Saxifrage, Thrift, London 
Pride, and Stonecrops are excellent for the pur¬ 
pose, not being cold and hard as the common 

tiles one sees in gardens. A very charming 
edging is made of stone, over which Stonecrops 

ia Saxifrages are permitted to grow. In 

country gardens the Gentianella may be encour¬ 
aged as an edging, its mat-like growth adapting 
it well for this purpose. The Common Thrift 

(Armeria vulgaris) is a very distinct edging and 
pleasing to look at at all seasons, being rich- 

green throughout the winter, and when in bloom 
a mass of . rose-pink colour. London Pride is 
another plant for edging, and if not allowed to 
get starved flowers freely. It is usually thought, 

howover, that this familiar plant will stand the 
roughest treatment and the poorest soil j but it 

must have good ground to ensure satisfactory 
growth. In the London parks, Regent’s-park 
in particular, tho Mossy Saxifrage and London 

Pride are freely used, and succeed well in spite 
of smoke.—V. C. 

3291.—A flower-bed-—Begonias (Tubor- 
ous) are the plants for your purpose. Procure 

enough one-year-old tubers (mixed colours look 
best, I always think) to fill the bed when planted 

about a foot apart. Start them in shallow 
boxes of sandy loam and leaf-mould in the 
greenhouse, pot singly when in growth, and 
plant out the second week in June. They will 

flower continually until the first frost. If you 
cannot do this, you must buy plants in growth. 
Work the bed well, and mix a moderate auantity of leaf-mould, spent Hops, or well 

ocayod manure with the soil.—B. C. R. 

- You must wait until the foliage of the 
bulbs has died down before you lift them, if you 
wish to get a good display of flowers next season. 

At the end of May you could plant many 
charming things. Tuberous Begonias would 

bloom throughout the summer until cut off by 
frosts, and tho plants, if of a good strain, are 

very neat and the flowers bold, varied in colour, 
and produced above the truss of rich green 
leafage. They would certainly make it brilliant, 
and you could have as an edging some variety of 

Tufted Pansy as Archie Grant, the colour of 
the flowers agreeing, of course, with the kind 
of Begonias used. A white-flowered variety, 
with an edging of light blue of Tufted PanBy ia 
very pleasing. Then you have also Zonal Pelar¬ 

goniums, succulents which are very interesting 
in a bed, if several kinds are mixed together, 

Lobelias, Caloeolarias, Potunias, and various 
other bedders ; but I should plant Tuberous 
Begonias, one colour for the centre, then a line 
of another shade agreeing with that in the middle 

of the bed, and an edging of Tufted Pansy. 
Tuberous Begonias seem less monotonous than 

Pelargoniums, Petunias, etc.—C. T. 

3283.—Flowers under trees. — Bulbs, 
suoh as Aconites, Snowdrops, Daffodils, and 
Wood Anemones, would do very well for early 
spring flowering. Primroses also and Poly¬ 

anthus would bo suitable, as would also Violas 
in variety, Forget-me-nots in variety. The 
British plant Woodruff, would be charming. 
One of the Everlasting Peas might be planted 

to train up the stems. Clematis Flammula 
Pile made use of in tho same way. Among 

s, Limnanthes Douglaai and Nasturtiums 

ety would help to brightenijili] jtVfjft&I 

and some of the long shoots of the tall Nastur¬ 

tiums might be trained up into the trees.— 

E. H. 

— There are very few annuals that succeed 
to any extent in shade ; but seed of Pansies 

sown at once in a frame will produce flowering 
flants by about July. Auriculas, Primroses, and 

'olyantnus sown now will also flower uixt 
spring, and thrive well. Other suitable sub¬ 
jects are Violets, Lilies of the Valley, Peri¬ 

winkles, Daffodils, Hypericums (Rose of Sharon), 
Hepaticas, Myosotis (Forget • me - note), and 

Snowdrops.—B. C. R. 

- You cannot grow annuals or such things 
under the shade of trees, but Daffodils will do 

ell. In market gardens this bulb is largely 
cultivated thus, and a charming picture is pro¬ 
duced, as well as ample cut-bloom afforded. 

Lily of the Valley might be also planted, as it 
likes partial shade, and good clumps of it put 
in at once will bloom this year. You may 
[ilant Wallflowers, Forget-me-nots—and they 
ook remarkably well under an Apple-tree— 

Solomon’s Seal, and Spanish Squill. I like to 

see Daffodils, however, preferring them to any¬ 
thing else for such a position.—C. T. 

3273.—A bed of Begonias.—I do not 
think you will be very successful in pegging 
these plants down, as the stems are very apt to 
Bnap off j ust above the bulb if pulled about. 

If you want nice dwarf plants have nothing to 
do with old bulbs, which always grow more or 

less tall and “ leggy,” but procure either quite 
small tubers of last year, or good forward seed¬ 
lings of this season ; these always mako the 

proltiost plants to my mind.—B. Cf. R. 

- Why not let the plants- grow their own 
way to develop their characteristic habit and 
growth ? The Tuberous Begonia is one of the 

most compact plants one can use for bedding, yet 
it is not general. If you get a good strain you 
will not be troubled with leggy stems, but the 

Srowth will be oven, bushy, and the flowers pro- 
uced in profusion just above, a rich and 

effective result. If you put out good plants as 
soon as all fear of frost is over, you will got a 
rich display of colour if a variety of colours is 

chosen.—C. T. 

3-211.—A wind-swept garden.—I should 
think you are well advised by “ J. C. C. ” to set 
a double row of Elms at the north end of your 
garden. But with an extent of 2 acres in such 

a situation you will not find one break to the 
wind sufficient. Where there is anything in the 
nature of a draught the current sweeps down 

again very soon. You will need several screens 
across the gardon. If you plant hedges, Haw¬ 
thorn or Beech might serve the purpose, or 

perhaps one of Damson-trooi amongst the vege¬ 
tables. Yew or Box will make a more fitting 

screen near the lawn or flower beds. Wattled 
hurdles or rough wooden trellises covored with 
Creepers might sorvo and take less space. Years 
ago I saw a garden in a very windy part of 

Cheshire, near the Mersey, that was a good 
example of making the best of a bad site. The 

house stood in about an aero of ground ; a leafy 
screen of trees enclosed the whole plot. In 
front of the house was a small paddock ; 

behind, the ground was divided into little 
squares by deciduous hedges, at least 10 feet 
high. Tho garden was famed for its fruits, 

especially Pears ; they grow on low trees inside 
the closes. Original and unusual in aspect, this 
garden had a charm of its own. On the windiest 

day on that bleak coast there must have been 
shelter in that sequestered spot. Screens are 

largely used in the Scilly Isles. Without this 
protection it would be impossible for the 
inhabitants of those exposed islands to grow the 
Daffodils and other spring flowers that they 

export in such numbers.—Am, Winds’ Houhk. 

3248.—Seeds of hardy perennials. 
— The best way is to sow these in well- 

worked beds of sandy loam, with which has 
been incorporated a moderate quantity of leaf- 
mould. If tho weather is dry, cover with mat« 

until germination ho9 taken place ; these are 
better than Mos^ or litter. The seed may bo 
sown cither broadcast or in drills, preferably 

the latter, on account of the greater case of 
weeding. Sandstone grit is quite unnecessary ; 
if the soil is naturally coarse or rough, make up 

a. | |fjno | surface with old potting-soil, road - 
sweepings, or the like. Some time in April is 

^>cQ$$at© few/VfB. C. R. 
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FRUIT. 

BEST EARLY APPLES. 

Echlinyili.b Seedling. 

This Apple (here figured), as is pretty well 
known, grows to a prodigious size, and generally 
is a free bearer, and it cannot be surpassed 

for cooking whilst in season. It does best as a 
naturally-grown pyramid, with very little 

pruning. As a dwarf standard, with, say, a stem 
of 3 feet, it succeeds well. This variety is quite 

as profuse as the old Keswick Codlin in the 
formation of fruit-buds, these appearing even 
quite plentifully on the wood of the current 

season, and this on the Crab-stock, which is 

well suited to the variety. A. 

SLOPING VINE BORDERS. 

Is the majority of cases Vine borders have to 
be of dimensions, form, and constituents not 
always under the control of those who make 

them, but there are many blunders that'might 
often be avoided. The prevailing idea would 

appear to be that they must be given 
a good slope from the back to the 

front, and, as far as outside borders 
are concerned, this form answers well, 
not because a good fall to the front 

helps to throws olT excessive rainfall, 

but rather on account of a slight 
angle bringing the border more under 
the influence of all the sunshine 

going. Now I believe that this plan 
of sloping outside Vine borders may 

easily be overdone, while they are 
altogether uncalled-for and faulty 

when similarly constructed inside the 
houses. Warmth and air are un¬ 

doubtedly most congenial to Vine 

roots, but when these conditions are 
made paramount, events may not 

prove so satisfactory as anticipated. 

The roots, and through them the 
Vines, more often than not suffer 
from want of moisture than of heat, 

and it is the sloping borders that 

dry up the most quickly, being also 
much the most difficult to remoisten. 
Nor is this the only fault I have to 
find with this class of border. It is 

my firm belief they do more to pro¬ 
mote an injuriously deep root action 

than is atoned for by an increase in 
the temperature of the soil over that 

of more flat or nearly level borders. 
The cultivator, by top-dressings of a 

root-enticing or root-inducing mate¬ 
rial, contrives to fill the surface of 
the border nearest the stems with 

abundance of root-fibres, only to lose 
many of them when their hungry 

points spread a short distance to¬ 
wards the front. A portion of them 
strike downward, but only a com¬ 

paratively few find their way into the 
surface of the more shallow part of 

the border. Doubtless much can be, 
and very often is done towards keep¬ 

ing the fronts of borders well filled 
with roots by means of liberal top- 

dressings of soil and manure, mulchings of leaves 
and strawy manure also being applied ; but these 

alone are not sufficient, and plenty of water 
must be supplied during a moderately dry time, 
or otherwise not many healthy root-fibres will 
be found. When we come to discuss the state 
of sloping 

Inside borders, the objection is even more 

pronounced against this method of forming them. 

In not a few instances the gardener has scarcely 
any choice in the matter, or is under that 

impression, the initial mistake having been 
made by the designer of the structures. Too 

often the foundations are not got out deep 
enough to admit of a good depth, or, say, from 

30 inches to 3 feet below the door-sill or level of 

pathways being obtained, and raising either the 
one or the other being almost out of the question, 

a sloping border is the almost sure consequence. 
The very illustrations of vineries given by some 

of the leading horticultural builders, showing 
inside borde s, make these sloping abruptly to 

the inevitable style of border that will be made. 
To make matters worse, the hot-water pipes are 

also fixed very low, and not unfrequently only 
a short distance from where the stems of the 
Vines will be located, the evil being aggravated 

accordingly. In the latter case not only is 
there every prospect of the narrowest portion 

of the border becoming much too dry, but that 
at the deepest side will also be robbed of much 

moisture by the hot-water pipes. Plenty of 
cases are met with where the return-pipes are 

actually buried in the soil or mulchings, render¬ 
ing this “as dry as a bone,” and destroying all 

active roots that come into contact with it. Once 
borders thus situated become dry, it is next to 
impossible to remoisten them by ordinary 

measures, and if the roots leave such unsuitable 
quarters and force their way through brick or 

stonewalls into the open ground, this is nothing 
to be wondered at. In this neighbourhood 

there are two vineries with inside borders neces¬ 
sarily made sloping to the pathway, but, for¬ 

tunately, the gardener in charge fully realised 
the danger of allowing them to become quite 

dry, and the quantity of water applied during 

Our Rradkrs' Hlustrations : Apple " Eohlioville Seedling:.'' Engraved 
for Oardkkiso Illchtratkd from a photegrapb sent by Mr. W. Cooper, 
Mart ton, Krome, Somersetshire. 

the growing season was almost startling. They 

are well watered, sometimes once and frequently 
twice in one week, and if only there had been 
more head-room allowed, no fault could be 
found with the weight and appearance of the 
crops produced duiing the past six years. But 

what if water had been scarce—and it is far from 
being plentiful in the majority of gardens ? Or, 

again, what would happen if a fresh man, who 
did not consider the risks to be run, or, in 

other words, either did not believe in the neces¬ 
sity for or neglected to give so much water as 

previously, took charge of the place ? Failure 
inevitable and complete would be the result of 

either a scarcity of water or neglect to apply it 

in abundance, always provided the Vines were 
unable to send their roots out into a moister 

root-run on the other side of the foundation 

walls. Having pointed out 
The evils attending the construction of 

sloping borders, it is only right that I should 

. _ . . suggest a way out of the ditliculty. This is 
the pathway on both sides, no matter how simple enough as far as outside borders are con- 
row one or both of the widths may be 
unless the gardener haaUiiytla'difie Ljj' 

unsatisfactory experience in the matter 

A northern garden.—For the encour- 
ageipept of those.who live in bleak districts in 

be/and ,-os m> dpr! to-uot a few cases it would be a very the north, 1 should like to say what floweis I 

preVoSI'^u'c.rfM |>K»ceeding to considerably redtfcMHfy [hS»«K5ty (Fsb. 23rd) ['dtffc in my garden, which 
r, that is widthQzthese borders, at any rate for some two years ago was simply a field. Fourkindsof 
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three or four years. Many of the old roots 
found might well be cut back 4 feet or more, 
while those better furnished with fibres or 

presenting a healthier appearance generally, few 
of which probably will be found within 

4 feet of the boundary wall, might be pre¬ 
served. A width of from 4 feet to ti feet having 

been cleared, the latter figure being by no means 
extreme, especially in the case of very old or 

much exhausted holders, add a fresh width of 
2 feet or rather more of good, fresh, loamy 

compost. This must be kept up together by 
means of a wall of turves, the next best thing 

being a loose brick wall, which will be found 
Suite strong enough for the purpose. A per- 

ectly flat outside border is neither necessary 
nor desirable : but it ought to be made very 
nearly so, the front wall being built up to a good 

height accordingly. The new portion of border 
should be sufficient for two years, and when the 
time has arrived for adding another width the 
front of the turf wall may be shaved off with a 

spade, and the new soil be packed firmly again! t 
the old loam. The latter being well stocked 

with roots it will not be long before the new soil 
is also taken possession of, the conse¬ 
quence being an improvement in the 

Vine’s health. It may not always bo 
convenient or possible for a new width 
of border to be added, good loam, for 

instance, being very scarce in many 

gardens. In this case, the slope of a 
border may be gradually lessened by 
simply lightly top-dressing the deepest 

part, and more heavily so the front, 

w ith fairly rich loamy compost. This 
should attract many roots, and in any 
case render it a much easier matter to 

well moisten the border whenever 
necessary. Doubtless the autumn, or 

before the leaves are changing colour, 
is the best time for interfering with 

the roots of Vines ; but there is no good 
reason why it should not be done any 

time before top-growth is far advanced 
this spring. 

Top-dressing may be applied with 
advantage at almost any time of the 

year. Inside borders may be levelled 
in much the same way, turf walls 
answering even better under glass 

than they do in the open. I nave 
seen them bristling with great white 
roots, and the borders, when raised 

well above the level of the walks, and 
kept well supplied with water, must 

derive great benefit by the extra 
exposure to heat, air— mo;st or other¬ 
wise. Better by far be content with 

a comparatively narrow square border, 
say, half the width of the house, than 

have a much wider sloping border that 
cannot so readily and surely be made 
congenial to the roots. Every drop of 

water applied to a level border must 
find its way downwards or to where it 

is most needed ; whereas, there iB very 
much waste connected with those that 
are sloping, especially if, as before 
hinted, they are allowed to become the 

least bit dry befoio the attempt is made 
to properly moisten them. Square or 

level borders are, therefore, the most economi¬ 

cal, and there is no mistaking which prove 
the best for the Vines to root into. W. 

3292. — An Apple tree for a small 
garden.—It is not wise to encourage the 
growth of two kinds on one tree, especially such 
a weak growing sort as Irish Peach. No vaiiety 

that I know of in the whole range of the kitchen 

section would match this dessert Apple in point 
of constitution, as it is naturally a weakly 

growing sort. Much better results would be 
obtained by restricting the whole of the treo to 

one kind. If an extra early Apple is wanted for 

the dessert Irish Peach is good, but a much 
superior Apple is Cox's Orange Pippin in every 

respect The best early Apple for cooking 
purposes is Lord Grosvenor, and for late use 

Lane’s Prince Albert, both remarkably fue 

bearers.—S. P. 
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Christmas Ryses. Aconites, the large Snowdrop, dendron grows very well in the red loam, but I always 3282—Gold and Silver Ivies.—It is 

the Pink and White Winter Heath, the large old^mMuro htd^beaTfil'iS eflelt interesting to get so many queries in Garoksin. ■ 
Hepatica angulosa, Pink and White Me/.eroon, upon the eixe of the bloisoms and the vigour ol the plants, about Ivies, as they are very charming in their 
Bulbocodium verna, and Saxifraga Burseriana -EH. variegated forms. As regards cultivation, Ivios 

major. Besides these the flowers of little 3272 —Watering Ivy.—It is too early yet do not really want any, the great point being in 

alpine Rhododendron are almost expanded, and to expect Ivy to make much growth. It will the first place, especially of the variegated 
are only waiting for a little sunshine, as are grow fast enough presently, in the way of a kinds, to get good plants, so that they will grow 

also the rosy blossoms of Saxifraga oppositifolia, stimulant the best thing is nitrate of soda, 1 on. away at once, and cover the wall quickly. Also 
the Pink Dog’s-tooth Violet, the ordinary to the gallon of water. Dissolve a handful of during the first summer, until they get 
Violet, the delicious sweet-scented Winter soot in each canful as well, and soak the ground thoroughly established, give liberal watering 

Heliotrope (Tussilago fragrans), and the bold around the plant thoroughly with the liquid occasionally. Unfortunately, some of the best 
and yellow flowers of the Doronicum, and the about once a month during the summer. If in variegated Ivies are very tender. Madeinensia 
Pink Megasca, and one of the Andromedas. a town the soot may be omitted.—B. C. R. variegata, which has bold, well-marked loaves, 

TREES AND 

ol Leeds, and in a very cold, wind-swept district, growth. 0ld leaf-mould or very old manure ™ ‘ ,7,7; 

but I do all I can by hedges and walls to pro- mixed with loamy u,ed „ mulch, will be a bh.8m “ at*}} fi-.hwi.dTha 
tect and make cosy nooks for my dear flowers. „reat help. Drainage from a manure-heap, or followln8 W1.11> h®wever; prove suitable, and the 
I have also several large raised mounds, with a „uano iliasolved in water at the rate of half an vftriegation is well marked. You must try and 

few large sandstone blocks half buried in the ounoo to the gallon may be used_H H 8ot t*>e,n truo 60 namf> from my ejtPer*onc,>> 

rotted turf of which they are formed, in which °U“00 V♦* , V i , , varietios are called hf diiIeren,t nam0» “ th* 
smaller things that could not do with the cold -- not care^ for a good deal of various nurseries. Amongst the small-leaved 

damp of clay in winter live and flourish exceed- 'TaUjr '• a11 .nead 18 a f.a,rlJ mol8t 8°l1- . Bal varieties choose those named, and of each variety 

ingly. I think I have said enough to show that lf y?ur P08>t,0.n ,s an °4coa,lonal * short description is given. Marginal major 
the coldest garden my be brightened by a few 00P,0“* watering will benefit them. As you do ;g very useful, the leaves medium in size, and 

flowers, even in the bleakest Season of the year, n.?t, «‘ve.th,e na™ of y°“r ™riety,’ ,b 18 l,HP0S- with a bold margin of yellowish-white colour ; 
if their owners will have it so, and will take *‘hle o judge if it is naturally a strong grower the growth quick. 8ome of the variegated Ivies 

ordinary caro in planting and sheltering them. 0r.J'0,tj- Although Ivios will thrive in very poor aro ,10t well coloured, l’almata auroa, for in- 
—North ERVK1I soil, they prefer a rich and open compost, and, .tana), i„ variogatod in name only. Latifolia 

' ' _ minus those, applications of manure-water will macuiata has large leaves, marbled with a 

TREES AND SHRUBS. benefit them a great deal. The drainings from whitish colour; and a suitable kind is also H. 
__ a stable, freely diluted, guano at the rate of 1 oz rhomboa variegata. Marginata robusta has large 

MCI Pinntincr Rhododandrons If &© a gallon of wator-in fact, almost any liquid foliage, margined with silver. Those with small, 
3_8l.—nantlng Rttoaoaenarona—If .timuUnt will answer your purpose. There is, ailvery leaves of value are minor marmorata, 

the loam .. suitable in which the Rhododendrons however, a vast difference between the habit whichare JeTl ^rilgatedT Poliis argeS, mar! 
are planted it is a good plan to mix with it some ’ „,l. „„„ v“riD»* 

sand, and if leaf.mould can be obtained this is “^ufie m to vour variety P l/ 7 * 8 I?th ,"1VOrJ JaP°“,ca; .4* re«ard? 
hotter than manure • hilt a little manure well n0 guide as to your variety.—t. U. the golden-leaved kinds, a good selection would 

decayed, is excellent Vr Rhododendrons, and We^he^lanU S Ttt oTtoTuMCMsaK m °J bhe larger leaved varieties Foliis aureus, 

may be used whether they aro planted in loam ioThSe. wah a Houid manure or SoS ,n 8,ze-.ft“d the variegation 

or peat. All kind, of loam do not suit Rhodo- ThePlants cannot heex^otod to deoid?d' lb. ,°J ?“‘Ck *”7*^ 

. , , , , . , were planted carefully and have since been given varieties may bo clioson marginata auroa, the 
— There is a great deal of support in good ordinary cultivation they will sucoced well. foliage with a margin of gold; and you may 

peaty soil, owing to its being in reality formed Many complain that Ivies make such poor aUo select, if you need bushy varieties, very 

of decayed growths ; hence, Rhododendrons do growth at the commencement, but the truth is pleasing in a bed, the silver and golden varie- 
not need much art.fic.al support when growing thftt any kind of planting is thought proper. £ated Safeties of arborescens. A very good 
in such soil. In loamy soil, a little soot keeps They are simply stuck in the ground and left to Jvy for coiour ig atropurpurea ; its leaves aro of 

it dry and more open, and also aids these plants themselves. Always put in good plants, and a rich, bronzy-chocolate colour, abundant, and 
very muoh. Well - decayed stable - manure, during the first two summers or so water them pleasing to look at in the winter months. All 
especially such light material as oomes from an liberally in hot weather. Perhaps you have got lho kindg named are fairly robust, some more so 

°d u dJ7. Yuu“mber1or..M0l°“'b5d\,8Ja,8<> some tender kinds or small-leaved varieties that than others; but it is the greon-loaved kind, 
very beneficial when planting Rhododendrons will not grow so strongly and quickly, or such ti,at aro the stronger of the two. This is a good 

upon loamy soil.—r. U. sorts as Emerald Green, canadensis, and time to plant._C. T. 

- If the loam is suitable for Rhododen- Rmgneriana. If the position is very hot, and rWmfHno- nhrvlmlnnrtrona _ 
drone they will bo bettor without manure than the soil unusually dry, as it is sometimes against >• ’"“■ping- Rn<adOdenaPOna. 

with it, but unless your loam has been tried and • house, the growth of the plants would not be ™8r?°°“ld 

found snitablo, you nor anyone else can say if very rapid. In that case give plenty of water in „ 
they will toko kindly to it. The composition of the summer months. Ivies li'ko moisture and ^ J°Btookl 

h3285—— Lilac bushes in a London 

^wers ^iSn These cultivated* in&pea°t, a'niUfee'l otherwise flowers of any merit cannot result! •tMksTn5*work 
oertoin that manure mixed with the soil would As your plants are growing healthily, I would ib ‘*“8nal mi£ a 

roots will come to tho surface for it. As you - Remove the snekers about the baso of uoors.—r. ir_ 

evidently have to make your soil, I advise you to the shrubs, and provide the plants with an open, 
excavate the bed rather deep, if the position is ">“7. "P®1. where they can get plenty of light 3288.—Belladonna Lilies.—These plants 
naturally woll drained, and in doing so allow a an(l ft*r- These are the ohief things to consider, do not flower well in the open ground, unless 
depth of 2 feet of soil, with tho surface just M the shrub will grow in almost any kind of they are planted in a good position, and in deep, 

under the surrounding level; this will give you material, but not make progress if oramped for suitable soil—loam, loaf-mould, and sand. They 
space above for giving a top-dressing every room or deprived of proper air or sunshine. If should also bo planted in tho front of a hot- 

second year, without injuriously raising the bed y°ar plants are healthy, and the spot is not house, facing the south. They succeed udinir- 
to the drying influence of sun and air.—.1. C. C. «hady and enclosed, there is no reason why they ably treated this way in Kew Gardena. The 
- Good loam will grow these shrebs well, should not grow well. But doubtless it is the bulbs may be planted in June, and if they are to 

Peat is better, but on loamy ground I have soen position they are in that is the cause of the bo grown in pots I would also plant thorn in that 

splendid plants. If, therefore, your soil is of mischief. In Battersea-park, for instance, tho month; singly in pots would be the best way, 
this character, you need trouble no further, as glorious masses of Lilacs are the ohief charm of using good sandy loam. They will only flower 
you may expect excellent growth. When the place when in flower, but they get the two well if they are encouraged to make good 
planted give a good watering in dry weather essential conditions, light and air. Lilacs are growth, for it is during the poriod of growth Slanted give a good watering in dry weather essential conuiuons, iignt ana air. uuaos are growtli, lor it is during the poriod ot growlli 

urine the summer, as Rhododendrons are apt good town shrubs when thus provided, or rather, that tho flowers are formed for next year, aud 
to suffer if neglected in this respect. The finest one ought to say, excellent to plant in suburban when the growth has been made the plantB must 

examples in the country are grown on the fine gardens. Not many miles from the City I know have a poriod of rest. The Belladonna Lily 
8urrey loam.—C. T. several splendid specimens, given no attention should be put in a glass frame in the hot sun 

— Unlass th. loam 1. naturally poor, the plants will from year to year, yet flowering nrofusely each when resting. Dean Herbert writes in the 
do Just si well without msnurs m with, sod whatever of soason Ihey are, however, in lull light and Am ary 11 id ace.-e, page 2i6, that he plauted 
this kind It used roust be thoroughly rleosyed sod tweet, get an abundance of air.—C. T. 
If, however, lest mould Is procurable, it may be freely used, 
both mixed with tho soil and applied as a mulch after 
planting, with the greatest benefit.—fVtTMl. planting, with the greatest benefit.—^t) 

-- Over the rsd sardsten; fconditio 
the country from Coer hire to WoroetAcs 

oason They are, however, in full light and «• Amaryllidaoeto," page 276, that he plautod 

;et an abundance of air.—C. T. bulbs of this Amaryllis at 2 feet distance from 

-These should be moderately manured and pruned tho front wall of a greenhouse and stove, and in 
nouelly, outtlng out the suoksrs and young shoots from favourable soasons ho has had 200 flowor-stems 
ha. base, but they never flower as freely In tows as ! QJiiTjr *ui„u „j,i_ . 
25ntry. The Persian Mlac Is the most florlferouj vartetv | nse in b«ptembor in thiok patches. Ho adds . 

5ft o. R. CJN iVFRbTT fl U-r»aye ln close contact. A 
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rich and even strong and manured soil is agree¬ 

able to them, and a south wall promotes tho 
dying of the roots in summer. They very rarely 

flower with me in the middle of the garden."— 
J. D. E. 

- I do not advise "Black Bess” to 
attempt growing these Lilies in pots or tubs 
unless she has plenty of room in her green¬ 
house, as they require a good deal of space 

through the winter, when room under glass is 
most valuable, as they begin forming their 
leaves early in the autumn, and develop them 

during the winter when tho conditions are 
favourable. If they are unfavourable they make 
only a poor attempt to grow, and then they do 

not flower. If you make the attempt to grow 
them in pots take up the bulbs at the end of 
July, and provide them with plenty of root 
room and a strong, but not overrich, soil. I 

advise you to try the effect of giving them the 
protection of a cold framo during the winter, 
so as to proteot tho leavos from injury. Take 
up the bulbs at the time I have suggested, and 
plant them closo to a wall facing south, so that 
they can have fresh soil, and have a frame mado 

about 18 inches wide, with a movable light to 
Iiut over them duringtho winter—a long, bottom- 
ess box with glass on the top would do. You 

will never get any flowers until the loaves 

blooming as they do in large dusters; Bank- 

siieflora, Fclicitu Perpctu6e, and Leopoldine 
d'Orleans are three of tho best light kinds, 

with Flora and Princess Marie of the darker 
or rose-coloured varieties. These, like the Hy- 
brid Bourbons, require merely to have the 

weakest wood thinned out, leaving all the 
strongest or as much as can be used. Of 

the Hybrid Perpetual olass tho following are 
a good half - dozen: Glory of Cheshunt 
(one of the best of all the red sorts), Princess 

Louise Victoria (very free in the autumn and a 
good climber), Boule de Neige (the best of the 
whites), Climbing Pride of Waltham (pink), 

Climbing Edouard Morren (rose colour), and 
Climbing Victor Verdier (bright-rose). Of the 

Hybrid Teas, Cheshunt Hybrid (carmine), and 
Heine Marie Henriette (deeper carmine), arc two 
of the best, both growing freely. The Climbing 

Tea Roses of the Dijon class are amongst the 
best of all. Gloire de Dijon must still be 
included ; to it should be added Mme. Borard 
(of a deeper shade), Kaiserin Friedrioh (a beau¬ 
tiful newer kind, very vigorous), Mme. Eugene 

Verdier (ohamois-yeltow), Waltham Climber 
No. 3 (bright-crimson), and Belle Lyonnaise 
or Bouqnet d’Or (tho former a pale kind, the 

latter a deep salmon-yellow). To these must 
bo added CtSline Forcstier (pale-yellow), ROvo 

Roses on arches. 

develop properly, ami if you live in the north 

of England you had better give up their culture 
altogether.—J. C. C. 

ROSES. 

ROSES FOR ARCHES AND PILLARS. 

Rosks which possess a vigorous constitution and 
annually make long growths for flowering the 

following year are tho most desirable varieties. 
Selections may be made both for early flowering 
and for more continuous bloom through the 

season. Of the first-named class are the Hybrid 
Bourbons, some of which are the finest Roses 
grown when treated properly. My own plan is 
to lay in all the strong wood and thin out the 

weakest every spring ; on no account should the 
vigorous shoots be pruned, or fresh wood will 

only ensue. These strong shoots should not 
be left upright, but be trained over or down¬ 
wards ; hence they are better suited for arches. 

Thus treated they will bloom most profusely, 
yielding an abundant supply of flowers before 
the Hybrid Perpetuals are in many cases show¬ 

ing colour. Of the Hybrid Bourbons, the four 
finest are Blairi No. 2 (blush-pink), Charles 
Uwson (vivid-rose), Coupe d’H6be (deep-pink), 

and Vivid (crimson). Hybrid China Mme. 
Plan tier, a pure-white, is a delicately beautiful 

old-fashioned Rose, and very free-flowering. 
The Boursault Roses should not escape notice -, 

they are of the hardiest, and will thrive where 
many only fail or drag out a miserable 

existence. Amadis, one of the earliest, gra¬ 
cilis (bright-red), and elegans (crimson) are all 

good sorts. 
virens) are among the very best for ^rebj^jy ( 1 

d’Or (buff), the well-known W. A. Richardson, 
and Lamarque (pure-white, should have a 

warm spot) from tho Noisette class. For poor 
or cold soils the selection should chiefly be 

made from the Hvbrid Bourbons, the Ever- 
greon Roses, and the hardiest of the Teas and 
Noisettes, as Gloire de Dijon and Revo d Or. 

In such positions manure should bo used freely, 
that from the farmyard boing preferable ; 
draining should also receive attention, being 

most essential. Moderate pruning the first 
season is advisable to form a good face. The 
ground for these Roses should be deeply dug 

or trenched, adding fresh soil as well as manure 
if the ground is not up to the mark. A mulch¬ 
ing after the planting is done is advisable ; for 

this I would prefer Cocoa fibre to manure, as 
the birds would not be so disposed to interfere. 
Secure all the shoots then at once, or they may 
be injured by the winds, “ canker ” afterwards 
setting in upon any gross shoots if damaged in 

this way. R. 

3280 —E xhibiting Rosea. —The National 
Rose Society does not make any hard-and-fast 
rule relating to the sizes of boxes when exhibit¬ 
ing Roses—they simply make a few suggestions. 

As a member of the society, and an exhibitor for 
some years previous to its formation, I have 

found the following dimensions all I could wish: 
For twelve Roses my boxes are 24 feet long, 

2 feet 3 inches wide, and 18 inches deep. One foot 
of the depth is taken up by the lid. This is 
where it is most wanted, as you thus afford 

On no account have ample room for the blooms 
any boxes that are made on a bevel, or higher 

The Evergreen Roses (R. sorfiper- I at theb^kjif the bottom part than the front 
' our flowers naturally want to be 

higher and larger in the back row, and instead 
of having more room they receivo considerably 

loss. Boxes can always be pitched at any angle 
after they are placed on tho staging bench. For 
six Rosea I use a box 18 inches square. One 

does not want his set of twelve or six to appear 
as a continuation of his neighbour's, and a little 
extra space prevents this. Keep the tubes well 

towards the centre of the boxes, forming threo 
rows deep, whether it be for a sot of six or 
twelve, four in a row, and two in a row respec¬ 

tively. As regards fixing the tubes, much must 
depend upon iheir make. I know some who 
simply about half-fill up their box with short 

Grass or litter, and then insert the tubes, after¬ 
wards filling in between with the freshest Moss 
thoy can obtain. By-the-way, fresh Moss helps 

the appearance of the blooms wonderfully. Mv 
own tubes are made with a square foot, and over 
the corners of these I tack a thin lath, which 

keeps them firm and in their places during 
travelling. I afterwards fill in between them 
the same as already described. This is the most, 

secure and simple way. If boards bn used and 
a thin layer of Moss placed over this, them is 
tho dilliculty of making the samo sticks secure, 

there not being sufficient depth of Moss to hold 
them.—P. U. 

3293 —Climbing Rosea in a lean to 
house.—As you want the flowers for cutting 
Cheshunt Hybrid appears to bo a suitablo Rose 
for your purpose, as it is a vigorous grower, but 
it is unfortunately very subject to mildew when 

grown under glass. General Jacqueminot would 
bo my choice for such a position, as it gives you 

tho colour you want. Then thcro is Rrino 
Marie Henriotte (Red Glory) which is a capital 
grower, and if it gets plenty of light it flowers 

more or less all the summer.—J. C. C. 

- I should much prefer Kelno Marie Henriotte to 
Cheshunt Hybrid. It comes darker, of better shape, and 
keeps its oolour better than the Rose you surest. I also 
consider it a muoh freer bloomer. Yes, you can grow 
Chrysanthemums and a few Camellias in the same house 
very well.—1’. U. 

3298.—R 0868 for the gar den.Rosy’s ” 
experience of the varieties named is vory much 
tho same as my own. Silver Queen makes good 

growth, but opens much best during a dry- 
summer. So, too, do the other moro double 
varieties mentioned : Marie Rady, Comtescu 
de Serenye, and Ferdinand de Lcsseps. The 
former of these must not be grown too generally 

if good blooms are to result. I find it does much 
better when cultivated upon rather poor ground. 
Reynolds Hole grows well with me, but does 
not flower very freely. The following aro twelve 

good Roses, and I havo placed the six dark ones 
first: Charles Lefebvre, General Jacqueminot, 

Victor Hugo, Abel Carrier®, Prince Arthur, and 
Madame V. Verdier; Mrs. J. Laing, Margaret 
Dickson, Boulo do Neige, Mias Haseard, Elio 
Morel, and La France.—P. U. 

- Somo of the Roses you montion are not 
habitually bad doors—Mario Rady and Comtesso 
de Serenye, for instance—the others, howover, 

are of doubtful character, and I advise you to dis¬ 
card them. The following dark Rosea aro sweet- 
scented and fairly good growers : Prince Camille 
de Rohan and E. Y. Teas (crimson), Eclair and 

Lady Helen Stuart (pink and other shades of 
oolour included), Mr. J. Brownlow, Duchess of 
Albany, Mrs. J. Laing, Rosy Morn, Henrich 

Schultheia, La Franco, Magna Charta, Marie L. 
Pornett, and Elizabeth Vigneron.—J. C. C. 

- I am pleased to know that sweet-scented 
Rosea are asked for. Everything, however, 
nowadays seems to point to the exhibition, and 
the finest show blooms are often, unfortunately, 

either practically soentless or very slightly fra¬ 
grant. One of the most fragrant Roses I know 
of recent raising is Angustine Guinoissean. a 

beautiful garden Rose, popularly known os the 
White La France through its deliciously sweet 

flowers, which are produced freely, and white, 
touched with soft rose. It is a good autumn 
bloomer, and should be in every garden, whether 

large or small. Another exceptionally fragrant. 
Rose is the Hybrid Comte d’Epresmel, one of 
the R. rugosa section, the flowers semi-double, 

but so fragrant that a few will scent a large 
room. It is one of the most fragrant Roses I 
know, and makes a fine spreading bush. Then 

you can have Gloire de Dijon, La Franco, tho 
Hybrid Bourbon variety, Mrs. Paul (the flowers 
large, white, with the petals margined with a 

rosjjtin&wiwif foil fine form), the well-known 
Souvenir de la Malmaieon, Caroline d’Arden (a 
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rose-coloured H. P., very sweet), the old General 

Jacqueminot (crimson, but exceptionally sweet), 
Noisette Lamarque (which requires a south 
wall), Marechal Niel (also needing a warm posi¬ 

tion, and better under glass than outside), and 
such H.P.’s as Mmo. Uleme'nco Joigne&ttx, 
Alfred Colomb, A. K. Williams, and Mme. 

Gabriel Luizet, whilst all the Teas are moro or 
lees fragrant.—C. T. 

FERNS. 

CHOICE FERNS. 

Trichomaxes pldma. 

Tills feather-like Trichomanes is an exceedingly 
delicate and beautiful species ; it has a wiry 
creeping rhizome, clothed with black hairs, and 
the fronds attain a height varying from 1 foot 

to 15 inches ; they aro three or four times 
divided, tho segments being very slender, as a 
glance at onr illustration will show. This Fern 
lias always been scarce in cultivation, but its 
rare beauty should bo a sufficient inducement 
t.r Us greater popularity. (.ike all this 
class ot Ferns, it requires an atmosphere heavily 

charged with moisture, exclusion from the sun's 
rays, and a temperature which does not fall 
b. low <10 deg?, at any season of the year. 

G. 

POTTING GOLD AND SILVER FERNS. 

The recent bright weather lias enlivened tilings 
considerably, so that I must recommend my 
friends who from time to time write to mo not 

to forget these Ferns when the time comes rouud. 
Now the young Gold and Sliver Ferns aro begin¬ 
ning to grow ugain after the dull, cold days we 
have had, and all may begin to make ready 

to set them going again, and to make a really 
fine display of these Ferns, I would advise 
tho use of last year's young Beedlings. Plants 
which are now occupying a 4-inch or a 5-inch 

pot should have a shift into one two sizes larger. 
These pots, well drained and a layer of Sphag¬ 
num Moss placed over tho drainage, should have 

for soil about half and half good turfy loam, 
tolerably light, and good fihry peat, added to 
which should ho some sharp silver sand and u 
little bone-manure; hut this should he well 
broken, no largo pieces of hone being left whole, 

hut yot it should not he quite reduced to a fine 
powder, because it stands the chanoe of being 
washed ont of the pot. In the growing season 
Ferns do like a little stimulant, but this should 
not be given in excess. Another thing which I 

have foubd to work wonders with the weaker 
Ferns is the use of broken bones for the drainage 
material. Try this, my friends, and tell me if 

it does not bring about a marked chango. The 
plants of Gyinnogrammoa should uot be tolerated 
in a ferrerv more than about two years, after 

which time they become too sticky and rough 
at tho baso, and a young plant is far preferable, 

and, if potted in the manner described, they 
soon make nice specimens. In selecting the 
kinds from tho young plants pick out those 

which display tho brightest colours, and the 
kind called chrysophyllu presents many varieties 

from seed, and tho brightest and best only 

should be permanently used. G. sulphurca is a 

pretty constant kind, and, although pale coloured, 
is a perfect gem, when well grown. Tho samo 
may also be said of G. l’Herminieri, although 

somewhat leas pronounced than chrysophylla. 
U. Laucheana is a good robust form of the lost- 
named species, well deserving attention, whilst 
G. chrysophylla cristata is a very fine variety, 
with dense corymbose heads, and the form 
known os G. luteo alba is a broad, massive- 
looking plant with a heavy farinose yellow coat¬ 

ing on the under-side ; but 1 have only seen this 
in some gardens in tho neighbourhood of Berlin, 
but it is a variety well deserving more extended 

cultivation. In G. calomelame and G. tartar* 
we have the fine Silver Ferns, which, however, 

vary very much, and require selecting in a 
ra state, and, in fact, the first-named plant 

'e seen quite destitute of farina. G 

pulchella is a beautiful plant, with fincly-cui 
and very white farina on the under aide; and 

G. gracilis, which 1 first saw in u Hamburgh 
garden, is quite a gem, being finely divided, very 

symmetrical, and covered below with a copious 
white farius. G. Wcttenhalli, amlis a crested 
variety, coated with a sulphur/po 

G. decomposite OLhl ftjrtbtlteGspllci' 

heavily coated with farina, yet claims a place 
for the grace and elegance of its finely-cut fronds; 
whilst G. peruviana argyrophylla is noticeable 

for its pendent fronds, which aro heavily 
coated gu both sides with white farina, and at 

’others- with a sulphfli'y-Vuigetl ' Coating. (1 
Pearcei is another species, with remarkably 
elegant fronds of a rich-green, and delicately 

divided, which must not lack a place in the cool 
fernery, for it comes from Peru-, although it has 
no farina, saving at the base of the Btripes ; and 

last, but not least, is the fine variety of Schizo- 
phylla called gloriosa, whioh iB orto of the most 
elegant Ferns in cultivation, either fora hanging- 

basket or a pot, either with its long, arching, 
brilliant green fronds, which become proliferous 

at tho apex, and its pinmc are very elegantly 
divided, and I think it really looks at its best 

Trichonmnes plums. 

when in a hanging-baskot. There are a few 
other species, and a lot more varieties, whioh I 
could have called attention to if I had thought 

it was necessary, but this will bo enough to 
satisfy my readers I have no doubt. Now 
with these plants coated with a farina which 

can bo moved off the fronds with ease, my 
friends must understand tho syringe must lie 
kept quiet, or if used it will make a blurr in the 

whole lot; therefore, although maintaining a 
nice moist atmosphere, never let any water be 

uted upon the fronds, but maintain a tempera¬ 
ture not lower than 65 degs., and your Gymno- 
grammas will grow and do well. J. J. 

of square or oblong form, on the ground that 
he gets more views of the contents, but, pro¬ 
vided they are the proper sorts and well planted, 
they will do as well in ono as in the other. 

When planting his Ferns, my neighbour brok 
up some'light coke into pieces about the size of 

a Walnut, aud laid them at the bottom of the 
case to assist drainage. On this was placed a. 
mixture of peaty soil and Cocoa-nut hbre, the 

proportion being two of the peaty soil to one of 
fibre. In this a few Ferns were planted, but 
not thickly, and they soon commenced to grow 

freely. Almost all our native Ferns will grow 
io a case of this kind, and not a few introduced 
species also, so the planter can make a choice 

to suit his own tastes. Water is seldom re¬ 
quired, and if tho door bo kept nearly constantly 
closed hut little evaporation will take place. 

As a matter of course, the supply of water must 
he regulated by tho season of the year.—D. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

3290. — Old Chrysanthemums. — 
•* H. M. O.” must not. expect to have large 
blooms and still have the plants bushy. He can 

have them dwart and have nice blooms, though 
the distinction between dwarf and bushy lies in 

the tact, that the latter have numerous small 
shoots, whereas the former have hut a few, and 
these upright, not depressed as in the hushes. 
When the shoots arc 5 inches high take out tho 

point of eacli, this will check the upward 
tendency of the growth and induce the shoots to 

increase in number. Restrict the growths to 
two on each shoot and repeat the topping when 
they make 5 inches more growth. After that 

allow them uninterrupted growth, thinning the 
shoots to three on each main branch which will 
result in those plants with sx growths from the 

bottom, carrying eighteen blooms and so on. 
Ono bloom to each shoot is sufficient to give 
good results when the quality is of more conse¬ 

quence than numbers. The bud which forms in 
the centre of each shoot always gives the best 
results ; all those which cluster about it ought to 

lie early removed. Old plants like those of 
" H. M. C.” will require moro attention to 
watering and supplying with stimulants than 
young ones. They have so many more roots, and 
these absorb the nutriment contained in the soil 

so readily.—E. M. 

- If you only want a dozen flowers to 
each plant you may stop tho present shoots 
at 3 inches or 4 inches in length, and when in 
growth again shift them on into 10-inch or 

11-inch pots, allowing one bloom to each stem ; 
but if you want something uncommon, and have 
tho space to house them, stop tho growth twice 

or thrice, shift tho plants on until 15-inch or 
18 inch pots are reached, tie the growths out 
carefully, and feed liberally, leaving three or four 

buds on all the best shoots. In this way I have 
had plants of Mrs. Rundle, Mrs. Dixon, Fair 
Maid of Guernsey, and others 5 feet to 6 feet 

through, and carrying between 200 and 300 good 
blossoms apieco—not perhaps good enough for 
exhibition, but fine for cutting, and producing a 

splendid effect in the mass.—B. C. K. 

3245.—Classes of Chrysanthemums. 
—You will find the varieties mentioned in the 

catalogue of Mr. H. J. Jones, Ryecroft Nursery, 
Lewisham. Le I’oeto de Chrysanthemes (rose- 
violet and silvery-white), Mme. de Dubor 
(white, with stripes and blotches of violet-rose), 

and Mme. Dufossi) (crimson rod, tho petals with 
stripes of gold and tipped with tho same colour) 
aro early-floworing Japanese kinds, whilst 

Strathmcath is an American variety, one of a set 

of new early kinds sent out by the American 
raiser, Mr. Thorpe, and described as a cross 
between Nichols and Mme. Desgrange, the 

flowers of a very distinct now shade of rose- 
pink, and of good size, being produced at the 

end of September.—C. T. 

3287.—Hncloslnga garden with wire¬ 
netting.—I am doubtful about the wisdom of 
ketping birds out of a fruit garden. I have seen 

it dm e aod it did not pay. The trees became 
so badly infested with insects that it was 
thought better to let the birds have their share 

of the produce for the help they rendered in 
own inseote. I fancy a garden without 

Ould not lie a profitable one—at any rate. 
Perns in cases.—'A neighbour of mine,: 

•L-» has been highly successful in growing Feres 
-case, prefers ono of octagonyf^l^g^^^yylg^oul^lj^^gr^tpouble with inseote and 
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should incur a heavy expenditure iu insecticides 

and washes. It might, of course, be managed 
so that the birds could have free access at all 
Seasons, except when the fruit is ripe, or for a 

month or two when the buds were on the move 
early in spring, and in one instance where this 
waB done the netting was thought to be a success 

Two-inch web would be too large for the top, 
TUtmall birds would get through it and eat the 

buds in spring.—E. H. 
—— 2 Inch mesh would keep out Blackbirds and 

Thrushes, 1-inch would keep out all birds, excepting the 
small warblers and Tits; but to eosure your garden 
against all fruit-eating birds you must use {-Inch mesh.— 
A. O. Brn.nn._ 

ORCHIDS. 

MASDEVALLIA SHUTTLEWORTH!. 

I have seen this plant recently doing so well 
and flowering so freely, and its blooms are so 
pleasing, that T am persuaded to recommend it to 
the growers of such plants as Odontoglossum 
Alexandra; and 0. Pescatorei, for in suoh a tem¬ 
perature as these delight in this Masdevallia also 

does well. It is now nearly twenty years ago 
since this plant was first found by my very old 
and good friend Mr. Shuttleworth, while engaged 
in collecting plants in New (irenadu for his 

employer, Mr. Bull, of Chelsea, and at that 
time it was considered very rare. It has, how¬ 

ever, been found in somo considerable numbers 
since then, and has been introduced successfully 
to our gardens, and, therefore, I bring it to 
your notice. When I first saw it in flower, 
which is fifteen years ago this very month, I 

thought it then, as I do now, one of the most 
lovely gems in the whole family of Orchids. It 
has been inado to sutler somewhat in its character 

of . specific rank by being made to fall in as a 
variety of M. caudata, which is a plant that was 
named by Lindley upwards of sixty years ago, 

and it is only conjecture that the present plant 
does belong to M. caudata at all, so that I am 
quite in accordance with Hooker, who published 
a figure of this plant in the Botanical 

Magazine, t. 6,372, and which, although 
capitally rendered, does not do full justice to 
the plant—at least, I have now bofore me 
a more richly coloured and beautiful variety 

than the artist had in 1378. This plant 
was fonnd by Shuttleworth growing on trees at 

an elevation between 7,000 feet and 8,000 feet 
above the sea level, and, consequently, requires 
cool treatment. The entire height, when out 
of flower, scarcely exceeds 0 inches ; but when 
in bloom these stand up above the leaves, and 

add a little to its height, and the beauty in 
these, as with the majority of these Masde- 
vallias, lies entirely in the outer sepals, and of 

these the dorsal, or the upper ono, is largest 
and concave. The sepalinc parts measure about 
1J inches across ; the upper ono reddish-yellow, 
freckled with reddish-purplo, and with numer¬ 

ous deep-red veins running up its entire length, 
the lower sepals beiDg beautifully shot with 
rich purplish-mauve. Each of these segments 

is lengthened out into a slender yellow tail, 
considerably over 2 inches long, which makes 
the flower over 5 inches across. Another form 
has also been found named Xanthocorys ; but 

this differs only in colour, and is not so pretty a 
plant as the typical one ; the flowers are smaller, 
and mostty of a pale-vellow. These plants 

require to be kept with tho Odontoglossum 
Alexandra and such-like plants, and, like them, 
they like to bo kept moist during tho winter ; 
but, of course, much less is required then than 
in the summer months, and they may bo hung 

up, but the sun should not shine upon them. 
They should be woll drained, using for soil 

peat-fibre and Sphagnum Moss in about equal 
proportions. My readers who liavo not this 

species will find it one of tho most exquisite 
gems of the whole Orchid family. 

Matt. Brambi.e. 

ODONTOGLOSSUM ALEXANDR/E. 

I am requested by “ Birmingham ” to tell him 

all about this plant, and how to manage it 
successfully ? This Orchid, it is said, was 
discovered by Hurtweg, in the Province of 
Bogota, in the United States of Columbia, 

little over fifty years ago, and at the present time 
Mr. Shuttleworth, the renowned tre/toTTer and 

oollsotorof plants frem that region, wfLldijjpJi r . 
to h*ve a favourite spot about Pacho forgetting j 

fine varieties of this plant from. It grows at 
from 7,000 feet to 8,000 foet elevation, so that 
the plant under cultivation requires to- be 

treated very cool, and under such conditions' as 
wg in former times should never.hayo dreamed 
that Orchids would have lived ; and this is one 
of the things that I think the-collectors in earlier 

timeswero not straightforward in telling us—the 
conditions under which these plants were found 
—and, consequently, so many plants from the 

earlier collections were lost.;, hut now the mind 
of many amateurs seems to bo running the other 
way, by wanting to grow them in the oompany 
of Cape and New Holland plants, and- exactly 

under the same conditions ; but this will not 

succeed. I consider the best kind of house 
in which to grow this family is a lean-to facing 
north, and this should be kept very moist 
during the summer season, and less so during 

the winter, but still moist; the plants to be 
kept fairly moist at the roots. Tho tempera¬ 
ture of the house must not be allowed to fall 
lower than 45 degs. Some of my friends say 

48 degs. ; but the latter I find, although assert¬ 
ing the last-named figure with a loud voice, do 
not grow their plants to such perfection as my 

other friends who take the lower figure as tho 
minimum. This is to bo with a plentiful supply 
of fresh air at all times, saving in severe frosty 
weather, at night as well as by day, for in a 

state of nature tho plants are not excluded 
from the fresh air that blows about them, 
and tho advantage of night air I learnt somo forty 
years ago ; so you take my word for it, I have 

proved it to be quite the beat thing. The soil 
best suited for these plants is a mixture com- 
K1 of good brown peat-fibre and Sphagnum 

in about equal parts, and the pots should 
be well drained. Do not overpot tho plants at 
any time, and if they do not absolutely want 

potting do not pot them now, for this I hold to 
be the very worst time to perform the operation, 
which should have been done in the month of 
October, and from now until the month of May 

will be the time to see them in flower. Now 
I hope my friend, who signs himself “ Red 
Something,” will bo able to make a successful 
start with the two plants which he has bought, 

and anything I can add from time to time to 
assist him, I shall be very happy to do, if he 
will only ask. Matt. Bramble. 

3284.— House rubbish.—This is rather an 

unusual case ; tho heap must contain some sort 
of animal matter to be so offensive. The best 
thing you can do is to cover it with a good 

thickness of earth, and leave it in that condition 
until the offensive smell is gone off. I should 
hope tho rubbish-heap is not near any dwelling- 
house, or where anyone spends muoh time, as 

it must be positively dangerous to health to be 
in the vicinity of such a foul odour which must 
be given off by the decaying matter. I know 
that common garden refuso will create an offen¬ 

sive smell for a time ; but I never knew it so 
bad but what a man could turn the heap or move 
it about. I have, however, had to do it many 

a time, and without any ill effects.—J. C. C. 

3300.—Funkia subcordata grandi- 
flora.—Perhaps the following will assist 
“Black Bess.” F. grandiflora—at least, the 
plant I know under this name—blooms late in 

the autumn, aud the flowers are sometimes cut 
off by early frosts. If planted outside it must 
have a sunny spot, sheltered, and a warm, light 
loamy soil. When potted up and kopt in a 

light position in tho greenhouse, and a good 
loamy soil used, it should produce its sweet 
white flowers in abundance. Your plants may 
require repotting, or the soil is poor, or the 

drainage disarranged, or similar drawbacks. 
Under the above simple conditions I have seen 

it thrive well.—O. T. 
3279.—A garden abed.—If tho wheels 

aro left on the railway carriage and sunk in the 
ground a few inohes or the ground made up 

around them, no other foundation will bo 
required, and by no stretch of imagination 
could it be called otherwise than a tenant’s 

fixture. If permanently fixed in brickwork it 
is a question if the landlord conld not, if ho felt 
so disposed, claim it at the end of the tenancy. 

A neighbour has a railway carriage standing in 
his garden, the wheels simply let into the 

id a little, and a very useful place it is. I 
ie carriage cost £3, and is strong and 

,|^le, and with a little painting ,^Tl 
iy years.—E. H. 
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RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS. 

Questions.—Qwerie* and ansisers are inserted in 
GAknanno feet of charge if correspondents follow the rules 
here laid down for their guiaanoe. AU communication! 
for insertion should be clearly and concisely wntten on 
one side of the paver only, and addressed to the Editor of 
QxuuiNa, 57, Ssuthampton-street, Covent-garien, Lon¬ 
don. Letters on business should be sent to the Fdsmsds*. 
The name and address of the sender are required in 
addition to any designation he may desire to be used in 
the paper. When more than one query is sent, each 
should be on a separate piece of paper. Unanswered 
queries should be repeated. Correspondents should bear 
in mind that, as Gardrnixo has to be sent to press some 
time in advance of date, they eannot always be replied to 
in the issue immediately following the receipt of their 
communications. 

Answers (which, with the exception of such as cannot 
well be classified, will be found in their different depart- 
menu) should always bear the number and title placed 
against the query replied to, and our readers will greatly 
oblige us by advising, as far as their knowledge and 
observations permit, the correspondents who seek assist¬ 
ance. Conditions, soils, and means vary so infinitely 
that several ansioers to the same question may often be 
very useful, and those who reply would do well to mention 
the localities in which their experience is gained. Corres¬ 
pondents who refer to articles inserted in Oasduiho 
should mention the number in which they appeared. 

8313. —Auriculas.—What Is tho difference between 
the show and the alpine varieties ?—H. T. 

8314. —Seed Potatoes.—I have a quantity of seed 
Potatoes, well sprouted. Should I out them In pieces, or 
plant them whole’—J. F. 

3316. —Culture of Nertera depressa. — Will 
someone advise me tho best way to grow this plant, also 
the exact temperature it will thrive most freely in ?— 
Nrrtkra. 

8310.—Checker-tree.—Will someone kindly give me 
the proper name of this tree ? It may not be spelt right. 
I cannot find It in the “ Dictionary of Gardening."— 
Curious. 

3317. —Primula oboonlca.—Can Primula obconloa 
be divided, and, If so, when should this be done 7 Has it 
any partiality as to soil? Full directions would oblige.— 
M. L. E. 

8318.—Dissolving; bones.—What Is the best method 
of dissolving bones, and how should tho solution be applied 
to wall-fruTt-treee, ohlefly Plum, Pear, and Apple?— 
J. S. A. Brckrtt. 

3319.—A succession of vegetable crops —Will 
anyone kindly tell me how to procure a euoueealon of 
vegetable crops on a rather damp and shady piece of 
ground ?—T. u. C. 

3320 —Pitcher-plant (Nepenthes Sedcnl).—I should 
be glad If anyone would give me a few hints of the oulturo 
of this plant, and tho heat it requires, and does it require 
heavy syringing ?—W. M. 

3321. — Introduction of the Puohsia. — Will 
someone kindly inform me when the Fuchsia was first 
introduced into England, by whom, and from what coun¬ 
try ?-J. Smith, Luton. 

3322. —Belllclde, or Daisy Bradlcator.—Will 
anyone kindly tell me whether the *• Belltcide, or Daisy 
Kradioator," docs answer in destroying Daisies on a tennis- 
lawn?—Constant Kkadkk. 

8323. —Plants for a shelf.—Will someone kindly 
give me a Hot of plants suitable fora shelf whloh Is dilfloult 
to water-plants whloh will not suffer If occasionally dried 
out, other than Cactus ?—O. N. P. 

8324. — Sodum Sleboldl.—Will Borne reader kindly 
give me Information respecting this plant? Does it bloom 
well, and what kind of flowers does it bear, anil when ? Also 
what treatment should it receive?—8kwm. 

3325.- Saccolabium Blumol, dtc. - Would "M.B.” 
or anyone else kindly give me a few bints on the culture 
of this Orohlil? Is it a stove plant or net, and also state 
the culture of Dendrobium album?—W. M. 

3328.—Grape "Gros Guillaume.-’—I shall leel 
much obliged It someone would give me a few hints about 
this Grape, as 1 have heard It Is not worth growing, hut I 
have planted a young Vine of this eort this winter?— 
W. 51. 

3327.—Pig-manure In the garden. — To wbat 
advantage can pig-manure be used In the garden ? Can It 
be used lor Beans and Peas. Caulillower, Cabbage, Ac.? Is 
it wise to use this manure at the time of planting?— 
ExqriKER. 

3323. —Adlantum Farleyense.—I shall feel much 
obliged if anyone would give me a few hints at to the 
culture of this Fern, and what heat It requires? And does It 
require muoh water, and does It want syringing over 
head?—W. M. 

3329 -Tufted Pansies.- Will anyone please tell mo 
something about Tufted Pansies? Where they can bo 
bought (near Kingston, If possible)? The best sorts to 
grow, a doxen or so? Tho average price of the same?— 
E. PbURIIIUS Uhum. 

8330.-Anemones from seed —Will anyone kindly 
let me know when is the beet time to eow Anemone 
fulgens and Anemone St. Brigid seed to get them to flower 
next February and Unroh, and how should they be treated ? 
Locality, Ireland.—Paddy. 

3331.—Lavatera arborea variegata-I have 
some plants of Lavatera arborea varlegata, raised from seed 
last year. They are very leggy. Can I cut them down, or 
must I throw them away and start again ? Will the tops 
strike if put in as cuttings ?—C. N. P. 

8382. — Worm-casts on lawns. — Does anyono 
know of a eultable chain harrow or metal brush harrow to 
drag ovar lawna and aoatter theae, or will any maohinc- 
maker Invent and perfect anch an implement? The roll, 
used onoe a week, makee all einooth and tidy for two 
(J»7W Hitri lhii worms raise np the cake of soil, add more 
to It. and the lawn looks bad again for flvs days. If the 
i| xa^ber.pvwsre ejMjtj^i^iS the sppearaooe would improve 
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S38S.—Plants fora oool-house.—I hive a small 
lean-to greenhouse without any heating. Will any of j our 
readers advise as to plants suitable? Would Tomatoes 
succeed ? It is sheltered nearly all round, and entirely on 
the north and east sides.—Bkqinnir. 

.7384.—Stove In a greenhouse.-I have a green- 
house heated by a briok flue. Will someone kindly tell 
me if I could use a Tortoise Slow Combustion Stove placed 
outside the house In place of the brick furnaoe, connect¬ 
ing it with the old flue Inside?—Tortoise. 

3335.-R086 “ Star of Waltham.”-! have a Rose 
which was described by the nurseryman who gave it to 
me as the •• Star of Waltham." I see in the oataloguee 
that this Roee is orimson ; mine is a bright-pink. Are 
there two Roses of the same name ?- Rosy. 

am-Saxlfraga longlfolla, dec.-win son.* 
reader kindly tell me the kind of flowers Saxifrage longi 
folia and Saxifrage pyramidalis bear, and at wbat time of 
the year ? My plants are in pole in the greenhouse. What 
is the best treatment for them?—Saxikraoa. 

3837.—Pine-apples.—Would someone kindly tell me 
when I must start to syringe suckers in 6-inch pots, and 
when I should repot them ? They are strong plants, and 
are healthy. And should I use troughs on the pipes, and 
state the heat the Pine plants should be kept in ?—W. M. 

.1333.-Apricot “Moor Park."-Would someone 
kindly give me a few hints on the culture of a tree of this 
fruit? It seems to be making a lot of wood, and it was root- 
pruned two years ago, and we only had seven fruits from 
it last year. They do not do in Cornwall like they do 
upwards.—W. M. 1 

3319. Painting a window-box.—I am flttingup 
a window-box, and shall feel much obliged if you will 
kindly inform me what I shall paint or otherwise coat the 
inside with to preserve the same from rotting away wi'h the 
aotion of the damp, as I understand ordinary paint is 
Injurious to plants?—O. S. 

.1310.-Propagation of Hydrangea panlcu- 
lata —There seems some peculiarity about this varietj 
os to its propagation. I tried to strike the hard wood, 
but failed. The young growth I tried In a hot-bed: 
these damped off. Will someone kindly advise me the 
best mode of multiplying it, also as to its culture?— 
llYDBANOEA. 

3311.—A plague of sparrows.—I am overrun 
with sparrows, wnioh are most destructive, and do an 
immense amount of damage to almost everything in the 
garden flowers, fruit-trees, and vegetables. Can anyone 
inform me of a remedy for these pests at once, easy and 
certain ? Shooting in a small garden is, of oourse, out of 
the question.—M. L. E. 

3342 -Euphorbia splendens.-I shall feel much 
obliged if some reader will give me Information respecting 
the culture of this plant, also as to the best method of 
training a plant In a pot? I have seen Illustrations of 
plants trained in a very curious manner. My plant is a 
very small one, with one straight stem about 15 inches 
high.—Euphorbia. 

3313. -Heating a greenhouse. - Would glared 
stoneware socket pipes answer for heating a greenhouse 
with hot water as well as the usual iron ones ? I think a 
few weeks ago “ B. C. R.” mentioned them to be used for 
a flue, sc I should like to know if they would stand hot 
water, as they would oost considerably less than iron hot- 
water pipes?—Sussex. 

3314. —A Tomato-house.—I have a house which 1 
wish devoted to Tomatoes. I should like to know how 
high the borders should be to grow them in ? My house 
Is span roofed, and 1 have a border all round, about 2 feet 
from glass. Is this too near gloss to put In Tomato- 
plants ? When the plants are high, are they trained up the 
glass In wlrtsT-J.P. K 

3315. —Culture of Chrysanthemums.—I should 
be glad of a few hinte from “ E. M." on tbe culture of 
Anemone and Pompon Chrysanthemums, when they 
should have their laet shift, and when the budB should be 
taken ? Flowers are wanted for exhibition about the 10th 
of November. And a few bints about Chrysanthemum 
Mrs Alpheus Hardy ?—W. M. 

3310 - Caterpillars on Gooseberries and 
Currants.—Will someone kindly tell me the best wav 
of getting rid of caterpillars from Gooseberries and 
Currants, other than picking them off? I have tried 
syringing with soft-soap and paraffin-oil, a teaspoonful 
in a buoket, and thought I had got rid of them, but, 
alas ' they are there again.—Erculapius. 

3317. —A removable greenhouse.—As to a 
tenant's or removable greenhouse, will someone kindly 
tell me if I should make a frame of wood—that is, of 
planks sorewed together—and should I build a brick wall 
upon the plank frame upon whloh to tlx a lean-to green¬ 
house? Would the same be considered portable, and so 
removable? My plank frame would only lie upon tho 
ground,—Wulpruxa. 

3318. —A Sweetwater Grape-Vine.—I planted a 
Sweetwater Grape-Vine last November against a 10-feet by 
20-feet wall in tbe open facing the south-west. It is 6 feet 
high. I shall bo glad of advice as to how I shall proceed ? 
Should I cut It back or not? I should mention that I dug 
out the soli to about 2} feet, drained It with broken pan- 
tiles, and fllltd In with yellow loam, leaves and bones 
and planted.—H. 0. ’ 

8319.—Varieties of Roses.-I should be much 
obliged to J. C. O.' or “ P. U.” If they could tell me If 
there is any possible means of telling the different varie¬ 
ties apart ? The Noisettes and the Teas seem to be oloselv 
alike; in fact, I have *een Marshal Niel claseed as a 
Noisette, also a Tea. The Bourbon and H. P. are not un¬ 
like. Any information as regards foliage or flowers to 
tell by will be thankfully received ?-H. t. 

3360.— Treatment of Ton-week Stocks.—Will 
anyone kindly let me know bow to growQeimanTtn-week 
Stocks properly? I always sow the seed in a bot-bed 
about the 20th March, but when the seedlings come up 
and get strong, the stems all get black near the roots and 
the plants die away. This even occurs when they are 
transplanted from tho seed-box Into another box. Soil I 
use Is a nloe, rich, sandy vegetable loam, aruFtbe hot-bed 
oommenoes at about 00 degs., with a decrease tnat-JJ at 
onwards.—Pa dot. DlQIlIZea DVV -wl I 

3351. —Building a’ greenhouse — I should be 
yen’ grateful if anyone would tell me how to set about 
building a new greenhouse ? I wish to have it a span-roof, 
about8 yards or lOyarde long, by about 4 yards wide ? The 
print) pal point I want to know Is-whether Is it cheapest 
to build with brick or dressed stone ? Also, would It be 
cheaper to have the frames, &o., made at home, than 
sending away for them ?—One wiio would Lik« to Risk. 

3352. -0^ flowers for winter.-Will someone 
kindly give a list of plants to produce blooms, mostly 
white, for cutting next winter and spring ? What plants 
for that purpose oould be raised from seed sown now or 
later; when should seed of the following be sowd, and 
wbat treatment would they require for winter blooming 
Heliotrope, Marguerite Carnation, Snowflake, Winter- 
flower ngor Tree Carnation*, Mignonette? 1 can command 
a good temperature.-O. S., Hants. 

3353. —Horse droppings.—Would “ J. C. C.’ 
“ J. D. E." kindly inform me if they oooBider fresh horee 
droppings a good thing to mix with loam for potting 
Zonal Pelargoniums, or would they prefer well rotted 
manure from an old hot-bed? The latter is very well 
rotted indeed. Further, would they oonsider it advisable 
to shake all soil from the said Pelargoniums when the 
same seems a little mouldy or fungusy from using leaf- 
soil in pouing-coinpoet?—Zonal Pklaruoxiuh. 

3354. —Fowls In a garden.—Will someone kindly 
say what I had better do under the following circum- 
stanoee ? My neighbour refuses to keep his fowls within 
bounds, but allows them to trespass in every garden 
around. I cannot afford to place wire-netting around my 
open wire fence, as it would oost me Cl or more. I have 
counted thirteen fowls in the garden at once, and it 1b 
ustlese attempting to do any garden work till the nuisance 
be stopped. Will some reader kindly advise me?—C. N. P. 

3355. -Badly-shaped Azaleas— Would •• J. C. 0.” 
kindly Inform me the best way to treat badly-shaped 
Azalea indioa plants? They are moderately covered with 
bud now, which are mostly at the ouitide branches 
These (the outer branches) arc taller than the middle 
ones, which have scarcely any buds on. Shall I shorten 
the long growths, and, If so. may I expect a good show of 
bloom next spring? 1 can give them a fair heat to start 
in, say 50 dege at night, or more. An early reply would 
oblige.—Azalea indica. 

3358. — Treatment of Peach-trees. - Will 
“ J. C. C." kindly tell me the treatment I should follow 
with regard to my Peach-trees? About once a month 
during winter 1 had tbe border watered with tepid 
manure-water-they are now coming Into bloom. I 
ventilate freely every mild day, and never let the soil get 
dry. I should like to know if, so far, I have done right? 
When ought I to use the syringe, and when the sun is 
very powerful would it be Injurious to the fruit ripening 
If 1 had a slight application of “summer cloud" applied to 
the glass? In one corner of the house everything gets 
scorched, and I And the trees that get some shade look 
much better and are flowering more freely than those 
fully exposed to the sun, but I have had no experience as 
to the fruiting. My trees sre young, and did not bloom 
last year. If “J. 0. G." remembers, be gave me some 
good advice about red-spider last year. My trees were 
then badly attacked, and the treatment advised certainly 
checked them.—Ivy Bank. 

3357.—Culture of Eremurus robustus, Ac. 
—I wish to raise F.rcmurus robustus from seed. I should 
he glad to hear from those who have been successful In 
doing so of their method ? How loDg the seeds wore 
germinating, if the plants survived one flowering season, 
and, most important item (generally left out), in what 
county and aspect they were raised ? I also wish to try 
several American novelties advertised as perfectly hardy 
I shall be glad to hove information about them, as most of 
them are quite unknown to me, and, from the absence of 
i he hotanioal name, many of them are diffloult to trace • 
Clematis paniculota, the Yellow Calla, the dwarf ever- 
blooming Calla, Achillea grondifloro, the Mexican Prim¬ 
rose (crimson, pink, yellow, and white, described as ever- 
blooming, and with flowers in racemes). Is Ipomaa 
pandurata, described as having large tubers, really good, 
or only the large Bindweed, os the old kind is a most 
mischievous thing to get in a garden? What is the 
Manettla Vine, whioh is said to thrive out-of-doors or In a 
room, and to be always covered with scarlet and yellow 
tubular flowers? Is the Tanseveria Zealanica really a 
valuable new room plant, whioh “ will do well in the 
shade?” Has anyone tried Nelumbium speolosum (true 
Nile Lotus) from seed ; also the Water liyaointb, Ponte- 
deria Crassipee, and Nymphaa Zanrlbarenels, all drsoilhed 
os exquisite Water Lilies with huge leaves aud blossoms 
whioh will thrive in a tub of water in a room or out-of- 
doors in summer?—Northerner. 

»the following queries brief editorial replies 
riven ; but readers are invited to give further 

To 
are given ; but readers are invited to give further 
answers should they be. able to offer additional 
advice on the various subjects. 

3358. -Oattley a Men(lell(Grc/iis).-This plant would 
in the ordinary course of things have a larger sheath than 

0. Percivaliana. But are you sure you have the two kinds 
true to name ?—M. B. 

3369.—Oattleya amethystoglossa (Xewstart).- 
I can only accouut for the state of the Cattleya through 
your having an over-abundanoo of water in tho air The 
temperature has been somewhat too high for good winter 

treatment, but 1 do not ascribe any of the fault to that.— 

8300.—Epldendrum clllolare (OrcAi's).-This Is a 
species that I really do not know, but if you mean E. ciliare 

it should be treated exaotly the same as the Cattleyas with 
which it is frequently found. It Is very pretty, although 
it does not produoe a fine and showy flower, and frequently 

this is the beet grown plant amongst an imported lot, and 
when its flowers open one feels n little disgusted with It, 
and hence It baa beoome an outcast.—M. B. 

ture, say about 50 degs., and do not dry It, though of 
oourse less water Is required during the winter months. 

By this means you will have your plants flower with their 
foliage, and not bare of leaves, os they will mostly be if 
dried. When In flower they must be used for indoor de- 
ooratlon without any harm arising ; but the plants must 
not be kept wet-M. B 

3362. —Oypripedlum Insign e (Avx’ous) —I should 
say that your plant was patted far too light, and that it 
was kept too dry. It should be potted in a mixture of 
peat and loam, drain well, winter freely, and do not supply 

with much heat; in fact, it may aocn be stood in the cool 
frame for the summer months. If you want to divide 
them do it at once, potting them firmly. Do not elevate 

tbe plants above the pot's rim. Place them in gentle heat 
afterwards, and shade from the sun's rays.—M. B. 

3363. —Phalus grandifollus (Orchis).—This plant, 
originally found in the East Indleeand Cochin China, was in¬ 

troduced into the Island of Jamaica over a hundred years 
ego, and has long been a oommon wild plant there. You 

should repot it after its flowers ore faded. Drain the pot 
well, and use a mixture of peat and loam in about equal 
parts, watering it liberally, and keep it with the ordinary 
stove plants in a warm house. Your plant bids fair to 

inertase, and to give you a great deal more pleasure. I 
cannot eay that the ordinary type is handsome or showy, 

but, as you yourself obeerve, the flowers are peculiar and 
charming. It is a plant that does not like sunshine, 
therefore shade it from the strong rays of that luminary. 

3364. -O&ttleyas losing their health (Orchis). 
—I do not know what has caused this loss of health, but 
you may depend upon it that a Cattleya Moesi* will 
not flower this season, that C. labial a makes up its 

growths In the autumn and produces its flower-shtatb, 
and it requires to be kept cool and somewhat dry through 

ihe winter months, when, with warmer days, the flowers 
push through in the month of May. C. gigos Sanderiaoa 
makes its growth and flowers upon it soon afterwards, at 
the end of summer or the beginning of autumn, and so if 

your plant is not pushing its new growth, aid it all in your 
power. The 0. intermedia should be flowering now, or a 
little later. I have also known this species to flower late 
in the summer upon the growths, then recently made, so 

this plant should be carefully nursed, for although an old 
species, it is a charming flo-ver, and one well deserving 
every attention.-M. B. 

3.765.—Ferns for a stove-house (Fanny Fern ).— 
Tbe following kinds would make you a nice display, give you 
ample material for outting from to mix with flowers, and 

save your house from a oommon appearance : Adiantum 
cuneatum, A. macrophyllum, A. Farley ense, A. tenerum, 

Aglaomorpha Meyenianum, Anemidlctyon Phyllitldes, 
Asplenium dimorphum, A. myrlophyllum, A. pnemosum 

A. rhizophorum, Illechnum occidentals, Oheilanthea far!- 
ncea, DeDsLedla Davallicldes, Davallia elegans, D. Lind- 
leyl, Gymnogramma Calomelanoe, G. chrysophylla, G. 

Peruviana argyrophylla, Lomaria gibba, L. discolor, Micro- 
lepia hlrta ertstata, Oleandra nerllformis, Todea hy meno- 
phy lloidos, T. euperba. Beside the above, the following 

half-dozen you might start in hanging-baskets : Asplenium 
longlssimum, Davallia deoora, Oheilanthea upectabllis. 
Gonlophlebum eubnuriculatum, G. verruoosum, Notho- 
clrnoa trlchomanoides, wh<lst the various species and varie¬ 

ties of Stag's-horn Ferns (Platyceriuma) may he used as 
bracket Ferns-—J. J. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 
.Any communications respecting plants or fruits 

sent to name should always accompany the parcel, which 
should tie aiUtrcsscd to the Editor of Gardexixo Illus- 

tratkd, 37, Southampton-street, Strand, London, 1F.C. 

Names of Plante.—T. Andreas —1, Lyoeste aroma¬ 
tic* ; 2, Tillandsia recurvifolia; 3, Anthurium Roths- 
childlanum.-Fellorant.—1, Aoicia vlscidula; 2, Toxloo- 
phlra epectablis; 8, Gardenia oitriodora; 4. Mignolia 
fuscata; 6, Pimelea epeotabilis.-F. T. Derby. — l 
Dcndrobium Wardianum ; 2, Cy mhidium Lowianum ; 3, 
I.yea-to Skinneri (richly-coloured form); 4, Lycoste 
Harrisonim.-Fanny Fern.—I, Pteris iremula; 2, I’teris 
cretica ; 3, Asplenium Fablauum ; 4, Dlplaxium deoussa- 
tum; 5, Miorolepia cristata; 6, Litobroohla macilenta ; 
7, I.astrea velutina. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

J. II. Stone.—We do not know anyone who makes a 

business of carpet-bedding designs.-A'm/tnVer.—Send 
name and address. The present volume of Gaedenino 
commenced on March 4 th last. 

BIRDS. 

y vju 

3361.—Lycaste Skinneri (II. PA-Aa you cannot 
find any referenoe to the above 1 may here say you may 

grow this plant with the Udontoglossuins, but In the 
wln#r, when the plants are eujoyfog a temperature of 

IA8J1 gOor even 46 dege. for some species. The Lycaste 
l hWilrVbetter If subject* d to a slightly w-a^l( jtkSpr'rai 

CAGE BIRDS. 

Tub Song Thrush.—Few, if any, of our 

feathered songsters have a natural song at once 
so sweet and powerful as the common Thrush or 

Mavis. It is, indeed, the herald of spring, and 

may be heard pouriDg forth its full and vivid 
strain as early as the month of January should 

the weather be mild. It breeds early in the 
spring, Ihe first brood being generally fledged by 

May. The nett is composed of twigs, Moss, and 
dry Grass closely interwoven, and upon this is 

placed a layer of cow-dung, covered over with 

?articles of decayed wood, cemented together. 
he eggs are usually five in number, of a light- 

blue, speckled at the larger end with black. A 
thick, close bush, often evergreen, as the Holly 

or Portugal Laurel, is chosen in which to con¬ 
struct the nest. The young birds are easily 

reared upon white bread, soaked in milk, ami 

lean meat, minced fine, and mixed with it. As 
[•poll tji^y should bo placed in 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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separate cages, when the male birds will soon 
begin to warble. During the summer the food 

of the Thrush consists of snails, which it obtains 
by beating the shell upon a stone, also slugs, 

worms, and insects, besides various fruits as they 

ripen. In con6nement it should have a large 
r <omy cage, well sanded, and be fed upon Barley- 

ineal, moistened with water, together with bits 

of raw or cooked lean meat and vegetables, to 

which may be added, occasionally, a snail or two. 
Water for bathing should be provided once or 

twice a week. 

The Blackbird.—The Blackbird is a delight¬ 

ful aoogster, its strain being rich and mellow, 
although with less variation than that of the 

Thrush. It frequents shrubberies, large gar¬ 
dens, thick hedgerows, and tho borders of 

woods. Like the "Inrush, it is an oarly breeder ; 

its neat is somewhat bulky, and is composed of 

dry Grass, Moss, and other materials, the inside 
being plastered with mud, and lined with fine 
Grass, stalks, and hair. The eggs are four or 
five in number, of a fino bluish-green, thickly 

speckled with brown. The site selected for the 

nest is often a bower of Ivy, a thick hedge of 
Laurel, or a solitary bush of some luxuriant 

evergreen. In its wild state the Blackbird feeds 

upon worms, insects, slugs, and snails, to 

which it adds Currants, Raspberries, Chorries, 
and various wild berries, as those of tho 

Mountain Ash, Ivy, and Holly. The young 

birds should be fod upon bread and milk 
and raw lean meat, to which may be added 

chopped snails, grubs, and caterpillars. The 

adult birds should bo fed upon the same food as 
that recommended for the thrush, but they will 

eat almost any kind of cooked food that does 
not contain salt. Particular attention should be 

Sven to keeping the cages clean, plenty of sand 

ling provided, and water for bathing. 

Tiik Starling —Although the natural notes 
of the Starling are not very powerful or varied, 

it i« a great favourito with most bird-fanciers 

on account of its docile and affectionate dis- 
Fiosition and its powora of imitation. If reared 

rom tho nest young Starlings may bo taught to 

whistle an air more clearly and perfectly than 

any other bird. Tho general nesting-places of 
this bird are hollow trees, old buildings, and 
nolea in rocks and chalk pits. Its eggs aro of 

a pale greenish-blue colour, of a longieh oval 

form. It feeds on insects and worms, for which 
it frequents arable and pasture lands, is espe¬ 

cially fond of tho small meadow grasshopper, 

and will not refuse grain and fruit. It lives long 

in confinement, ana may be fed upon a paste 
composed of bread and milk and Barley-moal, 

to which may be added lean meat, insocts, 

worms, Ac. It is a very cleanly bird, and re¬ 
quires plenty of water for drinking and bathing. 

The young should be taken in hand before they 

aro fully (lodged, and fed upon bread and milk 
at first; afterwards moat, raw or cooked, 

chopped small, may be added. Old birds can 

be captured in the winter by means of limed 

twigs set round a spot cleared of snow and 
baited with worms. 8. 8. G. 

3203. —Bullfinch losing Its feathers. 
—It is probable that the bird has been fighting. 

Kven in a large aviary Bullfinches are rather 
pugnacious birds, and iu the cages knowu as 
“Crystal Palace Aviaries"’ I have found them 

very quarrelsome. Cage up separately, give 

cuttlefish bone, ten drops of Parrish's Chemical 
Food in the drinking water, and a little yolk 
of egg in addition to its seed Inga or Niger 

seed is gwd for Goldfinches and 8iskins in the 
winter time ; but it is a very oily seed, and 

should be used with caution, and never during 

the summer.—A. G. Butler 

320.">—Macaw pulling outits feathers. 
—This is caused by improper foeding, moro 

especially in consequence of the absurd practice 

of giving bones and meat to birds which 
naturally feed on fruits and seeds. The effect 

of such unnatural diet is to cause great irritation 

of the skin, to cure which tho bird pulls out its 
feathers; these it generally chews, and the 

Savour seems not to be distasteful, for the habit 
of feather-pulling, when once acquired, is very 

difficult to cure.—A. G. Butllr. 

3290—Treatment of a Parrot.—If the claws o 
the foot are too long they should certainly be shortened. 
It It possible that one of them may have woundMtne sc 
of the foot Batho the foot In |wann vatsl and £h 
anoint the sole, or Inside of the foot, with1 vase! 
Bctlrk. 

3260.—Java Sparrow.—The reply to 8288 will apply 
equally to this species. The seed Riven should be Canary, 
Millet (both white and in the ear), and Paddy Rice.— 
A. Q. Bctlkr. 

328T.-Suddon death of Canaries—The food 
was all right. Death probably reiulted from the bursting 
of a blood vessel In the head. Last year a Canary of my 
own, which hod a very powerful voioe, dropped dead from 
a branch whilst singing to the hen. He had overstrained 
a vessel, and death followod instantaneously.—A. 0. 
BUTI.KR. _ 

POULTRY & RABBITS. 

3360.—Hens not eating;.—My hens, apparently in 
good health, could not eat, and on examining them I found 
their throats had ulcers in them, but oot swollen at all. I 
had the three that were attacked killed at once, and no 
more have had It. Kindly tell me what oaused it, and If 
infectious? It has stopped their laying, although they 
seem well. How can I treat them? They are fed on 
meal In the mornimr. and good grain at noon, and have 
unlimited runs —B. 0. 

8367.—Ducks not laying—Will" Doulting " kindly 
tell me the reason of mv Docks having stopped laying ? 
I have a Drake and two Ducks. The Ducks laid nine eggs 
tho middle of February, but have not laid any since. I 
let them be in a run with a few hens; would that be the 
cause ? They are very healthy and fine birds. I havo a 
small tub filled with water for them, and clean drinking- 
water in a pan as well. They ore kept very clean.—Ivv 
Bank. 

3388. —Feeding Rabbits.—Will someone kindly 
give me a little advloe In feeding Rabbits? 1 have had 
nineteen young onee from three does : all are dead but 
four. Does were fed upon Bean and Barley-flour moist¬ 
ened with water, not panty, hay and green-stuff ocea- 
tionally, and on this the young oneB seemed to do well 
while with tho does. I took them away when six to seven 
weeks old, and fed as above, with the result I have lost 
fllteen In about ten days. I have kept Rabbits the last 
two years, and when the young Rabblte were four to Ovc 
weeks old put them In hutches on the Grata, giving an 
oooasional feed of bran. 1 am two to three months earlier 
with young ones this year, and thought the woatber too 
unsettled and cold to be turned out-of-doors. I am afraid 
the feeding was wrong. They seem to pine away until 
nothing but ekln and bone. Dry bran they will not touoh. 
II you oan put me straight in this 1 shall be muoh obliged. 
—BustoX. 

OFECIAL CHEAP OFFER of Standard, Bush, 
0 and Pyramid Fruit-trees.—Apples, Pears, and Plums, 
consisting of all the best sorts, st Is. each: 10s. per dozen; 
75s. per 100. All good. Strang, healthy troos, most of them 
well-** t with fruit-burls. Red aud Black Currants, extra 
strong bushes, 2s. per dozen ; 12a. per 100. Pooking (roe for 
oosh with order. Descriptive Catalogue of emieral nursery 
stuck poet free oo spplioatiou.—THOM AS EVES, The Nur¬ 
series. Gravesend. 

■mTTPEnNYTLaNts ARte ready —12 
-1-vJ. with names. Is. 3d. 4 assorted Fuohsias, Pelargonium, 
Geranium, dbl. Petunia, Heliotrope, Musk, Veronica, and 
other plants. 12 Fuchsias, Is. lid. Bploodi I autumn struck C‘ its. Mrs. Hill, Moleaworth, and othor tnlondld varlollos. 

al Pelargoniums. 6 for It. 3d.; 12 for 2e.. all (roe.— 
GARDENBit. Old Vicarage, Spowatoa, Norwloh. _ 

TDEOONIA8, white, yellow, pinkTfine tubers, 
■*-* 12s. 100; 2s. Uoz.; doubles all colour*. 2a. 6d. to 10s. doz. 
—STEELE Hartwell. Longton. Staffordshire. 

T ILY OF THE VALLEY.—Flowering orowns, 
■U suitable for pots or bedding. Is. 6d. 100, free.—A. 
HI V1MONS, fin. Eos’ street, HorDOMtlS. Fruitgrowing and preserving fn 

England (Kent).—Two more gontlomen required to com- Slete syndicate In tola highly proltiablc undertaking Capital 
illy socurod on freehold estate In Kent.—Addres* D. B. E„ 

Doai.- in's Advertising Ollii-es, Lnadenlmll street, E Cl. 

OTRONG PLANTS OF GOOD VARIETIES' 
- 12 Primroses, Hybrids, 12 Polyanthus, 12 Choice Pan¬ 

sies, 12 Wallflower*. If Sweet William, 12 Forgot-me-nott, 12 
Seedling Carnations 6 Plcotee*. 8 Alpiae Auriculas, 12 fco- 
land Poppy, 12 Oriental Poppy, lot, freo, 2s, 250 Onion 
Triiwll, 40 Lotluoc, 20 Cabbage, 10 Red, freo. Is. Od. 50J Tri¬ 
poli Onion plants, tree, 2s. 6d. 100 Parsley toots, free, U. 3d. 
—J. PUCKER, Hsxey, Bawtry. 

AURICULAS.—Stage and alpine standard 
varieties, warranted healthy and true to name, also 

choice seedlings. Prize taker and la'gcet grower in Scotland. 
Prices moderate —MENZ1ES,Bankhead,Duns, Berwickshire. 

(T E RANI UMS.T- Well-rooted autumn cuttings, 
« carriage paid by Parcel Post for cash with order. Scarlet 
Vesuvius, Is. 3d. dozen: 7s. 100. Henry Jacoby, dark 
crlmsoD, 2s. dozen: 12s. 100. John Gibbons, tine large scarlet, 
2s dozen. Queen of Whits*, pure-white, 2s dozen. Le 
Cygne, double white, snd F. V. Kaspail, double scarlet. 2s. 
dozen Master Christine, pink, Is. 8d. dozen; 10*. 100.— 
CHARLES FRENCH, RoberUbridge, Sustex.__ 

PALOEOLARIA Golden Gem, autumn-atruck, 
U 6s per 100; 50, 3e. Lobelia Brighton Improved, the 
best dark-blue, true from outtlngs, 3*. 6d. 100; cash Car. and 
pace free.—BARNES, Florist, 2, Bella*tr*t, Hove, Sussex. 

(1HRY8ANTHEMUMS. — Strong plants, 
V Gloire du Rocher, 4d.; E. Beckett, Is. 6d. Mrs. Robin¬ 
son King, Is.; J. 8. Dlbboc, 91. Cleopatra. 3d. each. 3s. a 
set of one of eseh. Full Catalogue free.—K. C. NOTCU1T, 
F.R.H.8., Broughton-road Nursery. Ipswich 

DAISIES.—Aucubifolift, foliage beautifully 
variegated with golden-yellow, white dowered : Daisies, 

Hen aud Chicken, 25, Is.; Rob ltoy, crimson, Snowflake, 
white, 50, Is.; Pansies, Show or Fancy, 26, la.; 50, la. 9d„ ear. 
paid —MISS KEITH, Darnles, ('.iiinttveuri-lls, Aberdeen. _ FERNS, all hardy.— Ornoiitcris, rigida, Poly- 

aticlmiu, Alhyrium, Soolopemlrlum, Parslry, luarinum, 
virkle Oak, Hooch, ealcaruin, Ac., 15 distinct. Is. Od.; 20 
extra largo rockery ro its, 2s. fid ; 50, 5s. ; 100, 9s„ correctly 
nam -d. carriage psid.—J. HARRISON, Fcllatde, Kemlal. 

(TARNATIONS ! CARNATIONS 11 CARNA- 
vy TIONS111—All tho leading variolic*. »uoh a* Reynolds 
Hole, Ponshurst, Rally, Ac., 6, 2s. 6tl., w, 4*. fid. List on 
anpllcation.—THOS. SEARLE A SONS, The Nurseries, 
Whitt less*. Peter boro'.__ 

G O ENSATlON ” PEA.—This wonderful new 
O but hitherto oxponsivo variety nf Wriukled Pea I* 

offered this seal on at popular price*. Flarour and yielding 
power* truly excellent Half quantity seed suffices. Per 
quart, 3e.; per plot, la. 7Jd., post free.-SHARPER A 
HONS. Seed Growers, Thorganby, near York._ _ _ 

rrOOTER'S Grand Strain" of PANSIES.— 
■LL Awarded upward of 50 medals. Seod saved from 1,090 
choice exhibition named varieties. 1*. and 7*. 6d, per pocket, 
free for eash.—F. HOOPER Fanny Grower, Bath._ 

T) ESijNIAS. —A^Hoico lot of double flowering 
•D tuber*, seoond year's growth, from the best strain In 
Englaud. Choice mixed coiojra, 25s. per lft), 15s. Per 50; 
4s. per dozeu, post free. — JOHN FARMER, Florist, 
Stanhope-street, Hereford._ 

TRIE SECRET of growing Leeks, Oniona, 
-L Parsley, Celery, Cabbage, Caullffowor, Parsnip?, Carrots, 
Boet, Turnips, etc., for Exhibition and ordinary use. By 
M. Culbertson. F R.H.8. Third Edition. Prloe fid., post 

jus:—"Tho best guide of the kind published." 
practical." " No competitor should, bowl tho jt^ 

iyT' ''Catalogues of Prize Seeds and 
1AELOUTHBERTBON, Rothesay. 

tTENRY & CO —GERANIUMS, very fino 
-*-*• autumn-struck Scarlet*. Vesuvius, West Brighton Gem, 
and Raspail, 12 of each, 3s. 6d. White Virgo, Marie, Is. 2d. 
doz. H. Jacoby, Is. fid.; Silver, Is. 3d.: Bronze Czar, Is. 4d. 
Dbl*. lrv. 6 finest named var., inoludirg Cordon's Glory, 
Is. 9d. Dblo. Salmon Zonal, Is. 9d doz. 12 eoch of above, 
excepting lvie», for 9s. 3d, all free.—Near Amenham, 
Bucks. 

A MPKLOPSI8 VKITCHI, 5 for la. 3d. ; Dian- 
B- thus Napoleon III., 4, Is. 2d.; Pinks, 3 named var.. 
including Mra Welsh, 2s. 8d. doz.; now Viola Duohos of 
Fife, 4, Is. 2d., all free.—HENRY A CO., near Amersharn, 
Buck*. _ _ 

0 Lilium auratum, 8 to 9 inches round. 3, Is. fid; 9 ho 10 
inches. 2. Is. fid.; album Knuuerl, 2, Is. fid.; rubrum emeu- 
turn, 2. Is. 4d.; double Tiger, 3, Is. All sound Japanese 
bulbs, sll pout free. Carnations. Salisbury, Old Crimson 
Clove, and Ololrodo Nancy. 3s. fid. dozen: 6, 2s , post free. 
Double Ho lyhocks, various colours, mixed, largo year-old 
plants, 2s. fid. dozen, post free. Seed. Plant, and Bulb Cata¬ 
logue gratis.—W. A A. SHEPPARD, Ivy-road, Hounslow, 
M.ddlesex. _ _ 

(THOICE PANSY PLANTS and other Percn- 
nials, pack'd In boxes containing 11 dozen each. Fancy, 

Trimardoau, nod Yellow Bedding Psnaies, 2s. per box. 
Polyanthus Anemones. 8weet Williams. Wallflower', and 
Double Daisies, Is. 9d. per box. All splendid plants. 
CARNATIONS : Fine large plant* from ohoico German 
ttook, 3s. per dozen. All oarrisge paid P.O. with order.— 
THE WISBECH FRUIT AND FLOWER COMPANY, 
WI3BECH. Agent* for Vigor's "Perfect" Manures. In 
Tins, Is., Is. fid., sud 2c. fid , and in bags 28 lb*., fis. fid.; 1 cwt., 
Is- ovrriage paid. 

350 prize Chrysanthemum gUt- 
T1NOS, many whites, grandest sold, unnamed, for 

IDs,: 15). 5s ; 50, 3s. 6j., post free. Satisfaction warranted. 
HOLE, ('hry'srit hi-nmiii Crowi r, ToigmnouMi, Devon. 

PARSLEY ! PARSLEY 11—Why be without? 
I Have It at onoo. RO strong rooted plants for 2s, fid., 
post free. Worth treble.—HOLE, Tolgnmoulh, Devon. 

p H KYSANTHKMUM LKUCANTH EM IJM, 

VJ large 1‘ariii Daicy-liko flowers, in bloom all I he season, 6 
fori*. Chrysanthemum maximum, large single white flowers, 
good for cutting from ; plaot* quite harey, 3 for Is. Delphi¬ 
nium, long showy spikes of blun flowers, very doooratlve, two Slant* for is. Harpslium riglduin, the perennial Sunflower, 

for Is. Honccty, produce* beautiful silrery seed-pods, tine 
for harvest festivals. 4 for Is. Polyanthuses, splendid strain, 
showing flower, strong plant*. 6 for 1*.; 12, Is. fid.; 25,2s fid. 
Sweet Rookot (.Ingle), very sweet scented, rery flue for cut¬ 
ting, 2 for Is.; 6 for 2s- Lettuce plant*, 2s. tier ICO. All the 
aliove haro been grown li. the opon ground all winter, and are 
strong and healthy All carriage paid for oaah with order.— 
JOHN TURNER, Wetherby, Yorks._ 

PANSIES ! PANSIES ! 1—1 offer tho following 
■L 14 lino exhibition varioUes for 3s. fid : lord Hamilton, 
Mrs. H. Poison, Ellen Patterson, Mis* J. Jamieson, D. For- Kison. Roysl Sovereign, Robert Jamieson, George Anderson, 

arry Moor, D. Strachan. Mrs. Mark. Wm. Roes, Tom 
Travis, Jennie Bullock.- A. BAILEY JUN., Pansy Grower, 

Sunderland._ 

PALSIES I PANSIES I !-My Challenge doz , 
I 7*. fid. to Include 9 new varieties 1892, Mr*. Frutn, Mrs. 
May, A. If. Murray, Lord Toonyson, Garry Robert*, loul* 
Wierter, Nlol Loiloh, Agnes Maliel, Betsy.Kelly- Neptune, 
Miss Hudson, Mrs. Archer.—A. BAILEY JUN., 1 ansy 
Grower. Sunderland. __ 

CARNATIONS and PICOTEES— Fine exhi- 
bltion varieties. Ploolces, 5*., 6*. per doz Carnations, 

6s., 9s., 12s. per doz. Harrison Musk, fine rooted plant*. 
2*. fid. per 100; 20*. tier 1,1)00. Not. loss 500at thousand price, 
-A. BAILEY JUN., Pansy Grower, Sunderland. 

(TH RY8ANTHEM UM euttinga, exhibition 
VJ var*,, correctly named, 9d. doz., well rooted plant* Iron, 
single pots, 1*. fid. doz. Oltl Crimson Clove Carnation, I, lor 
l*-Bd..or2*.9il.dor..(ree.—ORANGE,Bhenpprton-gn'en.M set. 

(SPECIAL OFFER. — ALPINES in bud ; 
O Primula nivalis, Primula rosea var. grandiflora, and 
Gentian* ooaulls (clumps), Is. each, free : 7*. fid. perdozeu. 
Edelweiss, the great Pyrenean Hailfrage, and the alpine Rose 
(Rhododendron hlrsutum), young, but vigorous and healthy, 
same prices, all freo for cash with order. General Catalogue, 
4 stamps: of Alpines and Herbaooous for 4 stamps, free to Sirchasers.—Address MANAGER, Uuildford Hardy Plant 

uruery, Guildford. ____ 

QURPLUS SEEDS.—Own Growth, T3 3a the 
kj lot; Sandringham Celery, 4 quart* ; Early Ulm and Torn 
Thumb Savoy, 1 quart*. Whit* snd Purple Hptg. Br-cooil, 
12 quarts ; Oreen Windsor Beans, 5 quart* , Longpod Bean*, 
5 quart*; Veltch's Perf n Pea, 5 quarts , PerpetualI 8pln*<h, 

-la.Torbay-rd., Broodosbury. Middlesex. 

kj lot: Sandringham Cele 
Thumb Savoy, 1 quart*, #mi* ■■■<» • •*.*»• "*»•••'•• ■— 
12 quarts ; Oreen Windsor Bean*, 5 quarts , Longpod Been*, 
5 quart*; Velteh’* Pe “ ' .' 
4quart*.—FARMER. . pt hbrtv 

VV —Hart laud* "8nowdrift." Doubt* Whito Fimbriated 
Poppy. Will gtvo Immense quantities ot bloom sown cow 
The flowers are beautifully cut, resembling "slit-up tlnsim 
paper, bced fid. per packet from— HARTLAND, 8eed*ms:.. 
Cork. Ireland Established 1810. _ 

nEVON &cOKSWATUTfcOCKEftY FERN', 
U inoludlng Osmunds, 60, 3s.; 1901 5a; extra large 
100, Is. Osmunda regalls, 3. Is fid.. 12, > id. PrimroBe plam i 
50, 1*. fid.; 100 2s. 6d.j extra large, 50, 2* 3d., 100, 4», 
fioe.-P.ROWN Brnoksder, Klnssknrvwell, Devon._ 

DEGAL and SHOW PELARGONIUMS, boat 
vW i»r® BOOtVpl»mc!6^x^-po<A, ;5s. doz., free.—LEWIS h 
SON, Newtown Nurseries, Mslveru. 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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DOBBIE & CO., 
ROTHESAY. 
VIOLAS 

One plant o( each of the following 12 fine named varieties 
for 2s. post free. PLANTS READY NOW. Arcb.Grant, 
rich indigo-blue ; Ardwell Gem. sulphur-yeUow ; Hue- 
cloud. white, edged with blue; Bullion, bright golden 
yellow; Countess of Kintore, blue and white; Countess 
of llopetoun, pure white; Duchess of Fife, primrose, 
edged blue; Duchess of Sutherland, bluish-mauve'.Mrs. 
Kinnaird, snow white; Ravenswood, rioh plum oolour; 
Itoeine, white and pink ; Wra. Niel, pale bluish-rose. Two 
plants of each for 4s. 9d. ; four plants of each, 9s. 

Our plants this spring are the strongest and best on 
record, all from the open ground. 12, in twrtYS verj fine 
named varieties, 3s. 6d., carriage paid; 60 for Ud. 0d., 
100 for 24s. 

.1 DERRICK’S SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. 
Ua uuiiiivnv tv/tv NRW descriptive CATALOGUE 

Grand planle ready in April. Sample dozen of Show and 
Panov varieties, which we send, oarriage free, for 4s. Bd. 
Equal value in the other sections. Canary Bird. Coronet, 
Ethel Britton, Goldfinder, Henry Walton. Mrs. Gladstone, 
Mrs. Langtry, Wm. Rawlings, Buffalo Bill, M. Campbell, 
Prince Henry, Rev. J. B. il. Cannon. For prices of cut¬ 
tings see front page of this paper. 

rUOHSIAS 

Plants now ready. Finest single and double varieties, 
12 correctly named, 3s. 6d.; 6 for 2s., post free. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS 
The best standard, early, and late varieties, 2s. !>d. per 

dozen, post free. 
Full descriptive Catalogue and Competitors' Guide, new 

edition, ISO pages, post free, 4d. 

DOBBIE & CO., 
Seed Growers, ROTHESAY. 

ROSES. ROSES. 
THE BEST and CHEAPEST in the WORLD. 
I 12 acres of Roaoa All haro boon kept niovod back, and 
will plant now with aafety. 100,000 munificent plant* toselaot 
from. 50 ohoioe Perpotuals. 50 sorts, for 21s. 20 Choice 
Standards, 21s. 22 Choice Half-3timilard», 21a 20 choice 
dwarf Teas and NoisoUos, 12«. fid.; 12 choice ohmbmg, 7a., 
12 boat Hybrid Perpetual*, dwarfs, 7s.;.12 beautiful Tew and 

Cheap Plants, Carriage Paid. 
ALL STRONG PLANTS (- d. 

12 Roses on own roots, 11 to 3 ft. high, Gloire, Homere, 
Rfived'Or, Abel Carriere, Sir J. Paxu>n, renere. Mar- 
gotlin, Bout. d'Elisc, Ac., 12 var. List free. .. .. ' » 

6 Douttia gracilis, strong for forcing. H ft. high ..2 3 
6 Mrs: Sinklns Pinks, strong dumps (12 for Is. 9d.) .. } 3 

12 Iceland Poppies, white or yellow .. .} » 
6 Perennial Pyrethrams or Delphiniums.. .. - J * 

12 Perennial ..J = 
12 Sweet Briors, 2 to 3 foot, strong .. .2 3 
20 Scodling Carnations, from double flowers .. •• ‘ ® 
12 HoUybooks from ohoioe double flowers- .. .. » 3 
6 Variegated Xvlea Gold and Silvor (12 for 3e. fid.) - ! 3 
6 Ampelopsls Veitchi, small-leaTed, strong, I to 3 ft. -26 
3 Hydrangeas Dr. Hogg, best variety (12 for 3s. fid.) ..13 

20 Foxgloves, white or spotted (40 for 2s. fid.I .. • • J * 
8 Violets Comte Brazza, double white 12 for fa.1 .. 1 3 

25 Wallflowers, Harbinger, Belvolr Castle, An. (50 for lal 1 3 
20 Perennial Lupines or Aquilegias.J ° 
20 Canterbury Bells, double or single .. } ? 

6 Aram Lilies(12 for 2s. fid.).. •• J J 
3 Greenhouse Asparagus . . .. ■■ i , 
6 Doable TropMolnm Hermolne Grasshoff (12 for 2s.) 1 3 
3 Passion-flowers (3 var. 1,1 Tacsonia .* £ 
6 Fuuhaiaa, 0 var... . .. •• •• •• i 5 

12 Tuberous Begonias, goou strain, assorted .. .. o u 
6 Perennial Miohaelmas Daisy (Chrysanthemum mazl ^ g 

12 Alpine1 Auriculas, 2-years' plants (Hoed fid. per pkt.).. 1 6 
6 Ranunculus aconltifolius, double white .. • • * £ 

12 Double Carnations, mixed, strong layers .. .. 2 b 
6 Hardy oUmbers (Jasmines, Honeyauokles, Virginian 

Creepers, Clematis, So.) .. .. • • •• •• * J 
8 Primula oashmeriaua or cortusoidos (Hood fid. pst.) 1 8 
fi Aohilloa Ptarmloa. double white.. .. •• —I •• * ® 

12 Chrysauthemuma. best kinds, named .. .. •• * * 
6 fvyleoved Geraniums, 6 var.} " 
3 Palms and 3 Cypcras ..   J “ 
6 Lovely Miildon.hair Ferna, 6 var... .. - ,, 
Any 11s. worth msy bo selected from thl. adrt. for lCkt All 

plants carefully packed sod oarriage paid. BatUfaotlon 
guaranteed for oaan with order. 

J. DERRICK, 
PORTISHEAD, near BRISTOL. 

OWEN’S IMPERIAL 
mANT STRAIN, 5.000 strong, healthy 
VJ pUnls lor growing on. 12 superb oolouro, mixed, 2s. wl .* 
0 do , Is. 6d„ lioat fro«. Cash. 

R. OWEN, F.R.H.S., 
FLORAL NURSERY, MAIDENHEAD. 

12 beat Hybrid Perpetual*. dwarts, 7s.; la ueaiitiini uuu _ 

CEE’S “popular” PLANTS 
Monthly KOhca, oa.; o piu* niuutui, - 
white Monthly Rose., 3s. 6d.; 6 nulck-growing Climbing 
Roses, 2s. fid.; 12 8woot Briers. 3«. My seleotlon, oash with 
ordor. Thousands of Testimonial*. Catalogues free. 

JAMKB WALTERS, Rose Grower, Exeter._ 

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT 
KELWAY’S GLADIOLI, 
KELWAY’S PEONIES, 
KELWAY’S DELPHINIUMS. 
KELWAY’S PYRETHRUMS, 
KELWAY’S GAILLARDIAS. 

CATALOGUES OF 

KBLWAY Ad SOW, 

Langport, Somerset._ 

X SPECIAL CHEAP OFFER. X 
o'SESEaSS 
12 Carnations and Picotees, named aorta, 5*. fid : 12 Phloxes, 
named aorta, 4a.; 12 Pyrethrams, double var.et.oi, named 
sort*. If. Those are the beat value in tho trade. 12 German 

1 Carnation' *" MU- Proctor" Thin la the greatest 
novelty In tho yellow grounds up to date: colour yellow 
ground, flaked with cardinal. Awarded lirat-olasa certificate 
at Hands worth Hurt. Show: prioe12». bd. per pair. 

All free for cash with order. Lnsranteed satisfactory or 
money returned. 
r. w. PROCTOR. Rom Grower Chestornold. 

CARNATIONS.—Now ready for lifting.— 
Gloire do Nonoy, the fliiosi and laiio*. white Carnation 

grown. Woil-rooltHl rtnnts.fi for 2 a. l12 for Sa. M: 50 for 
Vo* ini curringp paid.—JOHNHON l)OWH()N, Si'flfi Msr* 
ofmnt and Florist? Old I.lnlhorpr, Mtddlesbro'. Illustrated 
Heed Catalogue now ready, tree on application._. 

Satisfaction guaranteed, or money returned. 
8 Grand Fuchsias, the best douMc and single, la 12 Is. 6d. 
8 splendid Coleus, good dietinet colour., I«. .. 12 la. fid- 
6 Chrysanthemums, boat named varieties, Bd. 12 1». 3d 
6 Michaelmas Daisy, perennial mauve, la 3d. U za.ua- 

6 Oriental Popple., bright scarlet, 9d. . . 12 «■ *>• 
6 Pamnos and Violas, best strains procurable, 9d. 12 Is. 3d. 
8 Perennial Oalllardiae, Is. 3d.. H "• «J- 

12 Canterbury Bells, various colours .}•- £}• 
3 Doronicum, Harpur-Crewe var.{* , )• 

12 Forget-me-not, giant blue .“• , 
12 Polyanthus, fine mixed hybrids .j*' 
12 Sweet William*. Auricula oyed. Ac..l^Jd- 
0 Dianthu. auperbus and 6 D. laUfollus ■■ •• *»• 3d. 

12 Disntbua Eaalern Queen and Crimaon Bollo .. la m 
12 Pentstemon barbatus .. - •• •• •• *•• *}■ 
12 Single Pyrethraroa, coloured Marguerites .. .- le. Ja. 
8 splendid Hollyhocks fori* fid... .. -- * *"• “• 
6 Crimson apottod Popples, P. umbrosum, Is. 3d. 12 2s. Od. 

12 Spotted Foxgloves, 6d. ..(l,r !*' £' 

12 Is. fid. 
12 la. 3<1 
12 2a. 0d- 
12 1s. 3d. 

PERNS (Evergreen).—12 hardy large-rooted \ 
J- feathery kind*. 2a. 6d .free. 12 now and raro Hart a-tongue, ; 
,egl te ed, 7« 'VI. iltufisof Ganil.na veras. 2a. 8.1. Oatalqgue. • 
Id -P O'KKI.LY. Gl*narr» Honse, Ballyvaughan, Co. Clara. 

TTARDY MUSK, 30 roots, 2s. ; Crown Im- j 
JLL portal, six. 2a. 9d-: " Dusty Miller " Auriculas, six, 2s,; 
..’ I , fiiioldav Rosea. Jasmines. Hydrangea*, V. Laurel*, 
Se.t^ ria ld ^ ^n- LAN fe. 8,Anham, Belfast. 

POOl) KTNG^RNRY (Mercury). —The 
VT m< vegetable in cultlvarinn. Plant now. 40 plants, 2s. 6d., 
trec.-THOB. HALL, 2. Roscoe-atreot. Bcarboro^ 

PEBHS from DEVOKSTTRE. CORNWALL/, 
I sod SOMER8ET.—Instruction book for making rockery, 
planting. Ao.. wtth each 6'. order. 12 named vuivties, , a per 
100; 30. Parcel Poet. 2s. 31 : 50 lsrga U. M-, po»t free. 
Catalogue 2d. Esuhllshed 30 years.—GILL, Lodging-house, 
Lyn'oo. North Devon___ 
Q u R’l’LUB PLANTS —3 Double Trwpolum, 1 

w:tb order—Heat' Gurdenvr, 4« ’"■'iwick id., Banbury | 

b unroson apocioa i oiiuioo, * . --, 
12 Spotted Foxgloves, Od. .. .23 for la 3d. 

1 Cuc 'iuher or Melon plant, Bd- .. .. • • 2 for Is. 3d. 
50 Cabhago plants, best oarly sorts, M. IM la 3d. 
100 Lettuce plants, Cabbage vara, Bd.200 ><• «■ 
100Tri|Ktli Onions in 4 vitrs., 9d. .. .. 2UU la-w. 

Carefully packed and carriage paid, for cosh with order. 

THOMAS GEE, Florist, 
TEIONMOPTH. DR VON._ 

SUPERB PANSIES. SEED. 
From a magnificent Collection of rich, raraandnewrorta, 

including King of tbo Blocks. Trimardeau Giant, 1'tnwlt, 
Rainbow* Ae. Sow now outdoors, firarne or 1°T 
blaze of bloom ail summer: 04 an«i U. paoUt. MlU'. 
GARDNER. Th«* Kir Tresa. fl'roiia. 
QHOW CARNATIONS and I’lCOlKKft.—12 
O grand .•xhtbit.o.i sorts, such »« Germania, Kvfnold* 
Hob-. Favourite. Mr* Muir, for i : *i«, 3*. Strong rooted 
plants —w KHWON, Walmerslev. Burv, Lancashire 

TJARDY BRILT8H FERNS.-20 varieties, 
H soourcly i*«kud. oorrecUy named, Including Oamunda 
regalia, marlnum, Otorach. Unoeolatum, virldo, Tunbridg- 
on.B VC 1 W. 4a.: 50. 2s. 6d . fre“. Osmunda regalia, flno 
roots. 2«.'fll. dozen, free.—T. FOX, 5, Now-road, Nowlyn, 
I'enxsnco. ____—, , 

MY NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE 
llL contains tho very boat Lists of Chrysantnemums, Polar- 
HO ilium a, Geraniums, F\iohsias, Dahlias, Coleus, Carnations, 
Ac., worth growing. I shall have groat pleasure in forward¬ 
ing a copy on application, post free. 

TV AH LIAS (pot root*).—6,000 to seleot from, i 
-Lf at the following low prioo,: 6, 2a.; 12,3a 6d.; 25,6a 6d-; 
50, 12a. fid. All different, and named. 

plARNATIONS.—P. of Penshurat, 9d.; Dorothy 
vJ Ann, Is.: Firefly, fid.: Glow, 4d.; Gloire de Nancy, 8d.; 
Mrs. I.alrd, 6d.: Redbraea. fid.: Raby, fid.; SaUabary 4d • 
Crimaon Clove, fid.; Pink H r Majeaty.Bd.; Early Blush, 4d. 
each ; 1 each of the above aet, 6s. 
PICOTEES. — 6 choice varieties to name 
■L 3a. 61. 
CHRYSANTHEMUMS.—12 new and very 
U choice varieties. Be.; 12 ohoioe exhibition, 3a ; 12 host 
deooratlYe sort. 2s. Send for List of upwards of 500 rarietiea. 

PELARGONIUMS.—The finest fringed and 
-L spotted exhibition varieties, strong plants, 6 for 3a; 12 
for 5s. 
p ERANIUMS (Zonal).— Pearaon’a ohoioeet 
M varieties, to name. 6 for 2s.; 12 for 3a fid. 

p ERANIUMS (Double), finest continental 
VX varieties, to Dame, 6 for 2a.; 12 for 3a. 6d. 

p ERANIUMS (Ivy-leaf Double).—My Colleo- 
VX tion of these is one of the best in cultivation. 6 for 2a 
12 for 3s. fid. 6 new varieties, 6s. fid.; 12 for 10s. 
MARGUERITES.— Etoile d’Or, Fruteacens, 
lu Halluri maxima, and A* cutlestls (blue), 6 for lx 6d. 
12 for 2s. Gd. 
gARRISON’S MUSK.—6 for Is. 3d. ; 12, 2a. 

A URICULAS, ALPINE.—Nice plants from 
ZA ainglo pots. 12,2a. 6d.; 25, 4«. fill. 

POLEUS.—12 finest exhibition varieties, bril- 
VJ liant oolours only, 3a.: 12 good decorative klnda 2s. 6d.; 
6 for la 6d. 
PUCHSIAS.—12 good exhibition sorts, double 
■t or single, 3s.; 12 decorative varieties, 2s.; 6 for la 3d. 

"nELPHINIUM BELLADONNA, most lovely 
' shade of pale blue, 2 for Is. 3d , 6 for 3s. 

TROP/EOLUM COMET.—4 for Is. 3d. ; 12 
A for 3a. .:iT 
ASPARAGUS l’LUMOSA NANA, la. fid. 

** each. 
All post/rte/or muh wUh uriUr. Send a small trial order to— 

J. POWLEY, Florist, 
PHILADELPHIA, NOBWIC^_ 

RARE OLD DOUBLE CRIMSON 
POLYANTHUS, 

DEACONSFIELD type of Single Polyanthus, 
-D yellow, white, fancy, and lacod, la. 3d. doz. Pansies, 
lwat Seotoh, namod. 3s.; unnamed. 2a. dozen. 1 inks, named 
3a.: unnamed, 2a. Carnation* (J. C. Is the roiaurof tome of 
tho popular aorta). named. 5a ; unnamed. 3a bd. doz Uloire 
de Nancy, the largeat Clove-ecented white, Old Crimron 
Clove, and Red Braes, the beat Picotee for outdoors, 2a 8d- 
doz. Aurioulaa ohoioe, la. fid. doz Begoniaa, Lalng and 
Oannoll's, boat named, large tubers, Is. fid. slnglea 2a 
doubles. Aram, Little Gem, Is. Sd. each, the above all In 
strong plants. Mimulua inoschatus, floro-plena (double 

Foal free, eoa* ipflA order. 
CROMBIE, Barrow-ln-Furnosa. _ 

“TO ENSURE A PERFECT LAWN” 

SOW GARAWAY’S 
“ONLY THE BEST" LAWN GRABS, la. per lb.; post 
free for Is. 4d. ; or 4 lb. for 4a 9d.; 20s. per buaheL 

Carriage paid to any railway-station. 

GARAWAY & Co.,v 
Durdham Down Nurseries, 

CLIFTON, BRISTOL. 

GARDEN SEEDS. GIVEN AWAY. 
»■ A patent Nickel Silver or Vulcanite Pencil-ease (value U.L 
'• e Jut lining tablet on which is printed Lalcndar for 13B3, will 
,r be presented to tveryone who sends for Potter a Half-urowa 
-■ Box of Vegetable and Flower Beeda, which eaiitciua ;-l Pint 

P.aa, 2 beat kinds. I pint Broad Beaus, I pint French. 
0 l ounce each Mustard, Cfreaa. Parsnip, and Turnip: n paosste 
“ aaaoited Vegetable Seeds, ind.6 packot* Flower Soeda, with 
", Pencit-ciae. post free. 2*. (*d 
J C. 1. FOTTEB, Vii.-a t’T.. I. -mi-, Brsie 

, s-uingua, i-ensanco.____ 

flfiaSm WCHSlASi—The newest anrl best, nicely 
—-1. — L rooted for growing on. 12. all dissimilar, namod, to¬ 
wn Im- free.-BATE MA V. Wartime. Hastings.___ 

ftERANi&M'K V Kaapuil, finest for every 
VJ purpose autumn rooted, 2«. doz.; I2f, 100, free. 
JAMK8 BATEMAN. WHrtiing. Hasting^___ 
PE'CaKGoN'1 llMd—Doublq fvy-leaf, Strong 
X plants, finest varlotiea 12 distinct,. nam'd, 3*. . b for 
i. oa—JAMES BATEMAN, Wartllng, Hastings- 
OTTCTAr.^cHEAP ()FFSrR.—Wallflowers, 
O Sweet Williams, Golden Pyrethrum, a 1*. ad^perlOO. 

Forcet-nja-uoU, Antirrhinums. BUtoo compacta, 
SbSuo. auSLto toJ00. Carnatlons(mixed).VloletCzar. 
I^tand Poppi". Pbloxea, Pink Mr*. Hinkins, Geuma, and 
Geranium*. s\i la doz Double German Walla Bromptons. 
jSaS|l*aJ4"llotrrip««, all Bd dos . nil froe, P P. Lift free — : 

I X»<ltf>bl.K. Wliburton. Ely, Oamhs. __ 
MswrTANSIF.S.-b'ample dosM 
t-Tre.x„-i, carrisge rai*1- I'1"1 Free.—A rAT-DlCuTI 

{Lkilfdon, CevMitiT- URB/^ 

To TifK Til ADR.—Pictorial pocliola Se«dt, 3i. 6«l. aod 5a. 
grou. lioxos of Mamali packota, U. 6d. dor.an. Bond for Liat, 

CARNATIONS. SWEET PEAS. 
EXQUISITE SWEET PEAS.-Following are the cream: 

Apple Bloasoin, BnUerfly, BoreatLm. Imperial Blue. Car¬ 
dinal, Count*** of Radnor, Orange Prince, Prtnoeas of Wales, 
Prinoees Beatrice. Mr*. Banker, Senator, Primrose. Per 
naeket, fid.: mixed packet* of above, 6d., 1*. Also Kckfora a 
Superb Seedling Sweet Pea*, 6d. and la packet, free. 

CARNATIONS.—Strong, well-rooted, true, t.ermapla,»d . 
Reyuold* Hole, fid.: Alice Ayroa, fid. ; R»by, 4d ; Gloire de 
Nancy. 4d.; Bride. 5d.; Dundas (aoarlet), 8d.; Prtpea Arthur, 
fid.; Mrs. laird, fid.; Salisbury (white), 4d.; Salisbury (roset 

»e tSJi 
Upyrelhrum’ MooTBiaoo, pure while. 4d.; Captain Nmea. 
grand crimson, Id. Gladiolus The Bride, puro whito. Bd. doz. 
carriage paid. Cash. 

RICHES. Florist, Sandy Lane, Ohostar. r_ 

S^DWe. Ivy Gerantuma i Fuohiias. 2 Abntllona 9 DMo. 
Petunia*. 3 French Lavender, Be, fro*.—A TOMKIN, 

-gj6M*t.lBlaoap.)Ham>t. _ ___ 
"LALTON'S NOBLE, srilen- 

, Cl dii ninucir, 2.. ■ l4rJ!^ f A-l' - J BARNARD. Mogtyn 
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roses. 

ROSES IN POTS. 

These will now require a large amount of 

attention, especially aa regards their water 

eupply. Ones allow thoir roote to suffer in this 

respect and mildew, green-fly, blind shoots, fto., 

may be looked for as a matter of courso. I 

would give all growing plants weak liquid- 

manure in abundance. Weak and often is a 

much better maxim than strong and seldom. I 

have seen as many fine plants of pot-Roses quite 

ruined for the season by the too generous 
treatment many amateurs afford sis by any 
other cause. If guano is used, do not add more 
than half an ounce to a gallon of water, and 
apply this donbly as often as if an ounce of this 
powerful fertiliser was used. Similar tactios 
should be used when applying natural liquid- 
manuros, such aa the drainings from a stable or 
cow-stall. Well diluted, and used more 
frequently, being muoh the safest as well as most 
beneficial plan. The ammonia arising from the 
use of natural manure is much better thAn any 
derived from artificial compositions. Very few 
subjects are more ploaaing than a well-grown 
pot Rose ; but to seoure this great attention to 

detail is necessary. They must be well-drained, 
so aa to take plenty of water without any risk 

of the soil becoming water-logged and sour. 
The wood should be well ripened each season, 
and grown on very steadily during the first six 
weeks after pruning. Then it is absolutely 
necessary that they be kept clear from insect 
pests from the beginning. I do not mean that 
no flies should ever be seen upon them—this 
being almost impossible—but it is possible to 
keep the plants sufficiently free from these 
pests that no appreciable injury can accrue. 
At the risk of repetition, I must onoe more oall 
attention to the great advantage of frequent 
sy ringings with a weak solution of any reliable 

insecticide, or even of clear soft water at a 
temperature of 70 degs. Care should also be 
taken that no draughts reach the young foliage, 

nor must cold water be applied to their roots. 
It frequently happens that the water-tanks in 

a house are at the coldest end, and when these 
are sunk in the ground, and probably oovered 
over with boards to form additional standing- 
room for plants, the water is considerably colder 
than the atmosphere of the house, more 
especially during bright days like we have 
recently been favoured with. Now it is at 

such times that your plants need more water, 
and the root action is often checked by copious 
supplies of such a chilling fluid—frequently as 
much as 20 degs. to .30 degs. lower than the 
temperature of the house and the soil that the 
roots are revelling in. Let the water stand in 

the sun for a time before applying it upon 
bright and warm days. P. U. 

pink, with silvery shadings towards the edge of 
petals. Beauty of Waltham is another orimson 
variety, but not so deep as Star of Waltham, 
and of an entirely different shape.— P. U. 

-No, there ere not two Roeee bearing this name 
The oolour ot the Star of Waltham Is adeep-orlmson, and a 
very effeotlve flower. Vour plant Is certainly not true to 
name_J. O. C. 

33.35—Rose “Star of Waltham. ”- 
You have evidently got a Rose under the wrong 
name. There is not the least suspicion ol deep . 

£k in Star of Wal .hktd^df fi.'in I 
p-crimson. Pride of Waltham is salmony-" 

PILLAR ROSES. 

It is very evident if anyone wishes to test the 
hardiness of any Rose that is at all suitable for 
the purpose, that he cannot do better than to Slant it as a pillar Rose. Of oourae, there are 

ifferent positions in whioh they will be 
Elanted, some much more sheltered than others ; 
at I have in my mind now those that are planted 

quite in the open, exposed as mine are to all the 
winds and frosts that occur. Under suoh con¬ 
ditions it is very clear that any Rose hardy 
enough to pass through the two severo winters 
we had previous to the one whioh is now leaving 
us, may be safely set down as hardy enough for 
any purpose for whioh they may be required 
for cultivation in the open. Judging only from 
the appearance of the growth, I must say that 
I am disappointed in the behaviour of some after 
five years' triaL The most hardy looking Roses 
are not always proof against the frost; flloirs 
Lyonnaise, for instance, is much hardier than I 
took it to be, and so is Madame Plantier, both 
White Roses of some merit. Perhaps no one 

will be surprised to hear that Gloire do Diion is 
n" s hardy on a pillar, but all may not know 

climbing Viotor Verdier is equally so. 

I doubt very much if the merits of this Rose are 
sufficiently known, aa it is equally as suitable to 
cover a wall as a pillar, and in point of oolour, 
whioh is a rich-deep-crimson, we have no other 
strong growing Rose that can surpass it, and I 
doubt if there is one to approach it, and, to 
associate with it, Magna Chart* has no equal. 
This variety will reach the top of a pillar 10 feet 
high and produce scores of very large flowers at 
one time, and oontinue producing a lew blossoms 
until winter is near. Madame Isaac Peridre is 
similar in colour and equally as strong in 
growth, bnt not quite so hardy. Princess Louise 
Victoria and climbing Bessie Johnson I have 
had to cut down to the ground this pruning 

season, as the old stems never recovered from 
the injury done to them by the frost in the two 

previous winters Madame Nachury has behaved 
splendidly as regards enduring the action of the 
cold, but I should like it to'be a little more 
vigorous. Her Majesty has braved the frost un¬ 
harmed ; the growth is, however, somewhat 
sparse, but the flowers are exceptionally large, 
and the plant invariably produces two or three 
blooms in the autumn. Boule de Neige grows 

fairly well, but is too tender for an exposed pillar. 
Charles Lawson is disappointing. The plant is 
hardv enough, but the quality of the flowers is 
inferior. 1 had expected something good from 
Madame Clemence Joigneaux for a dwarf 

pillar, but the growth is not vigorous enough, 
at the same time I doubt very mnch if many 
whojmow Roses well would have recognised 

rs that my plant produced two years 
• were so large and full, and the sbspn J 

ite. j. e. c. 

.3349.—Varieties of Roses.—The ques¬ 
tion asked by " H. T.” is a very difficult one to 
answer. As he savs, the Tea scented and 
Noisettes are muoh alike ; so much so, in fact, 
that more than one variety is classed aa both. 
We find both Martahal Niel and Caroline 
Kuster classed as Teas, and also as being 

Noisettes. Personally, I fail to see the dis¬ 
tinction between these two classes. The 
original Noisettes were rampant growors, bear¬ 
ing clusters of small blooms. We now have 
many Teas that bear dusters of flowers equally 
as freely aa the Noisettes ; the perfume is the 
same—so, too, is the growth—and for my part I 

fail to see any necessity for two classes, nor can 
I see where the distinction is drawn. Caroline 

Kuster is not a rampant grower like Aimfa 
Vibert or Miss tilogg, nor does it bear trusses 
of blooms any more than Madamo Cusin, 
Madame des Tartas, and many more recognised 
Teas. Again, Gloire de Dijon is a Tea ; but one 
of its seedlings (Bouquet d’Or) is almost always 
classed as a Noisette ; yet it does not approach 
the ideal of the latter any more than that of the 
former class. In the case of the Bourbons and 
Hybrid Perpetuals, we find the same similarity 
in many cases. It is a very puizling subject, 
and likely to become more so, as the National 
Rose Society has decided to constitute an 

additional class for Hybrid Teas. La France, 
Captain Christy, and many more that were 
hitherto classed as Hybrid Perpetuals, are now 
to be relegated to the new olase. The Tea and 
Chin* blood may lie readily traoed in many 
kinds that are looked upon as pure Hybrid Per¬ 
petuals, and I cannot help thinking Roses are 

subdivided far too much.—P. U. 

- I am afraid I cannot help “ H. T." in 
this matter to any appreciable extent, aa the 
distinguishing characters of the Tea-scented 
varieties and the Noisettes are not very easily 
defined. The latter are, however, much stronger 
growers, and produce larger clusters of flowers ; 

moreover, they are on the whole hardier than 
the Teas. There is a good deal of oonfuaion in 

the arrangements of those two classes of Roses, 
but I do not know who is to blame for it. It is 
very clear, however, that a better arrangement 
is required. The Bonrbon Roses are best Itnown 
for the number of flowers they produce in the 
autumn.—J. C. C. 

3287. —Enclosing a garden with wire¬ 
netting.—As you are only troubled with the 
birds during the fruit season I would not go to 
the expense and trouble of fixing wire-netting on 
the top, as a portion of it must be removed 

again in the winter to allow the ingress of the 
birds to destroy the insects and their eggs, which 
infest neatly all the fruit-trees. Stretch across 
from wall to wall some stoutish wire, and on 
these lay some 1-inch fish-netting, which can be 
taken down again in the autumn. One and a 
half inch mesh will be quite small enough for the 
wire-netting for the ends ; the smaller the mesh 

the more expensive it is.—J. C. C. 

3«4. -HlWlH# ItUbblBh-—Dry earth is the best 
risnriorissr, sod this alone, with a sprinkling ot lime, will 
soon ualte Itqu t< biMclenK let the earth and lime be 
worked In as the heap is turned over.—E. H. 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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QARDBN WORK.* 

Conservatory. 
Lillutn Harris! will require frequent attention to keep 

the advancing flower-spikes free from Inaeote. The Inseot* 
are rather difficult to kill In the oentra of the flower-spike. 
Tho best remedy, I think, la a mixture of soft-ooap and 
paraffin oil, In a pail, In which the ends of the shoots may 
be dipped. This treatment will suit other plants infested 
with insects. A decootlon of Quassia ohips will answer the 
same purpose. Hardy shrubs, suoh as Lilacs. Deutciaa, 
Japanese Azaleas, should not be turned out-of-doors when 
the flowers fade. The temptation to do so is great, as 
everybody Is pressed for room under glass. I gsoerally 
move them to a vinery that Is ooming on gently. Here n 
little pruning is given to put the plants Into shape, and 
when new growth has been made the plants will be har¬ 
dened oil and plunged outside. 8uoh plants will flower 
earlier and better next year. It would be economioai, 
where muoh shrub forcing Is done, to have a house on pur¬ 
pose to move suoh things to as they oome from the oooasr- 
vatory. Solomon’s Seal, Dielytra, Lily of the Valiev, and 
many other things usually foroed will pay for kindly 
treatment after flowering. See that Pelargoniums forming 
flower buds are free from inaeote, as It will be diffloult to 
clean them after the flowers open without Injuring tbs 
blossoms. There Is no better way of keeping these In a 
olean condition than by oooasional fumigations with 
Tobacco. A stitch in time saves more than nine. Young 
plants in full growth wfll require some regulation of their 
growth, stopping a shoot here and there at the right time 
adds to the symmetry of tho plant, and gives compactness 
to the masses of blossom. In ueing stimulants It is not 
wise to begin till the roots are working through the soil. 
When they have consumed the bulk of the food In the soil 
stimulants—liquid and dry—will do good, but not muoh 
earlier. Look over the ollmbers every week now to thin 
out and tie In the shoots. In lofty houses Passion-flowers 
and Tacsonias should be allowed to festoon and dangle 
about; a little shade will be neoeesary In hot weather. 8ow 
Primulas and Cinerarias for early blooming. Calosolarlas 
should have their flaal shift; they will not boar pricking 
In small pots, as drought Is very Injurious to them, and It 
is almost impossible to bloom them well and keep the 
foliage healthy In small pots. They will do beet now In a 
cool-house where the sun cannot reach them. Oyolameos 
which have done flowerlog will do better In a oold pit, and 
he permitted to go gradually to rest. Prune any Camellias 
which arc making muoh growth, and which have finished 
blooming. Camellia-blooms are not muoh required now. 

North House. 
This house will be valuable now for retarding plants, or 

for keeping Ataleas and other plants which may be required 
for any particular purpose. It would be difficult for the 
exhibitor to time his plants without a north house for re¬ 
tarding purposes. Heaths and New Holland plants gene¬ 
rally will do very well In suoh a house. There must, of 
course, be the means of keeping out frost. 

StOT*. 
The hot sunshine of the past week has necessitated the 

use of shading for a few hours in the middle of the day. I 
am reluotant to begin shading before it Is absolutely neces¬ 
sary, but when the plants are visibly distressed by the hot 
sunshine something must be done ; but In no case should 
the shading be left on longer than Is required, and at this 
season, to far as regards the stove, the shading may be 
takon oil by 2 p m. ; as the days lengthen the shading will 
be left on longer. But what I chiefly wish to impress Is 
that shading should be treated as a necessary evil, and be 
romoved as soon as It can be spared. Plenty of water In 
the atmosphere Is a necessity now ; without this the plants 
would soon be infested with insects. When the plants are 
clean and In good health Insects are not so troublesome. 
The stove ought to be a very attractive house now. There 
will be a few Orchids In bloom among the Odontoglot*. 
Dendroblums, and Onoldiums, even where only a limited 
collection is grown. Amaryllis, too, are now showing 
flower-spikes, nut these do best In the oool stove or Inter¬ 
mediate house now, as the flowers are showing up. Give 
a little weak liquld-manure where the bulbi ware not re¬ 
potted. Save seeds from the good flowers, and hybridise 
to get Improved varieties. The only ohance of working up 
a stock Is to buy a few good varieties of distinct character, 
and hybridise and raise seedlings. In four or live years 
from sowing the seeds there will be plenty of flowering 
bulbs. 

Fernery under Glass. 
The Perns in variety are charming now in their new 

growth. The potting of specimens has, or should he. 
carried out, but with young, vigorous plants there will 
always be a few wanting a shift. Do not overpot; small 
shifts are best. Tree Feme are objects of great interest, 
but it is only in the large fernery where they are admirable. 
The Dicksooias, Oyatheas, and others are so suggestive of 
the tropioe that no large fernery is oomplete without some 
of them. I have raised several of these fromspores, and 
though the young plants are useful for many decorative 
purposes, life Is not long enough to raise Tree Ferns in this 
way, and neither Is it necessary, as trees with trunks vary¬ 
ing in length have now become a regular article of com¬ 
merce. Those Ferns which do not produoe fertile fronds 
will, of oourse have to be propagated by division. I have 
done best by divided young plants ; old speolmeos when 
out up are a long time getting established. Like ex¬ 
hausted things generally, a good deal of recruiting is neces¬ 
sary to work up young stock taken from an old, exhausted flant. Keep pans of growing seedlings in a shady spot 

I spores are raised the work should no done in a small 
house attached to the larger one, that oaa be easily dosed 
when necessary. 

Work In the Hot-bed. 
This Is a busy time In raising seedlings and striking cut¬ 

tings. There la nothing in the way of plant propagation 
which may not be done In the hot-bed if the heat Is suffi¬ 
cient and steady. Pelargoniums alone will not do well In 
the hot-bed ; these I always strike In a dryer heat. In 
striking catlings or raising seedlings a good deal depends 

In cold or northern dutricti the operationI re/erred 
to under " Garden Work” may be done frorr idayt to 
a fortnight Inter than ie here indieated wUkbjuaUy yyri 

upon having a good supply of suitable soil, neither too wet 
nor too dry. Where muoh pottlDg has to be done, a stock 

of soil should be kept dry ; and If, as Is likely, it may get 
too dry, a little damp earth from the outside can be mixed 
with It. 

Window Gardening. 
Continue to eow seeds and strike outtings, and to rapot 

any plants that may require more spaoe. Keep pole clean, 
and uae the eponge and soapy water wherever there Is a 
suspicion of a green-fly. Divide large Aspidistras. Do 
not set Palms in the bright sunshine— In faot, foliage plants 
are better kept in the shade when the tun gets hot. 
Window-boxes are now bright with Wallflowers, Forget- 
me-nots, Primroses, and Tufted Pansies. Where the soil 
it poor give stimulants. 

Outdoor Garden. 
Beautiful at the time of writing ase the common hardy 

bulbs, especially where used freely on the Grass, on the 
lawn, or in the orchard, or wherever a quiet spot away 
from the soyths and mowing-machine can be had. The 
time of planting Is not now, but note* may be taken of the 
beet si tee and best modes of arrangement for the autumn. 
A Grass slope strewn with Crooutee, as one would eoatter 
pebbles with a shovel, will always be natural and expres¬ 
sive. Snowdrops, I think, look better In broad, oloee tufts, 
as do alto Daffodils, though there may be skirmishers 
thrown out from tho main body. Aoonltee, In broad, oloee 
masses on shelving banka are always charming, and the 
pretty, blue flowered Squill (Scilla siblrioa), Is still not 
plentiful enough. Iris reticulata on the rookery, with 
Anemones blanda and apeonlna on a bank, partially shaded 
by trees, art worth some little trouble to establish in 
quantity sufficient to attract attention. Violas for summer 
bedding should now be banked up and planted. Where 
there Is plenty of soops In large gardens, the old varieties 
oornuta and lutes In masses are very effective. These 
flowan are email but freely produced, and In dry, porous 
soils, when tht Pansies wlU not thrive, the small-flowered 
Violas may safely be grown. Pull to pleoee and replant 
now. Even la baokward districts Roses may be pruned 
now. There are many Meat upon, and muoh variety of 
treatment, In the pruning of Rotes, but there Is ons 
oomfort about It—no matter bow the pruning Is done, 
there will be Roses In June and July. The prinolpal Items 
to bear In mind may be thus stated : Prune hard for a few 
floe blooms, but to spread a feast, thin freely, but leave 
tbe strong shoots a good length. J,oee no time now In 
sowing hardy annuals. Use them freely In variety, and 
there wfll be a bright and pleasant garden. 

Fruit Garden. 
This Is a good season for planting Melons In hot-bsds. 

With the InoreaelnK sunshine, whloh we hope to get, Kwth will be rapid. One plant in the oentra of eaoh 
it will be enough to All the light. If not above the 

average elm, though there Is sometimes an advantage In 
having two plaots in a light, at the oropi may be set and 
■welling in less time. Rather strong loam is the best soil 
for Melons, and it should be pressed down flrmly, as we 
want moderate, not gross growth. Where much Melon- 
growing Is carried out, hot-bed or Melon-houses will be Clanted In sucoeeslon as required, aeede being sown at 

itervals to have young plants always In stook. There are 
two ohiof difficulties la Melon culture—the ooe Is their 
liability to be attacked by red spider, and the other Is 
the " canker" whloh, In many caaee, In dull, damp 
weather attacks the mala sums. It is very diffloult to 
keep soft, flabby foliage free from red-spider, hsooe 
Melons should never be shaded, and the ventilation should 
be sufficient to keep the Internal atmosphere buoyant and 
In motion. Where tills is always dons neither “ canker ” nor 
red-spider would give muoh trouble. " Oanker " luxuriates 
wherever there is soft, bloated tissue* and a stagnate-!, 
Impure atmosphere. See that the blossoms of wall-trees 
are protected in the best and most economical manner 
possible. The blossoms are strong and healthy for the 
moat part, and there is likely to bo a good sat with average 
weather. The sunshine of the last few day* has mads an 
Improvement In early Vines. The sunshine hardens the 
foliage, and If th* dry, floras heat Is tempered by moisture 
being freely sprinkled about, the conditions of growth 

be genei ' will be general. Pruno outdoor Fig*. 

Vegetable Garden. 
Ououmbsr* may be planted In frames where there 1* a 

steady bottom-heat of SO degs. to 85 dege. ; must be oovered 
at night with double mats or some equivalent. Old rotten 
turf, mixed with a little old manure, is the beet compost 
to Plant in. A bushel in th* oaotre of eaoh light will be 
sufficient to begin with. One plant In the centre of eaoh 
light ie better than two. Overcrowding will not pay. Stop 
and peg down as required, adding more warm soil as 
required. Do not permit any plant* likely to be infested 
with green fly to be placed in Cuoumber-lrame, but the 
frame may lor a time be used for raising seedlings. Never 
use oold water, either for sprinkling or to water the roots. 
Prick off Celery In boxes or frames. Sow Vegetable 
Marrow and Ridge Ououmbere ; Capsicums also should be 
sown In tho hot-bed, and New Zealand Spinach. As regards 
other varieties of Spinach, a variety known tbe Long 
Standing Is most useful. Small sowings, according to 
demand, bo be made fortnightly. Beans raised in boxes 
under glsas, and whloh bars been well hardened by ex¬ 
posure, may be set out on a warm border. Beans are 
improved by transplanting; they are more prolific The 
beet orop of early Beans I have ever had were started 
In boxes. Pass started in pots should also be set out. and 
well sheltered with branches and sticks, ridges of soil being 
drawn upon eaoh side. Make new plantations of Globe 
Artichokes Plant out Cauliflowers still in frames, select¬ 
ing the warmest alts. They will do very well In trenches 
in a sunny position where there are no hand-light*. Tie up 
Lettuoee In frames to encourage early hearting ; but in 
doing this leave room for growth. The seme remarks 
apply to early Cabbage*; a bit of matting tied loosely 
round the leaves will fit the plant* for euttlog muoh 
sooner. Sow Turnip-Beet for early use. E. Houdat. 

the exceedingly mild weather we have been having (or 
some time now baa started those of a naturally preooolou* 
nature, suoh as the flowering Currant, or Ribs*, the 
Almond, *o., Into growth ana bloom unusually early, 
whereas these ought to be romoved before much progress 
has been made. All of a later character may, however, 
still be trenaplented quite successfully. Among Evergreen 
subject*, the Auouba and Euonymua are two of the very 
best for town gardens, thriving more or less well in even 
the emokleet localities ; but the Bkimmias, as well as th* 
plain or green-leaved form* of the Auouba, are also very 
suitable for suoh districts, and might be more commonly 
seen with great advantage. Other exoellent town shrubs 
In this olasaare the varieties of Berberis, or Mtbonla, tbe 
Arbutus. theSweet Bay, tbe Rhododendron, the G um Cistus Sbloh also produces ita elegant blossoms freely), and tbe 

ee Ivlei, the last being especially valuable and suitable for 
any aepeot or position. The strong-growing hybrid forma 
of Holly, with plain foliage, are also excellent for all but 
the mostconfined localities. Of deciduous shrubs some of 
the best for town gardens are the Rlbee, the oommoner 
forms of tbe Weigclas, tbe shrubby Spireas (several of 
whloh are extremely beautiful, and not half enough known 
or planted), Syringaa(Phfladelphus or Mock Orange), Lllooe, 
especially the Persian forms, the Venetian, and Stag's 
Horn, Sumaohs, Leyoesterla formosa, the double-flowering 
Cherries, the varieties of Altbmafrutea (Hibiscus eyriaoue), 
and last, but not least, the beautiful flowering Almond, 
though this last partakes more of the nature of a tree than 
of a shrub. In London and other southern cities and 
towns the Tree ol Heaven (Allanthus), and the Japanese 
Paulownla also suooeed woll, and are exceedingly hand¬ 
some, and where the atmosphere Is not too confined the 
Guelder Rose grows aud blooms (retly. Rhubarb Is one 
of the beet and most useful of all vegetables for a town 
garden, and where the rootahave been protected by means 
of the proper pota, boxes, or even a little littery manure, 
there will be plenty of nioe tender stalks now. Another 
plant that does not object to a smoky atmosphere le Sea- 
kale, of whloh eeed should be sown, or root cuttings be 
planted at onoe. B. C. R. 

Work In the Town Garden. 
Evergreen anrubs and trees may be planted at any time 

durlDg tbe next month or so with tbe best results, oare 
being taken to keep the roots well supplied with water 
subfelueptly In dry weather. Deciduous subjects of this 
m fetgjdso, as a rule, be planted now with n.cros^, but- 

THH OOMING WHHK'8 WORK. 

Extract! from a garden diary from March 
25th to April let. 

Fruit-trees, Apricot*, and Peaches on walla are now In 
bloeaom, and are looking very promising. I am, perhaps, 
more from necessity than choloe, using several forms of 
proteotlon for the blossoms. Britton’s nettings are the 
heaviest oovermg I have ever used anywhere. These are 
fixed to a wire ruunlng along tbe top of tbe wall, with 
large hooks, whtob are sewn to the netting. The oovers 
are supported by Ash-poles Axed 2) feet from the bottom 
of the wall. The net* oan easily bs drawn aside like 
ourtalns and secured during the day to the poles, thus 
fully exposing the trees to air and sunshine. I find a 
double tniokuet* of flshing-nete, supported in the sains 
way with poles, are Just about as ofTeotive (so far a* results 
go), as Britton's netting, and the former are the cheapest, 
both in llrst cost and tho labour Involved afterward*. 
Gathered ripe Strawberries from pot* of both Vioointense 
de Thury and Noblo. The first named ie, in my opinion, 
the beat foroor, and the fruit travel* better when packed. 
For long Journeys tbe fruit ie gathered before it Is dead 
ripe, and tbe fluisblng touches are best given in a well 
ventilated house on a shelf In the sunshine. Sir J. Paxton 
and President I find two of the moat useful Strawberries 
for forcing, and British Quean is unequalled for sending 
long Journeys, and it is superior to all others for 
flavour. Shifting Tomatoes into 6-iuoh pots. My experi¬ 
ence Is all In favour of putting out strong plant* both 
under glass and alto outside. For outaide planting amall 
plant* are ueele** In the majority ol seasons. We have 
not had a good soason for outdoor Tomatoes sinoe the 
Jubilee summer. Bus)’ grafting Apples and Pears. These 
are often budded in July and August, but a young tree 
grafted now will be far in advanoe of anything budded 
next August. Tbs grafting and budding must bs worked 
conjointly. Any graft which fall* In spring may have a 
bad inserted lower down the stook la August. Made 
alterations on a lawn, olearing oil a few old ahrubs, and 
making more spaoe for herbaoeous planU on th* grouping 
system. These include rather a good collection of Oerman 
Iris, whloh are planted In good-sized groups, edging several 
large beds with variegated Irises. The edging is raised a 
IltUe, and the Irises are pegged down oloee to tbe ground, 
Ajuga purpurea In a bed outaide ; Stachys lauata will form 
tbe edging to one large bed. The variegated Ooll’s-foot, 
the young shoot* of wnlch often wander away, have been 
lifted ana used to edge a long border. Other edgings will 
be formed with Sedums, Eoheverias, and the pretty hardy 
Graas, Poa glauoa. Transplanted evergreen shrub*. The 
roots were puddled In ana tbs surface mulohed Immedi¬ 
ately. In this way we rarely loso a plant, though, of 
oourse, water will bs given afterwards if necessary. 
Planted Potatoes. I-operator Is my main crop. 
There is nothing equal to It in all respect* ai a late- 
keeping Potato. Beauty of Hebron and Puritau are 
planted largely for Bummer use. The rows of Imperator 
8 feet apart. Beauty of Hebrou 2 feet 8 inches. Planting 
more Peas, the kinds being ohlefly Duke of Aloany, 
Walker's Perpetual, and Ne Plus Ultra. There may be 
other 8orte as good, but the above will not fail 10 give 
satisfaction. Planted Taylor’s Broad Windsor Bean to 
oome after the Longpods. Planted dwarf French Beans 
in boxes to be hardened oil, and planted in a trench in 
front of forcing-house. The position Is warm, and Beans 
set out end of April Invariably do well. Tney will be 
oovered with mate at night. Sowing early Milan Turnip, 
putting stioks to Pras, Pricking out Lettuoes aud Brussels 
Sprouts ralBcd under glass, sowing Broccoli, and Winter 
Greens generally. The seeds have been dressed with red 
lead to keep birds from eating them Thin never fails, an 
may be used with Peas and Beans where mice arc trouble¬ 
some. Pricked out ohoice seedling Columbines In groups 
round a mass of shrubs on lawns. Tied down Vines and 
thinned Grapes. Thinned sboo'e on Muscat and Oros 
Colman Vines, crowded foliage meaning small bunches 
text tear- Shifted on young poc-Vioes. Qav* liquid- 
maeure Vo Vine* and Figs In pol* bearing fruit. Planted 
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TUBBS AND SHRUBS. 

BEST FLOWERING SHRUBS. 

Olhauia Haasti. 

This plant has now become one of the recognised 
stock shrubs in nurseries, and only a few years 
ago there was some doubt about its perfect 
hardiness in this climate. Now everyone knows, 
or should know, that it has not a suspicion of 
tenderness, as it has withstood without injury 
several winters quite unprotected. The peculiar 
value of this plant lies in the fact that it is 
one of the very few hardy shrubs that flower 

throughout August. If it blossomed earlier, 
when crowds of others were in bloom, it 
would probably not lte so noticeable. Being 
an evergreen likewise adds to its value, and 
in almost all kinds of soils it thrives and 
flowers in the greatest profusion, particularly 
on light warm ones. So profuse are its 

white blossoms that the whole bush looks a 
mass of white, and this continues for three 

ing between a pale-flowered Delphinium during 
early spring, so that it would flower at the 
same time as the Olearia. A dozen Lark¬ 
spurs and six Olearias are sufficient for a 
good-sized bed. Another good mixture is 
Olearia and Orango Lilies, or Tiger Lilies, or 
Lilium venustum, but the Orange Lilies must 
be planted rather late in order to flower at the 
same time. A pretty mixture also is Olearias 
and Hypericum oblongifolium, which in its season 
bloomB profusely, and whose large cup-like 
flowers of golden-yellow contrast well with the 
white. The Hypericum goes well with Olearia 

as regards growth, but being somewhat smaller 
should be kept at the margins, To give the 
group a better appearance, plant one or three 

Purple Cherry Plums (l'runus Pissardi) among 
the others, but in the centre of the mass. The 
Hcarlet Gladiolus Brenchleyensis, when in full 
beauty, combines effectively with the Olearia, 
and some of the most striking groups I have 
ever seen in a northern garden wore of these 
two plants. Various other combinations will 

weeks or a month. Out of flower it looks a suggest themselves to those who know the 
good deal like the common Box, the leaves being plants they are dealing with. It is a capital 

of similar size, and shape, and colour, except rook garden shrub, and does not mind dryness, 
that the under-sides of the leaves are covered 'The only other point I can think of about this 
with white down. The habit of growth is a Olearia is that the flowers are fragrant, and if cut 
dense rounded bush, and when planted out in and placed in water they last a long time in 
the open it grows from 3 feet to 5 feet high, but beauty. YV. 
gets much taller if crowded by other shrubs. The 

awers look like tiny White Daisies, and the 
clusters that terminate almost every twig are 
very dense. This description of the plant is 

meant for those who do not know it, but these 
must be few, judging from the frequency with 
which it is met in gardens, large and small. No 
one need hesitate to plant it, but in doing so 
the shrub should be given a fair chance—that is, 

not stuck in a crowded shrubbery or on the fringe 
of one, so that it would be starved. Being so 
neat and oompact in growth, it makes a capital 
lawn group in a good-sized oval or circular 
bed, and some very effective combinations 
may be made by planting, say, h»tO»di 
Olearias about 2$ IM0te apart, 

33'22.—Bellicide, or Daisy eradicator. 
—Yes, it answers in this way. If you can use 
it in suflioient quantity and repeat the applica¬ 
tion as often as necessary, it will make the 
Grass grow so fast that the Daisies are over¬ 
grown by it, and if this condition in the growth 
of the Grass is maintained the Daisies will dis¬ 
appear in time ; but you will find it an expen¬ 
sive affair, as the fertilising properties of the 
Bellicide quickly disappear, and, as I have al¬ 
ready said, repeated applications are necessary 
before the Grass overpowers the Daisies. VY'hen 

a plentiful crop of Daisies are present it is an 
indicjtien of poverty in the soil. This condition 

explains the action of the Helli^d^ 

jo 
but eradicates them in another way. It would 
be curious if we had a preparation that would 

kill Daisies and leave the Grass unharmed.— 

J. C. C. _ 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

CULTURE OF CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

334.).—Plants of Anomono Pompon and 
Pompon Chrysanthemums should now bo ready 
for potting off into 3-inch pots, providing they 
were struck two or more in pot. A good position 
on a shelf close to the glass is in a cool-house for a 
week or so until the roots are running in the 
new soil; they wills ucceed afterwards in a cold 
frame. Providing a cool-house is not at 
command, they must go into the frame at onco, 
placing it in a sunny position, admitting air 

cautiously for the first week or two, and 
covering the glass nightly to prevent injury 

from frost. From the 3 inch pots they should 
bo transferred into those 41 incites in diameter, 
commonly called IS size. From these they will 
go direct into those they are to flower in, 
7 i inches. The time when the last pottiug takes 
place is uot so important as the state of the 
roots of the plants. When the 48 pots arc full 
of roots then shift them on into larger ones. It 
would be most imprudent to allow the plants to 
become much root-bound in the small pots 
Bimply because a stated time was observed for 
potting them finally. The fault of allowing any 
section of Chrysanthemums to become matted 
at the roots before shifting the plants into 
larger pots is that the roots so quickly absorb 
the moisture in the soil ns to require more 
attention in the respect of watering, and the 
arcs* of the roots is interfered with, which 

uces a check to the growth, and which is 
undesirable at all stages until the foil growth is 
complete. As a rule, the final potting 
takes place at the end of May or early 
in June. A suitable compost for these 
sections in the various stages is two parts loam, 
one part leaf mould or partly-decayed hone- 
manure, and sufficient sharp silver sand to keep 
the whole porous. The character of the loam— 
light or heavy—will guide this; ifthelnttcr, more 

sand is needed, aud a small portion of ciushed 
charcoal is an advantage, as it not only tends to 
keep the whole mass sweet aud porous, but acts 
as a storehouse for ammonia. To every bushel 
of the compost add 1 11). Thomson's Vine 
manure for the first potting, increasing the 
weight i lb. each stage. In all casts pot firmly ; 
the soil should be in a moist state, neither wet 
uor dry. The plants will not need water for 
two or three days after potting if the soil is in 
the right condition. Alter that sufficient must 
be given to maintain the soil in a moist state. 
When the pots in which the plants are to flower 

are full of roots liquid-manure in a weak state 
will be an advsntage if applied every other time 
the plants require water. At no time must they 
suffer for want of space. Overcrowding rtndeis 

the growth weakly, and from such good blooms 
cannot be secured. At tho end of August or 
or during the first two weeks in September, the 
buds should be “ takcu so much, though, 
depends upon circumstances, as to the state of 
the plants and the manner of their growth, and 
also the variety as to the time the buds form. The 
dates named, however, are approximately true. 
Any variety in either of the sections namt d should 
produce at least six good blooms ; for tho smaller 
kinds, eight or ton would not be too many. When 
the first break takes place, instead of reducing 
the number of shoots to three, as in the orthodox 
plan, in the case of the Japanese and incurved 
sections allow four growths to remain ; these 
will again breuk into additional shoots, and 
from them the number of blooms each plant is 
to carry can be selected—one only on a stem 
ought to remain ; therefore, as many blooms as 
are expected that number of shoots must be 
retained. Mrs. Alpheus Hardy is perhaps tho 
most difficult of any Chrysanthemum to manage 
really well; the constitution is weak, and there¬ 
fore many failures have to bo chronicled. The 
orthodox method so well suited to the bulk of 
other sorts will not answer for this. Excep¬ 
tional circumstances have to be introduced to 
obtain even a fair measure of success. The 
cuttings should be inserted in good time to 
allow for a long season of growth. By topping 
Wi&’pJjtpJi!!|tl|ip(j)i;st woek in April bude will bo 

fniftWoi^trtheto,,pinBtraia 
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np three shoots from the growths made by the 
cheok consequent on topping. The pots should 
not be qnite so large in any stage of growth, 
as this variety is not so vigorous rooted as 
others. One part of peat instead of manure 
will be more suitable for the tender growth. 
Liquid stimulants ought not to be given in nearly 
the quantity as for others. As the wood is rather 
tender keep the plants longer than usual in the 
house in spring. Should flower-buds form at 
the point of the shoots towards the end of July, 
do not remove them, but allow the flowers to 
develop from these. E. M. 

THIS KITOHHN GARDEN. 

VEGETABLE MARROWS. 

The list of really serviceable or popular forms 
of Vegetable Marrows is by no means a long 
one, and no harm would be done if this was still 

Ix>ng Whits Vegetable Harrow. 

further reduoed. Long White (here figured), of 
which there are several more or lees good selec¬ 
tions, is the variety most generally grown, this 
being good alike for exhibition, market work, 
and home consumption. If one variety only is 
grown, Long White should be that one. Long 
Green muoh resembles the foregoing in all but 
oolour, and of this Prinoe Albert is a good selec¬ 
tion. White Bush, also known as the Chusan, 
is of compact growth, the running growths in 
this case being very short, and this distinct 
form produces long white fruit very freely and 
quickly. It is not recommended for storing in 
a ripe state. Hibbert’s Prolific each time I have 
tried it has been most disappointing ; it was a 
failure, in faot. But Moore’s Vegetable Cream 
is more deserving of a trial, the fruit being 
medium-sized, handsome, and good in quality. 
Muir’s Pen v-Byd is, however, by far the best 
companion for the Long White, this variety Sroducing small round fruit most freely, the 

avour of these when oooked invariably giving 
satisfaction. Prior to the introduction of the 
last-named the Custard-shaped was grown for 
cooking in a small state; but this old free- 
bearing sort is now seldom met with. W. 

POTATO CULTURE IN STIFF 80ILS. 
The best time of the year for planting Potatoes 
is now with us, and although it may be 
deferred as late as the first week in April with 
good results, it is undoubtedly better to get it 
completed before the end of March. It is 
well known that Potatoes may be grown in any 
soil with more or less success, and the following 
remarks are addressed principally to those who 
are obliged to cultivate this succulent tuber in 
stiff and unfavourable soils. The garden in which 
I grow my Potatoes is muoh shaded by trees, 
and this, combined with a deep stiff clay soil 
lying low and level, makes the tubers peculiarly 
susceptible to the dreadful Potato disease. 
Notwithstanding these adverse circumstances, I 
have lifted heavy crops during the last three 
seasons (two of which have been exceptionally 
wet during July and August) without muoh loss 
from this cause. I chiefly attributejny success 
to g'ving plenty j>f spnoa twe«m2i^jo w 

(2 feet for early varieties and 2 J feet to 3 feet for 
seoond-early and main-orop varieties), planting 
near the surface, and “ oarthing up ” deeply. 
This latter detail has proved to be a most impor¬ 
tant one in the cultivation. The haulm makes 
strong growth, and the tubers develop freely 
in the freshly worked and friable soil, which they 
delight in, while the superfluous moisture is 
oarned off by the deep furrows on each side of 
the row; this cannot be Droperly done unless 
plenty of space is allowed between the rows. 
The ground intended for this crop is deeply 
dug before Christmas, burying in it a heavy 
dressing of leaves which have lain in 
the pig-yard for a month previously. 
Before planting I run a garden hand-plough, 
with the oultivator attached, through the 
ground ; this can be successfully worked by apony 
where the area of ground to be planted is suffi¬ 
ciently large to allowof it. I then with the plough 
open shallow drills at the required distance, 
and in the rioh soils of whioh I am treating the 
rows of the main crop should not be planted less 
than 2J feet from row to row, and the sots 
12 inches to 15 inches apart in the rows. When 
the sets are planted tne drills are oovered in 
with a draw-hoe. As growths appear above the 
surfaoe, soil is drawn around them, and the 
cultivator is frequently worked between the 
rows to destroy the weeds and keep the soil 
open. Before the final “ earthing up,” which 
should be deferred until the haulms have 
grown to such a height that it is impossible to 
work the cultivator without iojuring them, I 
sprinkle a light dressing of artificial manure 
between the rows. If Potatoes of exhibition 
size are required it is advisable to draw all the 
shoots from the sets, exoept the strongest; this 
will produce a few very large tubers to each set. 
It is now universally admitted, and it is also my 
own experience, that the best results are 
obtained from planting whole Potatoes of 
medium size. Of the early varieties I grow 
Sharpe’s Victor and Myatt’s Ashleaf ; these two 
kinds were planted last year on the same date, 
in the same plot of ground, as an experiment, 
with the result that the former was ready to be 
lifted ten days before the latter, but Myatt’s 
Ashleaf has the finer flavour. Of second-early 
varieties I grow Snowdrop largely, but I must 
admit that it is not altogether adapted to atiff 
soil; it is a delicate Potato, and liable to disease. 
Still, I have found that it may be grown 
profitably under the cultivation above described 
Its white appearanoe and mealy flavour when 
cooked, combined with early maturity and good 
keeping qualities, makes it, in my opinion, the 
moat desirable Potato of the present time. 
In stiff soils the old Magnum Bonum is un¬ 
doubtedly the most profitable Potato to grow ; 
its heavy oropping propensities and singular 
immunity from disease are well known, but 
unfortunately its oooking qualities are only 
second rate. Sutton’s Abundanoe produces a 
heavy crop of handsome tubers of very high 
quality, but I have found it liable to disease, 
and this is the experience of several other 
growers whose opinion I have obtained. Satis¬ 
faction is a prolifio Potato of fair quality whioh 
does well with me, and it is probably the most 
sucoessful exhibition Potato of the day. Sutton’s 
Supreme, sent out this year for the first time, 
promises well, and if its cropping and cooking 
qualities equal its appearance, it will take a 
prominent position in the Potato market. 
Everyone engagod in Potato growing must watch 
with interest tno results of the experiments of 
dressing the haulms with strong solutions of 
copper, with the view of checking the disease, 
and while admitting that they appear to have 
been successful, it is, in my opinion, doubtful 
whether those who grow Potatoes for their own 
use will adopt such apparently dangerous 
remedies, and probably the best and most 
natural remedy against the disease will in the 
end prove to be high cultivation. 

Beechmast, North Hants. 

3319.—A succession of vegetable 
crops.—A damp and shady piece of ground is 
the worst place for producing a succession of 
vegetables, as it would be almost impossible to 
grow early crops upon it. The place would be 
useful in summer to grow green crops and salads, 
but only a very limited success would be 
obtained with Potatoes, Onions, or Peas. I have 

wm late Peas fairly well on a damp, shady 
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spot. Scarlet Runners, Turnips, Spinach (in 
summer), Cauliflowers, Lettuces, and Leeks did 
fairly well; and among fruits Black Currants 
and Raspberries. To make the best of such 
land one must plant only the crops likely to 
suooeed upon it Early Celery did fairly well, 
but late Celery, unless blanched with sifted 
ashes, always suffered from damp.—E. H. 

3314—Seed Potatoes.—Whether the 
tubers should bo cut or not depends upon their 
size. If no larger than good-sized hen’s eggs 
plant them whole, otherwise cut each into two, 
three, or more pieces; but avoid outting them 
too small, as the strength of the shoots, and, 
consequently, of the plant, appears to be almost 
directly proportionate to the size of the tuber, or 
part of a tuber, from which they spring. Take 
care to cut them, if at all, so as to secure one or 
two good strong sprouts to each, and lay them 
out in a dry place for a day, so that the cuts 
may heal before planting.—B. C. R. 
-Better plant whole Potatoes If not too lartce.— 

E. H. 
-You can please yourself. Every part of the Potato 

with a living: eye will form a plant; and, in my opinion, 
you will get mors return for your money by dividing than 
planting whole, as then eaoh shoot will grow indepen¬ 
dently, aud not rot or orowd Its neighbour.—A. Cl. 
Botlir. 

3344 —A Tomato-house —The height or 
distance from the glass of the beds in which 
the plants are grown is a matter of very little 
oonsequenoe. I have grown them in low struc¬ 
tures furnished with raised beds where the 
plants were within a foot of the glass when pat 
out, the growth in this case being trained to 
wires stretohed transversely across the roof, 
while in lofty structures they are sometimes 
planted on the ground level, perhaps 10 feet or 
12 feet from the glass, in both inst&noes with 
good results. The position indicated in the 
question will do nicely. Tie up the stems of 
the outer row of plants to wires fixed 8 inohes 
or 9 inches from the glass and the inner ones to 
upright stakes, taking out their points as soon 
as they reach the roof.—B. C. R. 

3230.—Cauliflower and Broccoli.—By 
good management and with a sheltered garden a 
complete suooession of these can be had the 
whole year. Of course, due allowance must be 
made for a continuance of frost during the 
winter, especially the month of January, when 
it would be difficult to obtain a regular supply 
of Brooooli heads at the time the plants are 
frozen without planting a batch in cold frames 
some time previous. The earliest Cauliflowers 
are obtained from plants raised in the autnmn 
by sowing seed out-of-doors at the end of 
August, placing them in small pots and wintering 
them in a cola frame, planting them ont on a 
sheltered border about the middle of March. 
Early London is a good variety for this form of 
culture. By sowing First Crop or Magnrnn 
Bonum in a gentle heat the middle of February, 
prioking them out in boxes of light soil, growing 
them on sturdily in frames, and planting out. 
the first week in April a succession is main¬ 
tained. By sowiDg Autuirn Mammoth and 
Veitch’s Autumn Giant outside the middle of April 
the former will give good heads in August and 
September, while the latter will continue the 
supply on through Ootober and November, if 
dug up aud laid in soil in pits or cold frames fer 
protection from frost. Broccoli should be sown 
quite by the first week in April on a warm 
border, the plants put out early to give them 
ample time to develop thoroughly, and become 
matured in the stems, as it is in that part which 
the frost affects. So many persona postpone 
the sowing of Broccoli-seed too long, the conse- 
quonce is that the plants have not time to grow 
into a size sufficient to give good results. No 
less than 2 feet of space should be given between 
the plants; nearer than that the growth is 
weakened, and more liable to suffer are the 
plants from severe frost. All the kinds may be 
sown at the same date. Michaelmas White will 
oome in during the latter part of October and 
November; Sutton’s Winter Mammoth in 
December, January, and February, while Learn- 
ington, Perfection, or Knight’s Protecting wi’l 
carry on the supply until Late Queen takes it 
up during April and May.—S. P. 

Drawings for " Darden tug."—Readers will 
kindly remember that we are glad to get specimens of 
beautiful or rarejloweri and good fruits and wwetables 
tor drawing. The drawings so made will be engraved in 
the best manner, and will appear in due course, in 
0 iuis-mti .'uLrsnurxD. 
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and if cut up into small pieces many of them 
may die, and, at any rate, they will take boom 
time in getting thoroughly established. Where 

80ME CHOICE ADIANTUMS 

understood when I state that it has been found 
growing in ite native country (Mexico) at an 

divided; the pinnules stalked and narrow s 
sori three to four on a pinnule when mature, 
chestnnt-brown and conspionous. Its fronds 
are light and graceful, and as they last a con¬ 
siderable time when cut, are valuable for table 
decoration. 

A. rnAorti inhabits llmcstono rocks in vari- 
oas of the West Indian Islands, and is, I believe, 
tolerably common in Jamaica, from whence I have 
received it upon several occasions. If in culti¬ 
vation at the prosent time it is rare. It was in¬ 
troduced to cultivation by the late Messrs. 
Rollisson, but did not attain any dimensions 
with them. The fronds are tufted, 0 inohee to 
9 inches high; stoms slender, very short; 

nulea appear to be jointed to the slender 
stipi tea, so that if tho plant sutlers from drought 
the pinnules all fall away, leaving nothing but 
bare stems, whioh at once proolaitn the negloct 
from which the plant has suffered. This cha- 

3S-2S — Adlantum Parleyenae. _„_ This 
Pern requires a stove temperature, say, 60 degs. 
to fl.'i degs., at night, during its time of growth 

A Japanese Mauleu-luur Kern lAdiantum luouonlilsiu/s). 
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for them. The bioolor or Bronze Zonal* re¬ 

quire aomething lighter and rioher, a little well- 
rotted manure or leaf-toil is suitable for mixing 
with the loam for them. With regard to the 

latter Dart of your question, I should say it is 
desirablo to remove all the old soil when it is in 
the condition you mention. Even if it were not 
so, the plants will be benefited by having a 
change of soil.—J. C. C. 

— Freeh horse-droppings would not be a 
good thing for mixing with soil for Zonal 
Pelargoniums. The danger in growing these is 
to get the soil too rioh, and fresh horse-droppings 

is very strong manure indeed. The well-rotted 
manure from an old hot-bed would do very well, 

and should be used at the rate of one- 
part of manure to four-parts of loam. Some 
leaf-mould and sand should be added. If the 
soil is mouldy and contains fungus—for mould is 

a fungus—it should certainly be shaken from the 
roots, as it would be sure to spread if this was 
not done.—J. D. E 

FRUIT. 

FRUIT-TREES VERSUS FOREST-TREES. 

Fruit-treks stand but a poor chance when 

brought into close contact with foreot-trees, for 
the latter, being the strongest, especially in 
respect to their rooting powers, are sure in the 

end to get the mastery of the fruit-trees, so that 
if they do not kill them outright they at least 

reduco them to such a low ebb that the fruit 
they bear is worthless. If von go into almost 
anv of the old gardens attached to the anoestral 

halls of England you will, as a rule, find tho 
fruit and kitchen gardon shut off and screened 
from the rest of the place by lofty forest-trees, 

with an undergrowth of evergreen shrubs, 
whioh have year by year sent their branohes 
higher and their shade wider, and their roots 

in all directions in search of food, and although 
for some years after they were planted no great 

harm was done, it is now too plainly visible that 
the outer parts of the gardons are practically 
useless as far as any chance of getting either 
good fruit or vegetables is concerned, and it has 

often occurred to me that a fruit or vegetable 
garden, if at all woll managed, needs no 
screening from view, for its occupants ought at 
all times to be as full of interest and quite as 

ornamental as tho aubjeota used to hide it. I 
am well aware that wind-screens are valuable 
aids to fruit and vegetable oulture, but if forest- 
trees are used for this purpose they will prove 

a far worse remedy than the disease—at 
least, if brought too close to tho subjects to 
be sheltered. The roots of Elm-trees will 

run along just bolow the surface for at least 
.'W yards, and no forest-tree should be nearer 
than 100 yards to the trees or crops that are to 

be sheltered, as the shade from the branches 
causes weakly, unripened growth of wood, and 

fruit can never be ot good flavour if it doss not 
get the full benefit of all tho sunshine our 
olimate will give us ; therefore, in giving shelter, 

we frequently do more harm than good by giving 
shade as well. In a great many gardens 

owners go on year after year putting manure 
to the roots of thoir fruit-trees, only for the 

hungry roots of the forest-trees that have taken 
possession of tho soil to get the benefit of it, 
for so powerful are the roots in forcing their 
way through any hard substances, that I have 

found them pushing right through the joints of 
brick-walls that had been put down to keep 
them out of vinery borders; in fact, the only 
way to be safe is to have no trees within a dis¬ 

tance that is possible for them to reach your 
fruit-trees. I may also mention Ivy as a very 
strong rooting plant, and one that is often 

planted far too close to Vine and other fruit- 
tree borders, with the result that Vines have 

been nearly spoiled before there was any sus¬ 
picion of the harm the roots were causing. If 

you desire fruit of good quality, see that the 
roots of the tree it is to be grown on has sole 
possession of the space allotted to it. 

James Groom, Qo*port. 

3337.—Pine apples.—I would not syringe 
Pine apple plants at all—neither in the sucker 
state, nor m any stage of their growth. No 
plants are easier to grow when Jinpe their 
treatment is understood. The suckers should l»i 
grown on in 6-inoh or Tinchpoto ahtilltanv &rJ 

well rooted ; after that plant them in the every shoot more often shows two and sometimes 
fruiting-pots. These should be from 10 inches three bunches. If “ W. M.” decides to retrain 
to 12 inches diameter. Excellent Pines can be the cane, he should out it down at once 
ripened in 10-inoh flower-pots. Troughs on the within two eye* of the base, to make sure of a 
pipes are not needed. I really think much stout growth. When the lower shoot can 
evaporation from troughs does more harm safely be said to be out of danger of slugs, which 
than good. They require quite a hot-house are at times very troublesome, remove the top- 
temperature to do them well—65 degs. at night, growth, thus restricting the oane to one main 
with a rise of 10 degs. to 15 degs. more by day. rod. Encourage this to grow as far up the 
I he glass should never be shaded ; as much light rafters of the house as possible the first year, 
is needed aa they possibly can obtain. In winter pinching the point out of all side-shoot* at the 
they rest by being kept dry at the roots, and in end of every second joint. In November next 
a minimum temperature of 55 degs. to 60 degs. prune the cane to within 4 feet of the base. One 
—J. D. E. of the side-growths pushing from the main rod 

—"The eight temperature lor succession Pine plants will most likely show a bunch; this number 
KHZ'S?,£ .'fT. 0? 66_1de‘f*"xwlH? will be quite sufficient for the first year. Con- 7f> degs. b*fore air is given. The syringe should be used .• .« *_• . .. . * , 
on brisht days only. Troughs on the pipes will be useful, tum? pruning of the leader In the same way 
ss It will not then be nsoesrory to damp the paths so often, until the limit is reached. Instead of pruning 
Pines must hare a moist, genial atmosphere from this lime the side-growths every year to within an eve or 
£Unag •Ummer• wlU‘ “ *hftde on brltfht dajr*- two, allow every other to extend 6 inches long ; 

noe ™ * . from these the best bunches will be produced. 
JSdP1COt M°?r P"kuTTh,e tre<! J The following year out three back to within a 

l ^ • I00-®.’ rioh “g single eye.anVprune the others to 6 inches. By 
the best thug to do next autumn will be to lift following ’this method of pruning every year a 

nw/r inF “^ "°?k“g » littl# °\d ^VL°r ,Qffioienoy of bearing wool is msLtain^ The 
PiHflnSrv * y’ a greatest Mistake cultivators make in growing 

. ,ii„ • .P0®*1^8 > ■pread the this Grape is that of overcropping. If too many 
^ in a horizontal position from bunch-Vre allowed to remitm the berries will 

ftOEfr* not swell to any decent sirs, neither will they 
and Peaches do best in firm borders.-E. H. „tUfaotorilv. Even when the oane 
- If first dealt with when the tree has been reaches the top of the house four good-sized 

planted three or four years, there is no tree that bunches is an abundant crop, if these average 
pays better for periodical lifting and replanting 1 lb. eaoh.—S. P. 

^fni^prj00t’ vh- ik TeDU (rootP™ni?K- -Those who say that this Grsps is not 
If carefully done lifting does not mutilate the worth growing oannte have tasted example* that 
root* so much a* root pnining. Lifting also h(ld skilfully grown and ripened bythe aid 

fusionTfrult^i Prent,,,Kg i ? of fir8 h88t to the fSSwing March, formation of fruit-bearing wood. From what I when it j, very has a fine piquant 
have seen of the behaviour of the Apricot in fuVOUI, At the ^e time, it is not l Grape 

£37 'IF' that is suitable for general cultivation, and if 
IN!™Lfe TTr h periodically you 0(kIlnot give it &«, condition* I hare indi- 

88 * • oated, and prepared to keep it until February 
— The trees will make a lot of wood if at the earliest, you had better not attempt its 

they are grQwn in overrioh soil, and when they cultnre. Yonng Vines bear indifferently, 
grow too vigorously they do not fruit so well. A* especially when the roots have the run of a deep 
the tree has been root-pruned two year* ago, and rich border.—J. C. 0. 
there is nothing more can be done for it except -This is the Grape usually grown as Bar- 
to see that no manure whatsoever is given te barosa, or Black Barbarosa. Or? Hogg found 
it, and it will not make so much or each ^ t(,0 Barbarosa was quite a diffe&t and 
strong wood When the tree get* into a good much inferior variety. It is certainly well 
tearing condition, this wiU prevent its teing worth growing, but it needs a high temper*- 
too vigorous, and manure should be applied as tuM> same" as Muscat*, and plenty of room 
a surface-dressing after the fruit is set- ui grow. As the laterals push out to consider- 

. able length, there should te a space clear of 
3348 —A Sweetwater Grape-Vine.— 2 feet 6 inches on each side of the rod for the 

It ifl rather late to out down tho vino now, as laterals to develop well. It produoes very 
it might bleed to an injurious extent. The best luge bunohre and larger berries, and although 
thing to do is to rub off all the buds as they appear, the flavour is inferior to some late Grapes, 
except the two nearest the gronnd. As these when well ripened there is not mnch to ooin- 
grow tram them vertically up the wall, and if plain about in this rrepeot.—J. D. E. 
tte plant makes good growth those oane* wiU -Tkl. Oraos ia not aqual 10 Uros Oolman In any on. 
be strong enough to bear fruit the next year, point. It has a large, loose bunch, though this looeeneea 
If you do not mind waiting a year longer for to * oertaln extent be remedied by shortening 
injt.Mta.pbi .m b. touk. th.tw.~- ssrss.v. 
down in a horizontal direction about 1 foot temperature than Oroe Oolman. To make the Vince bear 
from the bottom of the wall, and in the follow- freely young rods should be taken up suooesrionally.— 
ing year train up a cane in a vertical direction E "• 
about every 2 feet.—J. 0. C. 8846.—Caterpillars on Gooseberries 
-B«nd the Vine down so as to get three and Currants.-There is nothing like 

eyre to break within about a foot from the Hellebore-powder for ridding the trees of these 
bottom. If it wae not so late I should say cut P**1*- Sprinkle the powder over the trees in the 
it down to within a foot or 15 inohes of the evening, and vigorously synnge the trees with 
base, and ent off all ahoot* but three. Of these °,8"» ***** ,n ™8 morni"8 them of 
leave the upper one perpendicular, and the other b°Hi powder and caterpillars. It is neoeasary 
two right and left of the main stem at right *° ** cfcfefnl 10 ^e use of HeUebore-powder, as 
angles about a foot from the ground. If the £ *■ poisonous, but there is not the slightest 
bottom shoot* develop well, pinch the centre danger to mine it if the tree* are well washed 
one when it has made 6 feet of growth, and let “forwards.—8. P. 
the bottom shoots make all the growth pouible. - Picking the caterpillars off is ont of the 
From these bottom shoots will spring, in future question, and applying nostrums to the bushes 
years, other shoots which should be trained per- is seldom effectual. As far as my expei ienoe 
pendicularly about 2 feet apart, and these will extends, I believe the teat plan is to dig the soil 
form the main bearing rods. It is a good plan ont from under the bushes and replace it with 
to renew these from time to time by training up new soil from another part of the garden. This 
young shoots and cutting out a corresponding can te done in winter when the ground is being 
number of old ones.—E. H. trenched in a part of the garden not too near 

3326.—Grape Gros Guillaume.—Those Hie boshes. Bury the soil in the bottom of the 
who are fond of sensational bunches of Grapes trench, *nd replaoe it with soil free from the 
should grow this variety. Bunches are pro- k™® of the caterpillar. Dusting with Helle- 
duced up to 20 lb. weight, but one weighing bore-powder will soon kill them ; but some 
even 10 lb. is a fine sight. The berries are quite ^P8 fro“ th* and soon breed a numerous 
round, but only of fair flavour. It is not nearly pregeny.—J. D. E. 
so valuable a kind to grow as Black Hamburgh, - As the saw-flies and moths, which are 
neither is it so easy to secure regular crops. If the parents of the caterpillars, are provided 
the pruning is not carried out every year just with wings, it is hopeless to expect by any pro- 
Hg h ., so many of the growths are minus oi I oeas finally to get rid of these pests. Yon may 
ifcuidhas, whereas in the case of Btesl: • PW jonMipLlis* «ut of yonr garden one 

but some 

numerous 
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, but jour next-door neighbour may neg- 
to do the nine, and the inieote produced 

from hia buahea will lay eggs on youra, which 
will produoe plenty of caterpillars for the fol¬ 

lowing season. It is one of the singular facts 
about this world that dirt, disease, and vermin 
cannot be cleared away once for all by any 
process.—A. G. Bcti.kr. 

3356.—Treatment of Peach-trees — 
No treatment could be bettor than yours, so 
far, providing yon gave water enough at one 
time to reach all the root*. With regard to 
syringing, you may commence to do so as soon as 
the fruit is set; but do it gently at first, by which 
I mean do not use more force with the syringe 
than will nicely moisten the young foliage, or 
you may injure the tender sain of the young 

fruit. As the latter gets larger and the leaves 
stouter you may apply the water more 
vigorously, and if your trees are trained to a 
wall or on wires, get sideways when you ply the 
syringe, so as to get the water to reach the under¬ 
side of the leaves. In the matter of shading, my 
advioe is that you do not do as you propose, but 
let your trees have all the benefit of the sun, or 

the fruit will be sour instead of luscious and 
juicy. If your house is fully exposed to the 
afternoon sun you must vary your treatment 
according to the weather. When the sun is very 

frame, and a few weeks later planted out where 

I they are to flower. If your soil is light, you 
' may succeed by sowing in the open. Three 

years in succession nearly all my stock have 
been killed by the frost, so that I am pretty well 

tired of trying to grow them.—J. C. C. 

-Sow the seeds thinly on well-prepsred beds now. 
either in shallow drills, or, It broadcast, cover with the 
sieve. Leave the plants to bloom where raieed. They are 
bad things to transplant In a growing state ; the cbcck 
would probably prevent them blooming the first year.— 
E. H 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

A FEW GOOD HERBACEOUS PLANTS. 

Mast amateurs are deterred from growing any 
herbaceous plants by reason of the number of 
weedy, useless things that are highly extolled in 
catalogues, but bring nothing but disappoint¬ 
ment to those who invest in them, while older, 

well tried subjects are hardly known. The 
following brief list, all of which ought to be 
planted without delay, are amongst the very 
best for good effect in the garden, or for 
providing material for the cut-flower basket— 

viz. : 

Achillea ptarmica ki. -pl.—A beautiful plant 
that continues to flower all the summer, heads 

summer, are strikingly handsome, the colours 

heiDg soft and the petals beautifully serrated. 
Phloxes are too numerous to enumerate all 

tho good Borts, but they are wonderfully 
improved of late, not only in finer bloom, but in 
dwarfer more compact habit of growth. 

Pyrkthrums, single and double, are amongt t 

the best of all flowers for cuttings. Planted on 
good soil and the clumps divided at this time of 
the year, they continue to bloom almost the 
entire season. 

Pyretiircm ulioinosc.m is a splendid late 
blooming plant, the spikes of bloom on good soil 
reaching 6 to 7 feet high. It is one of the 
largest of the Daisy-like flowers, and being pure 
white, comes in most welcome for harvest 

festivals and other decorations. Where large 
masses of colour are required, it likes rich, moist 
soil, and should be transplanted every year. 

TntTOMA or Kniphokia is a grand autumn- 
blooming plant, its stately ipikes of bloom being 
produced very freely. T. Burchelli is one of the 
best varieties for continuous blooming. Well- 
managed mixed herbaceous borders form the 

subject of the annexod illustration. 
J. G., llaiUi. 

3329 —Tufted Pansies. —These aro what 
the name implies, Pansies with a tufted habit of 

bright close the ventilators at 5 p.m. instead of 
an hour earlier, and always syringe the trees at 
closing time, and in very hot weather damp the 

(not later than 7 a.m.) so that the foliage may 
get dry before the sun reaches it. The corner 
of your house that gets so hot and dry must be 
specially dealt with, or red-spider will do serious 
injury. After well watering the border, cover 
the surface over 3 inches thick with a layer of 
Mwdnst or Cocoa-nut-fibre, and keep it regularly 
moist. Also syringe the wall and woodwork 

three or four times a day. As a farther preven¬ 
tive measure against red-spider, get two or three 
slates snd paint one side of them with snlphur 
mixed witn milk, then suspend them so that 
the ran can shine directly upon them through 
the glass ; the fumes given ofifby the sulphur are 
very obnoxious to these insects. If I can help 

yon farther, plesse write again.—J. C. C. 

3330.—Anemones from Beed.—I used 
to raise my stock of Anemones in the open 

ground by sowing in February or March, but I 
found the seedlings were so long in coming np 
that I now raise the plants in the greenhouse. 
My stock for next year is just coming/TTpi and 
when they are large enough. wi.!( jbo 

in other boxes, and afterward* pi 

of nnre-white flowers, well adapted for any kind 

of floral decoration ; it pushes out underground 
stems at this time of year, and soon forms large 
clumps. 

Chrysanthemum maximum.—One of the very 
best of all hardy White Daisy or Marguerite- 

like flowers, as it continues to branch out and 
produce fresh blooms not only all through the 
summer, but right up to tho time when frost 
cuts off all outdoor display. 

Hkliantiics mci.tiki.orcs.—One of the bestof 
Double Yellow Sunflowers, and, as its name 

implies, extremely floriferous ; it makes a good 
background plant in mixed borders, and for 
ontting is excellent. 

Harpalicm rioidcm.—A very beautiful 
orange-yellow SiDglo Sunflower, with very dark 
centre, attains a height of 0 feet to 0 feet in 
good eoil, and continues to branch out and 
produce an unlimited supply of bloom. 

Irises, in great vareity, are extremely 

beautiful plants, their fino foliage being vciy 
ornamental, while the colour of the blooms lival 
that of costly Orchidr. 

Pa:onies have of late years become very 
popular, and deserve a place in every collection 
of hardy plants. The older sorts, with their 

mass hie crimson, pink and white blooms, are b 
be despised 

ietiee, that bloom 

growth, which emiaently fits them for adorning 
ths flower garden and growing in a variety of 
ways. Since this name was given them they 
have become much more popular and many 
new kinds have been raised. Originally they 
were called Violas, and unfortunately many 

prejudiced people adhere to and use the old 
name, which, however, is unwarrantable, mis¬ 
leading, and confusing. Every true wild Violet 
or Pansy is a Viola, and one can find no justifi¬ 
cation for, but can see much confusion arising 
from, giving the true specific Dame to a particular 
race of garden hybrids of mixed parentage. The 

wild Pansy snd many of tho florists’ show 
kinds have a loose, straggling habit of growth, 
but the Tufted Pansy covers the ground with a 
rich, more or less dense tuft of shoots, and then 
becomes sheeted with blossom. It is auite or.e 
of the loveliest of spring flowers. Here is a 
selection of kinds, all of which I grow: Aber- 
corn Gem (clear, soft yellow with blue eye), 
Archie Grant (rich, plum-purple), Ariel (mauve- 

blue, one of the loveliest), Countess of Hope- 
toun (pure-white, without spot or marking), 
Countess of Kintore (purple and white, a striking 
kind), Jackanapes (upper petals crimson-brown, 
lower ones yellow), elegans (lavender-blue), 
Quaker Maid (one of the best of all, soft mauve), 
Hkyliii l. (white with a distinct edging of bine 

.Ha (white, dwarf, very 
IftJted/Mrs. Grey (cream- 

cl white blooms, are by hkylarpn j|W(l 

; but the newer. Conti.. 1 roupdtbe pe 
om mostly lat'eY ill IlieK Weed, 'very 
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white, an old but pretty kind. It is not usual 

to give the names of vendors, but as you ask for 
one in your district, with the Editor’s per¬ 

mission, I might remark that in all probability 
you could obtain the kinds here enumerated at 

about 4s. per dozen in Mr. Barr's nursery at 
Long Ditton.—A. H. 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

3342. — Euphorbia splendens. — Pro- 
Erly speaking, this is a stove plant, but it will 

e through the winter in a warm greenhouse if 

the roots are kept dry from the middle of 

November to the end of February. The plant 
will, however, grow muoh faster in a higher 

temperature. It does not roquire muoh pot 
room, nor much water in the winter season. 

Good fibrous loam three parts, and one part 

peat, is a suitable compost for it, and it must 
have plonty of drainage. When your plant gets 
large enough, train it loosely to a iew sticks in 
as natural manner as you oan. Mealy-bug is the 
only inseot that troubles this plant.—J. C. G. 

-This curious but exceedingly useful 
plant is naturally of a free and branching habit 

of growth, and may be trained in bush-form, a 

stout stick being plaoed to the main or central 
stem, and a few smaller ones to support the 
side-branches, as the head is naturally inclined 

to be heavy. I have also grown it with three or 

four stems only, these being not too formally 
bent round and tied to three or four sticks placed 
round the sides of the pot. It should be potted 

in light and rather poor and sandy soil, suoh as 
a mixture of loamy peat and sand, with a little 

leaf-mould and old mortar-rubbish. The drain¬ 
age must be free, and the plant should not be 

overpotted. It succeeds best in the full exposure 
to the sun, no shade whatever being required.— 

B. C. R. 

3317.—Primula obconlca—This grand 

plant is readily increased by division, and there 
can be no better time than when the hulk of its 

blooms are over. Primula obconica is almost 
perpetual flowering. Mine are boing divided 

this week. They are also very freely raised 
from seed in the same way as Primula sinensis. 

I find the most suitable compost to be the 
following: Leaf-soil, one-third; loam, one- 

third ; the remainder to be made up of broken 
charooal, sand, and well-decayed manure. They 

enjoy a good supply of water, and are much beat 
if kept partially shaded for a few days after 

division. There are few plants more easy to 

grow, or more generally useful for amateurs 
than this Primula.—P. U. 

-The question is asked whether P. oboon- 

ica oan bo divided T Probably it oan, but the 

plants will do no good after. This species should 
be raised annually from seed, and, to do it well, 

it should be treated exaotly like the Primula 
sinensis or Chinese Primula. I have tried it in 

frames and unheated houses, but it does no 
good, and should have a warm greenhouse. It 

is a very useful greenhouse plant, producing 
flowers all through the winter and early spring 

months j in faot, it is seldom out of flower. 

Pot the plants in a compost of loam four parts, 
leaf-mould one part, ono part decayed manure, 

some sand, and a little fibrous peat. This seems 
to grow them admirably.—J. D. E. 

-Divide Primula obconlca when there comes a lull 
In the flowering, or, say, any time during April and May. 

Any good soil will grow this plant. It is very easy to 
manage ; oold-frame treatment suits It best In summer, or 
It will do In the open air In a shady position. Plants from 
seeds sown now will flower next autumn.—K. II. 

3324.—Sedum Bieboldi.—This Sedum 
was introduced from Japan in 1838. It is 

quite a distinct species, and makes a very pretty 
pot-plant, easily grown in any good soil. The 

flowers are produced in dusters at the ends of 
the shoots, and are pink in colour. The plants 

require the protection of a frame or cool-house 

in winter. It is easily propagated by cuttings, 
or by division of the root, or seeds.—E H. 

3352. — Oat-flowers for winter. — 
Double White Primulas (Chinese), with P. 

obconica. Gloxinia Snowflake or Her Majesty, 
White Cinerarias, and the Marguerite Carnation 

“Snowflake” will be found very useful and 

easily raised from seed, whioh should be sown 
at once. Of the following cuttings must be in¬ 

serted now or shortly—Double Zonal Pelargo¬ 
niums, Bouvardia Vreslandi, AbuMioa Boule de 

Neige, Paris Dtiiiet, j »ncl [phi^sarfcjjelp nr, ^ 

Snowdrops, and others. You had better buy 
young plants of the Tree-Carnations, and shift 

them into 6-inch and 7-inch pots.—B. C- R. 

3347.—A removable greenhouse.— I 
should advise yon not to use any brickwork at 

all, beyond just a single row of loose ones 

laid down for the timbers (or “ plates,” as they 
are termed) of the house to rest upon. These 

“ plates,” which should oonsist of stout quarter¬ 
ing-0 inches by 3 inches is a good size for a 

small structure—must be “ halved ” together 
at the corners, and the posts or uprights mor¬ 

tised into them. Fill in the lower part of the 
front or sides and ends with stout match-board¬ 

ing, and the upper portion above the staging 
with glass.—B. C. R. 

3351. — Building a greenhouse. — 
Whether brick or stone will prove the cheapest 
depends altogether upon what part of the 

country you reside in. If within a few miles of 

a quarry, stone will probably be the cheaper ; if 
in a olay district, brick will come less expensive. 
It is the cost of carriage more than of the actual 
material that tells. You will find it oheaper to 

buy machinc-mado sashes, Ac., than to have 
them made by hand at home ; but as regards 

the roof, much the least expensive method is to 
get the wall-plates and ridge in place ; then cut 

the rafters (formed of stout sash-bar stuff) to the 
right length and shape at the ends, and simply 

nail them in place at the same distance apart as 
the width of your glass. Of course a house so 

constructed is not so oasily removed as one 

formod of sashes, but it is much cheaper in the 
first place, and lighter as welL—B. C. R. 

3343 —Heating a greenhouse.—I have 
never used the glazed socket-pipes for hot-water 
work myself, but I saw an apparatus fitted up 

in this way in a small house not long ago, ana 
was given to understand that it acted satis¬ 

factorily. I do not know of any reason why 
this description of pipes should not answer the 

purpose, the joints being carefully made with 

Portland cement.—B. C. R. 

3333 —Plants for a cool-house.—Pro¬ 
vided the house is fairly light and well venti¬ 

lated, and receives plenty of sun, Tomatoes will 
succeed in it very well during the summer and 
early autumn months. Yon may put out strong 
plants from the middle to the ond of April, 

aooording to tho weather, and they should com¬ 
mence fruiting in June, and continue until out 

off by the first sharp frost. Beneath the Toma¬ 
toes may be grown Fuchsias, Begonias, and, 

indeed, almost any cool greenhouse plants, from 
May till October ; with Chrysanthemums in the 

autumn, Christmas Roses, Lanrustinus, Violets, 
Ac., in winter, and bulbs of various kinds in the 

spring.—B. C. R. 

- Id a warm position Tomatoee’wlll suooeed In an 
unheated house If not planted too early. If the plants oan 
be raised and grown to a good sice before end of April. If 
the house is heated It will be more useful, considering the 
oharaoter of the seasons of late years. One of the best 
ways of furnishing a odd-house is to plant It with Tea and 
Noisette Roses.—E. H. 

3350. — Treatment of Ten - week 
Stocks.—This fault—a kind of “shanking” 
—arises from imperfeot drainage and an insuffi¬ 

cient supply of moisture. You should place a 
full inch of bricks, broken small, or fresh coal- 
cinders, in the bottom of the seed-pans or boxes, 

with some rough siftings over, and keep the seed¬ 
lings quite near the glass, with plenty of air, and 

then there will be very little “shanking." I 
always succeed much better with these Stocksby 

sowing on a greenhouse shelf in February than 
in a hot-bed in March. Keep the soil moist, 
and if a few plants should go off in this way, 

shake a little dry sandy soil among them, and 

prick off as soon as possible.—B. C. R. 

3323 —Plants for a Bhelf.—Echeverias, 
Air-plants, and Ice-plants would answer your 

purpose. As regards the last mentioned, I con¬ 
sidered them so uninteresting and even ugly 

that I tried an experiment with mine to see 

what they would bear. I stood them on the 
floor near the hot-water pipes, and never 

watered them for about three months, yet they 
still looked healthy ; in fact, so much so that 

a neighbour who admired their peculiar ugliness 

asked me to let him have them, and thus I got 
rid of them.—A. G. Buti.kr. 

- Many plants suoceed admirably on 

shelves near the glass, particularly during the 
le jajitumn, winter, and spring. Of such are tbe 
iW^rous-rooted and winter-flowering Begonias, 

Gloxinias, Primulas, Cyclamens, Ac., but all 

these must be regularly watered as required, or 

they will do but little good. Beyond tbe Cactus 
family and a few other sucoulents, such as the 
Crassulas (Kalosanthes), Rochea falcata, Semper- 

vivums, Ac., there are very few things that will 
succeed if frequently allowed to beoome 

thoroughly dry at the root. Perhaps the Ivy¬ 
leaved Pelargoniums suffer less from occasional 

want of water than moat others.—B. C. R. 

- You might grow a collection of Mesembryanthe- 
mume(Fig Marigolds), of which there used to be many 
varieties in cnltlyadon. Aloes Oasterias (Tongue leaved 
Aloes), and othsr allied genera may also be grown.— 
E. H. 

3320.—Pitcher-plant (Nepenthes Sedeni). 
—This is a garden hybrid belonging to a genus 

of plants requiriog a very warm temperatuie 
and moist atmosphere. They do require to be 

syringed to keep them olean; but I And they 

will ao without it if they have the moist atmos¬ 
phere and tomperatnre of 00 degs. to 66 degs as 

a minimum, or even 70 degs. in summer. Water 
freely with rain-water if it oan be obtaim <1, 

rather warmer than the atmosphere of the hou- e. 
They should never bo quite dry at the roots, 

and succeed best in Teak baskets, suspended 

from the roof-glass.—J. D. E. 

3334 — Stove in a greenhouse.—I do 
not see any difficulty in fixing a ‘•Tortoise” 
stove so as to connect it with your existent flue, 

but whether the draught will ne sufficient I do 

not know, and I am afraid that yon would not 
Kt sufficient heat from a stove of a small size. 

•oking at the simplicity of the working of the 

“ Tortoise " stoves, and the easy way in which 
they are fixed, I think your idea a capital one, 

and I thank you for bringing the idea to my 
notice, as should you find it answer it will be of 

great value for others as well as yourself. Any¬ 

thing that will increase the convenience of 
amateur growers always interests mo —J. C C. 

-Do you intend to use the“Tortoise” stove 

to supply heat (by means of hot-water pipes) 

to another structure ? This can be done, but you 
will not obtain nearly as much heat from tbe 

flue in this way as with a briok furnace. The 
best kind of a furnace for a flue—at least, where 

coke is the fuel employod—is the deep square 
one I have so often advocated, and if a little 
heat is wanted for another purpose from the 
same fire 1 would make the surface round, and 

build in a small coil in tho lower part.— 

B. C. R. 

3355.—Badly shaped Azaleas.—If the 
plants are not old ones and the roots active, 

you may cut your plants into shape by remov- 
ing the straggling growth, but I wish you to 

understand that there is a certain amount of 
risk in dealing with them in this way. Any 

plants in the condition I have stated woul 1 
start into growth if cut back and afterwards 

placed in a temperature of 65 degs., but old 
neglected examples would be a longor time in 

recovering from such treatment. If you decide 
to out them back you must do so as soon as the 

bulk of the flowers have faded, and place them 
in a warm-house at onoe, where tney can ir¬ 

regularly syringed, and have a thin shade on the 
glass, and remain under this treatment until the 

yonng shoots have grown from 1J inches to 
2 inohes long, when they will require more air 

to harden the growth and assist them to form 
flower-buds. Treated in this way, you should 

get a good show of bloom next year. If it was 
my case I should prefer to bring the plants into a 

better form by training the long ontaide growths 
to sticks so as to bring them more into the middle, 

[f this is done when they go out of flower the 

plants would grow into a Better shape before 
another flowering season comes round. This is 

the only way to make presentable specimens of 
suoh flat-headed varieties of Azaleas as yours. — 

J. C. C. 

3325 — Saccolablum Blumei and Den- 
drobium album.—Saccolabium Blumei and 
Dendrobium album are both stove plants, 

and as regards temperature require about the 
same. S. Blumei may be grown either in 

flower-pots or Teak-baskets, planted in a depth 
of 3 inches of Sphagnum Moss and potsherds. 

If they are grown in flower pots, the remainder 

of the depth should be filled up with clean 
orocks loosely placed in. The plants like to be 

grown near the glass roof, and to be protected 
Iron the f un by a thin shading. A tempera¬ 

ture of 00 .jhem in winter, 65 degs. 
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to 70 deg*, in summer ; these Are the minimum 
temperatures. They should be 5 dogs, to 

10 aegs. higher in the day-time. D. album is 
misnamed ; it is the Dendrobium aqueum of 
Lindley, so named because of “ its pale, watery- 

green flowers, quite destitute of oolour." It was 
introduced first from Bombay by Messrs. Lod- 
diges, and flowered in their nursery at Hackney 
in 1842. Dr. Lindley says it should be potted 
in rough, turfy peat, well mixed with pieces of 
broken pots. Fill the pots half full of pot¬ 

sherds, and elevate the peat well above the 
rim, giving plenty of water in the growing 
season. Dr. Lindley's temperatures are right^- 
50 degs. to 65 degs. in winter; 68 degs. in 
summer. It has been found quite recently by 

every shoot will be 
most lovely white 

Deutzia gracilis is one of the most useful of 
all white flowering plants for spring-blooming. 
Plants that have made strong growths of 

well-ripened wood in the open air should be 
lifted m November, potted in good loam, and 
set in any cold-house or pit until Christmas, 
when they should be placed in a genial growing 
temperature, and by Easter 
a perfect wreath of the 
blossoms. 

Eorybia Gunni, or Olearia Gunniana, is 
a beautiful dwarf shrub, covered with white, 
star-like flowers, and needs very little artificial 
heat to get in bloom in March. 

Freesiah.—These beautifully scented flowers 
ouuiuidi. i« umm unn lounu quite recently Dy »re now in great request, and if kept in quite 
Major-General E. 8. Berkeley, who found it on cool-houses or pits will flower naturally about 
the Nilghiri Hills in Northern India, growing Eastertide. 

itities on old Coffee-plants. The rainfall . Hyacinths, of all the pure-white sorts, are 
very effective either as pot plants or for cutting. 

For pot plants, three bulbs in a (1-inch pot look 
well ; but for cutting, the bulbs grow just as 
well in boxes. 

Lily of the Valley requires only a gentle 

heat to have it in -perfection at Easter, and for 
cutting large dumps of good flowering crowns 
may be placed in boxes and brought on gently in 
any warm louse. They start into growth best 

in quantities on old Coffee-plants. Tho“rainfa._ 
there is excessive, as much as 10 inches in a 
day. Grow it in pots or baskets, and the 
usual peat and Sphagnum compost.—J. D. E. 

WHITE FLOWERS FOR EASTER. 

The near approaoh of one of the annual festivals 
when white flowers are in great demand calls 
for extra exertion and forethought, not only in 

Out-flowers ol " Geraniums [or Zonal Pelargoniums. 

forcing or hastening the blooming period of 
many kinds of flowers, but also in retarding 
others, so ae to concentrate a large supply on a 
given date. The following kinds are well suited 
to the purpose—viz., 

Azalea indica, in many varieties, are plants 
that naturally bloom at an early period of the 
year, and therefore require very little artificial 
heat to have them at their best for Easter. The 

old A. indica alba is a grand variety, but for 

raft. little plants, with fine semi-doublo 
bloom*, having large round petals of the 

there are none to surpass Deutsche 

Choibta TEBNATA(the Mexican Orange-flower) 
11 • beautiful evergreen shrub that on open 
walls in the South of England blooms very early j 
but it is liable to have the purity of its lovely 
blossoms spoilt by late spring frost. For this 

reason I find it best to plant it as a wall climber 
in the back walks of vineries or any glass-house, 

where it will produoe a splendid crop of bloom 
io spring. 

Calla (Richardia) acthiopica is a- ---.ntially a 
spring-flowering plant, and at no period of the 

year are suoh quantities ef bloom seen in the 
rn*rbet as at Easter. Single crowns grown in 
medium-sized pot* and kept in an intermediate 
temperature will flower splendidly, a 
be haetened on or retarded »t plasnure. 

if placed under the stages, lifting them up close 
to the glass when tho bloom-spikes push up. 

Lilium lonoiklorum and L. Harrisi are 
splendid Diants for Easter decorations. Good 
strong bulbs should be procured in September, 
and potted singly in 5-inch or 6-inch pot', 
setting them in a cool frame, and keeping 
moderately dry until they start to grow, when 
they may be transferred to a shelf near the 

glass, in a temperature of about 50 degs. Keep 
a sharp look-out for green and black-fly, as they 
soon spoil the parity of the bloom. 

Narcissi of all the white kinds, if kept in a 
oool-house, will be at their best for Eastor. The 
double kinds are especially good. 

Pelargoniums, Single and Double Whites, 

have been greatly improved of late, and having 
finely-formed massive blooms, are very effective 
in floral deoorations (see cut). Queen of Whites 
is probably the best of all Smglee. A dry, 

moderately-warm atmosphere to keep the 
blooms from damping is the thing to aim at. 

Rohes need oDly very gentle forcing to have 
them in bloom at Easter—in fact, a cold-house, 
if facing south, will usually hasten them enough. 
There are none to exoel Niphetos, of which there 
are two distinct varieties, the climbing one being 

exoellentior training on wires, close to the glass, 
■d tbuxBder dwarf variety for pots. 

usefnl of all decorative plants, or for supplying 

cut flowers in quantity ; its light, feathery spikes 
look well and give & light, graceful look to any 
arrangement in which they are used. They aro 
of the easiest culture, for with good clumps of 
crowns, potted in light, rich soil, and kept well 

supplied with water at the root, one can hardly 
fail to have good plants. 

Tulips are very effective, and easily timed to 
come in for any given date. They should be 
potted or boxed in November, and kept in quite 
cool quarters, and about a month before they 

are required can be placed in warmer quarters 
if not forward enough. White Van Thol, 
single, and Le Candour, double, are excellent 
hinds. James Groom, Goxjiort. 

AUSTRALIAN FUCHSIA3 (CORREAS). 

My attention has been again called to these plants 
by the great beauty displayed by some speci¬ 

mens I nave seen for three mouths in the dullest 
time of the year. The colonists employ the 
leaves of C. alba for a drinking beverage, using 
them in the same wav that wc use Tea here at 
home ; but those with gardening tastes love the 
plants of this family, as they remind them of 
the Fuchsias of the old country. With ua here 
in England, some forty or fifty years ago, they 
were much sought after, their gay and brilliant 
flowers serving to decorate the greenhouse 
during the dull winter and early spring months ; 
but of late years these plants have not found 

favour with the majority of plant growers, and 
it is only here and there we find places where 
they are grown at all, and, indeed, I think that 
the Messrs. Low, at their Enfiold nursery, do 
more to promote the cultivation of the Australian 

plants than any other nursery firm in the country ; 
but oven there I hear great oomplaints from both 
employers and their salesmen about these and 
similar plants not finding a ready sale. One 

man said to me, pointing to some fine Pimelea 
speotabilis plants: “ Even snoh things well 
laden with bloom as they are go a-begging." 
But I hope that better times are coming, 
and that we shall again have the greenhouse 
plants as fine as they used to be shown by V r. 
Green, Mr. Cole, and Mrs. Lawrence, ami 
many others in thsir day ; bat then the atmos¬ 
phere of London was better in those times t< an 
it is in the year of grace, 1893. These vi.j 

pretty plants, the Correas, are evergreen shrubs, 
flowering mostly in the winter and spring 
months. They oan be struck from cuttings, bat 
the custom has become pretty general to graft 
them, beoause they do not appear to grow so 
vigorously upon their own roots. C. alba is a 
very flue ono, and it has been fixed upon as the 

kind to seleot for a stock. When established 
they soon commence to grow, and to bring them 
into shape and make presentable they require to 
lie frequently topped—that is, have the points of 
the shoot* taken out; but as thsir natural habit 
is bushy, they do not want muoh training. 
They will require repotting soon, draining tho 
pots well, and using for soil a compost composed 
of about two part* good peat, one of light yellow 
loam, and ono of sharp silver sand. After pot¬ 
ting they must stand in the greenhouse or the 
frame until they get woll rooted, and after this 
they should be stood in the open air for a time, 

but protected from heavy storms of either wind 
or rain ; but early in the autumn they should be 
removed indoors, where they will soon begin to 
display their charms, continuing all through the 
winter and spring. I should be glad indeed 

to see those and other Australian plants 
again become fashionable. The following 
are a few of the most oommonly grown ; but 

they are plants that readily cross-breed, 
and, therefore, new aDd fresh varieties may be 
easily obtained. C. alba : This is a somewhat 
small-flowered, white kind, which should always 
be kept in stock, as it is the best and freest- 

rooting, and should be used as a stock. C. 
brilliant: A tine habit, and large flowers of a 

rich bright-crimson. C. cardinalis : An abundant 
bloomer, but somewhat lax in its habit of 
growth, requiring some care in its pruning ; 
lowers large, bright-scarlet, tipped with green. 
C. Harrisi: A plant of good habit of growth, 
and free in blooming ; flowers of a vivid-soar let. 
C. pulchella : As its name implies, this is a very 

pretty kind, being compact in habit, and its 
bright-scarlet blooms are freely produced. C. 

magnifies.: This is u robust, free-growing kind ; 
aponica, certainly one of thejpjtjfit jlp^rcdu-er its li.’ge flowers in abundance. 
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C. speoiosa : Thu is also a good free grower and 

ftowerer, but iU tubular flower* are erect and 

bright-red. C. ventricosa is a (lender grower, 
but bushy in habit; the flower* are large, bright 

reddish-crimson, with the tip* green. J. J. 

HOU8B Be WINDOW GARDENING. 

PLANTS FOR WINDOWS AND ROOMS. 

Thf. spring season isat hand, when those who wish 

to keep their windowsand rooms bright with plants 
will think of purchasing the most Buitable things. 

I will point out a few plants that will live under 
such conditions, and by keeping to this selection 

much disappointment may he prevented. The 
fault is in buying from street barrows little 
Orange-trees and exotic plants that are “ made 

to sell” by being placed in strong heat to promote 
quiok and apparently vigorous growth. Rut 

unfortunately it is this tvpe of plant that when 
placed in a room or window, the temperature, of 
course, being much lower, soon presents a very 
woe begone aspect. In a week scarcely a leaf 
remains, money is wasted, and sometimes plant- 

growing is given up as a troublesome, expensive, 
and disappointing pursuit. The true reason, how¬ 

ever, is that an improper selection has been 
made, as there are several plants that will thrive 

in windows and rooms almost as well as in a 
plant-house. Where dust and dirt are less 

prevalent 
Tub India-rubber-plant (Ficus elastics) is 

one of the moat popular things to grow in rooms, 
and when brought from a street barrow or shop 

care must be taken that at the commencement 
the plants are not exposed to oold draughts 

Moat probably they have been heated in a high 
temperature, and feel acutely the sudden change 
from strong heat to oold. The glossy, rich green¬ 

leaved examples one sees are nearly alwavs thus 
treatod before being sold, and they are lacking 

in hardiness and strength. As the India-rubber- 
plant is excellent for rooms, it is very easy to 

first place the plants in the warmest rooms of 
the house, so as to gradually inure them to their 

altered conditions. Always water with care, 
more mischief results from improper watering 
than many are led to think, the soil Ming always 

kept moderately moist and no more. Also 
sponge the leaves occasionally to remove 

impurities from the surface, as in rooms, especi¬ 
ally near large towns, they quickly get covered 

with dust and dirt. It will not be often 
necessary to repot the plants, as with careful 
attention in watering they will last a long time 

without need of disturbing the roots. An 
excellent soil when potting is needed is one 
made up of loam and peat, four parts of the 

former to two of the latter, with sufficient sharp 
silver-sand to render the whole fairly porous. 

Two or three clean crocks in the bottom of the 
pots will suffloe for drainage. 

Aspidistra lurida and its variegated variety 
are the two best window room plants one can 

have. The variegated variety is the brighter in 
appearance, its broad leathery leaves being 

finely marked with cream colour. A well 
variegated example is as cheerful as a flower. 
Under the most unpleasant conditions for plant 

life the Aspidistra will thrive, the great point 
being to give water judiciously, and koep the 

leaves carefully sponged. Sometimes the varie¬ 
gation on the variegated form departs, when the 

plants are grown in the shade, and, therefore, if 
the position is dark, seleot the green-leaved type. 
Kven in shop-windows in London this Japanese 
plant will thrive with vigour. Ordinary loamy 
soil suffices, and constant repotting is unneces¬ 

sary. The plant is of slow growth, and floe 
specimens are expensive, each leaf as a rule being 
valued at one shilling. On the Continent, where 

the Aspidistras are grown in great numbers, 

the price of the plant depends upon the foliage, 
this being leskoned at a franc each loaf. If only 

one plant is selected for the room or window it 
should be this Aspidistra. 

Acacia lophantha does not look much like a 
good plant for rooms, bnt it is excellent for this 

purpose, the beautiful feathery leafage and 
yellow flowers appearing to distinct advantage, 

even in rooms lighted by gas. When young 
pinch book the shoots occasionally to prevent the 

plant* growing too tall, and always maintain the 

soil in moist condition. When in full bloom it 
is most attractive. The graceful Cyperus alter- 

nifolius and its variegated vofiety will liro 
for years in rooinn nod uacr.wstAin t>4aikt 7 1 dtd 

age. The growth is very graceful, and when 
placed in a bowl an excellent adornment for a 

room is gained. A large healthy specimen of 
Cyperus is of much beauty, and as it delights in 

moisture, this is one of the main requisites. If 
allowed to become dry, the growth soon gets 

unhealthy. Jt may be in the summer months 
almost stood in a bowl of water. A very useful 

plant for windows is the 
African Aloe, of which there is a very attrac¬ 

tive variegated variety. The firm leafage is easily 
kept clean by occasional spongings of water, and 

if the latter kind is used Bun is necessary to 
preserve the distinctive variegation. When 
potting make the soil firm, and ensure good 

drainage by providing plenty of crocks. 
Corypha australib makes a good window 

Palm, and the same precautions must be taken 

as advised for the India-rubber-plant. Keep 
the leaves sponged well, and the soil not too 

wet. These are a few of the more useful house 
and window plants, because they invariably do 
well if reasonably attended to. l’teris tremula, 

and P. cretica, both the type and its variegated 
form, may also be made note of, and of flower¬ 
ing plants outside the usual things, suoh as 

Pelargoniums. One has a treasury of good 
windo w an b j eots i n th e B ell - flo wers (C a mpanu las), 

especially Campanula isophylla, C. carpatica, 

and C. muralia. In many country towns the 
windows are made gay with these in hanging- 

basket* throughout the summer. They bloom 
with such profusion that often almost every leaf 

is hidden._C. T. 

3275.—Flowers for a hall in winter. 
—Yellow Winter Jasmine would not open its 

buds well in a hall, where thore is usually but 
very little direct sunshine. It is a hardy 

climbing shrub, and grows best on the wall of a 
house ; it might possibly be grown out-of-doors 

in a pot, but would not bloom freely in that 
way. A Myrtle (which, however, flowers in 
summer) might stand for a short time without 

injury in a hall in winter, and the evergreen 
foliage would be suitable ; but if gas be burned 

in the hall, or the plant is too long without sun¬ 
shine, it will become shabby and drop its leaves. 

Christmas Roses, grown in a large pot or a 
small tub, will also stand for a short time in a 
hall in winter without injuiy, bnt the buds 
would soon cease to open, and if the plant should 

be kept in a hall more than throe or four days 
it will be completely checked. Palms are the 
best plants for hall decoration, and a few other 

foliage plants, snoh as the India-rubber-plant 
(Fiouselastious), and the Parlonr Palm (Aspidistra 
lurida), both of which are very long sufferiug 

in the matter of semi-darkness and cold draught*, 
both of which are ruinous to all flowering plants, 

and to delicate Ferns. The best Palms for this 
position are the following : Corypha australis 
(theCabbage Palm), Phicnix dactylifera(the Date 

Palm), Seaforthia elegans (the Bungalow Palm), 
Chtemerops excelsa (the Fan Palm), and 

Chamerops humilis (dwarf Kan Palm). The 

lovely Australian Silky Oak (Grevillea robusta), 
too, will stand for some time in a hall, if well 
established. Any of these plantB can be pro¬ 

cured in summer (avoiding specimens which 
have been forced for spring work), and 

thoroughly though gradually hardened out-of- 
doors. They may then bo placed in the hall for 

the winter, and will onlv need regular water¬ 
ing and to have their leaves kept free from 

dust by sponging them every week.—I. L. R. 

3206. — Ornamenting: a parapet. — 
Large seed-pans, well-drained and filled with a 

good compost, wonld do on the top of these 

pillars, and it might be possible to plaoe a hand¬ 
some pot-plant in the centre of each seed-pan, 

so as to got height for the middle plant. Mimu- 
lus and Violas, both of which will grow well 

withont much sunshine, might be planted round 
the seed-pans, choosing strong plants well set 

with buds, and planting them in April. Lobelia 
(blue) and Yellow Moneywort might also be 

tried if the pillare are far enough from the honee 
to get direct vertical sunshine ; they will bloom 

in good soil. Mother ot Millions (Saxifraga 
tomeutosa) would mako a beautiful trailer, and 

do well withont much snn ; this and tho Lobelia 

should not be pnt out-of-doors till all fear of 
frost is over— i.e., about the end of May. Nas¬ 

turtium (the Tom Thumb varieties), especially 
Ithqse with dark-bronzy foliage and oanninu 

1 lossoms, would look well; they, should cnot, 

however, have rich coil, or they will go too much 
to leaf. For the central pot, which should be 

sunk half-way in the soed-pan, nothing will be 
better than well-grown old plants of Zonal 

Pelargonium (“ Geranium ”) of a good variety, 
which have been brought on in a sunny place or 

window until thev are oovered with bud or 
bloom, at the end of May. They will go on 

blooming for some weeks, and should then be 
replaced by a second eet of pot-plante (Yellow 
Calceolarias will do well in the shade), and again 

set in full sunshine to form a fresh set of bade, 
being top-dressed with good soil at the same 

time. In this way a constant succession of 
flowers may be had through the summer even in 
a north aspect, using a south window on the 

other side of the house to bring the plants on.— 

L R. _ 

Iris Bakeriana.—'This is a charming 

bulbous Iris, which may be grown in the open, 
in a pot for the greenhouse, or in a window-box. 

It lias not been long introduced from Asia 
Minor, and is a relative of the well-known 
I. reticulata. It is free in growth, and the 

flowers aro Violet soeuted and richly coloured. 

They differ in one important particular from 
those of I. reticulata, in the lip or fall; the 
three lowor segments of the flower are blotched 

with white, on which appears violet spots, 
differing in size in individuals. In some cases 

they are practically absent, and again the flowers 

arc enriched with yellow in some individuals, 
whilst tho violet margin to the fall varies in 

width. When out-of-doors the flowers should 
be protected in some way from the weather, 
otherwise they will suffer considerably. A warm, 

moderately light soil is best. Early in the 
year its flowers are most welcome, and it is not 

difficult to get the bulbs to bloom then with 
an ordinary greenhouse.—V. C. 

3318. — Dissolving bones.— Place the 
bones in an earthen vessel. Mix one part of 

sulphuric acid with two parte of bones in 
weight. The acid should be diluted with its 

own weight of water. Stir the mixture occa¬ 
sionally for two or three days. When the bones 

are thoroughly dissolved add about thirty times 
their weight of water and use. When the mix¬ 

ture is made on a large scale the bones may be 
laid in a heap on a hard floor, and the acid and 
water poured over them, and the product after¬ 

wards placed in a tub for further dilution or to 
make into liquid-manure.—E. H 

3341.—A plague of Sparrows.—Keep a 
time Hawk in your garden, or scatter some Oats 
on a small patch of ground prepared with hair¬ 

springs or limed twigs. Whatever you do, do 
not use poison, or you will destroy your friends 

as well as your enemies. To protect any special Slants, black cotton stretched backwards and 

or wards just above or at the side of them 
is very efficacious, as the birds catch their legs 
against the thread, and are alarmed thereby.— 

A. G. Butler. 

3331.—Lavatera arborea variegata. 
—These are very easily raised from seed in heat, 
and if not overpotted they soon get their true 
colour; therefore it becomes a question, where 

there is a command of heat, if it is worth while 
keeping leggy plants. If it is decided to keep 

them, cut the plants down near the bottom, and 

use the tops as cuttings. The roots, if healthy, 
will also probably throw out shoots from the 
base. The tops will strike best if the ends are 

inserted in a bed of warm, moist Cocoa-nut- 
fibre, and potted up as soon as roots form.— 

E. H. 
- No doubt these plants will bear outting 

down moderately if you keep tho roots rather 

dry for two or three weeks afterwards ; but I 
do not think the tops will form roots if put in 
as cuttings. Certainly, I would not throw the 

plants away, os if you plant them out in a rather 

poor soil, and where they get plenty of sun, 
they will make fine specimens during the 
summer. This Lavatera is also useful for large 

houses if it is given a rather large pot, and gets 

plenty of sun and air. The variegation is very 
clear and bright in the open air, but it is better 

undor glass.—J. C. C. 

IISIS.—Culture of Nertera depressa.—Nerter* 
deprtasa (Pruning Duckweed) Is not dimouit to grow. It 
I* generally worked on in beat in spring ; the in termed! at«- 
house, 66 deg*. at night, will suit It till the flower* show, 
then move to an airy greenhouse to sst th* flower*, as th< 
beaiity lie* chiefly In the fruit. In May move to a coM 
firSme.and when hardened off plant out. It is mostly used 
•SjCjorij^r ^pf* !ncerpetjfceddlnj.—F.. H. 
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ORCHIDS. 

CATTLEYA TRIAN^E. 

I AM asked by “James Martin” to givo him 
some idea about how he should treat this plant; 

also to state if I think this a distinct variety ? 
He has just got a box of them sent home by a 

friend, and he would like to grow them. Well, 
respecting the specific distinction, 1 must give 
an adverse opinion, because I look upon Trianaj, 
Mossiie, Mendeli, gigas, speciosissima, and 

others, as only forms of C. labiata, which was 
named by Lindley upon its first introduction, 
and has only been recently reintroduced to 

general cultivation by Mr. Sander, of St. 
Albans. These various Cattleyas, although 

they do possess evident distinctions in their 
flowers and in their time of flowering, yet they 
do not appear to give any proofs otherwise 

than that they are varietal distinctions, which 
have been brought about by climatic influence 

of the roots ; but depend upon it, the root rot¬ 
ting is caused by too large a quantity of water 

beiog given to the plant, and this frequently not 
well drained away, and that is the reason why 
Orchids require so much attention in the matter 

of drainage, because the water should pass 
rapidly away. Cattleyas, however, differ con¬ 

siderably under cultivation to the majority of 
Orchids, as they do not require much water. 
The roots should have just enough to keep them 

in a moist condition, and if they get more they 
will show signs of going wrong, and a great deal 
of water may be used in damping down the 

house, on the stages, and between the pots; 
but the roots should never have any given them 

unless they are really dry, and at the same time 
the water supply should quickly be carried 

away. Do not put these plants on blocks of 
wood, for although they will grow and thrive on 

these with proper attention, I do not like 
the plan. Therefore, I say, do not start 
them on blocks of wood, and whenever they 

Flower ol Cattle}'a Trlane-. 

and position. Nevertheless, they retain their 

peculiarities and their markings, some few plants 

edging off at times into another form ; but for all 
purposes of a garden plant the present Cattleya 
may be considered a distinct kind, and exqui¬ 

sitely beautiful. To grow this Orchid in a proper 

manner, first, all the plant mnst be trimmed of all 
the dead rubbish that is about it, taking care 
that the eyes or young growths are not injured, 

for now these will begin to become promi¬ 
nent, and the whole plant should be 
washed in lukewarm soap and water, which is a 

precaution often overlooked by the trade 

growers ; but I always like (in a private place 
to soe plants look smart and clean, and in 
observing this rule ono often gots rid of some 

colony of pests, which would otherwise become 
a great source of annoyance. The plants should 
be placed in somewhat small, well-drained pots, 

uiing for soil a mixture of good peat-fibre and 
chopped Sphagnum Moss ; for this latter lama 

strong advocate, notwithstanding havin 

such a long list of fche; ajwirj it p 
Amongst the worst of these comes the 

are started, remember not to overload them 

with soil. The plants at this time of the year 
may be kept in a temperature not exoeeding 
6f> degs., falling 5 degs. or more during the 
night; but later on in the season it may range 

up to 85 degs. with sun-heat, and at all times 
let there be a free circulation of air. I do not 
see why the plants Bhould be oompelled to live 

half their time with the fresh air excluded ; they 
certainly are not so treated in a state of nature, 

and above everything, I say, avoid overwater- 
ing. Now I think my young friend, “ J. M.,” 
should succeed with his Cattleyas. If there is 

any other point not touched upon I should like 

again to hear from him. Matt. Bramble. 

STANHOPEAS. 

I am very glad to find these plants are again 
being taken into favour. When I was a boy 

Stanhopeas were largely grown, and their 
highlvifcented flowers became quite a nuisance 

n 10 tease ; then came the fact that, thn 
horarfs old not last long, and they I wen 

years we have really 
nothing of them in English gardens. On the 
Continent, however, these plants have been 

better looked after, and there I have soen from 
time to time many kinds flowering. I was also 

greatly pleased to see an order for one in a nur¬ 
seryman's hands the other day, and also that 
he had a plant whioh he could supply, and on 

the same day a letter came from “Judy ” asking 
for information about S. tigrinum. It was quite 

right to transfer it from a pot to a basket, as 
the flowers of all these plants are produoed in a 
downward direction. There is no chance for 

them to be seen if grown in pots ; but I prefer 
wire baskets to wooden ones, because these are 
plants whioh do not like to bo disturbed, and 

the wooden baskets come to grief sooner than 
wire ones, and require renewal; but for that 

matter, if the plants grow out and over the 
sides of the basket, be it of wire or wood, 
they will not require another, or there is 

no necessity to replace with another, saving for 
appearance sake, and I may say that I grew for 
some years quite a collection of these plants 

without any receptaclo at all, but simply 
ran a stout wire down through the bulbs 

and fastened it below. This plan, too, I am 
persuaded, is more conducive to the production 

of flowers than putting them into baskets and 
surrounding them with a mass of soil. These 
plants are of easy culture, requiring to be hung 

up in the shade, where the leaves koep of a good 
oolour and the plants grow freely. During the 
period of growth the plants should have a very 

liberal supply of water, both to their roots and 
overhead from the syringe ; but during the rest¬ 

ing season a period of dryness may be given with 
good results. They grow best In the heat of 
the Cattleya.house, but during their rest they 

may be kept cooler. The soil should be a mixture 
of peat and Sphagnum Moss, but do not over¬ 

load them with soil. The following are a few 
of the kinds whioh I have grown, but as their 
leaves and bulbs are very similar, they are not 

mentioned separately. Suffice it to say, they 
are strongly ribbed, tough, and somewhat 

leathery in texture, and evergreen. 8. Buce¬ 
phalus : Flowers large, tawny-yellow, spotted 
and blotched, deep-blood colour. They emit a 

powerful aromatic odour, which, however, is 
not overpowering if the house is properly venti¬ 
lated. It blooms during late summer and 

autumn. 8. Devonionsis: Flowors produced 
in pairs, creamy-yellow, profusely spotted with 
deep-purplo or crimson, lip creamy-white, hav¬ 

ing a deep stain of purple, besides being spotted 

with the Bame colour. It is very delicately per¬ 
fumed, and it blooms during the late summer. 
8. ebernea : This is a very fragrant kind, which 

blooms during the summer months. The 
flowers are ivory-white, having the lip some¬ 

times stained with dull purple. It is amongst 
the most rare of the kinds. 8. grandiflora: 
This is another rare kind. The flowers are grate¬ 

fully perfumed, and puro ivory-white, sparingly 
spotted with light crimson. It blooms usually 
about the end of the summer months. 8. in¬ 

signia : A beautiful and pleasing flower and 
very sweet-soen ted, the ground oolour is creamy - 
white, being abundantly spotted with purple, 

the lip, in addition, being shaded with deep- 
purple. It blooms- during the autumn. 8. 

Martianum: This plant mostly produces its 
largo flowers in pairs, having its large straw- 
coloured sepals dotted with reddish-brown, and 

the pure-white petals, which are much smaller, 
having a large blotch of orimson at their base, 
the upper portion being spotted and dotted with 
the same colour ; lip white, stained at the base 

with dull crimson, and the thick column dotted 
with purplish-crimson. It flowers during the 

autumn, but I cannot apeak favourably of its 
odour. 8. oculata produoos a many-flowered 

raceme, which is agreeably scented. The 
ground colour is soft lemon-yellow, profusely 

dotted with rosy-lilac, the lip white, having on 
each side a large eye-like spot of brownish- 

purple. It blooms very freely during summer 
and autumn, the varieties being numerous. 

8. ornatissima: This bears exceedingly hand¬ 
some flowers, and they are freely produced, the 

ground colour of the sepals and petals being 
orange, blotched at the base with dark- 
crimson maroon, and spotted with red in the 
upper parts ; lip creamy-white dotted with rose ; 
it la very agroosbly perfumed, blooming late in 

summer. 8. radioes has somewhat small 

flowers, 04«*tt.W»0ISUjGof suffused with 
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lemon.yellow more or lew .potted with crimson, RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS. E?thU^o'Ki 

the lip and basal part of the nowera brownish- —— . ordinary bedroom slope, properly diluted, do as an efficient 
orange: it blooms in the summer months. _ QnsitffTni. Qutrietmna miVM Wi^uertea xn substitute? I think many hundreds of rOAdere would be 

S tiffrina ii a rrrand SDecies bearine its verv o/**2* V<^'*9™**'** tkeglad to know aUo.-LEx.SARD. n. ugnna is a grand species, Deariag ra very here laid down for their guidance. AU eommunioatiom ___ „u„, i.i»,na, 
large flowers in pairs mostly, but sometimes /„ insertion should be clearly and erneisely written on ? 
three or four are produced on the same raceme j 

they are very strongly scented, and are of a ,J2!’f^,E!22,2EE8TfamTtotZiPublisher mould, and silver-sand. Ought l to out It down to allow 
rich buff-yellow, heavily suffused with deep port- 77^, name "12? mSS tKE '‘X orsrS?” •* W »ioot agalnf-Miss M. OlUMixos. 
wine colour ; it blooms in the late summer and addition to anydesignation he may desire to be used in 3398.—Oyperus alternifollua varlegatua. —I 
autumn months and is the laroeat kind that I «*« paper. When more than one query is sent, each have lost several plants ol this, notwithstanding I kept 
autumn months, and IS the largest Kind tnat l on a separate piece 0/ piper. Unanswered them In a stove temperature and well watered and with 
Know. o. VVarai : lhis piano muso oe should be repeated. Correspondents should bea good drainage. The foliage turns brown and dies away 
reckoned amongst the most handsome, and it is %n mind that, as Qardbkino has to be sent to press som- Can anyone aooount for It r—Enqi'irkr. 
very free in blooming. I have flowered plants time in advance of date, they cannot alwaysbe replied t< S39l.—Culture of Pelargonluma.-Would aov- 
with five and seven flowers on a raceme, the "* 'oUo“ifl> tke receipt of turn- one klnd|y ln(orm me M w culture ol Pelargoniums ? 1 

colour being rich golden-yellow, more or less C,7T^^hieh, with the esception of mwkcs cannot Smog1dl^lon.0'n^V to oX‘™ £2i 
dotted with purplish-crimson, and at the base well be classified, will be found in their different depart cimtl*n|f f0r »bow purposes f-Joiix Cowir 
of the lip is a deep velvety blotch. These and « ^ number^ title/lacec 1 .-Will anvone vit yasuw,. against the query replied to, and our readers will greatly .3395,-Aaaleaa arter noweimg.-ww anyone 
some others 1 have grown, and 1 hope Jody oblige us by advising at far as their knowledge one give me some Information about Azaleas after flowering 1 
will grow them well also. If she keeps her observations permit, the correspondents who seek auisi Oo they require any pruning, and should they be put out¬ 
house nronerlv ventilated they will be a great snoe. Conditions, soils, and means vary so infinitely of-doors in summer in North Yorkshire, or kept In the 

7 8 tAot several answers to the same question may often be coolest part of me greenhouse V-Bsoixsrr. 
source of enjoyment to her. useful, and those who reply wouli do well to mentiot 3390.—Rone In a sreenhouna.—I have a Rise in 

3300. — Funkla subcordata grand! also afraid the leaves will get scalded f—Axxioos. 

hne species, and a native of Japan. It is so pure me „ (ew „lnts 0|1 tho ou|ture „f Onions for showf-J. W. |n the summer time, and a minimum ol 50 degs. in tae 

and sweet in blossom, and so lovely withal that 3371.—Cinders and ashes —Are these injurious to winter?—Cactus. 

a well-grown pot of it is hardly inferior to a pot ooniferuus trees and Evergreens if dug in near them.— 3393.—Crapes in a lean-to house.—Can I get a 
of Kucharii ama/.onica, with this advantage, that !• R- 0. good orop of Urap.s in a lean-to house u feet by 12 reet, 
it is more generally within the reach of all who 8372.-Roses on Brier cuttlngB.-Wlll someone faolng due east, and setting tne morning sunshine uumter- 
wlih in hova 9 I ><dv. nn innlii that “Rla.olr kindly tell me how to grow Rose* on Brier cuttings ?— ruptedly? Angle of roof, 46 degs. In heating will ordinary 
wish to have it. 1 have no doubt that lilacK gyLVATKUlE ■ water pipes and oernent Joints do, or are expansion Joints 

iless ” has the plant true to the above name, and 3373-Sweet and Savoury Herbs.-Will some- iodl.penu^.T-IsLAXDuu 
let me say no special difficulty attatohes to its one give me the list of—1, the Sweet Heibs generally In 3399.—Work In orchard-houses, dec,—I should 
culture either out-of-doors or in pots. If so use; 2, the.Savoury UerbsT-M. H. he obliged if anyone will oe good enough to say what 

many gardeners have failed with it in the case 3374,-Parsley In winter.-Will anyone kindly eaj J^oMd^woTk e5D2Teh?wS«|OU^hen Moulted* to oo 

mentioned it must be because they did not do all J^lv of'p!rS'vduH52<li^te,l?J,PI % “°Ur* * oon,,tant nothing else, save occasionally to idvite as uJ other ,»tu 
that might have been done. In a previous situa- “«£ *, 7 \ , M , , of ganfenT-BusscKissR X. 

tion I had a great quantity of this plant. At first ph^'o( SjS^Jill iSJTdSi J, in'pouwes. Win Vml -Black Raspberrles—I have several Ameri- 

all was outside, there being several group upon on. kindly t,U me how to use it? Carter. ^gl^^rS'o^^VJSd up .h" » fmm 1* 

a border ol Uamboos growing in partial shade in 3370. —Manure for Roses, dEO.—Where stable- roots, and the roots do not spread. How can 1 propagau. 
sandy loam. The peculiarity of this species is manure oannot be got, what kind 1* the beat to use for them? Would slip* or cuttings strike, and when should 
that it flowers in late summer and usually too Bow-trees and flowers generally ?-Mm. Brown. they hr put IoJ-Blackbshry. 

lato to open in perfection. I had tho satisfaction _ S377.-Treatment of Carnations -Howoan I get S1 )l.-So wing Grass seed.-I Intend sowing Grass- 
_r -_;i.„a ;n Carnitions to have a strong, sturdy stem? Mine alway. seed to renovate my tennis-lawn next week, and should 

of seeing an abundance of spikes appear in hang their heads and look straggly.—Rkvirksco. wish to know if, after the seed is sown, I may still oontinuo 
September, but not one liower in twenty opened 3373.—Chrysanthemum " Oyolone." — Will to roll the lawn with a light roller, as 1 do not know 
to perfection before autumn raius and early ME. M." bo kiud enough to tell me what kind of Chryean whether the roller is Injurious or beneficial to the tender 
frosts destroyed them. I was advised to plant themum Is Cyclone, as 1 cannot see Ita name in any cata- blades ol Uiaao?-Laws MOWER. 

some plants if possible on a mound of sandy . . _ ... „ .. _ „ 3102.—Beds on a small lawn.— I have three flower- 
loam in an nn«n Imnnv annt In nnnnnraon earlv 3179.-Violets and Lilies Of the Valley.- beds on a small lawn, wllich 1 want to look gay this 
loam in an open sunny spot to encourage early- Wben |„ the time to plant these, and what are the best summer, but they are shaded. I should like to know 

frosts destroyed them. I was advised to plant themum is Cyclone, as I cannot see lie name In any cato- 

801110 plants if possible on a mound of sandy A- 

loam in an open sunny spot to encourage early- When la to plant these? and whu? are^hfhest summer, but they arc shaded. I should like to know 
flowering, and this was done with success, it kinds for planting In the open air without protection in what will be best to plant them with, as they are just in 
“Black Bess’” plants has small leaves it is the winter?—Mrs. Brows. frout of iny dining and drawiog-rooms. Any information 
evidently under some unfavourable influence. 3330 — Ants.— Ante are troublesome In my stove-house will greatly oblige?—Mid Hooks. 
Soil may be too heavy, and wet or dry, or i.n- loan dust over the poU or the mould 34o3.-Rose “ Her Majesty."-! have had a Rom- 

* r whioh would stop their getting on to the planla, aud not 
povenshed with roots of other things running hurt the latter ?—Bn«ii*irkr. 

through the ground. _ I also _potted some up 3381-OreeDer for a ohalk bank -Will someone 

34U3.—Rose *' Her Majesty."—I have had a Rom. 
•'Her Majesty'' fur two or three years, which has only 
once had one bloom on it, and is frequently covered witn 

through the ground. I also potted some up 3381,-Oreeper for a ohalk bank—Will someone ■ullJew- U there anything I can do 10 make ItBow.r and 
They were given good sandy loam, and grown kindly give me Information as to wnat oreeper would be. mo.rc doaltby ?, i syringe It frequently with parartla- 
in an ordinary greenhouse. They produce answer best to oover a bare ohalk hank ? Would Naetur- oil and soap, but with no eUeot.—Kkviiuhco. 
nmonifioent leave* and fine flowers which t oms be likely to grow?-JI. A 3404.-Asparagus plumosus.-Wilianyone kindly 
magnificent leaves and nne flowers, wmen 330-2 —Treatment of Azalaa Mnllln — Ishallf»<.i tell me the best, quickest, ana oue.pest way to work up a 
o,Mined to perfection and lasted well. The oW^ ^^“JnE how^^t^zal^' Molfififte stock 0. this lor cutting purposes, by ».d or by cutting, 
flowers have a delicious fragrance. I think if Bowerlng-vlx., should the shoot* be out hook loSJnchts ^ "y carrying out the tame? 
“Black Boss” tries, success will be achieved, or 4 Inches and then be planted out?-bAK.K. Ll“g?,' °V“ 

and though it is a hardy plant it merits all the 3383.—Sulphuric acid and weeds -Some time 
trouble that might be bestowed upon it, and »K0 1 “w £ •£«•<* that a solution of sulphurio acid in 

., ... 9 .. . r * water would destroy weeds on a oath. Will someone much obliged if 
repay the cultivator in proportion to the care he klnd|y glve me the pVoporlionB ^ usef-i'RinRoss. sprinkle salt o\ 

takes of it.—A. H. _i ... .a  -— " 

2, Hat the Asparagus pluuiotus nanus any advantage over 
UK larger sort for cutting purposes ?—A Subsckiukr. 

3105.—Salting an Asparagus bed.—I should bs 
much obliged if someone wul let me know if it would do 10 
sprinkle salt over an Asparagus-bed that ha* only Just 
been planted, so soon as the heads begin to show them- 

best way to use It Is to dig it In when the weather is line 33HS -Treatment of RnlriBa lannnlcn. —Will .* ■~“,r 

Should they have any water, or be allowed to die pots. How should they be treated ? What soil, position, 
^Uisvep'good manure on fight land. If uyed at down at onoe, or should they be put out-of-doors '- ^d temperature do they re.mlre? bo they w»£T much 

the time of planting it should bo thoroughly hleDded with Bkoinnxr. 
the toll, and not come in direct contact with the roots of 3333 _T 

anything. E.JIL_klndlylellm^ whaiwould belhe hesiyeget»hle, to ehow 3407.-American Blaokberrlee.-Will anyone 
. in a collection, limited to eight varieties, the last week w„0 has been auooessful wall the American Blanklnrrua 

Catalogues rooelveiX.-Fancy Pansies. Ac. Mr In July? I nan grow well Tomatoes and Cucumbtrs— klIld|y Uvour luo vv„h cultural directions ? Whatpmnlng 

onoe, or snouiu tncy ne put ou^or-aoorei0d temperature do they require? bo they want much 
water, and wnat elzed pots should they nave for flowering! 

Vegetables for show.—Will someone —Iuxorahuh. 

catalogues received.— f ancy 1‘annes, d:c. sir in July? 
A. Halley, Jun., Hllewortb-Unc, Sunderland.-Alpine M11.1. View. 
Plants, ate. Messrs. Jamer lUokbouse ft 8on, York.- 3387.—V 
“ Seed Potatoes." Mr. John Watkins, Pomona farm, h.', v. 
Withingtoo, near Hereford.-Clovers, Grasses, dc. he Dlanted 

. I do tney require In order to fruit well ? I have grown one 
3387.—Violets for outdoor culture.—What are up the front of a nouse, wmuh it baa oovered. Tho aspect 

III. r0hin W*£'nh. the best Violets for outdoor ouliure, aud when should they is south Should 
llerelora.—.cto'VTZ, urasses, a c. beplanted? Can I inorease my Violets by subdividing my get much fruit.—I 

11 leave it as it is or prune it 7 1 do not 
BbACKBKRRIXa. V.rt« .V.-iM.nsiZ.., b# °»n 1 increase my VloleU by subdividing my get much frua.—Black hurries. 

if.X?.f^M^™. E ll K'rd^i^ftSoLa H^Um ’“oliand. m0'eby h*1"*‘*'tuodl*tu^d? 3408,-Plants for a flower-box.-l have a flower- 
■_ —tlAROLlKE a. UArEH. box oy#r lho p„rah of my (rontr aoor. j h*ve arranged for _—UAHU1.1AB n. oaim. box ov#r lho poroh 0f my front door. 1 have arranged lor 

8388.—Rose diseases.—I should be obliged if some- a Clematis on each side of the trellis, and think some 
"Gardening Illustrated” Monthly Parte.— one will kindly tell me the cause of, and, if possible, the pretty flowering trailing plant would be Ruitable for the 

Price id.; poet frit, id. cure for, the brown patch whioh surrounds the stems of box. Will someone kindly reoommend me something to 
"The Garden" Monthly Parts .—This journal Hoses, kllllog the bark and, of oourse, that part of the answer my purpoee, as I want to have something nicer 

<# mulshed in neatly bound Monthly Peru. In this form the shoot above it?—A Siveerkk. than Nastuitiums or Canary Creepers?-J. Qoudob. 
coloured platee are beet preserved, and u is most evltalhfor 3389.-Budding or grafting Ash-trees.-l have 8409,-Names or Chrysanthemums.-I should 
reference previous to the issue of the half-yearly volumes, two Aeh-trees I want to bud or graft with weening so . 

Tu^Va'rdem /£££ ul'^om'JtteTZt’u'lnd1'/iShTlsl »»» ' in'> areeaonaoout niesj anthemums, divided ai follows : Uns do*en of the largest 
two vols., price, cloth, A3Q 12s. high, and have four branches to each top about the Bize of blooming varieties, named separately ; one dozen J»pa- 

.. n>Q—_ nir^ei, 0.1. m;, a man’s finger.—W. G., Essex. heae retlexed ; and one dozen incurved. These latter two 

JourZu In bound MmiSv Parui'nwhUh S390.-ChOlce Primulas forshow—My employer dozen to be suoh as will produoe a fair number of flowers 
fo£Tt fl^fe^UmJH^mlfoihTten! S'l*5 ‘ells me that a Iriend of his who exhibits Chinese Primulas of good subetaiioe when grown on the natuial system AS 
yearly volumes. Priced.; post fra, id. successfully does not show them the flrst season of to oolours, I should like several good whites and yellows, 

. „ . . ...... HoweriDg, but selects the best plants and shows them next but Ido not care for magenta or snadee of mageuta. I And 
_-Y aetcnpliont^ Of up- year He wsnW mB ^ *ave some plants now in bloom and from experience there are some few varieties (I forget the 

oameii) whioh, although they receive the same treatment 
as the rest ol the stock, produce nothing but large leaves 

. and steirr, and do not flo’vrr at all. 1 should like these 
-... ____,r______ .,... t lr--, —w. ....... . . llex^udeaJjfLpowlaiil-SMfiotcus. 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 

‘Hi ^8h tree® / want i° bud or *'**0 with weeping sort* feel obliged to •• K. M.” for tne Dimea of tnre« dozen Uhry»- 
J Which would be tho best way ? They are each about 5 fee1' anthemums, divided a« follows : One dozen of the largest 
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3410. —Christmas Roses — Will anyone tell me ll 
there Ig any meana of preventing gome varletleg of Christ- 
maa Rosea dying within a few hours of being picked and 
put In water? The tall growing grceny-wblie and rose- 
ooloured ones always die, whereas the shorter-growing 
pure-white ones will last for ten days. It Is perfeotly use- 
'ess growing some of the varieties for the above reason. 
Could I put anything in the water?—V. B. 

34U.—Arums not flowering.—Will someone bi 
kind enough to advise me what to do to make my Arums 
flower ? I keep them In pots in a small greenhouse. Last 
year I stood them out during the summer, and cut them 
down ; they are green and flourishing now, but do not 
►how any flower-buds. The year before I planted them 
out in summer and potted them again in autumn, but still 
'hey did not blossom. One did flower two vcars ago, but 
not siooe. They are of different ages.—C. H. 

3412. —Winter Aconites not flowering -The 
i ear before last I planted a considerable number of Winter 
Aconites in my borders and al*o in the turf; the next 
January they flowered well. This year, however. January- 
passed without a sight of them, and when the Snowdrops 
had been In flower about a week, the leaves of the Aconites 
t howed themselves, but without even a bud. What is the 
"•ason of this, and what should I do to have them flower- 
i ig next year? A'l the leaves are large and healthy. 
Locality : London. S. Kensington.—Ktsca os Lvs. 

3413. —Marechal Nlel Rose In a greenhouse. 
—I have a Martchal Kiel Rose growing In a box in a 
greenhouse, immediately over the heating pipes. It 
flowered well last year, and had every appearance of doing 
»i this year, as it Is literally covered with buds; but within 
I ho last week a different complexion has come over it. 
The buds have nearly all drooped, and the leaves, instead 
id having the heabhy appearance they had, have now a 
dry. withered look, and fhe younger growths are all 
►hrivelled. I had the fire off two nights, but there was no 
frost to talk of. One or two buds that have expanded are 
'cry small, and give off an unpleasant smell, aud some of 
ihe buds are damping. What shall I do?— O. 1’. 

3414. —A Glolre de Dijon Rose —Would anyone 
p'ease to inform me as to what I should do with a Gloire de 
D-jinRoso I have growing in a greenhouse. The roots 
are planted outside at the end of the greenhouse in a bed 
••ude on top of the boiler-flue, and oovered with an old 
frame. I,vet year I had some fresh manure placed on top 
i f the bed, thinking to benefit It. but instead, with the 
1 sat raised, it told seriously on the health of the Rose. The 
1 avee turned yellow and fell off. After that I cut away 
all the dead wood, but It has scarcely made any growth, 
although bufs have appeared this year, but when they 
i ipana are very small, with scarcely any smell, and 
covered with green-fly, in spite of frequent fumigations. 
I t the same house are also two Blaok Hamburgh Vines, 
and a mixed oolleotion of plants.—Rix. 

3415 -Double Fuchsias. &0.-WI11 •• J. 0. O." tell 
me the reason of my Double Puohsias of last year coming 
single this ? Mine have done so for years, old plants as 
well as cuttings. Last year I took a quantity of cuttings, 
all from double flowers, but find most of the blooms at 
present are single, and moat of the old plants (2 years old) 
' bat were double last year, and have flowered this, have 
< one single. I have had plants with some single and 
some double blossoms on at the same time. I have them 
repotted every year, and In the best mould. Also can 
*■ J- C. C.” tell me the cause of a little white maggot, 
about as thick as cotton, and a quarter of an inch Tong, 
coming in tbe mould In pots? They always attack my Her¬ 
baceous Calceolarias, and when once In tbe pot tbe plant 
ne'er grows, but gradually dies. I shook a plant out of 
the pot the other day that was looking sickly, and found 
a quantity in the mould and round the roots. They 
destroyed nearly all my early Cauliflowers from seed sown 
at Christmas In the greenhouse ; they rat all round tho 
stem under the mould Just after the young plant oomes 
through the ground, and so makes them drop and die. 
They also destroyed nearly all my Cactus Dahlia seedlings 
in the same way. I have been troubled with them for 
y ears. Soot has no effect on them.— Ou> Subscriber. 

To the following queries briej editorial replies 

are given ; but readers are invited to give further 
answers should they be able to ojjer additional 

advice on the various subjects. 

3(16.—Orohlda from Brazil (Judy).—When you 
get them put them Into a moist house, moderately heated, 
and then let me know what you have got, and I will answer 
with all possible dispatch.—M. B. 

3117.—Zosterostylos arachnites^. Hensaaw).— 
The specimen you send Is undoubtedly of this plant. I 
received it from Ceylon and flowered It some thirty years 
ago, but I have never seen it slnoe. It appears to also 
come from Java and some other islands in tbe Indian 
Ocean. Coe species only seems to be recognised. Tbe 
plant should be potted In a mixture of peat and loam 
made rather sandy, and It should be kept nearly dry when 
11 Is at rest and dormant—M. B. 

34i8--Oattleya Warnerl (it. Maxwell).—There 
really is no reason why this plant should be oalled the 
•summer-flowering labiate any more than C. Mendell and 
some others, for all are recognised as being varieties of 
lablata. Tbe one that really did have the name of tbe 
summer-flowering lablata was what is now known by the 
better name of C. OaekeUlaoa; but If your ollent prefers 
i he longer title to the name of 0. Warnerl. well and good ; 
let him use It. But, slnoe you ask me, I do not think he 
can And any authority for this title.—M B. 

3119—Clematis lndlvlsa — J. Heron sends me a 
epeoimen of this plant, whioh it an abundantplant in New 
/•.-aland, where it clothss and festoons large trees on the 
outskirts of the f 'rests. It Is an admirable plant for a oool 
conservatory, and it always blooms abundantly at this 
reason of tbe year. I used to festoon the churoh with its 
flowers at Easter for many years, and for this purpose they 
are exquisite. I recently eaw the plant flowering freely 
in quite a small state, so that no one can oomplain of its 
free-blooming qualities ; but when It Is allownrkee head¬ 
room on the roof of a ooneer*»tory, It Is a (right never to 
be forgotten. It should be grmvc by svei\pri»H^ I>, a 
convenient place.—J. J. 

8420.-Three good flowering Aoaclas.—J. 
Franklin asks for the names of the three most beautiful 
of this family ? I do not say these are the best, but they 
are very beautiful kinds, ana well deserving a place in any 
garden. A. Drummondl : It has pinnate ieaves of a rioh 
green hue, and long oyliodrioal spiketof bloom of a citron- 
yellow In colour ; it is a Swan River species, and blooms 
all through the months of March, April, and May. A. 
pubescent is another very handsome species, with bright- 
green leaves, and bright-yellow flowers, whioh are massed 
at. tbe end* of the branches. It flowers through April and 
M >y. A. Kloeana grows and flowers freely aa a small pot- 
plant, but Is seen In Its greatest beauty when trained up 
the rafter of a greenhouse. It has narrow, dark-green 
leaves, and forms masses of soft, yellow flowers. It is a 
Tasmanian plant—J. J. 

3121.—Odontoglossum Oer van test—F. B. it 
sends me two forms of this species, which have appeared, 
he says, upon the same plant, but this I much question. 
1 am very pleased to And him so enthusiaatlo in his love 
for Orchids, but I am only sorry to find him spending his 
energies and bis time on suoh wretched forms aa these. 
Wnere you can have got such wretched forma from I can¬ 
not conoeive. No ; you should grow the speoies in its 
normal form and its variety decorum, not suoh extreme 
alpine varieties. Get a planter two of <>. Rossi rnnjua and 
some others, for you really deserve to have a few flowers 
worth looking at- some that will please, and give you some 
return for your attention and oare. These flowers are 
certainly of no value to me. I know your town well, and 
I am astonished that In such a plaoe you oan have been 
contented.—M. B. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 
,*. Any communications respecting plants or fruits 

sent to name should always accompany the parcel, which 
should be. addressed to the Editor of Qardbnino Illub- 
tratbd, 37, Southamplon-strcct, Strand, London, W.C. 

Naming fruit.—Readers who desire our help in 
naming fruit must bear in mind that several specimens 
of different stages of colour and size of the same kind 
greatly assist in its determination. We can only under¬ 
take to name four varieties at a time, and these only when 
the above directions are observed. Unpaid parcels wilt be 
refused. Any communication respecting plants or fruit! 
should always accompany the parcel, which should 
be addressed to the Editor of Gardr.ni.vo Illustrated, 37, 
Scuthampton-strcet, Strand. London, W.C. 

Names of plants.-/!. S.—Acacia armata.- 
F. J. O.—Omphalodes v.rna.-Reader.—Omphal odes 
verna. James Knight. — Clematis lndlvlsa appar¬ 
ently.  Rodger. — Acacia Drummondl.  General 
Hawkes.—Vie regret being unable to name the Daffodils 
sent, but the (lowers were too much shrivelled,-Ernest 
Bacon. - Specimens dried up and Insufficient.-East 
Grinstead.—It Is quite Impossible to name Strawberries 
from the leaves only.-G. R.—Cannot name the Mosses 
from suoh poor specimens.-Mrs. B. Fox.— No. 5 Is 
Diosma erlooldre. Wo should like to hear from you again 
as to the Orchids and other plants. Cannot name from 
specimens sent. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

We should be glad if readers would remember that we 
do not answer queues by post, and that we oannot under¬ 
take toforirara le'ters to correspondents, or insert queries 
that do not contain the name and address of semter. 

A nxious —Apply to Mr. J. Groom, Seafield Nurseries, 
Gosport, Hants. — Mrs. Brown.—Apply to Messrs. 
Birkenhead, Sale, near Manchester. 

BEES. 

SEASONABLE NOTES. 

In examining hives in spring to ascertain the 
condition of brood, it should be remembered that 
on the death of a queen, and when the Bees 

have not the requisite means of rearing another, 

fertile workers will deposit eggs in the cells, but 
lay their eggs very irregularly, sometimes two or 
three in one cell and then missing teveral cells, 

whereas the quocn lays her eggs in patches, 
rarely missing a oell. Should, therefore, brood- 

cells be found dotted abont the combs instead 
of being regularly and compactly placed, queen - 
Icssness may be suspectod. Only drones are 

produced from eggs of fertile workers. Should 

it be observed that but a small quantity of 
pollen is being carried into a hive, while other 
colonies are very industrious, it may reasonably 

be suspectod that the hive is cjueenlesa, and no 
time should be lost in examining the hive. It 

being too early in the season to introduce a 
fertile queen, the only thing to be done with a 

queenless colony is to break it up, dividing it 
amongst strong colonies having fertile queenr. 

It is found that queenless colonies retain their 
drones in the hive through the winter. 

General management.—Care should be 
taken that stocks of Bees do not run short of 

provisions at this time. Largo q uantities of food 
are now being used in the rearing of brood. 
Where the Bees of some hives are seen flying 

abroad while the rest of the hives in the apiary 
are in a state of repose, the former will in all 

probability be found to be very low in the store 
ient—almost at starvation point, being 

ut by hunger in the vain search for food^ 

-rs of honeycomb preserved from tlsk 

season will now be found very valuable to supply 
to needy stocks. They should be slightly warmed 

before being introduced into the hive, or the 
temperature of the hive will be much lowered. 
All causes of dampness must be removed as 

soon as discovered, and damp quilts replaced 
by dry ones. March is the best month m the 

year for purchasing stocks of Bees. Colonies 
haviDg stood through the winter, there is, of 

course, less risk of losing them than there would 
havo been had they been purchased in the 
autumn. If a stock is in a healthy and 

prosperous condition, numbers of Bees will be 
observed on a fine day carrying into the hive 

large quantities of pollen, which is at this time 
collected to be used in the rearing of the young 
Bees. In tho early spring the Crocus and the 

various kinds of Willow yield large quantities of 
pollen, the colour of which varies according to 

the kind of flower from which it is gathered. The 
Bee, foraging in the flowers, becomes powdered 
with tho pollen, whioh it brushes from its body 
with its front legs, and collects and kneads it into 

little pellets, and transfers them to the hollows in 
the hind legs provided for its reception and trans¬ 
portation. Before purchasing a stock of Bees 

the inside of the hive should be thoroughly 
examined ; in the caso of a straw skep this can 

only bo done by inverting it, after having blown 
some smoke into the entrance to clear the floor- 
board of Btcs and drive them up amongst tho 

combs. The combs can then l>e gently pressed 
apart and the condition of each carefully noted. 

They should be built straight and be free from 
damp or mould, and contain six or seven seams of 

Bees forming the cluster. The sealed honey 
will l>e found in the top of the combB and should 
be 2 inches or .3 inches deep, while sealed brood- 
cells should be found in patches on the central 

combs. Stocks of Bees should be removed in 
the evening or early morning if in straw 
skeps ; the skeps may be carried in an in¬ 

verted position with a piece of cheese-cloth 
tied over, and for better security to combs a 

pointed stick may be passed through tho sides 
of the skep so as to pierce each comb. If this 

is dono a day or two before removal the Bees 
will secure the combe to tho stick and make all 
safe for moving. 

Dysentery.—This disease is caused through 
dampness inside the hive, and also by the partak¬ 

ing of unsuitable food by the Bees, such aa unripe 
or fermented honey. An undue consumption of 
food and exoitement in the hive, brought about 

by the disturbance of the Bees through unneces 
sary manipulation during cold weather, will 

also tend to encourage this complaint. Hives 
found to be foul from dysenterio discharges 
should have the combe and Bees transferred to 

fresh clean ones, all soiled frames being scraped 
and washed over with a weak solution of car¬ 
bolic. The Bees should bo supplied with a cako 

of candy, a comb or two of sealed stores, or a 
very good food made by mixing liquid honey 

and finely powdered loaf sugar together to the 
consistency of putty. This can be laid upon 
the frames in the form of a cako, and is readily 

taken by the Bees. It can lie introduced at the 
feed-hole in the case of straw skeps. The hive 

should also lie protected well from cold and 
damp, and the Bees disturbed as little as 

possible. S. 8. G., Parkslonc. 

POULTRY & RABBITS. 

QUERIES. 

3422 —Chickens and an Incubator.—I should 
be phased If anyone would give me toms particulars ot 
breeding chickens lu an Incubator, the cost ol It, and 
how heated? I propose having a large room, well heated, 
to place tbe chickens In when hatched, but suppoee the 
incubator would have to be plaoed in another compart¬ 
ment? Any other particulars would be most acceptable. — 
Leko. 

3423 — Chickens dying.—Will someone kindly tell 
me It the seede of the Laburnum-tree it poisonous tor 
chickens, as I have had several mope and die In a short 
time after being put out near to the Laburnum-tree?— 
B.B.S. 

3424 — Blood In the yolk of eggs.-WIII 
" Doultiog" or tome other correspondent kindly tell me 
why the yolks ot my Blaok Minorca hens' eggs sometime 
contain blood ? They are pullets ot last spring’s hatohlng, 
seem very healthy, and have laid well slnoe November.— 
Mas. Paysb. 

REPLY. 

3270.—A poultry-houae.—The best de¬ 
scription of poultry-house is one which fits into 

cr.y corner of the premises which happens to bo 
at liberty ly- la I wiser ‘words, no hard-and-fast 
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rulo can be laid down, but sometime* one kind 
and at other times another will prove the most 
serviceable. A fowl-house is intended princi¬ 
pally for housing the stock at night, and should 
contain from 8 inches to a foot of perch-room 
for each adult bird which roosts in it. The Grohes should be a yard apart at least, and 

all of the same height. This will give plenty 
of room, and thero will bo no fighting for the 
best places. “ Beginner ” can work out the 
dimensions for himself from the above figures. 
He must bear in mind that a small house is un¬ 
healthy for tho fowls and inconvenient for those 
who have to attend to them ; it is, therefore, 
much the best plan to err on the right side. 
Attached to the roosting-place should be a 
lean-to shelter under which the birds can rest 
dnring the day. It is best on the south side, so 
as to secure all the possible sunshine at mid¬ 
winter. In this shelter tho resting-places 
may bo arranged; fowls dislike to enter a 
roosting-place for this purpose. So much 
for the house, Ac., for the adult stock. 
Chickens are best provided with a residence 
for themselves. A house 6 feet by 4 feet, 
if well ventilated at the gables, will accommo¬ 
date twenty-five birds fit for killing. A 
wooden floor canbeput in or not, according to the 
taste of the owner. A run for twenty-six adult 
fowls may measure some 26 yards by 12 yards, 
and as much larger as one likes. It is scarcely 
fair to pass an opinion on the merits of advertised 
poultry-houses; but " Beginner ” may rest 
assured that movable wooden houses will 
answer vory well in this country if made stout 
enough at first and covered with folt in exposed 
situations. .Sometimes they are really too warm 
when thus protected. I have never found them 
cold or difficult to keep wholosome and clean ; of 
course tho crevices are more numerous than in a 
brick or stone built house whioh has been 
plastered, but when whitewashing is resorted 
to onoe or twice a year, and disinfectants are 
used now and then, tho place is really oloaner 
than moat permanent structures. I am in favour 
of these movable houses, as thev enable one to 
use fresh ground at pleasure and keep the fowls 
from tho gardon ana the back door.—DoOLTINO. 

J. DERRICK’S 
Cheap Plants, Carriage Paid. 

ALL 8TRONQ PLANTS a d. 
12 Row, on own room, 11 to 3 ft. high, Ololre, Homire, 

Rare d'Or, Abel Carriore, Sir J. Paxton, reriere, Mar- 
gottin. Sour. d'Eliso, to., 12 »ar. Lint free.4 6 

5 Deutxia graollis, strong, 11 ft. high .2 3 
6 Mrs. Sinktns Pink*, strong olumpa (12 for la. Bd.) .,13 

12 Iceland Poppies, white or yellow.16 
6 Perennial Pyrethruins or Delphiniums.16 

12 Porennial Galllardias. 19 
6 Lychnis chaleedonicu, scarlet perennial .. ..16 

20 Soedllng Carnations, from double dowers .. ..16 
12 Hollyhocks from eholco double dowers.2 3 
6 Variegated Isles Cold and Silrer (12 for 3s. 6d.) „ 2 3 
6 Ampelopsls Veitchi, smell leaved, strong, I to 3 ft. .. 2 6 
3 Hydrangeas Dr. Hogg, best variety (12 for 3s. Sd.1 ..13 

20 Foxgloves, white or spotted (40 for 2s. fid.) .. .,16 
6 Violets Comte Brazza, double white (12 for Is.) ..13 

26 Walldowers, Harbinger. Belvoir Castle, Ac. (50 for 2s.l 1 3 
20 Perennial Lupines or Aquileglas.16 
20 Canterbury Bells, double or single .16 
6 Arum Lilies (12 for 2s. (kl.).16 
3 Greenhouse Asparagus .16 
8 Double Troptoolum Hermoine Grasshotf (12 for 2s.) 1 3 
3 Passion-dowers (3 vor.), 1 Tacsonia .16 
6 Fuchsias, 6 var.16 

12 Tuberous Begonias, good strain, assorted .. ,.30 
6 Porennial Mlohaelmas Daisy (Cnrysanthomum maxi¬ 

mum) .16 
12 Alplno Aurloulss, I-yearV plan's (Hoed fld. per pkt.).. 1 6 
6 Ranunculus aoonltifolius, doublo white .. ..16 

12 Double Carnations, mixod, strong layers .. ..2 6 
6 Hardy olimbors (Jasmines, Honeysuokles, Virginian 

Creepers, Clematis, Ao.).19 
6 Primula oashmoriana or oortnsoides (Bead 6d. pkt.) 1 6 
6 Achillea Ptarmioo, double white.16 

12 Chrysanthemums, beat kinds, named.19 
6 Ivy-leaved Geraniums, 6 var.16 
3 Palms and 3 Cyporos.10 
6 Lovely Maiden-hair Perns, 6 var.2 0 
Any 11a. worth may be soluotod from this odvt. for 10s. All 

plants oarefuUy packed and carriage paid. Satlsfaotlou 
guaranteed for oash with order. 

J. DERRICK, 
PORTISHEAD, near BRISTOL. 

TTENRY & CO.—GERANIUMS, very fine, all 
-*-*■ auiumn-struok: Vosuvlus, West Brighton Gom, Raspail 
Virgo, Mario, Mmo. Thlbaut, all Is. 2d. doz. H. Jaooby, 
Is 6d.: «ilvor, Is. 3d.; Bronze Czar, Is. 4il. Dble. Salmon, 
Is. 9d. 1 doz. each of above for 9s. 3d 6 var dnest named 
Dble IvyGoraniums, including Cordon's Glory, ls.9d., allfrce. 
—HKNRY k CO., near Amcrsham, Bucks. 

A M PE LOPS IS VEITCHI, 5 for Is. 3d. ; Dian- 
-rL thus Napoleon III., 4, le. 2d.; Pinks, 2s. doz., includ¬ 
ing Souvenir Bales and Mrs. Welch. Viola Ducbe.s of Fife, 
4, Is. 2d., all free.—HKNRY t CO., near Amvrsham, Bucks. 

TJEVON A CORNWALL ROCKERY FERNS, 
■*-' including Osmunda, 50, 3s.; 100, 5s.; extra large, 
100, 7s. Osmunda regalia, 6, 2s. ; 12, 3s. 6d. Primrose plants, a Is. 6d.; 100 2s. 6d.: extra largo, 50, 2s. 6d.; lOoT is., 

free —BROWN. Ilrookador, Klusskorswell. Devon. 

PERNS, all hardy. — Oreopteris, Osmunda 
J- rigida, Polyntichum, Bcolopcndrium, Parsley, marinuiu, 
viride, Oak, Beech, oalcarum, Ao., 15 distinct. Is. 6d.; 20 
extra largo rookery roots, 2s. 6d : 50, 5s. ; 100, 9b., correctly 
num d, larriugn paid.—J. HARRISON. Fotlalde, Kendal. 

TV/TY PENNY PLANTS ARE READY.—12 
for Is. 3d. ; 24, 2s., free.—Fuchsias, Geraniums, Helio¬ 

trope, Musk, Mimulus, Coleus, Scented Verbena, Doublo 
Petunia, Veronica, Chrysantnemiuns, Ac. 12 splendid 
Fuchsias, Mrs. Hill, Molosworth, and other cbolce varieties, 
Is. ikl. 12 Geraniums, Is. 6<1. Tomato-plant*, Conference, 
Perfection, Peach, and other kinds, good early plants, 12 for 
Is. 6d.—GARDENER, Old Vicarage, Bprowston, Norwich. 

STRONG PLANTS.—Soon bloom. 12 each 
, Primrose Hybrids, Polyanthus, Choice Pansies, Sweet 

Williams, Wallflowers, Porgomo-nols, Soedllng Carnations, 
loeland Poppy, Oriental Poppy, 6 alpine Auriculas, 6 
Pico tees, lot, free, 2s. Vegeta ole plants: 250 Onion Tripoli, 
40 Lettuoc, 20 Cabbage, 10 Red, free, 1s. fld. Dalsios, 50 line 
rod, 25 White Queen, 25 Hen and Chicken, free, Is. 8d.—J. 
DOCKER, Haxey, Bawtry. 

free to ami 
the newvet and beat . 
in cultivation, with hints on Carnation oulturc. 

WEGOELIN, Bhaldop, Telgomonth, Devon. 

RARE OLD DOUBLE ORIMSON 
POLYANTHUS, F:AC0NSFIELD typo of Single Polyanthus, 

yellow, white, fanay, and lucod, Is. 3d. iloz. Pansies, 
best hootch, namod, 3s.: unnamed, 2s. dozen. Piuks, named 
3s.: unnamed, 2s. Carnations (J. 0. is tho raiser of some of 
the popular sorts), named. 5s.: unnamed. 3s. 6d. doz Glolre 
do Nancy, the largest Clove-scented white, Old Crimson 
Clove, and Roil ltraes, the best Pico tee for outdoors, 2s. 6d. 
doz. Auriculas, ohoice. Is. 6d. doz Begonias, I.aing and 
CannoU's, best namod, large tubers. Is. 6d. singles, 2s. 
doublos. Arum, Little Gom, Is. 3d. oaoh, tho abovo all In 
strong plants. Mimulus moschatus, flore-pleno (doublo 
Musk), 3 strong plants. Is., post free. 

Po.l frrr, cash urifA order. 
CROMBIB, Barrow-ln-Furnoss. 

ir** 
ASKEWS CRESTED NATIVE FERNS. 

Splendid Tftrietlee. 4<1. Fom Culture, »H«1 , free. 
W. T. ASKEW, Borrowdnlo Hotel, Keswick. 

Illustrated Fern Culture, Is,_ 

■pUCHSlAS.—The newest and b< v,, nicely 
J- rooted for growing on. 12, all dissimilar, namod, 2s„ 
free,—BATEMAN. Warillng,Hastings._ 

(TekaNIUM F. V. Raspail, finest for every 
« purpose, autumn rooted, 2s. doz,; 12s, 100, free — 
JAMES BATEMAN. WurUIng, Hastings. 

PELARGONIUMS.—Double Ivy-leaf, strong 
^ planta,_Jinest varieties^ 12 distinot, named, 3s. ; 6 for 

100 hardy 
autumn Aster 
—GARDENE 

hardy flowering plan 
Asters, I'ouhlo Kocki 

JEN ER, Rolls, Co. M 

...... nations, Pinks, Tansies, 
jkets, Ao., free,2e. 9d.; half, Is. 6d. 
Meath. Ireland. 

A URICULA8. — Green-edged, Grey-edged, 
-os- White edged, and Sslf; alro alpine Auriculas, all 
namod varictlo-, true to namo.—W. WHEELWRIGHT, 
o.o Mr. Humphreys. High-st., Old Swlnfo-d. nr Stourbridge. 

TjROVER’iS BOOK on the Chrysanthemum 
-Lr should be road by every amaieur grower desiring success. 
Hundreds testimonials all parts of England, Now Zealand, 
and Australia, post free. Is. 2d —Nuroonns, Fareham. 

fJARNATIONS, HOLLYHOCKS, LILIES.— 
aw Lilium aurntum, 8 to 9 inches round, 3, Is. 6d ; 9 to 10 
inohes, 2, Is. 6d.: album Krmtzori. 2, la. 60.; mbmm eruen- 
• um, 2, la. 4d.; doublo Tiger, 3, Is. All sound Japanese 
bulbs, all post free. Carnations. Salisbury, Old Crimson 
Clove, and Glolre do Nanoj, 3«. fld. dozen: 6, 2s , post free. 
Double Hollyhooks, various colours, mixod, largo year-old 
plants, 2s. fld. dozen, post free. Seed, Plant, and Bulb Cata¬ 
logue gratis.—W. A A. SHEPPARD. Isy-road. Hounslow. 

| HRYSANTH EM UMS. -PANSIES. —Namod 
Chiyoonthemum cuttings, rooted oarly kinds, 6 pairs for 

Is. 3d. Named bodding Pansies, various colours, large clumps 
(not single plants), 2s. fld. doze": 6,1s. 6d„ post froo. Oral- 
Ilary plants, Is. dozen,—SHEPPARD, as above._ 

(SPECIAL OFFER. — ALPINES in bud ; 
hJ Primula nivalis. Primula rosea var. grandlflora, and 
Gent-ana ocaulis (clumps), Is. each, free : 7*. fld. per dozen. 
Edelweiss, the great Pyrenean Saiifrage. and the alpine Rose 
(Khododendron hlrsutum), young, but vigorous and healthy, 
same prioos, all free for cosh with ordor. General Catalogue 
of Alpinee and Herbaceous, 4 stamps, free to purchasers. — 
Address MANAGER, Quddfonl Hardy Plant Nursery 
Guildford. 

("10LEU8.—Brilliant colors, 12 large plants, 
V ■" Jndiarubber plant. Is. 3d.; 12 Carnations. 
'"■3d ; 12 Maldcn-ha!r Fen,* Is. 3d.: 50 I-nbel'.a, la. 3d : 

• 2i,‘r|C Heliotrope, 1*. 3d. Cut¬ 
tings, WL dozen ;, Geraniums. Fuchsias, Margueritos, Hullo. 
,„™l>"*,' P“»'»nflowoi»Hono)sueklea. Seeds, 2d. paek't: 
12 for Is. fld., Primula, Cineraria, Calceolaria. Begonia Kerns. 
Paims, Auriculas, Cyclamen, Gloxinia, Orevlllea,Cucumber* 

Sitt^atTSrHM.uJi1*’ DBh,iX ,r—'BURNER 

70 0t)0 81,klNO BEDDING -12 Double 

la 3d. Chrysanthemums: Cuttings, 100 mixed. Is. 3d.; 50 
rMjlfc a' i “j.ln 13b-toamedsorts. Is. 3d. 8p*olal offer 
of Maiden hair Fern, 12 strong 'plants, Is. 3d.; 50 fronds, 
Is, 3d. Amateur s Garden Guide, 64 pages, 100 illustrations. 
7d.. poet free.-TURNER Thatto-heitK St Helen* 

T.AROE - FLOWERING BEOOlf lAS^G55d 
i zMnd. tu,b#r*- double and single mixod. various oolours, 

"id'n^dstialn, 2s. 3d aud 3s. 31 doz., free. Write for List. 
BAPOOCK, Broad-street, Ottery 8t. Mary. Devon 

rjLEMATIS, kc.—10 var., 3s. (all oolours); 6 I jbb.uATlo, &c.—10 var., 3s. (all colours); 6 
7 rar-jls. 9d. Rosas, 30 var.. 9s.; 12 Climbing var.. 3e.. 
^rong, free. Cucumber seed (Tel.. RoU 30, 6d.; 300. So ; 
ngu,fls. See bargains Bajqar.—BROUNT, Rotherfleld, Sussex! 

XTOW READY, prioo 12s., post fr«e, Ufarf^The 
,, Garden, Vol. 42. July to Deoemhur, lftwL—Of/all book*. 

y„i^.a-.r,yv.awV.V'r 

TNVALUABLE BOOKS FOR AMATEURS. 
J- —" Greenhouse Guido," 7}d., free. " Gardening Guide," 
OJd. "Roso Culture," Bid. "Begonia Culture," fad. 
" Poidtry Guido," Bid. All free.—MOKLEY A CO„ Preston. 

^1* (Evergreen).—12 hardy large-roo 
feathery kinds, 2s. fld.,free. 12 new and rare Hart s longue, 

registered. 7s. Bd. ll tufts of Gentlana verim, 2« M. Catalogue, 
Id.—I*. O'KBLLY. Olmarnk Ilouw, n»Hyvaughan, Co. (?laro. 

niVEN AWAY.—Having sown all sceds~I 
o require, will send 20 packuts. all named and dllTerenl, 
free, Is., including Now Oriental Hop, Comet Aster, Mignon 
Aster, Triumph Aster. S'ock, Shirley Poppy, Nieotiuna, and 
given gratis to every purchaser 3 seeds of that novelty, new 
self-climbing Japanese Cucumber, all new seeds.-G. F. 
LETTS, West Haddon Rugby. 

(IIVEN AWAY on aooount of REMOVING. — 
VJ X have more seeds than I shall require, so will send 20 
Packet! free for Is., Including Mignon Aster, Comet Aster, 
Scarlot Triumph Aster, Japanese Hop, Swan Poppy, Nlco- Scarlet Triumph Aster. Japanese Hop, Rwan Poppy, Nico¬ 
tians afflnis. Stock, and all New Heeds. Given gratl. toevery 
purchaser 12 seeds of that new Aster, Cambridge Blue.— 
o LETTS. The Chase. Kisllngbury. Northamptoh. 

D EMOVINU.—Expiration of Lease —50 Corn- 
l-« flowers, bltio, pluk, white, Is.: !0 Paoslee, from choicest 
namvd German Vied. Is.: 20 Sweet Williams, Is.; 60 Wall 
flowers. Blood Red. Is. All orders over Is. carefully packed 
and carriage paid.—G. LETTS, The Chase, Kltbngbury, 
Northampton. _ _ 

pOLKUS ! CfSCEUg’! COLEUS !—From one 
V of the beet Collections In England, including the most 
handsome varieties that have been sent out, as Beckswlth ■ 
Gem, Britton Gem, Juno, L’Etoile dti Sud, Vesuvius, M. 

uymRfybgMrdou, Mm«, J. Bollefond, Ao., Ac. 12 v rietlos, 
3at Ixi. : 24 varieties, 4s., well rooted, healthy,] and 
trccfe?V*'VcHAS. MOKFETT, R-ib3rt,-.bridgc.®i|>}(li/ C 

yj namod varieties for exhibition. My selection, 6t. per 
dozen. Extra Una pltnle of "Germania, boat yellow self, 6 »>. Cd.; 12 for 6s., post free. Cash with order.—T. 

. Holebotuinl, Tndinnrden 

ICELAND PQPFIES.—Yellow, white, and 
4- orange, mixod, Is. |Kir doz , free.—JOHN TURNER 
Wetherby, Yorks. _ _ _ _ 

STOCKS AN1) ASTERN for Exhibition a 
speciality. laxrgr-flowerlng Ten-week Slooks, mixed; 

Victoria Aster, mixed: Truffaut's Pteony-flowored Asto', 
mixed. All the above contain a great variety of colours, no 
better can be had. Eaoh, fld. and le. per pkt.—JOHN 
TUHNER, Wetherby, Yorks._ 

■pEGONIAS.—3 very choico large-floweriog 
■U forpot culture, assorted, 2s , freo. Cash with order.— 
JOHN TURNER, Wetherby. Yorka. _ 

pINERARlA.—French strain, far superior to 
yj English in slxs and oolenr of flowers and habit of plants, 
Is. per pkt.. free_JOHN TURNER. Wetherby, Yorks. 

p.ERANIUMS (Bedding). — Early autumn- 
"J struck, well-rooted, and healthy: Henry Jacoby, le. 9d. 
doz.; 10s. id. 100 Master Christine. Flowor of Spring, 
B Jou, Is. 6d. dox.; 9s. 100. Tom Thumb, Jean Sisley, Scarlet 
Vesuvius, Is. 3d. doz.: 7s 100. Crystal Palace Gem and 
Bronze, 2s. doz., free.—CHAS MORFETT, Robert abridge, 
Sussex-_ I,- __ 
T UOHTOPHS Finest Carnation grown, Tfie 
# [CoverMnrrt»J f«hi 7'JfTBCdoz.r.free. KeW other sorts, 
ptSe Inarld/oatiJiLLll.lHHAtsJtWilHeld, Salisbury. 
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gardening illustrated. April 1, 1893 

QARDBN WORK.* 

Conservatory. 
A thin shade will he beneficial now for plants In bloesom. 

The inn la sometimes very hot In clondlese days In Uaroh 
and April, and to keep flowers in perfection as long as 
possible shade Is neoeasary during the hottest part of the 
day. 8plr»ae in bloom and oomlng on will require water 

eeveral times a day, or, better still, stand them in saucers or Etna. Shift on Chrysanthemums and place in cold pit or 
onse. All they require is protection from frost, and this 

can generally be obtained by ooveriogs at night. Oive all 
the air possible when mild and oalm The best potting 

house. All they require is protection from frost, and this 

can generally be obtained by ooveriogs at night. Oive all 
the air possible when mild and oalm The best potting 
material Is old turf with the fibre still In it, bat the Grass 
roots dead. This is broken up with the hands into small 

pieces and mixed with a third of old manure with a little 
sand and a small portion of oalolned oyster-shells; broken 

one* will do well for this shift. Later on the oompoet may 
be a little rloher, either by the addition of some artificial 
manure or a little bone meal. A light sprinkling of soot is 
also useful. Pot firmly and leave plenty of room for water. 

At regards stopping the shoots, where speoimen blooms 
are required, stopping it not recommended, but for con¬ 
servatory deooration these long unstopped plants are not 
so satisfactory. A fine bloom that requires to be examined 
from tho top of a pair of tall steps is not generally satisfac¬ 

tory. Plants for furnishing out flowers or for the conserva¬ 
tory may be stopped In due time, butrepotting and plnohlng 

the shoots should never be done nt the same time, the why 
and wherefore of which soaroely needs any explanation, as 
the principle runs through everything and may be freely 
stated—never give more than one cheok at a time. 
Cuttings of Chrysanthemums rooted now will do useful 

work, though the flowers will not be large. Plants in lean- 
to houses should often be turned round so that they may 
not become onesided or naked at tbe bottom. See that all 

inside borders are moist. Oive liquid-manure to Roses 
planud out and In pots. Plants of Campanula pyramid- 
alls, wtilti and blue, should he shifted Into their blooming Kts. Tnese will vary In size aooording to sice of plants. 

rge plants may have 8-lnoh pots, next size 7 inches, and 
the small ones fl-lnoh pots. These sre showy st tbe end of 
summer and In autumn ; they are easily rslsed from seeds, 

and if well attended to they will flower the socond year. A 
group of Olivias coming Into bloom Is slwavs attractive. 
These are worth more attention. Large plants in good 

oooditlon need not he repotted annually, as vigour con 
be kept up by the moderate use of itlmulanls. Ivy 
Pelargonium! grown into specimens are always effective. 
Borne degree of training it neoeeaary, either by ualog stakes 

or wires. Three or four wires bent over and both ends 
thrust in the pot, so as to form a oooe shaped trainer from 
2 feet to 8 feet high, Is a simple, easy mode of training. 
Named Cineraria* whloh have done blooming should be 

moved to a oool pit to develop the tuokere at the base. 
Primula eeed which 1* now ripening should be looked 

after. 

Stove. 
The stove as a rule dost not require muoh ventilation at 

this season, though no hard and fast line should belaid down, 
as these structures vary ao muoh in size and obaraotsr, and 
each house In the matter of ventilation, shading, Ac., should 

be especially studied. Too muoh shade Is always injurious, 
and too muoh cold, dry air rushing In drinking up all the 
molaturs Is evsn more so. At this season, when the days 

are bright and the air keen, It Is better to temper the sun's 
rays with a thin shade than to keep down temperature by 
muoh ventilation. It is difficult to avoid overorowding In 
this house now, for planteare growing freely. If there arc 
mealy-huge on any of the plants it will be a mistake to 
seek relief from overorowding by moving any of the plants 

to the Vineries. This Is sometimes done, but It la very 
risky. It will be found tar better to throw out a plant or 
two than run the risk of filling Vineries with mealy-bug. 
Allamantlae and other flowering olimben must be grown 

in the light to obtain a good orop of flowers on the young 
wood. Tbe usual way ie to train the shoots near the glass 

on wires or strings, and when the truss*! of blossom oan be 
distinguished to take them carefully down and fix them on 
ths wire trainers. Basket-plants will require a good deal 
of water now. When a thorough soaking becomes necessary, 

take them down and dip In a tank or tub. Tiiere should be 
a tank for supplying water with the ohlll off in every stove. 

Unheated Greenhouse. 
When Tuberous Begonias are wintered In pots, or cellars, 

or other frost-proof buildings, they may be safely brought 
book now to the greenhouse. I should not repot yet. Let 

the growth start away first, and when the shoote are an 
Inch or two long shift into larger pots, removing a little 
of the old toll without disturbing the root* overmuch. 
Very pretty are these Auriculae now. Theoultureofoholoe 

Primulas and Polyanthuses may beoomblned with Aurloulas, 
as all thrive under the same conditions. It will, of course, 
be borne in mind that this family requires good loam, and 

they oannot bear muoh bot sunshine. Tree Pwonies are 
bright and showy and may be grown welt in pote. A 

collection would be moet interesting and ehould be plungod 
outside In summer, after the wood bad been hardened a 
bit, and the house then given up to Lillee, Kuohtlas, and 
Tuberous Begonias, with a few odds and ends thrown in. 

Mushroom-house. 
New beds may still be made np in the house, but the 

season Is at band when Mushroombede will do a* well 
In the open air. ae unless tbe house stands In a very 
oool position. Mushrooms In summer will get maggoty 
and be useless. Tbe beet stimulant to revive flagging 

Mushroom beds Is nitrate of soda, half an ounce to tbe 
gallon, and Itabould be applied warm. All roots of llhubarb, 
Stakals, and other things, tbs produoe of whioh have been 
used, should be taken out. Old Mushroom-beds as they 

beoome exhausted ehould be oleared out also, as they tend 
to the Inorease of woodlloe and other Insects. 

Sowing Greenhouse Annuals In Hot-bed. 
Many thing* may be raised from seeds sown in hot-beds 

now that will be useful for the greenhouse later. Oocks- 
oombe, both the old-faehloned kind and the feathery 

plumosa varieties, and Coleuee* oan be vaya to a very 

• in oold or northn-n dietriett t\e ojtratioiif t*r 
to under " Garden Work' may be done fhanMnday! to, 
a fortnight later them it here indicated with equally gooi. 

useful size In a short lime from Beeds. Mignonette, Balsam, 

Tbunbergia alata, Cobaia soandeos, and Maurandya Bar- 
clayana. Gloxinias, and Tuberous Begonias may be sown 
now, also Primulas and Cinerarias, Blue Gums and 

Oannas, especially the new large-flowering varieties. If 
the seeds of the Cannes are soaked In warm water 21 hours 
they will germinate Immediately. , 

Gold Frames.' - , \ 
Tender plants will require warm oovers at night. Two 

thlcknessea of mate will be required if mate are used, but 

straw covers are oheap and very efficient in keeping out 
frost. Water only in the mornings of flne days at present, 
and It la better to keep the plants on ths side of dryness st 

the root* for awhile, unless there I* a marked obange 
In the weather. Aeeoon as the seeds of8tooks. Asters, Ao., 
have germinated move to oold frame, and ventilate to keep 
growing steady. 

Window Gardening. 
Pelargoniums will Boon be oomlng on, and every effort 

should be made to get rid of green flies before the plants 
open s flower. Roses sre not much grown a* window 
pUots ; the reason le, probably, they last but a ahorttlme, 

and the plants In the half starved oooditlon In which they 
are generally seen are not good to look at. Very many 
hardy plants grown for early blooming (.Rooer among tbe 

number), are muob injured by being turned out before the 
growth has been ripened. Wbere Roses sre grown In 
windows st all, the Polyantha rosea will give eatiafaotion. 

Outdoor Garden. 
Evergreens may be safely transplanted now. A good deal 

depends upon the way in wbioh the land has been prepared. 
Wbere the ground has been trenched and pulverised by 
exposure, trees and shrubs will stand a muoh better chance 

of growing than If holes sre dug In unmoved land. When 
shrubs or trees are moved from a sheltered to so exposed 

position, It is always desirable to afford some shelter the 
first month or two, or until tho period of cold winds are C There are oheap and simple ways of doing this. 

t stakes driven in on the windward side, and evergreen 

or other brsnohee used to form a shelter by winding them 
between tbe stakes. I have sometimes used wattle hurdles 

to break tbe foroe of the wind, and those answer very well. 
Brash faggots with the thiok ends fixed In the fronde 
formas good shelter. Groups of Tritomae are very effective 

near masses of shrubs on the lawn, jutting out from them 
a* It were. They offer a striking oontrast to groups of 
Pampas Grass and masses of Polygonum ouspldatum. 

sowing may be delayed till the end of this month or first 
week In May. Main orop of Carrots should be got In now, 
though early Nantes Born Carrots may he town monthly 
in email quantities till middle of July for drawing young. 

Seakale oomlng on In open air must be covered entirely 
to keep tbe air and light from It. Earth up Cauliflowers 

and Cabbages. Drain soil to Peas end Beans and place 
sticks er other supports is good time before the tendrils 
■tart away. Krenoh Beane may, If desired, be started In 
boxes for planting on s warm border. Cauliflowers which 

have been raised in heat must be well hardened before Anting out, and it is better to plant in rather daep 
lls. Tomatoes, both for planting In oool-bouse and also 

olygonum ouspldatum. 

Ad of these thing* may bs planted now; better let the 
Grass grow close up to the plants without any formal or 

exact margin. Very pretty in the borders have bean 
several large groups of Chionodoxs Lucillw (Glory of the 
SnowV. Those who are thinking of planting Hepatioas at 
any time should prepare the ground by working 11 plenty 
of leaf-mould with sand, if the ground Is heavy. A shady 

spot suite them best, a* it does also Cyolamena and Dog’s- 
tooth Violets. Divide and replant Viols cornuta and V. 

lutes. Plant oat tafted and other Pansies still In outting 
beds. Plant edgings of hardy plants, these will inolude 
Sedum Saxifrages, Houeeleek, Lavender Cotton, Ao. 
Rockwork may be altered and extended now. Sow hardy 

annuals In quantity. 

IPrult Garden. 
Pines should now receive the spring shifting. Those 

suooeeelonB which require larger pot* should receive present 
attention, and tho bottom-beat should be overhauled and, 

where neotssary, renewed. Moet Pine-growers hav* soli 
chopped up and placed In a warm place several days befor* 
a start is made. Pots n'so of the most likely sizes are 
prepared, so that when tbe weather la suitable the work 

oan be rapidly executed. Where Pioee are grown largely 
the shifting at this season and the renewal of tbe bottom- 
heator plunging beds must be done very promptly. Good 

turfy.loam, more or leseeoriohed aooording to quality, will 
form the basis of all Pine growing. A little old manure or 

bone-meal with a sprinkle of soot is always useful. Press the 
■oil firmly la the pots and where possible remove a leaf or 
two from the bottom of the plents to se to drop them S 

little deeper in the pote and encourage tbe production of 
uew roots. Give tile final thinning to Peaohet in early 
bouse wbiob have Uoithed stoning. Ae a rule, I do not 
recommend many surplus fruit to be left on so long as 

this, still, a Anal look round should be given and where 
too many fruits have been leftreduoe the numbers. Hmall 
Peaches have but little value In a commercial or, indeed, 
any other sense, nnd this means rather eovere thinning. 

One to a square foot may be taken ae the correct distance 
apart. Peaobe* will take a good deal of nourishment In the 

way of stimulants, but It should not be continued too long 
or the flavour may suffer. When the first faint tinge of 
colour appears discontinue the nee of stimulants. Grapes 
hanging In the room rnuet be looked over frequently. A 

good etock ol Lady Downs's in good oondltion would be 
worth money now, though Grapes are very cheap now In 
comparison with what they wore thirty years ago. Keep up 
the succession of Strawberries by introducing the requisite 

number of plants nt fortnightly intervals. Continue to do 
grafting and look oarefully after the blossom of fruit-Creel. 

Vegetable Garden. 
Suooessional crops of Peas, Beans, Uorn Carrots, Spinach. 

Lettuces, and small salads should bs sown os required 
OooJ Poas for present sowing will be found In Duke Of 

Albany, Walker’s Perpetual, Ne Plus Ultra, and Veltoh's 
Perfection. Doubtless there sre newer Pea* of good 
quality, but not better than those mentioned above, and 
the cost ol the seeds will be 50 per cent. more. The Green 

Windsor lea good Bean (or presontplanting. The Beans 
are a better colour when oooked than the broader varieties, 
and 1 do not tblnk the very Broad Beane have muoh to 
reoommend them for the tanle. The flerb garden may be 

rearranged now. Cuttings of Sage, Thyme, Mint. Ac., will 
root now if planted firmly and supplied with water till 
rooted. If desired, seeds of Sags, Thyme, lavender, 

Rosemary, Ac., maybe sown. In making uew beds ol Mint, 
If the young shoote are out with a knife a couple of lochee 
beneath the soil the cut shoot* will easily lift out with 

good root*, and If planted in beds 8 inches apart tiiere will 
owQreen Mint for gathering in a very short time. It le a 
g( oil plan to have Mint lu different aspeots eo ae to have 

Tries Green Mint all summer. A patch in » warm sheltered 

bpofrwill oome in early, but the latest supply inli be ligilair 
Auder a north wall. Sow main orop of Beet about the 

middle ol April generally. In very early cii trie tit/jilt 

drills. Tomatoes, both for planting In oool-bouse and also 

for oovering walla or fenoee outside, ehould be kept moving, 
being shifted into largar poU as required. Cucumber* aad 

Melons In frames will need careful management now, 
avoiding all checks either by Injudicious watering or 

ventilation. E. Hobdat. 

Work In tho Town Garden. 
At the time of writing the weather is exceedingly bright 

and warm in the daytime, bub with froety nights, necessi¬ 

tating the use of a good deal of Are-heat for tender plants 
under glass. Under euoh circumstances evaporation is 
very rapid, and abundant supplies of water are neoeeaary 
in order to keep them in a healthy and growing condition. 

At this season the forenoon ie the best time to give water, 
or, at any rate, the ohief part of the supply, though the 
stock, and particularly those in small pots, ehould be 
looked over a second time during the afternoon, eepeotally 

In warm houses, where the pipes have to be kept hot 
during the night. After a thorough supply has been given 
to all plants showing the least signs of dryness, In the 

early psrt of the morning, the whole of the contents of the 
house should be liberally syringed with perfectly clean 
water, with ths obtll Just taken off—not warm. Without 
an abundant supply of moisture plant* in pots oannot 

make a healthy growth ; and If the drainage la free there 
will now be but little danger of giving too much—that le, 
If no more la supplied ae long as the soil remains moist. 
Small seedling plants In boxes or pans must now be 

shaded from bright sun during tbs middle of the day, each 
as have bean recently pricked off, In particular; shade is 
also neoeasary for alfouttlngs In process of striking. The 

bulk of eetobliehed plants of the ordinary (took of Pelar¬ 
goniums, Fuohelas, Petunias, and others will, however, be 
all tbe better for full exposure to all the sun there ie at 

present: but take oare to ventilate freely and In good 
time, so as to avoid a stuffy atmosphere. Cineraria* and 
Herbaceous Calceolarias should be lightly shaded on bright 
days, and if the foliage wilts. It is better to sprinkle them 

liberally overhead than to deluge the roots with water, 
though If the soil la found to be really dry this must be 

reotlued also. No time should be lost In potting bulb* ol 
the Tuberous Begonias and placing them in a light position 

to start, even with no more heat than that of an ordinary 
greenhouse; most of these are already on the move. If 
they oan be plungod In a gentle bottom heat fora time 

they will form root* more quickly and plentifully, but 
keep the tops near tbe glass with light shade from bright 
sun. Prlok off seedlings Into extra welt-drained pads or 
boxesof lightly riahaoU, leaf-mould and aand is best, and keep 

them close and regularly moist. Tomatoes must be pricked 
off as soon as they oan be bandied. Keep them moderately 
warm for tbe present. Sow Astore, Stocks, Zinnias, and 

Phlox Drum moo di in a frame or in boxes on a greenhouse 
shelf. . „ IS. C. It. 

THS COMING WJiaE'B WORK. 

Extract» from a garden diary from April 
let to April 8th. 

Prepared a piece of ground for planting with Violets to 
raise plants for growing In autumn. Marie Louise is the 

ohief variety grown. Some good old manure has been 

worked In. Shall plant Violets about middle of month I 
find they mske the strongest end beet crowns when Bated In quite an open situation away from walls and 

ildiugo. Ths main thing 1* to plant early, and keep 
them moving till It is time to plant in frames, wbiob with 
ue Is about middle of September. Water will be given 
ehonld It beneceeeary when the weather le hot and dry. 

Watered newly-planted treoeand shrubs; they ara, per¬ 
haps, not exactly suffering, but It 1* best not to wait till 
that lime arrives before attending to their wants. They 
were mulched when planted, so it will not be difficult to 

keep the soil near the roots moist. Bowed main orop* of 
Boat and Carrots. Prepared trenohes of late Pass. TD*m 

aro Isolated with othor oropa between, l’eos do so much 
better when the light falls on all sides. I prefer when 
possible to run the rows north and south, as the sun 
shines on both sides. Prepared trenches for earliest 

Celery ; only just a row or two will be planted of this first 
crop. The plants are oomlog on In small pots, and in the 
meantime the manure will be blending with the soiL 
Lettuces have been planted on the ridge*. Bowed New 

Zealand Spinach in pots under glass. Two or three seels 
are placed In the oontre of each pot, and when the plants 
are hardened off they will bo planted In patches a yard 
apart in a warm, sunny spot. Picked off Oaptloum*. 

Bowed in boxes Basil, Marjoram, aod summer Savoys. 
Made new bed of Mint. A good deal is forced, so new 
beds are made annually to got the roots strong, and to 

always hare plenty In stock. Ouonmbort under glass are 
growing rapidly now; light top-dressings are given fre¬ 
quently, ae where the plant* are doing well the white roots 
soon work through, end I would rather use little and often 

than put on a heavy top-dreislng at one operation. Set 
early Melons. Thinned Grapes In second vinery, and dis¬ 
budded and tied down young growths in late houses. 1 was 
muoh afraid one house of young Vines had been over¬ 

cropped last year. However, the Vines have broken well, 
ana are showing plenty of hunches, so I suppose no great 
barm was done. They bad on* thing in their favour—they 

had received a heavy dressing of Silicate manure. Stirred 
■oil among Panelet, Pinks, Carnations, and growing plants 
generally. Moved bedding plants Into oold frames; shall 
oover with straw mate at night. Sowed Cucumber and 

Melon seed* for raising plants to fill pits and frames when 
tho btdding plant* aan be set out. Sowod a few more 
Vegetable Marrow and Ridge Cucumber seeds. Thinned 
'*eno)i=ein ei.rlj txiu» ; both Alexander and Waterloo hav* 

oome out better than expeoted. It le not often thee* rorle- 

tlM*!! rcorolr.'it .bin will be required; but this season 
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thtr* has bssa a considerable number to pull oft. lied down 
yoonf wood In Peaah-houa*. To have flne Peaches they must 

lave finerous treatment, and only carry a moderate crop. 
I iboukt bare been glad to have taken bedding and other Kte out of thle house earlier, but oould not manage it. 

led out Hollyhooks, Gladiolus, and remainder of Car¬ 
nations. Rolled and mowed lawns. 

Pampas Grass (Oynerinm argenteum). 

and is [well adapted for small pieces of water, 
but its value is diminished through the increase 

of fine hybrids. Then there is Caapary's Water 
Lily, which some call a distinct Bpeciea, and 

others make it a variety of N. alba. At any rate, 
it is exceedingly beautiful, and I think I may 

say rare and very expensive, for the now kinds 
are offered at a much cheaper rate than this, 
although it grows wild in Sweden. It begins 

to flower earlier, and with the water at a lower 
temperature than any other kind. Its flowers 

in size and shape are liko those of N. alba, but 
they are of a deep rosy carmine colour. It comes 
with a flush of flowers in May and June, but 

ceases in summer. There are many kinds to 
succeed it, however, and its earliness is a great 

point in its favour. The Sweet Water Lily is 
N. odorata, an American species introduced 
100 years ago. It differs in many respects 

from our native kind, flowering profusely in 
deep or shallow water from Juno till 
autumn. Its flowers are white and sweetly 

Bcented. Some plants of this species have a 
decided red tinge in their flowers at the base of 
the petals, and one well-marked variety has 

been discovered in America, and called the 
Capo Cod Water Lily, having been found near 
Cape Cod, Boston, Mass. It is called N. 

odorata rubra ; but the latter name is a little 
misleading, as one cannot truly call it red. It 

is, however, distinct from the Swedish kind, its 
colour being pure-rose at the base, shading 
to pink at the edges and tips of the 

petals. It is a profuse bloomer, and the 
llowors open widely. Last year my group of 
six plants was not without flowers from the 

time they first appeared in June till late October, 
when tho days became too dull and the 
water too cold for numerous bulbs then showing 
to develop. 

N. TCBERosA is a North American species, 
limited in its natural distribution, and uncom¬ 

mon in cultivation. It has not tho long, thick, 
fleshy root-stock peculiar to most Nyinphieas, 
but instead a thick, fleshy tuberous mass of 

roots ; hence its name. It is, however, easily 
increased, and should be more commonly 

cultivated. Its flowers are white, larger, 
longer and broader in the petal than those of 
other wild species, whilst one distinct trait it 
has is that its flowers are thrown up above the 

water several inches, those of moat Lilies float¬ 
ing on the surface. 

N. klava is tho only yellow kind ever found 

wild, and exists in Florida. It was for a lung 
time a puzzle to the botanists, who supposed it to 
exist, but they did not know where. It was intro¬ 

duced into this country about twelve years ago, 
and although tolerably hardy, it has not proved 

very desirable in cultivation. Instead of having 
a thick rhizome, it has a mass of fibrous roots, 
and in addition it sends out long, runner-like 

shoots after the manner of a 8trawbcrry, and 
theso form young plants. Tho flowers are 
canary-yellow. From its habit it could hardly 

be crown in a confined space, but thero is no 
need to troublo about it. Doubtless it was 
one of tho parents of M. Marliac’s yellow 

hybrids, and we have its charming colour 
embodied in plants that stay at home, and 
for months keep sending up magnificent aud 

immense flowers in unbroken succession. The 
last true species that has come under my 
notice is a pigmy kind, but a gem for tiny 

fountains, or for cultnro in a manner suggested 
below. It is called N. pyamiea, and hails from 

Siberia. Its leaves are about the size of the 
palm of a man's hand, and the flowers, which 
merely consist of four white petals, besides, of 

course, the inner parts, are, when open, only 
about 2 inches across. Now we como to the 

hybrids, that Will do so much te make tho whole 
family popular in the near future and greatly 
sought for. They seem to belong to two distinct 

types. One lot, to which M. Marliac has given 
his own name, has flowers larger in all their 

parts, and altogether considerably in advance of 
anything hitherto known or seen among Hardy 

Water Lilies. Another section in odour, and 
size, and shape of flower, without a doubt comes 
from the odorata type, and the name has been 

retained, adding another descriptive of colour. 
The gianta of the family are the Marliacea kinds. 

N.. Mamaacea Atm da surpasses all the white 

kinds lb existence’ It has groat vigour of 
growth snd"l'af»g;,|tb^ jcjyei^Pno mean orna- 

mebt in themseives—being purple-red when 
A^PAffift'V-cus green with age. 

were one or two forms of it in cultivation, 

and then there was the Yellow Nuphar, a good 
thing in itself, but now so infinitely surpassed 

by Yellow Hybrid Water Lilies that it is not 
fit to occupy space in the same sheet of water. 
In any case it should not be where it comes into 

competition and contrast with the lovely things 
described below. Now we have Water Lilies 

with the flowers nearly 8 inches across, and the 
colours embraced are white, flesh, pink, rose, 

carmine, and yellow, aud all, lot me impress 
upon my roaders, as hardy as the common kind. 
For a long time tropical kinds had the monopoly 

of brilliant hues, and those who have seen the 
Lily house at Kow must have longed for some 

such colours for the outdoor ponds, where the 
flowers might be enjoyed without the fatigue of 
enduring hot temperatures. It is true the 

tropical kinds with blue flowers have no counter¬ 
part among hardy kinds, but then we have two 
yellow varieties, and this colour hitherto 

'or planting it, our illustration may 
effect in enforcing its claims upon 

is. It should be given good and deep 

have 
our 

eopsoiL 

HARDY WATER LILIES. 

pRoxtime to time questions appear in Gardkm.no 
as to what to grow in water. In tho issue of 
March 11th, query 3299 refers to the subject 
Now water flowers are very numerous, but tho 

Water Lily is the queen of all, aDd having 
regard to the fin© kinds of recent acquisition, 

1 have not the least doubt that when they 
are better known, all who have a pond of any 
*be will want them. Few flowers are more 

satisfying. Tea Roses, Carnations, and other 
favourite flowers are charming, but they need 

constant care and attention ; but our Water 
Lilies need no care at all, and they have a 
blooming season that begins in May and ends 

In November. I cannot say too much in thoir 
favour, nor praise them too highly. It is only 
the work of recent years that justifies ma|ucg 

these flowers a prominent feature. Thfl old 
White Water Lily always1^$0 pjentjv^ <*"1 

fdmirers, for none could fail to be pleased with 
lU simple beauty and spotless parity. There 

only existed in a kind little grown, because 
of its ]>eculiar habit, but now is embraoed by 
two of the best sorts in existenoe. It is to the 

labours of M. La tour Marliac wo are indebted 
for these acquisitions. Their actual parentage 
at present remains somewhat—in faot, entirely 

—obsouro ; but that is of little moment to those 

who have a sheet of water to adorn. It is far 
more important to know what has been done 
and bow we can avail ourselves of things pro¬ 

vided. Before describing the newer varieties I 
will say a few words concerning the older 
speoiea, and this is essential in order to classify 

tne hybrids, and refer them to the sonrees that 

their characteristics seem to indicate. 
The common White Nymphaa alba isknown 

to all, being a native of ponds and rivers. It 

often is in flower before May is over, and in a 
wild state is usually finest where there is a 

depth of from 2 feet to 3 feet of water over 
the crowns. Being so profuio and widely 

distributed it might be expected that natural 
variationr would occur, and there are several 

in cnltivation, one being named 

flowers being very dWi[b}^ 
with moAy more petals than those of the type. 

Another kind named minor has small flowero. 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

FINE GRA68ES. 

We regret that the noble Pampas Grass 
(here figured) is not more frequently seen 

than it is at present. When the plant came 
to the oonntry first it was—perhaps because, 
being put in choice positions, and in good 

soils, it was more satisfactory—more common 
than it is now j doubtless, too, the very 

hard winters that we have experienced have 
sometimes caused its destruction. Its striking 
and handsome appearance make it worthy of a 
position in every garden, and as this is a good 
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The flower* are simply immense, like great my experience has been the Canary Lily, and much pleasure from the flowers, and they will 
White deep saucers floating on the water, this, in two instances, did not flower till the maintain a gay display until the autumn. It is 

7 inches in diameter, with a rich bright-yellow year after planting, but grew strongly never- too late now to raise seedlings for flowering this 
centre. The outer petals are very long and theless. A word might be said as to arrange- year, but you may purchase bulbs or young 

broad, but they gradually shorten towards the ment. It is best to have the pink one* nearest plant#, which will not be very expensive, as the 
centre. Everyone who can grow a Water Lily at hand, where they can be seen closely, and the beds are not large. You might plant them with 
should have this bold and handsome kind. yellows associate well with the pinks, whilst sub tropical# if the space is not too small; but I 

N. Marliacea carnea and N. Marliacea the whites may be in the distant parts, if such think Tuberous Begonias would succeed best, 
rosea may be described together, for they are there are, as they are effective wherever placed. An edging could be formed of the Variegated 
counterparts of the preceding kind in vigour of I imagine more will long for these Lilies than Daotylis, Goldon Moneywort (Lysimachia Num- 

growth and leafage, and boldness and immensity have means, or rather opportunities, for growing mularia aurea), Lobelias, Golden Feverfew, or 
of bloom. The names rather indicate the them. There is nothing like a lake, stream, or Tufted Pansies if the position is not a shaded 
colour, the first-named kind having one. Of course, if the beds are where the sun 
" ~ -P never shines, it is unreasonable to expect a gay flowers suffused with a pale flesh * 
tint, and in the other the colour 
deepens into a rosy-pink. Last, but 

far from least in this section, is the 
Canary Water Lily (N. Marl¬ 

iacea chromatella). It is full of 

character and interest. The leaves, 
at first purplish-red, change to deep- 
green, with distinct and most beau¬ 

tiful marbling# of a dark brown red, 
whilst the flowers in size are like 

those of the kind above mentioned, 
but of a soft yellow hue, with a rich 
centre. It is now one of the com¬ 

monest of the ohoice new varieties, 
and I note with satisfaction is 
becoming cheap, for all should have 

it. 

N. ODORATA SULPHOREA is the 
other yellow variety and it is hard Dnc aoeg noc Dlc 

to say which tab#rt. Certainly any- eWeet. Marie 
thing more lovely than this was do BraKa (pl 

with me through the latter part of , varieties, that are perfectly hardy. Choose a 
last summer and autumn is inconceivable, pond, but, failing these, one may resort toother moiat and partiallv shadv nlace for the Lilv of 
It differs in many ways from the preceding things with an amount of sucoess. I have seen v.ii«r p 

k„t k.. Thn -.oil.. „.ii —v... me vaiiey. r. 

display of flower* through the summer months. 

-The best thing you oan do will be to plant the beds 
with Violuin belts somewhat u follows: centre—Countess 

o( llopetoun, followed by Blue Bell, Oolden Queen, 
Admiration. Counteea of Klntore, Oolden Prlnoe Improved, 
and Bronie Queen. Tbit arrangement would have a very 
pretty effect aod with a little attention would last through¬ 
out the summer.—A. O. Bi'TLRB. 

3379—Violets and Lily of the Valley. 
—Violets may be planted and readily increased 
during April and May. Use the healthiest and 
strongest runners from old stools, placing theee 

about a foot apart in the row, and the rows one 
and a half feet from one another. Lily of the 

Valley shonld be planted early in March, just 
as it commences to grow, but before the crowns 
show any green. The old variety of Violet 
named Czar is a good and eweet-soentod kind. 

So, too, is the improved variety ; this is larger, 
but does not bloom so freely, nor emell quite so 
sweet. Marie Louise (deep lilac), and Comte 

do Brazza (pure white), are good double 

kinds, bnt has prettily marbled leafage. The aquatic plant# really well grown sim 
long pointed buds suggest a spear-head as ing tuba in the ground and half t 

shady place for the Lily of 

ing tub. in the ground and half filling them — ,Thf Pfre8ent “ “ 8°°d a time M “y * 
with Mil and then filled nn with water. Those PUnt the latt<Jr> and the form?r traQS- they pierce the water, and they are quite with eoil and then filled up with water. Thoee ‘at,Ler’ anu ”}e Iorm®r may De 

4 inohes in length, opening into immense who could afford it, too, might make brick and P",nte2“ 8°°“ M g®°d rooted runners can be 
spreading flower? nearly 8 inches acn*a cement tank, in the wme way as the boxes above These always make the best plant* and 

The last flower of this kind cut towards the mentioned, only to be sunk in the ground to a " P“t’1 out a foot apart in good rich ground and 

middle of October last year was, when measured, depth of from & feet to 3 feet. These, with a a ““ty °P°.n position, every one will makes 
.k. Ai_i_k ’a ..... # *1 „i ~a ’a_good flowering dump by next winter. The of the dimensions here given, and its scent was foot of soil and the rest water, would grow flowering clomp bv next winter. The 

most delioious. The colour in addition is deeper oxcellent Lilies. It is a valuable quality these ^ in™ the old Russian, Victoria 
and more decided than that of the Canary kind, hybrid* have in not wanting a great depth of Wellsiana, and argentwHora (single); 
whilst the petals being long, narrow, and water over their crowns. In the pond in ques- Marie Louise De Pa^e, and the Reapol.tan 
pointed, open widely and reflex, giving the tion there was little more than a foot, and (double purple), and Comte Brazza and elle 

flower a very starry appearance. summer evaporation on several occasion, reduced d» (d™b,et lii Ln ° 2T* 

‘ N. ODORATA ROSACEA is a perfect gem of J well^^oiTve'r^to Aowera, more or 1^ during" the whobfof the 

w .d(», zze. s ,p“8- 
flowers are about 4 inches across ; it is very free w»nter, and then they are virtually safefrom uruuJ- »• r® 
blooming and the colour a clear bright soft-roee dieaet*r. Po#sibly they might not be killed if — Th# best time to pUnt Violeta is imme- 

with yellow centre, and the sweetest of odours [rozen the water, but I avoided the risk, d»tely blooming is fimshed, usually m 
perfumes the flower. The petals are much because they were precious things, and expen. April. Lily of the Valley should be planted 

narrower than thoee of the Marliacea series, and «ve, too, when I first planted them, although not much later than February. The hardiest 
the flower is a perfeot pink star, floating among they are reduced in price as the etock increases. and best V lolet# for open-air blooming are the 
rich-green leaves. Early in the season they manifest strange Russian, of which there are several varieties, 

vagaries as to opening and closing : the opening including the Czar and the Giant, both of which 
N. u,tthe deepest-coloured being a short day of from 8 afm. to 3^p.nL have larger flowers than the common variety, 

kind that has yet been sent out, but otherwise Ut£ how (b lengthen their da/ to 1“ warm situation, the double blue Marie 
it did not appear to me quite, as lovely and Qearl 12 hour< and y ^aUy whether bright Louise flower, fairly well, but in severe weather 

attractive as the pure rose and vellow-huedsorte. or d/Ut although at first they await clear s?n- thefloweringoea.es. I have often cleared the 
There may be something in colour fancies, how- ghine before expanding, and on a dull day mow off the Russian Violets and gathered 

ever, and, giving it it# due, it u certainlythe remain vtKfMay closed. I first found this out flowers in the depth of winter.—E. H. 

greatest advance in colour that has yet been trough a friend calling in tho summer, and it 3385.—Treatment of SplrSBa japonlca. 
made, the flowers being deep roey-carmino in WM pouring with rain. I told him with regret —After flowering the roots should be cut in two 
fact, almost red-at the base of the petals. The , *L1<I he able to see the Lilies, hut to if more nlants reouired and olanted in good 

surprises may be in store, but I speak only of 
those I know and have grown, and the pond 

_ taken up and potted again. Spiraea do not 

a uoBimr WHITS' phi URIAHS' flower nearly so freely, neither do they make 
k t. Hhi I . i 1 A USEFUL WHITE PRIMROSE. guoh good foliag8 if grown in pot, every year, 

will be beautiful indeed that is planted with ; The grower of a large batch of seedling Prim- They need a Art of at least T whole yeir.- 
them all. In my caw,, the pond was only an ^“cf a good strain may always expAt «me 8. P 

“ph;L“„T; tcssst&iksk ara-i-a *ELrJsr£?s:. - ?«- *r f 
Bsi'isfssis 

square and about 18 inches deep. Ain #x- | JanAu.^ iT2aT™.tagle.IilkS ^t sp?Fnu either^‘te^uYd or if S 

few"°incheeredopoa^te*vvilf'supportKthl0 °f a ^ yellow 
1 j uij.v • 4 8UPP°rL l“e P ,, 1 eye. It was onoe conspicuous from it# very early .*111 A:vided into nieces with about 

water1 'weeds ft LtLTmo^ R^hTand “d ^ l£Z £S IKfalTow JT^*£3i 
i r. ’ u! i. always maintain, and it has proved one of the ,lndi.t,/Pk<1(i Or von mav keen them in the 
Reeds that must be kept down and, if possible, 

exterminated. A simple and expeditious way 
of planting is to put the plant# with soil in some 

shallow basketsand sink them to the bottom. Be¬ 
fore the basket has rotted the plant will have fixed 

always maintain and It hae provea one 01 tne undiat^bed. Or you may keep'them "in the 
best for ma^g for spring effect#. It 1. known piu> paging theie ip ashes outside, giving 

as Munstead Early White. plenty of liquid-manure through the summer, 

- and repotting into a rather larger size about the 

3402.-Beds on a small lawn.-If not end of the year.-B. C. R. 

itself to the bottom with fresh roots. The best too much shaded, Tuberous Begonias would sue- - It is much best and least trouble to turn 
season for planting is that nosfat hand—t 

spring. Plant!) pet in in iMajLeva^A up d 
tively small make enflicient progress £0 no\| 

before summer is gone ; the only exception 

ceed well, as tney are not adverse to par:iui this*: out in tne border alter flowering is over, 

Shade, bnt will sucoeed also well in tbc full ten. bnt it will not do to expose them to too groat a 

There is now saoh a charming so.'iej =f ociourt 1 change lu temperature. Keep the plant# 
in a good selection that I think v'i’l »1ud I f.^i^^pplied with water while growing, 
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light orop. f 
Cherries, the 

Heart, will be 

ke White 
pell of wet 

and stand them in a froet-proof pit or frame 
until the end of May ; then plant them oqt in 
deep loamy noil, giving them one thorough 
soaking as soon as possible. After this thov 

may be allowed to die down naturally, and will 
make good crowns for lifting the following 

season. If they receive a severe check, either 
from drought or cold, while in full growth, the 
crowns are of no use the next season. Few 

plants require more water than this Spinea.— 

- This plant requires a great deal of water 

both before and after flowering, and, being a 
hardy herbaceous plant, it may be planted out 
in the open border, or, if it is intended to grow 
them in flower-pots for early forcing, they can 
be shifted on into larger pots, and will flower 

splendidly the following season, if they are not 
neglected during the growing season. Plants in 
6-inch pots should be shifted into others 8 inches 
diameter. Use good rich potting-soil, Buch as 

is well adapted for Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, and 
plants of this character. The plants do best 
out-of-doors after the month of May. If they 
are planted out the thick mass of fibrous roots 

which have grown into a hard ball must be dis¬ 
entangled a little. Prepare a piece of tine, 

rather sandy soil, enriched with some decayed 
manure, water the plants well before turning 
them out of the pots, and plant firmly. Water 

them well until established.—J D. E. 

—— The pitots should ba well supplied with water until 
the growth ripeoi oil naturally. Toe baatplao la to harden 
the plants OH and plant out In new toll and keep supplh d 
with water. By the plantlng-out system less water will be 

required. Mulob with old maouioor leaf-mould — E H. 

3387.—Violets for outdoor culture — 
In my opinion no variety beats the old and new 
Czar Violet, as far as single blues are concerned. 
Marie Louise is the best double blue, and Comte 

de Brazzw (syn. Swanley White), tho finest 
doable White variety. April and May are the 

best times for making new Violet betls, and I 
find them much better if done annually. Choose 
showery weather if possible, and have your 

ground all ready, so that a good opportunity 
may not be lost. Healthy runners are the beat. 
Place these 1 foot apart in the row, and 1J feot 
row to row. Keep all runners off during the 
summer, so as to form a stouter crown, when 

they will mature and flower bettor. I leave a 
few to make runners at will, so as to form good 

seta for next season. Few subjects are increased 
more readily than Violets, evsry runner making 

a plant.—P. U. 

—■— By far the best plants are those obtained 
br planting out the rooted runners ia April 
This should be done annnally, when splendid 
clumps for flowering tho following winter or 

spring will result. If allowed to grow “ at their 
own sweet will " they become overcrowded nnd 
starved in time, and then the flowers will be 
few, small, and poor. Rich, firm soil and plenty 
of water in hot weather aro the chief secrots in 

obtaining plenty of fine Violets. (See also reply 
to 3379.)—B. C. R. 

- For purely outdoor growth the single 
kinds are the best, being more hardy than 

double varieties ; but if a cold-frame can be had 
the latter are much preferable for winter flower¬ 
ing. The rich mauve-lavender-blue flowers of 
Marie Louise, tho pale lavender-purple of De 
Parme, and the pure-white Comte de Brazza are 
more appreciated than tho single-flowered kinds, 

of whicn the Czar, or Russian, ia the more hardy 
and free in flowering. All kinds are better for 
being divided and planted afresh annually. 
Violets will succeed in almost any situation, 
although much depends upon the charaoter of 
the soil. What is known as sandy loam pro¬ 

duces the best results and with the least trouble. 
Heavy, retentive soil is the worst; the pl&ntB do 
not make growth snffloient in that to enable 
them to flower freely. The soil ought to be 
moderately enriched with manure ; too much 

induces too great a orop of leaves at the expense 
of blossom. Whatever manuro is required 
should be added early in the autumn, when the 

soil is dng. In the case of that which is heavy 
it ought to be laid up roughly to receive action 
of frost, whioh tends to ameliorate it consider¬ 
ably. If a position faoing sonth can be seenred 

more blooms will be produced during the autumn 
and early spring. The middle of April is oge^d 

time to plant, either for extended plantstmns o- 
for renewing the old. Plants that have floVer*<^ 

this season provide suitable plants for next 

year’s supply. By pulling them in pieoea every 

bit with roots attached will grow, although, 
where a plentiful stock ia available it is not wise 

to make the now plants too small. A space of 
10 inohea between eaoh is sufficient. Showery 
weal her for planting is best, tho labour of 
watering and shading is avoided, it being neces¬ 

sary to do both during hot, dry weather. Tho 
same treatment in raising the plant is nccossary 
in growing double-flowered varieties for the 
frames up to tho second week in September, 
this being the best time for transferring the roots 

to the frames.—S. P. 

FRUIT. 

FRUIT AND FRUIT GROWING. 

I WAS pleased to see “ Salesman's ” remarks on 
this subject (sec page 740, Vol. XIV.), for 
although he says he cannot agree with some of 
my former remarks he fails to point out where 
I am wrong, and it is hardly to bo expected 
that a grower like myself, who entirely 
dispenses with the salesman’s aid in disposing 

of his goods, and have always both by precept 
and example urged my brother growers to do 
the same, as far as possible, should agree on all 
points with one of these, who would find their 
occupation gone if growers acted more as their 

own salesmen, for nothing in my opinion so 
checks the fruit-growing industry as the 
exorbitant charges for railway and market 
expenses. No wonder that some have given 

up growing fruit in their disgust when they find 
that after the whole year’s toil and anxiety the 
returns are more than half taken np by deduc¬ 
tions from the sale bill. I am fully alive to the 

fact that it is only a small minority of growers 
that live close to a large provincial town, and 
can, therefore, sell their own goods either 
direct to the consumer or to the town fruiterer, 

thereby saving both carriage and commission ; 
but I should liko to point out that land is at 
least double the rent close to towns for which 

it ia going begging in rural districts. “Sales¬ 
man’s ” prinoipal objection to my advice is that 
relating to Apples, and I certainly ^stated 
that they are the sheet anchor of the English 
fruit-grower, and in spito of all he says 
about foreign or oolonial competition being 

more sovero than in any other fruit, I am 
every day more firmly convinced of the sound¬ 
ness of the advice I gave, and as a practical 
proof of that I plant more Apple-trees every 

year than all other kinds of fruit put together, 
and for this reason—no matter now plentiful 

Apples well, and my idea is, that if 
Apple-trees had half the care that is lavished on 
Grapes undor glass, they would repay it at least 

double. It is not that we aro exempt from 
foreign competition, as the barrels or cases are 
unshipped in sight of where I live ; but no mat¬ 
ter whether they are Gravensteina, of which 

“ Salesman ” writes so enthusiastically, they 
cannot compare with our home-grown ones, that 
are like a golden wax, streaked with crimsoo, 
and covered with a bloom equal to Grapes. 

Northern Spy and Baldwins do not succeed so 
well with me, but nearly all the other kinds 
enumerated come to great perfection here, and 

I cordially endorse all he says in their praise; 
in fact, it is not want of good sorts, bu 
which to select from such excellent sorts, 
or rather to find space for them, that ia the 

only difficulty I have with Apples. By-thc- 
way, the Apple “ Stirling Castle ” (hero illus¬ 
trated) is nn excellent early and free-bearing 
kind, and doos well in bush form. With 
regard to Pears, I am pleased to see that 

“ Salesman ” agrees with me, for I am more 
hopeful than he appears to be about the climate 
of this country in its most favoured parts, 
admitting of very excellent fruit being pro¬ 

duced even in the open air, for in this locality 
Pitmaston Duchess is certainly as clear skinned 
and handsome from open bush-trees as they 
are in less favoured districts on walla, and 
the same with other good sorts, such as 
Beurr<5 Superfin, Beurrd Bose, &c. Cherries are 

certainly a precarious crop, like Plums, for if you 
get a heavy crop, the chances are that every¬ 
one else has heavy crops too, and you find by 

the end of the season that yon have not 
cleared so much as you have done from a 

Apple "Stirling Castle.” 

imported Apples are, we can always sell home¬ 

grown ones at a higher price than the imported 
kinds are realising, ana certainly our Apple- 
trees repay our care better than Vines or 
Peaahes. I do not think the purchasers here 

are any different to other places ; they certainly 
do buy the imported fruit, but in nine cases 

t of et)p >it is because they cannot get 

\U/jwidkL English grown ones, or jtttay 
wouldCjot mind paying a prioe at winch 

English growers oould afford to grow thoir 

weather when fit to gather. For these reasons 
I never advise extensive plantings of either. 
Bush fruits are safe crops, very rarely failing, 
but the prices realised and expenses of gather¬ 

ing do not leave any great margin of profit, for 
it is only what is left over tho cost of production 
that one has to look to for profit. Raspberries 
depend entirely on the suitability of the soil; it 
is too dry here for them. Strawberries are, in 

my opinion, different to any other fruit, for tho 
immense quantity grown a few miles from here 
realise a high price, not because they are better 
than those grown in Kent and more inland 
counties, but because they aro fit to gather at 

least a fortnight sooner, and it is on the first 
few pickings that the profit 

_is made, for as soon as they 
aro ripe in other parts we get 
cartloads hawked about at Is. 

.' ’ a gallon. 
Jam EM Groom, Gotyorl. 

M 3309. — Work in or¬ 
chard - houses, &c.—It 
would be manifestly unfair 
for a stranger to the garden 
in which the houses are 
situated to answer this ques¬ 
tion without more informa¬ 

tion than the inquiry con¬ 
tains. To give one instance 
out of many that could be 
advanced against the possi¬ 

bility of giving an answer 
that would bo fair, I may 
mention the water supply. 

If this water has to be 
, brought from a distance, say 

fifty or a hundred yards, that 
would make all the diflerence 

■‘ in the labour — and hard 
-- labour too. Then, again, 

would tho same man have to 
clean out the stoke-holes, 
attend to tho fires, and get 

the fuel ready? I may, however, mention 
i that glass structures generally require a lot of 
I labour, all through the spring and summer 

| especially, and there is a great difference in the 
i way in which they are furnished. One man will 
i be wise in time, and limit the number of plant* 
i in pots according to the available labour, while 

i another 1)1! hi a a nxiety to pleaso will grow doublo 
th? number in the same space. I pdvise “ X. to 

I consult a disinter sited an<- thoroughly practical 

inlor,nation b0 
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requires, or possible injury may be done to a 
deserving man.—J. C. C. 

3398.—Grapes in a lean-to house-—A 
house with an eastern aspect is not a good one 
for Grapes, and I should not attempt to grow 
any variety of Grape-Vine in it except the 

Black Hamburgh. A west aspect is the best 
after south. Fairly good Black Hamburgh 
Grapes can be obtained from the house, and if it 

is well heated so much the better. Cement 
joints will do for hot-water pipes, or india- 
rubber rings may be used.—J. I). E. 

— Yes, you may grow good crops of Grapes 
in a house facing due east if you utilise the sun- 

heatby o ireful ventilation. Such a house will 
want the ventilators open oarly in the morning, 
especially during the early summer months, 

when the foliage is rather tender, and the skins 
of the newly-formed berries liable to injury if 
the internal air gets overheated, and it will want 
closing early, according as the temperature 

declines after the sun has left the house. Three 

o'clock p.m., except in very warm, still weather, 
would not be too early to close the ventilators, 
and in the morning a little air should be 
given at the top of the house as early as six- 

thirty. If it is inconvenient to open so early 
you had better leave a little air on all night by 
opening one or two lights at eight or nine o’clock 

in the evening. With regard to heating, ordinary 
hot-water pipes and Portland cement joints will 

do vory well, but expansion joints are better 
than cement. Forty-five degs. is a suitable 
angle for the roof ; indeed, for an east aspect it 

is better than a sharper pitch. For training 
the Vines place the wires 14 inohes from the 
glass, or in suoh a case the leaves will get 

scorched.—J. C. C. 

ROBBS. 

MARECHAL NIEL VERSUS CLOTH OF 
GOLD ROSE. 

As to hardy-climbing Yellow Roses, there is no 
doubt that our gardens have suffered since the 

advent of MaiV’chal Niol, for as soon as the 
latter was introduced everybody planted it and 
ignored altogether the Cloth of Gold Rose. In 

eight cases out of ten the Mari'chal is a failure 
in the open air—at least, it is a failure so far 

that it neither grows so vigorously nor flowers 
so freely as the other. I am, of course, 
uwaro that the character of the Cloth of Gold 

is somewhat “ miffy ’’—that- Is, it is rather 
tender, and will only flower satisfactorily on a 
wall or building with a south aspect—but given 

these conditions, and budded on the Standard 
Brier as a stock, it is altogether a far more 
reliable Rose than Marshal Kiel. I am free to 

admit that the Cloth of Gold is one of those 
Roses on which the cultivator must be prepared 

to exercise a little patienoe, as it does not make 
a vigorous growth until the roots have got well 
established in the soil. When the latter is pro¬ 

vided with a fairly warm root-run it frequently 
makes shootsfl feetand 8 feet long, which, if nailed 

in their whole length, will produce a good number 
of flowers the following year. These blossoms, 
if not quite so fragrant as the Marshal, are 

superior both in size and form, and of that ridh 
golden colour which once made it suoh a 
favourite. Seeing that the Cloth of Gold is hardy 

enough to live for twenty years on a pillar in 
an open but sheltered garden, no one need 
hesitate to plant it against a wall, as only in 

very sovere winters does the growth of the pillar 
plant I have alluded to get injured by frost, and 
then only the soft green tops of the shoots are 

tonched. It is very evident that residents in 
the North of England appreciate the hardy 
character of the Cloth of Gold, as an extensive 

grower of Roses in the West tells me that for 
several years past he has sent a considerable 

number of plants to different places in that 
part. These, however, have been all dwarf 

plants worked on stocks suitable for Tea Roses. 
From my own experience I cannot write favour¬ 
ably of the behaviour of these dwarf plants; but 

when they are worked on the common Brier as a 
dwarf standard I never knew a plant to fail if 
given a little time, and, so far as my knowledge 

goes, it is not subject to canker like Marshal 
Niel. _ AflO. 

3414.—A Glolre de Dijon Kuder^-H 
it not oocurred to you that the bed of soil for 

the roots being on the boiler flue is in a most 

unsuitable place for any plant to prow ? The 
roots must be often too warm, and in all proba¬ 
bility too dry. Yon had better find a position 
away from the flue to make up a bed of soil for 
the roots, and put in a fresh plant at once. 
Should you be troubled with green-fly in future 
you had better dissolve two ounces of soft-soap 
in a gallon of water, and well syringe the Rose 
once a week. Fumigating where there are 
Vines is attended with danger, besides being 
costly.—J. C. C. 

- You are trying almost an impossibility 
when endeavouring to grow any Rose under 
such circumstances as you describe. A bed of 
soil upon top of a boiler flue, and then covered 
in by a frame, afterwards having sufficient 
manure placed upon it to cause heating, is 
altogether against reason in growing Roses. 
They do not want such strong and uncertain 
bottom-heat, as your plant must inevitably 
often receive. I would strongly advise your 
giving up the attempt. Plant elsewhere, and if 
the roots must be outside give them the pro¬ 
tection of plenty of loose straw. Treat them, 
in short, the same as your Vines, which, as you 
do not complain, I presumo are doing welL 
Anyhow, you are trying far too many and varied 
subjects in the same house.—P. U. 

3396.—Rose in a greenhouse.—Rose 
foliage does not scald very readily, even when 
against the glass. It is often difficult to avoid 
its touching, but I should certainly not try to 
Beoure its touohing, as your adviser states. I 
much prefer the Rose-growth to be made the 
lower side of any wire supports, as the wood is 
easier to get at, and is then kept fairly away 
from the glass, allowing more air and better 
light around the whole.—P. U. 

3413 — M&rechal Niel Rose in a 
greenhouse.—Your plant is attaoked with 
canker, either below or above ground, and you 
cannot do better than to root it out and put a 
young one in its place ; but previous to doing so, 
tako away some of the old soil and supply its 
plaoe with fresh. Do not use much manure. A 
good heavy loam is what suits it best. I have 
no doubt you think it strange that your plant 
should fail so suddenly. That, however, is 
easily explained—when the flower-buds are 
forming the tax on the resources of the plant is 
the greatest, it is then that a sudden collapse 
takes place.—J. G. G. 

- You have stated your difficulty very well 
and fully, exoept for saying whether the soil 
has been kept extra wet or allowed to become 
too dry. Either of these, as well as over¬ 
feeding with liquid-manure, would have just 
such results as you describe. Whioh is it! Or 
it may be that your plant is attaoked by oanker. 
If the latter is the case, you will find a warty 
protuberance where stock and Rose join, and 
your plant is of no further servioe. Seeing the 
plant is over the hot-water pipes, I am inolined 
to think the roots have been very parched some 
time recently.—P. U. 

3387.—Rose disease —A bad attack of 
mildew will sometimes cause the brown patches 
of whioh you oomplain. The mildewed spot 
appears to develop into a kind of oanker. A 
little dry sulphur rubbed on the affected parts 
as soon as the mildew appears will prevent the 
injury. The Marshal Niel Rose is very subject 
to be attacked in this way, especially at the base 
of the flower-buds. I should lose many fine 
blooms every season if I did not watch for these 
mildewed spots and apply the remedy I have 
suggested, or a little liquid soft-soap applied 
with a brush.—J. C. C. 

- Wbst " Sufferer ’’ ootnplalns of Is no disease ; It Is 
simply the result of bad treatment. His plants. If under 
slaw, hare been kept in muoh loo motet an atmosphere; 
in this oase they will often rot and damp off as he deeoribee. 

If In the open air, Immatured wood sometimes goes that 
way from frost. However, this last Is very seldom ; not so, 
unfortunately, with the young growth under glass.—P. U. 

3376. — Manure for Roses, dec.— It 
would be somewhat difficult to decide upon the 
best manure without knowing the class of soil 
it was to be applied to. Roses like almost all 
or any manures, but which is most suitable 
depends entirely upon the soil. For light soils, 
heavy and close manures, whether of natural or 

“ ial composition, must be used. For 
. ^.'le, say your sod is light and sandy, ithen 
,o not use soot or wood-ashes, nor vjoroughly 

dry stable-manure from a spent Mushroom or 
Cuoumber-bed. If heavy, use manures that will 

tend towards making it lighter. Cow, swine, 
and all animal manures are good for light soils ; 
so, too, is night-soil, when well intermixed with 
decayed weeds or vegetable refuse. Guano, 

crushed bones, and all manures are good ; but, 
m previously remarked, it depends on the soil. 

-I have used the native guano for Roses, 
Gladiolus, and many vegetable crops with the 

best results. It promotes a steady and not too 
luxurious growth, which shows that it retains 

its fertilising properties for some time, but there 
are others perhaps equally as good; at the 
same time there is nothing equal to stable or 
farmyard manure. I applied a dressing of rag- 

manure—this is the refuse from a mill where 
rags and old carpets are worked up again for 

other purposes—four years ago to one part of 
my garden, and I still find some of it present 
in the soiL Roses, fruit-trees, and other crops 
like it, as is evident by the presence of roots 
where any of the stuff is found.—J. C. C. 

-Ad excwllsnt manure for Rosas is Olay's Fertiliser. 
It It sold largely, and must ba used carefully aooordlug to 
the directions. The great thing In using artificial manure 

Is not to overdose the plants, otherwise they will suffer 

Injury.—0. T. 

— One of the best manures for Rosas It mads from 
sheep's droppings. Three are oollected and put into atank 

or barrel (sunk In the ground), whioh Is then filled up with 
water and allowed to stand for tome weeks Tbs liquid It 
then dipped out and used with a certain admixture of pure 

water, aooordlng to lta strength, about twloe a week. Well 
rotted pig or cow-manure Is also used for digging In at 

the roots of Roses, often with very eatltfaototy results.— 
A. 0. Bunas. 

3403.—Rose “Her Majesty.” — Your 
plant of this Rose will produce more flowers if 
you do not prune, or at the most only to cut off 

about 3 inches of the young shoots every spring. 
I have a plant trained to a pillar which gave 

me severs! early blooms last year, and two or 
three more in the autumn. This Rose is subject 
to mildew under all conditions of growth, and I 

regret to tell you that I cannot tell you what to 
do to destroy it more than you have already 

done, except you paint the stems now with the 
mixture you are in the habit of using.—J. C. C. 

- Grand as this Ross Is, It Is a most disappointing 
one. No variety Is more eubjeot to mUdew, and few 

flower leee freely. Peg down any long ebooU and do not 
feed too liberally. Battle against mildew hum the lint, 
using the remedies so frequently recommended la Chase 

pages.—P. U. 

3372.—Roses on Brier cuttings.—Roees 
are grown just the same on this as upon any 
other dwarf stock, say, the De la Grifferaie, 

Manetti, or Seedling Brier. The cuttings of 
Brier should be made up in September or Octo¬ 

ber, cutting the ripened wood of the same Beaaon 
into lengths of about 9 inches to a foot. Insert 
these firmly three-fourths of their length in the Sound, and about 2 inches to 3 inches apart iu 

e rows. Next autumn lift and trim the stocks, 
afterwards planting them ont 1 foot to 2 feet 

apart in the rows, according to the strength the 
variety of Rose you intend working upon them 
possesses. In planting the stocks do not oover 

the bottom part more than 2 inches. It is neces¬ 
sary to bud as close upon the base of the stock 
as possible, in order to avoid any suckers from 

dormant Brier eyes. Make the Brier-cuttings 
similar to the Currant or Gooseberry. They 
strike root more freely If planted deep, and by 

lifting them and replanting vou save much an¬ 
noyance as regards suckers, besides facilitating 

deep budding —P. U. 

- Briers from cuttings when strong and 

well-rooted make very good stooks either for 

budding or grafting. 8o far as regards open-air 
culture, budding is the proper method to adopt, 
and this shoold fie done in July or August, the 

bud being inserted close to the ground or even a 
little below the snrfaoe if the weather is hot and 
dry, as by the removal of a little soil moist bark 

that will work freely can generally be found. 
The usual way of raising Brier-stocks from out- 

tings is to plant the cuttings in the autumn in 
rows somewhat thick, as all will not root. Give 
one season’s growth, and the following autumn 

lift, remove latent and other buds from the base, 
and plant in nursery rows 2$ feet to 3 feet anart, 

and 1 foot apart in the rows. The land for 
Brier-stocks must bo good, so as to get strong 
growth, as the bark on puny stocks always works 

stubbornly! 11 In planting ont the rooted cuttings 
keepjthemi up nsi maoh as is consistent with 

free rooting; It p.antsd deep there is not quite 

»o igiifldha|/|dIuUM if getting the bud quite so 
close to the roots.—E. 
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OLD HOUSE AND SURROUNDINGS. 

Tiie annexed illustration represents a beautiful 
old house surrounded by a garden of quite an 

unconventional type, and is the property of Sir 
George Womb well. The building shows one 

part of the original hall inhabited by the Colvil 
family, who lived there at the time of the Nor¬ 

man survey. Such specimens of pure old 
English architecture are now so rare that pecu- 

. liar interest attaches to them apart from the 

historioal associations that are generally con¬ 
nected with them. The quiet colour of the 

weather-beaten and Lichen-stained old walls is 
enhanced by the luxuriant tree and shrub 

| growth that reaches almost to the doors and 
windows, and this is one of the chief differences 

between old and modern country mansions. 

Old houses almost invariably nestle peace¬ 
fully midst unrestricted tree-growth; new 
ones, as a rule, stand on a treeless level, often 

amid a maze of pattern beds and gravel, and are 
rarely unaccompanied by a raised terrace, with 

' its excessive array of statuary and other form- 
, alities. We fear that architects, not landscape 
i gardeners, are often responsible for this state of 

things. They seem to have an abhorrence of 
i greenery of any sort approaching their handi- 

■ work. The prevalent practice among architects 

bright and green in summer by using the bed- ; 

room slops upon it without any expense.— ' 

J. C. C. 

- Diluted bedroom slops have a certain 
value, and might be more often utilised, but they 

are not equal in fertilising power to the best 
artificials which can be used without oreating 

the least unpleasant smelL A tablespoonful of 
guano or nitrate of soda in a gallon of water will 
be profitable if any stimulant is required, as 

would also blood-manure, Ichthemic guano, 
and Clay’s Fertiliser. In actual practice there 

will always be a certain amount of trouble and 
diflioulty in collecting and applying bedroom 

slops, and my experience has been that without 
personal supervision is given, the chamber slops 
are more likely to be cast down the drains than 

used in the garden.—E. H. 

- I do not think you would find the bed¬ 
room slops at all a safe or satisfactory substi¬ 
tute for other liquid-manures. It would vary 
so muoh, and as you do not possess a tank in 

whioh to make a good mixture, it would be 
much more trouble than it is worth. Liquid- 
manure made from guano would not be half the 

trouble, while it is muoh more agreoable and 
safer. Use it at the rate of three-quarters of 

an ounce to a gallon of soft water. If soft water 

dose to kill them outright. To test this matter, 
I advise you to give a few cuttings of the double 

varieties to some friends and let them grow them 
to see if there is any difference in their behaviour 
under the treatment of others. With regard to 

the maggots of which you complain, it is evident 

your soil is infested with them. In future I 
advise you to bake the soil before using it by 
placing it in a moderately warm oven for a 

couple of hours.—J. C. C. 

. 838L—Creeper for a chalk baak.-The best 
creeper I have eeeo on the oh elk banks at the south coast 
railway stations Is St. John's Wort (Hypericum calyoinum). 
This hat oovered several of the slopes most beautifully, 
and always looks well. It is evergreen, and for a long 
period bears Immense quantities of deep-yallow flowers, 

beautifully set In green foliage.—P. U. 

-I should recommend a combination of Speedwell, 

Creeping Jenny, and the various forms of Stoneorop ; the 
smaller Periwinkle would alto probably do well, but do not 

try the large variety, it it too snoroaohlng.—A. G. 

Bctlkr. 

3410.—Christmas Roses.—Varieties like 
Helleborus atrorubens, for instance, rosy-pink, 
with long flower-stems, the flowers of which 

droop a little at all times, will not last fresh 
beyond a few hours in water when cut, owing to 
a weakness of the stem near to the flower. 

Nothing will prevent such aa these flagging, I 
might say prematurely. The variety H. niger, 

the common Christmas Rose, is the one alluded 

• 
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Ovr Rradkrh' Illcstratioxs: Old house and surrounding*. F.ngravrd for Gardkxhiu Illcstiutxd from a photograph sent by Hr. Fowler Jooia, 
Qtarrybank, Maltrn. 

now seems to be that of raising the floor line of 
their houses soldom less than 2 feet above the 
natural ground level; consequently, the sur¬ 

rounding soil has to be made np to it at great 
expense, or you get the alternative of the con¬ 

ventional terrace, with more or less steep bank 
haying no connection with the outlying ground. 

It is, therefore, a great pleasure to oome upon 
•uch a house aa that here represented after 

visiting those of the modem stamp. One can 
piotnre to one’a-self the charms which the old 
garden in connection with such a house must 

BS4.—Fowls In a garden.—Bring tn action In 
"°nnty Court against the owner of the fowls for damage 

* U. ,0'm*r ,eply' Snl December, page 669.— 

1 3391.—Liquid-manure.—In the absence 
t 01 anylhing better, the slops to whioh you refer 

4 are useful, but the difEonlty is to know to what 

t ®xt®nt to dilute them. The mixed slops snstdd 

f Perhaps require one-half of clear water i^ldedi 
J Grin* alone requires ten parts of water, and'Wlff 
4 should be kept in some vessel in the open sir 

,i ,0T* we*k or days previous to use. Many 
• poverty.strict an suburban lawn might he l:«pt. 

is not available let any other water stand in the 

air for a few honrs. If you mix np, say, a 
pound of guano in a gallon of water and use a 
sixteenth of this to a gallon of other water, pre¬ 

viously stirring ihe solution, jou can have 
liquid-manure to hand always, and undoubtedly 
in a much pleasanter form.—P. U. 

- Even bedroom ilopi ought to bs kept for a time In 
s tank before they are uied In a diluted condition, though 
for Panties 1 have ueed them In a freeh elate without 
injurious results_A. O. Bctles. 

-Certainly, there is nothing better. For plants Is 
the open ground there Is no neoeeelty to dilute bed¬ 
room elope, Ac. ; but for pot plants an equal quantity of 

water should be added. In any oase it is advisable to 
expose anything of this kind to tbs eotlon of son end sir 
In sn open tank for a day or two before uting it.— 

B 0. R. 

3415.—Double Fuchsias, &C.—I cannot 
help thinking but that there is some mistake in 
this case. Occasional instances of reversion 

from double to tingle flowers are not uncommon ; 

but if the facta are as is stated in the inquiry it 
is quite of an alarming character, and opposed 

to all previous experience. One requires to have 
fuller information as to past treatment before an 

opinion An be formed. Have you been in the 
Vi kb t(S,ti^nbg the plants strong stimulants * . I 

hardW'jhimt so, aa no plant sooner reseats ex-t 
citable fertiliser* than the Fuchsia. I bsve 

known a moderate application to cause all the 
leaves iill from the plants, and a powerful 

to by “ V. B.” The flowers are pure white, 

erect, very freely produced, and exceedingly 
useful in a cut state. Blooms of this will last 

longer in water if the end of the flower-stem is 
slit upwards an inoh or so long; a greater sur¬ 
face is exposed for absorption of water by this 
means. The first named is useful for the 

decoration of the borders.—8. P. 

- The reason is that the flowers of the 
Christmas Rose, as you call them—but which 
are really the Lenten Roses, varieties of Helle¬ 

bores oriental is, abohatious, colohious, Aa— 
require to be actually immersed in water at 

least once a day. They qniokly flag when 

merely placed with their items in water like the 
ordinary H. niger. Try this plan, and I think 

yon will find that it will answer. Until I did 
this I could not keep the blooms at all fresh. 
The nodding, quietly-coloured flowers are very 

pleasing in a large bowl The flowers of the 
Christmas Rose will last well; but there is 
greater substance in them than in the Hellebores 

that bloom at this season.—C. T. 

3380.—Ants.—These are very troublesome in 
plant-honnei, or.peoially when they are in the 
Orchid.honse, as they dirty the flowers often. 

BkSlry gtod plm to !get! ';rid\of them is to cut 
Apples in halves, remove a portion of the inside, 

sii'au to maliti a littia bc&in, and lay them abont 

in the places where the ants congregate. Look 
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at the bits of Apple very often, and you may 

catch large number* in this way. Even hollow 

bones have been found useful, and it is an easy 
matter when overran with ants to dip them in 
boiling water. This will prove an effectual 

remedy, and another commoner plan is to put 
some treacle and moist sugar into a bell-glass, 

damping the latter, and they will be enticed to 
the trap, and may readily be got rid of. Small 

pieces of sponge soakod in a sweet substance aro 

also good traps.—C. T. 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

.1304.—Culture of Pelargoniums.—The 
old-fashioned show Pelargoniums are not nearly 

so woll grown generally as they wero about thirty 
years ago. The reason for this is, they have gone 
out of fashion and are thus neglected. In the 
old days a house was usually given up to them, 
and in its arrangement of stages, &c., the plants 

were placed in the best possible position for 
making sturdy growth. A light, moderately 

warm, sufficiently ventilated house is essential 
to do them well, and with proper convenience in 

this respect, and some good holding loam freely 
enriched, there should he no difficulty in grow¬ 
ing good, well bloomed specimens ; but, at the 

same time, it does require a considerable amount 
of skill to have them ready on anv particular 

day for the exhibition tent. It will take three 
years to grow a fairly good exhibition Pelargo¬ 
nium, say, a yard aoross, but when the frame¬ 

work of the plant ha* boon obtained it is quite 
possible to keep it in good condition for several 

years. As a rule, a yearling plant may be 
bloomed woll in a 5-inch pot. When the flowors 

fade tho plants are placed in the open air to 
ripen, less water being given to assist the 

maturing process. About the end of July or 
first week in Auguit the plants are out down to 
within a couple of eyes of the base, and are kept 

dry till tho eyes start away. When the young 
shoots are an inoh long the plants aro shaken 

out and repotted in clean pots usually of the 
same size. In winter they are kept on shelves 

near the glass in a warm greenhouse, with a 
night temperature of 60 dogs, or so. Watering 

all the winter must be carefully done, koeping 
the roots generally moist, but not rashly using 

the water-pot. In January or February shift 
into the flowering-pots, which may be 0J inches 
to 7 inohes in diameter, according to size and 

vigour of plants. Use rough turfy compost, and 
pot very firmly. I always think Pelargoniums 

require to be potted as firmly as hard-wooded 
plants. Commence training in good time by 
opening out the shoots, either by linking them 

down to the rim of the pot or by placing in a 
few small stakes. Use the syringe freely on fine 

days in spring, but always have the foliage dry 

boforenight. Fumigate in anticipation of the flics, 
and give liquid-manure when the pots are filled 
with roots. The second year the plants will 

require larger pots, but otherwise tho treatment 
will be the same.—E. H. 

- These are so easily cultivated that the 
treatment must have been wrong if they are not 

doing well. Established plants after flowering 
need a season of rest. They are kept compara¬ 

tively dry at the roots, and may be placed in the 
sun out-of-doors in June and July. Cut them 

down in August when the roots are quit* dry ; 
this prevents bleeding from the out portions. 
Water them in two or three days, and they will 

startstrongly. I leave themout-of-doorsuntilthe 
shoots have grown au inoh or two, and they are 
after that taken in to be repotted ; the roots are 

greatly reduced, so that the plants can easily be 
repotted into a size smaller than they were 

growing in before. The plants when growing 
should be placed near the roof glass of an airy 

greenhouse, and they mast be kept clear of 
Sreen-fly by fumigating and from mildew by 

usting with dried flowers of sulphur. The 
potting-soil should be formed of four parts loam, 

one of leaf-soil, and one of decayed manure.— 
J. D. E. 

3411. —Arums not flowering-. — The 
treatment has ovideotly not been right; in 

fact, it was wrong to out them down. When 
the leaves die off they must be removed, but at 

no stage of the plant’s growth ahonfdvit be cut 

down. The summor and autnuiih is |E4'jn 
for the plants to make their growth? v^nu 

them to the open air in May, and as soon u. 

they are established plant them out in the 

open garden. They like plenty of water, and 

to make sure they are not neglected, I plant 

them in Celery trenches. They will make 
strong, vigorous plants, and aro but little 
trouble. Dig them up and repot them in Sep¬ 

tember, when they will speedily begin to grow 

freely and produce flowers abundantly during 
the winter and early spring in a warm green¬ 
house. They like rich, open soil, and plenty of 

water when growing.—-J. D. E. 

- These plants should never bo out down 
nor yet dried off. Keep them growing all the 

year round, if possible—in summer with rich 
soil and plonty of water, and during the winter 

a moderate warmth, and they can scarcely 
fail to flower well. I always find that after 

having been planted out-of-doors for the summer 
(in rich soil and kept well watered, of courso) 

and lifted and potted at the end of September, 
they bnrat into bloom almost directly with the 
aid of a genial warmth and continue to produce 

flowers at intervals until late in the following 
spring. Do you give them water enough?— 

B. C. R. 

3393. — Oyperus alternifoliua varle- 
gatua.—This is a delicate or “ miffy " subject, 
and requires very skilful culture to do well. I 
think it grows best in sandy loam and peat, and 

it should be kopt in a mild stove or intermediate 
house, with a constantly humid atmosphere, 

light shade, and a regular supply of water at the 
root. Try watering it with a weak eolation 

(half an ounce to the gallon) of nitrate of soda 
once a month.—B. C. R. 

-This plant requires rather lighter soil and better 

drainage than the green-leaved form. Probably your soil 
is too heavy ; try rough aandy neat and leaf-mould, 
soil gets sour the leavoe will die 
-E II. 

If the 
off in the way desorlbed. 

3406.—Gloxinia seedlings —If the pots 
the plants now oooupy are becoming filled with 
root* they should have a moderate shift at once, 

say into 31 -inch or 4-inch pots, as growth will 
now be more aotive. Use a mixture of peat, 

loam, leaf-mould, and sand, and drain well. 
Keep the plants on a shelf or high stage near 
the glass in a moderately warm and oonetantly 
humid atmosphere. The temperature of a cool 

stove suits them well at this season. Give a 
free supply of water as soon as the roots are 
fairly at work again, and when sufficiently ad¬ 

vanced, shift the plants into 6-inch pots. In 
these they will bloom well, especially if some 
weak liquid-manure is afforded once or twice a 

week after the roots have filled the pots. Shade 
lightly from direct sunlight at all times, and 
ventilate moderately in mild weather only.— 

B. C. R. 

3390.—Choice Primulas for show.— 
The method suggested—that of keeping the 

plants over till the second year—is undoubtedly 
the way to get large plants and an abundance 

of bloom, but the plants are not so shapely as 
those from seed sown the first season, and if 

sown in March they can be got 18 inches to 
24 inches across by November. You should 
pick all the flowers and buds off some of the 

best of the plants now in bloom, selecting two 
or three times as many as you wish to exhibit, 

as all will not do equally well. After giviug 
them froe ventilation remove them to a cold 
frame, matting up well on frosty nights. At 

the end of May remove them to a lightly 

shaded position out-of-doors, and always keep 
moist. About the end of June repot them, and 
when established and growing give them a shift 

into 8-inch or 9 inch pots, and you will have 
glorious masses of bloom presently.—B. G. R. 

- Many persons grow Primulas the second 
year, and exhibit them successfully ; but they 

are often beaten by those who grow them well 
from seed the same season. It is easy enough 

to grow two-year-old plants. Keep them near 
the glass after flowering in a heated greenhouse, 

and turn them out into ordinary garden frames 

in May. They pass through a sort of resting Eriod at this time, requiring but little water 

ipot them about midsummer, and grow them 
on in the same way as Beedlings of the current 

year. I would grow some both ways, and see 
which are best.—J. D. E. 

-- When Primulas are sown early in 

February, and grown steadily on, they wttL 

a large size by November. Still, if 
%’Hmulas are treated in the same way os Cyoli- 

usually are now—i.e. the seeds sown es 

soon as ripe in June, and the best of tho plauta 

selected for growing on—they will, if well done, 

make very large plants in 7-inch or 8-inch pots 

by the second autumn. When very fully 
developed plants are required, I have sometimes 
pinched the flowers off the late-sown plants and 

kept them growing all the winter. The same 
thing is sometimes done with Double Primulas 

when very large specimens are required for a par¬ 
ticular purpose. Still, this does not alter the fact 

that very useful decorative stuff can be grown 
in fine seasons from seeds, and though it may 

seem a wasteful method, I believe the majority 
of cultivators do throw the old plants away and 

raise young plants annually. Plants which have 
exhausted themselves by flowering, and possibly 
also by seed bearing, lose colour and are not 

always so useful as young plants.—E. H. 

3404.—Asparagus plumosua —Seed¬ 
lings are much more easily raised than plants 
from cuttings, and they grow and do better in 
every way. Sow tho seed in heat, and grow 

the plants on quickly in a cool stove tempera¬ 
ture, with abundanco of moisture both at the 
root and in the atmosphere. The difference 

between the ordinary A. plumosus and 
A. p. nanus is not groat, tho latter being merely 

a selection of the most compact growing forms. 
Even the latter, if planted out and heated 
liberally, will “ run away ” sooner or later, and 

for cutting I should profer the larger form, as it 

grows more quickly and strongly. Train it on 
wires near the glass.—B. C. R. 

3395.—Azaleas after flowering.— 
When those have finished blooming “ Beginner" 
had better first pick off the seed-pods, or these 

will draw much nourishment from the plants. 
The next question is—do the plants require 
fresh potting? As a rule, amateurs overpot 

Azaleas. Unless badly draiued, or in very small 
pots, they will only need a dressing of pure coal- 

soot—say half an inch deep in a 32 sized pot 
carrying a fair sized plant. Keep them in a 

warm and moist greenhouse temperature, fre¬ 
quently syringing them overhead, and taking 

Kat care that they do not suffer from drought. 
is point will need close attention, because the 

soot is very deceiving. I would prefer them to 
go out-of-doors for a short time in the autumn, 

as the air and dows help them so muoh. Do not 
bring them out too suddenly, nor stop their 

genial treatment until the growth is somewhat 
developed. From the early part of August until 
the middle of September they will be quite safe 

out-of-doors. Azaleas do not mind a oold night 
so long as their growth is matured, and no more 

than three degrees of frost touches them ; in 
fact, cold, dewy mornings help them very much 

at this latter stage.—P. U. 

3382.—Treatment of Azalea mollis.— 
Those always produce the healthiest young 
growths from just under the flower-trusses, ana 

unless the flowering-shoots are very long and 
straggling I would not advise your cutting them 

back. The earlier growth is made and matured 
the better will bo the results next season. Keep 

the plants in a genial atmosphere until June. 
Amateurs seldom study Nature sufficiently, and 

do not bear in mind that the time suoh forced 
plants are ont of flower must naturally corre¬ 
spond with warm summer weather outside. Yet 

they frequently neglect to afford their plants 
anything approaohing natural treatment after 

their first flush of beauty is over. Any plant 
that has been excited into bloom prematurely 

must not be turned into extreme oold while still 
in full growth. You should afford them ample 

protection until the end of June, when they may 
be planted or plunged out-of-doors in a warm 

border. Here the growths will mature and set 
flower-buds for next season. These satisfactory 

results cannot possibly be obtained if the plants 
receivo a severe check directly after flowering is 

over and much young growth is aotive.—P. U. 

3317.—Primula obconica.—Pieces of the 

old plants may be potted singly and grown on as 
before, but such divided plants never do so well 
as seedlings. The best sort for this species is a 

nice, free, or sandy loam, with a third each of 

leaf-mould and old hot-bod manure ; if the loam 
is at all rough or coarse, add a little peat. 

Drain the pots well and make the soil firm. It 
succeeds best during the winter in a light and 

lather well ventilated greenhouse at 45 degs. to 
55 d'S'gs.!,[butIiiQrimnlW a cool and shady posi¬ 

tion outs'de must be given it. Keep the soil 

wWyrmwAwjMnolst.—B. 0. R. 
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ORCHIDS. 

BEST WINTER-FLOWERING ORCHIDS. 

COSLOGYNK CBISTATA. 

This plant (flowera of which are here illustrated) 
is now too well known to need muoh description. 
It is a magnificent Orchid for winter blooming ; 
it should be grown in a cool stove, and in the 
autumn placed in a little extra warmth to finish 
up the bulbs and induoe them to push out their 
racemes of flower, whioh in the sepals and petals 
are pure-white, stained in the lip with orange. 
There are now numerous varieties of this species 
which differ more or leas in the breadth of 
sepals and petals, that known as the Chatsworth 
variety, sometimes called maxima, being the 
best. In the variety Lemoniana the flowers are 
broad, as in the Chatsworth variety, but the 
lip, instead of being broadly stained with yellow 
or orange-yellow, is of a faint pale-yellow ; 

flowering, plants should be -taken into a cool- 
house with a dry atmosphere. Here they may 
be allowed to remain all through the season, 
and until the young shoots again show signs of 
life, when the plants should be removed to 
warmer quarters and a moister atmosphere. It 
is an Orchid which I used to grow in quantities 
upon blocks of wood, and in the temperature of 
the cool-house all the summer, keeping them 
nearly quite dry; and I used to flower them 
freely in or about the month of April or May, but 
I found if they were too late in the season 
before the flowers appeared, that they did not 
last loDg, but they were soon past and gone, 
and that plants that flowered early in April 
lasted in bloom better. The culture of Orchids 
upon blocks of wood, as used at the present 
time, I do not like, because I do not think it is 
congenial; but in the placo of blocks of wood, 
I recommend the use of small earthenware pans 
or baskets, and into one of these plant the 

Flowers of Ooelogyne cristate. 

whilst in the variety alba they are of the purest 
white, without a spot of any colour. It is found 
growing wild in Northern India at an elevation 
of 5,000 feet to 8,000 feet. M. B. 

DENDROBIUM CAMBRIDGEANUM. 
It is now over sixty years ago since this plant 
first fiiwired with Sir J. Paxton at Chatsworth. 
It had been gathered the year bofore by Mr. 
Oibion when collecting plants in Northern 
India for the Duke of Devonshire. A flower of 
this Orchid is sent me by “ Nemo,” of Glaston- 
“nry, for a name, who states that he has a small 
plant with thirty blooms, for whioh he may be 
thankful. The rich, golden-yellow flowers, 
with a deep, velvety, blackish-purple blotch at 
the base of the lip, will make the house gay and 
cheerful for a short time. This plant, whioh 
u mors correctly named D. oohreatum 
°f the kinds which flower from the 
growths before they are inlly mature 
with the green leaves upon tnem; and after 

Dendrobium Cambridgeanum, drain it well, 
and use for soil peat-fibre of the best quality, 
mixed with some living Sphagnum Moss, and 
do not disturb it, for it is a plant that does not 
like removals, but resurface it when necessary. 
Do not urge it to grow by the use of artificial 
manures, or anything of the kind, for I have 
observed that when the plants grow too 
vigorously they do not flower so freely. 

Matt. Bramble. 

ANGR/ECUM CITRATUM. 
From time to time I am surprised by some of 
my readers sending me blooms of plants which 
I should not have thought of recommending to 
their attention, and this is one of them, not 
because it is not a beautiful speoies, but because 
it takes a great deal of attention, and likes 
warmth Jana moisture all the year round, and 

' showy enough to please the majority 
But here I have flowera of thin 

one “ Bessie Lookwood,” saying 

her plants of it are now flowering beautifully. 
She has three plants bearing nine spikes of 
blooms, one of which she sends me, and hopes 
to see a note of it in Gardering, and she adds 
"it ought to be grown by everyone having a 
stove.” This last statement I heartily endorse, 
and I have often wondered why persons with 
the accommodation of a stove-house do not grow 
many of these small growing Orchids. Angroicum 
citratum was first brought home from Mada¬ 
gascar now nearly thirty years ago by the Rev. 
Mr. Ellis, and it first flowered with Messrs. 
Veitch of Chelsea, and it remained a scaroe 
plant for some years in our collections, but the 
Messrs. Low now have a great stock of it 
flowering beautifully; but I notioed when 
recently at their establishment the numbers 
were considerably less than they were some 
two years ago, so that the plant has evidently 
beon drawn upon largely. I remember Mr. 
Ellis telling mo thot this Orchid is very common 
in its native country, and that the flowera are 
much used by the natives for personal adorn¬ 
ment. It grows in the coast-line, that portion of 
the country which is so inimical to tne health 
of Europeans, and is found upon the under 
shrubs, always in the shade. Here it abounds ; 
but from the fact of its being a small plant, and 
that it is always being in a wet oondition, it 
has been hitherto found a somewhat difficult 
plant to import in a good oondition ; but yet we 
have now got it well established in this country, 
and it is fairly reasonable in price. This 
plant should be well drained, and planted in 
living Sphagnum Moss, carefully removing any 
that becomes dead or sour, for although it likes 
an abundance of water, nothing of a dead or 
sour nature must lie about its roots. Place it 
in a small hanging earthenware pan or basket, 
and plaoe it in such a position where the sun 
does not shine upon it; yet I have observed 
when exposed to the influence of the light the 
flowera come much whiter than the plants in 
the shade. The raceme is about C inohes to 
9 inches in length, the flowera being dense, and 
furnished with a long slender spur. They are 
white with a pale straw oolour pervading them ; 
but in the deep shade they are of a dull citron- 
yellow, which is their colour at home in their 
native home. I have found it to revel in 
water during the summer months; but I 
have always kept it well drained, and during 
the winter, although a considerable reduction is 
necessary, the plants must be kept nicely 
moist. Matt. Bramble. 

DENDROBIUM LUTEOLUM. 

Some flowers of this plant came to me from 
“Jane Beckett,” who says a friend gave them 
to her, and told her he had brought them from 
Rio. She asks for the name, and wants to know 
something of its treatment ? Well, in the first 
place, I think " J. B.” must have fallen into an 
error in making the assertion that her friend told 
her he had brought this species from Brazil, 
because there are no Dendrobiums in thatcountry. 
Labels are very easily transferred either by 
accident or otherwise, and if a person is not 
acquainted with the distribution of genera and 
speoies it leads to an awkward episode. Now, for 
instance, this Dendrobe comes from Burmah, 
whence it was introduced by the Messrs. Low, of 
Olapton, with whom it first flowered in the spring 
of 1864, or nearly thirty years ago. The plant 
has slender, erect growth, bearing deep-green 
leaves, whioh are persistent until after the flower¬ 
ing season is over. The flowers are produoed on 
short raoemes, usually in pairs ; sometimes, how¬ 
ever, these are produced together, and I have seen 
even four borne upon one raceme. These are 
about 2 inches across, and of a pale-yellow or 
soft primrose oolour, faintly streaked with red 
on the lip, and of a pleasant fragranoe. Besides 
this, the typioal plant, there is a variety 
oalled ohlorooentrum, whioh does not differ 
much, but it has some greenish, short, woolly 
hairs on the oentre of the lip, and there also a 
stain of orange oolour. Both plants thrive 
under quite the same treatment. It should be 
grown in hanging-baskets, whioh reauire to be 
well drained, and the plants should be well 
exposed to the sun and light, shading only from 
the hottest sun through the middle of the day ; 
and, it must be kept well supplied with water, 
both overhead from the syringe and also to the 
spots. They mould'bo pot'-sl In a mixture of 
good brown upland neat-fibre and ohopped 
d AN A- N nAMrAloN 
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3302 — Phlebodlum aureum—This Fern, when it 
gets into bad condition, takes some time to work round. 
Warm-house treatment would suit It hotter. The old die- 
ooloured leaves may he cut oH; but tho plant Is a true 
evergreen, and the green leaves should be allowed to 
remain till the new growth starts away.—K. H. 

Sphagnum Mobs, but not too much of it, for I 

find this plant to grow far the beat when extra 
well drained and with but little Boil about its 

roots. As the growths ripen the plants require 
to be moved to a cooler position, where thoy 

may be dried oil' and rested, but by no means 
allow the bulbs to shrivel, or you may have 

great difficulty in restoring them ; but having 

nursed them through the winter with care re¬ 
store them to their summer position about the 
beginning of the year, and about this time, or 

even later, the flowers will appear in great 
abundance. 1 thiDk this is about all I know of 

D. luteolum, and though it cannot lay claim 
to being one of the showy species from this land 

of Dendrobiums, it may fairly bo called a very 

pretty and a most interesting plant, and it 
flowers, too, at a very dull time of the year. 

Matt. Brambi.e. 

DENDKOBIUM LINAWIANUM. 

Here is an old plant which was first introduced 
to our gardens just upon seventy years ago, and, 
in spite of the number of plant-colleotors that 
have traversed the East, no one appears to know 
the exaot spot from whence it comes. It is Baid to 
be a native of China, but that is a largo country, 
and in days gone by no ono would be able to 
reach some parts of the country that they can 
now. Tho plant, from being said to come from 
China and Japan, was confounded by Lindley 
with, and named by him, D. moniliforine, and 
under this name it was abundant in collections in 
my younger days, when it was much prized for its 
beauty and for its early flowering. In growth 
it much resembles D. nobile, but the bulbs are 
more compressed and flatter, and I am asked by 
“J. Macrarlauo ” to tell him if it is a nobile 
without the spot at the base of tho lip? 
Here again is another instance of the long life of 
Orchids, the species in question having never 
l>ecn known to have been imported but once 
or twice, and that some sixty years ago ; but 
wo have plants of it growing in our gardens to 
this day, and growers too that do not know it 
when thoy see its flowers, these being borne in 
twos and threes together on a short erect race¬ 
me. They are of a rosy-lilac or cerise, the 
centre of the lip white, and having two crimson 
snots near the centre. I have had this species 
blooming at Christmas, and also in the month of 
May, but not from the same specimens ; but from 
plants that had been purposely retarded the 
May flowers were produced, whilst the earlier 
onos were borne by plants that had been forced. 
This plant is much like D. nobile in general ap¬ 
pearance, and yet one can easily piok it out from 
amongst the last uamod, and it thrives well 
undor exactly the same treatment. D. monili- 
♦orme is now in cultivation. It is a small white- 
flowered plant, not nearly so handsomo as this 
species. A very npstty hybrid from Llnawianum 
] saw exhibited in tho Drill Hall, Westminster. 
It was called Burfordiense, and it was really a 
charming thing, and I hopo to see it again. 

Matt. Bramble. 

:i.m—Saccolabium Blumel, &c.— 
ttiooolabium Blumei decidedly requires stovo 
treatment, accompanied, however, by plenty of 
ventilation. This plant grows in thousands on 
the trees surrounding the Rice-fields in Burmah. 
Daring the rainy season the Rice-fields are under 
water, and irrigation is continued until the Rioe 
ripens, about December, when the water is run off. 
The evaporation from these fields of water loads 
the air with moisture, so that with the heavy rains 
and humid air the plants are kept in full growth 
np to Dacomber j they then pass through a very 
dry season until the first showers fall, about tho 
end of March. There are, however, hoavydews 
at night during the dry season, whioh keep tho 
roots plump. Plenty of water and heat during 
the growing season and moisture in tho air in 
'Vinter are the best for them. On no account, 
however, must the leaves be syringed in tho 
winter ; the air must be kept moist by damping 
the floor of the house and stages. This plant 
does not like the roots disturbed. If the potting 
material gets sour It should be picked out, and 
fresh Moss, mixed with broken crooks, should 
take the place of tho old material. On no 
account should peat bo used in .porting this 
class of plants, pendrobi^Ajtfwi^ ^ in J, 

Walla-ghaut, west coust of India. Here the 
rainfall is enormous — during the rams often 
10 inches a day, the annual rainfall amounting to 
650 inches. In oonsequence of this enormous 
downpour all tho Coffee plantations on Walla- 
ghaut have had to be abandoned, and the roads 
Being overgrown and the country infested with 
wild elephants, it is very difficult to get into it 
to collect the plant. This plant therefore re¬ 
quires great heat and moisture during the grow¬ 
ing season. During the dry season, January to 
March, the plant is exposed to tho full rays of 
the sun and loses all its leavos, starting in growth 
again with the first shower in March.—E. S. 
Berkeley, Spt(chUy-Bitterne, Southampton. 

FERNS. 

HARDY FERNS IN PLEASURE 
GROUNDS. 

In most gardens there are situations whioh, 
owing to perpetual shade through buildings or 
trees, are found oxtremely difficult to embellish 
satisfactorily. Places of this description ocour 
frequently in the neighbourhood of the dwell¬ 
ing-house, and are often a source of vexation, 
as the majority of flowering and fiae-foliaged 
plants will not thrive therein. For such locali¬ 
ties hardy Ferns are the most suitable occu¬ 
pants, inasmuoh as the self-same conditions 
which prove so fatal to the well-being of the 
majority of ornamental plants are just those 

the occupants fail to obtain that luxuriance 
which constitutes one of the greatest charms of 
the Fern tribe. Although something in the way 
of burrs, stumps, or sandstone is necessary to 
keep the soil open, yet this kind of material 
should be introduced merely to effect that pur¬ 
pose, leaving as great a bulk of mould as is con¬ 
sistent with good drainage. Tho cheapest 
material that can be employed is the root stump* 
of trees. Thoy are admirably adapted for ttie 
purpose, and not only serve to efficiently drain 
tho soil in whioh thoy are placed, but appear to 
retain in themselves a certain amount of moist- 
ture, even in very dry weather. Root stumps 
are often objected to on the ground that they 
ultimately rot away. That is, however, no 
detriment in the present case, as by the time 
they do so the plants will be well estab¬ 
lished. As regards soil there is no neces¬ 
sity to be particular. If some turfy loam or 
rough peat can be easily procured, the Ferns 
will be benefited by an admixture of it. 
Ordiuary garden soil, with some of the roughly 
sifted portions of the refuso heap, will meet their 
requirements. No garden can be considered 
properly furnished without Ferns of some sort, 
and many a dark, dingy corner may be simply 
and almost inexpensively beautified by them. 
Where winter verdure is desired, the evergreen 
kinds need only be employed. In a general way, 
however, they should be used with the decidu¬ 
ous ones, as they contrast so beautifully when 
bursting into growth in spring. T. 

Royal Forn and Mala Fern in tho garden at 

this plant growir,_ 
bushes of tho deecr Coffee plantations a 

which enable them to maintain themselves in 
health and luxuriance. The construction of a 
fernery is often supposed to entail a consider¬ 
able amount of labour and expense, and it is 
this consideration whioh deterB many from 
undertaking tho culture of hardy Ferns. The 
Fern tribe is a large and varied one, and if it is 
desired to cultivate a largo variety, then un¬ 
doubtedly a good amount of forethought and 
care will be necessary to ensure success. There 
is, however, a considerably largo class which is 
really hardy in every sense of the word, inas¬ 
much as thoy will thrive in almost any situation, 
and require but an ordinary amount of care to 
be takon in planting. Amongst these are for¬ 
tunately to be found great variety and exquisite 
beauty ; they are, therefore, all that can be 
desired for our purposo. Many varieties of 
Lastrea, Asplenium, Roolopendrium, Polypo¬ 
dium, and the Royal Fern will flourish in the 
most ordinary garden soil, and can hardly be 
excelled in elegance of form and diversity of 
Kowth by tho more tender kinds. They may 

easily procured at a cheap rate of any 
nurseryman, and some of them, such as the 
common Polypody, tho Male and Lady Forn, 
are generally plentiful in moist hedgerows, 
from whenoe they may be safely removed in 
early spring before growth commences. These ' 
varieties are mostly strong growers; they 
should, therefore, bo planted so that thoy are 

tinted in tho way | of not 
Ferneries upon a smallj NJdwtt 

t to becomo dried up in hot wea^l^. 

3377.—Treatment of Carnations.— 
A great deal depends on the culture the 
plants receive as to whether tho flower-stems 
will bo stout and carry tho flowers up well, but 
much more upon the variety. Some sorts have 
weak pedunclos—too weak to carry the flowers 
erect, consequently they hang down. Many 
raisers of seedlings have merely an eye to ob¬ 
taining good single blooms for exhibition, and 
make habit and constitution a secondary con¬ 
sideration only ; but this is not what the general 
publio want. Seedlings ought not to be raised 
either from weakly-oonstitutioned varieties or 
from woak-stemmed sorts that cannot hold the 
flowers erect. Sorts that burst the calyx badly 
should also be discarded. A few of tho best 
border Carnations to grow are Germania, Purple 
Emperor, Mrs. Muir, Rose Celestial, Emma 
Lakin, Ruby, and Mary Morris amongst seifs. 
A fow of the best flakos and bizarres are Robert 
Houlgrave, Joseph Crossland, Rifleman, Edward 
Rowan, William Skirving, H. R. Mayor, James 
Douglas, Mayor of Nottingham, Matador, 
Thalia, Sybil, and Jessioa_J. D. E. 
nrrm WlMW plan la to grow the plants, from the oot- 
tlngs Or layerings always, In the open ground without 

' ly this means strong, stocky 
jut stems and blooms, which 
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3383.—Vegetables . for show. — The 
following will make a good selection of eight 
HVWMee (Cucumbers should not be grown in a 
fl(51fcctioa limited to eight varieties): Tomatoes, 
Peas, Cauliflowers, French Beans, Potatoes, 
Onions. • Carrots, Turnips, Vegetable Marrows, 
4nd Cabbages. I have included ten varieties, 
Mjust possible one or two of the others 
may not be in drab class condition on the show 

I should attaoh more importance to hav¬ 
ing first - rate samples than any particular 
VfHety ; for instance, a firet-rate Cabbage or 
Vegetable Marrow may oarry more weight than 
very Inferior Cauliflowers or badly-grown Tur¬ 
nips. Whatever is shown should be as good as 
can be grown, and a common variety really at 
its best is of more value in a collection than 
anything looked upon as choice at its worst.— 

H* t 

,*r-T- The two kinds mentioned, Tomatoes 
and Cucumbers, will do very well to be included 
in a collection of eight; but is the collection 
limited to eight kinds or eight varieties ? because 
if the word variety is used two dishes of distinct 
varieties of Peas may be exhibited, or a dish of 
kidney and a dish of round Potatoes ; but in a 
collection of eight varieties even, the greater 
number of kinde exhibited the better. I would 
•how good Marrow Peas, Potatoes (a good white 
kidney), Cauliflower* (threegood heeds is a dish), 
good intermediate Carrots, and Onions from 
autumn-town seed. Dwarf Kidney Beans 
always tell well when exhibited in good 
:eondition. Scarlet Runners and Broad Beans 
nay be grown foy extra.— J. D. E. 

i *-•>— la addition to Tomstose and Oacumbers the fol¬ 
lowing should be added: Potato**. Peat, Onions, Cauli¬ 
flowers, Carrots, and Globe Artichokes —8. P. 
"3271.—Qood King Henry.—I have a bed 

’ i growing in my garden that has 
l'; over 20 years. It is planted 

i Apart each way. I .notice that 
” -dvises it to be planted only 0 inches 

\ia impossible to grow good roots 
r, as some of mine are over a foot 
me the shoots are ready for use, 

is the most useful and profitable 
"p we have in the garden. It 
i rioh soil to grow in.—Q. E. D. 

,, _D_ »y in winter.—To have a 
•eed sqpply of Parsley in winter, there must be 
protection in bad weather. One of the beat 

fMcurijpg a stock is to take np strong 
' Cut off most of the old leaves 

very warm position. I have had 
i a narrow border in front of a forcing- 
i the foot of a email wall, or a bed 

. Dlantcd on a border and be covered with 
k frame before frost sets in, or sheltered with 
straw mats. Sometimes a sowing is made in 
July for winter use. The plants must be thinned 
out well or the leaves will be small and tender. 

lMjfitfPhniri.lqn 
,3375.—Potato disease.—A solution of 

sulphate of copper and lime mixed and applied 
with a syringe or proper spraying maohine 
before the disease has attacked the plants to 
My extent will check its farther progress, and 
ensure a healthy growth and a sound and abun¬ 
dant crop. The heat proportions are 22 lb. of 
the sulphate and 22 lb. of lime to 100.gallons of 
Fjtflrthis ia sufficient for an acre of ground. 
The lime must be perfectly fresh and quick, and 
the sulphate of copper the purest obtainable. 
The best way is to give one dressing before the 
disease appears at all on the foliage, say, in the 

. first or second week in July, and a second one 
tt*out three weeks afterwards. Mix the liquid 

!jMl, and apply in a fine spray so as to wet 
every leaf thoroughly.—B. C. R. 

3370 —Qnlona for show.—Onions for 
show should have been sown some time ago. 
Those who wish to obtain large bulbs frequently 
sow in gentle heat in February, and when the 
Onions are 3 inches high harden off, and towards 
the end of March or beginning of April plant 
out in rows 1 foot apartand 6 inches apart in rows. 
The ground for Onions must be well prepared 
by deep digging, and the manure supply must 
he liberal. If the ground is loose and open pres¬ 
sure most be applied to firm it. I usually tread 
Jt over twioe. The surface must be dnyiVhen 
this ia done. Fowl-mannro may b« Mew profit! 
•My for Onions at the rate of a couple orbnfheis 
to the square rod. This manure is more bene- 

337*,-: 

ficial on. heavy lgjul,tl»n Ugbtfaait is of a.warm 
nature. When the seeds -are sown ut the -open 
ground, the "same care should be used ini the 
preparation of the lAnd, And the drills drawn 
1 foot apart and about half an inch deep. As 
soon as theUniona appear above ground, dust, 
with soot, and pass the bee betwen the drills to 
loosen the soil and check -Weeds. When large 
enough to thin, draw out the smallest and leave 
the strong plants 6 inches apart. During 
growth stir the surface occasionally, • aud uso 
about twioe at intervals of several weeks. A 
light dressing of nitrate of soda, or the nitrate 

l#ikXjM»JUi?$d .witb_IchUmnuo_guaa0. at the 
rate of six pounds to the rod. It is not generally 
neoaeaary to water Onions in our climate. 
Still, it is benefioial if there should come a spell 
of bright, hot weather to give a thorough soak¬ 
ing of liquid-manure once or twice a week as 
long as hot weather lasts. Water in the even¬ 
ing, and stir the surfaco the following day.— 
E. H. 

- The large Onions seen at the summer 
exhibitions are usually produced from autumn- 
sown seeds. Those exhibited in Lancashire at 
the antumn exhibitions are produced from 
spring-sown seed. The Red Onions arc grown 
of the largest size. A single Onion has been 
grown to weigh 3-1 ounces ; the white variety 
to 24 ounces. The seed ia sown in January in 
small flower pots, a single Onion only being 
allowed in one of the small pots. The plants 
are grown on in frames and afterwards carefully 
planted on richly-manured ground, which is 
also well trenched to a considerable depth. 
Deoayed pig and cow-manure suite them well; 
manure from fowl-houses is excellent for Onions, 
but it is very rioh in quality, and should not 
be put on thiokly.—J. D. E. 

3373.—Sweet and savoury Herbs.— 
The most useful sweet Herbs are Knotted Mar- 
ioram, Basil, Summer Savory, Chervil, Balm, 
Borage, Pepper Mint, Pennyroyal, Winter 
Savory, and Tarragon. Pot or savoury Herbs 
most in nse are Thyme in several varieties, 
Sago, Common or Spear Mint, Fennel (some- 
times used as a sweet Herb), and Parsley, though 
Parsley is generally grown by itself in some 
position where it oan l>e easy of acoosa in all 
weathers. Basil, Knotted Marjoram, and 
Summer Savory are generally treated as annuals, 
the seeds lioing commonly sown in heat in spring, 
and when the weather has settled down the 
youngallants are pricked out in a warm border. 

Potatoes for heavy laud.— V E. H.” 
says on page 18 that " Myatt's Prolific and Im¬ 
perator are two of the beat Potatoes for strong, 
heavy land.” My experience, at any rate, of 
the latter is just the reverse. Myatt’s I have 
never grown to an^ extent, but of some score of 
the leading varieties Imperator gave the worst 
result* of any, the land being a very stiff clay 
loam tm a subsoil of pure clay, but well worked 
to the depths of nearly a foot. Even with good 
culture Imperator produced about three tubers to 
a root only, two of which were diseased ! so I 
have given it up altogether. The much-vaunted 
Bruce also turned out very badly, Alagnum 
Bonum, growing alongside it, producing fully 
three times the crop, and sounder and of better 
quality aIkx The beet Potato I have ever 
grown on, this soil is Reading Giant, whioh 
turned out at the rate of eighteen tone per acre, 
affording fine large tnbera almost perfectly free 
from disease, and of excellent quality when 
oooked. Satisfaction (Sutton’s) also does re¬ 
markably well here, a large proportion of the 
tubers running 1 lb. to 1J lb. each, perfect in 
form, of delicious quality, and capital keepers. 
Beauty of Hebron crops well, and the new white 
variety even better. Duke of Albany yields 
abundantly, but keeps badly, atid is of such in¬ 
ferior quality that I do not now grow it. My 
best early kind is Sharpe’s Victor. All the 
Ashleafs get so badly diseased as to be almost 
useless.—dJ. C. R. 

-Aft#. wyeqsl trials, both of growing them in 
boxes with alight heat ana in cool pits, 
together with sowing in antamn and spring, I 
'decided there was a great advantage in towing 
the.sc«d as soon as possible after it was matured. 
Years" agq, wh6n imported seed only was to be 
had* and. the transport took much longer 
than it does now, one often got only a small 
percentage to grow. As soon as the cones burst 
and s&'ds drop, they Will commence to 
germinate at once if placed in sandy loam. I 
found a cool pit umoh the beat structure. Use 
a deep soil of an open nature, and press the 
seeds down deep enough to cover the wiag. Of 
course you must place them point downwards. 
Mice are the only enemies you need fear. Do 
not keep them olose except during frosty 
weather, when a mat thrown over the frame is 
all that they need. Many Araucarias bear cones, 
but unless the two sexes are adjacent, they do 
not get fertilised. A good seed weighs as muoh 
as a large Acorn, and even in sound cones there 
are a great number of thin, wafer-like seeds 
that are of no use whatever. The cones mature 
during the second autumn after impregnation. 
On no aooount use heat, as you then make the 
seedlings tender and gain hardly any time. Like 
most of the Pines, this Araucaria roots very 
deeply in the seedling stage.—P. U. 

-Sow the wed* now in sandy pest, leaf-mould, and 
loam, In pans or boxee, and place in oold frame. Cover 
about one-eighth of an Inch. Keep equably moist sod 
shads from hot sunshine till seeds germinate. When 
young plants appear ventilate a little at flrit, and Increase 
the ventilation gradually.—K. H. 

TUBBS AND SHRUBS. 

33G9.—Araucaria .lmbrloata. —It ia too 
late in the season now for you to have much 
succesaTin raising this grand Chilian Pine from 
so <0 [jur a former garden. I saved . from 

(ty seventeen bushels of seed tuukiolly, 
analraised many thousands of seedling?, i 

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS. 

Qasstlona-Qiudd end swain orf inserted in 
GaaDiawo /nM r/ charge if eorreepenients follow the rules 
her* laid down for their pueaanos. AU oommunieations 
for iewertion should be aloofly end oonoiooly written on 
on* fide of the payer only, end addressed to the Rditoe of 
GasmuM, *7, Southampton street, Oovent garden, Lon¬ 
don. Letters on husiness should bo cent to tho Pusussn. 
The name and address of the sender are required in 
addition to onydeeignotion he map detiro to bo uood in 
the paper. . When more than one query it tent, took 
should 6* on a separate pieoe of paper. Unanswered 
queries should be repeated. Correipondenti should bear 
in mind Chat, a* OAUuem-va has to be tent to prett tome 
time in advance of date, they cannot always be replied to 
in the iwue immediately following the reeeipt of their 
communications. 

Answers fwhich, with the exception q/eueh as cannot 
well be classified, will be found in their different depart¬ 
ments) should always bear the number and title placed 
against the query replied to, and our readers will greatly 
oblige us by advising, os few os their knowledge and 
observation! permit, the correspondent* who seek assist¬ 
ance. Conditions, soils, and means vary so inAnitely 
that several answers to the same question may oHen be 
eery useful, and those who reply would do well to mention 
the localities in which their experience if gained. Corres¬ 
pondents who refer to articles inserted in Gaunue 
should mention the number in whioh they appeared. 

8426.—Growing Sftlsafy.—Will someone please to 
give me eome Information about the growing of Haleafy f— 

EVWfKR. 

3121—Planting Clematises,—I have Just planted 

three Clematises, and at the time of planting watered 

tljem. Is this right J-A. M. 

8t27.—Rabbit-manure.—Will someone be eo good 

os to let me know it Kabblt-manore I* a good thing for 

flowers 1 —(Josstast Kkadkk. 

8128.—“ Asparagus “ Ferns.—T want to propagate 
some “ Asparagus “ Ferns. How should 1 prooeed? What 

heat do they require ?—A Rkadib. 

'3i2f>. —Treatment of Ferns. —Should Adlantnm and 
Pterls Ferns be put, when at rett, Into a lower temperature 

than they are grown in f—A Kk»dkr. 

8130.—Annuals for show.—When should annuals 
like Cornflower, iligooustte, Poppies, ho., be sown in the 
open io as to be ready for a flower show on August 10;h f 

—X Y. 
.8131.—Keeping oats out of a garden.—will 

anyone kiudiy advise me as to bow would be tbe beet way 
of keeping cats onto! a garden f Is there any other means 

except poison ?—E. I. 

3432.—Peach-tree losing Its flowers —I hare a 
Peach tree, Late Admirable, that le dropping it* flowers, 
which are fully expanded. Would an) one kindly tell me 

the cause of It?—J. B , Forfarshire. 

3133.—Grub in Apple-blossom —Would someone 

kindly tell me of a good remedy tor stopping flici from 
blowiDg Apple and oiher kinds of fruit blossom so as to 

cause the grub in them ?—Oroisist. 

8431.—Harly Chrysanthemums —I shall feel 
obliged if anyone will give me the names ol twelve Japanese 

Chrysanthemums, which wiU flower out-of-doors not later 

than tbe end of September ?—B. 8. T. 

3136.— Constructing a Tomato-house —I am 
Just constructing a Tomato-boose. Would anyone kindly 
tell me howhigh the beds should be In the Incide, and if 

the IwtmaU'r pipe* Should run below the beds or ouuide 
the beds T I wlll have a walk through the oenUe of the 
hotea ffaeii'd thn thjeTiM round tbe walk, and how 

higa should they be from vhe ground? Full particulars 

v.fl! 'n.ich obl'g.v—Jp'ill ^ostoovrrt. 
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S43C. —Garry a elliptic^I wint to hzve a Carry* 
elliptic* to trala on a sooth wall. When would be the 
best time to plant, and when might I expeot some oat kina 
on it? I should buy an established tree from a nursery¬ 
man.—Elsix 

3437.—Height of Oupregsas Lawsonlana 
lutea — What is the average helghtof the largest ot these 
trees ? I have one 12 feet 7 lnohes. II anyone who has larger 
ones would give their height it may be ol interest to others 
betides.— H., Salop. 

3433.—Nerlne sarnlensls—I have two roots ol 
Nerine sarnlensia which have never flowered, though I 
have had them live or six years. The leaves come up 
well, and they are potted In good soil. Should they be 
repotted eaoh year ?—Elsik. 

3139.—Clematis (Constance Elliott.—I have a 
Passion-flower Co ns tan o« Kllott; it made shoots 9 lest 

long and bore flowers at every point last year. Should I 
out it back or let it remain aeltls-lt Is beginning to start 
again Into growth ?—Oroanist. 

8440.—Weeds on a gravel-path —I shall leel 
obliged il someone will kindly tell me what 1s the best 
thing to um to kill weeds on a gravel path olose to a llox 
edging? Isoarballo sold a good thing, or would it injure 
tbs Box ? I do not want anything injurious to animals.— 
0. 8. 

S44L—Tropeeolum tuberosum.dto-—I am anxious 
to know il Tropnolum tuberosum and Troprolum 
spscioeum are one and the same, as I am under the Impres¬ 
sion that they are? Are they propagated Irom division cl 
the roots or seed? II the latter, will they flower the first 
year?—Elsik. 

8442.— Ferns, dco., In a greenhouse —Will some¬ 
one kindly tell me why the young Ironds ol my Maiden¬ 
hair Ferns tum brown ? My greenhouse is on the north 
tide ol the house, is heated with hot-water pipes and kept 
about 60 degs. I should also bt glad to know wbat flowers 
will bloom best in It?—M. 0. 

3443.—Fruit trees on Oak paling fenoes.—will 
someone kindly give htsexperienceasto the kinds ol Apples, 
Pears, or Plums that do beet when trained on suoh fenoes, 
aspect east and west? Although nominally olose tenors 
there Is considerable draught between some of the palings 
which I fear may interfere with the setting ol the fruit.— 
BtovLKY, Kent. 

8444 — Chrysanthemum cuttings — Would 
" E. M.” or somoons kindly inform me of the oause why 
so many ol my Chrysanthemum cuttings have s'arted the 
orown bud? Should the bud only be removed leaving the 
other three shoots to grow on, or pinch bsok the plant to 
a lowsr Joint? Will it be detrimental lor exhibition 
blooms? I oannot afford to throw out all the offenders 
as ol tome sorts every cutting (4) has played this prank. 
Cuttings were struok In Deoember and January in the 
usual way. Bouls d Or, Forsythe, Stanstead Whits, and 
Deleoa are the prinolpal delinquents.—E II. P, 

8445.— Pear Bishop's Thumb—Will anyone 
kindly Inform me why my Bishop's Toumb Pears rot on 
the tree before they are ripe ? I have several trees ol 
them In my gardoo ; the trees look very healthy, and 
there is, as a rule, an abundance of blossom on them; but 
Invariably when the fruit has nearly reaohed Its full size, 
and, of oourse, some time before they are rips, the 
majority of them oommenoe to rot at tbs eyas, and even 
those whloh do not rot on the tree oommenoe to rot at the 
eyes after being pioked a short time, and before they are 
lit to sat. What should I do to remedy this ?—X. Y. Z. 

3148. — Height or Chrysanthemums. — will 
•' K M." kindly tell me about what height the following 
Chrysanthemum plan is grow to, measuring from the bottom 
of the pot: Mens. Barnard, Source d'Or, Bouquet Fait, 
W. Robinson, roseum superbum, Mvideo's Blush, Val 
d'Andorrd, Peter the Oreat? I Intend stopping these 
twice to get a nloe lot of blooms. Also Mils. Martha, 
Holden M'lo. Marthe, Kllee Cordon, Black Douglas, 
Autouinle, Maris Stuart, and Mme. Montels. to be grown 
tlx blooms on a plant. All of the above plants were rooted 
by the first week in March. Also what is best to use for 
worms In the pots ? I was very osreful last year about try¬ 
ing to keep them out, and kept them standing on boards ; 
but when I turned the plants out there were nne fat ones, 
that I suppose had been gorging my stimulants that I In¬ 
tended for my plants. I heard onoe something about lime- 
water being used for It. but I do not know what strength 

for advloe. — W. D. 

8447.— Fall are or hot bed to hoat.—Will someone 
kindly enlighten me as to the reason of my hot-bed not 
heating? 1 have had a new briok pit built, size about 
7) feet by 0 feet, and 4) feet deep, which I have bad filled 
with horse, pig, and oow-manure (principally the former), 
the whole being well trodden down. This I have done 
three weeks ago, and as there was absolutely no heat arising 
from it at the end of two weeks (nor had there been at 
any time during that period), I decided to try a plan 
recommended by one of your readers-viz., to take out 
nearly half ot the manure and out a lot of Orase and put in 
the middle, replaolng the manure on the top. 8trange to 
•ay that, although the manure when placed In a heap on 
the ground showed unmistakable signs of heating (In fact, 
It got quite hot in the oourss of twelve hours), after the 
bed had been remade, with the Grass in the middle, it bas 
shown no signs of heating whatever. Will anyone tell me 
where the fault Is? Have I trodden It too much, or put in 
the wrong kinds of manure, or what?-X. Y. Z. 

3448.—Roses all the year round.—I am anxious 
to be able to out a few Roses all the year round. I have 
plenty of garden space pro tooted from north and east 
to grow outdoors. Roses outdoors should, I fanor, tako 
mo on to Ootober. In a lean-to greenhouse faolng south 
(20 feat by 12 feet) I havs Oloire de Dijon and Mart-chal 
Nisi, whloh give ms flowers at end of February. It is 
fitted with healing apparatus, whioh I only use In very 
oo Id weather. Than I haves small house (16 if at by 7 feet) 
In whloh I oould foroe pot-Rvses to bloom for November 
to February inolusive. Will " J. 0. C." or '• P. U.” tell 
me bow to treat pot-Rosas for my purpose?—Should I let 
them flower now ? I suppose that 1 muc£ put tham c'.' 
of-doors In July, When should I pi one (heaL And >h< 
should I take Ihemlnto, 11 rat, the oool, aod.Vcono, ine uot 
house? I suppose that I can keep some In the ooo. 
house and transfer to the hot when tome of those In the 

hot-house have finished flowering. I have bought 
plants of most varieties reoommended In Oardkmiko 
lately, but will get any other kinds if I oan aooomplish 
my desire to be able to out some, say every Sunday In 
the year?—Adam. 

To the following queries brief editorial replies 
are given ; but readers are invited to give farther 
answers should they be able to offer additional 
advice on the various subjects. 

3149.—Indian Filbert (J. J/utrJ.-Yes, this Is the 
name the seeds are known by, and they are the seeds of a 
higuminoee plant called Eotada scandens, which climbs 
to a great height, and the pods sometimes reach 7 feet 
and more in leogth. I do not know if it Is In cultivation. 
—J J. 

3140 — OdontORlosaum Mains.—J. Kbdonsends a 
flower whloh is evidently this plant, but I do not oonsider 
It at all a pretty flower ; at any rate. I have seen much hand 
somer forms with a better lip. The plant nimed Mulus 
usually produoes a branohed spike, or it does, say, when the 
plant beoomes sufflolently strong, and so, perhaps, may 
yours when it becomes robust.—M. B. 

8461.—Monkey Bread —J. Muir asks what it this? 
It is the fruit of an African tree called Adansonia digitate, 
which grows nearly as thick as it is high. It It considered 
to be the oldest tree upon the earth; some existing specimens 
are said to be five thousand years oil The fruit Is oblong, 
nearly a foot long. Another species of this family is found 
in North Australia, but it* fruits are very muoh smaller. 
I do not know if they are in cultivation.—J. J. 

3452. —Blaster Palm.— J. Muir says I should like to 
know from what tree the Palm usually worn at Eister is 
obtained? The flowers that are worn so muoh at Eister 
time and vulgarly oalled Palm are the oatkins of the 
oommoD Goat Willow (Salix caprea). I saw It last week 
about the neighbourhood of Dorking, Leatberbead, and 
the neighbourhood, very gay and beautiful. There 
are many species of Willows whioh are natives of these 
islands aJone, but they are a dilllou t genua to make out. 
The preeont one is a very common plant.—J. J. 

3453. —A large Palm.—/. P. M. says she has a large 
Palm in her greenhouse which must be removed. Sne 
sends a leaf and drawing to enable me to name it, by whloh 
I see that it is no Palm at all, but a very fine specimen of 
Dracwna australis, and I have little doubt but it would live 
o itdoors In a well sheltered position In the Oo. Waterford ; 
b it even it you do not like to risk this plan you may out 
the stem partially through, taking out a good out so as to 
prevent its oloalng up again ; then wind to the stem a 

considerable mass of Sphagnum Mote, keeping this always 
sopping wet. Do not allow it to beoome dry for a single 
minute and you will be rewarded by lu sending out root* 
into it. Wbeu this ooours out It a little more at different 
times till at last you take its head quite off, when it may 
be oarefully potted and kept very moist and shaded for a 
time, but it will soon root and do well, and you will have 
a handsome plant minus the bare stem.—J. J. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 
Any communications respecting plants or fruits 

sent to name should always accompany the parcel, which 
should be addressed to the Editor of Oaxdxxixo Ildus- 
tratbd, SI, Southampton-etreet, Strand, London, W.C. 

Names Of plants —Joc.—V/t CRnnot name from 
such scraps.-J. Atkins.—I, Olontoglossum Oervantesi 
decorum ; 2. Lyoaste maorophylla; 3, Maxlliaria grandl- 
flora.-J. T. M.—\, Aoaota Drummond!; 2, l.euoopogon 
lanoeolatus: 3 Is one of the hybrid Rhododendrons; 
it looks like Duchess of Edinburgh.-C. Hodgson.— 
1, Devalue dissect* ; 2.1. is tree glabella ; 3, Adlantum for- 
moeum ; 4, Bslaginclla Involven* ; 6 Selaglnella formosa ; 
fl, Oyrtomlum taloatum.-J. K. Krans — 1, Tbeophaeta 
I in per lulls ; 2, the Loqual (Erlobotrya Japonlca); 3, Mloro- 
lepla hirta oristata; 4, Antherloum variegatum ; 6, Dygo- 
dlum Japohloum; 8, Nephrolepis Dutil -Anno.—1, 
Vanda trloolor ; 2, Dendroblum oohreatuiu.-J. Bream 
- 1, Dendroblum noblle Oookeonl ; 2, Ailrldos Fielding!; 
3, Ilendrobium litulflorum; 4, Odontogloesum rnulue; 
6, Gooldlum divarloatum; 0, Trlohopllla tortilla.- 
0. D. B.—l, Davallia aolida; 2, D avail I a Mooreaoa; 3, 
Adlantum biapidulum.-J. Barclay -(Julie an ordinary 
form of Oattleya Trlantu.-J. Johnstone.— 1, Hophronltia 
cernua ; 2, Lycaate aromatics ; 3, Dendroblum Pierardl. 

TO OORRBSPONDEJNTS. 
We should be glad if readers would remember that we 

do not answer queries by post, and that we cannot under¬ 
take to forward letters to correspondents, or insert queries 
that do not contain the name and address of sender. 

Mrs. V. S. Knox.—Apply to Misers. J. Backhouse A 
8on, York. — /inquirer, St. Ires.—Wlreworm is the 
oause of the mischief. Bury some pleoes of Potato io 
the ground and mark the spots with stioks, and lake these 
pieces of Potato unoooaetonallyand destroy the wire worms 
thet you will find there oongregsted.-Amateur.— 
•' Vines end Vine Oulture," by A. F. Barron, prloe bt. 8d., Cfree from this office.-Willesden.— Keep the green- 

e at a temperature of about 60 degs. to 66 degs. by 
night, and about 80 degs. in theday-time, and the Vines, Ac., 
should do well. 

Catalogues received.—Pansies. Ac. W. Paul A 
Co., Bridge of Weir, N.B.-Seeds, Ac. Messrs. Vilmorio- 
Andrieux A Co., 4, Qusi-de-ls-Miigisaerie, Paris.— 
Hardy Trees and Plants. Mr. F. W. Kelsey, 146, 
Broadway, New York.-Agricultural Seeds. Messrs. 
E. P. Dixon A Sons, 10, Welllngton-street, Hull. 

Drawings for " Gardening."-Benders will 
Aikdlu remember that we are glad to get specimens of 
Iriadyul or rare flowers and good fruits and vegetable; 

drawing. The drawings so mods sett,’ ■£>'» eecroasd in 
—S best manner, and will appear in due oourse in 
OaanuiiKa Illuitratkd. RRAI\ 

POULTRY & RABBITS. 

QUERIES. 
3454.—Pallet oontlnalng to lay miniature 

eggs.—Early this month I bought some pullets. One of 
them (a full-sized healthy bird) began to lay lately, and lay 
almost every day, the e:ze of eaoh egg being a little larger 
than a marble and without any yolk. Weight, three to 
the ounce. I have now over a dozen all exactly slrallsr. 
Please say Is this an unusual oase, if there is aoy chanoe of 
the size increasing, or If I oan treat her In any way to 
mako her lay the ordinary-size 1 eggs?—Pcllst. 

8455.—Poultry keeping.—Would someone kindly 
give me a little information on poultry-keeping. My 
objeot in buying what I have wae to always have a supply 
of eggs. I have a large garden and a good pen, with three 
cocks and ten hens. I Intend reducing the oookt to one. 
Should 1 separate them now ? What should I feed the 
hens on for laying, and the quantity and number ol timn 
to feed per day ? The gentleman 1 bought them from it 
a friend, and he says they are young birds—Mlnoross, but 
there are some white ones among them. Are there say 
white Mlnoroas ? 1 have had them ten days, and only hid 
two eggs. I don't know if I feed them enough or ixt 
There it always a great rush whenever any food Is tskin 
them. I give them plenty of water, but they make it dirty. 
Must the vessels be spotlessly clean when fresh wat> r Is 
given?—Zomo. 

REPLIES. 
33/56.—Hens not eating,—" B. C.V hen* 

were suffering from a severe form of diphtheritic 
oroup or canker, and I consider that he acted 
wisely in killing the birds at once. By adopting 
this oourse he has probably prevented the 
disease spreading, and may thus have saved the 
remainder of hie flock. The temporary loss of 
eggs—though not easily explained if the other 
fowls have not taken tfie disease—is a matter of 
trifling moment if the stock oan be spared. I 
oannot this week go into particulars as regard* 
treatment, nor is it neoessary, under the circum¬ 
stances. i may, however, say that whsnevsr a 
disease of this kind breaks out it is almost the 
best plan to isolate the fowls at once, and thus 
check its progress. What has caused the pre¬ 
sent outbreak is not easy to say, if the sanitary 
arrangements are good and •• B. C.” his pur¬ 
chased no new stock. I would advin the 
querist to examine the fowl-houses very care¬ 
fully and remedy any defect which may exist. 
I have recently had a visitation of this disease, 
a newly-purchased cockerel falling a victim soon 
after his arrival, and a hen soon followed suit. 
This, I am of opinion, was i ntroduced by the 
cockerel, although he oame from a large breeder- 
dealer, and was bought at at high prioe. A 
second hen I killed, but was more fortunate 
with another.—Doultino. 

3368.—Feeding Rabbits.—"Burton"it 
using foods whioh are far too heating for young 
Rabbits, and to this I attribute his failure. 
Instead of Bean or Barley-meals I should use 
crushed Oats, and for a ohange give a little 
Carrot or Swede Turnips. If any groen stuff 
can bo got, so much tho better. In most gar¬ 
dens there are a few Cabbage-leaves to be met 
with. The Rabbits, too, are too early, and I 
am inclined to think are too delicately bred. 
At any rate, thore must be something unusual 
amiss when so many die together and the sur¬ 
vivors cannot be induced to eat.—Doultino. 

3367.—Ducks not laying.—I can say 
nothing as to tho absence of oggs beyond sug¬ 
gesting that the birds may be too fat or 
belong to a bad laying etrain. Handling the 
Ducks would convinoe the querist on tbs 
former point, and enquiry amongst those who 
know how the birds are bred should satisfy one 
as to whether the number of eggs produced so 
far is below the average. A small run would 
not be likely to check laying altogether ; indeed, 
last year I knew a cottager with a small run 
whose birds were very prolific. Nor would 
the company of hens be a drawback, provided 
the birds were well supplied with food.— 
Doultino. 

“ Gardening Illustrated " Monthly Parts.- 
Prict 54.; poll fret, 84. 

“The Garden* Monthly Parte.—TAG journal 
it published in neatly bound Monthly Ports. In this form tht 
coloured plates are beet preserved, and it it ami nilatliflir 
rtfertnot previous to the issue q/ the half-yearly volumes. 
Prioe, 1*. 64.; poet Aw, U. 94. Complete set of volumes cj 
Tun Garden from Ue oosuwnoement to end of 1892, forty 
two vole., prioe, doth, MO 12a. 

“Farm and Home* Monthly Parte.—This 
iournal it published in neatly bound Monthly Parts, in «sMo4 
form it is most suitable for rejermoe previous to the Utut cf the 
yearly volumes. Prioe 54.; poet free, 84. 

J If'Hardy Flowers."—Giving descriptions of up¬ 
wards of thirteen hundred of the most ornamental species, 
silk )t‘Ireslots MHUvn. of- a torment, culture, 4s. fifth end 
Popular /tuition, U; post free, U. 84. 

\-CHW4'RA beuii’ampUm-strsBt, Strand, W.O. 
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HOUSE & WINDOW GARDENING. 

VAN THOL TULIPS FOR ROOM DECORA¬ 
TION. 

Fkw plants are so refreshingly bright in early 

spring as Van Tool Tulips, and the enormous 
quantities sold in oar flower shops at about this 
time of year testify to their great popularity. 
They are so easily cultivated that most of us 
might supply ourselves with plenty of those 
lovely blossoms with a very little attention and 
caro. The pots containing perhaps five Tulips, 

all in bud, just bursting into bloom, which we 
see in florists' windows, are apt to excite the 
envy of the amatuur, whose groups are by 
no means so perfect, perhaps marred by a failure 
amongst the bulbs, or spoiled by the fact that 
one flower is over before the rest open their 
blossoms. But the secret of ensuring a perfect 
potfal of Tulips is a very simple one. The 
bulbs, obtained as eaily as possible in 
autumn, arc placed thickly— i.e , at intervals 
of three inches each way, in a shallow wooden 
box about eight inches in depth, well drained, 
and filled with very light sandy soil, containing 
a little leaf-mould but no stable-manure. Here 
they remain in a cool greenhouse (for they will 
not bear much forcing in their early stages) 
until they show well above the soil, when they 
may be introduced to a temperature of from 
50 degs. to 70 degs., the last allowing for 
sunshine ; but green-fly must now be looked 
for, and spongod off if it appears. A slight 
bottom-heat, such as may easily be had by 
placing the box on the heated pipes of a 
conservatory, will bring them on rapidly, and 
os soon os the buds can be well seen the bulbs 
may bo selected, and potted up without danger, 
placing those togother which are equally 
advanced, either three, five, or seven, closely 
in suitable-sized pots, which need only just 
hold the plants with as much of tho light soil in 
which they grow as can be made to adhere to 
the roots. Plentiful watering, and a top¬ 
dressing of fresh green Moss will make ihem 
ready for the drawing room. I. L. R. 

CYCLAMENS FOR WINDOW CULTURE. 

Tiibsb lovely and fragrant flowers are of very 
easy cultivation, and the best of room plants, 
for they continne in bloom for many weeks 
at the time of tho year when flowers are 

moat difficult to procure, only needing a warm 
sitting room window and the absence of gas 
to enable them to do well. They can now be firocured, well set with buds, and will require 
ittle beyond a regular supply of tepid water, 

an occasional cleansing of their leaves, either 

with a bit of soft, old spoDgo, and clean, soft 
water, or by setting the plant in a bath, and 

giving it a douche from a rosed watering-pot. 
Cyclamen conns, when once established, will 

lost for years with proper care. Unfortunately 
most furnishing plants, when they cease flower¬ 
ing, receive no attention, and are allowed-!? die I 

for want of water, because tho beauty isbyec fcrtl 

the present, many people fanoying that they 
should be dried off, which, in fact, does this 
work most effectually, os tho unfortunate plant 
does not survive tho process. The fact is, how¬ 
ever, with regard to almost all bulbs and corms 
(though not so often in the case of tubers, such 
as Begonias, &c ), that the tiino after blos¬ 
soming is the most important period of their 
existence, for it is then that the embryo blooms 
for the next season are formed, and this cannot 
be done without the gradual dying away of the 
foliage, which acts to thecorm something in the 
way that our lungs do to us, and therefore can¬ 
not be suddenly dispensed with. Cyclamen 
after flowering should still ho regularly 
watered, though not so often supplied as when 
in bloom, and at tho end of May they can ho 
sunk, pot and all, in a half shady border for 
the summer, a mulch of good loaf mould 
and old hot-bed stuff being spread round 
the corms (which should not, however, ever be 
entirely oovorod) to nouiish tho plants. Here 
they may stay until September, when the pots 
can be taken up, tho plants taken out and 
repotted, shaking off all the old toil, and pot¬ 
ting them firmly in a good compost (which can bo 
bought ready mixed), of leaf-mould, loam, equal 
parts, with a little very old manure, and a dash 
of soot, with enough sand to make tho compost 
light. Drain tho pots thoroughly, and set the 
plants in a sunny window noar the glass (if a 
greenhouse lie not available) to start, turning 
them round daily, so that eaoh side is evenly 
exposed to the rays of the sun. They will often 
be covered with buds when taken out of the 
fround, and should soon begin to open then, if 

ept in a warm room. It is, however, well to 
remove them at night, in frosty weather, from 
the vicinity of the window, and to avoid freezing 
draughts for them, during the time the room is 
brushed in the morning, by taking them into a 
bedroom in cold weather. I. L. R. 

3408.—Plants for a flower box — 
Thoro is nothing prettier as a trailer for a 
window-box than a good variety of Ivy-leaved 
Pelargonium—Madame Crousse cr Madame 
Thibaut being two of the best. But the plants, 
to do well, must be carefully prepared before 
they are put out at the end of May by being re¬ 
potted now and the ends of the sprays pinched 
off, so that lateral growth is encouraged. When 
they have been shifted a week or two, weak 
doses of soot-water should be given, keeping the 
plants in a warm greenhouse with plenty of sun¬ 
shine (or a sunny window will do lor them), and 
these doses of liquid-manure, given at first once 
a week, can be doubled as the plant becomes 
stroDg, so that in this way thoy should be full 
of hud by the time they are put out, and will 
make a bright show of colour all the summer. 
Plants of Money-wort—which grows a long, 
straight fringe of golden blossom—alternated 
with Blue Lobelia, also look well in a window- 
box, or Fnchsias which have been potted and 
sharply cut back in spring, and allowod to make 
long sprays of growth. These can be tied up to 
a neat stick or allowed to hang over the edge of 
the botas preferred, and will flower profusely. 
TubespU Begonias, however, of a drooping but 
ie.iAi]Uj£ (such as are sold for gr^Vf^jjp^r 

baskets) are the most striking objects in a 
window-box, if well grown. They must 1 c 
gradually hardened to the open air, and supplied 
with plenty of water, and a mulch of Moss or 
Cocoa nut fibre over the surface of tho soil in 
which thoy grow, for their well doing depends 
largely upon the net-woik of roots which they 
form just below tho soil, and these dry up in 
hotsunshine. As “J. Goudgo" mentions Canary 
Creeper, it is not, however, quite clear that he 
does not mean climbers, not trailers, as needed 
for his box. If so, he might try Lophospermurn 
scandens, a very pretty palc piuk creeper with 
handsome foliage ; or kccrcmocarpus scalier, 
with bunches of yellow and scarlet flowers. 
These should be bought as strong plants of last 
year to do well this summer. Keedlincs now put 
in would be too late to do much. “ J. Goudgo" 
should select plants of any of these things which 
will suit tho tints of the Clematis, which may 
be purple, lavender, or white, the variety not- 
being mentioned. Rich light soil, plenty ot 
water, and soot-water given once or twice a 
week when the box is full of roots will lie 
necessaiy. Flowers surrounded by air and in 
the full sunshine in a window-box need much 
more moisture than if kept in a greenhouse, and 
a regular supply, at least once every day, should 
he given with a douche from a rosed watering- 
pot on warm evenings. -L. R. 

-Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums would he suit¬ 
able for the purpose, and you will find they will 
remain in good condition until the autumn with 
a little care. The position is an important one, 
and you want something that will present a gay 
effect. Creeping Jonny, the Tropreolum, and 
Canary Creeper—tho latter, especially, are very 
pleasing—hut os you do not seem to caro for 
these, select the Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums. Put 
in good strong plants of a well-chosen variety, 
as tho clear rose-pink Mons. Crousse, which ia 
effective and free.—C. T. 

-Keiv plants could lie more suitable than Ivy-loaf 
Pelargoniums. A combination ot Victoria, Masterpiece, 
Innocence, and Campanula Irsgllis would have a very 
pretty effect.—A. G. Bi ti.k*. 

3385.—Treatment of Spireea Ja- 
ponlca.—This plant (presumably bought for 
room decoration) must not he allowed to want 
for water at any time of its existence, although 
it does not, of course, need such plentiful 
supplies after its flowers fade as when it is 
growing rapidly. As soon as the blossoms are 
over they should be picked off (leaving the 
foliage intact), and the plant can then bo put 
out of its pot into any good open border to rest 
for the summer. The root may be divided into 
two or three parts (according to size), and each 
of these will make a good plant for next season. 
The foliage will gradually ripen off, and the 
crowns (or embryo plant for the following 
season) become strong if kept watered in hot 
weather. They can bo potted np in November 
or left till March in the open soil, for the plant 
is perfectly hardy. If wanted early they should 
be potted up early, and gradually brought < n 
in slight warmth (a sunny window will do), 
giving them constant supplies of water when 
growth begins, and syringing them often (or 
wat^i'ing Wilh'A rose) to keep off green-fly. 

j^U^Sj/g^Yn | ^[^^w/^ijeed to he turned 
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round often or will be loo-aided : but with a a shin may have it now, and, ol course, Chrysanthemums beneficial as the roots are constantly working through to 
°"l‘.Slani ‘ *sSirvi imonica i« au must be kept moving. Musk and other Mliiulus will be the surlace. The last fortnight has been a splendid time 

little attention and care hpira a japomoa ta an movjDg Some of the hybrid Mimulus arc very pretty, for Tomatoes; blossoms set freely In tho buoyant 
excellent window plant, and moat decorative tor and wfu flourish in the cool-houBe. atmosphere, and It must be from sheer bad management 
a table or drawing-room. Should the present „ . . if there la any disease. It Is rather too soon yet to plant 

havo 1>»en nts.rv.vd for w.Lnt. of water after Forcing house. unheated houses, but the borders Bhould be got In 
1. , . ..... . j There are plenty of flowers which bloom naturally at condition to secure the plants as soon as it Is quite safe to 
llotvenng It will do but little next season, and ,hig B81B0Ili 93 flower-forcing is not in many casts so trust them In a house without tire-heat. This is a busy 
should be allowed to stay in the open border urgent; but at this time a warm-house can'always be time in the kitchen garden. Suocessional crops of Peas, 
undisturbed for an extra season, when the utilised profl ably for helping on anything whioh requires Beans, Spinach, Lettuces, Turnijis, etc., should be sown. 
I.lnnt* will u™ ornirn vcrvNtrnntr It is as heat to make growth, or to bring on young slock so as to Prick olf Celery, Cauliflowers, Brussels Sprouts, Lettuce*, 
plants Will have grown tery strong. It is as re||evo tho pressure0f the stove. There is besides plenty Leeks. and Unions raised under glass ; sow main crops of 
well, however, in this caso to take them up lu 0f propagating to be done yet. and in addition ibis house Carrot*, Salsaty, and Scorzoncra. Main crop of Beet may 
the autumn and divide tho roots, putting them can be made available for Cucumbers, Strawberries, or soon lie sown. The Turnip-rooted kind is the earliest, 

at once again into the border, or they will get 
too large for anything hut a largo-sized pot, and Oold Frames. pIcntJ> 0, r00al e. Hobday. 
it injures them considerably to divide them These are in groat demand now for hardening otr _ 
wkon llisv aro nnltsil nn Rich soil and onnil bedding-planteand to relieve the fruit-houses. Temporary 
when they are potted up. Kicn soil ana good placeg m*;y be rou-h,y constructed with boards, to be Work in the Town Garden, 
drainage is essential for potting Spirreas. R. oovered at nights with mats or oiled calico, for pricking . v (rnm .h Hmnkp .lnolln, o( ,hadinir has 

GARDEN WORK.* 

Conservatory. 
Cyclamens sown in autumn will now bo large enough 

to transfer to ft-inoh pots ; but spring-sown plants will only 

covered at nights with mats or oiled calico, for pricking 
out Stocks, Asters, and things of like character. Celery- 
plant* will for a little time yet require a little shelter 
after pricking off. 

Work In the Town Garden. 
Away from tho smoke some amount of shading has 

vet ra°iim« .bluer been necessary during the middle of the day, as for the 
yet require a little shelter [>ast jortn|ghtJor more the sun has been extremely bright 

and hot; hut in largo townn a lot of this kind of work is 

Window Gardening. done for one, the pall of smoke and frequent fogs octl»g 

lie in condition for pricking off. Loam ol some kind can '?.?*“"!1* .Innif h. fl«“ tho now rapidly expanding tissues, and the more sun 
generally bo obtained everywhere; but really good loam halfn'iiof the sol? TneJdonoTthrive a Pla,*<- can »Und without distress the better for it in 
suitable for general plant-growing is not so common. the l>“l ^halftth® "®l every way, as a rule. Tho more heavily you shade the 
Hood loam can easily lie distinguished from that of inferior “ p ,L* ‘ . .Jh.boi.ni. i,, h .Ki,u »?,,i more shade most plant* require. A movable blind is best, 
quality by itstouch. If soft and silky to the feel it may > "ohsias to make the plants compact in habit, and and it should not be drawn down until really necessary, and 
bo used freely for almost everything except hard-woodod ?{f!Sd«“ A^fdlrtras '’Ln'd tak*" 0,1 dhectly the sun begins to go downhill a blt-at 
plant*, and when this loam can be had it mav be used D1‘ de Aspidistras, and repot Palms, kerns, and India- tbiiMMOn by aboui a „ m. at ihe latest. Propagating 
freely in potting Cyclamens, Double Primulas, Perns and ^ber-plantsj’Jjjjjjfly Pott®d wm alm |,e proc eeding, and where a lot of stuff ha* to be 

worked up occupies a lot ol time. Cuttings of Fuchsias, 
Petunias, Heliotropes, and, indeed, almost anything will 
now root in a very few days if inserted in well-drained 
■101* or boxes of’ sandy noil, and plunged in a gentle 

be used freely for almost everything exoept hard-wooded ttlP‘“““ n®'’owtgewa ire rsquirea. uken olt d|rectiy tbe „„„ begins to go downhill a blt-at 
plants, and when this loam can bo had it mav be used DIvM* Aspidistras, and repot Palms, kerns, and India- tbia,04B0n by about a p m. at the latest. Propagating 
freely in potting Cyclamcus, Double Primulas, Perns and rubW-planU Ifrequlrsd. Donotovcrwater newly.potted wl„ ltl|j ,,e proceeding, and where a lot of stuff ha* to lie 
other plant* for whioh peat is frequently used. Cvola- PlanM c It will make them unhealthy. worked up occupica a lot of time Cuttings of Fuchsia*, 
mens ripening seed must bo looked after, as the seed soon nnMA„. Petunias, Heliotropes, and, indeed, almost anything will 
suiters. Chinese Primulas, also, and Cinerarias will uutuour vmi-uou. now root in a very few days if inserted in well-drained 
require watching. Early Fuohsias will soon bo showing Recently-planted Roses and shrubs must be mulched |KJU! or boxes of' sandy soil, and plunged in a gentle 
flower. My earliest hxloh of autuinn-struok plants, and and watered, k or some time now tho weather has been Lt-hed, or kept warm, close, shaded, and moist 
which have bsen kept moving all winter, are showing delightful, hut rathor trying to evergreens recently jn a bouse or pit, which must be well-heated. If 
hlossom-buds. Of couree, the plants are not so largo as planted. Keep the foliage up by the us? of the Byringe or n0ued off singly directly root* have been found, and 
thev might have been if potted Into larger pots. One of garden engine. Hundreds ol treos and ehrubsare annually before these have run so far os to be liable to get broken 
the peculiarities of Puohsia culture is this: Almost the lost for the want of attention in the matter of mulch ami in the operation, and again kept warm, close, and moist, 
moment the roots work through tho soil given at the last water. A little mulch of old manure or leaf-mould will fol a (||| established, such cuttings inserted now will 
shift, and begin to feel the sides of the pot, hlossom-buds be beneficial to Carnations, Pinks, and Pansies. 1 am o([(,n ina|,e aB j_.00,| plants by the beginning of June as 
begin to form, and beyond the elongation of the flowering- using the old manure which has been taken out of the those got in a month or two earlier. Continue prioking 
shoots, there will not b« any more growth; therefore, if Cucumber-houses. Old Mushroom-beds well broken up 0ff seedling Begonias, Gloxinias, and others, for if left too 
large plants are wauled shift, on in rapid suo-ession before and mixed with a little loam will he valuable for tho same |oni[ |„ lb(. seed-pans they often damp or "fog" off 
the flower-buds form. Hydrangeas are now coming in, purposo. The seeds of hardy annuals will soon germinate wbo|09„|0 For all ivoik ot this kind I like to fill ihe pans 
Slid may have weak liquid-manure. Large specimens are now if the surface soil is very dry and it Is watered Just nearu ba|f f„u 0| drainage, with a layer of rough siftings 
verv desirable lor the conservatory ; but small plmt* previously to sowing the seeds and the latter covered with over, and then one can water them almost ad lib., with 

been found, and 

shift, and begin to feel the sides or the pot, blossom-buds do neneiioiai to oaruaiions, ruins, ana i-ansie*. I am o([(,n m,|,e aB K00,| plant* by I 
begin to form, and beyond the elongation of the flowering- using the old manure which has been taken out of the those got in a month or two ear 
shoots, there will not b« any more growth; therefore, if Cucumber-houses. Old Mushroom-beds well broken up 0ff seedling Begonias, Gloxinias, i 
large plants are wauled shift ou in rapid suo-ession before and mixed with a little loam will he valuable for the same jon< j„ the seed-pans they oil 

enough to Injure the growth may come yet. Shift on to to I lie wall, or, at. least, an nearly as one can use the shears culture is that the seed is so excessively small that it 
larger pots before the plant* get pot-hound, and see that without Injuring the branches which cling close to the requires some amount of skill, and a great deal of oaro, to 
no plants suffer for want of water. Tne watering now is wall. Grass seeds for the improving of weak or bare get it up successfully. Tomatoes ought to bo planted out 
getting a rtf her heavy business; hut the sunshine has lawns may he sown now. New lawns also may he seeded under glass as soon as possible now. It is rather early 

blooming. It is always advisable to make at least two time by sowing seeds on very poor land without manure, 
sowings ol these things. It is rathor a bother now, so Evergreen shrubs of all kinds, except conifers, may now 
many other plants require extra space under glass, to be be pruned. Cuttings of evergreens, both under glass and 
compelled to keep the things going out of blossom under on shady borders outside, must lie kept moist, A little 
rover : but it must bo done unless things are to lie saerl- mulch hetweeu tho rows will do good. 
(Iced. Forced shrubs if properly looked after need not be 
useless after thu first year Fruit Garden. 

Stove. The bright sunshine has bsen a great help to the fruit 

THIS COMING WKBK'S WORE. 

Extract* from a garden diary from April 8th 
to April 15th. 

Looked over early Tomatoes and rubbed off side shoots, 
l> lug up main stems, etc. I always mulch the borders with 
short manure when tho bottom trusses have set, and the 
plants require more food. This mulch is absolutely- 

moved on from the stove. Cuttings of Gardenias, 
Euphorbias, and I’olnsettias should be put in now. It 
often happens that better cuttings of l’olnscttlas can be 
had later in the season than now or earlier. I have 
nothing to say against late struck Poinsotiiaa, as we are 

Jaladlums, Marantas, and other foliage 
lallv as 1,1 an uiincaveu iiuuoc »iui on vnuuco ‘-l-'-i- 
leal of This is a splendid variety for late forcing, where plenty 
Straw- of ventilation can he given. Good flavoured Strawberries 
ere are cannot he grown without plenty of ventilation. On hot 
is been days I open all the lights Ihe full width, and generally set 
image open the doors as well for a few hours in the middle of the 
.» that day. The blossoms set so freely when the current* of 

iieat^wlt^out any^iiiamir^^lhrmgh^a dash'oMeaf mould ln»lde borders are in a moist condition ; both Peaches and warm sunny air circulates among the foliage and flowers. 
wiM heanAdvantageTot ^off earl^strnek I^u ^d 1* Grapes will take a good deal of nourishment where the -loon after three tho houses are closed, an3 the engine or 
Tnd noth more'cuttbnrs Jtonot EnS* I m™ sho dd drainage is free and the roots active. Strawberries out. syringe is used very freely, ram water which has been 
ft h/des rable to break un anv of !hi obi plum w TM.il side will soon require mulching with long manure. If the exposed in a tank In the sunshine being used. This Is t he 

heCtiest seasont°0rrdoing ltln5T°ievhni° v either'be no ted weather continues dry the mulch will conserve the time to force the crop. The thermometer may run up 
linVhorthTee or more bulbs cfn bSn! Jedln eL?h™r moisture in the land, and Strawberries aro I hire tv plant*, above DO deg*, with a saturated atmosphere. The fumes 
TnSaitf nMS mS*t^?D#rfecl andthtlnff host Remove covers from wall trees as often as possible to let «e kept down during tho day, hut I always contrive to 

SSSSSS3S When flshlnfpnet«nonly ^hM^ 5^ f*jhou« derf‘uS! 

Aprioote and?eaohes.Ther* ^ ^ ™’«e* 

Unheated Greenhouse. Vegetable Garden. I house. The house contains a dozen trees, and all have 
The tlmo is at hand now when a boiler and pipes so far Forced vegetables havo come on rapidly under the set hotter than usual this season, necessitating very much 

a* regards greenhouse work will not be required ; hence |nfluence of the bright sunshine, and have made a corres- thinning. When a heavy crop of fruit has been set I hold 
the unheated greenhouse is quite as useful as where ponding demand upon the time of the cultivator. It is it is a mistake to leave the young fruit* that are not 
heat is employed. The Iiouble Tiger Lily is a very deslr- Kiorjous to be able to open ventilators to their full width required on too long. There Is one advantage In having 
ab e pot-plant. Erom three to six bulbs in a large pot Rotators, Carrots, French Beans, and other crops coming Abundance ; the fruits left for this crop can be Maced on 
will make a fine spoolmen, and this class is hardier and on |n frames have benefited immensely by tbe freer the upper side of the branches, and so be brought lmme- 
less affected by green-fly than the Bermuda Lilies. Flies ventilation and the weak liquid-manure which we have diately under the influence of the sunshine. Put in 
in the oentre of the advancing flower-stems are a terrible been able to give them. Cucumbers in houses worked on cuttings of carpet-bedding stuff, especially the brlght- 
nuisanoe, and rather difficult to dislodgo. Tobacco- the non-ventilation system have grown rapidly with the leaved Alternanthera and Ircsine. These are very easily 
powder or Bnuff is perhaps the best remedy. Variegated paths flooded with water, and Just a thin shade for a few rooted, and are indispensable for producing the effective 
Grassof large size, such as the Arundo Donax variegata. (,ourB dllrin(r the hottest part of the dav. Where colonising of the foliage beds; but carpet-bedding only 
and others, are always effective. Anything that requires Cuoumbers are grown on a very large scale the shading lingers nowin most places In comparison with what waa 
--consists for the most port of thin whitewash, mixed with a done 20 or 30 years ago. The time moves so rapidly 

‘ In cold or northern dUtricti the operationt referred liitle size, syringed overthe glass. This shades suffl ion My looking back on the past quarter of a century seems but 
to under "(farden Work" may be done/font ten day to. jilthaiit darkening over much. I find Cucumbers do wail fid ffleiieiday ifl some respeot*. Sowed more Mignonette 

temperature with the fire. Thinned Peaches in second 
house. The house contains a dozen trees, and all have 

to under " Warden work" may be done ire 

aforudylu later tAan ifherflntycqtfd i 
;t darkening over much. I find Cu 
such conditions. Where but lit 
it topdresslnge of rloh turfy c!j 

[Ith a largo collection of annuals. To do 
nuaid-iBl 'uld be well done. Sowing 
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annuals arnonc strong glowing herbaceous plants is a 
common practice, but not a good one (or bringing out all 
the effectiveness of the annuals. I was forcibly reminded 
of this last year. Three years ago I planted a new 
herbaceous garden, and filled in the spaces between the 
hardies with annuals The latter did splendidly the first 
year, bit they have never done so well In the same beds 
since the season during the herbaceous plants have 
occupied the soil with their roots, and the growth above 
ground shades the annuals too much. Planted Holly¬ 
hocks, and prepared rites for Dahlias. Trod the surface 
of Carnation beds, as the soil must bi firm 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

NEGLECTED GREENHOUSE PLANTS. 

PlMKLBA SPEPTABII.IP. 

This fine plant, of which we here give an illus¬ 

tration, was introduced into this country from 
the Swan River district of Australasia nearly fifty 

years ago, and has always been a favourite with 
growers of Now Holland plants. The genus 

belongs to the Daphnad family (Thymelaoere), 
and contains numerous handsomo species, which 

are alike useful in the conservatory or for exhi¬ 
bition purposes, as they travel well without 

bruising. This plant is a strong, yet compact 
grower, a profuse bloomer, and of tolerably easy 

culture. Tho soil best suited to this plant is a 
mixture of peat and loam, in tho proportions of 

about three parts of the former to one of the 

latter ; to this should he added sufficient sharp 
sand to mako the whole feel gritty, whilst 

house and a range of frames. The other house 

is heated by a flue which goes round like the 
letter U in shape. I have no side flues to the 

boiler. The whole acts very efficiently, too 

much so sometimes. The fuel is extremely poor, 
but the large fireplace gets over that difficulty. 

The only drawback is the amount of clinker 
formed—great cakes tt9>eavy as I can lift; but, 

having no firebrick in the furnace the clinker is 

I always free—no sticking faBt, very different to 
the stickfast clinker I had to contend with last 

winter. 1 can leave tho apparatus ten or twelve 
hours easily.—Economy. 

STREPTOCARPU8. 

Althocuii the Stroptoearpus have been known 
in this country for more than thirty years, only 
a very limited number of cultivators thought 

them worth attention. It was left to Messrs. 

Veitch and Son, of Chelsea, to popularise them 
by introducing a greater variety of colours. In 
tnis respect the improvement has been very 

great, and for the greenhouse we have not had 
a more valuable introduction for several years, 

as tho plants are not difficult to raise from seed, 
and one-year-old plants will continue to flower 

tho greater part of the summer. Anyone 

having the command of a temperature of 
GO degs. may sow the seed at once, and if the 
young plants are carefully tended they will 

flower towards tho end of the summer. It is, 

is not likely to make a good room plant, as the 

surface of the leaves is somewhat woolly in 
character, and likely to retain any dust flying 

about. _ J. C. C. 

BEDDING “GERANIUMS." 

These very useful plants are frequently lost in 

great numbers during the winter from excess of 
moisture at the root and in the atmosphere, 
and probably a great many more, especially of 

the tender variegated kinds, are lost from this 

cause than by the action of frost. Tho best plan 
of keeping the stock safe that I have found is 

to get them well rooted either in small pots or 
shallow boxes, and from October until FeDruary 

give but very little water at tho root, just 
enough to keep them from flagging. The best 

place for them is on shelves near the glass, and 
everything should be kept quite clean. If the 

pots or boxes aro just taken off the shelves and 

all decayed leaves picked off, and tho surface 
soil alightly stirred it is surprising how tho 

plants are benefited. Fire heat should not ho 
used to promote growth at this dull period of 

tho year, but more to dry up damp, and for 
this reason it is beat to warm the pipes or flues 

during the day, when the ventilators can bo 

opened at the same time. Old plants that have 
been lifted and potted need a good deal of 

cleaning to keep the shoots from rotting off, 
and not only tho leaves that turn yellow 

requiro removal but especially tho little leaflets 
that form at the junction ot the leafstalk and 
stem, for if they are left to decay on the shoots 

they soon affect tho whole shoot. A little 
extra attention in getting tho stock safely into 

the new year will be well repaid in spring by 
an abundant stock of plants. 

J. G., Jlunin. 

.'1-147.—Failure of a hot bed to heat — 
No doubt the manure was trodden in the pit too 
firmly, hence tho failure. This is plainly proved 
by the fact that when thrown out loosely on the 
ground fermentation at once set in. Fresh 
littery stable-manure alone might have heated 
allright, even in tho pit, but pig and cow 
manure I always look upon as nasty cold 
“ «oggy " stuff that is not tit to form part of a 
good hot-bed. If y ou could add an equal part of 
tree-leaves collected last autumn, or, better still, 
of fresh tan to the stable manure, you would 
secure an excellentnnd lasting hot-bed. —B. C It. 

3385-Azaleas after flowering. — If 
your plants are of a good shape they requiro no 
pruning. Allow the young growth to gradually 
harden off in a cool, shaded spot in the gretn- 
house. When quite ripened you can then put 
them outside on a warm, sheltered border. 
When the flower-buds show remove them again 
to the house. In this way you should have good 
blooms next year.—8. J. 
-The plants have to make their growth after flower¬ 

ing, and should be placed in a warm house to do so ; water 
and syringe freely. Do nos out them down ; they require 
no pruning. If thero is not a heated house, encourage 
them to make growth In the greenhouse. When growth is 
mnde and buds formed they may be turned out-of-doors.— 
J. D. F. 

3380.—Ants In a stove.—To destroy these mix 
araeuio into a solution of sugar and water, which they 
will devour greedily ; but care must be taken that no 
other animal gets to It. Cover the saucer with a slate 
on the top of it, having a couple of pegs between the 
saucer and elate to let the ants in.—M. J. 

3382.—Treatment of Azalea Mollis. 
—If Azalea Mollis is cut back after flower¬ 
ing, thoro will bo no blossoms tho next year. 
A strong, rambling shoot may be cut out, but 
there should be no regular cutting back. The 
reason why Azalea Mollis fails to bloom is 
owing to the neglect to which they are exposed 
in placing the plantB outside before the wood 
has had time to harden. If they are kept indoors 
in the same way Indian Azaleas usually are, 
till the wood is getting formed at the base, 
they would flower annually.—E. H. 
- If the plants have beon grown for forcing 

they may either bo put in flower pots for the 
summer, or be planted out in the open garden iu 
good peat soil. The question is asked, “ Should 
the shoots be cut back to 3 inches or 4 inches, 
and then be planted out ?” Presuming that it 
is the plants that are to be planted out, and not 
the shoots, I may say they are least trouble when 
well planted .in peat soil; but tho plants must 
first Bi1 mured°tb the open air by being kept - 

^|iOme(t,ijme| fn^^^ IJ^ft greenhouse. It 

Pimelea spcoUbilir. Engraved from a photograph. 

thorough drainage is indispensable. After 
flowering is over the plants should be cut back 
tolerably hard, in order that they may be well 
furnished with foliage at tho bottom. Potting 
should be performed just after the stems begin 
to put forth young shoots ; the soil should be 
made very firm, and water must bo carefully 
supplied until the roots begin to got established 
iu the new material Just at this time a slightly 
warmer and moister atmosphere will be bene¬ 
ficial, but when somewhat established tho plants 
may be removed into the greenhouse again. 
During the earlier growth the shoots should be 
pinched off once or twice to keep the plants 
bushy, but this stopping of the growth should 
he discontinued after the month of July, or 
they will not have sufficient time to ripen up 
and form flower-buds for the ensuing spring. 
The flowers are produced in large woolly white 
heads upon the points of all the shoots, and they 
last in full perfection for a considerable time. 
The variety rosea is rather a stronger grower 
Itan the typical plant, and the flowers are all 
tipped with rosy-pink, thus rendering it very 
distinct and a fit companion for the species. 
_ G. 

Economy in heating.—Iain heating two 
houses, each 20 feet by 12 feet, with an ex¬ 
penditure of not more than Is. per week during 
the recent severe weather. I use refuse coke 
'torn the gas works, which costs cartage only^ I 
have a big saddle boiler over a good-siz/d firov' 
place. This heats the pi pea whitih scppgjhk- 

however, iu the second year that the plants show 
their true character. They not only send up a 

greater number of flower spikes, but the indi¬ 

vidual blossoms are increased. The seed is very 
small, and therefore requires to be sown in a 

fine sandy soil, and to be very carefully watered. 
Where bottom-heat is available the seed pan 

should have the benefit of it. As soon as 

the seedlings aro largo enough I piick 
them off into another pan, and keep the 

soil about them just moist, and out of 
the roach of the sun. A sheet of glass laid 

on the pan and a piece of paper to afford 
shade in bright weather supplies the most suit¬ 

able conditions for the seedlings. Even as the 

plants get older the leaves retain a better colour 
if a thin shade is put on the glass during the 

hot summer months. It is a misfortune that 
the foliage cannot bear strong sun without losing 

the dark-green colour that they retain when 
grown in tho shade, because I find the leaves 

get drawn out unduly in length, which some¬ 
what detracts from their otherwise charming 

appearance. It is a mistake to give the plants 

large pots the first year. I find those 4.1 inches 

in diameter quite large enough. In the matter 
of Boil these plants are not very particular. 

My stock is growing in an ordinary mixture of 
garden mould, leaf-soil, and sand, and they were 

in flower nearly the whole of last summer. 
Being herbaceous in character, the soil about 

the roots must be kept constantly moist, but 

t’lHyzniTfetJiave more root waterings in summer 
iV.nbo Water. I am afraid tho Strep^«j<^ji|pji^ 
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is beat not to prune them at all; the plants 

become bushy enough without it. They may 
also be grown in flower-pots during the growing 
season ; but it may be necessary to shift them 

into larger flower pots, and they require a good 

deal of attention daring the season. They do 
beat out-of-doors, and, if well cared for, will set 

a large number of flower-buds.—J. D. E. 

FRUIT. 

FLAVOUR IN FORCED STRAWBERRIES. 

There are many who object to forced Straw¬ 

berries, owing to their being flavourless and 
deficient, to a great extent, of that fine aroma 
and full flavour outside fruit obtains. I fear 
this want of flavour, in early fruits especially, 

has often deterred employers from forcing 
largely. The Strawberry when forced slowly 

and provided for dessert in May and early in 
June forma a welcome addition to the somewhat 
limited dessert obtainable at that date. If care¬ 
fully ripened it is very little inferior to fruit 
from the open. Many years ago the question of 

flavour did not receive the same attention as it 
does now, as I cannot remember a single instance 

where the plants were removed to a cooler house. 

In many instances the fruit was ripened in Pine- 
houses, and no thought was given to removal, 
lowering of the temperature, or more air. I 
have heard it remarked that we have made 

great strides in new vat ieties that are of quicker 
growth and less liable to insect pests, but I 

nave not found it so. If tied to three varieties, 
■ny selection would includo two of the oldest 
and, I feel sure, the most reliable. In Straw¬ 

berries, as in other fruits, there is a wide dif¬ 
ference in quality, and as quality and flavour 
should be the first considerations for the private 

grower, he will not have so wide a selection as 
the market grower, with whom size and colour 

aro everything. In very early forced fruits it is 
almost impossible to get both these qualities— 

viz , size and good flavour, so that to some 
extent gives the oarly fruits bad name, as large 
fruits are sadly deficient in flavour, and small 

ones aro objocted to on account of size. Early 
in March I saw some fine ripe fruits that had 
been produced at some cost. They were 

flavourless, whilst fruits of the smaller 

Vieomtesse Herioart do Thury were of excellent 
flavour, and the weight in the aggregate equal. 

If flavour is desired in early fruit, sizo must 

not be tho first consideration. Of late years 
the largo growers (to some extent) have wisely 
given up very early forcing and do not get the 
Strawberries ripo till late in April or May. 

By so doing, the larger fruiting kinds, which 
are best for market, and when sent in good 
condition in the season find a ready sale, can 

l>3 grown. The larga grower uies what are 
termed Strawberry-houses, which are generally 

filled at onco, so that when the fruit is ripe or 

nearly so a lower temperature is maintained. 
This improves the flavour of tho fruit, and 
causes it to be firmer for travelling. In many 

gardens it is not always practicable to give a 
whole house to Strawberries, but late in the 
season cold frames may be utilised and the 

flavour of the fruit much improved. I am awaro 
of the labour this involves, but I question if it 
is much greater in the end, as tho plants when 

removed to a cooler house or frame absorb less 
moisture, the fruit keeps longor, and the hotter 

house may be put to other uses, while there is 
less discomfort in attending to the plants. 
The question of moisture is a wide one, and often 

is tho chief cause of the want of flavour. I do 
not like the saucer system, as it causes the fruit 
to bo insipid. Saucers are no doubt good as 
far as labour saving is concerned, but if there is 

a spell of dull weather the flavour of the fruit is 
much impaired. I prefer to use turves placed on 

the shelvoa or standing space, Grass-side down¬ 
wards, as theso check the loss of moisture and 

prevent flagging in hot woather. Thore aro also 
various means to prevent dryness at the root. I 
have a thin board to shade the front of the pots, 

and covered the shelves in some instances with 
Cocoa-nut-fibre or docayed leaves whore it can 
ba done without being untidy in tho house. In 

frames the pots may be partially plunged in the 
cool material and much labour saved. What¬ 
ever material is used, tho drainage should be ferfect to allow the water to get Away freely 

(only a few plan|tjwte/grown/ ^ha^ufb \ t 

second pot a size larger, placing the fruiting-pot 

in tho empty one, this keeping the roots cool 
and preventing evaporation. When late fruits 
are grown in frames, much can be done to get 

flavour by the giving of air and attention to mois¬ 
ture. Liquid-manure should be omitted at the 

right moment, as this greatly deteriorates the 
flavour of the fruit. If it is impossible to lower 
the temperature when ripening commences, it 

will well repay the cultivator to remove to a 
cooler house, doing the work carefully so as not 
to bruise the stalks or fruit. G. 

31.12 —Peach tree losing Its flowers 
—When questions are asked they ought to be 
more definite In this case not a word is said 

about the conditions under which the tree is 
growing, nor whether it is in a Peach-house or 

on a wall outside. It is in a Peach-house prob¬ 
ably, and the blossoms drop because the tree 

has received a check of some kind, and this is 
more likely to happen when the tree is growing 
under glass. If the house is kept too moist, 
and shut up when in this state, the blossoms 

will drop ; an overdry inside border will also 
cause the blossoms to drop off. My plan with 

Peach-trees when in blossom is to keep up a 
rather warmer atmosphere, and as dry a ono as 
possible ; admit plenty of air by day, and do not 

shut up the house altogether even at night 
The pollen should also be distributed with a 

camsl-hair brush from the anthers to the pistil. 
—J. D. E. 

- The variety named (Late Admirable) 
does not always ripen its wood up well, and then 

the flowers drop. I have occasionally had thin 
crops from this cause, and I think this variety 
should have a warm, sunny position. I cured 

one tree of this bloom-dropping by moving it to 
another spot, whore the border wa\ dryer, and 
the tree had more sunshine and warmth. A 

dressing of lime on the border will probably do 
good.—E. H. 

- It is well known that in the one of some 

sorts of Peaches bud-dropping is an inherent 
failing; but as far as my observation goes it is 
not so with the sort you monlion, and it is one 

of the oldest of Peaches. You say that the 
flowors are fully expanded, which indicates that 
the cause arises from something unusual—either 
from the want of root-moisture or a state of 
debility in the treo that is not easily traced. 

As you do not give the age of the tree or state 
whether it is under glass or in the open, you 
increase the dilli julty of giving a more definite 

answer.—J. C. C. 

- This variety Is not addloted to dropping Us Bower- 
buds as a rule. Dryness at tho roots during the winter In 
the primary cause of this defect, although a too warm 
atmosphere at the same time will contribute to a loss of 
bloom. Toere is still another cause-exoesslve growth 
made during the summer; In consoiuenoe the wood Is not 
matured,—3 I’. 

313.3.—Grub on Apple-bloaaom.—The 
grub is the larva' of tho Codlin-moth, and 

though it may be difficult to clear off altogether 
perseverance will soon thin its numbers. The 
trees should be sprayed with the gardon engine 

when tho Applos are qnite small, at tho time 
the moth lays its eggs in the eye of tho Apples, 
usually early in June. Paris Blue or London 

Purple is much used for this purpose. Theso 
are preparations of arsenic and lime mixed 
with water, and are mainly used because the 

ingredients are cheap and not difficult to apply. 
But there are other things which may be used 

effectually. An insecticide called tho Gardener's 
Friend, which forms an emulsion in water, I 
have found very useful. This also is cheap, and 

cleanses the trees effectually where it goes 
Besides spraying twice in early summer there 

are other means which should be adopted. Many 
use grease-bands to prevent the insects crawling 
up the stems of the trees to secrete themselves 
in winter. Hay-bands may bo wrapped round 

the stems of the trees to form hiding-places for 
them, to be afterwards removed and burnt with 

the insects before they change their condition, 
and lastly, all fallen Apples Bhould be gathered 

and used or destroyed as soon as they drop, 
before the insect has time to crawl out. The 
maggot eats its way to tho centre of tho Apple, 

and when the vital part is reached the Apple 
falls, and the insect eats its way out, and seeks 
fresh quarters.—E. H. 

w— The Apple is exceedingly liable to be 
JajJiEe*! by various maggots and caterpillars 
H/hjdil,destroy the fruit. The 

(Tenthreda testudinea) deposits its eggs in tfie 
Apple-blossoms ; bat there is no way to prevent 
it from doing this. The only remedy is to 
collect the fallen fruit, which drops off owing to 
the larvie feeding on its interior. It falls from 
the trees when about the size of a Walnut, and 
the best plan is to collect and burn it. Another 
troublesome pest is the Codlin-moth, which 
deposits its eggs in the young fruit. Tho grub 
is speedily hatched, and eats its way into the 
iaterior of the Apples, causing them to drop 
off in the same way as the larva) of the saw- fly 
does in this case also. Destroying the Apples 
is the best remedy. As this species spins itself 
a c >coon on the bark of tire trees it is a good 
plan to keep them free from loose bark. The 
cocoons would be found in June.—J. D E. 

3143 -Fruit-trees on Oak-palingr- 
fencea—Pears and Apples would no doubt 
do well on the fence facing east, and Plums and 
Apples on tho west side; or if you like more 
variety you may have some Cherries on the last 
aspect. May Duke and Bigarreau are two useful 
Cherries. I do not think the draught will do 
serious harm to the blossoms. If 1 wished to 
plant Pears in such a case I would select triple 
cordons, and lilt and replant the trees the third 
year after planting. Even single cordoos would 
be better than fan-shape or horizontal-trained 
trees.—J. C C. 

— Plums would succeed best with an 
eastern exposure, such free setting kinds as 
Victoria, Orleans, Jefferson, Coj's Golden Drop, 
Kirke’a, and Prince of Walts, would be a good 
selection, as, with the exception of Orleans, none 
are extra early, and in consequence would escape 
the cutting winds sometimes experienced when 
in bloom. Apples and Pears would be prefer¬ 
able for a western exposure ; of the former, 
Irish Peach, Lady Sudely, Cjx s Orange and 
King of Pippins, are good dessert, while Lord 
(irosvenor, Echlinvilie, Warner’s King, Stirling 
Castle, and Lane’s Princo Albert, are suitable 
and free bearing kinds in the kitchen section. 
Free growing and heavy cropping sorts of Pears 
are Jargonelle, Louise Bonne de Jersey, Doyenm1 
du Cornice. Marie Louise, and Pitmaston 
Duchess Both the Apples and Pears should 
l»e espalier-trained, while fan-shaped is best 
for Plums.—S. P. 

. 3445 — Pear “ Bishop's Thumb” —1 
have knowu'tliis Pear fora number of years, and 
frequently see it growing as a standard in market 
gardens. But I never knew or heard of its 
behaving in the way this correspondent 
describes. It is so opposite, in fact, to what I 
have been accustomed to regard it, that I can 
hardly think it is the same sort. A friend of 
mine has many bushels of fiuit of it to dispose of 
every year from standard troos, and he regards it 
as oneof tho most profitableof second-rate market 
Pears, as it always pays him for finding store 
room for the fruit for two or three weeks. 
Whether “X. Y. 7. " has got the true sort or 
not does not matter much ; the trees, whatever 
the sort may be, are not worth koeping, and 
should be rooted out.—J. C. C. 

3441. —Tropteolum tuberosum, &c.— 
This is a distinct plant from T. speciosam. The 
last named was introduced from Chili in 1840, 
and may bo propagated from seed town in a 
frame in a little bottom-heat, or by dividing the 
underground rhizomes. It likes a moist and 
rather shady position in a border of peat-soil. 
The flowers are scarlet, and it has been named 
the Flame Nasturtium. It is a hardy plant, 
but T. tuberosum from Peru is not more than 
half-hardy, and produces red and yellow- 
coloured flowers. It forms tubers at the root, 
hence its name. Propagate by division or seed. 
—J. D. E. 
- Tropieolum tuberosum is quite distinct 

from speciosum. The former is the Peruvian 
Nasturtium, and has tuberous roots. The 
flowers are yellow and red, and it has larger 
leaves than speciosum, which is known as the 
Flame-flowered Nasturtium, owiDg to the 
intensity of its scarlet colouring. The former is 
easier of growth than the latter, succeeding in 
almost any position, while the latter prefers a 
cool site for its roots. For instance, the northern 
s'de of a high wall or hedge, or even that part 
of a Bhrubbery, over which the long trailing 
shoots1 Will ramble. In any kind of good garden 

r- 
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THE KITCHEN GARDEN. 

EARLY PEAS. 

There are many expedients resorted to in order 
to hasten the growth of early Peas; but there 
is no way, except growing the very dwarf sorts 
under glass, that has yet produced Peas in 
quantity more than a few days in advance of 
those sown in well-sheltered positions in 
November, protected from mice, birds, and 
slugs. By-the-way, a good protection for the 

and excellent flavour, and it also continues 
bearing for a remarkably long time. A good 
Pea to sow to closely follow on after the earliest 
kinds is Laxton's Supreme (Fig. 2). H. 

fig. L—Ptx “ Lax ton's William the Fin1.'' 

Peai against the ravages of the two first- 
named pests is to sow the seeds on a flat sur¬ 
face, and cover them first with chopped Furze, 
and then mound the earth over the rows, using 
a covering of soil over the young tops when 
they begin to show their green points through 
the ground. To prevent the depredations of 
slugs, a good dusting of sifted ashes, or chaff 
from Barley, is often used with good effect. As 
a precaution against the possible failure of these 
early Peas, I have usually sown a good quan¬ 
tity during January on strips of turf, cut 1 foot 
long and 3 inches wide. These, turned Grass 
side downwards, are packed closely together 
on stout planks ; the middle of each turf is 
then scooped out, and the Peas sown and 
lightly covered with fine soil. A cool 
vinery suits them admirably until the shoots 

2 inches or 3 inches high, when they 

KIDNEY BEANS IN POTS. 

Constant supplies of Kidney Beans are indis¬ 
pensable in numerous cases, and being fully 

| appreciated as an extra choice vegetable, private 
gardeners do not, as a rule, begrudge the 
amount of labour and valuable space necessarily- 
devoted to their culture. It is my firm belief, 
however, that they are not nearly so liberally 
treated as they ought to be, the consequence being 
a rather weakly growth, a plentiful supply ol 
red spider, and light crops of Beaus. No amount 
of overhead syringing and atmospheric moisture 

| will prevent the spread of red-spider over half- 
starved plants, and at least a third of the pods 
that show on starvelings turn yellow and drop 
off. In my younger days I have three-parts 
filled hundreds, I may say thousands, of pots 
with very poor mixtures of soil—anything being 
thought good enough for Beans—and when the Slants were high enough for staking this was 

one, a top-dressing of fairly rich compost being 
given at the same time. Similar treatment is 
common enough at the present day, but it is not 
worthy of being designated good culture. The 
Beaus are simply starved before the top- 
dressing is given, while the latter puzzles or 
misleads those who water the plants, and is 
of little real service in any case. Instead of 
using such poor soil it pay3 well to give the 
Beans a compost consisting of two-parts of 
light loam—if fibrous so much the better—to 
one of flaky manure or old Mushroom-bed 
manure, adding a sprinkling of lime-rubbieh, 
wood-ashes, and well charred garden refuse. 
The requisite number of 9-inch pots should be 
nearly failed with this light compost, pressing 
or jarring this down only moderately hard, from 
nine to a dozen seeds being sown in each, and 
covered with about 2 inches of soil. Enough 
space should be left for watering. Crowding 
the plants is unwise, and the number should 
early be reduced to about seven in each pot, 
these being lightly staked up before they are far 
advanced in growth. The best places for these 
Beans are the back shelves in three-quarter 
span-roofed forcing-houses, and the walls and 
tront stages or beds in the fronts of similar 
houses, a strong heat and plenty of light being 
desirable, though they can be brought on slowly, 
but profitably, from this state in intermediate 
temperatures. When a tempting compost is 
provided, the roots quickly overrun this, while 
the plants grow healthily and sturdily, quickly- 
coming into full bearing. Before they give 
signs of requiring liquid-manure, soot-water, 
answering well at first, should be given, and 
when the pods are growing the plants should be 
fed up daily, never once being allowed to become 
dry at the roots. Thus liberally treated, they 
retain a healthy, clean appearance up to the 
last, and the crops are most satisfactory. 
Mixing a little lime instead of lime-rubbish with 
the compost has frequently been tried with good 
results, this apparently causing a more sturdy 
growth, the leaves of the plants being of a dark- 
green hue, while the productiveness is all that 
can be desired. M. 

should be transferred to cold pits and hardened 
off by exposure, so as to be fit for planting out 
the first or second week in March. As the 
roots will be found hanging through the turves 
in quantities, wide drills should be drawn, and 
each turf should be carefully replanted. The 

particulars may l>e of value to “Carter.” f 
think that sulphate of copper will be much used 
in the future for the prevention of Potato 
disease. Here are a few facts. Last year an 
important experiment was carried out by- 
Messrs. Carter and Co., of High Holborn, and 
this plan of meeting the Potato scourge has been 

rows should then be staked *at once, and light I so satisfactory in France that the great French 
evergreen branches should be placed a short dis- | chemist, Dr. Aime Girard, says the mixture 
tance from each row, for the purpose of break- 1 may be confidently recommended as a preven- 
ing the force of the rough winds that usually titive of the Potato plague. Messrs. Carter 

“ ... . planted about an acre with Potatoes in ten double 
rows, the drills 36 inches apart, as plenty of 
light can then get to their branches. The kinds 
planted were Myatt’s Ashleaf, Snowdrop, Beauty 
of Hebron, and others, the whole piece of ground 
being divided into four equal parts, of which the 
first and third were dressed with the Bouille 
Bordelaise,/ and the second and fourth left 

e strength of the mixture was 
iclKjagt-sj lb. of sulphate of copper, 22 lb. 

prevail at that season. On a south border, thus 
planted, Peas in quantity may be generally 
gathered about the last week in May. Two of 
the very beat early kinds are the following varie¬ 
ties—namely, Sangster’s No. 1, a white Pea (also 
known as Ringleader and Prince Albert, and 
by some thought to he identical with Daniel 
O'Rourke) and Laxton’s William the First, ‘ 
Fig. 1), a very fine kind,'-not quite sq 
as Sangster’s No. 1, but superior to it from' 
fact that it produces Peas of a fine green colour ' of unslWed lime, and 100 gals, of water, this 

being the quantity necessary for an acre of 
Potatoes. The sulphate of copper was of 
9S per cent, purity, and the Macclesfield patent 
sulphate of copper, the same as used so success¬ 
fully by M. Girard. The first and third quarters 
were dressed with the Bouille Bordelaise on 
July 11th and August -2nd, and the second and 
fourth left undressed, the mixture being applied 
thoroughly on both surfaces of the leaf. The 
disease appeared early in September in the 
undressed portions, and when lifted it was found 
that, as far as some tubers are concerned, the 
yield was about 2 tons per acre more than in the 
undressed portion (the two plots being less than 
half an acre). Another noticeable feature is that 
the quality of the tubers was better. I saw the 
experiments end vouchsafe for the accuracy 
of the above particulars. I think that the 
Bouille Bordelaise will be much used in the 
future as a preventative of Potato disease, a 
pest that has for years engaged the attention of 
Potato growers and others.—C. T. 

.u.Ti.—Constructinga Tomato house. 
—Why do von not state what kind of house 
you are building? As there is a “ walk through 
the centre,” I presume it is a span-roofed 
structure, but you give no guide as to the height 
or width. If above 12 feet in width, I should 
advise you to have two pathways, with a narrow 
bed to take a single or double row of plants on 
each side, and a wider one in the middle. As a 
rule, I like to see the beds in a Tomato-house 
raised about 1 foot above the level of the path, 
but it does not greatly matter; in some cases 
the plants are set out on the floor level—in the 
ground on which the house stands—and in others 
on beds raised more than a foot; in either case 

Fig. 2.—Pea “ Laxton’s Supreme." 

with good results, if the treatment is right. As 
regards the arrangement of the pipes bottom- 
heat is quite unnecessary, and, as a rule, the beat 
place for the pipes is along the sides and the 
ends of the house, next tne glass or ontside 
walls. Unless very early fruit is wanted, a 
single row of 4 inch piping all round will warm 
a house not exceeding 12 feet in width, nor 7 feet 
in height, quite sufficiently; but two rows of 
ih$ J-inch 4-inch size would be better, of 
Eoaft^, and jf_thilBtro@ii& is wider or lofty, 
t'gj.o" three ^pre |^i At ®xe<* a*on8 
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pathway, or ways, with advantage. Provide 

plenty of large ventilators both in the roof and 
along the sides.—B. C. R. 

- The height of the inside beds should 

depend on the height of the side-lights, if any. 

Supposing there are no side-lights and that the 
roof rests on a wall 2 feet above the ground line, 
with ventilators fixed in the wall, the hoight 

of the beds need not be more than 9 inches or 
1 foot above the level. The hot-water pipes 
should be placed round the sides close to the 

wall, and the top pipe about (i inches from the 
glass at the highest point. If you inteud the 
house to be any use this season for Tomatoes 

you must push on the work with all possible 
speed.—J. C. C. 

3125.—Growing Salsafy.—This requires 
about the same treatment as Carrots, and 

should bo sown now in drills about 12 inches 
apart, to be thinned out when large enough to 
ti inches apart in the rows. The land should 
be deeply cultivated, but not freshly manured, 
or the roots will fork out and be of little value. 
Salsafy forms a good rotation to Celery, the 

old manure in the trenches being thoroughly 
blended with the soil of the intervening spaces. 
—E. H. 

- Salsafy is an easily cultivated plant; 
but to do it well it requires a very rich soil and 
a fairly open position in the kitchen garden. 

The plant produces long tapering roots, and 

roquires soil trenched about 2 feet deep. Sow 
the seed in March or April in shallow drills 
made with the corner of a draw hoe. Sow 

very thinly, as the plants have to be thinned 
out to 8 inches or 9 inchos apart in the rows. 
There is no more trouble in cultivating them 

than there is in growing Carrots or Parsnips. 
The roots are ready for cooking in October, and 
may be used during the winter ; but it is desir¬ 

able to dig some up in November, and put them 
in sand in case a hard frost sets in. The roots 

left in the ground can bo used in open weather 
and in the spring.—J. D. E. 

- This excellent vegetable must not be 
sown too early, or the plants are very liable to 

run to seed the same season, and if this occurs 
the roots become woody and useless. The beat 
time to sow is probably the third or fourth week 
in April, and then, as a rule, very few of the 
plants will “ bolt." The soil must be deep and 

moderately rich, the best way to mako a good 
bed being to trench it 2J feet deep the previous 
autumn, working in at tho aamo time a fair 

amount of well-decayed manure, but chiefly 
towards the bottom of tho trenches, or the crop 

may be grown with good results after Celery. 
In any case, no manure ought to be applied for 
some months before sowing tho seod, or the 

roots will fork. A liberal dressing of burnt soil 
on or near the surface will ensure a rapid and 

healthy growth. Sow tho seed rather thinly in 
drills a foot apart and an inch deep. When the 

seedlings aro about 3 inches high thin them 
out to 6 inches or S inches apart, tho latter dis¬ 
tance if roots of tho largest size are required. 

Keep the surfaco free from weeds, and, at tho 
same time, in on open, friable condition by the 
frequent uso of the hoe between the rows, and, 

if possible, the bed should be watered occasion¬ 
ally in dry woather. Tho roots will be fit for 

uso in October and onwards —15. C. R. 

3471.—Good King Henry.—In Gar¬ 
dening, March 11th, “A. G.” asks whethor the 
leaves or tho roots aro used for cooking ? The 
roots are not used. The stems and ljaves 
together are cooked and used in precisely the 
samo way as Spinach, and are of excellent 
flavour, or tho thick steins tied in a bunch may 
bo cooked in the same way ns Asparagus. As 

regards tho time when it is in season, that 

extends over a long period with a little contriv¬ 
ing. This is what 1 have done for several years, 
with a bed of three rows 18 inches apart, and 
15 inches between tho plants : I commence at 

one end of the bed, early in January, with a 
dozen 12 inch plant pots, placed upside down 

over the first dozen roots ; then cover the pots 
with fresh stable manure to the depth of 3 feet, 
bo as to form a good hot-bed, and by tho begin¬ 

ning of February I have some ready for use 
wl ich is blanched and beautiful. The next 

portion of the bed, on which I set n Cucumber- 
frame with glass, is ready for uso now. Then 
comes tho last portion in tho onflnitiiV-wMch 

will last till othigViAk plf V-ilt l.- 
Henry James, Brl/gat, / 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS, variety Princess of Wales, most beautiful flowers 
_ certainly. I always attempt to get strength 

and substance in the plant by striking early and 

CHRYSANTHEMUM NOTES. so on, but allow each to give from four flowers, 

Ym'Nd plants aro now making rapid progress, otherwise a bud will contain too many florets to 

and if a successful flowering period is to be the develop a perfect bloom. Some of the incurved 

end of nearly a year's work, they should on no class, which must, however, have strong shoots 
account receive a check in their early stages, to get anything approaching a large and full 

Therefore, promptly give the later struck—and, flower, are the Princess of Teck family, Bar- 
in fact, all which by the quantity of young roots bara, Golden Eagle, Refulgens, Nil Desperan- 
show that they require it—a shift into larger dum, Mr. Brunlees, Princess Beatrice, Novelty, 

pots. At this time of the year they quickly get Mr. Bonn, and so on. The new class 
pot-bound. Many a promising lot oi Chrysan- for thirty-six distinct incurved Chrysanthe- 
themums has been stunted through the potting mums, which will appear in the schedule 

being delayed even a week after the plants of the National Society this year, will no doubt 
have reached the proper stage, when the induce some growers to cultivate again old sorts 

roots want more room. It is not safe, per- that have been discarded. This is well, per¬ 
haps, in any locality to stand the plants haps, for, although small, many of the kinds of 

entirely out-of-doors thus oarly in this month, past days are pretty. Among them may 
but still they ought now to bo treated as slightly ho mentioned Aimee Forriere (renamed Mme. 

protected hardy plants. The lights may be Gayral) (white, tipped purple), Baron Beust 
taken off during the day and only returned at (chestnut-red), Cherub (orange-bronze), Isabella 

night, and to ward off heavy showers of rain or Bott (pearly-white), Lardy Carey (rose-lilac), 
cold, cutting wind. Exposure and sun may White and Pink Venus, Nonpareil (lilac), 

cause some of the leaves to flag a little; but Beauty (blush-pink), Eve and Mabel Ward, 
this will do no harm, and I would not advise H. S. 

sprinkling tho plants in the middle of the day 

to prevent it. I have had'the leaves scorched 3444. _ Chrysanthemum cuttings. — 
from no other cause than this in my axiety The plants are making their first natural break, 
about the same looking a bit distressed. Nor although it is early. So much depends, how- 
do 1 favour syringing the plants from this time j ever upon the mftnner in which the plants have 
about the same looking a bit distressed. Nor although it is early. So much depends, how- 
do I favour syringing the plants from this time ; ever upon the manner in which the plants have 
there is always plenty of moisture about them been grown If in thoir eariy stages they were 

through watering in the ordinary way. Lspcci- kept rftther warm, or if the growth has been in 

ally in low-lying districts should excessive any way drawn up through want of light, or a 
moisture be avoided. Mildew generally comes sutijcioncy of air to keep them stocky and back- 
soon enough without aiding its advent. Green war* in their growth. All these matters of 
and black aphides aro sometimes troublesome detail tend t0 hasten or retard the first natural 
at this season but they are easily killed by a break aa the Cft8e may 4*. Ag .. E. H. P.” 

dusting of Tobacco-powder. The same powder 8 oaka o{ the three 8hoot< formod below the 

will also destroy thnps, which in some bud, it appears to be simply a case of premature 
collections do a great amount of harm. It is growthl and not, as he fears, persistent bud 

well to wash this off with the syringe the formation. Pinch out the flower-bud at once, 
morning after using it overnight before the sun and all growth8 but thrce 0f the most promising, 

reaches the plant. As overcrowding is a Xhoie a°re generally those nearest the point 
prevalent error in plant cultivation it may be where the rtower-bud formed. By removing 

timely to again mention how advisable it is that promptly all surplus shoots aa well as the bud, 
young Chrysanthemums should have plenty of the whole cnergy of tho pi^tia concentrated in 

room to grow, light and air playing among them tho greeted three shoots. Placo a light stake to 
being so essential to success. Continue to pinch the plant 8ecuring loosely, yet firmly, tho three 
out the tips of the shoots of those plants that 8hoot8 preVont an accident. Should any of 

are to make bushes, and place a little stick to tbo pianu show a flower-bud in the point of the 
those that are to have one stem A point in ghoot and give no proBpect, of new growths 

connection with the latter is the number of boing made6from the nodes below, cut the plant 

flowers that each plant should carry. The (low„ t0 within 4 inches of the soil, and take up 
orthodox number appear, to bo three. In a anothor „hoot from the ba.e._E. M. 
former note I named a few kinds that pay for 
cultivating for the small number of one, or at 3146 —Height of Chrysanthemums. 

orinoaox numoer appears to do tnree. in a anothor „hoot from the ba.e._E. M. 
former note I named a fow kinds that pay for 
cultivating for the small number of one, or at 3446 —Height of Chrysanthemums, 
the most two, but I am equally well satisfied —It is difficult to say what height the plants 

that in the case of many sorts, especially of the will grow when managed as bushes by topping 
Japanese varieties, bettor results than obtain them twice, as so much depends upon when 
would follow if each plant were allowed to they are topped and what height they are rirfect from four to six flowers. I believe that allowed to grow before topping them. The 

am right in saying that many ill-formed buds position which the plants occupy during their 

owe their origin to growth that is concentrated early stages of growth has much to do with the 
upon too few shoots. Size of blossom is so much height of the plants also. If they occupied a 

in our thoughts that strength in the plants is position somewhat dark, or a distance from the 
overdone. Tho same as in animal life, however, glass in tho greenhouse, they would naturally 
hardly two Chrysanthemums have a like con- grow taller than though they had been kept 

stitution. For example, Sunflower, \V. H. close up to the glass in all stages. It is much 
Lincoln, M. Bernard, Gloire du Rocher, Puri- easier to give the approximate height of the 

tan, Violet Rose, E. Molyneux, Avalanche, plants when they are cultivated on tho large- 
W. \V. Coles, Milo. Marie Hostc, Meg Merrilies, bloom principle. If “ W. D.” intends topping 
Bouquet des Dames, to name a few, cannot well them twice, I should advise that the first take 

be grown too strongly, and the three flowers place at 4 inches from the soil, repeating the 
may bo quite as manv as tho plant will bring to topping when 5 inches more growth is made, 

perfection. But on the other side may be named Presuming that pots, 9 inches in diametor, are 
such excellent sorts as Viviand Morel, Florence employed, the plants will grow something near 
Davis, Etoile de Lyon, A. H. Neve, Stanstoad the undermentioned height: Mona. Bernard, 

White, William Tricker, Mme. John Laing, 3 feet; Source d’Or, 4 feet; Bouquet Fait, 
Sarah Owen, Anna Hartzhorn, which must 5 feet; W. Robinson, 5 feet; Roseum superbum, 

not be overdone. I take this as a guide in the 4 feet 6 inches; Maiden’s Blush, 5 feet; Val 
case of a new variety. If it possesses in its d'Andorre, 3 feet; Peter the Great, 4 feet, 

what may be called ordinary or undeveloped Tho Pompons and Anemone Pompons named 
stato an extra number of florets, and in all cases will grow on an averago 3 feet nigh. Pots 
comes full to the centre, then allow plenty of 8 inches in diameter, inBide measure, will suffice 

shoots to grow, but if tho opposite to this show for this section. Porter’s wire-woven crocks are 
itself, concentration must be the order of tho tho best preventive of worms entering the pots, 
day. In the matter of incurved sorts again, Placo ono at tho bottom of each pot, adding the 

three blooms have been the number for each ordinary quantity of drainage beside. Should 
plant to carry, and believed in so long, that ono any worms find their way into the soil, how- 

almost seems afraid to recommend a larger ever, lime-water will cause them to come to the 
number. However, I have for some time ob- top of the pot by soaking the soil thoroughly 

served the ways of tho Chrysanthemum in other once. Place a handful of quicklime in a .3 gallon 
collections as well aa my own, aud have often can of clean water, well stirring it, and allow it Sd in a plant, say, of Empress of India, to settle. If tho lime does not settle to tho 

ho weakest shoot supplies the most comoty bottom of tho water, but is held in suspension, 
. It is exactly the same with itheifoanily odd-', more.i dtreannotybe made too strong, 

urved sorts that have sprung 'froni'tnS because 'the1 water cannot contain more lime 
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than a certain quantity, which is harmless to 

plant-life. Ba oareful, however, not to stir the 
water when applying it, but pour it on gently, 

leaving the sediment at the bottom. If one 
do»e does not remove all the worms, give another 

in ten days.—E. M. 

3434.—Early Chrysanthemums.—The 
following varieties will be found to succeed out- 

of-doors, bnt the manner in which the plants 
are managed, and the weather experienced 

daring the month of August and September, 
will much determine whether all will flowbr 

before the end of the latter month or not. They 
all will before the middle of October, at any 

rate. The best way to treat the plants is to 

allow them to grow without any topping of the 
•hoots whatever. In this manner they will 

flower earlier than though the points were 
pinched out of each onoe or twice. Should the 

weather be hot and dry during the summer, tho 

plants will derive much benefit from copious 
•upplies of water and occasional doses of liquid- 

manure, not too strong, and a light mulching of 

PROPAGATION OF TREE P.KONIKS. 

In reply to “ J. R.,’’ “ S. J.,” and “ Brix- 
tonian,” these are generally propagated by 

grafting on the stout, fleshy roots of the her¬ 
baceous kinds. Increased in this way, plants 

make much more rapid progress, especially 

during their earlier stages, than do those that 

are raised from outtings. The present season is 
very suitable for grafting; indeed, from now 

till the end of August is the best time of the 
year for carrying out this operation. The most 

suitable stocks are any of the numerous 
varieties of P. albiflora, and all that is required 

is to take the tuber (leaving on it as many 

fibrous roots as possible), and having fashioned 
the scion in tho form of a wedge, the upper part 

of the fleshy root must be split for a certain 
distance, and the wedge-shaped base of tho 

scion inserted therein. It must then be tied 

securely in position, and tho point of union 
covered with grafting-wax in order to render 
all air-tight. Of course, in inserting the graft 

in position, care must be taken that the bark of 

planted out or potted into larger pots. During 

tho winter care must be taken not to overwater 
them ; indeod, they will require very little 

water while dormant. Layering is also another 

way by which Tree Piconics can lie increased, 
but of course it can only be used where there 

are good-sized specimens, from which a few 

branches can be readily spared. This operation 

is best carried out in the autumn, wnen the 
portion of the branch that is to be buried must 
be partially cut through, and a tongue formed 

as a nucleus from which the roots will spring. 

The branch must be held firmly in position by a 

peg or pegs, and if the soil is attended to in the 
matter of moisture roots will bo formed the next 

soason. Besides these methods, when a plant is 

established on its own roots it can often be 
split up into several pieces, leaving sufficient 

fibrous roots on each to support it. Seeds 

seldom ripen in this country, but when they are 
obtained no time should be lost in sowing them, 
a good soil for the purpose being an open, sandy 
loam. After sowing the seeds they should bo 

Oor Rxadrrs' iLtcsTRATioxs i Tree Pnony at Easton Lodge, Monkitown, Co. Dublin. Engraved for Gardening Ilm'stratxd from a 
photograph sent by Mr. Greenwood Pim. 

partly-decayed manure spread on the soil for 
•bout 1 foot wide around the plants. This keeps 

the roots cool during dry weather, and arrests 
the evaporation of moistnre from the soil. 

Mme. C. Desgrange, white ; G. Wermig, pale- 
yellow ; Mrs. Hawkins, rich-yellow; Lady 

FiU-Wygram, white ; E. G. Anderson and Bon, 

golden-red, reverse crimson ; Bouquet Estival, 
deep-rose, reverse silver ; M. E. Pynaert Van 

Oeert, yellow, striped bright-red; Lady Selborne, 

white ; Isadore Feral, rose-lilac ; Grace Attick, 
white; W. Holmes, rich-crimson-brown ; Mme. 

la Comtesse Foucher de Cariel, red and oraDge. 
-E. M._ 

3+.17.—Rabbit-manure. —I should say that 
rabbit-manure is not good for flowers or anything 

*l»e. I have never used it, but from what I 

have seen of its influence on Grass where these 
creatures abound in a wild state, it certainly 
doe* not point to its possessing any manurial 

value, but rather the other way, for Grass refuses 
to grow where there are many of their dropmi 
A tablespoonful of soot mixed with a pint of 

•oil would be a safer stimulaat' tb usej-lii 

both stock and scion fit perfectly ; and should 
there be a very great difference between the two 

in size, the wedge-shaped portion of the scion 
may be so fashioned that an exact union is 
effected only on one side. Tho most suitable 

grafts are the good clean shoots without flowers, 
although when any particular variety is re¬ 

quired in quantity the shoots that have flowered 

may also be used for the purpose. After graft¬ 

ing, these Piconies must be potted sufficiently 
deep in the soil to completely cover the point of 

union, and for some it will be necetsary to use 

pots deeper than the ordinary size, as the thick 
fleshy roots will prevent the plant being buried 

low enough in the soil. After this is done they 

may be placed in a close frame, and care must 
be taken not to overwater till a union is com¬ 

plete, which, generally speaking, will occupy 

about a month. No heat is needed for carrying 
out this operation successfully, but the plants 

must be carefully attended to in the matter of 

shading, watering, and other particulars. After 

a union is complete the better way is to leave 
he t ban tail* the frame till spring, when, after _ 

a! JragJiVirom frosts is over, they (ntyjj |tyS[f 

placed in a frame, where they will lie a long 
time before germination takes place, and as 

their rate of progress afterwards is by no means 
rapid, it is necessary to wait several years before 
they flower. The accompanying illustration 

a fine old specimen of T 
flower. 

shows a fine old specimen of Tree Piuony in 

3391.—Liquid-manure.—Bedroom slops 

would hardly suit; in fact, would be in every 

way objectionable. If you have absolutely no 
space to keep liquid-manure in, you should get 

some good, well-decayed manure a week or ten 

days before you want to use it. Soak it in 
water, say a gallon of water to a good shovel- 

ful of well-rotted manure. Keep it occasionally 

stirred until fit for use. The solids left in the 
mixing-tub can then be dug into the ground if 

wanted, more or less water to be used as 

strength is wanted.—S. I. 

3330.—Anemones from seed —Sow the «eed now 
In boxes of tine soil, and when the young plants have 
grown a little prick them out In boxes or In a border 
3 liiclim sounder, When the leaves decay dig up the 
small tubers and plant them sgaln in October. They roust 

8'W[to M,rch _J' E- 
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OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

PYRETHRUMS. 

It does seem somewhat odd that such very 

hardy herbaceous roots as are Pyrethrums should 
yet be so impatient of division and even of 

removal. Ordinarily all such roots may be 

divided with ease and safety. These particular 

plants, however, are exceptions, and need very 
much care in their winter culture; still, it is far 

from being difficult to increase stock once the 

varieties are established, by taking off some of 

the young growths early in the year and putting 
them singly into tiny pots, rooting them quickly 

in a little bottom-heat, and thus ensuring in that 

way not only an abundant stock, but a constant 

supply of young plants. When such is the case, 

it is not worth while to trouble about the reten¬ 
tion of very old roots, which may in such cases 

be dispensed with. Shoots invariably break up 
rather more thickly from well-established roots 

than is desirable for retention, and therefore the 
thinning of them out for the purpose of pro¬ 

pagation is good at once to increase stock and to 

give stouter growths for producing flowers. But 

it is not easy for the most enthusiastic fancier of 
these hardy flowers to keep pace with raisers of 

new varieties, even if thought desirable. Possibly 

any beginner in the cultivation of Pyrethrums 

would find it difficult enough to make the best 
selection of a score of double and the same 

numberof single forms out of such a stock as even 

Messrs. Kelway and Sons have, for they cata¬ 

logue over 100 double and nearly as many single 

sorts, whilst other raisers have sorts in abund¬ 

ance. A good selection from any list is not 
easy, because the differences between one and 

another or between one score sorts and another 

score is perhaps trifling. The real advance 

made in Pyrethrums is not to be measured by 
comparing one variety with another so much as 

by contrasting what was the best of twenty 

years ago with the best of to-day. It is specially 

interesting to find how in that time single forms 

have become popular. It is very probable that, 
as a rule, they are more so than the double 

forms are, for after all-a double Pyrethrum 
flower is not one of the most pleasing or attrac¬ 

ts e forma, especially for what is termed 
domestic decoration, much as they may be in 

favour with those whose chief notion of the 

value of flowers is that they are of rotun 1 form, 

very enduring, and good for exhibition. The 

single Pyrethrums have given to us in their 
large Daisy or Marguerite blooms colour so 

charming, that they almost resemble Paris 

Daisies artificallv coloured, for it is difficult to 

tell them from the popular Marguerites, except 
by their colours. One particular advantage 

found in having young plants from cuttings 

put out every year to bloom is that they not 

only flower later than do old plants or stools, but 

may be still later if the flowering-stems be 
pinched when half grown, so as to encourage 

the throwing out of side flowers, which, if 

smaller than are the ordinary ones, are not the 

less welcome because the bulk of the blooms 

is over. Pyrethrums like a deeply-worked and 
fairly holding soil, well manured, and very clean. 

Each winter a top-dressing of short manure, 

lightly forked in, will be productive of much 
good. It is, however, perhaps best to leave 

the addition of dressings of this sort until after 
the needful stock of cuttings has been taken 

from the stools. The plants should have ample 
room, as the growths spread widely if not 

unduly bunched in the tying up. A. 

3387.—'Violets for outdoor culture.— 
Violets deserve to be well cultivated, and this 
must be if very fine flowers are desired. The 

position for the plants should be open, and the 

soil fairly light, not too rich, as upon very rich 

ground they run to leaf, and bear very few 

flowers. If the soil is heavy it must, therefore, 

be lightened by the addition of gritty material, 

such as roadside scrapings. This is a very good 

season to plant, finishing the work before April 

is over, but the earlier the planting is done the 

better, as then the plants get well established 
before they are likely to suffer from hot and dry 

weather. The rows should be one foot apart 

and the plants nine inches apart in them. 

Take care to make a good corr^nen center, 
having strong, sturdy examples, 

subjects it is not possible to get satisfi 

results. Showery weather should be taken 

advantage of for the work. When the planting 
is finished, give a thorough watering to settle 

the soil about the roots, and a surface-dressing 

of well-decayed leaves or similar material is an 

advantage, as the soil is kept cool. Red-spider 

also does not get the same chance of inflicting 

injury, and the plants are not splashed by heavy 
rains beating up the soil. The after-treatment 

is very simple. Always keep Violets during hot, 

dry weather well supplied with water, keep 

down weeds, and a slight stirring of the soil 
occasionally is also beneficial. Remove runners 

as they appear. Against walls Violets get red- 

spider, and it is a mistake to suppose they will 

not bear sun. They stand a good deal if the 
soil is satisfactory, though, of course, a hot, 

parched, exposed place is most unsuitable. 

There is more than one way of increasing 

Violets. They are easily raised from seed, 
which should be sown as soon as ripe, whilst 
the plants may be readily divided as you 

suggest, getting nice tufted pieces, and if the 

shoots have not been taken off in the roots place 

them in rows in a cold frame. Any old frame 

will suffice, and they will succeed well. Treat 
them, in fact, like cuttings. Another way of 

increasing Violets : Early April is a good time 

to divide your old plants, taking care to have 

good soil, well dug, and, if poor, manured. Such 

varieties as the Single White, Double Red, 
Odorata rubra (double blue). Belle de Chatenay 

(double white). King of Violets (very rich blue), 

the flowers large and very fragrant), Marie 

Louise (too well known to' need description), 
The Russian, The Czir, and Wellsiana, which 

last is very sweet, and lasts in bloom a long 
time.—C. T. 

Grape Hyacinths.—Amongst the most 
charming of early spring flowers are the Grape 

Hyacinths, or Muscari, of which there are seve¬ 
ral kinds. The most popular is M. botryoides, 

and there are several varieties, as album (white), 

and pallidum (pale-blue); but some are named 
according to their shade of colour. This is a 

common and not desirable practice. M. arnen- 

iacum has deep blue flowers, which appear later 
than the above. The Grape Hyacinths are well 

worth growing in the smallest garden, and 
where possible may be naturalised in the Grass. 

A row in the front of the border, or in a bed, is 

very pleasing, and light, sandy soil suits them 

best. The flowers remain in beauty also for a 
considerable season, displaying pretty shades of 
blue.—V. C. 

3130.—Annuals for show.—All annuals 

that are to flower during the summer should bo 
sown at once. If they are sown later they rush 

into flower quickly when dry, hot weather 

comes, and then they are of no use for show 

purposes. Sow in good ground, and as soon as 
the plants are 2 inches high thin them out to 

9 inches apart each way. Besides those you 

mention the Sweet Sultan and Larkspur are two 

useful subjects to flower in August, and Sweet 
Peas are very easy to grow, and will flower at 

that time. If there is a stated number to be 

shown you had better have a few more, so as to 
give you a greater choice.—J. C. C. 

3401.—Sowing Grass seed.—The mode 
you should follow is this : Before sowing your 

seed rake your lawn thoroughly, tear the ground 
up, then sprinkle fine earth all over very evenly. 

Sow your seeds and roll well. If your roller is 
very light roll it several times, say three times a 

week—lengthways and crosswise. This is to 

keen down worm-earths specially. When your 

seeds show about an inch above the ground roll 

once a week regularly. It will not hurt the 

tender young Grass. It will have a benefioial 

effect, and will consolidate the “ seed-bed.” I 
am sowing a tennis-ground myself in this way, 

and it leaves nothing to be desired. If very hot 

weather at a stretch comes, sprinkle with a 

watering-can at dusk, so that the plants and 

seeds may have the benefit all the night and 

well into the next day. Above all things, keep 

down the worm-earths by good rolling. Noth¬ 

ing will grow on or around them if allowed to 
remain.—S. J. 

3428. -Planting Clematises.—It UperfeeUy right 
to water Clematises at this season on planting them out. 
A little old leaf-mould or manure over the roots as a 
mulch will also be beneficial.—E. H. 
- If they were pot-planta it would not hurt to plant 
* out now, although if we get muoh frosty weather in 

it will probably check their growth) |>01eni.\fisns-if 

from a nursery would be most safely watted. Blithe 
autumn.—A. O. Bcii.br. 

URBANA 

NOTES ON DAFFODILS. 

The Daffodil is in full beauty now, and it will 
be useful to readers of Gardening to make a 

few notes upon the flower. Everyone almost 
may grow the bulbs, and its culture amongst 

amateurs is rapidly increasing, who can, if they 
will, grow as fine flowers as any that come from 

the nurseries or such great market places as Mr. 

Walter’s, at Ham Common, near Richmond. 

The splendid blooms of Horsfieldi in particular 
seen in the market in April are grown there; 

but the amateur is not so well placed when 

exhibiting, as the larger the stock the greater 
chance there is of getting fine flowers. It mnst 

be a poor garden that will not grow Daffodils, 
no special preparation being necessary, simply a 

little attention to a few details. One very great 
point, and it applies to hardy bulbs in general, 

is to buy them early in the antnmn. This 
advice may not appear seasonable now, but 
whilst the'flowers are tossing about in the soft 

wind of an April day it is a time to make cal- 

tnral notes. If the bulbs are planted late the 

chances of a very fine display are lessened, as 
when planted early they have a good season 

before them. Some amateurs delay planting as 

late as November ; but the best time of all is 
early in September, when the soil is, as a rule, in 

excellent condition. Another e*ror into which 

amateurs frequently fall is in allowing the 

bulbs to remain year after j ear in the ground 

without lifting. They then often refuse to 
flower, and complaints are rife that the 

Daffodils are not so easy to grow as 

writers assert. Several queries have recently 
appeared in Gardening asking for information 

as to the cause of their bulbs not blooming. It 

must be remembered that Daffodils increase 

rapidly, and require lifting at least every three 

years, but better if two yea.rs only elapse, and 
it is the practice with market gardeners to lift 

the bulbs every year. I know of one large 

Daffodil nursery where the bulbs are lifted as 
soon as the foliage has died down, cleaned, 

dried, or replanted again in early autumn, the 

first to be treated being tke charming Poets 

Narcissus, or Pheasant’s-eye, as it is familiarly 
called. The soil for Daffodils need be only good 

garden ground, such as ama-teurs usually pos¬ 
sess. Of course, when the flowers are produced 

for market the land is well p loughed up, anf\D 
case of the bold “ trumpet ” kinds well manured. 
It is strange that, in spite of the popularity oj 

the Narcissus, the list of varieties grown should 

be so small. I have been in many small gardens 

where plants are cared for and never seen tne 
beautiful “ bicolor ” variety named Horsfieldi, 
for which we have to thank a Lancashire wea'er 

named Horsfield, who was an ardent lover an 

raiser of flowers. Horsfieldi is possibly 
finest of all Daffodils, the flowers true coloured, 

hence the description “ bicolor,” the broad seg¬ 

ments or perianth of a creamy-white, and 
trumpetrich self-yellow, very handsome. Itgw» 

vigorously, increases rapidly, and blooms w 

great freedom. Empress is very similar, an 
lowers appear a little later, whilst they re 
in full beauty over a longer season, through t 

greater substance of the segments, the - 
also increasing more rapidly. Amateurs s 

make a note of these two fine bico 

trumpet Daffodils. Before March is ove 

yellow trumpet kinds begin to bloom, 

one of the first of all is Golden Spar, ?' • 
free, robust, and striking variety, the but 
large and rich-yellow in colour. Late,^, 
strikingly handsome, is maximus, whicn is • 

unfortunately, so free-blooming as one 

wish for. The flowers are very large, are 

deepest self-yellow colour, unusually ncPm;iv 
striking. Nor must be forgotten the • • 

Tenby Daffodil, or N. obvallaris, w * * 
flowers of a fine yellow colour, very n - 

compact in shape, free, and in all respec the 

able. One has only to notice this 
quantities sold in the London streets ... ^ 

March, and I believe that no other V j9 g 

so largely grown. Countess °* A*!nean(j may 
fine beautiful yellow trumpet kina, pam<jus 

be mentioned amongst the best.. begins 
pneoox is desirable for its earliness; * j9 

to bloom at the end of February, a, gnlphur- 
considerable charm in the dainty p*“e j and 

coloured flowers. They vary h»v« 

some or the more distinct ‘. .naS mistake- 
received distinctive^nSmes, but this is a w 

is, unfortunately, rather usual to g> 

CH 
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scented. This reminds me how great is the the spring deserves to be better grown. It is 
variety of aspect to a collector of Narcissi. The pleasing when planted in clumps on the border, 
foliage of the bold trumpet kinds is broad, in colonies in the woodland, or near trees, 
and of a very beautiful glaucous colour, whilst especially if the stems rise above a truss of Ivy. 
that of the Leedsi and other groups is as The effect of the rich-yellow flowers and deep- 
graceful as a Grass. The flowers oftsn show green leafage of the Ivy is remarkably rich. It 
great diversity of form, from the big Trumpet is by such contrasts of colour that gardens, both 
Daffodils to the Pheasant’s-eye Narcissus. The large and small, are made more interesting, 
only fault of such kinds sub Duchess of West- The Hoop Petticoat Daffodils are more suitable 
minster is that they are rather tender, for pots, although Citrinus is, as far as I have 
and must be given the warmer positions in the grown it, the hardiest of the section, the large 
garden. Very popular are the deliciously pale-yellow flowers being distinct and pleasing, 
scented Jonquil, the Campernelle, N. odorus The bulbs like a rather sheltered position and 
and its variety rugulosus, which have rich- moderately light warm soil. Tho Corbularias 
yellow, very fragrant flowers, and the fine old are charming in pots, and also the Polyanthus 
double kinds, represented by the Sulphur Crown, Narcissi, which are excellent for the greenhouse. 
Orange Phcenix and the beautiful double variety I have a collection in full bloom now, the flowers 
of the Pheaaant’s-eye, an exquisite flower, pure- ranging in colour from white to intense orange, 
white, very full, and of rich tragranco. I ought C. T. 

34-18 —RoBes all the year round.—To 
get Hoses all the year round is entirely a ques¬ 
tion of good management. You certainly ought 
to be able to cut a few every Sunday in the 
jear. If you keep some of your pot plants as 
backward as possible each spring, through 
standing them on the north side ot a wall or 
fence from now until October, they will make 
comparatively late growth, and this may bo 
flowered well by the aid of a little protection in 
your cool-houso. Such plants would bloom 
throughout November and December. Another 

frost. If you can secure similar growth upon 
pot plants, and give this house protection, they 
will produce a batch of blooms during mid¬ 
winter.—P. U. 

- You appear not only to know what you 
want, but you evidently have some practical 
ideas how to obtain it, and as you have ample 
appliances there is no ditliculty whatever iu 
obtaining Roses all the year ; but with a view to 
lessen expense and labour your first efforts 
should be directed to obtaining all the flowers 
you can from the open air. If you have a wall 
or close fence facing south you may get blooms 
of Tea Roses at the end of May from such 

Flowers of a good type of Daffodil. 

to have mentioned amongst the trumpet varie¬ 
ties Emperor, which is one of the finest of its 
section. Those who have sufficiently large 
gardens Bhould plant in little groups or colonies 
the charming N. minor. It makes a dense car¬ 
pet of flowers, small, but of a good yellow colour, 
in March, and for this reason should be planted 
freely on the rockery. I should like to see 
there dwarf Daffodils more grown, as they give 
bright colour to the border or rockery very 
early in spring, before Daffodils in general have 
commenced to bloom, and will grow in ordinary 
soil and position. The amateur is not wise to 
grow the little N. minimus or the very distinct 
N. cyolamineus unless he cares for Narcissi 
greatly, as they are not amongst the easiest to Cw. N. minimus, so called because the 

rers are of such small size, yet of exqui¬ 
site shape, just like a very small edition 
,of our common wilding, should be grown 
sirtho I teem jcwall, and N. cyolamineus likes a 
Rftgfy .oj^ Lkit is in its native home (Spatoll 
found b%3he side of water. These few notes 

Briers. The best with double flowers are 
Harrisoni and Persian Yellow. Coming to the 
part of your question that refers to foroing 
Roses, you are probably aware that your greatest 
difficulty is to obtain Roses from the beginning 
of November to the end of February. This, 
however, can be done if you choose suitable 
varieties and have a sufficient number of 
plants. For this purpose the selection should 
be confined to the Teas, but those with very 
fall flowers, like Souvenir dun Ami and 
Sombreuil should be avoided, as they require a 
high teiripsrfitiiW To' get them to open. My 
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Ni[iheto3 iein L’cruot, Francises Ivni^er, Anna 

Olivier, Catherine Mermet, Inooente Pirola, and 
Jules Finder. If you hul two each of those and 
divided them into’ two batches, you would prob¬ 

ably get all the flowers you want during the 
time mentioned. If the first lot was placed in 
a warm-house at the beginning of October they 

would succeed those in the open ground. The 
next lot should be started gently with a little 
fire-heat about the end of November. With 

regard to the treatment of pot-plants, I would 
not lot them flower now, but shift them at once 

into larger pots if they require it, and prune 
them slightly a month later. You had better, 
however, aim at getting rather large plants 

beforo you pruuo much. Es’en in your small 
houses the plants ought to occupy 12-inch and 

1 I-inch pots as soon as they are large enough 

Tako all tho plants into Lho open air about 
midsummer, and bring them under cover again 

at tho end ol September. Give weak manure- 
water always when the plants require root 

moisture.—I. C. C. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

21Garry a elliptlca.—This is an 

excellent hardy evergreen shrub for a south 
wall, but in our garden it does very well as a 
bush. If a good-sized plant is put out it would 

produce its flowers tho second season. The 
catkins are produced on the plant which pro¬ 
duces the mile blossoms. Female blossoms aro 

produced on a separate plant. It is a generally 
cultivated shrub, and very handsome when not 
in flower.—J. D. E. 

— These arc generally kept in pots by 

nurserymen, because thoy are not particularly 
safe to remove when once grown in the open 
ground. If you mean by an “ established tree,” 

one from the open ground, it is too late to move 
it this seaaou ; nor could a well established 
plant of this bo moved with much prospect of 

success. A plant from a pot could be turned 
out at any time, and if a fairly strong one, you 

may expect to get acrop of catkins nextuutuinu 
and winter.—P. U. 

- As a rule nurserymen grow the plantain 
pots. In that case they can be planted at any 
time of the year. I should, however,advise tho 

plaut to be put out at once so as to give it a 
long season of growth. If a strong plant is pro¬ 

cured somo few catkins might bo had this 
year, but certainly there would be next year. 
This plant grows very fast when the con¬ 

ditions are favourable—a deep root-run, fairly 
rich soil and abundnnoo of wator, both at tho 
roots and over tho foliage during tho summer. 

Very often wall climbers are checked in their 
growth for want of sullicient moisture at the 

roots, as few persons scorn to realise tho amount 
of moisture that is absorbed from the soil by a 
brick wall. In consequence of this the plants 

suflbr. Somo caro is needed in pruning tho 
Gnrrya at any time, especially when the ullottod 

wall space is covered. The moro it is pruned 
the fewer catkins will be produced. It is not 
possible to kcop this plaut very neat and close 

to the wall and still have a full crop of flowors. 
A fair amount of freedom must bo allowed if a 
quantity of flowors aro expected.— S. P. 

- The Oarrya might be planted now. Thoy are 
usually kopt In pole at all lurgo nurseries. There are two 
varieties, male ami female. It would be interesting to 
hnvo l*oth, though In either o\#e It would be Impowlble to 
aay how long one would have to WAit for citkins. — K. II. 

3437.—Height of Oupressus Law- 
SOniana lutea—Although this Cypress is the 
strongest grower of all the Golden or Variegated 
forms of Conifers, I think the one referred to 

in this inquiry is an exceptionally fine specimen, 
as I have not seen one approaching anything 
like tho height mentioned. I planted one about 
twelve years ago, which grew away at once in 

tho moat satisfactory manner, hut it is not near 
the height that is given in tho enquiry. At 
the same time I planted all the so-called best 

forms of tho Variegated and Golden Coniform, 
and tho bost I can say of them is they ore dis¬ 

appointing, ns thoy rarely look nappy.— 

J. C. C. 

33(»9 — Araucaria imbricata. — If the 
seed is fresh it is not a difficult task to 
raiso plants from it. j I. have raised UUs s i r£ji 

seeds saved in England. ThoV-werer pianieU 
half an inch deep in tho ground in flowerpbtt 

filled with sandy loam iu the autumn. The pots allowed to open in water. It will be found 
were placed in a cold frame, and the soil kept that their beauty is not so fleeting as when 
moist until the plants appeared. They were left on the plant to open. In pots these are 

left in the pots for a year, and planted out in useful for conservatory decoration and also 
the open ground after a year’s growth. There for anticipating the outdoor flowers. Plant 
is no difficulty at all in rearing plants. They about three of the large-flowering section in 

are, of course, of very slow growth.—J. D. E. an 8-inch pot, using any ordinary potting-soil. 

3430 -Passldora Constance Bllott.-'Vhcretoo Cover them with Cocoa-nut-fibre tillthesprouting 
thick you can thin out some ol the straggling shoots, hut growth comes through this material, then allow 
train in the others II you have space When quite small them to „row. on a coid pjt, Feed them con- 

stantly with manure-water and never allow the 

arid ashes ; but when plenty ol hi route shoou* havo l>een soil to D6COII10 dry. It 18 well to leave the |J0t8 
made, It I» enough to thin out and shorten tliem.—A. G. plunged until llowcr-apikes show colour, when 

Ul T,,KR- . . , ,, they will be ready to give brightness to arraoge- 
- Prune back the weak side shoots, hut let all strong Kerns Palms and so on The miniature 

wood remain, laying the shoots in at equal distance, mentsol 1 erns. l ilma. ana so on tne immature 
apart.—E. II. Gladiolus (G. Colvillei albas Tho Bride) is, for 

■- its distinct character, beauty, and simple 

r itd i>r ,vtivc rtv mnus culture, one of the choicest of greenhouse bulbs, 
LATE PLANTING 01- BULBS. g0 gmall that it is wonderful what charming 

It is singular that, with all the notes appearing spikes spring from the same. Do not delay 
in Gardening urging the importance of early with this Bort, as tho bulbs deteriorate after 
planting of bulbs purchasers will often defer March. Mine are now about 3 inches above the 

makiug their selection until tho time the soil ; but l.y planting it in the pots about Christ- 

bulbs ought to be fully established and showing mas, as a rule it may he had in bloom if gently 
their flower-spikes ; and when one reads of tho forced by June. From eight to ten bulbs should 

clearance sales of bulbs in February, March, and be placed in a 5 inch pot, and use the lightest soil 
even later, which ought to bo planted in October, obtainable. I have found to my cost it is not 

ono cannot but think that the descriptions of hardy, and requires some protection even in a 
“ sound and plump ” are rather relating to what cold frame during frosty weather. Yet I know 

thoy have been than what they really are. Any- 0f a large patch in an open garden which has 
one purchasing these apparently cheap lots will been left undisturbed for several years, aud goes 

find that they are by no means cheap when the on increasing every season. This, however, is 
quality of the flowers they produce is taken into on a slope where the soil, which is naturally of 
consideration, for the very life has long since a light nature, becomes drained, therefore dry ; 

been dried out of them. Doubtless they will and tho bed is also protected with loose litter 
make a fceblo attempt to bloom, but the spikes during winter. H 
will be only a caricature of what they would _ 
have been if planted two months before Christ¬ 
mas, so as to get well rooted beforo severe 3431.—Keoplng cat-8 Out of a garden, 
weather set in. ft is loo late to remedy the —If tho garden is surrounded with walls or close 

planting of Hyacinths, Tulips, &c., but don’t let fences, cats may be kept out, or, rather, they 
the same thing happen with Gladioli aud other may kept in when they come in, by running 

late summer bulbs. Especially aro Lilies liable to wire-netting along tho top of lho wall or fence, 
injury by exccssivo drying and keeping out of and bending about a foot, or rather more, of the 
the Boil Planteaily, for ii any danger from frost top over at right angles. Havo a few iron sup 

occurs it is easily remedied by a covering of po'ts made of the right shape, aud then fix the 
litter, and the bulbs are rootiug aud gathering wire-netting to the iron supports. The cost 

fresh strongth if underground, but losing their would not lie great; and wherever I have seen 
vitality every day they are unnecessarily kept it tried it has been efl'eclual If the cats got in, 
out of it If an)one is sciptical on this point, when they tried to get back they would be 

ho has only to lift any bulbs left all I he year baulked by the bent netting—E H. 

in the ground, and noto the early date at which - Tho most efficient way of keepiug cals 
they make fresh root, to convince him how un- out,i fiince you object to killing them, is to put 

natural tho excessive drying pmcess is. wire netting on tdo top of your wall or fence and 

J. I ROOM, Uos/iorl. bind tho top of it down away from your garden. 

- Tho cats find it next to impossible to get over 
ri aninr i im uifna ivn potu this; whereas upright netting, even with cat- 
GLADIOLI IN BLDs AND I 0T». wire along the top of it, does not keep them out, 

Those cultivators of this grand autumn flower although it somewhat checks them. If your 
who grow tho choicest kinds, mostly of the neighbours object to the wire being bent over 
Gandavensis section, for exhibition, recommend towards their gardens, put it upright, lace cat- 
that tho ground should, during autumn, be wire along the top and about 2 inches below, and 
deeply trenched and heavily manured for the insido tho netting stretch a thin wire as tightly 
reception of tho corms or bulbs this month, at possible. A cat always reaches down before 
They mark the selected spot of tho garden into jumping, and if her foot comes in contact with a 
narrow beds 3 feet or 4 feet wide, with paths thin wire she will draw it up again and retrace 
between. Each bull) is allowed about 1 foot hor stops.— A. G. Butler. 
of space and planted 3 inches deep A* soon 3!(n._01nder8 and ashes -I do not know that 
as growth is observed abovo ground the beds aro these are really Injurious to conilerous plants, but unless 
mulched with rotton manure, which is left on the ground be still they are ol very little use. The lint, 

the surface all tho summer Tying is attended “'o-“ 
to and lujuid-manuro is applied to aid develop 3 .. . . _ . .._. . 

-There would be no benefit from digging ashe« in 
ment. After flowering, when the leaven begin neftr tho rooU of evergreen trees, coniferous or other* 
to fade, they are takon up, left in the open for though i oould not say that any positive injury would \« 
a fow days to expel moisture, and arc Stored done. In porous soil ashes spread over the surfaoe check* 

away with care, as many may Iss valued at half '3°,^'^;“d^e ^K.',|l" *° "Kd "" 
a guinea apiece. Bulbs of the commoner, but K „ ' ' ' . . ,, , , . , , 
i i„„„ ..oof., i a, ,i. -II you mean arc cinders and ashes suitable material 
by no means less useful, sorts may be had, how- ^ )aot 0ooiterg an,i evergreens in I I aay certainly noi, 
over, at a much cheaper rate, and, bosulcs but 11 not mixed with tho noil, only dug in away from ih« 
exhibiting it, there are other uses for this plant ehruhs, no harm will bo done, ol courso. I do not quite 

which make it invaluable in any garden. In b_?f,CSn'e",c1uire “ K00*1 
hardy plant borders, iufrontof thcgroenfoliagoof ’ p 
Rhododendrons, botwoon standard Roses masted 3377. — Treatment Of Carnations. - 
in beds, or in clumps at intervals near kitchen Thrso aro by no moans diflicult to grow well; 
garden walks, these arc positions in which tho 80'* or position mav be unsuitable. They 
Gladioli servo a useful and showy purpose. To like a nice free sandy loam best; it should lie 
grow them in the ordinary way any soil will mado moderately rich, only with vory old 
do, but a little manure will greatly assist, and manure or leaf-mould, be perfectly sweet and 
should be dug in where a clump of bulbs, say well compressed about the roots. None of the 
five or six, are to bo planted. A handful of Carnation tribe do much good in a loose ground, 
some approved fertiliser will answer tho same A moderately free admixture of old mortar 
purpose and is more easily applied, being scat- rubbish, burnt soil, or both, is highly beneficial, 
tered in the hole made at the time of planting Choose an airy and sunny position, and put out 
Brenohleyensis (the well-known scarlet) may be the plants early in the autumn if possible.— 
bought at a Id. per root, and mixed hybridle(<?fi iPf1 

^colours from lOi. per 100 Gladiolus flowers -—- You givp very few particulars. Pos- 
ifrc most excellent for cutting, tir'd v/heu 'wanted uibiy tikpHuB you/aave has a very poor habit, 
in this state should be cut at an earjl^^t£^|^i$ I m |ij^i^p^<jlj jiyery garden Carnation thst 
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coloured farinose powder, and the ends of all 
the pinnules are more or less crested. The 
cultivation of this plant is not difficult, and it 
is thoroughly worthy of every attention. It 
requires the temperature of a warm stove and 
a moderate supply of moisture both to its roots 
and in the atmosphere; but the fronds must 
never bo sprinkled with water from the syrings, 
as, if this is done, the farina is washed off the 
lower fronds, and the whole plant becomes 
disfigured and unsightly. In potting drain 
well and use moderately-sized pots, using for 
soil a mixture of loam, peat, and sharp river or 
silver sand. In winter reduce the supply of 
water, but never allow the plants to become dry 

But there are some species of Adiantum which 
arc never moved from the stove in winter ; 
Farleyense, for instance, will not thrive in a 
lower temperature. Neither is it wise to dry it 
off at all, though, of course, all plants, Ferns 
included, require less water in winter. Pterises, 
for the most part, will bear a lot of hardships, 
especially as regards temperature ; but they 
should never be dried or rested, in the usual 
sense of the term. The same remarks, in a leas 
degree, apply to Maiden-hairs, the common 
Maiden hair, Adiantum cuneatum, is sometimes 
dried off and then cut down just before starting ; 
but the treatment is not natural, and if carried 

growth as many of the beautiful French kinds, 
which I hope will soon become grown well in 
Eaglish gardens. Are the plants old and in proper 

.. -i .. 'lraone 

impos¬ 
sible to give proper information 
particulars before one. If the pL 
strong layers of last year, the, 
robust and vigorous. A good garden Carnation 
should be of strong growth, with plenty of 
"grass,” and produce a sturdy flower-stem, 
bearing a free display of flowers which do not 
split in the calyx, and are of a fine self colour, 
or shades of one colour, these being the more 
effective ; the striped show kinds, or the 
bizarres, and other varieties are of little 
value for the garden to give a rich effect.—C. T. The temperature of nearly all plant 

FERNS 

A BEAUTIFUL SILVER FERN. 

Gtmnooramma pulchella. 

Tins sDeeiea is one of the most beautiful 

uP°n account of its gr 
habit, the delicacy of its fronds, and the i 
of its white powder. It was introduce! 

may be too much steam from the pipes when 
syringing. What are the pipes painted with (if 
anything)? Fuchsias, Camellias, Calceolarias 
(herbaceous and shrubby), Chinese and other 
Primroses, Habrothamnuses, Spirieas, Celsia 
cretica, and Lapagerias will be most likely to 
succeed, but during the height of the summer 
you will find ordinary " Geraniums,” Begonias, 

3428 —Asparagus Perns.—The quickest 
way of working up a stock is to 9ow seeds, but 
it is not always possible to obtain good seeds; 
and then the next best course is to carefully 
divide the plants, partially shaking them out, 
so as to work in a sharp knife to separate the 
crowns. The young plants should be brought 
on in a warm, close house or pit till well estab¬ 
lished. Afterwards place in warm greenhouse. 
They make splendid room plants.—K. II. 

- The plant alluded to is Asparagus plumo- 
sus, an elegant evergreen climbing plant from 
South Africa. It is an error to call it a Fern ; it is 
not a Fern in any sense of the word. It requires 
hot-house treatment; but the plants would do 
well in the greenhouse in summer for a time 
after it has made its growth. The plants are 
propagated by dividing the crowns and planting 
them out separately in flower pots. There is a 
dwarf variety, A. plumosus nanus, which is the 

Gymnogramma pulchella. 

country from Venezuela by M. Linden, of 
Brussels, about the year 1855. The fronds are 
supported upon a dark chestnut-brown coloured 
powderv stem some 9 inches long. They are 
triangular in outline, and upon well-grown 
specimens attain a height of about 18 inches, 
and from 6 inches to 9 inches in breadth. The 
segments are very finely divided, as will be 
wen by the annexed illustration, which has 
neen taken from a portion of a frond some 
*4 inches long. The upper side of the frond is 
, a bright, lovely green colour ; beneath it is 

w‘th » dense, silvery-white farinose 
powder. G. pulchella has not produced many 
aWf*# Occasionally a form appears amongst 
a batch of seedlings in which some of the'sfcg- 
ments are golden beneath iasteadof white,fcndjfa 
the variety Wettenhalliana the undot siWoT 
the fronds are densely covered with a sulphur- 

naturally snould be grown in a n n i*- -- 
cool conservatory or greenhouse, in which the ‘ U 

Je?pera^!f the w“*r wouId fal1 to 3442.-Perns, &c., In a greenhouse. 
t° °° de8f- ; at this season, owing —The fronds of Maiden-hair Ferns are likely 

n '"e,co°ler temperature, growth would not to become brown in a greenhouse, because they 
m the summer, but would are really hot-house plants, and do not like the 

their to£e I® tins what you mean by dry, cold air of an ordinary greenhouse. They 
inn. „i„ ® . The general idea of rest will do in the greenhouse in summer when 

Qt “ ‘hat the foliage ceases to grow, growth has been made, but Bhould not be placed 
t.^i °7D£ “•le8off; £nt there is no a<l van- in a draught, for the tender fronds cannot 

J y°,Urr,hTe by compelling endure it. One of the best plants for such a 
hardy Ferns to rest.-A. G. Butler. greenhouse is the Lapageria alba and rosea. 
- „ L.rnS whe“ at r,esb a°d kept dry may do Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, and Camellias are 
l nt ahSrk than they usually occupy ; excellent plants, especially the Camellia. 

^oothm^8 3amed by keeping time, la RGeilfsta fragrant it hfi)5xpelient plant; and the 
mo JS^rTJ!iperatnre 40 , 8s: at night, and sweetly-perfumed Daphne indica would be a 
many growers never let them fall below 50 dogi^ Bjh«,vni;ng pisit loMpHng flowering.—J. D. E. 
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ORCHIDS. 

NATIVE ORCHIDS. 

I am asked by one, “ Harry Windsor,” wlint 

native Orchids are to be found in the neighbour¬ 

hood of Doncaster, and how to treat them ? 

Well, now this is a part of Yorkshire that I 
have never been in, and, therefore, I am un¬ 

acquainted with the soil of the neighbourhood, 
and it will not do to even guess at what he will 

find ; but I advise him to search well, and to 

never go out for a country ramble without being 
armed with a trowel and a close tin-box. These 

plants are not likely to form such stout tubers, 
after the removal, for the first year, and very 

little Bower must bo expected the year after 
their planting in your border, and I should advise 

“ H. W.” to get some of the rarer kinds from 

Messrs. Backhouse, of York. Some few years 
ago, I had a lot of native Orchids in my garden 
near London, and a portion of it was devoted 
entirely to them, and was made up with soil to 

suit each particular kind, because those found 

Orchises : but one can now scarcely find a single 
specimen in a day’s hunt for them. So do not set 
about your hobby in a too avaricious manner. 
The following eighteen genera include all the 
kinds of British Orchis, some of which you 
cannot obtain in your neighbourhood, because 
they are very local in their distribution, beside 
being rare : Aceras anthropophora (Green Man 
Orchis), chalky soil and loam ; Cephalanthcra, 
chalky loam and sand; C. ensifolia (Sword¬ 
leaved Helleborine) ; C. grandiflora (White 
Helleborioe); C. rubra (Red Helleborine); 
Corallorhiza (Coral root), leaf-mould and peat, 
rare and local ; (' innata (Coral rooted Tway- 
blade). Cypripedinm (Lady's Slipper)—see 
illustration ; this used to be in your county, 
but is now extinct; chalky loam and sand. 
C. calceolus (Yellow Lady’s Slipper); Epi- 
pogium Gmelini, very rare and local; Epi- 
pactis (Helleborine), leaf-mould, peat, and sand ; 
E. latifolia (Common Helleborine); E. pur- 
purata (Purple Helleborine) ; E. palustris 
(Marsh Helleborine); E rubiginosa (Rusty 
Helleborine); E. viridons (Green Helleborine) • 

(Lady’s-Tresses), leaf-mould and peat: S. 
astivalis; S. autumnalis, very fragrant; S. 
gimmipara, very rare and local. I think these 
comprise the whole of the species of our native 
Orqhids, but some few species might be found 
from amongst the North American and other 
cool country Orchids, which may be made avail¬ 
able to m »ko the border more showy. 

Matt. Bramble. 

THE PELICAN-FLOWER (CYPRI- 
PEDIUM IRAPEANUM). 

This flower is one of the Mexican beauties 
belonging to the deciduous terrestrial section. 

I am asked by “B. B. B.” where it may lie 

obtained and how to grow it ? Well, now I must 
say that this is a species which I have never 

flowered, but I see no reason why it should not 

thrivo well if properly potted in good brown, 
somewhat spongy peat and Sphagnum Moss, well 
mixed together, and grown in the temperature 
of the cool Cattleya-house. This plant is found 

in Mexico at an elevation of between 3,000 feet 

and 4,000 feet, and therefore it requires a slightly 
warmer place than the Odontogloaaums ; but 

although I had some very fair-sized clumps of 

this plant I have never had it in flower. It grew 
well enough, and the shoots duly ripened off and 

died away ; but there was something in the 
retting, I think, that did not agree with the 

species, or I should have been blessed with some 

of its rich bright-yellow blooms, and I likewise 
should have been able to satisfy my enquirer 

and to tell him how to bloom it. The name of 
Pelican-flower is not given it from its colour, 

for this is of a rich bright golden-yellow, but 

from its large column, which is bent over and 
resembles somewhat a pelican or some bird pluck¬ 

ing its breast and stripping itself of feathers. 
This plant has no companion to grow along with 

it, for C. spectabile and C. pubescens, together 

with several other kinds, are temperate, if 
not hardy, species, and so this plant stands 

by itself as a deciduous kind, requiring a warm- 

house. I do not know if this plant is capable 
of causing anything like the results stated by 

some writers to have been inflicted on them bv 
several of those terrestrial species from North 

America ; but I have worked amongst many 

hundreds of them and C. Irapcanuin, and never 
felt the least tinge of poisoning; but a man that 

I had working amongst plants of this Mexican 
species appeared to be somewhat affected. His 

skin appeared to be suffering from some cause of 

irritation, but my own was quite unaffected. In 
answer to my friend’s enquiries of where he can 

obtain this plant, I think I have seen Mr. 
Sander have some largo pieces of it, and a few 

ears ago I saw itinquantity intheMessrs. Back- 

ou8es’ establishment at York ; but whether 
either firm is now in possession of it I am unable 

to say, but, if not, someone should instruct their 
travellers to send this plant home, and now 

Cypripediums being so much in favour, there 

should be a brisk demand for it, and who knows 

but we may find it produce a pure-white form ? 
Matt. Bramble. 

I.*J> 'a Slipper (Oyprlpedlum). 

growing in chalky soils will only live in a similar 
mixture ; others, again, thrive best in leaf-mould 
and peat, whilst others require loam and neat, 
and some sharp sand may be applied to all the 
beds. Take care that the border is properly 
drained, for although some few kinds do grow 
naturally in marshy places, it is very seldom 
these can bo imitated successfully in an artifi¬ 
cial state, and such kinds must receive a 
greater amount of water to their roots. 
The border should be sown with some dwarf 
ornamental Grasses, larger kinds being set 
out singly at intervals, and a few annual 
seeds should also be dropped in here and there ; 
but the Orchis should always bo left clear 
from these plants I cannot point out any 
feature so that you may bo able to distinguish 
them by ; but if you have no knowledge of these 
plants, get acquainted with someone in your 
neighbourhood who has, and get a few practical 
lessons from him. One word, ho we vor, of caution 
—do not ply your trowel too freolv, so as to 
exterminate these pretty and inUfesCingmls.nt 
for I know some places, oueeoUlllin|t$jeJs iu 
whioh used to be famous for the Beband Spit 

Goodyera, leaf-mould and sand, local and rare ; 
G. repens; Oymnadcnia (Fragrant Orohis), 
chalky loam ; G. conopsia (Red-handed Orchis); 
Habenaria, leaf-mould, peat, and sand ; H. 
albida, very fragrant; H. bifolia (Butterfly 
Orchis); H. viridis (Frog Orchis); Herminium 
(Musk Orchis), chalky loam; 11. monorchis, 
odour of Musk ; Liparis (Fen Orchis), leaf-mould 
and peat; L. Loeseli ; Listera, leaf-mould and 
peat; L. cordata (Lesser Tway-blado) ; L. 
ovata (Tway-blade); Malaxis (Bog Orchis), 
leaf-mould and peat; M. palludosa (Marsh 
Tway-blade) ; Neottia (Bird’s-nest Orchis), rare 
and local; N. Nidus-avis; Neottinia (Small 
Moth Orchis), rare and local, chalky loam ; N. 
intaeta; Ophrys, chalky loam ; O. apifera(Bee 
Orchis); O. aranifora (Spider Orchis) ; O. 
nucifera (Fly Orchis); Orchis, chalky loam ; O. 
hircina (Lizard Orchis), very rare and local; 
S. rutifolia (Marsh Orchis), O. laxiflora (Loose- 
flowered Orchis), 0. mascula (Purple Orchis), 

maculata (Spotted Orchis) ; O. Moris (Green- 
;ed Orchis) ; O. militaris (Man Orchis) 
pyramidalis (Late 

•rchis); O. ustulata (Dwarf 

BANA--CHAMPAIGN 

mans (Man urenwj) ; 

a mtt 
URBAN/ 

•2438.—Nerine sarnlenais.—This is the 
well-knownGuernsey Lily.aud may be purchased 
in the seed shops when the flower-scapes are 

showing, the bulbs having been kept quite dry 

for some time previously. Grow them in flower- Eots very freely over a dung-bed, with a gentle 
ottom-heat, in a garden frame. They need a 

good season of growth, and when the leaves 
decay keep them quite dry at the roots. They 

need not be repotted every year.—J. D. E. 

- Do you take care of the leaves when 

they do come up by giving them a warm green¬ 

house all the winter, with moderate supplies of 
root moisture, and guard them from being [j 

injured or kept in a (lark position? If you do - 
this the bulbs ought to flower every autumn. 

During the summer they should have no water, 

and the pot stood on a shelf in the greenhouse, 
fully exposed to the sun. If they are potted in 

fresh soil once in two years, that is often enough, 
and the proper time to do so is in August, or 

directly after they have gone out of flower.— | 

J. C. C. 

8683 —Weeds.— It would be better to vet some good 
|wgn4 4«tio> er, or a sprinkling of salt applied on a damp 
day will assist you. There are many good articles adver- 

not U> let the material 
day will assist you. There a 
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FREE8IAS. 
T hesk beautiful Bowers are deservedly becoming 
very popular, for not only are the (lowers 
beautiful, but the perfume is exquisite, a strong 
yet pleasant smell, entirely different to 
Hyacinths, Narcissus, or many other bulbous 
plants that prove too odorous for indoor decora¬ 
tion. Their culture is very easy, although 
many fail with them, and as they are eminently 
suited to the wants of amateur cultivators I 
will briefly describe my method of growing 
them, in the hope that many will try again and 
succeed. Procure good bulbs early in the 
autumn or rather late in the summer, and pot 
them at once. I uso 5-inoh and 0-inch pots 
as being the most serviceable, and the soil 
I find best is turf that has been cut 
and stacked up one year; this is broken 
up fine, and a little leaf-mould and 
rough sand or road-grit mixed with it, 
the pots are drained in tho usual way, and about 
a dozen bulbs are placed in a 6-inch pot, cover¬ 
ing with about 1 inch of the finest soil. No 
water is needed for some time, for if tho com¬ 
post is moderately moist at potting-time, and 
the pots are set on the floor of a cold frame, 
they will need no water until the tho tops are 
visible above ground and tho roots are a;tive 
below. A cold frame suits them well until the 
middle of October, when they will be growing 
freely, and should be neatly tied up amt trans¬ 
ferred to a shelf near the glass in any house 
where an intermediate temperature is main¬ 
tained, and if kept free from fly, and carefully 
tended with water, using a little liquid- 
manure to strengthen tho flower-spikes, they 
will produce finely-branched spikes of flower 
that will amply repay you all your trouble. 

J. Groom, Gosport. 

PROPAGATING TUBEROUS BEGONIAS. 
Several queries have recently appeared in 
< I ARDEN I No respecting the propagation of 
Tuberous Begonias, and it may be, therefore, 
interesting to your readers to know the method 
followed by Mr. John Liing, who has largoly 
helped to bring tho flower to its present per¬ 
fection. Tuberous Begonias may bo propagated 
in four different ways—by seeds, cuttings, 
division of the tubers, and loaf cuttings Tho 
two best methods, advises Mr. Laing, are by 
seeds and cuttings. Increase by cuttings is only 
essential in the caso of choice standard kinds 
to be preserved true to name. These are mostly 
used for pot culture, and are the most improved 
or advanced types of the race from whence the 
finest seeds are derived. Young shoots from 
near the base of tho plants make the best 
cuttings, and may be inserted any time during 
the growing season, but tho earlier they will 
root and form tubers. A low of the young 
growths that arise from the tubers in spriiig 
may be taken ; but the fact must not bo over¬ 
looked that to take the same liberties with them 
as with Dahlias would bo ruinous to a good 
display of bloom on tho old plants for a season. 
The cuttings should be inserted singly against 
the side of thumb-pots in a compost consisting 
of learn, leaf-soil, and sand in about equal 
proportions, and plunged in Uocoa-nut-fibro 
in tho bed of a propagating-pit or frame, 
and shaded till they have emitted roots, 
and may be grown on if required for late 
blooming. The young plants should bo kept in 
tho cutting-pots till the following spring, and 
this is the more essential in the case of late¬ 
st ruck outtings, but whore practicable tho 
latter should be potted and kopt growing. 
Propagation by seeds is at once tho most legiti¬ 
mate, speedy, profitable, and certain mode of 
increasing this class of Begonias, either for pot 
culture or bedding out. There will bo always a 
c-rlain amount of speculation with rogard to 
the colour, habit, and character of the seedlings 
the first year, but if derived from a good strain, 
they seldom fail to givo satisfaction, and may be 
assorted for future work as they come into 
bloom. The seed may be sown at almost any 
time of the year, according to tho convenience 
and requirements of an establishment, but the 
third or fourth week in January is the most 
suitable. Those who have a sufficient command 
of fire-heat will find it advantageous to sow 
early in tho year, ns tho scodlings aEtflSla liable 
to damp off than W]hen j t^toy^re getniiufad in 1 
May, June, or July. The seeds shouhrbeWWn in 
square, round, or oblong pans, or shallow wooden ' 

boxes, in a compost of light, porous material, 
consisting of flaky leaf-soil, a littlo loam, and 
plenty of sharp sand. This must be mixed, and 
used in a rough state, with some finely-sifted 
material on the top to form a smooth and level 
seed-bed, which should be pressed firm, watered, 
or, better still, dipped, and then the tiny 
seeds carefully sown. Place the pans or boxos 
in a temperature of 65 degs. to 70 degs., with 
more bottom-heat. Prick out the seedlings 
into other boxes from time to time as soon as 
they can be handled with a finely-pointed piece 
of wood, divided at the point to lift the seed¬ 
lings. When they begin to get crowded trans¬ 
plant them into other boxes at a greater distance 
apart. By the middle of May they are ready 
for hardening off, and during the first weeks of 
June may be planted out. Manure the ground 
well for the plants in tho autumn, and expose 
tho soil to the action of the frost by digging it 
up roughly. Old tnhera intended for bedding- 
out should be started about the last week in 
March or the beginning of April, and small- 
sized pots will be quite sufficient for them. 
Begonias always succeed best when the weather 
is warm and showery in June, and rather 
drior iu July and August. C. T. 

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS. 

Questions.—Queries and a misers art imerted in 
QiSDKHiNa/ree a/charge if correspondents follow the. rules 
here laid down for their guidance. All communicationt 
for insertion thould be clearly and concisely written on 
one tide of the paper only, and addressed to the Editor of 
Gardrnino, 37, Southampton-street, Covent-garden, Lon 
d m. Letteri on business should be tent to tne Publish in. 
rhe name and adit rest of the tender are required in 
addition to any designation he may desire to be used in 
the paper. When more than one query it tent, each 
should be on a teparate piece of paper. Unanswered 
queriei thould be repeated. CorrespondentS thould bear 
in mind that, at Gardbiuxs hat to be sent to press tome 
time in advance of date, they cannot alwayt be replied to 
in the issue immediately following the receipt rf tho 
a mmunicaticns. 

Answers (which, with the exception of such as eannoi 
well be classified, will be found in their different depart¬ 
ments) should always bear the number and title placed Sainst the query replied to, and our readers will greatly 

ligs us by advising, as far as their knowledge and 
observation permit, the correspondents who seek assist 
anoe. Conditions, toils, and means vary so infinitely 
that several answers to the same question may often be 
very useful, and those who reply would do welt to mention 
the localities in which their experience is gained. Corres¬ 
pondents who rsfer to articles inserted in Gardbiun 
thou d mention the number in which they appeared. 

3451.—Moss on a lawn—My lawn has become 
covered with Mom, Will aomeone tell mo the beet thing 
to do to get rid ot It, also the cause o( it’-O. MacOill. 

SI57.—Raising Trllllums.—Wanted to k low the 
best way tor raining Trllliume, and how to grow them? 
Have no gluse beyond a cold frame.—M. I. I\ F., Xorfolk. 

3158.—Making a hot-bed -Will anyone kindly tell 
me tho best way to make a hot-bed/ I am growing 
Mine Melons, anil should bo glad ot any suggestions on 
this point f-U.C. 

3151). —Oocoa-nut Palm.—I have had specimen ot 
above brought me from Jamaica. How is It to be treated ? 
Must it be put in soil or otherwise, and how is it best 
nourished ?—Sioma. 

3160.—Plant “ Alaska Bride."—I have some seeds 
called " Alaska Bride." Will eomeonc kindly give me tho 
botanical name ot tho same and cultural directions?— 
M. L. P. F., Xorfolk. 

3161-Lily of the Nile for Juarket.-WIII any- 
one kindly intorrn mo about procuring and growing for 
market Lily ot tho Nile to have bloom from December lo 
March ?—John Dkyhdalk. 

3162.—Larch decaying.—Will anyone kiudly say if 
thore is an autisepUc application for home-grown Laroh 
timber with its bark on, which may nerve to retard decay 1 
—R. L A , Woodlands, Candor.' 

3163—Time for planting bulbs.—Will aomeone 
kindly tell me when bulbs, such as Hyacinths and Narcissi, 
should be planted in the open ground to ensure flowering 
next spring?—Nil. Dkni-kkaxdi'm. 

2101.—Plants for a span-roofed greenhouse 
—1 have just put up a 12 feet by 8 feet sprn-roofed green- 
house, heated with a two pipe (II >w and return) •• Invinci¬ 
ble " stove. What plants at this time of year should 1 start 
In It?—AMAriUR, Scotland. 

3165 -Culture of Arum Lily fOaila .uthloplca) - 
I should feel much obliged it someone will give me infor¬ 
mation respecting the culture of this plant, how to get it 
to flower, and whether It must bs kept in a warm place 
and well watered ?—K. Loadxk. 

3166 -Seedling Cyclamen—I havo some strong 
young seedlings potted off, they were sown In autumn. 
Will someone kindly tell me when they ought to flower, and 
how I ought to treat them during the summer lucnths? 1 
havo a greenhouse—Garlknicii. 

3167.—Plants for a shaded plot—Will eomcone 
kindly mention what could be planted on a ahaded plot, 
and which geta a little morning eun ? The plot !■ a largo 
ovAlone, a small round plot in the oentre, and the outer 
otren divided lnU) ,our• *ilh Wlllk* between. The throe 
Ilitidcm^do very well with “ Geraniums " andQalqcplsriiiv 
raft JhVlourth is lying towards trees, which I v try: 
tolfch, and “Geraniums" grow to nothing but leaves.— 

346S—Treatment of Balsams—Will someone 
kindly Inform me how I ought to treat Balsams ? I have ? 
lot of seedlings, and want information about watering, fee. 
They are now in a hot-bed. When ought they to be put 
in tho greenhouse ?—Garlknicii. 

3169— Anemone fulgens—I have some of these 
planted in April last year are not up yet, with the excep¬ 
tion of one or two ; what can be done to make them flower 
early in spring ? Can they be taken up now before flower- 
log, and dried off and planted again in autumn?— 
Doxroal. 

3170— Cytlsus racemosus from seeds. — I 
would like lo kuow ho * to grow Cytisua racemosus from 
seeds? I have a glass-house, temperature kept at about 
60 degs. minimum, hot and oold frames each side, also a 
separately built conservatory, temperature about 60 degs. 
—QUKSTAXT. 

3171— Violets in winter—I shall be obliged If 
someone will tell me how many plants of Double Violets 
(sweet-scented) would be necessary to furnish button-holes 
for two during winter months, and what kinds are most to 
be depended on ? 1 have only garden frames In which to 
winter them—K. W. 

3172.—Flowers for winter. Ac—What flowers 
may I expect the gardener lo give me during ihe winter 
mouths and April? I have plenty of hothouses and 
stoves, but very few flowers to show for them. I require 
flowers that will travel and last well for sendiog to friends 
and hospitals.—Molly. 

3173—Artificial manures.—Could guano or eome 
other artillclal manure be auooesafully used as a substitute 
for ordinary manure for an herbaceous border, and which 
would be the best time for using it? Having Narcissus in 
the border, lam anxious to avoid the use of stable-manure, 
as it causes the bulbe to decay.—Z. 

3171—Cutting down Delphiniums, Ac -I 
shall bo glad to know if it does harm to out down to within 

I about 8 inches of the ground after they have done flower¬ 
ing plants of Delphiniums and Lupinue polyphyllus? I 
have these growing in a large herbaceous bed, and they 

I shade the later flowering plants so—Sutton. 

3175—A plague of ants— I am very much troubled 
with ants In my garden. I have three Peaches on a west 
wall now in bloom; but when the sun Bhines on them 
they are swarmed with ants. Will they do much harm, 
and 1 should be obliged if someone would kindly inform 
me of the means for their destruction ?—Gkokuk. 

3170—A furnace for a flue.—As " B. C. It.” 
advises me to have a deep square furnace for my flue I 
should feel obliged if he will give me full directions for 
building one for a house 11 feet long, also how he regulates 
his fire in same, as I find by having a damper in chimney 
the sulphurous fumes get Into the house ?—Tortoisk. 

3177— Border Carnations.-Should border Carna. 
tlons be watered during this very dry month, as. although 
they have not yet begun to grow, they look inclined to 
wither, tho ground being so parched from heat of the 
sun ? As the nights are cold, I am afraid the plants may 
suffer if watered, so cannot tell what treatment is beet ? 
M. S. 

3178— Orchld-leaves turning yellow—Ishould 
like to know the reason of my Orchids having tbrlr leaves tallow 1 I have only afew months put them in the green- 

onse. the temperature of which is at a mean 60 degs. 
The Dendrobes and Lycastes are not so b*d, but ths 
Catlleya TriaoiuandG’gaa Handeriaoa are turning yellow, 
albeit tho former are flowering—Qukhtant. 

3179—Lily of the Valley—Will " J. c. O." or 
eome other reader kindly answer the following query as to 
the treatment of the Lily of ths Valley outside ? I put on 
a mulching of rotten manure 4 inches thick last November. 
Should the Lily be band to the roots to make them 
flower, or should tho manure be left on to form a nourish¬ 
ment to the roots through the eummer months/ Soil, 
light sandy ; aspect of bed, north-east—A. E. J. 

3180—Worms In a lawn—Lost spring I had a 
small piece of ground, including a path, dug over and 
turfed. Toward the latter end of the summer I noticed 
tbe Grass seemed to be dying away, and it has now dis¬ 
appeared altogether. There are a number of email holes 
all over tho ground, whioh muBt be made by worms, as 
they cast up the earth through three holes. Will someone Elease tell me how 1 can kill these pests to enable mo lo 

ave fresh Grass for this year ?—Plans. 

3181. - Treatment of Crown Imperials. - 
Will aomeone kindly tell me how I should treat Crown 
Imperials to induco them to flower? With me they 
iucrease rapidly, but do not flower. They have been In 
the ground for eome years without being disturbed. In a • 
clump of twelve spikes there are only two with bloom, 
and those not a grand circle of flowrrs as I have seen else- 
where, but only three or four miserable blooms. They a<» 
in a mixed border, well dressed. The soil is rather heavy 
—ExqUIRKR, Devon. 

A high hedge.—I wish lo form a high hedge 
from 8 feet to 12 feet 9* a screen round one side of a 
garden. Will anyone advise me how I can do it most quickly 
aud effectually I I should prefer it to be evr rgreen, ilr 
such a bodge can bo grown In a lew years. IsCupressu* 
Uwsonlona suitable for the purpose5 Will it stand clip- 
ping, or does it form a thick compact hedge without? 
How long would It be forming a screen Slcot high t What 
are the relative merits of HoDy, Yew, Laurel, and Privet ? 
Would Quick or Cherry Plum (Mvrobella) form a ecreen 
as required ?-0. P. b. 

3*83—Treatment ot F’uchsl&s—I have the 
following » uohsios—via , Mr. F. Glass. Molesworth, Coaoh- 
ruan, Lamanalae. Monstroaa, Phenomenal. Rose of Castile, 
Mrs. Gibson, Avalanche, Jules Chretain, Deutsche Kaiser, 
Mr. Marshall, and several others both double and single 
unnamed. 1 shall be rnuoh obliged for any hints as 10 
special treatment and habit of growth of any of the above, 
and also as to treatment of Fuchsias In general, as last 
year with me many dropped their buds just as about to 
open, and none flowered really satisfactorily ? My old 
plants ars growing well now, and have been repotted in 
i-li'di and 3-iaoh pot*; tho young plants ate in I Inch, 
bcuae farjng south, and 1 raof/pyrtly covered with a Vine. 
Larit jeaf I (*d t)(. pjftnfs vjit alternate weak eolutlous 

bllm‘nu"1 pt,h,p' th”'v“ 
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3484. — Pruning of Syrlnga and Guelder 
Rose.—Will someone kindly tell me if these trees should 
be pruned when the buds are all formed and showing for 
flower ? My gardener (an old rustic) will chop them all 
down, say end of March, and 1 never get any flowers, to 

speak of, on them. The trees are In a bed—good rich soil 
—facing duo south, in Essex, near South Downs. They are 
four years old now. Any hints will be fully appreciated 

and most thankfully received by—Amatkur. 

3485. —Clematis montana — I have a Clematis 
montana which I planted last spring, a good plant from a 
pot; it grew very well last summer, and is now commen¬ 
cing to grow again. What I want to know is if there are any 

coloured Clematises whioh are as hardy as Clematis 
montana; I wish to grow a coloured one. I shall be obliged 
if anyone can give me the names of two or three hardy 

sorts, and at the same time say which is the hardiest, as 
I live in a oold locality of Yorkshire? I intend growing it 
against the front of my house, which has a south aspect. 
I want the plant to be a free bloomer, but it must be very 

hardy.—O. H. y 

3186.—Broad Beans and Peas -Last year I 
planted a choice lot of Broad Beans and l’eas ; but as soon 

as they came through the ground they nearly all seemed 
to be oaten oil J is', as if by slugs I tried toot and lime, 
but nothing I tried seemed to stop the damage. At last 
while I closely examined the plants I discovered a small 
insect, that as soon as touched hopped away, and was lost 
in the soil. I And again this year the same Insect has 
attacked the Beane. Can any reader of Gardkxiko kindly 

let me know a remedy for the pest, for 1 am sure many 
others are suffering from the same trouble? I should say 

1 am now trying Uuassia-obips soaked, and watering the 

young plants in the evening with the llqour.—Pt/./.LKD 

Onis. 

To the. following queries brief editorial replies 
are given ; but readers are invited to give further 
answers should they be able to offer additional 
advice on the various subjects. 

3487.—1Tuberous Begonias («. Such).—Yes, you 
may pot the tubers of these plants at once, even if you 
have no heat, but do not expose them to oold winds as yet. 
I And Clay's fertiliser very good for mixing in small 

ipiantities with the potting-soil ; the tubers may be in¬ 
creased by cutting them. This is best dono I find after 
they have sprouted a little.—J. J. 

3138 -Succulent plants(7’. Robinson).—You may 
grow a very nice collection of those in a Wardian cose, 
and I like to form a rockery of Cork, which will hide the 

pots. Mammillarias, Ilaworthlas, etc., would do well, 
and become exceedingly interesting. The pots for the Eilant should be small, be well drained, uiing for soil good 
oam, mixed with old mortar rubbish.—J. J. 

3183.—Odontoglosaums(7\ Fielder).—The varieties 
of O. Rossi sent aro exceptionally good, and you may well 

be proud of them. 3 Is 0. Con antesi, and 4 a very good 
form of the variety decorum J the latter species often pro¬ 
duces flowers of unite a rose oolour, and this form, I 
think is the plant called O. Cervantes! morada. Keep 
them cool, ana do not let them ho too much exposed to 
the sunshine.—M. B. 

3193.—Indian Orchids (IF. -V. It.).—I have your list, 

and it is a very nice consignment, and should they arrive 
shortly they will come to hand Just in the nick of time 
lor making a good growth this season. I think you will 
And some artloles In the hack numbers of OaRSkklNO 

relating to some of l he species you name, if not hang the 
plants up by the heels head downwards, and let me know 
the condition they are in, and I will tell vou how to go on 
with them. Be particular about the position you hang 

them In, because It serves to throw the water oil them 
before they are able to make use of any of it. Many 
thanks tor your offer of specimens, but 1 do not require 

them.—M. U. 

3191.—M&sdevalllas (C. /fooete).—From the speci¬ 

mens sent I should certainly say your plants are in a very 
bail way, and I agree with you that you oertainly 
would be better with their room than their company, for 
there can be no pleasure with thorn so oovered with black 

spots. Still, from the look of their growlhs, there is yet 
hopes of them, and if treated well they should vet beoome 
healthy, and produce a good show of their brilliant 

flowers, I.el the plants have constant shade. They have 
been exposed to far too bright sunshine, which I cannot 
but think istheoauae of all the mischief. The temperature 

of the house should be about the same as for the (Mon to- 
glossutns, and the atmosphere also. Thoy require to be 
well shaded, and to have plenty of air, which also is a 
thing thoy appear to me to have been deprived of. You say 
they have been well potted In peat and Sphagnum, but you 
have undoubtedly erred In keeping them loo warm, and 

in exposing them to too great sunshine. The black spots 
on the leaves will remain as long as Ibe leaves remain on 
the plants. These must be removed by degrees as the 
new ones are formed. Try the above remedies, and let 

me hear from you again in the autumn as to your success. 

->l It 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 

An;i communications respecting plants or fruits 
sml to name shoubl aheap* accompany the parcel, which 
should he. addressed to the Huiroa of (IaiiDssiso Ii.i.cb- 
thaiku, 37, Southampton street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Naming fruit —Render* who desire our help in 
naming fruit must hear in mind fAnt several specimens 
of different stages of colour and sis* of the same kind 
greatly assist in ifs determination. We can only under 
t ake to name four varieties at a time, and these only when 
the above directions are observed. Unpaid parcels will be 
refused. Any communication respecting plants or fruitt 
should always aeoompany the parcel, which should 
be addressed to the Editor of Oardrxino iLLUira-mu), 37, 
Southampton-sheet, Strand. London, W.O. 

Names of plants— Mrs. C. Bower—AsparajUlspRt. 
mosus nanus.-/. if. AT.—Biota flegijytiwi'ma. --4IF. JJs 
—1’yrus Japonica wiyntHu ^ 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
We should be glad if readers would remember that we 

do not answer queries by post, and that we cannot under¬ 
take to forward letters to correspondents, or insert queries 
that do not contain the name and address of sender. 

S. C— Please by all means send the photograph of 

Neotarine-trees. 

BIRDS. 

3192.—Treatment of a Thrush.—Will “ Mr. A. 0 
Butler" kindly tell me what is the matter with my 
Thrush? It tries to sing, but cannot. There iB now and 
then a sound comes out, but such a squeaking noise. It 
is in good condition otherwise. It is two years old 

treated as “ Mr. Butler" recommended. Is there any 
thing I can give him, and how to give it?—II. F. W. P. 

8493.—Bullfinch after moulting.—I shall he 
much obliged if any one will kindly g vc mo tome advioe 
about my Bullllnoh? Alter last moulting season he got 
very weak, and was not able to stand on bis perch, or hop 
up and down, and since then he has never thoroughly 

recovered. He is in good plumage, has a good appetite, 
and his general health seems good, but now he sits on the 
floor of his cage unless 1 lift him on to his perch. I think 

the ailment is In his legs or claws, but 1 cannot see any¬ 
thing the matter with l hem Cold weather seems to make 
him worse, though I keep him in a warm room. 1 feed 

him on Canary, Rape, and a little Heinp-secd, with 
Groundsel occasionally. I cannot tell his age, hut I got 
him a little more than a year ago, and at that time he was 
full grown.— Lizzik Mapcolmsos'. 

" Gardening Illustrated " Monthly Parte. - 
Prtce 5d.; port fret, id. 

"The Garden" Monthly Parts.—This journal 
Is published in neatly bound Monthly Parts. In this form the 
coloured plates are best preserved, and It Is most sultalhfor 
reference previous to the issue of the half-yearly volumes. 
Price, I*. 6d.; post free, 1*. U(i. Complete set of volumes of 
Tub Garden from Us commencement to end of 1892, forty- 
tioo vole., price, cloth, J30 12*. 

"Farm and Home” Monthly Parts.—This 
journal is published tn neatly bound Monthly Parts, in which 
form U is most suitable for reference previous to Ihs issue of the 
yearly volumes. Price bd.; post free, id. 

"Hardy Flowers,”—Giving descriptions of up¬ 
wards of thirteen hundred of the most ornamental specter. 
wUh directions for their arrangement, culture, Ac. Pif.h ana 
Popular Edition, 1*.; post free, 1*. Sd. 

London: 37, Southampton-street, Strand, W.O. 

TCELAND POPPIES.—Yellow, white, and 
J- orange, mixed. Is. por do*, free.-JOHN TURNER, 
Wetherby, Yorks. STOCKS AND ASTERS for Exhibition a 

speciality. Large-flowering Ten-week Stocks, mixed: 
Victoria Aster, inixod; Truffaut's Ploony-flowered Aster, 
mixed. All the above contain a great variety of colours, no 
belter 04n lie hod. Kauh, 6d. and Is. per pkt.—JOHN 
TURNER. Wetherby. Yorks. 

EGONIAS.—3 very choice large-flowering 
s-> for pot culture, assorted, 2s , free. Cash with order.— 
.lolIN TURNER, Wetherby. Yorks. 

piNERAKIA.—French strain, far superior to 
hJ English in sixe and colour of flowers anil habit of plants, 
Is. per pkt.. free.—JOHN TURNER, Wetherby. Yorks. 

OHRYS ANTHEM UM LEUCANTH EM UM, 
large Paris Daisy-like flowors, in bloom all the season, 6 

for Is. Chrysanthemum maximum, large single white flowers, 
good for cutting from : plant* quite hardy, 3 for Is. Delphi¬ 
nium, long showy spikes of blue flowers, very decorative, two Slants for is. Harpaliutn rigldum, tho perennial Sunflower, 

for Is. Honesty, produces beautiful silvery seed-pods, lino 
for harvest festivals, 1 for Is. Polyanthuses, splendid strain, 
showing flower, strong plants, 6 for Is.; 12, Is. 6d.: 25.2s Oil. 
Sweet Rookel (single), vory sweet scented, very line for cut¬ 
ting, 2 for Is.; 6 for 2«. Lettuce plant*, 2*. nor ICO, All the 
aiaivo have been grown in the open ground all winter, anil are 
strong and healthy. All carriage paid for c,i.-h with order.— 
JOHN TURNER, Wetherby. Yorks. _ 

DANCY EXHIBITION PANSIES.—12 for 
■£ 2s. Bd.: 25, 4s. fill, named anil carriage paid. List free. 

A. CAT.DIG ITT, F.arlsdon, Coventry. 

JERNS, all hardv. — Oreopteris, Oaoiuuda 
I rigida, Polystlchum, Scolopendrlum, Parsby, marlnum, 
tlrldo, Oak, Beech, oalcarutn, Ao., 15 distmot varieties, Is. fid.; 
JO extra largo rockery ro ds, 2s fid.: 50, 5s, ; 100, 9s., correctly 
nau«d, carriage paid.—J. HARRISON. FoUalde, Kendal. 

CARNATIONS, dozen, 3d. 6J., including Ger¬ 
mania, Raby, R. Hole, Ac.; also per 100, other sort*. 

Doublo Primroses, 9 vars. Herbaceous Plants, all sorts, 
cheap. Braiding Plant*. List*. — HOPK INS, Mere, Knutaford. 

CHOICE CARNATIONS for Planting, aplou- 
did value, pocked In thlp basket, 5 R. Hole. 4 Grrmanla, 

4 Mr*. F. Walls, for Se.-JAMES GREEN, Relianoe Nur¬ 
series, March. _ Hardy British ferns—Good plants, 

correctly named, safely packed, 20 varlo.ies. including 
Osmunds, viride, Tunbridgonse, rccurva, lonorolatum, marf- 
nuiii, Ac.. 100. 4s ; 50, V*. t.i., freo. Osmunds regalia, 2s. 9d. 
per do* , tree T FOX, 5. New-mad, Newlyn, Pen/, nice. 

rpilK CHEAPEST COLLECTION of PLANTS 
J- ever offered.—4 Geraniums (Zonal), 4 Coleus, 2 Fuchsia*, 

2 Petunia (double).2 Heliotropoe, 2 Achlmeue*. 2 Tradoscan- 
tlas, 2 Panioum, 4 Carnations, 4 Nicotiaua afllnis, 2 Mar¬ 
guerites, 2 Gloxinia. 2 Cannae. 2 Balsams. 2s. 7d., free.- 
TH08, 8EARI.B A SONS, The Niimerle*, whlttiosoa. 

. .iMONKS, 5 iochci across, seed, 3d. pkt. ; 
root*. 61. do*. Daffodils, Moomi or root*. Is. for 30. 

Leghorn. Brahma, or Aylesbury e«gs, 2». do*. Turkey, 3d 
each.—H. ARDMAVLE, t'aihol, Tipperary GARDEN NETTING, fair condition, 100 square 

yards, in one piece. 2a fid., carriage Is. Cash with order. 
_ . EY, Auctioneer. Piemen'll -E A. NORTHEV 

XfURSERY FOR SALE, or to bo Lot, near 

Tv Blaokheath, 8 E., in working order. Laud, 442 ft. by 
150 ft. (more or less) at low ground root; contain* seven 
giase-houses.i about 103 It. to l’<3 ft. long, boated by three 

'a.';-.«ArWy<»l<1 frames, about 100 ft. long; planting 
ini I iSlock at valuation if desired.—A: ' 
OMASJ’fcAGOC'K, Warwlcksquare, London, E. 

RARE AND BEAUTIFUL PERENNIALS. 
Strong plants to bloom this season To make this offer 

advantageous, as low as 3 plants may be taken at dozen rate. 
doz, s. d. 

Anlherlcuin lillastnmi (St. Bruno's Lily).4 0 
Aubrietia Leilohliui, rich crimson, very profuse.. ..30 
Cistus Horeuliuus, (charming Anemone like flower.) ..3 0 
Callha palustris plena (Double golden flowers) .. ..2 6 
Carnations (Tho Bride!, and other splendid varieties).. 3 0 
Doronioum llarpur-Crowe(GoldenMarguerite).. .. 2 C 
Diautbus deltoides, deep rose flowers .2 6 
Campanula (coronaia alba) and isophylla alba .. ..3 0 
Campanula (pumila alba) turbinata. purple .. .. 2 C 
Centaurea nmcrocephala (G Iden Knapweed) .. .. 4 S 
Genista Aodreana (new crimson bloom, good stuff) .. 13 0 
Harpalium rigldum (Rigid Sunflower) .1 (I 
Homerocailis rulva (Golden Day Lilies).3 0 
llclenium autumnaie (charming yellow flower) .. ..2 0 
Iris Kieinpfcri (Japanese, tplomhd varieties) .. ..3 0 
Omphnlodes vorna (Creeping Forget-me-not) .. ..3 0 
Phloxes, magnificent varieties, *trong plant* .. .. 2 fi 
I’otoutillaa (Flowering Si ran berry), fine double Tar. .. a 6 
Primulas(tosca, Miinroel, (’asliineriana, 4to.) .. ..3 0 
Oriental and Welch Poppies (crimson and yellow) .. 3 0 
Spiriea aatilboides (plumes white flowers).4 6 

., palmula rubra, tine crimson flowers .. ..3 0 
,, palm via alba, handsome white flowors .. ..3 6 

Whito Heather, spike* of pure-white flowers (rare) ..10 
Olliers 3s. Cd. upwards cirriago paid. 50,000 Old English 

Perennials to dispose of cheap. Special List free. 

THOS. B. HAYES, KORWlOK._ 

GARDEN SEEDS. GIVEN AWAY. 
A patent Nickel Sllvor or Vulcanite Pencil-care (valuo Is I. 

containing tablet on which Is printed Calendar for 1893, will 
bo presented to tveryouo who sends for Potter's Half-Crown 
Box of Vegetable and Flower Seeds, which contains ; - 1 P,nt 
Peas, 2 b ret kinds. I pint Broad Beans, J pint. French. 
I ounce each Mustard, Cress, Parsnip, and Turn’p ; 6 packets 
assorted Vegetable Seeds, and 6 packets Flower Seed*, with 
Pencil care, jmst free. 2s. 91. 

C. I. POTTER. Villa St., Lozflls, Rikmimhiav 
To TUB TltAtiK,—Pictorial packets Seed*. 3*. 6d. and 

gross, Bose* of 50small packet*, 7« fid. doxen. Send for l.ln. 

X SPECIAL CHEAP OFFER. X 
HARDY FREE-FLOWERING PLANTS.-12 H P. Rose s 

on Seedling Brior, 5s. 6d.; 12 Carnations and Picotees, 3*. fid.; 
12 Carnations and Picotees, named sorts, 5*. fid : 12 Pliloac*. 
named sorts, 4*.; 12 Pyrethrums, double varieties, iiaiiud 
»ori*, 4*. Thcso are the host value in the trade. 12 German 
Iri», named sorts, 2s. 6d. 

CARNATION " Mi*s Proctor." This Is tho greatest 
novelty in tho yellow grounds up to date; colour yellow 
ground, flaked with cardinal. Awarded tirel-class cortilicaui 
at Maiidswort.h Hort. Show : price 2s. fid. per pair. 

All free for caiih with order. Guaranteed satisfactory or 
money returned. 

R. W. PROCTOR, Roao Growor Chostorfiold 

TTARDY FERNS.—40 rare roota, Hid.; 100, 
■*-*- 2s. 9d ,troo, 11 sorts-Maiden hair, Polystlchum. Colcrach. 
Adiantum. Hula, fce • II. ANDREWS, Hoiiminstcr, Dorset. 

"ROUBLE PRIMROSES. -Lilac ami white, 

U 1*. W. dozen; yellow, 2« do/un, po«t free.—Mi** 
FK A/.l-.ll. ArnuiKh, fin non.I *;irrick on Shannon,Iivlrunl. 

T)EVON & CORNWALL ROCKERY FERNS, 

hJ Including Osmundu ri galls, 50, 3s.; 100,5*.; citra large, 
100, 7s., free.—BROWN. Itronkador. Klnvskor.wpll, Devon. 

HSM UNDA REGALIS (Royal Fern), (i, ; l1.’, 
3s. 6d. Primrose planU, 50, Is. 6d.; 100 2». 6d.; extra large, 

100. 4s.. friv. —BROWN. Rrookivler, King-kerswoll, Devon 

DISA URANDIFLORA, brilliant •oarlot Oru 

chid, requires nohcai.Kood t niters, Is. Gd.; vciy fine, 2s. Cd. 
1*01*111n• * • \fra. (iAKOK.N FK, Cahorc, (lorry. IrelumK 

DEVONSHIRE FERNS. —40 rare roots, lGd., 

h-7 tree, 10 sorts; Maidenhair. Pol)-stichum. Colcrach, 
Adinntuni, Ao.-H. ANDKP.WH. Hliute, Axininster, Devon. 

HHEAF l’L ANTE.—Single or Double Fuchsias, 

v-l Yellow or White Margueriu s, Desgrango and best varie¬ 
ties Chrysanthemums, named, Is. dozen; 6s. 100. Primrose 
and Violet roots, Is. 3d. 100; 5s. 500 ; 9s. 1,000, delivered.— 
WILLIAMS, Bulking, licoiliiig, Sussex. 

ST. BRKUD’S ANEMONES, looland Boppiea, 
21, Is. 3d ; Herbaceous Phlox, Pyrethrums, 12, is. 3d.: 

Christina* Rose*, 4, la. 3d.; looland, Shirley, Mikado, Swan, 
Mephisto, Danubrog, Bride. Ploony, Poppy. St. Bright Anem¬ 
one. 2d. pkt.: 8, Is.—VICAR, F.gglngtnn, Leighton Buzzard 

T I LIES OF THE VALLEY.—Flowering 
-*-l orownv, suitable for pot* or bedding, Is. fid. 100, freo.—A. 
SIMMONS, 65, Kast-stroct, Horncastle. 

Beautiful hardy climber.—Amerf. 

can Bollind, large pink blo*soms, grows 20 feet in soason ; 
4 good root*. Is., fret. Now is tho time to plant. — 
BROUGHTON, Teuton. Maidstone_ 

nOOD KING HENRY (MERCURY).—Tho 
graniUiiL vogotablo in cultivation, mipurior to ABparagui*, 

» l plan in. 2*. tkl , free. T II A I.l*. 2. Ropci'c -i r«« •, Scnrborn . 

TTAVING more CHRYSANTHEMUMS than 
•LL we can pot on, will send 25 for Is. 3d , boat sort* grown • 
12 named. Is. 3d.- TURNER, Thalio-heath, Kl.Jleleyi s. 

DEN HAIR FERNS— l‘J, le. 3d.; SO 

LTA fronds, 1*. 3d. 6 greonhouso Ferns, 1*. Sd. 1 largo 
Malden-hatr, 1* 3d. 2 Asparagus Fern*, 1*. 3d.—TURNER. 

PENNY PLANTS, Is. 3d. worth free.— Gera¬ 
niums, Fuchsia*. Calceolarias, Musk, Veronica*, Foma, 

Passion-flowers, Aral!**, Anrioulas, Marguerite*, Deutzla*, 
Kuonymu*. - TURNKit, Tlialtodieath, St Helen*. 

SEEDS, 2d. pkt. ; 12, la. Gd.—Primula*, 

Cinerarias, Calceolarias, llcgonla, Cooksoomb. Fern, 
■aim, Tobxcco-plant, Cyclamen, Aga^anthus, Antirrhinums 

Asters, Stocks, kc. 12 packots enoloe annuals. Is. 3d.— 
TURNER Thatto-hcath, St. Holed*.__ 

Amateurs garden guide, 64 pages, 
100 illustrations, how to grow everything, fid ; poslfrce, 

Catalogue free.-TURNER, Thatto-heath. St. Helen’*. 

7H fifth SPRING BEDDING-PLANTS.— 
I U,UUVJ so Daisies, Roil and White, 1». Sd 351>tfted 
Pansic*, Is. 3d. 12 Polyanthus. 1*. 3d. 12 Auricula, Is. 3d. 
25 Sweet William, Is 3d.—TURNER, Bl. Helen’s 

7H nHid SEEDLING CARNATIONS, 25, 
I W,WL-yiai.&f.OBl&weet Briers, Is. 3d. 6 Irish Ivy, 

' -• 6 Golden Elders, If. 3d,, free.—TURNER, Tnatto- 

:f1rT>r 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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Cl^mati* indiriaa ., .. 85 I 
ClamatU nooltoi .. 87 I 
ConaeMratorjr .. M 

Crown Imperial*. treat- 
meat of. 

Cyolamt-n*. hardy.. ., 
Cyclamen*. Pumlan 
Cyclamens, aeedlio* 
Oytiaua raceinoiua from 

aetda . 
Dot oration*, almplo home 
Dolphioiuai*,cutilng oown 
D-mlrohe. the Bearded 

(Dandrobiutu BomeHi- 
anum) . 

Dendrobluoi nobilo .. 

Erergreent, t implant- 
lug .. .. _ .. 87 

Pornt under glaaa.. .. 81 
Flower* for winter .. 84 
Flower*, spring .. ..88 
Framer, cold .. .. 81 
Fruit garden .. ,. 61 

92 1 Furnace for a flue, a .. 88 
891 Garden Work .. .81 

Gooseberry - trees, oatcr- 
{ pillar* on.91 

89 Greenhouae, unheatfid .. 81 
90 Hedge, a high .. .. 88 

Honeyaucklo anfl Wlsla- 
ria (u flower 
Leek*. 
Lily, Arum.oulture of .. 
Lily of the Valley.. 
I.lly of iho Valley Tioo 

(Andromeda florl- 
liunda). 

Mamin-*, artificial 
Mora ou a lawn .. 
Norton larnieDtis .. .. 
Outdoor Rtrdfn .. 
Pear "Itourto l)iel" 

Plant* for a itiadcd plot 
Piaota for a epan-roofed 

greenboueo 
rrimroaee, Krenlrg 

((Knothcra) 
Cue.-not* and anaweni .. 
Hool-prunlng irr»u* root¬ 

lifting .. .. 
Borer, Hybrid Puipetual. 

811 some early-tlowenng .. 
92 Rose", Tea, propagating 
81 Rnaen, ;White, tao good 
91 Hood lowing 

Seid*. collection* oriole c- 
tlon of .91 

Store .. .. ..81 
Syringe and Giu Ider Roee, 

pruning of .. ..87 
Tarring wood .. ..90 
Town garden, work In the 81 
Vegetable garden.. 
Vcgt(abler, neglected .. 
ViolotB for winter.. 
Week'* Work, the coming 
Window and room gar¬ 

dening . 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS, 

CULTURE OF DWARF CHRYS¬ 
ANTHEMUMS. 

Many Amateurs with limit*J convenience are 

compelled to dispense with many varieties in 

both the Japanese and Incurved seotioas on 

account of the objectionable height they grow 

when treated by what is known as the ordinary 

method for producing large blooms—viz., allow¬ 

ing them to grow nninte.ruptedly until the first 
natural break is made, when three additional 
■hoots are taken up, removing all others. The 

height some varieties will grow under this 
method of oulture entirely renders them useless 

to the amateur with his limited space. By 
following a system of “cutting down” the 
plants, which I will describe, he may grow many 

more varieties than he otherwise could, as the 
height is much roduced, and really good blooms 

can be had also. But I would warn the culti¬ 
vator of “ cut-dowu ” plaots that he must not 
expect blooms of the same quality as can bo had 

from plants grown by the ordinary method. 
The “cutting-down” plan, however, renders them 

dwarf and more suitable for decorative purposes, 
especially in preparing grouosfor conservatories 
or exhibition. Plants of naturally dwarf, 

growing sorts, as Avalanche, Mrs. Falconer 
Jameson, J. Stanborough Dibbens, and Mdlle. 
Marie Hoate can be secured carrying really 

good blooms, and not more than 2 feet high 
f com the top of the pot, and other sorts in pro¬ 

portion. Now is a good time to make 
A SELECTION OF varieties suitable from the Slants struck in December or January oatensi- 

ly for the production of large blooms. Nearly 
every cultivator strikes more cuttings than he 

aotually requires. Such as these can be set 
aside for the growth herein described. Do not 

top the plants, but train them with one stem. 
As they are mainly used for grouping, and as 
they are generally stood close together when in 

bloom, 9-inch pots will be large enough for the 
final shift. It possible, the pots should be of 
one uniform size ; therefore, after the outtiugs 

are struck place them in 34-inch pots and then 
into those 54 inches in diameter, using for this 

shift a compost of two parts loam, one part 
horse-manure or leaf-monld. To every bushel of 
the compost add 2 lb. bone-meal or Thomson's 

Yine-manore. If the loam is heavy add sharp 
silver sand and oharcoal to render it thoroughly 

porous. The plants require a large supply of 
water. The roots should be in a condition to 

receive it easily, which is not so when the com¬ 
post is of a close, retentive character. Chrys¬ 

anthemums revel in much moisture at the root, 
but the condition of the roots shonld be rendered 

sweet. Stagnation about them results in a loss 
of the lower leaves, disfiguring the plants, ren¬ 

dering them totally unfit for decorative groups. 
For the final potting add one more part of loam 
and 1 lb. more bone-meal. 

The soil onght to be nsed in a rough state, 

and be pressed firmly into the pots. Chrysan¬ 
themums delight in soil that is firm, and much _ 

better remits then ensne. The growth ufaefe iej th« 

short-join ted, firm, and l«iilikelj'(tbyfe^lo^s^l>i t' 

flabby blossoms. Tho roots ramble away far 

too quiokly in loose soil and are less fibrous. 
They entwine themselves around the sides 
of the pot, leaving the wholo of tho in¬ 

side of the ball practically rootless. Plant* 
growing under these conditions require moro 

artificial food, as the roots do not appropriate 
so well what is contained in the soil. When 

the 34-inch pots are full of roots no time slioald 
be loit in transferring tho plants to larger pots. 
It is while they are growing in the second-sized 

pots that “ cutting down” take* place. Those 
varieties that naturally flower late, of which 

the Princess Teck family among the incurved, 
Boulo d’Or, Floronoe Davis, J. S DibbeDS, 
Ktoile de Lyon, and W. W. Coles of the Japanese 

section are representatives, should be cut down 

first, commencing about the 20th of May. 
Midseason varieties like Jeauue d’Aro, Princess 
of Wales, and the “ Queen ” family, Avalanche, 

Mile. W. Hoste, Mods Bernard, and Viviand 
Morel, about the first of June, and the osrly 
flowering sorts such as Edwin Molyneux, W. H. 
Linontn, Qloire du Rocher, Lady Selborne, 

Sunflower, and Mdlle. Lacroix about tho middle 
of June. I give these few names as a guide to 

oultivators iu making a seleotion ; many more 

might be given, but would occupy too much 
space; sufficient have been named to guide the 

oultivator in the treatment of those sorts known 
to each. It is well to take into consideration 
the purpose for which the plants are required 

in determining the height at which they are to 
be oat. 

Dwarf-orowino varieties like Avalanohe and 
Viviand Morel are best suited for front rows of 
groups. These may be cut down to within 

4 inches of the soil, the others to 6, 8, and 
12 inches, selecting the varieties accordingly 
Fair Maid of Guerntey, Mme. C Audiguier, and 

Mrs. J. Wright would come under the last-named 
height. As tho new shoots are not so freely 

made from the old wood as from the young, 
plants of small-flowered varieties like Mrs. G. 
Bundle or Elaine, whioh are intended to have 

more breaches each, should not bo out so low as 

the larger-flowered varieties. Before cutting, it 
is well to determine how many blooms the Slants are intended to carry as a guide in cutting 

own. The large sorts, like Sunflower, Etoile 
de Lyon, and the Qaeen of England family in 
the inourved section succeed the best when 
three only are allowed, or at the most four, 

shoots to each, one shoot carrying one bloom. 
Varieties like Elaine, Lady Selborne, or the 

Bundle family may have from four to six 
branches. Whatever quantity is decided to 

allow to each, the cultivator must bear in mind 
that the more blooms on each plant the smaller 
they will be individually. If the finest flowers 

are wished for, three is a fair number to leave 
upon each plant. 

Great care must be exercised in watering the 

plants after they are cut down. They do not 
require much water at the roots for some time. 

If they can have the protection of a cold frame 

so much the better, as they can then be protected 
from showery weather. Syringe the plants twice 

daily during bright and dry weather to assist 
i-gtarting, and if the sun be very hot 

iP a little shade in the middle o: 

day can be applied. As soon as the shoots are 

long enough to determine if they are perfect, 
disbud to the number required. At this stage 

transfer the plants to their flowering-pots, and 
when rooting into the new soil remove them to 
their summer quartets, whioh should be in an 

open situation to the south, but protected from 
easterly winds and also those blowing from the 

south-west. Allow them ample space, as crowd¬ 
ing quickly spoils their appearance, drawing 
them up weakly and ruining tho foliage. Tie 

each branch to a stake separately to prevent their 
being broken or the leaves damaged by chafing 

during gales of wind, and as soon as the pot* are 
full of root* *tiniulant* may be supplied. Tho 
first bud* produced on the shoot* after cutting 

down should in nearly all case* be selected as 
best suited for producing largo blooms. They 

will appear from the first to the end of August, 
and it will be soon enough if some sorts show 
their buds the first week in September, say such 

asthe Queen family. Sometimes a bud on plants 
of this latter section will show during the first 
week in August. This is too early. Iu this 

case rub it out and wait until the next one 
shows, which will be about the middle of Sep¬ 
tember. When the buds on the late flowering 

Japanese sorts show even as early as the end of 
July they should not be destroyed. When the 

Buds are selected, take oil all growth shoots, 
which are freely produced at this stage. Com- 
monce housing tho plants at the end of 

September, beginning with those that are 
backward as a means of hastening them on. 

Place them as near to the glass as possible in a 
oool-house, admitting abundance of air to keep 
the growth as stocky as possible. Whore this 

it neglected tho peduncles run ont to an inor¬ 
dinate length away from the foliago, which 
detracts from the appearance of the plants. Be 

particular that insect pests of any kind do not 
obtain a firm hold on tho plants before the usual 

remedies are applied. E. M. 

3458 — Moss on a lawn.—Have the lawn 

mown with a scythe, and tell the man to pare 
it down close to the surface. If this is done in 
dry, hot weather the sun will soon bake up the 

roots of the Moss, but the Grass, being deeper 

rooted, will survive. If the lawn is much 
shaded the above plan is of no use. In that case 
get a fine-toothed iron rake, and scratch out the 

Moss by working the rake to and fro. In either 
case give the lawn a dressing of rich soil or 
rotten manure in the autumn to stimulate the 

roots of the Grass.—J. 0. C. 

347L—Violets for winter.—A good deal 
will, of coarse, depend on the size of tne plants 

in the autumn, as to the number that would 
be required, and also how many times a week 

they would be wanted. Thirty-six plants of 
Double Blue (Marie Louaie', and the same 

number of Double White (Swanley White), 
would not be too many, and even these will not 

give you any flowers in very cold weather during 
the winter. At the same time the numbers I 

have mentioned will produce all the blooms you 
want in a fairly good season Garden frames 

will do very well to winter the plants in, but 
they should navBla thick lining of coal-ashes 

' rttiRitSis at 
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OARDBN WORE.* 

Oonaervatory. 
MIIm must be kept tree from green fly ; they congregate 

It lett undisturbed In the oentres of the Howerateme, and 
olten do Injury to the blossom-buds. When a plant gets 
thoroughly Infested they are difficult to destroy, henos 
the beet course Is to tackle the flrst fly, or even be in 
front of it with preventive measures. There are plenty 
of ineeoticides now, both for dipping, syringing, fumi¬ 
gating, and to use In the form of dry powder. Watering 
has been rather a heavy business lately, especially where 
shadings have not been used. Without shade blossoms 
soon wither; unless there Is a house with a north aspeot, 
to remove such things as Asaleas to, the season of bloom 
will be a short one. There is no doubt that for shading 
purposes canvas bllods are best, but they are expensive, 
though not so mncb so, I think, as formerly, and in the 
case of houses insufficiently heated the blinds will be 
useful during sharp weather in winter. This is a good 
season for rearranging banging-baskets. Ivy-leaved 
Pelargoniums should play a prominent part In this work, 
the growth Is so suiiable, and the blossoms of the best 
varieties a-e vary effective. Large baskets may be 
plaoted now with Achtmenes. Tnese are best started In 
a warm house, to be moved to the oonaervatory later on 
when ocming Into blossom. Trop®olums, Lophospermnm 
at-andens. and Thunbergia alata do very well for draping 
large baskets. A large wire-basket draped with Lophos- 
permum acandens, and filled above with Fuchsia Rose of 
Cast ills will last all the sear on. Sedum oarneum varle- 
gatum will form pretty drapery for a smaller basket 
furnished with bnght-ooloured Begonias. Zonal Pelar- Eniums for winter blooming should be shitted into 

ger pots as required. Specimens now in course of 
training may have liquid manure as soon as the pots are 
well filled with roots, but not before. Pelargoniums of 
the old-fe*hioned show types are very gay just now, and 
if well supplied with water, liquid-manure being given at 
intervals of two or three days, will be useful for some time. 
We used to make a greater use of these years ago. I have 
bad specimen Pelargoniums plunged out In a cold ash- 
lied to keep back for late blooming, but in those days we 
had not the many beautiful Zonal* in such variety as at 
present; but we had our compensations, not the least of 
which were the sweet-soented "Geraniums," which were 
often growing into large bushes. I often wish we had 
more of these old-fashioned soented "Geraniums” now. 
Growing plants of all kinds thoold be kept in condition 
by nipping off the points of the strong shoots which are 
growing away, and which, If left unchecked, will destroy 
the |k rieot sy mmetry of the plant. All necessary repotting 
and the shifting ou of young stock must have prompt 
attention. Climbers on the root should be looked over 
once a week. 

Stove. 
Drv-nnas and Crotons have put on colour during the 

late bright weather where not heavily shaded, in loot, I 
think it is a mistake to shade anything heavily; the 
thinner the shads the better, and even a thin shade need 
not remain long over foliage plants which inquire solar 
light to bring out the bright tints. Cuttings of Crotons 
will root Ireely now in a bed of Ooooa-nut-flbrsover a tank 
of hot-wa'er, suoh as Is common in propagailog bouses. 
The small-foliaged Crotons of the angustifolius type are 
grtetful table plants In a small state. Take off ana start 
in single pots suckers of the 8crew Pins (Pandanus 
V.iichi), which is. I think, tbs best kind to grow. Cala- 
dmms in smsll pots will soon grow into large plants if 
shifted on Into larger pots and given plenty of heat and 
sunshine. Tabermemontaaa Oamassa is a useful flowering 
siove-plant, whioh may be grown with the Gardenias 
or in a mixed oolleotlon of stove-plants. Gardenias are so 
difficult to keep free from mealy-bug, that unless time 
enough can be given up to keep them dean, it Is, perhaps, 
hardly worth while attempting their culture. In a small 
collection of stove-plants they are rarely done well, chiefly 
because the temperature kept up is too low, otherwise 
they are neither difficult to propagate or grow. If the 
Gemerias are not yet started no time should be lost In 
get ing them on the way ; they must havs heat, moisture, 
and shade. For winter-flowering work up a etook of 
Hcbeolinlum ianthemum. Continue to put in outtings of 
Polnsettias. 

Ferns under Glass. 
These are now getting Into good oondition, and must 

have more room if the fronds are to be properly developed. 
Tico Ferns, most of which fortunately may be grown 
iu a greenhouse temperature, are very handsome, and 
where there Is room some of them must be Introduced. 
Plants with tall stems sre rather expensive, but their 
iwrmansnoy of character makes them worth the money. 
Very few would And room for more than half-a-dozen, 
but even a tingle pair of Dtoksonta antarctic*, Cyalhea 
princeps, or Aleophlla australis will give character to a 
large house. Gold and Sliver Ferns are very Interesting, 
but they must have warmth, and oannot be wintered In a 
lower ie operators than 60 dega. to 66 degs. Though the 
early eprlDg la generally looked upon as being the best 
season for repotting Ferns, there ars always young growing 
plants which require a shift Into a larger pot, and this 
may be dons now or any time. 

Unheated Greenhouse. 
There Is a considerable advantage where the house is 

unhealed In having a division wall through the centre of 
the bouse, converting it into two lean-to's Instead of one 
span-roof, one side to face south and the other with a 
northern aspeot. The dividing wall renders the tempera¬ 
ture to steady, and at this season and through the 
summer, when the weather is hot and bright, the flowering 
plan's may be moved to the northern tide, and the 
southern compartments used as the growing bouts. 

Gold Frames. 
Warm ooverings will be necessary at night for some 

time longer yet. All plants that a>e not too tall will do 
as well, if not better, In cold frames than in dry, hot 

* in oold or northern district* the operationt referred 
to under " Garden Work" may be done from,ten days to 
a fortnight taler than it here indioated. 
results. 

greenhouses; at any rats, the more frames we have now 
the better. Seedlings of all kinds may be pricked out In 
beds of eoU. There is no better place than a oold frame 
for Asters, Stocks, Zinnias, and other tender annuals for 
the next five or six weeks. 

Window and Room Gardening. 
Some return Is now belDg made for the oars bestowed 

in the winter. Plants whioh have been preserved In spare 
rooms are now on the move. Gives thorooghdressiDg with 
a sharp knife, cutting away all bits of dead wood, with a 
surfacing of fresh soil pressed well down. Hove the plants 
to the lightest position in the room, and ventilate at the 
top of the window. Water when neoessary, but Dot too 
often. Plante In flower will oonsist of Genistas, Dsutslas, 
Cinerarias, Axaltaa, Cyclamens, aud hardy Primrosss, 
including Aurioulas. Tbs last-named family are easily 
grown, aud are charming things for a shady window iu 
spring. Good pots of Musk are popular favourites ; these 
will be makiog growth now. Musk does uot want much 
sunshine. Azaleas, after flowering, are generally a dead 
loss to most people who havs no greenhouse. This need 
not be If carefully looked after; the seeds and faded 
bloeeoms should be removed, and the plant kept lo the 
warm room, the roots kept moist, and the foliage 
sprinkled oooaslonally with clean water. In July set the 
plant outside to ripen the wood, but do not forget it 
altogether. Neglect in watering will certainly prove 

Outdoor Garden. 
Roses must have very dose attention now. Inseots are 

making their appearance, and must be promptly dealt 
with. Tobacoo-powder Is always handy, and it la worth 
much to have a remedy at hand that requires no prepara¬ 
tion. We are all at times inclined to procrastinate, to 
put things off till a mors oouveuient season, especially 
where water has to be boiled to make mixtures. With 
the Tobaooo-powder all we have to do is to take the 
distributor iu hand on our rounds and dust the powder 
on and amoDg the flies wherever we find them. Suckers 
must be rooted up. There is more trouble with suckers 
among worked Roses than there ought to be if the buds 
had been removed when the stocks were planted. This 
Is another matter in which carelessness leads to endless 
trouble. How beautiful the Blue Anemone apennina is 
□ow on shady banks where used in a quantity and not 
disturbed. The Dog's-tooth Violet is another shade loving 
plant that is very effective. I do not mean that the Dog's- 
tooth plant should be placed under treee—the drip and 
dense shade would be too muoh for it—but give it a 
poei lion on the shady side of the rockery ; let it have a bed 
to Itself, with the soil specially prepared. It will aseociate 
well with the Primulas. Plant Gladiolus which are not yet 
out; these are always beautiful, but to do them well the 
toil should be specially prepared. Hardy edging plants 
of all kinds should be planted now so as to get well- 
established before tbe tender plants are set out. I 
always say uss as many hardy plants as possible. Very 
muoh more might be done with thorn, even la the 
parterre, than is oommonly met with. Violas in torts 
may still bt planted. 

Fruit Qarder, 

All oraoks in the day of reosntly grafted trees must be 
stopped the moment they become visible. This Is the best 
season to plant Fig-trees on walls. In preparing the sites, 
especially If the soil Is of a heavy charaoter, make the 
border chiefly above the ground level, and work in plenty 
of old lime rubbish, mixed with broken brioks The roots 
like to grow in a mixture of this kind, and the wood will 
be leee gross, and consequently more fruitful. Vines In 
early and late houses have made wonderfully rapid progress 
lately. Stopping and tying, and robbing off laterals 
have occupied much time. With the sun shining all the 
day long In a dear sky, the work of air-giving has been 
simplified. What we have to guard agaiuat In this bright 
weather Is not to keep the houses dosed altogether after 
the sou strikes the root Whenever the temperature 
begins to rise tbe atmosphere gets laden with impure 
air, generated In the closed house at night, and the least 
bit of air early In the morning will allow the overheated air 
to escape. Besides, when the ventUstion receives early 
attention there Is never any danger of soorohiog or 
scalding, and mildew has a poor field to work upon. Do 
not leave too many Peaches on the treee a moment longer 
than Is Dsoesssry, which means that Peaches should be 
thinned as soon as the fruits whioh are taking the lead oau 
be seen. As a rule, when the syringe or gardeo-engine 
is used freely on fine days. Insects do not give much 
trouble. It is when the trees sre negleoted, and the 
borders, perhaps, covered with plants in pots that insects 
are allowed a free hand. Cherries and Plums under glass 
must be very carefully managed. Just enough fire-heat 
to keep out severe froec- being all that is required, and onlv 
wben frost is expected, or wnen the weather is damp and 
oold, when the trees are in blossom that a little fire-heat 
will be useful. Pines not yet potted should he shifted on 
as required. There are usually three seasons—spring, 
summer, and autumn—when Pints an overhauled end 
repotted It necessary, and the beds put Into oondition. 
It will be st well to secure some of the plants of the early 
foroed Strawberries to plant out for autumn fruiting. 
Vioomteest Is a good kind for this. 

Vegetable Garden. 
French Beans are rather dangerous things now In fruit, 

houses. If there are any Indications of red-spider turn 
them out at onoe. If the red-spider get on Vines or 
Peach-trees they will do much injury. French Beaus 
during early spring should be planted iu pots by them¬ 
selves. Make new plantations of Globe Artichokes iu rich, 
well-cultivated land ; they are useless Iu poor land. 
Asparagus may be planted now. It is unwise to send to 
adistanoefor Asparagus-roots to mske new plantations 
If the plants cannot be obtained near sow seeds Tbe old 
fashioned bed sy stem is dying out I should not advi.e 
any having narrow beds to root them op, bat 1 certainly 
should not add to the number. There is nothing superior 
to the single-row system at Dot less than 3'eot apart. 
Tomato-plants must not be crowded. They will be ta'e 
now In a oold pit, If oorered with mats at night. It is 
useless putting out small plants; grow them on Into 
“nob or even 6-lnoh pots rather than put starved plants 

' e bottom leaves gone and the trusses of bloom 
a foot from the ground. Rati; pl'.;’t<r enter 

glass have had a glorious time for setting their fruit, and 
the plants ars wonderfully robust In oonsequence of the 
free ventilation which It has been neoessary to give to keep 
down the temperature. It has been neceseary to shade 
Cucumbers even where the means of applying moisture 
have been practloaUy unlimited.. Vegetables on mild hot. 
beds have been exceptionally good ; Potatoes specially to. 
Horn Carrots have also turned in qulokly ; but with the 
bright sunshine more water has been required ; but this 
has one advantage—we have been able to use weak 
stimulants to advantage. Get cuttings of Herbs planted, 
and tow Basil and Marjoram In a warm border. 

E. OoBDar. 

Work In the Town Garden. 
No time must now be loet in planting hardy berbaceooi 

subjects of many kinds. These are amoDgst tbe mast 
useful of all plants, requiring, whenouoe established, ven 
little care except to be oocssiooally divided and replaced 
when the clumps become overgrown and starved la the 
centre, aud blooming with great oeruiuty year after jeu, 
while very few need even a slight protection In the 
severest wlntsrs. Tbs Irises are some of tbs very best of 
hardy plants for town gardens, the German varieties Is 
particular. These we bsve had quite as fine within a mile o! 
London-brldge as ever in the oouutry, and with oo specisl 
care or treatment. Toere are a number of different 
varieties, but beyond tbe common purple kind, the sab 
varieties of the L pallida, I. neglects, L Squaleus, sod 
I. amana group# are all good and very suitable for town 
gardens. The Saxifrage family again sucoeeds remarkably 
well In town gardens, at a rule, and afford a great variety 
of both foliage and flower, from the huge leathery letter 
and really showy pink blossoms of S cordifofia, sad 
S crasaifolia, to the pretty little tufts of S. aapera, S c**» 
and others. The white flowers of S longifolia and tbos 
of the double.flowering form of S. granulata are very 
beautiful, and as freely produoed in a smoky at in > dear 
atmosphere, while there are very many others aimer, 
equally desirable. Including the well-known “London 
Pride ” (S. umbroea). Tbe varieties of Pyrethrnm rowum, 
both single and double, also make excellent town plaou, 
and the very finely-cut, and Fero-like foliage la aim very 
elegant; tbe double-flowering forms of P. Parthcniam sre 
also very useful. Great oars Is neoessary In dl-lding tbe 
old roois of the P. rotwum varieties, aod, if possible, plana 
already established In small pots should be obtained. 
The (Euotheras, or Evening Primroses, again, are good 
town plants with scarcely an exception, and » are tbe 
Veronicas, both herbaceous aod shrubby, ihs Diaothoe or 
Pink tribe including Carnations, Pinks, Sweet WiUiamt, 
etc., and all the Primulas (excepting only perhaps the 
double-flowering forms of P. aoaulis), though all anno: 
hardy, and several have to be tresued as pot-plants. It 
really seems almost impossible to kill, by fair means, the 
oomtnon Auricula (Primula auricula), or to prevent its 
flowering in any atmosphere, and the new race of hybrid 
Polyanthus-Primroses are equally vigorous and effectirt. 
Do not forget the Japanese Anemones (whits aod red), 
Canterbury Bells, psrenolal Phloxes, Miotaaelmss D lines, 
and the fine autumn-flowering Pyre thrum uligmoeum.^ 

THB COMING WHIR'S WORK. 

Extracta from a garden diary from April loth 
to April 7!2nd. 

Sowed Ne Plus Ultra Dwarf Frenoh Beans on wires 
border; shall cover on frosty nights if they come up 
before it Is safe to leave them exposed, flowed Winter 
Greens, such as Broccoli, Curled Kale. Savoys, tut. The 
seeds were dressed with red-lead to keep off birds. I 8od 
this answers Just as well as covering with netting, and the 
nets oan be used for protecting the blossoms of trait-treee 
Looked round recently-grafted fruit-trees to stop up cracii 
iu the clay. I always use a little short bay, such at is 
mown from the lawn, with the clay, and this holds it 
together. 8taked, tied, and pinched off side-shoots from 
Tomatoes under glass. This requires frequent attention 
now. Prloked off Primula oboouica. This plant can be 
easily increased by division, but seedlings make the best 
plants; In foot, in the case of every plant which rtpro- 
duoet itself true to type Irom seeds, or nearly so, seedilore 
are best. Iu saving seeds, select the plaot producing the 
best and finest flowers for the seed parents, and in tbe 
course of a few years a better strain may be built up. 
Last year I had a good deal of trouble with woodlioe in 
my Ououmber-houees, which arose from using Inferior 
manure ; the eggs of the Insects, being brought into the 
house with It, throve amazingly aud gave mo a lotcl 
trouble. Up to the preeent I believe I am quite free. Tbe 
house* were thoroughly oleansed in winter, and every 
partlole of old stuff swept out, and the walls whitewashed. 
Greater cave bos also been exercised in the selection ol 
the manure. Earthed up early Melons, heavy loam, with 
a little bone-meal, being used. The loam oan scarcely he 
too heavy for Melons. In light soil the plant# soon ran 
out, and ars oonsumed by rsd-spider. I never shad# 
Melon#. If the foliage oannot be built up strong enough 
to stand the sunshine there has been something wrong 
with the toil or the management- Asalea# are very bright 
In the oonservatory now, but it has been neoeetary to u» 
a abode, and for this reason the plants have been grouped 
at the oooleat end of the bout*. Thinned and trained 
climbers in conservatory. I noticed a few green-fly on the 
young shoots of Masdevallla suaveolens, and by dipping in 
a solution of soft-soap and water I hope their oareer hs# 
been checked. This plant when the growth Is young u 
rather subject to green fly. Ventilation to harden the 
growth will improve matters. I make a very free u*® “ 
Tobaooo powder to plaote In the oorieervatory. where It ll 
not always wise or convenient to smoke. I saw in a range 
of glass the other day a small glazed recess speazlly 
made to bring plants in for fum-gation. Not* bad lde*_ 
It 1# economical, and if taken in time the flies may M 
kept from spreading to other plan’s, as whsu the file#flrst 
appear tney are few in number, and do not infest man? 
plant#. Japanese and Ghent Azaleas, Including the Did 

i Sweet-soented yellow pontloum, as they go out of flows*, 
rj-.v tikju to mother house of about the same temperature 

: to oompleie toe ripening of tha wood. If this is olw*J* 
deal they will flower annually as well as the Indian 
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Aztleaa do. Shifted od Palma. Put la cuttings of India- 
rubbaa (Floua elastloa). I Ilka the Fious australis even 
IwtUr than F. slaatioa. It Is mors rsflosd la Its growth, 
and makes a better pot plant. Sowed seeds of Aralla 
Siebotdi. I And Imported seeds grow the best. 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

CLEMATIS INDIVISA. 

Tins New Zealand variety of the Virgin’s 
B jwer does not appear to be sufficiently known, 
nor is it cultivated to such an extent as its 
merit* deserve. For a cool-house from which 
the frost is just exoluded it is a most suitable 
climbing plant, being a fitting companion for 
such better-known subjects as the Lapagerias. 
It can be adapted to various purposes to suit 
eaoh respective case. For instance, if a large 
break of bare wall in either a greenhouse or 
conservatory has to be covered, and that as 
speedily as possible, then this Clematis is well 
suited as one of the plants for the purpose. It 
is well adapted also for training over wire 
arches of an ornamental character, also for 

running up the rafters or oolumns in large 
houses. In whatever position it is grown, the ioung shoots should have a fair amount of 
rsedom. When covering a wall, for instance, 

ss soon as the main-shoots have reached their 
proper limits, then let the lateral growths hang 
down as drapery ; this will check overvigorous 
•hoots from gaining an asoendency. Upon arches 
ths same plan should most decidedly be carried 
oat, and again when training up rafters. Not 
only is the growth itself rendered much more 
ornamental, hut the appearance when iD flower 
is greatly enhanced. When trained closely, 
a large number of the blossoms must be hidden 
or so crowded together as to spoil the effect 
ts well as the lasting properties of the flowers 
by ths accumulation of moisture. Close train¬ 
ing is also a greater enoouragement to insect 
pasta, with the greater difficulty of reaching them 
is lbs process of extermination. What pruning 
is necessary should be done immediately the 
plant is out of bloom, and never duiing its 
psriod of growth ; this latter plan means a pro¬ 
portionate decrease in the following crop of 
dowers. If anything at snch times is really 
tosnd necessary in this way, it should 

Digitized by 

be a thinning process where the shoots are too 
thiok, removing thoee that are the least likely 
to produce flowers later on. Insects, on the 
whole, are not troublesome, green-fly being the 
most likely to attack the points of the young 
shoot and thus oripple the tender foliage. The 
flowering season is from April to May, when a 
beautiful effeot is produced for a long time by 
reason of the freeaom, the succession, and the 
lasting properties of the blossoms. This Clematis 
oannot in any sense be considered a difficult 
plant to cultivate ; it is of good constitution, 
and not very particular as to the soil into which 
it is planted. I would, however, ohoote this as 
good as possible with a view to lasting proper- 
ties. Fibrous loam with some well-decomposed 
leaf-soil will suit it well, only using peat when 
the latter fails to be of good quality. Planting 
out is preferable to either pots or boxes, for the Sreater the freedom the roots have the better will 

a the ultimate results. Whilst in flower and 
during growth the supply of water should be 
liberal ; but if a late growth in the autumn 
is apparent, then withdraw the water as a 

check to tho same, such wood not having any 
chance to become well ripened. Although this 
Clematis is seen at its best as a climber, it does 
not follow that it is not adapted to pot oultnre, 
for whioh in reality it is capital. For decora¬ 
tive uses, therefore, In pots it is likewise to be 
reooinmendod. In the most favoured parts of 
the oountry it will, with ordinary precautions, 
without doubt resist oar English winters if 
upon walls. It must not be confounded with 
another kind known bv the varietal name of 
0. indivisa lobata, which differs slightly in it* 
foliage, but more so in its shyness ol flowering, 
beiDg sometimes disappointing in this respect as 
oompared with the type, of which an excellent 
illustration is now given, showing one of it* 
many uses._P. 

Asparagus plumosua.—Perhaps the 
experience 1 have had this last winter with an 
Asparagus plumosus may tempt others to culti¬ 
vate this lovely plant. It was given to a friend 
as an “ Asparagus Fern.” On seeing it I said : 
" Ifvou can manage that in your sitting-room 
window let me know, and I will get one directly, 

always understood it was a stove- 

Elant.” Not many weeks after it oame to me 
alf dead; it was put in a Tomato-house and kept 

alive, and in consequenoe of moving, was kept 
in a room facing east all the winter, with ther¬ 
mometer never above 56 degs. It is now “a 
thing of beauty,”«nd looks thoroughly healthy, 
and I shall soon repot it and separate it into 
three good-sized plants. It is not the Climbing 
Asparagus. —S ALF. 

Gbbut gTe 

SEED-80WING. 

Now will be found a very good time for sowing 

seeds of the approved strains of the Chinese 
Primula. Whero the stock required is but 

limited, the better way will be to have the 

mixed packets of seed to save both room and 
labonr. When larger quantities have to be 

raised, then each colour oould advisedly be kept 
separate. A very good plan for raising the seed 

is to cover the surface of tho soil with Sphagnum 

Moss in a light manner; should it perchance 
become dry before the seed germinates the Moss 
can be easily moistened without in any way 

washing the soil. Thus covered, a close 

watch has to be kopt, of course, to re¬ 

move the Moss as germination takes tilace, so as to prevent the seedlings 

lecoming weakly ; it pays well to do 

this if better results can be ensured. 
Covering with brown paper and ty ing it 
over tightly, as one does in the case of 

preserved frnit*, also answers well, but it 

must he removed after a few days to 
watch the progress of growth. Where 

crickets abound, this latter plan is a safe¬ 
guard, but in any case to guard against 

any depredations, it is much the better 

plan to stand each pan or pot over a 
receptacle containing water ; this will 

save a lot of annoyance in tho loss of 
young plants. Leaf • mould of good 

quality, with some light loam and a free 

use of silver sand, will make a good 
mixture for raising the seed ; peat should 

be avoided, as there is often a tendency 
in its use to encourage a green growth 

that deters the germination of the seed. 
At this season of the year a moderate 

heat is advisable, but it should not be at 
all a dry atmosphere, os, for instance, 
when standing near hot-water pipes. 

If the 

Sued of Primula obconica from the 

first sowing has not provided a sufficient 
quantity of plants another towing should 

be mado. There is time enough y et to 

get good-sized stock. Seed sown last year 

in the middle of May supplied us with a 
usoful lot of plant* that have flowered 

extremely well. These plants we propose 

to pot on for another season to see how 
they will succeed the second year. 

Unless an early batch of Cinerarias is 
required, it is not advisable to sow the 

seed just yet, plants raised very early 

often run too much to a leafy growth. 
Celoeia pyramidalis sown about now and 

grown briskly for a time will provide a 
stock of very serviceable plant* for 

autumn decoration. This will be found 
better than towing extra oarly, the plants 

probably not having justice done them for 

want of room when the bedding-out stock 
has to receive more attention in inis respect. 

Another good old autumn flowering annual is 

the Globe Amaranth, whioh is not grown half 
enough for August and September use. Tho 

purple variety u the best to grow in a general 

way. 
Growino on seedling plants —Those plant* 

raised earlier in the year should all have 

attention by priokiDg them off into pans or 

potting singly into small pots in good time. It 
is a great mistake to overlook this necessary 

work ; if deferred only a week or two it often 

resalt* in the seedlings being considerably 

weakened, a failing that causes delay in the 
development of a good sturdy growth. Another 
failing is that of attemptirg to grow more plaDte 

from seed than can lie found room for as growth 

progresses ; half the quantity of any kind, when 

well grown, is far preferable to a larger number 
of weakly plant*. Early-sown Gloxinias shonld 

now be fit for small pots after having been 

pricked off into pans some little time back. 

Thoee need|nqt be kept in a high temperature, 
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but they should bj as near to the glass as 

possible, with a light shading during bright 

sunshine. Later-so «n seedlings should now be 

fit for pricking off; these will provido a stock 
of useful plants in the autumn to succeed the 
foregoing. Cyclamens sown in the past autumn 

should not have to 1 much heat; neither, on 
the other hand, shiuld they be trusted yet 

in a cold fran e; this would give them a 

check. Keep them well attended to for 
moisture both at the root and atmospherically, 

and as soon as (bey need a shift from the small 

into 3 inch pots when strong enough. Seedlings 

make nice, vigorous, and bushy plants, but they 

do not flower so freely for a few years as those 

obtainod from cuttings.—B. C. R. 

PERSIAN CYCLAMENS. 

Tuk old plan of cultivating theso was to grow 

on old plants year after year and to dry them 
off during the summer in the same way as 

Gloxinias, the result being poor examples with 

very few flowers on them. Contrast this system 

jam, one of partly decayed leaves, 

; of peat, adding sand as required 

,e whole in a porous state. To 

A will grown Puslan 0)ola:rco. 

lay 

larger size. A light loam with 

and road scrapings will suit thorn very well. 
No manure in any form is really needed in the 

soil; guard, however, against wireworm and the 

common kind as far as possible Tuberous- 
rooted Begonias that are intonded for pot cul¬ 
ture from seed sown this spring need not he 

transferred to small pots just yet if accommoda¬ 

tion can still bo provided by pricking them off a 

second time into pans or boxes, For my own 
part, I have always found it best to grow them 

thus until they aro of a fnir size, with somewhat 

more constitution in them. A gentle warmth, 
with a light shading and plenty of moisture, 

will enoourage a free growth. According to the 

requirements, the stock of such annuals as Petu¬ 
nias, Nlimulus, Stocks, Lobelia gracilis, and 

other kinds should be looked after for pot cul¬ 

ture in good time. Where these are grown for 
bedding out, it will be a comparatively easy 

matter to select sullicient of each, and give 
rather more attention than bedding plants in 

common usually receive. It payB to grow 
annuals in considerable quantity if a large show 

house has to be kept gay during the summer 
months ; it is then an easy matter to throw 

them away later on to provide room for plants 

of a more permanent character, thirt must in any 
case be housed as the autumn comes on. H. 

with that now ia vogue, which is to sow the 

ood leaf-mould j seed as soon as ripe, and to grow on the plants 

in light airy houses or pits in a genial tempera- 
‘n this 

3470 — Oytlaus raoemosus from 
seeds —This is a very simple matter. Sow 

the seeds at once, nearly an inch apart, in well- 

drained pots or pans in a mixture of light, 
porous loam, leaf-mould, and sand, with a third 

or fourth of sandy peat, aud if fresh and good 

almost every one will germinate. They will do 

nicely in a temperature of 00 degs , but tho soil 
must be kept evenly and moderately moist, and 

shade from direct sunshine must be given. When 

2 nch is high transfer tho seedlingesinglyto thumb fits, using similar soil; remove thfm to^pclc' 

rame when established^ Add after 

ture. In this way fresh healthy plants bearing 

a good head of bloom (as in tho illustration) can 

be had in fifteen months from the time of sow¬ 
ing. The seed, which generally ripens in July 

and August, should be sown as soon as possible 
afterward* in a light fibrou* soil, with a little 

leaf-mould and sharp sand. When the seedlings 

are strong enough, ten or twelve should be 

pricked off into a 4J-inch pot, and when large 
enough shifted singly into 3-inoh pots, shifting 

again when these are full of roots. For the lust 

potting stiller roil is necessary. Attention must 
be given that the plants while growing are kept 

quite clean, us if insects are alio* od an v quarter, 

the beauty of the plant will be spoiled. Cycla¬ 

mens, even when not in flower, are ornamental, 

tho markings on the leaves being very beautiful 
They are at their best during February and 

March, as then the flowers have their true 
1 colour and the foliage is firm and good. They 

should have no sticks or ties of any kind. The 

bulbs should bo carefully watered and well 

ripened after blooming, as tho next season's dis¬ 
play deponds very much on this. The plants 

should not be repotted until they break into 

growth, and then they should be put into 
smaller pots, shifting on as may be necessary. 

_ W. 

3460. —Seedling Cyclamens.—On a shelf 

in the greenhouse whero they will receive shade 

during the hottest part of the day is the best 

place for seedling Cyclamens until the end of 
May, when a cold frame placed behind a north 

wall provides suitable quarters ; the daily need 

of shading the frame is thus dispensed with. 
When tho roots reach the sides of the pots, pre¬ 

suming the plants to be now growing in quite 

11 pots, they should be shifted into those 

' es in diameter ; the strongest of these will 

SJ-inch pots, in which th^ [^tyficpvflr 

Two parts of loam, one of j 
and half a part i * 

to maintain the wbole in a porous 
every bushel of tho compost add 2 lb. bone- 

meal. If the soil is moist, as it should be when 

used, water will not be required for a day or 

two ; afterwards the roots should not suffer for 
want of it. Syringe the foliage overhead every 

day, choosing the evening for the purpose. 

Toward the end of September the plants should 
have a position in the greenhouse close to the 

glass. When the flower-stems appear syringing 

should cease, or the blooms might damp. The 

plants will flower principally during November 
and December, continuing to throw up a few 

flowers for three months longer. — S. P. 

-The plants ought to remain In the greenhouse for 
another fire or six weeks, when they will do better in a 
oold frame. Keep them moist and lightly shaded, and 
shift into S-lnch and 6-inch pots by July, and they will 
all flower well during next December, January, February, 
and March. Return them to the greenhouse in September. 
-It. 0. R. 

3476—A furnace for a flue —For a 
house 14 feet long by H feet, or 10 foot in width, 

u furnace 0 inches square (internally) and about 
2 feet in depth from the top or feeding-hole to 

the fire-bars is large enough. It must be solidly 

built of good hard bricks and the best 
mortar, with a very little Portland cement 

a Ided, and the sides must be 9 inolies thick all 
rouad. Of course, there is to be an ash-pit 

(9 inches deep) below the bars, and the exit into 

flue, which need not be larger than 9 inches by 

3 inches, may be placed at the side or back near 
the top. A damper should never be placed in 

the chimney where there is a flue, as, of course, 

when it is pushed in, the fumes from tho fire 
are thrown into the house. I al way fix an air¬ 

tight door, with regulator to the ash-pit, and 

check or stop the draught there, for in this cate, 
as long as the chimney draws, there will be no 

escape into the house whatever. A slat* placed 

against the aperture, with a few ashes thrown 
up at the bottom to prevent leakage, will answer 

the purpose nearly as well.—B. C. R. 

346 J. — Plants for a span roofed 
greenhouse —This is an excellent time of 
year to start plants of many kinds to flower 

during both the ensuing summer and winter. 
For summer flowering you should now procure 
bulbs of the Tuberous BegoDias, single and 

double, and in great variety of colour, also 
young plants of Zonal, Ivy-leaved, and large- 

flowering Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Heliotropes, 

Marguerites, double and single Petunias, Mar¬ 

guerites, Abutilons, aud auythiog else you may 
fancy. Seeds of Chinese Primulas and of Cine¬ 

rarias also sown now will afford plants to flower 

during next winter and spring, or you may 
purchase the seedling plants ia June or July, 

and simply pot them on. Tho beautiful Scar¬ 

borough Lily, which flowers in September, should 

also be potted this month, as well as the Arum 
Lily, to flower next winter and spring, and 

there are many other interesting subjects that 

could not be taken in hand at a better time. 
Roses already established in pots should now 

be purchased.—B. C. R. 

3472.—Flowers for winter.—There is 
something wrong in this case. The gardener 

either doe* not understand his work or ho is 

not provided with a stock of plants suitable for 
tho purpose. With regard to the kind of 

flowers available daring the winter, you oan 

have plenty of Chrysanthemums up to Christ¬ 
mas, and alto Violets grown in frames, and 

somo in pots to place in a greenhouse in bad 
weather. Then there are the Persian Cyclamens 

and Double Primulas, both of which furnish 

flowers that travel well. Freesias may also be 
had in flower for two months in the dead of 

winter, and Roman Hyacinths the same. 

Arum Lilies should also bo available. The ordi¬ 
nary Hyacinths and the Double Roman Nar¬ 

cissus can be forced into flower by the end of 

January; andtuoh Ericas as Wilmoreana and the 

two forms of hyemalis flower at that time, and 
are useful for cutting. At the beginning of 

March Man'cbal Niel and other Roses should be 

fairly plentiful; but none of these things can l>e 
had unless they are managed with a fair amount 

of skill and in a suitable temperature. Of course 

s good stook of plants and bulbs must be Srovided or the gardener will be powerless.— 

. C. C. 
igijfflo—Culture of Arum Lily (Calls 

^6*ipDj for the flowering of this 
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plant extends from Christmas to the end of 

April, providing a little artificial warmth can 
be given to it. To have a quantity of 

bloom from them, though, about Ka*ter-time, 

no artificial heat whatever is required beyond 

keeping the froet from the plants. Some persons 
keep the plants in pots all the year round ; but 

from experience I prefer to plant them out in 

the open during the summer months. Much 
labour in watering them is then saved. From 

now until the middle or end of May, which is 

the best time for planting them out, the plants 
ihonld be kept near to the glass in a cool-house, 

catering them regularly as required. When 
ell fear of frost has passed turn the plants out 

of the pots ; if these were 8-inch ones or more 

the plants will need dividing ; if the plants filled 
pots smaller than the size named, they will not 

require dividing, as they will make good speci 

mens the next year. Any open piece of ground 

will suifioe for the summer quarters, digging it 
deeply, adding a small quantity of manure. A 
apace of 2 feet between the rows, and 18 Inches 

from plant to plant should be allowed. The 
old leaves will die away, and new ones will form. 

If the weather be hot and dry, copious supplies 
of water will be an advantage in assistinggrowth 

Toward tho end of September the plants ought 
to be potted, choosing pots large enough to 

contain the roots without breaking too many of 

them. Use a compost of three parts fibry loam to 

one of partly decayed horse-manure. Allow a 
space of 2 inches at the top of the pot for water 

iu the case of 10 inch pots, and less for those 
under that size. If the plants can be stood 

behind a north wall for ten days after potting 

should there be no danger of frost, the trouble 
of shading them will be dispensed with 

Sprinkle the foliage over with clear water two 
or three times each day to encourage a quick 

root-action. Remove the plants to a light posi¬ 

tion in the greenhouse, supply them freely with 
water at the roots when these are aotive, and 

when the pots are full of roots liquid-manure 

given every other time the plants need water 
will be an advantage. Occasionally wash the 

leaves with clean water applied with a syringe 
vigorously. Greenfly is liable to attack the 

opening flowers; fumigating the house with 
Tobacco-smoke is the best means of ridding the 

plants of this insect peet.—8. P. 

- If Urge flowers are wanted, and a succes 
sion of them from thesame plant, there cannot be 

a doubt bnt that planting them out in the ground 

in the summer is the beet plan to adopt. There 

is, however, a greater oertainty in the plants 
flowering if they are grown altogether in pots— 

that is, providing they are potted in fresh soil 

every year in the month of May, and kept well 
watered all the summer. After the end of May 

the plants are better in the open air than nnder f'la-sa, and a partially shady place is better thaD 

ull exposure to the sun. Thoroughly well pre- 

pored plants never fail to show plenty of flowera, 

but even these do not open in mid-winter in a 
less temperature than 55 degs. to 60 degs., and 

at the same time they must have plenty of 

light and air. Strong liquid stimulants mnst 
be avoided, or the result will be more leaves 

than flowera.—J. C. C. 

3168.—Treatment of Balsams.—When 
the first rough leaf is made the plants 

chould be potted singly into 3}-inch pots, 
burying them up to the seed-leaves, but not 

above. A light yet rich soil will grow Balsams 
well. For the final potting into 9-inch pots, if 
large specimens are required, two parts loam and 

one of freshly-gathered horse-manure provides a 

favourable rooting medium. At no time shonld 

the soil be made very firm. The plants require 
a lot of water at the roots during the summer ; 

when the soil is made firm it cannot percolate 

«o fredy. The hot-bed, with abundance of air 

admitted to the plants, is the best place for 
them until they are established in the first- 

named pots. From there they shonld be trans¬ 

ferred to the greenhouse, keeping them in the 
warmest end for a few days until they are 

accustomed to the change. From the small pots 

the plants should go into those 5J inches in size, 

the best of them afterwards being placed in the 
9-inch ones ; the remainder can flower in those 

Copious supplies of liquid-manure should be 

given to the roots, the foliage regularly syriDged, 

and abundance of air supplied at all times. _ If 

available a cold frame after the middle of * ‘ 

provides the best quarters for; Balsams. 

the pots can stand on a cool base of ashes. The 

foliage can have abundance of light, and be oloee 

to tne glass, which effectually prevents the 

growth being drawn up weakly.—S. P. 

TRHBS AND SHRUBS. 

LILY OF THE VALLEY TREE (ANDRO¬ 

MEDA FLORIBUNDA). 

This is one of the best of dwarf shrubs, looking 

neatand well furnished throughout the year. The 

flower-buds are formed and considerably de¬ 
veloped in the late autumn, so that the little 

shrub looks throughout the winter as if about 

to buret into flower; the flowers expand 

towards the end of March, and remain in beauty 
thoughout April. It is an excellent shrub for a 

rock garden. The single sprays are valuable 

for cutting, lasting long in water, and looking 

well alone, or with almost any flower. J. 

TRANSPLANTING EVERGREENS. 

Much has been said and written respecting the 
transplanting of Evergreens, some advocating 

or recommending one time in the year and some 

another, but after having had much of that 
work to do or superintend, and therefore some 

considerable experience of it at different seasons, 

I am clearly of opinion that April is the best 

month in which to move large plants, as then 
the buds are fast swelling and growth just form¬ 

ing, the action of root and top being simul¬ 

taneous. Evergreens under such favourable 

conditions quickly become re-established. If 
transplanted in the autumn, it must be done 

early, for if they have not taken fresh root before 

winter sets in, they stand little chance of living, 
and this anyone may see, for if he only look 

around now he will find how severely many 

Evergreens have suffered that have not been 

disturbed, and what chanoe then would any 
have had if they had been moved, as most 

surely tho sap would have been dried out of 

them and all the leaves have perished ? There 
are some kinds, however, more amenable to 
transplanting than others, and among these may 

be mentioned Rhododendrons, Aucubas, Box, 
and Yew, which generally lift with large balls, 

as they make plenty of fibre and root near home. 

Hollies and Barberries are very difficult things 

to deal with if they are of large eize and have 
cot been prepared by previous transplanting. I 

dry or suffer more than can be helped. To prevent 

i these things happening, every preparation should 

i be made for getting them into their places or 

positions as quickly as possible by having holes 
of sufficient size dug ready to receive them, that 

the planting may be carried out expeditiously 

I and a thorough watering in quickly follows. For 
all large plants the watering is a very important 

: matter, as it is impossible to put soil or convey 

it where water will carry it, and soil should 

i always be washed in that all cavities may be 
filled, whioh can easily be done by throwing in 

the water in quantity with great force, at the 

same time swaying or moving the head of the 
I plant, which will cause or allow the puddle to 

\ draw under and in and around the ball, the sub¬ 

sidence of the whole giving any evergreen ehruli 

a good chance of growth. The final filling in 

of the soil should be left till the settlement 
referred to has taken place, and following 

on immediately after a good mulching be 

givon, which prevents evaporation, and therefore 
keeps the earth about the roote in a uniformly 

moist condition, thus greatly favouring the 
plants. If these are tall, or in exposed positions 

where they are likely to be affected by the wind, 

they should he steadied in some way, and one 
of the best methods is to use three stakes to 

j each plant, and place them tripod fashion with 

the feet well out, and it matters not then from 

which quarter the wind may come, one or other 
of the stakes offers resistance and the plant is 

kept right. Stout strings applied in a similar 

manner answer the same purpose, and eo does 
wire, but whatever is used care should be taken 

to provide against any chafing of the stem where 

the supports are attached, and the part should 
be well padded with something soft before the 

collar goes round so as to protect the bark. ^ 

3485.—Clematis montana — C. Jack- 
| mani, next to the above, is the hardiest of any in 

the Clematis family, and it certainly is most pro¬ 

fuse in the way it gives its blossoms. Another 
advantage possessed by this variety is that it will 

grow in any situation ; bnt, of course, succeeds 

the best where it obtains abundance of sunlight. 

The first week in February the growth of the 
previous year should bo out down to within 
2 inches of the base. Sir Garnet Wolseley is a 

purple variety, with a darker bar aorosa each 
petal, as it flowers from the wood of the pre¬ 

vious year’s growth but -little pruning is 

Flowering-shoots o( Lily of the Valley Tree. 

am just now engaged at some, and have a lot to 

move ranging from 10 feet to 15 feet high. The 
plants are all got out of hedgerow banks, the 

best among them being those that have been be¬ 

headed at some distant time, as they have what 

is here termed a “ tod,” that is a large bottom, 

and I always find that such plants feel the lift¬ 

ing less than others, and they generally start off 

at once. The thing in moving Evergreens, snch 

as 

is to have them as short a time as 

the ground, and not to let^hem 

required. Lady Caroline Neville (pale-blue) is 

free in its flowering propensities and compact in 

its growth. Flammula has pure-white blos¬ 
soms, small, but emitting a charming perfume, 

flowering in September.—S. P. 

3484—Pruning of Syringa and 
Guelder Rose.—Any pruning required 

should be done daring the month of May after 

the flowers have faded. In trees bo young 
pruning is not necessary. Even if it is it should 

not "bo dqpf anti! the time named, and then only 

removing a weakly growing branch from the 
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middle of the bush to give space to thoee left 
that the growth will be thoroughly matured, as 
upon this point depends whether flowers will be 

produoed the next season or not.—S. P. 
- No, these shrubs should not be pruned 

except under exceptional circumstances, such 

case of the long ones from the lower parts of 
the stems, it is quite evident that, whereas those 

with the very short stems may be planted either 
near the surface or deeply, you cannot expect 
success in planting the longer stemmed ones 

_r-__r_ _, _ unless they are somewhat deeply buried, to 
as when they get too large, and then they may ; correspond with the conditions under which the 

be cut back as soon as they go out of flower. I stems in their former home came into existence. 
Your gardener evidently belongs to the cutting- I hope I have made my meaning clear on this 

down race, who prune for pruning’s sake regard- j point, because those who have a partiality for 
less of the consequences. One of these men I know | the older corms for the purposes they suppose 
has lately sheared off all the beauty from a Ivy- I of getting quicker and better effects from Bize 

covered gateway by cutting back the 
Ivy of many years’ growth close to 
the wall, exposing both dead and 
green branches, which will take 

years to olothe with growth again in 
a natural way.—J. C. C. 

.‘1482.—A high hedge.—As an 
evergreen soreen is preferred, neither 

Quiok nor the Myrobella Cherry will 
be advisable to plant. The best and 
quickest growing shrub for such a 
purpose is Thuja Lobbi; it is far pro- 

torable to either of thoso "0. P. B.” 
names. Plants 4 feet high 

might be planted without delay, 
thoroughly preparing the site by 

dooply trenching the soil and adding 
manure freoly, remembering that the 
better the preparation given to the soil 

tho greater are the chancos of success 
in obtaining a high hedge quickly. 
Thuja Lobbi can safely be reckoned 

to grow 1 foot every year aftor tho 
first year of planting. It will stand 
clipping quite as well as Cuprcssus 

Lawsoniana, but is not quite so dense 
in its growth, but will grow twice as 
fast and will withstand any wind. 

Holly and Yew make capital hedges, 
but are rather slow of growth. 
Laurel makes a capital hedge, but it 
gets bare at the base in time, neces¬ 

sitating outting it down to induoe it 
to make fresh growth to furnish tho 
base. Privet grows fast, but does 
not make so strong a hedge as T. 

Lobbi, especially u in an exposed 

site.—8. P. 

Honeyauokle and Wistaria In 
flower.—Allow ms to oall attention to ths 
fact that here we have the lions) suckle and 
Wistaria In flower, and Roses In bud on the 
house, which strikes me as an unheard-of thine on the 
hth of April, In Uld Derbyehire, !>"0 feet above the sea.— 
M. O. BtlltlllDOK IlAMBLY. 

An Evening Primrose. Engraved for Gardkxixu Illuhtiutkd from 
a photograph sent by Mrs. Neuman, llazlehurst, Hazlemcic. 

OUTDOOR PLANTS, 

EVENING PRIMROSES (OENOTHERA). 

The Evening Primroses are not nearly so 
much seen in gardens as they should be, their 
striking appearance and great freedom and long 

continuance of flowering entitling them to a 
large share of attention. There are now many 
fine species and varieties. They should be 

planted in good deep loamy soil, and in dry 
weather in summer an abundance of water at 
the roots is of great advantage, together with 

mulching. Few plants are better adapted for 
massing in the flower garden than these Evening 
Primroses. 

and strength will simply defeat their own object 
unless the stemmed corms are planted deeply 
enough. Somo people are all the more likely to 

err in this matter if they overlook the long- 
stemmed feature, from having seen many corms, 
of from 2 inches to 5 inches diameter, cropping 

out of tho surface like black boulders. If those 
friends will notice such out-cropping corms, they 

may have an ocular demonstration of the faot 
that the exposed corms rarely develop stems, 
and that when they do, it is because they 

are found in a tilted position with the upper 
corm centre totally or partially under the sur¬ 
face. By sequenoe we come now to another 
featuro important to tho planter to which the 

term “ tilted,” just used, points. The shape of 
all the species of Cyclamen corms varies, and I 
believe among all are often to be found those 
comparatively flat, and often, with so to speak, 

a depressed ring round the sprouting part of the 
corm. Now in many sorts of land this flat 
surface or ring tends to hold wet, which during 
the sunny days and keen frosty nights of our 

HARDY CYCLAMENS. 

When the hardy sorts are in the hands of the _¥__ 

planter they require perhaps somewhat more winters affords to frost an abnormal grip, the 
oare than those are apt to believe who have only consequence being that the tissues of the corm 
seen them growing wild, and more especially is often become ruptured, and I believe I shall not 

this the case with oorms that are being planted be far wrong when I say that such corms newly 
which have not previously been established in planted in retentive soil are often killed. Avery 
pots. If you are dealing with the naked corms 

of Cyclamen coum of the age of three or four 
years, some may be found to have long persis¬ 
tent woody stems, from balf an inch to 2 inches 

or 3 inches long, on top of the corms, which 
clearly indicate that such roots or corms have 

been previously grown at some depth from the 
surface. Other corms, which may be of equal 

simple method to prevent this may be adopted in 
planting. Simply tilt the corms so that the wet 
cannot lodge. This will not materially interfere 

with the upward or foliar growths; they will 
find their way just as well as otherwise, and 
I believe that it is owing to the accident of wild 

specimens assuming that position either under 
or partly above the surface, that the tilted tubers 

size and age, may not have such long stems, and or corms are found to live longest and grow to 
in the case of these they have assuredly been the biggest sizes. I have watched this habit of 

at ^e ground surface level, and possibly the hardy Cyclamen for many years, and there 
with the corms partly above the surface. Now, 

as from these long or very short stems (for there 
are short rudimentary ones, even where they are 

so short as to be almost invisible) VfieTeaf-stslks 
spring mainly frqiprjt^p/top,j Jmt^oftf£^i(j^ ' 

is, I think, something in it. Thero will doubt 
less be exceptions, as in the case of thoee which 

found growing in somewhat dry situations, 
very stony soil among the roots of trees fiW 

practically, in nothing but small ohipa of rock. 

In all casos the hardy Cyclamen should have 
well-drained soil, and a good rule to follow 

would be to set the corms 3 inches deep at 
least, as then, all other conditions being suit¬ 
able, they grow more luxuriantly, and last, but 

not least, alford a better spread of their beauti¬ 
ful foliage, as then, owing to their depth, all 

the while the underground leaf-stalks arc 
lengthening they would also be spreading, as 
also the flower-stalks. Fewer corms so planted 
would cover in a short time a much bigger 

space than a corresponding number if set nearer 

tno surface. J. W. 

SPRING FLOWERS. 

Those who are really fond of gardening do not 
estimate their flowers merely by their gorgeous 
hues or the brilliancy of their colouring 
entirely. Certainly, these things afford a great 

deal of pleasure, and a bright and pretty garden 
will always be specially attractive. But the 
true lover of flowers enjoys the interest which 

may he attached to a plant which requires to be 
closely examined before the full beauty of its 
flowers can be appreciated—a plant which dots 

not challengo attention, but would he passed 
over unnoticed by the casual visitor, who might 
thoroughly enjoy tho more conspicuous flowers. 
I do not mean to disparage the beauty of bright 

and attractive flowers in the open garden, but 
I think there is a special pleasure in cultivating 
plants which are distinctly not showy, but are 
nevertheless moBt interesting. Such things are 

specially to he found in our rookeries, but not 
only there. The herbaceous border is also a 
place for objects of special interest. At the 

present time I have in flower on the rockery a 
plant to which my attontion was drawn some 
time ago by seeing s coloured plate of it. 

The White Dog's-tooth Violet (Erytliro- 
nium dena-canis). I had always known the 

common pink variety. It is to be found in 
every garden, and it is worthy of a place in 
every rockery becanse of the striking character 
of its foliage. I have found it a shy flowerer. 

But, to my mind, the white variety is mnch 
more beautiful. The extremely delicate texture 
of its long-pointed petals and the fragile purple 
anthers, whioh show themselves when the sun¬ 

shine induces this little flower to expand itself 
fully, make the White Dog’s-tooth Violet s 

really beautiful thing. It seems quite hardy, 
and the spotted leaves at this time of the year 

are very attractive, but flowers are not generally 
numerous. Perhaps for that very reason wo ap¬ 
preciate them the more when they do come. The 

plant seems to like a shady nook, and it evidently 
grows best in a strong peaty soil. It does not 
like being too dry. The flowers push up from 

among the tufts of spotted leaves, so that when 
the former are gone, and they do not last long, 
the plant is still an ornament to the rockery, as 

it grows by some old grey stone, which affords 
it the double benefit of shade and damp. 
Another flower which comes rather later and 
would be easily passed over, except by those who 

like to examine closely the beauty of small 
flowers, is the tiny little 

Soldanella.—This plant seems to like a 

gritty soil. I remember very many years ago 
seeing it used as a border to tho beds of a so- 
called “ Italian garden.” It used to be covered 
with its pretty little fringed bells in the months 

of April and May, and the round flat leaves 
were always green. But this Italian garden 

was in a very sheltered corner on the south coast 
of Cornwall. It has flowered with me in this 
country, but I gradually lost it. It is always 
difficult to manage small plants which will not 

take care of themselves to a certain extent. 
When other plants begin to pow strong and 

rapidly with warm days, the tiny delicate little 
things are easily forgotten till it is too late to 
repair the mischief. I intend to renew my 
acquaintance with the beautiful little Soldanella 

alpina. This year I have made a point of com¬ 

paring the relative advantages of 

SCILLA AMCF.NA AND ClIIONODOXA LUCII.I.*.— 
It seemed to be thought when first this Chiono- 

doxa made its appearanoe that it was to throw 
our old friend the beautiful Blue Squill into the 
shade. We were almost recommended to thiow 

fWtf&StltfasOtflld favourite and to adopt the new in 
• a . a i tt__ca.li. _:„L* i,A 

scs, and again where they ^r|>fitable this might be to 
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some, it was advioe which would have been 
rainoua to those who love the frail, but brilliant 

little plant which, with ita sheet of brightest 
blue, is making our borders and tub gardens 

lovely in the sunshine of this dry April weather. 

The Chionodoxa has the great merit o( throw¬ 
ing up its flowers well, till they look up at 
you with their sweet little light blue flowers, 

and seem to ask for admiration as you look 
at them. But they last a vory short time, 
and are gone while our old friend the Scilla is 

still in perfect beauty. This is a great advantage 
in the latter ; but again the Chionodoxa scores 

by coming out the first in early spring. I wish 
I had taken careful note of the time, but I did 
not do so. I only noticed that in my own garden 

and very much in the same aspect the Chiono- 
doxa was well in flower when Scilla amir-na was 

only just showing above the ground ; but in my 
opinion nothing can excel the rich blue colour¬ 

ing of the Squill—not yet showing the slightest 
sign of passing away, though it has been in 
bloom some time. I think perhaps to mix with 

the bright golden cups of Crocus and the pure- 
white of the Snowdrop Chionodoxa may bo the 
best, for it can be made to flower at the same 

time ; whereas the Scilla does not come till the 

later Crocuses are almost over. Both have the 
great merit of being exceedingly hardy. Chiono¬ 
doxa especially seems to be one of those things 

which is not easily uprooted. When you think 
you have removed all the bulbs, you will find 

next year straggling bits coming up and flower¬ 
ing with wonderful freedom. I like this early 
Chionodoxa, but it can never take the place of 

the later Scilla anxi'na. Cottage gardens still 
rejoice in the possession of that pretty little 

shrub the 

Mezerkon, which just now is in itsfull beauty. 

It may be duo to tho old days of bedding out, 
but at all events for somo reason this grand old 

plant is very scarce in largo gardens. Its mode 
of growth is not ornamental, but one can put up 

with that for tho sake of the sweet red and 
white flowers which are ready to brave frost and 
snow in the early days of March. In our ceme¬ 

tery there are some fine plants of the white 
variety, showing how much the cottagers think 

of it, as they deem it worthy of a place by the 
gravo of some dear one who has been called 
away. The cylindrical mode of flowering with 

its red or white blossoms sessile on its rigid 
stems is almost grotesque in its appearance. It 

is a pity snch an early flowering little shrub is 
not more abundant in the gardens of the rich, 

but we delight to see it and to know how 
much it is valued in the gardens of the poor. 
Tritelia uni flora, though not actually in bloom 

yet, will soon be sending up its pretty, starry 
flowers. They look exceedingly well when 

planted at the foot of a large stone, where, un¬ 
disturbed by any interfering tool, they will grow 
in the Grass and brighten the spring rockery. 

The ends of tho stalks when gathered have an 
Onion-like smell, but this is too slight to inter¬ 
fere in any way with this little flower either in 

its usefulness when gathered, or with its general 
attractiveness. It is an exceedingly showy and 

free-flowering bulbous plant, and as it has the 
advantage of being sold at a very low rate, it is 

just one of those things which might well be 
used in large quantities to adorn the spring 

garden. 

Coloured Primroses are just coming into 
their full beauty. I find the only way to grow 
these beautiful spring flowers satisfactorily is to 

sow the seed early, prick the seedlings out 
when they are nice little plants, and finally put 
them in autumn where they are to bloom next 

year. They then make plump heads of strong 
bloom in the spring. Writers on flowers have 

repeatedly said that Primroses are at their best 
the second year. Accordingly this year I made 

the trial, and I have left some plants in their Slaces for second blooming. The result is a 
istinct failure. The plants have become tufty 

with small leaves and a few scattered flowers, 
quite different from the one-year-old plants 

which I usually have, and which form one of the 
chief ornaments of the spring garden. If the 

plants are to be kept over a second winter, they 
must, I am convinced, be pulled to pieces and 
replanted. I should be glad to hear tne opinion 

of other growers of these lovely spring flowers 
oa this point. Those which I hope to be useful 

next spring are now just getting intOytjrair 

teeond leaf. Digitized by 

LEOPARD’S BANE (DORONICUM). 

Although these are considered by some as 
coarse, they aro free-growing plants, and of 

much value on account of their earlinesa and the 

great show thoy make on a border, the best 
among them being D. plantagineum excelsum, 
(figured below), which has big yellow Sunflower- , 

like blooms that are produced at the ends and 
top joints of each shoot. It is to hardy that 

oold weather does not appear to retard or injure 
the blossoms, which last in full beauty a very 
long time, as they are aelf-prott cting by closing 

and opening each night, and morn. The next in | 

point of merit to the one above named are D. 
austriacum and D. caucasicum, which are of 
neat, close habit, and good for cutting from or 

to grow in semi-wild parts of tho garden, for 
which purpose these Doronicums are well 
adapted, as they not only look natural in such 

positions, but they can take care of theinselvos. 

All tho sorts are easily propagated, as they 1 
admit of ready increase by division, which may I 
be effected at any time daring the winter, or, 

better still, just as growth commences. D. 

3469.—Anemone fulgens.—As you did 

not plant the Anemones until the time caine for 
them to flower, it is no wonder they failed to 
please. I advise you to start agvin with fresh 

roots, and get them planted out not later than 
the first week in September. Those you have 

now growing mint be allowed to remain to com¬ 
plete their growth, and aftoi wards be taken up 
and kept out of the ground for two months 

before they are planted again.—J. C. C. 

3479 —Lily of the Valley.—Whether 
the Lilies should be uncovered at all depends 
on how much tho manure has wasted dining the 

winter. Four inches is too much to leave, but 
if it has wasted down to 2 inches lot it roma:n 
by all means, as it will nourish the roots, aud 

you will get better spikes of bloom next year if 
you do not this. In your light sandy soil a soak¬ 
ing of liquid-manure will do good once a week 

during the summer, if you can manage it.— 

J. C. C. 

3481. — Treatment of Grown Im- I 
perials.— I do not know to which kind of 
Crown Imperial this correspondent refers, but 
f do know that for many years I have been 

puzzled to understand how it is that the yellow 

strongest bulbs is sufficient in one clump, 

planted about G inohes apart. The soil should 

be deeply dug, bemg stirred quite 2 feet deep 
to allow of a quick percolation of the moisture 
from heavy rains. With the natural soil add 

decayed leaves and old potting-soil freely. Plant 
the bulbs 6 inches under the surface, covering 

the ground afterwards with decayed leaves. If 
tho bulbs are strong they ought to flower freely 
and regularly. - 8 P. 

3474.-Ou ting down Delphiniums — 
When I was at, the Langport Nurseries two 
years ago last an umn, a hero Delphiniums are 
grown by the acre, Mr Kelway poieted out to 

mo the difference between those plants from 
which tho flower-stema had been out down as 

sc n as the bloom was over, and those that had 
been allowed to ripen a crop of seed. The latter 

had haidly a leaf left, about the old stools, while 
those that had b tn cut dowu early had large 
tufts of fieahly foimed foliage, which quite 

covered the old stems. From this example I 
am perfectly tatisfied that it is best to cut down 

the old flowei-sp.kes as soon as the blossoms 
fade.—J. C. C. 

3130.—Ann uals for show.—Sow ths annuals named 
and others not latei than the end o( the present month 
(April), and thin out to 0 ‘nohes apart, so as to obtain fine 
Mowers. The ground should be in good heart, and liquid- 
manure will be beneficial as soon as the plaoteehow llower- 
buds.-E. H. 

3477.-Border Oarnatlons.-Do not water the 
plant! unless really neceseary, but in a very light and dry 
soil it may be really required. Water them in the fore¬ 
noon—about 10 a.m. or 11 am.—and then the foliage will 
be dry before night, and use oold water only.—B. 0. U. 

3467.—Plants for a shaded plot.-In snob a bed 
ns the one described Calceolarias would tucaetd much 
Iretter than •' Oeraninms," and Fuchsias and Pa Dales 
better still. If you want shades of scarlet or crimeoo try 
some Begonias (tuberous).—B. C. K. 

ROBBS. 

SOME EARLY-FLOWERING HYBRID 

PERPETUAL ROSES. 

It ia pretty generally admitted that every Roae 
has ita season of flowering, but it is doubtful if 

this is always sufficiently recognised when 

making selections for special purposes. I ain 
quite sure there aro some cuBes when it would le 
decidedly advantageous to know the varieties 
of Roses that in an average season flower about 

the aaino time. Supposing, for instance, one 

Our RsaDKas' Illubtraiionh »: Doronieum plant asinsum axcehum. Engraved for Oarurkimo Illustratrb tion. a 
photograph sent by Mrs. Biockholls, Clifton Hill, Uurstang. 

ones thrive amazingly in a cottage garden 

where they are aimply loft alone, while I, after 

giving them every possible care, cannot get them 
to flower at all And if I leavo them undis¬ 

turbed the bulbs decrease both in size and 
number. I hope someone will help this enquirer 

in a more satisfactory way than I am able to 

do.—J. C. C. 
- Directly the foliage turns yellow and dies 

down the bulbs should be taken up and re¬ 

planted rinto another part of the border, 
ooijfif ItA? moat sunny »pot. Three of the 

wanted to exhibit at a flower show held towards 

the end of June a selection of twelve or twenty 
varieties and had only roem for a limited num¬ 
ber of plants, it would be a decided gain to know 

which varieties might be dtpended upon to be 

in flower at that time. Again, it might be that 
the owner leaves hoire rally in the summer, 
and would like to see the Rcses in bloom before 

he doee so. In either case it would be an advan¬ 
tage to be able to make a suitable selection. 

With » vieWi to improve mv acquaintance! with 
the difterent oharacteia if the Hybrid Per- 
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petuals. I visited for two years in succession a doors, I would prefer this even to Niphetos, times in the autumn and spring; but I think 
largo grower of these flowers to asoertein as it is not quite so delicate and easily affected the months of March and April are the true 

what difference there was in their behaviour, by the least bad weather, as ^Niphetos unfor- times of it* flowering. matt. Bramble. 

Each time I paid my visit towards the end of tunately is. To all who grow Roses, if only a 
June. I came away convinced that there dozen or so plants, I would strongly recommend DENDROBIUM NOBILE, 

is a fairly large number of varieties that this grand white variety, which is equally good I am asked how to grow this plant by “Gertrude 
can be depended upon to flower in in the open air or under glass, for exhibition or Manners?” She says that she is so struck with 

advance of the majority of the same section, for garden decoration.—R. its beauty that she feels that nothmg will 

and, what is equally important, the quality of __.._m„„ r,„„„„ m._satisfy her but the possession of a flowering 
the flower, was*quite equal,and in some dases . Propagating Tea Roaes.-The present WeJ, 1 ^ not 8urpriged at thiB, 

far superior to, t\at of the.ame varieties later for it really is an Orchid which excites the 
on in the season. Indeed, I am disposed to glant8 are *orced “nder 8la8a\, W“ere7er.,* admiration of every one. be they professional 
think that the colour in the dark flowers is more flower has been cut from » side »hoot, t groworg or not. The plant is a very old inhabit- 
intense than when they are produced under a remaining portion of the lateral growth w ^ q{ Qur dougi having flowered first in the 

broiling July sun. I go further, and say that form a good cutting. Any blind gr celebrated collection of the Messrs. Loddiges, of 

the 8 3 * ^^o.rt^^P'irP086-^'W? Hackney. It ,s widely distributed in India, 
Trite roLOPRiNO of the darkest Roaes can be are about three parts ripened is the \ery bes and Mr gander has introduced some fine 

seen only in the early and late part of the sea- 7.® 'JlWmmilrl varieties from time to time from different parts 
son, unless the flowers are inspected within an Mmdy soi cents u ing a fair amount ofTea mould, of thftt 00UQtry. j have before me now, at the 

hour or two after they expand. Only those who thoroughly draining t ese. ‘temo • . 0f Writing this, flowers of some fourteen or 

have watched the behaviour of that compare- ‘“£ 0* 1®tfr eighteen varieties, all of which are beautiful, 
lively new dark Rose, Earl of Dufferin, whVn it ‘ttached if possible ; ,f not, cut them off clean ^ when geen thu, togother their reference, 

first flowers in the closing days of June can j“«t under a leaf or joint. Do not remo appear more distinctly than when seen singly 
realise its distinct character, as it undoubtedly lha“ the °“e leaf‘ , In.8erb them firmly, ^ M interva,8/ i think tho form called 
stands alone as the best of those which bloom 8've a g00*1 sprinkling, and place them in me nobiliug tbe k,ng 0f thorn aj| for ,t8 8iZ8 ef 
early. Of other varieties which I found in bloom close pronagating-pit or frame They should be flowerB ftnd depth of colour. Sauderianum U 

at the same time I must mention the following : kept perfectly e oso until rooted , after is another good coloured form which comes close to 

Victor Hugo was particularly striking. Marie 7*r the nobile maj us of my early day. Cooksonianum 
ltsumann on cut-back plants was also good. In until they are able to bear the full exposure fa a wondJul (or', haJvin' it8 two petals 

the same line of colour Prince Camille de Rohan on into the same comcost, using t is a i coloured at the base the same as the lip, and 
is quite reliable. Some good red flowers with ™ber at «oh' «OCess‘onal shiftwhen gprea4 out flat it really presents the 

different shades of colour will be found in Pot*’ , , we,* P . - appearance of a flower with three lips. Another 
General Jaoqueminot, Charles Lefebvre, Alfred y°ung plants for a short timo af o o a d f ■ Schroderianum, whioh is a heavily 

Colomb, Charles Felix Briton (intense dark), -ked light variety. . Klegans is a good and 
Mm. Baker, and j7 nPawleTThebest amongst «f>er Zuy ‘ alr.C^ri appear", ‘t’o bo“ aVr^ 
the newer varieties having oerise or rose- uPon their own roots, and there is no as P h g and aibesoeus and album I too 

ooloured blooms is Mr. James Brownlow, the me. Tlio first is a very 
flowers of whioh are very sweet and the foliage by following the simple m t o r g , pretty and distinct flower, whilst tho 
large and handsome. Lady Arthur Hill is also at the present time, and for some two months to fMt /arrie8 with it quite the mark of the old 

distinot and beautiful. Caroline d’Arden not °°me» bhere .w“* be ™7ny opportunities o gp8C ei jn the i;p being pure white in its outer 
only flower, early, but U very fragrant. Alphonse -"rviceable cuttings. Plant, .truck 8^ment8. These and mlny other, are all worthy 
Soupert, Heinrich Sohultheis, Mme. Gabriel n°wwlH mak® ne“t little bushes for transplant- 0f a pi,** many ande very stove or Orohid- house 

if!- hardyrZrae .“umme^s^growth^s ha“3 *0? XU* *”5" “ Mme. de Cas'teliane wsre in splendid condition a,te.r ,a »ummer’s growth as if they had 

on both occasions when I saw them. Boule de ^ rftl8ed “ the °P«n air'-N- S- 
Neigo is still the earliest white Rose in this - 

section. Of course there are a good number of ______ 
varieties that follow those I have named very OBUHIBS. 

closely, but I feel sure I have not named any 
but what may be reliod upon to flower early THE BEARDED DENDROBE (DENDRO- 
under ordinary conditions of soil and season. BIUM BRYMERIANUM). 
While on the subject of securing early Roses, I _ , „ , ... . . formerly used more peatthan Suhag' 
should like to refer to the remark I have heard Some beautiful flowers of this spies come to ^ / ionoe f think th£ w* 

from some growers a. to the Manetti stock m®. f.ro™ W* lUHo lhe KU“t ,rom Prew it down firmly, leaving the 
throwing flowers some ten days or a fortnight ^bioh these were withered is exceedingly gay, little mound, slightly eleva 

before tne same variety upon any other stook. th“ W °/.su®h Mossoms on it. P* j When growing the plant 
For some seasons past I have noticed when going ! B W. alsosaysthatanothor Dendrobewhich he V* heat and bo liberally water 

pots, with one or two flowering-stems, or in 
large pots or baskets, with many stems, bearing 
hundreds of flowers, aud by a little management 

they may be had in bloom during all the first 
five months of the year. Now, this Orchid re¬ 
quires its roots to bo well-drained whet her grown 

in pot or basket, and it should bo potted in a 
mixture of peat fibre and Sphagnum Moss. I 
formorly used more peatthan Sphagnum, butfrom 
recent experience 1 think this was a mistake. 

Press it down firmly, leaving the plant sitting 
upon a little mound, slightly elevated above the 

through Urge Rose quarters tb 

some difference in the stocks as re 
duction of early flowers, but I thought a week <<“«*»>*•«> «*«“*•* held entirely and the plants removed to a cool but 
was the outside of the difference between the »hke. and they both stand side by side. en- ftjry house, where the growths may ripen They 
Manetti and the Brier in this reapeot. I may, droblum Bramerlanam was introduced into Eng- ebould be kept in a dry condition and in the 
however, be wrong in my conclusions. I am, land from Burmahiby the Messrs. x> , C p , greonb0use during the autumn months and the 

nevertheless, glad that attention is sometimes “ow c o.s® uP°n twenty years ago, and en t beginning of winter, when the flower-buds will 
called to the superiority of the Manetti stock for flowered it was named in honour of Mr. Brymer ; begin to appear on the two-year-old growths, 
giving us early flowers. J. bub the plant that drops .U flower, was not whBon they may be taken into i warmer' poaifcuZ 

_1_ introduced for some time afterwards. It is known Hftle ^.ater givcn at fir8t. but as the 
by the name of histnomcum, the short-bulbed .u;. i,n 

Two good White Roses.—If one were variety of Brymerianum. Its flowers are smaller ? . administered and these blooms will in 
tied to cultivate any one variety of White R°*° than those of the typical nlaut and it frequently due lyim# unfoid iQ ’all thoir beauty. I would 
more especially for forcing, I do not suppose he as stated, does not open them at all, which is said ^ . „ G M.» to ohooao the earliest and most 
would choose any other than Niphetos. lhe to be through being self-fertilised ; but if that forwftrJ lant8 for lhe fir8t reinovul to hoatf 

two varieties that I propose giving a few is the caw 1.cannot say, but I do not think it { ^ other Untl in the greenhouse, as 
remark, upon, however, do not include Nipho- worthy of the pot it occupies and were I to . fai« meang ghe ^ ovide aB8Ucce8aioQ o{ 
tos ; they are Bouvenir de 8. A. Prince and prove a plant as you have done I certainly „f fi,:. 
The Bride, probably the two finest White Rose, would consign it te the furnace and cremate it, on)} ,a^b ^ fat bQ* £h 7 th mU9t ull U 
■Ant. nnt. unoA wnun NmnAtna nrat. rnuriA fta fnr it. la a vhm? had vftrint.v Anri not wnrt.h t/rnw. ‘ . * . , J X . . • 

TWO good White Rosea-If one were variety of Brymerianum. Its flower, are smaller 

tied to cultivate any one variety of White Roso than those of the typical nlaut and it frequently due lyim# unfold i^n thoir beauty. I would 
more especially for forcing, I do not suppose he a. stated, does not open them at all, which is said ^ . Q M „ to ohooso the earlieJ8t and mo8t 
would choose any other than Niphetos. lhe te be through being self-fertilised ; but if that forwftr(] . for lhe fir8t removul to hoat> 

two varieties that I propose giving a few u the caw 1 cannot say, but I do not think it { . the other plant, in tho greenhouse, a. 
remark, upon, however, do not include Nipho- worthy of the pot it occupies and were I to . fai« meang ghe *U1 ovide aB8U0CU8aioa o{ 
tos ; they are Bouvemr de 8. A. Prince and prove a plant as you have done I certainly if „ .l:. 

The Bride, Probably the two finest White Rose, would consign it te the furnace and cremate it, on)> ,a^b ^ fat b * ^hy, they must ull be 

when Niphetos firstmade it. for it 1. a very bad variety and not worth grow- gtar£(1 about the same time, and immediately 

do tne two oe«t »nite ica-acentea rvoaoa in- gooa ana as nuo utoomn uh tnoee now sent, ana - “ rfrAra sr^inolc T h 

troduoed during the last foity eight years, until thev have been proved they should not be ?hll Dendrobe flower upon ite faft-ralde growths 
The Bride, sent out by an.American firm in destroyoA And again, I have seen some of the . h their ,eave, 8tilf upon them . but such 

1885, is a white sport from Catherine Mermet long-bulbed varieties produce flowers with a plantB i have found do no£ continue to do this, 
h or exquisite shape and good size, combined much shorter fringe to the lip, and much less £ B ru, they pass over a season and then 

with extra bngJastmg powers, I do not think bright in colour than those now before me agai„ flower upon the old or swondyear’s wood, 
this Rose is surpassed It u one of the finest Dendrobium Brymerianum is a plant which I AKremai.kftblo‘evidence of this was shown in the 
Rose, grown, an excellent variety or forcing, a have found to thrive best in small pot. or bas- d UnU of lhi, „ ieg that were exhibi,ed 

good grower, and altogether firstclsj... Souve- kets, which should be well drained. It doe. tho Show oft ho Royal Horticultural 

“ ^ 0.“tby^r-DPrin°e’ notl ro(lu,r® muohsoil about its roots, but it likes Society la8tFBea80n. These plants were flower- 
of Oxford, in 1889, and is, like The Bride, a good exposure tothe.unand light shading only * tfce thl la8t‘made, which was 

sport from another grand old Rose only two for a little tune during the very hottest part of * nJtural t08them; but I do not know how 

years younger than Niphetos. Souvenir d’un the day. It likes strong heat and a free cirou- . nunts stand affected this season 
Ami (1846) is the foster-parent of Souvenir de lation of air, and to have a liberal quantity of p Matt Bramble. 
8. A Prince. This is one of the very sweetest water to ite roots, and the atmosphere to be _ 
soented Roaes we have, pure white in oolour, of kept moist during its growing season ; but when . . „ ... ltl , 

grand size and shape, while thepUpt is of a dormant very little water must be given it, and a ur^ilTdry°muShI,q..^kw"?d 
vigorous constitution. For oulti vatior. out-.'f^wrhy .'io kept much cooler. It flowers at various BnwffhiraSi'lhd be mors durable.—I. Oilbsst. 

f the same plants stand affooted this season. 
Matt. Bramble. 

SS81—Tarrlnjr wood.—II one pint of paraffin be 
‘dad to KSllnn ol tar it will dry muoh quloker, and set 

kriio kept much oooler. It flowers at various | SUjft harder and be more durable.—I. Oiliik»t. 
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FRUIT. 

PEAR “ BEURRK DIEL.,: 

This 1’oar is said to have been discovered at the 
end of the lost century at the Castle of Percke, 

new Vilvorde, now known as the Manor of 

Trois Jonrs, and that until 1819 it was known 
as Beurrd des Trois Jours when Van Mons 
obtained grafts, and, believing the variety to 
be unnamed, dedicated it to his friend, Dr. 

Adrien Diel, of Dretz, in tho Duchy of Nassau. 

There it retains its original name. Here it is 
well known as Beurrd Diel, whilst the magnifi¬ 
cent fruit sent from the Continent and Jersey 

reaches the English inarkot under the name of 

Lieurn' Magnifique. The fruit (see illustration) 
is obovate, of the largest size when grown 
agiinst a wall, and of medium size from bush or 

standard trees ; is pale green at first, changing 

to yellow, and is covered with large russety 
dots aud blotches of brown russot ; eye with 
short segments set in an uneven basin ; stalk an 

inch long, short and curved, inserted in an open, 
unevon cavity ; flesh yellowish-white, tender, 

huttcry, and melting ; in season from the end 
o' October to the beginning of December, a 

period now replete with very choice sorts. The 

soil, and one of the reasons generally advanced for 

tree lifting is that the roots have got too deep, 
a pretty certain thing to happen if trees are 

negleoted, but not if they are looked after at all 

times of the year. I grow a good many fruit- 
trees and bushes of all the leading kinds, but 

the time spent on root-pruning is nil. If a 
tree gets into an unfruitful stato I root-prune 

with a spade and mattook, taking the tree right 
out, root and branch, and putting it on the fire, 

as remedial measures cost more than a new tree, 
and then tho site, after being well prepared, 

is at liberty for a new tree, and as I always 
keep a good stock of youDg trees comiDg 
on, no lime is lost, for a tree that will bear 

some fruit the following year can be used, and 

herein lies the ieason why I do not require 
to root - prune. Supposing that the trees 
are brought iu as maidens, or one or two years 

old, from bud or graft, or even on their own 
roots, they ure planted out for the purpose of 
developing into trees fit to transplant into per¬ 

manent quarters during the next planting 
season. The roots ure carefully spread out near 
tho surface, covered lightly with soil, trod iu 

firm, and then mulched to prevent injury from 
frost or drought, and when required for per¬ 

manent planting they will he found to have a 

THE KITCHEN GARDEN. 

COLLECTIONS OR SELECTION OF 

SEEDS. 

Tim rago for collections seems passing away, 

and the more useful and practical plan of making 
selections seems gaining ground. This is not to 

bo wondered at, for if the ownor or cultivator of 
a garden does not know what he requires for the 
soason, it is certainly not to be expected that a 

stranger can make out a better list, and the 
unanimous verdict of those of my friends who 

have gone in for collections is that they get a 
good many seeds that they did want and found 
useful, but that thoy had so many that they did 

uot require at all, that it caused the sorts they 
did utilise to cost them more than if they had 

selected the kinds they had space and use for, 
uud paid, perhaps, a little higher figure for 

them. If wo take the most important classes of 
vegetables, such as Peas, that aro in most gar¬ 
dens in roquoat for as many weeks in tho year 

its they can bo had, wo find in practice that it is 
very ditlicult to allot the precise quantity that 

a moderate-si zod garden would require, and if 
that wero tho only diiliculty, it might he got 

over by having collections rather under the 
quantity one expected to use, and making up 
the deficiency from tho neighbouring seed store. 

The question of suitable varieties is even more 
important than quantity, for in the outskirts of 
populous towns, where the majority of viffa 

residences are located, Pea-sticks are such an 

expensive item, that thev cost nearly as much 
as tho Peas could be bought outright for, and for 
this reason all sorts of contrivances in the shape 

of wiie supports are used, or, as is more gene¬ 
rally the case, all the tall-growing varieties are 

discarded, and only the dwarfs, such as Ameri¬ 
can Wonder, English Wonder, William Hurst, 

and Little Gem, are used. But if there is any 
difficulty in making up a collection to suit any 
two gardens without first consulting the wishes 

of the owner in the matter of such a universally- 
used vegetable as Peas, how can you expect to 

be more auoocsaful with such vegetables as are 
held in the highest estimation in one garden, 
but never used if grown in the next?—I allude 

more especially to Parsnips, Broad Beans, 
Salaafy, Bcorzonera, Chicory, and Artiohokcs — 

that one finds the packets left unopened at the end 
of the season, ana eventually cast into the fur¬ 
nace. Gardens as a rule are not any too large 

to supply the household they are attached to, 
and one of the most important things in the 

management of a garden is not so much tho 
mere planting of certain crops, although a good 

deal depends on that, bnt in making an esti¬ 
mate at the earliest date of what space can be 

allotted to each vegetable, and what quantity of 
seed will bo required, allowing for casualties 
incidental to our variable climate. H. 

Pear “ Beurrf Did." 

tree is a vigorous grower, attaining a large size, 

hardy, a most abundant bearer either as a stand¬ 

ard or upon a wall. Fruit grown in the latter 
mode is often inferior in flavour to that produced 

by standards, dwarfs, and espaliers, though 
brighter and of larger size. Being so reliable as 

a cropper, surplus fruits of Beurr^ Diel are 
invaluable for cooking, a way in which many 
dessert Pears are extensively used. C. 

ROOT-PRUNING VERSUS ROOT-LIFTING. 

1> we may judge of the amount of root-pruning 

done by the number of articles written on it one 
need go no further to seek for the cause why fruit 

crops are so frequently below the average, for 
the youngest novice in the art can tell you that 

only trees that are well established at the root 
can bring crops to perfection, and certainly no 

surer plan of defeating the very object for which 
fruit-trees are planted can be invented than that 

of perpetually disturbing the roots. It is like 

children’s gardening when the plants are lifted 
aud replanted nearly every day to see how they 
are getting on below the surface. Yet one need 

not dig up a tree for this purpose, as the growth 

it makes, or the character of the fruit it produces, 
"ill tell as surely what kind and quantity of. 

roots are below thosurfabhlto any prscticA^rj^ 

grower as if the tree were lifted bodily out ofthe 

mass of fibrous roots, and the wood will be of 
that medium strength that can hardly fail to 

bo fruitful. But this could not be done so 
well if the trees had to travel long journeys 

by rail. Careful planting is a great safeguard 
against deep rootiDg. Whatever direotion is fiven to the roots they will continue to follow it 
or years, and large, but not deep, holes to receive 

the roots should be prepared before tho troe is 
lifted. Put rough turf or loam under the tree, 

and spread the roots out in all directions, but 
do not bury any of them more than 6 inches 

deep, and keep a good mulching over them, and 
see that they never get dry. if any tree grows 

too Btrongly lift it and replant it again, which 
will usually be all that is necessary to insure 

good fruitful trees, but if any after that do not 
repay the care given them with good fruit, 

grub them out and start afresh, for it is only 
wasting valuable time to try to coax some trees 

into fruitfulness. If the stock is health}-, 
however, it may be headed down and grafted j 

but if any signs of canker aro visible, or the 

young wood dies back, grub the tree up and 
start afresh. J. G., Haiti*. 

Caterpillars on Gooseberry-trees.-In answer 
to enquiries in Gardkmno, 1 have never had these pests 
si no* LLplanted Broad Bean* In rows between the trees. 
Jel iMlhiutoe tree* were eaten up with them; hut jhl> 

i.'r-,MJL«fc#euggtsted by a friend, and at onoeaettd upon 
wltMthf greatest success.—M. L. 

Negleoted vegetables.—Dining lately 

in Shropshire with the vicar of a country Btrish, I was delighted to see the Common 
andelion (Taraxacum officinale) served as a 

vegetable. The first leaves had been pulled 

before the flowor-buds had begun to appear, and 
were then plainly boiled and served on toast like 

Spinach. The result was a very delicate vege¬ 
table, with a distinot trace of bitterness, but one 
not so pronounced as to be at all unpleasant. 

J ust at this moment, too, the tops of tho Com¬ 
mon Stinging Nettle (Urtica dioica) are coming 
to their best. At the olose of winter, in the 

first weeks of spring, is the period when fresh 
green vegetables are most scarce, and it is at 

this period that the claims of the Nettlo and 
the Dandelion deserve special notice. Growing 

by the wayside and on waste plots, they cost 
nothing to produoe, and, to far, free from the 

pampering of a plethora of manure, which mar¬ 
ket vegetables too often get, they are of a 
healthier texture. Pushing up in hedgerows 

and sheltered corners before any other vege¬ 

table, they come, not only as a food, bnt as a 
better substitute for “ spriog physic.” If all 

our country clergy would follow the example of 
the one I have mentioned, and not only preach 
domestic economy, but put it into practice in 

those little things wherein it is of most value to 

their poor .parishioners, we should have less 
ociaiifflJJ^‘m praising our thrifty Continental 
judghbouna rfori making | ir good dinner out of a 

basket of wayside1 herbs, to condemn our own 
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peasantry, who too often live in the frying-pan. 

Some of the water in which the Dandelions or 
Nettles have been boiled may be poured on to 

Oatmeal and eaten as “ brose,” and thus those 
properties whioh are of special Value for purify¬ 

ing the blood will not be lost.—M.A , B C.L. 
Leeks -It has occurred to ms that many amateur, 

and other Hardeners, too, may now be throwing 
away surplus Leeks. Pew seem to know what so ex¬ 
cellent dish Leek bulbs make. A hint to them might 
be timely.—Joseph Dickinson. 

HODbB & WINDOW GARDENING. 

SIMPLE HOUSE DECORATIONS. 

We can nover be too simple in our use of plants 

and flowors, especially when we essay to orna¬ 
ment or decorate our homes with them. The 
finest of plant growth is too sacred, the loveliest 

of our flowers too precious to be wantonly and 
wastefally employed, no matter how great our 
joy or how deep and desolate our sorrow. Of 
late years there has been an unwholesome 
rivalry in the reckless use and inordinate pro¬ 
fusion of flowers as used for functions and 

festivities of all kinds. It is to be hoped that 
the extravagant Second Empire sort of profusion 
and wastefulness of flowers naa been ended, and 

there are already signs of this being done, and 
with the best results, for the true and moBt 

satisfy ing use of flowers, dainty or simple, can 
never be measured by their cost in the market, 

by their rarity, or by the difficulty or expense 
of growing them. Flowers in variety and in 
plenty let us have by all means, but it surely is 
not at all necessary that ohoico Orchids and raro 

Pitcher-plants should be frozen to death 
on icy rocket ies or frizzled up by the heat 

of gas light in order that we can enjoy 
their exquisite beauty. Only a few years 

ago and the pendulum swung in the other 
direction, and it was heresy in many gardens 
to cut a flower. As au illustration, wo have 

only to go back to the days of show plants, 
when in many gardens plants wore mainly 
grown for prists at the horticultural shows, and 

the actual owner d»ro not cut a flower from 
thorn. There is a story told of a well-known 
lady who, half a century or so ago, was the 
acknowledged queen of horticulture in London, 
and her splendid collections of choice plants 
were rarely to he Miipatsed as exhibited at the 

metropolitan floral exhibitions. The Amheistia 
nobilis first flowered in her hot-houses, and her 

triumphs were many, but she oould not be 
induced to out her commonest flowers, and 
when importuned by friends whom she did not 
like to rofuse, she generously sent them lovely 

bouquets, Ao., whioh she had purchased in 
Covent-garden-market. The real delight given 

to us by flowers bears but a small propor¬ 
tion to their rarity or profusion. The com¬ 

monest of blossoms after all possess the greatest 
charm, ond a duoheas or a princess even who 

would scorn a bouquet of Orchids may be moved 
to tears by a handful of Violets or Primroses 
artlessly offered to her by a cottager's ohild. In 

the old show plant and bedding-out days, indeed, 
there were very few flowers to out or use in 

any homely and simple way. Now, however, 
we have plenty, from the Snowdrops and 
Violets of Bpring to the Chrislmas Roses and 

Chrjsanthemums of winter, aud even country 
people having neither hot-houses nor gardens 

of their own may find an abundant supply of 
wild flowers, green or bronzed leafage, or hedge 
fruits many and varied, and need never allow 
their flower vases or glasses to be empty a single 
day throughout the year. Here in Europe we 
scarcely ever think anything pretty except it 

be something in the way of a flower. In Japan 
it is different, and leaves and stems set with 
buds of different kinds are thero used with 

excellent effect. The branches of many trees 
may be used as room ornaments at this season, 
and afford a welcome and restful ohange from 
eternal floral arrangements, even although they 

lie of various kinds of flowers. Willows, Elms, 

Maples. Alder, and Sycamore, or branches of 
Pine, Fir, Laroh, or of Aucuba in berry, of 

Shcpherdia, Cornus, or Garrja are eaoh and all 
distinctly beautiful and effective if artistically 

placed in fresh water indoors. Branches of 
Apple and Pear, Cherry and Plum, or dark 
gnarled spurs and shoots set with rosy almond 

buds and blossoms are exquisite wfasn simply ar¬ 

ranged in the light mkI wsntiln of mmiIj 
room. In the exquisite use 'of sVaKJMmpi' <. 

beautiful things the Japanese have taught us 
much, and we might well imitate their subtle 
methods, at least now and then, even if only as 

a relief and chaoge from our usually flowery 
bouquets and glasses of blossoms and Fvrns. 

Now aod them ry a few b anohea of Almond 

or any fruit-tree iu a large vessel of water just 
as the buds are bursting open, and watch the 
effect. Last year I decorated a reception-room 

and never used a single flower ; all the pots and 
vases used were filled with branches and leaves 

only, and the cool and quiet effects were much 
admired. Again, last winter I decorated a 
dinner-table with nothing but dead leaves, Ac., 
with the brown panicles of Astilbe rivularis, and 

it was much liked by all who saw it done. The 
brown winter leafage of Ivy, Tellima, Bracken, 

and Royal Ferns is admirably adapted for such 
uses, and looks well under artificial light. 

What wo especially require in our home decora¬ 
tions is variety—some constant changes of an 
agreeable kind—and it is here that the floral 
artists of Japan are superior to our own. There 

is no forcing nor retarding of flowers in Japan 
as with us, and so it follows that all their pro¬ 
ductions are at least seasonable, and one is not 

wearied by too long a continuance or the repe¬ 

tition of the same things. I have seen a room 
most tastefully decorated by the hostess her¬ 
self in less than an hour, the only materials used 
being fresh green Pine branches and their 

brown cones, relieved here and there with 
dead Fora fronds, chiefly those of Osmunda 

regalis, 0 feet long, and of the most beautiful 
fox-brown tint imaginable. In early winter I 
have seen branches thickly set with crimson 

haws and wild Rose and Swcot Brier stems with 

scarlet hips used with exquisite taste as relieved 
with the bronzy foliage of Mahonia aquifolia. 

Indeed, I sometimes thought that we have, or 
use, too many flowers in proportion to the use 
of stems and leafage, but, at any rate, it is quite 
possible to artistically decorate a dinner-tablo 

or a suite of apartments without a siugle flower 
being used. This is a fact not often grasped by 

those on whom the execution of room decoration 
usually falls, and the constant and but little 

varying use of flowers and hothouse Ferns, often 
the same in kind, leads to a sameness not a little 
depressing to those familiar with the variety of 
material and the range of variation possible in 
its tasteful and proper employment. It is 

the same with plants. A healthy Palm is 
always a lovely and graceful thing, but it is 
the constant repetition—the eternal sameness— 

that irritates and annoys one, for that variety 

is life some of us at least believe. _ Let us have 
variety in our room plants, as also in our flowers, 

and the results will be a gain. A fresh, glossy 
leaved Aralia, an Aspidistra, a group of green 
leaved Dragon-trees (Dracama), a hanging- 

basket or two of fresh green Ivy, or of the 
creeping Fig, all or any of these would give 
us a much-needed ohange. By all means let 
us have Palms in plenty, Phceuix, Latania, 

Corypha, and Cocoa ; but Palms alone in time 

become tiring, and it is then that the wearied 
mind calls out for variety. This relief the 
Japanese obtain by using things only in season 

Natural things as thus used can never weary, 
and our own plan should be to go more direct 

to garden, field, aud wood for our floral and 
leafy decorations, and to use them boldly aud 

simply. _ B- 

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS. 

ft 

3173.-Artificial manures.—Ou»no may be used 
to a moderate extent, but as an all-round fertiliser lor 

lrposee of this kind I know of nothing to equal Thomson e 
me and plant manure.-B OR. 
2488.—Nerlne sarnlensls--When the growth Is 

completed the eoil ehould be gradually kept drier than 
when In lull growth to lnouoe the bulbs to ripen tho- 
rougbly, and thus produoe flowers the next year. If the 
room are In a satisfactory state, and ihe pots of lair site, 
say, Inohes In diameter lor one good bulb, repotting 
will only be required every other year.—8. P. 

3330.—Anemones rrom seed —I reoelved the 
followiog directions lor sowing •• 3c, Brigld Anemones, 
and succeeded very welL My bed was a mass of lovely 
blooms for months, last spring and summer, and they are 
lust beginning to bloom freely again now. Clear away 
18 Inohes of the old eoil from a bed, fill In with oow- 
manure, odd 8 inohes fresh mould from a field, sow 
thinly, cover lightly, water when dry. Thin out as soon 
as plants can be nnndled ; the thinolngs may be planted 
again In another b.d. I found they moved very well. I 
thought them well worth the trouble of preparing the bed, 
and I had no fresh field soil.—Bill. 

Drawings for “Gardening."—/traders trill 
kindly remember that we are glad to get specimen*!!/ 
'teauti/ul or rare flowers and good fruits and vegetable* 
for drawing. The drawings to made will be engraven 
'■ ^Seet manner, and will appear in due court »r. 

IENINO ILLUBTRATXD. U N IV E R S ITl 

Questions.—Queries and answers ate inserted in 
Gardbrino free of eharge if eirrespondents follow the rule* 

here laid down for their guxaanee. dll communtoaliont 
for insertion should be clearly and eoneieely written on 
one side of the paver only, and addressed to the Editob of 
Gabdbxino, 87, Southarnpton-etreet, Covent-garden, Lon¬ 
don. Letters on business should be sent to the Pdblibhb*. 

The name and oddest of the sender are required in 
addition to anydesignation he may desire to he used in 
the paper. When more than one query is tent, each 
should be on a separate piece of paper. Unanswered 
queries should be repeated. Correspondents should bear 
In mind that, as Gaud inure has to be sent to press some 
time in advance of date, they cannot always be replied to 
in the issue immediately following the receipt <] their 
c immunioatume. 

Answers (which, with the eaeeption of such ae cannot 
well be classified, will be found in their different depart¬ 
ments) should always bear the number and title placed 
against the query replied to, and our readers will greatly 
obligt us by advising, ae far ae their knowledge and 
observations permit, the correspondents who seek assist¬ 
ance. Conditions, toils, and means vary *> infinitety 
that several answers to the same question may often be 
ten useful, and those who reply would do well to mention 
the localities in which their experience is gained. Carres- 
pendente who refer to articles inserted in Ououiw 

should mention the number in which they appeared. 

3404.-Water Lily seed.-Would “A. H." kindly 
say where Water-Lily seeds oan be got?—I. L. 

3496. —Culture of Justlola and Bupatorlum 
—A lew hint* on the culture of, Jueticta cnrnea anil 
Bupatorlum ageratoldes will oblige.—D. 

3490.— Planting Asparagus —Is It too late to 
plant two-year old plants from let to 20th of April 
What is the beet time for planting?—W. H. D. 

3497. —Peas for show In July ?—At about what 
date should Californian Wonder Pea be sown to be ready 
lor exhibition the third week In July.—Hon. Sec. 

3498. -Planting Preeslabulbs —Which is the 
best time for planting Freesia-bulb* In Norway? May the 
soil and treatment bo the same os lor Hyacinths?— 
Norway. 

3199.—Bucharis bulbs.—One out ol some two dozen 
Eucharls Lily bulbs reoently potted has sent up a flower- 
spike, with two rather small flowers on It, and no leaves. 
Is not this very unusual?- Australasian. 

3800.—Hardy Water Lilies—Will "A. If." be 
good enough to say where hardy Water Lilies of the 
Marliacea kinds oan be purchajed, and II they are to be 
obtained at moderate prices?—II. 0. Wiiith. 

3501. —Rooting cuttings —I have a large Helio¬ 
trope over the back ol a vinery. I want.to take many 
cuttings for bedding out this summer. Will eomeoue 
kindly lay the surest way to propagate these?—P. R. 

3502. —Bulbs after flowering.—I have a quantity 
ol bulbs now In flower in the garden. What shall I do 
with them when over 1 They are Crocuses, Tulips. 
Hyacinths. D ruble Daffodils, Snowdrops, Winter Aconite 
and Sollies — Laurel. 

8503. -Jerusttlem Artlohokes.-What treatment 
Is necessary tor growing Jerusalem Artichokes In Norway ? 
Are they propagated from root*, cuttings, or seed ? Will 
a northern aspeot. with rather heavy soil, agree with their 
cultivation ?—Norway. 

8504. - New Zealand Flax -When Is the best time 
to plant New Zealand Flax, best soil to grow it in, and 
how should it be treated ? Will it grow from slde+uokers 
(pulled off from the old stools) without any rooW? 
Looollty, Ireland.—England. 

3606.—Improving a lawn.—Will someone odvioe 
what to do to improve a lawn? It ie taken In from a 
Held. At present it is a collection ol weeds. I am using 
lawn sand to kill them. Would It be a good plan to water 
now with guano-wactr, diluted?—W. W. 

3508.—Llquld-manure.-WUl anyone kindly MU 
me at what rate I may safely use a mixture ol pigeon- 
manure and soot as liquid-manure lor suoh things as 
Begonias, Narcissi, Lilies, eto., in pot*? Could I use it 
ssfoly lor Maiden-hair Ferns?—A YotNOSTRB. 

3507.—White Lilies for market.—Would any one 
kindly inform me how to grow for market While Lilies to 
have them in flower from the mouth of D oeruber to 
Maroh ? Full direction* where to pro.ure the cheapest bulbs, 
and how to proceed In growing wiU muob oblige.—J. A. 

3508—Seedling Panslea.-I am growing some 
seedling Pansies, and 1 want to pick out the beet and Sve name*. What are the ohlef qualities to look out for? 

raid I expeot exhibition bloom* from this yeaF* seed¬ 
ling* ? What treatment do they require ?-Albert 8el*. 

8609.—A lean-to greenhouse —I have a lean-to 
greenhouse against a south wall, with no beau Can I 
now Ohryeanthemums In It so a* to have a good show T Is 
it too late to etart ? If not, I thall be eo glad of hint* ae to 
beet kinds, where to prooure, and how to treat7-Lacbbl. 

8610.—Aprloot trees against a south wall.— 
. have two Apnoot-treee against a south wall. As yet 
they have never borne more than lour lrulu Th* tree* are 
large and healthy. They are now Betting a quantity ol 
fruit. Would it be wise to syringe with clean water?—G. C. 

8511.-Plants for a trellis-work -I am erecting 
a trellis-work across a border from north to south, to break 
the force of the east wind. Will anyone kindly tell me the 
names of a lew suitable climbiog plant* vflowering) which 
would Stand out permanently, and when to plant eome?- 
Hon. 8eo. 

3612.-Plants for market -Would anyone kindly 
tell me tbe best way to propagate aid grow for market 
these plant*: the India-ruhber plsnt (Ficus elastic*), and 
Aspidistralurida, and Acacia lophantha? Full dlreotioos 
will much oblige. Also, what Is the best Maidenhair 
Fern to grow lor market, tbe best way to grow It, and 
how propagated, whether by eeed or splitting up? Also, 
wh»t are the best Pelargoniums (Regal) to force for markst, 
anil what ore the earlleet flowering elngle Zonal* to flower ? 
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3513.-Treatment of Tomatoes.—Would someone 
kindly Ull me U It would be any benefit to my Tomato- 
plante to out off the bottom leave* to about the second 
Joint, and would it strengthen them to do this, or would 
It be beet to leave them ont—A Constant Rkadbr op 
GaRDKNIXO. 

8614 — Nasturtiums and annual Sweet 
Peaa—will anyone kindly Inform me what beat should 
be used in a greenhouse for raising ttese, and at what 
height, and when should they be planted In the open 
ground, and the best way to harden them off ?—W. U. 
itl)Ts, Birmingham. 

3515.—Chrysanthemums against a south 
wall.—1 should be glad to know what Chrysanthemums 
would do best against a south house wall, sheltered from 
north and east In Rutland, when they should be planted, 
and If they will flower In winter by being sheltered at night 
without heat ?—H. M. 

3510 -Plant for a centre of a bed —I wish to 
have a centre to a bed in a formal garden in tbc shspe of a 
handsome neat plant. I thought of getting a Cactus, but 
perhaps someone might suggest something hardier and as 
effective? I wish to put it in position about middle of 
May.—O. B J , Alderihot. 

3517.—'‘Spot" on Gooseberry trees.-Whatcan 
Ido for my Gooseberry-trees, wbiob every year become 
covered with a red epot not only on the (saves but on tbe 
fruit? It first appeared on old bushes, but has now oome 
on, the young ones as well. Is there a cure (or it, or Is it 
something In tbe soil?—Mss. Pillocii. 

3618.—Treatment of Beakale.—I have a (ew 
lints of old Seakale In my garden, and It is growing too 
high for covering up In winter. Can I cut the old 
B'unipi down In a level with the ground. If so, will the 
roots form orowna again for cutting next spring for tbe 
table? Also, oan I plant the cut-off stumps, whloh will 
be oaoh about one and a half feet In length ?—ENOLAND. 

3519.—Treatment of various plants —I should 
be grea'ly obliged to any of your readers to give me some 
Information of (he treatment of the following, also the 
time of flowering, oolour, and If any soent of the flowers. 
They have been sent me aa a present. Rhododendron 
Fa'coneri, Leploepermum Lanlgerum, Callstemon 
rigldum, and a plant whloh looks like “ Southernwood.''— 
Saif. 

£520 -Small greenhouses —I have a few small 
greenhouses all well heated with 4-Inch pipes from one 
boiler. I propose to grow Ououmbers for market all tbe 
year round. Do they fruit well enough In winter to pay 
the ooet of fuel and labour f Also wbat other saleable 
vegetables or flowers could I grow In the same bouse with 
them during the year requiring Iht same heat and 
moisture?—J. D. 

8621 —An old Asparagus bed.—I shall b« very 
glad of advloe aa to the treatment of the above ? It has 
been much neglected, having a good deal of Couch Oraas 
aod other weeds amongst the roots. Would a dressing of salt 
remedy the evils mentioned, and, If 'so, what quantity per 
yard? Or would It be better to make a new bed ? When 
should seed be sown, and ought It to be sown where the ted 
is to be made ?—AsvAaAoiie, E. York*. 

8522.—A lean-to greenhouse.—I have a lean-to 
greenhouse 10 yards long by 4 yards wide, height at top 
of roof 11 feet, the fall Delng 8 feot at the side of my 
house faofog due east with one end facing south, which 
gat* all the sun up to 1 o'olock In tbe day. The houee ls 
unhealed, but with windows leading out of* warm kitchen. 
Can 1 grow Tomatoes In this house, and If so, what tort 
would do. and when should I start?—W. B. 

3623.—Layering Rhododendrons.—When It the 
l«eet time to layer Rhododendrons, and how should It be 
dose? When Is the best time to plant the rooted layers, 
and alaoyoung trees I Intend to purchase from a nursery¬ 
man f will they grow In a good maiden loam as well aa 
pest, and under Beech-trees f I have been told that 
nothing will grow under Beech-trees—that the leaves are 
poisonous to plant lift. Is this so ?—Exoland. 

3524.—Roses from cuttings.—I am wanted to 
grow tome Roses of all kinds from cuttings. Will 
“ J. C. 0.” or anyone else kindly tell me the right time to 
put in the Rote-cuttings, and how they are put out— 
whether in trenches with a little tand or In oold frames— 
and how many eyas should be left out, and how many 
batches I oan put in this year, and wbat is the beet- 
situated epot for them in the garden, &c. (—Constant 
Reader. 

3626.—Planting Raspberries.—In planting a 
fresh lot of these last autumn I followed the advice of 
" U. J. Wright,'' given in hie work entitled “Profitable 
Fruit-growing for Cottagers, Ac. "and put l be canes in 
about 8 Inches apart In rows—they appear to be very 
dose. Will any growers tell me If tbey have fried thle way 
of growing Raspberries, and with what result ? Also their 
treatment of the canes after the first or second season ?— 
E. Yorks. 

3520 —Laying out a flower-bed.-What would 
bt a pretty and gay arrangement for a long flowerbed 
against the boose, broad in the oentre and narrowing 
off at each end ; aspect, south-east; locality, Norway? 
List year I had Giant Sunflower* and Dahlias at the 
back, then Scarlet Lobelias, then Pelargoniums of e>ery 
Und and oolour (single), then Yellow Eaohscholtzia, then 
Bine lobelia. This year I should be glad to have a 
thorough change, but on equally gay one.— Norwat. 

*■*?.—■Vines dressed with paraffin —I have 
several old established Vine* lo my vinery (about thirty 
years old); th«y suffered from mealy-bugs a few y ears sgo, 
which, although mostly destroyed, still showed signs 
from year to > ear. When pruning thtm the end of last 
November my gardener dressed them with paraffin ; the 
Yloee commenced breaking out apparently all right In 
■arch, bnt after starting the young buds seem to wither 
off, and little life aeems to be left In the canes, though 
tbs buds and little leaflets which have appeared look 
peen, so that tbe oan re themselves seem not to be dead, 
would someone be so kind as to gl»e me some advice, 
Whether Vines whloh have thus Buffered b- paraffin 
Poisoning can be treated by any antidote to coonvraot 
“s evil, or whether the Vines are past hope ar|i only/fti 
to be destroyed? I may odd that the TCottt irAparkfilii 
and partly outside the house.—B. Brkr. ^ 

3623.—Treatment of Palme, dco.-I should feel 3637.—Oanarlna oampanulata.—T. Bales sends 
much obliged if eomeone would kindly tell me If there I a specimen of thle plant, asking Its name and oulture. 
Is any particular manure I could give Palms, Pteris [ Tbe season is rather late for its flowering. I have rarely 
Fern, and Aspidistras planted In jardimbree, kept In¬ 
doors. but are frequently moved to a warmed conserva¬ 
tory for a change. They are well oared for, sponged, 
watered, and free from draught. Aa they are not 
thriving I would rnuoh like to know what treatment may 
be benefloial to them? Do they require repotting?— 

3529—Black Hamburgh Vine—I purohaaed a 
Black Hamburgh Vine In March 1391 a*a fruiting-cane, ami 
planted It, spreading out the roots and cutting tt down 
to within 12 inches or 14 inches of the ground. The house 
ls a cold or rather unheated greenhouse, well sheltered, 
faolng south-west. The roots are outside, the cane being 
In the house. The Vine grew fairly well, and 1 out It 
back to the level of the glass. Last year I let it grow 
two branohes, which 1 pruned back, leaving one 3 feet, the 
other 4 feet or 6 feet long. This year every eye has 
broken, but no sign of fruit. What ought I do ? Should 
I let It grow as It likes, or confine the growth to one or 
two branohes? I spread a few barrows of stable-manure 
over the roots but did not water It much.—H. 

353n.-Garden frames—I am about building 
permanent pit lor growlug Melons and Ououmbers, and 
keeping plants over winter, tuoh as Olnerarlas, Primulas, 
“ Geranium ’• and Calceolaria outtinga, and forralaing holf- 
bardy stuff In spri g. The size of each frame Ii 4 feet 
by 0 feet, and I mean to have six of those in one pit. i 
intend to build with stone, and afterwards oement the 
walls Inside and out. But about the heating Is where 1 
am confused, haring nothing but etable-manure. How 
oan I keep up a bottom heat of 70 degs or SO degs. for the 
Melon*, and now oan I keep upheat through the winter to 
resist frost? Can tbe pit be built In any way to do ihls, 
or can 1 procure a beating apparatus to do It? If so, how 
deep must I have tbe pit? 1 would like to work the stable- 
manure, if it would do I should esteem it as a favour If 
any practical person gave me some definite advloe?— 
England. 

3531 — Malmalson Carnations.—My Malmalsons 
under gloss are usually very successful, but lately z great 
many of them have been deformed, like those I send with 
this, by having what appears to be a bud in tbe oentro ol 
the flower. The plants on whloh this most frequently 
oocurs are young ones lay ered in July last, and brought on 
In heat through the winter. I shall be very muoh obliged 
If you or any of the readers of Gaudsninq oan tell me tbe 
cause of this disease, and the remedy ; alto how to pre- 
vent in future? I am oareful to keep the plants as free 
from apbls as possible, but have noticed tiny blaok Ineeots 
Inside (he petals occasionally. I am anxious to keep 
Malmalsons In bloom all (he year round : of course, by a 
eucovstlon of plants. Those I have are the original, pale- 
pink kind, but 1 with to know the names of all the different 
varieties—the deep-rose pink and orlmeon—and If there It 
a real Malmalson In yellow ? 1 know the Germanics Tree' 
Carnations; also whether these varieties are as free, 
bloomers as the pale-pink? Any Information on the 
subjeot will be thankfully received.—Orchards. 

> the following queries brief editorial replies 
liven ; but readers are invited to give further 

To 
are given 
answers should they be able to ojer additional 
advice on the various subjects. 

3532 - Orchids eaten by snails (Charles Stephens) 
—This Is the secret you complain of. One or two spool- 
mens of Zonltea alllarla bring concealed In the Sphagnum 
you enclaved, it would tppesr to me that you have Intro¬ 
duced them with the green fresh Moss. You must searoh 
for them sharply after dark, at which time they oome out 
to feed.-J J. 

3533 — Phyllooactus blformls — A. Morris tends 
me this plant for a name, which 1 now gtvo. This Is a 
beautiful species, the flowers being bright-purple end 
very showy ; then Its habit of producing them so early in 
the season makes it doubly useful. I should be glad to 
see eome special growers of the pretty plants again spring 
up. This species is a native of Honduras.—J. J. 

3634.—Hoemanthus deformls (//. S. //.).—Your 
ugly bulb producing a truss of white flowers as enclosed 
Is the species named above. It ls from tbe colony of 
Natal, and It Is scarcely worth growing except for it* 
ugliness. There are. however, some beautiful kinds, of 
which 11. Kalbreyerl, H. inultiflorus, 11. clonabarlna, H. 
Mannl, and others that are beautiful and showy plants, 
and to theseiand such like plants 1 would direot my frleod't 
attention. —J. J 

3636.—Minalobata (J. Dittman\ —You should sow 
the seeds at onos In slight warmth, and keep them In pots 
In tbe greenhouse until about the middle or end of May. 
Then plant them out, placing tall sticks to form a pyramid. 
In this form It will make a very handsome m«ss some 
12 feet or 18 feet high, thickly furnished with its deep- Steen trilobed leaves, and Its sprigs of it* reddish-yellow 
owert, whloh, although not very unlike those of a Con¬ 

volvulus, nevertheless does belong to the tame order. It 
llkis bright sunshine, and It Is well suited for ooverlng the 
sldrs of an arbour. I hope the plant will continue to 
maintain itself in oultivation. It was growing in our 
gard-ns In 1842, but It was lost until reintroduced by 
Mtssrs. Usage and Schmidt, of Erfurt, in 1SS0.—J. J. 

3530 - Odontoglossum Alexandres —II. tt IF. 
sends some flowers of this species, asking why they are so 
thin aod narrow ? I cannot congratulate my friend upon 
these, for they are really a bad lot; indeed, I may say 
they are the worst examples I have seen. He has evidently 
gone in for a cheap lot, and they have turned out a 
failure. One good flower would put all into the abode 
completely. If he want* good varieties, take my advloe 
previously given, buy them in flower, and you will have to 
give more lor a single plant than you say you did two 
years ago for the dozen whloh sou have I should imagine 
bey are plants that, hod already flowered when you bought 
hem, and that tbey were the refuse picked out of a lot. 

You have no redress. Tbey were told you for O 
ids, and that It what they are; so you hsvs no 
lioyat of It, and, beside, tbe prioe should have told 

thing of any good could or would ocr.ioout oi 

seen thie plant elnoe 1 wo* a boy, when it used to flower in 
the month of February. It was a plant that was a great 
favourite of my (list employer. We used to grow it In 
a mixture of peat and loam mode eandy, and duriog the 
wiuter months It was kept In a warm greenhouse. It le a 
native of the Canaries — J J. 

8538 — Brooghtonla aangulnea —J., Edmonton, 
says he ho# lust reoetved a email box of these plant* from 
Jamaica. Tney are In oapltal oondluon. He asks how 
shall he treat them? Well, 1 should advise him to put the 
plants upon good-sited and well-seasoned blooke of wood, 
almost filling each with plants. Bind on with them a 
little 3phagnum Moss. It Is a plant that likes a great 
amount of sunshine, and a nice moist atmosphere, and, 
providing tLU last thing Is oooorded It, It may be exposed 
to all the sun that shine*, saving Just In the hottest part 
of the day.—M. B. 

3539.—Rudgea macrophylla (G. Uorntby).-This 
Is the name given oy Bentnam to tne spcolmen oeot, and 
its native place is said to be Rio de Janeiro, tbougn most 
of the Uudgeas are sold to be natives of Guiana, and this 
plant enjoys a strong heat. Thete plant* are all shrubs or 
trees, this tpeolet being exceedingly ornamental, pro- 
duclng large beads of pure white flowers from ihe points 
of Its shoot*, whloh are finely set. off by It* large deep. Ereen leaves. It Is a plant tbat soon rises upon a stem, 
ut It will bear cutting down, and It will break out and 

make a bushy head. It thrives In a mixture of loam and 
peat made sandy, and when growing it likes an abundanoe 
of water. I am not surprised that y ou think it Is a grand 
plant.—J. J. 

3510.—Maadevalllas (IF. IF.).- Yes; these are very 
beautiful flowers, producing suoh vivid ooloure, and the 
majority of the kinds are very easily grown, too. First of 
all they require to be placed in a house with a northern 
aspect, where they can get an abundance of air and shade, 
and they also tnjoy an ample supply of moisture to their 
roots and in tbs atmospheie. Treated In this manner and 
kept In a temperature which does not fall lower than about 
48 degs. they will do well, and In the summer time 
keep the temperature down as much as possible ny damp¬ 
ing down end shading The following ball dozen I recoin- 
mend you to get: M. amabllls, Davisl, Harry ana In 
variety, ignea in variety, rosea, and Veltohl. You will 
And these all gay-ooloured kinds, and worthy the attention 
of every grower of Orohlda.—M. B. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 

Names of plants.— T. 0. Tansley.—Mogasea oordl- 
folia.-Dergho.—l, Davallla oatiailense ; 2, Adiautum 
graollllmum ; 8, Adlantura oouolnnuiu latum, apparently 
rather dried up ; 4, Send fertile frond.-While Lily, 
1, Phlebodium aureum ; 2, Asplenium bulbiftium ; 8 and 
4, Send fresher and fertile fronds. - J. IF.—1, A Zygo- 
pelalum apparently, but tpeolmeu crushed up in packing; 
2, Cryptomcria Japonic*; 8, TbuJiLobbl; 4, Cupreseus 
Laweoulana vlridia ; 6, Santoiln* incaua.-Z>. —Allium 
neapolltanum -Miss Wren —bird Cberry (I'runus 
Pad us)-A n A mateur —Acacias: 1, Acaola Drummondl; 
2, 3, and 4, Head in flower. Impossible to name from suoh 
tiny scraps without flowers. Brin —3end better speci¬ 
mens. T. Pitt.—Impossible to name from suoh a little 
shrivelled.up piece of Oichid-bulb. bend when In flower. 
-Drake.—Look* like Azalea Criterion, but flowere were 
much oruehed. — An Old Jteadir.— Forty ihla tuapeuoa. 
-ilrs. Byndman.—Naroissus oyclamineus — A Hobsrt- 
son.—Ferns quite unreooguLable, tbiough being packed 
in damp Grass.-IF. M.—Both tre specimens of Tcoouia 
(Bgnonla) radlcans apparently.-tt. 0. ttmalbridge — 
1 aod 2, Polrsliuhum angulaie; 3 and 4, Bum Oxalls 
specie*.-IF. II. D.—Aoacla verriodlata.-A. It. Hart 
—Cymbidlum Lowlanum.-Sandi/urd.—Bird Cberry 
(Prunus Padua).-A. J. 11 a rdeastle.—Rose sent bad all 
fallen to pieces.-Viola.—Megasea oordlfoll*.-IF. 
IFren.—1, Grape Hyacinth (Mueoarl botry oldee); 2, Glory 
of the Snow (Ohionodox* LucUlio ; 8, Specimen too much 
crushed up to name. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
!Fe should be glad if readers would remember that ice 

do not answer queries by post, and that we cannot under¬ 
take to forward letters to correspondents, or insert queries 
that do not contain the name and address of sender. 

J. J. L. Lilly.—The seed of Spinach Beet can be pro¬ 
cured through any seedsman. 

Catalogues received —Dahlias, Bedding Plants, 
Are.-Mr. George Humphries, Kington Langley, Chippen¬ 
ham.-General Plant Catalogue.- Menem. Damanan 
and Co., » San Giovanni a Ttduccio, Naplts, Italy.- 
Stove and Oreenhouso Plants, 4c.- Messrs. E. D. Shuttle- 
worth and Co., Albert Nurserus, Peosbam Rye, London, 
8 E.-Flowering and Ornamental Shrubs, Perei.nials, 
Rock Plants, Ac , Mr. Thomas H*ye», Lake roao Nurwry, 
K-swtck, Cumberland.-A'cw Boses and Flo-istif 
Flowers.—Mtser*. Wo, Paul and Sunn, Waltham Cross, 
Herts. 

DANSIES ! PANsIEB 1!—The following 12 
■L grand varieties for 6a. : Betsy Kelly, Alice Russell, A H. 
Murray, Ellen Patterson. David Rennie, Minnie Boot', Miss 
Hudson, Mm Archer, Al<x Smlm, Royal Sovereign, Thomas 
Hasty, Lord To. Dyson.—A- BAILEY JUN., Pansy Grower, 
S.n derland_ 

PANSIES I PANSIES I !—1 offer following 14 
eihibltion varieties, 3*. 6d: Mr*. Freeland, D. Sturrie, 

Maggie A. Scott, Ellen Patters o, Agne* F. Borrow man 
Isses or Oowilo, Lett Mclsaac, Ed th Brown, Duchess Pnr*- 
land, My Lady. Nell Utlll*. George Cromb, Mrs L Laqney, 
Kabert Stobbie.—A BAILEY JuN.. Pamy Grower, Suuuer- 
laud. 

‘W'lULjdSI VlULcaSI!—Pillowing 12 grand 
v varieties: Countess of Hnpeloun, Lord Klcbu. Sky 

Cloud, Vm Bo ir*r, Rifleman, Mrs. Colman, Bloomer, Oold- 
Sboh- Joral, Lord Derby, Croft House, Aberoorne Beauty. 
2s. id.; >!«, U fldAlffcrd fov Catalogue.—A. BAILEY 
JUN.J H# G’rlMwCiKtkdirlanu, I 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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edited bine), is an. not., post irw.—■ _ CHRYSANTHEMUMS.—Being overstocked 
will sond 50. all diBtlnot, trno to name, for 2s. 61, Inc. 

Morel. Rahaii'it, ko.. new Tar*., Itool plants: or 25 for 1«. Bd. 
— If WOOLMAN. Hmallheath Birmingham^_ 

flARNA'L'IONS.—Cheap to clear.—Salisbury. 
\J white 2s. 3-1. dot.: 6 for Is. 3d , post free.—V. SLADE, 
Toe Nurseries, 8»apoi»roTe. Taunton._ 

p RADERS AND FRIENDS, send your urdora 
Te and get satisfaction before sending cash. It will glee 

. treated orders. Prir.« Chrysanthemum outtlcgs. root out 
doois ca*y, 350,10s.: 150, 5*. Sweot Peas, odours brilliant 
and diversified, 100 etrong--ooied plants, 2s, 6-1. Nasturtium 

NEW DOUBLE FUCHSIAS.—Duchess of 
Edinburgh, Beauty o Exeter, G. Flaubert, Mme. 

Ouignard. 0 MonUland. J. Samary. Mrs. Oh as. Daniels. 
.Tules Christen, M Loaibroia. Purple Finni*, J. Aldrufeu, 
Virginal. 12 vara., 2s. Bd 6 beautiful Coleus, including 
Hart's Conqueror. Countess of Dudley, Brixton Hem, Pom- 
pad ur, Is. 3d. Pearson's grand Zonal Geraniums from 3s. 
per dot. All the above rooted plauts, named, post free. List 
ono stamp — Bi.AKEMORK, St. George s, Wellington, Salop. 

TTARDY PLANTS.—Many beautiful kinds 
■CL Lists free. Eyes of Harpailum rlgldum, Chrys. maxi¬ 
mum aud uliginoaum, autumn Aaters, Helianthus multiflorus, 
a<.d many others, la doz. Fine Violets, WellrSiana, 2*. 6d.; 

OHOIOE FLOWER 8EED8. 

GUARANTEED QUALITY, 
inn For la Bd. I will forward, in neat box, 100 packets 
,uu of Choice Flowor Seeds in 100 varieties including 

Asters, Petunias, Stocks, Ac. Honestly worth 4*.. 
rKTS and bound to give satisfaction. Height, oolour, anil 
. Cultural directions on each packet. 3 boxes, 4a; 6, 
1 /6. 7a Bd. Trade supplied. 

SEEDS IN PENNY PICTORIAL PACKETS. 
Customers can make selection from Catalogue, at following 

low prioes: 90. doz.; 25, la 4d : 50, 2a. 6d-: 100, 4s. Bd. 
French Ranunculua la. 90.100- Lil. Tigrrnum, sgle., Is. 3d. 

doz.; double, 2a doz. Splendens, beat of all, 2s. doz. 
All orders oarriage free. Seod Catalogue free. 

J. W. WOODWARD. Soodsman, Ac., 
52, Finsbury Pavomont, London. E C. 

DAHLIAS A SPECIALITY. 
TTUMPHR1ES’ First Prize varieties are the 
H best money can buy. Before purchasing send for Cata¬ 
logue, aud see the choice Collection. Strong plants, true to 
name, now ready, Show, Pompone, Oaotua and rtinil a, from 
5«. per dozen, carriage paid. — HUMPHRIES, F.K.H.8., 
Nurseryman. Chippenham. _ 

CHEAP AND STRONG PLANTS. 
12 Begonias, elnglo mixed ooloura, started In gruwth . 3a Od. 
12 OcrmniuQiB, Bplondld named tarle'tea. .. • • 
12 Geraniums, scarlet Voeurius, Is. 3d.; 100 .. .. 8«. 01. 
12 Oeraatunis, H Jaooby’s best orlrason, la 0d.: 100 . lia. ba. 
12 Geraniums, Niphetoa White, la 9d.; 12 .Master 

Christine .. .. •• .. •• •• ..Is. 9d. 
12 Geranium., C. P. Gem, gold-leaf, la 9d.; 12 Black 

Douglas, bronze .. • 
12 Geraniums, Mrs. Pollook, 2s. 3d.; 12 Silver-leaf .. Is 9d. 
12 Calceolaria, Golden (Join. Is. 3d.; 100.is. 01. 

All carriage paid. 

HUMPHRIES, Nurseryman, CHIPPENHAM. 

flERANlUMS, autumn-rooted cuttings.— 
vj Soarlet Ve.uvius, is. 3d. doz.: 7a 100. Flower of 
Spring, Is. 81. doz.; Ills. ICO. Crystal Palace Gem, la lOil. 
doz,: lls. 100. P-rilla (brouze), 2s. doz.: l'.s. 100, post free 
for cash —JAMES BARTON, Northbrldge-strect, Roberts- 
bridge. RUMMl . _ __ 
JTAVIND inure CHRYSANTHEMUMS than 
LL we can pot on, will send 25 for Is. 3d., beet sorts growo ; 
12 named. Is. 3L—TURNK-t, Thatto-heath, St. Helena 

1UTAIDEN HAIR FERNS—12, Is. 3d ; 50 
ill fronds, la 3d. 6 greeohouso Ferns, Is. M. 1 large 
Maiden hair, !• 3d. 2 Asparagus Farm. U. 3 J.—TURNER 

PENNY PLANTS. 1® 3i. worth, free.—Gera- 
1 nlums. Fuchsias, Calceolarias, Mu ik. Veronicas. Ferns, 

CREAT 
REDUCTIONS 

IN CHRYSANTHEMUM 
NOVELTIES. 

We have still a fine stork of the following Novelties, 
and can offer them In strong plants at the under¬ 
mentioned low prices (in or out of pole):— 

GEO. W. CHILDS, 
Without exception the most magnlfloent Crimson 

Japanese in cultivation, 3,. each ; 3 for 7s 

Primrose I*eagu9 
P.8. Matthews .. 
Mrs. F. I*. Ames .. 
Mrs. W. Cutting 
Florenoe Boyd 
Col. W. B. Smith 
Poa* 1 Beauty .. 
John H. Taylor .. 
Mrs. Henszey 
Mr. G. Dittrich .. 
Lord Brooke 
Robt. Flowcrday 
Judge Holtt, grand seed- 

ling Anemone 

!«. 01 eaoh ; 8 for 0s. Od. 

2*. 0d. each ; 3 tor 59. 0d. 

3s. Od. eaoh ; 3 for 7s. Od. 

2s. Od. each ; 8 for 5s. Od. 
Is. 6d. eaoh; 3 for Si. 6 I. 
Is. 01. each ; 3 for 3s. 8d. 

2s. Od. each ; 3 for 5s. Od. 
le. 0d. each ; 3 for Ss. 0d. 
Is. 0d. each ; 3 for 3s. Od. 
2e. Od. eaoh ; 3 for 0*. OJ. 

le. Od. etch ; 3 for 2s. Oi¬ 

ls. Od. each ; 3 for 4e. od. 

2s. Od. each : 3 for 4s. GJ. 

Auricula*. Margu-ri'es, Deuuias, 
' — ■' * " Helen's. 

Passion-flowers, Anil 
Euonymus, ko.—TUR. 
QEEDS, 2d. pkt. ; 12. le. 6d.—Primula*, 
►J Cinorarias, Cafocolarias, Begonia, Cocksoomb, Fern, 
Palm. Tobscoo-plant, Cyclamen, Agapanthus, Autirrbinums 
Asters, Stocks, kc. 12 packets onolco annuals. Is. 3d.— 
TURNER ThaUn-heath. St. Holou's. 

AMATEUR'S GARDEN GUIDE, 64 pages, 
xL. 100 Illustrations, how to grow everything, Bd.: post free. 

All other Novelties half price. 

Catalogues with full descriptions post free cf 

PITCHER & MANDA, 
The United States Nurseries, 

HEXTABLE, SWAHLEY, KENT. 

■i1ffWTTH ») DI ^ (t B iJ if-Iv 8 

MS.—Double Ivy-leaf, strong 
lanIs, finest varieties, 12 distinct. nsm»d, Ss.; 6 for 

FYOU WANT Prize Double Ten-week 
large-fl. Stocks or Viotorla Asters for show, my mixed 

strsins havo proved positively the finest oroourahle, Bd. pkt., 
eaoh post free. Stratagem Pea, Bd.; Welch's Sensational, 
strains havo proved positively the finest oroourshls, Bil. pkt., 
each post free. Stratagem Pea, Bd.; Welch's Sensational, 
average nine Peae In eaoh pod, splendid exhibition variety, 
Is.; Oauadlan French Bean. 5d.; Champion Scarlet Runners, 
6d per p nt. 2s. Bd. worth free. Fer other tested Flower 
and Vegetable seeds of high-elass quality see Catalogue, free. 
-WILLIAM WELCH, Heed Grower, kc., Rush-greon, Rom¬ 
ford. Essex. __:_ , 

NTS. I ti'jral;LTMsi:i:VLDu J; l A ’ (ij■ -j ff.Y 
f f —Strong, well rooted, 2f. down. For new and proved 

beet sort* bog mr Descriptive List, free.—WELCH, above. 

LARQE8T-«W EARTH- 
First season offered. Fruit enormous slsa of 3 lb. eaoh, 

rich scarlet, magnificent for exhibition, grand flavour, 2 

MRS.POARDNidB,'>The FlP Trees. STROUD, 

SUPERIOR TUBEROUS BEGONIAS 
For window or greenhouse oulture Msgmfloeut collec¬ 

tion, .old medal alraln, glgantlo bloom*, 5 luohoa to 7 Inches 
across, r,cb and rare oolours. Singles, 3, 2s; 6, 3s. 9*1.; 12, 
Ca. Bd. Doubles, Immonio blooms, like Roms, 3, 2s. 6d. ; B, 
4a. 91.: 12.9s , carriage paid ___ 

M*N. GARDNER, The Fir Tr»es. 8TROT7D._ 

"TERNS (Evergreen).—12 hardy large-rooted 
I feathery varieties, 2s. 6d., free. 12 sorts Irish Orohida, 5a. 
50 tufts Gonilsna verna, gorgeous for edging, 12«. 6d. Prion 
Llst,ld.-O KKLLV.(ll narrn House.Rallyvaughan,On.Clare. 

•nOUBLE WHITE ROCKET.—The grand old 
JU awont-aoented hardy plant. Is. eaoh: J, la. 9d„ free.— 
O. AMBROSE. Oowpe, Watorfoot, Manchester._ 

DANMES I PANSIES 

jVyUVJ so Daisies, Red and White, Is. 3d. 25 Tufted 
Pansies, Is. 3d. 12 Polyanthus, la. 3d. 12 Auricula, la 3d. 
25 Sweet William, Is. 3d.—TURNER, 8t- Helen's. 

nf\ AArt SEEDLING CARNATIONS, 25, 
I UlUUU Is. 3d. 6 Sweot Briers, Is Sd. 6 Irish Ivy, 

Is. 3d. 6 Golden Elders. Is. 3d., froe—TURNER, Tnatto- 
heath St. Helen's. __ 

DON’T MISS THIS. 
P. d. 

12 Nlootlana afflnl*, beautifully swoot ecooted .. .. 1 0 
40 Asters, finest mixed variotlea. all colours .. ..10 
20 Now Cambridge Bluo After (Novelty).10 
10 r' ew double Waite Mignon Aster .10 
15 Flna Btrong Verbenas, all new shades.10 
50 PanBle*. all from flneft Oernian Bewl.10 
15 Double Dahlia*, all sh«dee of oolour.10 
A) Single DabiioB, all oolourn of rainbow.10 
25 Tomato plauis Sutton's Perfection, for potting up .. 1 0 

2 Pine Btrong plants RolliBson’s Telegraph Cucumber 1 0 
20 Pine strong Sweot Williams, soon bloom .. -10 
20 Seedling Geraniums, with tostruotlona how to grow.. 10 

All shore plants will be carefully packed in Moss, named. 
Carriage paid on all orders orer Is. 
_ (i F. LETTS, West Hadden. Rugby._ 

•THE YELLOW FOXGLOVE.—Stately, hand- 
-L some, and uncommon, but hardy and easily grown. 3 
well-rooted pleats, Is., free, with cultural directions.— 
JOHN RAYNKR. Avenue. Southampton._ 

GEM for HANGING-BASKETS.—Trail- 
• ing Belifljwor (Campanula fragUls), wreaths of lovely 

salver-shaped bluo flowers; hardy, easily grown. 3 good 
plants, la, free, with directions.—RAYNER. as above. 

rpHE HARDY MAIDEN-HAIR (Thaliotrum 
-L adiantifollum), fine follaae, closely resembling the 
famous Fern. Exoellont for outtlng: flourishes everywhere, 
3 strong plants. Is., free, with dlreotlons.- RAY NER.S-above. 

p VERLASTING SUNFLOWERS give sheaves 
Li of goldon flowors, grand in garden and for cutting, flourish 
anywhere; Incrraso yearly, i good roots, Is., free, with 
dlreotlons.—R A YNH.It, as above. _ 

ABEAU’JIFUL HARDY UL1MBER. — PERNS.—6 lovely Maidenhair, 2s. j 25 Chrys 
American Bollbind. Grows 20 ft. in a season ; festoons £ anthemums, best kinds, 2s ; 12 Double Tuberous Bego 

boloontea, ki.; oovered enormous rooe-pink, trumpet-shaped o(M tno i .train, 4s.; 8 Fuchsias, 6 »ar., Is. 6 I.; ■) Doubli 
blo-som. all summer. 2stro g roots, Is., free, with dlreotlons Petunias, Is 6d. ; 6 Perennial Sunflowers, 1s. Bd.: 6 Hello 
—RAYNER, as ab 'T". Ilth sesson__ tropes, Is Bd.; 12 Dahlias, pot roots, 2» Carriage paid.- 

i?KRN8 from DEVONSHIRE, CORNWALL, w4en * ° ■ Th" K,'ro'h*m 
X and SOMERSET.—Instruction book for making rockery, K‘ nting, ko , with esoh 5*. order. 12 named varieties, 7s per 

; 30 Parcel Post. 2s. 3d.; 50 large 3a fid., post free. 
Oa'alogue. 2d. Rstabllshed 30 yesrs.-OILL, Lodging-house, 
Lynton North Devon 

pREAT JAPANESE WINEBERRY.—Anew 
IT delicious fruit, perfeotly hardy, strong rooted plants, 
free, Is. Sd : 2. 2s. 6d —Gardener, Lynch Rectory, Mldhurst. 
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ROBBS. 

ROSE NOTES. 
1 think lb worth recording that several bunches 

of White Banksiaa Roses were out from a plant 
growing on the front of a gentleman’s residence 

oq the last day of March just past. The aspect 
is south, and the situation a sheltered one. 
The plant, I may mention, is rather an old one, 
reaching to a height of about 20 feet. This is 
the earliest date on which I have known Roses 

of any kind to be in flower out-of-doors, and is 
evidence of the earlinesa of the aeaaon ao far. 
Associated with the same plant is one of Oloire 

de Dijon, with the flower-bads well advanced. 
Perhaps I ought to mention that I write from 

the West of England. 

Tka Rose Adam.—I am free to admit that 
there have been many beautiful new Tea- 
sceulcd Rosea introduced within tho last few 
years ; but, exoept that they differ somewhat in 
colour, and are more hardy, there is not one 
that surpasses the exquisite beauty of the Rose I 
have placed at the head of this note, though it 
is an old one. I believe it was introduced from 
France about the year 1838, so there aro few 
older kinds now in cultivation. In catalogues the 
colour is described as salmon-rose, but in some 
charming blooms that I saw in tho conservatory 
at Monty’s Court, near Taunton, a few days 
ago, I could not find any trace of salmon colour, 
but a rich tone of soft rose pervaded the 
whole of tho bloom, exoept at the base of the 
petals. I do not know when I have seen such a 
combination of sweetness and delicate colouring 
in any flower. It is unfortunate that it is not 
hardy enough for outdoor culture, but as a 
moderate climber—as the plant is grown to 
which I refer—it does exceedingly well under 
glass, and is nearly always in flower. I have, 
however, seen this Rose at different times 
during the past five years, and it baa never 
been without either buds or expanded blooms. 

Marechal Niel in the open air —I recently 
•tated that, ao far as I knew, this Rose was not 
subject to canker when grown out-of-doors. I 
find, however, that such is not the case, as in 
the garden alluded to in the preceding para¬ 
graph there is a plant on the south front of the 
bouse that is as near dead as possible, owing to 
canker having attacked the stem just under the 
surface. The plant is about ten years old, and 
five years ago was in a fairly vigorous condition, 
but since then it has been gradually dying. 

Climbino Niphetos.—It may not be gener¬ 
ally known that this Rose submits to being ent 
down in the same wav as Mardchal Niel is 
treated as soon as the first lot of flowers fade ; 
having tried it, I speak from experience. By 
cutting back the last year’s growth now one 
loses the second crop of flowers; but as these 
come in when white Roses can be obtained from 
the open their loss is more than made up for by 
the increase in the size and number of blooms 
obtained early the following year from the 

Newly planted Roses.—Up to the timo of 
writing the season has not been favourable for 
late planted Roses. The want of rain is much 
felt, as the growth shows signs of shrivelling, 
and nothing short of a good root watering and 
a thick mulch of manure laid on the surface 
direotly after will save them. A good syringing 
two or three times a day would also help them 
immensely while the dry weather lasts. The 
Rose-maggot will no doubt be in evidence earlier 
than usual according to the season. A good 
look out must therefore be kept for them, so aa 
to destroy them before they do any harm. 
_ J. C. C. 

Rose William Allen Richardson.— 
This Rose was introduced about fourteen years 
ago, and became very popular on account of 
its charming and unique colour. In this re¬ 
spect it is one of the most distinct Roses we have. 
Unfortunately, it has two or three peculiarities 
that are more generally associated with Mard- 
chal Niel ; I allude to canker, wartiness, aud 
very erratic and uncertain growth. One may 
plant either of these varieties, Bay six of each, 
and although they are all treated alike and are 
of equal strength and quality when planted, a 
couple of seasons will probably see two-thirds 
of them grown into grand objects, while the 
remaining third will scarcely have improved 
since they were transplanted; indeed, some 
may be worse than when first planted. This is 
a pccnliar characteristic in both of these grand 
Rosea, and one which I cannot account for in any 
way, as I have found the sumo results occur 
among plants that were propagated from tho 
same shoot and upon stocks of similar strength 
and quality. Both varieties are also much sub¬ 
ject to canker, and this annoying ditease natu¬ 
rally attacks the strongest plants with extra 
severity. The complaint which I will call 
“wartiness,” for want of a better name, seems 
to me to also bo a species of canker, but this 
occurs at many places upon the plant, and n< t 
at the junotion of stock and Rose, as is usually 
the cate with tho ordinary form of canker. 
William Allen Richardson also varies very 
much in colour, the flowers sometimes being of 
a very deep oraDge-yellow, while at others thi y 
may be almost, snd even quite, pure-white; 
other flowers will consist of these two colons 
blended more or lets with one another. In 
either case it is a most useful Rote for button¬ 
holes. It is necessary to call attention to this 
variation of colour, as many purchasers have 
complained prematurely of having been supplied 
with an inferior or spurious variety. 1 nave 
noticed these different shades of colour upon 
the same plant and even upon the same truss. 
This is the finest deep orange-ooloured climbing 
Rose we have, and deserves to be quite as exten¬ 
sively planted as Mardchal Niel.—R. 

A cankered Marechal Niel Rose in 
a green house —I had a Mardchal Niel 
Rose to which I was attached from ts-'v"'ation. 
It becamo badly cankered and looked iiko dying. 
I divided a flower-pot and put the two parts 

the painters, and I watered the pot carefully 
every day. The Rose revived, and had a few 
small flowers last autumn. This spring it 
started into vigorous growth, and the gar¬ 
dener and I found the pot full of healthy roots 
which were growing downward to tho ground. 
He was unwilliug to do it, but under my direc¬ 
tion about five weeks ago he divided the stem, 
which parted at the canker, and by digging 
away tho soil beneath we carefully lowered the 
now roots with the main part of the new growth 
into the ground, tilling the hole with freah soil. 
The plant has iu no way suffered, and now has 
quite fifty large well formed llower-buda on it. 
The stem removed, with a small piece of new 
root, was potted, and has not flagged, but is 
growing well; and had not the gardener been 
afraid to try leaving the head on, I believe it 
also would have flowered. The whole plant 
was brought here eight years ago last Novem¬ 
ber, having to my knowledge been flowering for 
several years previously.—M. F. 

3324. — Rosea from cuttings. — Your 
enquiry covers a good deal of ground, and 
would require a whole page to answer fully. 
Regarding the right time to put in the cuttiDgs, 
that depends on when you can get them. If 
you have Roses growing in a warm house you 
may be ablo to get cuttings now. If so, secure 
the hardest of the young growths and make them 
into cuttings, each cutting to have three eyes, 
and one, if not two, leaves left upon it; then 
iusert them in pots of candy soil, and place 
them on boLtom-heut. If the latter is not avail¬ 
able, you bad bettor wait another month before 
taking the cuttings ; then place the pots in a 
small frame or a box in a warm corner of the 
greenhouse. If a box is used, a square of glass 
must be had for a covering to exclude the air. 
With regard to the kinds of Roses that may be 
raised from cuttings, there aro some—the Old 
Cabbago and I’ink Moss Roses—that are not 
readily increased in this way. Most of the 
Hybrid Perpetuals and Teas, aa well as the 
Noisettes, are not difficult to propagate in this 
way. Supposing all these are available, and 
you have only the convenience of a cold 
frame in which to place the cuttings, you 
had better wait uutil the beginning of 
August before you make a start. Even then 
it will pay you to make up a hot-bed for the 
frame, and plunge the pots to their rims in a 
bed of soil from 4 inches to G inches deep. 
Treated in this way, the cuttings will form roots 
in about two months. Another plan is to mix 
up a good lot of sand with the toil on a border 
facing east or west, then put on tho frame, and 
dibble the cuttings firmly in the soil. Another 
lot of cuttiDgs from the H.P.’s may be put in 
the open ground the first week in October, a 
fair proportion of which may be expected to 
grow. If you put the cuttings under gloss at 
any time before October, you must keep them 
shaded, and in bright weather damp thrm of an 
afternoon with aeyriDge, and be careful not to 
let the soil below the surface get dry, or the cut¬ 
tings will surely die. Cuttings put in in Octo- 

ronrtd the canker last summer, filling the pot ber should be stouter and longer than those 
-„ — - _0 „.— — with earth and Moss to prevent the soil, which is taken earlier, and not more than one or two 

joiing wood, which results from the cutting-I loose andliandy here, from washing away. Round eyeOpfaMpaf^kfrt0*1' ond in every caso press 

downs,atom. Digitized by bound a Pieceof aoloth0^^EferfY OnuMf!? 
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GARDHN WORK.* 

Conservatory. 
We shall never have a busier time than the prosont. 

Many things require potting on, and must have attention 
without delay, or they will suffer. A group of Fuohsias 
Just expanding their blooms have a oharmlngly fresh look 
about them. Pelargoniums of the old-fashioned type are 
very effective, as are also the double and single Zonals. 
Plants of the latter intended for blooming In wlntershould 
have the leaders plnohed to make them bushy, and be 
potted on as more room is required. Large specimens 
will require a little training, but U9e as few etakes as 
possible, and have them small and not too conspicuous in 
oolour. Bamboo canes are capital for training plants, and 
are oheap and lasting. Axaleas past their best clear of 
dead and faded blooms, and plaoe In a war n, shady bouse to 
make wood. If perfectly dean they will do in a warm 
vinery ; but If there Is any suspicion of thrlps, keep them 
out of the vinery. Cyclamens out of bloom move to a cold 
pit to complete and ripen growth. Young Cyclamens 
ooming on will require warmth to encourage growth. It 
requires good culture to grow Cyclamens from seed to the 
blooming stage in one season. Most of the large growers 
sow their Cyolamen seeds almost as Boon as ripe, and so give 
the plants more time. Save seeds from good strains of 
Cinerarias and Chinese Primulas. Old plants of both, li 
no longer effeotive, may be thrown out. Look closely 
after inseota and oheck their approach by the use of 
ineeotlcides. I am always averse to fumigation when the 
house is gay with flowers, as the petals droop so much 
when the house Is hsavlly smoked. Heliotropes planted 
out in the border, either grown as bushes or trained up 
a wall or pillar, are very fragrant, aod useful for cutting. 
Remove all late buds from Camellias, as the Sowers are 
not required now. Double Wallflowers of good strains are 
nioe things for the oonservatory. I taw a group of these 
In a friend's oonservatory a few days ago, and very sweet 
they were. The seeds should be sown next month and the 
seedlings prloked off In the border outside to be potted up 
in September, and kept in a oool pit to come on gently 
during winter. Hard-wooded plants, euoh as Heaths, 
Azaleas, and New Holland plants generally, may be repotted 
If they require It; but large specimens in good condition 
may go several years without a shift, especially If helped 
with a little stimulant duriag the growing and flowering 
seasons. See that olirabers are properly thinned and 
trained; things soon get Into a hopeless tangle If 
neglected, dive ooplous waterings to plants In borders, 
such as Roses, Ac. 

Stove. 

Growth is very rapid now, and the bright tints of leafage 
and blossom are well brought out under the very thin 
shade which it has been necessary to use during the late 
bright weather. Repot young plants Into larger pots, but 
It Is always advisable to leave a considerable number of 
healthy young plants in 6-lnoh pots for table deooration 
and general furnishing. It Is always neoessary, where 
muoh furnishing is done, to have young plants and Ferns 
ooming on, and for this purpose outtings and seedlings 
should bo raised in Quantity every season. Five-inch pots 
filled with Lyoopodiums, Panloum variegarum, Trades- 
oantla vittata, and other plants of ornamental character in 
a small slate, should be Oiled every spring, as for this 
purpose old plants are of no use. Tuberoses may be 
brought forward as required. They are not difficult to 
grow. The finest flowers are obtained whon the plants 
are helped on in heat; but Tuberoses will flower In a oool 
greenhouse. They will come later, of course, but it is an 
advantage to spread the blossoming time over the season 
as muoh as possible. Shift on young stook of Bouvardlas, 
and continue to strike outtings of 1’olnsettlas. Cuttings 
of the soft shoots of Gardenias, Ixoros, ho., will root now 
in a brisk bottom-heat. 

The Orchard-house. 

The culture of fruit-trees in pots Is very interesting, 
and its details ore not difH suit to master. One would not 
recommend It for the supply of a large family, but for 
the amateur who likes a succession of fruits, but not in 
large Quantities, the pot system of oulture will suit 
admirably. I have been told the Messrs. Rivers sell 
thousands of trees annually, and the purchasers are 
chiefly amateurs. Given a light, airy house, with Just 
pipes enough to keep out frost, though there is no reason 
why Peaohes in pots should not be foroed. Where the 
orchard-house system Is onoe started It Is always desirable 
to have a warm bouse os well as a cool one. In the warm- 
house, early Peaches, Figs, and Grapes may be grown, and 
In the late house, late Peaohes, Plums, and Cherries. One 
of the advantages attached to the growing of fruit-trees 
In pots Is this—the houses may bo cleared of the trees In 
autumn, and Ailed with Chrysanthemums, and as now It 
Is not uncommon for an amateur to grow some hundreds 
of these the difficulty of housing them would be solved if 
one combined the oulture of fruit with Chrysanthemums. 
Tomatoes will do treated In the same way. Planted early 
In spring, the Tomatoes will be pretty well over by Ootober. 
and the Chrysanthemums ready to be taken In. 

Mushroom-beds In Cellars. 
It is sometimes thought that manure placed In the 

basement of a house must neoessarlly be unhealthy ; but 
if any bad smell arises it will be due to negleot. Mix one- 
fourth of loamy soil with the manure, turn and blend it 
well, make up the beds In tho form of ridges on the floor, 
and cover with a little loose soil to absorb any ammonia 
whioh may arise during the process of fermentation. 
Spawn when the lomporature Is steady at 88 degs, or so. 
Add 1J Inohes of soil when the spawo Is working freely 
and cover with long old hay; or old mats will do. Covering 
keeps the moisture in the beds. Beds in bearing must 
have moisture ; liquid-manure will be beniflolal. Atmos- Sherlc moisture must be kept up by flooding paths and 

amplng walls. 

Cold Frames. 
Where there is muoh bedding out temporary shelter 

may be Improvised now with the aid of rough boards and 
stout canvas. The plants from the pits and frames may 

* norriirmdGfrtcf, (As operations referred 
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be moved to the temporary plaoes, and the frames be filled 
up again from the houses. Ououmber and Melon seeds 
should be sown now to have young plants ready to set 
out when the bedding plants are removed. 

Window Gardening. 
Stand 8pineas in pans of water, as they are so difficult to 

keep moist. When Azaleas have done flowering, pick off 
dead flowers and seeds, examine drainage, and see if the 
plants require repotting. If potting is required do it at 
onoe, and then keep the plants in the warm part of the 
room till the growth is made, and getting a bit Arm. 
This will take till July, and the plants may then go into 
the open air. 

Outdoor Garden. 
The sunshine is splendid, but If It continues the water- 

pot must be used freely, especially to newly-planted trees 
and shrubs ; even newly laid down lawns must be watered 
if the Grass is to get established quickly for lawn-tennis or 
orinket, a scattering of newly-out Grass willbebeneflolal on 
newly-laid turf, and mulohlng of some kind Is absolutely 
neoessary to all newly-planted trees. If small seeds are 
required to germinate quickly the ground should be 
watered before sowing, and after the seeds are sown and 
covered with fine soil shade of some kind must be impro¬ 
vised. It is a very rare occurrence to recommend Bhode 
for outdoor orops in April, but the sunshine this year Is 
quite phenomenal. If it is necessary to transplant any¬ 
thing during this dry weather the plants must be well 
watered before removal, and be puddled in the boles and 
then mulohed, and, if possible, shaded, the syringe being 
used freely over tho foliage. If proper precautions are 
taken planting may be done mornings and evenings 
without injury to anything. Out all dead wood out of 
specimen and shorten back long shoots where 
symmetry Is essential. The proper time to prune all 
flowering shrubs is immediately after flowering, and the 
best way to keep them in condition is to do a little pruning 
annually. In most oases all that Is required is to weed out 
the long, straggling branches to give room for the young 
shoots to oome up. When flowering shrubs are pruned in 
winter the blossom-buds are cut off; but if pruned after 
flowering there will be a good bloom every year. The 
nights have sometimes been oold and frosty, but I have 
never seen the Bleeding Heart (Dielytra spectabllis) In 
better condition than it is at the present moment. Not a 
single flowering-shoot has been Injured. Dry frosts are 
not nearly so Injurious os when a frost follows a storm of 
oold rain or sleet. This Is a very good town plant for a 
sheltered reoesi. I have seen it very effeotive in sovoral 
gardens lately. Salomon's Seal also is another useful sub¬ 
ject, especially for partially shaded borders. Wonderfully 
bright are the masses of Hyacinths in beds and borders, 
not a flower damaged by wind or storm. There should be 
no difficulty now In thoroughly eradicating all weeds. Use 
the hoe freely. 

Fruit Garden. 
Fruit prospects, at the time of writing, are still satis¬ 

factory. Tnere is so much blossom on the Plum-trees that 
a severe thinning will be an alvantage. Pear-trees also 
are white over with blossom, and here, again, a severe 
thinning will be beneficial in every way. So long as the 
weather oontirmes dry the low temperature at night will 
not do much harm. Aprioots and Peaohes on south walls 
will, on dry, porous soils, require watering. If green fly 
appears on Peaches dust with Tobaooo-powder Immedi¬ 
ately, and repeat oooasionally as long as a fly remains. 
Peaohes under glass will require a good deal of attention 
now in tying down young wood. There is frequently too 
muoh of this wood laid in. Only sufficient young shoots 
to form the bearing wood of next year are required. In 
thinning the crop a good deal of resolution Is neoessary, 
especially If the fruits are for sale, as small, badly-grown 
Peaches are worthless. Give liquid-manure freely to 
Peaohes where the stoning is completed, but disoontinue 
Its uss as soon as the fruit begins to put on oolour. If 
Peaohes are watered up to the time they are fully ripe the 
flavour will generally be spoilt. Peaches should not be 
hurried during the stoning period, but afterwards a night 
temperature of 60 degs. may be employed to push on the 
fruit if required very early. Early-forced Vines in pots 
will now be colouring their fruit, and moro ventilation will Muired ; In fact! the bouse should not be altogether 

, as most good cultivators leave a little air on all 
night. In giving stimulants to Vines strong liquids should 
not be used too freely. I would rather mix whatever arti¬ 
ficial Is used with the top-dressing than run any risk of 
spoiling the oolour, which a too liberal use of strong 
liquids will sometimes do. I have still some late Straw¬ 
berries In pots packed away under a north wall, but these 
will be started now In a oool pit. 

Vegetable Garden. 
Small seeds at the time of writing want rain. In sowing 

seeds now plaoe them rather deeper in the ground. This 
refers to all seeds, such as Peas, Beans, Turnips, Beet, ho. 
When the seeds germinate they will soon force their way 
through the soli: but small seeds will not germinate In 
dry, hot, dusty soli. They should be laid in a little deeper, 
so aa to oome Into ooatactwith moisture. Oardoons are not 
much grown. They require some knowledge of Frenoh 
oookery to be thoroughly appreciated; but anyono 
wishing to give them a trial oan easily rales plants from 
seeds sown In small pots, three seeds In a pot, to be 
reduced to one when the strongest can bo selected. Place 
the pots In the greenhouse or pit. Later orops can be 
planted Intrenches like Celery, the seeds being planted at 
intervale of a foot or so all along the drills. The plants 
are tied up and blanohed whon large enough, or, say, by 
September. H«y-bands are usually wrapped round the 
plants to keep them together, and prevent the soil getting 
Into the hearts when the plants are earthed. Continue to Eriok off Celery till enough plants and a margin beyond 

ave been scoured. Shade and moisture are essential for 
rapid, plean growth. Turnips in good soils may be sown 
In rather larger quantities. I don't know a better variety 
for sowing now than the Early Milan, whlah Is a kind of 
Strap-leaved Slone. Later on there 1s nothing better than 
Bed Globe, or the Red Amerloan Stone. Get Potato¬ 
planting finished In all backward districts. Plant Marrow 
Peas in succession. There aro plenty of good varieties to 
select from. Sow a row of dwarf Freneh Beans on the 

th border. These are very often planted too thickly. 
- ~ single rows 2J fset to 3 feet apart, the Benhe | 

to 6 Inches apart. Q mUhrg 11 

Work la tho Town Garden. 
“The weather Is still extremely dry, and newly-planted 
trees, shrubs, and other plants must be kept well watered 
at the root, or they will probably perish. Under present 
conditions nothing oan make much growth. What we 
want now is a nioe warm rain, and with genial weather 
afterwards things all round wouid oome on apace. Seeds 
of hardy annuals and others go in the ground very easily 
now, but they oannot germinate until rain comes, and in 
the meantime many may be loet. The only alternative is 
to water artificially, and perhape the beat plan is to water 
the beds, lines, or patches well first, then sow the sted, 
cover with a little fine sifted soil, and finally with mate, 
old saoka, or the like. These will greatly oheck evapora¬ 
tion, as well as warding off night frosts, so germination 
will soon take place, and then the covering must be gra¬ 
dually removed. In this way Lsttuoos and other Bmall 
seeds will come up In a few days, and during a dry period 
muoh the best plan is to sow where the plants can remain, 
and merely thin the seedlings out. Seeds of hardy bien¬ 
nials and perennials, including Carnations, Sweet Williams 
Wallflowers, and many others should be sown this month. 
This may be done In a well-prepared bed of fine soil out-of- 
doors; but if only a few plants are wanted, or the seed is 
particularly choice, it is, perhape, better and safer to do so 
In good-sized boxes ond plaoe them in a oold frame, prick¬ 
ing them outside when sufficiently strong and the weather 
becomes milder. Carnations are among the best of town 
plants, and there are nothing like seedlings for producing 
quantities of flowers for cutting, Ac., so that a batch 
should be raised wherever possible. I usually sow in 
boxes In a frame or oool-house, and prlok the plants off 
Into nursery-beds when about li inohes high, finally plant¬ 
ing them out where they are to dower In Ootober, or, if (he 
plaoe is very smoky, pot them singly, winter in frames, and Sant out In the spring. Almost all of the large genus of 

ampanulas, too, are oapttal plants for town gardens, and 
euoh aa C. oarpatioa, C. pyramldalls, C. turbinata, and C. 
attlca are easily raised from seed, which should be sown 
now ; but, being rather fine, It Is best to do so in boxes 
under glass. Plants of 0. pyramldalis alba form excellent 
ornaments for the oonservatory, and those raised last year 
from seed should be transferred at onoe to O-inch or 7-Inch 
pots to flower. The varieties of 0. peraioifolia, but 
especially the double white, are grand for supplying cut 
flowers. Toese are increased by division, and should be 
p anted at onoe. Indoor Palms, Ferns, Draacaas, and 
other foliage plants ought to be repotted without deiav. 
Keep them warm and oloee In a moist atmosphere for 
some time afterwards. Sow seeds of Chinese Primulas 
immediately. B C K 

THE COMING WEEK’S WORK 

Extract* from a garden diary from April 2 hul 
to April 29th. 

Filled a frame oovering a gentle hot-bed with cutting* 
of Alternantheras, Ircsines, and Coleuses. I still do a little 
carpat-bedding, and these bright-foliaged plants are 
neoessary for such work. Prioked off seedling Verbena*, 
dtooks, Asters, Zinnias, Pnlox Drummond!, So. Potted 
off spring-struck bedding plants in variety. Shall give 
them a start in heat, and afterwards harden off. Most of 
the autumn-struck plants havo boon placed in cold frames 
to harden. When thoroughly hardened the plants soon 
get established in the beds. Commenced disbudding 
Peaohes on walls, removing the forerights first. I alwavs, 
when disbudding, have the Tobaoco-powder distributor 
handy, and If a fly Is seen a little powder is dusted there, 
and the same tree la visited again in three or four days 
and more powder used. This is the beet and cheapest 
way of clearing out insects. Planted out Lettuces and 
Autumn Giant Cauliflower. I always plant a few of these 
in different aspeots to insure succession. Cauliflowers in 
summer will do very well under a north wall, If tho soil is 
In good condition. Finished making new plantations of 
Violets, Marie Louise being largely grown for frame 
oulture In winter. Shifted on Chrysanthemums. These 
are still in oold pits, and will not be placed outside 
altogether till May is somewhat advanced. Tied aod 
dressed Cucumbers. By dressed is meant pinched off 
tendrils whioh are produoed freely on vigorous plants. 
Every year's experience adds to the conviction I feel that 
orowding Cucumber-plants under glass will not pav. 
Those plants set out 6 feet apart soon meet, arid when 
plenty of space Is allowed, the plants seem to increase in 
vigour In proportion. Frequent topdressiags of old turf 
and manure are very beneficial. Maintain a night tem¬ 
perature of 65 degs. to 70 degs., with abundance of mois¬ 
ture in the atmosphere, and also keeping the roots moist. 
Ououmbers grow and thrive amazingly. A light shade is 
neoessary now. Ououmbers do very well under a perms- 
neotshode of size and whitening, or size and flour will do. 
I always out the fruits as soon os they are large enough 
to use. Cucumbers may be kept quite fresh with the ends 
in water in a oool place for a week, though I never keep 
them so long. Tied down and stopped Vines in slate house. 
Only one bunoh is left on each lateral, and where the 
bunohes are large, some of these will be out away when 
thinning, as overcropping must be guarded against. 
Steady fires are kept up In Tomato-houses. A little 
warmth in the pipes gives ono a full command of the 
situation, especially os regards ventilation. Tomatoes 
in a house badly ventilated will come to grief before the 
summer is half ovor. Planted more Marrow Peas, and 
made a sowing of Turnips, Spinach, and Beet. Toe 
Spinach Beet is grown to a limited extent. It makes a 
useful substitute for Spinach, and it Is sometimes used for 
stalling salt m*ate Increased the plantation of Good 
King Henry or Meroury by removing the young offsets aod 
planting In rows 16 inohes apart, and a foot apart in the 
rows, muiohing with manure. Mulohed plantations of 
Strawberries with long manure, and gave a soaking of 
bouso sewage. 8hlfted on Zonal Pelargoniums intended 
for winter blooming. Rearranged conservatory. Thinned 
and trained creepers. Shifted a number of Campanula 
pyramidohs into 8 Inoh pots. Theso will make good 
specimens for late blooming. 

Drawings for " Gardening.'-Readers will 
kindly remember that we are glad to get specimens of 
beautiful or rare flowers and food fruits and vegetables 
for drtivcirgr. .The drawings so made will be engraved in 
the best manner, and w\ll appear in due course in 

AT 
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INDOOR PLANTS. 

LILIES IN POTS. 

I am afraid that amateur gardeners who have 

the convenience of a email greenhouse do not 
grow Lilies so much as they ought to do, and 
especially the varieties of L. speciosum, or lanci- 

folium, as it is commonly termed. It is easy to 
cultivate this type, and the return they make, 

if well managed, is in every respect satisfactory. 
Of L. speciosum we have several varieties—viz , 

album, white ; punctatum, white, flushed with 
rose, a somewhat scarce but very pleasant form ; 
roseum, white, spotted with rose ; and rubrum, 

white, heavily flushed and spotted with crimson. 
The two last can scarcely be termed distinct, as 
it appears to be the practice to mark all the 

dark-coloured varieties found among the 
roseums, and send them to this country under 

the name of rubrum. The variety album is a 
singularly chaste and beautiful Lily. L. speci- 
osum Krretzeri (herefigured), white, is avery fine 
form. I think that tne white laucifolium and 
L. longiflorum are tho two most charming Lilies 

an amateur oan cultivate ; the last for early 
blooming, the former for late blooming, with the 

fragrant L. auratum to come between them. 

are helped by occasionally dusting the surface 
with Clay’s Fertiliser. Some adopt the practice 

of placing the bulb in the first instance in the 

smallest possible pot, and then to shift into 
larger pots as the plants progress in size, and 

the flower-buds appear, and then no further 

shifts should be given. 

Tiin soil. I use is made up of some rich yellow 
fibry-loam, leaf-mould, peat, Cocoa-nut fibre, 
sand, and some decomposed manure, taking care 

that the latter contains no insects likely to be 

injurious to the bulbs. The presence of grubs 
in the pots will often destroy a good bulb or 

two. My selection, it may be romarked, is a 
somewhat limited one. It is so, but it can be 
extended with advantage. Add Lilium Harrisi 

and the early-flowering varieties of L. Thunber- 
gianum, of which there are a few. They are 

dwarf in habit, and produce extremely showy, 

handsome flowers on bold trusses. Other choice 
kinds can also be added as it is desired to ex¬ 
tend the collection, but those named will be 
found ample to commence with. Notwithstand¬ 
ing so much has been written in praise of the 

culture of Lilies in pots, their cultivation in this 
form extends but slowly. If anyone wishes 

conclusive evidence on this point, let him take 

■i'vwivsuiu 'HI. 

Yet many amateurs are found complaining that 

they cannot grow thcBe charming Lilies in a 
satisfactory manner; that they fail to grow, the 

Bclb rots, or they make a good growth and 

fail to flower, and they are killed in the winter. 
There are difficulties to be overcome, but they 
can be overcome by diligent attention and pains¬ 

taking. My practice is to flower the Lihos in 
an ordinary greenhouse, and when they have 

done flowering leave them in the greenhouse to 
mature then’ growth ; then cut away a portion 
of it in early autumn, and place the pots in a 

cold frame for the winter, covering them up 
with leaves and Cocoa-nut-fibre, when the frosts 
set in. It is during the winter that many plants 

are killed for want of adequate protection 
through lack of house room ; in some instances 

frequently, it is to be feared, from lack of 
accommodation. In spring, just as the growth 

commences, I carefully repot, taking care not 
to overdo this, and potting sufficiently deep, so 
that a little fresh soil could be added when the 

roots thrown out at the base of the flower-stalk 
commence to form. When they have made a 

growth of 6 inches, tho plants are carried to the 
greenhouse, and encouraged to make a vigorous 

growth. “ 

j the many flower shows, in tho schedules of 

which prizes are offered for Lilies in pots. How 
seldom docs a respectable collection put in 

appearance at the season of the year when there 
should be no difficulty in having a group of four 
or six varieties ! They are always objects of 

great interest at a flower show when presented 
in respectable form. R. 

successful, routine of practice 

but when the plants are full, 

3100.—Bucharla bulbs.—It Is not uncommon for 
Euohtrls bulbs which have bsen starved to throw up 
flower-spikes before leaves are made, and the smallness ol 
the flowers points tbelr to improper treatment. This bulb, 
under the usual treatment, is an evergreen.—E. H. 

3501.—Rooting cuttings.—There is no 
seoret about rooting cuttings of Heliotrope. 

Fill a box with light sandy potting-mould, take 
off your cuttings close below a joint, selecting 
about 6 inches of the terminal shoots, strip off 

the lower leaves to the middle and insert firmly 
about 2 inches apart in rows, then thoroughly 
moisten the earth with a spout between the rows 

of cuttings and stand on a shelf near the light. 
At this season you ought to root the whole with¬ 

out difficulty.—A. G. Butler. 

-_ „ 0- - The surest way of rooting cuttings of 
This is a simple, but in my owiyuase Heliotropb is to take off the soft ends of the 

ice.:: Ip do not (epofc/'Voo i(dl£dlnt, trim off the bottom leaves, and 

illy established pots of light sandy soil, and plunge (lit 

pots in a brisk bottom-heat and keep moist, and 
close shaded from bright sun till rooted. Under 

suitable conditions every cutting will root in a 
few days. Tho softest cuttings will root the 
best.—E. H. 

- Heliotrope cuttings root as freely as 
almost anything known to garden culture. I 
have propagated a largo number during the early 

months of the present year, and they are now 
well-rooted plants. They should be taken off 

and cut into short lengths, and be planted in 
fine sandy soil. They will form roots in a week 
or so in a hot-bed, and when rooted they grow 

very rapidly in a little bottom-heat, and should 
be planted out in boxes almost as soon as rooted. 
-J. D. E. 

3530.—Garden frames.—There is no diffi¬ 
culty in heating the pit, either with a flue or 
\ small hot-water apparatus, and at the same 

time you may use stable-manure to furnish 
bottom-heat for Melons in the summer. The 
pit should be 2 feet 6 inches deep below the 

ground line, and tho front wall should be 
18 inches high from tho saino level. This will 
give you a depth of 3 feet for manure and soil, 
and leave a space of 12 inches along tho front 

for a flow and return hot-water pipes. If 3-inch 
pipes are used they will give all the heat you 

want. Cinerarias and Calceolarias will do very 
well if they stand on a bed of soil during the 

winter, but “ Geraniums ” and Primulas require 
drier quarters. For this reason one half of tho 
pit should bo emptied of tho manure and soil 
at the commencement of winter, and a temporary 

bench or platform should be erected 1 foot from 
tho glass in front for them to stand upon. You 
will increase the value of the pit if you put in 
two or threo ventilators in tho front and back 

walls, tho bottom of the openings being on a 
level with tho ground, and if tho ventilators are 
•I inches deep and 18 inches long in the clear Jou will find them wonderfully useful iu expel- 
ing damp in winter. A small “ Independent ” 

boiler fixed at one cud of the pit is what you 
require. If you have the lights 3 feet wide 

instead of 4 feet you will find them moie 

manageable and less liable to get out of repair 
than wider ones.—J. C. C. 

3522.—A lean to greenhouse.—Yes, 
such a structure would be very suitable for 

Tomatoes. (Strong, well-hardened plants may 
bo put out at any time now. Keep them rather 
dry at first, and afterwards ventilate freely. 

Perfection is u Uuo largo-fruited kind, of strong 
growth, and suitable for a lofty house ; Hack- 
wood Park is very prolific, and Ifield Com is at 

once highly productive and of delicious flavour. 
Plant them out in a well-drained bed of sandy 
loam, or grow them in good-sized boxes.— 

15. C. R. 

3405.— Culture of Justlcla and Eupa- 
torium.—These aro not difficult to manage. 
Tho Justicia is a stove plant, and should bo 
grown in a warm-house till end of Juno, and 

then moved out to a pit to ripen growth, to be 
placed in heat again end of September or 
beginning of October. It may have tho leading 
shoots picked once to induce a buBhy habit, hut 

should not be pinched after end of May. The 
Eupatoriums are greenhouso plants, but they 
thrive and grow freely in a warm house or pit 

till some progress has been made. I have alway a 
found the planting-out system toauit these plants 

better than growing them all through the season 
in pots ; they make more growth and flower 
better. May be planted out on a sunny border 

early in Jane, watered freely in dry weather, 
strong shoots pinched once or twice to induce a 

bushy habit, and potted carefully up in Septem¬ 
ber—a firm potting. 8tand under a north wall 

for a few days till the roots begin to work.— 
E. H. 

3509.—A lean-to greenhouse — Yes, 
you ought to bo able to do Chrysanthemums well 
in such a structure, tho latest kinds, perhaps, 

excepted. Obtain young plants or strong-rooted 
cuttings at once, pot them into 3-incn pots, 

keeping them rather close for a week or two 
until established, when free ventilation must be 
the rule, and as soon as these pots are getting 

full of roots shift them in 5-inch sizes (large 
48's), and when " getting hold” a little, remove 
them to the open air, standing them on ashes in 

a sbeltrrod | pvjt Tinny position. About the 
middle of June shift them on into 8-inch or 9-inoh 

pUdlo! fiowHi nUUwpiag outdoor*, and house 
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again from the middle to the end of September, 

according to your locality and the season. If 

bushy plants rather than large flowers are 
desired, nip out the point of each plant as soon 

as they begin to grow, in the small pots, and 

take up three to five stems instead of one, and 

if very dwarf plants are preferred, cut them 
down to 6 inches of stem at the end of May, 

giving the last shift as soon as the young shoots 

are an inch or two long. A few suitable kinds 

would be, for early flowering : Mdme. C. Des- 
grange (white), G. Wermig 

(primrose), and Mrs. Hawkins 

(deep golden-yellow), M. G. 
Grunerwald (pink, very fine), 

Roi des Piecoces, and W. 

Holmes (crimson) To succeed 

these you may grow Elaine 

and Avalanche (pure-fthite), 
■Sunflower and Mr. Gaman, or 

W. H. Lincoln (yellow), E. 
Molyneux and Cioa&re Costa 
(crimson), Mrs. L. Jamieson 

and Bouled’Or(bronze), Mdme. 

de Sevin and Red Audiguier 
(rosy-purple). These are all 

Japanese kinds. If you have 

room for any more add Mrs. G. 
Rundle (white), O. Glenny 

(primrose), Mrs. Dixon (gol¬ 

den), Lady Dorothy (bronzy- 

apricot), and Venus (lilac- 
pink), all incurved ; also Chev. 

Domage and Elsie (golden- 

yellow), Cullingfordi (scarlet), 
Christine (peach), and King 

of Crimsons, or Julio Lagrav£re 

(crimson). It will be a great 
advantage if you can fix a blind 

of some thick, warm material, 

such as Frigi Domo, on a roller 

to run down over the gloss on 
frosty nights in the autumn.— 

B. C. R. 

3512 —-Plants for mar¬ 

ket. —Ficus elastica is propa¬ 
gated by means of cuttings, 

Aspidistra lurida by division, 
and Acacia lophantha is raised 
from seed. The first requires 

plenty of heat and moisture 

and a light, peaty loam to 

grow in ; the Aspidistra will 
grow almost anyhow, but 

faster in a moderate warmth, 

of coirse, and Aoacia lo- 
hantha needs warm green- 

ouse treatment. Adiantum 
cuneatum is grown almost 

exclusively for cutting ; it may 

be increased by either division 

or seeds, but seedlings make 
the best plants. The best 

Regal Pelargoniums are Triomphe de St. 
Monde, Ed. Perkins, Maid of Kent, and 

Mine. Thibaut; but the beat kinds for forcing 

are found among the French varieties. The old 

Vesuvius and West Brighton Gem (scarlet), 

and H. Jacoby (crimson) flower earlier and more 
freely than most of the larger kinds.—B. C. R. 

8520 — Small greenhouses. — Cucumbers alone 
will not pay tor fuel and attention In winter; but the 
homes may be us«d lor forolDg dowers, suoh s* Lily ol the 
Valley, So., and It carried out with judgment there Is 
usually a profit left. French Beaus and Mushrooms may 
be combined with the Cucumbers, if there ia room.—E. H. 
-If you have a good market. Cucumbers pay fairly 

well during winter—that is, if properly grown, bo as to 
ensure % good crop. In and near London they are moet 
profitable during March, April, and May, or In •• the 
season." To do Cucumbers justice, however, they ought 
to have the bouses to themselves, or Dearly so, and the 
only other plants that oan be grown under glass In this 

<^B CT*dV‘DUge “*Fe,n>' “d Lycopodiums. 

3458.—Hot-bed making.—If for a three- 
light frame, get together about six cartloads of 

good stable-manure which has been once turned 
over, mix with them one load of undecayed 

leaves, or the leaves may be put on in layers 

through the bed, about 1 foot thick when loose. 

Tramp the bed only moderately ; this is most 

important. Set your frame on top of heap with 
the lights on, aail in about ten days to a fort¬ 

night. riddle some nice loamy soil, and place in 

small hillocks—one for every Melon-plant—the 

light would take four comfortably. Plant out 

TRBHS AND SHRUBS. 

CHOICE FLOWERING TREES AND 

SHRUBS. 

Chinese Akebia. 

This is an elegant, twining evergreen shrub (see 

illustration) from China, usually grown in green¬ 

houses, but hardy enough for the open air in 

the southern and west-coast counties of this 
country. It is a charming plant for covering a 

£ 

liilocks, and from time totime/aa 

it, add more sniDdfjgckid qualit 

in a double row, about 9 inches or a foot apart 

and let the hedge have plenty of room il it is 
not to be thin at the bottom when it bis 

reached the height of 8 feet or 10 feet. It will, 
after a few years, require careful clipping, and 

must be kept free from weeds from the first. 

Hol'y would make a handsome hedge, but grows 

slowly. Of Yew it is safe to put in larger 
plants, but it is too poisonous to cattle to be 

desirable for an outer fence. Laurel, when 

clipped into a stiff form, is nglv, and is liable to 
die during hard frost. Of the merits of the 

Myrobella Plum I cannot speak.—B. E. 

Pyrua japonica. — There are several 
varieties of this fine spreading shrub, but the 

most beautiful is P. cardinaha, which is in the 
nuriery of Mr. Anthony Waterer, at Knap-hill. 

The common type is peculiar in many gardens, 
but the variety cardinalis has much larger, 

better shaped, and moat brilliant flowers, in¬ 
tense crimson, conspicuously bright and showy. 
It blooms with great freedom, and is a variety 

thoroughly worth growing in every garden 

where space can be found lor a Pyrus. Many 
of the forms of P. japonica are too pale in colour 

to be effective ; they are washed out, so to 
speak. P. Maulei is a good kind, the branches Suite wreathed with the orange-scarlet tinted 

owers, which are let cloeely on the slender 

branches. It is not necessary to grow P. 
japonica against a wall. It makes a lovely 

bush, a mass of scarlet flowers in April —C. T. 

Trimming Ivy.—Now is the timotoclip 
or trim Ivy on walls or buildings, as it will scon 

be making its growth, and instead of being bare 
stud shabby for weeks, as would have been the 

case if the work had been carried out before, the 

surface will quickly become reclothed with new 
leaves. If the walls are low and can be got at 

easily, I find that the best implement is a scythe, 

which soon shaves the old foliage off close, and 
a sharp hook is also very useful. In places the 

shears most be used where a blow cannot be 

strnck, os in angles and corners or under eaves. 

If Ivy is looked after and thus treated annually, 
it presents a fresh appearance all the yesr 

through and is kept close to the walls, instead 
of jutting irregularly out or becoming detached 

from its surface. In cases where Ivy has beta 
neglected it may with safety be at once cut in, 

and if there is any rubbish amongst it, this miy 
be got rid of by giving it a good brush over with 

a Birch broom, driving or using it upwards to u 

not to break the Ivy away from its support. —D. 

FloweiiDg-branch of Chinese Akebia (A. nuinau). 

trellis, pergola, wall buttress, or any place 

where, in cose of very cold winters, it can have 
protection, if needed. In somo mild localities 

it does not need this even, but rambles over 

shrubs like a Traveller’s Joy. It is best to let 

it run over an Evergreen, as then it is better 
protected against cold winds, which injure its 

flewers. It has long, slender shoots, foliage 
with five leaflets, and its flowers are of two 

kinds—large and small, produced in drooping 

spikes. They are of a deep claret-purple and 
fragrant, produced in February in greenhouses, 
but later in the open air. It is propagated by cut¬ 

tings and it grows to a height of about 12 feet. 

_ G. 

3523. — Layering; Rhododendrons.— 
You may layer these at any time, but the pre¬ 

sent is perhaps as suitable as any in the whole 

year. You have ouly to bring down the young 
branches on to the ground and oover them with 

6 inches of soil, and they will be sufficiently 

rooted in two years to plant out where they are 

to remain. Only the common ponticum variety 

will do any good under Beech-trees, and not 

even theso uuless the soil is suitable, and deep 
os well. I certainly should not think of making 

a soil in such a position if the staple is not of a 

promising character.—J. C. C. 

3482.—A high hedge.—If the hedge is to 
form the outer or boundary fence, 1 think 

Melon-plants when fit on tju^top of these Quick or Privet, or a mixture of the two, will 
hi" ' as suitable as anything that will grow at all 

V ' ' ' lickly. It will be necessary^] 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 

3502.— Bulbs after flowering—Thete 

are very often left in the beds altogether, espe¬ 

cially Crocuses, Snowdrops, and ScilloJ. 

Aconites do better on some shady shelving 
bank, when they can bo left undisturbed till 

they spread out into a broad mass. They are 
then really effective. If Ihe beds are required 
for summer flowers, Hyacinths, Tulips, ana 

Double Daffodils should be lifted with as much 

earth os will cling to them, and be laid in loroe^ 

where till the bulbs are ripe, and then sorted 
and placed in drawers till September orOctober. 

when they can be again planted. I think LUffo- 

dils should be planted early to give them » 

chance of flowering well.—E. H. 

- All the spring-flowering bulbs, inch « 

Crocuses, Tulips, Hyacinths, Narcitsi, Snow¬ 
drops, Winter Aconites, Ac., bhould be I**1 

where they are until the leaves decay, and if it 
is intended to plant them somewhere eke test 

is the best time to lift them, and they nt»)‘ 

either be planted at once or kept in a dry pI*M 

until the time that they will show signs of start¬ 
ing into growth. It is better not to re plant 

them annually, except the Hyacinths ana 

Tulips, which may with advantage be taken out 

of the ground annually, and be replanted eg»‘D 
in September. All the others may be left in me 

ground for a number of years.—J. D. E. 

3453.—Mobs on a lawn —Without any 

delay tear up the Moss with a rake, or if ?ou 
lawn is large enough use a small horse-harrow. 

At first it looks altogether destroyed, but do no. 

despair. Then Bpread a compost of lime on 
good soil (lime, one to four ot earth) about si. 

or seveD cartloads to the acre ; then sow reno¬ 

vating G a s-seeds, one ai.d a half bushels to1 

iire,(-rlciil well, and keop down iwcrm-tHS'1 — 

JFILLINOIS AT 
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CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

CBRY8ANTHEMUMS AGAINST A SOUTH 

WALL. 

3315. —The best kinds for growing against a 

wall outside are those of the Reflexed section, 
which, owing to the natural imbricated form of 

their florets, do not retain water from rains or 
heavy dews amongst the petals like those of the 
incurved section. As long as the blooms can 

be kept tolerably dry in the centre, there is 

not so tnuah danger of their suffering from frost 
and damp as when they are constantly wet. 
The large-bloomed kinds of Incurved, such as 

Qseen of England, for example, aro the loast 
desirable. Pompons and single-flowered varie¬ 

ties are deserving of attention, owing to the 
freedom in which their flowers aro produced. 

Below I give a list of suitable sorts, attaching 

the colour of each as a guide in planting. The 
best kind of plants aro those that flowered in 
pots last Season. Those arc better than young 

ones from outtings of the current year, owing to 
the extra number of shoots produced at the base, 

and thus are better fnrniined with brauches to 
begin with. If these old roots are not available, 
procure at once some plants struck early during 

the present year ; top the leading shoot to in¬ 
duce side branches to form near tho base to fur¬ 
nish the. wall right from the bottom. If eld 

plants are available, remove part of the soil 

from the roots and plant them close to the 
wall at a distance of 3 feet apart. If the 

soil is fairly good, add some manure. 
Between each two large-flowered varieties 
plant one Pompon or single kind, which 

will cover the bottom part of the wall. Tread 
the soil firmly about the plants, and when they 

are growing freely supply them liberally with 
water. If tho plants were of good size the 
previous year they will start into growth with 

many shoots. Select six of tho strongest on each flant, removing all the others except from the 
ompons, which may have eightgrowths. When 

the branches are long enough, spread them out 

thinly and secure them to the wall either with a 
wire run along the front of the shoots or by the 
aid of shreda and nails. Toward the eud of May 
the shoots will each make its first natural break ; 

this is caused by the formation of a llower-bud 
at the point of each. Select two of the strongest 
shoots on each original stem, or more if space 

will allow. It is not a good plan to overcrowd 

them. After a hot day thoroughly syringe the 
plants; this greatly assists iu keeping the foliage 
clean and in a healthy condition. Should the 

weather be hot and dry during the summer, a 
mulching of manure, 2 inches thick, spread over 

the surface 1 foot away from tho stem of the 
plant will not only be a saving in labour in 

watering, but will keep the roots cool and moist 

which is all in favour of asuccecsful growth. If 
some temporary protection cau bu provided, 
such as banging tiffany in front of the plants 

nightly when the blooms commence to unfold 
their florets, the frost will not injure the 

flowers nearly so much, and the blossoming 
period will be prolonged. In somo seasons it 
i» possible to have really good and f.csh 

bloom ae lato os December 10th. Reflexed 

Japanese: Avalanche (white). Dr. Maoary (white, 
tinted with rose), Edwin Moljneux (crimson 

and gold), Etoilo de Lyon (deep lilac-rose), Fair 

Maid of Guernsey (white), Sunflower (golden- 
Jtllow), Maiden's Blush (blush), Mine, de 
Bern (rosy-amaranth), Peter the Groat (lemon- 

yellow), Val d’Andorre (red, shaded orange), 

Souroe d'Or (orange and gold), gloriosum 
(lemon-yellow, fluted florets). Re flexed : Amy 
Fursa (lilac-blush), Chovalier Doinago (bright- 

gold), Christine (peach), Mr*. Horril (lemon- 
ynllow), Golden Chriatioo (golden-buff), Culling- 

fordi (scarlet-crimson), Mrs. Forsythe (creamy- 
white), and Phideas (rosy-blush). Pompons: 

Blook Douglas (dark maroon-rod), President 
(deep rosy-carmine), White Trevenna (white), 
Rwunante (silvory-blush), Fanny (maroon-rod), 

Lizzy Holmes (bronze), St- Michael (yellow). 
single flowered variotios : Mrs. Langtry (pale- 

pink), Jane (white), Mrs Le Moult (amaranth), 
Mrs. J. Wills (white, suffusod-pink), Oriflamme 

(•oft reddish-brown), White Perfection (white), 

Florence (white, shaded rose). E. M. 

time of year they will not do any harm. If the 
ants’ nests are not too near the roots of any trees 

or plants the best way to destroy them is to 
open the nests and pour in boiling water; if 

they are not situated where this plan can be 
carried out they can be trapped, but this is very 

alow work. Pieces of string, lath, or anything 

else which is more convenient should be soaked 
in treacle and placed in their runs, and when 
covered with insects dipped in boiling water. A 
flower-pot turned upside down over the nest, 

with the hole at the bottom closod, and lightly 
fitted with Raspberry-leaves, lias been found 

very useful, tho ants removing into it if the 
ground round tho nest be kept wot. Some per- 

sons poison the ants with treacle and arsenic ; 
but poison is always more or less dangerous.— 

O. S. R. _■ 

FERNS 

MAIDEN-HAIR FERNS FOR CUTTING. 

The idea seems to have crept into tho minds of 

nearly everyone growing flowers for room decora¬ 
tion that some Maiden-hair Fern is necessary for 

mixing with thorn. I, too, love the greenery 
when mixed with flowers, but I do object to tho 

use of Fern with somo things. A Rose, for in¬ 
stance, looks far better when backed by its own 
green leaves. A Carnation or Clovo looks 

certainly beet arranged with its own loaves. 
But Feru fronds we must have, and the fronds of 
many Adiantumsare peculiarly well adapted for 

this purpose. Our market growers have decided 

that A. cuneatum is tho varioty they will 
grow and will supply no other, so that this 
ipecies has become the only accredited one 

worth atteotion for this purpose. In these notes 
I will describe a few kinds which can be grown 

for cutting, and which will at the same time 
give a greater variety and add a greater interest 
lo the appearanco of the house in which they 

no grown. I would advise my roadors to grow 
a varioty of taller-growing kinds ; their fronds 

will be found ever welcome for cutting. These 
plants are all vory easily grown. One of tho 

chief items of bucccss is good drainage, for 
without this no plant can long remain a pleasure 
Co auyone; good soil, caroful potting, and n 

plentiful supply of water to the roots, with an 

#776.—Plague of aiitfl.Tt-4f,the,en| 
now swarming on the Peaon-trcos, I e 
that they are attacked by scale insects. At this 

shoulder sprays uud wreaths, and they last a 
long time without fading. It will thrive well in 

the cool-honsc fernery, being a native of Now 
Zealand. A. cuneatum : In spite of what I have 

said of this kind, I must, on no account omit it from 
the mostdesirable kinds. The rich bright green of 
its fronds and the jet-black stipes render it 
very charming. Nothing can excel its be lutiful 

fronds when used for bouquets and button-hole 

flowers, and that, too, in the winter months. It 
thrives best in moderate warmth. It is widely 

spread throughout Brazil. A. excisum uud its 
variety are both very handsome plants, partak¬ 
ing somewhat of the characters of A. cuneatum 
and A. concinnurn. Tho latter plant, however, 

is excluded from this enumeration. Tho fronds 

of A. excisum are three or four times divided 
and from a foot to 18 inches in length. The 

variety makes beautiful tassels somo 3 inches 
long or more, and tho fronds are very beautiful 

when cut for mixing with flowers for the table. 
It requires stove heat, and comes from Chili. 

A. formosum, a very handsome kind, as its 
name implies, grows to some 3 feet in height., 

but when tho fronds are about half that size 
they aro exceedingly useful for mixing w ith cut 
flowers, whoro their bright-green pinnules and 

jet-black stipes aro vory charming. I cannot 
recommend this one for any other purpose. It 

is a cool-houso kind from Australia and New 

Xoaland. 

A. (IRACIU-IMEM.—This is a singularly beauti¬ 
ful Fern, as will be seen by the illustration. 

It is, I think, a garden variety of A. cuneatum. 
Indeed, when I obtained tho first batch of seed¬ 

lings of it I was laughed at for continuing to 
prick them oil'. Perhaps I should not have 

been so assiduous had I not seen a seedling on 
tho wall which was putting on tho narrow 

beautiful fronds. It comes true from seed, and 
as a pot specimen nothing can bo more beautiful; 
tho fronds also aro exquisite, covering the 

flowers with which they aro arranged like a 
delicate green veil. The fronds should, how¬ 

ever, be cut at the last moment, or be cut and 
submerged for twenty-four hours before using 

on account of being so delicate. The plant 
originated in Mr. Ii. S. Williams’ nursery, and 
likeH stove heat. A. glaucophyllum is an elegant 
cool-house kind from Mexico. It also does 

Adiantum graolllinmin. 

occasional light sprinkling with the syringe, are 

necessary. Tho following kinds will bo found 
Mery interesting, as they will produce a pleasing 
appearance in tho houee and will afford a 

variety: A. affine is a pretty species, pro¬ 

ducing it* fronds from a creeping rhizome. The 
fronds are each about a foot or 18 inches high 
when well grown. They are somo two or three 

times divvied and rich deep-green in colour. 
“ are valuable for mixing with 

ora-*aiWngod in a good-sized vase; 
are alfc-invaluable for mixing with flowers fqr. 

well in the warmer house during the growing 

season. It is a small growing plant with 
fronds several times divided, and the pin- 

nules aro Bomcwhat leathery in texture, 
dark-green on the upper side, glaucous beneath. 

A. Ghiesbrcghti is a bold, handsome plant, 
erroneously named A. scutum when it first 
appeared in our collections. This was at a time 

” ' " good hold upon tho public. 

no 2 feet in length, and the 

rf_trrl$CH£J Pale-8reon io 
uvaluable for cutting for table 

IMPAIHM 
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decoration. A stove Fern from the West 
Indies. A. tenernm : The fronds of this plant 

as well as those of the last-named form fine 
objeots for setting up with out flowers in a vaso, 
and for this purpose should be submerged in 
water for a night or more before they are used. 

The young pinnules are soft crimson and very 
elegant. Widely distributed in tropical 

America. A. trapeziforme : A fine, bold-growing flant, one with large pinnules, and producing 
ronds some 1! feet and .1 feet high. This is 

quite distinct from any othor species named 

here, and it may be cut and used for 
mixing with Grasses and flowers in the 
winter months. There are several others 
somewhat like this which may be similarly 
used A. inacropbyllnm : An erect-growing 
plant possessed of much beauty. The fronds, 

which vary from 10 inches to 20 inches high, 

are pinnate, the pinna} being red or crimson 
when young, changing with age to pale-green, 
and becoming of good thick substance. A warm- 
houso plant from Jamaica and other West 

Indian Islands. A. pedatum : I cannot allow 
this enumeration to pass without including in 
it the moat beautiful species of Maiden-hair 
Fern that is grown, although despised by many 

becauso it is hardy. The plant is deciduous, 
and, therefore, not so useful as many of the 
kinds. North America. A. peruvianum: A 
bold-growing plant, making firm and hard 

pinna} with jet black stipes. This plant has 
now been introduced long enough to admit of 
its being grown for cutting. It is a warm-house 
plant from Peru. A. Williamsi: This makes 

fronds some 2 feet or more long. The pinna}, 
smaller than those of A. tenerum, are bright 
green, the stem being slightly clothed with 
farinose powder at the base. It is a cool-house 

plant. J. 

ORCHIDS. 

ONCIDIUM CONCOLOK. 

This is au elogant plant, possessing one of the 

peculiarities of many spring blooming plants 
in its colour, which is of a bright rich-yellow 
throughout, and its flowers last a very long 
time without distressing the plant, if they are 

not allowed to become wetted by tho syringe. 
Another reason why this plant should be grown 

by all Orchid lovers is tho fact that it thrives 
well in a cool Orchid-house. This plant first 
flowered in English gardens some fifty-three Jcars ago, having been sent over here from Rio 

aneiro, and upon this account it was kept in 
a warm-house, and in those days we had not 

becomo awaro that many Orohids would grow 
best with very cool treatment, and the conse- 

quenco was that the plants did not thrive, and 
it was very scarce in our collections for many 
years ; but now it is common and to be easily 
obtained, and I think for this we aro indebted 

in the first place to the Messrs. Veitch and Sons, 
of Chelsea. O. ooncolor is a dwarf growing 
plant, having small ovate bulbs, which are 

slightly furrowed, and they bear a pair of 
leaves each, which aro strap-shaped, of good 
substance, and rich-green ; tne spike proceeds 

from tho base of the now growth ; when about 
half formed, it is drooping from the weight of its 
many flowers—sometimes as many as fifteen 
and eighteen flowers—each measuring fully 
2 inches in length, composing ono raceme, but 

upon others flowers in muon leas numbers are 
borne. Indeed, I saw a short time ago a 
few racemes bearing only five flowers, and theso 

were erect, so I do think I am correct in saying 
tho racomes become pendent from their own 
weight. These flowers are of a rich, bright 

yellow, the lip being very large, and when freely 
produced they produce a charming effect. This Elant grows best, and it shows best, when in 

loom, suspended from the roof in a small basket. 

Earthenware or Toak-wood will suit it, but I 
prefer the former. They should be well drained, 
and the soil composed of peat-fibre and chopped 

Sphagnum Moss. It likes a plentiful supply of 
water from the syringe and to its roots when 
growing, and in the winter just sufficient should 

be given it to keep it moist, and, of course, tho 
syringe can then be laid by. I like to keep this Slant in the oool-house with the Odontoglossums 

uring the summer months. The species being 

a native of the Organ Mountains, Yfnofe natural 
temperature can ,bq(accorded it, Jbutjntar th 

growths are made up, it may bo winCeredm tlv 

Cattleya-house. This does not mean warmer 
treatment, for both houses are allowed to fall 

much lower at this season, and this Oncidium 
will not withstand so great a fall as the Odonto- 

glossum from the mountains of New Grenada 
and Mexico. Matt. Bramble. 

ODONTOGLOS3UM CITROSMUM. 

I am in receipt of several enquiries from readers 
asking why they cannot flower this plant'! And I 
also have received a spike of flower of a very nice 

variety from “ E. Bishop,” saying it is the first 
one that has opened out of seven upon his three 
plants. He says his plants have been grown 
entirely from my instructions, so that I fear my 

other enquirers either have not grown the 
plants strong enough to flower, or they have 
not rested them dry enough, or they have not 

been kept sufficiently cool. I think upon 
previous occasions I have remarked that this 
species grows naturally upon Oak-trees, at a 

great deal lower elevation than any other 
Odontoglossum found in Mexico, and that it 
likes more sun than any species of the same 

genus, and it was from the fact of not knowing 
this that our first want of succoss in flowering 
it arose, I have no doubt, for a plant bearing a 

single spike, and that tied up to a stick, was 
looked upon in my young days as a great 
achievement. I have, however, now frequently 

observed grand plants with fine pendent 
spikes reaching to 2 feet and .'1 feet in length, 
bearing many of their sweet scented flowera, 
and I have seen nearly a hundred spikes hanging 

all at one time, which presented a sight that 
was fairlv captivating. Roezl himself writes 
of it: “ Great was my surprise to see the trees 
clothed with a profusion of this Orchid ; the 

Btoutest branches of tho Oaks were loaded 
with them, their pendulous spikes being a 
yard long, and each one bearing as many as 
thirty expanded blossoms.” And now “ E B.” 

wants to know how to grow it ? The plant 
should be placed in hanging-baskets, for in 
this manner it can be given just the treat¬ 

ment it requires by hanging it in the sunshino ; 
and then, again, when the plants flower the 

pendulous spikes can take their natural habit, 
and I have obsorved when hanging over water 
they appear to grow longest. These baskets 
should be well draiaed, and the soil should be of 

good brown fibrous peat and chopped Sphagnum 
Moss. This should bo pressed down firmly, but 
carefully avoid giving the plants too great a 
quantity. During tno summer, its growing 

season, the plants should be hung up in the stove 
or tho Cattleya-house, and during suitable occa¬ 
sions an abundance of fresh air is admitted, aud 
shading should only be resorted to tho middle of 

tho day. They like a liberal supply of water 
during their growing season, but in resting the 

plants should be dried, and then be removed to 
a cool-house where the atmosphere is dry, and the 
plants should not have a drop more water than 
enough to keep the bulbs from shrivelling before 

the flower-spikes begin to show themselves in 
the new growth, when thoy may have a little, 
which will soon cause the spikes to grow ; and 
when this has begun, the plants may be again 

taken into warmer quarters, and be given a 
greater amount of water. The flowers usually 
appear in the month of May. 

Matt. Bramble. 

ANGR.ECUM SANDERIANUM. 

Some flowers of this Orchid come for a name from 

“Charles Beaxton,” and he asks what I know 
of It and its cultivation ? Now there appears to 
be some confusion about this plant more 

or less; but as “ C. B," says his plants of 
this kind were gathered in the Comoro Islands, 
I do not hesitate about saying they aro the same Slant which was named Sanderianum by Pro- 

easor Reiohonbach in 1888 ; but I think a plant 
from Madagascar I have seen with narrower 
leaves and shorter spikes of bloom, under the 

name of A. modestum, approaohes this species 
very closely. However, this, you may take 
for granted, is the plant sent me for a name, but 

if the two Orchids are identical I cannot say. 
Tho Angriecum in ouostion I onoe saw with a 
spike about 2 yards long ; no flowers had then 

developed upon it, and 1 cannot say if any did, 
‘ ave never seen tho plant since that tim^, 

was two years ago, nor have hoard ony- 

very unusual length for a spike of the plant, but 
I have seen it with very long spikes laden with 

its pure-white, long-spurred flowers, which are 
very handsome, and last long in perfection. 
This plant thrives well upon a block of wood, 

but I prefer small, shallow, earthenware pans, 
well-drained, usiDg fresh and growing Sphag¬ 
num Moss alono about its roots. It re¬ 

quires a good heat all the year round, say 
a temperature that does not fall below 
63 degs. or 65 dogs., and moisture muet be 
maintained (though in a less degio) in winter) 

all the year round. The usual time for this plant 
to floweris in April and May. I would recommend 
some few other species of Angrmcums to my 
readers having heat enough, but unfortunately 

there is not much variety in the different kinds, 
for all or nearly all of them have flowers of a 

more or less pure white, but there is the famous 
A. Bosquipedalo with its peculiar metallic green 
leaves, and its so-called foot and a half flowers, 
although I do not remember seeing a flower 

which was true to its name. Then there are the 
singular free-flowering and beautiful A. Leonis, 
which has equitant leaves, and the charming 

little “Fishbone” Angriccum, A. pertusum, the 
elegant little plant first seonalivo in this country 
with Messrs. Veitcb, and recently leferred to in 
Gardening, the fine West African A. Chaillua- 

num, and many others, to say nothing of the great 
A. ebumeum.the giant of its race; butthettowers 
of all these are white, and therefore are not to be 

tolerated generally in an amateur's small collec¬ 
tion of Orchids. Matt. Bramble. 

ing of my friend sinco. Of course!, this waakJ 

URBAWA-CHAMPAIGN 

MILTON LA CUNKATA. 

This is a truly beautiful species, and some 
flowers of an excellent variety of it came to hand 

for a name from “James Wood,” 1 was glad to 
see, for it is not often that so unusutl a species 
comes from an amateur. I say unusual some¬ 
what advisedly, for I remember tho time when 

this was a very rare Orohid ; but it has hem 
more plentiful during the lost few years. There 
does not appear to be much record of the intro¬ 

duction of this plant, but there are records of its 
being in cultivation nearly fifty years ago, and 
it was said to come from Brazil. This was 
strikingly brought home to mo a few years ago, 

for upon visiting a gentleman recently returned 
from Rio, ho said: " I have some Orchids in tho 
garden, which I shall be glad if you will nan.e 
for me," and upon my looking them over I saw 

great quantities of this plant. Upon question¬ 
ing him as to where thoy grew, he said the 
plants wore all gathered by himself on his Coffee 
plantation near Rio, so that my readers having 

this Miltonia may be sure that it will succeed best 
in tho warmth of the Cattleya-house. Tnis 
plant was named Oncidium speciosum by 

Reichenbach, aud, indeed, the aspect of the Slant is similar to that of an Oncidium, and its 
owers, which are borne upon an erect spike, 

remind one somewhat in shape of those of O. 
tigrinum. The sepals and petals are oblong- 
lanceolate, nearly equal. In the flower before mo 
they are nearly wholly of a dark chocolate- 

brown, tipped with pale yellow, and having at 
intervals an occasional streak of the same colour, 
running through the brown, lip large and flat, 

clawed at the base, pure white, having two raised 
fleshy plates on its base. It is very handsome, 
lasting a long time in perfection. The usual 
period of flowering is rather earlier than the 

present time, and I have seen it in bloom early 
in the month of February, but it is always wel¬ 
come. I have found this species very easily 

grown, and flowering so early in tho season 
gives one an opportunity of giving it reasonable 

sbado so as to maintain a good colour without 
hindering its blooming ; but I like to expose it 
to tho sun in the autumn more freely in order to 

ripen its growth, and thus ensuro its flowers at 
the end of the winter or the beginning of spring. 
It thrives well in a pot, drainod thoroughly, and 

potted in a mixture of good brown fibrous peat 
and fresh Sphagnum Moss. Water freely when 
growing, and maintain a nice moist atmosphore, 

but when growth is past it should bo very care¬ 
fully watered, but do not let it suffer from 
drought. I have frequently heard it called a 
difficult plant to bring through tho winter, and 

from the very fact of its being kept in too dry a 
state I imagine, having found that those who so 
comp loin usually subject their Orchids to a drier 

winter treatment than I- approve of. 
Ui irTuTTAr^M.i-r. i Matt. Bramble. 
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are not intlioiently aelt-l 

FRUIT. 

APPLE COX’8 ORANGE PIPPIN. 

On the great merita of thia Apple there ia little 
Deed to enlarge, for the simple reason that it is 

one of the moat popular Varieties in cultivation 

—in fact, it may be said to be the beat praised 
dessert variety that exists. What also is most 
satisfactory, it fully deserves all that has ever 

been written in its favour, and if all wo hear 

And read of it ia true, the time ia not far dis¬ 
tant when this excellent Apple will be plentiful 

in the markets throughout tne late autumn and 
winter months Partial failures will happen 
with thia aa well aa any other variety of Apple, 

but a complete failure I have never known—at 
any rate, where one or two trees are not solely 

depended upon. I have five good sized trees 

growing in different parts of the garden, thin 
crops being produced by the majority. All 

flowered well in spite, too, of bearing freely 
j seasons, but the buds 

;ly self-protecting, and the 
fructifying parts of the (lowers suffered from 

frost accordingly. That is the one weakness of 
Cox’s Orango Pippin, but, luckily, it is not 
often that the trees are sub¬ 

jected to such severe testa as 
they were thia season. Ac¬ 

cording to my experieuue, 
particulai ly good pyramids 

are not easily grown, the 
habit of the tree being some¬ 

what straggling, and I hold 

that the most profitable trees 
are those on the Crab stock, 

and grown either as large 

blit lies or half-standard". 
Very good trees can quickly 
be hou by simply cutting out 

the leader of a pyramid aa 

received from a nursery, the 
sido branches bringshortrned 

back at each winter pruning 
till enough shoots aro ob¬ 

tained to make a well-fur¬ 
nished tree, after which thin¬ 
ning out and foreshortening, 
are all the pruning neoeSMiy 
or advisable. In some cases 

it is needful to stake up some 
of the principal branches, or 

otherwise tho heavy crops 
they produce will weigh them 

down to tho ground. The 
illustration accompanying 

these notes was from a pho¬ 

tograph of part of a branch of 
a freely grown tree framed 

out in the manner just de¬ 
scribed, and the fruit on such 

branches, being well exposed, 
colours beautifully. This 

plan of training suits my 
purpose better than any 

other, but it does not follow 
that it is the best under all 
conditions. On the contrary, 

the variety aucoeedsadmirablyondwarfingstockr, 
and either grown as a bush, cordon, or horizon¬ 
tally trained, and on a variety of soils. Very good 

fruit is somotimes obtained from orchard trees, 

but much the best samples are gathered from 
those more highly cultivated, and which also 
are less liable to be disfigured by gales of wind. 

Not only is Cox’s Orange Pippin of excellent 

quality, or second to none in this respect, its 
appearance also being greatly in its favour, but 
it possesses tho great merit of remaining in 

season from November to March inclusive. It 

U the favourite exhibition variety, especially 
for showing in single classes, none but the very 

best samples of Ribston Pippin standing any 
chance against it. The variety was raised by 
Mr. Cox at Colnbrook Lawn, Slough, Bucks, 

somewhere about the year 1830, and is said to 

owe its parentage to Ribston Pippin, though it 
bears little or no resemblance to that good old 
Apple. \V. 

352> —Vines dressed with paraffin.— 
Seldom lo Vines recover that have been dressed 
with par iffin in a raw state. It is a dangerous 

practice even when heavily diluted with JfatSr. 
There i no antidote th£$jwill losuneitataUi4 

' *“** tnat are apparantly dyiDg from the elftcts 

of the dressing of paraffin. If the young shoots 

make no progress whatever in teu days’ time 

the best plan would bo to root the Vines out and 

plant afresh, remaking the border. The present 
is a good time to plant new canes already grow¬ 

ing in pots ; even those struck from eyes this 
year will make good canes before tho end of 

summer if tho house ia kept warm, avoiding 
direct draughts of air blowing over the Vines. 

Syringe the foliage twice daily during bright 
weather, and supply the roots liberally with 

water. Train the Vines up with one single 

stem, plant wholly in the inside border, making 
up but a piece yearly, say 4 feet wide to begin 
with, adding about tho samo each year. If the 

soil is 2 feet 0 inches deep, that will bo ample, 
underneath this placed inches of drainage, laid to 

a fall, so as to obtain a free outlet for surplus 

water.—S. P. 

- It is most unwise to dress Vines with paraffin. 
They will probably shoot up from the bottom. The 
strongest shoot can bo left, and, If all Is well, thoy will 
fruit next year.—E. H. 

3.11o.—Apricot trees against a south 
wall.—It is not wiee to regularly syringe the 
trees for another month, especially as the 

weather is still cold at night. Jf tho leaves are 

infested with inscet pests, these should be got 

Oua Rkadriis' Illustrations: Frulting-branch of Apple "Cox's Orarge Pippin” Engraved 
for Oardiniki Illustkatrd from a photograph sent by Ur. W. Cooper Jun'or, Marstoo, 
Erome, Somersetshire. 

rid of without delay by syringing the trees 
with some insecticide, such os Killmright, dis¬ 

solving 2 oz. in 1 gallon of warm water, or soak 
2 lb. 'i’obacoo-paper in hot water, adding 2 lb. 

soap ; this quantity will suffice for 30 gallons of 
water. Strain the Tobacco-water thoroughly 
before mixing with the bulk, or the syringe 
would be choked with the fine pieces in applying 

tho mixture. The best time for syringing the 
trees at Ibis season is in the morning about 

8 o’clock, or a month later at 4 p.m. The next 
day give them a thorough washing with clean 

water, to cleanse the trees of both insects and 
any sediment that may have lodged on the 

leaves. Many of the failures to grow Apricot* 

aro traceablo to an insufficient supply of water to 
the root* during the summer and after the fruit 
is gathered, where the soil is light in character 

Apricot-trees absorb a quantity of moisture 

from the soil, and it should be replaced freely. 
Liquid-manure ought to be given sparingly ; it 

ia apt to create a too vigorous growth, which it 
detrimental to the life of the tree, inducing can¬ 

ker and premature decay, to which Apricots are 
so susceptible. If the trees make growth too 

frcely—tlejoot* ought to be shortened at the 

od (Afjn ||Ueinber, inducing them to ma' 
e^wjhichsustain the trccs.in a far greb 

poition than long, buie, tibiclcssrootsdo.— biij’p 1^' 

- Against a south wall is the beat position 
for Apricot-trees, and they may bear well this 

season if the frost did not touch the blossoms. 
It would be unwise to syringe them at this time 

of the year ; but the truth is that at no time do 
Apricot-trees need syringing. The object of 

syringing Peach, Neotariuc, Cherry, and Plum- 
trees ia to keep tho loaves freo from insect pests 

and parasites, such as the various species of the 
aphis tribe, red-spider, &c. ; but the Apricot ia 

not likely to be attacked by them, and if 
syringing is resorted to at all it would be to 

wash the dust off the leaves during dry, hot 

weather in summer.—J. D. E. 

- It will be better not to syringe Aprioot-treee till 
tho weather gets warmer. When the eaat wind hat 
departed, and the night* are warmer, a wash with the 
syringe or engine will do good.—E. II. 

3529.—Black Hamburgh Vine.—Aro 
you sure yet that thore are no Bigns of bunches 
on the side-shoots T It is rather early to deter¬ 
mine this in an uoheated house, whero tho 

growth must necessarily be late. In some cases 
tho bunches do not show until the formation of 
the fourth leaf on the side shoots. There is no 

fixed rule forthis, although the bunches do, as a 

rulo, show at the second or third leaf. I should 
advise “H." to allow the 
side-growths to extend say 

five or six leaves on each side 

of the main rod, if space ad¬ 
mits for a full development 

of so manj shoots, then pinch 
out the point of each. Lateral 

growths will then push from 
l he joints below ; these ought 

to be pinched in at the fint 
leaf, uod the sub-laterals &t 
one leaf also. Allow tie 

leader to grow to tho full 
h ngth of the roof, th« n pinch 

out tho point, and manipu¬ 
late the lateral and sub- 

lateral growths in the same 
way as advised for the sido- 

* hoots. If fruit does not 
show on the Vine this jear, 
syringe the foliage every day 
about 4 pm. with tepid water 

during fino weather, which 
encourages freedom in growth, 

and assists to keep insect 
peats in eheck. Whither the 

roots in an outside border 
will rrquire much water or 

not depends so much upon 
the weather and the state of 

the border. If the toil is 
heavy and the drainage Dot 

good but little will be re¬ 
quited. If the soil is opposite 

iu character and the drainage 
good, and the weather be 

lung dry after the first week 
in May, an occasional soakiDg 

with tepid water will be of 
service, as also will the 

mulching with hoite-msnure. 
If this lias been laid on all 

the winter, it will be wise to throw it on one 

side for a week to allow the sun to warm the 

soil.—S. P. 

- This appeals to lie a case of excessive 

vigour in the Vine, the result of which is 
that the rods were not prorerly ripened. 

You appear to have pruned the rods right 
enough, but I am afraid jou treat the roots 

too kindly. If the border was well made the 
Vine would not require any further manuring 

until it is well cropped with Grapes. You bad 
let the two rods extend up to the top of the 

house and then stop them. The laterals on each 
side may be allowed to grow about 18 inches on 

each side, and then be regularly pinched as 

young growth is made.—J. C. C. 

3517.—“Spot” on Gooseberry-trees. 
—Your trees are affected with what gardeners 
call the “ red-rust.” It is a kind of a fungoid 

growth, consequent on the plants growing in a 
poor soil. Your only remedy is to get the trees 

into a more vigorous condition by well manuring 
the soil about the root* of the trees. If avail¬ 
able, well soak the soil with manure-water at 
onb^,lkbd tlien fork in some rotten manure, and 

S-samc- material on tho 
hewtema as yon think 
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HOUSE & WINDOW GARDENING. 

THE LYRE-FLOWER (DICENTRA (DIE¬ 
LYTRA) SPECTABILI8) FOR A WINDOW. 

This graceful plant, with drooping racemes of 

pink and silver blooms, is easily cultivated in a 
window, and requires no special heat. As the 
leavos gradually decay during the summer the 

roots become strong, especially if put into a 
border of good soil as soon as they have finished 
flowering ; they can be potted up in November, 

or later, with as little disturbance as possible, 
and placed in the window of a room without a 

fire, with plenty of air, until they start into 
growth. Any attempt at forcing them at this 
early stage results in weak foliage and poor 

flowers ; but when the plants are in full growth 
they may be given the sunny corner of a room 

window, in which there is afire daily; plenty of 
air, except during sharp frost, will still bo good 
for them. They must never be allowed to droop 
for want of water, but at the same time they 
should not be watered until the surface-soil of 
the pot is too dry to stain a finger laid on it j 

indiscriminate soaking of pot-plants in winter is 
a fruitful cause of weakness and death amongst 
them, water being needed more often when the 

plant begins to open its blooms. After these 
are finished, which will not be until June, the 

plant should be divided and placed at once in 
the open air ; if possible, in a good rich sunny_ 
border, whore the leaves will ripon off gradually 
during the summer. If a border cannot be 

obtained, the roots may be divided after flower¬ 
ing, and repotted at once in well-drained pots, 

with an ordinary potting-compost of leaf-mould, 
one part, to loam or turf mould, two parts, 
adding a sprinkling of soot and sand, and if the 
loam bo not rich a very little soil from an old 
hot bed. Tho pots may be sunk iu ashes tip 'to 

their rims in a yard, or in a box of ashes over the 
“ leads,"the plants being watered indry weather. 
They will then start into fresh growth, and thfly 
will bo the bettor fora little liquid stimulant. 

Take indoors in the late autumn. L. R. 
— ’ % 

3268.—1Treatment of Palms, &c —I 
should think tho plants require; repotting. 
The great point with house plants is to keep the 
leaves well sponged, and the soil in moderately 
moist condition. If they have not boon repotted 

for some timo, and the soil has got thoroughly 
worn out, repot them, using good loam mixed 

with sufficient sharp silver-sand to make it 
moderately light. This is a good season to 

repot. Aspidistras require a similar compost, 
and peat will suit the Pteris. Repot with care, 
removing a little of tho old ball, but nqt so as 

to damage the roots, and after potting give 
water cautiously, as if the soil is kept too wet 
the results will be unsatisfactory. A little more 
warmth for a time may be afforded. It will assist 

tho plants to gotestablished more quiokly.—C. T. 

3480.—Worms on a lawn.—A soot and 
limo dressing is very beneficial to tho ground as 
woll as very objectionable to worms ; also I 
imagine you did not roll your lawns sufiiciently 
after laying down the turves. Had you any 

loose soil under them ? If you had I fail to see 
how they could die away altogether. Rake 
well the ground at once, sow a bushel (or two 

would be better) to the half acre, and mix up a 
compost of one quarter soot, one quarter lime 
(slaked), and hall good soil. Roll woll, and 
whenever you seo tho worms appearing roll 
again. It is the looseness of the soil that pre¬ 
vents tho Grass-seed thriving, or the maturod 
plant oithor, for that matter.—S. J. 

-- It is almost impossible that worms— 
that is, earth-worms, should have destroyed 
tho turf; in faot, they generally improve it. 

But perhaps the destroyers were not earth¬ 
worms. This you might know by tho appearance 
of the earth thrown up. If ordinary worm- 
casts, then the occupants of tho holes must be 

earth-worms ; if not, dig down and see what 
has made the holes, and send mo some specimens. 
It is getting late to lay down turf now, and you 

will have to take care and keep it well watered 
in dry weather.—G. 8. 8. 

8614. — Nasturtiums and annual Sweet 
Peaa.—It Is not necessary to raise these now In the rsohouse. In nine oases out of t«n they will do better 

the open air. II sown under class dd'not giro them 
much heat, and move to a cold niter fraiae os sJoriba i tl 

are up before they faw drawn, and plaStjflitVlfti. -.efb 
hardened.—E. H. ( 

THE KITCHEN GARDEN. 3490.—Planting Asparagus. — Aspara- 
- gus may be safely transplanted now if the 

NOTES ON BEET. plants can bo obtained near home. The best 

The Crimson Ball and Globe varieties of the timo for planting is when the young shoots are 

Egyptian or Turnip-rooted Beet are very superior *b°ut a C0UP,P °[ »“ch“ abovfe ^o ground ; but 
to the old form, and ought certainly to quite 1 bave transplanted when a foot high I gene- 
supersede the latter. Not only do they rally place a little fine rich compost over the 

quickly attain a serviceable sire, but they also f00,18- |V,d tboro“«bly as 8°0U “8 PlaI1 *d; 
keep admirably, the quality at the present time bat» . *• plants have to travel far in weather 

being fully equal to that of the best of the long- 1,k® tbls-tbe chaQces of 8U0ce88 are not 80 SotHL 
rooted varietios. Thoy will succeed well where K- «• 

the latter fail, a rather poor or shallow soil It is a good time to plant Asparagus 
le 1st to the 20th of April, care being from the 1st to the 20th of April, care being 

taken not to injure the young shoots, which will 
be pushing out from the crowns of the plants at 

that time. When planted at this season of the 
year they grow away at once, and if the ground 
is well trenched aud heavily manured the plants 

grow with great vigour. They require well 
looking after, and a stick should be placed to caoh 

plant in order that the shoots may be tied to it 
and prevented from snapping at the base in a high 
wind. This last is of the utmost importance, 

for if the growing shoots aro destroyed, or part 
of them, so much will tho roots bo weakened 
for next season. If dry, sunny weather continues, 

it will be necaasary to mulch and water the 
plants. —J. I). E. 

3197.—Peas for show in July.—I am 
not acquainted with the Californian Wonder 
Pea. If it is tho same as Amerioan Wonder it 
is a dwarf early variety, and is not adapted for 

exhibition, as the pods are small. It wonld stand 
no chanoe in competition with the best Marrow 
Peas. To have Marrow Peas ready for exhibition 

tho third week in July they should be planted 

suitiog them admirably.. On deeply cultivated at once- EirlJ' P#as* 8uoh 05 Amerioan Won- 

rich ground they ^ro apt to grow rather too der* wiU bo tlme enou2h >“ thrBe week» henoe. 

strongly—beoome objectionably ooarso, in fact j E- “• 
but this difficulty can easily be obviated by 3S13.-Treatment or Tomatoes.-So long as the 
aowinv later nriuv about rb« imonnH «>• third Tomato-leaves are healthy, let them remain on the planta 
“ „ r’ °r»y- aD0ft th8 Becond or third „ lh# plan[, are orowdert, and lt WID, deoirablo to let in 
week in May. They are heavy croppers too, for more air and minahine, the leaves may be shortened back, 
if the drills are disposed 15 inches apart the seed* *9 half a leaf will he better than cutting away altogether. 

liogsinaybeloft4incheaapart,andfurther lightly ~E-u- 
thinned when the forwardest are near the size —~fi,?kpl*Ru f”.'klinV strong growth, and 
of tannin lull. ,n,l a.„inr. c, „„„ r 1,„ especially II they Stand atall closely together, It would be 
or tennis-balls, and therefore fit for use. I have — wl,n ^ shorten the lower leave, back ui suggested, but 
tiithorlo grown the 1 urnip rooted forms princi- not before tho plants have commenced fruiting. A 
pally for early use, not considering them equal moderate amount of defoliation let. the air and light in 

t. Dell's Crimson and such like for winter use, ^ U 

f03;—Jerusalem ArUchokes.—It. h 

the cooks as woll as those who eat them For nAottbo beat ?c lhem,to Prlant J"“8alom 
affording early supplies of tender highly-coloured Artichokes in a north aspect They will grow 

young roots they are indispensable A consider- there- but tbo re8U,t w‘“ b8better ,f PUntcd 

Beetroot "Pell's Orlnuon." 

luvwo vssuj mio 1IIUIOIJCIIOAUIU, A UUliami'l* , mi 

able gain will he effected f.y sowing a pinch of J0*"® open, sunny spot They are propagated 
seed now in a pan or box of soil, placing from the tubers like Potatoes, and nretty w.ll 

it in heat to germinate, tho seedlings being eve7 b,t w* 1 ^0WA tbo.u«h 1 19 ) > *° 
grown to a good size near to tbo glass g^dsets. If smooth tuber, are selected ye.r 

in a pit or ftsmo, and then transplanted, after year for planting, the nmghnen which .s 
that is to say, dibbled out 9 inches apart on a 8e“?rally a characteristic of the Jerusalem 
warm border. Fairly early roots can also be Artichoke may bo refined away to a great 

had by sowing sood at once on either a warm exU)nt- “• _ , , ' 
bordor or in a bunny, open spot. Froat occa- 351H.—Tro&tmont of S©a.lc^lO. Ola 
sionally destroy the very early sowings, but this Seakalc plants when bo large as those mentioned 
risk may well be run, while birds have in many in this query aro not so good for use ns younger 

coses to he kept off with nets, or on occasional °*>es. The P'*111'8 ttro always best the third 
dusting of soot and limo may ho given while year from tho seed. Wo aro using StakAlo 

tho (low is on the plants, this albo saving them liero ftU through the winter and early spring, 
from slugs. Tho end of April or early in May and I sow a quarter two of seed auuually to 
is early enough in most localities for sowing the keep up a succession of young healthy plants, 

main-crop of Beet. In this case also coarseness is Crowns will form where tho plants were cut 
most objectionable, and if the ground is strong over i a°d the °ld crowns taken oft aud planted 

and has been well manured for the previous d*®P®r into the ground will also form roots 
crop, no manure ought to he givon for the Beet, freely, but the crowns of these old plants always 

It is possiblo to err in the opposite direction, run to seed, and arc not so vaiuablo for cutting 

poor ground not growing Beet quiokly or large 88 y°un8 plants.—J. D. E. 
enough, small and stringy roots being of no-You m»V cut the old Seakale stems off and use 
value whatever If solid manure <■ na«H *hi« tbsm to form new plantations. If as long as yon state, 
u 14T 4 . ti aoiia manure is used, this out lnto p|eoes4 inchw to 0 Inches Ion*, and plant In rows 

should he dug In rather deeply so as to prevent with a dibble. The old roote left In the Kround will form 
the tap roots coming into contact with it too new growths, which should he thinned if too many Slickly, forking being the inevitable result of appear.—E. H. 

e latter occurrence. Dell’s Crimson is in my 862t.-An old Asparagus bed —Belter make a 

opinion the best maio-crop Beet in cultivation, 

and It la also known under many othor p\auia arebuended to remain, thinning them out to from 
synonyms. It is of neat growth, the foliage as 12 Inches to 15 Inches apart In tho rows I like tne single- 
well as the roots being very richly coloured, but tow system at Interval, ol 3 feet.—E. H. 

it is scarcoly vigorous enough for poor soils, and Potatoes as ground-Cleanera.—Whilst 
for these the Cheltenham Green-top and Prag- the value of a good breadth of some strong- 
nell’s Exhibition are more suitable. If either growing, disease resisting Potato cannot be too 

of tho latter is grown on strong ground, defer highly estimated in its food-producing sense, it 
sowing the seed till tho middle of May, and has considerable value also in its cleansing and 

draw the drills 15 inches apart, eventually disintegrating influence on rough, foul soil, 
thinning out the seedlings to about 8 inches Passing 8andown-park, Esher, last season, I 
apart. Dell’s requires less space, and t)io could, not but note with much satisfaction the 

rdfilly for this variety may be 12 inches apart, fipWbiaol'e'of a large number of working-men hard 
'l^ing the plants from 0 inohss rAo\ 8pinehes at work; trenching oupA«evcral acres of old and 
Depart at the final thinning. : V C PgO I v tough pasture land, which had boen placed 
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at their disposal as allotments by the racecourse be 30 inches apart, 2 feet dividing the plants in 
company. That trenching was in this case the the row. The variegated Scotch Kales are very 

only method of bringing the ground into a useful pretty, and though not much in demand for 
condition for cropping was evident, as the Grass garnishing, are quite a featuro in the kitchen 

was long and the roots deep. Tho only fault to garden, and can bo used similarly to the ordi- 
find with the work was that it did not seem to Dary forms. Their cultivation may also be 
be deep enough, as the crops of whatever kind similar, though if planted on somewhat poor 

following would have to bo sown or planted ground tho colours and variegation are more 
almost into the turf. The two evils to be en- pronounced than is the case if highly culti- 
countered, and which might make the allot- vated. Both the Asparagus and Thousaud- 

menta for a couple of yeors, perhaps, something headed Kales may be sown where the plants 
of a white elephant to the tenants, were a plenti- are to grow, and this is the simplest way of 
ful stock of wireworms and a good deal of growing them. They ought to have the benefit 

coarse Twitch or Couch Grass growth. From of a rather rich root-run and a good open posi- 
the wireworms no crop would be safe, but one of tion, tho seed being sown from now up to the 
coarso, strong-growing Potatoes would perhaps end of May thinly in drills not moro than 2 feet 

suffer least. Still further, no crop would bo so apart. If raised somewhat earlier the plants 
efficacious in holning to check, by smothering should be freely thinned out, or left, say, 
the surface with foliage, tho gross Grasses, that 18 inches apart; but if late sowing is resorted 

would otherwise grow rapidly ; whilst tho strong to, then thoy may well be left 12 inches apart, 
roots of the Potatoes would prey upon the de- All that is further necessary is to make good 
caying sods, and during the summer thoroughly any blanks by transplanting, and a serviceable 
disintegrate them. Thus henceforth this old lot of greens should result. I. 

pasture would be in good clean working condi¬ 

tion, and were it allowed to lie fallow all the 
following winter, beiDg occasionally turned up 
to allow rooks and starlings to get at the wire- 

worms, it might be materially treed also from 
these pests.—D. 

seasons such plants may be flooded once or twice 

a week, applying liquid-manure alternately with 
clear water. They love moisture as well as 
deep and rich soil, and too frequently receive 
insufficient supplies of the former in hot 

summers when their flowering is complete, 
blooms inferior in quality being produced in the 

ensuing year. Always plant them in open 
ground away from tree rcots or shrubberies that 
would quickly tako the moisture from the soil. 
Paioniea occupy a high position among hardy 

perennials, and no pains should be spared to 
grow them to perfection. J. 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

BORECOLES AND THEIR VALUE. 

As far as private growers areconcerned, the green r( ®gQJJ 
curled Borecole or Scotch Kale (see cut) is the .. . 

most generally popular, and deservedly so. Per- * . 
feotly hardy they are not, but it is not often . 
the orop is lost, and the tops aro usually avail- ^ ( 

able during tho worst part of the winter, the g0^ew 
side-shoots following jn due course. Read’s « . 
Hearting is both tho licst in point of quality ^ 
and the least hardy, while all the rest aro very • 

succulent and tender when properly cooked. , , 
This season every green leaf has been gathered }lour 
in cottagers' gardens, so scarce has been, and « g 

■till is, the green food within tho reach of tho 1 . 
poorer classes. Cottager’s Kalo crops heavily ... , 
and is fairly hardy, but the quality is not so j . ( 

good as that of the curled Kale. Asparagus or , 1 * 

Buda Kale is amoDg the hardiest of the winter , hose 
greens, and not unfrequently proves of gieat 
value. It is naturally dwarf, hardy, and late, 
being only juit growing or producing shoots at 

the present time. Being kept closely gathered, 
whether required for use or not, early flowering 

is prevented and abundance of very succulent 
and agreeably flavoured greens aro had through¬ 
out May and sometimes well into June. 

Private growers, too, often overlook tho good 
qualities of this kind of Kalo. In a conversation 
1 recently had with a market grower of good 
experience, he asserted that, taking one season 

with another, no variety of winter greens paid 
to well as tho oommon Thousand-headed Kale. 
This is largely frown by farmers for sheep-feed, 

and after a mild winter is not wanted for any 
other purpose. When, however, other greens 
are very scarce, the Thousand-headed sells 

readily in the market, the average price this 
season being about 5s. a “ lug,” a west country 
term for a square rod. It is cut very bard, so 

that consumers who pay 2d. and sometimes as 
much as 3d. per pound for it have a rather 
large proportion of stalks and old loaves to cook 
or not as they please. It is not a suitable 

variety for garden culture, but for the open 
fields and allotments it is one of the best that 
can be grown. Borecoles generally ought to be 
finally got out rather 

Early and on good ground, so that they 

may have time and sufficient under them to 
build up strong stems. The seed may be sown 

any time during April and in the open, com- Crative lato sowing, or the end of the month, 
ing desirable where space cannot be early Erovided for the plants. They ought always to 

e finally planted before they have become fully 
drawn and weakly in the seed-beds. Waiting flowe 

for early Potatoes or Peas to be cleared off alone __0_ 

before getting out the Borecoles is a somewhat year. I mention this so that intending planters 
risky proceeding, as in this case they may not should be prepared to wait for Paionies to cs- 

have time to attain a serviceable size. If tablish themselves, and when this is done the Sound cannot be given entirely up to this crop, reward will come annually in their lorge hand- 
en dispose the rows of early Potatoes or later some flowers. Fow plants aro of more simple 

varieties having short haulm 3 feet or rather requirements, and, given a deep and rich soil, 
more apart, and after they are finally moulded they soon make headway. It is almost impos- 

np, plant the Borecoles midway betweyrthem. sible td over-manure them. Liquid-manure may 

If a clear breadth of good ground k e*Uy ghfo& br jgSvii i 'to established plants in unlimited 

up to them, the rows of stronger growe&sgbmd I HUAinicyVvith excellent results, andjwlg'qy 

Head ot " Scotch Kale. 

to let the side-growths form roots before they 
are taken off; largo growths with a few roots 

attached form plants in a very short time. I 
have tried planting them in pots, where they 
soon becomo established, but near London the 

Now Zealand Flax is not hardy out-of-doors.— 

J. D. E. 

-This plant may be divided tho name as the Pampas 
Grogs in May, or off-sets with roots attached may easily be 
obtained from early plants. It Is not generally hardy, but 
w!l| succeed In warm, sheltered places In Ireland and round 
thouou ta arid wec'-ccastsof England. It will grow in any 
cood »!1. Keen the plantr -ell supplied with water in 
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The Double Crimson Primrose — I 
Thia is a fickle beauty which everybody who 
knows it aspires to grow. I think there can be 

little doubt as to its partiality for light, rich, 

moist land, and some gardens may nave tho 

right conditions to suit it. It loves plenty of 
leaf-mould, incorporating it deeply with tho 

soil, to be divided and set more deeply every 
spring-time just after flowering, if a similar 

operation has not been done in the previous late 

summer, a time which some people prefer in i 
order not to interrupt the flowering process. I 

have always found, however, that if a fair piece 
of root-stock could be taken with each division 

in the month of March or April the plants would 

not only grow vigorously in the newly-prepared 
soil, but the flowers would open perfectly, 

though perhaps a little later than usual. Set 
tho divisions well down and never allow the 

plants to go longer than two years without 

transplanting. —J. 

THE GLADWIN (IRIS FIETIDISSIMA). 

This is a native of England from Durham 

southwards, and is abundant in Hampshire, 

Suffolk, and other of the southern counties. 
Hooker says it is naturalisod in Scotland, and 

that it is rare in Ireland. As a native it 
probably really is, but as a half-wild or natu¬ 

ralised Bpecies it is abundant, especially near 

Dublin, where, however, it does not fruit so 
freely and so boautifutly as in Southern England. 

It seems to favour the limestoue formations in 

Ireland as iu England, where it is also plentiful 
on the chalk of Kent and Surrey. In aspect 

this plant is more sombre in leafage than any 

other species, its foliage being densely clustered, 
of a dark-green colour and not glaucous, as iB 

the case with most other rhizomatous kinds. 
Its flowers produced in May, several on a scapo, 

are of a dingy purple or lilao colour with darker 

veins, those being succeeded by large trigonal 
fruits not unlike those of Iris p3eud-Acorus in 
shape, but when the pods or capsules burst, as 

they do in the early winter season, 
the brown valves are lined inside 

with clusters of coral - red or 

orange berries or seeds. The 
handsome fruits are shown in the 

accompanying engraving of about a 
third the size of nature, and when 

grouped simply with a handful of 

the deep-hued evergreen leaves they 
form a distinct and handsome orna- 

ment. Of late years largo quantities 
of these fruits have been sent to 

Covent-garden and other flower 
markets, where they are sold readily 

as indoor ornaments, They are some¬ 

times used as a substitute for Holly- I 
berries, which they somewhat re- J 

semble in colour and size. The plant r 
is worth a placo in the wild garden, 

or it may be naturalised on hedge 

banks and near water, or on the 
Grassy outlying portions of the lawn, 

where its foliage acts as a foil to 

brighter things, such as Snowdrops 
and Daffodils. There is a variegated kind 

sometimes met with in gardens, but it is not 
so handsome as the wild typo. B. 

3520.—Laying out a flower-bed.—As 
you wish still to have bedding plants, try 
Tuberous Begonias of good colours, edged with 
Dactylis glomerata variegata, with a final mar¬ 
gin of Tufted Pansies. This will be rather a flat 

arrangement, but you may also make a fine 

feature by planting good Fuchsias, mixed with 

Tufted Pansies, as a groundwork to the bed ; 
outside this central arrangement Ageratums. 

Fuchsias will make a good chungo, and prove 

not only effective but informal ; but the Lobelia 
fulgens, such varieties as Queen Victoria and 

Firefly are very rich in colour, and if used freely 

in the centre, tho groundwork may be Tufted 

Pansies or Ageratums, a fine contrast with the 
Pansies outside this oentre, and the margin of 

Centaurea ragusina. I should make use of the 

following plants not mentioned by you, except 

one: Scarlet Lobelia, Tuberous Begonias, 
Fuchsias, Tufted Pansies, and Buch things as 

Ageratums and Dactylis. Some of the richest 

and brightest, yet most informal, beds I have 

seen have been produced by these subjects.— 

DIVIDING HERBACEOUS PLANTS. 

This is the best time of year to perform this 
operation, as growth is now getting active, and 

the pieces strike fresh root very quickly, and 

cuts in the stem heal over quickly, such plants 
as Hepaticas may now be pulled in pieces, and 

replanted, a few crowns in each tuft, which will 

quickly develop into fine clumps. Gentiana 
acaulis, the loveliest of blue flowers, Auriculas, 

and Polyanthuses, Daisies for edgings, Violas, 

etc., if carefully divided and replanted, flourish 
much better, and bloom for a greater length of 

time than if left undisturbed, while many of the 
larger growing plants, such as Phloxes, Pyre- 

thrums, Tritomas, etc., need the soil renewing 

at least every alternate year, for being strong 
rooters and gross feeders, they soon exhaust the 

soil in their immediate vicinity, and if taken 

up, divided, and replanted on fresh, deeply- 

cultivated soil, they will repay the trouble by 
continuing to branoh out and flower for weeks 
after those that have not had the same atten¬ 
tion have done blossoming. It is advisable to do 

half the stock ono year, and half thenexttogetthe 

longest season of flowering possible, as dividing 
retards the blooming a little, although it pro¬ 

longs the season much later ; but by having a 

few established clumps for eftjdv flowering, and 
the rest divided for a prolonged season of bloom, 

there will be a greatly increased display, for a 
time of drought soon brings the flowering 

period to an end, unless there is plenty of food 
withiu reach of the roots of the plants, and it is 

then that the effects of good cultivation are 
most apparent. J. G., Hants. 

3511.—Plants for a trellis-work.— 
The autumn would be the best season for plant¬ 
ing. I should recommend Red Honeysuckle, 

Yellow Jasmine, Gloire de Dijon Rose, Pyrus 
japonica, Clematis Jackmani, and the large 

perennial White Convolvulus. I would, how¬ 
ever, plant a hedge of variegated Privet on the 

east side of the trellis as a partial shelter to the 

Digitized by Co" 

The QIadwin (Iris fmlldissima). 

flowering creepers ; this will also greatly help 
the screen, sinco few flowering oreepers are 

sufficiently dense in their foliage to offer much 

protection against wind.—A. G. Butler. 

-These open trellises are not well adapted for 
climbers. They are so draughty. Tender things will not 
grow upon them, and the fact that they are required to 
break the east winds seems suggestive. The common 
hardy Honeysuokle, mixed with Jasmlnum nudlflorum and 
Olematls Flammula, will be pretty and Interesting, and 
will be In blossom, more or less, all the summer.—E. H. 

3463.—Time for planting bulbs.—On 
the 27th September last year I planted all my 
outdoor Hyacinths and Tulips—to the number 

of 250 of each sort. They are now in full bloom, 
and have been for some time, and very hand¬ 

some they look yet. You may wait until 15th 

Ootobor if you wish, but it is safer and better to 
havo all spring outdoor flowering bulbs in by 

1st October. The same applies to Narcissi and 
Daffodils.—8. J. 

3505.—Improving a lawn.—If the 
ground is merely “a collection of weods,” the 

best thing to do will be to dig it over, and bury 

the weeds well into the ground. It is easy 

during the procoss of digging to make the surface ' 
quite level. Tho best and quickost way to ! 

secilrea nice green lawn is to obtain good turf ' 

^omewhere else and turf it This. ,s 

of nocessity also the more expensive way; a 
nice green turf can also be obtained by sowing 

lawn Grass seeds, which can be obtained in 

mixture from any of the leading seedsmen. 

Watering the weedy ground with guano-water 
would cause the weeds to grow as well as the 

Grass.—J. D. E. 

3508.—Seedling Pansies.—If yon want 
to grow seedling Pansies fit for exhibition you 
must sow the seed about the middle of J nly, and 

early in October plant them in a cold frame to 

shield them from rain and snow. Frost will 

not hurt them if the ground is not saturated 
with moisture. To get flowers fit for naming, I 

should say you would want to grow at least 500 
to seoure half-a-dozen equal to the best exhibi¬ 

tion varieties now advertised, and to do this 

you must obtain seed from the most reliable 

sources, and be prepared to pay a good price for 
a small quantity. As I write I have a lot of 

plants now in flower from the seed obtained 
from three of the beat known strains, which coat 
me a good bit of money. The flowers are very 

pretty, and the variety of colours satisfactory, 

but not one is worthy of being named, chiefly for 
the reason that the plants bearing the beat flowers 

are deficient in vigour, for even a well-formed 
and well-marked flower is of no use if the plant 

is a poor grower. If you wish to avoid a covert 

smile passing over the features of your fellow, 
florists when you are showing them your flowers 

you had better not attempt to give names to any 

of your stock until an independent party has 
decided on their merits.—J. O. O. 

- These are very easily obtained from seed, 
and the young seedlings soon grow away freely 

in rioh, deep soil. If the seed was sown under 

glass early in the year, and tho plants were 
grown on freely afterwards, exhibition blooms 

might be obtained, but the best time to sow 

Pansy seed is in July. Sow in fine soil out-of- 
doors. When the plants have grown a little, Srick them out, and plant where they are to 

ower from the middle to the end of the month 

of September. The plants may go out about a 

foot asunder, and in good deep soil they will 
begin to flower in Maroh or April, and coutinue 

to do so until the end of the season. Bright 
colours, good substance of petals, and circular 
form of flower are the leading qualities.— 

J. D. E. 

- You ask an interesting question. If 

you mean show Pansies you will have to get some¬ 
thing unusually distinct and good for any one to 

merit a distinct name ; but you may also select 

any fine bold coloured kinds likely to mako a 
good garden flower, not thinking entirely of the 

exhibition. Pansies, especially the “tufted” 

kinds, have been much brought forward of late 
for tho garden, and there are many pretty kinds, 

and something may occur amongst your seedlings 
to merit attention. But avoid giving a name, 

unless a flower is really first-class, and then give 

just a simple name only. The show Pansies arc 

the florists’ varieties of the old type, and may be 
either one distinot colour (self), or the ground 

yellow or white, tho colours not running one 
into the other, but with the belting and blotches 

clearly marked. As regards fanoies, the upper 
petals may be coloured with varied shades ; the 

lacing and blotches, however, on the other por¬ 

tion being quite distinct. The form of the flowers 

should be round, the petals closely arranged, 
and form a smooth, even bloom, of fine sub¬ 
stance, velvety, the eye in the centre of the 

flower as far as possible yellow, and not “rayed" 

—that is, no rays or strips of colour radiating 
from it, whilst in respect to size, as in the case 

of most exhibition flowers, the bigger blooms, 

othor points being equal, come first. If you 
find anypromising variety in the “ tufted” class, 

pay regard to its habit, freedom, and usefulness 

I for the garden, apart from the colouring of the 

flowers.—C. T. 

3494.—Water Lily seed.—I do not know where 
these oan be obtained. Probably it Is not to be bought. 
In tho most likely catalogue of all—that of Vllmorln 
Andrleux et Cle, of Paris—seed Is offered of only one hardy 
kind, and that the common white, and of three tropical 
speoies besides, but none of the fine kinds enumerated in 
my article.—A. H. 

3600.—Hardy Water Lilies —Write to M. Latour 
Marllao, Templesur-Lot, Uaronne, Rhone, France, for hie 
list. I ooneider tho preeent prices very moderate, as some 
of the bset kinds are only about one third what they were 
three yean ago, when the plants were purohaeed that were 
uwcriSiid la my ;i ^^tj/trtl^’e.—A. H. j ,j-u 
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RUU9S FOR CORRESPONDENTS. 

Questions.—Queries and anntcn arc inserted in 
Ossossao free of charge if correspondents follow the rula 
here laid down for their auldanoe. All ecmmunieationi 
for insertion should be clearly and concisely written on 
one tide of the paper only, and addressed to the Kditob of 
Qumssuia, 17, Southamp'onstreet, Coemt-gardcn, Lon 
dm. Letters on business should le Sint to the Pubiisuer. 
The name and address of the sender are required in 
addition to any designation he may desire to be used in 
the paper. When more than one query is sent, each 
should be on a separate piece of paper. Cnamwred 
queries should be repeated. Correspondents should bear 
in mind that, as GiBDzHme has to be sent to press tome 
time m advance of date, they cannot aluays be replied to 
in the issue immediately foUewir.g Us receipt tf their 
c immunisations. 

Answers (which, with the exception of such as cannot 
seell be classified, soill be found in their different depart 
meats) should always bear (Ac number and title placed 
against the query replied to, and our readers will greatly 
oblige us by advising, as far at their knowledge and 
observations permit, the correspondents who seek assist 
ante. Conditions, soils, and means vary so intnitely 
that several answers to. the same question may often be 
very useful, and those who reply would do well to mention 
Che localities in which their experience is gained. Carres 
pendents who refer to articles inserted in Oiumn 
should mention the number in iehioh they appeared. 

3541. —Perns for a rockwork —Would someone 
kindly give me a list, of Ferns suitable to grow smongst 
rook work in the open air with a water fill In It ?—Alpha. 

3542. —Angle for a cool vinery.-For a cool 
lean-to vinery facing due south, what is the most suitable 
angle ? Forty degs. has been mentioned to me.—Iblaodbr. 

3543. —Treatment of Fuohsias.—What treatment 
Is beet for Fuoheiae whioh were grown from cuttings last 
y ear, and were eoraewhat neglected in the early part of 
this seaeon ?—F. H. H. 

3544. —Narcissus flowers dying off.—Would 
someone kindly tell me the reaeon of my Narcissus flowers 
dying off I Soaroely one opens. They are growing In a 
border under a north wall.—O. H. 

3545. —Dahlias.—I wish to ask the names of the best 
six Dahlias (to include only two Oaatus) to plant in one 
bed, the blooms to match, or contrast? Also six more to 
make up twelve altogether for show-four each Cactus, 
Show, and Fancy.—J. B. B. 

3546. -Getting rid of worms.—Will someone 
kindly tell me how to get rid of very large worms in a lawn 
without injuring the Grass? I have tried lime-water, and It 
seems to fetch the little ouee up, but it takes no effect on 
large ones.—J. H. 

3517.—Ten-week Stocks and China Asters in 
pots.—What Is the beet treatment to attain a fine show 
of Ten-week Stocks and China Asters In ft-lncb pots In an 
unhealed greenhouse, and how many plants should be In 
each pot?—Haroocrt. 

354S —Potatoes —I have recently had sent me some 
seed Potatoes. Toe name sent with them is “ Fucher'a 
Frame.-1 I do not know the sort. They seem to be a 
white round kind. Are they early, late, or medium, and 
is the name right?—J. B. B. 

3549.—Pipy Celery.—Will someone tell me the 
reasoa why my Celery has gone pipy this last two or three 
seasons? I manure fairly, and water when required. I 

plant it deeply when I first put it In the trench. Is 
that right or wrong?—Wormbo ay. 

3500.—Selection of Dahlias.—Will someone please 
to name the best six Pompon Dahlias, and the best elx 
Show and Fancy kinds? Also the beet Caotus, and if 
the Green Dahlia 11 virldiflora" could l>e thown as a 
Pompon in a collection?—Dahlia Faxcikr. 

3551—Aucuba Japonlca.—Is there any difference 
between Aucuba japonica and Variegated Laurel, or is 
there any such thing os Variegated Laurel? Z think the 
Aucuba is sometimes called Variegated Laurel. Also, 
how can the Aucuba be made to berry ?—D. 

SOSL-Flowers for a grave. — Will someone 
kindly till me what flowers would be most suitable for a 
grave*that only gets the sun In the morning ? If possible, 
I should like flowers that will bloom moat of the summer. 
The soil Is not very good, being rather clayey.—A. W. H. 

3653— Perennials for beds.—Will any person 
kindly let me know the names of twelve good showy 
perennials to flower in summer? Different colours for 
twelve beds In flower-garden. Also state their height? 
I like something under 2J feet high, and good bloomers.— 
D. 

3564. —Dying Peach branohos. Ac.—Is It better 
to wait until one side of a Peach tree is quite dead, or to 
cat it off as soon as it shows signs of decay ? What is the 
reason of and cure for “scale" on Peaches? Should 
blighted leaves be nipped off at In disbudding?—GAR¬ 
LANDS. 

3565. —Palm leaves dying.—Will anyone kindly 
tell me the reason of the lips cl the leaves of a Kentla 
Palm going dead? They are sponged every week, and Ibe 
plant Is kept only moderately wet. It stands In a brass 
pot In the window of a drawing-room facing east.— 
L M. L. 

3503.—Emigration for gardeners.—Will some¬ 
one kindly inform me the best part of America for 
gardeners to obtain employment? Are there any good 
openings In Canada for gardeners with slight knowledge 
oi ca'tle and poultry, with aud without small capital ?— 
Novice. 

85.67.—Sewage-water.—The entire drainage of my 
bouse goes Into a cesspool, with a very large overflow 
receptacle, whence it can be pumped out. My gardener, 
though admitting that it may do good if put on the land, 
considers that it would be Impossible to use it lor growing 
plants. My oontenllon—supported by my reoollectiom 
of Chinese horticulture—is that, properly diluted, It 
should be excellent for Raspberries, growing/Poi 
Indeed, slmoet anything, flqbonld M (find to «no 
|l right?—IL 0. ^ 

8058.—Seakale from seed—Will anyone kindly 
Inform me how to grow Seakale from the seed, both for 
kitchen garden cultivation and forcing in boxes for winter 
use, and are tbe roots that have been growing in deep 
boxes outside dnrlng the winter of any further use?— 
Frksiimax. 

3659.—Climber for a conservatory, Ao.—Will 
someone kindly tell me the beet olliuhing plants tor a can- 
servatory ? 1 have a Tocsonla, Plumbago, and Passiflora 
prlncepe. The house has the full sun, aud is very warm. 
Do Roses in pots do best In the shade or in the conserva¬ 
tory 1-8. 0. 

3000.—Carnations from cuttings.—Is It too 
early to take cuttings of Ualmaison, Miss Joilllc, etc., from 
plants which are in bud, or is it better to wait until the 
plants have flowered, lest they should get ohecked by 
removing the side shoots? Tbe Miss Joliffe's are bushy 
young plants.—Ooiot. 

3561.—Marechal Nlel Rose in a conserva¬ 
tory.—I have a MarOchal Nlel Rose growing in 
conservatory. It has just finished blossoming, ana owing 
to the quantity of flowers which I have had from It, li 
looks rather weak. It is also attacked by green-fly. What 
treatment Is best?—F. II. H. 

3652.—Anthurlum Soherzerlanum —Will any 
one kindly tell me the reason why the blossoms of 
Anthurlum Scherzerianum break oil before coming Into 
blossom ? At first I tbougbt that it was the gardener's 
fault, but finally one was seen breaking oil by itself—i.e., 
untouched by anyone.— Uidkk. 

3583.—Manure for Potatoes, Ac.—I shall feel 
obliged if someone will kindly inform me whether kainit and 
•uptrphospbate are suitable manures for such crops as 
Potatoes, Onions, Peas, ho. ? If so, how should they be 3lied, and when ? Any other Information on the subject 

be thankfully received.—Mill Vikw, Leicestershire. 

350t.—Magnolias not flowering (grandiflora, I 
believe) —Toere are two line Magnolias here—one with 
south aspeot, and the other In a corner with south and east 
aspect—on a wall. They have not flowered lor two years, 
and how many years before that I do not know. What 
oan be done to induce or help them to flower?—0. B. A. 

3080.—Treatment of a Honeysuckle.—I had a 
nicely growing plant of Honeyeuokle (Loolcera (lexuosa)a 
year ago on a verandah, and It got out down by the winter 
frost, which caused It to throw up numerous small root 
shoots in the gravel paths very untidily, but it did not 
flower any more. What would be the treatment for it 
now?—H. M. 

3508.-Plants for greenhouse heated with 
an Oil-lamp.—Wonted information as to names of plants, 
climbers, etc., to furnish a greenhouse heated In winter 
only by an oil-lamp ? The house faoee south-west, and is 
built against the dwelling-house over the basement, 8 feet 
long. 6 feet wide, 12 feet high from basement floor to top. 
—Oroccii-snd. 

3067.—Rats and Water Lilies.—I have a pond a 
good deal frequented by water-rats. It is only about a 
foot or 18 lnobes deep. Would the rata be Injurious to Water 
Lilies It planted in it? Water Hows freely into and out 
of It, but still there Is a good deal of confervold growth 
which gathers In It. Is there any way to prevent it getting 
on to the plants ?—D. H. 

3588.—Tomatoes in a small house.—I have some 
Tomatoes In flower In a small house, 66 degs. night tempe¬ 
rature. I have noticed that the blooms, alter some of tbe 
fruits have set, have, in some coses, dropped oil the plants 
about a quarter oi an inch (rom the stalks. Will someone 
kindly tell me the reason ? I give plenty of air on warm 
days, and keep the plants plentifully supplied with water. 
—BROCR. 

3589.—Orange-tree from a pip.—I have a little 
Orange-tree raised from a pip. It is about two years old 
and 10 Inches high. I intend having it grafted presently, 
but the wood Is as yet quite soli, except Just at the base. 
Will someone kindly tell me whether It would bo well to 
out It down In order to make It grow more bushy, as the 
stem.^being so soil at the top, is apt to bend to one aide ? 

3570.—Vine culture —I have Just taken to a green¬ 
house, 22 tcet by 13 feet, heated by a flue. There are two 
Vines—Ulaok Hamburgh and a white kind: roots in a 
border outside ; stems as thick as my wrist. The past 
fortnight they have nloely broken into leaf. I shall be 
glad to know how to treat these successfully—ventila¬ 
tion, watering, feeding, etc. ? I am now using a fire.— 
F. 0. 8ALU0N. 

8671.-Salvia oocclnea nana. Ao.—Will anyone 
please let me know whether this Salvia Is a perennial or half- 
hardy annual? In some catalogues It Is called a perennial, 
and in others a half-hardy annual. Iam afraid to plant it out 
In a bed In the flower-garden, fearing that If a perennial it 
won't bloom this year. Also, is Ageratum Imperial, dwarf 
blue, a good plant to make up a nice blue bed, or will It be 
showy enough ?—D. 

3572.—Jasminum midlfloruin.—Succeeding to a 
much neglected garden, 1, find a yellow winter Jasmine, 
whioh has been permitted to grow for years unpruned, 
until It has formed a dense mass 3 feet or 4 feet thick. I 
wish my wall to look tidy, but fear If I cot It right back I 
shall miss all bloom next winter. What should I do? 
Also, what Is the proper season and way of pruning this 
plant under ordinary circumstances ?—H. O. 

3573.—Bulbs from South Africa —I have Just 
reoelved the following bulbs from South Africa. Should I 
plant them now or keep In a cool place till autumn, and is 
a temperature of 50 degs. sufficient for them? Tney are 
Watsonia iridifolia U'Brleni, W. speciosa, Antholyu, 
Il i-man Inn coocineue, Freesia refraoia alba, Oyrtanthus 
angustifollus, O. obltquus, C spiralis,Satyriuraooriitollum, 
l-acbenalia aurea, Grlnum aqualioum, and G. riparium ?— 
Tib. 

3574.—Forcing Seakale.—I have a quantity of 
two-year-old Seakale plants, which have been raised in a 
border ot the kitchen garden, where the soil is a strong 
loam upon a stiff clay. How must l direct the gardener 
to prepare a bed upon whioh to force these plants next 
winter j When should they be removed, and what is the 

** jit should be used ? The situation is oold and 
-rth-west of Yorkshire.—Mrs. T.,|jye<jd(an^- 

3575.—Seeds from Algiers-—I have had sent me 
from Algiers some seeds of the Garoupler (query, Carou- 
bler) tree, and should be glad of some Information about 
It? Will It grow out-of-doors in this country, or if not, 
what amount of heat will it require ? Would it be suitable 
for planting in a large bed in a conservatory ? The seeds 
were sown In a pot in a warm greenhouse, and the 
young plants are about 2 inches high, but I do not know 
what to do next.—GRAN.ua 

8576 —Vines in a cool-house.—I hould be obliged 
il some frienu would give me particulars how and when to 
begin to disbud Vines in a cool-house ? They have just 
begun to show bloom. Also, about tying them in, aod 
when to do them second aod third time? I had them 
done three times last y ear, but found I could not depend 
on the men I had, so I pruned them myself, and Intend 
to do all that Is required to them, if some friend will 
furnish me with all information?—n. W. 

8577.—Keeping birds off Peas and Cherries 
—Will someone kindly tell me the best way to keep birds 
off Peas, also a Oherry-tree? I have a very large Cherry- 
tree (standard). It bears a heavy crop of fruit every year, 
but 1 always have to gather them before they are ripe, 
or the birds would have them all. The sparrows are the 
greatest pests 1 have to contend with. With respect to 
tne Peas, 1 con manage fairly well to keep them off with 
stringe ot black thread In their young stage, but when 
they begin to pod, then they attack them, and, to me, it 
seems impossible to keep them away, and I lose quite half 
my crop. Locality, London, E.—Pkstkd. 

3578. —The right to rain-water.—I am living in 
one of a row of live cottages, and the rain-water from the 
whole of the roofs runs into my rain-water catk. The 
neighbours imagine they have a right to the water, and, at 
great Inconvenience to myself, come at all times to dip 
and take it away, oftentimes clearing the lot. Will some¬ 
one kindly e»y il 1 have a right to move the outlet pipe to 
a place more suitable to myself ? If so, 1 shall shift It and 
put up a door to keep the other people off my premises. 
The pipes have been there for more tbau twenty years, 
but the property changed hands about ten years ago. 
I put the cask In lie present position about three years 
ago. Before that time tbe neighbours used to catch the 
water in their own buckets.—Whits Astrr. 

3579. — Cucumber - plants dying. — Would 
II J. 0. O.," or any experienced grower ot Cuuuinbers, say 
what is the cause of planes dying away in the following 
manner? First symptoms are the leaf, next the seed- 
leaf droops as If it wanted water in a day or so after 
another, aud then the plant droops altogether. I have 
grown for several years, and had more or leas plants go 
off like this, and cannot trace Its oause. Tboy are grown 
in a lean-to house upon a stage above hot-water pipes. 
The plants are about 3 feet high now, and I have just had 
one go off as in previous years. I have also had some go 
off while a dozen nloe Cucumbers have been hanging. 
They aro growing upon a mound ot soil, as is always 
advised.—Gt'cCRBSR Grower. 

3588.—Chrysanthemums for cut flowers.— 
Would "E. 51.,” ior someone else, kindly help me with 
advice on the following? 1 have some nice plants ot 
Chrysanthemums of M. Desgrange, Mrs. Hawkins, and a 
lew others o( that section, that I wish to grow for out 
blooms only. 1 slopped the most of them about three 
weeks ago, when 0 Inches high. They are now making 
breaks. What I want to know is, am I to retain all the 
shoots from this break? It not, how many shall I retain, 
and also at what stage of growth shall 1 remove the shoots, 
If any have to be removed ? Is it advisable to pinoh back 
the coming shoots ? If so, what length shall I allow thrill 
to grow before doing so? I have also a few singles. Will 
the same treatment apply to them? Any hints on their 
oulturo lor cut bloom will greatly oblige ?—W. B. 

3581.—Marechal Niel Rose in a greenhouse 
Ac.—I have a Mareahal Kiel Rose in a greenhouse. From 
root to end ot the boughs It Is 16 feet long. At the latter 
end of January it became full of buds, and looked very 
promising, and about ten daysafterwards the foliage wentulf 
os If alruok by lightning, and 1 could crumble it to powder, 
ft has two stems, aud about 2 feet from the ground il is 
split and cracked. They were the same last summer. Is 
this canker ? It has a lot of green flies on It, and I cannot 
keep it clean. Sometimes 1 syriuge It with soft-soap, and 
three or four times a week with clear water. It has thrown 
up a young shoot from tbe bottom just lately. It is about 
5 feet long. It looks very healthy. Would It be best for 
me to out the old stems out and let the y oung oue go on, 
or remove the Rose altogether and plant anotner one with 
the roots outside the house? Also, what kind of Tea- 
eccuted Roie 1 could have in place of the old one that 
would not he so liable to canker ?—JI. A. B. 

To the following queries brief editorial replies 
are given ; but readers are invited to give further 
answers should they be able to ojjer additional 
advice on the various subjects. 

8582.—Selecting bunches of Grapes (VUi*) — 
When a Vine shoot sends forth two bunches of about equal 
size and value one must be removed, and, In a general 
sense, the one to be retained should be nearest to the 
parent stem. 

8583 —Double Zinnias (0. L. M.) —Prick the seed- 
llngs off Into 4-Inch pots, and when thoroughly established 
they may be gradually hardened off. Plantli-g out should 
bo done early in June In the warmest spot available, and 
the bed of soil should bo deep, rich, and rather light. 

8584 —Destroying “ American Blight"(if. R.). 
—Scrape out all you can of the “blight'' from tho 
oankered portions and orevlcesof the Applo-lrce branches, 
and then apply paralUn-oll or Oishurst Compound with a 
stiff brush to the affeoted parte. It may be done even 
now, but tho beat time for the operation le during winter. 

3585.—Stopping Vines (C. K. Powell).—The Vln 
shoots should be stopped at two leaves beyond the bunch, 
and if each lateral shoot has more than one bunch on It, 
remove tho smallest as soon as developed sufficiently. 
Be sure not to overcrop, and read Gardexixq regularly, 
and you will get all the Information you require from 
tlme wiliBt. Tho test book on the Vine is “ Vines and 

as^"fcftficrr5W”•,rom 
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333*.—OoBlogyne corrogata not flowering 
{G. Klli*).—I do not know whit can be the reason you 
keep this plant In the Cattleya-house, for I oonsider the 
oooleet end of the Odontogloeeum-house more In acoord- 
naoe with its requirements, and In such a position I should 
ulaoe it. I consider It entirely your own fault the plant 
being without flower.—M. B. 

3587.—Oymbldlum Lowlanum (fi.J.JP.).—'Your 
plant which Is Just opening its flowers will certainly remain 
good until the end of May, if you keep the syringe from Kng upon It. Do not move the plant from the house 

iloh It has been grown, and in which It has opened its 
flowers, because they will keep the fresher, and the plant 
will maintain Its vigour better.—M. B. 

8513.—Hypocalymum robustum (J. min). 
—This is the uaine of the shrub you ecnd. It has long, 
slender linear leaves, the rose-coloured flowers being 
seated on the axils of the leaves. I should not have 
expeoted to see it so early, but I am glad to see it at any 
time. It is a native of Australia, and should be potted in 
a mixture of loam and peat made sandy.—J. J. 

3589.—Lobe]las In pota (B. L A ).—Sow the seed 
Id a frame, and when the seedlings are up prick them off 
three In a S-Inch pot In light loamy soil. Keep the plants 
dose up to the glass, and give plenty of air. When the 
small pots are full of roots repot the plants Into 5-lnob 
ones, In which they should be allowed to flower. The 
shoots will not ueed stopping unless the growth Is very 
ttraggling. 

3590.—Hsobacholtzla o&llfornloa (C. IT.).—You 
may sow seed of this plant where It Is to flower. Sow 
thinly. It is laid to be a very untidy plant; but I do not 
think It so, and Its brilliant flowers should not be wanting 
In any garden. If you have not sown It In your garden 
before, you may do so now, and jou will soaroely require 
to repeat the operation, as It will oome up in abundanoe In 
after years from self-sown seeds.—J. J. 

3591.—Cutting down an Oleander (O. C. ft.).— 
Out down the plants at onoe to 13 Inches or 18 Inches. 
When the young shoots appear, and the wsather is sufll- 
ciently mild, plaoe It In a very sunny spot and give plenty 
of water, bringing It indoors again at about the end of 
October. This treatment should ripen the wood and 
Induce It to flower well another season. The beet soil for 
the Oleander Is fibrous loam, with a little silver sand 
added, and It should be pressed firmly around (he roots. 

3602.—Green fly on greenhouse plants(dp/iM). 
—The best way of destroy Ing green fly is by light and 
frequent fumigations with Tobacco. When this cannot be 
dons the plants, when not In flower, should be syringed 
frequently and thoroughly with Tobaooo-water. Tois 1s 
best done In the evening, and then the next morning the 
plants should receive a thorough washing with alean rain- 
water, applied rather forcibly with a syringe. To prevent 
the Tobaooo-water reaching the roots the plants should be 
laid on tbelr sides when syringed. 

3593.—Raising Marvel of Peru from seed 
(fi. G.) — Seeds of this plant should be sown as early in 
the year as possible In a warm house. As toon as the 
seedlings oan lie handled they should be prloked out In 
pota or pans about 2 Inches apart, using a One, free, and 
well-sanded cemprst Keep them well up to the light, 
and about the end of May they may be removed to a cold 
frame, g'aduallv Inuring them to a full exposure About 
the end of the first week In June plant them out in the 
open ground, choosing a sheltered and tunny spot In the 
garden for them. 

359!.—Treatment or a Palm In a window 
(B. B.).—As (be plant In question Is 111 good health, arid 
la root-bound. It would bo an excellent time now to repot 
it into a size larger pit, using a mixture of mellow turfy 
loam, peat, and silver sand for the compost. Tne pot 
should be well drained. Press the soil around the roots 
firmly, and leave a space of about an inoh below the rim of 
the pot to hold water, of whioh plenty Is required when the 
plant is In aolive growth. A little weak, clear guano or 
aoot-water occasionally given will be very beneflolal, and 
the leaves should be sponged onoe a-week to oleanae them 
from dust 

3195.—Hardy Doable Primroses (A. It.).— 
These Primroses do best In oool, shaded quarters In the 
summer, euch as the north side of a hedge or other eoreen. 
They should have plenty of weter at the roots In hot, dry 
weather, and oooaalonal Bookings of clear, weak toot or 
other manure-water, would, no doubt, be beneflolal, 
especially If the soil Is poor. The best time to locreaee 
them by division is as soon as they have ceased flowering, 
and before hot, dry weather sets in. If you have no 
naturally ehaded plaoe to plant them, then a few evergreen 
branohee stuck amongst them will greatly help them to 
bear the ofteo-aooroblng summer sun. 

8696.—Propagating Hydrangeas (A. ft).— 
These are very easily propagated from outtlngs, whioh 
should be taken off In August, when the wood la partly 
matured. The cuttings should be about 3 Inohea or 4 inohee 
In length, and the points of the shoots should be seleoted, 
outtiog clean Just below the third or fourth Joint. They 
can then be luaerted either singly In small pots or several 
round the side of a fllnoh one. A good oompoet for them 
It a sandy loam, and the pots should be well drained. A 
alight hot-bed should be prepared, on whioh plaoe an ordi¬ 
nary frame, covered with a glazed light. Plunge the 
outtlngs in this, and keep them well moistened and ebadsd 
and then they will soon strike root. 

3597.— Abutllon vexlllarlum (J. Child*).—This 
Is the name of Ihe plant tent It has small leaves 
for an Abutllon, and the bright-red calyx and spreading 
corolla (of the flowers) of a light-yellow render It very 
ooneplououe and pleasing Abutllons are very easily 
grown plants, requiring a mixture of loam, leaf mould 
and peat made sandy. They require to be well-drained 
and to be liberally treated as to water. A. Vexlllarlum 
may either be grown at small plants, or It It very effeotlve 
grown to specimen size; but I think It most effective 
when trained upon a wall In the greenhouse, where 
It will oontlnue to produce a display until quite the end 
of June.—J. J. 

3598.-Treatment of an old India-rubber 
plant (iV.).—Too plant of this, which hajtooome bare 
of leavee, should be headed back eomewhaK'anN be_plaoed 
In a comfortably warm, greenhouse. As Aon unxW ibl 
after the young growths make tbelr kppramiuxl \LsccaU 

be repotted, taking away as muoh of the exhausted old 
soil as possible. Use a pot of about the same size as the 
one it is now growing in. It should be well drained, and 
the compost should consist of flbry peat and loam and 
some sharp silver sand. Return It to the warm green¬ 
house after potting, syringe the plant overhead daily, and 
shade from hot sun, and do not give much water at (he 
roots until active growth sets in, when plenty will be 
required. 

8599.—Sparm&nnlaafrlcana (R. B.).—Thie is the 
name of the flower you send. It is an old Cape plant, 
which has been introduced into this country more (han a 
hundred years, and is still popular for outting, Its snowy 
white flowers being very attractive all through the winter. 
There is also a double-flowered form whioh is very' useful. 
It flowers from about 18 luohea lu height, and grows some 
10 feet or 12 feet high ; but if you have no room for such 
large speoimens, strike the young tope now, and make more 
young plants; then, when your plants get to> large, you 
may discard them without feeling the loss. Pot tnem lo 
loam, leaf-mould, aod sand lu a warm greenhouse the 
plant will commence to flower in autumo and continue all 
winter.—J. J. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 

Names Of plants.—1'. ft.— Amaryllis formosissima 
-J. Allen—1, Catlleya Trtanae, ordinary form ; 
2, Odontoglossum triumphant ; 3. Onoidium leuoochllum ; 
4, Lycastenromatica.-M. Dcwellyn—1, Odontoglossum 
lu’eo-purpureum, poor form; 2, Oattleya Sobroderw ; 
3, Odontoglossum clrrhoeum.-Jam** Wood.—3, Miltooia 
cuneata ; 4, Onoidium Suttoni; 5, Oucidium leucochilum. 
Uaonot name the Illppeaetrums.-A’. Wright. — 
Oannot name the Kerne; ton young. Send again 
when fronds are fertile.-II. Jarrold.—i, Deudro- 
bium Wardianum giganteum; 2, D. thyrsiflorum; 
3, I), noblle Cooksoni.-Mil* Dart Lett.—The specimens 

lered from a wall is apparently Draba muralis. 
Tne oihor one is some Crucifer near to it; but the 
specimen Is too poor to name. When sending 
agaiu number them.-!•'. ft., Chesham.—The Partridge- 
breasted Aloe (A variega’a).-B. A. Ilagg.— Sis.vrTu- 
chium grandillorum,-J. Hayes. — 1, Cypripeaiura 
Sedeni ; 2, Aclneta Barker!; 3, Cypripedlum Roabelenl; 
4, Onoidium flsxuoaum.-Emile Jacobson,—1, Drndro- 
bium euperbum ; 2, Dendrobiuui formoeum glgaoteum ; 
3, Odontogloesum luteo-purpureum.-Mrs. Banks — 
Doronioum austrlaoum.-A Subscriber, Dublin.— 
Acacia verlioillata.-Altana.—Ornithogalum arabicum. 
-D S. B.— Selaglneha Kraussiana, frequently known 
ai Lycopodium denlloulatum. - Nona —Cannot name 
from a single leaf only. Send again when in flower.- 
Daffodil.—I, Narcissus Uorsfleldi; 8, Foraylhia virldia- 
alma; 3, Phlox tubulata ; 4, Doronioum austrlaoum.- 
England.—Scad better speoimens, and pack them safely. 
Those sent were crushed out of reoognlUon through being 
put into a flimsy maich-box.-Harry Windsor.—The 
specimens sent are apparently all the same, Arum macu- 
latum ; but they were muoh orusbed up lo transit.- 
C. Bowlker.—Llbonla floribunda.-ft. 31. D.—Andro¬ 
meda floribunda. Cardro**.—Kreesla refraota var.  
A. II. Jiarf.-Cymbldlum Lowiauum. 

of their manufacturer. A fifty-egg machine 
would cost somewhere about five guinea*. Moat, 
if not all, are heated by a lamp fed with paraffin. 

The inoubator is best fixed in a room where 
fresh air can gain access ; but it must not stand 
in the glare of the sun, nor should it be within 

reach of hammering, or any other disturbance, 
or the frequent jars will seriously interfere with 
hatching. There is no reason why the maohino 

should not be fixed in the room to which “ Leno ” 
refers, as the warmer the place the less heat 
will be required from the lamp, but the tem¬ 

perature should be as equable as possible. 
Leno ” will not be likely to do much good by 

keeping chickens in a heated room. They are 
far better when they gain access to the fresh 

air. Of course, incubator-hatched chickens 
must be provided with artificial heat, but this 

is best provided from a regular brooder or 
foster-mother.—Doubting. 

BIRDS. 

3600.—Feeding Canaries — I should be pleased If 
any one nf your readers would tell me what kind of food 
is beet for oue Canarlea, and for young ones?—A Rxadkk. 

3501.—Robins building.—Will anyone kindly tell 
me wbat time of year Robins build tbeir neats, and If 
they build In shrube, and atao what they feed on 1—Lovks 
or Birds. 

TO OORRH8PONDBNTS. 
IFe should be glad iff readers would remember that tee 

do not answer Queries by post, and that we cannot under¬ 
take to forward le’ters to correspondents, or insert queries 
that do nut contain the name and address of sender. 

U. O. IF,—Apply to Meters. James Veltoh and Sons, 
Royal Exotlo Nursery, KiugVroad, Chelsea, London, 8 W. 
-Amateur. — Evidently you have grown a very good 
flower of the Malmalson Carnation. If you have treated 
the plant In any epeolal way we shall lie glad to receive a 
note from you on the matter.-Beginner.—Please repest 
your queries, and write each one on a separate piece of 
paper, and on one side of It only. There Is no book that 
we know of that will give you half so muoh Information 
as Oardknixo Illuhtratbd, if you take and read It 
regularly and attentively.-Constant Reader and Sub¬ 
scriber.—The question as to Water Lillee la replied to In this 
issue of Gardksino, page 104.-North,—" Brown's 
Forestry " is the beet book for you.-James Fleming.— 
Apply lo Messrs. Harkness and Sons, The Orange Nur¬ 
series, Bedale, Yorkshire. Pests.—Take In and read 
Gardksino Illustrated regularly, and you will get all ihe 
information you require.-Spruce Beer.—Write to the 
editor of Farm and Home, published at this offloe.- 
Ed ward Duckctl. — Plesse send Orchid again. We have 
not reoolved It.-A. M. Kitchen.— Apply to Mr. E. 
Hobday, Cavendleh park Nursery, Rook-road, Cambridge. 
-W. N.B.—Duet over the rows with toot and lime, 
and plaoe some lines of thread over the Peas and Beans. 
-Helen U. Harris.—The Apple-tree roots have evi¬ 
dently got down into a oold, wat subsoil. Lift them and 
replant in good loam in November next, and well drain 
the soil if water-logged at all.-Voting Gardener, Dcoon. 
—The Tomato-plants are oankered at the root. Have they 
been muoh crowded in the seed panel 

Catalogue reoelved.—Farm Seeds, Ac. Meins. 
Toogood and Sons, Southampton. 

Booka reoelved —" Manures; How to Make and 
Use Them," by Frank W. Semper ; “ Onions for Profit," 
by T. Greiner; "Celery for Profit," by F. Orelner. Pub¬ 
lished by Meeen. W. Atlee Burpee and Co., Philadelphia, 
U.S.A. ___ 

POULTRY & RABBITS. 

3422 —Chickens and an inoubator.— 
11 Zeno " does not make it clear what particu¬ 
lars he stands in need of. The eggs are placed 
in the machine as soon as possible after they are 

laid, freshness being a most important part of 
the business. It is a mistake to use stale eggB, Pader a hen, bat to do so with an incubator 

ourt failure. Incubators aro of various 
according to their size and 

REALLY GOOD THINGS. 
CARNATIONS.—Mrs Muir, stirocrh white, (hi.; 

Germania, yellow, 9.1.: Reynold's Hole, aprioot, 6d.; Mrs. 
Laird, superb blu-h, Hd : Br de, while, 5d ; Rvby, salmon- 
rose, 4d ; Gloire de Nvnov. immense while, 4d ; Redbioes, 
shite ar.d claret, 4d. ; Salisbury, wm'e, 4d ; Sal sburv, rose, 
6d.: Pink Her Majeuy, mnxuifi lent, 7d ; Old Crimson 
Clove, true, 2s. 6d. doz 

EARLY-FLOWERING CHRYSANTHS.- 
Lovely hardy auuimor and autumn bloomer., grand for cut¬ 
ting Dsigrangu. whits ; Hawkins, yellow : Rut den Pr6_-oc6., 
cr m«on and gold ; Plncz's Seeding, bronze: F. Pole, rod 
PriScocitiS, golden: and other lovely varieties Twelve to 
name, including above, 2a. 3d. ; 24, 4r. 31.; 40, 7a.: forming 
an unique Oolleo* ion, 

SPECIAL SEEDS for present sowing.-Kx- Juisito Sweet Peas, named kinds, mixed, 6d. and Is. pkt. 
coland Peppier, white, scarlet, yellow, separate or mixed, 

fld. and la pkt Carnation, double splendid .train, Cd and 
Is. Pansy, magnificent fancy, unusual 6J and Is. Hxlly- 
hocks. Ilnest double, Rd. and Is. Canterbuiy Balia, 3d. and fid. 
Wallflower, hiood-red and golden, 3d. and 6d. pkt. White 
Foxglove. 3d. Sh'rlcy Poppy, 3d. and 6d- Sweet Willium, 
best, 3d. and 6d. All free. Cash. 

RICHES, Florid, Sandy-laoe, Cheater. 

18. PER IX)Z~FRBK.—Polyanthus, Finks, 
4- Geum: Is. 3d., Auriculae, from best sir ilns, White Violas 
(Hopewnn).—B. AKMITAGE, Horbury. York*. 

tAT’ETlTK i^LlJ WKK.b ! VV HI I'K FLOW HRS !l 
• * —Hartland's "Snowdrift," Double Whlto Fimbriated 

Poppy. Will giro immense quantities ol bloom sown now. 
Thu flowers are beautifully cut, rosumbliug "sbt-up " tissue 
paper. HeodGd. per packet from-UARTLAND, Seedsman, 

’ Establish . Cork, Ireland. (dished 1810. 

HARDY FKRN8. 40 rare roots, lOd. ; luO, 
2s 9J .free, llsmtr—Mridan-hair,Polyatlohum.Oe'eraali. 

Adiantum Si a —R. ANDREWS, Shuto Axminster, Devon. 

OttRYBAN L’HKMUMS.—1 doz. best Exhtbi- 
lion varieties, including Mrs Spaulding, Mra. S. Ooloman, 

I-a T.iomphante, snd others of equal mtrit, oarefiUly packed, 
free, for Is. 61. Old Crimson Clove, 6 for la. 6J„ or 2i. 9J. 
doz —ORANGE. Sheppwton green. Middlesex._ 

(lOOD KING HRNRY (MKRCURY).—Tho 
grandest vegetable In cultivation, ituperior to Aeptragua. 

40 pleote, 2d, 6*1., freo.-T. HALL, 8, Koeooo-Urm*. Hoarboro. 

A MBRIOAN BKLLBIND, grand Auriculas 
Hopaticaa, 3s.; "Dost* Miller" Auriculas!double, ruhv) 

-*Pr 
Dusty Miller" Auriculasldouble, ruby), 

rimroers. Is doz., free.—LANE. Sydenham, Belfast. 

niCRANLUMS, autumn rooted cutt-ings.— 
LI Boarlet. Veiurlua. Is 3d. doz.: 7a 100. Flower of 
Spring, Is. 8<L doz. PeriUa (bronze), 2s. doz., post free (or 
oaafc.—JAMES BARTON, Northbrldie-streei, Robertabridge 
Basest. _ 

"PERNS I—Trade.—Stove and greenhouse, 25 
*• sorts, 24-In. pots, 12a. 100 Large, lo 5-In. pota, 6a. doa.; 
seedlings, os. 100. Cyperus, OreriUeai, Rhodantba, and 
A rail vs, is. do* Pious, Palma, Marguerltos, Hydrangeas, 
and Pelargoniums, la. each. A. ounsaium large, fie. and 8a. 
doz , 5-In. pota. Fterla tremula and A. ouueatum, for making 
large plants quiokly, Ifia and 20a. 100, packed and put on rail 
free for oath.— J. SMITH, London Pern Nursery, Lough- 
bwn’-lunotmn. London, fl.w_____ 
■yiOLETS —Riant now for line blooming next 

* season Wellsiaua, giant single blue, 2a. fld. doz Comte 
Brazza, double wnlte, La ly H. Oampbe'l, double blue, very 
awoot, 3s. Rd. doz. Hardy plaota in beautiful kinds. Lists 
freo. Iceland Puppies. Corndowers, Mra. Rlnkins Pink, and 
many other good things. Is. doz.-MRi. WATaON. HeawalL 
Cb-shire. 

OFKCIAL CHEAP OFFER.—6 Geraniums, 6 
LJ Dble. Ivy Geraniums, 6 Heliotropes, 3 Fuohalaa, 3 French 
Lavender, 2a., free. Also 24 Yellow Calceolarias, la. 6d , 
free.—A TOMKIN. Florist. Ridoup. Kent. 

OURFLUS FLANKS— lG begonias, 1 Spat- 
LJ mannla, 1 Rrugmansla. 3 Dble. Petunias, SPlleaa, 3 laolepla, 
2 Ferns, 8 Fuchsias, 8 Chrjssnfhemums, 6 Geraniums. 2 
CorontUas. 2 Genistas, 1 Vallota, 2 Holanums. 2 Bouvardtaa, 
51 plants. 4s. 6d. free. New Chrysanthemums, E Beckett 
Mra Beckett, and 1 beautiful P dm, worth 3a„ gratia with 
order. —Head (Tardener, 46. Warwick-r l.. Ilanlnin._ 

IV^KRUURk (King Henry)—To cut in May 
-Ftl md onward plant new Is delicious, superior to 
Asnaragus, no extra cultivation, orown roots, 60, 3e , free.— 
AN PERSON. Mill Hill Gardena Lo- f ^-nttoo, Wlabeon. 

TkAHLIA8 a Speciality. — Dahlias, strong 
-L ’ ! ide.nln, 8toit, Pompoms and Cactus, finest varietiw, 
named. 3s. fld. per dor.. post free. Catalogueoo application. 

TIIOR^'<50 pm'i Hall. Drighliugton. Bradford. 
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OHRYSANTHHMOM3. 

SEASONABLE NOTES. 

Tin: present U & busy time amongst cultivator*. 

No matter for what purpose the plant* are 

grown, negleot now in any of the detail* mean* 

failure later on In the season. It i* only by 

grappling with the work a* the proper season 

come* round that it can be kept in check along 

with *o many other matter* connected with the 

garden. The recent bright weather experienced 

ha* had the effect of improving the appearance 

of the plant* very much in some instance*. No 

matter in what form they are to be trained, one 

thing i* most essential to succeu—a sufficiency 

of space for eaoh plant. Far better it is to grow 

a loss number than to overburden one’s space to 

the detriment of alL I purpose to refer briefly 
during the present article to the immediate 
want* of the plants under the various methods 

of culturo. There is no disputing the foot that 
those grown for the 

Production of larof. blooms, not necessarily 
for exhibition, but for home use, meet with the 

greater favour, therefore I will deal with those 
first. As stated in a previous artiole, the plants 

should be encouraged to grow with three shoot* 
after making their first break, this being the 

number of blossom* each plant is to carry ; it ia 
not possible to obtain the best results from Elams that are allowed to carry more than one 

loom on each shoot. When they are restricted 

to the number stated the whole energy of eaoh 

branch ia concentrated into the single flower, 
and with so much better results too. A* a 

rule, the plants make their first natural break 
during the first three weeks in May, sometimes 

earlier, owing to unforeseen causes and the 
manner in whioh thoouttings were prepared. No 

matter when this break takes plaoe it should be 

dealt with promptly ; neglect during this period 
means a waste of energy. All superfluous shoots 
ought to be promptly removed, restricting the 

number to throe. Those are generally the best 
nearest the point of the plant, although in ex- 
t rente cases one, or even more, of these will form 
bloom buds. These also must be out off with a 

view of encouraging those lower down to grow 
strong. Standards are by some persons thought 

highly of ; they need not be of the pattern some¬ 
time* seen, whore the plants are so closely tied 

in that the blooms look jast as though they were 
moulded in some particular form, so many inches 

apart. The forms of standard Chrysanthemum* 
that I recommend are those allowed to grow 

freely, after the heads, so to speak, are formed, 
end left to flower at will, disbudding none of the 

blooms, but allowing all to develop. In this case 
the freo-flowering varieties are to be chosen, 

such as Mrs. O. Bundle in the incurved section, 

Source d’Or and Bouquet Fait in the Japanese 
list. In addition to tbese, many varieties of the 

l’ompon Anemone, Pompon ana Single-flowered 

sorts are peculiarly well adapted to this method 
of training. There are some, thoogh, who/pruferI 

the neatly trained heads and restricted Jowmi k 
The Jardin and Prinoe Alfred families\>f lirefi 

Inourvsd section are the best; they lend them¬ 

selves to this form of growth easier. The prepara¬ 
tion of the plants up to a certain stage ia the 

same in both method*. The main point to observe 

now is to select those plants which are straight in 
the stem and encourage them to grow upright 
until the desired height is attained—viz., 3 feet 

or 3 feet 6 ioohes. If the plant does not make 

its first natural break before that point is roached 
pinch out the poiat. Thii induces other side- 

shoots to form, which make the formation of the 
future head. Reduce these shoots to four, and 

when these have grown 0 inches long again top 
them. Plaoe a short stake to eaoh plant to pre¬ 

vent an accident to the leading stem. Chrys¬ 
anthemums grown in 

Low specimen form find many admirers, as a 

visit to some of oar leading exhibitions will 
testify. Although this form of training is much 

ooudemned by some persons, oertainly the ex¬ 
hibitions would lose much of their attraotive- 

ness if well-grown and skilfully-trained plants 
were absent. They are not useful for cutting 

purposes, as a partial loss of the blooms spoils 
their appearanoe. However, bush-plant* can 

easily be grown, which provide a quantity of 
flowers for cuttiog ; therefore there is no need to 

spoil the appearanoe of the trained plants for 
that purpose. There are two mothods of pro¬ 

ducing specimens—one is growing them to a 

large size—say, 5 feet in diameter, with 200 
blooms on each plant; the other is limiting the 

plants to about 3 feet in diameter, with from 
30 to 50 blooms of high-class merit, quality 

being the first consideration. Plants of this 
type are more desirablo than those grown for 

mere size, as the quality of the flowers must then 
be a secondary consideration, and plants unduly 

stretched out are not so pleasant to look at. 
To grow Chrysanthemums in this form the cut¬ 

tings need striking early to give the plants a long 
season of growth ; when the first shoot is 4 inches 

high the point should be nipped out of it to 

inauoe side branches to form, which gives the 
basis of the future speoimen. When these side 

shoots are 5 inohee long top them again. The 
plants intended for specimens will now be about 
that stage in growth. As growth progresses 

place a few small stakes to the shoots, gradually 
training thorn outwards and thus preventing 
them from being broken, at they easily slip off 

at this stage. The plants must now have a 
position in a cold frame cloee to the glass, where 

the growth will not he drawn up weakly. The 

leaves of each plant must stand clear of those of 
its neighbour. Any defeot in the foliago would 

be detrimental to their appearance later on. 
The plants will now require a shift into pots 

Oi inches In diameter, from these they will go 
into those in which they are to flowor—12-inch 

for the largest specimens and 11-inch for the 
smaller. Plants Intended to be grown as 

Bushes, to give a quantity of flowers rather 
than quality, will now have their shoots 5 inches 

long if they were topped in January. They 

may now nave a second topping, which will 
induoe a larger number of shoots to grow at the 

base. Plants for the same method of training, 

but not tooted until the early part of February, 
topped a couple of weeks sinoe, 

making vigorous shootsyleliti-* 

should be again topped whin the growth is 
4 inches long. Shift the plants on luto larger 

pots as desired by the state of their roots. On 
no account allow them to become root-bound, 

or they require so much more care in watering, 
and the growth is interfered with. Abundanoe 
of water is necessary in all stages to supply 

their due wants at this season. E. M. 

3580 — Chrysanthemums for cut- 
flowers.—I prosame “ W. B.” prefers a 
quantity of bloom to a few of largo size. In 
that caso tho plants might be topped once moro, 

when the shoot* resulting from the last topping 
have grown 5 inches long. Afterwards, allow 

tho shoots to grow away uninterruptedly, 
neither topping nor thinning them whatever. 

Allow all the flower-buds that form to develop ; 

a nice lot of blossom will result from this method 
of growing them. Tho same treatment applies 

equally well to the single varieties. Pot* 
8 inches in diameter are Urge enough for even 
the strongest plants ; some, indeed, will succeed 
in those an inch less. At no time should the 
soil be allowed to become dry ; the plants will bo 

all the better if liberally fed when the pots in 

which they are to flower are full of roots. 
Whatever kind of stimulant is employed it 

should be used weak, and often, in preference to 
the opposite. A change of food is beneficial 
even to Chrysanthemums. Liquid-manure from 

tho oow-shed or stable, to whioh is added a 
small quantity of soot, is good to commence 

with, changing it then for some of the various 
kinds of artificial manures so freely advertised, 
ohoosing showery woather for applying these. 

While employing chemical manures, it is not 
wise to use them stronger than recommended 

by the vondors. Very often an extra dose, 

given, perhaps, with good intentions, is fatal to 
success. All kinds are easy of application. As 

a rule, they are sprinkled on the surface and 
watered in with dear water. During showery 

woather tho rain does the latter.—K. M. 

3577.—Keeping birds from Peas and 
Cherries.—1 have no doubt but that if black 

thread were run from end to end of the row of 
sticks in line* about 3 inches apart from the 
ground upward that it would be found to effec¬ 

tually protect the orop of Peas from the Spar¬ 
rows. If it is 8parrows that eat the Cherries I 
believe the blaok thread would also protect 

them. I know that this material will keep the 
Sparrows from the Pear-blossoms in the spring. 

It is also a sure protection against birds for 

the buds of bush-fruit, Crocuses, Cabbage-seeds, 

Early Lettuce, Ac. ; but in this locality (Ports¬ 
mouth) tho 8parrows give over doing mischief 
for a season as summer approaches. They do 

not injure the fruit nor tno Peas in the pods. 

If other birds injure the Cherries tanned netting 
would be found a good protection. It is adver- 

tised in Gardening very cheaply —L. C. K. 

-There la nothing thst will anewerthe purpose eo weU 

oa the ordinary netting eold f.ir the purpoee. The nearest 
florist will probably be able to tell you where you can 

obtain it.—A. Q. 

suiit-inowera l’or a grrave.-Tufted Rsnstes. 

wUts -vl btan, Win,su't, the position very well, and will 

Mown pretw ffsU sD * stum i -5-E. fl. 
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GARDHN WORK.* 

Conservatory. 

Young plan to o( Tree Carnations will re<|ulre shifting on, 
and when established will do better in trainee tban houses. 

To do theee well they must have good loam, and it the loam 
ot any particular neighbourhood ie not euiteble it will be 

well. The same remark applies to Chrysanthemums, 
though these plant* require heavier loam than Carnations. 
There is a very great deal in getting the right kind of soil; 

loam forms the basis ot good plant culture, and it is worth 
some effort to get the right kind and quality. The soft, 
silky loams are the best, as gritty matter oan be added 
when required. Next to good loam, whioh is used more 

especially for soft-wooded plants, good peat is an absolute 
necessity for hard-wooded stuff, and it is not often that 
much reliance can be placed upon local supplies. It is far 
better to purchase the small quantities required for small 

collections of plants than use the material obtainable from 
some of the local sources. This is the best season for 
repotting hard-wooded plants. In shifting on healthy 

young specimens do not break the ball nor yet lacerate 
the outside roots by digging among them with a pointed 
stick, as is sometimes recommended. All that is required 
is to turn the plant out carefully, remove the crocks from 

the bottom, and fix the ball of the plant Srmly upon the 
foundation of drainage and rough peat whioh has been 
oarefully prepared for it, arranging the ball so that there 
will be one dear inoh of space at the top when the potting 

is completed to rtoeive the water. Be special j oarefui 
not to sink the oollars of hard-wooded plant* too deep In 

the soil. Earthing up the stems will be fatal; ram the 
soil in firmly and repot when the roots are In a healthy 
state as regards moisture, neither too wet nor too dry, 
and then the day after potting give a good soaking with a 
rosed pot, and afterwards trust to the old expedient 

familiar to every plant grower of tapping the pot. 
Solanums whioh havo been raised from seeds or outtlngs 
should be potted off and shifted on and kept In warm, 

close houses or pita to get stroug. Free growth, pinching 
if neoessary, is essential for the next two months. Then 
harden off and stand outside on ooal-ash beds, keeping 
them well supplied with water. Old plants, alter being 

shortened back a little, may as soon as they break be 
shifted into 32 slxed pots, and be grown outside to get the 
berries well set. Sometimes those plants are turned out 

of pots into a warm border, and they usually do very well 
so treated ; but the berries are then later in ripening, and 
some time Is lost is getting the plants established. Shade 

Is neoessary now for flowering planta. 

Stove. 
Thera is still time to put in cuttings of anything tf 

which young stock may be required, as the soft young 

shoots will quickly strike in a brisk bottom-heat If kept 
close. One of the evil* to be guirded against now is over 
crowding; but such things as Eucharisee, Amaryllis, and 
Begonias may be moved to an Intermediate house or warm 

vinery if the plants are quite free from mealy-bug Palms, 
Arallaa, Anthuriums, and Crotons are oonstautly growing 
larger from year to year, and sooner or later some of them 
have to be disposed of or saorlfloed In some other way. It 
is generally possible to exohangs large plants for small 
ones of newer introduction and It ie quite possible to keep 

a oslleotion of planta whioh are well oared for up to data 
in the matter of new things in thii way by exchanges, if 
the matter is sanctioned by the employer, but not other¬ 

wise. The training of stove ollmhere (Allamaudae, Ciero- 
dandrons, Bougainvilleas, and Btephanotls) should have 
frequent attention, and, if the planta are grown In pots, 
the fast-growing shoots mutt not be allowed to twine 
about Indiscriminately, or there will be a difficulty io 

taking them down to get them arranged on the wire 
trainers when the blossom bods appetr. Siedling Buepto- 
carpl and Oloxinias will do better In a close pit, where 

they can be ahlfted on as thoy require more space. M my 
Orchids which have completed their blooming will require 
repotting or basketing ; very rough fibrous peat, with 
fresh Sphagnum chopped small, forms the beat compost, 

tho pots to be half Iblod with drainage. In using such 
porous materials It is neoessary to press them down 
firmly. 

Ferns under Glass. 

These are gettlnz into good condition now, as most of 
the old fronds of Maiden hairs will have been weeded out 

Where Ferns are required for cutting the shade must bo 
of a very light charaoter. I prefer scrim blinds to roll up 

and down, as in this way there is a considerable part of 
the day when the plants will be growing under bright, 
olear glass, and this would not be the oase If summer 
oloud or whitening Is employed ; and where appearanoes 
have to be studied blinds are best. Seedlings tho spores 

of whioh were sown In winter will now be ready for 
pricking off Into pans or boxes, to be afterwards trans¬ 

ferred t» small pots. It is a great mistake to orowd 
young growing specimens; it quite spoils them for the 
time being. 

Propagatlng-house. 
The stook of bedding plants will now be pretty well 

provldod for, and as soon as room oan be spared there are 
seedling Begonias and other young stuff to lie helped on. 

This is a good time for grafting Oranges or any other hard- 
wooded plants. The process Is very slmplo. The eolon or 

graft, whioh should be a young, healthy shoot, is placed 
on the side of the stock, a slip of bark and wood having 
been removed In suoh a manner as to leave a small tongue 

of bark at the bottom, Into whioh the base of the scion is 
fitted. The bark of stock and eolon should join on at 
least one side. Tie with moderate flrmneai, and reduce the 

head of the etook a little, but still leave on plenty of 
foliage to keep the sap In circulation. Tho plants after 
grafting must be kept olose and shaded till the union is 
oomplete. An expert hand has but few failures. 

Cold Pita and Frames. 
As the bedding plants can be moved on to temporary 

ehelters, some of the pits msy be got ready for Melons. 
Oucumbers, Green Ginger, or Capsicums. Bottom-heat 

• In cold or northern it utricle the operations referred 
to under " Garden Work" may bo done /fontten dan* to 
• fortnight later than ie here indicated 4,'fA egjkatk an ii 
reeuitt. LHUiuzeu uy V TV7" ’ 

Is neoessary for Ououmbers and Melons, and this oan 

generally be supplied now with etabls-manure, sometimes 
mixed with any of the waste materials to be found In the 
garden, suoh as Grass obtained from the lawns. The best 
prepared t>eda should be reserved for the Melons, as to 

obtain good-flavoured, well-grown Melons the bottom- 
heat must be continuous. I have had occasionally good 

Melons when the bottom-heat declined before the fruits 
were ripe in a bright, sunny season. 

Window Gardening. 
Many are now beginning to make arrangements for the 

outside window display. Boxes are being repainted and new 
boxes made. If more effort was mode to cover the boxes with 

foliage and flowers by planting creepers and other free- 
growing plants along the front, the material with whioh 
the boxes are made or its colour will not much signify. I 
think a perfectly planted box should be completely 

hidden within a very short time of its being filled. 

Outdoor Garden 
The ground now Is very dry, and at present there are no 

signs of rain. Light soils should be firmed by treading This 

will be beneficial to Carnations, Pansies, Boses, and most 

things which have bad the S|>ade or fork used among them 
duringlhelate winter or early spring. Masses of Wallflowers 
are now very bright and sweet, and I find they always 
flower beat in firm grounl. The middle of May is quite 
time enough to sow Wallflowers for next years' blooming. 
Canterbury Bells and other Campanulas should be sown at 
once to get the plants strong for blooming next season. 
Flower senli will not grow till rain comes unless they are 
watered, and in all oases waterlog should be oombined 

with shading. Rhubarb leaves spread fiat on the ground 
are better than most things for assisting the germination 
ol seeds. Newly-planted Evergreens are having a bad 

time, and many things will suffer, and not a few lost 
altogether, unless some pains are bestowed upon them. 
The first thing is to mulch with old manure or Grass or 

something; the seoond Is to give water enough to keep 
all the roots In a moist oondltlon ; the third In the cate 
of valuable specimens Is, if possible, to rig up some tem¬ 
porary shade and uao a syringe or garden engine freely 

once or twioe a day over the foliage. With proper atten¬ 
tion there will be no losses. In purchasing new hardy [ilants for the borders or rookery, what an advantage It is 
n a sea-on like till present to huve them In p its, it makes 

transplanting a oertaimy. Ampelopeis Veilobi, Clematis, 
Passion-flowers, and other kinds of creepers m<y be 

planted now out-of-doors to cover walls. 

Fruit Garden. 
Continue disbudding Peaches on walls, and have the 

Tobaoco-powder distributor handy io owe inseot* are 

present. Thla saves suoh a lot of time and trouble. At 
present tbs fruit prospects have not suffered materially ; 
some ol the blossoms will fall, as a matter of oouise, to the 
manifest benefit of the crop and the trees too. Very few 
people have the oouraye to thin fruit sufficiently, so that 

a odd night or two, whioh does the work for them, may 
be looked upon as a blessing in disguise. The attmhlne 
has done wooders for fruit culture m,dor glaae Ptnohea, 
Grapes, Figs, and Melons oever looked better, but though 

this glorious sunshine has gladdened the gardeneie' 
heart, it has Increased the work immeaeely. Melons have 
rushed up, requiring almost daily attention in tying and 

stopping, Vines have demanded oonatant attention in 
thinning, stopping, and tying down. In the early houses 

sub-lateials have grown at a wonderful rate, necessitating 
constant rubbing out or pinching. Below the branohcs 

the best oourse is to out out, aod above the braooh pinch 
In to one leaf. There are various opinions about feeding 
Vines. When the borders are shellow and the drainage 

ample, etlmulante, either sprinkled on the surface and 
watered in or dissolved in the water and applied in this 
way. must be used very freely. I like to begin the use of 

stimulants as soon as the berries are thinned, and give 
a further dressing when the stoning Ie completed. What¬ 
ever stimulant is used Is sprinkled on the border and 
watered in. 

Vegetable Garden. 
Early Potatoes that were planted in February will now 

push through the soil, and must lie sheltered in some way, 
or the troet will cut them off. Drawing a ridge of dry eoll 

over them will save them for a time, but this ie a kind of 
negative promotion ; some sort of oovering would be better. 
I heve savedaorop by sticking Evergreen branches among 

the plants and leaving them there. No branch should he 
long enough to shelter the Potatoes when they grow 
taller than they are now. What a nuisance sparrows are 

among young Peas lunora as they ooiue through the 
ground. Wire guards are effectual so long a9 (he Peas do 
not grow through before that time arrives. Toe guards 
must be tsken off and the atlcke placed to the Peas. There 

it more than one way of using Pru sticks. The best way 
is to atiok them In the groundln a slanting position. When 
one side of the ro* has been etaked, pltoe the sticks on 

the other tide in a reverse position. Fewer stloke will 
auffloe by this way of using them over the upright plant. 
Continue to prick out Celery and see that a surHolent 

stock of Winter Greens is grown. Even the earlv 
dletrlote might sow now. Givo liquid-manure to Caull- 
flowers and Lcttuoee. Asparagus beds In cutting will be 
benefited by a free aud ooploue application of bouae 

sewage ; If very strong dilute it with plain wafer. It has 
been a good time to wage successful war upon the weed*; 
the hoe in drr. tunny weather It a splendid tool. I am Io 

favour of the Dutch hoe beoauee It leaves a free and open 
turfaoe. The hoer that treads on bis work tomstlmee planta 
the weeds again. E. Hobdav. 

Work la the Town Garden. 
Even In unheated houses Tomatoes may now be safely 

planted out; but, of course, only strong and oarefully 
hardened plants ought to bo employed, while. If they have 

to etand In any way near the glace, tome mats, eaoking, 

or a blind of some kind must be drawn over the roof on 
frosty or very oold nights. During the summer season, 
or, say, from tbs middle of April until the end of Ootober, 
Tomatoes eucoeed very well in town gardens, and with 

proper treatment bear abundantly ; but during the rest of 8i year they are not worth house room unless the atmos 
trel* model ate! v pure and light and sunshine plentiful 
t, planting-out system is alto decidedly preferable to 

'.Multure, though the plant* usually ■otiWitcl *eWii.k- 

ably wall iu boxes ol moderate tlxe. Pelargoniums of the 
Zonal section are now breaking Into a beautiful bloom, 
and even in smoky looallties produoe a very gay effect, 

though neither the trustee nor pip* are ever quite eo large 
as In pure oountty air. Five-lnoh and 6-lnch pot* are the 
best site la wblob to flower the plants, unless Urge speci¬ 

mens are wanted, when they may be potted on Into 8-mob 
or 9-Inch elzee ; but in all cases large pots are undesirable. 
Always pot firmly, using good rich loam, and keep the 
plant* on s oool bottom near the glaae, with plenty of air 
In fine weather and light shade from hot sun In summer. 

Plants to flower from April till July or August should be 
potted the end of February, and another batch potted 
the end of May will oome In to suoceed them until the 
November fogs set in, after which the blooms will refuse 

to expand where the air Is more than very slightly smoke 
laden. The Ivy-leaved varieties alto are extremely 

floriferous and usefal, especially lor window-boxes, 
balconies, hanging-baskets, io. These need even lees 
pot-room than the last, and do not soon suffer from want 
of water, but when in full bloom and pot-bound both 

olasses should be rather liberally supplied with weak 
liquid-manure. Asters, Stocks, and other half hardy 
annuals may now be tuooestfuily sown on a sheltered 
border of light rioh soil outside, and in this way often do 

better In the ond than those sown under glass, as they are 
leu liable to become drawn or to damp or shank off, 
though they are, of course, later in ooming into bloom 
tban those started the beginning of this month. The 

Salplgiotsif are very pretty subjects in ibis class with 
beautifully veined bloesoms, and suitable either lor pot 
ouiture or the open borders; these are belter eo«u early. 
Bouvardiu are now breaking into fresh growth, and inu<t 

be freely syringed over head, but keep the soil on the do 
sids and repot when a little advanced. B. O K. 

1HU OOMING WBHR'S WORK. 

Extract.s from a garden diary from April 29 th 
to May 0th. 

Planted several rows of Uoarlet Runners. Dwarf French 

Beans were sowo on a warm border a fortnight ago ; these 
will be Sheltered when they come up to proteot from 
spring frosts. 1‘iaaud out Cauliflowers raised under I;las» ; the ear lit at Cauliflowers are ooming on under hand- 
ighce, and a long row hu been planted In a trench along 

the Iroot of a forcing-house cloee to the wall. I have out 

Cauliflowers from to ■ trench evtn before those were ready 
under the lights. I mention this to show that where 
there are no lights early Cauliflower* may be bad by- 
planting in a very warm position in a weli-manurtd 

trenoh, with a ridge of toll to form a protection along the 
f. out. Bowed the main crop of Beet. 1 do not want large, 
ooarse roots. Chicory, also for forcing, has just been 

sown. 1 have somstlines sown Chloory a fortnight later, 
and the roots were quite large enough ; If sown too early 
the planta “bolt''when placed in beat. Planted out early- 

town Leeks in trenches; also two rows of early Celery. 
Sowed several kinds of Marrow Ptas, lnoludiog Veltch’s 
Perfeotioo and Ne Plusl’Ura. I want a good many Peat at 

the end ol July aud through August and September. Used 
the hoe everywhere among growing crops to keep down 
weeds and mitigate the effects of drought. Drew earth 

over early Potatoes whioh are pushing through the toil. 
Pat in outtlngs of various kinds of Herbs, Including Sage, 
Thyme, Tarragon, &c. Sowed Chervil and roede a new 

bed of Mint By thrusting a knife down a few inches into 
the soil the young shoots can be out off with roots attached, 
and theee planted out tl inohes apart will Boon fill up aud 
be useful for gathering. Mulohedallomlingewithan inch 

or to of old leaf-mould between the rows. Put In a lot of 
Mrs. Siukins Pink outtlngs on a hotbed; the plant* are 
intended for forolng. Through a pries of other matters I 

am later than usual with theee this season ; the outtlngs 
were uken from the forced plant*, and will soon form 

root*. Sowed 8pinaoh between rows of l’ess. Repotted 
Azaleas and other hard-wooded plants which have flowered ; 
the plants will be kept rather warmer and oloeer for the 

present to enoourage root aotloo and oontequent growth. 
Dug over and prepared a piece of land for towing hardy 
plants, suoh at Wallflowers, Sweet Williams, Hollyhocks. 
«c. Watered recently planted tree* and ehrube ; this is 

being done about twice a week, and will be oontinued 
until rain lolls copiously. Wali-trcci have alto been 
watered, spiolal attention being given to etODe fruits 

against south walls. Commenced disbudding Peaches, 
meeting Ihe advances of ths grten-fly by the use of 
Tobacoo-powdtr ; Ibis is superior at this early season, 

when the nights are often cold, to all forms of washing. 
Divided the soyek of Double White Primulas; they were 
heavily iiiulohed some weeks ago with Coooa fibre and 

sand, and roots had begun to form, so that I expect every 
piece will make a good plant by the end of the summer. 
Pricked out Stocks aod Asters In beds In the open air; 

some of these will be wanted for filling up In a difficult 
position where strong plants alon* will suooeed. Planted 

out a lot of Campanula pyramidal!* (Chlin ley Campanula) 
to form a background to a long border. Top-dreaaeU 

Cucumbers in a house ; also tied down and stopped ; the 
growth has been marvellous during the late sunny 
weather. Thinned Grapos In the sooond house, and took out 

a few more berries from Hamburgh* in an early house which 
have now about finished stoning. Uf course, not much 

thinning Is left to be done now; but, a few bunches 
appearing too orowded, It was belter to out out a few of 

the smaller berritt, to that those left might have room to 
grow to the full else. Top-dressed Vine-borders with 
artificial manures, ohlefly Patent Silicate. I used this last 
season, and found It very benefloial to the Grapes ; it may¬ 

be used freely without doing harm. 1 have used 2 lb. to 
the square yard, and shall probably repeat the dressing 

later on In the oase of the late varieties. Shifted on late- 
struok Chrysanthemums Into 6-inch pots; the earliest 

plants have just been plaoed in 7-lnoh pot*, and will 
shortly be plaoed In the open air altogether ; at present 

they are Handing under a framework of wood, oovered at 

night with oanvas. 

Drawings for " Gardening."—Beadero will 
kindly remember that tee are glad to get epeeimene of 
beautiful or rareflowere and good fruite and vegetabtee 
for ilt cuing. ’,PAi drawing* to maos will be engraved in 

the beet manner, and will appear in due eourte in 
ftauDiaiei lis.iriuAi'tb. Z\ 
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THUS AND SHRUBS. 

LARGE-FLOWERED OR HYBRID 

CLEMATI8. 

The accompanying engraving shows the effective 

beauty and interest that a good variety of 
Clematis may possess when well grown and not 
too much restricted or trained. A wreath of 
silver stars like this enforces our admiration, 

even although the background be only an old 
black fence of tarred boards, a few wires being 
strained across it to keep the plant from falling 

down. Seeing how bold and lovely these larger 
hybrid Clematises are when vigorously grown, 
the wonder is that we bo seldom see them used 

in places almost overdone with the forms of C. 
-lackmani. Such noble varieties as Lady 
Caroline Neville, lanuginosa, lanuginosa nivea, 

Lady Bovill, Symeiana Henryi, Standishi, 
Stella, or Vesta can scarcely ever become too 
plentifuL Some of the double-flowered kinds 
are also very handsome when well established, 
especially Lucie Lemoino or Mme. Van Houtte, 
and I know a fine old spocimen of C. Sieboldi 

that is a picture every autumn when covered 

quite easy to root their branches by layering 
them under a large flattish stone, and plants so 

propagated are the best, albeit the process is a 
slow one. On light and warm sandy or gravelly 
soils these plants enjoy a top-dressing or mulch¬ 

ing of short, well-decomposed manure every 
spring, or manure-water may be applied with 
advantage after growth has begun. B. 

TRANSPLANTING RHODODENDRONS. 

This it the best time of the whole year for 
planting Rhododendrons. The plants commence 

to grow at once, if proper care is taken of them 
after planting. When autnmn planting is 
practised the roots remain practically inactive 

several months, and when they become soddened 
with rains they aro much more likely to be 
injured by frost. Not that there is any likeli¬ 

hood of frost over killing a Rhododendron, but 
it may receive such a check that lifctlo pro¬ 
gress is made for a season or two ; but where 
the planting is deferred until the spring, none 

of these risks are experienced. Rhododendrons 
will grow most luxuriantly in the natural soil in 
some districts, even whore no peat is to be found, 

quantity of foliage is diminished, this has an 
effect upon the maturation of the growth. Cow- 
manure is a capital stimulant for plsmts that do 
not make a sufficiency of growth. Lightly 
scratch the surface, and lay on a 2-inch covering 

of freshly-gathered manure. As this decays it 
mixes with the soil. The manurial effects are 

washed down to the roots. 8. P. 

The White-flowered Wistaria-—One 
rarely sees this beautiful climber, although the 
blue-flowered type, W. sinensis, is common. 

The white variety is like it in everything except 
the flowers, which are pure-white, in delicate 
contrast to the species, and the two might be 
planted together with happy effect. The variety 

is a climber well worth growing, but it is not 
common us yot. A variety I sometimes see 
mentioned in catalogues is the double ; but it is 

a poor thing—double-flowered, it is true, but not 
of the slightest beauty or value. Wistarias like 
a sunny spot and a light soil. There are other 
varieties of the Wistaria, but the white is the 

most beautiful.— C. T. 

Pyrua japonloa virginalla.—Those 
who prefer purity in the white will give the 
preference to this fine variety over that of tho 
common white, because of tho large size, fine 

shape, aud snowy whiteness of the flowers. Rut 
both are remarkably good ; the creamy tint of 
the ordinary white variety goes well with the 

red as with the pure white. All are blooming 
freely in the open air just now, and any position 
appears to suit them—the most preferable from 

east, southwards to west. I do not think the 
Pyruses are sufficiently appreciated as plants in 
pots for flowering in acold-honse intaily spring. 

It is in this way I grow virginalis, and it is 
remarkable how long it remains in flower, and 
how successfully it blooms. In this respect it 
contrasts most favourably with the fleeting 

character of Pyrus Pissardi.—D. 

Berberis Darwini —Often us I have urged 
the usefulness and btuuty of this Barberry as u 

plant for walls, especially for comparatively 
dwarf ones, I am unable to resist again mention¬ 

ing it, for on my cottage at the present time it 
is truly lovely—notably, a plant encircling u 
bow window having a west aspect. In addition 

to being trained a good width under and around 
it, a single stem has been led up each of the 
grey stone muliions of the window and then 
festooned along tho top. This being in full 

bloom is a pretty and rather unusual sight. To 
prevent the undue obstruction of light, these 

shoots (especially on the inullions) are after 
flowering spur-prnned. By so doing we certainly 
lose the bluish-purple berrios, but to make 

amends for suob, a few growths of tho Flame- 
flower (Tropmolum specioaum) are led up these 
shoots. These in autumn bloom profusely and 

also berry, so I think the loss of the Barberry 
berries, in this instance, is amply and in¬ 
terestingly replaced. Neither docs this arrange¬ 
ment appear to be in the least detrimental to 

the Barberry, for it is annually amass of bloom. 
—R. 

White Clematis oil a fence. 

with its purple-centred rosettes of a soft straw 
colour. Other good single kinds are: Miss 
Bateman, Mrs. Bateman, Othello, Lord Londes- 

borough, Fair Rosamond, and Fairy Queen, and 
a good double-flowered variety of a rich-purple 
colour is the well-known Countess of Love¬ 
lace. As wall or trellis climbers all the best 
varieties deserve notice, but it is necessary to 
be careful in planting, or failures will be 

numerous. Good strong plants in pots are best 
to begin with, and these should be planted out 
in the position selected for them after all danger 

of severe frosts is past, say the middle of May. 
In obtaining these plants, one should bo careful 
to find out if they have boon lifted from open- 

air plunging-beds, or whether thoy havo just 
been taken out of a warm greenhouse tempera¬ 
ture. A practised eye will see this in a moment, 

but an amateur might not notice the difference, 
and in the latter case injury to the plants or 
actual loss would follow their being at once 

planted out-of-doors before May or June. 
Another drawback is that nearly all these plants 
are grafted on roots of wild or common kinds, 

and the union is often so slight that the^~areId 
easily broken by a touch ojrin transit. _ NVhyrey^ 

plants of the best sorts are eatablishe 

but a saody loam, while in another place where 

the least suspicion of lime is patent, even in the 
form of chalk, much expense must be incurred 
to obtain succcbb with these shrub*. Soil impreg¬ 
nated with lime in any form is fatal to the exis¬ 

tence of Rhododendrons—they will not live in 
it, let alone flourish. Peat or bog soil then has 
to be introduced, at least 2 feet in depth, for 

the roots. It is surprising what a number of 
years Rhododendrons will succeed by digging out 
a hole, and simply filling it with suitable mate¬ 

rial, even if such soil docs not tv tend more than 
0 inches beyond the roots. Directly tho roots 
reach the outsido of tho prepared compost and 

come in contact with the natural soil which is 
objectionable, achAngetakes place in the colour of 
the leaves, these turningpale, and not making free 
growth. I havogrown Rhododendrons undersuch 

circumstances as these for many years by adding 
fresh material for the roots, say 6 inches further 
all round every six years, and with fair success. 

I find where the plants are exposed to the full 
influence of sun and under such conditions of 
soil a greater quantity of bloom-trusses are pro¬ 

duced aRd less growth, owing to the shoots 
~ not rfi J p thoroughly ripened. Consequent 

pon^few Vigour and more oxposnre, as tho 

Chinese Plum (I’runus triloba) —This is 

a charming spring-flowering shiub. The flowers, 
produced with great profusion in April, aro 
individually quite a little rosette of delicate 
pink. It may be grown as a bush, but it is best 

as a wall climber, and in many small gardens 
space can be found for this shrub, wdiich is 
perfectly hardy, not troublesome to grow in any 
way, but likes sunshine. Tho flowers appear 
before the leaves and one gets u mass of bloom. 
The season for planting has gone, but it is one 

of those good things that should be made note 
of for getting early next autumn. In many 
small gardens shrubs of a common kind, usually 

evergreens, are planted in a way that leads ono 
to think nothing else is available. The Chinese 

Plum is seldom seen, although very free, hardy, 
and covered with pretty flowers in the spring. 
—C. T. 

8551.—Auouba Japonloa —The Aucuba Japonic* is 

often erroneously called a Variegated Laurel. To obtain 
berries you must introduce a male plant or get pollen 
from a male plant and dust It over the common variety of 

japonicum when the latter Is In blossom.—E. H. 

- This is sometimes termed the Variegated 

Laurel, and is one of the easiest garden shrubs 
to cultivate. The old variety with mottled leaves 

is the female plant, and was grown for about 
sixty years in England without bearing a singlo 
jwnjl.j Tlie' I greetbiwvw Svaviety, introduced 
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some thirty-five year# ago, was tho male plant; 
and when it was planted in juxtaposition to the 

old established variety a profusion of berries was 

the result. These berries vegetate very freely, 
and the produce of them has given many fine 
varieties.—J. D. E. 

-I think I have heard this shrub called variegat'd 
Laurel. It you want It to bear berries you must get a 
male plant, the leaves ot which are not blotched aod are of 
a prettier outline than the female shrub, their margins 
helog dentated more after the character of a Holly-leaf ; 
plant the male near the female, aod the blue-bottles will 
do the rest of the work for you (they like evil-smelling 
tloivera), and you will have an abundance of berries in the 
autumn.—A. G. Bctlrr. 

3564 —Magnolias not flowering.— 
There is an inferior form of Magnolia graudi 

flora, which grows vigorously but rarely flowers 

No doubt your plants are of this variety, and I 
regret I cannot tell you what to do with them 

to make them flower. The better form, tha> 

known as the Exmouth variety, which does so 
well as a standard in many gardens in Devon 
shire, has broader and thicker foliage, and u 

good pirt of tho underside of the leaves is 
covered with a ruisety kind of down.—J. C. C. 

3572.—Jasminum nudlflorum.—If th< 
plant is judiciously cut back now tho young 

growths made during the summer will flowei 
next winter, but of course the centre of the tre« 

will be comparatively bare for two or three 
years, and if you want a really neat, well-trained 

specimen, tho best way would be to root it up 

and plant a fresh one This charming subjaui 
should always be pruned direotly the flowers are 
over, and then the young shoots will bloom the 

following winter. Merely thin out any weak or 
exhausted wood.—B. C. R. 

- Ai this J-limine flowers on the young wood, sprlnu 
Is the proper lime to prune; the earlier the better It. 
order to get the young wood ripened. It Is quite !at< 
enough now to do It.—E II. 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

HARDY HERBACEOUS LOBELIAS. 
Tub hardy perennial Lobelias, of which L. 

splendeus and L. syphilitica may be taken as 

types, are amongst tho most beautiful and use¬ 
ful of autumn flowers. Although fairly hardy, 
they are very impatient of excessive moisture, 

and in most districts require protection during 
winter. This may be done by placing ashes in 

the shape of a cone over the crowns, or lifting 
and storing in a dry shed or frame. The lattei 

method, though perhaps more troublesome, is 
safer, and in every way more satisfactory, as 

the plants are always under control, and easier 
to get at for propagation in spring. By storing 

tho roots in frames they begin to grow earlier, 

and where large stocks are required it is most, 

convenient. Although impatient of moisture 
during the resting period, tney revel in it when 

in active growth, and where beds can be pre¬ 
pared in the vicinity of lakes or stroams, better 

results will be obtained than in the mixed bor¬ 
der or flower-beds. In propagating in early 

spring they can be divided into singlo crowns, 
and these, potted on, soon form sturdy plants 

ready to plant out on the approach of warm 

weather. They thrive best in a free vegetable 
soil, and like plenty of snn, unless in the caso of 

L. cardinalis, whioh I find thrives best in a 
partially shaded bed. 

L CARDINALIS.—The true plant is one of the 

rarest, though one of the brightest of the genus 
The brilliant effect produced in autumn by tufts 
of this spocies well repay any trouble it may 

3ive, for though by no meaus fastidious, tho 

illiculty of growing it well in small gardens in 
the absence of shade and moisture is very great. 

It is a real bog-loving plant, boing found ia wot 

ground in Brunswick, Florida, and the borders 
of Texas. It may be described as the least 

hardy of those mentioned here, and on this 
account is often considered annual or biennial. 

It is, however, a true perennial, although may¬ 
be a short-lived one, and should be frequently 

raised from seed to make sure of keeping up the 
stock. This spocies is not so liable to disease 

as the splendens varieties, and may be kept a 
little damper during the resting period. Grown 

on an ordinary border, it invariably has a weak, 

stun ed appearance, bnt in a free, rich soil in a 
sha iy position, and well supplied with moisture, 

I have often seen it 3 feet to 4J foot high, and 
flowering very profusely. The flo/VOTs arc of 
the brightest and r-| 

fully effeotive, and as they last a long time in 
perfection it well deserves care and attention. 

So far as I know, there are no varieties of this 
species in cultivation. Dr. Gray mentions its 

varying to rose colour and even white, but 

this, it seems, is rare, and I have never seen 
anything but the scarlet form. Parkinson men 

tions it as “ cherished in our garden in 1629,” 

and gives it as “ growing near the River of 
Canada, where the French plantation in America 

The Scarlet Lobelia (lebclia cardinalis). 

is seated.” It differs from all the other specie 
n its bright scarlet flowers and broad serrated 

leaves. Th> annexed illustration gives some 
tdia of the eject of a single clump of this grand 
speoies. 

L HVBRIDA of gardens, but also called Milleri 
and L. fulgens var. violacoa, appears to be a 

hybrid between L. splendens and L. syphilitica, 
though of this we are uncertain. Its line rich 

violet-purple flowers mark it out for special 
distinction. It is invaluable for grouping in the 

flower garden or mixed border, and is one of tho 

hardiest of the hardy Lobelias. It may bo left 
out during winter with pet foot safety, and cm 
be lifted, divided, and replanted in spring 

without trouble. Tho loaves are almost as 

broad as those of L. cardinalis, glandular, hairy, 
and with tho long sepals and hairs of L 
syphilitica. 

L. splendens. —This species is also called L. 
fulgens. Next to L syphilitica, it is the most 
prolific of varieties of all the Lobeliads, Queen 

Victoria, Sir R. Napier, Rob Roy, and a host of 

others having boon obtained from it by florists 

These vary in colour and habit very much, aud 
as they are all robust, free-flowering plants, they 

are indispensable in the autumn garden, where 
they give such striking effects until out down by 

early frosts. L. splendens differs from the others 

by its muoh narrower leaves, almost glabrous, and 
all but the lower sessile or stem-clasping. It 

will bo found a really good border plant and 

hardier than L. cardinalis. The variety ignea 
has broader leaves and largor flowers. 

L. syphilitica. — An extremely variable 
species, and ono of the most useful autumn 

Plants we possess. It is very popular for 

W'Juping, and proves so hardy and robust ia 
Lmp^soils that it might with 

introduced into the wild garden or the mixed 
shrubbery. It may be managed much in the 

same way as L. hybrida. It will be found to 

stand the winter well, and as it is prolific in 
varieties of all shades of violet and purple, 

varying to rose and white, it cannot fail to 
b 3come a favourite. North America. Flower¬ 
ing from July to September. 

L. Tupa belongs to an entirely different set. 
It is often called Tupa Fuelti, and although a 

native of Chili, will be found to stand well in 
the south with such protection as may be 

afforded with sifted ashes, gravel, or other looee 
material. It is best, however, against a south 

wall or in front of a house, and when doing well 

often attains a height of 6 feet to 8 feet. The 

dowers are large, brick-red, and produoed in 
large racemes, and the leaves are broad and 
woolly. It flowers from July to September. 

L. Cavanillesi is said to be amenable to the same 

treatment as above, but I have not tried it out- 
of-doors. K. 

A note on Primroses.—The great thing 
in getting good garden Primroses is to select 
strong colours, not washy or weak shades, 

very poor in the beds or borders. If good seed 

is sown, selected from a carefully-tended strain, 
many bright colours will occur, which should 

he set apart, and the others destroyed. One 
sees a largo number of worthless varieties, espe¬ 

cially washed-out shades of red, which are posi¬ 

tively an eyesore. Large, bold, handsome 
do were, such as one gets in the beautiful Munstead 

Primroses, are the kind to mako an effect in the 

garden—clear, brilliant crimson, pure-white, 
yellows and allied self colours, very bright and 

attractive. A poor lot of Primroses is very 
objectionable, the colours appearing so dull and 

uninteresting against the beautiful self-coloured 
kinds that brighten the garden with their 
flowers.—C. T. 

Saxlfraga sancta —For many years I 
woudurod why this deep, almost orange-yellow- 

flowered species should remain comparatively 

unnoticed. It ia always a neat, deep green, 
ihioing foliaged plant, and when in flower in 

March and April it strikes one as being much 
brighter than some of the favourite yellows that 
preceded it by about a month, such as luteo- 
pnrpurea, Malyi, aretioides, and the yellow 

Bnrseriana. I am aware of one objection to 

it; it has the reputation of being a thy bloomer. 
You gat over this, however, by simply leaving 

your plants undisturbed beyond a little top- 
drrs-iug. It should b> allowod to expand into 

tufis as bigas a man’s hat. A friend wrote 

me last season from Grange-over-Sands that “ a 
dump the sizo of a large mole-hill is one of the 

greatest novelties I have met with. When 
studded all over with bright yellow flowers 

it gave a striking effact on a limestone rockery.” 

Dwarf Dahlias.—The various forms of 
dwarf Dahlias are very useful when cultivated 

to that their flowering period may begin soon 
after midsummer. Cactus varieties eoein to be 

the most popular at present. To have these 
and others oarlv (they are now at end of April 

showing flower-buds), I plant the roots in boxes 
during February, slightly oovering with soil and 

placing in warmth. They soon start into growth. 
They are divided when the shoots have started 

a few inohes. If young stook is desired, onttings 

are taken oil and rooted in 2}-inoh pots plunged 
on bottom-heat. They are grown on in the 
boxes till May, and then are well prepared by 
judicious oxposure till the end of the month or 

early in J une, when they are planted out in rich 

ground, and woll watered and staked. They 
begin to open their flowers soon aftor, and con¬ 

tinue blooming till frost puts an end to their 
usefulness. In good seasons they supply cut 

flowers to the end of October. I do not hold 

with the system of growing Dahlias to the end 
of August beforo they flower, as they sometimes 

become disfigured during the month of Septem¬ 
ber from early frost. —M. 

3553 —Perennials for beds —One of the 
best porennials for producing abundance of 

showy flowers is the Pentitemon. Next to that I 
should rooommond Antirrhinum, then Cam. 

panula, Pyrothrum, Phlox, Gaillardia, Aquilegia 
(including A. californica), Ranunculus aooaiu- 

folius plenus, Iris, Papaver, Aconitum, and 

lUlAhtuniPl Most of the above have endless 

! fiU in ,18twft°n With 
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Roses and l'aaaiea your garden will be gay 

through the summer months, though I personally 

prefer greater variety, to last from early Bpring 
to late autumn.—A G. Butlkk. 

- Gaillardia grandiflora maxima, or 

Hybrids (orange ana red), Anemone japonica 

(white and red), Chrysanthemum maximum 
(white), and Fuohsia globosa. If covered with 

mounds of ashes in winter, the roots will be 
safe ; or the plants may be lifted and stored in 

boxes, and planted out again in spring. Salvia 
patens roots lifted in autumn and storod in sand 

may be planted out again in spring. There may 

also be several beds of Tufted Pansies. Antir¬ 
rhinums in assorted colours, such as white, 

yellow, and red, make very bright and showy 
beds ; and if the Beeds are cut off they will 

flower all summer. Genm oocoineum plenum 

(scarlet), and a bed or two of Iceland Poppies will 
be showy and fairly lasting. Pentstemons make 
beautiful masses ; they are not quite hardy, but 
if outtings are taken in autumn, and planted in a 

oold frame, they will soon make strong plants 

when put out in spring. Why not try abed or two 
of Tea Roses and Perpetual Carnations ?—K. H. 

- The following are all showy and free- 

flowering subjects. I append their approximate 

of growth, also time they flower. Anemone 
japonica alba, 2 feet to 3 feet high, white, 

September ; Campauulapersioifolia, blue, 2 feet, 

.June and July; C. carpatica fl.-pl,, white, 
2 feet, July; Chelone barbate, 2 feet, red, 

July anil August; Coreopsis lanceolate, yellow, 

2 foot, July ; Chrysanthemum maximum, white, 
1 foot 0 inches, August ; Rudbeokia Newmani, 
orange, black centre, 1 foot 0 inches, Septem¬ 

ber ; Helenium pumilum, yellow, 16 inches, 

August; Lychnis viscaria splendens fl.-pl., 
1 foot, magenta, May; Stenaotis speciosa, 

mauve, 2 feet 0 inches, June, July and August; 
Bupthalmum salioifolium, yellow, 2 feet, July ; 

Gaillardia grandiflora, orange and yellow, 1 foot 

6 inches, July.—S. P. 

3547.—Ten-week Stocks and China 
Asters.—Asters are often pluuted outsido in a 

bed, lifted with balls of earth, and potted late in 

summer. But the foliage is bettor when, after 
beingpricked off thinly in rich soil in boxes to get 
strong, they are plaaed in 5-inch pots and 

plunged in the pots outside in a bed of Cocoa- 

nut-fibre or old leaf-mould. If well-grown, one 
plant is enough in a pot. Stocks must be grown 

in pots all through, or they lose all their leaves. 
Give liquid-manure as soon as the plants get 

strong enough to use it.—E. H. 

- If the plants are not already growing no 

time should bo lost in sowing the seed thinly in 

sandy soil in a gentle warmth if possible 
When the plants are 2 inches high prepare a 

sutlicient nurpber of pots by first placing half-a- 
dozen crocks each about the size of a penny-piece 

at the bottom ; over these place a few rough 
leaves, filling up the pots with a compost of three 

parts loam to one part of partly decayed horse- 

manure, pressing it firmly into the pots. Prick 
into the soil up to the seed-leaves three plants of 

Stocks and four of Asters, placing them within 
an inch of the rim of the pot. Stand the pots 

in a oold frame until the plants are seoure from 

frost, then put out-of-doors in a sunny spot.— 

8. P. 

3544 —Narcissus flowers dying off— 
All the members of this family need to be grow¬ 
ing in the full sunlight to enable the bulbs to 
ripen thoroughly to give a full crop of flower 
the next year. Want of maturity, owing to the 

unfavourable position, is the cause of the flowers 
dying off. When the foliage changes colour, 

dig up the roots, and divide them if several 

bulbs are growing together, and plant them 

4 inches deep in any sunny spot.—8. P. 

3550.—Selection of Dahlias. — Six of 
the finest Pompons are: Iolanthe (orange), 
Grace (oerise). Geo. Brinckman (white), laeult 

(yellow), Vivid (orange-scarlet), and Don 
Joan (maroon). Six show varieties : W. E 

Gladstone (rose pink), Thos. Hobbs (magenta), 

W. H. Williams (scarlet), Gloire de Lyon 
(white), Harrison Weir (yellow), and Geo. 

Rowlingi (maroon, or H. Turner (flesh-white). 

Six fancies: Matt. Campbell (buff), Peacock 
(maroon, tipped white). Rev. J. B Camm 

(yellow, tipped red), Major Barttelot (orange). 

Comedian (orange and. crimson), and /Lot' 
Kckford (white and purple). I3ik1 beat < _ 

Panthsea, Mrs. Douglas, Lady Mars ham, Duke 

of Clarence, Beauty of Arundel, and Juarezi. 

Viridiflora is a semi-Cactus variety, and not a 

Pompon.—B. C. R. 
- Six is a small selection of Pompon 

varieties, but I should give preference to 

Ariel, the flowers of good form, the colour of a 
distinct orange-buff shade ; Darkness, very deep 

maroon, a very attractive variety for its depth 
of colouring; Fairy Tales, pale-primrose, the 

flowers very neat and pleasing ; Little Ethel, 
white, with the petals tipped with purple; Vivid, 

orange-scarlet: and White Aster, the flowers 
pure white and excellent for cutting. I do not 

think that you would show D viridiflora in a 

collection of Pompon kinds, but the flowers are 
not sufficiently interesting scarcely to go in a 

show box of Pompon varieties. You should 

choose some brighter flower. The “Green 
Dahlia ” is all right in a miscellaneous collection, 

and has a certain interest from its distinctive 
green flowers. Fine show Dahlias are the 
following, but of course, as this seotion is of 
large extent, it is a matter of taste in some 

degree. You cannot do wrong by selecting 
Colonist, the colour ohocolate, on a fawn 

shade ; Glowworm, orange-scarlet; Mrs. Glad¬ 

stone, soft delicate blush, without question the 
best of the light-coloured varieties ; J. T. West, 

yellow, topped with purple ; Eclipse, orange- 
scarlet, and R. T. Rawleigh, rich-yellow. Of 

the fancy kinds, soloot Duchess of Albany, 

orange, striped with crimson; Fanny Stuart, 
red, with white tips to the petals ; Frank Pearce, 
rose, with stripes of crimson ; Lottie Eokford, 

white, with purple stripes; Mrs. Saunders, 
yellow, the petals tipped with white ; and 

Pelican, white, with purple stripes. The best 

six Cactus kinds are Amphion, chrome-yellow 

in colour, with a tint of cherry shade in it; 
Henry Patrick, of the purest white; Juarezi, 
scarlet; Mrs. Hawkins, sulphur colour, with a 

lighter tone towards the margin of the petals ; 

PERNS. 

FERNS FOR GROWING IN HANGING- 

BA8KETS. 

This mode of culture for Ferns has much to 

recommend it, inasmuoh as with a suitable 

selection for respective kinds of houses Ferns 
are, on the whole, as well or better adapted for 
the purpose than any other description of plant 

with ornamental foliage. Lofty conservatories 

of an ornamental character are excellent places 
for displaying hanging-baskots to advantage. 

Considering that sufficient room for flowering 
plant* oan be found upon stages or other 

positions at a lower level, it is on the whole 
considerably better to depend upon the baskets 

being filled with plants that will remain of 

Permanent interest. The best position for 
anging-baskets is ovor the pathways, so as to 

avoid any drip upon plants beneath them. These 
may be suspended in two ways with advantage 

—either bv means of slender or sufficiently strong 
ohains or by wire rope running through pulleys. 
This latter is a convenient method for watering 

without the use of steps, whioh have to be usea 

in the other instance. A very good time for 
watering hanging-baskets is at nightfall, the 
object being to avoid auy drip during tho day¬ 

time ; when this is not suitablo the early morn¬ 
ing is the next best time. The majority of 

Ferns in hanging baskets require but little 
shade. Where this is the case more water will 

bo found nocessary ; in fact, Ferns in baskets 

will, in comparison with those in pots, absorb a 
deal more moisture ; hence, good attention i< 
requisite upon this point. In making up baskets 

of hanging Ferns i£ is far better to select a 

tolerably good and strong plant rather than two 
or three woakor ones. The sides of tho baskot 

should be lined with Sphagnum Moss to hold the 
soil as well as to retain moisture around the 

-t?*. ' -.} ; . 

Hanging-basket of Ferns. 

Parthea, salmon, shot with red, and Professor 
Baldwin, orange-scarlet, true shape of the true 

Cactus oharaoter.—C. T. 

3507.—Rats and Water Lilies.—I 
should advise “ D. H. ” to wage war against the 
rats. They will not hurt the plants, but will 

damage the blooms. I am killing them this 

season along the banks of a lake jast planted 
with Lilies. It is not usual to have much con- 

wth where there is a constant flow of 

it be sluggish. I should try some 
«r water-fowl, but not Mocrj-'ij^s, 

,ge the flowers.—A H. 

roots. Sufficient room should be allowed for 

watering, keeping the crown of the plant in a 
slight hollow. Around the sides some Selaginella 

should be prioked in; this will soon take root 
if the baskets be kept for a short time in a 

humid atmosphere, and at the same time be an 
aasi itance to the Fern itself The boskets are 

most durable when made of wire, afterwards 

galvanised ; these may be of various sizes, but 
those unduly small do not give sufficient room 

for soil. The topi of the baskets should be the 
widest part; plain baskets are just as good as 

those] of (ttC ornamental qbaiaoter, bearing in 
mind that the Ferns are the real ornaments— 
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not the receptacles. Ornamental baskets of 
rustic make look very well, but these when made 

nf wood do not last so long in good condition. 
Those niado of pottery are better, but are, of 

course, heavier •, hence wire-baskets are the 
most suitable fur the purpose. The soil for the 
majority of Ferns in baskets should be about 

equal proportions of fibrous peat and loam with 
sand For an ordinary contervatory that is kept 

a' about the temperature of a g'eenh-iuse with 
fie - ventilation th- following ar- good kinds to 

grow—vz : Asplrniuin fiaocidum Davallia cana 
riemd* A'itntum as-dmile, Ltuobiuni palma- 
turn V-ph b->l is lingua. Plaiycerium alcicorne 
aud Wooiwardi* radicans. the last for large 

baskets. In a temperate-house the following 
will do well, viz , Goniophlebium subauricula- 

turn, Adiantum amabile (one of the best of all), 
A. cuneatum, Davallia elegans, 1), fijiensis 

major, Lvgodium scandens, and Nophrolepis 
exaltata. For a stove temperature tho following 
may be added to the foregoing selection—viz , 
Asplenium longissimum, Davallia tenuifolia 
Veitchiana, Nenhrolepis davallioides furcans, 
Adiantum concinnum, Gvmnogramma schizo- 

phylla gloriosa, Davallia bullata, and D. Moor- 
eana, the last for baskets of extra size. Adian¬ 

tum farleyense, where it does not succeed so 
well as one could wish, should also bo tried 

suspended from tho roof in a stove ; thus treated 
it often thrives remarkably well. About the 
present is a very good time for making up Fern 

baskets. That of which an illustration is now 
givon is a good example. P. 

.•nil — Ferns for a rockwork—You 
m iy have a very charming selection of Ferns for 
1 he rockery, or in a shady, moist place the Lady 

Ferns, Ulechnums, Hart’s-tongues, and the finer 
kinds of Asplenium will grow with vigour, bIbo 

the Osmundas. I like the varieties of the Com¬ 

mon Blechnum Spioant, as they soon form hand¬ 
some tufts, the fronds of a (loop green colour. 
Then comes a great number of forms, from 

crispum, which has elegantly-crested fronds, to 
those of a simpler character. Tho Shield Ferns, 

Aspidium aculeatuin or Polystichum nngulare 
are very pleasing, when growing in a moist, 

shady corner, and there is a wealth of beauty in 
the Osmundas, O. regalia attaining considerable 

height, and presenting a bold, robust, and hand¬ 
some aspect. Then you may get the North 
American O. cinnamonoa and tho dwarf O 
CUytoniana, which has fronds of a very blight 

colour. Tho Ostrich Ferns aro also of valuo, 
particularly Struthiopteris germanica and the 
elegant 8. pcnnsylvauici, which thrive well in a 

moi«t, shady spot. You will find this selection 
i nllicient for your rockwork where there is mois¬ 
ture and shade, and very easy to grow iu a 
good deep soil.—C. T. 

R0SH8. 

ROSE NOTES. 

Tins is a very busy time for the rosarian both 

inside and out. Roses under glass are in full 
growth and are constantly demanding attention 
if one is to keep them in good health. Whether 

1 he plants have been forced since Christmas or 
only allowed to come on naturally in a cool- 
house, there is ample work to attend to. It is 

during the changeable weather of this month 
that Roses are so often spoilt by the amateur 

and least experienced gardeners. The sun now 
often shines brightly for an hour or so at a 
time, and it becomes a hard matter to ventilate 

the house judiciously. There would be much 
Dss difficulty about this if the wind and 

air were not so keen. An hour of sunshine 
nnd the temperature rises with a bound, to 
fall again almost as suddenly when the sun 

is behind a cloud. I use very little fire-heat 
indeed during this month, generally letting 

the fires out early in the morning aud lighting 
up again about six o’clock at night. By 

shutting the house up early in tho afternoon 
aid damping down the walls and walks slightly, 

one can secure a sufficiently high temperature 
until the pipes are able to replace it. It is less 

expense, both in time and fuel, to let the fires 
out during the daytime if one can manage 
enough heat by careful ventilation. When the 

house is kept up to the niaxiir.utntmnperature 
required by the use of fire-heat, tfquiuWji gc'.a 

tio hob when tlB i Iitffl/Ooinott/ tfcoqA jbt Mf 

hour or two. It is also quite natural for the 
house to be colder in the early morning than at 

any other time during the twenty-four hours, 
and the slight warmth given by stirring tho fire 

up and thou allowing it to burn out, iB generally 
quite sufficient for Roses during the months of 

April and May. Slight shading will be very 
beneficial, and as this can easily be applied 

so ub to m.Tuly break the glare of the 
sun, I find it much better to have it 

d >ue in time My plan is to mix a 
little whitening with ski n milk, aud apply this 
with a brush. A very thin solution will suffi :t 

duiiog tho,e two months, aud will be found 
a great help iu maintaining an even temperature. 

Much of tde solar heat will be secured without 
tho burning effect tho sun has when shining 

through clear glass. Another advantage is the 
freedom with which you may use the syringe 

without fear of burning the young growth, and 
a gentle syringing during the hottest part of a 

bright day helps the plants a great doal, as well 
as moderates the temperature. When the glass 

is slightly shaded, it is not necessary to admit 
air so freely during bright weathor, and this 

also is a great gain, because the outside air 

during these months is often very keen and will 
bring on mildew in an astonishingly short time. 

While the Boses are making healthy growths 
of considerable strength is the best time to 

afford them some assistance in the way of liquid- 

manure. It is altogether wrong to give stimu¬ 
lants to weakly growing, comparatively speaking 
dormant plants. Yet wo often see this done, 

under the mistakon impression that tho weaker 

subject is tho one that requires it most. The 
exact opposite is the more correot treatment, as 
it is only the stronger growing plants which are 

able to utilise any iiqnid-manuics to advantage. 
Manure-water is vory apt to make tho soil sour 

aud stagnant, unless tho roots of tho plants are 
sufficiently vigorous to assimilate such food 
quickly. Both for healthy and weakly-growing 

R ises the ammonia arising from an occasional 

Damping dows ok liquid-manure is very 

beneficial. Such assistance as this will often give 
the necessary impetus towards a healthy and 
more vigorous growth. I also find that the 

ammonia is useful in checking insects, and never 
consider that manure-water is wasted when used 
in this manner. Do not bo afraid to lot the 
temperature rise as high as 80 dogs, or 85 dega. 
Fahr. in preference to admitting any keen air 

upon a bright day. Provided the gloss has been 

ever so slightly shaded, you may moderato the 
heat and ease tho plants by a gentle syringiug 
overhead ; in either case, shaded or not, 
you can assist them by damping down the 

walks and surface-soil as much as possible with¬ 
out sprinkling tho foliage. Clear, soft water will 

be necessary for such syringing, and care must 
be taken that it is not used too cold. I would 
recommend that it never bo colder than G5 degs. 

As I have frequently advised, cold air and 
drought at the roots must bo carefully avoided, 

or mildew is pretty sure to attack the plants. 
Nothing can be more injurious than this disease, 

and too much care cannot be taken in avoiding 
it. The frequent use of a weak solution of 
some reliable insecticide is the finest antidote 

that I know of, and this will always prevent 
the mildew from getting so Grin a hold of the 

plants as would otherwise be the case. Some¬ 
times the air comes in through a chink in the 

woodwork or bricks, also through the corner 
of a broken square of glass ; any foliage near to 
these places is often attacked with this fungoid 

disease. Such foliage should be removed at 

once and destroyed. It will also be well to 
stop up the holes in some way. Roses are partial 
to fresh air, but it must never be colder than they 

have been used to, nor must it come to them 

in the form of a draught. Sooner than this, 
I would keep the house entirely closed. 
There is also a great deal to be done in the out¬ 

side rosery during April and May. The early 

part of April is the best month for pruning 
Roms in northern or cold and exposed situations, 
and is also the best time for the more tender 

Tea-scented and Noisette varieties even in warm 
and sheltered places, while the end of April is 
quite soon enough for this class if the situation 

lie in any way exposed. Having pruned the 
i plants, give the surface ground a light forking 

Pigain, and as soon as the eyes are pushing 

rowtha of about 2 inches to 4 inches take 
rat seasonable opportunity^|1^rl|^QijB 

hoe among the plants. This will check any 

seedling weeds, and at the same time assist tho 
plants. Soon after the plants have reached this 

stage—which will generally be about the end of 
May—they aro likely to do troubled with the 

Rose-maggot or caterpillar. These must be 
hand-picked as soon as they appear. Many birds 

will assist in clearing off these enemies, and I 
have often watched the common house sparrow 
eating them This bird is a great nuisauco in 

many ways, but he has his good qualities as far 
as the rosarian is concerned. The strange thing 

to me is, that when these birds have tasted the 
maggots they are positively ravenous after 

them, and yet in somo seasons they do not seem 
to eat them at all. R. 

CLIMBING ROSES AND THEIR USES. 

What can be more beautiful than an Ayrshire 
or Evergreen Rose scrambling up the stem of 

some old tree, which is probably bare of branches 
for the first 10 feet or 12 feet from the ground- 

line, although its lofty head is a fine feature on 
the outskirts of a lawn or shrubbery ? Deftly 

and rapidly these Roees twine and wind them¬ 
selves around the rugged trunk till they reach 

the branches above, where, spreading and bend¬ 
ing downwards, the dusters of flowers grace¬ 

fully intermingle with leaves and branches. 
Climbiog Roses are equally well adapted for 

trailing ovor arcades, painted iron arches, 
arbours, and rustic temples. For the purposes 

just indicated, the Ayrshire, Evergreen, 
and Mulliflora Roses are the best, while 
Uloiro do Dijon and Lamarque both do well on 

painted iron arohea and trellises. They grow 
vigorously when well fed, often making shoots 

10 feet to 12 feet long in one season. They are 
very hardy, and when fairly established flower 

most abundantly. For low fences the Hybrid 
China, the Hybrid Bourbon, and the strongest- 
growing Hybrid Perpctuals may be used ; aud 

if a wall with a south aspect requires to be 
covered, whether high or low, some few of the 
Noisette, Tea scented, and Banksian Roses are 

the very best kinds that esn be planted. The 

general management of olimbiDg Roses is 
familiar to every Rose-grower. The Banksian 
Rose alone requires special treatment. It is 

common to hear of this Rose growing froely, 
but flowering sparingly. This is usually due to 

the system of pruning, very little of the latter 
being necessary. The gross shoots should bo 
stopped during tho growing season, and the thin 

wiry shoots removed early in tho spring. The 
aim should be to obtain and preserve a goodly 

number of moderate-sized, well-ripened shoots, 
for it is such, and suoh only, that produce 

flowers. T. 

ROSES ON WALLS. 

Roskh may be grown almost equally well on walla 

at ovory point of the compass under favourable 
conditions of soil, selection, and culture. With 
the single exception of due north in bleak, un¬ 
sheltered localities, almost all Tea and other 

Roses may be successfully grown on east, west, 
as well as south walls. The chief differences 

will be in the times of blooming rather than in 
the quality of the blooms, with, perhaps, tho 

two exceptions of Cloth of Gold and Marcchal 
Niel. A west wall or fence will produce more 
perfect Roses than a south one, while the com¬ 

moner Teas, such ob Gloire de Dijon and 
Homire, will often come more perfect on a 
north than on a south wall. Aid then the 

variety of aspects produces such a charming 
succession of tho same Roses throughout the 

year. It is always worth while growing a few 
Maicchal Niels on a north wall for the sake of 
obtaining some fine flowers in the late autumn. 

It is easy to protect such tender Roses as the 
Marshal Niel, Lamarque, Triomphedo Rennes, 

Niphetos and others on north or east walls in 
winter, and gather such flowers as can seldom 
be cut from southern or western aspects. Of 

course, the earliest Roses from the open will 
be gathered from the warmest walls, but it by 

no means follows that the finest Roses will be 
gathered from the sunniest aspects. After or 
even before midsummer the finest Teas and other 

Roses are often gathered from the coolest 
aspects. It is, in fact, quite a relief to turn from 

the panting heat of the midday sun’s broad 
glare'iii June to pick Tea Roses from the deep 

I >hi^cfw a partial shade of an east 
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wall or fence. Such Rosea as Gloire de Dijon 

from north walls put on new colours and more 
delicate forms, and are virtually new Roses as 

well as old favourites at new seasons and in 

unexpected places. Hence the lesson of most 
practical moment is that all aspects may prove 

best for Roses according to times and circum¬ 

stances, and each will contribute to the greatest 

of all Rose charms, continuous supply. F. 

Rose "Reine Marie Henrietta” 
Under glass.—It is only towards autumn that 

the deep colour of the flowers of this Rose is seen 

when grown in the open air, and as it is not so 
free-flowering at that time as in the early sum¬ 

mer months, it is not considered a first-class 

Red Rose for outdoor culture. Under glass, 

however, it is always very highly coloured and 
forms one of the very best deep Red Roses we 

have. For early forcing there is probably no 

Red Rose superior to Reine Marie Henriette. 
It forms a particularly pleasing bud of a long 

and pointed shape, and each one opens 

into a good-sized flower, while it leaves 

nothing to be desired in its freedom of growth 
and flowering. This Rose may be treated 

exactly the same as Mardchal Niel, and, gener¬ 

ally speaking, it will give better results. The 

flowers are also a grand contrast in colour, and 

out the plant altogether and replace with 

another. Oftentimes the second plant does welL 

All strong-growers are liable to canker, but 

Marcchal Niel is about the worst.—P. U. 

-The Rose is attacked with canker and will do no 
more good. If the young ehootearebelowtbecankeredpart 
it may be left for a season and see what comes of it. PSre 
des Jardins (yellow) and Niphetos (white) are good Roses 
under glass.— E. H. 

3561.—Marechal Niel Rose in a con¬ 
servatory.—Under the conditions which you 
describe i think the following will be your best 

lan. Gat away the whole of the wood that 
as already flowered, and so get rid of much 

of the green-fly at one sweep ; at the same time, 

yon will be doing quite correct in throwing the 

whole of the plant's strength and energy into 
the young wood for next season. I expect the 

reason the plant looks weakly is because the 

flowering-shoots are now over and exhausted ; 

the severe attack of green-fly which you 
mention would also tend to give the Rose a 
weak and sickly appearance. Why allow the 

Rose-aphis to gain any hold upon your plants ? 

Under glass it is so simple to steer clear of this 
pest, and the remedies have frequently been 

given in Gardening.—P. U. 

- The growth of this Rose always gets 

weak when it is crowded. Yon had better cut 

the man who may have to work it. The best 

staff I could obtain is that of am old hand teddy 

rake. It is used in the following manner: 

First, in taking hold of the shaft give the 

lawn a good sweep right and left with the 
bottom of the board, which will cause the worm- 

patches to fly and sweep evenly over the surface 

without being unsightly, but will be beneficial 

in helping the growth of the Grass. A 
man with practice will with ease take a drift 

7 feet wide, and go over a large lawn in an hour 

or two. The same method of working the 
tool will answer well also for clearing off 

leaves from the lawn. Keep the handle well 

firm in the hand ; and not allow the board to 

wobble down first on one side and then the 
other.—Geo. Woodcock. 

THE EDELWEISS IN DEVON. 

The specimen of the alpine Edelweiss of which 
I sent you a photograph, and which is repre¬ 

sented in the annexed engraving, was planted 

four years ago in rather poor gritty soil in a 
crevice between lime rock and in a sloping 

position with a southern aspect. This evidently 

| suits it best. The first year there were only 

! two small blooms on the plant, next year it had 
six considerably larger, and last year there were 

when grown under glass are altogether superior 

to those from plants cultivated in the open air. 

Our plants of this grand Rose make quite as 
strong and long growths as Marechal Niel, 

frequently throwing from four to seven or eight 

shoots 12 feet to 15 feet in length, and which 
flower with even more freedom than those of 

Marechal Niel. Where a good Red Rose is 
wanted, and sufficient room can be afforded, I 

can very Btrongly recommend Reine Marie 

Henriette, and, provided it is grown upon the 
long-rod system and treated the same as 

Marechal Niel, I am sure it will please all who 

give it a triaL—R. 

35S1. — Marechal Niel Rose In a 
greenhouse, &C —I should say from your 
description that the plant has that formidable 

and mysterious disease called “ canker.” If so, 

it would fully account for all you complain of. 
Stems often split with this disease, and one 

great authority informs ns that the disease is 

caused by an overflow of sap eventually bursting 

the gap-ve88els. No doubt this is the case in 

rome instances, bnt in others it is caused by 
■njnry, followed by what seems to me to be a 

•pecie* of gangrene. If the young shoot you 

mention is below the split and cankered part, 

by all means cut away the remainder and leave 

toe former to grow freely. If not, I would 

Digitized by 

away at once quite half of the branches right 

back to the stem, and shorten back most of the 

weak shoots on those branches left. If it is ! 

inconvenient to fumigate the conservatory for 
the purpose 

better dissolve 2 oz. of soft-soap in 1* gallon of 

water, and the next day syringe the plant with 

the liquid when the house is closed at night.— 
J. C. C. 

eleven blooms, maDy of the flowers measuring 

from 12 inches to 14 inches in circumference 

round the outside edge of the points. Last 

year I tried some plants in another part of the 
of destroying the green-fly yon had rockery in richer soil and on the flat with the 

roots some little distance from the rock ; there 

were numerous small blooms, but all were a 
dirty greyish-green in colour, a great contrast 

j to the silvery foliage and snowy-white woollen 

i bracts of the beautiful specimen yon have 

3332.—'Worm-casts on lawns.—I have 
myself during many years been put to my wits’ 

end in adopting various means to battle with 

this nuisance, and in moat cases have failed. 

The weekly use of the roller makes all smooth 
for a few days, but still it leaves a patchy sur¬ 

face, and has the unsightly appearance of a 

person badly pitted with smallpox. The best 

remedy I have discovered is a very simple and 
cheap one—namely, procure a piece of deal 

board about 22 inches in length and 5 inches 

wide, and f-inch thick. Then obtain a staff 

about 6 feet 6 inches in length, and adjust it as 

a handle in a slanting direction to the board, to 

which it should be screwed by two screws. The 

staff to be so adjusted that the handle end will 
be raised at an angle when fastened to the 

board of about 3 feet from the ground, or it can 

her or lower to suit the height of ^Cut/ ^beadiustet highe 

specimen you 

eDgraved, and which were the admiration of 

all who visited onr gardens during the last 
summer. The German name Edelweiss means 

" Noble White,” with reference to its beautiful 

colour, and it is also called " Etoile du Glacier,” 

(Star of the Glaoier). When grown success¬ 

fully it is certainly one of the most beautiful of 

alpine plants. G. S. Symons. 

3546.—Getting: rid of worms.—The 
lime-water was not strong enough, perhaps, or 

it was not applied in sufficient quantity to reach 

the larger worms, which lay deeper than the 
small ones. Place as much quick lime in water 

as will be taken up iu suspension as it dissolves. 

When the lime in bulk settles to the bottom it 

is strong enongh, or, what is more correct, the 
water will not oontain more, therefore it is use¬ 

less adding it.4fS.fP. 
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INDOOR PLANTS. 

8CUTELLARIAS. 

1 have received flowers of one of these pretty 
plants for a name from “ A. Milne,” and he says 
it has made his stove bright and gay since 

Christmas, whioh I do not doubt. As I find 
one of my readers taking a fancy to these plants, 

there are one or two kinds which I would 
recommend to his notice and advise him 
to add to his collection, these being muoh 

stronger growers than S. Ventenati, which he 
sends. They also produce a larger raceme of 

flowers, and these are much brighter in colour 
with longer tubes. These plants should be grown 

in an intermediate-house, potted in loam, leaf- 
mould, peat, and sand, in about equal parts. 

They shonld have an abundant supply of water, 
and be pinched at the points pretty freely in 
order to make a succession of bloom. Treated 
in this manner, adding a little Clay’s Fertiliser 
occasionally, these plants may nearly always bo 

kept gay during the whole voar. 8. Coatari- 
cana: This is a strong ana robust growing 
plant for a Scutellaria, producing stout and 

long flowers which are set in close racemes. 
The tube is a rich crimson-scarlet, and the 

limb of a bright orange-yellow. The flowers 
are admirable ornaments in the table glasses, 

mixed with Ferns and other blossoms. Indeed, 
all the speoios may so be usod, but the plants 
should not bo cut too hard, so us to rob the 

plant-house of its colour ; but the fact of cutting 
a head occasionally helps to set the plant grow¬ 

ing, and thus maintains a succession of fl >wer. 
8. aurata : In this we have a very different 

coloured species, and it is loss robust in growth ; 
it makes, however, donse racemes of blooin, 
which aro light-yellow in the tube and the limb 

orange-yellow. This is not quite such a con¬ 
tinuous bloomer, but it flowers very freely. 
8. Ventenati : This is the most slender growing 

of the kinds here mentioned ; but if not grown 
in too great a stove heat, and with a free circu¬ 

lation of air, it will contiuue to flower mostly 
all the seasou, producing racemes of a brilliant 

scarlet. It is a plant which is specially 
benefited by having its flower-spikes cut. 
8. Mocciniaua is a suporb kind, having very 

muoh the habit of 8. Coatarioana, but it is not 
so strong in its growth, but it boars a splendid 

racomo of long tubular dowers, the tubes of 
which ore a bright orange-scarlet, and the limb 

clear, rich yellow. No more beautiful flower 
can tie cut for room decoration than a raceme 
from this species, and it produces its (lowers 
very freely. ,T. J. 

BLANDFORDIAS. 

I am very glad “ 8. S.” has taken up this tiue 
family of plants. The original one, B. nohilis, 

was iuLroauced into this country about ninety 
years ago, and this is the species least seen now 
growing. The fact that these BUndfordias 

havo been starved out of our gardens has caused 

nobilis and all the more receutly-discovored 
kinds to be discarded by tho majority of our 
plantsmen, however; but anyone who has seen 
them doing woll, os I saw them, say two yoars 

ago, when on a visit to Sir Trevor Liwronco’s 
place, must be commended for endeavouring to 
grow them. “ 8. S.” says he has got the kinds 

nobilis, flammea, and C'unninghami, and he askB 
where he can procure more, and for some hints 
upon their cultivation’ To answer the first 
part of the question, Mr. Bull and the Messrs. 

V'citch, of Chelsea, have been notorious for 

having introduced some of the most beautiful 
forms of Blandfordias, and you should by all 
means give them a trial, for in all probability 
they still retain some of these old favourites 

amongst their host of plants. Mr. Williams, of 
Holloway, too, has many plants, and I think 

also Mr. Cutbush, of Highgato, could supply 
some. Now for their management and culti¬ 
vation, whioh may be said to be amongst 

the easiest imaginable. These plants have not 
been found at all in North srn or Western 

Australia, but they ooour frequently in the 
hilly parts of this country from Tasmania to 
Queensland, growing in boggy plaoes on the hill 

sides, so that they always require to be potted 
in peat soil, and I have grown them well in a 
mixture of peat and loam, keplTrSther mois 

through the winter months, aiW wked th £ 
begin to grow they like a largVqlahtity i 

water, so that good drainage is essontial. They 
will suoceed well under ordinary greenhouse 
treatment, and when they flower in the summer¬ 
time they present a magnificent sight, well 

deserving the attention of all. The following 

kinds I have grown and flowered, and I commend 
all to the attention of my readers. 

B. nobilis.—This, although an old spocies, is 

a very desirable plant. It produces an erect 
stout stem, surmounted with a large terminal 
cluster of pendulous flowers, which are of a rich 

deep-orange, passing into bright-yellow at the 
margins. B. Cunninghaini: A magnificent 

spocies, which was discovered many years ago by 
the well-known Australian explorer, Allan Cun- 
ningham, and we havo to tnunk the Messrs. 

Henderson, of the well-known nurseries in 8t. 
John’s-wood, now no more, for its introduction 
to our gardens. It has a very stout ereot 

scape, producing a large cluster of flowers some 
2 inohes long, which aro deep rich orange- 
scarlet, becoming rich olear-yellow at the tips. 
B. aurea : This kind was introduced to culti- 
vation by the Messrs. Voitch, of Chelsea, and it 

is at the present timo perhaps the rarest kind of 
all the Blandfordias in cultivation, and its 

flowers are porhaps the broadest. They are 
borne just in the same manner as tho other 
species, drooping,'and of a clear bright-yellow. 

B flammea is another lovely plant, which first 
came into notice from a plant that was grown in 
the Dublin gardens by l)r. Mackay. This is a 

very strong-growing plant, the (lowers largo, 
the colour being rich deep orange-scarlet, yollow 

at tho tips. B. flammea princeps : The above 
plant had been doubtfully roforrod to some of 
the other species, but when Mr. Win. Bull ex¬ 

hibited this plant before the Royal Horticultural 
Society in 1875 it was at onco proclaimed to be 
a variety of flammea. Liko all of tho Bland¬ 

fordias, it has drooping bell-shaped flowers, and 
tho oolours are much the same ; but in this case, 
instead of being orange or orauge scarlet of some 

shade they aro here of a rich, brilliant crimson, 
tipped with yellow. Some few other kinds aro 

known, and I daresay, when tho interior of 
Australia comes to be more explored, some more 
beautiful kinds may be found. J. J, 

Dwarf Oannaa.—The dwarf French 
Cannas aro very charming, compact in growth, 
and vigorous. They aro excellent to grow in 
pots for (he greenhouse and conservatory. A 

very bright (lower, and new too, is Progression, 
brilliant orange, barred with a reddish colour. 

It has very brood petals, and is an excellent 
kind. A good point about these French mixed 
Cannas is their fine leafage of good colour. A 

few other useful varieties are : Admiral Courbet, 
the (lower yellow, with red spots; Antoine 
Chantin, cherry-salmon, very useful and dis- 

tinot; Antonin Crory, orimson ; Felix Crousae, 
orange.red ; Jules Chretien, carmine crimson, 

tho leafage deep-green : Louise Chtiiiien, yellow, 
spotted with red; Paul Bert, the (lowers 
golden-amber, and the leaves of a fine deep 

oolour ; and Ulrich Brunner, rich red, shaded 

with orange.—C. T. 

Planting Preesla bulbs —The earlier 
the bulbs aro potted, the more freely they will 
start into growth. I pot mine about the middle 

of August, and every bulb starts in' about six 
weeks from that timo. If potting is deferred 
until September is well advancod, some of the 

bulbs will frequently remain dormant. The 
main point is to give them a good roasting in a 
sunny greenhouse, after the foliago dies oft', and 
pot thorn before the warmth of summer is gone. 
Loam, with a liboral addition of leaf-soil, suits 
them best.—J. C. B. 

Rhod&nthes in pots.—Both the pink and 
white forms of the pretty Rhodanthe are largely 

grown for market. Of course, theso are all in 
4J-inch pots. The seed is sown in .January for 

the first batoh, the pots taking the places just 
previously ocoupied by Cyclamens. It seems to 

be an important element in the culture of 
theso Everlastings that the soil should be very 
firm, so as to Induco stout, stocky growth. 
Were the soil too light, tho plants would be apt 

to run tall. Seed is sown thickly, very thickly 
in fact, as the grower holds that It is bettor to 

have the plants too thiok than in many casos so 
' in that many pots have to be thrown aside as 

However, it does not soem as if ihe 
lfctfts are unduly crowded, judging rbjft cth« 

ble way in which they bloom so profusely 

when about 10 inohes high. The selling price 
is not considerable, but it is a paying one all the 

same.—D. 

8859.—Climbers for a conservatory. — 
There are other fine Passifloras besides P. prin¬ 
ceps, of whioh P. Imperatrice Eugenie and P. 
Suadrangularia can be strongly recommended. 

f others, beyond those you already have, Man- 
devillea suaveolens, Luoulia gratissima, Rhyn- 

chospermum jasminoides, Bougainvillea glabra, 
Hoya carnoaa, and, in a little shade, Fuchsias 
of almost any strong growing varieties, would 

all be suitable for such a structure and tempera¬ 
ture. You might even try an Allamanda and 

a Stephanotis or two, as with plenty of heat and 
moisture during the summer both succeed 
admirably even where the temperature does not 

exceed that of an ordinary greenhouse in the 

winter.—B. C. R. 

-Clematis indlvlulobata Is a very good climber fora 
conservatory ; It has white flowers, whioh are freely produced 
In spring. Kouph love fuinshine, but when in blossom a 

thin thane will keep the blooms fresh longer.—K. H. 

3406. — Seedling Cyclamens. — Young 
plants should havo for tho next two months a 
constant temperature of not less than 60 dogs, 

by day, with from G degs. to 10 degs. less at 
night. They should be shaded from hot sun, be 

kopt nicely moist at the roots, and be sprinkled 
overhead in tho morning in sunny weather. 
Early in July thoy should be put iota IJ-inch 

pots, and from that timo till October are best in 
a cold framo. If grown in an ordinary greenhouse 
temperature, keep them at the warmest end of 

the house and treat thorn as above mentioned.— 

J. C. B. 

3560.—Carnations from outtings.—It 
is not too early to take cuttings of Carnations ; 
I began with tho variety Miss Joliffo and other 

Treo-Carnutions in January, and continued to 
put them in until April. Cuttings of Malmaiaon 
may bo put in as soon as they are ready ; I had 

somo ready in March, but had no time to put 
them in. Thoy requiro a littlo bottom-heat and 
to be kept under close glass lights of some kind 

until roots are formed. It does not check the 
growth of tho plants, nor does it in any way 
prevent the flowers from developing by cutting 

or slipping oft'the Bide growths.—J. D. E. 

- You ore not likely to do very much Rood with 
outtlnxs so early Id the year, the eidn shoots at present 
will be too sappy to root readily. Walt until August 
and priok your cuttings out Into rich sandy soil, pressing 
the earth llraily round eaoh ooe, then give a good watering 
and leave them alone.—A. 0. Btrn.ua. 

3555.—Palm leaves dying—This is a 
very common fault; at least, among plants of 
this kind in both sittiug-rooms and cool green¬ 
houses. It is caused by want of warmth and 

moisture in the atmosphere, and would soon 
disappear (at least, as regards young leaves, 
though there is no remedy for thoso already 

affected) if the plant could be removed for a 
time to a warm and moist plaeo, such as a stove 
or forcing-house. Watering is, however, a most 

important point, and either too much or too 
little would soon give riso to something of the 
kind. In a cool temperature water should only 

be given during the winter and oarly spring 
when the soil becomes really dry, so that it 
ought never to become oven “ moderately wet ” 

at all—that is to say, during the season of rest. 
Snip off the brown parts with a pair of scissors, 

leaving the ends of the leaves still pointed.— 

B. 0. R. 

3573 —Bulbs from South Africa. — 
Those who havo friends in South Africa fre¬ 
quently get bulbs or plants sent over in the 

sanio way, no doubt as tins correspondent has 
done. Through a similar source a lot of Cajui 

roots came into my hands a few years ago, 
containing most of those mentioned in this 
enquiry, and all I can say in their favour is the 

Sarden was not muoh the richer for it, chiefly 
or the reason that they arrived at an unsuitable 

timo of year to start them. This correspondent 
is, however, more fortunate, as the present is s 
good time to oommence to acclimatise them. 

Taking the subjeots in the order named the 
Wataoniaa aro perhaps the best known, and arc 

supposed to be hardy if the bulbs are protected 
if left in the open ground, but in the West of 
England I could not get them to flower unless 

givon greenhouse treatment. The Antholyz* 
is not any hardier, but more easily managed, 

iihd bloomed fairly well in pots. Htemanthus 
(Blood-flower) is s. brilliant subjeot when well 

grown, it roquirsa oareful greenhouse culture 
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to get the bulbs to flower satisfactorily. The 

Cyrtanthus is very similar to the Amaryllis 

in character, with large bulbs and thick fleshy 
leaves, but a difficult subject to get to flower. 

Satyriums (Frog Orchis) belong to the terres¬ 

trial Orchids, and the varieties I had to deal 
with did very well in a substantial pit, but 

except that the flowers are ourious they are not 

likely to reward you for the time and space 
they occupy. You must not lose any time in 

getting the whole of them potted. During the 

summer let them have the shelter of a frame, 

and in September remove all but the last 
mentioned to a greenhouse. Next year got 
them fresh potted early in March.—J. C. C. 

3543 —Treatment of Fuchsias.—If you 
have the command of heat a temperature of 

55 dogs, to 60 decs, will start them into growth, 
ami then by pinching they can be moulded into 

shape desired. Shift into larger pots as more 
space is required. Any good soil will do. Turfy 
loam and leaf-mould, or very old manure, with 

some sharp sand, will grow them well. A moist 
atmosphere and a thin shade in bright runshine 

during growth will be au advantage. The plants 
also should be kept near the glass.—E. H 

- If the plants have been negleoted they 
will not do so well as those that have been pro¬ 

perly cared for, but it is not easy to answer the 

question without more information. The size 
of the plants should have been stated, and whst 

is the nature of the neglect. Fuchsias are really 

greenhouse plants, an! do not like a high, close 
atmosphere. Even small plants should be out 
back a little before they start into growth ; and 

when they have started just a little, shake them 

and repot into flower pots a size smaller, to be 

repotted again when they have made plenty ol 
roots. They do beat if placed in a light position 
iu the greenhouse. —J. 1). E. 

- You do not td''e much Information shout the plants, 
bnl I pttrutue that they have been allowed to run up end 
droop over, louto look unsightly. Out them down to a 

length of about 8 Inches and tie them In with bast to a 
straight stlok ; keep somewhat dry until growth recoin 
mscces, and then encourage with weak liquid-manure 

twice i-we*k. By-the-way, If they have been left in 
thumbs repot in 5-iooh pots.- A. O. Butlks. 

S5S9.-Orange tree from a pip—If you shorten 
bvck the young Orange-tree It will, of oourse, grow more 

bosby, and when grafted it should he out book to 
enejursg* the graft to grow. When grafted It should be 
puctd in a clo»o frame till the union it oomplete ; other- 
wtff it will not succeed. — E. H. 

3531. — Malmalflon Carnations.—The 
Carnations havo probably been forced too much, 

and this has caused the mal-formation ; but it 
will happen occasionally, even when there has 

l>een no attempt to force them. It is not a 
disease at all, aud the only way to prevent its 

occurrence is to grow the plants well, using good 

rich loam, and tuking care that the leaves are 
kept free from green fly and mildew. When the 

plants are in small flower-pots it is a good plan 

to din them in a mixture of aoft-soapy-water 
and flowers of sulphur. This will destroy any 

mildew or fungoid growth as well as the green¬ 

fly When Carnations are forced, especially at 
mid winter, they should be placed up near the 

roof gloss in the lightest possible position that 
can be obtained for them, and admit air as freely 

is possible, according to circumstances. If the 
insects inside the petals aro thrips they are very 

troublesome, and make a sad mess of the flowers. 
Th« best way to get rid of these is to fumigate 

with Tobacco. The oldest and true Souvenir de 

l» Malmaison is a beautiful blush colour. There 
is a variety with pink flowers a sport from it. 

It is usually termed the Pink Malmaison. There 

i* another sport with atripod flowers, which is 
grown under the name of Lady Middleton. The 

crinuon “ Malmaison ” is Mme. A. Warocque. 
• There is no yellow Malmaison. I have no know- 

Isdge of the Germanica Tree-Carnations. Are 
they different from the usual type of Tree-Car¬ 
nations?—J. D. E. 

. —■ Plants of this Carnation that have forced 

into bloom at an early period of the year often 
produce deformed blooms. For early blooming 

the plant should be layered sarly in July, 
putting two strong layers in a 5-inch pot as soon 

M they are well rooted. By the end of the 
autumn the pots will be fairly filled with roots, 

»nd no more repotting will be necessary. It is 

when the plants are not well furnisned with 
active roots, or are in too large pots, that im- 

P«nect blooms are produced. Too much 

™"l“re at the roots will hjs^e t^e.^^np effQt. 

FRUIT. 

APPLE DUMELOW’S SEEDLING 

(WELLINGTON).. 

The question of deterioration of this and other 

standard varieties need not give intending 
planters any uneasiness or prevent their being 

grown. Given a suitable soil and proper treat- 

ment, there is no fear of the ultimate result 
being anything but good. Near whore I write 

there is an old orchard which contains fine old 

Frulting-branch ol Apple "Dumclow's Seedling." 

trees of Ribaton Pippin that bear well and a 
large proportion of the fruits are largo Three 

tree* nave boles at least 1 foot in diameter. In 

the some orchard arc fine trees, quite as old. of 
the Lemon Pippin. Dutch Cudlin, and the 

true old Golden Pippin. From these trees 
grafts were taken some tw lve or fif een yeari 

ago, and the trees thus propagated now occupy 

another orchard, and are without exception in 
the finest hdhllh, forming a practical and con- 

uliye (foMi^to the deterioration theory. J[ 

bejwye'tnat the pruning knife has a grvai 

deal to answer for, and that excessive pruning 

and the absurd system of double cropping (so 
called) have helped to produce canker and other 

evils. If fairly young trees, not too badly 

cankered, are allowed to have their heads, simply 

thinning the branches sufficiently to admit light 
and air and leaving them undisturbed at the 

roots, their improvement in their general health 
after a season or two will be marked Dume- 

low’s Seedling is never at its best unless allowed 

freedom of growth, with very little pruning 
more than keening the centres of the trees clear 

from twigs ana the main branches shapely. In 

common with the Blenheim aud others, close 
pruning spoils all chance of a full crop. Two 

marked peculiarities of this Apple are the 
curiously speckled bark of the wood and the 

hammered appearance at the apex of the fruit. 
The tree, bciDg a quick grower, should be allowed 

plenty of room to develop, a crowded orchard 
being especially bad for this kind. I fear that 
this Apple will not commend itself to thorn who 

prefer kinds which grow their own sugar, but 

there are others who think these latter insipid, 
and who prefer more piquantly acid fruit which 

requires artificial sweetening, and to those who 
think thus, one may say that Duuielow's Sfed- 

Lug or Wellington will beat all other late- 
keeping Apples for cooking At the present 

time I have plenty of good Norfolk Beaufin, but 

the colour when cooked is against this, so that 
it will not bo asked for while the more attractive 

Wellington is to be had. A fruiting-branch of 

this fine Apple forms the subject of the annexed 
illustration. X. 

FRUIT PROSPECTS. 

Never in the recollection of the oldest gardener 

was there a better display of fruit blossom or 

finer weather to ensure a good set, and unless 
we get some very decided return of wintry 
weather the crop must be enormous. Of course, 

there are other causes of failure besides spring 

Posts, notably cold, cutting winds; but this 
year the icy chilliness we have usually experts 

euccd whenever the wind blew from north or 

east seems altogether absent, and the air has 
been quite mild, with just enough breeze to stir 

the pollen of the fruit blossoms, without doing 
nv mischief. Pears and Plums have been com¬ 

pletely covered with snowy blossoms, and Gherr ir a 
also beautiful. Apples are fast expanding, and 

give promise of a marvellous display, the bloom 

being not only very abundant, but remarkably 
fine. Old and young trees are alike crowded 

with flowers, eveu maiden trees one year from 
bud or graft are blooming freely. The old 

fallacy about planting fruit tires for the next 

generation to get the benefit is getting pretty 
well exploded, as either the trees are getting 

more precocious in their bearing or else the 
mode of pruning favours early fruitfulness. 

Bush fruits are remarkably full of bloom, and 

Gooseberries aro already formed and fast swelling 
op into fruits, so that at the present rate of pro¬ 

gress wo may look for good-sized fruit* at Whit¬ 

suntide. Strawberries are pushing up fine 
sturdy flower-spikes, and mulching the soil ought 

to be done at once, for drought is a great enemy 

to Strawberries and Raspberries, and in a fine 
season in light soils they need constant watchful¬ 
ness to keep the roots from suffering. 

James Groom, Gosport. 

3542.—Angle for a cool vinery.—An 
angle of 40 degs. will do very well lor a cool 
vinery ; but 45 degs. would do better, ss in tho 
latter case the action of the sun's rays is greater, 
which in the case of a cool vinery is an advan¬ 
tage. If, however, you wish to grow plants as 
well as Vines in the same house, the SDgle you 
mention will be beat, ss you will have mnro 
head room ; but you will have to pay for the 
latter by the increaaed coat of the front wall or 
lights 1 should mention that the steeper the 
roof of a vinery the more liahle the foliage of 
the Vines is to get scorched, unless rh*' *'ru>-tuie 
is ventilated early in the morning —J C C 

- Forty to 46 degs Isa very good arigle fer s 
ooel vinery—E H, 

3520 -Black Hamburgh Vino.—The 
Vine he* been treated well.bu-, owiug to its 

being punted outside it has not made vigorous 

growtli enough ltd produce fruit. After another 

T»r> ':t nwr br 8!roDS snough to do 
wrfci'Pwotild a.loA-tuel'i-liiig growths to run 
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up as far aa they will go ; the aide-growths 

should be trained out, and stopped at the fifth 
leaf, and when the aide-growths are stopped 

this will throw greater vigour into the leading 
shoots. When the Vines show fruit it is usual 
to stop the laterals at the first leaf beyond the 

bunoh, stopping all other supplementary 
growths, and the Black Hamburgh is the very 
best variety that could have been planted in 

the greenhouse.—J. D. E. 

3554.— Dying Peach branches.— Dead 
branohes should never be permitted to remain 
on Peach-trees. When these are cut out it is 
generally possible by rearranging the healthy 

branohes to fill up the wall again with new 
growth. The probable cause of the presence of 

scale on Peaoh-trees is their weak state of 
health. The trees should have been washed 
when leafless and before the buds had started 

with Gishurst Compound, 4 <>■/. to the gallon of 
water. Blighted or blistered leaves should be 
pinched off.—E. H. 

■■ The Peach-tree seo ns to ba in rather a 
sad plight, if there is a.i intention to wait until 
the entire side of the tree is dead before removing 

those that are dying. There is no reason why 

any branches should die upon a Peach-treoif the 
loaves were kept clean, and tho roots in a 
healthy growiog medium. Blight on the leaves 
and scale upon tho wood will cause the young 

wood to decay, and after it is dead the sooner 

it is removed tho better. The scale should be 
removed when the leaves fall off ia the autumn ; 
wash them off with a brush aud soft-soapy- 
water. Aphis on the leaves and mildew c*u 

both bo destroyed by washiug them with soft- 
Boapy-water in which flowers of sulphur has 

been dissolved. The mixture can be applied 
with a syringe as soon as any of the parasites 

appear.—J. D. E. 

3578-Vines ia a coal house. —The 
disbudding should lit done as soon as the 
buQches are visible, leaving that showing the boat 

bunch and removing the others. The tying down 
should begin before the shoots touch the glass. 

If the shoots are looped down as far as they 

bear without risking their splinteriug off they 
may be gone over a second time in weather like 
wo have had lately in five or six days, aud the 
final tying given in five days more. Stopping 

should bo done as soon as the shoot extends 
beyond the seoond leaf. Two loaves 

generally enough to leave. Some growers only 
leave one leaf beyond the bunch, but I like to 
have two, and should leave more if thero is 

room without overcrowding. —E. H 

3570.—'Vine culture —The temperature 
of tho house should not be kept to> high, 55 dogs 

by night and 05 dogs, by day will bo ample until 
the Vinos corao into bloom, when both can be 

raised 5 degs. Admit air in the morning when 
the thermometer rises to 80 degs by opening 

the ventilators at tho top a little, allowing tho 
heat to rise along with air. Dj not open tho 
front lights, excopt for a short timo during the 

middle of the day when the sun is shining 
brightly and wind from the east is not blowing 
at all. Much of the trouble from mildew in 

Vinerios ia caused by opening the front ventila¬ 
tors wide, thus causing a direct draught to 

blow over the bunches, ohilling tho air iu tho 
houso. If the spurs aro within 1 foot of each 
other on each side of tho main rod the shoots 

should bo disbudded to one at oaoh spur. As a 
rule tho buuchos are visible on tho new growth 
when this is a couple of inches long Disbudding 
should tako place immediately tho best bunches 

can ba aeon. Pinch the point out of each aide 
shoot two loaves beyond tho bunch. Lateral 

growths will spring from tho joints after the 
point is taken off. Roinovo these entirely bolow 

tho bunch ; above it allow one joint to be made 
first. Bend tho shoots gradually down to the 
wires ; if they are strong it will not bo wise to 

§ull them down inoro than au inch or so oaoh 
ay, or they may possibly snap off at the 

junction. Do not syringe tho Vine at all after 

the buuchos havo formed, but moisten tho paths, 

walls, and stages of the house twice daily, to 
create atmospheric moisture, which will to 

groat extent ohook tho growth of red-spider, if 
the Vines are infested with this insidious pest. 
In tho case, though, of wet or cold weather, the 

damping down proc-us should ceoye-^or a time. 

however, depends upon ciroumstanoes regarding 
this. If the border ia a raised one, unocoupiea 

with any kind of plant and tho roots near the 
surfaoe, water may bo required once or twice 

during the summer. It is, however, a good plan 
to mulch the surface with half-decayed horse- 
dung, about 3 inches thick. This prevents the 

moisture from evaporating from the soil so fast, 
keeps the surface cool, thus enoouraging root 
action by preventing their being driven down¬ 

wards in quest of moisture. The question of 

cropping the Vines is one of circumstances 
guided mainly by the health of the Vines and the 
weight of the individual bunohes. A Vine 

oovering 13 feet of rafter should carry 20 lb. of 
fruit. When the berries are the size of Peas, 
thinning should commence, outting out the 

small berries, leaving room for those left to swell 

to their full sizs without being unduly crowded. 

-S. P. 

Thinning Peach and Nectarine 
flower-buds.—When buds on Peaches and 
Nectarines are few and well plaoed, I invariably 

find them set well aud the fruit proportionately 
large. While shoots aro allowod to remain 
crowded with buds large and small, the setting 
is less certain and the crowding of the flowers is 

against the strength of the fruit. When small 
aud Weak at first, they never attain the same 

perfection as selected buds, which have never 
been cramped for room by their fellows and had 

full liberty to expand on tho best side of the 
shoots, fully exposed to sun ond air. When 
shoots are heavily laden with buds, I run the 

fioger up tho backs of the thiols, clearing off 
every bud, and then the front buds are thinned 

a little later, so that they can be allowed all the 
space the fully-developed flowers require. A 
deal of bud-thinning can be done in a few hours. 

I think it was from reading Mr. Coleman's notes 
on Peach management that l was induced to 
strip the buds from tho b*jk* of the shoots in 
tho summary manner indicated I havo thinned 

Peaoh buds always when they required it for 
more than a quarter of a century, and experi¬ 

ments frequently practised have taught me that 
tho small amount of labour expended is highly 

beneficial. 0 i our early trees this year 1 have 
had to thin off thousands of fruit after hud-thin- 

ning was practised. Some trees were left 
uuthinued. Though heavily cropped, they havo 
not the display of large, well-placed fruits, 

are | thinning 0f Wood buds is generally done as soon 

as they can be pioked out—before the fruit-buds 
are much on tho move. One shoot ia left at the 
base of its predecessor to supply fruit next 

season, and a shoot is left as a leader at the top 
of the fruit-beariug cue to lead up nourishment. 

—M. 
Moisture for Apricots.—During May 

it is certainly advisable to give Apricots plenty 

of moisture and nourishment if the soil is light 
or porous, as it ia surprising the amount of 

water and feeding stone fruita will take when 

iu poor light soils. I have of late lifted my 
Apricot-trees every third or fourth year and 

given new feeding material—good loam, not 
rank manure. No matter how old, all have been 

treated in this way, and some largo old treos of 
Hemakirk have boen removed to different posi¬ 

tions with excellent results, aa they bear large 
quantities of fruit and do not canker as for¬ 

merly. Apricots delight in a oompost with 
which mortar-rnbble, charcoal refuse, brick 
rubbish, and burnt rarth are largely inoor 
porated. This material requires a lot of moist¬ 
ure, and as the bottom of tho border is tho¬ 

roughly drained, it seems as if the roots revel 
in unlimited supplies of moUturo and feeding. 

As our trees are on raised borders wo feed well, 
often giving liquid-manure and mulching at this 

season. I find tho nearer the roots of the 
Aprioot can be kept to tho surfaco the better, 

and if these are healthy there is little canker. 
Tho periodical lifting encourages this surface- 

rooting. The lifting is done in Boptombcr bofore 
the trues shed their foliage. The roots of large 

trees aro out round one autumn and lifting is 

done the next.—H. 

85S7.—Sewage-water. —House sews*# m»v be pro¬ 

fitably used for all sUonK-ltrowinf plant* »nd trait-bunhee 
when diluted, but should not be given to any delloale 

plant, and it Is not adapted for plants In pots In the 

past month, both for plants in pots In the green¬ 
house and for Apricots and other established 
trees in the open, and if I had sufficient I should 

apply it to Peas, Cauliflowers, and similar vege¬ 
table crops, also to Raspberries and Gooseberry 
and Currant-bushes. My Strawberries want 

root-moisture very badly ; but in my strong 
soil the liquid sewage causes them to run too 

much to leaf. In lighter ground it would benefit 

the orop immensely.—J. C. C. 

ORCHIDS. 

CYPRIPEDIUM PHILIPPENSE. 

I havh received a flower of this plant from “ J. 

Edmonds," askinglf it is C. Sanderianum, and he 
also wishes for a few words as to its treatment! 

This Cypripedium was sent home here in the 
first place by Mr. John Veitch when engaged in 

collecting Orchids for his father, about thirty 
years ago, or nearly so, and it was named upon 
its first flowering C. lievigatum. I think it was 

Bateman who thus named it, but it was after¬ 
wards found to have boen named beforo from 
dried specimens by Reichenbach as C. philip- 

pense. At first it was very rare, and it com¬ 
manded long prioes, and for some time thii plant 

appeared difficult to manage, and so it remains 
to this day if it does not get just what it 

requires Mr. Sander, of St. Albans, introduce! 
aomS five years ago a very similar plant, which 
he called C. Roebadini after the collector that 

sent it him, and which many people now assert 
to be tho same plant as C. lievigatum, but I 

really do think there is a varietal difference. 
It belongs to thesame section as C Sanderianum, 
and so does C. Parish!, C. R ithschildianum, 

a .id one or two others that we know ; bat your 
flower appears to me to be tho true form of the 

plant seut home by Mr. J. Veitch. This Orchid 
comes from one of the hottest parts of the world, 
and it grows naturally exposed to the full heat 

of the sun at nearly the level of the sea, so you 
may imagine it requires much heat undtr culti¬ 

vation. 1 have found this plant and all the others 
belonging to this section thrive best in a house 
in which the temperature does not fall lower 

than about 65 degs. at any time in the year, 
aud in the summer, of course, it will bo much 
hotter. This and all others of the section 

maybe potted in asimilar mannerto the majority 
of tho Cypripediums, draining the pots excep¬ 

tionally well, and as before said, keeping them in 
the warmest house, aud also maintaining a very 

moist atmosphere, and well exposing the plants 
to the light. I know of no other matter which 
will tend to their welfare, saviug in not over¬ 

loading their roots with the soil, aud the leaves 
should also bo frequently wiped with the sponge 
to keep away that direful enemy, the black 

thrips, and in doing this take tho greatest care 
not to break the leaves, or the remedy will be 

as bad as tho disease. Matt Bkamdlk. 

A new hardy plant —A very pretty 
hardy plant, introduced iu 1881 from Jajian by 
Capt. Torrens, Baston Manor, Hayes, Kent, is 

called Schizocodon soldanelloides. It is allied 
to the beautiful 8hortia galacifolia, and is a 
plant that ono would think amateurs would 
tako to. It hasboen known manyyoars, but never 

brought to England alive until 1891. It does 
not seem difficult to growand flowers very freely, 
the leaves not very large, and the flowor-stems 

are short, tho flo wera about aa large as a farthing, 

prettily fringod, and of a pink oolour. It makes 
a mass of colour with its many bright rosy-pink 
blooms. I do not know whether it is hardy, 

but it seems to like the same kind of treatment 
as Shortia galacifolia—»'.e , a fairly moist soil, 

aud will succeed well in pots. It is named 
soldanelloides from tho aspect of tho flowers 

boing like that of a Soldanclla —C. T. 

“Gardening Illustrated" Monthly Parta - 
Price 5d.; poet /re#, M. 

“The Garden" Monthly Parta—Thit Journal 
It published in neatly bound Mom bin Pant. In thit form the 
coloured plain art beet yreterved, anil U It mot I enitall-for 
reference previout to Ike liee of llu half-yearly volumet. 
Price, la M.; poet fret, le. Md. Complete tel ofyOumttcf 
The (Iaeden from iu commencement to end of 1882, forty- 
two volt., price, doth, S30 12#. 

“Farm and Home" Monthly Parta.—Thit 
Journal <# published in neatly bound Monthly Parte. In which 
form it it mod tollable for reference previout to lA* itrut of the 
yearly volumet. Price bd.; pod free, id. 
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THIS KITCHEN GARDEN. 

OPEN-AIR TOMATOES. 

In the cultivation of Tomatoes in the open air 

there are two extremes to guard against—viz., 
the starvation treatment on the one hand, and 
overfeeding on the other. In overfed plants 

stems and leaves are certainly large, but so de¬ 

void of stamina as to easily fall a prey to dis¬ 
ease, while the fruits do not set freely. The 

soil the plants are being prepared in must not 
be overrioh upon any account, neither must the 

stations nor borders for planting. These latter 
are very often too loose and rich ; consequently 

the plants ramble away and make a soft, im¬ 
mature growth. Some of the best crops of 

Tomatoes I have ever seen were produced from 
plants growing in large pots and boxes, half 

plunged, against a sunny south wall. This 
system can be strongly recommended, but there 

must be no lack of attention in watering and 
feeding, especially if a dry time should ensue. 

I have seen plants even when growing in the 
open up against south walls, where the root room 

be kept growing in a fairly warm and airy struc¬ 
ture, and be repotted into 7-inch pots as they 

become ready. Any neglect in potting on the 
plants is prejudicial to them. Exposing the 

plants or hardening them off too early prepara¬ 

tory to planting out is a poor method to adopt. 
The middle of May may be quite time enough 
to commence inuring the planta to cooler treat¬ 

ment bv removing them to an airy pit, and by 
the end of the month the planta may be fully 

exposed, during the davtime at any rate. After 
this date it will depend upon the season whether 

they may be set out or not, but about the first 
week in June, or even a week later, there need 

be but little fear in trusting them in the open, 

as after planting a slight protection may be 
afforded for a few nights. 1 am muoh in favour 

of oonfining the plants to single stems, although 
I see no good reason why two, or even three, 

stems should not be encouraged from each plant, 
the main point being to keep all lateral shoots 

rubbed out as soon as peroeived. I have oer- 
tainly seen aud also grown good plants fan¬ 

shaped ; but it depends largely upon the season 
whether this form may be encouraged. During 

yet invented gives the same practical rosults. 

With one exception, I think the tall-growing 

Peas are preferable to dwarf ones ; the excep¬ 
tion is in the case of the first early, and this is 

owing to the fact that in all Peas I place indi¬ 

vidual quality of tho Peas in front of mere 
quantity. Peas are grown for flavour and not 
for the number borne in each pod. For a first 

early I prefer Cannell’s English Wonder, a 
variety growing not more than 18 inches high. 
William I. may give a greater quantity of 

pods, but tho quality of the Peas is but 

second rate. As main-crop sorts I prefer 
Duke of Albany, Duchess, and Forty fold. 

The last-named is not an exhibition Pea, 
as things go nowadays; but for supplying 

the table with Peas of exquisite flavour 
this Poa cannot be surpassed. In height 'it 

grows 0 feet in well-managed soiL The latest 
crop is produced by Ne Plus Ultra ; short in the 

pod it may be, but good in flavour, and plenti¬ 

fully borne. More than this, as a mildew - 
resisting variety this is quite the best. Where 

tall stakes are a hindrance Veitch’s Perfection 
and Stratagem aro good substitutes ; neither of 

-was not restricted, sailer to such an extent from 
the want of moisture at the roots as to cause 

the foliage to carl up and have a decided bluish 
cast. Narrow borders raised above the surface 

can be highly reoommended, as by this method 
the roots are in a warmer medium, and, being 

partially confined, they do not ramble away, 
but make a firm and fruitful growth. A stout 

plank placed on edge about 18 inches from the 

wall will be sufficient space, but it must be re¬ 
membered that, the root-run being ourtailed, 

feeding and watering must not be neglected. 
Again, 

The soil provided for the plants to root in is 

often too rich. Some fertile loam or even 

ordinary soil, with a fifth of pulverised horse- 
manure rubbed through a sieve, with a fair pro¬ 

portion of wood-ashes, will form a root-run 
capable of supporting the planta until the fruit 

is well advanced. If I knew that the soil was 
not of a fertile nature, a little superphosphate 

and kainit os a source for potash would be 

added, and with the certainty of the plants 
making a satisfactory growth. We must first 

promote a firm growth, thon feed after the 

plants need support, this being aocordufg~t)b (be 

nature of the season,|*piJ,;<uad(OT^enio 
nm. The plants from the earliest statp 

a favourable time it is very easy to allow a few 

lateral shoots to form, so as to extend the 
growth of the plants if needed, these being 

topped after a bunch or two of fruit has set. 
Tomatoes are essentially sun-loving plants, and 

they must be so grown that almost every gleam 
of sunshine can reach them. A good example 
of open ground Tomato culture is shown in the 

annexed illustration. A. 

NOTES ON PEA CULTURE. 

Perhaps there is no other vegetable that is 
looked upon so favourably, apart from the 

Potato, as a well-developed Pea. It may be 

that this crop is regarded as a luxury, but it is 
one that gives an excellent return for labour ex¬ 

pended. As in all matters affecting the amateur 

as to vegetable crops, the question of a selection 
of suitable varieties is the most important. 

Without good sorts successful results cannot be 
expected in the same sense os where none but 

those are cultivated. Tall-growing varieties 
are, it is well known, more productive of a crop 

than dwarf sorts. The reasons are obvious. 

of objection lies in the difficulty of 
ifaf stakes sufficiently tall for vs^ietia: 

high. Unfortunately, no substitute 
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these grow beyond 3 feet high. The Pea is one 

of tho few vegetables that do not absorb nitro¬ 
gen from the soil; therefore, to apply this 

chemical in the form of nitrate of soda is simply 
a waste. The haulm may be slightly increased 

in length, but the quantity of the pods is none 

the more. 
Manure is essential to success, but it should 

not be applied in the manner that some suggest 
—viz., digging out a trench as if for Celery, 

placing a thick layer at the bottom, covering if. 

with soil, and sowing the seed thereon. The 
objection to this plan of cultivation is that the' 

roots quiokly find their wav through the manure 

to the sides of the trenon, which they cannot 
penetrate, owing to the manner in which the 

latter was cut out of the solid ground. The 

roots in the limited area of this trench quiokly 
absorb the moisture from the manure, and in the 

case of a few dry days the plants are languishir g 

for more, hence mildew quiokly takes possession 

of the haulm, and failure rapidly follows. It is 
muoh better to deeply dig the ground over ir 

the autumn, adding manure freely then, at d 
when sowing the seed draw out a wide drill 

With; a. hoe, allowing at least 3 inches between 
each Pcap In land deeply dug the roots have 

an opportunity IW ramlling away at will. 
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and are leas liable to drought, and, con¬ 
sequently, ate more secure from mildew. So 
many amateur cultivators spoil their chances 
of success hy sowing the seed too thick ; they 
seem to think that the thicker the Peas are laid 
the greater number of pods will be borne. Peas 
object to be overcrowded perhaps more than any 
o'.her vegetable. Weak haulm meanaa correspond¬ 
ingly thin crop of pods. Space for a free de¬ 
velopment of the leaves and haulm induces also 
a branching habit, which is favourable to a full 
crop. 

Mulching the surface - soil for at least 
IS inches away from the row on each side, con¬ 
serves the moisture in the soil, and by the aid 
o' frequent waterings the manorial property is 
washed down to the roots, which thus receive the 
benefit from the manure in two ways. Moisture 
at the roots is essential to success during dry 
w rather. The time in watering Peas is well 
a jent. Where mulching is practised it is doubly 
so. Another mistake most common is that of 
neglect in staking the Peas. Support directly 
the tendrils are visible on the plants is abso¬ 
lutely necessary to succeis. To permit the 
plants to grow 1 foot high before tendering them 
any support, and allowing the haulm to fall on 
one side, thus crippling its progress at this 
eatly stage, is a practice strongly to be con¬ 
demned. but,I amsorry to say, it is very common. 
I am not in favour of the practice of topping the 
points of the plants at a certain height to induce 
a greater crop of Peas to form by concent! ating 
the energy of the plant into a limited number ot 
p >da, except in the case of requiring them for 
some special purpose, such as exhibition. I 
f »vour an extended growth up to 8 feet if the 
plants seem inclined to grow that much. 

at the top of the house all night. The flowers EARLY RUNNER BEANS, 
also drop off sometimes later in the season after There ^ much difference in this vegetable, 
somefruitisset, which I beheve to be caused Some people prefer the white kinds (that is, 
by the inability of the plants to sustain them. thoge varieties that have white blossoms) to 
“ i*? i° , .r*11, suggested that the flowers thoge with flower3. For early use I 
should be fertilised to help them to set their prefer thein, and I may be wrong, but I fancy 
fruit, but I get as good crops and quite as early their are more guccuient than those of the 
since I have left off doing so as I did before. As scarlet £orm and other kindg ^ citation. I 
a matter of fact, I have dissected many of the have grown the Giant White, and it is one of 
flowers, and although all the parts that go to the best. Last season this variety yielded 
make up a perfect flower may be present, they enormously, bearing very large, thick, fleshy 
are so placed that I cannot see how the culti- podg o£ ^ lengt£ and of excellent quality, 
valor is to manipulate upon them m a way L had previoualy grown the Urge white, but this 
that will assist fertilisation.—J. C. C. - • - J - - - - - variety is far superior and of equal quality. 

3563 —Manure for Potatoes.—Super- 
phosphate of lime is an excellent fertiliser for 
Potatoes under any circumstances, and probably 
the best thing, generally speaking, that could be 
employed. It should be sprinkled in the drills 
when planting at the rate of 4 cwt. or 5 cwt 
to the acre. It is also useful for Onions and 
other root crops, and I fancy does Peas and 
B Jins some amount of good, but for all such 
it ought to be worked into the ground a few 
inches, and not be allowed to come in contact 
w.th the seeds. Kainit is beneficial to Potatoes 
on light or hungry land, but is of no use on a 
damp or heavy staple, or where much farmyard 
manure is used.—B. C. R. 

3574 —Forcing Peakale.—Seakale may 
either be forced where grown, covered with 
pots, which should be surrounded with warm 
manure mixed with treo-leavea, or the roots 
may be lifted when the foliage dies off, and 
forced in any warm place where the light is 
excluded. Seakale may be forced in deep 
boxes with close fitting lids in a warm green¬ 
house in any dark corner under the stage, or 
they may be planted 3 inohes or 4 inches apart in 
a genial hot-bed, the frame to be closely matted 
up. I have used frames for this purpose fitted 
with wooden shutters instead of glazed lights 
A bed suitable for forcing Potatoes will produce 
good Seakale.—E. H. 

3568. —Tomatoes In a small house.— 
Tomatoes drop their blooms from various 
causes, bnt in this instance I incline to attribute 
it to an overmoist and close atmosphere, 
especially at night. Until the plants have a 
Eound or two of fruit set on each it is best to 

eep them rather on the dry side, bnt when 
well laden water and liquid-manure may be 
given freely, yet not till the soil becomes 
moderately dry. Again, with a night tempera¬ 
ture of 55 degs. a little air ought to be left on 
at the roof at night as well as by day, unless it 
is very stormy outside. My idea is that with so 
much moisture, and a high night temperature 
with no air on, the atmosphere becomes too 
humid, and this causes the blooms to drop. 
You can scarcely ventilate Tomatoes too freely, 
as long as the temperature of the house does 
not fall below 50 degs. Of course the plants are 
not shaded in any way.—B. C. R. 

- Yours is a very common trouble early in 
the season. The cause of the flowers dropping 
is because the fruit did not set. The season 
will set this matter right as it advances ; mean¬ 
while keep the air of the house warm and dry. 
Maintain the same night temperate ;e, and when 
the weather is fairly; mad leave a tittMa* o»; 

35<9.—Cucumber-plants dying.—You think this variety must be a selection from The 
have put your question so clearly that I cannot Czar, as it resembles that variety in shape, but 
think there is much doubt about what is the is, I consider, of better flavour. There is also 
cause of the plants dying off so mysteriously, as it another runner with white seed named Mammoth 
is clearly traceable to the soil, which either White and very much like Giant White. For 
engenders canker in the stem, or else it is in- exhibition the above varieties are excellent. To 
fested with some insect that penetrates the obtain early runner Beans is worth a little 
roots of the plants, which causes them to sud- trouble, and they can be readily raised indoors 
denly collapse. It is one of those cases that by sowing in the middle or third week of April 
requires minute inspection of the dead plants in pots or boxes in frames, and when up giving 
before one could say whether the injury is thorough exposure to get properly hardened for 
caused by canker or insects. I may tell you planting. When this plan is adopted, the 
that your arrangement of the bed of soil on a runners give a lot of Beans some time in advance 
bench over hot-water pipes is just such a one of those aown in the open ground. I do not 
where the plants would suffer for the want of mean that the scarlet-flowered varieties do not 
root moisture ; but the intelligent way in which succeed as well as the white-flowered, but having 
you have stated your case does not point to that tried them both together, I find the white- 
direction as the cause of the injury. I advise flowered varieties a few days in advance of the 
you to keep up a relay of fresh plants to make scarlet type. I know there are often failures 
good any failures that occur this season, and with these Beans when sown in heat and planted 
next year to start with fresh soil obtained from out. This is owing to a variety of oircum- 
a distance.—J. C. C. stances ; many succumb to cold winds, having 

3558.—Seakale from seeds.—Seakale- been improperly hardened, as Beans are 
roots may be raised from seeds, though it is extremely tender, and if sown in heat require 
rather late for sowing now. The young plants careful management before exposing to all 
ought to be coming up now. Sow in drills 1 inch weathers ; indeed, I think there is little gain by 
deep a ad 15 inches apart. Thin the plants to sowing in heat either these or the dwarf French 
1 foot. To grow strong roots in one season varieties, and I prefer cold frames. If sown in 
requires good land and cleanly culture. Seeds 4J-inch pots in April in 
sown now may produce roots for planting out A COLD FRAME, giviog no water till the seed 
next March ; but they will not be strong enough has germinated, and growing as close to the 
for forcing. Cuttings of the roots make the glass as possible, sturdy plants result by the 
best plants. The cuttings are usually taken second week in May, when they can be planted 
off the roots when lifted for forcing, are laid io out in a light soil. If the ground is very heavy 
moist earth or sand till March, and are then or of a clayey nature, it is best to prepare a 
planted out. The root cuttings should be about suitable piece by freely using light soil for the 
4 inches or 5 inches long. The old roots now in drills. It is best for these early Beans to pre¬ 
boxes should be taken out and cut up and pare a trench similar to that for Celery, 
planted. They will probably make roots strong placing the light compost on the surface in the 
enough for forcing in boxes next winter if well trench for planting the Beans. When a trench 
cared for.—E. H. is used, the Beans are sheltered from cold winds 
- I raise a large number of plants from and r«adi|y protected “t night by laying a few 

seed annually. Sow it in March in drills drawn *«*• across the trench to support mats or 
the same depth as for Peas. Sow or plant the "hading material, and in dry weather are more 
seeds about 3 inches asunder in rows about readily supplied with moisture. Ihese Beans 
14 inches apart. They will grow into good- "?ay 8rown a°y stakes. Of course, 
sized plants by the end of the season, but they the,y do n®t J«eld like those staked, but for 
require another season s growth before they are early use the pinching necessary to keep them 
large enough to force. 1 have used a few of the dwarf thF0W8 them ‘“t0 bearing earlier, and 
larger one-year-old plants for forcing sometivaes, th>8 “ important when they are required 
but the heads are not the full size. The roots f?r early U8e‘ ''he“ 8r°wn dwarf, pinching 
that have been grown in deep boxes outside the tops should take place when thev have 
may be again grown to force another year ; after reached 18 inches to _ feet high, and they 
the heads of Kale have been cut for use, a *h?uld * PlaQted c,08eril together- 
number of shoots will start from the crowns 3 feet to 5 feet m ample Very often in light 
underneath the cut part, but they ought all to with a deficiency of moisture, the flowers 

, . , t-, . «*•-!* t> i * prevented oy placing utter Detween tne rows, 
kind will make Celery “ pipy. Rank manure £ome Object to growing Runners in this 
with the roots thrust into it is a likely cause, and advise sowinl the dwarf French Beans, 
especiallyas you say yon plant deep The manure ^ ^ moBt wr?icmble for the 
tor Geleij should be well decomposed and should Iiet> bufc for gnmmer nge goon become tough 

b'n. itua"0? ofthetrench and and do not continue to yield like 
well blended with the soiL But there should the Run^ which wU1 ^ve guppli4 tiU cnt 
always be soil enough for the manure for the A b froaL x aIgo the culture of the 
Celery to be planted in without coming into Bntt*r j!ean. Thig formg a pleasing novelty, is 
contact with the manure immediately. I think of rior lifc when cooked whole, and is 
sinking the ball of roots into rank manure when not ^ h fathered young. G. 
first planted often leads to pipy Celery and a a j a 
bolting.—E. H. 

-There is more than one cause why Celery 3328.—Treatment of Palms, &C-, in 
becomes “ pipy but more frequently than not it jardinieres.—If these plants are growing 
is through sowing the seed too early and growing without drainage in China bowls their roots are 
on the plants in too high a temperature. For a probably so much destroyed as to be practically 
main-crop the beginning of March is soon enough useless, and for this reason it is impossible for 
to sow the seed for the North of England, and them to thrive. The roots of all growing plants 
an ordinary greenhouse warm enough to bring on require a certain amount of air, such as can 
the plants, and a month later does admirably for be had through porous earthenware, and also 
other parts. Liquid stimulants will also cause the they need to get rid of standing water, which 
mischief. Use a moderate quantity of rotten soon becomes sour and rots them. The only ex- 
manure in the trenches, and give plenty of clear ception to this rule is in the case of some 
-wateryin dry weather, and do not commence r.quatic plants. For drawing-room decoration, 
^aJtAuPg too early.—J. C. C. j ^ c i~j»'plm.}<» such ^-^lngr Aspidistras, Ferns, &c., 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 

are most serviceable for the earlier 

l but for summer use soon become tough 

rhich will give supplies till cut 
I also advise the culture of the 

This forms a pleasing novelty, is 
lity when cooked whole, and is 
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moat be placed in clean pots, with excellent 

drainage, arranged bo as to allow the free egress 
of water, and covered with a bit of Moss to keep 

the drainage from being choked with soil, which 

otherwise is apt to silt down into the chinks and 
closo them. If the plants are not too far gone 

they had better be placed at once in pots only 
largo enough to hold them comfortably, which 
can be slipped into jardinitTea when necessary, 

with a compost of two parts peat to one of loam 

packed firmly round them. They should then 
be pat into a warm conservatory or hot-house, 

when they may, after some months, throw out 
fresh fronds and leaves, and in time recover 

their health ; but if they have become shabby 
and the roots arc in a bad way, it would be 

wiser to throw them away and start with fresh 
flants, for they will never be good for much.— 

, L. R. _ 

GARDEN ENTRANCES. 

Is reply to "G. B.," “ R. H.,” and others on 
this matter, wo call attention to the annexed 

engraving, which faithfully portrays the en¬ 
trance to the kitchen and fruit garden at Heck- 

field Place, Hants, during the late head-gar¬ 

dener’s (Mr. Wildsmith's) lifetime, and is, in fact, 

their parentage in part to R. ciliatum there is 
not one whose value in the greenhouse surpasses 

this. A specimen over .‘1 feet in diameter 

planted out in one of the beds in the large 
temperate-house at Kew is generally about now 
in its greatest beauty, the trusses of bloom being 

unusually large for this class of Rhododendrons. 

Owing to its rapid growth, this hybrid is of 
somewhat loose, but elegant habit, and to keep 

it in shape the longer shoots should be cut back 
several inches each season after flowering. It 

is at the same time a dwarf plant, and will 
probably attain no greater height than 

R. ciliatum, which is rarely more than 2 feet 
high. The leaves are about 3 inches long, Sointed, and covered with fino short hairs. The 

owers are borne in rounded trusses each from 

4 inches to 6 inches in diameter, and pure white. 
The free-flowering qualities which aro well 

known to be characteristic of this section of 
Rhododendron are in no instance more ap¬ 

parent than in this representative. Cuttings 

strike freely if placed in very fino sandy 
peat and kept close in a moderately warm 
case. Their growth is somewhat impeded in a 

young state on account of their forming a flower- 

bud on every branch, even when only an inch or 

Garden entrance at I lock Held I’lace, Hants. 

a view of central walk leading on to tho pleasure 

grounds. Throughout the entire length of walk 
there are flower borders on each side, some 

8 feet in width, backed by hedges of Lawson’s 
Cypress. The borders, as far as the first arch, 

are wholly planted with herbaceous perennials, 
and tho trellis work over the walk is covered 
with Clematises, Roses, and Honeysuckles. 

Beyond the first arch are borders of much 
greater length, which in winter are furnished 

with small shrubs of various kinds, mainly 
Japanese Retinosporas, and in summer with 

flowers somewhat after the beddiDg-out form, 
only by mixture of plants, in preference to 

masses of one kind. Single and Cactus Dahlias, 
Gladiolus, Hyacinthus candicans, Herbaceous 

Lobelias, Marguerites, Marvels of Peru, and 
large Pelargoniums ooonpy the space next to 
the Cypress hedge, the front part of borders 

lieing filled with dwarfer plants of various kinds, 

such as Herniaria, Sedums, Antennaria, and the 
like. We do not know a better or more effec¬ 
tive way of laying out and planting the borders, 

<tc., than is here given, and we recommend our 
querists and others to follow it out as far as 

their space, to., will allow. 

two high ; these should, therefore, be removed 

as soon as formed until the plant reaches a 
suitable sire to develop them. 

Rhododendron muitifiorum. 
the numerous hybrid Rhododendrons which owe 

DIELYTRA SPECTABILI8. 

This Diclytra is very useful in many wavs It 
is one of our best forcing plants, and large 

clumps of it grown in pots or tubs are most use¬ 
ful for conservatories, while smaller specimens 
are valuable in the greenhouse for mixing with 

Azaleas, Epacris, Narcissi, and many others. 

It is equally valuable in the open border ; it will 
grow almost anywhere and in any soil, and with 

a freedom that is most grateful. Then the roots 
can be divided, and if planted out in nursery- 
beds, soon grow into large established clumps of 

a serviceable character. I think the best time 
to divide is when the foliage begins to turn a 

little yellow in early autumn. When I divide, 
I dig out a trench, put into it some refuse soil 

from the potting-bench, and cover the roots 

with it, treading the soil firmly about them, 
and if the weather is dry, a good soaking of 

water is given after three or four days. Dielytra 
spectabilis requires a great deal of moisture, 

and otoamo.-.ally it seems to like a pail or two 
c ii houp-suds, especially so when the eun 

iOx>*^"It makes a good window 
> atrbe potted in September and October, a gcx^J- 

sized clump being placed in a pot that will 
admit of three-quarters of an inch of soil being 

pUced bet ween the roots and the sides of the pots. 
The pots can be stood away in any cool place 

free from frost, or they can be stood in the open 
and treated as bnlbs are for forcing into bloom, 

by being covered with leaves and manure. 

When they begin to grow, all the light possible 
should fall upon them, and air be given on all 
convenient occasions to keep the plants sturdy. 

There should be no lack of water, and if tho 
Slants could be stood in the open and have the 

enefit of a warm spring shower, they would be 
all the better for it. The roots so adapt them¬ 

selves to division that a ‘stock can soon be 
worked up. A large number of roots of this 

perennial are annually imported from Holland. 

_ R. 

DAFFODILS FOR POT CULTURE. 

I think it must be admitted that very little use 

is made of the genus Narcissus as compared 

with other groups of spring flowers, as, for 
example, Hyacinths, Tulips, and such like, bulbs 

which undoubtedly make a rich and effective 
display in the conservatory or greenhouse. To 

my mind, both these bulbs lack in a great 
measure the general elegance and beauty which 
characterise many Daffodils. As cut flowers, 

from a commercial point of view, these Daffodils 
hold a good position, or at least many of them, 

but as pot plants they have yet to become 

popular. It would, I think, materially assist 
to this end if the leading growers of three flowers 

were to make special efforts in this direction, and 
so let the public see that Daffodils are specially 

adapted for pot culture. True it is, we have 
them in endless numbers as cut flowers in ths 

spring months, and a few occasionally in pots 
here and there, but nothing approaching a repre¬ 
sentative display. By reason of the present mode 

of arranging cut flowers of these things for exhi¬ 
bition, much, if not all, of their natural grace and 

beauty is lost. There is such a lumber of 

forms and colours, that one wondeis why they 
are not in more general use, even if only for the 

sake of variety. And then, again, the majority 
are so readily grown in English gardens, that by 
exercising dhe care when flowering is completed, 

and planting them out in good ground, ono may 
soon be possessed of a nice stock for future use. 

Some kinds—indeed, many—are suited to forcing 
earlier in tho year, but 1 am not at the present 

moment referring to this so much as to endea¬ 
vour to secure a more general use for these 

Daffodils as pot plants, blooming, it may be, a 
few weeks in advance of those in the open 

ground, and thereby prolonging tho Hovering 
season. Nor is this all, for it is impossible to 

overestimate the superiority of those flowers 
which ate grown under glass to that of thoec ex¬ 

panding or partially so in the open ground. 
Dwellers near large towns know well enough 

that every shower of rain brings with it its 
quota of smut and soot, and this once upon the 

flower robs them of muoh of their purity, and 
defies all attempts to cleanse them afterwards. 

But grown under glass, even in a cold-home, all 
their purity may bo preserved, and the flowers may 

bo inspected at will and seen to the best possible 
advantage. In this way many amateurs with 

cold-houses could not possibly have them better 
occupied in the early months of the year. By 

flowering them, too, very near to thoir natural 
season, there would be no great strain upon the 
bulbs, which may be left to bloom another year 

in the same pots, or shifted into Isrger ones, as 

tho case demands. Few kinds can display 
themselves to greater advantage when given 

this 
Coot, treatment under glass than that noble 

bicolor, Empress. In the open ground it is, of 
course, a grand flower too, but the protection I 

have named brings out all its purity and gives 
it a refinement that can never be seen in the 

open ground. The flowers, too, are very lasting, 
even when fully expanded, particularly so if 

overhead watering be carefully avoided. The 

variety Horafieldi is also beautiful, not so bold 
generally, but somewhat earlier, while a later 
variety may be found in Grandee. Three bulbs 

of either of these would be sufficient for an 

8 inch pot, shifting into a larger size as ncces- 
f»\ry. The i;variety princeps is useful when 
grown in this Way, and though its segments are 

TWiWwhu^tfeLflW fjid^lt possesses a grace 

SfeFRMffiSP’ “ p ? 
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some for thia very reason. It is by no 
meana a formal flower. There ia one group 

to which I wish particularly to direct 
attention, and which for aome reaaon or other 

ia by no means popular for cutting. Thia is the 
Leedai group, pronably the more chaste of all, 
and singularly beautiful when grown in pots for 

home decoration. When fully expanded, the 
flowers, unfortunately, do not travel well, and 

this may to some extent account for their not 

selling in the market. Thia fact need not ex¬ 
clude them from being grown aa pot plants for 
home decoration. Very beautiful are the starry 

blossoms of the type, and being sufficiently pure, 
I have repeatedly used flowers of thia in 

memorial wreaths or the like. This kind should 

be planted more thickly together, say six bulbs 
for a 7-inch pot. The variety Stella is a light, 
graceful flower, and there aro endless others 
among the single incomparabilia section equally 

well suited, and all more or less beautiful. 
AuiODg the golden trumpet kinds, Golden Spur 
and maximua are excellent. Sir Watkin and 
Emperor are both first-rate kinds and very 

telling, possessing excellent constitutions and 
multiplying freely, points that must not be 

overlooked. But apart from all these there are 
the kinds usually forced in quantity, such as 

ornatua, obvallaris, and others, and, of course, 
equally well adapted to the purpose here 

indicated. I am not much in favour of the 
double kinds for pot work, for they must be 
staked, and ia the case of the remainder I find 

it best to plaut them as deeply as possible in 
the pots, aa this gives better support for the 
loaves and stems than when the bulbs are only 

just buried. The variety ornatus is very liable 

to fall about if only just covered with soil, but 
if buried 3 inches deep in 8-inoh pots, they stand 
much more firmly and a very slight support is 

sufficient. It ia the best of this section, and 
being cheap, may be grown in large quantities. 
Quite a small bulb of this varioty produces a 

good flower, and a dozen flowering roots may 
readily be accommodated in an 8-incn pot. E. 

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS. 

Questions.—Queries and answers me inserted in 
OssDsxnra/rM of charge if correspondents follow the rule* 
here laid down for (Aeir outdance. AU communication! 
for insertion should be clearly and concisely written on 
one side oj the paper only, and addressed to the Bonos a] 
OiasBsats, 17, Southamp ton-street, Covent-garden, Lon 
d m Letters on business should be sent to the Postman. 
The name and address of the sender are required in 
addition to anv designation he may desire to be used in 
the paper. When more than one query it tent, each 
should be on a separate oieoe of paper. Unanswered 
queries should be repeated. Correspondents should bear 
in mind that, as Qardbhiks has to be tent to press tome 
time in advance of date, they cannot always be replied to 
in the issue immediately following the receipt of their 
communications. 

Answers (which, with the esseeptUm of such as eannot 
well be classified, will be found in their diferent depart¬ 
ments) should always bear the number and title placed Sainst the query replied to, and our readers will greatly 

\ige us by advising, as far as their knowledge and 
observations permit, the eorrespondents who seek assist¬ 
ance. Conditions, toils, and means vary to infinitely 
that several answers to the tame question may often be 
very useful, and those who reply would do well to mention 
the localities in which their experience is gained. Corres¬ 
pondents who refer to articles inserted in Oasdsbim 
shtuld mention the number in which they appeared. 

son".—Wlrewormn and bulbs.—'What Is (hebest 
remedy for destroying wlrewornii without Injuring hulbef 
—OnUBKLKAr. 

:i«t>3.—Forcing Rhubarb for market.—Would 
mine nc kindly give mo all parliculare how to force 
Kliiibaib for the early market?—M. 8. .1. 

3001. — Ericas after flowering.—Will anyone 
kli'ihy give me directions regarding the treatment of 
Ericas altar they have bloeeomed la pots ?—Bellkiild. 

3006 —Deutzl&sln pots.—Should Dentils* (flowered 
in pole) be cut down when out of flower, and what is the 
geneisl treatment for summer ?—J. Woodward, Stanford 

3000 -Hydrangeas for market -Would some¬ 
one please give me the namra of the beet Hydrangeas for 
marker, and state how they are beet propagated and 
grown?—M. 8. J. 

3007.—Treatment Of Palma.—Will anyone kindly 
give me some information oonotrning Palme, and state 
whether they require large pots, time for potting, nature 
of manure, Ac.?—Jans. 

3608.—Double Cineraria becoming single.— 
Would someone kindly state what makes my double 
Gloeraria bear single flowers this year ? Last season it 
bore nice double blooms.—B. E. 

3000 —Watering a garden-—I shall feel much 
obligtd if eoincone will kindly tell me If It would Injure 
mfv garden to water it durtog this dry and sunprwealher, 
with oold winds and sometimes frost, at nttbt, se Buy 
gardener tells ms it would do nV6f« urin tV-n ItpVf Jc 
apply water?—Erik. 

3010.—Training Peaches. — Can Poaches on a 
garden wall be sautfaotorily trained on strained wall 
espalier wires or wire-netting ; or is there anything better 
and easier than nailing to the wall ?—T. O. 

3011—Vines the first year.—How and when to 
stop the slde-ehoois? How far apart should these be? 
The elde-shoots are about of an even length up the rods, 
and with flower-bunches showing on each.—T. G. 

3012. —Lime-water and worms.—is the lime- 
water used to get worms out o( flower-pots the olear water 
after lime has settled, and may It be safely used with all 
plants; or is there anything preferable?—T. G. 

3U1S.—Flowers for a wall.—Will someone kindly 
tell me what flowers I may grow on an east-north-east 
wall ? There Is a border under the wall. Would Pansies, 
Sweet Sultan, Candytuft, Canterbury Bells, ho., grow In 
such a situation ?—Armikbl. 

3014. —Dark spots on Tomato-leaves.—How oan 
I prevent dork spate coming on the leaves? It appears to 
he a kind o( fungus. The plants are growing in pots in A 
greenhouse entirely to themselves, full south, light aod 
airy ; no heat but the eun.—C. C. 8. 

3015. —Flower-pots--Ordinary flower-pots are not 
very ornamental. I should leel muohobligea If eotnebody 
would inform me where I oan obtain pots answering the 
game purpose, but more ornamental and suitable to be 
placed on tbe dining-room table.—H. C. 

3016. —Oactl from seeds —1 have some Csoti 
Just come through, they are like little round bulbs about 
the else of a I’ea ; there Is a notoh In the top and a few 
little white bristles in between the notch. Is that the 
way they grow, or are they no good ?—B. E. 

3617.— Oanna seed not growing.—Will someone 
kindly tell me why some soeda o( Oanna indlca euperba, 
planted In pots In a greenhouse, with a temperature o( 65 
degs., sown two months ago, have not yet shown the least 
signs ol germination and what I should do?—W. B. 

3013. —Treatment of a My rtle.—I have a Myrtle, 
but I am auxious it should bloom. My treatment. I tear, 
is wrong. Will " J. O. 0 ," or someone else, kindly give 
me a bint as to treatment? It ie a line healthy bush, and 
is kept in a greenhouse, but it will not flower.—J. B. 

3619.—Culture of Gloxinias. — Will someone 
kindly give a lew hints on (he culture of my Gloxinias ; 
they are now changing leal, and when will they lie likely 
to bloom? I have read that they flower In six months 
from the time ol sowing the seed. Is this so ?—B. E. 

3020. — Anemones at Nice, dtc. — will anyone 
please to tell me the names ol the lovely double pale Pink 
Anemones that grow no plentifully at Nice, Cannes, and 
Mentone, and also the name ol the Double Soarlet? I also 
wish to know If It is now too late to plaut any ol them ?— 
Erin. 

8021.—'Willows from seed —Will eomeone kindly 
tell me how to raise the common Willow from seed ? I 
know the usual way is from cuttings, but I want to get 
some from seed, and I should like to know when this 
should be collected and how treated afterwards 7—East 
Kkst. 

3022.—Tuberose In a toot-bed — I have aTuberose in 
s hot bed, it nai thrown up two ehoota from tbe orown and 
■even or eight round the base ol the bulb. Shall I take 
them oil and leave the two on the crown ; and If I pot 
them will they root and flower or shall I throw them away ? 
—B. E 

8623. —Superphosphate and nitrate of soda. 
—1 have about 1 cwi. eaob of superphosphate and nitrate 
ol soda and shall be glad to know in what quantities I 
should now apply it to the surlaoe soil ol oordon Apple, 
Pear, and Plum-trees, also II dry aod watered in, or 
dissolved In water ?—Cordon. 

3624. — Bulbs from Capetown. — I have Just 
received from Capetown bulbs of the following; Amaryllis 
Belladonna, Watsonia marginal*, lxla maculate, I. vlrldl- 
flora, I. orateroides, Kreesia refraota alba, Bablana 
macraotha. Will someone please to inform mo which ol 
them will do planted in the open air?—M. K. 

3825.—Hyacinths and Tulips —I bod two boxes 
mode 4 leet long, 3 feet wide, and 2 feet deep, with holes at 
bottom and sides, 6 Inches of clinkers St bottom, ths rest 
potting mould. They have done very well. I should like 
to keep them In tbe boxes without moving them. Would 
“ J. C C." tell me whether they will succeed that 
way ?-W. D. 

8826.-Strawberry flowers -lamanxioustoknow 
whether > on can account for Strawberry blooms opening 
with black hearts! Does Itarise from frost or disease, and 
can anything tie done to prevent it. Last year I thought 
It arose from froet at the time when the blooms were 
opening, but at present there is great heat, and my Sardcner is very much puzzled os to tno cause of it. — Mkm 

IMiVRM 

3627.-Cyclamen culture.—Would someone kindly 
give me a low hints on Cyolamen oulture ? My friend bae 
some plan tu which do not do very well, the bloom is 
poor and the leaves do not oome very large; they are 
stood out in tho summer till time to take them la, and are 
kept pretty dry aod potted at the proper time, and then 
they do not do well. Would broken bones mlxsd with the 
soil or bone-meal be of any good?—B. E. 

3828.—Auriculas In pots —Two years ago I struok 
some offsets of Auriculas In small pots, and last spring I 
bad very' Rood blooms. 1 then repotted the plants entire, 
and this y ear the blooms are weak and unsatisfactory. I 
suppose all offsets should have been taken off and struok, 
repotting old plants In small pots. Is this the oaee? In 
order to save trouble and produce a better show, would It 
answer to place several offsets together (but rooted 
separately) In a 5 inch pot? What oompoet should be 
used? How should varieties which are shy of producing 
offsets be treated in order to induce them to do so freely” 
—0. H. W. 

3020.—Creepers for a trellis.—I shall be glad if 
anyone will give me a hint ae to some pretty creepers, 
other thau Ivy, whloh would do to cover * trellis at the 
east end of my small garden ? The eun it quite ehut out 
at the ipst end by trees (Limes), baoked by a very lofty 

The sun never touches (be part of tbe wall I 
v Abt'-lhlcover till it teacbee south-soutb-WHli »t ui» 

fs, and In the winter soarcely at all,-1 1(4 any’ns 

can suggest any creeper of such an enterprising oharaoter 
as to be likely to succeed In suoh an unpromising position. 
I shall be very grateful If they will let me know what it Is? 
The soil Is, of course, impoverished by the roots of the 
Lime-trees. —Calcutta. 

3830. — Loam for Chrysanthemums.—la It best 
to sift fibrous loam alter it has been well pulled to pteoes 
through an inob sieve for potting Chrysanthemums ? Is 
putting tbe rough fibre over tbe orooka right; or it it best 
to leave all the fibre In tbe soil? I eee "E. M.,*' in 
Oardbmno, April 16th, eaye that it ought to be used in a 
rough state ; but, not having used any before till this 
season, I did not know If there would be any barm In 
leaving all the fibre la, as there seemed suoh a lot of it 
without sifting it. And would " E. M.” tell me where I 
oan get his book on Chrysanthemums and the prloe ? I 
shall be rauob obliged for advice.— W. D. 

3831. —Climbing Roses for a house walL— 
Will someone be good enough to give me the names ol 
two or three climbing Roses ol different oolours suitable 
for planting against a house wall with a north east aspect 
(on which there is little eun exoept In quite the early 
morning), in the south-western suburbs of London (neigh¬ 
bourhood of Wandsworth-common)? I have, I think, read 
somowhere that some of the old Bourbon Roses are suit¬ 
able for suoh situations, aod ihtt Souvenir de la ktolmaison 
especially will thrive and flower well without muoh sun ; 
but none of the catalogues which 1 have been able to 
consult seem to speak of Souvenir de la Malmaisonasa 
climbing Rose. —Tvao. 

3032.— Rose " Climbing Nlphetos," dto.—1 shall 
feel obliged If eomeone will kindly inform me respecting 
the treatment of the Rose “Climbing Nlphetos?" I have a 
plant of it grown in a border under glass since last May. 
It bos made four shoots, 12—10 feet in length, and again 
these have broken into stde-shoot# In every direction. 
Two very inferior flowers bloomed about a month ago ; 
there are two more buds now formed. Is it the habit of 
this Rose to make wood and not to bloom 7 It Is planted 
in a house where only Rosee are grown. L'ldeal and 
W. A. Richardson have been flowering profusely. I 
Severally have the climbers cut back after blooming about 

lay. Is this treatment right for the Nlphetos? Is R-'-ve 
d'Or a good olimbing Rose lor indoor work ?—L E. 

8633.—Which Is the right boiler?-! should be 
greatly obliged if “ B. 0. R.” or “ J. O. G.” or any other 
reader ol Gardkmno would give me advloe as to the 
best and and oheapeet boiler? I mean when I say cheapest, 
that which requires the least fuel, ae tbe cheapest as to 
the first outlay is not always the cheapest in the end. 
I want to heat a lean to vinery. The piping would be 
about 260 It. 4-lncb. I know a lew boilers such as Lough¬ 
borough, Invtnoible, Horse-shoe, and then oomes the ooil, 
whioh my mind follows olosely. There may b« others 
which I know not, which may surpass even those I have 
named lor oheapness and eoonomy. 1 will just mention 
I have a Tortoise boiler which Is only doiog a third of what 
I shall require, so shall take out this one aod odd to the 
piping. The Tortoise has dons the work fairly well, but 
twee a good deal of ooke. The principle of it 1 do not like, 
as there docs not seem enough heating surfaoe, and much 
heat is lost up the chimney I think. — f. O. C. 

> the following queries brief editorial replies 

riven ; but readers ore invited to give further 
To i 

art given, 
answers should they be able to offer additional 

advice on the various subjects. 

3034—Gee logy no crista ta (//. R ) —The flowers 
oame duly to hand, but there was not a partiole ol soent 
more than I have noted to be the oase with any other. I 
have never heard that the Cbatsworth variety Is scented.— 
M. B. 

8635. —Oattleya Mendoll (tf. 0.\-1 oannot say 
what has caused tbe plant to produoe suoh bad flowers ; 
but, from the toot of your saying a I the blooms upon the 
eplke are similar, I should be tempted to say it Is through 
your own bad management. State treatment?— M. B. 

8636. — Masdevallla Armlnl (J. Fielding) —Your 
flower Is a very fine form of this beautiful little species, 
the sepals being large and ol a bright orimson-purple, each 
having a elender yellow tall nearly 2 Inches loDg ; this was 
Introduced from New Grenada by Mr. Sander, ten years 
ago, and it thrives well with tbe various Odontogloeeuma 
from the same country.—M. B. 

8037. — Beef suet-tree. — I am asked by “John 
Cameroon " if there Is euob a thing 7 Yes, be Is quits well 
informed ; there is euob a tree. Us systematic name is 
Shepherdia argenlea, and It belongs to the Sea Buckthorn 
family. It is so called In the vernacular, I suppose, on 
account ol the scales with whioh tbe underside of the 
leaves aro furnished. It oomes from North Amerlo*.— 
J. J. 

saw.—Cyprlpedlum lnslgne (A’. J. B. B.) —All 
the varieties ol this plant—and they now are very numer¬ 
ous-may be grown In a cold frame II kept moist, and 
thev may be exposed to lull sunshine, saving through the 
middle of the day. Plants thus grown will flower very 
late, unless they are eubjected to a good heat in the 
autumn.—M. B. 

3039.—Dendroblum Falconerl {Mrs. B. F.).— 
Thia appears to be the name of the flowers sent. I should 
like to know if the plant has little knotty stems caused by 
tbe Joints being swollen ? If so, It is the species named 
above, and is a native of Assam and Khasia. It has 
always been a somewhat rare plant, and some years ago It 
was very scarce.—M. B. 

3040 —The Lackey-moth —A Frewin sends me s 
bracelet of eggs of this moth, asking what they are ? Ths 
Eaglisb name I here give ; its systematic name Is Cllsio- 
campa DeustrU- You bad better carefully examine your 
trees, and out each nest of eggs through, so as to get them 
off the shoots, put them Into s box and do as I am doing 
with those sent ms—that is, cremate them, for this oater- 
pUlsr is one of the most destructive insects to fruit-trees. 
It lives in large nests upon the trees, and completely 
etrlps them ol leaves.-; when one tree 1s done they migrate 
to another, thro, of course, all tbe vigour and strength of 
ths true is expegtisd. I do not wish to exterminate the 

'tKna&wMrrnr p~,rv* ,ron 
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3811.—Ooelo/ryne crlatata <E. J. B. B.\—l do not. 
know if the Chatsworth variety of Chit plant flower* in 
summer or not, and if your plant is showing spikes of 
bloom now, it oertainly will be flowering late in the spring; 
bnt are you sure they are not growths instead of flower- 
spikes? The temperature named Is sufficient. Yes, they 
enjoy the sunshine, but mutt be shaded during the hottest 
part of the day.— M. B. 

36i>— Brasaavola DlsbyanaM This plant 
is somewhat a shv bloomer, but it has a wonderful flower, 
which has opened with me upon several occasions, and. if 
jou wish it to do to with yourself, you should pot In the 
same manner ae I have pointed out for a Lselia or a 
Cattleya, and grow It in the Rett Icdian-house, and rest 
it in the cool end of the Cattleya-house. Toe plant comes 
from Honduras.—M. B 

3813.—-Onoldlam maorantham (0. Jones).—You 
should not destroy the buds on tour plants simply to get 
the name. The two sent are not of the least use for that 
purpose, and you have deprived yourself of about8 inches 
of 11 iwer-soape by doing so. Some six weeks hence, if you 
then want a name, I shall be very e'ad togiveit: bnt what 
d' you think anyone can do with the buds sent? But you 
will perhips be too ohary of the flowers to out them.— 
M B. 

3614.—Odontoglossum Raokerlanum (H. W). 
—This ia the name of the variety sent. You may be as 
well pleased with it ae if It had turned out the true Alex- 
andmi; it it a beautiful spotted form, and I have noted 
that these natural hybrids are freer bloomers than the 
kinds which we here at home designate as speoles. Of 
course it thrives under just the same treatment as the true 
form of O. Alexandra, being found growing together, it 
naturally would.—M. B. 

3845.—Insoct in garden soil (John Sarqle).—The 
insect you sent is the grub of the oommon Cockchafer 
(lielolontba vulgaris). These grubs are most destructive 
to the roots of many plants. I cannot suggestany remedy 
but turning them out of the ground wherever you can Hod 
them ; no inseotloldee are of any use. Whenever a plant 
flag* for no apparent reason it Is always well to examine 
the roots as far as one oan, and often one of these grubs 
will be found to bo the cause.—O. 8. 3. 

3616 —Orchid oultare (A. N.y—l am pleased to find 
you have been so successful In blooming Cmlogyne oristafa, 
especially as you appear to have so little accommodation 
for them. You should grow beside Onoldlum tlgrlnum, 
Odontoglossum Roeet roajus, Lycaste Skinneri, Angulos 
Cloweei, Maxliiariagrandiflora. and Sopbronitisgrandlflora, 
Ail these, I think, would do with you ; they might want a 
little humouring to get them to take to your treatment, 
but afterwards all would be well.—M. B. 

3817.—Bpidendrum fragrans (K. J. B. B)—Can 
you have this plant true to name f Why do you ask if it 
is a hybrid ? If you have the true plant it was imported 
and flowered in England considerably more than a hundred 
years ago. You will see it figured in the Botanical 
Magazine, t. 188S, and it is found all over Booth Amerioa 
and in many of the West Indian Islands. I should ascribe 
the pause of your plants losing their leaves either to an 
overdose of water or too great exposure to the sun.—M. B. 

SfllS — Odontoglossums [J. B ).—The four varieties 
named will all do together; they require shade auoh as 
they would get in a north house, kept very moist in the 
summer, but less water on the stages and floor In the winter. 
They must have air, but it must not be admitted so freely 
a* to dry up the moisture, and in the winter the tempera¬ 
ture should be kept about 48 degs. ; through the summer 
the house must be kept as oool as possible. Your other 
two plants require a stove and brighter atmosphere than 
the Odontoglot*.—M. B. 

3810 -Dendroblum ohryuotoxum (T. James). 
—Tots is the name of the specimen sent, and not siiavlsel- 
mum, whioh some consider only a variety of chrysotoxum; 
but I take Reiohenbaoh's authority for Its being distinct. 
Your flower is a very good form of the speoles; but 
snavlssimum Is a different thing, being larger, and with 
a deep blaokish-purple velvety stain at the base of the lip. 
Your plant is flowering at its right season ; the one you 
thought it to be flowers nearer midsummer. Both plants 
come from Burmah.—M. B. 

3850. —Ocelogyne pandurata (J. Klphinstnne)- 

Thc flower you sent is ol this species, either a poor variety 
or badly done. Perhaps you have starved the plant. I used 
some thirty years ago to think it was a very difficult Orchid 
to grow ; but at that time we were striving for the oool 
system, and this plant will not put up with suoh treat¬ 
ment, it being imported from Borneo by the Messrs. Low, 
of Clapton, a little over forty years ago. It oomes from 
near the coast in that oountrv, and therefore you cannot 
well give it too much heat and moisture.— M. B. 

3851. —PI ©Ion© leaves turning brown 
(J?. J. B. B.i.—l should think these plants must have 
l*e Jo dry at the roots, or at least, must have been sub¬ 
jected to a very dry atmosphere, or perhaps to both. It 
appears to be a very bad case, and oannot but have a bad 
effect upon the bulbs that are forming ; but If you main¬ 
tain a careful supervision over them through the season 
they may recover. They like sun and light, but from their 
thin membranous leave* It may be at once inferred they 
cannot stand the sunshine full upon them during the whole 
day.— M. B. 

3852. — Oyprlpedlum hlrsutlnslmum (Bits M.) 
—Yours is a good coloured form of this beautiful speoles, 
whioh was first sold in Stevens’ rooms for a new speoles of 
Cypripedium. many taking it for 0. inslgne. It was 
shown first by Mr. Parker, then a nurseryman at Holloway, 
and from this fact It was thought that be flowered it 
first; hut I had sesn it past it* best previous to this. 
It, comes from Northern India; but I think the Messrs. 
Lew imported their plant* from Rurmah, and from the 
richness of the oolour in your flower I should think it was 
one out of the same batch.—M. B. 

3853. —Vanda Ameslana — A. M. asks me “How 
do you account for a plant of this speoles throwing up a 
flower spike, which, after growing an inoh and a half, 
suddenly stopped and gradually withered away f” Weil, 
if the doctor oomes to see you when ill, he has an oppor¬ 
tunity to judge of your appearanoe, ask* you supdryvques- 
tions, and I* abls to prescribe for you ; but you 
to state a cause without seeiuj or tdMfgu»; bo 
was treated, the state of tbe atmosphere since last 

i temperature, or anythiog about It; but I should say, 
laklng in the dark, that the latter was too low and the 

the 
■peaking 
former too wet.—M. B. 

3854 —Dendroblum nob lie (Tar).—The flower you 
tend is a very good one as regards shape, but it Is a very 
light ooloured form. The question you ask—In what way 
nobile differs from nobile noblllus ?—oould not have oome 
at a better time, for I have a flower of thle latter variety on 
band, just in the nioknf time ; it measures 4 Inohea aorose, 
and the petals are over an inch in breadth, and the oolour 
of the eepals and petals Is deep crimson throughout, the lip 
large, sfaioed in front with a large blotoh of orlmson, and 
then oomes a sons of white, the base stained with a deep 
blackish puple velvety blotch ; magnificent is far too poor 
a word to use for it.—M. B. 

3855.—Dondroblum flowers fading;.—J. Butcher 

says: " Can you tell me why these flowers fade so quickly ? I 
put tbe'planu as eoon as they open Into the flowering-houar, 
so that it is not oaused by them getting wet." No, thie 
probably is not tbe case, but I know It Is a common fad of 
the gardener to move hie plants in flower in'o the flower¬ 
ing-house, whioh ie kept muoh drier, under the impreeeion 
that the bloome will last longer; but I have frequently 
said that the plants should be allowed to remain In the 
house where they open, and I have proved it times with¬ 
out Dumber; but the flowers should on no account be 
wetted with water from the eyringe.—M. B. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 

Any communications respecting plants or fruits 
sent to name should always accompany the parcel, which 
should be addressed to the Editor of Gardkxino Illus- 
tratrd, ST, Southampton-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Names of plants.—Mrs. Scarlett.—Cannot name 
from leaves only.-A, .V. //.—Bend both Ferns again 
when fronds are fertile.-Odonto.—It is one of tbe forme 
of Odontoglossum odoratum, coming near to the variety 
hebraioum.-K Castle.—I, Vanda tricolor ; 2, Oncidiura 
flexuoeum ; 8, A form of Mixlllaria varlahllls ; 4, Odonto- 
glossum Pesostorei.-J. Dugan.—Speoimen too muoh 
shrivelled.-C. White.—1, Mssdevalila Ignea, s good 
ordinary form; 2, Lycaste Harrison!*; alba; 3, Odonto¬ 
glossum glorlosum ; 4, Cypripedium Boxalli.-F. F. F. 

—Rhododendron ferrugineum album.-C. J.—A very 
good flower of Deodroblum Dalhousleanum.-M. White. 
—Yes, It is a vary good form of Odontoglossum Rucker!* 
anum, but not sufficiently dietinot to name.-T. W. A. 
—Vandas : 1, Vanda Ameaiana; 2, V. tricolor; 3, V. tri¬ 
color insignia.-it. S. Douglas.— Cannot name from 
crushed up leave* only.-Calow No. li.—Fuohsla pro¬ 
cumbent.-J. D.—1, Prunus Padua; 2, Barberls sleno- 
phylla-O. T. O. F.—Looks like Prunus Padus, but too 
muoh shrivelled up to determine the name accurately.- 
X., Constant Reader.—1, Bantolloa incana; 2, Insufficient 
specimen.-Jeanette Petemaya, Colwyn Bay.—Spar- 
mannia africana.-//.—Acer platanoides.-Robert 
Oreening — Berhsris atenophylla.-Mrs. Hutton — Poly 
gonum ouspidatum.-Olney.—Berberis atenophylla. 

TO OORRBSPONDBNTS. 
We should be glad if readers would remember that we 

do not awuoer queries by post, and that we cannot under¬ 

take to forward letters to correspondents, or insert queries 
that do not oontain the name and aildress of sender. 

f/etc Shop.— Apply to Mr. Qeorge Monro, Salesman, 
Covent-gardcn-market, London, W.C.-F. Oliver 

Hughes.—Apply to Mr. J. Groom, Stafleld Nurseries, 
Goeport, Hants.-A. Alcock.— The Cineraria leaves are 
attacked with tbe grube of the Marguerite Daisy-fly 
(Phytomyta atllnls), and the only thing to do is to pinch 
the leaves wherever tbe Insect is seen to be at work and 
so destroy It. Some of the worst affected leaves had 
better be picked off and burnt.-Robert Oreening.—The 
Wallflowers appear to be of a badly saved mixed strain. 
We have often seen Wallflowers “sport" In this way, and 
do not think ths soil ha* much, if anything, to do with it. 

Catalogues received. —Choice F.xh ibition Pansies. 
Messrs. Albert Morris and Co.. Carlow, Ireland. - 
Dahlias, Chrysanthemums, Bedding Plants, dee Messrs. 
J. Cheat and Sona, Crawley, Suseex-Catalogue of 
Irises. Messrs. E. H. Krelate and Zoon, Haarlem, 
Holland. 

POULTRY & RABBITS. 

8058.—Poultry breeding, Ao. — Will someone 
kindly inform me the best published authority on poultry 
breeding and diseases ?—Matsu. 

3424. —Blood in the yolk of eggs.—I 
always attribute the preseuco of blood spots in 
eggs to forcing the birds too muoh. First-class 

layers, such as Minorcaa, if fed too well, are 
likely to overtax their egg-organa, and thus 

briDg on some temporary derangement. In suoh 
cases it is best to feed lightly for a time, or 

change the birds to a fresh run, and thus check 
laying. When there are blood-streaks in the 

yolk, I should say the eggs have been sat upon, 

so that incubation has commenced.—Doolting. 

3455.—Poultry-keeping. —Yes, it is much 
better to keep only one cock with your hens, as 
having several cooks would take away from the 

value of the eggs when required for sittings. You 
must not be distressed at not having many eggs 

at first; hens will not lay for four or five days in a 

fresh place. They mustbegivonplentyof pounded 
mortar, or, what is better still, oyster-shells, to 

forn^ fhe shells of their eggs. Now that the 

.th'er is here, and there are plenty Aft 

Wmct insects about, your fowls will 

more than two meals a day. The first meal 
should he soft food, scraps from the house mixed 

with Barley-meal or sharps, and in the evening, 
before goiug to roost, a good meal of grain, 

either Barley or Indian Corn. Go on feeding 
them till they cease to ruo when the food is 

thrown at a little distance, but no longer, as it 
is then clear that they have had sufficient. It 

is most necessary that they should have fresh 
water given them every day ; the vessels should 

be properly rinsed outat least twicea week. Yea, 

there are white Minorcas Your white hens might 
possibly be Leghorns if they have short yellow 

legs, but otherwise, if their legs are brown and 
white, they are probably Minorcas.—Poka 

J. DERRICK’S 
Cheap Plants, Carriage Paid. 

ALL STRONG PLANTS s. d. 
11 Rostts on own roots, 1) to 3 ft. hitch, Ololre, Homfcm, 

R*ve d'Or, Abel Carriers, Sir J. Paxton, reriere, Mar- 
gottin, Souv. d'Elise, Ac., 12 var. List free. .. .. 4 B 

6 Deutxia gracilis, strong, 1J ft. high .2 3 
8 Mrs. Sinkins Pinks, strong clump* (12 for Is. 2d.) ..13 

12 Iceland Popples, white or yellow..16 
6 Perennial Pyrethrunu or Delphinium*.. .. -16 

12 Perennial OaillardU*.IB 
6 Lychnis chaloedonioa, scarlet perennial ..16 

20 Seedling Carnations, from doublo flowers .. .,16 
12 Hollyhocks from ohoice double flower*.2 3 

6 Variegated Ivies Gold and Sliver (12 for 3s. 6d.) - 2 3 
6 Ampelopsis Voitchi, small I eared, strong, a to 3 ft. — 2 6 
3 Hydrangea* Dr. Hogg, best variety (12 for 3s. 6d.| — 1 3 

20 Foxgloves, white or spotted (40 for 2s. 6d.) .. ..16 
8 Violet* Oomte Brazza, double white (12 tor 2s.| ,.13 

25 Wallflowers, Harbinger, Hrlvoir Gaelic. Ac. (50 for la I 1 3 
20 Perennial Lupines or Aquilegias.16 
20 Canterbury Bells double or single — .. — 1 6 

6 Arum Lilies (12 for 2s. 6d.).16 
3 Greenhouse Asparagus .16 
6 Double Tropieolum Hermoine Grasshoff (12 for 2s.) 1 3 
3 Passion-flowers (3 var.l, 1 Variegated Abutllon ..16 
6 Fuchsias, 6 var...    ..16 

12 Tuberous Begonias, good strain, assorted .. ..3 0 
6 Perennial Michaelmas Daisy (Chrysanthemum maxi¬ 

mum) .16 
12 Alpine Auriculas, 2-years' plants (Seed 6d. per pkt.).. 1 6 
6 Ranunculus aoooltifoliua, double white .. ..16 

12 Ihcris semporvironi.16 
6 Hardy climbers (Jasmine*, Honeysuckles, Virginian 

Creepers, Clematis, Ao.).19 
6 Primula oashmeriana or cortusolde* (Seed Gd. pkt.) 1 C 
6 Achillea Ptnrmloa, double white.16 

12 Chrysanthemums, best kinds, uamed .. .. .. 1 9 
3 Plumbagos, white and blue .. ,. .. ..2 0 
3 Palms and 3 Oyporus.2 0 
6 Lovely Maiden-hair Ferns, 6 var.2 0 
Any 11s. worth may be selected from this sdvt. for 10*. All 

plants carefully packed and carriage paid. SiUsfaclion 
guaranteed tor cash with order. 

J. DERRICK, 
PORTISHEAD, near BRISTOL. 

CRYSTAL 
CRAND SUMMER 

PALACE. 
FLOWER SHOW. 

MY 

IHUK4DAY AND FRIDAY, MAY 11th A 12th. 
Schedule post free on application to—Mil. W. G. HEAD,' 

Superintendent Gardens Dept., Crystal Palaco, H.E. 
ENTRIES CLOSE ou THURSDAY, MAY 4th._ 

PROFITABLE TOMATO CULTURE. 
JUSTLY CELEBRATED TOMATO 

PLANTS are now ready, and if anything, finer and 
better thin ever. No rubbish, but the vory best varieties and 
selections only. Grand report, recoived from all part* of the 
country. 

CONFERENCE.—The eurilest, dwarfeet, and best variety 
for small houses, fra'nos, or open air, a sure setter, fruit 
medium size, and of delicious flavour. Strong plants, 2s. 
per dozen. 

IFIELD GEM.—Rathor larger than iho last, though not so 
large and ooarvo ss many, but best and quickest grower, 
heavie.t oropper, most solid and most deliciously flavoured 
Tomato In cultivation, will produoe 30 to 40 IS. of fruit tier 
plant, if well groan. H. W. Weguelln, Esq., Hhaldon. writes: 
“ I shall grow uothing else." T. U. F„ Esq., Folkestone: 
" I field Gem la all you say, and though they were surrounded 
by other plants all diseased (Challenger worst of all) only one 
took a few spots." And snores of others. Three good plant* 
for Is. 6d., free; or 4*. per dozen. 

PERFECTION, a splendid strain; fruits J lb. toll lb. eooh, 
grand for exhibition, la. 6d. and 2s per dozen. Blenheim 
Orange, Al, etc., 2s tier doz , all post free for cash. 

• ttJMATO CULTURE FOR AMATEURS." acknow¬ 
ledged hy all to be by far the best work on th« subject, la 2d., 

P°“ RC. RAVEN40ROFT, Weld. Crawley. Hu-sex. 

AN ENTIRE NOVELTY.—The true Tea, 
As. plant (Them), a pretty evergreen shrub, with while flowers, 
easily grown in any greenhouse or window. Nice young 
plants, raised from seed, Impoited direot from Ceylon, Is. 3d. 
and Is. 6d. eaoh ; 2 fur 2s. 3d , with instruction.. A few extra 
strong, from single pot*. Is. 91. esch; or If sent In pots per 
Parcels Post, 2s. Cultural Directions and List of ohoice Bego¬ 
niae, Tomatoes, etc , with each order. 

11. O. RAVKNHOROFr, Weld, Crawley, Sussex_ 

FANCY PANSIES; 
The following 12 grand varieties, 5s.: Thus. Hasty, Jano 

Barbner, Louis Wierlor, D. Rennil, A. H. Murray, Agnes 
Mabel, Lord Tennyson, E. Patterson, 11. Eckford, A- Smith, 
D Thompson, Miss E. Hunter. 

I offer 14 exhibition varieties, 3s. 6d : Mr*. Freeland, D. 
Storrie. Maggie A. Scott, Ellen Patterson, Agnes P. Borrow- 
man, I ass of Cowrie, 1/eli. Mclsaao, Edith Brown, Duchess 
Par'land, My Lady,Nell (lulls,George Crouib, Mrs. L.Laqney, 
Robert StobDie.—A. BAILEY JUN., Pansy Grower, Bunder- 
lend. 

oTjrmTrm fuel, s atsz&'j* Dijon, and 
6 ot’u'ei «<<d Otera fa* 3*| M.-LEWIS * BON, 

•I Jiasrvm'.n nbuujt'ulJ Bulukiu \ I 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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VARIETY GARDEN FRAMES 

NEW SPAM-ROOF 
CARDEN FRAME. 

Oahu Price*. 

70 000 SEEDLING CARNATIONS, 25, 
/ l».3o 6Sweet Brier*, t« 3d G Irish Ivy, 

la. 3d. 6 Gold, u Elders, Is 3d., free.—TURN HR._ 

flOLEUb Brilliant oolourn, 12 large plants, 
la 9J. : 1 India-rubber-plant, la. M.: 12 Carnations, 

la. 3d : It M«ideu-h* r Fern*. It. 3d.; 50 Lobelia. la. 3d. ; 
3 beau'iful Crolo a, 2a. Gd ; 2 large Heliotrope*, la. 3d. Cut¬ 
tings, «d. dozen; Geraniums, Fucha'O*, Marguerites, Helio¬ 
tropes. Passion ll >wera, Honeysuckles. Beo.t*. 2d. pickrt, 
12 for la. 6d- ; Primula. Cineraria, CalcroUria, Begonia, Ferns, 
Palma, Auriculae,C>cl mien, Gloxinia Orevdlea, Cucumbers 
(ridge and frat.-e). Lob-lia, Dahlia, Ac 3 Cactus, la. 31, 
poat free.—T1TRNKR, Thattn-h-ath, St. Helen's. 

TTAV1NG mote CHRYSANTHEMUMS than 
we can pot on. will Bond 23 for la. 31 , beat aorta grown : 

12 named, la 3d.—TURNK K, That'o-heoth. St. Helon'a 

TWrAlDEN-HAlR FERNS—12, Is. 3d. ; 50 
fronds, la. 3d. 6 greenhouse Feme. Is. 3d 1 largo 

Malden hair, la 31. 2 Aanarague Ferns, la 31 - TURNKK. 

■pKNNY 1’LAN 1'S, la. 3d worth, tree.—Gera- 
oIuts, Fuchsia*. Calceolarias, Mu alt, Voronkas, Ferns, 

Paaaion-flowora, Araliaa. Auriculas, Margueii'ea, Deuuiaa, 
Kuonymus. Ac. -TCHNKR, Thatto-heatb, St Helen s. 

A MATKUR’S GARDEN GU1DET-84 pun, 
i-A 100 illustration*, how to grow every thirg, Gd. ; post free, 
7d. Catalogue tree —TURNER, Thatto-heath. Ht. Helen's. 

70 000 SPRING BEDDING-PLANTS — 
I 12 Columbine*. la. 3d 25 Tufted Paualea, 

la. 3d. 12 Polyanthus, la. 3d. 12 Auricula, la. 3d. 25 Sweet 
william, la 3d., free.- TURNER. Bt. Helen's. _ 

O EED8, 2d. pkt. ; 12, Is. 6d.—Primulas, 
U Cinerarias. Calceolarias, Begonia, Cockscomb, Fern, 
Palm. Toliam-n-phnt, Cyclamen, Agapanthua, Antirrhinum*, 
A»ter», «Us'ka, Ao 12 packets oholoe annual' ' 
oa-ri-go TURNER Th*i'n.h*arh. St. Helm 

la 3d., 

Mi N I) A K H.i; t Lis I Koyal Ret ti l t), 2. ; 12 
3> d, 0*l~eoUrlaa, Golden Hem, sturdy planu 12, 

1 Gd >■ e BROWN Brookad-T, Klngskwrsw II Dn B 

;> urafVWALl. RDi. Ki.RY I'-KKNS 
- "ivvsrt'ny lWi iwta SO, 3« ; 100'5«.. «ttn* Urge*, iU.. 7k, 
In- i —BHQVvN. Hr oh»«lei KlncnJr*>r'well, 

FIR-TREE OIL 
SOLUBLE INSECTICIDE. 

fho moat pleasaut and reliable of all in.t.clloldeg for de- 
s' arying ItiaacU on plants, annuals, and birds Thousands of 
testimonials received from all parte of the world. Botilee, 
la. Gd.. 2>. Gd., 4s. Gd., 7a. Gsl , !2e. Gd.; in bulk. 11a. per gallon, 
with full directions for uae. 

Wholesale from all Horticultural Dealer*. 

E. GRIFFITHS HUCHES, Victoria Street. MANCHESTER. 
NF.W YORK—ROI.KF.R A HONH. 

THE 

CONICAL BOILER 
la tho (.21080081, most EiHolent, and 
Economical lloiler ever luronted. For 
beating Uroeuhousea, Conservatories, 
Warehouses, Churchi a, Chaiwls, and 
for AuiaUiur tiardenera, Regulreavery 
little attention. Will linrn any kiuo 
of fuel, and cannot burn hollow 
_ Solo MaatTl: 

NEWSOM, WOOD, * DYSON. 
BF.K8TON ROAD, LEEDS 

Prior■ and Teetimonial* aw appSoeltos 

BARB WIRE. 
OatAloRTuro Froo on 

application to 

THE LQNCFORU WIRE CO 
LIMITED. 

WARRINQTCN. 

ratont No. 17.M0, Deo. «. IMS. 
THE CATAPULT CUN.” 

Por'eot|y8ilo"t. Accurate. light. Pur clearing Gardens of 
Oat*. Rabbit*, a-d "Iher Vermin ihcy ha»e no equal. Endless 
amii*em'nt fur Target Prnet'oe 8M 7# Gd.; I.M. 10*.; 
Gardener’* Gun -Oi. 6d ; No. 5, 16«.; 6 I, 2U.; last throe 
ihuo' u»>nl n- BilUet All cost free. 

T 8TIMONIAL.-- T"itdingt"n. April 13. 1893. Havl-g 
us d Oi.oo- *uur <1 5 W (Walkn gSlIeklCata •ullOiiual. rice 
7*.Gd ) for over twe year*, and also your N" 51 for six nioi U»*. 
I am nlrssod i Inf -fin jou that I have found Imth excellent 
weapon : uiii'e qua' '•* yu r doaoriptlon If. Dk**nv'* 

PULL UP 
Plao'alni 'land" Iona, and other Wceila in Grass Lawca. 
and w. ed the Gra*el Path', "r Dig UpHinall Plsntaer Ferns, 
without aoi ing the hands, with the "BEAK" WF.EDER 

(provisionally orotootodl. Prioo 4a„ pu-t free, of 
E P. TIMMINS. 

93, Bslsall Heath Road. Birmingham. 

IRON FENCING, HURDLES, &c. 
' LISTS FHKE 

BAYLISS, JONES, & 
BAYLISS, 

Miinv/tiri rw—Victoria 

WOLVERHAMPTON. 
Ismdon office* A »hnw rooms; 
139A 141,0 tNNON-HT EC 

GREENHOUS 
mending pumiutaer* should send for our n 

dley-itreet, Wlndhlll, Hhlpl*y, Yorkshire. 

Boat Quality GALVANISED 
NETTING, in 50 yard rode, 

true to gauge aud rneab. 

SEES 

Strong Galvanised GARDEN 
ARCH. 7ft. high and f fl. 
wide and 12 deep, epcciai, 
58. Cheap line. 

No. 153, stronger quality, 
7s. each. 

lin. mesh : 12in wide. 4a. 5d„ 
ISio., 6s. 7d. ; 24di., 8s. 9d.; 
30m., Ida. Ud. ; 3tiiu., 13a. Id.; 
48in , 17a. Gd. 

I jin. mesh . 12ln. wide. 3a.; 
18m., 41. 6d.; 2lln . 8a. Od.; 
30in , 7a. 6d.; 36lu., 9a. Od.; 
4Sin.. 12a. 0.1 

2in.meah; 12in. wido. 2a. 3d.; 
18m., 3a. Id.; 2lin., 4a. Gd,; 
30m., 5a. !tl.; 3t'ln„ Ga. 9d.; 
4Sln., 9a. Od. 

3in. mesh : llin.wlde, In.lid.; 
ISin., 2a. 101.; 24m., 3j. 9d .; 
•Klin , 4a. 8d.; 3>i,n . 5*. 9d.; 
49m , 7a. 8d. All Width* and 

Misbce kept in stock. 

No. 333. 

CALVANI3ED PEA CUARDS, 4s. 
per doz tenyth*, 3 fl. lon;i and 

11 in wide and il in Uiyh, in¬ 
cluding tiro end pirefH. 

CAIVANISED PEA HURDLE for training Peas or fixing to 
w»iu lor creepers, Ac , made in panda, Gft. by3!t.. 2s- ea.; 6ft. 
by 4ft.. 38- "»■ . "ft by 6ft,, 48. ea. ; 6ft, by 6fT., Qh. ea. 

Send fur I Hun ra od 1-l.tof other wire* oda, free. Terms 
Nottoasn wlthordei. Ordert o; A/.i. and upward* tent earriaw 
paid -25. 46, A 47. High-el., New Oiford-at.. Londnu, W.C 

WIRE-ARMOURED HOSE- 

Prices of 60-fcct leog'hs (Gttrd with Kiasa No/.ilc, Branch 
Pipe, Rose aud Jet. 

ARMOU'-ED. 
The Excelsior Wire armnur- 

el Hose secures a l’rut r.t-r 
grip, will not uncoil wli-n eilt 
at any part, stand* enormous 
treasure and wears for year*. 
>i*m PRICES. 
In. Bert quality 3> 3 
in. Extra alout quality 43 7 
in Best quality .. 45*- 
In. Extra stout quality 52'- 
n. Best quality 52'- 

In. Extra »U>u quality 60 7 

PLAIN. 
Unklnkahlesmooth surface 

Hose, will not creek. I* made 
of pure rubber anil canvas. 
Quality guaranteed. 
Diam. PRICKS. 

In, Moocially cheap . 19 3 
in. Beat quality . 21/5 
in. Fxlra*lMH quality 27/6 
in Best quality .. 28 - 
In F.str-atom quality 33- 
In Beat quality . .. 33'- 
In Kxtraatnutquall'y 4010 laa. a * .a I n uisiii r ■ . m s»»> i w y rv iv 

All Horn carriage p-ld and '‘iipu'ched same day as order is 
received. Awardrd 10 Gold and Silver Medals. Maker to 
Her Majesty the Queen, and H It H. the Pricco of Wales. 
Oldest and moil reliable house in tho trade. Maker of Hose 
for Liquid Manures. Delivery. Hteam. Fire, ami Huotlon Hose, 
Ao. Suppliod to all the principal Corporations, Parks. 
Estates, Ao , at home and abroad. Over 3.'-00,000 feet in use 
Catalogues of above and all kiuds o' Hose. Belting, and 
Rooting Felt* post tree from—A. POTTER, Melbourne 
Works, Wiilto'han ptou. 

A8 Flow or and 
Tree Supports In 
Garden and Grccn- 
houso arc un- 
oquall'd. They arr 
Strong, Durable, .1- Cheap. 

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. 

6" long 

3" !! 
s K-in. 
X i in. 
X S In. 
x i In. 
x 8-In. 
X J In. 
X 1 In. 
x 8 in. 
X i in. 

1 6 100 
2 - ., 
23 „ 
3/• „ 
6 /• „ 

12 6 „ 
15/- „ 
20/- „ 
13' „ 
111- 

X 1-In. 25'. 100 
x 8-In 15/- „ 
X j in 20 „ 
< 1-in 30/- .. 

Can be supplied in aUee 
from 2 to 85 feet. 

BAM 
BAMBOO Punting Pole* 
BAMBOO Yoeht «**ln 
II iM 11008 for Tonula- 

eon rt Enolusurra 
BAM BOOH fur Furniture 

Making 
BAMBOOS for Curtain 

Pole* 
BAMBOOS for Garden 

Arche* 
Price List freo. 

Term*: Cath with order. 

THE BAMBOO COMPANY 
(Late trading oa A Evan Davikh), 

58. 8T. PAUL'S CHURCHYARD. LONDON. 

SPECIAL OFFER. 
Our Popular 5s. 

Bundlo, containing 
150 Bamboos, amid. 
alxee from 1 ft. 0 in. up 
to 7 feet long. 

HOT-WATER BOILERS, PROPAGA¬ 
TOR R, FUMIQAToRS, &o &c. 

IIXUSTRATED CATAIXl'MIE 2 -TAMP8. 
C. TOOPE, F.R.H.8., & SON, 

Stepi oy-aq, Hlsth-st.. 'tepnov. London. E. 

ACCIDENTS OF TRAVEL 
And ALL OTHfR ACCIDENTS INHU' ED AGAINST liy 
THE RAILWAY PASSENC RS‘ ASSURANCE COMPANY, 
TilK WI.DES* AWD LU11K4T COMPANY PROVIBISO Ton 

IDENTS OF ALL KINDS. hT 
CORNHILL, L0H00N. X'. v- A.iSPiAFFORD '5 Gil., 

BOULTON & PAUL 
H0buIilders!IAL NORWICH. 

WINTER GARDENS, CONSERVATORIES, 
And QREENHOUSES In sit STYLES. 

No. 60. 

PORTABLE PUHT 

PRESERVER. 

Cash Puou 

Carriaui Paid. 

No. T4. 

THREE-QUARTER 
SP»M 

CARDEN FRAME. 
Cash Priozs. 

Carriage Paid. 

uvuyoit .MU Vi 19 It by 6 ft. .£5 IT 0 
8 fL by 6 ft. . 4 5 6 | 10 ft. by 6 ft. . T 8 6 

No. 76. 

MELON & CUCUM¬ 
BER FRAME. 
Cabu Pricks. 

Carriage Paid. 

4 ft. by 6 ft.£1 
8 ft. by 0 ft. . 8 

No. 77. 

SMALLER SIZE FRAMES. 
Similar to No. 75. 

All Frnmea made of Selected Red Doal, painted three 
tlmea. and l.lgbls glared wilh 21-ox. aheet glaaa. 
Glared Lights, a It. oy 4 ft.14a. Od. eaori. 
Cnglareo ,, ,, „ . 5a. 6d. „ 

CARRIAGE PAID on all Ordors of Ms. value 
to any Good* Station in Knglnnd and Wales ; alao to 
Dublin, Cork, Glasgow, and Kulnburgn. 

BUI LK.lt 9 of all makers and aizea aupplied at the cheapest 
rales. '-«a-ugiie* of all our Marinfanniree or appiioatiop. 

HARDY BRUIN & CO.’S 
AUTUMN SPECIALITIES. 

Could ereot quickly. Full particular* and CATALOGUE 
from our Works, 

CRAHAM STREET, LEICESTER. _ 
ALL USERS OF LAWN MOWERS 

should hare their machines fitted with 

WANSBROUCH'S PATENT SERRATED BLADE 
Patented iu moat European countries and in United State*. 
Can lie titled to any machine, and aavo* very much lalanir 

in uae 

I.I......AIM '»A» UAWMA*XA«MAMA«»AAAMA* u 

* 

_’ • . Ak i 

DrigincrioitjHWiliUaoturera fur United Kingdom 
Imperial Works, 

SHEFFIELD. 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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FHRNS- 

SHADING FERNS. 

Frosi now onwards throughout thi summer 

months the shading of Ferns is a aubject for 

cjuiideration. It ia a point in Fern culture 

that ia far t>o frequently carried to a great 

exceu; the inference ia arrived at without due 

thought that jaat because some Ferns thrive 

bjat with abode, others also must necessarily do 

lho stme. Far from it, however, for on the 

whole the opposite might be said to be the case. 

When shading is employed, particularly if it be 

at &U dense, the growth of the plants is in the 

majority of coses considerably weakened ; this 
is further aggravated by the adoption of perma 
nent shading during a period of dull weather. 

The result is a soft, flaccid growth, which in the 
case of such os many of the Adiantuma ia 
further seen in tnlarged pinnae. This, in some 
instances, as in the case of A. Farleyense, may 
look very well, but it is not of such an enduting 

nature as one would desire. Again, where a 
Hkavv shading is upon the plants when not 

required, the result is an excessive atmospheric 

moisture, which is not easily dispelled without 
additional fire-heat, simply because the tempera¬ 
ture does not rise sufficiently high to effect this 

desirable purpose in the case of all Ferns, the 
Filmies excepted. Then ensues a period of 

damping off amongst such stove Ferns as the 
tlymnogrammas and many others where fhe 

giowth is dense. Adiantum cuncatum, instead 
of retaining its fronds intact, will under these 
conditions go off in tho samo fashion when thick 

and the plantai themselves too much crowded 

together. Where permanent shading is uaed at 
'-I! it should be of as light a character as can 

be employed with safety. Do not on any account 
•mother the glass as if whitewashing a wall or a 
ceiling, but lay on the mixture as lightly as 
possible, or employ the thinnest of shading 

material, which is of the two the better medium, 

buriog a period of cloudy weather, but all the 
more so when rainy aa well, the damping-down 

und watering require to be performed in a care¬ 
ful manner, with a considerable diminution of 

the former part of the work. If done in a per- 
f nctory fashion, with no distinction between 
Lot and dry weather as against the opposite 

extreme, it must not cause any surprise if the 
Feins soon suffer. 

Ferneries composed of rockwork arranged in 

an artistic manner, with the plants turned out, 
»rs often placed in positions where shading by 

means of blinds ia next to impossible. In such 
cases the shading should be of the lightest kind, if 
really used at all (for in some instances none 

need be applied). All depends upon the distance 
from the glass, or whether climbers other than 

Ferns have been allowed to drape the roof. If 
the house be a tall one, there will be leas danger 

of injury from scalding, while the climbers, as 
well aa adding to the effect, also serve a good 

purpose in intercepting any possible ill effects 
from the solar rays. It is a somewhat popular 

notion that Tree Ferns require coa-iiSipaJilV. 
amount of shade, but this is a mistake in the 

case of most kinds. I can point to instances 

where none whatever is used, and where huge 
plants of Dicksouia antarctica thrive most 
luxuriantly. Cyathea dealbata and C. medu- 

laris, also Cibotium regale and Alsophila aus¬ 
tralis, can be grown in large houies without 

shade with safety as long as they do not come 
into contact with the glass. Dicksonia squario» 

and a few other tender kinds are safer if shading 
is employed. Of tho smaller growiog Ferns, 

there are a few of the Adiantums which are very 
sensitive to full exposure to the sun’s rays, 

such, for instance, as A. trapeziforme, A. cur- 
vatum, and A. cardiochliena. These should 

always be carefully looked after. On the other 
hand, exposure will in maDy cases intensify the 

beautiful roseate and bronzy tints peculiar to 
many Ferns, particularly the 

Adiantums, the shades of oolour of which 
when the plants are shaded are not neatly so 

beautiful. It pays to keep all such Ferns 
grouped by themselves, the interest enhanced in 
their increased beauty being ample compensation 

for any little additional trouble. AH Ferns 
which are grown more particularly fordecoration 

either as plants or for cutting should be well 

exposed so os to ensure an enduriDg growth. 
One often hears the keeping qualities of the 

Maiden hair Fern condemned when the fault 
more often than not is in its management. When 
grown cool, well exposed to light, and in an airy 

house or pit, it makes all the difference between 

lasting and fading; more so even when the 
precaution is taken to immerse tho fronds for a 
time in water before use. In a mixed fernery 

(he taller or tree varieties will often afford 
suflioient shade to those which may pcrohance 
require it without resorting to any artificial 

means whatever. Filmy Ferns, of course, require 
shading. For these I would recommend to have 

that of a permanent character, to avoid any risk 
of injury either from exposure or fiom sudden 
fluctuations in temperature, tho one being as 

injurious as the other. Gleichenias are Dot 
nearly enough grown; these need but little 

shade. So tieated, their fronds aie far more 
enduring, although not perhaps quite so large in 

their parts, thus making most suitable plants 
for decoration. Neither the Nephrolepis nor 
the climbiDg Ferns will bear too much expoanre. 
_ P. 

CLIMBING FERNS. 

Ltoodiums. 

These are singularly beautiful Ferns, and very 

free-growing. The fronds increase in length 
indefinitely, and remain permanently on the 

plants. They abound in tho eastern tropics, 

and extend to New Zealand. They are also 
fonnd in Mexico and Brazil, and one species has 
been found in Florida and Massachusetts, in the 

northern hem sphere. Lygodiums form beauti¬ 
ful objects in a fernery, being extremely useful 

as rafter plants, for clothing pillars, &c. These 

plants ihould be potted or planted out in a mix¬ 
ture of light loam, leaf-mould, peat and sand, 

but they-must have good drainage if they are to 
Irxveetk I Tkey like an abundant supply of water 

»- ‘JncrMtii, and during the summer i^j^bji 
sprinfelftig overhead morniDg and eveting will 

suit them admirably. This latter should not bo 
done whilst any sun is shining upon them. Tho 
following known kinds are won by of cultiva¬ 

tion. L articulatum is a native of New 
Zealand, and although members of the genus aie 

found throughout the tropics, the piesent 
species is not found anywhere efie saving on 

Noifolk Island. It is abundant through lho 
Northern and Middle Island, frequently growirg 

50 feet and 00 feet long, forming, we are tolo, 
dense screens in the forest. Tho sterilo pinnuli a 

are each from 1-inch to 3 inches long, rich 
green on the upper side, often quite glaucous on 
the lower side, the fertile piumo contracted, 

somewhat fan-shaped. This is very suitable for 
the cool fernery. L. flexuosum : The pinnni of 

this aro divided nearly down to the base, aie 
0 inches or 8 inches loug, deep shining green 

above, paler beneath, fertile fronds contracted, 
bearing the fertile spikes in olose tows. This is 
found in msny places through the Malay 

Archipelago, the Philippines, Ceylon, &c., and 
consequently requires tho Hove. L. japonicum 

ia another species which thrives well in a 
cool-house, and I once saw it used as a dense 
leafy screen between a waim house and a 

cool house. It is a handtomo growing plant, 
from Japan and various places in the East. Tho 

Japan form makes an elegant little climlier. 
L. venustum has deeply lobed segments of a 

rich bright green. I have never seen a fertile 
form of this plant. L. palmatum is a species 

from North America, and is usually considered 
hardy ; it is an interesting plant, but growers 

are very apt to bo misled by its being called 
hardy. It diffois from the other species in 
seldom making fronds more than IS inches long, 

and I have never seen it with fionds exceeding 
2 feot. The fronds are palmate, usually three 

to five or loven-lobcd, the colour being bright 
green. The upper part of the frond for about 

a foot is occupied by the contracted fertile fronds. 
It forms a handsome plant on the rockery of tho 

oool-hnute, wheie it will drape the rocke 

beautifully. G. 

3617. — Ganna seed not growing.— 
The temperatuie mentioned is not sufficient to 
raise these plants with any degree of certainty : 

they require a strong hot-bed of 80 (legs, or 
85 degs. If the seed was thoroughly fresh and 

good, and had been soaked before sowing, it 
might, however, have germinated ; but the ordi¬ 

nary seed of commerce is not to be depended 

upon—at least, such is my experience. All you 
can do is to take the seeds out of the soil again, 

and if they appear still sound, re-sow them in 
fresh, eaDdy soil, and plunge tho pots in a strong 

bottom heat. It is, however, very doubtful if 

they ever germinate now.—B. C. R. 

- Some six weeks ago I bought a collection 
of the new hybrid Connas. The seeds were 

soaked in wa»m water in the way I usually 
treat Csnnas, for twenty-four hours, and were 

then sown in pots of warm toil in a Cucumber- 
house. I think we have now abont half-a-dozen flant.s up ont of 400 or 800 seeds. The conclusion 

have oome to is that, there being a largo 

doini^id/ fb)r p 1 
doctoring had been done.—E. H. 
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GARDHN WORK.* 

Conservatory. 
Young, growing, hard-wooded plants may have a shift 

now ; It la well not to overpot. The drainage must be 
perfect, and in aufflolent quantity to allow surplus water to 
paw away freely. All the One hair rooted plants muat have 
good peat, enough dean sand being mixed with It to keep 
the soil open. Firm potting is essential, and sutfloient 
space must be left at the top for water. Most of the plants 
will have received what pruning was required some time 
ago, and the young shoots will now be making some pro¬ 
gress ; but if the pruning has been omitted better wait now 
till the roots are working through the new soil. All hard- 
wooded plants are the better for a little pruning. I gener¬ 
ally prune Epacrises and Aoaoias considerably ; but other [plants of the different genera grown are pruned more or 
ess, as eaoh case seems to require. Hatd-wooded Heaths 

and Azaleas do not generally require pruning. All newly- 
potted plants should be kept a little oloser for a time, and 
a thin shade during the hottest part of the day will be 
benefloial. Cuttings of Abutilons and Eupatorlums may 
still be struok for growing on. Of oourse, the warm, olose 
pit is best for the work. Fires may be discontinued now 
—at any rate, while the present bright weather lasts. Have 
the furnaoe and flues thoroughly olcansed, so that the Are 
can be lighted quiokly if required. The weather still con¬ 
tinues wonderfully hot and bright for the season, and plants 
rush Into bloom and fade sooner than usual. Light shades 
to temper the strong heat will be desirable, unless the roof 
is heavily covered with oreepers. Large bouses which are 
difficult to work blinds upon may be made quite comfort¬ 
able by a free growth of climbing plants dangling abont 
Veronicas in variety are useful autumn-floweringsubjeots; 
cuttings of V. Anderson! or others will soon root now and will 
m »ke flowering stuff In 5-in. pots in the autumn. This variety 
willdo well in theunheatedhouse,asitisasnsarly as possible 
hardy. Agapanthuses are now throwing up flower-spikes. 
Tnis old plant, when of large size. Is very attractive, and 
might be more common, as so much can be made of it, 
botn indoors and outside. A large mass in a tuft that will 
eland out on the lawn 1s always effective, and the shelter 
of aoool-bouse in winter is all that is required. Foroed 
Lilies of the oandldum type will now be pretty well over, 
but L Harrisl are oomlng In even when grown in a oool con¬ 
servatory. Very useful are the Stelioes when grown to a 
good size. Liquid-manure will inorease the size cf the 
blossoms, but it must not be used very strong. Iothemio Enano or Olay's Fertiliser, half an ounoe to the gallon, will 

e strong enough. 

Unheated Greenhouse. 
Those just making a start with a new house may gather 

all the information they oan about suitable plants for walla, 
pillars, Ao , and get them planted now, this being the best 
season for doing so, as the growth being made and well 
ripened up before winter will stand more frost. I am 
referring more especially now to those things which have 
a certain amount of tenderness in them. Many of the 
Chinese and Japanese plants, and some of the Australian 
bUnts, will do with only the protection of a glass roof. 
T-a Roses are always available for covering roofs or walls, 
I,at we do not all possess the same tastes, and more variety 
In wanting. Camellias planted in a suitable soil will fur- 
rush In a charming manner the back wall of a lean-to 
home. Myrtles, again, can be utilised In various ways 
l.ipagerlas alba and rosea will do best planted in a bed of 
peat in a shady position. Arundo 1)coax variegata also does 
much better planted out in a cool-house. Give It room 
enough and It forms a handsome specimen. 

Stove. 
1 am still putting in cuttings of Poinsettiae. Where 

anything of a stock is required it 1b hardly possible to get 
all the outtings at once, and cuttings struck now or even 
later will make very useful stuff in 6 Inch poti; besides, it 
ii belter to have some plants later in producing their heads 
of bracts than others. I like to see a few of the white 
variety mixed with the scarlet. A group of the latter, 
with a plant or two of the white form dropped in round 
the margin, heightens the effect. Caladiums will now be 
in splendid leafage if the syringe Is used. Only soft water 
should be used, as the least stain will give the leaves a 
smudged appearance that will dotraot from their value 
for deooravlon. Tnere is an increased demand for those 
pretty-foliaged, tropical Asparagus plants, commonly called 
by those whodo not oare much about oorreot nomenclature 
Asparagus Ferns. Very pretty is A. plumosus scandens 
climbing up a pillar or against the back wall of a stove or 
any other warm house. The plants do not increase very fast 
by the usual methods of propagation ; but seeds, when 
obtainable, will soon work up a stock. Pans filled with 
Fillonias are charming for many decorative purposes, and 
are easily propagated and grown to a suitable size. 
Paoinum varicgatum Is useful for growing in small pots 
to margin shelves and stages, or to fill in round the 
bottom of baskets in which Ferns are planted. Cuttings 
of the points of the shoots put in now will soon root. 

Mushroom-house. 
Unless the house is in a very oool position it will be 

better to make Mushroom-beds outside now, either placing 
the north side of a wall or elnklug them in a trenoh below 
the ground level A cool place is the most suitable 
Make a clearance of all old beds which are exhausted, and 
remove the remains of Seakale-roots, Rhubarb, Ao. Give 
liquid-manure to bede still In bearing, and maintain a 
humid atmosphere by damping walls and flowers. 

Orchard-house. 

Regular treatment will be neoessary, so as to make the 
moetof the sunshine. My usual oourse is to take off about half 
the ventilation at 3 31), and olose finally at four p m., using 
the engine to give the trees a good wash at the same time. 
Very cioeely glazed houses might have a obink of air along 
the ridge of the house In the evening to be kept on all 
night, but usually more or less ventilation gets In through 
various orevicee; but under any circumstances air should 
be given by six o’clock In the morning, to be Increoeed as 
the temperature rites till full air Is on. I look upon ven- 

* In cold or northern istricte the opaURtnt referred 
to under • Garden Work" may he done from f/nV< ys '4 
a fortnight later than ii Mr* VMit&Ul \th jAaffc, no 
retail*. 

tilatlon at this season as a most Important item of manage¬ 
ment. Finish thinning the young ehoote, and if there are 
more frulte on any tree than they ought to oarry when 
ripening, remove them at onoe. Why permit a tree to 
carry a heavier load, even for a short time, than la neces 
aaryt Liquid-manure may be given now two or three 
times a week, and a little rioh compost should bs placed 
over the surfaoe of the soil when the trees are in pots. 

Pita and Frames, 
Bedding-plants may have full exposure now during the 

day, but should be oovered for a little longer at night. 
Tbere will soon he plenty of empty pans and pots now, 
wbloh may bs utilised in various ways, some being planted 
with Tomatoes, Ououmbers, Melons, Capsioums, Ac., and 
others prepared for growing on Cyclamens, Primulas, 
Cinerarias, Tree-Carnations, Ac., in. 

Window Gardening. 
Get all window-boxes put into proper repair and painted. 

Where there are several sets of boxes, those Intended to 
be filled with tender things to oome in after the spring 
flowers are over may be planted now and placed either 
on the greenhouse stage orinapitor frame to grow and get 
strong, ready tor the window! when tbs weather is suit¬ 
able. In the windows Inside the room do not keep old, 
useless plants. One well-formed plant Is more effeotive 
than dozens of old, badly-grown subjects. This rule would 
apply everywhere—grow few plants, but oare for them. 

Outdoor Garden. 

Hyaoinths and other bulbs exposed to the full sunshine 
have been sborter-lived than usual this season, and there 
will probably be a ohanoe of getting the beds prepared for 
the summer-bedding plants earlier than usual. When the 
beds are oonatantly oropped, more must be done in the 
way of maourial top-dressings. The begt dressing for beds 
from which bulbs and spring flowers have been cleared Is 
a little short, old manure ; old Mushroom beds well broken 
up will do mixed with the charred refuse from the rubbish- 
heap. The floe material will blend with the soil, and the 
roots of the plant will strike Into it immediately. Tbere Is 
a very praiseworthy tendenoy nowadays to substitute 
hardy plants for the usual bedding stuff, and those who 
have adopted tnis plan find It a pleasant change. Of 
oourse, if a glare of oolour Is required, Pelargoniums, If 
the season happens to be suitable, will supply it; but In a 
wet time the Pelargoniums run too muoh to leaf and are 
not satisfactory. To mention only a few hardy plants 
suitable for massing, I will take first the Hybrid Gaillardias 
The plants sown outside last May will now be ready to go 
out, and they will oommenoe blooming In June BDd con¬ 
tinue till November. For late summer and autumn a 
broad mass on the lawn of White Japanese Anemones has 
quite a distinct character, and everybody admires it. I 
have had masses 40 feet over that were very attractive. 
Tbe red variety it also effeotive in Its way. A mass 111 feet 
or 12 feet over of Lavender on the lawn ia a charming objeot 
when properly managed, and it is not absolutely necessary 
that these groups should have a formal outline ; but I 
think they look better when the Gross grows right up to 
the foliage, eo that there is no bare margin. Have not 
space now to refer to other hardy bedding plants. 

Fruit Garden. 

Foroed Strawberries were never better In oolonr or 
flavour than they are now, thanks to tbs bright sunshine; 
but the watering has been a very heavy business. Toe 
bright weather has enabled us to feed more liberally 
without doing harm. As boon as frames or pita oan be 
spared clear them out. Whitewash the wails to give a 
olean start; 1111 in with fermenting materials, and put out 
strong plants of Melons os soon as the tempera'tire is 
right. These plants will prodtioe ripe fruit early In 
August. In several ways Melons are different in their 
rtinurements to Cucumbers. They must have soil with 
plenty of body in it-i f , heavy loam, and they do best in 
a Arm root-run. Do not bury the collar In the soil over 
much. In dull, wet weather thie may be a cause of 
oanker. A little air early in the morning now is neoessary 
in all fruit bouses. When douses are closed at 8 o'clock in 
the morning something will go wrong, and Inseots are 
sure to be troublesome. During this bright weather be 
very oareful with the Area. 1 am letting the Are* go out 
in the morning when the sun shines bright; placing tbe 
plants between two Uresis not only a waste of fuel, but it 
does harm, as it necusi a'ei muoh labour to maintain 
the proper humidity in the atmosphere, and if this is 
negleoted the red-spider will soon put In an appearance. 
Continue disbudding Peaches on walls, and use the 
Tobacco-powder where neoessary. I should recommend 
that all fruit-trees on south walls should lie watered 
ooplously, especially Apricots and Peaches. The position 
is a dry one, and the season, especially in tbe eastern 
counlies, is unusually dry and hot. Look well after inside 
borders of vineries and Peaches. A more liberal supply 
of water will be required than is generally the case, and 
•limuianta may be used freely where heavy orope are the 
rule. 

Vegetable Garden. 
To get up sucooesional crops of auy thing in a dry, 

hot spring like the present, thoroughly soak the land 
before sowiog the seeds, and shade afterwards till the 
seeds germinate. If seeds arc sown in hot, dry soil with¬ 
out some precautions being taken, they will not grow till 
rain comes, and not do so well even then unless it oolites 
quickly. It will be a good plan to muloh early Peas on 
south borders with manure, and give a good soaking with 
water. In planting Peas, Beans, Ao., now, draw the 
drills a little deeper. The ground Is not so very dry if one 
can go down into lc a little way. Before this dry, hot ?wll set in many distrlote were Inundated with water. 

De progress of Cucumbers under gltse has been remark- 
ably rapid, especially where the house Is kept olote and 
deluged with water. During the past week Cucumbers 
from I-ondon have been hawked about the villages at 3d. 
eaob. Such a thlog was never known before in April. One 
wonders where tbe grower*' profits oome from; but I 
suppose the hot eunuiine has rushed them on, and they 
mutt be got rid of In oome way ; but tbe Jog-trot ways of 
the past would not have produoed them. I suppose the 

iturner benefits—i.e., if Cucumbers may be oonaidered 
holeaome article of diet. Spare frames may be flll-sc'. 

cumbers now, placing a little warm manure In the 
to give the roots a start. Tomatoes in toiiMcueei 

oomlng on rapidly, and require a good deal oi attention 

URBAN 

in regulating and stopping growth, It is not well to crowd, 
especially If the attention is likely at any time to be lax. 
In good sized bouses where the rows run aoroes the bor¬ 
ders 2i leet apart is a good distance, and tbe plants in ths 
rows will do very well at 16 inohes. E. Hobday. 

Work In the Town Garden. 
The protracted drought and almost troploal sun renders 

watering a very heavy business, both Indoors and out, but 
it must bs done, for without a due supply of moisture 
nothing can be expected to do much good at this season. 
A light shade on the glass reduces tbs labour of watering 
considerably, andprsveut* scorching, besides prolonging 
the beauty of tbe flowers. A movable ehadlog is always 
to bs preferred, but failing this, a thin coat of white or 
limewasb answers the purpose fairly well. Flour and water 
(not paste) made rather thlok, and a very little whitening 
added, forme a capital shading, as when wet it beoomes 
nearly transparent, Is not readily washed off by rain, but 
Is easily removed when neoessary. Oat-of-doors, all trees, 
■Drubs, aod plants tbal bave not been in tbe ground long, 
aod are still but imperfectly established, must be kept 
well watered, or they will perish to a certainty. The 
morning Is the best time to water now, though an over¬ 
head shower early in the afternoon will also be advisable 
on hot days, but though we have had no frost to 
speak of, here in the south, at least, for the past week or 
so, the nights are still oold, and under such conditions tbe 
foliage at any rate ought to be dry. Newly-laid turf alec 
must bo regularly watered until It beoomet established, 
and where Grass-seed has been sown this also will be ail 
the better for a good shower with the hoee or engine every 
two or three days. Late flowering herbaoeoua plants, such 
at Michaelmas Daisies, Chrysanthemums, Christmas Roses, 
Pyrethrum uiiginosum, etc., may still be divided and re¬ 
planted, but keep moist subsequently. Thin out hardy 
annuals already up, and sow a last lot for late flowering. 
These also will be the better for an oooational watering, 
but Cornflowers, Marigolds, Sunflowers, Annual Chrys¬ 
anthemums, and a few others will stand a lot of drought 
uninjured. Lose no time In sowing Asters, Stocks, 
Zinnias, Phlox Drummondi, Ao., on open borders ; these 
must be kept moist aud bave good, rich soil. Plant out 
shrubby Caloeolaiios without delay in deep, well maim red 
soil, and keep moist. The more forward batches of bedding 
plants should now be removed to oold pits or frames to be 
oardened off, and Dahlias also. Shift Tomatoes for out¬ 
door planting into 6-inch or fi-ioch pots, also any for 
which spsoe oannot be found under glass at present. 
Pelargoniums oomlng Into flower must bave weak liquid- 
manure about twioe a week ; vary the ohnrnoter of ths 
fertiliser ag muoh as possible. In the outdoor garden 
Auriculas are very beautiful Just now; this is the right 
time to sow seed In a cool frame. Tie up the stems of 
Carnations loosely to neat sticks. B. C. K. 

THH COMING WHBKS WORK 

Extract* from a garden diary from May Oth 
to May 13th. 

Moved plants from a house to pits and frames to harden 
them off for the flower-beds; those plants which have 
been out some time have been shifted a stage further on 
to open places where covers oan be used at night. The 
proper hardening of the foliage has a good deal to do with 
their early effectiveness when placed in the beds. Plants 
turned out with softer foliage through being imperfectly 
hardened by gradual exposure will certainly suffer. 
Another thing that should be looked to is to prevent the 
roots working through the bottom of the pots Into the bed 
in whloh they may ba standing. If taken from such a 
position with the roots suddenly broken, the leaves will 
flag, and very probably the edges may turn brown. 
Pricked off early sown Primulas, and potted off C) clameo', 
Bal-ame, and Cocksoombs Bowed Cinerarias. Rearranged 
conservatory. The climbers have rather stolen a march 
on tis lately, and only a few days’delay at this season 
means entangled growth and extra work. Pelargoniums 
are now a special feature, and inolude a good selection of 
show and fancy, Zonal, and those with scented foliage. 
These last are always popular. They add rather more 
tbau their share to the general fragranoe of the house, 
and sprays may be out without doing muoh harm to tbe 
plants. After the bulk of the Pelargoniums are over will 
oome special features in Fuohsias, Gloxinias, Aohimenes, 
Ao. This will be in addition to the usual greenhouse 
plants in bloom at all seasons. Tied down, stopped, and 
removed laterals from Vines In various stages of growth. 
In ths early bouse when the Grapes arc coloutmg the 
laterals will be allowed more freedom for a time. Though 
this may be oarried too far, and by encouraging late root 
action prevent the Vines getting the necessary rest. Still, s 
little extra fling to the roots of sluggish Vines, or even if 
not sluggish, will do good if not oarried too far. Apricots 
have Bet thickly puder a double thickness of flshing-nets, 
and some of the smallest where much crowded in clusters 
have been tbioned. Tbe fruits are quite largo enough 
for use In the kitchen. I have bad to water maoy things, 
chiefly those late liausplauted, Inoluding fruit-trees, new 
bede of Asparagus, Ac., and the Peaches aud Apricots on a 
south wall have had a good soaking from the pond, and 
a light mulch plaoed round the trees as the position is very 
warm and dry. 1 have utkon off one thickness of netting 
and shall probably remove the other next week. Peach- 
trees are very clean. Thie I attribute to tbe early use of 
Tobacco-powder. When a green-fly as soon a* be aottlee 
himself down among the yonng Peach foliage gels a dust 
of Tobacco-powder he disappears ana leaves no 
descendants behind him. Be in time with Tobacco-powder 
and there need not be the slightest trouble with green fly 
on Peaohes or any other fruit-tree*. Had a day sowing 
seeds In kitchen garden. These inoluded Peas and Beans 
for suooession, Dwarf Freuoh Beans, Scarlet Runoerv, 
Spinaoh, Turnips, Lettuces (the latter were sown under 
north wall), Cauliflowers, Rosette Oolewort, elo. Planted 
out Celery. Used the fork among Potatoes Justoomiog 
through. Put sticks to Peas, and plaoed a mulch along¬ 
side the rows. Cleared several beds of early flowering 
bulbs whloh are over, and prepared the soil for next orop. 
As far as possible we try to fit hot-beds for the plants 
int-uoojwl fur them. This Pelargonium does not want 
manure. A little burnt or oharred refuse is used to fill in 
tbs anises' babMshfttfc panic tee of rough soil. Such beds 
will We made utm by treading. 
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TREES AMD SHRUBS. 

CUMBERS FOR ARCHES AND WALLS. 

Chinese Kidney Bean-tree (Wistaria 

sinensis). 

TBis well-known climber is so hardy and such 
a rampant grower, that success seems assured 

by simply planting it and leaving it to take care 
of itself afterwards ; but a little art and care 

Ix-stowed upon it much improves its beauty. 
When the Wistaria is rued for covering the side 

of a house or for a shade to a piazza or archway, 
as shown in the annexed engraving, some definite 

system of training should be adopted in so far 
as to decide what piers or columns of the piazza 

or archway are to be covered, and whether the 
plant is to lie trained along the cornice or to be 

carried vet farther upward to screen a window. 
When this is done, and the necessary rods or 
wires have been provided, the proper shoots for 

the use required should be selected, and there¬ 

after all others that may interfere with the 

be treated in the same way as those of the 

previous year, and so on year after year. By 
following this course of treatment long con¬ 

tinuous wreaths of Bowers will bo produced. 
When the leading stem or stems have reached 

the length it is intended they should attain they 
should also bo stopped, and the final effect will 

be an orderly and trim appearance of the plant, 
i which vet must not appear stiff and formal. 

Treated thus, tho Wistaria may also be grown on 
the lawn, or us a specimen plant iu the shrub¬ 

bery, either on single stems or as ordinary 
shrubs with soveral stems. H. 

Deep coloured Flowering Currant. 
—There is a variety of the Flowering Currant 
known as atro-rnbens, in which the flowers are 

very much deeper in colour than those of the 
ordinary form. In atro-rubens both the indi- 

j vidual blooms and the racemes in which they 
i are borne are smaller than in the case of moBt of 

* the others, but they are produced in such 

others, but when the best is obtained it is a really 

handsome shrub. The leaves of this last are 
deeply lobed and of a glossy green tint, so that 

it is throughout the season very ornamental. In 
the whole of these Ribes the foliage is retained 

well throughout the summer, and it is rarely 

attacked by insects.—If. 

RUBUS SPECTABILIS. 

Exception is at times taken to this Rubus on 
the ground that in some situations it may bo 

come a perfect weed ; but much the same 
remarks will apply to many other beautiful 

plants, tho object of the gardener being as far 
as possible to find the spot most suitable for 

them where their charms can be seen to the best 
advantage without interfering in any way with 
their neighbours. Tho Rubus in question is a 

native of North America, and is a free, upright¬ 
growing species that from the profusion of 

suckers soon forms a large rnusB, and reaches u 
height of 0 feet to 8 feet. The drooping blos¬ 

soms, which are borne in great numbers, are 
bright purple, a tint but little represented among 
outdoor shrubs. This Rubus is the first of the 

genus to unfold its bloBsoms, which opeu about 
the same time as those of tho Flowering Currant, 

so that there are really very few shrubs then in 
bloom. It is better adapted for the wild garden 
or a spot where the conditions are unfavourable 

to a plant at ull delicate in constitution than it 
is for highly-cultivated ground. This Rubus 

will hold ils own in hot sundy soils, and also 
suaoeed far better than most shrubs under tho 

shade and drip of trees. The next species to bloom 
after that above mentioned is R. delieiosua, a 
beautiful shrub, and one well worthy of a place 

among the most select. This, which is totally 
devoid of spines, forms a much-branched bush, 
clothed with lobed Currant-like leaves, and 

about May it is profusely laden with pure while 

blossoms like single Roses. Rubus nutkanus, 
with large lobed leaves and pure white blossoms, 
is another Bramble for which a place may often 
be found, and much the same will apply to R 

udorulus, whose flowors arc purplish. Towards 
the latter part of the summer the most contpicu- 
nus of all the Brambles ure the two double- 

flowered forms, white and (link, but more 
especially the latter. In this, the blooms, which 

are borne in great profusion, are composed of a 
number of closely pucked quillid fioiets of a 

pleasing shude of pink colour. As they are at 
their best when most shrubs are over, and will 
succeed in soils that aio of too dry and sandy a 

nature for many things, these Brambles well 
merit a word in their favour. During the whiter 

season, when quite devoid of foliage, one 
species stands out quite conspicuous from any of 
the others by reason of the stems being of a 

silvery whiteness, which, associated with other 
things, may tend to form a striking winter 

picture. This Bramble is the Himalayan R. 
biflorus or leucodermis, a strong-growing, 

rambling kind. T. 

Wistaria sinensis on an animal, 

design to be carried out should bo vigorously 
cutaway. A system of pruniug nearly similar 

to that of the spur system iu Grape-Vine prun¬ 
ing should then be adopted—or rather, a method 
oombining that with the system generally 

adopted for fruit-trees which bear their flowers 

and fruits on old spurs. The Wistaria, though 
• climbing plant, like the Grape-Vine, produces 

its flowers from old spurs like a Cherry, a l’lum, 
• Pear, or an Apple-tree. In the month of July 

•11 (boots or eyes on the main or leading stems 

that may he reserved should be pinched back to 
within a foot of the main stem in order to check 
the rampant growth. These shoots will again 

break into growth from the buds just behind 

where the shoot was stopped off, and after they 
have grown a few inches in length they should 

alto be stopped in the same way. The result 
cill be the formation of flower-apurs at the Xooj 

of tho ahoot first shortened Early in, thefsuc- 

ceeding spring these shoots are ' to be'dut VftsJ 
to within five or six eyes of tho main stem, and 
the young shoots from these eyes are then to 

numbers and are so brightly coloured, that the 

dillercnco iu size is only noticed on close inspec¬ 
tion. This variety is by no means common, 

though it has been known for many years— 
indeed, it is one of the few varieties mentioned 

by Loudon. In making a selection of the 
most distinct Flowering Currants, there 

may be noted, in addition to the above, 

albidum, with large clusters of blush- 
white bioBsoms ; glntinosum, whose leaves are 

destitute of down, aud flowers of a pinkish-lilac 
shade ; flore-pleno, very interesting and pretty 

on close inspection, but at a little distance it 
does not present any particular noticeable 

feature, except that it is later in flowering than 

any of the others. The form known as Gordoni- 
anum, which is supposed to be a hybrid 

between the ordinary Flowering Currant and 
the goldeikflowered Ribes aureum, must have a 

yjig>he beat, as its orange-red flowers 
ul&from those of any of tho o^i^.\ 

Lastlj^—there is the golden-flowered Currant 

itself, some forms of which are superior 

3623.—Superphosphate and nitrate 
of BOda.—Although 1 have about *200 yards 

run of Cordon Apple and Pear-trees I cannot 
undertake tho responsibility of recommending 
you to use either of tho fertilisers you mention 

for the trees without I knew more of their 
condition than your inquiry furnishes. Not 
knowing how long they have been planted, or 
the kind of soil they ate growing in, or whether 

they arc promising to givo a crop of fruit this 

year or not, it would be unwise to advise you to 
apply the manures you mention. There is no 
doubt your trees would bo benefited if their 

roots had a good soaking of water this dry 

weather.—J. C. C. 

- The former is a fine grey powder, and 

should be Bprinkled on the soil round the trees 

at once, aud lightly pricked into the surface 
with a fork. A hundredweight will be sufficient 

for about a quarter of an acre of ground, and 
unless rain comes shortly it should be well 

watered in. The safest and beat way to use the 
nitrate is to dissolve it in water, 1 ounce to each 

gallon, and givo tho trees a good soaking with 
the solution when the soil becomes moderately 
dry, though, as a rule, two or three applications 

duringfi$£o£0$ili suffice, as this substance 
ossom or fruit, 

in'WcdW WilP'diTiiiore harm thaft 

RAM PAIG N 
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It ia mistaken economy to stint the fire if it is 
really needed, and during the time the bunches 
are lengthening out and the blossoms expand¬ 
ing there mint lie a genorous warmth from 
65 degs. to 70 degs. at night to make sure of the 
blossoms setting well. It is well also to assist 
the setting when the pollen grains are ripe and 
active, either by shaking the trellis or drawing 
a soft hair brush lightly over each bunch, or by 

should not be brought down to the wires all a 
once. In a general way Vines require t** 1- 
gone over ana tied down about three timei If 
you stop the shoots at the third joint above the 
bunch three ties will be ample, the last tie being 
given just before the flowers open. After this 
you must keep all tho lateral growth pinched 
back close to the shoot below the bunch, and at 
one joint above that point. Do not be tempted 
to overcrop your Vines because they show a good 
number of bunches. If you want to avoid the 
berries shanking, and to insure the Vines re¬ 
maining in a fruitful state, one large bunch of 
Grapes to every foot of rafter, or two small ones, 
is all they should be allowed to carry. Remove 
ugly shoulders from the bunches, and thin out 
the berries as soon as they can be handled. 
Vines have started early this year, even in cool- 
houses, therefore there bhould be no difficulty io 
rip :niog tho crop ; but as we cannot tell what 
tlie subsequent weather may be, it will be wise 
to make good use of the sun's warmth now by 
closing the house early enough in the afternoon 
to cause the thermometer to run up to 00 degs. 
or 95 degs. Give a little top-air early in the 
morning, and damp the floor and walk three or 
four timos a day in bright weather.—J. C. C. 

3011—Vines the first year.—Try to 
keep the side shoots not less than 12 inches nor 
more than 16 inches apart. The disbudding will 
have been done before this. Stop each shoot 
two leaves beyond the bunch. I havo occasion¬ 
ally left three leaves where there was room 
enough, and I have sometimes been compelled 
to pinch back to one ; but two leaves seems 
about the happy medium. Tying down to the 
wires must, of course, have careful attention.— 
E. H. 
- The length at which the side shoots 

ought to be stopped depends very much on 
the space available at the aide of tho main 
rod. If tho Vines are not planted nearer 
than 3 feet from each other, and assuming 
that the best bunches on the Vines shows 
at about the third joint of the side shoot, 
then the point of the shoot ought to be removed 
two joints above the bunch. Another guide is 
this : Allow as many main leaves to develop 
as there is space for between the main rods, but 
do not overcrowd the foliage. One fully 
developed leaf is of as much value to the Vine 
as half-a-dozen that is weakened by overcrowd¬ 
ing. Therefore, in some cases it may be right 
to pinch the shoots above the second leaf, and 
in others at the third. In a day or two after 
stopping the side shoots lateral growths will 
spring from the nodes. Theso should be 
pinched at the first joint. Sublatcrals will also 
grow. These are best removed entirely by 
pinching with the finger and thumb. If the side 
shoots are 1 foot apart on each side of the main 
rod they will havo then sufficient space for free 
development of the foliage.—8. P. 

- Act on the principle of the more 
leaves tho more roots, and therefore the more 
roots the Vines can make this season tho 
stronger they will be next, is the plan I advise 
you to adopt. In the first place select the 
strongest shoots on each side of the cane and 
let them form five or six leaves before you pinch 
off the tops. The flower-bunches (as you call 
them) should be removed at once. If the Vines 
are vigorous the side shoots will form fresh 
growth. This must be pinched back to the first 
or second joint. The leading shoot on each 
Vine may be allowed to grow to the top of the 
house before you pinch off the top—unless you 
find the lower shoots are not making satisfactory 
progress. In that case stop the leader at once, 
and let it form another ; this will divert the sap 
into the lower branches. If the roots are in an 
outside border and have not been watered, let 
them have a good soaking at once from a pond 
or open tank, and immediately after lay on a 
mulch of half-rotten manure 4 inches thick.— 
J. C. C. 

3610.—Training Peaches.—By the aid 
of stout galvanised driving-eyes, an inch long, 
fixed in every other course of bricks, 6 feet 
apart, thus having wires threaded through the 
holes every 7 inches or so apart, according to the 
thickness of the bricks, a capital trellis can be 
made by anyone. No. 8 galvanised wire answers 
well for tying the branches to. If the wall is » 
long one, a stout support ought to be fixed at 
one end! no’urely t" the wall. Angle-iron, an 
inch wide, fitted with bolts and nuts, will be 

BEST GRAPES. 

Muscat ok Alexandria. 

THoOGII one of the oldest of cultivated Grapes, 
this Muscat is still at the head of the list 
of white Grapes in respect of both flavour and 
appearance. It requires a little more care and 

Ml.sea. of Alexandria 

►kill to bring it up to the highest possible con¬ 
dition as regards that beautiful amber tint 
of colour and high finish found in the best 
examples than such varieties as the Hamburgh, 
Alicante, and Sweetwater ; but when the roots 
are kept within touch and the Vines treated 
generously, there is no special difficulty which 
may not be easily overcome by those who think 
out their position and carry out promptly the 
lessons taught by the changeable conditions 
under which gardeners have to work. By 
gen< rous treatment I do not mean that the 
liorder should be lavishly manured. I believe 
more Vines, Muscats and others, havo been 
hopelessly ruined by using strong farmyard- 
manure in the borders than by any other cause. 
Keep the roots in a healthy medium, and the 
interior management must be wretched indeed if 
the Grapes are not fairly good. Judging from 
my own experience, I should say Muscats re¬ 
quire a firmer, heavier loam than Hamburghs 
to bring out their best points. That the Muscat 
of Alexandria has a vigorous constitution is 
proved by the number of old Vines still doing 
good work in many old gardens in this country. 
Given a suitable root-run, preferably partly 
inside and partly outside the house, not too 
circumscribed in extent, nor yet so large nor 
deep as to place the roots far away from solar 
warmth in summer, the growth inside to have 
room to strike out and not trained too near the 
glass, especially if the house is of modern 
construction—from 16 inches to 18 inches is 
a good distance—there should be no diffi¬ 
culty in obtaining good Grapes. Close 
stopping or pinching is not wise. There 
must be a good breadth of foliage, but over¬ 
crowding of young growth is ruinous. Where- 

the adoption of any other expedient which 
expeiience teaches is best, calculated to secure a 
good set. The annexed illustration represents a 
good example of a bunch of Muscat of Alexandria 
Grape. As regards stimulants, most cultivators 
use something, either in the shape of top-diess- 
singa or in a liquid form, and if the borders are 
well made and properly drained, it pays to be 
liberal and generous in the matter of sustenance 
when the Grapes are swelling. II. 

Pruning PlgS.—This is undoubtedly the 
best time to prune Figs out-of-doors, as it can 
now lie seen which shoots are best furnished 
with young fruit, these being, as a matter of 
course, retained. Cut as many of the old shoots 
out as can be dispensed with, training those re¬ 
tained at from 6 inches to 8 inches apart oo the 
wall, being careful to allow sufficient room in 
the shred loops for the individual shoots and 
branches developing themselves. By pruning 
the trees just as they are pushing into leaf the 
risk of injury through bleeding incurred when 
the trees are pruned at an earlier date is 
avoided. I have followed the above practice 
during the past twenty years with very satisfac¬ 
tory results in the way of crops. Of course, a 
judicious system of thinning and stopping the 
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necessary to keep the wire* tight. The wires 

ought to be almost close to the well, allowing 
just enough space for passing the tying material 

between the Dricka and the wire, if a wide 

space is allowed the trees do not receive benefit 
from the warmth of the wall, but a draught is 

created; this is harmful to the trees.—S. P. 

-Peaches caa be trained on strained wire 
on a garden wall. 15-gauge wire will do, and 

it may be taken diagonally up and down the 

wall, so as to form diamonds. This gives 
greater facilities for training than if the wires 
are strained horizontally, though the latter will 

do very well for all trees except Peaches. The 

wires should be strained on round-headed, 

galvanised nails driven into the wall at suitable 
intervals. To make the wirea form diamond 

pattern, the wall will have to be gone over twice, 
working the second set of wires obliquely in the 
opposite direction. The wires for Peaches should 
be closer than for other trees.—E. H. 

3*28 —Strawberry flowers.—Frozen Strawberry 
blosMms do optn with black centres, and I have seen the 
•ana think happen when the plants have been allowed to 
ket very dry so as to injurs tbs younk roots.—K. II. 

R0SH8. 

ROSES AND THE WEATHER. 

We are surely passing through one of tho most 
extraordinary seasons for Roses that has ever 

been recorded. At any rate, I cannot remem¬ 
ber anything like it before. In a recent number 

of Gardening, I mentioned how I saw the 
White Banksiau Rose in flower in the open air 

in the West of England at the end of March. 
A week later I saw io another garden that 

beautiful old Rose, Reve d Or, with scores of 
well-expanded flowers upon it, and hundreds of 

buds on the point of opening. Oloire de Dijon 

wss well in flowor on warm walls in many 
gardens before the middle of April, and in warm, 

snug corners the old Pick Monthly Rose was 

quite plentiful. But in my opinion Rove d'Or 
takes the first place as the best early flowering 

Rose. The plant to which I refer was, indeed, 
a sight worth going a long way to see, and made 

me wonder why people will persist in plant¬ 
ing Marcchal Niel, which is rarely satisfactory, 

while there is such a reliable and beautiful 

variety as Rcve d'Or, which grows well in all 
ordinary toils, and produces a plentiful orop of 

flowers both in the spring and autumn. At I write, 
the weather is tropical in character. The abnor¬ 

mally high temperature, and the surface of the 

ground as dry as dost, is not exactly tho kind 
of weather that rosarians require, and should 

the present climatic conditions continue, the 
dates of Rose shows will have to be altered to 

an earlier period to meet present oiroumatances. 

At no time in my experience do I remember 
when Roses required the soil over their roots 
mnlched so much as they do this season. 

The DROUGHT has penetrated so far down 

that only those who water freely and mulch 
heavily can expect to get a good show of 

flowers. With regard to mulching, I do not 

know of a better Byetem than that practised by 
Mr. Baker, of Exeter, who is well known as a 

successful exhibitor of Roses. This gentleman 

gives the roots a good soaking: of water first, 
and then covers the surface-soil with a thick 

layer of manure, and on the manure a thin coat 
of earth is spread. This is obtained from 

between the rows of plants. Insect peats ar< 

likely to be very numerous, and none more an 
than the green-fly, and in this connection 1 

mint say a good word for the house 8parrow, at 
I know from observation that these birds oon- 

•ame good numbers of these inseota, as only 

to day I have watched them amongst my Roses 
and seen them go from branch to branch, clearing 

off tho fliee as they went. I am not an admirer 
of the Sparrow generally, because he eats my 

early Peas and devours my neighbour’s corn ; at 
the tame time I must confess that the harm ho 

floss la balanced by the good in the number of 

insects that he destroys when we do not tempt 
bis appetite with young and tender Peas and 

ripening corn. It is, however, not advisable to 

wait for the birds to clear off oar enemies. The 
simplest remedy that can be used for all Roses 

that are within reach is to dost the affected 

shoot* with Tobacoo-powder; bntj the vnosti 
°*rt*in plan of killing the flies is to dijNthfc 

•hoots into some soapy water, or in the case of 

climbing p a its to syringe them with the liquid. 

8oft-soan, dissolved at the rate of 2 ounces to a 

gallon of water, will kill every insect it reaches. 

But neither this nor any other liqnid application 

will be effectual if it is applied whon the sun is 
shining or the wind blowing, as in either case 

the liquid would be dried up before it has time 
to do its destructive work. J. C. C. 

CLIMBING ROSES. 

For poles, pillars, arches (see illustration), 
arbours, walls, sides of houses, and high 

buildings, &o., only those Roses are suitable 

which have more or less of what is called a 
climbing habit of growth. Roses which make 

long rambling growths, whose shoots are 

unable to stand up without support of some 
kind, these are the kinds which do duty as 

climbers. Before determining on the kind of 
climber to plant, however, the height tho 
plants are required to attain must bo con- 

sidered. Most of the vigorous Hybrid Per- 
petuals and Teas may be relied on from 8 feet 

to 15 feet if the soil be good, and on warm, 

sheltered walls 4 feet or 5 feet higher. The 
extra strong growers of tho same classes, with 

the Noisette and Hybrid Noisettes, will cover 
well up to 15 feet or 20 feet or more. The 

Banksian Roses are excellent as climbers, but 
should only bo planted against walls in rather 

sheltered positions; they aro only summer 
bloomers. The white und yellow may be both 

relied on up to 80 feet in good soil, but the 

large white will run much higher. This kind 
is evergreen, except in very sharp winters, 

which is a great recommendation, but it is not 
so prolific in its blooming qualities as the two 

first-named varieties. The old Blush and Crim¬ 
son China Rosea will also run np the face of a 

wall freely to a height of 30 feet, and, as before 

stated, for oontinuous-blooming qualities they 
are unsurpassed by tho varieties of any other 

family of Roses j indeed, they are frequently 

out at their best when inexorable frost sternly 
interposes and ohecks them ; in spite of this, 

however, it is not unusual to find a few buds 
still unfolding at Christmas-time. The old- 
fashioned summer-blooming Roses before alluded 
to are capable of almost anything in tho way 

of height; probably in good nnd deep soils 

they would climb in a very few seasons, if 

and to take off unripened ends. Climbing 

Roses away from walla should not be planted 

in very exposed positions, or, as a rule, they 
will fail to gratify the cultivator. Climbing 

Roses may be used to screen unsightly build¬ 

ings and other objects, by training them to 

galvanised wire or other fences or supports, 
and, except when the leaves aro off, answor this 

purpose most admirably, by the interposition 

of their loveliuess. All the above methods 
of growing these Rosea not only yield good 

effects, but give supplies of flowers for cutting. 

Heretofore, however, I have not mentioned 

Moss Roses, beoanse, from an ornamental point 
of view, in the outdoor garden, as growing 

plants, their value is comparatively small. As 
out flowers, however, they are among the most 

exquisite of Flora’s productions. E. 

Early Roses.—“J. C. C.” in his notes on 
Roses in Gardeni.no, April 22nd, pago 95, men- 
lions that several flowers of the White Bank- 

sian Rose were cut from a plant in the West of 

England on the 31st March. He may be 
interested to hear that this Rose, or rathor tho 
yellow variety, was in flower in tho South of 

England at the same time. At Easter I was 
staying at Worthing, and on the Tuesday (tho 

4th of April) I walked through the little village 
of Sompting, some two miles off, which is noted 

for the curious Saxon tower to tho church. The 

village lies in a very snug position at the foot of 
tho South Downs, and on the houses I noticed 

the Yollow Banksian Roso in full bloom, and 1 
have no doubt that they were so on the 31st of 

March. The climate of Worthing seems very 
suitable to tho cultivation of various plants, and 

the amount of land in its immediate neighbour¬ 

hood now covered with glass-houses is enormous, 
and is still increasing. From passing glances at 

tho houses, they seemod chiefly to contain Vinos, 
Cuoumbers, and Tomatoes. The well-known 

Fig-gardens at Tarring, a village close by, being 

another proof of the mildness of tho climate.— 

G. S. 8. 

3032.—Rose OllmbingNIphetoa.—Yes, 
it is the habit of this Rose to grow luxuriantly 

the first year and not produce many flowers, but 
if you have patience you will get plenty of 

flowers next year on the wood it is now making. 

;• • •. (fW f'lit v "• 
• 'I? y,: j « 
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well tended, auy ordinary church-&teople. 
They completely cover themselves with blooms 

during the blooming period, if rightly treated, 
and all the treatment they require, if in 

good soil, oonaiats in tying them to their 

supports, (pruning out weak and exhausted 

flwod (da L Encouraging to the utmost such 
VigoioiSk (tftmg shoots as may be required. 

No growths need bo shortened, except to keep 

them within the bounds allottod to the planV 

If you require largo blooms the young shoots 
must be trained out 6 inches or more apart 

Personally, I like to ent the plants baok the 

same as you have been in the habit of doing, 
but I think you had better adopt the let-alone- 

, plan for one year and see how yon like it. I 
shall be disappointed if yon do not succeed with 

SmcFoM tto.70t.1- 11atii'fai-'iipp/VfJ• c- c- 
__ Yon. have treated your Roses excel- 

fl&S$ AuK William Allan 
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Richardson have flowered freely with you, I oan 
only imagine that the wood of Climbing Niphetos 
did not got sufficiently matured last autumn ; 
it is a later grower than the two other varieties 

vou name. I have found it very free blooming, 
but not quite so much so as \V. A. Richardson. 
You are quite correct in cutting tho plants back 
now, or as soon as their crop of blooms are over. 

Rove d’Or is not one of the best Roses for 
indoor culture. It grows too strong, is apt to 

be almost overgrecn, and soldom ripens under 
glass sufficiently to produce a full crop.—P. U. 

.1601.—Climbing Rosea for a house 
wall.—A north-east aspect is not suitablo for 

tho better forms of Roses. Gloiro de Dijon 
(fawn colour) will, however, do for one ; Kelicito 
Perp^tuc (creamy-white) is also quite hardy, and 

Sir Joseph Paxton (rose) is also suitable. If 
there is much space to cover, the Ayrshire Rosoi 
will do it sooner than those I have named, only 
the quality of the flowers is not so good. The 

best of these are Dundee Rambler (white) and 
Splendens (flesh colour). Tho Garland (fawn) is 
one of the Musk Roses, and a capital grower. 

You are right about the character of Souvenir 
de la Malmaison in so far that it will thrive and 
flower without much sun ; but it is not a climb¬ 

ing Rose, and, therefore, not adapted to your 
purpose.—J. C. 0. 

- I am afraid “Tyro” will scarcely be 
successful in growing Roses on a north-oast 
wall, and so near to London. Souvenir de la 

Malmaison is not a climber, but, like almost all 
Roses, it can be used as suoh for low walls, &o. 
If “ Tyro ” means to try a few Roses I can re. 

commend the following as being those most 
likely to suit his position and locality: Cheshunt 

Hybrid (red), Gloire de Dijon (buff), Sir Joseph 
Paxton (red), Coupe d'HMiS (pink), Madame des 
Tartas (red), Boule de Neige and Coquette des 
Blanches (white), while the best yellow is 

likely to be Tour Bertrand.—P. U. 

OROHED& 

L.ELIA ELEGANS. 

Blossoms of two or three varieties of this plant 

come to hand from “G. Ellis,” and I would 
here caution my roaders about sending flowors, 
and it should be borne in mind that blooms cut 

on Saturday morning, packed in a dry wooden 
box, are not delivered until Monday morning, 
and they lay, consequently, a day and night in 
the offioe in London, which does not add to tho 
lustre of their flowers, so, once for all, I would 

say do not send me flowers either home direct 
or to tho office on Saturday, especially if you 
want an opinion respecting them. My present 
contributor wants to know if I do not consider 

one of those a good dark variety of elegans, but 
I cannot so flatter him that it is a dark variety 
at all; but it is certainly a very dark-lipped 

and good form of the light varieties, the sepals 
and petals being flushed with rose, and the whole 

front lobe being of a dark crimson-maroon. Tho 
other two flowers are fairly good varieties of tho 
typical form, and which are usually seen blooming 
at this season. Now such forms as L. prasiata, 

L. Morreniana, L. Bromeana, and L. Turnori 
and some others whioh I could name, and 
whioh I have seen so fine in the Woodlands 
collection at Streatham, all seem to flower 

in the autumn months, and these light 
varieties mostly open their blooms in the 
spring and early summer. This Ladia is 

supposod to be of hybrid origin, and certainly 
I do think from the variability in the plant 
there is much ground for the supposition ; but 

then there are some forms oalled elegans which 
I do not think have anything to do with that Slant, for, irrespective of colour, there is so much 

ifferenco in the shape of the lip, an item I have 
always looked upon as being of special import¬ 
ance ; for instance, there are L. \V olatenholmim 

andL Schilleriana, whichsomeconsiderasmerely 
forms of elegans, but which would appear to me 

to be totally different. But I hope my friend, 
Mr. Seden, will soon set the minds of us all 

at rest by letting us see what he can raise by 
cross-breeding under artificial means. Well, all 
I can say further to “G. Ellis” is that the 

flower sent is a vory good one ; but it is not a 
dark variety. It should be potted/STf have ro 

frequently told my reader*, io gold ««4t)f bn 
and some chopped Sphagnum, and tThrpotUrnust, 

be well drained, and the plants should stand at 

the hottest end of the Cattleya-house, because 
they like a good deal of heat when thoy are frowing, and also a moist atmosphere, and they 

o not like to be dried very much in their rest¬ 

ing season either. Matt. Bramble. 

THE WHITE MOTH ORCHIDS, WITH A 

NOTE ON PHAL.KNOPRIR APHRODITE. 

Tiik flower sent by “A. Calder” is a groat 
beauty, and 1 am not surprised that iny friend 
has obtained this under tho name of P. amabilis. 

Now this is one of the errors made in naming 
tho plant when it first flowered in this country, 

which occurred in the then celebrated nursery 
of the Messrs. Rollisson’s, at Tooting, and it was 
mistaken by Dr. Lindley for P. amabilis, which 

had been known to science some time previously, 
and so the mistake was perpetuated in our 
gardens ; but the true amabilis is the plant 
which is generally kaown in our gardens as 
P. grandiflora, and for its introduction we are 
indebted to the Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea, who 

had it sent to them when at Exeter by Lobb, and 
from tho plant specimens have been sent by 

“ Mr. Calder.” It is distinguished by its 
larger and lighter green leaves and bv it* 
usually larger flowers, and in the shape of the 
lip. P. Aphrodite has oblong, deep-green leaves, 

whioh beneath are of a doep purplish hue, and 
flowers of a pure white, the lip also being white, 
more or less marked with purple at the base and 

marked with yollow. It is a magnificent plant 
when done well, and it keeps a very long tine in 
perfection ; indeed, the flowers will last far too 

long for the well-being of the plant and should, 
therefore, be cut, after, say, a month or six weeks 
aro past, by whioh means the plant is relieved 

of the severe strain put upon it by the 
large amount of blossome, which have 
been called white Moth-flowers. Now, how to 

grow these plants successfully is one of the 
reasons why “ Mr. Calder ” has written to me, in 
order that I may enlighten him somewhat. 

Well, this is always a delightful task, and one 
in whioh I sometimes am successful, as letters, 
whioh I from time to time get from my readers, 
testify. Well, to grow Phalrenopsis is very 
simple and very easy, requiring only a little care 

and attention. The first thing I contend for is a 
house which has ground for the floor instead of 
stone or a concrete pavement, because then there 
is a gradual moisture from tho earth always 

arising which is highly bonoficial to tho plants. 
This may be planted sparsely with dwarf Ferns 
or other low growing plants. The house should 

also have plenty of piping, so that in cold 
weathor, when artificial heat has to be depended 
upon entirely, there need not to be any hard 

driving of the fire. Shading must be carefully 
attended to, and tho sun should never be allowod 

to shine upon the plants, although I liko the 
house to face tho south. Well, now I think 
everything that is necessary has been said about 
the house, saving, porhaps, tho ventilation, and 

this must be good. The tomporaturo should 
never fall below 65 degs. at any time. The 
plants may be grown in baskets or in pots. I 

like the former the best if they are substantial, 
and, therefore, would advise those to be of 
earthenware, shallow, and well drained; and 

for soil use just a very little Sphagnum Moss 
over the roots. This must be takon particular 
notice of, as upon this matter so much depends. 

Combined with the above instructions, a moist 
atmosphere should always be maintained, as 
without this black thrips become the worst 

pest that can befall a grower of these plants. 
I subjoin some of the more popular kinds beside 

the one, P. Aphrodite, named here. 

P. amabile, which is the old plant popularly 
known as P. grandiflora, flowers large pure- 

white, stained at the base with yellow. P. 
Luddemanniana: Flowers medium-sized, ground 

colour yellowish-white, thickly marked with 
bright purple transverse bands, lip bright- 
purple. P. Mari;e: This is a lovely gem, the 

ground colour being yellowish-white, banded 
with chestnut-brown; the lip is rich, deep 

purple. This was introduced by Messrs. Veitch 
and Sons, of Chelsea, but we havo to thank the 

Messrs. Low, of Clapton, for rendering it 
comoatable to the majority of growers. 1*. 
Saldariana: This is just like a rosy-pink Pf 

.sfchipaite, a real gem. There are several forms 
™ tma plant, all of which are beatty Worth 

■careful attention. P. Schilleriana: Th-s ^i^^, 

species was first introduced to German gardens, 

and it flowered for the first time under 
cultivation just thirty-three years ago. I 

have frequently had hundreds of flowers 
of this plant expanded at the same 
time, which givos one a very good opportunity 
of marking their variations. In an ordinary 

way tho flowers are rosy-purple, ai d iho Ihree- 
lobed lip is also of a bright purple, with a yellow 
crest, which is spotted with rod, and instead of 

the long, slender tendrils this plant has a lip 
resembling the tail of a black cock, and, besider, 

it has beautifully-spotted leaves. D. Stuartiana: 
This is thought by many to bo a natural hybrid, 
having spotted leaves like Rchillomna and a 

flower of the same shapo. It, however, has 
white flowers, having the lower half of the 
sepals spotted with reddish-purple. All these 

plants are natives of the Philippine Islands and 
others in the Indian Ocean. Other fine kinds 
are Suinatraua, violacea, apeciosa, tetraspis, 
Lowi, and many other smaller species, including 

many varieties, but all require about the same 

treatment. Matt. Bramble. 

3610. —Loam for Chrysanthemums. — 
If the loam is passed through an inch mesh sieve 
before using it for potting the plants into 3-inch 
and 4 inch pots the work is much facilitated, os 

pieces of turf that will not pass through a sieve 
of the mesh named are useless for potting into 
these small pots. If the turf is chopped well 

first with the edge of a spado it is easily passed 
through the sieve, and without the loss of any 
of the fibre. In placing the plants in 5J-inch 
pots I do not recommend that it bo sifted, but 

chopped sufficiently flue. When dealing with 
the final potting into D-inoh and 10 inch I sift 
all tho loam that is of a heavy, retentive cha¬ 

racter, but this time a sieve with |-inch mesh is 
used. My reason for this is that heavy loam is 

more liable to become inert, and consequently 
less porous, when the fine soil is left also along 
with the fibrous part*. Instead of pulling it to 

pieces I chop it with a spade into pieces 2 inches 
square. Lots of fine soil is sure to be present 
even in doing this much. The I-inch sieve re¬ 
lieves the knobs of the fine soil, and thus the 

compost maintains it* porosity better. When 
placing the plant* in all pots, except those in 
which they arc to flower, I employ a portion 
of the roughest parts of the compost for oovering 

the orocks. In the cose of the last potting, 
though, I use pieces of freshly-cut turf in addi¬ 

tion entirely to the oompoat. By this means 
the latter is not robbed of its rough part*, and 
oannot become non-porous in the same way, as 
though it were all fine soil.—S P. 

3602—Wireworma and bulba.—The 
simplest and beat way of getting rid of wireworms 

from among bulbs is to lay baits of something 
which they aro fonder of than tho bulbs, and to 
examine the bait* three or four times a week, 
and kill the wiroworins. Wireworms aro very 
fond of the seeds of French Beans. I have 

scooped little holea in the borders, and dropped 
in half-a-dozen Beans, juat covered them with 
soil, and marked the site with a small stick. In 

two or throe days the wireworms, if they are 
numerous, will swarm in the Beans, and may be 

pulled out and destroyed. Other good bait* are 
slices of Carrots ana Potatoes Perseverance 
will certainly clear them out.—E. II. 

3)12.—Lime-water and worms.— 
Lime-water is not injurious to any kinds of 

plant* except Ericas and Azaleas. These, as a 
rule, are not troubled with worms nearly to the 

extent that others are, owing to the oompost 
being oomposed mainly of peat. Lime-water is 
of the right strength for use when the water 

will not absorb any more lime, but allows it to 
sink to the bottom, after that it is useless to 
add more. Do not pour the sediment from the 

bottom of the vessel on to the soil in any ca8e. — 

8. P. 

- Lime-water should be used for plants in pots. It 
will be better not to irlve it to Camellias or Ataleas, as 
they dislike lime,. Lime-water need not be used In a 
clear state to net rid of worms on lawns, as the clear lime - 
water Is not so strong at in the first instance, before some 
of the lime has been deposited. There is nothin); safer 
than lime-water.—E. H. 

SM3,-!-Cralt.!.ng rid Of worms—Lime-water, if 
used of sufficient strength, will |;et rid of worms. If one 
w.-.terliir li mitjliu'ITitiine repeat it until the (round in 
imprt^i.strr. wlth Unio, and then the worms will disap- 

m“CPlfrMPAIGN 
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OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

THE •'EMPEROR” DAFFODIL. 

This, one of the beat and boldest of all the 
yellow Daffodils, was raised from seed by the 

late Mr. W. Backhouse, of St. John’s, Wofsing- 

ham, many years ago. To the samo raiser we 
ala > owe the Empress Daffodil, and both were 

fig ired in the old Floral Magazine, wherein wo 
are told that they were the results of croa>es 

between N. bicolor and 
other forms of N. pseudo- 

N .rciaaua. Both N. Km- 

pe or and N. Empress, 
quite apart from the size 

and beauty of their flower?, 
arc robust in constitution, 
and as a rule they thrive 

well on nearly all soils, 
bearing flowers at least a 

third larger than those 
represented in the engra¬ 

ving. The perianth lobes 
of X. Emperor are of a soft 

pale-yellow with a deeper 
golden trumpet, the whole 

flower beiDg of stout sub 
stance and of the textuie 

so well illustrated by the 
ac ompanying woodcut. 

Even although this fine 
free-growing kind has been 
in some points surpassed of 

LtJ years by such fine 
seedling kinds as are Gloiy 

of Leyden and Weardalr, 
yet for general garden 

culture it still remains one 
of the most distinct and 

effective of all good gardin 
Daffodils. Like moat other 

Daffodils, Emperor grows 
bist in pure, deep tnr.y 

loam resting on gravel i r 
other well-drained bottom. 
Nothing in the way tf 
freshly added or crude 
minures should be given, 

but this variety and some 
other garden seedlings do 

well it planted in succes¬ 
sion to a crop for which 

well-rotted manure was 
uwd. B. 

PERENNIALS FOR 

BEDS. 

3553.—There are a large 

number of things suitable 
for the purpose, and I bav o 

mide a selection ; but 1 
alviee you to get Robin- 

sin's '• Hardy Flowers,” 
which may be obtained at 

3*. Southampton - street, 
W.c. j it deals fully with 

hardy plants for bedding, 
and gives hints for appro- 

P.ri*te contrasts. Carna¬ 
tions would make a fine 
bed, but it is late now to Cthem out. A good 

of the brighter self- 
c floured flowers is one of 
the sweetest pictures orie 

oan get in a garden The n 

yon could select the Tret- 
Lupine (Lupinus polyphyl- 

{“') “d its variety alia, 
both of which grow about 

3 Let in height. The type 
ha pleasing blue flowers, 

pro luced in summer, and Out Readers' Illu 

those of the variety alba 

ars white. The two planted 

wgether make an attractive contrast in colour. 
A fine bed would be made of the various 

Lily, the earlier blooiniog forms, 
such as the peculiar Scarlet Turk’s-cap, L. 

1 halcedonicum, the brilliantly - coloured L. 

Syr®* 1* davuricum, and its varieties, 
wnicn seldom grow more than 2 Let in height,, 

»ididum ; but the majority are rajher 

' f.or y°“r purpose. tVbry ehahning Vj3 
good bed of Pentstemons, and they will live 

through ordinary winlei s without harm. When 

in full bloom a bed of these is graceful and showy, 

as the flowers are produced freely. Campanula 
persicifolia (blue) and the variety alba are two 

good kinds, each about 2 feet in height, and 
very beautiful when in perfection. A glorious 
bed could be made of Lobelia fulgens, selecting 

such varieties as Firefly and Queen Victoiia ; 

the floweia of each are very bright crimson 
in colour, tho spikes tall, and the leafage dark 

bronze-chocolate, a rich contrast of colour. A 

good bed of either variety would be very rich, 

ktrationh : Narcissus " Emperor." Engraved for Gardrkino 
a photograph sent by Mr. J. I). I’earson, Chilwell, Noth). 

and the flowers appear in July, the height of 

the plants being about 2 feet. Centaurea mon- 
tana and its varieties may be taken note of, 

as they are very bright and showy, the flowers 

ranging in colour from pure-white to deep- 
purple, said they last a considerable season in 

beauty. A bright, showy flower is Coreopsis 

daoroclat^ and also Rudbeckia Newmanni, 

Vsii.'b tWjJnVrather late in the aeasoD, bub JPk'° 
duces cawealth of rich yellow flowers, very rich 

against the centre cone of almost blatk colour J, 

it grows from 18 inches to 2 feet in height, and 

is sometimes known as R. specioaa. Helenium fnmilum is another good hardy plant for a bed. 

t was used effectively massed together last year 
in the Royal Gardens, Kew ; the plant is hardy, 

easy to grow, and about 18 inches in height, 
beiDg covered iu the summer and early antumn 

months with a mass of golden-yellow flowers, 

each about 2 inches iu breadth. A lovely flower 
for a distinct bed is Anemone japonic* alba, 
or Honoiine Job«rt, the flowers appearing 

in late summer and lasting 

in beauty until the late 
autumn. It is a mass of 

pure-white.and gives plenty 
of bloom for the house 

withont destroying the 
beauty of the bed. A good 

deep rich soil and ample 
moisture are the chief 
considerations. It need not 

be disturbed for several 
years, but allowed to de¬ 

velop in beauty without a 
common plan of constantly 
interfering with the roots. 

I like the white kind by 
itself, but you may havn 

the rose type for contrast if 
you care for the association 
of colour. A good selection 

of double Potentillas make 
a show of colour, and a few 
varieties, such as William 

R-dliason (scarlet, shaded 
with brilliant orange-yel¬ 

low), Le Vesuve (veimilion, 
the petals with a golden 
edge), Melpomene (bright- 

yellow, with a shade of 
o -mge • scarlet), Victor 

L inoine (deep - vermilion 
o >lour with golden blotches), 

aid Hamlet, (velvety - 
b own, an intense colour, 
a e amongst the more 

a tractive.) The Delphi- 
n 11m* make a fine display, 
a id these flowers have Ixen 

g eatly improved of late 
yjars, some of the newer 

k nds bavins spikes of bold 
fl iwers, each blossoms of 
fi le shape, colour, and size, 

the colours very deep and 

effective. A good bed of 
them wonld be very fine, 
bat the plants grow to a 

onsiderable height, four or 
five feet, even more. A 

very beautiful bed could 
be formed of the best varie 
tiei of Tufted Pansies, 

which bloom throughout 
the summer, until the 

autumn in fawt. Archie 
Grant (deep violet-purple). 

Skylark (white, edged with 
blue), Ariel (mauve, shaded 
wi h white), Blue Cloud 

(white, with a broad edge 
of blue), Bullion (bright- 
yellow, very free), Countess 

of Hopetoun (pure-white, 

very compact and free), 
Countess of Kintore (bluish 

oolour, the edging brown 

and pink-white), and Holy- 
roo 1 (deep - blue). Iris 

ger.nanica in variety would 

perhaps be too fleeting for 
you ; but while they last 

the flowers are very fine, 

and give off a delicate 
Illustrated from Elder-like fragrance. A 

good bed may be made of 
the Pyrethrums, especially 

the double kinds, and a small selection would 
compiiie Andromeda (purple-rose), Aphrodite 

(pure-white, very pleating), Aurora (sulphur, 

the centre yellow), Haage et Schmidt (deep, 
rose), Melton (very bright-crimson), rosenm 

plenum (rose and white), and Transcendant (rich 

orimson). Thar, a bed may be well devoted to 
the early-flowering Herbaceous Phloxes of 

3<rb.tf I ([rrfwtbfrtaidgl tfHSM 4 toot to 24 feet in 
height ; they bloom lreely, and bear flowers 

fa® WsW • C- T* 
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3552.—Flowers for a grave.—Aa the 
soil is so heavy and clayey, it would be well to 
mix with it a barrowful or so of leaf-mould, 

burnt garden refuse, and fine ashes, before put¬ 
ting in the flowers, or they will not do well. A 

pretty edging might be made with summer- 
flowering Forget-me-Nots, nice sturdy little 
plants being nsed, with a tuft of Golden Feather 

between each if preferred. There are few more 
beautiful objects on a grave than White 

Madonna Lilies, but these must be sunk, pot 
and all, if wanted to flower this spring. Other¬ 
wise, a clump of these roots can be transplanted 

best in July (just after they have done bloom¬ 
ing), and left untouched from year to year, 
when they will form a very handsome group. 

White Tea Roses (Niphetos, specially) are also 
suitable, but these, too, must be sunk, pot and 

all, at the present time, and can be planted per¬ 
manently in October. White Marguerites may 
be used for the centre, with Pansies, Miguou- 

otte, and Ivy-leaved “ Geraniums ” round them. 
These last can be allowed to droop over the 

soil, covering it, with the other plants, com- 
Jiletelv. Of course there are many more bril- 

iant flowers, such as Soarlet “ Geraniums ” and 
Begonias, which would make more show, but they 
are not in good taste here. Lilies of the Valley, 
and a few simple spring bulbs, such as Snow¬ 

drops, Scilla sibirica, and Crocuses, can be sub¬ 
stituted for the summer plants in October. 

Windflowers, too (Anemones), can then be put 
in, and an edge of Primroses put in the plaoe of 
the Golden Feather, with fresh plants of 

Forget-me-Not. All these will flower in early 
spring. The plants now put in will require 
careful watering and shading for some time, if 

this drought continues.—I. L. R. 

- I should think that you cannot do 
better than select bedders, such as the 

Tuberous Begonias, and if the grave is not 
very large, or a little additional expense 

is no object, the white-flowered kinds would 
be most appropriate. The plants could be 

put out about the end of next month, and 
they will keep up a show until out off by 

frosts ; or you could get various colours, as the 
flowers vary from the deepest crimson to the Surest white. The habit of the Tuberous 

egonia is so dwarf that the plants would look 
well iu such a position. Then there is the useful 
Zonal Pelargonium, which keeps a gay appear¬ 

ance throughout the summer with little atten¬ 
tion. I should have some such arrangement as 
this: Tuberous Begonias, with the variegated 

Dactylis and Blue Lobelias, or you could have a 
fine show of Tufted Pansies, which will con¬ 
tinue in bloom throughout the summer, and 
make a change from Pelargoniums. All these will 

succeed in the position mentioned, whereas the 
annual flowers—at least, the majority of them— 

require more sun, and they are apt to get ragged 
and unsatisfactory unless constantly attended to. 
In the autumn you could plant spring flowers, 

as Daisies and Primroses, with a careful selection 
of choice bulbs. You will then get a succession 
of bloom quite early in the year until frosts cut 

off the summer flowers.— C. T. 

3544.—Narcissus flowers dying off.— 
This may be due to the bulbs being weak, or the 
position being quite unsuitable, but more likoly 
through want of lifting. It is impossible to got 

satisfactory Daffodils if the bulbs are left un¬ 
disturbed too long, and in many cases they are 
not divided for several years, and then com- 
flainta are rife they will not bloom satisfactorily. 

should advise you to lift them as soon as the 
loafago has died down ; divide them, and replant 

again oarly in the autumn in good deop soil. 
Once in every two years is the time to lift 
Daffodils, and they are roally better for being 

lifted every year, as is the practice with the 
largo growers for market. You must remember 

that the more robust varieties inorease very 
fast, but otherwise they will gradually oease to 
bloom, and die. Possinly yours are in this con¬ 

dition, and require timely attention. Do not 
lift them until the foliage has died down.— 
C. T. 

3545.—Dahlias.—Four good show Cactus 
kinds are Juarezi; Mrs. Hawkins, the flowers of 
a sulphur oolour, the margin paler; Henry 

Patriok, pure white; and Panthea, reddish- 
sklmon in colour, good Cactuidile, jhepe. 

When showing (Jnm'.us vnrioties^alnA’s) *ia- i 
flowers of characteristic form, noTulte the s<£ 

oalled decorative half show and half Cactus. 

Four show Dahlias would comprise Mrs. 
Gladstone, the colour very delicate bluBh; 

Harry Keith, rose-purple ; R T. Rawlings, fine 
yellow; and Glowworm, orange-scarlet. As 

regards the fancy kinds, you cannot do better 

than select Gaiety, the flowers yellow, with 
stripes of red, and tipped with white ; Frank 
Pearce, rose-coloured with stripes of crimson ; 

Mrs. Saunders, yellow, the petals tipped with 
white ; and Pelican, pure white, with stripes of 
purple. Your other question is greatly a matter 

of taste. I have chosen of the Cactus kinds 
A. W. Tait, pure-white, and Cochineal, rich- 

crimson, in which there is a tinge of brown ; of 
the Pompon, E, F. Junker, amber, and Lelia, 

red-buff colour, the petals tipped with white ; 
and of the single class, Duchess of Albany, 
delicate mauve, the edge tinted with orange-red, 

and Maude, pure-white, maroon edge. Get the 
mauve with the white or yellow, and the crimson 
with the same two colours, keeping crimson 
away from the mauve. A good idea would be 
to mass the crimson in the centre, yellow round 

it, then white, then mauve.—C. T. 

Corydalla nobilis. —This is a distinct 

and extremely taking rock plant. It is, I 
think, the handsomest of all the Fumitories, of 

a robust habit, and yielding always an abund¬ 
ance of its striking flowers. It rarely exceeds 
1 foot in height; the strong flowor-steins, leafy 

to the top, riso from a mass of bright-green, 
Fern-like foliage. The flowers are of a rich 

?olden-yellow, with chocolate spots on the lip. 
t is invaluable for damp spots in the rockery or 

border, and does beat in a light free soil, to 
which has been added plenty of rotten leaves. 

It may be increased by division. C. solida is 
also in flower now, but neither so showy nor 
striking as the above. It forms curious tuberous 

roots, from which spring the leaves and flower- 
stems. The flowers sre of a dull purple colour. 

This species should be planted in tne woods. 
It is already naturalised in some parts of 
England, and as it stands both drought and 

shade well, I find it useful for planting near 
the trunks of dcoiduous trees, &c.—G. 

3029 —Creepers for a trellis.— I should reoom- 
lueuil Berbcrlr* etenuph) II*. It will do well In the shade, 
is always pretty, and grows freely on wall or trellis.— 
E. U. 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

3605. — Deutzl&s In pots.—Yes, it is 
usual, though not actually necessary, to out 

these plants down rather hard as soon as the 
bloom is past, and then encourage a fresh 
growth from the base, to flower the following 

season. Market growers, who want plants in 
smill (5-inch) pots only, cut their plants down 
almost to tho soil after flowering, and encourage 

a vigorous growth afterwards by means of 
plenty of warmth and moisture. This being 

well ripened in the autumn flowers profusely 
the following season. If, however, large speci¬ 

men plants aro wanted, the growth should 
only be slightly shortened back and any weak 

spray be cut out; then wheu in growth again 
give a moderate shift, and in a few years’ time 
fine large bushes, full of bloom, will be secured. 

—B. C. R. 

- It is usual to cut out the old wood after 
the plants pass out of bloom, in order that tho 
young shoots from the base may develop into 
flowering growths for the following season. If 

good specimen flowering plants aro wanted it is 
an error to do this. I tnin out tho old growths, 

leaving a considerable number just as they are ; a 
limited quantity of young growths being allowed 
to tako the placo of the older ones cut out. Tho 

larger proportion of the flowers are produced on 
the old wood. The plants should be repotted 
after flowering, and ought to be placed in an 

open position out-of-doors, sheltered if possible 
from the north and east winds. Deutzias root 

very freely, and need considerable supplies of 
water during the summer.—J. D. E. 

- There is no necessity for outting down 

plants which are well furnished ; it would l>e a 
mistake to do so. But loose, straggling plants 

may be cut into shape, and afterwards be placed 
in a close, warm pit to make now growth. Those 
rplan^s whioh are well furnished and do not 

’rMjnre cutting back may be plunged lentsido M 
>oon as the young wood gets a 'little 'firm?— 

E-H- URBAN 

3625.—Hyacinths and Tulips.—Yes, 

the bulbs will succeed if you treat them in the 
way you propose, providing you keep the boxes in 
a sunny position, and the soil moist at all times, 

until all the leaves die away naturally. They 
would no doubt flower better next year if they 

were planted in fresh soil. If you can do this 
early next September, by all means do so. 
When you have got the bulbs out of the foil re¬ 
move any offsets, and plant them in good soil in 

the garden. In two years’ time they will be 
large enough to flower. I was surprised tho 

other day to see what a nice stock of bulbs a 
lady amateur had raised in this way. Some of 

her Hyacinths so treated had spikes of flowers 
equal to those that she had purchased. Plenty 
of manure is used in this garden, and a space is 

set apart on purpose for the young bulbs. It 
was evident, however, that she gave them unre¬ 

mitting attention.—J. C. C. 
3G27. — Cyclamen culture.—I suspect 

the plants aro allowed to stand in the sun and 
often get parched at tho roots during the time 
they are out-of-doors, or else they ought to do 
well. At the present time a frame stood behind 

a north wall is the best site they could have. 
Sufficient water to prevent the soil becoming 

quite dry is all that is required during the 
summer. When there is no fear of frost the 
plants may bo stood clear of the frame, still 

under the shade of the north wall. About the 
middle of August, or before if new growth is 
apparent from the crowns, they should be potted, 

turning the roots out of the old pots, and 
removing most of the soil, transferring them to 
pots one or two sizes larger than in which they 

flowered before. A compost of three parts fibry 
loam, one of leaf-mould nr horse-manure, with 

half a part of peat; a sixth part of dried cow- 
dung, or one quart of finely-ground bones, to 

every bushel of the compost, adding sand 
according to tho state of the loam—heavy or 
light. Place the plants in the frame agiio, 

syringing the foliage overy afternoon, keeping 
the frame rather close for a week or so until new 
roots are formed, when abundanoe of air will be 

needed to keep the growth stocky. Aitend 
regularly to the supply of water at the roots ; on 
no account let them suffer for want of it. Toward 
the middle or end of September place the plants 
in a light greenhouse, as near to the glass as 
possible. Shade the glass during light weather 

for two or three weeks, and moisten tho foliage 
in tho afternoon daily. Weak liquid-manure 

applied to the roots every alternate watering 
will be an advantage. Upon tho first appear¬ 

ance of green-fly fumigate the plants with 
Tobacco-smoko.—S. P. 
- There is a very great difference in the 

size, &c., of the flowers, and often foliage as 
well, of these pretty plants, some “strains’’ 

being infinitely superior to others, and even 
from good teed tho quality varies greatly. Old 
or neglected roots, again, are almost sure to pro¬ 

duce small flowers. But the plants ought not 
to bo kept “ pretty dry " at any time ; on the 
contrary, the soil should always be moderately 

moist, and the pots stood in a shady place 
during the summer. Repot them in July, 
using a mixture of garden loam will) half u> 

much of leaf-mould and peat, with plenty of 
sand, and keep close and shaded until estab¬ 

lished.—B. C. R. 

3571 — Salvia coccinea nana.—This is 
a greenhouse plant, but in good suintmrs, if put 
out when all fear of frost is over, it would bloom 
in tho summer months. Tho best Salvia, how¬ 

ever, for the garden is tho beautiful S. patens, 
which has very bright bluo flowors, and they are 
froduced freely, so as to make a good effect. 

t is used largely for tho centres of beds, and is 
sometimes planted in a distinct bed with happy 
results. Tho Ageratum should not be used to 

fill one bed only, but it is a very good plant for 
associating with other bedders, as Fuchsias, 
Tuberous Begonias, ko. The Zoo is one of the 

best kinds. The plant is dwarf and compact, 
and the flowers are of a fine blue colour.—C. T. 

3618.—Treatment of a Myrtle.—The 
only way I can help you is to beg of you to be 
patient with your Myrtle. No doubt it is too 

young to flower. If, however, it is an old plant, 
and of a size that should flower, you may help 
it to bloom by getting the growth better ripened, 

wlPtW growth is weak, give it a larger pot at 
onoe.1 Then otandat all the summer in a sunny 

position in the greenhouse, and give the roots 
^>t weather.—J. C. C. 
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ACHIMENES AS BASKET PLANTS. 
There are few plants that are more showy and 
useful, or aflord such a variety of colour and 
form of flowers, as the different kinds of 
Achimenes, the habit of which is such as to 
render them equally suitable for growing in pots 
or baskets, although it is in, perhaps, the latter 
way (as is well shown in the annexed engraving) 
they show themselves off to the beat advantage. 
Ia order to prepare them for this purpose it is a 
good plan to start them first in pans of leaf- 
mould or finely-sifted peat, from either of which 
they lift readily, and transplant with large balls, 
and may then bo distributed regularly to furnish 
the baskets. The latter made with wires about 
Ij inches apart answer the purpose well, as 
between these the heads of the plants may be 
thrust as the filling up proceeds. The quickest 
way, however, is first to line the baskets with 
Moss and then put in the so'.l, when, by making 

frame, kept shaded and shut up early ; but till 
then they must have artificial heat to get them 
along. Throughout the summer they require 
abundant supplies of water ; but it is essential 
for their welfare that it passes freely away, 
for anything approaching a stagnant state of 
the soil is sure to throw them out of health 
Except green fly and red-spider, Achimenes 
are not much subject to insects, and the 
first-named pest can easily bo got rid of by 
fumigation with Tobacco, which, however, 
should be done cautiously, as it does not take 
much to injure the tender foliage. For the red- 
spider the best remedy is the diligent use of the 
syringo and clean, warm, soft water to the 
foliage. Should mealy-bug attack them, as it 
occasionally does, then it must be removed by 
the use of a small brush or sponge. After they 
go out of flower they require no further special 
cure, and may be wintered anywhere under 

Basket of Achimenes. 

holes around the sides, the plants can be put 
into them at regular distances apart, and all 
made complete in a very short time. When this 
is done they should be hungup in a house where 
they can get plenty of moisture and be syringed 
for a week or two to give them a start, after 
which, with a temperature varying between 
60 degs. and 70 degs., they make rapid progress 
and soon become covered with bloom. It should 
be borne in mind that Achimenes are shade- 
loving plants, and, therefore, the situation chosen 
for them should bo where the sun does not strike 
them during the heat of the day, otherwise the 
leaves become blistered, and the growth hard 
and stunted, which greatly detracts from their 
usually healthy appearance. With regard to 

Soil, nothing answers better for Achimenes 
than a mixture consisting of about equal parts of 
loam and peat, used in a rough state, jHItb to 
this should be added a gpad, eprinkling 
silver sand, so as to render the Whole 
After May they will grow well in any ordinary 

stages or on back shelves of greenhouses, providing 
the soil containing them does not catch drip, or 
in any way becomes too wet and cold for their 
safety. New varieties are constantly being 
raised from seed, but the undermentioned are 
all good kinds and deserving of a place in any 
garden :— 

Achimenes Admiration, rose-colour, with 
light centre ; A. Ambrose Verschaffelt, a fine 
white sort, with the centre marked with dark 
rays ; A. Aurora, scarlet, with yellow eye, very 
large flowers ; A. Firefly, deep-carmine, spotted 
with crimson, yellow eye; A. Ghiesbreghti, a 
Mexican species, with scarlet and purple flowers; 
A. gloxiniteflora (also a Mexioan species), the 
flowers are white—a distinct and desirable 
plant; A. granditlora (another Mexican species), 
a tall grower, the flowers of which are reddish- 
crimsonj; A. longiflora alba, large flowers, 
vh'.|fi»i£Btly marked in the oentre ; A. longi- 
tior£&dj5r, a very fine blue sort; A. Jh\it?r- 
pie&pa stout-growing variety, with violet- 

rose-coloured flowers; A. Mauve Queen, 
mauve-coloured flowers, a very fine, larse- 
flowered kind; A. patens, fine violet, the 
flowers large ; A. picta, flowers yellow and 
scarlet, a dwarf-habited species from Mexico ; 
A. l’ink Perfection, magenta, shaded with violet, 
carmine eye, flower large; A. Rose Queen, 
purple and rose, with yellow throat, very com¬ 
pact habit, profuse bloomer ; A. Stella, magenta, 
spotted with carmine, orauge eye, flowers 
serrated on the edge; A. Williamsi, vivid 
scarlet, largo flowers, compact branching habit. 

3608 — rouble Cinerarias.—This is a 
case of reversion from double to single flowers, 
an occurrence that is not unusual in Cinerarias 
whether the plants are raised from seeds or off¬ 
sets. It is possible that you have unwittingly 
assisted the plants to revert back by growing 
them in too rich soil, or giving them strong 
liquid stimulants. I am, however, inclined to 
think that the high temperature which we have 
had this spring has something to do with it by 
hurrying the plants into flower. In a general 
way the double varieties do not bloom so early 
as tbe single ones.—J. C. C. 

- Tho Double Cinerarias do not, as a rule, 
become single, and if propagated year by year 
from offsets and grown in good soil there is no 
alteration in the character of the flowers. If 
the plants were grown in poor soil the proba¬ 
bilities are that the flowers would be not so 
double, and might become single. The only 
suggestion I can make is to advise taking the 
offsets, plant each one singly in a thumb-pot, and 
pot them on as they require it, using good loam, 
to whioh has been added a third part of decayed 
manure, some leaf-mould, and sand. The plants 
should be grown in a well-ventilated garden 
frame.—J. I). E. 
-These do oooaelonally revert book to the single 

form, but the backsliders have In my expertenoe been few 
in the oase of a good strain to start with.—E. II. 

3619.—Culture of Gloxinias. — If the 
plants are well attended to and have tho neces¬ 
sary situation they will flower in six months, 
but I fear yours are a little late to do that, and 
in consequence may take a month longer. As 
soon as they are large enough to handle prick 
them off into pans filled with peat and leaf- 
mould in equal parte, addingsilver-aand liberally. 
Place the pans in a shady part of the plant stove, 
Cucumber or Melon-pit, where the temporaturo 
is not lower than 65 uegs. by night and 75 degs. 
by day. When the plants have about four or 
sue leaves place them in 3jpinch pots, the stronger 
may require pots an inch wider. Use a similar 
compost as before, except that one sixth part of 
dried cow or bone-manure be added. Drain the 
pots freely as abundance of water is required at 
the roots when the growth ia being freely made. 
A position fairly close to the glass, but in the 
shade in a temperature not lower than previously 
named, is best, and if the pots can stand on a 
moist ba-e of ashes or gravel so much the better. 
Here the plants may remain until they flower.— 
8. P. 
- What do you mean by “ changing leaf !” 

Is it that the “ rough ” or proper leaves are 
being formed ? If so, they should be pricked off 
singly, 1 inch apart, in well-drained pans or 
boxes of sandy loam, peat, and leaf-mould, and 
still be kept warm, close, moist, and shaded. 
In about another month they will be ready for 
small (thumb) pots, and if when a little ad¬ 
vanced they are shifted into 3J-inoh or 4-inch 
sizes they will soon begin to show the flower- 
buds. It is quite possible to flower Gloxinias 
in six months from sowing the seed—that is to 
say, if the seed is sown in February the plants 
will begin flowering in August.—B. C. R. 
- Gloxinias will require to be pushed on in a dose 

pit to get them to bloom In six months, from seeds. If 
the seeds are sown early in February and kept continually 
growing in a warm bouse or pit, the greater part will 
flower In autumn.—E. II. 

3604.—Ericas after flowering.—The 
free-growing winter*flowering Ericaa should be 
pruned back more or leas after flowering. In 
due time a new growth will break out, and when 
the young shoots are an inoh or two long, shift 
into larger pots, if they require it, using the 
best brown | fibrous peat, rammed in firmly. 
After pbtungi keep a little closer for a time in a 

I pit or fraftjif. The watt ring must at all times 
have careful attention. Sum of omission or 

RANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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commission with this class of plants are very 
often fatal. Whoever undertakes to look after 

Heaths must study the condition of the plant 

by rapping the side of the pot. This is the best 

guide. More hard-wooded plants are ruinod 
by careless watering than anything else. In 
July, when the growth is completed, set the 

plants on a cool ash-bed outside to ripen. House 

in September.—E. H. 

-The free-growing Ericas, of which E. hye- 

malis may be taken ns the type, should be pruned 

as soon as they have finished flowering. Cut the 
strong young wood back to within 2 inches or 

3 inches of its base; the weaker growths need 

not be shortened much. The slow-growing 
species and garden varieties of the E. tricolor 

type need no pruning, except it may be to 

shorten any growth or growths that are likely 
to grow moro freely than the others. When 

they have started to grow again after flowering, 
they may be repotted, using good fibrous brown 
peat of a sandy character. Ericas aro easily 

grown, but are sometimes injured by neglect to 

water them. If the sandy peat becomes over- 
dry, it is rather difficult to moisten it through¬ 

out again, and the fine, hair-like roots are killed 

by overdryness. Ericas also liko an airy position 
when under glass, and cannot boar a forcing 

temperature. Even in winter the temperature 

of the greenhouse where they aro kept should 
not be high. Enough artificial hoat to keep 

out the frost is all that is required ; a high tem¬ 

perature and a close atmosphere are sure to bring 
mildew. This parasite is troublesome, and 

should be destroyed as soon as observed by 

dusting with flowers of sulphur.—J. D. E. 

3607- — Treatment of Palms. — The 
better classof Palms aro hot-house plants, and uro 

easily grown. They require liberal treatment— 
that is, good rich loam and decayed manure, 

and plenty of water when growing; but it is 
astonishing how they manage to grow and 

thrive in flower-pots, small for the size of the Slants. They may bo repotted at any time. I 
ave frequently left them in small pots until the 

mass of roots split them in two ; repot firmly, 
ramming the compost well in.—J. D. E. 

3633.—'Which Is the right boiler?— 
This is a difficult question toanawor, as opinions 

vary as to which is the best boiler. I have my 
own views on this matter, which, if expressed 

hero, might lead to the assumption that undue 
preference was given to a certain manufacturer 

You appear to have sound views about the 
various forms of boilers now in use, and I gladly 

follow you when you give preference to a form 

that requires setting in brickwork, like tho coil 
The only objection I have to the coil is that they 

quickly burn out; but they aro open to the 
same objection of which you complain of in 

other forms—of the waste of heat up the 

ohimney. You will, however, have to boar 

with this. Next to the coil, I should prefer a 
tlued saddle, as this form is tho most economical 

with regard to the consumption of fuel of auy 

that I am acquainted with when it is properly 
fixed, and a small size will be sufficient to heat 

250 feet of 4-iuch piping. Although tho forms 

which you mention are cheap enough in tho first 
place, you must bear in mind that the interior 

parts of the furnace quickly burn out. One of 

these forms of boilers, which cost mo C4 when 
new, got so out of repair at tho end of t ho second 
year that I had to lay out considerably over ,1'1 
to get it into working order again. Any hot- 

water engineer will fix a Aued saddle and gua¬ 

rantee it to last for ten years without any further 
expense to you. If you compare this statement 

with the account of my experience of those 
forms that do not require setting in brickwork, 

you can quickly decide which will be the 

cheapest in the end, to say nothing about the 
worry of having to replace the worn-out parts 

in the independent forms.—J. C. C. 

- This is by no means an easy question to 

answer. There are so many different kinds of 
boilers, and all, or nearly all, have their good 

(and bad ?) points. One of the most easily man¬ 

aged, satisfactory, and economical boilers I ever 
had to heat about this quantity of piping was a 

“ Star’’(upright independent cylindrical type, 
with waterway all round the fire). It seldom 

needed attending to more than twie* a day- 

morning and evening—when tao bufx-rve-* 

cleared of ashes ana clinkers, the\io3|fcp't,Ue 

up, and the draught regulated. There wa' 

always a good fire in the morning, and the pipes 

as hot as at night, while, except in severe 

weather, it consumed very little over a bushel 

of coke in the twenty-four hours. It cost £5, 
and after nearly four years of steady work was 

still in good condition ; but, as a rule, these 

boilers do not last more than fivo or six years. 

Those of a conical or slightly tapering form are 
the best, as the coke is not so liable to “ hang ” 

in the hopper as in those of the cylindrical form. 
A plain saddle, properly set, would do the work 

well and economically, and last much longer; but 

the cost of the boiler, fittings, brickwork, See., 

would amount to twice or thrice that of the fore¬ 

going. Coils are much oheaper than any other 
kind of boiler, but they are not particularly 

economical in working, and especially if not 

properly set and carefully fired, soon burn out. 
The cast-iron saddle, with waterway back 

and two side exits into flues, is an oxcollent 
boiler in every way, and with careful stoking 

will last a lifetime. I should choose either this 

or one of the “ Star ’’ typo.—B. C. R. 

THE KITCHEN GARDEN. 

LATE CELERY. 

Tiib supplies of late Celery must soon be taken 
into consideration, and at this season of the year 

places such as old spent hot beds are available 

lor raising this crop. I am well aware that it 
has been advised in warm districts to sow on 

an open south border for the last crop, but I do 

Celery “ Sandringham Dwarf White." 

not advise this, as I get better results by getting 

the seed up as quickly as possible after sowing 
To do this, a moist, close place is essential, as in 

tho open the seed-bed dries up quickly, and 
frequent supplies of water have to be given. It 

sown in a cold frame, it should be where the 

light can bo removed as soon as tho third leaf i* 
formed as it is necessary to got a short, sturdy 

growth. As soon as the seedlings appear above 

ground no time should bo lost in 
Thinning to give the seedlings room to 

develop. When sown in this way it should be 

on a flat surface, as if sloping, the moisture, so 
necessary to the well-doing of the plants, escapes. 

Some advise sowing in heat, but as far as my 

experience goes for tho late crop the less heat 
the better. A close place and enough moisture 

to cause germination are all that are necessary 

at tho start, and there must be no lack of 
moisture as soon as the seedlings commence to 

form the rough or third leaf. I con rider it 

one of the worst systems to sow these late crops 

in pans or boxes, as often through press of work 
the seedlings get drawn and weakly, and fro 

quently a month or six weeks is lost before grow i h 

starts. If grown as sturdily as possible, they 

never suffer from their shift when planted out. 
When sown thinly and plenty of room can be Even, there is no necessity for transplanting the 

te lot, as if given plenty of room toe seedlings 
can be lifted with a good ball and planted direct 

into their permanent quarters. I believe muoh 

of tho success of the plants depends upon the 

ttment in the earlier stages and the amount 

Itoisture. I find that seedling [lHf$A£ 
„ut of the seed-bed, provided they have been 

grown as hardy as possible with plenty of space, 
ao much better than those raised in heat and 

transplanted. The Celery when planted &s 
advised need not be so large as is often the case ; 

indeed, it is often too large. When raised os 

above, there will be no flagging, no shading, and 

no loss of outside leaves. I grow two varieties 
for late work, and find them most suitable on 

our light soil. To give a supply through Jan¬ 

uary and February I prefer Sandringham Dwarf 
White (here figured), and find it excellent; 

it remains good to the last ; and to carry on 

the supply till May Standard-bearer is my 

favourite variety—indeed, I find no other remain 
good so long a time without running. It may be 

had good to the middle of May with little trouble. 

Some mayobject toit forcooking on accountofits fiink colour, but as April comes in there is very 

ittle pink left. It is equally usefulasa vegetables! 

the white kinds. I do not grow the large Celeries 
tor late use. I find them less useful, and after 

several years’ experience of this variety I can¬ 

not fail to recommend it as the most useful I 
have grown. Celery, like other vegetables, 

differs in different soils, so that those who find 

a special variety succeed should not reject it 
for those thoy have not tried. The 

Earthing cp of late Celery has much to do 

with its good keeping If earthed up too early, 
growth is arrested and premature decay sets in. 

To get hardy Celery to resist severe weather, 

earthing-up must be delayed till tho last 

moment. This allows the weather to harden 
the growth and there is never any check, as the 

longer tho carthing-up is deferred, weather 

permitting, the later the Celery will keep, and 
though the plants when grown on the surface 

may require u little soil to prevent the leaves 
going wide, earthing-up should be avoided as 

long as possiblo, 1 have also seen too muoh 

manure placed in the rows for late Celery. I 

do not think it is necessary, as it promotes a 
soft, succulent growth, often causing it to run. 

I prefer a moderate quantity, and to give two or 

three dressings of fish-manure during the 
Browing season. Tho fish-manure prevents slugs 

doing injury when the soil is placed to the 

plants. Salt is also good given in moderate 
quantities, placing it in the rows before water¬ 

ing. Plenty of water is necessary in dry 

seasons, and liquid-manure when in active 

growth is also beneficial. 0. 

3003.— Forcing Rhubarb for market 
—Rhubarb is very easy to force ; it is only » 

question of artificial heat of some kind, and a 

good stock of strong roots of the early kinds for 

gathering first, and Victoria for later uso. Every 
Rhubarb-grower acts according to his con¬ 

veniences. There is no hotter place for forcing 
Rhubarb than in a roomy Mushroom houso. A 

friend who grows Cucumbers largely, fills ono of 

his long houses with Rhubarb roots packed 

closely together, leaviug a path down the oenlre 
for gathering and watering. There are many 

ways of forcing Rhubarb ; everything depends 
upon circumstances and the means at disposal. 

A good deal of the forced Rhubarb comes from 
Yorkshire, and is forced by utilising the waste 

steam from tho boilers in the factories.—E. II. 

3014.—Dark spots on Tomato leaves. 

—There can be little doubt that your plants are 
aff-ctod with the Tomato dieeaso (cladieporium). 

caused probably by shutting up the house closely 
at night, with too muoh moisture about. The 
best course is to dust the leaves of the plants 

(chiefly on tho under sides) with sulphur, to 

ventilate abundantly not only by day hut to 
some extent at night also, unless very cold out¬ 

side, and keep the atmosphere moderately dry, 

HI 

-The dark spots are fungus growths, and if not got 
rid of by by a freer ventilation and a more buoyant condi¬ 
tion of atmosphere Inside they will spread until all tee 
foliage la destroyed.— E. H. 

Dressing Asparagus beds with fish- 
manure.—The old system of dressing with 

salt in damp, showery weather is not adopted so 

freely since the artificial manures have been eo 
much used. The value of salt for the above in 

some soils is much greater than in others, but 

the time of applying it most be taken into con¬ 

sideration, as if wet clay land is dressed too 
soon, growth, instead of being assisted, i* 

retarded. ifcjit pi.ui I have found is to drees 

the beds several times during the season of 
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cutting. For early dressing 1 have found 
nothing to equal fish-manure. It ia an excel¬ 

lent fertiliser, and does not retard growth 
by keeping the bods in a cold, wet state. I have 

great faith in fish-manure, as I find it excellent 

for Celery, and equally good when applied to 
Seakale whilst making the summer growth. It 

is also reasonable in price. I do not adviso a 
heavy dressing at first, but to dress lightly 

eeveral times during the season, and in dry 

weather to wash it down to the roots by flooding 
with the hose. I used fish-inanure largely for 

our permanent forced beds, and it is surprising 
the difference in growth when the beds are 

uncovered and a dressing of manure applied 

before the new permanent growth is made. 
Fish-manure, being very powerful, must be care¬ 

fully applied. I have used guano and soot 

Mercury (Good King Henry) as a 
vegetable.—This plant is not much grown in 
some districts, but in Lincolnshire it is in every 

cottager’s garden. A few years ago I was igno¬ 

rant as to its qualities as a vegetable. At this 
season when green vegetables are scarce it forms 

a welcome dish, and those who like Spinach 
will not object to it. This vegetable is useful 

on account of its hardiness, as it will live where 

Spinach is killed. It ia not over fastidious as 
to soil, but is worth good cultivation, and may 

be sown on good land well manured, giving it a 
warm position. The cottager generally gives 

it a warm corner next the cottage facing south, 

and thus gets early growth. When highly cul- 
tivated the shoots may be had of a good size, 

and if these are earthed up in the early part of 

the year with decayed manure or leaf-soil, they 

HOUSE & WINDOW GARDENING. 

UNTRAINED AZALEAS FOR TABLE 

DECORATION. 

The exceeding beauty of a naturally-grown 
Azalea as a table plant when in flower is well 

shown in the annexed illustration. The question 
may reasonably be asked why, generally speak¬ 

ing, the Azalea, one of the most beautiful of all 
our greenhouse plants, is specially selected as a 

fitting victim for the mathematically accurato 
trainer to exercise his skill upon ? True, the 

plant in question readily lends itself to this ill- 
treatment, and the beauty and profusion of its 

flowers in their season to some extent gloss over 

the unnatural form which the plant is made to 
assume, one that is, moreover, quite contrary 

An untrained Azalea (or table decoration. 

mixed with salt, but pi 

Those who can utiliso liquid manure from the 

cvw-yard daring the summer months will find 

it the best fertiliser, especially in hot, dry 
weather on raised beds in light soils.—G. 

French Se&ns.—It is not safe to sow 
Ftench Beans much before May 10, and then 

only a few should be sown. A part of a warm 

south border should be given up for the earliest 
■owing. Seeds may be forwarded in small pots 

or boxes if needed. The soil for Frenoh Beans 
must be in a highly fertile state, and also well 

pulverised. For the smaller growing varieties 

the rows should be 2 feet apart, and for the 
stronger growers 30 inches will not be any too 

1st apart. The seeds must be sown thii 
u» double rows about 4 inches apart. Tl 

opurse is to allow a few 'eittss. Metis to 

“finning, especially for the earliest crop.—. 

arc but little inferior to Asparagus, and may be 

served in the same way. The shoots must be 
used young, as tho outside skin soon becomes 

hard. This if left must be removed from the 
older growth. The seed should be sown in 

April or May in rows 2 feet apart, thinning out 

the plants to 1 foot or more on good soil. Divide 
as soon as the shoots commence to grow. —W. 

35*8. —Tomatoes In a small boose.—A good 
deal depends upon tbs kind of Tomato grown as 
regards setting early In the season. Perfection Is not 
a good setter, bnt then if only two or three fruits 
set In a bunoh tbe orop will be a falrtv heavy one. Con¬ 
ference and Ham Oreen Favourite are good setters, and 
the Old Red never falla-E. H. 

Drawings for " Gardening."—/tenders trill 
kindly remember that we ore glad to pet ipeeiment of 
beauCiful or rare Jiowere and good fruit e and vegetableI 

foi driku I’Jf-* The draurinat so made will be 
.V reef Manner, and will appear in due 
asaeubra illustkatiid. 

to its nature. Azaleas do not naturally grow 
into perfectly-formed pyramids or bushes so 

accurato in outlino that they appear to have 

been clipped into shape with a pair of shears. 
On the contrary, their greatest beauty mainly 

consists in the tendency they have to form an 
irregular outline. All the training really requi¬ 

site for even the largest plants of Azaleas is 
judicious stopping of the shoots when the plants 

are young, and a low well-placed stakes and tics 
to support the main branches when a more ad¬ 

vanced period of their existence has been 
reached. Anyone taking up the oulture of this 

delightful plant, whioh can bo grown to perfec¬ 

tion in a cool greenhouse, and when in flower 
be removed to the dwelling-house, for the first 

time, should bear these facts in mind, and bv so 

doing estreat amount of; labour which would be 
much better devoted'~to'other work in the 
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garden would be saved, and the result will not 
only give pleasure to the worker, but also to 

those who only see the fruit of his labour. 

_ H. B. 

3555.—Palm leaves dplnf. —A frequent 
reason for the common complaint that the tips 
of Palm-leaves grown in rooms are apt to turn 
brown is that they are injured by being brushed 

against. A thoughtless servant will often take 
the plant otf a table and push it against the 

wall or the furniture while she dusts, which 

naturally destroys the tips of the leaves. But 
if this is not the case, it may be that the brass 

bowl in which it stands is in fault. Surely the 

plant is not growing in a brass pot ? If so, it 
must, of course, die for want of air to its roots, 
to say nothing of want of drainage ; but probably 

“L M. L.” means that the earthenware pot 

is slipped into anothor of brass. If, howevor, 
this second cover is a tight fit, it would impede 
the air, and render the roots unhealthy, while it 

may retain water at the bottom whioh should 
run off. Palms need thorough drainage, and 

should never stand in water ; they must not, of 
course, be ever dust-dry, but, on the other hand, 

should never l>o watered until the upper soil is 
dry (not moderately wet), then giving enough 

to run through the pot, but emptying the saucer 
an hour after watering If the Palm is unhealthy, 

it will be well to examine its roots at once, as it 

may be repotted at this time of year ; and after 
giving it a slight shift, with plenty of drainage 

(well arranged so that the water can pass off), 
and ramming down the new soil with a stout 

stick between the old ball of roots and the pot, 
the plant had better be put for two months or 

more into a hot-house or conservatory, where it 

will have a chance of starting new roots and 
throwing up healthy leaves. The compost 

needed for a Palm can be bought ready mixed 
in a small bag at the horticulturaliats ; this is a 

more economical plan than buying the separate 
necessary parts of it. Another good plan for an 

amateur is to take the plant to a nurseryman, 

and get him to pot it and plunge it in heat for 

ALPINE AURICULAS. 

Many appear to think that the raising 
of Auriculas from seed is attended with 

of the alpine or show varieties, this method is 
far preferable to growing the young seedlings 

along in pots, as they give much less trouble and 
vu auuvuiN iiviu ouuu u caut/vimtu irttu I    i , i . ., - ;■ T. 

some difficulty and a considerable amount of m<*ke double the growth If any are 

less taking iU origin in the frequent when n bloom for potting up the followmg 

failures arising from an imperfect appro- August The best position for Auriculas isun- 

ciation of the character of this hardy doub^d y a north border, but it must not be 
flower. A method frequently followed is that overshadowed by trees or high buildings. A 
ofsowing in warmth in early spring. There are ^rtain amount of sunshine is, I am convinced, 

two objection, to this metUf, one being that beneficial, and this the plants will get in early 

the germinating power, of Auricula seed, de- looming and towards the close of the afternoon 

crease at a rapid rate when kept out of the soil; m. * P°fth \'P?ot> ,f ,ther6 ia ?° obatacle tho 

the other that the Auricula is naturally very **®,88,<m of,th,e I P" Planta 
impatient of the application of artificial warmth ful1? ^posed to the sun, and they bloom re- 
So far from artificial heat conducing to free and "iarkably well; but I find that if we get hot 

quick germination, I believe the contrary to be "?n>hlne wl}\' a dry oondiUon of the soil the 

Jh.ci.withthi. .t I.*/ ti,. 

erroneous impression doubt 
>ts, these can be selected and marked 

beneficial, and this the plants will get in early 

morning and towards the close of the afternoon 

in a north aspect, if there is no obstacle to the 
admission of the sun’s rays. I grow my plants 

fully exposed to the sun, and they bloom re- 

?h7ca.^ The blooms quickly Ic^ their freshness They la. 

important point is to employ new seed, and for ?°ubl° T t,me wh,ere thf? «°».l>o the effects of 

this reason I would advise those who may intend lhe ™dday 8Un and winds that so fre- 
to raise a stock of young plants to order the tympany ,t in spring Hot sun, 

seed when the nature! blSoming season of the 'roata- and. h**vy raln8 are the «reat e“e.“llea * 

Auricula arrives, specially stipulating that it Aur!?u'“‘V.uT ^M°n’^ ^ 
shall be fresh gathered and to be sent on a. soon admitted that ^ aedom e8?P® the*fTecU 
os ripe. Seed purchased in spring has, of course. ol.the8e advera® c,hmat*' conditions Heavy 

passed some months out of the ground, and c,on\e mo,tly the a°uth and weat- 80 
Although it may 1h> quite good, its germinating Plan* lnaoor^ or east position are less 
powers are so sluggish that one can expect but a ‘kely to have their blooms spo.fed. I have not 
sprinkling of plants when sown. Th£e should [°n“d[Auriculas very capricious as regard, soil, 

be carefully taken out with a. little disturbance but they are impatient of stagnant mouture at 

of the soil a. possible, for it must not be con- th.e, ™°l duri“g ™“th8- Where the 
eluded that the seed, that have not germinated 80‘1 8 “atural> hef7 lt 18 better to plant some- 
are bad ; they will in all probability come up what ab<>ve the ordinary ground level, and some 

later on. The best thing to do is to plunge the flver “nd ^‘‘8^ material of any kind should 
pots in a cold frame, covering the soil with Moss be ‘dded. The best results will, of course, be 
and just looking to them now and then during Stained when good loam is used. In light 

the summer, so that the soil doe. not get dry. In P°rou8 801>8 they ar« aPfc 10 , have. lh*‘r 
this way mostof the seed, will come up in autumn blooming - time considerably shortened by 

or during the winter, so that by the following drou?]lt' a“d »* 80I?e 8°^ h.°,ld*n8 lo»® 
March every good seed will have made a plant added- 8urfaco aho.u'd ** mulched with 
It ha. always appeared to me that Auricula. Cocoa,nut-fibre or something similar A. 
germinate most freely at a temperature but regards transplanting, I am in favour of doing 

Tittle above freezing. It is probable that in tbi. early in autumn, as then the soil gets wel 

alpine regions they germinate under their snow 8etl,ed round the roots by winter. In a general 

a month or two, hardening it off gradually again 

before it is replaced in a room.—I. L. R.' 

- The plants have possibly got into a 
thoroughly bad condition at the roots, or you 

give too much water, as unless the I’alm has sun 
lhe soil docs not get dry very ouickly, but 

becomes sodden ana unhealthy. If the roots 
are at fault turn the plant out of the pot, 

and this is a good season of the year for tho 
work. The soil used should be good 

yellow fibry loam, mixed with a fair pro¬ 
portion of sharp silver-sand, or you may use 

fibry peat; but whatever is used must be made 

very firm, otherwise success will not come. 
(Jive the plant, if possible, a little heat after 

repotting, so as to got it well established again 

quickly, and take care not to ovorwater, others 
wise it will soon die. During the summer 

months somo shade is necessary to get the 

foliage of a fine deep-green colour, and a good 

supply of water is necessary. —C. T. 

3628. —Auriculas in pots.—It would not 

do to place a number of offsets together in 
5 inch pots in order to save trouble. Auriculas 
require a good deal of attention, and no one 

would be likely to sucoeed who begins to talk 

about saving trouble. All offsets should be re¬ 
moved as soon as ever they are ready to be txken 
off. Plant one, two, or three of them in 
thumb-pots, and pot them off again as required. 

The Auricula needs good rioh soil in order to 

do it well. Good fibrous yellow loam three 
parts, one part decayed manure, and one part 
leaf-mould, is a good compost for them. The 

only way to get thoso shy of producing offsets 

to do so freely is to cut the plant over ; it 
will break out freely from the crown.—J. D. E. 

3609.—Watering a garden.—After the 
long spell of dry, lovely weather whioh we have 

had watering should either be very thorough or 

only those plants which seem to be suffering 
from laok or moisture should bo watered with a 

spout—thoroughly drenched, in fact. Sprink¬ 
ling only tends to weaken your plants, as it 

Induces them to form their roots near the surface, 

instead of striking downwards. During the last 

two months I havo watered nothing, unless it 
absolutely required it, and my/plants look 
vigorous, and are] remarkably/orVard th 
time of year.—A. G. Butler. vj ^ ( 

covering, and a German grower advises as a wa? * .«• advl8able to transplant Auricula, 

certain way of getting the reeds to grow freely evo7 lblrd year- “ tb«y have a tendency to 

that they be sown in winter, covering the soil Puah. th«f °ro"“ abov® tbe soil, in time that they be sown in winter, covering the soil PU8h. thelr, aDove ,™e •ou»,,a «“• 
with snow, whioh is to be allowed to remain °rmlD8 naked at*ma *«v®ral “ohe8 lo,D8. *nd 
until it melts. Some years ago when com- “>e ground becomes hard and sour through 

mencing the culture of there hardy Auricul.s h?a7 ral“ a'1: If.thla 18 not done many of lhe 
there happened to be a good deal written P1*®*. will die out | where- with periodical 
respecting the best way of raising them from transplanting they will yearly increase in size 
seed. Various nlans were recommended, most and effectiveness. A. to the ability of Auriculas seed. Various plan, were recommended, most ana enecuvenese. a. re ine amiiiy o. auricula, 

of whioh I tried with more or less success, but *? wllh8,ftnd the vicissitude, of our winters, 

in no single instance did I succeed in getting lt ‘PP6*" to me ‘hat if enjoying •uiUble 
the whole of the seeds to germinate, and there condition, as regard, position and soil, float 

was alway. a difference of several weeks in the alone makes no impression on them. It u 
appearance of the fir.t and last seedling, only n waterlogged .oil and when the crown. 

Eventually it occurred to me that I would try do P~P«>y ®*tnre tuat they are likely to 

sowing late in autumn, thinking that if the P®ru|n. _ 

seeds remained in the toil through the winter 
they would coino up oarlicr in tho spring, and BULBS AFTER FLOWERING, 

perhaps more regularly. They wore sown in Bulks are probably treated about tho worst of 
boxes in the ordinary way, but I allowed space any family of plants ; not only are they kept out 

for a covering of Most, a piece of glass being of the soil for weeks, and even months, after 

perhaps more regularly. They wore sown in Bulks are probably treated about tho worst of 
boxes in the ordinary way, but I allowed space any family of plants ; not only are they kept out 

for a covering of Mom, a piece of glass being of the soil for weeks, and even months, after 

put on to keep off drip. They wore plunged to they ought to lie rooting, and gathering strength 
the rims in a cold frame, remaining undis- for flowering, but directly the bloesoms fade we 

turbed until the end of the year, when, happen- hear people talking of digging them up again at 
ing to look to them, I found young plants this time of year. I am constantly receiving 

coming up ; by the end of January tney had queries as to whether the bulbs that begin to 

quite covered one side. Every seed appeared look seedy had not better be dug up, dried, and 
t. 1..... __:_mu- #-u_• _ . i . n , .i_mi_< # _ -i *._ 
to have germinated. The following' year stored away. But the middle of April is far too 

I adopted the same plan, and with soon to lift even the very earliest flowering 

identical results. It is, therefore, very evident bulbs, and the middle of May is plenty soon 

The following 
) plan, and very earliest flowering 

of May is plenty soon 

that in the case of the Auricula, artificial heat enough ; in fact, where it ia possible I like to let 

is not likely to favourably influence germination, the foliage get quite sere and yellow before 
Autumn sowing is, however, preferable for 

the reasons above given, and the sooner the seeds 

enough ; in fact, where It is poeaiuie l nice re let 
the foliage get quite sere and yellow before 
lifting is done, for as long as any life ia 

left in the foliage, it is doing some useful tne reasons aoove given, ana me sooner the seeds left in the foliage, lt is aoing some usciui 

are committed to the soil after maturing the work for the bulbs, and, as a rule, tender 
better. Requiring a considerable number of bedding plants that usually follow bulbs 

plants, I dispense with pans or boxes and sow cannot safely be planted out until the middle of 

in a frame whore the young seedlings can remain May. Now, if the bulbs are expected to lost 
through the winter. The soil is well watered good for any length of time no pains should be 

before sowing, the seeds being very thinly spared to get the bulbs carefully ripened off in 
covered and kept quite dark until they come up. the soil as long as possible ; but if any vitality 

I find that in this way it is no more difficult to remains in the foliage when it is imperative 

raise Auriculas than the common Blue Lobelia. 

remains in the foliage when it is imperative 

that they must be lifted, do it in the following 
With the shelter of a frame the young plants manner—viz , take a steel fork and, digging 

remain quite fresh and green all throug them up carefully with all the roots that oan be 

winter, presenting quite a different appearance got, lay them in boxes packed closely together 
from older specimens at that timo of year, with a little soil worked among the bulbs, so 

In hot summer weathor they should be kept that they may derive all the benefit possible 

well watered with an occasional dose of liquid- from the foliage, and after they are perfectly a 
manure, and by the end of the autumn they will rest divest them of the old foliage and store 

mike nice little specimens large enough to yield them awsy in a cool, dry place, until thj time 

a pbaerato amount of bloom. Even when ehpioo for planting again corses round. 

Tjy'irTdiacd seed has to be dealt wHinJ'wEeilwr ! '-'t ^Lu > J. G., Hauls. 
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RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS. 

Questions—Qua to i end imwn ere tnwrUd in 
aaiawAM tfckargt if eerrespenlent* f> Uowtherulet 
kart laid down for that auioanoe. AU «om» unioatiom 
for Insertion showid be clearly and ooreisely written on 
°r* sideof the paper only, and aidrettea to tie Editor o) 
Ounirnu, 57, Bomhamptori-etreet, Oooe1 t-garden, Lon 
dm. Letteri on bueincet thould bt i n! to the PuBLUtin. 
n* name and addreu of the tender ate required in 
addition to any designation he miy detire to be uted in 
the paper. When more than one \u*ry it tent, each 
thould be on a lepaiale pieoe of pc per. Unanswered Series thould be repeatea. Corre ponder tt u ould bear 

mind that, at Gasdsnixs hot to be ent to press toim 
time in adoanoe of date, thou < anno* a!v ayt 11 replied U 
in the inue immediately foVew'/rg tie root pt tf their 
eimmunieatic n«. 

Aurwdtn (which, with the eaotptlon oftuhat ranno, 
weU be elattOed, wiU be found in then dlfe ent depart¬ 
ment*) thould alwayt bear the number and title placed 
aaamtt the query replied to, and our reeden will greatly 
obhge tit by advwing. at far at their knowledge and 
obeerzationa permit, the etrretyondent* «4c test strut 
ana*. Conditions, toilt, and meant vary to it Anilely 
that teveral anewert to the tame queetion miy < Hen be 
•fry useful, and those who reply would do well to mention 
the looahtiee in which their tiperienoe ie gained. Cerror 
pendent* who refer to article! inter ted in Oardisiss 
thould mention the number in whieh they appeared. 

3657—Celsla cretica—Will someone kindly tell me 
where to buy tbe wed of thle flower?— R. 8. 

3068—Dandelion on a tennis-lawn.—Will any. 
oae kindly tell me how to destroy Dandelions on a tennis- 
lawn ?—F. B. II. 

3650.—A cleanly plant stimulant--Will some 
me please to reoommend a olranly Rood etlmulant tor 
Isdy's use for herbaoeous plant*, Pjeonlee, Ac. ?—Scorn. 

3660.—Treatment of an Oleander.—I have a 
> OODK Oleander about 8 tnebra blah. Should tbe top of 
jh^ shoot be pinched out, and what eoll ie beet for Itf- 

3601.—'Wire-netting for Peas—Would wire-net- 
tlrg do for Peoe Ineteod of Pea ro de with large stakes 
driven in tbe ground for such a Pea as Duke of Albany ?— 
Batliy. 

3161.—Keeping Apples—Will anyone kindly tsll 
me how I oan keep 8oarlet Nonpareil Apples until nsxt 
August? Those I bavs are good sound fruit, and I want 
to kssp them to—H. 0. 

3663—Bottling Oreen Peas—Will anyone kindly 
give ms a recipe for bottling Green Peas and Soarlet 
Runner Brens, to at to ketp them in their green state for 
uee in winter?—Likdvx. 

3061—Beet Uelon and Vegetable Marrow. 
— Will anyone kindly tell me tbe best kind of Melon and 
Vegetable Marrow to grow In open ground and all particu¬ 
lars of rear leg tbe same ?—11. W. H. 

3605. — Chrysanthemums for show. — Will 
'1 E M." kindly oblige with remainder of oulture of Chrye- 
aiithemums tor show, as he kiodly promised In Gariknino 
letue of Deo. 8rd., Ib92 y—W. E. Andeoso*. 

Sli6)-M#lon "Little Heath."—I am raising some 
"Etule Heath "Mr lone In a email frame hot-bed. Will 
" J. 0. 0.” give me a few plain, practical blnte as to the 
treatment of tbs plants when raised?—C. A. M. 

SOOT.-Malmabjon Carnations—Would someone 
kindly (ell me the beet way of growing tbe above ? I bad 
a beautiful strong plsnt doing well all the winter and full 
of buds ; In one day It began to droop, and within the week 
teemed quite dead—A. B. 

3663—Wlreworms in a flower-garden —I am 
troubled with a great number of wire worm* In my flower- 
garden which eat tbe plant* of! Just below the eurfaoe of 
lb* ground. Will anyone kindly tell me of something 
that will destroy them ?—Doli ihu. 

■1863—Stopping a Vine.—Will someone pleoae tell 
rue when to etop my Vine? It Is now In bud. Should 
ihs shoots be stopped and pruned before or after It has 
(lowered? Is It too late to use stimulant* to the root, 
which is outside the house?—L. T. 

8670—Narcissus not flowering.—What would be 
the reason of a long row of Double Narcissus not flower¬ 
ing ? They make lots tfdrad beads, but few flowers. Some 
years ago I took them all up and replanted them ; they 
were too Uilok, but have never had eo many flowers sinoe. 
-J. Wnntn. 

8871—Good King Henry and Salsafy.-I have 
Ju»t (owed some teed of “ Mercury " or Good King Henry 
and I And I have to leave this plaoe in autumn. Will these Slants be of sny use to take with me? Also 1 towed a 

rd of 8alsafy, and with to know If the roots can be dug 
and ttond fer winter use ?—Stamp. 

8672.- Zygopet&lum Mack ay 1-1 have Just 
bought two nice plants of Z>gop*talum Maokayl. Will 
eomeooe kindly give me eome bints as to growing these? 
Should they he in sun or shade, and when do they flower 
and what colour ? Some of tbe bulbs have no growth!. 
Will they make no more now?-Jcrr. 

*673—Lily of the Valley In a bed—Ihsvea 
large bed of Lily of lbs Valley, very ibiok Indeed ; have 
not been thinned for flfieen years. I maoure every 
winter. Is It the correct thing to thin them, and bow? 
They are in one compact mass, and I bave to examine 
closely to Arid tbe flowers—J. Wueeler. 

3671.—Unhealthy Larches — I have a number ol 
young Larches wblob seem suffering from blight or 
disease. The stems are covered with One whit* spots, tbe 
leases blacken end fall off, and eventually die. I* there 
any remedy for tble? Would washing with paraffin or 
*i>j>l hlng “** our® 1 1 b4T* lJr'kd7 <°*113 to 20 trass. 

3675. — Black Hamburgh Vine - leaves 
withering—will someone kindly **y whatxanted my 
Vme-leaye* to partly wither or go brown If The 
P'anted In an intlde border In n im.. to house.Vl 
a r every morpipg about 0 o'clock. The beat 

to more than 00 deg*., with fall air on. Cold draught* often 
blow through tbe light*, which, I thlok, cannot be avoided, 
Tbe floor and staging are damped several times on hot day s, 
and wall two or three times. The house is closed about 
5.30p.m. There 1* no flre-beat, exoept a little In the even¬ 
ing, and I might here mention the house Ie facing south 
and Is full of pot.ploats. I shall feel thankful to any 
penon who will say bow to prevent this mischief ,\nd give 
a few hints on the future management?—Novice. 

8670.— Auriculas—I have some beautiful blooms In 
the open air, and am anxious to take offshoots to rear in 
pot* for next spring Will these survive if broken off 
without distinct roots sod potted as cuttings? If eo, 
should they be kept In pole throughout, or when well- 
rooted planted out and repotted In the autumn?— 
Suer burn. 

3677.—Pansies, dec , from seed—It Ie better to raiee 
Panties, MarguetlUe, Sweet William*. Wallflowers, and 
Forget me-nols from seed caohyear, or to keep the old 
plants for two or three seasons? If the former, wbat Ie 
the best time to sow. and Is a frame better than the 
open ground to sow In? My gall is a good dry one— 
Amaturics 

8078. — Virginian Creeper and Pyrus 
Japonloa— Can I ralae Virginian Creeper and Pjrus 
japonic* easily from outllngs, and would they strike io a 
(rams now? Would It be better to take them now or 
later, and should I take old wood or this season's shoots ? 
How long would the Pyrus be before It would flower from 
outtioge « inobee long—Amaturicb. 

3679.- Coelogyne crlstata—Is it necessary to repot 
Cmlogyne orletata, Chatsworth variety, every year? Mv 
plants have Just born* flower-spikes, which being faded I 
cut off, and immediately more eplkes have begun to grow 
from other and same bulb*. Are these more flowers or 
new bulb growths ? I did not know. 1 ImagiDe If flowers, 
repotting would be Injurious?—Judy. 

8080.—Tap-water—Will tap-water obtained from 
the waterworks, oontalnlng a quantity of eoda. Injure 
Slants In tbe greenbouse that are watered with it? Aleo 

It Injurious to plants out of the greenhouse, and if eo 
what can I do to make it fit for use for either purposes or 
for syringing? I should be glad of an answer from any 
person who ho* had to deal with suoh water—J. R. 

8681—A plague of caterpillars —Shell begiod 
to know what ie the beet remedy for a plague of oater- 
pillars ? The Oooeeberry-trees are fast being cleared of 
all their leaves, and tbe Red Currant* similarly, but It 
•eeme the Gooseberry foliage le tbe favourite. I have 
tried paretttn and water (wloe glass snd half to gallon), 
alto Jsye's Disinfectant, but they are as active as ever. 
—J. Wheeler. 

3692.—Sewage In the garden.-I have a pump In 
my garden conneoted with a Unk to whloh all the sewage 
of a large house ie oonduoted, together with dralnsge 
water, by a pipe about 100 yards long. My gardener 
doubts whether tbe liquid pumped up is fit for uee at 
liquid-manure In the garden, and a* I am not well up la 
the eubjeot myself I shall be much obliged if you will fur¬ 
nish mo with any Information about it.-0. J. Joiiksok. 

3683—Management of a Vine In a pot — 
Would "J. C. O." kindly give me a little information 
respecting tbe management of a Grape-Vine, In a 16-lnoh fit? It has two rode, one of them isMfeet long, the other 

feet long. The longest rod has now ten bunebe*showing. 
Should I pinch back at two leaves beyond the bunch ? Aleo 
shonld I plnoh back all ehoots on both rods? How many 
bunobes may I leave on? It Is a white Grape, but I do not 
know the name of It. I Intend to plant the Vine next 
year in an Inside border in the greenhouse. The border is 
12 feet long by 3 fer t wide, the bottom Is broken btloks 
and stones, with about 1 foot of soil on the top of drain- 
age. How much more depth shall I require ?-Piiiexix. 

3684—An allotment question—I have an allot¬ 
ment of 10 perches, whloh I rent of a farmer, paying him 
6d. per perob, with others, whloh I took of hit egent last 
summer, It being the half of 20 perches held by a man who 
doe# not oultlvate his 10 perches, which, of course, has got 
very foul, and at the present time ie overrun with Coltsfoot, 
Dandelions, Thistles, Ac., which are flowering and seeding 
my ground. What power have I to stop It at onoe ? I 
have made an offer to the agent—If he will give m# Imme¬ 
diate possession I will pay the rent from March 25th last— 
whloh be refuses, but promised to get the ground dug up 
lest summer, but never eet about it. Can I force him to 
dig the ground up at once ? If eo, how should 1 proceed 
In the matter ? I may add I am a poor working man, and 
oannot afford to ooneult a eolioltor Id the matter.—Foi l 
Land. 

3685.—Questions for a Surrey garden—I have Sit the Apple and Cherry-trees kindly reoommended In 
ardenino (and much ado 1 have to keep them alive In this 

terrible drought). One thing pussies me—the Cherries are 
standards about 6 feet high below the graft, then oomre a 
bunch of about four blossoms at the foot of eome long 
straight shoots, each 18 Inches or 2 feet long. Ought these 
to be pruned book, and when and how many eyes ought 
there to be out off ? The Appie-tress are In muoh the earns 
condition. Cto 1 make a Mushroom-bed now In the open 
air without a frame ? How ought I to cut back Roses this Sear for pegging down next year? I bave bought bushes 

tile over 1 foot high of Reloe Marie lUnrletteand Charles 
Lefebvre. Ought the iboots, when they grow to be pegged 
eo as to touah tbe ground, or how high? I planted In 
November last a hedge of Thuja Lobbi on lbs top of a 
nswly made bank 3 feet high by 3 feet wide. It looks 
quite brown am} dead. Would It be any good to cover the 
roots with Cocoa-nut-flbrs? It it difficult to water aufll- 
cientlv as no hose can be used. The toll of the bank Is 
good loamy turf. How oan I save tbe trees?— Ignoramus. 

) the following queries briej editorial replies 
liven ; but readers ore invited to give further 

To 

are given 

answers should they be able to ojjer additional 
advice on the various subjects. 

86S6. - Spanish Iris (IT..)—Although late It Is best 
lo plant your bulbs of this Iris at one*. 

7|-/Burveylng greenhouses (BA-This quee- 
•JMBUrely local one ; »* oanqot advtre yMLj trculri' 

own neighbourhood 

8088. — Rhododendron fragrantlsslmnm 
(Brixtonian).—We should say you can procure this Rho¬ 
dodendron at any nursery where their culture is made a 
speciality of. 

8689.—Grass edging for borders (Amateur).— 
The best way to form Grass edgings to your flower-boraert 
will be to procure eome gooa turf, and lay down as for 
lawn making. 

3690.—Australian seeds (Antipode*).—The plants 
that you may raise from tbe Australian seeds sent j ou, we 
should say, would succeed In the temperature ot tu 
ordir ary greenbouse. 

8691.—Oyprlpedluxn barbatuxn J. Leigh) —This Slant differs from C. inelgne, inasmuch as it does not cars 
or lotm ; but It should be grown in well drained pots, in 

peat fibre and Sphagnum Moss.— 51. B. 
3092—Blanching Celery (Amateur).—Th;R term 

applied to OtJert simply means to whiten the leaves of tbe 
plant by drawing the earth up around them, and thus, 
being in darkness, they beoome white in oolour. 

3693— Building a greenhouse (B. S) —The 
better way would bo to consult a respectable greenhorn* 
builder, who would, no doubt, give you satisfaction, We 
oannot gi ve plans or estimates lor such structures. 

3694—Unhealthy Bay-tree (Laurus).—The beet 
plan would be to prune the tree bock rather hard, and 
mulch the roots well with manure, and give gnod eoakinge 
ol water In dry weather. This treatment might restore 
It to health. 

3695—Clematis-leaves tnrnlng yellow (77)— 
The probability le that you are right as to tbe oauee cl the 
Clematis-leaves turning yellow—viz., went of water at (he 
root. Give It a thorough soaking, and then muloh with 
short decayed manure. 

3696—Evergreen Japanese Aralla (Aralla 
Sleboldl) iSeotia).—The evergreen Japanese Aralu in a 
dwarf spreading plant with a single stem. Thle is the best 
and most effective way of growing—all It needs to keep It 
bushy Is abundance of light snd air. 

8697.—Heat Of vinery (B.).—The temperature In 
the newly.planted vinery may range from 65dege. at night 
t>85degn. and 90 degs. In the daytime wben the sun is 
tuning, snd make all possible us* of tbs tun's ray s by 
oloslng your house early in tbe afternoon. 

3693—Budding Roses (J■ B. D.).—Roses oan be 
budded with tuooett on the euakers that spring up from 
old stookt ; but re-plantlng your garden with young Rose 
tress on their own roots, or worked on the seedling Brier 
stock, we should imagine, would be your best plan. 

3679.— Creeper to cover archway [Archway)_ 
Plant a strong growing Clematis io run over and cover 
the arohwsy you with to hide. There are now many 
varieties, and the colour of the flowers Is very vailtd. 
They oan be obtained easily from most nurserymen. 

8700—Vines bleeding (IF. tf.)—it It dlffloult to 
stop tbe bleeding of Vines lfT as lo your oase, a branoh It 
broken off, when the sap Is in active motion—in foot, it is 
almost Impossible to arrest Its flow. Try an application to 
the wounded part of tbe ordinary painter's knotting. 

3701.-Planting out Calceolarias (Bedder).— 
These are very hardy plants, and may, generally speaking, 
be plaoed In the open ground about tble time with safely. 
In exceptionally cold localities It would perhaps be wiser 
for you to wait for a week longer before planting out. 

8702— Camellias and Azaleas In unheated 
house (btreatham).—Let (he plants oomplste their 
grow th and set tbelr flower-buds in the heated bouse, and 
wben that is tbe oaee, you can transfer them to the un- 
beated one, and give abundanoe of air during Its summer 
season. 

3708— Diseased Strawberries (FVtiif Grower).— 
If you will let ue know tbe name of the Strawberry-plants 
sent, we may be able to tell you the cause of their dying 
off eo. Are they 8lr O. Napier or British Queen. These 
kinds are sometimes very oaprioiout a* to toll and 
situation. 

3704—Marechal Nlel Rose-leaves falling off 
(Laneaetrianl—lt is evident the Rose It iDfesced with 
red-eplder. You probably keep tbe bouse too hot and 
dry, and maybe do not water sufficiently at the root. 
Sy rings freely, and avoid high temperature. Thle may 
help you. 

3705—Dracaena dying (Bern*)— Probably Ihe 
cause of the Dracwna dying Is the low temperature of the 
room in whloh you have grown It, snd tbe exposure to the 
ootd draught of an open window. Plants of nearly ell 
kinds are Impatient of draughty places, aid none more so 
then the Dracwna. 

3700.—Raspberry canes 1C. P.).-The young 
tuckers that are now springing up from the roots of the 
old Raspberry-oanes must b* allowed to remain where 
tbsy are now growing until they bave completed and 
ripened their wood In this autumn, when they oan bo 
transplanted as you dct're. 

3707— Mulching fruit-trees (Boeiham).— Allow 
tbe mulching over the roots of the fruit-trees to remain 
on throughout the summer, as then It the time of Its 
greatest value, its main use being to prevent evaporation, 
and tbus tbe trees do not tufftr to muoh from drought, 
and their general health is muoh better. 

3708— Cyprlpedlum lnslgne (J. Leigh).—This 
specie* Is beet grown in pots, wbioh, however, should lie 
well drained. It Is a plant whloh Is not very particular to 
soli, but I like to use peat-fibre and chopped Sphagnum, 
mixed with eome nice yellow fibrous loam, from which 
most of the soli bos been shaken—M B. 

3709— Syringing Roses under glass (Rose 
Amateur).—Syringe night and morning during tbe grow¬ 
ing season, or they will speedily beoome infested with 
Insects and lose thslr foliage. If done with care It will 
not Injur* the blossoms, and be oareful to use for tbe pur¬ 
pose (always, If possible) olsas, tepid soft water. 

8710—Hiding soil In a garden (Suburban).—it 
tbe soil Is (hat ol the flower-beds, then io that case you 
c)DilotilO;h»ttfrll?»n uee Cocoa-nut-fibre leluee spread 
on the surface ; but If It le tbe giound used lor tbe oulture 
,c]f v',g(Ul;!ee jr fiuJJltr.ee! t'aefi the only allowable plsq 
would be to uie a mulching ol deoayed manure. 
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3711. —Protecting Pear-trees In bloom 
(Pomona).—Certainly It Is a good plan to use protection 
lor the blossoms of your dwarf PeSf-bushes against frost, 
and It oan be easily done by having a light framework of 
wood or iron placed over them, and canvas coverings 
attached thereto to let down at night and to roll up In the 
daytime. 

3712. —'Vincas losing their leaves (Periwinkle). 
—Perhaps the Vincas have become overdry at the root 
some time during their season of growth—that would 
cause them to lose their lower leaves ; or the temperature 
of the house In which they are growing has been allowed 
to fall too low. Vinoas delight in abundance of beat, light, 
and moisture. 

8713. —How to use guano (Manure).—The best 
way of using guano for pot plants is to give It as a liquid- 
manure, adding a thumbpotful of it to about 4 gallons of 
water. Let the mixture settle, and use, In a dear state, 
about two or three times a week. You will find this a 
better plan than sprinkling the guano on the surface of 
the soil in a dry state. 

8714. — Oalantbesl turning cankery (0. 
Hadron).—I should think that they must have been over- 
watered before they oould root properly, and I do not like 
them to bo grown under Cucumbers. Qlve them more 
light, see that they are watered carefully, and that they 
are well drained. There is time enough for them to 
recover and to make good bulbe before autumn.—M. B. 

3715.—Propagating Hydrangeas (Propagator). 
—The best time in the whole year to propagate Hydrangeas 
Is the month of August, as by that time the growth has 
become firm and mature. The cuttings can be inserted 
singly in small pots in sandy soil, and, If kept dose in a 
warm frame for a time, they will soon take root, and oan 
then be potted olT as desired, using, If available, a rather 
heavy loamy soil for them. 

37ifl.-Pinks, common Pansies, and Arabia 
(Plant Lover).—Pinks are best propagated in July, using 
strong shoots whloh will strlko freely in light, sandy noil 
under a handlight In a shady position. Common Pansies 
are easily Increased by division of the old roote In August 
and September, and they will thrive well in any shady, 
cold frame, and when rooted plant out In beds. Arabis 
Is Increased with the greatest ease by division of the roots 
and replanting In autumn or spring. 

8717. —Dendroblum noblle (J. Leigh).—Well, you 
have neked me a question about pruning this plant, and 1 
do not much bclievo in the process, but you may safely 
cutaway the bulbs that have flowered, because as this 
plant blooms naturally upon the two-year-old bulbs, you 
will not Injure them in any way. How it It I do not know, 
hut in the owe of pruned planls that I have seen, they have 
(lowered upon the last made bulbs.—M. B. 

8718. - Coologyne MuuHangeana.—0. S. H’. sends 
me two Howers, saying he has a plant with five spikes, and 
the smallest number of Howers upon either spike is twenty- 
three and the most twenty-seven, and speaks of It being 
beautiful. I have no doubt but It is, and the variety too 
Is very good. This it one of the Hno plants wo have to 
thank Mr 8ander for ; I do not know its native country, 
but it does best when grown in strong heat and moisture. 
—M. B. 

8719-OdontogloBBum maculatum (Jama 
Elliott) —The dowers sent appear to have been eaten by 
a beetle or some small snail. I should think my friend 
neglects the examination of his plants after dark, and 
thus these noxious pests havo an undisturbed possession. 
Outing their busy feeding-time, you should go over the 
plants by the light of a oandle some time about ten 
o'olook, when you may oaloh them at their depredations, 
and you will by this means rid yourself of them.—M. B. 

377o — Coelogyne flacclda (J. Bicrman).—This Is 
the ppeoles you send. I opened It in the dark, and the 
odour was simply detestable. I never before was so taken 
aback with this species. It Is a dne, strong spike, and you 
should grow It in a hanging-basket above the line of 
vision. In suoh a position the oreamy-white Howers, 
marktd with reddish-brown and yellow, will have a very 
prelt > i fleet, and their malodorous perfume will not have 
any ■ fleet In the house. It likes the Kast Indian house to 
grow in, but It may be well kept in the cool end of the 
Catlleya-house during the resting season, at whioh time it 
should not be kept quite dry.—U. B. 

87 21. —Vanda Kimball Iona (M. 0. D.).- This is 
really a beautiful plant; my enquirer says " he thought It 
was like a Vanda teres, but he dnds It is not, for which he is 
very thankful." Well, if you have a plant that is well 
established, you will seo no affinity to the Vanda you 
name, for the leaven, although rounded below, havo a deep 
channel In front, and these ore of a very deep green hue. 
Then it is a very free bloomer, having fromsixtoevenadozen 
dowers upon a spike, each dower measuring about 2 inches 
across, the sepals and petals being pure white. The large 
middle lobe of the lip (wing rich purple, having some spots 
and markings of red and yellow on the side lobes. We all 
know, beside these beauties, It Is a plant that will grow 
with the Odontogloseuois, only requiring a mors sunny 
position in the house, and in suoh a position I saw the 
plants doing better than I have .vet seen It In Mr. Low's 
Nursery at Clapton, who were the Importers of this plant, 
through my esteemed friend, Mr. Boxall. It should be 
planted in sweet Sphagnum only.—M. B. 

but send again a fertile frond.-Rolit. Greening.—Don- 
wood (Cornua Mas.). —Atderson.— Specimens sent were 

rotten from being packed in wet Moss. 

Names Of fruit.—Ardmore.—The Apples were 
duly received and sent to an expert to name, but they 
were too much shrivelled to identify. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
Amaturius.—Certainly it will be a good plan to shade 

the frame used for raising seeds in during the heat of the 
day.-Amateur Carnation Grower.—You can name the 
seedling Carnations as you desire, and there is no formality 

to go through, the matter being an entirely personal one. 
-Mins Day r ell. —Apply to Mr. A. 0 Butler, The Lilies, 
124, Beckenham-road, Beckenham.-Amateur, West D. 
—We know of no book that will help you so much as read¬ 
ing Gardkvino regularly and attentively; any queries 
sent shall receive prompt attention.-C. B. W., Constant 
Reader.—Syringe tho Peaches freely with Tobacoo and 

eoapy-water and give plenty of water to the roots. Dress 
over the Gooseberries with Hellebore-powder; mind, the 
latter is poisonous. J. Keshan.—A Hne dower of Rho¬ 
dodendron Nuttall. If you have given the plant any 
special treatment we should be glad of a note from you on 

the matter.-East Kent.—We know nothing of the book 
you name. 

POULTRY & RABBITS. 

3423. —Chickens dying. — Laburnum seeds 
arc usually looked upon as poisonous, and if 
“S, R. G.’’ has any doubts about the matter 
ho should arrange to keep the birds out of reach 
of the seeds. It is quite possible that the chicks 

referred to in fhe query were poisoned ; still, 
it is not absolutely certain that this was the 
case, for the symptoms described are not unlike 
those whioh would be apparent in the case of 
chicks suffering from pneumonia or inflammation 

of tho lungs. Tho wcathor too might have 
affected them, as tho nights and early mornings 

havo been cold.—Doulting. 

3454 —Pullet continuing to lay 
miniature eggs.—“ Pullet” can do nothing 
to mend matters. The bird in question is prob¬ 
ably imperfectly formed, and the best way to 
deal witn her is to kill her at once. It may be 
taken as a good rule to follow, that whenever 

there is any defect in the eggs regularly laid by 
a hen, Duck, or Goose, it is more economical to 
get rid of the bird than to doctor her, since no 

improvement can be expected until egg-produc¬ 
tion has been temporarily suspended, so that the 
egg-organs may receive a rest; and it frequently 
happens when tho bird begins to lay again that 

matters are as bad as ovor. The faot is, tho egg- 
organs cannot be interfered with to any extent, 
and it is wiser in the end to leave them alone.— 

Doulting. 

BIRDS. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 
,*. Any communications respecting plants or /mils 

sent to name should always accompany the parcel, which 
should be addressed to the Editor of Gakdk.vi.no Illos- 
tkatkd, 37, Southampton-stieet, Strand, London, W.C. 

Names of plants. — D.,/.—Dsndrohium auperbum. 
-iridium Parsons.—1. Goniopteria soolopendroides ; 
2, Adiantum tenerum ; 8, Fieri* Kingisna ; 4. Chellanthes 
atabamansis.-S. J. B.—All forms of Dendroblum 
noblle, but not a good dower amongst them.-A”. P.— 
Akebia qnlnata.-S. G Welle.—We do not recognise the 
bulbs; perhaps they are not yet strong enough to dower. 
-». Townsend.—It looks like sn Epimedium.- 
IJ. IK— Habrothamnue elegant—-Diet.—BiuTT^itrry 
(Prunua Padm).-J. C. nd-rfSnpwdrop-tyel (Hal/Sla 
tetraptera).-L. Warnin',^—Cnilthogalum' I—/ 
C. L. But tin.—Tat Tern is apparently s Laetrea species, 

8722.—Zebra Finches.—I should be Indebted to 
“Mr. A. G. Butler" or any other reader Interested in 
foreign birds, If bs or they oould assist me In tbs 
following oase. I have a pair of the above birds which I Kt up for breeding last year, but without any reault. 

e hen, however, laid continuously throughout the 

eummer, but unfortunately the eggs whioh she laid were 
broken by the oook before any euooeeding ones woro laid. 
I do not, however, think tho oook did It wilfully and 
Intentionally, but merely out of curloelty, as he was very 
attentive to the hen, and was not at all spiteful. As “ Mr. 
Butler" undoubtedly knows. It Is the habit of these birds 
to sleep in the nest. This, I think, in some measure 
accounts for the breaking of the eggs. I separated the 
birds in October. Some naturalists, I believe, advocate 

that the eggs should he removed from the nest os soon 
as they are laid. I accordingly abided by tbls, but before 
another egg was laid the egg I had taken out dried up. 
1 was advised that I ought to separate the birds when 
the first egg had been laid, hut I thought perhaps if I did 

so the hen would perhaps lay no more, or If sbe did the 
eggs would be unfertile. Casually I may mention that I 
give the birds the best possible attention. Their staple 
food consists of Canary and Millet In about equal propor- 
tlons. In addition to this they often have a good supply 

ol Hyde's gravel, which Is rich in lime. This, I believe, 
keeps the birds In health, and guards ngelnst egg-binding. 
They also dally have a plentiful supply ol Groundsel, 
Ohlokweed, Watercress, Ac , but I notice they no not seem 
to oare inuoh lor it I sometimes give them a little 

pulverised oyster-shell whioh, I believe, has the same 
properties as Hyde’s sand. Fresh water they get every 
day. Occasionally I give the birds a bath, hut they do 
not make muoh use of it I shall he glad K “ Mr. Butler ’ 

oould give me a remedy for the above, and I should 
esteem aoy hints on the general management? Oould he 
inform me how long the eggs should retain their vitality 
and at what intervals they should be laid? I thank him 

in anticipation.—Herbert M. Bari.no 

3403 —Bullfinch after moulting.— 
Caged Bullfinches are always more susceptible 

than other wild British birds, and very few 
attain a respectable age. Even in a large aviary 
I have rarely found them live for more than two 

or Dine l yttn. When moulting, like all Finches, 
th be supplied with nourishing, 

and'cWttle-fish boue should never be ooiittod. 

Bathe tho bird’s legs In hot water (about 120 
degrees or comfortable to the hand), then dry 
oarefully with a piece of flannel, and stand the 
cago near tho firo with a covering over it to keep 

off the glare. In about half an hour move it 
away from the fire, let two drop. of salad-oil 
drop on the surface of the drinking water, and 
give the bird a little pan of egg (hard-boiled) 

for a few days. The day after its bath and 
every day for a week put ten drops of Parrish’s 
Food into the drinking water, and stir it until 

thoroughly mixed. If this treatment doea not 
cure the bird, I am afraid its case is hopeless.— 
A. G. Butler. 

” Gardening Illustrated " Monthly Parta— 
Price 5d.; post frtt, 8d. 

“The Garden" Monthly Parte.—This Journal 
Is published in neatly bound Monthly Parts. In IA<* form tMs 
coloured plates ars best preserved, and it is most suitable /or 
reference previous to the issue of the half-yearly volumes. 
Price, la. 6d.; post free. Is. tfd. Complete sn of volumes of 
Tux Garden from Us commsnesvunt to end of 1892, forty- 
two vole., price, doth, A3012s. 

“Hardy Flowers.”—Giving descriptions af up¬ 
wards eg thirteen hundred of (A* most ornamented specie*, 
with directions for their arrangement, culture, eta. Fifth and 
Popular Kdltlon, If.; post free. If. 3d. 

London: 37, Southampton-street, Strand, W.C. 

TROUBLE IVY-LEAF GERANIUMS.—Not 
old aorta of 20 year* ago, but the best Continental pro¬ 

ductions. Evory shade of colour, resembling Roses. 12 
distinct, named, well rooted, 3a.; 6 ditto, la. 9d, free.— 
JAMES BATEMAN, Wartling, noar Haatinga 

fjHOICK ZONAL Dble. and 
single, all correctly named. Nothing oan give greater 

Iroauty fn a groonhouse than these. Well-rooted plants, 3a. 
dor. ; 6, Is. nd.-JAMEd BATEMAN, Wartling. Hastings. 

T OBELIA Emperor William from cuttings, 3t. 
-LI IOC: 25s. 1.000. Mixed Fuchsias for bedding, ?s. 100. 
Gornnlum F. V. Ra'pail, dhi. crimson. 2s doz.; 12*. 100. 
AbuUlons, named, dlslinol, 12 for 3*. Colens, In showy var- 
ietles. 2s 6d.dor. -JAMES BATEMAN. Wartling, Hadlngs 

pUCHSlAS.—Nice young plants for growing 
L Into spoolmcns. Road thslr namos: Beauty of Cleve¬ 
land. Purple Flnnir, Mrs. E O. Hill, Nsnuy, Moleswnrth, 
Delight, Eynsford Osm. Topfer, Mr*. A. lfuggott, Gustave 
Dor6. Beauty of West Kent, Mr. F. Bright. Lady Heytesbury, 
Dorothy Fry, Duohoss of Edinburgh, Avalanoho, Phenome¬ 
nal, Olympia, and a host of others equally good, 2s, doz.: #, 
Is. 3d., free—.TAMES BATSMAN. Wartling, Hastings. 

] OA CHOICE Bedding Plants, carriage paid, 
s-£l\J tor 5a—This Collection, offered for the eighth 
season, grows annually In publio favour, and Is unapproaohel 
In valuo and charming vansty by any oihor offered—viz., 25 
oaoh Geraniums (assorted) and dark bluo Lobelia; 10 eoob 
Vorbeoe, grand striped Petunia, lovely l'uohsio, Chrysanthe¬ 
mum-. Sweet Heliotrope; 5 oaoh Yellow Calooolaria aud 
scented Musk, 4 Marguerites. Every plant well rooted and 
hardcued; half Collection, 3s. Any reasonable variation 
given and claimed In ooeo of need. Astern, Phlox, and Ten- 
week Blocks, of the dnesl quality, are on sale, and may be 
aub-tituu-d for any of above, or at 2a. 100. — JAMES 

BATEMAN. Wartling, Hasting. NKMONE8 

^ Bright s), Immense double blooms. In brilliant and In- 
finitely variod colour* ; 25, la. td.—J. CORNHILL, Byfleot, 
Surrey;__ PW HYBRID COLUMBINES, in many 

beautiful shades, 20, Is. 9d.; Perennial Ioeland Poppies, 
in brilliant Miners, 20, Is. 3d, -J. CORN HILL, Byfleet, Burwy. 

"DUD JAl’AN ANEMONE.—Finest and 
■*■** brightest ol autumn flowers, 4, Is. 6d-—J. CORN HILL, 
Bydeot. Surrey.___ 

\TEW DOUBLE CORNFLOWERS.— Charm- 
■*■* Ing rosettes of blue, pink, white, purple, and many new 
shades, 20, Is. Gd.-CORNHILU Byfleot.__ 

(ITaNT TRIHaRDEaU PANSIES. — Im- 
LT manse blooms, largest in cultivation, fine In oolour, 20. 
Is. Od.-J. CORN til LL, Byfloot, Surrey._ 

HHRISTMAS ROSES.—Not imported roots 
hj that die. hut. well-rooted, home-grown, 8,2a. 9d.; 12, 5*.— 
J. CORNHILL, Byfleot._ HERBACEOUS (spotted) Calceolarias. — 

Strong, stout, healthy plant!. Krlway's First Prize 
strain, 2s. Ga. doz.: lGs 100, carriage paid.—H. B LAN DFORD, 
Tbs Dorset Nurseries. Blandfnrci. 

'T'KLEORAPH CUCUMBER (Walter’. 8e- 
-L looted).—Tbo hardiest and most prolific frame Cucumber 
grown. Hundreds of testimonials. Strong plant*. 1 for Is. Gd.; 
3 for 2s., post free. —ALFRED A. WALTERS, Florist. Bath. 

Beautiful hardy climber.—Am.r. 
oan Behind, largo pink blossoms, grows 20 foot In season ; 

4 good roots, Is., free. Now la the time U> plant. — 
BROUGHTON, leston, Maidstone._ 

inn PACKETS named flower Beodi (annual 
-LvJVJ and perennial), free, Is. 3d.—E. BIRKETT, 10S, 
West gate. Burnley____ 

lardia, Tulip, Poppy, Sunset Marigold, brll> ant Dwarf Scabi¬ 
ous, Is per packet; a packet of naoh ( r 5*., postal.—T. 
LAXTON. Bedford. 

many interesting novelties, In addition to all established 
favourites. Should be seen by all lovers of hardy plants. No 
English Seed Catalogue oontains so large a number of her¬ 
baceous and alpine plants. As evldsnoe of the reputation 
his soodi have obtained, W. T. begs to state that he has ra- 
orived unsolicited and eitensive order* for the Chicago 
Exhibition; Post free on prepaid application_ 

(JP Effl.nl/ ZHEAP OkFEk.—6 Geranium., 6 
O Nimhsiss, G Uhlo. lv» Geranium*. B Yellow Oalneolaria*. 
!l lit list, ores, IC-roelli* 5* Iso hr, Jr*. 84, free.—sLTOXKUl, 
Florist, Bidcup, Kent. 
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ITUDEX. 
Auride* crispum .. .. H4 
Annuals for pot oallura 147 
Apple*. keeping .. ..HI 
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ROSAS. 

SBA80NABLE WORK FOR MAY. 

Now th&t Rosea are pushing into growth freely, 

and much warmer weather has set in, work 
among thorn has come on apace. The two chief 
points now aro to keep the growth clean and 
to stir the surface-soil among them frequently. 
The latter has much to do towards the healthy 
appearance of Rose foliage, and materially 

assists the plants. Owing to the spell of fine 
weather—we being absolutely minus any rain for 

several weeks past in mid-8ussex—it will be 
well to give a copious watering to Rotes upon 

aonth walls. These are now in full growth, 
and with the wall’s absorption of moisture as well 
as theirs, the soil has become much too dry in 
many instances. No half measures will do 
when watering Roses out-of-doors; you should 
either give them a thorough soaking or leave 
thorn alone. The green-fly has been very 
troublesome out-of-doors already, and must be 
constantly checked if good ana healthy Roses 
are to be secured. Syringe frequently, early 
morning being the best time. There is no need 
to use a strong solution of insecticide; even 
clear soft water, applied with a fair amount of 
vigour, will knock olf and kill many of these 
pests. It is much better, however, to use a 
little inseoticide. Draw a little soil around 
dwarf stocks ; also around newly-planted dwarf 
plants. This helps them very much, and is a 
great gain to the lower eyes breaking into use¬ 
ful suckers later on. Brier-stocks should be 
looked over, and all superfluous breaks rubbed 
off. The steins of standard Roses are also 
mote apt to push out Brier growth at this 
season than during any other part of the 
year ; needless to say, these should be rubbed 
off as soon as they appear. Those of my 
readers who budded a few stocks last season, as 
per instruction given in Gardkninu, must now 
afford the young Roses a due amount of 
attention. Dwarfs should have stakes inserted 
firmly, 2 feet to 5 feet in length, according to 
the height of the variety. The climbing Teas 
and Noisettes, also such strong growers as 
Ulrich Brunner, Gabrielle Luizet, Ac., among 
the Hybrid Perpetual*, will also need the taller 
stakes. In tying the youDg Rose to these 
great care is necessary at first. If drawn in too 
tightly they will break out at the union ; if tied 
badly they will often fly out through the 
gradual pressure of growth. At the first tying 
do it only temporarily, and merely draw the 
young Rose in the direction of the stick. At 
the second time of going over them you can 
draw the Rose into ita proper place and make a 
permanent tie. Maggot will be potting in an 
appearanco during this month, and must be 
closely looked after, handpicking being by far 
the quickest and surest remedy. Under glass 
Roses must have abundance of water, and a 
liberal supply of weak liquid-manure will be 
very beneficial. I would warn against applying 
liquid-manures while the plants are in a dry 
state; this should never be done, as th¬ 
an apt to absorb it ia too j qnioh ». mevun 

cannot benefit to the same extent. Besides, it 
often injures them when the same strength 
applied while the soil was fairly moist would 
have done them good instead of harm. Give 
plenty of air whenever suitable now, bub take 
great care to avoid the keen draughts so 
prevalent during May, especially when the wind 
is in a cold quarter. 8light shade should be 
given, and the atmosphere of tho house kept 
rather moist. P. U 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS- 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS FOR SHOW. 

3665.—Standards : 8hould the plants selected 
for growing as standards have made their first 
natural break caused by the formation of 
flower-bud at the extreme point of growth, 
whioh checks for a time the progress of the 
plants, and which is termed the natural break, 
tho correct way to manipulate the shoots is to 
remove all but the strongest, providing, of 
course, the desired height—3 feet—has not been 
reaohed. Train up the now shoot quite straight, 
pinching out the point when high enough to 
induce other growths to be made, laying the 
foundation of the future head. Reduce to four 
the shoots which result from the topping, and 
when these have grown 6 inches long again top 
them, continuing this process until the requisite 
number of shoots are obtained to cover the 
trellis ; but topping should not take place later 
than the middle of June. The number of 
flowers eaoh plant ia expeoted to produce 
must guide the cultivator as to the number 
of times the shoots should be topped; it is a 
mistake to attempt to produce too many 
blooms on one plant. It is far better to limit 
the number and have them of better quality. 
Plants of the small varieties of inourved 
kinds, such as Mrs. G. Rundlo, if the heads are fown, say, about 2 feet in diameter, and about 

foot 4 inches in depth, fifty blooms will be 
enough; but in the case of larger-flowering 
sorts, suoh as Jardin dos Plantes or Lord 
Wolseley, thirty flowers on the heads would be 
ample, one bloom only being allowed to 
develop from each shoot. There are various 
forms in whioh the heads are trained; 
oonvex is, perhaps, the most suitable for 
general purposes. Bend pieces of strong 
galvanised wire of tho length named over, 
fastening eaoh to a circular ring as a foundation, 
and securing all to the top of a centre stake. 
Fix the framework from the bottom wire to the 
oentre stake with the aid of two piecos of stout 
wire stretched across from one side to the other, 
as this prevents the head swaying about. 
Directly the plants are in their flowering-pots 
—10 inches in diameter—the framework on 
whioh the shoots are to be trained should be 
firmly fixed in the pots. Commence training 
the branohes as soon as they are long enough, 
as the foundation is more easily formed at tnis 
stage than when the shoots are longer and 
harder. When the bloom-buds are formed, 
whioh will be early in September, disbud to one 
on each branch, and when they are swelling, 

isr'robts I give thejplanta their final tying, as the shoots 
hi IjV^pent have plenty of time 

themselves, the blooms standing then fully 
6 inches above the framework or head. In this 
way severe training is not so easily deteoted as 
it is if dono a few days before tho plants aro in 
bloom. Specimens: As noted in Gardenimi 
for December 3rd, 1892, the point should le 
pinched out of the plant when 4 inches high, 
repeating the operation on the new shoots wht n 
5 inches long. Continue this until the middle 
of June, then cease, allowing the shoots to 
multiply at will afterwards. There are two 
methods of producing specimens. One is grow¬ 
ing thorn to a largo size, say 5 feet in diameter, 
with 200 blooms on each plant; the other is limit - 
ing the plants to about 3 feet in diameter, with 
from 30 to 50 blooms of high class merit, quality 
being tho first consideration. Plants of this 
typo are much more desirable than those grow u 
for mere size, as the quality of the flowers must 
then be a secondary consideration, and plants 
unduly stretched out are ungainly and nt t 
noarly so useful in a decorative point of view. 
By the middle of May the plants should bo 

Placed out-of-doors in an open position, safe 
from strong winds, but where they will ha\e 
the full benefit of the sun. About tho first 
week in June the plants will require their final 
shift into 12-inch pots for the largest growing 
kinds ; an inch or so less will suffice for ihoie of 
medium growth. Plunge the pots half their 
depth in ashes ; this prevents the soil drying 
quickly and keeps the plants firm, as it not 
secured in some way they are liable to be blown 
over in some situations. By tho end of July the 
plants will be furnished with a large number of 
branches, some of them 2 feet long ; at this 
stage they must be got into position. Commence 
by tying the branches out, having in view the 
size required, depressing them as may be desir¬ 
able. Manipulated at this stage the branches 
bend more easily than they do later in the year 
when they get firmer, and when the plants are 
in flower bent stems are not so apparent as 
when training is done at a latter stage. Bending 
the branches induces them to break into growth 
more freely. The plants make a natural break 
about the middle of August. The branches 
produced from this break will show a flower-bud 
about the middle of September. These are the 
buds which should be retained for tho production 
of the flowers, retaining but one to each stem. 
Pyramids require the leading shoot topped 
at about9 inches high, the best shoot following 
being taken as a leader again, the side branches 
trained out regularly. A wire hoop about 
18 inches in diameter is fixed at the base of 
each plant, supported by two oross-sticks affixed 
to the pot in which the plants are to flower— 
10-inch ones—a central stake of the requisite 
height being at the same time inserted. Smaller 
wires can be taken from the hoop to the top of 
the stake, if desired, to which the branches cau 
be secured. The last topping may be done as 
late as the end of June in the oa»e of the late- 
flowering sorts, the earlier-flowered kinds a 
fortnight later. As in the case of the specimens 
one bloom to a shoot is sufficient; disbud to that 
iD the centre, as being the best directly they 
are large enough to handle. Plants 3 feet high 
and'Sifoofc^Sjirbiigh at the base are large enough 
I^r.Ajiy purpose. TJlji^ details of potting, wator- 
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ing, feeding, and housing the plants are the 
same in all methods of culture. The plants 
should now be in 6-inch and 7-incb pots, prepa- 
ratory to being placed in those they are to flower 
in. The compost for the last shift should con¬ 
sist of three parts fibrous loam, one part of half 
decayed horse-manare if the loam is heavy ; if 
light in character that from the cow-house 
partly decayed is best. Add half a part of 
wood-ashes and charcoal mixed, and enough 
sharp silver sand to keep the whole porous. To 
every bushel of compost add 2 lb. Thomson’s or 
Innes’ Vine-manure. Drain the pots liberally 
and carefully, ramming the soil firmly into the 
pots. Water will not be required for at least a 
couple of days after potting. After that 
time do not allow the plants to suffer for 
want of it at any time. Syringe the 
foliage twice daily during hot and dry 
weather. When the pots are full of roots 
the plants need a stimulant of some kind. Soot- 
water, made by placing half-a-bushel of soot in 
a sack and soaking the sack in a tub of water, is 
beneficial to the plants. Liquid made from 
cow or horse-dung is also valuable. Failing 
either of these, apply some of the many artificial 
manures in the manner recommended by the 
vendors. Chrysanthemums like a change of 
food, so, whatever kind is given to the plants, do 
not continue the same sort more than a week at 
a time. Toward the end of September the 
plants will require housing. A cool airy green¬ 
house where the plants can stand near to the 
glass is the best position they can have. 
Abundance of air should be admitted at all 
times, and in the case of wet or foggy weather, 
if the hot-water pipes are made warm the air of 
the house will be rendered more buoyant, a 
circumstance all in favour of the free and 
perfect development of the blooms. E. M. 

GARDEN WORK * 

Conservatory. 
There are several useful •* foliage plants sultab'e for con- 

servatory work anil for general furnishing which may 
easily be raised from seeds sown now in heat Aralia Sie- 
boldi grows very freely liom seeds, and useful stuff cau be 
had In one year in 5-inch pots if helped on in a warm 
house or pit. A. S variegate mu»t be obtaiued from 
cuttings; root-cuttings will strike very well. A. papyri- 
fera (Rice-paper plant) can bs struck from root cuttings 
each 2 inches Ion/of ibe thick. fleshyrooU. It is necessary 
in tne case of A. Sleboldi to obtain freshly imported seeds, 
as old seeds will not grow. Qrevilles robust*. Dracama 
indivisa, and other green-leaved kinds, the seeds of which 
are cheap, sown now in heat will be up in a fortnight, and 
if pushed on will make nice little stuff in 3-Inch pots by 
i he autumn, and may be transferred to 5-Inch pots spring 
following. Arauosria enoel-a (Norfolk Island Pine) grows 
freely from good seeds, and in a small stats, or till 4 feet 
or 5 feet in height, has a good deal of decorative value. 
Larger plants require a large house. 0) perus altemifolius 
and O. densus are useful plants for filling fireplaces, or for 
furnishing dark corners. The Variegated Careres, of 
which there are several forms, are very useful Grasses, 
easily Increased by division. The Coleus has been dropped 
by fashionable people, i hough two or three of the brightest 
coloured varieties will give character to sombre-leaved 
things- Very light and effective are the groups of plants 
confined to white and green. White common flowers are 
plentiful Just now. Spineas and Deutzias in a large mass, 
mixed with Ferns, Maiden-hairs and Pterises, are very- 
effective, and may oe used in conirast to groups of Pelar¬ 
goniums, Fuohnias, Ac. In arranging groups of Fuchsias 
I always think it makes an agreeable change to keep the 
red and white varieties separate, using a foil of light green 
foliage for the light oolours, and dark green foliage for the 
red flowers. Healthy young Palms associate very well 
with dark Fuchsias, and young plants of Cvperus densus 
alio form a happy contrast to the light flowers It la last as 
important to have plenty of the hardier kinds of foliage 
plants to act as foils to the flowers ss it is to have flower- 
ing plants enough to keep the house gay. Young plants 
Of All kinds should he potfpri on. Chrysanthemums are 
now outside, and the shifting prooeas, where thousands 
are grown, is usually a long one. The plant* must be 
securely staked, and should oocupy a sheltered situation— 
»./•., sheltered from strong winds. It is poesible to give 
plants, even in a dry time like the present, too much 
water, and a waterlogged plant is never of much use so 
some care is necewary. 

Unheated Greenhouse. 
There is not much danger to be apprehended from frost 

cow, and virtually, for the time being, all greenhouees are 
unheated artificially. Fire heat, when ueed late in the Srlng, often does more harm than good, simply because 

e fire is not closely watched, and the heat kept down 
during the day. If the house is closed, say by four o'clock 
io the afternoon, shutting up s good deal of the sun's 
warmth therein, even if there should he s tew degrees of 
frost It will not penetrate the house. The growth of the 
Slants where no fire-heat is us«d is generally fresber and 

fighter than where a fire is kept up in a fluctuating kind of 
way. Tuberous Begonias, Fuchsias, and Lilies in variety. 
Including snratum and lancifolium, are now in the midst 

• /n cold nr northern districts the operations referred 
to under 'Garden Work " may be done from ten days to 

of growth. Keep In a light portion, and water sufficiently 
when required. Hydrangeas of sorts. Myrtles, and Roses 
are now working into position. 

8tove. 
Rearrange the plants often, so that all may have space 

for reasonable development. Many things will do now in 
ao intermediate house or warm greenhouse. Tuberoses 
coming into Bower should have liquid-manure. Shift on 
to larger pois the early struck cuttings of the utusl class 
of winter-flowering plants If kept moving as freely ss 
possible good plants may be had in one season. Vincas 
are sbowy plants In summer, and well grown specimens 
are often useful in a collection of stove and greenhouse 
plants at an exhibition. There are plenty of plants to 
select from now, but it is not always easy to make up a 
good dozen in August. Cuttings of the young shoots of 
Gardenias will strike now in bottom-heat. If there is a 
border or bare wall space anywhere set a plant or two of 
Euphorbia Jaequmlmflora against it, and train it up. 
Eucharis lilies nhich require to be repotted may have 
attention now. I simply shift on into larger pota, until 
they reach the largest size we have, where they remain, 
helped with liquid-manure, (or several years. The less 
disturbance there ie at the tools the better. Use a rough, 
rich, open compost, with plenty of drainage. 

What to do with Spare Houses. 
If anyone is fortunate enough to have spare glass¬ 

houses. fill them with Tomatoes. These offer the best 
chance of paying expenses Cucumbers also may be 
planted, but the two should not be planted in the same 
bouse. Tomatoes may be well grown in boxes The 
best things in this way are the Orange-boxes, which 
may be obtained very cheaplv from I be fruiterers'. Rough 
old turf, with a little soot and bone-meal, will do very sell 
for Tomatoes in a confinea space. I^ave room for top- 
dressing, and give what training is required regularly. 

North House- 
Very useful this cool structure has been during the last 

six weeks. Without it manv of the flowering plants would 
have lost their attractiveness much earlier than usual. 
After the Azaleas are over the house will be filled with 
Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, and Heaths, the latter standing 
on a stone slab along the front of the house, where the) 
will have abundant ventilation, and where the man in 
charge can reach every plant to teat It with his knuckles 
when he goes round with the water-pot. 

Window Gardening, 
Window-boxes may be filled now, sod kept under cover 

to grow and fill up before placing them outside. White 
Daiaie*. West Brighton Gem Scarlet "Geraniums,” with 
White Ivv-leaved “Geraniums" and Blue Lobelias alter¬ 
nately among the front. The boxes may be varied by 
dropping in a Yellow Daisy or two, or Yellow Calceolarias, 
with Pink Ivv-leaved " Geraniums " instead of white. The 
Ivy-leaved ’Geraniums" should be large enough tofall over 
the front of the box. Double-flowered Nastoriiums work 
In well along the front of the boxes for a change, and 
Creeping Jenny may be planted to fall over the front. 
Good soil must be used, and the boxes should be ratber 
thickly planted. The plants inside the window which 
have done flowering may be set outside to ripen growth. 
At present the windows are gay with Pelargoniums. 
When these are passed Tuberous Begonias will be coming 
in. as will also Fuebiiav and Zonal Pelargoniums. All 
things require more water now than they did a month 
ago. Small bushes of Heliotrope and Mignonette are very- 
sweet. Some of the spikes of Mignonette now offered for 
sale are very fine. 

to under ‘ Garden Work " may be done from ten da 
a fortnight later than is here indicated ydOC^qually 

Digitized by VjO( 

Outdoor Garden. 
The drought has been and atill is very trying to many 

things. There has been unusual brilliancy among the 
spring dowers but it has been short-lived, and, in many 
instances, the bulbs may soon be removed and the beds 
got ready for the usual summer bedders. As the soring 
has been so bright and warm, it is not unlikely some part 
of May, St any rate, may be cold and frosty, therefore 
avoid, if warning may be uttered, about putting out 
bedding plant* too soon. The Queen's birthday, 24lh of 
May, North of London, at any rate, is quite time enough to 
think about bedding out; and in the meantime, get the 
plants thoroughly hardened by exposure all day and on 
mild nigbls alto. Crowded borders of Herbsctoua plants, 
etpecially where the borders are narrow, margins round 
groups of trees and shrubs, have not been quite a success. 
Every four years, if the plants are to do any good, these 
borders should be overhauled,'manured liberally, trenched 
2 feet deep, and the plants rearranged so as to afford a 
little more space to each group. It would probably. In 
most cases, be inconvenient to have larger groups of all 
the plants grown, as apaoe could not be fouod for them, 
but eome of the special things might be permitted to swell 
out; and in , this respect each might (I expect would) in¬ 
dulge his or her own taste. Personally, I should like to 
see large, bold groups of the hardiest Lilies. It Is of no 
use to plant delicate things in the average garden. We 
will leave those for the wealthy amateur who can and 
does experiment. 

Fruit Garden. 
Much ha9 been written about thinning Grapes; still 

every beginner who has no old hand to give him a prac¬ 
tical lesson has to fight It out. guided chiefly by bis native 
intelligence. An object lesson from an old practical band 
who knows something of the Vines and the load they are 
able to carry is always valuable, but, failing this, the 
beginner has to do his level beat with the Information he 
baa been able to pick up from papers, 4c. One of the 
worst Grapes to thin Is the Alicante—in fact, 1 should say 
it is the worst, and if not taken in hand in good time it 
will be very difficult to do it at all. Cut awav quite two- 
thirds from large bunches. A good many berries must be 
cut from the centre of the bunch. Hamburghs, again 
may have quite two-tbirds of the berries cut out of large 
bunches it the berries aie to swell to a large size. Grapes 
intended to keep late should be thinned more tbsn if they 
are to be cut as soon as ripe. Dost Muscat of Alexandria 
over with the pollen of Black Hamburghs. There isalwavs 
plenty of pollen on the latter, and if the Muscats are late 
in blooming some of the pollen must be collected from 
the Hamburghs and kept in a tin box till required. Hasp 
i look-out for the Gooseberry oaUroiUar, sod -ppi-1 

the usual remedies. Hellebore powder is the best and 
cheapest; may either be dusted on or mixed with water 

and passed through the syringe. The Codlin Moth will now 
be ls> i og its egg s upon the young Applet, usually in the cm 

or eye of the Apple. Spraying with Paris gresnlaprt 

psration of srsemo), used at the rate of one pouod of ihe 
green to 200 gallons of water, or the proportion wfll be 
the same for small quantities Will require more than 
one dressing. 

Vegetable Garden. 
There should be no French Beans in houses now as I 

think the hot weather has made them unsafe tenants In 
vineries or Peach-house. But if planted In pots and 
frames, French Beans may be bad till they can be 
gathered on the south border outside. Draw earth up to 
Potatoes which are through the ground. Sharp's Viaoi 
in frames, will now be fit to dig. This is s good boiler 
and the quality is excellent. Sow Spinach Beet, in drills 
15 iochee apart. Rampioo makes a very nice addition to 
the salad-bowl. Sow now thinly in well pulverised aoll. 
Scarcely any covering is required, as the seeds are so very 
minute. I generally cover by silting a little soil ot« 
with a very fine riddle. The plant has a white crisp root 
like a Turnip Radish, which may either be eaten lilt 
Radishes or be sliced up on the salad-bowl. Itlssxst 
unlikely that some seeds may (ail to grow. Where tub 
(allures occur sow again ; first, thoroughly moistening the 
soil the evening before ; next morning draw drills and 
the seeds, and shade with mats or canvas till the seeds 
germinate. Keep a stock In reserve of young Cucumber mi 
Melon plants to fill frames as they become vacant. Eiery 
bit of glass should be profitably utilised. Tomatoes under 
glass are pushing on fast. The attention in pinching and 
tying is very considerable. - Do not be in s hurry to set 
out Tomatoes outside. We shall probably have froati 
weather with cold winds yet. Cucumbers in wara 
houses must have abundance of water both at the roots 
and also in the atmosphere. If the roots are starved the 
fruits will be better. E. Hobbat. 

Work In the Town Garden. 
All but the most tender description of bedding-plants, 

suoh ss Coleuses, Alternantheras, and Iresines, ought no* 

to be standing in unheated pits or frames, with more ant 
mors air given every day, and a little left on at night also, 

so as to harden them ss muoh as possible. A very light 
shade over the glass may be necessary on bright, sunn; 

days, but the more sun they can stand now the better. 
The exceptions referred to above will still require a little 

artificial heat^-at least by night, II not In the daytime-end 
even if the cuttings have oot been inserted loog they bait 

still time to make good plaots, as once rooted they gro* 
very quickly, and it is seldom safe to plant oot this clast 

of subject before tbs middle of June. Chrysanthemum 
of all classes may now be safely exposed in'the open air, 
bating been gradually hardened off in cold frames. They 

will now. for the most part, be occupying 5-inch or 6 into 
pots, and should be getting nicely established in that 

sizes by this time. Backward plants In small pots ss; 

still be shifted on, ss there will be nothing gained, ««a 
for exhibition purposes, by getting them moved into 
the flowering sizes for another month yet, and 
where grown for ordinary decoration or supplying cut 
flowers only, yet another fortnight will not be at all too 
late for the last shift. Some growers give iheir planu an 

intermediate shift into 7-inch pots, but I cannot aee tte 
utility of this at all (uDleee in the case of exceptional!) 
forward examples, or plants to be grown on into lar.-r 

specimens), as a strong plant in a “ large 48 (5 inch), or 

•'32” (6 inch) pot wiil go quite wed into the 8$ iocn * 
9 inch eize in which the plants are usually flowered. II 

dwarf plants are wanted the stock should be cut down to 
within 6 Inches of the pot about the end of this swots, 

and be repotted as soon as ibe young shoois are 2 iocb»« 
long. Window boxes should now be looked up, repaired, 
and repaioted if necessary. Where the boxes are to j* 

filled with soil and the plants set out therein time will« 
saved, and a display more quickly obtained, il the boxrt 

can be filled and planted at once, keeping them in im 

gieenhouse until the end of the month ; this will give im 
things a good start. Abundance of water it now leqoirw 
by pot-plants of all kinds. Water taken from ibe uiairii» 

often very hard, and where this is the case it “ apt “ 
impart an unpleasantly white appearance to the louigri 

when freely used Soft or rain water is far better, eau 

though in towns this Is generally so sooty as to be me » 

for auy other purpoee, yet It U just the thing 
use, and should be carefully preserved. B. U »• 

THIS COMING WHHK'8 WORK- 

Extracts from a garden diary from May 1** 
to May 20/A. 

Just commenced bedding out by planting 
1 arise, Asters, Stocks, and a few other things wbu» 
very hardy, including a good collection of Pentstem 

which were struck in the autumn, and have been ah**1* . 
in a cold pit since. It Is not wise to trust to old plan 

PenUtemons. It is true I have had them pass tom » 

the winter without injury, but a few dozen or 
hundreds of cuttings oocupy so little time and >p»c* 

one need not be at the mercy of the weather. G> JJ ' 
it is too early yet to put out anything tender, am* 
has not been well hardened. Plants which have Deeot" ^ 

perly hardened by gradual expansion will 8“‘“ " 
3 degs. of frost. Syringed Roses on walls with »om . r 

and Tobacco-powder. The latter Is as good lot' ll- 

insects when mixed in soap and water, and ^ Lr farl)' 
plants as when used in the form of dost. Prick*"”*, (or 

sown Primulas. Made up hotbeds in pits to b« "ry 
Melons and Cucumbers. I always fill all I JP*** P _ can 
frames with something useful after the bedding 
be cleared out. Thinned shoots of Cucumbers m . o( 
Tbe growth bas been rapid, necessitating a goo" ^ 
pinching. Shifted on Chrysanthemums, irt 
rarfy loam, enriched variously, which means [(d , 

trying experiments with different manures. J* 00O. 
new bouse with Tomatoes. The house is only J" oat 

pleted ; and as the planu were waiting, ^^.“i'cuie bu 
at soon ss the borders were got ready. “To0,io«« 
lwn mt for more than one purpose. Aftertne ^ 
are over the hewe-ill be fllledwith Chrysantnem 
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followed oo with Cinerarias and Primulu, and filled with 
Tomatoes again in the spriog. Thinned Orapea in a later 
house. I hope they have act well. 1 have used Hamburgh 
pollen for the shy setters. Cleared off bulbs lor bede In 
the flower garden, and preparing them for Geraniums, 
So. Have worked up a good stock of Salvia patens from out 
Unga This la a delightful blue-flowered bedding-plant 
one never baa too many of. Earthed up Cauliflowers. 
Tied up Lettuces. Sowed Turnip Radishes. Planted Windsor 
Beans for last time. It ia Just possible, If later Beans are 
wanted, that cutting down some of tbs Long Pods will pro¬ 
duce a new growth and a better cropof Beana Mulched Peas 
with manure. Set out a oouple of rows of Celery and half• 
a doxen rows of I.eeks with plants started In heat. Planted 
more Peas in succession. Dusted over Onion-beds with soot 
and nitrate of soda. Prloked out a lot of young plants of 
Anemone Japonica alba. The plants were raised from 
root-oottlngs early In heat. Small bits of the fleshy roots 
planted like Leeks will grow freely. I have had flowering 
plants from such root cuttings the same season when 
started early. Slaked out speoimen Fuchsias. These are 
splendid conservatory plants, but they have lost casle of 
late years. Potted on Balsame. Looked over Peach-trees 
on walle to thin the shoots and fruita a little more. There 
appears to be at good crop of Plums if they will stop on. 
Large old trees would be improved by a soak of pond or 
rn tr water. 

3825. —Hyacinths and Tulips. — You 
msy if you like keep the bulbs iu the boxes, but 

TRBHS AND SHRUBS. 

CHOICE SHRUBS FOR BEDS AND 
BORDERS. 

Beyond the common tangled thickets of shrubs 
that are found in the majority of gardens, it is 
unusual to meet with any instances of special 
culture of the choicer things, which, if they 
manage to exist in the struggle with their 
rampant associates, have no possible chance of 
showing their true beauty. A general unsatis¬ 
factory appearance and lack of interest will 
always characterise our shrubberies until we 
alter our methods and realise the value of 
the many fine shrubs now in cultivation. The 
thick shrubbery should only be tolerated where 
it serves the useful purpose of providing a 
needed screen or covert. Even this need not 
be the dull, dreary, flowerless thing it fre- 

i quently is, because vigorous trees and shrubs 
that are lovely and variable in leaf and blossom 
are plentiful. The object of this article, how¬ 
ever, is more to give a selection of choicer 

special preparation and some extra care, but 
such trouble is well repaid. The culture ia 
simplified and good results are more likely to 
follow upon a plan of growing things like these 
in beds and borders, because the soil can be 
made up to their liking and there is no risk of 
other root-robhera coming in and devouring 
what was not intended for them. 

Amyodalps and Pruncs. —The practice of 
budding and grafting these on needless and 
unsuitable stocks, and the consequent inter¬ 
minable sucker nuisance, are doubtless respon¬ 
sible for the ^rcat. scarcity of these, the most 
lovely of Bpring flowering shrubs. We want 
them upon their own roots, and then they are 
sure to make pretty bushes and handsome 
groups. The little dwarf Almond is quite one 
of the early shrubs, putting forth its glowing 
rosy blossoms in days often dull, cold, and 
cheerless. Naturally it rarely attains a yard in 
height, but spreads and suckers freely, so is not 
difficult to increase. It ought to be a 
popular shrub. Later on comes Prunus triloba, 
wilh rosy rosettes studding its slender shoots. 

Hydrangea hortonsls os a lawn shrub. (Nee page MO.) 

the usual way is to lift them when the leafage 
ha* died down, and store them in a dry 
place during the summer months. You did not 
say whether they have been foroed ! If so, you 
could not very well use them again next season, 
so it would be better in the autumn to plant 
them out in the garden, where they will be 
useful. But if they have not been forced hard 
they can be need again for the eame purpose.— 
C. T. 

3605.—Flower-pots. —If you coneult the 
advertising columns of Gardening you will 
doubtless discover what you want; but, of 
course, there ia no special merit in pote that are 
ornamental, and they ooet more, ana also occupy 
more space. They are all very well for window- 
boxes, for spots where the common garden pot* 
would be unsightly. There are many very beau- 
tiful designs in pote, and the prioe depends upon 
the extent of the elaboration. A good firm is 
located at Weaton-auper-Mare. It used to be 
Mr. Mattbewa, but he retired, and I forget the 
name of the present firm. Splendid things in 
the way of ornamental pot* used to come from 
this plaoe.—C. T. 

from tri 

Gtf 

things, such as we might plaut in groups in beds 
or borders either by themselves orassociated with 
the vigorous and finer families of hardy flower¬ 
ing plants. Not a few would admirably adorn 
the larger, bolder rock gardens. In a large 
garden I once visited, all the dwarf, choice 
conifers had been planted in the way here sug¬ 
gested, whilst the commoner types were also 
plentiful. The placo was altogether overdone 
with vegetation of thi* kind. Had flowering 
and deciduous shrubs been planted in the same 
way, the garden would have been doubly 
beautiful and most interesting. 

Daphnes are certainly worthy of the best 
attention we can give them. The oldest, the 
best known, and most deservedly popular is D. 
Mezereum. To see this at its best, there should 
be a group of from six to twenty plants. It is 
lovely alone, but gains in effect if interspersed 
with the Partridge Berry (Gaulthcria), which 
hides the ground, has ample leafage, and ia 
altogether a charming foil to the profusely- 
bloomed, but leafless bushes of Mezereon. A 
trio of choice kinds exists in D. Oenkwa, Bla- 

.yena. ^aid JCneorum. They need a little 

Upon the Plum-stock ils life ia a struggle, 
usually ending in death ; but on its own roots 
we Deed not hesitate to plant a group. Beside 
it will come the little Chinese Plum (P. sinensis), 
a slender, graceful plant with flowers of the 
purest white, preference being given to the 
double-flowered variety, although both are 
highly ornamental. 

Genistas.—Among these there are several 
species which are well adapted for the rock 
garden or choice border. They root deeply, 
and even in poor soils often do well. There is a 
lovely double-flowered form of the Common 
Dyers Weed (G. tinctoria), and it is grafted 
standard high on the Laburnum. It is infinitely 
better to plant a group in a bed or on a border. 
Beside it or near at hand would come G. proicox, 
which is one of the most charming dwarf shrubs 
of May. It grows into a dense spreading bush, 
and eaoh season is literally sheeted with clear 
sulphur-coloured blossoms borne in racemes. 
G. radiata is another little-known, but pretty 
species. It it bushy in growth, with graceful 
arching shoot# whioh are clothed with finely- 
cut lo». pis. Th'j flowers appear in the axil* of 
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the leaves and are of a soft canary-yellow hue. 

Last, but not least, comes the Spanish Fur/e 
(O. hispanica). It is a low-growing kind, rarely 

exceeding 1 foot in height, but it is hardy, if 
small, and tenacious of life, rooting deeply if at 

all favourably planted. It flowers in June, and 
the little bushes are then covered with gay 
golden-yellow blossoms. 

Rubos.—The Rocky Mountain Bramble is a 

lovely shrub, needing a wall in some localities, 
but it can be grown as a bush in many places if 

planted on a sunny border. When so planted 
it will probably not exceed a yard in height. Its 

great white flowers are eacn nearly '2 inches 
across, like singlo white Roses, and they have 

the additional charm of sweet fragrance. K. 
odoratus (the purple-flowering kind) also makes 

a pretty mass, but it is, perhaps, best kept 
separate, as it is rather vigorous. The Nootka 
Bramble associates well with it, for, though not 

quite so strong growing, it cau hold its own, and 
the two blend iuto a pretty mass, the fine single 
white flowers of this lost species appearing in 
striking contrast to the purple ones, whilst the 

handsome foliage of both is worthy of admiration. 
Oleakias are a numerous family from the 

Southern Hemisphere, and those that we know 
to be hardy are most ornamental, growing into 

neat bushes, aud producing flowers so much 
like those of a Daisy, that they have been aptly 

called Daisy-bushes. At present tho actual 
hardiness of several speoies is not known, and 

experimental planting with a view to testing is 
desirable, as we want all we can get of such 

lovely things as these. Concerning 0. Haasti 
no doubt exists. It is a delightful shrub, 

always pretty as an evergreen bush, and during 
the latter part of summer as white with blos¬ 

som as it often is when wreathed with snow in 
winter. Though denso and dwarf, it soon 

makes a good bush or group if planted where it 
has nothiog to contend against. O. stellulata is 

better known under its original name of 
Eurybia, which clings to it, ana is likely to be 
used, although botanists now classify all under 

Olearia. But whatever it is oalled, it is a shrub 
that many should try in a sonny spot upon the 

rockery or border. It has small crimpled leaves 

and flowers considerably larger than those of 
O. Haasti, in size as well as shape resembling 
those of a Daisy. The flowers are pure-white, 

and they appear quite early in summer, each 

one lasting for some time. A little trouble 
would be well repaid if it resulted in a flourish¬ 

ing group, and such shrubs as these merit 
attention and encouragement. 

CisTUSES and Helianthemumh are well 
adapted for sunny, dry banks and borders. Of 
the first named, such species as florentinus, 

formosus, creticua, monspeliensis, salvifolius, 
ladaniferoa, &o., are some of the prettiest of 

floworing shrubs. Their liability to injury from 
cold in winter will cheok their general or 

extensive cultivation, but where they are found 
to thrive it would be wise to make them a 

feature. A slight protection helps them con¬ 
siderably, and this is easily afforded if the best 
kinds are closely grouped. Upon mounds or 

banks they often thrive beautifully. Helian- 
themums are quite hardy, but of lowlier stature. 

In tho way of dense, dwarf-spreading, profuse- 
blooming shrubs nothing can surpass them. 

They are simply magnificent in the early 
summer, and tho thoughtful planter would 

blend them into some striking associations. 
They give us single and double flowers, and an 

infinite variety of shades of oolour, from pure 
white and cream to the richest yellow and 

deepest orange, from palest pink to rich rose. 
They grow so freely almost anywhere, except in 

the shade, and they are increased so easily from 

division or by cuttings, that it is surprising we 
do not see them largely planted. 

Kkrria japonica (the Jew’s Mallow) 
another of the lovely shrubs of spring, and 

though we see it against a wall or fence, we do 
not see enough of it. It does not need protec 

tion, except in very cold districts, and, there¬ 
fore, should be planted in a group. There aro 

single and double-flowered kinds, the former 

being the more negleoted of the two and unde¬ 

servedly despised. It is decidedlv pretty when 

s»an growing and blooming under favourable 
condition* aud away from needless restrictions. 

Hydrangeas may be grown by many more 

in a bed or boraer of good soi 

drained in winter*! but! Ofr&vuuu 

ratively sheltered. In a well-drained soil and a 
situation favourable to the ripening of tho wood 

in autumn, H. hortenBis (see page 139) will stand 

considerable amount of frost and not be 

injured. Tho type is well known, and there 
aro several varieties equally fine, such as stellata, 
Otaksa, and Thomas Hogg. The Oak-leaved 

Hydrangea from America, too, is very uncommon, 

but beautiful, distinct in leafage, with handsome 
clusters of white flowers. Then there is the 

hardiest kind of all the Japanese species—H. 
paniculate grandiflora. It should have a level 

spot, a deep soil, be annually cut down, heavily 
mulched, and watered if very dry weather pro- 

vails in summer, and then during autumn a 
group will be one of the most conspicuous things 

in the garden. 
Viburnums are useful flowering shrubs and 

fairly popular—at least, the sterile form of 

V. Opulus is—but a charming and choice kind 
for grouping is V. plicatum, a native of Northern 

China. It is a shrub of great merit. It makes 
a handsome dwarf spreading bush, well clothed 
with leafage, wrinkled like that of the Wayfar¬ 

ing Tree (V. Lantana), and in the oarly summer 

months every branch it wreathed in clusters of 
blossoms. Individually the flowers are larger 
and whiter than those of the Snowball Tree 

(V. Opulus). 

Forsythias —The loveliest of these is the 
slender, graceful suspense. We value it as a 

plant for covering walls and fences, but many 
err in supposing it should not be planted away 

from support. It will make a bush and a pretty 
group if several are planted, its long shoots 

being as thickly studded with clusters of golden 
bells as they would be against a wall. F. viri- 

dissima is an erect growing species with yellow 
flowers similar to those of F. susponsa, and it 

would not bo a bid plan to let the two mingle 
with one another. 

Pf.rnkttyas are perfect shrubs for beds and 
borders. They are evorgreen, always fresh and 

neat in appearance, pretty when boaring their 
waxy blossoms, but ten times more beautiful 

when laden with their profuse crops of berries. 
The variety is great and the value of the family 
proportionate. 

GaULTHKRIA has been mentioned casually in a 

suggested association with the Mezereon, but it 
is worthy of individual notice. There are two 

species, G. Shallon, which let alone grows a yard 
or more in height, and bear* pretty white blos¬ 

soms, succeeded by berries. G. prooumbens, as 
its name implies, is of proenmbent or trailing 
habit. Both are choice, and may be planted 
with good effect. 

Ruscus RACKMOSU8, or the Alexandrian 
Laurel, is a pretty shrub to associate with other 
things. It loves the shade, but is not particular 

as to soil or site, and would be found useful in 
many ways. 

If we add to these the choice dwarf Contone- 

asters and the Mahonias, and for fragrance in¬ 
clude Rosemary, Lavender, Southernwood, the 
Sweet Gale (Myrica), and Sweet Fern Bush 

(Comptonia), we have a selection of great value. 
The flowering season of the things here men¬ 

tioned begins in the early weeks of the year 
with the Mezoreon, and conclude* with tho 

Hydrangeas ; while through tho depth of the 
winter some things are bright with berries. 

_ A. 

Clematis montana. — Ton thousand 
flowors from a plant in beauty for a whole month 

is not a bad result, at a cost of 2d. for some 
outtings brought me by a boy six or seven years 

ago from a semi-wild plant, growing in a wind¬ 
swept village on the sea in the neighbourhood. 

Each individual flower is admirable in itself, of Sure-white, and from 2 inches to 4 inches in 

iameter. It is earlier this year, its proper 

blooming period being throughout May. It has 
been trained in line to suit the house, and the 

shoots now reach 50 yards. The immense 
quantity of bloom has a striking effoot, both by 

night and day. In the sun it is gorgeous, and 
at night it gives the appearance of enow, 

and makes one feel as if it wero wintor 

Its treatment with me was to plant a rooted 

outting over the roots of an evergreen Oak, which 
has been out down to within 6 feet of the 

opposite the house regarding the flower : “ It 

is artificial 1” “ Why is the house decorated t” 
Ac. An amateur who has been in all parte of 

the world said it was the most floriferoue plant 
he had seen. Grown in a cool-house the (lowers 

aro even of a purer white, and then it (lowers 

during March ; but in a couple of years it out¬ 
grows the accommodation a pot affords, for it 

must not be cut if flowers are wanted ; but even 
after flowering its foliage is of the handsomest. 
About one in ten cuttings strike in the open ; 

this is my experience also of the larger hybrids. 

Its roots should be kept moist and cool by rough 
stones being placed over them, or by being grown 
on the north side of a wall, hanging untrained 

from which, in the sun, it is seen in perfection. 
The town of Clifton boasts some floe specimens 

running over trellises on houses.—A. Stewart. 

Two beautiful Pyruaes.—One of the 
most beautiful of all is P. Malus floribunda, a 

Japanese tree, and remarkably free blooming. 
It does not grow many feet in height, and makes 
a dense head, the flowers crowding every shoot. 
They are tender pink, the buds of a crimson 

colour, and the contrast is very charming. The 
best variety is atro-purpureum, of which the 

flowers are much deeper in colour, quite a rose- 
purple. A few examples of this Pyrus should 

be in every garden. It will grow in almost any 
soil and position, whilst it is perfectly hardy. 

Another valuable early-flowering species is I*. 
Malus spectabilis, which has, at this eeasoD, a 

profusion of large rose-tinted flowers wreathing 
every branch. It is singular that such a lovely 

troe is not more popular in gardens, as it is 
worth planting freely in both large and small 

places, thriving with vigour in all ordinary 
positions.—C. X. 

3551.—Aucuba japonica.—The Aucuba 
is not a Laurel, and the two plants belong to 

distinct natural orders. The Aucuba to the 
Correacew, and the Laurus, or Bay-tiee, to the 

Lauraceie. A. japonica is known by seversl 
names, as the Spotted Laurel, the Gold-leaf- 
plant, Blotched-leaf Laurel, and Variegated 

Laurel. It is usually called by the latter name. 

The way to get the plants to berry is to plant 
male and female varietiostogether, and you will 
soon find that you will get a show of the crimson 
fruits. A well-berried Aucuba possesses con¬ 
siderable beauty, and the berries remaiu 

bright in colour over a long season.—C. T. 

3678-Virginian Creeper and Pyrus Japon 
lea.—Virginian Creeper, especially me common variety, 
will grow very freely, either from cuttings of the old wool 
In autumn, or the young snoots in summer, In the frame 
Pyrus japonica is more dltduult to sirl«e from outlines, 
but it le easily obtained from layers by pegging sons ol 
the young snoots down round the baie of the plath- 
E. H. 

-You can easily raise Virginian Creeper by layering 
the thin branohes, whlob will root at almost every joint. 
Pyrus japonioa may be rooted from outtings put In Urmly 
on a shady border. In two or three years these will pre 
dues good, strong plants, which can be trained on a wall 
or fenoe.—A. G. Butler. 

ground, ia a soil of the poorest description, 

, ... already thoroughly exhausted by the Oak, 
than they are at present if they ajajjlanted out training it up this trunk, and thence onwards on 

strong galvanised wire attached to 'tHi 

Curious remarks are hhi)Kl ji^' jtl|^ tpjaji 

Harlineas of the season.—The earlinesi 
of this season ia so unusual that I think it may 
interest readers of Gardening to know the dates 

on which soino Roses have flowered with me: 

Yellow Banksian on April 3rd, Rove d’Or on 
April 12th, Marechal Niel on April 17th, 
■Safrano on April 17th, Cheshuot- Hybrid on 

April 26th, Jaune Desprtz on April 24th, 

The Bride on May 1st, Lamarque on 
April 29ch, White liugosa on April 30th, 
Red Rugosa on May 2nd, Alba Rosea on 
May 3rd. These Roses are all on south walls, 

with the exception of the Rod and White 

Rugosa. The blooms of the Banksian, Safrano, 
Jaune Deeprez, and Cheshuot Hybrid are 
unusually fine, those of Rove d’Or smaller 

than usual, and the Man ohal Niel poor. The 

earliest Roso to flower last year (1892) was 

Rfive d’Or on the 25th of May.—C. B. 

3082 -Sewage In a garden.—In Its present state 
the sewage may be too strong, but if so It !• easily diluted. 
Certainly, sewage maybe applied with advantage to soy 
strong rooting subject oipabie of taking It up and utilising 
it, or it may be used for dressing land Intended for sucb 
crope as Turnips, Oabbagos, Broccoli.—E. H. 

3081.—A plague of caterpillars. — Jeye'a Oar- 
fener's Friend snould settle tbe osterpIlLrs If tbe 
branohes are all wetted with It. Hellebore-powder le the 
common remedy, and is either dusted among tbe 
branobei or mixed with water, and syringed underneath 
tbe branches. It takes two people to apply ibis or any 
other remedy properly. One to lift up the branohes, and 
tho other to apply the remedy with a syringe or other 
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The greatest difficulty is with regard to venti¬ 

lating the frame, as without you make the most 
of the heat of the sun you are not likely to 

succeed. Give a little air at 8 a.m., and close it 
again in dull weather at 3 p.m. ; but when the 
sun shines brightly do not close it until five 

o’clock, and at the same time damp the foliage 
and the sides of the frame with warm water. 

If you are much away from home in bright 
weather, place a double thickness of fish-net on 

the glass to prevent the sun from scorching the 
leaves. Give the roots a good watering once a 

week when the weather is hot and dry, and 
about once in ten days when the external tem¬ 

perature is cool and moist.—J. C. C. 

367.r».—Black Hamburgh Vine leaves 
Withering. —Air should be given to vineries 
before nine o’clock in the morning. A house 

full of pot plants should have a little air as soon 
as the sun shines full on the roof, so as to raise 
the temperature inside, or, say, not later than 
6.30 in the morning. Ventilators opened a 
couple of inchbs along the back of the house at 

the highest point will be sufficient to start 
with, but the openings should bo increased by 

8 o’clock, and full air should be given on 
bright days by 10 o’olock. This air-giving by 

piecomeal, as it wero, is very important. Cold 
draughts can and should bo avoided. A oold 
draught rushing through a house that is kept 

olosoil till 9 o’olook a. m. would be likely to damage 
the foliage. Then, again, if the Vines are cared 

for, 5.30 p.m. is muoh too late for closing. The 
ventilation should be roduced at this season by 

3.30, and the house finally closed and damped 
down by 4 o’olock. Reduce the number of pot 

plants in the house as soon as possible.—K. H. 

- I think you will prevent the Vine-leaves 
withering if you ventilate the house earlier in 

the morning ; 9 a.m. is too late during such 
bright weather as we had in April. It does not 

give time for the leaves to get dry before the 
boat rises sufficiently to cause the scalding of 

which you complain. Should we got a recurrence 
of such weather again, you had better leave a 

little air on the top ventilators ull night. Shut 
Up half an hour earlier and open the top venti- 

litters again about 8 p.m. or 9 pun.—J. (J. C. 

3669.—Stopping a Vine.—This is an easy 
part of the work of a gardener, and when the 

process is explained anyone can do it. Soino 
v'ines are more fruitful than others, and strong, 

vigorous plants of a particular variety will be 
more fruitful than plants not so well grown. 

a vigorous-growing Black Hum¬ 

FRUIT. 

fpjjg GOOSEBERRY leat Doyond the hunch, l hose laterals 
‘ • not having bunches on may be allowed to develop 

Tins, to many, is the best of all fruits, and one, six or seven leaves each. It was a mistake to 

according to my estimation, far too muoh put drainage in an inside border, seeing that 
neglected in even good gardens. It is not only the Vines depend on watering for all the moisture 

the cottager’s friend, but at the same time fit | they get. You will require to increase the 

for any nobleman’s tablo. The culture of the depth of soil in the border to 2 feet.—.1. C. O. 
(looseberry, unlike that of the Vine, entails ncr!) t-_._._ 
little or no expense; after being carefully . 3602.-Keeping Apples.-Of course, you 

planted, all it needs is good attention in the bave. doub.tleM reasons far keeping the 
way of an annual top-dressing of rotten-manure Apples so long but they will not be fit to eat. 

and pruning, or, I might say, proper thinning 1 havo App es kept so long and although 
out of useless wood. 1’runing has been very Preserving a fair exterior theyjiave beenpositively 
much altered of late years ; now, in most cases, ““Pleasant-at least quite devoid of the crisp, 

the bushes are merely thinned, all misplaced l"*®* /“‘l- agT**}le "aV0Ur flo°kod f°r ln 
and cross branchos are cut away, and as much *“ 8™d APP'M- Som?, of tbe bef1» P«- 
fruit-bearing wood left as is consistent with the 8erved coll~t,ons 1 have seen have been kept in 
strength of the plant. The thinning of the a «pan-roofed house, running east to west, cool 

wood is no doubt good practice when fruit in and equable in temperature. Coo ness is of 
quantity is required and where it is used in a gw»t importance, as if the temperature is high 

green state, but if fine, large, well-flavoured a“d. dr* a* th,e 8ame t!me the fr",t wllJ 800“ 

berries are the desideratum, the bushes ought ^ 
to be kept quite open in the centre, and the ,ltuat on the8e trees, but in that question I 
main branches should stand quite apart from f “not enter now. Keep the fruit cool-if 

each other, thus allowing the admission of plenty da,”P ™ tier-and in a temperature 

of air and sunshine to impart flavour, which is ^at var,le8 ltt.le' Thl" 18 ,the be8‘ P°8,tlon fo* 
so much valued in a (iooseberry. Another ^em' ,uL®okat them ocoIa8'onally to remove all 

point where handsome fruit is desired is to thin th.?8e tbat aho"’ 81^ ol Ae^ “ °“6 bad 
the fruit well. This is rarely attended to, but W,U ln t,me contaminate many.-C. T. 

are not Peaches, Ac., thinnod? Then why not 3(100.—Melon “Little Heath.”—This 
the Gooseberry ? This thinning process is all is the best Melon for an amateur to grow, 
the more necessary in the case of bushes of as it is moro hardy than some of the varie- 

Kor instance, 
burgh Vine or a Muscat of Alexandria will 

show two and often three bunches on caoh 
lateral growth. The treatment I usually pur¬ 

sue is to pinoh off all but one bunch, that nearest 
i he base of the lateral, and stop the growth at 
the second leaf beyond the bunch. It will soon 

start to grow again, but must be stopped at 
onoe, continuing to stop all the fruits as fast as 

they are formed. It is bad management to lot 
the laterals grow until they have to be cut out 
with a knife. Stimulants may be applied to 

the roots until Grapes have passed through the 

stoning period. Aa soon as the Grapes are 
thinned they grow rapidly; but when they 
arrive at a certain stage they stop growing 

apparently, and scaroely incroase in size for 
about six weeks. This is the stage of growth 

at whioh the stones grow to maturity inside the 
borries ; gardeners call it the atoning period. 

The Vines are, of courao, as actively employed 
in developing the berries as they are at any 
other time, only the growth is not perceptible. 

—J. D. K. 

-The leading shoot ought not to be stopped 
until it reaches the top of the house. Lateral 

shoots growing irom the joints should be pinched 

Kriilting-branch of UoOMberry 11 Rosebery 

pendent habit, which in many seasons are so 
weighed down with fruit that it is utterly 

spoiled by lying on the ground. The spade 
ought under no circumstances to be used in a 

Gooseberry plantation. Karly in the season 
apply a top-dressing of good rotton manure, 

thus causing the fibrous roots to find their way 
to the surface and invigorate the plant. Check 

all weed growth by means of the hoe, and thero 
will be no necessity whatever to havo recourse 
to digging in any form oithor with spado or 
fork. Rxsebory (horo figured) is not very woll 

known, but it iB very sweet and pleasant, the 
fruits green, small, and freely produoed. 

Winham's Industry, a freo bearing kind, has 
been largely planted by markot growers on 

account of the early swelling of the fruit. 
Private gardeners ought also to plant this 

variety largely in the ensuing autumn, as early 
Gooseberries for pies aro always appreciated. 

ties. You probably know that Melons like a 

rather heavy loamy soil, but I have seen very 
fairorops obtained from a much lighter descrip¬ 

tion of earth. In the first plaoe cover over the 
manure in the frame 2 inches thick, then put a 

mound of the same kind of material in the middle 
of the bed 6 inches in depth, and a fortnight 

later put a sufficient quantity to cover the bed 

enough to furnish it with growth. Do not 
givo much water at first, which should always 

be warm, and after the first three weeks do not 
wet the soil within a circle of 6 inches round the 

stems, or canker may attack them, and after the 
growth reaohes the sides of the frame give most 

of the water near theso parts. When the plants 

have made six leaves each pinch ol! the tops ; the 
growths resulting from this stopping will furnish 
fruit after they have grown from 1 foot to 

18 inches long. If ono or two fruits show in 
advance of tho others pinch them off; what you 

want to furnish a crop of fruit is to have 
several flowors opening at one time. You must 

allow a sufficient number of young shoots to 
remain to cover the surface of the bed ; but 

they must not be crowded, and you must remove 

those which aro not showing any fruit, and those 
growths on which fruit is swelling should be 
allowed to grow on without stopping. When | 

the fruits eke the size of a hen’s eggs, placo them 

plumping up the eyes on the main-rod. These 
will produce growths next season for furnishing 

the rod with side-spurs and give bunches of 
fruit if desirable. If the Vino has any side- 

branches these should have the point nipped out 
of oaoh above the second leaf past the hunch, if 

any, to concentrate the onergy of the Vino into 
the bunches of fruit. If there bo no fruit on the 

side-shoots, pinch the point of each at the fifth 
leaf, and all lateral growths above the first loaf. 

The pinching-in of tho shoots should be carried 
out when they attain the length described, 

3683.—Management of a Vine in a 
pot.—I presume there is a reason why you havo 

not planted the Vine already. If there is not, 
snd the border is quite roady, why not plant it 

»t once? You would then get a better crop of 

Grapes next year. If you must keep the Vine 
in the pot this season it ought not to be allowed 
to carry more than four bunches of Grapes. 

Seeing that tho rods aro already a good leitftfty 

you will gain nothing by j ftllGwingj ^henC' to 
extend. Allow the two leaders to develop 

VJv . / U >: 1 
JPL f v. * 
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do the Vine* need stimulating food, and not 
then if they are but recently planted. Exoept 
iu very dry Bummers, Vine* growing in outside 
borders do not require stimulants in any form ; 

to supply them to young Vines ia only to incite 
these to make gross and immature growth, 
which cannot produce satisfactory results in the 
shape of compact, well-finished bunches of fruit. 

—S. P. 
- The time to stop Vines is when two 

leaves have been made beyond the bunch. Some¬ 
times the young shoots are stopped just beyond 
the first leaf, but two leaves beyond the bunoh 
are better. Do not let the shoot* extend beyond 
the point named before stopping, as it wastes 
the strength of the Vines to let them make 
growth to any extent that will afterwards have 
to be cut back. This is the best time, from this 

onwards till the berries are stoned, for using 
stimulants. I shall give two or three dressings to 
late Grapes from this till oolouring begins.— 
E. H. _ 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

3)13. — Flowers for a wall. —If ‘ ‘ Arminel” 
has au old brick or stone wall full of chinks and 
with mossy growth, suoh a wall may be made 
exceedingly beautiful with permanent perpetual 
things at small cost and with little trouble. 

There are many things moro lovely and better 
suited for the purpose than those suggested in 
the query. Having done some amount of wall 
gardening of this kind, I will give my experience 
and hope that others besides “ Arminel ” may 

find a useful hint for future guidance. In the 
garden now under my charge there are some old 
stone and brick walls that are lovely for nine 
months in the vear from one plant alone—that is, 
the Common Fumitory (Corydalis lutoa). In the 

early days of spring it puts forth its elegant 
leafage of the tenderest groen colour and os 

graceful as a maiden hair Fern, and then comes 
a long season of bloom, when it* tufts aro sheeted 
with yellow. It is readily established by sowing 
seed in a crack or ohink. To this, the original 
mantle of the wall in question, several things 

have been added, but none with greater success 
than Krinus alpinus. This gem of the alpine 
flora perishes from damp upon level ground, but 
on the wall it is happy always, spreading into 
cushions and from now and for the next few 
weeks charming in blossom. The type has 
purplish blossoms, but there are also two lovely 

varieties, one of a bright rosy colour and the 
other pure white. They were established merely 
by scattering or blowing seed into the cracks in 
spring or early summer and when the wall was 
moist after rain. The plants appear in a few 
weeks, and flower tho following year. The 
Cheddar Pink (Dianthus cassias) is a charming 
wall-plant and plentiful too in places, as, for 

example, about Oxford, where I once saw it 
blooming freely on a wall by the roadside. A 
gem of wall-plants is the Balearic Sandwort 
(Arenaria balearica), for, not oontenting itself 

with the chinks, if the wall is moist or shaded 
it creeps over the entire surface, making a close 
veil of the richest green. A few yoars ago I 
assisted in building two little walls, ostensibly to 
support two banks on eaoh side of a path. Stone 
was used, and tho joint and interstice* packed 
with turfy loam as the building proceeded. No 
actual attempt was made to see how pretty it 

could be attorned, but the whole thing was 
hurriedly done, and any plunts that happenod to 
be at hand were put in the joints as the 
wall was put up. It has been a source of 
great delignt ever sinco, and at tho time of 

writing is such a picture as I never saw before. 
There are yards upon yards (square) of the 
little Sandwort now studded with myriads of 
tiny white blossoms. Mossy Saxifrages, and 
Sedums, Thymes, Arabis, and Phloxes, are 
perfectly happy, and even astray piece of Gentian 

acaulis finds a congenial home, and with its 
flowers open on a sunny day recently, I could 
not help thinking what a glorious display it 
would have made had it been planted in quauiity. 

On the top of the wall, which leanod against 
the bank, tufts of Aubrietia were planted, and 
hero and there they hung down the wall, making 
a rioh and lovely veil of blossoms for several 
weeks. Two more things occurred tojne that 1 
have seen most charming on old prick walls - 
namely, the red Vi-Urian (C%ntrsifitRuaiiAte/) \n 1' 

tl e little Alpine Toadflax (Linaria alpine1, a ge 

among plants of the greatest beauty. One thing 
to be borne in mind is this : In endeavouring to 
establish plants upon existing walls seed will be 
far the moat successful. It is useless to push 

plants into cracks with a little soil around them ; 
they perish before they can establish themselves. 
The seedling makes a gradual growth, the roots 
naturally and of necessity going far down into 
the crevices and finding food and moisture 
autficient for all vicissitudes and changes. Seeds 
of forest trees will grow upon wallB and tho 

plants even displace tho masonry. This, of 
course, should not bo allowed, but it teaches us 
that much more might reasonably be attempted 
with flowering plants of lowly habits.—A. II. 

- Tho plants named will succeed in the 

position mentioned ; but Pansies like a little 
shade and moisture, if possible. In addition, 
you might have many of the ordiuary bordor 
plants, such as Phloxes, Michaelmas Daisies, 
Doronicums, Hollyhocks, Perennial Sunflowers, 
&c., which would all succeed well in this posi¬ 

tion, as well as the things that you have men¬ 
tioned. As regards the wall, it depends much 
upon its height what would be the moat suitable, 
and you can have a variety of pleasing things. 
Veiteh’s Virginian Creeper would cling well, 
and it is very bright-green throughout the sum¬ 

mer, the foliage cnanging to rich crimson shades 
in the autumn. Avoid the stronger, rampant- 
growing kinds. The Chimonanthus fragrans 
irranditlorus smells sweotly in the winter, whon 

its curious yellow flowers are borne on the naked 
shoots. Jackman's Clematis, remarkable for 
the deep rich blue colour of the flowers, makes 
a fine show, and, if you care for them, you 
might havo a few variegated Irises, or one 
green-leaved kind, such as Emerald Gem ; but, 

of course, the quantity of things planted 
depends upon the length of tho wall. Tho 
yellow.flowered Jasminum nudiflorum makes a 
brilliant show with it* yellow flowers, and seems 
to livo in the moat uncongenial spots. In the 
poorest of soils and bleakest of positions I havo 

seen it thrive well, and make a great show of 
colour with its rich yellow flowora. Kerria 
japonioa fl.-pl. is a brilliant orange-yollow 
climber in full beauty in tho spring season ; 
it is commonly called tho Jew’s Mallow. The 
Fiery Thorn, or Pyracantha (Cratiegus I’yra- 
cantlia), is very often seen on walls, and bears a 
quantity of orange-scarlet berries, whilst the 
leafage is very abundant and of a dense green 
colour. It will succeed in most places. Then 
you can have also Pyrus japonica, which makes 

a bright display of its scarlet flowers in the 
spring months. This list includes a few of the 
common wall climbers, and all are well worth 
growing, thriving in ordinary positions. Any 
of the kinds mentioned may be selected if the 

number is too large.—C. T. 

3609.—Watering a garden.—Well, cer¬ 
tainly, it iB advisable to water tho garden, 
Grass, &c., and the best timo to do this is in the 
evening. It is not wiso when the sun is shining 
full upon the garden, and a keen oast wind is 

blowing, to water the plants ; but some things 
unlesswatorod would soon perish,especially those 

newly planted. If there is any probability of a 
frost at night, then you need not water, and in 
any case it must be dono cautiously. A good 
plan is to break up tho surface soil gently with 
a hoe, as it gets much caked during this hot and 

dry weather. I give my Pansies and herbaceous 
things, planted early in the spring, a good soak¬ 
ing three or four times a week, and without this 
assistance they would never make much pro¬ 
gress.—C. T. 

- Irrigation in a dry time when well dono 

is undoubtedly beneficial ; but there is a good 
deal of watering done which would bo better 
undone, because it ia not thorough. Merely 
sprinkling the surface in a dry time like the 
present is worse than useless. Better use the 
hoe and thoroughly break and pulvorise the sur¬ 

face for it to aot as mulch to check evaporation. 
There is moisture enough in the ground now a 
few inches down, and the roots will find it if 

the surface is well broken up to keep out the 
sunshine and prevent the crust from cracking. 
But there is watering which, I think, may be 
dono with advantage. If recently-planted 

things aro not watered they will die. Then, 
in, fruit-trees heavily laden with blossoms 
1, ithink, benefit from a good soaking of water 
_ining a littlo weak stimulant. I Ihava gene- 

>y found those trees the roots SiFwhicn are 

kept moist set their blossoms better than others 
which had received no attention, and all trees 

grafted on dwarfing stocks must be kept moist. 
Mushroom-growers generally break up the old 
beds, and mix the manure with burnt earth or 
charrod material, and when well blended, using 
it as a mulch over the root*. Much good may 
be done where the soil is light and dry in this 
way. Whenever it is necessary to water any¬ 

thing and the ground cannot be mulched, take 
the hoe early next morning before the sun has 
dissipated all the moisture, and break up the 
surface.—E. H. 

3673—Lily of the Valley in a bed.—Of 
course it would be much better to thin out tho 
Lilies. Tho quickest plan would be to trench 
out the roots in belts about a foot in width both 
longitudinally and transversely, filling in with 
good rich soil; but, of course, the neater plau 

would be to dig out the whole of the roots, 
enrich the soil, select the strongest stools, and 
replant these about 6 inches apart over the whole 
bed.—A. G. Butler. 

- The Lilies are too thick to flower satis¬ 
factorily. Although it ia late for transplanting 
them you will gain a little time if you remove a 
portion of the plants at once. You must, how¬ 
ever, be prepared to shade and water them for 
two or three weoks after planting. So treated 
they may not flower much the next year, but 
they would be much stronger the year after than 
those planted next autumn or spring. You 

must dig aDd manure the ground before planting, 
and then the plants will not want any more 
manuring for two years.—J. C. C. 

-The best way of thinning Lily of the 
Valley is to take them all up and divide into 
small clusters of crowns, and plant them from 

9 inches to 12 inches apart in fresh soil well 
manured. February is a good season for trans¬ 
planting. Another way of thinning thick beds 
of Lily of the Valley is to cut out Btrips 
8 inches or 10 inches wide, leaving strips tho 
same width undisturbed. The roots lifted may 
be planted elsewhere, and the soil made up by 
topdresaing with leaf-mould.—E. H. 

- The plants certainly require thinning 
out, and you cannot expect good flowora if tho 
beds are systematically neglected by beiug 

allowed to get so that it is impossible to dis¬ 
cover the blooms. Fifteen years is too long, and 
from eight to ten is, as a rule, quite long enough. 
You did quite right, too, giving manure, but it 
would be best to let tho plants have a thoroughly 
renewed soil. Moderate shade and moisture 
suit the Lily of tho Valley best, and a good 

loamy soil, enriched with manure, will afford 
excellent results. The time to plant is early in 
the autumn, just after tho leaves have decayed, 
and this is the time to divide the clumps. You 
will be able to get a good lot of crowns from 

your bod, and when you plant again, put them 
about 3 inches apart, as then they will not 

becorno crowded together so quickly as would 
otherwise be the case. A good dressing of well 
rotted manure on tho bod after planting will bo 
an advantage, and bear in mind the importance 
of plenty of water, not forgetting liquid-manure, 

which tends to promote fine spikes. Such treat¬ 
ment os this is necessary, however, of oourse, 
only if you want to got better flowora than the 
miserably thin spikes ono soes as a rule iu 
ordinary gardens. Under this system the plants 
will remain in condition for several years, and 
annually give a good supply of tho puro white 

fragrant flowers.—C. T. 

3629.—Creepers for a trellis.—There 
are not a great many things that would suoceod 
in this position, but Veiton’s Virginian Creeper 

would grow well, and it is tidier than the other 
Ampelopsis, which are unruly and coarse. You 
might try also Jasminum nudiflorum, Clematises, 
C. Jackmanni, which I should think would do 

well. If you prepare the soil a little for the 
plants, Kerria japonica fl.-pl. would grow well, 
also Clomatis montana. As you say the soil is 
thoroughly root ridden, you must make it fairly 

good by giving plenty of manure, and after tho 
plant* are put in, give plenty of water during 

the succeeding weeks, to assist them to beoomu 
well established quickly. You could plant out 
now from pots and get good healthy examples.— 
C. T. 

— Spanish Iris. — This Iris is a 
which is being more 

been hitherto the 

beauUrul garden' flower, 
largely grown thaii has 
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ewe. It is a native of Spain and Portugal, and 
has long been in English gardens, although 
many of the beautiful kinds are pronounced of 
Dutch origin, as the growers there have given 
much attention to bulbs in general, and Tulips 
in particular. It is a golden rule not to disturb 
them when they are once planted, certainly not 
until it is seen that they are in need of lifting. 
Irises, as a rule, hate constant disturbance at 
the root. The same cultural remarks that apply 
to this Iris apply also to the English Iris, which 
iB a beautiful flower, with broad segments, and 
is a charming companion to the Spanish Iris; 
let me remind you they are both “ Spanish 
Irises.” The name 11 English Iris” oocurred 
through the Dutch supposing the bulb was a 
native, having been sent from England to 
Holland, hence the mistake. It is a misleading 
name, but it clings to the flower. Always keep 
these Irises moderately dry ; a water-logged, 
overmoist spot is fatal to a healthy growth, and 
the best soil is a good vegetable mould, not too 
light, but of a medium mixture. Sunshine is 
essential, therefore keep the bulbs awsy from 

overhanging trees and such like, giving rather a 
drier position even than the English 
Iris. A windy situation should be 

avoided, as the slender stems get 
damaged. The bulbs flowor a little 
earlier than those of the English Iris, 
and an excellent elleot is got when they 
are associated with dwarf evergreen 
shrubs. I have seen some delightful con¬ 
trasts of this kind. Put the bulbs about 
3 inches deep, and if they are to be in 
beds, not lees than (i inches apart. It 
is interesting to note that the Spanish 
Iris in particular gives a good account of 
itself in town gardens, and there is now 
a large list of varieties, whioh vary in 
colour from clouded bronzy-yel'ow to 
white. The white and pale shades of 
blue are very beautiful.—C. T. 

3070.—Narcissus not flowering. 
—With reference to the query about 
the Double Narcissus, presumably you 
mean, writing at this late date, the 
Double Poetious. I may say that tho 
great Daflodil growors have beeu puzzled 
by its behaviour, but I think the experi¬ 
ence of the largest perhaps of all Daffo¬ 
dil cultivators, Mr. Walker, of Ham, 
will be of value. It is the same as I 
have found, and the advice is also the 
same as I have repeatedly given. It is 
to grow the bulbs well. Some years 
ago Mr. Walker's bulbs suffered greatly 
from blindness, but he discovered that 
this disease was due to weakness, for if 
the Double Poetious were permitted to 
remain more than two years in the same 
situation, the number of blind flowers 
increased, but in the first and second 
year hardly ten per cent, even went 
blind. This may be cured by good cul¬ 
tivation and annual lifting. You say 
the bulbs were lifted some years ago, 
but probably they were returned to the 
same soil, with the result that the ground 
was "sick” of Daffodils. Youshould have 
selected a fresh site and not permitted the 
bulbs to again remain years without being lifted. 
The wonder is that they have made any pro¬ 
gress. Lift them once in every yoar, or at least 
two years, and therefore lift them now, or as 
soon as the foliago has died down, and in the 
early autumn replant them again in freshly 
prepared soil. I think that next year you will 
find that the results will be very different from 
thoso that you have already experienced. I 
give a fairly lengthy answer to your query, as 
several of a similar character have been asked 
recently. A short time since an article appeared 
in Gakdkni.su whioh dealt with this question.— 

C. T. 
3658.—Dandelions on a tennis-lawn. 

—The best way of destroying these is to pull 
them up with all the root possible. And to do this 
effectually, it should be done when the ground 
is damp and soft. It has been recommended to 
cut off tho tops and drop two or three spots of 
sulphuric acid on the wound. This kills the 
upper part of the plant, but the large, long- 
rooted plants may, and sometimes do, form a 
new growth at tho point whero the vitpiokceasea 
to penetrate. The same thing mayjfeappotrir 
pulling up the roots—if they break ofVaiiAaay 
part of the thick root is left in the ground—but 

these are things which are constantly happen¬ 
ing, and is a part of the penalty which has to bo 
paid for tho neglect which permits a lawn to get 
full of Dandelions. Perseverance with the weed¬ 

ing tool will get rid of them in time.—E. H. 

BOG PLANTS. 

Grass of Pakna'sscs. 

This is an extremely interesting and pretty 
little genus of bog plants, chief amongst which 
is the subject of the illustration, 1‘arnassia 
palustris, a native of Britain. 1*. nubicola from 
the Himalayas, P. fimbriata, P. osarifolia, and 
P. caroliniana from North America, have all 
larger flowers than our native species, but 
they rarely, if ever, bloom so freely or do so 
well under the treatment we usually subject 
them to in the garden. The American species 
will exist away from a bog, and I have had 
them all growing on a western exposure for 
some years, and they often bloom well. On 
marshy land or in bogs in the rock garden P. 
palustris is one of the most charming Sowers we 
can at present recall to mind. It is by no means 

leaves are elliptic and very fine when the plant 
is healthy. P. palustris, the common Grass of 
Parnassus (here figured), has white flowers and 
cordate stem-clasping leaves. It is ono of tho 
freest bloomers and, in our opinion, the best of 
the genus for culture in an ordinary artificial 
bog._K. 

Ocr Rkadrrs' Illustrations : Grass ol Parnassus (Pamassla 
palustris). Engraved for Gardrniko Illi'hthatxd from a 
photograph sent by Mrs. Newman, llazlehurst, llusluiucre. 

an uncommon plant in gardens, and when taken 

in hand and cultivated it is really surprising to 
see what, a fine effect it gives. The other species 
noted above, though not so free-flowering, aro 
well worth growing, especially P. fimbriata and 

P. nubicola, which are handsomo, and if cared 
for and periodically raised from seed do well 
and bloom freely tho second and third years. 
We grow them mostly in a moist, sandy peat, 
and we find this answers well for all tho species. 

They are readily raised from seed, and most of 
them may be increased by division. P. asari- 

folia, introduced from North America in 1812, 
is an extremely pretty plant, with Asaruin-like 
leaves and larger flowers than the British 
species. The flowers are large, white, and pro¬ 

duced in summer. P. caroliniana, from the 
North American swamps, has large white 
flowers, netted with green or purple lines, and 
when doing well is very effective. P. fimbriata, 

with large, prettily-fringed flowers, is the most 
beautiful of the North American forms, and is 
well worth special care. The leavos are curiously 
hollowed out near the base and look like pedate 
'qaije L/74*. nubicola, introduced a few years ago 
.rpto Himalayas, is a fine robusJiJrjb^jj^S^ 

vritH large white or straw-coloured flowers. 

Omphalodes Verna.—This should be 
found in every garden where it can be accom¬ 
modated with shade and moisture, especially 
where these conditions exist naturally. It is in 
such placeB that it luxuriates, creeping and 
spreading into the most lovely carpets. I have 
never seen it so happy as in some of the gardens 
in the Thames valley district. All gardens, 
however, do not possess the moisturo in which 
this spring beauty delights ; but it may easily 
be grown in many a cool and shady spot too 
often barren from year to year.—E. 

3670.— Auriculas.—l)o not take the offsets 
from the plants until they have formed roots. 
If they are intended to bo grown in pots, then it 
will be better to plant them singly, or two or 
three together in Bmall pots. H for planting 

out-of-doors flower-pots need not be used 
at all; they may be planted in boxes or 

in hand-lights in fine, sandy soil ; plant 
them in firmly, and keep in a moderately 
moist condition at the roots. Such plants, 
if intended to flower in pots next season, 
may be potted up from the ground in 
September.—J. D. E. 

-Do not brtak off the offshoots until they 
have hod time to produce roots, or you will lo»e 
a Rood many of them. The beet plan Is to wait, 
until the autumn, then take up the plants, shake 
away the earth, and divide them as you would 
a Primrose. You will find that by that time nearly 
all the cfTehoote can be separated with roots, and 
all these will trrow into good plants.—A. G. Butlkr 

3677.—Pansies, &c., from seed. 
—Pansies, Sweet Williams, Wallflowers, 
and Forget-me-nots aro certainly beBt 
raised freshly from seed every year, the 
plants from this year's sowing to flower 
the next. Any really good things among 
the Pansies may, however, be perpetu¬ 
ated by means of cuttings. If by Mar¬ 
guerites you mean the Pans Daisies (white 
and yellow), they are always obtained 
from cuttings, which should bo inserted 
in the early autumn in a cold frame. The 
soil being light and candy, all the subjects 
mentioned may be safely sown in a well- 
prepared bed in the open ground. Sow 
the seed at once, except that of the 
Pansies, which for spring flowering will 
1>« quite forward enough if sown in July 
or the early part of August. Choose a 
shady place for this last.—B. C. It. 

- If you have good varieties of 
Pansies, the way, of course, is to propagate 
these by cuttings, whichstrike very easily, 
as it is only necessary to make up a bed of 
light soil in a frame, and put in the cut¬ 
tings some time in August and Septem¬ 
ber. Select nice stubby side-shoots with, 
if possible, a few rootB attached, as these 
go through the winter well, and form 
good plants. Keep the soil fairly moist, 
but on no account should it be too wet. 

In the following April they cau be transferred 

to the places they aro to occupy in the 
garden. Before doing this exposo the plants 
for a few weeks before as much as possible to 
air, so as to got them well hardened, but not let 
them got injured by severo frosts. A cool, 
moist, naturally shaded position is best for the 
plants, and in dry weather give plenty of water. 
In this way yon can keep up a stock of good 
pot plants, and keep them true to nstno wheu 
taking the cuttings. The time to sow seed is 
the month of July, and sow in shallow pans 
filled with a light toil, and put them in a cool 
place. They will soon germinate, and may be 
pricked out into larger pans or boxes, being in 
no hurry with tho latest to oome up, which 
often provide the finest flowers. In the early 
autumn put them out in the positions they are 
to occupy, and they will grow well through the 
winter. The Sweet Williams are best treated aH 
biennials, although they can be had after two 
years, but they are a trouble. Always have a 
good vouDg supply on hand, and nothing can be 
more bo.v.v ifrJ. in its way than a mass of the 
fine doublo crimson, which is a lovelv flower 

[ bj>th'|fob)lta jjejrfftbJiQt^ttA jshape and superb 
e colour. Seed may be sown at once in a well- 
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prepared sunny bed, but it is better always to 

how earlier than this. As, however, that cannot 
be done now sow at once, and when the plantB 
are of suliicient size thin them out, so as not to 
get the growth weakly. In September they may 
be put into their permanent positions, and the 
following year they will flower well. Good 
kinds, worth perpetuating, may be readily 

increased by cuttings, which should be taken off 
early in the summer, and placed under a hand- 
light in a well-prepared soil. Secure all good 
decided colours, and do not pay too much regard 
to a dwarf habit. Wallflowors are biennials. 
Raise the plants from seed in May, and 
cuttings may be put in when the plants have 
flowered. Always transplant Wallflowers from 

the seed-bed, not lotting them grow simply on 
a tap root, as by this means the production of 
plenty of fibre is prevented. It is those that 
are well provided for in this respect that stand 
the wintor satisfactorily, much more so than 

those with tap-roots. The winter plays havoc 
often with Wallflowers, but it is Happy, ill. 
conditioned plants that are the more likely to 
succumb. A very hardy kind is Belvoir 
Yellow, which is showy as well. It is necessary 
to get plenty of young plants of Forget-me-nots, 
which are very easily raised from seed. Bow in 

the open.—C. T. 

- 1’nnalcn, Sweet Williams, Forget-mo-Note, Wall. 
Mowers, and other hardy flowers are much better sown 
outside in a well-prepared border than in a frame. Young 
plants, as a rule, are better than old ones, though Wall- 
flowers may be cut back and kept for the second year. 
Pansies may bs Increased by cuttings or division.—E U. 

.IfidS. — Wireworms ia a flower gar¬ 
den.—There is nothing that will destroy wire- 
worms that will not injure tho plants. The 
best way to get rid of these is to lay baits of 
Carrots, Potatoes, or French Beans. I have 

caught dozens of wireworms from a small hand¬ 
ful of French Boans just buried in the ground 
and Carnation bed, marking the spot with a 
short stick, and overhauling the Beans about 
twice a .week. Carrots and Potatoes are used 
in tho samo way.—E. H. 

- Wireworms are dreadful peats to have 
in one’s flower-beds, and nothing but patient, 
painstaking care will get rid of them. These 
iusucta are very partial to Carrots when they are 

buried in the ground. You oannot do better 
than get sumo old ones and plaoa them amongst 
the plants, about 2 inches under the surface. 
Mark eaoh one with a stick, and examine them 
once a day, when probably you will find many 
of your enemies eating their way into the Carrot. 
You have a tiresome job before you ; but there 
is no other safe and euro remedy. —J. C. C. 

- You oannot do bettor than adopt the 
old-fashioned plan of getting some small 
Potatoes and make a hole in them, inserting 

them just beneath the soil. The wire worm has 
a strong liking for Potatoes, and the tubers can 
be lifted at intervals and placed in boiling water 
to kill the marauders. Look at tho traps every 
day, and you will succeed in getting rid of large 

numbers. Wireworm-riddon grouud is very 
dillioult to deal with, and in the autumn, if this 
particular spot is much affeated. I should 

remove tho plants, particularly if they are 
Carnations, and give a good dressing of gas-limo, 

which has been found efficacious. Expose the 
Boil well, and in the case of quite newly 

acquired ground, on top pasture, for instance, 
tho usual way is to crop it with Potatoes for a 
time, so as to get it in thorough working order, 
and get rid of one of the worst pests in gar¬ 
dens—wireworms. In your case try Potatoes.— 
C. T. 

8710.—Hiding soil In a garden —In flower-beds I 
have seen the soil hidden In a well-kept garden by the freo 
use of the many varieties of 8toneorop. These plante are 
not deep-rooted, and when In flower are extremely beauti¬ 
ful. ( do not think they rob the ground to any consider¬ 
able extent, and there Is only one objection to them— 
they help to oonceal slugs.—A. 0. Bun.sn. 

3685.— A Surrey garden.—One cannot 
but sympathise with you in some of your 
troubles; but it is what all who enter 
upon a gardening career have to contend 
with. With regard to the Cherry and Apple 

trees, you are unnecessarily anxious. Leave 
the branohes alone, and by all means give the 
roots a good watering twice a week all the time 
the dry weather lasts. You can make a Mush¬ 

room-bed without a frame. It woukLbe best 
made up in the shade of a wall or bfildwr-witii 

a north aspect. Mind that the maJlu&IAMCy 

moist when you use it. With regard to the 
Roses so recently planted, do not prune them 
at all now ; but by giving frequent root water¬ 
ings aud mulching the surface soil with manure, 

encourage them to make good growth this sum¬ 
mer, which should be allowed to grow in its own 
way until the end of the autumn, when it may 
be pegged down close to the ground. Reine 
Marie Henriette is not a good Roso for pegging 
down, because of the natural pendent habit of 

the flowers. I am afraid tho Thuja Lobbi Eilants aro past recovery- The turfy soil and 
ong drought has caused the mischief. If tho Slants are dead take them away at once, and 
evote the present time to preparing the ground 

so as to get the turf more rotten by the autumn. 
Fork over the space, say, once a month, 
breaking any hard lumps to pieces. When tho 
ground is moist tho middle of September is not 
too early to plant such subjects as Thujas, 
providing the plants have not to make a long 

railway journey. If you think there is any 
hopes of saving the plants a mulch of Coooa-nut- 
fibre will do good, especially if you thoroughly 
moisten tho soil about their roots first.—J. C. C. 

ORCHIDS. 

MILTONIA CLOWESI. 

This is a plant asked about by “ Odonto,” 
and ho complains at tho foliage becoming 

so very yellow. Now, to admit the truth, 
it dooB got very yellow if oxposod to a great 
deal of sunshine ; but the kind named here 
is not so much liable to become tarnished 
as the forms known as M. spoctnbilis and 
Moreliana. M. Clowesi flowers in tho autumn 
months, even in the months of October and 

November, so that a good exposure to the 
light may be given without fading (.he greon from 
its bulbs or its leaves. It is no>v considerably 
more than half a century ago since its flowers 
were first seen in our gardens ; it blossomed first 
with the gentleman to whom it is dedicated, 
and it is at once one of the most usofnl and 

pleasing species in the genus. It is erect in 
habit of growth, when strong the bulbs being 

quite -I niches in longth, oblong, tapering 
upwards, and bearing a pair of leaves some 
18 inches long, which, together with tho bulb, 
are of a bright cheerful green. If allowed to 

stand fully exposed to the sun, I have seen them 
become a rich orange-yellow, and this colour 
does detract from the flowers, these being in the 
sepals and petals of a rich deep - yellow, 
blotched and marked in a transverse manner 

with chestnut-brown, tho fiddle-shaped lip 
being white in the apical part, doop violet- 
purple at the base. One variety of this 
plant is called Lamarckiana, and it is a 
very desirablo form, having larger flowers than 

the type ; the sepals and petals broader, and 
the lip muoh larger and less constricted in the 
middle. There are also one or two other well- 
marked forms, some having far denser spikes 
of blooms than others Now “ Odonto ” wants 
to know particulars of how to grow this plant ? 
This is an easy and simplo matter, if you have 

the right amount of warmth for it, for although 
this Orchid is said to come from the Organ 

Mountains, in Brazil, it docs not roach a groat 
altitude, and it likes to be accorded as muoh 
heat as Cattleya Mosaire, and it likes to be hung 
up best; so if you have this plant in a pot it is 
best suspended in a position where it gets full 

light, but so as it can be shaded from the burn¬ 
ing influence of the sun. Drain the pots well, 
because when growing they require a large 

amount of water to their roots, which should 
have amplo means of getting away quickly. A 

nice damp atmosphere is also requisite. When 
the plant is coming into flower it may be re¬ 
moved from the roof and be stood upon the 
stage, when, if care is taken, the flowers will 

maintain their gaiety until near the end of the 
year ; in fact, I have had the plant in flower at 
Christmas, and the flowers still in quite a fit 
state to be presentable on the table at this time. 

Matt. Bramble. 

AERIDES CRISPUM. 

I am in receipt of a side spray of flowers of the 
above-named plant from “ Memo,” saying he 
haara plant with three spikes, and he sayB I 

,y a word about the various members of 
us ? Well, I have been sompwftafc IiSxfM 

my remarks upon the various species ef Ai-rides, 

perhaps becauso I have always considered them 
ont of the usual run of plants which my readers 
dabbled in, but seeing that there is no telling 
what sorts you really do take up with, I muse 
extend my radius somewhat so as to include 
some of the East Indian kinds. Now I am very 
glad to find there is some of the old love for 

these Aerides still to be found amongst growers, 
for they, in company with Y'andas, are still 
amongst the most beautiful of orchidaceous 
plants, and since it has been proved that 60 deg*, 
in winter is quite hot enough for them, saving a 

few species which require some 5 dogs, more 
heat to carry them safely through the winter 
months, anyone having a stovohouso may grow 
them, for they will thrive along with a mixed 
assortment of stove plants even better than 
the majority of Orchids. They are erect and 
upright in growth, and thus the plants main¬ 

tain themselves amongst the various plants 
in a stove, and do not become smothered 
up and buried beneath the foliage of the sur¬ 
roundings : and A. crispum is one of the very 
best for this, as also are the varieties A. orispum 
Warneri and A. orispum Lindleyanum: and 
these would appear to constitute a section of the 

genus noted for having the erect atoms, of a 
blackish-violet, and somewhat broad and short 
loaves. They have long spikes of bloom, which 
are frequently branched, bearing numerous, 
vory largo, fragrant flowers, rosy-purple and 
white, and which last in perfection a very long 

time. Now this plant and ite variety, Liudley- 
anum, are mixed in a great measure ; but the 
usual difference lies in the typical plant having 
a racemose inflorescence, or with simply a short 
branch or two at the base : but the variety has 
long branches, and the flowers are larger and 
brighter in colour, whilst VVarnori is so 
thoroughly distinct that no one can mistako it, 

the growth being slendor, and the leaves set in 
an ascending manner, and the racemes set with 
numerous slightly smaller flowers. Crispum 
and its variety Lindleyanum are both found in 
tho Neilgherry Hills, as I havo frequently been 
told by my friends who have been there ; but I 
have no idea wheneo the plant ealled Warneri 
comes. This, perhaps, ia from a warmer spot in 

this vast country, and my inference is drawn 
from observing that it likes a slightly hotter 
plaoe in the winter months. They should be 
potted in sweet Sphagnum Moss alone, the 
drainage good, and be treated to a good moist 
atmosphere. Matt. Bramble. 

3672.—Zygopetalum Mackayl.—This is 
a good old Orohid and well knowu to cultiva¬ 

tors. It is not diflioult to grow well. I find the 
plants do best in the Cattleya-house and must be 
kept shaded from bright sunshine. The plant 
requires a good-sized flower-pot, aud should be 
planted in good fibrous peat and some Sphagnum 
added to it. The pots must also be well drained. 
All the bulbs do not make growths ; the lcadiug 
bulbs only do this, and they usually make but 

one in a season. They flower in tho winter, the 
flowers being produced on strong upright spikes, 
and last a very long time in good condition; 
some varieties produce much more beautiful 
flowers than others. The flowers have yellowish 
green sepals and petals, marked with purplish- 
brown, the lip is white, beautifully markod with 
blue lines and spots.—<1. D. E. 

3679.—Ocalogyne cristata —It is not 
necessary to repot this Orohid annually ; it may 
be repotted every second year. Small plante 
may be repotted annually. They do not like 
too much sunshine upon them when making 
their growth, but should be placed noar the 

glass roof. I usually place them on the north 
side of the house. It is found that they do 
better with some fibrous yellow loam mixed 
with the Orchid peat. It is not usual for the Slants to produce a second set of flowers after the 

rst have faded and been cut off. The plant 
starts into active growth immediately after 
flowering, and these growths will, of course, in 
time form new bulbs. They should be repotted 
just before this growth begins ; if done when the 
growth is so far advanced as it is now, the plants 

would doubtless experience a considerable check. 
—J. D. E. _ 

8612. — Lime-water and worms.—Tho lime- 
Votoi ihouKHSkhloar, and drawn off from the sediment. 
It le a very harmless remedy, and may be applied to most 
plat-csQlpoti^fijajr^OJurloUii results.—0. T. 
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HOUSE & WINDOW GARDENING. 

THE DUTCHMAN’S PIPE (ARISTOLOCHIA 

8IPUO). 

It is a pity that this, one of the handsomest 
climbers wo possess, should bo so little known 
or appreciated in this country. Its beauty con¬ 
sists in the large, heart-shaped, bright-green 
leaves, which measure, under favourable cir¬ 
cumstances, as much as 7 inches in diameter. 
The plant is common in North Germany, and is 
perfectly hardy ; it will grow under any aspect 
and in any fair soil. The speoimon shown in 
the photograph is trained up the side of a house, 

over and among the underlying Ivy. As the 
Aristolochia does not attach itself to walls, it is 
best to train itnp trellis or wire-netting, and it 

plants may be stood upon a bed of ooal-ashes in 
a shady part of the garden, but must not be 
allowed to suffer from want of water. The beat 
time to pot them, if this operation is required, 
is when growth is being made, and, os a rule, 
early in July is a good period for this work. 

The soil should be composed principally of peat, 
and this should be of good quality, otherwise 

the plants will not thrive well. The reason of 
this is that the annual repotting is not neces 

sary, os in the case of many soft-wooded things 
The plants should be repotted into pots 2 inohet 
larger, and the soil made quite firm, using for 
tho purpose a potting-stick, as if it is at 
all loose good growth will not be made. The 
pots must be thoroughly well drained. Put in 
plonty of crooks, one or two largo ores in the 
bottom of the pots, and over them tho smaller 

Dutchman's Pipe (Aristolochia Sipho) aud Ivy oil a house wall. 

are so largely sold in our streets during early 
spring for room deooration. Very beautiful 
they are, and their sad fate is, too often, 

to die away rapidly from the combined 
effects of gas and want of water. But, with 
care, they may be reserved from year to year, 
without any artificial heat, if a small greenhouse, 
or even a spare bedroom or bathroom, not 
lighted with gas, can bo used for them. The 
first thing to be done, as they go out of bloom, 
is to pick off each flower as it fades ; this is an 
invariable role with all blossoms, for seed¬ 
bearing exhausts a plant muoh more than bloom¬ 
ing, and few flowers can be expected next year 
on any plant which is allowed to go to seed. 
Ericas make their fresh growths directly after 
thoy blossom, and should be kept as warm and 
moist as possible at the time thoy do this ; in 
fact, this is tho only season of the year in which 
they will bear moist fire heat without injury to 
their constitutions. Directly after flowering, 
then, they should be removed to the greenhouse, 
and allowod to stand on damp ashes, or damp 
stones, to give the moist atmosphere thoy need 
at this time, as well as a thorough supply of 
water. It is an invariable rule with all Ericas 

that they must never at any time become dust 
dry, or their fine hair-like roots will perish, and 

the plant will probably die, or become a miser¬ 
able object. Growing in peat as they do, they 
should have plenty of water given them at a 
time, so as to thoroughly saturate the whole 
hard ball, and if the plant should be in a very 
■mall pot, it is well to give it a slight shift 
diiectlv it has bloomed, to give room for the 
formation of healthy roots. In potting, the 
ball of soil must not be broken, only tho drainage 
removed, and thorough drainage arrangod in tho 
new pot, which must only bo slightly larger than 
t.ha first. Having covered the drainage with 
tho rougher parts of the peat, and this with a 
little fine soil and sand, place the ball of roots in 
i ha new pot (whioh must be well scrubbed in 
sido and out and dried before using) and ram 
down all round the plant some compost coin- 
posed of fine peat and silver sand. Great 
firmness is neoessery in potting Heaths (or their 
delicate roots will not be able to grasp the new 
soil), and a space of at least three quarters of an 
inch should be left empty at the top, to hold 
tho necessary water, tho surface being made 
firm aDd even. Having been watered, and 
placed in a warm, dose atmosphere, the Erica 
should be left alone, and not watered again 
until the surface soil is dry enough not to soil 
the finger, for overwatering before the roots 
have had time to grasp tbo new soil will be 
likely to rot them. When the new shoots have 
become pretty firm, and are no longer growing 
rapidly, the plant should be placed out-of-doors, 
in a shady spot, standing on damp ashes, and 
kept regularly watered throughout tho summer. 
At the end of September (or before in a cold 
season) the Erioa should be placed again in a 
greenhouse, or a bay-window, from whioh frost 
is excluded ; there it will form buds, and flower 
in the spring. If no greenhouse be available, a 
tolerable substitute for the moist air of a glass¬ 
house may bo made by oovering a large old tray 
or flat bath with Cocoa-nut-fibre or Moss, which 
should be constantly kept damp, and standing 
tho plants on the moist bed, without, how¬ 
ever, allowing them to be in water. This 
arrangement in a bath-room window can be well 
carried out, but in severe frost Ericas should be 
plooed at a distanoefrom the window, in a warm 
bedroom, no gas being burned in it.—J. L. R. 

is, therefore, particularly suitable for covering 

verandahs or summer-houses. As an extremely 
handsome, hardy, quick-growing plant, of the 
easiest cultivation, it certainly merits more 
general attention than it receives. The flower 
is inconspicuous, appears in early summer, and 
has a fanciful resemblance to the bowl of a Ger¬ 
man pipe on a short bent Btem. Hence it is 

bracketed in the catalogues as the " Dutchman's 
Pipe. ” Tho Germans call it the 11 Pfeifen- 
strauch.” It is deciduous. W. 

3604 — Ericas after flowering.-Care- 
fully remove all faded flowers, taking especial 
care not to pull out the young shoots, and re¬ 
turn the plants to the pit or house from whence 
they came. Keep them well watered./as 'udou 

this point depends their iiuccsimful cimivtjt(on) 
When tho summer approaches harcTWoo led 

ones, so that the soil cannot well get water 
logged. After the crocks put a little of the 

rougher paite of the peat, and mixed with the 
peat should be a fair portion of sharp silver 
sand. Before repotting take care that the soil 
is not dry, and if this is the case it must be 
made thoroughly moist by soaking it in a pailful 
of water. After repotting put the plants in a 
frame and stand them on a layer of coal-ashes 
to prevent worms entering the bottom of the 
pots and disturbing the drainage. Give water 

also cautiously after watering During the 
summer it is of tho utmost importance not to 
allow the plants to get dry. If they remain si 
for any length of time they seldom recover pro¬ 
perly, and they should not be exposed if the 

is wet and cold, as it sometimes is.— 

probably this query refers to at Erica 

!~ or one of the other varieties which 

3031. — Climbing Roses. See., for a 
Bouse-W&1L—fjouvenirde la Malmaison is not 
a olimbing Rose, although worth growing for 

its exquisite blossoms, which are borne earlier 
and later than most other Roses, often opening 
in November during a mild season, and again in 
May. Few olimbing Roses would do well in a 
north-east aspect, except that most useful Rose 
Gloire de Dijon, whioh can be well grown at any 
point of the compass. Others, suoh os Homire, 
and the sweet old China Monthly Rose, may do, 
if the situation be not too muoh exposed to the 

winds of winter, but if so, it would be wiser to 
substitute other creepers, such os Ampelopsis 
Veitchi, with magnificent autumn foliage of 

every hue ; ClemaiTs montana, with white starry 
blo'iotns, borne in the greatest profusion in 
spriog ; Yellow Jasmine, and others. Thorough 
preparation of coil, with old manure dug in, and 

rueful planting, are essestir.lr to the well-being 

Of all creeuors.-~J.iL* 8 " ™ 
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INDOOR PLANTS. 

3607.- Treatment of Palma —As re 

gards pots for Palma, both the stronger and more 
weakly growing kinds will suooeea with leaser 

root apace than the majority of pot plants. If, 
however, you wish to get specimens, then 
more liberal treatment may be advised when 

the plants are young. A very good time for 
potting Palms is the present, and for such 
kinds as Cocos Weddeliana, pots two sizes 
larger will bo quite sufficient for the plants, 

and the best soil to use is a good yellow loam ; 
but in loam of ordinary character they will 
succeed well, and to the compost should be added 
a fair portion of silver-sand. Drain the pots 

by putting in the bottom a few crooks, and 
make the compost firm, as Palms, like Ericas 
ard hard-wooded plants generally, do not like 

loose soil. Such Palms as Chamierops humilis, 
C. Fortunei, Latania borbonioa, Rhaphis flabel- 
liformis, eto., do not require a hign tenfpera- 

mont; a greenhouse will suffice for their 
growth. If they are not wanted of very large 
size in future pottings a good plan is to take 

the plants out of the pots, and after removing 
some of the old ball carefully return them again 
to the same size. The pots must, of course, be 
well cleaned and dried before again being used. 

After repotting keep a warm temperature main¬ 
tained to assist them to get estabjished quickly 
and syringo freely. Water cautiously at first, 

but afterwards more liberal supplies may be 
given. During the summer months it is impor¬ 

tant to give shade, as when the sun shines full 
upon the foliage it gets scorohed, and the beauty 
of the plants is thus destroyed. This is a very 

good time to purchase a few good healthy 
plants to commence with. Remember also that 
if the plants are used in rooms or such places 
the foliage must be kept continually sponged, 

to prevent accumulations of dust, which are very 

hurtful.—C. T. 

-“Jane11 does not say whetheror not these 

Palma are used for room decoration, but if so they 
will require more care than in an ordinary con¬ 

servatory, whero most Palms will do well, if 
regularly watered, and allowed a warm tempera 

ture. Palms in dwelling-rooms should be sponged 
every week, for the dust soon accumulates on 
their broad leaves, and interferes with their 

health. Great care is also necessary with regard 
to watering Palms, which should never at any 

season of the year be allowed to beoome dust- 
dry, but they need [a great deal more water 
during the summer, when they make their 
growth, than they do in the winter season. The 

best rule is to place the finger on the top of the 
soil when in doubt, and supply water only when 
this is dry enough to leave no stain on the skin, 

llut when water is given it must be supplied in 
sufficient quantities to run through the pot, the 

saucer in which it stands being emptied an hour 
after watering, for the plants must on no aocount 
stand in water. Potting may be done best in 

spring, but Palms do not often need potting, 
and are best in small pots for this size. They 
should have a mixture of two parts peat to one 

of leaf-mould, with plenty of silver sand, which 
should bo tightly rammed round the ball of 
roots without disturbing them, except to remove 

thedrainage. Palms need excellent drainage; this 
Bhould becarefully arranged asfollows: Cover the 

hole of the pot with a piece of crock, the concave 
side downwards, ana place over this several 
smaller bits, so as to keep a clear egress for 
water. Tho crocks should be cove red with a 
bit of Moss dipped in soot, to keep inaeots out, 
and then with the roughor parts of the peat, 

reserving the finer soil for the upper part, and 
pressing this firmly home with a blunt potting- 
stick. Enough room should be left at the top 

for watering purposes, and all made firm and 
smooth with a sprinkling of silver sand to finish, 
as this helps to prevent the peat from “ green¬ 

ing ”—i.e , becoming mossy and sour. Palma 
when repotted require damp heat for a time to 
enable them to make fresh roots. If a conserva¬ 
tory be not available tho plants should be sen' 

to a horticulturist’s for two or three months, 
and then carefully hardened to the outer air, 

which is not difficult in July or August. They 
will do well for years in a sitting-room, if once 
well established and regularly cared for, even 

standing (at least 

occasional gas, 

life. Soot-water in a thin state will help to 

support them if in rather small pots, but it 
should not be given unless the plants are in full 
growth, and then not more than twice a week 

at the outside.—J. L. R. 

least some of them)'-* little | in gardens. T 
whi«h| uins.lli' in fat^l to(pl^ iti ^prjijadd May 

3627.—Cyclamen culture.—It is a bad 

practice to put the bulbs in the open air. They 
should be kept indoors till the foliage dies off, 
watering them carefully. When the leaves die 
allow them to remain for a fortnight without 

water, then shake away all the old soil, and re¬ 
pot in a nice free compost of two parts fibrous 
loam and one part leaf-soil, with a liberal addi¬ 

tion of white sand. Water only when the soil 
is quite dry till the young leaves appear, and 
then more freely. Plenty of flower-buds will 

then form during the autumn mouths. You 
may certainly use a little bone-dust in the com¬ 

post.—J. C. B. 

3606.—Hydrangeas for market.TThe 
common H. hor ieusJi and paniculate grandiilora 
are most largely grown for the London markets. 
The latter has become very popular during the 
last few years, and when really well grown 
makes good prices during the latter part of May 
and through June. H. hortensis can be had in 

bloom a month earlier, and with high culture 
produoes enormous heads of bloom in 6-iDch 

pots. The white variety, Dr. Hogg, is also 
grown to a considerable extent. Cuttinga strike 

freely in cold frames if they aie taken just as 
the wood matures. To obtain large heads of 

bloom, the cuttings should be inserted singly in 
small pots, shiftiug them at *he turn of the year 
into 6-inch pots, using good loam, with a liberal 

addition of rotted dung or some concentrated 
stimulant. Liquid-manure must be given freely 

as soon as the flower-trusses form. H. pani- 

culata requires a longer period to bring to good 
marketable size. The young plants are best in 
the open air through the summer, pruning them 

in hard, and putting them into their blooming 
pots in January. For early bloom constant 
warmth is, of course, required.—J. C., Byflnt. 

3667.— Malmaison Carnations.—These 

are easily grown and soon form large specimens 
if they are treated as greenhouse plants. I had 
one plant only die this year, and have no doubt 
that its death was owing to careless watering. 
A plant may get overdry and the fine, delicate 
tips of the roots perish. The gardener observes 

his plant in distress, and finding it is caused by 
dryness at the rooLs, he pours water into it 
freely, with the result that the plant cannot 
take up the water, and instead of holding back 
from the free use of the water-pot, more and 
more is given, the roots perish altogether, and 

the plant dies outright. This, I know, is the 
cause of the death of some Malmaisons ; others 
are killed by a wireworm getting to the part of 

the stem underground. The plants like good 
rich potting-soil, composed of fonr parts good 

fibrous yellow loam, one part leaf-mould, and one 
part decayed manure with a portion of coarse 

white sand. 8ome persons overpot their plants ; 
this is a grave error, and if not carefully watered 
after may be the cause of the death of some. 
Water the plants when they really need it, and 

this can be ascertained by tapping the sides of 
the flower-pots with the knuckles of one hand, 
using the water-pot with the other. Do notgivj 
manure-water to any plants until it is seen tuat 

they havo filled their pots well with roots.— 

J. D. K. 

- Very likely a wireworm had found its 

way into the pot, or the egg may have been in 
the soil when the plant was potted. These 
plants also occasionally collapse in the way 

described if overwatered, and as it was so full 
of buds, very likely it may have had a littlo too 
much sometimes. These, and indeed all Car¬ 

nations, when grown in pots, should never havo 
any water given them as long as the soil remains 
even slightly moist. The drainage ought also 

to be free, and the soil—a sandy loam is beat— 
be compressed quite firmly in the pots. If any 
of these points are neglected the plants are 

very liable to become water-logged at the root, 
and then death is certain to ensue sooner or 

later.—B C. R. 

- These are far more difficult to grow well 

than many suppose, but it is worth trying to 
get good flowers, as they are very popular. I 

will give you a brief codo of treatment followed 
The flowering-time of the plants is 

, and when finished blooming, the 

usual course is to plant them out in the open, 
as this promotes a well-ripened growth. Layer¬ 

ing is done as for the ordinary kinds. When 
the layers are rooted, which is in,September, they 

are potted, 5-inch pots being the size used. A 

good loamy soil will form the beat oompost, and 
it should be mixed with a fair proportion of 

sharp silver-sand, also some charcoal to keep it 
sweet and open. Meanwhile, prepare a site for 

them in the open, laying down a layer of coal- 
ashes on the surface to prevent worms getting 
into the bottom of the pots and disturbing the 

drainage. Water thoroughly, and in the month 
of November remove them indoors, and another 

shift into 7-inoh pots is given. During the 
winter months the plants must not be coddled 
in any way, but given abundance of air, and 

the soil only just kept sufficiently moist. Too 
much moisture is fatal. The plants may be 
grown also as perpetual-flowering Carnations 

are treated. I do not know your accommoda¬ 

tion, but this will doubtless be the better plan 
for you. The general treatment is similar. 
Always keep the plants cool, hardy, and water 

cautiously. It is doubtless through too much 
water that your plant has behaved in the way 

described.—C. T. 

Watering: indoor plants with cold 
water.—In page 15, Vol. IX., of Gardening, 
there is an article by a correspondent, “ B, 

under the above heading, where he brings fact 
and argument to prove that “ undue importance 
has been attached to watering tender plants 

under glass with water of the same tempera¬ 
ture as that in which the plants have Been 
grown. ” He mentions the case of a large house, 

filled with tender tropical plants “ in admir¬ 
able condition,” where for ten years there had 
been no other means of watering than with 
water contained in a large tank with no pro¬ 

tection from the weather, a considerable amount 
of water being required, even in winter, when 
the tank was often covered with ice. He also 

remarks: “If cold water exercised a very 
injurious effect on the roots and foliage of 
tender plants—as it is often supposed it does if 

plentifully used—there would be certainly an 
end to Cucumber-growing in many of the 
London market gardens, where the only water 

obtainable is taken cold from the tap." For 
some years I have used almost exclusively cold 
water to Cucumbers in house, pit, and frame 

with satisfactory results. At the present time 
I have Cucumbers in a hot-bed, growing 
luxuriantly, that are watered and syringed 

wholly with cold water from the top. It is my 
opinion that where all the warm water for 
watering and syringing has to be token from 

the kitchen boiler, and where a full supply 
cannot always be obtained (the water being 
required for kitchen and other household 

purposes), the fear of using cold water for the 
purpose is often indirectly the cause of red- 

spider.—L. C. K. 

3057.—OelBia cretloa.—You should be 

able to get seed of this plant at any good nur¬ 
sery, as it is not uncommon now, although at 
one time was little seen. The Celsia is a near 
relative of the Mulloins, and is not hardy, 
although as an annual it may be made excellent 

use of in the flower garden during the summer 
months. When thus to be grown, the seed 

must be sown early in the year in gentle heat, 
and grown on as for half-hardy annuals in 
general, being when ready to go out good-sized, 
robust examples. If you require tho plants for 
the enrichment of the greenhouse—and it is ex¬ 

cellent for this purpose—the best way is to sow 
Rood now, and got tho plants out for the best 

part of the summer, if possible, and pot them up 
in the autumn. It is not necessary to force 

them at all, and the plants when in full bloom 
are very ornamental, the flowers, rich-yellow, 
produoed freely, and making a fine show. It is 

a pity one does not see the Celsia more in small 

gardens.—C. T. 

_Apply to Mr. W. Thompson, 3«, Tavern-stieet, 
Ipswich.—A. II. 
_I do not know where seed of this plant is to be hsd, 

but if “ R. 8.” likes to send me hie sddrees, under oover to 
the Editor, I oan put him In the wsy of obtaining young 
plants of this apparently rare but charming eubjeot.— 
U 0 R. 

aeso.-Treatment of an Oleander —It will tend 
to make the plant bushy If the point of the shoot Is 
pinobed out. Turfy loam two-thirds, one-third leaf- 
mould. with sand enough to make It fairly porous, will 
trow OWadors well. The plant* require a good deal of 

i~wat*r at time*, so the drainage must be right.—E. H. 

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT 
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oolour shouldalso beincluded. The beat way with lime rubble that haa been powdered down fairly 
these Stocks ia to aow thinly in shallow aeed-pana, line mixed with it, and that in place of sand ; it 
raise in a steady heat, and remove to a cool-house should also be quite on the dry Bide. I do not 
or pit as soon as the plants have fairly de- mean absolutely dry, the object being to ram it 
veloped their seed leaves. Great care is neces- as firmly in the pots as when potting pot Straw- 
sary to avoid damping off; this will occur if the berries or Cape Heaths. The object of this is 
young plants are kept in a moist atmosphere, or to secure a more enduring growth ; in loose soil 
if kept too freely watered. A dry position with the plants grow too rank, whilst the saino con- 
a froe circulation of air (not necessarily cold) dition will tend to a greater retention of moisture 
and a moderate supply of water will be found for a longer period than is desirable. The pots 
the best. As soon as fit for pricking off, three should be well crocked ; then a layer of fowl's 
or four plants should be put into a 41,-inch pot, manure, if available, should be added before the 
using good light loamy soil and leaf-mould. This soil, not mixed with it, for tho simple roason 
size of pot will bo found better than a smaller that this stimulating agent is not neodcd until 
one, no further labour being afterwards required the plants are well advanced. With a firm 
in repotting, as they will flower well in the size surface the seed should be sown, and a little 
advised. In cultivating Stocks in pots many fine soil added in the same manner; no heat 
make the common mistake of supplying tho should be employed to raise the plants, a Slants with too much water before the pots are cold pit or frame being tho best place. The 
airly well filled with roots. For instance, if surface may be advantageously screened by 

one watering be given when the seedlings are means of sheets of paper until tho seedlings 
* ’ he are above the soil; then all the light 

ad possible should be given. When large enough 
-ill to see which are the moat promising plants, the 
y ; weaker ones should be thinned out, so as to 
far leave from five to seven of the best to each pot. 
oo Until well established, a moderate supply only 
w, of water is needed, but when it is seen that the 
ca- plants are making good headway, then more is 
re. required. Mignonette should never be allowed 
at to suffer for want of water, more particularly 

i in when the pots are filled with roots. If allowed 
to get dry a few times, the older foliage will 
soou fade to a brownish colour and tell its own 
tale. As an additional stimulating agent, I 
have not yet found anything to surpass weak 
Peruvian guano-water ; this will fulfil all the 
requirements. Tho best plants in my case have 
been grown upon light shelves near the glass. 
True, they take a lot of water, but without 

painstaking no one deserves to succeed. When 
iu full bloom the plants can, of course, be 
placed where desirable, but the seed-pods should 
he removed, so as not to distress the plants. 
There are several varieties of annual 

Crashes, such as are termed ornamental, 
which are well worthy of extended cultivation 
iu pots. Of these the following may be recom- 

S mended as amongst the beat: Agrostis nehulosa, 
A luxifolia, and A. pulchella (the last making 
'he most compact plants). Briza gracilis is the 
mo it suitable for pots of its class. B. maxima, 
although a beautiful kind in the open border, is 
not so well suited for this work. Eragrostis 
-legans as a later kind to come into use is 
specially good. This Grass is best sown in the 
open ground, being lifted when of good size 
for potting, but not sufficiently advanced to 
c iuse any check to the growth; the pots 
should then be replunged in the open ground, 
looking to the watering as may be desirable. 
Ilordeum jubatum, although a tall-growing 
kind, is well worth attention, and so is 

Lagurus ovatus (the Hare’s-tail Grass). 
These are all varieties that are ornamental 

,vo iu a flowering state, but for its value as being 
at o.-uamental in its leaf-development, Eulalia 
in j iponica zebrina should be named ; its use would 
ho nave many plants of enduring growth from being 
ng run upon too much in decorative work. A fairly 

light soil will suit all of those Grasses, the same- 
aa sized pot as recommended for Mignonette being 
si, advised, and with the one exception named 

p's above it is best to sow the seed and not aftor- 
u 1 wards disturb the young plants, that of the 
tc Eulalia being sown quite thinly. A very pretty 

he plant of dwarf growth is 
Id Asperdla azurea hktoha, a species of Wood- 
its ruff. Although it is not a showy kind, it is ex- 
of tremeljr pleasing when in flower ; it does not 
ry require any special cultivation. For flower- 
its ing during the summer months the Calliopsis 
no are well known in the open border, but they 

NEGLECTED GREENHOUSE PLANT8. 

LCCOLIA OKAT1SSIMA. 

Tiir limited extent to which the cultivation of 
this handsomo flowering shrub (here figured) has 
attained since its introduction some seventy years 
ago would lead one to the conclusion that it does 
not merit any particular notice by lovers of the 
very few really good plants that are to be seen 
in gardens. Such, however, is far from being 
the case, for wherever the culture of temperate- 
house plants is attempted, there the Luculia 
should find a congenial home. It may be grown 
inagreenhouse wnicli accommodates the majority 
of plants coming under that designation, bat it 
is not so much at home in suoh a house. A 
house which is suited to Camellias, and where 
the surroundings are suoh as to be conducive to 
a healthy and vigorous growth in the case of 
these plants, is also calculated to suit the 
Luculia remarkably well. This may to some 
seem strange when a temperate-house haa been 
more particularly recommended, but it must be 
borne in mind that when Camellias are making 
their growth they delight in a fair amount of 
warmth and plenty of moisture. If the Luculia 
is given such a house it should be placed iu a 
position where not liable to suffer from sharp 
currents of air, nor should it be too muon 
exposed to tho sun's rays during the middle of 
the day. A conservatory wherein the majority 
of the plants are growing in beds rather than 
in pots or tubs will bean excellent 
place for it. If a space of wall 
has to be covered where it is pos¬ 
sible to plant the Luculia out 
without the opposite extreme of 
too much soil, there it may le 
grown with every prospect of suc¬ 
cess. It is more adapted for 
growing in beds and borders than 
in pots, yet, as indicated in a 
previous sentence, the opposite 
extreme must be avoided, other¬ 
wise there will be a tendency lo 
make rank wood, which will 1 e 
unproductive of bloom. As regaros 
soil, it does better in peat than in M 
loam. Light loam will suit, but 
any tendency to a heavy reten¬ 
tive soil should be avoided at oil 
times. Light fibrous loam ai d 
peat of good durable character 
in equal parts, with the addition 
of coarse silver- or river Sana, / 
would make a capital mixture for 
it; lime rubble and charooal would 
likewise be good additions. The 
praning should be seen to after 

Flowering-shoot u. J.uculia gratlssima, 
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make most fitting companions for the Calliopsis, 

requiring likewise a generous course of treat¬ 
ment. Should the plants in either instance be 

found to grow too tall for the particular 

purpose in view, it will bo well upon the 

second attempt to pinch them before too far 

advanced. Hibiscus africanus, with its large, 

sulphur-coloured blossoms, is quite distinct, 
and is to be recommended where there is a good 

variety of flower required with a large space to 

be filled during the summer months. Linum 
gralidiflorum coccineuin is a very free growing 

annual in the open border, being also for pots a 

very distinct addition ; it requires all the light 
possible when taken under glass. 

NkmopiuLa insignis is an annual that is 

rarely seen in pots, yet for this system of cul¬ 

ture it is admirably suited. It is beautiful when 
used in margins of stages in the greenhouse or 

conservatory during the summer. This Nemo- 

phila may be transplanted from the open border 

when small; if wanted earlier it would be 
better to sow in pots and raise in a cold frame. 

When kept well supplied with water after 

having filled the pots with roots, it will last a 

long time in beauty. The most approved 
varieties of Asters hardly require any recom¬ 

mendation, being so well known to many 

growers, and by many grown in pots for 
autumn decoration. Grown in pots is perhaps 

not a correct term, as in most cases the plants 

are pricked out in the open ground as with 
other Asters to flower outside, being lifted 

just as they show for bloom. Between that 

time and the period of blooming there is a long 
euough interval for them to become well estab¬ 

lished. The best results are obtained byadopting 

a hardy course of culture so as to secure dwarf 

sturdy plants when lifted for potting ; it is 
better therefore to grow the plants in as open 

a position as possible. The following are half-a- 
dozen good kinds for growing in pots : Diadem, 

Veitch's Empress (both crimson and white 

varieties)—one of the very best—Triumph, 

Snowball, dwarf Chrysanthemum-flowered, and 
dwarf German. With such a selection it will 

be possible to havo a long season of bloom, for it 
will be a rare occurrence to find all of these 

various strains in flower at one time. Sweet 
Peas in pots are somewhat of a novelty, yet they 

can be grown most successfully in pots, but 

better still in long boxes such as are used in 
windows. The best success with these fragrant 

flowers I have noticed in the case of a grower of 
known repute has been, when sowing the seed 

in August, the plants wero kept in a cool- 

house all the winter, steadily growing mean¬ 
while and flowering profusely in March and 

April, when such flowers would bo a most 
agreeable and welcome addition to the cut- 

dower supply. The plants as they increased 

in height were trained up the side of a span- 

roofed house next the glass, producing a very 
pretty effect, whilst but little room was taken 

up by tho boxes. Well-grown plants of hardy 

annuals in pots will give a good return for the 

labour expended, whilst the details of culture 
are such that anyone may grasp them, finding 

out for himself, after a few experiments, what in 

their particular case gives the best results and 
renders tho most service during any particular 

period. The great advantage in growing such 
plants is that of being able to throw them away 

as soon as they fado ; thus it is possible often¬ 

times to retain them in positions whero it would 
not be deemed advisable to allow plauts of per¬ 
manent growth to remain. To those who have 

to make a good show in thoir houses with the 

minimum amount of room for growing and 

storing plants, I strongly advise recourse being 
had to these beautiful plants. P. 

dark-chocolate stems and bold rosy flowers 

making a fine effect. You may plant the bulbs 
now, and if to be grown in pots, put one bulb 

ia each, using a good loamy compost for soil. 

It is interesting to know that Dean Herbert, 

whose work amongst the Amaryllids is famous, 
grew his Belladonna Lilies in a similar position 

to that described. The Freesias should be grown 
in pots in the greenhouse. The Watsonia mar- 

ginata requires similar culture to the Gladiolus, 

and the genus is very interesting. The flowers 

of the kind mentioned are delicate rose, and 

there are several other kinds worthy of mention, 
as W. angustifolia (light-pink), Meriana (purple- 

crimson), W. apeciosa (crimson), and Louis XIV 

(rose), besides many others. The Watsonias 
are quite hardy ; but they are not very often 

seen in gardens. They are natives of the Cape, 

and the bulbs should be planted in warm 
situations and light soil. Give them similar 

treatment to that required by the early-flower¬ 

ing Gladioli. W. alba has white flowers, and 
is a very beautiful plant. The same remarks 

apply pretty much to the Ixias. They must 

have warmth, but you can try them in the open, 

putting them in a well-drained position, the soil 
fight, and, if possible, against a hot-house wall, 

facing south, as mentioned in the case of the 

Belladonna Lily. Babiana may be treated in 

the same way.—C. T. 

THE KITCHEN GARDEN. 

BRUSSELS SPROUTS. 

During the last twenty years a number of 

varieties of this hardy and highly-esteemed 

30-24. — Bulbs from Cape Town.— 
Taking the plants in tho order on tho list, first 

we have the Belladonna Lilies (Amaryllis Bella¬ 

donna), which will flower well in tho open, but, 
os a rulo, do much better in a greenhouse. As 

you require, however, to know only what will 

succeed out-of-doors, you may plant the bulbs 

in a border facing south, and the soil must be 

good and deep loam ; leaf-mould, with sufficient 
Bharp silvor sand to mako it pliablo and fairly 

light, being the most suitable. It is such a position 

as this they do well in the Royal Gardens, Kew, 

where the bulbs flower each year with great 

freedom, making a great show of colon*. This 
border of Belladonnas is a picture olkioloirfjWie 

Old Tall Brussels Sprouts. 

vegetable have been raised. However much 

may have been gained in size, it is questionable 

if we have made much (if any) progress as 

regards quality. For a long time past it has 
appeared to me that the Brusacls Sprouts of my 
youth were much superior in flavour and appeal - 

ance when cooked than those that come to my 

table at the present time. The sprouts furnished 

by the newer vigorous-growing strains have a 

moro Cabbage-like taste, and the larger they are 
the more they lack the true old Brussels Sprouts 

flavour. The striving aiter mere size in vege¬ 

tables is a great mistake, for no increase in this 

way will compensate for loss of quality. When 

the Aigburth Brussels Sprouts became so popular 

some years ago I was charmed with the wonder¬ 
fully vigorous growth they made, I put them 

on ground that had boen trenched 2 feet 

deep, and they made stems 3 feet in height 

with immense foliage, and the sprouts were 

double the size of any I had evor previously 
grown. The members of my household, how¬ 

ever, unanimously condemned their flavour, and 
from that time I have never cultivated the 

Aigburth. I fanoy that many were disap- 

i^ijt^d*with this giant kind, for itaooij ^os^ tho 

popularity which its great vigour and produc¬ 

tiveness apparently warranted. For some time I 
have been trying various newer varieties, all of 

which seein to have gained in vigour at the ex¬ 

pense of quality, with the exception of one that 

I have grown for the last two years. This is 
grown largely in the Midland and Northern 

counties. Tho sprouts are said to make higher 

prices in the northern market than those of any 
other kind. Although I gave the plants good 

ground which had been deeply trenched, they 

did not run up to so great a height as moat 

varieties do, and the leaf-development was not 
so exuberant. The yield of sprouts was, how¬ 

ever, very large, and, what is even more to 

the purpose, their flavour left little to be de¬ 
sired. The old Tall Brussels Sprouts (here 

figured) is now not often seen in our gardens, 
but it produces rather small sprouts of very 

excellent flavour indeed, and it is hardy and 

continues to bear for several months. 
_ B. 

A good Rhubarb. — Rhubarb is now 
plentiful in gardens, but the kinds grown are 
generally those with big, coarse stalks, which 

have not half the flavour of the smaller-growing 

varieties, such as Hawke’s Champagne. I notice 

this excellent variety, and it is one that should 
be grown by all who put juiciness, flavour, and 

first-rate quality before quantity. Of course, 
there is much more in the big-stalked Rhubarb, 

but such a kind as Hawke's Champagne is 

delicious. The stalks are thin, but deep-crimson, 

and yield rich juice. It is the finost kind for 
flavour without question in cultivation, and 

grows well in good garden soil. One seldom or 
never sees it at exhibition, as such varieties are 

not of much account there. Everything ia 

sacrificed for rare size.—C. T. 

3661.—Wire-netting for Peas.—Yes ■, 
this forms a fairly good substitute for the usual 

sticks, but the mesh must be large—3 inches or 

4 inches. A hotter and cheaper plan—at least, 
to my idea—is, however, to run Borne ordinary 

twine to and fro along eaoh side of the rows, 

about 6 inches apart, taking a half hitch round 
each stake. For a tall Pea, like Duke of Albany, 

you would, of course, require two 3-feet widths 
of the netting on each side the row.—B. C. R. 

-Wire Pea hurdles are speoially made for supporting 
Peas, and If taken care of they will last a long time ; or 
ordinary large-meshed wire-netting will do, fixed to stakes 
In the ground. This will be oheaper than Pea hurdles, 
but not be quite so convenient.—E. U. 

3671.—Good King Henry andSalsafy. 
—If the seed germinates and the young plants 
do well, they ought to be nice little stuff by the 

autumn, just right for moving ; and if replanted, 
say in October, will begin to be productive the 

following spring. The roots of Salsafy may be 

lifted and stored in sand, like Carrots, in Octo¬ 

ber for winter use, though I always think they 

keep better in the ground.—B. C. R. 

-If tho ssods of Good King Honry grow, the young Elant* will move safely anywhere In autumn. Salsafy may 
e lifted In Ootober, and laid in elsewhere till required for 

use. Frost does not Injure Salsafy, and If laid In In a trench 
it will keep quite fresh till required for use.—E. H. 

3664. — Beat Melon and Vegetable 
Marrow.—Melons cannot be grown in the 

open ground in this country. The fruit would 

be flavourless in the average summer. Little 
Heath, a hardy scarlet-fleshod variety, will do 

under glass with a bed of fermenting materials 

to start it if tho summer is a warm one; but 
I suppose scarcely aayone who knows what the 
flavour of a good Melon is would call the Little 

Heath when grown oool first-class. As regards 

Vegetable Marrows one cannot go far wrong. 
The Long White and Long Green are excellent 

when cut young. Hibberd's Prolific is much 
smaller, but in all other respects it is excellent, 

and is, perhaps, better adapted for a small 

garden than the larger-fruited kinds.—E. H. 

Leeks and their culture.—To have 

these large and fine they require a long season’s 

growth, and must, therefore, be sown oarly to 

get the plants forward and strong before plan ting 
them out. A good way of managing with thorn 

is to fill a shallow box or pan with fine rich soil 

and sow the seed therein, placing it in some 

warm-house, pit, orframo to get it to germinato. 
As soon as the plants are large enough to handle, 

they should be pricked off or potted singly into 

small pots and bo nursed on under glue till 

they are big enough and the weather is favour- 

, able for turning them out. To get readv for 
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this, one method, and that the beet, is to form 
and dig out trenches 8 inches or so wide and 

6 inches deep, after the manner of those for 
Celery, and heavily manure the same, well 

breaking up the bottom and mixing it in, after 
which the Leeks shoald be planted a foot apart 
and be heavily watered, so as to thoroughly 

settle the soil about them and give them a start. 
For ordinary purposes very good Leeks may bo 
grown in ground that has been trenched or other¬ 

wise well cultivated and enriched. If drills bo 
drawn and large, deep holes mado with a big 

dibber, into which the plants may be dropped 
or placed, so as to have only just the tops of 

the leaves standing out, and if a little soil is run 
in or water poured down into the holes, the 

roots will soon get a start and the plants grow 
quickly if kept free from weeds during summer. 
The hoeing requisite to accomplish this gradu¬ 

ally fills up the big holes with earth, and by its 
means the stems of the Lcska become blanched 
and usable for the length of a foot or more 

without any trouble. Those in trenches, of 
course, require soiling, but that should only Ire 

done by degrees, and good soakings of liquid- 
manure given whenever they become dry at the 

roots.—1). 

RULHS FOR CORRESPONDENT?. 

Questions.—Queries and answers are inserted in 
Gardening free of charge if correspondents follow the rules 

hen laid down for their guidance. All communications 
Jot insertion should be clearly and concisely written on 
nnesidc of the paper only, anil addressed to the Editor of 
Gardening, .17, Southampton-slreet, Coecnt-garden, Lon¬ 
don. Letters on business should be sent to the Publisher. 

The name and address of the sender are required in 
addition to any designation he mag des-re to lie used in 
the paiter. Il'heo more than one query is sent, each 
should be on a separate piece of pnjier. Tnansuercd 

queries should be repeated. Correspondents should Itcar 
in mind that, as Gardening has to be sent to press some 
time in ad ranee of date, they cannot always Is- replied to 
in the issue immediately following the receipt of their 

communication. 

Answers ( which, with the except inn of such as cannot 

irett be classified, will be found in their different depart¬ 
ments) should always bear the number and title jdared 

against the query replied to, and our readers will greatly 
oblige us liy adrising, as far ns their knowledge and 
ohsereations iiermit, the. correspondents who seek assist¬ 
ance. Conditions, soils, and means rary so infinitely 
that several ansuxrs to the, same question mag often be 
eery useful, and those who reply would do well to mention 
lh-. biealities in which their c-xjterieiux is gained. Corres¬ 

pondents who refer to articles inserted in Gardening 
should mention the number in which they appeared. 

3723.—ttandard Azaleas.—wh»t treatment will 

'base want to preserve mem through the winter out-ot 
doors?—T. Edmundh. 

8721.—Moving a Christmas Rose.—At what 
lime of year can I safely move an old-established and 

large olump of Ghrletmas Rose?—Islander. 
3726.—Ivy covered with black-fly — Ie this fly 

Injurious to Ivy growing on the outside of a nouee ? If 80, 
what is the beet manner of removing It?—S. M. D. 

372«.—Caterpillars on Currant-bushes.—will 

someone kindly tell me what is the treat remedy for 
destroying caterpillars on Currant-buehee?—0. E. C. 

3727—Fertiliser In a garden.—What fertiliser 
would bo a good subeiitute for farmyard liquid-manure 

for pot-planto out-of doors—Roses and Chrysanthemums? 

3728. —Plants for a border.—Will someone kindly 
n»me some good hardy Dorder plants having scented 
foliage, and also any others with variegated foliage ?—A. 

Saunder. 

3729. —Pronunciation of Clematis —l should 
like to know which ie the correct pronunciation—Cldm-atie 
or Cle-md-tis? Do not botanists prefer the former form? 

—Faubtus. 
3730 —Weed killer —Will somebody kindly inform 

me how to make a oheap and effective weed-killer for 
gravel paths, stating ingredients and probable coat of 
same ?— Sous Bins. 

3731. —Hyacinths, Ac.—I have had eplendid Hya¬ 
cinths and Tulips out-of-doors. When foliage dies should 
I take them up aod keep dry till October, or leave in the 

ground ?—Anxistt. 

3732. —Propagating Azaleas —I shall be glad if 
someone will tell me how 1 oau increase the number of my 
Azaleas, Hme. Van der Cruyeeen and A. Mollis? I havo a 

warm greenhouse.—H. B. 

3733. —Box edging.—I have ]uet planted eome Box 

edging, which, owing to the different lengths of the 
plants, is very uneven. When shall I trim it level, now 

or at end of season?—T. Edmunds. 

3731.—Hollies.—I moved some plants from 4 feet to 
5 feet in height last February. They are now casting off all 
heir leaves, end I fear I shall loss them. Can any thing 

be done to give them a start?—3. M. D. 

3736.—Green-fly. — I And the green-fly eo much 
trounle amongst my flowere. How can 1 best get rid of 
it ? Tnhaoco-emoke in the conservatory is eo unpleasant, 

and sy ringing seems to do no good.—Amateur. 

3736.—Treatment of Vines from-mjttlngs.— 
I have itruck two cuttings of a Vine, andf I flod^ehi 
growing. I shall be Rl«l of irfui'Jiia ica Ato-bc^v® 

rbtm In a email wey f I have a warm greenhorn*. fscio 

south—H. ft. 

3787.—Chip baskets, &C.-I want ohip baskets or 
boxes for Paroel Poet to send tall Lillee in, measure, 
2 feet 7 lnobee long, 10 Inches wide, 7 Inches deep, with 
lid. Whore can 1 get them?—Mkb. Dykes, The lied 

House, Keswick. 

3738—Watercress for profit.—Would anyone 
kindly inform me what profit might 1 expeot from 1 aore 
of Wateroresa, doing all the work myself, and where can 
the Ureee be disposed of ? Would Covent-garden Market 
do?— Berkshire. 

3739. —Acacia armata and Cytlsus In pots — 
I should be extremely pleased if anyone would kindly en¬ 
lighten me with regard to the treatment of the above to 
bring them to perfection ? My master mikes a speciality 
of them.—New Reader. 

3740. —Insects on standard Rosbb.-I have eome 
standard Roses which are attacked by small yellow 
insects, that perforate the leaves, and they then decay. 
Will someone kindly tell me what is the beet remetty for 
itale state of things?—Teeuus. 

3741. —Olethra arborea.— I should be gled to know 
how I am to treot a Ciethra arborea, which I have lately 
obtained? It is growing in a 5-lnch pot in greenhouse, 
aod is about 15 inches high. Any inlormation will be 
gratefully reoeived.—0. P. Q. 

3742. —Bulbs from South Africa—" Tib • Is ex¬ 
tremely obliged to "J. C. C." for his information os to 
how to treat the bulbs, and is she right in understanding 
that the Satyrlum should be plunged in a hot-bed now and 
kept there?—Mrs. Johnston. 

3743. —Auriculas In the open air.—will someone 
kindly give me some information as to the beet way of 
growing Auriculas in the open air ? 8bould 1 sow seed or 
get plants? The soil in my garden is dry, light, and sandy, 
and 1 live near the sea—Rus. 

3744. —Shrub seeds from New Zealand —will 
someone kindly give me a few hints as to the raiatng and 
subsequent treatment of eome shrub seeds which 1 have 
had sent from New Zealand? I possess a heated green 
house and a oold frame.—Kent. 

3746. —Greenhousel plants from seed —Will 
someone kindly advise me ae to what seeds should now be 
eown to supply a small epan-roofed greenhouse with 
flowers during the autumn and winter months? Day tem¬ 
perature In winter about 65 degs.—S. M. P. 

3748.—Bone-meal for Chrysanthemums — 
Will " E. M." or eome other cxpeneneed grower of Chrys¬ 
anthemums kindly tell me if bone-meal as used by 
farmers for manuring purposes is good for mixiDg with 
soil for potting Chrysanthemums, fvo. ’-Amateur. 

3747. —Maiden hair Ferns —I am anxious to grow 
these Fetus from spores. Will someone kindly give me full 
partioulars as to how Is the beet way to proceed, where to 
get the spores, the beet kind to have for conservatory and 
house decoration, time of year for sowing, ike. ?—Amateur. 

8748— 8748.—Oalceolarlacallfornlcat?)—Would anyono 
be kind enough to tell me wbat Oaloeolarla oalifornloa is 
like, and whether it is good for bedding out? 1 have got 
a lot of them, and have never seen them before. They 
have brown stalks, and are very tender plants.—F. Clark. 

3749.—Lily of the Valley and Carnations— 
Would someone kindly give me directions as to the 
management of Lily of the Valley in pote, so that I could 
have it as early as possible? Also what Carnations to 
grow for profit, and the beet time to get them ?—Edkl- 

3760—Horehound beer—Will someone kindly give 
me a receipt for making Horehound beer, such as is sold 
in herb beer shops in Manchester and Preston ? 1 have 
tried several times, but cannot get anything near It. Any 
inlormation on the subject will be greatly valued by— 
Thirsty, Devon. 

3751—Chrysanthemums for India—I should 
feel obliged to " E. M." tot the name! of three dozen 
Chrysanthemums, divided as follows : 1 dozen Japanese, 
1 dozen Incurved, 6 Reflexed, 6 Pomponee? Theee aro in- 
tended for epeolmcne, and to be grown on the natural 
ej stems—Lower Bengal. 

3762—Raspberry-canes—Every year when my 
Raapberry-conet* are in bloiwom small brown flies come 
and settle in the flowere, leaving brown marks. When 
the fruit grows and is pulled a small maggot is found 
inside. What ie the cause, and what elepe oan be taken 
to prevent it ?—E. P. Coleman. 

375S—Vinery—I haveeome ground on the borders of 
West Brighton, on which I wish to erect a house or two 
(orVinee. Size of ground, 120 feot by 40 feet. Will anyone 
kindly advise best etyle of house, and If it should be 
heated? Ground rune east to west. When should the 
Vines be planted?—Wert Brighton. 

3754— Using a fertiliser.-I have been given some 
artificial Fertilieer. but do not know how to uee it safely lor 
pot-plante or for Roeee out-of-doors ? Should it be used 
dry on the surface, or should it be mixed with soil, or 
should It be mixed with water ? I should be obliged for 
directions and proportions in any case ?—Anxiety. 

3755— Vegetables near Calcutta—Will some¬ 
one kindly let me know the names of the best sorts of the 
following kinds of vegetables suitable for garden oulture 
in a place near Caloutta ? Beet, 2 sorts ; Cabbage, 2 eorts ; 
Peae, 4 sorts Hats kinds to be avoided); Tomato, 2 sorts ; 
Cucumber. 1 sort; Celery, 2 sorts— Lowrr Bengal. 

3756— Rhubarb for show—I havo some Rhubarb 
whiob I want lor show. Will someone please give mo 
a fewbinteastoltsmanagement? Ithasalready got some 
very fine slioks, and I want to know wbat sort of manure 
will be beet, whether liquid or otherwise, aod whether I 
shall let all the sticks remain, or shall I pull out just a lew 
of the oldest ones ?—Ruobaru. 

3767—Roses In a greenhouse—I should be very 
grateful lor a little advice from “ J. C. C. ’ or some other 
experienced Rose-grower. 1 have a two-year-old Marc- 
chal Niei, planted out in a cool greenhouse. It flowered 
well early. I then out It back, and have kept it syringed, 
with the result that It is now full of red shoots 2 Inches 

inches long. Shoald I thin out eome of these, for .a 
ureases there are two or more from a joint. And 
I'Jd I discontinue liquid-manure ? Also whin ribauld ' 

•giolo give snore air and hardet ctT fbV-'yww'K growth 
—F. M. 

3758— Plants for a Birmingham garden- 
will anyone kindly tell me what vegetable or flowering 
plants would do well in a garden in the suburbs of Bir¬ 
mingham, in which Lilies of the Valley and Lettuce 
luxuriate f The garden is sunny and has very little shade, 
but hitherto I have been very uneuoceeeful in growing 
Any kind of vegetables in it.—E. B. W. 

3759— Weeds In garden-paths-— My garden- 
paths are overrun with Couoh Grass, so., which is prac¬ 
tically impossible to eradicate by the ordinary methods. 
1 have decided to water the path with some poweitul 
weed destroyer. Would someone with a similar experience 
kindly Rive me Instructions for making a good weed 
destroyer, and aleo how same ie ueed ? -Perblexid. 

3760— Treatment of Oucumbers.-My Oucum 
berplant* are growing too luxuriantly. What ie beet to be 
done? Lean-to bouse, no Are, but a hot-bed. Soil, lastyear a 
manure mixed; maiden soil, earth. Will it Injure the plants 
if I out away some of the shoots at the bottom ? I nipped 
out the bude too eooo, causing them to send out shoots 
too low down, thereby covering the beds.—Subscriber. 

3701. — A house conservatory—I have a con¬ 
servatory built between my bouse and the next, about 
30 feet long by 0 feet wide, and 12 feet high. Glass roof 
and tflaM window at each end, on the first floor, with 
north and south aspect. Would anyone kindly adviee me 
what to crow up the walla or on the stage* ? It m not 
heated, but froet can be kept out during the winter.— 
W. L. W. 

8762—Tuberous Begonias. — Will eome experi¬ 
enced grower adviee me respecting Tuberous Begonias / 

In February I bought some tubers, and put the arge 
ones in pole and the others In boxes, whloh were then placed 
in a propagator, (torn which they were removed to the top 
sbelf in on untacatod greenhouse. Some of them are now 
2 inohes to 0 inches high. Should they be removed from 
the boxes into pots, and the othere repotted, or leave 
them as they ore for beddiogout?—Constant Reader 

3763—Treatment of a Myrtle—I shall be glad if 
anyone will kindly tell me wnut treatment1 ought to give 
my flowering Myrtle? It was a beauu ul shrub, nearly- 
6 feet high, and bore splendid flowers. One severe winter 
it got nipped by the frost, and has never reoovered, the 
leaves being now of a brown-green tint, the blossoms poor. 
I always cover the tree with a tent of straw now in winter, 
leaving a hole lor air, but it does not seom lo protect it. 
as it Is now very bare, and the few leaves that are on top 
are quite brown—H. P. 

8761—Seedling Begonia-tubers—I should be 
very glad of some information about etartmg eeedling 
Begonia-tubere? I got a dozen for bedding out from a 
nurseryman tbe first week ot Match. They were potted 
in thumbs, aod plunged in Ooooa-nut-hbre in the propagator 
at a heat ot 75 degs. tor five weeks. Have since been 
standing on a sunuy shelf in tbe greenhouse, but jetshow 
no signs of starting. They have been kept just moiet. 
Would eome friend kindly say if the fault le in the tubers 
or In the treatment?—Five. 

8755,—Treatment of Vines and Pines—This 
winter my Vine, have had new soil, and have grown away 
very well with line ehooM. but the buneheB are »ll w'tlier- 
ing just before coming into flower. 1 should to wry mu* 
obliged if you could inform me the cause, as th<" 
oannot account for it? The Vines are fifteen j ears old 
Tbe heat during the day is about 85 degs. ; night heat 
from 65 degs. to 70 degs. My Pines are Just couiiDg into 
fruit. Wbat should the heat be. and should 1 give them 
any liquid-manure?—J*s. Houbton, jun. 

376«-Calceolarias from Bee.d;“' h^d V®?1! 
collection ol the above, which I "eA‘a 
autumn. Tbe plants were very Wealthy and robust, and 
I quite hoped to have had a good show " J”*!"'. ‘ 
during the last two months, with the exception of about 
Sair.Vozen thcy have .11 died ^h. lower eaves turned 
vellow and gradually the whole plant withered away. 
I shall'feel obliged if anyone oan suggest the o*use'1fmy 
failure? The greenhouse that they were in was kept at 
a temperature of 45 dege. to 60 doge. J. iv. 

3767 — Carnations (Malmalson, «c.). win 
"J I) E " or anv ol your numerous readers inform me 
where' I 'could obtain plant* ot the Striped 
rt ndv Middleton) and the orimeon variety uimi. a. 

fit them to place them outdoors for » [e"w*?s R 
be (clad of any advice on the subject.—S. H. S. K., hr 

mingham. 
o7ro standard Roses not breaking:. — in 

October laat 1 planted twenty-tour Standard Ho*®* a 

sa*a - 2 
someone will kindly toll me wbe‘*®L1\^^! 

ElfpSSSS 
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position. It is making wood frMly. Soma of the blooms 

open all right, the majority do not. The sterna turn 
blaok, and the blooma fall. Oan you please tell me the 

causes and remedies 1 Ought I to prune the M Niel? 
The plants have been syringed dally.— S. H. 8. R., Bir¬ 
mingham. 

3771— flowers fora sandy soli.—Will eoraeoo* 
kindly advise me how to treat (for Bower growing) the 

mean sandy soil of Surrey (on Leith-bill)? When freshly 
turned up from a pasture it resembles sea-sand very 
closely, and appeals to have no loamy matter or vegetable 

Bbre whatever. Of course, I am aware that Roses are not 
to be thought of, unless I Import clay, but what oan I do 
for the average hardy perennial (shrub, climber)? lean 

buy (with some difficulties of delivery) stable-dung ; leaf- 
mould I do not see how to obtain. Can any good be done 
with peat-Uose-lltter, wbloh, at all events, Is easy to 
obtain and to transport? Would it form a good vehicle 

for the use of guano T—A. 

3772.—'Trees, dto., for a garden-path—I have a 
house with a long front garden faolng due south, but well 
exposed to easterly winds. Two long flights of steps lead 

up to the house, waioh is very elevated, and muob above 
the level of the road. Before the first (light of steps 1s 
reached the visitor has to walk up a long gravel path, 

21 feet by 8 feet, bounded on the one side by my garden, 
and on the other by my next-door neighbour's path and 
garden. Now, I should like to make this gravel pathway 

more attractive, not only to visitors, but from the win- 
dows of my high house. Will anyone kindly suggest 
anything? 1 should like some trees that would aroh over, 

and so in time form a uloe arbour. Roses and other 
olimblng plants might do, but I should not enjoy the 
flowers much, as naughty boys would soon walk them 

away.—Amatkcr. 

2772.—Garden frames.—I am very much obliged to 
" J. C. C." for hie kind reply to the above query of mine. 

See Oardrsino, April 22cd, page 97. I would be further 
obliged to "J. C. 0.” If he would let me know how I 
should fix the Independent boiler, and It the pipes should 
be at the top or bottom (I mean at the north or south In¬ 

side In the frames)? The pit runs east and west, and the 
frames faoe the south. Also, should the hot-water pipes 
be between the surface of bed and the glass, and if so 

won't it be too warm near the pipes for any plants ? I was 
thinking that they might run through the centre of the 
bed under the plants. Would this be right? Aleo state 

how 1 should make flue? I might come to the oonoluslon 
of building one. Whloh would be cheaper V—Kncilakd. 

8774. —Rose questions.—Will some of your readers 

reply to my following questions about Rosea: (a) The 
names of best dark Hoses? I mean those kinds only 
wbose flowers are substantial, full, and of good shape, and 
whioh are free-flowering. (6) la there any dlfferenoe 

between " Ametican (Beauty," H.P., and "Triomphe de 
France,” H.P. V I find them to be Identical, except In 
names, (r) The names of two dozen best Roses for out 
flowers, and one dozen most sweet-soented Rosea ? Thors 

that are free autumnal bloomers should be eeleoted. (if) 
I should be obliged if any of your readers who have culti¬ 
vated the undermentioned Rosea would inform me of tbs 
growth, time of flowering, quality and deeoriplioa of the 
flowers, and the blooming qualities of the underraen, 

tioned Roses : Ouatave Pigneau, H.P.; Oloire de L'Kxpo- 
all Inn de Bruxelles, H.P. ; James Brown low. H.P. ; Rey¬ 
nolds Hole, H.P. ; Salamander, H.P.; 8ir Rowland Hill, 
H.P. ; Emotion, Bourbon Perpetual; L'Id6al, N. ; Climb¬ 

ing Perle des Jardins, T. ; Sappho, T.; The Queen. T. ; 
Waban, T.7 (e) The names of beet orange-ooloured Roses 

and best red Climbing Roses, either II. P., Tea, or Noisette? 
—Cower BsxoAt. 

8775. -Tea Roses In a frame —I have about a 
score of Tea Hoses growing in a nold frame (span-roofed, 
8 feet by 5 feet). They have broken strongly and are 

showing a good number of flower-buds, but during the 
past fortnight some of the plan la have suffered from 
mildew, owing, I think, to the ditfloulty In ventilating 
properly, whilst the sun has been so hot and the wind 

cold. I have now applied shading to the glass, and have 
syringed the plants with soft-soap and sulphur. Tbs 
mildew has disappeared, but the Roses do not look so 

healthy as formerly. Half my plants are in pots, and half 
planted out In a bed of good ohopped turf. Do they 
require any assiBtanoe in the way of liquid-manure or top- 

droaelng? If so, how and when should I apply It? No 
mauure was used at time of planting—last Deoember. 
After watering or syringing some of the plants (notably 

Niphetoe) loso a few of their leaves. How is this? The 
water la always used with the ohlll off, never oold. Would 
anyone kindly favour ms with advice as to the points to 
be atteoded to in the euocesrful culture of Tea Roses in a 

frame, and also give me a list of the most suitable 
varieties, the qualities most to bo desired being—1, 
Mildew resisting ; 2, Perfect form and col 3ur; 8, Freedom 
of flowering; 4, Free bu'not ton vigorous growth? I would 

aleo beg to thank " P. U.,'* '• J. O. C.,H and " A. H. “ for 
the helo they have given me on this subject in the past.— 
F. 1’., Xorth Cheshire. 

To the following queries brief editorial replies 

are given ; but readers are invited to give further 
answer* should they be able to ojfer additional 
advice on the. various subjects. 

3776. —Seedling Dahlias/Dahlia).—Keep up a heat 
of about 60 degs., and give air during the day when the 
seedlings are above ground. 

3777. -Cutting down Sol&nums (fl. T.).—Prune 
them in closely, and plant out in good soil. Lift In 
autumn when in berry for the oonservatory. 

3778. —Cinerarias (IT. <?.).—The Cinerarias you send 
are of a very good strain, the flowers of good form and 
aubetanoe, and the oolours bright and varied. 

3779. —Foroed Strawberries (D.).—Ventilate the 
house, so as to prevent the atmosphere becoming stag¬ 
nant, ss that is, above all things, most conducive to 
mildew. 

37eo.-Lawn marker (L. it. A.J-Thufkltnew 
various maohines for marking out lewo-t-eona grouhdls 
and we advise you »r> apply to sums of the ilimsVhnMaki 
lawn-tennis apparatus. 

3781.—Lily of the Valley damping off 
(Mitcham).—The spike seat looks as if It were produoed 
from an " eye ” that had beoome too dry before planting. 
We cannot aooouot for it otherwise. 

8782.— Ooqullla Nuts (E. J.).—These are the fruits 
of Attalea f umfera, a tall growing South American Palm. It 
also yields s quantity of fibre, used ohiefly in this country 
for broom-making. It is called Piassaba.—J. J. 

3783. —Llllum glganteum (J. R.).—The bulbs, 
before they attempt to flower, ueually eend out several 
bulblets. These ebould be separated early, and grown on 
In order to suooeed the pareot bulb la flowering. 

3784. —Golden Feather (Edging).—This Is beet 
raised from seed annually. It ie too late to eow now ; It 
ought to have been sown in February In heat, and the 
seedlings would have been ready to plant out now. 

3785 —Treatment of Rhododendrons (Surrey). 
—It the plants are leggy, you had better out every branoh 
hard baok. The eteme will then throw out fresh ehoots 
during the present summer If looked alter as regarde 
water. 

3786. —Lapagerla rosea (C. Ji.S.).—It wae quite 
right to put the plant In a email pot. As soon as the 
roots fill It you should shift the plant carefully Into a 
larger one, allowing, say, an inch of new soil all round 
the ball. 

3787. —Spiraeas after floweringlR-S.).—Setthem 
out In a good opeo border, and treat them liberally with 
ocoasional dosee of liquid-manure through the summer. 
Next year they will be fine plaots, ready for potting up 
again for winter flowering. 

3788. —Oattleya Intermedia (Ore*is).—You ehould 
keep the plant growing strongly. There Is every proba¬ 
bility of the ehoots flowering. It is a kind that, starting 
in the manner you describe, frequently keeps flowering 
or a long time.—M. B. 

3789. —Ground Elder In garden (L. B. 2\).—This 
Is a troublesome enemy to deal with. There !■ no remedy 
but oomplete eradicatlou of everv particle of root that you 
oan get hold of. ft will probably take you some seasons 
to cleer the ground thoroughly. 

3790. — Dlanthus neglectus not blooming 
(.V. B. H.).—We oab assign do reason for the plant not 
flowering. It generally flowers when etrong every year 
during early summer. If the plant is thoroughly healthy 
we think you need only have patienoe. 

3791. —Splrma palmata not flowering (South. 
roll).—This Is not a difficult plant to cultivate, provided 
the soil is suitable. It thrives beet in a moist soil, In whioh 
there ie a little peat, as its roots are fibrous. It ought to 
thrive to perfection in a sheltered spot. 

3792. —Palm-leaves becoming brown (W. J.). 
—There Is some error in treatment, and it io probable, 
from what you eay, that the cause is exoees of wster. 
Palms do not want to be oontinually deluged with water, 
although when in active growth they require an ahundanoe 
of moisture at the root*. 

3793. —Tulips and Crocuses after flowering 
(B. O.| —Do not lift the bulbs until ebe foliage is quite 
decayed, aod cutting the leaves wi.l impair the strength of 
the bulb*. You may leave Tulips nod Crocuses in ths 
ground all tho year round if the soil is light, and they will 
be the better for It. 

3794 —Transplanting evergreens (Laurel).— 
It Is late lor transplanting evergreens, but if the weather 
should be at onoe showery and oioudy, not unlese, you may 
transplant them now. The ohlef thing to guard against 
In transplanting at this season is dryuess of the soil and 
atmosphere. All the really hardy evergreens ehould 
aucoeed in Durham. 

3795. —piper Bpeclee.—H. B. sends one of this family 
for a name, and I cannot give It one. If I called It Piper 
glabrum It might not be called in question for a long 
time, but some day the true name would be found out. 
I should advise you to send it to Kew, and kindly ask the 
director to name It. They used to have a great lot of 
species growing there.—J. J. 

3796. —Onoldlum Scbllml (OrcAis).—This is a plant 
that does not require resting at any season. It Is a very 
gay Orohid, and although found by Linden over fifty years 
ago, It has never beoome a well-known plent In our gar¬ 
dens. This Onoldlum ie said to be a very oool one, but I 
should advise you to keep It In the bright tide of the 
Odontoglossura-houee.—M. B. 

3797. —Loaf of Bucharls amazonlca turning 
brown (/*. S. jB.k—If the leaf Is decayed it is of no use 
leaving It on the plent, and the bulb will not bleed If It Is 
out off even when green. It wae a mistake to give the 
plant guano or any manure whatever. Stimulants are 
only required when e plant Is In vigorous growth. Nothing 
Induoee dlsiaw more In this and other plants then over 
stimulation by concentrated manures. 

3708.— Oalanthes (Orchis).—You hav* done quite 
right with thsseOrchlde.and have reaped your reward. You 
should let the young growths remain where they are at 
the lop of the old growths, and some time, eay in about a 
mouth, you may sbift these and your other bulbs into 
6-inch or 7-inoh pots. The old bulbs are useless, and they 
will rot away lo the oourse of the season. Keep them 
growing, end do not give them too muoh shade.— M. B. 

3700.-Onoldlum Marshalllanum.— C. Blount 
Bays he his e plant with a branched spike, and it does not 
appear to move in the least. He thought to have bed It 
open before now. Well, 1 am afraid you do not exercise 
much patience, but are apt to look upon matters with 
an uneaav eye. It ie not yet time for this plant to be in 
flower. The end cf May and the beginning of June Is 
quite time enough for that. Learn to exercise a little 
patienoe.—M. B 

3800.—Oattleya Sohroderee, dto. (Orchis).— 
This plant should be grown on strongly, and although 
you have had only one flower upon a spike, I saw a specl. 
men yesterday In an amateur's collection which wae bear¬ 
ing five flowers, and eoenting the boose with their 
delicious perfume. When It has finished Its growtb It 

sheath, and, like Mendeli and Tilansi, should 
through the winter. I am glad to bear vou 

2801.—Ooelogyne Massangeana (OrcAis).—I am 
glad you have invested iu this plant, because it really Is so 
very Deautlful when in flower. Its pendulous spikes reaoh 
to eighteen inobee or more In length, frequently bearing 
two dozen or more of its flowers, whioh are yellow and 
rioh-brown in oolour. You must grow this Orohid on 
strongly, giving It plenty of light and heat and a nice at¬ 
mosphere. It grows freely under this treatment, and 
when strong enough it will bloom.—E. M. 

3802. —Oattleya Gaakelllana (Orchis).—You are 
quite right in your supposition. This kind does flower 
upoo the new growtb soon after it has come up, aud before 
it has become matured, so keep the plant, or plants, 
quickly growiog until after the flowers are poet; and 
after the growths are made up aod Uuished off it requires 
to be kept comparatively oool and dry. This is the Cattleya 
that io my early days used to be known by the name of 
Labiate pallida. Toere are many varieties.- M. B. 

3803. —MUtonlaflaveucens, dto. (Odonto).—Thiels 
a plant of no horticultural merit, and If you have not pur- 
ohaeed it, if you would be advised by me do not do so, 
for it posseitees no beauty, and suoh kinds should not be 
indulged in by amateurs. It ie a very old speoies, having 
been introduced to our gardens over sixty years ago. It 
is alto known by me name of M. stellate. The other two 
speoies, M. Candida and M. Cloweel, are flue species. You 
will And them commented upon in another plaoe.—M. B. 

3804. —Primroses and Polyanthuses (J. W.).— 
Primroses are distinguished from Polyantbusee in having 
no main stem developed; the flowers appear to spring 
from the same point as the leaves, whereas in Polyanthus, 
Oxllp, and Cowslip the flowers are always grown In 
umbelled fashion, terminating an erect stem. Polyan¬ 
thuses are probably only garden forms of the oxlip, and 
are generally ooloured and often laoed at the edges. The 
dlfferenoe between the Oxllp and the Cowslip is mainly one 
of size, the former being twioe as large as tbe laitei. The 
botanical names are Primula vulgaris (Primrose), Primula 
elatlor (Oxlip), Primula veris (Cowslip). 

3805. —Epldendrum a Glare (J. Collins).—Yours Is 
a very graud variety of tnis old plant, tbe flower being 
large, beautifully fimbriated, and pure-wblte. You need 
not grumble about tbe plant, espeolally to me, for I did 
not sell It to you, nor did 1 advise you to purchase It, 
so that I am la no sort of manner chargeable with your 
disappointment. 1 do not know why such a variety 
ebould be so mucb despised, for although not having 
broad sepals aod petals to take the attention like Cattleya 
flowers, it is very pretty. There is one thing against It, 
however—It was introduced upwatds of a hundred years 
ago, and consequently it Is an old plant, and 1 think that 
in the Beoret.—M. B. 

3800. - Repairing garden hose (Amateur).—Tbs 
Instructions you refer to are probably those given by 
"Exon" in Oaruknisu, June 16th, 1883. They are as 
follows: Take 2 ounces or more of naphtha, into which 
drop as much shellac as it will absorb till of tbe oon- 
slstence of thlok gum. Cut some bandages of caovas, 
American doth, or thin leather, spread the composition 
on one side of tbem, then bind them tightly round tbe 
hose, aod fasten firmly with twine. Let it remain twenty- 
four hours, and then tako off the twine. Tho hose must 
be dry before the plasters are applied. Keep the oement 
In a glass-etoppered bottle. It Is good for many house¬ 
hold jobs, aod will not dissolve In anything exoeptiu own 
spirit. 

3807.—Caterpillars on Gooseberries (Everett 
Burrows).—The caterpillars attacking your Gooseberry - 
bushes are the young caterpillars of the Magpie Moth 
(Abraxas grossulanalal. Syringe tbe bushes with 7 lb. of 
soft soap, ths sxtraot from 6 lb. of Quassia-chips, added to 
100 gallons of water; then beat tne ground under tbe 
bushes with tbe baok of a spade to kill tbe caterpillars 
whioh have fallen. Or use 8 gallons of warm soap-suds, 
half a pound of soda, half a pound of salt, and a handful 
of soot. Or epilokle the bushes with fresh soot, or lime 
aod aoot, early in the morning when the bushes are wet 
with dew. In tbe winter, carefully remove the falleu 
leaves and any rubbish from under the bushes, and any 
leaves wbloh have not fallen, as tbe oaterpillars hide 
among tbem durlug the winter, and the ground ehould 
be well dreesed with lime.—G. 8. 8. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 
Any communications respecting plants or fruits 

lent to name, should always accompany the parcel, which 

should be addressed to the Editor of Gardbnino Illcs- 
tkatkd, 37, Southampton-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Names of plants —A. Pickard. — Polygala Dal- 
maisian*.-Home Farm.—Impossible to name accu¬ 
rately from suoh dried-up epsolmens.-U. .Stead.—1, 
Uytisus racemosus. 2, Yellow Banksiao Rose, 3, Ueano- 
thue Oloire de Versailles. 4, Flowers had all fallen off; 
send fresher speolmeue.-if.—Kibes aureum.- 
A. M. (J.—Cannot name; spoilt by being paoked in dry 
ootton-wool.-Regular Header. — We oannot name 
garden varieties of Pelargoniums, bond to a grower.- 
3fiss Brings.— Bird Cherry (Prunue Kudus).-Carlow.— 

ilabrotbaiunus elegaos. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Doubtful.—There le no plant at “ Blenheim Palace,” or 
anywhere else, so far aa we know, that ie fed on raw beef. 
There are, of course, what are oalled Insectivorous plants. 
-Ran. B. lKri//if.—Tne Peach-leaves are "blistered,” 
the effeot of a oold eubsoil end east winds. Lift the trees 
io the autumn, aud plok off ail affected leaves nuw, and en¬ 
courage the trees to make growth.-U.A P.— Apply to 
Mr. T. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, London, 
N.-it. !■'. K.—Gooseberry-caterpillar. Dress over with 
Hellebore-powder (a poison, remember). Directions for 
its use have often been given In Gardsniko.-A Bir¬ 
mingham newsagent. —Apply to Mr. T. A. DJckaon, 
Florist, &o., Centre Avenue, Covenugardec-market, Lon¬ 
don, W.C.-Subscriber.—From the appearanoe of the 
leaf sent we ebould say that the plants in the greenhouse 
hare been [allowed to beoome infested with green-fly. 
Fumigate frequently with Tobaoco.and syringe with clean 

m so well with your Orohid oulturl Jib Ir aK '"'bir •Mteiviarrl.u^iAfC-l Bnai-ApApply to Mr. A. O. 
ibby.—M. B. triNI v" -1 j Sutler, lh»lLUles,l12vEi0kcnhaai-roud, Beckenham. 

JRBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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GARDEN AND PLANT PHOTOGRAPHS. BIRDS. 

Wk beg to announce another photographic com- 3601.—Robins building.—The time of edition, when prizea to the amount of over ne*tm8 varlea * I't-tlo, according to whether the 
ighty Guineas will be awarded. »pring comes early or late ; but the regular 

The subjects selected may be: Beautiful season is from Maroh to July, May and June 
houses and country seats; garden landscapes; being the months in whioh most nests may be 

picturesque trees ; plants, hardy and tender: 'oan<*- They do not build in shrubs, but their 
Ferns ; Roses ; cut flowers, prettily arranged ; !avourite site is a hole on some wild bank slop- 
pretty cottage gardens ; our best fruits on the 'n8 down from the side of a wood into a road or 

branch or branches, not in dishes ; standard lftne ’ tbey al*° build “ holes or crevices in 
vegetables; good flower-gardens, or any other wal1"' outhouses, dustbins, partly- 
objects of interest in a garden. decayed branches or trunks of trees, in the 

. ____ ground at the foot of a tree or Ivy-grown stump, 
LI8T Oh PRIZES. in Ivy on a wall, in a Bean-stack, in pots of all 

Country Seats and Gardens.—A prize of kinds, whether hanging on nails or lying on the 
Twenty Guineas will be given for the beat ground ; even in human skulls, or, in fact, any 
serioa of not less than six photographs of Tudor, seoure retreat of convenient size. The natural 

Elizabethan, Jacobean, or other old English food of the Robin oonsista of worms, iDseots in 
houses and their gardons, particularly showing all their stages, seeds, berries, and small fruits, 
the beauty of tho house in relation to the garden, suoh as Cherries and Currants. Boiled Potato, 
Picturesque old Farm and Manor houses will egg, and bread suit them.—A. G. Butler. 

Catalogues received.—Catalo-jue o/ Plant*, in¬ 
cluding XoveUies form). Messrs. James Veltcb, Rovsl 
Exotio Nursery, 644, King's-road, Chelsea, LondoD, S.E. 

Drawings for “ Gardening.”—Renders will 
Kindly remember that we are glad to get specimens of 
beautiful or rare flower* and good fruite and vegetable* 
for drawing. The drawinge so made will be engraved in 
■" manner, and will appear in due eouree in 
OaSDBHIHO IttrSTRATSD. 

not be exoluded from this competition. 0,lnA _ m 
General Garden and PlaSt Photographs. „ 3<i0<> “ Canaries. - Give 

-First prize for the best collection of general , 8°°* clea° Canary_ seed, fresh 
garden photographs, Seven Guineas. Second °round8el‘ Chickweed. or a bit of Water- 

Canaries. — Give 

prize, Four Guineas. Third prize, Three “ l,wo « three times a week, or 

Guineas. This series may include subjects from °“U“^nrJh dl8t 
any class, from either outdoor or indoor gardens. ” , Mdl? a P^h d “ 

Flowering Plants. - A prize of Five ‘r8at- ora feT H® P S88^' A ^wu,U5!?," 
Guineas to the sender of the best collection of IUP8,*eed mak®\“ 8°°d °haDK« with the Millet 
photograph, of flowering plant, grown in tho ^d C'nary. but I u*ver mix Rape Ganary, and 

open air or under glass. Tfcis seriw may include Mll.,eft father, as I find that bird, prefer one 

flowering shrubs of all sorts. ?eed *° *he othe”> and W,U “afct#raft th.e food 
Best Garden Fitum.-A prize of Five 10 get, the one they like. When Canaries are 

Guineas for the best collection of photographs »eet>ng or have young ones they should be given 
of any of our good garden fruita: Grapes, hard-bo.led egg chopped very finely once a day 

Peuches, Apples, Pears, Plums, Cherries, Ac* ,n ftdd‘t10" to'he,r °“*er 'H’d id 80 muob 
bush-fruits, to be shown on the branches, noi in 8ree°ffood- . Canarydine brea-b sold n penny 

dishes. No prize will be awarded to photographs paokeUl °,nd “ •), I And 
of fruits or vegetables crowded in dishes* P Yery good, and it save, the egg a little In hot 

Best Vegetables. - A prize of Three weather great care must be taken that no food 

Guineas for the best collection of photograph. ,taT 80ur. 0‘he ca8«. »nd that the egg is quite 

of best garden vegetables. The object li Ltt T.^lSgule"8 WlU kl“ed- 
is to get full representations of the best garden ECR ,,E 

vegetables under the old genuine names. We - The staple seeds for Canaries should 

do not want to exolude real novelties when they be best Spanish Canary and German Rape, 
wo such. When moulting or breeding a little Hemp 

In any of the departments, if no collection of may be added as well as egg-food. Cuttle- 
sufliciont merit is sent in, no prize will be fish-bone must always be in the cage, and 

awarded. All competitors not winning a prize Watercress should be given from spring to 
will for each photograph chosen receive the earn autumn whenever procurable. Young Canaries 
of half-a-guinea. In order to give all readers should be fed on three parts of maizena- 

ample time to prepare good photographs the wafers, pounded up with one third dry yolk of 
competition will be kept open until the last egg, damped and worked up with a pen-knife 
Saturday in June, 1893. into a crumb-paste. Many made foods are 

What to avoid.—Gut flowers or plant* should advertised and largely sold for rearing Canaries 

no< be. arranged in vases with patterns on them. uP°n • but Bome °,f these foods tho birds show a 
Backgrounds should be plain, so as not to come decided distaste for, and none are so good or 
into competition with the beautiful flowers, produce such strong birds as the mixture re- 
Figures oj men or women, barrows, watering, commended above. This year I have already 

pots, rakes, hoes, rollers, and other implements, reared a nest of five (two of them twins pro- 

iron railings, wires, or iron supjwrts of any kind, duced from a elD8le egg) upon this food.—A. G. 

also labels, especially those made of zinc, (which 'i,,TLER* 

should be removed when the photograph is being 3492 —Treatment of a Thrush.—It is 
lakenj, and all like objects should be omitted quite possible that the bird is a hen, in which 
from these photographs. The intention is to case it cannot be expected to sing; the sexes 

show the full beauty of the subject taken, and this are very muoh alike, and although some fanciers 
cannot be done well when the photographer is pretend to be able to distinguish them by their 
confused byother considerations. Dwarf flowers colouring and spotting, the differences described 

are ineffective when taken directly from above, are not worth the paper they are printed on. 
The camera should be brought low doionfor such. The only reliable character which I have noticed 

SPECIAL POMPONE DAHLIAS. 
T OVELY GE^IS for outting, and exhibition 

I !*ao}2,[.»“<1 »elfs. brilliant, exquisite, and free. Strong 
U l»Mt rarietlea, distinctly named. Ss 6d.; Pnre- 

wtaite Pompon* Guiding Star, limply inraluable, 1*. 4a.; 
magnificent Cactua Dahlias, in superb carle ty, to name, 13 
loroly kinds, 4a strong, f.eo CARNATIONS: Mrs Muir, 
grand white, _6d ; Germania, yellow, 9d.; Reynolds Hole, 
aprloot, nd.; Ruby, salmon. 4<1.: Gloiro do Nancy, ImmcriHo 

u- £lov®' • tru<* old Crtrpnon C:|o*o, 4d.: Halisbury, 
whiu», 44: »hury. ro»o. 6d. : Mr*. Laird, superb blush. 
free BKDDKR*; Lobelia Kmporor William, true from 
outting. strong, W. doz. 4s. J00; Caloeolaria Golden Gem. 
It. 6d. doz.; Dark Heliotrope, Is. 6<l. doz.: Ilarrlaou's Muik, 
1b. Jd. doz ; Cactus .Sunflower, perennial, 1b. 6d. do/..; ChryB- 
antbB. Mme. Dpagranjro, Is. 6d do*., free. 

FLORIST, SANDY LANE, CHESTER. 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. 
TEN-WEEK STOCK8, German Asters, Phlox 
J-.^Drummondl. Zinnia olegans (double), Lobelia Emperor 
William, Lobelia 8wanlry White (true), from outtlngs), Agera- 
tum. Antirrhinum. Korsot-me-not (blue), and PeHlla, at3s. 6d. 
per ICO, post free. Also 

n.ERANIUMS, Fuohsia, Caloeolnrias, Ver- 
„ ., b®n*' (double), Dahlia (single), Niootlana afiinis. 
Heliotrope. Uoleua, I»y Geraniums, Centaurea candidlasima 
(splendid white foliage). All strong plants at la. 6<L por doz. 

J. C A N N, 
VICTORIA NURSERY, PLAISTOW. 

All photographs should be mounted singly, and is that (when trapped or netted) as the bird is 
not several on a card. They should not be taken in the hand a cock bird not only ohatters, 
mounted on cards with black backs, and the but utters a shrill trill or pea-whistle, whereas 
vholugrajjha should not be less in size chan a inches a hen either chatters alone or remains quite 
by ft inches. In many of the photographs sent in silent, snapping viciously, however. You can 

for our last competition the subjects were much try giving your bird a little kidney suet and 1 
overcrowded. The following are the rules to be ten drops of glycerine daily, for a week, in its I 

DAHLIAS.—1 each the following 6 beautiful 
large doubles: Mrs. Gladstnno. Mrs. I,»nglry. Mont 

Blano, Peacock, John Bennett. Duke of Edinboro’, for P.O. 
Is. M. ; 13 var., 3s ; O' fi spl-ndld named show Caotiis. inrlud- 
Ing Juaruzl, 3s.; or 6 choloo Poropones, Is. 6d. All strong 
pluotA from Biogto pots. Sa'isfajiioa gu.»raniced—WIL- 
LIAM WELCH, Rush Green Nuraery, Roinfo^l, 

7WTY PRIZE DOUBLE STOCKS & ASTERS, 
■i-U- double Indian Pinka, Pbloi Drummond), Hell hrysum, 
French Marigolds, P»n thrum (Guidon Feathe-) 3d doz ; 
9* 100 MiT«<1 Vfirhf>nn« or R .nhaiau and Rt-lmlmpn. 8d. 
doz. Caloeolaria Golden Gem and whi o Tobacco pi inte. 
extra strong, li. doz. 1*. 6d worth free. — WILLIAM 
WELTH. Hu.h Gree Romford. Essex. 

overcrowded. The following 
observed by all competitors:— 

following are the rules to be ten drops of glycerine daily, for a week, in its 

vditors:— drinking water, but I am afraid it is a hen.— 

First —The photographs may be of objects in the posses- A. G. BUTLER. 
on of either the sender or othert; but the source whence - sion of either the sender or others; but the source whence 

thru a c obtained must be stated, and none sent the copy¬ 
right of which is open to ifucstion. There is no limit a < to 
number, and no fee to pay. The Editor is to have the right Price Sd.; pout free, Sd. 
o' nviravinn and rmb’ishinn anv of the chosen vhatoerranhs. "The Garden ” 

‘Gardening Illustrated” Monthly Parte.- 

o' engraving and publishing any of the chosen photographs. “The Garden” Monthly Part®.—This Journal 
The photographs may be printed on any good paper that is published in neatly bound Monthly Purls. In this form Iks 
shows the subfeeis clearly ; but those on albumenued paper •‘oloured plates ar, best preyed, and suitable for 
are preferred for engraving S&TS.'Z 

Skcoxd.—The name and address of the sender, together Tug Gakukn from Us commencement to end of 1893. forty- | 
with the name and description of the object shown, should two rots., pries, cloth, A3013s. 

timenized paper 

iplainly written in ink on the back of each photograph. 
This is very important. 

“Farm and Home” Monthly Part*.—Tki. 
journal is published In neatly bound Monthly Pans, in which 

Third.—All communications relating to the competition 
n»u«f be addressed to the. Editor of Gardening Illuhtratkd, v“ „ ™,_, “ _ . 
37, Southampton.street, Conent-garden, LondoiyrTH.C., “Hari.y Flowers.”—Uvmng desenpttons of up 
and. marked "Photographic Competition." £u eouf •'T;isiyj \hfrgen hundred of the most ornamented mtedes 

successful, must enclose postage stamps of euj/ltiemvalue 1 
lor that purpose. 

rtfen hundred of the most ornamental species 
a for their a- -nngemenl, vulture, ds. Pi.hh and 
ten. Is.; pcs' fns. Is. 3d. 

37, Southamptcn-stroet, Strand, W.O• i r 
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(TAILLARDIAS, new perennial hybrid, one 
mui bloom all summer, strong plant*, la. 9d- doz., 

free.—C. SHILLING. Nuraeryman, Wincbfl*ld, Hants. 
ARALIA S1EBOLDI, aplendld hardy Palm-like plant. 

6 plama. la. fid. free.-C. SHILLING. Wlnohtleld. Hanta. 
ACACIA LOPHfiNTHA, moet beautiful foliage, 6. free, 

la. fid.—C. SHILLING. Nurseryman, Wlnohflnld. 
GOLDEN FEATHER (Pyrethrum aureum), 150, free, 

la 3d.-C. SHILLING. Winchfleld, Hanu. 
HYBRID PRIMROSES, all ooloura, mixed, la. Sd. doz., 

frao. -C. SHILLING, Winchfleld, Hanta. 
DRAC/ENA INDIVI8A. aplendld for rooma, Ac., S tine 

plante, la. 3d.. free.-O. SHILLING, Winchfleld. 
PYKETHRUMd aplendld for cutting, flee plant*, la. 9d. 

doz . free.-O SHILLING, Winchfleld. Hants. 
GERANIUMS, Zonal, aplendid new varieties, 13 In 13 

kinds, named 3a. Sd., free.—C. SHILLING, Nurreryman, 
Winchfleld. Hanta. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS, apecially good, extra choico kind, 
13 rarietlea, 2a. 6d., free.—C. SHILLING, Nuraeryman, 
YVinahfield. Hanta. 

HARPALIUM RIGIDUM, 13 lor U.: Rmlbeckla. 6 for 
la. 3d . atrong plant*, free.—0. SHILLING, Nuraeryman, 
Wii oh'lold, Hanu. 

Bbii-LINUS GIANT DOUBLE ZINNIAS, magnifl-ont 8* rain, fine plant*, la. 3d. doz.—C. SHILLING, Winchfleld, 
ant*. 
HYDRANGEA, Dr. Hogg, extra One plant* nf thia magni¬ 

ficent variety, 3 for 1b. fid, free.—C. SHILLING, Nuraery¬ 
man. Winchfleld, Haute. 

VERONICAS, varioua colour*, anlondid for greenhouae, 6 
line plant*, la. 3d., tree.—C. SHILLING, Nurseryman, 
Winchfleld, Hants. 

HELIOTROPE, fine plant", la. 90. doz, froo.-C. 
SHILLING, Nuraervman, Winchfleld, Hanta. 

GIANT MIMITI.U8. msgnifleent Strain. fine plants, la. fid. 
doz., free —C. SHILLING, Nureerymaa, Winchfleld, Hante. 

FUCHSIAS, magnificent vaileti**. well-rooted plant*, 
la. 9d doz. froo—tt SHILLING, Winchfleld. Haute. 

LOBELIA, CryH.nl Palace, aplendld oompaot darkbluo, 
9». 6d. 100, free.—0. SHILLING, Nuraeryman, Wlnohheld, 
Hanta. 

SINGLE DAHLIAS, fine plante, varioua colour*. U, la. Jd., 
free. —O SHILLING, WinohOeld. 

OYPElvUS t Umbrella t aim), 4. le. £d ; Euoalyptua globu- 
lua, 3 for le. M., flno plante, Ircc.—C. SHILLING, Nuraery- 
man. Winchfleld. 

PETUNIAS, magnificent large-flowering varlftle" fine 
nlanu, 18. free, la 3d.—C. SHILLING, Nuraeryman, Winch- 
field. 

AGKRATUM, Imperial Blu-. One plante. 18 la.3d., free.- 
C. HHIt.LING. Niirveryman, Wluohfleld. Haul*. 

GERANIUMS, flno mixed, atrong plants, la. 6d. doz., freo. 
—O SHILLING, Nuraeryman, WlDchfield, 

CALCEOLARIAS, epleodid yellow, la. 9d. doz., free—C. 
SHILLING, Nuraeryman, Winohflold, HanU 

TH ADKSCANTIA. aplendld for baakeU, Ac., 8 in 3 kinda, 
la. 3d , free.—C. SHILLING, Winchfleld. Hant*. 

GENISTAS, woU-moted pianu. 8, free, la. 8d.-C. 8HIL- 
1INO, Nniaerymm, Winchfleld, HanU. 

VERBENAS. Henderson* Mammoth, flno plant*, la. 3d. 
do* , free.—C. SHILLING, Nuraeryman, Winonfleld. 

MARGUERITE CARNATIONS, .olendld mixed, atrong 
planU 1«. fid. doz , free.—C SHILLING, Winohflold. HanU. 

CARNATIONS and PlOOTEES, mixed, Ann planU, to 
bloom thi* season, la. fid. doz., froe.—0. 8H1LLING, Nur- 
aeryman. Winchfleld, Hant". 

CANTERBURY BELLS, double and "Ingle, aplendld 
mlxot. In. fid. dux,, free.—0. SHILLING, Nurseryman, 
Winchfleld. 

t> VIRGINIAN CREEPERS, la. fid.; 6 Honoraui kies, 
la. fid ; H Jasmine, i". rd.: "trong plants, freo.—O. BHIL- 
L1NU Nnraerytnao, Wlnobfleld. HanU 

TII ALIC.TKUM A DI ANTI FOLIUM, the hardy Maidon- 
hair, 3 plant*, la. 3d., free.—0. SHILLING, Winchfleld, 
Hanta 

13 MIXED ERRNS for greenhouae, poet froe, 3s. fid.—0. 
SHILLING, Winohflold, Hant* _. 

•7KA GRA01LL1MA, beauuiul variegated 
Al Maize, 3fi for la. 3d. Perilla, splendid dark foliage, 100. 
1> 3 l.. free. Panlcum plloaumi, beautiful greenhouse plant, 
13. free, la. 3d. Nasturtium, Empress India, epiendld h.dder. 

Jl. All plante carefully packed, carriage [raid.—C. 
INO, Nurserrman. Winohflold. Hants 

3 strong ciumnn. is. on.; i- oiooming eyes, i». jv. 
PURITY.—Tho fluent pure white, gold-centred tall Phlox, 

trua»e» form fine liouquou of bloom, 3.1*. 3d. 
ROB ROY.- Splendid companion, bloreoma rose, remarsably 

striped with ueep roac, 3, la. 3d. . 
TH \ M K8-—3 bent of the family COOCINEU8 (now). enm-on, 

3 f.ir 2a. fid ; GOLD VARIEGATED. 3. la. 3d.; LEMON, 
3. la.; 6. la Id. 

DWAltE SPOTTED MIMULUS. very pretty, and blooma 
all summer In a roraarkablo manner, 3, le. 
All are free for " Cseh " with order. PorUla on Wigton. 

JOHN STORMONTH, 
KIRKBRIDE, SILLOTH._ 

“have you heard the latest ?- 
If not, read the following -where to get the beat plant* 
all truu to name. lJefore mirchoain- Kend for OuIokup. 
Dahlias a speciality. 50,000 po»-rooted plants now ready, 
Show, Fancy. Caetin, Poms., and Single, my selfotlon, 4*. 
p r doz.; larger plants. 5s. All wuo u> name C-leu*. 50 
varietioe of the heat named in rultltatkn. my *-lrcttou, 3s. 
doz., in 24 varieMe*, fti. ed., all in pot*, tit tor 5-Inch po'a. 
VioUe or Tufted Pansies, my selection. 2«. doz., In varieties. 
All tbo above arc from m; wel'-known strains. which h«ve 
won no many prizes.—J. WOOD, M.N.D.8., Trent Bridge 
N'ir««riP". Itnrton-O* -Trert. * 

FANCY PANSIES. I OFFER following 12 grand varieties, 5«.— 
Ixmla WI.rtor, Lord Tennyson, Mr". Train. Jane Barb- 

ner. Lord But*. A, H. Murray, Ml«* E. Hunter, E. FaUersoD, 
Mia* Hud.on, Edith Croealey, Ada Mary, Betay Kelly. 1 
offer the following 14 exhibition varieties. 3a. fid.: M.ggle A. 
Soott, George AndereoD, Duohesa Portland, E. Pa'teraoa, 
Harry Moor, Agnea F. Borrowman, Tom Travi*. Mr". J. 
Downlc, Win. Ro*«. Mrs. Anderson, Lord Hamilton. David 
Htrachan, Aunt Susan, Aror le Buchanan. Send fur Catalogue. 

A. BAILEY JUN.. Pansy Grower. SUNDBRLaND 

■riTniHir»iam^a¥); m ra m a 
ooctalns: 2 HegonUs, 3 Gloxinias, 1 Coleus, 2 Fuchsias, 

2 oboi v < J'lreuluina, 2 Primulas, 2 V in ben art, 2 Fern a, 2 Hrllo* 
i rope*, 2 VnronlcM. 1 Dracnma, 1 Cyperus, 1 Deutzia, end 2 
Chrysanthomumt. All good plants, oar*fully packed and 
«v%rnage paid for 3a. 6d.—O. SHILLING, Nuraeryman, 
Winchfleld, HaoU. 

SUNLIGHT TERTlLISEfc — In order to 
kJ introduce this splundld article will send a "ample package 

t free for 3d., merely to pay po«t"ge, kc.—O. SHILLING, 
Win*'hfl*«ld. Hanta. 

AFRICAN GRASSES - - 
head" tall 811k Elephant Oran". 35 Drooping Reed*. 25 

head" Austrian Brnmaa 2 Pampas Plume*. I Palin, 10 Jaun- 
na*e Go.***, 4 Uni.dia Gra»*e*, 2 Fairy-flowers, carri.go freo 
J.. I0d, M CLARE ft CO.. 28. Wll.on-aireet, Loudon K.C 

CHOICE BEADING BOX.—6 Roarlot Gera- 
VJ nium", 13 ev il Single D ihllaa, A*t«r* (Truffaut*). Aster 
Crown, Aster (white), Stuck*, Phlox, Marigold*, Dwarf Nsa- 
turtinm, Petunia, Ageratum, Scabious, ‘ hryaanthenmin 
tricolor, Oornflowor, Verbenas, Anemone, Oatllaruia, 
Zinnias, Sunflower, Sweot Pea. 191 dozen in all, properly her- 
d-ned off. lot. free, 3. VegeUlilenl.uu ; 4 Cream Marrow", 
2 Custard 4 Outdoor Cucumbers, 12 Tomato-plant*, lot. free, 
1«. fid. 100 Autumn Cabbago, 20 red, free, la.—J. DUCKGR, 

QURl’LUB PLANTS.-8-Begoniaa, 1 Spar- 

A. P. JOHNSON, 
Wilmington, Hull. 

Span. No. 17. I,oan-to. No.18 
Ft. Ft. £ a. Fu Ft. £ a. 
15by 8..10 10 15by 8,. 8 14 
20 by 10..14 8 25 by 10..14 7 
30 by 12..11 7 20byl2..14 7 
35 by 14 27 14 30 by 12.. 19 0 

Greenhouses of the beat con¬ 
struction, with glass cut to aizo. No. 28.—Cucumber Frame, 
Oft. by 4ft., glazed and painted, £1. Cur. paid to any station 
In Rnslnml. Hnclland, anil_Wal*a Price U»l« lio«l free TANNEU GARDEN NETTING. — Eloetio 

Netting, Tiffany, Wllleeden Rot-proof Scrim and Canvas, 
Archangel Mau, Rafflt, Garden Tent*. Flag", Rick Clolh. 
At. Send for aample* and prices to—JOHN KDG1NGTON 
k. CO ■ 19. Long-lane, Wiuu Hinji litleld. Ixmilon, K.0_ 

XTETriNG, Tanned and Waterproof, of all 
klndo, for gardon purponon. Cheapest houAo in Gie 

Tro<lo. Wilt© for Biimnle* aud prlc«*s before ordering ubo- 
where. Numerou* Tcstimonialii.— bPAHHKTT k CO., I«et 
Manufacturer*, Lowestoft. 

UAKrtLEY ! FAKSLeY 
-L curl'd Par.ley, 100 rooted plaota for 2a. fid., worth treble, I 
as overy plant la worth Id. for the beautiful Parsley you cao 
gather. Ereiy person highly pleased. Persona that nave no 
ground oan put it in boxes; it will grow and well repay j ou. 
Parsley al«o cut fresh and rent on daily and weekly to any 
address from la. fid. upwards, poet free Lettuce. Co* or 
Oabbigo. very strong plants, Is. 3d. 100, or 300 for 3a.— 

I. HOLE, lelgnmoutb, Devon. _fiQQ -g p ^ ^ 

D Including Osmunds, 50, 3*.; 100, 5*.; extra large,100, 7a.’, 
free^—BROWN. Br-Kikader. KlinrelrerewBlI, Dynn~ 

ASMUNDA Kl'it 1AL1S (Royal Fe/nXa.dA.TfiT';. 
12, 3a. fid. CsIceoiallM, CyoldaD G015I, Iturd* felali 1.1 i,t 

le fid., free.—BROWN, Broekader Kln^iieftwai,Devon, s 

QURl'LUB PLANTS.—8 Ilegoniaa, 1 Spar¬ 
ta mannia, 2 White Torenlas, 8 Chryeanthomumz 2 Cam- rnula fragilis, 3 Pllcns, 4 laoleple, 3 Holaoum*. 8 Fiioh" aa, 

Goniala, 1 Amaryllis. 2 Ivy-leaf. * Geranium*. 2 Arellaa, 
3 Dblo. Petunia*. 51 nlaul*. 4*. fid. free. Now Chryaauthe- 
mums, E. Beokett. Mr*. Beckett, and 1 beautiful Palm, 
worth 3s., grails.—Head Oarden.r, 4«. Wsrwlok-rd., Banbury. 

tVKUYUNK WHO UAH A GARDEN. GREENHOUSE 

PAMPHLET. POST FREE. 

HOW TO INCREASE 
THE 

FRUITS OF EARTH. 
By O. a. WITH, F.R.A.S., T.C.S. Trinity Col.. Dublin 

Contain* hill particular* of very remarkable diaooverlet 
relating U> Plant Life. Show* how crop* of vegetables max 
be largely Inoreoaod, lovely flower* grown to perfection, and 
fenUutreea made to bear in abundanoe. Helootloni fro® 

) Hairaredi of TertlmonlalB. Post free from 

Be CARVER, Prlstem. 

huvo r^oeivfwl and apnrovod of the netting rroxn— uz. J. 
OAflflON. Garden Net. Worka. Rye. _ 

TlON’T FORGET!—Tho Patont Invincible 
-*-» Crock for plant-pot* k*op» out worms and all vermin : 
ftAYGA time, expense, und annoyance: flte aoy pot; la«U for 
many years; will be used in ovory karden when known. 
30 Is.; 100, 3*.; 1,000, 25*., freo.-A. POUTER, Stone Uouro, 

Maidstone._— 

WANTED.-Mnnagerahipin a Branch Nuraery 
VV or otherwise; eighteen years’ pmotionl experience; 

out-flowera in quantity a speciality; excellent references — 
I TF.fOM A. Ofll of the Oardm. BoiUh*m)itnn-street. Strand 

GARDENER WANTED (Scotch preferred) 
VJ fora gsntleman ap'aeeatWoking; experienced in green- 
houao planU: lawn work important; no collage; etalo wn«oa 
and give rcIerenteB.-Addrefa A. L , Box 1059, Sell s Adver- 

tlslng OIBces, London._ 

flROOM, or GROOM an.l GARDENER.— 
VJ Drive and ride; good in etalile and garden; married. 
Recommomted bv A. G GROSTH WAITE, Tandridgo Hall, 
South Nutfleld, Surrey.___ 

QPRING-FLOWERING PLANTS. — Hepati- 
VII (tail! II dolbura, J7 plant*, froe 3a , iooludlng I double blue. 
Double Primroae. 7 ooloura, 1 each, including enmaon velvet, 
if. 6^.) <rei^-p.[’^Y(Y^‘R, Y^'erurie. N B. 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN . 
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Areola sniista »nd I 
Cytisus In poll.. .. 156 

Annuals, thinning .. 160 
Archway, a Hop-oarerod 161 
Anrtcnlu.I5B 
Auriculas In the open .. 153 
Assies molll.. I 
A /sless, standard .. 155 
lleen .167 
Kegonin Hcbsrflisn* .. 151 
Begonin till huh. •eedllci: 156 
Klegonlw, choice.. .. 156 
ltc social, Tuberous .. 151 
Bud* .169 
Unx-cdging .. lot I 
Bulba from South Africa 156 I 
(lalceilaria oalifnruica.. 151 
Carnattooi (Mslmslson, 

Ac.) .153 
Caterpillar*, a plague of 163 1 

Carrot* and their cul¬ 
ture .. ..165 

Cbriatma* Rose, moving 159 
Choaaothetnumi, bone- 

meal for.153 
Chryaaaiheuiumi for 

India .153 
Chryiantheimnnr, pot¬ 

ting .153 
Chrysanthemum*, ses- 

eooahlo not** on .. 153 
Clematis, pronunciation 

Of .180 
Cletbri arborea .. .. 153 
Cunaorvaiory .. .. 154 
Uoncenatory, a houre . 166 
Cuouml>cr*,trealnientof 166 
Currant bushoa, cater* 

pillar* on .. .. 161 
Dioonira ezlmia.. .. 166 

INDEX. 
Cyprlpedluma of the I Ivy covered with black- 

ooneolor motion ..160 fly.161 
Dandelion* on a tennis- I.lly of the Valley In a 

lawn .158 bed .159 
Fornerle*. hardy.. .. 155 ) Lime-water for worms.. 157 
Korn* .154 Mallow, the Jew'* ., 162 
Fertiliser In a garden .. 154 | Maples, .lap*none .. 161 
Fertiliser, using a .. 151 Mulleins.159 
Flowors, bed* of .. 167 Mushroom* In summer 166 
Flower* for a sandy soil 158 Oleander, treatment of 
Frames, garden .. .. 154 | an.156 
Fruit gardon .. .. 151 Outdoor garden .. .. 154 
Oarden work .. .. 151 Peach shoots, crowded 164 
Orapes bow to thin .. 161 l’cas, late.16* 
Green-fly.157 1 Plants for a Binning- 
Hollies .161 j ham garden ., .. 158 
Hyacinths, So.155 Plant* for a border .. 160 
Iris, German, varieties Plant-,greenhouse, from 

of the .. .. 1G6 ; seed .. 155 
Iri es, English .. .. 134 I Poultry and Rabbit* .. 169 

question* and answer* 168 
Khubarli for show ., 166 
Rose <|uea<ions .. ..137 
Ko*e* in a greenhouse.. 157 
Hoses M ardchal N lei and 

Nlpbetos .. ,, 157 
Hoses, Standard, insect* 
on.167 

Roses, fltandard, not 
breaking.157 

Ro*es, Tea, In a frame.. 157 
narraosnla* .. 156 
Heed* In dry wea her, 
sowing.158 

Blirub seed* from New 
Zealand .. .. 161 

Slapella* and their cul¬ 
ture .156 

Nllmulant, plant, a 
cleanly.155 

Htrawberrie* by post and 
rail .10! 

Strawberries, early .. 164 
Tap-water.1.-4 
Trees for a garden path ltd 
Tulips, a note on .. 158 
Tulips, the Parrot. .. 161 
Vegetable gameu .. 154 
Vegetable*, big .. .. 166 
Vine, stopping a.. .. 163 
Vlue* ana Piues, treat¬ 

ment of.164 
Vine* from cult.eg-, 

treatment of .. ..164 
Vines, redsp.der on .. 1G3 
Vinery .163 
Weedkiller .. .. 153 
Wetde In garden paths 158 
Week's nor*, theoonilug 154 
Window ganlonlng .. 154 

OHRYSANTHBMUMS. 

SEASONABLE NOTES ON CHRYSAN¬ 

THEMUMS. 

Final potting.—Notime ghould now be lost in 

transferring the moit forward plants into their 

flowering-pot*. It is a mistake to allow them 

to remain for »o long in email pots that 

they become thoroughly root-bound, which can¬ 

not fail to give tho plant* a decided oheck in 

their after-progreas. Direotly the pots are full 

of root* aghift into larger ones is neceasary, so that 

tho roots may continue in a healthy state, and 

not as they are in small pots, so cramped and en¬ 

twined around each other that it is dillioult to 
get them to make a fresh start into new soil. 
The pots shoald be olesn. New ones ought to 
be thoroughly soaked before using; if not the 
moisture ia absorbed too hurriedly from the soil, 
which is an item to be avoided, aa it entaila 
more water to be given to the plant* than is 
well for them, and it wathes the new compost too 
much before the roots have had time to catch 
hold of it. For the bulk of the varieties grown 
for the production of large blooms !> inch pots 
are large enough. If a stock of larger pota are 
in hand, and they arc wished to be made use of, 
I would advise that two plants be pat into one 
pot, choosing, if possible, the ssme variety. 
This is preferable to employing pots too large, 
not only on the acore of their being unwieldy, 
and take up so much space, bnt the plants do 
not thrive so well in them; facilities are 
not afforded for supplying them so freely 
with stimulant* as when they are in smaller 
pota. It ia during continued showery 
weather that large pota are detrimental 
to the plant*. Where specimen trained plant* 
are cultivated the pot* should be larger, as so 
much more foliage has to be supported aa to 
require more rootiDg apace. Pot* 10 inches and 
II inches in diameter are not too large for 
specimens of this class. Plants grown for 
decoration to give a quantity of bloom in prefer¬ 
ence to individual quality also reauire pota 
10 inches in width at the top for the largest 
specimens; the smaller will succeed in 9-inch 
ones. Pompones and single-flowered varieties 
do not require larger than those 8 inches in 

diameter, except for those of extra large size. 
8ome attention ghonld be paid to preparing 
the compoet for the final potting. Although 
the soil is but one detail of culture, the most 
elaborate mixture or the best of soil might be 
completely nullified by errors in watering and 
after-management. The chief component part 
is good fibrous loam, partly decayed, say cut 
long enough to allow the Grass to decay. It is 
a mistake to stack it twelve months before 

using ; the fibre has in most instances decayed 
ere that, and in this way the best part of the 
loam hu departed. It is not possible to define 
the exact quantity of material for the compost 
to suit all localities, because the turf varies in 
it* character in various district* 
degree* and stage* frejm light, to her. 
soil* are also deficient in 

matter, which is absolutely necessary in 

some form or other for the production 
of high-olasa blooms. Pounded oyster-shells 

supply to an extent this want in the soil; even 
then a handful of quicklime thrown in amongst 
the tnrf is most benefioial. Lime is also useful 
for the destruction of worms in the soil, as well 
as supplying a necessary ingredient. Loam 
that has bten taken from poor land needs assist¬ 
ance. A good plan to enrich suoh soil is to soak 
it well in strong liquid manure for using it. 
Animal manure, such os that from the cow shed, 
is useful where the turf is light. Horse-manure, 

prepared as though for a Mushroom-bctl, is a 
valuable addition in the case of heavy, retentive 
loam. Wood-ashes provide potash ; this is a 
valuable assistant in producing blooms of high- 
class quality, as it assists materially the 
Bolidfying of the wood, and without which the 
finest inourved bloom* cannot be grown. 

Charcoal is valuable, as it not only aots as a 
store house for ammonia, but it renders the 
whole body of soil porous, preventing stagnation 
about the root*, it ia necessary that they be 
kept in a sweetened state. Thomson’s or Junes’ 
Vine-manure is a valuable fertiliser for Chrys¬ 

anthemums ; used at the rate of 2 lb. of the 
former and 8 lb. of the latter to every bushel of 
the compost, it materially induces a vigorous 
growth, without being unduly gtoss. To three 
parts of deoayed turf add one part of horse- 
manure, one part of partly-decayed leave*, 
wood-ashes, and charcoal at the rate of one- 
•ixth part, and one the artificial manures 
named. In the ease of heavy loam, I 
prefer to removo the fine soil from it by 
the aid of a fine sieve, retaining none but the 
rougher part*. The fine soil only tends to choke 
the free passage-way for water. To the inexpe¬ 
rienced growers potting Chrysanthemums may 
appear of no greater importance than potting 
any ordinary soft-wooded plant; bnt high clats 

blooms cannot be had from plants with soft, 
sappy stems, which are the results often of im¬ 

properly performing this part of their treatment. 
When they are potted loosely they grow 
strongly, and produce large leaves, but are 

devoid of that solidity which is essential to suc- 
ceas. The soil should be rammed into the pot 
very firmly with a blunt stick. In soil of a light 
character it is hardly possible to pot too firmly, 
but it is not so neoeasary with heavier soil, as 
the water will not percolate so freely, and should 
the drainage beoome defeotive trouble may 
ensue. When the plant* are potted firmly the 
growth is not so rapid early in the season, bnt it 

is rendered solid and firm as growth proceeds, 
and is more likely to mature in a wet autumn. 

The pots should be well drained, placing one 
large crock over the hole at the bottom and Sacking others around it as hollow as possible. 

ver the drainage place a layer of freshly-cut 

tnrf, or the roughest parts of the oompost, to 5revent the fine soil washing down among the 
rainage. The soil about the roots ought to be 

quite moist before transferring the plants to the 
new pots. Do not cover the top of the ball of 
soil about the plant too deeply. Give a little 
to cxmjr *ny surfaoe roots that may have become 

b fejt i pugh watering, bnt leave a depth cf! 
aOotfk YVTnche* to allow space for wats:- and 
top^aresaing at a future opportunity. If 

■oil is moist, as it should be, no water will be 
required for two or three days. After this time 

a good soaking may be given. The leaves of the 
plant* should be syringed two or three time* 
daily after potting to frtshen the plants, conse¬ 

quent upon their not reoeiving water at the root* 
in the same way as previous to potting. 
_ E. M. 

3746.—Bone meal for Chrysanthe¬ 
mums.—This is a valuable manure whon mixed 
with the soil for potting the plant* in and is also 
benefioial for top-dressing them later on in the 
year. There are two kinds—one that is simply 

ground to a powder, the other dissolved by the 
aid of sulpburio acid, for soil of a heavy 

charaoter this last is the best, while the former 
is the more suitable for light soil. Mixed with 
the compost at the rate ot 31b. to every buthel 
when transferring the plant* to 5-inch pota, 
bone-meal is a valuable manure. It is a good 
plan to add the bone-meal to the loam fnlly a 
month before potting the plants ; sufficient time 
ia then given for the manure to thoroughly 
permeate the whole mass of soil; in this way its 
properties are more readily assimilated by the 
plants than when the meal it added at the timo 
of nsing the soil.— E. M. 

3751.—Chrysanthemums for India.— 
“ l.imcr Bengal" will find the following varieties 
free flowering and of easy cultivation 
Japan*se : Avalanche (white), Sutiflower (rich 
vellow), Bouquet Fait (b»autiful soft-rose), 
Edwin Moljneux (rich climton ami gold), 
Lady Selborne (white), Maiden’s Blush (blush- 
white), Mine, de Sevin (rosy-amaranth) Source 
d'Or (orange and gold), Val d’Andorrd (red, 
shaded orange), roseum superbum (lilao-rose, 
tipped buff), Mrs. J. Wright (white), Peter the 
Great (lemon-yellow). Incurved : Mrs. G. 
Randle (white), George Glenny (lemon), Mr*. 
Dixon (oraDge-yellow), Lord Derby (dark- 
purple), Lord Wolseley (chestnut-bronzo), Jar- 
din des l’lante* (bright golden-yellow), John 

Salter (cinnamon-red, orange centre), Empress 
of India (white), Lord Alcester (primrose- SUow), Prince of Wales (dark purple-violet), 

rbara (bright golden-yellow), Jeanne d'Arc 
(white, tipped lilac). Reflexed . CulliDgfordi 
(scarlet-crimson), Mrs. Forsythe (lemon-white), 
T)r. Sharpe (Amaranth), F.lsie (canary-yellow), 
Christine (pink), Chevalier Domage (bright 
gold). Pompones : Mme. EliteDordan (soft-rose), 
Fanny (maroon-red), White Trevenna (white), 
Nelly Rainford (buff), Lizzie Holmes (bronze), 

President (deep rosy-carmine).— E. M. 

3730.—Weed killer.—Yon are not likely 
to get any ingredients for manufacturing a weed¬ 
killer at home any cheaper than yon can obtain 
the same article ready for use from those who 
advertise them in these pages ; aa a matter of 
fact, I doubt very much if you can do it so cheap. 
You may, however, try sulphuric acid, and add 
thirty part* of wster to it. If yon have a large 

apace that it weedy, why not use salt ’ If salt 
is laid jpn. thp weeds in dry weather it is as 
•fleotcal aa any of the weed-killer*.—J. 0. C. 

-> CtT Oet'a)|'.o»l wmI-YHIm, sue It na advertised In Gas- 
Dixlxo. Give repeated applications. There art many 
ir.-nnlliS advertised qul’ie ttro.iir enough.—O. T. 
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GARDEN WORK." 

Conservatory. 
The sun during the day ie very hot; hut the wind too 

often blow* from the east, and In ventilating give most of 
the air on the southern sides of the hoove. Cold draughts 
mean mildew and insects on Roses and other plants. 
Pick dead blossoms and seed-pods from Azaleas, Heaths, 
and other plaote as they go out of flower, and take the 
p'ants to another house, where there is a genial tempera¬ 

ture, to encourage the new growth, and fill up with other 
plants coming into blossom. Hydraogeas will be a feature 

now if numbers are grown. If water impregnated with 
iron is used, a blue tint will be given to the trusses of 
b'oom ; this often happens when the plants are potted In 
peat. Cuttings of the young shoots getting a bit lirm will 
root at any time from this till August; a little bottom heat 
will hasten the rooting. I have generally rooted them In 

the bed that has been used for propagating bedding 
plants ; they must be kept close ana shaded till roots arc 
formed. Hydrangea paniculata grandifiora, when well 
grown, comes in useful for the conservatory later on. 
Tuberous lisgonias are now ooming into bloom; when 

moved to tho conservatory plane in warm end of house at 
first, and keep rather close for a day or two. Keep Liliii'n 
Warrenl free from green-fly by sponging, dipping or fund* 
gating, whichever Is the most convenient. Seedlings of 
Primula obconioa, which were sown early, will now be 
ready for prioking off. The young plants will do brst in a 

cold frame for the summer, shifting them on into a cold 
pit or frame as soon as nircumstanore will permit. Very 
often the seeds of this Primula do not germinate freely. 
There is yet time to so*’ again in a warm house ; and the 
old plants may be divided and started again ia small pots, 

with free drainage and good soil. This is a very useful 
plant in spite of its bad reputation in the eff-ot said to be Croduced by contact with it. Fuchsias now ooming into 

loom should lie neatly staked ; the cone or pyramid Is 
the best shape, and usually one neat stake in the centre ol 

the plant is sullloient support. Where Fuchsias are 
grown for exhibition, the blossoms should be pioked ofT to 
within six weeks of the day of show. DiUtzlas and other 
forced shrubs will now be sufficiently ripened for placing 
outside. The best treatment Is to plunge the pots in a 

bed of ooal-ashos; this will keep the roots ooo1, and the 
plants will not require so muoh Wi'of. Give liquid- 
manure to nlump up the buds if the pots are full of toots. 
Assoon as Splraias have done flowering, place litem outside 
in a shady posiliou for a time, an I when rain comes plant 

out and keep moist. Very largo plants mty bo cut into 
three or four and planted out in a moist spot. In a couple 

of years they may bs potted up again. I'ut a few neat 
stakes to Double Petunias now throwing up the flower- 

stems. 
Stove. 

Tite earliest (truth Poinsettlas, Euphorbia*, and other 
soft-wooded, winter-flowering stuff will be ready to pit on 
Keep them as near the glass as possible ; they will be 
better In a low, rather warm, pit for the summer, keeping 

rather oloso at llrst, increasing tho ventilation os growth 
proctvJs to make the f iliage robust and hardy. 1'iatits 
grown without ventilation must have soft, flimsy lea vie. 
and then fade before their right time ; and plan'* with 

bara stems are not so valuable. The growth of climbers 
soon gets into a I angle if left without attention for ashort. 
time at this eea>ou, when all things under glass arc so full 
of life and energy. He very careful about the water used 
for syringing ; unless It is perfectly pure da not syringe 

the foliage, but koop up the requisite moisture in ihc 
nttr.oipherc by damping walls and floors. Sha le w.ll lie 

In Hspensable now during the hottest part of the day, or 
say from 10 30 to 3.30. Tnls will still be ncacsiary as the 
night* are very cold, but 03 (legs, at night need not be 
e iceeded from fire-heat. 

Ferns. 
Under glass Ferns must be shaded, or the front's w ill 

1 tsc that beautiful dark tint of green which Is so mu. h 
appreciated. Young specimens must not suffer for want 
of pot room. It does not take long to form a epee men if 
one makos a start with robust, healthy plants. The worst 
pi ints to grow on aro those obtained by splitting up large, 

old spcointens; in fact, these old specimens, when they 
get too large and unwieldy for any useful purpose, should 
be thrown away, and propagate cither from snores or bV 
dividing young, healthy plantsonly. I a working up slock 
of any scarce kind of Fern, It is better to divide rather 
frequently, whilst tho plants retain theirfull vigour. This 

is specially true ol Adiantum Farley ense and others which 
do not produce spores. Spores ol Adiantum, l'terls, and 
other hardy Ferns may be sown any time in pant or boxes. 

So His not a matter ol the very first Importance, as Fern- 
spores seem to grow freely anywhere In a house devoted 
to them. They seem to grow freely in sifted ashes undor 
tbe stage; and a patch of coke-dust, placed there as an 
experiment, has a very healthy growth of young Ferns 
upon It. In another place a bed ol heavy loam—one 
might oell it olay—was very productive of young plants ; 
but there was always more ditllculty in getting them 
established from the olay soil than trout lighter substances. 
Ferns must have abundance of moisture lit the atmos¬ 
phere now, which may bs supplied by damping stages, 
floors, Sc. Tnie it a good season for replanting Fern- 
baxkcts. I always use strong plants, especially the plant 
In the contre of the basket; but smaller plants can be 

n>ed to 1111 In round the sides and bottom of the basket. 
Hut It forms a pleasant change to All in the sides of the 
basket with the creeping growth of such plant* as 
Panicum varlegalum, 8edum carneum varlugatum, Tra 

descantla vlttata, 4to. 

Potting Chrysanthemums 
Tills work must bo pushul on now, so tlm’. the plants 

do not sutler for want of pot-room. The vast number of 
Chrysanthemums grown in many gardens forms a heavy 

tax upon the resources of tho gardener. At no litno 
should the plants be allowed to get dust dry, or tho loaves 
will turn yellow prematurely and fall off. 

• In cold or norfAem iHtlrutu the OfwrMtvme referred 
la vndei " Garden W,ork" may be done Jrom tefTtai » ii 
■ fortnight later thjnii'ihfre • mucalsd rtfSllf joo ■ 
results. 

Window Gardening. 
Everybody is busy now Ailing window-boxci. I like to see 

the growth fall over and hide the boxes. To do this at 
first large, freely-grown plants will be necessary. 1 like 
where possible to All the hox’cj, and let them stand in a 

cool-house for a time till the plants are well established. 
Very pretty are tho boxes in which strong plants of 
Clematis Jackman are established in the ends, to be 
trained up the edges of the window as soon as the boxes 
are plaoed in position. I have had large boxes in which 
Clematis flstmnula had been planted and trained along 

the front, the flowering-shoot* being permitted to hang 
down loosely. Canary Creepers and other forms of Nas¬ 
turtiums will make a pretty display, either for training 
round the window or to hang over; but in windy 
situations these ovorhanging shoots are rather dilli suit to 
keep in condition. Use the sponge freely upon plants In 

rooms, especially Palms, Aspidistras, Azaleas, 4c. Any¬ 
thing that requires a larger pot may have it now. Sow 
Primulas, Cinerarias, and Calceolarias under squares of 
glass in a shady window. 

Outdoor Garden. 
Roses will require a good deal of attention now. Maggots 

In the curled up leaves must be handpicked. Greenfly 
must be promptly met with liquid insecticides ; soft soap, 
2 or. to the gallon, with 1 oz. of Tobaoco powder mixed 
with tho soap and water. I find Tobacco-powder used in 

tbis way is Just as etlhient as when used dry, and it is very 
cheap. Unless any objection Is raised to the presence of 
manure on the borders, Roses should certainly be mulched. 
A oovorlng of manure keeps the roots so comfortable. 
Annuals are coming up very irregularly in consequence of 

the drought. I think it is useless to water unless the 
ground oan be shaded. Watering may cause the seeds to 
start, but if the watering is ncglcoted even for a day, the 
seeds just bursting into life will perish. A little water is 
a dangerous thing in a dry time ; either water thoroughly 
or not a'l. Beddtngout has oommenced in many gardens. 

Well bordered plain* will bear a degree or two of frost 
without injury, but I would oounsel those who are not 
over-stocked with plants not to be in a hurry. We may yet 
have a cold wave from Russia that will Injure tender 
things. It is perfectly true the exceptional oharaoier of 
the season may run some time longer yet, and that the 
usual May frost* may this year bo absent. Still, nothing 

will be lost by using a little caution in putting out lender 
plants. How beautiful the Tufted Pansies are just now I 
Why doesn't everybody plant them more freely 1 There is 
nothing brighter or cheaper. Fur continuous blooming 
bury a layer of manure x inches deep in the ground. Tne 

roots will And It when the lime of trial comes. 

Fruit Garden. 

Melons planted now will be ready end of July if well 
oared for. They must have bottom heat to bring up the 
flavour. Plant in heavy loam, presied firmly down to 

secure hard growth that will bear sunshine, and be red- 
spider proof. Early morning ventilation will tend to keep 
off canker and other diseases. Karly afternoon closing 
will push on growth with the aid of the bottled up sun¬ 

shine. Strawberries, unless rain comes, must have water. 
Not a mere sprinkle with the hose, but a heavy watering 
that will soak the soil around tho roots. Liquid.manure 
from a farmyard tank, If available, Is exceedingly valuable, 
and will save much expense In tho purchoso of arllflclals. 
Insects must be attacked with determination, and the best 

and cheapest means which is the outcome of experience 
brought to bear. Fjr tbe Codlin-moth try tho Par s green. 
Fur the Gooseberry-caterpillar use Hellebore powder. In 
all theso things judgment is necesoarv, and this, ol 
course, Inoludes promptitude In application. Tne 
procrastinator never kills his foes. Vines ate making 
lateral growth freely. Never lot sublaterals extend, but 

rub them out when small, especially below the bunches 
Above tho hunches leave one leaf, if there Is any fear of 
mildew on Vines dress the pipes with liquid sulphur, and 
use a little more lire for a night or two. Fires oannot 
bo dispensed with yet, but it is nterssary to keep the fire- 

beat down during the day. The safest plan is to let the 
first go out In tho morning. Our usual plants to make 
them up rather high at 11 p m , and let them go out in 

tbe morning, the furnaces to be cleaned out In the morning 
and the (Ires lighted not later than three in tho afternoon. 

Vegetable Garden. 

Happy aro the people who live In a district where the 
cloudearop fatness in the shape of the frrquenl showers. 
Here, in the easlern diet riots, wo have not had rain for 
rnanv weeks Not a single April shower has laid the dust 
of March, and the vegetable grower who has not taken tho 
precaution to dig deeply ana mamiio liberally it in a bad 
fix. There arc arrears of seed sowing to be fetched up In 

many gardens, but waiting for rain seems like waiting for 
the Millenium. However, crops which must he got on must 
have speoial preparations mode. First of ail the land 
mutt bo thoroughly moistened ; not a mere sprinkle on 

the top, but enough water must be given to meet the 
moisture working up from below. Then, when the water 

baa settled down, preparo the seed-bed, aow the seeds, and 
shade with something. I have used the net* which have 
JuH been taken from sheltering tho wall-trees, propping 
them up on forked sticks; branches cut from trees, or 
Rhubarb-leaves laid on tbe surface will help the land to 

retain the moisture, and keep out the heat of the eun. 
Under such condition the seeds will germlnato strongly, 
and afterwards, If rain docs not come, the plants mult be 
kept going by mulching, watering, and frequent surfaoe 
atirring. Plant out Celery as required. This is an easy 3to Bhado and water. Mulch Peas, Beans,Cauliflowers, 

ay little ridges of short manure between ihe Galons 
and Carrot*. We are putting out Tomatoes against warm 
walls. The plants have been hardened In the ssnshine, 
and the pots ate so full of tools It was ncceeeary either to 
repot or plant out. Plant* against a wall oan he sheltered 
If necessary. Plant out Vegetable Marrows under hand- 
lights, A Rhubarb leaf can bo laid over Ihe tops of Hie 

light If wo get cold nights, and In this exceptional reason 
all things aro possible. Wonderful has been ihe progress 
made by Cucumbers and Tomatoes under glaa9, but the 

of slopping and tying has been almost Incessant, and 
ring has been heavy. Tomatoes growing In a dry 

not set the fruit freely, especially wUhna hot-spa 

fiercely ou ibem. UBiftofflitO 

THO COMING WEJHKS WORK. 

Extracts from a garden diary from May 20th 
to May 27th. 

Commenced planting beds and borders out with the 
usual kinds of bedding plants. I do not depend 
altogether upon fiowers, as a variety of foliage plants are 

used, including Uastor-oilr, especially the bronze-leaved 
variety Olbsonl. Cannes also are largely grown, but these 
large-leaved plants must have shelter. In windy district* 
tbe leaves always look ragged and torn with the force of 
the wind. Blue Quins, and Acacia lophanlha, and tbe 

Striped Maize are also used, but the foliage plant* will 
wait till the beginning of June. At present we aro working 
out the hardiest things, such as Calceolarias, Lobelia 
fulgens, Blue Lobelias, Stocks, Asters, and l’hlox 
Druinmondi, and the well hardened “ Geraniums’’ of the 
soarlet seotlon are all ready to be out now. Everything 

is fiooded with water as soon as planted, and tbe surface 
loosened the morning after planting, before the sun has 
had time to dissipate the moisture. Planted out Tomatoes 
near every bit of bare wall surface, not only on the south 
aspects, but east and west also. Everything with Tomatoes 
depends upon the seasoo. If we get a reasonable amount 

of sunshloe, the fruits will be ripened on the ea»t and 
west walls, and as I have surplus plants, and there are 
here and there bare spaces between the wall trees which will 
be better covered. Put stakes to Delphiniums, Carnations, 
and other hardy plants that will need support by-and-bye 

if not now, and it is as well to have the etakes when the 
time comes for giving a Us, as this sometimes comes In a 
hurry. Thinned annuals, and as the ground Is very dry, 
a good waterlog was given immediately after to settle 
the soil. A great deal of harm Is sometimes done to the 
plants left by thinning If the holes are net olosed in in 

some way. Id the case of anything very oholoe, I generally 
scatter a handful of fine soil over the spot before the 
water is gone, and this leaves all firm again. Potted off 
Aralia Sieholdi and Qrevillea robusts. These are both 
useful plants for furnishing. They sre easily raised from 
seeds, and it helped ou in a warm house, they soon become 

useful. Planted out the greater part of the Arum Lilies. 
A few of the strongest will be grown in pots for early 
blooming. Planted out Vegetable Marrows and Ridge 
Cucumbers under handlights. Removed laterals from Vines 
in all tho houses. A look round la given every week, 

as no good oomes of leaving laterals loo long. 
Planted out more early Celery, and ret out I«ettuoe- Kits on the ridges between the rows I have 

splendid Leltuocs on these ridges, the depth of soil 
evidently suiting them. Gave liquid-manure to Globe 

Artichoke); tbe>e want a good deal of feeding to produce 
large, suoouleot heads, looked over Roses to pick off 
caterpillars. Afterwards gave a good wash with the 
syringe with a mixture of soap and water: liquid-manure 

had been given latterly two or three times a week. 
Thinned off some of tho Peaches from trees on walls; I 
want fine fruits. Planted more French Beans and Bowed 
more Peas for succession. Planted New Zealand Spinach 
on a warm south border ; this is one of tbe plant* whlah 
revtls In hot sunshine, either with or without water. 

Like all other things, it grows faster with plenty of mois¬ 
ture, but it will not perish when dry. Shifted Zonal 

Pelargoniums, and moved to oold pit; will be plaoed out¬ 

side shortly. _ 

3GS0.—Tap-water.—I have never heard of 
water from the mains containing “ a quantity of 

soda." Asa rule, it is a good deal too hard, 
while soda would tend to soften it. If this ia 

really the case a moderate quantity will be found 
beneticial rather than otherwise. Such water 
(from tho works) is decidodly inferior to rain¬ 
water for all garden purposos, but the majority 
of growers near London and other large towns 

are obliged to use it to a great extent, and yet 
they obtain good results. If possible lot it stand 
out in the sun in an open tank for a day or 

two beforo being used —B. C. R. 

- Although such water is not tho best for 
any plants, it is not so injurious as you soem to 
suppose. Still, rain-water or that from a pond 

or open tank is the best. I think hard water 
does more inj ury to tender Ferns than any other 
plants. I have used such water as you speak of 
largely in my time, but havo never seen any ill- 

efTects. I would rather use water that con¬ 
tained soda than that which did not-. Draw the 
water oarly in the day and expose it to the air 

for some hours before using it.—J. C. O. 

3754.—Using a fertiliser.—Yon do not 
Bay what the fertiliser is, but most of the ferti¬ 
lisers may he usod as a liquid-manure at the rate 
of half an ounee to an ounce to the gallon of 

water. They may also bo mixed with the soil 
in potting at tho rate of one to two pounds to 
the bushel of soil, or they may bo scattered in 
small quantities—say a teaspoonful to a plant in 

a 0 inch pot—and watered in immediately.— 

E. H. 

:t727.—Fertiliser In a garden.— Thor© 
are numbers of fertilisers, all more or less useful. 
I havo always obtained tho best results from a 

mixture of several than one alone. For instance, 
aftor subjecting plants to a course of one manure 
it has been found to bo advantageous to change 
to a second. Soot is always handy and cheap, 

of soda, sulphate of ammonia, Ichthemic 
uano, Ac., also all come in useful for a change.— 

wOF ILLINOIS AT fri 
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PERNS. 

HARDY FERNERIES. 

WitTLE flowers are indispensable for the orna¬ 
mentation of a villa residence, a collection of 
hardy Ferns forms an equally important addi¬ 
tion, and when properly and tastefully arranged 
they may bo made to assume as natural an 
appearance as they do in a wild state ; the 

ruitio appearance, too, of a hardy fernery forms 
an agreeable contrast to the more dressy por¬ 
tions of the grounds. It it dillicult to lay down 
definite rules for the construction of a fernery, 
so much depending upon the position which it 
is to occupy and the space at command. In 
fixing on the kite, the first thing to be aimed 

at should be a shaded, secluded nook—not one 
that can be seen from the windows of the 

mansion or cottage, nor jet from the flower 
garden, but a part that is unexpectedly come 
upon when walking through the grounds. The 
situation should also be one that is sheltered 
from boisterous winds. Moisture, too, is essen¬ 
tial to the well-being of hardy Ferns, but this 

cannot always be given in sulficient quantity 
to carry them safely through hot summers. 

Anything like fctraightlines must 
bo avoided. If the space to lo 
occupied bo long lather than 
broad, it should be broken up 
here and there so as to foim 
miniature dells, recesses, and 
projections, but all should have 
as rustic an appearance as pos¬ 
sible. The plants in all cans 

should be allowed sufficient epaco 
in which to develop themselveB. 
Where outdoor Ferns have failed 
to do well, the ferneries havo 
generally been cramped for room. 
What is wauted is breadth and 
length, height being of secondary 

importance. If the fernery bo so 
arranged that it could bo tra- 
vcricd by a narrow path from 
■which the plants could be ex¬ 
amined, all the better. The 
stones employed should bo placed 

in as natural a manner aspotsible, 
and jet they thould post ess a 
certain amount of artistic arrange¬ 
ment. Anyone who has searched 
for Ferns in their nativo haunts 
cannot havo failed to observe that 
they luxuriate in a light, sandy 
soil, and this must form, if pos 
siblc, the main bulk of the fernery. 

I have, however, many times used 
Cocoa-nut-fibre mixed with turfy 
loam, and it has always appeared 
to answer admirably. For very 
delicate sorts a compost may bo 
formed of peat, loaf-mould, and 
loam, with a sprinkling of silver 
sand to keep all open and porous, 

but the stronger sorts, ns has been 
stated, will succeed best in loam 
without tho addition of peat. 
When I use Cocoa-nut-fibre I find 
that it retains the moisture 

without becoming sodden. Fern roots, being 
generally of a wiry nature, will grow in 
almost any soil that is of ordinary texture, 
but it ought not to be heavy. Ferns 
dislike manure both in a solid and liquid form. 

In arranging the plants I would not separate 
the evergreen from tho deciduous kinds, but so 
dispose of them that when the foliage 
of the latter dies down in tho bogin- 
niog of winter, there would still remain 

ilants enough to interest the cultivator. 
would, therefore, plant plenty of sorts that 

would retain their verdure throughoutthe winter, 
such, for instance, as the Blechnums, Scolopen- 
driums, Polystichums, and Polypodiums. In 
planting, an error of too common occurrence 
most be avoided—viz., that of planting too 

deeply. Generally speaking, the crowns must 
lie kept well above tho soil, but thoy should be 
made firm, and the stronger-growing sorts 
thould be planted first. Dwarf-growing varie¬ 
ties with fine fronds should have the moat 

sheltered nooks assigned to them. If water . 
exists in the fernery a place must be affbr^ed g 
for the Royal Fern (Osraunda regalia). f A liarL 

of hardy Ferns would be out of place, inJhnufclU' 
at cultivators have their own particular favour- 11, 

ites. I may, however, just add that a small 
fernery (as in the illustration) maybe constructed 
in any shady corner where flowering plants will 

not succeed, and if arranged according to good 
taste and judgment, it will always be a source 
of enjoyment to the cultivator. T. 

3731. —Hyacinths, &C.— If the bulbs are 
not in the way of anything else to be planted in 
tho border, leave them where they are. I have 
some in tho front of an herbaceous border that 

havo flowered where they are continuously for 
the last nine years, and still show no signs of 
deterioration. If the bulbs are in risk of being 
injured by planting above them, take up the 
bulbs when the foliage turns yellow, drying them 
off in an airy shed, afterwards storing them in 
paper bags in a cool, dry room until the first 

week iu November—planting-time.—S. P. 

- It is not absolutely necessary lo take up 
the bulbs, and they may be left undisturbed for 
several seasons without being removed if they 

show no Bigns of deterioration, but the best 
growers lift them every year when the leaves 
have quite died down, and stored away in a dry, 

IVnis oil an old wull. 

! 

cool place for tho summer, if they have been 
previously well dried by the sun. You may 
also remove offsets, which should he kept in dry 
soil in boxes until tho autumn. The great 

thing is to plant Hyacinths oatly in October, so 
that the bulbs aro in the grouud before frosts 
occur. Bulbs that havo been forced need not 
bo thrown away, as some do, but planted out in 
the autumn in tho garden, where they give 

acceptable flowers in the following spring. The 
same remarks apply to the Tulips. I always lift 
mine at least once in every two years, and find 
that the results are in every way more satis¬ 
factory. I had a fine lot of tho beautiful 
carmine T. macrospoila; the bulbj were not 

lifted for about three years and they did badly, 
but when lifted and put in a fresh soil and 
position they again returned to their former 
vigour, showing that lifting every two years— 

better if every year—is suitable treatment 
Plant again before November, although Tulips 
suffer less from being out of tho ground than 
some things, but the quicker thoy are in the 

ground »fter October the better. All bralba 
'ho ijffijbplanted then.—C. T. 

—/"T>fe Tfie bullis up when ripe, dry them, slid \etv 
In a coot; dry place till October. - EH. 

3723.—Standard Azaleas—It is im¬ 
possible to answer the question usefully without 

more information than the query affords. The 
deciduous Azaleas are hardy enough, and if 
planted in the right kind of soil there is no 
difficulty in preserving them through the 

winter. But 1 expect this question refers to 
tho Evergreen or Indian Azaleas, and, if so, 
moro information should be given of locality, 
&c., where grown. Indian Azaleas have been 
planted out in sheltered spots in many gardens, 
but I think they were moro common forty years 

ago than they are now. Tho truth is, except in 
the warmest situation they do not thrive in 
the open air. I have generally found wherever 
the Camellia is a success outside there the 
Azalea may be planted.—E. II. 

- If you mean the delicate greenhouse 
Azileas, they would fare badly exposed to tbe 
trials of an English winter. There are so many 

classes of Azaleas that it is somewhat difficult lo 
give a satisfactory answer. Tho hardy Azaleas 

are tho Ghent Azaleas, varieties of Azalea mollis, 
and others of minor importance. A. indioa, the 
greenhouse Azalea, will also live out in favour¬ 
able spots, but it cannot be accounted hardy, 
nor would it be advisable to trust it in the open, 
lint in some sheltered gardens in the south of 
England the white variety and others live out. 
They could be preserved by covering them with 
mats, Ac j but the bettor way would bo to keep 
them in tho conservatory or grecDhonse, as tho 
case may be. During the summer months they 

can be stood out, and, in fact, are better in tho 
open. Stand them in a sheltered position, 
moderately shady, and on a hard bottom of coal- 
ashes, to prevent, as far as possible, worms from 
getting in the pots and choking up the drainage. 
Water well when necessary, and do not be led 
away by the moist aspect of the surface, which 
may simply arise through a few showers. Take 

in the plants again the autumn.—C. T. 

3050.—A cleanly plant stimulant - A 
solution of either nitrate of soda or sulphate of 
ammonia, one ounce to the gallon, would be 
found very beneficial to most hardy herbaceous 

plants, and being perfectly clean, inodorous, 
and readily dissolved in water ono or other 
would, I should saji, answer the purpore as well 
as anything that could be named. Tho chitf 
difference between tho two is that while tho 

nitrate chiefly promotes growth, tho effect of 
tho sulphate is moro to stimulate and increase 
tho inflorescence. Water tho plants with a 
sedation, of the strength indicated, of any cl 
tho foregoing once every two or threo weeks, 
taking care that it docs not touch tho foliage. 
In wet weather the Balts may be sprinkled 
thinly on tho toil round tho plants, when it will 1 o 

washed down to tho roots by tho rain.—B. C. R. 

- For pot plants you cannot do bettor than 
choose ono of the special preparations advertisi d 
in Gardenino, always taking care to follow 
directions givon with the material. An over¬ 

dose is likely to be ruinous. Special manures 
require to be given with great care. But you 

enquire as regards herbaceous plants. The 
majority of these do not need any artificial 
manure, only a good, well - prepared soil, 
manured in the first instance, if such was neces- 
sary. Lrave off muddling about with artificial 
preparations in regard to the hardy plants of the 
garden. In respect, however, to the Begonias, 
there is no harm in giving the plants a supply 
of w eak liquid-manure, just os the buds are teen, 

as it helps the plants considerably. Do not 
give it loo strong —C. T. 

- Nitrate of soda, I should say, would suit 
you very well, as when used with care it is a 
capital stimulant, and not disagreeable to use—at 
least, not more so than any of the other concen¬ 

trated manures. As a liquid stimulant use half- 
an-ounce to one gallon of water, and for sprink¬ 
ling on the ground a small tableepoonful in a 
circle 18 inches over. The greatest objection 
that I have to any of the artificial manures is 
that in the hands of inexperienced people they 
aro likely to bo used to excess, and then dis¬ 

appointment is suro to follow. They are so 
pleased with the effect of the first dose or two 
that they cannot resist applj ing more, and then 
they cither kill their plants or they getplenly 
of leaves and no flowers. — J. C. C. 

—0 Jkl iftfdHeg disagreeable about Ichlhemlo 
j;'1 irate ot aoda, again. Is a verv oleanly atlmulant, 

4JHW spJlWfo ot aipwfW ! hW always found an 
advantage in changing the stimulants occasionally, or 
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INDOOR PLANTS. 

8ARRACENIA8. 
I AM asked to say a few word* about theso 
plants by a reader aigniog himself “ Richard ?” 
Tnis gentleman lays he has bought a dozen, 
and thinks he has given too much for them, but 
with this I have nothing to do. You should 
have thought about the price before you paid 
for them, not afterwards. Well, these plants, 
if strong, should make nice handsome speci¬ 
mens thfs season. They are known as Side¬ 
saddle flowers, and are inoluded amongst the 
insect-eating plants. Naturally, these plants 
grow in boggy, swampy land, and many people 
assert that they oannot be grown well out ot a 
stove, but such is not the case, and last season 
only I saw plants growing in perfect vigour in 
a house in which no means of heating it had 
been provided, but all the sun that shone wan 
permitted to fall upon them. To ensure succesH 
with Karraceniai, I have always found it best to 
use rather small pots, and to drain these 
thoroughly well, ana I like to use a mixture of 
peat, Hphagnum, and well-rotted manure. If 
the plants can be placed upon the ground, they 
may be stood quite close together, and fully 
exposed to the sunshine, when an ample supply 
of moisture will rise up from the ground, if 
this is duly watered with a rosed watering- 
can night and morning, the drainage of the 
pots ensuring the carrying off the extra 
supply which the plants get, and whioh 
they appear to like, ana the distanoe 
from the glass does not affeot them injuriously. 
If this plan is not practicable—but they mu it 
be grown upon the stage—they should be plunged 
in Sphagnum Moss and similarly watered. I do 
not iiko the system of standing them in pans of 
water, although I must confess to have seon 
some very good examplos grown in this way, 
but I do not think it is a system which will bear 
a continuance for several years, for these plants 
do not like anything sour or stale about their 
roots. In the autumn, when the pitchers begin to 
fade, less water must be given, but do not 
entirely withhold it at any time, and the plants 
may be stood close togother for their winter's 
rest ; and the best place for them 1s to select 
the corner of a frame or pit, from which all 
chance of frost getting at them is safe. Here 
they may remain until about the beginning of 
March, when they should be ropotted and 
trimmed up for summer show. The young 
growth should be carefully supported or it is 
very apt to become injurod, for when young it is 
very tender, and if the house is kopt properly 
supplied with moisture, rod-spider and thrips, 
their two greatest enemies, will be kept away. 
By attondiug to the above instructions, I think 
that " Richard ” may bo successful with his Side- 
saddlo plants. J. .1. 

3000.—Treatment of an Oleander.— 
You should not touch the leaders of the Oleander, 
bat let it grow on until it blooms, which 
will be early next spring, if not before. When 
in bloom three shoots will appear. The plant 
will then be about 3 feet high. Keep the leavos 
well washed. The soil I used was from an old 
Cuoumber-house, with a little fresh loam, which 
seems to suit mine well.—Soldikk. 

3789.—Acacia armata and Oytlsua 
In pots.—Neither of these are difficult to Sw. The plants will now have finished flower- 

_, and, if any pruning is required, do what is 
necessary to put the plants into shape. In 
about three weeks repot, if necessary, using 
good, sound, yellow loam and a little leaf-mould 
and sand, with free drainage. Keep them in 
the greenhouse till the growth is finished, or say 
till July, and then plaoe outside on a coal-ash 
bed till October.—E. H. 

3742 —Baiba from Soath Africa —No, tbs Ssty- 
rtum should not be plunged In a hot-bed, but stood on an 
Inverted pot In a oool frame. During the winter It require! 
a temperature of 46 degi. A cool oorner of the grten- 
houee will eult It If It le not plsoed over hot-water plpee.— 
J. C. 0. 

3707. — Carnations (Malmalaon, dro). — You 
oould get the varieties named at any good nursery, par¬ 
ticularly the kind named Ume. A. Waroeque, whioh 1 
have seen several times lately In the larger nurseries around 
London.—O. T. 

3741.—Olethra arborea.—Yon should 
keep the Clethra in the greenhoue*>and leave 
alone, if it is in gpod health and c oos noTyvai 
repotting. It will succeed well inVg#<*cbo 

and grow in time into quite a troe. If it re- 
quires repotting the best soil is one composed of 
peat or loam, mixed with a fair proportion of 
sharp silver sand. Give a fair amount of 
drainage, bat if the plant does not need repot¬ 
ting leave it alono. Tho flowers aro white, fra- 
grant, and very pleasing. It was introduced in 
1781 from Madeira.—C. T. 

STAPELIAS AND THEIR CULTURE. 
In reply to “ J. H.,” “ M. Stanley,"and others, 
Stapelias being natives of the Cape of Good 
Hope, they are greenhouse subjects. Though 
easily grown, many fail with them, saying they 

i suooeed well in' 

Flowers of u SUpoliu. 

grow well for a time, and then decay. This I 
attribute to the olimate they come from not 
being understood, and the common practice of 
taking it for granted that as they get a dry 
season it must be during our winter; so they 
are allowed to shrivel, the result of whioh is 
that when they should grow in spring the 
bottom often decays, and the plants get over it 
just in time to be served in the sarno way again. 
Now, every observer of Cape plants knows well 
that they have a tendency to grow freely during 
our winter, and though this growth may be 
retarded it must not bo arrested ; therefore, 
Ixias, Pelargoniums, and Heaths are exposed to 
all the light we can get, whiletheStapeliasareput 
on some out-of-the w*y shelf. At the time we 
are gotting our dullest and coldest days the 
Stapelias at the Capo aro getting their brightest 
and hottest; therefore, we ought to give them 
all the light possible, and as much heat as 
is compatible with it. Like other Cape 
plant*. thev don’t liko firo hoat, theriforo they 
should he kept as far from the pipes as con¬ 
venient ; they stand the winter and flower better 
if exposed to the open air from June until 
September. It is best to strike fresh stock 
every season, taking the branches otT at a 
joint to prevent danger of decay and 
escape of sap April and May are the 
best seasons ; put thorn in close to the edge 
of the pot, and keep them dry for a week, when 
water may be given, after which give it when 
quite dry. If they aro well exposed to the sun 
they will strike in throe weeks. Seed should be 
■own as soon as collected, or its vitality will 
soon bo gone. Sow in shallow pans in light soil, 
and put them on gentle bottom-heat. As soon 
as well up put them on a shelf close to the glass, 
not pottiog off until well grown, as they often 
stand still for some time or die. Almost every¬ 
one who has written on these plants recommend 
sandy soil for them, but I fiod they grow best 
in a solid soil. Three parts loam and one broken 
brick is the best, excluding sand or manure. In 
this soil, with small pots, they grow freely, and 
though we have one species called 8. europiea, 
or italics, yet I have seen it luxuriating above 
its natural growth in a temperature of 100 degs. 
Fahr. Seeds for transmission should be put 
into sealed bottles or oiled paper. The plants 
are very difficult to import. The best plan is 
by means of a small wooden box, usiDg dry sand 
for paokiDg material. 0. 

3746.—Greenhouse plants from seed.-lMm 
ulu and Cinerarias, including Primula oboonlca, may be 
sown now for autumn and winter blooming. In addition, 
try a few young bulbs of Cyolamen, and young plants of 
/. inal Pelargoniums may be grown on ; and, of oourae, you 
must ha> e Cbr) santhemums. To have flowers In winter 
tbe night temperature should not be much under 50 degs. 
—E H 

3702 —Tuberous Begonias —I presume 
that “ Constant Reader " intends all the plants 
lex bedding ont ? If the leaves of those plants 

Silvan boxes do not intermingle one with the 
iO.HW on separate plants, they wilj 

disturbing until they aro finally transferred 
to the beds. A cold frame would be the most 
suitable place for the plants now. The growth 
would be made more under conditions similar 
to that of outiide, where the leaf stalks are 
short, and less liable to damage from wind. 
When the plants are grown in heat, no matter 
how little, the leaves are rendered soft. The 
least exposure to sun destroys them.—8. P. 

- As the season is now late I should either 
use them for bedding or pot them on, when they 
will make good plants for the greenhouse. In 
a few days now at the latest it is time to put 
out Tuberous llegonias, and keep them well 
watered for a time afterwards, if the weather is 
dry. They dislike very dry soils. If for the 
greenhouse pot them on and shade from the 
brilliant sun, as this has an injurious effect upon 
the leafage. Syringe freely, and give the plants 
plenty of air when the wind is not too keen. 
With ordinary attention they should succeed 
well and make a display.—C. T. 

CHOICE BEGONIAS. 
I). El’HARFPIANA. 

This is a bold growing species, reaching a height 
of a yard or thereabouts, with stout erect stems 
and lurge broDxy-greon leaves, veined with red. 
The most prominent feature, however, is the 
blossoms, borne in large densely packed clusters, 
and which from their weight assume a drooping 
character. The individual blooms are of a pale- 
pink oolour, while tho sepals are at their base 
thickly olothed with reddish hairs, whioh 
become much less numerous towards the upper Krt. It is undoubtedly one of the very best 

gonias, beautiful as many of them are, a great 
merit being that it will flower well on into the 
winter. Like the rest of its class, it is of easy 
culture, for cuttings strike readily enough, and 
as seed was plentifully offered last winter great 
numbors of young plants have beon raised in this 
way. (See illustration on page 107.) P. 

3794.—Seedling Begonia tubers. - All 
Tuberous Begonias intended for bedding should 
bo started in a cool houso ; tho growth is then 
stocky and not liable to receive injury from hot 
sun or cold winds when planted out. It is a 
mistake to subject the tubers to much hoat; the 
growth is forced, resulting in soft, sappy stems 
and leaves, whioh are scorched by the first blink 
of sunshine which they oncountor. If the 
tubers were alive when received, I should 
say it is owing to an excess of moisture that 
they have rotted. Nothing more than making 
the soil moist is needed in starting the tubers 
into growth.—S. P. 

3773. — Garden frames. — Independent 
boilers of the Loughborough pattern are simply 
set in the wall by making a hole large enough 
to receive it, the face of the boiler being flueh 
with the outside of the wall. The boiler may he 
put in at either end, whichever is most con¬ 
venient for attending it; but in a general way 
they aro fixed at the ooldest end, which in yonr 
case would be facing east. With regard to the 
arrangement of the pipes, they should be 
between the bed of soil and the gloss. You need 
not fear that the plants would suffer unless they 
actually touohed the pipee. If you plaoe the 
pipes under the bed of soil you would not get 
heat enough to keep out a severe frost. Seeing 
how muoh important matter there is wanting 
for space, I think it will be better for you to 
make up your mind first about making the flue. 
If you decide on doing so and will write again I 
will gladly help you. I may, however, say that 
although a flue would be the cheapest to begin 
with, a fine consumes more fuel than a boiler.— 
J. C. C. _ 

3748. — Calceolaria californica. — I 
imagine you refer to the annual Calceolaria, 
whioh seeds and comes up freely in some 
gardens. The plant to which I refer has ereot, 
stiff brown stems, which slightly branches, and 
the flowers are pale-yellow in colour. It is, 
however, a poor thing compared to those com¬ 
monly used for bedding. The present tender 
appearance of yonr plants evidently deceives 
you, as it is a hardy annual, and when required 
tor bedding it should be raised in a cold frame 
it^uwrpring. In many gardens it is quite a 
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ROSES. 

3775 —Tea Roses in a frame.—I think 
the pleats are much too thick ; a dozen in the 
size frame yon mention should be enough. 
The weather has certainly been very trying 

for Rotes in a frame, and it would have 
been much better if yon had applied a little 
shading earlior in the season. I have no 
doubt the syringing solution was usod a trifle 

too strong. Niphetos is a very sensitive 
variety, and often casts its flowor-buds after 

a slight overdose of liquid-manure or an inseoti- 
cide. Other kinds may beablo to battle through, 
but this grandest of white Roses is exception¬ 
ally tender. Thero aro no Teas which resist 
mildew, but thero aro a fow very much more 
subject to this disease than others. I namo a 

few good Teas for your purpose : they having 
clear colours, medium growth, good size and 
form, with very free-flowering qualities : Anna 
Olivier, C. Mermet, Mme. Kalcot, Souvenir 

d'KIiao Vardon, Edith Clifford, The Bride, Sun- 
set, S. A. Prince, l’orlo desJardins, Mrs. James 
Wilson, Madame Hoste, Madame de Watteville, 
Madame Charles, Luciole, Ethel Brownlow, and 
Cleopatra. It should not be necessary to apply 

liquid-manure during the first season of your 
plants growing in such good soil -chopped turf 
—as you describe ; but most likely the soil was 
rather dry, being fresh moved and stirred over 

provious to planting, and doubtless being raised 
somewhat as well. Then, again, if you uso a 
strong solution freely, that also is apt to cause 
an unhealthy appearaheo, owing to the check 

such has upon the growing roots. Try and aim 
at a more medium treatment, both in watering, 
shading, and syringing.—P. U. 

37f>7.—Roses In a greenhouse.—You 
havo started well with the Rose, and if you 

continue on the same lines you will get a splen¬ 
did growth by the end of the summer. You 
may thin out the young shoots now—taking 
away the woak onos, of course—if thero ore too 
many. My own plants of Man'jhal Niel aro in 

the same condition as yours, and I have left a 
sufliolont number of young shoots to cover tho 
available space at about » inches apart. Do 
not, by any means, discontinue the use of liquid- 
manure to the roots. This is just tho time they 
want it most. With regard to giving more air, 
the young growth can hardly havo too much in 
warm weather. It is, however, desirable to 
close the house at night for another month, and 

from October to Christmas ventilate tho struc¬ 
ture all you can both night and day, consistent 
with the treatment of any other plants growing 
in the house at the same time.—J. C. C. 

— From the wording of your query, I think 

you cannot have out the plant back in tho right 
manner. It should be cut back to tho base of 
the plant. Your query reads as if you had only 
cut back eaoli shoot that bore a flower to the 

base of these lateral growths. If not, and your riant is making many shoots from tho bottom, 
should be inolined to leave them a little 

longer so as to ses which will come on tho 

strongest, and then remove all but thtee. Keep 
the plants growing as freely as possible until 
the autumn ; then admit air and ripen oil' 
steadily. A free supply of weak liquid manure 
will be beneficial all through the summer.— 
P. U. 

are much troubled with this peat. At the end are no leas than five varieties which are almost 
of May or early in June the moths appear, the useless for you to grow; these are: Gustavo 

time depending upon the locality and the Piganeau, Gloire do l’Exposition de Bruxelles, 
character of the season. The female deposits James Brownlow, and Emotion. The remainder 

eggs, as a rule, on the buds, aud the caterpillars are good kinds, bub a fall description of each 
hatch in about a month. When fully grown, must be withheld ; almost any nurseryman's 
they roll themselves into cases formed of bits of list would contain them, and they would doubt- 

the leaves, and bury in the soil a little below less be pleased to send you one upon appli- 
the surface. The larva: are yellow, with a black cation. You next ask for the best orange- 
head, and ascend in the following spring, eating coloured and best red climbing Roses. These 

the leaves aud tender shoots. The best of all aro the best I know : Orange-coloured : Madame 
remedies is to remove in the winter the soil Faloot, Safrano, \V. Allen Richardson, Rove 
about 3 inches in depth, not, of course, disturb- d’Or, Duohosse d’Aueratadt, Etoile do LyoD, 

ing the roots of the trees, and bury it at a con- Joan Pernot, La Boule d’Or, Mme. Ghauvry, 
siaerable depth in another part of the garden, Marcchal Niel, Perle des Jardins, Shirley 
or burn it. The marauders are then killed. I Hibberd, and Sunset. Red climbers : Sir J. 

should think that yours is the pest of what you Paxton, Heine Marie Henriette, Gheshunb 
have reason to complain.—G. T. Hybrid, Madame de Tartas, Climbing Victor 

3740.—Insects on Standard Roses.— 
The Rose-tree* are attacked with the Rose- 
maggot. The ODly remedy is hand-picking. 
If you examine the leaves that you Sad curled 

up, or any that do not appear likely to unfold, 
you will find the maggot inside of them. You 
must look minutely for the insects, so as to 
destroy them before they have time to eat their 

way into the flower-bud. —J. C. C. 

*-From the description I think it is red- 

with it; a wineglassful to 20 gallons of water 
will be powerful enough. It will be of no ser¬ 

vice unless you use the mixture freely, and also 
lei it come into contact with the under part of 
the leaves.—P. U. 

,J— These are very destructive, and from 
the deacription I shonld think that thev are 
the larvw of the Rose Moth (Tinea of Or nix. 
ibodophagella), which Blayt lb*)1 (OrAdicItedi tiyj 

hand-picking, the beet remedy. Some growers 

have reason to complain.—0. T. Hybrid, Madame de Tartas, Climbing Victor 

;i70S.—Standard Roses not breaking. Verdier, Gloire de Margottin, Madame Isaac 
—It is difficult to judge of tho reason your Pcriire, Tho Waltham Climbers, Xos. 1 and 2, 

plants do not all break at ones ; but porhaps it an^ Fulgena. If you desire any further reply, 
is not a failure after all. Y’ou do not state if I »h»11 1,0 pleased to give you tho best I can in 
tho plants arc all Teas or not. If half Tea- another issue.—P. U. 

scented or half Hybrid Perpetual*, it may be 3770.—Hoses Marechal Niel and 
that the former havo broken into young growth Niphetos.—Your plants being newly planted, 
earlier than the latter, as they are inclined to I should say you have either kept them too dry 
do. Then we havo had a particularly bad spring or else excessively wet at the roots. Either of 

for newly-transplanted Roses. My own beds these would have the effect you mention ; so, 
show somewhat the same unevenness in breaking too, would an overdose of liqnid-mannre. From 
as yours do,—P. U. your description the feeding roots of your plants 

3774 —Rose questions—The following is have been suddenly checked in some wav. If 

a list of really good dark Roses that will give you wer0 10 •yrin«° th« I'lunts freely during 
yon every satisfaction. They aro all full and of midday, and keep tho house shut up too closely, 
good shape and size. By dark Roses, I take it wilh no shado, that would also cause tho same- 

you do not mean tho cherry-red varieties like effects as you describe.—P. U. 

Ulrich Brunner, Auguste Rigotard, &o., so I - 

have loft them out entirely. Abel Carricre, 3735.—Green-fly.— No ono need havo any' 

A. K. Williams, Charles Darwin, Charles green-fly upon his plants if he would but 
Lcfebvre, Countess of Oxford, Duke of Con- adopt measures for their destruction beforo the 
naught, Duke of Edinburgh, Karl of Dufferin, enemy gets numerous, especially in small houses, 

Eclair, Fisher Holmes, General Jacqueminot, whore most of the stock is convenient to attend 
Maurice Bernardin, Prince C. de Rohan, and to. I do not believe that there is one of the 

Victor Hugo. These are tho very best and you remedies advertised for killing green fly that 
have a wide selection. Replying to your aocond jg not efficacious when used in a proper 
query, American Beauty is not liko Triomphe de manner, as thero is no insect easier destroyed ; 

France, but it is much like Mme. F. Jamain ; but whatever remedy is used it must be applied 
Comte de Paris and Baron Nathan de Rothschild in a proper manner. The easiest way of killing 
aro also similar in several respects. Far too insects upon pot-plants is to dip them in a liquid 
many Roseai aro introduced as new, when they solution of one of the many articles advertised, 
aro not really sufficiently distinct among such a The beat time to do this is late in the day when 

vast variety as I now possess. You ask for a the house is closed, and creopera upon walls 
list of two dozen best Roses for cut flowers, also may be syringed at the same time. A large 
for one dozen extra sweet scented. For cutting bottle of the prepared liquid, if kept corked, 

from I would atrongly recommend tho following : will keep good for several weeks, and when 
General Jacqueminot, La Franco, C. of Oxford, wanted for dipping it can bo emptied into a 

I D. of Edinburgh, Fisher Holmes, Gabrielis bucket or other vessel. -J. C. C. 

- When plants are badly attacked by 
green-fly tho effects will bo visible for some 
time after the flies are destroyed. Liquid 

insecticides will kill green-fly if used strong 
enough, and if one application of any given 

strength does not settle them try again with the 
wash a little stronger. I have found Tobacco- 
powder and soft-soap very effectual. Two 
ounces of soap and one ounce of Tobaceo-powdcr 
to the gallon of water used warm will kill green¬ 

fly, either by dipping, which is tho moat econ¬ 
omical, or syringing.—E. H. 

- Dip the shoots of the plants in Tobacco- 

water, but a gentle fumigation is the best way 
to get rid of the pests, and if you are muoh 

infested with it I should advise this course. It 
is not pleasant, as yon cay, but it is a good 
remedy, and such things as Pelargoniums and 
Roses aro very difficult to get clear of 

green-fly, if some measure like this is not 
adopted. Tho dipping of the shoots or 
going over them with a brush dipped in a 
solution of Tobacco-water is a most tedious 

process. The smell of the Tobacco-smoke would 
Begonia ScharlHana. (See page 156.) 800n paM away, but if yon havo decided not to 

have recourse to this measure apply such au 

Luizet, Mrs. John Laing, Anna Olivier, Marie insecticide as Fir-tree oil, or the other things 
van Houtto, Innocento Pirola, Safrano, Mme. advertised in this journal. Go by the d.rcct.ons 

Falcot, Mme. Lambard, Niphetos, Perle des R|ve“- An overdose is worse than none at all. 

Jardins, Souvenir d’nn Ami, The Queen, Souvenir Much good may be done by well syringing the 
de la Malmai.on, Sunset, W. A. Richardson, IjUnts, and after fnmigaUcn this should be 

Franciaca Kiiiger, The Rugosas, Homero, and d°ne- G. 1. 
Isabella Sprunt. Twelve good sweet-scented 3612.—Lime-water for worms—Clear 
kinds are: C. Mermet, La France, Socrates, lime-water will drive the worms out of 
C. Riz* du Parc, A. Columb, Annio Wood, flower-pots, but must be tael more than 

General Jacqueminot, E. Y. Teas, Heinrich once, for if it causes the worms already 
Schulthcis, Madame Cusin, Madame do Watte- thero to take their departure it will not pre- ' 
riMe^ald^Souvenir d’un Ami. Your fourth vont dtWrsl baklng their place in a duy or two. 

lU.fciMcfckl lengthen this reply far topimneshq; hraWW«4 shouldibos^rry-to give it to very 
so 0Dly point out that among the lib'tglW-n delicate plants! Or. the principle that “pre- 
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vention is better than cure" I always use 

Porter’s luviucible Crooks for all plants in pots. 
I have no trouble with worms or any other 
vermin, ai nothing can get into a pot where one 

of these is used. They last for a number of 
years, with the advantage of being very cheap 
Several of my friends use them, and I have no 
doubt that they only require to be known to bo 

generally adopted by all growers of plants in rts. being the very thing for that purpose.— 

W. H.__ 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

SOWING SEEDS IN DRY WEATHER. 

The present season has, according to reliable 
•tatiatios, beaten the record in the matter of 

continuous drought; but whether we get rain 
in time to lave the crops or not, there is no 
doubt that we do not reckon upon drought as a 
very serious enemy to vegetation, for we look 
for April showers ns regularly as the month 
comes round, and if the showers are absent the 

seeds fail to germinate; and the present ex¬ 
ceptional drought will not be altogether to be 
deplored if it attracts more attention to the 
waste of water, and the very inadequate pro¬ 
vision for its storage in gardens generally. 

Watering seeds is one of the things that 
need care, as stiff soils run together, and if 
allowed to get dry, are worse than if left en¬ 
tirely without; but, on the other hand, if arti¬ 
ficial watering is done as regularly out-of-doors 

as it is done under glass, there is no reason why 
the results should not be equally satisfactory, 
and if you start watering at all out-of-doors 
make up your mind to continue it until the 
necessity for it has passed away. One of the 
lessons impressed on all this year is the supe¬ 

riority of drilling in seeds of all kinds over 
ordinary broadcast sowing, for with a fairly 
deep drill the seed is deposited at a uniform 
depth, and in ordinary seasons in moist soil; 
but if exceptional drought prevails wuter should 
be poured alrng the drills, and the seed town 
right on the we'.ted portion, covering with dry 

soil. This a ill ensure rapid germination ; but 
a good deal ot the seed sown this year on the 
broadcast plan is still as dry as it was in the 
seed-bags, and will not germinate until rain 
falls, or artificial watering is done thoroughly. 

J. G., Mania. 

A note on Tulips —If four splendid 
Tulips are required for a garden that does not 
admit of many varieties of one kind of plant, a 
choice selection would bo the following : T. 
fulgens, T. Gesneriana, and T. macrospeila 

The first of the three is ono of the finest of all 
the later blooming Tulips. The flowers are 
brilliant crimson in colour, quite self, and they 

are borne on tall stems. It is not difficult to 
grow, like the Turkestan Tulip, T. Greigi, and 
some of the other species, and is one of the 
cheaper, a few rare species being too expensive 

to purchase in quantity. A noble species is T. 
Gesneriana, the parent of the florists’ kinds, 
particularly the form named major, sometimes 
called spathalata. A bed of this vigorous 
speoies, robust in leafage, and bearing bold, 

strikingly handsome scarlet flowers, makes a 
brightshow. One sometimes sees very fine clumps 
of it in cottage gardens, making a bright, massy 
colour in the month of May. T. retroflexa is 
rather expensive, but it is a beautiful flower, ?ure-yellow, with gracefully recurved segments. 

he throe kinds named were especially selected 
rseeutly from a large collection.—V. C. 

3758 — Plants for a Birmingham 
garden.—You could grow I’oas, Runnerlleans, 
Vegetable Marrows, Beet, and such like vege¬ 
tables with success, also Potatoes, if the soil is 

good, and possibly the fault has been in not 
having a sufficiently rich, well-worked ground 
Vegetables require a substantial soil, otherwise 

it is hopeless to oxpect a satisfactory return. 
You give no particulars as to your treatment, 
character of soil, or locality, so it is somewhat 

difficult to advise you. As regards plants, you 
could grow many charming things if the soil is 
good, suoh as Tufted Pansies, in many delightful 
varieties, Auriculas, Roses, and Michaelmas 

Daisies for the autumn. Here are the names of 
a few things in addition to the above : Alstro-- 
meria aurea, that likes a warm soiL-'msd sunny 

position ; the white. Japanese (Windfibye 
Anemone j tponica alba}; AquilegiafhCAflprCnu!, 

(;lomerata dahurioa (rich-blue). Coreopsis lancoo- 
ata, Delphiniums, Dictamnus Fraxinella, Doron- 

icums, Eryngium amethystinum or E. planum 
(beautiful Sea Hollies), Funkias, Gypsophila 
paniculate, Ilelianthus orygalis, very charming 
in autumn, free, graceful, and bearing a pro¬ 
fusion of yellow flowers on the slender shoots ; 

Irises, particularly the German kinds ; Lobelia 

Vcrliiwum phoviipeiim, (See paje 150.) 

fulgens, Evening Primroses, Lythrum salicaria 
roseum, a delightful rosy-llowercd Loose strife ; 
Poppies, Rudbeckia speciosa, Sedum spectabile, 
Tritomas, Crown Imperials, Carnations, Daffo¬ 

dils, Tulips, Hyacinths, and other spring¬ 
flowering bulbs. Of course, it is late to plant 
now, but you may get in at onco Michaelmas 
Daisies, the Helianthuses, and autumn flowering 
perennials, also many annual plants, as Poppies, 
Sweet Peas, M ignonette, and a few good bedders, 

as Tuberous Begonias.—C. T. 

37.">!i.—Weeds In garden paths.—Such 

questions are constantly being asked in 
Garden I no, and I am afraid many readers do 
not tako full notice of the answers given. If 
the paths aro overrun with Couch I should think 

they are in bad condition, and a thorough over¬ 
hauling would be advisable later on. You may 
apply one of the many weed-destroyers 
advertised in Gardening, and dull weather is 

best to choose for its application. Vitriol is 
a powerful remedy, but I do not care to advise 
the use of such preparations, which do more 
harm than good unless used with extreme 

caution. The liquid may be poured on to the 
paths with a fine-rosed pot, taking care to keep 
it away from the edges of the Grass. Several 

applications may be given, as it is necessary not 
to let the liquid soak into the edgo of the path 
and kill the roots of the grass.—C. T. 

1743.— Auriculas In the open.—As tho 
(fcilivrf for flowering is now over, it is scarcely 

^%Arn» while to get plants, as they miy Imbasily 

raised from seed. Get good seed and sow in 
July, and sow the seed in shallow pans or pots, 
watering the soil before sowing. You will, 
however, find full particulars about Auriculas in 

quite a recent number of Gardening, May 6th, 
p. 134, where the question of seed sowing is fully 
gone into. From good seed you will donbtleas 

get some fine flowers, and the way to secure a 
fine selection of Auriculas is to mark the plants 
when they bloom, choosing the very best colours, 
so as to obtain a good strain, as the florists call 
a selection of any flower. Clear, bright colour, 
the flowers well shaped, freely produced, and 

effective are what tell best in the garden, not 
the washy shades that some affeot to admire. 
Auriculas are more largely used each season for 
the garden, and they are delightful when in full 

bloom, the flowers very fragrant, and if the 
plants are robust a large quantity is produced 
on each tuft. But it is only by a process of 
careful selection that one gets this result. Of 
course I am writing of the purely border flowers, 
which are far more beautiful than the florists 
kinds, the green-edged, and bo forth, which must 
be grown in pots to get the characteristic and 
distinctive delineation of colouring.—C. T. 

- I should advise “Rus.” to buy a 
few named varieties of alpine Auriculas for 

this purpose. They are infinitely more satis¬ 
factory than unnamed sorts, if only a 
half-dozen varieties, and then cross at 
blooming time, and save his own seed for 
future sowing. He will be likely to get more 

enjoyment this way than any other. If a 
little decayed manure and leaf-mould were dug 
into the bolder in which they were planted, it 
would lie all that the plants would require. I 

should like to ask your experienced grower and 
correspondent, “ J. D. E., whether it is usual at 
this date (May 11th) for seed-pods of Auriculas 

to burst? In two cases, where plants have 
been crossed early—viz., Rev. F. D. Horner 

and Pizzaro, both have swelled seed-pods the 
size of good sized Peas. The outer cuticle has 
burst, 1 suppose, owing to the number of seeds 

developed, and they are to be seen lying ex¬ 
posed on the inner globular portion of the 
ovary. Will the seeds ripen in the usual way ? 
And what can I do to prevent losing the seed ? 

—Fred. T. Poulnon. 

3658.—Dandelions on a tennis lawn. 
—A sure way of exterminating these is to keep 
cutting them off throughout the growing season. 
With a sharp long-bladed ktife cut as deeply 
into the ground as possible, so that a good por¬ 

tion of the root is cut out. Continue to do this 
every time the leaves appear, and they will get 
weaker, and will eventually die out. Nothing 
can resist this for more than a season or two, 
as the roots do not get nourished, and rot away 

in the winter.—J. C. B. 

- The best way is to go over the lawn 
carefully and spud out the oflending plants, 
being cautious not to disturb the turf more than 

necessary, or to leave holes. An old knife is a 
good implement for the purpose, and answers as 
well as any more elaborate appliances. Bare 
spots may be made good by filling up with fresh 

pieces of turf, and give the whole a good rolling. 
Avoid any preparation such as vitriol on a lawn, 
otherwise the Grass is sure to get muoh injured. 

You could go over a good-sized lawn in a com¬ 
paratively short time with an old knife to cut 
out the Dandelions. The quicker it is done the 

better.—0. T. 

377L—Flowers for a sandy soil —I 
am afraid you are taking a desponding view of 
the case, as from what I know of aoils of 
similar capaoity to yours, there are many flowers 
that you can choose with every prospect of 
sucoess. Even Roses on the Manetti stock will 

do fairly well if you manure the ground well at 
first, and make the bed about 4 inches below 
the surrounding surface, and every spring fork 

in a dressing of English Guano. In every case 
keep the surface of all flower-beds and torder* 
below the level of walks and surrounding ground, 

and always keep on hand a store of Peat-Moas- 
litter, which, when broken up, is a capital 

material for laying on the surface as a mulch to 
prevent the evaporation of moisture from the 

soil. Looking at the cost of transport the guano 
referred to is the best substitute for manure 
you can get, and may be safely used for any 

i kir)$ ,<?? ph-v tc or trees. The principal plants to 
| avoid are those with thick, fleshy leaves. All 

the Dian'JuUw.iily. wfci.jh inoludes Carnation*, 
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l’ink*, Sweet William*, and the Mole Pink*, 
would quite happy with you. So would the 

Rocky Mountain Columbine*, if you water them 
in dry weather ; also the single form* of Pyre- 
thrum*. With a thick mulch and a position 
shaded one half of the day, the Tufted Pansies 
will thrive. The Scotch Rose* and also the 

Austrian Brier* would no doubt do well, and I 
would certainly venture to plant a bed of the 
Tea-seen ted varieties. Such hardy perennial* 
a* Iberia corren-folia, Alvssum saxatile compac- 
turn, and several of the low-growing Cam¬ 
panula* may be selected with safety.— .17 C. C. 

3724.—Moving a Christmas Rose.—If 
itcanbe moved entire with a large ball of earth the 

removal may take place in the end of the summer 
or beginning of autumn. If it is intended to 

divide it up to make stock, the spring, just a* 
the new leave* are breaking away, is the beat 
time ; but old clump* broken up take a long 
time to get established, and I am always 

reluctant to break up or remove old clump* of 
the Christmas Rose.—E. H. 

■- The best season of the year to divide the 
Hellebore is in the late spriDg, and some do the 
work in the summer ; but a large grower of the 

Christmas Rosea for the trade always divides in 
spring, and during the summer keep* them well 
supplied with water; also mulch them with either 
well rotten manure or Cocoa-nut-fibre refuse, the 
former for preference. If you have no special 
reason for lifting the plant I should not do so, a* 

the Hellebore does not like disturbance at the 
root. The plant* will succeed in ordinary soil, 
but like a moist shady plaoe. Some of the fiDeat 
specimens I have seen were those established by 
the side of a shady ditch in moist, peaty soil. 
Three of the finest varieties are St. Brigid, Bath, 

and maximus, each bearing well-shaped flower*, 
pure white.—C. T. 

-Directly alter tbe last flowers are cut is the belt 
time to more any ol tbe Hellebore family. The new 
trrovth Is Just on tbe move ; the plante s'art at onoe into 
free growth, and do not feel the oheck, providing, of 
oouree, sufficient water is given tbe root* to prevent the 
leavee flagging.—8. P. 

3673.—Lily of the Valley In a bed. 
—When Lily of the Valley grows into a crowded 
mass the flowers must be wanting in quality. 
Take them up carefully early in November, and 
make a fresh bed. Dig the ground deeply, 
working in a liberal dressing of rotten manure, 

for this plaut loves an abundance of rioh food. 
Select the largest crowns, and set them out 
4 inches apart; the smaller ones can be put by 
themselves, and with a season’s good growth 
will oome to blooming size. Give them a top 
dressing of rotten manure annually, and you will 
get an abundance of good bloom.—J. C. B. 

3676.—Auriculas.—The side shoots, if 
taken off without roots, will form them if 

inserted a* cuttings round tho sides of small 
pot* of sandy soil, with free drainage, and Elaoed under a hand-glass or in a close frame 

ut the simplest and best plan is to obtain a few 
roots with each offset, a* then they do better 
and with less trouble. Keep them in pots 
throughout, plunging them if possible in ashes 
in a cold frame for the winter. If several are 
inserted in a pot in the first place, they should 
be potted off singly as soon as well rooted. The 

plant* will bloom nicely in 3 inoh or 3J inch 
pots, and indeed they do better, at any rate 
while young or small, in small sizes than larger 
ones. Keep them in a shady plaoe during the 
summer, and the soil always moderately moist. 

—B. C. R. 

- The best time to deal with the common 
border varieties is the early autumn, a* then the 

soil gets well settled before the winter, and 
they bave not a hot summer to go through. 1 
should deal with them, and prepare a goed, well 
prepared piece of ground for them, where they 
should succeed well. It is most important to do 
this work early in the autumn, so as to get the 

plants established before winter frosts set in. 
You could take off the offshoots without roots, 
but it is better to get well-rooted crowns ; there 
is leas trouble, and they are far more likely to 
succeed well. This applies more especially to 
the florists’ varieties, not the oommon border 
kinds, which are far more easy to deal with. 

In regard to the florists’ kinds, the end of Maroh 
is a good time to remove offsets, putting them 
in small pots, sad using a light soil If, i 
vigorous offset is taken in March, it 
make a good flowering plant,, Off: 
without root* often remain a consider*' 

say, a 

before they start into vigorous growth, and send 

out strong roots. Put unrooted offsets into a 
hand-light, and keep close ; only remove the top 
to let in air, and dry up superfluous moisture, 
otherwise they will damp off. If you have good 

border flowers, always lake care to select the 
best colours and increase your stock. It is in 

this way that I can get a good selection, weed- 
g out the poor, washy tints, which are in¬ 
active in the garden. Also raise seedlings to 

;et new colours, and the best time for this work 
s os soon as it is ripe, which will be in July. 

There is time to save seed.—C. T. 

MULLEINS. 

Thf. Mulleins in cultivation in gardens are for 
the most part of only biennial duration. They 
are somewhat unsatisfactory plants to deal with 
on account of this, and also on account of their 

extreme suBocptibility to cross-fertilisation. It 
is almost, if not quite, impossible to keep them 
true to name when a collection is grown ; 

indeed, the only way if this be desired is to 
grow one or two species only in a garden, and 
iheseA far away from each other as possible. 

A wtany of the species and vari> 
asa\iauSr of fact, considerably en' 

crossing, and groups of a mixed lot of these 
hybrids are at once interesting and very beau¬ 

tiful. The stately flower-stems and large, 
showy yellow blooms of the species allied to 
Thapsus mark them as wild garden flowors, and 
where the soil is rich and stilliuh no better or 
showier plants can be grown. In the rockery 
I find them quite indispensable, and encourage 
rather than prevent their seeding amongst the 

mixed shrubs, Ac., in the vicinity of the rock 
garden. They are also good 

Border plants, and rarely, if ever, fail to 
reproduce themselves freely from self - sown 
seed. Verbascum Chaixi, or V. vernale, is 
one of the true perennial species at present 
in cultivation. This may apply only on warm 

soils. It often attains to 10 feet in height, and 
when well grown forms a most imposing group. 
The leaves, very largo and bright-green, come 
up early and are very effective. The flowers are 
large, yellow, with purple filaments, very 
striking, and last a long time in good condi¬ 

tion. For the back row of 
mixed borders, for iso¬ 
lated groups, and amongst 
mixed shrubs this species 
is very effective, and as it 
gives little or no trouble, 
is certainly one of the 

best for general purposes 
in a garden. Of this 
there are two Hybrids, 
semi-lanatum and Frey- 
nianum, both showy. 

Native of Europe. V. 
crassifolium: A very dis¬ 
tinct and charming species, 

with yellowish tomentose 

woolly leaves and robust 
spikes of largo yellow 
flowers. It is a native 
of Portugal, and one of 
the few species that will 
do in a light sandy soil. 
V. cupreum : A species 

nearly allied to V. pha>- 

niceuin, quite hardy, and 
a true perennial. It has 
cordate, wrinkled leaves 
and copper-coloured flow¬ 
ers, very quaint and in¬ 
teresting. It is perhaps a 
hybrid of V. phccniceum, 

flowering May to August. 
South Europe. V. olym- 
pioum : A gigantic V. 
Thapsus, and one of the 
grandest of the genus. 
The flower-stems in strong 

specimens attain to from 
U feet to 10 feet in height, 
the flowers very large, 
rich-yellow, the woolly 
leaves forming large 
rosette*. A biennial from 

the Orient. V. phcemceum 
(see p. 158): A perennial 
species, and ono of the 
very best for mixed bor¬ 
ders in small gardens. It 
is very variable, there 
being white, violet, lilac, 
rose, deep • violet, and 
purple-flowered varieties. 

It continues flowering from 
May to August, and when 
doing well is a very strik¬ 
ing plaut. Native of South 
Europe. V. phlomoides 

(the large woolly-leaved 
Mullein) is a biennial and 
very fine in groups. The 
flowers arc large, pale- 

yellow, with purple fila¬ 
ments. Robust specimens 
reach a height of from 

6 feet to 8 feet. 8outh 
Europe. Austral* and 
8artori are well-known 

and desirable varieties. 
The pyramidal Mullein 
(V. pyramidalum), with 

its candelabrum-like branohes of bright-yellow 

flowers, is a very effective border plant. It is 
rioh soils, and is very effeo- 
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Caucasus and Siberia. All the Verbaacums are 

worth a place in the garden if only they could 
be kept true, but in the abaence of this, the 
hybrid*, which are alwaya showy and in eome 

few caaoa differ little from the typea, may well 
be grown. Amongst the species to be noted as 
worth procuring should opportunity occur are 
V. macrurum, V. Thapaus and hybrids, V. 

longifolium, V. virgatum, V. Blattari and blat- 
tarioidea, V. niveum, V. Boerhavi, V. ainuatum, 

nigrum (see p. 159) and vara., V. orientals, 

Ac. All may be readily raised from seed, and 
aro well worth taking oaro of. D. 

37-28.—Plants for a border.—You aak 
an important and interesting question. There 
are many pretty hardy plants that are not suffi¬ 
ciently thought of, although with fragrant 

leaves. I do not care for variegated plants, as 
a rule, but a few are good. As regards the 
fragrant-leaved plants, one must have the 
Lavender, which it is unnecessary to describe. 

The soil in which it is planted should be light 
and the position sunny. One of tho most charm¬ 
ing bits of planting 1 remember was a border 
where the sweet-smelling leaved plants were 
grouped together—tho Lavender, Rosemary, 

and other things. Tho Rosemary is a very 
hardy shrubbery plant, and grows in common 
soil, if dry and warm so much the better. When 
in flower it is vory pleasing. Then you may 

choose tho Myrtle, which, howovor, in cold spots 
is likely to get hurt in the winter. Tho 
Southernwood, or “ Old Man," as the children 
caII it, and Sweot Gale (Myrica Gale) has 

fragrant leaves. It grows into a bush, and must 
have a moist place. Then there is also tho 
Sweet Fern-leaved Gale (Comptonia aspleni- 

folia), which may be noted for its fragrant 
foliage. Thymes in variety are of value. You 
can have the Wild Thyino (T. lanuginosus) and 
tho Golden Thyme, which is very pretty when 
seen in a good compact condition. T. serpyllum 

album (white) and coccinoun (magenta) are vory 
beautiful. Tho leaves of the Chrysanthemum 
aro fragrant, and the Gum Cistus also. Such 

kinds as C. ladaniforus deserve to be more often 
grown than is at present tho case, its leaves, 
when rubbod against, giving off a rich fragrance. 
They must bo grown in a sunny position, in light 

soil, then a bed of them forms a good feature, 
as tho flowers aro attractive. In sovoro winters 
they are likely to get hurt. I have selected 

a few of tho more pronounced hardy plants for 
their variegation. One could make a long list 

if thoso with silvery leavos wero inoludod, and 
you will find in Robinson's “ Hardy Flowers,” Subliahod by Macmillan and Co., a list of the 

nest kinds. Alyssum saxatile variegatum is a 
variety of tho Rock Mad-wort, but it is not so 

brilliant as tho type, which is one of the best 
flowors of spring for effectiveness. A rare variety 
of Cineraria maritima named aurea marginata 

ii a vory finely-marked variegated plant, the 
leaves mottled with creamy-white and glaucous 
colour. It is very distinct and not weak. I 
havo soon it in nurseries, but probably is rather 

expansive as yet. Tho variegated variety of 
tho Crown Imperial is a showy plant, the leaves 
being margined with golden-yellow colour, the 
flowers curved red ; and a very useful variety is 
Dactylis glomerata variogota, which is a beau¬ 

tiful plant, finoly variegated, easy to grow, and 
not “ miffy,” like many such things. Tho 

Funkias supply a largo number of variogated 
kinds, varieties of F. lancifolia, F. ovata, etc., 

thoso of the first named in particular being of 
note.. Alba marginata is one of the best, and 
Hoteia japonica variegata is very distinct, the 
leaves well marked, whilst you may also include 

the variegated variety of Iris fu-tidissima, 
I. pseudoacorus, Ophiopogon Jaburan varie- fiatum, Sedum Sieboldi variegatum, very pretty, 

mt not so robust as '.he type, and the Golden 
Money wort, Lysimachia Nummularia aurea, a 
big name for a littlo plant. It is one of the 
finest variegated hardy things grown, its leaves 

are pure golden-yellow without a trace of green, 
and tho growth is robust. The golden-leaved 
variety of the Valerian is very bright in the 
spring, making quite a patch of colour on the 

border. The above list will form a very good 
beginning to your collection of fragrant and 
variegated-leaved plants.—C. T. 

Thinning annuals.—A word'oT’hdxioe t0 
those who have irjany annual* in Ihcis feoV en i 
is to thin them out well, so that each-plant hat 

sufficient spaco for its full development. It is green on the upper sido, but beneath they arc 

impossible to get well-grown plants if they are of a uniform dark-purple ; the scape has hitherto 
deprived of a proper shade of light and air; been exceedingly short, bearing usually but a 
but in many, I may say the majority, of gardens single flower ; but this is some 3 inches across, 

they are so crowded up together that the growth Tho ground colour is usually white in front, 
is naturally weakly, straggling, and the flowers sometimes, however, it is soft-yellow and 
few in number. This is not the fault of the rosy-yellow, boldly spotted with deep- 
plant, rather of the way in which it is grown, purple ; the petals are very large, depressed ; 

Few classes are more gay than annuals when the lip is very much ia shape like a plover's 
they are cultivated properly, given a reasonable egg, and more sparingly spotted than tho 
amount of space, and a fairly good soil. Then other parts of the flowers. This plant has 

the results are very different from those that not yet been seen in its beauty, because the 
one 8008 in gardens. Thin sowing is very im- flowers have not been thrown up sufficiently 
portent. There is much waste of seed through high to show them off effectually ; but this, lam 
the careless way in which it is sown, and the of opinion, arises from bad culture, but I have 

seedlings commence their life with a weakly seen a plant with a scape some 3 inches high, 
growth. Always bear in mind when growing giving an indication of what it will prove to bo 

annuals, firstly, the importance of thin sowing when properly grown. 

and letting each plant have its fair share of C. COSUOLOR.—This, tho first known of the 
room. Ordinary garden soil will suffice for most raco, was first found in Burmah by the Rev. 

annuals.—V. C. Parish, and some four or five years afterwards 

. living plants were obtained by the Messrs. Low 
nnnnme and (Jo , and it has become known at widely 
UKGrliUH. distant places, so that it has been found to vary 

considerably from different localities, and 
CYPRIPEDIUMS OF THE “CONCOLOR" several varieties have boen recorded. The 

SECTION. leaves arc thick and fleshy, the colour beneath 

ORCHIDS. 

CYPRIPEDIUMS OF THE "CONCOLOR’ 

SECTION. 

Several enquiries have come to me about these being redd,.h-purple, but the ground colour 

Orchids, showing that there is no lack of inter- abov.e ‘8 ,leo>’ 8r0*"- ,noltlfld m.oro or les? w,lh 
estinthem. "J. T. H.” say. he cannot grow g^ sh-green. The scape is, in general, very 

tho species named above d hi. satisfaction, *b?rtJ }° les" ha9 been done to improve 
wants to know where it comes from, and all th« defect than with any of the section, and I 

about it, more especially how to get the flowers •bou’d tbo «Ud to knoJ ,r™ collectors if 
up upon a longer stalk ? Another query is from ^is feature is observable with it when growing 

"C. W. C.,” which asks for the proper treat- m a #tatf of.nat,u,r6' The. flo.WPr,are bor.no 

ment of C. Godefroym leucochilum? Just this ^ or‘n. I?a‘ra* th",?r°uud,c.olour ’ein/',Alc: 
r ,i__ r .i_. yellow, thickly specklod with small dots of 

up upon a longer stalk ? AnotheFquory is from is oo.ervao.e w.on w wnen growing 

"C. w. G,” which asks for the proper treat- m a #tatf of.nat,u,r6' The. flo.WPr,are bor.no 
ment of C. Godefroym leucochilum? Just this ^ or‘n. l?aira- the ground colour being P»le- 

variety I do not know ; indeed, I do not think *0.lTow- th,okly ■Pock'“d ">«■»> ^ 
it is an acknowledged variety. Then comes crimson- 
another euquiry from "G. Murdook,” asking C. GodkfimiY.k—This is a plant for which 
for some instructions how to do C. niveum ? 8o weall havo to bo thankful tomjr friend, M. Gode- 

that I cannot do better than to answer all under froy, of Argenteuil, near Pans, who first intro- 
the same heading. The plants in this sec- duced the plant into French gardens. It comes 
tion are all Orchids belonging to the warmest very near to C. bellatulum ; but it is less 
regions, requiring under cultivation a high tem- robust in growth, and its flowers are smaller, 
peraturo and a moist atmosphero ; in fact, I end it is loss boldly coloured ; but it is, never- 
should advise them to be kept in a house that theleas, a most beautiful plant, deserving of the 

does not at any time fall bolow 03 dogs, of heat. dose attention of all groworB of Lady’s Slipper 
They aro plants that affect the limostone die- Orohids. Tho leaves aro some 5 inches long, 
tricts only, and, therefore, I always recommend sometimes shorter. They are atrap-shapod, 
my friends to uso limestone in growing them, as rich dark-green above, mottled with palcgtouD, 

1 am sure where this has boon done in a proper whilst beneath they are of a reddish-purple, 
way, tho plants not only grow froo, but they The scape is usually one-fbwerod, tho flowers 
will throw up their flowors on a much longer large, considerably more than 2 inches across, 
stem ; but tho worst of it is so few people Their ground colour is white, sometimes creamy- 
appear to use this material with any amount white, and the pouch-liko lip has frequently a 
of freodom, apparently living under the mens decided tingo of cream colour, and thoy 

impression that lime • stone or anything »re more or less profusely spotted and blotohcd 
approaching this in consistency is death to the with bright purplo. M. Godefroy has expressed 
Lady’s Slipper. One young friend, whom I had it as his opinion that this plant is identical with 

told to use a good bit of limostono wi.h tho soil, bellatulum, but the latter plant is fully double 
professed to follow my advice ; some time the sizo of it, and whilst I admit it comes close 
afterwards, when I called to see him, he said to it, I cannot but think them quite distinct, 
his plants did not get on in spite of what I had This plant comes from some of the limestone 

told him. Upon knocking a plant out, I found islands in the Gulf of Siam. 

lie had placed three pieces of old mortar, about C niveum —The first appearance of this plant 

2 inches in length, round in tho soil near the was as it laid upon the table in Messrs. Stevens’ 
sides of the pot. Now this is what so many call rooms at Covent garden, and it was catalogued 
using lime-rubbish or limestone extensively; a, C. spocios, aud nearly everyone took it for 
but this is just like a chip in porridge—it will C. concolor, and as tho last-named plant had 
do neither good nor harm. I would use for them been imported in some quantity, none wanted 

an abundance of drainago, and thia to be com- it, and it was sold very cheaply ; but when it 
posed of limestone or old mortar-rubbiih; flowered, tho present snowy-whito species was 
upon and in thia the roots should be placed ; revealed. It ia the smallest growing plant of the 
and for soil use loam, peat, and chopped Sphag- scries, the leaves being of a vory deep-green 
num Moss in about equal proportions, taking above, speckled and freckled with palo greyiah- 

c»ro that the two former have the groater put green, and beneath they aro dull-purplo. It is 
of the fine soil extracted, and use with this curious enough that this plant has produced a 
quite one part of old mortar. Potted in this a scape taller than the others, frequently 
way, you will find the plants thrive in a 0 inches high, and I havo seen it more, and 

better manner. In one year it will not have sometimes two flowers are produced upon a 

the effect of lengthening the flower-stalk much, stem. These flowers are snowy-white, some- 
lf any, but in tho second flowering you will per- times freckled with purplo. It is a perfect gem. 
ceivo a difference, which will go on increasing if These plants all require to be well exposed to 

the temperature and the moisture ia maintained the sunlight. Matt. Buambi.e. 
at the proper condition. The following four _ 
kinds muy bo included in this section, and all 
will thrive well if potted on the principle laid , - renunciation ot Clematis. - In 

Di,A<ra • * . . ** . .* . Johnsonh " Gardener 8 Dictionary, Chambers Ktvrao- 
ciowui above, when, if heat and moisture be jo^cal," Nuttall’e " Standard," and In Webster’s " English 
maintained, they will soon make roots in abun- Dictionary," It ia in eaoh cmini pronounced with the accent 
dance, and will flower in profusion. on the first «\liable—thus. OlemAtlt. Hlr Welter Scott, 

n mi. . In "The Laav of the Like "gives it the same accent— 
U. BELLATULUM : This very fine form was “The Clematis, the favour’d flower, which boost* the 

introduced by the Messrs. Low and Co., and it name of Virgin Bower."—I, 0. K. 

ia undoubtedly the finest of its section. Iam 3082.—Sewage In the garden.—I have a wsapool 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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THUS AND SHHUB8. 

A HOP COVERED ARCHWAY. 

Tits Common Hop ia a capital plant for cover¬ 
ing an archway, and it makes a happy contrast 
wi h Ivy and to Clematis Jackmani and its 
varieties, the mass of deep-green leaves inten- 

11 ying the oolonr of the rich abundance of deep- 
blue flowers. Nor is its charm confined merely 
to summor, bnt as autumn approaches the plant 
then carries its rich clusters of golden-yellow 

Hops, and reoeivea additional beauty of no mean 
kind. We can judge of the rich beauty that a 
commonolimber can give when once itliasbecome 
established by a glance at the illustration. 

There is another kind called the Japanese Hops 
which has been much used for oovering arbour, 
and trellises. The growth made is surprisingly 
rapid. Those who have not vet heard of it 

should give it a trial, and though resembling the 
common tyjio, it has no commercial value what¬ 
ever. The bunches of flowers are larger, and, 
therefore, the plant hat an advantage for the 

garden. _ T. 

Japanese Maples. — These beautiful 
shrubs are hardy, although there seems to be a 

colour, which gives way to deep blood-red as 

summer approaches. A good plant of it is of a 
full rich colour and striking appearance through¬ 
out the season. Another very fine variety of A. f'&lmatum is septenlobumelegsnspurpureum, the 

eaves deep-purple crimson, afine effective colour, 
richer than in the type itself. Exquisite in form is 
the rich-crimson leafage of A. p. dissectum atro- 
purpuroum, a lovely variety for its deep colour 
and finely-divided foliage, and a note may be 
made also of palmatipidum, the leaves delicate- 

green, and like a Fern in character. Of a dif¬ 
ferent character to the foregoing is A. japoni- 
oum, which has deeply-lobed leaves of a light- 
green colour, but in the variety aureum they are 

yellow, the footstalks and veins of a rose- 
coloured shade. All the above are hardy, except 
possibly in the bleakest spots in England, and 
comprise the finest of the dwarf Acers. As yet 
they do not seem to have got very popular, 

chiefly, no doubt, from the idea that thoy are 
in some measure tender.—V. C. 

Azalea mollis.—This fine Azalea is in 
fullest beauty early in May, and a large group of 
the shrubs present a glorious mass of brilliant 
and varied colours, ranging from bright-carmine 

to soft yellow. A. mollis is a native of Japan 

mistaken notion that frost quickly affects them. 

They grow slowly, and are dwarf, spreading out 
into a dense head, the colour being richer on 
those that are placed in moderately sheltered 
positions. A good group on the lawn boundaries 
or in association with variegated shrubs is very 
telling, and a few specimens of the species, 
which has beautiful crimson leafage that gets 
deeper as the summer lengthens, give delightful 
colour to the garden. The soil should be good, 

moderately li^ht, and the position not exposed 
to cold, cutting winds Those who wish to 
grow this class of Acers will find the following 
varieties are quite the best for the garden, 
although there is a long list of kinds to choose 

from. I made this selection carefully, each 
variety possessing distinct characters, either in 
the fine form of the leafage or its deep, inviting 
colour. Acer palmatum linoarilobum has long, 
deeply-cnt foliage, which when young is tinged 
with red, but changes to green with age. It ia 

very distinot, and stands out conspiououslv from 
others in the collection. A variety of^this, 
named atro-purpureum, is an excellent 

panion to it. It is a beautiful shrub, 
when just expanding are quite of a rose^purpfe 

but perfectly hardy in England, and now this 
fact is getting well known, it ia reasonable to 
suppose that this race of Azaleas will be more 
largely grown in the future. During the past 
few years it has been coming rapidly to the 
front, and one cannot see how such a class can 
remain long in the liackground, such shrubs at 
this season of tho year being smothered with 
flowers. It is noticeable that the flowers not 
only represent great range of colour, but indi¬ 

vidually they are of very fine form, broad, 
robust, and with plenty of substance. Owing 
to the early blooming of the shrubs, it is wise to 
plant them in sheltered positions, to prevent as 
far as possible injury to the expanding buds 

from frosts. A group of A. mollis on the out¬ 
skirts of the lawn, backed with dark-green 
leafage, forms a brilliant picture of varied 
colours ; the salmon shades, especially striking, 
are brought out by the deep-green foliage be¬ 

hind. A conspicuous Azalea late in spring is 
A. altaclarensis, the flowers of which are large, 
deep-orange, shot with red—a handsome and 

■hfMn| ^afiety. Even those with onl^ a green 

and keeping them in the greenhouse. They will 
flower well, and after they have done blooming 
should be pruned back and taken reasonable 
care of. When all fear of frost is over plant 
them out, not in too sunny a spot, and water 
them occasionally. This Azalea Is one of the 
most useful shrubs to bring on into bloom gently 

under glass that an amateur can have, and a 
great range of colour is got from seedlings.— 
C. T. 

3744.—Shrub seeds from New Zea¬ 
land.—You do not give namesof shrubs, but the 

best way is to sow the seeds in 48 or fi-inoh pots 
filled with a light soil, well crocked, and place 
them in the greenhouse. They may be some 
time before they germinate, and give water very 

oautiouslv, just keeping the soil moderately 
moist and no more. When the seedlings appear 
pot them off into small pots and keep them in 
the greenhouse. Take care not to disturb the 
soil more than necessary, as sometimes the seed 

germinates very irregularly.—C. T. 

3772.—Trees for a garden path.— 
There ia a fine selection of things to choose from. 
Very beautiful are the Thorns (double crimson), 
Paul's Scarlet, which succeed welt in gardens, or 
if you require an arbour, get the Wistaria 
sinensis, and, if it ia not too expensive, the white 
variety, which was recently recommended in 

Gardening. They would form a fine bower of 
flowers at this season of the year, or you could 
have many charming things, suoh as the Honey¬ 
suckles in variety, some of the prettier Vines, 

Dutchman's Pipe (illustrated in Gardening, 
May 13, 1803), Clematises, particularly the 
beautiful C. montana, C. Jackmani, and its 
varieties ; but many of Roses are delightful— 
Gloire de Dijon and others. Boys will not play 

pranks much unless the flowers hang over the 
main path ; they seldom get into gardens if it 
is too risky. You could train the branches of 
the Laburnums over with good effect. You 
might also have Blgnonia or Tecoma radicans 

(the Trumpet-flower), the flowers orange and 
soarlet. It is very graceful, and a pleasing 
climber when in full bloom. Such a tree as 
Pyrus nanus floribundus or spectabilis would be 
very charming. Both are of graceful habit, and 
in May wreathed with flowers, and another tree 
not too often seen, but well adapted for the 

position mentioned, is the Rose Acacia (Robinia 
hispida), which is a delightful small tree, well 
adapted for a garden of limited dimensions. It 
has larger leaves than the other kinds, and a 

profusion of rose-ooloured flowers in early 
summer, a long succession boing maintained 
until the autumn. Give the tree a fairly 
sheltered spot, at least, the most shelterod corner 
in your walk, as the stems are apt to break 

quickly. I should get the Wistarias or some of 
tbe fine Vines, and one of the best is the 
Isabella Grape (V. labrusca or V. Thungi), 
which has large foliage that changes to deep- 

orimson towards the autumn.—C. T. 

8733.—Box edging —"'ben planting Box edglog It 
ought to be out square acroee at lha top, ao that a per¬ 
fectly laval adging la aaaurad. In that oaaa nothing inora 
in the way oi dipping la rt<|ulrad until Apill ol tha 
following year. In tha prtaant oaae I ahould advise that 
the Box be out at onoe to within 3 lnohes of the soli. 
Whatever growth it made afterwards will be level.-8. P. 

— You may clip the Box adging within the oouree of 
the next few weeks, and wa ahould, as the adging has 
only recently been formed,^Ive occasional waterings, ly rt 
which will assist It greatly. 
-The Box should have been trimmed before planting, 

and then any little Irregularity In length could have been 
put right In planting. Run the shears over it when there 
oomee rain, and ret It 
hardwood. — E. II. 

Into shape, but do not out into tbe 

_get A. mollis in beauty bTiMtUMT 
plants, potting them up in the autumn, 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 

8734.—Hollies.—It has been a bad time for recently 
moved evergreens. Tbe only thing you oan do now Is to 
inuloh over the roots and make sure they are moist, and 
every morning and evening sprinkle the plants overhead 
with a rosed pot or the syringe. If this treatment bad 
been carried out from the flrat they would have been safe. 
Possibly now It may be too late.—K. II 

3725.—Ivy covered with blaok-fly.—The present 
dry weather le all In favour of the spread of aphides. The 
blaok-fly will make the young leavee curl, disfiguring 
them, the tissues being Injured. Thoroughly syringe the 
leaves on the underneath side with strong soap suds, 
applied with some force, afterwards washing the leavee 
thoroughly with olean water.—S. P. 

-The fly would notbe lojurlouslf merely afewshoots 
are afleoted, and give a good drenohlng with the garden 
engine. But you may rest assured, I mink, that no barm 
will be done, and a good hoeing will be helpful.—O. T. 

- Blaok-fly is Injurious to everything on whioh it 
settles, and should be got rid of by the use of Tobaooo- riyude* «• liquid InsMtlcide. The oheepest way of oleariog 
t out 1s to thoroughly drees with Tobeooo-powder, and 

!hn ic.t it)'tun hi fuseli.ion tbi wall, and wash oil the 
dead and riokly 1 
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The Jew’s Mallow.—A very beautiful 

early-flowering shrub is Kerria japouiea fl.-pl., 
which is popularly known as the Jew’s Mallow. 
I have sien many large plants in older gardens 

lately ; but it is n fine thing for those who havo 
small places to grow, as it does not mind even 
the smoky atmosphere of the suburbs. The 

flowers are of a brilliant orange-yellow colour, 
large, and borne in profusion. A good healthy 
plant is quite a sheet of yellow in the spring 
months, and ordinary soil will suffice. Although 

a wall shrub—at least, usually seen against a 
wall—the Kerria may also be grown as a bush ; 

but it seems to succeed better against a wall.— 

C, T. _ 

FRUIT. 

HOW TO THIN GRAPES. 

Tills detail of Vino culture is of considerable 
importance, because if the bunches were left to 
themselves they would certainly be spoilt. To 
enable the cultivator thoroughly to grasp the 

details of thinning the berries, and the reason 
for doing so, it is wise to ask the question—Why 
should the bunches require thinning at all? The 
answer being—To obtain superior fruit to that 

which toild possibly be obtained without thin¬ 
ning. No matter how many bunches are pro¬ 
duced, if the berries individually are small the 

crop is cminted a poor one. Certainly, the fruit 
docs not bear comparison to that managed on 
the right principle, when I say that to have 
Grapes of large si/.a it is necessary to remove 
quite ono third of the berries from every bunch, 

thu9 making spaco for the retraining fruit to 
swell to double the size it would attain if all 
were allowed to remain. The cutting away of 

those surplus berries constitutes tho art of thin¬ 
ning. Experience only can teach the cultivator 
how much space to leave for the berries to swell 

to their full extent in various kinds. For in¬ 
stance, GrojColman will need moro room between 
tho berries than Mrs. I’inoe, the former being 
the largojt berried variety in existence, while 

t.ho latter is the s nallcst, if I except tho 
Frontigninspocics. MadreslieldCourt isanothcr 
variety to quote as requiring special attention in 
thianing Tho berries of this Black Grape swell 

to a large size when proporly managed in all 
reipacts, but there is an evil in connection with 

this kind when not thinned enough—that of 
cracking. The skin of this Grape is so thin and 
tender thit the least pressure put upon it in 
any way results in a lacking of elasticity, tho 

skin refusing to remain intact. The result is that 
the barrios then are spoilt. They cannot ripen 
off, however near they may bo to it. Cracking 

generally takes place just at a time whon 
colouring commences. At that period the 

additional space is required. In thinning the 
Grapes another point has to be considered — 

that of overdoing it. If too many berries 
are removed, those remaining cannot fill the 
space allotted to each. Not only is this defect 

a loss of weight of fruit and a loose appearance 
of the bunch, both when hanging on the Vino or 
whon cut. Over thinned bunches are entirely 
useless for exhibition, and they have a bad 

appoarauco on tho dessert-dish ; instead of 
standing up plump the berries fall away tho 
moment the bunch is laid down, owing to wont 
of support, and the bloom is rubbed off by tho 

berries falling one against tho othor, exposing 
the stalk of each, which is detrimental 
as a perfect specimen of a bunch of Grapes 
of any kind or colour. The time to com¬ 

mence to thin the berries is important. 
Many persons leave tho work much too 
long. It is not possible to thin a bunch satis¬ 

factorily after tho berries crowd each other. 
In that case tho bloom is certain to be displaced ; 
as this is seen on tho skin of tho berry directly 
the berries are formed—in fact, it might be said 

tho bloom comes with tho berry. I would urge 
upon tho operator that under no circumstances 

should tho berries be handlod or rubbed with 
the hair of the operator’s head, because either 
w ill leave a mark upon them, and the bloom 
will bo romovod at once, spoiling tho appearanco 

of any bunch, and porhaps producing rust on 
the skin of the berries, which hinders them 

swelling to their natural size. A clean pair of 

Vink scissors should be used, whielt taper at 
the point more than ordinary sciefors dtrv th.Si 
enables them to be poshed into tleJIfcLflt, A 

the bun-h, if necessary, to remove any berries.*! 

A thin piece of builder’s lath, 8 inches long and inexperienced often err is in using boxes 
} inch wide at one end, in which should be cut either too Uimsy or too large for the fruit to be 

a notch resembling the figure V. this space safely packed in. What is wanted are fairly 
being to support any part of the bunch, such as strong shallow wooden or tin boxes that will not 
a shoulder, when holding it for the purpose of crush if a moderately heavy weight should be 

more readily inspecting and removing badly- packed on the top of them. Cardboard boxes 
placed berries. The opposite end should taper are not at all suitable for the put pose. They 
to a point, as this can be more easily thrust are too deep, too narrow, and too fragile, and 

Into the centre of the bunch than the blunt ond. the trifling saving in postal or railway charges 
The shoulders of the bunches ought to bo effected by using them is often at the expense of 
supported after thinning to provide more the valuable contents. When, owing to the 

space for the berries to swell, which increases crushing of tho fruit and consequent dissolving 
the size of the bunches as well as the berries, of the cardbourd, only the lid or rather more 
rendering them also more shapely. Thin strips of the original box and the label reach their 

of bast, neatly twisted, are tho best things destination (postmasters will corroborate my 
for tying up the shouldeis, one end being assertion that this often happens), the consignees, 

fastened to the shoulder, and tho opnosito to at any rate, must wish that less risky methods of 

the wire above the bunches on which the rods packing had been resorted to. It falls to the 
and shoots are trained. Care should be taken lot of only a few packers to be in a position to 
that the shoulders are not raised abovo a order what light boxes they may require, but 

horizontal position, or the flow of sap to that if it is not possible to have suitable boxes 
part of the bunch will be checked. I omitted made, they can jet be bought very cheaply 

to say that all Grapes intended for use durin 

the winter ought to be moat carefully shouldere 

from tho nearest confectioner or grocer, draw¬ 
ing the lino at soap boxes. Nothing answers 

up.asitaddstothcirkaepingqualitiesbyallowing better than chocolate boxes, a common and 
more space for a free air circulation, which is useful size measuring 14 inches long, !) inches 
one of the main preventives of damping off the wide, and :2.1 inches deep. Should these be too 

berries during tho winter or dull weather at other largo they can easily be shortened, though if a 
seasons. Commence to thin the bunch at the bundle of small boxes were bought from a con- 
point first, cutting out with the points of the fectioner at one time, suitable small sizes are 

scissors all small or stoneless berries, the a:m usually included. This kind of boxes may 
being to retain only such as those that promise safely be sent by either post or rail, and, in ad- 
to swell evenly together, which alone renders a dition to using them, I have also several strong 
bunch of Grapes perfect. It is difficult to say tin boxes made specially or principally for pack- 

whiuh berries require cutting out, and which ing Strawberries in. These are 12 inches 
ought to be left. A thinner who has had some square, and, allowing for the lim on the lid, 
experiencs will till at a glance which berries 2j inches deep. The largest fruit grown can be 

will swell to their full rizc. The stalks which packed properly in these tin boxes, each of 
appear rough and strong are those which cirry which holds about 2 lb of Strawberries. Either 
the finest berries. Those footstalks which appear theao or wooden boxes to hold a single laj er of 

weak and bend with the weight of the berry fruit are preferable to any “ nesting " arrange- 
will not produce large berries ; it is often found ments — that is to say, cases that will ho’.d several 
later on that these are imperfectly fortilieed, trays or drawers. Nor do I advise anjone to 

and, in consequence, aro stonelcss and unable to have boxes made, or to uso nay already in stock, 
swell to full size. In the case of Black Him- with separate divisions for each fruit, but rather 
burgh, for instance, the bunches are made up of the contrary. Not only are divisions quite 

smaller branchlets, many consisting of three uncalled for, but it is impoisible, as a lule, for 
berries at tho poiut of each. As a rule, the one the fruit to be packed in and got out of these 
at the point should bo left, cutting out ono on without being damaged in some way. btratv- 
cach Bide. No berry ought to rub against its berries can easily bo prevented from bruising 
neighbour at this stage. Every one ought to each other, especially if good uso is made of 
have a clean spaco to swill in. Tho top or the lids of tho boxes, and it is the assistance 

shoulder part of tho bunch should not be thinned derived from the Utter that largely influences 
quito so severely as tho point of the bunch, mein favour o shallow boxes, tj ing several of 
because moro space is allowed for tho berries these together if need be, rather than resorting 
near the main item, where it joins on to the j,o tho use of trays or drawers. Naturally, the 

shoot. The bunches require a second thinning, Condition of the fruit w hen packed has much 
or at least they need examining, just before to do with the way in which it will turn out 
colouring commences, to make sure that none of again, and, it is almost ncculees to add, fruit 

tho berries aro jamming each other. Some few that is dead ripe or quite soft is of little valuo 
may not be swelling evenly. These should bo in any case. Better the fruit be slightly under¬ 
cut out where they are at all thick, especially in ripe than over-ripe,, not merely on account of 

the middle of tho bunch. 8. I’. its travelling better, but also for the important 
reason it is far moro likely to bo of good 
quality when oaten. It may not be possible 

STRAWBERRIES BY POST AND RAIL. or advisable to pack tho fruit directly it is 

Laiuik numbers of Strawborrics are grown fit, and there are times when it has to bo 
under glass ns well as in the open only to bo kept for several days in order that, enough be 

spoilt in transit to their ultimate destination, available for one or more large dishes. This 
Faulty packing is principally responsible for difficulty is best obviated not by transferring 
most of the failures to travel, and this I assert the plants to a cool house or room, this effee- 

after having inado every allowance for the soft- tually checking tho swelling of later fruit and 
ness of tho fruit and tho rough handling to not preventing tho softening of the more for- 
which the boxes containing it are subjected, ward, but by gathering the fruit directly it is 

Some varieties undoubtedly travel much better coloured, laying it thinly in a box lined with 
than others, tho fruit of Sir Josoph Paxton and either wadding, Moss, or wood shavings, and 
Vicomtesse Hcricart de Thury being among the covering with tissue paper. If this box is 
firmest, while none are softer than Noble, yet I placed in a cool, dry room or cellar tho fruit 

have had two complimentary notes early last will keep well nearly or quito a week. In 
season as to the excellent manner in which the any case it it advisahlo to either gather the 
last named arrived at its destination. Ono box fruit when it is cool and dry, or else to keep it 

was sent by parcels post, tho othor by rail, and until it has cooled somewhat prior to packing, 
seeing that thev had to travel not less than 120 In anticipation of packing, gather a sufficiency 

miles it was a fair test of skill in packing. As of largo young Strawberry leaves, or better 
it happens, however, the distance to which the still, it obtainable, either leaves of forced Kidney 
fruit has to be sent would not, in my case, nor Beans or young Lime leaves, the former to be 

ought to in others, make much, if any, differ- flagged or softened somewhat by being placed 
cnce in the method of paoking. If Strawberries in tho sunshine or near to hot-water pipes, but 
will not travel well to a great distance or over a the others are usually quite soft enough, 

period, say, of about twenty-four hours, it is Select a box or boxes that will about hold all 
very doubtful indeed if they would turn out the fruit to be packed, and well lino these, 
satisfactorily at the end of a dozen miles, and sides as well os bottoms, with either a sheet 

after only an hour or two in the box. It is of cotton-wool, dry Bpringy Mobs, or the softest 

STRAWBERRIES BY POST AND RAIL. 

handled carelessly or not. 

then rid ot any woody smell t 

icxcs I to it. The licit v.-tst a- 

3 stances, and in order 
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to keep them perfectly clean and sweet, cover 
the packing material with tissue paper ; wrap 

each fruit so that it shall rest on and be 
divided by it, in a single flagged or soft leaf 
or portion of same, and lay the whole in closely, 

flatly and neatly. They can be fitted together 
so as to present a pretty appearance. Invert 
more of the leaves or young Vine leaves over 

the fruit, cover with paper, and on tho top 
place a layer of packing material On the 
latter tho lid should shut down tightly, I 
might say very tightly, this effectually pro- 

venting any movement of tho fruit, no matter 
which way upwards the box may be turned, 
everything in fact depending upon this pressure. 

Never drive a doz;u nails into a lid where one 
or at the moat two small ones would suffice, 
getting them out again spoiling the lid and not 
unfrequeutly some of the contents of tho box 

String the boxes properly and they will not be 
tampered with. Tho worst ordeal Strawberries 
by post can bo subjected to is a long journey 
into the country on the back or in the bag of a 
postman. The same methods should bo resorted 

to whether the Strawberrios are to bo packed 
for private use or the markets. In the latter 

caso careful packing may make a very great 
difference in tho prices obtained, damaged fruit 
being next to worthless in the markets or 
fruiterers’ shops. I hold it to be unwise to mix 

large and small fruit togethor whether they aro 
intended for salo or otherwise, ono simply 
spoiling the appearance of tho other, and if 

small ones are sent let them go as much us 
posiible for use in the kitchen. Siparate the 

are infested with red-spider on the leaves 

nearest to the main-stem are weakened for the 
next year's crop of fruit; the leaves in question 
aro those from which the Vine draws its supply 
of food mainly. If the spider attacks the Vines 

before tho berries commence to colour, and is 
not checked at once, it is impossible for the 
Vines to finish tho crop of fruit in a satisfactory 

manner. There are several methods practised 
of checking the spread of the spider, such as 
making the hot-water pipes as hot as possible, 
and then cover them with sulphur and water, 
made into a thick paint. The fumes of the 

sulphur are thrown off and fill tho house, which 
is kept close, thus, as is supposed, suffocating 
the spider, but in the majority of cases this is 
only half t fleeted. Often the cure is worse than 

tho pest, as the foliage is burnt with the sulphur 
fumes which seriously checks the Vines. Same 
growers spongo the affected leaves with soapy 

water or Tobacco juice, but I have not much faith 
in this plan, as the remedy is generally only partly 
successful and there is a risk of disflgurmg the 
berries in the operation, which of course would 

spoil thorn for exhibition purposes. A very 
good remedy, where the buncncs are not required 

for exhibition, is to thoroughly syringe the Vinee 
every night with clear water. The best of all 
remedies though is dusting the parts affected 

with sulphnr, which, if carefully done, not only 
checks but exterminates the pest entirely. Upon 
tho first sign of the presence of the spider on the 
underside of the leaves, place some sulphur, that 

of a brown colour is best, in an ordinary dis¬ 
tributor, hold the affected leaves in the left 

A group of Kngliiih Irises. (Sec page 101.) 

extra fine from the medium sized fruit, and in 

the markets the former or the consignment will 
sell very much hotter accordingly. W. 

RKD-SPIDKR ON VINKS. 

Of all the insect pests that trouble tho drape 

cultivator, none are so difficult to got rid of, or 
do so much damage to tho present and future 
crops, as this insidious pest. The first indi¬ 
cation of tho presence of red-spider on tho 
Vines occurs on tho leaves nearest to tho main 

item on a ny part of the Vine ; sometimes it is 
over tho hot-water pipes, and at others at tho 
extreme point of growth. In the former in¬ 
stance tho cause is very often attributable to 
the persistent dryness of tho atmosphero above 

the pipes, caused by overheating them, and a 
lack of moisture in that particular spot, both on 
the surface-soil and about the hot-water pipes, 

A warm, dry air is a sure precursor of rod- 
spider. When tho Vines aro attacked from tho 
point of growth, the causo may very often be 

traced to the presence of already infested plants 
being placed in too close proximity to tho Vines, 

such as Strawberries or Fronoh Beans, or indeed 
almost any other plant that is subject to attacks 
of this insect. A shelf situated in this part of 
the vinery is a favourite sito for such subjects 
as those named, and one very often seized upon | 

by those with but a limited spaco at command, 
hut with much risk to tho Vines themselves. 
Upon a close examination of the leaves the 
presence of the spider will not long remain 

in doubt, and if steps aro not /tal 

promptly remove lth«! ovilrfll tho \ditjnujj_^ 
will increase almost daily. Vines tnat 

hand and with a few sharp puffs from the 
distributor cover the leaves with the sulphur. 

Should a little sulphur lodge on tho berries a few 
sharp puffs of breath will dislodge that without 
injury to the berries. Of courso, great care is 
necessary in handling tho leaves among tho 

huuchas, hut with care there is really no trouble 
in this. Tho Vines most generally affected with 
red-spidor are Muscat ot Alexandria, Madrea- 

field Court, and Black Hamburgh. S. P. 

3669.— Stopping a Vine.—Do not wait 
until tho Vine is in flower, hut stop every shoot 

at two or three leaves beyond tho Inmoh, and 
never allow inoro than two loaves to remain, as 
I find that the berries swell up and colour just 
as well as if tho shoots-are allowed to extend 

further. Tho lateral shoots must be pinched 
out as they form, so that tho flow of sap is con¬ 

centrated over the leaves and branches. When 
Vines aro doing well several shoots will push 
out together from tho main stem. Only ono 
must bo left, selecting that which bears the 

best hunch. —J. C. B. 

.'IfiSl. — A plague of caterpillars.— 
Three querists ask about Gooseberry caterpillars. 
I may as well answer all throe in one letter. 

Gooseberry and Currant-Innhcs aro frequently 
stripped of their foliage by the caterpillars of the 
magpie moth (Abraxas grossulariata), and the 
grubs of the Gooooberry and Currant Bawdy 

(Nematus grossulariiu). The caterpillars of tho 
magjjie moth pass the winter in curled-up dead Shicli aro often attaohed to tho tree by 

rands of silk spun by the caterpillar^ 
or the short leaves fallen from tho bushes.' 

The insect may be destroyed in the following 
ways : By catching the moths, which aro of 

considerable size, measuring sometimes 2 inches 
across tho wings, which are white with various 
black spots on them, arranged more or less in 
lines ; the bases of the upper wings are yel¬ 

lowish, and there is a band on the wings also 
of the same colour. They fly by no means 
rapidly. In the winter any dead leaves attached 

to the bushes should be carefully collected and 
burnt, as woll as the leaves which have fallen, 
and any rubbish which may bo under the bushes. 

The caterpillars may bo picknd off tho bushes in 
the spriog, and many be shaken off, or tho 
leaves may be well syringed with 10 lb. of soft- 

soap, the extract from 6 lb. of Q rassia, and 100 
gallons of water; or tho trees may bo dusted 
with hot lime, sulphur, or soot when wot with 
dew. Make the ground under the bushes 

firm and smooth, so that any caterpillars which 
fall during any of the abovo operations may 
he easily seen and killed. These washings, ko., 
will equally apply to the grubs of the Saw-flies. 

The Saw-flies are too small and inconspicuous to 
make it worth while to try and catch them. 
The grubs when full grown make small cocoons 

about two inches below the surface of the soil, 
which may sometimes be found in large numbers 
close together. After an attack in the winter 

the soil under tho hushes should be removed 
and burnt, or buried at least 11 inches deep. 

This if properly done would insure your bushes 
not being attacked again ; but unfortunately tho 
Saw-flies may come from your neighbour's 

garden, hut if every one in a large district would 
agree to carry out this plan this pest might be 

almost " stamped out.”—O. 8. S. 

3733.—Vinery.—The size of the house must 

he governed by the requirements from it in the 
matter of Grapes. The Vines should havo a 

space of 3 feet between them. This will act as 
a guide as to the length of each vinery. As tho 
ground runs east and west a lean-to vinery would 

obtain the most tun and be tho most suitable 
form for the site. Span-roofed vineries aro 
the moat economically built, but they should run 
north and south, thus each side would obtain an 

equal share of sunlight. In tho case of a lean-to 
vinery, if the position is not too muoh exposed 
to north and easterly winds what is known as a 
three quarter span is a good form of house to 

orect. Additional light is obtained through the 
glass which forms part of the back. A house 
27 feet long will accommodate eight early Vines 
or soven late ones, tho latter require rather 

more Fpace than the former on account of 
the growth being a trifle stronger. The 
width should not be leas than 1(1 feet; 

height from floor-line to ridge, 12 feet; height 
of front lights, 1 foot 0 inches ; length of tho 
back lights, 3 feet; and height of the hack wall, 

11 feet 6 inches. If a plain lean-to house is 
preferred tho hack wall should be 13 foot high ; 
height of the front, 4 feet; width, I.") feet; tho 
longth according to requirement. The inside of 

tho vinery should be so constructed that a 
border 3 feet deep can bo made—2 feet 3 inches 
for soil, and tl inches for drainage. The front 

wall should be built on arches to cnablo tho 
roots to run into an outside border 10 feet wide. 
Tho Vines ought to be planted insido the house, 

0 inches from the front wall. Provision should 
he made for heating the house efficiently. It is 
false economy to limit the supply of hot-water 
pipes ; where there are too fow they have to be 

made so very hot to maintain tho necessary 
amount of heat that it is injurious at times to 
tho tender foliage ; besides, quite as much fuel 

is burnt in heating the fewer pipes. If tho 
Grapes are required to be ripo in July six rows 

of 4 inch pipes are not too many in a house 
similar to that just described. Five rows of 
the sumo size would be ample for the lean-to 

vinery. For late Grapes one row of pipes less 

in each house will suffice.—S P. 
- Span-roofed houses are the most comm in 

nowadays. Lean-to's are very well whan 
there are garden walls already in existence to 

build against. If you look round your neigh¬ 
bourhood, including Worthing, you will pick up 

a lot of useful information before you begin to 
build. Have the houses as large as possible for 

Grapes. One wide house is better and cheaper 

than two narrow ones.—E. H. 
o HG+41 SpsJi-roofed houses, running north and 

south, is the .form mos>t suitable for vineries in 
-iu&a'oiie as.youmj luttt/aa your ground is only 
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40 feet wide you are limited in the length. 
Supposing yon make the houses 30 feet long, 
that will leave 10 feet for a roadway. A width 

of 18 feet gives a fairly long rafter, and at the 
same time provides ample internal space. By 

all means have the houses heated. Two rows of 
4-inch pipes along both sides and one end will 

be sufficient piping to keep out frost.— J. C. C. 

CROWDED PEACH SHOOTS. 

In matters of Peach culture, as in most others 
connected with gardening, there can be no hard 
and fast rules laid down, but in a general way if 

the shoots are left or laid in during the winter, 
training at from 4 inches to 0 inches apart, they 
will be quite near enough, and in doing this, or 
rather before, in the pruning, an eye must be 

exercised to so leave them that they may cover 
all space on the wall, and have no waste of room. 

Starting with a young tree, the way to manage 
when it is received from the nursery is to look 
over or examine the head, and if there be a 

centre shoot it should be taken out close down, 
using a keen-edged knife for the purpose. This 

throws the middle open, which in the case of all 
trees that are intended to be fan-trained is the 
thing to do, m the sides can then be filled 

easily, the growth being forced in that direction 
instead of upwards. Shoots may gradually be 
oarried from the two upper branches and the 

wall covered in very quick time, or a space of 
100 feet square in two years. I have done this 

repeatedly, and am never satisfied unless a tree 
grows to that extent, but then I never out back, 
which I regard as a foolish praotioe, as when 
oarried out the tree operated on is at the end of 

the first year at about the same stage as when 
bought in, it having made as much growth as 

had been cut away, and many gardeners then 
shorten again, thus wasting precious time and 
undoing what the tree had done. If one enquires 

the reason for this mutilation, he is told it is to 
make the plant break back ; but who ever saw 
a healthy young Peach, Plum, Pear, Cherry, or 

what not that will not, or does not, start all its 
buds if planted properly and at the right season ? 
It stands to reason that the more head a plant 

has and the greater the leafage, the more roots it 
forma, the more quiokly it increases in stem and 
branch and becomes established. This, I think, is 
evident, and the less of a knife a young tree has 

the better, and instead of cutting I advise all 
shoots to be laid in full length and an equal 

number on each side. Those, trained regularly 
at an equal distance apart, form the frame, and five a fair start. In the spring comes the die- 

udding, and then a little judgment is necessary 
to decide on which shoots to leave, but all should 

be situated on the top side of the branohes and 
well placed at a 

Suitable distance apart, and others rubbed 
out (unless needed for spurs), when those left 

will grow away and should be so trained that 
they form no elbow, which may easily be pre¬ 
vented by giving a tie near the base so as to 

keep that part somewhat close to the main stem 

and more in line with it. The after-training 
consists in leading each shoot on in its proper 
course, and taking others from them on the 
upper side the year after, till the wall space or 

trellis is filled with tho right number of 
branohes. If these are of Pear, Plum, Cherry, 
or Apricot, of course they will have spurs, as 
instead of rubbing out or disbudding, as in the 

case of Peaches and Nectarines, the shoots should 

have been kept stopped by pinching during the 
summer, whioh then forms the spurs. We 
now oome to the fully grown or fruiting trees, 

and now is the time to lie at work at *hem, as 
direotly Peaches or Nectarines are set, thinning 
or disbudding the shoots should commence at 

once, but be carried out pieoemeal, a little ono 
day and so on the next till the job is complete. 
If the pruning and laying.in have been as 

mentioned, all the shoots neoessary to be saved 
Will be one at the top and one at the base of each 

shoot, the latter, of course, on the upper side so 
as to be close with the wall or fiat with a trellis. 

The only exception to this rule of disbudding 
Peaches and Nectarines is in cases where a 
young branch is extra long ; then another shoot 

may be requisite midway, or if it should happen 
that there is a bare spaoe, that must be provided 

for, and a shoot or shoots left to fill in. As soon 
as these get 2 inohes or 3 inches long, they 

should have a tie run round them aniftlit branch 
they emanate from,! i» ;i(i to bcing '»nt^k«£fjjJ. m 

nearer together ; otherwise there will be what 
is termed a shoulder or ugly bend where they 
start. The tie obviates tnis and makes the 

branches lie flat and run off as they should. 
W ith pyramids and bush trees grown in houses, 
the tying at the base is unnecessary, but the dis¬ 

budding should be carried out in much the same 

manner as when trees are trained, and no more 
shoots are left than are absolutely requisite. 
Some adopt the double system of young shoots 

and spurs, and then stopping comes in. If one 
has a very light, roomy structure, the growing 
of bush trees has many advantages over those 

trained, as they are far more natural, the leafage 
is fully exposed, and there is not half the labour 
and trouble involved in managing and looking 

after the trees. I have a span-roofed house 
filled with Peaches on one side and Nectarines 

on the other that are as free as Willows and will 
give much more fruit than if they were on 
trellises. _ 8. 

3726. — Caterpillars on Currant - 
bushes.—Hellobore powder, either applied 

dry or mixed with water and syringed on the 
bushes, will be effectual. Soap-suds or a strong 
solution of soft soap and water with a dash of 

paraffin in will dear them off in a couple of 
dressings. Use the soap and water at the rate 

of 2 oz. to the gallon and a half of water, add a 
wineglassful of paraffin to the same quantity, 
and use it warm.—E. H. 
-You will Hod an answer to this ousry in Uardssino, 

May 13, 1803. page 140.-C. T. 

3676.—Treatment of Vines and Pines. 
—Your Vines are evidently out of condition at 
the roots, or else they have been subjected to 

too much heat which caused the bunches to run 
out. Sixty-five deg*. to 70 degs. by night is 
too much warmth for Vines that are in a weakly 

condition and which have not formed their 
bunches. The bunches would not, however, 
have run out and withered away if the roots 

were in a healthy state. You had better lift 
the roots and replant them in a new border 

early next October. Meanwhile, give the house 
plenty of air, and keep the foliage free from red- 

spider by damping down the floor three or four 
times a day, and syringing it well of an evening. 
Fruiting Pines should have a day temperature 
of 93 degs. by sun-heat, and 70 degs. by night, 

the bottom-heat should not be less than 80 degs. 
Up to the time the fruit begins to change 
colour put one ounce of guano in every gallon 
of water you give them. Damp the surface 

between the plants twice a day, and if the 
leaves are near the glass use a thin shade in 
very hot weather.—J. C. C. 

3,33.—Treatment of Vines from 
Cuttings.—Presuming that the outtings wore 
inserted singly in small pots, and that these are 
nearly filled with roots, a shift into pots 8 inches 

in diameter will be required ; in these the full 
season’s growth will be made, and the Vines in 

the early part of 1894 will be ready to plant in 
their permanent quarters. A oompost of three Carts fibry loam to one of partly-deoayed 

orso-manure, a sprinkle of bones (fine ground), 
and sufficient charcoal to keep the whole porous, 

will grow excellent Vines. Reatriot the growth 
to ono stem, pinohing the lateral shoots in above 

the first leaf. In this way the whole energy of 
the plant is concentrated in the single oane, the 
bud at the base of each leaf is nurtured and 

rendered plump ; in time these basal eyes will 
produoe bunohes of Grapes. When growth is 

being made freely abundance of water at the 
roots and overhead will be required. Stand the 
plants in a warm oorner of the greenhouse, as 

near to the glass as possible, where abundance 
of light will be obtained.—8. P. 

Early Strawberries —It may Interest the readers 
of Oardsniko to know that on the 8ih May I gathered two 
dozen ripe lllack Prlnoe Strawberries from a wall border, 
whioh I planted last September, where they have bad no 
protection.—R. W. H., Ringtoood, Hants. 

The Parrot Tulipu.— Amongst the 
strangest of flowers are the Parrot Tulips, which 
are in full bloom early in May. They ore later 

than the ordinary Dutch kinds, and seem to be 
getting more popular in gardens A few bulbs 

in a small garden are of much interest, but the 
full splendour of the flowers is revealed in the 

mass, where the bulbs are planted thiokly to 
make a surface of oolour. The Parrot, or 

Dragon Tulips, as thev are sometimes called, get 
popular name from the similarity of the 

mta to the beak of a Parrot, [^iiay s^.’df 

very quaint shape, and the oolours are remark¬ 

ably rich, orimson, gold, and curious mixtures, 
crude contrasts, and their bold, ungainly size 
adds to their curious aspect. In a small garden 

I saw a bed of them which had a brilliant 
appearance ; and, although there are named 

kinds the mixtures are quite distinct and quaint 

enough.—C. T. 

ENGLISH IRISES. 

Few flowers in the early spring are so welcome, 

so beautiful, or so delightfully fragrant as the 

reticulated Iris and its varieties, and although 
it is with the greatest difficulty kept alive even, 
in some districts so strong has the love for 

this beauty grown, that peoplo who cannot grow 
it out-of-doors manage to have a few pots for 
the conservatory, and for such a purpose it has 

few equals. The old idea of cultivating these 
bulbous Irises as we do Squills and Meadow 

Saffrons has long since exploded. They require 
frequent lifting, and the better they are stored 
and drier the greater will be the success. Our 

summers are too cold and wet to leave such 
bulbs in the ground, and covering over with 
glass frames is not nearly so effective as lifting. 

Another practioe which tells against their suc¬ 

cessful culture is early planting; these bulbs 
should never be planted before late autumn or 
even mid-winter. In the first place, they have 

a better ohance of being thoroughly dried, and 
in the second place, little or no leaf growth is 

made to be destroyed by the severe frosts in 
winter. They should be encouraged, however, 
to make root growth, and this will be greatly 

facilitated by a covering of leaves or loose Pine 
branches in hard, frosty weather. This applies 
more or less to all the bulbous species, and even 

in the case of the English and Spanish races of 
bulbous Irises I have seen many fine beds and 

groups destroyed by frosts, the result of too 
Early planting causes the foliage of the 

8panish Iris to brown and wither at flowering 
time, and this may be to a great extent avoided 

by planting in the latter end of September or 
October instead of in August. Both the Spanish 

and English Irises are more largely grown in 
gardens than any of the other species, and the 
perfection reached by raisers of these new varie¬ 
ties in the marvellous colours and markings, and 
the curious blends and blotohings entitles them 

to a first place amongst hardy bulbs. They are 
not only more easily grown, but they are less 
subject to disease than, for instance, the forms 

of I. reticulata, which simply refuse to grow at 

all in some localities, and although this disease 
may be somewhat retarded by lifting and 
oareful storing, it is very difficult to eradi¬ 

cate, and in wet seasons carries the bulbs off 
by the thousand. The English Irises, of which 

a fine group is illustrated on page 163, are more 
robust and withstand the rigours of an English 
winter and wet summer much better than the 

others. The name English Iris seems 
to have been applied to I. xiphioides in 

the very early aays of bulb culture. It 
is a native of the Pyrenees, with a very 

limited distribution, and it appears that 
the bulbs were introduced from there to Bristol, 
and then to Holland, where it was called 

English Iris. It is a most charming summer 
bulb ; the intense blues, the pure whites and the 
various markings and blotching of the flowors 

are extremely effective in groups and never 

fail to attract attention. There is a ourious 
form oalled Thunderbolt of a dusky dull colour, 
which seems to have been woll known lo 
Parkinson in the old days. It is said to be a 

hybrid between the English Iris and I. filifolia, 
but of this nothing vary definite is known. It 

rarely seeds in cultivation, and is grown chiefly 
out of curiosity. I. Xiphion (the Spanish Iris), 

from Spain, Portugal, and Algiers, is one of the 
finest and most variable types of bulbous Irises. 
It includes all the colours of the rainbow, some 

of the varieties being very remarkable from the 
curious blendings of these peculiar shades. 

They may all be obtained readily of any bulb 
merchant for a few pence, and in a few years 

large groups may be had, so quickly are they 
increased from offsets. They may also be raised 
(rom seeds. _ K. 

Drawing! for " Gardening."—Readers will 
kindly remember that tor are glad to get specimens of 
beautiful or rare flowers and good fruits and vegetables 
tie clraiiriiM. The drawings so made will be engraved in 
the best manner and wtU 
O/.sisjims luuiik’.im. 

appear in due course <» 
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mom n"pprmmw OAHnmw Opem-qround culture.—For the first crop For sowing for a late crop, that is to give a 
AiicJ rvixunnin #ow jn February, on a warm, dry border, the supply through September and October, one of 

- Scarlet Horn Carrot, in 3-inch drills ; cover the the best Peas lately introduced is Suooess. This 
CARROTS AND THEIR CULTURE. soed with half an inch of decomposed mould ; I tried last season, and as the autumn was very 

p. uni its reouire a deeD. light. warm soil, when the young plants have formed a few wet, I was much pleased with the result, as I 

well trenched and previously well manured. !<»*««, clear off the weeds, and thin them to had good Peas tUt the end of October, and they 

Sowing must be effected in dry weather, for, 1 inch °r 2 inches apart, hoeing and watering as suffered little from mildew. The advantage of 
should a shower happen soon after the seed is required. The crop should ho ready by the growing a Pea 3 feet or 4 feet high is seen m the 

in the ground, the crSp will, in most cases, be end of May, and will last until the general space occupied, the convenience of using shorter 
a failure if not sown again immediately. Drills crop comes in. In June sow the same kind of stakes, and the smaller amount of moisture re- 
ought to be preferred to broadcast sowing, Carrot again where small roots are preferred, quired. I used a, 3-feet lea called Sturdy for 

there being no possibility with the latter of General crop : Intermediate Scarlet, Inter- some years for late cropping, and I do not think 
mediate Stump-rooted, and Intermediate it can be beaten. It is not every one, however, 

Nantes, are the three best varieties for general who can give the time and space to grow such 
^l\Sf crops. Sow them from Maroh to May (the late Peas. When grown so late they do not 

Wi later month for winter Carrots) in well-prepared give a large return ; still, a good dish of Peas m 

MgA soil, in 9-inch to 12-inch drills, half an inch a country house during the month of November 

deep. As the Carrots make their appearance, i* ^iuch appreciated. 

hoeing, weeding, watering, and thinning them It* THE culture of late Peas, as I have 
to half an inch apart should be duly attended previously stated, special care is needed, and 

K:.' '•! to. 8o soon as the plants attain the size of a here the gardener with plenty of manure has an 
lead pencil, thin them to 3 inches or 4 inches advantage. As far as I have been able to judge 

“Port without hesitation. Thinning generally the one thine needful for late Peas is plenty of 
receives too Uttle attention in every country ; g°°d decayed manure to give the haulm the neces- 

~ Ml and the Carrots, crowded when young, are left support when a spell of dry woather sets 

“-to be taken up for use when they have attained in. In cold, wet positions the need of a liberal 

Stt !! sufficient size. In most cases, the ground gets "«PPly of manure is equally necessary, as often 

-dry and hard, and thus prevents the lifting of wheQ, tall Peas are grown and in rows close 
the roots, which are then left until the autumn, together, the tops in a wet season are scarcely 

■ when only small, useless Carrots are the result, ever dry, and the cool, moist weather causing 
Autumn sowing: In August and September an abundant haum, the roots cannot supply the 

f select a warm border. Sow French Forcing or of nourishment required. Ihe early 

1 Scarlet Horn Carrot, as for the early crop. The °roP* do n°fc *uff« badly. b«ofuse the sun is 
W;_ . J roots must remain in the ground the whole less powerful and the earth not dried up so 

f\ winter ; but, if they are well protected and the r“di‘y- In dry, light soils the value of manure 

1 bed is covered with an inch of mould, fine little >• “ore necessary, so that at this season to get 

Carrots will be ready from February until May. g00^ from late-sown Peas trenches 
WT Field sowing : No roots succeed better and are •J®!1" tho*e f°r Celery shou d be employed. 

Scarlet Morn Carrot, as for the early crop. The uu “”u “"“‘J’. “ 
roots must remain in the ground the whole less powerful and the earth not dried up so 

winter ; but, if they are well protected and the "“MV- In dry> the value of manure 
bed is covered with an inch of mould, fine little “ necessary, so that at this season to get 

Carrots will be ready from February until May. 8®°* remits from UtMown Psm trenches 
Field sowing : No roots succeed better and are •‘■nUar to those for Celery should be employed, 

more easily cultivated in the field than Carrots. I*dvlM th*‘ ‘h?y ,,h.ould bf wider than when a 
Select a rich soil, deeply trenched, and pro- "inglei row rf Cater* is planted. I like a 15-inch 

viously well manured. A little addition of salt trench- Mih“ ftllow» °f * ,8°?d amount of 

Carrot “ Loiik Red." 

attending to the crop conveniently. The 
Frenoh Forcing and the Scarlet Horn Carrots 

will produce excellent effects. 8ow from March manure The manure should always be tho- 

to May, in from 10-inch to 15-inch drills, keep- TO°ghly d«*yfd. »nd « >'ght "$*} used 
ing alf the planU 4 inches or 5 inches asunder, oow-manure to advantage, as it is cool and 

according to the variety. Weeding and repeated the moisture. * rom 4 inches to 0 inches 

hoeings will ensure an abundant crop ; but be of manure is none too muoh. The hoeings wll 

oareful in c 

tions. 
choosing dry weather for suoh opera- 

_ B. 

LATE PEAS. 

Manure should be dug in, the Peas sown on 
the top of the soil, and some of the soil thrown 

are the best for forcing, but the first is to be In May it is necessary to make arrange- 

preferred. Prepare mild hot-bedB 24 feet high ments for the supply of late Peas. As the term 
in November or December, and 1.1 feet or 2 feet late may be somewhat misleading, I may state 

in January or February ; put on the frames, that I refer to those which are to succeed the 
cover the bed with 5 inches or 0 inches of rich general crop, and to give a supply till out down 

soil or mould, and, as soon as the whole is sufli- by severe weather. In some gardens, especially 
cientlv heated, sow the seed broadcast, oover in wet, damp positions or on heavy clay, it is 

with naif an inoh of mould, smooth the surface, difficult to get late Pom, as the pods do not fill 
and cover the glass with mats until the seed well, the haulm being attackod with mildew. In 

comes up. Should the interior get dry give a such places special preparation of the ground is 
slight watering, but be oareful of damp. When necessary, and at no time of the year oan this 

the plants have four or fivo leaves thin them work better be taken in hand than in the early 
half an inoh apart. Admit air as often as the spring months. Mildew is equally troublesome 

temperature will allow of it, which will give on thin light soils, as, owing to the roots often 
strength to the seedlings. Take care the heat suffering from drought in the months of August 

does not exceed 60 dees. during the day and and September, a collapse takes place. I do not 
30 degs. at night, which may be easily regu- attach so much importance to the variety as to 
latedny tilting the glass. In the case of sharp the preparation of the soil or trench. Though 

frost covering with mat! is preferable to arti- suoh kinds as Ne Plus Ultra are difficult to beat 

ficial heat. Shading, if needed, must not be for the latest crop, there are others more useful 
omitted. Sowing in November, if carried on on account of their taking up leas room and not 

by practical men, will produce fine young requiring suoh tall stakes. Of late years con- 
Carrota at the end of February, whioh will last siderable attention has been paid to the r&iliDg 
by practical men, will produce tine young requiring such tall stakes. Uf late years con- 
Carrota at the end of February, whioh will last siderable attention has been paid to the railing 

through March and April. Subsequent sowings of new Peas, and though we have not gained 
—in December for March to April, in January muoh as regards earlineas, there is considerable 
for April to May, and, lastly, in February for improvement in the character of the early Peas, 
April to June—must be attended to as required as there is more of the Marrow character in 

by market gardeners ; but in private gardens them than was the oase years ago. This is a 
the first bed should lie made in November and decided gam, as the small white-ieeded varieties 

the second in January. These will afford an were soon over. Varieties with the Marrow 
ample supply until new open-ground Carrots blood in them are more lasting, yield better, 

are fit for use. Where frames are not available and come in nearly as soon as tne white-seeded _ „ . , 
prepare, at the beginning of February, in some varieties. The only difficulty is that they are *rr 1 “ u 

warm corner, abed of hot dung mixed with leaves, not so suitable for heavy, wet land as the early 
covered with 4 inches or 5 inches of mould ; white kinds, as out nsed to cover the seed ; this will reduce the 

sow the seed and proteot with mats supported Marrow Peas do not germinate so readily as depth of the trench. A deep trenoh is not 
with sticks or other apparatus. As soon as round white ones, and when sown too soon in wanted, only sufficient to retain the moisture, 

the seed comes up remove the covering every cold, wet soil they often decay. I have named Tall Peas may betpppedat Sfeetor 4 feet, so that 
day as frequently as the weather will permit, the early varieties in this note on late Peas for tall stakes are not necessary. If possible, allow 
and the crop will be ready from the end of April several reasons, the most important being that plenty of spaoe when sowing between the rows, 

to that of May. Parisian market gardeners they are often recommended for late lowing. I as the ground oan be oropped with other 

mix seeds of Radish and Lettuoe with those of have tried them, but they possess less value vegetables, suoh as Cauliflowers or rows of late 

Carrots, the former being ready for use before than some of the later *o<J dwarfer torts. The Celery, This latter when allowed room does 

the Carrots, whioh are then left to pfoftuoe a first ArUes are Invaluable, and I oan strongly well, hi the Puw give a slight shade when tho 
second orop, a praottos ^(Stijviw.bhi, ait V i stoSrUefid them for sowing in June or July for Celery is, first planted; and the space between 

that of planting Cauliflowers amongst. rorOecl theTpte supply, as they take up UttU-roam/um tho rows! geti thoroughly I cultivated by deep 

Carrots, are more reaaily protected than taller ktode (\di(I8lDg nina .manuring The value of frequently 

frequently as the weather will permit, the early varieties in this note on late Peas for tall stakes are not neoeasary. If possible, allow 
i crop will be ready from the end of April several reasons, the most important being that plenty of spaoe when sowing between the rows, 

t of May. Parisian market gardeners they are often recommended for late sowing. I as the ground oan be oropped with other 

eds of Radish and Lettuoe with those of have tried them, but they possess less value vegetables, suoh as Cauliflowers or rows of late 

i, the former being ready for use before than some of the later *o<J dwarfer sorts. The Celery, This latter when allowed room does 
-rote, whioh are then left to pfoftuoe a first Arils* are invaluable, and I oan strongly well, wi tho Puw give a slight shade when tho 
orop, a praotioi i#t(»dricr.bie, oA V i jMtrpietd them for sowing in June or July for Celery is first planted; and the space between 

1 planting Cauliflowers amongst, rorOecl tbeTpteTupply, as they take up Uttla rook imii tho roWl gatt-Maroaghly. cultivated by deep 

i. are more readily promoted than taller v**ue °* >r‘1'-1*olv 
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giving a good supply ,of moisture to late Peas is 
soon seen by the vigour of the haulm. This is 

required in quantity in August, and even later 
if September is hot and dry. Thoso who can 

llood the rows with a hoso will find it the best 
system, and it is none too often to soak the 

trenches twice a week in dry seasons, it being a 
good plan where there is a plentiful supply of 
moisture to allow the water to run slowly, 

changing tho position of the hose occasionally. 

It is of little benefit to apply large volumes of 
water at long intervals, ns once a check by 

drought is given mildew soon attacks the Peas. 
In wet land less moisture is needed, but feeding 
is equally necessary for lato crops. It is also a 

good plan to mulch the space outside the sticks 
and as close to the roots as possible with litter 

or manure, so as to retain tnc moisture in the 
soil. This is more necessary on gravelly soils ; 

a mulch about three inches deep willsavo water¬ 
ing. Thin sowing is also necessary to allow a 
robust growth ; also a good position on an open 

quarter not shaded by trees. The Peas should 
bo earthed up and staked before the growth is 

far advanced, as growth is very rapid as soon as 
the roots reach the manure in tho trenches. 

_ G. 

MUSHROOMS IN SUMMER. 

During tho heat of summer Mushrooms are not 

needed as broilers, but for flavouring they are 
often in request. A close, muggy atmosphero, 

such as will be present in places where this 
esculent may bo cultivated with success through¬ 

out the winter months, is not suitablo for the 
production of summer crops, unless tho building 

is so constructed as to enable it to be kept as cool 
as circumstances will permit. The bost building 

I over saw for the production of Mushrooms in 
summer was a thaten roofed structure behind a 
north wall, and which had free ventilation. 

Not that an arid atmosphero was encouraged, 
for mats were hung in front of the windows and 

doorway. Those and tho thatched roof were 
drenched with water through a hose ; conse¬ 

quently cool and genial surroundings were 
promoted. A very good position would be an 

open shed facing north, hanging mats over the 
front during the day and throwing open during 

the night. Tho roof being thatched, a cooler 
and moro equable temperuturo can bo main¬ 

tained than could otherwise bo securod if tho 
roof was of slate. Often a very cool site may 

ba secured at an angle of a north and east wall, 
and if partially overhung with trees, all tho 

bettor. 
A coot. CELLAR, if not too confined, is also 

suitable for a summer bed. During the winter 
these underground collars aro well adapted for 

Mushroom growing on account of tho genial 
surroundings, tho temperature also being con¬ 

siderably lower than in a structure abovo 
ground. Many pooplo are led away with tho 

idea that ridge-shaped beds formed in the open 
air are good for summer crops. This is a very 

erroneous opinion, for thoy become so hot and 
dry, that what Mushrooms aro produced are 

of a very unhealthy description, and, in fact, 
would be discarded as useless. It is an old 

practice, but, novortheloes, a good one, where 
tho roots of Rhubarb are surrounded with 
manure, to insert pieces of spawn in May, in 

which position the spawn commences to run 
and somo useful Mushrooms aro secured. 

Many gardeners no doubt could point to 
success with Mushrooms during tho summer 
months through quito accidental means. I once 

paid a visit to a gardener during the month of 

•July, and ho showed mo a fine Ded of Mush¬ 
rooms in his Mud)room house, which was a 
thatched structure bohind a north wall. This 

bed was made up during tho early part of the 

year for a spring supply, but the Mushrooms 
did not appear at the time expected. The bed 
was, however, left untouched, and a plentiful 

supply of good produce at tho time stated was 
"huined. If coolness is one of tho essential 

piin's in securing n summer supply, moisturo is 
also requisite. It would pay oven now to give 

partially-exhausted bods a thorough soaking of 

water impregnated with salt. Diluted manure 
water I have also used with success, this assist- 
ing in restoring tho material with ammonia, a 

very desirable element if Mushrooms are 

expected to thrive. 

Insects are troublesome at■ all Bmes 
never more so than during tma sumrnOTanJbltUfj? 

It must be remembered that these very cool 

sites, which are selected and also kopt corres¬ 
pondingly moist, are very apt to harbour slugs, 
which quickly devour the young Mushrooms. 

Woodlice are the greatest enemy to contend 

against. The well-known bait of boiled Potato 
enclosed in a small flower-pot with hay is a good Elan for capturing these, but it must be remein- 

ered that the Potato is only an allurement, so 
the flower-pots must be examined daily where 

these marauders are known to be present in 
large numbers. The practice of laying two 
rotten or decaying boards together in their 

haunts and coreriog with hay will attract 

numbers, which can then easily be destroyed. 
The surface of these summer beds should be 

lightly mulched with sweet litter—not hay, this 
being too close. If this bo 

Regularly moistened, it will assist in keep¬ 
ing away tho flies. The Mushrooms as they 

appear must bo pulled whilst in quito a young 
Btato, for it will bo noticed that it is when they 

become old through being left too long that thoy 
become maggoty. It is easy enough to advise 
Mushroom beds to bo mado up in cool sites 

behind north walls to produce a summer Bupply, 
but it requires unremitting attention if Mush¬ 

rooms worthy tho name arc to bo produced. 
When forming open-air beds behind a wall I 
would advise excavating the soil to a depth of 

a foot or more, this conserving the moisturo in 

the material. Instead of thickly covering theso 
beds with litter, as sometimes advised, and 

which I could nevor see the policy of, except 
during tho early spring months, I place a 
thatched framework over tho whole bed at the 

distance of 6 inches from the surface. If 
necessary a mat should bo hung over this to 

assist in causing extra shade during the day. 
Tho old practice of inserting pieces of spawn in 

Vegetable Marrow bods at midsummer often 
results in good Mushrooms being secured, the 
shade from the Marrow leaves being just what 

is wanted. Spawn may also be insorted in 

Cucumber beds, and by the time tho Cucumbers 
aro over I have known the surface of the bed 

to bo “alive” with Mushrooms. A. 

37.->6.—Rhubarb for show —The ground 
for feet away from tho stems should becovcrod 
with partly-decayed manuro to render the roots 

cool and to prevent the moisture evaporating 
from the soil. Liquid-manure should bo applied 
to the roots freely—at least, once in ton days a 

good soaking should bo given. If tho sticks aro 
orowdod pull out tho wevk ones and support the 

strongest to prevent their breaking.—8. P. 

3760.—Treatment of Cucumbers — 
The soil is evidently too rich for tho plants. 
They will, however, Boon grow out of their over 

luxuriance. Give them nothing but clear water 
at the roots, and not too much of this— sulli.ient 

to prevent tho leaves flagging, or red spidor will 
attack them. Do not allow the shoots to 

become crowded ; all tho main leaves should 
have sufficient space to devolop fully. All 

shoots that are not near tho roof, and therefore 
cannot obtain light, should be cut off as thoy 
aro useless. Pinch out the points of all shoots 

above the first leaf.—8. P. 

Big vegetables.—Ono cannot help notic¬ 

ing at shows that half tho object is to got the 
various things exhibited as large as possible if 

a prize is in view. A Rhubarb, for iustanco, 

with stalks of abnormal size and coarseness is 
praised when well-grown medium examples aro 
passed over. This is especially the case about 
cottage exhibitions ; but I should not care to 

eat many of these productions, grown merely 
for exhibition, not for the table, and kinds 

chosen that aro known to be #f poor quality. 
This is quite a falso system, and unfortunately 

is boldly onoouraged by men who would not like 
to have these overgrown vegetables on their 
own tables Rhubaib, Cabbages, Celery, and 

many other things wc could name aro invariably 
shown of huge size, and In the interests of 
vogctablo growing this should not be permitted. 

Whilst, of courso, the big things get prizes, 
competitors will ooulinuo to aim at sizo rather 

than quality. Thero scorns, however, some 
change in the right direction, and a reaction 

agaiust this system setting in.—C. T. 

Dicentra eximea.— Perhaps someone 
'irf r'i>l' Gardening will like to know that 
?Sm*Vnt is very useful for pUn^^j 

most other things, except Ferns, will not grow. 
I have it on a border facing north-west, raised 
from the ground level about a foot, but so much 

shaded by trees that it very rarely gets even an 
occasional gleam of the sun. Vet, notwith¬ 

standing its bad surroundings, this fine hardy 

perennial not only flourishes but produces many 
of its stately pink flowers. It is only growing 
in a common garden soil. Its fern-like foliage, 

added to its beautiful flowers, render it one of 
our most valuablo and pleasing hardy plants. 
-V. P. B. 

Varieties of the German Iris.— 
There are so many forms of Iris germanica, 
which is now finely in bloom in gardens, that 

amateurs must bepuzzled to know which are tho 
best out the of long list of kinds in cultivation. 

The following are all of good colour, not dull, 
and uninteresting, as is the caso of many of tho 

kinds in gardens. Very beautiful, of courso, 
is tho common German Flag, which has bold 
flowers of rich and striking colour. Aphylla 

var. Swerti, the standards white with veins of 

lavender ; aurea, conspicuous for its lino yellow 
colour, the flowers of fine form, and handsome 
aspect; Bridesmaid, the flowers lavender, the 

falls with a white margin ; and Celeste, which 

is perhaps tho most beautiful. Tho flowers aro 
large, rich lavender in colour, with a vory 
delicate fragrance, and blooms with great free¬ 

dom, whilst there is an orange beard to set off 

the soft lavender shade. Florcntina is early ; 
it is a beautiful Iris, and has almost white 
flowers, very sweetly Bcented, a good mass of 

it possesses much beauty. Gazelle, lavender 

ana white, and Mme. Choveau are two good 
kinds j the latter is largely grown for the 
market, and has an abundance of well shaped 

flowers, white, margined with lavender. A very 
handsome Iris is I. pallida dalmatics, tho stan¬ 

dards lavender, and the falls with a tinge of 
purple. This is ono of the finest of the Irises, 

and a noble kind to mass together. (Jueen of 
May is a lovely flower. Tho standards aro rosy- 

lilac, and tho falls are of this colour also, but 
with yellow veins: an Iris that should bo in 

evory collection. Victorino, white and purple, 

and Xenophon, lavender and white, may also bo 
recommended.—C. T. 

HOUSE! & WINDOW GARDENING. 

.3761.—A house conservatory.—Vou 
may have a number of interesting things in tho 

conservatory — Pelargoniums of all kinds 
succeeding well, and in the winter the place 

may be kept gay by a good selection of Zonal 
varieties. Heaths, and such things so Chincsa 

Primulas, Cinerarias, and Cyclamens may bo 
grown if you have a warm pit, but otherwise 
their culture will bo difficult. Camellias may 

be grown against tho walls or in pots, also 

Azaleas, and you may have in the summer 
plenty of Tuberous Begonias, Ferns, also such 

plants as tho white-flowered Astilbe japonica, 
Chrysanthemums in variety for November and 

Docember, Cytiius racemosus, Dracnma indivisa, 
Fuchsias, Grevillea robusta (an elegant plant), 

Lachenalias (particularly L. Nolsoni, a 
vigorous hybrid with rioh yellow flowers), 
Rochea falcata (a fine succulent, its flowois 

scarlet), 8olanutu capsicastrum, better known 
as Winter Cherry, and tho Streptocarpuscs, 

which aro easily raised from seed sown thinly 
and just covered with soil. Put them in a light, 
warm corner, and prick out when sufficiently 

large enough to handle. Pot on, and iu a 

comparatively short timo you will get sturdy 
plants; they are very freo, and the flowers 
exhibit considerable range of colour from almost 

white to beautifully pencilled forms. For 

climbing plants you could havo Ilabrothsinnus 
elogans, Lxpagerias alba and rosea, Passifloras, 
ana tho beautiful blue-flowered Plumbago 

c-ipensis.—C. T. 

"Gardening Illustrated " Monthly Parts.— 
Price 5d.; port free, M. 

"The Garden" Monthly Parts.—Thit Journal 
0 puhliehrd In RAH/if hound Monthly 7*arl4. In Mu form the 
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reference prrvlout to the Ut»r of !ht half-yearly column. 
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Tns OAjuiKN/rom Ilf fcmnwiiMsirni I o aid of ISM, forty- 
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BEDS OF FLOWERS. 

Is a short time now summer-flowering'plants 

will be put out into the positions for which they 
are intended, and a few notes on some happy 

contrasts of colour may be useful to readers of 
Gardening. Of course, the plants are ready, 

or if not in stock orders have beon given for 

them, as it is important to get them out as soon 
as weather permits. 

Tiuiekous Begonias are now one of tho most 
popular bedding plants for the garden, and they 

seem to have been in greater demand since the 
last fow wet summers, when the “ Geraniums ” 

(Zonal Pelargoniums) have run to leaf, and 
failed to make the garden bright with flowers. 

The Tuberous Begonias are also to my mind 
moro interesting because less formal. During the 

past few weeks many queries have appeared 
concerning plants for small beds, and the 

Tuberous Begonia is one of the most useful. 
The plant has improved greatly in habit, this 
being compact and free, the flowers appearing 

just above the baso of deep-green foliage. The 
colours are varied, ranging from white to the 

deepest crimson, strong, decided, and making a 
bright display, used either separately or in 

shades of one distinct tone. Begonias are so 
striking that they requiro to bo used with 

caution, and proper regard for contrast of 
colour. A very pleasing plant to use with 

it is the variegated Dactylis, which has «;raceful leafage, well coloured, and it grows 

recly in ordinary soil. The edging may be 
of Tufted Pansies, which are very charming 

bedding plants when used cither by thomsolves 

eras groundwork to other subjects. I am now 
writing only for small gardens, as in larger places 

the arrangements of the beds are elaborate, 
although the same class of plants are omployed. 

I much like a bed of only one variety of 
Tuberous Begonias, or one leading colour— 

but this is, of course, a mattor of taste. 

Tho timo to put out Begonias is in tho month 
when there is no fear of injury from frost. The 
soil should be partly light and plenty of water 

is necessarv if the position is overdry, as 
Tuberous Begonias appreciate moisture and 
moderate shade. The 

Daiii.ia is another flowor that is now used 
largely in gardons, and a good bod of eithor 
single, Fompon, show, the true Cactus, or the 

decorative makes a fine featuro, as the plants 
are in no way formal. The Pompons oompriso 

the best group, and if the reader is about to 

purchase, the best selection would be of about 
nalf-a-dozon kinds, if the gardon is small, of 
course, and confined to White Aster, which has 

flowers of the purest white, and thoy are useful 
for cutting. Comtesso Von Sternberg, tho 

flowers very pale creamy colour, tho edgo of tho 
petals delicato yellow, a neat and attractive 

flower; Fairy Tales, soft primrose, Gem, rioh 
scarlet, well named, Northern Light, brightred, 
and Prof. Bergeot, magenta-crimson, very 

fine. These I like greatly, as they aro very 

distinct, and not too large. A very fine 
bedding Dahlia is Rising Sun. It is very 

compact in growth, and the flowers aro of a 
brilliant scarlet colour, perfectly double, like tho 

best of the show blooms, and a good bed may be 
composed of the Tom Thumb Dahlias, which 
signify varieties of very dwarf habit, rising only 

from 1 foot to IS inches in height. Tho plants 

may be got for about one shilling each, and this 
new section of Liliputian Dahlias is likely to 
become much grown in the future. Liliput 
(oalo scarlet colour, shaded with orange), 

Miniature (yellow), Bantam (deep red), and 

Hoopla (marone), are a few of tho best. It is 
better to confine Dahlias in small gardens 

to the Pompons, singles, and Cactus types. Of 
the latter very good are Amphion, which may 

be described as chrome yellow, touched with 
cherry colour, the old Juarezi (not very free, 

unfortunatelv, but bright in colour and of good 

shape), H Canned (lich maroon, shot with a 
crimson tone, quits velvety in character), 

CharmiDg Bride (white, tho petals tipped with 
rose), Mrs. Hawkins (the flowers yollow, the 

petals at the tips of a paler colour), Panthea (of 
a distinct salmon-scarlet, very bright and 

effective), and Professor Bildwin (which is of a 

brilliant orange-scarlet colour). I do not care 
for the decorative class ; they are too 

except Henry Patrick, which-, is,-ivery , 
and ha i large white flowers ci much beauty?-— r 

The FUCHSIA is rapidly becoming a popular I 

garden flower. It is, however, only of 
quite recent years that the plant has again 

become sought after for bedding, as for a 
long time it was never seon except in 

the greenhouse. But it must not be over¬ 

looked that the Fuchsia is a fine garden 
plant, and in tho London parks much uso is 
made of it in the various arrangements. The 

great point to get a good show of flowers in the 
open is to let the plants make as much of their 

growth as possiblo in the open, so that it 
becomes thoroughly well hardened, and a 

greater abundance of bloom is as a result 
produced. Soft, sappy grown plants, taken 

straight from the warm-houso to the open 
ground, frequently cut a sorry figure, as might 

be expected. In the autumn when they have 
finished blooming they may bo taken up and 

put away in some dry placo for tho winter. 
Such varieties as tho Earl of Boaconsfield, its 

flowers tubular, and quite of an orange tint, 
and tho old Tower of London aro vory handsome 

in tho garden, but any of tho good strong 
growing varieties will succeed well under these 

conditions. The great point is to got the 
growth well hardened before the plants are put 
out. The 

Heriiageous Lobelias I see with pleasure 

are now grown largely in gardens, and the 
chief kind is L. fnlgcne, which is best repre¬ 

sented by such beautiful varieties as Queen 
Victoria and Firefly. These may bo planted out 

now, and good strong tufts will bloom 
well during the summer, sending up strong 

spikes of intenso crimson flowers, made still 
richer by contrast to tho deep chocolate leafage. 

A small bed of either variety, edged with Agera- 
tum, makes a fine display, the two colours going 

well together. It is the usual practice to take up 
the Loboliaa iu the autumn and plant them out 
in a cold frame ia ordinary soil for protection 

during the winter months, as they are a little 

tender, and it is worth while giving this atten¬ 
tion to them. Few flowers in thoir season are 
richer in colour or make a more pleasing pioture 

—intense crimson acainst chocolate, a superb 

contrast of colour. If one oannot devote a bed 
to them, get a good clump on the border to 
make a rich effect. During very dry weather 

keep the soil moderately moist. The 
Night si entkd ToDACCO (Nicotian* aflinia) is 

is very beautiful plant for I he garden. The 
leafage ia bold and of good colour, and the 

flowers are carried loosely on alondcr stems, the 

colour being oroamy-whito ; but thoy open fully 
only in tho evening, when they exhale a very 
sweet fragrance. They gain in effect by boing 

used in contrast to deep-green leafage, and will 

keep up a display throughout the summer. It is 
very easy to raise the plants from scod, and notes 
havo appeared before in Gardening advising this 

course ; but established examples can be pur¬ 
chased, and it is worth while to get a few for 
the distinct effect they produce in the garden. 

There arc a few of the better plants for making 
a small garden gay in tho summer and autumn 

months, as they will, if strong when pul. out, 
commence soon to bloom, and not ceaso until 

frosts cut short their career, whon they may be 

taken up and kept over for another year. All 
tho varieties mentioned are good, and tho only 

thing is not to delay sending in orders if this 
has not been already done. The quicker the 

plants arc in the garden—when, of course, it is 
safe to put them out—the better, and the 

season of summer fiowors is extended. C. T. 

BEES. 

SEASONABLE NOTES. 

The Bees have had a splendid time among the 
fruit-blossoms, and swarming is likely to take 

place very early this season. If sections and 

supers be supplied to strong hives in good time 
much surplus honey may be obtained before 

swarming takes place. The ohief indications of 
swarming aro the appearance of drones, crowd¬ 

ing of the Bees at tho entranco to the hive, and 
general restlessness. Tho old queen leaves with 

the first swarm, while the young queen which ia 

to take her place in the hive is yet in embryo. 
Preparations are made for swarming about a 

week before it takes place by the Bees beginning 

to raisey|ung queens. When the queen-cells 
st s(eji the swarm prepares to leave the 

Ve, aspire young queens arrive at maturillyjin.. . , 

from Wive to seventeen day. from the *tfRBANA_CHAMpAfe 

When actually swarming the Beca pour out of 
the hive in a conatant stream in a great state of 

excitement. The swarm usually clusters upon 
a bush or tree near the apiary, where it re main < 
for a short time, but if not soon hived the Bees 

again take wing in search of a permanent 
habitation; no time should be lost in getting 

thorn into a hive as soon as the cluster is formed 
Dispatch in hiving swarms is important ou 

account of the Bees becoming more irritablo 
and difficult to handle the longer they a>o 

left unhived. The time of swarming vaties a 
good deal, so much depending upon locality, 

the state of the weather, and autumn 

management. Hives well filled with Bees in 
autumn are always in a far more forward statu 
in spring than those that receive no attention in 

the way of uniting, stimulative feeding, and so 
forth. It is not the heaviest hives that contain 

the most Bees. Hives that havo but little honey 
in them in spring afford plenty of room for 
hatching brood, consequently the population 
then rapidly increases. 

Putting swarms into frame iiives.—The 
bar-frame hive that a swarm is to occupy should 
have the frames filled with clean, empty combs 
if possible, tho queen being the reby eiabled to 

commence laying at once, and much valuable 

time, which would otherwise be occupied in 
comb-building, is saved. When empty oombs 

cannot be provided, comb founda'ion should bo 
fixed in the frames, either in sheet* or in strips 
*2 inches deep. Tho swarm having been shaken 

into a hiving skep, and tho skip left on the 
ground for a short time to enable the Bees to 

cluster—a stone being placed under the edge of 
the skep to enable the stragglers to enter—may 

then be carried to the hive tho Bees are to 
occupy, and the Bees ot once shaken out on to 
the top of the frames. A light quilt being 

placed over tho Bees, they will quickly run down 

amongst the frames and form a cluster, or a 
cloth or newspaper may bo spread in front 
of the bar-frame hive, bringing one end over 

the edge of tho alighting board, and raising 
up tho front of the hive a little to allow freo 

ingress, and the Bees thrown from tho skep on 
to the sheet, they will quickly run into tho 
hivo. The stock from which tho swarm issued 
should be removed to another part of the apiary 
and the hive containing the swarm put in its Filace. The day after hiving the swarm tho 
rames should be reduced in number to tho sizo 

of the cluster of Bees and the hive contracted 
by means of division-boards. Wet or cold days 

immediately after hiving greatly check tho pro¬ 

gress of new swarms, it is therefore important 
to feed daily during weather unfavourable to 

honey gathering. 
Management of swarms —Should it happen 

that a swarm issues from a hive after having 
commenced work in tho supers, tho most advis¬ 

able thing to do is to romovo the section-cases 
from tho hive, and also all brood frames bnt 
two, and place them in an empty hive, which 

close up with division-boards, and remove to a 
now position. To the two frames of brood left 

in tho old hive add sufficient frames of founda¬ 

tion to fill up the hive. Place queee excluder 
upon frames and return the section cases, 
wedging up the hive a little in front. Hiving 

hived the swarm, shake it from the hiving- 

skep down in front of the parent hive, 
watching to see tho qneen enter, when 
all will quickly follow. The portion of tho 

colony removed to a new position will raise a 
queen and form a separate stock. All hives and 

necessary appliances should be had in rcadincis 

that no hivo may be lost when a swarm leaves a 
hive. Swarms sometimes cluster in very 

awkward positions for hiving. In some cases 

the only way in which to get a swarm into the 
hiving skep is by placing it over, and gently 

driving the Bees up by means of a little smoke, 
or leaving them to draw up at will; care must, 

however, be taken to fix the skep securely or 
results may be serious. Through lack of this 

precaution it once happened to tne writer to be 

placed in the somewhat alarming position of 

finding himself enveloped in a cloud of very 
angry Bees when mounting a ladder to secure a 

swarm that had drawn into a box that had been 
placed over it high up in a tree ; unfortunately 

the said box had not been well secured, and the. 
shakiig I of - the ladder on being mounted 

dislodged it. The result may be mors easily 

imagined tKa'4 d««»crlbeijfc) | ^ 
0 . Pari,hnf. 
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RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS. 

I!Questions.—Queries and answers are inserted in 
Omossisofree of charge if correspondent! follow the rules 

here laid down for their guidance. All communications 
for insertion should be clearly and coneiselit written on 
one.tide of the paper only, ana addressed to the Editor oj 

Gardening, S7, Southampton-strest, Covent-garden, Lon¬ 
don. Letters on business should be sent to the Publisher. 

The name and address of the sender are required in 
addition to any designation he mag desire to be used in 
the paper. When more than one query is sent, each 
should be on a separate piece of paper. Unanswered 

queries should be repeated. Correspondents should hear 
hi mind that, as Gardening has to be sent to press some 
time in advance of date, they cannot always be replied to 

in the issue immediately following the receipt of their 

communication. 

Answers (which, with the exception of such as cannot 
well be classified, will be found in their different depart¬ 

ments) should always bear the number and title placed 
against the query replied to, and our readers will greatly 

oblige us by advising, as far as their knowledge and 
observations permit, the correspondents who seek assist¬ 

ance. Conditions, soils, and means vary so infinitely 
that several answers to the same question may often be 
very useful, and those who reply would do well to mention 

the localities in which their experience is gained. Corres¬ 
pondents who refer to articles inserted in Gardknino 
should mention the number in which they appeared. 

38)8.—Roses under trees —Will any tort of Ro»c 
do well un ler Urge tree*, when toe toll Is good f—Dorret. 

380S.—Cutting Asparagus —Should ail the small 
young growth ol Asparagus be out oft the bed, or left to 
grow up?—M. P. 

8810. —Roses With Ivy.—I have a high wall, facing 
east, oovered with Ivy. will any eort ol Rose auooeed 
grown with the Ivy ?—Dorset. 

3311.—Rose Oloth Of Gold.—Does Cloth ol Gold 
Rok euocecd ai a dwarf? I wieh to get one, but have no 
room on a south wall ?—Dorset. 

38l2.-Manettl Stock for Roses.—I should like 
to bud some Rosee on Uanettl lor pot purpose*. Will 
someone kindly tell me what Uanettl Is, and where I oan 
get it?—Rohrs. 

3313.—Dwarf Roses —I should be muoh obliged II 
someone would give me a list ol tome good klnde ol Rotes, 
to grow as dwarf planted near walla laoing north, south, 
east, and west respectively?—Dorset. 

8811. —Fruits of Ohlmon&nthus fragrans, 
—I have several fruits ol Oblmonanthus frsgrans or 
Cslyosnthui prmcox ripening agslnst the wall ol my 
bouie. Is not this unusual f—B. C. 0. 

3315 —Treatment of Deutzlas and Llbonlas. 
—I should like to know how to treat now Deultiia and 
Libonlas, whloh have flowered most beautlfu ly for the last 
six weeks? When to re-pot, ho. ?—Scorr. 

331(1.—'Thuja Lobbl.—Would someone kindly sty 
wbst would bs the probable ooetof good planted Thuja 
Lobbl, and II autumn would be a good time to plant, and 
Is It partloular as to position ?—Beginner 

3317.—Wallflowers, Ac., from seed.-! with to 
save my own seod from Wallflowers. Panslot, Sweet 
William*, Ac. Is I’, neocteary to lertlllsa them artlflially t 
II so, whet Is the method ol prooedure ?—Amaturius. 

3818.—Phlox Drummondl —I am thinking ol 
planting out a large bed on tbs lawn with Phlox 
Drummondl. Would It be beet to peg It down or 1st it 
grow upright, sod would It require an edging ?—Bbhinnrr. 

3810 -Ants and green-fly on Rosea —Black auts 
dost my Rose-trees. Do they sttaok the green-fly, or do 
thev do muoh damage on their own account? I have 
noticed them eating their way into a Rose-bud. Is there 
any remedy T—Dorset. 

is*) —Tropeeolum speolosam and Tusallago 
fragrans — 1 shell be glad to have some Information ae 
to the best methods ol growing Tropeolum rpecioeum and 
Tussilago fragrans? Are they both quite hardy enough to 
stand the winter In Surrey ?—H. 8 

3321.—Roses for out-flowers.—1 And my Tea 
Itoeee grown In the open lade wry soon after they are 
ploked. 1 usually out them at about 10 e.m. Has tbe 
time ol picking an) thlog to do with tba matter f Will soy- 
one kindly suggest aremedy 7-Dosser. 

8322.-Treatment or a Pear-tree —W.Ii anyone 
kindly give me Inforinalion bow to treat a Pear-tree 
whloh hae not blossomed very freely this year? Tbe tree 
It now making a lot of young wood—a great deal too 
much, I think. It le oovered all over with snoots 15inches 
long.—Pear. 

332S.—Perns and Palms for a conservatory. 
—Wti: eomerne kindly advise me ae to the names of some 
Kerns suitable for a smell Isao-to oonee'vatory laoing the 
east, and -ybi ;h caii only be shaded to » small extent.' 1 
shall also he glal ol the names or some suitable Palms lor 
this structure?—T. E. O. 

8821.—Stopping Melons.—le It advisable to etop 
laterals o( Melons immediately alter fertilising, or allow 
the shoot to ruo on till tbe fruit le set T Tnere has been 
■one difference ol opinion expressed on the matter lately. 
It !• an Interesting one, and I may tay something further 
about It again.—BuioiiTai'ADE. 

3325 -Marechal Nlel Rose.-I have a Marshal 
Kiel Hose growing In a pot In a large window ; I have bad 
It three years, and this year It hae bloomed profusely. I 
wish to know what ought to be done to It when the bloom 
has gone? Should It he out back or let remain as I tie, and 
watered freely or sparingly.—Lucy. 

Hv’fl. -Birman Strawberries.—I have a bad ol 
Strawberries, git of which, with the eicepllon of two foot*, 
hv'e this s a aeon (urned out barren Tbe bed h® I,lien |o 
the sem« place for several year*, the Plante being financed 
•wry these veers, end has hitherto bssiyCJfy prod.iolive, 
Tea roots .were planted »bqiit 2 lost a kart, uidW'* i 
wgs always cleaned and util macuiat' InVjiijgffc, /kbr-j 
be muoh ohllf#^ (of •?J>llf)lt|0Q of fcbTTyptr'g fq|lv 
"K HQ 

3827.—Seedling violets.—will anyone kindly in¬ 
form me if I could transplant a lot of seedling Violets now 
to a raoant pleoe of ground ? The plants have oorne up in 
tbe border* in thousands, and I thought that they might 
be transplanted now. Aleo when would they bloom, and 
how should I prepare the soil?-Anxious. 

3828 —A weedy garden —My garden Is Infested 
with a weed, M ire's-tail, wbiota is spreading over it, and id 
plaoee forming quite a network, and Is choking up my 
Asparagus beds. I have had It dug deeper, but this only 
seems to Increase it The soil Is very wet. What oan I 
do to get rid of this terrible plague?—China. 

S829.-Prench Gannas —Will "C. T.” oblige me 
with the height of these Cannae? In the catslogue of a 
Peris Arm they are represented ae being about 1 metre In 
height—that it, over 3 feet. I oonsider that tall for pot 
culture. Please tell me if they will flower another eeasoD, 

and what winter treatment is necessary ?—L. E. 

8830.-Climbing Roses for a north wall-I 
should be glad to know the names of nbout four good 
olimblng Roses suitable for a north wall, which get* but 
little eun, but which is sheltered from the wind? Also a 
similar number of climbing Roses that would do well 
on a wall faolng west, shaded by a high wall about 20yards 
off?—Dorset. 

8831 —An allotment garden.—1 have an allot¬ 
ment garden In the West Riding of Yorkshire, where I am 
seriously annoyed by a neighbour's pigeons destroying 
and carrying away Pea* as soon as they are eown ; In some 
Inetanoe* nearly whole rows have b*en loet. Can I destr >y 
them in any way, or can I get legal compensation for the 
damage done ?—8itverkr 

3332.—A lean-to greenhouse —I have built a lean- 
to greenhouse at my back-door. It is placed between two 
our. kitchens, snd ths aspect Is north, and It gets very 
little eun. It being 4 p.ra. before ihe eun reaches It. I 
Intend to plant a few Tomatoes In it. Would they grow? 
If to, will someone kindly give me treatment of same, a* 
It Is my flrst attempt?—Botanist. 

3933. — Vines bleeding. — I oannot stop this, 
although I have done all I know. I have burnt them, 
used Thomson's 8typtlc, and white letd. There are four 
oanee of Blaok Alloante and three I.vly Downs's. I pruned 
them the third week In Jaouary, and they have been bleed¬ 
ing ever since. I should be glad If anyone will give me 
tome information how to stop this?—I. S. L. 

3834.—Japanese Olimblng Cucumber —I have 
raised from teed a few plants of me new Japanese Cuoum- 
her, which, I am told, it very hardy, and can be grown 
like Soariet Runner*. I should bs glad to have some 
hints as to their cultivation, and to know if tbe fiuit is of 
good quality. It this plant of the same species as the 
ordinary Ououmber? Would any readers give their ex¬ 
perience?-Mikado. 

3835 —Grapes, dec , for very early forcing.— 
Will someone kindly tell me what are the be*>. sorts of 
Grapes to have for very early forolng In a vinery 20 feet long 
against a south wall? Also what kind of vegetables oan I 
force with Grapes? Will French Beans, Lattuoes, and 
Cucumbers do. also Strawberries ? And how can I get a 
connection with the Brietol and London markets to aell 
them ?—OOsEWAIiL. 

333(1.—Strawberries anti Glover—Some three 
years ago I dug a quantity of youDg Clover roots in, and 
p'anted Strawberries on the top of them. I have noticed 
each year that the plants look muoh better there than on 
the land mat surrounds it, which was treated the same 
and planted at the same time. It it from me decayed 
Olover-roote. and if so. what do they impart to the soil ? 
The land it light, with a eandy subsoil.—W. W. 

3337. —Unhealthy Orange trees, dec.-Will tome- 
one kindly tell me what It the matter with my <) range-trees ? 
All the old leave* are falling off, and the little freeh ones as 
well. Taey are oovered with blossoms, but hardly a leaf 
on them. Toe tame with a Lemon-tree, snd the blossoms, 
of oourse, cannot set. Not very long sgo they were In 
most beautiful foliage, and the year before last one tree 
alone had upwards of a hundred Oranges on It, whloh 
made the most delicious marmalade.—0. A. M. 

3338. —Barly Chrysanthemums'Will someone 
kindly Inform me whloh *re the earliest flowering of the 
following Chrysanthemums, ae I have very limited space 
for late flowering one*. Thee* were tent me by a friend, 
but he gave m* no Idea when they bloomed. Oomtetse 
de Beauregard, Ferdinand Feral, Stanetead Surprise, 
Thunborg, Mona. J. M Pigmy, Puritan, Acquisition, 
Cloth of Gild, Ths Three Christine*, Jardln dee Plsntee, 
Jeanne d'A'c, Lord Aloeeter, Lord Woltelrv, Violet 
Tomlin, Novelty, Lady Churohlil. and Etolle de Lyon, snd 
whloh of them are most suited for the cutting down 
system ?—Anxious. 

3839. — Strawberries for market. — I grow 
Strawberries for market purpoeee. There ie a disease 
among them that kills them In pa'ch** every >ear, snd 
they die lightawsy atlhe tops If I plantevrr such good 
plant! again on the same ground they go Just the same, 
and my opinion is that there Is something deficient in the 
land wbioh they require to support them. 1 have seen 
several acres like It Ibis year. Will anyone tell me tbe 
cause, or suggest a remedy? Finding It very dlflloult to 
get sufllolent stable-manure for my Strawhenles, will 
someone please tell me what kind of artificial manure Is 
most suitable for them, when, and bow to apply it ? They 
are Paxton'* I grow,—W. W. 

) the following queries brief editorial replies 

liven ; but readers are invited to give further 
To 

are given. . 
answers should they be ahlt to offer additional 

advice on the various subjects 

3940.—Rhubarb seecUlngC4 J.—Cut off the atequ 
below the nowere. 

384b—Hog's Fennel fh'A-ln l-llller'e " English, 
Names of Plants " llog's Fennel ie a*ii} to ho Peuoedaqum 
officinal*. 

Saik.-Glo^re Rose draoplqg (Oloirol—You 
— jgjeqted the plant in sou;# w»y. and i^e don't think 
_ly could hell you th* reason u,hp|dl|l|i»#t:«»@li*« 

the pitot, tqd knqw U'ktt trftimeqt youV'e t;«ugr>log 

* - ' URBAN'/ 

3313.-Liquid-manure (H. BA—Cow manure can 
be used in a freeh state to form liquid-manure. It should 
be well diluted. 

3814 —Tro p® olum speclosum (B.)-—This Tropmo- 
lum enjoys a deep, moist, aod rather rioh soil, and 
flourishes beet in ooo', moist plaoee. 

3815.—Wild Grasses (Miss Wilkins)—You should 
get Parnell's •• Grasses of Britain." It ie the beet work I 
know ; published by Blackwood and Sons.—J. J. 

3818.-Shading for conservatory (B. J.\— Try 
a fine lime-wash, with a slight mixture of oil; material for 
the purpose can also be procured from nurserymen. 

3817.—Hardy Water Lilies (7. B).-Among 
Water Lilies nothing is better than the common English 
one, Nympbrea alba, and the common English yellow one, 
Nupbar luten. 

3848. —Deutzla gracilis (£.).-This la a oommon 
shrub, cheap in every nuisery, and it is eoaroely worth 
your while to inoreose it. Plant it in the open air, as it is 
perfectly hardy. 

3849. —Specimens of Polyanthus (/*. J.).—The 
flowers were very muoh crushed in transit. They are not 
quite as good as they ought to be, or you have not sent us 
your best specimens. 

8850.—Increasing Camellias (T. Jf.).—camellias 
arc now grown so cheaply and abundantly by various 
nurserymen that It it a waste of time and energy to try to 
Inoreaee them yourself. 

3851. -Increasing Nicotians afflnli -Thieplont 
Is easily raised from s*ed. wbioh is offered by many hous-s. 
IQues-ions relating to different plants must be lent on 
separate pieces of paper. | 

3852. —"Geranium ” flowers not opening 
(Surrcyite).—We oanoot account for tn* flowers not 
opening. We think there must be some error in the treat¬ 
ment. Please give particulars? 

8853.—The “crown'' of a Dahlia ?(W. S. BA — 
By the term "orown” of a Dahlia we mean the oollar. 
or part where the luber* Join together, and whenoe spring 
the young buds of the current year's growth. 

3854.—White Sllene pendula compacts 
<C. A white variety under the name of S. penduU 
compact* alba, is quoted in several catalogues of well- 
known houses, and it ie not dearer than the type. 

8855 -Nlcotlana afllnls (P. A.).-This plant Is a 
perennial, but Is easily raised as an annual, and hence may 
often be described as suoh ; Just at the Ooetor-oll plant is 
treated as an annual here, it being in tropioal oountrie* a 
low Iree. 

3850. —Orohlds for a warm house(fif/c) -Well. 
Ido not admire your sobi i |U*t, for with that character 
you will be no use for Orobid growing : aod in order to 
set you going etralght let ms know what heat you mean to 
maintain?—M. U. 

3867.—Definition of an amateur gardener 
(7'. BA—In the ordioary eons* of the term an amateur ie 
ono who does not keep a skilled gardener. An individual 
who employed a man one or two day* a week only would 
be oallod an amateur. 

8858.—Plants for border of pond (7. U ).-W* 
shall very soon publish an article on aquatic plant*, in 
which you will And all the Information you want. How- 
ever, you muet not expect water plants to do umob good 
If you have many wafer-fowl. 

3359.-Hyacinths after flowering Of. Jl.Y- 
They ought not to be disturbed until the root* dive 
decayed, then plant them out where you want them to 
remain. If the the portion! you refer to are deoayed 
cutting them off will do no harm. 

386).—BJpldendrum olnnabarlnum (C. Judd). 

—This is the name of the flower you send I think 1 told 
you gome lime baok there were no Dendrobee in South 
Amerioa—that Is, unless th»y had been taken there by some 
one, and thus become na'uralleed.—M. B. 

8861. — Cyprlpedlum Oh amber lain lanum 
tCypriprdium) -You will find thi* plant easy to grow 
Instead of diffloulr, aod It doet well with the others from 
the warmest regions. You will And the question ai to 
C. Godefro) w answered in psge 180.-M. B. 

3862. -8 weet-sce a ted climbers for a green¬ 
house <7’. M. 7'.).—Mandevillasuaveolen*. Rhynohoeper' 
mum Jaralnoides, Heliotrope. Jotmlnum grooilllmum- 
and Stauntonia latlfolla are all suitable. We fear there it 
no yellow eweet-sovnted Jasmine for the purpose. 

8863.—Cherry-tree not fruiting (F. We 
think vou rhonld not jet despair of a fruit crop ; there 
It no perceptible difference In the swelling of the 
germen for a few weeks, but should you get no fruit 
this year you must oonclude that )OU have a bad setting 
variety. 

8364.—Wlreworms In a garden (ft. S.).-You 
must make use of trap*. Floe* slice* of Carrots or Pota¬ 
to® on the end* of poiDted etioke, bury them 3 loohee in 
the ground, examine them daily, and destroy the worms 
attached to them. The sticks serve to show where to find 
the bait*. 

3885.—Wintering Soariet Lobelia (P. 72 k—In 
light (Oils and mild diei riots we have known this plant to 
live out during the winter. Where It will not do to. the 
beet way le to take up the root* in autumn, and koep them 
In boxes under a greenhouse stage or bench ; put them out 
In late eprlug. 

3866 —Transferring Roses from bottles to 
Dots (B A |,-Before the root* have got too long you 
Should move them Into little pots In the roost careful and 
gentle way. and grow them In a nloe cool frame unui 
they have got on a bit. Then, In Bummer, expose then) 
altogether until they mako Bturdy little plants. 

88 >7.—Dendroblum Wardianum (O. JuddY— 
Yes, th-ro are one or two varieties of this species, rne 
plant that comes from Buiinqh is the stoutest plant. Ttts 
original plant comes trom A*«am. aod ie a slander bulbed 
plant. It is vsrv rare In cull ivation at th# present r ime, 
flic ottUre were Imported Iroui UurinaK by the Met*'*. Lew, 

ttUsW/Crc11'"' 
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3 283. — Procuring variegated Blaeagnus 
{StretUham).—These fine shrubs should be easily proour* 
able from any nursery where there Is a oolleotion of ever- 
fcrcon or Japsneso shrubs; any good nurseryman would 
prooure them (or you if he had not got them himsell. Con¬ 
sult the catalogues of the leading shrub growers. 

3SSJ.—White-flowered Cactus (Sarah Turner). 
—You appear to bs very anxious for the proper name of 
this, bat you do not give the least Intimation of what Ihs 
growth of the plant Is like. It may be a Cereu*, but I 
shoul 1 more inc'ioe to Its being a Phyllccaotus, (or it is 
v.ry like P. anguliger. More I cannot say.—J J. 

317.'.—Propagating Scarlet Ixlal S’. I. P.).— The 
bulbs of Ixlas are, as a rule, imported. They Inoreaee 
slowly in this country, and It is hardly worth while pro¬ 
pagating them. Should you, however, wish to do so, the 
best way would be to separate the little bulbleta that 
form at the base of the bulb, and grow them on to a flower. 
Ing stage. 

3871.—Plants for a London shop front (Shop- 
mm).— 1'or a box ot the size you mention, in a hot and 
dusty situation, we oau think of nothing better than Nas- 
t'lrtiums and Pelargoniums. Sturdy young plants shoul 1 
In put in assoon as possible. Ivy-leavol "Geraniums" also 
do well. The diet nice apart must be dotermiaed by the 
size of the plants. Start with fresh s.il, ahd water 
thoroughly during the summer months. 

3372.—Tortoise laying eggs (Tortoise',—I oan 
hardly any that It is the nature ol a solitary tortoise to lay 
eggs, but f know in reason why they should not. It Is 
well known that hens, when kept by themselves, will lay 
oggs ; of coureo. the eggs would not bo fertile. If you will 
send one Lj me I will take great care of it, and oould tell 
you whether It was the egg of a tortoise or not. Hut, 
from what you say 1 have no doubt but that they were 
laid by your tortoise.—U. 8. 8. 

HS7J. — Aathurlum orystalllnum {Chula 
DU hi).—'Too leaf you Send Is of the above named species. 
It ii a very orntmonld leaved plant, but one cannot 
say as much for its ll iwers, and It would not count 
(or rauoh if staged as such at an exhibition. Ooorf, 
showy flowered An'.huriums may now bs had in abun- 
danos. Toe following ars a fow of them : A. Andrcanum, 
l,in linense, Lxlngl, Beioe des Beiges, Soherzerianum, and 
Kilhsohildeanuiii, and if you see any one of these in gool 
form, j o i will nit wautfo know if you oan show orystalllnum 
as a flowering plant.—J. J. 

.'1171.—For ns fora greenhouse (Wins lUtffe').- 
Tho house, with good light, but without sunshine until 
about four o’ciook p.m., will do admirably (or Kerns and 
Palms; and if the sun comes rather stronger than the 
plan's oan boar at that time, I would advise you to run a 
slight blind over for about an hour. The following will be [rand plants to etart with. Palms: Areca Hauer i, Areoa 
utescens, Crtamairopi Kortuml, Cbammropi humilis, 

Corypha austra'ii. Kentit canterbury ana, Kerr ia Forster 
ana, Uvistona obioem-is, Phumlx ctniartnils, Phiealx 
daotyllfera, Phimlx tenuis, Sratorthla elegaos. Tnteeare 
not expensive kinds, and may be purchased of a good site 
at once, and thus become a marked feature in the house, 
whilst it purchased as small plants thev will take some 
years to acquire size. Ferns: Adiantum atline, Adiantum 
onneatum, Adlantum orlspldulnm, Adiantum Williamel, 
Asplenium bulblforum, A- plenium diinorphum, Asplenium 
tlaociduin. Aipleoiuiu luJ lum, Daral'ia canariensle, 
Dennstadtia davallaloitlee, Lastrea ariitata variegata, 
Liniaiit discolor, Polystlohum oapense, Polysiichum den- 
tionlatum, Ptcrls argvroa, I’terls orelha Mayi, Pterls 
serrulata corymblfsra, I'-erla tremula Smltbiina, Tnam 
nopteris australasica, WoodwarJia radicins. These can 
be added to and filled up with smallrr and more delicate 
kinds as you become more acquainted with them ; but be 
sure you do not get any stove kiods in with them, as this 
will lead to no end of trouble —J. J. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 
,*, Any communications respecting plan's or fruits 

sent to name, should always accompany the parcel, which 

should be addressed to the Editor of Gards.vino Illus¬ 
trated, 87, Southampton-street, Slrantl, London, W,C. 

Names of Plants.— J. Dunstcr.—l, Doodla lunu- 
lata. 2, Adiantum epeoies; send better epeolmen. 3, Pterls 
a'gyrea. 4, Adiantum trapeziforme. 6 appears to be 
l’teiis creticaMayl; 6, Adiantumlenerum. 'appears to be 
Linum tigrinum. 8, Khynchospermum jasmlnoldes varie 
gatum.-ll. Ayneu-.—l, Pterls semlpinnata. 2, Adian- 
turn decorum. 3, Doodia media. 4, Asplenium (ormnsum 
6, Asplenium bulblftrum.-1). Andrew —Tii'lium 
grandinorum, the White Wood Lily.-J ll , Limerick. — 
Fuchsia procumhens ; this comes from New Z-aland.- 
Questant.—K pale Dendrobium nobile.-IF. Milne.— 
Dendrobium Pierardi.-J. I. F.—The name of the p'ant 
sent is Chive or Cive, a Ml ban tuie for Spring Onions, aad 
Its scient'fl i name is Allium S limtioprasutn. 1'<r t — 
S, Trarieseantta inul ■ color. -2, Maekat a Leila ; should be 

be outback when past flowering.-G. Batchelor.—L caete 
llarrlsoDln.-J. L. Meade.—Came to hand in too 
ehrlvelltd a condition to name.—John Choffey.—l, D.n- 
droblumCambrldgeaouin. -2, A Gongora, probably a variety 
of maculate, but too tar gone to diatioguiah.—England.— 
1, A form of 8axlfraga umbrosa. 2, Too muoh shrivelled. 
3 Leujojum vernum-ll. J.— 3. 4, 5, Aspareotly all 
varieties of one thlog, Lonicera parvlflora ; the others send 
again Querist.—You must really send us good speci¬ 
mens to name from ; oan do nothing with sachicraps.- 
J Ii. IF —I'.ostanthera nivea.-IliUesley —Not reoog 
ni e I from the speoimens sent.-F. ,1/.—Flowers muoh 
shrivelled ; but they appear to be Dendrobium Devon 
Unura ; send again if possible.-R Greening -8mitri'» 
M-dlar (MespiTus Siithi).-A. D—l, Bird Cherry 
(I'runus I’arliia) 2, Probably a P.utiu', but specimen 
dried up.-/. A. Jisi'inn-son.—liox received, butitoon- 
tained noflower.-G P. Seddrn.—\, BbdCherry (I’runur 
l’a lue) 2, Send again with leaves.-Luey — Send better 
specimen.—J. II Bop I. - Probably Bird Cherry (I’runus 
Padua), but apeoimrn very poor and drUd up.-Mis. 
Gray — Giant Kiotweed (Polygonum cuspidatum'.- 
T. L.—Numbers all detached from specimens, so cannct 
Lame.-ll Bird Cherry (Prunm Padus). S~~> Go TO OORRBai’OI.’DBNTB'. VJV 

A Ten yea’s Ilea Ur.—Apply to Mr. T. Kochford, Turn- I 
fold Nuncrv, Broxbaurne, Herts. | 

POULTRY & RAEBITS- 

8S73.—Fowls losing their feathers.—About 
f jur monlbs ago I purchased live pure bred Black Spanish 
hens and a cock. Tney oame to me in perfect plumage, 
and looked well and bealthy In my pen, which Is a good- 
sized one, for about a fortnight, when I notioed them los¬ 
ing fbelr feathers, aad rspeolally the oook bird, whose legs 
now are perfectly bare. Hoping it was only a moult, I 
took no steps in the matter, and. If anything, it gets 
worie, and it is now nearly ten weeks since It begin. I 
should be gild II someone nan advise me what to do? I 
may say they have a plentiful eupply ot green food, scraps 
and meal in the morning, Coro, &o., in the afternoon, and 
a ecratch-plt of manure in their run, They have laid 
abundantly since I have had them, and seem healthy, 
exoept for their outward appearance, which Is anything 
but agreeable to the eyo. Any receipt for rubbing on or 
mixing with their food will bs thankfully received by— 
Bkllk Ciirrir. 

3455 ,-Poultry keeping.—Too many 

mile birds are apt to be as muoh a nuisance as 
not enough, besides being a constant source of 
annoyance when they fail to agree. At thisseason 

of tho year oue can feed poultry on almost any- 

thing, for eggs should be plentiful when insect 

life becomes abundant. Tho. spring, indeed, is 
the natural soason for hens to lay, and there is 
nodoubt more eggs are forthcoming in March anil 

April than in any other two months throughout 
the year. If the fowls have their liberty two 
moils por day aro ample. If more are given it 

is certain that the fowls will be disinclined to 

forage for themselves, and with heavy birds this 
will bring on laziness and induce disease. If the 
birds arc confined an extra feed may be given, 

but it must bo a light ono, and is best composed 
of table scraps. For the morning feed I always 

use a mixture of meals, Snratti’ and sharps for 
ohoioo, and those, as a rule, aro prepared with 
hot water. In tho afternoon or oarly oveniog, 

when the eggs are colloetcd, I feed on hard corn, 

Whoat or Buckwheat for choice. As regards 
quantities, I aannot satisfy tho querist. In my 
own caso, when not otherwise engaged, I 

regularly feed about a hundred cojks, hens, 

and [pullets each morning and evening, and I 
know exactly what to carry to them, so that I 
rarely bring any food back to tho mixing houso, 

and nevor go the seoond time. My plan is to 
give just as much as the birds will pick up and 

no iporo, and I consider that any stock-manager 
should be able in tho course of a week to 
calculate to a nicety the appetites of his 

animals. There aro white as well as black 
Minorcas. It is not usual for hens to lay freely 

just after they arrive at a frosh place. Tho 
chango generally causes a chock, but if the 

birds are good layers and aro well treated they 
should soon recommence laying. The drinking 

vessels are best cleaned when refilled with 
water. It is customary for tho birds to scratch 
the dirt into the water, and this can be avoided 

by placing tho vessel on a block somo few 
inches from the ground. During the summer 

the water should be shaded from the sun. 
“Zomo” must retain some early hatched 

pullets if ho is desirous of getting eggs next 
winter.—Doubting. 

BIRDS. 

3722.—Zebra Finches.— To breed these 
birds successfully the cage in which they are 
confined ought to bo at least 18 inches wide, 

•2 feet deep, and ‘2 feet high. In ono corner at 
tho baek, and close to the roof, the nest-box 
should be placed. This should be formed like 

a large cigar-box slauding on eDd and with the 

upper half of the front open. This they prefer 
to all other receptac’es for nestiog purposes. 

Half fill tho nest box with hay and give the 
birds also fresh hay, Moss, and feathers to 
finish up with. The basket-nests and Cocoa- 

nut husks usually supplied for small foreign 
Finches to nest in wilt readily be taken pos¬ 

session of, but the eggs laid therein are usually 
broken, and, in my experience, are never hatched. 

I should like to reccmmend them, in order to 

serve a friend who selli them ; but I cannot 
conscientiously do so, as I wasted numbers of 
sound eggs when I commenced breeding by 

using them. When t hose liltlo birds first begin 
to go to nest they sometimes lay in Ihe seed- 

pan or on tho floor of the cage, and eggs de¬ 

posited! impucli situations they invariably peck 
ar AAjt\oy. When the birth have bujilh give 

thetfrphen’s egg shells crushed in the naua'is 
well as cuttle fishbone. You will find 

foreign fancy Finches prefer the former to the 

latter, and thus soft eggs are avoided. A small 
pan of egg-food should also bo supplied daily 
until the young birds are able to crack seed, 

when it should be discontinued, or they will 
get too fat to be healthy. It is a mistake to 

separate the sexes of small foreign Finches, and 
it is quite unnectasary to remove the eggs of any 

bird, excepting a Canary. It has become neces¬ 
sary with most individuals of the latter species, 

becauso by long centuries of domestication it 
has almost lost the instinct which teaches a 

wild bird not to sit closely on the first egg laid. 
Even in the Canary there are a few bright ex¬ 

ooptions to this rule, ono of which I fortunately 
possess. Tho Zebra Finch lays daily after it 

commences ; it does not wash so much as somo 
small species. For green food it likes flowering 

Crass better than anything else ; give Millet in 
the ear as well as White Millet. Tho best sand 
for birds is sharp sea-sand. Shell-sand of any 

kind is apt to rupture the giy.y.ird, ns it is full 
of keen-edged, jagged pieces of shell, which cut 

liko a knife.—A. G. Boti.kr. 

RARE OEMS CHEAP PR GARDEN and GREENHOUSE. 3 
magnlflocnt croopors, Lnphorporraura ncandsns, rich 

volvety folium. rosy-purple flowers, 3, la. 31.; 6. is. 3d, 
Tropmolum lobbiairiin, nlways in bloom, Rummor and winter, 
rich sa oriel, handiio ns foliage, 6, la. 3d ; It 2«. 3d Virginia 
Oroapor, rapid climber, foliage blood-rod in autumn, grand 
tel log effect, last all ngos to come, I, in. 3d : 8, 2r. 3d. 
Superb Pannier, Hold medal ntrnio, 12, in. 3d. ; 24, 2n. 3d. 
Margarita, Tom Thumb. Carnations, rich, gorgeous colourr, 
beautifully fringed, deliciondy perfum'd, 6, Is. 3d. I 12, 2n. 3d. 
Margucrllon. go-genua oolnurn. girei barrow loads out llowor, 
always in bloom, 18, In. fid. Fnpavor alba plena, Fimbriatu, 
Snowdrift, tho queen of Popples, very double and of Snowy 
whiteness, 15, Is. 31.; SO, 2n. 3d. All nafely packed and car. 
paid.—Mrs GARDNER, The Kir Treen, Stroud. 

FANCY PANSIES. 
T OFFER following 12 grand varieties, 5s.— 
-L Loain Wi'rtor, l/ird Tennyaon, Mrn. Train. Jane Barb, 
ner, Ixird llulo. A H. Murray, Minn K, Hunter, E. 1'alternon, 
Minn Hudnon, Edith Cronnley, Ada Mary, BeUy Kelly. I 
offer the following 14 eihlbltion rariellen. 3a fid.: Maggie A. 
Sco t, George Andernoo, Duchrra Portland, E. Pa’ lemon, 
Harry Moor, Aguen F. Borrowman, Tom Travln, Mrn. .1. 
Downie, Win. Roan, Mrn. Andemou, Lord Hamilton. David 
Hlracban, AunlHuian. Arobie Buchanan. Send tor Catalogue. 

A. BAILEY JtTN., l’a iny (in,r, sV N1)F.HI,AND. 

WHITE CACTUS DAHLIA CONSTANCE.— 
’ ■ Having about a thousand more tb-tn 1 require for owu 

planting, will aond 12 for 2a 3i.; 13n. 10J. car. pd Strong, 
bealthy plants.—GKO, TURNER, Ingol, Proiton, I anna-hire. 

SCOTCH FLORISTS’ FLOWERS, &C. 
"DANSIES, Show and Fancy, 3s. ; Penistemous, 
2- 3i. fid.; rhlnxce, 2n.fld.; Violan, bent beddern arc M'sa 
Bullock (white). Lottie (mauve). True Blue, Ski lark (white, 
edged blue), all In. 31. do* ; 12 choiour noru for 2i. Siiuuucr- 
tlowering Ohrynanthemumn, 12 sort*, 2s. VcruviunGoraniuin, 
2a. Calceolarias, yellow or dark, la. fid Dahlinn, all claaner, 
3i. 6d. Lobelia Brightou Blue (bust blut), Keino Blanche 
(best white), fid.; 3s. 102. Prize French and African M>i - 
golds, Stocks, Sunflowers (dwarf, double, and Now Miniature), 
Perillas, Petunias, 6d. Astern, (Quilled, Vietorln, Dwarf), 
Dianthun, Golden Feather, Mimulun (superb strain). Nastur¬ 
tium Empress of India, I’tolox Drummoudi, 4d., all per do*. 
3i, orders pest free ; under 3a , 3d. for postage. Cash witu 
order. —PETER ORAM It, Nnr.erymsn. Dunblane. 

Ol’ECIAL CHEAP OFFKR.-0 Geraniums, 6 
^ Fuchniae, 6 C&raollla Balaam*, n Heliotrope*, 6 Dble. Ivy 
Geranium*. 0 French Lavonder, 2*. 6d , free. Aldo 25 Hack- 
wood Park Tomato-pi a n u, Is. 6d., free.—A. TOMKLN, 
Flortut. Hidoun. Kent. 

What!! Corns? 

Yes. 
Then use 

ALLCOCKS 

CORN PLASTERS. 

0riSTfFSH?ve at onee-but get 

^ik..a&nro o o jee’js. 
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GARDEN AND PLANT PHOTOGRAPHS. 

We b«g to announce another photographio com¬ 
petition, when prizes to the amount of over 

Eighty Guineas will be awarded. 
The subjects selected may be: Beautiful 

houses and country seats ; garden landscapes ; 

picturesque trees ; plants, hardy and tender: 
Ferns ; Hoses ; cut flowers, prettily arranged ; 
pretty cottage gardens; our best fruits on the 

branch or branches, not in dishes ; standard 
vegetables; good flower-gardens, or any other 
objects of interest in a garden. 

LIST OF PRIZES. 

Country Seats and Gardens.—A prize of 
Twenty Guineas will be given for the best 
series of not less than six photographs of Tudor, 
Elizabethan, Jacobean, or other old English 

houses and their gardens, particularly showing 
the beauty of the house in relation to the garden. 
Picturesque old Farm and Manor houses will 
not be excluded from this competition. 

General Garden and Plant Photographs. 
—First prize for the best collection of general 
garden photographs, Seven Guineas. Second 
prize, Four Guineas. Third prize, Three 
Guineas. This scries may include subjects from 
any class, from either outdoor or indoor gardens. 

Flowering Plants. — A prize of Five 
Guineas to tho sender of the best collection of 
photographs of flowering plants grown in the 

open air or undor glass. This series may include 
flowering shrubs of all sorts. 

Best Garden Fruits.—A prize of Five 
Guineas for tho best collection of photographs 
of any of our good garden fruits: Grapes, 

Peaches, Apples, Pears, Plums, Cherries, &c., or 
bush-fruits, to be shown on the branches, not in 
dishes. No prize will be awarded to photographs 
of fruits or vegetables crowded in dishes. 

Best Vegetables. — A prize of Three 
Guineas for the best collection of photographs 
of best garden vegetables. The object of this 
is to get full representations of the best garden 
vegetables under the old genuine names. Wo 

do not want to exclude real novelties when they 
are such. 

In any of the departments, if no collection of 
sufficient merit is sent in, no prize will be 

awarded. All competitors not winning a prize 
will for each photograph chosen receive the sum 
of half-a-guinea. In order to give all readers 
ample time to preparo good photographs the 

competition will be kept open until the last 
Saturday in June, 1893. 

What to avoid.— Gut flowers or plants should 

not be arranged in vases with patterns on them. 
Backgrounds should be plain, so as not to come 

into competition with the beautiful flowers. 
Figures oj men or women, barrows, watering- 
pots, rakes, hoes, rollers, and other implements, 

iron railings, wires, or iron supports of any kind, 
also labels, especially those made oj zme (which 
should be remold when the photograph is being 

takenJ, and all like objects should be omitted 
from these photographs. The intention is to 

KINNELL’S NEW LIST, 
JUST PUBLISHED, 

FOR 

GARDEN 
GARDEN 
GARDEN 
GARDEN 
WATER 
HOSE 

HOSE, 
SYRINGES, 
PUMPS, 
ROLLERS, 
CANS, 
FITTINGS, 

GALVANIZED CISTERNS, 
Ac., &c. 

Beat quality goods only. Compare our 
goods and prices. 

LISTS fitKK ON APPLICATION. 

CHAS. P. KINNELL&Co, 
Southwark Street, London, S.E. 

pnobogropng _____— 

Siesfe? THE CHAMPION 
WWEED KILLER 
1“!T'Thme of ™e world 18 
photographs the ORIGINAL ARTICLE 
bject of this 
best garden MANUFACTURED BY 

iirwhen they MARK SMITH, 
LOUTH, LINCOLNSHIRE. 

collection of Bo8t and Choapost. Never fails. 
rize will be Ugod ln th0 Royai Gardens. 

imn* !k Pnzc Don't be lmposod upon by usoless lmlta- 

with Bran Nozzle, Branch 

ore ineffective when taken directly from above. 
The camerashould be brought low down for such. 
All photographs should be mounted singly, and 

not several on a card. They should not be 
mounted on cards with black backs, and the 
photographs should not be less in size than 5 inches 
by 4 inches. In many of the photographs sent in 
for our last competition the subjects were much 

overcrowded. The following are the rules to be 

observed by all competitors:— 

First.—The- photographs may be of objects in the posses¬ 
sion of either the tender or others; but the source whence 
they a’e obtained must be Hated, and none sent the copy¬ 
right of which is open to question. There is no limit as to 
number, and no fee to pay. The JSditoristohaoethe right 
of engraving and publishing any of the chosen photographs. 
The photographs may be printed on anu good paper that 
shows the subjects olearly; but those on albumenusd paper 
are preferred for engraving. 

Rrooxd.—The name and address of the sender, together 
with the name and description of the object shown, should 
be plainly written in ink on tA« back of each photograph. 
This it very important. 

Tuisb,—AU communications relating to the competition 
must be addressed to the Editor afOMUxisafCuJtistcno, 
3f, Southampton-tfeet, ii"¥T* 
ant marked "Photographic 'CbmwIulf-n.VJiLoSii.- 
petit ore wishing their photographs returned, if not 
tyccusfiU, must enclose voltage itampi aftufloient val'.lt 
far that purp nte. 

GREENHOUSES. 
Intending purchaser. ahoiild .end tor our new IUu.tr.led 

Price LUt of Groenhoiiao*, Ao.,coirpl to from 48.., p<>*t free, 
I .lamp#.—8. HARTLEY k 00., IJor Joultural Builder.. 
Valter-ntroot, Windhill. Shirley. Ynrkihlre 

With nearly 700 Illustrations, 15s., jtost 

tree, 15s, lid. 

Vegetable Garden 
Illustrations, Descriptions, and Culture of 

THE GARDEN VEGETABLES 

Of cold and temperate climates. 

inn nnn yards of tanned net. 
XUU.UUU TING, 2yd*. wide, lid. prr yd. 10.. per 
100 yda.; 4 yd». wide. 3d. per yd . 20.. per 100. Now Twine 
Netting. 1-in. meeh, 1 yd. wide. 2d : 2 yds. wide. 4d.; 4 yd., 
wide. 3d. per yd. Cotton Netting, 51 in. wide, 9 niche, to nq. 
in 6d. per yd.; best article, to protect fruit-tree*. Ac 
Hexagon Net., 72 meeh to in., Gd. per yd I-awn Tonni. Net., 
Crick ot Note.—W.OULLINoFOKD,24, Ka»tern-rd,Plal«tow. 

■RED GARDEN HOSE, 3d. per foot. Job lot 
Tv of 1.003 length., warranted bo.t quality at.d perfect. 
Special price for 60 ft, with braaa lilting. 1*06.1x0, 16.. 
and 20*. Sample, and price., free. Large Garden T. nta, 3jo. 
—S. GOFF A 00,17, KlPg .treet, Potent-garden. W.O. 

TWTODERN Freehold Country Cottage. 9 rooms, 
1VX FOR SALE, with Stabling, Greenhouse., Fowl-hou.e., 
TeunUdawn. U.iden, Orohard. and Meadow, Si acre. Uno 
hour from Loudon. Faro, 2*. 2d. Write to—HR. FINCH, 
Solicitor. 84, Caonon-.lreot, E.O._. 

■FOWLER’S MEALY-BUG DESTROYER 
I- effectually and In. tan tty de.troy. thU moat troubleaoine 
peat without .tain or Injury to thn foliage. In bottle. 1., 
2. 6d., Oa., and 10. each. Sold by all Scodaineo.—CORRY A 
OO.. Limited, 13.15. and 16. Finabury-atreot, London, E.O. 

peat without .tain or Injury to the louago. in ooiuo. i«. 
2a 6d., 5... and 10. each. Sold by all Soodainen.—CORRY A 
OO.. Limited, 13. 15 and 16. Kin.lmry-.treot, Ixmdon, E C. 

QCOTT’8 WASP DESTROYER has stood 
O many roar. t'.t a. the only effectual protection for Fruit 
Tree., Ac., from Waapa and Flic*. Prloe* U 6d and 2s. Sd. per 
boti le. Sold by all Nuraerymonand Florists.—Maker.: CORRY 
A CO.. Limited. 11.15. and 16, Kin.bury-.reeU I-ondo*. K-0. 

TOBACCO PAPER, guaranteed genuine, Od. lb.; 
X it lb.. 6a. 6d. Tobacco Cloth, 8d Tb.: 14 lb., 8*. 6d. 
Reduction forqaaotltlea.—T.HAMBLY Klngadown.BriWoi. GARDENER, Single-handed, or where another 

I. kept, life experience In all branch**. can be well recon-. 
' 24.—A. .SNLl.JilMI, mended from p'eviou* employer*, mb 24.—A. SN r.I.J.lM*, 

2<, St imford-tcrraco. Stamford IJI1I, N.__ 
WATTED.-Managership in a Branch Nursery 
W or otherwi.o; oighteon yoar.' praotloal experience; gout-flower, in quantity a apoolallty; excellent reference*,— 

<rK(XJM\, Ofllce of tbo Oarden, Southampton*treet. Strand 

TO OUR RBADBRS.—/n ordering good! 

7vrsz wrstirast stmtei 

London: JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle-street. 

And all Booksellers. 

FIFTH AND POPULAR EDITION. 

Price It. ; post free Is. 3d. 

HARDY FLOWERS 
Giving descriptions of upwards of 1,300 of 
the most ornomontal spocies, with direa. 

tions for their arrangement, culture, 4a. 

*^0^fouthampton-atreet, Strand, ^W.O, 

Il'otV.ch VtliSma of QineiHW, from 
\e, .re uu tale, price li. Bd. eaoh: poet 
Oil; Bo-S.eller. or NeweogonM, or t'Ojn 
'wboii'hampton Strand, W.C, 
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izrsnDEix. 
Acacia armata and Cjti 

auainpou 
Aodrotacaa, the . 
Annual*. a selection of 
Annuala. half hardy, in 

pou . 
Anthuriura Soheriorla- 

sum and ol liar kinda,. 
Aram Lily, dwarf (Rioh- 

ardia nana), fora room 
Asparagus, catling 
Auncalaa iu the open air 
liegonia-tuhera, soodlmg 
Begonias, fibrous-rooted, 

aa window-olanta 
BsaoQlu, Tuberous 
Kirill . 
Oaloaolariaa from seed.. 
Caruauona (Malmaiaou, 

*o.) . 

Cheilaothes radiata and 
nthora. 

Chinioimithua fmgraoi. 
frulta of. 

Oaorozomaa, tho 
Christman Rosu, moving 
a. 

Cbrysnnlhomums, bone- 
meal for. 

Chrysanthemums, early 
Clethra arborea .. 
Climbers, planting, in 
rnUturd. 

CouBorvatory 
Coroopiia ariatoaa 
" Oucuuibor," Japano*© 
Oyolamena. hardy 
Daffodils, useful.. 
Dcnilroblum donai- 
Uoruui.. 

Deutrian and Liboniaa, 
treatment of .. 

Draciuaas, stove .. 
Kern-ll0ii80 .. .. 
Kama anil Palma for a 

conservatory ,. .. 
Kerna, choice 
Korun, Maiden hair 
Kua, forced, for niarke. 
Flower garden uotea .. 
Piowors for a sandy soil 
Fruit garden 
Fruit-trees, summer 

priming or .. .. 
Carden work 
Clrapos, 4i-j , for vory 

early fo cing .. 
Oreenhouse, a lean-to .. 
llolliea . 
Lady's BU opera .. 

Lily of tho Valley and 
177 | Carnations ., .. 
171 1 Melons, stopping 
172 | Mushrooms lor Hummer 

OdontoglosHum Reich- 
euheiiul. 

Oiangc-trecn, uunoalthy 
Orohard-housu .. .. 
Outdoor garden .. .. 
Pear-tree, treatment of a 
Pita and framus .. 
Plant, a useful .. 
Plants for a Binning- 

hum garden 
Plants, greenh juso,Iroui 

171 i 
183 I 
1« 1 
180 , 
181 
178 
172 I 

180 
171 

181 
174 
lit 

ted 
Plants, greenhouse, 

planting out 
Pnlox Drummond! 

171 1 Question* aod answeri 

Rose-blooms, packing .. 
Koea Cloth of Cold .. 
Rose. Mardchul Niel .. 
Rosea, ants and green¬ 

fly on . 
Rosea, climbing, for a 

north wall 
Ruses, dwarf .. 
Roses for cut-flowera .. 
Roses, MauetU stock for 
Rosea under treoa .. 
Roses with Ivy .. .. 
Bhrub seeds from Now 

Zealand .. 
Bolauuu. j isndnoide* .. 
Sera wherries and Clover 
Strawberries barren .. 
Strawberries for early 

forcing .. .. -• 
Strawberries for market 

171 j 

171 
171 | 
171 1 
172 
171 
172 

183 
181 
181 
18 J 

180 
181 

Bummor-hotuea In the 
garden •• .. •• 

Tun-water. 
Thuja Isrbbl .. .. 
Town garden,work in the 
Tree-Kerns.. .. .. 
Troi s, 4o., for a garden 

pntn 
Tropaxilum epiciosiim 

andTusailago fragraua 
Vegotalge garden 
Vlneiy . 
Vinca bleeding .. 
Violets for winter Cover¬ 

ing . 
Violets, seedling.. 
Wallflowers, 4tc„ from 

aeod 
Week's work, hheuoiuiog 
Window gardening 

178 
172 
1S1 
181 

177 
176 

176 
173 
172 

ROSBIS. 

PACKING ROSE BLOOMS. 

For the past four year* I havo sent by railway a 

distance of 230 miles the produce of two houses 

that are principally devoted to the growth of 

Roses. My system of paokiog the bloomi to 

travel this distance has been so simple that I 

venture to think a short account of it may be 

useful. Tho only two Rosos I grow in quantity 

are Mareihal Niel and Niphetos, both of which 

are forced early, so as to get the blooms to mar¬ 
ket before they become plentiful. I cut over 
four hundred blooms of Marshal Niel in the 
month of March. There is more judgment 
required in selecting Rose-blooins for cutting 
early in the season than Is the case later. Iu 
the summer it is not unusual to find a half-open 
flower out in tho eveuing fully expanded by 
the middle of the following day ; but such a 
thing does not occur in the month of March. 
When placed in a lower temperature, blooms 
of Marshal Niel when out iu a half- 
opened state are more likely to contract 
than oxpand. As a matter of fact, there is diffi¬ 
culty in getting the (lowers to open sufficiently 
without giving more heat than is desirable for 
the later blooms. Nothing leas than 10 degi. 
will get tho blooms in a suitable coudituu. 
They will not expand even with that amount of 
warmth, but will remain in a half-opened state 
nntil they fall. It is fortunate for tho grower 
that the public are willing to accept them in 
that condition. For packing I use boxes 
15 inches long, 12 inches wide, and 3 inches 
deep In the bottom of the box I place a 
thin layer of fine clean Moss or paper shavings; 
on this I place a sheet of damp nowspaper, and 
on this a layer of Rose blooms. With 
each flower I take enough of the shoot to 
secure two leaves, which are carefully wrapped 
round the bloom and placed close to tho 
one that preoeded it. The secret of packing the 
flowers is to place them close together, so that 
they do not move in transit. If the flowers get 
moved from their bed they rub together, and 
the edges of the petals get disfigured. When 
one layer of bloom is placed in the box, another 
sheet of damp paper is laid evenly upon them, 
and then another layer of flowers is placed close 
together on the damp paper, as in the bottom. 
Two rows of blooms are quite as many as it is 
safe to send in one box. In every case a sheet 
of damp paper is placed next the flowers, and if 
there is any vacant space afterwards I fill it up 

with soft paper. When I have a quantity of 
blooms I tie two or more boxes together. In 
cold weather I take care to wrap each box 
separately in thick brown paper to exclude tho 
air. Flowers sent so early in the year, and such 
a long distance, would be comparatively worth¬ 

less if indifferently packed. 0. 

3813.—Dwarf Roses—With so much 

■pace to devote to Roses you ought^to make a 
wide choice, so a» to include son/e o! aW tho 

classes that are adaptud!to that fon^LOJ 4e9» Mi 
To go near tho south wall the Tea-scented varie¬ 

ties will do admirably. From this section you 
may choose Anna Olivier, Camoens, Comtesso 
de Nudaillac, Etoilo do Lyon, Grace Darling, 
Hon. Edith Gifford, Innoaente Firola, I-ady 
Mary FitzWilliams, Mme. Charles, Mine. 
Hoste, Mme. Lambard, I’erle des Jardins, 
Princess of Wales, Safrano, The Bride, anil 
Viscountess Folkestone. These can bo had in 
pots and planted at once. To plant near the 
east wall the choice is equally as large, and I 
think this aspect can ho ni .de as interesting as 
any, if not more so. All tho following are per¬ 
fectly hardy, and will live for some years with¬ 
out attention, and many of them arc Hweet.- 
scented, and if allowed to grow their way will, 
in a few years, form low, spreading bushes 
capable of producing hundreds uf flowers. Early 
Yellow Roses may be hail from a group of 
Austrian Briers, which includes two varieties 
with single flowers aud two with doutile ones. 
The Scotch Roses are also very interesting ; tho 
principal colours amongst theso are yellow, 
white, pink, aod crimson. The Cabbage Rose 
you will, of coarse, find room for, if it. is only 
for its delightful fragraui o. Then thcro are the 
striped Rosos, such os York and Lancaster, 
Village Maid, and Rosa Mundi, all of which are 
highly attractive when in flower. Moss Rosea 
will be indispensable in such a case as yours, 
and although there are so many beautiful and 
newer varieties, the common pink variety and 
tho White Provence must not lie excluded. The 
west aspect you may devote to such of the 
Hybrid Perpetuals aa you may care to grow, 
and for the north I do «t>t think you can do 
better than make a varied selection, choosing 
the hardiest from the different sections. The 
Bourbons would no doubt thrive in such a posi¬ 
tion, especially such hardy ones as Acidalie, 
Sir J. Paxton, Queen of Bedders, and Souvenir 
de la Malmaison. The following Hybrid forms 
are known to be very hardy : Breniius, Charles 
Lawson, Coupe d’H«5bi<, Paul Vcrdier, and 

Paul Ricaut.—J. C. C. 

- “Dorset” will find tho following all 

suitable for walls : Cheshunt Hybrid, Gloire do 
Dijon, Kaiserin Frederich, and Bouquet d’Or 
for north walls. Reve d’Or, Honriette de Beau- 
veau, Mme. IWrard, the White and Yellow 
Banksians, and Marshal Niel for south walls. 
Gloire de Dijon, Reine Mario Honriette, 
Duchesao d’Aucratiwlt, and Mme. de Tartas for 
east walla. And Belle Lyonnaiae, Marie Van 

Houtte, Tour Bertrand, Caroline Kuster, 
Ophirie, and Fortune’s Yellow for west walla.— 

P. U. 

3821. — Rosea for cut-flowers. — 
Decidedly the best time to cut these, or almost 
any kind of flowers, and especially in such warm 
and dry weather aa we have experienced lately, 

is the early morning, between 5 and G a.m., 
when they are fresh trom the coolness and dews 
of the night. Always cut thorn in the bud state, 
as they will expand considerably after being 
placed in water. But iu any case I do not think 
this class of Rose ever stands so well when 
grown in the open air as under glass.—B. C. R. 

Yes ; it is because “Dorset ” gathers his 
Ji^ff Roses too late in the day that-iOAnse* 

[tjlem to droop and lose colour so quickly/ 4fhc 

earlier in the morning flowers are cut the better 
they keep. All market growers recognise this, 
and either cut late at night, inserting them in 

water at once, or else do the same for a short 
time very early in tho morning and before 
despatch. If they are cut early the colour will 
not fade, nor will they droop nearly so quickly, 
etqiecially if they arc placed iu water immedi¬ 

ately.—P. U. 
_ You are notalore in your trouble this 

season, as 1 have had several complaints of the 
some tiling happening to other flowers besides 
Roses. The long drought aud tho excessively 
high temperature that 1ms prevailed is the 
cause of the flowers fading so quickly. Every¬ 
thing has been brought ou with such a rush, 
owing to the heat, that no kind of flowers appears 
to possess any staying powers this season. W ith 
a decline in the temperature and more moistuie 
in the ground this sort of thing will l ight itself 
again. Meanwhile, out your Roses by 8 a in., 
aud take a flower from a plant that is dry at tho 

root.—J. C. C. 
_ Tell o'clock in Ihn morning U rather late lor outline 

Roses i( you want the flowers to last. Cut them about 
»i<. or oven earlier, and o»toh the budo Iu the act ol 

expanding.— K II. 

3819 — Ants andgreon fly on Roses.— 
I do not believe the ants cat the Rosea in auy 
way. What they are after is the “ honey-dew,' 

or sweet excrement from the green-llios. limy 
may also be seen sometimes carrying off a largo 

fly, and it has been said they actually keep them 
in captivity, and allow them to breed for food. 

But what can the adult fly live on in the ant s 
nest ? When tho fly has punctured a Robc- 

bud, and caused it to exude the sweet, yellow- 
coloured juice we sometimes notice, I can quite 
imagine an ant eating into aud feeding upon this 
gummy substance. Get rid of the green-fly, and 

the ants will cease to trouble you.—I. U. 

3808.—Roses under trees —The number 

of plants that will do well under largo trees is 
very limited, and Roses should not be included. 
Tho old-fashioned hardy summer-blooming 

Roses, together with tho different varieties of 
Provence, York and Lancaster, and others of 
equal hardiness, will grow wherever the soil is 
good and they get a reasonable amount of light. 
But under trees better bo satisfied with Ivice, 
Periwinkles, Aucubas, Hollies, bulbs, and Prim¬ 

roses.—E. H. 
_r do not think any Roje will do well under strong¬ 

growing trees. Kven II your soil is good the roots ol tho 
trees will lie certain to appropriate the greater pvt ol be 
nourishment. Strong-growing Roses, such as Kme d "r 

Dundee Rambler, .to., would have the best chance, hot 1 
cannot advise your planting any Roses iu such an un¬ 

favourable situation.—P. V. 
-The hybrid Bourbon and Provence Roses (including 

the old Cabbage Rose), also t he striped Provence or i ork 
and Lancaster " varieties, the Boursault section, and the 
varieties of R. rugosa will be found to thrive in tocha 

position better than any others, and In good soil do 

well.—B. O. It. 

3830.-Climbing Boses for a north 
wall.—If your wall does not, exceed 10 feet m 
height you may select the following, which will 
give you a nice variety : Sir Joseph Paxton 

(rose), FclicitiS Perpetuce (white), Climbing 
Victdrcl IVerdior (crimson), and gracilis (roBy- 
...i> wor tho west- wall mv selection would be 

Wiliiktn AU“o ®hMaB<mJRevo d’Or, L’Ideal, 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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and Waltham Climber No. 1. 1 do not think 
the shade of a high wall 20 yards distant will 
do the Roses any harm. I notice you have 
Another inquiry about the Cloth of Gold Rose. 

Why not try it on the west wall in place of one 
of the others ?—J. C. C. 

-*' Dorset" has already asked this query, and ha9 
been replied to under the heading o( “ Dwarf It ones," 3S13. 
The same varieties will do in the position stated in either 
query.—P. U. 

3812.—Manetti stock for Roses.—The 
Manetti is one of the most common and also the 

most useful stock for dwarf Hybrid Perpetual 
Roses. It is not suitable for the generality of 
the Teas and Noisettes, nor for a few of the 
Hybrid Perpetuals. Any nurseryman advertis¬ 
ing Roses in this paper could supply you with a 

few stocks ; but it is too late to plant for this 
season’s budding. You must plant in February 
or March next, and bud during the following 
July or August.—P. U. 

3810. — Roses with Ivy. — It quite 
depends on the management. If you keep the 
Ivy cut away so as to allow the Rose growth to 
have a fair portion of the wall space, the two flants do very well together. Three years ago 

planted the gable end of a high building with 
Roses and Ivy, and the effect is very pleasing, 
but each plant has a separate space of about 
2 feet. During the summer the young growth 

of the Ivy mingles with that of the Rose, but it 
is out away early in the autumn so as to allow 
the growth of the Rosos to get hardened. For 

an east aspect Gloire do Dijon and the Red 
Gloire are the best Rises.—J. C. C. 

-The Rises would not stand much chance 
against the Ivy, and there is not much reason 
for thus planting them together. Even the 

Clematis Jackmaui does not do very woll when 
thus planted. You might plant a Rose—say, 
Gloire de Dijon—against the Ivy, but not for 
shoots to intermingle, and you would get the 

contrast in colour of the flowers and deep- 
green leafage. I have seen the “ Gloiro " thus 
placed, and the effeot was vory good of its 
flowers against the Ivy, a few of the flower- 
laden shoots hanging over the Ivy stems. The 

soil for tho Rose must bo of a good loamy cha¬ 
racter, fairly rich, and if the border is dry give 
plenty of water during the summer months. 

The best month to plant Roses is November, 
and got a good spocimen to grow away vigorously 

from the commencement.—C. T. 

-No, I do not advise your planting Roses with Ivy, lor 
the same reason as I have already given against planting 
them under trees. Tho Ivy Is very rapacious, and would 
certainly not give your Roses a fair chance.— P. U. 

-Gloiro de Dijon Is the best Rose to plant to grow 
along with Ivy. Knoourage It to make long shoots every 
v»ar by pruning rather hard baok directly tho llret crop ol 
ll iwcrs are over. The Ivy must bo kept In oloso to the 
wall by removing all superfluous shoots from the face of 
the leaves of the Ivy.—3. P. 

3825—Marechal Niel Rose —You arc to 
bo congratulated on your success with this Rose 
in a window, as not many succeed with it when 
grown in that way. You do not say what size 

pot the plant occupies. If it is in one anything 
loss than 8 inches in diameter, I should say it 
wants a larger one, and the sooner it has it now 

the better. You had bettor not prune it until 
the end of Novomber. Meantime give water 
liberally, only not to the extent of keeping the 
soil constantly wet, and if you can substitute 

guano-water, or some other stimulating liquid, 
for clear water, tho growth would bo stronger. 
-J. C. C. 

-Cut your plant back after it has finished blooming. 
In fact, out it book to a healthy break from near the base. 
Mulch with a little good soil, and water freely, adding a 
hello weak liquid-manure at each alternate watering after 
yiur plant has commenced to grow again freely.—P. U. 

8311.—Rose Oloth of Gold.—Yes. this grand old 
Rose will do better as a dwarf on iho seedling or cutting 
llrlar-atook than In any other form. Give It a sheltered 
pxition and the support of a stout stake, and you will 
succeed almost as well as if on a south wall.—P. U. 

3680.—Tap water.—I have never known 
any injurious effect to ensue from using water 

from tho woterworks. Thousands of the fine 

plants brought into Covent Garden-market are 
grown in this way. In some market-gardens 
the plants—many of them of a tender nature- 
are almost daily sprinkled with water from the 

waterworks. I know of places whore-op other . 
kind is used, and yet growth is all rfhat oan. bo 1 
desired.-j. c. u. Digmzecrby VjVJV JS 

QARDHN WORK.* 

Conservatory. 
Cuttlngsol the young shoots of Aloysls citrlodora (Sweet 

Verbena) will strike now In a warm, oloee place. This, 
though a popular plant on account of Its fragrant foliage, 
does not possess much deoorative value Indoors. I preler 
It against a warm wall in the open air. I once had it 
planted against the front wall of a forolng-house, where it 
made very luxurious growth, which flowered profusely, 
and was much admired. II there is likely to be any 
eoarclty In useful plants to fill up the conservatory during 
summer a few of the best things among bedding plaots 
may be shifted on. Oannss, Blus Geums, •‘Geraniums,’ 
of various kinds, Phlox Drummondl, Ac., when well 
grown come In useful for stopping a gap. Rut with good 
collections of Tuberous Begonias and some of the best 
single and double Zonals, with a few Lilies and single 
specimens of euoh things as Plumbago capcnsls, Blue and 
White Kalosanthes in variety, and ths large specimens 
whloh oan be spared from the stove and the fernery, there 
will be no difficulty in keeping the house attractive. 
Good-slsed bushes of Hydraugeas are very useful, and 
large masses of Agspsnthusumbsllatus are charming when 
In flower eleher for the conservatory or to stand out on 
the lawn. Roses in pots which have ceased to be efleotlve 
may be placed outside now. If the pots are plunged they 
will not require so much water, and the plants will do 
better. The Pelargoniums ol the old show and fanoy 
types have not lasted so long this season In oonsequonoe 
ol the hot weather. As the plants go out of bloom plaoe 
them outside to oomplete the ripening, preparatory to 
outting them down. Hard-wooded plants muBt have free 
ventilation night and day. In commencing night ventila¬ 
tion the opening moves should always be moderate. Just a 
little air being left on along the top of the house, these 
openings to be gradually Increased till the plants will bear 
all tbc ventilation possible night and day. The plants 
will revel In the cooler air at night, and wnen freely 

posed to It there i« less dangsr to lie apprehended from 
mildew or insect pests. No specimen plant should be 
watsred without Its oonditlon being llret ascertained by a 
rap with the knuckles on the side of the pot. There Is 
no other test so reliable. Hasty haphazard watering Is 
accountable for the deaths of a good many plants. There 
Is not likely to he any demand for artlfloial heat before the 
autumn, and If the time oan be spared the furnace, boiler, 
flues, stoke-holes, Ao., Bhould be carefully oleared out. 
Toe water may be run out of the apparatus, and may be 
tilled in again with fresh, soft water, where it oan be 
obtained. Climbers are growing freely, and the necessary 
attention to regulate the growth must be given. Young 
stock coming on for winter blooming must have their 
want! attended to In the pits and frames. It will be better 
to discontinue syringing, unless ths water is quite pure 
and free from lime. Foroed A sales* which hsvs completed 
growth may be in oold frames where the ventilation Is 
very free. 

Stove- 
Seedling Oloxlnias and Hybrid Stephanotls may be 

bloomed as yearlings if well grown, but they must he 
pricked oil *9 soon as Urge enough to handle, and must 
sillier no cheok from lack of warmth and moisture. When 
coming Into bloom move to a cooler house. Both these 
classes of plants may be used in the conservatory In 
summer, and will provo an important addition to that 
house If grouped at the warm end where a thin shade can 
he U9ed. Summer flowers In tho stove are usually fairly 
plentiful. Grand cITects are produoed bv the Allamandas, 
Dipladenlas, Bougainvilleas, dtophanotle, and Oleroden 
drons. Ixoras are not muoh grown by indifferent oultl 
vators. To do them well they require more heat than Is 
available In the ordinary cool stove, and unless well 
managed they get smothered with brown scale and become 
a nuisance. Ifoyas. including H. bella, are charming 
summer-flowering stove-plants. The last-named I* a 
beautiful basket-plant. It requires good flhry peat, that 
will not get olose and sour. Ruasellla Yuooa is a very 
useful summer-blooming plant; does well in good-slaed 
baskets; style of growth Is very light and graceful. 
Vincas are exceedingly useful for summer blooming 
When well grown they are useful to the exhibitor, and 
with oare the same epeolmen may be made available for 
several sucoeseive shows—in foot, these large specimens 
would hardly pay for their keep unless they oould be kept 
In condition to he trotted out to several shows. 

Pits and Frames. 
To a large extent the bedding-plants are outside, and 

the pits and frames will he filled up as quickly as possible 
In some useful manner. Several pits may bo required 
shortly for bringing on young stock of I’oinsettlat, 
Euphorbias, Justiclas, Begonias, and other winter-blooming 
stove-plants. Houvardiar, again, will require room to 
grow on steadily. Cinerarias, Cyclamens, and Primulas 
will do better in cold frames, where the plants will be 
near the glass. Then several plants oan bo tilled with 
Cucumbers, Melons, Capsicums, and possibly Tomatoes. 
The larger frames should he used for Tomatoes. 

Fern-house. 

Ferns are amongst the esslest plants to oultlvate. 
thin shade when the sun shines, abundanoe of moisture In 
the atmosphere, and just ventilation enough to keep the 
atmosphere buoyant-under euoh conditions the plants (row freely, and the fronds will get hard enough to use 
or cutting for bouquets and vases. Spores can be sown 

anv time. When fully developed fertile fronds oan be 
obtained, It Is a very easy matter to work up a collection 
of large specimens of the usual kinds grown. Start with 
healthy, vigorous plants, and shift on as fast as the roots 
work through the soli. A healthy plant will take two or 
three shifts In a season. 

Orchard-house. 

It will be a great drawback If the supply of soft water 
gives out, and the syringe or engloe baa to bo laid on one 
side, In consequence. Hard water must be exposed before 
use. Free ventilation is vary Important, especially early In 
I he morning, though I always And Itadvlsabletoahutatfour 

cold or northern districts the operations referred 
•Garden Work" may be done from ten dayi to 
t later than is here indicated with 

o'clook In the afternoon, and damp down or syringe, giving 
a little air on mild nights to oause olroulatlon about 3 p.m. 
Do net crowd the pots ; better take a tree or two outside 
to make room. Keep the young growth thin, but do not 
be In a hurry to stop the growth of Peaches. 

Mushrooms for summer. 

Make the beds now on the north side of a wall or 
building. It la not unlikely that manure whloh has been 
much exposed may be too dry. I would in a season like 
the present rather have the manure fresh from the stable ; 
only the very longest ol the straw to be taken out, and about 
one fourth ol good loamy soil added to the manure, the 
wnole to be well blended, and the bods made up at once. 
The soil will absorb the ammonia, and prevent overheating 
spawn. As soon 09 the heat rises soil at onoe, as the beds 
are not likely to get too hot. Cover with long litter to 
keep the beds from drying too much, and in six or seven 
weeks there should be plenty ol Mushrooms. 

Window Gardening, 

Get all window-boxes tilled now. Do not have things 
too olose and prim. Let the growth have liberty to flow 
over the front* of the boxes, and if a few orcepers are 
planted in the ends of the boxee to be trained round the 
window tho effeot will be enhanced. Oobwa ecaudens is a 
very rapid grower, and If well watered will thrive in a box. 
Large vases or pots tilled with “ Geraniums,’' Veronicas, 
Ac., and placed about the forecourt will be bright and 
pleasant furniture. Indoora a few well-grown plants will 
give more eatisfaotion than a larger number of untidy 
specimens. Plaoe Myrtles outside to ripen growth. 
Oleanders and Oranges may stand In a sheltered plaoe in 
the open air end of the month. 

Outdoor Garden. 

Where the hardy annuals have oome up well thin the 
amaller-growing kinds to 4 Inches, and the large, spreading 
things to 0 inches. Do It after a shower, or else give a 
goon watering, and as soon as the water has settled Into 
the land draw up the surplus plants. Annuals may be 
sowo for late blooming. The ohanoee are that when the 
ohange oouiee in the weather there will be a period of 
dampness, and then lost time may be made up, Tne land 
has hal a good roasting, and with frequent showers the 
growth will be rapid. Give liquid-manure to Roses, 
Hollyhocks, Phloxes, and otner strong-rooting plant*. 
Uoilyhooks must be well nourisbed, or the Fungus will 
probably appear on the foliage, and the effectiveness of 
the plants destroyed. Waeh Rosos frequently; If 
Byringed frequently with olean water insects will 
not give much trouble. But when eyrlngiog Is 
ueglected and green-fly makes Its appearance, some¬ 
thing stronger tnan water must be used. Water used 
frequently will keep plants olean, hut will not kill Insects 
when tne plauts are badly infeeted. Place stakes to 
Carnations and all other hardy plants In good time. Thin 
out snoots of Pnloxes where too crowded. The early 
flowering hardy bulbs have had a good ripening this 
season. Hyacinths, early-flowering Tulips, and Crocus 
may bo lilted If required to make roum for nodding plants. 
Get on with ths bedding out now. 1 like to plsnt Just 
before ram If possible, the ground works so oleanly when 
the eurfaoe Is dry. Large masses of Salvia patens, with a 
broad margin of silver-leaved “Geraniums," with the 
flowers picked off, are alwayeau.ruoi.lve. Thore are many 
ways ol using tms Blue Salvia all more or lea* pretty and 
effective. 1 have the Salvias planted thinly, and the beds 
tilled in with email plants of tne Uolden-loaved Abutilon. 
Among Scarlet ” Geraniums" for masses there Is nothlog 
superior to West Brighton Gem. 

Fruit Garden. 

Strawberries will bear a good deal of liquid support now. 
It Is a good plan to take tho runners for forulng from 
plant* wnioh are not allowed to bear fruit. Those who 
cun grow British Queen well will never give It up, but Sir 
Joseph Paxtou is so reliable either as a forcer or in beds In 
the open air that all of us oling to it yet. Foroed plants 
of Vloomtesse de Thury planted out now, and wellwatered, 
will bear another orop in tne autumn. I have had Keen's 
Seedling do this, but not to the same extent. If not 
already done the covers may be taken from the Peach 
walls. Tne probabilities are they have not been used very 
lately, but they will not be required now. It la a mistake, 
I tnlok, to leave more Peaches thau are wanted for ths 
orop after this date, and Aprloote are often permitted to 
oarry their surplus fruits too long. Melons where well 
nourished have had a eplendld time, and where the 
ventilation has been right the leaves are hard and robust, 
and in a oondltion to resist the attacks Of red-spider. In 
setting Melons, wait till there are four or five young fruits 
about to expand their bloatoms nearly on the same day, oo 
that all oan he fertilised nearly together. If one fruit gets 
a decided lead it frequently robe the others. Tn* young 
fruits or plants In a hardy and robust condition generally 
set better than when the plaots have been grown in rather 
light rloh soil, and perhaps insufficiently ventilated. 
Melons in pots or tubs must be well nourished 1 have 
seen good fruit on plants in large pots, the latter being 
either plunged or surrounded with old turf mixed with a 
little soot and bone-meal, both of whiuli are suitable 
stimulants for Melons. Peaches under glass which have 
finished stoning will hear a little more neat for two or 
three weeks, and alio more liquid-manure. Vine-borders 
both inside and outside, If well drained, may require a 
good deal of water. 

Vegetable Garden. 

It will be dlllloult until there oomes a change In the 
weather to keep up a euooesslon of Peas. Tne early varie¬ 
ties are rushed ou Into bloom before they reaobed their 
full growth, and tho later sowings will not germinate 
without moisture, and the moisture must bo a constant 
quantity, and not by lice and starts. Inexperienced people 
always fall m watering. They never seem to realise the 
actual necessities of the case, and even men who have 
worked In gardens for yoars, and who ought to know 
better, will not grasp tho situation aright. Watering is 
heavy work, and Hue fact may eerve to aooouut for any 
shortcoming. Tender plsnte euoh as Tomatoes, Vegetable 
Marrows, and Kidgo Cucumbers whloh have beeu well 
hardened by exposure may lie planted out. Vegetable 
Marrqvrn twe iet> cinder, but It will be easy to oover them 
for a night or two by Inserting a large flower pot over 

it|h|efn'. Qipid| Krown ,,ow wlu‘0Ut 
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THB OOMINQ WBHK'B WORK. INDOOR PLANTS, 

Extract* from a garden diary from May 27th - 

During this week everything will be Bubservient to the STOVE DRAC.'ENAS. 
bedding out In order to get the work done. When the . .. . __j nc rw- 
work drugs on for weeks it becomes tiresome, end the see. AMONO the stove Bpecies and varieties Ol Lint 
son is then so muoh shortened. I do allttle carpet bedding Ciena are to be lonnd Borne of the most beautitul 
which usually follows In the beds now oooupted by late an<l distinct variegated plants in cultivation, 

rsaS «»«■? 
enough for suoh things as Ooleuses, and Alternsntheras, their foliage and the elegance ol their habit , 
and as these will be planted thlok enough to be eUiotlve they are adapted for the warm conservatory or 
at once the beds will oome on altogether. Top-dressed the Kreenhouse in the summer, or the numerous 
Melons with rather heavy loam, pressing it down firmly, , 8 . « l: i ,i, n., 
and pegging out the shoots In the right direction to fill decorative purposes in rooms for Which plants 
the frames. Leading shoots will bo Btopped when within are now so extensively used. I he narrow- 
0 inohes of the sides of the frame, and the laterals plnohed leaved kinds are the most elegant, but some of 
one or two leaves beyond the fruit. I always endeavour __ _•_ j ,,„,i ,,ro 
to set as many fruits as will form a crop for each plant as thoso niassivc, broad-lcavcd foliage are 
near about the same time ns possible so that all may start very effective when associated with rerns or 
swelling togethor. if one fruit gets a long lead the other dowering plants, and in these ways can be em- 
will not follow. Dave liquid manure to early Melons n|__„u .u„ i.,.. advantage All the warmer 
swelling off In a general way I think four or five fruits P10J. “ . Deat . „n«l arn 
are enough on eaah plant, though tide, of course, will section will bear a stove temperature and ar 
depend upon how much space the plants are permitted to free growers, but do not progress so fast as to bo 
oover. I think Melons might with advantage be permitted 0f a weedv character. They are easily propa- 
to strike and fill a larger space, and then a large number ... ."V , . . _ , , ,, t Kr*»b nnt nidc- 
of fruits may lie left. I certainly think a summer Melon gat«d, but not being planta that break o"1 
plant should have more room for development. The more shoots, they do not ailord material to maito 
growth the more vigour. Drew more earth up to second stock so quickly as many things do. They 

stout underground stem, thick and blunt at the 
extremity, which oxtends downwards, soon 
reaching the bottoms of the pots. If 2 inches 

/ . ‘ or 3 inches of these stems are out off, and put 

/ J r~->' ' point upwards in small pots, they will soon push 
,- / / /v'>/irf growth, and, forming leaves, make plants simi- 

r J lar in evory way to such as arc the result of 
/■ r 'Ll w striking the tops of the plants. The latter, if 

j -• /«& / taken off with four or five leaves, root in a warm, 

y. r $i‘ -jKrS 'jr close atmosphere in a few weeks, but tho most 
/' / . expeditious mode of increasing Dracnmas is to 

muloh and mob turc. Transplanted Lettuces will soon 
bolt. It is best to sow in drills thinly, snd thin out to 
from 8 inches to 12 Inches. Lettuoe seeds are oheap 
enough even If It Is necessary to sacrifice a few young 
plants. Good ltadishes can only be obtained now by 
sowing in a shady position, and keep the lied well watered 
from the time the seeds are sown. I have found it an 
advantage to make the poaition rich with old leaf-mould 
and potdng-soil to fill the ground full of humus to Insure 
quick growth. In a dry sandy spot salad plants will do no 
good now. In planting out Celery or anything else now 
shading will pav. Branches out from trees, and either 
laid over the plants or thrust in the ground will he useful. 

E. llOBUAY. 

still remains while I pen theec lines, well-hardened bedding 
plants may be safely put out In falrly-sheltored gardens at 
aoy time. It is best to begin with the hardier descriptions, 
such as the little Golden feather Pyrethrum (really a 
hardy plant). Verbenas, Lobelias, Petunias (these, too, are 
exceedingly hardy, if grown “ cool ” throughout), sturdy 
••Geraniums," Ao., leaving the more tender Begonias, 
Heliotropes, Dahlias, Ao., until June 1s woll in ; and Coleus, 
Alternsntheras, Ac., until last. Shrubby Calceolarias 
oairbt to havo been planted weeks ago, and be now grow¬ 
ing freely. The watering Is the principal difficulty Just 
now, nnd newly-planted stulf must ho kept moist at least 
until the plants have rooted out, and beoome established, 
but If a mulch of Coooa-nut-flbre, spent Hops, or tho 
like. Is given immediately after a thorough soaking, no 

Dracamn Goldieana. (See page 174.) 

more will lie required for a long tlmo. It is also worth 
while to remember that thougn a Utile more expensive, earns turned out of small pots beoome established and 

•gin to mako a display much more quickly, as well 
as requirmg much less watering, than the “ oheap" 
bedding plants now so largely grown, and sold in boxes or 
trays. Pelargoniums of all kinds should be planted in poor 
sandy or loamy soil, os then they do not make too much 
growth, but bloom very profusely, and the same may be 
said of Single Petunias, and of Marguerites also to a 
certain extent; but Verbenas, Fuchsias, Begonias, Dahlias, 
Asters. and many more luxuriate In a soil well enriched 
with plenty of very old hot-bed manure, leaf-mould, or 
spent Hops, decajed turf, and so forth. In a fine scaeon 
uie Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums make a grand ted if planted 
moderately olose, and the growth pegged down, out not 
too stiffly, to the soil. A bed of a salmon or delicate rose- 
coloured variety, such as lime. Croutss, “dotted" over 
with dwarf purple or lavender Heliotropes, the pretty 
•• Blue •’ Marguerite, or even yellow Begonias or Calceo¬ 
larias has a very pretty effeot. The Chino or Annual 
Asters, Stocks, Zinnias, Phlox Drummondi, French and 
African Marigolds, and all similar plants should be planted 
out os soon os possible now, and must be kept moist at the 
root subsequently, though a mulch of fibre, short manure, 
or the like, Baves a lot of work in this way. Stocks are 
apt to flag badly after being transplanted, and must be 
shaded in some way from the soorchlng sun. Prepare 
beds for sub-tropical plant*, such as Gannas, ltlolnus, 
Nicotlanos, Maize, Ac., by digging them deeply and 
manuring well. Plant out Tomatoes on warm bqrdtrs, 
and keep them rather dry at ihe root at flrst/^ Seed,of 
Chinese Primulas must be ipvn at once, a.«i Plobaorjcil 
to flower next spring; seed of Carnations ma>udJll'be' 
•own, and the plants will flower next summer. 
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■mill-growing kind ; leaves 1 inch wide, dark, 
ctoudod green, shaded with bronzy-rod. South 
Sea Islands. D. Baptisti: One of the finest of 
all the species. The leaves are large, and the 
general habit of the plant handsome. Ground 
colour, a peculiar shade of rich, metallic-greon, 

edged with red, suffusod with white. South 
Sea Islands. D. Bausei: A distinct and hand¬ 
some variety of garden origin. It has stout, 
broad leaves, dark-bronze, edged with crimson ; 
the stalks highly coloured. D. Claudia : A fine 

decorative variety of small habit: leaves green, 
shaded on the edge with rosy-carmine. A most 
useful kind. D. Earl of Derby: Leaves long 
and broad, ground colour bright-green, broadly 
edged with crimson ; leaf-stalks highly coloured. 
South Sea Islands. D. Frascri: This sort has 
very stout, broad, short leaves; the ground 
colour is very dark, with rod variegation. A 
distinct and handsome kind. South Sea Islands. 

D. Frederici: A hybrid variety ; dark, bronzy- 
green leaves, edged and veined with crimson. 

D. Goldieana (figured on p. 173) is a most 
remarkable and distinct species ; the leaves are 
broad and pointed, greyish-green ground colour, 
banded across with broad irregular markiugs of 
whitish-grey alternating with dark-green. 
Tropical Africa. D. gracilis : A small-growing 

kind with slender narrow leaves. A useful 
decorative plant. D. Guilfoylei: Another very 
distinct and handsome kind ; ground colour 
light-groen, striped with white, pink, and red. 
South Sea Islands. D. Mrs. I>;aus<5: A stout 

short-leaved variety, grouud colour deep-green, 
margined with blight-crimson. D. Princess 

Margaret : Different in appearance from most 
others, medium in growth, midrib crimson, 
most ol the leaf-blade while, striped with pale- 
green suffused with pink. South Sea Inlands. 
D. pulfiherrima: A medium-growing kind, with 
narrow leaves ; very graceful in uppearauee; 

colour green, with red anil white markings. 
South Sea Islands. D Rex : A hybrid variety 
of distinct character; stout in habit; leives 
bronzy-green, streaked and edged with carmine- 
red. D. Shepherdi: Ono of the largest and 
strongest growers of the family ; the leaves 
are very long and broad, and of different shades 

of green, tiuged with bronzy-red. South Sea 
Islands. D. supnrba : A small-leaved hybrid 
variety ; leaves 12 inches long by 1 inch bioad, 
bronzy-green, edged with red. D. terminulis : 

One of the oldest, but still ono of tho very best 
for general decorative purposes, grown more 

than all others put together for market, as it 
will stand much hard usage. Leaves bronzy- 
green, edged and suffused with pale trans¬ 
parent red. East Indies. D terminalis alba : 
A form of the above with a good deal of white 
in tho leaf marking. B. 

ANTHURIUM SCHKRZERIANUM AND 

OTHER KINDS. 

Curious enough, last week I was aakod about A. 
crvstallinum lor flowering, and this week I am 
asked by “ C. H." about the variety maximum 
of the species named above. This is at once a 

magnificent and a telling plant, and I was the 
more struck with this plant a few days ago than I 
haveever been before, when I saw two plants each 
having about a dozsn spikes upon them. This 
variety is only a seedling variety of the original 
plant, which, when it first flowered in this country, 
produced a spathe about an inch across ; but it 
soon improved in sizo and in colour, until l should 
think for a few years it was never out of demand, 
and I have Bold an iminenso lot of it in every 
part of the three kingdoms, and I should imagine 
more money has been made by this plant than 
by almost any other ono now plant; but this is 
nothing to do with its culture. It is a membor 

of a very large family, some of which are mag¬ 
nificent when grown for ornamental loaves, 
others for tho beauty of their spathes, whilst 
the great majority of them have nothing about 
them to attract., and are, therefore, best left to 
the care of botanic gardens, or some such 

establishments, where individual beauty 
not so muoh studied and cared for. I have 

noticed a few kinds which aro remarkable 
for the beauty of their spathes, and I must 
hero call the attention of my readers to the 
fact that tho boauty of Anthurimns does not lie 

in their flowers, because in all casos theso are 
small and insignificant, but to tliB’^h’id colour^ 
ing of a more orrWte lfyg^jflesh4s pn e^h,,! " 
in most instances forms a sort of Sbwrog to tl 

spadix, on which the flowers aro congregated, 
and which are always hermaphrodite. This 
spathe, from its thick floshy texture and from 
being entirely free from any functional duties, 

last a long time in full beauty, and it is for tho 
beauty of these spathes that Anthuriuins are 
grown. They ore easily fertilised, and by this 
means some beautiful hybrid varieties have been 
obtained, a few of which I mention below— 

A. Andreanum.—A robust plant, producing 
fine large cordate, smooth loaves of a leathery 
texture, and of a rich-green colour. The flower- 

stalks are thrown up above the leaves, and it 
produies a large bullate spathe of brilliant scar¬ 

let, the spadix being white, eventually changing 
to a lemon-yellow tint. It is a native of tho 
mountains of South America. 

A. FERRlENsrs. —This is a garden variety 
raised between the last named plant and A. 
ornatum. It produces a large spathe of a bright 

red, but it is not bullate, and a white spadix. 
A. Londinensk.—This is another variety 

from Andreanum. It grows in the same way, 
and produces a very large spathe, bright rosy- 

carmine in colour. 
A. Reink dks Bkloks —This is a very free- 

flowering variety, with a largo spaths of a soft 

delicate rose. 
A. Lainoi.—This, one of the varieties which 

has run away from the coloured forms, and the 
spathe is large and of the purest white, produced 

well above the foliage. 
A. ornatum.—This is anothor pure-white 

spathed plant with the spadix of a violet hue, 
and the flowers upon it aro sweet-scented. It is 
an imported plant from Venezuela. 

A. Paruiis.t:.—This is a grand plant, a cross 
between A. Amlrcanum and A. ornatum, bearing 

a creamy-white spathe, which is sutiused with 
flesh colour, and the spadix a reddish salmon. 

A. Sciikuzerianum —This is a dwnrfcr plant 
than any of tho above, with long narrow leaves, 
which are leathery iu texture and rich deep- 
green. This, the typical plant, produces spathes 
which are thick and fleshy in texturo and ovato 
in shape, crimson-scarlet in colour, anil the 
spadix yellow. It produces a vast number of 

spathes and is exceedingly ornamental. It was 

introduced from Costa Rica, 
A. Si.'HERZKRIANUM Williams!, of the same 

habit of growth, but hearing spathes of a pure 
white, the spadix being yellow. This plant 
originated in English gardens, but I cannot tell 
how. It has been much neglected, but I see 
lately some forms with larger spathes are 

cropping up. 
A. Schbrzkuanum RoTiisouiLDlANUM, raised 

between the two last named plants, and par¬ 
taking of the character of both having the front 
of the spathe creamy-white, mottled and 
freckled with red, and the back part is wholly 

red. 
A. SciIER/.ERIANUM ATRO-SANOUINEUM is a 

fine coloured variety, having a spathe of an 
intense crimson, making it a plant of a distinct 

and attractive character. 
A. Soiierzkrianum maximum.—This isagrand 

form introduced to notice by Mr. Wm. Bull, of 
Chelsea ; it produces enormousspathes measuring 
some 8 inches or 9 inches in length, and about 
4 inches across, of a rich-deep scarlet. Now I 

think my friend, “ C. N.,” will find enough 
kinds enumerated above, but if he makes up his 

mind to devote all his spaco entirely to the 
cultivation of Anthuriums he will soon learn the 
names of a lot more. They are plants that 
enjoy a great deal of hoat during tho growing 
season, accompanied by a lot of water to the 
roots and a moist atmosphere, so let the pots be 
well drained in order to carry tho water away 

quickly. For soil use good fibrous peat and 
turfy loam made sandy, which should be pressed 
down firmly. During tho winter months the 
temperature must be considerably lower, but 
they will do beat if the glass is not allowed to 

fall lower than CO dogs., and, of courso, less 
water must be used in the winter than the 

summer. __ J- J- 

3823.—Ferns and Palms for a conser¬ 
vatory.—There is a good selection of Ferns to 

select from, and you may include the following 
with every prospect of succeeding well in such 

a structure : l’teris serrnlata and any of its 
meny varieties, vigorous plants that will succeed 
~ ell in small houses ; P. tremula, not forgetting 

very charming variety named variegnU, 

jh is distinctly marked with t i|fwybviCn>! 

P. erotica, a very sturdy Fern, and its variety 
albo-lineata ; P. c. nobilis, which haH its fronds 
distinctly crested ; Adiantum cuneatum, some 
of the finer varieties of the hardy Fern, Shield 
Fern (Polystichum), Male Fern (Lostrea), forms 
of Hart’s-tongue, Onychium japonicum, Asple- 

niums, and I may mention l’teris Mayi, a crested 

form of the variety albo-lineatum, and a very 
distinct kind. All the above-mentioned Ferns 

thrive well under ordinary conditions, and will 
make a good commencement for your collection. 
A few good Palms are Rhapis flabelliformis, 
Chamaerops humilis, Corypha australis, Latania 
borbonica, and Areca lutescens, which you may 
commence with. They are not troublesome to 
grow, and small plants are not expensive. 

Give the plants as much shade as possible, as 
the house is so exposed to the sun, and abun¬ 
dance of water, which may be lessened in the 
winter, as thon the soil requires to be kept 
drier. Another point of importance is to keep 
the leaves sponged occasionally to remove dust, 
as plants, when in houses near the dwelling- 

house, often got much coated with dust.— 

C. T. 

3837. — Unhealthy Orange-trees. — 
Orange-trees, like other fruit-bearing trees, are 

frequently injured by overcropping, and some¬ 
thing of this sort seems to have been done in the 
present case. Allowing one tree, probably a 
small one, to bear 100 Oranges is not wise as 
regards tho future. But it may be fairly assumed 
that when the leaves of an Orange-tree fall oil 
that there has been some irregularity with the 

roots, either in supplying water or the drainago 
is stopped up, and the soil has, in consequence, 
become sour. It will bo best to oxamine the 
condition of the roots. S imething is wrong 

there.—E. H. 

- It is very dilli uilt to answer questions 
when no information is given as to the treatment 

of the trees, or where ihey are growing. They 
must have received a check in some sort of way, 
either by exposure to tho drying winds, or too 
much or too little water at the roots. Orange- 
trees are not at all difficult to manage, either as 
greenhouse plants or grown in a forcing-house ; 

but tho pots or tubs iu which tho plants are 
growing should bo well drained, and water 
must be applied with discretion, and it should 
be as warm as tho temperature of the house.— 

J. D. E. 

-Evidently the roots have from some cause, over- 
watering proosbl.v, to-come unhealthy. l’owlhly the 
drainage has become clogged, and the soil has thus been 

rendered sodden and sour. If this is seen to at once, and 
the plants are very carefully watered and attended to In 
other wavs they may pull round, but In all probability 
they will suocumh. They appear to have been over¬ 

cropped also.—B. C. U. 

3832.—A lean to greenhouse.—Toma¬ 
toes will not do much good in a north house. 
The plants would grow, but the crop must be a 
poor one, and if tho end of the summer happened 
to be cold the fruit might notripen. The treat¬ 
ment of Tomatoes is Bimple enough, and may be 
summed up in the words—Keep tho growth thin ; 
and this would bo doubly necessary in a house 
with a bad aspect. Details of treatment for 
Tomatoes are frequently given in Gardening, 

and regular readers may always find solutions to 
their little difficulties in the back numbers.— 

E. H. 

- I am afraid that you will not achieve 

much success with tho Tomatoes in such a posi¬ 
tion as that described. A plant-house right in 
the shade, as described by you, will not grow 
Tomatoes, which require a large share of sun. 
If you have a sunny wall it would be better to 

plant them there. I havo got a very good crop 
of Tomatoes from quite a small garden when the 
plants have been against a wall with the sun 
upon it tho best part of the day, aud the soil 

fairly good ; but sunshine is essential.—C. T. 

- I cannot hold out any hope of Tomatoes 

doing much good in a place like this. They 
delight in, and, indeed, positively require, 
plenty of light, air, anil sunshine, and in a dark 

or shady house run almost entirely to growth, 
and produce little or no fruit. Cucumbers would 
bo much more likely to succeed in such a house, 

if kept close, warm, and moist. But decidedly 
the best kind of occupants for a structure 

situated as this one is would bo Ferns, Palms, 

(Deacieaas.nand other foliage plants, with a 
Lapageria hr some Fuchsias in the way of 

AT 
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OUTDOOR PLANTS. vie* with the flower centres of Holland for In- 

tereet and beauty. It is a veritable farm, about 
thirty acres covered with bulbs and placed on 
the outskirts of the picturesque common of 
Ham, which may be seen from the famous ter¬ 

race at Richmond. Mr. Walker, who owns 
this farm, simply grows the bulb for the sake of 
its flowers, which, through the beat conditions of 
oulture being afforded, are twice the size of those 

in ordinary gardens. They are skilfully farmed, 
the soil well manured and cultivated, and the 
bulbs for the most part lifted each year. It 
is a sweet picture on a sunny spring day to 

see the waving masses of glaucous leafage 
glistening in the sunlight, and the flowers danc¬ 
ing in the breeze. The foliage of tho Daffodil 

seems to reflect the sunlight; it is like a shim¬ 
mering sheen of silver, amongst which tho 
flowers appear in countless numbers. Note the 
various forms of leaf, some broad and robust, 
others liko Grass, swaying with the least breath 
of wind, whilst thore is a delightful expression 
in the flower. Tho Daffodil repays study. 

Florists have named about five hundred vario- 

3745.—Greenhouse plants from seed. 
—Almost the only winter-flowering subjects 

that can be raised from seed sown now are 
Chinese Primroses (Primula sinensis) single and 
double, and Cinerarias. Seed of both should be 

sown at once in well-drained pans (or boxes) of 
a light and porous mixture of loam, leaf-mould, 
Cocoa-nut-fibre and sand, covering the seed 
with a very little fibre only. P. obconica sown 

now and grown on briskly will bloom nicely 
next spring. Mignonette may be sown in pots 
in August for winter flowering. It is too late 
now to sow Cyclamens to bloom next winter.— 

B. C. R. 

3764.—Seedling Begonia - tubers.—I 
fear the tubers are all “dead as door nails," and --j —- — -- 
past recall. They were probably kept too believe, introduced to our gardens by Mr. W. 

moist in the early stages—the soil they are Thompson, of Ipswich, to whom we are indebted 
planted in ought to be almost dry until growth for so many handsome Composite plants. The 
has fairly commenced. Of course, the tubers illustration represents the natural size of the 
may not have been sound when received, though flower ; it is a rich golden-yellow in colour, the 
this is very unlikely, unless they got a touch of disc being spotted with crimson-brown. It is 
frost in transit. I lost more tubers last winter difficult to imagine any golden-tinted flowers 
than ever before, owing probably to their not more beautiful than those of tho different species 

having ripened properly m the autumn, and I 
have also found them to start more irregularly 
than usual this spring ; but there must bo some¬ 

thing moro than this to account for tho loss of 
an entire dozen.—B. C. R. 

3766. —Calceolarias from seed.—The 
Calceolaria is an easily grown plant, and seldom 
goes wrong if its simple requirements areattonded 

to. I had some this year which drooped and 
showed signs of dying, but I fancied the reason 
was an overdry atmosphere, caused by too much 
ventilation during tho drying east winds wo 
have lately had. I gave thonouso air only at 

the top in tho day-time, and was careful to damp 
up the house frequently. I lost two plants 
which were too far gone before I notioed them ; 
the others speedily recovered, and the drying 

winds not being allowed to blow directly upon 
the plants, they are again in great beauty. Too 
muon cold well water will also cause the plants 
to lose their lower leaves. Green-fly too is the 

desperate enemy of the Calceolaria, and must 
never be allowed to gain a foothold. A low 
temporature suits the plants hotter than a high 
one.—J. D. E. 

3707.—Carnations (Malmaison.&c.) — 
Striped Malmaison (Lady Middloton) and Mine. 
A. Warocquo can lie obtained from any of tho 
large florists. Mrs. Reynolds Hole, Germania, 
Mrs. Wier, &o., are much better out-of-doors, 

and if tho flower-spikes are drawn up 22 inches 
already, thoy are weak. Even now it would be 
better to place the plants out-of-doors until the 
flower-buds show colour ; but if the flowers are 
wanted early, placo tho plants with the flower- 

buds near the glass roof. Indeed, this may be 
better, as they might got a serious check if cold 
weather set in as soon as they wore put out.— 

J. D. E. 

3762.—Tuberous Begonias.—Tho plants 

will go out from the boxes right onough, 
especially if a little firm light sandy soil is used 
round the roots, to give them a start, and they 

are kept well watered until thoy become 
thoroughly established. But if the plants are 
now growing fast, and may become crowded if 
left as they are, it would be better to pot them 

off singly into 3-inch sizes, as it is seldom safe, 8lema are' inserted in a' crystal vase and their 
even in the southern parts o the country, to flower8 United with the rosy, purple, and 

plant these Begonias out-of-doors Wore the mao tints of autumnal Crocuses and Colchicums. 
second week in June. The others also had better 
be repotted if they are getting at all root-bound -. 

in the small pots they now occupy.—B. C. R. USEFUL DAFFODILS. 

2739—Acacia armata and Cytisua in T..f. Daffodil often meets with unpleasantexperi- 
pots.-As soon as the plants are done blooming ence# inan Engliah spring, cold, blustering winds, 
cut them back leaving 2 inches or 3 inches of o{ brilIfant 8u‘mm“r aun’ahille, and heavy 

the wood made the preceding season This troubling the fair flowers ; but, in the face 
keeps them dwarf and bushy, and induces the o{ luch obataclea it ha8 ma(lo great 8tridea in 

formation o strong growths. When the young popularity during recent years The outcome 
shoots are about an inch long shift mto the next £hia enthusiasm over its many forms is a re- 
sized pot, using good loam with a little leaf- markab,0 increaaa in the cultivators of the bulb- 

Coreopsis aristosa. 

ties, many, of course, differing morely in degree ; 
but yet there is a degree, and often most marked. 

Sometimes the chalice, cup, or corona, as the 
centre is variously called, is elongated into a 
robust, bold trumpet, or so reduced, as in the 
Poet’s Narcissus, that it is almost abortive. 

The petals exhibit the same difference in form, 
this variability of expression increasing the 
pleasure that the Daffodil fancier evinces in the 
many children of our wilding Lent Lily and the 

Poet's Narcissus. The bulbs are 

Planted in long beds, about five lines in each, 
the number depending upon the constitution of 

the variety, and the soil is raised a few inches 
above the level. This is done to protect them 
as much as possible from the influence of 
damp, the Daffodil under cultivation showing 
its dislike to such conditions by making miser¬ 

ably poor growth. It loves to dwell in the open 
field, in full exposure to every ray of sunlight 
that may dart upon the leafage and reflect its 
silvery tone, repaying tho grower with flowers 
of myns>r-kajble vigour, rude health written upon 

the massive segments. I’roduco of this character 

Drawings for “ Gardening.”—Readers will 
kindly remember that we are glad to get tgeaimefi* of 
beautiful or rare flowers and good fruiti andlvegetabtra 
for drawing. The drawin^eeo ir.eAt will or 
the beet manner, and will appear in due TSurseTn 
QiEDKsnia Illustrated. 

-market 
severe competition from 
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other land*. We hear much of the Scilly 
Iilands, the Mediterranean region, and other 
■pots in which flowers colour the landscape and 

provide delightful pictures for the artist, but 
few know of this English Daffodil farm, where 
acres of bulbs toss their flowers in the breeze, 
and the grassy growth bends gracefully as 

the tall Grass of rich meadow land. The 
land is very flat, and the whole prospect as one 
enters the gateway comes before the eye at 
once. It is strange that, although there are 
hundreds of kinds, about twelve only are con. 
sidered of value for the market, and for one of the 

finest of this select number, named Horsfieldi, 
we are indebted to a Lancashire weaver named 
Horsfield, and this fine flower, with a similar 
kind named Empress, that expands its 
flowers a few days later, are two of the 

most largely grown types at the present 
day. Many an earnest mind is at work 
amongst the flowers in the suburbs of great 
cities, and in the North of England the most 
ardent amateur florists are the mechanics who 
find recreation in their spare time by raising 

New forms of their special favourites. Em¬ 
press is, perhaps, the most popular Daffodil, 
and Is called a tiumpet kind, through the shape 

of i he chalice or oorona, this being like a 
trumpet, a rich contrast to the pale-yellow 
perianth or segments. It is very hardy, the 
flowers last long, and mako a brave show, as 
may be seen from their effect iu the largo 

bunches at our markets and on the street 
barrows. Jn the month of May the grounds at 
Hem are white in places with the Poet’s 
Naroissus, the flowers of the purost-white, and 

deliciously perfumed. The double variety is 
like a Gardenia in form, und one of the most 
jopuler hardy bulbs in Eng'and. The Daffodils 
at Ham are trtated in a thorough market way. 
Men and boys may bo seen picking the most 

f rward flow, rs to expand ill their full freshness 
and beauty under glass, and when on the point 
ol full expsmion, they are transferred to a largo 
flower shed, whero rows of women work at 

benches, hunching the fragrant blossoms into 
•* twelves ” for tho market. The stems are cut 
of one length, and the peculiar disposition of 
the Daflodil, the flower boing placed at right 
angles to the stem, permits of ready bunching 
un. England is an excellent bulb country, but 
with peculiar persistency wo go to the Low 

Countries lor supply, although our native soil 
will yield, if properly worked, splendid produce. 

C. T# 

3724.—Moving a Christmas Rose.— 
Are y ou obliged to transplant ? If not, I should 
say let the plant remain undisturbed, as remov 

ing < ld-established Christmas Hoses is fraught 
with some danger. In moving old plants tho 
best way is to divide them into two or three Siieces, so that the roots como into contact with 
resh ground. The roots aro very brittle, so that 

lifting must bo carefully done, and as much 
of the old earth as possble must be worked away 
from tho roots. I have found the beat way to 
effect this is to work away a good portion 

with a pointed stick, and then wash away the 
remainder by pouring water on the roots.— 
J. C. B. 

3771.—Flowers forasandy soil.—It isa 
matter of some difficulty to grow hardy flowers 
successfully in such porous soils, but much may 
be done with deep culture and mulching in the 
summer time. Tho ground should bo trenched 
IS inches deep, so that the root can go down for 
moisture. I'lantiug should be doue in the 
autumn, or early in winter, and at the begin¬ 
ning of April. I should mulch with two or 
three inches of the Peat-Moss-litter which you 
say can be easily obtained in the neighbourhood. 
Even the hardier kind of Rosos may bo fairly 

grown in this way in the moat porous soils. 
A little clay would be of immense value.— 
J. C. B. 

3758. — Plants for a Birmingham 
garden.—If Lettuco “luxuriates,” the soil 
must be fairly rich and good, and probably all 
it requires is a dressing of lime to sweeten it 
and enable other things to be grown. Of 

vegetables, Rhubarb, Celery, Cabbages, Sea- 
kale, Scarlet Runners, Dwarf Beans, Onions, 

and Jerusalem Artichokes, will be more likely 
to succeed than most others. QpnStwring 
plants you may havgChryswvtlliajpu^jSjM^Hi •!- 

mas Daisies, Torch Liiies (Tritomasj/as well as 

the old White Garden Lily (L. candidum), L. 
tigrinum, L. aurantiacum, and others, Veronicas, 
Evening Primroses, Lupins, Campanulas of 

several kinds, Doronicums, Spirc.-as, Primroses 
(single, coloured, and Hybrids, but no double 
ones), Everlasting Peas, perennial Phloxes and 
Sunflowers (Ilelianthua), Pyrethrums (P., 

roseum, vars. P. parthenium fL-pl. and P. 
uliginosum), Auriculas, Thrift, find some 
others. You may also sow seeds of Mignon¬ 
ette, Cornflowers, Annual Chrysanthemums, 
Helichrysums. Asters, Stocks, Sunflowers, 
Tropicolums, French and African Marigolds, 

Godetias, &c., and Petunias, Verbenas (seed¬ 
lings of both best), Calceolarias, Lobelias, and 
Golden Feather, some “ Gerauiums,” &c., may 
be tried. The old-fashioned Marvel of Peru is 

a capital town plant, and so iB the pretty little 
“ Creeping Jenny ” (Lysimachia Nummularia). 
—B C. R. 

3743 —Auriculas in the open air.— 
The only Auriculas that succeed in the open air 
are the alpine varieties, as they are termed, for 
in truth they are all alpino plants, and are per¬ 
fectly hardy ; but the great beauty of many of 
the show Auriculas consists in tho dense coating 
of farina (a fine white powder) on the leaves, 

and also upon tho flowers, for although the 
green-edged have no powder upon tho edge of 
the corolla, the centre part of everyone of them 
has it densely laid on, and a shower of rain—a 

drop of water oven—will scatter the powder 
over the ground colour and tho green edge. 
The plants can easily be raised from seed, which 
should be sown in flower-pots nr seed-pans early 
in tho spring (February). Seed sown at that 
time will, with good management, produce 

flowering plants for next year. By good 
management 1 mean pricking the plants out in 
small seed-pans or shallow boxes, and when 
they are largo enough planting them out care¬ 
fully where (hoy are to flower, about il inches 
asunder. The plants may remain in the same 

position for three or four years ; hut they requiro 
to be kept moist at the roots during the summer, 
and dead or decaying leaves should be removed 
in tho winter. Seeds may be sown now, but tho 

plants will scarcoly flower next yoar. Plants 
may be had from any good florist. Plant them 
now.—J. D. E. 

—— “ Rus " enquires about growing Auricu¬ 
las in tho open air. I should advise our corre¬ 

spondent that alpines alone should be grown. 
Living near the bcb, or otherwise, they should 
never bo placed under the drip of trees. 
“ Hus ” can please himself whother ho sets seeds 
or not, or procures plants. If plants are suit¬ 
able, set in the autumn, say beginning of Sep¬ 
tember, as for somo years the weather has been 

too dry for spring planting. If “Hus” is 
enthusiastic about the Auricula, by all means 
let him sow seeds under a frame or hand-glass 

in February, as soon as possible if mild weather. 
If “Mr. Rus” has read Darwin's work on 
forms of flowers, lie will perceivo that the terms 
“ thrum-eyed ” and “ pin-eyed " are mentioned, 
which forms whon mutually crossed in the 

Auricula, Polyanthus, and other members of the 
Primrose family, are sure to be productive of 
seed. Green, grey, and white, seifs included 
(not alpines), not to bo grown outside. These 
are especial jets of tho florist. The least 
shower of rain washes tho meal off the plants, 

and their beauty, although they possess thick¬ 
ness of petal, is destroyed for tho season.—F. M. 
Kkmikruink, 

37-id.—Lily of the Valley and Carna¬ 
tions.—it is easy to havo Lily of the Valloy 

before Christinas by potting up tho crowns as 
soon as they can be obtained. IS tart them into 
growth at once in a forcing-house, and if there 
is a gentle bottom-heat the plants will do all tho 

better, for tho bright-green leaves will be pro¬ 
duced with tho flowers ; the flowers will como 
without the leaves if there is no bottom-heat. 
The Carnations usually grown for profit are the 
Malmaiaons, tho pink and blush variety. Mine. 

Arthur Warocquo is a crimson form, and Lady 
Middleton, a striped form, are in cultivation, 
but not often grown for market. Germania 
(yellow) is a good market variety.—J. D. E. 

3818.—Phlox Drnmmondi. — I always 
peg down the shoots of this Phlox once, when 
then have grown 8 inches or so long. If tho 

' owed any sign of not covering tho soil 
I should not hesitate to peg them dowr. 
econd time. If they are uotl 'peggefl- 

down at all tho plants must bo put out closer 
together to enable the bed to be tilled ; there is 
then a risk of the shoots growing too tall towards 
the autumn ; if this should be wet the leaves 

are apt to rot, aud thus render the bed unsightly 
before the flowering season is past. It is not 
necessary to plant anything as an edging to a 
bod filled entirely with this Phlox ; it makes a 

very good edging in itself.—8. P. 
- It may be tfrown with or without an edgini; to the 

beds ot adifferent Kind of plant, barge beds, I tniijt, loolt 

best with an edging of some contrasting plant round'them, 
l'nc Phloxes wilt make the best mass pegged down, as the 
habit without pegs is straggling and rough.—U. H. 

3872.—Seedling Violets.—Far hotter to 
get a few roots of the Czar, if you require single 

Violets for flowering in the open, ora few plants 
of a double flowered sort, if you have a cold 
frame in which they can be put in September. 
These will give yon blooms all the winter. 
Most likely these seedlings will be useless when 

they come into bloom. Violet culture is simple. 
Well dig a piece of ground in the open, or if at 
the foot of an east wall all the better. Do not 
make it too rich or tho plants will run all to 
leaf. Plant the runners singly in rows 10 inches 

wide. Every bit with a root attached will grow, 
although it is not wise to make them too small. 
Keep tho plants shaded and watered for a week 
or so after planting if the weather is hot and 

dry.—8. I’. 

-Certainly not a day should be lost In transplanting 
the seedling*, which If fairly strong now will make good 
plants by next spring. The ground should be well dug 
over and rather liberally manured, and the seedling* must 
be kept regularly moist throughout the summer. Most, 
it not all, of them will flower neat spring. Us sura to 
make the soil quite firm around the roots. —I!. C. K. 

- Tile seedlings may lie transplanted and well watertd 
any lime when large enough. The strongest may bloom 
utxt spring, but not bo well os plants obtained from 

runnels, or even by dividing eld roots. —K. II. 

3827.—Wallflowers, &c., from seed. 
—It is really not advisable to wasto tune over 

your own seed now that seed can be had so 
cheaply, and from such good strains of each. 
If “ Ainaturias,” however, is desirous of saving 
his own, fertilisation is not necessary. All that 

is required is to keep each kind distinct, by 
growing tho plants clean away from any other 
plants of tho same family, or tho seed is oertain 
to bo mixed ; tho pollen is carried from one to 
the other by insects. When the plants are iu 
flower, any that exhibit traces of a want of dis¬ 
tinctness or inferiority in habit of growth 
should bo destroyed. This wceding-out of 
undesirable plants tends to keep a good strain 

of any kind of flower in porfect condition.— 

8. P. 

- It Is not necessary to fertilise theso or Sweet 
Williams aulflclally for seed purposes. Hut to improve 
the stock pull up all plants bearing inferior flow ers as soon 
as their character can be seen.—It. It. 

3820. —Tropreolum speclosum and 
TuBHllago rragrana. —Both are perfectly 
hardy in uny county in England. The former 
is not easily established in uny situation, except 

in a northern exposure ; indeed, it seems quito 
useless to attempt it anywhere else. It seems 
to require a oool base for its roots, and then 
should have protection from cutting winds until 
it is 1 foot high. A few slates sot on edge will 

efleef this around the tender shoots. It is not 
partial to any kind of soil, but should havo 
abundance of moisture about tho roots during 
dry weather. The Tussilago will grow any- 
where, but the flower-stems are not hardy. 

They need protection ; otherwise the plant is 
hardy enough at the roots.—8. 1*. 

- Tho Troptuolum is perfectly hardy in any 
well-draiued soil, not only in Surtey, but iu 
quite the north of England as well. In the 
south tho great thing is to keep the plants cool, 

hence they thrivo best on the north aide of a 
wall or building of some kind j they seem to 
thrivo best in a rich moist soil, composed largely 
of leaf.mould, etc., with some sand. Tussilago 

fragrans is a perfectly hardy native plant, aud 
will not only grow but increaso rapidly as well 
in any kind of soil of a fairly free and good 

description.—B. C. R. 

- Tropatolum speciosum is an easily-grown 
plant if tho climate suits it, but it cannot thrive 
in a dry Boil and an atmosphere well on tho dry 

side. It is a Chilian plant, but is quite hardy. 
It is seen at its best in the moist climate of the 
south-west of Scotland, whore a traveller had 

'Mt-ee (bP'four times and always found it 

jrakrim&r He ennniMffofcqarnativc “if it always 
mncSicreV‘-'*"Nw!" Was tho laconic answer, 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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“it sometimes snaws.” In County Wicklow, 
in the garden of Phineas Rial, Esq., I saw it. 
clambering over the garden walls and smother¬ 

ing tho trees with great masses of its scarlet 
flowers. Mr. Paul grows it and flowers it in his 
nursery at High Beech, Essex, but it does not 
succeed with mo in another part of the same 

county. The plant makes long underground 
rhizomes, and if planted in a soil that is almost 
constantly moist will succeed very well. A 
peaty soil suits it. Tussilago fragrans, or, more 
correctly, Petasites fragrans, is an easily-grown filant. It produces its flowers in February amid 
rost and snow sometimes. These are white 

and very sweetly scented. I find it succeeds 

admirably under a wall, where the flowers have 
a better chance to come to perfection. They 
flower best under a south wall, but the plant 
itself will grow quite as freely with a north 

aspect. They will both stand the winter in 
Surrey.—J. I). E. 

- This is a delightful creeping plant, and 
{reduces a profusion of bright vermilion- 

coloured flowers, and is hardy. 
It would thrive in your Surrey 
garden perfectly well, if the 

surroundings are suitable, pre¬ 
ferring a moist position, and 
good deep soil, yet light, whilst 
in summer a mulch of manure 

will be beneficial. I have seen 
this creeper very beautiful with 
its shoots ovor shrubs, the gay 
flowers in bold relief. Spring is 

the time to plant, and when in 
full beauty this Flnme Nastur¬ 
tium is very striking. Coolness 
and moisture are the two chief 

things to consider. The fami¬ 
liar Winter Heliotrope (Tusai- 

lago fragrans) is a very easy 
plant to grow, and, in fact, is 
almost a weed. If you have a 
spot in the garden where it is 
difficult to get anything to 

grow satisfactorily there you 
can establish the Coltsfoot, 
thriving even in tho shade, 

therefore useful for the shrub¬ 
bery. I know on old garden 
whore against the rockery in 
the shade there is a largo mass 

of this flower, and it ia per¬ 
fectly at home in the poor soil. 
The flowers are of a pale- 

purplish colour, and vory fra- 
graut. They may be gathered 
in winter, and a few in a v»so 

will scent a largo room.—C. T. 

3815. — Treatment of 
Deutzlas and Llbonlas.— 
If the plants require more root¬ 
ing space now is the best timo 

to repot, giving at least a couple 
of inches more space. If tho 
pots in which the plants have 
flowered are anything over 8 

inches in diameter they will not 
require more room. A top- 
dressing of loam and horse- 
manure in equal quantities will 
suffice. In potting do not inter¬ 

fere with the roots any more 
than is absolutely necessary. A compost of 
three parts loam to one of peat and leaf-soil will 
suffice. Pot firm and stand the plants in the 
warmest end of the greenhouse until new growth 
is made, afterwards u sunny position out-of-doors, 
plunging the pots in ashes nr Coci-a-nut-fibre 
refuse, will suit them best. When tho newly- 

potted plants are well established in the new 
soil copious supplios of liquid-manure twice 
weekly will be an advantage. Syringe the foliage 

overhead daily in bright weather.—S. P. 

-- Cut the plants of the former back at 
once, more or less, according to whether you 
want large or small plants next season. If they 
are desired to increase in size to any extent all 
that will be necessary is to thin out some of the 

smaller spray, and shorten the strong branches 
"lightly, but if not they may be cut back quite 
hard. After pruning keep the plants mode¬ 

rately warm and close, sprinkling thewever- 
head onco or twice daily • bnfci giviifc w^ek 

tether sparingly at thoroot. As soonVsJtftey 

™v« fairly broken into growth again repot. 

giving a moderate shift if thoy are to bo grown 

on to larger size ; still keep close, and water 
cautiously for a timo, and when u fair amount of 
growth has lieen made, gradually accustom them 
to plenty of air and sun, and remove to a sunny 

spot out-of-doors for a few weeks in August. 
Plenty of water and some weak liquid-manure 
must be given when the plants are in full 

growth, aud tho pots full of growth. Libonias 
require much the same treatment, but should 
not, as a rule, be pruned quite so much as the 

others.—B. C. R. 

- Dr-utzias, being Imrdy shrubs, should be plunged 
outside os soon as the growth getstirm, nut not torgotten. 
I.ibonias. being lender, should bo kept under glass till 
July, and llien placed outside to ripen growth.— E. 11. 

8UMMER-HOUSES IN THE GARDEN. 

Much may be done by simple means to m&ke 

tho garden a pleasant place, and few structures 
are more effective and agreeable to use in hot 
weather than summer-houses, a very good 
form of which is hero shown. These buildings 

Oua IlKAnrns' Illustrations : A rustic summer-house. Kugmved tor (Iaiiiiksino 
Illuntkatkd from a photograph sent by Mr. Allred DiSiuotr, Stewart House, 
Gravesend. 

can cither bo thatched or covered with living 

climbers. B. 

VIOLETS FOR WINTER FLOWERING. 

Now that tho timo has cotno for preparing the 
stock of Violets to bloom next autumn and 
winter, a few notes on their cultivation may be 

of use to Bomo of your readers. Many cultiva¬ 
tors of Violots advocate raising tho stock from 
cuttings, but I have not found cuttings half so 
satisfactory (besides taking more time) as 

pegging eaoh runner into some good light soil, 
os in tho case of Strawberry runnors. I mostly 

use some finely-sifted leaf-soil, into which the 
runners quickly root, and in about a fortnight 
or three weeks they are ready to go out into 
their summer quarters, which should have a 

southern aspect, and if slightly shaded from the 
midday sun, so much the better. Givo the 
ground a good dressing of well-rotted manure 

li '^asA^&ld hot-bed, and dig it well in to the 
foot or more, as in raisii' 

clumps last autnmn I found roots quite 1 

in the ground. In putting out the young plants 

I always give them 1 foot each way, taking 
the plants up very carefully and planting them 
with tho trowo', and if the weather is at all 

dry I give them a good watering. As the 
summer advances the plants will throw out a 
lot of suckers, which should be taken olf as soon 

as they appear, for if left on for any time thoy 
tako the strength out of tho plants and thereby 
lessen the amount of flowers. The Dutch hoe 
run between them will also help them by keep¬ 
ing the ground clean and free from weeds, as 
well as preventing the soil becoming baked. 

In preparing the frames in which they are to 
bloom, I find that a hot-bed which had been 
made up late in the summer, and from which all 

the heat is not spont, is as good as any. It 
must face Bouth, so os to get all tho sun pos¬ 
sible. If such a bed is not to hand, make up 

a hot-bed and lot it stand till all tho rank 
heat has passed out, then put the frame on, 
taking care to allow 1 foot all round, so as to be 
able to givo a lining as the sharp weather comes 

in. Fill tho frame half full of 
leaf-soil aud that, fioin a Cucum¬ 
ber or Melon bed, half of each, 

taking care to fill tho frame so 
that tho plants will not he more 
than 8 inches from tho gloss. In 

putting the plants into the frames 
take care not to crowd them. 
The best sorts, I find, arc Marie 

Louise Comte do Brazza, and tho 
Czar. I also grow a small single 
one. It is noL much larger than 
our common blue Violet, but 
very fico-fioworing, very early, 
and not quite no dark in colour 

as The Czar. I grow tho single 
varieties like tho double, only 
instead of lifting them in the 

autumn I put a frame over them 
and let them stop in t heir sum¬ 
mer quarters. By leaving what 
ninnei s como after September, 

they will start to Mower and 
keep ou till lato in the spring ; 

iu fuel, a few Violot blooms can 
be had all I lie wintor with very 
little trouble, only just keeping 
very sharp frost troin them. 

This can bo done by covering tho 
frame with litter or Bracken. 

T. 

PLANTING OUT GREEN¬ 

HOUSE PLANTS. 

At this period of the year a 
great many plants that have 
either finished their blooming for 

the season, or that do not flower 
until quite late in tho autumn, 
are transferred to the open air, 
and the question arises as to 
whether it is preferablo to keep 

them in pots, or plant them in 
tho open ground, and with many 
the question of which system 
will ho the best, as regard econ¬ 
omy of labour; for with tho 

number of plants usually grown 
iu pots, and daily requiring atten¬ 
tion aB regards water, there is a 

great inducement to get a por¬ 

tion of tho stock in the open ground, where 
they will at least bo less liable to injury 
from drought, and the following subjects may 
safely lie planted out at this date, and lifted 
in autumn, thereby saving a good deal of woik, 
and mostly producing far better plants than by 

continuous pot cultivation. 

CAI.1.AS are now so largely grown for indoor 
decoration, or cut blooms in winter and spring, 

that it takes a good deal of space and labour to 
daily attend to the stock in hot summer weather, 
hut if planted out now, and one good soaking of 
water will last them for a long time, as the old 

foliage will then die down, aud they will soon 
start into a sturdy vigorous growth, and make 
splendid plants for lifting in September. 

Chrysanthemums : To grow a collection of 

these in pots meanB a considerable amount of 
work, as tho waterpot is needed both morning, 
noon-,,andi night; hut very useful plants for 
decoration and supplying ordinary cut bloom 

"labour by planting 

out 2 feet apart, and 
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lifting, and potting just aa the bloom-bnda are 
expanding. 

Deutzia gracilis, one of the moat useful of 
all white, flowera for forcing in winter and 

spring, if cut hard back, and planted out now 
in good soil, it will perfect splendid growth by 
the autumn. Or a better plan is to let the 

plants rest for one season, and by having enough 
stock to force the plants in alternate seasons. 

Ln,v ok the Valley is in such great demand 
that one can hardly get overstocked with it. 
Directly my plants cease flowering in pots they 

are gradually hardened off and planted out in 
beds between dwarf fruit-trees, where they 
remain a couple of yoars, when splendid plump 
flowering crowns aro again in readiness for 

forcing. Some say imported crowns are the 
best, but if they treated home-grown ones well 
thoy would have no cause to complain, cither of 
the quantity or quality of the bloom. 

Sl'IR/EA JAroNlOA, a most valuable plant, as 
not only the bloom but the foliage is highly 
ornamental. It succeeds remarkably well on 

the planting-out system, but needs a moist 
situation or copious supplies of water at all 
times. A partially shaded place suits it well, 
and in the open air it is valuable for out flowers. 

Solanum cai'SICastrum (Christmas Cherry) is 
a valuable decorative plant, and succeeds 
admirably planted out. I cut the plants 

down quite oloso in March, and place them 
near the glass to break into fresh growth, tho 
young shoots being pinched to ensure plenty of 

shoots. They are planted out in May, on good 
soil, in an open, sunny spot. They develop fine 
heads, loaded with berries, and may be lifted in 
September. J. Groom, Uonporl. 

HOUSE & WINDOW GARDENING. 

FIBROUS-ROOTED BEGONIAS AS 

WINDOW-Pl, ANTS. 

The Begonia tribe, whether tuberous or fibrous- 
rooted, are specially suitable for room-culturo, 
for they have a power of adapting themselves to 

circumstances which few othor plants possess so 
strongly. The great improvement in typo which 
has boen affected in both classes of late years, 
by careful hybridisation and cultivation, is 
astonishing, and the fact that some of tho 

Fibrous-rooted Begoniashavebeenfertilised with 
the pollen from fine large-flowered Tuberous 

Begonias, has opened out a prospect of endless 
new varieties, combining both the wonderfully 

rich colouring of Tuborous Begonias with the 
perpetual-flowering habits of those with fibrous 
roots. One of tho finest of these is “John 
Heal,” with bright-carmino blooms about 
2 inches in diameter, borne in racemes con¬ 
taining eight or nine blooms each, which stand 

well above the foliage, making a very hand¬ 
some table-plant, which will flower several 
times in the year, according to tho amount 
of warmth they receive and other care. None 

of them are difficult to grow; they only need 
careful repotting without much disturbance of 
tho soil. Whenover tho pot becomoa full of 
roots, with a little cutting back into shape, if 

necessary, when they will burst again into full 
bloom in a sunny window or a warm greenhouse. 
Leaf-mould and turfy-loam, with a little soot and 
sand, suit them better than too much manure, 
which should be very old, if used at all; but 

they like a top-dressing of rich soil when in 
bloom, and a plentiful supply of water. Begonia 
Carrieri, a moat floriferous variety with pure 
white flowers, can be had in bloom all the year 

round by means of cultivating two or three 
lants, which can alternately bloom and rest, 
ut for this, of course, fire-heat is necessary in 

winter. One of the best varieties for early spring 

is B. Knowsleyana, with pink blooms of a delicate 
shade. B. Gloire de Leaux, too, is excellent for 
spring work, and has tho additional beauty 

of rich-bronze foliage, with bright rose-tinted 
flowers, which are most useful in January, when 

the first bloom for the year opens. B. semper- 
florens gigantea, with enormous heads of rich- 

carmine bloom, is a splendid plant, constantly 
flowering throughout the year, and B. Weltoni- 
ensis is perhaps the best Begonia of a pink shade 
for late autumn and winter work. Every one 

of these make excellent decorative plants for the 
table, and do nob appear to object atmo* 

phere of a room so inuoh as roauy dLhetwjjpdfi r- 

mg plants. But they will not standf5s, which J 

makes them droop their pretty blossoms imme¬ 
diately, and it is well to protect them from 
sharp draughts, which sometimes have the same 
effect. Soot-water given once or twioe a week 
in a clear, weak state will suit them well when¬ 

ever they are growing fast and making fresh 
bloom ; but they do not need it when they have 
been lately repotted. L, R. 

Dwarf Arum Lily (Richardia nana) 
for a room.—The great popularity of the 
ordinary Arum Lilies (Calls Richardiawthiopica) 
is equalled but by few other flowers ; but from 
their large size they are unsuitable for table 

decoration, and aro, therefore, but little grown 
in rooms, as they otherwise might be. This 
defect (so far as table decoration is concerned) 

is quite removed by the introduction of the 
Little Gem, a Calla or Arum Lily, exactly 
corresponding with the larger variety in every 
particular except its size, which is about half 
that of the ordinary Arnm, the flowers being 

ure-whito, of which it throws up four or five 
looms from one crown, tho whole plant being 

usually about 18 inches in height. Nothing can 
be more perfect than a well-grown “Little Gem” 

Arum Lily for the drawing-room, or centro of 
thodinnor-tablo.thepure white blooms and hand¬ 
some shining foliage being singularly attractive. 
Tho “ Little Gem " can be cultivated exactly like 

the older variety—turned out of its pot, as 
soon as it has done flowering, into good rich 

garden ground, a trench, made as for Celery, 
being an excellent place for this plant. Hero it 
will gradually ripen its loaves during the 
summer, and become very strong, so that when 
tho roots are raised early in September (before 

frosts begin) they can bo divided into several 
separate single roots or crowns, each of which 
should bo placed in a 5-inoh pot, with rich soil 
and good drainage. After standing for a week 

or so out-of-doors in tho shade (the pots resting 
on a bed of ashes), thoy should bo removed to a 

sunny window, where thoy will bloom about 
January, if the temperature be kept up by a 
daily fire. Green-fly must be spongod off 

directly it appears, and tho foliage kept clean ; 
a plentiful supply of wator is necessary to all 
Arums, ns they are semi-aquatic plants, and 
they must not be neglected in this particular, 
oven during their time of rest in summer.— 
I. L. R. 

THU KITCHEN GARDEN. 

CUTTING ASPARAGUS. 

Strange as it may appear, there is a great differ¬ 
ence of opinion on what may soom to somo people 
such a simple operation as cutting Asparagus. 

Cutting off the tops of any plant will exhaust it 
more or less, and, as is well known, it is the 
continual "cutting off of tho heads of any 
perennial weed or plant which will kill it in 

time, and which is adopted in many cases to 
destroy obnoxious weeds. This illustration 
holds good in the case of Asparagus. Judging 
by tho extent to which cutting is indulged in 
by many people, one would think that this 

homely vegetable was endowed with everlast¬ 
ing life. In scores or even hundreds of instances 

the languishing state of the beds is entirely due to 
overcutting. In some instances employers are 
to blame for this, for they will keep on having 

Asparagus as long as possible. Often have I been 
called upon for extra dishes of Asparagus after 
cutting had been given up, but I have always 

been able to show how very unadvisable it is to 
cut late in the season, and that if cutting is in¬ 
dulged in late the plants will be weakened 
accordingly and possibly fail to give good heads 

the following season. Another reason for late 

cutting is that Cauliflowers and I’eas are often 
late. If 

Late Asparagus is looked for, the beds will 
have to bo provided for the purpose, and to be 

done away with when worn out or rejuvenated by 
foregoing cutting in alternate seasons. This 
latter is a capital way of imparting strength to 
weak beds. Unfortunately, it is only where 

there are few Asparagus beds that weak produce 
predominates. I leave young beds alone for two 

or three years after planting, so as to enable the 
plants to gain strength, and the principle holds 

ot^er beds. Upon looking over beds 
w£ej\outting has not long oommenoe(lJ it is btt 
^ny-oquent occurrence to see young and weakly 

U R Ef/ 

shoots growing ahead, the reason given by those 
who are responsible for the cutting being that 
thoy are left to give strength to the roots, as, 

being weak, they are not fit for cutting, and 
are left accordingly. This is certainly a very 
erroneous opinion. Leaving the smaller growths 
provents others from pushing up, and instead of 

the weak stems gaining strength they do not add 
to this in the least. The best course is to cut 
all as they appear until the time arrives to cease 

cutting, and then to allow all to grow ahead. 
Certainly, if there are any weak crowns, then 
these should have been marked and left uncut 
until they are in a sufficiently strong state to 
bear the strain. Whether tho principal part 
of the stems is required 

Blanched or not is a matter of taste, but as 
a rule the non-blanched stems find the most 
favour. But whether the stems are needed 

blanched or not, some people when cutting 
appear to think that it is part of the routine to 
cut low down into the bed so as to procuro the 
desired length of blanched growth, with tho 
result that if they are not adepts at the work, 

with the constant wriggling of the knife they 
damage two or three incipient heads in the pro¬ 
cess. I daresay it will have been noticed that 
even if a good longth of blanohed stem is sent 
to the kitchen the greater portion is cut off and 

thrown away. The best way is to move a little 
of the soil with the knife at tho base of the 
stem, when the longth required may bo easily 

removed. Earthing over the crowns above the 
surface with leaf-soil and sand is certainly tho 
best method for procuring blanched stems. All 
that is necessary is to place small hillocks of 
the material over the crowns, and as soon ns 

the tips rise above the surface, the soil can bo 
quiokly moved from the base, and tho steins cut 
off level with the surface. Tho stems also 
thicken more under the influence of tho blanch¬ 
ing material. A. 

380!).— Cutting: Asparagus.—No, de¬ 
cidedly not. Do not cut off tho small growth ; 
allow it to grow aa freely as possible. After the 

last pieces are cut from tho bed early in June, 
give the bed copious supplies of liquid-manure 
to induce as free a growth as possiblo being 
mado. Failing liquid-manure, sprinkle dis¬ 
solved bones over the soil, and water tho beds 

with dear water. Just a covering with manure 
will be sufficient. It is a good plan to support 
the Grass on the beds when it has become de¬ 
veloped in somo way or other to provent injury 
from wind. Thrust a fow short Pea-stakes in 

amongst the plants ; this prevents their bwaving 
about, land eaves the roots from being broken. 
—S. P. 

-Out off all the small growth so long as cutting con¬ 
tinues. If the small shoots aro allowed to grow they will, 
of course, get stronger, but It will be at the expense of the 
stronger crowns. When everything Is out till the end of 
June, and the whole then allowed to come away together, 
the strong growths will keep down tho small spray, which 
Is really of no use.—E. H. 

3834.—Japanese ' “ Cucumber.” — The 
statemont that this Cucumber is very hardy and 

that it can be grown like Scarlet Runners must 
be received with caution, as I do not know any¬ 
one who grows it in this country. I am 
doing so for the first timo, and although the 

plants thrive rapidly under jglass, they have a 
tender look about thorn, which does not impress 
one of their capacity to adapt themselves for 
open-air culture in England. I shall, however, 

turn some plants out-of-doors shortly to give 
them a fair trial.—J. C. C. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

3746.—Bone-meal for Chrysanthe¬ 
mums.—This is excellent for mixing with tho 
potting-soil for Chrysanthemums, but it must 
t>e of powdered bones, not the shavings from 

“vegetable ivory,” a material sometimes sold 
for horticultural purposes instead of bones, but 
it is always useless, and may often be injurious. 

Good bone-dust, which can lie obtained at 9s. or 
10s. per cwt., is the cheapest and best manuro 
for Vines, Chrysanthemums, and many other 
garden crops. I use it with decayed stable- 

manure as follows : Three parts good loam, one 
part leaf-mould, one part decayed manure, and 
a 7-iuch potful of the powdered bones to each 

b'aW^Sload of the mixture.—J. D. E. 

jJ3‘<30-pHlai>lj'f\J 0 C'fiT'.v aanthe mums.—I 
have placed tho varieties in their order of 
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flowering ai near os possible. The treatment 
the plants receive may make a difference to 

some sorts. Fernand Feral, Stanstead Surprise, 
Jeanne d’Arc, Lord Wolseley, Novelty, Lady 

Churchill (single). Acquisition, Puritan, Corn- 
tease de Beuregard, Mona. J. M. Pigmy, Lord 

Alcester, Cloth of Gold, the Three Christines, 
Jardin dos Plantes, Violet Tomlin, Etoile de 

Lyon, and Thunberg. For cutting down those 
numbered thus—1, 3, 4, 8, 9, 14, 15, and 16, are 

the most suitable varieties.—E. M. 

ORCHIDS. 

LADY’S SLIPPERS. 
Ok all the Lady’s Slippers, Cypripedium Maulei 

is, I think, ono of the best. It is simoly a form 
of the old greenhouse kind, 0. insigno (here 
figured), but then it is the bost form, and far 
more beautiful in leafage and blossom than that 
woll-known kind. The white upper sepal, with 

its exquisite mauve-purple blotches, is very 
attractive, and in a cool, airy house each indi¬ 
vidual flower endures quite fresh 

for a month or even six weeks. 

Anent C. insigno and its forms, 
named and otherwise, it is inte¬ 
resting to know that thoy grow 
and bloom better in a oool, airy 

atmosphere during the summer 
and autumn months than when 
grown in a close, high, and moist 

temperature. Some slight shad¬ 
ing from the direct glare of sun¬ 

shine, and a skilf with the syringe 
morning and evening, keep them 
clean, and encourage the flower- 

ing growths. Some use peat, 
but charcoal and living Sphag¬ 

num is a safe and satisfactory 
compost for this and many other 

kinds. B. 

explain it. This plant should be potted in 
well-drained pots, using for soil good peat-fibre 
and chopped Sphagnum Moss in about equal 

parts, using in tho soil an occasional lump of 

sharp sand. Pot the plants a little above the 
soil, and during the summer time the plants 

should stand in a nice genial East Indian tem¬ 
perature, but in the winter they should be kept 

in a house in which the temperature seldom or 
never falls below about 60 degs. during this 

time ; although they should be kept very much 
drier, they should not ba allowed to suffer 

from want of water. Matt. Bramble. 

ODONTOGLOSSUM REICHENHEIMI. 

This specioB I have received from “ A. L ,” and 

I am very sorry to hear the complaint of neglect 
in not answering tho previous communication ; 
indeed, I do not remember ever having seen it, 
but I will do all in my power to meet the withes 

expressed in this last. The name of the flower 
is given above This species, liko many othors, 
is vory variablo in its characters—indeed, so 

DENDROBIUM DENSI- 

FLORUM. 

I am asked by "C. H." to give 
him tho full particulars of the 

management of this old species? 
Now this plant has been intro¬ 

duced upwards of sixty years. It 
is found in various places in In¬ 
dia, mostly in the Northern part,, 

growing at about ‘.2,000 to 4 000 
feet elevation, and a good variety 

of it well deserves the warmest 
encomium. Dendrobium densi- 
fioruin belongs to the section 

callod Calostaohya. These plants 

mostly produce their flowers in 
long racemes, and it is a very 
good type of the section, which 

includes, amongst others, I), 
thyraiflornm, D. Farneri, D. 

suavissimum, D. chrysotoxum, 
and D. l’alpebr.u, and all have 
about the same character— 

that, beautiful as are the flowers, 

they are somewhat short lived, 
and do not remain long in beanty. 
It is an evergreen plant, re¬ 

taining its leathery leaves for 
several years. The bulbs grow to a foot or more 

in height, and it is from tho top of this growth 
between tho leaves that the denso spikes appear, 
and it is a species which sometimes would put 
tho annual pruner of bulbs to the right-about, 

for depend upon it, the grower that has the 
greatest number of old bulbs left upon his plants 

which have not flowered will always stand tho 
bestchmce of having the greatest show of flowers 

upon his plants. Sometimes those bnlbs continue 
to develop flower-buds long after the loaves 

have been shed ; they usually bloom about this 
time of the year, or a little earlier, and they 

last about five days or a week in their prime, 

but care must be exercised with them when in 
flower to make them last as long as possible, os 
the very denso spikes, with its deep-rich orange- 

coloured flowers, are very conspicuous and 
Bhowy, and they may be kept upon the plant 

ss long as presentable without any harm to it 
There is a very curious thing about the lasting 

of Dendrobium flowers, for thoblooms of DrT>eari 
will last for as many months a? D.jdenliflari^n' 

will days, and this is a fact whioh I canmrtrliiJti' 
a solution for, but I should like to be able to 

Cjpiipcdium Inslsne. 

much so that the name is swamped by some 

authors in tho name of O. liuve; but “ A. L.” 
sends the flower which is fairly represented to 
1)0 this plant, whilst the plant known as O liuve 
is smaller, and much less distinctly marked. 
Odontoglossum Reichenheimi is a strong-grow¬ 

ing plant, producing a fine spike of bloom, which 
lasts long in perfection. In the case of my cor¬ 

respondent, he Bays the plant had eleven flowers 

on the spike, and it has been in flower two 
months. Now tho number of flowers menti ned 

is small, as I have seen some two dozen and 
thirty blooms open on the same spikes together, 

and “A. L.” may look forward to seeing his 
producing as many when the plant becomes 

stronger, and this can only be gained by proper 
treatment. The plant is a native of Mexico, 

where it grows upon the Oak-trees, which are 
very abundant on the mountains about 

Michoocan. It is a plant which has a 
somewhat wide distribution in that country, 

alwavslbeing found at an elevation between 

l7,i;(i0<I!^dnd 8,000 feet, so that it r> 
pAsVto be be successful in its cul 

are mHet bo taken not to let th" 

dry at any time in the year. Many people used 

to dry this plant in the winter, and its large and 
stout growths and bulbs gave them a plea for so 

doing ; but I have oome to regard this as a 
wrong standard by which to measure plants, 
and I have found that many of the plants which 

have tho largest bulbs require the most water 
and watching through the dry season, and it has 

been my experience with the plant now in 
question, and if the plant is allowed to shrivel 
mere is sure to be a weakening of the growth tho 

following season. Therefore, lot the pot for its 
roception be thoroughly drained, and using for 

soil the fibre from good brown upland peat, with 
about an equal part of good fresh Sphagnum 

Moss, chopped up moderately small, so that it 
may mix with the soil the better. When grow¬ 
ing during the summer months, the plants should 

be well supplied with water, and a good moist 
atmosphere should be maintained, and the samo, 
but in a less degree, during the winter, keeping 
the temperature at about 48 degs. 

Matt. Bramble. 

A SELECTION OF ANNUALS. 

Man y owners of gardens do not grow annuals 
from the impression that they are weedy look¬ 

ing, and very brief in their duration of flowor- 
ing, but this it entirely owing to making a poor 

selection from the long lists published. The fol¬ 
lowing annuals are all reliable, and under good 

cultivation cannot fail to please—viz., 
Asters (China), in great variety, of which 

the best known types are the Victoria, Quilled, 

Globe-flowered, Pieony-flowered, and Bouquet; 
these should be sown m boxes or pots in March, 

and grown on in a cold-house or frame, pricking 
them out as soon as large onough into other 
boxes, and gradually hardening them off, until 

by the middlo of May they will bo fine, sturdy 
plants, which make a fine display in beds or 

borders, and cither for effect in the beds, or as 
cut flowers, there are fow plants to equal them. 

Candytufts, white, purple, and crimson, are 
very effective in large clumps in tho mixed 
borders, sown whore they are to flower ; the 

colours are decided and striking. 
Chrysanthemum corokahium is one of tho 

moat continuous flowering plants we have, and 
makes an excellent background plant for mixed 

borders, or for beds for etlhor effeot or for cut 
flowers. 

Gaillardias, in soveral varieties, of which O. 

picta, G. Lorenziana, and G. grandiflora are the 

best, are very beautiful and continuous floworing 
plants ; the colours are very rich and varied, ami 

totally distinct from any other flower in culti¬ 
vation. I sow in heat in February, and grow 
the seedlings on in a cold frame until May, when 

they are planted out with other bedding plants, 
and flower continuously until late in autumn. 

Linum orandiflorum (the Flax-flower) is 
one of the best to sow where it is to flower, 
being quite hardy, and very little trouble. 

Sown in beds, clumps, or as edgings, it makes a 
fine display of brilliant colours. 

Lobelia speciosa is probably the best of all 
dwarf edging plants that can be raised from seed. 
Sow under glass in February, and prick out in 

boxes as soon as large enough, and pinch out 
the points to ensure a dwarf, bushy growth that 
will flower profusely when planted out in May. 

Marigolds are very useful plants, especially 
in dry soils, as they withstand drought, and 

flower most continuously the whole season. 
The dwarf French is excellent for edgings, and 
the taller African variety for backgrounds. 

Mignonette is indispensable in even tho 

smallest garden. Grow it well by thoroughly 
preparing the site, and sow seed thinly in 

March where it is to flower. “ Machet,” Crim¬ 

son Giant, and Golden Queen are very superior 
sorts. 

Nasturtiums, especially the dwarf kinds, are 
very effective ** headers,’’ if the seed-pods are 

kept picked closely. 
Stocks, Ten-week especially, are splendid 

plants, if only you get a good strain, and grow 
them well. Sow the seed in boxes under glass, 

and when large enough harden off and plant out 
in Msy. They make perfect pyramids of bloom. 

Sweet Sultan has lately become very popular 
as a cut flower, its beautiful feathery bloom 

being vory effective. It may be had in several 
distinQt;'SQl|0(3r8, and can be sown either where 

it .is to flower, or. else sow it in boxes and 
trinsplanvu soon a i tje plants are large enough 

p,“*l!ttBKlWtHAMPAIGN 
J. Groom, Gosport. 
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Plums and Cherries are not usually so diffi¬ 

cult to manage as the preceding, but they grow 
very rapidly at this time of year, and the fore- 
right shoots need shortening, and all that aro 
needed as leaders or for filling bare spaces should 
be lightly fastened to the walls or trellises. 
Syringe heavily to wash off all old blooms and 

keep down red-spider. 

Pears on walls and trellises are growing very 
fast, although heavily cropped. Shoots not 
needed for extension should be pinched to about 

half-a-dozen leaves. I usually thin out fruits 
and shoots at the same time, as it can best bo 
done by degrees, taking off the worst placed 

fruits and shoots until both crop and shoots are 
reduced to what are needed to remain. 

Apples, being late in starting into growth, do 
not need such early attention in the matter of 

pruning ; but in common with other trees they 
aro exceptionally forward for the period of the 
year, and pinching of the points of shoots that 
crowd or shade the fruit should be done at once. 

up to the advertised quality or in quantity. 
King of the Garlies is a miserable small fruit not 
worth attention if grown by the side of Vicom- 
tosso Hcricart do Thury, this in my estimation 
being the best Strawberry for early forcing. I 
have given Pauline a trial; it certainly is early, 

but its shape condemns it, and I cannot advise it 
for pot-work. I have a better opinion of Com¬ 
petitor, but would prefer to give it another 
trial. I am pleased with its colour and flavour 

if it sets freely when hard forced. I do not think 
wo have yet found a Strawberry to equal Vicom- 
tesse for early forcing, and my note refers to 
fruits ripened in February or March. To follow 

this, Keens’ Seedling will not be easily beaten. 
It is an easy matter to got fine fruit of forcod 
Strawberries in May, as when the difficulty of 
setting is taken into consideration, there is not 

so much merit as when a fair dish of Vicomtosse 
or any other is shown two or throe months 
earlier. Another point is that many gardeners 

FRUIT. 

FORCED FIGS FOR MARKET. 

Ik one fruit is more a luxury than another, it is 
the Fig in a forced state, and few that come 
into Covont-garden aro so liable to sudden fluc¬ 
tuations as regards marketable valuo. Unlike 

the Grape and some other fruits, there can 
scarcely said to be any steady demand for early 
Figs, so that comparatively few growers make a 
feature of them. Sometimes, when the season 
happens to be more than usually brisk, Figs 
fetch long prices; at other times they are a 

drug, scarcely to be got rid of. Happening to 
bo ono day in a fruiterer’s establishment in the 
centre row when a box of Figs came in, the pro¬ 
prietor remarked : “ What a pity that these did 
not come in yesterday! They were wanted, and I 
could have allowed a good price for them ; 

there is no demand for Figs.’ Later on 

Pig " Mack lioriieaux. J. G., Ooxport. 

in the day I was informed that they were sold 

for just half of what they would havo realised 
the day before. This is a fair illustration of 
how wonderfully the prices obtainable for this 
fruit may vary, oven in the course of a few 

hours. I should not advise that Figs be grown 
in pots for profit; the labour involved would be, I 
think, too great; but, planted out, they no doubt 
pay very woll, taking ono season with another. A 
successful grower of early Figs for market has 
them planted out in a span-roofed house, the 
roots having the choice of an inside and outside 
border. The trees are trained to tho roof, or, 
ruther, to a trellis some 12 inches from it, and 

tho fruit thus grown is good and handsome. In 
France, more especially in the neighbourhood of 
Paris, Figs arc forced to a considerable extent, 
for this fruit appears to bo more popular tho 
othor side of tho Channel than witn us. The 

method there followed is mnch the samo os above 
detailed, but the roof is generally formed of 
lights, which are removed during a portion of 
the summer in order to thoroughly harden the 
wood. The Black Bordeaux Fig (here figured) is a 

popular early market fruit. B. 

cannot devote much room to the plants, so that 

Strawberry forcing is carried on under great 
difficulties. One great advantage in growing 
Vioomtesso for early work is the way it finishes 
in small pots. It will also do in a moist house, 

and is less subjeot to insect pests than somo 
kinds. It would bo interesting to know if largo 
growers succeed woll with these new kinds. So 
far as I have seen, very few of them appear in 

tho markot till April comes in, somo oven later, 

SUMMER PRUNING OF FRUIT-TREES. 

The exceptionally brilliant weather we havo 
had all through March and April has had a very 
marked effect on vegetation generally, and on 
fruit-trees and bushes in particular, the growth 

being already quite a month in advanco of last 
year. Under these conditions it would be un¬ 
wise to stick too closely to dates for any given 
operations, as exceptional seasons call for excep¬ 
tional means to cope with them, and what is 
called summer pruning will need attention in 

advance of what we ordinarily call summer dates. 
I am aware that great differences of opinion 
prevail as to pruning, but so long as fruit-trees 

STRAWBERRIES FOR EARLY FORCING. 

Durim; the last few years we have had several 

new kinds that when put on the market were 
to eclipse all othors, but so far they have not 
mado much progress in ousting well-known 
kinds. Noble I gave up after two trials, as 

fully one-half of the fruit did not set and the 
other was abortive, only a small percentage 
finishing, these being deficient in colour. For 
later use it is excellent whon brought on slowly 
in cold frames. This treatment improves the 
flavour, and the colour is also good. La Grosse 
SuoriSe is an excellent variety in every way, 
but one that I cannot advise for fruiting in 

February or March. With me it will not throw 
its trusses sufficiently high enough, and the 

flowers will not part with the calyx, though 
brought on slowly and grown in a slight bottom- 
heat. My reason for mentioning this circum¬ 
stance is that in some nurserymen's fruit 
catalogues I have found La Grosse Sucree 

described as the best for earliest forging. For 
later work to come in in April, it kfone oLthe 

best varieties we Ke.vej t11 gt.ve Jo\njjdgk)i a 
trial last season, but it failed to produce fruit duced in the place of 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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removed. It is not stated whether the tree is 
a standard or a dwarf, or it may be an espalier, 
and perhaps a wall tree. If it is an espalier 
or a wall tree it mast be cut in well annually, 
but if it is a standard or dwarf the best way to 
throw it into blossom is to allow the young 
wood to develop considerably, merely thin it 
out where too thickly placed and cut the points 
out of the young shoots. If the tree is an 
espalier or a wall tree it ought to be root- 
pruned in November.—J. D. E. 
-Tba tree Is setting a little out of hand, but there Is 

nothing you can ao now. Early In October root prune 
half round ihe tree, and watch the result. Perhaps the 
other half may not require to be pruned for two or three 
years.—E. H. 

3833.—Vines bleeding.—I cannot tell 
you how to stop this. I have known many 
attempt to do so, but always failed. You need 
not get anxious about your Vines, as they are 
not likely to be any the worse for it—at the 
same time it is not desirable that they should 
behave in this way. Another year prune a 
month earlier, and keep the Vines cooL No 
Vines ought to be subjected to a higher tempera¬ 
ture than 45 degs. directly after they are 
pruned. The bleeding will probably continue 
—only in a lesser degree—for several weeks 
longer—J. 0. C. 
- It Is very rare for a Vine to bleed after the leaves 

expand, and therefore I ooncluds the bleeding is now 
stopped. In future apply the stvptlc at the time of 
pruning before the sap rises.—E. II. 

3753.—Vinery.—Forty feet is rather wide 
even for a large and lofty vinery, and perhaps it 
would be better to ereot a double span-roofed 
house, covering the whole of the ground. Each 
house, or span, would thus be 20 feet in width, 
and the side walls should be 3 feet high, with 
(preforably) 3 feet of glass above that, which 
will bring the upper plate, or oaves. G feet from 
the ground, and the height from floor to ridge 
should be 14 feet or 15 feet. Provide plenty of 
ventilators along the ridge (on both sides), and 
every alternate Tight, at least along the sides, 
should also be made to open. Unless you want 
one house to come in after the other the cheapest 
plan will be to build the two outside walls only 
(of good 9-inch work, of course), and support 
the central ridge plank (which must be at least 
18 inches wide, and proportionately thick, with 
a piece of 5-inch by 3-inch quartering bolted 
along each edge of the upper side, so as to form 
a gutter), on substantial brick pillars, 5 feet or 
6 feet apart. But if a different temperature has 
to be maintained in each house thero must be a 
divisional wall, of course. Artificial heat is not 
actually necessary, at least if Black Ham- 
burghs, &o., alone are to bo grown, but a couple 
of rows of 4-inch piping on each side will be 
found a great advantage, and some heat is 
absolutely necessary for Muscats, &c., or if the 
Vines are to be forced. Plant the Vines in 
February or March, when starting, at 2J feet 
apart, if to bo grown on the single-rod system. 
—B. C. R. 

3839.—Strawberries for market.—I 
have known the plants die away as described, 
but I believe it is a very uncommon occurrence. 
Some very light soils do not suit Strawberries, 
and if your soil is of this description you will 
find Black Prince, President, Garibaldi, Eleanor, 
or John Powell succeed better than Paxton’s, 
“ Queens,” &c. I should also recommend you 
to try the effect of a dressing of burnt earth, 
soot, and a little lime on the parts of the ground 
where the disease appears. In my experience 
the best substitute for stable-manure for this 
crop is Thomson’s Vine and Plant manure.— 
B. C. R. 

3824.—Stopping Melons.—As a rule, the 
fruit forma on the young shoots at the second 
joint from the base where they push from. In 
some instances, though, they form at the first. 
It is not advisable to stop the shoots until the 
fruit has beon fertilised a day or two, except it 
can bo done before the fertilisation takes place, 
for fear of the lateral getting too long and over¬ 
crowding its neighbour.—S. P. 

-Thoso in all good gardens are now trained 
to a trellis, so that the operator when attending 
to the plants works underneath them. Tho 
best way to treat them is to allow the leading 
shoot of each plant to run half way up the 
trellis. Stop the leading growth thenepand 
laterals will be abundantly produced. Stop 
a shoot immediately the blossom is feral 
might cause the fruit to drop off. When it is 

£ 

seen the pollen has taken, stop the shoot at once 
two leaves beyond the fruit. In setting Melons, 
it is very desirable to wait until as many 
female blossoms are open as it is intended the 
plant should carry fruit, and set them all as 
nearly as possible together.—J. D. E. 

- I usually stop the laterals of Melons, 
when a couple of leaves have been made. The 
object of stopping is concentration. But when 
a leaf or two is left, there is always a force at 
work beyond the fruit to carry on the circula¬ 
tion, and this, I think, is what is required. A 
Melon may have been operated upon without 
being fertilised. As cultivation has a good deal 
to do with Melons setting, or otherwise, Melons 
growing in a firm bed of good loam will 
usually set their fruit better than if grown in 
lighter, looser soil.—E. H. 

- No, it is not advisable to atop the lateral 
owth of Melons directly the flowers have been 

ertilised, for the simple reason that unless the 
plants are grown in a house on the extension 
system tho laterals do not extend after the fruit 
once begins to swell. If the growth is stopped 
at, say, the third joint beyond the fruit, it is not 
unusual for the loaves to die away gradually. 
The fruit, it appears, monopolises all the strength 
of the shoots, and as a consequence the leaves 
diminish in size, and when this is the case 
indifferent flavoured fruit is the result. It is an 
interesting question, as “Brightspade ” remarks, 
but it is one of those matters that can only be 
dealt with by tho condition of the plants to be 
operated upon. If they are weak, depend upon 
it, it is a mistake to stop tho laterals intended 
to produce fruit. It must be remembered that 
the flavour of Melons depends entirely on the 
quantity and health of the foliage. If there are 
but few healthy leaves the flavour is only second 
rate, and by preventing the laterals from forming 
fresh leaves we run the risk of injuring the 
flavour of the fruit.—J. C. C. 

383G. — Strawberries and Olover.— 
This is not the first time that this subject has 
been mentioned, and I remember seeing it 
definitely stated that the decaying roots of 
Clover act as a fertiliser to some crops while of 
no benefit to others. I have had no personal 
experience of this matter, but I hope those who 
are possessed of chemical knowledge will enlighten 
us on this matter.—J. C. C. 

3835.—Grapes, &c., for very early 
forcing.—The best of all Grapes for very early 
forcing is undoubtedly Black Hamburgh. If 
you wish to have Grapes ripe in May or June, 
you could not do better than plant the whole 
house with that variety. White Grapes are not 
nearly so profitable early in the year as black. 
Foster’s Seedling is the best white for early 
forcing. Muscat of Alexandria, of course, is the 
finest white Grape in cultivation, but, of course, 
not to grow with Black Hamburgh nor to bo 
ripe before July. In an early house it is a mis¬ 

might grow early (Potatoes in 10-inoh pots, 
or you might force Mint in boxes. There is 
always a demand for this Herb early in the 
year. Strawberries can be grown along with 
the Vines if you have shelves put up close to the 
glass so that the plants will have sufficient light 
at all times. Great care in watering, however, 
is necessary to prevent the leaves being attacked 
with red-spider.—S. P. 
- Two of the best Grapes for very early 

forcing are Black Hamburgh and Foster’s Seed¬ 
ling ; Madresfield Court and Buckland Sweet¬ 
water also force well. It is not impossible to 
grow Cucumbers between Grape-Vines when 
the latter are young and do not require all the 
space; but Tomatoes would do better, as 
Cucumbers require more shade and moisture 
than would be good for the Vines. Still, an 
early fruit or two may be had from Cacumber- 
plants in large pots or tubs in a vinery. French 
Beans also will do very well for a time if there 
is heat enough ; but French Beans will not do 
mnoh good in a lower temperature than 60 degs. 
The produce of a small house 20 feet long should 
be disposed of locally, as it would not pay to 
send long distances.—E. H. 

THE ANDROSACES. 

These are, perhaps, the most alpine of alpine 
plants. Other families send down representa¬ 
tives to the hill pastures or the sea rocks, or 
sunny heaths, as the Primroses and Hairbells 
do, but not so these. They are more alpine 
even than the Gentians ; for, as we have seen, 
the Gentians are as handsome in a hill meadow 
as on the highest slopos, and as Androsaces are, 
among flowering plants, thoso moat oonfinod to 
the snowy region, so, as might be expected, 
they are the dwarfest of this class. They belong 
to the Primrose family, and resemble it in the 
flowers, but even dwarf alpine Primroses are 
giants to these, which, from their extreme 
dwarfness and compactness, might be called, for 
an English name, flowering Mosses. Growing 
at such great elevations, where the snow falls 
very oarly in autumn, they flower as soon as the 
snow melts. Sometimes, like some other alpine 
flowers, they frequent high cliffs with a vertical 
face, or with portions of the face receding here 
and thoro into shallow recesses. Here they 
must endure intense cold—cold which would 
probably destroy all shrub or tree-life exposed 
to it. And here in spring they flower. Thus, 
in crossing some passes on foot in spring or 
early summer, while all the hills around are 
a waste of snow, the traveller has tho pleasure 
of seeing these charming fairies in full bloom. 
Generally, however, they have to wait till the 
snow disappears, and then, in every high spot, 
one sees the ground silvered with their cushions 
and gay with their modest little flowers of white, 
or rose, or yellow. As yet far from common in 
our gardens, it is, nevertheless, the aim of every 

Androsncc lanuginosa. (See page 182.) 

take to plant many varieties—in fact, it is in 
any house ; the more the sorts are kept together 
the better is the prospect of success. French 
Beans in pots may be grown very well under 
the Vines. The best variety is Sutton's New 
Forcing. Sow five Beans in a 34-inch pot. 
When they show the first rough leaf shift them 
on into 6-inch pots without disturbing the roots. 
Any light rich soil will suffice. They must 
levqp'tx allowed to become dry at the root* or 

-MSdeNwill attack the leaves and thW l'nwc - 
nrer to travel from there to the Vines. Yon 

lover of alpine flowers to possess them in good 
health. This is not difficult where there is a 
properly-formed rock garden in a pure air. They 
are among the plants that are almost sure to 
perish in a smoky atmosphere. Their small 
overgreen loaves, often downy, retain much more 
dust and soot than smoother and larger-leaved 
evergreen alpine plants do. The Androsaces 
enjoy iit| cultivation small fissures between rocks 
or stoues. firmly paoked with pure sandy peat, or 

not less than 
should be so placed that 
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no wet can gather or lie about thorn, and they 
should be ao planted in between rocks or atones 

that, once well-rooted into the deep earth—all 
the better if mingled with pieces of broken 
sandstone—they could uever suffer from 

drought. It is easy to arrange rocks and soil ao 
that, once tho mass below is thoroughly 

moistened, an ordinary drought can have little 
effect in drying it. A. lanuginosa (illustrated 

on page 1S1) is distinguished by its spreading 
and sometimes, when in a vigorous condition, 
long trailing shoots, and bearing umbels of 

flowers of a delicate rose, thcleaves beiugcovered 
with silky hairs. In very cold districts it should 
be preserved during winter in a dry pit. V. 

HALF-HARDY ANNUALS IN POTS. 

These supply us with a lot of most useful 

material for conservatory and greenhouse de¬ 
coration, particularly during the summer and 
autumn months. Being in most instances of 
comparatively easy culture, they may be relied 

upon as a good source of supply when there is 
not sufficient room to grow plants of a more per¬ 

manent character. Prominent amongst these 
annuals are the Rhodanthos, which for flower¬ 
ing in U-inoh pots from May onwards aro most 

desirable, lasting such a long time in good 
condition. It is now too late to sow for early 

flowering, but sood now sown will provide a 
stock of plants to flower early in July. The 
siil for Rhodanthes should be made firm, as in 

the case of Mignonette, no further potting being 

required. It should be raised in a slight heat, 
not by any means too warm, so as to produco 
a weakly growth. A shelf in a vinery just 

started would do well, shading the pots until 
the seed is seen to be germinating. When a 

good start has been made a cooler houso will 
be better, the vinery inoanwhile rising too 
rapidly. Water carefully until tho pots are 

tolerably well filled with roots. When the 
plants aro showing flower a cold pit or frame 

will suit them very well if room in the green¬ 
house is short. Another annual of this class 

th it gives a good return, flowering continuously 
for many weeks, is Alousoa Warscewiczi 
oompauta ; its bright scarlet flowers are not at 

all unlike those ol a Chorozema when seen at a 
d'stance. This Alousoa will thrive well under 

the samo treatment as advised for Rhodanthes. 
Tne Amsranthuses, as represented by A. bicolor, 

A. trioolor, and A. melauuholicut ruber, supply 
a class of plants that aro not so often seen in 
pots as they deserve to be. Their value lies, of 
oourso, in the foliage effect produced. They 
require rather more warmth than either of the 

foregoing, with more moisture until well 
eitaolished ; by that time a cool-house or pit 

will suit them well if guarded against auy 
excessive draught. Balsams hardly require 
more than an allusion ; they arc not, however, 

seen in nearly so good form as their merits justify. 
It is a mistake to sow tho aoed too soon. This 

it often done ; hence the plants become too large 
before there is room to accommodate them after 

the bodding plants are disposed of. Wheu 
sown iu April or May a cooler course of treat¬ 
ment will be safe, resulting in more sturdy 

plants that will do a good turn in July and 
August. 

Browai.lia bi.ata orandiplora is a very 

useful annual for the summer and autumn, last¬ 
ing a Ion;* timo in flower, at tho eatno time 
supplying a colour none too plentiful. The plants 
do best in a gentle warmth until well established 
in their flowering-pots. By sowing in pans, 

priokiug off into.'linoh or li-inch pots, threo or 
five plants in a pot, and then shifting into 6-inch 
or 8-inch pots, and pinching once or twice, nice 

bushy plants will result. When a large stock 
and variety of plants are essential in August 

and September, it is woll to grow some of the 
best strains of Helichrysums in pots. These, if 
raised in the usual manner os for planting out-of- 

doors later on, will, if retained in pote, make 
very useful material for a largo conservatory. 

Until well established, it is best to keep them 
in a cold frame j then they can bo plunged in 

an ash lied to receive one moro shift later on 
when in need of it. Being gross feeders, these 
plants will take a liberal supply of manure- 

water when tho pots aro well filled with roots. 

Lobelia gracilis should have a^phsce in the 
most limited collections,, eitheil for fSfcgin 
baskets or to aWaffgtf ’aibdg tik-ASrgiffs 

stages, over the sidos of which the drooping 

branches will hang in a most graceful man¬ 
ner. For bedding this kind is not of so 

much use, except it be as a carpeting to tall 
plants or for rustic vases or baskets, but when 

applied to purposes suitable to its habit of 
growth, it is a most beautiful plant. Nicotians 

affinis should not on any account bo omitted ; 
it is not necessary to grow a quantity of plants, 
it is true, for a few even will emit a delicious 

perfume during tho latter part of the day and 
in the evening. It is easily grown, and until in 

flower, may be kept out-ot-doors after being 
well rooted and fairly Btarted into a robust 
growth. The compact growing typos of Petunias, 

both single and double, should have duo con¬ 

sideration treated as for bedding out, but 
retained in pots they will be found useful after 

a few pinchings to increase the number of shoots. 
These will come into flower after the Pelar¬ 

goniums have ceased to be effective towards the 
end of June or beginning of July. The 

8alpiulossis, particulorly the dwarf strains, 

will prove of considerable service for autnmu 
flowering in conjunction with tho Helichry- 

sums, and may be grown under the same treat¬ 
ment. Schizanthus retusus and the varH 

albus and Grahami make fine plants for tho 
conservatory in the spring if sown later in the 
year, whilst if sown now they will flower in the 

autumn, lasting until the Chrysanthemums 

turn in. This is a half-hardy annual that should 
be more grown than it is where much flower 
has to be provided, or where easily cultivated 
plants are more essential. Ten-week Stocks are 

almost indispensable ; they may he had during a 
prolonged season by sowing at intervals. The 

earliest sown seed will soon be making flowering 

plants, but a sowing now made will provide a 
supply for tho summer, and one or more later a*i 
will form a good succession In the autumn. For 

extra early flowering in pots the intermediates 
are the best, these boing kept through tho win¬ 

ter in a cold frame. The common mistake made 
ith Stock sin pots is that of supplying them with 

too much water in tho earlier stages of growth. 
Noanxietv need boontertained as to their recover¬ 

ing their freshness after having beon potted off; 
this they will quickly do without tho aid of fre¬ 

quent dampings overhead. This attention in 
many cases would be beneficial; with Stocks it 

is otherwise. With half-hardy annuals it is 
most essential—as in the case of all annuals, in 
fact—not to overcrowd the plants iu their 

earlier etagos of growth iu the soed-pans. A 
good start mado with dwarf stocky plauts will 
go a long way towards ensuring success. Such 

plants have every advantage compared with 
those of a weakly and spindly growth, the 

result of either sowing the seed too thickly or 

through deferring the first pricking off or thin¬ 
ning out, os tho case may be, until it is almoit 
too late to perform it. Too much warmth in 

the earliest stages is equally injurious, and evei • 
tually fatal if persisted in. Light is an all-im¬ 

portant factor in developing a substantial 
growth ; so also is free ventilation when the 

plants are fairly well started on their course. 
As soon as tho plants coaao to be of any use 
they can bo thrown away to mako room for 

those of a permanent character beforo frost sots 
in. II. 

TUBES AND SHRUBS. 

PLANTING CLIMBERS IN MIXTURE. 

The utility and interest of planting climbers in 

mixture are not as often takon advantage of us 
might be the case. The gable ends of my cot¬ 
tage are fully garnished with Virginian Creeper, 

Aristolochias, Jessamines, Clematis, Honey¬ 
suckles, lvieB, Tea Roses, notably Rcino d'Or 

and Gloire do Dijou, grown and trained in 
delightful mixture: while a massive chimney, 
clothed with broad groon Ivy (Rmgneriana) as 

a groundwork, Ariatoloehia Sipho, the chaste 

Clematis Standishi, white Jessamine, Lonicera 
aureo-rcticuluta. Virginian Creeper, and Rose 
Rove d'Or have thoroughly covered to tho very 
top, and compete with each other as to which can 

produce tho greatest charm, while the lower part 
of the cottage wall all around is furnished with 

still greater and additional variety. Berberis 
" rwini has attained tho height of 15 foot )r 

and I hope to see it yet gain tho, top, 
Ionia uiaorautha, Clematisesiiif tnehjackl. 

mani type, semi-climbing Roses of tho La France 

type, Jasminum nudiflorum, Chimonanthus fra- 
grans, Clianthus puniceus, Aloysia citriodora 
(Lemon-plant), together with broad vigorous 

patches of Tropiuolum speciosum, and the rarer, 
T. polyphyllum, Calystegia pubescens fl.pl. 
Hops, &c., are also planted on the wall. A 

prominent part in this miniature wall decoration 
is taken by that fine old nearly evergreen Rose 

Ophirie, which occupies considerable space on 
the east wall, and has grown right up to the 

eaves. By-the-way, this is a Rose deserving far 
more notice and extended cultivation for this 
purpose than are now accorded it. The benefit 

of this mode of planting is apparent in the 
increased and prolonged effectiveness and 

additional interest given to a wall thus treated, 
especially where wall room is limited, and as 
far os I can observe, with a common sense and 

timely thinning of shoots, &o., none of the 
subjects employed are much the worse for their 
associates. Of course, to keep up tho vigour of 

such a medley crowd, their larder must on no 
account be overlooked, but bo kept freely and 

often supplied with substantial and invigorating 
fare. One more word as bearing on this double 

planting, or whatever it may be termed, as 
applied to shrubs as well os climbers. A ploasing 
little feature attaohed to this same cottage is a 

small shrubbery thinly planted chiefly with 
spring-flowering shrubs to hide the back 
premises. This is overrun with pink Con¬ 

volvulus and Hops, which mako a splendid 
autumn display, long flowering shoots, twining 

and festooning over aud from shrub to shrub, 
covering the whole with a mantle of beauty. 

J • 

3816.—Thuja Lobbi.—The first week in 

April is tho best month to plant this shrub, 
especially if a little attention can be given to 
them during the summer in the way of watering 

occasionally and mulching the surface with 
2 inches of partly-decayed manuro. The ground 

ought to be trenched deeply in tho autumn, 
adding a little manure to tne soil just under the 
surfaco. If possible, cover the roots when 

planting with a little decayed vegetable refuse 
or old potting soil. This may seem unnecessary, 
but any little attention liko this is time well 

spent, the trees make so much better progress 
afterwards. This Thuja is not at all particular 
as to position. £5 per 100 would bo a fair price 

to pay for trees 18 inches high, a good size for 

hedgo planting.—8. P. 

- — This Conifer is not expensive, and you 
could plant it in early autumn with every pros¬ 
pect of the shrub succeeding well; and tho soil 

must be moderately light. T. Lobbi is ono of 
tho most popular of its class, and makes good 
progress in ordinary gardens, but, like the 

majority of Conifers, does not like the neigh¬ 
bourhood of largo towns. The miserable aspect 

of tho shrubs in town gardens does not impress 
one with their usefulness for such positions—in 
truth, in small gardens especially, the planting 

of Conifets has beon quite overdono.—C. T. 

- The cost varies according to tho work 

done in transplanting. In the nurseries where 
the plants are permit* cd to grow without root 
disturbance they can be bought much cheaper 
than where regularly lifted, but the untrans- tdented trees would cortaiuly die in a season 
iko tho prosent, and some of thorn would 

die under any circumstances ; therefore price is 
no criterion of quality. Thuja Lobbi is some¬ 
times confounded with Thuja gigantea, and 

the last-named is moro valuable than the trees 
sometimes sold as T. Lobbi. T. gigantea is 
comparatively scarce and dear, but good plants 

can be purchased for about 2s. (id. each and 
upwards, according to size. They will move 

very well in early autumn. It is a very hardy 
tree and will grow anywhere.—E. H. 

3741.—ciethra arborea.—This is an ever¬ 
green, with white flowers iu September. It 
should be potted in tho spring, whon tho new 
growth is commencing, using good sandy peat 

and draining the pots well, and making tho 
soil quite firm. During the season of growth 

rather liberal supplies of wator are necessary, 
and even in the winter the soil ought nover to 
become really dry. The plant should have a 

light and airy position at all times.—B. C. R. 

igi98!il.h-5,rulta of Chimonanthus fra- 
yrans.—Thei;e is nothing unusual in this treo 
setting some I os (its jflimers and producing seed. 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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Two year* ago when thinning out an old spcci- 
meu on a wall I discovered several pods that 

bad boen hanging a year. Tho seed was sown 
and grow in a few weeks. At the present time 

there are a quantity of fruits upon some young 
plants, and a quantity of seed will doubtless be 
ripened by next winter.—A. H. 

- The reoent hot and dry weather, coupled with the 
favourable site the plant enjoys, will account for the 
f rutting of thle shrub, whtoh is unusual. This Is one of the 
most charming o( flowering deciduous shrubs to be met 
with, but seldom Is It seen.—8. P. 

- The fruiting of this plant against a main wall is not 
a rare occurrence—at leaet, I have often seen the fruit on 
old trees.—E. H. 

- The fruiting of this plant is certainly not aoammon 
ooourrence, although seeds are occasionally seen on old 
trees.—J. O. 0. 

3734.—Hollies.—Syringe them well two or 
three times every day, getting the water well 

on to the stems and old wood. At the same 
time keep them nicely moist at the roots. I 
should say the soil has been too dry. I trans¬ 

planted some in March, kept them well watered, 
and they have not lost a leaf. If you can shade 
from hot sun it will help to keep the wood 

from shrivelling —J. C. B. 

by tho path ? They should not be set too near 
it; if there is space to spare 6 feet or 8 feet will 
be a good distance for the larger growing ones, 

putting dwarfer kinds near the path so as to 
avoid a continuous line. You can fill up vacant 

spaces with perennial plants and bulbs. Of 
evergreen shrubs, Hollies, Yews, Boxes, and 
Aucubas are good reliable kinds. Some people 

are vory fond of Cypresses and Thujas, but I do 
not care for many of these alien looking trees ; 
one or two from their pyramidal shape make a 

pleasant variety. Of flowering shrubs and 
trees there is an almost endless choice. I may 
just mention Pink Hawthorns, Lilacs, Guelder 

lioses, flowering Currants, and strong growing 
Hoses as suitable. You will not require many 
in a length of 30 feet, as each tree should have 

a chance of developing its characteristic beauty. 
It is very important that the soil should be well 

prepared by being dug up and enriched if it 
is poor and exhausted. If the ground at the 
end of the steps is Bloped and not laid with 

turf, you should try to get it covered with rock 
plants or such things as the smaller growing 
Periwinkles and St. John’s Wort. If you have 

rock plants, they will need a few good-sized 

A fine Tree-Fern (Dicksonia antnrcliea?. 

"3744.—Shrub seeds from New Zea¬ 
land.—Sow the seeds at once in well-drained 
pots or pans of very sandy peat, with a little 
loam and leaf-mould. Keop them in tho heated 

house, with shade from sun, and the soil always 
moderately moist. VVhon up and well in growth, 
transfer the seedlings singly to small pots, using 

tho same soil. Keep in tno house for a timo, 
then remove to the tranio, so as to harden them 
before the winter sets in, and house again the 

end of September.—B. C. R. 

3772.—Trees, &c., for a garden path. 
—I do not think it would be satisfactory to 
plant trees to meet ovor tho path to tho house, 

or to have climbers truined to form an arcado, 
though a separato arch here and there might 
not be amiss. The trees would probably be too 

large for the place if they met overhead, and 
creepers if trained os proposed would require 
much attention, be unpleasantly dripping in 

wet weather, and, as you say your house is raised 
much above the patn, the v iew from it would 
probably bo upon the arches rather than through 

them. Would it not be better to Avalt till 

autumn, and then get ficpfopl seleotiol ofyWel- 
gteen and flowering shrubs and set tnOTenilobg 

atones to keep up the earth and make little flat 

beds for them to be set in. Should the space 
at the end of the steps be left vacant, by all 
means plant a tree or creeper there. Attention 

to these little details make a great difference 
to the appearance of a places.—B. K. 

PERNS 

TREE-FERNS. 

Tiikse. whore in small pots or tubs, as compared 
with the size of the plants, will generally require 

a good supply of water. On no account should 
they be allowed to suffer. This may possibly 
occur at this season of tho year sooner than one 
is aware of. When there is a difficulty in 

getting sufficient water to penetrate the ball 

of earth, and the pots are crammed with 
rools, I have mado holes into the soil some 
C inches or more in depth ; those will direct 
the water more towards the central part of 

the ball if the holes are made in that direction. 
Young thriving plants will need careful looking 

irticularly those which are begin- 
'iake a stem. Some Sphagpap^q,^ 

tied around these stems c, 

soil; this will soon draw out more roots and 
considerably strengthen the plants. Any stems 
that may lie observed to be too dry should be 
kept syringed every day, or water may be poured 

down them from the crown of the frond*. Moss 
could also be bound round the stems from the 
soil to the top ; if this is done at this time of the 

year, it will ia most cases soon be found out by 
the roots, as the keeping of it moist is not now 

so difficult as in very hoc weather. This, in the 
case of some kinds, greatly assists the plants and 
adds to the vigour of the fronds, as well as to 

their numbers. It is not, I think, advisable to 
adopt it in every instance. I would not do so 

when tho growth is already as much as one 
could desire ; in other cases, however, it is a 
decided help. If pursued from year to year, in 

tho case of young plants the stems increase in 
hoight moro rapidly. Those which arc known 

to bo troubled with scale or thrips should receive 
every attention now. When the case is a bad 
one, I would remove the fronds, if they can be 
conveniently spared, one or two at a time. 
Syringing or fumigation will destroy the thrips 

to a great extent, but the scale wants more 
getting rid of. In doing this, care should bo 
taken that the insects do not fall upon other 

plants. In a few woeks' time another examina¬ 
tion should be made, which will go a long way 
towards getting clear of them. Cibotiuin 

princeps and C. regale should not be kept in too 
cool a house ; they will not bear so cool a tem¬ 
perature as Dicksonia antarctica (here figured) 

or Cyatbea dealbata. C. regale is of the two 

the hardier. II. 

CHOICE FERNS. 

CUKILASTUKS RAPIATA A»l> OTHERS. 

A small frond of this plant comes to hand from 
a lady, “Miss Jen,’’ asking its namo and 

for some hints as to its cultivation ? The 
name is hero given, but it is a plant not well 
known amongst Fern growers, although it has 

been in cultivation since 1827. It belongs to the 
Adiantopsis, established by Fee, but which is 
now reduced to a section of the above genus by 

Hooker and Smith. Tho frond sent is rather a 
small one, having only four radiating pinna>, 
beside tho main and terminal one, but I have 

grown it with six and eight, and measuring 
8 inches across; but then the plants wete 
evidently much stronger than the one in 

question. This ia a beautiful Fern, which is 
widely spread over the West Indian Islands and 
also in Mexico, Caraccas, and Brazil. Conse¬ 
quently it requires to be grown in the stove, and 

the pots to bo well drained, using as soil two 
parts peat, nicely chopped up with the spade, 

and one part good light turfy loam well mixed 
and made eanrty. Water freely, and maintain a 

nice warm, moist atmosphere, and you will, 
“Miss Jen,” suooued in growing this Fern 

well. The following are some of the plants 
belonging to the section Adiantopsis besides the 

one just mentioned— 

C. CAPEN818 : This pretty plant, as its name 
implies, comes from the Cape of Good Hope, 
and is somewhat rare in cultivation with 
us, although it succeeds under a warm green¬ 

house treatment. When at its best the ironds 
are nearly a foot in height, and the pinniu 

or bipinnato of twice divided, with the edges 
of the segments toothed, the colour being 
rich bright-yellow. C. H. pedat*: This is a 

rare species which comes from the West Indian 
Islands, having tho stems of an ebonoun hue. 

The lower part of the frond at once reminds 
ono of 0. radiate, but it grows out of character 
in tho upper part and becomes bipinnate, with 

the segments quite rosembling C. radiata, and 
for which it might bo taken, but in that kind 
tho central pinna1, although tho largest is always 
simply pinnate, it requires stove heat. AH 
thice speciesare peculiarly choice kinds,adapted 

for the culture of a lady Fern fancier, and I 
should be pleased if the lady signing “Miss 

Jon” would add them to her collection, and 
then ask me to see it, for I, like heraolf, livo in 

the London district. J. J. 

3747._Maiden hair Ferns.—Tno best 

and only safe way to obtain good fresh sports 

is either to save thorn yourself (from tho well- 
mitfiwd "fronds 'of any old plants) or to git 

smw to iwotewrol FerD8-Tht y 
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muat be aown on a rather rough surfaoe of fine, 

silky loam, in extra well-drained pans. Do not 
sift the soil, or attempt to render the surface very 

level, but simply crumble the loam in the hand, 
and moisten it by soaking the pans halfway up 

in water for about half an hour. Keep them 

in a shady and “quiet” corner of a rather 
warm house or pit, with a moist atmosphere, 

and when necessary dip the pans halfway up 
in water as before. As soon as the young seed¬ 

lings (which look like Moss) are well up prick 
them out into other pans or boxes in little 

clumps, and when sufficiently advanced divide 
again, and transplant them singly, finally 

transferring them to “thumbs." Adiantum 
cuneatum is the boat for all ordinary purposes. 

The winter or early spring is the best time to 

sow, as at this season Moss is apt to grow and 

smother the young Ferns.—B. C. R. 

HARDY CYCLAMENS. 

Cyclamens Coum and ibericum, as well as the 

charming little hybrid Atkinsi, have bloomed 
freely in tho opon air. I had a bod of the 

latter, containing about a hundred plants, 
covered with the dainty little blooms, varying 

in colour from tho purest white to rosy-rod. I 
know of nothing more delightful in the early 

spring days than these hardy Cyclamens, so 
charming in form and colour. The rich-green 

of the foliage, which in sheltered situations does 

not suffer from hard frosts, shows up the flowers 

to great advantage. C. vernum is not so showy 
as the abovo mentioned, and rather more deli¬ 

cate of constitution, but very pretty and worthy 

of careful oulture. One of the moat fragrant 
(lowers I know is C. europa-um. This blooms 

in summer, and does beat whore it gets shelter 

from hot sun. Tho fragranco of this Cyclamen 
is so poworful that a plant carrying half-a-dozen 

blooms will perfume a moderate-sized green¬ 
house. For this reason it is well worth growing 

in pots. These hardy Cyclamens grow freely in 
a light compost, consisting mainly of leaf-soil 

with a little loam and a liberal addition of brick 
rubble or mortar rubbish. Tho corma should be 

buried 3 inches or i inches deep, and a cosy 

nook sheltered from east and north winds should 
be chosen for them. The autumn-blooming 

C. hedencfoljum is a very hardy vigorous grow¬ 

ing species. Theso will thrive in almost any 
soil or situation. Tho white form of this is 
certainly one of the daintiest little flowers we 

have. This dooB very well in the Grass where 
tho herbage is not very rank of growth, and it 

sucoeods under deciduous trees. The largo 
handsomely marked leaves rornain In good con¬ 

dition thnugh the hardost frosts, and thus form 
a carpet of the freshest verdure at a season 

when it is so welcome. J. C. B. 

SOLANUM JASMINOIDE8. 

Though hardy in a few of the more favoured 

districts of this country, the Solanum in ques¬ 
tion must be, generally speaking, regarded as a 

greenhouse plant, for it is when treated os such 

the*; ;t is most effective. One thing in its favour 
a a >of or rafter plant is that the foliage is not 
in ai • way dense, so that evon a largo specimen 

of it Will not obstruct a great amount of light, 
which is in a general way a dosirable feature in 

a climbing plant. At the same time the young 
shoots are rather liable to be attacked by 

aphides, and if tho atmosphoro is too dry, red- 
spider will quickly make its appearance and 
work havoc with the foliage. With a little 
care, however, both theso can be kept in check, 

and then this Solanum will, under suitable con¬ 
ditions, flower for months together. 1 have had 
under my observation for some time a by no 

means large plant, which has not been without 

flowers since last November. Under glass espe¬ 
cially, whero slightly shaded, the blooms are 

pure-white, but out-of-doors they are often 
tinged with bluish-mauve. It strikes root 

readily, and is altogether of vory easy culture. 

8. jasminoides is, however, by no means the 
only climbing Solanum that ranks high as a 

flowering plant, for two or three species of great 
merit have been very attractive at Kew for the 

last few years. One of them, 8. Wendlandi, is 

a bold, strong-growing climber, with clusters of 
purplish-blue blossoms, while a second species, 

8. Seaforthianum, has clusters of flowerwa good 
deal like those of 8.;, jaeminpjdes, Sxceni ts> 11 

they are of a pleasing shade of\*aleSrfso. j 

8. pensile, the third to mention, has lanceolate lay hold of the new soil, and If the soil is packed 
leaves of a very deep-green tint, and clusters of in firmly with a wooden rammer the water ap- 

deep purple blossoms. All of the above, except plied will pass through very much more slowly 
8. jasminoides, require stove treatment, and the roots will be supplied with it. Before 

Another species is S. crispum, which is hardy in one of these plants is repotted the roots should 
the specially favoured districts of this country, be well on the moist side to avoid giving any 

and may be treated as a wall plant in others, water for two or three days after repotting, 
It forms a large bush, while the flowers, which and when it is seen that water is really needed, 
are freely borne, are of an attractive shade of 
pale blue. This is an old plant in gardens, and 

though but little known, it is where hardy a very 

showy shrub. P. 

ive a good supply. Most of the Chorozemas 
ave 

tnougn duo attie Known, ms wnerenaray a very LoNO slender stems, which make them 

showy shrub. P. useful to train against a wall or trellis-work ; 
- but they ought also to be trained to neat sticks 

THE CHOROZEMAS. to form even a moderate-sized plant. Avoid the 
formality of balloon-shaped or any fantastic form 

The Chorozemas, so well represented by C. other than that of a bush, which should be woll 
Lowi, a variety or species with larger flowers furnished from baso to apex with healthy 

than are usually found upon other species in flowering growths. There is no need to starve 
this genus, are amongst the most useful of green- these plants into flower. They flower profusely 

house plants, especially to amateurs who have with liberal treatment, and when the plants are 
no convenience to force plants or shrubs into kept too long in one pot the leaves assume a 
flower. Although the Chorozemas may bo greenish-yellow tinge, instead of a deep full 
grown into specimens large enough for exhibi- green. When well established a good supply of 

tion, so large that they can with difficulty bo water is required at the roots, but some dis- 
moved by two men, this is not the kind of thing cretion is needed ; the points of the fine fibrous 

the general public want, and even frequenters roots maybe injured with too much as too little 
of exhibitions have become satiated with such water. The plants may be placed out-of-doors 

unwieldy specimens. One can appreciate the during the summer and autumn months, but if 
skill of the cultivator who has worked well and the pots are fully exposed to the sun it is well 

patiently to bring his plants up to the highest to lean a slate against them to prevent injury ; 
standard of excellence ; but tho primary object the pots would absorb the heat to such an extent 

of cultivating these specimens being to win that tho roots in contact with the inner surface 
prizes at flower shows, they servo their purpose would be positively burned. When out-of-doors 
when the exhibitor has won the coveted award, they should also be sheltered from violent 

whatever it may be, for as decorative plants for winds, which would overturn evon a moderate- 

tho greenhouso they ore not to be compared to ,ized specimen ; a stout stick should bo driven 
the smaller specimens naturally trained. One into the ground at the side of each pot, so that 

can safely recommend Chorozemas to amateurs plant and flower-pot may bo both made secure, 
because of their easy oulture and the cheap rate They must not be left out so late in the autumn 

at which the plants can be purchased. The ag to become saturated with cold rains. J. ’ 
leading dealers in those plants say that there is / 
but little demand for them ; therefore there is 

but little encouragement to propagate a stock of FLOWER GARDEN NOTES. 1 

plants. No one can complain of the attention To advise as to the best materials to employ for 

now givon to Orchids ; they must ever com- the most effective, and at the same time the 
mand admiration ; but we cannot nor ought we most tasteful display in the flower garden is by 

to compare one class of plants with the other. no means an easy task, as so muoh depends on 
Orchids will do in a comparatively cool house in the tastes to bo gratified, natural surroundings, 

winter, but there must be a heated house for gtyle and formation of bed or border, and many 
even the coolest of the Odontoglossums ; other things. There are certain flower gardens, 

whereas the New Holland plants succeed well gC0res of little beds perhaps enolosod by Box 
in a house that need not be heated except on edgings, and with tiny gravel walks running 
sharp, frosty nights, and the dry atmosphere in between them, with which it is almost impos- 

which tho plants delight in the winter season is sible to deal satisfactorily. The demand is 
pleasant for invalids, who must have air and generally that oach bed shall be indopendont 

excrciso without being exposed to cold o&st of it* neighbour, and under such circumstances 

it is a very difficult matter to blend and 

The culture ok Chorozemas is very simple, harmonise colours. Neither can satisfactory 
Seedling plants are the best. They grow more results be gained by filling such gardons with 

freely than those propagated from cuttings, and herbaceous plants; the latter never look at 
make a better growth. They also grow rapidly home in small formal beds, whether .these form 

when they have reached the flowering stage, part of a running border or of some intricate 

The two main points to be attended to in their design. In offering a few suggestions as to 
culture are careful attention to planting in tho summer planting, I may say at tho outset that 

right kind of soil and placing them in a light, th®y are applicable to what is now the favourite 
airy position in the house, but avoiding a con- type of flower garden, the herbaceous border, 

tinuous draught of air. The potting-soil ought Rud bed» °“ tu«- 11 should bo the aim to fill 
to be yellow loam, such as is found on moorland “7 vacant spaces in the herbacoous borders for 
pastures in the vicinity of peat, and in which khe summer with those things that seem most 

Bracken or tho Brake Fern grows freely. I uso in touch with tho permanent inmates. A fow 

two-thirds of light fibrous peat with this yellow Tall THINGS for tho back are free-flowering 
loam, and add a good sprinkling of coarse sand l’ompon Dahlias, the useful bright yellow single 

if it is needed. Tho plants grow freely and Helianthus, a few clumps of Prince’s Feather 
inako a mass of fibrous roots, and if repotting and of summer-flowering Chrysanthemums, or if 

is delayed they form a compact hard mass, and there is already an abunduncoof flowering plants 
when this has taken place it is necessary to take in the background, the summer introductions may 
a pointed stick or, what is better, an iron skewer consist of such fine-foliaged plants as Solanum 
and ease out the roots a little. Good drainage giganteum, Wigandia, Ferula, Cannabis gigantca, 

is necessary, and over the drainage put some of Ferdinandia eminens, and a few Cannes. Bare 
the fibre from the turf from which most of the spots in the front of such borders may be filled, 

soil particles have been shaken out. In re- in addition to as many Carnations and Violas 
moving tho plants from one flower-pot to as there may be to spare, with Cuphea platy- 

another, an inch all round the ball of roots centra, Gazania splendens, Diplacus glutinosus, 
should bo allowed for the new compost. As a a clump or two of Holiotrope, pegging the latter 

rule, all these hard-wooded plants require to bo once to keop it dwarf, and also a few blocks of 

potted firmly, and the Chorozemas are no excep- the best of the scentod Pelargoniums. In the 
tion. In a few words I will point out the reason arrangements in the flower-garden for bods on 
for this firm potting. Tho ball of roots being a turf, the gardener has, as a rule, to adapt his 

compact, very solid mass, if the soil was put in plantingto the tastes and requirements of hisem- 

loosely the water applied after repotting would ployer; in one place plenty of bright colour must 
pass rapidly away in the new soil and searoely be the predominating feature ; in another, sub- 

penetrato the part containing tho roots, so that tropical work ; in another, plenty of large bold penetrato the part containing tho roots, so that tropical work ; in another, plenty of largo bold 
a plant might be suffering from want of water, plants, as big specimen Fuchsias, Ivy-leaved 

while to all intents and purposes it had been Pelargoniums, and the like; in another, carpet 
freelw supplied. It is to obviate this evil that bedding; cither by the employment of the 

jiABS are pickod out a little with the afore- dwarfest of plants or by the judicious blending 

jaW.*sVewer, so that they may the i oi)d|lj£ ]o| bright cbj'pwfl! CiW <foUi>ge as would be repre- 
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seated, for instance, by the bronze and tricolor 
Pelargoniums and Coleus VerschafTelti. Of 
many 

New ideas that havo como in of late years 
to improve our floral arrangements, one of the 
best was the introduction of a minimum of 

tall, graceful, or large, well-flowered plants 
on a dwarfer carpet of flowor or foliage. In¬ 
stances of such planting will be found in 
Abutilon marmoratum with purple Petunias, 
Fuchsia Abundance with silvery Ccntaureas, 
Roso of Castile, or ono of tho (Jornelliasen typo 

of Fuchsia with purple Violas, Nicotians 
aflinis with scarlet Polargoniums or Verbenas, 
and white Marguerites with pink I’elar- Soniu ns. In all tho above arrangements the 

ot plants aro given first, and may be planted 
with a sparing or more lavish hand in propor¬ 

tion to the size of bed or border. The brilliant 
or glowing Begonias in scarlet, crimson, or 
pink shades are all the better, especially if tho 
flowers are heavy and havo a tendency to 
droop, for tho introduction amongst them of a 
few lighter, taller, and more graceful plants. 

The striped Japanese Maizo is sometimes used, 
but this is a trifle stiff and formal, and I cer¬ 
tainly prefer the variegated Ribbon Crass, the 
Hwcot Tobacco, or oven a few well-grown 
plants of Eucalyptus globulus or citriodora. 

Beds of Verbenas can be relieved in a similar 
manner. 

Mixed beds, in which two given plants 
are used in about equal proportions, are 
also still in favour, and very pretty 
and effective if the colours are nicely 
blended and tho arrangement is not too 
stiff and formal. Pelargoniums Flower 

of Spring and West Brighton Gem, with 
ospectivoly Lobelia cardinalis and the silver 

negated Fuchsia, the silvery Centaureas and 
rerarias with Heliotropes or Verbena venosa, 

Tl.n lines of bedding Beet or Begonia Worthiana 
running irregularly through a carpet of dwarf 

Ageratum, are a few instances of such planting, 
the size of plants again to bo regulated in pro¬ 
portion to size of bed. A few large specimen 
Fuchsias, Ivy and other Pelargoniums, and 
Heliotropes are not out of place even in small 
flower gardens ; they may be plunged on turf or in 
small beds, and in the latter caso could have a 

dwarf carpet of flower or foliage to show to 
advantage against tho several colours. There 
aro very few, if any, of the foregoing plants 
that are not to bo had easily either from seed 
or cuttings, and aro therefore within the reach 

of all who have a little glass. Of many other 
things that enter sometimes largely into the 
flower-garden arrangements, such, for instance, 
as the naif-hardy Dracnsnas, Palms, and Aralias, 
it is not necossary to write ; they are not every¬ 
body’s plants, and os such do not come within 

the scope of the present notes. E. 

OS 

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS. 

Questions.—Queries and ansieers are inserted in 
Oardrkixo Jree of charge if corrrsiiondents follow the rulet 
here laid down /or their guidance. All communications 

for ineertion should be clearly and concisely written on 
onetide of the paper only, aiul addressed to the Editor «/ 
Gardkni.no, 37, Smdhampton-strest, Corent garden, Lon¬ 
don. Letters on business should be sent to the I’l'HLISHRR. 
The name and address of the sender are required in 
addition to any designation he map desire to be used in 
the. paper. When more than one query is sent, each 
should be on a srjwrate piers, of patter. Una more red 
nueries should be repeated. Cvrrrsiumdents should bear 
in wind that, ns Gardhninii has to be sent to press some 

time in atlrance of date, then caniu/t always be replied to 
in the issue immediately following the receipt of their 
communication. 

Answers (which, with the exception of such as cannot 
icell be classified, will be found in their different depart¬ 

ments) should alimys bear the number and title, placed 
ayainst the query replied to, and our readers irill yreatly 
oblige us by adeismy, as far as their knowledge and 
observations permit, the correspondents who seek assist¬ 
ance. Conditions, soils, and means rary so infinitely 
that several answers to the same question may often be 
very useful, and those trim reply would do well to mention 
the localities in which their experience is gained. Corrcs- 

jmndrnts who refer to articles inserted in Gardbsino 
should mention the number in which they appeared. 

3876 — Candy tuft.—In perennial Candytuft best 
relied from Reed or from cuttings ? Will cuttings root In 
the open air ?—C. N. P. 

3877.—American Bellblnd —Will any of your 
readers kindly Inform me if this Is the same plant as our 
Bine-weed or Wild Convolvulus?—J. K. 

3878 —Calceolaria rugosa.—Is Calceo 
the shrubby Calceolaria us who for bedding ? If! 
offered In a 'catalogue, and |»hould (like |to pi 
-C. N. P. 

3879.—Lawn tennis-court —Willanyonekindly tell 
me bow to make a cinder or gravel lawntennis-court? 
I low much cinder or gravel required, and probable cost?— 
G. Grsrson. 

8880. —Campanula pyramldalls. dtc.— 9hould he 
glad to know host treatment of Campanula pyramldalls 
and Lophosporinum scandcns; also if both are hanly 
perennials ?—Stain-ton. 

3881. — Cape “ Geraniums "-Will someone 
kindly giro directions for culture of Cape “Geraniumsi" 
I am just starting with some ouitingsV Will they live in 
an unnealed house through the winter ?—D. K. W. 

8882. —Creeper for a wall —Will someone kindly 
recommend a very quick-growing Creeper that fastens 
Itself to a wall without railing to grow up a house-wall 
facing south-w«st, to cover up the brickwork ?—Stainton. 

8883. —Doronlcum.—In our park there is a lovely 
plant. Doronlcum austriaoum. Is this anything like 
Iforonleum llarpur-Crswe? I am going to grow 
Doronicums and should like a few hints thereon.— 
0. N. P. 

3881.—Double Petunias.—will someone kindly tell 
me how to grow Double Petunias? I have half a-doxen 
plants In 4-lnoh pots. I want to havo them ready for 
showing In August, and would like to know of a few 
named ones ?—Hall. 

3885 —Treatment of young Vines -1 have a 
few young Vines wbioh I have raised from eyes put In last 
January ; they are about 18 inches high, and have shoote 
at every joint from an Inoh to two Inches long. Should 
these side-shoots be stopped?—F. II. 

3888.—Substitute for rotten manure —I have 
no moans of procuring rotten manure. I shall he glad to 
knowlf I can use freah horse droppings instead? I can 
use manure-water thus made for Palms. Lilies, and plants 
In a conservatory generally_Stain-to.8. 

8887.—Oleanders, dec.—I shall be glad to know if 
Oleanders, Asaleas, Genistas, and Myrtles, oan bo put out 
now Into open ground ; also if the pots should be burled or 
plants should be removed from them? Should plants 
generally he buried In their pots.— Staintox. 

8888 —Asparagus culture.—will aomeone kindly 
Inform ms how to grow good Asparagus ? I have old beds 
and young ones whloh are given plenty of manure, salt, 
4o., and contain the largest kinds of tho plants, but the 
result Is the same every year—via., long thin stalks.— 
Scotia. 

8889.—Lilies of the Valley not flowering.— 
Will aomeone kindly Inform me why my Lillet ot tho Valley 
have not flowered this year ? They ore floe healthy plants, 
but in rather a sunny position. Thsy havo plenty of leaves, 
but no flowers. They have flowered In previous years.— 
PXKSIVBKANDO. 

3890. -Scented Pelargonium.—I And In a teed 
catalogue Pelargonium odoratieelma also Pelargonium 
rose scented. Which ol these two Is the oommon scented 
leaf "Geranium r I want to raise from seed, os I cannot 
buy cuttings at anything like a low prioe, and I want a 
considerable quantity.—0. N. P. 

8801.—Madonna Lilies.—Will someone kindly tell 
me why the leaves of the White Madonna Lilies, after 
growing In a flourishing stats for six or seven weeks, 
suddenly seem to take a blight of whloh enoloeed leaves are 
a sample? The bulbs were planted last August twelve- 
month In a little sand, 3 inches deep.—L. D. E. 

8891.—1Treatment of Smilaxea.-Wlll someone 
kindly tell me what treatment they require ? I have 
several seedlings about 2 Inches high, and should be glad 
to know what soil and size pots to put them In. Do they 
require beat, or would they do In a conservatory without 
heat, and that is ebadsd during the day ?—Malvina. 

3893.—Mildew on Vines.—I shall be glad to know 
how to treat Vines (Black Hamburgh and lluokland' 
Swietwater) whloh ore much mildewed? Being in a 
cool-house, they are only now blooming. May sulphur bo 
applied to leaves and stems In this stage, or will It be 
produotive of rust later on ? Full instructions will much 
oblige.—Bankbia. 

3891. —A leaky pond.—I have puddled a pood by 
putting 7 inches of clay in It well worked up, but I find 
the water gets through. I may ray the clay was put In 
all at onoe by throwing In as haid as possible, after which 
It was smoothed over, and the water let In at once, will 
someone kindly tell me where I was wrong ? The bottom 
of the pond was rammed very hard.—Aona. 

3895. —Ivy and Grass.- Is It toolate to out bock the 
Ivy on my homo? It needscuUingbadly,and the ladders 
are there now. If I have to put it off I must go to the 
expense and trouble of hiring long ladders. Can I do 
anything to make the Grass grow close round the trunk of 
a large Oak-tree on my lawn ? At present the ground Is 
bare within 4 or 6 feet of the trunk V-J. B. P. 

3896. —Youn^ Myrtles.—I have some young Myrtles 
raised from cuttings four years ago, whloh disappoint me 
in showing no bloom. They are heolthy-looking, and full 
of growth, kept in a greenhouse, except during the 
warmest part of summer, when they stand out-of-doors to 
assist in ripening wood for blossoms, which, however, do 
not come. Can any reader kindly help?—Dows East. 

3897. -Rosesfor a wall —Willsomeoneklndly advise 
me, through Gardbnino, what kind of Itoees to plant 
out now against a wall with a south aspect? IhaveaGloIre 
de Dijon on the same wall doing splendidly. Will eome- 
ono also tell me what kind of choice Itoses would do well 
In my greenhouse, south east aspeot? I want to put one 
against the wall and others In pots (not heated).— 
Bourxbmootii. 

3898. —Seedling Pelargoniums.—Nearly two 
years ago I sowed some seeds of Pelargoniums, from 
whloh I hove now several healthy plants of each, mixed 
varieties Zonal and Kegal, in 5-inch pots. I thought that 
possibly some of them may have bloomed last season, but 
they did not, nor do they seem likely to flower this time ; 
yet the plants seem healthy, but some are atronger than 
others. I should be glad to kuow how to get them to 
flower ?-JT. M. J 

gement of a greenhouse.—I have 
greenhouse, 14 feet by 80 feet Ion,•{,,divided 

iMiO-JtoAsfctlons, one of these. 10 feet long, iWeij | iit/< 
stov^jfod the othrr, 20 feet long, is used as an ordinary 

greenhouse. I propose now to add a ihree-quartsr span 
house, 15 feet long by 19 feet 6 Inches wide, and shall Ire 
(lad of any suggestions an to the best mode of utilising 
t, and as to internal arrangement.? I thought it would 

do best for a oool-bouseV—Hoiirii London. 
8900.—Mushrooms.—Will someone kindly give me 

some advice under the following : Some few weeks ago I 
made a Mushroom-bed, in the usual way, of fresh horse- 
droppings, after the usual preparation of Batue. Have 
spawned the bed post elx weeks now, and there Is no sign 
of Mushrooms at all, hut I here is some kind of stuff cvriuing 
up all over the beds which I rannot undersland. I should 
ho glad if someone could tell me the cause? The soil was 
sifted, and perfectly clean, and tho spawn was from ono 
of the largest seed Qrrne in England.—Gardknrr. 

3901.—An enemy to the Auricula.—For Borne 
years past I have been much pestered with a leaf-rcller. a 
species of Tortrix which on every opportunity attacks and 
destroys the heart of the Auricula here. This Is the month 
when it Drat appears, and continues Its ravages for some 
time Into tho month of June. Will some experienced am! 
extensive growers of this plant kindly say If they are 
so troubled ? The larviu is hlackieh in colour, sometimes it 
Is of a reddish lint, and when full grown about hall au 
Inch, or may he a litllo more in length. Even when the 
plants aro protected tho pest Unde Its way through the 
ventilators of the frame or house in which the plants aro 
kept.—F. M. Kksdkriiixk. 

3902. —Chrysanthemums cutting down.-I 
have this week potted about loo plants of Chrysanthe¬ 
mums Into 12-Inch pots, not having a smaller sire at 
command. They were slopped when they were about 
5 Inches high ; some of them I have notstopped, and there 
have now ono single stem 1 foot high ; those I slopped 
have three or four shoots on each plant—vlr., Soldi 
l,cvant, Etollc dc Lyon, Condor, Ac. Those that I have 
left to one single stem are Avalanche, Puritan. Jlrne. Do 
Sevin, Ac. I nee on article In Gariiknino, April 16th, on 
iho culture of Dwarf ChrvsamhMuums by •• E. M.," who 
speaks of a system of outtlug down when thov are In their 
second sired pols, 0 Inches. 1 am wishful to knowlf I can 
out my plants down now with safely, or shall I allow them 
to grow with three or four shoots to a stem, with a 
oertalnty of their being dwarf and producing largo blooms ? 
—Anxiois. 

3903.—Building a conservatory.—I am erecting 
a villa, at the end ot which 1 purpose putting up a lean-to 
conservatory. The bath room Is over the hall. I am 
thinking of getting aulllcitnt heat for the conservatory by 
oarrylng the hot-water pine through the plaoe (the con¬ 
servatory) on its way to the bath-room, with a duplicate 
pipe, which would not go into the conservatory, for use In 
summer, when the place would not require any artificial 
heat. Can anyone kindly Inform me if this Is. In his opinion, 
practicable ? Or does anj one know of any plaoe or places 
where It aots? Personally, 1 have oonfldenoe that It will 
aot, as the hot-water would always he osculating through 
the pipe, and, in addition, there would be warmth from 
the two flues at that entl of the house. I could havo an 
oil -lamp for frosty nights. Tbs aspeot is south-east. I 
shall be glad of sn opinion In the next Issue.— 
J. Robinson. 

> the following queries briej editorial replies 

liven ; bul readers are invited to give further 

To i 
are given, 

answere should they be able lo ojjer additional 

advice on the various subjects. 

3904. —Imported Odontoglossums (/>.).—Well, It 
Is relher late to think of eiartiug Gaonioglossums just 
brought home from their native country. However, If 
you bavs some la this state, olihough late, they may he 
potted In the tame mould that f have before advised y ou 
to use for these plants. Keep them oool and shaded, and 
the atmosphere In a nice moiet condition.—M. 11. 

3905. —Oattleya aurea (/? ).—This plsnt flowers at 
once from the sheaih made, and before the growth is mode 
up, and this kind should not be rested before flowering, 
hut immediately after flowering is pint it requires to ho 
kept oool and dry, In order lo prevtnl its growing again 
bofore spring.—M. B. 

3906. —Cattleya Victoria Reginm (B.).-l do 
not know how this species does send up its flowers, hut If 
you have a plant with a sheath In the autumn I should 
treat it kindly. Keep tho plant in a fair temperature and 
nice and moist, but do not let It get too wet, am'm< 
bloom will push up all in good lime. 0. Alexandr- el * 

in the same manner.—M. B. * 

8907.—The Meadow RU« -Jonto saya what ia 
the name of thle plant, and how grown? Well, there is 
a host of epecies and varieties of the Tbalictrum, wbicn ia 
the generic, name of these plants ; hut mony of the kinds 
ore grown In our gardens, and the foliage is cut and used 
Instead of Maiden hair Fern, which they much reaeuible, 
and for Ibis I should reuominend you T. minus. They 
may be grown In ihe open air in any good garden soil, 
chiefly loamy.—J. J. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 
Any communications respecting plants or fruits 

lent to name should always accompany the parcel, which 

should be addressed to the Editor of Gardrnino Illus- 
tratkd, 37, Southampton-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Naming fruit.—Reader* who desire our help in 

naming fruit mutt bear in mind that several specimens 
of different stages of colour and size of the same kind 
greatly assist in if* determination. We can only under¬ 
take to name four varieties at a time, and these only when 

the above directions are observed. Unpaid parcels will be 
nyuiwd. Any communication respecting plants or fruits 
should always accompany the parcel, which should 
be addressed to the Kditor of Uakdkninu Illustkatsd, 37, 
Southampton-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Names Of plantB.—Clawtun.—Yellow form of 
Lilimu canadense.-Kngbind. — Not eecognited.- 
Oliver Coamlcy.—\, SaxKraga ceralophylla. 2 and :, 
Not recognised- 4, Fabians imbricate. - Mrs. 
£umUi£jAlclftiiUlo'-uim *pecies. - J. Beatty. - 
1 Dsvallia decora. , 2, Asplenluiu lucidum. 3. Asplenium 
HogieH4.tuinj.p FltMlWHurn /kAorodocarpuf. - 
J, Drummond. — 1, Lslia cmnabarina. 2, Cattleya 
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Mosiin, ordinary lorra. 3, Cattleya Mendell. ifood variety. 
4, oJontoeioeeum Boeeli album.-W. D.—Quite un- 
recoRnisablo,-B. Phillips.—1, Cattleya intermedia. 

•2, Lvlia Bootbiana. 8, Cattleya Moeeiat. 4. OJonto- 
*rlo»mm citroinmrn. 6. OJontoglossum Klorlosum.- 
/). ft. IK.—Lady Fern (Atbyrium Filix linmina).-S. O. 
—1, Diplacua glutinoaus 2, Send in floa-er. 3, Aralia 

Sieboldi. 4 and 5, Sand in flower. 0, Aspidistra lurida 
variegate. 

Catalogues received - Catalogue of 
Seeds. Messrs. Keiwav and Sons, Langport.-Dahlias, 
Begonias, ,(-c. Mr. T. S. Ware. Hale Farm Nurseries, 
Tottenham, London, N.-Turnip Seeds, die. Meaara. 
llogg and Wood, Coldstream, Sootland. 

BIRDS. 

ZEBRA FINCHES. 

In a recent issue a query was asked relative to 
Zebra Fiuchcs and their nesting, and as the 
question is a peculiar one, and no answer to it 
ia forthcoming in the few publications whioh 
exist treating on foreign Finches, the following 

particulars may bo found acceptable not only to 
“ Herbert B. Baring," but to other readers of 
the Bird notes. For some years now I have kept 
all the ordinarykinds of foreign Finchos, to study 
their habits, food, Ac., and the chances of 
breeding them. With one exception, the Zebra 
Finch has the greatest desire to nost. When 
first bought, newly imported, the birds are 

shabby, and in poor plumage, evidently weak 
from the long voyage, and bad food and ventila¬ 
tion. The first thing they appreciate when put 
into a nico cage is the fresh, coarse gravel, of 
which they pick up quautities. After a few days 
they begin to plume themselves, and take a 
daily bath until they are in perfoot condition, 
not a feather out of place. If possible, where 
nest-boxes or Cocoa-nut-husks are provided, the 
Zebra Finches choose one, after having inspected 
uvery hole and corner of the aviary, and to it 
they carry every blade of OraBs or feather they 
cuu got hold of, and continuo from time to time 
to tako fresh building material until the eggs 
are laid, when budding ceases for a week or so 
only. The nesting or sleeping-box must be of 

sulUoient si/s to permit of both birds having 
plenty of room in it, for until after the first egg 
is laid both birds share the nost, and even then 
when incubation is proceeding they frequently 
go in and out, or aro both inside at onco. 
The eggs aro small, while, and semi-transparent. 
When about to lay the hen utters froquent 
squeaks aud seems excited and fidgety ; she 
should have plenty of green food, Chiukweed. 
aud lloworing Crass, and besides this fresh 
gravel. Shell gravel and some chalk freshly 
pounded every day and flung into the o»ge, of 
this both she and the cock will eat quantities. 

The number of eggs vary ; they are laid each 
morning between (i a.in. and 10 a.m. The hen 
appears puffy aud inclined to sleep. Both birds 
are so much in and out of the nest that it is 
difHoult to tell when there aro oggs, and if the 
nost is examined the birds will purposely throw 
out or peck the eggs. Evidently “ H. B. 

Baring ” owed his lack of success to unfertile 
eggs. I have been told, aud from experience am 

inclined to believe it, that without a daily 
supply of flowering Grass, Zebra Finches will 
never rear young. This important item he does 
not enumerate its having given to his birds. 
When tho young aro hatched, the cock will cat 
greedily of any soft food, although the young 
urn principally reared on semi-digested seed. 
Two days after hatching tho young bird first 
utters its curious cry for food, and if attention 
is paid about 9.30. a.m , it will be clearly 
hoard, or about half au hour after the daily 

resh seed and water has been put into tho cage. 
Incubation lasts 10 days from the time the ogg 
is laid and another fortnight elapsos before 
the young bird loavos the nest when it is folly 
fledged. They come out daily in the same suc¬ 
cession tho eggs were laid, and are fod by the 

father till six weeks old, long after the hen has 
bogun to ait on another batch of eggs. The 
cock sits most of the day, and the hen all night. 
When nesting Zebra Finches are somewhat 

spiteful to ether occupants of an aviary, and 
allow no interference with their nests or its 
vicinity. When once acclimatised they seem as 
hardy and prolific as Canaries, but the hen fre¬ 
quently dies from weakness or chill.froin too 

prolonged laying. Yet so devoted/are these 
little Finches that it 11? omul ft i 
Bexes. Castor-oil is the only Bafe remedy, and 

I have frequently saved the life of an egg bound 
hen by applying it, and then turning her loose 

in the aviary again. After a severe case of egg¬ 
binding a hen does not attempt to lav for some 
time. My advice to “Mr. Baring" would be 
to let his birds alone, give them a Cocoa-nut- 
husk to build in, with fresh hoads of the same 

flowering Gross found in every garden. This 
they will eat as woll os build with ; also givo 
fresh green caterpillars if they will eat them. 
Unless his birds have been quite three months 
in England, brooding is not likely to bo 
successful. Never give ants'-eggs, as they 

stimulate and exoite the birds bo much that 
they destro v their eggs at onco, and if they have 
young birds may oven desert them in the mad 
efforts to nest again. Laying commences aliout 
ten days or a fortnight after pairing, but there 

seems no rule for this. For soft food I used the 
penny packets of Hartz Mountain, or similar 
food, but the birds never touched it until over¬ 
whelmed by the hard work of having to feed a 

nestful of little birds. Zebra Finches will pair 
with a hou of any species, so desirous are they 
of nostiog; and ono cock Zebra Finch, in an 
aviary, is invaluable os a foster-fathur to any 
little birds who will accept his attentions. They 
will also hatch and rear other bird's eggs. I 

feed them on Canary and White Millet, this 
latter being more nourishing than the dark, dry 
Indian Millet. Any small garden or Grass- 
seods they will eat aro ulso wholesomo for 
them. It is dangerous to allow them to breed 
in cold or catchy weather. To provont their 

doing so, interfuro with their nest and pull out 
(he liuiug, Ac. Emma Ki.izTiioytk. 

"Gardening Illustrated" monthly Parts. - 
Prior bd.; font frit, id. 

"The Garden" Monthly Parte.— Thu journal 
it puUiihtd in neatlo hound Monthly Paris, la this form Ihr 
coloured plaits art krsi preserved, and i< it most siiitnU• for 
rtftrtnot previous to lae Isro qf the Katf-ytarlti wlumts. 
Pries, 1j. Od.; post fret, 1«. 'Jd. Complete eel of volumes oj 
Tils (Iariikn from Us rommtaesmenl (o end of 1822, forty 
turn rots., prior, riot A, 430 1 'it. 

"Farm and Home" Monthly Parte.—This 
journal is published in neatly bound Monthly Parts, in %nhloh 
form U Is most suitable for reference previous to 1he issue of the 
yearly volumes. Prior M.; post fret, id. 

London: SI, Soutbo <ewtnn.street. Strand. WO 

EVERYONE WHO HAH A GARDEN, GREEN HOUSE 
OB WINDOW BORDER SHOULD READ A 

PAMPHLET, POST FREE. 

HOW TO INCREASE 
THE 

FRUITS OF EARTH. 
By a. B. WIIB, r.R.A.S„ P.C.B. Trinity Col., Dublin. 

OonUlui full particulars of very ramarkalila discoveries 
relating to Plant Life. Shows how crooa of roKoUblo* may 
he largely increased, lovely floworn grown to perfeol loo, and 
fruit-trees made ro bear la abend trice. Selootlum from 
Huudreds of Tertlntonlalff. Poet free from 

JAKZMAN * C VBVBR. Printers. Hereford. 

THE 

a CONICAL BOILER 
Is the ChoapoRt, most Efficient, aud 
Economical Roller ovor Invented. For 
healing Greenhouses, Conservatories, 
Warehouses, Churches, Ohapols, and 
for AmaUmr Gardencra. Kouulreavorj 
little atteutlon. Will liurn any kino 
of fuel, aod cannot burn hollow. 

Bole Makers; 

NEWSOM, WOOD. A: DYSON, 

BEEHTON ROAD, LKKDH. 

Prices and Testimonials on application 

ORCHID PEAT; 
PREPARED, ready for use, all libra, 10s. par soak; Sf 

SELECTED. In blocks, very llbrous, is. per se 
JIs. Gd. SECOND QUALITY. 6s. oor nook: 6 for 

for«».0d. 
sack; 6 for 

___ _ . for 22s. Hd. 
BROWN FIBROUS PEAT for Azaleas, Rhododendrons, 

Form, «s, per saok: 5 for IS*.; and 3s. ror sack; 5 for 12a. 6d. 
PEAT-MOULD, LEAF-MOULD, and FIBROUS LOAM, 

eooh la. 6d. per sack: 5 for 10s. PREPARED POTTING 
COMPOST, is. per sack; 6 for 13s. AU sacks Inoluded. 

Mod Postal Order for Sample Book. 
Special term* to the Trade. For Prise List apply 60— 

The Forester. Jovdnn Wend, near Revlnv. 

TAMWOKi’ti KitL* nuo let osm. 

pelts, and young boar*. Pare pedigree bred; • sxigly 
reoommonded as good baooo pigs, also for arosslug i a poses 
Frioa aod full particulars oo application ui—Be.LIKP, 

'M’KTTING, Tanned and Waterproof, of all 
kv kinds, for garden purposes. Cheapest house In tho 
Trade. Write for sauieles and prices before order'eg else¬ 
where. Numorous Testimonials.—OPASHETT tt OO., Net 
Manufacturers, Lowestoft. 

SPECIALITIES FOR GARDEN, Ac.—BLUE 
kJ CLOTH CAPES, Strap ami Ruckle, Impervious to wet, 
3s. 11.1 each, BLACK OILSKIN CAPES. Strap and Ruckle, 
linpertfoiiH to wot, 3s. lid. each. GENUINE NAVY 
IMWMst double) 3s. lid. ALL WOOL ARM Y llLAN- 

(Urge size. 2s. 3d. ARMY BELL TENTS, 10 feet 
tB-ren, Ropes. Pole, ho . complete, lJU Safw' M> 

:RE & OO., Lauderdale Buildings, Al lerszste. London 
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GAROEN AND PLANT PHOTOGRAPHS. 

We bog to announce another photographio com¬ 
petition, when prizos to the amount of over 
Eighty Guineas will be awarded. 

The subjects selected may be: Beautiful 

houses and country scats; garden landscapes ; ficturesque trees; plants, Lardy and tender: 
ems ; Hoses ; cut flowers, prettily arranged ; 

pretty cottage gardens; our best fruits on the 
branch or hranohoa, not in dishes ; standard 
vegetables; good flower-gardens, or any other 
objects of interest in a garden. 

LIST OF PRIZES. 

Country Skats and Gardens.—A prize of 
Twenty Guineas will bo given for the best 
series of not less than six photographs of Tudor, 
Elizabethan, Jacobean, or other old English 
houses and thoir guidons, particularly showing 
the beauty of tho house in relation to tho garden. 
Picturesque old Fufon and Manor houses will 
not be excluded from this competition. 

General Garden and Plant Photographs. 
—First prize for tho best collection of general 
garden photographs, Seven Guineas. Second 
prize, Four Guineas. Third prize, Three 
Guineas. This scries may include subjects from 
any class, from cither outdoor or indoor gardens. 

Flowering Plants. — A prize ol Five 
Guineas to tho sender of tho best collection of 

photographs of flowering plants grown in tho 
open air or under glass. This series may include 
flowering shrubs of all sorts. 

Best Garden Fruits.—A prize of Five 
Guineas for tho best, collection of photographs 
of any of our good garden fruits: Grapes, 
Peaches, Apples, Pears, Plums, Cherries, Ac., or 
bush-fruits, to be shown on tho branches, not in 

dishes. No prize will be awarded to photographs 
of fruits or vegetables crowded in dishes. 

Best Vegetables. — A pnze or Three 
Guineas for the host collection of photographs 
ot best garden vegetables. The object of this 
is to get full representations of tho best garden 
vegetables under the old genuine names. Wo 
do not want to exclude roal novelties when they 
me such. 

In any of the departments, If no collection of 

sulflciont merit is sent in, no prize will be 
awarded. All competitors not winning a prize 
will for each photograph chosen recoivo the sum 
of half-a-guinea. In order to give all readers 
ample time to prepare good photographs the 
competition will be kept open until the last 
Saturday in June, 1893. 

What to avoid.—Cut flowers or plants should 
not he arranged in vases with patterns on them. 

Backgrounds shoxdd he plain, so as not to come 
into competition with the beautiful flowers. 
Figures o) men or women, harrows, watering- 
pots, rakes, hoes, rollers, and other implements, 

iron railings, wires, or iron supports ol any kiwi, 
also labels, especially those made of zinc. (which 
should be removed when the photograph is being 
taken), and all like objects should he omitted 
from these photographs. The intention is to 

show the. full beauty of the subject taken, awl this 
cannot be done well when the photographer is 
confused by other considerations. Dwarf flowers 
are ineflexlive when taken directly from above. 
The camera should be brought low down for such. 

AU photographs should be mounted singly, and 
not several on a card. They should not be. 

mounted on cards with black backs, and the, 
photographs should not be less in size than 5 inches 
by 4 inches. In many of the photographs sent in 
for our last competition the subjects were much 
overcrowded. The following are the rules to be 
observed by all compe.tilors •— 

First.—The photographs may be of objects in the posses. 
*ion of either the sender or others; but the source whence 
thru are obtained must be staled, awl none sent the copy¬ 
right of which is open to question. There is no limit as to 
number, and no fee In pay. The. Jhlitir is lohaoe the right 
of engraving and publishing any of the chosen photographs. 
The photographs map be printed on any good paper that 

shows the subjects clearly ; but those on atbumenued paper 
are preferred for coy racing. 

8*co*[).—The name and address of the sender, together 

with the name and description of the object shown, should 
be plainly written in ink on the back of each photograph. 

This is very important. 

Third .—AU communications relating to the competition 
must be addressed to the Jiditor o/ O ardkxixo Ilmistratrii, 
.32, Southamplon-strect, Count-garden, London, W.C., 
aim I iijHfkm. \‘iPhotographic Competition." AU com- 

petitors wishing their photographs returned, if nol 

•dfSflt/t^J(^lage/s^fmps of sufficient value 
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No. 743.—Vot. XV. Founded by W. Robinson, Author 0/ " The English Floioor Garden." JUNE 3, 1893. 
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CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

CHRYSANTHEMUM BLOOMS FOR SHOW. 

However well the blooms of Chrysanthemums, 

incurved in particular, may be cultivated, if 

they be placed upon tbe exhibition ■ tends as 

grown there will be bat little oh&nce of their 

owners gaining premier positions i.* the leading 

contests. The would-be prize winner, then, 

should become the possessor of a pair of atrong 
steel foroepa with a good grip to poll out ill- 
formed ana superfluous florets, also bone tweezers 

for placing the latter in an even manner. These, 
with a supply of cups and tubes, can be pur¬ 
chased from any specialist in this popular 

autumn flower. A good time to make a start 
is when the bloom is about a quarter open, for 
even at this stage a floret may decay or come 
in form like a quill; others may reflex instead 

of inourve. Promptly remove all such, and it 
may be necessary to just look over all of tbs 
•how flowers every second or third day until 
fully out. The largest kinds—Queen of Eng¬ 

land being a good example—require the most 
work. These sometimes form a far greater 
number of petals that can possibly develop. 

Thin them out as the bloom is expanding on the 
plant. When abont three parts open, tbe centre 
may be a confused mass of embryo florets. It 

is wall here to auite dear these out (also the 
yellow disc which forms in some) carefully, bat 
leaving a hollow part half an inch or so in 
diameter. Room is thus given for the rest to 
tally extend, and the centre of the bloom is 

bnilt up with petals large and of fine texture. 
Finish in this part of a bloom is important, the 
top or point being the first to arrest the eye. 

The variety Princess of Wales is a capital type 
of another olass. The defeot most noticed here 
is a tendency to prodace petals shorter than 

the balk ; remove these with tho forceps as the 
flower opens. 

The Japanese sorts need very little of this 

pnlling-ont process, but the opening of many of 
them Is unproved by an occasional tap, whioh 
is generally enough to loosen the entwined 
florets and make room for others that may be 

poshing forward. Tie the blooms In an upright 
position if inclined to be top-heavy, and do not 
cat a flower thinking it will open and keep 

better in water, but, instead, when fully ont, 
remove plant and all to a semi-dark and dry 
room until a day or two previous to the show. 

Begin the final operation of arranging the 
petals in good time, so that it may be done if 

possible by daylight, and also that it may not be 
nnrried. I am quite satisfied of thia (provided, 
of course, the flowen have been well grown, for 

a bad specimen cannot be manipulated into a 
good one), that the more time one spends on the 

incurved blooms the longer will the jndges, as 
well as the public, linger around them. I am 

told that a very skilful exhibitor of the incurved 
Chrysanthemum occasionally gives from three 
to fonr hours to a single bloom. If a stand of 

twenty-four were each to require thia amount 
of time, simple arithmetio will show how ...-.ny | 

days before a show wy are to con, m( nee. /T| 
think, however, the above is k little wide)Mi 

the mark. There are well-known cups and 
tabes, such as Beckett’s, Jameson’s, Walker’s, 

and so on. But the fault of these—at least, 
for incurved blooms—is that the hole where the 
stem goes through is so large that it is very 

difficult to fasten the blooms in tightly. For 
this reason I prefer the old wooden cup, similar 
in shape to an egg-cup. It is vexing after a 

journey to find the blooms loosened, and the 
work of placing the petals obliged to be done 
again. Whichever appliance is wed, cut the 
Sower with a long stem, so that it may be con¬ 
veniently handled, and after passing it through 

the hole of the cup, fix the same, but not too 
tightly at first. Then holding the bloom as 
near as possible upside down in one hand, place 

each petal, starting at the oentre, in a position 
running to this latter point. Steel or bone in¬ 
struments can be used, and what is very desir¬ 
able is a light touch, damage to the tender 

petals being easily accomplished. If the egg- 
shaped enp be need, other appendages are the 
tube to hold water and a piece of zino, called 
a telescope, to take the cup at one end and the 

tube at the other, to that the bloom may 
be raised or lowered at will. The Japaneie 
varieties with long drooping flowers require very 

little preparation, and in nearly all cases look 
best shown as grown. Do not use wires, cards, 
or the like to make all the blooms appear larger, 

thus getting diameter at the expense of depth, 
this last being an important point in a good 

flower. 
Freshness and brightness of the colonn are 

often lost sight of by those who start exhibit¬ 
ing. They too often choose only those blooms 
which possess extra size, and wonder why 

smaller ones have gained the prize. Stands 
well painted of a deep-green colour and nicely 
varnished tend to give a rioh appearance to the 
blooms. The present standard size is 2-1 inches 

by 18 inches, o inches high at the back and 3 
inches in front, to hold a dozen blooms. The 
same size is used for all classes. This season, 

however, will see the last of snoh small boards 
in the case of the Japanese flowers, it being 
settled, I think, by all the more important 

societies that the new size for these giants shall 
be 23 inohes in length, 21 inches wide, 8 
inohes high at back, and 3 inches in front. 

Tbe change will give 1 inch more between each 
bloom, and the extra height at the baok of the 

stand will throw the flowers forward and make 
it easier to see those in the baok lines. 
Whatever kind of box is employed to convey 

these stands of blooms to the exhibitions, a 
detail worth remembering is the neoessity of 
fixing everything—tubes, stands, and so on—as 

firmly as possible ; then a little shaking will not 
do the blooms any harm. Blooms of inenrved, 
Anemone-flowered, or true reflexed all look 

well, arranged about 2 inches clear of the 
stands. Thu position assists the judges, who 

oan thus see every part of a bloom. The blend¬ 
ing of colours will be done aooording to indi¬ 
vidual taste, bnt In this, as In other details, not 

a point should be lost. H. 

Earlyflowering Chrysanthemums. 
■ -r'/Cfci r r'.ug section is known as the early- 

LcweRng '-Chrysanthemums, whose t'ji^ij | 'of 

blooming is abont mid-September, and must not 

be confounded with annual Chrysanthemums, 
raised each year from seed for the enrichment of 
the border. One fault against these herbaceous 

kinds is a want of variety in the colour of the 
floweia, but with the acquisition of new kinds, 
thia blemish is gradually disappearing. The 
best is Mme. DeigraDge, that beautiful Japanese 
variety, producing wreaths of bloom in the late 
September days, and very easy to grow, whilst 

its sports, C. Wermig, and snch forms as Mrs. 
Hawkins may also be made note of. If only one 
kind can begrown choose Mme. DergraDges, culti¬ 

vating it in pots and plantingit freely in tbe border 
or bed. Gu*tave Grunerwald (silvery-wbite, 
tinted with rose), La Vierge (white), Lyon 
(purple), Flora (yellow), Vice-President llardy 
(golden, edged with rosy crimson), Alfred 

Flenrot (lilac-rose, which passes to white), 
Mme. Jolivart (white), Mons. Pynaert vanGeert, 
(yellow, with reddish stripes on the florets), 
Nanum (white), Anatasis (magenta), Frederick 

Marronet (bronze), Mme. Piccol (rose-purple), 
and Mme. Charvin (rosy-violet) are all of great 
beauty. A very simple way of growing these 
early-flowering kinds is to strike the cuttings 

in the month of February. Keep them sturdy 
by stopping the shoots abont twice. Pot on the 
onttings into 5 inch pots, and when all fear of 

frosts is ovsr plant them ont into the poeitions 
they are to occupy, where they may remain for 
years if so desired, with just a little oovering of 
ooal-ashes or Cocoa-nut-fibre refuse in the event 

of very severe weather. Daring the summer 
give water if the weather is very dry. Tie the 
shoots to stakes to prevent injury from winda, 
and do not stop them, bnt simply aim at getting 
a profusion of flowers. A few good root# put 

in now even will flower in the autumn.—T. 

3902. — Cutting down Chrysanthe¬ 
mums.—“Anxious” has made a mistake in 

plaoing the plants singly in 12-inoh pots, whioh 
size is much too large. Two plants in each pot 
would have been much more advisable in every 

respect. If extra large blooms are required the 
plants not topped should be allowed to grow 
with one single stem nntil they make their first 

natural break, whioh will be shortly, and which 
is the result of the formation of a flower-bud 
in the point of growth checking the latter for a 
time. Remove at once the flower-bud and select 
three of the strongest shoots near tho point of 
the plant, pinching out all others. Those 

selected should be tied to a stake in the centre 
loosely, yet firmly. In time a flower-bud will 
form in the point of each shoot; if this takes 

place at the right time from that bad the flower 
on eaoh will develop. The varieties named, as 

at present untopped, are naturally of a dwarf 
habit. Marie de Sevin is not a large-flowering 
kind, as flowers go nowadays, but it makes an 

excellent bash, therefore 1 should advise it to 
be treated as one. Those that were stopped and 
have now three or fonr shoote to each I should 

advise they be stopped again twice, when 
five inches of new growth is made after eaoh 
topping. Afterwards allow the shoots to grow 

away at will; the reenlt of such plants will be 
abr.cdsnce-offSowers for cutting ; the plants 
under this method of treatment ought not to be 

tiaii ‘ljfeij'i hi'fh] wKen fi» bloom.— E. M. 
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GARDEN WORK ' 

Conservatory. 

Luoulia gratiaslma li a very handsome winter-flowering 
shrub. It is not often seen In a good condition In a pot; 
but It la very easy to manage if planted out in a good bed 
of peat and loam, cither as a spreading bush or trained 
over a wall. If treated as a bush in the border the knife 
should bo used freely In spring, and if the position is a 
fairly light one every young shoot that breaks away If 
encouraged to grow freely will carry a large duster of 
rose-coloured fragrant flowers in November or later. Weak 
soot-water may be given once a week when the plants are 
making growth, aod again when the flower-buds have 
formed. The Pimeleas are a handsome race of New 
Holland plants, veryuseful to the exbibltorat this season ; 
but one does not often meet now with the grand specimens 
that used to be in the collections of Ur. Thoj. Baines and 
the Messrs. Cole, of Manchester. Henderson! and speota- 
bilis rosea are two of the best; should be potted in good 
peat and sand, and watered oarefully. No one would 
water a hard-wooded plant at this or any other season 
without first rapping the pot with the knuckles to test its 
condition. Good oimpanlont for the Pimeleas are : Phene- 
coma prolifera Barnesl, Tetratheoa verticlllata, Polygala 
D almost Diana, Lesohenaultla blloba major, Mitraria coc- 
cinea, Ilovea Celsi (rather difficult to do well), Genetyllis 
tulipifera, Boronla Drummondl, and Apheleais macrantha 
purpurea Suoh things do not mix well with soft-wooded 
plants. They may be moved to the conservatory when in 
flower, but at other seasons will be better in a light house 
of moderate temperature by themselves In oompany with 
other hard-wooded plants of similar habit and require¬ 
ments. Gather seeds of choice Primulas just before the 
pods ripen, and lay on paper in an airy room. The seeds 
may be sown as soon as ripe, as new seeds are better than 
old ones. Night air is benefloial to hard woodod plants 
when the nights are mild. Some discrimination Is neces¬ 
sary in giving night air to keep out oold winds. By-aud- 
bye the weather will beoome settle 1 a bit, and then more 
night air oan be given. Cuttings of the young shoots of 
Daphnes will root now under a bell-glass in a shady posi¬ 
tion, as will also outtings of Azaleas with the young wood 
from whioh the cuttings are taken, Just gettlog a little 
firm. The pots must hs well drained and then tilled up to 
within half an Inoh of the top with sandy peat, pressed 
firmly down, and watering, leaving the pots an hour or 
two to settle. Named Cinerarias Just outof blossom move 
to a oold pit, and give water enough to keep the soli moist 
to enoourage the offsets to break away from the bottom 
These latter should when fairly started be taken ofl with a 
sharp knife with some roots attached, and be potted singly 
in small pots kept olose and shaded fora time In oold frame, 
and be potted on as required. I think named sorts might be 
grown again with advantage, as the quality of seedlings If 
the seed is purchased Is bo inferior. It is better to grow 
a few, all of whioh will produce flowers of good quality, 
than And room for a lot of rubbish. Keep Kslosanthes In 
a light position. 

Stove. 
Variegated or ornamental-leaved Begonias are useful 

subjects in the small stove. Half-a-dozen good varieties 
will be found in the following : Arthur Malet, Marshallla, 
Greigi, Souvenir d'un Ami, palmate, and alba plots. They 
are not difficult to grow if not overpotted or overwatered. 
A compost of two-thirds peat and one-third loam with 
some sand will suit them. Everybody should grow a few 
Amaryllis. Some of the varieties are rather expensive to 
buy, though seedlings are cheaper, and if we start with a 
small collection of named varieties .seedling* may lie 
obtained from them. The following half dozen may be 
obtained at a reasonable price : Johnson!, Prlnoe of Orange, 
Aulica grandiflora, Brilliant, Dr. Misters, reticulata. 
These may be grown in good loam and leaf-mould. They 
are not much trouble, as they will rest in a dry state for 
several months In the year, and will not require repotting 
•very year, and seedlings are not difficult to raise. Give 
liquid-manure to flowering stove-plants for the most part 
when the flower-buds appear ; there are exceptions to this 
rule. The Eucharis Lily, for instance, may have weak 
stimulants whenever we wish to hasten the production of 
the flower-spikes, even though they are not visible. By 
the use of stimulants with alternate reelings I have been 
able to take three oropj of blossoms a year. As a rule, 
stimulants need not be given anything till the pots are 
filled with roots. Shadings should be oarefully managed ; 
the disadvantages of permanent shade will be felt now 
olouds appear again In the sky. If dull, oold woather 
returns, a little Are occasionally will be nsoessary. Nip 
oil the ends of the growing shoots of young plants making 
free growth. 

Plants for the Unbe&ted Greenhouse. 
This Is a good season for buying in young plants for 

growing on. The plants ws have had with us during the 
summer are more likely to be serviceable during winter 
than if we buy in late in the seaeon. Aralia Sleboldi. 
A. 8. variegata, both of these are of easy culture, and are 
hardy in sheltered places outside. Arundo donax varie¬ 
gata, Bambuta Fortunel variegata, Eulalia Japonic* varle- 

Phormlum tenax variegatum, Sedum carneum 
trioolor, pretty for draping baskets. Farfuglum grande. 
Sedum aiebokti variegatum. Vinca elegantiselma, pretty 
in pots and baskets. Antherlcum variegatum, Ooronilla 
glauca variegata, Yuoca fllamentosa variegata, Dracmoa 
Indivisa, this is fairly hardy, and If the winter Is very 
severe the leaves might be tied together and some canvas 
wrapped round the plant. The Kan Palms (Ohammrope 
Fortune! and humIUs) are quite hardy under a glass roof. 
Io many plaoee they pees through severe winters outside 
uninjured. 

Perns under Glass. 

Where there i« only a small ;houee for the Ferns the 
Tree-Ferns are inadmissible ; but In a large house half-a- 
dozen Tree-Ferns give one an Idea of the troploe at onoe. 
Of these Aleophlla australis, Cyathea dealbata, DIcksonia 
antarotioa, D. squarrosa, Lomaria gibba, Didymochlmna 
lunulata, will make a good eelootiou. Lomaria gibba may 
be grown In a small bouse, as it is of dwarf^habit. Shade 

• In sold or northern dietricte the tk 
to under “Garden1 ''.hjity 6<i'onl 
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should be used Judiciously where fronds ars required for 
outtlng ; If exposed too much they lose their dark-green 
colour, and If heavily shaded the growth is too tender, 
and droopr the moment the planta are taken out of 
the bouse or the fronds used In a cut state. There 
are plenty of ripe sporsr now on many of the Pterlses, 
whioh may be leathered and sown. The soil should be 
treated with boiling water to kill the vegetable organisms 
contained in the eoil. Fern-eporea when good will grow 
in any damp, moist situat'on, kept close and Bhaaed. 
Ferns'established in pots will require a good deal of water 
now, and the atmosphere must also be genially moist. 

Frames. 
Fill up all vaoant frames with something profitable. 

Where many flowering plants are required in winter Borne 
empty pits or frames must be reserved for such thinge as 
Begonias, Poloiettlai, Juetloias.'and other winter-flowering 
stove.plants, wbloh will do better In July and August and 
the first half In September In a pit than In the dry atmos¬ 
phere of a house. Frames also will shortly be required for 
Oyolamens, Primulas, and Cinerarias; but when these 
wants bave been provided tor all epare frames may be filled 
with Cucumbers and Mslons or Tomatoes. 

Window Gardening. 
It is as well, I think, where many window-boxes are 

required, to plant them in as man}- different ways aa pos¬ 
sible, or perhaps to have them In sets, each set to be 
planted differently. In the course of my rambles I see a 
good many window-boxes, and then are planted In the 
same way with the same kinds of plants. Why not intro¬ 
duce more variety and get out of the well-worn track? 
Tuberous Begonias are coming on now, and will take the 
plooe of the Pelargoniums, whioh are going off. One of 
the beet Begonias for a window Is the old Weltonlensls. I 
almost wonder the hybridist has not done more with this. 
One of the best Ferns for a room is Pterls tremula ; If a 
second is required Pterls cretioa comes in, aod Maiden¬ 
hairs with care may be kept in condition for a long Ume, 
but will not last long where gas is burnt unless oovered 
with a globe. 

Outdoor Garden. 
We have now a welcome ohange In the weather. It Is 

quite a treat to tee a oloud, even though it does not con¬ 
tain much rain, and up to the time of writing the rainfall 
has been very light. Still, now the change has come, we 
hope the dripping Jane, which the old proverb says puts 
all thioga In tune, will help to repair the damages caused 
by the long drought. There is yet time to sow a few 
hardy annuals for late blooming, but they never do so 
well aa those sown in March and April. There has not 
been muoh lawn-mowing lately, or rather there has not 
been muoh Graes to out, though the machine oleans the 
turf, and stops the Daisies from seeding, so I think It Is 
better to run it over the lawns occasionally for that pur- 
pose. During the time the bedding-oat Is in progress 
minor matters sometimes get In arrears; but now the 
bedding Is finished everything must be fetohed up to date. 
Hardy flowers In orowded borders where It was Impossible to 
water effectually have been not so Interesting and effective. 
I am afraid too many aot upon the notion that the border! 
surrounding the groups of snruhs do not require manuring. 
Many of the finest hardy plants are strong-rooting things, 
and will not thrive long In a crowded border, which Is 
ntvsr or but rarely manured. Wbat a Job the waterlog 
has been I How often during the long drought I have 
wished for something like the overflowing of the Nile had 
put In an appearance here. Men are slow to learn lessons, 
especially when they Involve expenditure. Many plants 
In the borders are now requiring stakes and ties, and mast 
have prompt attention. Carnations are running up fast, 
and the ties muBtbe so arranged that the stem can osceDd 
without risk of being epllntered off. 

Fruit Garden. 
There has been a flrroe battle with Insects In poor, 

hungry gardens, and the battle is not yet won. Very 
Sbablv in some lostanoes will be little better than a 

wn battle. The trees and other fruit bearing plants 
have not profited so mneb from the sunshine a* they might 
have done, because there has been no provision made to 
meet the wonts of the trees in a season like lbs present 
Plums in some gardens have been hit hard, though the 
trees on walls are looking well. I expect the oold east 
winds are in many cases responsible for the p ague of 
ineeote on the. Plum-trees. Where the trees have been 
well cared for Peaotae* and Apricots are a full crop, too 
full In some instances wbloh have oome under mv notioe 
It Is dlffioult to Und any determined enough to do luetioe 
to the tree when thinning the fruit, but the penalty for 
overloading must be paid, through tbeie mitigating olroum- 
stances of which all may take advantage, which may be 
summed up in one short uoteuoe. “Give more nourish¬ 
ment." Pinei should be overhauled during June. Tbs 
plants whioh are showing fruit mav be topdressed and 
rsoeive stimulants in the water, which shoold never be 
used oold, either for watering or syringing. Succession 
Pines shift into larger pots. Suokers may bs taken off 
old stools snd (he latter thrown out. The suokere should 
be potted Id suitable sized pots and be plunged in a warm 
bed in a close pit. It is customary to remove the beds 
during tbe time the polling is sowing, and the old plunging 
stuff, whether tan or lravss, should be turned over, some 
of that which It much dcoayed taken out and a oertaln 
propcrtlonof new tan and fresh leaves brought in to put 
ust a little new life into the beds. Do not daily over the 
work, as Pines suffer from exposure. 

Vegetable Garden. 
Cardoona are not muoh grown, but a row or two comes 

in useful where good oookery Is appreciated. Tbe plants 
for the earliest orop are generally raised io pots and 
planted out In the trenches about the end of May. The 
later rows may be sown in patches IS inches apart in the 
bottom of the trenobes aod all removed, exosptons, If 
they all grow in each batch. Tbe trenches should not bs 
less than 5 feet apart and should be a foot deep, aDd 
15 iDohee wide, and manured earns as for Celery. Main 
crop of Celery may be got out now as fait as convenient. 
~"be re ere several ways of growing Celery. Where really 

e headi are required the single row system is the best 
swing or cooking. Useful Celery may be grown in 

rows or io beds tor cummer nee. I Fir cocking ttm 
blanching may be done by lying several thicknesses round 
the plants with or without earthing up. The r«.pc; keeps 

the air from the plants and blanohes more speedily than 
earth. Do not forget to plant a bed of the Turnip-rooted 
Celery or Oeleralo. It is very good for kitohen use, and a 
greater weight can be grown on the land than in the case 
of the ordieary Celery. Sow a good breadth of Turnips 
for summer aod autumn use. If the fly or beetle appears 
on plants Just up dust with lime and atlr tbe soil freely 
Veitch's Red Globe is a good variety to aow from tbls 
onwards. Plant out Brussels Sprouts and new Walcheren 
Cauliflower for autumn. Muloh Tomatoes in house with 
old manure as soon aa the frosts are setting freely. They 
require a good deal of nourishment when heavily laden, 
and I find this topdresslog of manure oomes cheaper than 
artificial*. Place a thick muloh round the hills of 
Vegetable Marrows, Ridge Cuoumber, and Peas. 

K. Hobday. 

Work In the Town Garden. 

Carnations are unusually early this year. In a very 
exposed garden I have some already showing oolour, and 
in sheltered places in the south they are in some oases 
already expanded. The flower stems should be supported 
with neat sticks as they rise, but do not draw the ties tight 
or the stems will bend and perhaps snap ; especially when 
firmly planted (aa they always ought to be) In a bed of 
deep and moderately good soil, These plants suffer less 
from drought than almost anything else, yet, at the same 
time, they ehould have a good watering occasionally, when 
no rain fall* lor weeks together, particularly II the eoil la 
naturally light and porous. Anything like fresh or rank 
manure must be avoided for these plant*. A little 
thoroughly decayed and sweet material from an old hot, 
or Mushroom bed, or some good leaf-soil, being quite 
sufficient. They enjoy also burnt earth and old mortar 
rubbieb, and unless these were added when preparing the 
beds, a top-dressing, consisting of one part eaoh 
of the foregoing, with an equal part of fresh or maiden 
loam and a dash of bone-manure or some well-tried 
fertiliser, applied now, Just aa the plants are advancing 
Into bloom, will be found highly benefloial. If 
large bloaaome are wanted tbe buds must be weU 
thinned. Campanula persloifolla alba plena is a lovely 
thing in tbe hardy town garden, or, indeed, in any other 
just now. There are both single and double forms, blue 
as well as white, of thi* plant; but the one mentioned is a 
real gem, either for outtlng or ornament, and nothing ooa 
be more easily cultivated. All the Campanulas, or nearly 
eo, are good town plants, and there are a number ot them, 
varying In height from 3 inohee up to twioe aa many feet. 
C. pyramldalls and Its white variety are begUming to push 
up their stately spikes of bloom also, and plants in pot« 
should be assisted with liquid-manure. The white variety 
is a splendid thing for oooeervatory deooration. Seed Ot 
all these may still be sown, and with good culture the 
plants will flower freely next season. Beadlng-odt t* pro¬ 
gressing rapidly, and the showers we are getting wilt give 
the plants a belter start than any amount of watanag. 
Single Petunias of a good strain make a lovely bed in • 
floe sunny season ; but, like the “Geraniums," they are 
bad '• wet weather" flowers. Bith these do beet In rattier Ksoil, made firm. On the other band, the Tuberous 

nias revel in a “dripping time," to if some of the beds 
are planted witb each we are sure ot some flowers, what¬ 
ever the weather may be. There Is lime enough yet, 
however, to plant out Begonias and other tender things; 
aa a rule, the eeoond week in June is early eaough. . tea 

, *0,8. 
- ,. to: i 

THE COMING WHEIR'S WORK. 

Extracts from a garden diary from Juke 3rd 
to June 10(*. 

Just finished bedding onL It Isa rellel to ooe'e mind to ftt this work over, as everything else has to give way to it. 
ortunately there is not eo muoh of it as there was a 

few years ago. Several of the ribbon borders have been 
planted with good selections ol hardy flowers, and I And 
them so useful for cutting, and when oae looks book over 
tbe past and tbe dearth there often was of flowers 
suitable for cuttiog, the wonder is Ihe business in its 
entlrity lasted so long. Busy In tbe Tomato-house, tying, 
stopping, mulching, and watering. The fruit ripening fast 
now 1 liud a thick mulch of manure over the borders very 
useful, nourishes the plants, and aavis so muoh watering. 
Planted main [crop of Celery ; the bulk of the crop is m 
single rows. There will be a few trenobes with two rows 
io eaoh, and » bed will be planted on the level that will be 
blanohed with ashes for late use. Tbls bed will consist of 
a number of rows planted a foot apart, and be planted with 
the late sown plants, which will not bolt till late in spring. 
If severe weather seta in the bed will be sheltered with 
hurdles thatched with strew to form A sort of span-roof 
over the bed. I have never lost any planta from frost when 
sheltered in this way ; the thatch keeps off heavy rains as 
well as severe frost. Looked over Vineries to remove 
laterals. Fortunately I have now been enabled to clear 
out all planta in pots from fruit houses. I do not mind 
plants In fruit houses so much lu winter and spring, but 
early in June every house should be cleared, exoept It may 
be a stray plant or two of something special. Nailed on 
young shoots of Peaches and Aprloots on walls. I have, as 
usual, a good orop, aod this I attribute to the sheltered 
condition of the site of the garden, which enable* me to 
secure a orop without using heavy ooverlngs. These are 
vei y likely to be kept on too long aod the growth weakened 
by eo doing. Potted on Ohtysaolbemumi, Zone! Pelar- Bonluins, and other plants for winter blooming. Chryean- 

lemume after potting are fixed In their summer quarters, 
the tope of the stakes being mound to wires. Tbe planta 
will stand in single rows so that sun and air oan oiraulate 
freely among them. This Is a necessity. When the planta 
stand thiokly In beds there is sometimes a difficulty In 
getting the growth ripened. Planted several rows of late 
Peas In trenobes. Tha trenobes were prepared several 
weeks ago and are now In good oooditlon. Sutton's Sulham 
Prize It planted larger. It It a good variety, strong and 
vigorous and keep* well. Potted off young plant* of 
Aral las. Ore villa**, Oyperus, *>. Filled isverol b*sket* 
with: lAphiiJunies. Cucumbers in bouses are topdressed 
every week now ; not heavily, but enough new oompoet is Kio*i ffWrr tti icon to rover them. Sowed Fern spores 

pans lu ■body pari, of propagatlng-bouee. Pans are 
ocv*red w! tit »v.iarci of glass. Moved a batch of Tuberoses 
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to the foroioii-hotiee to open flowers. Rubbed oil a lot o( 
the useless shoots from standard Briers In anticipation o( 
buddine when the season oomes round. Cut Box edgings, 
sowed Turnips, planted out Brussels Sprouts, thinned and 
pegged down Ououmbers and Melons in frames. Early 
Melons are now ripening and have been watered for the 
last time. Ripening fruits suffers in flavour il watered 
after the colour changes. Of course, the plants never get 
so dry as to injure the foliago or to check the growth of 
later fruit on the same plant. Hoed everywhere to loosen 
up the surface ; the benefits from surfaoe stirring are very 
great. Used weed killer on gravel walks, it saves breaking 
up the walks and keeps them perfectly clean Must be 
used In dry weather to do the moat good. 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

ROCK CRESS (AUBRIETIA). 

The Purple Rock Cress in its numerous varie¬ 
ties forms a very charming and valuable group 

of trailing rock plants. It is a native of the 

high mountains of Southern Europe, and per¬ 
fectly hardy even in the most severe winters. 
A plant so accommodating and yet so beautiful 
is naturally popular, and few rockeries are 
without their selection of tho varietea of 

Aubrietia deltoidea. These varieties were of 
different shades of purple until the advent of 

A. d. Leichtlini, named in honour of Herr 

Msx Leichtlin, who has done so much for plants 
m general and Anbrietias in particular. The 

indomitable courage and perseverance of Max 
Leichtlin will be apparent when our readers 
learn that he has set himself the task of produc- 

is not everyone that has the ground to thus 

devote to them. In the ordinary border Papaver 
orientate forms a handsome clump, the foliage 

striking, quite a silvery colour, uud tho great 
flowers are borne on sturdy stalks. They make 

a glare of colour, and in all ordinary borders 
the plant grows well, if the position is fairly well 

drained. It will not thrive in stagnant places. 
The flowers of the true species arc brilliant 

scarlet, but there is now a large number of 
varieties, quite a list, from which we may choose 

a few kinds. Bracteatum is one of tho more 
popular. Its large flowers are intense crimson, 
and the stalks have leafy bracts, a feature by 

which it may be recognised. At the base of 

each petal there is a deep black blotch, very rich 
in contrast. It is of deeper, richer colour than the 
type. There iB also a double variety which it 

may be judged is gorgeous in its flower-colour- 
ing, but the single kinds are more graceful, less 

humpy, and quite as brilliant. A variety named 
Royal IScarlet has very bright flowers, rioh 

scarlet in colour, and a kind named Brilliant has 
vermilion flowers, whilst there are a number of 

other forms, one with flowers of quite a blush 
colour. It is not needful, however, to have all 

these colours, and the pink-flowered kinds 
are not very pleasing—at least, I do not care for 

them against the rich-criimon kinds as Bracte¬ 
atum. During the past few years many novelties 

have been raised aviongst Eastern Poppies, and 
in largo gardens it is interesting to get variety. 

Purple Rock Cross (Aubrietia purpuren'. 

iog a Red Aubrietia, and between that and 
A. Hendersoni, his starting point, A. Lciclit- 
lini is certainly more than half way. It has 

taken twenty years hybridising ami selection 

to produce A. Leichtlini, and it is well worth the 
time and troublo, as no prettier or more elegant 
trailing rock plant has yet been seeu in English 

gardens. A. Hendersoni or Campbelli was the 

best variety until Max Leichtlin introduced vio- 
laeea, a handsome variety of a varying purple- 
violet shade. The next stop was Leichtlini 
roeca, and finally Leichtlini. We are anxiously 

awaiting further developments, and hope soon 
to see a real rod. One of the earliest to bloom 

“ A. gricca, with pale purple flowers and a 
dense, close habit, followed olosely by A. taurioa 
and A. Pinardi, a form with glaucous leaves and 

lilac-purple flowers. A. Bougainvillea, with 
light vinlet-purplo flowers and a dense habit of 

growth, is a very useful rook plant, and one 
that is often found on rockeries. A. Eyrei, A. 

Purpurea, A. oolumnoa, A. hesperidifolia, 
Mooreana, and a host of other forms all present 

some feature of interest to the lover of theso 
charming alpines. They are amongst the first 
flowers to greet us in early spring in the rook 

garden, and they are prominent even now. 

_ K. 

The Eastern Poppy.—A few clumpy 
the Eastern Poppy make a great; show of colou 

in the border in June, and broad Colonies in\b* 

pleasure grounds are splendid for colour, but it 

; race of flowers. The 

.celand Poppies, and 

The Poppies are a charmin 
forms of the Corn Poppy, 

the beautiful French types, whilst'they are 

amougat the moat easily cultivated of garden 
flowers; P. orientale, is, however, tho most 
striking in habit aud bloom.—C. T. 

Achilleas.—The Achilleaa are many in 
number, but the finest are the varieties The 
Pearl and A. mongolica, which are not yet well 

known, but charming flowers both in the border 
or for cutting. A. The Pearl is not unlike the 

familiar Double Sneezewort. A. ptarmica fl,.pl,, 
tho flowers eaoh like a little rosette, pure- 

white, and produced with great freedom. They 
are larger and of a better white than those of 

the old Double Sneezewort. It grows well in 

ordinary garden soil, which should bo rather 
light than otherwise, and will give plenty 
of bloom for cutting. A. mongolica is single, 

the flowers comparatively large, and very 
pleasing. It is a delightful hardy plant, grows 

well in ordinary soil, and bears its flowors in 
large clusters, which may he cut with advantage 

for the house. Both these varieties are worth 
growing in all gardens, os we arc not overrich 

in beautiful white-flowered hardy plants that 
will thrive in ordinary gardens.—T 

Saxlfraga Oamposi.—In the long list of 
Rockfoils lone is more useful generally than 

known as S. Wallacei, and it in 
MV omsmcJr. It grows freely in ord 

amateur can have, either in the border or in 

pita for the greenhouse. The plant makes a 

dense green growth, characteristic of the Saxi- 
fraga, and tho flowcra are of tho purest white, 
individually large, and continuing in beauty over 

a fairly long season. It is so free and vigorous 
that one always feels sure of a good display of 

its white flowers. A good clump on the rockery 

is full of charm, and moderately light weU- 
thinned soil is necessary for the production of 

sturdy growth and a full display of flowors. A 
few potsful of it in the greenhouse in tho late 
spring give much pleasure ; the flowers so pro¬ 
fusely produced are pure-white.— T. 

3891.— Madonna Lilies.—This year the 
drought has had a bad effect upon these Lilies, 
but chiefly in stunting the growth, so that the 
flowers are likely to be small. You were, how- 

ever, wrong in planting the bulbs so near the 

surface ; the holes should have beeu trowelled 
out quite 6 inches in depth, and a little silver 
sand put under the bulbs, the holes being then 

filled with a compost of loam, well decayed 
manure, and sand.—A. G. Butler. 

- The Lilies are evidently afflicted with 
tho fungus, which has destroyed this beautiful 
flower In some localities, and nothing seems to 

be able to stamp out the plague thoroughly. 
The fungus seems to affect the stems, and they 

get in the condition described by you. It is 
sometimes recommended to wash the bulbs in 
paraffin and bury them in dry soil, replanting 

again in a fresh position. L. oandidum is the 
chief species that the fungus attacks. An ap- 

parontly remarkably healthy group of Lilies 
will become affected with the fungus and col- 

lvpse in a week. It does not follow that the 
bulbs will be affected, as sometimes they lift 
well, in perfectly sound condition, and then it is 

wise to place them in the sun for a considerable 
time to dry well, selecting in the future a fresh 

site. L. chalcodonicuin also suiters much from 
the disease. One often finds the best clumps iu 

cottage gardens, and I remember, not long ago, 
a splendid mass of the White Lily iu bloom in a 
Bath garden on aslope, the situation very warm 

and sunny, tho soil light. One notices how fine 
is the growth in such situations. Tho bulbs, 
when in pots, are afflicted in much the same 

way, and when affected with disease it is best 
to shake them out of the pots, wash away the 
old soil, and then dry the bulbs well in the sun. 

Use then dean pots and fresh soil entirely, not 
too rich. The more naturally the bulbi aie 

grown the better. Many readers of Gakdknimi 
can doubtless oiler advice upon the question 

raised by “ L. D. E.," and can assist him.— 
C. T. 

3876 — Candytuft- — Cuttings of half- 
ripened shoots, 3 inches long, taken off at the 

end of Juno and dibbled firmly into sandy soil 
on a north border, strike fairly well. If, how¬ 

ever, they could have a temporary gloss covor- 
ing, by placing around them boards or freshly- 
cut turf, lodging on this squares of glass, success 

would bo doubly assured. In this position the 
plants should remain until the following April, 

when they can be planted whore required.— 

7 , . O ”"” **vvv »• UDU U1U OCCU1I 

and is one of the best hardy planta an 

■-- ,A very good way to propagate Candy. 
jn tufts (the perennials kinds) is by seeds, but they 

may be also increased by cuttings of tho shoots. 
In raising the plants from seed you will find, 

perhaps, some tufts in the garden ripening seed, 
which should be sown as soon as ripe. The usual 
way is to keep it in packets, and sow in the 

spring, but this is not tho best way. Somo 

advise sowing in tho open, others in pots, but 
the safer way is to sow the seed in pots, which 

may be placed in a cold frame or a corner in tho 
unhoated greenhouse. You will, if the garden 
be small, have them under better control. Pre- 

pare as many pots as required, having them 
quite clean, put a large clean crock in the 

bottom, over this somo smaller ones, and then 
on tho top a little of the rougher soil, or, better 

still, leaf-mould. Then fill up to within about 
half an inch of the top of the pot with the fine 
soil; mako the surface quite level, then thinly. 

Just sprinkle on tho surface a little fine soil, and 
before sowing make the compost nicely moist. 

When required give water, but on no account 
make the compost too moist. Do not be in too 

rest WWoWjrlls awards germination, as some of 
ill it® ka lpngerthan others to appear, 

flings werarge •Dough to handlo 

and in the spring 
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they may be planted out in the position* they 
are intended for. Yon will by this treatment 

lose fewer than if they were left in the open. 
Nice shoots will strike, and may be put in pots, 

or if a little bed of light soil can be made up in 

a shady border insert the cuttings there, placing 
a handlight over them. I have struck many in 

this way. As regards raising from seed, it is 

important to get the stock tiue, as some kind* 
especially vary from seed, whilst some do not 
produce much seed here, as I. gibraltarica, which, 

a moist, shady spot, and the soil should be rich, 
yet not heavy. Half the poor results seen in Krdens in the culture of this flower are due to 

d management, or rather no management at 

all, as the plants are simply neglected, and left 

year after year in the same position without any 
thought of their requiring fresh soil and situation. 

You had best, in forming a new bed of them, put 

the crowns about 3 inches apart, and, to get the 
best results, give a good dressing of well-decayed 

manure, and this may be repeated each year. 

Hardy Ferns in a London gnrdon. (See pago 191.) 

howovor, is not difficult to got from cuttings. 
The best Cindy tufts are : I. Garrexiana, I. 

l'rinti, I cirrent'olia, I. gibraltarica, and 1. 

semperflorens. — C. T. 

—— The perennial Candytufts may bo raised 
from seeds, but are more readily propagated bv 

division and cutting*. If there are no hind- 
lights or frames to place the cuttings in, it will 
be better to propagate by division. They are 

well known and useful garden plants, easily 

grown if planted in good soil and well exposed 
to sun and air. One of tho best is Iborissemper- 
virens, proiuoing long raceme* of pure-white 

flowers in spring and summer. This is a truly 
handsome perennial. I. somperllorens will 
flower in the autumn, and its rather large white 

flowers are sweet scented. The I. gibraltarica 

with pinkish flowers is very pretty in the early 

spring.—J. D. E. 

-The perennial Candytufts may lie propagated by 
division, by cuttings and from seede, but eome of the 
varieties produce seed sparingly. Cuttings should be 
plaoed uodtr vl MS 1 have generally been most eucceaeful 
from July to October. It Is belt to make a eperlal lied 
and place a thin layer of sand on the top Keep close and 
shade. They are rather slow in rooting — E. W. 

3889. —Lilies of the Valley not 
flowering —They do not like a very sunny 
position ; in fact, I onoe found the Lily of the 

Valley in a wild state, anl it grew in a shady 
wood and flowered well ; but as they have 

flowered in previous vears and have not done so 
this year, it is possible that they require to be 
replanted in fresh soil by digging up and parting 
ont the plant*. A dressing of short manure 

over the plants is also beneficial when they 
start into growth. The plants should not be 

disturbed until the leave* die down, and they 
may be lifted and replanted any time between 

that and the time for starting to grow again.— 

J. D. E. 

- Lily of the Valley in many places, where 
growing in sunny spots, have not flowered this 

season. The flowers died off with the heat and 
drought. Abundance of water and a little shade 

might have saved them. Lily of the Valley 

does best under a thin shade of foliage in the 
woods. If grown in the sunshine they must 

have plenty of water in a dry time.—E. H. 

- The plants are doubtless behaving thus, 

because they are too crowded, and want lifting. 
The best season of the year to ltft-^ilies of the 

Valley is the early autumn, as then th* !o. v*« 

have decayed, andthe- chimps rr\yl|BVe^ re.tM 
in single crowns. The Lily of the Valley requites 

We should much prefer lifting and replanting 

than to merely Lhinniog out the crowns, as the 
plants evidently need a fresh site. This is 

suoh a sweet flower that it is worth a little oars 

to produoe fine apikes.—C. T. 
-A suooy position Is uot lbs best for these plants, 

but tha probable oeuse of the want of flowere thle vear was 
Insufficient moisture when the bude were swelling. I 
watered mine with a large can with the roee off as eoon aa 
the bude appeared and had a grand show of bloom ae 
usual.—A. O. Buti.hr. 

3879 —Lawn tennis court.—It is not 
possible to toll you what it will cost to make a 
tennis-court of either of the materials you 

mention. In some places a suitable gravel 
would be very expensive, and cinders are not 

always readily obtainable. Preference should, 

however, be given to gravel, because of its 
making a firmer and oleaner surface. If your 

ground is naturally well drained a depth of 

7 inches of gravel will be enough. The bottom 
layer may be 4 inches in thickness, and the 

material may be much coarser ; on the surface 
there should be 1 inch in thickness of fine sifted 

gravel. If your ground is level it will be com¬ 
paratively a light job, but if you have to 

exoavate, or to raise any part, the labour will be 
considerable, especially in the latter case, when 

the new moved earth will require well ramming 

as the work proceeds. As the comfort of the 
oonrt depends mainly on the snrfaoe drying Juickly in the winter, yon must first put in a 

rain through the centre, if the sand is df a 
retentive character. You must also make pro¬ 
vision for the surface-water to readily pass away 

by providing gratings and drains to conduct it 
to the drain first laid. Correct players, I find, 

do not like the ground to fall very muoh, with 

the object of quickly getting rid of the surface 
water ; when that is the case I allow a 2 inch 

fall from the centre to each end. If the fall is 

to extend the whole length of the oonrt it need 
not be more than 3 inches, whioh is ample if 

the surface is kept in good order.—J. C. 0. 

3878.—Calceolaria rugose.—This is one 
of the Calceolarias used for bedding. It is a 

shrubby species, and has also been grown under 
the name of C. integrifolia, under which name it 

is figured in the " Botanical Register,” 744. It 

is usually propagated by outtings, but if seed 
can be obtained it is easy to get up a stock in 

that way. There are other species used as 
beading plants with herbaceous stems. The 

ilk®tty C. amplexicaulis is a biis.iitifulp (dear 
> yellow speoies, well adapted for this purpose, 

urbanA 

but there are other beddera, mostly hybrids, of 

C. rugosa and C. amplexicaulis. There is also 
C. corymbosa, whioh will continue to flower ail 

through the summer and antnmn months.— 

J. D. E. 

3883.—Doronicuma—Yes; D. anstriacum 

is the species, D. Harpur-Crewe being an im¬ 

proved variety of the same. It is one of the very 
best spring-flowering plants we have, and tho 

flowers last a long time, both on the plant and 

in a cut state. Doronicums are hardy herbaceous 
poronnials, and are easily cultivated in any 

ordinary garden soil; therefore, few hints arc 
needed. It is well to transplant in the autumn ; 
you will then have a fine show of bloom the 

following spring. If a few are moved early in 

June, alter the flowers are well over, you will 
secure a second crop of considerable quantity ; 

but this weakens them somewhat lor next 

spring’s flowering.—P. U. 

- The variety D. Harpur-Crewe is different 
from D. austriacum ; but it can be obtained at 

any nursery where florists' flowers and herba¬ 
ceous plants are sold. Doronicnm Harpur-Crewe 

is the same thing as D. plantagineum excelsum. 
D. Pardalianches, D. Columnio, and D. altaicum 

should also be grown. No plants are easier to 
cultivate in ordinary garden soil, and they 

increase at a very rapid rate. The plants should 

be dug up every second year, and be propagated 
by division.—J. D. E. 

- D. austriacum is a neater and dwarf er 

plant than D. Harpur-Crewe (plantagineum 

exoelsum), but otherwise very similar—I mean 
as regard* the colour, &i., of the flowers. The 

latter often grow* 3 feet in height, while D. 
austriacum seldom exceeds 18 inches, and is of 

a more tufted and spreading habit of growth. 
Most of the Doronicums grow freely in any fairly 

good garden soil. D. Harpur-Crewe and others 
luxuriate here iu very stiff olayey loam, and 

flower profusely, but I daresay that in a more 
free and mellow material they would become 

finor still.—B. C. R. 

- There is muoh similarity between them, 

but the Harpur-Crewe variety is later in bloom¬ 
ing, if anything, and is a first-olassplant. It is 

also, to me, a more robust kind, the nowers being 
large, well shaped, and produced with great free¬ 

dom, whilst as regards increase, it may bo soon 

made to double itself. The Doronioum produoes 
good clumps, and it is a very easy matter to 

divide the stools, tho best season being tho early 
autumn. All of this class make vigorous growth, 

and in ordinary gardens, even where the soil and 
position are not very good, the plant will thrive 

well, making gay masses of colour in spring and 
early summer. I have seen this spring some 

splendid beds of D. Clusi, the flowers a perfect 

and welcome mass of colour thus early in the 
season. They may also be naturalised with 

good effect, as they are of a thoroughly hardy 
nature. D. austriacum is one of the best of the 

family, a good garden plant, free and vigorous ; 
and 1). cauoasicum may also be mentioned ; 

whilst a bold, showy form is D. plantagineum 

excelsum. It may be mentioned also that 
plants lifted and potted make a gay show in the !;reenhouse earlier than those in the open, aud 
arge quantities are grown in this way also for 

cutting, a* the flowers are muoh like those of 
the Yellow Marguerite. The variety Harpur- 

Crewe is very useful for decoration, and should 
be lifted for greenhouse decoration and grown 

also in the border.—C. T. 
- The variety Harpur - Orewe has simply larger 

flowers than austrfaoum, the latter being the tipe. Why 
not grow both t Toe variety Pardallanohe* le later in 
opening Its flower*, whioh are also smallsr, but the colour, 
old-gold, 1* very pleaalng.—8. P. 

3880 —Campanula pyramidalls, &c. 
—The Chimney Bell-flower, as this Campanula 

is often called, is perfeotly hardy and useful for 

flowering in the herbaoeous border, and also in 
pots in the greenhouse. Seed should be sown 

in the open ground at the end of May, putting 
ont the plants where to flower when large 

enough. Not during the ourrent year will they 
flower, but the next. For pot culture select 

the strongest plants from the same town seeds, 

placing them in 6-inoh pots in a compost of 
three parts loam to one part of horse-manure, 

standing them in a oold frame for a few days 
until they have recovered from the check of re¬ 

moval. (A sunny position out-of-doors will suit 

thi'm best, afterward* removing them to the 

fnysiej durinftrtlis, winter. When the pots are 
foil of roots shirt the plant* into larger, the 

rCHAMPAIGN 
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strongest into those 11 inches in diameter, the 
smaller a size less. Copious supplies of liquid- 
manure will be an advantage when the pots are 
full of roots in which they are to flower. A light, 

airy greenhouse is the best site for them when 
the blossoms are expanding. Although the 
flowers open very well out-of-doors, yet they 

are liable to be injured by rain and wind ; still, 
those persons without the luxury of a green¬ 

house can successfully cultivate this Campanula. 
In the place of the cold frame for sheltering the 
plants during the winter, plunge the pots in 
ashes or Cocoa-nut-fibre refuse. Although this 
is a perennial, it is a good plan to sow a pinch 

of seed every other year; the roots lose their 
vitality after two seasons’ flowering. Lophos- 
pertnum scandens should be treated as a half- 

hardy annual—that is, sown in small pots in 
March and shifted on into large when well 
rooted, using sandy soil, in a gentle hot-bed, 

gradually hardening off and planting outsido in 
a warm, sunny position when all danger from 
frost has passed. Without tho aid of glass this 

is a delicate subject to cultivate.—S. P. 

- This is a good border plant. It is 
strong in growth, and the flowers are produced 
thickly on the tall, handsome stems. A good 

specimon in the bordor is a fine picture in the 
summer months. It likes a shady position, and 
is best treated as a perennial. It is a very fine 

plant also for tho conservatory, and if you have 
young examples, give them careful attention, 
keeping the soil moderately moist. If the seed 
of your plants was raised in the spring, they 
will bo making headway, and when properly 

established may bo shifted into 4J inch pots for 
the winter. Old plants will neod as they come 
into flower a little liquid-manure, whioh is very 

helpful as the flowor-spikes mako progress. 
Those plants raisod last year, if the pots are 
full of roots, should be shifted, and a line dis¬ 

play may be looked for next soason. Seed sown 
in the spring will produce good plants tho follow¬ 
ing year if theyaio woll looked aftor ; but often 

the finest results oome from the plants tho next 
season. During the winter they may be kopt in 
a cold frame, and it is important not to induce a 

gross growth by an unduly rich soil or over¬ 
feeding. A group of this Boll-flower is very 
beautiful, tho flowers either blue or white, and 
they are produced on tall stems. A good 

display is kept up over a long season, as they 
open up the stem, and thus continue long in 
beauty. Good pot specimens may be placed out 
on terraces, corridors, halls, bosides the conser¬ 

vatory, with excellent results. Thoro is a 
variety named compaota, which, whilst preserv¬ 
ing all the good qualities of tho type, iB much 

more compact in growth. It is well suited for Kt culture. Lophospermum scandons is a dim- 
r, and will succeed well in the open in the 

summer months, giving variety to the garden. 

It is charming when rambling ovor a treo-stump, 
but likes a warm, sunny spot. Yon may raise 
seeds in spring in heat, like other tender things 
and if the situation is at all cold, it is better 

not to trust it in the open in tho winter, but 
give protection of a greenhouse.—C. T. 

-This might, I suppose, be classed as a 
hardy perennial, but it is generally grown in 

pots in a cold frame till large enough to plant 
out or pot on for the conservatory. Lophos¬ 

permum scandons is a greenhouse climber, or it 
may be raised from seeds annually and treated 

os an annual, but it is better to grow a plant or 
two in tho greenhouse and striko a few cuttings 
early in spring for outdoor plants. Tho plants 
I raised are earlier and usually flower very 
freely. I havo used this largely for filling round 

the edges of large baskets on tho lawn, for which 
purpose it is very effective.—E. H. 

- This Campanula is quite hardy, but as 
the seed is very fine the best way to troat it is 
to sow in well-drainod boxes of sandy loam in a 

frame, from April to June, to flower the next 
season. Where the soil of tho garden is light 
and well drained the seedlings may be pricked 

out into a nurserv-bed when large enough, and 
finally be planted out where they are to bloom 
in the autumn ; but if it is hoavy, damp, or cold 

it is better to pot tho plants singly, winter them 
under glass, and plant out in March. Thoy also 

suooeed capitally undor pot culture, and flower 
beautifully in 7-inch to 9-inoh pots. Lophos¬ 
permum soandens is a half-hardy olimllir, wvdv 
tuberous roots. The coed i should1 be Vlkl'inf 

March or April in a hot-bed, or in May in the 

greenhouso, and the seedlings be pricked off and 
potted as they come large enough. Winter 
them in a frost-proof place, and plant out in 

May in rich, mollow soil and a sunny position. 
Plante from seed sown in February in heat fre¬ 
quently bloom tho same season, but, of course, 

they do not grow very large the first year. The 
tubers may be safely left for the winter in the 
ground at tho foot of a warm wall, whore the 
soil is moderately light; but it is as well to 

covor them with a foot of ashes or Cocoa-nut- 
fibre before frost sets in.—B. C. R. 

3877.—American Bellblne or Bind 
weed.—This is by no meanB the same as our 
Wild Convolvulus as regards colour. It is 
somi-double, of rosette shape, and of a soft rose 
colour. But it is a species of our common and 

troublesome weed ; Calystegia sepium incarnata 
is its full and correct name. It is a native of 
North Amorica, and when once established in 
our gardens is almost as troublosome as our 
common species. I cannot recommend “ J. K.” 
to plant it unless ho can keep it confinod to one 
spot. This is difficult, because it sproads so 

freely and persistently.—P. U. 

3829.—French Cannas.—These varieties 
usually grow between '2 feet and 3 feet in 
hoight—at least, thoso mentioned—but you must 
remember that tho older type of Canna attained 
much greater height. Tiie dwarf varieties — 

especially when young—are very charming in 
pots, as one may judge from tho plunts at 
exhibitions. If they are grown in a cool green¬ 
house daring the summer, like such things as 
the Fuchuu, they will flower well in July, and 

if more heat can be given than that of an 
ordinary greenhouse flowers will be produced 
during the winter. They are splendid things 
to bloom in tho greenhouso in late summer, and 

may bo planted out with every prospect of 
success. The great point to bear in mind when 
growing tho plants in pots is to feed them 

well and use for soil loam mixed with woll- 
decayed manure, whilst when the pots are 
becoming full of roots liquid-manure occasion¬ 

ally will go much to promote strong growth 
and a free display of flowers. Tho tall plants 
that wo usod to use in sub-tropical bods were 
taken up when the frost had cut tho leaves 
down and stored away like Dahlias. They 
wore divided in spring and started in gontle 
warmth. No doubt the varieties named will 

be sufficient for you, and thoy have flowers that 
vary greatly in colour. The more effective are 
the deep self kinds. If your plauts are in 
tho greenhouse now give them plenty of air to 

keep tho growth stocky, and when the flowering 
time approaches feed with liquid-manure giving 

early spring divide them singly and then 
pot them, putting them where they may get a 
genial warmth to start them. When they mado 

sufficient progross repot them, and before 
planting out in the open keep them in a cold 
frame, then exposing them altogether ; thoy arc 

then well hardened. The dwarfer kinds are very 
fino for beds.—C. T. 

FERNS. 

HARDY FERNERIES. 

A hardy fernery is one of the most delightful 
features one can have in a garden, but wo do 
not always find a garden provided with one, 

even though there is a shady nook on tho spot 
which one could turn into a Fern paradise with 
very little trouble or expense. It is useless 
attempting a hardy fernery in an unsuitable 

spot. Ferns aro essentially shade lovers, and 
shade they must havo if they are to be grown 
successfully. But if one has not a shady wood, 
a snug oorner whoro partial or complete shade 

is afforded by wall, building, or tree, will be 
suitable for the cultivation of Ferns. A well- 
stocked fernery reveals at a glance what abun¬ 

dant variety exists in hardy Ferns alono. Not 
i only can we grow British Ferns out-of-doors, 
but, also, all the European sorts. North 
America—whioh is peculiarly rich in Ferns - 
Japan, and China, havo likewise contributed to 

our outdoor Ferneries, and even from New 
Zealand we have some of the most beautiful hardy 
Ferns that can bo grown, an instance of which 
is afforded by tho elegant Hypolepis millo- 

folium, whioh is only just becoming woll known 
as a hardy Fern. The fronds are finely divided, 
and grow from a foot to 18 inches high. I havo 
seen a mass of it quite C feet in diameter, and 

its creeping roots spreading in all directions. 
Tho illustration on page 190 shows what 

capital plants hardy Ferns make for a town 
garden. Indeed, nothing is superior to the 

Male Fern (Lastrea Fillx-mas) for smoky 
localities. G. 

ROSES. 

RUSE LAMARQUE IN MADEIRA. 

Probably every beautiful Rose has some place 
whore it is best. Rose lovers, no doubt, see 

charming instances of whero their favourites do 
well. Of all the Roses I have ever seen the one 
that has struck mo as tho most wonderful in 
its graceful luxurianco is Lamarque, in Madeira. 

Other Roses do well in tho Bame favoured 
i«land, particularly Cloth of Gold, of which I 

Rose "bamarqnc" in Madeira. Engraved from a photograph sent by Mrs. Bridson. 

mild doses at first. If you wish for flowers 

in tho winter give more heat than the green¬ 
house ; if to be planted out in the garden the 
time for this work is early Juno, and they must 

be gradually hardened so as to withstand the 
;i. /^Fho soil must be fairly rioh, and 

^tvraKltWsummer, if the weather is *.. 
plenty of water. When the clumps are- 

ay! 

lady’s garden, with the Bluo Kennedya run¬ 

ning up through it, and such flowers as I have 
never seen in England. But Lamarquo, which 

kfidlhbutfhC iGreMtl(Ittrtetfefhl of its flowers 

rge'iir' were brought to tne markets. Homo bushes 
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were pruned hard, while others were in full 
bearing. One might see a'fountain of lovely 

blooms coming out of a Pepper-tree, and in 
some neighbouring tree a lot of blaolc stems 
pruned hard, looking like Vines, which on en¬ 
quiry were found to be Lamarque pruned and 

at rest, while other bushes were in full luxuri¬ 
ance of growth. Of course, that could only 
happen in Madeira and like countries. But it 
is strange how seldom one sees this fine Rose 
well done in England. Our country—at least, 
a large area of it—is quite good enough for it. 
On south walls of houses, on heavy soils at 
least, its great heads of lovely flowers are 

delightful. K. 

SEASONABLE WORK AMONG ROSES. 

Di'Risa the past two weeks we have been 
favoured with a few weloome showers. This has 
brought Roses on apace, and they need a con¬ 
siderable amount of attention from now onwards. 
Sticks must be placod to dwarf maidon plants, 
and their growtns secured as soon as possible. 
A little thought should be had in sticking Roses. 

For instance, a 2 feet stick will do very well for 
such short varieties as Baroness Rothschild, 
Etienns Levet, and Captain Christy; also 
for the short Teas, like Souvenir d’Elise 
Vardon, Catherine Mermet, and Niphetos. 
But it would be folly to use so short 
a size for Gabrielle Lnizet and Ulrioh 
Brunner among the H. Perpetuals, or for the 
climbers among Teas and Noisettes. In the 
majority of cases, my readers who have worked 

stocks of their own will be aware of the strength 
of growth their varieties attain. If not, let 
them refer to any Rose catalogue, and they will 
almost always tee the habit of growth specified. 
With maiden standards it is much best to use a 
stake of sufficient length to answer the double 
purpose of supporting the stem and young Rose 
growth at the same time. Roses, especially 
those npon walls, are very early this year, and 
in southern localities our walla and fenoes are 
covered with bloom almost as much as is gener¬ 
ally the case by the end of June. I have already 

cut General Jacqueminot from maiden plants ; 
but the bulk of my H Perpetuals in the open 
are much loss forward in proportion to the Teas 
and Noisettes. It is well to keep the surface 
soil moved with a hoe. I find this conduces to 

healthy and clean foliage. Unless Roses carry 
clean foliago, they cannot possibly be in such a 
healthy state as is desirable. Clean and 
healthy foliage is a very pleasing sight in 
itself, independent of any bloom. If you 

have a few strong growing plants on a wall 
that are in full and rampant growth, it is 
not well to allow them to chock from want of a 
few cans of water at this time. One, or at moat 
two, thorough soakings will be of immense 
benefit now. Walls absoib a great deal of 

moisture. Besides this, I always plant the 

strongest and most succulent growers in suoh a 
position, and dnring a dry season like the pre¬ 

sent they often really need a little assistance. 
If we can secure good and strong growth now, 
we are almost oertain to get it well matured 
early in the winter. This will mean greater 
immunity from frost, and a good crop of flowers 
next spring. 

Insects —Many queries are now falling in as 
to how is tho best way to get rid of these. 

Greenfly is by far the most prevalent. This is very 
easily removed if one would but commence in time, 

and put sufficient vigour behind the syringe. I 
do not mean that the solution should be applied 
in one steady and strong jet. It is much Setter 
to make short and sharp strokes of the piston. 
This will cause correspondingly short and sharp 
jets of insectioide. By using it in this style, 
the solution goes much further and is more 
effectual. Use it freely, making certain that 
evory portion of wood and foliage is brought 

into contact with the mixture. It is just the 
same here as in watering ; the job once done 
throughly is more beneficial, less laborious, and 
cheaper than two or three half applications. It 
is not necessary to always use an insecticide. If 

soft water be used freely, and with a sufficient 
vigour, it will often answer the purpose remark¬ 
ably well, and cannot possibly do any harm. 

Own-root Rosrs.—These may now be struok 
from short growths of Toss and Noisettes uuder 
glass. Three parts ripened woodf should, bo 
chosen, and firmlyBboorted irl is iigl^ajd^h. lv 

compost. They should be well watered at first. 

and kept close until rooted. This will usually 
occupy from six weeks to two months. 

Buddinu.—Stocks intended for working this 

Bummer must now be frequently looked over, 
especially tho standard or hedge Briers. All 
side-growths and suckers, except the two or 
three needed for the buds, must be removed 
as soon as they form. It is best to cut 

them off dose to the stem at once. Unless you 
do this, they are very apt to form and push out 
several more shoots from around the base of the 
first ono. Owing to the remarkably dry spring, 
the majority of Brier-beds present a woeful 
appearance. My own do not contain more than 
7 to 10 per cent, of survivals, and I know of 
several equally as bad. Where one had a few 

Briers left over from last year, or where the 
buds failed to grow, they cannot do better than 
insert some desirable variety at once, obtaining 
their buds from plants under glass. These will 
now be carrying some growth in prime condi¬ 

tion for working from. Tea* especially pro¬ 
duce very sound buds under glass. If the old 
Briers be left too long they get much too coarse 
for the successful working of any but the very 
strongest growing Teas; and, unfortunately, 

it is not these whioh fail to take, nearlv as much 
as those of weak and medium growth. A few 
of our finest Teas are difficult to propagate, 
both as regards securing suitable budB, and also 
their living when they have been obtained. 

Cleopatra, Souvenir d’Elise Vardon, and Com- 
tesse de Nadaillac may be oited as examples. 
These and similar kinds produce good wood 
under glass. P. U. 

A few good new Rosea.—A very 
beautiful new Rose is Turner's Crimson Rambler, 
which has been shown on several occasions of 

late at the leering exhibitions. The plants are 
of strong growth, and the flowers produoed 
freely, perfectly double, and intense crimson in 
colour. It is a Rose for small as well as large 
gardens, remarkably vigorous, and a most 

orthy addition to the Polyanthas. Two 
oharming tea-scented varieties are Medea and 
Corinna, the former having verv delicate lemon- 

yellow flowers, a dear and tender shade, whilst 
the plant is of strong growth as far as I have 
seen it. Corinna is another good Tea-scented 
Rose, the flowers variously coloured, yellow 
touohed with rose, a numbor of tints melting 

one into the other, a charming gradation of 
tones. A hybrid Tea-scented Rose is a 
delightful button-hole Rose, the flowers very 
neatly shaped, yellow, with the petals tinged 
with a carmine shade, the fragrance very sweet. 
This will, I think, beoome a popular variety, 
especially for cutting, the flowers so noat and 
charming in colour. A good and useful Rose is 
Pink Rover, which is a half climbing kind, the 
flowers very delicate pink, deepening in the 

centre, full, and sweetly scented. It is freo, 
and will corer quickly dwarf fences and pillars, 

whilst it blooms over a long season, spreading 
abroad a sweet fragrance. Sappho is likely to 
prove a useful variety, the growth being very 
vigorous, and the flowers are of pleasing oolour, 

full, of globular shape, fawn, shaded with Sr, and sweetly scented. Spenser is a good 
It has very large flowers, full, broad, 

and of the Merveille de Lyon type. Unfor¬ 

tunately it is scentless, and I think, and others 
will doubtlessly agree with me, that a scentless 
Rose is not of great value. I think that 
fragrance is one of the moat precious virtues of 
the flower. Spenser is a good exhibition Rose, 
large, and pink in the centre, the outer petals 
shading to white. The Bourbon variety, Mrs. 
Paul, is comparatively new, the flowers fragrant 

and very large, the fine petals white, touched 
with rose. It is very free, vigorous, and in all 
respects a thoroughly good garden Rose, whilst 
it is of interest as possibly the forerunner of a 
new type of Bourbon Rose. There are many 

other new varieties as Clio, Zenobia, anew Moss 
kind, and others which will be noted when 

know more about them.—C. T. 

3897.— Roses for a wall.—Ae you have 
a Gloire de Dijon, I would advise eitner Ches- 
hunt Hybrid or Reine Marie Henriette as a con¬ 

trast ; both of those are red, and equally as free 
as the old Gloire. In your warm locality, too. 
Marshal Niel (yellow) should do well in suoh 

1 an Aspect—in fact, any olimber should thrive 
|,wth.y*>u. 8ix more of the best are: William 

IkikJlicbardaon (orange and yello wjj pliuinbij; 

CBliphetos (white), Climbing Perle dee Jardius 

(deep-yellow), Mme. Chauvrv (salmon and buff, 
with deep-orange), Bouquet d’Or (adeep-coloured 
Gloire de Dijon), and L’ldd-al (orange, salmon, 
and metallic-red). On your greenhouse wall 

plant either of the above possessing the colour 
you most desire. The following are twelve 

good pot Roses for your purpose ; all are very 
choice : Comtesse de Nadaillac (coppery-yellow 
and peach), Cleopatra (roey-lleeh and cream), 
Kditn Gifford (white, flesh centre), La Boule 

d'Or (golden-yellow), The Bride (white, grand), 
Mme. de Watteville (cream, rosy edgings), 
Souvenir d’Elise Vardon (cream), Luciole (rose, 
coppery-yellow), Sunset (apricot and jellow), 

Ernest Metz (deep carmine-rose), Augustine 
Guinoieseau(blush-white), and Fran^isca Kruger 

(salmon aud apricot).—P. U. 

— William Allan Richardson (apricot 
colour), Lamarque (white), L'ld^al (light-yel¬ 
low), and Waltham Climber No. 1 (red), are 
four good and distinct climbing Roses for your 
purpose. For training against the wall in the 
greenhouse Marlohal Niel will do admirably, if 
the light is not exoluded from it. Six good Tea 
Roees for pots may include Countess of Folke¬ 
stone, Catherine Mermet, The Bride, Ktoile de 
Lyon, Luciole, and Mme. Faloott.—J. C. C. 

3894.—A leaky pond.—It is not many 
weeks since I gave some brief instructions in 
Gardening how to puddle a pond in reply to 
a question, in which I distinctly stated that 
unless the work was thoroughly well done it 
would not be satisfactory. Your case proves 

that I was right; you erred in not working the 
clay properly. My instructions were to get 

lumps of day and kneed them on a firm plat¬ 
form as a baker does his dough, so that eaoh 
lump will readily unite with that previously 
laid down. Seven inches of clay is none too 
thick, but it will be enough if you thorougly 
prepare it, and take greater pains in working 
t together in its bed ; a wooden mallet is a 

capital tool to use when preparing each lump. 
This and a thick flagstone, with sufficient water 
to well moisten the clay, will enable you to 
prepare the clay in a proper manner. As the 
woru proceeds keep the surface damp, and if tho 
weather is very hot and dry a little shade from 
old sacks or a mat is desirable until the water 

can be let in.—J. C. C. 

-01 oourae, the puddling was not properly done. An 
aooouot wes recently published In Oardixiko of the pro¬ 
per manner In whioh to puddle a pond ; but the quickest! 
plan to make sure ol your work Is to ooat It with X inches 
or :i loohes of Portland cement, and puddle over that If 
you like.—A. G>. Bi.ti.kr. 

3880 — Substitute for rotten manure. 
—There could not be a better substitute for 
rotten manure than fresh horse-droppings ; as 
it seems to be required for making manure- 
water, the fresh material is 1 Hitter than tho 
deoayed for that purpose. Indeed, for all 

purposes fresh manure is the best. Rotten 
manure that has been produced by being over¬ 
heated in a big heap is of but little value, as the 
best of its fertilising properties have been 
destroyed by overfermentation. The best 
manure for heavy soil is fresh stable-manure, 
with tho greater portion of the straw shaken 

out of it.—J. D. E. 

- For pot plants generally, and Palms, 
etc., in particular, decayed manure is by no 
means a necesiary ingredient of the soil. Some 
good leaf mould or half rotten spent Hops will 
answer the purpose quite as well, or better, and 
extra nutriment can be supplied as necessary, 
when the puts are full of roots, by incans of 

liquid stimulants of various kinda Some growers 
of Fuchsias and other quiok-growing plants use 
nearly fresh horse-droppings, after drying them 
thoroughly in the sun, as part of the compost, 
and even when employed in liquid form it is 
better to dry the droppings partly at least before 

steeping them.—B. C. R. 

- Fresh horse-droppings may be used to 

make liquid-manure. The Best wav to do this 
is to tie it up in an old bag and sink the bag of 
manure in a tub of water. Dilate the liquid 
considerably. For most things it will be strong 
enough if a quart or so from the liquid-manure 

tub is placed in a three-gallon can, and the can 
filled up with plain water.—E. H. 
- Your statement Is a singular one. Sursly you can 

find a1 ki iht yakd or so In which to suck up your bone- 
droppings until rotten. Meanwhile, you muet perforoe 
use frail miouiv, Mob, tbo.ieti not so good, certainly 
better than none'at all.—A. 0?Butlir. 
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THUS AMD SHRUBS. 

CLIMBERS ON TREES. 

Some people say climbers on trees are injurious 
and should never be allowed. In the case of 

young troes this remark holds good, but on 
those trees that have seen thoir best days climbers 
are admissible. At Syon House, Brentford, I 
have often noticed that many of the old trees 
are so treated, and they are lovely objects in 
the spring and summer months when covered 
with Aim tie Vibert Roses and other old, yet 
valued, climbers. In the autumn the contrast 
of colour of the foliage of Ivy and Virginian 
Creeper is beautiful. Aristolochia Sipho makes 

a charming plant for climbing over trees when 
a heavy covering is wanted, while the Jasmine 
i* suitable for dwarf trees. One of the most 
< ffective is the old Clematis vitalba. At Syon 
in some cases it reaches a height of 40 feet or 
50 feet, and daring the inluran months the 
« fleet is charming. Clematis montana is also 
useful in sheltered places, and when others of a 

different colour are mixed with it they produce 

I material when planting, as often the soil around 
| old trees is muoh impoverished and will not 
support the creepers. As little training should 
be done as possible, only small iron tacks, not 
wall nails, or a little dark coloured copper wire Elaced round the trees to support the growths 

sing used. The illustration we here give 
shows an old Elder-troe, over and among the 
branches of whioh have been allowed to ramble 
Ivy and Climbing Roses. 

Two good Mock Oranges.—Two very 
charming shrubs for small gardens are Phila- 
delphus raicrophyllus and P. Lemoinei, Philadel 6hue being the botanical name for the Mock 

ranges. The former makes quite a bush, and 
is far less unruly than the more rampant kinds, 
which require much larger space to develop 
properly. It does not grow .1 feet in height, 

ana the loaves are small, not unlike those of a 
Myrtle in character, whilst the flowers are also 
small, pure-white, and borne with great freedom 
on the slender shoots, and they are very 
sweetly scented. This speoies is of compara¬ 

tively recent introduction, having been brought 

phvllus if only one kind is required, and it is 
well worth planting. I make a note of these 
line kinds as they are in flower, and it is when 
tho thing are in bloom that they should be 
noted for future planting. Ono knows then 
what to expect.—V. C. 

Chinese Snowball-tree. — This is a 
Ouelder Rose, not the graceful tree or shrub, 
whichever one is pleased to call it, so much 
planted in gardens, but a Chinese species which 
is of a very different character. It is a tho¬ 
roughly good garden shrub, and is not so well 
known as it deserves to bo, the growth spreading 
out and dwarf. It blooms with remarkable 
freedom, and the flowers are like those of the 

Ouelder Rose, and stud the branches so that in 
early June the deep-green wrinkled leaves are 
almost hidden. This shrub likes a rather warm, 
moderately light soil, and is quite hardy—very 
suitable for gardens of moderate size. Its 
freedom of flowering is remarkable. One sees 
so many common things recommended that 
note should be made of good shrubs that will 
give pleasure in early summer with their rioh 
profusion of flower. I have teen V. plicatum 

Oca Rsxdbrs' Illustrations ." A picturesque garden. Old Elder-tree covered with Ivy and Climhlnir Roses. Engraved lor Oardznino Illustratid from 
a photograph sent by Mr. John Brier, junior, Oak Bank, BoUington, ne\r Macclesfield. 

a i retty effect. Many of the hardier Clematises, 
tuih as viticella, Flammula, and others may be 

uttd for the wotk. Honeysuckles will also 
be found suitable, but they require a heavy toil 
to grow in. Some of the varieties of Ceanothus 
•ue valuable, and for dwarf trooa or poles 
they are charming. Vitii hederaoea and V. 
heterophylla variegnta are good for the 
purpose, while Passtflora ewrulea and the Hop 
have a pretty effect in the autumn months. 
The most effective plants are Roses, of 
which there are many that can be used. The 

Boursault Roses and many of the Noisette sec¬ 
tion are the beet. The (Topper Austrian Brier 
and Persian Yellow do well on trees that have 
not too much head or top oovering. Many of 

the Hybrid Perpetuals ao well and cover a 
l*rge space quickly. The plants require 
moisture in dry seasons, and if this cannot be 
attended to, climbers should not be planted on 
trfei, as unless they grow freely and do well 
they fall in the object they are planted for, and 

a bare stamp is preferable to a miserable 1 
creeper. In dry seasons frequent .rapwies-tflt 

liquid-manure will be found beneficial/Tt1 Si I 
also important to give the roots some new 

from New Mexico in the year 1883, and there¬ 
fore it is not ao well known as many things that 
have been introduced for a longer period. It is 
not, of course, a shrub for a crowded shrub¬ 
bery, and if it is given a place by itself 
away from other thingo, tno display of 
flowers in summer will be most pleasing. Few 

ahrnba are prettitr, and the growth not 
being too vigorous, this Mock Orange may 
be especially recommended for moderate-sized 
gardens. Ordinary soil will suffice, and it is a 
mistake to make it too rich, as this results in 
plenty of growth but few flowers. The only 

pruning necessary is to remove very weak shoots, 
not to hack about with a knife recklessly, as is 
the fashion in some gardens. The other Mock 
Orange that may be recommended is named 
Lemoinei, and this is a hybrid raised by a cele¬ 
brated French nurseryman named Lemoine, 
between P. microphyllua, which has just been 

described, and P. ooronarius. Like most hybrids, 
it preserves the general features of both parents. 
The flonleM are very sweetly scented, but not 
ia toAr^odour characteristic of many of .the 

MootrVranges, and the flowers are small ana 
of the purest white. I should choose P. mioro- 

in a few gardens, and it is getting better known, 
but it should beoome still more common.—T. 

The Rose Acacia.—It is difficult to know 
why certain trees, beautiful in every way, and 
not troublesome to grow well, are neglected when 
many common things are present everywhere. 
There are few more beautiful trees than the 

Roso Acacia, botanically known as Robinia 
hispida, and it is exactly the kind of tree for a 

small garden, as it is dwarf in growth, has 
graceful, Acacia like leafage, and blooms pro¬ 
fusely in early summer. I was noticing in lata 
May several trees in a small villa garden a few 

miles from London, completely smothered with 
the rose-coloured flowers, but it it cot often one 
finds the tree in such placet. It is very hardy, 

and the only thing to guard against is the wind, 
which, when the tree is much exposed, breaks 

the brittle branches. For every garden, even 
where the soil is only partly good, the Rose 
Acacia is adapted, and it should be noted as one 
of thfl jljhiU[P| tp plant next autumn.—C. T. 

D?8?r> —Jvy and Grass.—The fault of cut¬ 
ting Ivy so fate i» tint!it t»ke« longer to become 

s.^ainj i^yijig/^a»ke a second growth, 
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which is not bo vigorous as the first. It is 
better, however, to cut it now than not at all. 
Should the weather remain dry, give the roots 
abundant supplies of water, which will hasten 
on tho growth. Nothing can be done to make 

the Grass grow close to the stem of the Oak- 
tree where the outer branches hang low, ex¬ 
cluding the light from its base. Why not lay a 

few fresh turves every year?—these would keep frcen for one year. Or plant the space with 
vy; this makes a neat and green carpet, and 

is always pleasing to look at under trees.—S. P. 

- As you have every appliance ready you 
may clip the Ivy now, but March is the best 
month, and it will not be very sightly now; 

■till, in vour oase you may prooeed with the 
work, and the shears will soon effect the desired 
reformation. Grass will not grow round the 
base of an Oak-tree—at least, very little, and 
Grass is never satisfactory further away from 

the trunk. Why not try a small-leaved Ivy, 
pegging down the shoots on tho soil, and 
through the summer months helping the Ivy to 
become established by occasional supplies of 

water ? It will got established in time, and 
make a nice green surface. Very few things will 
live under the dense shade of trees, but Ivy is 
as good as anything that may be recommended 
for the purpose.— C. T. 

3882.—Creeper for a wall.—By far the 
beat creeper for your purpose is Ampelopsis 
Veitchi, a fast-growing and miniature form of 
the Virginian Creeper. It clings most tenaci¬ 
ously to any surface (even glass), and will soon 
cover any space. Plant now from pots, and 
afford them a little drainage, so that they have 
a good start this season. The Ampelopsis is not 

evergreen, but it comes into growth very early, 
and drops its leaves late. All through the early 
part of the year it is a beautiful light-green, 
changing to brown, bronze, rose, and even 
scarlet towards the autumn. At this time it is 

one of our most showy subjects. It is hardy, 
and will thrive in any position. —P. U. 

- A good creeper for a wall is Veitch’s 

Virginian Creeper (Ampelopsis Veitchi), whioh 
will, after it has once got established, quioklv 
make headway and cling closely to the wall 
without the need of shreds or nails. Yon could 
also have a good quickly-growing Ivy, such as 
Emerald Gem, or Clematis montana ; but that 
will need support, unless it can cling to some 6able or ledgo. I should choose the Virginian 

reeper, which is a quick grower, and plants 
may De put in even now from pots. Yon get a 
fine surface of green in summer, and with the 

approach of autumn the leaves change to fine 
colours.—C. T. 

- Only Ivy and Ampelopsis Veitchi will 
cling to a wall without support. Both are fast¬ 
growing subjects, the Utter, however, is 

deciduous, which would bo useless during the 
winter. If this is important I should advise 
that Irish Ivy bo employed. Procure strong 
plants and treat them well in the matter of good 
soil and abundance of water at the roots during 

dry weather. Growth under such conditions 
will be made then at tho rate of 4 foot yearly.— 

S. P. 

-If you want a plant to oover the wall In the summer 
only you cannot do better than put in Ampelopele ; but If 
you wish your walk to look green also in tne winter get a 
plant of the small Wood Ivy ; the latter, Illiberally treated 
when put in, will soon settle Into rapid growth.—A. G. 
Ben, is, 

- Plant Ampelopsis Veltohl. If strong plants are 
obtained In pots and set out at once some progress will be 
made during the summer.—K. II. 

3887.—Oleanders, &C —I would advise 
“Stainton” to wait at least another month 

before plaoing these and Genistas out-of-doors. 
For some seasons past we have had oold weather 
andactualfrostsafterthisdate. Do not turn them 

out of pots, but prepare a place, throw down 
a little soot to prevent worms from entering the 
pots, and then plunge them in ashes or any 
other handy material. Plants in pots, having 

the whole of their roots confined, mast be oare- 
fully looked after as regards water when plunged 

out-of-doors.— P. U. 

- Oleanders are better kept under glass 
altogether until they have flowored, and even 

after that if they arc at all weakly. These 
plants like more heat than some people seem to 
think necessary. , The* also like fa shudy. pa- 

of the greenhouse in hot weathur.HtilCetfe^rii 

yet to put Azaleas out-of-doors. They shout 

be kept under glass until they have formed thoir 
flower-buds, which those that have flowered late 

cannot do for another two months longer. 
Genistas and Myrtles may be plaoed in the opon 
air at once, if thoy are given a warm position. 
Such plants as you mention should not be taken 

out of their pots, and only one-third of the 
depth of the pots should be buried in a bed of 
coal-ashes.—J. C. C. 

- Oleanders, Genistas, and Myrtles may 

soon with safety be put out-of-doors ; but in the 
case of Azaleas it is yet a little early for them. 
The flower-bnds ought to be formed before they 
go out. This is easily ascertained by feeling the 
extreme point of each shoot. If the bnd is 

formed a hard substance will be found at the 
base of the uppermost leaves. All these sub- t'ects should not be removed from their pots, 

>ut be plunged in ashes. The object of burying 
the pots is to lessen the labour in watering the 

plants. The soil does not dry in them nearly so 
fast when they are plunged as it does when 
they are standing on the surface. Goal-ashes is 
the best possible material for plunging the pots 
in. It is porous, and does not harbour the pre¬ 

sence of slugs or worms, which soil does. There 
is such a risk of worms entering the pots when 
plunged in soil that this plan should be avoided. 
Do not crowd the plants ; allow eaoh sufficient 
spaoe to stand oloar of its neighbour, so that air 

may freely pass amongst them, the object being 
to thoroughly mature the growth.—S. P. 

- Myrtles, Genistas, and Oleanders may 
bo plunged out now. Azaleas had better remain 
under glass a little longer till the wood is getting 
a bit firm, though in the case of hard woodei 
plants generally the sunshine h\s hastened the 
ripening considerably, and the plants go out 
sooner than would be desirable in an ordinary 

season.—E. H. 

- Yes, any of those mentioned may now 
be safely exposed—that is, supposing them to 
havo boon growing in a oool ana airy atmosphero 
previously. But it is only fair to add that 
unless sufficient growth has already been made 

this will not take place as rapidly and well in 
the open air—at least, if the weather is at all 
dry and warm—as would be the case if the 
plants were kept for a time under glass. As a 
rule, auoh things ought not to be turned outside 

until sufficient growth has been made indoors. 
As regards plunging the pots, it is, on the 
whole, decidedly advisable, particularly where 
the plants do not receive frequent and regular 
attention in watering. It saves a lot of water¬ 
ing, and prevents any risk of the roots beooming 
burnt by the pots getting unduly hot under a 
strong sun. Plunge them either in ashes, or if 

in the soil, make the holes tapering, like the 
pot, and a few inches deoper, leaving a hollow 

beneath, which will at once prevent worms 
entering through the drainage-hole, as well as 
the roots working through, and insure free 

drainage.—B. C. R. 

- Tho Azaleas, Genistas, and Myrtles may Sout in the month of June, but Oleanders are 
ely to get neglected ; and if you require a 

good bloom it would be better to have them 
under the eye in the house. The other things 
benefit by lieing in the open daring the summer 
months, and require chiefly close attention in 
regard to watering, as in the open in the summer 

the soil quickly gets dry. Do not take any 
notice of showers ; they only make the surface 
of the soil damp, and do not really soak the 
ball. As to position, nothing is better than 
against a shady wall ; they should not be ex¬ 
posed to the full force of the sun, and the 
Camellias will benefit by a few supplies of soot- 
watcr. Stand the plants upon a firm bottom 

of coal-ashes, as these prevent worms from 
getting into the pots and choking up the drain¬ 
age. If this becomes out of order the plants 

will soon get unhealthy. It is not necessary 
to bury the pots, nor must the plants be re¬ 
moved from them ; simply stand them out as 

advised. Early in the autumn, before frosts 
occur, remove them inside. Give the pots 
a thorough cleaning, and see to those that have 

worms in them.—CT T. 

3750.—Horehonnd beer.—A handful of 
dried Sage and Burnet, handful of dried Hore- 
hound, handful of dried Pennyroyal, handful of 

' led Marsh Mallows, handful of dried Agrq- 
, two or three Dandelion-roots, two or 

Nettle-roots, handful of Hojp/i[\J Put 51bJ 
f lump sugar, 2 oz. cream of tartar, and two 

tablespoonfuls of Mason’s Extraot of Herbs. 
Mix all well together, then boil the Herbs 

in enough water to make 4J gallons for about 
an hour, strain off, and whon cool enough 
put a teacupful of barm in. Let it work 
all night. Put it in cask next morning, and 
when it has done working bung it down and 

draw off in two or three days. It is better to 
put a little isinglass in to fine it, and a little 
burnt sugar to colour it.—0. G. H. 

HOUSE Ac WINDOW OARDENINO. 

BELL-FLOWERS AS WINDOW PLANT8. 

There is much sameness in window plants, but 
there need not be if those who like their windows 
gay with flowers would grow snch things as the 
Bell flowers or Campanulas, whioh are of great 

beauty thus plaoed. They do not mind the dry 
atmosphere of rooms, and oven in stuffy cottage 
windows will bloom freely. I have seen C. 
cirpatica, the Carpathian Bell-flower, in splendid 
bloom in windows, the large pale-blue coloured 
flowers hiding almost every trace of leafage. 

There are many varieties of it, pallida, alba, 
and so forth, but the best are the parent 
and the pure-white form. It is necessary to 
keep the plants well watered, but ordinary soil 
suflioes. In windows they get very dry, and a 
gentle dewing with a syringe or placing them 

out in soft showers of rain is helpful to them. 
Perhaps the most useful kind for this purpose ia 
C. fragilis. It ii not thus namod on account of 
its growth, as it is vigorous, but the flowers are 
delicate-blue in colour, the shoots being covered 

with them, and they hang down gracefally. It 
blooms with the greatest freedom, the hanging 
flower-laden shoots being very pleasing ia 
a window. Then one may choose also 
C. garganica, which is not so well known 

as 0. fragilis, but may be grown well 
in a window. It is oallod C. fragilis some¬ 
times, but the white plant is bolder. One 
scarcely wants both kinds, and preference should 

bo given to C. fragilis, as this succeeds remark¬ 
ably well in a hanging-basket in the greenhouse 
or the window. Very suitable for pots is C. 
muralis, called in some catalogues C. Porten- 
schlagiana. It ia very dwarf, quite a gem 

amongst Campanulas, the light green leaves 
hidden by tho dolicate blue flowers, and grows 
very freely. C. garganioa blooms in June, and 

C. muralis later, thus maintaining a succession 
of flowers. Tho Ligurian Bell-flower (C. iso- 
phylla) and its variety alba are woll worthy of 
note for pots, and may bs readily grown in a 

window. The type has pale-blue Bowers, but 
there is a pure-white form, which is very oharm- 
ing, free, and vigorous. I am surprised it is not 
more common in gaidens; tho shoots trailing, 

and the flowers are comparatively large and of 
tho purest white. When in full beauty few 
things are moro pleasing. This small selection 
gives considerable variety, and of a class of 
plants not too common in gardens. X. 

3901.—An enemy to the Auricula- — 
I have never seen this pest upon Auriculas, and 

hopo it will not come near my collection; but 
bv the description of it, there is not much 
chance of getting rid of it, except by picking 
the larvie off the plants, and as it rolls up the 

leaves there will be no difficulty in finding it. 
I have on several occasions had to deal with a 
small green oaterpillar, and the same species has 
attacked other collections, and there is nothing 
for it but hand-picking.—J. D. E. 

3898 —Seedling Pelargoniums.—The 
plants ought to have bloomed before this. As 

a rule, after growing to a certain height the 
flower-bud is produced with unfailing certainty. 
I make a sowing almost every year in February 

or the early part of March, and most of the 
plants flower by Christmas at the latest, the 
rest in the following spring. A batch of plants 

(Zonals) from seed sown last July are now in 
many cases showing the bud. All that is 
necessary is to keep the seedlings growing 

quietly on, with plenty of air and sun, avoiding 
much manure and extreme starvation also. 
Tho plants must not be stopped ; keep them to 
one stem.—B. C. R. 

iqiu«ltl£&6 Uio Pelargonium* out In a funny *pot when 
the lend Is rath*; poor, end they will flower.—if H. 

— Than»nj iUhsr »h; oloomer*. Try outting* from 
tbsro.Rnd I think they will do better.—A. 0. Bmis. 
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FRUIT. 

FLAVOUR IN PEACHES. 

The question of flavour in Peaches and Nec¬ 

tarines is a very important one, and of all 
frnite grown under glass—Melons which aro 
poorly grown excepted—there is no other kind 
which u so unpalatable as an insipid Peach. 

The want of flavour in market Peaches is often 
very pronounced, but this is principally on 

account of the baneful practice of gathering the 
fruita before they are ripe. This is carried to 
such an extent that they are often quite hard 
at the time of gathering, and this being so, how 
can the fruita be expected to be of good flavour ? 
It does not matter how well the fruits may 
have been grown, if they are gathered before 
they are well advanoed to the final ripening 
atage, that full, luscious, and vinous flavour 
so characteristic of a well-grown Peach will be 
sadly defioient. There oertainly appears to 
be a mistaken notion that for market the 
fruits must be quite firm when gathered, to 
as to ensure their safe arrival when carried 
a distance by rail or road. Some people say 
if colour is present it matters little about flavour, 
but I invariably find that where the fruits 
are well advanced towards the ripening stage 
they command a higher price and the colour is 
also more pleasing. It is astonishing the colour 
Peaches take on during the last 
twenty-four hours previous to 
their final gathering, and this 
alone is well worth waiting for. 
There is also the additional 
danger of leaving the fruits too 
long on the tree before gathering, 
for when they are allowed to hang 
too long the flesh is woolly in 
texture and lacking in juice. 
The practice of allowing i he lruits 
to drop into nets oannot be too 
strongly condemned, for when 
they are so far advanced as to fall 
the fnll flavour so desirable will 
have vanished. The injury alone 
that the fruits receive is also 
muoh against their keeping, for 
it will be noticed that these 
net-oaeght fruits keep bat a very 
short time. I have known such 
fruits as these to be even sent 
a long railway journey to London 
only to arrive at their destination 
a mass of decay, brought on 
through their bruised and over¬ 
rips condition. 

Mistakes of this kind generally 
result in going to the other ex¬ 
treme of gathering too early. 
I never oonsider a Peach or 
Neotarine, especially the latter, 
fit for gathering until it will 
part from the tree after being 
firmly grasped by the hand and 
given a slight backward pull. A pad of 

cotton-wool laid in the hand is sometimes 
used, and if the hand be hard and horny 
this aid may certainly be of use to prevent 
injury, but otherwise it is in the way. A 
practised eye can tell almost at a glance if a 
Peach is fit for gathering on account of the 

change of oolonr near the base of the fruit. 
Some people also recommend the use of a pair of 
sharp Grape-scissors for detaching the fruit, but 
these can only be used occasionally, for if extreme 
care is not taken far more injury will acorue to 
the fruit than without their aid. Indeed, the for¬ 
mation of some of the varieties is against their 
uae, for it would be impossible to reach the foot¬ 
stalk without injuring the fruit. In gathering 
Peaches they should be laid in shallow trays 
over a base of soft paper shavings, with a layer 
of silver paper over the whole. The fiuita when 
laid on this should be removed to a dry and cool 
room or cellar, when twelve hours afterwards 
they will be in condition for use. They will 
keep wellfor three days if the position is cool, and 
I have even kept them a week, but, as previously 
mentioned, the flavour is more fully developed 
from twelve to twenty-four hours after gather¬ 
ing. The early morning is also the best part of 
the day forgathering, as at that time the fruits 
are cool. The 

Time of gathering is obviously oi, 
of securing fruits of well-developed _ 

other cultural details, such as a circulation of 

warm and dry air, are most important. A damp 

and close atmosphere must be avoided, also 
overhead syringing when the fruits change for 
ripening, but inside moisture must not be 
wholly stopped, as the floors should be damped 
in the morning and evening during fine weather. 
A sudden withdrawal of insido moisture would 
affect the foliage considerably, especially under 
the strain of a bright sun. The practice of 
applying liquid-manure to the ripening fruit 
may also be easily overdone, as I havo known 
the flavour sadly depreciated by this cause alone. 
The application of liquid should be dispensed 
with at least a fortnight previous to gathering, 
or rather ripening, a soaking of clear water at 
this stage being the best. If the surface is 
littered down with long stable litter at this 
time, sufficient moisture will be retained in the 
border to carry the fruits through to their full 
stage. If a heavy watering is given a few days 
prior to gathering, it sometimes causes the fruits 
to part from the tree before their time. H. 

OVERCROPPING FRUIT-TREES. 

Overcropping is a very groat mistake, as it 
not only renders the fruit of poor quality, but 
also weakens the tree. I once called upon a 
gardener who had several vineries under his 
care, and the crop hanging was about the 

j heaviest I ever saw, but the quality of the fruit 

A bosket of Peaches. 

was poor in the extreme. There were so many 
Grapes that the gardener did not know what 
to do with them, and as marketing the surplus 

1 was not looked for, there was a considerable 
quantity on hand. Now if these Vines had 
ouly been allowed to carry about a third the 
number of bunohes, the quality would have 
been higher and more satisfaction would have 
been given. Very often what appears an ordi- 

i nary crop grows into a much larger one than 
! the grower anticipated. A grower shoutd be 
able at thinning time to gauge the weight of the 

1 crop the Vines will carry, and at this time out 
off all superfluous bunches with the exception 
of one or two extra to a rod, these to be cut off 
as soon as the bunches have stretched well 
down and it is seen what the crop is likely 
to be. It is perfectly useless to overburden 
the Vines with superfluous bunches, and then 
at about the oolouring stage to come to the con¬ 

clusion that too many have been left on and 
commence to cut them off. Certainly lessen¬ 
ing the crop at this stage makes the best of 

the evil, but the principal mischief will have 
been already done. What should constitute 

A fair crop will have to be gauged by the 
health and general condition of the vines, 

length of rod, and so forth. The size of the 
bunches will also gauge the crop to a certain 
xtoiltpand also the amount of feeding that 
nff Lfe. given. As an argument fbfdTtakBt 

ping, it has been advanced that there ark 

certain large growers for market who allow 
their Vines to carry very heavy crops, but at 
the same time feed heavily. A, a mb, these 

Vines are growing in soil the most suitable 
for Vine growing, and also in a condition 
mechanically for receiving abundant supplies 
of what are termed artificial manures. Again, 
the rods are not expected to last long, and in 
the majority of cases the crop is out as soon 

as fit; consequently the Vines are relioved of 
the load at once, and they also havo a length¬ 

ened time in which to recoup their energies. 
This is quite unlike the majority of cases in 
private gardens, where the Vines are supposed 
to last a long time, comparatively speaking, and 
it behoves those who are in charge to crop the 
Vines judiciously, especially in the younger 
stages, the aim being to build up Vines which 
will be capable of supplying good regular crops 
for years to come. Occasionally wo hear and 
read of 

Sensational crops being taken from very 
young Vines, but this is no criterion that the Sraotice can be indulged in generally. Neither 

i it wise to do so. The width apart the rods 
are growing makes a deal of difference as to 
what weight of Grapes each should carry. For 
instance, a Vine with the rods 4 feet opart is 
able to bring a greater weight of Grapes to 
maturity than another with the rods _ feet 
apart. Taking varieties of Grapes as a whole, 
where the bunches range from 2 lb. to 3 lb. 
weight each, a bunch from every other lateral 
would be an ample crop. A greater weight of 
Alicante may be brought to maturity on a 
single rod than, for instance, in the case of one 
of Black Hamburgh. This latter, although a 
fair number of ordinary bunches may bo 
produced, will not stand overcropping, that is 
if the highest finish is desired. As is well 
known, Muscat of Alexandria and Mrs. Pince'e 
Black Muscat are very impatient of heavy 
cropping. I never allowaiod of the latter to 
carry above five or six bunches, but then these 
are of a very large size. Tho Vines would have 
to be in the best possible health to bring even 
the above number to full perfection, size of 
berry and colour being taken into account. 

Peaches and Nectarines are often decidedly 
overcropped. Small fruita either of Peachos or 
Nectarines are never looked upon with favour. 
Depth of flesh is lacking, and also luaciouiness. 
As a rule, the larger kinds of Peaches should 
be thinned down to one to the squaro foot of 
surface, 9 inches for smaller kinds. Nectarines 
may range about 9 inches, and the trees being 
healthy the fruits will be brought to full per¬ 
fection either for home use, exhibition, or 
market. For market it does not pay to produce 
small fruit even if there is quantity. Figs pay 
for thinning, especially where they appear too 
thiokly or in clusters, or where there may be 
danger of the trees Casting their fruit, especially 
the earliest crop. Melons, again, should not be 
too small. Fruits which will rango from about 
3 lb. each are of good useful sizo. I allow our 
plants to produce from two to four or five fruita 
each. Plums under gls^s I also thin. A. 

3833.—Vines bleeding.—“J. 8. L." does 
not state whether the Vines that bleed are, 
or are not, under artificial heat ; bnt be this as 
it may, I should attribute the bleeding to the 
last pruning being too late with reference to the 
rising of the sap. The bleeding this year will 
cease when the leaves are further developed, 
and next season it may be prevented by pruning 

at the fadl of the leaf, thus giving an interval of 
some months before the succeeding spring, and 

time for the pruning-wounds to harden before 
the rise of the sap.—J. M., South //ants. 

3893.—Mildew on Vines.—I suspect the 
cause of the Vines being infested with mildew 
at this early stage is owing to the admission of 
front air to the house too freely during the time 
when oold winds have been blowing, or it may 
be caused by opening the front ventilate rs too 
early in the morning, or leaving them open too 
late in the afternoon. There is nothing so likely 
to produce mildew on Vines as draughts of cold 
air. If my surmise is a correct one, I should 
advise " Banksia ” to be more careful in the 
future, and cease the opening of the front venti¬ 
lators altogether until the Vines have passed 

their flowering stage, and the berries have been 
thinned. \ |K<wp the] jitmosphiire drier by warm¬ 
ing the not-waler pipes, uf the house is fitted 

URB'ANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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with any ; at the same time admit air through 
the top ventilators to keep the inside atmosphere 
in a buoyant state. A temperature by day of 
75 dogs, with air on is a safe one ; if it runs up 
to 80 dogs, during the hottest part of the day 

no harm will be done, giving a little air at 
7*» degs., allowing the thermometer to rise with 
air on. Until the berries are thinned it would 

not bo safe to dust them with sulphur, nor cover 
the hot-water pipes with it, but the main rods 

might be painted with it at once, mixing it with 
water until of the consistency of paint. Sul¬ 
phur may be scattered about the floor of the 
vinery, and on the border also. When the 
berries areas large as Peas the whole bunsh might 
bo dusted over with sulphur if the attack of 
mildew is a violent one. The sulphur can after¬ 
wards be washed off with water applied 

through a syringe, if it cannot be blown off.— 
S. P. 

•- Sulphur is the best spooifio for mildew ; 
but this parasite ought not to be on the leaves 
of the Vines before they come into flowor, if 
tho border is in good condition, and the Vines, 

when in a dormant state, were dressed with the 
usual mixture of soft-soap, sulphur, and To¬ 

bacco-liquor. This destroys all the germs of 
mildew. The sulphur may be dusted on the 
leaves and stems as soon as the blossoms are set, 
and it may also be necessary to dust the Grapes, 
for the mildew attaoks tho berries as readily as 

it does the flowers. Whoa mildew makes its 
attack later it can bo destroyed by painting the 
heated pipes with sulphur when the house is 
shut up; but this would rust the skin of tho 
berries if done before stoning commenced. 
Dinting with flowors of sulphur does not cause 
rust.—J. I). E. 

- — I suppose the mildew is on the foliage, 
and if not destroyed now it will attack tho berries 
later on. The Vines may be dusted over with 
sulphur at once, or the sulphur may be mixed 
with water and syringed over tho Vines two or 
three days in succession. If there is a heating 
apparatus, light the fire and make the pipes 
moderately warm, and mix sulphur and skim 
milk into a thick paint and brush it over the 
pipes. This and a little more attention to the 

ventilation, or avoiding cold draughts, will check 
tho mildew j at any rate, this sulphur treatment 
must be persisted in till the mildew is destroyed. 
The black sulphur is the best.—K. H. 

:ii85—Treatment of young; Vines.— 
Remove all side shoots, thereby throwing the 
whole strength into tho main stem, which should 
bo encouraged to grow 8 foot long, whon the 
point may be pinched out to induce tho lower 
buds to plump up. Any aide shoots afterwards 
should be pinched in at the first leaf. Presuming 

tho plants aro now in 6 inch pots, shift them at 
once if full of roots into those 10 inches in 
diameter, using a oompost of throe parts fibry 
loam to ono part of horso-manure, with tho 

addition of a handful or two of finely ground 
bones to each pot. Stand the plants in a light 
position in a temperature not loss than 00 degs. 
by night and 75 dogs, by day. Syringe the 
foliage twice daily with tepid water, and supply 

tho roots freely with moisture m required, 
When tho colour of the bark changes to yellow 
nearly the whole length, and the growth ceases, 
give the plants more air to ripen the canes, 
finally standing the pots out-of-doors at the foot 
of a south wall, where they may remain during 

tho winter if tho pota are oovored with litter to 
prevent the soil and roots being frozen.—8. P. 

- All the side-shoots should be pinohed 
baok to one joint from the main stem, and as 
soon as another growth pushes out from that, 
pinch again at the first leaf. The main leading 

growth will posh awav more rapidly when the 
side-shoots aro stopped, and the lower growths 
will soon cease to make any progress. Vines 
from eyes put in so early as January should Srow into fruiting-oanee the same season.— 

. D. E. i 
-Stop the side shoots or laterals to one leaf sod 

shift Into larger pots at mors room Is required, using 
turfy loam and old manure.—E. U. 

A note on Strawberries.—British 
Queen 8trawherry is by far the best for flavour 
of any variety, and now that so many new 

Strawberries are being raised it is important to 
bear in mind the quality of the frui 
tisteless, watery Strawberry !ti not Vh 

want, bat good, free-bearing, strong kinds of 

the British Qaeen type, which have fine flavour 
to recommend them. It seems that there is a 
prospect of getting some good Strawberries for 

flavour, as Mr. Allan, head gardener to Lord 
Suflield, has raised several kinds that are of the 
British Queen class. The plants are strong 
growing, and with handsome fruit of good 
colour. Empress of India has quite the flavour 

of British Queen, the frait of moderate size, of 
good appearance, and bright-scarlet, the flavour 
rich and with a pleasant acidity, characteristic 
of tho parent. Lord Suflield is a kind of very 
good flavour, the flosh deep-red in colour, juicy, 
and firm. Gunton Park is another promising 
new Strawberry, the fruits being larger than 

those of the other kinds, and of bright-scarlet 
oolour, and rich flavour. This is free also, and 

a thoroughly good garden kind.—V. C. 

THE PINK. 

This homely flower is in most cottage gardens. 
An edging of White Pinks is very beautiful, and 
the simplest culture sndices to gain this inter¬ 
esting and quaint picture. The many oharming 

Pinks of gardens have sprung from Dianthus 
pluinarins, that, like the Clove Pink, loves to 
send its roots into old walls. The writer remem¬ 
bers it on Conway Castle, but that is several 
yoars ago, and unthinking tourists may have 

dislodged its little tufts in their eagerness to 
acquire " mementoes.” The Pink of gardens is 

hardier than the Carnation, and is subject to 
fower diseases. It may be planted in clumps on 
the borders as an edging to walks, or in any spot 
to which it is likely to constitute appropriate 
effect. The soil should bo well prepared, whilst 
in spring they in\y be top-drossed with well- 

decayed manure or good loam. For years the 
11 florists’ ” Pink has been frowned upon, and by 
this Pink I mean those fine-laced kinds that de¬ 
lighted the florists of old. A new love has sprung 
up for this long-neglected class, and us with the 
Lavender, a sjioi ial society has boon formed to 
promote its culture, spreading abroad knowledge 
of the varieties at command, and encouraging 

lovers of Pinks to add to their numbor. There 
are two classes of florists' Pinks, the purple-laoed 
and the red-lacod, and a typioal flower should 
have petals of shell-like shape, smooth, the 
grouua oolour white, with bright, decided, and 
rogular laolng A few of the fineet varieties, 

and the list is necessarily limited, oomprise 
Ascot, Lord Lyon, Derby Day, Borard, Jeannette, 
Modesty, Ethel, Honry Hooper, Empress of 
India, R L. Hector, The Rootor, John Ball, and 
George White, the three first-named in particular 
bring very fine border flowers, sweet scented, 
and nsefal for oatting. If one is an ardent Pink 

fancier be will have some of these beautiful 
laced varieties. They should be grown on a 
raised bed so as to throw off heavy rains and 
dispel damp, planted late in September and in 
the spring top-dressed ; it is not necessary to 

grow them in pots. When the buds appear thin 
them out judiciously, and scarcely tie the stem 
to short sticks. The Pink may M propagated 
by layers or oubtings, sometimes called 
“ pipings," the term, in fact, usually used, but 
it simply means cuttings. The beet time to take 
them Is when the plants are going out of bloom. 
Use 4-inoh pots, crock them well] and fill them 
with light sandy compost, reserving about half 
of an inoh of space from tho margin for sharp 
silver-sand. Select for cuttings the sturdiest 
shoots, out them sharp under a joint, remove 

the leaves from the space to be inserted in the 
soil, and about a dozen may be pnt in eaoh pot. 
If a little gentle heat can be given to ensure 
quick rooting so much the better, but they will 
strike even in a oold frame, taking care to keep 
the soil moderately moist, and shade them from 

hot sun. In the course of three weeks or a 
month they will have rooted, and when of suffi¬ 
cient strength maybe planted out in the garden. 
Even the oold frame may be dispensed with, so 

that those who have not this luxury may yet Srow good Pinks. The cuttings will strike well 
a bed of light soil is made up in a sheltered, 

moderately shady corner in the garden, the 

outtings dibbled in and covered with a hand- tiass. Keep the glass wiped, so as to dispel 
amp. The sweet-scented Pink Mrs. Sink ins 

is very charming, but the calyx splits very 
mud 

THE CAUCASIAN SCABIOUS. 

This plant is an almost incessant bloomer, its 
value in the mixed border or on the rookery 
will be at onoe apparent. In most gardens 
we invariably find it under the name of 

S. caucatica var. amcena, which I believe 
to be altogether erroneous. S. armcna is a 
true species, native, I believe, of Asia 
Minor, totally distinct, and, judging from 
dried specimens, in no way deserving of such 

notice as the snbjeot of our note. In Regel’s 
“Gartenflora,” tabs. 1084 and 1212, we find 
figures of two varieties or forms of 8. oancasica 
called heterophylla and elegans, and it is to the 

latter name that the plants grown in English 
gardens belong. Oar plant will be found to 
differ from typical S. cancasica by being more 
robust and having considerably larger fiower- 
heads. The leaves, too, are not ao mneb 

divided and the plant is altogether less 
straggling. Both the type and its varie- 
ties have great affinity to the better- 
known H. graminifolia, whioh is a really pretty 

plant, and one that oould ill be dispensed with 
for rookwork or flower border. S. cancasica 
and ite varieties will be found to differ from the 
latter by their more ereot stems, muoh larger 
flowers, broader and leas silvery leaves, and in 
the length of the inner calyx, which in S. 

graminifolia is hardly longer than the outer. 8. 
oancasioa elegans has the largest flower-heads of 
any species known to ms, and is said to have 
been first raised by the Loddigea from seed re¬ 
ceived from Monnt Caucus. It may indeed be 
placed in the front rank of showy and useful 

hardy perennials, and will be found invaluable 
for summer and autumn decoration. It will 
hardly be necessary to aay that the Caucaaian 
•Scabious should be in every garden. Tho flowers 

are well adapted for cutting. They last a long 
time in water, and the clamps are rarely without 
flowers from early summer until late autumn ; 
their peculiar soft lilac-blue tint and the ease 
with which the plant may be grown are all 

points in favour of its general utility. In a 
light sandy, not overricb soil this plant is all I 
have described it. I was, however, not a little 
surprised to road in tho pages of the Garden of 
its almost total failuro in localities with heavy 
damp soils, even in place* specially prepared for 

it to grow in. Thero seems no way of getting 
over this difficulty unless by raising a variety 
with a constitution sufficiently hardy to with¬ 
stand the damp cold of a heavy clayey toil. Iu 

propagation either by outtings, division, or seeds 
is comparatively easy ; the two flrst in spring, the 
latter in autumn and spring. I suggest spring 
not because divisions may not be equally success¬ 
ful in autumn, but beoauae of the greater risk of 
bsing caught, as we wore, in a long spell of hard 

froat, which completely destroyed them. As a 
plant for grouping in thewildpartaof the garden, 
S. caucasica, on aocount of its graceful habit, 

will bo found specially suitable ; it is eaaily 
raised from seed, and may be had in flower, and 
forms strong tufts the seoond year. Most of 
the other perennial Scabious are retained onlv 
in botanical collections, but the annuals, suoh 

as the well-known S. atropurpurea and its 
numerous varieties, S. maritime, S. palieatina, 
S. stellate, well deserve speoial attention; of 
the two latter, although having ahowy flowers, 
the seed-heads in autumn are by far the moat 

attraotive, stellate in form, and very remarkable 
on account of their transparency. From a batch 

of seedlings many well-marked and distinct 
forms may be obtained. K. 

EDGING PLANTS. 

There is a wealth of beauty in an edging of a 
good hardy plant, such as tho common Thrift or 
the London Pride, and by their use the removal of 
ugly briok-enda, tiles, and other hard, formal 

abominations is ensured. The object of a Sarden is to fill every nook and oorner with 
owers, and this may be accomplished if fore¬ 

thought is exercised. Instead of hideout tiles 
or patent edgings, grow flowers, and thero is a 

fairly long list to choose from, comprising Saxi¬ 
frages, Thrift, Daisies, London Pride, Arabis 
albida, the rich Blue Gentianella, Cerastium, 
Stonecrops, Primroses, and Violets. Where 

Those who do not grow Pinks should I good stone can bo got, and in many country 
k of the laced varieties before the gardens this is the case, it will make a delightful 

fragrant old White Pink, wbli^h Usls ’ edging eym IWhipfel (Stonecrops and Saxifrages 
ous garden flower. C.T. l ean spread, making W soft velvety - green 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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carpet, spangled with flowers in the propor 
reason. Where the rather fastidious Gentianella 

oan be coaxed into respectable growth it must 
have a soft sandstone to grow upon—at least, 
it succeeds much better under theie conditions. 
Moist, loamy soil suits it well, and when once 

established will quickly spread, bearing a 
profusion of its large, tubular, intense blue 
flowers. Double Daisies are delightful things 
to establish by a garden path. They form a 

perfect mat of growth and grow in ordinary 
soil. It is necessary to tako them up 
occasionally, according to the progress made, 
and divide the clumps. Few plants are 

more easily propagated than the Daisy, 
and the clumps may be lifted in either spring or 
autumn, putting each little plant into good 
garden soil. When for edgings they should be 

fairly close together, so as to quickly form a 
dense mat. Quite as charming for an edging is 
the Common Thrift, making an even mat of 
bright-green, and when the plants are not per¬ 
mitted to go more than three years without 
division and replanting a gay display of flowers 
is assured each year. A line of Thrift in bloom 
is peculiarly beautiful—a perfect carpet of rose 

colour. There is more than one kind, the best 
being the deep-rose coloured form, which is more 
effective than either the white or the Common 

Thrift. Edgings of hardy plants are sometimes 
nntidy and ragged through neglect. London Pride, 
unless given reasonable attention, is a poor 
plant, but when lifted and replanted when the eiwth has become too dense, the flowers are 

me with the greatest freedom, a shimmering 

mass of pink and white, distinct and pretty. 
The Mossy Saxifrages are the most suitable, and 
of both these and the homely Stonecrop one can Sit several kinds in a comparatively small space. 

11 these edgings present a green and cheerful 
aspect throughout the year, freshest, perhaps, 
in winter, when they are a relief to the prevail¬ 
ing bareness, whilst in the Bummer or the spring, 
whatever the season of flowering may be, a 

profusion of blooom adds to the beauty of the 

plants. C T. 

ORCHIDS. 

CYPRIPEDIUM INSIGNE. 

I am asked by " Laura Kendall ” to say some- 

thing about this plant and its varieties, and if 
there is any means of distinguishing the varieties 
by their foliage? To all of which I must say there 
is not, for all the forms have foliage alike, plain- 

green in colour and about a foot in length. 
There may be some slight difference in the 
breadth of the leaves of some of the forms as 
compared with others, but that is nothing, and 

the safest plan is to tell you that all their foliage 
is similar, and of a plain-green ; but with their 
flowers it is quite different, because these vary 
very much, and some of the varieties are very 
beautiful. Of the old forms, punctatumviolaoeum, 

or, as it is called by our French neighbours, 
Chantini, is the very best, the breadth of the 
dorsal sepal, its bold spotting, and the fine pure- 
white border rendering it very conspicuous. 

Another nice one is named Maulei, which has the 
base of the dorsal sepal narrower, the upper 
portion white, and beautifully spotted with 

purple; but amongst the newer varieties there are 
some splendid kinds. These have been mostly 
introduced by Mr. Sander, of St. Albans, and in 
the first rank stands the exquisite plant known 
as C. Sauder.c, the whole flower being of a soft 

lemon-yellow, with the dorsal sepal of a pure- 
white in the upper part. It is one of the 
moat superb flowers in this now numerous 

members of this genus, but it is still as 
rare as it is chaste and beautiful, conse¬ 
quently need not be named here. But there are 

many fine and choice kinds which have bloomed 
from the same introductions. From amongst 
other introductions there is the form oalled 

Morianum. Eyermani is another beautiful form 
resembling Sanderte very much in general 

outline. Going into descriptions of the many 
varieties now to be found of inaigne would be of 
no use, but I will say a little of its cultivation. 

Now many growers spoil the plant through 
potting it in such a foolish manner, and through 

not draining it sufficiently, using IfJr'fcdLgocd 

turfy loam two partir, updi on* of^go^bK wi 
peat, mixed up well, and the piaourshould bo 

potted below the pot’s rim, so that they may 

have room enough for a good soaking of water. 
Now, the treatment is the next thing to be 

considered. Some grow the plant in a green¬ 
house, others in the stove ; whilst somo again 
succeed well with growing the plant in a cool 
frame, and all may be practised with success ; 

but if you wish to have these plants in bloom 
about the month of November or December, 
they must be grown in stovo temperature, but if 
at a later season a cooler place will suit them 

well, and, therefore, I advise my readers to 
select good varieties when in flower, and to 
grow, say, a dozen or two for succession. 

Matt. Bramble. 

BRITISH ORCHIS. 

I am in receipt of two kinds of these very beau¬ 
tiful flowers from “ Fred. Philipps," asking for 
their names, and how he shall proceed to grow 

them ? Now you see these beautiful Orchis are 
given to variations even in a state of nature, 

.. 

- 

-■v A 

A fine hardy Orchis (0. foliosa). 

but as they all spring from seed in the first 
place, this is not to be wondered at. Your I, 2, 3 
are all forms of O. maculata, which is popu- 
larly known as the 8potted Orchis, the 3 

being nearly a white form of the typioal form, 
No. 1, while 2 is a very deep-coloured and beau¬ 
tifully spotted form, reminding one very much 
of some fine marked variety of the much neg¬ 

lected,' but beautiful tropical Saccolabiums j 
they, however, do not last so long in full beauty 

as their tropical relatives, probably through 
their being more easily fertilised, through in¬ 
sect agency. The other kind is the Purple 

Orchis (Orohis mascnla), the leaves spotted 
with purple-black, and the somewhat lax spikes 

being furnished with flowers of a reddish- 
purple of various shades Now, growing these 
plants is usually considered a most difficult, 
cp iratjon, but I do not think this need be 

{SsfWi I am under the impreisi^a that if; 
E>e tubers are lifted at the proper time, and I 

planted in congenial soil, there is ASbfcW 

to render these Orchis difficult or bard to 
grow. The plants must not be taken np now, 
for this is more especially the very worst time ; 
but so many never think of these plants, saving 

when they are to be seen in flower, that they are 
ruthlessly destroyed through being unearthed 
just at the very time that they should not be 
disturbed ; but they are worth watching and 

waiting for to secure them at the proper 
time. They should be marked with a stout 
stump or stick, so that they may be dug up 
when they are at rest. Then, having already 

prepared a border in accordance with their re¬ 
quirements, they should at once be planted in 
it, having a care that they are planted at about 
the same depth as they have been taken from. 

The following kinds may be grown in a mixture 
of loam and limestone : 0. mascula, 0. militaris, 
0. ustulata, 0. moris, and 0. pyramidalis, whilst 
the annexed thrive best in a mixture of loam, 

leaf-mould, and peat, made sandy : 0. latifolia, 
O. laxiflora, and O. maculata. There are many 
others which require to have the soil made 
spooially for them, and of these are the Bee 
Orchis (Ophys apifera), the Fly Orchis (O. mus- 

cifera), and the Spider Orchis (0. aranifera), all 
of which require a mixture of chalk or limestone 
in the soil. Now, I think with these instruc¬ 
tions all my friends ought to succeed with 
theso plants. I might add that the borders 

in which these tubers are planted are better if 
sown down with Grass, and by advocating this 
system it may bo inferred that I do not believe 

in them being disturbed with the fork at any 
time. A very fine hardy, though not native, 

Orchis Is here figured. Matt. Bramble. 

ONCIDIUM AMPLIATUM MAJUS. 

A flower of a very fine form of this Orchid 

comes to me from a “ London Grower,” which 
he says he has cut from a branched spike, and 
the plant was sent to him from Trinidad. In 
reply, I may say that he has done the very thing 
that is wanted for this species—that is, to keep 
it moderately moist through the autumn and 

winter, and in a temperature of about 6'» degs., 
and which does not fall at any time below 60 
dogs. You see I am not so sure that this plant is 
indigenous to the Island of Trinidad, but it is 
somewhat plentiful in Central America, and it 

is quite possible to have been imported from the 
last named country to the place whence my 
friend received it, more especially as in Trinidad 
they have a fine Botanio Garden, whioh it has 

been the special aim of its various directors to 
enrich. If the plant is now found growing in a 
wild state it may be as an escape from the 
gardens. Mind, I do not say this is the case, but 
it appears to me to be a reasonable inference to 

draw. The variety of this Oncidium named 
above is far superior to the typioal plant, and 
it is a bolder and stronger-growing Orchid, 

making fine, long, and branching spikes, whioh 
are laden with an abundance of rich 
canary-yellow flowers in front, and at the 
back China-white, whioh are about an 

inch and a half across, thick and fleshy 
in texture, and which last a good time in 
full beauty. The bulbs are much wrinkled, 
of a pale shade of green, suffused with 

purple, and bearing a pair of oblong lanceolate 
leaves, which are of a good substance, and rich 
shining green. I have seen many fine examples 
of this species blooming with Mr. Sander at 

about this period of the year, and I have about this period ot the year, ana l nave 
observed that Mr. Sander keeps this plant 

exaotly as I did some years ago, when I used to 
grow this plant so successfully, and, as I have 
stated at the commencement of this article, the 

plant I have found to succeed best when grown 
as a pot-plant, using a good lot of crocks for 

well above the pot’s rim in order that the young 
growths may be secure from being inundated 
with water. Use for this purpose tne fibre from 

good upland peat, mixing with it about an equal 
part of chopped Sphagnum Moss, so that it may 
mix better with the peat-fibre. Press the whole 

down firmly, and so make all solid and sound, and 
water well. If the plant cannot have a good 
exposure to the light, it would be well to run 

a wire round the pot and hang it up to the sun 
and light f but it must be borne in mind that 
tho ran should net ho allowed to fall with its 

full force apou its leaves and bulbs, for the 
pier, t likj«fpsitSajVshade. Matt. Bramble, 
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INDOOR PLANTS. 

3884. — Double Petunias.—These are 
easily grown, and very showy when in really 
good condition. The object should be to have 

as much bloom as possible and the plants dwarf, 

with good foliage. A well-grown Double 

Petunia, when in full blossom, should not be 

more than 18 inches high from the top of the 
pot. Some varieties do not reach that height. 
If the plants measure that much in diameter 

also they can be considered good specimens. 
When the plants are 4 inches high the point 

ought to be pinched out to induce side-shoote to 

form. These should be treated exactly in the 
same way when that length. Continue this 

practice until within two months of the date 

they are required to be in bloom. Commence 
early to train the shoots outwards by the aid of 
small stakes to induce all to grow strong by pro¬ 

viding a fair share of light and air to each. Pots 
9 inches in diameter are large enongh for the 
plants to flower in. From 4-inch pots they 

should be shifted in those 7 inches, ana then into 
the 9 inch. A compost of three parts fibry loam, 

one part horse-manure, half a part of peat, and 
sufficient sharp silver sand to keep tne whole 

porous. Abundance of water is required both 

at the root and overhead when in free growth. 
Copious supplies of liquid-manure is an advan¬ 

tage after the pots in which the plants are to 

flower are full of roots. A cold pit or frame 
provides the most suitable site for the growth 

after the first of June, shading the glass lightly 

during the hottest part of the day. When the 
flower-buds commenoe to unfold syringing should 

cease. The following half-a-dozen are good 
varieties. For convenience I append the colour 

of each : Lady of Lome (blush-pink, large and 
fine), Mme. Sauzer (light-rose, shaded lilac, 

fringed and free), Med. Rath Dr. Koch (brigbt- 

carmine, lilac and white blotches), Bastien 
Lepage (deep-magenta, netted darker), Char¬ 

lotte Boch (dark-purple), Kate Tidy (very fine 

white variety).—8. P. 

- These are rapid growing plants, and 
small ones now in 4 inoh flower pots ought to frow into exhibition specimens by August. 

hey should be potted on in good soil as soon as 
they need repotting. It is a grave error to let 

Petunias set what gardeners call “ pot-bound ”— 
that is, tne roots matted round and round inside 

tho flower pot; this gives any plant a serious 
check, andsuoh specimens would not be likely to 

win prizes at exhibitions. Any good florist 
could supply named Petunias, and it is generally 
best to leave the selection of such things to 

them. A few really good double ones are : 
Arlequin, Banquise, Feu Follet, Le Maze, Le 

lllason, Lutin, LaBourdounais, Madamede Witt, 

Odyesee, Panama, Pyrrha, and Saint Saens. 
The p1 ants are cheap enough, about 6s. to 9s. 

per dozen—J. D. E. 

- I w. ild advise your potting your plants 
on into 6 inoh pots before they grow any more. 

Petunias have a downy and very stioky surface 

to their foliage, and it is impossible to remove 

any dirt onoe it becomes attached to them. 
Great care should, therefore, be used when re¬ 
potting. Use a compost of half loam, a fourth 

leaf-mould, and the remainder made up of well- 

decayed manure and sand. A little coal-soot 
placed in the bottom of the pot, just above the 
drainage, helps them very muoh and adds a 

healthy colour to their foliage. The foliage 
should not be allowed to get wet, but an occa¬ 

sional sprinkle overhead early in the morning of 
a bright day will be found benefioial.—P. U. 

3881.—Cape “ Geraniums.These are 
very pretty, and quite unique. I find a mixture 
of leaf-soil and loam, with a dash of sand, forms 

a good compost. They are peculiar in being 

and grow freely now; but before frost comes 8890.-Scented Pelargoniums—There Is a great 

th.? art. b. mov.d „h«o tho, will bo ml. SSf’^SgtJ^Si ^."SS ttbSTt.", 
irom I rose.—ill. ±1. never seen or heard o( P. odoratlssimum.—B. 0. R. 

- These, which are seedlings or hybrids - There are so many fancy names given 

from P. echinatum, are, like moat old-fashioned to the Caps Pelargoniums that it is difficult to 

such strong growth as many of the Zonals and Hope in the year 1724. The common scented- 
other large-flowering kinds, so that they should leaved Pelargonium is the Oak-leaved, under 

be kept in proportionately small pots, with good which name it is known in gardens and nur- 

drainage and sandy soil, A mixture of good series, without using the botanical title. You 
light loam, with a third of leaf-mould, a may sow the seed of Pelargoniums in pots filled 

little peat or Cocoa-nut-fibre, and plenty of sand with light soil, and well drained. When the 
will grow them well. When the pots are full seedlings appear and are sufficiently large, pot 

of roots weak liquid-manure may be given once them off, and keep them through the winter in 
a week. Ventilate freely, and keep them in a a warm temperature, say between 50 degs. and 

light position in a cool house. Wnether or not 60 dees. In the caBe of your not being able to 
they will survive the winter in an unheated provide them with this temperature, the better 

house depends upon several conditions—e..g., the way is to sow early in tne year, giving a 

locality, the aspect and construction of the good heat, and when large enough pot them on ; 
house, the nature of the soil, and the severity thumbs first, then sixty size, and so on. It is 

or mildness of the season. As a rule, in fairly not difficult to raise plants from seed, but by 

warm or sheltered places they will be all right cuttings is the best way.—C. T. 

if kept dry and covered up well in frosty 3892 _Treatment 0r Smllaxes.-I 
weather. They may be propagated by means of imaglne you ftllude ^ Smilax myrsyphyllum, 
either shoot-cuttings or cuttings of the thick M ^ j/quite a popular p)ant anJd f^tunately 

roots inserted in very sandy soil in the spring. o{ eMy 0Huiture/f ou had better put your 

_ - seedling plants into 3-inch pots; with regard 
-The cuttings will strike very easily in to soil it is not very particular ; my plants are 

pots of light soil, well drained, and placed near growing in fairly light loam principally. You 

the glass. You must pot them off separately are no doubt aware that the sprays of growth of 

when rooted, and use a light soil, and water this plant are used for associating with cut- 
them very carefully ; also look out for greenfly, flowers as well as for personal adornment. When 

really Pelargoniums) do not require much warm, twine when so fixed that the shoots can reach 
but a oool, not too moist temperature. It is the supports as soon as they start from the 

very seldom one sees a good collection nowadays, Oro wn ; a temperature of about 50 degs. suits it 
but at one time they were more popular. Borne- admirably during the winter. It will endure 

times one sees them used in the summer bed- more cold, but in a low temperature it loses 

ding, but although useful, quaint, and pleasing, that pleasing green colour that makes it so 
thus grown, the leaves flag when cut quickly, valuable. Too much sun will also take the 
and this is not the case with pot plants. The grwm coiour out of the small leaves in the 

reason is that the plants out-of-doors make summer. The oooler the plant can be grown 

rapid growth, less robust, and wiry. There is from May to September the longer the sprays 

muoh beauty in a small selection of this type of will last in good condition when they are cut. 
Pelargonium, astheleaveaof mostofthemare very The flowers are insignificant, being very small 
pleasantly scented, and there is much diversity and white in colour : the seeds are enclosed in 

of form, some plain, others charmingly cut, a ronnd fle,hy ball, the latter being bright-red 
crisped, and ornamental, useful for choice when the seed is ripe.—J. C. C. 
bouquets and posies. The flowers are as a rule , . .. 
bright in colour, particularly those of the -You should pot on the plants as they 
variety Rollin’. Unique, which is of loose grow, and they will succeed m the conservatory, 

habit, and is often seen affixed to a trellis, M. are hardy, although they dislike keen 
the shoots tied to it so as to cover the whole winds and severe cold. Pot them on, therefore, in 
space. A great quantity of bloom will be pro- °r<h“*i-y garden soil, and when of sufficient size 

duoed, which will last over a long season, in the lhe"? °»|r And suoh kinds s* 8. aspera, 
winter also, and will be valuable for decora- 8. Umnoides, 8. rotundifolia, and others are use- 

tiona. If required in bloom in the winter, *»> for running over tree-.tump. or rocks, 
more warmth will be necessary than that of an Th#y are evergreen, and are a change from the 

ordinary greenhouse. A plant may be also ^r,OUi °’lmb€n! repeated so often m gardens, 

grown in a pot in the ordinary way, and sticks pen, cnttlng Winds they dislike. 8. maurantica 
put to the shoots as they progress. A con- psgreen and white leafage-a pleasing form.- 

siderable quantity of flowers will be secured, or I. 
it may be trained up a pillar, whilst for hanging- 3903.—Building a conservatory.—If 
baskets it may be also used, and a few good there is to be any considerable length of piping 
examples in the conservatory are very effective, in the conservatory, I fear the apparatus would 

In a selection of these plants Unique should be not act particularly well, for this reason : In cold 

certainly included, and others that may be weather after the water had traversed, say, 
recommended are the Oak-leaved kind (P. 100 feet of piling it would be getting compara- 
quercifolium) the Nutmeg scented or Lady tively cold. Now, the natural tendency of cold 

Alary, as it is also called, the Lemon- water is to fall, while this would have to rise, 

scented, or crispum dentioulatum, Fair Helen, or rather be forced, up to the higher level of 
Pretty Polly, Lady Plymouth, which has varie- the bath-room, and the circulation would con- Kted leafage, Prinoe of Orange, Lady Scar- sequently be more or less sluggish. Probably a 

rough, and tomentosum. All these are better plan, in my opinion, would be to place a 

worth growing, and in time you will be able to T-P*ece in the main flow to bath-room, with 
add others, but these are the finer.—C. T. two cocks or valves, the branch leading into 

bulbous, having bulbs somewhat similar to the 
individual bulbs of a Dahlia. They also bear 

stout thorns, much after Rose-prickles. If your 
house is in a warm position, and you keep the 

plants in the warmest part, I do not see why 

they should not survive an ordinary winter, 

although your house is unheated.— P. U. 

-To give a detailed artiole on the culture 
of Cape ‘‘Geraniums” would be a very large 

order. There are so many of them, and they 

vary so muoh in character. Some of the Cape 
Pelargoniums require a warm-house^-aud the 

remainder are greenhouse plants : but none (y’i 

live whore exposed to frost; Cuttings wUPr-Joi 

add others, but these are the finer.— C. T. two cocks or valves, tne branch leading into 

- All the South African Pelargoniums pipes in the conservatory fixed in the u«iaT way 

require greenhouse treatment, but they can put «,tu™ mto,b,°Ll8r: In ,th« ’”•* ^e current 
up with a very low temperiture ocoisionally, °f hot water C0Q‘d * ‘nnJedf bath-room or 
although continued frost. £>uld kill them. Moit conservatory as desired ; but there must be an although continued frosts would kill them. Most . 
of them would not suffer with the temperature a,r‘ be highest point in the pipes, i 

falling to the freezing-point in the house. They “ tlle bath-room tank.—B. C. R. 

might do in an unheated house, if they could be - If you can command a sufficient force in 
removed to a room in the dwelling-house when the boiler that heat* the water for the bath- 

very severe frost* set in. Some of the species room, I do not see any difficulty in heating the 

are evergreen and should not be dried up in the oonservatoiy ; but not from a siDgle pipe pass- 
winter, others are tuberous rooted, and are kept ing through it, as you seem to suppose. Yon will 

without water all the winter ; these could be require a regular service of pipes, according to 

wintered in any room from which frost is the area to be heated, and a separate feed 

exoluded. Anyone anxious to grow plant* will oistern, so a* to be able to shut off the water 
scheme some method to preserve them through from the bathroom in frosty weather. You do 

| tkK trigger, even if they havo to grow them in not say as much, but it seems to me that you 

!enfciameted house.—J. D. E. UNIVERi uitoni to boat the water by the kitchen boiler. 
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If that ia so, it would bo a complicated matter 
to have more piping than ia required for the 

bathroom.—J. C. C. 

.1899. — Arrangement of a green¬ 
house.—There can be no poaaible objection to 
doing aa you propose—viz , utilising the new 
house aa a cold or unheated one. Such a struc¬ 

ture is useful for many purpose, and at all 
seasons, and much better than a heated house for 
wintering choice Carnations, Auriculas, &c. For 
a structure of this width and description as good 

a plan aa any is to have a solid raised bed, about 
4 feet wide and 2^ feet in height, along the 

front; then a 2J-feet or .1 feet pathway, and 
another raised staging or bed rather higher than 
the other—say, 3 feet at the back—to accom¬ 
modate large plants. It is as well to have such 

a house fitted with a thick blind on a roller to 
run over the roof, for use in frosty weather, and 

also some pieces to be hung round the aides 
when necessary.—B C. R. 

-If it was my case I should make the 
three-quarter span the stove, aa thia form is 

much warmer in winter than a whole span, but 
of oourse a good deal depends on the position of 
the boiler, as the warmest house should always 
be nearest the heating apparatus. The width 

does not give you much choice in the internal 
arrangement; a front bench 2 feet wide, and the 
walk 2 feet 6 inches in width, only leaves 5 feet 

unoccupied. Thia latter space would be beat 
filled with a stage, with three or four tiers on 
whioh to stand the plants.—J. C. C. 

3896.—Young Myrtles.—If the plants 
make good growth during the summer, and 
this is well ripened in the autumn by exposing 
them to the open air and sun, they ought to 

flower profusely, and when so treated I have 
never known them fail to do so. This is, in fact, 
the great secret of securing an abundant bloom. 

The plants should be lightly pruned annually by 
cutting out some of the weaker shoots, and then 
if they get a moderate shift, using good loamy 
soil, they ought to be oovered with blossoms 

next summer. Do you make the soil firm 
enough ? Or possibly what you use is too rich. 
They should have plenty of air and a light posi¬ 
tion at all times when kept under glass.— 

B. C. R. 
-The Myrtles will flower when they get larger and 

older.—E. H. 

-These do not flower until nicely established, and 
not then freely if allowed too muoh rooting space. A pot 
6 Inches In diameter Is large enough for a four-year-old 
plant. Bland the pot out of-doors in a sunny position to 
thoroughly mature the growth; but do not neglect to 
supply the roots liberally with water.—8. P. 

Phyllocactuaes.—There seems quite a 
reaction in favour of Cactuses, and those who 

intend taking up their culture cannot do better 
than try a lew of the Phyllocactuaes, which 

bear splendid flowers of brilliant colours, 
although, unfortunately, they are not long last- 
ing. But all Cactus flowers—at least, the 
larger number—are ephemeral, this being atoned 

for by a good succession, as just as one fades 
another is expanding. One gets amongst the 

Phyllocaotuses a very beautiful series of colour¬ 
ing—crimson, white, satiny-purple, and allied 

shades, sometimes shot with a pellucid tint 
peculiarly beautiful. When the plants are of 

large size, they bloom profusely. Moreover, 
they are very easy to grow. The less they are 
interfered with the better. During the growing 
season, which commences in spring, and lasts 

until the end of the summer, the soil must be 
kept moderately moist, and syringe them 
occasionally, giving abundance of air, sunshine, 

and a temperature at night of 65 degs. In the 
winter an ordinary greenhouse will suffice for 

them, as when at rest more air is necessary, the 
soil being kept dry. The flowers appear through 
the summer. For soil use good loam, mixed 

with a fair proportion of well-decayed manure, 
and such material as brick-rubbish, which they 
like well. A very beautiful variety is called 

J. T. Peacock, named after a famous amateur 
grower of Caotuses ; the flowers large, about 
!) inches across, and of rich colour—crimson, 

shot with purplish-violot. Deliuatus (rose), 

splendens, C. M. Harvey, grandia, which pro¬ 
duces its fragrant cream-coloured flowers in the 
evening, and crenatus are a few of the best. 

The Phyllocactuses are very cheap, and not 
long ago a good plant oould have beeffgot for e 
few penoe. I do nbt suppwie i.hoyUre. 

expensive now.—C. T. 

Begonia Glolre de Soeaux.—This is a 
new winter-flowering Begonia, and is one of the 
finest things of its class that has been acquired of 
recent years. It was raised by the well-known 

French nurserymen, Messrs. Thibaut &, Keteleer, 
8oeaux, near Paris, and is very distinot. The 

habit of the plant ia quite pyramidal, and the 
leaves effective in oolour, green, with a tinge of 
bronzy hue, and in fine contrast to the flowers, 
which are large, and a very decided pink oolour, 

in rich contrast to the foliage. If there is a 
warm house at command with a higher tempera 

ture than that of an ordinary greenhouse, this 
Begonia will thrive well, and in the winter 
months prove a feature of muoh interest. It is 
really a first-class plant, not difficult to grow, 

and very rich in colour. It is a pity that the 
winter-flowering Begonias are not more thought 
of, but they are neglected. There are many 

beautiful varieties, and a few very easily culti 
vated. A good plant is B. Carrieri, the flowers 
white; and nitida and nitida alba are free 
both in growth and bloom. President Boure 
nilles, which has bronze-crimson leaves and rich 

pink flowers, is a kind worthy of mention.—T. 

THB KITCHEN GARDEN. 

“ Hxoni&n ” Pea.—This is, as far as I have 
seen, the best early Pea, and it ia a very good 
cropper. It would suit those who have not too 

much space to spare for vegetable growing, 
being oompaot ana about 3 feet in height, whilst 

it is of first-rate quality, a point of chief impor¬ 
tance when considering the usefulness of vege 
tables. It belongs to the wrinkled Marrow 
class, and is in every way a fine garden Pea, 

coming in before other varieties.—T. 

3888.—Asparagus culture. —Perhaps too 
muoh manure and salt are given annually to the 
beds, or the roots are too deep, or the subsoil 
may be in an ungenial state. From the meagre 

details given it is difficult to say what is the 
exact cause; the roots may be old and 
exhausted, or they may be too young. To grow 

good Asparagus the land should be deeply 
trenched in the autumn, adding a good dressing 
of partly decayed manure, placing it between 
the first and second spit of soil, if buried deeper 

it is useless for the roots, as they would not find 
it. Good Asparagus can be grown in four years 
from seed sown in April; it is usual, how¬ 

ever, to plant two-year-old roots, which is 
quicker than waiting for the seedlings as a few 
heads may be cut the year after planting, it is 
a mistake to crowd the plants, it is also wrong 

to plant them deep; a couple of inches of soil 
is ample over the crowns, finishing off with 

2 inches of decomposed hot-bed-manure, rotted 
leaves, or vegetable refuse to prevent the soil 
becoming too dry in the event of it being a hot 
and dry summer. For convenience in outting. 

Asparagus is generally planted in beds of three 
rows in each, but it is not absolutely necessary 
that it should be thus grown. It will succeed as 
well in rows like any other crop, without the 

trouble of making up beds. Presuming, however 
that one bed is only required, the soil havint 
been trenched and manured in the autumn, i: 

the soil is in a fairly dry state the second week 
in April, a bed 3 feet 6 inches wide should be 
marked out; with a spade open out a flat trench 

down the middle, 2 inches deep, plaoing the soil 
on both sides of the trench. Place the roots in 
the trench, 15 inches apart, spreading the roots 
carefully out to their full length, that their 
direct progress will not be interrupted. If the 
soil is light it may be returned, covering the 

roots at onoe, but if heavy and retentive it is 
good plan to cover the roots an inch or so thick 

with soil lighter in character—old potting-soil 
wood-ashes, or road-grit will answer admirably 

—the objeot being to give the plants an early 
start. By no means allow the roots to become 
dry by exposure to the air. The outside rows 

should be planted in the same manner, 15 inches 
from the centre row. Many persons not only 

cover the beds in the autumn with manure, but 
they dig the soil out of the alleys between the 
beds, laying it over the manure. This is a 

mistake, aa it not only renders the beds too wet 
during the winter where the soil is heavy, but 

the roots which run into the alleys are annually 

v^When the tops have decayed at the 

Qptober they should be out off idffftta 
l, all weeds cleared off, a coating of partly • 

decayed manure, 3 inches thick, spread over the 

■urfaoe. Early in April following the roughest 
parts of this manure should be raked off, so aa 
not to interfere with the heads noshing through. 

A slight dressing of oommon salt is beneficial at 
the same time if the soil is light, but where it is 
heavy it ia not wise to employ muoh salt. It 
has a tendenoy to make tne soil wet. After 

cutting ia finished in June give the beds a 
thorough soaking, if possible, of liquid-manure, 

to stimulate growth for next year’s supply.— 

8. P. 

-There must be a cause for the Asparagus 

growing so thin and weak. Are the beds cut 
From too much where the plants are ? Manuring 

is not always sufficient to regulate the cutting, 
so that the plants may begin growth earlier, or, 
in other words, discontinue cutting much 
earlier. It will be better to take only a dish or 

two from a weak bed for a year or two till the 
plants have got strong. Asparagus is not diffi¬ 
cult to grow, but many of tho old beds were 
planted much too thick in the first instanoe, 

and, in some cases, the seeds were permitted to 
ripen and drop about the bed and grow, and the 
plants permitted to remain. In overcrowded 

beds the grass must be poor and thin.—E. H. 

3400 — Mushrooms.—Where all the details 

have been carried out with so much care it is 

difficult to understand the oauee of your failure. 
On the other hand, Mushroom culture is such 

an uncertain undertaking, and a failure brought 
about by such trifling oircumstances, that one 
does not feel surprise in such a disappointing 

case as yours, because, if the surface of the bed 
was allowed to get dry, or the heat suddenly 
decline, that would be sufficient to account for 

your failure, or it may be that the spawn was 
bad to start with ; this, however, is not likely ; 
want of sufficient heat and a dry surface I 

believe to be the oause.—J. C. C. 

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS. 

Qaeetlons.—Queries and answers art inserted in 
OARDSMixaTreo qf charge if correspondent!! follow the rules 

here laid down for their guidance. All communicationa 
for insertion should be clearly and concisely written on 
one aide of the paper only, and adilresseck to the Editos nj 
(liRDSKisn, 37, Southampton.etreet, Cooent garden. Lon¬ 
don. Letters on business should be sent to the Publihiirr. 
The name and address of the sender are required in 

addition to an<i designation he mag desire to be used in 
the paper. »'A«n more than one query is sent, each 
should be on a separate piece of paper. Unanswered 
queries should be repeated. Correspondents should bear 

\n mind that, as Gardknixo has to be sent to press some 
time in advance of date, they cannot aheays be replied to 
in the issue immediately following the receipt of their 

communication. 

Answers (which, with the exception of such as cannot 

well be classified, will be found in their different depart¬ 
ments) should always bear the number and title placed 
against the query replied to, and our readers trill greatly 

oblige us by advising, as far as their knowledge and 
observations permit, the correspondents who seek, assist¬ 
ance. Conditions, soils, and means vary sc Infinitely 
that several answers to the same question rmp often be 
very useful, and those who reply would doIcpell to mention 
the localities in which their experience is joined. Corres¬ 
pondents who refer to articles inserted in Gardkkiko 
should mention the number in which they appeared. 

— TT 

3903.—Roses In hanging-baskets.—Are Rose* 
ever grown In hanging-baskets? It so, what kind of Rose 
is best adapted to the purpose?—0. 8. 0. 

3900.—Treatment of s Llllum Harrlsl.-What 
should be the fu'ure treatment of a Lillum Harris! whioh 
has Just flowered well In a pot?— E. M. 

8910. —Fruit-trees against a north wall, Ac. 
—Wbat fruit-tree* may be planted against a north wall, 
and wbat Roeea and other Climbers sgsiost an east wall r 
—Sr. D. 

soil.—Rhubarb from seed.—I hare some Rhubarb 
raised from seed last year. What Is the best treatment for 
it, and how long will It be befoie It la large enough to pull ? 
-E. K. 

8913.—Plants for a shaded wall.—Wbat would 
grow well on a brick wall 8 fast high, shaded by a large Horse 
Chestnut ? Would any kind of Roes flourish there ? Mice 
Is an exoellent soil for Roses.-Carouse A. Oates. 

8913—Growing Tobacco —Where can I obtain 
Information rsspsoting the growing of Tobacoo In Eogland, 
and why It should not bo grown with profit In this 
oountry, sa I believe It onoe was?—R. U. Stavzlst. 

8911. —Tar paths —Will someone kindly give the 
nsoassary Instructions how to make far paths for a garden ? 
Those I have seen are either soft sud give in warm 
weather, or they crumble and appear to be rotten. — W. 

8915.—Plants for a small pond.—I shall be glad 
to know the names of some aquatics sod water-plants for 
a small pond, and hiDts as to planting V Also, what plaota 
will best grow round the tides and on the bank of the 
pond ?—B. 

8918.—Treatment of Cucumbers.—1 have a small 
TineiiiiciK ! atid I bare obtained three Cuoumber-plaots. 
Not knowing bow lo treat them In stopping and setting 
oi Hovel*,:! sat if AMcnt would kindly Instruct mel- 
TstsuRAffll n_LI IU V-fl J r\ I 
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3917.—Lillee and Irises for market.—Will _-Will any¬ 
one kindly tell me whether the growing; of Lillee end Irleee In 
quantity for the London markets le likely to prove profit¬ 
able in this climate (Thames Valley), given suitable toll 7— 
Awmmasux. 

3918. —Fainttut hot-water pipes.—Will someone 
kindly say which is the best mixture for painting bot- 
water pipes to bo a nlo iJilaok? I onoe raw a receipt In 
Gardekino, but cannot ubw find It. Pipes are all new In 
three vineries.—Enquirer. 

3919. —Olasses of Rose*.—Would someone kindly 
let ms know how I can distinguish between the different 
olasses of Roses—Perpetual*. Hybrid Perpetual", Teas, 
Noisettes, Fairy, Bourbon, Damask, Provence, 4so.—and 
state their different treatment plainly f—Irish Saxon. 

8920. —Treatment of Peaches.—Suooesslon shoots 
on my Peaoh-treee are sending nut other young shoots 
from axils of the leaves where Hewer-buds should form 
next year. What am 1 to dot Also, should I etop the 
leading shoots, whloh are growing strong ?—Anxious. 

8921. —A pale bine Clematis —Which would be 
the best white or pale-blue double or semi-double Clematis 
to grow in a pot to dower in winter In a greenhouse and 
produoe flowers that would stand well when cut f Would 
a double Bramble answer for this purpose alsot-Zo.vm. 

3922. —Beetroot and Celery.—I should be much 
obliged if anyone would give me some Information on the 
sowing of Beetroot and Celery seeds. Ought they to be 
sown now and in what soil; also whloh are the best sorts 
for sowing in the open air, as I have no means of forcing 
them f—11. M. P. 

3923. —Bedding-plants. — I have a nice lot of 
Ohamnpeuce Oaseabonn In small pots, and should be very- 
glad It someone would tell me If I oan use them In any 
way for bedding with Altcrnantheraa or Uesembryanthe- 
mum oordifotium var., or what Is the beet thing to do 
with them 7—E. Rodwill. 

3924. —Fowl droppings.—I should be glad to know 
whether fowl dropptog* oan be used to make liquid-manure 
for such things at Violets In pots, Anemones, and the other 
ordinary plants In a herbaoeous border 7 If so, what pro- Ktion of water should be put to the droppings, and now 

f It should stand before use f—F. 0. 

8928.—Gardening for profit.—I wish to start 
gardsning with a view to prollt In Flintshire. Would any¬ 
one give ms advlos as to the best way to begin, what crops 
to grow, and the probable outlay per sore f The soil is 
olayey. Asparagus does very well, and oomes io early In j 
the garden, about (1 miles from the sea.— Promt. 

8928.—Management of a hedge —I should be 
glad of advioe at to how to strengthen and thloken a hedge 
some 390 yards In length? The hedge Is principally 
Hawthorn, some 6 to 8 feet high, but has Men badly made 
with elder bushes here and there, and Is straggly and very 
weak In places, worst near the ground.— Aidtralahian. 

3927. —Pigeon's manure for Chrysanthe¬ 
mums.—Would " E. M." or some other experlenoed 
man lie kind enough to say whether the above In a dry 
state Is good for mixing In the oompost for the final potting 
of Chryaanthemunf* ? If so, In what quantity might It be 
safely used 7 Any information will be thankfully received. 
-O. N. 

3928.—Treatment of a Magnolia.—I have a “ML 
nolla some ton or twelve veers old, whloh has always looked 
most vigorous, and haa bloomed freely ; It le getting thin in 
foliage, the buds are not lusty aa usual, and there (a a good 
deal of dead wood about the end of the branches. Should 
I manure it, or what better treatment oan be suggested 7— 
Garlands. 

3929.—Pinks losing oolour.—Will someone kindly 
tell me the reason of my brown edged Pink flowers losing 
their border this season 7 They were heavily laoed the last 
three years, and now tboy have only the dark oentree. 
They have had manure-water, and the plants are healthy. 
Can It be that the whits Pinks In ths same row have got 
mixed with the dark sort, and so deteriorated them 7— ! 
M. 8. 

3930.—Ssedling Oraps-Vlnes.—I have three seed¬ 
ling Grape-Vines. They cams up In a garden in ths spring 
of 1888. They were negleoted for two years, and then sent 
to me. I planted them In an Inelde border of an unheated 
greenhouse feeing south. They are very luxuriant, but 
nave never had a bloom. The wood was ripened last year 
well. They are not out-of-door Grapes, and two seem 
alike. The other oomrs Into lesf later. Will someone tell 
the reason of their not (ruitlng 7—0. L. Butler. 

3931.—Inseot peet.—During last summer I was much 
troubled with multitudes of small dark-brown spots made 
by some Inseot on my wlndow-ourtalns, cushions, and 
almost every artlole In my rooms. I was unable to dlsoover 
whether they were made by moths or flies, as I did not 
see an unusually large quantity of either. Ths tame 
thing has already commenced tbit season and I shall be 
glad If someone will tell me the oaute and the beet 
remedy 7 My houee le In the open oountry and the 
windows are open a great deal.—L. H. N. 

8932.—A small flower garden —I should be glad 
to have suggestions for ths arrangsmeat of a smell flower 
garden, the partloulan of whloh 1 give 7 The garden is near 
ths house, runt In a parallelogram north and south, length 
39 yards, width 18 yards, surrounded on east side by very 

on south by a small plaotiog of trees and shrubs, ou north 
by a few shrubs and treat, 600 fast above the sea, and within 
4 miles of it. 1 wish to give interest and variety to ths 
ground, and to have herbaoeous things piiodpally.-R. T. 
Johnson. 

3933.—Oentauroa candldlsalma—Will someone 
kindly give me advlos as to what I oan de with Ctnlaurea 
oandldlsslma In the way ol bedding them out 7 In what 
way can I use them 7 Would they do for an edging to a 
bed of Scarlet '• Geraniums," or would they do to fill the 
centre of eomo small round beds, tbs outside of the bed to 
be filled with Alternauthers amuiiu and magol&oa, or 
could they be used In any way with Lobelia or Golden 
Feather or Uesambryanthemum oordilollum rariegatum 7 
I should be glad to know, as I have a lot of nioe seedling 
plants In small pot* and want to use them, and don’* know 
the bast way.—E. RoDWH.^)igi|-jby y -jQj 

3934.—A small town garden.—Some time ago I 
•ngaged a gardener to renovate my small town garden. 
For the purpose of maktng two flower-beds he removed-a 
quantity of turf and afterwards burled It beneath the soil 
tnero, and in the borders. I And now that the Orate is 
beginning to orop up alarmingly, and removing It with the 
band brings up the obstinate turf en mats?. What oan I 
do to eradicate the peat ahort of removing the laid 
turf altogether? Will anyone aleo kindly Inform mo bow 
to prepare a bed of soil for Itoaes and what Rotes, 
standard and ollmblng, will Huft a south-easterly aspect In 
this northern ollme?—Edinburgh. 

3938.—Unhealthy encumbers.—I should be very 
glad if anyone will tell me what Is wrong with my 
Cucumbers 7 About fourteen days ago I notlotd young 
fruits drying up, so thinking they were damping oil gave 
less water and more ventilation ; then more eeemed to go 
and plants looked worse, leaves drying up ; I gars mors 
water. Last week I noticed some very email light-brawn 
Inseot on and under leaves; fumigated with Tobaoco paper, 
still Insects are there still. It no improvement next week 
shall clear all out, soil as well, try fresh lot. Would like to 
know what ills and what is the oausef It Is my first 
llmeof growing Cuoumbers. They are Lookle's Perfection 
that I have in. They are grown in a span-roofed greenhouse 
facing south ; district, Stockport, Cheshire.—R. G. 

8930.—A lean-to Peach-house —I have ooe ol 
these unheated, aspect south-east, some 00 feet long by 
12 feet wide at the base, contain* Peaoh-treee trained to a 
wire trellis against the wall at the book, and a row of 
standard! on the border near tbe glaaa All these are in a 
moat unhealthy condition, worse at one end than tbe 
other. Those against the wall have their branohee twisted 
and distorted, and except towards the ends are bare of 
leaves, like stags' horns. The foliage, where it does occur, 
Is crinkled and bunched, exoept here and there some long 
twig shows a more normal development; but then the 
leaves are llght-ooloured and flabby, and mottled with Sow. A few fruits have set in places on these trees. 

standards near tho glass are dead and dying, with 
distorted branohee, as the others. Some young trees were 
purchased and planted last year. Of these four or five are 
all dead, never having made any growth at all. Others 
are Just alive, and only one at the better end of the houae 
shows any vigour; but here also the leaves are mottled 
with yellow patches. Ths trees art olean of mealy-bug or 
red-tpider. What Is tbe oause of their state, and what 

To the following queries brty editorial replies 
are given ; but readers are invtled to give further 
answers should they be able to offer additional 
advice on the various subjects. 

8937. -Bpidendrum vitelllnum majus (J. 
Kersali).— This Is a plant that luxuriates in a oool, moist 
temperature and io the shade, and, I imagine. It is because 
your neighbour's plants have been subjected to this, the 
right treatment, that they look co well, and are flowering 
now so well, and your own plants are looking so badly and 
showing no disposition to flower simply from ths foot of 
not having been similarly treated. See previous allusions 
to thle epcolee, where you will alwaye Hod It reoommeDded 
as a oool plant.—M. B. 

8938. —Plants for a stove-house (IF. Balt).—This 
gentleman want* to know what plant* he can use for suoh 
a atruoture 60 feet In leogth, 16 feet in width, and 10 feat 
In height? Well, there are many things yon oan have in 
■uoh a etruoture. For the principal things I should have, 
say, a doxen Palms of good dletlnot oharaoter, and Uie 
same number of good coloured Crotons of diet I not charac¬ 
ters, some few Antburlums and Alooosiae, a few Draoanaa 
for shady spots, and a few Nepenthes or Pltoher-plant*. 
These would make you a good permanent backbone for 
the general omamsntatlon of the houae. The Intervening 
spaoee you oan fill up with other ornamental-leaved plants 
and flowering plant* as fancy dictates; but taks my advlos, 
and go In for tome of ths mors ornamsntal kinds of the 
Bromdlaoeous plant*.-J. J. 

8930.—Oaladlum leaves (M. Kelly).—These cams to 
hand in vary good order, but I oannot name them. You 
should ssod them to some grower of these plants. I 
should say that J. Lolug and Sons of Foreet-hlll are probably 
the largest and best groweri of these plants you oould 
And, but be sure all the leaves are oharaoterlstlo, whloh, 
by the way, was not ths csss with those sent me.—J. J. 

8910.— Olivia mlntata (John Bob).—I oannot 
undertake to name this variety, but If yon have a plant 
with four good heads upou It, It Is In vary good order, and 
worthy of a.plaoe In s collection at any exhibition, staging 
It as a greenhouee plant In a collection of mixed etove and 
greenhouse plants. Your flowers remind me of the form 
oalled Marie Relmert, but I oould noteay for certain. You 
will be quite oorreot If you ooll it by its typloal name, and 
that f would do.—J. J. 

3941.—Maxlllarla lutea alba (J. MeLougaU).— 
Thle Is the name of the flower sent and a very floe form of 
tbe plant you have. The plant haa been growing very 
robust, mod the number of flowers your friend hen upon 
the plant should convince you tbe treatment given to It Is 
quite correot, and you oannot do wrong if you follow It 
Implldtly.—M- B. 

3912 — Cynrlpedlum spectablle (Henry Bennett) 
,_Yee, this Is a very good ooloured flower of the epeclee 
named above. You may have many of theee beautiful 
UocoaeiD’flowere and never have eo good a one. 1 have 
grown this plant In considerable numbers, and have seldom 
got a belter one, but many Inferior to It In the rich bright 
colour of its pouoh.—M. B. 

Catalogues received — Strawberry plants. Mr. 
T. Laxton, seed and novelty grower, Bedford.-New and 
Rare Plants, Orchids, Ac. Mr. William Bull, 638, Kings, 
road, Chelsea, London, S. W. 

Books, pamphlets, fco , received.—" Praotioal 
Fruit-growing," by Mr. J. J. Neal. Messra George Bell and 
Bona, York atreef, Oovent Garden, London. " Johnson'* 
Garden u'e Dictionary " (Part IV). Mem. Georgs Ball 

UNIVEP 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
IF* should be glad iJ readers would remember that we 

do not anewer queries by post, and that we cannot under¬ 
take to forward letters to correspondents, or insert queries 

that do not contain the name and address of under. 

J. U. —Mildew very badly. Dress ov*» with sulphur or 
one of the compositions lor destroying mildew as advertised 
In Gardinino-Del.—We do not know of any Eucalyptus 
that will stand tbs degree of oold named. Is it some other 
tree you mesa 7-0. Cummins.—You should advertise. 
-Mrs. Motion.— Apply to Mr. A. O. Butler, The Lilies, 
124, Beckenham-road, Beckenham, Kent.-S. //.—We 
think It would be best to buy the Weigels*. What is It you 
wish to know especially about their treatment?- 
C. A. IF. Cottrill, Sudbury.—The Grapes are "scalded" 
from want of early ventilation In the morning and a 
consequent damp atmosphere. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 
»*. Any communications respecting plants or fruits 

sent to name should always accompany the parcel, which 
should be addressed to the Editor of Gardinino Illus¬ 
trated, 37, Soulhampton-streel, Strand, London, W.C. 

Names of plants — Scot's-gap. — Ribas aureum. 
Constant Reader.—We oannot name garden varieties of 
Pinks.-James F. Smith. — Yes, Cattleya Mossia.- 
Roma.—Cratagus Pyraoantba. 

Naming fruit-—Readers who detire our help in 

naming fruit must bear in mind that several specimens 

of different stages of colour and sue of the same kind 
greatly assist in its determination. We oan inly under¬ 
take to name four varieties at a time, and theee only when 
the. above directions are observed. Unpaid parcels will be 
refused. Any communication respecting plants or fruits 

should always accompany the parcel, which should 
be addressed to the KdUor if Oardrni.no Illustpatrd, 37, 
Southampton-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Names of fruit.—C. K.— We cannot attempt to 
name Apples at this lat* season of tbs year. 

BIRDS. 

3948.—An ailing Canary-—I have a Canary which 
peels the skin from oil Its feel and then eat* It. Would 
you kindly tell me the reason, also onre f It Is alaat year's 
bird, sings beautifully and seems in exoellsnt health. Its 
cage Is thoroughly cleaned two or three times weekly, and 
the bottom lined with bird sand. Its food oonaiat* chiefly 
ol Canary-said with an addition of Rtpe, Millett, Inga, and 
a very Uttle Hemp.—Reader or Gardrniko. 

Drawings for " Gardening."—Readers will 
kindly remember that we are glad to pet specimens of 
Kautiful or rare flowers and good fruits and vegetables 
tor drawing. The drawings so made wiU be engraved in 
ths best manner, and wiU appear in due courts in 

Gardrnuio Illustrated. 

" Gardening Illustrate) 
Price id.; post free, 8d. 

Monthly Parts,— 

"Tho Garden " Monthly Parts.— This journal 
Is published (a neatly bound Monthly Porte. In this form the 
coloured plates art best preserved, and U Is most eultatl t for 
reference previous to the Issue of the half-yearly volumes. 
Price, 1*. 8d.; post fret, 1«. Vd. Oomplsts set of volumes aj 
The Garden from Us commencement to end of 1883, forty- 
two vote., pries, doth, MO lie. 

"Farm and Home" Monthly Parts.—This 
Journal le published in neatly bound Monthly Pans, in which 
form U is most suitable for reference previous to ths Issue <tf the 
yearly volumes. Price id.; post fret, 88. 

"Hardy Flowers."—Gluing descriptions of up. 
wards of thirteen hundred of the most ornamental spsolss. 
with directions for their arrangement, culture, do. Fi/IA and 
Popular Edition, la; post fret, la 3d. 

London: 17. SoulhampUm-etreet. Strand, W.O. 

OS. 0d. COLLECTION of CHOICE GREEN- 
dl HOUSE PLANTS la a marvel of oheapnsee, contain) 31 

all inmmer. Order at onoe, 2a lid;, carriage paid.—C. BHIL- 
LINO, Nurseryman, WlnohfleM, Hanta__ 

(TLOXINIA 8EEDLING8.—Bloom this year. 
"J Elect prim spotted end named strain, 12, 3e.; 6, la. 91 — 
THOMSON, Chasutthorps, Wakefield.__ 

■pUNKIA (Plantain Lily), 2grandiflora, 2auroa 
-L varlotata, large strong plants, la 6A, free.—WM. 
MUNBO, Cnahes, Abordaen._ 

flERANIUMS.—Autumn struck Soarlet Vcsu- 
VI vine, 1«. 3d doxen, 7a 100, 60*. 1.000. Lady Sh-tUild 
and Ivy-leaf, la 8d. dozen. 10). 100. Calceolarias, dark, la 
doxen, 6«. lt», poat free,-A. ROPE, Orowboiough, 8u**cx. 

PRIMULA SINENSIS of the finest strain and 
■L various colours. Strong sturdy plant* for potting at 
Cat*. Tell 6ct»x, la 6d., poat free. — E. W. DANCE, 
booking End, Braintree, Essex. 

SITYOF ILLINOIS AT 
URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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ROSES. 

ROSES IN VARIOUS SOILS. 

Tin: advantage and need for contrasting a heavy 

growth with a light, but not necessarily weak, 

one, are of some importance, especially to 

younger rosarians, who may be discouraged by 

the seeming inferior quality and appearance of 

their Rose-plant! compare 1 with those culti¬ 
vated by others ini heir nt ighboui hood. Under 

proper cuRure the difference is fully accounted 
for by the class of aubsoil odo’s Rose garden is 
placed in. I have a light soil, and fritnds who 
come to tee my small Rose garden generally 

interest, bnt do not alaim me, if they come in 
early summer by their friendly and candid 
criticism, to which I do not object. If they 

como from a district where Rotes are grown 
on heavy loam or clay, they at onco notice 
that my Rose-shoots aio somewhat thin, and 
they come to the conclusion that in the current 

season good Rotes can hardly grow on such 
light wood. Their conclusions are based on 
erroneous ideas of the value of the splendid 
thick growth which is quite common on heavy 

land, hut most unusual where it is light. I 
lave proved practically and conclusively in this 

reighbourhood, which has a very varied geologi¬ 
cal formation, abounding in different places 
with subsoils of clay, gravel, chalk, sand, Ac., 

that a grower on light land can hold his own 
with one growing on heavy clay or the finest 
loam, and 1 have come to what seems a natural 
and proper conclusion, that a very strong 

grots growth is of hut slight advantage, and is 
not more likely to produce flowers of higher 
quality than those from the light wood of Rose 
plants grown in sandy or chalky diatricts. I 

have frequently noticed that these splendid 
thick stems, although they usually produce 
largo blooms, very frequently also develop them 
of coarse and indifferent form, and experienced 
judges know that a well set-up Rose of good 
quality, if even only of medium size, will, as 

long as it is of good colour and first-rate form, 
?et more points than a coarse bloom without 

orrr. To get 
The best Roses, you require the wood to be 

well ripened, and medium-sized growth can 
ripen more e-iaily and quickly than coarse wood 
with a superfluity of sap. Tho Tea Rose plants 

sent to this country from French professional 
growers are seldom large, but the wood seems 
to he thoroughly ripened, the natural advantage 
of a sunny clime hastening the ripening before 

the winter frosts come, and the great heat and 
drought which are common to many parts of 
France (and which much inconvenienced the 
neighbourhood of Lyons this year) are correc 

fives to coarse-growing tendencies and also 
preventives of sappiness—another name for 
immaturity. It is especially important to have 
the growth of Tea Roses well ripened. From 

my own observation, I believe most of the 
luxuriant wood grown in this country on 
Tea Rose bnshts and standards 

August to October is .seldom! of 41tim 
value, as in few seasons desire) 

consequence usually being destruction when 
severe weather comes, and in the spring we have 

most frequently to cut away the lovely autumnal 
shoots, ruined by winter's ohills and harsh 

winds, and to reek for a renewal of life closo to 
the original hud. The question of the retention 
of the full autumnal growth and alto the culti¬ 
vation and care of Roto plants at that period of 
the year are all of the greatest importance, more 
especially as regards the maintenance or other¬ 

wise of superfluous shoots usually freely de- 
eloped after the first and principal bloom of 

summer is over. Some consider that for the 
sake of root-action it is wise to leave all growths, 
and others say that too much wood prevents the 
ripening of those more desirable shoots required 
for next year’s developments. With these latter 

authorities I quite agree, and it has been my 
practice to use th^ knife frtely in late August 
aod September ; but when you cut out, as 1 do, 
tho weaker growths, a piecautionary measure 
must headopud—viz .tostakeearefully the more 
freely growing shoots, which seem when relieved 
from valueless companionship to grow very 
rapidly, and form on even light land excellent 
wood, which would not be discreditable amongst 

Roses on heavy soils. If these Rose-stems be 
not staked, I find that the longer ones get top- 

heavy, and in a stiff bretze they will snap off at 
the base ; then the growth of tho season will he 
lost. A roaarian who makes up his mind to 

adopt this 
1 HINNIKU-OUT SYSTEM for getting thoroughly 

ripened wood must also bo content with less 
autumnal bloom than if he allowed his plants to 
grow anyhow or in a semi-wild siato. 1 
noticed once in a paper a very pertinent reniaik 

from an experienced rosarian about autumn 
Rose culture, and which may with advantage 
he repeated here—that we moat usually neglect 
the precaution of disbudding in the autumn, and 

those who would bo ashamed to see the shoots 
of their Rose-trees interlacing and the buds 
growing in threes and fonrs early in the season 
neglect this care of, and attention to their 

plants later in the year, with the lesult of get¬ 
ting inferior blooms and al*o injuring much of 
tho wood, which is of vuluofor the coming year’s 

bloom. I acknowledge that I felt the remaiks 
to be generally appropriate, and I have no doubt 
with the majority this neglect is common, but 
one reply would he that it is really difficult with 
some Roses to keep pace with their autumnal 

bud formation. Sack a Rose as my favourite 
Viscountess Folkestone is distracting in its pro¬ 
lific growth of flower-buds, and as it is not one 

of the very freest growing kinds, I do not thin 
it out so freely as is my habit with other 
varieties. To sum up the points discussed, I 

may say that those who grow their Roses on 
light soils will, if they carefully carry out the 
instructions available through the garden press, 

be able to get blooms of high standard from 
apparently weak wood ; that the fact of their 
neighbours on heavy soil having very big bushes 
and immense shoots is no superior advantage if 

good form be the primary object; and that if they 
want a profusion of bloom they should not thin 

MARE0HAL NIEL ROSE. 

To a certain extent this still retains its peculiari¬ 
ties, such as uncertain growth in individual 

cases, and also in being subject to canker or 
wartinesa. Without discussing the question of 

special stocks, I believe the majority of culti¬ 

vators are agreed that the Brier is the one on 
which it thrives the beat. I have four plants 
growing in a large Rose house, and whioh dur- 

log the past three years have been out down 
after blooming with very satisfactory results. 
In the spring of 1802 1 cut several hundred 

beautiful flowers. Directly after the plants had 
finished blooming, the growths were cut hard 
back to within about a foot from where the 
giowth stalled last spring. The growth as it 

stalls is traintd equally over the roof, and 
ripened up during tho autumn with plenty of 
air. Not being shaded in tho least, tho * hoots 

ripon up splendidly. I think it is certainly a 
mistake to allow u great extent of old wood to 
remain after blooming, and which, 1 am sure, 
makes the plants more prone to canker nnd 
wartincss. The roots of tho Brier are small in 
proportion to the top, and appear to be unable 

to withstand the strain which the old wood 
bring! to bear upon them ; hence the collapse, 

which appears earlier, at any rate, than 
where they are subjected to cutting hack. 
When cut hard back, the young extending 

growth encourages the rooi-actioD. _ There 
can bo no question as to the advisability 
of subjecting tho plants to a thorough rest pre¬ 

paratory to starting into growth. A degree or 
two of frost will not do them any harm as long 
as tho wood is dry. In a gioenhousc, where the 
rest the plants should receive cannot be given, 
owiDg to the other inmates of the house, Rotes 
cannot be expected to succeed ro well as in a 
well-appointed Rote-house. Here their wants 

cun be attended to as needed, the stiuctuie 
being both heated and ventilated to suit them. 
The growth starts away evenly and strongly 
without being excited too much. This Beason 

I applied to the whole of the Roses in tho Rose- 
house, and which are planted out, a dressing of 
burned refuse and night soil, which had been 
laid up for eighteen months and turned oc¬ 

casionally. Both the leaves and the flowers 
were finer and of betUr colour than I ever had 
before. This I attributed to the dressing. 
William Allen Richardson I treat the eame ss 

the Mari-cbal Nicl, cutting it hard back after 
(lowering. This and thorough ripening of the 
long shoots appear to be the secret of success. 

It grows tho most freely when budded on a half¬ 
standard. Y. A. H. 

ripen 
ficiept sun to thoroughly ripen that growth, the anclr-chey will do so. 

k'iEBmn growth, but if they consider the 
, At-the wood to be of the first liJiWAW-;- 

Town Boses.—The Rose is not a good 
town flower, but there are some kinds that will 
succeed better within such an area than others, 
and the following six varieties are mentioned as 
well suited for growing in a comparatively 

smoky atmosphere. They are well known, and 
to those requiring a small number, may be 
recommended General Jacqueminot as one of 
the best. It is a splendid variety, the flowers 

rich-ierimsQm,f And very fragrant. I have seen 
plants bloom freely and bear good flowers within 
QCUn’i.S'tfir IsinVlduti-iiav. Charine-crosa— a 
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Gloire de Dijon is another good kind, the plant 
making strong growth and bearing freely its 
well-known fragrant flowers, yet not so freely as 
in the country, when tumbling over a cottage 
porch. But within the metropolitan radius 
excellent results may be obtained. A very fine 
town Rose of the Hybrid Perpetual class is 
Captain Christy, the flowers of which are of a 

soft flesh-colour, deepening in the centre, full, 
large, and handsome. The foliage is good, and 
in every way this is a fine t-own Rose. Ches- 

hunt Hybrid I noticed recently blooming 
remarkably well in a town garden and the 
crimson flowers wore produced very freely. This 
is a good town Rose, and one of the best 

climbers. I must confess that I do not care 
greatly for its colour, which quickly goes dead, 
but it is a free and in every way useful kind. A 
very fine Rose is Mrs. John Laiog. It is 

vigorous, and succeeds well everywhere, cer¬ 
tainly the boat Hybrid Perpetual raised of recent 
years. The growth is strong, and the flowers 
of full, handsome shape, the colour rich-pink. 
Tea-scented varieties are very poor town kinds, 
but Mmo, Lambard will give fairly good results. 
The plant is very free, and the flowers of dis¬ 
tinct colour, salmon-pink, but it varies some¬ 

what. These six kinds I have seen doing well 
near London, and as many who havo gardens in 
the suburbs often ask for a few goon kinds to 
grow, these were made note of.—V. C. 

Japanese Roses and their Hybrids. 
—The Japanese Rose (Rosa rugosa) and its 
hybrids arc beautiful in the garden, the growth 
spreading into a dense bush, conspicuous for 
handsome glossy-green leafage, and large single 
rose purple flowers. These are produced until 
the autumn, when one gets the advantage of 

Urge crimson pips or fruits that aro showy and 
haudsome. Oi the variously-coloured varieties 
none is more charming than alba, which, as the 
name suggests, his puro-white flowers, quite 
without colour, and, like those of the parent, 
very sweet-scented. I think the White 
Japanese, or Ramanas Rose, is one of the most 
lovely flowers of the garden, and when cut a 
bunoh of them is extremely pleating in a bowl 
or glass. The Rugosa Roses are vigorous, hardy, 
free, and, what is of great importance, rich in 
fragrance. A distinct and beautiful hybrid is 
called Mme. Georges Bruant, the flowers paper- 
white, and borne freely in clusters. It is a 
distinct and valuable garden Rose. Speaking of 
fragrance, reminds me that a variety named 
Comte d'Epresmil is one of tho moat fragrant 
Roses I know. Its flowers aro semi-double, 
rose-purple in colour, and so fragrant that a few 
will soent a large room. It is as free and 
vigorous as the type. This question of fragrance 
is important, and there is a tendency to praise 
Roses that are absolutely scentless, a grave 
error, as scent is one of the most precious 
virtues of the Rose. No matter what its 

colour, form, or other qualities, if a variety lacks 
fragrance it is deprived of its chief charm. 
Roses such as General Jacqueminot, perhaps the 
most popular of all Roses, is richly fragrant, 
and no new kind should be praised unless it 
possesses this characteristic of the queen of 
flowers. Tho Rugosa Roses are very sweetly 
scented, which, together with their hardy, 
vigorous character, also continuing in bloom 
throughout the summer, should make them 
still more popular.—C. T. 

31*08.—Roses in hanging-baskets.— 
There is no reason why Rosea should not be grown 
in these, providing a proper selection of varieties 
has been made. If only an upright growing 
variety is required, I would choose those of the 
1‘olyantha section, such as Red Pet, Little Dot, 
and others. If intended to droop, choose Jeanne 
Ferron, Max Singer, and other more vigorous 
varieties. You must, however, be oertain that 
they have plenty of water while in such a drying 

position as hanging-baskets invariably occupy. 

:«19.—Classes Of Roses.—The distinctive 
features in the different classes of Roses cannot 
be clearly defined by describing them. If you 

wish to become acquainted with the different 
characters of each you will certainly have to 
educate yourself by observation, and that is not 
difficult. For instance, if you had a bed of, say, 
twelve varieties of Hybrid Perpgtuals, and 
another bed of the same numbe/or Teu, you- 

would soon see the differeno^J Way> tfr^yjk -e .4- 
growth. The Bourbons are quite distinct froi£ 

the Hybrid Perpetuals in the autumn by the oolour ohongee to a light-green, which is not so effeotive 
freedom with which they then flower.—J. C. C. e'th" ln » ?ut «*t® or Kerns must have 

J abundance of moisture now. Shift on any plant* which 
- “ Irish Saxon asks a very difficult require more pot-room. 

question indeed Even professional growers Chrysanthemums, 

are very doubtful to which class several Roues These should now be placed without delay In the flower- 
belong. As to stating how to distinguish be- Ing-pots, wbloh should not be less than 9 Inchea in 
tween and treat each separate class, I am afraid diameter. After potting etand ln llnee In ao open situs- 
;» i. j... „„ „„‘ „■__ tion, the stakes to be fastened to a wire scoured, fastened 
it cannot be done on paper in a sufficiently clear t0 ,troug upri(?bt lUltel ol the pUoto. Tho Kt^tt wM 
enough manner to be of much service. There alter the time of the appearance of the buds; seme. In 

.v.e .u. v™. ton dressing later on, as well as for watering. Stimulant* 
characteristics ; even then, as bofors noted, will not be required yet, but a little soot and bone-meal 
there is much doubt in several instances.—P. U. “V lie mlxe<l with 9011 for potting. 

WARDEN WORK 

Conservatory. 

Frames 
will be found useful now for growing on young plants 
of many kinds, and are. In foot, Indispensable for 
Cinerarlaa, Cyolamens, I’rlmulas, Ao. Frames are also 
very useful for Cuoumbers and Melons at this season, 
where house accommodation is limited. In oold district! 

There should be no difficulty in keeping this house gay Capsicumi are belter planted under the shelter of glass, 
now, Imt In the plenitude of flowering-material do not lie 
tempted to overcrowd and spoil the effect by dead leaves Mushroom-house, 
and naked itiu Crowded plants must lose all their A good watering with llquid-manurs will often resuacl- 
bottom leaves, and there is a diflloultv io watering pro- tale an old bed when the spawn is not altogether 
perlv plants whloh are huddled together to form a bank exhaueted, and a handful of salt to each large pall of 
of bloom, aa It Is termed. Climbers, to be gracefully effeo- water may bo usefully given to Mushroom-bads at any 
tive, may be permitted freedom of growth, but a good time. In making up new beds Indoors or outside get tbe 
deal of thinning must be given to the Tacsoniaa, Passion- manuro fresh from the stable and mix good loam to the 
flowers, and other rampant growers, or mioohlof will be extent of one fourth with it, and when the heap gets warm 
done by overcrowding. We want to steer a middle oouree make up the bed and epawn os soon aa the temperature la 
to avoid the formality which growth tied closely In always steady at 85 degt. or 90 degs. 
preaenM, and yet not to shut out tbe air and sunshine. 
Ventilation is a simple matter now, and consists In giving Window Gardening, 
all thooir possible during tho day when the weather Is Window-boxes and vases or tubi filled with plants for 
oalm and fins, and leaving sufficient ventilation on at standing ln corners anywhere shout the house should be 
night to keep the air eweet and puro by a free circulation, well supplied with water. This duly Is often delegated to 
Hy-and-bve, when the nights are warmer, the top ventlle- someone who feels no special Internet in their well doing, 
tor may be left open all night. Plants having pots well and trouble ensues. Foliage plants and Ferns indoors will 
filled with healthy roots will uae up a good deal of water, also require liberal supplies of water when the pot* are full 
and liquid-manure should he given twice a week, or, in of roots. A liquid or dry stimulant may lie given if It is 
some oases, It used weak, It may l>« given more often, desired to keep the plants In small pots. 
Houses which aro not shaded by olimbere must have „._._ 
canvas blinds provided for rolling down when the plants Outdoor Garden, 
appear distressed in hot weather. Calceolarias of a good The Clematis family are flowering belter than usual, 
lira'n are very showy. Keep them in tho coolest part of showing that Uie bright sunshine and drought agree* with 
the house aod sheds, and they must have pit niy of water, them. A few notes may be taken of the plants which are 
In many gardens MalnialsonCarnatlonsard special features, resisting drought the best In "the herbaceous borders, 
and very beautiful they are when well done. A large Among the plants whloh arf doing well without watering 
group inclosed with Mvlden-hair Ferns, will have speolal aro Delphiniums, Chrysanthemum maximum, Oaillar- 
attention. It is not every grower who euocetde with them. dlas. Perennial Cornflowers iCentaureas), l.uplns. 
Id the matter of soil they are very parllcular. The loam Anohusa italloa, Oeums, Potentlllas, Itooketa, Day l.’lies, 
and peat mutt be of the very beat quality, and when liolh and German Iris. I have only named a few things which 
are equally good they may bo used In equal parte, with a ever) body may grow. Phloxes and Hollyhocks mutt have 
fourth part ol good leaf mould added. I have seen them plenty of support or ths flowers will be poor; a good of support or the flowers will bo 
grown In peat and leaf-mould only, but, to give tho plants heavy mulch of manure will be bencflolal. Rotes are 
staying power, aome good loam Is required. One of ths doing fairly well In good deep soil, but on poor hungry 
best growers I know turas hit old Hook plants nut Into a land there cannot be fine blossoms ; this also Is worth 
pit, where a bed of the right kind of compost has been making a note of. We may not have another season like 
provided for layering tbs snoots. Here they make very this, hue short burets of dry, hot weather are very IrytDg 
floe strong plants, and It is quite useless starting with to aoy plants io a badly cultivated soli. A dry, hot season 
weak layers, as they cannot make strong plants. There often leads to an Inoreaee of weeds In the lasrn. Daisies 
are several Heaths In blossom now whloh are very attrao- and other weeds in hot weather soon rush up to flower 
live in a oool ooneervatory. Kiiaa Cavendlshiana (yellow) and the seeds ripen quickly, and If the machine is taken 
and K ventrlcosa and Us varieties are among the beet for off the seeds ripen, drop about, and grow Id due course. 
amateurs to grow. Splrmas which have done flowering I saw a ourious Instance of the spread of Dai 
•hould bo planted out la a oool spot, and be well supplied a few days ago. Thors hail been an edgl 
with water. The hardy shrubs whloh have been forced along the front of a border running along 

I saw a ourious Instance of the spread of Daisies In a lawn 
a few days ago. Thore had been an edging of Daisies 
along tbe front of a border running along side a lawn ; 

may now be plungod outside to save labour In watering, they had flowered freely, the seeds bad ripened, and some 
Pot off seedling Primulas obcooioo. Old plants may be weie scattered along the edge of the lawn. Those, in due 
divided and grown on lor autumn flowering. oourse, flowered aud seeded, and the seedlings deteriorated 

_ till they could be reoognleed us the proauot ol double 
***<>▼•■ flowers. Where water Is plentiful aod can Ire distributed 

Gloxinias may lie moved out of the stove now, and with a hose, 1 should oertalnly water terraoee aod lawns. 
K* ced In a email house by themselves, mixed with Maiden- Stake and tie hardy plants. 

r and other Feme, the effeot will be oharmlng. Alight 
shade will be neoerssry during hot, bright days. The Fruit Garden. 
beautiful Htreptooarpus hybrids will associate very well 

Fruit Garden. 
fist me urge all who have the means to water their fruit- 

with tho Gloxinias, and may be raised from seeds very trees freely. Oh ! for a good supply of wster with a hose 
easily, requiring muoh tbe same treatment given to the and plenty of pressure tor distribution. This is the only 
Gloxinias. The beautiful winter-flowering Geenerlas will economical way ol washing and waterlog fruit-trees, 
now lie on the move. A small, olose, warm pit will do Strawberry runners must be late this year if the fruiting 
them well. It !• beet to have plants In different eixed pots plsnts hsvs to supply them. Colets the beds have been 
and pane, as they sre very useful In winter lor table deoo- watered liberally the sooner the runners sre layered for 
ration, or to fill ornamental stands In the drawing room, early foroing the better. Melons, both In frames and 
A light Bandy oompoet is best for them, and the drainage houses, must be well nourished ; if the roots ore permitted 
must be free. A few of tbe Orohids which hsve completed to get dry there will bo red-eplder. At the same time, if 
growth may be moved out to the vinery, but guard against the oentre of the lights sre deluged with water, and 
the Introductions of mealy-bug. This pest Is a greet there oomee s change In the weather, canker may make 
drawback to theoultlvation of stove plsnts, end In the case Its sppesrsnee. In watering Melons there !■ no neccssltv 
of a collection badly Infested I am not euro If it would not for wateriog close up to the main Btem, as all the best 
be oheaper to burn them thoroughly (plant*) and clean the roots ore some distance away from the oentre. The 
houre and Hart oguln with young plante from a clean thinning of Grapes in late houses will now be pretty well 
source; but one has to be very careful In buying stove finished, except In houses where no Arc at all Is used, 
plants to prevent the Introduction of mealy-bug, which is and the borders tnsy receive a dressing of some kind of 
foe away the worst pest the gardener has to deal with stimulant. I used the patent eilloate last year, and shall 
under glass. Foliage plants will now be at their best. For try it again tills. It may be used (reely, a couple of 
syringing purposes the wster must be pure. Better not pounds to the square yard, and will not lie too much, hut 
syringe st all than run any risk. The neoeessry humidity It should not all be given at onoe ; give half now and the 
oan be kept up by damping floor* and walls. Shift on remainder in three weeks or a month's time. Scatter it 
Eucharis Lilies, which are much pot bound. When old on tbe border and water it in. Lateral growth must be 
plants are broken up tor stock in repotting sort the bulb* kept down before much extension takes place. Oo over 
In sixes, eo that the weakly and the etrong are not mixed. Peaches on wall* for last time, and complete the thinning 

of both fruit aod young wood. There is a good deal of 
Ferns. crowding of both fruit and wood in email gardens to the 

Hardy Ferns under glass sre very beautiful just now, Injury of the trees. Give support in the way of mulch aod 
and are Just the olass of plants that an amateur might water to Raspberries, 
grow with advantage when his ooneervatory Is In ao aspect miSn 
and are just the olass of plants that an amateur might 
grow with advantage when nls ooneervatory is In aa aspect 
not eultable for flower culture. They will do very well 
planted out on rookery mounds if the work has been well 

Vegetable Garden. 
The kitchen garden Is often la a bad condition in dry 

put together, eo that the roots of the plants will have a «““• ,*ndI vegetable gardens are in a 
obano*. Good losra and lrat-mould, with some sharp sand. Med way through the drought, flop* springe eternal In 
will grow most of the varieties In perfection. If grown In lh® br,“t' *nd lhe kltoh®D gardener. ’rho®c b“d* will grow most of the varieties 
pots, and the pots are plunged 

lotion. If grown ln 
i-nut fibre In winter, are tied lor want of manure and the labour to apply it, 

no artificial beat will be required. Tropical Feme are now t l the ,r4 n “®y 00m® ?od kIv# ?u0cul®.n,oy *° 
grown freely, and, where lightly shaded, are of a beautiful hl® Oabbagee and Lettuces and cause the seeds to 
3ark-gre*n oolour. When exposed to strong light the K*™1”®*', Th.® ohl.t lesson to be learnt from tbs present 

M ®__* * state of things is to manure more llberslly and dig deeper. 
- r in eold or northern districts the operations rsferrm\ lUlli Sot! of omoh use to plant the large Marrow Pea 
k< kraer "Garden Work“ map be. done from ten days to after the middle of June- Seoond Earlles and the very 
a fortnight later than it here indicated itritk ejvaM bbad »«lf )>pp iosy on tl'l the Bret week In July, after 
'results. whiou we must trust to eeoomt orope of blossoms oq older 
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txlaots which sometimes throw s good crop. I never 
remember to have seen early Peas so dwarl as this season. 
Very few can water sufficiently, but muloh along the sides 
of the rows will be very valuable. Tomatoes will not bear 
mnoh neglect In trimming and stopping young growth. 
If left long in a crowded condition disease steps In and 
attacks the foliage. It is doubtful if any uteful remedy 
for the destruction of the Oladieporuin has vet been 
discovered, therefore, it will be belter to keep the plants 
healthy by maintaining a buoyant atmosphere ; it need 
not necessarily be always dry if not stuffy. It is possible 
to keep Tomato-houses too dry, especially in weather like 
the present, and then the blossoms will fail to set for 
want of nourishment. Brussels Sprouts for first crop 
should be got out early and kept moving hy watering ana 
hoeing. Horn Carrots may he town any time till middle 
of July to supply young roots. The same may be said of 
Parsley if there Is likely to be any scarcity. 1 do not 
rememl>er to have seen kitchen garden crops so un 
satisfactory as they are in some gardens this year. 

E. IIordav. 

Work In the Town Garden. 
The welcome rain we have Just hod has freshened up 

everything wonderfully, and settled newly-planted l>eddiag 
plants In the ground nicely. Watering by hand is all very- 
well and often kerpe things alive, but they never grow In 
the way that they do after rain. Bedding out should be 
finished off at onoe ; even Dahlias, Begonias, Coleuses, and 
the more tender things may safely go out now. Asters, 
Phlox Drummonili, and other half-hardy biennials ought 
also to be planted without delay. Either leid or plants 
may be had and arranged In separate colours, but for my 
own part I always think the mixed beds look best. The 
best Dahlias for town gardens are the ordinary garden 
varieties 
most pa 
especially where light 
Many of the Pompones are very free, and so are the tingle 
varieties, bat, though pretty, these last are very fugitive, 
andsoon drop their petals when out. Where cut-flowers 
are in request, Fire King, a fine crimson-scarlet Cictus or 
decorative kind with rather small floweri, and Gu ding 
Star, a large, pure-white Pomponc, should tie grown in 
numbers, as thev are both exceptionally free, pure and rii h 
in colour, and of a nloe useful sixe for decorative purposes 
In a temperature a little above that of an ordinary green 
house Gloxinias are very attractive now, where surltii 
moderately early. Seedlings sown early in the year will 
be getting crowded in the boxes into which thev wen 
pricked oft, and should be transferred singly to small pola 
With a rather cloee and molstatmoephere, and shade Irom 
sue, they will grow very last now, and begin flowering in 
Jaly or August, though it is as well to give them a em i 
into 4-Inch pote first, If posable. Streplocarpus, too, an 
flowering freely. I believe thrre Is a great future In-fore 
these plants. They are ss pretty as Gloxinias, though n it 
so large, of a more wiry and hardy nature, and bloom ion- 
tinuouely for months together. Those who have no beat 
may sow wed 111 the greenhouse now, keeping the pan 
molitand shaded, and tne plants so obtained will flower 
abundantly next aummer. Itegoniae must be shifted on 
into larger pot* directly the first become fairly full of roots 
—that is, if large specimens are wanted, for if allowed to 
get pot-bound they ruah into flower directly, and make 
bat little more growth afterwards. Tomatoes must have 
liquid-manure as aoon ae they begin to carry a few pounds 
of fruit, especially if the root-ruu is limited. B. C. K. 

THH COMING WBHK'8 WORK. 

Extract* from a garden diary from Junr 10th 
to June 17/7*. 

Shlftrd on young seedling plants of Asparagus plume*va 
nuns from small pots to larger ones. This is one tf tie 
plants ws are never likely to have too many of. If more 
^tltol It would beoome very popular, as It does w. It 

an room. To obtain large sprays for cutting, plat t 
this and A. tenulssimus out In a rather warm house, ind 
train them up under the toot. Mardohal Niel Roeee which 
us growing In one of the greenhoates, and which were 
eat down a mouth ago, hava broken well, and some of it v 
wsakist shoots bsvs been rubbed off. The plants are 
getting liquid-manure oooaalonaily. I always make It a 
rule to keep a few young Melon and Cucumber-plants in 
stock In oose a plant goes off. Pegged down Verbenas, 
Heliotropes, Ageratums, 4c. If this work is left too long 
the growth gets hard, and then the stems strip off. 
Progress in the kitchen garden Is now painfully alow, In 
oaoseqaenoe of the drought, but a good deal is being done 
with mulch and water, and I have never been so free 
Irom weeds. Finished thinning late Grapes—at least, all 
have been gone over onoe, but many bunches will require 
looking over again to remove small berries, and take a 
berry out here and there where crowded. Dressed all the 
Inside borders with ths pstent silicate manure, and after¬ 
wards mulohed with horse droppings which have laid In 
ths sun and got partially dried. All our watering, so far 
as regards ths borders, is done with the hoee—It saves so 
much labour. When I look at the Immense amount ol 
work which one can do with a good water supply, and 
pressure enough for the hose. I cannot understand why in 
every garden the water supply Is so limited and so dllllcult 
to apply. If there are no ponds, rivers, or water-courses 
near, water enough for every purpoee may be found by 
sinking a well, and putting down a pump which might be 
ao constructed is to be worked by the wind, or by s small 
steam-engine. Of oourrn, this and the building of the 
elevated took would cost money, but it would psy In the 
long ■un. But ws ere a oonservetlve people, and stick to 
old notions, often at s greet national sacrifice. Is it any 
sronder that agriculture languishes? Picked the flower- 
buds off Fachelss which are required to flower late, 
out down early-flowering Pelargoniums, and put 
In the cuttings. They will strike anywhere now If kept 
In the moist. Filled s small frame with cuttings of 
MTsrsl varieties of Evergreens and variegated Euon j mus ; 
*U1 be kept does and shaded; the outtlngs were taken 
from the young shoots. Watered a bed of standard 
Briers Inteneled for budding. Ths drought bis chooked 
theii growth, sod s soaking of water will set the 
Planted out a lot of oholos Muc'.fiiif; Cartrstlom, 
bed of Psnslfs, and hybrid Cailiarditr. Tb 

beautiful border plants, and should be In every garden, 
especially whereout-flowersarelndemand. Finished gather¬ 
ing the Waterloo and Alexander Peaches; with mo these 
two Peaches are very much alike ; 1 have both growing 
in one house. There is not much forcing, end f com¬ 
menced gathering Waterloo end of May, and Alexander 
came in a few days later. If they would ooly let as freely 
ss lisle's F.uly or River's Early York their value would 
be inuoh greater. Shifted on Zonal “ Geraniums" for 
winter-flowering, sowed a bed of Brompton Stocks. 
Finished planting out bedding plants. Sowed Turnips, 
planted Brussels Sprouts, Veitch’s Autumn Cauliflower, 
and Celery. _ 

TRBHS AND SHRUBS. 

SANI) MYRTLE (LEDUM BUXIFOLIUM) 

On, to be ouite correct, Leiophyllum buxifolium, 

in a remarkably variable ana very distinct little 
shrub, useful alike for the bed or the border. 
It is popularly known as the Sand Myrtle, being 
a. native of the sandy Pine barrens of New 

Jersey. On account of its dwarf, evergreen, 
free-flowering habit, it is one of the best and 
most interesting shrubs for rockeries. There 
is always a difficulty in selecting suitable shrubs 
for this part of the garden, many of the most 

Beautiful and free-flowcriDg being, as a rule, too 

hand, might be made as interesting, if not as 

beautiful, as when at their beat in summer. All 
this and much more may be done at the expense 
of very little extra space, as most of the shrubs 
mentioned are slow growers, and it would be 

many years beforo they required renewing. The 
Ledum, in addition to being evergreen, is, as 
may be seen in the cut, a beautiful-flowering 
shrub. The flowers are white and borne in 
dense clusters in early summer. Like most 

other American shrubs, it thrives best in a peaty 
soil, and it will also be found useful as an edging 
to beds, Ac. K. 

The Sami Myrtle (Ledum buxifolium). 

large and strong for the majority of these 

structures, and it is only such as tho above 
Ledum that may be safely recommend to take a 
place on even the smallest of them. In addition 
to the Ledum, Azalea anurna, a plant that takes 

np little room, and though not perhaps gener¬ 
ally known, is quite os hardv in the neighbour¬ 
hood of London as the popular Rhododendron. 

It flowers with the greatest freedom in early 
summer, and in even our hardest wintersit has not 
suffered in theslighteat. Cytisuspurpureus, many 
of the dwarf Boxes, a choice selection of the 

verv dwarf conifera-, Ac., give us a fair variety 
to begin with. Shrubs, especially those of a 

dwarf evergreen character, are quite as essential 
in the rock garden as hardy alpine and other 
plants. They furnish in the dull months of 

winter, and help in a measure to hide the bare¬ 
ness which always exists here when the plants 

ara at rest. Much remains to be done in this 
direction on most rockeries ; as a rule, too much 
attentii n is given to tho development of spring 

and summer-flowering plants, to the entire ex¬ 
clusion ofi plants that would give an effect in 

nt ;{TT I Gift rockeries need not be blank 
rcagKoutVhe dull season ; but, on the,* 

ilagnc 
should say the roots have penetrated into some¬ 
thing they do not like ; possibly they have got 

beyond the soil prepared for the tree when 
planted. If it were planted in the natural soil 
without any preparation, 1 should say it has 
suffered from frost during the last three years. 
In the former case, I should next October remove 

the soil up to within .3 feet or so of the stem for 
at least 2 feet wide, and replace it with fresh 

decayed turf, leaf-soil, and partly decayed 
manure. Give an abundant water 
supply at once, and next year also 

if dry.—8. P. . 

- As the tree has done well 

in previous years, its failing to do 
so now may be attributed to the 
soil where it is growing being ex¬ 
hausted, or it may have suffered 

hy the effects of the dry season. 
If the latter, a good supply of 
water to the roots might set it 
right sgain. I would now put a 
dressing of manure round the base 

of the tree, and give it a thorough 
good watering through the 
manure. The water will carry 
some of the fertilising properties 
of the manure down to the roots. 

An addition of fresh, good soil 
may be made in the autumn by 

digging down at some distance 
from the tree and removing the 
useless soil up to the base of the 

tree, replacing it with a mixture 
of good loam and manure.— 
.1. D. E. 

- I am afraid your plant has 
been injured by the severe frost of 
the past three winters. It is one 
of those plants that do not show 

the effects of cold so soon as some. 
The beat thing you can do to re¬ 
store its vigour is to take out 
some of the old Boil away from its 
roots—two harrow-loads would 

not be too much—and put some 
good rich earth back in its place. 

Ycu will require some patience, as 
in its present condition it will not 
readily respond to your treatment. 

—J. C. C. 

3926—Management of a 
hedge —By far the best way is 
to cut the hedge down to within 

9 in. of the ground next autumn, 
especially when it is in the worst condition near 
the base. Mismanagement at the first was the 

cause of its getting into a bad state there. So 
few persons know how to start really well with 
a Quick-hedge. If the plants are notcut down to 
within 4 inches of the soil at first, seldom ever 
can such a hedge be considered satisfactory. 
When allowed to grow 2 feet or more without 
being topped, branches hardly ever grow from 

the base—hence it is what is termed “ leggy.” 
By all means grub out the Elder bushes, and 
plant more Quicks in their place—a single row, 

4 inches apart. By cutting the hedge down as 
advised, new growth will be made direct from 
the base, and a perfect hedge will be had in 

time ; but as it now stands it can never become 
a good fence. Quick-hedges require cutting at 
least twice every year. This induces extra 
Eowths to be made, thus strengthening the 

dge.—S. P. 
- I should say that the best way to 

strengthen and to thicken the bottom of the 
hedge would be to “ pleach ” it, as we used to 
call itiir. Woroosterebire, or, in other words, to 

a it down. Cut some of the upright stems 
■>\ruy twAfrom tne ground 
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with a hatchet or bill-hook, bending the tope 

down and interlacing them with others, which 
should be cut clean off at about a yard in height, 
or, instead, some stakes may be driven in. The 
whole will grow again, and in time they will 

make an almost impenetrable fenco. Elder is Soor stuff, and should be replaced by Quicks or 
lyrobella.—11. C. R. 

- Elder bushes should never bo planted in 
a Thorn hedge, as they grow too vigorously and 
the large leaves weaken the Thorn by shading it 

from the sunshine. I would certainly cut the 
Elder out and cut the hedge down to within a 
foot or so of the ground ; this will cause it to 
break out into numerous growths and will lay the 
foundation of a thick set hedge which will only 

require good trimming to form nu impenetrable 
hedge. A good Thorn hedge is an admirable 
fenco. It ought to be kept free from weeds.— 
J. D. E. 

-Grub out the Elders and o it hack the Thorne to a 
uniform height of iifeetor 4fe»r. aid till in the weak places 
at the bottom with Privet.—E. II. 

FINE WILD GARDEN PLANTS. 

Amongst the thousands of hardy perennials in 
cultivation attho present day thero are numbers 
of them which, though they are plants of noble Sort, are not suitable for a mixed border, 

ut require either a place to themielves, 

or to be planted in semi-wild situations 
where they can attain full development, 
and then they produce a striking effect. 

The huge Onopordons which grow S h et 
to 10 feet high, and other Urge Compo¬ 
sites, such as the various Bpoaies of I.igu- 
laria, Senecio, Lippa, Silphium, Vernonia, 
Helianthus, Kupatorium, Mulgedium, ami 

Telekia spcciosa (here figured), Ac , have 
a very stately appearance. The large- 
growing species of tho following genera 
will also llourish well in such a position 
as this. Althnuand Malva may be planted 
here, as also the handsome Impatiens, 
Ferula, Phlomis, Campanula, Verbascum 

and Symphytum. Climbing plants, such 
as Lathyrus, Calystegia, Tropioolum, Ac., 
will clamber over the shrubs and supports 
in wild luxuriance, all of which tend to 
make this part of the garden attractive. 

_ W. 

38,so.—Substitute for rotten 
manure.—I consider it is a point in 
your favour that you cannot obtain rotten 
manure. Quito an erroneous idea prevails 
amongst amateur cultivators respecting 
the use and value derived from manure 
quite rotten. What benificont properties 
can there possibly be in manure when de¬ 
composition has entirely taken place ? 
Simply the shell is left which held the 

goodnoss, the violent heat caused by the 
mass during fermentation necessary to 
render it in a rotted condition dissipated 
the ammonia, and it is the ammonia which 
should be pieseived for the benefit of 
plants of any kind requiring stimulative 
food. Nothing is better as food for plants 
than horse-manure, as this contains the ingre- 
diontsadvantageous to successful cultivation. In- 
Hteadofcmployingthisinafresh state throw, say, 
aconpleof wheel-barrowfnls into aheap, encoura¬ 

ging the mass to ferment by wetting it if in too 
dry a Btate to become heated without. When tho 
mass is warmed thoroughly through turn it 
over to sweeten it and get rid of a portion of the 
rank steam. After the second turning the 
manure is ready for use. In making liquid- 
manure from horse-droppings, I should advise 
that they be put into a sack in a fresh state, 

adding one peck of soot to every bushel of 
manure. The sock prevents the solid manure 
becoming mixed with the water, which would 
choke the passage-way on the surface-soil in 
the pots for future waterings. The water 

soaking through the sack becomes charged with 
the manorial properties.—S. P. 

THE KITCHEN GARDEN. 

LATE PEAS. 

It is customary for tho compilers of calendar 
matter to advise the cessation of sowing late 

Marrow Peas after the middle of June, but in¬ 
stead of these samo of tho early sorts aro recom¬ 
mended to ho sown. Doubtless this is sound 
advice as far as the more northern or cold 
localities generally are concerned, though if 

those practising in more favoured districts 
adhered to it, tho chancos are not many late 
dishes of really good Peas would often he forth¬ 
coming. I hold that No Plus Ultra or any other 
well-tried late sort may be sown as lite as the 

end of Juno in all southern or warm localities 
with every prospect of profitable crops being 
obtained, always provided they'are not starved 
for want of moisture at the outset. In the 
neighbourhood of Ball) Omega is a favourite 
late variety, and this may he briefly described 
as a medium height form of No Plus Ultra. 

Mr. Cooling, who has long made a speciality of 
Peas, sows Omega extensively after the first 
good rain that may fall during the first fortnight 
in July, or if rain docs not sufficiently moisten 

the ground, the watering-pot has to he 
employed. From these rows good late crops 

Telekia qicclosa. 

Wlreworm8. —A certain trap for these Is cotton-cake, 
hurled about 2 Inches deep, and examined about every 
three da.ve. I have this s ear caught scores by this means 
—X. Y. Z. 

3-178 —Calceolaria rugosa —This Calceolaria is a 
shrubby variety that waa formerly much uapdJor bedding, 
but a variety called Yellow Gem, much dlwarfer Ja.be.l-it, 
has to a large extent Mien its place, Ai&ea ItofibAi la 4 
alto muoh used in tome places.—E H.’ V—* 

are obtained, the supplies not unfrequentiy 

lasting till near midwinter. Certainly the 
climate in the neighbourhood of Bath is excep¬ 
tionally mild, but, all the same, the plan of 
sowing Omega early in July is well worthy of 
being given a trial in various other parts of the 

country. With me tho late June sowings of No 
Plus Ultra usually hold out till severe frosts 
are experienced in November, and in addition 
we also have good pickings from a number of 

rows of the dwarf William Hurst. Either this 
or tho similarly good Chelsea Gem may be sown 
up to the middle of July on the ridges between 
Celery trenches or on borders newly cleared of 
early Potatoes with a good prospect of re¬ 

munerative and greatly appreciated crops being 
obtained. One great advantage these dwarf 
varieties have over taller growing sorts is the 
ease with which they can be protected from 
early frosts. If required late they must be pro¬ 

tected too, especially if they are growing in 
other than the highest part of the garden. 
Branches of Fir or Evergreens or a strip of scrim 
canvas hung over strings or wires strained well 

above the Peas will usually prove ample protec- 
’• tmn. I must also point out that it is next to 
y~lllel5»8 to sow two or three short rows of dwarf 

piwlAatieB, as they would never affo^f\^jd(^^e§-||BJ! 

ings at one time. From one quart to two quarts 
of seed may well be sown, the rows running 
through the centre only of the Celery-ridges or 
else I8 inches or rather less apart on borders of 

any kind. The practice of 
Sowing newly--saved seed of both tho 

dwarf early varieties named and also William I. 
on similar sites is a good one. New seed in¬ 

variably germinates tho most strongly, and 
a vigorous start is a great gain in tho case 
of late Peas. Too often the old seed produces 
very feeble plants, and these make bat poor 
progress and fall a prey to mildew. Angus! is 
usually a very trying month for Peas, and if 
they are subjected to tho ordeal of dryness at 
the roots as well as excessive heat, it is not to 

he wondered ut if they either crop prematurely 
or succumb to mildew. Late l’cus generally 
ought, therefore, to have a deep and fairly rich 
root-run, and tho soil so drawn up to the rows 
as to form a basin for holding the copious sup¬ 

plies of water that ought to be given during 
August and the early part of September. Very 
frequently cultivators are misled by appearances. 

Very rarely indeed do we get enough rainfall 
during the summer months to keep the roots of 
Peas sufficiently moist, and it is most unwise 
to 8top watering during showery weather. That 

is really the best time for watering and also 
applying liquid-manure, and, in any case, mere 
driblets are useless. A mulching of strawy 
manure is never throwu away on Peas, and a 
thorough soaking should he given where pos¬ 

sible. M. 

3910 —Treatment of Cucumbers.— 
Procuro three boxes each about 2 feet square, 
three parts fill them with any good soil; first boi- 
iogseveral holes in the bottom to allow the water 
to drain through, and cover tho holes with 

broken bricks 3 inches thick. Put one plant in 
each, just covering the top roots with soil; make 
this moderately firm. If ordinary garden soil is 
used, add one part of horao-droppinga or partly 
decayed sUble-mauuro to every three parts of 
soil. Stand tho boxes in tho front of the green¬ 
house, aud in tho most sunny spot. Fix some 

wires to the rafters 1 foot from the glass to 
train tho branches on. Do not pinch out the 
point of the plant until it is 4 feet up the roof 
uf tho greenhouao, and not then if side shoots 
are being freely made at the base of the plant. 
These should bo pinohed at the second leaf, 
repeating tho process as growth is made. 

Syringe the leaves twice daily daring fine 
weather, say, once at 8 a.m. and again at 4 p.m. 
When the roots show on tho surface cover them 
an inch thick with soil and manure in the same 
proportion aB the plants aro growing in. Main¬ 
tain the soil in a moist Btate. It is difficult to 

say how often it should be watered, so much 
depends upon its character—heavy or light— 
the position of the house, Ac. Do not allow 
the roots to suffer for want of moisture. Th a 
will be the best guide : Probe down a fow inches 
to ascertain its state, and give water accordingly 

—that which is tepid is the beat, as being less 
likely to give a chill to the growth.—S. P. 

- Let tho plants grow some 3 feet or 4 feet 
unstopped, then take out the points of each. 
Lateral growths will soon push from the axils 
of the leaves, and when these have advanced a 

short diitanco these will show the embryo fruib 
on each. Stop these laterals at one joint beyond 

the fruit, so as to enable this to swell, and when 
they push into growth again repeat the process 
as often as may he necessary throughout the 
season.—B. C. ft. 

- Let the main stem have a good start 

before stopping, say 4 feet or 5 feet, or oven inore 
if there is room, hut stop side shoots as soon as 
they show fruit, and afterwards stop one leaf 

beyond tho fruit and follow this up all summer, 
aud there will he plenty of fruit if the other 
treatment is right. The chief requirements of 
Cncumbers under glass are moisture, shade in 
hot weather, and plenty of nourishment in the 

shape of rich top-dressing after they begin to 
hear.—E. H. 

- It is not desirable to grow these in the 
same house with greenhouse plants. The best 
way will he to plant them in flower pots from 
10 inches to 12 inches in diameter. When the 

plants have grown about 18 inches in height, 
pinch, (tire growing points out. Lateral growths 
will at! once bo produced, and upon these fruitful 

■"bgsj)fhs| (w(il^<@rj^B'i*«]ar- Stop the lateral 
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growths again, and the fruit will soon grow 
largo enough to cut. It is not necossary to set the 
blossoms if the fruit is not wanted to produce 
seed. The plants require rich soil to grow in, 
and surface-dressings of richer material after¬ 
wards. The plants do better in a hot-bed.— 

J. D. E. _ 

DWARF KIDNEY AND SCARLET 

RUNNER BEANS. 

The Dwarf Kidney Bean is one of the most use¬ 
ful vegetables grown as an outdoor crop, and it 
is also most accommodating if cultivated under 
glass. It is very impatient of oold, and there¬ 
fore a warm, sheltered situation should be 

A good type of Kidney Bean. 

chosen for it. Crops of it are often damaged 
by being sown too soon. The second week in 
May is a good time to sow the first crop, and a 
second sowing at the end of May will furnish a 
supply till Scarlet Runners come in, after which 
the Dwarf Beans are seldom asked for. The 

latter should have 2 feet between the rows and 
10 inches in the row, and the tall growers 2 feet 

0 inches row from row and 1 foot apart in the 
row. They like a good, rich soil that has been 
well manured for a previous crop, which is 
better than rank manure, in which the plants 
are apt to run too much to foliage instead of 
fruitfulness. In very hot weather they enjoy a 
good damping over the foliage about five o'clock 
in theeveniDg through a fine-rosed watering-pot 
or garden engine. Such treatment strengthens 

the plants and prolongs the gatherings ; it also 
obviates attacks from red-spider, to which they 
are liable. For the first sowing Early Prolific 
is an excellent cropper, and comes in early, and 
Pale Dun is a good kiud for a general crop, with 

Canadian Wonder for large pods. Runner 
Beans require similar treatment to the dwarf 
kinds, with the exception of the distance be¬ 
tween the rows, which should be 4 feet apart 

and 1 foot in the row. They can be grown with 
sticks in the same way as Peas, pinching out the 
points when they reach the top, or they may be 
run up strings. Thoy are a very valuable crop 
for both the amateur and the cottager. They 
do not take up much room, and they can be 
run on strings against boards or a building, on 

which the old Scarlet, which is one of the best 
for general cropping, has, whon in flower, a fino 
appearance. Even in some of the most confined 

figured._«■ 

3935.—'Unhealthy Cucumbers.—Dry¬ 
ness at the root, accompanied with an arid 
atmosphere, would account for the state of the 
Cucumber-plants. By far the best plan is to root 
them out and start afresh. Auy ordinary gar¬ 
den soil will grow Cucumbers, providing it is 

fairly sweet and mixed with partly docayed 
stable-manure, one part of the latter to throe 
of the former. As Cucumbers are moisture- 
loving subjects, ample drainage should be pro¬ 
vided, as stagnation about the roots in any form 

is bad for the health of the plants. If the soil 
is 15 inches deep that is sufficient. Fortnightly 
top-dressings of manure and fresh soil, an inch 
or so thiok, stimulates the plants very consider 
ably. A proper system of pinohing in the-ehoots 

above the second leaf should be praameclyfcJ*! 
when the plants are fruiting i'reeiy MxaWhn/1. 

fruit ought to be cut from the end joint, allow¬ 
ing those to develop from the lower oyes. Too 
heavy a crop at ono time is not conducive to 
success, neither is that allowing too much 
growth to remain on the plants so as to over¬ 
crowd them. All the main leaves should have 
apace to develop to their fullest extent. If 
more shoots are made by the plants than there 

is roof space, cut some ont. Water must bo 
applied freely, yet discriminatcly ; do not give 
it if the soil is wet, but on no account allow 
the plants to sufler for want, or the small 
browni nsects—red-spider—which “ R G.” com¬ 
plains of on the under side of the leaves, will 
speedily attack them. Syringe the foliage twice 
daily, early morning and about 3 p in. ; this 

tends to promote health.—S. P. 

- I am afraid your plants are attacked 

with what is known as the Cucumber disease. 

better clear out the plants and also the soil, and 
after well cleaning out the pit, or whatever they 
are growing in, start anew with fresh soil, and 
put in plants obtained from a fresh source. When 
so affected the plants do not always give out 
altogether, as with careful treatment they can 
be kept alive, and will produce a few fruits. 
But I think yours are badly attacked with the 

disease.—J. C. C. 

-The Cucumbers appear to be Infested with thrips, 
and are otherwise In a bad way. Your Idea of clearing 
them out and starting afresh is probably the best. Before- 
setting out the fresh plants make sure the thrips are 
cleared out by fumigating rather heavily on two succeseive 
evenings.—E. H. 

3022.—Beetroot and Celery.—Sutton’s 
“ Blood Red ” or Fragnell's “ Exhibition " are 
both good kinds of Beet. No time should bs lost 
in sowing the seed iu drills 15 inches apart on 
moderately rich soil. If too much manure is 
used the Beet is Btringy and flavourless. It is a 
good plan to grow this root on land previously 
occupied with Celery or Peas. It is useless to 

sow the seed now during this dry weather in 
the ordinary way. After drawing the drills 
well soak the soil in the drill, afterwards sowing 
the seed. Sulham Pink is the best red Celery 
for standing through the winter, white kinds are 
not nearly so good for that season. It is now 
too late to sow for any other purpose but a win¬ 
ter and spring supply. Sow-the seed thinly in 
sandy soil, just covering it, in a shallow box or 
seed-pan, placing it in a gentle heat to hasten 
germination to mako up for lost time. When 
the seedlings are an inch high remove them to a 
cold frame, and when large enough to handle 

transplant them out 3 inches apart in fairly rich 
soil 2 inches thick, laid on a thin layer of rotted 
manure or leaf-soil, over a hard bed of coal ashes. 
Into the manure the roots will enter, enabling 
the plants to bo lifted with a good ball 

of soil attached to each, which will pre¬ 
vent a check to growth when finally 

planting out. If garden space is 
limited, double rows may be grown to 

economise space. Dig out a trench 
15 inches deep, and 1 foot wide, laying 
the soil on either side of the trench. 
Break up the soil at the bottom 3 inches 
deep ; over this spread manure partly 
decayed, 3 inches thick. Cover this 
with soil chopped down from the 

sides of the trench 3 inches thick. 
This will make the trench wider for the 
plants ; when they are 4 inches high 
lift them with a trowel, preserving all 
the roots intact, first well Boaking the 
soil to enable it to cling to the roots. 
Plant in the trench as near 10 inches 
apart as possible. If the soil is at all 
dry give it a good soaking of clear 
water. Celory is a moisture-loving sub¬ 

ject and should not at any time suffer 
for want of it, or the leaves will ho 
hollow and spoilt. The aim should be to 
have itfirm and with anutty flavour. Any 

stint in moisture at theroots will not pro- 
duce Celery of this kind. Occasional soakings of 
liquid-manure during dry weather will much 
assist growth. It is scarcely possible to give 

too muoh water during dry weather, but not 
too much stimulating food or there is a danger 
of making the Celery rot during the winter, 
owing to its being too sucoulent. When the 
plants are 15 inches or 18 inches high it is ready 

for the first earthing of soil to blanch the leaves 
, qdttijskft it tender. At the base of each plant 

MraviflVmall leaves or crowns will pus'rij 

should be pulled off at the time of eirthing. 
Two persons are required to earth Celarv pro¬ 
perly. The great point is to keep the leaves 
closo together and upright while the soil is filled 
in about it, if not the soil finds its way in among 
tho leaves and renders the growth crooked ana 

spoilt. Tie a pieoo of bast around each stick 
before adding the soil, afterwards cutting it 
through with a knife to loosen the leaves. Add 
more soil as growth proceeds.—S. P. 

- It is now far too late to sow Celerv-seed. 
This should be sown out-of-doors in February 
or early in March. The plants are now ready 
to plant out in the trenches. It will be neces¬ 

sary to obtain plants ready to set out if good 
Celery is desired. The best time to sow Beet 
is about the middle of April; if it is sown too 
early much of it will run to seed, and if so 
late as this the plants will be too small. The 

rather light soil, Prick the plants out whon 
large enough, and let them be about 3 inches 
or 4 inches asunder. Plant them out in trenches 
in very rich soil about the end of May or early 
in June. Williams' Matchless Red is as good 

as any. Dell’s Beet is very good.—J. D. E. 

- It is too late to sow Oelery now. You will have to 
buy plants. Beetroot may produoe usable-eiied roots il 
the weather is suitable, but it la lull late lor sowing Beet 
now.—E. H. 

8911-Rhubarb from seed.—It Is mainly a ques¬ 
tion ol culture as to when Rhubarb oan be gathered from 
seedling plants. Probably a lew etalke may be plucked 
Irom plants three years old. Plant the seedlings out next 
February In deep rloh ground 8 leet apart.—E. II. 

Mulching Turnip-rooted Oelery.— 
Last year I tried a thick mulching of manure 
among my Celeriac or Turnip-rooted Celery. I 
found it a great advantage. Besides keeping 

the ground moist and cool, conditions specially 
favourable to the well-being of Celery, it is an 
easy matter, even where the soil is fine, to get a 

good soaking into the soil.—L. C. K. 

3925. — Gardening for profit. — As 
Asparagus does well in the garden, you cannot 
do better than make a speciality of it. It is 
under suoh circumstances a paying crop, and 
can, if necessary, be sent to a distant market, 
as it is easily packed. Seakale is another orop 
which is deserving of more attention, especially 
where there are facilities for forcing, such as 

frames and manure. Try to find ont what is 
most in demand in the market near. Fruit, 
such as Strawberries, might pay to send to 
Rhyl, and'others of the rising watering-plices 

near.—E. H. 

- I do not thiok anyone can toll you 

exactly what to grow that will return the most 
profit without knowing the locality and tho 

Bean "Canadian Wonder.'1 

facilities there are at hand to get rid of the pro¬ 
duce. In the first place, the clay soil is not an 
advantage, except for certain permanent orops. 

If I was starting in such a case I would first 
ascertain what crops the ground would be likely 
to grow best, and of these I would seleot ones of 
a permanent character that require the least 
attention. If Asparagus does well, that should 
be one of them. Seakale might be another 

Amongst fruit I should say that Strawberries 

^ “ndBU* 
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Currants may be tried. The cost of labour in 
moving about a clay soil for annual crops you 
will find will be a serious item in the expendi¬ 
ture. The subjects I have mentioned when once 
planted give but comparatively little trouble. 
—J. C. C. 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

LUPINE8. 
TilKSS, like Aquilegias, Verbascums, and similar 
plants, may be had in abundanco by simply 
growing them together in masses. In a large 
bed, where most of the varieties in cultivation 
are grown, innumerable variety, in the way of 
colour and form, may bo had in the course of a 
few years. Even the old L. arboreus, which 
ought to be yellow, seems to be influenced by 
the bright and varied colours of the others, and 
produces somo tinged pink and others blue. 
Tho polyphyllus group in the same way varies 
to a great extent, even in the same plant. Homo 
few, however, of the annual kinds, when 
received (Straight from their native localities, 
ire really handsome plants, amongst which 
may be mentioned subramosus. It produces 
large spikes of the most beautiful ultramarine- 
blue flowers imaginable; nanus, which grows 
about a foot high, has purplish-blue and white 
flowers; albo-coccinens (1£ feet high), rcse- 
blush, deep red, and white; digitatus, deep- 
blue and white, an extremely fine variety ; 
guatemalensis, white and purplish-rod (2 feet); 
albo-violaceus, violet and white (2 feet) ; canali- 
culatns, pale purplish-white and blue (2t feet) ; 
venuatus, lighter coloured than the above, and 
with larger leaves ; mutabiliB, handsome large 
foliage, pink aud white flowers, very fine 
(2 feet); Dunnetti, pink and white, dwariir, 
and with smaller loaves than mutabilis. There 
are also, though rare in a true state, Hartwegi, 
Cruikshanki, Menziesi, Ac. All the Lupines 
are easy plants to cultivate. They grow well in 
ordinary garden loam, and succeed evon in town 
gardens. They ripen seed plentifully, and, if 
sown in the open early in April, the young 
plants will commence to yield flowers from the 
beginning of June until August or September. 
They are natives chiefly of Mexico. One of the 
best of perennial Lupines is L. polyphyllus 
(here figurod). K. 

The Mountain Cornflower. — The 
varieties of Centaurca montana are very vigorous 
and hardy plants. Jf rather coarso they are 
showy, and several colours are available, ranging 
from purple-rose to white, and the pink is pretty 
when out. In smaller gardens the varieties are 
not usually much seen, but they are more pleas¬ 
ing than the type, the colours are softer and 
more refined. The plants grow between 1 foot 
ami 2 feet in height, and throughout tho summer, 
the flowers appear, being in shape like those of 
the common Cornflower but much larger. One 
sees in the markets large bunches of the flowers, 
and they are grown especially in quantity for 
cutting, as they last well in water. The plants 
are easily raised from seed or they may be 
divided lor increase. I make mention of them 
as they are good things for amateur gardens, 
readily grown, bright, free, and hardy.—V. 0. 

Pyramidal Rockfoll.—When in a small 
plant-home, only just heated to keep out severe 
frost, I was charmed with the effect produced 
by about twenty-four species in full bloom of 
this Rockfoil, named Haxifraga pyramidalis, 
mixed with the Blue Campanula persicifolia. 
It was a lovely contrast of colour, and obtained 
by judiciously associating plants of easy culture, 
such as could be grown by amateurs with a 
small home. Amongst the many Rockfoils this 
is one of the most precious, its great pyramidal 
spikes of pure white flowers lasting in beauty 
for a considerable period, and by placing them 
with tho Bell-flower the effect is charming. S. 
pyramidalis is not difficult to grow, and, as a 
rule, when the plant has flowered and ripened 
seed, it dies. It is a Pyrenean plant, and forms 
handsome glaucous roBettes, and the flowers 
appear in a pyramidal-shaped spike, the stem 
purplish in colour, and it will rite nearly 2 feet 
in height. A thin stick may be put to it to pre¬ 
vent accident. On the rockery this Rockfoil is 
quite at home if planted in a perpendicular 

prove of extreme interest and beauty. Those 
who cannot thus grow it should bo content with 
pot-plants, and raise seedlings, although these 
will vary ; but that lends interest rather to thus 
propagating them Watch for the seed to 
ripen, and, when gathered, sow them in pots or 
shallow pans, which must bo well drained, and 
filled with light, loamy soil, mixed with tine 
brick-rubbish, an excellent material for Rock- 

stone, in some chink in which it 
roots and the rosette ■ rpyea) its 
A olony may be'thila tsta 

send its 

Luplcus polyphyllus. 

foils. Do not fill the pan or pot quite full, and 
sow the seeds very thinly on the surface, lightly 
cover with fine soil, and water gently with a 
rose watering-pot. If too heavily watered the 
seed will be washed away. Then cover the pan 
with some dark glass to promote germination, 
and remove tho pan to ehady comer. After 
germination give a little air, remove the glass, 
and the after treatment assists in transferrence, 
when of sufficient size, to other pans, and then 
to the rock garden, or to larger pots, if required 
for tho greenhouse. Tho soil in the summer 
must be kept moderately moist, and, remember, 
in growing them in pots that they are quite 

Day Lilies.—These are good plants to 
grow where choicer things fail. They are very 
hardy and robust, succeeding well in uncon¬ 
genial spots, and always bloom well. A group 
of them is handsome, and they, like many other 
plants, dislike constant disturbance at the roots. 
When onco established leave them alone, and 
use in the first place good soil, moderately rich, 
deep, and away from trees. The autumn is tho 
season to put them in the ground, and it is 
money well spent to provide a mulch of manure 
in spring to assist them to produce plenty of 
flowers, although this is not essential. The 
results are finer, however, from this treatment 
than from any other. There are some excellent 

— L_yaJlegated kinds, the leafage of attractive colour, 
VCT ty, l£r\j"gh'y «<11 marked. Tho beat kinds rare 
.^andQlS.iWdlia Dumortieri, the lUWbfKri 

orange-yellow colour, and they appear as early 
as any, bearing several on the erect stems. H. 
distieba is of note, and there is a double variety, 
of which the flowers are yellow, with a tinge of 
bronze colour in it. H. flava blooms early in 
the summer. The stem rises between 2 feet 
and 3 feet in height, the flowers rich-yellow, 
and very fragrant, whilst they are of use for 
cutting. Then one may choose the narrow¬ 
leaved H. graminifolia, the growth very dwarf, 
and the flowers yellow ; H. Thunbergia, yellow, 
and rather lato-blooming; H. fulva, also late, 
the flowers orange-bronze, and without fra¬ 
grance ; and H. K wanso, of which the variegated 
variety is useful. These are tho finest of the 
family, and their easy culture renders them of 
much value for all gardens.—V. 

A note on Herbaceous Spiraeas.— 
Few classes of plants aro more charming than the 
Spiriuas, shrubby and herbaceous, and of tho 
latter section about six kinds are worth growing 
in all gardens. These would comprise the fol¬ 
lowing : The Goat’s-Beard Spiriea (8. Aruncus) 
is a beautiful flower, and a group of it is effective. 
On the higher parts of the rockery, in the 
border, or grouped on the lawn, this Spinel 
makes a fine show with its feathery spikes of 
creamy flowers. It grows about 3 feet in height, 
more in very favourable spots, and the foliage 
is pinnate and handsome. It may be steadily 
increased by division. When in full bloom 8. 
Aruncus is of extreme beauty. Another charm¬ 
ing Herbaceous Spiraea is S. palmata, of which 
there is a good variety. The flowers of the 
former are bright-crimson, both of flattish heada, 
and the plant blooms freely by the side of water. 
It is also grown in pots, aud succeeds well under 
such conditions. One gets quite a group in such 
kinds as S. lobata, which is a relative of S. 
palmata. The common namo of it is Queen of the 
Prairie. The growth is dwarf, and the flowers 
are of a rosy colour, borne in large bands. 
Another namo of it is S. venuata. The border 
will be enhanced in beauty by planting this fine 
kind. Then there is the common Dropwort (S. 
Filipondula), a native plant too familiar to 
describe ; but there is a double variety also well 
known, which must be mentioned. The flowers 
are quite double, creamy-white, tipped with 
rod. Evoryono who oarea for flowers knows the 
familiar Meadow Sweet, very common by the 
sido of ditches. Its name is S. Ulmaria.and there 
i« a double variety that is a feature, also a varie¬ 
gated kind worth growing, the foliage attrac¬ 
tively coloured. These Spirals are also easy to 
grow, hardy, and will succeed in border, or by 
tho aide of shrubs, as well as by tho margin of 
water. 8. palmata, by reason of the bright 
colour of its flowers, and S. Aruncus are perhaps 
the two most beautiful.—V. C. 

3910.—Climbers against an east 
Wall.—Get some of the stronger-growing climb¬ 
ing Roses, such as Gloire de Dijon, Waltham 
Climber No. 1 (the flowers of which are of a 
rich-rod colour, very sweet), Cheshunt Hybrid, 
William Allan Richardson, or Reine Marie 
Henrietta ; but Gloire de Dijon is the beet, and 
then the Waltham Climber, Cheshunt Hybrid, or 
Reine Marie Henriette. There is a large selection 
of things for tho wall, besides Roses. The Winter- 
flowering Jasmine, Honeysuckles, Clematis, 
especially C. Jackmani, Ivies in variety, 
Cratwgus Pyracantha (brilliant, with its bright 
berries in winter and its flowers in early 
summer), Vines, Dutchman’s Pipe (Aristolochia), 
Passion-flower, Wistaria, Ac. —C. T. 

3912.—Plants for a shaded wall—I »m afraid 
Roses would not do much under the shade or a Horse 
Chemut-tree. Few thins* will, except Ids and Honey¬ 
suckles, and if (heae were planted alternately, aud each 
contloed to its own portion, which m'ght be limited to 
3 feet, the effect would be good. Make a good border to 
plant In.-F.. H. 

- Few, if any, Roses would do much good in suoh a 
situation. Honejsuokle, Ivy, and Jasmine ere almost the 
only things that will thrive to any extent-B. 0. R. 

- If tho wall is not very shady, you might 
try such strong-growing climbing Roses as 
Gloire do Dijon and Cheshunt Hybrid, first well 
preparing the soil—they will succeed well—or 
some of the beautiful Bourbon and Noisette 
kinds, which bloom freely. The shoots may be 
trained to the Horse-Chestnut, and they would 
then hang down and make a charming picture in 
the garden. Suoh a position as this would 
suit M'ell also the many Ivies, whioh delight 
itjl Jjartial shade, and make vigorous growth, 
cspcci^llyi if | itho situat ion is rather moist. 

1A good airong-giwing, rich green - leaved 
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variety is Emerald Gom, which quickly makes 
headway, and you might also select some 
of the better variegated varieties, such as H. 
aurea elegantissima, H. marginata elegantiaaima, 
H. angularis aurea ; but I have seen the popular 
H. madeironsis so crippled by winter frosts that 
I wonld not care to recommend it. Very beau¬ 
tiful, especially in the winter, is atropurpurea, 
the leafage of which is bronzy-chocolate in 
colour, and very handsome. Glymi, the leaves 
large andof a glossy character; Lccsman, silver, a 

prettily variegated kind, and the strong-growing 
H. R.'vgneriana may be also recommended. 
You could, however, try the Roses, or a few 
Ivies as well. They are very pleasing in con¬ 
trast, if the growth of the Ivy is not permitted 

to interfere with that of the Hose.—G. T. 

- You do not say what aspect the wall is. 
If it is not north I should not fear to plant some 
of the strong-growing Hybrid Perpetual Roses 
to cover it. Such good growers as M igna 
Charta, Madame Nachury, General Jacque¬ 
minot, Gloire Lyonnaise, and climbing Victor 

Verdier would do well in a good Rose soil. 
But are you sure that the roots of the Chestnut- 
tree would not reach the Roses ? If so I would 
advise planting some more vigorous-growing 
Roses, such as Gloire de Dijon, the Garland, and 

Fdlicitf) Perp^tuf-e.—J. 0. 0. 

3915— Plants for a small pond—A 
small pond would look very pretty planted with 
White and Yellow Water Lilies, or even the 
White Lilies alone. If it is decided to have 
more variety, plant Alisma plantago (Water 

Plantain). Butomus umbellatus (Flowering 
Rush), Hottonia palustris (Water Violet), 
Kagittaria sagittifolia (Arrow Head). Poutederia 

cordata (Picrele), Typha argustifolia (Cat's 
Tail), Stratiotes aloides (Water Soldier). Round 
the banks may be planted Iris Pseud-Acorus, I. 
sibirica, and several others. Lvthrum salicatia, 

L. purpureum compactum, Phorminm tenax 
(New Zealand Flax), Osmunda regalis (Royal 
Kern), Primula sikkimensis, Carex pendula 
Most of these can be purchased in pots, and will 
only require planting in good soil near the 
water’s edge. The aquatics should be planted 
in mounds of good soil put under the water. 
They soon get established.—E. H. 

3913—Growing Tobacco.—I believe 
Messrs. Carter, of High Holborn, have published 

a pamphlet on this subjoct. It is easy enough 
to grow the plants, but I understand that tne 
leaves do not possess the same strength or 

virtue as those produced in a warm and sunnier 
climate. Then it appears that the "sweating,” 
drying, and subsequent preparation of the leaf 
are most delicate matters, of more importance 
than the actual growth, while, lastly, the 
Government, instead of encouraging, did 
their best to check and stifle what might 
have proved a remunerative industry, and so it 
has had to be relinquished as a "bad job.”— 

B. C. R. 
- The cultivation of this plant in England 

is very simple. Sow the seed in a hot-bed early 
in March. The plants should be pricked out in 

boxes, and treated just like half-hardy annuals. 
About the end of May the plants may be set out, 
4 feet apart, in rich, deep soil. They each re¬ 

quire a stout stick to support them, and with 
good treatment they will produce immense 
leaves by the end of the season. Remove all 
flowers and aide growths. The reason it iB not 

grown for profit is owing to the Act of Parlia¬ 
ment which limits its culture to a small number 
of plants. It might, I think, be grown profitably 
but for this.—J. D. E. 

- It has b**D, I think, pretty oonoluelvrly proved 
thatTobaaoo cannot be profitably grown after paying duty 
In this oountry by Messrs, darter and others- Even 
suppose It oould be grown the quality would be so inferior 
that no one would buy It. That, I believe, was the result 
of the trials a few years ago.— E. H. 

3934.—A small town garden.—Where 
the mistake was made was in not burying the 
turf deep enough, so as to kill the Grass. 
Rotten turf is splendid stuff in a flower or any 
other bed, but it must be buried at least 6 inches 
below the surface, or it will grow again to a 
certainty. Rosea do not, as a rule, thrive to 
any extent in a town garden ; but if any will 

succeed it is Gloire de Dijon and Aim<5e Vibert. 
Standards succeed best in small town plots, and 
the beds must be made very rich witlv old 
manure, leaf-mould, decayed turf, &c,-*B. CyR» 

-As in removing the turf you vml-^roV 
ably disturb the flowers, you had better sprinkle 

the surface with some salt where the Grass 
appears, but enough salt to make the surface 
white in colour will destroy the Grass. In doing 
this you may also injure some of the plants, for 
which there is no help. It is for yon to decide 
which will do the most injury. It is very clear 
if it is left where it is without anything done to ] 
it the Grass will come through and spoil the 
growth of any plants growing near it. With 
regard to preparing soil for Roses, a good deal 
dopends upon tho character of tho present staple. 
If this is an old garden you had better take 
away the earth from the bed 18 inches deep and 
put in its place the same thickness of good loam. 
If loam is not available, stir up the present soil I 

to the depth above mentioned and mix with it : 
half-a-barrow load of rotten-manure to every 

square yard of surface. Twelve good Roses for 
stands! ds would be Earl Dufferin, I’rince Camille 
de Rohan, Alfred Colomb, Margaret Dickson, 
Mrs J. Laing, Mme. Gabriel Luizet, Merveille I 
de Lyon, Captain Christy, Paul Neyron, General 
Jacqueminot, Francois Michelon, and Eclair. 
Some good hardy Climbing Roses will bo found 
in Gloire de Dijon, Aimes Vibert, Sir J. 
Paxton, and Tho Garland.—J. C C. 

3929 — Pinks losing colour.—The lacing, 
as it is termed, disappears, leaving the coloured 
centre only, unless the plants are well cultivated 
in good soil. Old plants will not always retain 
the lacing, nor will young plants put out in the 
spring and planted in poor soil. To get good 
laced Pinks, the cuttings, or, to use a technical 
term, "pipings,” should be put in as soon as 
they can be obtained this month. When the 
young plants are large enough, which will be in 
September, plant them out in rich, deep soil, 
and badly-laced Pinks will be the exception, and 
good ones the rule. Planting them near white 
Pinks would make not the least difference.— 
J. D. E. 

- The laced Pinks should be renewed from outlines 
annually, and planted in the beds not later that October 
to keep the lacing right It Is not likely that White Pinks 
growing near would afteot them in any way, but the long 
continued drought would very likely have considerable 
influence.—K. II. 

THE BEST STONECROPS. 

Sedwm Spkctabile. 

This (here figured) is the finest of all the tall- 
growing sorts, and a handsotno plant in every 

way. It is beautiful froift tho time that its 

a pot, they root and flower and look very attrac¬ 
tive. It withstands cold or heat, wet or drought, 

and is, therefore, a most accommodating plant. 

_ K. 

Doronlcums.—May I supplement the 
notes of your correspondents in Garden mo, 
June 3rd, page 190, as one or two of them 
give erroneous information ’ There are at least 

a dozen Leopard's Banes natives of Eurono, and 
half-a-dozen more of Western Asia. Two are 
reputed to be British, but probably are not in¬ 
digenous. The history of the fine variety known 
as Harpur-Crewe is this : It was given to me and 
others by the late Mr. Harpur-Crewe not long 
before his death under the mistaken name of D. 

Clusi. 1 sent a plant to Kew for identification, 
where it was pronounced to bo a variety of 
the native D. plantagineum, and it was 
named D. plantagineum var. excelsa. This 
name was cruelly long for gardeners, so I 
distributed it largely after Mr. II.-Crewe’s 
death, under his name, which it still bears. It 
is not, as stated on page 190, a form of I), aus- 
triacum, but is probably a hybrid, as I have 
never been able to find a fertile seed upon it. 
Mr. Harpur-Crewe thought it originated in his 
garden. The species D. austriacum, a name 
often erroneously given to I), caucasicum, is sel¬ 
dom seen in gardens, being very capricious in 
its tastes. It is grown in large quantities, and 
is very showy in Mr. Paul’s hardy plant nur¬ 
sery, close to Broxbourne Station. I have had 
good plants from theae three or four times, and 
they have always died within a year. I cannot 
find out the cauee. D. caucasicum, often 
wrongly called D. austriacum, and the closely 
allied 1». Column®, with their dwarf habit and 
bright-golden flowers, would bo excellent early 
tpring plants if they were not so liablo to be 
disfigured when in flower by apriog frosts. 
Many other Doronicums are not in cultivation, 
simply because, being inferior to those we have, 

they are not wanted.—C. Wollkv Dod, Edge 
Ilall, Mali>ns. 

3877.—American Bellbine or Bind¬ 
weed.—I do not know of a plant by this name, 
ulthough our common Bellbind, Convolvulus 
sepium, is a native of America, so perhaps the 
plant is C. sepium ; but there is a plant called 
the American Bell-flower, Quamoclit vulgaris, 
so possibly this is the thing. The Qnamoclits 
belong to the same order as tho Convolvulus, and 

Oi-r Rkahhrh' Illustrations : A fine Stonccrop (Redum spectabile). Engraved for Oardknino Illustrated 
from a photograph gent by Miss Oalsford, Olllngton, Worthing, Sussex. 

crowns peer above the ground in spring and de¬ 
velop into rigid shoots, clothed with broad, 
glaucous leaves, till the last flowers fade late in 
autumn. The flowers, borne in a dense, broad, 
flat corymb, which terminates the shoot, arc of 

“olour and last quite two months. In a 
ey last nearly as long, and tho shoots 
water, whilst if before th^jEffejijr^f F 

he shoots are cut and dibbled several in' 

lost pai- . 
good kinds of them are Q. coccinea and Q. 
hederivfolia, rapid growing plants, that will 
quickly run up a moderately high trellis, the 
flowers scarlet in colour. They may be grown 
likq half-hardy annuals, and the aeeds may be 

sowAlaler m'tlte Spring in the open.—C. T. I in the open.—g. a. 
)Caiul.'dl88lma.—The 

5ANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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Scarlet “Geranium*.” They will not fit in ao 
well with Alternantheras, except aa centres, 
and for that the growth is rather too rough and 
coarse, though they may he used in connection 

with Blue Lobolias, either in mixture, or the 
Lobelias may form abroad band round the Cen- 
taureas.—E. H. 

— You can use the smaller plants as an 
edging to a bed of scarlet, crimson, or pink 
“ Geraniums," etc., or, as you say, as a centre 
(the larger plants) to a mass of Alternantheras, 
but tlioy do not go well with Golden Feather or 

the Mosombryanthomum, as the contrast is not 
sufficiently marked. A pretty way to use them 
is to plant them alternately, both ways, with 
Heliotrope, Blue Ageratum, or with rosy or 
salmon-pink “ Goraniums” or Begonias. Those 
silvery leaves go well with almost anything else 
of a rich colour, except yellow, which is not 

distinct onough ; but some of the prettiest effects 
I have ever soen were produced as above.— 
B. C. R. 

— This is a most useful bedding plant, and 
its silvery leaves tone down too brilliant effects, 
and when used to break the formality of a bed, 
whioh is perhaps too flat, few things are better 
to use. It is excellent for bods filled with very 
bright colours, and the hardy nature of the iilant is in its favour for such work, whilst the 
oliage does not then lose itsdistinctive character. 

A very handsome bed I saw last year was filled 
with Lobelia fulgons as the central feature, 
the Ageratum the groundwork, and this 
Centaurea and Tufted Pansy Skylark formod 
the edging. It goes extremely well with the 
Ageratum. You must not get too many vario- Eatod things together, otherwise the eflect will 

o spoilt.—G. T. 

am—Bedding plants —I have used the Fish hone 
Thistle (C'hamapeuce Cassations) es dot plants, or oovered 
over with the other plants named In oarpet bedding, and 
they make a nice change.—E. H. 

then becomes a worry, money is thrown away, 
and nothing presented to view except marked by 
ill-health, but all these discomforts are in nine 

cases out of ten the outcome of insufficient pre¬ 
paration of thesoil. Whennotmadeupofrefuseit 

has often been undisturbed for many years and 
become sour, unfit entirely to support beautiful 
flowers. Thorough trenching of the ground 
will bo necessary, not, however, bringing to the 
surface any of the crude clayey material, which 
plants do not relish. When the digging is 

finished, if possible, let the soil romain rough 

A SMALL FLOWER GARDEN. 

3932.—First, get the soil into thoroughly 
good order, and if the garden is new, although 
the matter may appear simplo, thoughtful con¬ 

sideration is neoossary. A glaring fault in most 
gardens, large and small, is the sizs of the 
walks. One walk is usually sufficient. It is 
imf assible to got much pleasure from a gardon 
when the chief thing in it is a hard, uninterest¬ 
ing gravel path, twice as large as necessary, and 
usually adorned with Moss or weeds. Always 
have tne path at the side of the garden, and it 
need not be wide, just of sufficient width for one 
person to walk upon with -omfort The idea is 
to get as many flowers as possible, and every 

inch of space should be jealously preserved. A 
model garden I saw laid out recently. The 
space was small, but mado the utmost use of. A 
narrow path ran down one aide, so as not to 
ohtrude on the general view, and the centre of 
the space was laid down with good turf, on tho 

outskirts of which were oval bods, arranged 
after no set order, to prevent formality. A 

broad border skirted the lawn, and the plants 
disposed in groups, a mass of Miohaolmas Daisies, 
Heliauthuses, and so forth to create a good effect 
in colour. Rarer things wero labelled, bnt labels 
are ugly, only necessary when the plant is an. 
familiar. In vory small gardons a walk running 
round tho houso suffices, and the remainder of 
the plot may be given up to flowers. Many very 

beautiful spots may be seon even near such large 
and smoky cities as London, full of colour in tho 
summer end autumn months, through judicious 
use of suitable things and planting them in bold 
clumps. A colony of Daffodils, Tulips, or Tufted 
Pansies is far finer than a sparse sprinkling of a 

modloy of subjects planted simply to gain variety. 
There is charm in variety, but not when it is 
procured at the expenso of effcot. One will soon 
discover what plants succeed best, one locality 
agreeingwith certain things better than anothor. 

Half the battle is to know the most suitable 
things, not attempting to coax into respectable 
growth delicate little alpines that please the 

eye in the exhibition tent. Many select their 
plants at a show, and take a list of things that 

are often difficult to cultivate and entirely un¬ 
suited to the locality. The soil, if not good, 

must bo mado so by fresh material. It is absurd 
to expect beautiful flowers to spring from a 
mixture of brick ends and buildera^sefuse, and 
unless there is a thorough foumfction/bde m, 4 

look in vain for healthy gi'owtm^-tlVrdeuiiig 

Flowers In simple bunehei. 

for a time, so that rains and the air may act 
upon it, and bring it into a sweet condition. If 
the work is done in the winter, one has the 
beuefit of frosts, which is an excellent pul¬ 
veriser, and it is for that reason the soil is left 
in ridges in all gardens during the winter. 

Follow out the samo plan in the small plot, and 
one will bo rewarded by plants of finer growth. 
Another wrinkle is, always as far as possible to 

got 
(jf><w plants to commence with, and muoh 

vexation is saved by procuring in the first place 
the best materials. Of some things, it matters 
little ; a few plants of such things aa the Peren¬ 
nial Sunflowors quickly making headway in the 

poorest soils. Always plant woll, not when the 
ground is sticky, but moderately dry. A great 
error amongst amateurs is loose planting, and the 
cause of their plant'sill-health is not obvious until 

they nro pulled slightly, whon they easily lift 
out of the soil. Unless planted firmly, it is 
hopeless to expect respectable growth, but 
avoid ramming the ground too hard. Tho 
smallest gardens m4y be made gay with flowors 
from the time of Snowdrops until the Christmas 
Roses open their white blooms to tho wintry sky, 
if a judicious selection is made, not necessarily 

of expensive things. Avoid little heaps of stonos, 
callea “rockeries,” which are nothing of the 
kind, but simply heaps of burrs or stones, utterly 
without beauty and incapable of sustaining plant 
life through tho small amount of soil that the 

“ pockets ” hold. As regards edging plants, 
those for the margin of the beds, read my note 

in Gari>knino, of June 3, p. 196, from which 
you get the names of the best plants for the 
purpose. A few other good things are Daffodils, 
Tulips, Hyacinths, Crocuses, and other spring 
Bulbs, which should be planted in October—the 

Daffodils, if possible, in September. Carnations 
would succeed well near tho sea, and you might flant now for the summer Tuberous Begonias, 

elargoniums, and other summAr bedders, just 
to give a little colour until the autumn. Put in 
also some early-flowering Chrysanthemums, good 
bits of Michaelmas Daisies, and Perennial Sun¬ 
flowers to bloom in the autumn. I can also 

recommend besides the above a variety of the 
Sueezowort named Achillea mongolica, with 
large, pure-white flowers produced in summer ; 
Adonis vornalis, spring flowering, yellow; 
Peruvian Lily (Alatra-meria), Anemone japonica, 

and the white varioty, give free-blooming plants 
in early autumn, the flowors large and white in 

variety but rose-coloured in the type. Aquilegia 
glandulosa, Campanulas in variety ; the yellow- 

flowered Coreopsis lanceolata, Perennial Lark¬ 
spurs or Delphiniums, tho Lyre-flower (Diely¬ 
tra spectabilis), the Fraxinellas, white and 

purple rose, Doronicums, Erigoron spocio- 
sum, Gvpsophila paniculata, Day Lilies, 
Evening Primroses, Herbaceous Phloxes, and 
the beautiful trailing kinds, Saxifrages in varioty, 

Rudbeckia spociosa, Sodum spectabile, Globe¬ 
flowers, Herbaceous Lobelias, the varieties fulgens 
aid Queen Viotoria in particular, the leaves deep 

"-‘(fbiy-chocolate and tho flowejrs , brilliant- 

if the soil is deep and not too sandy, Irises of 
many kinds, and such shrubby things as the 
beautiful Fuchsia Riccartoni, which I have often 
seen in superb flower near the sea ; the Rose 

Acacia, selecting a not too exposed spot ; 
Escallonia macrantha, which succeeds well by 
the sea, the leaves deep-green and the flowers 
crimson. Hydrangeas would thrive, I should 
think, and many moro things than those 

enumerated here. But you must road carefully 
Gardening, as from time to time selections are 
given, and any good plant recommended may be 
added. See what kinds of things do well in 

other places. The finest lot of Lilium cbalce- 
donicum, the scarlet Martagon, I over saw, was 

against tho soa, near Scarborough, and it is 
surprising also how well annuals thrive if the 
position is not too exposed. This is a compara¬ 
tively small list, but sufficient have been 
mentioned to give you a good start. C. T. 

- Seeing that tho whole of the space is 

surrounded with trees or hedges, near whioh 
nothing will grow, owing to the ground being 
full of roots and partially shaded as well, you 
cannot do better than have a walk all round, 
and fill the centre with flowers and a few choice 
low-growing flowering shrubs and Roses. The 
walk may be 6 foot wide, and then you will have 
space enough left to make the ceutre a very 
interesting feature. You will have room enough 
to grow a few good varieties of Delphiniums, 

Michaelmas Daisies, Pnonies, Campanulas, 
Lilies, Gladioli, German Irises, &c. Other 
interesting herbaceous plants will be found in 
8piriea Aruncus, Inula glandulosa, Eryngium 
amethystinum (Sea Holly), F.vorlosting Pea, 
Phlox in variety, Pyrethrums (double and 
single), Rudbeckia Newmani, and many others. 
Some pretty flowering shrubs will be found in 

Hypericum patulum, Oleari Haasti, Althma 
frutex, Daphne Mczereon, and Kerrla japonica. 

—J. C. C. _ 

HOUSB & WINDOW OARDBNINQ. 

SWEET FLOWERS IN SIMPLE BUNCHES. 

One of the many good roasons for having one 

sort of flower in a bunch by itself is that it is so 
easily thrown out and renewed when its first 
freshness is gone. The White Pinks, as shown 
in the engraving, are jast placed in the 
glasses as they were picked in the hand, giving 
the least possihlo troublo. Au elaborate arrange¬ 
ment that takes some time is often put off till 
the flowors are beyond beauty both for sightand 

smell—a matter worth remembering in high 
summer-time, when flowers fade as quickly as 
they come. 

WINDOW-BOXES IN SUMMER. 

In arranging a window-box, it is well to consider 
the aspect in which it is to stand, and also 
whether the surrounding atmosphere be that of 
a city. Tuberous Begouias, which are now 
amongst the most favourite plants for a window, 
do not grow well in London smoke, although they 

will make a magnificent display if the air be 
pure. Tropieolums of various kinds are most 
suitable for town boxes, for they are not parti¬ 
cular as to this, and their specially bright clean¬ 
looking foliage and brilliant blossoms make a 
bright bit of colour, very refreshing amidst the 
masonry. Tom Thumb Tropieolums, with car¬ 
mine blossoms, look well with an edging of 

bright-blue Lobelia, and a line of Marguerites 
behind them, the clear rod, white, and blue beiug 
very harmonious. This selection has also the 
merit of being extremely cheap. Taller 
Nasturtiums may bo used to climb up the sides, 

meeting in an aroh at tho top, or Tropu-olum 
canariense (Canary Creeper), with which few 
creopers can compare for quick growth and 
elegance. Ivy-leaved “ Geraniums, of a oloar 
pink tint, carefully avoiding those of a magenta 
nue, are very suitable for trailers in the front of 

a window-box, especially if they aro placed 
alternately with plants of Saxifraga sarmentosa 
(Mother o’ Millions), which form a most beauti¬ 
ful fringe of rich-bronze foliage, hanging 2 feet 

down, on which the bright blossoms of the Pelar¬ 
goniums are well set off. The lovely plant 
(Saxifraga sarmentosa), with delioate lacs-like, 
white blossoms, is not nearly so common aB it 
should be ; it is invaluable for many positions, 

fltiqhijas bankets, rock work, &c., as well as 
window-boxes., Another good trailer is Money- 

ifftson; Tufted Pansies, Lilies, RoMiein rkriSfyj l wort;! with loo!j£5traighb fringe, covered with 
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golden-yellow flower*. This, too, alternated 
with the Saxifrage, is singularly beautiful, and 
the back of the box can be filled in 
with handsome purple Petunias, contrasting 
charmingly with the golden-yellow fringe, with 
Pink Pelargoniums, while Zonal Pelargoniums 
are suitable for the baok row, or White Fuchsias. 
No other red flower should bo used, if possible, 
if the effect is to bo thoroughly harmonious 
Where Tuberous Begonias can bo used, it is well 
to select those of a red tint, as they blossom at 
least a month earlier than the paler varieties. 
“Habit” also should be considered— f.r., the 
shape and size to which the plant grows, 
for some Begonias are of a tall, straggling habit, 
very unsuitable for a window box, while others, 
with neat shapes, tiovere 1 with rathor drooping 
blossoms, are just as j>erfect. In the list of our 
beat Begonia-growers may be found a selection 
of plants specially fitted for “ basket” work. 
These are excellcut too for n window-box, and 
few plants are so satisfactory, unless, indeed, 
Lho aspect be a very hot, dry oue, when their 
foliage is apt to suffer. Nierembergia gracilis 
makes a most suitable fringe for the front of a 
box full of Begonias, or the useful Mother 
o' Millions may be used. For creepers at the 

sides, which can bo trained on string, strained 
between rather long nails, with good effect, for 
it is scarcely visible, Lophospormum scaudons, 
a handsome Vine-like plant, with large pale- 
pink flowers, or Tropic)lum “Fire-fly," an 
intense scarlet blossom with dark foliage, may 
also be selected. Canary Creeper, Major Con¬ 
volvulus, or Eccreinocarpus scaber, too, are all 
satisfactory in this position. In a north aspect 
Ivy should be permanently trainod up the side.*, 
and English Ferns should be grown in the front 
of the box, leaving room behiud them for a row 
of brilliant scarlet Zonal Pelargoniums, which 

can lie brought on in a south window until they 
are a mass of bloom, lasting for somo wocks 
when plunged in a north window-box. When, 
however, these Pelargoniums go out of blossom, 

they can be taken out, givonarich top-dressing, 
and set again in a sunny window, while their 
places are taken by a second set of Pelargoniums 
or other plants. Caloeolarias, Fuchsias, an I 

many other flowers do woll for a few weeks 
hero in the height of summer, if well grown in 
pots, and plunged to the rim. All window- 
boxes must bo well supplied with water and 
good compost, this being renowod each spring. 
Liquid-manure too, once or twicq a week, will 

help the plants when the box becomes full, for 
they have little room for their roots, and the 
hungrier plants are apt to sturvo the rest. 
Window-boxes need to be thickly planted, gaps 
of 4 inches or 5 inches being usually sufficient 
between tho plants, and they should receive a 
mulch of rich compost over the surface whenever 

the plant* appear to ueod more soil. Vigorous 
growth will thus bo secured, especially if tho 
plants are thoroughly watered overy day. 

I. L. R. 

FUCHSIAS FOR A WINDOW. 

Thebe beautiful plants, which have for some 
years been somewhat neglected, have lately 
become more sought after, and are now largely 
used for bedding purposes as well as for speci¬ 
men plants. Few plants are more suitable for 
cultivation in a window, but they must havo 
plenty of sunshine, as well as air, and a low 
window suits them beat. They are almost 
continual bloomers, if woll supported, only 
neoding to be slightly cut back, and given a 
small shift, with light, rich soil, good drainage, 
and plenty of water, to throw out a fresh mass 
of blossoms many times during the summer. 
Their chief enemy is thripi, which is apt to 
attack their foliage if they are kept too dry, or 
need more nourishment than they can get. 

Directly the tiny black and white spots which 
indicate this insect pest appear on the under parts 

of the foliage, they should be spoDged off with 
soapy water, and if this course is persisted in 

for a week or two the onemy will soon disappear. 
The plants should, at the same time, be repotted, 

or, if in full bloom, supplied with soot-water or 
other liquid-manure twice a week, when they 

will recover their strength and throw out fresh 
growth. Some of the best of the new varieties 
are as follows : Countess of Aberdeen, pure 
white, rather dwarf; Shirley Hibber^with 
handsome dark blossoms, double ; H. Mf Stanley, 
brilliant-carmine, withputjilMi’&BOtre \Do|«mf 

Fry, semi-double, white and crimson; Miss 

Lizzie Vidler, red and mauve, very fine. Many 
of the older varieties aro also woll worth growing, 
and these are very cheap either in small pots or 
ascuttings. Fuchsia cuttings will grow well in a 

window if given sandy soil, pure sand, or even in a 
bottle of water. They must never be allowed to 
want water (if in pots), and are beat grown in a 
cutting-box, which insures damp air, unless 
grown in water only. A " cutting-box ’’ is 
easily arrangod by procuring a common 
deal box about a foot deep from the 
grocer's, and plaoing in it .1 inches or 4 inches 
of fine ashes. Having placed the pots contain¬ 
ing cuttings in the box, water the ashes from a 
rosed watering-pot, and cover the whole with a 
piece of glass. If this should be broken or in 
two or three parts, all the better, as it is then 
more easy to supply tho light ventilation the 
cuttings should have. The glass should be 
removed each morning, wiped, and replaced, all 
falling leaves or decay of any kind teing care¬ 
fully removed, or they may sot up mildew, and 
so destroy the young plauts. As these become 
established and begin to grow tho glass should 
be removed gradually, and the little plants 
placed in small pots as soon as rooted, with 
leaf-mould, loam, and sand. By means of turn¬ 
ing tho plants constantly aud cuttiug the points 
back into shape, handsomo plants may be 
seoured, which will need frequent ropotting, 
according to their growth and strength. 

I. L. R. 

FOXGLOVES AND FERNS FOR THE 

DECORATION OF ROOMS. 

There are few more magnificent plants than 
well-grown Foxgloves, and when the white 
variety (Digitalis alba), or still better the hand¬ 
some Spotted Foxglove (Digitalis maoulata), are 
selected for cultivation, we can hardly have too 
many of them Seed sown now will bring plenty 
of plants for next year, and these can be placed 
in flowering position out-of-doors, either in 
October or during the following March. But 

but they should not be exposod to too much 
sun, rather preferring a shady place, and 
they need good rich soil. They should not be 
removed to the house until the first few blossoms 
are open, when they will do well in a window, 
especially if plenty of air is afforded them. F'or 
a balcony or verandah, few plante are so hand¬ 
some, and they can bo induced to throw up a 
quantity of shorter racemes of blossom later in 
the summer, by means of outtiog the central 
spike directly it has done flowering, and 
removing all seed-pods as soon as the blooms 
fade. To group with these plants, -there is 
nothing so good as English Ferns, which can 
also be grown out-of-doors throughout the year. 
An area is an excellent place for these Ferns, 
for they enjoy the cool shade there without 
draughts or direct sunshine. English Ferns have 
of late years received the attention which is their 
due, for there aro many handsome varieties 
amongst them, and a few such as Hart's-tonguo 
(Hcolopcndrium vulgarc) and tho beautiful little 
Devonshire Fern (Aspleoium Adiautuin-nigruin) 
aro evergreen, formingexcellcntdecorativoplanM 
in winter also. The Lady Fern (Athyrium Filix- 
fu-mina) and several of the Lastrea group, with 
tho commoner Male Fern (Lastrea Filix-mss) 
are very suitable for grouping with Foxgloves 
in a room. They should be grown in separate 
pots or boxes if possiblo, or a few of tho smaller 
varieties may be placed with the plants of 
Foxglove in a good-sized box. Drapery of a 
rich tone, such as crimson or maroon, will 
look well to hide the box or pots, and the whole 
effect will be singularly elegant. I. L R. 

PERNS 

ASPLENIUM FLAOCIDUM. 

Tut: plaut hero figtirod is one of tho forms of 
A. flaccidum, which is one of the most variable 
Ferns with which I am acquainted. Tho figuie 
here given is taken from a specimen sent homo 

those who have no garden may still cultivate from New Zealand, its native country, so that 
Foxgloves in Urge pots or boxos containing a no modification has oome about through oulti- 
group of three or more plauts, for they are vation. The common form of A. flaccidum in 
hardy, only requiring slight shelter (for tho sake English gardens produces long pendulous fronds 
of their handsome foliage, whioh is sometimes some 3 feet or more in length, the pinme being 
injured) during the severest winter weather, distant, narrow, some 6 inches long, deep-green 
when the plants can ba lifted into an out- in colour, and viviparous. It is well suited 
house, or oovered with boards, or a piece for growing in baskets in the greenhouse. The 
of matting raised a little from the leaves form, however, now under consideration is 

by mlans of sticks or stones. Any place q$te pp«!tlft£d)f?f basket purposes, being <rect 
oiQf floors, even the leads of a town-house in habit and thick and leathery in texture, 

w(j«rp nBt too smoky, will grow FliigMwi; Kthis fiWxlug ItthktUiKJptoaw what may be »a;d 
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to the contrary, such a variation deaervea a 
distinct name for garden purposes. The form 
in question was a few years ago oommon in 
cultivation; it is an evergreen greenhouse 

plant, well adapted for a nook in the rockery, 
and boing so different in habit to the pendulous 
form, it may with perfect aafety be planted in 
juxtaposition with it. As a pot plant this form 
is not one of the most attractive Ferns, its rigid 

habit being against ita forming a graceful 
specimen, but when planted oat it is a very 
charming subject, ana well deserves the atten¬ 
tion of all readers of Gardening. W. 

ORCHIDS. 

CATTLEYA SCHRl E DERI AN A. 

Isa brief note from my whilom acquaintance, 

“ Humphrey Clinker," comes a flower of this 
rare plant, introduced about ten years back by 
Mr. Sander, and thus named by Reichenbach, 
although since it has been reduced to a variety 

of C. Walkeriana by some authors, the last- 
named plant being found by Gardner in Mirias 
Gerais, in Brazil, some fifty years ago. This 
Orchid is said to be spread over a wide area, but 
I am of opinion that there has been far too muoh 
lumping of plants together, and far too little 
notice or thought taken of its habit and style of 
growth, Ac., and various plants whioh resemble 
C. Walkeriana in wanting tho side lobes to 

the lip are all classed with it. My friend 
“ Humphrey ” doeH not say whether his plant 
flowers upon tho same growth with the leaves, 
but from the appearanco of the flower I think 
it docs, and, if so, it is the plant named above j 
but 0. Walkeriana docs not, but it makes a 
separate growth, which alone bears the flowers, 
and which dies soou after tho flowers have 

faded. U. dolosa, which is classed as a variety 
of C. Walkeriaua, produces its flowers upon the 
same growth as its leaves, whilst C. nobilior 
makes a separate growth, but ita flowers 
are larger, and tho side lobes of the 
lip are large enough to entirely cover 
the column, with the edges reflexed, and the 
samo thing occurs with C. dolosa, whilst in 
C. Walkeriana the side lobes aro reduced to 

half tho ordinary size, and in the flower now 
before me they are merely small appendages, 
and these differences incline me to tne belief 
that far too much lumping together has been 
done. Howover, “ Humphrey ’’ having got this 
plant will wish to keep it, and if it is what I take 
it to be, it is extremely rare and is worth taking 
every care of. If ho has it in a pot it should be 
kept just damp through the winter months. It 
should be kept in a temperature which does not 
fall below CO degs., and it must not be allowed 

to suffer from want of water, becauso it cannot 
withstand unharmed either an excess of cold or an 
over drying. I myself should prefer block culture 
for this Orchid, but more care is then necessary 
to keep the plant properly supplied with all it 

requires. I should like to know from friend 
“ Humphrey ” if my surmise is correct—that the Elant sent out flowers from the top of the shoot- 

earing leaves. Matt. Bramble. 

THE BLUE VANDA (V. CCERULEA). 

This species, whenever or wherever seen, is 
always a favourite, even although not of the 
best blue variety. Such was the case upon the 
present occasion, when “Susan Miles’ writes, 
telling me that she saw a plant of this at the 
Temple Show, exhibited by the Messrs. Lewis, 
of Southgate, and Bhe thought it charming, and 
she wants to know where she can get one, 

where it is from, and how she can manage it? 
It is now over fifty years since this species was 
found on the Khasia Hills by Griffith, and when¬ 
ever seen it causes the heart to glow with a desire 
to possess it; but when obtained there is usually 
found some difficulty in its management. When 
Griffith found this plant first, he tells us in his 

“Itinerary Notes," it was in the month of Novem¬ 
ber, and the climate was really delightful, re¬ 
minding one much of England, which, however, I 
should imagine was not England in the month of 

Novembor, for then it is not usually very de¬ 
lightful. It blooms in its native country soon 
after the rainy season, which is about the end of 
September or the beginning of October, and it 
is in the late autumn it usually flower* with us 

under cultivation,; so that 
not care to visit 

n, so that “8. M,” whOadoer 
flower shows kt stSihJl'selsoL, 

has not before had the opportunity of seeing it, 
for the plant referred to as shown by the 
Messrs. Lewis was quite out of season. I heard 
the other day from a oelebrated Orohid grower 
that he had just imported a fine lot of these 

plants, so that there will be ample opportunities 
of getting the species, and now for the best 
means of growing it. Well, there are two 
sources for this plant, I am told, the first is 
already named, and from this source I have 
myself had many hundreds Bent to me, but I can¬ 

not say that anyone of these turned out a very 
first class variety, but the Messrs. Low and Sons, 
of Clapton, and Mr. Sander, of St. Albans, have 
been fortunate enough to import some very lino 
forms, having great breadth of sepals and rtals, and of a line rich blue colour, and these, 

am told, come from the Burmese territory. 
Naturally it is an Orchid that is exposed toagreat 
deal of rain, sunshine, and wind, and even in 

the cool season to frost, so that it appears to be 
a difficult plant to accommodate in the Orchid- 
house at home, and to treat in anything like 
a natural manner, but I have seen it do best and 
flower most profusely when grown in a hanging- 
basket, in an ordinary stove-house, near the roof- 
glass, but near an open ventilator, so thof 
there was a constant supply of moisture 

rising from the plants below, an abundance 
of air, and a full supply of sunlight 
to allow of its revelling in; but care 
must be taken and not let the leaves get burned 
with the sun. It must lie remombered the 
plants have a glass covering, which they have 
not upon their native hills. In the winter sea¬ 

son they should be rested in the Odontogtosaum- 
house, and at no time during the growing season 
should the temperature exceed 85 degs., and at 
this time the night temperature should fall 
20 degs. or 25 degs., so that it will be seen that 
at no season is an excessive heat necessary ; and 
this often puts me in mind of my old master’s 

saying when a boy. He had bought a lot of 
imported V. cu-rulea, placed them in the hottest 
part of the East Indian-house, keeping them 
constantly very wet; but as this was in tho early 
days of its introduction, we then know nothing 

of its natural surroundings—knew absolutely 
nothing of cool Orchids, and even now that we 
do know wo yet have a difficulty in keeping this 
plant very long in a good state of health. But 
mv friend “ S. M.” should invest in a few plants. 
They are not now expensive, and if she succeeds 
only fora few years with them she will reap her 

reward. Matt. Bramble. 

DENDROBIUM AMCENUM. 
From “Gerald Walker’’comes flowers of this 

plant for a name, which I here give, and as it is 
a very pretty kind and a very froe bloomer, I 
will call my readers’ attention to it, more espe¬ 
cially as it is a species that grows and does 
well in a low temperature. It is a plant which 

has been known for upwards of sixty years, but 
which never reached this country in a living 
state until about twenty years ago, when it 
appeared in Mr. Bull’s nursery at Chelsea. 
Some plants of this kind were shown at the re¬ 
cent Temple exhibition, but they were in a poor 
state, ana not well done, certainly not in such 
a condition as to induce an amateur to take up 

with it. The plant grows on the Himalayas at 
some 5,000 feet elevation, so that it may be 

placed in the warm end of the Odontogloesum- 
house for the greater part of year, but in the 
growing season it requires more sun than those 
plants, and therefore may be removed with ad¬ 
vantage to the Cattleya-house or an ordinary 
stove; but after the growth is finished, it 
should be plaoed in a light spot in its usual 
abode, and less water given it; but I do approve 
of subjecting this plant to severe drying, for 

this would subjeot the slender stems to exter¬ 
mination, and instead of their producing their 
brightly-coloured and very fragrant flowers, 
produced usually upon short spikes two and 

three together, but sometimes singly. 
Matt. Bramble. 

The Moccasin - flower. — The North 
American Lady Slipper (Cypripedium specta- 
bile) is one of the finest of hirdy Orchids, and 

not difficult to grow either if the soil and posi¬ 
tion are suitable. It grows 18 inches in height, 

1 has large, charming coloured flowers, muoh 
r£>attractive than half the tropical and 

kkd Cypripediums that need a stq'y-* for'tliyi? 

culture. The Moccasin-flower is white as 
regards the sepals and petals, and the lip or 
pouch, as it is oalled, is bright-rose, the oolour 
varying in shade in individuals, sometimes 

almost crimson, and again white without a trace 
of aDy tint, whilst the leaves are bold, vigorous, 
and of a good green shade. It may be grown 
in pots, and is pretty in the greenhouse. The 

soil must be a mixture of peat and loam, not 
too heavy, and good drainage is necessary, also 
shade. A hot sun is hurtful. In the open the 
Moccasin-flower thrives perfectly well in a moist, 

almost boggy, oorner, where the Trillium thrives. 
In suoh a spot, sheltered from keen winds, 
strong sunshine, and perfectly cool, the plants 
make good growth. It is a pleasure to see this 

beautiful Lady in full bloom in the open.— 
V. 0. 

British Orchis.—In reference to collect¬ 
ing these plants, our good old friend, “ Matt. 
Bramble,’’ on p. 197, says “ The plants must not 

be taken up now;’’ in which statement he is 
both right and wrong—right as regards the care¬ 
less collector, for whom no time is right, but 
wrong as regards the true plant lover, who is 
always tender and careful in handling his petB. 
For the latter the best of all times to collect the 

British Orchis is when it is in flower ; then a 
selection can be made of such varieties as please 

and the remainder left for someone else. The 
method that will ensure success is to cut round 
the plant with a strong blade (a table-knife is 
an effective instrument) of your pocket knife, 
about 2 inches from the stem, and -t inches or 
5 inches into the ground, theu lift the plant 

without breaking the ball, and it will look ex¬ 
act )y os though it had been turned out of a 
4-inch pot, and will travel well without the Slant flagging in the least. Last dune I col- 

icted several specimens in flower iu the manner 
indicated 2iK) miles away from home, whioh 

were not planted for a fortnight afterwards in 
the quarters they now occupy, and where they 

aro in full flower.—T. L. C. 

SOWING BIENNIALS. 

Tins is the time to sow seeds of many beautiful 
flowers that require a longer season of growth 
than annuals. The following are especially 
deserving of culture: Alyssum saxatile com- 
pactum succeeds well treated as a biennial, 

although it stands good for several years. Sow 
at once and transplant os soon as large enough. 
Its rich golden head of flowers is very striking. 
Antirrhinum majus (8napdragon) is a fine old Elant that makes a grand display in mixed 

orders. Canterbury Bella are amoDgst the 
finest of true biennials ; sow in beds and trans- Elant in autumn to their flowering spots. 

•igitalis or Foxglove, a stately plant, looks well 
in beds of shrubs or towering above hardy Ferns. 
Forget-me-not, one of the most lovelv flowers in 
the garden ; bow at once and transplant at any 

t ime in beds, borders, or edgings. Heartseases or 
Pansies, although increased in many ways, are best 
treated as a biennial; sow nowin a cool, shaded 
place, and as soon as the seedlings are large 

enough transplant. Honesty (purple and white), 
is valued for its early display of flowers, and 
especially for its silvery seed-pods that are very 
valuable for decoration ; should be sown at 
once. Silene compacts, with its rosy-pink mass 

of bloom, is very valuable for spring bedding ; 
sow in August. Stocks (Brompton), that are the 
glory of cottage gardens, should be sown now and 
pricked out in a sheltered place before winter. 
Wallflowers (single and double) in distinct 
colours are such general favourites that no 
garden is complete without them. If not 
already sown do not delay, or the plants will not 
have time to get strong before winter. 

J. G., Qosport. 

Spiraea ariatolobes.—Although not so 
well or so widely known as its near relative, 

Spirsa japonica, this is in reality a most lovely 
flower, and when it becomes better known will, 
I feel sure, enjoy as wide a popularity. It 
requires similar treatment—viz., rich soil and 
abundance of root moisture, as drought in any 

stage of its growth is fatal to it. As a decora¬ 
tive plant it is of the highest value, as large 
plants can be grown in small pots, and the spikes 
of bloqinfaremuch longer than in Spirtea japon¬ 

ica, and the foliage larger and more spreading. 
jVio(n'ojt tWiiS [tyQH adapted for early 
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forcing ; in fact, I value it more for coming in 
after 8. japonica is over. Potted up in winter 
and kept in a cool-house, it will be in full bloom 
about the middle of May, and anvone not having 
yet given it a trial should include it in their list 

for next year.—J. G., //on/s. 

FRUIT. 

VICOMTESSE HERICART DE THURY 

STRAWBERRY. 

It is to be deplored that so useful and generally 
excellent a Strawberry as this is should have 
such a very long name. I think if it were 
generally written of as “ Vioomtesse ” only, 
everybody would recognise it fully. It is not 
generally known that many years ago, when the 

fate Mr. Thomson was at Chiswick, he, on the 
instruction of the Royal Horticultural Society, 
paid a visit to the French Strawberry gardens 
and brought over to Chiswick plants of a 
number of the best varieties. Of all these, the 

ono now mentioned is the sole survivor and 
affords another illustration, if such were needed, 
of the undoubted fact that of all the seedling 

no breadth endures longer than two years. A 
short life and a merry one for Strawberries 
seems to be Mr. Norman’s motto at Hatfield. 

Certainly, he states that the soil there will not 
produce a good orop the third year, and it is 

rare anywhere that it pays to allow plants to 
stand longer when really fine fruits are needed. 
That in some deep holding soils breadths kept 
clean and heavily mulched with manure will 
endure for several years and produce fine crops 
is certain. Elton Pine will do so, as I have 

found even in soil that was far from being rich, 
and give a wonderful lot of fruits for ordinary 
use and preserving. The plan adopted at 

Hatfield with Vicomtesse naturally necessitates 
the putting out of large quantities of runners to 
cover a given area annually, but then there is 

the undoubted advantage that every part of the 
ground is at once fully occupied. After all, the 
chief consideration is how can the finest fruits 
be secured V That is an element in Strawberry 

culture which requires special prominonce. 
_ D. 

39.10 —Seedling Grape-Vines.—With¬ 
out the berries from which the seed was obtained 

Strawberries put into commerce during the past 
twenty-five years, very few have been found 
qualified to oust older sorts from popular favour. 
The Vicomtesse still remains one of the most 

popular for pot culture ; perhaps of early kinds 
it is the one moat widely grown for forcing. It 
sets freely, is fairly easily managed, produces 
when the trusses are duly thinned very good- 
sized fruits of fine form and rich colour, and 
though not first-class, is perhaps one of the 
best-flavoured of all early forced varieties. 
With respect to outdoor culture of this variety, 
Mr. Norman, of Hatfield Gardens, strongly 
admires the variety, preferring that and Sir 
Charles Napier to anv other two sorts. He 

treats tho Vicomtesse largely as a biennial, for 
he selects all the best runners not required 
for forcing and plants them in good, deep, well- 
manured soil so thickly as 12 inches apart all 
over. The breadths are kept well hoed, and in 

the late spring are well mulched with long 
manure litter. Then the fruits after there has 
been a good set are hard thinned down to a 

mere few to each plant, and thus a very fine 
crop is ensured. So soon as fruiting is over, 

three-fourths of the plants are cut clean ont, 
and the rest have ample room to develop that 
season into fine dumps. . The fol^win^y^ir 
they crop heavily, then are cut but i 

were fertilised with some good kind, most likely 

the seedlings named will be useless. Raising 
Grapes from seed is a risky business, apd one 
seldom practised. If “ G. L. Butler ” persists 
in growing those now in hand I should advise 
that they be placed in large pots with a view to 
cramp tho roots somewhat to induce them to S;ive a bunch or two to prove their worthiness of 
urlhor trial. Vines growing in pots require 

abundance of moisture at tho roots.—8. P. 

- Seedling Vines aro generally several 

years before they bear fruit; but, of course, a 
good deal deponds upon the treatment they 
receive. If skilfully managed they would bear 
fruit earlier. When I was interested in this 
subjeot I used to graft the seedlings on the 
spurs of established Vines, and they invariably 

bore fruit the next year. Amateurs, of course, 
oannot do this. I am afraid there is nothing 
else for you to do but wait. Meanwhile, do not 
encourage the seedlings to grow too vigorously, 
and keep the lateral growth pinched back close. 

—J. C. C. 

- Seedling Grapo-Vines fruit as freely as 
the ordinary named varieties when they nave 

grown strong enough to produce thiok well- 
growths. The fruiting or non-fruiting 

Vmos depends upon the charap'^si} 

young wood made the previous year, and 
whether it has had a chance to ripen well. Some 
Grapes, such as the Muscats, Alicantes, and 
Gros Colmar require quite a hot-house tempera¬ 

ture to ripen the young wood and the fruit woll, 
and seedlings from them would do no good in a 
greenhouse. Black Hamburgh and the Musca¬ 
dine Grapes ripen well in a greenhouse, and 
seedlings from such would have the same charac¬ 
ter. The only chance to obtain fruit upon 

the seedlings will be to encourage good strong r'Wth, and expose it well to the sunlight.— 
D. K. 

-The probable cause of the seedling Grapes not 
fruiting was unripe wood. Seedlings would require more 
ripening than old-established Vines. A little fire-heat 
would have made a great difference. Keep the young 
growth stopped back this season, and do not prune too 
hard when the leaves (all, and they will fruit next year.— 
E. H. _ 

CULTURE OF MONSTERA DKLICIOSA. 
The house described by “ 8. R.” should suit the 
Monelora very welL The main elements of sucoesa 
in the culture of this tropical fruit arc heat, light, 
and moisture, and, provided these necessary con- 

ditioos be ono and all supplied, success will be 
ensured. Any form of training may be adopted 
which will bring the plant well up towards the 
glass. It may be made to cover a portion or 
the whole of the back wall trellis, or, what is 
preferable, it may be trained round forked tree 
stumps, a system which suits it admirably. It 

may also be grown in a tub, but I should prefer 
planting it out in a good body of fibrous peat 
and loam in equal proportions, which should 
rest upon a good drainage of brick rubble. Thus 
placed, unlimited supplies of water may be given 
in hot weather, and the fruit will be fine in 

quality aiid abundant. Although the MoDstera 
will thrive in a low temperature, it will not 
develop its true character as a fruit-bearing 
plant, unless a brisk growing heat be maintained 
during the spring and early summer months. 
Other plants should not be permitted to crowd it, 
or in auy way obstruot the light from it, and only 

just enough shade should ho given to prevent 
scorching. B. 

3910 —Fruit trees against a north 
wall, &C—Morello Cherries succeed the best 
of any fiuit against a north wall, and almost 
any kind of l’ium will Sourish there too, if I 
except Washington, which is rather a shy 

cropper against any wall but that with an 
eastern exposure. Red and White Currants 
succeed capitally, and will hang much longer 
there than on the open bushes. In many 
gardens a few trees are usually planted in this 
particular spot with a view to lengthening the 
season of these fruits. Gooseberries may also 
be satisfactorily managed for the same purpose 

as the Currants. One of the best kinds for late 
use is Warrington, more commonly called Rough 

Red. The skin being tough, the fruit will hang 
long after any other sort, and renlly improves 
in flavour with keeping. Gloire de Dijon is far 
and away the best Rose for an east wall. Aim. e 
Vibert, the Yellow Banksian, and the China 

Roses, of which Cramoisie-Sup<‘rieur is the best, 
succeed really well. As regards climbers, many 
kinds will flourish against an east wall. For 

quick growth and a dense covering, there is 
nothing like Irish or Ra'gneriana Ivy. Ampe- 
lopsis Voitchi gives an abundant leaf orop, but 
is deciduous during the winter. If in the south, 
Escallonia macrautha, Ceanothua divaricatus, 
and Garrva elliptica will stand almost auy 

winter. Sweet Jessamines, Honeysuckles, and 
Clematis Jackmani will tlourisn anywhere. 
Good soil and abundance of moisture at the roots 
during hot and dry weather are the essentials to 

success.—S. P. 

— Morello Cherries and hardy cooking 
Plums aro the most profitable trees to plant 
against a north wall. The spaoes between tho 
fruit-trees may be filled temporarily with Red 
and White Currants. Plant in autumn. Such 
hardy Roses as Gloire de Dijon, William Allan 

Richardson, Cheshunt Hybrid, and Jaune 
Desprez, will do very well against the east 

wall. Other climbers suitable are Ampelopsis 
Veitchi, Cotoneaster microphylla, Jasminum 
nudiflorum, Honeysuckles in variety, Pyra- 
cantha (Evergreen Thorn), Pyrus japonica, and 
variegated Ivies.—E. H. 

- Morello Cherries and Black Currants aro 
kln-.oitjtheonly; that do really well on a 
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north aspect. Some Plums will fruit fairly well, 
but as a rule the fruit is both late and extremely 
acid. On an east wall you may plant Oloire do 

Dijon, the Brursault, and many other Roses, 

Paseiflora ca-rulea, and P. Constance Elliot 
(white), Clematises in variety, the Fiery Thorn, 
and, in fact, almost anything will do well, 

especially if protected a little on the north by 

trees, shrubs, or buildings.—B. 0. R. 

- I he Morollo Cherry and Viotoria and 
Golden Drop Plums do well on a wall with a 

north aspect, and so does that well-known Apple, 
Cord Sullield. East walls are not the best 
aspect for Roses, as they are very liable to be 

attacked with mildew in such a position. Gloire 
de Dijon will do as well as any. Sir Joseph 

Paxton, rose, aud Aimib Vibert, white, are also 

hardy and free-flowering. Amongst other 
suitable climbers I may mention Clematis Jack- 

inani, White Jasmine, and Honeysuokles.— 
J. C. C. 

3920—Treatment of Peaches.—The 
young shoots which break away from the current 

year's wood are termed laterals or sublaterals, 
and they should be pinched back to one leaf 

when quite young. But if the trees are young, 
and there is wall or trellis space to cover, train 

some of the best of them. There will be time 
enough to get the wood ripe, and it will tend to 
equalise the flow of sap, and reduce the strength 
of the leaders.—E. H. 

— What "Anxious” terms succession 
shoots are usually known as laterals; they 

should be pinched back to one joint. If the 
shoots aro numerous, aud these with laterals as 
thick as the small linger, I should advise their 

removal to make room for those of the size of an 
ordinary Cedar pencil. This latter is a fair size 

for Peach shoots to give a full crop of fruit the 
next year. Extra strong growths do not give 

much fruit, often none at all. The main point 
in Peach culture is maturity of the wood ; this 

cannot be secured if the shoots are ovorcrowdod. 
A space of 4 inches should at least bo allowed 

between the current season’s growths. Do not 
stop the leading shoots if the growth all over 
the tree is pretty well balanced, but if it is not 

these strong shoots should not only bo stopped, 
but if depressed they would be all the better, as 

the flow of sap would be all the more equalised 

over the tree. The strong shoots may bo the 
result of giving too much manure to the roots or 
these latter may need checking. The month of 

October is the best season for that detail to be 
carried out. Root pruning means severing any 
strong libreless roots that have rambled away 

some distance from the tree. Pruning thorn 
within 3 feet of the stem will force them to 

make fibre, which aro really the feeders. Do 

not supply any kind of stimulative food ; clear 
water is sufficient. Keep the foliage free from 

iusoct pests of any kind by timely syringing 
with soapy water.—8. P. 

— The production of lateral growths so 
freely show that the trees are in good condition. 
There will be time enough yet for such growths 

to form blossom-buds. Tho leading point in 
their culture is to thin the shoots out well, so 

that they are not overcrowded, and do not 
stop the small or slender growths, for they aro 

usually so studded with flower-buds that the 
only leaf-bud is that produced at the point of 
tho young wood, and if this is cut off tho 

growths will die back. Tho very strong shoots 
ought to be stopped, and they will at once pro¬ 
duce laterals, which must be treated as advised 
above.—J. D. K. 

3930.—A lean-to Peach house.—The 
description points to a bad attack of aphis, for 
which the beat remedy is Tobacco, either in 

decoction or powder ; but if this were tho case 
you could soarcely help toeing the inaccte, and 

no mention is made of any. I can scarcely 
imagine it possible for trees to get into such a 

condition without the agency of insects, though, 
as even the normal leaves are yellow and 
mottled, the roots are evidently unhealthy as 

well. Do the trees get enough water ? These 

are moisture loving subjects, and the weather of 
the last three months has been most trying to 

such. Peaches are often planted in a far too 
light soil, and ovordrained, whereas they thrive 
best in a damp and moderately stiff material. 

Here the soil is a strong loam on a clsyeabsoil, 
yo i J’cAchos planted without any dramago ivlta &. 

ever thrive wonderful^ 'ikd ihfeea iSu&VFby 

insects make a very vigorous and healthy 
growth.—B. C. R. 

- The trees appear to be in a most 
deplorable stato. Removing them in the autumn 

and replacing with others that are healthy seems 
to be the moat satisfactory method of bringing 

about batter results. In tho meantimo they 
might poisibly bo improved by attention. Dig 

down to tho roots and see if the soil is too wet 
or too dry. If tho former, withhold water un'il 

a change is effected in the soil. If it is dry give 
sereral thorough soakings of clear tepid water. 

Do not syringe the trees for a few days uutil 
signs of improvement takes place if the border 
should be found in a wet state, providing, of 

course, the leaves are not covered with red- 
spider. In that case give the trees a thorough 

drenching with water overhead, applied with 

force through a hand syringe. Place a handful 
of sulphur in a 3-gillon can of water, thoroughly 
wettiug every leaf. Repeat this four times a 
week in the evening, on other nights use clear 
water. Should the young loaves be infested 

with black-fly dip the points of the shoots in a 
strong solution of Tobacco-water, well washing 

them with clear water next morning. Ventilate 
freely when the weather is favourable, avoiding 

draughts of cold air. If “ Persicus ” decides to 
replace the trees with new ones I would advise 

him on that point later on in the year, say 

September.—S. P. 

- There is something very wrong in the 

treatment of the trees referred to in this inquiry, 
and it is very probable that that eomething is 

dryness at the roots ; at any rate, the informa¬ 
tion supplied points ia that direction as one of 
the causes of failure, and the description of 

twisted and distorted brandies further proves 

that the mismanagement has bcon going on for 
some time past. Nor are the trees so free from 
insects as tho queiiit seems to suppose, or the 

foliage would not be crinkled and bunched, as 
it is green-fly that is the cause of these distor¬ 

tions. I advise "Persicus” to make up his 
mind to destroy all the treos in the autumn, and 

after taking away the old soil and putting fresh 
in its place to furnish tho houso with other 

trees. Meantimo, give the present troes sufficient 
attention to ripen what few fruits they are 

carrying. I must, however, remind you lhat 
ordinary young treos would not have died so 

quickly if they had been well managed, and, 
therefore, if you do not improve tho management Jou had better not make any further attempt at 
‘each growing.—J. C. C. 

Strawberry " Noble.”—H..w well this 
fine variety (barriug tho flavour) has withstood 
the intenso drought and heat I Some plants at 

one end of a long bed planted with various kinds 
present a marked contrast to the rest, being 

laden with fruit, whilo on tho others there is 

scarcely any. This is on a strong clayey loam, 
and even on light dry land on the rsgitone I 

have seen this variety heavily laden with fine 
fruit, so that it seems to thrive on any soil. In 
pots under glass it has also fruited better than 

any other variety.—B. C. R. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

BOUQUETS AT CHRYSANTHEMUM 

SHOWS. 

How seldom do we meet with a really good bou¬ 
quet of Chrysanthemums at the autumn exhibi¬ 

tions. It is surprising how contont some exhibi¬ 
tors are to go on rear after year in the manner of 
arrangement of the flowers. Nine out of every 

ten of tho bouquets exhibited outside of the 

legular trader are simply a mass of Chrysan¬ 
themums and Ferns huddled together without 

any regard to selection of colours or taste in 
arrangement. The main aim appoars to be to 

see how many blooms can be crammed into a 
15-inch space, that generally being the limit 

allowed for tho diameter of each bouquet. 
Another aim appears to be that of so placing the 

flowers that not a single floret shall stand outside 
of the line of its neighbour. Some exhibitors 

arrange very carefully one large yellow incurved 
bloom in the centre, making the next row quite 

even all round with perhaps a rose or lilac colour. 
IIo\| often do wo eco blooms of the large 

e section employed for bouquet-making, 

of the lumpy incurved blob.nwl HCW 

stiff Anemone flowers, why cannot exhibitors 

use moro freely such elegant varieties as Source 
d’Or, M. Gamier, Mme. Lomoine, Avalanche, 

M. W. Holmes, Mrs. J. Wright, and Bouquet 
Fait ? All the varieties named give flowers of a 

semi-drooping character, aro not heavy in build, 
but light and graceful when arranged as they 

ought to be. A few blooms of such bright 
coloured sorts as Cullingfordi, for instance, 

whon effectively placed do much towards 
brightening up a bouquet. No variety appears 

so suitable as Source d’Or for either bouquets, 
vases, or tpergnes. Tho fault appears to lie 
mainly in two things — wrong selection of 

blooms and the want of method in preparing 
the flowers before making up the bouquets. It 

is surprising what a difference is made by fixing 
a small piece of wire to the peduncle of the 

flower. When the flowers are treated in this 

way they can bo placed exactly whore wished. 
There should be no pretence to formality of 
arrangement ; the lighter and looser the flowers 

are arranged the better they look. The spaces 
between the flowers can easily be filled up thinly 

with suitable greenery. Maiden hair Fern and 
Asparagus plumosus are both suitable. Every 

bouquet should have a base of greenery of somo 

sort, nothing being better tliau the Asparagus 
named. B. 

3927.—Pigeons’ manure for Chrys¬ 
anthemums.—I should prefer to use this 
manure in a liquid form, after the pots in which 
the plants are to flower are full of roots, rather 
than to mix it with the soil in a dry state. 

Manure from fowls or pigeons is very strong, 
and when it becomes wet it swells into a much 

larger bulk, and is liable to burn the roots of 
the plants when they eomo in contact with it. 

To make liquid-manure will be a simple affair. 
Place tho manure in a sack, to prevent it mixing 

with the water, as in that state it would seal up 
tho pores on tho surface for futuro waterings. 

When put into a Back, and soaked in a tub, 
holding, say, 40 gallons of water to every peck 

of manure, useful liquid can be made. This is a 
safe and economical mannor of making liquid- 

manure. Given to the plants three or four 
times weekly, pigeons’ manure will prove a good 
stimulant. If tho manuro could have been 

mixed with the loam two months before being 
used for tho final potting, the rank strength 

would have passed away, and tho manurial 
properties have permeated the soil, but as no time 
should be lost in potting the plants I advise 

using it in liquid form later on.—E. M. 

The Variegated Hop.—Humulus varie- 
gatus, or the Whito and Green-leaved Hop, is a 

very pretty addition to tho list of climbers or 
creepers that are now so much in use for cover¬ 

ing arbours, arches, trellises, or walls that are 
so unsightly in villa suburban gardens, but 
which, by the aid of creepers, may be made to 

play a very considerable part in the attraction of 
small gardens. Evoryonois familiar with theCom- 

nion Green Hop, and this one has the additional 
merit of variegated leaves, thereby giving more 

variety to the collection, and as it comes true 
from seed there ia little difficulty in getting a 
stock of it. Climbers of this kind can hardly be 

overdone, as their graceful, twining habit of 

growth renders anything like stiff formalism 
impossible.—J. G , Hants. 

Drawings for Gardening.”—Readers will 
kindly remember that ice are glad to get specimens of 
d-autiful or rare flowers and fowl fruits aiul vegetables 
for drawing. The drawings so made will be engraved in 

the best manner, and will appear in due course in 
Qardsninq Illum-ratid. 

"Gardening Illustrated"Monthly Parts.— 
Price id.; post free, 8d, 

"The Garden” Monthly Parts.—This journal 
Is published in neallti bound Monthly Parts. In this form ths 
coloured plates are best preserved, and i< Is most suitable for 
reference previous to the issue of the half-yearly volumes. 
Price, 1«. 6d.; post free, la. Ud. Complete set of volumes of 
Tnx (lAKlilcN from Us commencement to end of 189S. forty- 
two vole., price, doth, <C30 12a. 

"Farm and Home” Monthly Parts.—This 
journal ia published in neatly bound Monthly Parts, is which 
form it is most suitable for reference previous to ths issue of ths 
yearly volumes. Price 6d.; poet free, 8<L 

Hardy Flowers."—Omni? descriptiont of up- 
wards of thirteen hundred of the most ornamental species, 
with dinctims for lAatr arrangement, culture, etc. fifth and 
Popular JLditkia, la.; poet free, la. Sd. 

IPlkQfo j bL Strand, W.O. 
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INDOOR PLANTS. 

LESCHESAULTIA BILOBA MAJOR. 

Enquiries come fora a “ Young Gardener ” as 

to how he shall grow this plant? I am not 
surprised that its lovely deep flowers caught the 

eye and caused hitn to purchase it, for there are 
not many gardeners now living that remember 
seeing the grand specimens being brought to the 

exhibitions at Chiswick by Mrs. Lawronce, of 
Ealing ; Mr. Green, of Cheam; and many others. 
These plants were genu of the first water, far 

exceeding anything that can be grown in a 
48-pot. Loschenaultias are generally considered 

hard to cultivate, and I do not think in and 
about London it would be. found possible to 
grow them, as in my young days, but you, 

away down in Hampshire, should bo able to 
secure a good atmosphore suitable for them. 

One of the worst enemies is damp in winter, to 
avoid which I tited to always keep the plants 
well up to the glass, and to have them placed in 
well-ventilated houses, so that a constant 

removal and renewal of the atmosphere was 

maintained, and unless this is well attended to 
the shoots will become mouldy and unhealthy, 
These are soft Heath-like plants, and they do 

not like to be exposod to the open air during the 
summer time, or rather, I might say, without 
means of protection ; but [ find in the summer¬ 

time they do like all the fresh air that blows ; 
but their tops cannot withstand any rough 
treatment, so that I used to have these plants 

moved into the open air every gonial day, and 
placed under cover again each night. This, when 
the plants become large, was attended with 

some risk, so that I had a framework made, 
which I could run over them at night, and where¬ 

in I had some other choice plants, such as Erica 
Massoni, and some others, and in this way 1 used 
to keep them well ventilated, and without ever 

cxpoiing them to cold currents of air or to wet. 
They should be potted in woll-drained pots, and 
as much care bestowed upon this as is done 
with any Orchids, using for soil good fibrous 

peat, made sandy, potting firmly, aud watering 
carefully and regularly, nover letting the roots 

suffer for want at any time, nor upon any 
account to become “sagged ” by overwatoring 
This is particularly to bo noticed in the winter, 

and in dreary, wot, or dull, heavy weather a 
lire should be lighted, and extra air be put upon 

the house, having everything in good con¬ 
dition by night. Three of the best kinds are 
given bolow, and, when well grown, these plants 

aro lovely in the extreme, and fit for any place 
or any situation whore they may be used without 
accident: L biloba major (lovely rioh bright 

blue), L, Baxtori (of a rich bright salmon-red), 
L formosa (rich vivid scarlot). J. J. 

89D9 —Treatment of Ltlium Harrlsl. 
—When the plants pus out of bloom the leaves 
romain greon fur some time afterwards, and they 

must have a fair supply of water at the roots 
until the leaves beuomo yellow, when dryness at 
the roots is necessary, else the plant) will again 

start into growth. Whon they have passed 
through the season of rest repot them. I do 

this iu September. The treatment afterwards 
is to plungo the llower-pots in which the bulbs 
have been potted over the rim in Cocoa-nat-fibre 

refuse. I protcot thorn from heavy rains and as 
soon as tho plant has pushed out of Lho ground 
an inch or two it should be placed in a glass¬ 
house.—J. D. H. 

-(live tulll stent water to keep the growth green till 
it ripens nadi'allv. This meins that the plant should he 
gradually dried ell. It will do very well plung.il outside 
in Cocoa nut-llhre, or even on the border.—E H. 

8918.—Painting hot water pipes.— 
Mix lamp-black with Linsuod-oil to tho con¬ 
sistency of paint, and coat tho pipes over with 
it, using an ordinary paint-brush, except the 

evaporating troughs ; these should have two 
coats of paint; load or stone colour is beat. Tho 

continual filling them with water i9 apt to rust 
the iron if they are covered with the first-named 
mixture. If the pipes themselves are coated 

with any lead paint the pipes do not give off tho 
heat as freely as through tho lamp-black and 
oil.— S. 1*. 

-A mixture of hulled Linsrc t oil and lamp black la 
muoh the best thlog for this work. Tar orjilapk varnish 
In injurious and destructive to plant llfe.-jp. CTII— 

-There Is nothinlfibettef^r obeaper Ibanjnkpjb sol 
and oil. Anyone o»n apply it, and it Is perfectly harm I sis 
lo vegetable llfe.-F„ H. 

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS. 

Questions.—Queries and answers are inserted in 
Qardenino )ree of charge if cur respondents follow the rules 

here laid down fur tlielr guidance. All communications 
/or insertion should be dearly and concisely written on 

oneside of the jntiier only, and addressed to the EDITOR ij/ 
Gardenixo, .V, Southnmplon-street, Coocnl-garden, Lon¬ 

don. Letters on business should be. sent to the BuEbtsilER. 
The name and address oj the sender are required in 

addition to any designation he mag desire to be used in 
the paper. When more than one query is sent, each 
should be on a sejnrate piece of pajtcr. Unanswered 
queries should be repeated. Correspondents should bear 
In mind that, as Gardkxixo has to be sent to press some 
time in advance, of date, they cannot always be replied to 

in the issue immediately following the receipt of their 

communication. 

Answers (which, with the exception of such as cannot 
well be classified, will be found in their different depart¬ 
ments) should always bear the, number and title placed 

against the yuer^eplied to, aiul our readers will greatly 
oblige us by ad ns tug, as far as their knowledge and 
observations permit, the correspondents who seek assist¬ 
ance. Conditions, soils, and means vary so infinitely 
that several answers to the same question may often be 
very useful, and those who reply would do well to mention 
the localities in u-liieh their experience is gained. Corres¬ 
pondents who refer lo articles inserted in Gardenino 
should mention the number in ivhieh they appeared. 

Sill.—Perns and cut flowers.—Will eomcone 
kindly tell me which are the best-keeping Kerns (other 
than Adlantums) for mixiog with out blooms?—Like to 
Know. 

3915.—Anemones at Mentone —Will someone 
kindly tell me the names of those lovely pale-pink 
and scarlet Anemones which grow so boautlfully at 
ilenloue, Cannes, .to. 1—ERIN, 

3316.—White Campanulas —lam anxious to grow 
single White Campanulas for grernhouse work. Can seed 
now he sown ? What is the right kind to buy? Do tiny 
flower the first year?—8. P. 

3917.—Chrysanthemum seedlings —I shall be 
much obliged if someone would give me a little advice as 
to the culture ol Chrysanthemum seedlings, whioh are 
now about 1 Inch high?—J. W. 1*. 

3913 —Good lawns.—What ii the best method to 
produce good lawns? To destroy weeds without damage 
to the Grass? Is it wee to use told or any similar 
"destroyer" for the weodef—O. W. J. 

4919.—Unhealthy Tomatoes.—I am trying to 
raise Tomatoes under glass with heat. Very many are 
going blotched and Mack- Would someone kindly Inform 
me in what way I fail ?—J. J. Smith. 

3950. —An unproductive border.—Will someone 
kindly tell me what I can do with a hard, stony border, 
facing south, under Kir-lrees and Laurels? Will any sort 
of flowers do well in such a plane?—Rowan, S. Hants. 

3951. —Oardoons.- Will someone kindly tell me how 
(o treat Oardoons? I got some seed from Franoe. The 
plants are about fl Inohes high now. Are they to be treated 
like Celery? Full instructions will greatly oblige.— 
Amateur. 

3952. —Evergreens under Limes —I should be 
muoh obliged if someone would name the best evergreen 
shrubs for a background to grow undrrnetth Lime-trees? 
Toey are wanted to grow to the hoight of 10 feet. Clayey 
soil.—A Header. 

3953. —Sulphur for mildew.—I Had putting 
sulphur on tho hot-waler pipes is recommended as lho 
cure for mildew in Grapes. Will anyone kindly tell ms 
how to use sulphur for the same purpose in an unheated 
greenhouse ?—LeopaRdhtown. 

8951 — Philadelphia microphyllus -Can I 
propagate this with cuttings, or must It be layered ? 1 
quite agreo with “ V. C.'e” opinion of It, as being a most 
charming small deciduous shrub ; the sprays of bloom are 
naturally-formed shoulder sprays —W. B. 

8955.-Fowl manure —I shall be glad If anyons will 
tell me what proportion ol fowl manure I can put in a 
.’H gallon tub cf water to make liquid manuio for Cucum¬ 
ber and Tomatoes, and is it hatter than that made from 
the cow shed and stable ?-Deriiyhuire. 

3950.—Mo33 litter for Muahroom-beds — 1 
.h ml l bs muoh Indebted to an} one who will kindly Inform 
mi if this substinoe ii well adapted to prepare a Mush- 
■ tom bed with? Ant, if so, a few hints now to set about 
It would be most aoosptable —P. Sanderson. 

3957 -Fruit-trees and Insects—My wall fruit- 
trees are Infested with Insecte, which deetroy the fruit 
before It is ripe. The Peaches, Nootaiines, and Aorioots 
suffer most. Will anyone kindly give ms a recipe for 
solution to syringe them to destroy these pests ?— W. B. 

3953 —A rusty plug In a boiler —I shall be glad 
II anyone will tell me how 1 may remove the draw-off plug 
in my Horse shoe boiler, whioh 1 have inadvertently 
allowed to rust in V I have tried a wrench, but cannot 
move It. Will it ho necessary to hsvo It bored out?— 
Dkrhvhiiirr. 

3953.—Carnations, dec —Which plants of the Carns- 
tion Souvenir de Malmsison—old or young-are the best 
tor winter and early spring blooming? My gardener 
tells me that the reason the flowers are so small (not muob 
larger than the oomrnon Carnation! is that they are young 
plants.—EutN. 

i'.hJo.—■'Malmalaon ' Carnations —Will an; one 
kindly tell me what to do to my “ Malmsiron 'Carnations? 
The flowers are grsen and hard in the middle, and the 
plants ate always covered with green-fly. I have a vinery 
where I keep them in the winter. Is that too hot for 
them ?—M. I. J. 

3961.—Blood as manure.—As I have the option ol 
bating the blood from a s'-augliter-bouse I should be glad 

If I could use It with advantage on such plants as 
nthemum*, Cucumbers, Tomatoes, VigelaVo AW- 
o., and what would be the percentage of, water w 

withal-t^EORo. URBAI 

3952.—Allotment garden.—I have an allotment 
garden of ten rods In the neighbourhood of Kllburn, whioh 
I have just started turflog. Will someone kindly tell me 
whether it would be best for me to burn the turf or let It 
lay In a heap and rot ? Alto, what vegetables 1 oould 
grow this year ? The earth Is good maiden mould. I have 
plenty of stable-manure.—Boblin. 

8983.—Flowering plants for a conservatory. 
—Will someone kindly let me know what are the best 
kinds of flowering plants for a lofty conservatory, where 
Palms are grown, also Ferns and Moss on the walls? 
These are syringed every day to keep them growing. By 
doing this the place is always damp. What kfcd ol plants 
would flower best in this kind of house '.'-8. P. C. 

3961.-Treatment of Indian Azaleas. —I should 
be muoh obliged if anyone would give me some informa¬ 
tion as to the treatment of Analeas? I have had two—in 
the house during winter-and repotted them, and they have 
grown, and are continuing to grow fine healthy plants, but 
not a single flower Is on either. They are, and have lieon, 
In a warm room with plenty of light, air, and sun.—R. A. 

3935.—Shrubs near a drive.—I have a quantity 
oMlhododendrons, Laurels, and Box bordering a drive 
which have b;en allowed to grow wildly and projecting 
too far. When rhould I out them back, and will it prevent 
the Rhododendrons flowering next year if cut bard back 
this? Can Syrlnga bo out baok without harming lo? 
This is for tho south-west coast of Scotland.—O. II. W. 

8o;w — Marechal Nlel Rose In a greenhouse. 
—Will11 J. O. O.” or someone el*e kindly say what should 
be Ihe treatment of a Marechal Nlel Rose In a epan-ioofed 
greenhouse ? The root is outside, and was planled in the 
early spring Slnoe then it has made a number nf new 
shoots, and has now six Roses on It. It is syringed night 
and morning, and liquid manure given onceaweek.—S V. 

3987.—Treatment of a Myrtle.— I bought a 
Myrtle about 2 feet high, but leggy and thin at the base, 
so I out it down this spring and have repotted it since, 
and it is dolog well. 1 have put it outside now. Is this 
the right treatment ? 1 should like to get it to flower next 
year. Of course, I intend keeping it Inside a cool-house 
during winter. What is the best soil for it?—Old Sub¬ 
scriber. 

8968.—Treatment of Tlgrldlas-Do Tlgridai 
renuiro any special treatment or soil? I have planted tbe 
bulbs both In autumn and spring lu the open groui.d. and 
have seen them planted in a pot In spring end pM-ed in a 
cold frame. None of them have suoceeded, and I should 
like to know tho reason? No special instructions for 
treating them ars given In tho seedsmen's catalogues.— 
A. 8. M. 

3959 —Unhealthy Guoumber. 3co —'Vhat is the 
cause of many of my Cuoumbtrs going otT yellow at the end 
when about! Inches to 6 Inohes long? Are some kinds 
more disposed to this than others? Wnat is the bi si tort, to 
grow for market In hot-houeos ? How oan the plants be 
raised f tom seed ? 5Vhat kinds of manure are best for the 
plants? Is it advisable to thin out the frulte besides 
cutting them when fit? How many fiulte.mxy beexpected 
on esab plant?—D J. 

3U70.-*• Geraniums ' for winter flowering. 
— I believe that "Geraniums''(rooted cuttings) can bo got 
fo blossom In tbe winter snd early spring by taking the 
outiioge at the right time of year. I have a greenhouse 
which keeps out the frost, but never Is muoh above 
6U degs. in temperature in the winter. I shall bo very 
much obliged if anyone wl'l tell me at what times I ought 
to take outtings, so as to have small plants in blosrom In 
January, February, Marob, and April.—Chantry. 

3971 —Caterpillars In a shrubbery.—1 hav0 
some trees In my shrubbery that are a mam of oaterpllhra 
and web Will anyone kindly let m« know how to destroy 
the oaterpillsrs, os (hoy look so unsightly? They are in 
little lumps rolled up in the web, and don't seem to care 
about wy other tree but this epeolal sort—some people 
call It Pegwood. Is this the right name ? It grows about 
10 feet or 12 feet high, bo»rs a few red little berries (lour 
together In little lumps) In winter.—Enoland. 

3972 —Treatment of a Cherry-tree —Will soms 
one kindly tell me what will be best to do with a Cherry- 
tree that has been planted six years on a house wall facing 
due east? It is In very good health, and makes fine shoots 
every year, hut never brings any fruits to perfection. 
Tnese, as soon ai turnod, all drop off. Soli rather light. 
I should mention that the garden Is enclosed by three low 
wills, independent of house wall about 5 feet from house, 
and a great many young suckers spring up each yiar. I 
shall he very glad of advioe.—M. A. 

3973.-Marechal Nlel Rose In a vinery-l.ut 
November twelvemonth I planted a Matiiobal Niel Rose 
on the back wall of my vinery. I keep just enough Are-heat 
during winter to exolude frost. In Ihe spring following it 
made three long shoot*, whioh ran lo the top of Ihe house. 
Ij lstcutthetops oil these in the autumn Thlsspring these 
ihree shoots mxde other growths, whioh I expected Mould 
have flowered, but they did not show i gns of a blossom at 
all. Should I out tuck these young shoots, or should I 
triin them ln?-Y0UN<i Gardener. 

3971.-Grubs and green crops —Will someone 
kindly reply to the following?—All my Cauliflowers, 
Savojs, Brussels Sprouts, Cabbages, Onions, Turnips, and 
Seakale are atlaoked with grubs. They are moat destruc¬ 
tive, killing all the plants. I Had from thirty to fifty 
grubs at a plant. I may add, the garden has been well 
limed this winter, and is of fair quality. I have also 
watered the plants at the roots with soot and lime-water, 
but it seems to have had no effect on thisdestruollve pest. 
Whioh Is the beat way to get rid of them ’-II. C., 
Chshire. 

. 3375.—Roaes. &c . In a greenhouse —I have a 
greenhouse (beaudj, 7 feet squire, in which I bare a few 
miscellaneous plants and the following Roses-vi , Star of 
Waltham, La I ranee, and Grace DirliDg In pot*. 1. I 
want to grow a few more , which would he the best torti In 
the space given? 2, 5Vould a Ololre de Dijon, William A 
Richardson, or some other climbing Rose do better .' I 
want a Rose or Roses to give a succession ol blooms for 
buUpn.ho|es only. 8, If grown In pots, when would be 
thC'bWUme tc pot them, in what sire of pot, and how 

-often, should, they.bei repotted-? 4, In repotting should 
tbs EOil pe ilia ien JrQjn tl.w.-.K is or only put in tbe next 

^dfR'Afvfr Gl\jy*l 0W *°*m t,**nl1'1 ,0 L''0"' 
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Roeoa well f 6, Would it Injure Roses to winter them 
in a cold frame and then bring them on in euoceseion, 
and which would be the beet to bring in first, and 
when ? Also, would it be best to prune In autumn or 
spring? locality: A manufacturing town a few miles 
north of Manchester, exposed to north and east winds.— 
I,IKK TO KKOW. _ 

To the following queries brief editorial replies 
are given; but readers are invited to give further 

answers should they be able to offer additional 

advice on the various subjects. 

3074.—S» C&more-leaf iQuestant).—The red exerss- 
cenoss are caused by a little insect which has punctured 
the leaf, and all the leaves whloh appear to have been so 
tinctured should be collected and burned.—J. J. 
3077. —Selaglnella lepldophylla (Ambit) is the 

correct name of the specimen sent, but its more popular 
namo is "The Rose of Jericho," and again it is also known 
by the name of "The Uesurreution-pUnt " This species of 
Selaglnello may be bought living from any nurseryman^ 
—J. J. 

3078. —Oattleya Moaalte (/. Aider).-The flowers 
sent are of very Inferior quality, and my opinion of them 
is simply that they are not worth the epeoe they oocupy. 
I oare not how large the plants arc, nor the number of 
flowers they carry ; it only serves to aggravate their 
worthlessness.— M. B. 

3o7i>.—Aerldes Llndleyanum (A. Wait).-The 
specimen you send f recognise at onoe as this plant, and I 
have rooelved a quantity from the Madras Presidency from 
lime to time, where It appears to grow in abundance. It 
is more robuit in growth, and the spikes are always 
branched, as you say yours are.-M. II. 

3080. —Masdevalllaa (F. IK. l’erel).—l am unable 
to express any opinion as to your flowers, as when I got 
i hero they were past recognition, but as you say you have 
M. Harryana with thirty four flowers open, I should 
suppose you have quite a grand lot of those plants: they 
cannot be equalled for brilllanoy of oolourlog.—M. B. 

3081. —Acanthophlppium bloolor (Humphrey 
Clinker).—This lathe name of ths second Orchid you send. 
Theeo plants oannot he oalled showy Orchids ; the flowers, 
however, are of good size, and to me they are most 
Interesting. I used to grow this and eoveral other kinds 
some few years ago, and they were of as much value to 
me as any other kinds.—SI. B. 

—Asplonldyctum Findlaynontanum (O. 
Taylor).— This is the name of your No. 2. From the 
Malay Peninsula. It has the veins netted towards the 
margin, and It would appear to come in with Ilemidyc- 
tyum ; but In the present plant the oostrn is very obscure, 
and I quite agree with the late J. Smith in establishing this 
genus for it, which he did In 1854.—J. J. 

SiiSS.-Neottopterls Grevlllea (G. raptor)—The 
frond you sent for name appears to me to he of this species. 
I recognise it particularly by its winged stipe. You said 
you got It from llurmah. There are many fine terns In 
that country whloh would well repay the cost of Introduc¬ 
tion. It has been returned, as requested, but upon another 
occasion please enclose sump for posUge,— J. J. 

3084.-Grubs and Carnations (Miss Forster).— 
The so-called grubs are one of the 8nake Millipedes, the 
Spotted Snake Millipede (Julus GutUtus). They are very 
annoying peats, and are very difficult to get rid of. When 
beneath the soli it Is almost Impossible to make most 
Insectloldes reach them In sufllolent strength to Injure 
them, but strong salt and water is said to be effective. 
Trapping them by burying small siloes of Mangolds, 
Turnips, or PoUtoes near the plant* an Inch or so below 
the surface is very useful. Pieces of ootton-oake also 
form good traps. A small wooden skewsr should be stuck 
into oaoh trap to show where It Is. Laving small pieces of 
slate or tile about is also useful, at the Millipedes oreep 
under such things for shelter.—G. 8. 8. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 
Any communications respecting plant! or fruits 

sent to name should always accompany the parcel, which 
s multi be addressed to the Editor of Gardknino Illus- 
tkatkd, 37, Southampton-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Names of plants. — D. K. W.—Send better speci¬ 
men.-F. H\ Du prey.— Specimen too muoh dried up to 
name. I’.ease send a better one.-Mrs. M. Banks.— In¬ 
sufficient specimens.-May.—We do not, as a rule, 
name It net, but the one aent Is no doubt W. A Richard. 
eon. — Denby Court, Harrogate.—Cytleus Adaml.- 
Mrs. Burnt.—Justicia csrnea.-J. A. Hspinasson— 
Probably Calceolaria violacea, but muoh dried up.- 
Miss Tweeddale.—Elnagnus variegatus.-J. J. C.—The 
Rose had all fallen to pieoes.-U. C. A.—The numbers of 
specimens all detached, and you do not give your name 
and address.-J. J , Hants.—Specimens quite rotten 
fram being packed wet, so oannot name.-C. F. Sharp. 

—We should say that It Is Shamrock, oertaiolr.-1 'era. 
—So-called L'ly Kritlllaria Kamscbatioa. other speci¬ 
mens too much dried up to name.-A. U.—Your Orchid 
flowers came to hand in a very bad state, some with 
numbers end some with none. Amongst them I recognise 
Kpldcndrum vltellinum, odontogloasum oirrhosum, Den- 
drobium arnmnum, an Oncidlum which looks like einplla- 
luui, Braesia caudata. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
We should be glad if readers would remember that toe 

do not anstoer queries by post, and that toe cannot under¬ 
take to forward letters to correspondents, or insert queries 
that do not contain the name and address of sender. 

Wins/ord.—Puonets Apply to Messrs. Drsper, sales¬ 
men, Centro Avenue, Covero -garden-market, London, W.C. 
-Jjrin.—" Dictionary of Gardening," by W Nicholson, 
published by L. UpcottGlll St Co., Strand, London.- 
Alderson.—We do not remember having received any 
flowers Irom you.-J. X. S.—“ Villa Gardening," E 
llobday. Macmillan A Co., London.--Mildeior^Pbe 
best plan will bs to write to the people Irom whim you 
bought the material.-F. S.-'-Wi diihbtkridyv tAplSpY 
you name, but if you will eend a portion of It (in flowerTlf 
possible) we will tell you its name and how to treat it.- 

F. Fane.—It is not unusual tor Foxgloves to sport as the 
epeoimen sent has done-Louisa Dennis.—Apply to 
Mr. W. Paul, Waltham Cross, Herts.-Mrs. Jackson.— 
Apply to Messrs. O. Bunyard A Co., Maidstone, Kent- 
Charley Davies.—Most likely the Vines were weakened 
with the petroleum dressing. It is a very dangerous thing 
to use on Vines. Send more partioulars, please.-31. J. 
Mactuggart.—We do not think that Primula obconioa Is 
an objrotionable plant to have in a window gardon.- 
A. IK. E. IKesfon —Please say what plants you wish to use 
the soil for, and then we will endeavour to advise you.- 
Zonie.—The Kale Is correotly named as “ Buda." 

BEES. 

SEASONABLE NOTES. 

Comb being very valuable to the Bee keeper on 

account of the quantity of honey consumed by 
the Bees in the elaboration of the wax, it should 

not be taken from the hive, oxcept in tho case 
of sootion honey. The honey extractor loaves 

the combs uninjured, so that thoy can bo 
returned to the hive to bo refilled by the Bees, 
and not only aro the combs preserved and more 
honey obtained by extracting, but more room is 

thereby given the Bees for brood roaring. By 
extracting the Bee-keeper is also able to secure 
honoy even in a poor season, whoa little or no 
■eotion honey is to be obtainod, and, if it be 
wished to work for honey instead of inoroaso of 

colonies, swarming can be avoided by the uso of 
tho extractor; but honey should be extracted 
from store oombs only, not from any combs that 

may contain brood. 

Extracted honey.—In working for extracted 
honey, tho mothod called doubling is some¬ 
times practised. Two strong colonies are 
selected, and from one of thorn all the brood 
combs aro taken, and the Bees brushed back 
into the hive. The oombs aro placed in an 
empty hive, which is put on the top of tho other 
stock so as to form a second story. By this 
means a double set of combs is given, and the 
hives are soon full of Bees, the hatching taking 
place above and below. As the brood hatches 
out in the upper story, the cells become filled 
with honoy, and as fast as filled tho oombs aro 
plaoed in tho extractor, emptied of thoircontonts, 
and returnod to the hive to bo refilled, the brood 
being then reared in the lower hive only. The 
hive from which tho brood combs are taken is 
filled up with bars of comb foundation. As the 
Boos collect honey they put a little in each oell, 
so as to expose a large surface to the influence 
of the heat of the hive, and during tho night, if 
warm, the moisture has evaporated sufficiently, 
to enable the Bees to carry the honey to the 
ireper cells, where it is permanently stored, but 
it more honey has been collected throngh the 
day than can be evaporated during tho night, 
and all the cells are in use, tho Bees returning 
the next day with stores havo nowhero to put 
it; they, therefore, convert it into wax, which 
they add to the cells, and make preparation for 
swarming; romoviDg unripe honey from the 
hivo by means of the extractor will, therefore, 
frequently bo the means of preventing swarms 
leaving, while the Bees will be stimulated to 
greater activity to refill the empty combs. In 
the ordinary way, tho heat of tho hive assists in 
evaporating the superfluous moisture, and when 
tho process of evaporation is completed the cells 
are sealed over. 

Introduction of queens.—A frame of comb 

containing brood and eggs introduced into a 
queenloss hive is one way by which a colony can 
be saved, as the Boos will immediately begin to 
fashion royal cells round some of the worker 

grubs or eggs, and roar queens from them ; but 
the best way of setting up a qneenless colony is 

by giving it a fertile queen. In order to intro¬ 
duce a queen successfully it is necessary to use 
a queen cage in which to confine the queen when 

first placed in the hive, otherwise the Bees are 
liable to destroy her. The cage containing the 
queen is pressed into a central comb as far as 

tho baso of the cells, if what is called a pipe- 
cover cage be used, great care being exercised 

not to injure the queen. Tho comb selected 
should be one containing honey, that she may be 

sapplied with food ; the Bees are now sprinkled 
with syrup, and the hive closed till the next 

day, when the Bees are again sprinkled with 
syrup and the queen released from the cage, and 

watched lo ascertain if the Bees take to her 
Sfibuld they seize her by the wings 
hV somewhat roughly, she is reUnMW 

;e and the experiment tried the next 

day. If it is wished to exchange an old queen 
for a young one, the old queen is searched for 

and removed, placed in a cage and introduced 
between two of tho combs for about six hours, 
then removed and the young queen placed in the 
cage, and in two days released, when she is, as 
a rule, favourably recoivod by the Bees. In the 

case of a hive having been qneenless for some 
time the introduced queen may be caged for 
threo days. There are several kinds of queen 

cages ; a very good one is made of wire net and 
formed to fit between two oombs, having a 
flange on the top to prevent its entering the 
hive too far, and can bo inserted through a hole 

in the quilt. It has an entrance on the top in 
whioh to insort tho queen, and by pressing down 
a wire, a door is opened at the bottom which 

allows the queen to escape into the hive. Diffi¬ 
culty is sometimes experienced in introducing 
queens into hives which contain no young Bees, 

the old Bees being liablo to encase and destroy 
tho now queen ; it is, therefore, advisable to in¬ 
sert, if possible, some frames of hatching brood 
on which to cage the new queen. 

S. 8. G., Parkstone. 

POULTRY & RABBITS. 

3875.—Fowls losing their feathers.— 
There can, I think, be no doubt that the querist’s 
fowja are troubled with the vice of feather 
eating. It is, of course, possible that insect 
pests are at work, and thoy may both destroy 

the plumage themselves, and also by tho irrita¬ 
tion caused by their movements over the skin of 
the fowls cause the latter to pluck the feathers 

in their search for their enemies. I do not, 
however, think that insect vermin are often so 
plentiful as to cause the feathers to fall ofl, 
particularly round the thighs, as in tho case 

mentioned by “ Belle Chorie,” and so wo must 
fall back upon the first solution of the mystery. 
It may be asked why feather-eating should 
develop itself to such an extent in the querist’s 
run, where tho birds are seomingly well oared 

for, and yet no trace of the habit should have 
been apparent when tho birds were purchased. 
Tho explanation, I fool sure, is not a difficult 
ono. I havo no doubt the fowl* were formerly 

provided with a freo range. Hero they could 
be constantly on tho move, and be moving to 
fresh sights and sounds all the time. They 

ouldthusget no opportunity for standing stillor 
moping. In a confined run the case is altogether 
different. The fowls have not the opportunity 
for much running about or scratching to divert 
themsolves, and so it comes to pass that feather- 
eating is resorted to, and if not checked at once 

is soon carried on to such an extent as to become 
a very bad nuisance. As to a cure, I am afraid 
it is impossible to name one when the fowl 4 have 
become thoroughly addicted to tho hsbit; but 
it is possible to check the vice a little. This is 

done by paring the edgos of the upper portion 
of the beak of the fowl, which prevents it taking 
a firm hold of tho feather. Tno trimming does 

not make the bird unsightly, nor is the opera¬ 
tion attended with any pain, and it undoubtedly fiuts a stop for a timo to tho plucking ; but, 
iko our nails, the horn of the beak soon grows 

again, and the operation must be repeated. 
Some good may be done by giving the birds 

occupation of some kind. Corn may be thrown 
down in the runs and covered with soil for them 
to scratch over; Cabbages may be suspended 
from the sides of the run, and an occasional 

ramble may be permitted. I believe the habit 
is fousd more frequently in some breeds than in 
others, and I also am of opinion that a single 

bird will soon contaminate a whole flock. Not 
only is feather-eating objectionable because it 
disfigures the fowls, but it makes thorn more 
susceptible to cold.—Doultinu. 

How to hold a fowl -Few persons know 
how to socure a fowl properly. Never seize a 
fowl by the tail, if a fino bird', nor touch tho 
back, but grasp both legs at once with a firm, 

tight, quick hold, and then raise free from the 
ground or perch and hang the body down clear 
of any obstacle. This method does not ruffie 

the plumage or turn a feather, which in a tine 
bird(Jpjw$rftp| pyoided. When the web of the 

feathers is once Jjrokep it can never be united 
again, aadjwhore tnuwl .handled this often 
occi^s, gmn^f .the^j^ijiragged appearance. 
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CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

CHRY8ANTHEMUM NOTES. 

Watering the plants.—I fear this it a detail 

of culture not well understood by the ordinary 

amateur cultivator. They either give too muoh 

or too little or at the wrong time. Although 

Chryaanthemuuu are moisture-loving subject*, 

it i* a mistake to suppose they oannot have too 

muoh. Never ought the plants to bj watered 

without the attendant is positive of their condi¬ 

tion. Every plant ought to be tested for sup. 

plying it with water. There it no better method 

of doing thi* than by rapping the pot with the 

kuuokle*. If the soil is dry the pot has a pecu¬ 

liar light ring, if wet a dull, heavy one. if 

found in the former state water should be given 

in sufficient quantity to thoroughly wet every 

particle. If in the latter state wait until the 
soil approaches dryness. To give a small quan- 
tity because the soil is moist, or not dry enough 

full watering, is a practice that to reoeive 

should be condemned, because it Is misleading 
for future test. While the soil on the surfacing 

is moist enough, that in the middle and near the 
bottom is quite dry. The dribbling system is 
bad in every respect and should be rigorously 

avoided. Although water may be applied in a 
methodical manner, another source of injury to 
the plants may exist. I allude to the employ¬ 

ment of water in an unfit state. That coming 
direct from wells, tanks, or water-companies’ 
pipe* is not in a fit state to be given to plants 
without first having been made warm by expo¬ 

sure to the sun and air for at least twenty-four 
hours. If double that quantity of time oould 
be allowed so muoh the better. Water used 

in such a cold state must oause a check to the 
roots, and thus to the even progress of the plants, 
which cannot fail to be injurious. Cultivators 

who have not the command of rain-water are 
also heavily handicapped as compared to those 
who have an unlimited supply. Water that is 

impregnated with lime, as that ooming direct 
from chalk wells, is injurious. Even though 
Chrysanthemum* may be calcareous-loving sub¬ 
ject* they can have too much of it. Plants 

supplied with water of this character generally 
have pale-coloured foliage ; at least, where no 

amelioration of its natural tendency to lime is 
practicable. It comes within the possibility of 
everyone to soften the water, where thus hard, 

by artificial means, so readily can this be done 
now by the aid of Anti-calcaire, commonly 

called milk of lime, or even common washing 
•od* will effeot the purpose, rendering the 
water quite soft by precipitating the chalk 

whioh is held in suspension to the bottom of the 
tank or tub. A quarter of a pound of ordinary 

washing soda is sufficient to soften 40 gallon* of 
water. Dissolve the soda in boiling water, and 
add it to the bulk named, say, an ordinary 

petroleum cask full, for instanoe. In twenty- 
four hours’ time the water will bo quite fit for 
use. Do not disturb that at the bottom, i 

w «o heavily mixed with lime through tb 
cipitatlon of the ohalk, a* this would bo iaj 

Mir. I he risntsln ., 
Lillet and Irian for mar¬ 
ket. 

Magnolias, the .. 
Manure, blond as 
Melons in frumrs 
Mushroom - lied. Morn- 

litter for. 
Myrtle, treatment of a 
Orchids, the two Built- 

fly {O. papilio and O. 
Kramerlanura) 

Outdoor garden .. 
Pi pet, piloting hot-water 

Plauls, floe stove .. 217 
Plants, flowering, for e 

oonserretory .. ..218 
Poultry and Rabbits .. 2x6 Situations and answers 2.5 

bubarb from seed .. 225 
Rote, Hybrid Perpetual, 

I the .2211 
Rose, Marshal Nlel, in 

a greenhouso .. .. 220 
Rose, Mardohal Nlel, in 

| a vinery.220 
Roses, ,vc., in a green¬ 

house .210 

to plant life if it came in contact with the root*. 

If tubs were kept constantly in use according to 
the quantity required, soft water could always 
be had for the plants. Where a larger quantity 
of water is required Anti-calcaire gives the 
least trouble in preparation ; 1 lb. will be suffi¬ 

cient for 250 gallons of water. All that is 
required is to dissolve the powder in the bulk 
of water by stirring it well, when the chalk 

will be precipitated to the bottom of the tank, 
and the water rendered soft. If the tank were 
fitted with a tap 4 inches from the bottom 

the softened water could be run off into 
other vessels without fear of disturbing the 
objectionable sediment at the bottom of the 

tank. Another tankful of water oould be pre¬ 
pared also while the former one was being used, 
thus keeping up a constant supply of softened 
water. Even if lime in excess be added to chalk- 

water, the water becomes turbid, and the car¬ 
bonate of lime, formerly held in solution, is 
precipitated, rendering tne whole soft. In this 

way ordinary quicklime ie valuable as a soften¬ 
ing agent. E. M. 

3947.—Chrysanthemum seedlings.— 
If the plants are still in the seed-pan lore do 
time in placing them in Si-inch pots in a com¬ 
post of two parts loam and one part horse- 

manure, with sufficient coarse sand to keep the 
whole porous. A cold frame stood in a sunny 
position affords the best site for the plants for a 

time, until they are firmly established. A lied 
of coal-ashes will keep the pots cool and prevent 
the ingress of worms. Water carefully with 
tepid water, and give no more than is required 

to keep the soil moist. Admit air freely to in¬ 
duce a stocky growth. Place alongside of each 
plant a stake, to this secure the single stem to 

prevent its being broken. When the plant 
reachos 1 foot high most likely other shoots will 
posh from the main stem. With a view of 
thoroughly testing each plant, retain five of the 

side growths of each as well as the leading 
shoot, allowing one bloom to develop on each. 

By encouraging these side shoots as well as the 
leader, a better opportunity is provided of test¬ 
ing not only the form but the colour of the 
flower; seldom does the leader and the side 

shoots produce exactly similar blooms. From 
the pots named the plant* should bo shifted into 
those 7 inches in diameter ; in these they will 

flower. A position in the open where they will 
obtain abundance of sun and air, but be sheltered 

from north and south-westerly winds, will be 
the most suitable after they reoeive their final 
shift. After a hot day syringe the foliage tho¬ 

roughly well over in tha evening, and keep the 
leaves free from insect pest*. When the pot* in 
which the plants are to flower are full of roots, 

weak liquid-manure given twice a week will 
prove advantageous.—E. M. 

- The seed has not been sown early 

enough to obtain stroDg flowering plants for this 
year ; it should have been sown in heat in Janu- 

ary or February, and the plants would have been 
now half-a yard in height, and would flower 

with the named varieties in November. The 
I plant* non! afoot an inch high should be potted 

A ok in 4. )afver flower-pots, and some of them 

sLnay yonstlaflOe to flower. At thi* time w raw 

Row, a hardy white .. 22J 
Haiifrsgo, Mossy, as a 

window flower.. .. 22 i 
Shrulu near a drive .. 3/3 
Stove .216 
Strawberry Noiilo .. Ill 
Sulphur for mildew .. 219 
Tigrtdfae, treatment of 221 
Tomatoes, unhealthy .. 2x5 
Town garden, work in the 216 
Turnips, eany .. .. 225 
Vegetable garden .. 2H 
Week's work, thoooming 2i6 
Window gardening .. ill 

year all the flowering plants are out-of-doois, 

where they make a cleaner, healthier growth 
than they do under glass ; but small plants au 

inch high should be grown in frames until they 
are 6 inches or 9 inches high.—J. D. E. 

PERNS. 

3944.—Perns and cut flowers.—Except 
the Adiantums, few Ferns are of much use for 

cutting. Pteris serrulata and P. cretica are 
useful to some extent, and I used to grow 
Nephrolepis exalt&ta for this purpose also. The 
most useful by far of all Ferns (perhaps except¬ 

ing Adiantum cuneatum) for culling and decora¬ 
tive purposes is the Black Maiden-hair Spleen - 
wort (Atplenium Adiantum nigrum), a hardy 

British species. This is precisely the same 
thing as the so-called French Forn, of which 
suoh immense quantities are annually sold in the 

flower-markets and shops. It grows freely in 
aDy light taady soil (peat or loam), and I should 
think would be worth cultivating on a large 
scale in this country. There aro parts of Surrey 

where one could almost out this Fern with a 
scythe ; at least, such was the case a few years 
ago. A third invaluable plant is the elegant 

and lasting Asparagus pluniosus, which thrives 
in any warm greenhouse.—B. C. R. 

- There are few Ferns better adapted to 

mix with cut flowers than the old and well- 
known Adiantum cuneatum, but the fronds do not 
last long in a cut state. An excellent substitute 
now much used is the Asparagus “Fern,” as it 

is termed. Of course, it it noi a Fern at all, but 
an exotic species of Asparagus—botanically, A. 
plumoaus nanus. Adiantum formosum is an 

excellent species for cutting ; the fronds last 
longer cut than any other Adiantum I know. I 
also use a quantity of Davallia Mooreana, a 

handsome species, the fronds of which last a 
long time in a cut state.—J. D. E. 

- When you except the Maiden hair* 

(Adiantums) you dispose of some of the best 
kiuda for catting, as their elegant character fits 
them well for association with flowers. The 

Asparagus plumosus lasts well when cut and is 
very charming, its feathery character being 
moat marked. You must gel good specimens of 

the plants if you wish to cut much from them, 
and nothing is better than Adiantum cuneatum, 

which is sold largely. I know one nurseryman 
who has two large houses filled with nothing 

else, all for cutting, aud the plants are grown 
cool, not in too much heat, whioh makes the 

fronds more tender. Pteris serrulata is a good 
Fern for cutting, and the fronds stand well, but 
they are not so graceful as those of the Adiantum, 

whilst mention may be also made of such pretty 
things as Pteris Mayi, the fronds quite silvery, 
but you must place chief reliance upon the old 

Adiantum cuneatum, which is quite the best 

Fern to supply fronds for cutting.—C. T. 

- Several of the Pterlues sre very ueefal for outtirg, 
notably cretlea snd eerrulst*. OniehlSm Japonicum and 
Phlehodlum sureum aleo keep well, though the froode of 
the last rsjroiJ, art ton, large foremall vases. What sre 
called the Asparagus Feme are very ueetul for cutting, 
in i v ill 'rpr^nqr^ pssj^hyj!^^ j>}an^re more oomtnon, 

rbAna-champaign 
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GARDEN WORK 

Conservatory. 
Specimen Heaths now in flower should ocoupj a light, 

open poeitioo. With careful management Erica Oavcn- 
dishlana and the varietice o( ventrlcosa may be left in the 
conservatory as long as their flowers keep in condition 
without injury. After flowering, pick oil all seed-pods, 
as leaving them on only a short time hoe a very exhausting 
effect. The same oouree should be pursued with Azaleas 
and all hard-wooded plants. Epacrlses will now Ire grow¬ 
ing freely, and as soon as growth is completed, more to a 
• ool, airy house or pit, and in July place outside in some 
sheltered position to complete the ripening. I need 
hardly say that all plants placed in the open air must 
eland either on a coal-ash bed, or some impervious material 
where worms cannot work into the pots. The early- 
flowering Azaleas may soon be placed outside, and if the 
plants have not been repotted, clear, weak liquid manure 

ill assist greatly In plumping up the buds. Abutilons in 
pots, which have been flowering some time, may be 
pruned hard bock, and the cuttings put in to make young 
stock. The shoots which break away from the pruned 
plants will produoe flowers in autumn. Set the plants 
outside; they will come early enough. I have planted 
them out and lifted them again in autumn. They do very 
well bo treated, but the lifting must be carefully done not 
later than the first week in September, and the piaute 
must stand outside in the shade for some time to get 
established In the pots hsfore housing them. Keep Kalo- 
eanthes In a light poiition. The topr which are removed 
from young-growing plants will makegood cuttings that 
will soon strike. Continue the shifting of Chrysanthe¬ 
mums into their blooming pots, which should not be less 
than 9 inches In diameter, using rich, rough, turfy soil, 
leaving room in the pots for a top-dressing later on. Do 
not be tempted to use stimulants of any kind till the pots 
arv well Oiled with roots. The soil, it of the right quality, 
will furnish sufficient food for growth till the buds are 
farming. I.ate Chrysanthemums are as tnuoh thought of 
now as early autumn ones. And if young plants are out 
down now and shifted on Into 6-Inch pots when the growth 
starts, they will be time enough for winter blooming tor 
cutting, or to furnish plants for the rooms with suitable 
tired plants. Salvias of several kinds are useful for winter 
blooming, These may either be grown on in pots or be 
planted out. Larger plants are obtained by the planting- 
out system, and Salvias will soon get established after 
lifting, if the latter process is not delayed till too late. 
Olve them room enough for full development. Many 
others of (he hardier wlnler.flowerhg plants may be 
planted out with advantage. This is by tar the best way 
of treating E ipatoriums, and if this is followed for a few 
years, the plants being pruned back after flowering, 
immense bushes may be obtained that will continue In 
flower a long time. Sow another frame of Cinerarias for 
blooming in spring, and those plants which have boen set 
in a cool, shady place may be divided, and the suckers Kitted off as soon as the latter oao be safely taken off, 

at off Primulas, both the Chinese and also the obconlua 
a arlo1 ips. Plant out Arum l.lllrs as soon as there are any 
signs of growth. These are sometimes planted in trenches, 
but where many plants are grown the trench system 
involves more labour, and takes up more epaoe. 

BtOV®. 

Winter-flowering stuff will require shifting on now, and If 
a small, low house or pit can be spared, move In thereafter 
repotting, and keep close for a lime, applying a thin shade 
when the sun is bright. I am not in favour of permanent 
shillings, though I am obliged to use it more or lest. We 
never nave too muoh light for plant growing In this 
country when the sun Is not actually shining. Perhaps 
a few of the largest plants In this house may be moved 
to the conservatory, and this will give a welcome relief. 
See that all the plants under glass are free from inseois. 
ft there should ba during tho present hot weather any 
falling off in atmospheric humidity, rod-spider and thrips 
will soon make tnelr appearance. Tho latter ohiofly 
attacks haid-leaved plants, sucli as Crotons, India rubbers, 
Marantas, and things of that type. Fumigating with 
Tobaooo on sucoeselve evenings will destroy them ; but It 
would be necessary to follow it up till tho ineeol* aro all 
destroyed. Sponging with soft soap and water will do 
very well, but it takes up mere time than fumigating. 
Use the shade only when It cannot be dispensed with. 
Such plants as Crotons, Drarn-nas, ho., will not lay in 
oolour If too muoh shaded. Pot off outtlngs of Bouvnr’dias. 
These will do lieet In a warm, close trome till estab¬ 
lished. Older plants of Bouvardias will now be under 
cool treatment. Many people are bothered to get good 
loam for plant growing. 1 nover oould do muoh with 
loam from a llmostono soil; it is generally too poor 
and hungry. Many things will grow well in Wimbledon 
ioam that would ho miserable things in inferior loam. If 
suoh loam as afore noted must be used, mix with It a 
larger proportion of peat and leaf.mould or old manure 
than is customary in using tbs bettor class loams. 
There Is a great deal In getting tho right kintl of soil for 
plant growing. Buooese hinges upon it. Stove Palma 
may be repotted, if necessary, though, In a general way, 
the difficulty is to keep the plant small enough. 

Ferns. 
These should now be In good oondition ; but Ferns can 

never be seen at their best If crowded together. Each 
plant requires room for tho full development of its fronds, 
and one really well grown plant Is worth half-a doxen 
stunted and atarvnl things. But though we may talk and 
write about the desirabloaesa of plenty of room, how few 
of us can give It where anything IjV- /* collection la grown ! 
Now species and varieties are infr ..Flood, and old forms 
are retained until at last It beoon.-js a question of building 
uew bouses to hold the stock. Well, gloss is oheap 
enough, and Ferns are exoeedlngly attractive at all 
seasons, and where one has plenty of room it is so easy to 
brighten up with a few foliage plants, suoh as Crotons, 
Drocmnaa, Marantas, ho. Tbs line-leaved Begonias too, 
associate well with Ferns. Continue to pot on young 

* /n told or northern districts the ope rat tom referred 

plants for speolmens, and if more room cannot he afforded, 
throw out the old plants There comes a time when even 
old Ferns are on the deoline, and will not pay for keeping, 
and I never recommend an old plant, except of a very 
scaroe kind, to be broken up for propagating purposes. 

Melons In Frames. 
This is splendid weather for Melons on manure-beds. 

One can feed advancing crops without any fear of canker, 
and bottom-heat can be maintained without a continual 
renewal of the linings. Ventilate freely during these hot 
days. I generally draw the lights up before inserling the 
props, so that a ohink of air can lie given at the bottom of 
the light. Where there is a gentle circulation the leaves 
will not scorch so long as the roots are in a moist con¬ 
dition. Keep the growth thin, hut never out off an old 
leaf after the crop is set and swelling. Melons do not 
make much growth, and soft spray, should it inako its 
appearance, should be cut away. Give a chink of air 
early in the morning to purify the atmosphere in the 
frame from the accumulation of the night. 

Window Gardening. 
Where well-Alled, window-boxes will now be in good 

condition, and will utilise profitably weak stimulants onoe 
a week or so. Remove il *ad flowers and leaves frequently. 
Plants on baloonles must have regular attention in water¬ 
ing. Climbing growth round window-boxes and on trellis- 
work Hhould he regularly trained. Room plants now are 
composed chiefly of foliage plants. When there are plenty 
of flowers outside, a graceful Palm or a delioate-tinted Kern 
finds more favour as a room plant. Cooos Weddelllana is a 
graoeful Palm for a small vase on the drawing-room table, 
and though considered as a stove plant, I have known it 
wintered in good condition in a sitting-room. Careful 
management will do muoh in plant culture. 

Outdoor Garden. 
This has been the most trying season I remember for 

newly-planted evergreen trees and shrubs, and many 
deaths have ocourred, especially where the watering has 
been intermlttant, and not of a thorough oharaoter. The 
value of mulohing is great, and more than one valuable 
specimen has been saved by tho use of the garden-engine 
or syringe over the foliage in the evening. When the 
crisis oomes in a orltical matter, a very small thing will 
save life, although I do not look upon the use of the syringe 
over tho foliage after a hot, drying day as a small matttr. 
It is like the bath to the weary traveller after a day’s 
journey through a hot, dusty country. It will he a 
difficult matter to grow good Pansies In the south duriog 
a season like the present. The beds must he mulched with 
old oow-manure, and if the precaution was taken to bury 
some old cow-dung in the bod things may not be so had 
after all. It is intereating to look through different 
gardens and note the flowering of hardy plants. In poor 
ground, where the plants are crowded, and have had no 
manure, and tho borders hut little preparation before 
planting, there is not muoh success to chronicle ; hut iu 
good land, well manured and deeply worked, things are 
doing well, though the development may he rather 
lest than usual. Recently-planted Ferns and alpine 
plants will require water, and in some oases a 
mulch of Cocoa nut flbre will he useful. The same kind 
of mulob will save watering of flower-beds In a dry spot. 
Straggling plants must he pegged down soon after plant¬ 
ing, before the growth gets Arm. Tennis-lawns may be 
made now, where there Is a good supply of water. The 
turf, If kept moist, soon gets established at this season. 

Fruit Garden. 

Oontloue layering Strawberry runners for foroing. Let 
the main reiianoe be placed on the best old sorts with 
a reputation for sire ana quality. Nowadays them must lie 
size. Vicomteese Hcrlcart de Thury Is too smell for some. 
This variety is otherwise a splendid foroer (none better), 
and goodsized fruits may be had by sovero thinning, which 
Is a necessity In fruit growing. It was fully recog¬ 
nised In the past by leading men, and nothing has 
recurred to prove that even by the use of artificial 
rstimulants can a tree he enabled to carry more 
than a reasonable load without Injury. Tho application 
of stimulants requires judgment. This has often been 
oarrled too far in the case of Grapes, and the large, gouty 
berries, the ouloome of a too stimulating diet, have worn 
a foxey appearanoe In consequence. What is termed 
finish In Grapes (oolour and bloom) cannot be obtained 
by exaesslve feeding at the same time. More aan and 
will ho done in the use of stimulants In the future than has 
been attempted in the past. Many men are experimenting, 
and something definite will grow out of it. Stone fruits 
on walls may be gone over, and tho breastwood shortened 
to throe or four leaves, and the young shoots retained for 
extension laid iu. The young wood of I'eaohes is oasily 
damaged by tho wind If not secured In good lime to the 
wall. Some effort should he made to clear l’lum trees 
from insects. When tbinge are to be done on a large 
tcale expense has to be oonsidered. It is a question if 
anything Is oheapor, If as oheap, as soft-soap, with a dash 
of Tobacco-powder or paraffin In it, and the trees sprayed 
with the mixture, (juassla is a very good insecticide, and 
moderate in price. Peaches under glow, from which 
fruit has been gathered, must be syringed freely, and 
water glv en whi n required. 

Vegetable Garden. 
Tomatoes outside, where mulched, and the roots kept 

moist and cool, are growing freely. Surplus growth must 
be removed when the finger and thumb oan do all the 
work. Under glass the fruits are colouring up well. It 
Is a common practice to out the fruits as soon as they 
begin to oolour, and ripen them In tho sun ; but it is 
better to let them ripen on tho plants-at least, so far as 
regards tho flavour and oondition, though gathering the 
fruit before It 1s ripe eases the plants. This is Just the 
weather for Cucumbers, where well oared for, cither In 
houses or framer. Plenty of moisture, both In the atmos¬ 
phere and at the roots, a little stimulant to be added to 
the water for tho beds, frequent top-dreaslngs of rich soil, 
oonstant stopping of the young shoots, and no fruit left 
to get old, with a thin shade in bright weather, and just a 
little artifloial heat at night till the nlghta get warm 
enough to maintain a temperature inside the uuoumber- 

to under •• Garden Work" maybe donZjtpm ten day to Louse to something over O0 degi. It Is a very trying time 
a fortnight later than it here indieatel with squatty good Iforgegetables, eapeolally In tho eastern counties where the 
results. Digitized by VjVil lr\E.,l“l has besn »0 light. Yet where tJr.ijlind_haScoe^u 

done well the crops are looking well. Potatoes are grow 
ing freely, dry though It Is, and are all now, exoept those 
planted very late, earthed up. This earthing up keep 
the roots cool, and if we should get a wet autumn it will 
facilitate the escape of the water. Therefore I think it ia 
a good plan to have the ridges of a pronounced type. The 
green .crops are suffering. A Cabbage or a Cauliflower 
spreads out a large surface of leafage, whioh on a dry, hot 
day will evaporate a great deal of water, and when scarcely 
any rain falls tor months, Cabbages and Cauliflowers must 
be poor in size and quality if left to themselves; but if 
mulched and occasionally soaked with water they will 
enjoy the sunshine. The question arises—Can we flood 
the Cabbage bed ? It can be done, of course, If we do not 
mind the expense. K. Hobday. 

Work In the Town Gardon. 
Watering is a terrible business now, and in many places 

the difficulty is to get enough of the precious fluid. Day 
after day passes and no rain oomes, although it threatens 
frequently, but wo only get a few drops, and then it all 
passes away and tho hot sun and wind together drink up 
the moisture faster than it oan be supplied. In any caw, 
watering by drlblete is worse than useless. Give a thorougn 
soaking or none at all; mere surface sprinklings only 
excite the plants and their roots, only to disappoint the 
latter. Newly set out bedding plants, especially If small, 
must be kept moist at the roots, at least until they are 
thoroughly established in the ground. The Tuberous- 
tooted Begonias especially are very exacting in this 
respect, and in a dry time like this small plants from 
boxes will not move or make a loaf unless abundantly 
supplied with water. Verbenas are apt to suffer from 
extreme drought also, especially at first, and if kept short 
of water the foliage often becomes Infested with aphides, 
and Dahlias also must be liberally watered during the 
early stages. Chrysaulhetnums ought now to be placed 
in the size of pot In whioh they are to flower, those 81 Incht s 
to 9 inches or 10 inches across (inside the rim) being the 
best size for plants grown In the ordinary way with three 
or four etems apiece. When growing for exblbitiou, or 
to obtain flowers of tho largest size for any purposo, lbs 
last shift ought to bo given not later than the middle 
of June, but tor ordinary decorative purposes, or supplying 
out-flowers, any time up to the end of the month will do. 
Of oourae, after potting less water than usual must be 
given for a time, but do not let the plants flag or wilt 
badly. 1'lanta that have been cut down to reduce the 
ultimate height mutt not he repotted until the young 
growths are 2 inches long ; If these are numerous, thin 
them down to three, five, or seven per plant, according 
to tho size of pot and number of flowers desired. 
Tomatoes under glass are setting and ripening their 
fruit well, but require plenty of water and nourlehment. 
particularly when osrrying a far too heavy crop ; if starved 
in any way the upper trusses will drop their flowers 
instead of setting them. In such weather as this it is 
advisable to Byriuge the plants lightly overhead onoe a 
day—certainly when they are growing in a light, sunny, 
end well-ventilated house. Window-boxes mu it be 
lihorally supplied with water, though where small plants 
havo only reocntly been put out in a box full of sound soil 
It will not do to make this vary wet until the roots are 
running freely in it. But the daily overhead shower it 
quite indispensable. B. O. R. 

THH COMING WHHK'B WORK. 

Extracts from a garden diary from Jane 17th 

to Jtint 24th. 

Busy thinning late Grapes; shall bring it to a does this 
week. This is vory tedious work, and one always feels 
relieved when the solseors can be laid aside for a time. It 
is always neoeseary to look over Grapes a second time ; 
there may not be muoh to do, but a small berry here and 
there may be taken out and the light plaoee in the 
bunohea opened out a little. But Grapes should never be 
so muoh thinned as to loose oompactneas when plaoed on 
a dish. Gave a sprinkling of arllnolal manure and watered 
it in with the hose. Finlshod gathering the last of the 
earliest i’eaohes, but Hals's Early, a free-bearing kind, will 
be ready in a week. It takes a good sized Peach to exceed 
8 oz., but it pays to have thorn not less than that size, and 
the thinning must be pretty severe to average that. 
Planted Melons for late summer orop, shall plant a few for 
autumn, or possibly take a second crop from some of those 
plants now hearing. This oan easily be done if not over¬ 
cropped ; though 1 seldom rely upon this orop, I often get 
a second crop from the same. It la merely a question of 
keeping out red-spider. If that little pest gate a footing 
in the Melon-house or (rams there will lie no aeoond orop 
ol Iruit. Tomatoes, where largely grown, furnish a lot of 
work now and It must be done promptly ; growth running 
to waste takes a good deal out. I have mulohed all the 
beds in the Tomato-house with stable manure ; this has 
many advantages and saves artifloial, and to that extent it 
is eoonoraloal. Tomatoes will take a good deal ol support 
where the fruit* are growing rapidly. Tomatoes will not 
set very well If dry at the root in hot weather. In dull 
weather do not water il it oan be put off, but during a hot 
day II the root* are dry the blossoms drop unset. Prioked 
off Chineee Primulas. 8hlfted Solanuma into rrultlDg 
pot*. A little pinohing by-and-bye will keep the plant* In 
shape. I want to get the plant* a good size before thin¬ 
ning them out to set their fruit. Out down the early- 
flowering Pelargoniums and put In the cuttings; the 
nld plants will be kept quite dry till they break. Potted 
Chrysanthemums I am getting through. Planted out 
more Leeks In shallow, well-manured trenches. Bowed 
Voltoh’s Perfection and Ne Plus Ultra Peas. The bottoms 
of tho trenches were soakvd Into puddle before the Pes-v 
were sown. The Peas under suoh oondltiona will germin¬ 
ate Immediately. Shifted the earlirst struck Polnsettias 
Into 6-lnoh pots ; they are growing In a close, warm pit 
for the present Just to stimulate root aotion, but as soon 
as that object has been accomplished free ventilation will 
be given to build up sturdy growth with substantial 
healthy foliage down to the bottom. Made a last sowing 
of Cinerarias for spring blooming. The early sown plant* 
will no >n he ready for 6-lnoh pot*. Bowed Panley and 
Early' Horn Carrots in south border. Put In onltinge of 
I'jnjcp under |^i^djlght. spared beds of light, sandy 
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toil. Layering Strawberries for forcing is being continued 
as fast aa the time devoted to other work.will permit. 
Sowed Kndive; probably a few of the plants mav boll, 
but eliall sow again in ten days, and 1 want Kndive ns 
early as it can be obtained. Planted out a lot of young 
Pinks which were struck early in heat ; they ate intended 
for potting oS in autumn for forcing. Planted out Arum 
Lillee. Only a few of the stock is planted; a few dozen 
plants will be grown in pots for early bloom. Made a 
sowing of Rosette Colewort; these plants will come in 
useful to fill up vacant plots for winter use. Watered 
wall and other fruit-trees which are carrying good crops. 
Turned the hoee on tho Raspberry plantation. The 
ground had previously been inulchtd with manure. 
Shifted Cockscombs into flowering pots and relumed to 
hot-bed. 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

FINE STOVE PLANTS. 

AMTHt-RICM°. 

Of these thero are several that, will bear a 
favourable comparison in their llowera with the 

best plants brought into the conntry in either 
recent or bygone times. There are some that 

especially deserve a place in even the most select 
collection of blooming stove plants ; hut as they 

require somewhat different usage as to soil, it 

Part of a fine plant of Anthtirium Schcrierianuni. 

.1917.—Lilies and Irises for market.— will ho necessary to treat of them separately. 
J he common White Lily is much grown for Amongst the more recent introductions of 
market round London, and I believe pays fairly Anthurium is the white-spathed A. candidum, 
well where the soils suits it, but it is liable to go from the United .States of Columbia, a plant of 

off wholesale, being attacked with a kind of somewhat slender habit, wit h rathersmall, erect, 
fungus. The Tiger, the Orange, and some ovate, lanceolate leaves, on proportionate foot 

varieties of umbellatum, are also grown to a stalks ; the spathes are aboutinches in length, 
certain extent. I should not advise the culture It associates well with A. floribundum, a now 
of these in heavy soils that retain much moisture Crenada species, which has much broader, 

in the winter. Iris Germanica and the English slightly lanceolate leaves, dark-green, and of com 
and Spanish Irises are grown for market Jmt pact halut: the spathes of this plant are also 
the prices for outdoor flowers is low, a n /o til hi* e,,-*ij lasts Ion 

growing them in quantitjt>ffi||tpsfj54-ixvc| 

the 

plants long in flower. Both may be 

the spring, when they have made a few roots 

from the base. That these exist before tho 

crowns are separated from the parent plant is 
essential, as, if taken off before they have 
formed roots independent of the plant that has 

produced them, they will be long in growing 
away freely. When taken off, place them in 
pots just large enough to permit of the roots 
being inserted without injury, They are sur¬ 

face-rooters, requiring an abundance of water, 
consequently they do not need a great depth of 
soil, hut must have plenty of drainage material. 
Half-fill the pots with crocks. The soil should 
consist of fibrous peat three parts, to one of 
flaky rotten dung that has been well dried. 

Such as has lain p-posed on the surface for 
mulching a Vine-border or an Asparagus bed is 
in the best possible condition for the roots of 
ihese Anthuiiums. Add to these a fifth part of 

leaf-mould, a good sprinkling of crocks, broken 
the size of Horse Beans, and a fair quantity of 
silver sand, mixing the whole well together. 
Do not, even whilst the plants are small, sift the 
soil, but pull it to pieces with the hand ; press 

moderately firm, and pot the crowns an inch or 
so down, just covering the roots a little ; put a 
small stick to each for Bupport, give water, and 
place them in a brisk heat of 65 degs. in the 

night, with an increase during the day. Keep 
tnem a little close until they begin to grow, but 
not so much confined aa would be requisite in 
the case of ordinary cuttiDgs. Raise the tempe¬ 

ra! tire both day and night as the season ad¬ 
vances, giving air in the daytime when the 
wiather is such a3 to require it, and shading 
slightly when the sun is upon them. When u 

f nr amount of roots have been formed the plants 
should be moved into pots 2 inches larger, using 
similar soil to that in which they were before 
placed. Continue to treat through the summer 
as already advised, syringing them freely every 

afternoon, and also giving plenty of water to the 
r. ots. Reduce the temperature, and discontinue 
shading as the weather gets cooler, keeping 
Ilium through the winter in a temperature of 
55 degs. in the uight ; but do not let the soil 
got dry. Repot in April, giving 2 inches or 

.1 inches of a shift, still half-filliDg the pots with 
drainage, and UBing tho soil in a more lumpy 
s’.tte as the plants get larger. This season they 
will push up flowers from all the strongest 
Lavos, but it will not be advisable, even whilst 

i i bloom, to movo them out of the stove, as a 
lower and diier ntmosphere would interfere 
with their growth. Continue the summer and 
winter treatment in this and subsequent years 
ai already recommended, giving more pot-room 

wheu it is wanted. They will goon for years 
increasing in size as long aa required, and, when 

i hey get larger than desirable, they may be re- 
duetd by division of the crowns. Those Anthu- 

riums can be increased from pieces of their 
• hizome-like stems cut in bits an inch or 2 inches 

ia leDgth, inserted in soil such as that advised 
for potting the crowns in, and treated similarly 
nfterwaids. They can alto bo grown from seeds 
munuged as hereafter detailed Tor the propaga¬ 

tion of A. Scheizerianum and its white variety 
by this method. 

A. SciiERZEItlAM'.M (hero figured) is now well 
known, and ia undoubtedly one of the very 
fiuest and most distinct flowering plants ever in- 

troduced to this country. By judicious treat¬ 
ment in recent years it has been grown to a size, 
of both leaf and flower, such as was never 
anticipated from the small examples produced 

when first bloomed after its introduction. It is 
from Costa Rica, and can be readily increased 
ftom seeds. For a considerable time after it was 
brought to this country few persons succeeded in 
seeding it, simply because they did not allow 

time for the seeds to get matured ; they are 
borne on the outside of tho spadix, in compressed 
globular, pulpy masses about the size, and when 

ipe of the colour, of pale Red Currants. To 
produce good seed flowers should be selected 

that open towards the close of summer; about 
August, when the spathes decay, they must be 
cut off, leaving the twisted spadix growing upon 
the peduncles: These will remain through the 
winter in much the same condition as they 

appear in tho autumn, quite brown, with little 
apparent vitality in them, but in the spring 
the spadix will entirely or partially untwist, 

and the seed-vessels will begin to swell, being at 
firsts a gceen colour, afterwards becoming 
oranWii-WaIS1 tW^ipen. When fit to gather 

division of the crowns takei^^|l^^pBg|^Y ^bs^y^gt^i^jand wiU Part 
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readily from the spadix. They should then be 
removed, washed out of the pulp in the way 

usual with Melon or Cucumber seeds, and at 

once sown. Procure 
Large-sized SEED-TAX'S, in which place an 

inch of drainage ; then get some clean Sphagnum 

Moss, free from Grass or weeds. Chop this 
quite fine with a pair of scissors or hedge-shears, 

and add to it one-fifth of clean sand and some 
crocks or charcoal, broken about the sizs of 

small Peas. Fill up the pans with this mixture, 
pressing it firmly down, and water the surface, 
sprinkling a little more sand if that which has 

been already mixed with the Moss iB washed 
down. Damp the surface again and sow the 

seeds thiokly and evenly over it, pressing them 
gently down with the hand, but not covering 

them in the least. Put a propagating-glass over 
the whole to keep in the moisture, as this will tirevent the ne'essity for giving muoh water; 
f this is given in considorablo quantities it has 

a tendency to wash the seeds overhead into the 
material, which must not occur, as they vegetate 
much the best when on the surface. Keep the 

whole quite moist; it must never be allowed to 
become dry, but, when water is given, let it be 
applied with a fine rose, so as not to disturb the 

seeds at all. Place in a night temperature of 

0.5 degs., and 10 degs. moro in the day ; in a 
few weeks they will begin to grow. Let the 

Youxo plants, from the time they first vege¬ 
tate, have plenty of light, but do not allow tho 

sun, when at all powerful, to oome upon them 
without shading ; give air in the middle of the 

day, and syringe overhead in the after¬ 
noons. By the beginning of September they 

will be large enough to prick out, several 
together, into 3 inch pots, half-fillei with drain¬ 

age. Material similar to that in which the 
seeds were sown should be usod. Keep the soil 

well moistened, for this Anthurium is a swamp 

plant, and cannot endure to be dry at the roots. 
Keep through the winter in a temperature of 
55 degs. or 60 dogs , and a few degrees warmor 

in the day. This is considerably hotter than is 
requisite for them when they get larger; but 

the object now is to push them on without loss 
of timo. About the beginning of March move 

siagly to small pots, in material such as used 
before, with a little fibrous peat added ; through 
the spring and summer keep at aboutGOdegs. or 

65 dogs by night, with a proportionate rise in 
the day. Treat as to moisture, light, air, and 

shade as advised for last Hammer. By tho end 
of June give 4-inoh or 5 inch pots, according to 

the si/.a they have attained ; tho soil they now 
require is one-half the best fibrous poat to about 
an equal quantity of chopped Sphagnum, with a 

liberal addition of saod and broken crocks or 
charooal, half-filling the pots with drainage 

Treat as hitherto recommended up to the end of 
September, wintering as before. Again pot them 

in the spring, giving pots 2 inches or inches 

larger. This summer they may be allowed to 
open a few flowers. Most of the plants will 
differ more or loss in the size, shape, and depth 

of oolour in the blooms. Remove them before 

they form seeds, as tho progress of the plants 
will be stopped if they are allowod to do so. 

Those that nave the largest and best formed 
flowors should be marked, and have special en¬ 

couragement. As they grow up into a useful 
decorative size they may be kept at a tempera¬ 
ture of 50 degs. in the night luring the winter, 

and should not receive so much water, but still 
enough to keep them growing. They will make 
the strongest leaves in the winter ; through the 
spring and summer let the temporature be 

10 degs. or 15 degs. higher in the night, and 

proportionately more in the day. They will go 
on making larger leaves and flowers until they 

get five or six years old, as well as forming 
numbers of crowns, increasing the bulk of the 

plants for an indefinite time, provided the soil 
is never allowed to beoome sour and adhesive — 

in which case the roots are sure to perish. To 

avoid this, each year, when repotting, get as 
much of the old exhausted material away as can 

be done without injuring the roots. From the 
time the plants have got to a useful flowering 

size, the best time to repot is in the summer, 
after the principal blooming is over ; when this 

is will depend upon the temperature they are 

kept in during the early spring, as the warmer 
they are the earlier they throw up the main lot 

of flowers. Thrips and green-fly-^*re both 

partial to the leaves and flowers ;fbut tht. ;oi -d 

tinuons syringing advised is ftanemlslmVciCUt 

to keep them in check, otherwise they may be 

killed by fumigation. Brown scale thrives upon 

the leaves, and must be kept under by sponging ; 
so may mealy-bug, should they become affected 

with it. The 

White torm of A. Scherzerianum requires 

treating in every way like the red variety. Both 
can be increased by division of the crowns, and 
by pieces of the rhizome in the manner describod 

for A. candidum and A. floribundum. A. 

Andneanum : This is a most beautiful species, 
quite distinct from all others. The spathes are 

large, heart-shaped, corrugated on the surface 

like the cartilage of tho human ear, bright 
scarlet in colour, and shiniag as if newly 

varnished. The lower portion of the spadix is 

white, towards the extremity yellow ; it droops 
in front of the spathe, and by the contrast in 

oolour seems to intensify the brightness of the 
latter. It is one of the most remarkable and 

beautiful plants that has appeared in recont 
years. It will require keeping somewhat warmer 
than A. Scherzerianum. From Colombia. A. 

ornatum has medium-sized leaves. The 
spathes are 6 inches long, white in colour; 

spadix purple. A native of . Venezuela. A. 
Sjherzerianum Wardi is a very distinct and 

desirable form of the rod species, with immensely 

broad spathes, which are bright-scarlet in 
colour. B. 

3034.—Treatment of Indian Azaleas. 
—The very probable reason why the plants are 

not flowering is owing to their not having suffi- 
oient light and air in the room of a dwelling- 

house. The only chance to get them to flower 
next year will bo to place both plants in a light 
position out-of-doors when they have made their 

young growth. Keep the plants well watered, 

and the leaves free from red-spider. The buds 
will set well in tho open air, and thoy should 

have as muoh air as possible after being taken 
indoors. The Indian Azalea is not at all a good 

window-plant. Now is the time for the plants 
to make their growth, and those who have the 

means should place them in a hot house, and 

keep up a minimum temperature of 60 degs. to 
65 clegs, at night, shade from hot sunshine, and 

syringe them well twice a day. This will keep 
the leaves free from thrip and red-spider ; both Siarasites are very fond of the leaves. A sur- 

ace dressing of powdered bones is excellent to 
give colour to the leaves. They also require a 
plentiful supply of water at the roots when in 

full growth.— J. D. E. 

3370. — “ Geraniums " for winter 
flowering.—Do not deceive yourself. To 
bloom Zonal Pelargoniums successfully in winter 

a temperature of fit) degs. is a neoessity, liquid- 

manure twice a week, eaoh plant in a well- 
drained 6 inch pot standing upon an inverted 

pot, with plenty of space rouna each plant for 

air and light, careful attention to watering 
without overdoing it. All these aro necessary 

to success, and I have proved (by repeated 
attempts in past years) that it is useless, no 

matter when tho cuttings are started, to hope 
for bloom in the dull, oold days of mid-winter, 

unless a summer temperature can be artificially 
provided. Do not waste time in attempting it. 

—A. G. Butler. 

3980 — Malmalaon Carnations.—Plants 
that are always covered with greenfly, whether 
Carnations or anything else, as you say yours 

are, are not likely to lie satisfactory. Cannot 
you adopt one of the many simple remedies so 
often recommended in Gardening for destroy¬ 
ing the flies? Your plants aro evidently in a 

poor way. They are badly nourished, and from 
the information you send I should say they get 

too muoh water. A cool, light vinery is a very 

good place to keep this Carnation through the 
winter,—J. C. C. 

- If the plants are always covered with 

green-fly it will be quite a struggle with them 
to exist at all, let alone carry flowers of good 

quality. All the varieties of Souvenir de la 

Malmaison and seedlings from it have a tendency 
at times to produce green knobs in the middle of 

the flower. I had at least ten per cent, of my 

flowers like that this year. I pulled the faded Gtals from one and exposed five of those knobs, 

:e so many flower-buds ; but it is a mere freak 

of nature, and may not occur again on the same 
plant. A vinery in the winter should not be top 
V t/fbr them, if the Vines aro at rest. It ns 

JHjBont the right place. Put themlnw.r .tliere<®f- 

glass, and if green-fly appears, and it is not con- 
venient to fumigate, dip the plants in a solution 
of 2 oz. of soft-soap to a gallon of water.— 

J. D. E. 

3983 —Flowering plants for a conser¬ 
vatory.—Fuchsias trained up pillars, if there 

are any, are graceful free-flowering subjects. 
Camellias are useful for tho winter, and as there 

would be but little syringing them while they 

are in flower, they would be suitable. The 
syringing during the spring and summer would 
be beneficial to the growth of the Camellias. 

Chorozemas are useful conservatory subjects, at 

are Daturas, double and single. Acacias in 
variety are showy. For suspending from the 

rafters Bignonii Cherere and Taosonia Van 
Volxemi are graceful and free-flowering. If 

room can be found Mandevilla suaveolens it 

worthy a place.—S. P. 

- Amongst Palms and such things you 
would not get permanent flowers—that is, of the 
ordinary conservatory type ; but if the house is 

very lofty and provided with abundance of 
heat, you could grow such things as the 
Browneas ; but they require heat, and attain 

considerable height. If you would say the 
dimensions of the conservatory, the degree of 

heat that may be obtained, I should advise 
you better. I should not really advise you to 

get such things as Browneas, if you have neither 

the space nor the means at command to grow 
them satisfactorily. Such climbers, however, 
as Bignonia venusta, Bougainvillea glabra, 

Jasminum gracillimum, Passiflora princeps, 
Plumbago caponsis, and its beautiful white 

variety, Stephanotis floribunda, and the Tecomas, 

would also succeed as climbers if there is a fair 
amount of heat; but if it is a cool conservatory 

the Habrothamnus would do well, H. elegans 
in particular, and such very beautiful things as 

the Lapagerias, both alba and rosea, which 
sucoeed well under ordinary conditions and gi' e 

welcome sprays of white flowers in the former 

kind and in the latter rose. They want a 
border of peaty soil, and will grow in a quite 
cold house. You should be able to succeed well 

with these olimbers, that will cover the roof in 

time. In a constantly damp place, shady too, 
nothing will grow well. Pelargoniums, Heaths, 
Chorozemas, and other things cannot stand such 

conditions, nor the varied coloured-berried Per-' 

nettyas. They all need a drior atmosnheie 
than you can apparently give them, but Fens 

may be encouraged more. If you wish the Elaco to bo (jay you can fill it from another 

ouso with things in season, or plant out Camel¬ 
lias, Azaleas, the very beautiful Acacias, such 

as A. dealbata, perfect mountains of flowers in 
spring; but those require more a tomperate house 

than a damp conservatory. Send a few more rrticulars as to the heat maintained, and then 

can advise you better as to the selection of 

stove plants.—C. T. 

3958.—A rusty plug In a boiler. TI do 
not know what object you have in wishing to 

take out the rusty plug, except it is for the pur¬ 

pose of cleaning out the boiler. If that is the 
only reason I advise you to leave it alone. It 
may be desirable to clean out the sediment that 

oollects in a boiler, but I do not think it is so 

necessary as to require you to have the plug 
bored out. It may be neglect, but I have 
known the plugs inserted in many different 

forrrji of boilers, but somehow or other they 

never get used ; yet the boiler has been none 

the worse for it.——J. C. C. 

-Try Riving the head of the plug a few blows with » 
rather heavy hammer. If this does not loosen it, hold » 
red-hot pleoe of iron to ths plug for a few minutes. A lew 
drops of parafHn-oil poured round a rusty bolt or sere" 
will also often loosen it in the course of a few hours — 
B. C. R. 

3907.—Treatment of a Myrtle.—A mix¬ 

ture of loam, leaf-soil, and peat, two parts of the 

former to one of the two latter combined. Plunge 

the pot in coal-ashes, standing the bottom ouatile 
or piece of slate to make sure the worms do not 
enter the pot. Supply the roots with water as 

required, and syringe the leaves nightly after a 

hot day. By exposing the plant to the full sun a 
rayB the wood will be matured and possibly g1'® 
a crop of flowers next year. Plants that make 

strong shoots from the base, however, do no 

always flower from this part for a year or two 

until the wood has become thoroughly ripene . 

—-r \ ou may stand the plant out during the 

liu foxier1, sfiepimens in tubs are y 
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handsome, and well adapted for terraces, espe¬ 

cially if Agapauthuses are also used. In quite 
the southern counties of England the Myrtle 
will succeed in the open, but oven then gets cut 

in winter. You may put out the plant during 
the next few months, keeping the soil moist, and 
stand it in a moderately shady position. There 
are several varieties, but no doubt yours is the 
type. As regards soil, a light loamy compost, 

not too heavy, but medium in texture will 
suffice, and put a few crocks in the bottom of 
the pot for drainage. The variegated varieties 

are pleasing. Take in the plant early in Sep¬ 
tember, and keep it through the winter in the 
greenhouse or conservatory, It is a pity such 
fragrant-leaved things are not more grown in 
gardens.—C. T. 

mis —Painting hot-water pipes.—Tnmp-Maok, 
mixed (as pxlni) witn boiled oil. Two thin coats will dry 
hard and bright in four or five days.—Exox. 

3933. —Sulphur for mildew.—The only 
certaia way to cure mildew on tirapes in either 
a heated or unheated structure is to dust the 
affected parte with sulphur. If the bunohes are 
badly infested with mildew cover those parts 

with sulphur. That of a brown colour is best, 
it is less Been than the ordinary kind. In a few 
days the mildew-spores will be killed. A few 
sharp puffs of wind by the aid of a pair of 
bellows will generally dislodge the sulphur. 

The stems of the Vines should be coated over 
with sulphur also, made into the consistency of 
paint by dissolving it with cold water. If the 
mildew is perceptible on the leaves dust the 

COUNTRY HOUSES. 

Oldswinford Castle, Stourbridge. 

Anyone who admires fine conntry houses will 

find pleasure in a ramble in the vicinity of Stour¬ 
bridge, a town that has in itself many quaint 
and interesting features. Oldswinford Castle, 

the home of J. Evers Swindell, J.P., is placed 
in this picturesque portion of the none-too- 
beautiful county of Staffordshire. A glance at 
the accompanying engraving will show that it 

is a house of solid architecture, many-angled, 
and far more imposing than some of the erec¬ 
tions of recent aate that are often puerile imi¬ 
tations of the most famous “homes of England.” 
There is something more than architectural 

boauty in Oldswinford Castle, and that is in the 
many kinds of creepers that hide the bareness 
of the walls. A house without greenery to 
relieve its harsh, cold outlines loses much of 

its old-fashioned aspect; but here wo have 
Jasmines, Roses, Japanese Honeysuckles, the 
pink and white-flowered Pyrus japonioa, and 
last, but not least, the glossy Ivy ; that, as 

wiH be seen by reference to the illustration, 
has overgrown completely the two outside 
chin ne ;s. We wish that Ivy were more used 
to h ds ugly angles, chimneys, and unsightly 

corners, as there is certainly nothing that can be 
used with belter effect. Some, let ui hope, 
from a mistaken notion of the character of the 
finest of evergreen climbers, tear it from the 

walls, and wo could oite instances of folly of this 
kind, But it neither promotes damp, dry rot, 
nor any other evils that are supposed to accrue 

Oldswinford Cast In, Stourbridge. 

affected parts also with sulphur. Mildew in 

vineries is generally caused by draughts of cold 
air. Opening both top and bottom ventilators 
when the Vinos are in bloom is the most frequent 
oause of mildew. If this bo the case with 

“ Leopardstown’s ” Vines I should advise him 
to close the front ventilators for a time and keep 
the atmosphere inside the house as dry and as 
buoyant as possible, so as to avoid a stagnation. 

Sulphur sprinkled about the floor and border of 
the house will assist iu driving away the mildew 

n-pest.— S. P. 

- 8ulphur dissolved in water and applied 
with a brash to hot-water pipes will destroy 
mildew, but the pipes must bo made so hot that 
the fumes will be strongly felt in the house ; it 

will in this condition destroy rod-spider on the 
leave* as well. As the house is unheated the 
sulphur must he puffed upon the leaves with an 
appliance the seedsmon sell for the purpose. 

There are various kinds of sulphur dustors, but 
a good thing may bo made by putting some in a 
muslin bag, and as the bag is shaken the sulphur 
flies out in a fine dust on to the leaves where the 

mildew is. It will kill the parasite wherever it 
touches.—J. D. E. 

-In an unhsatsd house dost the sulphur on tbs parts 
affected with mildew. In bad cates this U the beet way of 
applying It. Where the attack le slight mix sulphur in 
water and syringe the Vines with It. Mix the sulphur 
with a small quantity of water first, and then fill up the 
pot with water. When the mildew is destroyed the 
sulphur oan be washed oft with the syringe.—E. H. 

-Scatter the sulphur on slates or sheets o( 
tin. and plaos them where the sun shines full, 
and the hones will soon he Plied ndtb the adit 
Kan 

from its use. The widespreadiug lawn in front 
of the house is another feature wo are pleased to 
soe, but would rather have had the mass of 

shrub* in front of one of the principal rooms 
removed; it looks like a patch on a beautiful 
carpet, and hides a full viow of the house. 
Travellers by rail to Worcester will have an 
excellent and* picturesque glimpse of Oldswinford 

Castle between Stourbridge and the famous 
cathedral city. 

39.59.— Carnations, &C- —Young plants of 
Souvenir do la Malmaison produce quite as large 

flowors as the old plants it they are well estab¬ 
lished and grow under the samo oultural con¬ 
ditions. The plan vs may have keen poor weak 
things, and have not been long enough 
established in the fiowor-pots. They should be 

well established in flowor-pota early in the 
autumn, and if good soil is used and tho plants 
are repotted into largor flower pots in the spring, 
in a compost of good yellow loam three parts, 
one part decayed manure, cne part leaf-mould, 

and a good sprinkling of sand, the results will be 
highly satisfactory.—J. D. E. 

-My experience of Carnations Is that the young 
plants produos fewer but decidedly liner bloom* than the 
old. Thle hold* good with many other perennial!; for 
Instanoe, the year-old plants of Delphiulum formoeum 
produce flower* at leaet nail a* large again at well estab¬ 
lished clumps.—A. O. Butlkr. 

3081.—Blood as manure.—Blood la a powerful 
stimulant, but it does not mix well with water unlete 
obtained quite fresh. Should be very muoh diluted. I 
have uejdit at the rate of one of blood to six of water for 
V nasi ramstoee, and other things growing in borders, 
hjtj£ poWltshould be still further diluted.—j 

ORCHIDS. 

THE TWO BUTTERFLY ORCHIDS 

(O. PAPILIO AND O. KRAMERIANUM). 

These two plants are called Butterfly Orchids, 
and they well maintain tho appearanco of those 
insects. My friend, “G. Hedley,” seems to bo 
somewhat mixed in these matters, and he sends 

me what he calls “the true Butterfly-flower," 
but I must set him a little bit more straight 
than he appears to be in this matter, because the 
flower scut is O. Kramerianum, which, although 
one of the discoveries of the famous Poliahexplorer 
and collector, Warscewicz, is not the original 

Butterfly Orchid, and, consequently, cannot be 
called the true plant, for O. papilio was intro¬ 
duced into our gardens just upon seventy years 
ago from the Island of Trinidad, I believe. And 
although the plant may have become established 

in the woods of that island, I think it is open to 
very great doubt if it is really a native of that 
place, us I was told many years ago by a friend 
who travelled in Venezuela and Caraocas, and 
sent many Cattleyoa and other Orchids from 
these regions, that he found many O. pipilios in 
the latter country, and who also told mo that 

communications with tho mainland and the 
Island of Trinidad were very frequent, and it, 
therefore, causes me to doubt if tho plant is 

really indigenous to the island ; but if it is so or 
not does not detract in the least from the beauty 
of the Orchid I mutt say that it roally is 
one of the most beautiful forms of the 

(lower which has come under my notice. 
Now I must say a few words about 
the management of theso plants, aud I know 
onlv of one other Orohid that can be associated 
with those, and that is the little 0. Limminghei, 
of which not much is known. Tho other 

members of this section of the gonue have great 
attractions for tho amateur Orchid growers, 
and I have observed many to select good and 
brilliantly coloured forms with much keenness. 
Now the first kind named, 0, papilio, requires a 
greater amount of heat than many plants from 

about the same latitude, and I have found them 
to succeed best when grown in the East Indian 
bouse, hut they requite a nice moist atmosphere, 
and I liko to grow them upon a good-sized 
block of wood or in a shallow basket, and to 
beep it from being overloaded with mould about 

its roots the plauts should always he huug in 
the sun, but do not let the sun, when too 
powerful, shine full upon it. The other species, 
0. Kramerianum, whioh my friend appears to be 
ho proud of, I have always found to succeed best 
when grown a good bit cooler, and I have found 

it to thrive best until it has become established 
if treated to more shade than 0. papilio, but 
this plant also is host when grown upon good- 
sized blocks of wood. Avoid the thin, cut-down 
blocks which have become so very popular with 

a great many in the trade. 
Matt. Bramble. 

COMPARETTIA MACROPLECTRON. 

Tins very beautiful Columbian plant was intro¬ 
duced here by Messrs. Lowe and Co., of Clapton, 
some fifteen years ago, and now I have an excel¬ 

lently-coloured variety of it sent mo from tho 
West of England from " M. J. T.," asking me 
to say a few words about it ? Well, I can say 
that it is a very free-flowering plant, and the 
flowers last a considerable time when they have 

expanded, and, moreover, that it is tho largest- 
flowered kind in tho family, so that I cannot 
say anything against the plant whatever. The 
plant usually flowors about tho month of July, 

bo that the specimen of " M. J. T." is flowering 
a month before its time, which, I suppose, how¬ 
ever, is caused by the oarliness of the season. 
This plant grows upon trees in its nativo homo. 

It is an evergreen, and it produces its drooping 
■pike from the base of its small bulb, which 
usually hears a single leaf iomo 4 inches in 
length. The flowers are about 2 inches across, 
and of a beautiful soft rose colour, spotted and 
tinged with roey-purple. Tho best plan to grow 
the plants is to ueo for its accommodation small, 

shallow, earthenware pane, drained well, using 
soil some good peat-fibre and ohopped Sphagnum 
Moss; but do not use muoh sou about their 
roots, and this should be changed annually just 

before, the plant* begin to grow. They should 
be huug ub in the full light; but thoy ahould 

®V°tW_IW®lfe,^f?hin®l but * *‘ght 
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shade should always be in readiness to be run over 
them in tho case of sunshine. They enjoy a 

moist atmosphere, and daring the Bummer sea¬ 
son they enjoy an abundance of water, and even 
during tho winter season this beautiful little 

plant requires careful watching, and should be 
kept just moist. A great mistake used to be 
made in the management of this pretty, and, 

for the moat part, gay-coloured family of plants, 
by growing them in too hot a temperature ; but 
I have found them to succeed best and to flower 
freely whtn grown in on ordinary stove, and 
this plant In particular enjoys a cool tempera¬ 
ture and grows well enough if it is kept free 

from a little white scale whioh is apt to get down 
into the sheathing bases of the leaves, when if 

this is allowed to remain undisturbed, it will 
soon undermine the health of the Comparettias. 

Matt. Bramble. 

ROSHIS. 

A HARDY WHITE ROSE. 

Dhrino the past three winters I have had a 
plant of a White Rose that has braved the cold 

weather unharmed on the north front of my 
house, where the sun never shines; and 
as I write, on the first of J une, it is as vigorous 

and as full of flowers as ever I saw the same 
Rose in any other position. Its name is Mmo. 
I’lantier, an old Rose that, for fragrance and the 

purity of its colour, is not surpassed, if equalled 
by, any other, new or old. I do not wish to 
tdaim that I have discovered anything new in 
the behaviour of this Rose ; its hardy character 
may perhaps be known to some people. I do, 
however, say that until the last two years I 

should have looked with suspicion upon the 
advioe had I seen it recommended for planting 
in a north aspeot. There oould not be a colder 
position than the plant I refer to oocupies. So 

that no one need fear to plant it for covering a 
north wall or fence, ana if they are fond of 

sweet-smelling Rosea they will not forget it. 
B/ the way, there is another old Rose that has 
delighted many of my friends lately on account 
of its exquisite fragrance and delightfully- 
formed flower-buds. I allude to Blairi No. 2 

The colour is pink, and it does well for oovering 
low walls, or as a standard, if not hard pruned. 

J. c. c. 

3973;—Marechal Nlel Rose la a 
V.nery.—I can only suppose the reason that 
your plant did not flower was the wood was 
iniutli neatly matured. When growing on the 
ba jk wall of a vinery the donee shade afl'orded 
by the Vines in suoh a late house as yours would 
preclude an early ripening. Probably, too, yon 

started fire-heat late in tho autumn to assist in 
finishing off the Grapes. If so, you naturally 
kept the sap in the Rose on the move more or 

less all the winter. Tne strong growing Roses 

all want a short period of complete rest. I 
would advise your letting the plant grow at 
will, and trust to its getting better ripened 
owing to suoh an early start.—P. U. 

- When you better understand the 
behaviour of this Rose, you will not regret that 
your plant did not flower this year. Had it 

done so it would not have made the long shoots 
of which you speak. If you can get tho growth 
it is now making well ripened you will get a 
flower at every joint the whole length of these 
shoots next spring. From this you will learn 

th it the young shoots should not he cut off. ] 
am afraid, however, that you will have some 
difli rnlty in ripening the growth, as unripe 
woo l was the cause of its not flowering this 

seas >n. The same thing so often happens whon 
the growth of this Rose is trained on the back 

wall of a vinery that I never recommend it being 
so tr fined. A good deal, however, depends on 
the amount of light that reaches It.—J. C. C. 

3373.—Roses, &o., la a greenhouse.— 
As you want Roses for coat-flowers only, I would 

dlsosrd both La France and Star of Waltham 
Replace the former with Mme. Falcot, and thi 
latter with General Jacqueminot. These arr 
really good. Here are a few more good varietie. 

th»t aro not climbers : Niphetos, Anna Ollivior. 
Homore, Luciole, Safrano, Sunset, Innocente 

Pirole, Mme. Hoste, and Perle des Jardina. 
If you have a back wall it would be best to use 
a olimber. In that case William AllsrtfRlchard 
son or L’lddal should a,n«Wflij) e 

admirably. Purohase them in pots, and pot on 
according as your judgment guides you—say, 

every two years after thoy havo attained to a 
10-inch pot. The health and size of the plant 
must be taken into consideration, and it is not 

safe or easy to lay down a hard-and-fast rule. 
Do not shake the soil from the roots. Remove 
the bottom crocks, also any loose soil, and as 
much from around the crown of the plant as is 

possible without disturbing many of the roots. 
No; it is not essential to have yellow-loam. 
This is excellent, certainly, but difficult to pro¬ 
cure. Almost any good loamy soil containing a 

fair mixture of decayed vegetable matter and 
dung will do as well. A cold frame, such as 

you suggest, is the best place of all to winter 
them in. Bring in the most forward first, but 
in such a small structure 1 would use them in 

one batch, and aa the varieties I have named 
continue to bloom in aucceseional crops I think 
you will find that a much better plan in your 

case. Prune at the end of November ; stand 
them in the frame to keep them there until the 
middle of January. They will then be swelling 

out, and come on rapidly when introduced to 
heat. Your house is very small for miscellaneous 
plants, and Roses will need a lot of attention to 

keep them free from insect pests under suoh 
oircumstanoes.—P. U. 

3966 —Marechal Niel Rose la a green¬ 
house.—You are treating your Rose very well 
indeed, and may continue on the same lines for 
Rome time to come. Confino the new growths 

to three shoots, and get these aa strong as 
possible ; you can soon see which are going to 
grow away the strongest. By the end of Sep¬ 

tember let your plant have as much air aa 
possible. This should not be difficult, because 
your house will be comparatively empty until 
such subjects as Azileas, Bouvardias, 4c , are 

houaod again from the open. If you can secure 
wood fairly well matured you may be oertain of 

a good orop next season.—P. U. 

— I do not see that your treatment can be 
improved upon, and I should say you are likely 
to reap a full measure of suocess with this Rose. 

Seeing that it has made good growth already, 
continue to give manure-water in dry weather up 

to the end of August. The young shoots should be 
trained to wires, which should be about 9 inches 
apart and 1 foot from the glass. Before winter 
sets in you must protect that part of the stem 

that is outside tho house. This is best done by 
wrapping some haybands round it. The surface 
of the border should also be covered in the 
winter 3 inches thick with long dry litter or 
tree-loaves. You may leave the shoots their 

whole length or cut off the soft-green tops about 

the end of November.—J. C. C. 

The Hybrid Perpetual Rose.—I have 
been sometimes asked to defino a Hybrid Per¬ 
petual Rose—to say what it is and where it 

comes from. This is a very natural question, 
as it is more largoly grown than any other 

seotion, although the Tea scented flowers are 
strong rivals in popularity. It may interest 
readers of Gardening to know that Mr. Wm. 

Paul, of Waltham Cross, in his lately-pub¬ 
lished "Contributions to Horticultural Litera¬ 
ture, 1843 1892," mentions: "I do not think 
it is possible to say when tho first Hybrid Per¬ 
petual Roie sprang into existence. It is much 
easier to speak aa to the origin of the group. It 

is descended from the Four Seasons” Rose (R. 
damascene). through the Damask Perpetual on 
the one side and the Gallioa, Hybrid China, 

Bourbon, and almost every other group on the 
other side. If we go back to the year 1812, 
when the Rose du Roi was raised in the garden 

of St. Cloud, near Paris, wo shall find in that 
variety a marked divergence from all pre-exist¬ 
ing kinds, and the compilers of catalogues of 
that day must have been puzzled where to plaoe 

it. Apparently a hybrid between the Damask 
Perpetual and the Gallioa, it was grouped with 

the former becanso it produced flowers in the 
autumn. M. Vibert’s catalogue of 1820 offers 
eleven varieties of Four Season Roses, among 
which is Palmyra, raised in 1817, and following, 

except in point of colour, the Rose du Roi. 
Then and later on a few others might have 
been called Hybrid Perpetuals. In 1844 was fiublished ‘La Rose, 4c., by J. L. A. Loise- 
eur Deslongehampes, in which ‘ Roses Per- 

petqelles remontantes’ figure as a separate 

group by the aide of Damask Perpetuals. These 
J Vjhers form the Hybrid P^rp^tp^^ 

the English catalogues." Thus in a nutshell is 
given a brief outline of the beginning of the 

splendid race of flowers that attract thousands 
to the Rose shows held throughout the length 

and breadth of England. —C. T. 

FRUIT. 

3957.—Fruit-trees and insects-—First 
go over the trees and take off a few of the badly 
attacked shoots and leaves, and then dust the 

affected parts with Tobacco-powder. Syringe 
with soapsuds or soft-soap and water in twenty, 
four hours after the Tobaoco-powder has been 

used. This will clear off a good many of the 
insects, but not all. Repeat tne Tobacco-powder 

dressing and syringing uutil the treeH are quite 
clear. There is no better or cheaper way of 
cleansing fruit-trees.—E. H. 

- If you had mentioned the name of the 

insects that you say spoil your fruit, one might 
have helped you with some useful advice. It 
seems to me that it is woodlice that eat your 
Apricots, Peaches, and Nectarines. These break 

the skins, and then ants follow them in their 
work of destruction. If it is woodlioe you will 
find them in the ore vices of the wall, from 

which they should be dislodged. Hollow Bean¬ 
stalks placed amongst the branches will afford 

these insects shelter, and if the stalks are exam¬ 
ined once a day you will be able to kill a good 
many of your enemies.—J. C. C. 

- I presume the foliage is attacked mainly 
by the aphis family. This pest is the most 

troublesome this year, and decidedly the worst 
to get rid of. Syringe the trees in the evening 
with the following mixture, thoroughly wetting 

every part, and well wash the foliage the next 
morning with clear water. Well soak 2 lb 
Tobacco-paper in hot water, pouring off the 
liquid several times to extraot all the strength 

from the paper. Dissolve 3 lb. soft-soap in not 
water to the ingredients named, add 40 gallons 
dear water, apply with a fine-rosed syringe in 

preference to the ordinary rose, with a view to 
economising the mixture. If used at a low tem¬ 

perature of 90 dogs., it is more effective than 

when used cold.—-B. P. 

3972.—1 reatmeat of a Cherry-tree.— 
Tho tree is making growth too fast; it needs 

root-pruning to check its progress. At the end 
of September is the best time for this treatment 
to be carried out. Dig out a trench 1 foot wide 
all round the tree 4 feet away from the stem, 

and as deep as roots are found, cutting all off 
that are come in contact with. This will have 
the effeot of induoing fibrous roots to be made, 

which are really the feeders of the tree. Long 
fihreless root* only tend to luxuriant growth, 
and as this cannot ripen thoroughly the tree 

cannot produoe a orop of fruit. Maturation of 
the wood is of the first importance in all fruit 
cultivation, and without it no hardy fruit can 

be a success. Do not allow the shoots to over- 
orowd each other, but give all space to mature 

in the autumn. Nothing less than 6 inches 
ought to bo allowed for new growths. Do not f;ive manure in any form to the tree as it is too 
uxuriant already, but if there is any suspicion 

of the roots being dry, give them a thorough 

soaking of clear water. Remove all suckers 

from tne base as fast as they show above the 
surface. When root-pruning in the autumn, if., 
no roots are found within 6 inches of the surface, 
the soil ought to be removed and the roots 

lifted, so that they have the benefit of warmth 
from the sun.—S. P. 

Strawberry " Noble.”—This would be 

indeed a fine variety, " barring the flavour," as 
expressed by " B. C. R.,” in Gardening, p. 212, 
but it is precisely flavour that one wants. I do 

not care whether a plant is phenomenally pro¬ 
ductive, vigorous, and with large, handsome 

fruit; if it does not possess fine flavour it is 
comparatively valueless. I have just tasted 

some fruits of this variety, but they were far 
from satisfactory—watery, and without the true 

Strawberry flavour that one gets in British 
Queen, for instance, or even President. Noble is 
early, and to be got under oircumstances quite 

against other kinds, but flavour is oertainly the 
more important consideration. Perhaps Mr. 

Laxton, who, I believe, is the raiser, will in 

time raise other Strawberries with all the good 
dhhlitta'il Irtf) iNoble, and of brisk, pleasant 

ifrrOrtiiNois at 
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TRIMS AND SHRUBS. 

THE MAGNOLIAS. 
There are about a score species of Magnolias 
known to botanists, and all bnt some half-dozen 
or so are in cultivation in this country. The 

head-quarters of the genus are in China and 
Japan, a few are peculiar to the Himalayan 
region, and a few more to North America. All 
are handsome and desirable trees or shrubs ; 

some, indeed, may be classed with confidence 
amongst the most beautiful objects to be met 

with in the gardens of temperate climates. A 
glance at the accompanying engraving, repre¬ 
senting a very fine specimen of the Yulan (Mag¬ 

nolia oonspicua) of China and Japan, will show 
what glorious effects may bo obtained in spring 
in the South of England, at any 

rate, by ite use. It is true 
enough, unfortunately, that 
frosts sometimes injure the 
flowers, and change their snowy 
whiteness into an unsightly 
brown. Perhaps the reason 

that this Magnolia and its allies 
are not more frequently met 
with in gardens is owing to the 
fact of their not transplanting 

readily. The best results ob¬ 
tain if the plants are procured 
and planted just as growth be¬ 
gins in spring. The fleshy roots 
when injured rot rapidly, and 

when autumn planting has lieen 
practised, very many indi¬ 
viduals succumb to the ordeal, 
those that do not do so outright 

often struggling on in a pitiful 
plight for years. A little care 
in transplanting in spring, in 
sheltering with mats from dry 
winds or hot sun, and in syring¬ 
ing the wood to prevent shrivel- 

material forwarded to Kew by the late Mr. 
Crawfurd. Considering the beauty of M. Camp- 
belli, it would appear worth whilo to treat it as a 

wall plant against some high building in a warm, 
sunny position. As it occurs in a wild state 
along the outer Himalayas, at elevations of from 

800 feet to 1,000 feet above sea-level, there 
seems every probability that the treatment sug¬ 
gested would prove successful. 

M. CONSPICTTA.—In its typical form this has 
snowy-white flowers, which are produced in the 

greatest profusion in the latter part of April and 
beginning of May. Splendid specimens of this 
beautiful Chinese and Japanese tree are to be 

seen at Guuuersbury House, Syou House, Hew, 
&o. M. Yulan and M. precis are names under 
which this is found in snm<- books and gardens. 
Several hybrid forms between this species and 

ling until the plants are 
thoroughly established, would 
do much to prove that the Mag¬ 
nolias oan be planted with every 

prospect of success. Some 
species occasionally ripen seed 
freely in this country, and it is 
well worth while to sow this 
seed at once. If dried and 

kept like other seeds until the 
following season, all chance of 
germination will have passed. 
All the species of the natural 
order Msgnoliacere have seeds 

whioh retain their vitality but a 
very limited period. 

M. ACUMINATA (the Cuoum- 
ber-tree of the United States) 
makes a noble specim 
planted singly in the park 

pleasure ground. It is 
uous, the leaves varying from 
5 inches to 1 foot in length, and 
glaucous green, the flowers yel- 
1 jw-tinged, bell-shaped, and 

slightly fragrant. There are 
tine examples of this tree at 
Kew, in the gardens of Syou 

House, Claremont, Ac. In its 
native habitats it attains a 
height of from 60 feet to 90 feet, 
with a trunk from 2 feet to 
4 feet in diameter. The Yellow 
Cucumber-tree (M. cordata) is 
regarded by Professor C. 8. Sar¬ 
gent in his magnificent work, “The Sylva of 

North America,'1 as a variety of M. acuminata. 
It is a rare plant in a wild state, as it does not 
appear to have been collected since Michaux 
found it in Georgia. 

M. Campbelli, one of the most gorgeous of 
Indian forest trees, has not fulfilled the expecta¬ 
tions of those who took so much trouble in in¬ 
troducing the species to British gardens. In a 

wild state it attains a height of 160 feet, and 
the fragrant flowers, varying from deep-rose to 
crimson, are produced before the leaves appear. 

Probably the finest specimen in the British 
Islands is the one at Lakelands, near Cork, 
which ten vears ago was 36 feet high. Perhaps 
Mr. Gumbleton would be good enough to inform 

us what progress the tree has made since. 

In 1884 it flowered for the first time, and 
was prepared for the Botanical 

Om Rsadukh' Ii i/'STRATin*m ; The Yulnn (Magnolia conspicusl in lie garJon at 
Ounnersbiiry 11 ohm- Engraved lor Garoxmko Ilmistsatid frem a photograpli 
lent by Mr. .1. Hudson. 

M. obovata occur in gardens: of two of these, 
M Lenntl and M. Soulanaeana nigra, coloured 
plates have been published in the Garden. M. 
SoulaDgeaoa has flowers similar in shape and 
size to those of tvpioal M. conspicua, but they 

Me deeply tinged with red ; M. Soulangeana 
nigra has derk, plum-coloured flowers. Both 
thesebloom a week or ten dajs later than the 
type. Other seedling forms or slight varieties 

of the Yulan are M. Alexandrina, M. oyathi- 
formis, M. speciosa, M. spectabilis, M. superba, 
M. triumphal s, and M. Yulan grand is. 

M. Fraseri, a native of the Southern United 

Btates, is easily recognised by its light-green 
spathulate leaves, anricled at the bate ; they 
eaoh measure about 8 inohes or 1 foot in length, 

and about 3 inches or 4 inches across at the 

creamy-white in colour, and are produced later 
than those of any othor cultivated species. In 
a wild state the tree attains a height of from 

30 feet to 50 feet, 
M. olauca, the Laurel Magnolia or Sweet 

Bay of the Eastern United States, is a delight¬ 

ful sub-evergreen shrub, with oblong or oval 
leathery leaves, bluish-green above and silvery 
below. The flowers are globular in shape, 

very fragrant, opening of a rich cream colour, 
and gradually acquiring a pale-'apricot tint with 
age. In a wild state this species occurs in 

swamps, and attains a height of 20 feet. A 
large-flowered form (M. Thompsoniana) origi¬ 
nated, according to Loudon, about eighty vears 
ago in the nursery of a Mr. Thompson at Mile- 

end. It is figured in the Botanical Maga-.ine as 
M. glauoa var. major, and in other publications. 

By far the most faithful and 
characteristic representation, 
however, is given in Gardtn 
and Borert lor 1888. Professor 
Sargent there says: “It has 
been considered a large- 

flowered variety of M. glauoa, 
and by some authors a hybrid 
between M. glauca and M. um¬ 
brella. It is probable that the 
latter supposition is correct, as, 

although the leaves of M. 
Thompsoniana cannot be dis¬ 
tinguished from those produced 
cn a vigorous plant of M. 
glauca, the leaf-buds are quite 
glabrous and destitute of the 

silky hairs which cover those of 
that species, while the broad, 
strap-shaped reflexed sepals and 
obovate-oblong petals, con¬ 

tracted into a narrow claw, dis¬ 
tinctly belong to M. umbrella ; 
the flowers, rather more than 
6 inohes across when fully ex¬ 

panded, being intermediate in 
sizo between those of the two 
species. Thejy have, on the 
other hand, the delicious fra¬ 

grance peculiar to those of M. 
glauca. So far os I know, M. 
Thompsoniana does not produce 
fiuit, and it is a curious fact 
that it is much lees hardy than 
either of its supposed parents, 
suffering here always unless 

carefully protected in winter, 
and rarely rising above the 

size of a small bush, although 
Loudon. . . . speaks of trees at 
Mile-end more than 20 feethigh. 

I shall be glad to see fruit of 
this plant, and to learn if it 
grows more vigorously in Europe 
than it does in this country." 

M. orandiflora, the great 
Laurel Magnolia of the South¬ 

ern United States, is in England 
best treated as a wall plant; 
under these conditions it thrives 

well and flowers freely. In 
order to form some idea of the 
beauty of this species it is 
necessary to see it in large 

Min metrical, stately trees in the 
West of France, Ac., where 
climatic conditions obtain which 
more nearly approach those of 
its native habitats. In Bar- 
tram’s Travel*, that enthusias¬ 
tic lover of Nature exclaims : 

promontory, projecting li.r into 
the great river, beyond the still lagoon, half-a- 

mile distant from me : What a magnificent grove 
arises on its banks ! How glorious the Palm ! 
How majestically stands the Lanrel, its head 
forming a perfect cone ! Its dark-green foliage 

seems silvered over with milk-white flowers. 
They are so large as to be distinctly visible at 
the distance of a mile or more. The Laurel 
Magnolias that grow on this river are the 

tallest and most beautiful that I have anywhere 
seen, unless we except those whioh stand on the 
banka of the Mississippi.Their usual 
size is about 100 feet, and some greatly exceed 

that. The trunk is perfectly erect, rising in 
the form of a beautiful column, and support- 

‘ Behold yc 

inga,head like an obtuse cone." 
In tno Garden, Vol. II., page 205, there is a iJsffefntfc The flowers, rach of which 

or 4 inches in diarael$ftj«;urjif±illustration 'ofjht; Q^Isgloiia giandiflora at 
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Home.” Professor Sargent, in his “ Sylva of 
North America,” adopts the name of M. fo'tida 

for this species. In Garden and Forest for 1889, 
one writer urges the claims of this species as the 
national flower, and states that it “ was among 
the favourite trees, if not the especial one of 
Washington. An imposing specimen over 

75 feet high, known to have been planted by his 
own hands, still flourishes at Mount Vernon, 
and every year, since this modern Mecca has 
boon accessible to the public, each fallen petal 
of its faded blossoms, every glossy leaf of its 

rich foliage, and evory seed that drops from 
its fruit-pods, have been carried away as precious 
souvenirs by the visitors to that hallowed 
8pot " 

M. 1IVPOI.EOCA.—So far as we have been able 
to ascertain, the only figure of this beautiful 
species (excepting one in a Japanese publication 

which is not easily accessible) is in Garden awl 
Far'd, Vol. I., page .105. From uneconomic 
standpoint M. hypoleuca is perhaps the most 
important of all the Magnolias ; the wood is 

straight grained, easily worked, and dull yellow- 
grey in colour. It is the wood commonly used 
by the Japanese in the manufacture of objects to 
be lacquered ; it is preferred for sword sheaths, 

and the charcoal made from it is used for 
polishing lac. In the southern part of Yesso it 
is abundant in the forests, and forms fine trees 
GO feet or more in height, with a trunk diameter 
of 2 feet. The leaves are broadly obovate, a foot 

or more long, and G inches or 7 inches wide, 
dark-green s«d smooth above, and clothed with 
white hairs beneath. The flowers are creamy- 
white in colour, deliciously fragrant, and when 
fully expanded measure fi inches or 7 inches 

across, the brilliant scarlet filaments forming a 
striking contrast to the petals. There are no 
large specimens as yet in this country, but as the 
species thrives well in the North-eastern United 

States, it is fair to assume that it will do well 
in Britain. 

M. Kobus, a Japanese species, grown in the 
United States under the name of M. Thurberi, 
is as yet very uncommon in this country, and we 

have not yet seen it in flower, fa habit it 
seems to approaoh dwarf-growing forms of M. 
oonspicua. 

M. MArROPiivi.i.A.—This, unfortunately some¬ 
what tender in a young state, is worth growing 
simply for its beautiful leaves, which aro green 
above and clothed with white hairs beneath ; 
they attain a length of upwards of 3 feet. The 
open bell-shaped fragrant flowers are white, 
with a purple blotch at the base of the inner Ktals, and measure 8 inchoa or 10 inches acros3. 

its native habitats, tho Southern United 
States, it forms a tree from 20 feet to 40 feet in 

height, with a trunk rarely exceeding a foot in 
diameter. 

M. orovata is a native of China ; in Japan it 
only occurs in cultivation. It is a dwarf-grow¬ 

ing bush, perfectly hardy in the South of Eng¬ 
land, and boars freely its purple, sweet-scented 
flowers, though not in tho same profusion as uro 
those of the white-flowered M. conspicua. This 
species has a number of synonyms. Amongst 

these are the following, which are the most fre¬ 
quently met with in books and nursery cata¬ 
logues : M. discolor, M. denudata, M. liliflora, 
M. purpurea, Talauma Sioboldi, &c. Thoreare 
several varieties, but these differ so slightly 
from each other and from tho type, that descrip¬ 
tions without good coloured figures would be 

next to useless. The best are Borreri, angusti- 
folia, and erubescens. 

M STEM.ATA.—An excellent coloured plate of 

this very beautiful Japanese shrub was published 
in the Garden in June, 1878, under the name of 
M. Halleana. This species is the earliest of the 
Magnolias to flower, and it should beextensively Srown for the beauty of its starry-white 

owers. A variety with blush-coloured flowers, 
sent from Japan bv Mr. Maries, has not yet 
been sent out by Messrs. Veitch, but it grows 

freely in their Coombe Wood Nurseries, and 
will doubtless become as great a favourite as 
the type. Both are dwarf-growing deciduous 

shrubs. 

M. TRIPETALA, a native of the Southern 
United States, has large, slightly-scented white 
flowers, from 5 inches to 8 inches across, and 
obovato-lanceolato leaves from 1 foot to 3 feet 
in length; in a wild state the rarely 
exceeds 40 feet in height, Philip Mi He* w. 

the first to introduce this fiue ipe&eaJiWJntkn 

gardens. Other names for it are M. umbrella 
and M. frondosa. 

M. Watsoni.—A coloured plate of thievery 
beautiful Japanese species was published in the 
Garden in December, 1883, under the name of 
M. parviflora ; at that time it had not flowered 
in British gardens. It is quite hardy. It has 

large, creamy-white, fragrant flowers, with 
petals of great substance and deep-red filaments, 
which add materially to the beauty of the blos¬ 
soms. The true M. parviflora is probably not 

in cultivation in Britain. N. 

WHITE AZALEA INDICA AT 

COOLHURST. 

There are few plants or shrubs in our gardens 
that will produce such an intensely white mass 
of blossoms as this ; consequently, the effect 

which it creates when seen flowering as shown 
in tho engraving on p. 223, is to a groat extent 
different from most of the thihgs usually met 
with. Few plants give ao little trouble when 

once established, and even though the late 
frosts may now and again spoil the beauty of 
the flowers, yet in the intervening years it is 
something to be grateful for. I have before 

this called attention to its habit of growth 
when planted out and left alone, not much 
more than 3 feet or 4 feet in height, dense- 

growing and spreading, neither suggestive of a 
white umbrella, lined with green nor of a 
gigantic sugar-loaf which has been packed in 
coloured wrapper, as some of the much-praised 

inhabitants of the Azalea-hou9e usually are. 
The engraving shows part of a bush 10 feet 
across with a shadow thrown over the upper 
part by a tree of Magnolia acuminata, which 
grows at the side. On the south-east is a large 
clump 'of Rhododendrons, &o , completely cut¬ 

ting off the morning sun, and behind it are 
Hollies, Rhododendrons, and Spiriea flagellifor- 
mis. This, perhaps, may give some idea of the 
position it occupies and apparently is satisfied 

with—namely, shelter from oool winds and too 
fierce a sun on the flowers or on the roots. Any¬ 
one who intends to plant this Azalea should re¬ 
member that it flowers naturally at a time when 

thero may still be late frosts and cold winds 
hovering about, and that it would be a mistaken 
kindness to choose any place, »uch as under a 

south wall, which would tend to make the 
blossoms open oarlier in the season. \Ye have 
some plants under a north wall which do admir¬ 
ably, but they seem to like association with other 
things, and not to be spotted out by themselves 
in the open. The variety which does best hero 

is the old typical white. Overgrown plants of 
other colours from the greenhouse have been 
turned out sometimes, but they do not seem so 
happy or produce so good an effect. I cannot 
but think that a good raco of hardy aorta might 

be raised either by hybridisation with some 
other species or by careful selection of sturdy 
growers. It would be worth while, as the effect 
produced by Azalea indica is far more distinct 
from that of mollis or any similar variety than 

one might expect. The photograph from whioh 
the engraving is made wa9 taken last year, not 
because the bush was flowering more freely than 
usual, but because an opportunity presented 
itself by the kindness of a worthy friend. 

_C. R. S. D. 

3952.—Evergreens under Limes.—I 
am afraid you will not get Evergreens to grow 
under Lime-trees if the latter are already estab¬ 
lished in the soil. The case would be different 
if the trees and the Evergreens were planted at 

the same time. The Common Laurel is the only 
subject likely to suit you ; even for that you 
ought to put a foot in depth of good soil over 

the border to plant them in. If you would bo 
content with shrubs of a lower stature you would 
be more likely to succeed with such Evergreens 

as Aucuba, Green Holly, Box, Yew, and Euony- 

mus.—J. C. C. 

- There is nothing so good as Common 

Laurels for planting under trees where an ever- Cn growth is required. It would be useless, 
ever, to plant even Common Laurels if the 

site was not well prepared for them. For every 
tree a hole 2 feet wide and 18 inches deep should 
be taken out, thoroughly breaking up the bot¬ 
tom of the hole. Add manure freely when 

y [planting, and mulch the surface afterwards with 
vriitsly-decayed manure, not only to keep the 

lOrohfla-warm during the winter, but) gf^§s| 

summer, and to prevent the evaporation of 

moisture. Early in October is the beat time to Elant, the roots then have time to make a start 
efore severe weather sets in, especially the 

cutting winds of March.—S. P. 

- Hollies would mike a splendid tint ([round, but 
would be a long time In growing to the height of 10 feet. 
II the I.lines are not rrowded, the I.awson Ovpreee or 
Thuja gigantea might do. Portugal T.iarels or Evergreen 
Oiks will also be suitable.—E. If. 

- Hollies, Fir-trees, and Privet will answer your 
purpose ; but you must not expeot them to grow to the 
height of 10 feet in oneyeir, or to leave off growing when 
they attain that height.—A (1. Botlrr. 

3965 — Shrubs near a drive—If the 
ahrubi have much over-grown the drive they 
should be cat back in tho spring, about the end 
of March—that is to say, if you have to cut back 

to the old hard wood. But if a slight trimming 
will get them back sufficiently they may bo dealt 
with at once. Whether you out back the Rhodo¬ 
dendrons little or much it will certainly prevent 

their flowering the next year. The syringe can 
be dealt with at the same time aud in the same 
way as the others. As a rule, it is better to do 
such work in the spring.—J. C. C. 

3971.—Caterpillars in a shrubbery.— 
I am afraid you cannot get rid of the cater¬ 

pillars other than by hand-picking, no ordinary 
syringing will do any good, as the water will 
not penetrate the web. I fancy a smouldering 
fire made up under the treeswhich will give off an 
obnoxious smoko would be more likely to pene¬ 

trate the rolled-up webs and dislodgo the insects. 
The plant you allude to must b9, I think, the 
Spindle-tree (Euonymua europmus) j in some 

districts this is also called Squer-wood. 
Although a native, it is a very pretty tree in 
early winter.—J. C. C. 

- The caterpillars are doubtlees, from your 
description, those of the Lackey-moth, and half 
the battle in dealing with such pests is to 

destroy the eggs that circle the young branches. 
You can see them in the spring, and then is the 
best time for action. I should givo the bush a 
thorough syringing with parafha, say, an ordi¬ 

nary wineglassful mixed into about five gallons of 
water. It is necessary to thoroughly dilute the 
paraffin, and I think this will be proved a 

remedy; but possibly the caterpillars have by 
this time devoured the leaves. This is the pest 
that proves so mischiovous to Hawthorns, and 
also the Apple. A quick way is to handpick 

them, dropping tho webs into hot water ; but 
this is not, of course, so cleanly a process as 
syringing. —C. T. 

3925.—Gardening for profit.—Presum¬ 
ing that yon intend to dispose of the produce in 
the neighbourhood, you must in the first place 
make yourself acquainted with its requirements. 
Vegetables of all kinds aro, of courso, in demand ; 
fruits are sure to bo wanted, and you cannot err 
in planting a good breadth of such Strawberries 

as Noble (early), Paxton (main crop), and 
Marshal McMahon for late bearing. Black 
Currants are always wanted for preserving. I 
should also grow some of the best hardy flowers 

for cutting, such as Pinks, Carnations, Roses, 
Cornflowers, Pyrethrums, Perennial Asters, &c. 
The profit per acre will depend on the culture 
and prices obtainable.—J. C. B. 

Gathering flowers.—There is a right 
and wrong way of gathering Sowers. As a rale, 
they should be gathered before fully expanded, 
especially in tho case of such things as the Iris, 
which, when picked quite in the bud state, open 
perfectly in water, and tho same remark applies 
to tho Preony, not a very likely flower from its 
aspect to open in water. Cat the flowers of all 

plants early in the morning when the dew is 
upon them, as if picked in the midday, when 
dried by the sun, they soon fade in the house. 

Always keep the water constantly changed, and 
remove a little bit of stem each day. Avoid 
crushing them in any way, and though a good 
bowlful is attractive, there is no need to press 

the flowers closo together so at to bruise tnem. 
They will keep fresh longer in a cool room than in 

one that is hot, dry, and lit up at night with 
gas. These few hints may be of use at this 
season, as the garden is now gay with oolours, 

and everyone tries to have flowers in the vases. 
Sometimes they are purchased in the market, 
and it is wise to avoid the expanded flowers. 

I Bay chose that look fresh, even if not fully 
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OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

THE PLANTAIN LILY. 

For gardens in general, whether small or large, 
sod especially those near large towns, where it 

is difficult to get anything to grow satisfactorily, 
the Plaintain Lily or Funkia is of great service. 

It withstands with impunity the trials of town- 
life, and their tine foliage is always a pleasure 
to look ut. I remember two specimens of 

F. ovata that stood for years in a garden at 
Islington, and increased in beauty each season, 
although very little trouble was taken with 
them in the way of culture. The leaves were 
kept sponged occasionally and the plants kept 

well watered, a necessary thing in a hot and 
dusty forecourt. The flowers are not so note¬ 
worthy as the leaves, and the finest kind is 

F. grandiflora, on which several notes have 
recently appeared in Gardening. The Funkias 
are natives of Japan, and good, bold groups are 
made of them in some of the London parks, 

of note, the leaves being well marked, not spotty 

or blotched, a very objectionable type of leaf- 
colouring. F. Fortunei reminds one strongly of 
F. Sieboldi, and is strong in growth, whilst the 

leaves are glaucous in colour, and very pleasing. 
Of course, one does not want a large collection 
of Plantain Lilies in a garden, and there is F. 

subcordata and F. lancifolia. Of the latter 
there are several very good variegated kinds, 
such as undulata variegata and albo variogata, 

which are very pleasing in pots. A few of these 
plants in agreonhouso are an attraction, making !;ood tufts of foliage, and they look well in the 
ower parts of the rock garden. It is difficult 

to know why the Funkias are not more grown 

in small gardens. They are not well grown, I 
think, but when in gardens it is found difficult 
to get plants to grow well. The Funkias should 

be thought of F. ovata or F. Sieboldi to begin 
with. They require ordinary soil. C. T. 

3950 —Unproductive border.—If the 
border could be broken up and the soil improved 

The White Indian Azalea In a wood at Coolhurst. (See page 222.) 

where they make fine features, as the foliage, 

whilst broad, is of a charming glaucous oolour, 
with a delightful silvery tint. Then there 
is the additional feature of the flowers, which 
vary from white to soft-lilac. The Funkias, 

especially the better variegated kinds, are useful 
to make edgings to large beds, and their hardi¬ 
hood is such that if there is no greenhouse or 
even garden, merely a backyard, the Diant may 

be grown to perfection. A very fine kind is F. 
Sieboldi, which will grow between 2 feet and 
3 feet iu height, and the cordate, silvery leaves 
*re very broad. The flowers are very tender 

lilac in colour, and carried in tall spikes. Of 
this, as of most of the other kinds, there is a 
variegated variety, which has the broad leaves 
edged with a yellow colour. One of the best 

kinds is F. ovata, and may be recommended, as 
the growth is unusually robust, therefore it is 
better adapted for town gardens than the others. 
The leaves are large, ovate in shaoe, as 

suggested by the name, and of a good shade of 
green in colour, whilst the flowers are very 
pleasing, being of quite a lilac tone. F. 

ovata variegata is worth growing foj 
distinct variegation, r.nd . the i varif 
forms of the Plantain Lily are for the mosl 

hardy bulbs might be planted in autumn. Rose 
of Sharon (Hypericum calycinum) would do, and 

so would the Periwinkles (the small-leaved 
variegated kinds make a pretty mass), Woodruffs, 
Anchusa italioa, Foxgloves, Honesty (Lunaria 
biennis), Rudbeokia Newmani, Lupinus poly- 
phyllus, Harpalium rigidum, and some of the 
hardiest Pieonies would do if the soil is trenchi d 

up and made suitable.—E. H. 

- Your border is certainly not an ideal 
spot for flowers, but you may make it more 
suitable for plants by making it up with some 
good loamy soil, whioh will improve matters 

somewhat. If it is not too shady you might 
grow hardy Ferns of many kinds, as they like 
a shady position if not too dense, and in ligtt 
shade also will succeed well the Spanish ^illr, 

Anemones of many kinds, the beautiful vari< - 
ties of A. nemorosa—in particular Solomon’s 
Seal, a very graceful, hardy plant, with slender 

stems of white flowers j Winter Aconite, Fox¬ 
gloves, whioh look very handsome in full 
bloom, whilst the leaves are attractive ; 

Daffodils, Day Lilies, the tall and ele¬ 
gant Polygonum cuspidatum, Ivies in variety 
rrh be pegged down on the sur- 
aoc Tit ww-soil), Lily of the Valley, 

Asphodelus lutens, Violets, Snowdrops, and 

many of the spring-flowering bulbs. A large 
number of things would grow in partial shade 
if the soil is fairly moist and of a substantial 

character. But stones will not support life, ex¬ 
cept a few weeds that one does not care for. If 
the ground is good and kept moist, not overrun 
with Laurels, you might make an interesting 

spot of this border. The Christmas Roao would 
succeed, and this is a host in itself, with its 
many charming varieties, whilst you could also 
have several kinds of Primroses, good, brightly- 

coloured forms ; but you must remember that 
this cannot be attained if the soil is hot, dry, 

and the border absolutely covered in with trees. 
-C. T. 
-The best thing you oould do would be to throw the 

eoll out against a coarse sieve, and thus get the largest 
■tones out ol it. As it is, you can grow Solomon's Seal. 
German Iris, Braoken (It planted in a little peatl, and 
various Stoneorope; bat II you get rid o( the larger atones 
many other things will do well in It.—A. G. BtiTtKH. 

3948.— Good lawns.—To have a good lawn 
you must first have a good soil from 9 inches to 
1 foot in depth. Having secured a good soil, the 
next thing to do is to get turf with a fine herb¬ 
age and to lay it down in a proper manner, or, 

alter the land is well prepared, you may sow 
Grass seeds in the spring. In either case coarso 
Grass and weeds must be weeded out, but first 
boar in mind you cannot have a lawn that will 

appear in good condition in all sorts of weather 
without a pretty good depth of rich soil on the 
surface. Huoh weeds as Plantains and Dande¬ 
lions should be first dug out and the hole so 

made filled up with petroleum, which is just as 
effectual as using any kind of poisonous acids, 
without the attendant risk. In every case 

where the Grass is thin owing to the poverty of 
the soil, a good dressing of rotten-manuro laid 
on in November will do much good.—J. C. 0. 

- After repeated trials with variou® 
suggested remedies I find that digging up the 
weeds by the roots in the easiest way is the best 

plan. Fill up the holes caused by the weeds 
with fine soil, in whioh at the time drop a few 
seeds of suokling Clover ; this quickly germinates 

and makes green the bare patches. If the lawn is 
infested with Moss, scratch the surface with an 
iron-toothed rake, sow on wood-ashes, soil, and 
lime, two parts of the former to one each of the 
latter. Cut the Grass weekly with a lawn- 
mower and roll it down as often as possible when 

the weather is favourable. LawDsare like gravel 
paths—they cannot have too much rolling, pro¬ 
vided it is done at the right moment—directly 

after rain.—8. P. 

- To get a good lawn, the ground must be 

thoroughly well drained and the turf of the best; 
also it must be well laid. Half the questions 

received about unsatisfactory lawns may be 
answered by saying they are badly drained. 
You oomplain of weeds—Daisies, Moss, Dande¬ 
lions, Ac., I presume. As regards weed - destroy ers, 
acids and like applications, they must be used 
with extreme care, otherwise havoo will ensue. 
Vitriol I should never advise being used on a 
lawn, although it is efficacious on garden paths 

that are very weedy. The old-fashioned plan 
of digging the weeds, Daisies, Ac , out by the 
root with an old knife or bit of iron is excellent. 
To get out the root, the surface may be scratched 

with a rake and the ground sprinkled with wood- 
ashes or leaf-soil. Of course, the spring is the 
best season for this work, and any serious 
alteration in the turf now would prevent its 
use for this season. A good thing is to sprinkle 

over some well crushed nitrate of soda, ai 
doubtless the reason of the Daisies coming up is 
poverty of the soil. If the lawn is very bad, but 

ou want to play teDnis upon it for the summer, 
should thoroughly overhaul it this winter, 

relaying the turf and putting down good drainage 
of ooal-ashes.— C. T. 

- I am not sure there It much gain In using aold 
alter digging the weeds out. A boy or woman can do the 
work. But what ruins lawne Is neglect In the mowing, 
leaving the weeds to seed. Let the Grass go without 
mowing lor a month, and there will bs w<tks ol labour 
In weeding.—E H. 

3962 —Allotment garden.—By all means 
bury the turf as digging proceeds ; it will bb far 

more benefioial to the land used in that way tha n 
either burning or stacking in a heap. The laud 
ought to be trenched 2 feet deep, to commence 
with, taking care not to bury the turf more than 
9 inches deep from the surfaoe. Keep the soil 
from the bottom of the trench still in the same 

p^sf^^Ywhjsb Pre,e've lhe 
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surface-soil exactly in the same place. Now is a 
Rood time to put out Brussels Sprouts, Broccoli, 
Savoys, and Kales for winter use. Cauliflowers 
for tlio autumn may still be planted. Celery, 
tob, is all in good time. Beetroot and even 

Carrots may still be sown. A row of Spinach in 
August would be useful for the winter, and so 

would Leeks. French Beaus, if sown at once, 
would give a good crop in September ; add 
plenty of mauure when planting.—S. P. 

- Unless you want the turf for anything 
particular, the best way will be to dig it in. 
If the ground is to be trenched, pare the turf 
oil'thinly, lay it on one side, and bury it just 
below the top “ spit ” of soil: otherwise it may 
just be turned in, using a long spade, and bury- 
*og every bit of Crass right out of sight. In any 

case do not burn it. On such grouud anything 
might be grown. Plenty of Scarlet Runners and 
Dwarf Beans should be sown, also Turnips, 

Lettuce, Spinach, and Kndive. Part of the 
ground should be planted with Biussels Sprouts, 
Savoys, Kale, and Broccoli, for winter use, and 
some autumn Giant Cauliflowers also should be 
got in at once. It is not too late to sow a row 

or two of the No Plus Ultra Peas, and a few good 
second-aarlv Potatoes may still be planted.— 
B. C. R. 

- Burning turf is a useful plan. Better trench It in, 
ohupping It up well with the spade.—E. II. 

3933 —CentaureacandldisBima—This 
is charmingly effective in the flower garden, and 
may be used in combination with any other 
budding plant. A single specimen in the centre 
of a small bed, and surrounded with Alternan- 

thera and variegated Mesembryanthemum, would 
look very nico indeed, or a row of plants as a 
bordering to tall growing things will do equally 
well. This Centuurca is one of those things 
that never seem out of plaoo iu auy kind of 

floral arrangement. Cuttings striko very well 
put in in August or early in September.— 
J. C. B. 

3940. — White Campanulas — The 
variety you require is the Chimney Bell flower 
(0. pyramidalis alba). A packet of seed will 
give upwards of KM) plants, coating but Gd. 
Sow the seed at once out-of-doors on well-worked 
soil. If the wenthcr be hot and dry, water the 

soed-bod the day before sowing the seed ; this is 
much better than watering tho bed after the 
seed is sown, as tho soil is rendered hard and 

caked, making it difficult for tho soodlings to 
push through the crusted surface. Provide somo 
shade for the bed until the seedlings appear 
above the soil, when the shade should bo re¬ 
moved to afford all tho available light to the 
plants to induce a stocky growth, which will 
enable them to withstand tho winter better. When 
the plants are largo enough to handle, transfer 

them carefully to the position where they aro to 
flower tho next year. At the back of the her¬ 
baceous border this Campanula shows to advan¬ 
tage, or amongst shrubs, whore the associated 
green of the latter harmonises with the pure- 

white blossoms. This Campanula succeeds 
well in pots and will flower freely in the 
window or greenhouso, or oven under a 

vorandah, or anywhore tiiat provides light and 
shelter from heavy rains. For pots select 
the strongest plants, placing them in .r> inch 
pots j when the roots fill these pots shift the 
jilants into those 10 inches in diameter ; in theso 
they will flower. Any ordinary garden soil, 
with a small quantity of partly-decayed manure, 
will suffice. Abundance of water is required at 
tho roots when growth is being freely made, and 

occasional doses of weak liquid-manure will be 
of service.—S. P. 

-There are many beautiful varieties of Bell¬ 
flowers bearing white flowers. Taking them in 

alphabetical order, the white variety of the Car¬ 
pathian Bell-flower (C. carpatica) is very charm¬ 
ing, tho flowers pure whito, and they look well 

in pots, whilst it is also excellent for the border. 
It makes very freo growth, and blooms abun¬ 
dantly. Seeds will not bloom the same year, 
and they may bo sown in pots filled with light 
soil, and placed in a cold frame. You could sow 

now, but this applies more to the type. Such a 
variety as albashould be raised from the cuttings, 
which strike readily in a cold frame, or the 
plant, may be divided. What a lovely thing C. 

fragilis is in pots, which will strike readily from 
cuttings early in the year. It makes a valuable 

pot.-plant, and I lately recommartctod it for 
liitkels in wiQ.-lowjS^hjf^^i^h nfct.hin/rtojilij 

be more suitable. C. gargauica should be 
propagated by cuttings, or the old plants may 
be divided to give increase of stock, and is a 
delightful plant; so as you want white 
flowers you must get this form. Another fine 

Bell-flower for thegreenhouse isC. isophylla alba, 
which is very charming whon on thegreenhouse 
stage, its slender little shoots hanging over and 2uite covered with tho pure-white flowers. And 

may here remark that as regards soil it 
should be made up of light loam ana leaf-mould, 
mixed with sufficient sharp silver sand to keep 

I'll,'. 1.—Tamil 

it moderately open. Pot moderately firmly, and 
especially if in baskets in the greenhouso or 
window, be careful that they do not suffer from 
want of water. During tho winter less water 
is required than in the summer, but more may 
be given in the spring, when the plant can then 

be divided if considered necessary. Plants of 
C. isophylla alba suspended in pots in the green- 
house ar beautiful. The shoots droop over 
gracefully. The Canterbury Bells are very 

useful for pots, and you may get white forme 
amongst these. There are biennials—that is, 
bloom the year after sowing. Remarks have re¬ 
cently been made respecting these in Garden¬ 
ing. A very handsome Campanula for growing 

in pots is C. pyramidalis, and the white and 
bine when associated together make a charming 

contrast in colour. It is not necessary to refer 
again to this type, as it will be found fully des¬ 
cribed, also treatment given, in Oaudknino of 
June 3, page 191. Then you may add the white 
forms of O. persicifolia and 0, pumila, synony¬ 

mous with C. <» pitosn. I usedtogrow many pot¬ 
fuls of it for tho greenhouso, and it is quite a 
gem of its class, tho flowers pure-white, quite of 
a hell shape, and the plant easily divided. A 
good panful of it in bloom is suro to give 
pleasure, and it does not exceed 4 inches in 

height.—0. T. 

-Campanula isophylla is a real gem for the 

groenhouse, and the only whito variety I should 
care to cultivate. It is of drooping habit, and 
a well-established plant will produce a large 
numbor of its pure-white flowers for a longtimo. 
I do not know if seed of this ono cun be obtained, 

but even if it could it would tako some time to 
raise strong plants. Tho young shoots that 
spring up in the crown strike root freely, and 
will flowor the same year. Suspended in a light 

window, there is no more suitablo plant for tho 
purpose.—J. 0- C. 

390s —Treatment of Tigrldiaa.—These 

are most unsatisfactory bulbs to grow ; they 
either do very well or fail utterly. I believe it 
is entinly a question of soil, and that in a good 
fibrous loam with a little admixture of sand they 
would flourish. I tried thorn some years since 

in a prepared bed of peat, leaf mould, well- 
decayed manure, yellow loam, and silver-sand, 
and from a dozen picked bulbs of the lovely 
Tigridia pavonia grandiflora alba I had one 
miseiable bloom, which half opened and then 
faded. What made matters worse was the fact 
that at that timo the bulbs of this Tigridia were 
decidedly dear, aud every one rotted in the 

earth.—A. G. Bcti.er. 

- These bulbous plants do not renuire any 
special treatment. Hero, in the West of 
England, I can get them to grow and flower 
in tho-pen air as lazily as the Gladiolus. It 

is, however, necessui y to start in tho spring 
with sound, plump bu bs ; if they arc shrivelled 
through being k<pt iu ] iper bags or drawers all 
the winter they will not flower. If they aro 
grown in pots tho bulbs should remain in the 

9oil until it is time to repot them in tho spriDg; 
but from November to March they should bo 
kej t pretty dry and away from frost. When 

Tigridias are grown in the open they should be 
up in tho autumn, and the bulbs i 

n boxes of dry soil until the,mid<Ue,<jl 

April, when they may be planted again. They 
require a rather light, ricn soil, and plenty of 

water iu dry weather through the summer.— 

J. C. C. 
- Perhaps your soil is heavy and retentive, 

therefore cold : in such soil Tigridias will hardly 

live, let alone flourish. A warm, sandy soil 
suits them best. In this no special treatment 

is necessary. Plant the bulbs 3 inches deep 
early in April ; on tho surface givo a light 
mulching of leaf-mould to keep the roots cool 
during tho summer. In,the case of heavy soil, 

remove it 18 inches deep from the site where 
the Tigridias are to be grown. A hole 1 foot 
wide will accommodate three bulbs. Place a 
layer cf. broken bricks or clinkers, 3 inches 

thick, at the bottom, filling up with light soil 
freely mixed with leaves and sand. In this 
compost place (he bulbs, taking them up again 
in the autumn when the leaves have turned 

yellow.—S. P. 

- Tho Tiger-flowers, or Tigridias, are a 
very interesting class of plants, and the time to 
plant them is in March ; the soil should be of a 
moderately rich, loamy character. Tho position 
for them must be thoroughly woll drained, and 

not too sunny, although I have seen the Tigri¬ 
dias bloom splendidly on a warm south border 
where the soil was light, and hero the plants 
made a delightful show, as they wero disposed 

in little groups so as to give an effect in colour. 
The best soil for them is a mixture of loam, leaf- 
mould, and sharp silver sand. Plant the bulbs 
not later than early April, as they suffer from 
being kept too long out of the ground. Put 

them in at a depth of 3 inches, and it is a good 
plan, as in the cate of other choice things, to 
put somo silver sand under each root. Tho 
flowers are very gorgeous, and the type is T. 
pavonine, and if you wish to indulge in a good 
assortment if the Tiger-flowers you may select 

the following ([ may mention that Tigridia it 
synonymous with Terraria): The Shell-plant 
(Tigridia conchiflora), the flowers yellow, spotted 
with rod ; and there is a variety of it named 
grandiflora alba, the bold flowers white, with 

spots of crimson. The ordinary Tiger-flower has 
Bcarlet blooms, enriched with orange spots ; they 
measure about G inches across, unit although 

lasting but a brief time (a few hours), a succes¬ 
sion appears over several weeks. T. canadensis 
has yellow flowers, spotted with scarlet, whilst 
thoso of T. spcciosa are yellow, with red spots. 
A new species is T. Pringlei ; it is very brilliant 

in colour, taller in growth, and not difficult to 
grow if treated the same as the type. Begin 
first, however, with the typical plant, aud then 
add the others as desired. If the position is 
warm and the soil light, the bulbs may be left 

in the ground during the winter ; but if not 
considered advisablo, lift them when the foliage 
has died down, and keep them in a cool place 
during tho winter, as in the case of the Gladi¬ 
olus. Plant out again in spring. One does not 
see much of tho Tigridias in gardens, but when 

in full bloom their gorgeous flowers are sure to 

please.—C. T. 

-Campanula Isophylla alba Is very pretty for basket 
work, or to h«mr down from ll e idge of the stage In 
greenhouses. It l< quite hardy In sheltered spots on tho 
rookery. Mav lie inised from teeds or euttlngs, or by 
division.—E. It. 

Carnations —The fearfully dry weather we 
have experienced now for so long has had a very 

bad effect on some plants growing on a light toil, 
and amateurs have found, no doubt, many of 
their plants havo begun to turn yellow, and what 
the gardeners call “givo up.” In those cates it is 

no use to water, but I have been able to save a 
great many plants, by, directly I have observed 
any change in the tint of the foliage, at once 
taking away tho old soil immediately round 
the plant in this condition, in the form of a 

basin, and refilling the vacuum with a compost 
of fresh damp leaf mould and sand, cutting out 
all flowering-shoots, and layering the sickly- 
looking “gross” into the new fresh compost. 
This has, in most cases, been successful, though 

the old root may have died ; the shoots layered 
into the new compost have revived, and grown 
away at once, and thus many valuable varieties 

have been saved.—II. W. WEfiUEMN, ShalJon, 
Teignmouth. 

Spotted and Yellow FoxgloveB — 
The spotted varieties of the common Foxglove 

are very handsome. Stately of growth they are, 

tVOfyi ififffeOtiye, and being of such a robust, 

t*ir‘vc *n p°8'’'on* 
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where many hardy flower* would perish. They 
look well among hardy Fern* and low-growing 

shrubs, and if once allowed to scatter their 
seels, youug plants will spring up every year. 
The yellow kind is distinct and pleasiDg in 

colour, but not quite so robust as the spotted 
form. It likes a somewhat elevated position 
where superfluous moisture drains away in the 

winter.—B vi'LRRT. 

THE KITCHEN GARDEN. 

EARLY TURNIPS. 

To get Turnips fit for the table in May, and 

even early in June, sometimes is not an easy 
matter in some seasons. I have read with 
interest the notes at various times on early 
Turnips, aud though I had little doubt which 

was the beat Turnip for early sowing, I thought 
it best to give the matter a fair trial, so last 
season on March 30 I sowed several lota, such as 
Snowball, Early White Stone, or Six-weeks, 
tvirly Munich (Fig. 1, page 224), Early Milan, 
White Dutch, and Whito Strap-leaf (Fig. 2, 
on this page) on the same quarter, giving all 

the same treatment. Extra Early Milan was fit 
for UBe on May 29, whilst the others are from ten 
day* to a fortnight later; indeed, twoof them will 
not bo ready then, so that I strongly advise the 
sowing of Early Milan where early Turnips are 

requited, sowing others at thesame time to form 
a succession. The Turnip* aro much appreciated 
as early as they can be obtained, as there is 
some difficulty in keeping up the supply of good 

■olid bulbs as spring advances, as they become 
•oft and useless, no matter how carefully stored. 

For 11to keeping, to eke out the supply till the 
earlier kinds come in, there is none better than 
the yellow-fleshed varieties, Golden Ball being a 
fine winter kind. Those of the round or globo 
section keep much batter than the flat or strap- 

leaved kinds. The value of Extra Early Milan 
ii its oarliness and its freedom from bolting, 
which are so characteristic in other early kinds. 
Scarcely a plant bolts on our light soil, while 

on heavy land is is equally good. I would draw 
attention to the value of plenty of moisture on 
light soils, as then thero is no trouble in securing 

an early crop. For keeping I do not advise Early 
Milan. Thoso who have movable frames at 
liberty in the early part of the year would do 

well to give this variety a trial. G. 

3911. — Rhubarb from seed. — The 
voung plants should be transplanted next 
March. The ground ought to be trenched 2 feet 
deep, putting in an abundance of good manure. 
Set them out 3 feet apart, and keep the surface 

well stirred through theseuBon. If the weather 
should happen to be very dry a good watering 
now and then will help to promoto rapid and 
Strong growth. With really good culture the filants will be strong enough to allow of pulling 

rora the third year from seed. This must, 
however, be done with moderation.—J. C. B. 

39.k;.—Moss-litter for Mushroom bed. 
•-I havo often used this for Mushroom-beds, 
but prefer straw-litter ftr the purpose. If the 
manure is fresh mix one larrowful of loam with 

evory five barrowsful of manure, and blend the 
wholo together. Lot it bo in a heap, sheltered 
from rain, till the heat rises, then shako over 
again and make up the bed firmly. The loam 
will prevent overheating, and the bed may be 

spawned as soon as the temperature is steady at 
83 degs. to 90 degs.—E. H. 

- This substance is not well adapted to 

make Mushroom-bods with it; heats too violently 
and the heat does not last very long. I have 
tried it, but with little success, and sometimes 

the bed has borne an abundant crop of stink¬ 
ing Fungi. Mushrooms can sometimes bo 
obtained, but the manure should be mixed with 

f portion of dry loam and turned over every day 
until the rank steam has been given off. There 
is always a danger of the mycelium of poisonous 

Fungi being in the peat.—J. D. E. 

3931.—OardOODB.—Make trenches same as 
for Celery, only a little wider apart, as the 

plants will grow taller and require more earth 
for blanohing. Plant out at once, and if you 
have any seeds left another row may be planted 

With seeds in the bottom of the trench, drop¬ 
ping in two or three seeds at mtwvals of 

12 inches or 15 inc^.^^j iKetb welTkio- 

plied with water, and when the plants are full 
grown draw the leaves together, and envelop 
them with hay or strawbauds, and earth up 
like Celery.—E. H. 

3949. — Unhealthy Tomatoes. — Your 
description is rather vague, but no doubt the 
plants are affected with one or other of the 
Tomato diseases, and probably by that known 

as Cladisporium fulvum. You must cut away 
and burn the worst leaves, dust all the rest well 
with sulphur, ventilate the house freely, and 

maintain a dry atmosphere, especially when, or 
if, the house is closed at night; a little sulphate 
of ammonia will also be useful.—B. C. R. 

- The plants are apparently attacked by 
the same disease which is so destructive to the 

Potatoes—Phytophthora iofestans. 1 do not 
think it worth while trying to eradicate the 
disease if the plants are badly affected ; it is 

better to burn them up, and after thoroughly 
cleaning the house and limo-washing the walls 

start again with a fresh lot of clean plants.— 
J. 1). Iv 

- I should say you do not give air enough, but kern 
the houso too close and study, and perhaps give too muon 
water. Keep the house drier by ventilation. Not muoh 
lire heat wili be required now, only lust a little warmth 
in the pipes on damp daye or cold nights. Leave a little 
ventilation on at night.—E. H. 

3909.—Unhealthy Cucumbers.—Too 
much or too little moisture at the roots will turn 
the Cucumbers yellow at the point. Although 
they are moisture-loving plants, they must not 

have sufficient to render them waterlogged at 
the roots, owing it may be perhaps to insufficient 
drainage. Tho best means of knowing whether 
it is owing to either of the causes named is to 
dig down to the bottom of tho border, and if tho 

soil is found to be in a medium condition— 
neither wet nor dry—the cause must be searched 
for elsowhere. A check may have been given to 
the plants through supplying them with water 

too cold. If it is given direct from wells, tanks, 
or water companies’ pipes, without being aired, 
such conditions are not oongenial to success. 

Overcropping will cause the points to turn Sellow. It is a bad plan to overcrop the plants ; 
ar better to grow a limited number of fruit, and 

have thorn good. Very often as many as three 

and four fruits will show to a joint; it is not 
wise to leave more than one to develop. Tele¬ 
graph, when true, is one of the most reliable 
varieties for producing a succession of well¬ 

shaped fruit. Dauicls’ Defiance is also another 
good kind. Cucumbers aro easily raised from 
seed. Bow one seed in a 3-inch pot, placing the 

pot in a warm houso. If the soil is moist, as it 
ought to be, when sowing, the seed will germi¬ 

nate before water is needed. Train the plants 
to ono single stem until the desired height is 
attained if for a houso ; if for a frame, pinch out 
tho point at the second rough leaf, to induce 
side shoots to form to spread over the bed. 

If the leaves become infested with this insidious 
pest they are bad to cleanse from it. Syringe 
the plants every afternoon about four when the 

weather is fine. In regulating the shoots keep 
them rather thin ; it is a mistake to overcrowd 
the plants. Pinch out the point of every shoot 

above the second leaf, and remove the fruit 
above that leaf, allowing that below to develop. 

Another shoot will spring from the uppermost 
joint. When this has grown two points serve it 

in the same way.—S. P. 

HOUSE Sc WINDOW GARDENING. 

3931.—Insect pests.—The brown spots on 
window curtains, cushions, &c., are most prob¬ 
ably caused by bluebottles. An “unusually 

large quantity ” possibly is not present, os hall- 
a-dozeu will make a window filthy in a day or 
two. The only remedy I have ever known 
successful is to grow strongly-scented Geraniums 

in the room. Peppermint Geranium, if not 
objected to, is the beet. Fly-papers can, of 
course, be used, and any eggs that may be 

found should be at once destroyed.—M. A. W. 

MoBBy Saxifrage as a window 
flower.—When at a friend’s houso recently I 
was charmed to see a departure from the 
orthodox type of window-box. It was filled 
with the MosBy Saxifrago (8. hypnoides), and the 

flower-spangled growth hung over the sides. 
Tho plant has quite established itself, and tho 
centre was occupied with Mrs. Sinking Pink in 
full bloom. It would be easy to get many 

pretty effects from window-boxes if suitable 
things wore selected and not grown in a formal 
wav. The Pink looks remarkably well thus used, 
anil keeps in bloom some time, the effeot of its 

flowers against those of a Bluo Bell-flower being 
most pleasing. C. fragilis, C. garganicus, and 
many of tho other trailing or creeping kinds 
could be used. It would not be necessary to 
remove the Saxifrage for summer. Its mosty 

growth is always welcome.—C. T. 
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SUs.'i.-Buddlng Roses.—Would anyone kindly give 
(if .w®'- .ne a few hlnta on buddinR Hoses?—8. H. Uakkr. 

■ ' »1 ■ w.. .11156.—Plants for Sheffield.—What plants are 
Vlikely to thrive beat in the town of Sheffield 7—K. T W. 

- D 'fit- — S957.—Soil for Petunias.—Would someone kindly 
' tell me the best soil in whlota to pot Petunias?— 

' suss.-Peach-tree branch withering.-What 
. _ reason a 

_ 3989.—Mackava Bella.—A friend has Riven mo a 
plant labelled Mackaya Bella Will eomeono please adviec 
me as to treatment, &c. ?—Novics, Monmouthshire. 

Fig. 2.—Turnip While Strap-leaf." 3990.-Early Potatoes.-I shall be obliRed If any of 
your correspondents will Rive me directions for naviiiR 
seed of the very esrly Potatoes (Aehleaf Kidney) for next 

Partly-decayed horse-manure is the beet material —Creeper* for walls —Would romeono . .. , _ , . 3991.—Creepers for walls —Would romeono 
for stimulating tho growth of Cucumbers. A kindly advise me what creepers to plant for north east 
compost of three parts loam to one of manure andeouth-weetaspeots? Also what plants to put In boxes 
will grow good Cucumbers. When tha roots for those aspects .'-G. Ci rri*. 

show out on the surface cover them with a are now seven or 

similar compost. After the plants have been j| ht voudr shoots on the old Bt«m. Should aoy of these 
fruiting a month or SO cover tho soil an inch shoots be removed? If so, could I strike them In an ordln- 

at intervals of the’toreve 

i£e vT'O' (i- tjSsp^i 

thick with manure only. Abundance of mois- ary greenhouse ?—L. 0. 
ture is needed atmospherically in the house, not 3993,-TuberouB BegonlM.-I have 

only for the benefit of the Cucumbers, but for ^‘®n JbESueVdays’ time^ I shall be glad of any advice 
the tore vent ion of insect pests. An arid atmos- ,4i Ul treatment, specially as to what should be done to 
ljlfere>ill encourage tho spread of red-spider, them after they have bloomed ?—WiscnuoR* Him.. 
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TO(.-Plumbago capenals.—I have a Plumbago 
oapensls about 2 feet high, well branched, and nloe and »reen, hut the leaves are very email. It la In a 7-lnoh pot. 

nets la no sign of It flowering- Will Olay's Fertiliser be 
useful to It? And a few hinte as to lie treatment, soil, 
iro., will oblige?—Lacrib. 

8993.—Flowering shrubs.—Will anyone kindly 
let me know the names of four or five good hardy flower¬ 
ing shrubs (worth growing near the front of my house), 
height about 12 feet or 14 feet, and evergreen if possible? 
Also bent soil to grow them In, and best time to plant? 
Looality, Ireland.—Enolanp. 

3996.—Planting Rhododendrons. — Will any 
person please let me know when is the best time to plant 
Rhododendrons, and shall I be likely to succeed In growing 
them in a good loam (limestone land) ? I ha>* been told 
that they will not grow in this soil—that I must prepare a 
peat bed for them. Is this so ?—Knoi,am> 

3997.—Climbing Peas.—Being down in the oountry 
the other day, 1 nad my attention drawn to some 
Peas, which boil been pruned to save the trouble of 
staking them, and I was told that they would bear Just as 
well as If they bad been allowed to olimb. Being about to 
stake some Peas, 1 should like to have an opinion on the 
subject?-.!. II Grav. 

3998 —Marechal Nlel Rose — I.ast autumn I 
bought one of these Roses having two stems, eaoh about 
10 ft long, and put In a cool lean-to house, planted in the 
border. It has this year borne seventeen blooms. What 
is the proper treatment now ? Should it be let alone orout 
hack ? If the latter, how and when ? Any information will 
be grateful to a-Constant Rkadkr. 

8999 —Manure for Cockscombs.—Will someone 
kindly give me a little Idea of what quantity of manure 
to use for Cockscombs? They are in fl.lnoh pots, with 
combs 14 inohes over, and I should like to get them for 
show on the 20th of next month. I also have some nitrate. 
Would that be of any use to them? I do not know how 
to use it. Answer to this would oblige.—Aratsi r. 

4000.—Zonal Pelargoniums —I have some nloe 
rooted outtlngs of above in pots burled in ashes out-of- 
doors. I have pinched the tops out to induce bushy 
plants, as I wish them to flower In the winter in my green¬ 
house. Will some kind friend advise me as to treat¬ 
ment, whit manure they require, eto., to produoe fine 
flowers? Also name some good varieties.—Novum, Jton- 
motif AM Ire. 

4001.—'Unsatisfactory Cucumbers.—In January 
last 1 planted several houses of Cuoumbers, " Sutton's Im¬ 
proved;" they fruited very well for a little while, now they 
eeetn to hare gone oft. soaroely producing any fruit; as they 
make their break* the fruits go off yellow and die. I have 
pulled some of the plant* out aod Hud their roots knotted. 
What Is the oause of their being knotted, and Is this the 
cause of the mischief f— E. S. 

4002.—Paraffin-oll and water for plants.— 
Will someone kindly tell me what quantities each of 
paraffin-oil and water would be safe to syringe or dip the 
plant* Into from a small greenhouse to remove green-fly 
aod other Ineeote from euoh things as the Abutlloni, 
Chrysanthemums, Fuchsias, aud Nicotian**? Also state 
If the seme would be eltbsr destructive or Injurious to the 
flowers and foilsge ?—M. Y. M. 

4001 -Blight on Apple-trees.-I should feel much 
obliged If anyone will kindly let me know whet Ib to be 
done with Apples-tree* which are oovered with a whit* 
stuff similar to mildew In appesranoe, but underneath the 
hark le broken and a gum-llke substance exudes? lam 
told It I* "American blight,"aod that it will eventually kill 
the tree* Iefhieeo? The soil la gravelly. The trees have 
not been pruned for sometime.—A Constant Kradkr. 

4004.-Orchids In a greenhouse —I thell esteem 
itae a favour If anyone will Hit me know If I can grow Orchids 
In a greenhouse where the temperature is never under 
45 deg* and seldom above 75 degs. to 80 deg*. ? Also If 
someone will kindly mention a few varieties, not very 
costly, suitable for cultivation by a beginner ? The houae 
is divided into two portions, eaoh 10 feet long by 12 feet 
broad, aod one portloo Is considerably cooler than the 
other.—Gicolirlmo. 

4005-White Banksian Rose.-I have a spool- 
mou of this Hose planted three years elnoe. It has made 
vigorous growth from the flrtt. aod now ooverea large apace 
with an abundance of abort lateral growth. It baa never 
bloomed, but this year i i has produced flower-bud*, but 
Instead of being In dusters, thsy are formed singly, and 
few aod far between, and none seem llkdy to develop, but 
drop ofl. I have never pruned It, having been advised not 
to do *o. Should It be pruned, and If so, how and 
when ?—O. L. 

4000.—Tomatoes not setting fruit.—Will any¬ 
one kindly Inform me as to the reason of my Tomato- 
plant* not setting fruit after the flowers have fully 
developed and blown? They are being grown in a span- 
roofed greenhouse, whloh get* the sun upon It all day. I 
planted them out In April, and they nave now grown 
about 4 feet In height. They look very healthy and 
strong. I have also thinned out the foliage by keeping 
back all aide ehoote, and also outtlng away some of the 
leave*. I never water the foliage, but give them plenty 

thU w“J?i.\hYrz>U' A” ‘ riglU ln tr“tln* th«m 1° 

4007.-A plague of rats.—1 live In a detached 
oountry house with a large 'garden. Rat* are a perfect 
plague ; In winter they Infest the houses, devouring stored 
fruit, aod eatables of all kinds. In summer they dig up 
Potato**, devour Cherries and Strawberries. I have kept 
cate, but they prefer rabbit to rat huotlug. I fear to use 
poison about the home on account of danger of putrtfrlng 
carcase* being left under the floors. We have no pro- 
feastonal rat oatohers In Ireland. Will anyone kindly 
adviee on the snbjsot, giving experience as to poison, So.? 
I may *ay that I hare used various trap*, but the vermin 
avoid them after one or two have been caught.—R. W. F. 

R*** Ololro do Dijon, dto.-I have a large 
Glolrt de Dijon R3m, two of the ehoots of whloh foroed 
i?#lr 90019 J9*** W Indde the greenhouse, end 
though I pruned it closely iMt eprlng, It hu ainoe ihe 
first bloom* were out now grown so remp»ntly-4hat It 
has oompleteiy oovered the grass of half the hedtse (a lean- 
to, 28 feet long), aod I shall ?e jl.i tor ad rice L to toai 
age It? Am I to out It In cioeeiy, or lot the shoofe-rAitW ? 

It was oovered with it* lovely blossoms. I out hundreds 
ofl it. It Is planted outside, and I have frequently given 
doses of liquid-manure made from horse-droppings. I 
syringed it Inside frequently with soap-suds from the 
laundry, and it la quite free from green-fly, and appears 
in splendid health. Also please say how I am to treat a 
Mart-ohal Niel Roe* in a pot after flowering? There were 
eleven good blooms on a email plant in an 8-inch pot 
Should I repot it now or cut it back ? Any advice will be 
gratefully received. I manage the greenhouse myself, 
pottiog, etc. I have other Rosea after flowering, and 
have put them (they are in pote) outdoors. Should I 
repot them?—A. M. G. 

To the following queries brief editorial replies 
are given ; but readers are invited to give further 
answers should they be. able to offer adtlitional 

advice on the various subjects. 

4009. —Budding (B. Shepherd),— At this season It 
would bea failure, I should ear, beoause Ihe bark would 
not run well, and without It does so you cannot hope for 
success. You must wait until we get some more wet and 
favourable weather.—J. J. 

4010. —Plne-coaes (Charles Pope).—I have named 
these and returned them, as you desired, by rail to Exeter. 
Most of them are apparently North-west American apt vies, 
or Californian; but 1 do not And the Great Welllngloala 
giganteum amongst them.—J. .1. 

4011. —Peas, early (fleorge Pile).—I am very much 
obliged for the nice dish of Pea9 esnt by Parcel* Poet. 
They were certainly a very floe sample, and I should take 
them for William I. They were quite rlghtsent In the ports. 
It gave me a better opportunity of Judging them.—J. J. 

4012—Paraguay Tea.—C. Jenkins asks if this can 
be obtained In Kagland, and from what plant it le 
obtained? Yerba, as It Is called, is prepared from the 
leave* of an evergreen tree of Southern Brazil, called Ilex 
paragusyensls, and It is largely used in South America. I 
do not know if it oan be procured lu this oountry, but 1 
do not think it oan.—J. J. 

4013 — Masdevalllas IT. II. IT ).—The two blooms 
sent are magnlllcent flowers of M. Vettobl, which le yet 
the grandest of all this family. When I knew Mr. Riteman, 
who was to fond of this family, and he used to dtssrlbe 
them to me In such glowing colour*, this, the finest of al', 
waa unknown; they are two distinct forms, aud boih 
very line, but neither of them can be oalled Veltchi grandi- 
flora.—M. B. 

4014. — Soil for Cyprlpedlum lnslgne.—O. 
Eastwood complains that 1 enould bave reooinmendtd 
oharcoal and living Sphagnum for this plant, as 1 have 
done on page 179. Upon looking at the page Indicated, 1 
And it Is not my article at all. I quit* agree with 
•• G. E." that half good light tarty loam suits this plant 
well. The plants should bave been potted before this, if 
It waa required.—M. B. 

4016. -Soll forOesneraafO. Belmsley).—Use turfy, 
pest, fibrous-loam, good leaf-mould, aud sharp eaud In 
about equal parte, drain well and water freely, but do not 
syringe at any Urns. I like to maintain a good moist 
atmospbere, but totally object to syringing overhead, on 
aooouot of the woolly nature of their foliage. You may 
give the plant* another shift, as you say the tubers wtre 
started In the middle of April.—J. J. 

4910.—Luffa sponges (O. Jenkins).— These are sold 
by the chemist, ana are the internal llhre of a Gourd called 
Luff* atgyptioa. Toe plant is really a native of Egypt, 
but It Is cultivated in many parte. Tbey are sometimes 
told at West Indian bath sponges, where they are largely 
grown, and 1 have grown tbe plant at homa, and used It 
for the tame purpose. I And, however, that the plant, 
when grown at home, has softer fibre, which does not 
last so well—J. J. 

4017. — MUtonla VSXlilarla-— Oeorge Thompson 
•ends, In No. 1, a very good variety of this Orchid ; It It a 
plant that naturally get* a great deal of wet and a very 
agreeable temperature, and although not found until 
about 1809, tbe plant hoe a wide distribution ln New 
Grenada, so munh to that reasonable hopes remain that 
there are yet more new apeolee to find ln various parte ol 
the mountainous regions of New Grenada. No. 2 It very 
like the form oalled leuoogloesa, with tbe sepals and petals 
pale rote, and the lip white.—M. B. 

4918—Palms In pots and tubs U. Crawley).— 
Tneee plant* should bo kept In their pole as long at 
possible. Indeed, I oannot undereland why it Is that 
English gardeners appear to put specimen Balm* Into 
pote of euoh large size, whilst on the Comment the 
opposite oaee is maintained, and with much better effect, 
brain well, and pot them firmly, and ln the spring or early 
summer they should have the old surface soil taken away 
and renewed, using for this purpose old, but notBpent, cow- 
manure, and water tbe plants freely.—J. J. 

4919 —Loslla purpurata-—J. Foster tends me 
flowers of this species, saying "Are tbey not beautiful?" 
and I have no doubt when teen on the plant* they were 
very beautiful ; but as these flowers bad been out two 
day* when I got them, and moreover, ae they were put 
Into a perfeotly dry wooden box, whloh bad euoketl the 
life out of them, thev appeared to have narrow, lll-formed 
sepals aod petals, and eo much of their beauty was gone. 
I have bad a lot of flowers of this epeoiee sent me this 
season, and yours, although good, do not sxhlblt anything 
above tbe average — M. B. 

4020.—Loello-Oattleya — J. Johnson asks my 
opinion respecting this style of namlog, saying he does 
not like it? I oan quite agree with him. It Is all very 
well now in the first Instauoe to name such nearly allied f;ensra, but If this tort of thing It persisted In we shall get 
nto no end of trouble In pronouncing tbe names in the 

third and fourth generation of crosses. These names may¬ 
be all very well to have tbe plant registered under, but 
tbey should not be used asoommon garden names. What, 
for iostanoe, would look more ridiculous than I.stlio- 
Oattleya Busan Brown, and why euoh an absurd Latin 
generio?—M. B. 

4021.—Masdevallla flneatrata (T. Jackson).- 
Thlt lathe name by whloh I have long known this epeoiee, 
sUflHt|I/fa»d not seen a flower for a long time, when I 
1 ihUulAow It, I found the plant to do well ititbu 1 waui 
end w theDdontogloemim-house; but It liked tho GalUeyv 

house In the winter. There la another specie* belonging 
to the same set of plants oalled Diyanum, and to these 
two little plant* the unpronounceable name of Cryptopbor- 
anlhus has been given, and which I should Imagine was 
given in order to make tbe study of Orchids easy and 
popular?—M. B. 

4022 — Borontn megastigma (J. Ea'l).—If your 
plant has done blooming I would out it book rather 
naid, putting it into a shady spot until It began to 
break, but do not keep it in a close or bested place, and 
do not set in the open at any lime, for It doe* not thrive so 
treated. For soil use good brown peat, obopped up, mixed 
with sand, and be sure and drain well. Tben even If you 
•hould give too much water at any one time it will drain 
away. Stop the young sboota to make the plant grow 
uniformly and to b dance. Ooe of the fault* of this speele9 
is that It runs up thin and tall unless proper attention It 
given tothis It is a plant whloh should be grown by every¬ 
one for the Bake of Its grateful perfume.—J. J. 

4023.—Tuberous Begonias (O. Jones).—Well, this 
query just Indicates the exaot style of some of my own 
tnis year, for I have a double yellow, and some others 
whloh have not started yet; but 1 suppose they will do so, 
as upon looking at them, which I have Just done, 1 find 
they are alive and sound, whilst my others are growing 
nicely, some showing flower ; but I am rather later than 
last year, for my Begonias had then begun to flower In 
the first week ln June, and the same plant* continued gay 
until the end of October, which (Hied my house with 
beautiful flowers for five mouths. You must do as I am 
doing, keep on hoping for them to break away, which, 
while there Is life, can be expected. As for myself, If I bad 
■ he convenience of a little Are-heat, I should give It them. 
Named kinds are all very well; but for so amateur, the 
0 Hours are all that Is ueaessary. See Mr. Lalng'e and Mr. 
Cennell'a ; these are the two best collections ln the oountry, 
undoubtedly.—J. J. 

4021.-Maggots on Parsnips {J. F.). — The 
Parsnips are no doubt attacked by the grubs ol the Celery- 
fly, which also attacks Parsnips They will not Injure the 
roots, except that by destroying the foliage they also 
Injure Indirectly the roots, whloh would not oome to per¬ 
fection if there were no leaves. Pinching the blisters 
where the grubs are, or picking ofl and burning the leaves 
are the only remedies. Scattering soot, quiokllme, or 
fin sly-powdered toot over the leaves on a dewy morning 
or after rain Is useful. When the orop Is pulled 
up, all affreied leaves should be burnt, and the ground 
deeply trenched, taking care that the surface soil is put 
at the bottom of the trench, as the chrjsalides may he 
lound 2 inohes or 3 Inches below the surface, and being 
deeply hurled, the flies will not be able to escape.—O. S 8. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 
Any communications respecting plants or fruits 

lent to name should always accompany the parcel, which 
should be addressed to the Editor of Qardrnino Illcs- 
tratrd, 87, Soiuhampton-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Names of plants —A. H'.— 1, Bleohnum occiden¬ 
tals; 2, Aeplenium Kablanum ; 8, dampyloneuron an- 
gusttfoltum; 4, Hymeaophyllum dnnteeum.-Header.— 
Not recognised. Send again when la flower or fruit- 
IVra — Oaunot name from such small, miserable speci¬ 
mens.-Britain.—1, Dryaa ootopstala ; 2, Rblnanthue 
orieta-galli ; 3, Plantago Ooronopus; 4, Herniarla glabra. 
-Canon.— Cannot distinguish It.-Pern.—1, Platy- 
loma Brownl; 2, l-eptogramma totta; S, Balantlum 
oulolta: 4, Lomarla disoolor ; 6, Lomaria lanceolate- 
./. Childs.—1, Fair form of Lmlla purpurata; 2, Cattleya 
Uossiir; 3, Cattleya speclotisaima; 4, odontogloaaum 
olrrhoaum.-<> Ererrtt.—Sand again when ln flower.- 
B. Wait'.—I, Papaver dubium ; 2, Cannot determine ; 
3, Prunus Padua; 4, Orchis masoula.-C. C.—Orchis 
folloea; 2, Cyprlpedlum arietlnum; 3, Cyprlpedlum 
pubescent; 4, Saxifragelonglfolia ; 4, Dielytra eximla.- 
J. Oeldart —Specimens too poor to name.-/.aiding.— 
Orassula (Kalosatuhes) ooceinea apparently ; but if you 
could send a head of fl 'were we should be quite oertaln of 
the matter.-S. M. Brigid.—We oannot name aeeedUng 
Begonia. Call it what you like. We should nay that it 
will probably flower thin summer.-J. P.—I.onioera 
(Honeysuckle) species; but spoiled by being psoked In 
wet Moss.-O. J. Cwnys.—We do not recognise the 
plant from drled-up specimen nont.-Baynford.—The 
Iris flowers were completely spoiled by being packed in 
dry oolton-wool. This Is the worst of all paoking material 
when allowed to touoh the blossoms, and the foot bat 
been pointed out many times in Qardkniko.-Sproulley. 
—Please send fresher specimens, and they should be 
better paoked.-Mrs. Craig — Llllutn giganteum.- 
T. M., Hereford.—Plant Sedum F.wsral. Strawberry 
crushed up.-Trossaeks.—Numbers detached. Cannot 
name.-yielding.—Veronica subieeellle. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
We should be glad if readers would remember that we 

do notansieer queries by post, anil that wr cannot under¬ 
take to forward letters to correspondents, or insert queries 
that do not contain the name and address of sender. 

A. M. O.—The Cherry-trees are evidently In bad health, 
probably from age, and the roots getting down Into 
unsuitable sail. Please state nature of subsoil, eto. 

POULTRY AND RABBITS. 

4025.—An Incubator.—Will someone kindly tell me 
the best lamp to use to beat a home-made locubator to 
raise chlokens In ? Tbe boiler Is 23 Inches by 28 Inches 
long, and I should like to have the boiler 8 inohes or 9 Inohes 
high only. Any Information will ba gratefully aod thank¬ 
fully reosived.—Qardkner's Wifr. 

4028.—Unhealthy fowl.—I should be glad to know 
of a oure for a oomplalnt among fowl*, Id whloh the body 
beoome* oovered with bladders? Also tbe name? The 
fowl ln question bss been well fed.—E. M. B. 

Drawings for " Gardening."—Readers will 
kindly remember that we are glad to get specimens of 
dsautiful or trv.re flowers and good fruits and vegetables 
for dr.‘.wing. The drawings so made will be engraved in 
tic best scanner, and: •*'/( ap,>, »r in due course in 
Gimoiinae iLLuavtana'. (ID A I 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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A FREE USE OF MANURE. 

Those private gardeners who have only pre¬ 

viously seen but little of what is going on in 

the market gardens and farms round London 

and other large towns are invariably impressed 

with their first glimpse into the ways of these 

market men. Especially are they surprised at 
the quality and quantity of manure that is used. 
As a rule, private gardeners fail to get enough 
solid manure, and in very many instances have 

to be content principally with what has pre¬ 
viously done duty as hot-bed material. Very 
poor stuff the latter is, or little better than a 
mass of humus, and as such ought always to be 
supplemented with fairly liberal supplies of 
ohemiosd manures, that most generally needed 

being potash in some form. To all appearances 
market growers apply their cheaply-obtained 
and really good animal manure—the principal 
fertilising properties nob being either washed 
out by rains or dissipated by undue fermentation 
—at the rate of not less than .10 tons, and not 
unfrequently nearer 40 tons, to the acre. The 
ground being in a good condition for receiving 

this, it both can and does produce enormous 
crops in close and rapid succession. Good 
stable - manure, such as can be obtained 
in the neighbourhood of large towns, and 
also any from a mixed farmyard, more 
especially where the fattening of beasts 

is going on, is as near perfect as oan be 
mentioned. In this case it would appear 
next to impossible to overdo the ground with 
this in a semi-decayed state, always provided 
the cropping is close and heavy. It is very 

different with the rotten stuff that has to do 
dnty In very many private gardens. This 
contains but few constituents of a plant- 
sustaining nature other than moisture, and 

which humus both holds and absorbs from the 
atmosphere. In the course of a few years this 

kind of manure sours soils, especially those of 
a clayey nature, and this can best be corrected 
by a dressing of lime instead of manure applied 
at the rate of 2 bushels per square rod. The 
lime most to be preferred is that obtained from 
the magnesia limestone rock, and this ought to 
be applied direct from the kiln. It oan be 
most simply slaked by being laid in small heaps 
and covered with soil for a tew days, and should 

then be spread over the surface of thepreviously 
dug ground and forked in. The effect of this 
dressing on manure-siok ground is almost 

magioaL It has the effect of liberating food 
previously locked up, and enters into combina¬ 
tions with other constituents required for the 
invigoration and sustenance of vegetable life 

generally. It was not, however, my original 
iatention to discuss the 

Nature of manures, but rather to touch 
upon what crops stand most in need of rich 
food at the roots. All things oonsidered, the 

most liberal use of solid manure is advisable in 
the case of Globe Artichokes and Rhubarb, 
as it is soaicsly possible to grow these 

too strongly. On dry hot soils and->poor 
ground generally, the foraier fails b. dly uft 

dry season, and at no time are iLe BsslrH 
large and succulent as desirable. For these 

crops resort to trenching or double digging, 
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mixing manure freely with both spits, while if 

the nature of the ground renders trenching im¬ 
possible, increase the depth of surface-soil by 
means of additions of compost in which strong 
loam and manures figure largely. In my case 
Globe Artichokes are of such importance that 
I would deny any other crops solid manure in 

order to let the former have plenty both mixed 
with the soil and in the form of a mulching. 
Rhubarb is not nearly of such importance, but 
pays well for liberal treatment. Onions, if 
wanted of large size, must have plenty of solid 
manure in the soil in addition to soot and other 

manurial dressings, and even if medium sized 
to small roots are preferred, it is advisable to 
make the ground rioh, firmness of soil and thick 
oropping doing the rest. Soot, in addition to 

being a good fertiliser, is also to a certain extent 
a preventive of Onion-grub. It pays to well 
fork in half-a-bushel to the rod early and apply 
another somewhat lighter surface-dressing just 
prior to sowing the seed. It is an old custom to 
sow Onions in succession to Celery, tho latter 

being supposed to leave the ground in excellent 
condition for the reoeption of the former. Such 
may be the case in some few instances, but, as a 
rule, 

Celery exhausts all the manure placed in 
the trenches, and the apparently finely divided 

state of the surface of the ground when 
levelled is altogether misleading. The surface 
may be perfectly fine, and jast underneath 

patches of soil closely run together, wet and 
oold, be found. It answers my purpose to 

devote ground previously cleared of early and 
mid-season Celery to Onions, but advantage is 

taken of a frosty morning to wheel on a good 
dressing of manure, rough digging following as 
soon as practicable. Thus treated the soil breaks 
down admirably at sowing time, invariably 

producing a good crop of medium-sized, firm 
Onions, and when the latter are cleared off 
very little further preparation is needed for 
spring Cabbage. If Carrots, Beet, Salsafy, 
and such like were to follow Celery, I would 

yet advise digging the ground deeply after the 
levelling has taken place, no animal manure 
being given however. Contact with the latter 
and also masses of wet trampled soil buried 
well below the surface by the levelling process 

cause tap-roots to fork badly. These, there¬ 
fore, should have a finely-divided deep root- 
run, and if solid manure is applied it must be 

buried not less than a foot deep. It is a mistake 
to be too stingy with manure as far as Potatoes 
are concerned. Doubtless market gardeners 

somewhat over-do their dressings, oontact with so 
much strong manure having theeffect of impairing 

the quality of the crops. If such is not the case, 
how else are we to aooount for the bad quality 
of the bulk of market Potatoes as grown in the 

vicinity of large towns ? If good solid manure 
is applied at the rate of 30 tons to the aore, this 
being dug in now where the land is of a heavy 
nature and not distributed market farmers’ 

fashion along the drills at planting time, the 
Potatoes will get the full benefit of this and 
It t'io" ground in splendid order for any 

ri.omibtrwef the Brassica family or 8traworries. 
GaVdeners having nothing butpoor rotten manure 

to wheel on to their 
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Potato ground ought to supplement this 

at or near planting time with either soot, 
uano, or superphosphates and kainit. Well- 
ecaved garden refuse to every five loads of 

which one load of fresh lime has for some time 
previous been well mixed, is one of the beat 

manorial dressings that can be applied by way 
of a change to Potato ground. Peas, runner 
and Broad Beans must have plenty of inanuib 
under them, or they are liable to fail badly iu 
hot, dry weather. The manure dug in ought 
also to be only partially deoayed, as I have re¬ 

peatedly found that where old hotbed or very 
rotten manure has been used, the formere speci¬ 
ally has been badly attacked at the roots by 
eelworms. When once the latter make then 

home in the roots these become greatly swollen, 
and both root-action and top-growth are quickly 
paralysed. Wood ashes mixed with the manure 
and very lightly sown with the seed is a preven¬ 
tive of insect attack at the roots, and also aci« 
as a powerful fertiliser. Sown too freely wii h 
the seed it is liable to cause the latter to decay, 

and the soil in the drill ought only to be juat 
whitened by dry wood-ashes at sowing time. 

Kidney Beans will thrive well for a short time 
on unmanured ground, and produce heavy crops 
if they succeed a orop for which manure was 

freely dug in. 
Cauliflowers revel in a rich root-run, the 

strong fresh manure dug or ploughed in by 
market growers suiting them well. To have 
them extra fine, or say fit for exhibition, 
manure should be freely dug in and liquid 
manure given in large quantities when the 
heaits are forming. If Brussels Sprouts are 

given good room and a moderately firm root-run, 
there is not much likelihood of too much manure 
been applied at the roots, and the same remarks 
apply to Borecole generally. Broccoli, Chou de 
Burghley, and Savoys I prefer to plant in sue- 
cession to Leeks, Strawberries, or any other crop 
for which manure was freely used, a moderately 

rich, yet firm root-run best suiting this class of 

winter vegetables. H. 

THE DROUGHT. 

The present long-protracted drought has sorely 

taxed the resources of all gardeners, but doubt¬ 
less many valuable lessons will be learnt that 
will aid many to combat future visitations of 

the same kind, and doubtless if we had such 
prolonged droughts more frequently there 
would be more deep cultivation done in the 

winter, for the difference of the look of crops on 
really well worked and manured land with 
others only shallow cultivated, in spring, is most 
marked, for as long as food and moisture is 

beneath a crop, the roots will go down and find 
it, and the tops will indicate that the crop 
is making progress. But when the land is 

cropped and drought is upon us, the liest anti¬ 
dote I have found is the hoe and rake, frequently 
used to pulverise the surface and work it down 
into a dost-like surface—for the fieroe rays or 

the sun that extract the moisture from the sur- 

faos AtA rapid j*oe, leaving it apparently drier 
than before, appear to have little power to ex- 

iho Xioistcrtif^ki 'covering of 2 inches or 
3 inches of dust is on the suriace—and it is sur- 

jptfiufg-nowl MppraTOWd ont against the long 
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drought when the hoe has been kept going 
amongst them. Mulching is a great aid to 
fruit-trees, bushes, and Strawberry beds, rows 

of Peas, Beans, &a., but it can hardly be ex¬ 
tended to all crops that need it, and the simplest 
and best remedy is to hoe, oven if not a weed is 
visible. Such is my experience. J. G. H. 

(GARDEN WORK 0 
Conservatory- 

Jasmines are always appreciated everywhere, and whore 
there are borders in the conservatory lor climbers, one or 
two Jasmines ehould bo planted. They will grow and 
flower Ireely In loam, peat, and sand, or in loam and leal- 
mould and sand. To flower well they must have light 
enough to ripen the wood. They do very well trained up 

a pillar or against a wall, or may be trained over an aroh. 
J. graoillimum and grandiflorum are goad varieties. I 
have grown them in pots, but they are so much better 

planted out that an eilort should be made to open up a 
border lor them. To go a little lurlher into the question 
ol providing climbing plants I or the oonservatory, Mancie- 
devilla suaveolons has white, very good flowers, which 
are borne In large dusters in summer. I.et it ramble on 
to the rool near the open lights. Plumbago capensis, 
Rhvnohospermum jasminoidea, Solatium jasminoides, 
Sollya heteropbylla (pretty blue-flowered twiner), Swain- 
sons galegilolia alba (the Pea-shaped flowers) are useful 
lor outting, should be planted in peat and loam in a light Citlon ; does well trained to a pillar. One ol the very 

t wall or pillar plants is Luoulix gratlssima. The 
flowers are sweet-scented, and are borne in large clusters 

at the end ol the current year’s shoots. Habrothamnus 
elegans and others are bright and showy, and when planted 

out are seldom without blossom ; but autumn and winter 
U the natural season ol blooming. Tne above are mostly 
of moderate growth, and will do in comparatively email 
honees. For larger conservatories Passilloras, Taosonias, 
Bignonias, and Teoomas will give a nioe variety ; but there 
are many plants adapted for covering walle and pillars 
and to provide quantities ol flowers lor outting bra dos 
those named. Fuchsias, Ivy-leaved and other “Gera¬ 
niums" grow very rapidly when planted out. Hoses, 

again, are very charming under glass, especially 
the Teas and Noisettes, and a plant or two of 
Tropa-olum Firoball planted now and trained wherever 
there is room will produce much brightness in winter. 
Greenhouse Rhododendrons have pretty well completed 
their growth, barge plants ol suoh kinds as Countess ol 
Haddington, Duchess of Buccleuoh, and others of similar 
habit ol growth, Inoludlng F.dgworthi, are very beautiful, 
ami the flowers very desirable lor cutting So soon as the 
young growth is a little firm set the plants outside on a 
coal ash bed to ripen the wood. When repotting is neces¬ 
sary use only good peat and sand, and pot (irmly. In re¬ 
arranging this house, and the ofeener this is done the 

bstter, a lew specimens may be brought from the stove to 
make room there, and, at the same time, add a fresh 
feature to the conservatory. II Camellias are placed out- 
aide let them have a shady spot where the midday sun 
cannot reach them, and they must be piaoed on a bed ol 
ashes to keep the worms out ol the pots. This Is a very 
Important matter in placing greenhouse plants outside in 
summer. 

Stove. 
Vincas are very uieul (or summer blooming. They 

mako very useful exhibition plants when well grown ; must 
he Ireely pinched during growth to get a bushy habit 
should be potted in rather porous materials, such as peat, 
leal-mould, a few rough pieoes ol old turf, and plenty ol 
sand. The growth Is free and robust in suoh compost, 
and stimulanta may be Ireely given when the plants show 
flower, without making the soil sour. The old plants 
should not be kept too long, as a young plant qulokly 

grown will make a better specimen ; indeed, there is a 
good deal too muoh ol this clinging to old specimen plants, 

■H>tb In the stove and in tho greenhouse ; younger plants 
would lie far moro effective than many of the old specimens 
still retained In many gardens. Cuttings ol most ol the 
ueual plants grown can be struok at homo ; the only plants 
that nood be purchased are new things. 8!ow-growiiig 
plants, such as Rondeietia speoiosa, Ixorae, Franolsoeas, 
most ol which arc beautiful winter-flowering subjects, are 
a long time getting out ol hand. The dwarl hush Clero- 
dsndrons, such aa 0. tallax, aquxinata, An., are very bright 
when in blossom, and are easily Increased by outtlngs. 
Alter flowering the plants may beoutbaok. Among berry- 
hearing plants Rivina hnmllis makes a pretty little table- 
plant In winter, is easily raised from seeds or cuttings. It 
generally drops its berries, and they come up all over the 
house in borders and pots. Outtlngs ol young plants ol 
Gardenias should bo grown on In a close, warm pit; they 
do very well in tho hot-bed. A Bmall, low house, with leal 
or tan beds therein, is very suitable (or this class ol plants, 
and it is desirable, as far aa possible, to regroup subjeots 
now to make tho most ol the lime and opportunity for 
growth. II there are mealy-bug and other insects in the 
collection, not for an instant should these be loot sight ol, 
or there will be endieee work hy-and-bye. Something may 

be done by syringing with Insecticides to cheok their pro¬ 
gress lor a time, but the sponge is the beet thing to use 
where a determined eilort is being made to clear them out. 

Winter-flowering Begonias. 
Those who bare not got a collection ol these should buy 

small plants now and grow them on. They are charming 
things In the stove, and even In a warm greenhouse, In 
winter; very easy to grow and propagate, and cheap II 

boughtln email quantities. When they begin togrowlreely, 
piooh the leaders to induos a bushy habit. Loam and 
teal-mould In equal parts, lightened with sharp sand, will Srow the Begonia family very well. The following hall- 

or on are among the most usstul : insignia, soooiraea, 
ssmperflorens, gigantesesrmimines, manloata, nltida alba, 

and fuchsoides. The last-named, though an old sort, It 
very graoelul. It is best to propagate yqangystock annu- 
ally early in February, and throwjiut alrftho oldp^-.c 

• In cold or norf,'.«•>. dUiriols Hu 
to under " Garden Work ’' may be done from ten dayi _ 
a fortnight later than it here indicated with equally good 
r«u««. 

Ferns and Mosses. 
This la a good Beason for buying In new stook. It is 

quite as well to purchase email plants ol any particular 
variety and grow on, and the money goes further. The 
variety ol Ferns is almost endless, and every year sees 
something new introduced. I am not going to give a list 
ol Ferns lor several reasons, (or it would take up a good 
deal of space; and, secondly, trade Fern-growers are 
now scattered pretty well all over the country, and a 
visit to a nursery is easily male. The number ol Adlantums 
Is now simply marvellous, and a collection ol Maiden-hairs 
would be very interesting. To name only a doien that 
everybody should grow who has a heated house, we will 
take Adianttim Farleyenee as one ol Uie handsomest Ferns 
grown, then would come A. Williams! (Golden Maiden¬ 
hair), A graoillimum, A. decorum, A. cuneatuin, aod its 
variety elegans (A. assimile, a very pretty little Fern), 
Conolnnum latum, A. Pacottl, A. tinotum, A. traper.i- 
tonne, and setulosum. This will give a number ol dietlnot 
varieties at a comparatively small cost. 

Pits and Frames. 
Those will be Oiling up now, or some of them, with 

winter-flowering plants. When young and tender, just 
removed from stove or foroing-nouse, keep the frames 
closed lor a time and shade when the eun is bright. When 
the plants get accustomed to the position and commence 
to grow n little, air may be given, and theu less shade will 
be required as the growth gets harder. 

Window Gardening. 
Window-boxes will now be very bright, and as it Is the 

custom to flit the box quite lull ol plants, weak stimulants 
may soon be given. Plants outside windows require a End deal ol water. Foliage Begonias, ol whioh Rex may 

taken as the type, are Interesting among the green- 
tinted Ferns at this season ; they may be kept through 
the winter in a warm room if not overwatered, and 
it la best not to overpot. The Mesembryantheraum 
family aro very beautiful now In sunny windows. I have 
lately seen a lew ol them about. Perhaps this denotes a 
revival. 

Outdoor Garden. 
The one compensation of the season is the absenoe ol 

weeds where the hoe has been used at all; but I fanoy 
most ol us would rather weed than water, and so long as 
the weather maintains Its present character there must be 
a good deal ol water usea. Happy are those gardeners 
wno have plenty ot manure lor raulohing purposes; these 
alone are masters ol the situation. Burnt earth I Hod 
very uselui (or mulching purposes; an inoh or so spread 
over the surface ol a bea or border effectually cheoka 
evaporation, and the plants da well and the birds do not 
soratch it about as they do manure or Ooooa-nut-flbre. One 
ol the brightest bits ol colour at the present moment are 
a mass ol Red and Yellow Iceland Poppies, where one may 
out and oome again for some time. Other plants whioh 
are standing the drought well without water are Roakets, 
Potentlllas, Campanulas, inoludlng Canterbury Bella. I 
have a mass ol those growing lor seeds, and everybody 
admires them. Perennial Gaillardias again are making a 
splendid show, and Antirrhinums and Snapdragons seem 
to enjoy the drought and the hot sunshine. Muloh 
Stocks, Asters, Z-nolas, and Phlox Drummondi ; these 
will come out well II mulohcd with good manure and 
watered occasionally. II Asters are neglected the flowers 
will be small. HoUyhooks and Dahlias must be well 
supported, and Phloxes, unless well oared lor, will be very 
poor things. Pinks should be well watered to get the erase Into condition (or taking cuttings. There will soon 

o a least ol Carnations; see that all are staked up oare- 
fully, and a layer ol good soil spread over the beds will be 
a great help to the blossoms, and will be roady lor layer¬ 
ing by-and-bye. Newly-planted trees and shrubs must 
have water till rain oomes if they are to be kept olive. 

Fruit Garden. 
This Is not going to bo the lull fruit season most ol us 

expected. Bush fruits and Raspberries are very small 
where left to themselves. Muloh and water might have 
altered matters, but in many oases thie has not been done. 
Strawberries on good land well manured are fairly good. 
Plums (oertaln free-bearing sorts) are plentiful. Apples 
are falling last through drought, and in a good many 
orchards insects are having a good time. There will hsvs 
to be a general awakening among fruit-growers before the 
sunshine can be ol any benefit. Insects must be destroyed 
by spra> log in summer and by dressing the trees in winter. 
Drought must be counteracted by the use ol muloh and 
water, and then the sunshine. Instead ol being a hindrance, 
will be a help. I admit I have said something of this kind 
before, bus the nail can only be driven home by repeated 
taps with the hammer. Shorten hook the breastwoad ol 
Plums on walle to lour leaves ’, lay in as muoh young wood 
as there is room (or, and where the trees have boon 
negleoled, and have beoome infested with Insects, plok off 
some ol the worst ol the ourled-up leaves and attnok the 
insects with the usual remedies, the best, and simplest 
being solt-soap, 2 ot. to tho gallon, with 1 quart ol 
Tobaooo-llquor to 4 gallons ol the soapy water. Washes 
ol all kinds have more effect If used warm. Melons must 
have water enouglt to keep the leaves healthy, and they 
will take a good deal during this parohing weather ; give 
stimulants ae soon as the crop Is set and swelling Ireely. 
Melons may yet be planted on genial hot-beds. If Peaches 
are watered heavily alter the fruit beglne to ripen the 
flavour will suffer. 

Vegetable Garden. 
Seeds ol Cardoona may be planted In well-manured 

trenobes In patches—three seeds or so in a petoh-12 Inobst 
to 16 Inches apart; II all tbs seeds grow remove all but 
one. Plant Turnip-rooted Celery (Oeleralo) In rows on the 
surface of well-manured land, the rows to be 18 Inohet 
apart and 9 inohes apart in the rows; water freely and 
shade with branches till the plants get well established or 
till rain comes In sufficient quantity to moisten all the 
ground. Sow a good breadth ol Turnips lor autumn use 
Veitch’e Red Globe Is a good variety, and those who like 
yellow fleshed Turnips may sow Orange Jelly. Turnips In s 
A»y season should be sown on land that has been prepared 

Seek or two to get settled and (or the molsturs to corns 
. IVom below. Draw the drills rather deupir than usual, 

I and soak with liquid-manure. H in the meantime ruin 
1 (alls the liquid-manure may be omitted, a little i.niflM 
1 manure being sown in the drills instead. Usaliy good 

Lettuce] and Cauliflowers will be in demand now, and can 
only be obtained by good culture and a free uee ol water 
and mulch. Plant and sow (or succession on cool land. 
North borders will be useful now. Make up Mashroom- 
beds In a oool, shady spot, such as tbs north side ol a lofty 
wall or building ; a good way ol doing this is to knook up 
a rough kind ol pit with boards, and cover with old 
shatters or something of the kind ; hurdles thatched with 
straw will do. We want to keep in the moisture and keep 
out the scorched atmosphere. Let Tomatoes have all the 
attention required. Plante trained to one stem must have 
all side shoots removed when small. Better priok leaders 
when (our or five trusses ol fruit are set. E. HobdaT. 

Work in the Town Garden. 
Window-boxes ought to be looking gay now. For a 

wonder those on a north or shady aspeot are doing best 
now, as where exposed to the lull glare ol the sun the 
plants soon get burnt up II not very regularly watered, 
and in any oase the flowers qulokly lade. Under sjcb cir- 
oumstanoes a blind or shading of some kind would be 
advisable. There are different ways of planting window- 

boxes ; but, as a rule, I Hud It best to plunge th* plants 
grown in pots in some Coooa-nut-flbre placed In the box 
and kept moist. Wbere there ie a reserve ol plants to fall 
b»ok upon this is decidedly tho best plan, as they can be 
changed or the arrangement altered aa often as necessary, 
while, should one go wrong in any way, or go out of 

flower, It can be replaced In a moment. The pots being 
surrounded with a moist and non-oonductiog material, 
the plants grow almost as well as If planted out In a bed 
of soil, and only a little extra care and trouble in watering 
and giving a little stimulant occasionally is neoeeeary. 
Even If water at the root is not necessary, the overhead 
shower with a floo-rosed can or syringe morning and even¬ 
ing must not be omitted in suoh weather as this; it 
refreshes tbe plants wonderfully, especially when they are 
exposed to the eun (or the greater part ol the day. Pelar¬ 
goniums ol the large-flowering seotion are making a fine 

display just now. As a rule, shade ie not necessary lor 
these plants, and, indeed, they do I letter without it; but 
in very hot weather, suoh as this, a light protection from 
the sun’s rays during the middle of the day will prolong 
the beauty ol the flowers considerably. These are capital 
town plants, flowering freely even in pots, though the 
growth is not so sturdy and vigorous os that ol the oountcy 
grown plants seen in the markets and ebops ; but when 

planted out-of-doors they thrive amazingly, quickly mak¬ 
ing quite large burhes, and flowering more or less con¬ 
tinuously throughout the entire summer. As the plants 
in pot# go oat ol flower they snould be turned out into the 
open air, standing them on ashes in a sunny spot and 
giving very little water. When the wood Is thoroughly 
bard out the plants down severely, and put in the tops (or 
cuttings. The old stumps ehould be shaken out and 
replaced Into small pots as soon as they “break” again, 
and may then be grown on into large plants. Watering 

occupies the greater part ol the time now ; everything, 
aod pnt-plants in particular, must have water, and plenty 

ol It, or they oanuot possibly grow. Dabllas, Verbenas, 
Begonias, Fuchsias, and Calceolarias especially require 
abundanoe of moisture ; but “ Geraniums ” and Tetanias 

flower better If moderately dry. B. 0. R. 

THB COMING WBBK’fl WORK. 

Extracts from a garden diary from •/tine 24th 

to July 1st. 

ShiftedBeedllngGyolamenelnto6 inoh pots; these plants, 
with Oinerarias and Primulas, are now in low pits aod 
frames, wbere the treatment they requlro can be given. 
Soifted on Chrysanthemums, til course, the unstopped Sieolmen plants have been potted several weeks ; but 

mysanthemuins are treated in various ways. A con¬ 
siderable number ol ray plauts have been cut down, and 
then the potting is delayed till the growth has started 
freely agata. Most people will probably have done potting 
on Chrysanthemum-cuttings lor this season ; but 1 shall 
strike the tops ol certain varieties to get dwarl plants lor 
room), *o. Cuttings (or this purpose may be taken end 
ol July or even later. Tbe cuttings soon etrike if kou'. 
close and shaded ; I generally plane a frame under a not ch 
wall to receive late cuttings. Planted Melons for late 
Bummer crop. Oucumbers are abundant now. 1 ana 
giviog my plants more room than 1 used to do, and, 
although a little saonfloe has to be mado at the beginning, 
it Is more than made up later on. A Cuuuinbsr wliioh has 
room to strike will bear an tmmonse number of fruits In a 
season if tbe roots are well supported. Cucumbers do not 
require muoh soil to start In, but frequent top-dressings 
must be given during growth and abundanoe ol water. In 
very hot weather my Oucumbers are watered with the 
hose every morning. When Cucumbers are Infested with 
red-spider it may safely bs oonoluded they have not had 
water enough. I do not believe in outting off the leaves 
of Tomatoes in the wholesale way often practised ; but 
when tho plants are growing in beds a few of the bottom 
leaves may bs shortened back with advantage to let In the 
light to colour tlie fruit, and where this is done gradually 
there ie no cheok, and ae Boon as the light It let in new 
growth starts away from the bottom of the plants, and, it 
one or two shoots are enoouraged, there will be a ecoond 
crop ot trait coming on before tbe plants have oeassd 
bearing at the top. Tomatoes, 1 find, in suoh weather 
must have plenty of nourishment or the trulls will be 
small. I always muloh with manure and water freely, 
giving occasional doses of artificials, and I find It pays, 
flowed several rows ol William 1. Peas. It Is too late to 
sow Marrow Peas now; but early varieties will do very 
well. Shall plant Amerioaa Wonder on the early border 
In about tea days’ time lor tbe last crop, and Marrow Peas 
planted In May will generally produce a eeoond crop if all 
the pods are pioked off. I find Walker’s Perpetual oomu 
la uselui in this respect. The Lettuoe beds have all been 
mulched with old Mushroom-beds well broken up; thi* 
keeps tbe soil oool and moist, and afford! nourishment at 
the same lime. All Leituoea are the better tor tying up, 
exoept the small, quick-hearting Cabbage varieties, ol 
wlii.ih Ton Thumb may bs taken as the type. Sowed a 
bed ol Rampion ; it oomes in useful for salads. It hoax 
a.mll icuitl whlu'ioo; like « Turnip Radish, and Is ooa 
and crisp. Globe Artichokes are being freely watered 
■roar tte l'q.i'u-.a.k'jui-vtank. House-sewage, diluted if 
strung,1 jcinc's iu lisulu: now for many strong-rooting 
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■abject*. Autumn-sown Autumn Giant Cauliflowers put 
out early in April are beginning to turn in now, and will be 
rery ueeful it the weather continues dry, ns on our hot 
■oiie Early London Cauliflowers open ahd are not good. 
Spinach substitutes, the best ot wbloh is the New Zealand 
Spinach, are grown instead of the true Spinach, which so 
■oon bolts in hot wea'her. Sowed Vcitch's Bed Globe 
Turnip* for autumn and early winter nee. The drills were 
■oaked with liquid-manure just previous to sowing ; this 
brings up the plants quickly. And hastens the growth 
afterwards, and lushes them away from the fly. Finished 
putting in Pink-cuttings. Shall begin layeringCamatlona 
next week, as I like to get all such work done early. 
Watered Hollyhocks, Phloxes, and Dahlias freely with 
liquid-manure. All these things havs been mulched with 
manure, and so one watering a week, except in the vciy 
hottest weather, will suffice. Staked up herbaceous plants 

wherever neceeeary. 

ROSES, 

“BOULE DE NEIGE.” 

The year 1867 was a notable one for light 
Roses. The arrival at that date of such 

celebrities as La Franco and Baroness Roths - 

Presumably Boule de Neige originated from a 
cross with some Noisette, and it ia generally 

classed with the Hybrid Noisettes, of which 
there are now a good many ;. but although it 
was one of the first, it is also still the best of 

its class. It is not often seen at exhibitions, 
because its flowers lack the depth and perfection 
of form requisite in show Roses nowadays; 
but any White Rose that is to supersede it as a 
garden plant or for furnishing large trusses of 

bloom for cutting will have to possess a great 
many good qualities, for Bonle de Neige makes 
an exceptionally handsome plant, having very 

deep-green lustrous foliage, and producing its 
snowy flowers in great clusters, which, if cut 
entire with good long stalks, make a very telling 
display in large vases. The plant is hardy 
enough, free-flowering, and one of the most 

constant autumn bloomers, its flowers being 
us pure in September as in July; while it 
succeeds admirably either as a bush, or as a 

standard, or trained up a pillar, growing on 

child, not to mention Elie Morel, still often a 
very useful pale Rose, seems to have been forc- 

ihadowed by the distribution th6 previous sea¬ 
son of Mile. Thlrdse Levet, Monsieur Noman, 

and Princess Mary of Cambridge ; but it was 
in 1867 that Rose amateurs woro excited by the 
announcement of a pure-white Hybrid Per¬ 

petual, and thero were then sent to this 
country three white Roses which are still un¬ 
surpassed in their respective lines. Of this trio 

by far the most important was one sont out by 
the great raiser (who has given tho world moro 
first-rata Roses than anyone olse), Lacharme, 

under tho name of Boule de Neige (of whioh an 
engraving i* hero givon), a Rose whose whiteness 

has never boon excelled and not even eqaaUed 

among largo-flowered Hybrid Perpetual 
the arrival of the progeny of1 'Baroniss ’ 

child—Mabel Morrison in 1878, and White 
Baroness and Marveille de do Lyon in 1882. 

Brier stock or on its its own roots. In the latter 
state, however, it is not always easy to obtain, as 

cuttings of this Roso do not striko at all readily. 
Coquette dcs Alpes, Coquetto des Blanches, 
and Perlo des Blanches wore also sent out by 
Lacharme, and Perfection des Blanches by 

Schwartz, and all four are White Roses with 
rather small flowers, but a similar inflorescence 
to that of Boule de Neige, but with a more 

decidedly climbing habit of growth in the case 
of tho second ami third, which make useful Siillar Roses, as do two more recent seedlings 

rom Schwartz, namely, Mme. Alfred Carri^re 
and Fanny do Forest, the latter an crcot grow¬ 
ing, rather rosy-white, the former an immensely 
vigoroufelimber, producing an abundance of most 

ihbJinvVAfeite flowers, tinted with palo yellow 
Mme. Louis Henry (Vve. ptfabw,! 

1871^—iml Caroline Schmidt (Sohmidt,' 1882) 

complete the list of Hybrid Noisottes that 

worth growing; and for a small collection 
anyone wanting the best three would do well 
to select Coquette des Blanches and Mme. 
Alfred Carriure in addition to Boole de Neige. 

4005.—White Banksian Rose.—You 
must have patience with this Rose. It will 
flower all right when it has exhausted some of 
its vigour. The White Banksian Rose always 
grows stronger than the yellow one, and requires 
more spsce. You have been well advised not to 

prune it. Do not cut away any of the growth 
all the tiino there is any uncovered wall space. 

When the allotted space is well covered, and no 
part of the wall visible, you may get a pair of 
shears and cut away all the growth that pro¬ 
jects from the wall. This may be done as soon 
as the flowers fade ; but after that you must 
only remove any long vigorous shoots until the 
same time next year. \ ou are probably aware 
that it ia the small spray growth that produces 
the flowers, and that these aro mostly produced 
at first on tho shoots farthest away from the 
centre of tho plant.—J. C. C. 

3998. — Marechal Nlel Rose. — It is 
rather late in tho Beaton now to adopt the 
cuttiDg-down plan with your Rose. It should 
have been cut back at least a month ago. On 

the whole perhaps you had better let your plaut 
go unpruned this year, and train out any young 
shoots it may make. Next season as soon as 
the flowers are over you may cut it down, for 

even the old wood will send out young shoots, 
only it will take them a little longer to do so.— 
J. C. C. 
- If all of tho blooms are off of the plant, 

and it seems shooting out from near tho base, 1 

would remove the bulk of the upper growth 
that has flowered. If you can grow strong 
shoots this summer they will flower much betler 
next spring than they did this, because you 

should lie able to get longer shoots and they will 
bo established. Two or three rods to a plant is 
sufficient, if kept elcun and growing healthily.— 

4ti«s.-Glolre de Dijon Rose.—You ate 
t.i eating this plant very well indeed. As it is 
so healthy and clean, I would continue on the 

same lines. Unless growing very thickly, I 
would not thin out any of the wood, as it will 
produce such a quantity of blooms next spring- 
Yes, I would repot the Marechal Nicl and keep 

it in the house, and under the same treatment 
as the Gloire Dijon, cutting it back somewhat, 
to as to induce healthy and strong growth. 
Tho repotting of the other Roses must de¬ 

pend upon tho stato they aro in, and iib you are 
doing the others so well, I think you are quite 
capable of deciding for yourself.—P. U. 

- I do not think the Gloire do Dijon Roee 

worthy of bo much spaco under glass. There 
are so many much bettor ones. If you think 
differently you can, of course, let the present 
growth remain, only it must not be crowded. 
0 he shoots should ho from 9 inches to 1 foot 

apart. Tho Marechal Niel should bo shifted at 
once in a pot 14 inches or 16 inches in diameter ; 
but do not prune it now tho summer is so far 
advanced. You have done quito right in setting 

tho other pot-Rxises outdoors. If they want 
more root-room I should give it them at once.— 

J. C. C. 

3985.—Budding Rosea.—It i« a little too 
early for this operation, aa a general rule, 
although whore stocks and buds are forward 
enough it may be dono from Juno until tho end 

of August. July is perhaps the best month, and 
if you can choose two or three dull days for the 

work so much the better. You should choose 
buds thot aro about throe parts ripened, what is 

wanted being growth sufficiently matured to 
have the root or seat of the bud well down when 
the wood is removed, and yot having enough sup 
to allow of the bark boing lifted easily. Cut out 
the bud in a scooping manner, inserting tie 

knife about an inch above, and bringing it out, 
again an inch below tho bud. If you have 
chosen wood in the proper stage of growth the 

small portion remaining on the seat of the bnd 
will be easily removed. Now oomca tho oppor¬ 
tunity to bco if the bed be really in the tight 

stage, or. BPt,| and. unless the root be down iow 
iDUpon tho wood of the stock when 

liitortiy: luictther, nnloss tho 

Wkfiit'y1 beS"7tary~knoice, and'you do not mind 

6tfW^W$|\4FWGNThe ■tock muit * 
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prepared before cutting out the bud, and the 

quicker and oleaner the whole operation can be 
managed the better are your chances of success. 

Whether the atook be a dwarf or a standard 
Drier you should insert the bud in tho same way, 
and get it as near the base of the shoot as 
possible. Make a cut lengthwise of the stock- 
say, about 2.$ inches—a short cross cut may be 
made at the upper end of this to facilitate the 

easier lifting of the bark. Do not make your 
cuts any deeper than just necessary to out 
through the young bark. Lift it with a piece of 

bone or hard wood, and slip the pre¬ 
pared bud under without disturbing 
the glutinous sap more than possible. 
Now tie in firmly, and in from three 
to four weeks you should be able to 
see if your work was successful or 
not. If not, try again, even up to 

the middle of September.—P. U. 

- The most important matter in 
budding Rosea is to select the right 
time when the stocks and the buds are 
in the right condition. Unless the 
stocks can be heavily watered, bud¬ 
ding cannot be successfully done till 
rain comes, as unless the bark works 

freely it is useless attempting to bud 
anytning. When the Thorns will rub 
off easily the bark will generally work 
freely, and this is perhaps the best 
guide, though a man accustomed < o 
budding can tell by the feel of i he 
wood if there is a chance of the bur’s 
taking. Any way, it will bo as well 
uot to be in a hurry with the budding 
this season. We shall doubtless get 
rain enough to accelerate the flow of 

sap by-ana-bye, and during a showery 
time the buds take so much better. 
The operation of budding is simple 
enough. Two cuts are made just 
through the bark, one straight along 
the upper side of the branch 1J inches 
long, and the other transversely at the 

upper end of the long cut. Lift up the 
bark with the flat end of tho handle of the 

budding-knife, insert the shield of the bud, and 
thrust it home. The buds should be placed as 
close to the main stem of the atook as possible 
in the case of standard Briers, and as low down 
as possible in the case of dwarfs. In dry 
weather a little of the qarth may be scraped 
away from the dwarf Briers, and the buds 
inserted in the moist bark so uncovered. The 
buds must be taken from healthy wood of 
moderate growth, just getting a little firm, but 
still quite elastic, the buds being plump, but 

not started. Buds which remain dormant 
through the winter always make good plants, 
and to keep the buds dormant the stocks should 

not be headed back till winter, and only partially 
then, the final heading back being dole in 
Maroh, just as the sap is moving. In catting 
out the bud do not have the shields very large. 
Three quarters of an inch will be large enough, 
and of this two-thirds should be below the bud. 
Remove the wood from the bud carefully. Some¬ 
times the centre or heart of the bud comes away 
with it, and then the bud will be useless. Tio 
in firmly with soft raffia, or cotton will do, the 
ties to be loosened as soon as tho buds have 
taken, usually in about a month after budding. 

If left in much longer they will out the bark. 
In dry weather it will be beneficial to mulch and 
water the stocks and sprinkle the buds.—E. H. 

Seven Slater or “Cluster Rose."— 
This beautiful Rose has been exceptionally fine 
of late, and although termed a common one it 
is really one of the most useful of all. For 

oovering high walls, olimbing over old tree- 
stumps, or making any unsightly objects look 
beautiful it is a gem, for iu strong habit of 
growth enables it to live where more tender 

sorts fail. I have it now covering a high wall, 
and basketfuls of bloom can be out without 
being missed, yet it keeps pushing up rampant 
shoots from the base quite 10 feet high already. 

I retain these, and lay them in at full length, and 
after the blooming season is over I out away a 
good deal of the old exhausted wood, and the 
blooms are remarkably fine and plentiful from 
the strong shoots. I find it a very good plan 

indeed to apply a mulching dt half-decayed 
manure over the: coil (early in thsMeasd^Jb.; tih, 
and almost all other Roses ; especially in a d<y 
season is this invaluable.—J. O. H. 

HOUSE ft WINDOW QARDBNINQ. 

CLIMBERS ON HOUSES. 

Cuahuino offocts may easily be produced on a 
house wall by a judicious use of climbing plants, 
Honeysuckles, Roses, Wistarias, &c. But in 
suitable localities nothing can exceed the beauty 
of the Magnolia (Exmouth variety), as shown 

in the annexed illustration. 

3992. — India rubber-plant. — Heat is 
nenally supposed to be necessary to strike cut- 

“ Magnolia " on a bouse wall. 

tings of this plant, but I have seeu it done 
without, and you could not have a better time 
to try than the present. Take the cuttings off 
with a “ heel,” let them lie on a dry shelf for a 
few hours so that the cuts may heal, and theD 
insert them singly in small (2^-inch or-3-inch) 
pots, filled with a mixture of equal parts of fine 

loam, sifted Cocoa-nut-fibre, and sand. Plunge 
the pots in ashes or Cocoa-nut-fibre in a box deep 

enough to allow of a sheet of glass being laid 
over, and keep them close, moist, and shaded 
until rooted.—B. C. R. 

- The young shoots need not necessarily be 
taken off—at least, not yet. It is quite possible 
that the upper shoots will take the lead, and 
the lower ones will not make muoh growth, but 
f should wait and see. When from 4 inches to 
6 inches long the young shoots may be taken 
off, and planted in small pots, filled with sandy 

soil. If kept close and shaded they will root in 
the greenhouse during summer, though a little 
bottom-heat will help them. Still, if covered 

with a cloche or handlight they will root during 
the warm season.—E. H. • 

- You may certainly strike this from cut¬ 
tings, but they require heat, and a little bottom 
heat promotes quick rooting. Put them in a 
little propagating frame if you have such a 
contrivance, usually possested by amateurs ? Do 
not bruise the bases, and perhaps you have 

not kept the parent plant proporly attended 
to. Here are a few wrinkles for the proper 
managemeat of the Ficus. Keep the leaves 

always carefully sponged with tepid water to 
remove dust and other accumulations. During 
the summer Beason small plants are hawked 
about, and these are struck for eyes in the con¬ 
tinent, and when reoeived here by English 
nurserymen grown in high heat to get them 

ready for sale. Therefore, always when pur¬ 
chasing keep the plants in the warmer rooms, 
and not exposed to cold currents of air. When 
the cuttings aro rooted, pot them on, and use 
for soil a mixture composed of sandy loam, two 

parts, added to one part of peat, with sufficient 
sharp silver sand to make the whole not too 

yj. Pot firmly.—C. T. 

_ j)04.—Treatment of IndJ 
—These are not amoDgst the easiest cif _ 

cultivate in a room, and special care i^jipogja^ 

to make them flower. Indian Azaleas are, how¬ 
ever, nearly hardy, and probably the warmth of 
the room (and the consequent dryness of the 
surrounding atinosphoro), is partly to blame for 
the want of blossom. Thrip is almost certain to 

appear where Azaleas are kept in a dry, warm 
place, and this will prevent them from bloom¬ 
ing. The signs of this insect pest are easily 
detected in tiny black and white spots on the 
back of the leaves, and these very soon spread 
until the leaf becomes a pale, dull colour, and 
eventually drops off. To eradicate thrip a bath 
of soft-soap and Tobacco-water should be made, 
into which the plants can be dipped every day 

for a week ; afterwards syringing them with 
pure water. Two ounces of soft-soap and one of 
•‘shag ” Tobacco, boiled together until the liquid 
is a dark-brown, can have enough cold water 
added to it to make four gallons in all, and be 
placed in a large earthenware pan or basin. If 
the plants are too large to be satisfactorily 
dipped they must be syringed from beneath, 
laying them on their sides to do this effectually. 
Small plants can be sponged leaf by leaf, but 
this is a tedious process in the case of Aztleas. 

To prevent thrip from attacking the plants 
again they, must be allowed to stand out-of- 
doors in summer, in a situation shaded fiom the 
hot sun, and syringed daily, so as to throw 
plenty of water on the surrounding stones (or 
thick bed of ashes), which will supply the damp 
night atmosphere they need. Plenty of water 

must also be given daily ; neglect, in this parti¬ 
cular, is fatal to any prospect of flowers, and 
Azaleas, being grown in peat, should have a full 
inch of room at the top of the pot for a plentiful 
supply, which must permeate the whole ball of 
roots. The special difficulty, however, comes iu 

when it becomes necessary to take the plants 
indoors in September, unless there should be 
any small structure in which they can be placed 
for the winter. Damp air must be had for them, 

and the best arrangement that can be made is 
to place them in tho window of a bath room, 
from which frost is just excluded, and turn on 
the hot-water for a few minutes, morning and 
night, to moisten the air. Failing this, a large 
tray or zinc arrangement, or even a flat batli, 
can be covered with a layer of Cocoa-nut-fibre 
or Moss, and the plantB placed on this, keeping 
the whole damp with a rosed watering-pot in a 
room without a fire. During very severe 
weather the Azaleas should be lifted back from 
the window and covered with newspapers at 

night. They will stand a few degrees of frost 
under these circumstances, and be none the 

worse for it. Without the damp warmth of a 
conservatory the plants will flower late, but 
still they should do well, bringing their blossoms 

in April or May. As each blossom fades it 
should be removed at once (for seed-bearing 
exhausts the plants), and the plants should bo 
kept rather close (i.e , without so much air aa 
usual) and warm, with the air well-moistened, 
until July, when they are best out-of-doora 

until the autumn.—I. L. R. 

3989.—Mackaya bella.—This is a South 

African plant, and grows very freely under 
greenhouse treatment; but it cannot be pre¬ 
vailed upon to produce its flowers in proportion 
to its growth. What it does require is to be 
encouraged to grow freely in a light position 
during the summer, so that the youDg wood ia 
well ripened, for it is from the points of these 
well-ripened shoots that the flowers are pro¬ 
duced. It may be propagated from cuttings 

struck in a close frame or handglass during the 
summer, so that nice, compact plants may be 
obtained by the end of the season. The resting 

period is from November until March, and 
during that time the plants do not need any 
water. When growth begins repot the plants in 
a mixture of sandy loam, decayed manure, and 

little leaf-mould. They may require repotting 

a second time and 

above, until the en 

on well, as advised 

of the season. These must 

again pass through a season of rest, which is the 
preparation they require for flowering in the 
ensuing summer. They should be started in a 

temperature of 55 degs. to 60 degs ; but when 
the flowers aro produced they will remain longer 
in good condition in a warm greenhouse. The 

plant ia nicely figured in the Botanical 

\j<M'MPAIGN 
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OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

THE ROUND-HEADED “HIMALAYAN 
PRIMROSE” (PRIMULA CAPITATA). 

Is reply to “ J. H., Streatham,” and others, 
this plant has a tuft of sharply-toothed, 
medium-sized pale-green leaves, and produces 
in autumn dense heads of flowers of the deepest 
Tyrian purple, enveloped in a white mealy powder, 
which shows off the blossoms to great advantage. 
It is very variable as to depth of colour, some 
forms of it being much superior to others. It is 
not a very vigorous grower, and, though qnite 
hardy, it cannot be termed a good perennial in 
our climate, as it is apt to go off after it has 
flowered well; therefore, it is advisable to raise 
annually plenty of young plants from the seeds, 
which the plant produces freely in most seasons. 
These, if sown in pans of light soil in a frame or 
oool greenhouse, produce plants that will flower 
the second year with very little trouble. It 
thrives best in an open position in the garden, 
with a north aspect, in good loamy soil, which 
should be well watered in dry weather. The 
annexed illustration gives a capital idea of the 
Primrose in question when in flower, and it is 
beet planted in colonies, or groups. R. 

HERBACEOUS P/EONIES. 

Of hardy flowers in the open ground in the 
summer-time, there are none so beautiful as 
herbaceous Pteonies. Among the flowers will 
be found every conceivable shade of crimson, 
purple, lake, cerise, carmine, together with the 
equally beautiful and more delicate shades of 
rose, pink, blush, flesh, and satin-rose. And 
then there are those with sulphur tints as well 
as those of pure and spotless whiteness. Fine 
massive white varieties exist too, as in the case 
of feativa maxima, having some of the inner 
petals occasionally margined and sometimes 
flaked with carmine. This is so good and 
distinct that no collection is complete without 
it, and one that everyone who sees it requires ; 
consequently, though among the older kinds, it 
is still among those higher priced. Indepen¬ 
dently of the distinctive shades of colour above 
named, many varieties combine two or more 
shades. Another very pleasing feature to be 
found in many kinds is their fragrance, in no 
case overpowering, thus adding an additional 
charm to a group of plants whioh in their day 
are without an equal in the hardy flower garden. 
But with all their beauty, it can hardly bo said 
that Pseoniea have had either the popularity or 
the general cultivation to which, I feel sure, they 
are justly entitled, for it is rarely one meets 
with a good collection in private gardens. This 
may to some extent bo accounted for, owing to 
the length of time the plants tako to grow into 
size after planting. This varies from three to 
five years, according to the size of the plants 
themselves. This fact, again, may in not a 
few instances prevent their being planted in 
the open beds in the first instance, which is by 
far the best place for them; and consequently 
they are for the time being grown in the reserve 
ground till sufficiently large to occupy permanent 
beds. This, however, is a mistake and involves 
replanting them, which means the loss of one 
year more. Frequently I have seen them in 
shrubberies with scores of thin flower less 
growths in them, causing annual disappointment 
to their owners. The worst place for Pceonies 
is the shrubbery, particularly where the plants 
tion does not receive due care and is backed 
by trees of larger size. Pa?onios, to do them 
justice, delight in, indeed must have, the richest 
of soils, and in all cases where possible be sup 
plied with abundant moisture in summer. 
Avoid moving them when once well planted, for 
they will go on year after year rooting deeper 
and deeper and increasing the number of their 
rich ana beautiful flowers annually. Let them 
in all cases occupy their permanent quarters 
where fli st planted, and if this should happen 
to be in a conspicuous spot on the lawn, there are 
plenty of things to carpet the ground and flower 
freely enough till the Psonies are deemed suffi¬ 
ciently large in themselves. Tufted Pansies are 
excellent for this purpose, and while delighting 
in the good soil at disposal, seem thanking for 
the partial shade from the Pteonies, And arel 
benefited by the moMtfrttlapolind' \ tji^e)| 
plants. And if the eye tires of Pamsies, the se 
may give place to Tuberous Begonias, Migntn. 

ette, Ageratums, Heliotropes, or such things as 
are not deep rooted and are easily planted and 
removed. Those who require distinct kinds 
would do well to select them now they are in 
flower. E. 

39S7.—Soli for Petunias.—These are very 
easily grown, and are not very particular as to 
the soil used for them, but when they are grown 
in flower-pots it is well to do the best that can 
be done for them. They form roots so freely, 
and grow at such a rapid rate that the soil soon 
becomes exhausted, and the plants require feed¬ 
ing with manure-water to prevent the leaves 
from becoming yellow at the base of the growths. 
Use good yellow loam three parts, one part 
decayed manure, and one part leaf- mould, with 
a little crushed bone manuro and coarse sand 
added to it. They require plenty of pot-room 
and a free supply of water when the pots are 
well filled with roots.—J. D. E. 

- A compost of three parts fibry-loam, one 
part horse-manure, fermented sufficiently to 
throw off the rank steam, half a part of peat, 
and sufficient sharp silver-sand to keep the whole 
porous, will grow Petunias well, providing, of 
course, other details, such as watering regularly 
and providing the plants with a cool position in 
a pit, shaded from the bright midday sun which 
influences paleness in the colour of the loaves. 
Tho young shoots should bo regularly stopped 
when -1 inches long to induce others to grow, 
if large specimens are required, until six weeks 
before the time when they are expected to be in 
flower. Daily syringings will keep the foliage 
clean and healthy; this is beat done in the 
evening after a hot day.—S. P. 
-Pot them in old rotten turf and leaf-mould, two- 

thtrds of the former to one-third of the latter. Very old 
manure would do in the place of leaf-mould. A little sharp 
eand ebould be addel to keep the soil open and sweet.— 
E. H. 
-A free, sandy loam suits these plants beet, and a 

compost consisting of three parts of this material to one 
of leaf-mould suite them admirably. The double varieties 
may have a very little well-deoayed manure aleo.—B. O. R. 

-A compost consisting of loam, leaf mould, and a 
fair sprinkling of sharp silver eand will suffice. Give the 
pots drainage, and pot moderately tlrm. The plants will 
eucoeed well in a greenhouse. They may also be used as 
beddera for the open, and should be put out now. A bed 
of Petunias in fairly light soil is very charming, but the 
flowers should not bo too large ; It is a mistake.—0. T. 

A good White Pink. — An excellent 
variety is Mrs. Likin. The flowers are very 
pure, large, not too full, and therefore do uot 

time to put in pipings, and then work for cut¬ 
tings, and they strike easily, as recently 
pointed out.—C. T. 

3991.—Creepers for walls.—If evorgreen 
creepers are required for both tho sites named 
nothing is hotter than Irish Ivy or theRaigneriana 
variety for the north-ea9t aspect. Euonymus 
japouica and E. j. aurea will generally 
withstand tho winter in such a site, aud so will 
Pyracantha cru-tagus. For a south-west aspect 
Ceanothus divaricatus, Escallonia macrantha, 
and Garrya elliptica may be planted with safety. 
In the case of deciduous subjects there is a wider 
choice, as any of tho following will succeed ; 
Clematis Jackinaui, or C montaua, Aristolochia 
Sipho, Loniccra brachypoda, the common White 
Jessamine, Gloiro de Dijon and Aimdo Vibert 
Roses, Kerria japouica, and Chimonanthus 
fragrans.—S. P. 

-Plant in the north-east aspect a selection 
of Ivies. There are beautiful things among 

j Ivies to be had cheap now, or Ampelopsis 
Veitchi will soon cover the wall, and be beauti¬ 
ful in summer aud autumn. If flowers are 
wanted plant Honeysuckles. Jaaminum nudi- 
florum, Fire Thorn (Pyracantha), Cotoneaster 
Simonsi, and 0. microphylla will covor the 
wall neatly, and be bright with berries in win¬ 
ter.. On the south-west wall plant Roses, Jas¬ 
mines, and Clematises. The Wistaria sinensis 
also will do well.—E. H. 

- There are many creepers you might 
plant against your wall. In the south-weit 
aspect such Roses as Gloire de Dijon and Ches- 
hunt Hybrid would succeed, any good strong- 
growing climbers, and yon may choose also any 
of the following: Veitch’s Virginian Creeper, 
which is most suitable for a very high wall or 
the side of a house. It is quick in growth and 
clings closely. Then yon might choose a good 
green-leaved Ivy, such as Emerald Green or 
Gem, or a variegated variety, Lee’s Silver, but 
there are many other nicer things that may be 
chosen. Very beautiful is the old Double Kerria 
against a wall, smothering it with double yellow 
flowers in spring, and it is not made snflioient use 
of in gardens. Clematises of many kinds can be 
chosen, such no .Tacbmani, its deep purple 
flowers very rich against Ivy leaves; C. mon- 
tana, or tho various handsome varieties that may 
bo obtained, some with semi-double, others with 
single, flowors, the colours delicate and pleasing. 
Jasminum nudiflorurn is beautiful in winter and 

split so much as many other kinds, and also 
sweetiv scented. There are many White Pinks 
in gardens, and a beautiful edging is formed by 
the common variety, but the flowers of Mrs. 
Lukin are finer, tho growth is strong, and a 
healthy clump will produce muoh bloom. In 
the month of June every garden should be gay 
with good dumps of the White Pink, and if 
veriettf [_isyequired from tho ordinary kind, 
lebW/lJItg. Lakin, and Her Majesty, pi 
Sinjyps, which is a good kind for mu! 
hums white, like little snowdrifts. Now is 

early spring ; so also is the fra grant Chimonan¬ 
thus fragrans, which blooms iu tho depth of 
winter, and has curious yellowish flowers of 
spicy, aromatic soent. Then you can select 

I some of the Honeysuckles, Passion-flowers, for a 
warm corner. Pyracantha, which is a very hand¬ 
some plant for a wall; it produces a profusion 
of white flowers at this season, aud in winter its 
bei-riee; liiS 1 orange-scarlet, and make a grand 

iur. j A apodi specimen of it, with its 
bliageLahd' fier-Wh'olourcd berries, is 

Pyrua japonica, the 
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Wistarias, and a few Vitis may be inolnded. 
The Hop-leaved Vine is ornamental in character. 
There aro plenty of good plants for walla with¬ 
out makicg a mere repetition of one’s neigh¬ 
bours' ihings. It is a relief to see a wall covered 
wuh something besides the Common Virginian 
Creeper. Half the failures with climbers result 
from insufficient preparation of the soil The 
roots are not properly laid out, and if bad, the 
soil should be made acceptable to the plants by 
preparing it properly. If you have a moist, 
shady corner, it would be better to put there 
the Ivies, which always, both variegated and 
green-leaved kinds, attain greater luxuriance of 
growth under these conditions. As regards growth under these conditions. As regards 
plants for boxes, you may use such things as 
Pelargonium Mme. Crousse, to trail over sides, 
or other varieties ; Tuberous Begonias, Fuchsias, 
< Canary Creeper, and other familiar things. In 
(•ARDENiNO, June 10th, page 209, "LI,, R” 
gives some valuable hints for window-boxes. 
You would do well to read them.—C. T. 

ORCHIDS. 

CATTLEYA VELUTINA. 
I AM asked by “ Joseph Bidwil ” what sort of a 
species this is, and if it worth his getting, as he 
sees that a firm at Bradford are offering it, but 
he has never heard of it before. The Cattleya 
in question was first flowered in your oity 
some thirteen years ago in the oollection of 
Mr. Broome, who then resided at Didsbury. I 
may at onoe say that it is a very beautiful 
plant and very distinct, and if you are a grower 
of Cattleyas it is a kind whioh you ought by all 
means to add to yonr collection. This plant, 
many, on its first beooming known, wished to 
assert its hybrid origin, olaiming as its parents 
C. guttata and C. bicolor, but although it some¬ 
what resembles the last-named Orchidin its habit 
of growth, I, myself, can see no other resem¬ 
blance, and the flower appears to be too muoh 
developed in all its parts to be an offspring of 
either. Since its first introduction, the plant, 
however, has been met with on several occasions 
in great numbers, which leads me to think either 
that there are a good many more new Cattleyas 
in Brazil than we have ever dreamed of ; or, if 
they are hybrid kinds, we shall yet have to 
find their parents. Now, this plant, although 
it varies considerably from bad to good varieties, 
has not much variation in its colours. As a 
usual thing, it may be said to have slender 
stem-like bulbs, varying from a foot to 18 inches 
in height, and bearing upon the top a pair of 
ample leathery leaves, from between which ths 
i cape appears, bearing two flowers, and I cannot 
call to mind ever having seen more borne upon 
a siogle scape, so that it is as well to have a 
plant with more than one leading growth. 
These flowers are nearly 4 inches across, and 
very sweet scented, resembling the fragrance of 
Violets. Sepals and petals about the same size, 
of a rioh tawny-orange ground colour, thiokly 
spotted with maroon purple. The three-lobed 
bp has the side lobes ourved upwards, partially 
enclosing the oolumn, creamy-white, streaked 
■it their base with rosy-purple; middle lobe 
Urge, covered with a short velvety down, white, 
strongly veined with radiating veins of purple. 
It has a stain or blotch of orange at the base, 
and round the apical margin is a stain of soft 
yellow. These flowors last a long time in per- 
lection, and perfume tho house in whioh tnoy 
stand beautifully. I have been describing a 
good variety, be it understood, but I have seen 
a great many flowers which would not come up 
to it. Nevertheless, they only differ in their 
brilliancy of colour. It blooms in the autumn 
months, at whioh time flowers used to be scarce, 
but we now have a goodly number all tho year 
round. Now, to grow this plant well requires 
considerable care, but yet only such care as 
should be given to all Orchids ; but some of my 
readers imagine when I say a plant is very 
e. sily grown that no care is requisite at 
ad, and they treat their plants with a great 
deal of carelessness. Upon this subjeot I have 
nad two letters rocontly, and my friends may 
ake this for an answer. This Cattleya I have 

before said makes a very slender stem-like 
growth, and, therefore, it requires extra care in 
its management. It must be well dfaihed,anH 
firmly potted, using good peat-fibre ^d qlmp)> d 
Sphagnum Moss, and I he rhizome shotthf always | 
eland upcn the surface of the soiL Tho plant • 

does not require quite as much water to the roots 
during the growing season as do many of the 
samo conus, and neither can it withstand so 
much drying, so, therefore, in the winter extra 
oare is necessary to keep the plant nicely moist 
in order to prevent its thin bulbs from shrivel¬ 
ling. It likes when growing to stand at the 
warm end of the stove or Cattleya-house, and to 
have a good moist atmosphore maintained in the 
house, which should also be well and properly 
ventilated. The plant should be well exposed 
to the sun and light, shading only when the 
sun shines very hotly, and then one must re¬ 
member that their plants are under glass, and if 
the leaves are to be preserved in a sound and 
healthy condition a slight shade is necessary. 
The plants during the winter must be kept suffi¬ 
ciently cool to prevent them starting into growth 
at that seaton. Matt. Bramble. 

CATTLEYA ELDORADO AND ITS 
VARIETIES. 

I am asked by “ O. Hughes ” to say something 
about Cattleya Wallisi, bo as to enable him to 
grow it and to flower it ? and as this is a pure 
white form of C. Eldorado, more correotly named 
virginalis, I have thought it best to make a 
general chapter of this gorgeous form of the 
C. labiata, which moreover is as distinct as it is 
beautiful and unlike moat of the other forms of 
that speoies whioh grow naturally in compara¬ 
tively cool regions and a tolerable equable 
atmosphere, whilst Eldorado is found in the hot 
diatriot of the Rio Negro somewhere near about 
the place of its junotion with the River Amazon, 
and this region we are told by Wallaoe is very 
hot and at some time in the year very dry, so 
that to grow this Cattleya well it must be given 
a lot of heat, and I have succeeded with 
this plant and its varieties in the best manner 
when I have grown it in the East Indian-house, 
maintaining tor it a good moist atmosphere. It 
is now about twenty seven years ago sinoe the 
typical plant was introduced through M. Linden, 
of Brussels, and a year or two afterwards the 
plant was brought to me ; sinoe then, however, I 
have upon several occasions received plants from 
its native home, and it is a plant whioh has always 
done well with me. Upon one oocasion I had a 
very good consignment of the white variety called 
virginalis sent home. These plants arrived home 
in the month of December, and by the time we get 
them trimmed, washed, and potted, and placed in Ksitions, with East Indian temperature, the days 

gen to lengthen and the sun to get more 
power, and so the plants grew and went straight 
on nntil the month of September, when many of 
them flowered. I have also had the fine variety 
oalled splendens sent me home direot, and all 
have done well under the treatment recom¬ 
mended above. They were planted at first in 
pots, having only their drainage material in, 
and as the plants began to root tne soil was put 
in, and so tne plants were built into the soil, 
which they soon occupied, and many roots 
peeped out, and in these pots they remained for 
three or four years, simply picking the surface 
over, and renewing it every spring before the 
plants began to grow afresh. The soil should be 
good peat-fibre, from whioh all the fine soil has 
been beaten, mixed with ohopped Sphagnum 
Moss. This Moss, with the Cattleya soil, Ihave 
been called over the coals about by many 
Orchid-growers, but I have always maintained 
I was light in recommending it, and I have 
always said the rotting of the roots came about 
by overwatering the plants, and I have proved 
this, for in the case of Cattleyas grown 
in two collections half a mile apart, the water 
supply coming from the same source, I find the 
man who has nis plants potted in all peat has 
nearly all his roots rotted quite away and the 
plants look miserable, whilst the other collection 
is potted as I recommend, with about a fourth of 
the whole ohopped Sphagnum Moss. These, with 
careful watering are rooting and doing well; so I 
see that others can do with Sphagnum Moss 
to these Cattleyas as well as I can, and so I 
shall continue to recommend its use. I know 
nothing of the Polypodium fibre, whioh I have 
seen used by Belgian growers, but in England it 
does not find much favour, and, indeed, laannot 
seo anything which I can say in its favour. The 
but! vyieties of C. Eldorado are splendens, 
WHi jl^fs a magnificent form of the typical plant, 
(ST)ich it is similar to in growth. The do wars 
measure between 5 inches and 6 inches ic.-oi*, 

marginal border of rich violet-purple. Abont 
three flowers are the most I have seen it bear 
upon the spike. The variety virginalis, which 
the enquirer has by the name of Wallisi, is a 
beautiful pure-white flower,havingabroadblotch 
of orange in the thoat, and the edge of the lip is 
prettily toothed, besides yielding a delightful 
perfume. The variety crocata is also another, 
but this gives me less pleasure than the two 
recommended above. Tne sepals and petals are 
white, suffused with light-rose or mauve, smd 
the lip is deep-orange at the base. Nevertheless, 
all the above are worth growing, and their 
flowers last a long time in perfection. It is well 
not to allow them to remain too long upon the 
plant ; but they should be out and inserted iu 
the little tubes which I have so often spoken of, 
and placed in and about the house in order, ■ 
produce a good effeot. Matt. Bramble. 

4004.—Orchids In a greenhouse.—You 
do not say whether the Orchids are to be grown 
with other plants in the greenhouse, but 1 ima¬ 
gine it is so In that oase the choice is not very 
wide, although your winter temperature is suit¬ 
able. In the summer I am afraid it is likely to 
be a little too high. I will, however, give you 
the names of a few sorts whioh I grew for four 
years with other plants with a fair amount of 
success. I must, however, first say that the 
results depend more on the attention given to 
minor details than on the temperature. To 
know when to give water and when to withhold 
it, and when to rest a plant, and for how long, 
are points in the management that require some 
amount of praotice and observation to manage 
them properly. I have grown and flower, d 
successfully every year Odontogloesum grande in 
a winter temperature of about 45 degs. to 
50 degs., and after it had flowered placing it in a 
warm vinery to make its growth, and always 
keeping the soil more or leu moist. Odonto- 
glossum Rossi majus does exceedingly well with 
other plants, and blooms regularly in the spring ; 
and about a month later 0. Alcxandite and O. 
Pescatorei wjll bloesom if the treatment is right. 
Oncidium cucullatum and O. flexuosa are easily 
managed Orchids that flower regularly every 
year. I started with half-a-dozen varieties of 
Lycaste, but only half of that number were 
satisfactory in such a low winter temperature. 
These were Skinneri, Skinneri maculate, and 
aroraatioa. I see by my notes, made in 1890, 
that I had the sweet- soented Odontogloesum Sulchellum in flower on May 15th ‘that year. 

ypripedium insigne anyone can grow who has 
a warm greenhouse in winter, and it will flower 
regularly every autumn if it ii kept in a fairly 
high temperature all the summer. My favourites 
of all Orchids suitable for an amateur to grow 
are the Masdevallias, and the best of these is 
Harryana, the flowers of which are of violet- 
orimson colour, and they are freely produced, 
the plant being at its beat abont the middle of 
March. I found this and M. ignea very easy 
plants to grow if they did not get too much 
moisture in the air during the winter. Cudogyno 
oristata is a very accommodating plant, and is 
well managed and flowered every year in hun¬ 
dreds of gardons where no other Orohids are 
grown.—J. 0. C. 

- Where the temperature is never under 
45 degs., all the cool-house Orchids will do 
admirably, but the dry atmosphere which is 
almost necessary for Cape and Now Holland 
plants, and the abundant ventilation does not 
suit the Orchids; they must have a moist 
atmosphere, and drying winds blowing through 
the house are fatal to the Orohids. I would try 
the Odontogloesums, such as O. orispum, O. 
Pescatorei, 0. Cervantesi, 0. oordatum, 0. 
Edwardi, 0. Rossi, 0. luteo-purpureum, Epi- 
dendrum vitellinum majus, Maxfllaria grandi- 
flora, Lycaste Skinneri, Masdevallia Harryana, 
M. Veitchianum, and M. Lindeni; Cypripedium 
insigne in variety ; Bletia hyaointhina, and Den- 
drobium Jamesianum.—J. D. E. 

Drawings for " Gardening.-—-Roadon will 
kindly I reliteiwtr that ux an glad to got tpeoimen* of 
Iwiiifvl or rare Jln<t*T‘ and food fruit* and vegetable* 
lot ora dig. '."he iImioWo* *< •Made will be engraved in 
tk* be*t manner, and wiU appear in due court* in 

> Ii.a »/if\| 
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abundant fructification waa obaervable even on 
the youngest plants, which were growing in 

beds, and most of these if they had boon potted 
would have formed charming ornamental sub¬ 

jects for the drawing-room or the dinner-tabic. 
It occurred to me to gather a few branches and 

closely examino them. At first the forms and 
colours appeared identical, with the single 

exception of the pretty yellow-fruited variety ; 
but I was soon struck with differences of cha¬ 
racters which at first sight I had not noticed. 
These differences were not confined to the fleshy 
cup which forms the coloured and pulpy part of 

the fruit, but also extended in a remarkable 
manner to the nucule or seed itself. Tho fruit 
gathered from different plants exhibited fixed 
characters, and I thought it might be useful if I 
described them more minutely than anyone had 

TBII8 AND SHRUBS. 

THE COMMON YEW AND ITS VARIETIES. 
Tub varieties of the common Yew (Taxus bac¬ 
cate, Lin.) are name rone, and half a dozen of 
them at least are popular favourites—namely, 
T. b. adpressa, whioh was erroneously con¬ 

sidered a species ; T. b. hibernica, which has a 
majestic columnar habit; T. b. Dovaatoni, which 
has its branches staged in pendent whorls; 
T. b. variegate aurea, which has the leaves 
variegated with yellow ; T. b. v. argentea, leaves 
variegated with white ; and T. b. fruotil luteo, 
of whioh the fruit is ysllow. The other forms, 

many of whioh are handsome or interesting, are 
more rarely met with in cultivation ; still a 
pretty considerable number of them might be 
enumerated. Lou¬ 
don described six. 
M. Carriers 
reckons twenty- 

six, of whioh he 
gives descriptions 
and synonyms. 
The catalogue of 
M. A. Lavallce 

mentioned eigh¬ 
teen, and in 
some collections 
several varieties 
are to be found 
whioh are not in¬ 
cluded in any of 
the works oited. 
Now the question 

arises, Can a selec¬ 
tion be made 
from amongst 
the numerous or¬ 
namental varie¬ 
ties of the old 

Yew of our 
mountains ? Un¬ 
doubtedly it can; 
all of them have 
not an equal 
claim to our 
favour. In addi¬ 

tion to those 
which I have 

jnst mentioned 
as being most 
generally plan ted, 

and whioh de¬ 
serve a place in 
every garden, the 
following varie¬ 
ties may be re¬ 

commended with 
confidence : T. b. 
ereota (pyrami¬ 
dal is or striota), 
which has an ele¬ 

gant, fastigiate, 
close • branched 

habit, slender, 
erect branohes, 
and straight, 
slender, deep- 

green, and short- 
pointed leaves. 
T. b. cheehun- 
tensis, which ori¬ 
ginated at Ches- 
hunt, has a close- 
branched habit, 
bat the branches 

arsnot fastigiate. 
The leaves are dark-green on the upper surface, previously done. In order to show these fixed 
glauceacent underneath, slightly curved diversities plainly I had the accompanying 

and long-pointed. Over and above their more illustrations drawn, and they will give a very 

or less elegant habit, these Yews possess another clear idea of the differences of characters, 

Ora Readers' Ilustrations : Old English Yew at Comiistnn. Engraved for Gardrxiso Illustrated from a photograph 
sent by Mr. John L >«ve, M D. 

source of ornament in their fruit. Everyone 

knows the pretty red berries whioh adorn these 
trees in autumn, and which oontinue to do so 
until the frosts come on. Some particular trees 
are sometimes profusely laden with them; 

others seldom or never bear any, which is ohiefly 
ttie case with the cultivated varieties, and this 
is not surprising when one remembers that the 
tree is dioecious, besides the fact that oertain 
forms which have been established by means of 

grafting or budding are only capable of( ' ' 
produced with male pli.ute I hsvs or 
in several parts of Franoe that the Yews 

unusually great abundance of fruit. In the 
nurseries of M. Louis Leroy at Aqgers, this 

especially as regards the nucules or seeds, which 
are represented as of double the natural size. 

These illustrations and descriptions may prove 
useful to anyone who undertakes a monograph 
of the genus, and also may assist growers in 

identifying forms which are difficult to dis¬ 
tinguish from others. I intend to continue them 
next year in the case of any other varieties that 
I may find bearing fruit. 

Taxus baccata (type).—Easily distinguished 

by its spreading habit, horizontal branches, 

Vne \OlW^*tioll0n, leaves, whioh are more or 
less edwf ea and terminate in a sharp or slightly 

blunted point. Fruit cherry-red, cup pitcher- 
shaped, with a rounded orifice and enveloping 

the greater part of the seed, which is ovoid in 
shape, brown or russet-coloured on two-thirds 

of the uppor part, reddish on the lower part, 
blunt at the top, with alight ribs, and finely 
dotted on the surface. 

T. b. varikoata aUrea.—Habit and foliage 

similar to those of the type, sometimes moie 
compact. Leaves more or less margined 
with yellow. Scales at the base of the 
cup imbricated, blunt, of a straw-yellow colour, 
tinged with violet. Cup like that of the type. 
Nucule or seed oval loundish, slightly or not at 
all angular, pointed at the apex, and with a 

triangular or quadrangular scar or hilum. The 
silver-variegated variety (T. b. v. argentea), 
whioh is very distinct, by its white markings, 
from the preceding variety, is easily mistaken 

for it in the autumn, when the silvery variega 
tion takes on a 
yellowish tint. 

T. B. FRUITU- 

luteo (see Fig. 

1, page 234).— 
Habit erect; 
branches more or 
less divaricated ; 

leaves short, 
linear, short- 
pointed, deep- 
green on the 
upper surface, 
pale underneath, 
and slightly cur¬ 
ved. (scales ob¬ 
tuse, lemon- 
yellow in colour, 

tinged with vio¬ 
let at the top. 
Cup oblong, of 
a fine golden- 

yellow oolour, 
very much hol¬ 
lowed out in the 
interior, with an 

oval or slightly 
angular orifice 
ana completely 
enveloping the 
seed, which is 
seated at the 
bottom of the 
cup. Seed oval, 

compressed, of 
an olive - green 
colour, and hav¬ 
ing a large oval 
hilum, the cir¬ 
cumference of 

whioh is finely 
plaited ; apex of 
the seed ob¬ 
scurely keeled, 
depressed, and 
with a blunt 

point. This 
variety is in 
some collections 
erroneously 
grown under the 
name of T. cus¬ 
pidate, a .Japan- 

ese variety 
whioh some 

authors consider 
a species. 

T. b. Dovas- 

toni (see Fig. 2, 
p. 234).—Habit, 

pyramidal; branches sub-verticillate, spreading 
reflexed at the extremities. Leaves large, dis¬ 
tichous-scattered, very much curved, cuspidate, 
dark-green on the upper surface, pale under¬ 

neath. Scales obtuse, of a straw yellow-colour, 
edged with violet. Cup oblong, rather short, of 
a lively cherry-red colour, and with a square 

orifice. Seed very deeply sunk in the cup, of an 
oval, compressed shape, and having an oval 
hilum with a plaited circumference ; top of the 
seed bluntly square, scarcely pointed ; surface of 

the Beed rough. 
T. u. adtkks-Sa (see Fig. 3, p. 235).—Habit 

spreading, sub-horizontal; branches short. Leaves 
distichous,; ,i$)qrt, linear-obtuse, short-pointed, 
deep-green on the upper surface, pale under¬ 
neath' IScalis o Dtuiiu, ot a .lt’^vV-yellow colour, 
tiDDed with violet et the top. Cup vermilion- 

tw, very breamy slrfrpittj not covering the seed, 
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which is ovoid, depressed, terminating very 

abruptly in small points at the top, which iB 
twice or thrioed keeled, and has a depressed 

centre with a projecting point; hilum heart- 
shaped. This variety was considered a species 
by soino authors, and had also been described as 
a Ccphalotaxus (C. tardiva), but it has frequently 

been clearly proved that it is a sport from 
T. baccata. At the present time, in the park 
of Mc-gaudais (Muyenne), which belongs to Count 
O. do Cruy, a Yew may be scon, several large 

branches of which exhibit the characteristics 

l.-Tlie Yellow-fruited Yew (Taxus lioccaln 
frucl 0-lutco). (See page 283.) 

both of the type and of T. b. adptessa very 
clearly together, and this is probably not the 
only existing case which might- be instanced. 

T. n. HlHBRNic'A (nee Fig. -4, pago235).—This is 

the pyramidal Irish Yow, which boars the same 
relation to the common Yow which the spiry 
Cypress of the South docs to Cupressus semper- 

virens. Habit fastigiate ; branches short, stout, 
close-growing, oreot; leaves stout and lone, 
linear, aciculate, more or less straight or curved, 
deep-green on both sides. Hoales obtuso or 
slightly acute, of a straw-yellow colour tinged 

with violet. Cup of a lively cherry-rod colour, 
slightly oblong in shapo, with an angular orifice 
and half covering the seed. Seed oblong and 
ovoid j hilum sunken, triangular or quadran¬ 

gular, margined with furrows and folds ; apex of 
seed mucronate. The variegated form of the 

same variety (T. b. h. variogata) has the same 
habit, with leaves more or less margined with 
yellow. A fine old Yew is illustrated on pago 288. 

Garden. 

3995. —P lowering shrubs.—Evergreen 
shrubs growing the height named are not so flentiful. Ligustrum japonioum (tho Japanese 

rivet) is a showy subjeot when covored with its 
long spikes of Lilac-shaped white flowers and 
glossy green loaves. The Strawberry-treo 
(Arbutus Unodo) would probably answer the 

purpose, and grow that height in a Bhort time. 
Rhododendrons or Kalmias would be really first- 
rate subjocts for such a placo, but if tho natural 
soil is oither composed of clay or has limestone 
or chalk in it these plants would not grow. It 
would bo necessary to entirely remove the whole 

2 foot deep, and replace it with peat. Magnolia 
grandiflora would most likely be suitable for 
such a site, and being evergreen would bo of the 

right kind. A sandy loam is tho soil which suits 
this subieot the best. Amongst deciduous trees 
Philadelphus grandiflora, Spirroa arirofolia, 
Deulzia ecabra, D. crenata fl.-pi., Lonicera 

tatarioa, Amelanohier Florida, Lilao Charles X., 
Magnolia conspicua, and Guelder Rose (Viburnum 
opulus), are freo-flowering subjects, and of quick 
growth also. Tho month of April is a good time 
to plant all evergreens, and October or November 

for deoiduous trees. With tho exception of the 
Rhododendrons rany1jgq«?d|gstrdA soijf^ll 

the others named. A?mulchWg 9f-nla>rtYo 
over the surface at planting-time will not on 

preserve the roots from frost during the winter, 

but will conserve the moisture in the summer if 

the weather be dry.—8. P. 

- Yours is a none too easy question; but the 
following will prove suitable. You should have 
given the locality in which you reside, as that is 

very important. C. bignonoides is a good tree, 
the flowers not unlike those of a Horse-Chestnut, , 
and appear in August. It likes a moist and 
rather sheltered position. The Strawberry-tree 
(Arbutus Unedo) is worth noting, the shrub 

being evergreen, and blooms freely. But it is not 
thoroughly hardy, and if your garden is not warm 
it is better not to risk it. A. Andrachne is a 
common shrub, and hardy, evergreen, and 

handsome in aspect. Amongst the Magnolias you 
might try M. glauca, which grows from 12 feet 
to 15 feet in height; but here, again, it is not 
always satisfactory. Tho foliage is evergreen, 
and tho white flowers are powerfully soented 

whilst they are produced in the month of July. 
If you care for Rhododendrons you might make 
a selection of this, some finely-flowered kind as 
Blandyanum, or you can choose the picturesque 

Medlar, a very beautiful tree to my mind when 
spreading out its characteristic growth on a lawn, 
whilst the Quince is also available. A good 
specimen of this tree is full of charm, the 

branches clothed with leaves, and a perfect 
picture. The Californian Garrya elliptica, an 
evergreen of handsomo aspect, is useful, and its 
catkins are produced in winter, and are pretty 

when cut for placing in a vase in the house. 
Varieties of the Syrian Mallow (Hibiscus 
syriaous) may be seleoted, and the shrub 

flowers in late summer ; but tho soil must be 
moist and fairly rich. It is called in some 
nurseries Althiea frutex. The Fuchsias, such as 
F. Riccartoni, ore very lovely, their slender shoots 

beiDg perfectly covered with crimson flowers. 
Then you may have Thorns, such as Paul’s 
Double Bcarlet, Laburnums, or Hydrangea 
paniculata grandiflora, which produocs immense 

heads of flowers. I should havo thought, but, of 
oourso, I am not competent to really advise with¬ 
out seeing tho nlaoe, that it would be better to 
form good boas of dwarfer shrubs, of which 

thoro is a host of beautiful kinds, on tho turf. 
The Hydrangea, Daphne Mezereon, and many 

othors arc excellent thus arranged.—C. T. 

3071.—Caterpillars In a shrubbery.— 
The plant in your shrubbery whioh is being 
destroyed by caterpillars is, I have no doubt, 
from your description, the Spindlo-treo (Euony- 
inus ouropnus), and the caterpillars those of one 
of the small Krmino Moths (Hyponomeuta 

Kuonymollus). They should be shaken or 
beaten out of the bushos and trampled on, or 
tho bushes may bo well syringed with 12 lb. ol 

soft-soap and the oxtraot from 5 lb. of QuasbU 
chips, added to 100 gallons of soft water ; but 

tho mixture must be applied with considerable 
forco to break tho webs.— G. 8. 8. 

SOtW - Planting Rhododendrons. —Thus shrub* 
do very well In good fibrous loam, but an admixture ol 
peat will certainly benefit them. Plant In the autumn, 
and do not let them get dry at the roots, as lew iliruh* 
suffer more from drought than Rhododendrons.—A. O. 
Bt’TtSR. 
-These plants will not exist In lime-stone soil let 

alone nourish. It will be necessary to remove tho whole 

ol tho natural soli 2 feet deep, and replace It with peat 
II leal soil oould bo obtained It would ooonomlao tho peat 
ono part In threo. The month ol Maroh or early in April 
is the beet time to plant.— 8. P. 

- It will bo a waste ol time and money to plant Rho¬ 
dodendrons in a lime stone soil; hut II a bed Is made ol 
peat and leal-mould they will do very well.—K. II. 

- So far as tho safoty of tho plants is con- 
corned you may movo them as early as the 
middlo of Septombor, but I do not advise such 

early planting, for tho reason tha() the flower- 
buds are not then perfectly formed. The end 
of Ootober is the best time, although they can 
be inovod with safety from that time up to the 

end of March. Rhododendrons will not grow 
in some kinds of loam ; whether it will in that 
to which you refor I cannot say. The loam that 
I have had to deal with in growing acres of 

thoso plants is of a soft, friable nature when dry, 
and made up of minute partioles j but if it is 

moved about when it is wot it works into a 
stioky paste. If your loam is at all of a sandy 

Anthony Waterer’s advice on the matter. He 

is one of the greatest Rhododendron growers 
in the world. lie save that all American plants 
like peat soil best, and, of coarse, one remembers 
the time when it was considered useless to grow 

the shrubs in any other kind of ground. ' Rho¬ 
dodendrons, the most important of them all, as 
well as other of tho more vigorous habited 

plants, succeed in almost any soil that does not 
contain lime. In many sandy loams they grow 
with os much vigour and luxuriance as in peat- 

in fact, almost any soil free from lime and 
chalk may be rendered suitable for them by a 
liberal admixture of leaf-mould or any fibrous 
material, such as the parings of pasture land. 
When tho soil is poor, cow-dung in a thoroughly 

decayed state forms one of the best manures for 
these plants. Here then you havo an answer to 
your question in respect to soil.—V. C. 

- Some persons have an idea that peat-soil 
of some kind is absolutely necessary for Rhodo¬ 
dendrons. This is an error; they will grow in 

loam, if it is mixed with sand hnd a good dress¬ 
ing of leaf-mould. In the case alluded to here 
they would probably not succeed for lim e and chalk 
soils are both injurious, and it may be fatal to 
them. I should hesitate to plant them on the 

limestono. There is no doubt that good fibrous 
peat is the best soil for Rhododendrons, and it 
might bo necessary to plant them in peat and 

leaf-mould in this case. They havo such masses 
of fibrous roots that it is safe to plant them 
almost at any time. The best periods, if there 
is a choice, is autumn and spring.—J. D. E. 

3993.—Tuberous Begonias —It will be 
useless to puc out the Begonias in beds if they 
have been hitherto grown in hoat or in tho shade 
without hardening thorn thoroughly in a oold 
frame or at the base of a south wall, so that the 
leaves may be made quite hard to endure the 

force of the sun during the hottest part of the 
day. It is by planting Begonias that are not 
properly prepared that so many persons fail in 

thoir culture as bedding-plants. When the 
leaves and stems are developed in oithor heat or 
shade they are rendered so soft and sappy that 
the least blink of sun upon thorn scalds the 
leaves and ohecks the growth. If no other con¬ 

venience exists beyond a window for raising the 
plants, directly two or threo leaves appear in 
April the plants should be stood full in the sun 

character the probability is that they will do 

woll in it. Two Years’ oxperienco with, say, a 
dozen plants, would decide the question better 
Than any suggestions that can bo given you&PI 

There are many questioUMiVJa Rf&ff 
time to time about soil for Rhododendrons,/but 
I do not think I can better that mentibn'idW'Mri 

Fig. 2.- Do vast on'a Yew (Taxin toccata Dov-wtonl). 
(Hoe page 238.) 

and out-of-doors free from frost. Before plant¬ 
ing, thoroughly dig over the ground, adding a 
small quantity of horso-manuro if the soil 
poor. Soak the soil in the pots well before 
planting, and oover tho soil about the plants in 
tho beds with some low-growing plant, inch si 
Bed urn glauoum or 8. Lydinm, Horniariaglabn, 

ajflSfeKHfltok repens. Tho advantage of this 

hp‘^5^.8r»d 
the iwB fis rfeopb-moist about the roots of the 

I'BegloniAf| iu addition to preventing the soil 
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being splashed on to the Begonia blooms by 

heavy rains. Abundance of water shonld be 
given to the plants during dry weather, as they 
are moisture-loving subjects.—8. 1*. 

- The Begonias will do very well 
planted out-of-doors in good soil. The best 
growers dig the ground deeply or trenoh it up 
to the depth of about 18 inches, and during the 

process they work in a liberal dressing of decayed 
manure. During the hot dry weather we are 
experiencing, it will be necessary to water the 
beds before planting, and to water them well 

FI/. The short-leaved Yew (Taxus bxcoatn ailprcssa). 
(See piuce 233.) 

after, besides mulching the surface of the ground 
under the plants with decayed manure to prevent 
evaporation. After they have bloomod and the 
items are decayed, dig up the tubers, dry them 
a little and keep them in dry sand where frost 
cannot reach them in winter.—J. D. E. 

- You may put out the Begonias at once, 
and the quicker they are in position the better. 
This flower is getting more popular each year 

for bedding, and the reason is not far to seek. 
They require a rioh, well-manured, but light 
soil, and in dry weather give copious waterings, 
as the Begonia likes moisture, whilst a top- 
dressing of Cocoa-nut-fibre refuse is also an 
advantage. They revel in moisture, but will 

succeed in the open, as shown by the splendid 
displays in gardens. But when under glass 
partial shade, or light screen from the sun is 
needful. Always, however, when in the open 
and the soil is dry, maintain the soil in mode¬ 
rately moist condition. The best plants can be 
lifted with good balls of soil before frosts have 
touched them, and potted. They will bloom 

under glass for some time. The winter treat¬ 
ment of tho Begonia is, as soon as frost has 
out down the stems, to lift the tubers, and if 
named, take care to attaoh a label to each variety, 
and when thoroughly dry, store them away 
in shallow boxes, covering them with Cocoa-nut- 
fibre refuse. Place under a greenhouse stage, 
or in some dry comers away from drip 
from platats. Examine the tubers every now 

and then, and if going at all mouldy dust with 
sulphur. In spring, when growth is com¬ 
mencing, they may be repotted, shifted on as 
required, and kept in a warm growing tempera¬ 
ture. Before planting out harden off, and then 

a good display of flowers may be anticipated.— 
C. T. 

- Harden the plants off well, and plant 
them out as soon as possible in a bed of mellow 
soil, made rich by the addition of very old 
manure, leaf-mould, or spent Hops. They must 
be well watered until thoroughly established, 
and if the weather continues as at present it 

would be as well to shade them during the 
hottest part of the day—at least for a time. As 
soon as the first slight frost in autumn b«s>just 
touched the top, lift the roots with aoAe eaqthv 
round each, lay them out inadtyeheVnrflMti' 

for a fortnight or so, then carefully rub off all 
the soil, and store the tubers in a box or large' 

pot in any frost-proof place, such as a kitchen 
cupboard or cellar, placing some Cocoa-nut-fibre 
among them.—B. C. R. 

-— Plant In beds any time now, and lift the tubers 
before froet Injures them In autumn, and paok close 
together In boxes of sandy soil, and keep cool and dry 
during winter. Must not be exposed to froet, butln other 
respects will do kept quite oool.—K. H. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

CHRYSANTHEMUM CUTTINGS. 

In the case of new or scarce varieties very often 
a great difficulty is experienced in obtaining a 
sufficient stock of cuttings. Some are so shy of 
throwing up shoots during the dull days of 
winter that any means taken at any other time to 
facilitate the production of cuttings is time well 
spent. Instead of throwingaway side shoots that 
are removed constantly from the plantsduringthe 
summer, or suckers from the base—many plants 
throw these up freely during June—insert them 
singly in small pots in sandy soil, place them in 
a cold frame, keep close and shaded till rooted, 
then give abundance of air to induce them to 

grow stooky. As soon as the pots are full of 
roots shift the plants into 4-inoh or 5-inch 

pots, using moderately rich soil, pressing it 
down hard, and short, stocky growth, 
so desirable for producing good cuttings, will be 
made. Stand the plants out-of-doors in an open 
position, allowing one stem only to extend. 
This will attain a height of from 1 foot to 4 feet, 
according to the variety, and will produce one 

bloom. Suoh plants are useful for decoration on 
the side stages of the conservatory or elsewhere. 

Cut them down rather early after blooming, and 
they will be certain to produce good suokers. I 
find that they always throw up more freely 
when grown in small pots in the manner de¬ 
scribed than when grown in tho orthodox way, 
for affording exhibition blooms, as no doubt the 

constant removal of the suckers during the 
summer treatment weakens the plants for the 
after growth of cuttings. This does not occur 
when grown as above indicated, as tho primary 
object is not the production of large flowers, 
but sturdy shoots for propagation. This is a 
system I can highly recommend. E. M. 

SEASONABLE CULTURAL NOTES. 

Plants intended for the production of large 
blooms are now making rapid progress since 
forming the additional shoots consequent upon 
making their first break. Rest riot the number 
of branches absolutely to three where the finest 

blooms are required, removing all side growths 
as fast as they form at the nodes, thus con¬ 
centrating all the energy of the plant into the 
selected shoots. Many of the plants, especially 
those known as the Queen type, have shown a 
disposition to premature bud formation, whioh 
is difficult to account for, except, perhaps, the 

hot weather experienced for the last two months 
has hastened the plants unduly. The only 
remedy I know is to pinch out all buds as fast 
os they appear, inducing the plants to make 

fresh and clean growth. When once a fresh start 
is made, as it were, after a continuance of bloom- 
bud formation, seldom do tho plants show a 
disposition to return to that state afterwards 
No time should be lost now in placing the plants 
in their summer quarters, so as to give the 

newly-made growths the full benefit of light and 
air, so that thoy may mature their growth, as it 
progresses. 8o mnoh depends upon the state of 
the shoots as regards their being ripe, or what 

is perhaps a better term to employ—maturation. 
All the difference possible exists between the 
blooms produced from plants that are of mature 
growth and those that are otherwise. It is 

not possible to obtain blooms, especially in the 
incurved seotion from plants that are of 
immature growth that contain all the essentials 
that go towards making a bloom perfect— 
viz , size, depth, solidity, and richness of colour¬ 

ing. Plants that are soft in the texture of -,heii 
wood cannot give blooms remarkable for depth 
and solidity. They may be large in diameter, 
but they will be devoid of that deep and solid 
character whioh is pleasing to cultivators of the 
incurved section. As it is possible for all with 

oh i(iS4fdA'y convenience to have blooms of the 
oharjfctiindicated, I would impress upeii be.; 
ginncA the absolute necessity of attending ts, 

the details as advised of affording the plants’ill 

the available space to effect the object. I prefer 
to spread out the three shoots in such a manner 
that tho leaves of one does not envelop those of 

its neighbour. By temporarily fastening two 
upright stakes to the cross rails or wires, 
which support the plants in their summer- 
position, the shoots can be readily fastened 
to these stakes, and will then have all 
the light and air necessary. The third 
shoot is made fast to the one stake in the pot, the 
remaining two are looped to the centre stake in 

the autumn when the plants are removed to 
their flowering quarters. Plants upon walls are 
making most satisfactory progress where they 
have been regularly supplied with moisture at 
the roots, and an occasional wetting of the 
foliage in the evening after a hot day. With 

the exception of a alight attaok at the present 
time of black-fly in the points of the shoots, the 
plants are quite free from inseot pests. As the 
ahoots multiply they must be attended to, over¬ 
crowding of them means a soft growth, and this 
results in small blooms, as well as rendering 

them more liable to injury from frost. Space 
ought to be allowed for the full development of 
each shoot, cutting away all surplus growths. 
_ E. M. 

THE ORANGE AND CITRUS FAMILY. 

Thkse are not apparently nearly so muoh grown 
now as they usod to be for large plant nousts 
and conservatories. The time was when they 
were frequently to be met with in gardens both 

large and small. Palma of large growth and Tree- 
Ferns also must be oredited with elbowing theso [>lunts out of their aoouatomed places. These 
atter are of much nobler growth, it is true, as 

far as growth goes, but when the Oranges, 
Lemons, and others of the tribe aro bearing 
good crops of their lusoious-looking, deep-golden 
or pale-yellow fruits, they are worthy rivals to 

even these other princes of the vegetable king¬ 
dom. Oranges and other fruits of the same 
olass have, I know, in some instances—in others 
in all probability—become unpopular through 
the plants for some reason or other failing to 
bear good crops of fruit. This may be oaused 
through the plants having remained far too long 
without any attention being given them at tho 
roots. They do not, it is true, require repotting 
or retubbing so often as many plants do, but, 

attention should be given every year to 

Fig. 4.—The Irish Yew (Tatus baccata hlbernica.'. 
(See page 234.) 

top • dressing the plants with good loam 

and some fine lime-rubble; whilst in the 
summer, if there is a crop of fruit which 
requires extra assistance, the plants may be 
mulched with cow-manure. When it is eoen 
thar. a change of soil would be beneficial, it 
should be done thoroughly. This work, where 
necessary Might bo done at once, for none of 

this family take muoh of a rest, particularly 
IwWW the tree*Lata rawing fruit in tneir various 
.Sttf'es of development, some ripening, others 

□unlJgnwDji olal rataen quite small. The 
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greatest care should be taken atsuch times with 
the roots ; they should be treated as carefully 
as thoso of orchard-house trees whon these are 

repotted, merely removing tho soil around the 
sides by pricking it out, saving the roots as 
much as pqpaible. The very best loam obtain¬ 
able should be given them, adding thereto 

some line lime-rubble and road-scrapings, if 
found necessary, as in the case of rather close 
loam. 

Firm pottino should bo insisted upon. The 
common enemy of this class of plants is the scale, 
one kind of which seems almost peculiar to 
them. A thorough cleaning should be given the 
plants where the scale is present; if there are 

not many tho advice holds good all the same as if 
the plants are badly infested. Labour spent in 
clearing off the few is a decided gain. Any 

ordinary, but well-proven, insecticide, will 
answer for this purpose, taking care not to 
injure the fruit where there are any. The 
dessert kinds are well worth growing for 

fruiting as small plants. In one place 
where 1 once served tho Orange marmalade 
was mado from home-grown produce, whilst 

the Lemons frequently came in very useful 
when foreign-grown ones were scarce or 
tho stock ran out. These were very fine old 

plants growing in square wooden tubs and 
bearing heavy crops of fruit, although they 

wero urii.ually stood out-of-doors in the summer, 

and wintered in a greenhouse heated by tho old- 
fashioned flues. I have noted that the florists 
cannot always find a supply of Orange blossom 
so easily as they uicd to do. I have been asked 
several times where it could bo obtained, old 

sources having run out. There may bo in time 
a return to oldor tastes again, Oranges, &a., 
coming once more to tho fore and finding favour. 

I hope this may lie so, for finely-grown plants 
of these aro splendid objects for terraces, infi¬ 
nitely better than many of the more weedy 
plants so frequently used. It takes many years, 

I know, to work up a good stock of largo plants, 
but methinks it would pay to do so as a change 
to the present order of thing!. What is wanted 
in the case of these fruits is more careful atten¬ 
tion. h. 

THE KITCHEN GARDEN. 

SUMMER VEGETABLES. 

Fresh vegetables that we rightly sot so much 
Btoro by arc not always so plentiful as desirable, 

there being but n limited number of species or 
varieties that withstand either excessive heat 
aud drought, or tho othor extrome. In any 

care it behoves us to prepare for the worst, and 
then whatever comes there will bo tho comfort¬ 
ing reflection that we at least have done our 

duly. As it happens, tho little extra trouble 
taken in preparing ground for crops known to 
be most serviceable during a hot or dry season 
will not in any case be altogether thrown away, 

good culture being with fow exceptions invari¬ 
ably attended with excellent results. 

Vegetable Marrows nro undoubtedly tho 
most serviceable hot-weather crops that can be 
named, and there are times whon little else in 
tho way of frosh green food is to be seen in 
Covent Garden and othor markets. They are 
sent in huge wnggon loads, and sell readily at 

remunerative prices. Added to this, they are 
quite the sort of vegetable that one likes during 

hot weather, and at all times ato appreciated by 
most people. Tho wealthier claeses perhaps are 
not particularly fond of Marrows, but they 
would like them better and order them oftener 
if they wero cut in a small state or before the 
seeds develop and cooked whole. It is whon 
thus treated that they aro rightly termed Vego- 

table Marrow. If my advice, therefore, is 
taken, they will be more extensively grown 
than usual this season. There is no necessity 
for, nor wisdom in, making elaborate prepara¬ 
tions for this crop, those huge heaps of decaying 
matter with a little soil on tho top, which are 

too often provided for Marrows, invariably pro¬ 
moting a rank, un r fitful growth They may 
perhaps bo needed in very cold districts, but 

oven of this I have my doubts, as wherever 
I have practised gardening by far the best 
crops have been had from plants growing under 

'ippsrently loss favourable conditiorfST^IU shcl- 
'••rod comer in a th 

s.iaco that can bn w. n sp trod for MrtWwsTthonj 
instead of tiding so muen rioh msnuro and de¬ 

caying vegetable matter, be very sparing of the 
former and substitute more common garden soil, 

or say to the extent of at least one half of the 
bulk. Where they really succeed the best is 
the open garden with a row of Runner Beans or 

rows of Peas on the north side. Open a trench 
■1 feet in width and G inches in depth, throwing 
the soil evenly on each side. Then wheel in a 
layer about 1 foot in depth of only partially de¬ 

cayed stable-manure, or a mixture of this and 
leaves, returning the greater portion of the soil 
thrown on to tho top of this, and no further pre¬ 

paration is needed. Sow the seed at once where 
the plants are to grow in patches 3 feet apart, 
and by the time the seedlings come up no pro¬ 

tection will bo needed. Not more than one 
plant should be left at each station. This is the 
market grower’s plan, but most private gar 
doners can afford time and space to raise the 

requisite number of plants under glass. Sow 
during the first week in May singly in 3 inch 
pots, and harden and plant out before the seed¬ 
lings become stunted. Too often they are 

raised three weeks too early, and rather than 
put out starvelings I would prefer to raise a 
frcRh batch. Plant in a single row through the 

Pea “ Nc Plus Ultra.” 

middle of the raised bed, disposing the plants 

3 feet apart, and roughly protect from frosts 
and winds. In dry weather it may be necessary 
to water occasionally during the first month, 
after which they may safely be left to take care 
of themselves, tho plants bearing profusely in 

hot, dry weather. Never pinch or prune, 
but let the plants grow, spread, and fruit 
naturally. 

Spinach usually fails in hot, dry weather, 

but if seed is sown on a cool north border pre¬ 
viously well prepared by manuriug and digging 

the crops hold out surprisingly well. I prefer the 
Victoria or Monstrous Viroflay for summer and 
early autumn crops, this standing much longer 
than the common round-seeded or summer 

Spinach. About throe sowings at fortnightly 
intervals should be made, commencing towards 
tho ond of May. The drills ought to be drawn 
1 foot apart and be moistened if at all dry prior 

to sowing tho seed. Thin sowing should be 
practised and thinning out where noeded carlt 

rt^d to, orowded Spinaoh being the first tV 

Vi i'a-E* sJW&BSi 
pinacn, though it is my belief 

portion of what is annually grown in this 
country is never used. This species, being of 
a succulent nature and somewhat resembling 

the common Ice-plant, actually revels in a hot 
and dry position, though it ought to have a 
good thickness of decaying manure under it. A 

do::en plants will yield abundance or a sufficiency 
of young tops or shoots, theso being what are 
boiled for most establishments, and they should 

be planted or sown on a south border or other 
sunny position fully 3 feet apart each way. The 
requisite number of plants may yet be raised 
under glass singly in 2J-inch pots, or the seed 

be sown in tho spots prepared in the open. 
The plants require no watering after they are 

once well established, but should bo protected 

from froste whon first put out and again in the 
autumn. 

Tomatoes aro essentially hot-weather vege¬ 
tables or salading as preferred, and for these the 
weather cannot well be too hot and dry. Should 

we experience a hot season tho demand for 
Tomatoes will exceed anything that has pre¬ 
viously taken placo in that way, and both 
privato aud market growers will do well to 

plant extensively. Unfortunately, open-air crops 
arc most precarious, but then they can be culti¬ 
vated where nothing else will or is often grown, 

aud not unfrequently heavy crops have been 
taken from plants growing in the open borders, 

theso being supported by strong stakes. The 
sites I can most strongly recommend arc sunny 
garden and house walls, those that screen the 

plants from rainfall being much the best. If 
the foliage can bo kept fairly dry it is not often 
that the diseusc spoils tho crops. Give each 

plant the benefit of a good Bpit of fresh loam and 
half that quantity of manure, and they will then 
grow healthily and strongly, producing heavy 

crops without much further trouble boyonu 
removing all superfluous side-shoots, and 
securing the stems to tho fences, walls, or stakes, 
as tho case may be. Open Air and Earliest of 
All are among tho first to give ripe fruit, while 
Conference crops the most surely, such sorts as 

Dodham Favourite, A 1, and Perfection also 
doing well. 

Runner Beans, though moisture-loving sub¬ 
jects, will yet do remarkably well in a hot 
season, provided they always receive abundance 
of water at the roots. Tho rows of these, then, 

ought to he located conveniently near a good 
water supply, and a thorough soaking should be B’ven at least once a week during a dry season. 

riblets aro simply thrown away on them, and 

if the plants fail to set great clusters of pods, 
this is proof positive they ate too dry at the 
roots. They like plenty of manure, too, and in 
addition to digging in a good dressing of solid 

manure, liquid manure ought also to bo given 
freely. Allowing them to mature a quantity of 
seed has a very weakening effect, and tho pods 

should bo kept closely gathered whether wanted 
for home uso or not. Kidney Beans are never 
continuous-bearing for any great length of time, 
but they can be had throughout a hot season 

by sowing at Hliort intervals, tho ridges between 
Celery trenches answering well for them. 

Peas are not happy during very hot and dry 
weather, but oven theso succeed surprisingly 

well on spaces (1 feet or rather less in width 
between Celery trenches. They also do well if 
treated as liberally at tho roots as runner Beans. 
No Plus Ultra (see cut) iB one of the best hot- 
weather varieties that can bo tried. Cabbages 

are usually too much over-run by caterpillars to 
be of any real service, and the same remark 
applies to tho earlier voriotics of Cauliflowers ; 
but the Autumn Giant can bo had clean and 

good in August, provided the plants are kept 
well supplied with moisture and manure at the 

roots. I. 

3990.—Early Potatoes.—Let the tubers 

remain in tho ground until the haulm dies com¬ 
pletely away, then lift the crop, choosing dry 
weather, if possible, and lot the tubers lie out in 
the sun for two or throe days until they become 

slightly green ; then store them in a dry place, 
laying them out thinly, and look them over 
occasionally to remove any diseased onos. Tho 

great thing is to get them thoroughly ripened or 
matured.—B. C. R. 

igina.l ffewtho medium-sized tubers from the 

|^p0ji|$^p^5^|an oponshod, not exposed 
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to hot sunshine, and then pack them away in 
(hallow boxes in some building where the frost 

cannot reach them. If this cannot be done at 
once cover with straw and earth till winter. 
But before the eyes move lay them out thinly in 

a light position to dovelop the crown eye. One 
item is enough for early Potatoes.—E. H. 

- Do not dig up the Potatoes until the 

tbps are quite dead. Choose a dry day then for 
taking up the tubers, lifting them carefully 
without bruising the skin. Spread them thinly 
out in a cool, airy shed for two or three weeks, 
and afterwards store them in a cellar or dry 

room in a heap, box, or barrel. Examine them 
occasionally during the winter to make sure 
that none are decaying; if so, remove such to Cent their contaminating the remainder. 

off any sprouts that may grow until the 
darly part of February, when the tubers should 
be set on end in layers in shallow boxes, and be 
placed in a light and cool room free from frost 
to induce the sprouts to grow strong. These 

latter should be about .J inch long at planting 
time.—S. P. 

4001.—Unsatisfactory Cucumbers.— 
TJio plants have got “ warty roots," and for this 
affection there is no positive cure, so far as I am 
awgre. You may try watering them with soot 

$nd lime-water, however. The best plan will 
be to pull them all out, and plant another batch 
in entirely fresh soil. If only a little of the old 
soil is left the disease will reappear.—B. C. R. 

— — Want of moisture, stimulative food, and 

overcropping are the main causes of the fruit 
taming yellow at the points. When Cuoumber- Elants have been in bearing some time the soil 

ecomes poor, and the plants are in consequence 
exhausted of their energies to go on producing 

fruit abundantly. They need invigorating to 
induce them to make new growth, and conse¬ 
quently fresh fruit. Thin-out the old and worn- 
out shoots and deoayed leaves. Cover the sur¬ 
face-soil 2 inches thick with a compost of 
partly-decayed horse-dung and fibrous loam in 

equ&l parts. If neither of these can bo ob¬ 
tained give the surface soil a sprinkling of 
Clay’s Fertiliser or dissolved bones, and cover 
it with road-scrapings. Afterwards give a 
thorough snaking of tepid water—certainly not 

less than 90 dogs. Syringe the foliage tho¬ 
roughly early in the morning and again in the 
afternoon about four p.m. Supply abundance 

of water to the roots when required, but on no 
account give sufficient to create a stagnation 
about the roots, or the frnit will again turn 
yellow. The best plan to ascertain if water is 

noeded is to dig down to the bottom of the bed 
to see what state the soil is in. Too much 
moisture is almost as bad as too little. -S. P. 

-The Onmimliers are a (Tec tel by a rory troublesome 
disease, aud the only remedy is to olear out everything, 
and start again with young plant] from a IrtBh source.— 
E. II 

4u06.—Tomatoes not setting fruit — 
No one can say that the present season has been 

unfavourable for the setting of the fruit of 
Tomatoes, for we never had a more favourable 
time so early in the season. That being so, it 
is quite olear that yonr treatment is wrong. I 
should say the soil they are planted in is too 

loose, and that they have had too muoh water. 
Tread or ram the soil firm about the roots, and E' e them less water until some fruit is set. 

ginncrs in Tomato culture should grow their 

plants on in 7-inch pots until the first bunch of 
flowers have set their fruit, and then plant 
them out.—J. C. C. 

-As the plants aro healthy and strong they ought to 
do better ; but you must consider that this is exceptional 
weather, and I think a light overhead syringing once, or 
even twice, daily on very hot days will help you consider¬ 
ably. Also dissolve a very little sulphate ol ammonia in 
the water given to the roots only occasionally.—B. O. R. 

3951. —Oardoons. —It is late now toso wseeds 
of Cardoons ; it should be sown from the middle 
to the end of April. A good plan is to sow a 

few seeds in the centre of large 60-sized flower¬ 
pot*. One plant will be enough ; remove the 
others. When they are large enough for plant¬ 
ing they mast be set out in Celery-trenches ; but 

there ought to be a space of about 2 feet between 
the plants, and 5 feet at least between the rows. 
Ihe plants need plentiful supplies of water in 

dry weather, and by September andOotober 
they are ready for earthing up. Tiefthe leaves 

round with hay band j jpl ikeoc tbeiVtog^fchV. 
and earth must also be applied over tqSm. The 
operation of earthing np should be done on a dry 

day. The French Cardoon is not so good to grow 
as the spineless-leaved Spanish variety.—J. D. E. 

3997.—Climbing Peas.—'There are many 
acres of Peas grown in this neighbourhood, but 
none of them have sticks put to them. The 
farmers take a hook and switch the tops off, 
because they say it does not pay to stick them. 

They only get two gatherings from them, as the 
tops being cut off stops the formation of pods 
near the top of the plant. For garden pur¬ 
poses it is better to stick the Peas, as they 

certainly do better, larger crops are produced, 
and in succession.—J. D. E. 

-Doubtless Peas may be grown without sticks by 
pinching in and tbo points of the ehoots bent. If Ull Peas 
were operated on In this way the crop would be very 
light.—E. H. 

-Do not by any means prune the Peas In the vain 
hope that greater produce will be the result. II extra 
large pode are requtrod, the polnte may be pinched out of 
the haulm to prevent other pode forming, but this la at the 
expense of a full crop.—S. P. 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

TINN.EA /ETHIOPICA. 

This is the name of a plant of which “ T. Mar- 
chant” sends mo a few sprigs, saying—“They 
are the last of a plant that has been flowering 
since the month of January, and filling the 
house with the fragrance of Violets,” This plant 

is one of those collected in darkest Africa by 
the celebrated Mile. Tinne, whose father was 
engaged in some business in Liverpool, in which 
place it was raised, and it was in the winter of 
1866 that I first saw the plant flowering beauti¬ 

fully iu Mr. B. S. Williams’ nursery in Upper 
Holloway, and through whioh firm it was dis¬ 
tributed to the public, and I am very vexed 
that it appears to have fallen out of repute so 
much, for it is now a long time since I saw the 
plant. This plant was gathered by two cele¬ 
brated travellers, i e , by Captain Grant, during 

his journey iu company with Captain Speke, and 
by the celebrated Doctor, bat now Sir John, 
Kirk, then attached to the Livingstone Zambesi 
Expedition. And these gentlemen, I think, had 
become possessed of the plant before Mile. 
Tinne found it. These being sent to Vienna 
wore worked up by Dr. Kotschy and at once 
named, so that is how the plant became known 
by the name of Tinmea It is a plant belonging to 

the order Labiatie, which would not convey an 
idea of its lasting so long in flower. It is not 
a gay plant, but its lovoly odour makes amends 
for any lack of brilliancy in the colours, and it 

may be grown to any size one likes ; either in 
the shape of large bushes, 6 feet in height, or 
in small twiggy bushes Qf , about ono 
foot; the larger the plant can bo grown, 
of course, all the more imposing does it 

bocome, and the wider is its delicious perfume 
diffused. The plant requires the warmth of the 
stove and plenty of moisture to maintain its 
leaves, which are small and entire, of a deep 
bright-green on the upper side, paler below. The 

flowers are borne upon short spikes, usually in 
pairs, and in great abundance. The flower pro¬ 
trudes from a large green calyx, and is of an 
intense deep maroon-purple, yielding a powerful 

odour of Violet*, which makes it doubly 
welcome, flowering in the dull days of winter 
and the early spring. It is a plant that does not 
require a large pot, but the one it has should be 
well drained, and the soil should be composed of 
loam, peat, and leaf-mould, made sandy, and the 
plant should stand in an ordinary stove, with a 

temperature which does not fall below 00 degs. 
at any time in the year. There should be a nice 
moist atmosphere maintained during the growing 

season, and at no time must it be allowod to 
suffer for want of water. Treated in this 
manner Tinn.ua iethiopica will yield the house¬ 

hold a delicious perfume of Violets for a long 
time, and cutting it does not mutilate it, if the 
cutting is done with reason. J. J. 

3994. — Plumbago capensia. — I put 
cuttings of this creeper, about six, in a 5-inch pot, 
in a mixture of loam, leaf-mould, and rotted 
manure ; when rooted each of these is planted 
in a separate pot of the same size, andoy the 

following year it can be trained to a 3 foot stick, 
and Ihept the middle of June is in flower. To 

handsome plant for the couaaryatorv 
a box 2 feet long, 1 foot deep, and1 1 loot 

Wide, with holes for drainage bored ^nj f^lg 

bottom. Put in first about 2 inches of crocks, 
then a layer of turfs and fill up with the same 

mixture as mentioned above ; put a singlo plant 
in the centre and on each side one of the varieties 
of Ribbon Fern. The Plumbago may now be 

trained on a wall or trellis, and when two years 
old will have grown some S feet to 10 feet and 

be covered with bloom. Attention to watering 
is the main thing with Plumbago. It should 
never be allowed tc want moisture.—A. G. 
Butler. 

-This is really a very vigorous growing 
plant, and would not be likely to do much good 

in a 7-inch flower-pot; in fact, the best results 
are obtained by planting it out in a border of 
good soil, and allow it to take the character of 
a climbing plant, growing freely and flowering 
profusely as it always does. I Bhould repot the 

plant into a 9-inch or 10-inch flower pot, using 
good yellow loam, decayed manure, leaf-monld, 
and sand. A little fibrous peat is useful to 
keep the compost open, and the roots run freely 
into it. It is strictly a greenhouse plant.— 
J. D. E. 

- The plant will flower presently, no 
doubt. You may sprinkle a very little Clay's 
fertiliser on the surface of the soil in the pot, 

pricking it lightly in, and then giving a good 
watering ; but this is a very powerful manure for 
such delicate-rooted subjects. I Bhould prefer 
to water the plant with weak soot-water now 
and then, and give it also a weak solution of 
sulphate of ammonia or nitrate of soda every 
other week. Do not pinch the shoots any more 

this season. A good sandy loam suits this plant 
better than anything else.—B. C. R. 

- The Plumbago succeeds well planted out, 
and will thrive in either a greenhouse or conser¬ 
vatory. But the finest results I have seen with 

this plant have been when it is planted out in 
a border in quite a warm conservatory, the 
branches being smothered with the lovely pale- 
blue flowers. There is a variety named alba 
which has, as its name suggests, white flowers, 
borne with the same features in the type. It 
would be better to plant out the Plumbago in 

the house, and pioparea well-drained soil, and 
for pots it is also useful. I used to have a lot 

in 8-inch pots, the soil kept moderately dry in 
winter. The growth in Bpring should be cut 
back, and the plants repotted. Pinch the shoots 
when they have grown about 3 inches in length 
to promote a bushy habit. It is very easy to 
strike cuttings in the spring, and treat them 
similarly to those of the Fuchsia. A very 

pretty effect is gained by associating the type 
and the white-flowered variety.—C. T. 

— The pot, a 7-inch one, is small for a 
2 foot plant; this would account for the smallness 
of its leaves. If a larger pot is given a greater 
crop of flowers will be obtained after awhile, but 
not bo soon as though it were allowed to stay in 
the same pot it is now growing in. If you have 
space for a largo plant 1 should advise that it be 

repotted into one 10 inches in diameter, employ¬ 
ing a compost of three parts loam, one of peat, 
and one of leaf soil, with sufficient sharp silver 

sand to keep the whole porous. Well drain the 
pot and allow a full 11 inch space at the top for 
water, as this Plumbago enjoys abundance of 
water at the roots. When the pot is full of roots 

occasional doses of weak liquid-manure will be 
an advantage. Well syringe the foliage every 

evening as a preventive of red-spider, to which 
this plant is liable. If the plant remains in the 
same pot half a teaspoonful of Clay’s Fertiliser 

sprinkled over the surface once a fortnight and 
watered in will assist the growth. Do not stop 
the shoots in any way. Allow them to grow 

away at will, as it is from the ends of the shoots 
that the bloom spikes appear.—8. P. 

4000. — Zonal Pelargoniums. — The 
largest plants should be potted in 6-inch pots, 
the smaller in 4^-inch, in a compost of three 

parts fibry loam, one of leaf soil, and ono quart 
of bone-meal to every bushel of the compost. 
Pot the plants firmly to induce short-jointed 
growth that will mature as it progresses. From 

the best prepared plants of this character the 
finest blooms will be had. After potting, the 
plants should occupy a cold frame until the root* 
are running freely in the new soil, whenaposition 
Wily!eiposodto the gun will be the most suitable. 
A~thick bed ,<>f poab ashes provides a cool base for 

the plants to stauu upon during the hot summer 
c ayr. CnDv-ioiui k pl.ch out the point of eaoh 
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shoot when 3 inches of new growth is made to 

indnoe other shoots to posh from below, so that 
stocky as well as bushy plants will be provided, 
as these, of course, give the greatest quantity of 

bloom. When the pots are full of roots give the 
plants occasional soakings of liquid-manure, 
made from oow or sheep-dung, adding a little 

soot. When the buds are visible a quarter of a 

teaspoonful of 8tanden’s manure spread over the 
surfaoe of each plant, washing it with clear 

water, will stimulate the growth and assist in 
the development of the flower-trusses. Six 
weeks before the plants are required to be in 

bloom the last stopping of the shoots should be 
made. The following dozen are excellent sorts : 
Lord Rosebery (brilliant crimson), lvjrd Salis¬ 

bury (rioh madder shade of scarlet, tinted 
magenta), Golden Vesuvius (orange-scarlet), 

Marquis of Dufferin (crimson magenta), Lady 
Reed (white, soarlet centre), Mrs. Robb. Can- 
nell (deep salmon), Olivia (a pleasing shade of 

salmon), Mrs. David Saunders (pink), 8wanley 
Single Whits (pearl white), Sir Peroival (white, 

large truss), Amphion (deep-pink), Mrs. Strutt 
(rose-pink).—8. P. 

- I grow a span-roof house full of these 
plants for winter flowering. The cuttings are Sut in, one in the centre of a small sixty-sized 

ower-pot, about the middle of the month of 
April. The cuttings are taken from the plants 

that flowered the previous winter, and as they 
are generally out-of-doors by that time, the cut¬ 
tings are hardy grown and do very well in cold 
frames ; they mostly all form roots. When 

well established repot them into what are termed 
small forty-eights ; these are 4 inches diameter 
inside measure ; after a time they are planted 

in 6-inoh and 7-inch flower-pots, and in these 
they produce their flowers. The Zonal Pelar¬ 

gonium does not require very rioh oompoet. Pot 
them in five parts loam, one of leaf-mould, one 
of deoayed manure, and a little sand. The 

plants are grown out-of-doors from May to the 
end of September. A few good varieties are as 

follows. Crimson and scarlet shades : Lord 
Salisbury, Lord Rosebery, Miller’s Favourite, 
Duke of Fife, 8wanley Gem, Brilliant, Edith 

Pearson, and Mr. H. CannelL Pink and rose 
tints: Edith Miller, Constance, Mrs. Struth, 

Mrs. Wildsmith, Edith George, and Mrs. David 
Saunders. Of white varieties : 8wanley Single 
White, Qaeen of the Belgians, and Queen of the 
Whites Improved. Salmon tinted : Lady R 

Churchill, Beauty of Kent, Opal, Mrs. Norman, 
Lady Rosebery, and Perdita. —J. D. E. 

-If in stove-pots, as they appear pot the 

cuttings off singly at onoe, and keep them in a 
oool, shady house or frame until rooted and 
growing. As soon as possible shift them into 

oi-inoh or 6-inoh pots, and when established 
stand on ashes in the open air, choosing an open 

and sunny spot. Give just enough water to 
keep the foliage fresh and the plants growing 

slowly, and pick out all flower-buds until the 
middle or end of September. House early in 

October, and in a light, warm house the plants 
(if of suitable varieties) flower freely during the 
greater part of the winter.—B. C. K. 

A note upon Anemones, dee.— Anem¬ 
ones or Windflowers are of many kinds. The 

frail littlo Wood Anemone that seeks shelter in 
our English woods is represented in gardens by 
many exquisite varieties, the sky-blue Robin- 
nnniana, a delightful shade of colour, and the 

double white being amongst the more charming, 
especially if grouped at the foot of atree. The Blue 

Winter Windflower, (A blanda), the Apennine 
Windflower, and the Hepaticas, H. angulosa 
are good garden flowers. A. blanda blooms, 

quite early in the year making rioh masses of 
leafage, against whioh the blue flowers are in 
fine contrast. All require a light soil and to 

be kept free from damp. The novioe in garden¬ 
ing would first ohooso, possibly, the Hepatioas, 

glorious old English flowers that seem to have 
an enduring interest. They are amongst the 
first flowers of the year. The Hepatioas are C' e hardy, but often get killed in very 

p soil, oonditions which do not in the 
slightest agree with their somewhat fastidious 
constitutions. Roots are not set deeply 

down, but a well-prepared soil it requisite 
to gain the beat results. The/reasqihv whv 
Hepaticas fail is iii nioit c*»bS dul^to|4jp|. %r(' 
disturbance at the root, whioh is sure to kiL 

them, as no plant perhaps resents interference 

so muoh as this species of Anemone. When 

planted let them remain until they have grown 
into broad, handsome clumps, whioh, if thought 
necessary, may bo divided. An open sunny 

bank, border, bed, or conspicuous positions on 
the rockery suit well the Hepaticas, of whioh 

there are many varieties, as the single blue, red, 
and white, with double forms of each kind. A. 
angulosa, called the Great Hepatica from the 

size of its sky-blue flowers, must not be over¬ 
looked. The beautiful Snowdrop Windflower 

(A. sylvestris), the Pssquo-flower (A. pulsatilla), 
and the lovely Windflowers of Japan. A. 
jtponica should have a place in the amateur’s 

garden. A. jsponica and its white variety alba, 
or Honorine .Tobert, aro amongst the finest of 

hardy perennials, bold and handsome in the 
border, and of value for outting. They enjoy a 
deep, moist soil, and an occasional mulohing to 

established beds will do no harm. A thriving 
clump of the white variety when in full flower 
is a splendid picture, especially if backed with 
green foliage, to bring into full relief the purity 

of the blossom. It is best, to inorease the stock, 
to divide the roots, and every particle will grow. 
The Soarlet Windflower (A. fulgens) and the 

beautiful Poppy Anemones may also find a place 
in the beginner's garden. The Poppy Anemone 

gives one a gay variety of colours, and is easily 
raised from seed sown in the month of April or 

June on good, rich, well-prepared soil.—C. T. 

PERNS, 

3944.— Ferns and out flowers.—Most 
of the Pteris family last better in water than 

the Adiantums, Pteris cretica and Pteris tremula 
being two of the best. But they do not give 
suoh a good effect as Maiden hair, whioh is 

unique in this respect. Ferns last better with 
out-flowers when they have been plaoed in a 
bath of water, frond and all, for a few hours, so 

as to be thoroughly wet all through, the fronds 
being full grown, and cut from a well-hardened 

plant. Some of our English Ferns are very 
useful with out-flowers, Asplenium Adiantum- 
nigrum (the Devonshire blaok-stemmed Fern) 
being very elegant, and small enough for speci¬ 
men glasses. Small fronds of the oommon 

Athyrtums too, will often last a long time, if 
oarefully out; but they will not take up water 

if the stems should be torn and bruised by the 
hand. Asparagus plumoeus stands well in water, 
and is the moat graceful substitute for Maiden¬ 
hair Fern, and the leaves of the Common 

Yellow Fumitory are so similar that they are 
sometimes mistaken for the Adiantum Capillus- 

veneris. This Fumitory should be grown for its 
foliage.—I. L. R. 

BIRDS AND INSECT PESTS. 

Seldom have small birds appeared more in the 
light of friends of gardeners than during the 

exceptional drought that has prevailed for the 
past three months, for a protracted spell of 

warm, dry weather favoured the early advent 
of swarms of grubs, caterpillars, and fly of 
various sorts and kinds ; they live on the leaves 
or tender shoots of fruit-trees, flowers, etc., 

and unless small birds had come to the rescue I 
fear that many gardens would have been well- 

nigh defoliated by this time ; but, owing to the 
exceptionally dry season and soaroity of other 

food, many kinds of small birds have lived 
almost exclusively on grubs, caterpillars, green 
and black-fly, etc. For some weeks past I have 

watched the oommon house sparrows lately 
hanging on to the shoots of wall fruit-trees, 

busily pioking off the fly from the under side of 
the foliage, and different kinds of finches have 
been equally aotive, and I have tried osged 

birds by putting in shoots covered with fly, and 
they have set to work and cleared them off 
rapidly; in fact, my impression is that the 

amount of good done by birds—that are by 
many looked on as the natural enemies of 

gardeners—far outweighs any mischief they do 

at other periods of the year, and I think that 
if the destruction of small birds wore oarried 
too far we should be far greater sufferers from 

the attacks of insects and other pests than we 
are now. Such exceptional seasons as the 

present upset many of our calculations, but it is 
ing to note that birds are doing their1 

_o mitigate the effects of ti e dun. <bi by 

rsistently attacking the worst enemies we nave 

to contend with. J, G., 

A FEW GENERAL NOTES. 

Greenfly.—In a small house this can be 
kept well under limits by using a dry paint¬ 

brush, suoh as can be had for 3d. or 4d. ; hold 
the pot in left hand on its side, brush upwards 
firmly but steadily. Let the aphides fall on 

the ground; they are then harmless. Last 

winter I kept 40 Pelargoniums free from fly by 
brushing once a week. It took about 30 minutes 
to do. Amateurs so often fail when syringing, 
either over or underdoing it. The dry brushing 

is simpler. 
Ants.—It is a mistake, with all due deference 

to many writers, to suppose that ants are only 
after insect life, and that they will not attack 

plants. Recently I had a Tritonia bloom-stalk 
eaten through by small ants. They simply cut 
a deep, wide incision across the stalk, so as to 

kill the bloom. Tritonias aro known to stupefy 
bees in ordinary seasons, and perhapB our long 
period of hot weather hod caused an unusual 

amount of saccharine matter to develop, thus 
attracting the ants. 

Tomatoes can be grown perfectly well under 

Vines if placed against the glass at bottom. I 
always grow enough for hotne use in boxes in 

this wav ; I also grow three or four Cucumber- 
vines the same way, and last season I kept 
the table supplied three times a week for three 

months. Lookie and Telegraph were the kinds 
used. 

Trop.*:olcm speciosom.—An experience of 
over twenty years has told me that this, one of 

the most beautiful and effective of its class, is 
also one of the most uncertain things to grow. 
If the conditions are suitable it comes up like a 

weed, running up many feet from the parent. I 

have grown it in Scotland and Ireland to perfec¬ 
tion in a full southern aspeot, and not at all moist 
ground, notwithstanding these facts are supposed 

to be hostile to its growth. Here, in Jersey, I have 
tried it under all possible conditions, but with¬ 

out success. It is alive but does not flourish, 
and everyone else I hear who has tried it in the 
island has equally failed. 

'Muscat Grapes ripen and oolour perfectly 

in a oold house, provided they get plenty of 
daily sun and air, and that the night tempera¬ 
ture does not fall below 50 degs. I do this 

yearly, and so do many others. They must 
hang until well on in September. 

"Noble ’’ Strawberry.—I was surprised to 
see this variety condemned in Gardening. 

For house forcing and for earlist outdoor fruit 
there is more "Noble’’grown here than any 
other kind. It may not have the high flavour 

of some other varieties, but for size of berry, 

fine colour, and enormous productiveness, we 
oonsider it hard to beat. This year "Noble" 
ripened in the open, end of April, and I weighed 

some fruits whioh exceeded 1 oz. each. L. 

4002. — Paraffln-oll and water for 
plants.—I have seen so much injury done to 
irees and plants through the use of piraffin for 
the purpose of destroying insects that I advise 

you to look for a less destructive remedy. 
Within a mile of where I write I could show 
this correspondent some young Peach-trees with 

soaroely a leaf upon them. The same trees 
started well in the spring, and had set a good 

crop of fruit. They were, however, attacked 
with green-fly, and in an unluoky hour the 
owner syringed them with paraffin and water to 

destroy the insects, with the result that he haB 
lost his crop of fruit for this year and probably 
the next. In the hands of oareful people paraffi i 

is a capital inseotioide, as when sufficiently 
diluted it will not injure even the delicate fronds 

of Ferns. To make it safe the quantity is so 
small that amateurs oannot believe that there is 

enough to do any good. Therefore, my advioe 
to them is that they have nothing at all to do 

with it.—J. C. C. 
- Paraffin-oil and water will not mix 

thoroughly, and this forma a great drawback to 

its use ; otherwise, it is a valuable cleanser. If 
used at all, water and oil should be kept in a 
state of agitation, and therefore it would not be 

suitable for dipping plants in, as the oil of the 
mixture if quiet for only a short time would 

float to the top of the water. I have used it 
oooasionally mixed with water at the rate of i pint 

to 4 gallons of water. But if used at all, it is bost 
to1 mix it with soft soap, blending the soap and 
oil together T7sf) before, adding it to the water. 

F rotri 1 oz. to 2 oz. ol soap to the gallon will 
iJpjjK^si'Ji'n^^ixj^u^jas an inseotioide.— E. H. 
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FRUIT. 

THINNING FRUITS. 

This is a work that will need more than usual 

care this season—at least, if the blossom has set 
eo regularly, in other places as it has done here ; 
yet it is a very pleasant and profitable work, as 

the fact of having to thin proves that the season 
has, thus far, at least, been favourable to the 

early development of the fruit-crop, and our 
proverbially fickle climate has been for ones 

inclined to conditiois so closely bordering on 
“ set fair ” that the danger was really getting 

very imminent that we should suffer from too 
much fine and cloudless weather. Rain fell 

awhile ago, butinonly slight quantities compared 
with what heavily-laden fruit-trees require, and 
unless we get much heavier rain the orop will 
need thinning even more severely, for fruit is so 
largely composed of water that it needs little 

argument to prove that anything approaching 
drought must materially reduce the weight ol 

the crop* Thinning fruit is by no means a new 
thing ; but, as a rule, it is confined to fruit 
grown under glass or on walls. No one would 

think of letting their Grapes or Peaches go un¬ 
thinned, yet little attention is paid to hardy 
fruits, although my idea is that a good crop of 

Apples, Poars, or, in fact, any kind of hardy 

fruit yields more profit than the hot-houic 
growncrops, for it is only what is left after the ex¬ 

penses of production are deduoted that can be set 
down as profit, and we all know that hot houses 
are expensive things. Taking hardy fruits in 

order of merit, I have no hesitation in placing 
before all others— 

The Apple.—Look at the enormous and ever 
increasing demand. Why, with all our improve¬ 

ments in oulture and modes of keeping the fruit 
late we are still dependent on imported fruit 

quite six months out of the year, for Apples are 
always in demand, and if the public cannot get 

home grown samples they will have the imported 
ones, and the price that has been paid for 
months past for boxes and barrels would con¬ 
vince any unprejudiced person that Apples are 
a profitable crop ; but they must be good, and 
the only way to get them really fine is to thin 

out the clusters to one, or, at most, two fruits 
each. Other details of culture must, of course, 

be of the best, but on the thinning of the crop 
depends the size of the fruit. 

Pears are fruits very liable to set in dusters, 

and the value of Pears is more dependent on 
size than almost any fruit. I do not suggest 

that it is necessary to rival the Jersey-grown 
fruit, but there can be no doubt about good 
large samples selling freely, when small, under¬ 
sized fruits are a drug in the market. Kitohen 

Pears pay as well for severe thinning and high 

culture as any of the first-class dessert sorts. 

Plums of good dessert sorts repay thinning 
well, for in a season like the present, when 

fruits are set very plentifully, anything in the 
way of overcropped trees will only produce 
samples that must be sold at so much per 

bushel, but extra fine fruits fit for setting up in 
punnets, and sold at so muoh each, are the ones 
for profit or pleasure. 

Gooseberries may be thinned out by pick¬ 
ing the green fruits for tarts while quito small, 

leaving only the best placed fruits to grow on 
for dessert. 

Strawberries are, as a rule, thinned severely 

when grown in pots, for as soon as enough is set 
for a crop all the rest are dipped off. Surely 

the same attention would be amply repaid with 
outdoor crops. 

Muuuino and watering should be done 
conjointly with thinning, for as soon as the tree 

has got only what fruits are expected to come 
to maturity sol out, every effort should bo made 

to swell up these to their fullost extent; there¬ 
fore, mulch over the root*, and water copiously 
over the mulchiDf. 

J. Groom, Gosport. 

disruption of the sap vessels takes place any¬ 
where ; sometimes on wall trees, and at other 

times when they are grown in a forcing-house. 
There is no cure for it, but it oan be prevented 

by keeping the roots of the trees in good soil and 
near the surface. The leaves of the trees must 

also be healthy, and free from all kinds of 
parasites, snch as mildew and inseot pests.— 

J. D. E. 

-There is nothing very unusual in this, 
especially in the case of old trees. At the same 

time it is perplexing to see them do so while 
other parts of the tree remain perfectly sound 

and healthy. I have examined many such 
branches without being able to trace the cause 

dearly. I am, however, inclined to think that 
it is the result of an injury while the branch 
was quite young, such as a bruise by a knock 

from a hammer, or the undue pressure of a nail, 
which brought on a kind of canker.—J. C. C. 

-If " E. G. W. P.” will examine the 
branch at the base of where the leaves show 
signs of withering it will be found there is a 

wound ; most likely gum will be oozing out of 

3088.—Peach tree branch withering. 
—This is usually caused by what gardeners term 

gumming. An exudation of sap takerfhme at 
a certain point in the brsnch, which rr&duAltV 
hardens, and the branoh dies from thnt-jfottit. 
It dots not matter where the trss grows, as the 

Fruiting-brench ol Kelsey Prune. 

the bark, hence the cause of the leaves 
withering. There are a variety of reasons for 

premature decay of a part of a tree. The main 
one is that the bark has been injured while in a 
young state, moat likely by the ligature sup¬ 

porting this particular branch being made too 
tight, which prevented the bark expanding 
regularly, thus causing a wound. Overcropping 

will aooount for a withering branoh, and so will 
having the roots too deep in a cold subsoil. The 
first, though, is the most oommon cause of Peach¬ 

tree branenea decaying prematurely. There is 

no cure for it now that decay has set in. —S. P. 

- Peach branches msy die from one of 

several causes. The branch may have re¬ 

ceived some injury, or it may arise from gum¬ 
ming or canker, or tho tree may be in weak 
health, and the dead branch may be the first 
indication of the coming break up. It is not 

usual for the branches of heolthy trees to dio in 
the same way as the branches of Apricots die 

off. If the tree is healthy youDg branohes will 
soon fill up the space left vacant by the removal 

of the dead branch. Overcropping ruins a good 

ih-trses.—E. H. 

ht In Apple-tress —Ths f'lAtjastlcM 
—Jjr dtt'.royed uy a mixture of sottnoap »ud 
I rubbed Ip to t h% aBeoted parts with a iV.f 

shavlDg-brush. You should not nrglect to prune ths tree 
If you wish to get a good orop of Apples—A. Q. Butler. 

- The trees are attacked with the 

" American Blight,” which eats ite way under 
the bark, causing wounds, and if not checked 

will eventually kill the trees. The present is 
not a good time to oleanse the trees of this pest, 
but it may be kept in check by well sy ringing 

the trees, thoroughly wetting the affected parte 
with a strong solution of Stott’s Killmright. 

First out away all useless shoots of the current 
year’s growth, as this will enable the liquid to 

better aot upon the blight. When the leaves 
have fallen prune the trees carefully, and 
thoroughly scrub with a hard brush a solution of 

Fir-tree-oil or pure methylated spirit* the parte 
affected, repeating the operation again in a 

month. If any of the insects appear the follow¬ 
ing year touch them with a small brush dipped 
in Fir-tree-oil, mixed with water as directed on 
the vessel containing it, as bought from any 

seedsman.—S. P. 

- This is certainly the “ American Blight." 
The white fluffy stuff is the protecting material 

over the insect which does the mischief (Aphis 
lanigera). It would oertainly in time kill the 
trees if not destroyed. There is no better way 

to deal with it than to take a small pot of 

paraffin and apply it just as it is, undiluted, 
with a brush. The liquid penetrates into all tho 
crooks and orevioes, destroying every one of the 
inseot*. The pest attacks the branohes first, 

but will in time descend to the roots, where it 
seriously hampers the growth of the trees.— 

J. D. E. 

- •• American Blight" mey be got rid of by persne- 
rmnoe If tbs trees ere worth eevinir. There is no better 
remedy than eotc-eoap, made Into a etrong lather and 
brushed well Into the craokt and orevioes where the 
Ineeots are laid up.—E. H. 

THE KELSEY PRUNE. 

In reply to “ J. R. S.,” this is a very fine Plum, 

largely grown in California. We should be glad 
to hear from anyone who has grown the Plum in 

this country as to its hardiness and productive¬ 

ness. 

STRAWBERRIE8 IN POTS. 

With regard to sorts of Strawberries to grow in 
pots, opinions differ greatly as to which are tho 

best. Almost every grower has bis favourites, 
but there oan be no question, I think, as to the 

great superiority of British Queen, if size and 
flavour are taken into consideration. Unfor¬ 

tunately, British Queen will not suooeed every¬ 
where, and many have a difficulty in growing it, 

as it requires a good, rioh, and moderately light 
soil, and even then it is apt to be barren and go 
off With me it does well, and is the chief kind I 

cultivate. In cases where the Queen fails nr is 
not satisfactory, I would advise 8ir Joseph 
Paxton to be substituted. Thi* possesses many 

good qualities, as it has size, firmness, high 
colour, and excellent flavour. President has 

long been a favourite with many and is a 
prodigious cropper, as it flowers abundantly, 

set* freely, and the fruit swells regularly and 
colours up well. Sir Charles Napier is valued by 
market -growers, as it is a robust free growing 

variety, but though showy and taking to look at, 
it i* not of high quality. Auguste Nicaiae has 
during tho last year or two oome nndsr notice, 

and just lately a dish of fruit of it exhibited 
caused quite a sensation, as each fruit weighed 

over 2 oz., and it is a fair flavoured kind. The 
above-mentioned are all second earlies, there¬ 
fore, for first crop forcing it is neoessary to have 

some other sort, the most precocious among those 
known being Noble, whicn ripens at least a fort¬ 

night before any other I have yet tried in pots. 
For freedom of growth, setting and cropping, 

Noble is quite unsurpassed, the fruit being large 
and very showy, but tho flavour is flat, or it 
would be the most valuable kind in existence. 

The one I depend chiefly on is Vicomtesso, 
but it requires good cultivation, and to be satis¬ 

factory the plants must bo strong. I f they are, 
they send up fine heads of flow«r and produce 
large, firm, rich, bright-looking fruit that packs 
and travels well without being injured or 
bruised. In forcing Strawberries, however, it 

is not advisable to have many varieties, but 

to stick to two or three that are found to suit, 
a* then a more regular supply can generally bo 
Maintained icxcl ]<*-i tv job?; entailed in their pre< 
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RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS. ‘ln tho b«»oreI took extrapreoauiion.. [ GARDEN AND PLANT PHOTOGRAPHS 

Questions.—Queries and answers are inserted in 
Gardening .tree of charge if correspondents follow the rules 
h- ro laid dawn for their guidance. AU communication 
for insertion should be clearly amt concisely written on 
nnesidc of the paiter only, ana addressed to the Editor of 
IlAKDKNiTo, 37, Soiithampton-street, CoveiUyarden, Lon- 
ilnn. Letters on business should be sent to the I’l'blikiier. 

The name and address of the sender arc required in 
addition to any designation he may desire to bn used in 
the paper. When more than one query is sent, each 
shnidd be on a separate piece of paper. Unanswered 
queries should be repeated. Correspondents should bear 
In mind that, as Gakdrnixo has to be. sent to press tom: 
time in adcance of date, they cannot altcays be replied to 
in the issue immediately following the receipt of their 
communication. 

Answers (which, with the except ion of such as cannot 
well be classified, will be found in their different dipart- 
meats) should always bear the number and title placed 
aaainst the query replied to, and our readers will greatly 
oblige us by adoising, as far as their knowledge and 
observations permit, the correspondents who seek assist• 
mice. Conditions, soils, and means vary so infinitely 
that several answers to the same question may often tic 
very useful, and those who reply would do well to mention 
the localities in which their experience is gained. Corres¬ 
pondents who refer to articles inserted in Oarokxi.su 
should mention the number In whieh they appeared. 

40*27.—Early Fuolinlns for window culture 
—Wanted,please, the namesof the throe earliest-blooming 
Fuchsias lor window culture.—C. N. P. 

41*29 -White-flowered plants for cutting.— 
What is the best wbito-flowered plant (or cutting from to 
come into season just belore the Pinks 1—0. N. P. 

40*20.-Blood-manure, Ao.—Will someone kindly 
tell me how to make blood Into dry manure with obemlcals, 
and how to dissolve bones?—Amateur Gardbnbr, Bull. 

4030 — Franooa ramosa—Will somebody 'kindly 
tell mo what treatment is required to grow Francos 
ramosa (Bridal Wreath), and what is its season (or flower- 
lng?-ENQUIRER. 

4031. —Monthly Rose.—Will someone kindly inform 
mo if the old-fashioned Pink Monthly Rose is eultable for 
pegging down, or If it flowers better when left to grow 
naturally ?—Busts. 

4032. —Out flowers.—I have got plenty of plants in 
bloom to out from Just now except red. What can 1 grow 
to.give scarlet, crimson, and pink ehadeeoutdoors in early 
Juno ? Locality, Wolverhampton.—0. N. P. 

403I.-Sempervlvum tabulteforme —Is this 
hardy or tender 1 1 have a plant—or rather eight or nine Eiiants—In an 9-Inch pot, whloh does no good, and I should 
Ike to know if I can plant It In the garden ?—0. N. P. 

4034.—A Privet hedge.—When is tbs best time to 
cut down a Privet hedgo two years old with a view to 
strengthening it ? It gets killed every winter—tliatie, some 
of the stems—and it is, in consequence, very thin, Can 1 Silt in cuttings at the bottom' If so, when, please?— 

. N. P. 
4035.—Lilies and Irises—I am anxious to plant a 

border for next year with Lilies and Irises. It faoessooth, 
with a brick wall at the back ; soil, clay and loam. Would 
anyone kindly tell me (he names of some of the best Lilies 
(ooloured and white) and Irises? 1 should like as many as 
possible to flower in the summer.—Paul Prt. 
4030—Plumbago alba —I have a very flourishing 

plant of Plumbago alba on my greenhouse roof, growing 
in large pot. Will some reader kindly suggest a plant to 
replace It to givo white cut flowers? The Plumbago 
blooms are too perishable. All kinds of greenhouse stuff 
flourish, and tho house is moderately heated in winter. 
I-ean-to, 18 feet by 0 feet; aspect, west.—C. N. P. 

4037.—Treatment of an Apricot.—Thsnks to 
your good advice, I have for the first time nine Quinces 
and a good crop of Aprloote, so troubloyouagaln. A Pear- 
tree against a south wall planted aboutelx years book makes 
vigorous growth, long shoots; hitherto 1 have cut them off. 
Tried root-pruning by cutting a trench about 14 Inches 
from wall. Still the same luxurious Bhoots and foliage, 
but no blossom even. What is best to do with it.—G. 0. 

4038.—Manure for Chrysanthemums -In a 
recent numlier of Gardenixo I notice that pigeon’s manure 
Is rcoommended for Chrysanthemums, to be used in a 
liquid stats. Would dove's manure answer the sumo pur¬ 
pose, and would the oorn accidentally mixed with it make 
the water in any way injurious to plants? The doves are 
kept in a large cage, and have plenty of grit, wntor, Iso., 
and are quits healthy.—Enquirer. 

4041.—A fly attacking Cattleya roots {J. T.)- 
Tho roots sent appear to have been inhabited by a fly ; but 

have great faith in cremation, so I advise it In particular The subjects selected may be: Beautiful 
for this pest; but they require tobe collected when young, houses and country seats; garden landscapes; 
because then they cannot have done so much injury to the A-,—-, 
Plante, and the eyesore is the quicker got rid of.-M. B. Picturesque trees ; plants, hardy and tender I 

leaves, obtains the name of the Shoe-lace-plant. 1 have branch or branches, not in dishes ; standard 
no doubt that it looks very gay, some ten or twelve vegetables; good flower-gardens, or any other 
flowers similar to the one you send all being situated upon .t: t. t in “ j„n 
short stalks throws them together, and they make a tine 0DJecM 01 interest in a garden. 
display. I do not think I have ever said anything about T Torp „„ t,RT7c.0 
tho management of this plant. It Is one of those odd out- Liloi Ur rttlAHS. 
of-tho-way plants that I had really forgotten it; but better „ 0 . . . , . 
late than never, and I will before long. 1 am full of pro- OOUNTRY DKATS AND GARDENS.—A prizo 01 
mists, however, at present.—M. B. TWENTY GUINEAS will be given for the host 

tho management of this plant. It Is one of those odd out- LIST OF PRIZES, 
of-the-wsy plants that I had really forgotten it; but better „ „ . . . , . 
late than never, and I will before long. 1 am full of pro- OOUNTRY OEATS AND GARDENS.—A prize 01 
mists, however, at present.—M. B. Twenty Guineas will be given for the host 

4013.—Llnarla trlstla-X B'.'tU sends this for a aeries 0f not less than six photographs of Tudor, 
name, saying he received it from his brother from the Elizabethan, Jacobean, or other old English 
Canary Islands. It is a very beautiful species of tho Toad- liouBes and their gardens, particularly showing 

ripe' seeds^and* a't'once OT&ftXJMSj ft“ beauty of the h'ouse in ration to tfe garden! 
neighbourhood. It grows naturally in rocky places, and Picturesque old Farm and Manor houses will 
thorefors it would suooeed in tho rookery with but little not be excluded from this competition, 
soil about its roots. I should drop a seed or two into sale - _ _ „ 
places in any old walls round about you, anywhere to get GENERAL GARDEN AND rLANT PHOTOGRAPHS, 
it established, for its glaucous leaves and its somewhat —First prize for the best collection of general 
large flowers, whloh are greenish-yellow and purple upper glirdon photographs, SEVEN GUINEAS. Second 
lip. would make It a very welcome objeot In any position, ®rn„„„_ 
nud It flowers very freely.-*>• J. P“zo. FOUR GUINEAS. Third prize, THREE 

4044 —Colllnsla verna-S. Martin .end. plants of °U1N7'AS’ .This “{*“ includ.e »^jects from 
this beautiful and charming annual, whloh 1 have found a»y class, from either outdoor or indoor gardens, 
to flower best when town In the autumn, pricked off into FLOWERING PLANTS. — A prize of FlVB 

?s££s8±s»3e “u»°f r fM 
nlng of April until the end of May. The flowers are so photographs of flowering plants grown in the 
charming from their exquisite colours, the upper part open air or under glass. This series may include 
bolng pure white, the lowor part bright mute-blue, remind- flow(irghruhs of all sorts 
Ing one of the lovely blue OentUna verna. Although an ™>woring snruos 01 an sorts. 
annual, it is a plant whioh everyone should grow, but it is Best GARDEN FRUITS.—A prize of FlVB 
a plant to whioh the slugs and snails appear to have an GUINEAS for tho best collection of photographs 
especial liking. I And also that it grows best when shaded . r . 
a little from the sun, and not, like the majority of annuals, ft"7 °‘ °,ur g"°l1 8afden ‘TulW.* 
fully exposed to the sun’s rays.-J. J. Poaches, Apples, Pears, Plums, Cherries, &c., or 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 

bush-fruits, to bo shown on tho branches, not in 
dishes. No prize will be awarded to photographs 

of fruits or vegetables crowded in dishes. 

A,VI communications respecting plants or fruit. Best VEGETABLES. — A prize of TlIBEB 
cent to name should always accompany the parcel, which n , , ,,_7 “ 
should be addressed to the Editor of Oardexi.no Illus- GUINEAS for tho best collection of photographs 
trated, 37, Southampton-street, Strand, London, II .C. of best garden vegetables. The object of this 

Names of plants.— B — Apparently Allium pul- is to got full representations of the best garden 
ohellum.-—L. a. CrowUy.—Tsuuu communis.—J. vegetables under the old gonuino names. We 

^^^TterumTriiWioSk vX??!0;:du uot rnt 10 excludo roal novolties when thoy 
Oncidlum Gardrieri.-J. IIrye- — Purple flower, llletia aIe suen. 
specie. ; the other some Kpldendrum, but the specimen. In any of the departments, If no CoUeotion of 
arc too small Ami withered to nntno accurately. — T. .« . ^ __ -s. • r" . • * _ 
Mann.-Your Delphinium appears to be I>. vltlfolium. BUfhoient meat 18 Bent in, no prize Will be 
—G. Cvnninqhatn.—Oinnot name from leave* only with awarded. All competitors not winning a prize 
any certainty, but these ar* what I take your specimens to wfi\ for each photograph chosen receive the sum 

£!;,of half-a-guiuea. In order to give all readers 
be : 1. MyrliiB bulbatn ; 2, Kuhns australis ; 3, Coproema 
BauerUnn.-A. Hoppe.—l, Spirma palmata; 2. yoor of half-a-guiuea. i all readers 

4030. — Management of a greenhouse. — I 
should be very much obliged if anyone would suggest to 
ms any means of gsttiog over the following ditllcully— 
vis.: A friend of mine, who has a greenhouse some 30 feet 
long, required the top ehadlng last summer, and ordered 
one of hie men to do so, but who foolishly ooatsd it with 
ordinary green paint. The oonaequenoe is that every¬ 
thing baa almoet died through the house being i leadened. 
Of oourse the paint has got such a hold on tho glass it 
seems Impossible to get It off. If you can give me any 
assistance as to removing it 1 shill be very thankful.—A 
Coxstaxt Subscriber. 

White Rose appears to bo K sencea.—J. H. W.—Borego ample time to prepare good photographs the 
stems.-T. J., Swindon.- Yes. we think Rose is Catherine competition will be kept open until the last 
Mermef,-II. Sichole.—Henbane(Hyoeeyaraus niger).— Tulv lege 
Mrs. l-aughan Hughes—Yet. miliaria Kamechatioa; &atur(luy m Juiy, l»»d. 

other flower must, be sent In fresher oondition to name. WHAT TO AVOID.—Out flowers or plants should 

not be arranged in vases with patterns on them. 

Smith.—Impossible to name from such specimens, and Backgrounds should be plain, so as not to come 
also the numbors have oil become detached through bod into competition with the bcauliful flowers. 

paoking. Figures of men or women, barrows, watering- 
Names of fruit.—-5. S'. C.—We cannot namu Straw- pots, rakes, hoes, rollers, and other implements, 

berries, especially when crushed to pieces, as In this cose, r ’ ... ’ ■’ ■’_ .. J 
iron railings, wtres, or iron supports of any kind, 

- labels, and all like objects should be omitted 
TO CORRESPONDENTS. from these photographs. The intention m to 

We should be glad xf readers would remember that toe show the full beauty of the subject taken, and this 
do not answer queries by post, and that we cannot under- rnamot he done well when the nhnt no ranker U 
take to forward letters to correspondents, or insert queries Cft , , . V'WMgramner is 
that do not contain the name and addtfsH of tender. coi\fu6cd by other consideralions. DtoarJ Jioivtrs 

It. S-Fumigate frequently and lightly with Tobacco. ^fleclive when taken directly from above. 
____ The camera should be brought low down for such. 

AU photographs should be mounted singly, and 

BIRDS. not several on a card. They should not be 
■ mounted on cards with black backs, and the 

4015 -Trapping and killing plgeon8.-wm photographs shotdd not be Uss in size than 6 inches 
you inform mo If I have a legal rijent to trap and kill by 4 inches. In many of the photographs sent »n 
pigeons? Thev are owned by a neighbour, who takes no for our last competition the subjects were much 
notice °t complaint. ; but a. the birds are most destructive ovtrcrowded. The. following arc the rules to be 

To the following queries brief editorial replies 
are given ; but readers are invited to give further 

answers should they be able to ofler additional 
advice on the varioui subject*. 

4010-Seedling Ferns.—R. G. \V. R. appears to 
havo sown some spores of a Maiden hair Fern, and be haa 
got a crop of Burls ssrrulato, and be asks for an explana¬ 
tion? Well, I euppote the spores of the I’terls'have 
sottlcd upon tho Aduntum, and they wore eowfiat the 
same time, or ths sports of .the Purls floating I n tbehirk 
found the toil suitable for tium. and, comer uefclyJtBey-f 
grew. 6uoh thinge oft.n ooour; In fact, I ueed to be 

amt co,^Mcd by other figurations. Dwarf flowers 

If. S.— Fumigate frequently and lightly with Tobacco. «r« tcfn ^CtlM from. abo^ 
____ The camera should be brought low down for such. 

All photographs should be mounted singly, and 

BIRDS. not several on a card. They should not be 
■ mounted on cards with black backs, and the 

4015 -Trapping and killing pigeons.-wm photographs shotdd not 6« Less in size than 6 inches 
you inform mo If I have a legal right to trap and kill by q inches. In many of the photographs sent in 
plgeone? They are owned by a neighbour, who takes no for our last competition the subjects were much 
notice of complaints ; but as the birds are most destructive overcrowded The foUowina are the rules to be 
to my garden produce. I do not know of any other alter- °’ACJ°ATl nJI , 0 * 
native.—Constant Readrr. observed by all competitors.— 

__ First.—TAe photographs may be of objecti in the posies- 
sion of either the sender or others; but the source whrnoe 

•’ Gardening Illustrated ” Monthly Parts.- u!Tar,' mutf be,t']led- a~i non* "nt. .tA« “W- PrA-, Si • /w. m AiAWMeuajr va, ,,yht of which is open to question. There is no limit as to 
TJj' ... .. , , number, and no fee to pay. The Editor is to ham the right 

The Garden Monthly Parts.—This Journal of engraving ana publishing any of the chosen photographs 
U published in neatly bound Monthly Parts. In this form the j'hs photographs may be printed on any good paper that 
coloured plates art best preserved, and U It wort auftuifi for .hows the subnets clearly; but those onalbumeniied paper 
reference previotu to the l»i of the half-yearly volumes. 1™ toriMranns wiwmairaisrsBra pyiir 
Price, Is. 6A; port tree, 1». ltd. Complrte »<i of volumes oj are preferred jor engraving. 
Tiie Garden from Ue commencement to end of 18M, forty. Second.—Tho name and address of the sender, together 
two vole., price, doth, J30 UU. with the name and description of the object shown, should 

, ’’Farm and Home” Monthly Parte.-TAu phol<vrapk- 
journal is published in neatly bound Monthly Parte, In which T'"* “ Kr!/ t"‘Portan<- 
form it is most suitable for reference previous to the issue of the 
yearly volumes. Price 5d.; poet free, 3d. 

Third.—All communications relating to the competition 
must be addressed to the Editor of OhitDKKUto Illustrated* 

7 Flowers.”—Giving descriptions of op- 37, Houthamplon-street, Covent-gardsn, 

lirteen hundred of the wort ornamental speoiee, ArM0nW*»»| f RfictCfraphse Oompetiti 
in* for their arrangement, oulturs, da. Fifth ana petitort wishing their photographs n 
HJon, Is.; port Art, Is. Id. I IM l\/F dntjB* fttefoWVJ'oyfdgf stftjmis t 
i .* 87, Southampton-street, Strand, ir.Ci1 V ^ffortho* pot-pose. I LL11IIVJ TO Ml 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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FLOWERS IN SMOKY SUBURBS. 

Tine dweller in crowded cities and smoky 

suburbs ia sometimes filled with tho desire to 

bring'a little of the country into his humble plot- 

He envies the cottager, for there often the flowors 

cover the soil, and they seont to need no hand to 

constantly minister to their wants, the soil, air, 

tnd full sunshine giving them vigorous life. A 

dill'erent picture is presented in tho town garden- 

Obstacles are oftenmet at every turn, and perseve' 

ranee is needed to bring to tho fullest boauty the 

flowers that find a place in the crowded suburb. 

The Londoner or whoever he may be need not 
despair. The town garden may bring forth 
beautiful pictures when the propor plants are 
selected. More failures result from a bad start 
thin from any other cause. Begin well and you 

will succeed, but lay down a false foundation 
and the whole business is vexatious. Before 
alluding to the beat plants to grow in cities 
or their environs it will bo profitable to 
devote a short space to the gardon itself— 

soil, situation, and kindred matters. Usually 
the garden is composed of vory indifferent 
soil, a mixture of builder’s rubbish, odd bits 
of refuse, a singular hotch-potch medley of 
various materials, not exactly the typo of 

“stuff” from which one can expect beautiful 
Sowers to spring. Commence boldly by putting 
a little new soil, manure and lime—town gardens 
are usually deficient in this valuable subatanco— 
into the soil to make it worthy of the plants. 
If it has not been turned over for many years, 
as is sometimes the case where the house is not 

new, give the ground a thorough trenching, 
digging it up well so as to expose it as much as 
possible to the kindly influence of the rains and 
atmosphere, or frosts if the season of the year 

at which the work is done is in winter. Autumn 
and winter are the two periods of the year when 
this work ia best accomplished, flowers then 
having departed for a time, and the ground is 
practically idle. My remarks are, however, 
made now, as overyone is thinking, of flowers 

and gardens in the summer months. Beware of 
false imitations of rooks, paltry attempts to 
reproduce mountain scenery. A great disfigure¬ 
ment to many otherwise pleasing town gardens 
is this so-called rockery, a heap of stones or 
burrs thrown together anyhow, and providing 

very small habitation for the plants un¬ 
fortunate enough to have a place there. 
The “ pockets ” of soil are too small to 

permit of vigorous growth, and the 
plants strive to look respectable under the 
started conditions. Sometimes the Creeping 
Jeony will hide much of the ugly brickwork, 

bnt more often than not there is insufficient soil 
to promote free growth. Get the ground firstly 
in good order ; then proceed to lay it out, taking 

care not to chop it up into a multitude of pathB, 
but give every available apace to flowers. As 
the object is to have flowers, in place of briok 
or atone edgings, form the edging of the London 
Pride or the Thrift, which grows well near large 

towns. I will now give a list of the plantadint 
may lie expected to live well in town gallons 
and if the list is not very long it will oi 
many beautiful things. The Iris, popularly 

called the Flag, is a splendid town flower, 
appearing even almost to relish smoke and a 
vitiated atmosphere. In the garden of the 

writer it makes a brave show each year, although 
this little spaoe is not far removed from a busy 
city, and more than one kind may be grown, as 
the family of Flags is a very large one. Chief and 
foremost ia the common garden Flag, or German 

Iris (I. germanica), which is recognised bv its 
strong, sword-like, glaucous-ooloured leafage, 
and bravo purplo flowers, bold, effective, and full 
of graceful curves, intense in colour, and though 
lasting but a brief time individually, appear in 
gay succession, one bud expanding after the other 

on the same sturdy stem. Even against dusty 
highways this beautiful flower will appear to be 
regardless of the unpleasant surroundings. Be¬ 

sides the oommon kind one may choose also the 
lovely variety Celeste, pallida, the milky-white 
Florentine Iris, Qaeon of May, also the 

Dalmatian Iris, and Madame Chereau, white, 
with violet colouring at the margin of the 

florets. The Iris fancier mav also grow the 
tall, Graas-like Siberian Iris, but it is belter to 
relv entirely upon tho germanica typos than risk 

failure with the other species and varieties. The 
Iris requires a good, well-drained soil, rather 
heavy than light, and onoe the plants are estab¬ 
lished they should not be disturbed at the root 
if broad-spreading masses are desired. Like 

many another perennial this brave flower hates 
disturbance at the root. It is constant inter¬ 
ference with it that brings about failure. 

Tub Carnation is a splendid town flower. 
It is used in the London parks with the greatest 
success, the Old Crimson and White Clove, some¬ 
times called Gloiro do Nancy, making good pro¬ 

gress even in tho centre almost of the metro¬ 
polis. In my garden in Clapham—not a 
country village — I can grow a superb 
selection of all the leading kinds, florist's 
and the ordinary garden Carnations. The 

Chrysanthemum is one of the finest of town Slants, apparently relishing the unpleasant con- 
itions of town life. The subjoined list is of 

necessity small. Comparatively few hardy 

plants will live in towns, hut from experience the 
following, if not so plentiful as in the country, 
always give a good return in the way of 
flowers Tor labour expended. Taking them 
alphabetically, we have the Japanese Anemones. 
A. japonica, a rose-coloured speoies; but the 
kind moat largely grown is the variety album, 
or Honorine Jobert, in whioh the flowers are of 

the purest white, and invaluable to cut from for 
the house. A clump of this in the garden makes 
a fine picture, and the plant commences to bloom 
when the flush of summer things has passed. Pro¬ 
vide them with a rich soil, well manured, and 

during the summer months give an abundance of 
water, as in town gardens in particular the soil 

quickly gets dry—almost dust-dry. Pat in at 
the start good plants, not weakly scraps that 
need a lifetime almost to grow into respectable 

specimens; and once in position leave them 
alone, except for an occasional mulching, for 
several years. Constant disturbance at the 
root, as in the case of the Iris, is most hurtful. 

More plants are killed by mistaken kindness 
^plh in ‘fcli Lknbat any other souroe. Then we may 
Auaii.o A t>n*r small selection the Rock lOresS 

(ArablY albida), smothered with white flowers 

throughout the summer season, making little 
snow-like drifts and running riot hither and 
thither, deigning even to cover ground the 
reverse of agreeable to hardy plants in general. 
The White Rock Cress ia one of the most accom¬ 

modating of perennial flowers, and may bo per¬ 
mitted to cover rockeries or tree-stumps with a 
surfaco of blossom. The Michaelmas Daisies 
will possibly oocur to mind as an exceptionally 
attractive family, free in growth, and blooming 
freely at a season of the year when flowers are 
fast fleeing away. One wants, of course, to see 
tho Aster in a country garden, filling the soenerjs- 

with colour, bravo masses of bloom oruating a 
shimmering of varied purple and lilac tones in the 
landscape. This great North American family is 
composed of many “ weeds but there are many 

gemB, such as tho dwarf A. acris, often a mass of 
bloom, the plant not growing more than 2J feet 
in height. Then we have A. besaarabicus, or A. 
amellus, as it is usually called, the flower being 
a mere variation from the latter ; the spooied 
and a few plants of this are very showy in late 
September. One may also name A. duuioaus, 
A. linearifolius, A. ericoides, A. In-vis, and 
A. No vie Anglia), the last-mentioned being the 
tallest of all, reaching a height of nearly 
5 feet. The town gardener need not be deprived 
of the Bellflowers or Campanulas. A splendid 

kind for smoky atmospheres is C. Rapunculus, 
very free blooming, the flowerB large and rich 
purple-blue, and the plant is of easy growth. 
The writer has had for several years in his 
surburban garden a mass of this native Bell¬ 

flower, whilst C. glomcrata dahurica possesses 
much charm, the plant growing in ordinary soil, 
but requiring a moderately open position. Its 
clusters of flowers—henco its common name, 
Clustered Bellflower—aro of intense violet-purple, 
and useful for cutting. The Giant Cornflower, 
for such it may be called, Centaurea montaua, 

and its varieties aro very free border plants, 
making rich tufts of growth, the flowers like 
those of an ordinary Cornflower, but three times 
as large, and varying in colour from pure-white 

to quite a rose-shade. The remarkably free- 
blooming Erigeron, or Stenactis speciosus, is a 
valuable border plant, growing well in ordinary 
garden soil, and bearing its large lilac flowers in 

profusion throughout the greater part of the 
summer. It is Bhowy and free. The yellow- 
flowered Coreopsis lanceolata, which seems to 
live best in light warm soils, and tho perennial 
Larkspurs or Delphiniums are a host in them¬ 

selves. Every old-fashioned cottage garden 
worthy of the name is enriched Dy broad, 

vigorous clumps of the Larkspur, the tall, 
straight, sturdy stems rising up from the 
luxuriant bush of rich-green leafage. During 

tho past few years Messrs. Kelway and Son, of 
Langport, Somerset, have greatly improved this 
race by hybridisation, and in some of the newer 

varieties we get bold contrasts of colour 
and great beauty in the individual bloom. 

It is strange that some of the best of 
plants for town gardens are seldom seen there. 

The 
Plantain Lilies or Funkias are a case in 

pointOflTfffl&jpftwfo0* fi°wora they are attrac¬ 
tive to, look at. the loavos broad, glaucous green 
ib I colour, fiotile,' jcmukebly ornamental. 
F„ ovata is one of the most suitable, as it seems 
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to atand better than the others the trials and 
hardships of a smoke and sulphur-laden air. 

Then we have F. Sieboldi, F. japonioa, t. lancl- 
folia, and F. grandiflora, which has pure-white 

fragrant flowers, requiring a sunny spot, and 
warm, thoroughly well-drained soil. The writer 
has seen even in the heart of London, where the 

householder is unblessed with a garden, thriving 
masses of F. ovata grown in tubs to adorn the 
flag-paved fore court. The chief requisite under 

these conditions is a good supply of water in 
the summer months, when the sun beats fiercely 
upon the pavement, and renders plant life un¬ 

happy. The great family of Perennial Sun¬ 
flowers, or Helianthusos as they are botanically 

called, form a beautiful group of hardy plants, 
preserving a distinctive family likeness, but 
differing in habit. The commonest is the double- 

flowered Helianthus multiflorus j then we get 
H. orgyalis and H. decapotalus, that grow to a 
considerable height, the shoots Blender, and 
swaying their many flowers in tho wind. All 
grow vory readily in ordinary soils. Then the 

I»ay Lilies may be mentioned, and they will 
grow almost anywhere. All the plants named 

have tho happy disposition of not being very 
particular as to the soil or their surroundings. 
They will live in the most uncongenial spots, 

asking Bimply to be left alone. Lilies are 
not good town flowers. One may sometimes 

see them in brave attire, but it is better to 
leave them alone, except, perhaps, L. croceum 
(the Common Orange Lily), L. uinbellatum, and 
L. auratum, but when money is no object, a 

vision of Lilios may be gained each year with 
new bulbs. The Creeping Jenny, full of charm 

when permitted to run over rockwork. Evening 
Primroses, the Mossy Saxifrage, London Pride, 

Golden Rod, Spanish Squills (Scilln oapanulala), 
and Sedum spectabilc may all receivo admission 
iato our select list of town flowers. The Sedum 
succeeds in the smallost and poorest garden, the 

rosy flowers crowded on flattened heads, 
making a bright show in the month of 

September. The Japan Knotweed (Polygonum 
cuspidatum), if weedy in growth, living 

almost anywhere, on tho top of an ash-heap 
or on a gravel path, is a very beautiful weed, 
but requires careful treatment somewhat to 

bring out tho full beauty of its finely-arched 
stems and pondont strings of creamy flowers. 

I have often seen it bloom with great freedom 
in large towns, and if the display of flowers is 
not very imposing, tho habit and leafage of this 

Japanese plant are attractive. Tho young 
shoots as they come up through tho ground 
are said to be oaten by the Japanese, in the 
same way as Asparagus is eaten in England. 

Town girdons are usually muoh in tho shade, 
through their small size and surrounding build¬ 
ings, but even if the whole garden were de¬ 

prived of the blessed influence of tho sun, it 

would bo possiblo to got some onjoymont out of 
it. H»rdv Ferns delight in shade and moisture. 
Beautiful varieties of the Male and Lady Fern 

can be grown into large specimens, and such 
things as the Spanish Squills bloom each year 

with unfailing regularity. To ensure success, 
as before pointed out, begin well, incorporating, 
in tho caso of the Ferns, a fair sharo of peat with 

tho soil, and remember that moisture is life to 
them. Many things suffer from tho poverty of 
tho soil. The London Pride reveals a different 
complexion when grown as if worthy of some¬ 

thing better than ashes and brick-ends, and this 
remark applies to town and, in fact, all plants in 
general. Let gardening bo thoroughly well 
done, a suitable selection of things made, and 
hours of recreation from business will be well 

repaid by healthy exercise, bringing into life 
gay flowers, a pleasure to see, swoot reminders 
of country gardens and waysides. C. 

Pink Napoleon III.—When calling last 
season at Messrs. Kclway’s nursery at Langport, 
I was much impressed with the value of the mule 
Pink for borders and beds as I looked on some 

large masses growing in the most exposed situa¬ 

tions. At the time of my visit they were in full 
bloom, one mass of Napoleon III. being some 
f> feet or 6 feet across. Some years ago, when 

living in North Hants, I grew these Pinks 
largely, and they used to bloom so profusely 

that it was ditiicult to obtain cuttings. I over¬ 
came this by taking the cuttincs>from some 

plants early in pnnng, allowinglthtii(Tb bi ~ 
into growth, aninheti takihg atfbthl^dfetci 
cuttings.—F. 

GARDEN WORK.* 

Conservatory- 
The weather at the time ol writing Is intensely hot, ami 

shade and water will make up the principal Items of 
management. Any plants which o»n be taken from the 
stove will do very well in the conservatory now. Palms, 
Feme, and other foliage plants will give a cool appearance 
that will be usually much appreciated. Fuchsias planted 
out will be charmingly effective haoging about; climbers of 
various kinds will also take off the stiffness. It is such an 
easy matter now to clothe bare walls that are naked ; 
surfaces should lie hidden with foliage and blossoms. I 
have before alluded to the value of Ivy-leaved "Gera¬ 
niums'' for this purpose, and they are also so well adapted 
for filling wire-baskets to suspend wherever there is 
room. Achimenes also should be used for filling baskets. 
They are very effective when the baskets are of consider¬ 
able size. Hard-wooded plants may now go outside for the 
most part, but they must not be taken from a shaded Srecnhouae or oonaervatory during this bright weather 

Irect to the open air and placed wnere tho sunshine can 
reaoh them or the leaves will suffer. If taken out during 
a dull time no harm will be done, but to place a plant 
outside in this scorching weather would turn the leaves 
brown in a few hours. It they are taken out whilst this 
sunny weather lasts, place them under the shade of a tree 
till the foliage has hardened a bit, or else place them on 
the north side of a building. They can be moved to a 
more open place when the foliage has got hardened a bit. 
Camellias muse not be placed in the sun at all, as the 
leaves may scorch, and a Camellia with burnt leaves is 
disfigured for a long time. Ventilators should be left on 
all night now. The night air when there Is no wind is very 
beneficial to all greenhouse plants. Watering should as 
far as possible be done in the evening. There will of 
oourse be plants that will require water more than once a 
day in suon drying weather, and an eye must be kept upon 
them and water given when required. Young stuff will 
now be in pits ana frames, and can easily be made com¬ 
fortable with shade and a gentle dewing over when closed 
in the afternoon. As the plants get larger and stronger, 
air will be left on all night, but at present young stuff will 
be kept pretty close to encourage growth. Use the 
engine or syringe os freely as circumstances will permit. 

Stove. 

There is muoh beauty of leafage in a collection of 
Crotons. 1 do not know that I should care to have a house 
full of Crotoas, but they are charming among Ferns, thinly Slaced and elevated a bit to bring them up near the glass. 

here is a drawback about such an arrangement. The 
Ferns llko a subdued light and little or no direct sunshine. 
Crotons, on the other hand, will only put on their full 
oolour in a light houee. Ilut difficulties of this kind have 
to be met and, if possible, surmounted in most gardens, 
unless special houses oan be constructed for each 
family of plants, and this can hardly be done at 
present. As tho Amaryllis complete their growth they 
will gradually go to rest. I hare taken them to a 
cool frame and let them rest in the cool, afterwards 
exposing them to heat to complete their ripening. 
Suokers moy be taken from I'andanus Veltchi when 
any are present, and be started singly in 5-Inch pots’ 
Plante of this else make charming llttlo subjects for the 
rooms. Pot in rather poor peaty soil to keep the variega¬ 
tion right. The same advioe may be given as regards the 
variegated Aspidistra and variegated form of the Cyprus 
altcrnlfolius. When well done this is rather a graceful 
thing, and It requires more beat than the green-leaved 
type. Young growing plants of Ixoras may have the last 
station's shift now or shortly. It is of no use trying to 
grow these In Inferior loam. The small quantity which is 
required will not bo a ruinous affair—at any rate, ihe 
ohoicer stove plants will have good soil. Plants may 
suooeeil in a lower temperature in winter if the roots are 
In a healthy oondition, but starve a weakly plant, with Its 
roots In a bad oondition, and it dies and disappears. Great 
caro is necessary in watering, more especially In houses 
only shaded. 

Pern-house. 
This Is a good season for visiting a Fern nursery and 

selecting a few fresh varieties. One might easily make 
out a list which might be recommended ; but it will be 
bettor and more satisfactory for the buyer to visit one of 
tho large growers and see what he has In stock. If we 
oould have all our desires gratified, I should say build me 
a nice roomy houie, and let me have a representative 
oolleotlon of Adlaotums. Scarcely anything could be 
more Interesting than a house filled with Maiden hairs of 
every kind, from the tall-growing trapezlformo to the 
small, but elegant, aasimile. Probably an enthusiast in 
Ferns would want to carry the nutter further. A houseful 
of Gold and Silver Ferns well grown will bo equally 
Interesting to the Maidenhairs, and then we must have a 
oool, dark oorner somewhere—underground It might be— 
for the Filmy Ferns. Mosses, again, can be hod in almost 
endless variety, and to the student of Nature they would 
be as interesting as the plant* with larger and more 
brilliant leafage. Moisture must be freely present now In 
the Fern house. Much of this humidity may be obtained 
by damping floors and walls. Do not uso more shade than 
Is required for plants which are Intended to supply foliage 
for cutting. 

The Rose-house. 
Tea Iloees are boautiful outside in theoiien, and most of 

us must have them there or not at ail. Hut I have heard 
many a struggling Rose-grower wish for a glass-roof to 
shelter those which are not always happy outside. It Is 
perfootly true that It may not be wise to perpetuate the 
constitutionally weak ; but If this was carried out to it* 
logical conclusion what would become of the Marshal Nlel? 
And where is there a Hose of its oolour to take it* place T 
Then, again, see how easily the town gardener might 
h ive his Hoses If he hod a glass houso. Whether heated 
artificially, glass for Tea Hoses In the suburbs of towns 
and In cold districts generally is very desirable, and it 

•In oold or northern districts (As operations referred 
- nder" Garden Work" may be do-.UWtito1 tbrUttyr u 
a/ortnigkt later than it here indicated wUA syuaiiy pood 

rwu"*' URBANA: 

•»ill be more largely used for the purpose in the ncir 
future, l.et the house be light and toe borders well made 
and ono cannot then go far wrong. 

Window Gardening. 

The other day I noticed a window In a cottage residence 
very tastefully decorated with blue and white Campanulas. 
At the bottom of the window were two red and one J ellow 
Tuberous Uegonia* and four of these Campanulas ; two of 
white and two of blue were suspended, two in basket* and 
tho others resting on small bracket* fixed inside the window- 
frame. When the Campanulas go off other plant* would 
take their places. 

Outdoor Garden. , 

Alpine plant* on the rookery will need both water and 
mulch. Cocoa-nut-fibre will do for mulching purposes i 
FernB also will need moisture and should have it applied i 
liberally. If wo are at the beginning of a oyole of dry 
seasons it will pay to make a belter provision for a supply ' 
of water and it* distribution. Nothing can be worse than 
the water supply in many gardens, and the only method 
of distribution Is the cumbrous and old-fashioned one of 
dragging It about in pot* and tubs. If there had been a ■ 
good supply of water Hoses would have been In a better 
condition than they are. There are plenty of good blooms 
of course when well cared-for on good land, but Hoses and 
other things aro feeling the drought more than they e 
ought to have done If better provision had bc«n made, 
budding may be done any time when the bark will work. . 
A soaking of water to both Hriers and the plants from v 
which buds are required will generally bring them into 
oondition. With the exception of •• Geraniums," bedding a 
plant* are not making much show yet. Dry seasons Jiw^ 
suit the Pelargonium family. Keep the soil loose among i 
tho plant* by frequent stirring, and nothing more Is i 
required ; but Calceolarias, Verbenas, Heliotropes, Asters, i 
Stocks, and Zinnias, will need both water and tnuloh. Sow 
Myosotis dissitlllora In the shade for blooming next : 
spring. Silene compacts, LluinantbesDouglosei, and other 
hardy animals may shortly be sown for flowering next 
spring. Transplant Canterbury Bells and other biennials 
or perennials sown this spring when largo enough, but the 
seeds of most things have grown badly in consequence of 
tho drought. Sow Urouiptou and Hist Lothian Stocks. 
Wallflowers may still bloom. 

Fruit Garden. 
It is li ne tho stock of Strawberries for forcing was 

secured, and if layered in small pot* those layered first, 
will soon be ready for placing in the fruiting pot*. I shall- 
never again grow Strawberries in pots for forcing; in a 
smaller size than ti inches in diameter. The labour of 
watering is loo great and for late fruit 7 Inch pole will !«■ 
better. I need hardly say anything about varieties 
further than that those who can grow British (juecn cannot 
do better than stick to it. Vicoimesee de Thury for early 
work, followed by air J. Paxton, J. Veitoh, and President. 
Tlmro is no fear about new things, If they have merit, being 
neglected. Tho danger lies In getting rid of an old well- 
tried variety and taking up with something not so good and 
reliable. Whero Keen's Seedling does well It will hold its 
own as a forcer ; the fruits must be thinned to get size, 
but it offers advantages to the forcer as, ripening ItB cro| - 
altogether, the fruit can be gathered, tho plants cleared 
out, and tho space oecupied with others. Outdoor Si 
berries have in many gardens doue badly for want of 
shine. It is a mistake to keep plams too long in h , 
sails, and In tho preparation of ground for new plan lath'' g s 
day will be fouud very beneficial where the land Is light. I 
Spread the clay on the surface after the ground has bec-u 
trenched, and lightly fork it in. Raspberries and bush 
fruit* generally are very small. If it oould have been 
managed It would have been well to havo mulched all j 
llieso things. The aulumn-henring Raspberries are coming 
up well, and In most cases they will need more suppo A ) 
Break up old Mushroom-beds, or get a few loads of she J 
Moss-litter manure and spread among the Autumn Ita-|“ 
berries, or any fruit-trees or bushes Fruit-houses mu* 
havo tree ventilation now, and borders must be <r 
attended to. 

Vegetable Garden. 
Mushroom-beds will require careful attention n 1 ' 

especially in tho matter of watering. Beds in hou. * 4 
unless the position is a very cool one, will produce % 
maggolty Mushrooms and those whiuh can only be used tg 
in too button state, and the difficulty with beds In thr-q 
open air Is to prorlde a damp atmosphere. An undi • » 
ground cellar Is the place for Mushrooms In summer. </ Yq 
out Winter Greens and supply liberally with water ti 
plants get well established. If this weather oon 
there will be a scarcity of good Autumn Caulillr* 1| 
though Veltch's Autumn Giant, and the Self proti 
Broccoli, sent out by the same firm may be planted 
tho certainly of their growing well If well looked a 
Mulch recently-planted Celery by spreading n cou , 
of Inches of short manure over the soil in the trench’ 'j, 
Vegetable Marrows and Ridge Cucumbers must ha . jq 
both mulch and water if they arc to do any good. Toma y, 
toes, where well supported with nourishment, are likely to |y 
do well outside, but with mulch and water they will q 
wither with the intense heat. Under glass the nc 'ir | 
should be deeply oovered with stable manure. I am ui g j 
Moss-litter.manure and I find It answer very well, keep y 
the root* cool and moist, tho root* also working up Into . y 
Second exrly and early Peas may be planted up till tho 10th 
of July, and of oourse late Peas are more or less uncertain, 4 
but the result Is much Influenced by the attention given. 1 
Those who have plenty of frame or pit-room may plant a y 
pit or frame with Dwarf French Bsans. Sow Horn Carrots y 
to produoe young root* for winter. Parsley, if theie l< y 
likely to be any scarcity, may bo sown now for winter, y 
Pull up Shallots and lay them out to ripen. Spring sown y 
Onions must be small this Beason ; liquid manure and a i; 
mulch of short manure between the rows will he helpful. * y 

E. Hoiidav. •> y 

I- L'i u 

Work In the Town Garden. 
n^rftenlPK In towns Is In some respect* not without " J 
disadvantages. In such weather as we have had of late * * 
rfhlsseii g lbl>Jril|t'o;y not] appreciate to have a regular I * 
not unlimited supply oi water at hand. In some dlstri'* J 

I pf |tj^ji^t^|companies have interdicted the u» » 
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of water for garden purposed: but, all the same, I fancy 
that very few men who really care for their floial pets 
would be above appropriating a few cane daily in order to I 
keep them alive. In many country places water is now 
bo soarce that it has to be fetched for miles, and in some 
cases la only available in the smallest quantities. In one 
instance that has recently come under my notice the gar¬ 
dener has been obliged to let most of his greenhouse plants 
die, very little more water than enough to supply the 
household being obtainable, and in several others the 
bedding-out has not been done yet, simply because there 
ia nothing to water them in with. The pall of smoke, too, 
that alwaj s hangs more or ltse over a oity or large town 
tempers the burning raya of the sun to an appreciable ex¬ 
tent, and plants loth under glass and oulslde consequently 
suffer somewhat less from inten«c heat. The atmosphere in 
large towns is very much purer now than at any other 
season of the year, owing to the comparatively small 
number of tires kept going, and consequently glasshouses 
of all kinds may be very muoh more freely ventilated. The 
beat time to give air in quantity now 1s during the night 
and early morning, when even In the very heart of I.union 
the atmotpherc is often remarkably clear and pure ; but 
during the hsal of the day It Ib advisable to close the roof- 
ventilators, or nearly eo, in order to check evaporation 
as far as possible, giving air only at the aides or in front of , 
ihe house. Watering, that is to sav the principal supply, 
is but given in the evening at thie season, when the plants 
are drinking in moisture and strength all night, and by 
the morning will be able to endure tbo ordeal of another 
day. The stock should, however, be looked over in the 
morning as well, and in some cases about noon also, and 
any that are dry be replenished, while the early morning 
damping down ought not to he omitted. Tomatoes must 
be abundantly ventilated both by day and night, and lie 
liberally supplied with water also. A good syringing once 
or twloe daily will be found beneficial under present oir 
cumetanccs also, especially in houses that are fully exposed 
to the sun. Pot oil Chinese Primulas as soon as possible 
and make a flrst Bowing of Herbaceous Ciitoeolar'm. 

B. 0 11 

autumn-flowering plants have been in the blooming.pots 
for some time, but the late sorls will not do repotted yet. 
In potting a couple of inohee, in some caees more, of epace 
is left at the top for lop-dresilnga when required. Our 
loam is not good rnough to produce extraordinary results, 
but a little fortifying with artificials will hslp. Years 
ago I have used night-soil to improvo poor sandy loam 
with vtry good ellect, but this is not convenient now. 
The plants, when the potting is completed, will all stand 
in long lines on strips of ashes, and stakes and wires run 
alongside to secure the plants to, as the wind la aometlmes 
troublesome here. Shifted winter-blooming stufl, suoh as 
Primulas, Cyolamene, Cinorarlas, Begonias, 4to., into 
.1 inch pots. Cut down Pelargoniums and put in the cut¬ 
tings. Comnisnocd budding the standard Briers ; hsve 
had to water them to get the sap In motion—either had to 
do this or wait for rain—and young standard Roses will be 
eoaroe next vear ; In fact, good stud nearly always la scarce 
and dear. Planted out a lot of Fuohsias; they will make 
a show In the borders, and I shall get some soft outtlngs 
from them. « 

Rosas, 
YELLOW BANKSIAN ROSE. 

Ai.TIIOUOh tiro White Rose that Robert Brown 
named in honour of Lady Banks was introduced 

twenty years carlior, it was not until 1827 that 
tho Yellow Bunksian Rose was brought to Eng¬ 
land from China. It quickly became an esta¬ 
blished favourite, and still occupies a prominent 

position in general esteem, for it makes a 
charming climbor, able under favourite circum¬ 
stances to cover the side of a house and to 
provide a profusion of its clusters of miniature 

yellow flowers. It is, unfortunately, not abso- 

but what it would succeed fairly well with the 
growth pegged down. But it does still better 
under what is known to gardeners as the 
cutting-down plan, which means that all the 

growth is cut down in tho winter to within 
about 4 inches of the ground. Under this 
system it does not flower so early, but the 
blooms come larger, and are more continuously 

produced—in fact, the plants cohtinue to flower 
right up to the time that frost cuts them down. 
Unpruned plants will, however, produce much 
the largest number of flowers, especially if the 

roots receivothe assistance of an annual dressing 
of manure.—J. C. C. 

3998.—Marechal Niel Rose.—This Rose 
blooms on wood made tho preceding year, and 

it is therefore necessary to cut back hard after 
flowering, so as to induco a strong, freo growth. 
Leave from two to throe eyes of last year’s 
wood, and encourago these to break by well 
syringing them daily. Little or no water will 
bo Deeded till growtn is being freely made, and 
theu abundant supplies must bo given. At the 
close of the autumn prune back the shoots to 
about two-thirds of their length. This it the 
only way to get an abundance of high-class 

blooms. Pruned in tho ordinary way there will 

he very fow flowers.—J. C. B. 

A new Rose.—A good now Rose called 
Carmine Pillar, a ourious and not very happy 

name, is likely to prove useful for pillars and 

Ml THB OOMINQ WEEK'S WORK, 
ne* __ 

^‘•,'j lracla from a ijarilm diary from July 1 si 
lo July 8th. 

, Finished patting in catlings of Pinks and commented 
1 lasering Carnations. Went over Plums and Cherries on 

walls to remove hreastwood and nail in young shoots to 
' fill up vacant spaces. Gave Peaches and Apricots on 
In,south walls a good watering; they have also been mulched 
. -d tho garden-engine has been used two or three times a 
r j ek. I have laid an embargo on all the soapsuds made In 
®M'e laundry on washing-da} s, which are used wherever 
and ecssary for clcaningfruitlrees, Itoses, .fee. A little air is 
|j' ft on all the hoiiarx now at night., except these devoted to 

cucumbers f have been working two houses side by side 
to test the merits of ventilation or the reverse. One 

ID* bouse has been kept eloee, no air at at} given, but tho 
south side is shaded ; the other is ventilated moderately 
every warm day, and is also shaded cn the south tide. The 
plants are very healthy, but the fruit takes twice as long 
to come to the cutting size as in the house where no ven- 
ilation is given. This is, I suppose, what most people 

would expect, and where the produce is sold nearly double 
the amount will be mode from the house which Is not 
ventilated, although both are the same size. Of course, 
the fruit from the unventilated house will not keep eo long 

, after being cut. CuoumberB rushed on In this way soon 
o. get flabby ; but as a means of turning t he honest penny 
i the man who runs his place on the old-faehioned plan 
, would starve. Wrnt over Melons to give water and 

remove laterals. Oood Melons arc plentiful now, the tun- 
r chine having given them better flavour thuu customary. 
9 Melons want doing Just to the right turn and eating then, 

os the flavour in its best form toon goea. Planted another 
• house wilh Melons to follow in succession. Made a last 
, sowing of Peas, the variety being William I. ; shall not 

*ow any more with the view of gathering l'eas from them, 
4, but shall probably mates sowing or two (o out green when 

1 about :i inches or 4 leches high to flavour soups, &c.; they 
I l do very well for this purpose when Peas are scaney-This 
I % has been a bad season for Peas,.the weather too scolching / 

even when mulched they were! Hashed odCirb1 lasVloTp^ 
I 1 good ; If not used the very day they became lit theyWeie 
( t old the next. Still shifting on Cbrteaotbemumg. The 

0 pli 
uld < I roots, even if there should come a winter so 

unusually severe as to kill the tree down to the 

ground line, it will then be almost certain to 
break again from below. In a climate like that 

of tho Isle of Wight, however, the Yellow Bank- 
sum luxuriates, and when tho young growths 
have not been injured by late spring frosts, th« 
display of bloom obsei vablo on some of the 

houses there is magnificent. With flowers re¬ 
sembling nothing so much as yellow double 

' Cherry blossom, and with shining deep-green 

leaves of three or five leaflets, there is no 
more distinct and characteristic Rose, nor is 
there any whoso flowers collectively make so 

telling an effect, while individually so dainty 
and so delicate. The Yellow Banksian is a sun- 
loving plant, and may be better cultivated in 

an abnormally hot and dry situation than in 

other such positions. The flowers are single, 
quite os large as thoso of Rosa rugosa, and tho 

colour is dcep-crimson—a glorious hue, very 
distinct and pleasing. It is free, bright, and 
essentially a thoroughly good gardon Rose, 
and likely for its freedom and bright colour to 

be much grown in the future.—V. C. 

A note on Tea-scented Roses. —This 
boautiful class wins the heart of every lover of 
flowers. It is full of beauty, the flowers of re¬ 

fined and delicate shades, yet there are not 
wanting those of decided colours, even crimson, 
as in Souvenir ThdresA Levet. This section 
may Ka nplit into two, keeping the more 
vigorous growers to themselves, and the popular 
Gloire de Dijon, that mounts up the cottage 
chimney and flings its deliciously-scented flowers 

in the rustic window, is representative of this 

The Tea-scented Rose is just | ,m aunorawiiy nun snu ury sivuautm was in ,ypo. The Toa-aeented Rose is just growmg in 
one at all habitually shady or damp, and it also pu\,lic fftVOUr. Its lovely flowers are irresistible, 

makes a tine subject whore it can have plenty and only a supposed want of hardiness in the 

plant makes those who would grow this cIbsb 

largely hold aloof. Each year rosarians add 
to their treasures, and those societies offer a 

of room in a Rose-house, some growers mak 
ing it a favourite stock ou which to work 

Marechal Niel under glass. It used to be 
sometimes said that to got the Yellow Bank- 

sian to blossom freely it was necessary to cut 
out all the strong growths, leaving only the 
twiggy shoots to flower ; but this is not the 

case, except where the wood is not fully ripened, 
owing to a lack of exposure to the sunshine. 
If this Rose be grown in a suitable situation, 

it is of thp greatest beauty. B. 

_tnthly Rose.—This old_ ___ _ ___ 

such ^accommodating plant that I do not doubpp y*uconel't^u'- 

greater number of prizes for the Tea flowers. 
About four years ago the National Rose Society 
inaugurated a special exhibition for them, and 

its popularity justifies the undertaking. In 
old books and catalogues one often finds such a 

remark as this : “ Owing to their tenderness Tea 
Roses cannot be properly grown in tho open 
air,0a ;tl^yf$ep>tLprotection. Under glass their 
“owers become well developed.’’ Everything is 

4pgftr HelLlWOl^Afld localities the 

ants prove successful. Give them a well- 
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drained loamy soil, warm, not too heavy, or 

much exposed to cold winds. The writer has 
seen them thrive on a breezy hill top, and stand 

many dogrees of frost without injury. If the 
shoots get cut down, new growth takos place in 
the spring, these carrying a wealth of flowers, 
though a little later in the year. When strong, 

Tea Roses will bloom from June until stopped 
by frosts. In very mild winters a handful of 
flowers may often be cut for the houso on Christ¬ 
mas Day, but it is not often on such a day that a 

sweet bouquet can be provided. A little pro- 

Tho Sweet-scented Tobacco (Nicotians ntflnis). 

tection, however, in severe weather is advisable, 

and this may be given by Fir-branches, or dry 
fronds of the Bracken. If the crowus are safe 
no fear need be felt as to the display of flowers. 

The stronger varieties, as Gloire de Dijon, are 
adapted for climbing over arches, pillars, or 
trellis-work. In spite of many new climbers, 
this fino flower holds its own for freedom, 
vigour, and sweetness. It is a pleasure to seo 

that in smaller gardens the Tea-scented Roses 
are being grown froely and well. They are far 
better than ugly standards or indifferent Hybrid 
l'erpetuals.—V. C. 

THE SWEET-SCENTED TOBACCO 

(NICOTIANA AFFINIS). 

Tin: plant of which wo here give an illustration 

is one of the best things of its kind that can be 
grown in a garden. It is a most excellent 
Bedding plant, aud does vory well in pots or 

planted out in a cool greenhouse. This Tobacco- 
plant, although woll known, is not grown half 
so extensively as its groat merits desorve. B. 

Tufted Pansy “White Swan.’’—It is 
probable that this oapital Tufted Pansy is some¬ 

times taken for Countess of Hopetoun. I think 
it may have been so at Claremont, where I saw 
it growing in huge clumps on the borders last 
week. No white variety could possibly have 
bloomed more profusoly, and although Snowflake 
may be a trifle whiter, it could hardly be more 
effective. White Swan is ono of tho varieties 

raisod at Bedfont some ten years sinco, but I 
had lost sight of it for some time, and was 

leased to sec it doing so finely at Claremont 
aat season.—D. 

Dianthus plumarius. — What delightful 
gems these siugle rock Pinks are ! On thu rooks 
good clumps of varied colours arc neat, graceful, 
and effective. They are also attractive in the 

borders, and most useful for supplying cut 
blooms for tho decoration of vases. Considering 
their many merits and the ease with which they 

can be grown (a shilling packtt of seed gave us the 
start), for they grow freely from see^, and can 

afterwards be increased by piping/Tfrsquired, 
it is surprising tha£)ur« nob more otan-|4pn)t ta . 
is the case. —R. 

I 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS- 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS IN THE OPEN 

BORDER. 

Without special attention to watering and 

mulching the plants, I fear Chrysanthemums in 
the open border stand but a poor chanoe of suc¬ 
cess this year. Naturally, this flower is a 

moisture-loving one ; where water is scarce, or 
the timo to apply it is limited, the plants suffer, 
and when allowed to become dry at the roots 
for any lengthened time, that free growth whioh 

is so desirable receives a check, the lower leaves 
shrivel, and eventually cannot perform their 

natural functions. Any house slops or liquid- 
manure that can be spared should be utilised 
for watering the plants, afterwards providing a 
mulching of half-rotted horse-manure, if obtain¬ 

able, as a means of conserving the moisture 
about the roots by the prevention of evapora¬ 

tion from the soil. If manure of any kind 
cannot be had, decayed vegetable refuse, 
to whioh is added a portion of wood-ashes, road 

grit, or old potting-soil, adding a handful of 
quicklime to every bushel of soil as the mixing 
takes place for the destruction of slugs or any 
other vermin. Plants well soaked with water 

and direotly afterwards mulched in this way 
will withstand a long period of drought with 
impunity, as compared to those that simply 

receive a watering and no mulching. It is sur¬ 
prising how quiokly the moisture evaporates 
from the soil where no mulching is applied, 
owing to the fissures made in the surface soil, 

through which the sun absorbs the moisture. 
Even if no mulching material could be obtained 
at all, if the surface coil was broken up and 
kept loose, so that cracks would not form 

the plants would not suffer nearly so much 
as though nothing were done at all. During 
such excessively hot and dry weather 
that we are now experiencing, any little aid 

in the manner indicated will be felt by the 
plants as an advantage in encouraging growth. 
The plants will requiro some support while 

rowing to prevent the shoots being broken or 
ent. A single stake in the centre of each, to 

which the branches can be loosely but securely 
looped, affords the readiest means of security 
without unduly crowding the shoots. AH the 
light and air available is necessary to give the 

best results in a full flower crop later on. These 
border plants do not require any pinching or 
thinning of the shoots, but allow all to grow 
freelyanduninterruptedly. Longspikos ofbloom, 

ith foliage attaohed, are then available, which 

are far superior to the short and slender spikes 
obtainable by continually pinching of the plants, 

even if thoro aro fewer of them. E. M. 

4038. — Manure for Chrysanthe¬ 
mums. — The manure from doves would 

answer quite as well as that from pigeons in a 
liquid state for these plants. As it is mixed 
with grit it might be laid on the top of the pots, 
| inch thick, as a top - dressing. Iu this 

way it would be easier managed than making 
it into liquid. The oorn mixed with it would 
not interfere with the plants at all. Perhaps 
some of it might grow. That is easily removed, 

however, when the plants are growing.—K. M. 

-Yes, the manure referred to would do as well as 
that of pigeons. The oorn will do no harm whatever.— 
B. 0. R. _ 

3987.—Plants for Sheffield —I presume 
flowering plants are intended. If so you will 
find tho following among hardy peronnials, &o., 

to thrive more or less well, according to the 
locality, whether very smoky or otherwise : 
Auriculas (garden or alpine kinds more particu¬ 
larly), Armerias (Thrifts or Sea Pinks) in 

variety, Campanulas of sorts, Carnations, Cen- 
t ran thus ruber (Valerian), Delphiniums (Lark¬ 
spurs), Doronicums in variety, Helianthus 

(Perennial Sunflowers) in variety, HoUyhocks, 
(llootheras (Evening Primroses) of sorts, Pinks 
of sorts, including Dianthus sinensis, D. Hedde- 

wigi, &c. j Pyrethrum, P. roseum varieties, as 
well as P. parthenium, &c. ; Michaelmas Daisies, 
Chrysanthemums, the herbaceous C. maximum, 

C. latifolium, and C. uliginoeum, as wall as the 
ordinary autumn-flowering varieties of C. indi- 
oum; Slarvel of Peru, Veronicas, Tritomas 
'jTrclj Lilies), Creeping Jenny (Lysimachia 

i imuUria), and Lilies of several typdiv par 

cularly L. eandidum, T-. auraaMflcnsn/'P. 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 

tigrinum, L. Martagon, and L. speciosum. Of 
annuals Tropfeolums (Nasturtiums) in variety, 

Cornflowers, Mignonette, Annual Chrysanthe¬ 
mums, Sunflowers, Marigolds (African and 
French), as well as the common “ pot ” Mari¬ 
golds (Calendula), Phlox Drummondi, Asters, 
and Ten-week Stocks. The Virginian Creeper, 

Vine, Fig, Clematis, Jasmine (white and yellow), 
Euonymus, Aucuba, Lilac, Weigela, Gum 
Cistus, and Rhododendrons will also succeed.— 

B. C. R. 

- It deponds upon the kind of plants that 
you wish to grow, but I presume ordinary border 

things. If you live amongst houses so to speak, 
avoid Roses, but if in the suburbs, away from 
dense smoke and dust, then you may grow the 

queenly flower, especially those kinds mentioned 
in Gardening, June 10th. Advice upon plants 
for large towns has been given before in 
Gardening, and further notes upon the same 

important subjects to thoso who live in towns 
will appear Boon, probably ; but I may mention 
that in your plot you can have good Carnations 

if the ground has been previously well prepared. 
This is more than half tho battle, and you will 
do well to read my note in last week’s issue upon 
a “ small flower garden,” and the plants there 

mentioned will succeed also in Sheffield, if the 
situation is not too smoky. Make a point of 
getting some good Chrysanthemum roots, 
especially if tho variety Jules la Gravcre, and 

the old Emperor of China. They are very 
charming in the open, even in asmoky atmosphere. 
In a garden, not far from London, I visited 
recently, there was a splendid show of flowers in 

the borders, comprising many things not 
supposed to succeed under such conditions. 
Carnations, Pinks, Irises, which are very good 
town plants, Lychnis Haageana, Stonecrops, and 

Creeping Jenny, over tho rockery; Erigeron 
speciosum, Tufted Pansies, 8woot Peas, and 

various annuals, beddors in varioty. You 
cannot do great things this year. The timo for 
plenty of hardy flowers has gone by—at any rate, 
to get effeot this year—but if you wish to keop 
the garden this year put in bedders at once. 

Tuberous Begonias, Dahlias, Calceolarias, &o. 
If the garden is at present bad and in quite a 
rough state, no good planting can be done 

until the autumn. Read advice given in the 
answer about “a small garden ” as to its pre¬ 
paration.— C. T. 

•1030.—Prancoa ramoaa.—This is appro¬ 
priately named Bridal Wreath, or Maiden’s 

Wreatn, tho flowers beiDg white, and produced 
freely in racemes. It is a thoroughly useful 
plant, and may be grown from seed, which should 
be sown under glass in tho usual way, the soil 

to be light, and the pots well crocked. When 
of sufficient sizo pot off the seedlings, and keep 
them in a greenhouso. They do not need arti¬ 
ficial heat, but the Francoa is often grown well 

in winter ; oven it may be planted outdoors in 
sheltered, dry, warm situations, such as in the 
south of England. The flowering soason is 

lengthy, the plants producing a free display of 
the long racemes. It is a Chilian plant. If you 
have a greenhouse, or one of the little structures 

attached to dwelling house, you may grow with 
success the Francoa.—C. T. 

- Francoa ramosa may bo raised from 
seeds or division. Ii not quite hardy, but may 
l>e wintered in a cold frame or cool greenhouse. 

There is no difficulty in its culture if treated as 
a rare plant in winter. It does very well 
planted out in summer. If grown in pots uso 

rich, free open soil. Under glass it flowers in 
spring, but the season varies a little, aooording 
to temperaturo. I have had it in bloom in 
March.—E. H. 

Silene Virglnica (Firo Pink).—Without 
doubt this is ono of the most brilliant flowering 
plants to be found among hardy perennials. 

Under cultivation, however, it is not of that 
robust constitution that one would desire, or 
such as would make it ono of tho moat popular 
of choice perennials. A mixture of poat and 

loam, rough and fibrous, and freely mingled with 
old mortar rubbish, sandstone, or charcoal suits 

it fairly well, and planted on the higher parts 
of tho rockery where its roots can como into 

contact with the stone blocks, it is, generally 
speaking, content for a time. But in whatever 
[>osition or soil it may be found to succeed best, 
djlitble taoonragod to the full, for we have very 

oT ^uoh brilliancy as this. 
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TREES AND SHRUBS. 

SHRUBS FOR THE ROCK GARDEN. 

Daphne Blacayana. 

Is reply to "B. S.” and others, this Daphne 

(figured below) is a most delightful little shrub 
for the rock garden if planted in a partially- 
shadsd position where it will not get dried up 

in hot woather. It was discovered by Count 
Blagay in 1837 in Carniola, where, according to 
M. H. Gusmus, it is one of the most beautiful 
and rare plants, growing along with Erica 

carnea. It is said to be good for forcing. It 
has compact umbels of yellow and orange 
flowers, 1J inches across. K. 

Crowding up shrubs.—In both large 
and small gardens one sees many very beautiful 
shrubs destroyed by the senselsss way of crowd¬ 

ing them up together as if to destroy their 
characteristic growth. The beauty of a shrub 
of whatever kind is in its natural habit, its 
form, and outline. This is gone when the plant 
is crammod up in such a way that it is impossible 
for it to reveal its true character. Amateurs 
are greatly to blame for this careless style, and 
I hope that in the coming autumn when altera¬ 
tions are made in tho garden that thought will 
bo given to the proper growing of shrubs. I 
noticed a Mock Orange so crowded up that a very 
few branches got to the light. Theso were 
smothered with flowers, but one can imagine the 

beauty of tho shrub when in the open, unfettered 
by neighbouring things and permitted to assumo 

its natural habit, that of a graceful, distinct, and 
protty shrub. Ono could namo many other 
instances ; and thon in the autumn it is common 
to see a man chopping about the roots to make 

what is called a tidy garden. Evon the little 
tender roots appear on the surface, chopped up 
with the spade, handled by one who knows 

nothing about shrubs, and does not care. Tho 
Guelder Roses, Lilacs, Philadelphuses, Mock 
Orange, or Svringas as they are popularly called, 
and many other shrubs that I could name are 
never allowed to flower properly in many 
gardens. Thon again why persist in continually 
planting Conifers in towns, tho shrubs that 
of all others detest an impuro, dusty, and 
amoky atmosphere ? Conifers, whether in town 
or in tho sweeter air of tho country should always 
be planted with tho utmost caution. Nothing 
looks worse when out of health, and nothing is 
more dilliault to get vigorous again. Tho little 
“ Monkey Puzzles'' in gardens are an eyesore 
than otherwise. —V. C. 

4tKtl - A Privet hedge.—Tho first week 
in February is a good time to cut down tho 

hedge ; it might bo cut in November, but you 
would lose the ofl'ect of its greenery through 
the winter. Any time before tho sap rises is a 
suitable period to cut hedges of this kind, and 
the time named is as good as any. The better 

plan would be to put in cuttings by themselves 
when cutting the hedge down. Cut them in 
pieces 10 inches long, cutting square below a 
joint, insert them in rows 4 inches deep, with 
a littlo sand at thoir base if the land is heavy. 
Make the soil very firm about tho cuttings to 
prevent tho frost upheaving them, allow them 
to remain for a year, and then fill up any gaps 
in the hedge with the plants which would be 
certain to grow. If cuttings are inserted in tho 
hedge at once they might not grow, and the gaps 

would still be thore.—S. P. 

- The hedge must bo in a very oxnosed 
position, or else tho soil is too riob, and the 
growth consequently too soft and sappy to with¬ 
stand much trost. Even when living in the 
midland countios I uover romembor l’rivot being 
winter killed, and have always regarded tho 

plants as perfectly hardy. The best time to cut 
the hedge down would be in the spring, just as 
it is commencing to make fresh growth, but it is 
not too late yot. Tho gaps should bo filled up 
with sturdy young plants in October, November, 
March, or April.—B. C. R. 

Shortla g&l&Cl folia.—This lovely American plant 
bilontrs to the uatural order Diepeoslaoea>, and la still rare 
in inudena. A plant in a somewhat dry, eunny position 
died last winter, while another in a moist and shady poei. 
lion, sheltered by stones, baa not only survived, but has 
bloomed well on a rockery in Exeter. The flowers are 
bell-shaped, white, shaded with rose, on sterna 1 inches to 
6 inches high, forming an excellent oontraet agiihst the 
leaves, which are of a very distinct, reddish- brc£so, 
to orim*on.—F. 

ORCHIDS 

CATTLEYA SKINNERI AND ITS VARIE¬ 

TIES. 

I am askod by a “ Lady Reader ” to say some¬ 
thing about this beautiful plant ? She went to 
the Temple show, and saw the very fine 
Jilant that was exhibited there by Mr. Bal- 
antino in the collection of Baron Schroedor, and 

really there is no wonder that any lady should 
have fallen in love with its beautiful soft, satiny- 

rose-coloured flowers. It is now close upon 
sixty years ago sinoe the plant was first scut home 
from tho warmer parts of Guatemala, and later 
on by some of my personal friends from Costa 
Rioa, and various other places in Central 
America, and in Guatemala it is known by tho 
country people as tho Flor de San Sebastian, 
and is used to decorate the churches of the 
saint, which occurs at the season at which it 
usually flowers, and I think from the day of its 
first introduction it has never been lost, but it 
has been maintained with varying degroes of 

popularity ever since. I have grown it in 
varying numbers for more thon forty years and 

in various sizes ; at the commencement of my 
cultural acquaintance I had several apecimeus 
nearly as large as that staged by Mr. Ballautino 
before mentioned, and which used to flowor most 
profusoly. One.avery fine large-flowered variety, 
with short bulbs, I came across some ten years 
since, so thot it cannot be called a very refrac¬ 
tory species ; but mauy a time I have seen the 
plant on its last legs through having too much 
neat and moisture given it; and then, again, 
from being tooaovorely dried in winter ; but C. 
Skinneri does not like to be either kept ovordry 
nor too wet or warm, but it likes to be kept in 
about the same temperaturo as Delia purpurata, 
and to be kept sufficiently moist to prevent the 

bulbs from shrivelling. This Cattloya doos not 
differ much in its colour, although some slight 
difference may be found in its size, and in the 
shading of the beautiful soft satiny-roso of its 
flowers. Until tho Messrs. Voitch & Son, of 
Chelsea, first introduced the pure white-flowered 
form we did not have a thorough distinguished 
variety, but this having exactly tho sarno habit 
and puro whito flowers, with a faint tinge of 
lemon in the lip, is ono of the most charming 
white Orchids known, After a little whilo a 

jocted to; but Ishould say cither that shchorself, 
or that her gardener has beon treating the plant 
to syringing with other stove plants, and so this 
has by constantly koeping the bulbs surrounded 

with water, which has run down tho sheaths and 
ultimately rotted them, caused the bad appear¬ 
ance which she complains of, but which “ Mrs. 
D.” must quietly consider as her own fault if 
brought about by the cause here given ; but at 
any rate it has been cautod by bad manoge- 
ment, ond she must tell me the treatment 
she has given it, if I have not guessed right 
already. I have always cautioned growers of 

Cattleyas against the use of the syringe, for I 
have a very acute feeling respecting some 
Cattleyas left under my charge for a month in 
my young and boyish days, and which I deluged 
with water from tho syringo every morning and 
evening during that time, which resulted in just 
the same conditions mentioned by the lady abovo 
named. These wore not C. Gaskellianas, 
however, for this variety was not known 
in those days, or if known tho name had 
not been given to it, for it was not until 
about ten years ago that the plant was 
introduced by Mr. Bander, of St. Albans, and 

given this namo, but which I think I had 
grown some years previously under the name 
of tho summer-flowering labiata and labiata 

pallida, and I am very thankful to Mr. 
Sander for rescuing this Orchid from oblivion, 
and dedicating it to such an assiduous grower 
of these plants. Now C. Gaekolliana appears 
to vary very much in the colour of its flowers ; 
indeed, like all of this group, the different 
types are extremely variable, and now when 
wo have got such a lot of grand-coloured 
Cattleyas to chooso from, of course, a bad 
coloured Gaskelliana docs not count for much, 
but in the earlier days wo were thankful for 
small mercies. This plant, I have been told by 
Mr. Sander, is ono of tho famous Ror/.lian 
collections from the Veuezuclian rauge of South 
America, and it flowers upon the young growth 
boforo that is finished from about now until tho 

month of August, some varieties being exceed¬ 
ingly beautiful, but all of tliem lighter in 
colour than tho old typo of labiata, of which 

Mr. Saudor had such a magnificent lot homo 
duriug tho last year or two. 1 advise 
“ Mrs. D." to givo her plants a short rest by 
keeping them comparatively dry, exposing 

second variety cropped up in the form called 

occulata, which is somewhat larger in size, pure 
white, saving a very deep-purple mark in the 
throat, aud this keeps a very rare plant in col¬ 
lections—indeed, so also does the variety alba, 
although its very high price has gone. 

Matt. Bramble. 

them well to the sun without burning them, and 
after this set them growing again at once, by 
which means you may get u growth out of them 
which will not flower this year, but which in 
all probability will be strong enough to produce 
a flowering growth another year if you eschew 

the use of the syriDgo. Matt. Bramble. 

CATTLEYA GASKELLIANA. 

The enquiries of “Mrs. Dunkley” are as to the 
growths of this form of the C. labiata group be- 

k and rotting ? But she does Dot say 
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INDOOR PLANTS. 

3901 —Plumbago capenais. —Your plant 
will bloom in duo course if treated liberally. 

It is probably root-bound, and must either be 
well fed or be repotted. The fertiliser you 
rncution is an excellent one, and if used accord¬ 
ing to tho directions will do the plant a lot of 

good. Tho season not being far advanced I 
should shift into a pot 2 inches larger, using 
good loam with some of the fertiliser added to 
it. This Plumbago being of very robust habit 

roquires a lot of water when growing and coming 
into bloom. If fairly treated it is one of the 

most satisfactory plants an amateur can grow, 
yielding an abundanco of blooms for cutting.— 

J. C , Byfleet. 

<031. —Plumbagoalba.—Try instead Clematislobata 
indivisa, Niphetos Hose, lapageria alba, if there is a cool, 
shady corner, and Jaamlnum gracillimuro.—E II. 
-I should recommend Abutilon Houle de Noice to 

replace the Plumbaco ; it is much used for floral deoora- 
tion, the petals heinc carefully turned hack and the centre 
(in my opinion foolishly) picked out.—A. O. Butlir. 
-You otnnot do better than substitute a White 

Hose for tho Plumbaco. Climbing Nlpbetos is tho ltose 
you want; but in a year or two it will probably require a 
larger pot than the one you are using now. The White 
Abutilon makes a good climber, but the flowers do not last 
long when out. — J. 0. 0. 

-Yes, the great drawback of tho flowers of 

tho Plumbago is their short life. They are very 
poor to cut, quickly withering, and not regain¬ 
ing much of their former freshness. But you 

might get a good plant of tho Lapageria alba, 
which I should tiiiuk would meet with your 
requirements. The flowers are waxy white, 
produced freely on tho tender shoots, and are 
quite wreaths of bloom in thomsolves. It grows 
moderately fast when in a border, thoroughly 

well drained, and the soil a mixture of good peat 
and turfy loam, a few nodules of charcoal, and a 
sprinkling of sharp silver-sand. Tho plant ro- 
quirosaconsiderablo amount of water in summer, 

and it is most important to have the soil 
thoroughly well drained, otherwise it gets sour, 
and tho roots become diseased. I suppose that 
few plants are grown more largely for cutting 
than this White Lapagoria.—C. T. 

- Rhynchosporinum jasminoidos is a very 

free-flowering, protty, and fragrant climber 
with white blossoms, and succeeds well in a 
large pot, while the flowers last fairly woll in 
a cut atato. Passiflora “ Constance Elliot " is a 

lovely thing, with puro silvery-whito flowers, 
but those are, of course, very fugitive, like all 
tho rest of the tribo. Mandcvilloa auavcolens 
generally thrives well in a cool-house, but this 
must be planted out in a well-mado border in 
order to succeed.—B. C. R. 

- Bwainsona alba is a much superior 
subject to tho White Plumbago ; tho flowers are 
much moro freely produced, and last much longer 
when cnt. Beyond these advantages it gives so 

many moro flowors during the winter, when 

Plumbagos are generally at rest. Abundance 
of water is required, and plenty of pot-room, or 
tho foliage is liable to attacks of red-spider, 
which ohecks not only tho growth, but limits the 

flower supply. If the pot can bo stood on a 
border, and the roots allowed to grow through 
the pot into tho soil so much the better. Whon 
this plant is wholly growing in a border it is apt 
to make too much growth at the expense of 
flowers. Syringe tho foliage every evening as a 

preventive of red-spidor.—8. P. 

looo.—Zonal Pelargoniums—If nulliolent heat 
can be provided any varieties can bo bloomed In the 
winter ; but if not none will do any good. Home of the 
l>?st for winter blooming are C. V. Itaepail, Vesuvius, 
Henry Jacoby, queen of the Belgians, Mrs. Deane, Aurore- 
boresJe. Oanneli's real manure Is an excellent stimulant, 
and if given twice a week produces good trusses in 
iibundanoc.—A. G. Bcti.rr. 

Planting Gentlana vema.—Much has 
been written about this beautiful Gentian and 
the best mode of growing it, but one important 

fact I have not seen mentioned anywhero, and 
that is that when being planted it should have 
the soil around it pressed as hard and firm as it 

is possible to ram it with a blunt stick or 
hammer. After many failures I planted G, 
verna in this way. The soil around the plant 
is as hard as a threshing-floor, but the plant is 

evidently quite at home and has flowered most 
abundantly. By its side is a Gentiana bavarica 
planted in the very opposite m»nnor“hi loose, 
spongy soil, with ary abnndfpVj adfnixli^eY if 

Sphagnum Moss in a flourishing concmi<roNcT. 

PLANTING EXPOSED GROUND. 

From experiments that have been made in 
many places throughout the country, it is now 

pretty conclusively settled that the Corsican 
Pino is a tree well snited for plauting in cold 
and wind-swept rogions. True, from its nar¬ 
rower spread of branches, it cannot compare 

with its near ally the Austrian (P. anstriaca) in 
the amount of shelter it will afford ; still, that 
it is equally hardy and suitable for exposed 
hilly ground is now well know. Tho very fact 
of its having a narrow spread of branches makes 

it particularly suitable for general forest plant¬ 
ing, for, like the Larch, it seems able to grow 
and produce timber satisfactorily when but the 
top fourth of its stem is furnished with 

branches. Both the Corsican and Austrian 
Pines get the name of being bad to transplant, 
and this is true to some extent, but not half 
so truo os is generally stated. By lifting 
annually or every two yoars, when young ana 

before being planted out permanently, the 
roots becomo thick and bushy, full of fibres 
and soil-rotaining; but where judioious trans¬ 
planting has for a time been neglocted, there 
are usually but one or two large roots, and very 

few of the branching fibrous ones that render 
planting out a aucooss. Taking everything into 
consideration tho Corsican Pine, independent 

altogether of its value in a commercial sense, is 
a tree that is peculiarly suitable for planting on 
oxpoBod ground, and may, with the Austrian, 
be successfully planted in the formation of woods 

at high altitudes, and where the ground is fully 
exposed to the worst winds of the particular 
district. The Scotch Fir (P. sylvestris), every 
mountaineer must know, is an excellent Conifer 
for planting at high altitudes and on poor rocky 
soil. Probablv it ascends to a greater height in 

this country than any other species, while the 
fact of its being able to succeed in tho poorest 
of soil is yet another and excellent recommenda¬ 
tion. Even on gravel, and that of tho unenvi¬ 
able “pan” class, it grows astonishingly, and 

may any day be noticed on some of the commons 
around London. 

The common Larch must not be forgotten in 

a choice of trees suitable for planting on tho 
flank of tho hillside, but tho fact of its being 
deciduous is rather against than in its favour. 
It gets beaten badly about, and in the plantation 
to which I referred it certainly could not hold 

its own with either of tho three Pinos that have 
been spoken about. The branches on the worst 
side always becomo short and twisted and 
appoar as if they had been nibbled of! hy sheep; 
but, for all that, it is an excellent tree for tho 
purpose under consideration. The Larch is such 
a valuable forest tree, speaking economically, 

that wo cannot do without it, for none other has 
yet stepped in to take its place, so that even if 

it will not succeed satisfactorily on tho outside 
of an exposed plantation, yet inwards it is one 
of tho best, and should be largely planted. By 
planting oven a treble line of Austrian, CorsicaD, 

Scotch, and Mountain Pines, the amount of 
shelter afforded is just enough for the Larch, for 
then it will succeed, and if tho soil is at all good, 
grow away rapidly. Next to the Pinos men¬ 
tioned ono of tho best trees I know of for 
planting on exposed ground is the American 

Winged Kim (Ulmus alata), or, at least, 
what is generally known under that name. 
All along the outskirts of a strip of wood¬ 

land that many years ago was planted on 
ono of tho Welsh hills for shelter to tho neigh 
bouring sheep farms, this small-growing, wiry, 
tree has Htood well, and clearly distinguished 

itsolf as a capital subject for planting where tho 
winds blow hard and long. It is certainly a 
tree of no groat pretensions, rarely rising moro 
than 2(3 feet from tho ground, and having 

thickly arranged hranchos that are furnished 
with the curious wiDg-like appendago, from 
which tho name has doubtless been derived. 
Far and near, deep and shallow it sends out its 

roots, while the thick, corky bark of stem and 
branch soems as if purposely intendod for pro¬ 
tection. 

Sycamores do unusually well, but they are 
hardly suitable for the more exposed ground, 
but form fine, sturdy specimens, and produco 
a lot of good timber when not directly ex¬ 

posed, or, in other words, where the first brunt 
of tile storm has been faced by other more 
I(ai<ty(^p6cies. Several of the Willows 

i tpv-xrkse trees for the exposed hilleiflle, g< 

examples of which may be seen away up in 
tho mountains hy the base of Snowdon and 
around tho beautiful lakes of Ogwon and Eid- 
wall. Then two at least of the Poplars, the 
Bird Cherry (Cerasus Padua), the Hornbeam, 

and the common Scotch Elm are all well able to 
hold their own on breezy ground at high alti¬ 
tudes. The Beech must not be despised, and 
auserta its own rights, as tho grand old speci¬ 
mens on that Kontish peak of solid chalk, 

Knockholt, and which is visible for miles 
around, will at once prove to the sceptical. 
The Oak, although it gets twisted, stunted, 
and scarcely recognisable, is a good wind- 

resisting tree, and not one whit behind it is the 
common Aldor. But about the Birch and Elder 
it is perhaps needless to speak, for everyone 
knows full well the friendly shelter afforded at 
meal-time by a clump of the former, while the 

visitor to some of our wildest coasts, and where 
ho can scarcely keop his feet, must admit that, 
though despisod, rooted out and neglected, the 
common Elder is one of onr most valuable shrub- 

like trees. _ A. 

CELSIA CRETICA. 

This charming and if Dot exactly “long lost” 

at any rate sadly neglected plant appears to be 
at last attracting some amount o'. attention, so 
that a few notes and hints on iU culture may 
not be out of place. When it becomes 
thoroughly known I venture to say there will bo 

scarcely a well-kept greenhouse or window that 
does not contain at least a plant of this graceful 
subject. Here, in Sussex, it is a favourite 
window plant with the cottagers, but though I 

have lived in several parts of the country, as 
well as in and near London, and always taken 
a great interest in this kind of thing, I had 
scarcely seen the plant until about two years 
ago. Then, although it had been grown in a 

few cottages for thirty or forty years, no one 
seemed to know what it was, but now I notice 
it iB becoming much more common. It is a 
nearly hardy perennial, with comparatively 
few ovate leaves, thickly covered with small 

hairs or down. Tho flowers are borne in long, 
arching spikes, which even on quite small 
plants often roach a foot or even 18 inches 
in length,’ and the spikes aro produced 
succcssionally during tho greater part of 
tho spring, summer, and oarly autumn. 
After attaining a hoight of about 3 inches 
the young plants push up a first or central spike, 
and when this has flowered and died, or been 

cut away, others spring from its base, and others 
again follow theso almost indefinitely. The 
flowers themselves, which are of a deep golden- 
yellow, with a curious central mass of purple 

and hairy anthers, are fino lobed, and almost 
flat. Individually they do not last long, which 
is a pity ; but as they expand in succession from 
base to point of tho Bpike, this remains effective 

for a considerable time. The plant, when in 
full bloom, emits a faint but very perceptible 
perfumo, especially in the early mornings, which 
resembles the vanilla-like fragranco of some 
Orchids—Oncidiums in particular. This Cclsia 

appears to thrive best in a rich, mellow soil, 
composed of fine loam, leaf-mould, a little 
very old manure, and some sand, and they 
like plenty of water whilo in full growth 

and bloom. They also enjoy a cool tempera¬ 
ture, with shade from hot sun; and, in 

fact, succeed under much the same conditions 
and treatment as would suit an ordinary Caloeo- 
laria. They are easily raised from soed, and if 
this is sown early in the year the plants will 

produce the first single flower-spike in June or 
July, and others in August and September. 
They also do well planted out-of-doors duriDg 
the summer. I have never been able to succeed 

in striking cuttings. B. C. R. 

Carnation “ Grenadin.”—I believe this 

to be the most reliable Carnation in cultivation. 
It is perfectly hardy and thoroughly fog and 

disease proof. The inclement weather that 
plays havoc with Carnations generally in low 
lying situations does not in the least affect 
Grenadin. All other kinds I am obliged to 
shelter in winter, but this remains green as Grass 

when subjected to an ordeal that kills other bo 
called hardy varieties. It is remarkably showy 
■ uft]Rpa@<jrif6iouB that half a dozen two-year 

bloom* for 
URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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PERNS, 

POTTING FERNS. 

Most kinds, both large and small growing varie¬ 
ties, will, before this, be throwing up their 
young fronds. To keep them in good condition 
should be the aim of the cultivator, whether it 
be in the case of large quantities or whore a few 

only are grown. This desirable object may bo 
facilitated in various ways, according to the 
kinds grown. Broadly speaking, Ferns are 
oftentimes far over-potted from some mistaken 
view or other of their requirements. I knew 
two growers of Ferns who used to keep their 

plants in what some would think a far too 
restricted condition at the root. Not so, how¬ 
ever, for the plants were the picture of health. 
In one instance particularly the plants were in 
such small pots as to necessitate their being 
stood in pans similar to those used by some who 

force Strawberries. This was requisite to safe¬ 
guard them against any oversight in watering. 
Some might urge that repotting would have been 
more desirable. That, howover, would have 
meant increased vigour with more room required 

to grow them than could be conveniently spared 
under the circumstances. In the other instance 
the plants wore apparently given the best of soil 
suited to each kina; this, combined with careful 
potting, had the desired results. These latter 
were usually in rather larger pots than the 
former, being more what might be termed half 

specimens, the plants themselves, the picture of 
health, being difficult to beat in competition 
when examples of much larger kinds wero pitted 
against them. Those instances are cited to 
show, as many will no doubt have already 
gathered, that the overpotting of Ferns is a 
fallacy. This it truly is, done without doubt I 

do not for one moment dispute with good in¬ 
tentions, but, all the same, wrong in practice. 
For a time the plants may thrive woll, and all 
seem to be going on as satisfactorily as one could 
desire, but tho time comes when the soil gets 
into a sour and inert condition. This is not the 
result of the Ferns appropriating the nutriment 
in the soil nearly so much as it is of repeated 
waterings, which send tho best of its properties 

away through the drainage hole instead of being 
assimilated by the plants through the roots. 
When a plant is potted before its proper time, 
the roots rush away again into the fresh soil a 
long time before they have withdrawn all the 

nourishment from their previous shift; this will 
tend possibly to greater vigour for a time, but 
decline comes all tho sooner through the roots 
being spread oyer a greater space, thus not in 
many cases being able to absorb the properties 
of the soil whilst it is still in a fit condition. 

This 
Vigorous growth for a time has to be sup¬ 

ported, but when the season of rest (or partially 
so) comes round,then there is often a perceptible 
deoline. The best plan to adopt with Ferns is 
to give moderate shifts only, and the better the 
soil, the better will be the ultimate results. 

Poor soil, to which somo fertiliser has been 
added, may answer for a time and be an in¬ 

centive to rapid growth, but when this is ex¬ 
hausted, then the plant quickly becomes im¬ 
poverished unless it be repeatedly fed by some 
manurial agency. In tho first case to which I 
alluded the grower used to water his Forns with 

weak guano-water with the best results. Peru¬ 
vian guano, when it can be had pure and unadul¬ 
terated, is still an excellent manure for many 
pot plants. When Ferns are well potted and in 
a firm manner compared with Boft-wooded plants 
in general, using good soil, tho growth they 

make will be muoh moro enduring. Thus 
treated, thev can be watered far more liberally 
than when the soil is poor or has a tendency to 
bo sour. I have noticed particulaily when 

growing Gymnograminas what an amount of 
water they will take when the soil is in good 
condition and, of course, full of roots. In the 
case of Adiantums, it is readily discernible 
whether the plants are being potted freely or 
left somewhat pot-bound by the size of the pinme. 
For instance, take note of plants of A. cuneatum. 

When grown nnder what might be termed a 
generous treatment, that is, freely potted, tho 
pinnee will be considerably larger, and, if they 
are also shaded, of a much deeper green. Such 

a growth is never of so lasting a chifadter; it 

has a tendency to i»,m p | off( ii?) 0 vJtcnMMtJl 
whilst if used in a cut state it wilruoFtis' 

nearly so long as well-hardened fronds from 
plants grown under less congenial conditions. 
Some Ferns, such as the Davalliasand Git ichen- 
las, for jnstanee, are very shallow rooters, pre- 
fei ring to root near the surface. Tho oroeping 
ihi/.omes of these Ferns root as they extend 

when they come into contact with tho soil; 
h nee shallow pans or pots drained at least half 
way up should bo used for these and similar 
rcotmg kinds. It is not advisable to be lei 
away with the idea that shifting a stock of Ferns 
is necessary more than once in a season; youDg 

quick-growing seedlings may, it is true, need 
the second shift, whilst, on the other hand, 
many Ferns with good managtment will stand 
over for two years. Even Tree Ferns when 
grown on from small plants do not require such 
frequent repotting. Some Ferns, such, for 
instance, as the various forms of Pteris cretica, 

P. serrulata, and the smaller types of the 
Aspleniums, seem to be peculiarly adapted for 
cultivation in small pots. F. 

THE LADY FERN (ATHYRIUM FILIX- 

FfEMINA). 

Tins is one of the most elegant of our native 
species, ovon in its normal condition. The Lady 
Fern when growing freely attains a height of 

some 4 feet, sometimes even more, the large, 

Tin1 lady Fern (Athyriuin Filix-fu-mlna). 

i finely-divided, feathery fronds being exceedingly 

beautiful. I cannot understand why this plant 
| is not moro grown in small suburban gardens, 

which now remain bare and unsightly. Be¬ 
sides the normal form, as shown in the illus- 

i tration, there are many varieties, a few of the 
I best of which are named below, all of them 

exceedingly beautiful and deserving careful 
attention. It is not amongst the earliest kinds 
to put forth its fronds in spring. A. Filix- 

| fo mina corymbiferum : This is a bold-growing, 
! handsome Fern, nearly of normal size, having 
i the apex of the frond and each of the pinme 

densely tassclled. It is one of the oldest 
recognised sports of this species, and up to the 
present it retains a first place amongst them. 
A. Filix-fa mina Clarissimum : This is a very 
large form of great beauty ; it Ib not crested in 
any way, but the pinme are unusually long and 
the segments very finely cut. It does not 

produce young plants readily. A. Filix-frcmina 
aorooladon : Of this form there exist many sub- 
varieties, all of which aro beautiful. The apex 
of the frond is more or leas densely crested with 

finely divided massof short Moss-like tuftt. 
-feemina Kalothrix: This is not a 

loot, but it is one of the yerv.bandj 
'brms into which the species hast ported. 

and were it not known to be a seedliDg it might 

lay claim to specific origin. The fronds are of 
large size, and the divisions of each aro as lino 
as hair, with a peculiar translucent lustre. It 
requires to bi sheltered from rough winds to pre¬ 
serve its beauty. A. Filix-foemina plumosum 
eleg ins is another fe rm of exceeding beauty, hut 
not in any way crested. The fronds are Urge, 
much broader and longer in tho pinme thin 
those of the type, and very elegantly divided. 
Every lover of Ferns should grow this variety. 

A. Filix-fo-mina Victoria;: In the present plant 
wa hive one of the most extraordinary crested 
forms it is possible to conceive, and at the tame 
time one of the most beautiful. The pinnx aro 
reduced in width, so that no confusion can 
be detected ; in faot, had tho plant been grown 

by rule and compass, it could not have been 
more strictly symmetrical. The pinnules fork 
immediately upon the rachis, spread out, and 
each sido pinnule crosses the next one near the 
point, and the apex of each one has a small crest 
or tassel. The top of the frond has a large crest; 
the colour is deop-green. The plant under cul¬ 
tivation produces forms more or less true. Only 

one plant was found in a wild state in Scotland. 
Besides the above kinds there is an immense 
number of all sizes and density. Some are small 
kinds, heavily crested and much forked. The 
smaller kinds, which require an elevated situa¬ 
tion on the rock work, will thrive well in a 
Wardian case. W. 

The White Lupine.—Few handsomer 
plants adorn the garden than the white variety 
of Lupinus polyphyllus. The type is well known, 
its stately spikes of blue flowers continuing to 
brighten the garden over a long season. It 
must be a poor soil or position that will not 
grow this stately plant, and when the white 
variety is seen in a bold mass it is a sheet of 
white.' The foliage of the Perennial Lupine is 
elegant, but when the plant is in full bloom 

its ocauty is eclipsed by tho splendid epikes of 
white flowers. It may bo grown in small as 
well as large gardens, and looks especially well 
when backed by an evergreen shrub to bring 
out the beauty and purity of the blossom. A 
good figure of it is given in Gardening of 

June 10, p. 206.—V. C. 

4007.—A plague Of rata.—The best pre¬ 
ventive of ihis serious trouble is to place 
chloride of lime in the haunts of tho rats, as 

they so hate the pungent smell of this that 
they will decamp rather than endure it. The 
chloride of lime should be placed, in quan¬ 
tities of half a pound, under the boards, or in 
the drains in which tho rats assemble. Pro¬ 
bably, if tho house be large and rambling, a con¬ 

siderable quantity may be necessary to drivo 
them out; but they can thus be shut out of ono 
part after another until their “ castle ” bo 
known, when it might bo worth while to open 

that part, and destroy them with dogs and 
ferrets, afterwards laying down plenty of 
chloride of lime (which is also a strong disin¬ 
fectant in case of thore being any dead rats about) 
before closing tho place again. When once a 
largo number of rats has taken possession of an 
old house, traps and cats are of little use, 
although keeping cats will usually prevent rats 

from returning to tho house where they are.— 

I. L. R. 

- There are two or threo ways of destroy¬ 

ing rats, of which “ R. W. F.” may not know : 
1, Traps if baited with Sunflower scid aro irre¬ 
sistible. This discovery was made by the keeper 
of some zoological gardens. Any trap which 
has caught a rat should be deodorised by putting 
it on a stove for a few hours, and on no account 
should it be touched with the baro hands while 
resetting, as they will avoid a trap on scenting 
the human hand. 2, Poison should not be put 
down the holes, as so many people do. You 

should spread it on meat or bread, place it in 
the middle of the room with some saucers of 

water near, and sufficient hay or straw for tho 
creatures to hide in, us the instinct of every 
animal is to crawl away to die in hiding. 
Strychnine or prutsic acid are practically the 
quickest poisons, in which case soak tho meat or 

bread in tho poison. 3, Chloride of lime placed 
about the house near rat-holes or drains is a 
great deterrent, as rats abhor the siokly smell. 

\ Pe*», and all seeds, if soaked in 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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OUTDOOR PIiANTS. 

OATANANCHE (XERULEA. 

These charming plants, closely allied to the 
Lettuce family, are not nearly so often seen in 
gardens as might be expected, considering their 
showy flowers and striking habit of growth. 
The species ligured in the accompanying cut is 
the most common, and although perennial in 

light soils, I am afraid it is at the best but 
short-lived, and in heavy soils at any rate gives 
most satisfaction as an annual or biennial. We 
have doubtless much to learn about the lon¬ 
gevity of South European plants especially, and 
may often discard a good plant simply because 
it refuses to live more than a couple of years or 
so in our borders, when the same treatment 

afforded to annuals and biennials would enable 
us to indefinitely keep the particular species. 
The specios in question is an excellent border 
plant; the everlasting-like flowers of an intense 
blue give it a decided character, and as it may 

be depended upon in a light sandy soil, it could 
readily be made a feature by being planted on 
the margins of the shrubberies or even natural¬ 
ised in semi-wild places. There are a white 
and a bicolor form, and the three mixed 
together would be very effective. The stems 

rarely exceed 2 feet to 2J feet high, the leaves 
narrow, lance-shaped, with a few small teeth 
on each side, and usually glaucous. The three 

forms aro natives of Southern Europe, and were 
introduced as early as 1596. C. lutea is a 
hardy annual, and is similar to C. ccorulea in 
every respect excepting its bright yellow flower- 

hoads. It is a useful border plant, and makes 
showy patches when liberally treated. Tho 
seeds should be sown in the open border about 

the beginning of April, the seedlings being 
thinned out to the required distance, which 
should never be less than a foot. -D. 

THE LILY. 

The great family of Lilies reveals many charm¬ 
ing things, from the snow-white Madonna 

flower, Lilium candidum, to the graceful L. 
pardalinum that sways gently in the breeze. It 
is impossible to go into lengthy details, but one 
general rule may be applied—that is, to have a 
loamy soil. Peat is not essential, and manure 
is positively injurious, unless well deoayed and 

applied in the form of a top-dressing whon signs 
are apparent of need of some stimulatory 
influence. The bolder types, such as L. longi- 
florum, L. candidum, L. chalceodonicum, the 
Scarlet Lily, and the bravo Tiger Lilies will 
faro well on ordinary garden ground, if it is not 
too heavy, richer, more substantial diet being 
given to L. auratum, L. martagon, and L. 

flumboldti. We aro not, however, supposing 
that ev«ry kind of Lily will find a place in the 
amateur garden. A few of the less rare species 
and varieties, will be amply sufficient 
to fill tho parterre with colour and fragrance. 
Large gardens usually have Rhododendron beds, 
und it is in these that Lilies do well. Visitors 

to the Royal Gardens, Kew, in the month of 
August and throughout the autumn will see a 
Lily show, the Auratums sending up their bur¬ 
den of flowers above the Rhododendrons, and it 
is precisely for this reason that a kind of brother¬ 
hood exists between the two very opposite 

families that such success is achieved by the 
combination. Peat and loam suit both the 
shrub and the flower, aud tho branchos act as a 
shelter to tho rising Lily shoots in spring, which 
when exposed aro apt to suffer severely from 

sharp frosts aud cold winds. The propagation 
of Lilies is accomplished by either division, or 
rather moving the offset bulbs from tho main 
bulb, and bulbils in tho axils of tho leaves. 

The family of Lilies presents diverse com¬ 
plexions iu flower, leaf, aud habit. L. pardali- 
uum runs up over 6 feet in height j but Borne of 
tho varieties of L. davuricum grow only a few 

inches. A useful selection for the garden would 

bo L. bulbiferum, umbellatum (scarlet-crimson, 
in which there is a shading of yellow), the 
Scarlet Turk’s Cap Lily, L chalcedonicum (rich 
scarlet, very showy in cottage gardens in July), 

the common Orange Lily, L. croceum, L. davu¬ 
ricum (rich crimson, delightful in the shrubbery 
border), L. martagon, a favourite with all who 
care for Lilies, L tigrinum, the gorgeaUB>Tiger 

Lily, and L. speciosum.of whicji ,ther| is a^cfc 
charming white variety. Tj. Thunb^gilffmft, 
and its long train of dwarf forms, and L. 

auratum, the king of Lilies, may.be grown'with 

freedom, the last mentioned in particular. It 
is one of the most precious plants from Japan, 
and the enormous sale of bulbs each year in 
London is sufficient vindication of its popularity 
and splendour. The Lilies are now blooming 
freely, and those who wish for a good selec¬ 

tion cannot do better than select from those 
named. Bold clumps of the flowers in the gar¬ 
den in the summer months are remarkably 
attractive, and to get a good effect there must 

Calaimnche cumilca. 

be a mass of colour. Single spikes are not 
showy, especially of the quietly coloured kinds. 

C. T. 

1033.—Sempervlvum tabuleeforme. 
—This is a tender plant of a singular form of 

growth, as the name indicates ; but when it is 
in flower it is not to be despised, as tho flower- 
stem rises from the centre, and if tho plant is 
well grown it assumes a perfect pyramidal form 
that is very pleasing, as there is a certain degree 
of gracefulness about it that one would not 
expect to see in suoh a pancake form of plant 

before it commences to flower. Seeing that you 
have so many plants in one pot, you had better 

plant them out in the garden at once. It is 
possible that one or more of them may flower 
this year ; but as they are so poorly grown you 
will not get a correct idea of its beauty as a 
flowering plant. Any that do not flower you 
may take up again in the autumn. I grew hun¬ 

dreds of these plants about fifteen yearB ago to 
associate with other succulents, and, if I re¬ 
member right, the plants flower when they are 
three years old, and then die. When the 

seed is properly matured it grows freely, and the 
second year the plants will be as large as a 
cheese-plate, and quite as flat.—J. C. C. 

- Thin may be planted out for the summer, and in a 
bed of succulents will be useful. It may be lifted for the 
winter and kept moderately dry. It is ured for beddiny 
In the park, and Is best adapted for such a purpose.—0. T. 

4028 —White - flowered plants for 
cutting.—You do not say whether you re¬ 
quire indoor or hardy flowers; if indoor, and 
you can forco them, nothing is better than 
Spirtua japonica, Whito Pelargoniums, Lapa- 
eiria alba, a fine massy white flower for cutting ; 

uuvardias, as Alfred Nouuer, double white, 
Vrcolandi, or Humboldti, corymbiflora Camellia 
alba plena, Calls icthiopica, Stcphanolis flori- 

bunda, and Carnations of the tree class, as La 
Belle, very pure, Milo. Carle, or tho Mai- 
maison. But this is only a small selection of 

white flowers that may bo got in the first half 
of the year. As, however, you mention Pinks, 
possibly you require hardy plants, if so, you 
might select White Pyrethrums, which could be 

in bloom just before the Pinks, and they lost 
well when cut. Both single and double kinds 

could be chosen. A very lovely flower for 
cutting early in the summer is the White Snap¬ 

dragon, known botanically as the Antirrhinum. 
It is as easy to grow as any of its kinds, and 
the flowers are puro-white. You should cer- 

tainljl make a good note of this. Then you 

i <£fn jfutvo the white variety of Campanula 
parkiofafia, a very handsome und easily grown 

in Gardening. There are many very beautiful 
hardy plants with white flowers suitable for 
cutting. The Achilleas are a host in them¬ 
selves ; they bloom in the summer months. A. 
mongolica, A. Tho Pearl, a lovely flower quite 

double and very pure, A. ptarmica fl.-pl., aro 
all hardy aud vigorous plants, well adapted to 
be grown freely for cutting. Then for the 
autumn months nothing excels Anemone 
japonica alba, a very vigorous plant, 
strong in growth, and if given a top¬ 

dressing of well-decayed manure each year, 
the display of flowers will be more profuse. 
A good mass will produce a large quantity. 
Then you might have the whito flowered 
Aquilegia, a very fine thing that is in beauty 
before the Pinks, and amongst the Campanulas 
or Bell-flowers there is a host of subjects 

available ; the white Canterbury Bells being of 
note. Then there is a variety of Chrysanthemum 
leucanthemum named simplex, which is very 
pretty, and for the late spring Trillium grandi- 
florum, the Wood Lily, a very distinct and 

beautiful thing, the flowers pure white, and in a 
setting of deep-green leaves. The Candytufts 
have in many cases white flowers, but they are 
not so well adapted for cutting as many of the 
kinds mentioned above ; whilst you may also 
select Lathyrus albus, Lupinus polyphyllus 

albus (the White Perennial Lupine), Malva 
moschata alba (the White Mallow), White 
Daffodils, particular varieties of Narcissus 
poeticuB for early spring, and the double Fair 
Maids of France. Other things might be 

mentioned, but these are all of merit, and 
indicate the large selection of white-flowered 
hardy perennials available.—C. T. 

- After the bulbs are over, then comes a 
sort of break among the white flowers useful for 
cutting till the Pink Roses, &c., comes in. White 

flowers there are, of course, but all have not the 
same value. White Forget-me-nots, Lupinus 
polyphyllus alba, White Pyrethrums, includ¬ 
ing Mont Blano, White Herbaceous Pieanies, 
Clematis montana, Double White Rockets, and 
the Evergreen Candytufts are all more or less 

useful. Ranunculus aconitifolius plena is a good 
thing for outting ; and I have had the white 
variety of Clarkia pulchella very early and use¬ 
ful from autumn-sown plants. Whito Brompton 

Stocks are nice for cutting.—E. H. 

- Anemones of sorts would bo uieful, 
especially the white varieties of A. coronaria, 
A. alpina, &c. Several of tho white-flowertd 
Narcissi should also be grown in quantity, such 
as N. pooticus, N. p. ornatus, and the fine old 

double white kind. White Myosotis (Forget- 
me-not) is also nico, and Campanula persicifolia 
alba-plena is a lovely power for cutting that, if 
planted in a warm position, will often flower 

before the bulk of the Pinks.—B. C. R. 

4035.—Lilies and Irises.—You can make 
your border a picture of colour with Irises and 
bulbs. As to the first, it depends upon what you 
are prepared to spend, as tho Iris family is a 
large one and embraces expensive and cheap 
kinds. The following, however, are beautiful and 

not extravagant. For blooming quite early in 
the spring you have the violet-scented Iris 
reticulata, a very beautiful flower, doep-blue in 
colour, and with a strong fragrance of Violets, 
and amongst the German Irises there is a wealth 

of beauty, a selection of the best kinds beiDg 
given quito recently in Gardening. I need 
not thoroforo repeat this selection, but ovoryono 
montionod is of merit. Koep to this selection, 
otherwise you will get a lot of poor coloured 

varieties that will disappoint. I should leave 
such osectiDS as the Oncocyclus alone. They are 

not for beginners, and this class includes the 
curious Mourning Iris, I. pincea, yellow, very 
rich and pretty ; the late growing 1. ochroleuca, 
the flowers white and yellow; I. sibirica, the 

Siberian Iris, a graceful-leaved species with blue 
flowers, also its variety alba, whito, and tho 
English and Spanish Irises may be mentioned. 

Both these sections give a wealth of colour, tho 
flowers varying from white to deepest purple. 
The latter blooms a week or two before the 

former and thus provides a succession. The 
lovely Kiumpferi Iris requires more moisture 

than I should think you could afford to give it. 
It is very charming in July when it flowers at 
tjh^ mefMi^ pi winter. At the foot of the wall 
plant the quito late autumn or early wintcr- 

ered) [ IrALl&V-AlS _ has foliage 
Beet in miniature. piRnt which has been recently commented uj^i^> f(j f\l 
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Of oourae, there are many more hardy than these, 

bat you give no particulars as to the size of the 
border, or the number of Irises you require. 

Theoarly-floweringspeoiea or varieties aro many 
in number, but some are expensive. I have 

mentioned the more popular kinds, and except 
L alata, and I. reticulata, they bloom in early 
summer, the great season for this family. The 
Lilies that I should recommend would be the 
White L. candidum that blooms in Juno. It 

has unfortunately been muoh subject to an 
invidious disease, but still you should try it. Its 
white fragrant flowers are vory precious. L. 
bulbiferum, the well known L. croceum, the 
early June-flowering L. umbellatum, a showy, 
vigorous kind ; L. elegans in variety, parti¬ 
cularly the quite dwarf kinds, the flowers vary¬ 
ing in colour ; the 8carlet Martagon, L. chalce- 
donicum, L. Martagon, which has, howevor, a 
too powerful scent—but perhaps you will not 

mind tho unpleasant odour; L. auratum, very 
beautiful in August, and too well known to 

describe ; L. speciosum or L lancifolium, as it 
is sometimes called, blooming in late summer 
and early autumn ; the buff Lily (L. testaceum), 
and the Tiger Lily (L. tigrinum), in variety, a 
superb flower for colour. This will form a very 
good selection to commence with, as of the 
species mentioned there are many varieties.— 
a t. 

—— L. candidum, L. Martagon, and L 
tigrinum, and tho varieties of those species aro 
all good and are sure to do well. If I were 
only just beginning to grow Lilies, I should get 
all the varieties of the abovo three specios, and 
grow them well first, and gradually introduce 
others. Those are most of them cheap and 
hardy, and might, for tho moat part, be planted 
in the town garden. For Irises I should recom¬ 
mend the English and the German. Tho last- 

named are evergreen, and both families are 
remarkably pretty and very cheap.—E. H. 

40.12.—Out flowers.—Pyrothrums (single 
and double), Antirrhinums, nndUodetias should 
supply your needs. Although Godetia has a 
flimsy appearance, nnd when on the plant shuts 
up every evening, it is one of tho best flowors in 
existence for cutting. Tho fact of separating it 
from its parent stem seems to paralyse it, so that 
it forgets to close up at night, and its decay 
seems to be arrested ; indeed, I havo known it 

to stand in water for a fortnight bofore it faded. 
—A. G. Butler. 

--The variety of Yarrow (Achillea mille¬ 
folium) named roseum is of the colour sug¬ 
gested by the name; then if you have a 
warm, sunny, sheltered border, such as skirting 
a wall of a plant house, you might have tho 
Belladonna Lily (Amaryllis Belladonna), which 
has rose flowers, also Anomono japonicum, not 
alba, the type bearin 
well known for its 
crimson-flowered Una; r, , ... 

Thrift or Armcria, excellent as an edging, and 

may be cut, Michaelmas Daisies of this colour ; 
for the autumn, Indian Pinks, Carnations, of 
these shades of colour, Diolytra spectaliilis, or 
the “Lyre flower," Foxglove, Scarlet Lychnis, 
Paonies, particularly the old double crimson 
and the blush varieties, Pentstcmons in varioty 
(there are several that havo flowers of this shade), 
Phloxes, herbaceous varieties in particular, 
Pyrethrums, 8chizostvlis coccinoa, Spira l pa’- 
mata, tho flowers rich-crimson, and, of course, 
various hardy bulbs. All tho above-named 

Cts aro quite hardy, not difficult to grow, nnd 
flowers in ono or other varioty of tlio shades 

of colour that you require.—C. T. 

——- Roses of several sections and many 
varieties, if planted in warm and sheltered 
positions, on sunny walls, &o., will generally 
commonce flowering early in Juno. Anemono 
fulgens and several of tho varieties of A. 
coronarium will also be found extromely useful. 

Dielytra spectabilia is vory graceful, and lasts 
fairly well when cut and placed in water, and a 

shrub that everyone ought to grow for cutting 
from is the exquisite Weigela rosea.—B. C. R. 

- Pyrethrums and Pnonies aro among the 
most beautiful things for June cutting. To 
these may be added Red Pinks in variety, 
Oriental and other Poppies, but this season the 

Oriontal Poppies wont off vory quiok, bigfthb 
samo hot summer which DwnMK thoa? 
brought on the Shirley Poppies. Red Lotfiian 
or Brompton Stocks will be useful.—E. H. 

THE HARDY ANTHEMISES. 

Although a large and comparatively showy 
genus, very few of the species find their way 
into cultivation, and of these few perhaps the 

most popular is the speoies in the accompanying 
cut. Many of the species are free blooming 
and showy, and will be found very useful where 
flowers of the Marguerite class are in demand. 
Only two of the alpine species known to us are 
to be found in gardens. A. Ai/.oon, with its 
silvery leaves and white starry flowers, is fairly 

well known, but A. Biebersteini, a grand species 
from the Caucasus, is rare, and although one of 

the most beautiful early summer rock plants, it 
does not seem to be very common. They are 
both easily managed compared with many of 

these plants from high altitudes, requiring a 
warm, sunnv position, and a deep, light, rich soil. 
They may be increased by seeds, cuttings, or 
division—tho former as soon as gathered, cut¬ 
tings in July and August, and division in early 
spring. 

A. Aizoon.—A charming dwarf growing rock 
plant, rarely exceeding ‘2 inches to 3 inches in 
height, has a oompact or tufted habit, the loose 
rosettes of long silvery leaves looking well in 

winter as well as summer. The flowers are pro¬ 
duced in abundance during summer, white, and 

somewhat resembling a large Daisy. It is a 
native of Northern Greece. 

A. Biriikr.stf.ini.—A rare specios, and from 
specimens growing in the rock gardon at Kew, 
ono to be noted and eagerly sought after. It 
forms dense mats or carpets of short silvery 
loavos, narrow, and more or less deeply cut. 
Tho ilower-stoms, which are numerous, aro about 
9 inches high, each bearing a vory largo golden- 
yellow Marguerite flower, almost an showy as 
that of tho fino Arnica montana. It flowers 
from April to July, and is a native of the 
Caucasus. 

A. TINOTORIA is of an entirely different 

through the autumn months, and is a native of 
Europe. 

Others are A. Kitaibeli, A. nobilis, with white 
flowers, A. arvensis, kc. D. 

ways of pro 

These may 

Oi'R Readkks' Illi'htratiosh : The Yellow-flowered 
Chamomile (AnlhcuiiH tinctoria). Engraved (or 
Gakdkximi Ii.i.i htiutkii from a i.holograph nonl 

by Miss Wollcy Dod, Edge Kail, Mnlpns, Cheshire. 

character. It may bo classed as a herbaceous 
perennial, and when done well is ono of tho most 
beautiful objects in tho autumn garden. It is 
so hardy and requires so little attention that 
large groups in the wood or wild garden would 

soon increase and make a grand show. Its com¬ 
pact and dense habit would keep the under¬ 
growth from interfering with it in any way. 
As a border plant, or oven in bods, it has few 

Umua’s.^-Jlh Jmshy habit, finoly out, Korn-like, 
^djh k- j^cguj lgfiugo, and abundance of b: ‘ 

yellow(n^w6r8 (as shown in cut) make it 

attractive and beautiful object. It flowers ^'H AM PAIG N 

A note on Hollyhocks.—We welcome 
back to life again tho stately Hollyhock, almost 
lost to us by the visitation of diseaso, a kind of 
fungus, that for a time banished its presence frem 
English gardens. Years ago, before tho j lague 

made its appearance on English soil, the Holly¬ 
hock was grown and exhibited in all parts of the 
British Isles, but the cloud of disease over¬ 
shadowed its stately spikes, killed outright 
many of the old varieties, and threatened to 
exterminate every vestige of Hollyhock from 
our gardens. It seems, however, to have out¬ 
lived this remarkable plague, and once again 
nods over tho wooden fence in the cottage 

Strdcns, and lends dignity to tho larger domain. 
no roason of tho peculiar severity of this 

disease was that the plant, through hard pro¬ 
pagation, had become in a sense weakened. It 
was the fashion to strike the cuttings in a high 
temperature to get a stock quickly ; but the 
effect of this was to weaken the constitution of 
the plant, and ill fit it for such a severe at tack of 
a virulent disease. The secret of success in the 
culture of the Hollyhock is to grow the plants 
well, providing them with a very rich soil, which 
should be deeply dug, and incorporate with it 
plenty of manure, whilst in the case of plants 
whose spikes are desired for exhibition, weak 
liquid-manure w ater occasionally will promote 
tho development of splendid blotsoms. Stagnant 
ground in winter is fatal; but it should not be 

too dry in the summer months, whilst division 
of the roots is a ready way to gain an increase 
of stock. Bosides division, there are two other 

ation—by seeds and by cuttings, 
taken in spring, placed in pots 

filled with good soil, and give a slight heat, such 
as that supplied by a hot-bed. When rooted, 
pot them off, and transfer to a cold frame befoie 
planting them out in the garden. If the plants 
are propagated in the summer, keep them in a 
cold frame during the winter, and plant out in 
the following spring. They will bloom well tho 
game year. A good time to sow eeeds is as 
soon as they are ripe, which will be in I he 
autumn, treating them similar to half hardy 
annuals, and giving them a little heat, l’ot oft' 
the seedlings in due course. Keep them during 
the winter in a frame, and plant out in tho 
ensuing spring. When in tho beds during (he 

winter they are, if very young, likely to suc¬ 
cumb to the trials and privations of English 
weather in that capricious season. Even when 
cutting down in the autumn tho old stems, after 
the festival of flowers has been held, leave them 
of moderate length, so as to preset ve the 
crown as much as possiblo from the influence of 
dump.—V. C. 

Sweet Peas.—This lovely flower has been 
increased in interest of late years by the intro 
Auction of sevoral very beautiful varieties, that 
give considerable range in colour, and havo lost 
nono of the good qualities, the sweet fragrance, 
and freedom of the old kinds. The Sweet Pra 

is not rightly grown, as a rule ; it is not used in 
tho best possible way. A few bold clumps are 
very pretty, but wo want something more from 
suen climbers. I lately saw quite a bank of 
them—a scroen, shutting out an objectionablo 
foature in tho garden, and tbo plants fulfilled 
tho object in view. Thoy grow easily from seed, 
uud bloom freely aud continuously if not 
allowed to form seed. Masses of them tumbling 

over twiggy sticks in the border, or running 
over a hedgo, are vory pretty, especially when a 
good selection of varieties is made ; and all know 

tho beauty of the tenderly-coloured, fragrant 
flowers when arranged in a bowl or vaao in the 
house. The “ invincible" kinds are very 
pleasing, tho scarlet, carmine, and so forth, but 
a fow mixed varieties may be mentioned. Applo 
Blossom is one of the sweetest; its large, hand¬ 

some flowers are white, with the wines delicate- 
rose—a charming contrast. It may be tiled for 

posies for its soft colouring. Butteiby is 
another gem, tho flowers whito and lavender. 
Cardinal, one of the most recent acquisitions, is 
brilliant-scarlet. And to these may be added 
Beatrix (rbse carmine), Boreatlor (rich maroon), 
ip perm!. Blue, (a goccL-ilistipet.-,r.ad not dingy 

colour)] and Brlnctis <Jl % aleS (delicate blue and 
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HOUSE! Sl WINDOW GARDENING. 

BRITISH FERNS FOR A ROOM. 

There are many sitting rooms with a rather 
sunless aspect, or in which the blinds aro kept 

down a good deal, where flowering plants will 
not thrive, and yet some graceful greenery is 
needed to set of! the cut blossoms in vase or 
glass. For this situation nothing is better than 
our own British Ferns, many of which are 
extremely handsome, and now that they have 
received a little of the attention they aeserve 
thero are many very desirable new varieties 

(some crested and with divided fronds) which 
make charming plants for a room, while they 
are quite hardy, and are much stronger in con¬ 
stitution than their foreign cousins. They can 
be grown to perfection in an area, and lifted 

into the sitting-room when in full beauty, for 
they need a cool, damp placo without draughts 
when they are unfurling their lovely fronds. 
If an area be not available a flat bath or tray, 
with a layer of damp Moss in it, or Cocoa-nut- 

fibre, should be placed in a bath-room, or any 
shaded place, in which the pots may stand at 

night, surrounded by the moist air arising from 
the Moss or fibre, which should always be kept 
damp, and freo from the dust and draughts of 
the sitting-room when it undergoes in the 
morning the necessary process of brushing and 

airing. Several beautiful cultivated varieties of 
the common Hart’s-tonguo Fern (Scolopendrium 

vulgare) are now to be had, and these are 
specially valuable, being evergreen, so that they 
are available for room decoration during the 
winter months. Another very elegant evergreen 
Fern is Asplonium Adiantum-nigrum (the Devon¬ 
shire Black-stemmed Fern); it is smallor than 
the Scolopendriums, but has remarkably pretty 
fronds, much sorrated, and of a brilliant shining- 

green tint, sot off by its dark stems. For larger 
specimens during summer there are few more 
beautiful Ferns than Athyrium Filix-fumina 
(the Lady Fern), also varieties of the Lustroa 
family, remarkably elegant, and growing to a 
considerable size. All Ferns do best in a mix¬ 

ture of peat (not too finely divided) and leaf- 
mould, with silver sand enough to make the 
compost light, and a slight admixture of char¬ 
coal (burnt wood-ash) is very beneficial, and the 
plants must not bo very tightly potted. In 
potting Ferns it is nooessary to give^plenty of 

drainage, and this should be covered with a little 
Moss, dipped in soot, to keep out insects, and 
prevent the drainage from becoming stagnant. 
Ferns after being potted often loso their fronds, 

and look very wretched for some weeks, but this 
need not discourage their ownor, as ihoy aro 
only untidy for a time, when, if thoy have boon 
kopt in a damp, cool placo, they will throw out 
fine now fronds, and take thoroughly well to 
their now quarters. Plenty of water should be 

suppliod to thorn, and if grown out-of-doors tho 
note should stand on fine ashes, which can be 
kept in a damp state, to supply the surrounding 
moisture which Ferns ncod. I. L. R. 

stage of growth), and they enjoy a rich mulch 
of compost laid over the surface of the soil to 
nourish their surface-roots. Plenty of water, 
too, is needed for their nourishment, and they 
must never be allowed to become dust-dry. 
Soot-water (easily made by brushing down some 

soot from the chimney, and tying it securely 
into a bit of coarse canvas, which should be de¬ 
posited in a pan of soft-water), should be given 
them once |or twice a week in a thin and clear 
state, the water surrounding the bag of soot 
alone being used, when more water oan be added 

while soot remains in the bag, giving it an 
occasional stir with a stick. 

giving it a 

ZEA JAPONIC A VAR1EGATA (JAPANESE 

MAIZE) FOR A ROOM. 

0*. k of the casiost, and at tho same time most 
satisfactory plants to grow in a window (as a 
ohange from the ordinary run of room-plants), 
is this elegant .Japanese Maize, with its 
graceful outline, giving something of the effect 
of a fountain in shape. The seeds germinato 
quickly and easily in warm weather, espe¬ 
cially if covered with a bell-glass or tumbler 
until they arc an inch or two high, whon the 
glass should bo gradually raisod, and may soon 

be dispensed with altogether. Tho easiest plan 
for au amateur is to put one good firm soed into 
each small pot of sandy soil, and pot tho little 
plants on as they requiro it, never allowing 
them to become pot-bound. They grow so fast, 

and are so pretty from thoir earliest stages, 
that they are always ornamontal, but when 
they reach their full height of 3 feet or 4 feet, 
and are crowned with their graceful plumes of 

blossom, tho effect is remarkably elegant, and 
they stand well in a window (on the floor), or 
in the summer fireplace, as a background for 
flowering plants and Ferns. They are also very 
effective in a balcony or verandambut must be 

protected from very strong winds/sfrhich som. 
times break th|ftt downs | | Oofejji^Ji oil ( 
necessary for the Japanese Maizefsner the fin 

3991.—Creepers for a wall and plants 
for boxes.—The best creeper for a north-east 
aspect are the Gloire de Dijon Rose, Clematis 
montana, with white blossoms, flowering early 
in spring ; Ampolopsis Veitchi, with magnifioont 
autumn foliage; the winter-flowering Yellow 
Jasmine (Jasminum nudiflorum), and various 
handsome kinds of Ivy. For tho north-wost a 
more delicate set of creepers may bo selected if 
the situation bo a sheltered one. William Allen 
Richardson Rose or the Red Glory (Marie Hen- 
riette) may be tried, with tho larger-flowered 

varieties of Clematis (C. Jackmani and many 
others), White Jasmine, French Honeysuckle, 
Virginian Creeper, and a Binktian Rose. But 
if tne aspect be more northerly than westerly, 
the latter will notthrivo ; it also requires shelter 
from high winds. For window-boxes at tho same 
aspects many plants may bo selected ; in fact, fow 
will not thrive at one or the other. Tuborous 

Begonias well hardened off will do well with the 
morning sun only of the north-oast aspect, and 
they make admirable plants for a box if the 
drooping, neat-habited double varieties are 
grown. Tho trailors in front of them may be 
eithor Blue and White Lobelia, used alternately, 
or Nierembergia gracilis, with the rich-bronze 
lace of Saxifraga sarmentosa alternating with its 

delicate masses of bloom. Tropicolum canari- 
enso (Canary-llowor) makes a charming creeper 
for the ends of boxes, being easily trained on 
string, with a few stout nails, to form an aroh 
over the window. It will grow well in a north¬ 

east aspect, either for boxes or walls, and is 
very useful to cover bare walls quickly, though 
it only lasts till tho frosts come in autumn. For 

thenorth-wostern boxes Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums 
(pink and white or carmine and white) may bo 
grown, which will trail down over the box in 
great beauty if strong plants aro selected ; or 
Calcoolarias, Zonal Polargoniums (“Gera¬ 

niums"), Lobelias, Potunias, and Marguerites 
will all do woll here, although they may not bring 
quite such a profusion of flowers as in a sunnier 
ospoot. Much depends, however, on tho soil 
provided for them, and the daily care they 
receivo. Plants in boxes need plenty of nourish¬ 

ment, and must have a good compost to start 
with, and tho box should be drained with crooks 
and ashes, and not overfilled, so as to allow room 
for a plentiful supply of water, which will be 
daily neodod. Most plants in boxes are more 
or less starved ; they neod muoh more moisture 
in that exposed position (crowded together as 
they must be for the sake of effect) than when 

thoy are in soparate pots or in tho open ground, 
and they should be syringed or watered with a 
rose every evening during dry weather. A top- 
dressing of rioh compost laid over the surface 
soil once or twice during the summer will help 

them much, and liquid-manure in a very thin, 
clear state will suit them once a week. Soot- 
water (easily made by tying up a little chimney- 
soot in a coarse canvas bag, and placing it in a 
pan of water) is ono of tho best of liquid-manures 
where the plants grow in or near a dwelling- 
room, as it has no impure odour, and is moBt 

health-giving to tho plants. If it is not possible 
to give all this attention to the plants, very 
pretty and cheap arrangements may be made by 
growing in the boxes amass of tho common Nas¬ 
turtium, which does best in poor soil, and is 

hardy in constitution, so far as the question of 
constant watering is concerned. The Dwarf 

Tropiuolum, with flame-coloured flowers and deep 
bronze foliage, makes a handsome variety, and 
if well selected the result is very good. An 

edging of the new Hybrid Mimulus tones well 
with Tropojolums, and this will grow in a very 
lunless aspeot.—L L. R. 

Iup27.—Early Fuchsiaa fo*i iwfxtdow 
culture—Fuchsias will suoceea in a wihdow 

through the summer if kept carefully watered, 
and not exposed to cold draughts. A very good 
variety for this purpose is Earl of Beaconsfield, 
which has very bright, long-tubod flowers. 
From experience I havo found this very free 
and strong in growth. One of the best is Sun 
Ray, which has very brightly variegated leafage, 

keeps it colour well, and is not “ spotty.” A 
useful double kind is Mias Lucy Fiunis, which 
is very free, the flowers quite double, yet not 
ungainly or grotesque, and pure-white, the 
corolla and tube red. Rose of Castile is a good 

kind, the flowers with white sepals and petals 
are purple-coloured corolla. Try-Me 0 ! and 
Mrs. Rundell are also worth notice.—C. T. 

- Mrs. Marshall (light). Scarcity (dark), and Rose of 
Castile (purple and white), are, I should say, three ol lbs 
earliest-Howerlne Fuchsias In cultivation. Of the last- 
named the improved form Is superior to the old type. 
Lady The) tesbury is also early, and a very free and elegant 
variety.—B. 0. R. 

FRUIT. 

EARLY CHERRIES. 

Cherries are not grown so much as standards 

and pyramids in gardens as formerly, owing to 
various causes. Of late years, choice varieties 
have suffered badly from canker, and as the 
tree flowers so early the bloom is frequently in¬ 
jured by frosts, so that a poor crop is tho result, 
while birds in most gardens are so troublosome, 

that only under the most favourable circum¬ 
stances can a crop be secured. In orchards with 
a quantity of treos the last namod difficulty oan 
bo minimised by soaring, but does not pay 
with a few isolated trees, so that there is no 
better plan than wall culture, as the trees can 

bo protected from frost and from birds by net¬ 
ting. Ono groat advantage with wall trees is 
the long time the fruit will hang without shrivel¬ 
ling if the trees aro in a healthy condition, with 
ample foliage and kept cloar of black-fly, which 

is a great pest, and attacks most Cherrioa on 
walls. Unless stringent measures bo taken in 
time, the whole crop is disfigured and the trees 
crippled for tho following season. By planting 
Cherries ix different positions a supply of fruit 
can bo kept up for a considerable period. The 
earlier kinds, when planted on a warm south 

wall, will givo nice dishes in Juno. One of the 
best is Early Rivers, a large shining black hand¬ 
some Cherry (indeed, one of the best of all tho 
black kinds) of rich flavour, with a great quantity 
of flosh and but little stone. It is equally good 

indoors or out, and tho tree grows vigorously, 
rarely failing to bear a heavy crop. It is a seed¬ 

ling from the Early Purplo (lean, a good old 
variety. Tho fruit of the Early (lean is richly 
flavoured, but the treo is very delicate and does 
not do woll in many gardens. Tho Early Frog- 
more Bigarreau is another valuable wall fruit 

that can be relied upon, and though classod as a 
second oarly kind, with me on a warm wall it 
ripens during tho second week in J une in a good 
season. The tree is a vigorous grower, of good 
constitution, and an abundant boaror, and if only 
two or three varieties of Cherries are grown this 

one should find a place. It does not canker so 
badly os some kinds, and keeps well if there is 
not too muoh moisture at tho roots after the 
fruit is ripe. Governor Wood is also a favourite 

variety. It is a large pale-rod fruit, richly 
flavoured. It is a useful variety for 

Wall culture, and equally good for pot or 
indoor culture. This last-named is not quite so 
hardy as others, and to do it well it must have 
a warm wall, as in cold districts I havo found it 

gum badly. On my light soil in a sheltered 
corner it crops heavily and makos plenty of 
clean wood. Belle d’Orleans is an early rich 
fruit of medium size. It comes into use early in 
Juno, but I prefer Early Rivers to this variety. 

Early Lyons is also suporior, and a free grower 
and heavy cropper. Bigarreau, commonly called 
Amber Heart, is a sterling variety, and ono of tho 

best wall Cherries grown ; my trees are old, and 
bear heavy crops of fruit of rich flavour. This is 
grown in quantity in Kent and other counties us a 
standard for orchard culture. Thu fruit on a south 
wall is large, red and yellow in colour. The tree 
is very hardy and vigorous and a great cropper. 
Though one of our oldest and best-known 

Cherries, it is worth wall space in evory garden. 
TMii'iii a good variety to plant on a north wall, 
M-itrgivM «|hvt*flcro;,> and is a free grower on 
that aspect;1 BiayDuKe does equally well on a 
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north aspect, and should be included in the list 
of good early kinds. Duchesse de Palluau, a 
Urge dark-red kind with a brisk flavour, is a 
good north wall variety to form a succession to 
earlier kinds. Bigarreau Baumann’s May and 
Belle de Choisy aro early kinds, but I do not 
think they are bo good for general cropping as 
those more fully described. For later purposes 
we have a wider selection of excellent kinds. 
The great drawback with these fruit* is that 

the choicer early thin-skinned varieties crack 
badly in wet seasons. If the heavy rains can 
be thrown off them when fully ripe they last in 

condition much longer. On walls this is more 
readily done. I use the Vine-border shutters or 
corrugated zinc covers for the purpose. In dry 
seasons when the trees aro swelling their fruits, 
moisture is equally necessary, or the fruits 
fail to swell and are soon attacked by black-fly. 
A good mulch early in May of decayed cow- 
manure greatly assists in the swelling of the 
fruits on light gravelly toils, as the trees do not 
thrive long in such positions without good feed¬ 
ing. With the roots in a good depth of loam 
less manuro is required, but drainage is neces¬ 
sary, and in all cases the root* of Cherries should 
be kept as much on the surface as possible, and 
be encouraged to come to the top by feeding 
with liquid and top-dressing. When this is 
seen to there will be less loss of trees from 
canker and gumming, a freer growth being 
secured if due attention is paid to summer pinch¬ 
ing of the shoots and extension of the main 
branches. G. 

LAYERING STRAWBERRIES. 

The preparation of a stock of plants for grow¬ 
ing in pots next year, or for making new planta¬ 

tions in August or September, should be no 
longer neglected. Where so many persons fail in 
growing Strawberries in pots is by making too 
late a start in securing the runners. It is not 
possible for late plants to make vigorous crowns 
and mature them afterwards. It is the same 
with plants out-of-doors. Those planted before 
the end of September will, if strong at that time, 
give a fair crop of fruit the following y« ar, but 

thoso planted during tho winter or spring will 
not produce any tho first season. Plants in the 
garden that are allowod to fruit do not give early 
runners in quantity. My plan is to put out a 

few plants of tho sorts required at tno end of 
September when sufficient have boon obtained 
for pots and outdoor supply, specially for giving 
an early and full crop of runners. I choose a 
position just within a Box-edging of one of the 
frnit borders, Gooseberries for instance. Here 
the runners are easily layered into pots and are 
convenient for watering ; the soil is not carried 

off the quarters on to the paths as in the case of 
layering between the ordinary rows. I plant 
these runners 10 inches apart and 8 inches from 
the Box. The plant* are not allowed to fruit, 
but are induced to throw out early runners. Fill 
to within half an inch a sufficient number of 
34-inch pots, with loam two parts, and partly 
decayed horse-manure one part. Make the 
soil firm in the pot, placing but one crook 

at the bottom, merely to retain a free water 
passage. Plunge the pots up to their rims 

in the ground near the runners. Fasten one 
runner on the top of tho soil in tho pots 
with a small peg thrust into the soil, or by laying 
a stone on the runner immediately behind the 
leaves. If there are plenty of theso early plants, 
without requiring to take a second on the same 
runner, cut off the runner directly beyond the 
leaves to induce all the strength to enter into 
the one plant on each runner. If more are 

required, as many as half-a-dozen can some¬ 
times be obtained from one, so freely do they 
branch from strong and early runners. The 
soil in the pots must be kept moist to induce 
roots to form quickly in the soil. When the 
pots are nearly full of roots, sever the plants 

from the parent, and either plant out in their 
permanent quarters, or place them in their 
fruiting-pots if required for that purpose. It is 

a waste of time to allow the plants to wait 
longer in the small pots after they aro well sup¬ 
plied with roots. An early start in the ground 
or in the fruiting-pots means a lot towards ob 
taining success the next season. S. P. 

A good Gooseberry—One of t|(e b 
Gooseberries is Rosebetj, a little gr<se\juJ 
very Bweet, prolific, and a splendid dessert fruit 

whon ripe, whilst it makes good pies. I saw 
lately some bushes of it perfectly laden, and tho 
flavour of the fruit, whilst sweet, is refreshing 
and not insipid. The old Warrington is another 
good kind, also the Champagne, and such sorts 
as these aro far better than the big, watery, coarse 
fruits that are often seen at exhibitions. These 
re of no use for the table, although they may 

be thought much of for their size. One needs to 
discriminate carefully in the selection of all 
fruits, as the lists are filled with kinds that are 
not worth ground. Rosobery is, I believe, not 
a common kind, but it is worth a place in the 
gardens of all who want good table fruits.— 

C. T. _ 

THE LARGER APPLES. 

These form a considerable class of themselves, 
but by far the larger number of them belong to 
the cooking section. This is, in fact, as it 
should be, for nothing beyond a medium-sized 
fruit is desirable for the dessert. The larger 
Apples are most useful in their respective sea¬ 
sons, either for baking whole or for the well- 
known dumplings. Apples of large size (or 
rather under) are not so much wasted in paring, 
relatively speaking, as the smaller ones ; hence 

Apple “Warner’s King." 

they are in that respeot rather desirable than 
otherwise. When speaking of “ larger ” Apples 
1 do not allude to those of abnormal size, 

brought about by other than ordinary methods 
of cultivation. These may in their way be all 
vory well, and as spooimens of high-class culti¬ 
vation reflect great credit upon the growers of 
such, but these fruits of extra size will not, 
when extra attention in labour is considered, 
proportionately recompense tho cultivator. 
Those Apples which attain to a large size with¬ 
out more than ordinary attention are certainly 
most desirable, when the sorts are of a rela¬ 
tively good constitution, and at the samo time 
reliable croppers. Of such is the Warner's 

King, otherwise known under the synonyms of 
D. T. Fish and Nelson’s Glory, woll illustrated 
in the accompanying engraving. This Apple is 
in good condition for use from October to 
January. When generally shown in October 
at the autumn fruit shows, it is of a fresh green 

colour, but a few weeks later on the fruit 
changes to a rich-yellow shade. The treo is 
a vigorous grower and a good bearer, being 
suited to either pyramid or standard culture, 
and is less liable to disease than some kinds. 
Belonging to the samo category is Golden 
Noble, 61 truly noble Apple, and, considering 

he imniV/ytars it has neen in cultivation, a 
t.oti VmicVsliould receive far more recogtiUOA 
thandtzhaa hitherto done. Cox a Pomona 1 

another reliable kind for autumn use, and small 
example* of this when well coloured may be 

used for the dessert. Stirling Castle and Ech- 
linville Seedling are two free-bearing varieties. 

Stone’s Apple is of handsome appearance, boars 
early, not making too much wood. Waltham 

Abbey Seedling is another first-olats Apple; 
this was formerly confounded with Golden 
Noble, but it is quite distinct from that kind. 
As an early sort Alexander is to be recom¬ 
mended as a good orchard variety. Winter 
Hawthomden is larger than the old variety of 
the same name ; also a good cropper. Alfriston 
is an exoellent late kind. Two first-rate Apples 
of recent introduction are Bismarck and Sand¬ 
ringham, both of which should be seen more in 
» few years when better known. Peasgood’s 
Nonsuch is a very fine-looking Apple, but I 
doubt if it can be classed as a good keeping 
variety. J. 

EARLY PEACH “AMSDEN JUNE.” 

The above variety is useful on account of its 
earliness, its free-bearing varieties, and good 
flavour. Some good Poach growers may not 
agree with me in my estimate of this variety— 
and here let me remark I am only speaking 
from my own experience, as I do not think it 
is widely known and is not often planted 
indoors—but it deserves a place, as when it suc¬ 
ceeds well it is not inferior in flavour to older 
and good-flavoured varieties. I may state I pre¬ 
fer it to Alexander and Waterloo, both of which 
are American introductions of late years, and 
here, no doubt, many will not agree with me, os 
Alexander is supposed to be the best of the trio ; 
but with me it does not do nearly as well; it 
certainly blooms well, but more than three 
parts drop ; indeed, all the first flowers never 
set; only a few late blooms and smaller flowers 
set. It is wonderful how soon these late flowers 
Bet and swell up, finishing long before the older 
kinds are ready. I do not depreciate Alexander 
on any other account, as it is really a valuable 

early Peach, but its erratic behaviour when in 
bloom causes much uneasiness and a thin crop at 

the best of times. Waterloo is much liked by 
mine, but I prefer Amsden June. I grow 
Waterloo in pots better than planted out, as I 
get more colour in the fruit. It is quite six 
weeks earlier than some of our good sterling 

kinds. For outside eulture it is vory good. The 
great value of these early Peaches is that they 
can be forced readily, thus prolonging tho season 
greatly. I formerly grow Early Beatrice in¬ 
doors, but the fruits are so small that thoy 
are not to be compared with the above kinds. 
One point worth recording is that it iB best to 
force slowly till the fruit* have set; then 
there is less danger of dropping, as they will 
stand more heat later than is often given if not 
hurried too much at the start. For instance, 
Amsden June last season was ripe in fifteen 
weeks from the day of shutting up the house, 
and at the coolest end, this latter being greatly 
in its favour. Some think these early Peaches, 

such as Alexander and Amsden June, one and 
tho same, but Amsden June is distinct in oolour 
and sets much better than Alexander. Amsden 
June colours all over with the least difficulty, 
whilst Alexander requires more exposure. I 
prefer Alexander to Hale’s Early for a cool 
Poach-houso; indeod, those who have late 
houses would find these varieties useful, as they 
then get the treatment they like. Alexander is 

earlier than Hale's, though much like it in 
appearance. For outside culturo Hale’s Early 
is very good, but it is, I consider, less suitable 
for forcing, as being later than those named. 
We have Dr. Hogg, Early Grosse Mignonne, 
and others that cannot be replaced for their 
good qualities to succeed the early kinds. With 

mo the Amsden does much best, sets freely, 
comes of a nice size, and is always of a good 
colour ; therefore, I have no hesitation in re- 
commending it for a few early dishes of frui^ 

4037.—Treatment ofan Apricot —The 
root-pruning was not efficiently done, or the 
Pear-tree would not make such luxuriant shoots. 

Dig deeper under it at the end of September ; 
most likely the tree has a strong tap-root ; if 
so, until this is severed it will be useless to 

expect iron?' give the tree manure in 

Mrttttterare 
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BRUSSELS SPROUTS. 

The Brussels Sprout is no doubt the best 
winter green vegetable wo have, and I always 
have a good breadth, one of the best plots in 
tho garden being especially set apart for the 
purpose. Why paoplo will persist in setting 

out thoir Brussels Sprouts between rows of 
Potatoes I cannot imagine. Planted botween 
rows of Potatoes, tho young plants become so 
weak and attenuated that tney do little good. 

As a set-off to this, moulding up the stems is 
resorted to to keep the plants erect, but when 
plautcd by themselves, at a fair distance apart, 
t jo stems stand up erect, and produce sprouts 
from base to summit. Moulding up tho rows is a 
good practieo in itself, but this will not com¬ 

pensate for other shortcomings. The seasons, 
again, are eo short, that if the plants do not 
receive rational treatment from start to finish 
they have not time to do their work, and 
winter is upon us before they have fully com¬ 

pleted their growth. Sowing in the open is of 
little use except in tho milder parts of tho 
country. Recognising tho above, I always now 

take the precaution to sow in a cold frame 
about the third week in February. I do not 
believe in sowing in a box and drawing up the 
seedlings in heat. To got an early supply of 
plants I have known the seeds to bo sown in 

the autumn, but it is a risky method, as the 
seedlings are very apt to bolt. Brussels Sprouts, 
like other Brassica crops, succeed a deal better 
on some soils than others. It is quite evident 

that 
Gravelly soils do not often receive so much 

manuro as they ought, and although on very 
strong soils this can be overdone, yet with the 
former it is often the reverse, tho stems boing 
stunted and puny, and tho foliago taking on that 
bluish tinge so plainly caused by poverty. 
Close planting is also'a very great evil, 3 feet on 

strong soils and 30 inches on light soils not being 
any too far apart. Good Brussols Sprouts can 
never be secured under the system of close plant¬ 
ing. The tops in these cases meet almost 

together, if not quite ; consequently, with the 
loss of light the lower loaves upon tho approach 
of autumn speedily turn yellow aud doeay, to 
tho detriment of the sprouts. Besides the loss 
of foliago through tho exclusion of light, the 
sprouts open out and have tho appearance of 
small Uoleworts. 1 like to see the foliage re¬ 
tained until tho winter is far advanced, this 
affording protection largoly from frosts. Tho 

selections of Brussels Sprouts which aro now 
obtainable from our best seedsmen are excellent, 
the plants being much smaller and compact. 
Largo sprouts are not cared for, as besides being 
too largo they arc strong in flavour. The Aig- 
bqrth is a step in tho wrong direction for private 

consumption, however well adapted it is for 
market. This type annears to bo favoured by 
exhibitors. I find Northaw Prize a capital 
selection, the sprouts being of just the size for 
table use. This season I am growing Northaw 

Prize with Voitch’s Paragon and also the Aig- 
burth, but tho two former aro tho best. As 
far as hardiness is concerned, coupled with a 
dwarf, sturdy habit, tho Aigburth is quite as 
{ood, but on our strong soil tho sprouts are too 
argo and also strong in flavour. The Imported 

grows too tall and not sturdy enough. From a 
good strain the sprouts are of tho right size. 

f; 

OBLERY TRENCHES. 

There ought to bo no fixed rule as to tho depth 

of trenches for Celery, so much depending upon 
the position of tho garden, nature of tho soil, 
time of planting, and tho variety grown. In 
cold, low-lying positions, and also in all casos 

whoro the soil is of a heavy, clayey nature, deep 
trenches are a mistake, and that whother dug 

for early, midseason, or late Celery. Nor are 
they to ho commended for shallow soils. Culti¬ 
vators would appear to bo under the impression 

that the Celery docs and ought to derive its sole 
support from the trenches in whioh it is planted ; 
whereas, tho beat produce, as far as quality is 

concerned, is had when the roots spread out 
well inti the surrounding soil. If tho latter is 
warm, and has been recently manured and 

trenched, then the roots will spread,out into it 

freely, but when it is of a cold/sterilovMto; 
the Golory rootWifl yiHubipVlyT.'Vnl*.ed* 

the trench. In cold, sunless summors, Celery 
planted in deop trenches starts badly, and sub¬ 
sequent growth is of an unsatisfactory character, 
and rather than plant in trenches from 10 inches 

to 15 inohes deep, I would prefer to put out the 
plants nearly or quite on tho surface. Deep 
trenches, if frequently unsuitable for early and 
midseason Celery, as well as dwarf varieties 

E;enerally, aro still more, or always, so for the 
ate crops. Buried doeply in saturated soil, 

the soft, sappy stalks and the hearts, as a 
matter of course, are liable to decay prematurely, 
even during mild winters, while should wo 
experience severe frosts, Celery planted high 

and well moulded up is not so liable to be badly 
damaged.. Nor am I a great believer in tho 
efficacy of 

Solid manure when used to excess, as it very 
ofteu is in Celery trenches. That this crop 

revels in a rich and moist root-run there is no 
disputing, and it must also bs admitted that a 
deficiency of moisturo at some period of the 
plant's growth is very often tho principal cause 

of premature bolting. By all means let the 
Celery have plonty of water and also liquid- 
manure at the roots, not merely when first put 
oat, but more especially after the moulding-up 
has been partially completed, this being often the 

time when tho plants suffer the most. Properly 
attended to in respect to wateriug, it is not so 
very much manure that is needed, the plants 
foraging for themselves right and left, and in¬ 
stead of the top-growth beiag soft and rank, the 

flavour also being much too strong, a solid, 
crisp, and sweet stick will be built up, this 
keeping better and proving altogether superior 
to that obtainod with the aid of so much ma¬ 
nuro and deep trenches. What I consider deep 
trenches are any wholly cleared from the first 
deop spit of soil. The latter boing distributed 

on each in tho form of a level topped ridge cor- 
tainly makes the tronch appoar to be much 
more below the level of tho suvrounding soil 
than it really is ; but it is, as a rule, too deep all 

tho same. In many cases a dopth of from 
G inches to!) inohes of manure is thrown into the 
trench, a very little soil boing brought up to the 
surface or mixed with this mass of manure, and 
this is supposed to bo exactly what meets tho 
requirements of Celery. I hold that the trenches 
ought not to bo at any time cleared of more 
thnu half-a-spit of top soil, aud that a dopth of 
3 inches of good maunre is amplo for mixing 
with what good top soil is still left in tho 
tronch. When ready for the plants most of 
our trenchos aro filled with this mixture of soil 

and manure to within 10 inches of the top of 
tho ridge, and tho sides being made sloping, 
shrinkage is prevented, while tho sunshine can 
rcacli the bottom of the trench throughout the 
groater part of tho day. Those trenches in¬ 

tended for tho latest crops aro still moro 
shallow, but as they are fully 4 feet apart, there 
is plonty of soil between for banking up with. 

From tho very first tho plants do well, no 
matter how small they may bo when put out. 
After having tried 

Trenches or beds 5 feet wide, these to hold 
four rows of plants, and others 18 inches or rather 
more in width to tako two rows of plants, I 

long since arrived at the conclusion that in all 
cases where garden room is not very limited in 
extont and labour scarce, tronohes 15 inohes 
wide and single rows of plants are the best in 
the end. As far as the double rows are con¬ 
cerned, there is very little gain in the number 

of plants in a trench, especially scoing that in 
a single row they may woll be put out not moro 
than H inches apart. It is not huge “ sticks " 
or such as gladden tho heart of the exhibitor 
that arc tho best for home consumption—they 

are roally very wasteful—but noat solid stuff, 
having hearts large enough for anything. In 
each and every oaao it is of tho greatest impor¬ 

tance that tho trendies bo got ready somo time 
before they ore wanted, as they will then be in 
much hotter condition for tho reception of the 
plants than is the case when only dug as re¬ 

quired. It is also most unwise to defer plant¬ 
ing till the pricked-out plants have overgrown 
and spoilt each other, and having tho trenches 

early dug doeH away with any oxcuse for not 
getting out the Celery at the proper time. If 
the plants aro sturdy and moved with a good 
square of soil and roots, they flag only slightly 

n quite hot weather, and being freshened up 
' ih water oomsion ally, soon reoommence active 
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PREPARING FOR WINTER. 

At this season of the year it is advisable to 

mako a note of what we may term green 
vegetables whioh will bo required during tho 
following winter and spring. Failures of the 
past can bo guarded against, and kinds which 
have succeeded well must bo planted in sufficient 

quantities to meet the supply, as it is very 
annoying after having only planted a small 
quantity of any kind for the Bupply to be quickly 
over, and to have to fall back upon others of poor 
merit. Many people ouly commence to find out 

what they really requiro when the plauling sea¬ 
son is over, or, indeed, perhaps not until the 
winterstorms have commenced their destiuotion. 

It is very evident that crowded planting is 
answorable for many of tho failures which do 
occur, and whilst summer vegetables are allowed 
ample room for their development, the winter 
kinds, and whioh should have the most room 
affordod them, are generally tho worst off in this 

respect. High prices have ofteu been obtainod 
by growers for sale during the past dry months, 
and those who were wide-awake enough to give 
thoir produce rational culturo wore well repaid 
for their pains. Last year, when so many green 

vegetables were destroyed by frost, Spinach was 
about the only kind which came out unscathed, 
and growers who wero fortunate in having good- 
sized breaks realised good prices. But however 
wholesome a vegetable Spinach may be, it is not 

everyone wtio cares for it, especially to use it 
regularly. However desirable it is to grow 
such a crop, other staple kinds must be forth¬ 
coming. Of the undoubted hardiness of Brussels 
Sprouts there eannot be any question. It is 

without doubt the most popular and useful 
winter vegetable we have. To crowd such a 
useful and esteemed winter vegetable up amongst 
rows of Potatoes is o great mistake, and I know 
of no other crop which so well repays for good 
culture. The plants after they nave finished 

growing should stand up erect, and when this 
is tho case, through having a duo amount of 
room afforded them, solid sprouts from b»so to 
summit will reward the grower for his pains. 
This is in markod contrast to crowded-up 

plants, for theso are invariably weak-stemmed, 
and tlio sprouts are loose instead of being solid 
and compact. Of the value of Kales there 
cannot he any doubt, and although theso may 

stand rougher treatment, yet they will repay 
for liberal attention. These must be full grown 
plants by tho time winter sets in, and then 
whatever weather—for they seem proof against 
all kinds—occurs, may they he relie l upon. 
In proportion to tho strength of the plants, so 

will secondary sprouts bo produced. It is in 
these secondary sprouts wherein lies their 
value, for after tho main head has been cut 
out, sprouts which aro more dolioate in flavour 
burst out in profusion and keop on until the 

nonth of May is well advanced. The old 
Cottager's Kale is as usoful as any, tho 
young sprouts being very delicate in flavour 
and not at all bitter. The Green-eurled, Road's 
Hearting, and Asparagus Kale may all well find a Sluco, tho last being the latest of all. It also 

oes not appear to be very particular as regards 
site, os in my case it was planted in tho shade 
of trees and has turned out well, being now 

(the first week of J une) still good for uso. Of 
other useful vegetables, or rather green kinds, 
I may instance the hardy Coleworts, so well 
known in tho London markets, but not seen 

very much in privote gardens. Why not, iB a 
question, for they havo a flavour, and this a 
very palatable ono, peculiarly their own. Of 
thoir undoubted hardiness there cannot he any 

question. By two oral the most three sowings, 
a succession may be obtained if a lengthened 
supply is needed. Tho first may bo made in 

June, the second in tho beginning of July, and 
the third with the sowing of the earliest Cab¬ 
bage. Other 

Useful vegetables arc Chou do Burghlcy 
and the Winnigstadt Cabbage. Large plautings 
of Savoys are not so very serviceable ; certainly 
they aro very acceptable whilst they arc good, 

but not so hardy as the above mentioned kinds. 
Tom Thumb from a sowing in May is always 
very serviceable, and, being of a small sizo, the 

plants do not succumb so quickly to frost and 
damp, and after being touched with frost they 
MB | verv., delicious. Like the Coleworts, 
they may be planted a foot apart on borders 

•'oje^jrec^ j*£f | Potatoes. Broccoli I h»v» 
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touched upon in a former article, and grown 
as there suggested serviceable cropa may be 
aeoured. All the above kinds being of a hardv 
nature, there should certainly not be such 

dearths in the early spring as there have been 
in many gardens during the past two seasons. 
It mav be probably on account of relying on 
doubtful kinds of Broccoli and also too many 
Savoys. I cannot give any other reason, as If 
the kinds I have mentioned are rationallygrown, 
a winter supply of green vegetables should be 
assured. Of the value of late Celery, or, indeed, 

a good main supply, there oannot bo any ques¬ 
tion, and if care is taken not to commence 
earthing too early, the stems keep sound and 
good throughout. When Celery decays it is 

through forcing on the growth, through over 
supplies of ranlr manure, and this with early 
earthing is the main causes of failure, too often 
attributed, but very erroneously, to the aotion of 
the frost. Certainly frost does play havoo, and 
seriously at times, but the saddle is only too 
often put on the wroDg horse. Another useful 
vegetable is Celeriac. Spinach cannot be dis¬ 
pensed with, but the mistake is generally made 
in not making two sowings instead of ono, or it 
is even better to have three, the first the latter 
end of July, and which will be fit, and may be 

gathered from early so as not to interfere with 
the winter crop, which should be sown about 
the middle of August, or even a few days later, 
and the third the latter end of September. 
Root crops I need scarcely refer to, as tho value 
of Salsafy, Beetroot, Ac., is well known. The 
above, it will be seen, is a fairly long list of 

Early Beet.—The ordinary Egyptian or 

Turnip-rooted Beet has long been grown by me 
solelv for early use, the roots becoming coarse 
and badly coloured before storing time arrives. 
The improved form, in addition to being quite 
as soon fit for use and better in quality, or, at 
any rate far more reliable as to colour, also 
keeps better, the roots not growing to such a 

great s‘r.t as in tho oase of the old form. Last 
season my seed of Crimson Bill was not sown 
till April 20, and I commenced drawing roots 
about the size of tennis balls on June 24. When 
properly cooked these young roots prove of good 

colour, tender, and agreeably flavoured.—E. W. 

4002. — Paraffin oil and water for 
plants. —It is not safe to use this mixture to dip 
plants in, as the oil floats on the surface. It is 
not, however, generally known that paralfin 
mixes much better when first beaten up with 

the same amount of fresh milk, thus making its 
use with the syringe far safer than without this 
mixturo. A wineglassful of paraffin, beaten up 
in the same quantity of milk, should be added 

to 4 gallons of hot-water, in whioh 2 oz, of soft- 
soap has been thoroughly mixed. Having added 
the paraffin and milk, the syringe should be 
brought into requisition to thoroughly mix the 
solution, and, in faot, used sharply between each 

time of syringing tho plant, for the purpose of 
keeping tho solution well mixed. Managed in 
this way, the paraffin will do no harm to the 
foliage, and it should be used thoroughly, allow¬ 
ing it to run down tho stems, where it will 

collect in the “ eyes," and if used as strongly as 

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS. 

Questions.—Queries and answer! are inserted in 
Qaroksixo free of charge if correspondent! follow the rules 
here laid down for tlmr guidance. All communications 
for insertion should be clearly and concisely written on 
one.suit of the paper only, ana addressed to the Editor of 
Qardkninu, 37, Southampton-strect, Cooent garden, Lon¬ 
don. Letters on business should be sent to the 1’cbmsiikr. 
The name and address of the sender are required in 
addition to any designation he may desire to be used in 
the paper. When more than one query is sent, each 
should be on a separate piece of paper. Unanswered 
queries should be repeated. CorrespondentI should hear 
in mind that, as Qariik.si.io has to be sent to press some 
time in advance of date, they cannot always be. replied to 
in the issue, immediately following the receipt of tlo ir 
communication. 

Answers (which, with the exception of such as cannot 
well be classified, will be. found in their different depart, 
meats) should always bear the number and title placed 
against the query replieil to, and our readers will greatly 
oblige us by advising, as far as the.ir knowledge and 
observations permit, the correspondents who seek assist- 
unee. Conditions, soils, aiul means rary so infinitely 
that several anew*rs to the same question may often lie 
very useful, and those who reply would do will to mention 
the localities in which their experience, is gained. Corres- 
pmulents who refer to articles inserted in Oardksino 
should mention the number in which they appeared. 

4019.—Show Ferns.—Will someone kindly tell mo 
the name ol the beet oix Show Kerns?—Like to Know. 

4017. -Blinds for conservatories —wnat it the 
best material to use for an outside blind to a large conser¬ 
vatory ?-B. 

4043 —Hawthorn.—Cm the aomrnon Hawthorn be 
propagate t by outllngi no v, and If so will someone kindly 
give mo all neoeesary instructions ?—8. Lav. 

4041).—Hardy Azaleas.—I should be glad to have 
hints as to hardy Azalea* for outdoor blooming—soil, treat¬ 
ment, and best kinds to be selected ?—I.ndica. 

1050 -Shading for a greenhouse —I should be 
glad of a few recipes for greenhouie shade, Including one 
made, I believe, with flour aea basis—Cosmos. 

lost. — Rhododendrons and Azaleas In 
shrubberies. —When Is the proper time to attend to 
these? Mine are muoh overgrown. I» it all right to out 
them book ?—T. 8. R. 

4052.— A garden fenoe-—I should be muoh obliged 
If anyone would kindly tell mi the beat kind ol fenoe to 
proteot my garden, whioh la exposed, from the east winds 
and frost?—LATr. FROST. 

4033.-Quick growing Ivies —What are the 
quiokeat growing Ivies to plant and the belt time of year 
to plant them, and what particular treatment would most 
encourage their growth ?-Io.vorakck. 

4054. —Packing Peaches and drapes—Will 
someone klnlly tell mi the esfeeb and cheapest way to 

ack reaches and drapes, the sams having to travel from 
ornwall to London by rail ?—William Mill. 

4055. —Box-edging.—Would anyone be so kind as to 
tell me the beet way of putting down a Bix-edglng to a 
path? Osn I take outtlngs from a bush of Box, and how 
should theee cuttings be treated, and when taken ?— 
AbINR. 

4050 —Creeper for a cemented wall, Ac— 
What creepere are there besides Aoipelopele Voltohl that 
will ding to a cemented wall without being nailed ? Is It 
best to eow Variegated Hop aod Ctnary Creeper in the 
autumn ?—Iomoraxc* 

hardy vegetables whioh may be produced in the 
open air. Do not forget to sow plenty of Onions 
for spring in August. A good autumn-sown 
variety is illustrated herowith. A. 

4006.—Tomatoes not setting. — You 
have been treating them too generously, thereby 

causing them to make wood instead of setting 
their fruit. Tomatoes require an abundance of 
moisture and food when swelling their fruit; 
but until a bunch or two of fruit is formed it is 
easy to overdo them. Let the soil nearly 
dry out before watering, and then give them 

just enough to moisten the soil through. 
Give all the air possible in the day-time, 
and leave some on at night. This is the 
only way to check overluxuriousness, and throw 
them into bearing. Pinch out the eide shoots, 

but let the leaves that como from the stem 
remain.—J. C. B. 

Kidney Bean Smythe’s Hybrid.— 
This did not greatly please me when grown in 

pot* ; it proved inferior to tho old Syon House, 
m fact. On a warm border it has done better, 
and last season I gathered several good dishes 
of it, commencing July 13. It is of erect 
growth, more wiry than stout, and a very heavy 
cropper. The pods are somewhat small, and 

disappointingly thin to look at, but when cooked 
remarkably lender and delicately flavoured. It 
is certainly quite distinct from any other variety 

I have seen, and its productiveness, coupled 
with the superior auality of the pods when 
cooked, may be sufficient to make it become 
popular. Note that the pods must ybr>kept 
closely gathered, as th.sy qukdilw 
eld.—I. 

some recommend might kill the plant. Many 
gardeners injure the tender foliage and buds 
irretrievably by using too strong insecticides. 
It should bo borne in mind that it is far better 
to uso a weak insecticide twice (at a distance of 

a few days apart), with clean water between, 
than to risk injury to the plant by the too strong 
or too frequent use of paralfin. But when 
syringing is done, it should be carried out 

thoroughly. Thero is a great difference in the 
way the syringe may be used ; a light sprinkling 
from the top is of little service, and the right 
way to ply the syringe is in short, sharp jerks, 
throwing a strong jet of water both on the tops 

of the leaves, and more especially on their under 
surfaces. When syringod with vigour ordinary 
soapy water, used once or twice a week, wifi 
keep down green-fly, with clean water between 
each application. It is necessary to remember 

that nothing should bo allowed to clog the pores 
of the leaves for any length of time, or the 
health of the plant will suffer.—I. L. R. 

Lychnis Haageana —This is a very 
bright flower, and one an amateur should take 
note of. The plant grows about 2 feet in height, 
and produces deep, scarlet flowers, friDged at 
the margin of the petals, and they vary some¬ 
what in shade. It is a good garden plant, 

thriving in even none too favourable spots, but 
requires a little shelter to prolong and retain the 
colour of the bloom. The best position for this 
very handsome Lychnis is one that is light, well 

drained, and warm ; but in too damp spots, 
frosts inflict injury. I have several fine clumps 
of it, ind in other gardens have noticed it flower- 

’ The robust leafage is in rich contrast 
(e, showy flowers.—V. O. IN ! 

4037.—Ououmbera In a greenhouse—I h»ve In 
my greenhouse, Id pole, strong nail lieallny Ououmber- 
dilante und produoe a lob of fruit, but when very email, 
top off. Heat GO dega, to 80 deg*. Can any of your 

readers tell me tbe oauae?—A. B. Qrkkshi.adb. 

4058—Rose W. A Richardson—I have a plant 
of tbia Rom that does nothing but srow and will not 
flower. It le in a very healthy oondition. I planted it 
In tbe eptiog in a greenhouse where there was a little 
heat. Will anyone kindly tell me howr to make It flower ? 
—H. A. L. 

4059—Lilies and Irises. — I am obliged to 
‘ J. C B.” for hie answer; but my mind was rather 

direoted to growing the bulbe (Lillee and Irises) for the 
London auction rooms, treating the question ol marketing 
the flowere as subsidiary. Perhaps " J. O. B." will kindly 
give me further advloe?—Australasia*. 

4060—Marie Louise Violets—Will anyone kindly 
advise me bow to grow Marie Louise Violate for the 
market with profit? What distance ought to be between 
the plants? Also how could I beat common garden frames 
tor the Violets? Would ordinary oil-lamps answer the 
purpose In winter?—S- Q. 

40JL—Stachys tuberlfera—I shall be very pleased 
II someone will kindly give me some Information regarding 
the culture of this vegetable? I duly planted the tubers 
in March; tbe plants are uow about 3 inches or 4 inches 
high. I was told to earth them up like Potatoes ; but I 
presume, considering their size, (hat only a alight earthing 
up is necessary. What size do the plants ultimately 
attain, and when should the roots be dug up?—A. S. M. 

4062—Walnut-tree dropping Its nuts—I have 
a Walnut-tree of considerable size and age, and to all ap- 
pearanoe very healthy, hut I am sorry to find that the 
Nuts, about half-size, are dropping iu numbers from it. 
Can yeu tell me the oauee of this ? I am informed it has 
done ibis for several years. It is very close to a wall and 
in a rather dry situation, and perhaps Ibis may have eome 
effect upon it—the soil is good and of considerable depth. 
—A. P. J. 

4068—Alpine Auriculas—I should he glad to 
know what is It* best tlme iof year for mulching alpine 
Auriculas, and wne.oer black mud from the bottom of a 

-lid would be goed for them ? My Aurioulee beve not 
wersd yet, although they were sown nearly two years 

ugn, out (they sis nwwtojt loer pants gradually. Also 
WMS lu IWtM sowssf to' F"r»ue with bulbe of Bpe-isD 
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Iris to ensure tbelr flowering the second year, as they 
seem very uncertain about coming up twice. Should I 
lilt them when the leaves are withered ?—Fimlnzk. 

tool.—A plague of cockchafers.—Will someone 
kindly inform me the best means of getting rid of n 
plague of cookohalers? There are two or throe trees 
(I lorn beams) a few yards from the house, and in the evening 
the Chafers swarm round these and the Virginian Creeper 
whiob covers part of the house, and thenoe enter by ohim- 
nays and windows into the house. We have had trees and 
creeper examined in the early morning, but no chafers 
w 're found on them. Would it be possin:e to syringe the 
creeper with anything which would prevent the cock¬ 
chafers coming round the heuse?—T. It 

Hid) —Treatment of a* Pancratium.—I shall be 
grateful to be told the proper treatment of Pancratium 
illvrioum. I planted two fine bulbs last autumn, and one 
is Just appearing above the ground. A friend, in whose 
garden they have been long established, has had hers over 
a long time. One that I had three years ago has not come 
up at all. Should they be planted deep or Just below the 
ground ? I think mine might be too deep. I have in my 
unheated greenhouse two good Pride of renshurst Carna¬ 
tions. How should they lie treated when the bloom is 
over? They have mado scarcely a bit of grass.—A Sun 
MURIBKR. 

siKia.—Ivy growing on forest trees.—I have a 
number of forest-trees, suoh as Oak, Ash, Alder, Birob, 
,ti., on many of whloh Ivy has grown to a considerable 
extent, whilst on others it is only beginning to oreep up 
the stems. Is its growth detrimental to all of them, and 
to the Ash in particular, as it seems to me to be most 
affected by the Ivy ? In many cases it has a nloe appear¬ 
ance, and I hesitate to out it away from suoh. Ought I 
with those where it has but recently begun to grow out It 
off 1 Or if it is not detrimental to the trees I might allow 
it to go oo. Your opiniin or that of any of your readers 
will oblige.—J. P. A. 

i Ki7.— Preparing ground for Roses —I wish to riant a bed of Roses, 20 yards long by I yards wide, 
n an old neglected garden. Will someone kindly 

advise me as to the preparing of the ground, which 
is very poor ? The eoil is inolined to be stiff and is 
about 3 feet deep on olay. At the present time there 
are Strawberry plants growing and look well, hut no fruit, 
and II feet away from the bed is a White Rise-tree in 
splendid growth and ooverod with bloom (probably the 
late tenant looked after this). The aepeot is looking east 
and in front of my oottage. Would turning it over and 
mixing well with manure, or marl—or say dig out the top 
soil and mix up the eubsoll with old mortar rubbish, and 
then put on the top eoil—be of any servioe? I shall be 
thankful for any advioe on nbove subject ?—Novice. 

4P88.-A Vine question —I wish to ask a very 
importantiiuestlon about two lots of Vines I have three 
Black Hamburgh and three Yellow Musoate, and both of 
them have plenty of fruit on them, and have looked most 
beautiful up to a few days ago, and now the berrlee 
shrivel up In a few minutes. It is heartrending to see 
it, and 1 only took to them last Maroh. I was told 
that the border fresh done last autumn, and now they 
tell me that the berries have come ofl for three years. I 
think they must be b»d at the roots. Would It be better 
ti pull them out and put new ones !o, or not? 1 must 
further state (from the man that was here laat year) they 
had red spider on them, but it is not on them this, and I 
painted the houso myself before the Vinee broke. A note 
on this matter will be very aocoptable to me and others.— 
A Constant Rkaorii, Sab1. 

ioio.—Management of an orohard.—I shall 
lie glad if someone would tell me what Is the beet to 
ho done with an orchard of rather more than E aores 1 
have in South Glouoesterebire, not far from Bath. The 
trees are 27 feet apart eaoh way. They are about 
flinohee In diameter, have a clear stem of about 0 feet, 
and there Is a very great deal of unoooupied space between 
them. The soli so far as I have dug down, about 3 feet, 
consists of about one-third loam, rather more than one 
third sandy loam, and the lower stratum sandy yellow 
clay. The aspect is eloping due south, sheltered on the 
north bv the rise of the hill, and on cait and west by large 
trees. \Vhat I desire to know it what Is the best way to 
utilise the unoooupied ground under, and between the 
trees so that I may make more of the ground than just the 
yearly orchard rent I get. Whether pyramid espalier 
fruit-trees, or bush-fruit, or vegetables, and If so, what 
sorts and best positions to plant?—Aitisros. 

4070. — Preparing ground for planting a 
hedge and Poplars.—Will someone advise me howto 
prooeed with above ? Having purchased a oottage with gar¬ 
den and some ground, whion formerly was an old bridle¬ 
path and bye-road, 60 yards long by 8 yards wide, adjoin¬ 
ing, I have built a rough stone wall to the height of the 
ground from the bottom of ditch, and on this ground 
I wish to plant a hedge for about 30 yards. The ground 
Is in the poorest condition, having run wild for rears 
growing in abundanoo Bluebells. Kerns, and Blackberry- 
bushes on the part adjoining dltob, and the road being full 
of Couch Grass-sods. As the wall will he a protection 
from cattle, 1 thought to plant a Privobhedge or some 
other shrub that would grow quickly. I could mix the 
ground or sods with marls or rotten manure to improve 
it. I have wired of? with barbed wire and netting the 
other 31 yards, and one side I wished to plant a few tall- 
growing Poplars, which would break the south-east winds, 
and on the other side I wished to plant a few Rhododen¬ 
drons. I oould out plenty of old sods to chop up and mix 
with either marl, manure, or lime-rubbish to plant In.— 
Novice. 

i the following queries brief editorial replies 
riven ; but readers are invited to give further 

To 
are given 
answers should they be able to ojjer additional 
advice on the various subjects. 

4071. —Plelones (Tar).— Ido not like to venture upon 
naming varieties from sketches, and I might make a 
mistake. You had liettsr by far wait until they flower, 
when I should have muoh pleasure In naming JJwqp from a 
flower of each beiug sent.—M. B, 7 

4072. —Oncldlum cb.i'turn'(Jidn^/-«bis 
* you send under the name of O. GardnTrithum ai flowers you i are | 

both different forms of O. curtum, a very beautiful kind. 
These, with O. pratextum and O. Oardnerlanum, are 
apparently nearly allied, and they are often mistaken for 
eacbother. Eaoh also differs muoh in it* markings. Your 
two flowers appear to be a gool ordinary form of 0. curtum. 
—M. B. 

4073.—Amatungula (ff. Crons).—I am asked what 
fruit produces this preserve, whiob oomes from South 
Africa? I remember some years ago having a bag of seeds 
given me to eow, and a box containing some preserve made 
from the fruit, which I at that time thought was very 
good. The plant is a member of the Dogbane family, 
and is known by the name of Arduina. Several speoies 
aupear to yield a fruit, A. grandidira being known as the 
Natal Plum.—J. J. 

4071.—I,sella elegans (T. Johnstone).—The flower 
you send me under this name is nothing but a very poor 
form of Cattieya intermedia, whioh you can prove for 
yourself by examining the pollen masses, when you will 
And but four. You might set this plant on one side for 
outling flowers. I do not recommend this out of any 
disrespect; but I know if oertain plants oan be left 
for this purpose it saves many a One flower one is snxious 
to preserve.—M. B. 

4076. —Oattleya Mosslss.—Jean sends me a flower 
of this old favourite, asking me if it is a good form. Now 
really, to speak (or write) truthfully, I must say it la about 
the worst form of the plant wbloh I have ever seen, and I 
have seen many. I would advise " Jean “to put the plant 
on the Are and not to be troubled with suoh a bad variety 
any longer. A fair variety does not require a whit more 
care, and it gives infinitely more pleasure. When you buy 
aak if the plant has flowered, ana what sort of a variety it 
le ; you then have a guarantee.— M. B. 

4076 —Oncldlum Leopoldlanum — J. C. B X. 
asks me what this kindle like? Well, now this ie one of 
the few Orohids which are in cultivation of whloh I have no 
knowledge, and, therefore, I cannot enlighten my enqnlrlrg 
friend I only know it is a plant that has been Introduced 
by M. Linden, of Brussels, who has dedicated it to the King 
of the Belgians ; therefore, I should Imagine it to be a good 
thing. Perhaps some of my readers have the plant either 
In flower or just coming into bloom, and if bo a flower 
would be highly appreciated by—Matt. Bramiu.k. 

4077. —IiSalla Pllcherlatm (Chat. Went).—You 
have evidently been misinformed respecting this plant. It 
le not a cross between I/olia orispa and L»lia elegane ; tbe 
last-named plant is quite innooentof any oompliolty in the 
oross; but I'. is one of the crosses mado by mv good old 
friend, Mr. Dominy, between I, orlspa and L. l’erseni.and 
it is dedicated to Mr Piloher, who had oharge of Mr. 
Rucker's Orohids to the last. I think, however, that the 
Silent is very rare. You oertalnly would not plok it up 
or a few shillings. A plant having this name you may 

have got, hut it certainly is not Lsilta Pilchsrlant.—M. B 

407s.—Oncldlum sessile (C. Jentop) —This is the 
name of the flower you send, and In aplte of what you say 
1 oarinot help asserting that it is a very beautiful speoies 
It used to be very rare, and now, although not oomtnonly 
seen, it has yet been imported in some numbers. Its 
flowers are of considerable site, in those b itore me just 
under i inches across; the sepals and petals are bright 
oanary-yellow, with bright brown dots, and these give rt*e 
to the speoiflo name. The lip being of the same colour, 
dotted with reddish-brown. It first flowered in this 
oountry upwards of forty years ago.—M. B. 

4079. — Lagerstrcemlaa. —0. Robinson asks If these 
plants are leally beautiful plants. I oan only assure him 
that he cannot have heard their beauties overrated, for 
they certainly may be eaid to be amongst the most lovely 
flowering plants that I know. They belong to the family 
of Loose strifes, and are species of L. Indloa ; they thrive 
and flower well in the opon border in tbe eoulh-western 
counties. They should be grown in a mixture of peal and 
loam, made sandy. They should be potted firmly and 
watered froely. In the winter season they should lie 
rested by keeping them fairly dry, but tbe wood should 
not be allowed to shrivel.—J. J. 

4083.— Oattleya Intermedia (Tor).—The flower 
sent represents an exoelleut variety of this pretty plant, 
and it is one wnloh I am very fond of. If you oaunot keep 
It moist enough on the block, bind a little Sphagnum upon 
It. I do not see why you should he oompelled to take it 
off the wood. I should not do It, but endeavour as long 
os I oould to keep it alive upon It. You will have more 
trouble in keeping It supplied with tbe necessary moisture, 
but then you will have the advantage of growing It in its 
natural condition If you wleh to pot It, in the spring is 
the best lime to do so, taking advantage of tholime before 
it starts into growth of either root or shoot.—M. B. 

4381.—The Pap&W-tree (0. Jenkins).—This, my 
enquirer says, le eald to be a native of tbe East Indies, In 
whloh I must differ from him, for I think It is now 
admitted to be a native of South Amertoa. Bill the Papaw 
(Uarloa papaya) is oultlvated In moat tropical countries, so 
that iba exact native place is somewhat obscure. It is 
said to have the property of makiDg fresh killed meat 
qulokly lender, simply by hanging it up amongst the 
leaves,'and the ripe fruit given to old poultry and pigs 
renders their flesh tender. But I think the ladles appreciate 
It the moet, for they use Its juice for the removal of 
freckles from the faoe.—J. J. 

4062.—Sophronltls grandlflora (Tar).- Yes, I 
have noticod ail the three forms that you sketch, and I 
hope you will not be disappointed with No. 3 ; but this 
one I have observrd produoe small and poor flowers ; but 
No. 2 of your illustrations I have seen produoe very 
line flowers—Indeed, the finest form of this speoies 
whioh has ever been seen, I think, was from a bulb 
of this description. The No. 1 I have never seen to yield 
but poor blooms. The price paid for It, however, was by 
no meats excessive, but the sxle prices for the others were 
simply absurd. You do not deserve to get a good variety 
from either, and that is my candid opinion. 1 am glad 
you are making the home of tbe late Captain Marryatt 
famous. His mother used to have a fine collection of 
planu there In her day ; but perhaps you do not remember 
it?—M. B. 

r4-—The Turk's Gap Cactus, (Melocaotus 
la) (Henry Mansell).—Tneec, I should think, 
ts whiob you hate recently reo'eijvhtlIfrtUn ’Out 

Indies. I have often received them as laige oi j'du 

name, and like yourself, failed to save even a single one 
of them. Long before twelve months woe over the place 
that knew them onoe knew them no more for ever, b icauie 
they deoayed fust in the same manner you desoribe yours 
to be doiog. This set me to thinking—what oould be the 
oauss of It ? And I came to the oonolueion that it w is quite 
a mistake these large plants, whloh in all probability were 
near their full size, aud these, perhaps, in oonsequeooe of 
their site, received more datmge in the transit than would 
be the case with smaller plant*. So I got a box of plan's, 
6 inches and 9 Inches h gh, sent home, and these came 
home under tbe oaptaio's charge, and the plants came to 
hand in sound con ition. They were potted in old mortar 
rubbish and a little loam, treated like other Cacti from 
warm regions, and they grew and increased in size beauti- 
fully.-J. J. 

4081.—Galanthes.—C. B. C. says his plants of these 
are now growing well, and be thinks they would like a 
shift now. Might he give it them? They are in large 
60's now, three bulbs Id a pot. and they are now about 
half growa. Yes, oertalnly, shift them into a small 82slz-, 
using p^at-flbreaod Sphagnum Mies, with a little shaip 
sand mixed with it. You may keep them in the warmtu 
of the stove, with a nice moist heat, and do not allow 
them to want for water to thslr roots during the growing 
season. No, I should not advise you to use manure of any 
sort to them. I do not like it. I have seen many collections 
to whioh liquid-manure bad been given die quite out after 
a few years. They beoame attacked by a black spot which 
affected the bulbs first; afterwards Inorsased with the 
growtb, and eventually epread over the young bulbs, 
flnisbed them off and causing death and destruction to 
the whole lot. If you have not begun to give your plants 
any liq lid, do □ it give them any, and if you have given 
tnem some, f advise you to stop It at onoe — M. B. 

4 WE.—Blight on a Pear tree (The Rev. II. /. 
Rawlinton and F. Barehard).—Your Bear-trees are 
attaoked by the grubs of tbe I’earSxw-fly (Sela sdriaoerasi), 
whiob eat the eurfaoes only of the leaves, the vclus 
remaining untouobed. When these grubs aro fully fed, 
they ohange tbelr skins, and having got rid of the dark- 
brown glutinous covering, appear as bright-yellow grubs. 
Taey now leave their old quarters on ihe leaves, and, 
reaching the ground, bury themselves and become 
ohysalides within a dark papery ooooon, two inches or so 
below tbe surfaoe. In this condition they pass the winter, 
the Saw-flies emerging in the spring. If everyone in a 
certain district would remove the earth in the winter from 
tree* which have been atuokod to tbe depth of 3 iuohes, 
and burn or bury it, this peet might be almost stamped 
out. As regards means of destroying the grubs when on tbe 
trees, dusting the leaves with well powdered quick lime, 
or gas-lime, or syringing with 71b. of soft soap, the extract 
from fllb. of V laseia-ohlps, or 21b of Tobxcoo, and 
100 gallons of water, are the best.—G. 8. S. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 
,*. Any communications respectiig plants or frails 

sent to name should always aecompat y the parcel, witch 
should be addres.ed to the Koitou ./ Oakdbninu Iu.ua- 

Trated, SI, Southampton-tired, Sin nd, London, fl'.C'. 

Names of plants.—Millbrook, co. Kildare.— 
Fraxtnus pannosus.-Subscriber.—Oattleya Mossiie, 
good in size, but deficient in oilour-C.’tlebden —1, 
Blaotago coronopui; 2, Valeriana dioica; 3, Parietatia 
officinalis; 4, I’otentilla replans.-C. Dyamond.—1, 
Epidcndrum radicans; 2, Cattieya Forbeal; 8, Oionti- 
Sloaeutn luteopurpureum-U. Xllis.—l, Lyoaste 

iarrisonlee; 2, Oattleya Mosiiio ; 8, Lidia purpuraia; 4, 
Oncidium fiexuosum; 5, Vanda tricolor insigne.-C. 
Fell.—1, Athyrium Filix-fromlna glomerata; 2, Lxstrca 
Filix-mas grandioeps; 3, Polystiohum angulare divUi- 
lobuni orlstatum ; 4, Hooiopeodrlum vulgars ramo-orista- 
tum; 5, I.xstrea dilitata grandioeps; 6, Athyrium Filix- 
finmma acrodadon.-J. Marehant. — 1, Cattieya 
Suideriana; 2, Leila Russelllana; 8, Epidendrum vltei- 
llnum majus ; 4, Odontoglossum luteo purpureum radi- 
atum.-U.Bcrric.—l, Euphorbia Hellosoopia ; 2, Poly- 
pogon monspeliensis; 3, Allium triquetrum ; 4, Scnecio 
Jacob,ea.-Charles Watson.—Venus' 1-ookiog glass 
(dpecularla speculum).-Mrs. Prince.— Specimens not 
numbered, so we cannot name tnem.-A. if. C.—Tha- 
lictrum adiantlfollum — Antoinette.—We cannot name K'en varieties of Rears.-if. if.—We cannot name 

s.-X. Daw.—Impossible to name from such dried. 
up specimens.-J. Pulryatc.—l, Aoer Negundo variega. 
turn. 2, Weigela rosea. 3, Voronioa Traverei (probabl)). 
Send again. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

We should be glad \f readers would remember that toe 
do not answer queries by post, and that ton cannot under, 
take to for ward le'trrs to correspondents, or insert queries 
that do not contain the name and address of sender. 

Anxious. — Yee, an Index to Gardkxino Is published 
annually, price Id., and it can be obtained from this otll.-e 
-Andrew Maze, Belfast.—Mr. A. Piper, High street, 
Uckfleld, Sussex. 

"Gardening Illustrated " Monthly Parts.— 
Price 5d.; post fret, Hd. 

"The Garden” Monthly Parts.—This Journal 
Is published in nr all u bound Monthly Parts. In this form the 
coloured plates are best preserved, and it ts most suitable for 
reference previous to the issue of the half-yearly volumes. 
Price, le. 6d.; poet free, le. 9d. Complete set of volumes oj 
Tu» Gakden from Be commencement to end of 1822, forty- 
lino vole., price, doth, A30 lie. 

“Farm and Home” Monthly Parts.—This 
journal is published in neatly bound Monthly Parle, is which 
form U Is most suitable/or reference previous to the issue of the 
yearly volumes. Pries Ed.; poet free, id. 

"Hardy Flowers."—Gitrinj descriptions of up- 
wardi oj thirteen hundred of the moet ornamental species. 
•SiA tltrulirfM )(0t their arrangement, cuBure, da. Fifth and 
Popular Edition, le.; poet free, le. Sd. 

Isorldon l-Lf.', I aJtifiaWpiOiJ-etrsst, Strand, W.C. 
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CHINA ASTERS. 

It not unfroquently happens that these Aster*, 

ere they can become well established, are badly 

infested with aphis. The leaves then become 

stuntod, and tho side shoots, whioh at onoe 

broak up prematurely, are never capped with 

fine blooms. Generally this season so far, and 

in spite of the earlier drought, Asters are very 

good, and wo may look for a full bloom in due 

course. It is difficult when Asters become 

blighted to dislodgo the insects, because they 

usually favour the undersides of the leaves. 

Perhaps the best plan is to water liberally with 

soapy liquid in suoh a way that mnch of the 

water will splash up under the leafage and 
render it obnoxious to the aphis. If this be 
done at night and a good dressing of soot added 

it will prove very efficacious. The soot should, 
howover, be partially washed off by sprinkling 
with clean water next morning ere the hot sun 
scorchea the foliage ; these waterings thus serve 
a double purpose, as whilst checking the fly they 

also help to manure and stimulate tie plants, so 
that very soon new roots are formed. Stout 
gTowth ensues, and a wonderful change is 
presented. It is not at all satisfactory to sow 

Asters whore they are to bloom, not only because 
owing to our late, oold springs germination must 
be both late and uneven, but also, unless trans¬ 
planted, too thick to be of any use. Aster seed, 
if of a good strain, is also too expensive to be 
town in any offhand fashion; hence the rule 

invariably followed of raising the seedling plant* 
in boxes or pans or in frames, of course, under 
{lass, is at once the wisest and most economical. 

can remember tho time when in a large 
nursery in the south of England it was the rule 
to raise tho tender annuals on long hotbeds 

covered with soil, and which were protected 
from the weather by boops of Ash or Hazel, and 
covered with mats. That was the practice some 
SO years ago when glass was not so cheap and 

framos not so plentiful as now. In tho area of 
a frame some 8 feet by 0 feet it Is possible either 
in shallow boxes or by sowing the seed in shallow 
drills in a soil bed, that is, near to the glass, to 
raise plenty of stout plants. There is, porhaps, 
no better way, because plenty of air oan be 
afforded as desired. 

Drills may be seven inches apart, and the 

seed should not be sown thickly, as if suoh be 
the case the end of the grower will be largely 

defeated by producing an excessive quantity of 
weak plants rather than fewor stout sturdy 
plants. The same rnle applies to raising Asters 
in pans or boxes. Once the plants are 3 inches 

in height they need immediate transplanting 
into other frames or where they oan have shelter 
from cold winds and frosts. The soil should bo 
specially prepared with plenty of short manpre 
or leaf soil to promote abundant root growth, 

and some shading can be given if required um.il 
tho plants have becomo established. Even in 

preparing for this first transplanting it is poor 
policy to pull the plants bodily from the seed¬ 
bed or pans to the manifest injury of thp_jj>ots. 
Tho heat oouree, as in all similar ^ases.'al 

seedling plants, is tUempldytla sm4llJpArfJ 

fork to assist the roots coming np freely and 
without injury. When so much trouble is 
taken the plants are far less likely to be 
attacked with aphis than when roughly used. 

If then dibbled out carefully at some 3 inches 
apart all over the frame in prepared ground, 
they will soon form strong plants. If seed be 
sown early in April, even in a cold frame, for 

bottom-heatia rarely needed for good Aster seed, 
the seedlings will te ready to dibble out in five 
weeks, and again may be finally transplanted 
where to bloom early in June, being then very 
strong, sturdy, and well-rooted. Each plant 
lifted with a trowel will have a good clump of 

roots and soil attached, and planted also with a 
trowel will, if well watered—that is, If the 
weather b* dry—hardly sufler at all, and, 
making good growth all tho summer, carry in 

tho early autumn fine heads of flowers. In tho 
case of growers of thousands of plants, either for 
market sale or seed-produotion, it is the rule to 
transplant once only, that is, from the seed- 

boxes or frames direct into the open ground. 
Where that coarso is perforce followed, it is 
best to sow seed thinly in shallow boxes, getting 
it to germinate quiokly in frames ; then as soon 
as the plants are well in rough leaf, leaving 

them fully exposed to light and air exoept at 
night, so that the plants in no way become 
drawn and are rendered hard and wiry. These 

plants have to be put out when comparatively 
small, and, of oourse, presenting an easy prey 
to tings ; therefore, the harder tne stems before 
being exposed to that dangor the less likely 
are they to be attackod. If, however, after 
being well watered in, a dusting of soot be 

given some two or three times dnring a fort¬ 
night, very few indeed will fall a prey eithor 
to slugs or aphis. Once well established in the 
open ground, Aster* can take good care of them¬ 
selves and in duo time give a superb show of 

bloom. Truly beautiful indeed are tho colours 
to be found in the various sections. We may, 
if wo want variety, have a dozen diverse sections, 
and a dozen of diverse colours or markings in 
each. Growers for ordinary garden decoration 

like plenty of variety ; growers for market like 
a few striking colours, such as white, blue, 
purple, carmine, red, and crimson. Of this last 
has, some sections give most brilliant shades, 
and masses of them growing in the brosd sun¬ 
light are indeed beautiful. The crown or edged 
flowers are pretty, bnt not so constant or, on the 
whole, so useful a* are the self flowers. Striped 
flowers also are more or less pretty, the white 

and blue and red and white of the Viotoria and 
Pasony-flowered sections perhaps being the 
most effective. These two Beotion* give the best 

flowers forexhibition, the dwarf Chrysanthemum, 
dwarf Viotoria, and the Bouquet the best for 
market work, lifting the plants end dumping 
them into pots for sale. The Mignon is the best 

section for cutting from. Those who like 
uillod Asters will find them easy to grow, but 

the flat-petailed forms are on the whole showier 

and more effective. A. 

Marigold Orange King —A fine variety 
of the common Marigold is named Orange King. 
Tho -fl'lwe* is of very large size, the boldest I 
h'.AA u^sccn, and the colour Is intend) ;crapfio. 

It is a bright and handsome variety, and 
although very largo is in no way excessively coarso, 
as many big things. Tho Marigolds aro so easily 

grown that the variety Orange King may bo 
tried. In a group its large handsome flowers 

tell woll.—V. 0. 

FLOWERS FOR DUSTY GARDENS. 

Only those who aro fond of flowers and are 

similarly situated can understand tho difficul¬ 
ties and annoyances that havo to bo endured by 
those who havo gardens in front of their houses 
closo to a dusty road on which there is much 
vehicular traffic. Three years ago my advice 

was sought in this matter, since whioh I have 
been experimenting with a view to find out what 
are tho most suitablo flowers to grow in such 
gardens, and I find that those with a pendent 
habit give the most satisfaction. Fuchsias, I 
should say, head the list, and next to these the 

drooping forms of the Tuberous Begonias. 
These two subjeots may bo called almost dnst- 
proof, as not much of it finds its way into the 
centre of tho flowers, ind, what is equally as 
important, tho dust is more easily washed off 
without injuring the blossoms. Abutilons do 

fairly well, and the same may be Baid of tho 
Dwarf Nasturtium. Amongst hardy flowers 
tho old-fashioned Columbine, I’entstemons, and 

Antirrhinum are fairly satisfactory. I may 

also include the Tufted Pansies, not be- 
oauso tbo dust does not lodge on the foliage 
and flowers, but because the blossoms 

aro not injured when it is washed off, which it 
can be through a tine rote wateriDg-pot. Plants 
with narrow leaves and small flowers are cer¬ 
tainly the most suitable for dusty gardens. 
Roses are, I think, the most unsatisfactory of 

any, especially thoso with cup shaped blooms, 
and doable Pelargoniums do better than singlo 
ones. I should mention Sweet Peas as being 
serviceable, becauso tho dust can be removed by 
gentle syringing with water without damaging 
the flowers. Taken altogether I do not know of 

a garden in any other position so unsatisfactory 
as those to which I refer. I fancy there must 
be many readers of Gardf.nino who could help 
each other by sending the names to the Editor 

of any flowers they have found to bo suitable 

for suoh gardens as I have alluded to. 
_ J.C. C. 

8HADINO PLANTS DURING DROUGHT. 

The prolonged drought is beginning to tell its 
tale with all sorts of plants, although some, by 
their strong or deep-rooting nature, withstand it 

better than others ; but all will need extra care 
to guard against injury, or the probabilities are 
that many valuablo plants will bo lost, and 
others greatly crippled. Amongst those that 
show signs of distress with me are tho Prim- 
roecs, Polyanthus, Daisies, and other spring- 

flowering plants whioh havo completed their 
growth and are about to rest for awhilo j but it 
must bo remembered that they are not able to 
defy drought like the Cactus or Agaves, and if 

allowed to go fully exposed to the burning sun 
and arid drought will probably succumb, and I 
find tint uul.gbt shading helps them greatly— 

f^rj pio<» |t^^CjC|pioyf jsupplies of water, 
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(or if a covering of long Grass is shaken over the 
beds before the soil gets very dry, one good soak¬ 
ing will last for a long time. Violets are moisture- 
loving plants, but as they are making their 
growth now, they oannot be shaded in the same 
way ; but I always plant between rows of fruit- 
trees, where they get partial shade. They must 
be kept well watered at the roots, and a good 
dash with the garden-engine in the evening will 
greatly help to keep red-spider at bay. Plants 
in pots, especially Azaleas, Camellias, &c , when 
placed out-of-doors, need shade from the direct 
raye of the sun. A good place is where they get 
shade from 10 a.m. to 3 p m., as the sun’s rays 
will do them good at other portions of the day ; 
bat in suoh seasons as the present, when we are 
getting a double share of sunshine, great care is 
needed to guard such plants against full 
exposure, as, however good sunshine may be 
for many plants, there are many that oannot 
withstand its full force without injury. 

__ J. G. H. 

GARDEN WOK*« 

Conservatory. 
Many plants whloh have been brought on In the stove 

will no v <lo io the conservatory. Gloxinias will make 
charming groups mixed with Maidenhair and other light 
foliaged Kerns. Specimen Bougainvilleas may have pro¬ 
minent pwitioos, and Caladiums will last in beauty ot 
leafage a long time if kept a little olose and shady. Groups 
of Coleuses, mixed with Kerns, may also be employed to 
give variety. Lilies, a ira'.um and others, now throwing up 
dower-etems should oooupy a light position to prevent 
being drawn up weakly, ioseots have a preference for the 
olutter* of flower-buds whioh are now In course of forma¬ 
tion, and mus', be kept down by dusting with Tobaooo- 
piwder or by washing or dipping Inaeoiioldes suflt llenlly 
strong to kill the ioeeote, but not strong enough to Injure 
the Under growth. Winter-flowering plants growing In 
the border, suoh as AbutUoas, may be out back to get a 
new growth lor winter flowering. Should mildew appear 
on the Tea or Noisette Roses planted out. dust the first 
afleoted spots with sulphur ; but, ai a rule, mildew will 
not give muah trouble under glass at this season unless the 
Rose roots are too dry, and thisshould be eeento. Indeed, 
all spsolmen plants growing In the borders will require 
more than the usual supnl) of moisture In the present 
season. The las', of the hard-wooded plants should have 
their growth euffijlantly ventured to bear exposing out¬ 
side II the removal Is well-timed. Ptok a dull day, if 
possible, to take them outside, or else stand them In a 
shady spot for a time till the foliage hardens a bit. 
Specimen Plumbagos, both the lllao and white, will be 
very useful now, though the flowers are hardly lasting 
enough for outting Abells florlhunda Is rather a pretty 
plant for blooming in summer. It belongs to the negleoted 
class of old-fashioned plant*. The Brugmanslas are striking 
plants, and either planted out or in large pote will require a 
good deal of nourishment in the shape of water and liquid- 
manure. These are useful plants when grown In tubs for 
etendlngoutside in asaooia'lno with Agepanthusee, Oranges, 
Myrtles, ho. Cut down Pelargoniums and put in the 
cuttings. They will strike anywhere now. Surplus 
Fuchsias may be planted out. Outside plants are the best 
to get outllngs from In autumn for early blooming In email Ells. Zonal Pelargoniums for winter blooming should 

ave their Anal shift If over-potted the plants will not 
get the growth ripened soffidently before the short days 
come. A good elztd-«p>cimeo may be had large enough 
for winter bloom in a tt-inoh pot, and many of ours will be 
in 6-inoh pots, as these pot* are more suitable for placing 
on the shelves near ths glass. 

Stove. 
The various varieties of tropical Asparagus are charm¬ 

ing things to plant out in the stove wherever there is room 
for freedom of growth -the fronds are so nioe for cutting 
for table decoration and other purposes where elegant (:reenery is reoulred. Young plant* should be grown on 
n pots, shifted into those of larger size as more root- 

space le required. They are easily raised from good seeds, 
but sesds are soaroe. Propagation by division Is rather a 
slow nrooess when one only has a few plants to deal with. 
It will be better If those foliage plants, suoh as Crotons and 
Dracmna*. whloh require a strong light to oolour ths 
foliage, could be moved to a small house where leas shade 
Is used The syringe must be used freely to keep down 
thrlui and other Inseots, but soft water alone should be 
used. H ird water will leave a deposit of lime on the 
foliage that would spoil the effectiveness of the plant* for 
a long time. A little more ventilation may be given to 
toe s'ove during the next two months or so, and a little 
lees moisture used inside. Tois will tend to the 
maturing of growth, and fl; everything to pus through 
the short days of winter. Orchids which have oompleted 
their growth will be all the better for a little more air and 
lets moisture. Aohimeoet and Gloxinias may be moved to 
Ihs conservatory with any other plant in bloom which oan 
be spare-!. 

Ferna under Glass 
If the fronds are required for cutting give as much light 

as la consistent with plenty of green oolonr In the fronds. 
If the glass I* unshaded, or not shaded sufficiently, the 
fronds will be of too dark a green. We want to bit th* 
happy mean of produoing dark-green fronds with suffi¬ 
cient subetaooe to remain Arm in a out state. Young 
plant* whioh are In 60s or SJ-lnoh pote, and which are 
nr,red at onoe Into 6-lnob, will be useful for winter 
deooratloo. Ferns of all sixes are requiring the room and 
table decoration nowadays. Even plant* In thumb-pots. 

in eold or northern district* the operation* referred 
to under "Garden Wort " may he done /loin ted Of- « i > 
a fortnight later than is hire indicated wtat tdbidlt k mi 
remits. 

If healthy and well grown, oan be usefully employed. 
There Is an endless variety In Ferns, but the number that 
will bear the rough usage of the deoorator Is limited. It 
fertile fronds, with the spores assuming a dark oolour, are 
gathered and pleoed on white psperln a cool room, the 
spores will fall as they ripen, and may be sown Imme¬ 
diately. 

Hard-wooded Plants In the Open-air. 
These should be arranged on beds of ooal-ashee, with 

oaths between, at suitable Interv t's to give free aooess for 
the purpose of waterlog &o. Camellias will be better In 
the shade, as their hard, shining leaves are so easily 
lojured by hot sunshine, or otherwise damaged. It Is not 
customary to pot hard-wooded plants so late as this, but 
If there are any plant* In a pot-bound condition, on the 
principle of choosing the least of two evils, I should repot 
now, pressing the soil in with the pottiog-stlck as firmly 
as possible. Plants in the open-air often require more 
water than tboy do under glass, especially at first, and 
oonstaot vlgllanoe must be used that nothing suffers for 
want of water. Every pot must be tapped with the 
knuckles to Insure Its proper oondition being ascertained. 
In very hot weather it Is beneficial to sprinkle the surface 
of the ash-bed every evening. 

Frames. 
These will chiefly be oocupied now with young stuff 

coming on from the prodaotion of winter bloom A little 
sir will be useful now to harden and cheok luxuriant 
growth. Seedling Begonias whloh have been raised this 
year may be planted out. The early raised plant* will be 
In blossom, and even the latest plants will make more 
growth if planted out In a bed of good aoil than In pots. 
Tnese small tubers will, of ooutse, be lifted and paoked 
away in boxes of sand for the winter. Primulas, Cycla¬ 
mens, and Cinerarias are growing freely now, aud will 
require shifting Into fi lnch pots. 

Window Gardening. 
Among flowering plant* will be Fuchsias, Hydrangeas, 

Double Petunias, Musk, Tuberous Begonias, and Zmal 
Geraniums. All these may be Improved by weak stimu¬ 
lants. Tne well supported plant looks sounder, better, 
and happier thxn those whloh are given the help beyond 
what Is contained In the soil and water, as obi lined In a 
state of Nature. Do not keep any plants in the room 
which are not effective, as they will recover tone sooner 
outside. Cuttings will strike even In a shady window, or 
even outside, if piaoed in a shady position. 

Outdoor Garden. 
Now that rain has fallen in sullloieot quantities to make 

some impression on the thirsty ground, buddlog of Roses 
and layering of Carnations must be no longer delayed. 
Unlesr Carnations oan be layered early enough to have 
strong plants ready to pull out early in October, they do 
not get that grasp of toe eoll which will enable them to 
resist successfully the lifting power of the frosts of early 
winter. Unless I oould get Carnations planted In the beds 
early In October, I should pot them and keep In a oool 
frame or oool house all winter, and plant out In Maroh. I 
am oonvlnoed that this Is better than late autumn or win¬ 
ter planting. There Is yet time to sow annuals for spring 
blooming. Most of the hardiest annuals may be sown, if 
desired, Inoluding Iceland and other Popples; but for bed¬ 
ding purposes something oompaot In growth Is required, 
and In this respect Silene compacts, Haponarla oalabrlca, 
Lininanthes Douglas!, Myoeotladl(Sltlflnra,andOIarkiapul- 
ohella alba, are reliable. Prlok out Wallflowers and any 
other blonnials or perennials large enough to handle. 
There is always tying to do among Dahlias. Ilollybooks, 
Phloxes, and other late-growing thing*. Delphiniums have 
been wonderfully good, and have stood the drought well. 
Aletromerlae are also good dry weather plant* where well 
established and deep enough In the ground.' The dry 
warmth of the season seems to have suited theTullp. trees ; 
several floe specimens whloh have oome under my notice 
lately have been beautifully In blossom quit* a month 
earlier than usual. The Tulip-tree should have a place on 
every lawn, where there la room to plant a tree that will 
grow 70 feet high. Bedding plant* sre growing freely 
now, and will need a good deal of attention. 

Frolt Garden. 
The land intended for Strawberries should be made as 

good as It oan be by deep oulture and fairly liberal manur¬ 
ing. It is a good plan to trenoh up a pleoe of land In 
winter for early Potatoes. Manure it well, as early Pota¬ 
toes are not likely to be diseased ; and when the Potatoes 
are lifted give a dressing of soot and supt rphotphate ; fork 
it in lightly, and plant the Btra sherries. Have the plants 
as strong as possible, and lake a good orop first year. 
This Is quite feasible if the early runners are secured, and 
either layered In pots or on mounds of rich soil piaoed 
among the plants for the purpose Rod-spider will be 
busy, both under glass and also outside, where the water 
supply has been too limited. Watering is heavy work, but 
It I* suoh a pleasure to be able to point to clean, healthy, 
wall oropped trees In a season like the present, end badly- 
nourished fruit-tree* and plants are a standing reproaoh to 
those in oharge. This is what makes a good man feel so 
unoomfortable when bis hands are tied for want of means. 
If the young shoot* or the fruit* on Peach-trees still seem 
crowded, remove the surplus at onoe. It is the worst pos¬ 
sible treatment to Isave too many; this has ruined more 
tree* than sither frost or insects. Young trees on walls 
making very strong growth should be stopped to induce 
eyes to break lower down, and the beet of these lateral 
growth* may be laid In. It Is a waste of time to let the 
strong growths whioh young trees often produos grow out 
their full length unstopped, as they will have to be 
shortened baok considerably to get tbe bottom famished. 
Leave a little air on vlnsrie* and Peaob-houses all night 
now. 

Vegetable Garden. 
There are some things whioh must be sown or planted, 

no matter what may be the oondition ot tbe weather. If 
sufflotent Cabbage* are not sown, get tbe seeds In at onoe, 
having first well soaked the bad with water the night pre- 

Tbe only kinds suitable for sowing now are the 
of whioh a good selected stock of Ellam's Early Is 
d. Endive, both the green curled and the Bata- 

,11 com* all right now. Every bit JoftJvticMtbOaEMl' 
Id be cropped as soon after the preceding ttook is 
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cleared off as possible. There are many things whloh 
ought to be sown or planted within the next month. Bow 
Brown Coe Lettuoe. Spinach of the prickly variety sow 
now; a few of the plants may bolt, but for the most part, 
If the land is In good heart, as regards depth and manuring 
tbe orop will stand. Lift early Potatoes, and prepare tbe 
laud for other orops, suoh as Turnips, Leeks, Cauliflowers, 
ho. Get out a good patch of Veitob’s Self-protecting 
Autumn Brooooli; it will prove invaluable towards Cbrlat- 
mae. See that there Is an abundanoe of Brussels 8prouu 
to oome on for succession. Trim off the leaves from Cab- 
bage stems where ihe Cabbages have been out; several 
good hearts will spring from the stems The raws of 
early White or Red Celery may be blanohed by wrapptog 
folds of paper round them, first tying up tbe leaves. Any 
kind of paper will do. so that the light is exoluded. 
Watering uan be oontlnued af.er the paper Ison. Give 
ample support to Tomatoes, both ou side and under glass. 
Stop all leaders on the outside plants by the end of the 
month. E. Hobdat. 

Work In ths Town Garden. 
If the showery weather we have been having for the lost 

two or three days oontinues, things will grow more In a 
week than they did In a month previously. No amountof 
watering ha* the same effect a* tbe natural moisture that 
falls from ths clouds, and it Is curious to notion bow 
quickly even plants under glass respond to ths effects of a 
rainy day or two at this season, for no matter how freely 
watered and syringed, they never move as they do when 
the outside air Is heavily charged with moisture. In the 
outdoor garden slugs, of whloh I have seen little or nothing 
for months past, will soon bs putting In as appearance 
again, and steps must he taken to cheok their ravages in 
good time. They are particularly fond of the young 
shoots of Dahlias, so that every plant must be surrounded 
by a good ring of ashes and scot; sawdust is also a capital 
thins, and as long a* It remains In anything like a loose 
oondition they cannot possibly crawl over it. Petunias, 
Marigolds, and some few others they are also very partial 
to, and these must receive particular care. To destroy, or 
rather keepdown, the multitudes of small fry that are found 
in soma gardens, the best way is to go out after dusk on a 
moist evening, with a muslin or other open-textured lug 
full of quiokllme in a finely-powdered oondition, and a 
stick, and by a judicious use of tbe latter give tbe whole 
ol the beds and borders a light dusting. This will effect¬ 
ually settle all that It touohes, and do no harm 1-. tbe plants. 
Tnis is the right kind of weather to plant out seedling or 
small Begonias; with very little care they will get bold 
almost direotly, and grow right away. China Asters sown 
in May should be planted out at onoe; those who do not 
want these oharmlng and everlasting flowers until the 
autumn will find this plan an sxoellent one, and far less 
troublesome than tbe usual method of sowing under glass. 
Carpet-bedding should be finished off without delay ; In 
many plaoee the bedding-out ha* been delayed long be¬ 
yond the usual time on aooount of the scarcity of water, 
and the period of extreme drought and tropical sunshine 
we have lately passed through (1 trust), ha* been very 
trying to small plants of a tender description only Just 
put out. Begin layering Carnation* a* soon aa pond tile ; 
the earlier they are got to work the belter, and the 
"Grass" la unusually forward, and, where the plants have 
been well attended to, strong also. Prlok off seedlings 
in stove beds aa soon as they oan be handled ; there Is 
nothing to eaual seedlings for flower produotion. A light 
sprinkling ot nitrate of soda on a burnt-up lawn will 
julckly restore It to a healthy oolour now. B. C. R. 

THE OOMING WEEK'S WORK. 

Extract* /rom * garden diary from July Hth 

to July 15th. 

The budding of Roses and layering of Carnations hat 
taken up a good deal ot time during the week. The 
flower* of both of these classes ot plant 1 are so beautiful 
for every purpose for whloh flower* are required In a out 
state, and th* plants are so popular withal that no one is 
likely to have too many. Tea Roses have been budded on 
the dwarf Brier, some on the Needling Brier, and other* on 
the stooks raised from outtlsgs. Toe ohlef thing that 1* 
Impressed on my mind, after more years' experienoe than 
one oares to dwell overmuch upon, 1) the necessity for 
dressing and manuring tbe soil for Roses of all kinds. 
And 1 nave had more npe and downs in my struggles in 
growing Carnations than with Roses; and I envy those 
who have nothing to do but potter about and watch thcao 
things grow and blossom. Wireworms are a terrible pest 
In a garden ; they nan be got rid of in time, but it takes 
years to dear them out. Thorough cultivation 1s the beet 
remedy for wireworms. In all the land I have seen turned 
up, I have never found a dead wireworm, and their bodies, 
If they died through the application of lime, soot, &o., 
which has been snxttornd over them, would he found 
sometimes. If one oould turn in a lot of ohiokens every 
time the spade was used their sharp e\ e* would detect a 
good many of them. But in the struggle with inseot pests 
man will, if he perreveres, oonquer. Sowed Cabbages of 
tbe earliest kind. I have seeds sown earlier, but 1 gene¬ 
ral-!’ make two sowings. Ths last sowing not infrequently 
stands In tbe seed-bed till spring, and Cabbage-plants are 
always useful, both to plant out and give away to neigh¬ 
bours ; hot the old-fashioned Idea of giving away surplus I-arlen stuff is now exploded. Eveu the squire and hi* 
ordshlp eell garden produce. We shall soon all be shop¬ 
keepers or market gardeners; tbe only difficulty will be, 
In faoe of the increasing foreign competition, to find cus¬ 
tomers. Nailed in young wood on Peaoh wall. Early 
kinds of Peaohes are showing signs of ripening: turned 
baok tbe leave* whloh fall over the fruit; In some (nstanoes 
the leaves have been plnohed; fruit oamnot oolour unless 
exposed to the light. Pmohes on walls have been heavily 
watered over tbe muloh of manure whloh had been pre¬ 
viously piaoed over the soil containing the roots. This 
muloh will be raked off when the Peaohes are gathered to 
let tbe solar warmth into the hordes, and to help in the 
ripening of the wood. Gave another top-dressing of Patent 
BHlasteT Manure to borders of late vinery. Tomatoes in 
unheeded house are ripening In large quantities now. Ham 
G-ero ravinr tn ilfeiin much earlier than the old red, and 
the round lru:t woigh up -well, though the orop does not 
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arc grouped together. When the supply of 
Bowers is at all short, a good stock of Ferns is 

of great assistance in conjunction with other 
plants of fine foliage. It pays therefore to grow 
some few kinds in goodly numbers, according to 

the case in point. Of these mention Bhould 
now be made more particularly of the hardier 
of the Aspleniums, moat of w hich can be easily 

increased at this or any time of the year by 
the small bulbils forming on the fronds. About 
now these are in a good condition for removal. 

This may be done by taking small pieces of the 

vrvrwe rw wppvh old frond* with *everal y°UD8 one* formin8 
nuiiko win tnana. pegging down upon sandy soil, or it may be 

Conservatory Ferns. — Under this head I effected by taking each young plant separately 
would more particularly direct attention to and then carefully embedding It into the fresh 
those kinds which will thrive in a minimum soil. For this purpose shallow pans will be 

temperature of 40 degs. or thereabouts during found the best, aB no great depth of Boil is 
the autumn and winter season. In most con- icallv required If taken now these bulbils 

tervatoiies and show-houses there is room for would form nice y ung plants fit for 2-j-iuch 

look so heavy on the plants. It pays to mulch Tomatoes 
with manure j It saves watering, and the roots derive much 
supportfromlt.andtheblossomsalso. I alwnysflndltneces- 
sary to begin this (reding when the first truss o( blorsoms 
has set and ths fruit awelling. II this support is not given 
in time the upper blossoms (ail. I do not believe in a) ring¬ 
ing Tomatoes, ss a rule, but in hot, parching weather I 
often turn the hose on Just to give the platts a light, 
refreshing spraying i it helps the setting. Potted on Cine¬ 
rarias, Primulas, and Cyclamens Potted off seedlings of 
Drscienas and Aralias. Put in cuttings of Hydrangeas. 

FERNS 

A Maiden hair Kern (Adiantlim) in a bosket. 

(mail or medium-sized plants of this character. 
There are frequently in such houses places where 

it would not be possible to keep flowering 
plants for any leDgth of time with even a 
moderate amount of success, but where Ferns 

that are of an enduring character may be kept 
for months together. By growing a goodly 

number for suen purposes there is a consider¬ 
able saving in the quantity of flowering 
plants required to completely furnish a house, 

whilst the effect is in nearly every case con¬ 
siderably enhanced by the addition of the green 

foliage of the Ferns in contrast to or the sub 

pots by the end of September, and 3 inch post 
the following spring. Asplenium bulbiferum, 
A. flaccidum, and A. diversifolium arc three of 

the most useful as well as beiug three of the 
easiest to propagate for decoration by the 

aforesaid method. Asplenium luoidum is best 
raised from seed ; this is one of the hardiest 
of ail greenhouse kinds, somewhat liable to 

attack by thrips, but these are easily overcome 
by the usual methods employed. Seedling 

plants of Dickeonia antarctica are extremely 
useful whilst in a small state, with the know¬ 

ledge that the most promising will eventually 
duing of the various colours of the flowers, make good specimens with ordinary care. This 
particularly when these are-1-' ^— ':L- *>-- >—•—j-—-" —'**--*- ’ *’ 

liberal manner. In the case 
employed 

liberal manner. In the case of tall growing 
flowering plants, as Liliums of various kinds, 

the Callas, the Tuberoses, and the Francoas, 
theee Fernt constitute a most desirable_jyid 

effective groundwork, in this manner Ifrokin 
much better titan when many flower i/ig 

Fern, like the Aspleniums, will withstand the 

sun’s rays remarkably well. Of the Adiantums 

note should be made of A. pubescens, a 
very hardy kind; A. venustum, of Maiden- 
hair-like. growth; A. colpodes, A. decorum 

'..rh\ /williamsi, also partaking of the 

Cyrtomktm kauatim is another fine enduring 
Fern for the cool-house. The greenhoiuo 

varieties of Lastreas (Aspidiums) should also 
be noted, particularly L. lepida, L. Sieboldi, 
and L. SUndishi. Several of the Pteris family 
are decided acquisitions. Of the taller grow¬ 

ing kinds P. tremula is one of the best of 
all Ferns, suitable both for associating with 
other kinds as well as for grouping with 

flowering plants. Tho various forms of Pteris 
cretica and P. serrulata are also excellent Ferns 
for many purposes, particularly P. cretica 

nobilis and P. serrulata oristata major ; P. urn- 
brosa, although of more vigorous growth than 

P. cretica, is equally useful. Woodwardia radi- 
cans is not half enough grown j when seen fully 

developed it is a noble plant. The foregoing 
list does not include nearly all that are well 
worth more extended cultivation. I feel fully 

perauadid that not nearly enough is made of 
Ferns on the whole for the purposes indicated 
at the commencement of this article. If looked 
after with ordinary care they are always to 
hand, and are so useful when rearranging is being 
seen to, filling in many places when noweriDg 

plants would not be nearly so suitable. Scale 
may in some cases be found troublesome, but 
with attention bestowed in nothing more than 

tho average way it is easily kept under. 
Hardy Ferns ecu decoration.—One often 

hears the complaint of such an nmouut of plants 

being required for indoor decoration, with the 
results consequent thereto of the planqs being 
permanently injured, or so much crippled, as to 

require careful treatment for some time to come. 
Now if hardier plants were more used, as thoro 
now under notice, a deal of future troublo and 

annoyance would be saved. They are well 
suited for the purpose in many ways, and may 
be chosen in considerable quantities as to variety 
to suit given coses. There are those which 

always look best when placed upon tho floor or 
sufficiently low to be looked down upon. For 

instance, the Polypodiums, the Lastreas, the 
Oamuudas, and tho larger forms of the Scolo- 
peudriums all look well when stood upon the 

floor. For vases aud baskets there is also a good 
selection from amongst the following : Adisn- 
turn Cupillus-Veneris and A. pedatum, Allosoius 

oris pus, the Aspleniums and Athyiiums, Cyato- fitcris bulbifera and G. fragilia, with tho crested 
orms of Scolopendrium vulgare. A few of 

thiie latter may require for gieater safety tho 

protection of a cold framo iu winter, otherwise 
when they grow shabby in the autumn all 
that will bo required is to plunge them in 

a bed of ushcB, quito covering the pots. For 
this nurpoeo a north aspect against a wall 
would be as suitable as any place that 

could be chosen. Here they could remain 
until the first signs of growth are apparent in 
tho spring when any needful atttntion in the 

way of potting or top-dressing could bo seen to. 
It should be borne in mind that large pots are 
not in any cose rrquired, whilst if not so much 

over-watered during the summer as to cause 
injury to the roots, they would remain for some 
few years in the same pots. Loam, not too 
heavy, with leaf-soil and road scrapings is a good 

mixture for them, potting being done pretty 
firmly. One great advantage in making use of 
these hardy Ferns is that they never need occupy 

any houso room during the winter, neither, 
indeed, do they require it at other times, 
although probably they might be found useful 

even in conservatories during tho summer 
months. These hints on hardy Ferns and a few 
of their uses in pots are made now so that those 
readers who during their country rambles may 

come across the British kinds can collect them 
for potting up this autumn. If not obtainable 
in this way, they can be easily purchased at a 

cheap rate, but in any case it is best at tho start 
to repot in tho autumn rather than tho spring. 
The nardy kinds (not British) are catalogued, 

and the best sorts even can Ve purchased at 
cheap rates in small pots; this it would be 

desirable to do next month whilst they are still 
in good condition. F. 

4046.—Show Ferns —If exotic Ferns are 
intended, the best genus to select from is the 
Gleichenias, and the best for exhibiting are G. 

flabellata, G. Mendeli, and G. speluncie. I will 
add five others to these three, and if one only is 
selected Iwould nhqoss the last-named as being 
the ^eMMar io oamvate: Davallia Moore ana, 

, are all good enduring'kilpjlpj |\/^^iak’*^pia(5D[tan^ic^^jf^’orolf.pia hirta cristate, 
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Adiantum concinnutn latum, and Davallia bnl- 
lata. Six of the beat hardy Ferna for exhibition, 
and auch aa may be readily obtained, are : 

Athyrium Filix-fccmina var. plumoaum,A Filix- 
fu-mina var. grandicop8, Laatrea Filix-maa var. 
grandicopa, Polystichum angulare var. plumo- 
aum, Soolopendrium vulgare criapum grande, 
and Osmunda rogalia criatata —J. 1). E. 

- It is generally more a queation of oulbure 

than variety, though of courae a well-grown 
Adiantum f'arleyenae will carry more weight 
than any of the common Pteriaea or other Ferna 
which are of aimilar value. Tho following aix, 
if woll grown, will take a good deal of beating : 
Adiantnm Farleyenae, A. cuneatnm, Asplenium 

nidus, Nophrolepis davallioidoa furcana, 
Clymnogramma Mayi, Microlepia hirta criatata, 
or th? following half-dozen aro noarly aa good : 
Adiantum concinnum latum, A. Williamai, 
Platyoerum alcioorne, Lomaria gibba, Pteria 
nobilia, and Pteria argyrea.—E. Hi 

- Amongst the chief kinds of Ferna grown 
for exhibition raiy be mentioned Adiantnm 

cuneatnm, A. concinnum latum, the beautiful 
A. Farleyenae, A formoaum, Dickaonia ant- 
arctica, Microlepia hirta criatata, Cyathea 
dealbata, Davallia canarienae, the Nophrolepis, 

and many others. These, however, aro amongst 
the more important, and you will find much infor- 
m ktion upon them in recent iaauea of Gardening. 
It is not a very easy matter to get thoroughly fine 
exhibition Ferna, auch aa one sees at the great 

exhibitions of this country—Shrewsbury, Wol¬ 
verhampton, Ac. If you aro going in strongly 
for them write again and get advice from 

" J. J.”—C. T. 

arise, owing to the failure of other root oropa. 

Sow the seed thinly in drills, and aa Boon aa 
the lines are visible thin out to about 1 foot 

apart. 
Winter Queens, such as Savoys, Kale, 

Brussels Sprouts, Cabbage, Broccoli, (fee., should 

bo planted out aa soon as space ia available, 
or between the rows of second early Potatoes ; 

but unless they can be kept supplied with 
water for some time after they are shifted, it is 
almost certain death to remove them, and in 
many places the supply of water is getting so 
limited that gardens are likely to get out off 

altogether, and where this is the case, it will be 
safer to let the plants stand in seed-bed until 
sufficient rain falls to moisten the soil. 

Shallots, Qarlio, and autumn-sown Onions 

are now quite ripened off, and should be stored 
at once, as rain would start thorn to root again, 
and detract from their keeping qualities. 

James Groom, Goipori. 

THffl KITOHHN GARDEN. 

KITCHEN GARDEN NOTES. 

The prosont season will be remembered for some 

considerable period, for having passed thelongeat 
day and no rain sufficient to penetrate 1 inch of 
soil ainoe the first week in March ia enough to 
explain the more or less entire failure of many 
crops on whioh wo rely for the coming winter’s 
supply. Potatoes of all early and second early 
kinds must be a very light orop. Late planted 
ones, if rain falls soon, may yet produce a fair 
crop, but Onions, Carrots, Parsnips, and many 
other things, are looking very miserable, and 
preparation should be made at once for supplying 
substitutes or an extra supply of such root crops 
as oan bo grown after midsummer. To meet this 
undoubted deficiency I should suggest that Early 
Potatoes be lifted and stored at once, for after 
the skins are set rain will not make them swell 

any more, but will cause them to grow out 
whereby they are spoilt for table. The land thus 

early set at liberty should be at onoe cropped 
with the following kinds—viz., 

Carrots of the intermediate and 8hort Horn 
kind* will grow to a good sizo if sown at onoe, 
and they are never so good as when pulled and 

used fresh fromthesoil. Don’tlift andstore them, 
but oover the bed with a good layer of litter 
if frost threatens, but if it appears likely to 
oontinue, lift a portion of crop and oover the 
rest. 

Cauliflower, Early and Autumn, plant out 
dlreotly a break in the drought allows, for they 
fill a gap in tho list of first-class vegetables 

somewhat hard to supply by anything else, and 
Autumn Giant, if planted in succession, will 
Eield a supply from September until Christmas 

y protecting the latest planted crop from 
frosts. 

Spinach of the round-seeded snmmer kinds 
comes on rapidly, and makes an excellent green 
vegetable. It can be grown in rows about 

1 foot apart, or grown between other vegetables 
such as Peas or Beans. 

Tomatoes should receive extra attention as 
they enjoy heat and drought, and as the fruits 
can be utilised for salads or culinary purposes 
in place of other vegetables, they are doubly 
useful. 

Vegetable Marrows are excellent dry 

weather crops. Keep the soil mulohed, ana 
tho roots well supplied with manure-water, and 
do not let any of the fruit get seedy, for they 
check the formation of young fruits. Plants 
put out now may produoe useful late-arops. 

VEGETABLE MARROWS. 
These are moat valuable aids to kitohen 
Sirdeners, especially in hot dry seasons, for with 

ut a minimum of care they will continue to 

produce abundant crops when many of the more 
sucoulent vegetables are dried up, and a great 
advantage attending this crop is that it can bo 
grown in positions where hardly any other crop 
can be produced. I utilise any out-of-the-way 

corner for rubbish-heaps, and at this period of 
the yoar I pack the whole mass into large long 
ridges placing that which is most docayed on the 
top, and finish off with a coating of good soil, in 
which strong plants are at once put out, and 
abundance of Marrows are procurable until frost 

finishes off the supply. The following varieties 
are all good—viz , Long White and Green, or the 
running Marrow, ia probably the best for most 
purposes, the fruits are exoellent in all stages of 

growth, and if allowed to ripen off they make 
an excellent winter vegetable. The Dwarf Bosh 
Marrow produces very fine fruits, bat the shoots 
do not ramble like the preceding j exoellent for 
small gardens. The Costard Vegetable Marrow 
is very much liked by many, bnt is not of snoh a 

robust habit of growth as the preoeding. Pen- 
y-byd is the name given to a very prolific variety 
raised in Wales a few years back ; it produoes an 
enormous quantity of fruits, but they do not 
attain so large a size as the preoeding older 
sorts, but for cutting in a young state it ia one 

of the most useful sorts that oan be grown. 
J. G., HanU. 

Turnips should be sown in extA large W’iai -(|kt]t£d end of July or early in August, 
tity to meet the 'groat demand tAatUspsurt. tcUfchaNhird week in August, and for,_W.fi 

WINTER SALADS. 

The advantage of having plenty of the above 
cannot be over-estimated, and though there is 
little difficulty in getting salad in abundanoe in 
the early autumn there is often a scarcity in 
the winter and early spring. Of late years there 

has been more ohoice of subjeota for the salad 
bowl owing to the taste for Tomatoes and the 
greater quantity of Cucumbers that are now 
grown. In this note I will only refer to such 
salads as can be grown with ordinary care and 

at moderate oost. To get winter salads in 
quantity it is necessary to make preparation 

early in August, and in oold late districts the 
sooner the better, aa by sowing various seed sat 
this date, such as Lettuce, Endive, and suoh 
like, there is no loss if they are sown a little 
early. If not sown too thickly they may be 
thinned out to make room for those that are to 

stand the winter. Many sow earlier than ad¬ 
vised, but to do this requires plenty of room to 
winter the plants. When sown too early the 
autumn frosts are most destructive to full grown 
Lettuces, whilst others much smaller are rarely 
injured. Again, varieties have much to do with 
hardiness, as some are much more tender than 

others. Of late years we have had several new 
varieties introduced that were to withstand 
our winters, bnt they are no better than older 
kinds. 

Lettuce — As this is always in demand for 
salads, I will give a few words aa to its culture 
in the winter, and those who require it in 
quantity would do well to depend upon two 
sowings; some make more, especially those 

who require plenty of large Lettuces early in 
the autumn. To get a regular supply through 
the winter, beginning in October, I prefer to sow 

and again 

q tmutity §f 

young plants to put out in the early spring, two 
or three weeks later. To got Lettuces through 
the winter, seed should be sown on a dry alopiug 
position sheltered from the east and north, as it 

is the winds that play auch havoc with the 
plants when on the move after a long winter's 
rest. The earlier sowings—that is, those sown 
in August—will furnish nice heads early in 
October, and as we rarely got severe frosts to do 
mnch injury till the end of Septombor, they 
should then be covered on frosty nights. If 
there has been delay in sowing for this supply, 

a little time will be gained by immediate sowing 
on a warm border in drills I foot apart, using 
the thinnings for a succession, planting on a 
warm rich border. Good ground is necessary 

for this sowing, aa a quick growth is required. 
When these Lettuces are large, if covering ia 
objected to they may be lifted with a good ball 
and transferred to cold frames or under shelter, 
plaoing thickly together. By sowing in drills, 

there is no delay or check by transplanting. The 
second sowing in August will prolong the supply 
through the winter and will require protect! m 
or lifting. I generally plant these out of the 
seed bed muoh oloser than usual, 0 inches apart 
each way on a warm border, and this is covered 
with temporary frames, a few lights placed 

over them, and some boards round the sides. 
This planting does not give large, full-hearted 
blanched Letouoes, but nioe sized heads, as it 
will be found large plants decay in the wintor 
months. With a little extra covoring in severe 

weather in tho way of mate this lot comes in 
about tho middle of Docomber and lasts some 
time. To continue the supply through the early 
spring some of the largest plants from the late 
sowing are planted thiokly in frames, and these 
commence to grow very early and are large 
enough for salad, Cabbage Lettuces being the 

earliest to oome in. In a mild autumn those 
sown now often oontinue tho supply till nearly 
Christmas and with little protection. The 
varieties used for sowing for winter are often a 

matter of opinion, as somo growers prefer Cjs 
to Cabbage, but I advise both. I like brown 
Cos (Hicks's Hardy Cos to sow early in August), 
using the Brown or Bath for the later sowing 
and to stand the winter. Of Cabbage varieties 

there are no better for winter than Hardy 
Hammersmith, Victoria, and Stanstead 
Park. I like the Cabbage varieties to sow 

late for early spring use as they come in 
sooner than the (Jos. For the lato sowing to 
remain in the seed-beds or to priok ont thickly 
into frames, the Hammersmitir and Stanstead 

Park are good. After housing or lifting the 
winter supply, it is necessary to air freely and 
keep free of decayed foliage. Even those who 
do not possess frame protections may have good 
Lettuoes till late in the year when oovered with 
mats or canvas. I often utilise dressed oovere 

for this work, or rough wood supports, unroll¬ 
ing the canvas night and morning, and if a late 
lot of plants is secured on a protected border, 
these give a muoh earlier supply in tho spring 
than plants raised in heat, and when a few can be 

(ilanted early in the year in boxes or on warm 
eaves, they soon oome in. Many shifts can be 

adopted to raiso material for the salad bowl, as 
if short of Lettuces, a few pans or boxes sown in 
mild heat every few weeks, and cut over like 
Mustard and Cress, furnish nioe salad at little 
cost, a quick-growing variety being used for the 

purpose. Last spring I found Golden Queen 
and Harbinger very good for the purpose. 

Endive.—I have devoted more space to Let¬ 
tuces on account of their being liked by nearly 
everyone. Endive is not so popular, but a useful 
salad, and next in importance to Lettuca, being 
roadily grown and sheltered through the winter. 
Much the samo treatment is required, except 

that it is not wanted when there is plenty of 
Lettuoes ; but, growing freely in the lato 
autumn, it is moat useful. To get it large re¬ 
quires early sowing, that is early in July or 
earlier, bnt largo Endive does not winter well. 
It ia necessary to lift as advised for Lettuces, 

so that a largo quantity earlv in the autumu 
requires a lot of room for shelter. I prefor to 
sow now, and to get medium-sized plants by 
Ootober; these will then stand a certain amount 

of frost, and may be lifted later to eke out the 
supply of Lettuces. If a quantity is required 
a sowing early in July is essential. These may 
be wintered in frames, lifting as advised for 
Lettuces, or they may be proteoted on the open 

birigif rj>y eoypriag., usually plant a good 
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quantity rather close and protect with Utter or I 
mate, and if not too large they do well. Pro¬ 
tection may al«o be afforded by tying up the 
plants and placing litter between them. There 
is no gain by sowing Endive too early, as it 
often rnna to seed, and for plants to remain in 
the open not liftod, the Hound-leaved Bata¬ 
vian is the best, very hardy, a compact grower, 
and readily blanched in the winter if placed in 
a Mushroom-house. The Green Curled varie¬ 

ties, though more showy, are not nearly so 
hardy. For an oarly autumn supply the green 
and Moss Curled are nice, but the latter will 
not stand frost. I consider the Green Curled 
and Round-leaved Batavian the beat of all, 
using the first for the early lot and the latter 
for mid-winter use. 

Corn salad is not used so much as it 
deserves, it being a valuable adjunct to the 

salad bowl and easily grown. I prefer to 
make two sowings, a large one early in July 
and one (a smaller) first week in August; 
this latter on good land and sheltered and 
well supplied with moisture, during severe 
weather throwing a little dry litter over the 
bed. In the summer this variety is not re¬ 
quired with plenty of choice subjects, but in 
winter it is useful and of easy culture, the 

Broad-leaved Italian being the best variety. 
Chicory, a usoful plant and easily grown, should 

be sown early in June, and the roots stored and 
forced in the winter months. It will give a lot 
of cutting, and half-a-dozen roots placed in a 
Mushroom-house fortnightly will give a good 
supply. Whon sown too early, especially on 
light soils, the plant runs badly. The large- 
leaved or Witloof is the best variety. Dande¬ 
lion requires the same culture and to be forced, 
and is valuable for the salad bowl during the 
winter; indeed, with plenty of Dandelion, En¬ 

dive is not missed. The value of Beetroots is 
too well known to need any remarks, and as the 
last named requires attention earlier in the 
season to get the roots large enough, I merely 
note its value as a winter salad. 1 would point 
out the value of small Beet for this purpose; 
amd if Dell's Crimson is sown in June, it is of a 
useful size by the autumn, and keeps good a 
long time. I do not like coarso Beet mixed 
with green salad. Celery is equally useful in 
the salad bowl as in a plain state, and when the 
blanohed tops are used they give a nice flavour, 
besides ekeing out the material in the spring 
when short of green salad. Mustard and Cress 
should be sown every fortnight. Watercress 
may be had all tbrongh the winter by sowing 
seed in pans or boxes and growing in frames, or 

it may be sown broadcast in frames and well 
supplied with water. I have also grown it in 
pots, pricking off a few seedlings into 44-inch 
pots, and growing close together near the glass 
in a temperature of 55 degs. to 60 degs., water¬ 
ing freely in bright weather. Early in the year 

the last-named plan is useful to get early Water¬ 
cress, and when out over it continues growing, 
and may finally be planted out in a shady place 
for a summer supply. G. 

better, with a rise of 10 degs. during the day. 

Regular attention to training and pruning the 
plants is absolutely essential. Cold water is a 
source of evil ; that which is tepid should be 
used.—S. P. 

- Probsbly the Cucumbers require more nourish- 
ment. Try them with artificials in tho water ; one ounce 
to the gallon.—E. H. 

Potatoes and manure.—It is only where 
manuro has been applied with a free hand that 
this, or for that matter any othor crop, is 
making anything like satisfactory progress 
this season- As a rule, I am by no means an 
advocate—quite the reverse—of using stable or 

farmyard manure in direct contact with Potatoes 
at planting time ; but whero this has been done, 
and applied liberally, the growth and promise is 
far in advance of those planted in other ways. A 
man who annually grows a field of Potatoes near 
here has the last two yoars had them planted by 

taking out for each row a square trench in much 
the same manner as for Celery—that is, flat at 
the bottom and about 0 inches wide and deep. 
These were filled full of manure (London dung), 
the sets being laid on tho top, and covered with 
tho soil shovelled out of the next trench. These 
Potatoes are now growing and promising better 
than any others in the neighbourhood ; but if 
we got much rain from now onwards there will 
bo a lot of disease among them, no doubt. Early 
Potatoes are turning out very badly hero (in 

4057.—Cucumbers in a greenhouse — 
As a rule, Cucumbers do not succeed so well in Eta as when planted out, certainly during the 

ight of summer, when it is so difficult to keep 

the roots sufficiently moist Without making the 
soil sour. How large are the pots ? If 12 inches 
or more in diameter it would be as well to 
plunge them in, or surround them with, a bed of 
fresh tan or spent Hops; if smaller, better 
remove or break away the pots and surround 
them with rioh turfy loam, well drained, and 
made firm—to plant them out, in fact. Possibly 
the growth is too crowded and weak to perfect 
fruit. Of course, they get plenty of nourish- 
ment in the shape of liquid-manure.— B. C. R. 

- There are various causes for the prema¬ 
ture decay of Cucumbers, such as overcropping, 
dryness at the root, also stagnation about the 

roots, caused by too much moisture or the want 
of proper drainage. Again, another great source 
of the small fruit turningvellow is fluctuation 
of the temperature. If no fire-heat is employed 
on a cool night succeeding a hot day the plants 

receive a check, which results in a stoppage of 
growth, eansing the small fruit to decay prema¬ 
turely. This is the primary cause of defective 
cultivation in greenhouses. To sucoeed^wjth I 
Cucumbers really well the temperature/should 1 

never fall below 65 dega.: VO dbgs, woVld im f 

Chicory, blanched. 

Sussex). In moBt places there is not a quarter 
of a crop. Fortunately, I think, I did not plant 
my main breadth until quite the middle of May, 
and if the rain comes kindly now, just as the 
tubers are beginning to form, they will do far 
better than tho early planted lots. I have just 
given them a sprinkling of ammonia sulphate, 

which ought to make them move.—B. C. R. 

4()«l.—Stachys tuberifera —This escu¬ 
lent does not take up much space, as the plants 
do not grow more than about 18 inches in height, 
and they are planted in good, rioh garden soil. 
I plant them in lines about 18 inches asunder, 
and allow 12 inches between the plants. The 
tubers are in good condition to use in Septem¬ 

ber, ind they may be dug up for use all through 
the winter months; but the quality is not so 
good when they are used in January and 
February. They are oertainly beat in October. 
I do not earth them up at all. It is only , 
necessary to cover the tubers if they should 

ap^ear^ above ground, but they do not.— 

- The cultivation of this plant is of the J 
simplest kind. The tubers should bo planted ' 
in drills 3 inches deep, and about 0 inches apart, 
the drills twice that distance. The plants do 
not require earthing like Potatoes, and they 

grow about 15 inohes high. Your plants being 
only 3 inches in height at the present time it is 
plain they are suffering for the want of root 
r.io'^1^4 ^>If the dry weather continues give 
tier 

The largest tubers are about 2 inches in circum¬ 
ference, and a little more in length. As a 
vegetable it is a poor thing. In that respect it 
is not equal to the Chinese Yam. Its only merit 
is that it makes variety in tho winter season. 
If you take the tubers out of the ground before 
you want to use them you must keep them away 
from the air, or thoy will quickly shrivel up.— 

J. C. C. _ 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

4050.—Shading for a greenhouse.— 
Fresh lime, mixed with water, so as to make a 
rather thick wash, is very commonly used for 
shading, and answers sufficiently well, though, 
I believe, that in time it eats into the surface of 
the glass to some extent. A mixture of 
whitening and water may also bo used, and has 
a cleaner and better appearance, but a small 
proportion of milk should be added, or some 
size be dissolved in part of the water, made hot, 
or else it will be all washed off by the first rain. 
Flour and water only (not paste), mixed 
smoothly to the consistence of cream, makes a 

capital shading, as when wet it becomes semi¬ 
transparent, and, consequently, admits more 
light to the plants beneath on rainy days, but as 
it throws only a light shade it is sometimes 
necessary to mix a little whitening with it. 
Any of the above may be put on with a broad 
flat brush (a soft house broom will do), or if not 
too thick may be distributed with a syringe 
having a coarso rose on.—B. C. R. 

-Elliott’s Summer Cloud is by far the best 
material for a permanent shading ; but roller 
blinds are better still. During dull weather the 
plants are benefited by all available light. In 
the case of movable blinds they can have it. 
Flour made into the consistency of paint with 
clear, cold water, and put on to the glass with 
an ordinary paint-brush, choosing a dry day, is 

tho best cheap shading that I know ; it will not 
wash off for some months. Lime made hot will 
adhere to tho glass for a time, but is injurious 
to the paint where it touches it.—8. P. 

4047. — filinds for conservatory.— 
Tiffany is undoubtedly the l>est material to use 
for shading a conservatory. As you say the 
structure is a large one, are yon wise in wishing 
to place the blinds outside ? I think not, as 
there will not only be some difficulty in fixing 
and working them, but you will find a rough 
wind blow them into shreds. There is no more 
difficulty in fixing blinds inside than out, to be 

drawn up and down. Movable blinds arc, how¬ 
ever, not wanted for a large structure. If the 
Tiffany is fixed permanently for the season to 
the rafters inside that is all that is required.— 

J. C. C. 

- If the house is very large you will find 
blinds rather expensive, although they are the 
best kind of shading, as they can be regulated 
according to the weather, and the plants are 
never in perpetual shade. During the early 

summer, for instance, it often happens that the 
sun is fitful. Tiffany is the best material to 
make the roller blinds, and get' it as white as 
yon can, so as to admit as much light as possible. 
The old idea of heavy shading has long been 
exploded. If deprived of a fair share of light 

plants suffer severely, —C. T. 
-What is termed Kot-prool Sorlm makes a lasting 

blind, and the shade Is quite dense enough for all flowering 
plants or Ferns. Ido not think anyone requiring blinds 
can do better than write to Edgiogton for samples and 
prloes of different materials —E. H. 

g&od soaking of water once a(J*ftfyty' 

Carnations and drought.—These beau¬ 

tiful summer flowors have withstood the trying 
ordeal of over three months' drought, and are 

now flowering splendidly ; in fact, better than 
any other class of hardy flowers I grow. I 
cannot say that tho individual blooms are 
fully up to size, but for height of stein and 

quantity of bloom they are fully up to the 
average. My soil suits Pinks and Carnations 
well, being a light sandy loam of good 
depth, in which layers strike root readily 
without any addition of fresh soil. I may add 
that I have not used artificial watering, having 
so many other things that were really dying for 

want of water while the Carnations look vigor¬ 
ous, but I have kept the surface frequently 
hoed and raked, as I find a good layer of finely- 
powdersd dust on the surfaoe one of the best 
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BOSS 8, 

OWN-ROOTED TEA ROSES. 

Tha Roses on their own roote are beat, beoause 
if well oared for they are virtually indeatrnctible. 

Place a little ridge of burnt earth or something 
similar round the base of eaoh plant when frost 

sets in, and there will always be life below 
ground that will push out vigorously should the 

top be injured by stress of weather. But many 
planters of Tea and other Roses do not give 

their plants a fair start at first. The soil for 
Teas must be deep, well drained, and fairly 
rich, though strong, rank manure is not 

desirable, as its tendency is to make the soil 
close and sour. A good many years ago I turned 

out a 1 >t of home propagated Tea Roses in 
various positions. That season I remember I 

had an abundance of home-grown Teas, mainly 
because there was a better lot of cuttings to 
work upon. One lot, consisting of Catherine 
Mermet, Niphetos, Hom.'-re, Marie van Houtto, 

and other kinds, was placed along the front of 
a Vine border, where the soil was deep, well 
drained, and rioh. With the exoeption of 

Niphetos, these plants along the front of the 
Vine border did famously, and formed immense 

bushes from whioh a supply of fine blooms could 
always be obtained. Another batch of plants 

was set out in a warm south border, and these 
also were a success, producing the same year 

they were propagated beautiful blooms. Other 
plants of similar sorts were placed in various 

positions, but the plants on the Vine border 
were the most successful. I have long held the 
opinion that for anything we wish to grow well 

it is b >th better and oheaper to thoroughly pre¬ 
pare the ground first, and Tea Roses must have 

a dry, warm, deep bod. The 
Propagation of Tea Roses under glass is as 

simple as striking Verbenas, and well-nigh as 
successful. Cuttings whioh have been obtained 

from plants under glass are firmer and riper 
than any growths made in the open ground oan 

possibly be, though as regards the selection of 
the wood for cuttings, I do not care how old it is. 
In a propagating bed where there is a tempera¬ 

ture of 7.r> <legs. to 80 degs., and an atmospherio 
hoatol (10 degs , all cuttings, ezoept those whioh 
are very soft and young, will strike with a 
small percentage of loss. I think cuttings 

from wood of more than one season’s growth 
are even better than younger stuff ; at any rate. 

It is a decided advantage to have a heel of old 
wood at the base of the cutting. Cuttings may 
be rooted from single buds, but unless the buds 

are strong the growths they make will be weak, 
and it takes a couple of years to make them into 
plants. I have struck Tea and other Roses in 

pots plungod in Cocoa fibre in a genial bottom- 
heat, and I have rooted them by simply thrusting 

the cuttings into the moist fibre without pottiDg, 

and have invariably obtained more plants from 
the same number of cuttings when pots are not 
used for striking. The reason is, I think, 

obvious; Cocoa-fibre is always in one even 
condition as to moisture, and that condition 

can be maintained from the time the cuttings 
are inserted till they are lifted for potting 
without having received any water beyond a 

very light dewing over during the process of 
rooting. This equable condition of moisture 

without the use of the water-pot is worth every¬ 
thing in the work of propagation. Water kills 
more cuttings than all other causes of loss put 
together. 1 like good-sized cuttings, but the 
wood is too valuable to use big pieces, and by 
the one bnd or eye system one has to wait a 

long time for strong plants. This is why a 

grafted plant has an advantage over the own- 
rooted plant at first, but as the years roll round 
the advantage is on the other side. It is true 

that in course of time if the stocks are buried 
in planting the Rose forms roots of its own, and 

then, I think, the stock begins to become an 
embarrassment, and would be better away. 

As regards layering Roses, it is a very old and 
a very good process, but it is slow. Many years 
ago, when it was the fashion to have large 

beds of Rosea in gardens of one kind, such as 
the Provence, York and Lancaster, Maiden’s 

Blush, and other old sorts which are now being 
sooght for again in some places, the beds were 

always kept full by layering the strong shoots, 
this being usually done in February. So far 

as regards open-air propagation, latfenBg is de¬ 

cidedly the nest pli.n to adopt. An^w^spJ^- >c* 

strong old plants of the best and hardiest varie¬ 
ties have been obtained, there will be plenty of 

own-Tooted Tea Roses with hardy constitutions. 
Hi 

BUDDING ROSES. 

Jcly and August are the two best months for 
budding, the former month being preferable j 

but in cases where large quantities have to be 
done, or the stock of any desired variety is 

small and weak, it must depend in a great 
measure upon when one can find the buds. To 
ensure a fair amount of success all stocks 

should be budded before September, as the sap 
on which the bud sustains itself does not fl iw 

so freely after that time, and consequently the 

bud has not so good a chance of getting “ set" 
to the stock. 1 prefer the stocks to be growing 
fairly well, not rampant, or the bud is flooded 

ith too much sap. It is woll to have them of 
medium growth only, and to secure this end I 

never manure my stocks when planting, finding 
they grow quite strongly enough for successful 
budding without any such assistance, and that a 

steady summer’s growth tends towards setting 
the bud earlier and firmer, both of them getting 

more matured and better able to withstand 
winter frosts. If grown too strongly, the bark 

sometimes swells completely over the bud, 
smothering and so killing it. This last point 

applies more particularly to the seedling Brier, 
a stock that often swells from the sizj of an 

ordinary knitting needle to as large as 2 inches 

in oiroumferenco, if growing at all strongly and 
upon rioh ground. Supposing, then, that the 

stocks are not on too rich a piece of ground, 
they may be budded as soon as sullioient sap 

has risen to allow the bark to be easily lifted 
Let the Rose-shoot you intend working from be 

as nearly as possible in the same stage of growth 
as the portion of the stock you are operating 

upon, so that they may heal over and unite 
more perfectly. If this be attended to, they 

will be set in from two to three weeks, when 

they may be looked over and any failures re 
budded a little highor up the stock. By getting 

this operation done fairly early in the season 
fewer failures will result, and one ha* the oppor¬ 
tunity of inserting a second bud where failure 
has attended the first attempt. It is by no 
means necessary to have prepared stocks for 

budding upon, as any strong growing Rose may 
be converted into a more desirable variety 

Where a good plant of any inferior kind exists 
it is sometimes better to bud a more desirable 

kind upon it than to destroy it and roplaco with 

a nursery-grown plant of the favoured sort. 
In many cases one has a plant under glass that 

is growing vigorously, but is unfortunately of 
some little-desired variety. Almost any variety 

of Rose will do excellently upon such a stock, 
and it would be wise to so utilise the established 

roots of such Roses. 
Tick Manktti is one of the staple stocks for 

dwarf Roses, and if properly budded they will 
do excellently upon it, and not produce the 

quantities of suokers too often found upon 
flants worked upon this stock. Some time ago 

advised that all dwarf stocks should have a 
little earth drawn up to them. If this plan has 
been followed, the benefits accruing from it will 

be very patent during the budding season. 

Before inserting any buds remove the soil as 
much as possible without injury to the stock, 
getting as near to the crown of it as you possibly 

oan. Lot this operation be done very carefully, 
so as not to bruise the bark. The lower the 
bud can be got the better will it be as regards 

suckers, as you thus leave a very small portion 
indeed of the original stock to produce them ; 

otherwise they are almost certain to emanate 
from the space between the bud and crown of 

the stock, robbing the Rose, and unless con¬ 
stantly attended to eventually resulting in the 

death of all but the stock itself. On the other 
hand, if properly worked, very few suckers can 

result, and the Rose is much more inolined to 
strike off upon its own roots, and thus receive 

additional support to that afforded by the stock. 
In the case of all dwarf stocks, one bud to each 

is quite sufficient. Seedling and struck cutting 
Briers may be treated exaotly the same as the 

Manetti; so also may the De la Grefferaie and 
any of the Polyantha or other Roses that are 

grQwn from cuttings in the same way, and 
eh>re much used by some few amateurs ae 
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Hedge briers for standard and half-standard 

Rosea require somewhat different treatment, 
although the aotual operation of budding is the 

same. As soon as the Briers in this form 
commence to grow, remove all of the yoUDg 

shoots, except the two or three you intend 
working a Rose upon. The exact height of 

these must be decided on according to the 
height von wish your future Rose-tree to be. 
When the remaining growths are a little thicker 

than an ordinary lead pencil and the bark at 

their base is sufficiently matured, they should 
each have a bud inserted into them and as noar 
to the main stem as possible. One bud in each 

of the two or three shoulders will be sufficient. 

We now come to a very important point in the 
operation of budding Rosos—viz, what stock to 

work certain varieties upon. All Roses, of 
what ever class, will do well upon either of the 

Brier stocks ; but it is best to put only strong 
grower* upon full standards of the hedge Brier, 
as the weaker kinds do not possess sufficient 
strength to keep the Brier roots in aotive 
growth and the stem healthy. It will not do to 

allow suckers to grow out occasionally with this 

object in view, as they would soon take the 
whole of the sap, and the Rose itself would 

dwindle asvay and die. The majority of the 
Hybrid Perpetual*, Bourbons, Mosses, and 
strong growing Tea-scented Roses do well ur-on 

the Manetti, notable exceptions among the first 

being Captain Christy, Xavier Olibo, Mario 
Verdier, Sultan of Zanzibar, and Her Majesty. 

The actual operation of budding may be carried 
out by the moat inexperienced with fair 

prospects of success if done oleanly, quickly, 
and neatly, after a flower has been cut from a 

shoot about a week or ten days and the remain¬ 
ing eyes are nicely prominent without being 

actually started into fresh growth is an excellent 
time for budding, also when th" prickles of a 

half-matured shoot will snap off readily when 
touched. If these hang to the bark, as a 

general rule the bark surrounding the bud will 

hang too, and this would necessitate too much 
forco in removing the small portion of woed. 
It is essential that the bud be in as nearly a ripe 

condition as possible consistent with an easy 
and free removal of the wood from the baik, 

also that the seat of the eye be on level with 
the bark and so rest upon the wood of the 

stock. _ R. 

4007.—Preparing ground for Roses.— 
A stiff soil resting on clay is the very ideal c f 

a soil for growing Standard Rosea, and f> r 
dwarfs on the Brier-stock. Never mind about 
its beiDg poor, you cam enrich it with manurr. 

You need not disturb the subsoil unless tl e 

clay retains water, but dig over the space two 
spits deep and mix plenty of manure with the 
soil as the work proceeds, not forgetting to 

leave a thick layer of it 9 inches under I ho 

surfaoe. In a bed 4 yards wide you may have 
two rows of standards on 2 feet stems, and two 
of dwarfs on each side. The fact that the 
White Rose of which you speak thrive* so well 

Eiroves what I say that your soil is very suitable 

or Rosea, and if you get it up to a proper o( n- 
dition as regards the application of manure, j ou 
will find that even standards will live and floatr 

grandly for a number of years, especially such 
varieties ofH.P.’sa* Merville do Lyon, Boulo 
de Neige, (ieneral Jacqueminot, Captain Christy, 

Alfred Brunner, Madame Naohary, and Due Co 
Rohan. The ground should be prepared at once, 

and the Roses planted early in November.— 

J. C. C. 

- Trench the ground up from 2 feet to 
3 feet deep, but do not bring any of the bad 

subsoil to the top, though. A layer of manure 
should be placed on the top of the broken- 

up bottom spit. When the whole has bet n 
trenched up give the surface a heavy dress¬ 

ing of the Dest manure available, and fork or 
dig it in. Do the preparation work now, and 

leave it to the aotion of the weather till Novem¬ 
ber, and then plant. The reason why so many 
people fail to grow Rosea well is in the lack of 

preparation at the beginning. Rosea will r.ot 
thrive with their roots thrustinto hard, unmovi d, 

unmanured land.—E. H. 

- In one point you are at least fortunate— 
viz., that the soil you describe is just the thing 
for Roses, and with proper preparation and due 

car® svftsrwards you may look forward to a 

perfeo^esp^^^s ii} tj.he oourie of a year or 
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two. You hid batter commonco by trenching 
the ground wall to the depth of throe spades ; 

but do not bury the top spits—throw it on one 
aide, and keep it atill on the top. The turf may 
be pared off 4 inohea thick, and be stacked up 
by iteelf ; when partly rotten it will do capitally 
with a little leaf-mould to work round the root! 
when planting Throw tome brickbats or the 
like in the bottom of each trench and if the 
water “ lie* ” about put in a drain to carry it 
off. Work in plenty of rough manure in the 
the third apit, and aome of a finer nature near 
the eurfaoo. It will atill further improve the 

ground to burn part of the clay with small coal 
or wood, and use the rough ballast down below, 
and the fine siftings near the top. Take care to 
employ the plante on the Brier-stock only ; the 
Manetti ia useless on such soil, l’lant in 
October.—B. C. R. 

- Aa your soil ia poor but stiff, and of such 
a nice depth aa 3 foot, thero should be little 
difficulty in getting it into good order for Rods. 
I would not use any marl in your case, nor 

will be at hand to fill it in and so finish. I 
I cannot think that your soil is quite so poor aa 

you imagine, seeing Strawberries aro growing 
so strongly.—P. U. 

- It is necessary to have a good moderately 
heavy loam, especially if fine typical blooms are 
derived. It is useless to grow Roses in poor 
ground, and if the staple is naturally sandy, 
wanting in fibre, so to apeak, then new soil 
must bo brought to the garden. If a few beds 
arc to bo planted, first get tho ground in readi¬ 
ness, not forgetting to dig in a fair allowance of 
manure, working it thoroughly into the ground. 

If loft in lumps, little benefit is received by the 
plants. In soils at all poor there must be an 
ample allowance of manure—not the kind of 
material one uses in a hot bed, but good cow- 

i manure. Always take the greatest care in 
planting. A distance of 3 feet is, as a rule, 

sufficient for the plants to be apart, but much 
depends, of course, upon their sizo, in the 

variety. When planting, spread out the roots 
carefully, and placo a little of the finer part of 

Hoiittyiiia oalifornlen. Engraved from a 

would I turn the aul soil to the top. If you 

“bastard-trench ' the gioiud well, end ad 1 a 
fair amountof manure, I do not see that it w ill be 

neceaaary to do anything else. Bastard-trenching 
consists of the following operations: Take out a 
trench from one end of your plot, say about a 
foot deep and eighteeu inches wide. Remove 
this to the other end of your plot, where it will 

be ready for filling in the last trench you open. 
H tving removed the first foot of soil spread a 
good layer of manure in the trench, and proceed 
to turn tho subsoil bottom upwards, working it 
aa deeply as your spud will allow. Pig-manure 
is about the best you can use, but any well- 
decayed dung and rubbish will auswer. London 
manure is also very good, containing a much 
larger proportion of droppings than ordinary 
farmyard manure. Now set out another breadth 

of 18 inches, and aa each apit U lifted let it be 
thrown over into the open trench by its aide. 
Shovel np the loose soil from the trench you 
have formed last, manure and turn over the sub¬ 
soil, and so continue until you arrivs'afr your I 
last trench, when 

sent by Mr. C. A. Orcutt, California. 

the loam over them, into which they will send 
their delicate fibres. Thick roots without fibres 
may be cut back hard, but use the knifo 
cautiously. Bold surgery of this kind is easy 
to perform, but injudicious “hacking” can 
never be remedied. Avoid deep planting, 
covering the roots with about 4 inches of soil, 

and if the trees are standards place a stake 
firmly to each, to prevent the stem swaying 
about in the wind. It is essential not to dis¬ 
turb tho roots, other wise they will never take 
hold of the soil. Tho best time to plant is late 
October, as the soil is then in sweeter condition, 
moderately dry, as a rule, and tho trees have a 

fairly long season to recover themselves before 
they meet the trials of winter. A dressing of 
well-decayed manure on tho surface will not be 
money wasted.—C. T. 

4058.—Rose W. A Richardson —I would rather 
see a Ross BO recently planted |{row freely than flower 
over much. The Rose la doing well enough ; let It grow, 
and train In all the strong shoot a. It will flower in due 
tims.—£. H. 

loro may bo two reasons wh 
i J(^T)loom. Either the wood do^sj 

sufficiently matured, or you prune it back loo 
hard each season. Which of these causes it is in 
your case you must judge for yourself. With 
me it is one of the freest of all Roses, and i - by 
no means a difficult variety to ripen. If you 
have been cutting away the long growths, you 
have also been removing tho best of jour 
flowering wood, provided it was fairly well 
ripened.—P. U. 

THE HOUTTYNIAS. 

A 'Mali, genus, containing only throe Bpocios of 

very remarkable plants, they aro nearly allied 
to Baururus Loureiri and 8. cornua, and aro tho 
only hardy representatives of the natural order 
Piporacem. They are beautiful and gracoful uh 
well as curious plants, and aro well suited for 
the bog garden, where in a rich peaty soil they 
present quite a tropical appearance. They aro 
all perfectly hardy in tho south, at any rate, and 
may be increased readily by division. 

H. oalipiikmca.—This very remarkable plant 
is also known in gardens under the name of 

AnemiopBis California; it is now, however, 
placed under lioutlynia, and along with other 
two species forms the entire genus. It was firel 

found by Nuttall atSan Diego, Upper California, 
and later by Douglas, who sent specimens homo. 
It is a true perennial, the leaves nearly all ruing 

from a fasciculated rootstock. They are always 
on long stalks, the blade elliptical, nearly <or- 
date at the base, blunt, and tho edges entile. 
Tho flower-stem is very hairy, erect, longer thnn 
the loaves, aud bearing numerous small incon¬ 
spicuous flowers on an oval cone. This is sur¬ 
rounded by six large spreading bracts, tho inner 
three spotted with rod, the others white. Thcio 
bracts aro very persistent, and remain fixed 
long after they have turned brown. It is a use- 
ful plant for tho bog-garden and very easily 
managed. Increased by division. It flowois 
Juno to August. The accompanying figure gives 
a good illustration of a robust specimen. 

H. cordata, figured in tho Boiaiiinl Ma<ji- 
linc, 34, tab. ‘2731, is a perennial, with a stout 
creeping root throwing out a few films. Iris 
quite distinct in habit from the above, the stems 
growing from I foot to 2 feet high, erect, and 
rarely branched, tho leaves alternate, cordate at 
base, pointed, with entire margins. The spatho 
or bract resembles a corolla, ami consists of four 
Inrge pure-white spreading leaves from the basu 
of tho spadix or cone of flowers. Thunberg first 
found this curious plant in Japan, where it 
appears to be known as Doku Dami, orSjunjik, 
growing in abundance in ditches by tho wayside. 
It is also found in Ncpaul and Cochin China, 

where Loureiro found it only growing iu gardens. 
A useful companion to tho above, flowering July 
and August. 

H. CIIINICNSIS, which was first named Gym- 
notheca chinensie by Deeaisno, is a native of 
China, and appears to be a very ornamental 

plant I have not seen it in cultivation, though 
apparently well worth it. D. 

Primula Bikkimenaia.—There is doubt¬ 
less much variety in this species. I huvo bail 
plants with vory thin scapes 3 feet high, but 
the most glorious specimen I have ever seen wns 
a plant with upwards of thirty stout scapes 
about IN inches high, some having as many as 

thirty flowers oponat onoein an evenly-balanced 
umbel, and all the scapes carrying bloom at the 
same timo, continuing to do so for more than a 

month, and to-day in very good form, after the 
very raiuy and windy weather. 1 particularly 
mention this plant because it is at least five years 
old, and aome of us have hitherto imagined that 
good results could only bo had with younger 
plants to be raised annually for succession. 
The plant, I may say, lias not been grown in a 

wet place, but an ordinary border, screened, 
however, from midday sunshine, where doubtless 
it runs a steadier and longer life course.—\V. 

4064. —A plague of cockchafers.— 
Possibly others will givo you better advice, but 
I was troubled similarly once with this pest, and 
the remedy was to syringe with water in which 
was placed a little soft-soap and paraffin—a vory 
small quantity of the latter. They did not caro 
for this reception, but the great thing is not to 

preparation too strong, otherwise the 
romMl^'wlll'lftlHitorse than tho evil. Nothing 

WtllittfiRDTS AT 
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ORCHIDS. 

ZYGOPETALUMS. 

" Mark Huntley ” asks me to give him some 
adviceabout these Orchid*? Now, ifl do thi* I shall 
i :onfine myaelf strictly to the old genus as founded 
by Hooker, and I think this is what my friend 
means and wants. Indeed, he refer* to the very 
l ype species, Z. Mackayi, for the genua is used 
in the present day for anything that one does 
not know, just calling it a Zygopetalum, and 

(here is an end of the trouble. However, I do 
not profess to know the plants with the accuracy 
uf a Bentham or Hooker, but I will here just 
record some few of this old genus, which will 
not require much care in their culture, and 
which will give you a host of beautiful flowers 
in return, which last a very long time in perfec- 
I ion either left upon the plants, or they may be 
rut for the decoration of the rooms of the 

dwelling-house, or they may be used for pur¬ 
poses of personal adornment, and in each and 
in every position they may be made to fit 
pleasingly and well. These plants are strong 

growers and large rooters. They, therefore, 
requite a larger spaoe in which to ramble than do 
many of the Orchid family. They require a large 
amount of drainage materiul, for as these plants 

require a quantity of water during the growing 
Reason, so must this be enabled to pass away 
quickly from the roots, so that everything about 
them may be kept in a sweet and clean condi¬ 

tion, for without this is done you cannot 
look for success, and this indeed being neglected 
is the cause why I see these plants fail to 
give satisfaction to so many. They want a fairly 
light situation, although they do not like the 
bright sunshine, therefore shading should be 

provided to be run over them when this luminary 
shines. For soil use about equal part* of good 
peat-fibre and chopped Sphagnum Moss, and in 
potting the plants use some sharp sand amongst 

it occasionally. Pot the plants upon a small 
elevated mound, and press the base firmly about 
the plant. Some persons take the plant out of 
this soil every season, but I do not hold with 
this plan, as a rule, to be adopted ; neither do I 

appreciate those careless growers’ system who 
will allow the plants of this genus to grow year 
after vear and never give heed to the renewal 
of soil until the plants get weaker and weaker, 
like my friend, “Mark Huntley’s,” and they 

refuse to flower, this being the seoond year they 
have omitted to send up a single flower-spike. 
In the growing season they like the heat of the 
Cattleya-house, with somewhat more shade, and 
l he syringe may be used more freely upon them 

than upon the Cattleyas, and with a much larger 
amonnt of water to their roots, and in the 
winter months any house with a fair amount of 
moisture in the air, and a temperature of 58 degs. 
or 60 degs., as the lowest reading, will suit them 

admirably. Treated in the above manner, 
renewing the surface-soil every spring, and 
picking carefully away any decaying or sour 
soil, I think no one would have the slightest 
cause to complaint that their plants of 

Zygopetalum* failed to produce flower-spikes. 
Z. Mackayi.—This plant is mentioned in my 

correspondent’s letter, and therefore I put it 
first on the list; moreover, it is the finest in the 
sories here given. It has been a constant plant 
in our stoves, I think, for nearly seventy years, 
and I do not think has ever been lost to cultiva¬ 

tion since its first introduction by the worthy 
man whom it commemorates. I have seen some 
splendid specimens of it bearing many spikes, 
some .3 feet and 4 feet high, bearing many flowers, 
each of which measured fully 3 inches across, the 

sepals and petals being yollowish-green, blotched 
with brownish-purple, and the large lip spotted 
and thickly streaked with purple or violet, and 

which last a very long time in perfection, yielding 
a delicate and grateful perfume in the autumn 
and winter months. 

Z. intermedium is similar to the above; 
indeed, it is frequently to be found in gardens 
under the name of Mackayi; it, however, may 

be distinguished from Mackayi by its smaller 
form, its longer, narrower leaves, as well as by 
its shorter spike and smaller flowers, the colours 
also are more or less duller, but it is a very 
beautiful plant. 

Z. crinatum.—This is a plant which fre¬ 
quently is called a variety of Mack&yi, as 
likewise is the last. This may be 
fact, but the present) pHniCisi vcryVd 

inasmuch as the flowers much resemble the 

typical form, but the plant is very much dwarfer, 
the spike, too, is also shorter ; indeed, this may be 
grown by persons not having room to accom¬ 
modate such a large plant as Mackayi becomes, 
whilst the flowors, which are very little 

inferior in size, but fewer on the spike, are 
similarly coloured. There is, however, a variety 
of this plant which has rosy-red or crimson 
stripes in place of the blue or violet. Amongst 
other kinds there is Z. rostratum, having very 

large white flowers; it, however, requires 
greater heat, and does not grow with the kinds 
Sreviously mentioned. Z. maxillare is a smaller 
owered kind, having a lip of bluish-violet, but 

it requires to grow in the stems of Tree-Ferns, 

and is, therefore, not recommended to the 
amateur grower. Z. gramminifolium is another 

Elant similar in colour, and with just the same 
abit; it is a beautiful little species, for which 

we have to thank Mr. Sander, of Sfc Albans, 
for introducing to our notioe, but it is scarcely 

an amateur’s plant, whilst Z. Burkei, introduced 
by the Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea, with its 
white lip and green sepals and petals, stands 
somewhat in the same category. I think I have 
brought before my readers“notice the best of the 

showy species and varieties, and these, tooarethe 
easiest to grow, so with the above remarks 1 
hope my friend “ Mark Huntley" will be satis¬ 
fied and be able to get on witn his Zygopeta- 

lums. Matt. Brambi.e. 

RODRIGUEZIA 8ECUNDA AND OTHERS. 

This is a vejy old and pretty Orchid, and a 
somewhat variable kind in its depth of colour. 
The spikes sent me by “ M. Johnston * are very 
bright and showy. It is widely spread over 
tropical South America, consequently it may be 

expected to vary somewhat; but the plant first 
became known to us from the Island of Trinidad, 
and it used to be a frequent oocupant of any box 
of Orchids received from South America in my 

young days, and I observed that the plants that 
came from the warmest parts were usually the 
deepest in colour, and I found that during their 
growing season they liked to have a good heat, 
and to be kept in a very moist state, and during 

tho resting season their bulbs must be kept in a 
fairly moist condition, and not subjected to the 
drying influence whioh was so prevalent in the 
earlier days of Orchid culture, when every 
Orchid hail to have a decided dry season, and be 
shrivelled ; but now a better system is adopted, 
for by lowering the temperature, the plant or 

plants can be kept and rested far better, because 
they can be furnished with sufficient moisture 
to maintain the growths in a plump condition, 
and this enables them to start away and 
grow with strength and vigour at once, 
without the expenditure of time .in making 

up the growth, or having the new growth 
from a shrivelled and worn-out old bulb, 
and these shrivelled and worn - out bulbs 
render the plants so old and worn - out 

looking, and it gives them snch an untidy 
appearanoe. I reoommend the lady who writes 
to me to grow this plant in a hanging position, 
either in a shallow pan, a small basket (see cut 
on p. 267), or upon a block of wood, and I must 
oonfess I like the block system the best for this 

plant, and I use for it Sphagnum only in this 
case ; but if a small shallow pan be used I 
would drain it well, and I would use with the 
Moss some little good peat-fibre, from which 

all the fine soil had been removed, potting it 
very firmly, for I have so frequently seen this 
plant go wrong from being so loosely set in the 
soil, and thi* is one of the chief reasons why I 

like block culture for this and many other of 
these small-rooting plants, because they can be 
kept firmly fixed by the copper wire that is used 
in fixing them. Rodriguozias like an abundance 

of water, the heat of the Cattleya-house, and a 
nice moist atmosphere during the growing sea¬ 
son. The following are one or two of the beat 

and moat floriferous kinds :— 
R. secunda.—A small-growing plant, having 

small bulbs and dark-green leaves, which form a 

beautiful background for the sanguineous 
flowers, which are thickly set upon the ihort 
spikes, and which all stand in a one tided 

fashion. 
R. Candida.—Now this plant I used to grow 

under the name of Burlingtonia, but according 

fo^Ux| mpdern theorists the latter genus Is a 
and so for once I accept this theory 

and adopt the new order of things. This plant 
is a stronger grower than the last named, but I 
like for this plant the blook system of culture 

best. Tho Uowera are produced on pendulous 
spikes, they are large and of the purest white, 
with a stain of brignt-yellow on the lip. It is a 
most desirable plant. 

R. VRAORAN9. — This plant resembles the 
preceding species in the colour of its flowers ; 
they are about of equal size, and they yield a 

most delightful fragrance which much resembles 
May-blossom. 

R. VKNC9TA is a plant which is smaller in its 
growth than the last-named although I 
have found some folks who make them to be 
the same species, but with this I cannot agree. 
The flowers are not half tho size, they are pure- 

white, stained with yellow in the lip, and they 
do not possess any fragrance which renders the 
last-named kind so very welcome, especially by 

the ladies. The above-named plants are all 
worthy of a place in any and every collection of 
Orchids, and all of them will thrive admirably 
on good-sized blocks of wood. 

Matt. Bramble. 

4052.—A garden fence.—There is nothing 
better than a good Holly-hedge, but it grows so 
painfully alow at first, especially on some soils, 
that one hesitates about recommending it. 1 f 
the fence forms a boundary, evergreens, such rs 
Yew-tree or Arbor-vitre would hardly do, <r 

else they are capital shelters and blinds. While 
Thorn and Privet in mixture makes both a got d 
shelter and grows rapidly, and when well estab¬ 
lished will form a good fence against stock.— 
E. H. 

- This question is not very clear, as thi re 
is no information as to whether there is an exist- 
iDg fence or not, and if protection is wanted 

outside of the present boundary. A olose wood 
fence 6 feet high is very suitable for a guden, 
but it does not give much protection agtioat 
spring frost. Supposing there is an existing 

fence, a line of Lombardy Poplars beyond that 
will quickly grow into a thicket, and afford 
shelter sooner than anything else. If planted 
out 4 feet apart they can be grown in the foim 

of a hedge any height or thiokness you want — 
J. C. C. 

- There are so many kinds of quick-crow¬ 
ing subjects suitable for fences that it is c ifficult 

perhaps to choose the right one for all positions. 
Thuja Lobbi is perhaps the one that will grow 

the fastest up to 30 feet high if needed, and it 
makes a capital screen also. The common 
English Yew is another quick-growing ever¬ 
green, preferable to any other where a fence up 
to 10 feet high is required. Common Holly 
makes a thick and warm screen, but does not 

grow so fast Portugal Laurel is another fast¬ 
growing subject, but require* more space in 
width. Evergreen Privet is of rapid growth, 
but is not quite so firm as the others ; still, it 
makes a good screen. Quick is undoubtedly the 
best of all hedges where cattle aro kept, but some 
years are required to get a really good Quick 

fence. Whatever is chosen, all the difference 
is made in its progress by the manner in which 
it is planted. The ground should be trenched 
18 inches deep at least, and plenty of manure 
added at planting time, not burying it too deep 
either, afterwards mulohing the surface to pre¬ 

vent evaporation of moisture from the soil 
during the summer. With the exoeption of the 
Quick all the other subjeots are best planted in 
the early part of April. Should dry weather set 
in for any leDgth of time during the months of 
May and June the plants will need attention in 

watering. Whatever pruning is required should 

be done in February, or March at the latest.— 
S. P. _ 

4028. — White-flowered plants for 
cutting.—If you exclude trees and shrubs, 
the hardy plants that flower before the Pinks 
are mostly of low stature.' The Double White 

Rocket and Brompton Stocks might possibly 
flower before the Pinks if they were given a 

warm position. The Perennial Candytuft (Iberis 
correoefolia) and Snow in 8ummer (Cerastium 
tomentosum) are two low-growing plants that 

may help you with white flowers. Amongst 
Bhrub* that bloom early I may mention the 

Wliits*! Lilac, Do atria gracilis, and Syringa.— 
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get, other conditions being favourable, pretty the A. mollis type I think it is best to purchase 
well re-established before growth commences seedlings. Named varieties can be obtained at 
next season, and under ordinary circumstances a higher rate. I would leave the selection to 
it may be expected to make a fairly good the dealer who supplied them, but a few good 
growth tho first year after removal ; but in the varieties of the Ghent type are Admiral de 
case of autumn or spring planting it generally Ruyter (deep red), Altaclerensis (bright-yellow), 

takes the whole of the next season to recover, Carnea elegans (pink), Coccinea major (scarlet), 
and makes little or no growth. There is just Cuprea splendens (pink and yellow), Elector 
one particular time in the summer eminently (orange-scarlet), Sanguines (crimson), Mirabilis 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

CHOICE SHRUBS. 

Retinosfora aureo reticulata. 

Coniferous plants do not, as a rule, do at all well 

in a town garden -, but this plant (here illustrated) 
is quite an exception to the rule. For window- 
boxes, when the plants are young, or for a lawn 
this Japanese Conifer has no superior. It should 
be much more largely planted than is the case at 
present. B. 

PLANTING EVERGREEN8 IN SUMMER. _ _^ _ _ 

I am not aware that anything new can be said when that time occurs, but as the habit of dif- early free-nowering kinds, with smaller flowers, 
in favour of planting evergreen trees and shrub# ferent trees varies, tho selection of tho timo for but interesting and useful. The month of April is 

during the summer months. 
The questions bearing on this 

favourable to removal—I mean that period of the 
tree's first summer growth wheD it comes to a 
standstill. Many trees make two growths in a 
year, and the best time to move them is in the 
interval between the first and second growth. A 
little observation will enable anyone to detect 

(delicate pink), Horteri (yellow), Viscose flori- 
bunds (white), and Decorate (pink).—J. D, E. 
- The best varieties are Mollis, which have 

so many shades of colour ; the Ghent type also 
possesses a great variety in colour ; most of them 
are richly perfumed. Anurna and pontica are 

the best time to plant the bulk of 
sorts It is useless trying to 

matter are two—the probablo |jgB|jM|4 ; - cultivate these Azaleas in the 
results as compared with spring :TOj AMttlmfcmjwKEjj natnral soil if there be the slightest 

planting, and the effect that a . > ,'n W-.'-MBM*-. , trace of lime in it. Where the soil 
hard winter has on newly planted '■# - •-• Vv is peaty, or even sandy loam, they 
subjects. As regard the first, 1 wSnHflStito- B may be grown with success if leaf- 
have no hesitation in saying that • soil be freely added. Where the 
ihs beat results will be obtained soil is clay or heavy in characttr 
rom summer planting in all cases i the whole of it should be removed 

where the plants to bn moved ‘WfW' a S to a depth of IN inches, replacing 
exceed fl feet in height, provided it with peat and leaf-mould, two 
they have only to be moved from - . kfr*. parts of the former to one of the 
one part of the grounds to another ; jKiv| latter. If the former can be easily 

bat in the case of large plants that tyffVjR'’ vfyQrA* 'Mw V obtained dispense with the leaf- 
have to be brought long distances .'.if! 2 f mould entirely, but where peat is 
by railway, I should prefer to ' "» scarce the leaves maybe used to 
wait until the middlo of Sep- sS*' SV, . economise the peat. After nlant- 
t ember. When practicable, 1 $ jlPw V * ing, if the weather be hot and dry, 
ureter to prepare all the plants to siC water should be supplied to the 
b# moved if they have stood agB' ■ . roots freely to induce the roots to 
in the same position more than TgMlJMf [•,push quickly into the new soil. A 
four years, and if they exceed V**' mulching of half decayed leaves 
a height of 0 feet. The prepara- V epread on the surface 3 inches 
lion should be made in the thick checks the evaporation of 
previous October, and should con- moisture from the soil, and renders 

sist in digging a trench round • -Kj-affliraA.. watering less necessary. Freshly- 

the stem of the tree 2 feet deep jjlC'.Katherc‘* cow-dung laid on the 
and 1 foot wide. The distance surface 2 inches thiok direotly the 
that this trench must be from . flowering season is past is a capital 
the tree will depend on its age stimulant to plants that have 
and size ; for a tree or evergreen somewhat exhausted the soil by 
shrub N feet high, the inner sido free growth and continual flowering 
of the trench should be 2 feet for, say, ten years.— S. P. 
from the stem all round, anil 4".r>3. — Quick - growing 
lh« width ohould l>e in proportion Ivies. — Hu gneriana will grow 
to the height. In digging out V quicker than any other variety, 
the trench all roots met with as much as 4 feet of growth being 
should be out clean asunder; the jgu. made in one season. The Irish 
trench may then be filled in again h* ' Ivy follows next, and is perhsps 
and left in that state. It will the best of all for clinging to 
In found, when the time arrives walls without assistance, or in fact 
f >r removing the tree thus operated but little, the vigorous growing 
on that every root cut asunder liaB , young shoots do require occasional 

broken out into a mass of fibres, ''jnSfiogEffi; tacking to the wall. Any ordl- 
and it is considered that these nary garden soil will grow Ivy. 

fibres are of far greater benefit to If 11 “ P°or in quality, add partly 
the tree after removal than the rotted manure fret ly. Ivy is a 
single root would have been if h: moisture-loving plant, and is much 
left undisturlicd until the time benefited by copious supplies of 
of lifting. Experience proves |jwater duiing the sprirg and lum- 
this, for in practice I find that all mer months when dry, snd occa 
trees or shrubs prepared in tho sional doses of liquid manure is a 
way just descrilx-d suiVr h great help to a ep<edy growth, 

less than those so (fjft tsHnpPHMBUgt —S. P. 
in fact, the percentage of living - Two of the quickest grow- 
trees thus managed is far in ing Ivies are tho ordinary Irish 
advance of that of the other. '1 1m and Emerald (it in, s green as it is 
question as to the effect that a hard also called ; but any of the stronger 
winter has on newly-planted trees Ora K kaphrs' li,t,i stbatioxh : Kclinosporn nureo retlrulala. Kngruwd tor growing green-leaved kinds will 
is one that demands the serious Gamhbuko luiotiutm from a photograph sent by Mrs. Stafford, Wable.-k, make quiok growth and tho 

attention of intending planters. l.nikM strongest of the variegatad kinds. 

It must be taken for granted, I Emerald Gem is, however, very 
think, that a shrub or tree only recently removed removal may extend over three or four weeks, robust, snd makes more rapid progress than 
is not in so good a oondition to withstand the according to the character of the subjects to be any kind I know. It is a very fine variety 
severity of a long winter as one that had not operated upon. J. too, the leaves abundant, large, and rich 
been disturbed. In my own experience I have - g'ossy green in colour. Half the battle is, 

had trees removed during the late summer 4049.—Hardy Azaleas —These are truly however, to get good plants, strong and 
months that have stood to all appearance beautiful plants for culture out-of-doors, and no healthy, and, if they are in pots, they may be 

sound and healthy up to the time when 
severe frost has set in, then become brown 
in the foliage and ultimately die. This, 
however, to mv mind does not to any serious 
< xtent injure the causo of summer planting, 

becaase it is only in the severest winters that 
trees thus suffer. On the contrary, it cannot 
be too well known that there is a decided gain 
by adopting summer planting. If a tree is 
moved towards the end of July, it will in rgl*at 

measure have completed i(fl growth jfqrt hi ye 
< nd if moved as soon as it has done that’ 

garden should be without them. There is no 

doubt That a good light peat soil is best for all 
the hardy Azaleas ; but it iB an error to suppose 

that they cannot do without peat. Leaf-mould, 
mixed with light sandy loam, is excellent for 
them ; if the loam is rather heavy add some 
coarse sand. Turf loam is best, nnd if this can 
be obtained, and leaf-mould to mix with it, peat 
may be dispensed with. There are two classes 
of them,lthe old hardy Ghent Azaleas, as they 

^*md the Azalea Mollis, which,bay.e 
reed from Japan more recent! 

planted at any season of tho year, even in 
summer, provided that they are propel ly 
watered afterwards, and the soil is fairly good. 
Many seem to think that Ivies will grow any¬ 
where, and stand any kind of treatment, but 
this is a mistake. If the prsition is so to say 
rough, an ontbuilding or anj thing of that nature 

Ei wish to cover, then select tne large-leaved 
gneriana, which will glow quickly, but it is 

rather too bold for a conspicuous position in the 
,rden. Avoid the small-leaved variegated 

iihhfarnv^^^Jtl^^§l^Aj$ie to coax into 
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respectable growth and require care. The best mental specimens of no mean beauty. Where 4060.— Marie Loulge Violets No hea 
timo to plant Ivies is the autumn or the spring, the Ivy has not reached more than 12 feot up the ; whatever is necessary to grow Double Violets 
and these seasons should be selected unless the stem and but young, no harm is being done; it really well, nothing is better than ordinary 
plants are in pots, then as previously mentioned i( when the stems are, say, 4 inches in diameter garden frames, rendered secure from frost y 
it might be done even now. Ivies, as a rule, like that the harm follows.—8. P. enclosing the sides with a thiok coating «leaves 

a moderately shady spot, not exposed to keen _ There is a diversity of oDinion amongst or Tho lights should bo covered wit 

„d tL m.k. «orpri,ing „ tVt5£ f'l™ « f 

growui. x. not the growth of trees of any kind when . th5 nn fnar ‘j u. entertained about 

Icase^oTvounaTrees^i^doea'ctaolTtheir growth * ~ in growing Double type, l« In other respects superl >r to It. Ivy, like every- case of young trees it does ch-ok their growth , Violetg Gf White Marie Louise is the beet kind 
thWeUe, will grow beet in good soil ; and the ground but after a treo has reached a height of 40 feet ^ to have thoroughly well-prepared roots by the 

isadsse'jsjs swstk: 
hedgerows has to be raised from seed. The 0^57.2^ what distanoe in the framethepUnt.should^ 

If iwa are gathered when ripe, and when the meat Is mire thought ol than the value of the timber or placed, as so much depends upon their sue. 
outer coating decays the soods may be sown. It even the life ol tho trees. Ivy may add Its picturesque The host guide is to have the leaves ol one plant 

is best to sow them in the early spriog. Any *•'p. ,.. just touching those of its neighbour An ordinary 
ouantiiv mav be raised in this wav Anv BDeoial 403‘ ~A Privet hedge.-Outdown a Privet-badge framo of two lighU about 6 feet by 8 feet will 
quantity may oe raised in tms way. Any speoiai w thlok#n ,t lD Maroh. You might fill In with young .fmufc six doz«n nlanta This will 
vanities are propagated by grafting on the plants, whloh are better than outUngs They are cheap aooommodate about six doz n plants, inis win 
ordinary Hawthorn or White Thorn as a stock inoogt.-K H. give some idea of the number of plants to pre- 
It is in this way tho nursorymen propagate the - P*ro during the summer. The end of April u 

double-flowered red and whito varieties, and TUI.’ qirTMVIAS a suitable time to set about preparing a stock 
also the single rod variety. Tho only objection _ , THh 8KIMMIAB. of plants. The; roots which dowered last_season 
to raising the Hawthorn plants from seed is the Jim only species of this genus-there are but in frames should be pulled in pieces, planting 
length of time it takes to obtain plants large f°“r altogether—worth cultivating are 8. ja- them in rows in well-worked, not highly manured 
enough to form a hedge. They can be bought ponica and 8. Fortune!. The former, a. its Und 10 inches apart. During drv weather 
very oheap from the trade.—J. D. E. namo lmPlle»- « Japaneso ; the latter is a native .apply them freely with water and keep them 

„ . ., . „ of China. free from runnors and weeds. The best winter 

gated by*» ikMlul propigsUDr™lrou*outtinga? but the*plant First of all, I must state that there has been quarters for tho frame is a sunny position 
ii dint silt to atrlke. And the usual way Is to raiae the very much confusion between those two species, sheltered from north and east winds. Flaoo the 
common kinds from sesda, and graft or bud tha oholoe and to Dr. M. T. Masters belongs the credit of frame on two brioks at each corner to raise it 
varieties on the oominon sort.—E. II. having cleared away the mystery whioh sur- above tho soil, whioh iaa preventive against tho 

40.">I.—Rhododendrons and Azaleas rounded them. The plant universally known in rotting of the frame. At the bottom of the 
In shrubberies —Rhododendrons can be out gardens as 8. japonica is really not Japanoso at frame I place a leyor of faggots or old l’ea- 
down and will startagain much iu the same way all, but a native of China, when os it was intro- stakes foratwofoldobject—viz .raising the plants 
as most other shrubs will; but whon they aro duced into the nursery of 8tandish and Noble in near to the glass, and permitting of thorough 
planted in masses it is better to lift them at 1840. Mr. Fortune—the disoovorer of the drainage, as I find tho development of the blooms 
intervals of three or four years, and give tho species—mot with it in 1848 in a gardon at is retarded if the roots are waterlogged. On the 

plants more space. They form such masses of Shanghai, the nurseryman from whom he ob- wood a thin layer of stable-litter is placed to 
roots in euitablo peat soil that they may be tailed it informing him that tho plant was prevent the soil running, among the faggots, 
lifted when of largo sizo almost at any time brought from a high mountain in the interior Over the straw a layer of last year's leaves is 

without injury. I planted some a few years c tiled Wang Shang. Of all the plants Fortune placed, into this the roots of the Violote find 
ago that had not been removed for fifteen years sent to the nursorymen above montioned only their way, they being especially partial to 
The bushes had to be oarted a few miles, and one reached England alive, and this identical decayed leaves. The soil we use is mainly oom- 
wero out of the ground a week, but I did not plant was exhibited at the Horticultural posed of roadside refuse, with which it mixed 
lose one, and they grew away freely the follow- Society’s rooms, 21, Regent-street, on October . quantity of grit that asiiits in keening tha 
ing soason.—J. D. E. 23rd, 1852, ‘‘when the Knightian medal was wholo porous. To this we liberally add decayed 

- The best time to cut these is imme- awarded it, and the plant, in popular parlance, leaves, with the addition of a small quantity 
diatoly the flowers have faded and before the made a great sensation.” Tho proper name of 0f horse-manure partly decayed. This compost 
new growth is made. They may bo cut during tho species is Skimmia Fortunei. The true S. is about 9 inches thiok. If the soil in tho garden 
i ho winter, but so many of floworing shoots japonica is a Japanese plant, and did not find iU is naturally inolinod to be sandy add the horie- 
would then be saerfi ;ed that it is better to wait way into British gardens for somo years after manure and deoayed-leaves to it simply. The 
and have tho benefit of these. Both these S. Fortunei. Like that species, it was intro- plants aro then lifted with a good ball of soil 

shrubs are amenable to pruning, and if not done duoed by Fortune. Unlike S. Fortunei, this is and roots attached, and planted in the frame; 
too freely in tho caao of old bushes they are im- dim lious—that is to say, one plant bears female the soil is pressod firmly about the roots. When 
provod, os now shoots push out and the old flowers and the other male ones. Both soxes the plants are placed in the frame the loaves 
plants receive now vigour.—8. I’. have received specific names, and more forms of are quite at the top of the sides of the frame. 

r» „„„ fl„..,„rs both have boon desoribed specifioiolly in horti- In a short time the soil settles down, so that by 

thTb^J timetouU SjhZhSktof cuIturftl VrtrtUHlM. 8. fragrans, for Instance, is tho time tho light- are placed on thi plant, are 
h. Si » k n simply themaleplantof the true 8. japonica. Tho within 2 inch™ of the glass. They should 

voJnSESthim^^nnear foiaS the^nd of first plant of 8. japonica which flowered in this receive a good soaking of water which settle. IZLf .IT Jhi, harl! country was named 8. oblata by the late Mr. the soil alnut them. Do not place the light¬ 

ing the old hardwood there is no totter time Thomas Moore in 1864. A. however, Dr. over the plant, until there is danger of frost or 

wn?mv«A "f n n o" ^ ^' ‘D gardons was called 8. Fortunei. April following, the crop of flowers is a thin one. 
will to made until the following spring.- ^ Kkimmia8 thrive under very varied Afthough a few degrees of frost will not Injure 

‘ ' conditions as regards soil, he. I have aeon the Violets when the lights aro on, it is not 
These may bo pruned baok when over- them thrive splendidly in strong olay and also wise to have the leaves touched by it. Abund- 

grown, but I should prefer doing this oarlior in jn sandy soil and peat. The true 8. ance of air should be given at all times when 
the season, say in March. If cut back now they japonica Is one of the very best town Evergreens the thermometer out-of-doors stands above 
would be some time before they broke out into we n^iess. To sum up, tho real foots as to 35 degs. Anything approaohing to ooddling 
growth, and tho shoots made would not have the names,&o., of the Skiminiaa above mentioned the plants is detrimental to their welfare.— 
time to ripen, and a severe winter would injure are at follows :— S. P. 

or probably kill them altogether if out back y japonica of Thunberg is tho name to keep Ltlium candldum.— In reference to the 
muoh. But if the pruning was not of a severe up It u a native Df japan. y 0bUta of T. tendenoy of this Lily to fail aftor it has made 

character, and was limited to tho shortening of jfoore j( the female plant, and 8 fragrans is considerable growth, no doubt, as with many 
certam straggling shoots it might be done now. the male plant of the same species. Other other things, remodies may not equally apply iu 

—’*• forms are S. Foremani, 8. Rogersi, 8. oblata all gardens. With regard to the shallow plant- 
4066.—Ivy growing on forest trees, ovata, S. fragrantissima, and 8. oblata Veitohi. ing of which I spoke before, I think there can 

—Certainly allowing Ivy to grow on forest-trees In order to produce such beautifully berried bo no doubt as to it- being the proper thing to 
is detrimental to the latter ; no matter how nioo species as thoso grown by Mr. Foreman, of do whore the soil is stiff, and it may further 
it looks, it should be cut away if the trees are Dalkeith, and Mr. Rogers, of Southampton, it interest readers to know something of tho 

valued more than the appearance of the Ivy. will be necessary to plant specimens of the two results of shallow planting, because many of us 
When tree-stems are covered with this creeper sexes in proximity. have seemingly grown tho plant well up to the 
light and air is excluded from the bark so that it 8. Fortunki of Masters is a native of China, stago when the buds are half develops), when 
cannot perform its proper functions. There aro, S. japonica of gardens is identical with this. 8. thev have gone off. All this seems to point to 

however, instances where it would be useless to rubella is a seedling form. 8. japonica argenta a drier state as being desirable for the bulb. 

gardons was called 8. Fortunei. April lollowing, the crop ol nowers is a itun ot 
The 8kimmias thrive under very varied Although a few degrees of frost will not injc 

nditions as regards soil, Ac. I have aeon the Violets when the lights aro on, it is n 

cat away the Ivy with the idea of saving the is a seedling or sport, only differing from the There oannot, of course, be the least cause for 
troea. I allude to those already decaying, tvpe in having the leaves bordered with white, fear as regards the action of frost on tho hnlbs 
which is best known by the confcti 
of the branchos., Oyer such tifeea 
Ivy might bo aWiwed^wPrfin, ract 

ous falling S. Fortunei is a much dwarfer grower than ^. |lclct9 t? tbfl surfooe, as this causes no iojury 

Or so tiiS fxSbnioa, and does well as a pot plmt for win- 1 whatever to bulbs that are Well established.— 
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HOUSE & WINDOW GARDENING. 

ARRANGING CUT FLOWERS. 

At several of the exhibitions of the Royal Hor¬ 
ticultural and Botanu Societies in recent years 
various groups of cut flowers, arranged on a new 

principle, have attracted much attention. These 
groups are in the form of a cone or pyramid, 
the only evidence of a con taming vessel being 
the edges of a flat plate, which appear here and 
there where not concealed by the border loaves 
of the group. It is clear that, except by the 
use of soft plastic clay, it would not be possible 

to produce these effects in any ordinary vessel. 
But as clay is not without its inconveniences, a 
special kind of vessel has been invented by 
Mr. March in the form of a solid dome or hemi¬ 
sphere, in which are sunk numerous tubular 
ori6ces, upright in the ccntro and gradiully 

appropriately mixed with Forget - me - note, 
Rushes, Arrowhead (sec illustration), and other 
leaves of water plants, while stove and green¬ 
house flowerB are appropriately treated with 

foliage which thrives in a warm temperature. 
The smaller domes are best adapted to table 
decoration, as the flowers do not rise to aD 

inconvenient height, but some of the tubular 
holders are made of large size for the display 
of massive subjects, such as Sunflowers, Preonies, 
Hollyhocks, Hydrangeas, branches of flowering 
trees and shrubs, large Ferns, Rushes, and 
Pampas Grass. Theso are not easily arranged 
in ordinary vases, but placed in the wido and 
deep tubes of such flower-stands, they form 

striking decorative objects, having all the better 
effect for irregularity of outline. The main and 
commendable idea of the invention is to avoid 
overcrowding, and to give to each spray of leal 
or flower its separate and distinct meaning. 

diverging outwards till they approach the 
horizmtal. This vessel rests on a separate 
plate of glass, terra-cotta, Ac., of wide diameter 
and nearly flat, but capable of holding suffi- 
cient water to refresh the border leaves of the 
group, which form a distinct feature in this 
kind of decoration. Tho plate is sometimes 
placed on a flat circle of dark Utrecht velvet. 

Flowers and leaves inserted in the tubes take 
the exact inclination desired, and the design 
can thus, as it were, be sketched out and studied 
as tho work proceeds. This system givoB the 
power of forming artistic groups, in which 
characteristic foliage takes a far greater part 

than is usually assigned to it in floral arrange¬ 
ments. In the csso of wild flowors, for instance, 
Primroses, Bluebells, Digitalis, Campanulas, and 
others, according to season, are intermingled 
with Grasses, Forns, Bramble, and othw^i 
'.iful foliage which can belqumLiq ever I lu 
row. For an aquatic eroup. WateVLri 

Hydrangeas in small pots.— Fow 
flowers are more durable than p.he Hydrangea, 
for coming in as they do just when hi at is so 
trying to ordinary flowering plants thoy fill a 

gap that it would be hard to find a substitute 
For. To get good plants in o-inch or G-inch pots, 
the cuttings Bhould bo struck now, taking off tho 
tops of shoots which have not flowered, and 
inserting them singly in very Binall pots. They 
strike well in handlights or cold frames, kept 
close uatil rooted, and then potted into their 
flowering pots, and grown on in cold frames, 

merely protecting from frost in very sovere 
weather. As soon as they Btart into growth in 
spring, and tho flower-heads are visible, give 
manure-water twice a week.—.1. G. H. 

HBt Ol 

Achillea rupestrls proves to be mors thin 
ordinarily useful, as It Is setting for a second complete 

I'osslbly this may have been Influenced 
men having had all Its stronger growths 

arch os cuttings. Still, the budsaiy) phlW'H 
Alt 

FRUIT- 

NEW WOOD ON OLD FRUIT-TREES. 

TlIE Vine is perhaps the most familiar example 
of fruitfulness—in fact, it has grown into a 
proverb to be as fruitful as a Vine ; bat there is 
a great deal of difference between the fruit 
grown on old wood and that produced on young 
wood even in Vines, and the same holds good 

with the majority of fruits. Now, taking Vines 
first. We are all averse to rooting up thoso 
that are producing fruit in anything like a crop ; 
but, as a rule, old, hard canes and knotty spurs 
will produce even more bunches than the Vine 
can support, but they certainly become smaller 
as the Vino attains age, not apparently from 

exhaustion of tho Vine, but from hardness of the 
wood ; and the question how to rejuvenate one’s 
Vines so as to get a new head of bearing wood 
without loss of a crop in any one year is a prob¬ 
lem that many would like to solve. Yet it is a 
very simple process, for, supposing you have a 
dozen main-stems in your vinery that have been 

cloiely spurred in for many years, I would select 
half-a-dozen of the most promising shoots at 
the base of each alternate Vine, and let them 
grow entirely unchecked during the whole 
season, merely pinching out any lateral growths, 
and at the end of the year you will have half-a- 
dozen finely-ripened young canes. Then at the 
winter pruning cut out half tho old rods and 
shorten tho young rods at least half way down 

the rafter ; you will get as many Grapes and 
much finer bunches from the young wood ; and 
tho following year you may replace the other 
old rods in the same manner; in fact, 
there should be a constant change of rods, 
taking out and replacing a few every year. 
Wall fruit-trees, of which Peaches, Necta¬ 

rines, and Morello Cherries are familiar ex¬ 
amples, are usually trained on what is called 
the fan system, and bear their fruit almost 
exclusively on young wood of the preceding 
year's growth, the requisite quantity of young 

shoots being selected at the summer pruning, 
and either tied in loosely or nailed to the wall; 

and at tho winter pruning the older shoots that 
have homo the crop of the preceding year aro 
out away to make room, and very seldom is 
there a failure of crop on trees treated in this 
way. But with l’ears, Plums, Apricots, and 
Cherries of tho dessert kinds, whether trained on 
walls or trellises, and pruned on the short spur 
system, it will be found that after a few years 
the old spurs get so hard and long that the crop 

is greatly reduced, unless means are taken to 
introduce young wood. I find it a good plan to 
cut any very long spurs right off at the winter 
pruning, and fresli shoots, that can be shortened 
to form new spurs, will push out oloso to the 
base of the old spur, and from the light and air 
lot into the centre of the tree young shoots, 
that will eventually form main-bearing branches, 
can be trained in, and some of the older ones 
cut right away at the winter pruning—in fact, 
some kinds of Pears, as, for example, the Jargon¬ 

elle, will not bear fruit at all except on the young 
wood. To sum up, no matter what tho form 
of training is, a proportion of young wood should 
be laid in every summer, and an equal quantity 
of the old out awav—at least, such is my expe¬ 
rience, and I grow fruit-trees solely for the fruit 
they produce ; and although I have a decided 
liking for old trees, I wish to see them well fur¬ 

nished with vigorous young wood, fruitful from 
base to summit. J. Groom, Qoiport. 

irch aa cutting!. Still, the buclaaro n 
me that have formed sinceIthit data 

4068.—A Vine question.—It is certainly 
a very unusual occurrence for tho Vine berries 

to shrivel up all at onco “ in a few minutes.” 
When anything is wrong with the roots Vines 

are liable to “ shank ”—that is, the fresh stalks 
of the berries decay, rather suddenly sometimes, 
and as a result tho berries shrink np and aro 
worthless. This may be a case of shanking—an 
unusually bad case—and there is no cure for it 
except seeing that tho Vine-roots are placed near 

tho surface. There is a great deal in the 
character of tho soil in which the Vines are 
planted. Vines do not succeed in all soils alike. 
They do not succeed when the loam contains no 
lime. If mortar or plaster rubbish cannot be 
obtained to mix with the soil I would uso quick- 
lim«, f^i|tlje|mtfl|of a bushel to a cart-load of 
soil. Mw vine borders were well mado and the 

m *aded 
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to it; but after some years’ cropping, shanking 
began ; and heavy dressings of manure mado 

no difference. I gave a good dressing of 
powdered bones one year and the shanking was 
not nearly so bad ; another good dressing was 
given this year, and the roots came freely up 
after the powdered bones, and I have not seen a 

shanked berry in throe large vineries. I would 
try forking in a good dressing of powdered 

bones.—J. D. E. 

- The Vinos appear to be affected with a 

disease that is known as “ shanking.” Directly 
the berries commence to colour tho stalk turns 
black, the berries shrivel, and oventually fall off 
Instead of being composed, as they ought to be, 
of flesh and saccharine, they are a sour mass of 

water only. Tho principal causo of shanking is 
overcropping, although many errors in culture 
will cause the crop to be so affected, such as 
withholding moisture from the roots too long, 

or having the roots too deep in tho border, so 
that they are stagnated by too much moisture, 
owing to a lack of drainage. Again, the mani¬ 

pulation of the shoots will sometimes cause 
shanking. If the laterals are allowed to run 
almost wild, say, make shoots all over the house 
2 feet or 3 feet long, and then to suddenly re¬ 
move them all from the Vines, this treatment 

would give a check to the Vines, and most likely 
result in shanking. Vines growing in a new 
border, but rec-ntly made, should be cropped 

lightly the first year—say, a 12-foot rod ought 
n t to carry moro than 10 lb. of Grapes tho first 

ear. This may appear to be a small quantity, 
ut it is far better for the Vines to be allowed 

to gather strength by making more roots and 
developing better foliage for the first year after 

interfering with the roots. I am not in favour 
of pulling out Vines if they are under twenty 
years old, or even thirty. Care and judicious 

treatment will often render old Vines more 
profitable than young ones for several years -at 
any rate, during tho time the young canes are 

growing.—S. 1’. 

- The information you send points con¬ 
clusively, to my mind, that your failure is the 
result of scalding by an overheated atmosphere, 

owing to insufficient ventilation, with too much 
atmospheric moisture. You have eithernegleoted 
to open tho ventilators sufficiently to allow the 
healed air to escape, or sufficient space is not 

provided in the form of ventilators to keep the 

temperature down to a safe point. This is a 
point that no stranger can deoide, and as it is a 

serious case I advise you to seek the advice of a 
skilful gardener on the spot, who will bo able in 
a few minutes to tell you if my surmise is right. 
1 do not advise you to root out the Vines until 
you traced the cause. It would have been 
Better if you had sont an outline of your man¬ 

agement, and tho distanoe the Vines are from 
the glass. You had better ascertain the tem¬ 

perature of your house on a hot day by placing 
a thermometer under tho Vines and within 
2 feet of the oentre ventilator at the top. If it 

is over i)0 degs. at that point it is too much.— 
J. C. C. 

-The disease affecting the Grapes appears 
to be what is termed scalding, and generally 
takes plaoo just as the Grapes have about 
finished stoning. The oause generally is want 
of sufficient ventilation, especially early in the 

morning. Certain varieties are more subject to 
it than others. A thin shade plaoed over the 
roof will check it. In the meantime give more 
air. A very small chink of night ventilation 
would stop it if begun in time, or if the house 

was opened ever so little as soon as the sun 
struck the roof, this would answer the same 
purpose. A little more foliago might bo left on 
the Vino if thero is room without overcrowding. 

-E. H. 

40C,9 — Management of an orchard. 
—The first thing to do is to find out what kind 
of fruit and vegetables sella the best locally. 

The soil appears to be of tho right kind to grow 
any fruit or vegetables. Tho first thing to do 
is to plough the land several times botween the 

existing rows of trees, so as to havo it thoroughly 
clean by the middle of October. If it is possible 

to stir it 10 inches or 1 foot deep by tho aid of 
a subsoil plough some expense will be savod 
when tho time comes to plant the trees, as so 
much spade labour will not be necessary as 
if nothing wero done at the soil between now 

and then. So much depends upttff tho lead it.v 
and its requirements 'Jis.fc St) is d;fl\plgpAjJl o , 

selection of varieties, or even kinds of fruit best 
for tho purpose ; but no mistake can be made in 
planting a goodly number of early kitchen and 
dessert Apples, such sorts as Lord Grosvenor, 

Kchlinville, Warner's King, Stirling Castle, 
and Lord Sufficld, if this succeeds in tho neigh¬ 
bourhood. Of dessert, such showy sorts as Lady 
Sudeley, Devonshire Quarreudon, and Worcester 

l’carmnin ought not to bo omitted. Late varie¬ 
ties liko Lane’s Prince Albert, Alfriston, and 
Newton Wonder ; and for dessert Cox’s Orange 
Pippin, and King of the Pippins for a late supply 

ought not to bo omitted. It is a mistake to 
plant a lot of sorts, far better plant many trees 
of one kind in preference. I should advise that 
they all be bushes, not formally-trained 
pyramids, which are useloss as fruit pro¬ 

ducers in a short time; besides, too much 

labour is required to train them to preserve 
the form. I do not advise that cheap trees be 

bought at risk. Far better to purchase good 
trees from well-known firms at, say, i'10 per 
hundred, than others at half the price. Oae 
row of bush trees could be planted between the 

existing rows. A spaoo not less than 10 feet 
should bo allowed between the trees in the 
rows. Between the newly-planted and tho 
older trees, one or two rows of Gooseberry 
bushes, Currants, or even Rtspberiies should be 

planted to fully utilise the space. Even then, 
while the trees are young, a crop of vegetables, 
such as Cauliflowors, Broccoli, Brussels dprouta, 

Carrots, orOnionscan bo takonoiFtheintormediato 
space. Or, again, in the placo of vegetables, 
Single Violets would succeed, and these pay 
remarkably well in some localities. Narcissus, 

both double and tiogle, especially the Pheasant- 
eye type, would grow well in soil of the charac¬ 
ter described. So much depends upon the 
means at command to purchase stock to start 
with. The great advantage in having so much 

variety is that hardly over is thero a season 
when all things fail, owing to unfavourable 
weather or other causes. Filberts would answer 

really well in such a soil; Kent Cobs, too, are 
in great demand as a rulo. Damsons and Plums 
sell well at times, except when thero is a glut 
The Fairloigh, or Chester, is perhaps the best 

kind of the former, and Victoria or Rivers’ Early 
Prolific, the best Plums. Of Pears I will say 
bnt little ; if they grow and crop freely, by all 
means plant the best sorts, such as Williams’ 
Bon Chretien, Pitmaston Duchess, Louise 

Bonne do Jorsoy, and Doyonne du Cornice. In 
all cases these should bo bush-grown trees, and 

so should the Plums, but the Damsons aro boat 
as standards. Potatoes sometimes pay to grow ; 
thoy oertainly aro'goodfor the purpose of cleaning 
the ground where at all weedy. As for their 
culture, it is necessary to well stir it both in 

planting, earthing them up, and again at 

digging time.—S. P. 

- In the first placo you havo to consider 
whether it is possible to secure a greater profit 

by stocking and cultivating tho ground 
between the trees than you now reoeivo as a 
rental for the pasture. Of course I do not say 
whether you will be ablo to do so or not, but 
from the information you send you appear to 

have everything in your favour of making a 
greater profit. If it was my case I should plant 
bush-troos of Apples and Cherries chiefly over 

one half of the space, and Raspberries and 
Strawberries in the other half ; you may plant a 
line of bush Apple-trees between the standards. 
The sorts may be Echlinville Seedling, Lord 

Grosvenor, Cox’s Orange Pippin, Lord Suflield, 
and CellenL Tho trees should bo on the Crab- 
stock and planted ft feet apart. You may also 
[ilant two trees between tho others in the same 

ine. There is room for three rows of Rasp¬ 
berries at 4 feet apart between the established 

trees, and double that number of Strawberries. 

-J. C. C. 

-If the ground Is trenched up and manured, Goose¬ 
berries, Ked Currants, and Raspberries would probably 
pay the best. The expense of preparing the ground and 
planting the bushes woubl have to bs considered, but 
thero Is no doubt on such land it would pay.—E. II. 

405-1.—Packing Peacheaand Grapes. 
—Peaohcs travel best when packed in boxes just 

large onough to hold one or two dozen in a single 
layer. Lay some soft material in the bottom of 
tho box, such as panor shavings, letting it come 

up the sides also. Dry Moss that has been well 
' ten to clear out dirt and dust will do, but 

is nothing to equal paper shavings. Oh 
place a sheet of cotton wadding ah:) the ix-d 

is ready for the Peaches. Wrap each Peach in 
a piece of tissuo paper, and then place a strip of 
wadding round several folds to take off the 

pressure where the fruits meet. Pack tightly, 
and when the box is full lay another sheet of 
wadding and fillup thebox with paporshavingsor 
some substitute. Place on the lid and tie it (not 
nail) down. Grapes are best packed in handled 

baskots that will hold from S lb. to 12 lb. 
Placo a sheet of wadding in the bottom, papor 
shavings or anything soft and clastic will ao. 

On this place a lining of paper. Tilt the basket 
a little to one end and begin to lay the bunches 
in the lowest ond till the basket is quite full, so 
that they cxnnot shake about. It is the shaking 
about which docs tho mischief. All fruits and 

flowers travel best when packed tight enough to 
provont moving. Cover tho top of the basket 
with paper, and lace Btring over the top. 
Sometimes two pliable Hazel sticks are used 

with" the ends thrust in the basket at opposite 
sides to support the paper, but if a little wood is 
cut with the bunches of Grapes these form a 
protection to the bunches ; and when the string 
is laced tightly over the top of tho basket it is 
seldom any harm is done, unless the baskets are 
flung about b^ the railway-porters, and this 

happens sometimes.—E. H. 

4002 — Walnut-tree dropping Its 
Nuts —I would surmise that tho cause of the 
Nuts dropping is the excessive drought. It 
is unusual for them to drop beforo their time, 

and not to be uocounted for in any other way. 
In this district, not only the fruit, but the leaves 
a'so, are dropping from the trees in some 
instances. I fear we lose many of our Apples 

and Pears on trees where we have been unable 
to water them. Small fruits are shrinking up 
on the bushes. In the case of the Walnut-tree, 
as it has occurred before in previous years 

there may be some local causo to account for i t. 

—J. D. E. 
— It is not a matter for surprise that tire 

tree should drop a quantity of its Nuts in such 
weather as wo have had lately, and especially 
when growing in such a dry position os that 
described. Abundant watering and a coat of 

manure will be found the only means of stopping 
tho loss, though if the treo is already overloaded 
it will be all tho better for being relieved of 
part of its crop. In future you should apply a 
good mulch of long manure or something of the 
kind ns soon as the hot woather sets in, or rather 

just before.—B. C. R. 
- Your trouble is easily explained. 

Walnut-trees aro raised from seed, and yours is 
an inferior variety, and not worth the space it 
occupies. This fruit dropping is an inherent 

character for which there is no remedy but to 
replaco the tree with a better variety. Certainly 
drynoss at tho root would not cause the Nuts to 

drop in a good deep soil.—J. C. C, 

-I have teen the same thing happen with trees o»t 
of condition, or in a very dry season. Walnut-trees 
suffered a good deal this year from spring frosts, and lin- 
perfeot fertilisation may have had something to do with 
the Nute falling.-E. H. 

Strawberries after fruiting.—1This 
has been far and away tho most trying season 

for outdoor Strawberries I ever remomber. From 
the time the plants came into growth there has 
been no interval of rest, and the fruit has had 

to ripen in tho influence of fierce sunshine and 
a parching atmosphere. Even where plants 
havo been well supplied with water they have, 
I find, suffered considerably. If rain in abund¬ 

ance does not come watering should be con¬ 
tinued after the fruit is gathered, or the crowns 
will be weak, and the crop poor next year. A 
little attention in this way will be sure to have 

its reward.—Bvklkkt. 

Picrorrhiza Kurrooa—I believe this 
curious plant, which is, moreover, quite hardy 
and possesses a very neat habit, is now growing 
in many more gardens than it used to be a few 
years ago, and what I ohiefly wish to say is 

that I have grown it five or six years in almost 
every imaginable way out-of-doors, and I have 
not yet soon a single bit of bloom. Has any 

reader flowered it in tho opon garden ? and if 
so, under what condition as to soil, position, 
locality, &o. ? It may say something for our 

patience to go on longor with a non-flowering 
plant, but it would not be muoh use unless 
someone has hit upon the way to get flowers. 

lOiftflioMP Iflfle flowers are a fine blue. Who 

rw Ttiffl b B‘$Tm ? _J- 
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some kind*, particularly A Lilia*trum and A. L, 
majus, have a peculiar way of multiplication, 
and of ’ " ‘ ... 

caused, _ __ 
tal course and becomiug entangled with each 

very pretty graceful species, and assumes a 

more clustered habit of growth, from which issue 
many flower-spikes and abundance of starry blos¬ 
soms of the purest white. J. 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

ANTHERIOUMS. 

The several species of which this genus Is com¬ 
posed aro very beautiful and attractive, and 
therefore deserving a place in all good collections 
of herbaceous plants. In those instances where 
they are grown, too frequently theso graceful 
plants aro only represented by isolated and 
solitary examples, and such as these convey very 

inadequately any idea of the charm which they 
possess when planted in largo groups. What 
those plants most thoroughly onjoy and what 
they should receive from all who would grow 
them to perfection is a good depth of rich 

loamy soil, rather sandy. Always plant them 
in a spot where they may remain to be¬ 
come established, for few plants are moro 
impatient of frequent interference than those. 
But where allowed a few years to establish 
themselves fully they provide a most pleasing 
feature. By the above remark I do not 
infer that it will take years before they reach 
flowering slzs ; on the contrary, you may get a 
flower-spike the year after planting, but it will 

assuredly be weak, and but feebly represent the 

in reality, by the roots taking a horizon- 

o " ----_J 
other. There will bo many crowns, all of which 
will prove intact with roots if all the soil be 
washed away in water, thus leaving them bare. 
When free from all soil tho plants aro easily 
disentangled with tho finger and thumb end an 
occasional shaking, a very simple and easy way, 

and when carefully done hardly a root will bo 
lost. On the other hand, tho knifo should 
never be used in dividing these plants ; indeed, 

4<X>3 —Alpine Auriculas —Black mud 
from the bottom of a pond would be unsafe 
material to use as a mulch for Auriculas. Tho 
best matoi ials to place around tho plants are good 

loam and decayed manure, mixed together in 
oqual portions. These should bo used in the 
soring as soon as tho plants show signs of growth. 

They need no other attention at any timo, except 
to keep them free from weeds and to remove 
decaying leaves from the plants which are 
unsightly. The plants should flower strongly 
next year. Spanish Irises are better lifted and 

replanted annually. If left in tho ground and 
the soil is suitable they will grow and flower 

two and three years in succession, but they do 
better the other way.—J. I). K. 

- It would be beat to leave tho plants 
alone, as doubtless, from your description, tiny 
will bloom well in good time if you have Satienco. The Spanish Iris is a bulb that hates 

isturbance, and to be constantly lifting them 
is one way to court failure. Here are a few hints 
as regards their culture. The position must 
be neit her too damp nor too dry, and tho toil 

sandy, light, and moderately rich, some amount 
of well-rotted manure or leaf-mould being in- 
corporated with it. Give a rather sheltered 
spot, not too shady, as the flowers aro always 
happier when not exposed to the full force of tho 
wind. It makes growth early, and tho bulbs 
must get well dried, although after tho winter 

genial rains assist much the slondor growth. 
As yours were only planted, as far as I can 
judge, last year, by all means leave them alone. 
1‘erh aps their unsatisfactory condition may bo 
accounted for by an unsuitable position in which 
they are placed.—C. T. 

4035.—Lilies and Irises.—With the soil jou men- 
tlon I should recommend joii to confine youreell to ihe 
rhizome-rooted form of Irle, etneotally the rartet es of Ihe 
Qeruiui Iris, and to such hardy, s'rong.groKiog Lilies as 
L tigrioum, caodidum, lancifolium, and the common 
Turk'»-oap Lily.—A. 0. lU'n.mt. 

- The most reliable Lilies aro candidum, 
davuricum, tigrinum (doublo and single varie¬ 
ties), croceum, and bulbiferum. Theso are 
hardy and vigorous thriving, best in loam of a 
well drained not too heavy a nature. A clayey 
loam is not very favourable for Lilies holding so 

much moisture in whiter that the bulbs are apt 
to suffer. It ought to be lightened by the 
addition of river-sand, leaf-mould, or anything 
that will render it more porous. By incor¬ 

porating some peat with it, it would bo possible 
to grow the varieties of speciosum and auratum. 
Tho English and Spanish Irises ought to do 
very well, also the beautiful varieties of Ger¬ 
manics, pallida, neglects, and variegata. These 
are very showy, and when they como to good- 
sized specimens produce quantities of bloom. 
The Spanish and English Irises are better for 
lifting in autumn, replanting in early spring. I 

should also try a few plants of tho lovely 
Japanese Flag Irises (I. Ktcmpferi). Theso aro 

lovers of moisture, and require a soaking of 
water occasionally in hot, dry weather—J. C , 
Byfltel. 

4050 —Creeper for a cemented wall. 
—There is no 

A Uodriguozia crowing in a hanging-k'iskpt. (See page 2C2 ) 

same plant when fully established. One little 
item, though a very import int one, concerning 
Antherioums is that they should always be 
planted or transplanted while dormant, and 

where this operation is deferred till growth has 
commenced, it can scarcely be completed with- 

out loss of the central crown or growth. It is 
also a good plan, having dug tho ground to a 
depth of 2 feet or more and thoroughly enriched 
it with manure, to remove some 4 inches of the 

surface-soil so a* to admit of the roots being 
laid out in their natural manner of growth, 
instead of being huddled together in a small 
hole. Place the crowns about 9 inchos apart 
each way, or nearer if the desire is for im¬ 

mediate effect, and then sprinkle half an inch 
of silver sand in and among their roots prior to 
returning the surface-soil. Thus planted, they 
will be safe for a dozen years or more, and 
annually constitute one of the most beautiful 
objects in the garden. But instead of allow¬ 

ing them to remain so long undisturbed, it 
may be desired to establish other groups in 
different spots in the garden, and for this 

purpose it will be neoessary to lift and divide 
the original group. When the plants aro lifted 
after having remained a few years in|ffne ’spot, 
it will be seen when alifiii soil is ttyumyed ChJt 

as a rule, they show freely through the soil in 
about eighteen months. For these reasons it is 
always best when the seeds aro sown to cover 
them with a board or slate, anything in fact 
that will tend to keep the soil uniformly moist 

over a long period, and at the same time pre¬ 
vent weeds springing up and likewise check 
interference by birds or other intruders. Such 
a covering, too, dispenses with frequent water¬ 
ing, by which means the seeds are often laid 
bare and such liko, a decided drawback with 

choice or rare species, and where only thinly 
covered with soil. As with established plants 
so with the young seedlings, always transplant 
them when dormant, but in the case of theso 
Anthericums they will not need transplanting 

oreeper that will cling to e 
cemented wall, or, indeed, any other wall, with 
out nailing beside Ampelopsia Veitohi and Ivy, 
Even the latter requires somo attention to fasten 
the leading shoots to the wall ; oftentimes whin 
the growth is free it refuses to cling for a time. 

If an evergreen creeper is absolutely necessary 
1 should advise the planting of Irish Ivy. By 
fixing here and there a wire to the wall in an 
horizontal position the Ivy is easily kept to tho 
wall by fastening it behind the wire. Cuttings 

root freely in the autumn if cut into lengths of 
10 inches and inserted in sandy soil, making 
them quite fast at the base, afterwards mulching 
the ground between the rows with leaf-soil, 
vegetable refuse, or anything that will tend to 
ward off frost. Although this will not kill the 

Ivy it lifts tho soil and loosens the cuttings at 
their base, in which state they cannot possibly 
make roots. If tho cuttings are put in about 
tho middle of October and allowed to remain 
until the following April twelvemonths, they 
will bb Stocky,: Well-rooted plants fit to put out 
where required.; .The-first week iu March is a 

till a full year's growth has been completed 
The kinds iu general cultivation aro not numer¬ 
ous, and the best and most decorative of these 
are A. Lilastrum (the St. Bruno’s Lily), A. Lilas- 
trum majus, a giant form of the preceding. 

This is by far the most beautiful of all, 
and a plant which should figure in quantity in 
every garden, the fine spikes of snowy bell¬ 
shaped blossoms being exquisite in the extreme. 
These two may easily be distinguished by the 

■deaf White fleshy roots, which are somewhat 
I AjjM^A. Liliago (the St. Bernard's Lily) if a 
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good time to sow the Variegated Hop and 
Canary Creeper in a gentle warmth, removing 
them to cool quarters directly the plants are 
above the soil, and grow them on stocky, so that 
when put out in their permanent quarters the 
growth will be free and uninterrupted.— S. P. 

-There are no oreepera, exoept Veltoh's Virginian 
Creeper and the email.leaved or Wild Ivy, that will oling 
n a cemented or any wall without being nailed. The 
Japanese Hop and Canary Creeper should be sown In 
spring in a gentle warmth; nothing will be gained by 
etarii-g them In the autumn. Miroh is the beet month. 
—B. 0. R 

4065 —Treatment of Pancratium.— 
Pancratium illyricum is not hardy in all parts 
of England, especially away from the south and 
west. Perhtps this is the cause of your bulbs 
refusing to grow. If your friend's garden is 

situated not far away from your own, and her 
plant flourishes, this may be owing to a difference 
of soil. If that in her garden is sandy and yours 
the reverse that would account for the difference. 
If the latter is the cause I should advise you to 
choose the most sunny spot in your border. Take 
out the soil 2 feot doop and 18 inches in diameter; 
break up the soil at the bottom of the hole, and 
place thereon 6 inches of broken bricks, clinkers, 
or stones, as a means of causing surplus water to 
drain quickly away from the bulbs during the 
winter. Over the drainage lay some freshly- 
gathered leaves to prevent the drainage becoming 

choked. Fill up the space with soil of a light 
character, snch as leaf-mould, old potting-soil, 

road grit, and sand, and plant the bulbs early in 
March 4 inches deep, finishing off with a mulch- 
ing of partly-decayed leaves, repeating this latter 
every autnmn as a protection against frost 
Should the weather be very dry during the time 
growth is being made give the plants occasional 
soakings of water. The Carnations should be 
potted in a compost of loam three parts to one 
of partly-decayed horse-manure or leaf-soil, 
adding sufficient sand to keep the wholo porous. 
Do not give the roots too much pot-room ; an 

inch all round will suffice. Stand the plants in 
a snnny spot, and water them carefully.—S. P. 

4055 — BOX edging—The kind of Box used 
for edgings to paths is not the same kiad at 
that forming a bush—the former is a dwarf¬ 
growing kind named suffruticosa, belonging to 

the sempervirens type The common green 
variety growing as a bush is the type to which 
that geuerally used for eJgiDgs is descended. 
You must procure some of the right kind ; one 
yard that has served as an edging for several 
years will divide sufficiently to plant three yards. 
The months of March and April is the best time 
to plant. The ground should be thoroughly dug 
and levelled by the aid of a square-edge ami 
spirit level to determine the level of the path on 
both sides at each end. The intermediate levels 
are best obtained with three T-squares, com¬ 
monly called borning-rods. One of these is 
stood on the level peg at each end of the path, 

which has been put iu with the aid of the square- 
edge and level previously named. The third 
rod is used to get the various intermediate 
levels, by sighting from the end. That in the 
centre should be raised, or lowered as necessary, 
until it comes into line with that at each end. 
When the soil is made quite level and firm, a 
trench 6 inches deep should be cut in a perpen¬ 
dicular manner, chopping the soil towards the 
path with a spade. The Box should then be 
pulled into pieces ; every bit with roots attached 
will grow. Cut off the tips of the shoots to 
make the edge look square ; this facilitates the 
planting and makes neater work. With the 
right knee on the ground and the left foot in 
the trench, the Box can be quickly laid in order ; 
the left hand holds it in position, while with 
the right it is placed there and soil is pulled 
over the roots also. The foot in the trench 

makes it firm as the work progresses. The 
trench is filled with soil and trodden firmly—in 
fact, it cannot be made too firm. The keeping 
of the ground firm about the roots renders the 
Box always dwarf. If the tops were evenly 
cut before planting no clipping will be neces. 

sary the first year and but little the next.—8. P. 

-The Box-trees are of a different variety than that 
used as an edging to walks It Is no use planting ihe 
edgings with outUngs. An edging of dwarf Box that has 
been t town for some years o»n be taken up and the plants 
divided. One yard of old will plant 8 yards of new.—J. D. K. 
-The dwarf Box, usually employed for edging, Is 

quite d'stlnot from tbe ordinary tree or bush variety, end 
the best way will lie to purchase soms stock of tbe torn er, 
and divide and plant It by-aod-bye. If ) ou Wre-Ao try the 
Other, take cuttings ot the bush in Ojtofcr, an/T-vroi 
them out next year when (rttfiloiebtly i-noteA—B. t. |1.F 

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS. To the fd'.oioinj queries brief elitoria'. replies 
— are given ; but readers are invited ti give further 

Questions —Queries and answers are inserted in answers should they be able to ojer a-lditional 
OARoexuio/ree of charge if correspondents follow the rules advice on the various subjects 
here laid down for their guidance. AU communications ... in sr \ v„., 
for insertion should be clearly and concisely written on fOJi-OmlOgyne oorrugata (8. SI.)-You must 
oneside of the paper only, and addressed to the Editor oj not PQ‘ this plaot m etrong heat. I do not say it will not 

Gardkxixq, sCsouthampton-strect, Cocent garden, Lon ?">»• 1 J1.0 the assertion that you have very little 
don. Letters on business should be sent to the Pcstuuuu f°"er ,r““ , Re plant grows naturally on the Madras 
The name and address of the sender are required in Hd^, and I am told always upon the north side of ths hills. 

addition to any designation he may desire to lie used in aod 1 b»v8 »>»»?• »nooeeded with this plant beet when 
the paper. When more than oni query is sent, each w« Pla08d in “>• houM amongst the O lootogloseums— 

should be on a separate piece of paper. Unansw-.nd “• “• 
queries should be repeated. Correspondents should bear 1399 — Onoldlum hastatum (George Jenkins) — 
in mind that, as Oardknixo has to be sent to press some Mere you reoeive the name of your flower, and It Is a very 
time in advance of date, they cannot always bs replied to pretty epeolee. for wbloh we have to return thanks to the 
in the issue immediate’y following the receipt of their Messrs. Liw, of Olaptoo. I have seen th&plant In some cnlleo 
communication. tiocename O icidiumleucochilum, bat It Is a very different 

Answers (which, with the exception of such as cannot P.1*^ “ «»to. which wm introduced.by the Messrs Led- 
well be classified, wilt be found in their different depart• ?***• “Pni* . y®?r*1**0,* but 1 T*Vlh|* 
menu) should always bear the number and title placed bow of Clapton, that mads the plant popular by introduo- 
against the query replied to, and our readers will jreatly '»* «*#h‘e*“ ytm »*0- IthM* wlde 
oblige us by advising, as far as their knowledge and distribution in Mexloo.—M. B. 
observations permit, the correspondents who seek assist■ 1900 -Stanhopea not opening (.W. Bantu).—You 
anee. Conditions, soils, and means vary so infinitely Will not geo the spike to open now. I oaanot think why 
fhat several answers to the earns question may often be readere do not ask before the mleohief la done. If you had 
very useful, and those who reply would do will to mention asked before you removed this plant to an arid atmosphere 
the. localities in which their experience is gained. Corns- you then might have had a word of advioe given, but I am 
pondeitts who refer fo articles inserted in Qardkxino thankful that you now oannot blame old " M itt." for mis¬ 

leading you. And I do not know why you took the 
trouble to tell me how you had grown this plant In a nice 

should mention the number in which they appeared. 
_ trouble to tell me how you had grown this plant In a nioe 

warm atove, and that, not wanting It to flower before the 
1086. — Ailing Fuchsias—Some of my Fuchsias middle of July, you had removed It to a greenhouse, whloh 

are ailing. The undereidee of the leaves are rusty has been open day and night, at onoe, and you have reaped are ailing. The undereidee of the leaves are rusty has been open day and night, at onoe, and you have reaped 
looking. It It red-spider ? II to, what Is the remedy f- >!our r*"‘rd-1,°' 1418 bu 1 "Uo*>yoa *ncl088 18 “ dead “ 8 
0. N. P. door-nail.—M. B. 

1087.-Striking cuttings of shrubs.-Will any , «*>1— Ants. Ac IB. II. L CA-Yoot first question 
person kindly let me know when le the best time to strike ^ ***■ answered by an indirect reply. There Is no need to 
cuttings of Esoalloolas and Deuttlae? Also please name destroy the ante, as they are not doing any harm to your 
a few good shrubs that can be struck from cutting*?— Be ins, but only visit th-m to oolleot the eweet matter 
David. exude! by the "inseota," wbioh are one of the aphides 

1038.—Fuchsias for 

exudel by the "inteote," wbioh are one of tbe aphides 
wm (Aphis fame), oommonly known as ths Dlaok Dolphin, 

".‘.“him; F .«££!?» Black fly, or OoUler. 2, The ante do not Id any wav create 
ie»t climbing I uohelas for the in<toto. 3 The aphidea m»y b* killed by washing the a isasSSSSs 

w'u oW*ge -A Ooiwtant E.AD.R ? A h qiasala-ohlpe, and 100 gallons of wo-er. Or the tope of 
O0*jvrANT RtADStt to, plants may be out off, uklog care that they are not 

1039 -Sweet Williams, flCO.—I have a very good left among the plants, but carried away In boskets and 
Sweet William and a. very good Canterbury Bell nowln burnt Remove all Dooke and Th'stler, on which this Apila 
flower. Is there any way of reproducing these plants bj also feed a—(J. S. S. 
cuttings or any other way, so as to be certain ot getting 
flowers of the earns oolour next year ? If so, how ia It to 
be done f—A. T. 

1090.-Unhealthy Cucumbers.—I should be very 
glad If someone would tell me the cause of my Cuoumber- 

4090.-Unhealthy Cucumbers.—I should be very NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS, 
glad If someone would tell me the cause of my Cuoumber- Any communicatwrt respecting plants or fruits 
leaves turnlog brown, with dark spots about, ths mldd v, sent to name should always accompany the parcel, which 
and the edges turn up and the fruitgoetyellow? Tbeyare should be addressed to the Editor of Oaroiniko I ulus* 

. * ,rmj“e 1" * hol b8d- B*8" planted about two months, tratrd, 37, Southamptonatreet, Strand, London, W.C 

AiKLDWh*1 *'V* the“ “r ,n “■ """■‘•Hf'-wav- Names Of plant0—Cla»f<m.-Probably Ltllum 

*2&ssssg^ 
pillars, “American Blight," Ao. ? Trees planted forty 2* £ / . .ZTsAniTmh,™ 1?, ^ 

i ths morning?—Sit sr- 

not to destroy trees.—Rhap. 
I am under agreement 

-K. (j. - Dried up, and numbers all detached. 

I092.-Tomatoes dropping their buds —My 
Tomato plants are strong ana send plenty of flowers, whloh 
set and then drop off at the flret Joint. I have them grow- We should be glad if readers would remember that we 
Ing both in borders and in pots. I have three sorts—IAtld do not answer rrueries by post, and that we cannot under. 
Gem, Conference, and Vick Criteron—but they are all take to forward le'ters to correspondents, or insert queries 
alike. I have syringed a few times, and they item a little that do not contain ths name and address of tender. 
belter. They get the eun all dey.—J. R. >, »r r> ,___A_a_ 

1098.— Early Roses.—I eha'I he glad if someone will 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
We should be glad if readers would remember that ioe 

If. .V. P.—Apply to any good seedsman. 

kindly inform me whloh classes of Kceei are likely to pro 
duoe the earliest blooms in this dislriot, whether Teas or 

POULTRY & RABBITS. 
boles and for planting out-of-doors? My garden le well - 
sheltered on all sides from oold winds, and the bed 1 lAor_an Inr'uhn.tnr_Uvea nnf “(Tap 
propose to replant has an eastern aspeot, with sun on it , , .> n i- l , ^ 
till middle of afternoon.—Rosa, B. Yorks. dener’* Wife' make a alight mistake in her 

1091-The culture of Steph&notls.-Can any firat sentence? Chickens are hatched in in- 
reader of Qardkxino inform me on the following tub cubatora, but raised or reared in brooders or 
Jeot* ? I want to grow the above beautiful plant for mar- foster-mothers. I presume the querist is desirous 
set. Can any kind friend assist me ? How to propagate ..L. ™ i.t., 
Sephanotls, and Im afterculture? The best place topro- of hatching some chickens, and asks *or mfor- 
oure tbe plants to Ingin with, and probable ooet per hun- mation on this point alone. She will understand 
dred? After being thirty years absent In different parts that it is diflioult to advise her folly without 

•rJ?* the article which she wishes to employ. 

1095 —Broom.-On a Win bsnk in my garden l have “ theu I501*61, °“n?t J" ?ade 'tftnd Jhl8her 
several clumps of oommon Yvllow Broom. Being desirous than 8 inches or 9 inches from the ground some 
of Increasing the site of the olumpe, I transplanted several arrangement must be made for fixiDg the lamp 

|b„^m‘ml wh^r,nU^fln^M ^h?ve . • bo,ow the •oifhOb, or there will not be room for loform me when Broom ehoula be traoeplanled, and .. ._ run « . * 
whether It can be readily raised from cuttings, and If so, the chimney. I should say a lamp ought to be 
at what season T My bushes are now old and straggling specially made for the purpose ; this might be 
and untidy. If I prune them or out them down wlfl they made to stand on the oil-vessel in order to save 

‘ 'mPr0Ve *““• “d “ Wtat "P** 1 ^ere would thus be no stand needed as 

4036 -Rosea not thriving-Roses do not thriveln 111 CMe of aUbl® UmP- The chimney need 
my garden ; the neighbourhood is too bleak and dry. not be more than 8 inches or so high, and of 
Gravelly subsoil, very elevated, dries out quickly. What course it will conduct the heat from the flame 

WJyyiss1 svusrjssrsi » vp£.wh« “ *» ^ w* jhe^i,ej 
button-hols work. Would not the h»rdy kinds of Te» lt8elf. The greatest omonnt of heat will, of 
Roses euooeed ? A few that I have planted alongside course, be forthcoming when the water can bo 

S'.0,!. 5*v® Ioomr-.thl2.u?h w?Dter made to surround a funnel or tube through 
oTp th* tW° kmd*- L0°al,ty’ W0'verhampKm- which the hot air nasaed. -Gardener's Wifi" 

4097. — TropsBOIum “Fireball."-W1U anyone must arrange for the water to maintain a tom- 
kindly inform me if Tropwolum “ Fireball” Is the same as porature ranging from 10«3 degs. to 105 degs. 
Tropiolum speciosum ? I obuined some strong tubers Fahrenheit, and before she puts her eggs into 

the machine she must be «itT.fied that tEe heat 

plants! the tubere 4 Inohes deep, at he advised, and put *■ kePfc ftt a tolerably safe pomt. I presume she 
some in all the a.peoU-north, east, eouth, end west It v ill use paraffin-oil for the lamp. This I have 

fo»Qd safe, and, when ordinary, care ha. been 

bestowed in trimming and refilling the lamp, 

irv hiOT^»^?0UL™0* 

URBANA-CHAM-pAIGN 
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WHITE FLOWERS FOR CUTTING. 

The demand for white flowors increaaeg with 

eaoh auocoeding year, and no garden of any size 

ia complete without a plentiful aupply. For¬ 

tunately, all through the summer and early 

autumn months many plants with white flowers 

are very easily grown in herbaceous and mixed 

borders, and in their way quite equal to ohoice 

hot house flowers. In the very front rank I 

should plaoe White Stocks, and there are few to 
beat East Lothiana sown in boxes in autumn. 
If pricked out into 3-inch pots, wintorod in a 
cold frame and planted out in April, they will 
make grand plants in early summer, and last 
a long time. A mropon of this Stock, it is rather 
strange that of the three colours—while, scarlet, 
and purple—there should he annually so much 

singles in the purples larger a percentage of 
than in the other coloui 

are almost, if not quite, of equal value with 
Stocks. It is sometimes advised to sow Sweot 
Peas in autumn, but they want a lot of atten¬ 
tion in the early season if birds and slugs are 
1 roublesome. I prefer to sow in February in 
.‘1-inoh pots, hardening off and planting out early 

in deeply-dug ground. Of the several varieties 
of Spiraea valuable for ontting, preference must 

be given to palmata alba, a lovely variety whose 
feathery plumes are exceptionally light and 
graceful. A stock of forced 8. japonioa, 
planted out and allowed to remain in the ground 
over one season, will also furnish an abundance 

of flower. Small or Caotus-flowered White 
Dahlias are not common; indeed, among the 

new varieties of the last two seasons 
one hardly finds a white variety. The best 
for cutting are still Guiding Star, Lady 
Blanche, and Camelliieflora in the pompons, 
and Constance and Mr. Tait in the Cactus 
sections. I should like whilst on the subjeot of 
Dshlias to sound a note of warning as to tho de¬ 

predations of earwigs. Thoie insects are very 
numerous and troublesome this year, and in 
common with the foliage on Peach and Noo- 
tarines, I noticed quite early in the season that 
the leaves of the Dahlia wore getting badly 
punctured. The uso of the 2J inoh pot inverted 
on the top of the stake (with a little dry hay to 

tempt the insects to resort thither after their 
nightly depredations) has proved etleotual. I 
have shaken as many as a score some mornings 
from each pot. There are few better white 
flowers for summer cutting than the white An¬ 
tirrhinum. I have a goodly display of this on the 
herbaceous border, and a wonderful profusion of 

flower is produced from individual plants. Many 
varieties of the annual Chrysanthemum are 
nearly white. As this is of easy onltnre, quick 
to come into bloom, and very free, standing also 
a long time in water, it oan safely be inoluded 
in any list of flowers for summer cutting. 

In common with tho majority of better class 
annuals, this should be sown in a little warmth 
about the end of Maroh. Plants are thereby 
secured early, and if put out as soon as possible 
the flowering season is considerably lengthened. 
No mention of white flowers would be complete 
that did not include the 

Old White Clove, if which, .ill suitlfelefdiv 

blooms perfect in form, substance, and colour can 
be secured. It is not so freo with me as the old 
Crimson Clove, but still quite indispensable as 
a button-hole flower in its particular colour. 

Attention has been directed on more than one 
occasion to the value of Godetia for cutting. 
Duchess of Albany is a white variety of excep¬ 
tional merit. I question if thoro is a more 
thoroughly useful plant from a cut-flower point 
of view than the Double White Yarrow (Aohillea 
ptarmica 11 -pi ). Although not altogether what 
one might term a high-class flower, lacking 
the sweetness and grace of Stocks, Spiricas, 

and other things previously mentioned, it 
is invaluable for filling up wreaths, crosses, 
flower-baskets, or to meet uny large doinands 
of a similar nature. As summer declines 
and the days shorten, the supply of white out¬ 
door flowers iu quantity seems to increase, and 

will last until the approach of frost—plenty of 
White Annual Asters, Summer Chrysanthe¬ 

mums, also C. maximum and uliginosum, to 
mention a few of the maDy good and useful 
flowers. There are some white flowers, which, 
although admirable in themselves, are yot from 
somo cause or other not admissible in quantity 
on the border. Tako, for instanco, Lilium can- 
didum. What a miserable appearance this has 
presented of late years in the majority of 

gardens ! Foliage brown and had, and flowers 
nothing liko so good as they would be with 
clean, healthy foliage. Powders, in tho shape 
of “ anti-blight” and “ mildew preventer,” are 
only partially effectual. I was wondering the 

other day how two or three applications of 
Bouillie Bordelaise would answer. It might 
act as a preventive if the foliage was well 

damped with the same at intervals before the 
appearanco of the disease. Tho White Herbace¬ 
ous Phlox is handsome in appearance, but not of 
much usefor cutting on acoount of the short time 
it lasts in water; still, we are glad to use it 
and renew frequently, for there are few white 
flowers that produce such splendid beads. 

Heliotrope White Ludv would be a grand flower 
for cutting wore it not that a failing similar to 
that of tho Phlox has to be scored against it. 
I should like to say a good word for White 

Verbenas. Given a variety with fairly long 
flower-Btalks, one is never at a loss for a Bupply 

of white blooms, and provided they are not 
kept too long before beiDg placed in water, they 
will remain freeh for sovoral days, and the 
delicate perfume is much appreciated. Very 
pretty nosegays can bo made with a mixture of 

White Verbenas and Sweot Peas, a little 
Thaliotrumadiantifolium foliage, and a fringe of 

Pheasant’s-foot Pelargonium. 
E. Burrell, Claremont. 

Eempervivum arachnoideum.—In or 
out of flower there is always something to 
interest one in the several kinds of webbed 
Sempervivums. I think, however, that at this 

season in particular the non-flowering rosettes 
are more striking than usual, because of the 

snowy whiteness of their silken webs. A fresh 
crop is being spun, as it were, just about this 
time, uid when the rosettes are well covered 
the p'a its jre very attractive. In early spring 

th iQpl4£of the above variety have a reddish 

purple hue. On the open rockery in a high and 

dry position, and surroundod by small stones 
to prevent the rains washing the soil into the 
web, it ia very attractive. Tho position can 
hardly he too hot or too dry. To have it iu 
its best form the rosettes should he pricked 
out singly an inch apart, carefully avoiding 

planting iu lines, and in this way covering a 
large, irregular spaoe on the rockery in a sunny 
position. Make the ground firm before pricking 
out the plants, and when planting is completed 
sprinkle some dean fine gravel or similar suitable 
material among tho rosettes. Given this treat¬ 
ment, the plants will flower more freely, it is 
truo, and though some may object to this be¬ 

cause of the obvious result of such flowering, 
it should he remembered that only a few of the 

largest would flower in the first year, and thit 
the remainder would form a very pleasing 
feature for a long season, while those that bloom 
may easily be replaced when flowering is coin 
plate. Offsets are produced in plenty; conse¬ 

quently some largo patches may readily he 
formed. S. a. Laggeri and S a. l’owolli aro 
two good kinds worthy of attention.—E. 

RAISING SEEDLINGS. 

I SHOULD like to draw the attention of amateurs 
and other readers of Gardening to the interest¬ 
ing practice of raising Goraniums, Begonias, 
and many othor plants from seed by just giving 
my experience on four seeds only. Last sumim r 

I picked four nice seeds off one of my Geraniums 
(W. Bealby) I put one seed in eaoh of four 
small pots. These seeds soon came up, and, to 
my surprise, each one of them came quite 
different in foliage, so it struok me that tnere 
would be different coloured flowers. I took caie 
of these through the winter, and the first one 
that flowered turned oat to be a most beautiful 
salmon. I sent the first bloom to Mr. Jones, cf 
Lewisham, and asked him for his opinion on it. 
Ho wrote to say it was the “ most lovely colour 
he had ever seen ” and offered at once to buy it 

if I would part with it. Tho next of these 
seedlings oponod soon after, and is like the parent 
only much brighter in colour and the flower 
seemed tome to be smoother ; this is evidenlly an 
improvement. Tho third seedling flowered and 

is a lovely salmon, if anything, 1 think, better 
than the first that I sent to Mr. Jonos. This ia 
in bloom now and can he seen by anyone who 
would like to satisfy their curiosity. The last 
seedling to open is a beautiful bright pink, a 
lovely colour and an enormous truss. I see the 
first pip is just opening this morning (July 5th), 

and looks as though it would be well worth 
anyone’s while to grow. Now these four plants 
have been most interesting to mo from the first, 
and I think amateurs could amuse themselves 
profitably by growing their own plants from 
seed. W. Cotton. 

4060. - Shading for a greenhouse. — A very 
cheap and good ahade may he made by mixing flour 
and water with a little whitening; and you oan aleo 
have lime or whitening made thin by mixing milk with It. 
A goad abode le aleo made by dissolving Brunswlok-grten, 
so as to make It like thin paint. These pat on will provide 
a very goodikhhde, (Mf] cheap, and easily removed. Such 
preparations as Summer (llond, and others that are adver- 
jM«d; hi thewjcplui^, ^ ^l^oioiW|-0. T. 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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GARDEN WORK.’ 

Conservatory. 
Cdttings ol Hydrangeas just getting a little Arm will 

strike nowin the propagaling-lraroe kept close and shaded. 
They do best in email pots singly. Myrtles, Oleanders, 
Sparmaflnla alrictna (a ii*elul winter-flowering plan') 
will strike freely now. All the winter-flowering Uhryean- 
themums are now in the flowering pots and are growing 
Ireely. If blaok-fly makes its appearance use the remedies 
which have been found most serviceable in the past. The 
other day I found a oulllvator, who grows 10,000 plants, 
dipping them in a tub filled with Sunlight soap In solution. 
This may be used as a preventive. A pound of soap is 
enough for eight gallons of water, and this in a tub will 
dip a good many plants, so the remedy iBa oheap one, and 
mav be useful for other plants attacked by insects. The 
soap is boiled In a smaller quantity of water till 
dissolved, then more soft water Is added to make 
up the quantity. The Erylhrlnas are rather striking 
conservatory plants for summer decoration. Many j ears 
ago we used to grow E. Crlsta-galli largely, groups 
being made of It on tbe lawn ; but there are other forms of ft, 
all of whloh are useful and interesting. When tbe frost 
comes tbe plants are cut down, the roots potted and kept 
through the winter in a dry cool house in a dry oonditlon. 
Fuchsias will now be at their best, and must have plenty 
of nourishment. Plants with pots full of roots must have 
stimulants. There has betn scarcely any improvement in 
the Fuch ila for the last twenty years, the reason bjlng 
Fuchsias are not fashionable now, and raisers ha*e left the 
beaten track and are searching alter novelties. In a luge 
conservatory the Fuchsias should be planted out where 
they oan either f irm good-sized bushes, or be trained up 
tbe rafter-, and led up into the roof. Leschenaultia biloba 
major is a good plant tor t he) oung ambitious plant-grower 
to try his hand upon. In the days when hard-wooded 
plants were more generally grown than they are now, a 
good specimen of this L-s:benaultia, well bloomed, was 
taken as a sure sigu of cartful culture. Ilovca Celsi Is 
another old favourite sure to be admired when well done, 
requiring somewhat similar treatment. The chief point 
In tbe suuceesful culture of cboloe hard-woodo 1 plants are 
the potting and watering Tne best peat, ooutalnlng plenty 
of Bure, Is required. Th» drainage must be perfeot, and 
the soil rammed In firmly around the roots Careless 
waterlog Is the bans of nard wooded plants. Look over 
them twioe a day, and water only those which require it. 
It will not do to anticipate nor yet fall into arrears. 
Pleroma elegant and Cantus deprndens are not oomnionly 
met wltn, bat careful plant-growers And no difficulty with 

them. 
Stove. 

Amtryllisss which have done flowering will require 
less water, but the work of their retiring to rest must be a 
gradual affair. Raising seedlings from good varieties Is 
the best and cheapest way of setting up a stook. Buy a 
few good varieties to start with, hybridise, and save seeds. 

Tnere is some lime to wait before seedlings Sower, but 
the result will bs Interesting and profitable. Snift on 
Poinsettias, Euphorbias, Kranthemums, Gardenias, and 
other flowering stove plan a. Young plants of nearly all 
the flowering stove plants oan be easily rooted from 
outtings. Gardenias are sometimes planted out in beds of 
rough peat, and when the flowers are required In a whole¬ 
sale way, and a house can bs given up to them, the plant¬ 

ing out supply answers very well. Oae of the difficulties 
la tbe oulture of these plants is the usual presence of 
mealy-bug. If it were possible to get hold of a perfectly 
clean stock their oulture would be comparatively easy 
where heat was at command. What a pretty little 
speoimen Hoya lulls makes in good bauds I It mutt have 
good fibrous pest, with a little leaf-mould and plenty of 
sand, and ohtrooal, broken up fine, to keep the soil open. 
This plant growl well in a basket suspended from the roof. 

Shift on young plants of Clerodendron fallax, O. squamatum, 
O. fragrant lL-pl.,and Aphelandra auraotloa, and othois. 
These are old-fashioned plants, which used to be had In 

good oondillon when there was a bark-bed In tbe stove. 
Tbe bark-bsd was a great help to the plant-grower, not 
only In furnishing a little root warmth for plants whloh 
required It, but It oreated a genial atmosphere io a more 
regular way than can be done by damping floors, Ao. Use 
the blind as little at possible where foliage plants are 
grown, especially Orotone. Let nothing suffer for want of 
water, nor yet err In the opposite direction. The unbeated 
greenhouse may be as charming as any other, or even more 
so now. If kept fairly close stove plants and tropical 
Fems will do well In it, and all tbe usual kinds of green¬ 
house plants will bs quite at home under glass now, with 
the lights open night and day. But the winter must be 
thought of, and the Lillet, bulbs, and other things which 
can bear the rigour of winter with only ihe shelter of a 
glass-roof, must not be neglected. I.surestlnes Rhododen¬ 
drons of the Indian type, Solomon's Sral, and other similar 
things which for the moment, pi-rhaps, arc standing out¬ 
side will be better plunged in Cocoa nut-Ahie or a bts, to 
save watering and io keep the roots cool. Chrysanthe¬ 
mums mutt not be crowded on together, or tbe plants will 
grow up weakly. 

Hardy Ferns 

are very charming, and may be successfully grown In pots, 
but la a time like this they should be plunged out in a 
shady border, and be shaded with tiffany during the 
hottest part of the day. Spores should be gathered as 
they ripen, and be sown In pans of soil and placed In a oool 
frame. I alway s tbiak Hardy Ferns are more difficult to 
keep in stock than are tbe ezotlo species. It Is true some 
species, sttoh as Folystlohum angulare, proliferum, and iu 
variety, produce young plants on the old fronds, whloh 
only require to b« taken off and prioked out In boxes of 
toil. Soolopendrium ramotum can be propagated hy pulling 
an old plant up into tingle fronds. There Is a germ at the 

bottom of eaob frond, which In a comparatively short time 
will develop Into a plant. 

Cold Frames 

are for the most part oocupied to do Cinerarias, Cyclamens, 
Calceolarias, an j Primula), tingle and double. If there Is 

doors the watering has been a terrible business, and there 

has been very little to show for it either, for the flowers 
are scarcely open before they either drop or fade. Shade 
has been an absolute necessity for almost everything, and 
even then, and with abundant ventilation, the atmosphere 
ha9 been really stifling at times. I have been trying to 
get everything possible planted out-of-doors, and am still 
at It, for 1 find that under present circumstances they 
thrive far better in the open, and require very much less 

care and labour also. Tuberous Begonias, in particular, 
soon assume a wonderfully sturdy habit and healthy 

appearance when planted in the open ground, and flower 
promsely, but an abuudaot supply of water li,ao absolute 
necessity, certainly until they become thoroughly estab¬ 
lished. It Is as a bedding plant that, the Begonia is 

destined to shine in the future, I feel sure. Of 
course, the plants must be thoroughly yet gradu¬ 
ally inured to full exposure before being planted out. 
What charming and delightful things the Streptocarpi 
are for conservatory decoration. I find them more easily 
grown than either Begonias or Gloxinias, requiring ie s 
heat than the latter, and being less liable to damping and 
decay than the former, while the growth is exceedingly 
dwarf, the flower-stems " wiry," and the blooms are pro¬ 
duced continuously, and in the grsaieit abundance. The 
velvety foliage, too. Is decidedly hand-ome, but io order to 
keep this in good condition, the plant must be shaded 
from all strong sun. I hear numerous complaints of 
Tomatoes droppiug their bl ossoms lately ; in many cases 
this is due to want of moisture either at the root or over¬ 
head, though the extreme heat and drought Inve also a 
good deal to do with it. There is as muen danger of the 
plants suffering from want of water under present circum¬ 
stances as there is of giving tio much in the auturnu, 
winter, and early spring. Where other p'aotsare growing 
in the same house the glass slio roust be shaded in tome 
way, and this greatly tends to weaken the growth and 
predispose to dropping ol the blooms. Cyclamens standing 
out-ot doors must now be watched, and direotly they show 
signs ol returning growth, they should be repotted and 
lie placed In a lightly-shaded frame until well at work 
again. Old Chinese Primulas, too, will eoon oeed repotting, 
and should be similarly treated afterwards. Keep P. 
oboonlca 0))l, moist, and shaded. B. O. It. 

a small frame at liberty it may be devoted to the propa¬ 
gation of Tree-Carnations. Seeds of ohoice alplnes may lie 
sown In pans of peat, leaf-mould, and sand, and placed in 
a frame and kept close and shaded lor a time. Set tbe pan 
In a cool, ebady position. 

Window Gardening. 
Cactuses form very interesting window plants, and but 

few people realise wbat an Immense vaiiely there are Io 
cbooec from suitable for the window ; being of small 
stature, and for a considerable part of tbe year requiring 
very little attention, they must be well supplied with 
water, and growth enoouraged. Any plant requiring moie 

pot room should have attention now. The soil should be 
oompoeed of very turfy loam, old leaf mould, pieces of bilok 
broken up, line crashed charcoal, and sand. 

Outdoor Garden. 
Among the hardy plants which are flowering well now 

in the dry, hard ground, and which may be recommended 
for Gutting, are Campanula Hendersonl, dwarf, and very 
free, and more lasting than the Bill-flowers usually are. 
C. carpstloa ie also verv effective, both In the border and 
also on the rockery. fKnothera Youngi, yellow, and (K. Sosa, white, are both good, and an old-fashioned 

i, Llnum flavum, suitable either for rockery or warm 
sr, Is now a moss of charming yellow blossoms, ns 

free from freckle and sunburn os If there bad been no beat 
or drought. For outtlng now Ooraopala lanceolate and C. (randlflora, a d warier variety, are invaluable. TheOail- 
srdias, Ifelenum pumllum, and Stenactls specious are 

also good. All the above should certainly be in every 
garden, as being among tbe most useful bardy subjects. 
Get on with ttas propagation of Carnations and Pinks as 
faat as possible. One of tbe most successful propagate, s 
of the Carnation I know strikes his cuttings in 4-inch pole, 
filled with ordinary red sand, euoh as le used by builders. 
Calling upon him the other day, I found him busy putting 
In Carnation cuttings by the thousand. The pots of cut¬ 
tings are placed In a old pit, with the lights whitewashed, 
and nearly every outtlng strikes in the sharp red sand, 
when they are potted off immediately. But most people 
layer their Carnations, and layers make good plants, un¬ 
doubtedly, and It seems mors natural to leave the progeny 

to draw nutriment from the parents as long as pofsible. 
On tbe other hand, layering is tedious, back-aohing work, 
and those who can make suie work with cuttings have the 

best of it. Hollyhocks, except wDere well oared for, ate 
making a poor show of it thiB season. The side-shoots, 
worn getting a bit firm, out at single ryes, will strike and 
make good plant*. I have struck many that way of the 
named varieties. 

Fruit Garden. 
Tbs drought continues, and Plums and Peaches are in a 

terrible plight with red-spider. It Is, of course, quite im¬ 
possible to either muloh or water all the (rule-trees In the 
oountry, but those who can muloh and water will have 
their reward. Air must be left all night on vineries and 
Peaoh houses, not to any great amount while there are | Spinach and the Onions are useful for drawing in autumn, 

signs of oolourlng, but Juat enough ventilation to prevent i I have Just made a good sowing of Bath Cos Lttiuce and 
stagnation. The usual course Is to close and damp down I Omen Curled Endive. TOeee are tbe two best salad 

at lour o'olook, and when the runihloe has done its work, plains (or autumn and winter. Shall sow again the lame 
say about eight o'clock, to give Just a Utile air along the i kinds of plants In about three weeks. Radishes of the 

• ' ' ‘ ' "• ~ ' ~ Turnip variety have been sown on abed made light and 
rtoh with material from an old botb.-d. lied up Karly 
Celery ; shall blanch it with papir, as tnls will not prevent 
us watering. A good-med lied of Celetito has been 
plan'ed. Tnls followed the -• irly Potatoes, another dress¬ 
ing of old'inanure beiDg given, and it Is in a position where 
It can be flooded if need oe with water. Finished layering 

Carnations. We are rooting outl logs of Tree and other 
Carnations in a close shaded frame. The cuttings are 
inserted In 4 inch pots, five outtings in a pot, the soil used 
being made very gritty with sharp smd. If placed In soil 

tbe cuttings somei lines damp off, but In this gritty mate¬ 
rial they kei-p fresh and healthy, and form roots much 
quicker. Budding Rosea, both Standard, Brier, and 
dwarfs, have been operated on, and there are still eomo 
dwarf Mmettle to do. The Manetii Is a very good stock 
for light soils, if carefully prepared by the extraction of all 
low buds. Suckers ore not more troublesome than In the 
cue of tbe Brier. I know, of oottrse, many people leave 
the tuckers of tbe Manctll to grow from not being able to 
Identify if, and so the Rose budded upon the Manettl 
suffers through this Ignoranoe. Suckers from the Brier 
are known to everybody, and stand a chance of being 
sooner or later removed. Rearranged conservatory, taking 
out the remainder of tho hard-wooded plants, and filling 
up with a few specimens from the store. The hard-wooded 
plants have been placed In the shade to harden the leaves 
before exposure to hot sunshine. Potted oa Cinerarias, 
l'rimulu. Cyclamens, Begonias, Ac. Moved a lot of the 

berry nearing Solanume to the open-air to eet ibe blos¬ 
soms These are seedlings raised in heat in February, 
and grown In beat till June, and s’nce in a oold pit to pre¬ 
pare them tor placing outside to set the blossoms Potted 
off a lot of seedling Ferns, chiefly Pterls tremula and 
oieliua, with a few Maiden hairs Shifted on India-rubbers 
and Palms. 1 want to got all those things which require 
more root-space shifted n w, to get the pole filled with 
roore In fore winter. A good deal ol time Is given up now 

to Cuouinbere and Tomatoes in removing surplus growth, 
watering, Ac. Tomatoes require a good deal of support 
now. 

THO COMING WhlHl&'S WORK. 

Ex tracts from a garden diary from July 15 th 

to July 22nd. 

Sowed Cabbages for sprlog use. The kinds are Ellam's 
Early and Kjlleld Market. As we are much bothered 

with seed eaung birds, the seeds were flret dressed with 
red lead. Tne ground was thoroughly moistened in the 
evening, the surface raked smooth, and the seeds sown 
next morning, and covered with mats. Every good seed 
will grow. Sowed Prlokly Spinach and Tripoli Onions. It 
is ratner too soon yet to sow the main crop, but both ihe 

ridge ol the house. Wnen fruit, either Peaches, Grapes, 
Figs, or Meloos, begin to ripen more air must be given at 

night. On fairly good land the Lancashire Gooseberries 
are both fine and good io qua'ity, but they are beet where 
mulob has been used- Red-spider, wbere tbs mo'sture 
has been deficient under glass, Is in pretty strong evi¬ 
dence, especially on Peaches, and tbe effect ol their visit 
must have a weakening effeot upon the trees, both now 
and hereafter Tbe solt-folloged Melons will be dlflloult 
to keep clear of red-spldir now. Tne value of fresh air 
circulating among the foliage in a difficult time like the 
present ie immenes. But'the word Judicious often has to 
be used In oonneotlon therewith. The objeot is to give 
Just that change of atmosphere that will keep tbe foliage 
strong and robust, not to adminlslcr a cbeok hy lowering 
the temperature, and where night-air is Riven to a certain 
extent temperature muat be lowered. Tnis is where the 
word Judiofous comes in. A little night-air Is beneficial; 

a great deal will In certain cases be injurious. Get the 
land Intended for 8trawberrlee Into good oondltloo ready 

to reoelve the plants, and when the beds are ready ihe 
aooner tbe plants are set out the better, but they must be 
watered when neoeasary. 

Vegetable Garden. 

Io many gardens Potatoes are email, and where the 
■kina are set It will be better to lilt them, as supertuber- 
ing may set In if rain comes In quantity, and ihen the 
quality will be Injured. The best course will be to lift all 
Potatoes which ars ready and have done growing, and sow 
Turnip*, or plant Cauliflowers or Fetich's Autumn Broo- 
ooll, or sow Winter Spinach on the land. Of course, 
nothing will grow on newly-stirred lan t or in bad air 
without water, and thus watering will have to lie repealed 
whenriqutred till rain lolls. In sowing seeds In smallish 
quantities, first soak the drills thoroughly, sow on the 

namp soil, and cover with the Hoe dry soil near. The dry 
•oil will prevent the escape ot the moisture from (be land, 
and if a shade oan be supplied very little water will lie 
required lor eorne time. Uoly the very best oulture will 
secare good Lettuce now, and one of the principal Items 
ol good culture in a dry time is mulob with short manure. 
Whtre Mushrooms are grown the old beds, when broken 
up, lorm line mulching material, and may be placed 
between the plants 2 Inches thiok, covering tbe whole 
surface, but not piling It round the stems of anything, a9 
that will do harm. Sow Brown Coe Lettuce and Green 

Curled Endive In quantity now lor autumn and early 
winter use. Another sowing ehould bo made in about 
three weeks. Tie up Early Celery, and wrap paper round 
the plants to start the blanching. Old newspapers will do 
very well Several thloknesees should be used. Continue 
to give plenty ol water, with stimulants In moderation, to 

Cardoons, Globs Artichokes, Cauliflowers, and any other 
crop which has reached lbs extreme limit ol Its powers of 
endurance. E. Hobday. 

• In cold or northern dietriete the opdfaiitln*^ 
to under " Harden Work" tinMe rfSfieI 
u fortnight litter tharriitiereinalcatea if 
rend!h. 

•/erred 

Work In tbe Town Garden. 

•d hds.has been a very trying time for things under glow, 
i( In Hi for that matter. In the open air alto, though lo 

<L faileVi occasional watering and a good inilijh of 0,UI„,L1 
4. riut-flbre or something nf the kind goes a long way. In 1 Flame Nasturtium, as it IB also called.—O. 1. 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 

4097. — Tropseolum Fireball. — Tols Is a very 
different thing from T. speoiosuui, being ol larger and 
stronger growth, while It lacks the tuberous roots, and Is 
propagated by means ol short cuttings. Hers, in the 
touih, T. speciosum does best on a north, east, or west 

aspect., but In the north it Is different. T. Fireball make 
a capital greenhouse climber, and in a moderate tempera¬ 
ture flowers profusely all the winter.—B. 0. R. 

- This ie very different to the kind T. 
gpccioaum, tho former being scarlet in colour 

and one of the so called “ Nasturtiums." It ia 
uaed for the greenhouae largely. T. apecioaum 
ia a quite hardy plant, and t reepa about charm¬ 
ingly in a moist, cool spot, auch aa ia given to 
ehrubs ; but you know all abont it, apparently, 

only the two kinds are quite distinct. The 
ia|thp |iTpp?r plboa tor T. apeoioaum, or 
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FRUIT- 

SOME GOOD EARLY PEARS. 

For private use the very earliest Pears will 

never become much grown. Not only is there 
other good fruit in season, such as Peaches and 
Nectarines, but the quality is anything but 
satisfactory ; and moreover, as soon as ripe, 
they are quickly over. Of course, thero is one 
notable exception, this being the well known 
Jargonelle, which has always been a favourite 
and will always remain so. By early Pears it 
must be understood that I am referring to those 

which ripen up during September and October 
Such Pears as these ripen so as to be of good 
quality when grown in the open ; at any rate, 
they may be so grown in the southern or 
midland districts, where they invariably come 
of very high quality, beiDg much more juicy, 
and, moreover, they keep better. Certainly 
they may be grown against walls either with an 
eastern or western aspect, but »s a rule this 
latter aspect is generally retained for the later 
ripening varieties. For a high-class dessert, 
Jargonelle heads the list but, as a rule, this is 
an August Pear, and although so early, it 
invariably comeB very good from an east or 
west wall, although, os is well known, many a 
garden can boast of some fine old standards, 
and as such it will succeed throughout the 
length and breadth of Britain. As a September 
Pear, Williams’ Bon Chretien is a favourite 
with many people, although by some it is 

succeeds this kind. I now come to that best 
flavoured of all October Pears—Beurrd Super- 

I fin. This is a grand Pear, with a vinous flavour, 
and although it comes larger when grown 
against a wall, I think the flavour is improved 

, wlien grown in the open ; here it takes on that 
rusiety appearance, and although to outward 
1 iok it does not appear ripe, yet it is, and anyone 

' might bo deceived. The late Mr. Haycock, who 
grow and knew Pears so well, told me that he 

| always found it better in flavour when grown in 
the open, although at that time he hailed from 
Kent, and which, it must be remembered, is a 
highly favourable county. Whether grown 
against a wall or in the open, Fondante d’Au-' 
tomne will always be found of the highest 
quality. This Pear also has the advantage of 
keeping longer after beiog ripe than the majority 
of October Pears. Beurre Hardy will close my 

list of good quality early or October Pears. 
This, again, is a good Pear, coming much larger 
than the preceding, and from an east wall I have 
had the fruits very large. On cold toils I should 
he inclined to grow both of these latter named 
Pears on an east or west wall, the latter for pre¬ 
ference. For extra quality in flavour out of the 
above-named varieties, and omitting Jargonelle, 
which should be in every garden, f should select 
Beuri i' d'Ainsnlis, Fondante d'Automne, Beurit1 
Superfin, and Beurio Hardy, taking them in the 
order of ripening, although the season of < ach 
may be prolonged ty either growing on diff rtnt 

I aspects or gathering at intervals of twice, sod 
! Fon lani o d'Automne at three or four times - H. 

^rm 

disliked on account of its highly perfumed 
flavour. As a market Pear, it will always be 
grown, and in America it is very highly 
esteemed, and is known there as the Bartlett. 
Like the majority of early Pears, it keeps but a 
very short time, and unless it is gathered before 
it parte freely from the tree it becomes mealy 
instead of juicy. This is where some people 
make a mistake with the Jargonelle by allowing 
it to bang until it parts easily from the tree, 
under the impression that this variety must be 
gathered and eaten from the tree, as sometimes 
described. 

Bei'URK d'Amasms (hero figured) is a first- 
rato Pear, and with mmy it commences the 
Pear season. This is a very strong grower, 
and also a free bearer. Triomphc de Vienne I 

should have mentioned after Williams’ Bon 
Chretien, which it somewhat resembles, but of 
better flavour. This variety is not very well 
known, but its merits fully entitle it to be. 
Mme. Treyve is a very prolific Pear ; it also 
grows to a large size when freely thinned, 
and does capitally in the open. Fondante 

d'Antomne is a very richly-flavoured Pear, and 
succeeds admirably in the open, even on a cold 
clay soil. Birds have a particular liking 

for it, for I think they will find out this 
and attack it before any other. It has, 
however, one great fault—viz., that of quickly 
decaying in the centre, as soon as ripe. 
Being of such a nice flavour for an early or 
rather an October Pear, it is wt/l worth 
planting. Souvenir chi Cougvca it ■» Vjryjl^rJh. 
Pear, somewhat resembling Williams*’^ Bon 1 

Chretien in appearance, but much larger, and ; 

•1091.—Orchard (14aores) destroyed 
by Insects, caterpillars, &c.—This is a 
big undertaking, and in the case of trees planted 
10 years the cleansing is not likely to be re¬ 
munerative. Better arrange with tne landlord 
to have all the worst trees grubbed up, at any 
rate, and young tiecs planted, after the thorough 
preparation of the site. If he understands his 
own interest he will hardly object to this ; then 
as soon as the leaves are down give the trees a 
thorough dressing with newly-slacked lime, and 
placo green bands round the stems. In the 
spring spray with Faris blue or London purple 
two or three times at intervals of three weeks, 
and wosh the Plums with a strong solution of 
sunlight soup, boiled, or., to the gallon. — E. H. 
- As regards American Blight, you will 

find full information respecting its treatment in 
Gardening, June 24, p. 239. You do not Bay 
what the trees are, and I should advise you to 
try a preparation of Paris green, a substance 
that is very much used in this country and 
abroad, France in particular, for dressing trees. 

It is used for spraying Potatoes as a remedy 
against the disease to great advantage, but I do 
not thiok has been much used yet in this country, 
although it will be doubtless in the future. 
There are two substances used, the other London 
purple, and I should advise you to try this new 
treatment in dealing with such a large area. I 
have had no experience actually of the prcpaia- 
tiousynyself, but have seen the good effects of 

theif proper application. So much destruction 
ijVp(fi%5t to Iruit-trerr thtough pests |ths t one 
ia(jj)wa)n willing to give any information at 

command. I will give you a few particulars:®' 

some experiments undertaken by Dr. Riley, 
Entomologist to the United States’ Department 
of Agriculture. Much interesting information 
is given. He says that recent experiments made 
have thrown much light on tne comparative 
value of different arsenical mixtures as insecti¬ 
cides, and as to the relative harm they 
do to foliage. It was found that heavy spraying 
with ono pound of Paris greon to three hundred 

gals, of water did not injure the foliage. London 
purple used with the Bordeaux mixture tothe pro- 

portion of one pound to fifty gallons was entirely 
harmless to the Peach and Rum. It was found 
that the oldest leaves were most liable to injury, 
and that dews, and probably direct sunshine, 
increase injuries done by araenites to foliage. 
Leaves kept perfectly dry can hardly be injured 
by them, and those suffering from fungous 
disease are more susceptible than healthy ones. 
Freshly mixed and applied, London purple is 
most injurious, while freshly mixed ana applied 
white arsenic is least injurious to foliage. The 
longer the mixed white arsenic stands tho 
greater danger of injury. A great many experi¬ 
ments were conducted with a view to combine 
substances which are known to have both in¬ 
secticide and fungicide qualities. While the 
results have been variable, it would apptar, on 
the whole, that the combination of an insecticide 
does not add to the t Iliciency of a fungicide, but 

■often detracts from it. The reverse of this does 
not hold true, as experiments have proved that 

while the Bordeaux mixtuie, combined with 
arsenites, does not act will as a fungicide, it is 
decidedly btneficial as an insecticide, as the 

aisenites can be used so much stronger. It was 
found that one pound of Paris gieen to five 
hundred gallons of sulphate of copper solution 

proved very injurious to trees, but that ono 
pound of Paris green in two hundred gallons of 

Bordeaux mixtuie reared a large crop of Plums, 
while other trees not treated lost their fruit 
from the Curculigo. These few particulars may 

be of use to you, as the Paris green and 
Bordeaux mixture preparation are most effica¬ 

cious, as far as I have seen.—C. T. 

Periploca graeeca.—On no account can 
this Periploca be called showy, yet when pro¬ 
fusely laden with bloom it ri very pretty, while 
cicse inspection will reveal the fact that tho in¬ 
dividual flowers aie most interesting. It is a 
free-growing climber of a deciduous character, 
whose leaves are deep green, from 3 inches to 
4 inches in length, and firm in texture, while 

the flowers are each about 1 inch in diameter, 
five-rayed, and of a purplish-crimson colour iu- 

These blooms are borne in clusters of about a 
dozen together, and in the caso of a thriving 
specimen where fully exposed to the sun they 

aie often so numerous that the entire upper 
Rrt of the plant is quite a mass of blossoms. 

ie scent of the flowers is by no means pleasant. 
The plant itself is perfectly hardy.—T. 

• Primula tcotica —How lovely is this 
gun at the piesiut, blooming for the second 

time after the recent rainy weather, and how 
superior in size are the summer-boin flowers to 
those of spring. It is so refreshing, too, to see 

this little beauty keeping company with laU- 
flowering P. sikkimensis, P. reticulata, and P. 
japonica. Its violet purple colour is of the 

intense st hue, and the stout little scapes of 
3 inches high bravely sustain tho flowers through 

the most windy weather. I wonder this plant 
il not better looked after, because you havo oDly 
got to pick off the reed of the spring-borne 
flowers, rub it out into a little peaty dump soil, 
and it comes up thickly during late summer, and 
you have a group of blooming plants for the 
following spring. Treated this way, asi an 
annual or biennial, it well rewards the little 
care needed, though I possess plants at least 
three or four years old. May I suggest a cross 
between this small species and the larger sikki¬ 

mensis ? One can imagine not only 
results from such a cross of the pigmy aid the 
giant, but progeny of considerable merit from 

the florist’s point of view.—B. 

Ornwlnffl' for " Qardenlng."-il«adr'» 

hrautx/ul or rare fioweri and food fmUi and ugetabU* 
% dreww •ov.OAie vnU to <» 

183 best manner, aW VM spjwur l» dm tears* in 
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OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

NOTES ON CARNATIONS AND 

PICOTEES. 

The parent of the garden Carnation is Dianthus 
caryophyllus, the wild Carnation or Clovo Pink, 
which love* to scramble about on old castle walls 
and send its roots into the mossy chinks. It 
must be a poor garden in which some of the 
varieties—originated from the wilding form — 
are not present. The most peouliar Cirnation 
is the Old Clove, a crimson, fragrant flower, 
spreading out into broad clumps ; but often 
sadly afllicted with a disease called “gout,” a 
peculiar swelling of the stems. In many places 
it refuses to grow, even with the most 
kindly treatment. The florist has divided the 
Carnation into several sections, according to 
the disposition of colour on the petals. Thus 
we have scarlet bizarre, pink and purple bizarre, 
purple flake, tcarlot flake, and rose flake, besides 

yellow ground, fauev, and border varieties. 
1 propose at first to deal with tho border kind, 
which those who merely wish to have a pretty 
garden, and not uudortake the culture of the 
I 'arnation for exhibition, should commence with. 
Tho plants for the border or bed should not be 
grown at any period in pots, as customary with 
those for exhibition, ana the culturo that applies 
to the Carnation is also suitable for the Picotee. 
During the past few years raisers of new Carna¬ 

tions have been busily at work, with the result 
that a fine selection of good hardy border varie¬ 
ties is at command. A typical garden Carnation 
should be of strong growth, producing plenty 
of 11 grass,” and nere I may mention that 
“ grass ’’ is the florist's term for the leafage, and 
throwing up on strong, sturdy stemsan abundance 
of flowers, which do not split the calyx, Many 
of the older forms, and the Clove Carnation is not 
free from this glaring fault, produce blooms 
that burst the calyx, the mass of petals proviog 
too powerful for the shell, so to speak, in which 
they are confined. This is a very important 

point, as bedraggled petals, tumbling out of 
their calyces, have an unsightly aspect. The 
finest varieties have been pointed out in 
Gardening, all having flowers that do not split 
I saw last year a very charming picture of 
Carnations, the variety used being Raby Castle, 
which has blooms of a lovely salmon-pink colour, 
and produced in profusion. Edgings were found 
of it in the kitchen gardon, and these supplied 
n it only a large quantity of bloom for the house, 
but were pleasing to look at. Scarcely a split 
calyx occurred in hundreds of flowers. A 

moderately light friable loam is the soil that Car¬ 
nations most onjoy, and if it inclines to be heavy 
u dressing of well-decayed manure or wood- 
ushos will effect the needful alteratiou. One of 
the chief enemies of the Carnation is wireworm, 
which affect* in particular nowly broken- 
up pasture land, and in such material 

f'trnttions should never be planted, else 
wireworm will prove mischievous. I have 
seen choice collections in the open ground 
entirely destroyed through planting a newly 

turned up ground. Strong stable-manure is not 
required, and, although we seo it sometimes 
appliod, is positively hurtful. M-»ny amateur 

g trdenors are filled with the idea that to make 
plants grow it is essential to give them rank 
manure to feed them, promoting strength and a 
superb display of tho finoet flowers. Such 

treatment is the reverse of suitable, and plants 
so treated show their dislike by promptly dyiog 
away. Loam should be the staple diet for 
Carnations, and in spring, after frosts aro over, 
much good results from a top-dressing of loam, 
manure well decayed, wood-ashes, and, not least 
important, soot, a splendid fertiliser, givingrich- 
green colour to tho loafago, and assisting to stop 
the depredation* of wireworm Always, as far as 
possible, plant Carnations early—that is, if from 
layers, in late August or September, so ns to 
become thoroughly well established before frosts 
occur. Whon' this is done, they will go well 

through the winter, and if planted in spring 
thoro is not a very long season for them to 

bocomo well established beforo the display of 
flowers occurs. It is better, however, if the 
autumn planting is much delayed, to put them 
in pots, and keep them in a cold frame^during 
the winter, planting them outside jr/the month 
of March or early April. Aothe flowe\«nIfcfc?it.' [ 
such must have a stake, or some form ofsupport. I 

Thero are several advertised contrivances, but 
nothing is better than a deal or Hazel stick, 
which in country places may be procured very 
cheaply. Keep tho stick as much as possible 
out of view, remembering that one wants to Bee 
the flowers, a point which amateur gardeners do 

not always seem to consider. The 
Propagation of the Carnation is not a 

troublesome undertaking. Layering of the 
shoots is the chief method, and about the middle 
of ■July, not later, is the time to proceed with 
the work, finishing it by early August. The 
first thing to do is to remove carefully the soil 
from about the plant, so as to form a very 
shallow basin, not more than 2 inches in depth. If 
tho soil is not considered of sufficiently good 
quality for rooting tho layers it may be replaced 
by a little light compost, friable loam, leaf- 
mould, and sand, into which the shoots can be 
pogged down ; but in many soils the extra com¬ 

post is not necessary, watering and loosening 
the surface with a hand-fork being all that is 
required. Remove the leaves from tho Bhoots to 

within about tho three top joints. Weakly 
shoots should not bo layered. All will now bo 
ready for layering, and with a very sharp knife 
mtko a slanting cut a little above a joint, so as 
to form a tongue. Unless care is taken the 
shoot will be cut right through and rendered 
useless, except as a cutting. Have in readiness 
plenty of short, hooped pegs, made from the 
spray of Pea-sticks, and peg the shoot down 
into the soil just above tne tongue, which, in 
the oourse of about three weeks, will send 
out roots. Over the surface place a little of 

the prepared oompost, ana water them 
carefully through a fine rosed-watering-pot. This 
will settle the soil, and they may be left pretty 
much to themselves, except for an occasional 
watering in very dry weather, until it is time to 
lift them for transferring to their winter 
quarters. The end of September is the time 
for this work, and try to get them all planted 
before frosts occur, as upon that depends in a 
measure their future success. It may be ad¬ 
visable here to make reference to the Carnation 
as a garden flower. Flower gardeners seem 
only now to begin to realise that the Carnation 

may bs made to produce beautiful pictures of 
colour in bed and border. The old Clove has 
always held an honoured place, but there is now 
a long list of lovely kinds, strong in colour, 
effective, and pleasing in groups, clumps, or 
masses. In several of the finest English gardens 
the Belf-coloured Carnation—that is, those of 
one decided colour, or shades of one colour, 
hold a high plaoe, dethroning the rigid bedders 
which held court through many years. Bold 
groups of Carnations, associated with Toa Roses, 
Form a charming picture, and the soil that 
agrees with one is also agreeable to the other. 
Even in the smallest garden much space may 
bo advantageously given to this bordor flower, 
unique for colour, fragranoe, and distinot 

boauty. 
Carnations may be propagated by cuttings, 

but it is not a favourite plan, as plants from 
cuttings nover succeed so well as those from 
layers. Thero is much troublo, too, occasioned 
by attending to them. They may be struck in 
pots filled with light soil and thoroughly well 

drained. Artificial heat should be given to 
promote, in the case of winter-flowering varie¬ 

ties, qaick rooting. It is most necessary not to 
givo too much wator, otherwise they will damp 
off wholesale. The utmost care is essential in 
this respect. When the cuttings are taken off 
in the summer, and it is often usual to select 
shoots which oannot be layered for the purpose, 
they may be drilled in light, well prepared 
soil at tho base of a shady wall. Cover them 
with hand-lights, removing each day the glasses 
to wipe off damp, otherwise the cuttings will 

rot. Whon rooted they may bo planted out or 
potted on, at the wish of the grower. The 

Picotee is a charming flower, telling in colour, 
and, like the Carnation, divided into various 

sectious accordiug to tho colouring. I have 
heavy and light rose-edged varieties, and the 
same distinctions in purple, the ground white- 
delicate associations of colour, but not effective 
in the open to the same degree as the more 
brilliant tones of the Carnation. Tho yellow 
ground Picotecs and Carnations are not so 

satisfactory to grow as other typos, and I should 
ise the beginner to have much to do 
>m, except (iermania, a very ft 

nd variety. __ 

URBA 

4089.—Sweet Williams, &C.—The side- 
shoots of the Sweet Williams may be layered in 
the same way as its relation the Carnation is 
done. The Canterbury Belt is a more difficult 
subject for propagation in any other way than 
by seeds, and if the plant or plants of which 
increase is required are isolated these come 
pretty true from seed. They cannot, of oourse, 
be relied upon to do this absolutely ; but if 
seeds are saved exclusively from one colour and 
no other grown near, the greater part of the 
seedlings will be of that colour. If Canterbury 
Bells, or a certain portion of them, have all the 
flower-spikes removed as they appear, some 
increase may be had by division of the root- 
crowns. This is a slow process, but it is a 
suro one of keeping plants true to colour.— 
E. H. 

- If you only have one plant of each kind 
there will De no difficulty. All you need do is 
to sow tho seed as soon as ripe, and it will 
produce plants true to the parent stock, unless 
your neighbour chances to have something 
different in his gardon. In any case many of 
the plants will be true. You could divide the 

roots of the Sweet William in tho autumn, but 
in the case of tho Canterbury Ball you must 
take your chance with the seed. Sow as soon 
as the latter is ripe, and your plants will then 
bloom next year.—A. O Butler. 

- You will have no difficulty in propagat¬ 
ing these. The Sweet Williams may be readily 
raised from seed, which should bo sown in a 
well-pronared piece of ground in a rather 
sheltered position, and the surface made firm. 

When the seodlings are of sufficient size to 
handle pick them out about half a foot apart, 
and from thence they may be transplanted to 
the positions they are to adorn. The beat time 
to sow seed is April or May, and there is a wide 
selection of varieties, varying geatly in colour. 
Another way to strike them is by cuttings in tho 
month of June, which may be dibbled in pre¬ 
pared soil, over which place a hand-light; a 
position on a shady border will suffice. Take 
care not to give water too freely. They will 
strike well under these oonditions. Yon can 
now get quite a selection of colours, and the 

donble crimson is a splendid flower, each bloom 
like a little rosette. A mass of this is very 
handsome. There is much beauty in the Sweet 
William, the handsome trusses and refined 
flowers being of great effect in the garden. The 
most effective are the seifs, or those of one 
decided shade, set off with a white margin. The 
Canterbury Bell may be also very readily raised 
from seed, and it is a charming flower ; the 
colours vary, from pure white to deepest 
purplo, through shades of rose and alliod tones. 
The usual time to sow them is April and May, 
but it may be sown now, and sown in a warm 
corner in the open, where tho surfaoe of the soil 
is fine. Sow thinly, and whon of sufficient size 
transplant. It may be also easily grown in pots 
for the summer decoration of the greenhouse, 
the seed being sown in spring. The plants when 
in pots and in full bloom are charming, if you 
got a good rango of colours, especially rose, 

whioh l think the more beautiful of the series. 
Guard against getting them of too large size, as 

then they are coarse, the big Cup and Saucer 
type having little beauty compared with those 
of more normal proportions.—C. T. 

-You may take outtlngs of the Sweet William in the 
ordinary way. obooelng stubby tide shoot*, and If Insrrted 
(Irmly In sandy soil towards the autumn they will root and 
make good plant*. I bare nerer rooted Canterbury Bells 
from outciogs, and should say that you cannot do better 
than savo all the eeed possible, and sow it next April or 
May. If the seed is ripe now, gather and tow It at onoe.— 

II 0. R. 

4095.—Broom.—Healthy young plants removed In 
October ought to grow readily enough. I expect they 

have suffered from waut of water. The best plant* are 
obtained from seeds, but they take some years to attain a 

useful size. On the whole, it would be better to procure 
plant* from a nursery, which would be more likely to 
thrive than wild ones ; they may he removed either in tho 

autumn or In the early spring.—11, 0. It. 

-This plant transplant* very well In a small state, 

but I should expeot large plants to die. especially in a 
season like the present. Cuttings will strike In a shady 
plaoe early In autumn, but the best way to get up a stock 

Is to sow srnls. You might olear a pieoe of the wild 
ground during the winter. Stir it up again, and bow the 
seeds in spring.—K. U. 

n,405a. -rfBox edging.—Cuttings from a 
bttth oi Box will not make a Box edgiag. 

fr.‘ | edgings is not the 

same kind. If'you navd no Box you will, 
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doubtless, be able to obtain it from a local 

nurseryman, the cost being generally 6d. per 
yard ; 1 yard when pulled to pieces to furnish 
enough to plant three. In preparing the site 
for the edging dig it over and tread it down 
firmly, then add sulficient soil from edge of 
border near to make the ground the right height. 
Rake it smooth, and beat it down firm with the 
back of the spade. Put down the line, and cut 
out the trench deep enough to reoeive the Box, 
leaving about an inch above the ground when 
all is filled up and made firm. If planted in dry 

weather the Box must be watered thoroughly 
till the weather changes. Better wait till 
autumn before planting Box-edgings.—K. H. 

PERENNIAL CANDYTUFTS. 

This is a beautiful and useful croup of hardy 
plants, both annual and perennial, and it is with 
the latter as rock and spring border plants that. 
I am now dealing. Evergreen plants, such as 
tho Iberises, dwarf Vacoiniums, and the like arc 

indispensable to a rockery; they should bo 
planted as much with an eye to efTeut in tho 
dead of winter as when they are in full flower 
in spring. The hardy species aro all evorgreeD. 
and as they mostly form denso, healthy green 
cushions, these take the bareness off the rockery 
in the dull months, as well as contribute to its 
beauty in spring and early summer. They are, 
however, moat effective where they can hang 
over ledges, such as down the face of old walls, 
rocky banks, &c., and here, too, the more 

tender sorts would be much safer than if planted 
in the ordinary way or on tho bordor. As 
spring bedding plants they are extremely useful, 
and they may be increased from cuttiDgs in any 
quantity. 

Iberih gibraltarica.—Th>s, here figured, is 
a native of Gibraltar, and was introduced to 
this country about 1732. It is one of the most Eopular of the genus, and with its variety 

ybrida is in great demand for winter flowering 

It grows about a foot or so high, closely 
branched and tufted, with leaves and flowers 
much larger and more ornamental than those of 
any other species. It is, unfortunately, not 
perfectly hardy, unless the plants when young 
are established in an old brick or stone wall, 
and even here they are apt to suffer, especially 
in wet seasons. It may, however, be easily 
kept in a cold frame or greenhouse, where it 

will continue in flower throughout the winter. 
As greenhouse subjects both the species and 
variety are invaluable, their compact habit, 

fresh green leaves, and abundance of lilac ami 
creamy-white flower-heads come at a time when 
most required ; indeed, they may be utilised al 
almost any time, as they are rarely out of bloom. 

Plants well hardened might bo tried iu warm 
nooks of tho rockery, and with a small piece ol 
glass to ward ort'excessive moisture they might 
do well. It is as a cool greenhouse or summei 
plant, however, that this species proves moti 
useful, and as it is increased from cuttings o> 
layors with the groatost facility, no fear of losing 
it need arise. The variety is more compact 
in habit than the type, with larger bunches 
of creamy - white or rosy - purple flowers 
L Pruiti is a native of Sicily, and ono of the 
most beautiful and useful of the hardy kinds for 

the rockery or border. It is little inferior, 
indeed, to I. gibraltarioa, with the advantage of 
standing our severest winter. The flowers, of n 
pure ivory-white, are produced in abundance in 
compact corymbs, and continue from early Mar 
until July. The stems are shrubby at the base, 
much branched, and rarely exceeding 9 inches in 
height. It is nearest to I. Tenoreana, but the 
leaves are smooth, not ciliated, and the flowers 

pure-white, not purplish, as in that species. It 
is a really useful species for the rockery, where 
it should be planted in gritty soil and facing 
east. I. saxatilis, widely distributed in Southern 

Europe, is the dwarfest of all the species in cul¬ 
tivation. The stems are procumbent or trailing, 
not ascending, as stated in many books. It 
forms dense tufts of very dark-green, narrow 

leaves, quite entire, with somewhat ciliated 
margins. It is very free blooming, producing 

small bunches of pure-white flowers from 
early April until June. It was intro¬ 

duced about 1740. I. a. var. eorreiufolia 
is supposed to be a hybrid botweoiwTT^axa- 
tilis and sempervirenu prj^jrqreft^nal It| 
very neat, shrubby plant, taller ancTUCtTo 
densely matted as the above, and producing 

its flat heads of white flowers from May to 

June. It is 
Very easily propagated from cuttings 

or layers, and is often used as an edging 
for walks, &o. It is very neat and effective 
when in flower. I. acmperflorens is an autumn 

and winter flowering species, and unless in 
southern counties is not of much use as a hardy 
plant. The flower-heads are large, the flowers 
puro white and sweetly-scented; the leaves 
quite entire, smooth, and dark-green. It is a 
native of Sicily and Italy. I. humilis is a 
synonym. I. sempervirens : This fine species is 
the common perennial Candytuft of our 
gardens, and with its varioty Garrexiana is 

the species commonly met with in small places. 
It is quite as popular as the yellow Alyssum, 
and deservedly so, as it requires little attention 
and is attractive in winter as well as summer. 
It is overgreen, half shrubby, spreading, and will 

be found useful for old walls and such¬ 
like plaoos whore plants can got a foothold. 
It grows about I foot high, and seems to flower 
more freely in a gritty soil than in uuy other. 
There aro several garden forms, tho best of 
which is sitperba, a really charming variety, free 

and effective. Greoco, <tc. I. s. Garrexiana is 
u much dwarfer plant than the above, with 
smaller heads of white flowers, and a very useful 
rock plant. It flowers from April to June, and 
is a native of the Pyrenees, &c. I. Tenoreana : 
A common species in Italy, Spain, and Portugal, 
and known in some gardens under tho namo of 
I. petrrea. It differs from all tho other species 

excepting gibraltarica in the colour of its 
flowers, which it produces in profusion through¬ 
out the summer months. Like I. gibraltarica, 
it is not to be depended upon as a perfectly 
hardy plant, and when left out some little pro¬ 
tection should be given to it. In a well- 
sheltered nook and in free well-drained soil it 
does well in the south, where its mass of purple 
flowers is always welcome, but in any case it 
can be easily treated as a biennial or even as an 

annual by striking cuttings in late summer and 
planting out in spring. It is well worth the 
trouble and is really effective when grown well. 

_ K. 

4059.—Lilies and Irises.—I regret that 
I misunderstood “ Australasian’s” first query on 
this subjeot, and I am equally sorry that I can¬ 
not give him much encouragement to embark in 
the culture of Lily bulbs for profit. Such Lilies 

very low rates. It would never pay to grow 
them in this country. Tho '•ommon White Lily, 
the Tiger varieties (umbellatus and croceum) 
may be grown very well in good well-drained 
ground ; but the Dutch offer them very cheap 
indeed. For instance, I can buy croceum at 
12s. per 100, tigrinum splendens and flore-pleno 
at about 10s. per 100, all good blooming bulbs, 
these being trade prices. Really good bulbs of 
candidum now so much in request I can get for 

15j. per 100. Auction room prices will fre¬ 
quently run 30 per cent, lower than those above 
quoted. As regards Irises the case is rather 
different, as many of the finest of them can be 
grown and increased in this country. I should, 
however, bo sorry to rely entirely on auction 
room returns. Growers only send there what 
they cannot dispose of in any other way. Things 
very good or rare will make good prices, but I 
have seen plants and bulbs sold there for a more 
nothing.—J. C- B. 

HUG.—Creeper for a cemented wall. 
—There is no other creeper but the Ampe- 
lopsis Voitchi that will cling lo jour wall 
The sood of the variegated Hop and Canary 
Creeper should not be sown until the spring. 
Tho beginning of April is soon enough, and an 
ordinary greenhouse will furnish all the warmth 
they want. I find the Variegated Hop does 
very well in a sheltered position in the open; 
indeed, the foliage is then very handsome, but 

much wind disfigures its leaves and checks its 
growth.—J. C. C. 

-Various kinds of Ivy, inducting the email leaved 
variegated varieties, will ellng to tho cemented will if 

fairly started. Euonymue radioans variegata may he 
tried, but there are no plants beyond the Ivies and Vir¬ 
ginian Creepers that will hold on Urmly to a cemen'ed 
wall.—E. H. 

-The best thing for such a wall is the Vir¬ 
ginian Creeper (Veitch’s), clingiDg well even to 
such a surface as this ; but you might with the 
aid of wire grow other things of greater interest 

than this, entailing, of coarse, the 11 wiring ” of 
the wall. If you do not wish to go to this 
expense, rely upon the creeper named, as even 
the Ivy requires support of some kind to stait 
with. But you will get much pleasure from the 

wall if a wire is run across, to which the 
climbers could be fastened or trained. Then 
you could go in for many beautiful things, us 
the Pyracantha, Clematises of vaiious kinds, 

Jasmines, Honeysuckles. Roses, particularly tho 
beautiful Gloire de Dijon, Tropieolum canal i- 
ensis, and other interesting things ; but this 

A perennial Candytuft: Ibcris gibraltarica. 

us uuratum, spccinsum loegiflorum, Harrisi, 
Browni, Krameri, &c., arc grown in a climate 
that perfectly suits them, and are consequently 
imported into this country in large quantities. 
They aro disposed of in the London auction 

rooms at prices that I do not think could pay 
English growers, even if they could command 
the same climatic advantages that the Japan 
ind_l|utch ‘growers enjoy. As regards the 
fyArfhji^merican Lilies, they aro to be .had. p 

qqtfmityfrom their native'habitats, uadi scuel 
of The American trade growers, offer them ra< 

small selection will provide much beauty. The 
seed of the Canary Creeper may bo sown in tho 

spring, and the plants will make quick growth. 
It is a very pleasing feature, the leaves even 

attractive with their glaucous shade.—C. T. 

Registering thermometers.—A spirit ther¬ 
mometer should never ho exposed to the son. as the heat 
liiiiiro to fcSaseltltt hpirit to evaporate from the top ol the 
column, and to condense at the end of the lube, which, of 

fcolltBP, preVintii. the i^ddU(Clt$Bi] being correct, unless 
tne amount which collects lie made to rejoin the column. 

teANVCHAMPAIGN 
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ORCHIDS. 

ARUNDINA. 

Tills ia a very beautiful plant, and it takes the 
place of theSobralia in the Western Hemisphere. 
I am asked to say a few words about this plant 
by .“ Mr. Todd," for the benefit of himself and 
friends, with whom he has shared a boxful of 
these plants from Sylhet. Well, this plant was 

introduced in the early daysof the presentcentury, 
and it flowered first in this oountry upwards of 
fifty years ago, but it remained a rare plant for 
many years—indeed, until Mr. Sander intro¬ 
duced this plant in quantity a few years ago 
Orchid growers did not kuow muon of the 
species. Some few other kinds have been intro¬ 
duced from time to time, but they have not long 
remained in cultivation. I am very glad you 
have got somo living plants home, and I am also 
pleased to hear of your distributing them 
amoDgst your friends, because in this way you 
are safeguarding the life of the species, for if 
one fails in keeping the plant or plants alive 
another may keep them, and thus it will become 
the source from which you can get a fresh 
supply. To securo a fair chance of success with 
this plant, it should be provided with a somewhat 
light place in the stove or Orchid-house, which 
should have a nice moist atmosphere, and the 
temperature should never fall btlow 65 degB. 
during the growing season, and water should be 

freely given to the roots. The pots must be 
large, as they are coarse rooters, and they take 
up a deal of room, and as thoy requires quantity of 
water to their roots thoy must be well drained, so 
that it may percolate away quickly, for this is 
a plant that cannot abide auy sourness about 
its roots, and for soil use fairly fibrous peat, 
chopped up coarsely with the spade, and good 
fibrous turfy loam, in about equal proportions, 
inado Bandy. In potting thoy should be kept 
below the rim of tho pot in order to allow the 
plant to get a good supply of water during the 
winter soason. Theso plants are best kept 
somewhat cool and drier, but not dry, and tho 
temperature may fall as low as 55 deg*, or 

60 dogs, without the plant suffering in the 
least. 

A. uambos.*kolia : This plant has been a rare 
one in collections, and uot known by many 
orchidists. In growth it very much rosemblos 
a Sobralia; it has slender erect stems from 
1 foot to 4 feet high, with long, narrow dis¬ 
tichous leaves, which become smaller upper- 
wards, and light-green. It boars on the end 
of its atom a tino spike of flower. This vaiios 
considerably in colour, bat the leading charms 
of a good variety, sepals and potals spreading, 
of a charming rosy-pink, the petals with abroad 

streak of rosy-purple down the centre of each Eietal, lip rolled over the oolumn, these side 
ftbes about tho same colour as the petals, the 

front lobe, undulated at the edges, and of a rich 
rosy-magonta, which oolour is carried up round 
tho recurved edges of the aide lobes, throat 
white, boaring a fleshy crest. 

Matt Bramble. 

CYPRIPEDIUM CURTI8I. 

Is answer to the enquiries of several readers, I 
will now say a fow words about this plant, for 
which we were indebted in the first place lo the 
energies of tho Mussrs. Veitoh and Son, who intro¬ 
duced it from tho Island of Sumatra somo elovon 
year* ago ; but to the Messrs. Sander and Co., 
of St. Albans, wo owo its great popularity, tb' y 
having introduced it in quantity only a few years 
since, and I have seen many good forms which 
havo sprung from these plants. It is one of those 
kinds which have marbled loaves, the upper side 

having a dull-green ground, which is tesselated 
with blotches of a darker green, the underside 
being of plain dull-green ; the scape is single 
flowered, but the bloom is very large, the dorsal 
sepal being ovate, bright-green, with a white 
border, and deeper green longitudinal stripes, 
and the lower one smaller but similarly marked. 
Tno petals are slightly deflexed, having a white 
ground copiously spotted with small purple dot* 
and heavily fringed with blackish-purple hairs, 
pouch large, dull-coloured, with a few purple 
veins. It is a very beautiful planUand it is 
conspicuous from being quite dej/oia> at.the 

blackish wort-like ii-jU which * 
distinguishing feature in neatly all the species 

which belong to the barbatum section of tho 

Lady’s Slipper family. Many plant growers 
and plant lovers I know donot like Cypripediums, 
but I myself have a weaknoss for them, and I 
have frequently expressed my own conviction 
from the time when the members of the 
coriaceous-leaved section cculd be counted upon 
the fingers of one hand, that I am heartily in 
love with them, and I still retain that love, in 
spite of the great number of seedlings that have 

cropped up, and all of which I welcome, so long 
as they reveal distinctness and beauty, and ono 
of the points particularly to be brightened and 

made gay is the pouch or lip. Well, then, this 
Cypripeaium requires exactly the same treat¬ 
ment and warmth that suit C. baibatum—that 
is to say, it likes good strong heatand moisture, 
and it also likes a certain amount of shade 
during the hottest and brightest part of tho day, 
using for soil a mixture of good peat-fibre and 
Sphagnum Moss, and a small portion of good, 
light fibrous loam, from which all the fine soil 
has been shaken. This loam is somethiog fresh 
to recommend, but I havo been taking a great 
interest lately ia a collection to which this 
element has been administered, and with good 
effect too, so that my readers may take what 
I say ia good faith without hesitation; 
but you must be sure that the drainage is 
kept in good open order. Water freely during 
the summer months, and during the winter keep 
the plants fairly moist, but never let them get 
quite dry, and all will be well. 

Matt. Bramble. 

PLEIONKS. 

Concerning his plants of this genus, “ Duncan ” 
appears to be in a sad way. He says : “ What 
snail I do ? My employer is so passionately fond 
of them, and I fear that I shall fail with them 
this season, for tho leavos are turning quite 
brown already, although the bulbs are not more 
than half the sizo of the last year's ones." Well, 

now I fear you have been too fast with these 
plants, my friend. You have from time to time 
got the plants on, and from year to year they 
have been flowered earlier and earlier, so that 
they havo naturally got to grow so early that 
they have got altogether wrong. Now, I do 
not like to see these plants flower too early. 
For instance, last season I saw in a garden 
belonging to a reader of this paper some flower¬ 
ing in the month of October. This is brought 
about through the potting of the plants too 
early, and, like friend 11 Duncan’s," so it goes on 
until the plants get smaller and smaller, and 
they eventually die out. In the present instance, 
however, it may arise from too free an exposure 
to the sun, and from the atmosphere being kept 
too dry, and, therefore, I should advise “Dun¬ 
can " to shade his plants during the hottest part 
of the day, and to keep the atmosphere moist. 
This will induce them, perhaps, to finish up 
their bulbs before losing their leaves, and if 
this ooours flowers will follow in due course, I 
should think; but in the ovent of their not 
flowering take the plants into the cool-house, and 
there let them rest in quietness, and allow them 
to rest as long as possiblo. Theso plants 
aro all alpines, and from their habit of flowering 
during the winter months without their leaves, 
have obtained the name of Indian Crocuses, and 

nothing can mako the Orohid-houses more 
cheerful than these beautifully coloured flowers. 
I*, maculata is tho earliest, blooming in about 
the beginning of Novembor, and the others 

following on through December and January; 
but as thoy aro grown now I havo obsorvrd that 
even tho latest kind, I', lagonaria, is all over 
and done before December seta in, but this I 
look upon as wrong treatment. Tho plants 
should not be subject to too great a heat; it 
causes them to grow at a great pace, and they 
grow weak, and do not develop such fat bulbs 
as when grown, say, near to the glass in the 
Cattleya house, kept nicely moist, and with a 
good amount of ventilation, and this too may bo 

given principally at night. In this respect I 
am quite at nome with some of my friends, for 
I do not agree with my earlier teachers, who 
taught me to shut the houses up close at night 
In potting these plants tho drainago should bo 
of the first importance, using for soil a mixturo 
of peat, leaf-mould, loam, and Sphagnum. 
Ji^jcryreely when growing, and when the 

BgO'fVl! ere finished, and the leaves jfall they 
frufcy be kept fairly dry and cool ; buV r dlf Abb 
like the temperature to fall much below 50 iff*. 

I hope what I have written will be of some 
service to my friend “ Duncan,” and he may 
depend upon it, in this anl every other trouble, 
he has an anxious and sympathising friend in 

Matt. Bramble. 

HOUSE ft WINDOW GARDENING. 

THE MANAGEMENT OF ROOM-PLANTS 

IN SUMMER. 

Flowkrino-elants kept constantly in a sitting- 
room are apt to become flaccid and weak, so 
that they fail to bring the bright blossoms which 
might otherwise be looked for in due season. 
The time has now arrived at which they are 
best out-of-doors, even delicate semi-tropical Slants, such as Arum Lilies, Orange-trees, Ac , 

eing all the better for the invigorating effects 
of tho outer air and the heavy dews of summer¬ 
time. A thick bed of ashes (sifted from the 
cinders of the house) laid down in front of a 
rather low north wall, which will allow of 
some vertical sunshine without baking the 
tender roots which cling to the pots, is an excel¬ 
lent place for room-plants in summer. If no 
such shelter as a wall be available, the pots 
should be sunk to the rim in fine ashos, which 

can be kept moist by copious watering in dry 
weather with a rosed pot or syringe. Heie 
Azaleas, Ericas, Camellias, Rhododendrons will 
form their flowers for next spring. Lilies, too, 
of many kinds will bring their blossoms to per¬ 
fection, being lifted into the drawing-room as 

they open, and returned to their out-of-door 
quarters when their flowers fade to slowly ripen 
their foliage and bulbs until the autumn, when 
they can be repotted. Arum Lilies, Bpir»a 
japonica, and all spring bulbs, unless they can 

be put out into good garden soil for tho sumtnor 
to ripen, which is even better, can here store up 
strength for next soason, being regularly sup¬ 
plied with water, and given liquid-manure in a 

thin, clear state onco a week, until their time 
for repotting arrives in autumn and they aro 
again taken in. Froesias, too, having 
flowered in early spring, will stand here- 
looking very untidy with their drooping 
“grass,” hanging about half-dead—until the 
end of July, wheu the neat little bulbs are 
ready for repotting, and can be planted (ten or 
a dozen thickly in a 5-inoh pot) in light, rich 
compost, and replaced on the ash-bed, where 
they will soon start into fresh life, and should 
flower about Christmas, being lifted into a warm 
sunny window at the end of September. Pot- 
Roses, looking drawn and weak from being long 
indoors, will hore renew their strength, ripen 
their wood, and, perhaps, if mulohod with 
good stuff, bring a fow lovely autumn blooms ; 
they should be pruned in November and potted 
at the same time, being allowed to stand out- 
of-doors until tho first sovero weather sets in, 
and given plenty of air and a sunny window. 
Then Libonias, too, well hardened in summer, 
will bring a mass of bright bloom in early 
spring, or oven at Christmas, if placed in a 

warm greenhoueo, and many another window- 
plant will renew its strength with plenty of open 
air. Regular and thorough watering must not, 

however, be forgotten, and the syringe freely 
used in the evening on Aziloas, Chrysanthe¬ 
mums, Roses, and, indeed, all the plants will 
keep off blights and induce strong growth. A 

rosed watoring-pot, whoio a syringe is not avail¬ 
able, will mako a fair substitute unloss the 
plants aro already infested with groen.fly or 
thrips, when they should be dippeduoiiily into 

a solution of soft-soap, with the liqour of an 
ounce of shag Tobacco, boiled, mixed with it. 
This bath can bo kopt at hand for a week or 
two, and any plaut on whioh blight oan be 
discovered should be daily dipped for a week, 

washing off the soapy water an hour later with 
clean water, so as not to olog the pores of the 

leaves. After this thorough cleansing regular 
attention in watering and syringing should 
prevent a further attack. J. L. R. 

A new room plant (Grevillea ro- 
busta elegantlasima).—This very beauti¬ 
ful variety of Grevillea robusta has much to ro- 

amend it for the decoration of rooms, for it 
hbineir tnd effect of a tine Fern with the more 

robust gi«w I h of a;nmill trwr, which indeed it is 

—the “ Milky Oik'" (if AusWalia. The leaves of 

ibe new varioiy arc w.ndorfuUy finely serrated 
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And of a more drooping character than in the 
older G. robust®, so that the effect is still more 
like that of a handsome Fern. Seedling plants, 

raised in heat early in the year, cau now be pro¬ 
cured and grown on in small pots, with a light 
compost of leaf-mould and loam, until they are 

large enough for decorative purposes. This will 
need a sunny bow-window, without severe 
draughts, to bring them on quickly, although 

the little plants must, of course, be kept in a 
shady, cool place fora week or so after th ey are 
potted. As they become larger they will need 
another shift, but Grevilleas do best in rather 
small pots for their size, which are also the best 
for furnishing.—I. L. R. 

Diplacus glutinosua for a window. 
—This plant is an old-fashioned favourite, but 
none the worse for that; in fact, it is a valuable 
room plant, its bright masses of apricot-coloured 
flowers being remarkably decorative, 
it is in reality a woody Mimulus, 

cultivated very much as though it 
"Geranium”—i.c., repotted when necessary, 
giving the plant only a slight shift, and allowing 

it to rest during the winter months. Any 
ordinary pottiDg compost will suit it, if it be 
well established. Cuttings, which can be taken 
at any time during the summer, should have 
light sandy soil, and be placed in a cool, shady 

e. Although 
s, it can be 

9 inches apart 'in good ground early in April, 
keeping them clean and well watered in dry 
weather.—J. C., Byfltf.l. 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

HYDRANGEAS AND THEIR CULTURE. 

Those who live in distant parts of the country, 

on their first visit to Covent-garden-market, if 
such happens to be during the spring or early 
summer, see nothing that strikes them more 
forcibly than the numbers of Hydrangeas grown 

in small pots, not generally more than 6 laches 
or 7 inches in diameter, the plants grown to a 
single stem, I) inches or 8 inches high, are fur¬ 
nished with three or four pairs of healthy leaves, 

surmounted by a globular head 12 inches or 
15 inches through, generally of the freshest and 
clearest bright pink colour, although a few are 
met with possessing the blue shade that is to 
much prized by some, and for producing which 
there aro several diflercnfreoipcs, in the shape 

of soil more or less impregnated with iron filings, 
charcoal, or alum, or pure peat. I have always 
found that if the plants were supplied with the 
largo quantities of manure-water requisite to give 

size to the heads of flower, whatever tho nature 
of th e soil or ingredients added to it, the blooms 

A fine specimen of Dm Pink Hydrangea. 

re irame. ji me young growtn lie 

it grows to these wires (turning the 
■antly, so that it gets sunshine evenly 
i), the effect, when in full bloom, is 

for the first few weeks, when they will 

i take root. Well-grown plants with plenty 
of wood should be pottod (after cutting back the 
untidy sprays) in March, and covered with a 
balloon wire frame. If the young growth bo 

trained as it 
plant oonstanl 
en all sides), 

much better than when tho plant is allowed to 1 
grow loosely, for its habit is not very neat, and 
theflower8thus trained show themselves remark¬ 
ably well. When the plant goes out of bloom 
in antomn, it can be kept in a bedroom, or any 

place where the temperature docs not go below 
freezing-point, being watered only when the 
surface soil is thoroughly dry ; it must then be 

given sufficient water to run through the pot, 
when it will not need more for a week or two, 

-I. L. R. _ 

4060 —Marie Louise Violets —I should 
not advise you to grown these for profit in the 
open air unless you are exceptionally favoured 
os regards climate. Where fog prevails the 

flowera and buds are apt to bo destroyed whole- | 
sale, and frequently the plants are killed. 
Lifted in October and planted in frumeSThev 

sjsks irst sarasnSw* 
plants need well growing for winter blooming, 
putting out runners or pieces of divided plants 

when fully matured, were pink of some shade. 

Larger specimens arc grown for tho London 

market bearing several heads of flower each, but 
for general docoralivo purposes the small plants 
with single heads aro much the most to be pre¬ 

ferred. In addition to the pleasing colour, 
general attractive character, and long endurance 
of the flowers, the plants possess the advantage 

that during the time they are in bloom they can 
ho stood in places where there is comparatively 
little light, oven under the shado of other plants, 
in positions that few if any other floworing sub- 

t'ects would hear without being so injured as to 
e useless afterwards. There is a 

Larger variety of the common form, with 
the individual flowers of which the head is com¬ 
posed, as well as the head itself, much bigger 

than the older more generally known kind. 
This is the best to grow, differing in no way as 
to the treatment it requires in propagation, soil, 
and time of flowering. Cuttings will strike 

at any time of the year that they can be 
obtained in a half or three-parts ripened state, 
hut to ensure the large heads on small plants, 

such as above described, the best method is to 
have a few plants grown out in an open, sunny 

situaUrl, jvhere they keep strong and short- 
(oi|ifcJlJ (These, according to tho early; pfilate- 
chapter ol each season, will generally getlaumL 

ciently matured to he taken off in August 
which time the buds will be formed in the poi 

in which state they should be taken off at about 
the third joint below the bud, and inserted either 

singly in small pots or several round tho 6ide of 
a 6 inch one. Place a few hits of crocks in tho 
bottom of each, on these a little fibrous material, 
and dry or flaky rotten dung, such as has been 

used for mulching a Vine-border or Asparagus- 
bed. They are in no way particular as to soil, 
but if it is preferred to have some of a blue shade 
and others the normal colour, a portion may be 

struck and grown in sandy peat and the others 
in loam, in both cases using it for the cuttings in 
something like a proportion of one-fourth sand 

to the loam or peat. The cuttings should bo 
severed at a joint, and inserted firmly in tho 
soil, the leaves, except those at the base, which 
must necessarily be removed, being retained. A 
slight hot-bed should be prepared, on which place 

an ordinary frame with glazed lights ; in this 
plunge the pots, keeping them well moistened 
and shaded from the sun, but with the lights 
tilted night and day, so as to keep the tops coni, 

otherwise the heat will have a tendency to cause 
them to break into growth, ami they would be 
spoilt for flowering in tho dwarf state they aro 
intended to assume. They will soon strike, 
after which tho shading must be dispensed with, 

and when they are well furnished with routs at 
once remove them to 6-inch pot a, in which they 
may bo allowed to flower. Keep them quite 

cool through the autumn—any pit, frame, nr 
houso will answer, in which they will not get 
frozen—it is better not to subject them to frosl ; 
they will oast their leaves before winter, nothing 
remaining hut tho woody shoot with tho hud at 

its extremity ; but never allow the soil to become 
dry, or tho roots will suffer. If desired, a por¬ 
tion of the plants may bo had in bloom early 
by nutting them in a moderate heat atChristmae, 

such as a vinery or Peach-house at work, or 
anywhere where on intermediate temperature is 
kept up. Here they will soon commence grow irg, 
making two or three pairs of leaves below the 

flowers. As soon as they begin growing freely 
those that are intended to come with pink 
flowers may be assisted once a week with moder¬ 
ately strong manure-water, which will cause the 

production of much larger heads of bloom ; but 
we have never been able to produce flowers of a 
decided blue colour if manure-water was used ; 
when it has been given to them even when they 
were grown in all peat, or with alum or iron 

in the soil, they have come neither one thing nor 
t he other, but a not very pleasing mi xtnro of both. 
Such as aro wanted later may bo put in a little 
warmth, and some allowed to come on with tho 

assistance of solar heat in an ordinary greenhouse 
tomporature. So managed, n 

Succession ok flowers can ho kept up for six 

months. If suckers are produced at tho base 
these should be removed until the plants come 
into flower. After the blooms have got shubby 
tho shoots that have borno them may bo cut out 
at the bottom, as suckers aro sure to spring that 
will make more compact plants; pliingo them 

out-of-doors for tho summer, wintor out of tho 
reach of frost, and in tho spring, just ns they 
show signs of beginning to grow, head them 
right down to tho bottom. They will quickly 
throw up shoots that will produce largo heads of 

bloom on much shorter growth than if borne 
upon the old wood formed tho preceding year. 
I havo kept plants for threo years in the same 

6 inch pots they were first potted in without 
either change or addition of soil, simply by using 
manure-water during tho time they wero 
growing: in tho second and third years they 

produced from three to half-a-dozen fine heads, 
showing what con bo accomplished by tho aid 
of liquid-manure to such plants as will bear it ; 

in this coso they may be said to have been alto¬ 
gether supported by it, os tho small quantity of 
soil in which the roots wero placed must, after 
the first year, have become so exhausted us to be 

nothing more than a medium through which tho 
liquid sustenance was conveyed to them. For 
anything perceptible in tho appearance of the Slants as to vigour and ability to produce 

owers, thoy would havo gone on longer with¬ 
out change or addition of soil, but the experi¬ 

ment was cut short through unforeseen cir¬ 
cumstances. If it is thought advisable to 
grow some on to a larger size, they should, 
wh&t'it^fielb&bhlliig, be moved into pots pro- 
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the appearance of the autumn-itruck cuttings 

that have been produced out-of-doorB, for which 
the above two forms of H. hortensia are the 
best adapted. The variegated forms of H. 
j iponica, H. japonic* argentea variegata, and 
H. japonic* aurea variegata, are well worth 
cultivation for the beauty of their leaves, as 
well as the flowers they produce. Varieties : 

H. Otaksa.—A very fine variety with large 
flowers, also suitable for pot culture, like those 
already described, and of easy cultivation ; it is 
propagated from half-ripe shoots and grown in 
ordinary soil, either peat or loam, with one- 
eighth sand, to keep such thirsty subjects from 

getting sour and water-logged ; the plants should 
ho exposed in the after part of summer in the 
open air to keep them dwarf and to get the 
wood ripened. 

H. PANICULATA.—A white-flowered beautiful 
species that does well under pot-culture ; it is a 
moat profuse free-blooming plant, that deserves 
lo lie generally known and much more generally 
gi own than it is. 

H. stkllata flore plena. — Another fine 
Japaneso variety, producing very large corymbs 

of double rose-coloured flowers, and is in every 
way a desirable plant; treatment same as for the 
preceding. 

II. Thomas Hooo —A very handsome kind 
that has appeared recently. It is a free-flo werer, 
producing moderate - sized heads of white 
flowers. 

The system of propagation and general 
t reatment advised for the other speoies will 

also answer for these, except that where the 
plants are required to be grown to a consider¬ 
able size they must be encouraged by more pot- 

rcom With less trouble Hydrangeas may be 
Struck from cuttings produced in spring 

from plants that have been flowered early; 
these should be taken off when they have three 
or four joints, and put singly in 3-inch pots 
tilled with half sand and loam. 8tood in an 
intermediate hoat, kept close, moist, and shaded, 
they will root in a few weeks, when give more 
air, and as soon as the pots aro fairly filled 
with roots put in others from 6 inches to 
N inches in diameter, using good loam, well 
enriched with rotten manure and with some 
sind added. When well established in these 
move to the open air, and give water as required 
through the summer; keep in a pit or frame 
away from the frost during the winter until re¬ 

quired for forcing, or in the greenhouse to come 
cn with solar hoat for later blooming. 

Hydrangeas aro not much troubled with in- 
f ects, excopt green-fly, which oan bo kept under 
h/ fumigating, dipping, or syringing with 
Tobacco-water. • B. 

MU88INDA8. 

" J. II H.’’ sends a spray of M. frondosa, ask¬ 
ing why this plant always makes white leaves 

along with its yellow flowers, and where it is 
from ? Now, the white leaf spoken of is an 
enlarged bract of the calyx, and one bract only 
it developed with each flower. The plant oornes 
from Ceylon, and I have heard it stated that 
these white bracts make a very refreshing salad 
when eaten botween thin bread aod butter; but 
ae I have never taken them in this fashion I 
cmnot recommend them from my own know- 
ledge, but I can recommend these plants as very 
pretty objects for floworing in the stove. They 
hcloDg to the order Rubiaci iu, and are very 
unily grown treated as ordinary stove plants, 
potted in about equal parts of loam, leaf-mould, 
and peat,, the whole well mixed and made sandy. 
After blooming they should be kept cool and 
comparatively dry for a time, then out back, 
and when the shoots begin to swell their eyes 
up, preparatory to beginning to grow, they 

require to be shaken out of the old soil and 
potted into a smaller pot, so that they can be 

shifted at a more convenient time, and be placed 
in the stovo in a shady position, when they will 

form nice little bushos, whioh, after a time, will 
make the stove quite gay with their beautiful 

coloured bracU and flowers There are several 
aperies known to science, but the three kinds 
named here are about all that are in cultivation 

at the present time. They are natives princi¬ 
pally of India and Africa, but not ®f"'4rcnuent 
occurrence in the Western .world- | A 

M. frondosa, the klnd iient, malNaJl -hand- 
some, compact plant, having modorate sized, 

dari-green, ovate leaves, which ate thin in tex¬ 

ture, and it produces terminal racemes of rich- 
yellow flowers, and an occasional flower has one 
segment of the calyx enlarged into a leafy bract 

of a pure-white. Sometimes two bracts are 
.developed from the same flower, but this is not 
frequent, and I do not remember to have seen it 
upon more than about three occasions in forty 
years. This plant is a native of Ceylon. 

M. erytropiiyli.a is a beautiful plant from 
the West Coast of Africa, for which, I think, 
we are indebted to Mr. Wm. Bull, of Chelsea. 
It is a much stronger grower than the last named 
kind ; but it submits to the same treatment. 
The leaves are ovate and bright-green, covered 

with silky hairs, the flowers of a pale-yellow, 
furnished with large bracts of a charming scailet 
hue. 

M. luteola.—This is a plant from tho region 
of the Upper Nile. I have had the plant grow¬ 
ing once or twice, but I think it is still rare in 
our stoves. It is somewhat more slender in its 
growth than M. frondosa. The flowers are 
bright-yellow, deeper coloured in the centre, and 
it bears pure-white calyx leaves. J. J. 

Diplacus glutinoaua—This native of 
California is a very useful plant for the green¬ 
house during the summer, as it will bloom con¬ 
tinuously for mouths together, and its cultural 
requirements are of the simplest. There are 
several varieties in cultivation, all of whioh have 

the free-growing, free-flowering character of the 
type, but in some of them at least the blossoms 

are more brightly coloured than in the ordinary 
form. The most notable in this respeob are to 
be met with under the names of aurantiacuB, 
puniceus, and Snnbeam, while where seedlings 
are raised some individuals paler than the normal 
form often mako their appearance, and occasion¬ 
ally a plant with nearly white blossoms may be 
obtained. Cuttings can be readily struck at 
almost anv period of the year, and those propa¬ 
gated in this wav early in the spriog will mako 
neat flowering plants during the summer, while 

for larger specimens older plants may bo em¬ 
ployed. The genus Diplacus is now included in 
that of Mimnlus, but it is so generally known 
under the first-mentioned name that it is not 
likely to be superseded in ordinary use. Though 
spoken of as a greenhouse plant, the Diplaous 
is hardy in tomo especially favoured districts, 
while where such is not the case it will both 

grow and flower well planted in the open border, 
and so treated the flowers are a good deal richer 
in colour than they are whon produced under 
glass.— H. 

4094 —TAe culture of Stephanotis.— 
This plant is best propagated by means of cut¬ 
tings formed of the stubby side-shoots, taken 
off with a “ heel,” and inserted in pots of light 
sandy soil, plunged in a hot-bed in the spring 
or early summer. When sufficiently strong tho 
plants should be set out in a well-drained bed 
of light rich soil, such as a mixture of loam, 
peat, leaf-mould, and sand, and if for early work 

in ospecial it is a great advantage if the bed 
oan be made over or close to several rows of 
hot-water piping, so that it may get thoroughly 
warmed through by the time the plants begin to 
grow. Keep cool (45 degs. to 50 degs.) during 
the early part of tho winter, or while at rest, 
and whon the fresh growth commences main¬ 
tain a regular temperature of 65 degs. to 

80 dogs., and syringe the plants frequently and 
heavily. Plenty of water and some weak liquid- 
manure oncoa week are also required by plaul* in 
full growth and bloom, and shado from hot sun 
must bo given. Another important point ia to 
keep tho growth free from insects, particularly 
scale and mealy-bug, by sponging the foliage 

with some good insecticide as often as may bo 
necessary. Plants can lie obtained of any good 
trade grower, but tako care to obtain the true 
free flowering variety j the price for small 
plants would be about £5 per 100. But this 

number would suffice for more than an acre of 
glasshouses, as a single plant will fill a structure 
say 50 feet by 12 feet in the course of a few 
years.—B. C. R. 

- The Stephanotis is easily propagated 
from cuttings of the young wood in a close, 
warm, shaded hot-bod. The culture on a largo 
seal# implies the possession of a long range of 

fEbuses. You will hardly, .require .a, 
plants; half-a-dozen plaiiteiwjjl.- In. 

. in a well-drained bed of peat., loam, 
and leaf mould, soon furnish a large house. This 

best way to get the plants to flower well is to 

train the snoots on wires from 6 inches to 
9 inches from the glass. The night temperature 
should never fall much below GO degs. This 
plant is usually grown in connection with other 
plants in pots, or Ferns, &c., the Stephanotis 
occupying the roof and the other plants beneath. 
The plant is very aubjeot to mealy-bug, therefore 
it ia very important to get the plants from a 
clean source, if possible, and watch them very 
oloaely at first. When this pest is introduced 
it will be an everlasting job to get rid of it 

again. Good plants will not cost less than 
3s. 6d. each.—E. H. 

- I should say that to purchase Stephano¬ 
tis plants by the hundred is rather a large 
order. Anyway, the fact that you think so 
many plants are necessary to start with shows 
that you have forgotten your business, if you 
ever knew it. When you oome to realise that 
an area of 50 square feet is quiokly covered by 
a vigorous plant you will understand that a 
much smaller number than you mention will be 
sufficient, unless you are going to cover a quarter 

of an acre of ground with glass. You had better 
purchase healthy young plants at about 3s. 6d. 
each, and having once got a stock you will Dot 
want to propagate for several years. If I was 
going to grow this plant in the way you suggest, 
1 should erect a bench over the hot-water pipes 
along each side of a span-roof house, and place a 
bed of soil about 6 inches thick upon it, increas¬ 
ing the depth by surface dressing of about 

2 inches every year; but I would not make up 
the bed of soil tho whole length at first, only at 
intervals of, say, every 8 feet, and then put in 
the plant, increasing the length of border as the 
roots extend. Half turfy loam and half peat is 
a suitable soil for this plant. It is as well that 
you should know that although the Stephanotis 
will do well in a high temperature during the 
winter, it can be safely kept through that 
part of the year in a temperature of 50 degs., 
and plants treated in this way will produce 
more flowers, only not so early as those whioh 

have moro heat. You, of course, are aware that 
keeping up a high temperature during the dark 
days of mid winter means a considerable outlay 
for fuel. You must keep the young growth 
well separated, or it will not get sufhoitntly 
hard to produce flowers.—J. C. C. 

4080 — Ailing Fuchsias. — From the 
description given I should say that your plants 
are infested with red-spider, which is generally 
the result of drought at the roots and a want of 
fresh air and moisture atmospherically. The 
best remedy is to thoroughly soak the roots 

with clean water and syringe the plants well 
both on the under-side of tho leaves as well as 
on the top with olear water, adding a handful of 
sulphur to a 3-gallon can, adding also a knob of 
soft-soap of the size of a Walnut to each canful 
of water. Direotly a change in the colour of 
the leaves is discernible supply the roots freely 

with weak liquid-manure with a view to stimu¬ 
lating the growth.—S. P. 

-Tbs signs are those ot red-spider. Lsy the plants 
on tbelr sides, and syringe with soft-soap and water, 2 ox. 
of soap to the gallon of watar, applied warm. Afterwards 
syringe with clean walrr. and In future, as long aa the hot 
weather lasts, syringe dally and give enough water at I he 

roots. A Utile stimulant la the water will bo beneficial.— 
K. II. 

- No doubt the plante are eufieiing from an atlaok 

of red-spider. lay them on their eldrs on a hit of Grate, 
and syringe the undersides of the leaves well with Tnhaoix - 

water, or a mixture of water, soft-soap, anil paralfia will 
answer the purpose equally well. Syringe with clean 
water subsequently, and repeat the proccsi once or twice 
at intervale of a few days, it neoessary.—B. G R. 

4088.—Fuchsias for a trellis.—Sevoral 
varieties are adapted for this culture, and it is a 
pity that the Kuoheia as a climbing plant is not 
more thought of in gardens. It seems to have 

fallen from its onco nigh estate. A few Fuchsias 
draping pillar, post, or trellis with their gay 
flowers is a pretty picture. Yon want to get 
the stronger growing kinds, and a very charm¬ 
ing variety for the purpose is Rose of Castile, 

which have a large corolla, purple in colour, and 
the habit of the plant is robust. Marquis of 
Bristol (scarlet) and Alexandra are also two fine 
kinds, the Utter having petals of a crimson 
oolour, the corolla white. Worthy of mention 
are the well-named gracilis, sometimes called 
msorDateWna, which is exceptionally free, very 

shnder.flowers,, produced, with great freedom, 
'sLnd crimson in iiolour. Monarch is conspicuous 
far/itfvary lAr^/flpwt w, the oolour bright-red, 
audHJcBT1 ftbbertsj' the segments crimson, and 
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corolla violet, is another good variety. 
i old va 

These 
are all of note, and though they are old varieties, 
they are none the worse for that. I have looked 
through several catalogues, and notice that they 
are included, so that you will have no difficulty 
in getting them.—C. T. 

- The beet. FuobeU lor your purpose is the Earl ol 
Heaconsfleld. Either planted out In a border or in a larite 

box, this will apeedilv run uo and oover your trellis with 
lovely bloome.—A. O. Bltuek. 

COrTAGE GARDENS, 

pioture of a cottage garden is one of pretty _ 
Id-fashioned kind, and "such as may bo 

This _ 

an old 
found in some parts of the country, 
place as this, though the variety 
of flowers is not great, is far more 
pleasing than many more preten¬ 
tious gardens, and there is a 

charm in the irregular crowded 
border near the house and the 
climber-clad walls whioh may 
be sought in vain in the prim 

parterre. These cottage gardens, 
with their wealth of bloom and 
foliage, form one of the chief 
attractions of a country walk, 

aud no good gardener is ever 
above taking useful hints from 
them. 

Such 

named, and it is wise policy, as the race in 
general is distinguished by superb kinds, but a 
few have distinctive titles, such as Nancy 
Wateier, a broad, rich-golden flower; and Mrs. 
Anthony Waterer, a very lovely variety, the 

flowers produced in an even compact truss, and 
individually pure-white, except a suffusion of 
soft-yellow on the upper segments, and very 

fragrant. This represents a superb type of 
hardy Azalea, and justifies a name. To show 
how slow is this raising of new kinds I may 

mention that quite four years elapse before the 
seedlings bloom ; then they have to undergo 
careful selection, many, of course, failing to 
come up to the requisite standard of excellence. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

4049.—Hardy Azaleas.— 
I am pleased to answer a query 
about hardy Azaleas, for they 
are shrubs much neglected in 
English gardens, although of 
great beauty. This query 
affords opportunity to make 
reference to this beautiful clais 
of shrub, which fills the garden 
with colour in the late days <4 
May or early June, and in the 
autumn the leafage puts on 
hrilliant shades of orimson and 
bronze. The hardy Aztleaa ate 
amongst the most beautiful 

things that can be used for the 

garden, where there is sufficient 
space for them; but they are 
more suitable for the woodland, 

or to form bold groups on th-- 
outskirt of the lawn. As full 
information is asked for con¬ 
cerning this class, I may men 

tion, firstly, that they are not 
difficult to grow with suc¬ 
cess. For many years Anthony 
Waterer, the well-known nur¬ 
seryman at Knap-hill, Woking, 

has been raising varieties which 
improve annually until a race 
called the "Knap-hill” has 
been raised up, which represents 
the hardy Azalea in its finest 
phase. These shrubs offer great 
variety of colour in the flowers, 
whioh vary from pure white 
through brilliant shades of car¬ 
mine, scarlet, orange-scarlet, 
and yellow, to many tones melt¬ 
ing one into the other. Yet, 
strange to say, thry aie i ot 

used freely in English gardei s, 
although hurdy, aud iu sweetly 
scented that a group iu full 

bloom sends a sweet odour into 
the garden—a pleasant, spicy 

scent peculiarly agreeable. The firat beginnings 
of the race, so to say, were made when the 
North American species, such as A. calendulacea, 

A. uudiflorum, and A. pontica were intercrossed, 
and the foundation laid for the beautiful kinds 
one sees at present in gardens. So free- 
blooming are they that even very small plants 
are smothered with flowers, the little bushes a 
mass of bloom, and their beauty increa-es with 
age. The whole aspect of Ihe shrub is pleasing, 

withits tier-like arrangement of thebranches and 
remarkable freedom. In the more recent 
acquisitions one gets flowers of great breadth, 
the upper petals broad, thrown well 

show up the resplendent | cplquiripg. 
marked difference to the old type, wfftetf had 
small flowers, cramped, and without the breadth 
of those of later years. Very few varieties are 

Oi'H Kkaiikrh' li,Lt'sTRATlONK: Collage at Bo»Mnjrtoii, Sinner at. Engraved for 

Uakhkm.no lLUHTltAfKU from a photograph sent l»y Mr. \V. Thompson. 

These are eliminated. Yellow is a prevailing, 

but there are now many beautiful scarlets that 
seem to glow like a tongue of flame when 
amoDgtt shrubs. Then you may get some 
double kinds, which represent a departure 

that is rapidly being improved upon. Here, 
again, one secs various colours, and 
the flowers of charming shape, each like 
a little rosette, aDd precious for cutting, 
not only for their colour and loDg-lasting 
qualities, but also for the sweet odour. The 
pink-coloured kinds are very pretty in a vase 

loosely arranged. The later-blooming hybrids 
added to each year, and wo shall, 
get a race that will carry 
quite the summer. There 

ese shrubs throughout the year, the gr> 

spreading aud picturesque, the flowers libucdifitt' 

loosoi v ari 

titffeVDtn 

masses of them in early summer, and then we 
get the fine colours of the leaves in autumn. As 
regards culture, much the same conditions that 
agree with the Rhododendron are also favourable 

for the Azalea. If you have a wild, woodland 
spot that requires lighting up with colour, you 
caDnot do better than plant in groups, and they 
need shelter from tho winds, which surrounding 
things will provide. There is also less risk id 

injury from frosts, whilst another desirable 
thing is shade, Lot denBe, but a little protection 
from the fierce and continual glare of summer 
sun. The best roil, as for the Rhododendron, is 
peat, but good fibry loatn will suffice, or loam and 
leaf mould mixed. There is no doubt that in 

the near future the Azalea will 
take the place, to seme exteDt, 
of the Rhododendron, although 
I have Dothing to >ay against 

this noble shrub. But it is over¬ 
done in gardens, and whin ibis 
is the case, no matter how beauti¬ 
ful the subject is, it losts in 
interest, producing a monoton¬ 
ous effect —C. T. 

4087 — Striking cuttings 
Of Bhrube. — Cuttings of 
1’iu'z as may be struck in two 

dutinct ways: (1). By inserting 
the young shoots, about 3 inches 
long, with a "heel," in well- 
drained pots of sandy soil in the 
spring, keeping them close, 
warm, moist, and (haded until 

rooted ; and (2) by employing 
pieces of the mature wood of the 
current reason in the autumn, 
placing them tather thickly in 
uny sandy soil in a cool green¬ 

house or frame. Cuttings of 
Escallonias and othrr choice 
evergiten ihrubs should be in- 

Mrtud in lundy soil in tho 
autumn, placing them under 
hand-lights or a frame ; if they 
can have a gentle bottom-heat in 
the sf ring, after the cuttings 
have " callused,” so much the 
better. Cuttings of Weigelae, 
Syringas (I'hiladelgbus), the 
.Sco»diop-tite (Halieia telrap- 
tera), Veronicas, Hydrangeas, 

Spiimas, and many others may 
be rooted in the same way.— 

B. U. R 
- Escallonias and DeulzikS 

will strike now or till the eDd of 
October under a hand-light, kept 
close except for about au hour m 
the morning, when a little air 
should be given. T he soil should 
he kept moist by giving a 
sprinkling as often as is neces¬ 

sary. All evergreens will strike 
during the next three months 
under the conditions named ; 

but, for the most part, deciduous 
shrubs had better be left till the 
leaves fall. A few good ever¬ 
green shiuhs of which cuttings 
may be taken are the following : 
Kuony mus in variety. Aucuba 
in variety, various kiuds of 
L'Urils, B'.x, Iviis. si d most of 
tho Conifers may be rooted fiom 
cuttings, though ary plants 
which products seeds fieely bad 
belter be railed fmn seeds. 

The various forms of Evergiein 
Berberry, for instance, produce 

seeds freely, and may be raised in that way, 

though the common varieties of Berberry may 
generally be increaeed by division of the 
underground stems, where only a few plants 
aie wanted. The piopagation of trees and 
shrubs is rather a large business. Though 
most of them may be tooted from cuttings, 
there are certain kinds that will root with 
more certainty, and in less time, if the shoots 
near the ground are layered ; for instance, Rho¬ 

dodendrons, Kalmias, Wisterias, Magnolias, 
Daphnes, Laurustinus, and Cydonias arc best 
layered. On the other hand, Jasmines, For- 
B<ihU*jiaUbe*,!nPhiladelphus, Spinear, and 

Weigelae will strike fpeely-.from cuttiDgs of 
weill-ripened ttoMIpiautedmifoly underground, 
rarided ^br.t esgefiil attention is given in the 

ralerir^uiB shading — E. H. lets'© 
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ROBBS, 

NOTES ON TOWN ROSES. 

In Gardening, June 10th, 1893, page 201, a 
note appeared on town Rosea, but to what was 
there said a few more notes may be added. A 
friend who grows Roses well within tho influence 
of London smoke has given me the following 

information as well about them. Many of the 
dwellers in crowded towns try to grow Roses, 
wishing to bring fragrance and beauty into their 
crowded gardens. The culture of the Rose 
undersuch circumstances isbeset with difficulties, 
and in tho midst of smoky cities the task is not 
encouraging. One has only to see the abject 
misery depicted on the plants in the public parks, 
where every care is taken to give them the best 
attention, but it is puro air that they require, a 
thing that unfortunately cannot be artificially 
supplied. Sunshine and air, these are tho two 
essentials, and with an abundance of each the 
growth gets well ripened, a point of great 
importance. Sappy, badly ripened shoots will 
never bear good flowers, and they suffer 
severely from winter frosts. Draughts that 
torture tho plants in small gardens, withering 
them up, and driving out fresh, buxom health, 
are fatal to tho Rose, and if the ground is filled 
with tree roots success can never be expected. 
Soil, if poor, or flavoured with the loakings from 
gas-pipes, will not suit tho plants, and when 
bad mnst be made good by getting in new 
material. If modorately good, it will only bo 
necessary to incorporate with It a liberal 
dressing of cow-manure. In the case pf now 
gardens trench up the soil thoroughly at first, 
dress liberally with cow manure, and expose the 
bod to tho air for a time, so that rains and 
frosts may act upon tho material and sweeten 
it. Planting oan only be done in one way, but 
prune less evenly than for country-grown 
plants. Many of the fine old pillar Roses that 
are so beautiful in largo English country don-a ns 
are very useful for planting near towns, and their 
robust growth adapts them well to resist the 
troubles of town life. One secret of success is 
to always chooso plants of vigorous growth, and a 
few varietiesof the Hybrid Perpetual class especi¬ 
ally suitable are : Abel Grande, Alfrod Oolomb, 
Baroness Rothschild, Charles Lcfebvre, Duke of 
Edinburgh, lioauty of Waltham, Dr. Andry, 
Camillo Bernardin, Mrs. John Laing, the beau¬ 
tiful General Jacqueminot, or “Jack,” as it is 
called in tho market, Benatour Vaisso, Louis 
Van Houtte, Magna Charta, John Hopper, Due 
de Rohan, Crimson Redder, Rcino Mario 
Henriette. This is an interesting selection, 
nnd amongst climbers very beautiful are the old 
Gloire do Dijon and Mine. Bdrard, both of 
which may be expected to thrive, whilst those 
who care for a larger list may have the old 
Lamarque, Aimoo Vibort, Felicito Perprtuco, 
Coupe a’H6bi', and Rampart. It would not be 
advisable to indulge in many Tea-scented 
varieties, except Grace Darling, Mmo. Lombard, 
Catherine Mermot, and Marie Van Houtte, 
which I have scon very beautiful near large 

cities. V. C. 

Gloire de Dijon Rose —l always look 
through the pagos of Gardening Ii.u strated, 

partly bocause I find its instructions simple and 
accurate (as a rule), and chiefly bocause I rejoice 
to know that a multitude of working men are 
reading it simultaneously sitting restfully at 
their cottage doors, smoking in their gardens, 
and then, it may bo, gardening in their smoke. 
Rut there is no rule without its exception, and 
I am perturbed to read, at page 229 of this 
week's publication : “ I do not think the Gloire 
de Dijon Rose worthy of so much space under 
glass. There are so many better ones." I have 
grown Roses, enthusiastically and extensively, 

under glass and in the open ground, for half a 
century, and I am confident that for abundance 
of beautiful blooms, early (very early) in spring, 
and late (very late) in autumn, there is no 
Rose so reliable as Gloire de Dijon. It filled a 
good-sized greenhouse at Taunton, and, like its 
sister on the south wall of the church, produced 
hundreds of its lovely flowers. I am, therefore, 
at a loss to know how the space could have been 
more worthily occupied, and what>are the 

names of tho many better sorts AferrciTV b ■ 
“ J. C. C. ?”-S. 

4093.—Early Roses.—Does the first part of* 
your question refer to Roues that are to be 

grown under glass? It appears so from the 

latter part of your inquiry. If that is so you 
will find Tea Roses tho most suitable, and very good ones for your purpose are Luciole, Anna 

'livier, Perle de Lyon, Innocents Pirola, Marie 
Van Houtte, Grace Darling, The Bride, 

Catherine Mermet, Comtesso de Nadaillao, and 
Mme. Lambard. The plants, if large ones, 
should be pruned into shape now, and given 
larger pots if they want them, and have all the 

flower-buds picked off until the end of Septem¬ 
ber. If they are placed in an increasing tempe¬ 
rature about the beginning of the new year they 
will flower in from eight to ten weeks. The 

same varieties would do for planting in the open 
air if your garden iB not too much exposed for 
this class of Roses. I would, however, rather 
depend upon the Hybrid Perpeluals. For your 
purpose the following aro suitable : Alfred 
Colomb, Crown Prince, Doctor Andry, Dupuy 
.Tamain, Jules Margottin, Gloire Lyonnaise, 

Louise Darzins, Mme. Gabriel Luiz-M, Mrs. J. 
Laing, Miss Hassard, and Duko of Teck.— 

J. C. C. 

41198.—Roses not thriving.—That some 
of tho hardy Tea Roses should do bolter with 
you than the Hybrid Perpetuals will be road 

with some amount of credulity by some people. 
The reason, however, is explained in the infor¬ 
mation you send when describing tho soil. The 
H.l\'a do not like a dry and poor root-run, 
especially when they are growing on foster roots, 
but it will suit tho Teas better. I advise you 
to try a few more of the latter ; tho varieties may 
inoludo Marie Van Houtte, Anna Olivier, Mmo. 
Lambard, Perle de Lyon, .Safrano, The Bride, 
Grace Darling, and Visoountess Folkestone, and 
I believe some of tho strong-growing H P.’s will 
thrive on their own roots in such a soil. I would 
select such varieties as Alfred Colomb, Magna 
Charta, Ulrioh Brunner, Mme. Naohury, Cap¬ 
tain Christy, Charles Lefobvre, Earl Dnfferin, 
Mrs. J. Laing, Mme Gabriel Luizot, John 
Hopper, and Francois Michelon. Unfortunately, 
those are not all suitable as button hole Roses. 
Borne of the Moss Roses are very hardy, and 
would thrive with you as dwarf plants. The 
common pink variety and the White Provenco 
are very suitablo for your purpose, and so are 
the China Roses. Tho old Pink Monthly is not 
to lie despised whon more tender ones fail j 
then there isCramoisie-Supi'rieuro (rich-crimson), 
Fabvier (scarlet), and Prince Charles (cherry- 
red). Qucon of Rodders and Bourbon Queen 
amongst tho Bourbons aro both reliable Rosos. 
Some useful carly-llowcring yellows, double and 
single, will be found in tho Austrian Briers, so 
that you will see thore is no reason whatever 
why you should bo without Rosea, and you will 
notice that I havo not burdened you with a long 
list of varieties.—J. C. C. 

-■ — On such soil as yours tho only way to 

succeed is to tronch the ground deoply—3 foot, 
if possible—to manure it heavily, and give plenty 

of water, and a thick mulch of manuro over tho 
beds in hot, dry woathor. I do not know of 
any varieties especially suitable for such a dry 
position, but should chooso the more vigorous 
growers. Gen. Jacqueminot ought to do well ; 
also Victor Vordier, La Franco, Baroness 
Rothschild, &c., and tho more robust Tea- 

scented kinds. Plants on the Manetti stock 
will be most likely to thrive.—B. C. R. 

The Cardinal-flower.—A very beautiful 
class of Lobelias is that known as the Cardinal- 
flower, of which L. fulgens is an excellent type. 
L. fulgens, Queen Victoria, and Firefly are 
remarkably effective, the foliage almost choco¬ 
late in colour, and the flowers intense-crimson, 

a decided contrast. Moisture is their chief 
requirement. The plants will live almost in 
water, and if there is a boggy bit of ground, or 
a streamsido where the Marsh Marigolds scatter 
their golden flowers, the Cardinal Lobelias also 
will lift up their Btrong, erect spikes. In the 
southern districts of England they may be left 
out through tho winter, but if there is any doubt 
concerning their hardiness in the particular 

position lift them and plant in a common cold 
frame, protecting with mats in the event of 
exceptionally severe weather. A bed or clump 
of]he Cardinal-flower with tho surface covered 

^illL^White Tufted Pansies is a( charming 
-fcAuh). The surfaco of the bed lm*yl altb rl>e: 

-enriched with other things, and Mignonette-, is 
useful for the purpose. This type of '-ILobeSi* 

blooms later in the year thin many bedders, and 

if the garden is of large size a good group of it 
is intensely rich, the flowers rioh-orimsoa, 

splendidly set off by the deeply-coloured leafage. 

—C. T. _ 

FERNS 

SELECT ADIANTUMS 

Maiden hair Ferns are always admired, and it 
is no wonder that they are favourites, for all are 
exceedingly beautiful, and all are useful in a out 
state, although some may be used with more 
advantage than others. A- cunoatum is fre¬ 

quently called “tho Maidenhair Fern;” 
although we have upwards of LOO described 
kinds, and more than one-half that number ill 

cultivation, yet Kew is one of tho only placos 
where a collection of kinds can ho seen together. 
In these days of Fern revival 1 am under the 
impression that it is a want of knowledge of the 
kinds to enquire for that is one of the chief 
Btumbling-blocks to their more extensive culti¬ 
vation, and I therefore introduce to my readers 
a few of the more choice kinds, aud amongst 
these the subjoot of tho illustration on page 279, 

A. Farley ENHE, must ever stand pre¬ 
eminent. The history of this plant is somewhat 
obscure, but I think it was in tho yoar 1803 
that tho plant was shown at the International 
Exhibition, the only international show, by-the- 
way, ever held in England by the Horticultural 
Society, whilst in Belgium a fine exhibition is 

held every five years, and the society is flourish¬ 
ing. This beautiful Adiantum was first shown 
by the Messrs. Veitch, of Cholsea. It was in¬ 
troduced from Barbadoes. Curiously enough, I 
bolievo the plant has always been barren, or, at 
least, I havo never seen a fertile state of the 

plant, and I have had many thousands through 
my hands, and have seen the plant in many hun¬ 

dreds of gardens ; this foot has led to the sup¬ 
position of its being a hybrid form of A. tone- 
rum, but be it sport or hybrid, it is the most 
beautiful Maidon-hair which has yet been found. 

A description of tho plant is quite unnecessary 
with such an illustration. Sutlice it to say that 
it is a plant which revels in strong hoat and 
bright light, and a fair amount of sunshine. 
Indeod, it rtqairosaimich greater amount of the 

latter than the majority of Ferns, as if heavily 
shaded it comes weak. Another peculiarity is 
that it should not bo allowod to get larger than 
the plant shown in the illustration, as tho fronds 
are apt to decrease in size, and I may say that 1 
have always seen tho largost and most beautiful 
fronds upon small plauts. The plants thrivo 
best when the soil consists of fully half light 
turfy loam. A. oaudatum is one of the most 
beautiful of basket Ferns ; the fronds are some¬ 
what erect, but boautifully curved, and I have 
only scon this plant non-productive at tho points 
when it has been grown in too dry an Atmoaphern 
to allow the young buds to dovelop I have had 
aspecimon of thisspccieB with nearly a hundred 
fronds upon the one plant, and these were each 
upwards of 18 inches long, and nearly all vivi¬ 
parous ao tho apex. It requires stove warmth. 
A. cubenso is another very pretty plant, which 
is a native of marly banks and dry places by 
tho seaside on the Island of Jamaica. It is 
frequently found as a simply pinnate plant, and 
again with but a pair of short side branches at 
the base, but I also have it with two pairs of 
branches at tho base. The fronds vary from 
9 inches to 18 inches high, with jet black steins 
and rich deep-green pinme. A. cristatuin is 
another magnificent plant, but yet it is one that 

is seldom seen in good condition. The fronds 
on a well-grown specimen are each from 2 fe« t 

to 3 feet long. It appears to be somewhat 
plentiful in Jamaica. A. curvatum ; No more 
beautiful Fern exists than this species when well 
grown, but a well-developed specimen is rarely 
seen. The fronds are each some 18 inches or 
2 feet high, aud a foot or more broad. It 
eiijoys shade and likes to be kept somewhat dry. 

A. dolaiiriformeis anotherbasketkind, which 
grows freely in a waim moist stove ; in growth 

it much resembles A. luuulatum, but the 
pinuie aro much larger, and its fronds 
are permanent and do not dio down in 
)(%!jwjpm^(ppppths. They are also viviparous 
! air,the Jioints. andJorm. a pretty mass of 
youD^plao'tf., lALBagf-Wirthi is a plant which 
botapieally is flsidio.be the same as A. cauda- 

llumV-ftlMjvhowave>k sufficiently distinct as a 
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garden plant to require a separate name ; it 
has the habit of caudatum, and is very prolific 
in forming young plants at the points of the 
fronds; the pinmc, however, are somewhat 
different in shape, less villous, and consequently 

deeper and brighter green in colour. A. digi- 
tatum is a very pretty plant, belonging to the 
scandent group. It has fronds each from 
3 inches to 4 inches or more high, and about 
three times divided, the stems being black and 
shining. A. Feei is another climbing variety, 

better known perhaps by tho name of A. flexuo- 
sum, which was given it by Sir William Hooker 
on account of the zigzag rachis ; its fronds are 
each several feet in length. The pinnules when 
barren are deeply toothed, but when fertile 
they are deeply reflexed all round. A. fragile : 

In this we have a dwarf and pretty tufted 
species, somewhat resembling a small form of A. 
venustum, and of just such a glaucous hue. It 
has, however, a peculiar character, in that the 
piomo are jointed to the top of stipes, so that in 
the event of the plant becoming dry tho whole 

of the pinnules fall away, leaving nothing but 
bare stems. It is found in Jamaica, growing on 
chalky rockr. A Hcnslowianum is a beautiful 

fan-shaped, and bright-green. A. Williamsi (the 
golden Maiden hair) should not be absent from 
any collection ; its fronds are tall and the pin¬ 
nules small. The basal part of the stem is 

clothed with a g >lden farina, and a little of this 
is also dusted over the underside of the pinnules, 
whilst the length of the fronds, coupled with 

their hardy character, renders them very suit¬ 
able for using in table glasses with cut flowers. 

Other choice kinds of noble growth are A. 
peruvianum, velutinum, and subcordatum, 
whilst such kinds as A. polyphyllum, trapezi- 
forme, tetraphyllum, pulverulentum, &c., al¬ 
though more frequently seen, are yet not 
nearly so largely grown as they deserve to be, 

and even the many small-growing kinds, such 
as A. tinctum, helium, Pacotti, Veitchi, and a 
host of others oould be easily grown in private 
gardens in place of having so many plants of 
the old and very beautiful A. cuneatum. G. 

4016.- show Ferns.— Presuming exotic varieties are 
meant, the following are not only choioe, but qulokly form 
handsome specimens if woll attended to: Adlanttim 
Karleyenso. (ilelchenia peluncw, Microlepla hirta cristate. 
N'ephrolepia Davalloides furcane, invallia Mooreana, and 
Cyathea deal bate.—S. P. 

quite hardy in the open—at least, in all the 

more southern counties of England—comprising 
F. coccinea, F. Riccartoni, F. globosa, F. 
gracilis, and others, chief among these being 
F. Riccartoni. It produces a wealth of crimson 
pendent flowers. If Fuchsias are left out in the 
open during the winter it is always wise to cover 

the crowns with coal-ashes.—V. C. 

Adinntum Fatleyonsc. (See page 278.) 

erect-growing plant, w ith fronds some 18 inches 
or 2 leet high. A. macrophyllum is a beauti¬ 

ful plant with large pinna.1, arranged in pairs 
on a jet-black stem, the barren pinnules 
being about 3 inches long and 2 inchos broad ; 
when young of a rich bright-pink, changing with 
age to deep gfeen, the ferlilo onos narrower. 
Wo have now a form of this plant called bipin- 
natum, having u pair of side branches at tho 
base; this adds materially to the effcot. I 

recontly received from the Messrs. Rogers, nur- 
•erytmn, of Lodsworth, Sussex, a beautiful 
form with streaks of white variegation, for which 
I cannot suggest a better name than albo- 

■triatum ; it will become a marked beauty in a 
collection, and it is not likely to run out of 
character, as the Messrs. Rogers tell me they 
have had the plant eleven years, and it 
has always maintained its charaoter, having 
raised it from a spore. A. monochlamys 

*• a smallgrowing Japaneso form, which 
grows on tho hill-sides in the Straits of 
Korea. It is easily distinguished by thej 

and bold single sori sot in a deep sinus pn 
top of the pinnules. ADfcgMnMomQy ako 

hue species, with very long fronds, which are 
about twice divided, the pinnules being large, 

A note on Fuchbias —I ain pleased to 
soe that tho Fuchsia is becoming more largely 
grown for beds, aud those who have hitherto 

failed with it out-of-doors bhould remembor that 
the great point is to get tho growth well 
hardened, then a display of bloom will appear 

j early in the summer, lasting until quite the eud 
of the season. It is so easy to propagate the 
Fuchsia by cuttings, that the merest novice may 
succeed. Strike them in the spring, first placing 

a few old plants in gontle warmth, and tako the 
| little stubby side shoots, which form roots 

quickly if placed in a light soil in 5 inch pots, 
stand them on a mild hot-bed, and when struck 

•t on into larger pots, using much the same 

;ind of soil. When of sufficient size, my in 
48 inch pots, they may be planted ont, cither 
in beds or baskets. The finest results are always 
fot from old specimens that have ceased to 

ecome of much value in tho plant house. 
Always get the growth well hardened, not 

forcing it in any way, as the more shoots formed 
mruly in the open air the better the display of 

loT’yfc I Stfong shoots selected from these 
.w'.nMipltf the autumn will make excBUentj 
plan(e^taking care to keep tho soil moderately 

dry during the winter. There arc a few kinds 

E 

THE KITCHEN GARDEN. 

NOTES ON CUCUMBER CULTURE. 

It is not my intention to enter fully into the 
details of the cultivation of Cuoumbers, but 
rather to make a few remarks in connection 

therewith, as I find there are differences of 
opinion upon various points. Amongst these 
the question of ventilation nr. its nou ventilation 
may require gome explanation, as I find that 
people, especially those who are young grower?, 

are apt to rush to extremes. To guard sgtiust 
extremes, and as a lafo practice, it has bten 
advised not to ventilate at all, but to allow the 

temperature to rise as high as it likes fiom 
sun-heat, this beiDg counter¬ 
acted by tho temperature 
being continually kept at 

saturation point through 
abundance of moisture in the 
atmosphere and also over the 

foliage. During the heat of 
the summer the rays of the 
sun are slightly broken by a 
light shade, such, for instance, 
as a little flour and water 
syringed over the roof. I do 
not dispute that plenty of 
Cucumbers have notbeeu pro¬ 

duced under this non-ventila¬ 
tion system, hut I prefer to 
take the testimony of ono of 
tho largest market growers in 
the county that the system is 
not worthy of imitation, as 

abundance of Cucumbers may 
be produced under the venti¬ 
lation system when used 
judiciously. For private use 
I am certain that ventilation, 
when applied judiciomly, is 
tho best system to pursue, io 
as to keep up a steady supply 

of fruit. Wo do not want 
Cucumbers by tho score, and 
then a falling off to alinoat 

nil. but sufficient to meet the 
daily wants. 

Ventilation is often sadly 
misused during tho winter or 
oven early spring montl s. The 
time honoured chink of air I 
am no beliover in, mettly for 
the sake of putting it on for a 
change of air, whether the ex¬ 
ternal conditions are suitable 
or not. Io my opinion tie 
best plan to pursue is to put 
on ventilation whemver con¬ 
ditions are favourable. Any 

person when acquainted with the structure 
can tell diroctly he outers whether ventilation 
is needed or not. During mild weather 
from spring onwards during the summer 
months I like to put on a littlo ventilation at 
the apex of the roof at II a.m. At this time 
there is not such a vast difference Irctween tho 

insido and outside temperature, und air put oo 
at this time keeps tho temperature from rcachit g 
unduly high. It is certainly very misguided 
practice to allow tho temperature to rise 
considerably before putting ou air, but lhi« is 
often dono. Whatever ventilation is now put 
on will not counteract the evil; consequently 
the foliage very quickly has a parched appearance. 

With the ventilation early applied such an 
unsatisfactory state of things would be avoided. 
In some structures not so fully ex post d at 
others such ill«Heels may not be noted, but in 
those facing due south they certainly happen. 
Next to ventilation, I think the 

Stopping and thinning out of the shoots are 
tho moat abused. During the most seasonable 
weather jjroVrth takoa place vory rapidly, and if 

N*MtlD8iwolf- 1111 
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the same with Cucumber* as other fruit-bearing 
subjects—direct light is needed to form a solidi¬ 
fied and fruitful growth. Often certainly 
Cucumbers form freely, but instead of coming 

to maturity they all damp ofT. The stopping of 
the shoots must have early and frequent atten¬ 
tion when once the framework of the plant is 
laid. With some peoplo at this stage it is the 
praotice to stop at the second leaf, or what is 
termed a joint beyond the fruit. I hold that 
such a course of procedure fills up the spaoa 
with a lot of useless growth, and that it is far 
better to stop the shoots at every leaf throughout 
the spring and summer months. It is also a 
5ood practice to remove the larger leaves by 

egrees, laying in younger growths to fill up the 
space, us by this means the plants are koptniore 
under control and are not so likely to quickly 
become exhausted. One of the main causes of 

exhaustion is overcropping. For private use, 
whore only u steady supply is needed, it is a 
mistake to allow all the fruits which form to 
temnin. The wisest course will be to cut off all 
excopt what are needed for the crop, leaving 
them in various stages, as by working ou this 
system the plants keep longer in Bearing. The 
market grower, again, directly it is seen that 
the supply is failing, clears out the plants and 

makes a fresh start. In a private garden this 
mode of procedure is not very convenient. 
Coming to what I may term 

“ Feeding " the plants, this is the sheet 
anchor, as it were. Unless this is rigidly ad¬ 
hered to, the plants cannot be expected to carry 
firesentablo fruit or to remain in health vory 
ong, for moBt surely insects innumerable will 

attack them, besides mildew, and the fruits will 
turn yellow at the ends instead of swelling away 
freely. I have often heard growers complaining 
of the fruit turning yellow, and most surely the 
source ha* been traced to either dryness or want 
of fertility in the soil. Often overdry nets 

in»y bo attributed to the action of bottom-heat 
pipes through the soil being placed in almost 

cloio contact, excepting, perhaps, a few brick 
ends between. My praotice is to place a layer 
of well-worked fermenting material, to the 
depth of about a foot after it hss been beateD 
firmly, over the bricks and before placing on 
the soil. This counteracts the dryness whiah is 

likely to accrue were such material not present, 
while it also forms a very congenial bottom for 

the roots. Whenever water is applied, sutlicient 
should be given to soak the whole mass, mere 
surface driblets beiDg of no use whatever 
Neither should other than tepid water be given, 
as obviously the roots would bo in danger of 

being uhilled if cold water was used. One of 
the main points in the cultivation of Cucum¬ 

bers is to encourage surface feeders, and this is 
best done by giving au occasional surface- 

dressing of rich compost. This, if kept moist, 
will encourage surface roots. For what I may 
term rogular feeding, I am very partial to 

manure-wator made from fresh cow-manure and 
soot. This must bs applied in a diluted and 

clear itate. This latter is a particular point 
to take note of, for if npplied too freely the 

rooting medium would become soured and the 
plants would very quickly have a sickly look 
When the structure is closed in the evening of 
fine d lys, it will also bo au advantage to damp 
the floor with liquid, this proving of marked 
benefit by chargiog the atmosphere with 
ammonia. A. 

4000 —Unhealthy Cucumbers.—They 
have been planted, I should say, iu something 
they do not liko in the first place, and this has 
been aggravated since by improper treatment; 
but it is impossible to say where that improper 
treatment is, because no information is given. 

They may havo had too much or too little water, 
or too muoh shade, or the pinching and stopping 
loft in arrears—and if the growth gets too 
crowded the foliage soon goes wrong. Mildew 

may have been in the frame, and this may 
account for tho dark spots on the middle of tho 
loaves. Tho best treatment now will be to 

thin out well. Top-dress with rich compost; 
at tho same time ascertain the condition of the 

roots as regards moisture. Shade on bright 
days from 10 a.m. till 3 p.m., then sprinkle 
and close. Open the frame just a little in 
tho morning by seven o’olock,/fnoTeasing 

ventilation according]tp-th<) tern 
—K. H. 

i just, a little in 
k./fnoTeating the, 
'ir^ratjf^sJutiilL 

AUTUMN GIANT CAULIFLOWER. 

What an important market vegetable this fine 
Cauliflower has become is well shown in various 
parts of Kent, where large breadths of it are 
planted. Large quantities of it are grown for 
pickliDg. To have specially good white heads 
it is a good plan to tie up the leaves, as in the 
case of Lettuces, so soon as tho flower-heads 
begin to show. A. 

4001. — Tomatoes dropping their 
buds. —The Tomatoos you namo are all good 
setters, bo there must be something wrong in 
the management; either they do not get venti¬ 
lation enough, or they need more support. In 

this dry, scorching weather, Tomatoos waut a 
good deal of water. It would be well to mulch 

with short munure, and give a thorough soak¬ 
ing of water, not a mere sprinkle, and give more 
ventilation ; leave a little air on all night.— 
E. H. 

-This must be put down to the intense 
heat and drought ; this is plainly proved by tho 
beneficial effects of syringing, aod possibly if you 
wero to syringe the plants still more heavily 

they would do better still. I find much the 
same thing myself; when wo got two or three 
comparatively cool days the fruit sets right 

Cauliflower “ Autumn Client.” 

enough, but during the burs ,s of Ironical beat 
iliat Imvo ooourrea lately numbers of tho blos¬ 
soms drop, in spito of every caro. Whoro tho 
draiuago is good you may keep on watering 

Tomatoes under glass nearly all day long in ruoli 
weather as this—in faot, the difficulty is to give 
them enough. See that tho border is moist 
right through to the bottom. 'Chose mentioned 
are three of tho best setters in cultivation, and 
you may bo suro that if t hey fail no others are 
likely to do any hotter.—B. C. R, a “jj 

—— When the flowers of Tomatoes fail to set 
their fruit in such a favourable season as the 
present one, it is very plain that the manage¬ 
ment is at fault. In this caso I believe it is 
caused for the want of root-moisture, which is 
further aggravated by tho soil being too loose. 
When potting or planting out Tomatoes tho soil 
should bo fairly dry and well rammed or trod. 
I have a capital set of fruit, both indoors and 

out, and never had it finer. The plants in pots 
and boxes havo been watered twice a day all 

through tho past hot weather, and the plante 
trained to a wall in the open and others in the 
open border have been regularly watered every 
day for tho past two months. During that time 
mv houses have had a little air left on all night, 
all the ventilators being opened at 0 30 a.m. and 
not closed again until 8 p.m. I huvo no faith in 
syringing Tomatoes ; as a matter of fact, if a 

flower is disseoted it will be seen that it is im- 
gble for the woter to reach tho pollen, there- 

it cannot assist in its distribution. WMf 

8urface 

BRUSSELS SPROUTS. 

In an article under the above heading (page 152), 
"A.” remarks: “Why people will persist in 
setting out their Brussels Sprouts between rows 
of Potatoes I cannot imagine.” May I inform 
the writer why I do the same thing and have 
done so many years? It is because I believe 
that in getting two crops in a year instead of 

one from a piece of land I am augmenting the 
sum of the produce from the same piece of land, 
although the quality of tho produce might not 
be so fine as where only one crop is grown in the 
Bame time. I have at the present time a quan¬ 
tity of Brussels Sprouts growing between rows 
of Potatoes that are looking exceedingly well. 
The rows of Potatoes (the White Hebron) aro 
each 4 feet apart. I have a thick mulching 
around the Brussels Sprouts, and they have been 
watered two or threo times. I have some 
planted between rows of Potatoes 3 feet apart, 
and also some between rows 2 feet apart. I 
regulate tho distance between tho rows of Pota¬ 
toes according to the strength of the haulm pro¬ 

duced by tho variety. In the instance where 
the rows are 2 feet apart, tbo haulm is only about 
a foot high. In each case I am expecting to 
obtain a good crop of Sprouts of fair average 
quality. L. O. K. 

BLANCHING CELERY WITHOUT 

SOIL. 
| 

To the inexperienced this may seem a strange 
suggestion, and so it is on the face of it; but it 
is a fact, nevertheless, that perhaps the best 
blanched Celery is produced by tho aid of brown 
paper. Exhibitors of this vegetable nowadays 

employ the old-fashioned method of blanching 
their sticks of Celery with tho aid of soil. Cer¬ 
tainly, no Celery could lie showu in finer condi¬ 

tion as to its blanched character than that 
staged by such men as Messrs. Pope and Lyo, 
for instance. Instead of digging out such deep 
trenches as is generally the plan in ihe case of 
blanching with soil, sutfi dent only is required 
to enable water to be fieely given to the plants 
to encourage a free growth. Beyond this deep 
trenohes are a waste of time. If the plants are 
put out in trenches (! inches deep that is suffi¬ 

cient. Another advantage gained by blanching 
with paper is that the plants can be fed with 
liquid stimulants so muoh longer than is the case 
when soil is used, because while blanching is 
actually going on the sticks of Celery stand 
clear of the trench, and in no way interfere with 
tho application of water to the roots. Three 
weeks are sufficient to blanch Colory in by the 
aid of brown paper. Tho leaves ought to lje 
loosely tied around with a piece of hast to pre- 
vent the outer ones falling down and becoming 
bruised. Pieces of ordinary brown paper in 

size according to the length and thickness of the 
sticks should be fastened around them suffi¬ 
ciently tight to prevent tho light outering and 
thus nullify the artificial aid employed. The 
papor should ox tend quite up to tho top of tho 
sticks or joining to tho leaves. Two thicknesses 
of paper may in some oases he needed. S. P. 

Weeping trees -Graceful in outline, 
elegant in growth, impressive and attractive in 
appearance, weeping trees possess all those 

characteristics which render them especially 
valuablo for tho embellishment of landscape, 
park, and lawn. This peculiarity of form amoDg 
weeping trees is a precious one, inasmuch as the 

contrast between tho rigid upper portion of the 
treo and tho pendulous and outer and lower 
parts forms a very striking nnd attractive 
featuro, quite distinct from the aspects usually 
presented by other trees. But for all this thoy 
require to be employed discreetly, or the good 
effect which they arc capable of producing is 
destroyed. They should be planted sparingly 
and not near one anothor, and carefully selected 

aud suitable sites must he chosen for them, or 
half their charms will be lost; when met at 
evory turn or too often repeated their interoat 

and attraction aro greatly diminished. They 
should nover form large groups or masses, nor 
be mixed up with other trees in belts or borders. 
In the hands of a skilful planter they are capable 
vpf'pl'odiioing tho most charming results, and are 

niorejeffect.iyftilp'giyipg character and expression 
co a landscape than any other trees. 
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RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS. 

Questions.—Queries and answers are inserted in 
OAitotsmofree of charge if correspondents follow the mice 
here laid down for their guidance. All communications 
for insertion should be clearly and concisely written on 
oncsidc of the paper only, and addressed to the Editor of 
Gardening, S7, Southampton-street, Covent-garden, Lon¬ 
don. Letters on business should be sent to the Publisher. 
The name and address of the sender are required in 
addition to any designation he may desire to be used in 
the paper. When more than one query is sent, each 
should be on a separate piece of paper. Unanswered 
Queries should be repeated. Correspondents should hear 
in mii>d that, as Gardeninq has to be sent to press some 
time in advance of date, they cannot always be replied to 
in the issue immediately following the receipt of their 
communication. 

Answers ( which, with the exception of such as cannot 
welt be classified, will be found in their different depart- 
mints) should always bear ths number and title placed 
against the query replied to, and our readers will greatly 
oblige us by advising, as far as their knowledge anil 
observations permit, the correspondents who seek assist¬ 
ance. Conditions, soils, and means vary so infinitely 
that several answers to the earn', question may often be 
very useful, and those who reply would do well to mention 
the localities in which their experience is gained. Corres¬ 
pondents who refer to articles inserted in Oardrniko 
should mention the number in which they appeared. 

urn.— Preserving Rose-flower leaves.—will 
someone kindly tell mi how to preterve Rose-leaves ?— 
Phillis Smith. 

4 to I.—Layering Carnations. -Will anyone kindly 
Inform me how to layer Carnations, and the best time 
to do so?-A Novice 

4104 —Clipping a Bay hedge, dee—Wha1; time of 
the year is the best to olip a II ly hrd{e? Also when to 
oltp Box edgings I—Perkins 

4105.—'Treatment of Hakea —Will anyone kindly 
Inform me as to the soil rei| nred for Hikes, a native, I 
believe, of New Z island?—K. 

4101.—Ferns for show.—1 should be munh obliged 
If someone will kindly tell me the name) of the best six 
show Ferns 7-Constant Reader. 

4107.—Removing ties and grafting-wax— 
How long are the olay and the bands to remain on the 
trees after the grafts begin to grow ? -Oranoe. 

4103—Herbs for winter.—Will someone kindly 
tell me how to preserve Herbs lor wloier use ; also the beet 
time to gather them for that purpose ?-K. R. L. 

410).—Potting Cacti.—Would some kind reader tell 
me the beat iline to pot Uaotl, and If they woull do belter 
outdoor* now than lo, aa I have them in my greenhouse ? 
—J. P. C. 

4110 —Pansy cuttings, dto -When will be the proper 
tl-ns for striking cuttings from Pansies, also tha time for 
tsklng up Tulips to plant In a fresh place for next year ? - 
Snowdrop. 

41'1. —Pruning flowering shrubs. — Should a 
M,rtie and large white Jasmine be prunid when flowering 
Is over, as Is recommended for spring flowering shrubs 7— 
Brimscomrr. 

till.—Blgnonla oupreolata. — Does this plant 
re |U're muoh root-room 1 have had one In a pot for two 
years, and though It growa rapidly It ahows no signs of 
flowering.—K. 

4113. — Albo-carbon light and plants—Have 
any of your readers found the use of the A.ho oarbon light 
especially pre judical to plantain a room-i.i-, more so thaD 
orJiaary gas V -P. P. 

4114. — Destroying cockroaches —I ahall be glad 
If you or some of your numoious readers will inform me 
of tbe beet plan to adopt to destroy and exterminate oock- 
roaches?—Coxhtant Reader. 

4115. —Spl rue a Japonic a roota.— Is it best to divide 
Splraia roota wben they hare done flowering, and are 
lumed out Into a border, or when they are taken up in 
the autumn for repotting ?—Elv. 

4110 —New Zealand Flax —Can anyone inform 
roe if New Z island Plax Howera in this oouotry, either in 
greenhouses or out-of-doors, and what treatment ie 
require! to bring It Into flower?—K. 

4117.—Grapes dropping off.—le there anything 
cm be done to prevent Urapea dropping of? a Vine, oaueed 
by the stalks breaking across about a quarter of au looh 
from the berry ?—J. D. K. Newcombk. 

4118—Gm and plants.—Is the esospe of unburst 
gas la a greenhouse deleterious? Can the use of gas as 
an ageot for heating water-pip?* affect plants Injuriously 

cue be taken to avoid escape f—F. P. 

4110.—Destroying Ohlckweed.—Will someone 
kindly tell me how to rid my garden of Cblokweed? Do 
what 1 can, I oao't get rid of it. It oomes up year after 
year, and chokee everything else.—A. H. N. 

4110.—Flavour of Melons.—I should be glad to 
know why thla and laat year my green-Raahed Melons, ol 
various kinds, have hid a strong tuts of tar and turpen¬ 
tine. Is this natural to any kinds ?—T. C. P. 

4121—English and foreign Tomatoes —Will 
someone kindly aiy II foreign Tomatoes (supposing they 
are tested where grown) are considered superior in flavour, 
quality, bo., to those grown and tested in England? — 
a. p. 

4122 -Bog-soil —What Is the nature of bog-ioll? 
The one I am referring to le very light and hlaok In oolour. 
Would it be suitable for euch orope as Potatoes ? If not, 
what other vegetable orop would thrive on suohlaad?- 
Novica. 

4123.—A house border.—We are going to make a 
border, some 2 It. wide, round our bouse, oloee undtr the 
windows, in whioh to plant creepers (southern aspect), 
and should be glsd to know what are the faeteeft-gpowing, 
both for foliage and bloom ? We want the bwder iteelftr 
be gay throughout the| yrar. front spring!, to tuilurdt 
What would be a pretty, easily-grown ee'icoNOn-dt plants 
for It?—Mr*. A. H. Tyndall. 

4124. —Dandelions on & lawn.—Can anyone tell 
me how to eradicate Dandelions from a lawn? It is 
impossible to get tbe long root up without spoiling the 
Grass, and the least piece left in soon sprouts again— 
Dandkl. 

4125. —Prunus Plsardi.—I have three berries—very 
like Cherries but more oval—upon a Prunua Pleardl, which 
I bought some time ago as a foliage tree. Are euob unusual 
in thie oountry ? And I presume they will be good to eat? 
—G. Beatson. 

4128. —Hard water—1« this vary objeotlonable for 
gardening purposes ? If it Is, how oau it beet be softened? 
Would ten drops of nitrio aoid to a quart do it good ? 
This would turn the carbonate, or eome of It, Into a nitrate 
of lime.—Q. 

4127.—Vines In pots —Would anyone give me the 
reasons why my plants do not fruit, while they receive 
every neoeseary attention? Does the oramplng of the 
rootafleot them in that way ? They are seven-year-old 
canes.—II. W. 

4128 — Pyrus japonlca not flowering.—I bavo 
a very old aod large hush of this, whioh this year almoet 
entirely failed to Bower. Ought it to be pruned, and if 
eo, when and how muoh, or would manuring In the autumn 
be advisable?—T. C. A. 

4129. — Ivy Ion a wall.—1 am anxious to get Ivy to 
olimb up an oaat wall built of brick twelve years ago. For 
eome reason the Ivy grows slowly, and will not oliog to 
the wall. It has been planted several years now. What 
shall I do?—A. H. N. 

4130. —Grafting Roses —Will anyone kindly inform 
me how to graft Rose", aod the best time to do It? Tbe 
kinds I have are Mrs. John Lnlng, A. K. Williams, Madame 
L. Delaplace, Duo d» Rohan, General Jacqueminot, and 
Mirie Brennan.—A Novice. 

4131. —Boronla megastigma.—I have bsen told 
that the beet way for an amateur to work up a stock of 
Boronia mrgsst'graa is to rales It from seed? Will some¬ 
one kindly tell roe if this Is so, and when should I sow the 
seed ?—South Staffordshire. 

4132. — Treatment of Seakale.—Will romeone 
please to slate the present treatment for a bed of Seakale 
that was oovered with a.hes and pots in ths open ground 
last winter 7 The plants are rather old, large, and untidy, 
and not planted in rows—Ignorant. 

4131.—Plants for show In September.—Will 
eomeoDe kindly tell me what plant (not ooetly) I should 
get, and how to treat Iteo aa to make It fit for a show to bo 
held on a email eoale on September 2nd In oonneotlon with 
an early morning eohool ?-Estuubiaht. 

4134. —Old mortar and garden soil—Will 
" J. O 0.” kindly inform me whether old mortar from a 
wall—rather soft aod saody—is any good to mix with old 
blaok-garden toil over the roota of Apple and Peach-trees, 
and the .outside roota of Vines?—Arminel. 

4135. —Balsams, Petunias, and Begonias — 
Wnen 1b the right time to stop pinohiog flowers of? Balsams, 
and Petunias, and B-gonlas, for Bhow in August, and how 
long will they take to he In full hloeeom from the time of 
stopping the flowers?—Constant Subscriber. 

4 31—Petroleum and weeds—I bavo seen 
petroleum recommended as a destroyer of weeds on garden 
walks. Would someone kindly say—1, Wbat proportion of 
petroleum should be used with water ? aod 2, What Is the 
best way ol mixing them together ?—E Pringle. 

4137 — Stands for flowers—1 Intend showing 
Aeters, Dahlies, Hillvhooks (C Riegers' Class), but having 
no standi I intond making some ; hut not knowing the 
various sixes I should bi vtry pleased If eome kind reader 
would oblige me by giving all details?—OoTrAOKR Trtixo. 

4131—Climbing Roses—Will someone kindly give 
me the names of one or two Climbing Rises (sosnted) to 
grow up the front of a house (oorth-west aspect)? I have 
at present a tlloire de Dijon, but it dote not oover the well 
quickly enough. Rtthor exposed position—E. Atkinson 

4139 —Treatment of the Mourning Iris — 
Would someone please tell ms what treatment to give to 
the Mourning Irle? I have got two, neither doing well. 
They are planted in good sandy loam In pola. In this hot 
weatbsr would It bs good to pul them out-of-doors?— 
Pbrkixh, 

4140 —1Tuberous Begonias —I have some Tuberous 
Begonias that were started under glass, and put out In tbe 
bed the end ol May, and since then have made no growth. 
Tbe toll le riob and light, and they have been kept watered. 
Any information or advloe would thankfully be accepted 
by—H. Harrison. 

4111 —Heating a greenhouse —Would "B C. R " 
be kind enough to tell me If 40 feet of 4-looh pipe, heated 
by a 1-lnoh coil, 4 turns and II Inohes wide In the dear, 
is sulHoient to keep a greenhouse 15 ft. by 10 ft. 8 in. up 
toSOdege. in the winter? If not, would the ooll carry 
any more pipes?-Lee. 

1112 — Chrysanthemums for show. — I am 5 rowing lor exhibition at the Llnooln Onryaan them urn 
how In November next, as standards and specimen 

plants, Mr. Bunn, Mrs. Dixon, Elaine, Vivian Morel, and 
Gloire Roche. May I safely continue to until tho end of 
July ?—Amateur Exhibitor. 

4143—Tomatoes not setting— Having this year 
planted both Ham Green and llaokwood Park Tomatoes, 
will any grower please explain why tbe II tm Green have 
tailed to set any fruit, whilst all the others are growing 
clusters of from 7 to 15 ? Still, all the plants seem to be 
in perfeot oonditlon—Primrosr. 

<141 —Plants for a south border—Will someone 
kindly give oonoise Inslruoiiooeio an amateur lor keeping 
a narrow south border, under a window, bright and gay 
from Marah till November without bedding-out? The 
border is about 3 feet U inohee wide, and the soil light. 
Loo silty, west of .England.—Amateur. 

4145—Blue Hydrangeas—Will someone kindly 
tell me how to make the flower* of Hydiangeas blue? I 
saw lo eome paper last year that a mixture of oharcoal 
and mould would have the eflect, but there was no altsra- 

olour of the flowers. This year I have tried 
mixed with the mould, but the iop.hrj sffoqtr 
to give a more vigorous growth, V/TJi very i 

gr'en-ooloured leaves—J. Stratton. 

UR 

4148—Straptooarpus hybrids, dto.—Will some¬ 
one please to inform me of the best way to get Strepto- 
carpus h\ brids to set their seed, as mine wither instead of 
ripening ; also as to the beet way of keeping tbe plant* 
through the winter? Should they be grown on, or dried 
off like Begonias?-South Staffordshire. 

4147— Treatment of Melons—I wish for a few 
hints on Melon*. Particulars: 12 plant* in a lean-to 
house. They are now 14 or 18 Inohee in height. I am 
after pinohlng main shoot, aod letting two or three elde- 
shoots oome on to oover wires. Have I done right? Is it 
quite necessary to fertilise them l—Tom Wilson. 

4148— Double Violets for winter flowering. 
—1 have a floe, healthy set of Violet plants. They will bo 
very good by September. I shall be grateful for dlreo- 
tiOQB how to grow them In a Cucumber-frame through the 
winter, and how should the bed be made up, Ac. ? Also 
guidance as to air and water to be given ?—Brimscombe. 

4149— Roses In an unheated greenhouse— 
Having a small unheated greenhouse, lacing S.E , 12 ft. 
by 6 ft, oan 1 satisfactorily grow Roses? Should they 
be grown In pots, or planted out ? How maoy plants, and 
the best sorts? 1 will give up the bouse entirely to Roses, 
if }ou think I oan obtain some satisfactory results?—Geo. 
E. East, London. 

4151— Mushroom-bed — A Mushroom-bed was 
male up lt>a shady part of the garden, according to de¬ 
tails given in Gardening. They, however, did not start 
for 11 or 12 weekB. A few good dishes were gathered then, 
but now they oome up brown and withered, with decayed 
stalks. What le the oause? They are sheltered with 
litter, and kept moist—Veronica. 

4151—Sorts of Apples for grafting—I have 
several large Apple-trees, whose heads 1 Intend gradually 
to remove, and replaoe with better sort*—viz, Cox’s 
Orange Pippin, Rlbston, and Blenheim Orange. Dots tbe 
latter eome Into bearing more qulokly as a graft than 
planted as ayouog tree? I bod bloom on several young 
Blenheims planted last autumn—Granor. 

4152.—Legal question—A neighbour of ours con¬ 
stantly cute down a tree whioh grows In our garden close 
to tbe wall faoing her bouse. Its branohes spread out a 
good distance, siy about 10 ft. or 20 ft., from her front 
windows. She never tells tie she Is going to out It down, 
nor, I suppose, the landlord either. Can you advise me If 
she has done right, or can 1 raise an objeotlon ?-A. R. 

4163—Tomatoes in a greenhouse—I have a lot 
of Tomatoes growing In a epan-roofed greenhouse. I 
ventilate it freely, and give the plantea sufficient, quantity 
of water every mornlDg. Toe plants are in good oonditlon, 
growing well and fruiting freely, but I And that the fruit 
at it ripens has a tendency to craok. Will anyone kindly 
point out to me the moet likely oause of this?—W. G. L. 

4154—Oleander not flowering—Will someone 
kindly tell me what 1 oan do to make my Oleander bloom ? 
It did so last year, but buds do not seem to fill or get on, 
and lower leavee are turning yellow. It is in a small lean-to 
conservatory, faoing south; has the eun from 11 to 6 
o’olock. Should it stand in water, or only be watered 
frequently? 8bould It be kept ehut In? The door Is 
mostly open from 8 a m. to 9 p.m—Ignorance. 

4158—Treatment of Raspberries.—I planted 
some Roepberrie* twelvo months last autumn, and I And 
they are a branching kind, aod very large, *Dd will require 
more room. The place le oovered with youog Raspberries. 
It It rather dlltloult lo tell whioh to out after fruiting. I 
want U> All a few gape up with young oanes. Would any 
kind reader tell me now to treat them ? I may aay they 
aro a very large kind, and Irultlng well.—Old Suhacrihkr. 

4165—Tomato-leaves injured—Having had the 
damper oooneoted with tbe flue of my Tomato-hoose 
accidentally pushed too far In, aod left in that position all 
night, whioh oaused tho sulphur to canape through the 
Joints, and destroy all the leaves on the plants, but the 
fruit dote not seem to be afTeoted yet. Will eomo reader 
please to state If there le any remedy that oan bo applied 
to restore them, or would It be beet to pull them up ? 
There are about 150 affected. —Snowdrop. 

4167—Treatment or Vinos—I should be grateful 
for advice regarding above. My gardener Insists they 
oanoot have too muob water ami heat—consequently, he 
keeps them more or lees saturated, also the footway, wbloh 
ie wood, and has a damp heat alwaye rising, which, he 
aaye, le neoeasary to make the fruit swell, aod to keep of? 
Insect*. For the laat year or two the Orapes have hod 
little or no bloom, and a good deal of mildew. What 
temperature should house be kept at?—O. J. P. 

4158—Berried Solanuma—I have several Berried 
Solaoums that have been in a moderately oool greenhouse 
for over a yoar. They bad only a few berries on them last 
year. About tlx weeks ago I out them book, aud berries 
arc now beginning to lorm again. They have not been 
repotted, le It too late, or should 1 turn them out of 
their pots Into the open ground, and put them lo fresh 
pots In September ? The berries now on them are fair- 
sized ones, but not beginning to oolour yet.—Ionorant. 

4169.—Flower-beds.—I should be glad of suggestion! 
for three flower beds, on a sunny Grass plot (southern 
aspeot), oloee to my houee, with a view to their beauty 
next year. No skilled gardening or raising of plants In 
frames Is available. Could they be kept gay throughout 
summer aod autumn with hardy herbaoeous plant* ? lam 
loolined for oentres of Anemone Japonioa or Lobelia fulgent, 
with bordering of Violas. I oould manage a few Gladioli. 
Aoy suggestions gratefully received, with hints as to 
autumn preparation for same f—Ionoramuh. 

4180.—A dusty garden—I have a border In front 
of our bouse, faoing north, and only 10 feet from the duety 
high-road, with a paling between. In spite of the long 
drought it looks quite gay now. The house Is oovered 
with Gloire de Dijon Roses, Clematis flammulu, American 
Uellblnd, mixed Climbing Nasturtiums Ailing up the bare 
spaces below on wire trellises. The border itself has 
several shrubby Veronioas, now a mass ol white blossom ; 
German 8looks, coming on well, and tall spikes of Blue 
Canterbury Bell* at tbe back. A varied lot of Tutted 
Panel** tre In foil bloom, and have been all through the 
euiniiwr. aud Blot Lobelia forms a bright edging. Tble 
bardsr hao onrtalnly beer watered constantly, though by 
no: t ie ml MUy | and, Iblrpit* c.' ill it* drawbacks, has 
never looked eo bright as It doe* now.—Veronica. 
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4161. —Plants for Sheffield.—Armories (Thrill* or 
Seaplnke) in variety are mentioned. Should feel much 
obliged if " B. C. R " or anyone else would inform me the 
best way to get plant) and where to get them, or buy eced 1 
I have got a oouple o( clumps ol the old eort with pink 

tlowere, which we can gather on the elide around the 
harbour ol Plymouth, but I llnd they grow very raok in 
grans and Hover in cultivation. I see a much dwarier 
ant about in the gardens, with maroon and while flowers. 
A ty information on the above as to soil, Sc., would greatly 
oblige'" 1 want them to edge round some pots, with gold 

and silver Euonythus in centre. —Skai-ink. 

4162. —Tomatoes sporting —Some ol my Tomato. 
P aots are p.olujing abnormal blooms,apparently resulllog 
from atveral II jwere growing t Jgether; the fruits from them 
are very irregular in shape, rouoh grooved, and not at all 

desirable Also some ol the fruit trusses do not stop their 
growth, but grow on into stems producing leaves. What 

may be the cause of these two modes of spotting? The 
plant* are in a cold-house, mainly in pot* and boxes sunk 
in tho soil, and have been fairly well watered, as well as 
given a pretty liberal supply of llc|uld-manure.—I. P. 

4163. —Pinks and mice —Will anyone Inform me 
whether they have ev<r suffered any damage to Pinks from 
mice? My experience to-day seems to me to be rather a 
novel one, for whilst engaged in admiring some very line 
Double Pinks, a mouse appeared on the scene, and running 
round and round one of the plants as if to eeieot the lineal 
bloom, whioh he certainly did, stood up as high as he could, 

< r iggedltdown,and very dexteioudy nipped All the blossom, 

and decamped with it. 1 should be glad to know if this is 
an unusual occurrence ?—Krylov. 

4161.—Treatment of a Passion flower.—1 have 
a Passion-flower, whioh was planted against my house three 
years ago, aspect due south It looks remarkably healthy, 
and makes new wood every year, but, so far as 1 can judge, 
not too much, ft has never once had one blossom upou 

it, which is a great disappointm -ntto me. Many of my neigh¬ 
bours have Passion-flowers, and ihey bloom abundantly. 

Will aomeone kindly tell me his opinion on the subject? 
It Is ths Blue Passion-flower called cmrulea— at least, that 
was on the label attached to It when it came from Lee's 
Nursery, Kding.—Mrs. Godson. 

M6i.—Hardy Climbing Roses —Will someone 
kindly give me the names ol eight bardv free-growing 
Climbing Itotrs, to oover a brick wall, about I ft. 6 In. 
high, facing west, f should like the list to include some 
of the old-fashioned Cluster Rose), so as to have a succes¬ 
sion of bloom through the summer and autumn. The 
garden is sheltered, very hot in summer, fsoing south¬ 
west, and Moping to a large piece of water, so that It 
catches tho frost in wlntor. Hoses, with the exception of 

the mors delicate T- as, i he buds of which are inclined to 
damp off, do exceedingly well in it.—South Wai.ks, 

4166-Destroying Bees.-Mav l ask someone to 
Icll me tho best mode ot destroying Bees that have taken 
up quarters between the slates and plaster in the r.Vters 
ot a high-pitched roof? The slates are hung on battens. 
There are tbreo swarms in the roof, and it is found I hat 

the fumes of biirniug sulphur, pumped Into a hole low 
down with a small, weak bellows, are ineffectual to do 
more than stupefy the bees. Wbat is required appears to 
be a powerful pump or bellows, and fumes of a more 
destructive nature than those of sulphur, bo that, Io spite 
of the quantity of fresh air in the roof, tne Bees may he 

exterminated.-Coto.xKL W. D. Maksii, Culmel. 

4167.-Planting Robbs, dtc—Having purchased 
some Roses, to be enifted in November, I shall lie muoh 
obliged for information as to planting them, principally 

against a wall (cast aspeot) Garden well sheltered, good 
loam. Have been advised in put bone-meal over the roots; 
would that be more betiellcial than stable manure? If so, 
what quantity to each plant? Would it be placed imme¬ 
diately round the roots? If not, what dspih of clay 
should Intervene? A lady whoso garden Is similarly situ¬ 
ated has a Itosc-liee with good foliage, planted fully three 
years, hut when llowcrtmde have been formed before 
expanding they wither off. Shall be glad to hear of a 
remedy.—1). C , Waterford. 

416d.-Market gardenlng.-ll wing Just taken six 
aorrs of land, with some walls, near London for market 
garden purposes, I should feel greatly obliged If you would 

inform mu some of the most profitable crops to grow? 
Ths land is slifl loam ; there Is a wall on the north side 

about 60>i yards long. I thought of throwing up a border, 
16 ft. wide, along this, and planting Strawberries. The 
wall is between 5 ft. and 0 ft high. Would fruit-treea do 
on this? It faces south. As there is not muoh laod, I 
did not want to grow such things as Cabbages, Sprouts, 
Cauliflower, «0- Would Pinks, Cornflowers, Ins, and 
Wallflowers pay? Any Information would greatly oblige 
—Burras kh. 

4109.—Lilacs.—Will someone kindly tell me If Persian 
Lilac grows witn less certainty than tho common I,liars after 
transplanting, and how old It should be when procured 

from the nursery ? Toe soil of my garden Is dry peat on 
the surface, with a light reddish soil under; sutvsoil. 
gravel, the whole resting on coarse granite, and the 
ground has been lelcly reclaimed. The garden Is on high 

ground, exposed to the Atlantic, which makes It almost 
impossible to grow trees unless shelter Is provided ; hut 
this does not seem to he the dlflioulty in this oase, as they 

do not prosper even In the first spring afier being taken 
from the nursery, allhough they are watered and shel¬ 

tered. I may also say that I have found the same difficulty 
with Tamarisk and Bea Buckthorn.—A. M. 

4170.— Treatment of Chrysanthemums. — 
—About the 2i)ih of Mty most of my Chrysanthemums 
produoed their Bret natural bud, grown on the large bloom 
sy stem, without aoy stopping. They were then removed, 
and the three top shoot* preserved, and all after-aboot* 

removed from day to day. The usual July bud appeared 
on scvrral plants towards tbo end of June. On removing 
these, side shoot* again appeared, exactly as in May, so 
that I had on each of the three May ahoot* by the end of 
Juus a July bud and three side-shoots, making in all threo 
July buds and nine sideshool* on eaoh plant. I then 
removed the three July buda aod the lower two of eaoh 
set of three of the side-ahoote, so that now I hag* only the 

uppermost side-shoot growing on eaoh of pty thmaMvv 
•hoots lias my prooeJ.Uin Uwn correct, oAphouJ* I li vo 

only removed the July bud, without ie(*o%m4vrh/uie 

i so side-shoots next the uppermost sidi-sboot ?— I’sk. 

4171.—Double Begonias.—I have about a down 
Begonias (double). They are lookthg fairly well, but all 
more or less drop their buds. They nave every- attention 
in greenhouse, facing south west, shaded from the sun. 
The ventilation is goo 1—without draught, and not over¬ 
watered I have tried different parts of the house, but 
with no better result. I am very anxious to grow Begonias 

If you oan suggest a reason I should feel so very muoh 
obliged to you. A reply Id your next Issue will be very 
acceptable. I might say I did not raise tbs plants, but 
bought them from two different grower* Curious enough 
mv singlee do better. They are potted io loam, leaf mould, 
and sand ; the latter two predominate.—T. S. 

417!.—Asparagus plumosus.— 1 have some plants 
of Asparagus plumosus, whioh flourished well all last 
year, and threw up long shoots constantly. I kept them 
In a cool greenhouse, whioh seemed to suit them. After 
Christmas all ths growth they made was a very yellowy- 
green, so I put them into 80 dege. of heat for some weeks, 
to see if they would make fresh, strong growth, but the 
fronds aro still pile-green, and for several months now 
have not thrown up aoy long shoots—in fact, made very- 
little growth, and that bushy. They have been repotted. 

1 should be obliged if any renters of Gakdkninu could tell 
me the reason of their changing colour, and what treat¬ 
ment 1 ought to adopt Io make them send up tho usual 
long shoots?—Kasr Ridino. 

4173.—Uses of a frame —During the short months 
of the year I have three frames laid by ; could I not make 

use of them? One is built of brick to a south wall; the 
bottom is day ; the size of it is 10 feet by 7J feet; the 
depth at the back is 4 feet, and 2J feet in front. The other 
two ate smaller, and built ot wood, movable, 6 feet by 
6 feet. Will any reader of Oakdxninu kindly advise me 
what to grow ? Could I grow Soowdropt In the large one ? 
We have a small wood by full of them ; if so, what depth 
of toil should I want? And what other bulb could I grow 
with them ? How much earlier could I get them ? Should 
want them to remain as long as they would flower satis¬ 

factorily, as I want, the lights the latter part of Maroh for 
another frame. We do not use this one In summer, as It 
is so inconvenient to get to the Cucumbers. Wbat can 1 
grow in the other two? Have kept Oaloeolarias and 
Kohevcrias in the largo one. Could I not keep them 
during the winter in a Celery trench?—If. N. 

4174 —Fruit-trees, dec — Perhaps "J. C. C” or 
“K. II.” will oblige with ad vioe? I always And theiropinions 
are very valuable. I have a south wall, about 100 feet run, 
8 teet high. Nineycarsslnce I planted four (’each-trees, four 
Nectarine, and two Aprtoots. They arc, of oonrse, all 
large trees, and have quite oovered the wall; but the 
worst part of the matter is they have never had a crop. 
They blooir well, but being a south wall they get early 
and the frost takes all the bloom, or nearly ail. The most 
fruit I ever had is about six doxen from all the 

trees. Now, my idea is (perhaps I am wrong), that to put 
a Iran to roof, say 12 feet rafter, put a wall-plate upon the 
8 foot wall, and a wall-plate upon a wall a foot out of the 
ground, which would give a pitch of about (10 dogs. Would 
that pilch be proper for a Peaoh-houre ? Of course, I must 
plant y Cling trees In the front, and train under glass. Is 
there a chance ot a sate uf reaches? In mid divide the 
housr.aud heat half Would early Peaches pay better 

than late? I have a man who works four days eaoh irtik 
Would such a house make up tho six day's work ? Do 
Peaches require more air than Grapes? Would you kindly 
say best kinds for sale of Peaches and Nectarines?—F. C 0. 

4175.—A lean-to vinery.—My vinery Isaleao tc, 
facing S.W., roof pitch 45 degs. Was planted 18 months 
ago with young Blaok I Umbra' Vinos. These have now 
made good progress, the young rods this season being 
14 ft. long and nearly J in. thick at base. I believe 
management has been oorreot all through, air being put 
on gradually as soon as heat rises above 05 dege.. and 
olosing and damping down thoroughly at 4 to 4.30. Now, 

my trouble is this, and I should lie muoh obliged If somr- 
one would explain the cause: The y oung foliage, for about 
2 feet from top upwards, is partly brown and withered, 
some young leaves crumbling to dust in ths baud when 
dry. Tne older leaves lower down the rod are quite 

healthy, save one or two are partly scorched. The wlrtH 
are only 9 in. from (he glass, and my opinion is that this 
is lbs cause. Should I Increase the distanoe by 18 lo. or 
20 In. ? I may add that the border le outelde, and is well 
drained, but not too dry, as It has been well watered two 
or three times, and Is mulched with long manure. Too 
house Is well ventilated, but avotdiog draughts, and 
everything is quite free from disease, with the above ex 
ceplion. I shall bo glad to give further details if required, 
as I am anxious to know what, oausee the misohief, so 

that I oan avoid it next year.—Huddskhkiklo. 

To the fol'owing queriu briif editorial replies 
a>e given ; but reader* are invited lo give further 
an-w^rs should they le able to ojjir additional 
adi ice on the various subjects. 

4170. —Agaves (./. II.).—I do not think It 1s of any use 
lo quote you names of these plants, for I do not think any 
of our nurserymen now devote their spaoe lo them, and if 
names were given you would not lie able to get them. I 
am very sorrv to have to acknowledge that, our taste for 

three plant* has apparently dried up entirely, for, as you 
say, they are beautiful plants, but, I suppose, are too slow 

for this fast age.—J. J. 

4177, -Odontoglossum Alexandras. —May Scott 
eats sbe has this plant in flower lor the first time, 
and sends one, asking If it is a good variety ? Yes, it is a 
very good ordinary form ; there Ib nothing to brag about. 

In it, but you are fortunate in getting such a nice flower 
ol tbo pure while, normal type ol Alexandra!. I am much 
obliged for all the good yon have to say, and am glad you 
havo found my hints of some assistance.—M. B. 

4178. —Utrieularia montana (James O'Connor).— 
The flower you send is not an Orchid, but a member of 
the llladder-wort family. This species is a native of New 
Grer*da, and it is usually grown with the Orchids and it 

yjm-i shown with them ; but, notwithstanding, It 

eloag to tho same order, and I oertsinly should, 
you or anyone else wete I Judge, a-il lx-i Kqtvl 

staged as cue of a cer'ain metnbti of Orch'di. -jl. B., 

4179 —Llmnooharls Humboldtl.— J. Cullum 
sends meafloweroi this beautiful, yellow-11 cweiedaoueUo, 
this is a plant whioh grows very rapidly planted in loam ; 

and plaoed In shallow water In tbo stove aquarium. The 
leaves are roundish. They float upon tbs water, and are 
light green. The yillo# flowers stood ersot, aul are pro¬ 
duoed all through the summer; but to keep it through the 
winter is more difficult. I have found it kept best taken 
out of the waver, and stood upsn ths stage in the stove, 
keeping it well supplied with moisture.—J. J. 

4180 — Petreea volubllls (0. Bamp).—l am glad 
once again to see this plant, whioh I used to grow some 

years ago. The flowers you aent were nearly all out of 
their oaiyoss ; these letter a deep bluish-purple, whilst ths 
flowers themselves are light-blue. I am glad you did not 
eend a leaf, because these are so dry aod rough that I 
oannot bexr to touoh them, and the harsh grating sound 
they make readers ths pleats less oared for than It other¬ 
wise would be. The plant grows well in sandy loam and 

requlrea plenty of root-rooui, and the pots should be well 
drained.—J. J. 

4181. -Orchids for open border (II. IF.;.—My 
Doncaster correspondent appears determined to grow 
some of these plant*, If it is at all possible, and I hope ho 
will aucoeed; and in order that he may not fall I would 
again counsel him to plant them In the border, in 
the same soil from whioh they were taken. You 
may grow all the British kinds, if properly planted 
(when, if these are taken up at the proper time, all 
will be well), inoluding the Lady's Slipper (Cyprt- 
pedium oaloeolus), but Dus, as it Is nearly or quite exlinob 

os a native plant, you must either purchase or colleot In 
the north of Europe. There are also several North Ameri¬ 

can species of this genus which would euooeed, but I 
advise you to take a run to York, and look round Messrs. 
lUokhouse's nursery, where you will find many that would 
please you.—M.B. 

4182. -Palms for the greenhouse 10. 
Sunderland).—I am asked If lean recommend about a 
dozen kinds whioh will thrive In euob a structure. The 

house never gets frost In during the ooldeel winter, and 
he asks where be may get seeds of the kinds which 1 
should recommend? Well, the latter question may 
remain unanswered, for seeds of these plants would 
not be of muoh servios to you, but you may get good-elzed 
plants, so that they would have an efleot at once ; then 
get a few eeede and sow them, when you will eee how 
you would have been served by depeodiug upon these 
plants. To make an efleot, the following kiuds will 
lie found to answer your purpose : Chauiairops arborescus, 
(,'. excel**, C. Fo'tunel, Livietona australis, L. borbonloa, 
Kentla australis, K. Belmoreana, K. Kosteiiana, Pnmaix 
lanailensis, F. teneris, Beaftrlhia elegens. Good examples 
of all these plants can be had at a reasonable cost, and 

thsy will make you a grand display. To make a little 
variation, and to set these plants ofl, some few New 
Zealand Ti trees (Dracaena australis) should be used.— 
J. Jarvis. _ 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 

Any communications respecting plants or fruits 
sent lo name should always accompany Inc parcel, which 
should be addressed to the Editor of Oardkxixo Ildus- 
rRATSD, 37, Southampton-sired, Strand, London, W.C. 

Names of plants-—//. .V.-l. Not recognised; 2. 
Dogwood (Uoraus-Mas).-Itobt. (jibb.—We are sorry «e 

cannot name the Liliums tent, but they were crushed oil. 
of recognition In the poet -C. Ireine.— Please eend 
better spoolineus.-E. Oibein.'.—Impossible lo name 
from such specimens. — Mrs. Ilryant.—Diplacus glutl- 
noeus.-- jlrinscombe.—Yts, Oatananche cmrulea.- 
II. W. Lett.—1, Probably Oatananche cmrulea ; 2, Sedum 
Kwersi ; 8, Sedum Sieboldi, probably.-II. J. Shepherd. 
—Kuonymus argenteus.-.V. F. Davey.—K shrubby 
Splr»a.— Miss Twerddalc.— Klmtgaut varlegetue.- 
J. tv. if.—All Campanulas, apparently, but too stale to 
name.-IF. 0-— Impossible to name from suoh scrap*. 
It has been pointed nut over aod ovor again io Oardrninu 
that good fresh speoiment must be sent.-Voiding.— 
Crassula otoolnea.-J. McDonald — Phlomls frutioosue. 
-Mildred.—Hot recognised.-IF. Turner Wallace. — 
A hybrid Streptocarpus.-II. IF.—1, Orchis maculate ; 
2, O. pyramidaiis ; 3, Campanula oarpatioa alba ; 4, appa¬ 
rently a double-flowered form of the preceding; 5, Pole- 

monium omruleum (Jacob’s Ladder).-II. /’.—1, Ltella 
uurpurata ; 2, Catvley a Gaskelllana ; 3, Weabould aav It Is 
Lmlla monophy lla.-T. Lam nit—1, Thymus serpyllum ; 

2, Bartsia odontites; 3, Mlmulus lutoue ; 4, Sambuoue 
Kbulus ; 6, G all apsis Tctrakit; 6. Linarla rspsns; 7, 
Ohryeopleoium oppositKoll um,-W Derwent.—I, An- 
chistea virglnica; 2, Aiplenium Michauxl; 3, Dsnnslmdla 
punctiloliuin.-Ellen Connell.—We oannot name them 
-0. Pearson.—I, Maedcvallla Harryana. n very good. 

variety ; 2, M. rosea; 3, M. ShulUeworlhi xanthooorye. 
-B. II.—I, Oalllpteris esculents ; 2. Oyinnogramma 
decomposta; 3, Pteris quadrlaurlu; 4, Lastroe vans; 
5, Anapeltls stlirmatlcum. 

Naming fruit .—Readers who desire our help in 
naming fruit must bear in mind that several specimens 
of different stages of colour and site of the same kuul 
greatly assist in its determination. We can only unite i- 
take to name four varieties at a time, and these only when 
the above directions are observed. Unpaut parcels will be 
refused. Any communication respecting plants or fruits 
should always accompany the parcel, which should 
be addressed to the Editor of Oardkxixo Illubtratid, 37, 
Southamptowetreet, Strand, London, W.C. 

Name of Fruit—Sunnyhurst, Kent —The Straw, 
berry has beeo submitted to an expert, but it Is not 
reoogolssd. _ 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

IPe should be glad if readers woubl remember that we 
do not answer queries by post, aiut that we cannot under¬ 
take lo forward letters to correspondents, or insert queries 
that do not contain the name and address of sender. 

r, S. E, O.pThe plants are affected with the grub ot tho 
ifatjfaWrtte DiiMMIy. Pinch the leaves and so destroy 

think the petroleum dressing will certainly permanently 
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Injure the Vines.-I.e Mouron, Edinburgh. — Apply 
to Mr. A. G. Butler, The I.'liea, 124. Ueckennam rood, 
Beokenhom, Kent-Amy.—Ur. Barton's letter has been 
received, but it oontalned no Orohid-leat.-Francis A. 
Shepherd.—This Clematis often withers like this, especially 

in a dry season, but there Is no really assignable cause - 
Chetwynd.—The Daisy-fly (Phytomyza alflnis) is many 
times mentioned in Garpksi.so. — J. S.—The Grapes are 
•• scalded" ior wantol early ventilation.-A Subscriber, 
S Dorset.—The Peach trees are badly attacked with green¬ 
fly, and should have been syringed with Tobaoco-wa1 er or 
dusted over with Tobaooo powder early in the season. 
-Signalman.—Box reoelved with a Rose-shoot inside, 
but we could see no grub or grubs.-A. B. S.-We 
should say the Tomatoes are allowed to beoome dry at tbs 
root, and so the fruit does not grow.-Amicus —Yes; 
there is a pink, shrubby Spirna.-S. /’. C.—The box was 
crushed up quite flat, and, of cjurw, the insects could not 
be recognised.-A. Greenmail, Qreywelt, Hants.—The 
Melon* are attacked by red-spider, tnrough too dry an 

atmosphere. Water the roots and sponge the leaves.- 
C. -V /’.—Apply to Messrs. Barr A Sons, King-street, 
Covent-garden, London, W.C.-II. S'. Kemp.—Read 
Gardexino iLLdKTRtTKD regularly, and send in any queries 
you like.-A' Foster. —Certainly ; send as many photo- 
graphs asyou like for the oom petition.-Antoinette.—The 
shoots sent are Brier suckers, and should be removed- 
J. S'. Clark.—We have the photograph, and it will be 
Included in our competition, and returned If uaBUcoeseful. 

-C. R. Crouch.—Tat Ferns have soales on them. Some 
Ferns may bo watered overhead, but generally not so We 
cannot namo broad-leaved Ferns. Send again.-Cheshire. 

—Apnly to Mr. J. Oheal, Nureeryman, Crawley, Sussex. 
-Z —The Tomatoes have the Potato dijeaie- 
Curium —Yes; there is a Green Kose In cultivation, but 
wo do not think It Is of much value.-James Moire. — 
Most probably the Hoses are suffering trim the long con¬ 
tinued drought. We cannot see any other cause. 

SEASONABLE NOTES. 

Difficulty is sometimes experienced in getting 
the Bees to commence work in sections when 
placed on the top of the hive, particularly in the 
event of the hive not beiDg strong in Bees. Jf, 
however, sections are first pat into broad 
frames and these introduced into the hive on 
either side of the clnster of Bees, they are, as a 
rule, taken to, and work carried on in thorn 
very readily. As soon as the foundation ii 
worked out the sections can be removed wilh 
the adhering Bees and placed in the crate on the 
top of the hive. Other Bees will thereby be in¬ 
duced to go up, and the work in the sections 
will go on. Work in sections is always more 
readily commenced in the body of the hive than 
on the top. The Bees can sometimes be forced 
np into the sections by removing some of the 
frames from tho hive and coutractiog the brood- 
nett by means of the division-boards. Being 
cramped for room, the Bees go up into the sec¬ 
tions, and there store all surplus honey. 

Stokifyino sections —Three stories of 
sections can be used at one time in the si irify- 
mg system. On the commencement of the 
hooey flow a |crate of sectional boxes, provided 
with thin foundation, is placed over the frames 
of the hive. When the sections have been 
worked iu, and are about two-thirds full, the 
urate is raised, and one containing empty 
sections placed beneath it. These are also in 
turn raised, and a third placed below on the 
top of the hive. When there is a good honey 
harvest the top crale is soon completed, when 
it is removed. This is continued so long as the 
honey harvest lasts, but as soon as the honey 
flow begins to decline no more sections are 
given, but the B es are encouraged to finish 
those on hand. Sections of comb-honey should 
always bo removed from the hive as Boon as 
finished in order to preserve the whiteuoas of the 
comb. By inverting sections when nearly com¬ 
pleted, and when the honey flow is abundant, 
enables the Bees to finish them otf better, and 
the Dumber of holes at the corners aro thereby 
reduced. 

Honey for market.—Care should be taken 
that all samples of honey present as neat and 
attractive appearance as possiblo. Sections of 
comb-honey should be quite filled, all the cells 
being soaled and the surfaoes of oornbs quite 
even. Evenness of surface is attained by the 
use of dividers between the section-boxes, 
which allow but a quarter of an inch at the 
top and bottom for the passage of the Bees, 
thus all projections or bulgings are obviated 
Sections should be removed before the cappings of 
the cells are thickened by the Bees. Thinness 
of capping being considered one of the ohief 
points of perfection in super honey. Whiteness 
of comb is another important feature, and a 
further reason why sections should W6r8moyed 
from the hive as soon so oomplstcd^or, *_Js't 
after completion the heat of "the hivBTfniT'the 

£^^^^1^'^^ GARDE" AN0 fUNT PHOTOCRAPHS. 
comb, when held to the light, should present an - 

amber colour, brightness, and transparency. Wb beg to announce another photographio com- 
Care should be taken to prevent granulation of petition, when prizes to the amount of over 
honey after removal from the hive. This may Eighty Guineas will be awarded, 

be effected by keeping it in a somewhat warm fhe subjects selected may be : Beautiful 
temperature. All sections in each crate should houses and country seats ; garden landscapes ; 
matoh in style of work, quality, and colour, picturesque trees ; plants, hardy and tender! 
Sections should be glazed on either side ; but if Ferns ; Hoses ; cut flowers, prettily arranged ; 
they are marketed jn glazed crates the glazing pretty cottage gardens ; our best fruits on the 
of the soctions is not necessary. Travelling- branch or branches, not in dishes j standard 
crates are very nice things in which to send see- vegetables ; good flower-gardens, or any other 
tions to markot. They are glazed on two sides, objectB of interest in a garden, 
so that the contents are visible, and present a 
very attractive appearance when filled with LIST OF PRIZES. 
well-finished sections. The demand for honey n_. i . 
is increasing, and that which presents the <>**?***--* Pr“? 0 
neatest appearance find, the readiest sale. be, Klve“ f°r ™ begt 

v- • Benea of not less than six photographs of ludor, 
Extracted or ruo-hon©y should bo put up in m» l,.i_ r »  r * »j n ■ • 

. eam • „ ..I-/; . T, • hlixabethan, Jacobean, or other old English 

important that tho Jaw be clear, otherwise .he 
appearanceof the honey is spoiled. Each j ir * 

should have an attractive label, and be lied_, u ,1,1. ___ 
down with vegetable parchment, which, if be excluded from this competition, 

moistened with tho white of an egg before being General Garden and Plant Photographs. 

tied over the honey-j ir, an almost perfect s. al- -«r8t P,rlze for flh8 *je8t collection of general 
ing will bo found, permitting to bo sent on a garden photographs, Seven Guineas. Second 

journey without danger of leakage. Or the j in Prlz®» pour Guineas. Third prize, Three 
may be corked, and the corks covered wilh Guineas. This series may include subjects from 
metal capsules. Screw-cap bottles are now any class, from either outdoor or indoor gardens, 

much in vogue. If the small corks used wi h Flowering Plants.—A prize of Five 
these are dipped in melted wax, and the top Guineas to tho sender of tho best collection of 
screwed down upon them, there will be no photographs of flowering plants grown in the 
leakage. For exhibiting at shows sections are open air or under glass. This series may include 

often placed in coloured cardboard boxes, having flowering shrubs of all sorts, 

glass fitted so that both sides of the comb can Best Garden Fruits.—A prize of Five 

be examined. Fancy tin cases, colourod different Guineas for the boat collection of photographs 
tints, are also used. 8. S. G , Parkstone of any of our good garden fruits; Grapes, 

TT '. ' . „ _, , , Beaches, Apples, l’ears, Plums, Cherries, Ac., or 
',,.2(i -U^ealthy fowl-I einnnt m- tush-fruits, W be shown on the branches, not in 

lighten fc. M. 15. as to the name of he No prize will be awarded to photographs 
ailment from which her fowl suffers, but I have of froiu or vegetables crowded in dishes, 
frequently met with the disorder, and generally 17 . - m 
the victim has either been bred from unheal,hj „ Be-st Vegetables. - A prize of Thru 
stock, or has been reared under unfavourable Guineas for the best collection of photograph, 
conditions. For example, chickens hatch, d of best garden vegetables. 1 be object of tins 

late in autumn, and indifferently treated during l* *® ful1 representations of the best garden 
tho cold weather, will often show symptom-of vegetables under the old genuine names. We 
the ailment in spring, and I have occasionally do not want to ezolude rear novelties when they 

met with chicks bred from sounder stock which a,e 8UO“' 
have gone wrong. The querist might prick the In any of the departments, if no collection of 
air vessels and liberate the air, butihey will sufficient merit is sent in, no prize will be 
probably reappear. The wis.st course is to awarded. All competitors not winning a prize 
fatten the fowl and kill it when good enough, will for each photograph chosen receive the sum 
_Dor I.TINO, of half-a-guinea. In order to give all readers 

ample time to prepare good photographs the 
competition will bo kept, open until the Iasi 

Whatll finrnq? Saturday in July, 1893. 
W* UdU . . wUI AID • What to avoid.— Cut flower* or plants shoi.l-l 

not be arranged in vanes with patterns on thou. 
„ Backgrounds should be plain, so as not to come. 

X CO. into competition with the beautiful flowers. 

Figures o) men or women, barrows, watering. 
Then Use pots, rakes, hoes, rollers, and other implements, 

iron raUings, wires, or iron supports ot any kiwi, 

ALLCOCK S labels, and all like objects should be omitted 
from these photographs. The intention is to 

CORN PLASTERS. show the full beauty of the subject taken, and this 
cannot be done well when the photographer is 

ThPV relieve at onre-but vet confused by other considerations. Dwarf flowers 
iney relieve at once dui get ari. whcn taken directly from above. 

_ _ _ ~ The camera should be brought low down for such. 
J&. fik. All photographs should be mounted singly, and 

_not several on a card. They should not be 

..... , mounted on cards with black backs, and the 
W|l I pCflplJ photographs should not be less in size, than 6 inches 

II ILLLUULIi by A inches. In many of the photographs sent in 

J AT nD fine O P D I M for our last competition the subjects were much 
lU | ™ I ll UU I Outll III | overcrowded. The following are the rules to be 

FOR SHADING GLASS. * observed by all competitors 

WUle'don Canva-, Willerdm Paper, as supplied to Her First.—The photiujraphl may be of objects in the posses- 
Maje.ty tho Queen and II. M. Government. sion o] either the Knitter or othert; but the source whence 

" I herewith enclose yon order for 30U yards Wulemlen Fedm they are obtained must be staled, and none sent the copy- 

What!! Corns ? 

Yes. 
Then use 

ALLCOCKS 

CORN PLASTERS. 

They relieve at once-but gret 

WILLESDEN 
ROT-PROOF SCRIM, 

FOR SHADING GLASS. 
Wille'don Canva*, Wtllenden Paper, as wuptiliod to II**r 

Mnjoftty the Queen and II.M. Gufurmuonl. 
" I herewith endow* you order for 300 y*»dn Wiiknilmi 

Shadlny, Iht%amtPibifon,—Blenheim OniUeua WiKid-to-ik.' 

Light Rollor Bllndn made to order. 

WILLESDEN 4-PLY ROOHNQ, 
9d. por yd., for POTTING SHEDH, FOWL-IIOUNKa, So 

WILLESDEN WATERPROOF PAPER (2 AND 1 PLY;, 
For UNDERHNINOSLATESATII.es, Cold Slorage Cham¬ 
bers. Damp Walls, Gordon Ijitwu. Ao 

WILLESDEN ROT-PROOF CANVAS, 
Por Garden Tents, Awnings, Rl k Sheets, Hail and boat This w very important. 

i iyhl of which is ope n to quest ion. There is no limit a t to 
number,and no/re to pay. The Kditcr it to have the right 
of engraving and pub ishingany of the chosen photographs. 

The photographs may be printed on any good paper that 
shows the subjects clearly ; but those on adbumenised paper 

ore preferred for engraving. 

Skcosd.—The name and address of the sender, together 
with the name and description of the object shown, should 
be plainly written in ink on the back of each photograph. 

Covers, and every kind ol prol«!tion In all cliniotos. 

SOLE MANUFACTURERS: 

WILLESDEN PAPER & CANVAS WORKS, 

THIRD.—AU communications relating to the competition 
must be addressed to the F'titorofQsROr.stuo Illpstratrd, 
.V, So\tthampton-street, Cuvent-garden, London, W.C’., 

dud .nsrkid ".“hvtnyraphic Competition. AU com¬ 
petitors wwA.no their photographs returned, if not /'IWlfc.LESDEN JUNCTION, N.W. I petitors Wishing thnr photographs returned, if not 

gwcfcfca: 51, Bow-lane, E.O. 43. South JohnkiMljMC$ JiwSMWWJj •met onfMo vUiagMampe of sufficient value 
\0 Telegraph—••Iraperoioeble, London. ^ 1 ^-/Ortkat yurpo^c IIMWI-J r\ I 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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COLOURED PLATESoFfLOWERS 
FOR SCREENS AND SCRAP BOOKS. 

From Drawings by the beat flower painters, finely reproduced in oolonr. Per dozen, 2b. 6<L; per twenty-five, Os.; per fifty, Os.; per 

hundred, 15s.; post free. Well assorted or customers’ own selection. Set of 400 (each different), £8, poet free. P.O.O. to T. Spans wick. 

Specimen Plate, post free, 8d. 

Abutllon vexillarlum 
Adenocurpus decortlcans 

Aerldos Lawrenclw 
/Ethlonema pulchcllum and Anemone 

vernal la 
Agnnls flexuoaa ami Kennodya cocclnea 

AUuumnda Kraudlllora 
do. vtnlacca 
do. Willlnnial 

Alstru'morla, hybrid 

Amaryllis Belladonna 
do. Ncator and splendent 

A nielaneblor eanaiiouHla 
Andromeda faatigiatu and Veronica pln- 

gulfolia 
Androaace lanuginosa 
Auumono alplua aulphurea 

do. Kannlnl 
do. Japoulea, pink and whtto 

Japan oae 
do. neiuorona (forma of 
do. Pulsatilla, the Pasque Flower) 
do. rnnjiuculoldea and A. tkallc- 

troldoa 

Angnncum caudatum 
Anolganthus brevlflurus 
Autburliiiu atnnangulncum 

do. Kotiisciilldlauuui and vara. 
Antlrrhlnuma, group ot 
Aqullogla Stuartl 

A.cU/tis acuulis 
A renarta balearlca 
A iatoloohla t-lcgans 

Aster acrla 
do. Amollua and A. Unarlfollua 
do. Btrachevt 

Auricula Qoldcn Queen 
Auriculas, group of 
Arnica Deutsche Forlo 

do. Hoxo 

U.-Hiifortla splondcna 
Bt-aumonla gran illlora 
Begonia Haagcana 

do. John Ileal 

Begonias, two tuberous 
Bcnthamia fragtfura 
Berberis vulgaris ua|ierma 

Bcascra elegnns 
btgnuula a|ivcl w» 

do. Twoedlana 
Rtllbcrgla vlttatu 
Blandfordla Cunnlnghainl splondcna 
Bomarca conferta 

do. frondcu 
do. oculata 

Boronla hoteropbylla 
Bougalnvllloa spvctAbllls 
Bouvardia Proaldont Cleveland and B. 

Mrs. It. Oreen 
Brlor, Austrian Copper 
Briers, Scotch 
Browallia Jamesonl 
Buddlcla Colvlllel 
Burtonln scabra, vlllosa and Johnsonla 

lupullna 

Cawalpinla japonlca 
Cabintho Veitcbl 
Calautboa, hybrid 

Calceolarias, a now raco of 
Calllcarpa purpurea 
Calllatomon rigtdus 
Calochortua ttavus 

do. Kennodyl 
t.'altha leplosopabr and Alyssuin mou- 

tanum 
('umellta reticulata 
Comelltaa, two now Japanese 
Campanula pusllla var. cawpitosa 
i anna Louis Thlbout and Victor Hugo 

Carnation Harmony 
do. Kotton I lose 
do. M. Borgendl and MUo. Rousaell 
do. Queen 
do. Tree, Mra. A. Houuloy 

Carpontorla callforulca 
Cataaetum Bungerotlil 
Cattloya Porclvallana 

Calais erotica 
Corcla slllquaatrum 
Corona Lomnlrl 
Corintlie retorta 
Chlmonanthua fragrans 
Cliionodoxn LucIIIib var. glgantea 
Chrysanthemum America and 0. Lady 

Brooks 

Chrysanthemum Elaiua and Solell d'Or 
do. a single 
do. (single) Jane and Its 

yellow var. 
Chrysanthemums, Japanese Anemone. 

flowered 
do. two hardy 

Cineraria aurlta 
Cistus crlspua 

do. fonnoHUS 
do. ladanlforua var. maculutiu 
do. purpureua 

Clark! t ulogaus tl.-pi. 
Cluuuitis Htmileyl 

Olerodendrou Kiempfcri 

do. tricliotomum 
CltanthiiN Damplori marglnatua 
Coburgla trichroma 

Coilogyuo crlstata maxima 
Convolvulus innuritanlcus 
Cornua Koiis* 

Cosmos blnlnnatus 

Crabogus bmaeetlfolln 
Crlnuiu 1’owolll 
Crucusos, group of autumn 

Crossandra undubefolia 
Cyclamen Coum and C. Atklusl 

do. repandura and Rosa alplua 
Cyprlnodluiu acaulo and 0. pubcscons 

do. Chambcrlalnl 
do. Doralnlanum 

Cytisus ulgiicuns 

Daphne Gotikwa 

do. Mcxcrcnm autumnalls and Cy- 
donla Japonlca Mocrloosel 

do. Mozcreum vars. 
Dendroblum Puaheuopsls Bchrmdorla- 

num 
do. thyraiflorum 

Dlanthiis alplnus and Krodlum maora- 
donium 

do. noglectus 
Dlctamnus Praxlnella var. alba 
Dlotoa lluttonl 
Digitalis, allotted variety 
Dliuorphotnccn gramiulfolla 
Dlsa racemosa 
do. Voltehl 

Echlum callitliyrsum 
Ehmgnus parvifolla 
Khuocarpus cyanens 

Komccon chlonantha 
Kpldcndrum macrochllum album 
Ercmurus Bungul 

do. robustus 
Erica hyemalls and E. h. alba 
do. propondons 

Erlgoron aurantlacus 
Erysimum pumilum aud Bedum spatull- 

follum 
Erythronlum Dons-cants 
Eucalyptus loucoxylou 
Euclmrls amaroulca 

Fomythla suspensa 

Franclscoa calydna graudlflora 
Frltillaria aurea 

do. Hcleagrls var. 
Fnclisla depondens 

do. trtphylla 

Genista a-tnensls 

Gcntloua bavarlca and Aqullegta glan- 
dulosa 

Gerbera Jamesoni 
Gesnera cardlnalla 

do. longlllura 
Goum minlatum 

Gladioli, now hybrid : 1, La France; I, 
L'Alsace; S, Masque do Fer 

Gladiolus sulphureus 
(Uorioaa superba 
Gloxinias 

Grifllnla hyaelnthlna 

Habenarla mlUtaris 
lluberlca rhodopeuais and Campanula 

turblnata 

Habrothamnus Newolll 
Hamamells arborca 

Helenlum autumnale pumilum 
Holianthemum algarvense 
Homorocallls Dumortlurl 
Ileuchcra sanguines 

Hibbortia dentata 
Hibiscus Uugcli 

do. liosa-slnonsls fulgona 
do. Trionum 

Hunnemannla fumarla-folia 
Hyacluthus azurous 
Hybrid Swoet Briers 

Hypericum oblongtfollum 
do. olymplcum 
do. tnflorum 

Illleium floridanum 
Impations Hawker! 

Ipomaia Uorsfalllm 
Iris aurea 
do. lilatrioidos 
do. Hlatrlo 

do ochroleuca and I. Monspur 
do. pallida 
do. parodoxa 
do. pavonla aud I. pavoula ccerulea 
do. suslAna 
do. tlngitaua 
Isrnonu Androana 
Ixora West! 

Knuupferla rotunda 
Knlpholla nloldos var. glauoesoens 

do. cauloecena 

Lrolla alblda 
Lathyrus graudlfloru* 
Leschonaultla blloln major 
Lewlslu rodlvlvu und Mlcromorla Plpo- 

rolla 

Lllium canadense, rod and yellow forms 
do. Henry! 
do. Japoulcum 
do. uopalonso 
do. nepalenso var. ochrolcucum 
do. spoclosum rubrum 
do. superbum 
do. Bzovltrinnum 

do. Thuubcrglunum Alice Wilson and 
Van Houttol 

Lilnnocharta Humboldt! 

I.inarla alplua and Phyteuma humllo 
Llnuui arboreum 

Lonlcera sompurvlrena minor 
Luculiu gratissimu 

Magnolia consplcua 
Malva latoritia 
M Orica cmrulea 
Maxlllarla Sandoriana 
Mlltonla spoctabllls and var. Morellana 
Mina lobata 
Montbretlw, now hybrid 

Mutlsla Clematis 
do. decurrons 

Myosotidlum noblle 

Narcissus Broussonottt 
do. triandrus var. albus and N. 

cyclnmlnous 
Nelumblum spoolosum 
Nemesla strumas* vars. 
Now Narclsii: 1, Albatross; 2, Heogull; 

3, Seedling Phoasant's-oyo 
Nymphu-a Marllacca (Canary Water Lily) 

Odontoglossum Harryanmn 
do. Wattlanum 

Olcarla Insignia 
Oncldium Croesus 

do. Jenoslonum 
do. Phalainopsla 

Oncocyclus Irises : 1, Gatosl; 2, Lortotl; 
8, lupin* 

Omithogalum nutans 
do. pyromldale 

Orobus canosccns 
Ostrowskya magulflca 
Oxalis Bowicana 
Ox era pulchella 
Oxytropis Lambertl and Acantholimon 

glumaceum 

Paionla albi flora Adrian 
do. decora elatlor, P. lobata, P. 

anemomuflora 
do. Moutan var. Rolne Elizabeth 
do. Venus 
do. Whitleyl 

Pteony, single white Moutan 

Pansies (tufted) Duchess of Fife and 
Hartree 

do. Quaker Maid and Jsukanapes 
Pansy (tufted) Violetta 
Papaver orienta'e 
Pass! flora cmrulos Constanoe Eliott 

do. racemosa 
do. Wataonlana 

Paulownia lmporialls 
Phalamopsls gloriosa 
Phlox Drummondl (somo good vars. of) 
Pliyllocootus dolleatus 
Piugulcula graudlflora and Viola pedata 
Pink Her Majesty 

Polygala Chaauebuxus purpurea 
Primrose College Gardon seedling 

do. Oak wood Bluo 
Primula florlbuuda 

do. lmparlali* 
do. minima and Eplloblum obcor- 

datum 
do. Bleboldl, white and light vars. 

Prunus Pissardl 
do. trilobus 

Ramondla pyrenalca and Omphalodes 
Ludllin 

do. pyrenalca alba 
Ranunculus Lynlll 
Roinwardtla tetrngynum 
Rhododendron Ceres 

do. kowonso 
do. multicolor hybrid 
do. nllaglrlcum 
do. raocniosum 

Rhododendrons, Hybrid Java: 1, lutoo- 
rosoum ; 2, Primrose ; 8, joainini- 
flomrn carmlnatum 

Rosa Indies var. 
Rose Anna Ollivlor 
do. Comtcsse do Nadalllao 
do. Innocente Plrola 
do. Joan Pomot 
do. iAurotto Messlmy 
do. Mine, do Wattevlllo 
do. Mine. Nubonnand 
do. Marquise do Vlveus 
do. Mnrle van Houlto 
do. Mrs. Paul 
Rudbockla purpurea 
Ruellia macrantha 

Saccolablum belllunm 
Barracenlas, new hybrid 
Saxlfrnga Boydl 

do. Fortunel 
Scablosa caucoslca 

Sobubertia grandiflora 
Senocio mocrogloasus 
Bmllacln* olcrocoa 

Snowdrops and wlntor Aconite 
do. eight kinds of 

Solanum Soafoi thlanmn 
Btanhopea platyceras 

Bternbergla lutea and 8. angustlfolla 
Btlgmaphyllon clllatnm 
Btreptocarpus Galplnl 

do. vars. of 
Btroptocarpl, hybrid 

Btuartla psouto-Camollla 
Sweet Peas, Hill, Btanloy, Mrs. Kckford, 

Orange Prince, and Dorothy Tennant 

To* Rose Corlnna 
Thallctruin anomonoldcs aud Baxlfraga 

cm la 

Thunborgla graudlflora 
do. laurlfolln 

Tufted Pansiei: 1, Ravonswood; 2, 
Edina; 3, Ro hes 

Tufted Pansies Sylvia und Bessie Clark 
Tullpa vltelllua 
Tulips, old garden 

do. southern (T. australis) 
Tydioa Mine. Heino 

Urcoollna pondul* 

Vanda tcros 

Wahlouborgla puiulllorum 
do. saxlcola 

Waldsteiuln trifolla 

Xerophyllum asphoduloldes 
Zauschnoria callforulca 

Zophyr Flower (Zouhyranthe* Atumasce 
Zophyronthos Candida 
Zygopotalum crlnltum 
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13STIDE2:. 
Albo-c&rbon light snd 
plants.290 

Apple* for Kraft log, aorta 
of.297 

Asparagus plumose* .. 290 
Balsams, Petunias, and 
Ki-goniaa.290 

Bay-hedKe. clipping a .. 288 
Begonias, Double .. 290 
Begonia*. perpetual- 

flowering, for a room 29t 
Begonia*. Tuborotu .. 287 
Bog roll .. .. 288 
Border, a honae .. .. 38/ 
Boronia megattigma .. 290 
Clactl, potting .. .. 290 
Carnation* for a window 291 
Carnation*, layering .. 288 
Carrot* and tlioir culture 29J 
Cattley* Schofleldiana . 292 
Ceanotnu* t iloire de 

Vereallle* .. .. 288 
Chiokweed, destroying.. 287 

' Chryianthemumnotes.. 286 
! Chrysanthemum* for 
I show .292 

Chrysanthemums, mil¬ 
dew on.292 

I Chry**nthemum*.Bingle 291 
Chrysanthemum*, treat- 

I mentof .. .. .. 292 
| Cockroaches, destroying 285 
Conservatory .. .. 280 

I Cucumber*, unhealthy 291 
Dandelions on a lawn .. 288 
Darallias (Hare's-foot 
Fern*).297 

Dendrobinm* crystalli- 
num and Bensooiu* .. 292 

Eucharis, the Smaller- 
dower- d (E. Candida) 289 

, Ferns for show .. .. 298 
Ferns, hardy .. _ 297 

i Kern*, Hare afoot (Day- 
alllas. 297 

1 Ferns under glass ., 280 

Flower-bed* 
Flowers, annual, note* 

Flowers for dusty gar¬ 
den* . 

Frame, use* of a.. 
Frames, cold 
Fruit gardon .. .. 
Fruit-trees, So. 
Garden, a du*ty .. 
Garden work 
Grape* dropping off .. 
Greenhouse, heating a.. 
Greenhouse, unhealed.. 
Hnkoa, treatment of .. 
Hard water 
Herb* for winter.. 
Hydrangeas, blue 
Iri«, Mourning, treat¬ 

ment of the 
IvyonawaU .. 
LUao* . 
Maple, the Variegated 

.. 285 

Market gardening ,. 285 
Melons, treatment Of .. 290 
Mushroom-bed ,. .. 291 
Old mortar and gardao 

•oil .. .. .292 
Oleendsr not flowering.. 220 
Oocidlum ephegiferum 29S 
Outdoor garden .. .. 28S 
Pansy cuttings, Sc. .. 288 
Passion - flower, treat¬ 

ment of a .. .. 290 
Peach-tree* after forcing 291 
Pentstemons .. ..288 
Petroleum and weeds .. 289 
Phorimuiu tenaz .. 293 
Plants, gas and .. .. 285 
Plant*, he*t table .. 295 
Plants, foliage, for rooms 295 
Plants for Sheffield .. 293 
Float* for show la Sep¬ 

tember .286 
Potato disease, note on 293 
Poultry and Babbits .. 299 

Prana* Plssardl .. .. 297 
Question* and answer* 298 
Raspberries, treatment 
of.295 

Reaiorlog tie* and graft¬ 
ing-wax .294 

Rose Gloire de Dijon .. 291 
Roses, climbing .. .. 291 
Rosen, grafting .. ,. 291 
Rosea, hardy climbing.. 291 
Rose* In an unheated 

greenhonne ., .. 291 
Runes, note* on .. .. 290 
Roses, own-root.. .. 291 
Bcutioarias ..192 
Beakale, treatment of .. 294 
Shrub, s new .. ..288 
Shrubs, pruning flower¬ 
ing.288 

Shrubs, striking cutting* 
of.*88 

Spine* japonloO root* .. 288 
Stove ,, .. .. 286 

I Streptocarpn* hybrid*, 
Ac... . 

Tomato-leave* Injured.. 
Tomatoes, English and 

foreign .. 
Tomatoes in a green¬ 
house. 

Tomatoes Dot sotting .. 
Tomatoes sporting 
Town garden, work lo 
the. 

Tropmolum Fireball ,, 
Vegetable gardao 
Verbaaoum olympioum.. 
Vinery, a lean-to 

290 
291 

294 
29« 
294 

280 
280 
280 
SS7 

vinery, a lean-to .. 290 
Vines, inside border* for 295 
Vine* In not* .. ..297 
Vine*, treatment of .. 295 
Violet*. Double, for win¬ 

ter flowering .. .. 289 
Week's work, the Dom¬ 

ing.28.5 
Window gardening .. 281 

NOTES ON ANNUAL FLOWERS. 

The annual flowers this year are very poor, and 

those that were transplanted have praotioally 

failed. Bat if this class is not in condition this 

season, when exceptionally hot weather from 

quite early spring has prevailed, they most not 

be condemned. Annuals are nsefnl for amateurs, 

especially those with Bmall purses, who wish for 

gay gardens, but cannot afford mnch in buying 

established plants. A few packets of good seed, 
properly sown and the seedlings well cared for, 
will give a variety of colours. 8uch annuals as 
Viacaria, Poppy, Larkspur, 8ilene, Nemophila, 
and Sweet Pea may be sown in the autumn, as 
they are so thoroughly hardy; but in the 
majority of instances, however, seed sowing 
must be deferred until spring, although under 
natural conditions the seed is scattered on the 
ground in autnmn. Our winters are too 

treacherous to behave always kindly to the many 
beautiful annuals from California and other 
countries that add to the beanty of English gar¬ 
dens, and in some instances it is necessary, as 
in the case of the China Asters, to sow the seed 
under glass. The culture of the annual is very 
simple. When the seed is to be raised it must 
be sown in shallow pots or pans, usually the 
latter, and very thinly. Use good soil and 
water carefully, as the seed is very fine as a rule, 
and may be washed away. When the seedlings 
appear and are of sufficient size to handle, prick 

them off into other pans filled with the same 
kind of soil, and in due time, after well harden¬ 
ing them off, placing thorn in the positions they 
are to fill in the garden. China Asters, Stocks, 
the showy Chinese Pinks, Gaillardias, Godetias, 
Heliohrysums, or Everlastings, Lobelias, Nico- 
tiaDa alfinis (8weet-8cented Tobacco), Petunias, 

Pyrethrum, annual Chrysanthemums, Salpi- 
glossia, Schizanthus, African Marigolds, and the 

quaint Zinnias are all beautiful. Some of these, 
as the Petunia, are not strictly annuals, but 
may be called such, as the seed is sown the same 
year as the plant flowers, and another batch 
sown again the following year, ono year sufficing 
for culture and the display of blossom. In 
dealing with annnals sown under glass always 
take care that the seedlings, before being trans¬ 
ferred to the open ground, are thoroughly 

hardened. There must be no doubt about this, 
otherwise they will assuredly come to grief 
when put out to face the trials of English 
weather. As regards the outdoor oulture of 
annuals, two thiDgs must in particular be taken 
account of—their sowing and careful after-atten¬ 

tion. The soil, in the first place, must be pre¬ 
pared well, and this was not the case a few 
years ago when annuals were regarded os short¬ 
lived, weedy, and so forth. This character was 
gained, not through deficiencies in the annuals 

themselves, bnt simply indifferent onltivation. 
A dozen seedlings were permitted to struggle 
for life on a space not large enough for half that 
number. It was truly a case of the “ survival 
of the fittest,” but, unfortunately, the “ fittest,” 
after the battle, received snch a oheok that their 
way through life was sadly impeded. __ Aot 

wisely and well prepare the soil by m|fcln£ itj 
moderately light, ana hating r. 3no surwwg ^sjj 

the seeds are very small. Sow thinly, and when 
the seedlings appear above ground thin them 

out well, so that each may have sufficient 
space to develop its proper oharacter. The 
usual way is to sow in lines, but small clumps 
on the border are very showy, whilst a bed of 
annuals is a departure from the usual run of 
plants found in gardens. Aim at scouring 
offect by bold masses, as it is only in this way 
that fine colouring is gained. Sometimes there 
is an old-fashioned border, in which the White 
Lily sends up its spikes of white flowers, and 
the Cabbago Rose makes beautiful in the 
summer months, but yet thero is an absence of 
variety. It is under these conditions that 
annuals may be made of use, and if they send 
their little flower-laden shoots on to tho walk, it 
will break up the usually formal edge. The 
writer remembers a very oharming border filled 
with bulbous plants, and when these were over, 
a succession was maintained by a good selection 

of annnals, whioh do not root deeply, therefore 
were not hurtful to the permanent oooupanta. 

The broad masses of annuals spreading about in 
artless fashion over tho border, and running on to 
the walk, were homely, and a decidedly interest¬ 

ing picture, very different from the aspeotannnals 
usually present in gardens. Annuals are amateurs’ 
flowers of a useful and interesting type. It is 
not difficult to sow the seed, and with ordinary 
attention a good reward will be reaped. It is 

not wise to have too many kinds, and the fol¬ 
lowing are recommended for gardens of ordinary 

size, or choice may be made from this small 
list: 

Bartonia aurea (golden-yellow), the seed 
may be sown in autumn for early flowering ; 
Brachycome, popularly known as the Swan 
River Daisy, very dwarf, and with flowers like 
those of a Cineraria; Calendulas, or Cape Mari¬ 
golds, Calliopsis, tho old-fashioned Candytuft, 
Cornflowers in various colours, rose, purple, 

white, and blue; Chrysanthemums, the beautifal 
darkies, Collinsias, Convolvuluses, Chinese or 
Indian Pinks (very showy annuals, best raised 
under glass, and represented bv several varieties), 
Eachsoholtzia, or Extinguisher-flower, Giliae, 
Godetia Duchess of Albany, of the purest 
white ; Sunflowers, Heliohrysums, better known 
as Everlastings; Larkspurs, Lavatera trimestris, a 

lovely rose-coloured annual, and its variety alba ; 
Linarias, Lupines, Malopes, the quaint Marvel 
of Pern, Night-scented Stock, Marigolds, 
Mignonette, Nasturtium of various oolours, the 
Blue Nemophila, Love-in-a-Mist (botanically 
called NigelJa), 8weet Peas, Poppies of many 
kinds, Salpiglossis, Saponariaa, Silene or Catohfly, 
Sweet Saltan, Virginian Stock, and Vitcarias. 

One of the most beantifnl is the Sweet Pea, and 
during recent years this homely flower has been 
much improved. 8weet Peas may be used to 
screen unsightly objects, and also sown in dumps 
iu the mixed border, the shoots being trained to 

twiggy stioks. To gain a succession of bloom sow 
in tne autnmn, these flowering early, and also 
sow in the spring to oarry on the time of Sweet 
Peas nntil the verge of winter. Suoh kinds as 
Adonis (rose-pink), Apple Blossom (white and 
rose), Beatrice (carmine), Mrs. Gladstone (pink). 

Car final (soarlet) are very telling, but the 
>ld wtti'J^tnat our grandmothers were W9Ut|^0| 

form into little posies for the old-fashioned 
parlour are beautiful still in spite of a small 
army of novelties. A distinct gain to our 
gardens is the Night-soented Tobacco (Niootiana 
affinis), and plants put out in May from seed 
sown under glass early in the year will bloom 
freely in the summer. The flowers are pro¬ 
duced with great freedom, and are creamy-white 
in colour, smelling sweetly in the evening time, 
a few plants scenting the garden. Some of the 

seedlings may be reserved for growing on in 
pots, to adorn the conservatory or greenhouse. 

The Poppies—at least, the annual—kinds are not 
made sufficient use of in small gardens. They 
are of little valne for cutting, lasting bnt a brief 

time, and their odour is scarcely pleasant, but 
in the garden the flowers tell effectively. The 
beautiful Frenoh kinds, Pieony-flowered, and 
field varieties, are full of grace and charm. The 
latter are selected from the common P. Rhreas, 
the plague of the cornfield, the varieties having 
flowers of exquisite expression, the colours are so 

soft and well blended. V. C. 

4118.—Gas and plantfl.—Unburnt gas is 
oertainlv Injurious to plant life, besides being 
highly dangerous, as when mixed with air be¬ 
yond a certain point it will explode like gun¬ 
powder if a light happens to come in oontact 
with it. The fumes, or produots of the combus¬ 

tion of gas, are even more deadly to plant life, 
and if even a small quantity is allowed to escape 
into a greenhouse no end of damage will quickly 
result. With a properly-arranged flue to carry 
off the fumes outside, a small structure may be 
safely and satisfactorily heated by means of gas; 
bat, in any case, it is better to have the boiler 
or stove situated outside rather than in.— 

B. C. R. 

-An escape of gas Into s greenhouse Is certainly 
Injurious to tho plants, but gas may ho used with perfect 
safety as a heating power in a properly constructed boiler. 

—E. H. 

4108.—Market gardening.—Strawber¬ 
ries ought to do remarkably well on the pro¬ 

posed border, and would come in early. Let 
the border slope 3 feet or 4 feet from back to 
front. Part of it might be devoted to early 
Lettuces and Cauliflowers, if desired. The wall 
is just the plaoe for frnib-trees, and should be 
planted with Peaches, Apricots, choice Pears, 
and a few Plums. It is a difficult matter to 
advise anyone what to grow for profit in these 

days, everything is so overdone, and the returns 
depend so greatly on the season, as well as on 
the demand. Hundreds of acres of Strawberries 
are being ploughed up this year. Flowers are 
almost a drug m the London markets now, and, 
unless you can get them in early, or hit some 
popular fanoy, very unprofitable at present. I 

think if I had such a plaoe I should put up a 
range of roomy (mostly) unheated houses, and 
grow early Lettuces, salads, Cauliflowers, &c., 
during the winter and spring, following on with 
Strawberries to ripen in May, and then Toma¬ 

toes, &o., afterwards.—B. C. R. 

4114. — Destroying cockroaches. — There I* 
nothing lo oome near the Demon beetle-trap for olsoring 
off these vrrmln. Set with • piece of soft cheese, end you 
will ptnah them |stpflnt by hundreds a night, and later on 
by flfdes, atittl at last you will think yourself lnoky It you 
can uuntv t^,|*tt|iprjOW.nr^^tag.O. Btm.s*. 
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GARDEN WORK.* 

Conservatory. 
Climbing plants which are up in the root will require a 

good deal of water at the root, including stimulants occa¬ 
sionally. All things, both in pots and planted in borders, 
dry very fast in such weather as the last month has been. 
Among Che climbers whloh are now In flower are Paselon- 
flowers, Taosootas, Jasmines, and UaodeviUa suaveolens. 
The last-named is a very sweet thing, nioe for cutting—a 
splendid plant for a cool-house. Where the ventilators can 
be kept open night and day this system c f ree ventilation 
will suit all greenhouse plants now. Tbeie is a good deal 
of usefulness In tho Abntilon family. They may be had In 
all ooloure, and will flower very freely all the year round. 
When the principal display Is required in winter it will be 
better to prune baok rather hard now, and get a new 
growth on by the autumn. The rest will lead to the pro¬ 
duction of more and better flowers thoough the winter. 
Cuttlogs will root now in a shady part of the greenhouse, 
or in a oold frame, shaded and kept dose. Coleuses to put 
on oolour must not be shaded. They want the lightest 
position available, but the atmosphere must be genial, not 
dry and parching, or the foliage will suffer. It Roses in 
pots require repotting they should have attention. Qood 
loam forma the basis of most potting composts for all 

plants, exoept Heaths, Azaleas, Kpacrises, and a few of 
the most delicate-rooted of the Australian and Cape plants. 
Firm potting and good drainage are essential; never repot 
a plant when its ball of roots Is dry. This Invariably leads 
to trouble. If enough water Is given to moisten the dry 
ball the new soil Is soured, and the plant does aotsuooeed. 
Better give the plant a good soli, and delay repotting for a 
couple of hours, so that the surplus water may drain away. 
The early-flowering Pelargoniums will now have broken Into 
growth, and as soon at the young shoots are an Inoh or so 
long shake out and reduoe long, straggling roots, and repot 
in olean pots of the same size. Turfy loam, with a little 
old manure and some sharp sand, will suit them admirably. 

Press the soil In the pots firmly. Sow Mignonette for 
winter-blooming In good sound loam, with a little old oow- 
manure rammed firmly In the pots; 5-lnoh and G-inch pots 
are a very useful sire. Sow the seeds thinly, and tbln out 
the weakly plants when they come up. Moohet Is a good 
variety. 8ynngo hard-wooded plants outside every evening. 

Stove. 
Ornamental Begonias of the Rex type are in good leafage 

now, and are very interesting when mixed with Ferns, 

Maiden hairs and others. Cuttings will root now If mors 
stookls required ', they will do very well In a ooolbouae for 
a time now ; must not be syringed muoh, or exposed to 
draught, or the delloate leaves will seller. Among Cala- 
dtums argyrites is a beautiful little plant for the table in a 
fancy vaaa. Tbs usual winter-flowering stuff will be 
oomlng on fast now. Polnsettlae or Euphorbias must noo 
be stopped, but Begonias. Justloias, and other soft-wooded 
things may have the long shoots stopped with advantage. 
Provision should be mads for a good stook of plants tor 
table and room deooration. Many of these must oe grown 
In comparatively small pots. Large Palms and things of 
like character will be required for backgrounds; but In 
moderate-sited places table plants both for dining-room 
and drawing-room should be oonflaed to 6-lnote or fl inch 
pots, and very pretty stuff may be bad In Chase sited pots. 

Wall-grown little plants of Impatlsns Sultani (Sultan’s 
Balsam) are always desirable, and will last in good condi¬ 
tion well Into the winter In a warm-house. It Is unfair 
for the exhibitor to make up specimens by planting several 
In the tame pot, but for boms deooration when they are 
required to be done often In a hurry there la some advan¬ 
tage In plaolng two or three plants In each pot. 8ay, for 
instanos, we want to make up a specimen Begonia or even 
a speoimen Poineettla, though this plant does not lend 
Itself very well to the making up plan, then It Is and 
may be done by plaolng three or more plants In a pot. 

Unheatad Greenhouse. 

Veronloas, such as AndertonB, Olorie de Lorraine, 
Blue Gem, and others, are oapltal plants for the oool-house 
In autumn and winter. They may be grown outside till 
autumn. See that Roses are free from mildew and insects 
Syringe with a solution of Sunlight soap; this appears to 
lie oomlng Into use as a wash for plants Infested with 
inssots or any other ailment. 

Ferns under Glass. 
The potting may be done now. Seedlings from boxes or 

frames may be potted off. Cares may be refilled with 
frash Ferns, or new soil may be added to old Ferns without 
taking the plants out of the case. Fern cases, or cases 
planted with Ferns and foliage plants, when tastefully filled, 
are very Interesting in the rooms, and they will help to 
furnish ths dark places where flowering plants will not 
last any time Do not syringe Maiden-hairs, but damp 
floors and syringe among the pots on the stages to create 

a moist atmosphere. 

Chrysanthemum Notea. 
Earwigs are a terrible pest this year. They are literally 

swarming among our plants, especially the delloate 
growers. A serious effort must be made to reduoe their 
number by hand picking, especially at night, when they 
are feeding. Go round with a lantern about nine or ten 
o'clock, and destroy all that are seen. Black-fly mutt 
be met promptly with an Inaeotioide of tome kind, 
(jiiassla-onlpe or Tobaooo powder, mixed with soft-soap, 
will be suitable. They mutt be securely staked, and there 
mutt be no crowding. Disbudding will be neoetaary to 
obtain fine blooms, and the watering must have oareful 
attention. They mutt be looked over in ths morning, and 
again In the afternoon, or wbensvsr they require It. 

Oold Frames. 

Ours are all filled with young stuH, and would be If we 
had more. Frames are better than houses for summer 
work for bringing on young plants. Ououmbera and 
Melons in frames will during this soorohlng weather require 
a good dtal of water. Give a little air early In the morn¬ 
ing, and keep the growth thin. 

* In cold or northern diairUt the fSptJhtipn* rrfei 
to under "(fardtnyWiffiZmmibMui/mffy do 

a fortnight later Hum U'here {naieataKiam^yaaUy yS 
remiltt. 

Window Gardening. 
Give liquid-manure to window-boxes, alto to Fuchsias, 

and other large plants, such as Agapanthus, Brugmaneias, 
and Myrtles standing in tubs or large pots In oourtyards 
or elsewhere. Tuberous Begonias growing in rather small 
pots will also be helped by liquid-manure. I do not know 

why, but Tuberous Begonias are not muoh seen in town 
bouses. 1 expect gas la the great enemy to this class 
of plants whose flowers eoon drop If exposed to gas fumes. 

But the old variety Begonia Weltonlensle succeeds well as 
a town plant. The Tuberous Begonia oannot be hawked 
about by the travelling florist; It will not bear the rough 
usage of the hawker's basket. Plumbago capensis and 
capensls alba are prettily in bloom now. 

Outdoor Garden. 
Cuttings of Roses Juet getting a bit firm will root now 

under glass, if kept does and shaded. But In all cases of 
propagating under glass it is an advantage to open the 
lights for half an hour in the morning, before the sun gets 
hot, to let out the damp aooumulatlons of the night. The 
lights will, of oourte, be oloeed before the foliage of the 
cuttings shows any signs of distress. Plaoe the outtlngs 
in pots, and plunge in Cocoa-fibre or old leaves. Get 
on with the budding. No one ever has too many 
Roses, and the Roses propagated at home are the most 
lasting. Continue the layering of Carnations, Plootees, 
and Pinks if more stook is required. The reason why 
Carnations are not a success in many soils is 
the negleot of annual propagation. Of oourse, regular 
Carnation growers layer their plants every year, but 
hundreds of people who buy Carnations never think of 
layering the youog shoots, or If they do layer them the 
work 1s driven off so late the layers have not time to get 
well rooted, and so they do not give satisfaction. The 
reather has been too dry to prick out seedlings, but should 
damper period arrive Wallflowers, Canterbury Bells, and 

other hardy ihiogs sown in April and May should be 
prioked off to get strong. Panties may be propagated 
from cuttings at soon as the youog shoots start away from 
the oentres of ths plants. Outtlngs of the flowering shoots 
will not In a season liks the present be a suooess. I do not 
think I shall be In a burry with the Pansy outtlngs this 
year. Wait for the young shoots. 

Fruit Garden, 
No one need be afraid to begin the summer pruning 

of wall and other trained trees now. Shorten baok the 
breastwood to three or four leaves, but leave all leaders 
unshortened, and tie or nail them in in the oase of wall- 
trees and espaliers. The wood of bush trees and pyramids 
should be thinned sufficiently to let In the air and 
sunshine. In some gardens the bush or pyramid Is taking 
the plaoe of the espalier. This Is, 1 think, to be regretted 

as fruit oulture on wires is most Interesting, and the 
quality of the fruit oannot be beaten. The only objeotlon 
to espaliers era they are rather slow in oomlng Into 
bearing. Lines of espallsrs by ths side of walls always 
give a nloe finish to the garden. Next to espaliers, as 
regards Apple oulture, bush-trees, or the paradise are to be 
commended for small gardens Ths trees bear so early, 
and toe fruits are always of flue quality. Whoever wants 
to grow Apples for sxhlbltlou should plant these fruit- 
trees on the broad-leaved Paradise. Give ths finishing 
touches to the land intended for Strawberries. This may 
In the oase of land not in good heart take the form of a 
top-dressing of short manure forked in. A drssring of 
toot is always beneflolal. Morello Cherries and Red 
Currants, and other fruits whloh are to be kept any time, 
must be netted up to save them from birds. Wasps are 
likely to be troublesome this season ; find and destroy the 
nests. Give abundant ventilation to Grapes and Peaches 
ripening, and keep down laterals. When Vines have been 
allowed to run a little wild do not remove all surplus 
growth at onoe, the oheck will be too great. Spread the 
work over a week or ten days or longer. 

Vegetable Garden. 
Everything Is still suffering from the prolonged drought, 

and many In despair have given up watering, and are 
allowing things to slide. He that endures to the end shall 
be saved is true In all senses, but In some cases the water 
supply has given out, and then the only resources beyond 
mulohtng (which Is exceedingly valuable) Is ths hoe. In 
very good land sufficiently nourished with manure the hoe 
has done better than the water-pot. A loose surface where 
the roots have a well-stocked larder below Is better than 
watering. Sow Winter Spinach and Tripoli Onions. It 
1s time all Oelery and Leeks were out now. Late planted 
Celery will not attain the same site as the plants whloh 
have a longer time to grow, but the moderate sized heads 
are the best keepers. Fill up vaoent land with Ooieworts 
or greens of some kind. Sow Brown Coe Lettuoe and 
green curled Endive very freely, and plant out previous 
sowings. Psas have done better than might have been 
expected, but Cauliflowers of the early kinds have been 
poor. Autumn Giant just oomingup will be better. Sow 
Cucumber seeds to fill the autumn and winter house. 
There Is no better kind than Lookle’s Perfection; It Is an 
Improvement In every way upon Telegraph. Cuoumbers 
In bearing will require plenty of support now, and the 
Auger ana thumb or knife must be used freely to keep 
growth fairly thin. This is ths beet seaeon for open air 
Tomatoes we have had slnoe the Jubilee year, and where 
the plants have been heavily mulohed they are doing well. 

E. Hohusy. 

found orlppled and blind. The best time to syringe Is 
towards the oloee of the afternoon, when the sun begins to 
lose some of Its power, and unless there Is a good aew in 
the night another dash about 8 or 9 a,m. will do a lot of 
good on the approaoh of a hot day. Do not begin " feed¬ 
ing ” the plants too eoon. As long as they continue to 
make healthy progress they are better without it—at least, 
for the present: but as It Is of the utmost importance that 
they should bs in full and vigorous growth while the buds 
are being formed (this commencing early In August) they 
should now be very carefully watched, and any that show 
the least signs of sluggishness must reoeive a little assist¬ 
ance In time. Of oourse, plants that were potted for the 
last time in May, aooording to the praotioe of some, must 
have a little stimulant of some kind before the others. 
Persevere in layering Carnations, plaoing some nioe fresh 
sandy soli round eaoh plant to peg ths layers down Into, 
ooverlng them rather deeper than usual, and keeping all 
moderately and regularly molso. Carnations in pots now 
in bloom under glass should be very lightly shaded to 
preserve the flowers in beauty as long as possible, but give 
them plenty of air both by night and day. When grown 
in pots these plants must not be ovsrwatered, or they are 
liable to become gouty and go olT. If they get very dry, it 
is best to give them only a little water, syringing the 
plants, the pots, and all surrounding surfaoes well and 
repeatedly, until they oome round again. Scarborough 
Lillee may be plaoed out-of-doors under a sunny wall for a 
month to ripen the growth, and induoe the formation of 
flowers. B. C. R. 

Work in the Town Garden. 
Chrysanthemums in pots will now demand a large share 

of attention and oars. All the plants that wars plaoed In 
the flowering pots about the middle of last month—the 
right date for the final shift in the oase of plants Intended 
for exhibition or similar purposes hers In the south—are 
now getting nloely hold of the fresh soli, and will bs grow¬ 
ing freelv by this time. More liberal supplies of water 
will now be required, and on hot, sunny days, such os we 
have had so many of late, moat of theplants will need to 
bs watered twlos, If not thrtoe. The dally overhead 
shower with the syringe or garden-engine must not be 
omitted at long as the weather remains to dry. This not 

ily keeps ths plants fresh and growing, but greatly 
Itates against attaoks of Inssots. Tbript are vary 

ileeome and dtttruotlvs In suoh a season as this, and 
isant mutt be spared to get rid of tbvm bj ill'} than 

ths bods begin to show, or many of the pomes wlli be 

URBAN 

THE) COMING WHHK’B WORK. 

Extracts from a garden diary from July 22nd 
to July 29th. 

Mode a last sowing of Ellam’e Early Cabbage, alto towed 
Brown Cos Lettuoe and Green Curled Endive. These will 
oome in useful lor lifting into frames for winter use. 
Priokly Spinach and Tripoli Onions will alto be sown 
during the present week. Although probably both Onions 
and Splnaob will be sown again early in August those who 
can make two or three sowings of anythlag stand a better 
oh onoe of securing a good euooetsional supply than when 
one sowing only It made. If the weather Is very dry the 
drills will be soaked with water Just previous to sowing. 
Sowed Ououmbtr seeds to raise plants for ailing a house 
for winter. Put In a lot of outtlngs of Tomatoes Ham 
Green Favourite for growing in large pots for winter. I 
have tried a good tort for this work, and the conclusion 1 
have arrived at Is that Ham Green is the best. Criterion 
and Conferenoe set freelv, but the fruits are not large 
enough. Planted a pit with Ne Plot Ultra Frenoh llsane. 
These will oome In useful without any nrtlflaial beat ; 
simply the proteotion of glass will suflloe, with a ooverlng 
of mats on frosty nights in late autumn. After this, if a 
tuooeetlon of Beans are required they will bs planted in 
pots and brought on In heated structures as required. 
Earthed up early Oelery. Paper oovera do very well for 
the earliest lot, but 1 always think the flavour is better 
when the plants are sarthed to finish the blanohlng. The 
paper does very well to start It, and It does not Interfere 
with the watering. For exhibition only olear, well blanched 
growth is required, flavour or even orispnees 1s not of much 
oonsequenoe. All Peas and Beans are gathered as eoon as 
large enough for use ; If left to get old bearing ceases at 
onoe, whilst if the pods are gathered regularly as soon as 
large enough for uss fresh blossoms are formed In 
succession, and ths same plants will run themselves out in 
bearing eatable produoe instead of maturing seeds. 
Planted a bed of Sutton’s Selham Prise Celery. The plants 
were sown outside, and though the heads will not be large 
they will keep well and oome in useful in ths spring. Ths 
seed pods are being regularly ploked of Sweet Peas growing 
In the borders to Induoe a suooeeslon of flowers. I find 
this better than sowing later for suooeeslon, and let the 
first lots run out through eeed bearing. No plants will 
carry a orop of seeds and blossoms at the same time. I 
am only growing a few kinds of Sweet Pros Including such 
as are useful for outtlng, especially whites and soarlet. 
Potted the first batch of Freeslas for early blooming. 
Roman Hyaoinths for forcing have Just oome to band; 
these will be potted In suoosssional bawbee for early work. 
All the etook of forcing bulbs have been ordered. Divided 
some old plante of Oarex variegate. This is a very orna¬ 
mental Grass of graoeful habit, very suitable for table 
deooration. Shifted on young Ferns of various kinds from 
small pots to those 6 inches In diameter. Put In a lot of 
cuttings of variegated Begonias of various sorts ; the plants 
are getting rather large for room deooration, and wrll 
furnished plante In G-inoh pots are very useful. In potting 
winter-flowering Begonias at this season, If large plante 
are required. It la a very easy matter to make them up by 
plaolng three or more in large pots. The same principle 
can be oarrled out with other things. 

4136.—Petroleum and weeds.—One- 
sixth part of petroleum I find will kill surface- 
rooting weeds when it is applied through a 
syringe in a proper manner ; but it is so diflicult 
to mix with water that it is an uncertain 

remedy, and an expensive one at compared to 
an application of one of the weed-killers so often 
advertised in Gardening. If it ie inconvenient 

to use the latter, why not apply salt ? It is ?|uite as efBoaoions and os cheap as anything else 
or small gardens ; bnt it should be used in dry 

weather.—J. 0. C. 

4097.—Tropeeolum Fireball.—The variety oalled 

Fireball Is quite dleunot from epeotosum. Fireball la 
a selection from Lobbt, and la a flbrous-rooted kind, and 

la better adapted for the greenhouse, whsrs, If trainad up 
osar ths glass, It will flower all the wlntsr. I have never 
tried speolosum In the greenhouse, but I should say It la 
better adapted for planting in the open air, and In thle 

distrtot, wnloh Is a dry ons, it only suooesda wall on the 
north side of a wall or fenoe. - E. If. 

4181. — Plants for ahow In September. — 
Towiioui Bsgontyn, Scarborough Lillee, Plumbago oapen- 
sla, and Bouvardias arc all useful.—E. H. 

\-CHAMPAIGN 
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OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

VERBASCUM OLYMPICUM. 
Some of the more important biennials, Fox¬ 
gloves, and, still more notably, the larger 
Mulleins, have in their short lives two distinct 
seasons of beauty. The first when the young 
plant, within its first year of life, has thrown 

all its strength into the great rosette of foliage ; 
the second, when the garnered vigour has been 

expended in building up the stately Bower-spike. 
The engraving shows the Olympian Mulloin in 

the first state, when its leaves, of the palest 
gtey-green velvet, are in their young prime. A 
plant that has passed midsummer in this state 
will probably so remain till next spring, the 

grand cirole of leaves, 3 feet to 4 feet in 
diameter, growing a little more, but retaining 

ito perfeot appearance till well into the winter. 
Frost will destroy the outer loaves, but thoy 
will be renewed when the warmer days come, 
to be followed by the great branching stem, 
laden with Bulphur-coloured flowers. 

4123 —A house border.—You could have 
as creepers against your house Veitch’s 

although I should not go in very strongly for these. 
Choose also of the Achilleas, the beautiful White 
A. mongolica, A. Ptarmica fl.-pl., or, better 
than this, A. The Pearl, a lovely summer 

flower, each like a little rosette, and beautiful 
on the plant, also useful for cutting. But, firstly, 
I ought to have reminded you that the border 
must be well prepared, otherwise success cannot 
come. In the south position such beautiful 
Peruvian Lilies as Alstrcemeria aurea, the 
hardiest of all, may be grown, and a good mass 
of it is a pleasure to see. Adonis vernalis 
is charming in the spring with its yellow flowers 

and dense growth, whilst yet also a good 
selection of the varieties of the Rose Campion, 
Alyssuin saxatile compactum, appropriately 

called Gold Dust, is smothered with yellow 
flowers in the spring. Then in the late summer 
and autumn very beautiful is the White Japan 
Anemone, one of the finest hardy perennials in 
cultivation. It will provide a wealth of bloom 
for the house. The lovely Anemone nemorosa 
in variety will give beauty to the border in 
spring. "Get also Columbines, Kweet Williams, 

Phloxes, Tufted Pansies in variety, and they 
have been frequently noted of late in Garden¬ 
ia!, dwarf Michaelmas Daisies, Erigeron specio- 

Kolin.-p ot Olympian Mullein (Vcrlmscom olyiiipiciiin). Engraved from .a photograph. 

Virginian Creeper, Gloire de Dijon, or in your 

position W. A. Richardson Roses, Clematis 
Jackmani, the beautiful C. montana, Jasminum 
nudiflorum, and Honeysuckles. I should not 
plant Ivies, as they arc so common everywhere, 
and in the southern aspect you may enjoy 
beautiful flowering climbers. Now as to the 
selection of plants. You may plant for an effect 
in spriDg, Crocuses, Daffodils, Tulips, Grape 
Hyacinths, and other spring- flowering bulbs. Get 

a few good ones of each section, and tho Daffodils 
will last over a fairly long season—if you have 
the early pallidus pr.x'cox, then the noble 
Horsfieldi, a splendid trumpet variety, maximus, 
rich-yellow ; the lovoly Pheasant’s Eyo, and tho 

double white poeticus. Also got the pretty Hoop 
Petticoat Narciss, and the Star Narcissi, Stella and 

Sir Watkin, not forgetting a few doubles. These 
must be planted in the autumn. Then you could 
get some Lilies—L. candidum, L. umbellatum, L. 
croceum, L. auratum, and L. davuricum ; but it 
depends of course upon what you are prepared to 

spend as to the selection. At any rate, you may 
Belect from these. As regards plants Win* than 

it some good self; I 

(white), Her liases' 
kit 

bulbous, 

Mrs. Lsk-- 
and such beautiful laced Modesty, 

sum suporbum, tho late spring and early 
Bummir blooming yellow Helenium pumilum, 
Aubnetias, Canterbury Bells, easily raised from 
seed sown now, Antirrhinums, Forget-me-not, 
Campanulas in variety, particularly C. pereici 
folia, the white-flowered Chrysanthemum uligi 
nosum. Coreopsis lanceolata, Delphiniums, 
Dictamnus Fraxinella, both the type and the 
white varioty, Dielytra spectabilis, also 
known as the Lyre-flower. Doronicum planla- 
gineum excelsum, Sea Hollies, Funkias or 

Plantain Lilies, especially F. Sieboldi, Goum 
miniatum, Gypsophila paniculata, Houchcra 
sanguines, PerennialSunflowers, Scarlet Lychnis, 
Lupinus polyphylluB albus, Evening Primroses 
in varioty, Poppies, l’olemonium Richardsoni, 

Saxifrages, Trollius, and of course yi 
make the garden gay with Sweet Peas, Poppies, 

Tropicolums, and other annuals. To the above 
list, which I think you will find quite long 
enough, but it contains all the best things, may 
bo added the German Irises, and double crimson 

and blush Pajonies.—C. T. 
413«.—Treatment of the Mourning 

sis Iris, which I may mention for the 

.. „. other readers is called I. 
iously troublesome to grow. Itise 

to have a warm soil, light, and well drained. 
In low-lying positions failure is certain to result. 
Sometimes on a warm nook in the rockery it 

will bloom well, or in a border running by the 
side of a plant-house. The best results are got 

from a bed raised above the level a few inches, 
and throughout the winter protected by a frame 
from heavy rains, but in the summer fully 
exposed and kept dry. It is such a quaint 
flower that it is worth a little trouble to get it 

true to character. —C. T. 

4139 —Flower beds —You could make 

tho beds gay with Tufted Pansies in good 
variety, but get decidedly coloured kinds, such 
as Archie Grant (rich-blue), Duchess of Suther¬ 

land (lovely lilac shade), or one of the many 
whites. Many things go well with them, espe¬ 

cially tho Lobelia fulgens, which is a splendid 
flower in early autumn, and even when not in 
bloom its rioh chocolate-coloured leafago is 

attractive. The Gladioli would do well, and 
one bed would look exceedingly well planted 
with Fuchsias, either greenhouse kinds or the 
hardy F. Riccartoni, having in between the 
Galtonia candicans, whose lato spikes of white 
bell-shaped flowers are in perfeot contrast to the 
masses of Crimson Fuchsia flowers. Ono bed 
would look very well planted with Carnations 
and Tea-scented Roses ; but the soil must bo 
well prepared. This is a lovely mixture, or 
you may change it by having the Roses to con¬ 

trast to Tufted Pansies. The Anemone would 
do well in the centro, but it is rather robust, 
and would soon monopolise the space ; but even 
if the bed was composed of nothing else, it 
would bo very beautiful to look at in late sum¬ 
mer and throughout tho autumn. Hydrangea 
paniculata grandiflora is a fine shrub for such a 
>urpoBO, quite hardy, and very free, producing 
argo panicles of white flowers. I should try 

the Tufted Pansies and Roses,—C. T. 

4119.—Destroying Ohickweed.-The 
constant use of the hoe is the best, if not the 
only, way of keeping this pest under. The 

reason of it is that tho ground is so full of tho 
seed that every time it is turned over a fresh 
crop appears. Keep on hoeing it up, choosing 
a ary, summer day if possible, whenever it 

appears, and before it runs to seed (this is most 
important), and in time the soil will Income 
free from it, although it must be admitted that 
it is a long and tedious process.—B. C. R. 

4140.-Tuberous Begonias —1 suspect 

your plants were treated like many more are 
which turn out miserable failures in the beds 

out-of-doors—viz.., they are started into growth 
in a moist and warm temperature, thua render¬ 
ing the leaves and stems soft and sappy, and 
unable to lwar either sun-heat, drought, or cold 
winds. Tuberous Begonias as bedding plantB 
can bo classed amongst tho finest subjoots for 
the embellishment of the flowor-beds or borders, 
but the plants must be proporly prepared before 

being finally put out into thoir flowering quar¬ 
ters. Tho first week in April is soon enough to 
start the tubers into growth, and this should 

not be done by tho aid of artificial heat. Cold 
frames afford the best means of proparing tho 
tubers. At planting timo tho plants should not 
be more than 4 inches or so high, and of a sturdy 
character. The recent hot, dry weather has *- * ' -. , , , - 
been all against Begonias, oven in tho best of 
condition ; but those improperly prepared it has 
been quite tho reverse of good. I should advise 
“H. HarriBon” to afford some shade to the 

plants, oithor by stretching some tiffany over 
the plants during tho hottest part of tho day or 
by thrusting some branches of such trees as 
Sycamore or Horse-Chestnut in the soil among 

tho plants until now growth is apparent, re¬ 
moving tho shado by degreos if tho weather con¬ 
tinues hot and dry. It is wiso to cover the soil 
about tho plants with somo low-growing subject, 

such as Herniaria glabra, Sedum glauoum, or b. 
Lydium, which has the effect of not only con¬ 
serving moisture in tho soil, but forms an agree¬ 
able contrast for tho bright colours of the flowers 

above.—S. P. 
_ It is somewhat strange that the plants 

refuse to grow ; as a rule, they flourish like 
weeds when planted out in this manner. Have 
they been watered thoroughly, soas to keep the 

soil constantly moist? Mere sprinkling, such 
as too many people consider sufficient, are uso- 

ififlffllBft £ " ' ' •" 
■feather as this. Tho only other 

it the manure used was 
ould very likely 
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account for it. All alee being well, water the 
plants once or twioe with a solution of nitrate 
of soda, one ounce to the gallon* sprinkling the 

foliage well with pore water immediately after¬ 
wards to prevent scalding. A mulch of Coooa- 
nut-fibre or spent Hops would also assist them 
greatly.—B. C. R. 

4110.— Pansy-cuttings, &c.—The right 

time to take cuttings of Pansies is towards the 
ond of August and during the early part of Sep¬ 
tember. Choose wiry young shoots from the 
base of the plants that have not flowered, insert 
them in light, sandy soil, and keep moist and 
shaded till rooted. Tulips may be transplanted 

at any time after the foliage has completely died 
away ; September is probably the best month. 

—B. C. R. 

4103. — Layering Carnations. — Sur¬ 

round the plants with gritty soil ; road-grit and 
leaf-mould, with a little loam, will do. Remove 
any leaves which may be in the way at the 
bottom of the shoot, and make a cut with a 
sharp knifo upwards through a joint, and about 

half-way through the stein. Pog down firmly 
in the gritty sofl, and cover the stem about half 
and inch or so in depth. Keep the soil moist by 
watering when necessary. —E. H. 

4160.—A dusty garden.—I thank you 
for the information you send with regard to the 
behaviour of the plants in your garden, as I am 
just now interested in this question, and I find 

your experience with some of the flowers is 
similar to my own. I may add to my previous 
list the Marguerites as being very satis¬ 
factory for such a garden, especially the variety 
Feu d'Or. This is a strong-growing kind, with 

light-yellow flowers, that has been in bloom for 
a month past, and will continue so until frost 
cuts it down. The leaves being narrow, the dust 
does not lodge on them very much.—J. C. C. 

4124.—Dandelions on a lawn.—These 
can be got rid of in time by keeping the heads 
out off. It is perfectly true that a beheaded 
root will break out again, but if the process is 
repeated two or three times the root dies. The 
beh leading, of course, must be done promptly. 

It will not do to give time for the plants to 
gather strength after each decapitation. Lawn 
sand, sulphuric aoid, and other destructive 
substances may be used to expedite the work, 

but the beheading alone will do it.—E. H. 

4115.—SpirsBa japonloa roots.—When 
the growth of the planes gets too weak to flower 
well, divide in spring, and plant out in a moist 
situation, or where water can be given when 
dry, and let them remain two years to get strong 
They may then bo potted up and forced again 
and will generally give satisfaction. But when 
the roots are divided after flowering, espeoially 

if they have been forced, they are not strong 
enough to flower well the next season. 1 
have divided strong roots in the autumn, but 
if the roots are muon cut about in doing so it is 

better not to foroe them. I should say either 
divide in spring, or let them remain two years, 
or else plant out without dividing ; repot in a 
pot a size larger.—E. H. 

- Yss, divide the roots after flowering, and before 
planting them out. If they are allowed to remain un¬ 
disturbed for two year* quits email pleoes will make good 
dump* In this Urns.—B. 0. R 

Flowers for dusty gardens.—In 
Gardening, July 8th, p. 255, a note appears 
from “J. C. C.” upon this subjeot, and he 
mentions a few things, bedders, that he knows 
succeed well under such circumstances. Two 
good plants that are not harmed by dust are the 

Iris in varietv and the Fuohsia. I have seen 
large masses of the German Iris succeed perfectly 
well in hot, dusty gardens, and this group is so 
extensive that varieties that offer great range in 

colour may be obtained. The best is the common 
blue, avoiding all flowers with shade of delicate 
colour. The Fuchsia will live well in most spots, 

and as with the Iris, dust is quickly removed 
from the smooth surface of the leaf. There 
would be fewer disappointments if only those 

things known to succeed well, where the position 
is trying for most plants, were selected.—V. C. 

4122.—Bog soil.—Very good Potatoes are 
grown in the Fen districts, especially in dry 
seasons. Other vegetables also, such as Aspara¬ 

gus, Celerv, Greens, and roots ara_gyown in 
considerable perfection, in large qiantiUea 

the supply of the Midland inVJfJtttwn 
markets. In some" distriots now, notably in 

what was formerly Whittlesea, there it is quite 
possible to dig through the bog and bring up 

day from below to improve the top soil, and 
claying is now oommon in winter and spring.— 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

The Variegated Maple.—One of the 
most largely planted trees in towns is the Varie¬ 
gated Maple (Aoer Negundo variegatum, as it is 
botanioally called), and the result is not happy. 

The tree has very boldly variegated leafage, and 
rendered so conspicuous that the presence of it 
results in a monotonous effect. Trees of this 
character should be planted with the utmost 
caution, otherwise there is no variety. I do not 
wish to condemn it—far from it; but must say 

that when seen in almost every garden in some 
suburbs it gets wearisome. A few of it quiokly 
add to the beauty of thoroughfares, making a 
distinct change from the usual run of things. 
When planted against Copper Beech, or some 
dark-leaved shrub of similar tone, the effect is 
rich and attractive.—V. C. 

A new shrub.—A charming shrub is the 
sport from Spiriea Bumalda, named Knaphill 

Crimson, which produces a profusion of crimson 
flowers, and is very constant. It occurred in 
the Knaphill nursery of Mr. Waterer, and it is 

a shrub that should be made note of. The 
habit of growth is dwarf, like the parent, the 
plant growing about 2 feet in height. It likes a 
rather warm position, the soil fairly light and 
well drained, and being dwarf and spreading 
may be planted in a group. These dwarf 

Spirwas are often written of as tender, but this 
not the case, except in the coldest spots.— 

V. c. 
4111.—Pruning flowering shrubs.— 

As both Myrtles and the large White Jasmine 
flower on shoots of the current year’s growth, 

any pruning required is best done during the 
autumn, or before the first weok in March. 
Myrtle communis, the most generally known 
and the most useful variety, does not require 

much pruning as a rule, with the exception of 
the removal of unsightly branches that have 
grown beyond a prescribed area. The Jasmine 
needs rather severe treatment in this respect. 
When the allotted wall space is covered, the 
shoots made annually should be out back to 
within an eye or two of the base at the time 

named.—8. P. 
-If Myrtles or Jasmines require muoh pruning it 

should bs dons in spring when the plants are trained ; but 
long shoots may be taken out of Jasmines any time during 
summer. Myrtles will hardly require muoh pruning 
beyond a little regulation of the growth In spring.—E. H. 

4169.—Lilacs.—There is no difference in the 

behaviour of the different sorts of Lilac for such 
a case as yours. What you have to contend 
against is the elevated position of the garden 

and the rough wind that sweeps over it. What¬ 
ever you plant should be put in not later than 
the middle of Ootober, and instead of selecting 
plants with spreading branches 3 feet or more 

in height, select those that have a short, aturdy 
growth not more than 2 feet high. Even these 
should be rejocted if they have not got a mass 
of young roots. Without the latter to steady 
them in the ground they are sure to die. As 
soon as you put in a tree or shrub weight the 
roots with large stones, covering all the surface 

in a cirole 2 feet over. You will be surprised 
how muoh this will steady them against the 
wind. I know something of the difficulty you 
have to contend with, and my advice is that you 
put in only thoroughly-prepared plants, even if 
you do not have so many of them.—J. C. C. 

- I have always found the Persian Ulao if anything 
more robust, and oertalnly more florlferous, than the 
ordinary kinds, though the growth Is not so stroni 
the soil does not suit the plants. Try putting some 
manure below the roots, and a muloh on top.—B. 0. R. 

4104.—Clipping a Bay hedge.—Cut the Bay hedge 
now so as to gst a little growthl on It again before winter. 
I think I should rather prune a Bay hedge with a knife, 
the shears make such a hash with large leaved shrube. 
Box edgings also may be cut now, selecting a dull, damp 
day, if possible.—E. H. 

4129.—Ivy on a wall.—In suspect the soil 
in whioh the Ivy is planted is poor, hence the 
reason of its slow progress. At the beginning of 
next October take np the roots carefully and 

well trench the soil, 2 feet deep and about as 
much wide. Add partly deoayed manure freely. 

JktpfTSoil is clay, or otherwise not genial to the 

Vv> .sfjtdd road-grit, decayed vegetebMMhflSjtttf 
hH potting-soil freely. Plant toe Ivy oarefully 

not burying the roots too deep, covering them 
with some of the best of tho compost and muloh 
the surface with manure, 2 inches thick, after¬ 
wards ; this will preserve the roots from frost 

during the winter and keep them moist during 
the summer. Ivy is partial to moisture both at 
the roots and overhead when growing freely, 
therefore too much water cannot well be given 
when the drainage is satisfactory. Secure the 

leading shoots to the wall to encourage them to 
cling of their own aooord.—S. P. 

4087.—Striking cuttings of shrubs. 
—The amount of success to be met with 
in this matter depends mainly upon the conveni¬ 

ence you have and the amount of time you can 
devote to the work. If you have a cold frame 
available, or a few hand-lights, you will have 

less difficulty in doing what you want. As a 
matter of fact, you wul not succeed in striking 
the young growth of Deutzias without giving 
the cuttings some protection. Fairly hard 
shoots of this season’s growth of such subjects 
as Esoallonias, variegated Holly, Roses, Honey¬ 

suckles, Passion-flower, and Jasmines will strike 
in a cold frame, if the cuttings are dibbled in a 

bed of sandy soil about the end of this month. 
Cuttings of the Common Laurel, Aucuba, Box, 
Laurustinus, and Portugal Laurels will root 
freely if they are planted on a sheltered border 
early in October. To propagate such subjects 

as Thujas, Cupressus, and Euonymus, you 
must have some kind of glass protection, and 
you must have sufficient patience for the cut¬ 

tings to^et well rooted before you move them. 

Ceanothus Gloire de Versailles.— 
Apart from the original species and varieties 

thereof, there are now a great many garden 
forms of Ceanothus, between several of whom, 
however, the difference is very slight. The 
variety Gloire de Versailles is of Continental 
origin, and has been grown for many years, but 

as far as my experience extends it is still of the 
very best and hardiest, which last is of great 
importance, for in many districts the Ceanothusos 
suffer greatly during the winter if they are not 

protected by a wall or something in that wav. 
If not out too soverely they, however, quickly 
recover, and as summer advances many of them 
will be laden with their plume-like clusters of 

pale-blue blossoms. In planting the Ceanothus 
as shrubs in the open ground, a sheltered spot 
should as far as possible be chosen, for the cold 
cutting winds of early spring often injure them 
as muoh as severe frosts in the winter. A free 

light soil suits them well.—H. 

PENTSTEMONS. 

It i9 very disappointing when having raised a 
quantity of young plants of Pentstemons from 

seed early in the spring, planted them out and 
had a fine bloom from them in the autumn, to 
find the winter, either because so wet or so 
severely cold, has either destroyed the plants 

absolutely, or has so maimed them that they are 
almost useless henceforth. Those who have a 
greenhouse or a frame may get over the 
disappointment somewhat if plenty of cuttings 
have been taken off during September and put 

into pots, stood on a shelf or in some moderately 
shaded part of toe frame, and there nicely 
rooted. Such young plants potted up singly in 
the spring and later planted outdoors make 

capital substitutes for the old plants which the 
frosts have destroyed. When, however, the 
old plants do survive the winter unharmed, 
then the many strong shoots sent up from the 

stems of the plants produce such clusters of 
bloom as to exoel materially anything that can 
be obtained from young seedlings or cutting- 

made plants. But it is not difficult to have. 

Try putt/nx some | aP“fc worn the cutting-made reserve, a quantity 
of young plants to stand the winter if a sowing 
of seed be made within the next few weeks. 
Pentatemon seed does not germinate very 

rapidly and plant growth is rather slow, so that 

if Boed be sown at the end of July or early in 
August, it is not probable that the seedling 
plants will be, by the end of November, at all 

too large to keep, m they are in a frame or 
under a hand-light for the winter. The best 
course would be to dibble them out from the 

seed-bed or pans into a frame thickly or else 
undor hand-lights. When once rooted very little 

ffibttietion will suffice to keep them safe through 
httd (M&tbjsL IN Ini J the/ upring these plants, 
lifted carefuliy with small clusters pf roots 

urbAna-champaign 
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attached and as carefully planted out, will soon 
develop into strong blooming ones and make a 
fine display all through the early summer, a 
spring lowing coming on to make a succession. 
Practically, Pentatemona should always be 

treated as 
Biennials, but consideration has to be given 

to the fact thht thev are not always- so hardy as 
true biennials should be. The Antirrhinum is 
pretty much in the same boat as is the 
Hentatemon, for both are somewhat soft-wooded 

and are apt to die wholessde under the effeota of 
severe weather. Snapdragons are so prolific of 
seed, that they may be easily raised at almost 
any time, and although with these, as with 
I’entstemons, no plants produce such a fine 

display of bloom as do strong ones that have 
been safely wintered outdoors, yet dead ones 
may readily be replaced by seedlings raised by 
an autumn sowing. As to the raising of 
Pentatemona from seed, it is best always to 

obtain a really good stock. There is such a 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

THE SMALLER-FLOWERED EUCHARIS 

(E. CANDIDA). 

The more we see of this beautiful bulbous plant 
the more we are convinced of its great value, 
particularly for affording an abundant and con¬ 

tinuous supply of cut flowers during winter. It 
is not second even in beauty to its popular con¬ 
gener, E. amazonica, and, being smaller, it is 
even more desirable, especially for association 

with other out flowers. The blossoms are about 
a third smaller than those of the Amazon Lily, 
but are of the same waxy texture and snowy 
whiteness, save the cup, which is tinged with a freenish yellow. It is a vigorous grower, and 

evelops leaves as large or even larger than 

E. amazonica, and oontinues to produce flower- 
spikes throughout the winter if grown in a 
moist, warm plant-house. It may be success¬ 

fully grown in a good, turfy loam, enriched by 

to prevent the soil running among the faggots. 
Over the straw a layer of last year’s leaves is 
placed, into this the roots of the Violets find 
their way, they being especially partial to 
decayed leaves. The soil I use is mainly 

composed of roadside refuse, with which is 
mixed a quantity of grit that assists in keeping 
the whole porous. To this I liberally add 
decayed leaves with the addition of a small 
quantity of horse manure partly decayed. This 
compost is about 9 inches thick. If the soil in 

the garden is naturally inclined to be sandy add 
the horse-manure and decayed leaves to it 
simply. The plants are then lifted with a good 
ball of soil and roots attached, and planted in 
the frame; the soil is pressed firmly about 

the roots. When the plants aro placed in 
1 the frame the leaves are quite at the 

top of the sides of the frame. In a short 
1 time the soil settles down, so that by the time 
I the lights are placed on the plants are within 
I 2 inches of the glass. They should receive a 

Flowers ol Eucharia camlltlA. 

wido distinction now between good and 
indifferent strains, that only those familiar with 
the former can understand how great is the 
advance made in the flowers. Once a good 
strain is secured, it is easy to retain and 
even to improve it. Something, perhaps 
much, has been done in the direction 

of improvement by cross-breeding, but very 
much also has oomo from selection, and it is 
open to any amateur grower of Pentstemons to 
select the very best flowers, mark them each 

year, and save seed from these alone. In that 
way it will be found easy to greatly improve 

any stock. Any new grower of Pentstemons, 
however, will do wisely to make as good a 
start as possible with a good strain, as it is 
sheer waste of time to go over the ground which 
others have long since traversed, when the 

results of their labours may be had in seed form 
at a trifling cost. Very much improvement'iias 
also been effected in the habit of ottkel 

Pentstemon, but yet there is still rotta-Wr'l 
further progress in that direction. A. 1 

a little well deoayed manure. When seen in the 

form of huge specimens in 14-inch pots bearing 
a quantity of flower-spikes, often as many as 
ten and a dozen blooms on eaoh, this plant forms 
a really lovely sight 

4148. — Double Violets for winter 
flowering.—As the plants are now a good 
size remove any runners that form between now 

and September, and keep the plants clear of 
weeds, whioh prevents tne maturation of the 
crowns by excluding from them light and air. 
The beat winter quarters for the frame is a sunny 
position sheltered from north and east winds. 

Place the frame on two bricks at each corner to 
raise it above the soil, whioh is a preventive 
against the rotting of the frame. At the bottom 

of the frame I place a layer of faggots or old 
Pea-stakes for a twofold object—viz., raising 
the plailts near to the glass and permitting of 

■hi i&jghk&hinsge, as I find the development of 
tuebftomtisretarded if the roots are waterl ogged. 

On {he wood a thin layer of stable litter is placed. 

good soaking of water, which settles the soil 

about them. I omitted to say that in planting 
into the frame the leaves of one plant should 
be so near to its neighbour as just to stand 
clear—that provides euflicient space for eaoh 
plant. Do not place the lights over the plants 

until there is danger of frost or continuous rains; 
even then tilt them at the l>ack to admit air to 
the plants. The roots make progress, but not 
the leaves, which is what is required ; if many 
new leaves are made before the April following 

the orop of flowers is a thin one. Although a 
few degrees of frost will not injure the Violets 
when the lights are on, it is not wise to have the 
leaves touohed by it. Abundance of air should 

be given at all times when the thermometer 
out-of-doors stands above 35 degs. Anything 
approaching the plants is detrimental to their 
welfare. As to watering, this depends so much 
upon the; kind of soil the plants are growing in. 
In mv case I do not find it necessary to water 

(Still FeUrVarYi 4fw (the thoiough soaking the 
plants receive wh»D first put into the frame. 
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The state of the soil is the beet guide ; if it dries 
quickly by all means well a oak it, and be sure 
tnis is done in the morning, so that the leaves 

will be thoroughly dry before closing the frame 
at night. The frame will need protecting from 
frost in some way ; freshly-gathered leaves or 

manure answers the purpose for the sides. The 
glass can be protected by mats, straw, hurdles, 

or some other means.—S. P. 

4154 — Oleander not flowering. — A 
short time ago 1 went to visit a friend, and 
notioed a magnificent Oleander in his house in 

full bloom. I remarked upon its beauty, and 
lamented that in spite of following the instructions 
of practical gardeners strictly, I had never suc¬ 

ceeded in getting beyond buds. My friend 
replied, "I know; it was just the same with 
me for several years, and I was in despair, until 

I was informed that the plant ought always to 
stand in water. I tried the receipt, and now I 

never fail to bloom it.” I am now trying this 

plan myself, and hope it may turn out as well 
in my case. It is all very well for professional 
gardeners, who are always at hand, or have men 

to look after things when they are not, to re¬ 
commend that such and such a plant shall be 
kept plentifully supplied with water ; but the 

amateur who has only his mornings before break¬ 
fast, and his evenings after tea or dinner, to look 

after his stock, may easily overlook individual 
plants with fatal results as regards bloom.— 

A. O. Butler. 

4141.—Heating a greenhonae.—You 
do not state the height of the structure, which 
is an important factor, nor yet whether it is a 

lean-to or span-roof. But in either oaso 40 feet 
of 4-inoh piping would not be enough to ensure 
a temperature of 50 degs. in severe weather, and 
I should strongly advise the addition of another 

20 feet, whioh the ooil. if properly set, would 
work quite easily.—B. C. R. 

4105 —Treatment of Hakea.—These are 
New Holland plants, and require greenhouso 

treatment. The soil should De composed of 
a mixture of about equal parts fibry loam, peat, 
and sufficient sharp silver sand to make it mode¬ 
rately porous. As with all plants of this char¬ 

acter, it is most important to have plenty of 
drainage, otherwise they suffer severely from a 
waterlogged condition of the soil. Too much 
water inflicts serious injury, few plants suffer¬ 
ing more from this cause than suoh things. 

There is a host of kinds, and many have been 
introduced a long time into English gardens. 
H. acioularis was introduced in 1700, also H. 
dactyloides, whilst others were sent over quite 
early in the present oontary.—C. T. 

41K4. — Treatment of a Passion¬ 
flower.—Either the soil is too rich, the growth 
is too crowded, or the plant is of a bad sort, and 

will never bloom well. Numbors of this 
Passionflower are raised from seed, and seed¬ 
lings, as is woll known, vary considerably in 

ilonforousiioss, Ac. I inolino to tho latter 
thoory, as the plants in your neighbours' 

gardens do so woll, and, if it is so, the sooner 
the plant is pullod out and a better one planted 
tho better. -B. C. R. 

4171.—Double Begonias. —Many of these 
Begonias, and the doubles especially, havo a 
way of dropping thoir buds in a very aggravat¬ 
ing mannor. With some (seedling plants par¬ 

ticularly) the fault is inhorent, but beyond this 
it ohieflv depends on a vigorous root-action. 
The doublos prefer a rather more firm and sub¬ 
stantial compost than tho singles—too much 
leaf-mould is nob good—and it should also be 
compressed somewhat more firmly together. 
Water must be givon with care, and only when 

the soil bocomos slightly dry, then affording a 
thorough Bitpply. Do you uso any stimulants ? 

A very little soot dissolved in the water is 
excellent, and also a sprinkling of the silicate 

manure now and then will be found very 
benefioial.—B. C. R. 

4173.—Uses Of a frame.—If you have a 
sufficient number of plants you may fill either 
of the frames with Violets in September, but, 

of course, the plants will have to be prepared 
to be satisfactory. The large frame may be 
sown with Early Horn Carrot-seed early next 

month (August), and the lights put on about 

the middle of October. You would be able to 
draw a good supply of young roots fnoimeo large 

a space through the greater pert ofi the Vuk> ir. 
You will gain nothing by trying to g&UAYnow- 

drops earlier; th«y will not submit of being 

hurried, but will have their own way. Such 
bulbs as Daffodils, Hyaoinths, and Tulips can, 
however, be suooeaafully grown in the frames, 

and then removed to the greenhouse or window. 
Cold frames are also useful for wintering choice 

Pansies and Carnations. You had better not 
risk your Echeverias and Calceolarias in Celery 
trenches as you suggest, or a hard winter may 

come and kill the lot.—J. C. C. 

4145.—Blue Hydrangeas. — To every 
bushel of ordinary compost (and this should not 

be too rich), add j lb. sulphate of iron, pounded 
rather fine. Thoroughly well mix the compost, 
and press the soil about the roots firmly. 

Hydrangeas do not require much pot-room, as 
they flower more freely when the root* are some¬ 
what oonfined. When new growth is per¬ 

ceptible in the spring, supply the plants with 
alum water, dissolving half an ounoe in 1 gallon 
of clear water, and supplying it alternately 

with clean water or an occasional dose of liquid- 
manure.—S. P. 

- Plant in peat, and I think you will get the de¬ 
sired result. I have not tried the experiment myself, as I 
have been satiated with the pink variety.—A. O. Bctlrr. 

4135.—Balsams, Petunias, and Be¬ 
gonias.—You ask for information which it is 
difficult to give, because so muoh depends on 

the vigour of the plant* and the temperature 
prevailing. You ask, indeed, for information 
the correctness of which can only be obtained 

by practice and knowledge. Yon must under¬ 
stand, first, that double flowers take longer to 
develop than single ones. Seeing that it is 

better to leave off taking off the flowers a little 
too early than too late, you had bettor allow 
three weeks for the blossoms to expand on the 

plants you mention.—J. C. C. 

4172.—Asparagus plumosus. —A oool 
greenhouse is not a suitable plaoe for those 
plants in the winter. No doubt they received a 
check then that they have not yet recovered. 

If they are rooted out in the fresh soil, a little 
soot in the water now and then will render the 
foliage of a healthy colour, and they might be 

watered two or three times with a weak solution 
of nitrate of soda (4 OS. to the gallon). Other¬ 
wise you must leave them alone A gentle 

bottom-heat might be of service.—B. C. R. 

■ii in. - St rep to carpus hybrids, &c — 
I find these plants do not form any seed in the 

early part of tho summer, but do so later on. If 
you havo plants in bloom now, and you place 
them in an airy place in the greenhouse they 
will probably givo you a little seed ; but it will 

not be much, as tho blossoms appear to want 
fertilising to produoe seed freely. Yon must 
not dry off tho plants as you would Begonias, 

although they want much less water in the 
winter than in summer. The plant* are at 

thoir best the sooond or third year, after that 
they have an awkward way of dying off at the 

oollar without any apparent reason.—J. C. 0. 

- Fertilise the blossoms while oxpandod, 
using a small, soft camel-hair brush, and keep 

tho plants in a modorately-dry atmosphero, with 
light shads from hot sun only. My plants re¬ 
tained a few greon leaves during the whole of 

last winter, but then they were quite young 
seedlings, and I understand tho old roots may 

be stored away like Begonias. I should, how- 
over, koop them in a tomporaturo of 45 degs. to 
50 dogs., on a shelf or the like, giving only 
enough water to keop the soil barely moist, and 

thon thoy can plcaso thomselvos about going 
completely to rest or not.—B. C. R. 

4131.—Boronla meffastlamn.—Nodoubt thlsplunt 
could he easily raised from seed,hut the dlllicultv, I Imagine, 
would lie to obtain this. Sow In extra well-drainsd pots 
or pans of vary randy peat, sifted lino on the surface, and 

with a little charred leaf-mould on the toil, and keep moist 
and shaded in a warm greenhouse. April Is the beet 

month.— B. O. R. 

-Thera le less trouble In raising seedlings, but the 

seedlings are not so compact In habit of growth, and do 
not flower ao soon as plants raised from outtlngs, but 
without proper conveniences, suoh as ball-glasses. Ac., 
Roronlae are dlflloult to strike. Bow seeds In spring.— 

E. H. 

4116.— Phormlum tenax—This flowers 
in greenhouses in this country, and possibly 

out-of-doors in the extreme southern counties, 
where it mav bo trusted in tho open. It is not 

a thoroughly satisfactory plant out-of-doors, 
except in peculiarly favourable situations, and 

is safer in the greonhouso or conservatory, in 
4jtjMcffi>it makes a distinct feature—a change 
Jtp.nHhe usual viow of things. It niil^i^iU^e^ 

'■in the open during the summer months. The 

flowers are of a lemon colour, and the whole 
aspeot of the plant is vigorous, the leaves of 
noble growth, strong, and pleasingly arched. 

If you nave a large garden you may use it with 
advantage in the summer arrangements, suoh as 
in the centre of a large bod of subtropical sub¬ 

jects. The variegated form is very handsome, 
and a few large, or, for that matter, small 
speoies ore very handsome. If your examples 

are in good health they will bloom in time, but it 
is for its foliage and fine habit that the New 
Zealand Flax is so largely grown.—0. T. 

4010.—Potting O&ctl.—I should not pot these until 
the autumn, and do not turn them out-of-doors. The lan 

of my Oaoti are now blooming (with one late flower) lor the 
third time this year. I have a grand show of Cereua. f 
keep them in heat all through tne year, but in the winter 
they rarely get more than &0 degs., and hardly any water. 

—A. O. Butler. 

4113.—A1 bo-carbon light and plants—I use 
this light in my oonaervatory, and frequently have It full 
on all the evening In the winter months, but It never 

Injured one of mv plants In the least. I also have an albo- 
oarbon three-globed ohandelier In my drawing-room in 
wblob I have at least one Fern In a pot and a large Fern- 

oaee, the doors of whioh are usually open more or less; no 
evil effects have resulted.—A. O. Brass. 

ROOTS. 

NOTES ON ROSES. 
The Rose Aphis.—This is a pest that affects 

those Roses growing on poor ground in particu¬ 
lar ; and as many amateurs are troubled with 

it, a few notes of remedies that have been found 
of value may be made. It increases very 
quickly, and to arrest the pest at first is always 

tne better way. Clean water will work won¬ 
ders, with good syringing when the pest is seen, 

before it has mode much headway, and will obviate 
the need of insecticides. I always think that 
those who have not many Roses, and gardens of 

limited size, value a few brief remedies for the 
suppression of insect pests. Quassia-chips are 
valuable to keep down the Rose Aphis, and 

often used ; but one of the best insecticides 
is composed of 1$ lb. of soft-soap, and Tobacco- 
juice from 4 oz. of Tobacco placed in hot water. 

This should be added to 25 gallons of water. 
An excellent preparation is one part of soft-soap 

to the eighth part of boiling water, then adding 
sufficient paraffin to make it of a moderate 
degree of strength ; but carefully avoid making 
it too strong, otherwise mischief will ensue. 

The soft-soap and Tobacco is the safer prepara¬ 

tion. 

The Rose season.—This is by no means an 

ideal season for Roses. The flowers at tho ex¬ 
hibitions have been verv poor, and some of tho 
loading growers have boon unable to exhibit. 

It is not often that this is tho case, but perhaps 
thero will be a fair autumn display. If so wo 
shall be rewarded. The best varieties this year 

are those of the hybrid perpetual class, the 
dark-colourcd kinds in particular, suoh as 

Xavier Olibo, Horace Vernet, and Louis Van 
Houtte. Gustave Piganeau is one of the chief 
prize-winners, and although quite a new Rose, 

it is now largely cultivated. Tho flowers aro of 
immense size—quite distinctive in this respect— 
and crimson in colour. Another conspicuous 

varioty has been the now famous Ulrich Brunnor, 
which is grown largely, and is a good Rose oither 
in tho garden or for exhibition. Amongst tho 

Tea-scented class Ernest Metz and Souv. d'Eliso 
Vardon have boon of note. 

Two new Roses.—Readers of Gardening 
will bo doubtless intorostod in two new Rosos 
of Messrs. A. Dickson and Ron, Newtownards, 
Co. Down, Ireland. One can only judge of them 

os shown, but thoy each roooivod a gold medal 
at the recent exhibition of the National Rose 

Society at the Crystal Palace. Ono is nainod 
Marchioness of Londonderry, and is a large 

flower, ivory-white, full, and very promising, 
also strong in growth. The great merit of theao 
new Roses from these raisers is their very sweet 

fragrance. Mrs. Sharman Crawford is the name 
of the other; it is shining rose and silvery- 

white flower, very sweetly scented and distinct, 
whilst the habit of growth is robust. A gold 
medal was also given to Crimson Rambler, a 

beautiful new l'olyantha Rose, the flowers deep- 
crimson in oolour individually, and very showy. 

Thoy are produced in largo dusters, and the 
plant in very robust in growth. It is a variety 

quite unique for oolour and freedom. 

A 0*icibLWlw3wf---A very charming 
^lass is that known as the China, and one of ths 
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brightest of all ia the variety named Muie. 
Lauretta Meaaimey, which is remarkably free, 
and haa very deep roee-coloured flowora, which 
make a pleasing display. All this aeotion should 

if possible be grouped in distinct beds, where 
they are seen to full advantage. The common 
China is of note, known by its free display of 
pink flowers, whilst others of note are Cramosi- 
Supdrieurfdeep-crimson, the flowers full andpro- 
duoed freely), Fabvier (brilliant-scarlet), san- C'nea (intense crimson), and Little Pet, which 

small white flowers. These classes of 

Roses, the Chinas, Polyanthas, Bourbons, and 
other sections, are not made enough of in 
English gardens, but it is not for want of 
beauty. Both the Chinas and Polyanthas are 
amongst the gayest of flowers, and when there 
is sufficient space in gardens should be boldly 
grouped. V. C. 

OWN-ROOT ROSES. 

I wish to give you my experience with own-root 
Roses. I purchased six eaoh of the following 
varieties from a highly respectable dealer : Sir 

J. Paxton, Anna de Diesbach, and John Hopper. 

my trees; the grub spared two buds only, 
which were no bigger than those on the other 
standards of the same variety which had not 

been disbudded. I wish to be informed on 
another point. I have been to four different 
florists for the same standard Toa Rose ; in three 
cases I paid 3s. 6d., to which was addod in 
one cose a charge for packing, and in two oases 
I had to pay the carriage ; the fourth tree I 
paid 2s. for, and it was delivered free; this 
turns out the best of the four ; all four plants 
are equally well worked, and what I want to 
know is whether one is supposed to get a 

better strain for the 3s. 6d. than the 2s. ? 
All my own-root Roses were infested with 
green-fly, while the standards and the bushes 
worked on the Brier only had the usual amount. 
In addition to the own-root Roses mentioned I 
had four each of the following, also own-root: 
Red Gloire, J. Margottin, Madamo I. Periere, 
and Souvenir d’Elise ; these never bloomed and 
gradually died off, while those varieties stand¬ 
ing next to them, worked on the Brier stock, 

flourished. I have done with own-root Roses. 

Kew. 

Flowers of Chrysanthemum ‘‘White Daisj." (See page 292.) 

These all did well, though the blooms were very 
•malL Blush China bloomed, but attained no 

size. The others, Fdlioitd Perp4tu4e, Aim4e 
Vibert, and Rfive d’Or have never shown any 
sign of bloom, though they made rampant 

growth. At the end of the tirst year half of the Cte which had failed to bloom were out back 
, the other half being only moderately 

pruned ; there has been the same result. My 
other bush Roses on the Brier, and tho three 
first-mentioned own-roots, have done well. I 
have also a very fine standard Airnde Vibert, 

purchased prom the same florist, being the only 
one among a hundred other standards which 

shows no sign of bloom. 1s there anv peculiarity 
about this Rose ? Now as to disbudding. Does 
disbudding produce large blooms ? I took two 
standard Baroness Rothsohilds, one I disbudded 
to three buds, the other I let alone—result, six¬ 
teen blooms on one tree, three blooms on the 

other. There was no superiority in the three 
blooms upon the first tree as to size ; situation 
and treatment the same for both. An amiable 
enthusiast told me that disbudd 
useless. It should be (eft to Rose- erol 

should on no account be interfered 
insisted on trying his theory - on one of 

Rose Gloire de Dijon.—No one can 
regret more than I do that I have worried the 
mind of the Rev. S. Reynolds Hole about the 
value of this Rose for growing under glass (see 
Gabdenino, July 15th, 1893, page 278), 

beoause I have many times sat at his feet with 
pleasure and profit when he has discoursed on 
Roses ; but in this instance I must really beg to 
differ. I grant that no other Rose flowora so 
froely or over so long a time as Gloire de Dijon, 
but that is not all that is wanted in a flower 
that ocoupies so muoh space. If it was so, how 

is it that twelve of Marshal Niel is planted 
where only one of Glory oan be found 7 This 
fact proves that the majority of people regard 
Gloire de Dijon in the same light as I do—that 
there are better Roses for growing under glass. 
I admit, however, that when I penned the 
sentence referred to I may have had the com¬ 

mercial aspect of the question strongly impressed 
upon my mind—J. C. C. [Ebbatum.— In the 
note by the Rev. 8. Reynolds Hole referred to, it 
should read “Caunton,” not “Taunton.”] 

4138.1-Ollmblnff Rosea.—If you had not 
a scented Rose it would be easy 

to Fdt*eT'yoar question. The best **•<*•> 

g Rose as distinct from Gloire de Di;or. 

is Cheehunt Hybrid. This bears large red 

flowers, and is a good climber. Then there is the 
Rod Glory, but tho flowers aro not fragrant. 
William Allan Richardson (oolour orange- 

yellow) ia a good climber. Kcvo d’Or is also 
good, but I should say too muoh like Gloire de 
Dijon to suit you.—J. C. C. 

4165.—Hardy climbing Rosea.—It is 
to be regretted that tho Tea Roses are not to lie 
depended upon with you, as your wall is just 
the height to suit them. I am afraid the strong¬ 

growing cluster Roses will not suit your low 
walL Home of the Chinese varieties will, how¬ 
ever, do admirably, including tho common pink 
one and Fabvier (scarlet); Souvenir de la Mal- 
maison is also suitable. Besides those, you may 
have such Hybrid Perpetuals as General 
Jacqueminot, Magna Charta, Gloire Lyonnaise, 

and Baronne Prevost.—J. C. C. 

4130.—Grafting Roses.—The best time to 
graft Roses is in spriDg—February and March— 
and the best place for them when grafted ia a 
close shaded house or hut where there is a 
plunging bed. Graft on the roots of the Common 

Brier and plunge in the bed till tho graft 
starts into growth, then gradually harden and 
move to the greenhouse, and plant oat in bed*. 

Whip-grafting is the simplest and best method 
of grafting.—-E. H. 

4149.—Boses in an unheated, green¬ 
house.—In what part of London do you reside, 
for you should remember that Roses and smoke 
do not sgreo at all, and unless your garden is in 
quite an outer suburb it will be much wiser to 
give up the idea of Roses altogether and go in 
for Carnations or something that will bo more 
likely to succeed. If, however, the atmosphere 
is moderately pure, Roses may be grown well in 
such a structure and without any heat. I should 
advise planting out, say, a Mardohal Niel and a 
Climbing Niphetos at either end of the house, 
training the growth thinly over the roof, and 

then you could have a couple of dozen others 
either in 6 inch or 7-inch pots or planted out in 
a raised and well-drained Border along the front 
of the honse. Gloire de Dijon, Celine Forestier, 
Homcro, Niphetos, Belle Lyonnaise, Isabella 
Sprunt, Souvenir d’un Ami, and Mme. Falcot 
(Teas), with La France. Mrs. J. Laing. Gen. 
Jacqueminot, Viotor Vordier and Alfred Colomb 
(H. P.’s), are good sorts for a beginner to try, or 
for any purpose of this kind.—B. C. R. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

SINGLE CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

Few plants are better adapted for the amateur 
grower who has a limited space at oommand, as 
they are, generally speaking, naturally dwarf 
and bushy in habit, and the shoots do not spread 
out so muoh as those of other varieties of Chrys¬ 
anthemums do, but are erect in growth, thus 
greatly economising spaoe. They produce 
their elegant blossoms in clusters most profusely. 
As a class, single Chrysanthemums always 

deserve a good placo in the schedules of our 
Chrysanthemum societies, and at least two 

classes might with advantage be reserved for 
them—one for flowers in trusses out from the 
plants (say three trusses of each variety), and 
the other for specimen plants as naturally grown 
for decorative purposes. The cultural details 
requiring attention in the management of single 

Chrysanthemums are j precisely the same as for 
those of other kinds grown in a natural manner. 
Home desirable well-proved kinds to grow 
aro as follows, and the number given will be 
sufficient for ovon the largost grower of them. 
Of oourse there are many new varieties of 
great exoellenoe, description of which can be 

had in any grower’s catalogue. The first fifteen 
named in the list are the best suited for exhibi¬ 
tion. I place them in this order to prevent a 

repetition of names ; though all are suited for 
growth as bushes, yet the flowers of some are 
too small to be oonsidered exhibition varieties ; 
Jane (syn., Snowflake) I must place at the head 
of the list for its lovely form of flower. The 
oolour ia white, the petals twisted in a graceful 
manner. It grows strongly, carries good foliage, 
and is altogether a gem. As a comparison to 

this I name Admiral Sir T. Symonds. The 
flora.*, which droop slightly, are of a bright 
orange-yellow; most , effeotiye . in a out state, 
trades mentioned Kj’ow ere also good kinds, 

le Moult (Mnw^Ut-tTimson, very showy), 
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Eflice (a curious mixture of chestnut and olaret, 
the florets very lone), David Windsor (bright 

chestnut-red), Lady Churchill (brick-red), 
Amerioa (blush, large flower), Mrs. Wills 
(white, suffused with pink), Helianthus (bronze- 
yellow), Pure Gold (as its name implies), 
Crushed Strawberry (as its name implies), 

Patience (amaranth, tipped with white), White 
Perfection (pure-white, of capital form), 
Oriflamme (reddish-brown), Mrs. Duke (pale- 

lilac), Mrs. Langtry (pale-pink), Lady Brook 
(bright-yellow, Buttercup form), Meteor (dark), 
Oscar Wilde (dull briok-red), Miss Gordon 
(light-pink, with long, drooping florets), White 
Daisy (figured on p. 291, a pure-white variety, 

with a yellow diso in the centre), Miss Lulu 
Martin (small pink), Elsio Maud (white, free 
flowering), Miss Rose (dwarf in habit, pink). Tho 
last thrco named are late-flowering kinds. K. 

MILDEW ON CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

The extended heat and drought has rendered 
the atmosphere so arid that it has been all in 
favour of the spread of this fungus. I find that 
the usual sulphur remedy is not nearly drastic 
enough in its influence to check the progress 

of this parasite, and it is therefore neoossary to 
resort to other means. Mildew, as a rule, in 

the ordinary way attacks the upper surface of 
the leaves of Chrysanthemums, but under suoh 
favourable circumstances for its propagation 
the underneath parts of the leaves are in an 
equally bad plight. As this pest quickly 
spreads over the greater part of the foliage of 
one plant in a few days if not arrested, I would 

advise amateur cultivators to closely inspect 
their plants to see if they are at all aflected, 

and if so I would advise them to lose no time in 
following the plan I am about to detail. Place 
2 lb. of sulphur and 2 lb. of lime, which has 
not been slaked, in 10 quarts of water, and boil 
for twenty minutos. For syringing the plants 
use 2 winoglassfuls of the mixture to 4 gallons 
•if clean oold water. A “ Stott” syringe is the 
best instrument to apply the mixture with ; by 

the aid of the sprayer which this syringe is 
lilted with the liquid can be forced in any 
direction, thoroughly wetting every part of the 
plant. If a slight discoloration of the leaves 
follows from the sediment of the mixture it will 

not be injurious, and will wash off in time by 
the aid of rain and the syringe. E. M. 

1170. — Treatment of Chrysanthe¬ 
mums.—As you require blooms of the finest 
quality your method of treating the plants has 
l>een correct. Had you followed out your last- 
named suggestion, removing the bud only, you 
would have had three times the number of 
blooms, but inferior in quality. Very few 

varieties indeed are there that will come to per¬ 
fection whon allowed to develop more than three 
buds on one plant. Certainly not of the large- 
flowered sorts, of which Mile. Marie Hoste or 
Etoilc de Lyon aro examples. Remove all side 

Hhoota that push from tho nodes below where 
the breaks occurred, os some varieties have a 
'• i-.deM-v to make much growth in this manner, 
it can only br at the rxpenne of the main shoots, 
weakening them. The prompt removal of sur¬ 
plus shoots concentrates the energy of the plant 

into the selected branches. — E. M. 

-You bavt dona quite rkiht; II all the shoots had 
torn loti, tbrre would be Dine flowers on each plant—lar 
loo many. No douht It will be a very early season lor 
these pluMte. and ll the bude ere taken too toon they will 
14 — B. O. R. 

4142 —Chrysanthemums for show.— 
I pretume you moan—may you continue to stop 
the shoots until the end of July? This is what 

vour query suggosts, although it does not say so. 
If I am correct in my surmise my advice Is not 
to top them any more, but induoe them to grow 
uninterruptedly, making breaks of their own 

accord. If not already done the branohea 
should bo got into position, as they bend so 
much easier now than two months hence. The 
bending of the shoots will not be so much ex¬ 

posed either, as the leaves will bide the bent 
parts so muoh better when the bending is done 
early.—E. M. 

4134.—Old mortar and garden soil.— 
Old mortar broken up fine will do good in your 
garden, but it would do more goodun a heavier 
soil. Do not, however, be afraid a* 
apything fresh is valuable in an old garden. You 

may spread it on the snrfaoe over the roots of 

fruit-trees and Vines, and lightly fork it in. Yon 
will find early Potatoes come out very dear and 
free from soab if the gronnd is liberally dressed 
with the old mortar.—J. 0. C. 

ORCHIDS. 

CATTLEYA 8CH0FIELDIANA. 

I have from “ Mr. 0. Jamieson " a magnifioent 
flower of this Cattleya, asking for its name and 
its native oonntry ? And it is such a beauty that 
I feel constrained to say a few words respecting 

it. This plant first flowered in the garden of 
Mr. Law-Hchofield, at Rawtenstall, near Man¬ 
chester, about ten or eleven years ago, and 
Reiohenbaoh dedicated it to the flowerer ; but 

since then it has been reduced to a variety of 
C. granulosa, about which I am somewhat 
doubtfoL But, howovor, be that as it may, 
this is a very fine kind from a gardener’s and 
an amateur’s point of view, for it has a 

large flower, therefore it has this in its favour ; 
and its colours are both rich and striking, so that 
it oan compete favourably on all points, and it 
makes up a grand display just at the time when 
the Orchid flowers, as a rule, are about the short¬ 

est and dullest. Especially is this the case in the 
present year of grace, things being a month 

earlier, as a rule, than is usually tho case. Mr. 
Schofield, I think, imported this plant in the 
first place himself, but from where it came, or 
who imported it, matters little. Soon more 
were brought to light, and now a batch of this 

Cattleya can be brought home, it appears, with as 
much certainty as any other kind, so that I can¬ 
not think it can be even a variety ; but wo 
descend from generalities to specialities. Now, 
this kind, although so beautiful, requires some 
care to keep it well and in good health. I do 
not mean to infer that it wants more heat, or 
more drying, or more anything, than 1 have so 

frequently told yon that Cattleyas do want, but 
these requirements must be strictly attended to. 
The plant will grow along with (J. Trianic, so 
that it cannot bo said to require a groat hoat. 

It may bo potted in about the same soil with good 
drainage ; but what ia moat important ia to keep 
it just moist enough to prevent the bulbs from 
suffering from drought, for if this is allowed to 
oome on the plant requires a long time to pull 
round again, and at the same time overwatering 
must be as strenuously fought against; but 

everything most be done to make the slender 
stems as vigorous as possible, and to preserve its 
large leaves in perfect order. The flowers are 
produoed mostly two on a scape, these each 
being 0 inches, sepals and petals nearly equal in 

side and colour, although the petals are some¬ 
what the broader. They are thick and fleshy in 
texture, having a ground colour of rioh Indian- 
yellow, upon which are a profusion of streaks 

and spots of crimson.purple. Lip three-lobed, 
the side lobes ereot, creamy - white; the 
middle lobe clawed, which, with tho fimbriated 
reniforme, is of a beautiful bright magenta- 
purple, and which is covered by papulte, and 
it also has a marginal border of White. No 

more beautiful and useful Cattleya can be 
grown, and I would urge all my readers 
that are Cattleya growers to take the advioe 
of old “Matt.” ana add it to their collection 
in the shortest possible time. 

Matt. Bramble. 

SCUTICARIAS. 

I have forgotten the name of the gentleman to 

whom I made a promise some few weeks ago 
respecting these plants, through his letter being 
mislaid. Howover, he is not forgotten. Very 
little is known of the few Orchids which con¬ 

stitute this genus, which were formerly known as 
Maxillarias, but some differences in the organs of 
tho flowers caused Lindley to constitute a new 

genus for them under the name by which they are 
now known by Orchid growers, and which has 
been derived from their leaves—thus scutica, a 
whip, from the resemblance of them to a whip. 
They are plants whioh require to be grown on a 

block of wood, and to be hrmly fixed there with 
some 8tout oopper wire, and the plants should be 
finily packed with Sphagnum Moss, which 

eW seen to be decaying should be re- 

and fresh Moss givsn. Tbii may rb4 
ily done without injury, to the roots. Thfy 

like the very hottest plaoe which oan be given 
them, with full exposure to the sun, excepting 

when they are in bloom, and then a little shade 
will serve to prolong the flowers in their beauty. 
They are not new plants, for 8. 8teeli was intro¬ 
duced from Demerara nearly sixty years ago, 

and it was again fonnd in that oountry in 1844, 
whilst the other kind was imported from Brazil, 
flowered in the great exhibition year of 1851, 
and although we only reoognise the two species, 
I have little doubt but there are more kinds to 

be found, but from some cause or other Orohid 
growers have disoarded these plants from their 
collections, but, as before stated, both of the 
known kinds require the very hottest place in 
the East Indian house, with a good moist 
atmosphere in tho summer season, and at no 
timo in the year should they be subjected to the 

drying system, for naturally thoy grow on the 
trocs that overhang rivors. 

8. Stbeli (the kind sent) is frequently called 
tho Shoe-lace Orohid. Its rounded leaves aro 
frequently 3 feet to 4 foot long, tapering to a 
point. They aro pendulous, and, therefore, it 
will not grow in any other position but hanging 

from a block of wood. Tho flowers aro large and 
beautiful, frequently each 3 inches across, bat 
standing upon short podunoles near the base of 
the leaves. They havo a light-yellow ground 
colour, freely spotted reddish brown ; the lip ia 
of a darker yellow, streaked and spotted in tho 
same manner as tho sepals and petals. These 

are produoed either singly or in pairs, and more 
rarely three are produced upon the same stem, 
and thoy are very fragrant. Now, have I not 
said enough to induco my roadors to grow this 

plant? 
8. Had wen i is a different plant, but of the 

same habit. Its loaves, howover, are seldom 
more than a foot long, bat sometimes they reach 
18 inohes. The flowers are more ereot than the 
previously named kind, the oolours much the 
same as Steeli, but less bright and showy. 

The lip is culcullate, white or pale-yellow, 
spottod with flesh colour. It is a very beautiful 
plant, and, as well as Steeli, should be grown by 
all haviog the convenience. 

Matt. Bramble. 

DENDROBIUM8 CRY8TALLINUM AND 

BENSONL-E. 

Flowers of the first species come from “J. 
Austin,” asking to know something about it ? 
This plant was lntrodnoed by the Messrs. Veitoh, 
of Chelsea, aiid it was first flowered by them 
abonttwenty-five years ago. I suppose it ia one of 

Mr. Pariah’s discoveries, or, perhaps, it was one 
of the finds of Colonel Benson ; at any rate, it 
comes from the mountains in Burmah, whioh is 
the great country for beautiful Dondrobee. I 
reoently obtained a flower from a celebrated col- 
lection, so that I have no hesitation in naming 

it, whioh otherwise I might have had some hesi¬ 
tation in doing, for it has beoomo rare in English 
collections. “ J. A.” tolls me he has two plants 
that grew out of a lot of D. Bensonim, whioh is 
not doing well with him ; but this kind, of which 
ho sends me two flowers, grows kindly and well. 

This shows that there is no reason why the D. 
Bensonias should not also do kindly ; but per¬ 
haps you have starved it from want of water 
during the winter season. I have found that 

this plant thrives best in very small pots, and 
these should be well drained and the root* 
lightly covered with SphagDum Moss, and also I 
have found it to dislike being disturbed ; there¬ 
fore, I generally leave them iu tho same pots for 
years, merely giving thorn a little fresh Moss 

each spring ; but, then, I grow these plants cool 
in the winter, and just moist enough to keep 
the bulbs in a nice, plump condition. The ther¬ 
mometer may run down to 55 degs. at night with¬ 

out doing them any harm. Most of my friends 
and neighbours winter this species in 10 degi. 
more heat and keep itthoroughly dry, so that the 
bulbs wither, and each year as it comes rouod 

the plants get smaller, until they give up the 
ghost and depart; and I expect this has been 
the cause why D. cryatallinum has become 
so rare. It should be grown in small hanging- 
baskets, for when it grows well the stem like 

bulbs attain a length of about 18 inches, and 
thus become pendulous. Let the pans or baskets 

be well drained, and do not cover the roots with 
itoo.' g'.'e'a’t aii Mbwntl 'of soil. During the sum¬ 
mer months let the plant have an abundance of 
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water, both to it* root* and overhead, from the 
■yringe ; and if the plants be well potted, the 

drainage will not allow these plants to suffer 
from overwatering; and in the winter rest them 
cool, keeping them just fairly moist. This is a 
very pretty species. In the flower now before 

me, which is over 2 inches across, the sepals and 
petals are waxy-white, the petals being broadest 
and tipped with purple ; the lip is yellow at the 
base, in front of which comes a zone of white, 
tipped with purple, and if you take a good, 
powerful glass you will see the point whioh its 

name is derived from, for the anther-case is 
furnished with numerous crystalline points. 

Matt. Bramble. 

ONCIDIUM SPHEGIFERUM. 

A portion of a scapo of this species comes to me 
from “ E. Kavanagh " for a name, Ac. Woll, 
this plant is one of a natural group of Orchids 
known as belonging to the section pulvinatum. 

It is a plant with a stout, oval pseudo bulb, 
with somewhat sharp edges, bearing a single 
pale-green leathery leaf, which, when mature, 
measures some 9 inches long. It makes a long 
branching spike of bloom, which oftentimes 
climbs to 1 feet in length, bearing many flowers. 
It differs from pulvinatum in the long claw to 
its lip, whilst the bright orange blossoms readily 

distinguish it from the group to whioh it belongs. 

remained scarce for some time; but it may have 
been mixed with O. divaricatum and O. pulvina- 

tium, and thus the right name of the plant only 
was lost or hidden. ; but the flowers that came to 
me from “ C. Kavanagh ” are of the true plant, 
having the tips of the sepals and petals rich 
orange-yellow, their bases being stained with 
redduh-orange; the lip is somewhat fiddle¬ 

shaped, three-lobed, side lobes spreading denti¬ 
culate at the edges, the front lobe with a long 
claw, the blade lobed in front, and with the edge 
plain, the whole being of a light-orange with a 
papillose orest This is the plant which I think I 
am quite right in saying is the true sphegiferum 
of Lindley, and I hope my friend will use his 
care to keep it, and to keep it well distinguished 

roots are in a manure-heap, is most likely the 
cause of the fruits being unsatisfactory, or it 
may be that they do not get enough. Cuoum- 
bers are moisture-loving subjects when the 

drainage is perfect, and it is surprising what a 
quantity of water they will take when growing 
freely. Too heavy a orop is also the cause of 
failure. The plants are onppled, and must then 
show the want of strength in some way. Some 

varieties are so free as to set the fruit in clusters 
of three and moro at one joint. If the plants 
are allowed to continue doing this, little wonder 
need then be expressed if they exhibit signs of 
distress. Thin the fruit to one at a joint where 
they oome in dusters. Want of warmth in a 
regular manner would cause the fruit to turn 

by a label, which I am sorry to say I have not yellow, or there may be some objectionable 
found to be largely used in his part of the king- matter in the soil, or too strong a dose of some 
dom. It will grow very well with other stove- powerful stimulant may have been given to 
plants, requiring only a littlo extra caro to keep them. From the foregoing reasons it will bo seen 
the plant just Dicoly moist, and never lotting thu there are many things to account for the defects 
thermomour fall below 55 dogs. 

Matt. Bramble. 

THE KITCHEN GARDEN. 

CARROTS AND THEIR CULTURE. 

which the fruit exhibits. Water that is tepid 
ought always to be used. Cold wator direct 
from tanks, underground wells, or from water- 
companies' pipes should never be given to 
Cucumbers before airing it, or warming it in 

some way. Tho regulation of the growth is an 
important detail in oulture. The shoots ought 
never to become crowded so much that the leaves 

Ora Rkaueks' li-uniKATiuMt; Carrot 1 Market Knv 
Kent by 

Curiously enough, I have seen this plant under 
the names of O. divaricatum, and also of O. pul¬ 

vinatum and O. sphegiferum, all in onecollection, 
and when I had separated the last-named plant 
from its mixed ana entangled state, and made 
the other names apply to their right plants, the 
owner of the Orchids, instead of thanking me for 
my trouble, simply had the impudence to tell 
me it was all very woll for me to say such and 

such was the case, but he very much doubted 
if I knew anything about it, and he wished 
that he had not got me to pull them about; to 
whioh I replied that I could soon put matters 
straight, whioh I did by taking my names out 
of the pote, wished him good-day, and have 

never since paid him a visit. This was about 
three years ago, and as the owner is a reader 

of Gardening, he may learn why I have never 
made a call since the time when he asked 
me to help him out of the muddle he 
bad got into with his plants. One likes 

to be treated with civility, and generally 
gtti it, too, for there is a sort of freemasonry 
amongst lovers of plants and natural history, 
whioh soon begets friendship ; but now and 
again one comes in contact with a man pretend¬ 
ing to love these things, and one finds out 
that is not really so. I have nevet^until 

now been asked about this specii 
or I should in all probability. K&Ve >vc< 
circumstance. This plant was cultivated by 
the Messrs. Loddiges fifty years ago; but it 

Land that has been freshly manured is not are rendered weak and unable to perform their 

suitable for Carrots. It causos the roots to fork natural functions. During summer, and when 
the weather is warm, a little air 
given to the plants by tilting the 
lights at the opposite end from 
which the wind u blowing, about 
eight o’clock, will be the right 

method to pursue, increasing it 
as the outside temperature ascends. 

A thermometer in the frame, and 
kept at about 70 degs., with air 
admitted, is a good guide.—8. P. 

4143.—Tomatoes not set¬ 
ting. — Hackwood Park is a 
better setter than Ham Green, 
and produces larger trusses; but 
then you do not get the quality 
in the former that the latter pos¬ 
sesses. The weather has been 
very trying for Tomatoes of late, 
at least, where grown under glass ; 

it has been absolutely necessary to 
ventilate as freely as possible, and 
what with the wind, the sun, and 
the extremely dry atmosphere, it 
has been almost impossible to keep 
the plants moist enough to enable 
them to set all their blooms. 
Such, at least, has been my expe¬ 
rience, and I have never known 

the fruit set so badly before under 
glass. Try syringing the plants 
twice or thrice daily.—B. C. R. 

A note on Potato disease. 
—Readers of Gardening who 
have not read particulars of the 

new remedy for Potato disease may be in¬ 
terested in this note. Tho present year, 
so far, has been most favourable to this crop, 
but, of course, one never knows if a long 
spell of rain will ensue, bringing with it a 
repetition of the Potato disease. Doubtless 

many readers of this journal have acres of 
Potatoes in their keeping, and it is therefore 
important for them to know that the Bouille 
Bordelaise is an excellent safeguard against 
the disease. The French were amongst the 
first to undertake experiments with this 
preparation on a large scale, these being under 

the direction of the great French chemist, 
Dr. Aim<S Girard. Large seed firms in 
England made experiments, and I personally 
saw those of Messrs. J. Carter and Co., High 
Holborn, carried out. I was much struck with 

the efficacy of the treatment, and the experiment 
was made on a field of less than an acre. Ten 

loDg double rows were planted on April 8th, 
last year, and the drills 36 inches apart. This 
permits of the sun’s rays penetrating the bed. 
Now the mixture used to dress the various plots 
was called Bouille Bordelaise, and made up of 
22 lb. of sulphate of copper, 22 lb. of unslaked 

lime, and 100 gallons of water. This piece of 
ground was split up into four portions, to that 

ourile.” Engraved lor Oardskiho Ilubtsatsu from a iiholocraph 
Mr. N. Blake. Bedlord. 

and the Carrots to grow large and coarse. We 
always give our Carrot bed a good drossiDg of 

oharred material from the rubbish-heap, mixed 
with refuse soil from the potting-shed. This is 
applied after the ground has been deeply 
cultivated in winter to the depth of several 

inohes, and some time when the surface is dry 
it is forked in. If maggot is dreaded, a good 
top-dressing of soot and lime is given at the 
same time. The middle of April is quite time 
enough to sow the seeds, and the drill system is 
the best because of the facilities thus afforded 
for surface stirring. Many of the prinoipal 

seed firms now pass Carrot seeds through a 
machine, which effectually dears away their 
beard, and makes their distribution when sown 
regular and easy ; but where this is not done, 
rubbing the seeds botween the hands with a 

little sand intermixed will effectually separate 
them. Draw the drills half an inch deep and 
15 inches apart. Firm the land well before 

sowing if dry. And Carrots should not be 
sown in wet weather; better wait till the 
surface is dry. The best kinds for the main 
orop are the half-long Carentan and James’ 
Intermediate. A Carrot largely grown for sale 
is the one here illustrated and known as 
Market Favourite ; it appears to be a very well 

:dpe(etl/fvm of the Red Intermediate. H. two oauld be drusied, and the others not touched A\| i\/r ally The pi«;3Si%ticn given above suffices for 
_ _ !—Too ''P acre of Potatoes.1 To may be interesting to 

much moisture at the roots, especially when ‘ho jlj^e^tipnft^^t^li (s^p’ua^l of copper used was of 
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98 per cent, purity, and the Maccleafield patent 
sulphate of oopper. The first and third quarters 
were dressed with the Bouille Bordelaise on July 
11th and August 2nd, and the second and 
fourth left undressed. Both under and upper 
surfaces of the leaf were thoroughly dressed 
with the preparation, and the results wore 
most gratifying. In those plots left untouohed 
the disease appeared early in September. In the 
dressed plots the weight of the tubers was 
■r)8 owt., whilst in those undressed it was 
39 cwt. 2 lb. ; whilst the unsound tubers in the 
dressed plots amounted only to 11 lb., in those 
undressed it came to 6 cwt. 3 qr. 11 lb. So 
far as sound tubers went, there were about 
2 tons per acre more than in the undressed 
portion. The two plots, it must be remembered, 
were less than half an acre, and the tubers were 
of better quality. This is a good proof of the 

great value of this preparation for the prevention 
of the Potato disease, and there is no great 
expense attending it. Those, therefore, in past 
years who have lost much of their Potato crop 
through the disease should make a note of the 
above particulars.—V. C. 

4132.—Treatment of Seakale.—If the 
crowns were all out over in the usual way 
nothing more is needed beyond thinning out a 
weakly one here and there where crowded, to K've those remaining sufficient space to develop 

Uy and keep the beds free from weeds, so that 
the Seakale leaves are not hidden from the light 
nor the soil impoverished by the weeds. If the 
heads were not cut, flower-stems will have been 
made, thseo preventing tho crowns developing in 
a satisfactory manner. However, it is now too 
late to remedy this evil. The only thing to be 
done is to cut off the seed-pods, whioh will 
relieve the plants of some strain attendant on 

the production of the seed-pods.—S. P. 

-When cutting nested In spring the old growth 
ehonld have been trimmed off close to the ground, and the 
young shoots thinned to one Or two to eaoh orown. It is 
too late to do this now with any prospeot of getting strong 
growth this season.—E. H. 

4126.—Tomatoes sporting:.—This is a 
singular term to apply to what is a very oommon 
occurrence in the case of Tomato-flowers. The 
first flower formed on the earliest bunch is in¬ 
variably malformed, and should always be 
pinched out. These deformed blooms do not 
often appear in the succeeding trusses, and if 
they do the fruit is not so deeply grooved and 
ugly, as the first one would be if allowed to re¬ 
main. The second trouble you mention is as 
common as the first, about whioh you need not 
trouble further than to pinoh off the growth 
as soon as you seo it.—J. C. C. 

-The central hloraom In a clutter Is often abnonna 
in six*, and if permitted to remain will produoe a rough, 

ugly trult. These blooeame should be plnohed off. The 
Old Red often produces blooms of this oberaoter. It Is 
not in oommon for leaves to form at the end of the truss 
of bloom. Tbs leaves should be removed.—E. H. 

4136.—Tomato-leaves Injured.—If the flante show signs of pushing into growth again 
should let them alone, especially as there is 

some fruit on them, and this you say is 
uninjured. If the tops are killed or orippled 
cut them baok to sound wood, and take up a 
strong shoot from each plant. A couple of 
waterings with a solution of nitrate of soda or 
sulphate of ammonia, with an interval of a week 

the plants to start 
exoeed an onnoe to 

i pure water directly 
afterwards, or the young growth will be soalded. 
—B. C. R. 

- It Is s serious misfortune when the leaves of s plant 
are destroyed In the way Indicated, but If the plants are 
strong and the stems uninjured they will soon break Into 
growth again.—E. H. 

4153.—Tomatoes In a greenhouse.— 
I should fancy the cracking was, to some extent 
at least, oaused by the dry weather, which has 

a tendency to harden the skins before the fruit 
has swelled to its full size. Perhaps the plants 

get rather too much water ; if they are planted 
out in beds a soaking twice or thrice a week 
would be quite sufficient.—B. C. R. 

-The moat likely cause of cracking Is too much 
water and not sufficient ventilation. A period of liberal 
treatment following does upon a time of drynsM at the 
root may cause cracking.—E. H. 

4121. —English and foreign Tomatoes. 
—Tomatoes grown in the open air in a warm 
and sunny climate possess rather monfF 
and a somewhat fuller flavour t’itci uosq (f 
same kind produced under glass in th 

but then the foreign growers cultivate as a rule 

very inferior varieties, though a good deal of 
improvement has taken place in this respect 
during the laet two or three years. It is this, 

in oonjnnotion that the fruit has to be gathered 
while almost green and ripens in transit, that 
renders the foreign fruit so inferior to English. 
Most of the Tomatoes grown outside have also a 

very thiok and tough skin, and on the whole it 
would be hard to beat a good English Tomato, 
grown under glass in a natural manner—i.c., 
with plenty of fresh air and not too muoh feeding 

with artificial manures.—B. C. R. 

- Neither Tomatoes, nor any other kind of 
fruit from abroad are superior or even equal to 

English-grown produce when grown under glass 
by first-rate culture, no matter where tested. 
Those who think differently have never tested 
first-rate fruit, such as is commonly produced in 
English private gardens, where things are done 
well—E. H. 

4150.—Mushroom bed.—The manure waa 
not in the right condition, or the bed was not 
spawned at the right moment, or the Mush¬ 
rooms would not have required eleven or twelve 
weeks to appear. Although the bed may be 
kept moist on the top, the fact of the Mush¬ 
rooms coming up brown and withered points to 
the fact of the beds being dry inside. Examine 
the manure in several places 6 inches deep, and 
if found to be dry well soak it with tepid water, 
and again cover the bed with litter to prevent 
evaporation of the moisture.—S. P. 

4108.—Herbs for winter.—July and 
August are the best months for drying Herbs, 
taking them when they have reached their 
fullest development; cut them when quite dry, 
tie in small bunches and hang up in an open 
shed where the air oan circulate freely through 
the bunches. This is better than drying in the 
sun, as, drying gradually, they retain their full 
flavour. When thoroughly dried they may be 
rubbed or broken up fine, and kept in wide¬ 
mouthed bottles till required for use. Cooks 
often dry Herbs spread out thinly on a shelf in 
the kitonen, and bottle when thoroughly dry.— 
E. H. _ 

4126.—Hard water.—Hard water cer¬ 
tainly checks the growth of plants, especially 
where these are growing under the protection 
of glass, and, therefore, under artificial aid, 
more particularly subjects that are growing in 
heat. Soft water is by far the best for any kind 
of vegetation. It is not possible to grow for 
more than a short time suoh plants as Azaleas, 
Heaths, or Camellias with the aid of hard water 
only. I have no experience of nitrio acid ; but 
common washing soda, used at the rate of | lb. 
to 38 gallons of water, previously dissolving the 
soda in hot water, softens it if allowed to stand 
twenty-four hours, and also aots as a stimulant 

to the plants. Watsr is easily softened in this 
way by the aid of two ordinary petroleum-casks, 
first burning the inside of each to remove the 
taint of the oil. The sediment whioh sinks to 
the bottom ought not to be used, of oouree. 
Where a larger quantity is required Antioalcalre, 
commonly oalled milk of lime, gives the least 
trouble in preparation ; 1 lb. will be sufficient 
for 250 gallons of water. All that is required is 
to dissolve the powder in the bulk of water by 
stirring it well, when the ohalk will be precipi¬ 
tated to the bottom of the tank and the water 
rendered soft. Even if lime in excess be added 
to ohalk-water, the water becomes turbid, and 
the carbonate of lime, formerly held in solution, 
is preoipitated, rendering the whole ooft. In 
this way ordinary quiok-lime is valuable as a 
softening agent. Water that is hard Is all the 
better if expoeed as muoh as posaiblo to the fall 
blaze of the sun.—8. P. 

-Yes ; this is very unsuitable for garden 

purposes, aud if used frequently, for pot plants 
especially, will soon be found to stop their 
growth almost entirely. The best way to treat 
it is to expose it in opon shallow tanks to the 
action of the sun for a day or two at least, and, 
if possible, longer still. I should not like to use 
nitric acid, but a little soda dissolved in the 
water preoipitates a lot of the chalk, and the 
preparation known us “ Anticalcaire ” softens it 
still more effectually.—B. C. R. 

[.—Removing ties and grafting-wax - 
nay ha looMDsd when the grails have atarttd 

_ h. The olay or wax will (all off wKaja tbs acoo 
i to swell, bus II not it may be removed, as it is uot 

squired alter (be graft* are well established.—K. g 

HOUSE St WINDOW HARDENING. 

PERPETUAL FLOWERING BEGONIAS 

FOR A ROOM. 

These Begonias, with fibrous-roots, are per¬ 
haps more suitable for room-culture than any 
other seotion of that valuable family of plants ; 
for they blossom almost continuously, both 
summer and winter, only requiring to be cut 
baok into shape and repotted to throw out 
again a mass of lovely flowers, which stand well 
in a window, and are also valuable for cutting. 
The well known white variety, B. semperflorens, 
has now been greatly improved, and B. semper¬ 
florens (Duchess of Edinburgh), lately sent out 

by Sutton, has flowers of soft pink, twice the 
size of those of the original variety, borne 
in as great profusion. B. s. (Snowflake), 

too, is an improvement on the old eemper- 
floreDS, being extremely like the parent-plant, 
only with much larger blossoms ; but B. semper¬ 

florens atro-purpurea is a splendid plant, the 
foliage being so very well marked with purple 
and bronze, whioh harmonise delightfully with 

its bright-red flowers. B. s. carminata gigantea 
isremarkable for theenormous size of the raoemes 
of bloom, whioh sometimes reach 1 foot across ; 
and as the flowers are carmine the effect is 

very handsome. B. s. John Heal, also 
bright-rose colour, hae fine flowers, whioh last a 

long time on the plant, and do not easily drop, 
as some Begonia-buds are apt to do. This is 
one of the best of the improved Perpetual 
Begonias, all of whioh have larger flowers than 

their progenitors. Plants procured now, having 
been struck from cuttings in early spring, 
should be placed in 4-inch or 5-inch pots, well 
drained, using a good compost of leaf-mould and 
turfy-mould, with a little sand, aud a sprinkling 
of soot. They cam be grown on in a sunny 
window, as near the glass as possible, turning 

them round often, to os to prevent them from 
growing on one side more than the other. 
When the pots are full of root* the plants may 
have a slight shift, when they should begin to 

bloom. __ I. L. R. 

CARNATI0N8 FOR A WINDOW. 

These favourite flowers, which often rank next 
to the Rose, the queen of flowers, in public 

estimation, are usually grown, at this tune of 
year, in borders or beds. But there is no reason 
why those who have no garden, and yet wish 

for Carnations, should not grow them in pots, 
for they are easily managed in this way, and 

even bear transplanting from a border just as 
they are ooming into bloom, without any Injury 

if the operation be oarefully performed, so that 
their thiok ball of roots is left intaot. Having 
arranged plenty of drainage and a little rion 

light compost in a pot which is suited to the 
size of the plant (it must not be too large), the 
Carnation, having been thoroughly watered the 
previous evening, oan be raised with a small 
spade, and placed in the pot, filling in the 
interstices with the same compost of 
loam, leaf-moald, soot in small quantities, and 
onongh sand to make the whole light. Room 
should bo left at the top for a thorough supply 
of water, and the plants should stand in a cool, 
shady place for a few days. It may then be 
plaoed in the window, where it will proceed to 
open its buds exactly as though it were in the 
border, filling the room with its delicate fra- 
granoe. Cuttings of Carnations taken now will 
root etrongly before the winter, and are easily 
grown without a garden or greenhouse. They 
should bo inserted singly (after trimming off the 
lower loaves to the dopth of 2 inches), each in 
a small pot, well drained, full of very sandy soil 
without any traoe of manure. These pots, eaoh 
oontaining a outting, should stand in a cutting- 

box— i.e., a deal box 10 inohesor 12 inohes deep, 
suoh as can be bought at the grocer's for a 

few pence—on a layer of fine ashes, whioh must 
be constantly kept damp. Cover them with a 
few pieces of glass, and keep them in the 
shade out-of-doors (on the leads, or in a 

back garden,) or in a cool room, keeping 
them olose—i.e-, without muoh air—for the first 
mouth, after whioh the glass can be gradually 
removed, until the little plants are quite hat- 
deaed qff.j They may then in September receive 
% slight shift, giving them still small pots but a 
vie In r ocnpuit uyt they --ill then stand safely 
through thVyi|^s^. in the open air, their pots 
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being covered with fine ashes. In the case of 
heavy snow, however, it may be well to give 

them the shelter of a box turned over them, as 
though quite hardy, frozen snow often rots 
their stems and foliage, after crushing them by 
its weight. They can also be wintered in a room 
without a fire if more convenient; but they must 

have an ample supply of light and air daily, as 
ooddling is the one thing they will not stand. 
Repotted in March, giving them good compost 
ana slightly larger pots, they will flowor early if 
placed in a sunny window with plenty of air ; 
and by means of keeping some of them entirely 

out-of-doors a succession of delioious blooms can 
be had throughout the summer. I. L. R. 

BEST TABLE PLANTS. 

Amo so the best of table plants are the old 
Whit* Azalea indioa and the variety called 
Fielder’s White, grown in the form of low, 
loose bushes, as shown in the annexed cut. 
They look exceedingly well placed in vases, 

either for general room or dinner-table deco¬ 

ration. 

FOLIAGE PLANTS FOR ROOMS. 

Di'RiSG the hotteet summer months flowering 
plants are, as a rule, very transient in their 
beauty, especially when employed for indoor 

corativo plants, but they require a warm house 
when the tubers are started into growth in spring, 
and a stove temperature to keep the tubers sate 

during winter, but after they are started into 
growth in spring they may be gradually inured 
to a cool temperature, and when properly 
hardened oil' are wonderfully effective for decora¬ 
tions of any kind. CrotonB in great variety are 
amongst the most beautiful of all exotio plants, 
very graceful in growth, richly-coloured foliage, 

and capable of sustaining a large head of flowers 
from a small pot; few plants can equal well- 
grown Crotons. Coleus are especially summer 
plants, for they delight in heat, and being of 

very rapid growth they are very much usoa for 
decorations, as the brilliance of their leaf¬ 
colouring rivals the most showy of flowering 
plants; they are very readily increased by 
cuttings. Dracienas are not only effective, but 

they withstand the trying ordeal of indoor 
decoration as well as any class of plants. 8ome 
of the very brilliant-coloured leaf Drachmas 
require a high temperaturo, but many of the 
groen and bronze-leaved sorts are quite at home 
in the greenhouse. They are readily increased 
by root cuttings, or by pieces of the stems of old Slants cut up into lengths, and plunged in a 

risk bottom-heat. Ferns, both native and 
exotic, are a host in themselves. Nothing can 
be more cool and inviting than the verdant 

While Azalealindioa as .Viable* plant. 

decorations ; in fact, many of the most beauti¬ 
ful of the summer-flowering plants drop the 
blooms to such an extent that thoy are practi¬ 
cally useless for taking into the dwolling-house ; 
and foliage plants, either groen or variegated, 
form the staple of decorations. The following 

arc sure to give satisfaction—viz , 
Aralia Sikholih is probably ouo of the very 

best plants for all-the-yoar-round decorations, 
as it withstands heat or cold that would prove 
fatal to many more expensive, but cortainly not 

more useful or beautiful, plants, and quite a 
large plant can be grown in a comparatively 
small pot. This is very readily increased by 

seeds or cuttings, but I prefer seedlings. Aralia 
Sieboldi variegata is the exact counterpart of 

the former, only that the foliage is very beauti¬ 
fully variegated. Aspidistra lurida variegata 
(Parlour Palm) is another excellent plant—in 

fact, beautiful specimens may be found grown 
entirely in dwelling roomB. It requires an 
intermediate temperature, and is increased by 
division. Araucaria excelsa (Norfolk Island 

Pine) is one of tho most symmetrical plants 
grown naturally that can be imagined, the tiers 
of branches spreading out like the ribs of an 
umbrella, and of the most lovely feathjfiry'ferecn. 
It may be utilised f<r greenhouse ot^coiy|r\y. 

tory when not employea for indoor decoration. 
Caladiums, in great variety, make beautiful de¬ 

green of Ferns, and amongst them can be found 
varieties suited to the smallest vases for ladies’ 
drawing-room tabloa or for the massivo jars that 

arc used in ontranco halls ; thoy thrive in tho 
subdued lightof dwelling-rooms. Ficus clastica 
(the India-rubber-plant), with its thick, leathery 
foliage, is exceptionally well suited for decora¬ 

tive purposes. Young plants aro beautiful for 
vases, a sponging to remove the dust occasion¬ 
ally keeping them healthy for a long period. 
Now Zealand Flax is a fine, stately plant, with 
sword-like leaves, very effective for large vases. 
Its variegated form is exceptionally bright. 

Palms of many kinds suitable for cold, inter¬ 
mediate, or stove temperature, are the most 
stately of foliage plants, and being vigorous 
rooting subjects are able to live where more 

tender plants succumb. Thousands of Latanias, 
Seaforthias, KentiaB, and other popular Palms 
are sold every year by some of the large 
nurserymen. James Groom, Gosport. 

4161.—Plants for Sheffield.—You can obtain plants 
ot several varieties ol Thrift from almost any good 
nurseryman. Give the plant* poor sandy soli, and then 
they will not ({row so strong.—B. 0. R. 

Drawings for " Gardening."—Reader* will 
fcinWM remember that we are glad to get rpeaimens of 

rare/loirrri and food fruilt anti 
I /ttKriisenf. The drawingi so made wiU ' 

| tQ^at manner, and will appear in 
QAKDEMKQ Ikl/CSTRATIO. 

FRUIT- 

INSIDE BORDERS FOR VINES. 

There will always bo a difference of opinion as 

to the superiority of inside borders over those 
outside, though it would appoar that very many 
gardeners are somewhat shaken in their old Srejudices against the former. That outside 
orders are the safest and best, as far as 

amateurs and either careless or inexpericncod fardeners aro concerned, there is no disputing, 

ut that they are to be recommended generally 
is quite another matter. It is very certain that 
they are unsuited for the earliest Vines, and 
equally so that Grapes with their roots in an 
inside border hang longer than is the case when 

the roots are wholly or largely outside. I hold 
that far too much has beeu made of the Vine's 
tendency to form roots the most freely and 
extensively in outaido borders, ana tho 
originator of the practice of forming both inside 

and outside borders has much to answer for. 
It is a poor and aUo an expensive way out of 
what to many is a dilemma. Either the roots 
ought to be rigidly confined to an inside border, 
or else they ought to bo kept outside altogether. 
Many people have taken a vast amount of paius 
with the inside border under the impression 
that they wore greatly benefiting the Vines 

thereby, only to nod that tho greater part of 
the active roots is in the outside border. Then, 
because the discovery is made that the roots 
have a predilection for the outaido, the 
conclusion was arrived at that it is tho best 

place for them. I repeat was arrived at, tho 
past tenso being moat applicable in this case for 
tho simple reason that we are becoming more 
enlightened in the matter. The effects of the 
very wet summer and autumn of 1891 were too 
apparent in the case of many Vines with their 
roots largoly or wholly in outside borders, 

bunches being too few and the quality far from 
satisfactory. There was also a weakness about 
the growth, the wood not colouring or ripening 

at all satisfactorily, all of which, I think, may 
safely be attributed to the badly-saturated 

borders. Outside borders are largely at tho 
mercy of all weathers. If we take precautions 
to ward off excessive rainfall, heavy snows and 
severe frosts, these very precautionary measures 
may easily do more harm than good ; at any rate, 
such has been my experience, while if left quite 
uncovered, saturation at critical periods may 

work untold ills. In the cose of two vincrios 
under my charge tho roots are wholly and 
unavoidably outside, and we have to proceed 

very cautiously to work to avoid failure. 
Last season wo wero under tho necessity of 

giving a second thorough soaking of water, the 
rainfall having been unprecedentedly low up to 
midsummer. The very next day thunder¬ 
storms were threatened, and although the 
gardens and country generally wanted rain vory 
badly, to me it was a positive relief that we 

escaped the storms at that time. Had a 
soaking rain fallen on our already thoroughly 
moistenod borders, shanking would have com¬ 
menced in a few hours. I mention this in order 
to illustrato tho difficulties undor which those 
in charge of outsido bordors labour. In a wot 

season thore was no preventing saturation, and 
shanking took place in the case of Black Ham¬ 
burgh vory badly, whilo tho Muscat of Alexan¬ 
dria, Gros Guillaume, Madresliold Court, and 

Gros Maroo also behaved rather unsatisfactorily 
in that respect. Not being obliged to start the 
Vines very early last year, nothing approaching 

a failure occurred ; but the case was very dif¬ 
ferent in other gardens where Vines in outside 
borders wore started early. According to my 
experience, any forcing in the case of Vinca with 

their roots, or what are alive of them, in a 
saturated outside border must be very cautious 
indeed, or otherwise tendrils and air-roots, 
rather than bunches, will be the orderof the day. 
What may be considered the strongest argu¬ 
ment against inside borders is the fact that they 

must bo given abundance of water, or far more 
than is ever considered necessary for those out¬ 
side. That they do require to be kept properly 
moistened there is no denying, but that they re¬ 

quire such immense quantities of water as some 
^i-iWftmsMlK); should be applied I unhesitat- 

URB/SWn'ffl^F^?C?f,g op’“ ,'"1“701 
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the soil used and the extent of the Vine's root- 
action, but there ought to be no mistake about 
when water should be applied. Never once 
should the soil become sufficiently dry to 

crumble freely in the land when tested. Once 
let the border become so dry as that, and re¬ 
moistening may easily exhaust the so many 
thousand gallons we sometimes hear of being 

needed at one watering. Dryness ought always 
to be anticipated, and not waited for, as very 
often happens. Why should a border be treated 
differently to soil enolosed in a pot ? In the 
latter instance if we wait till it gets thoroughly 
dry or sufficiently so to shrink considerably, 
several lots of water have to be given and very 

much wasted before it oan be properly re- 
moistened. It is exactly the same with inside 
borders. Having to use sufficient water to 
flush the drains underneath is simply so much 

labour and fertility wasted, the water oarrying 
away muoh that ought to remain in a border. 
My contention is that if the water is timely 
applied a very little will go a long way. All 

have not a tank of soft water conveniently near, 
and lately water of any kind has been very 

scarce in some gardens hereabouts, but surely 
enough is forthcoming in most cases to water 
inside Vine borders. Our soft-water tanks were 
soon exhausted this season, and cold spring or 
well water I strongly object to for watering. 
Mv way out of the difficulty has been to fill a 

galvanised iron tank, holding about 40 gallons, 
and this being set where it got the benefit of 
the heat from two hot-water pipes was well 
warmed in a few hours, while the addition of a 

10-inch potful of soot, worked up into a paste, 
rendered it soft and otherwise beneficial to the 
Vines. Four of these tanks thus prepared are 

found amplo for a Vine border 34 feet by 14 
foet. This bordor has been made for about nine 
years, and wholly supports twelve strong Vines. 
Undoubtedly, if the inside borders are neglected, 

that is to say, are very seldom loosened on the 
surface or renewed, top dressed or mulched in 
any way, water also being too seldom applied, 
the Vinos would do better with their roots 
outside. It must also be oonoeded that it is no 
easy matter to confine the roots wholly to an 

inside border, no matter how well the latter is 
treated, but, all the same, I would strongly 
recommend all intending planters to make the 
attempt. All the water of the roof of a vinery 
ought also to be stored in tanks, these being 
necessarily or preferably outside, as they would 
take up too muoh room in all but the largest 
houses, handy pumps and galvanised iron tanks 

for warming the water being fixed inside. 
_ W. 

PEACH-TREES AFTER FORCING. 

This is the time when the trees are apt to got 
noglocted, either from want of water at the 
root* or through being overrun with inseots— 

two evils the grower must guard against. Trees 
which are neglected at this time will never 
succeed well, for if insect* should gain the upper 
hand the premature loss of foliage will be the 
result, and will surely lead to bud-dropping 
later on. There cannot be any question as to 
the advisability of exposing the trees as much 

os possible, but I bolieve that the wood of these 
early trees can be overripened. The buds 
become, as it were, too plump, and although this 
may be looked upon by many people os a 
criterion of the trees being in a very satisfactory 
condition, I do not think so. If the wood be 
fairly well ripened, the longer the leaves are 
retained in reason the better. Trees on open 
walls rarely lose their leaves very early, os 
generally it is the latter part of November, or 
even into December before they all part readily j 
yet this does not prevent the trees from form¬ 

ing fruit-buds and flowering most piofusely. 
In many of the more modern structures it is 
quite evident that insufficient ventilation is 

provided. The result of this is that the 
structures remain very hot and dry throughout 
Warm days. Although it is only on rare 
occasions nowadays that the roof light# of 

early Peach-houses can be removed bodily 
throughout the summer months, the leaet which 

can be done is to let down the roof light# as 
far as they will go, and also open tho front 
ventilators to the same extent. If the borders 
be kept well moistened, and the/foTftge also 

well syringed two [dr throe (times Wws^kJI he 
leaves will remain fresh to the laBt; when 

leaves commence to fall early it is u sure sign 

that something is wrong, either through dronght 
or insect agency. Red-spider is one of the 

worst inseots to contend against, this very 
quioklv sucking the life’s blood out of the leaves, 
with the result of their dropping very prema¬ 
turely. With any insect# present, care must 

be taken in the use of insecticides, or the remedy 
will prove as bad as the evil, the leaves 

dropping very quiokly. If red spider should be 
present, the safest remedy is to work a double 
handful of sulphur into a 3-gallon oan of soft 

water. By working the sulphur through a 
pieoe of muslin it mixes readily with the water, 
and may be evenly distributed over the foliage 
through a syringe. This should be left on for a 

few days, and the trees heavily syringed 
afterwards. Tobacco-water is a good remedy 
for thrips, but I am also very partial to a 
decoction of Quassia ohips and soft soap. A 

pound of each boiled for ten minutes, and 
afterwards strained, will be sufficient to make 
a dozen or fourteen gallons. I cannot speak so 

favourably of the Quassia extract, and which I 
was led to try after reading glowing reports in 

its favour. This season I have given It a fair 
trial according to directions for a slight attack 

of fly. It killed the fly oertainly, but it caused 
many leaves to fall from both a Pine-apple and 
Victoria Nectarine. Peaoh and Nectarine 
leaves are certainly very sensitive. The old 
remedies of Tobacoo-water, Gishurst compound, 

and the decootion of Quassia chips and soft-soap 
are hard to beat. Where soale is present little 
can be done until the leaves are on the point of 
falling, for any insecticide applied strong enough 
would cause more leaves to fall prematurely 

than the grower bargained for, but the remedies 
for other inseots would oheok its progress until 
more vigorous measures oould be adapted. 

With these early trees the cutting out of the 
old fruiting wood or such os is not required for 
extension should be deferred until later on in 
tfee season, as, unlike the later trees, the extra 
wood would be of more benefit than otherwise. 
Also pav particular attention to the watering, 

not surface driblets, but thorough soakings, ap¬ 
plying them through a mulch of stable litter, 

this latter being of more benefit than layers of 
cow manure ana such like, these closing np the 
surface and so preventing that aeration so essen¬ 
tial for the well-being of the trees. If the soil 

is known to be rather exhausted or of a sandy 
description, then frequent applications of clari¬ 
fied liquid would be of benefit, but any 
indiscriminate use of liquid-manure is positively 
injurious, it having the effect of souring the soil. 

Rain or pond water is the best, sufficient being 
given to thoroughly moisten the whole border. 
By attending to the above rules in the cultiva¬ 

tion of Peaches under glass the trees will remain 
healthy and retain their leaves to the last. 
Instead of the early dropping of the leaves 
being a criterion that it is through the wood 

being in a satisfactory condition, it is just the 

reverse. H. 

4175.—A lean-to vinery.—This is a case 
of scorching of the leaves by the sun, caused 
principally through the growth being too near 
the glass. A distance of 9 inohes between the 
wires and the glass is not enough ; it should be 

14 inches. Lower the Vine-rods temporarily 
until the autumn, when you con have them 
pruned and the wires brought further from the 
gloss. Your management in other respeot# is 

all that can be desired, and your enquiry clear 
and to the point.—J. C. C. 

- Except that the young leaves were dose 
against the gloss and were wet at the time, the 
sun was shining upon them before air was ad¬ 

mitted. I should not say the nearness to the 
gloss of the wires is the absolute cause of the 

mischief complained of. Undoubtedly, though 
9 inches does not afford enough space for the 
foliage, nothing less than 17 inches is sufficient 
to do justice to the Vines, especially if the 
growth iB strong. I should be inolined to think 
the roots hod become dry previous to watering 

them, or that the temperature inside has become 
too much heated before admitting air. Either 

of these causes would account for the injury to 
the leaves. It is surprising how quickly the 
soil becomes dry in a new border, especially if 
it iq raised above the natural ground level, and 

,ined also.—8. P. 

X— Treatment of Raspb^W^aeM- 
Jo uot transplant any of tho young canotrvqtj^l 

the weather is too hot and dry ; October is the 
best month. You must cut all the old canes 

right away os soon as they have done fruiting, 
and thin the young ones (of this year) out to 
not more than five to each root, or as many os 
can comfortably be found room for; this may 

be done now, leaving the strongest only. It Is 
a great mistake to crowd the canes too muoh ; 
unless well ripened they will not fruit well, nor 
will the berries ripen as they should.—B. 0. R. 

4157.—Treatment of Vines.—Heat and 
moisture in moderation are essential to the well¬ 
being of Vines in a season like the present. But 
this treatment may easily be carried to excess, 
especially when mildew is present. A drier, 

more bracing condition of the atmosphere will 
be better if the mildew is to be olearqa out. At 
the same time see that the roots are not too 
dry. Dryness at the root is often a cause of 

mildew.—E. H. 

4147.—Treatment of Melons.—Instead 
of pinching in the leader it ought to be allowed to 
grow uninterruptedly until the top of the trellis 
is reaohed, or, say, for about 5 feet. 8ido shoot# 

will push from the joints below, quite sufficient 
to give a full crop of fruit. If they do not pro¬ 
mise to grow then pinoh the leader for the pur¬ 
pose of forcing out these side growths. The 
short side shoots are those which show fruit 
directly they have made two leaves. The female 

blossom is easily detected, having a small fruit 
immediately below the blossom. The male# are 
simply flowers, only they are generally borne on 
the main stem. It is absolutely neoessary to 
fertilise them to make sure of a crop. It is a 
simple matter : About the middle of the day, 

when the flowers are dry, piok off a male bloom 
from the same plant that the seed of the future 
fruit may bo tho same, so os to avoid intercross¬ 
ing of varieties. Remove the petals, exposing 
the pistil with the pollen affixed, place the point 
of the pistil amongst the stamens of the female 

blossom, fertilising them with tho pollen. In a 
day or two, if the impregnation is satisfactory, 
the fruit will commence to swell. It is wise to 
fertilise all the blooms on one plant at the same 

time, a better general swelling of tho crop is 
obtained. Three full-sized fruit of the largo- Sowing kinds oro sufficient to have them of the 

iest quality. When the blossoms commence 
to unfold syringing the foliage should be discon¬ 

tinued for a few days until a perfect set i« ob¬ 
tained, when it should be resumed twice daily. 
Melons require much moisturo at the roots when 
growing freely, and the drainage is in perfect 
condition os it should be ; but care should be 
exercised when pouring the water on the soil 
not to wet the stem of the plant no more than 

is neoessary, as canker is sometimes caused in 
consequence, and this is a serious matter to 
contend with when the plants are swolling a full 
orop of fruit. Liquid-manure given alternately 
with dear water when the fruit is swelling 
freely is a great assistance in producing exhibi¬ 

tion fruit. As the fruit exhibits signs of colour¬ 
ing, and approaches the ripening stage, more air 
is needed and less moisture, both atmospheri¬ 
cally and at the roots. The flavour is improved 
in consequence ; but it is a mistake to allow the 

soil to become quite dry before the fruit is really 

ripe.—8. P. 

417L—Fruit-trees, &c.—The loss of crop 
has doubtless been caused by spring frosts. 
This might have been obviated by protection in 
spring. I dislike narrow houses for Peaches. 

I have a house with a 12-foot rafter, and I never 
enter the house without wishing tho trees had 
more room. But in the case under consideration 

it would doubtless pay to cover the wall with 
glass in some cheap way, making special pro¬ 
vision for plenty of ventilation. If possible, it 
should reach the whole range, though half might 

have more pipes than the other half; and I 
should plant the earliest kinds by themselves. 
Dymond is a good Peach to grow for sale ; it is a 
splendid colour and bears well. Hale’s Early is 

a fortnight earlier. Rivers’ Early York is still 
earlier, But has not taste enough ; and Waterloo 
and Alexander are too uncertain in setting to be 

recommended on a small, narrow house. Do 
not negleot Nectarines. I find good Neotorines 
pay better than Peaches. But Peaches are a 

rather uncertain source of profit; they are very 
pettuhabk. I have made a good price one week, 
and the next been disappointed. Still, on the 

wholoJ goad. ImUMWt W market in good > 

dition does y well. The competition is 
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keen in the work now, and every year the priceB 
rule lower. There are exceptional times, such 
aa the royal marriage week, for instance, when 

the leeway can be made up, but, on the whole, 
this has not been a good season for selling 
Peaches—E. H. 

- You are not wrong in yonr ideas, only 
in some of the details. In the first place, a 
simple wall plate put on the top of the wall will 

bring the top of the trees alarmingly near the Cs—too near, in fact, as you cannot afford to 
any space on the surface of a wall only 

8 feet high. You do not say how you intend to 
ventilate the house. For a cool house the 
simplest way of ventilation is that of the 
Paxtonian system, whioh has narrow lights 
running up the roof at. equal distanoes apart, 

but I should prefer to put a ventilator 1 foot in 
depth on the top of the wall, using small lights 
and hanging them on a pivot. This will in¬ 
crease the length of rafter, but it will bring the 
top of the wall a better distance away from the 

gU«, whioh is necessary for the good of the 
trees. A wall 1 foot above ground, and a 
ventilator the same depth the whole length on 
the top of the wall along tho front, is what you 

want. The roof I would make up with lights 

to attempt to renovate them in this way. If 
they have been planted more than fifteen years Jou had better replace them with young ones, 

f you do the lifting in the autumn shade the 

roof of the house and keep it close, and syringe 
the Vines three times a day for a month.— 
J. C. C. 

—— The shanking of Grapes in the manner 
described may arise from more than one cause, 
and any advice given now will probably be too 
late to be of muoh use this season. The Vines 

laok nourishment, but this may arise through 
the roots being in a bad state from working in 
an unsuitable soil, or (as this season has been 
exceptionally dry) the border may be too dry for 
healthy root aotion. In the latter case, a good 
soak with liquid-manure, or a dressing of 
dissolved bones and nitrate of soda, watered in, 

will be beneficial, and will give increased size to 
those berries whioh are not shanked. If the 
fault arises from the roots being in a cold, deep, 
undrained border, the only remedy will be root¬ 
lifting, and a new border.—E. H. 

4127—Vines In pots—If Vines which 
have been kept in pots seven years have never 
fruited there must be something very wrong in 
the culture. To obtain fruit from a Vine in a 

Hare's-foot Fern (tlavnllia) Browing on a Tree-Fern stump. 

4 feet wide. The lights will come a trifle dearer 

than a fixed roof, but lights are always saleable 
if at any time the house is not wanted, while a 
fixed roof is not worth muoh. The pitch of the 

house will be right enough for Peaches. If you 
intend to market your fruit, I do not think 
under the circumstances it will pay to divide 
and heat the house, seeing how many valuable 
early sorts of Peaches there are now. Good 

fruit of Amsden June and Alexander generally 
realise a good price. I would not plant any 
more mid-season varieties, but fill the remaining 
space with such late sorts as 8ea Eagle and 
Barrington. Nectarines do not realise so muoh 
money as Peaches. Tho best sorts are Lord 

Napier and Victoria. If you construct the 
house it will afford plenty of work for the 

remaining two days your man now has on his 
hands — J. C. C. 

4117—Grapes dropping off—This is a 
bad case of shanking for which there is no 
remedy other than lifting the roots and 
replanting them in a new mado border. In such 

a case as yours I should adviso that the lifting 
be done from the beginning to thivinttdle of 

Oatober, the Grapes, of course, feeing f ilk - 
viously removed from the Vines. '*-4^rfof 

course, assuming that the Vines are not too old 

pot is quite a simple matter if the plant is well 

grown in a light position, so that the cane is 
well grown and ripened. There are certain 
kinds which fruit better than others. Ham- 
burghs, Sweetwaters, Alicantes, and Frontig- 
nans may be fruited well in pots; but the 
plants must be well grown, and ail the force and 
strength of the plant directed into a single stem 
or cane ; and it is important that the cane be 

trained near the glass. One finds it difficult to 
understand how anyone with even only a 
rudimentary knowledge of gardening under glass 
could fail to produce Grapes on pot-Vines for 
seven years—E. H. 

1105.—Prunua Plseardl.-I have seen this beautiful 
tiee fruit remarkably well. It was about three years ago, 
as far aa I can remember. I am not aware whether the 

fruit la plaaaant to the taste or uaeful, but It looks at if It 
would make a good preserve.—0. T. 

- This plant ought to bear as freely as our 
common Plum; but being a native of Persia, 
the blooms appear so early that most of them 
are cut off by frosts, being so tender a plant. It 
would be safe to eat the fruit, but is of poor 
qualjty. The tree is grown mostly for its 

foliage, muoh like the leaves of our 
coloured Beech. It was named affair Aba 

r, Vissard, gardener to the Bhah of!Persia, j 

Persia. I have one that has on a few fruits, 
colour purple ; it makes a splendid object when 
in flower.—E. J. Voices, Kvngairorthy. 

4151—Sorts of Apples for grafting— 
You ask a very interesting question with regard 
to the Blenheim Orange Apple, and I am glad to 
be able to answer you from practical experience 
of its bohaviour when grafted on other trees. 

Your own limited experience points to the same 
results as mine, that grafted trees—if not too 
old when operated upon—come into bearing 

much better than young ones. Two years ago I 
saw picked 3 bushels of Blenheims from a tree 
that had only been grafted two years previously. 
Of oourse, several scions were put on—I think 
fourteen was the number. You need nob hesi¬ 
tate to use all the sorts you mention ; but I 
advise that Blenheim Orange predominate if the 
trees to be grafted are standards. For other 

forms of trees the others you mention are the 
best—J. C. C. 

FERNS. 

HARE’S-FOOT FERNS (DAVALLIAS). 

Davallias form beautiful ornaments when 
grown on a Tree-Fern stump, as shown in the 
accompanying engraving. Indeed, I look upon 
this aa the natural manner of growing them, 
and when thus treated Davallias make an inter¬ 
esting display in the Fern-house, and relieve it 
of formality. The plants require ordinary care 
when treated in this manner, and little else but 
an abundant auppiv of water is necessary, and 
some peat-fibre and Sphagnum Moss fastened in 
the arms or brandies of the stem. A pretty ex¬ 

ample treated in this manner I saw recently in 
the gardens of Heaton Houso, Gheshunt, and 
the one here depicted is a charming group. 
The kinds which may be treated in this man¬ 

ner require to be somewhat carefully selected, 
for many of the epecits which appear to be 
small enough to be so treated will make enor¬ 
mous fronds if encouraged, and, therefore, 
although simply magnificent when accommo¬ 
dated upon tall and large stems, they would be 
considerably out of place planted upon such an 
example as is here illustrated. The kinds most 
suitable for the Tree-Fern stumps may be briefly 
enumerated. 

D. l'ENTAPHYLi.A.—A distinct species with 
fronds some i) inches or 12 inches long, and, as 

its name implies, with two pairs oi pinme and a 
central one, making five. Those are broad and 
bright shining green in colour, paler beneath, 
the fertile frond slightly contracted. When 
first placed in the position here indicated, it may 
appear to be somewhat thin and sparse : but aa 
it grows it will become a fine and telling object 
in the fernery. 

D. dissect a is an extremly handsome plant 
for this purpose, and a very free grower. A 
form of this, D, decora, is also exceptionally 

beautiful; its fronds are broader and shorter, 
thus giving them a more distinctly triangular 
appearance. The typical plant has long creep¬ 
ing rhizomes, whioh are clothed with large drab- 
coloured scales, and its fronds are from 1 foot 
to 2 feet long, and some 8 inches or 9 inches 
broad. 

D. buli.ata.—This is the plant illustrated, 
and is smaller than the preceding. It is at onoe 
distinct, as it casts all its fronds in winter. 
They are about 1 foot long when the plant is 
strong and vigorous, but more frequently they 
are some 8 inohes or 9 inches in length, bright 
shining green in oolour, the rhizomes being 
olothed with redish-brown scales. 

D. canabiensis is also well adapted for this 
style of culture, but it requires more care to 
establish it, as it is slower in growth, and the 
rhizomes do not so readily attach themselves. 
Moreover, it is a plant which thrives in a cool- 
house, the other kinds requiring stove tempera¬ 
ture. In this plant the fronds are heavy and 
massive, triangular in outline, and deep-green. 

The above-named may be accepted as amongst 
the best of the small-growing kinds, although 
there are several species of an allied genus 
(Humata), which are equally adapted for this 
kind of culture. The large-growing kinds I will 
reserve for another occasion. J. J. 

Originaf from 
..y~ .—In many gardens bare 

only recently imported to England fro^j'|ipj)tf_r.cc'vr/^h^p^^(l)l| impoMibU to get plants 
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to grow—at least, not those bearing flowers, and 
it is in such positions that good ase should be 
made of the many varieties of hardy Ferns. 
This note is prompted by seeing a very narrow 
shady border in a suburban garden a perfect 
sea of foliage from the handsome fronds spring¬ 
ing from large clumps of male and hardy Ferns. 
The only preparation necessary is to first make 
a good soil for the roots, and, when necessary 
during the summer months, give a thorough 
watenng, which will promote vigour and fine 
development of the fronds. It is surprising how 
well apparently hopeless corners, as regards 
plant culture, may be made to look when the 
proper things are selected.—V. C. 

4106.—Ferns for show.—There is a large 
number of Ferns available for exhibition, and 
you cannot do better than make your selection 
from the following : Adiantum ouneatum, A. 
Kitrlcyense, Microlepla hirta cristata, Davallia 

Mooroana, the beautiful Nephrolepis davalli- 
oides furoans, the Qleichenias, which are often 
seen at the larger exhibitions in winning collec¬ 
tions, and the well-known Cyathea dealbata. 
Several notes have rocently appeared in Garden* 
ino upon Ferns for au exhibition.—C. T. 

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS. 

Questions.—Queries and answers an Inserted in 
Gardexinii free of charge if correspondents fellow the nitre 

here laid down for their guidance. AU communications 
for insertion should be clearly and concisely written on 
one title of the paper only, ana addressed to the Kditos of 
Gardemno, 37, Southampton-street, Covent garden, Lon¬ 
don. Letters on business should be sent to the PURLIHIHR. 
The name and address of the sender are retmired in 
addition to any designation he may desire to be used in 
the paper. When more than one query it sent, each 

should be. on a separate piece of paper. Unanswered 
queries should be repeated. Correspondents should bear 
in mind that, as Gardsninq has to be sent to press tome 
time in advance of date, they cannot always be replied to 
in the issue immediately tollowing the receipt of their 
communication. 

Answers (which, with the exception of such as cannot 
well be classified, wiU be found in their different depart- 

ments) should always bear the number and title placed 
a-inintl the query replied to, and our readers will greatly 
oblige us by advising, as far as their knowledge and 
observations permit, the correspondents who seek assist¬ 
ance. Conditions, soils, and means vary so infinitely 
that several answers to the same question may often be 
wry useful, and those who reply would do wdl to mention 
the localities in xohich their experience is gained. Corres¬ 

pondents who refer to articles inserted in Gardenino 
should mention the number in which they appeared. 

4183. —Pot-root Dahlias —will someone kindly Mil 
ms bow to propagate pot-root Dibits*?—J. E. 

4184. —Shamrook.—Will remeont kindly till ms tbs 
treatment ol s pot of Bbunrook, and bow long does It 
IsstT-F. Brookiv. 

4186.—Crooks and dark spots on Tomatoes 
before ripe-—I shall be glsd to know oause ol the 
above.—II. 0. 

4183.—Budding Briers.—I planted some Brier* last 
October. Would It do to bud them this August with H. I*. 
Hoac-bud*?—P. O., Devon. 

4187—Bed of Ornamental Thlstles.-I wish to 
have a bed ol ornamental This,lee next year. Should Ilk* 
name* ol good aorta, and when they should be planted?— 

A. B. 
4188. —Pear for south east wall.—Will someone 

pleas* Mil me a good kind ol Hear to grow oo a south-east 
wall In a rather shady position ; also what lime to plant 7— 
NSW SUSSCRIUIR. 

4189. —Propagating Birch, Ac.—Will someone 
please to slaM a good method ol propagating Biroh, Hazel, 
and suoh like trees ? Are they usually raised Irom teed or 
outUog*?—A. M. 

4100.—Camellia cuttings —I have a Camellia 
oulting, struck in waMr, roots a quarter ol an iDCh long. 
WIU aomtooe pirate Mil me how It should now be 
treated ? I am told Camellia cuttings so struck alwaysdls. 

4191—Unhealthy Marrows —In the last law days 
the leaves ol ons ol my Marrow-plants have beoome oovered 
all over with yallow spots, and warped. Will eomeoo* 
kindly MU me the oauee ol this, and how to our* It?— 
Amstxcr. 

4196. — Cutting LaurustlnuB.—I (hall be much build the furnaoe on floor, etartlng with a large flre-brlok 
obliged II anyone will kindly tell me wben I should hare or burr, and work on the glow combustion principle witt- 
Laurustinu* out so as not to lose the bloom ? I have a out fire-bare. WIU “ B. 0. E." be good enough to lnlorm 
hedge ot them whloh has now grown tar too high. My me what distance he would aUow between bottom ol ooU 
garden is at the seaside, south ooast, (Sussex).—G. I. O. and surlao* ol burr ? What ilia furnaoe ba would use, and 

4197. —Pots becoming green.—Will someone •‘•ether he would Mnstruot the earns in any special 
kindly Inform me the probable oauee ol poM with planM manner?—G. H. W., West Brighton. 

In being so green on the ouMIde? le It with too much 4211.—Ground for a Rose garden.—WIU anyone 
water, stiff toll, or the hard-kUned pots, aa they are bard- MU me bow I tbould set about preparing ground lor a 
burnt? WIU it injure the planM II not washed oil?— Boeegarden? The soil wbeie I propose toplret the Rosea 
Vrrdi. was originally poor but It now deep and fertUa; It la. 

4198. -Plants for windows.-I have live windows boweyer. hatd!y a Boss soil there befog very lltds day in 
In town, three facing the north, two laoing west, and one composition, lor whloh reason also fruit-trees soon 
north-west. In ons ol the west windows I have three beoome exhausted and unhealthy If planted there. The 

hardy Roee-planM. Would someone please Inform me of »">u?d ta ®RP°“d*° £• “<* » ®>°P‘n«t 
the best planM for the others, and their management?- whloh makes It somewhat dry and more reliable lor Tea 
Joseph Martix Koeee than Hybrid Perpetual*. I propose to lay It out in 

4199 —Treatment of bulbs.-Wh.t bulb, do bsM JSiMcr*.hotLT.u^J 
uodl.turl.ed Id the ground V Whet bulbs may be put In In JottiArtanhidaw tta ■■■-—* ,u£°®®*' *• 
autumn and lifted In spring to make way lor 'bedding ** will 
planM, sod may these same bulb* be used year after . Artificial manure for a garden.—Will 
year? Do they deteriorate or Increase? How are they •omreoerepommeodanyartinolalmanurelwaUrgakkohen 
best stored ?-Air Amateur. u.nd*'to“,0TilS olrou“,t“°“ cropped 

Asm rtiit K„, eeaeon ol 1893 with PoMtoea and other root* ; season of 
42°°.—Old vines.—I havstwo rather old Vinea but laa2 with Potatoes sod green orop* to eutod winUr; season 

etlll very strong and healthy. Thera has been a eplend d o( 1881 not orop|wd M w,. muoo? 1890 with ureal gardan 
■b?w Orspea thi. year. Tbev have been careluHy 0 n,, g^dre bu . Urge number 0f fruit-trees 
thinned and oared lor. tyclte lately a blight has appeared (da,,r( standards). whloQ havs borne heavily each year, 
upon many ol tbs bunches. Will someone please tell Soil, a heavy loam. No manure bat been used since the 

h“ P«>b»b|y icon* wrong, nod III oan remedy It ? »utum0 ol 1880 or u,, spring ol 1890. I propose to apply 
iysllahky. ... the artlflolal manure reoommeoded when the Petatoe* and 
4201. —Forcing Rhubarb.—Would aovone be so other rooM are lilted before planting greenstuff. Please 

kind aa to give me Information bow to loros Rhubarb lor state how to apDly the manure, sod quantity per square 
market purposes? Would It (oroe under the stages ol a yard (super)?-Exhausted. 
greenhouse, and how muoh eoll and manure are used, and 4213.—Hxtlrnatlmr Horse-radish —I have Mkan 
is It plaoed flrmly among It? Are this year1* rootsI lilted lmo mv grounaJ M brlog k||„ ln whloh lor many 

“d pUDt®d?_Uu'"‘ 0**WKORB> hosier- years Horle radish has been allowed togrow rampant. In 
hiU, Tolleross. autumn law I had It trenched very oareluUy, but with 

4202. — Destroying ants.—Will someone kindly a dense olay eoll the men uoavoldaoly left many broken 
advise me how to get rid ol so ante’nest? They are In plcoes ln the aoll, whloh are now developing In small leaves 
a border by the house, and have been esubllsbed there as they spring up. 1 am having the same pulled up with 
lor many years, and eaem to oome Irom the foundation of aa muoh depth ol growth aapoaalble. Will this courts with 
the bout*. 1 have poured tar on them, and also several perseveraooe eradicate It, or Is there any other known plan 
times boiling velar, but oannot get rid ol them. I to destroy It? Perhaps someone will give ms some tnforma- 
should leel greatly obliged if someone oould give me a tlon ? I have at considerable expense done my beW to 
remedy ?—Anxiouh. olean and turfed It. My gardener telle me I shall have to remedy ?—Anxiouh. olean and turfed It. My gardener telle me 11 

4203, -Pontedera craaalpes—A friend of mine E« »P **» *® snnoyanoe, wbloh I wtah to avoid— 
purchased a plant named Ponteaera oraasipee, an aquatic “• uumbh. 
plant Irom North Amerioa. It hat grown so rapidly as to 4214—Management of a garden, Ao—I have 
neoesaiMM removal to larger quarters several times, but two pleott ol grouod(ordlnarytmail book garden sUe), one 
oannot be lnduocd to flower, although the catalogue piece runt by a wall and laces the north, th* seoond plsoe 
aooount says that It would blossom In a abort time, is a square patch sod laces the south-east. The latter gtM 
Common name WaMr Hyaoloth. Should be pleased with a lot ol sun, the former piece Is shaded by the wall. Can 
a lew hinM to Induoe It to bloom?—W. J. Pollard. 1 plant anything now—II io. what would be suitable and 

4204, -Treatment of Carnations -Mv Carnation look 1 ®bould “k®plant a tree ol some kind In the 
bed is doing splendidly, but It oontalna mostly Old Crimson °?°“® of “ tb® pi oner time for re doing; I 
Clove*. By wbloh means should 1 obtain most flower* ®,®° thought of a Hoee-tree or two for tbit patch. I forgot 
□ext year-by layering these, and throwing away the ** “,5“}°?Jf ,, 
parent plant, or by leaving the old planM at they are ; or Jb°u'd ‘ k P**^i*a * Clematis Jackmanl, I 
combining bith by layering the ehools around the old sum iunder the kitchen window, lacing east; It gets a 
and leaving It? f have one plant ouly of Orenodln, with 06 01 l}tbrltf®d *«» » •••>• **• 
hut lew offshoofe; how best to lnorsate the stock?— L?* ®°U ** ,^r J' *ood b lok *oU‘ 
Veronica Whst can I do?—1 kdosb. 

sons -Treatment of a Passion flower —Will 4216—Treatment Of a Poor tree—In Oardrkiko, 
•• JO 0.“” re “otter kind retder t2 g^7ehough to Jun® 1803.» 9»»Uoo I. asked, query 4037, re trestment 
give me some fS.To™»u"nre to tt.fouS^? fptSUS j fSfSS.to ““ 

4192— Sensitive-plant —May I ask someone to Mil 
ms the management ol s Hsntttivs-plantl 1 bought oo* 
about three months ego, how long will It lest, whst treat¬ 
ment Id winter, and whst heat do they require to keep 
them?—F. Brookey. 

4193— Roses ln a window.—1 have two monthly 
Hoses and on* Hybrid Perpetual In a window facing the 
west. They are now In flower. Would someone be re kind 
as to Inform me the best way ol keeping them duriog the 
wlnMr?-Jot,r.i u Martin. 

4194 —Roues for India—What is the best way of 
taking Row-planu, to lodla-by buds, or oulting*, or how 
otherwise 7 And bow should they be paoked ; and wbot 
Hoses best suit a tropical climate—say Bombay and th* 
neighbourhood?—Mrs. E. Stoptord. 

4196.-Sowing down a lawn—The lsCrTlt front 
ol my bouse wee very uneteo In sot's, r,; I !\» J Bdugjre tar 
beginning of lost winter and sown with Has laWifeOeta 
spring, but owing to the drought it ho* never thrive'. 
Hhoufd I sow it tgaln now or wsTt till next spring? -R. 0.1 

42(18 -Treatment of a Passion flower —Will 4216—Treatment Of a Pear tree—In Oardrkiko, 
•• J 0.' 0.“” re “ otter kind retder t2 g^etfough to J““®„«.1833.»l-evdon I. sskre. query 4037, re trestment 
give me some Imlarmstlon s* to the following? I planted *'A h!lr 
. small Passloo-pUnt lost October-lt was then about «°>® ^“® *" t^ thott and oonolie. but 
8 Inches high—It remained qulM green all the wlnMr, but in n.ot “J011 ®® 1 ®°^d wl®b- 1 *“v® “ •*»'gonelie Pear-tree, 
the spring the top died awiy, and a young shoot cam* out P1‘nt®d®om® ®'*bt nln.® y®“ ®*°'“d Pr®v®°. 
from the bottom, and hat grown to a height ol 8 feet. I ton® woe placed under It to avoid the top-root, I 
want to move It to a more sheltered situation. Would It P°^bl»' “d J“.'!*«? * tr?noh round '• 
be bettor to move It In the autumn or watt until spring, •»“?® •t®.m- “oof »“ ,h® r00“- 
end how must I prepare the ground?-New Subocriher. b“l "itb •0®°t- There ■ .till the eame reper. 

__? , , j. . abundant wood-growth, but uo Irult this yAr, although 
4206 —Grubs in a garden- lam troubled by grubs there was a little blossom, and the most fruit off It In one 

eating off my Onions and Carrots, they them through eaMon has bean no more tore s dosen. Will someone 

shout i-luoh under ground, never touching the tope, pi,,,, to sMM what is the best treatment lor It, and when 
Lpon examination 1 And aloes by dark skinned Insect*, the long thooM should be out off?-M. M. 
exactly like caterpillars, and rstber Urge, n ill someone __ 
kindly Inform me how to get rid ot these, sod how when ,, 
sowing more Onion teed I ehould re prepare the ground as To the following queries brief editorial replies 
to stop their depredations? Will toot to the ground do are given j but readers are invited to give further 
rey good, or slaked lime Y—Anxious. answer, should they be able to offer additional 

4207—A remedy wanted —Will someone kindly m ..a;,,/, 
give me a ours or Mil me toe oaure ol what le oommonly aamce uar*oua Ejects. 
oalled “ hlvee'l” I think It mutt be toe bitoot some Insect 4216.—Cactus (J ■ M. M,\.—I oannot give even a guess 
whloh only frequents Irult garden*, red I* first notloed »t toe epeolee you have sketched. I am under the 
about June. It Irritotos the skin red leave* t large blistor. ImpioMlon, however, that the plant was only a outtlog 
None ol my family have seen the ioeecM. which muit be when you got It at flrat, and the oauee ol ito falling over is 
very email, although they are all sufferers, being oovered because It has oo root*. Turn It out sod aae for yourself, 
with th* bllstors or raeh, some ol them that came Irom a Put It In some sand red old mortar-rubbish, red keep It 
distance being attaoked alter one day-* (My. An answer w«® In the sun. but do not give It muoh waMr—In loot, 
will greatly oblige.—L. MuE. none at all, until you see It begin to root.—J. J. 

4208.—Treatment of Rosas, Ao.—Last season woe 4217— Zygopetolum Oiayl (J. A J—You tend a 
my flret one with Boses. Disulot, Shooter's Hill. Soil, «awtr ol tola variety oomptotnlng that 1 did not mention 
olay, wtU prepared. Countess ol Rosebery flowered well It when speaking ol this family a short rime ago. Well, It 
last year, and true tooolour ; this year It Is the same oolour *■ » hybrid, and that* I did not Inolude. red I thought 
os Dupuy Jamain. Why la tola? Maurtoe Bernardln dots that tot Editor would be short ol room ; but the variety 
no good; grow* well, but bud* do not open properly. »«nt le about toe finest ooloured form 1 have ever seen, 
Ulrich Brunner Is very poor. John Hopper flowers freely, the sepals and peMls being wholly ol a riob purple, 
but small. Is the reason to be found In toe long drought ? narrowly bordered with green, toe lip ol a rioh and bright 
Please Mil me ol a flrat-raie Whlto Hose good lor outtlog, violet-purple. It Is one of tb* best hybrids ol tola family 
red two good standard Boaaa ol light oolour ?-K. R. >« raised, whloh it wta by Colonel Olay, at Rirksnbaad, 
Sxirn between Z. orlnltum red Z. maxlilere, but it varies very 

4200.-Unhealthy Cucumbers -Would someone ^‘o,d,bPmrmnd m° Ba"ty Ul °°lou,lnK- 
kindly Mil me wbtt has affeotod my Cuoumber-planto? A Your® “ * v®,>’ •uP®rb lorm—M. B. 

short time ago I made up a mound on tot top ol the alatea 4218—Odontoglossums (Judy). — The flower is 
ol propagating plM In a greenhouse, and planted the said Odontogloeeum Haul. I should work a little good peat- 
plants, and they grew on very well till last week, when I fibre into the Sphagnum Moss, or some Polypodlum-flbre, 
notloed one ol the plreto began to flag. Thinking it was wblob I am told Is so sxoellent thing lor them. ladeod, 
dry, I gave It soma water, but It never held up again, re the Belgians appear to be working wonders with this 
I cut it down, and 1 found It was rotMn at the oollar. I material; but you should not disturb your plreto II 
should be glad II anyone could Mil me the cause ol them growing, but repot them Id the auturno, red they will go 
going like it? I have some more like it iu fruit, and I on and root aori grow before the hot weather aeto io 
should not Ilka to lore them—A Constant Reader. another year. You shall have the oolour* before they 

Seet ot 4-lnoh ol piping. A watt-houre, in P6®”: 1 nuot 10 “Y W»Y warmed at your asking 
to plaoe the boiler, runs at right regie*, queellooa.r^Wi!-1 OIT) 

i end ol greenhouse, with its floor level, 4219.—Ombld-hMlS^ (John Allan).—I am glad to 
n-leval ol gr teahouse. I pose is i ,i o?il- is-- y >u bsv< > ho it i |«iv up I—- j > or Orohidt, ana I so 
by 8 inches, 4 turns j-lach bore, which I glsd to find you have inoreeaed toe atook ol plreto to snob 

jropoee setting in a deep brlek furnace. My Ids* fl to an^ii^srlt, redj J’qt) Ai.ve'fi^jl(e v*|l In rsitrfctiDg youraell 
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to the oool Uode. I think, however, you are treading 
upon tloklub ground when you Inolude Oymbldlum 
Lowionum and Odontogloeeutn vexlllarium, lor both like 
a little more warmth than they oan get In a oool-house, 
but at the present time you would be hot enough. The 
houee should have free air and a nloe moist atmosphere, 
or you will be very apt to get the thripe on the laat-namea 
plant. The Dsndroblum Jamesianum will thrive with 
Odootoglossums, lor although ol Indian origin, it ooraes 
from a oool part ot Burmab, and I saw It doing better than 
I had previously teen It last season In Messrs. Low's 
nursery, in a houee without any flre-heat at all. At this 
season you should oertalnly have your bottom ventilators 
o^en, and, saving in troety weatber, In the winter also.— 

HAMH8 OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 
,*» Any communications respecting plants or fruits 

sent to name should always accompany the parcel, which 
should be addressed to the Editor of Oardinino Ulus- 
rrated, 37, Southampton-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Names of plants.—M. M. Smelt.—Onosma taurlca. 
-J. F. Jolly.—Atbyrium FiUx-foimlna FrlltlHa orleta- 
tum.-F. B.—l, Adlantum lormosum ; 2, Woodwardla 
rad loans.-A nglice.—Asplenium Adlan tu ra-nigrum.- 
Charles Green.—1, Lyoaete aromatioa; 2, Aiirtdee laloa- 
turn : 3, Vanda tricolor.-II. Greening.—I, Oypsopblta 
penloolata; 2, Silene maritlma plena; S, A Oalllardla.- 
w. 0.—We regret we oannot name the plants sent; speci¬ 
mens Insultioient, and orushed In ths post. II possible, 
seod when In Rower.-II. Fry.—We oannot name 
seedling Carnations. You oan give them any names you 
like.-F. B.—The Orohid-flowers tent were quite rotten 
Irom having been packed in wet Moss, so It Is Impossible to 
name them aoourately.-Seaside.—1, Flowers are lallen 
ott, but looks like a Qodetla; 2, A Plantain Lily (Funkla 
subcordata); 3, A Larkspur apparently, but bad specimen : 
4, Dried up; 6, Apparently a pleoe ol Southernwood ; 
OjSantollna inoano.-J. IF.—We cannot name Irom euoh 
a speolmen.-IF. J. T.—Not Oraohe. but we should like 
to see a Iresbsr speolmen.-B. IF.—Campanula gar- 
ganloa; oan be grown Irom seed.-Canon.—Viola alba. 
-J. S. B.—Qypsopblla naoioulata.-Miss Greenly.— 
Lllium pardalinum.-A'. Devon.—Mountain Cudweed 

(Onaphallum dloeoum). You oannotdestroy It. aslaraswe 
know, exoept bv pulling up every root.-Yorkshire.— 

1, Ophlopogon Jaburan varlegatum ; 2, Oyperus alternl- 
toll us. 

TO OORRBSPONDBNTB. 
Ws should be glad \f readers would remember that we 

do not answer Queries by post, and that we oannot under¬ 
take to forward letters to correspondents, or insert queries 
that do not contain the name and address of sender. 

Miss Wall—Apply to Messrs. Oeo. Bunyard Jt Son, 

Maidstons, Kent.-P. F. Hunter.—The Chrysanthemum 
leaves are attaoked by the grub ot the Marguerite Daley 
Fly upon whloh there have been many notes In Gardening. 
The only remedy Is to plnoh the leaves and so destroy the 

grubs.-L. M.—The Vine Is evidently badly attacked by 
red-spider. Sponge the leaves.-T. /{.—The Tomato Is, ol 
oourse, a fruit, but It Is usually shown with vegetables.- 
Colonel Tiverton.—The trees are attaoked by the Pear 
ehu. Dust over with slaked lime, and In a law days 
syringe this oil again, and than repeat the application.- 
6. C.—Apply to Messrs. Barr * Sugdon, King-street, 
Oovent-garden, London, W.C.-R. C Twynem.—Tbt 
Grapes are scalded from want of early ventilation.- 
Amateur.—Apply to Mr. Georgs Monro, Salesman, Oovent- 
garden Market, London, VV.O. 

POULTRY & RABBITS 

REARING TURKEYS. 

For some reason or other, late-hatched birds do 
not, as a role, do well. This is especially the 
case where the later birds are reared on the 
same land as that used for the earlior broods. 
I do not doubt that this has something to do 
with many failures. The land is tainted with 
the droppings, and in weather suoh as that 

experienced this summer these remain upon the 
surfaoe instead of being washed into the ground 
by frequent rains. Again, we must not forget 
that the last batch of eggs in the season are 

fertilised with a weaker germ than those laid at 
the commencement, and if the germs be weaker 
it naturally follows that the chick is less robust, 
and is, therefore, less fit to stand an excess of 
heat, or, in fact, any strain which it might be 
called upon to endure. I am not naturally given 
to look at the black side of things, but when I 
receive accounts of young chicks, duoklinga, or 
turkeys dropping off, I expect but one termina 

tion, and that is that most of the lot will fall 
victims before the disease or ailment from which 
they are suffering runs its oourse. It is because 

I believe this so strongly that I am constantly 
warning my readers to take care that their 

young stock shall receive a good start, for if 
they onoe receive a check the probability is 
they will not be easily got to move again, in 
spite of good treatment in every respect. The 
report of some birds reoently confirms what I 
have just said. The sneezing points to an 

. attack of roup; this is not surprising 
when we oonsider the changeable weather 
and the enfeebled oondition of the birds. What 
people have to do is to restore tiie^hicks to 
a growing state, and then they mighthepo to 
save those which am still left. 11'voujAjIi >,b j 
first place, try a change of food. The bread, 

soaked in water, is oertain to do harm, and 

should be discontinued. The first feed in the 
day may consist of mixed middlings and Spratt’s 
food; at eleven o’clock you may give some 

scrape of underdone meat, chopped very small; 
at two o’clock, or a little later, the first feed 
may be repeated, and at six some sound Wheat 
oan be fed. An occasional meal of stale bread 
soaked in strong ale can be tried. For drinking furpoees I should use fresh water and a little 

arrish’s chemical food, to be obtained of any 

ohemiat. If the chicks drink freely (and this is 
generally the case with ailing birds), you can 
use cod-liver-oil to advantage. I should endeav¬ 
our to divide the chicks into small lots, putting 

the worst oases together, then the next worst, 
and so on. The run should be roomy, dean, 
airy, and yet not draughty, nor should it be too 
much covered by the sun. For the worst cases 
it might be well to try a roup pill, made as 
follows: Cayenne pepper, 20 grains ; copper 
sulphate, 10 grains ; copaiba, ono fluid drachm. 
This is sufficient for twenty pills, and half a one 
should be given morning and evening. The 

swellings and nostrils should be washed three 
or four times daily with Labarraque’s solution 
of chlorinated soda, diluted with twice its bulk 

of water. The foregoing treatment will give 
some trouble with many birds, but if successful 
in saving tbe greater part anyone will be amply 
repaid. 

Trent Valley, in Farm and Home. 

EARLS COURT EXHIBITION. 

EXHIBITION OF GARDENING 

AND FORESTRY. 
THE GARDEN OF LONDON. 

JTJI.Y ae Ac 27, 

GREAT SHOW OF ROSES AND FRUIT, 
CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, &c. 

Classes (Open and Amateur) for DRAPES, 
MELONS, PEACHES. STRAWBERRIES, 

CHERRIES, Ac. 

Meritorious Kihlblti not namod In I bn Hohodulo will bo 
reooRnlsed. Prises, Medals, and Certifioatea awarded I or 

every Show. 

AU applications lor entries, schedules, regulations, and 
lurther Inlormatlou should be addressed to Mr. U. E. 
Milner, tbo Chairman, at the OUlooa ol the Exhibition, Earls 

Court, 8.W. 

Admission to the Exhibition Building. 
Flower Show, and the Central and 
Western Gardens, ONE SHILLING. 

Open Daily from 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. 
Season Tickets, Cl Is., to be obtained from 

tbe usual Agent* and the Secretary. 

GAROEN FRAMES PRATT’8 patent 
(VENTILATED) and 

GREENHOUSES, 
Patent Glazing, without 

Putty. 

Price List port free. 

CHEAP GREENHOUSE 
OOMPANY, 

SYDENHAM, LONDON, S.E. 

Registered Dir. 20,1888. 
No. 116140 

D. HORROCKS, Tyldesley, MANCHKaTKR. 

The PKitrxcrioN 
Slow CoMhimrioN 

Ukksnhou.sk. 
Boiler. 

Builds in front ol 
groonbouae. Mize 
1 ft. 1 In. by 14 in. 
diam„ £3 9a. 8d„ 
carriage paid. Same 
Boiler, htted with 
18 ft. 4 in. piping, 
and Expansion Box, 
patent Joints, and 
Mmoko Pipe. £3 ISa. 
CarWige paid. Cuta- 
Injjiei post free. 

pKDiGKKH UUSBEA uiuibn. (tiravetye 
A Hard).—Ths Sussex oattle are growing steadily In public 
favour, both In this country and In Amertoa, where a lee 

Im tha moat nitanJ oondition* ■oaf'hV , Inrrvcct'ou 
_• Addreee, BAILIFF, Home Farm, (lii vufyr las.or, 
t flrlnstead, Sussex. 

GARDEN AND PLANT PHOTOGRAPHS. 

Wa beg to announce another photogrophlo oom- Eitition, when prizes to the amount of over 
ighty Guineas will be awarded. 
The subject* selected may be: Beautiful 

houses and oountry seats j garden landscapes ; 
picturesque trees ; plants, hardy and tender : 
Ferns; Roses ; cut flowers, prettily arranged ; 
pretty cottage gardens; our best fruit* on the 
branoh or branches, not in dishes ; standard 
egetables; good flower-gardens, or any other 

object* of interest in a garden. 

LI8T OF PRIZES. 

Country Seats and Gardens.—A prize of 
Twenty Guineas will be given for the besb 
series of not less than six photographs of Tudor, 
Elizabethan, Jacobean, or other old English 
houses and their gardens, particularly showing 
the beauty of the house in relation to tne garden. 
Picturesque old Farm and Manor houses will 

not be excluded from this competition. 

General Garden and Plant Photooraphs. 
—First prize for the best collection of general 
garden ^photographs, Seven Guineas. Second 

prize, Four Guineas. Third prize, Three 
Guineas. This series may includo subjects from 
any class, from either outdoor or indoor gardens. 

Flowerino Plants. — A prize of Five 
Guineas to the sender of the best collection of 
photographs of flowering plants grown in the 
open air or under glass. This series may inolude 

flowering shrubs of all sorts. 

Best Garden Fruits.—A prize of Five 
Guineas for the beat collection of photographs 
of any of our good garden fruit*: Grapes, 
Peaches, Apples, Pears, Plums, Cherries, Ao., or 
bush-fruit*, to be shown on the branches, not in 
dishes. No prize will be awarded to photographs 
of fruit* or vegetables orowded in dishes. 

Best Vegetables. — A prize of Three 
Guineas for the best oolleotion of photographs 
of best garden vegetables. The object of this 
is to get full representations of the best gardon 
vegetables under the old genuine names. We 
do not want to exolude real novelties when thoy 
are such. 

In any of the departments, if no collection of 
■uifioienb merit is sent in, no prize will be 
awarded. All competitors not winning a prize 
will for each photograph chosen receive the sum 
of half-a-guinea. In order to give all readere 

ample time to prepare good photographs the 
competition will be kept open until the last 
Saturday in July, 1893. 

What to avoid.—Out flowers or plant* should 

not be arranged in vases with patterns on them. 
Backgrounds should be plain, so as not to come 

into competition with the beautiful flowers. 
Figures of men or women, barrows, watering- 
pots, rakes, hoes, rollers, and other implements, 
iron railings, wires, or iran swpnorts of any kind, 
labels, and all like objects should be omitted 
from these photographs. The intention is to 

show the full beauty of the subject taken, and this 
cannot be done well when the photographer is 
confused by other considerations. Dwarf flowers 
are ineffective when taken directly from above. 
The camera should be brought low down for such. 
AU photographs should be mounted singly, and 
not several on a card. They should not be 

mounted on cards with black backs, and the 
photographs should not be less in size than 6 inches 
by 4 inches. In many of the photographs sent in 
for owr last competition the subjects were much 
overcrowded. The following are the rules to be 
observed by aU competitors:— 

Fiiist.—The photographs may be of objects in the posses¬ 
sion of either the sender or others; but the source whence 
they are obtained must be stated, and none sent the copy¬ 
right of which is open to question. There is no limit as to 
number, and no fee to pay. The Editor is to have the right 
of engraving and publishing any of the chosen photographs. 
The photographs may be printed on anu good paper that 
shows the subjects olearly; but those on albumenised paper 
are preferred for engraving. 

8xcond.—The name and address of tbs sender, together 
with the name and description of the object shown, should 
V plainly written in ink on the back of each photograph. 
Thie u very important. 

Third.—AU communications relating to the competition 
must be addressed to the Bditor of Qardenind Illcrtratjid, 
37, .Southampton-street, Covmt-gardm, London. W.C., 
and tiuM»t " Photographic Competition." AU com- 
unitors wishing their photographs returned, if not 
lUiOasJti, IF0.1 soiflosipastiui stamps of sujlcient value 
for Mu purpose. 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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Who hu a OOTTAOK GARDEN «houl l purchase weekly 

TRELLIS Superior planed extending TRELLIS 
TRELLIS The new ornamental half-round TRELLIS 

TRELLIS Cheap and durable TRELLIS 

TRELLIS For all training purposes TRELLIS 

TRELLIS For tennis-courts TRELLIS 

TRELLIS For fowl-runs TRELLIS 
TRELLIS For garden bordering TRELLIS 

TRELLIS For the fruit and flower garden TRELLIS 

TRELLIS For unsightly corners TRELLIS ■ The Trellis, as herein 
advertised, having been 
found to 1» both durable, 
useful, and ornamental, 
fulfilling all the duties re¬ 
quired. is in large demand, 
and, being inexpensive, 
should bo adopted as 
necessary for all the sepa¬ 
rate purposes above ex 
pressed. To bo had of the 
principal Ironmongers. If 
any difficulty In obtaining 
It, please apply for tho 
name of ncarcat Agent to— 

HERNE HILL RUSTIC WORKS, 

81, Dulwich Road & Norwood Road, 
HERNE HILL, LONDON, S.E. 

Tm miaulrs by L. 0. it D. Railway from City and Wtet Bnd. 

WORKS CLOSE TO STATION. 

Poultry, Bees, Allot¬ 
ments, Food, House, 
Window and Town 
Gardens. 

Tint I^KnrsT MANurACTtmxii or 

RUSTIC SUMMER HOUSES & RUSTIC WORK IN ENCLAND. 
Large .took always on band from £3 IDs. upwards, earring! Bald, or delivered and fixed In Ixmdou anu suburbs, IN 
I'ECTION INVITED. Soml for Now Catalogue, 72 nag™ 

3 stamps. Ordors by post punctually attended to. Tlmai 
Houses can bo fixed In half an hour. As Flower and 

Tree Supports In 

SIMPLEX LEAD 
If! GLAZING 

houso are un- 
oquolled. Then are 
Strong, Durable, it Cheap, 

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. 

Can be supplied In sites 

Weekly, £d.; or Monthly, 3d 

For Roofs, Skylights, a 
Horticultural Work. 

Ns Svedal Contract require*. 

OPINIONS OF T1IF PltESS. 
" * Cottaok Oardssiso1 tells tho cottager and 

amatour prooisoly tho right thing at tho 
right timo, coming as a friendly monitor wltb suitable 
oounsel, with the varying seasons of the year. ... In 
bespeaking lor this new venture the wide aoceptanoe 
which it merit* among those for whom it Is specially 
intended we are performing a publlo service."—Freeman. 

••It Is a wonderful halfponny-worth. illus. 
tratvd, and sets forth. In clear ami simple English, how 

gardening, bee-keeping, 
oortant cottage industrli 

NO ZINC, IRON, OR 
PUTTY USED. 

ANY QUANTITY SUPPLIED. 
Over 780,000 superficial feet In use 

on 2,000 Btruoturee. 

CR0VER & CO. (LTD.), 
Englnoers, dec., 

BRITANNIA WORK8.WHARF 
RD., CITY RD„ LONDON, N. 

Write tor IUnitration., Tultmo- 

IIAMBOO Punting Poles 
BAMBOO Yacht Masts 
llAMKOOS for Tennis- 

court Enclosures 
BAMBOOS for Furniture 

Making 
BAMBOOS for Curtain 

Poles 
BAMBOOS for Oardon 

Arches 

Prloo List froo. 
Termi: Cash toith order. _ 

THE BAMBOO OOMPANY 
(Late trading as A. Evan Davies). 

58. ST. PAUL’S CHURCHYARD. LONDON. 

GLASS K 
The following le a List o/star# always 4« 

10 b* 8.12 by 0,12 by 10,14 by 10,16 by 11,18 by 12.10 by U, 
IS by 1L 14 by 12.17 by 12, 2u oy 16, 24 by 16, 22 by 16, 24 by 16, 

l0O&« '«•! fo aay f4o« at a slight advance on the above pHsss. 
(Baas is out and packed lu own warehouse by esperlenoed 

men. therefore ouaUtv of glass and naoklng Is guaranteed. 
All glass is put on rail froo of charge, and guaranteed to bain 
lound oonditlon. Paint, 4d. per lb.; Putty Id. por lb. 

SPECIAL OFFER. 
Our Popular 6s. 

Bundle, containing 
150 Bamboos, amid. 
sl/.cs from 1 ft. (I In. up 

to 7 feet long.__ 

_D__ _. be carried on in the most 

approved manner and to tho greatest profit."—Chrittian. 

"It Is tho choapost throoponny-worth of 
speolallnod lttoraturo on rooord, and should be 
In the hands of every man who has a few square yards of 
land attached to bis house capable of growing anything." 

—Plymouth Mercury. 

“ Maintains It* high character, and Is well worth double 
the price which i* charged for It."—Burn Free Frees. 

“ It is tho cheapest publication of it* kind, and wo know 

of none better."—Dundee Courier. 

••Full of useful information tor tho amateur gardener." 
—Western Chronicle. 

•• • Cottaok Gahosnino ' is at onoe the cheapest and beet 

Of the publications which deal with the subject. We 
allotment-holders—and there nre many In these 

1893-CARDEN HOSE-1893 
The Original Sphincter Grip Armoured Garden Hose. 

"HERCULES" BRAND (Registered). 

advise — 
parts—to taka It In regularly. It Is full of useful and valu¬ 

able information on poultry, bees, allotments, food, house, 
window aud town gardens, etc.’’—Grantham Journal. 

'• • Cottaok Oakpkkino ' should have n large olroulatlon 

amongst allotment-holders and poultry-keepers. The 
mistake so often made of recommending something out of 

the reach of men in humble life is avoided. For the 
modest sum of threepence per month a really useful book 
may be obtained."—Bucks Advert iter. 

"Gives In a plain, simple manner valuable information 

on all matters relating to gardening, and we would strongly 
reoommend it to the attention of our readers who are 
thinking of growing flowers and vegetable* for exhibition. 
Exoellent articles on bees, cage-birds, pigs, poultry, 
management of the house, eto., aro also given."—Perth 
Couner. 

" A stout monthly paper for threspenoe—consists of the 
halfpenny weekly parts for the month, a quite 
wonderful work that should And subscribers 
by hundreds ol thousands, for It deals not moreiy 
with gardening, pure and aimple, but is the guide to 
poultry, bees, allotment*, food, house, and window and 
town gardening."—Southampton Advertiser. 

Over 10,000 Customers. Hundreds 0/ unioUril/d Teetinumtals. 
10 Rocont and Highest Awards at Principal 

Exhibitions. 
CAUTION.—No Medal or Exhibition Award has over been 

secured by any Firm except this Company for Sphincter Grip 
Hoso. exclusively and distinctly. 
BeIiarro/ Worthless Imitations and Foreign Im/wr/allone, 0] 

which there are many. 
Orders executed same d»y ns received, f’rlce I.ista post free. 

SPHINCTER HOSE & ENCINEERINC CO., LTD., 
9, MOORFIF.LDS, LONDON, K.O. {Sole Manufacturers!. 

With nearly 700 Illustrations, 15s., post 
fret, 16s. 61L 

THE 

Vegetable Garden 
Illustrations, Descriptions, and Culture of 

THE GARDEN VEGETABLES 

Of cold and temperate climates. 

*t* The August Part of this work, ready 
July 26, will contain a Handsome COLO TJRED 
PI.A TE of HYBRID BRIER ROSES. 

London: JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle-rtreet, 
And all Booksellers. 

*3T Persons who are not yot aoqualntod 

wltb this valuable publication, which Is 
having a rapidly lnoroaslng olroulatlon 
throughout the Kingdom, aro invited to 
ordor olthor tho Weekly Number or the 
Monthly Part announced above. 

Intending purohtser* should send for our new Illustrated 
Prloe List of Greenhouses. At., complete from 43s., post free, 
2 stamps.—8. HARTLEY £ CO.. Horticultural Builders, 
Valley-street, Wlnilhlll, Shipley. Yorkshire,_ 

PROTECT YOUR GARDENS.—Gordon net- 
J- ting, oiled and dressed; will not rot If left out in all 
weather*. 100 yard* by 1 yard. 3s.; 100 yyda by 2 yards 6s.; 
1U0 yards by 3 yards, 9s. Or so on to any widu^-Carrlage E»ld 00 all orders over 6*. I do not require pavrfint till,you 

, luh uun, n. 

3 r 8" long x l-ln. 1/6108 
32 ..X ll-ln. 2/• 

2 3* .. X f in. 2/3 „ 
. 4 X l-ln. 3/- „ 

\t 
X j in. 5/- „ 
X l-ln. 12/6 „ 

5’ x J in. 16/- .. 
X l-ln. 20/- ., 
X l-ln. 13/- „ 
X l-ln. 17/- .. 

3 6 0 s 
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HOOJM St WINDOW OARDBNINO. 

ARRANGING CUT FLOWERS. 

I was pleased to see a note on thii subject in 

Gabdbnino, July 8th, p. and thought the 

following notee may be useful to your readers. 

Some time back the late Mr. G. Phippen, of 

Reading, made some good remarks on this subject, 

more particularly in reference to exhibitions. He 

said : " People have said to me, ' I do not care 

to go to the flower-show, there is so much 

sameness in it.”' This should not bo when 

one considers for a moment the inexhaustible 

supply of varieties of plants and flowers. The 

compilers of schedules persist in oopying each 

other. Why not eaoh try and strike out a fresh 

lira? At times we have so many hundred 

flowers—of Dahlias, it may be—set up in prim, 

gtwen boxes, not a vestige of foliage visible, and 

there staged upon lengths of straight tables. 

At other times we have fine Asters and Zinnias 

staged in like manner. Then, again, at some 

shows we have Carnations mutilated and 

dressed and set up in paper oollars, and staged 
in the orthodox green boxes on the straight 
table. It is a pity that those lovely flowers 
•hoold be thus presented to the publio ! Chrys¬ 
anthemum flowers are also arranged in boxes, 
which have to be made to a required size, so 
many inohes long, wide, and high. If tbe 
flowers happen to be large and extra fine yon 
must crash them into the box. Speoimen blooms 

of Chrysanthemums lend themselves to artistic 
treatment. In staging, for instance, say one has 
thirty-six blooms to set up, and 4 feot or .ri feet 
run of table space allowed for the purposo. The 
green box should be at once dispensed with, and 
the flowers out with long stalks varying from 
D inches to 2 feet in length. Each flower should 
be placed in a receptacle whioh would hold 
water and be heavy enough at the base to pre¬ 

vent overturning. The flower ehonld also have 
some kind of support to maintain it in an erect 
position. Having the flowers thus prepared, a 

number of suitable foliage plants should be em- 
ployed—eay, Feathery Palme—about 3 feet in 
height, to serve ae a background. The flowers 
are then artistically grouped together with the 

small foliage plant*—Maiden hair Kerns, Aepa- 
regne, Ac.—end edged with Isolepis and Pani- 
cum, so that the whole of the table space ehall 
be hidden by the groundwork of plants and 
Fan*. The flowers rising from this would pre¬ 
sent a marked oontrast to the formal box itvle. 

month to plant herbacioui flowers and Roses, whioh should be thoroughly dug and well 
also bulbs, and the following list may be useful: manured before anything is put in j careful 
01 Roses, Charles Lefebvre, General Jacqueminot, planting, too, in the autumn (October), or early 
Coupe d'HtSW, Gloire de Dijon, Niphotos, and spring, will be necessary. Many ignorant 
.Tules Margottin, are all old, well-tried gardeners will make a hole for a plant without 
favourites, which will not disappoint. Plentv digging the ground, and drop the roots in 
of newer kinds can be found in our rosarianrs perpendicularly ; then the poor thing has a 
catalogues. Madonna Lilies, Lilium auratum, hard struggle for life, and oannot manage to 
Tiger Lilies, and L. lancifolium speoiosum, both make the luxuriant growth whioh is necessary. In 
roseum and Knctzori varieties, should be put turning a plant out from a pot the lower roots, 
In behind the Roses, as being taller. These whioh will be found coiled at the bottom, should 
will grow into grand dumps, and flower yearly, be loosened with oare and spread out on well- 
if woll-mulohed eaoh October. Spring flowers : prepared soil about six inohes below the surface, 
Wallflowers, Forget-me-not (Myoeotia dissiti- in a fan shape, covering them with a little fine 
flora), bulbs of Snowdrops, Croons, Scilla sandy soil, without allowing manure to touch 
sibirica, Parrot Tulips, Daffodils, Narcissus, them. Having trodden the surface, after 
and Hyacinths can bo put in during October, in covering the roots in, until the plant is firmly 
front of the Roses, and left in the ground year planted, a mulch of stable-manure, 3 inohes or 
by year. Also purple or white Alyssum 4 inches deep, may be placed over them ; this 
makes a pretty edging in spring. Autumn will prove a protection from severe frost in 
flowers: Anenome japonioa (Honorine Jobert) winter, and from dry heat in summer, and the 
(white), tbe Pink Japanese Anemone, dwarf Creepers will flourish accordingly. With regard 
perennial Sunflower, Herbaoeous Phloxes in to the second part of the question, os to a 
pink, white, &o., will supply autumn blossoms, selection of plants for making the border gay, 
aud a few groups of Carnations, Pinks, Pansies, not much oan be done until October, when 

and other summer flowers should give some dwarf Roses, Evergreen Barberries (Berberis 
brightness during the early months of the Aquifolium), with plentv of spring bulbs, such as 
summer. The border will need a good mulching Croons, Snowdrop, Scilla sibirica (bright-blue), 
of leaf-mould and manure overy autumn, ana Tulips, and Hyacinths will make a bright show 

the plant* should be overhauled eaoh year in in early spring. Dark-red Wallflowers, Forget- 
Maroh, when they oan be transplanted if neces- me-not (Myoeotis dissitiflora), and a good 
sary, ent back into shape when too large, aDd selection of Primroses will add to this, and these, 

rearranged for tbe year, all but the Roses, whioh too, can be planted in October. When they go 
must not be touched at that time. Lilies aud out of bloom in May plant the border with 
Japanese Anemones, too, do objeot to be taken handsome bedding plant* for summer, suoh as 
up, and do best left alone.—I. L. R. Zonal 

4198 —Plants for windows.—On anorth Garanin, 

Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, I'elargoD 
, Lobelia, &o., and have a reserve 

or north-west uiqioet hardy Ferns and Creepiu, 
Jsnny thrive better than moat things, and Dot 

of Asters, and another of Early Chrysanthe¬ 
mums in the kitchen garden, where theao plants 

are good town plants. A few Pansies might be can be cultivated until they show colour in 
planted along the front of the boxes. Other autumn. They will both bear careful lifting at 
suitable subject* for such a half-shadod position time, and oan be used to make a late 
(during the summer) are Fuchsias, Shrubby Cal- autumn display under the house with great 

ceolarias, and ('olsia cretica. In the west win- advantage.—I. L. R. 

dows “ Geraniums,” both of the common or 4193.—Roses In a window — As soon as 
Zonal and the Ivy-leaved sections, Marguerites, your plants are out of bloom stand them in some 
Heliotropes, and Tropoeolums would do well, sheltered poeition out-of-doors. Keep them 
and a few Tuberous Begonias also might be tried, properly supplied with water, as clear as potsible 

—B. C. R. from Inseot pests, and either plunge them 

4123.—A house border.—Almost any under tho sholter of a hedgo during tho winter, 
hardy oreepers can be grown on a south exposure or else afford them the protection of a cool frame 
unless the house be in a city, when tho impure °r pit- A very Uttls protection is all they 
air would prevent most Roses from doing well, need, and they may be started again in Maroh. 

The Gloire de Diion Rose will, however, stand not ideal winter plant*, being much 
a good deal, and nothing can be better than subject to insect pests, and requiring a great 
this as a climber, with Reine Marie Henriette deal of attention in the matter of syringing, fto. 

(the Red Glory), William Allan Richardson —P- U. 

(apricot-tinted), and Climbing Niphetos (pure 4108.—Herbs for winter use.—Mint, 
white) for variety. A selection of good Clematis 8age, Thyme, and Marjoram, should be gathered 

plants might be made, placing the large-flowered in August while they are at their best, and each 
varieties in the warmest place, and the White variety placed in a separate paper bag. These 
Clematis Montana, in tbe coolest. If a good bags can be pat into the oven when it is cool in 
plant of this is put in from a pot now, it will the evening, and taken out iu the morning when 

make a good start next year, and soon cover a the leaves should be crisp aud dry, but not 
large space. The lovely Wistaria growB rapidly burned. Rub them up finely, keeping each 
when established, but usually take* a year or kind separate, and place tho powdered leaves 

two to do this. Ampelopsis Veitchi is indis- in glass jars, suoh as are used for jam. If 
pensahle for its great beauty, aud double kept, in a | dry cupboard, tied over with 
WWtJ /Jasmine, French Honeysuckle, and paper, the dried Herbs will be useful all the 
T if®riikLCreeper are all worth growing.) faftocS -M'ir.te*^njdpe^i jbfi |''l)fed, ss/ljlfey are pe?ded.— 

^ „„„ a. p~w.i.* *. hfiOTfcHAMPAIGN 
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QABDBN WORK* 

Conservatory. 

FreesiM, Roman Hyacinth*, and Lillum oandldnm 
should be polled lor forcing. The last-tumid Lily la com¬ 
ing more Into favour lor pot-work, and there ie, I think, 
lees demand lor Lillum Ilarrlii. Only strong healthy bu!b9 

should be potted. Work plenty ol sharp sand and other 
porous material into the potting oompost. In this healthy 
root-action will take place, and strong spikes with healthy 
foliage will follow. Plunge the pots In the open air till 
October. The Roman Hyacinths and Freeslas will be 
moved Indoors In September. Oaoti in pota will be better 
plaoed outside now in the sunshine to ripen growth. As the 
ripening proneee proceeds less water will be required. 
Toe large-growing Cactus (Cereus grandlHorus) makes a 

very oonspicuous plant In the ooneervatory border. I once 
bad charge of a ooneervatory in which an immense speci¬ 
men was planted, the staklog and tying of which was a 

work of ooneiderabls difficulty. The plant was 12 feet 
high, and bore In the summer many hundreds of scarlet 
blossoms. Passion-flowers and other free-growing olimbers 
are both useful and ornameoutl In large houses. They are 
useful In affording shade, and the blossoms, which are 
freely produced, have an interest besides the mere show 
produoed, and by-and.bye when the shade Is no longer 
required the growth can be gradually reduced. The bed 
of peat and loam In which Ltpagerlas are growing must 
not be permitted to get dry. I have seen this plaot to do 
wall through being planted on ihe sunny side ol the house. 
The Lapagerla will do very well In the north house. Hot 
eunehlue at any time Is bad for it Everybody should 
grow some of the greenhou-e Rhododendrons. They are 
oharming plants for the unheated house, and they also 

arcoeed well where a little forcing is done. When grown 
In pots aod the growth made early, and afterwards 
ripened by exporure in the open air, they will flower very 
freely In the warm greenhouse. Should be potted ohlefly 
in peat and sand. The plant should be plunged outside in 
a bed of Coooa-nut-fibre now, but must not be allowed to 
suffer for want of water. Countess of Drrby, Countess of 
Belton, Duchess of Edinburgh, Duchess of Teok, 
Edgwortbi. Favourite, Lady Alice Kitiwilliam, Lord 
Woleeley, and Prince of Wales are all good, and worthy of 
attention for cut-flowers or to beautify the ooneervatory. 
Genistas and Heaths should stand on ooal-aab beds thinly 
In some open position to get the growth well ripened and 
the blossom buds In oouraa of formation. Solanum capei- 
castrum must now stand thinly outside to set the berries. 
Arum Lillee In pots should be shaken out and repotted. 
No doubt some of the stook were planted In June, and 
these If watered regularly will make vary strong plants; 
but they hardly bloom so early as those plants kept in 
pots. Any plants whloh are likely to require more pot- 
room should have it given now, so that the roots may 
oocupy the new soil before winter. Correas. Salvias, Eupo- 
torlums. and other things planted out should be stopped 

for the last time. 

Ferae under Glass. 
The plants are growing freely now, and mutt be opened 

nut to aflord room for the fronds to develop. Having too 
many plants In proportion to the space Is a great evil, 
because It Is next to Impossible to have them th.n in true 
form. Some of the hardiest speoles may be taken to the 
conservatory, and In a warm aummer like iho present If 
there Is e sheltered dell anywhere In the grounds special 
featurea may be oreatsd by plunging out some of the 
hardiest specimens. Nephrolepis In variety, the Bird's- 
nest Fern (Aeplenium Nldue-avle|, some of the Tree-Ferns, 
and others inev lit plunged out in very sheltered spots 
where the wind end sun cannot reach them. The indoor 
fernery may l>a made moro Interesting by e few Drscmnas, 
Crotons, Begonias, and othar plants with coloured leavea 
being introduced. Grasses, suob as the Variegated Careers 
and others, have a graceful effect. Ferns will still require 
shads and molatura In abundauoe. In potting use morn 
loam than peat, eeproially when It la neoeasary to keep the 
plantain comparatively small pots. 

Stove. 
Firts must bs lighted on oold nights, as a cold, damp¬ 

laden atmosphere will soon Injuro tender foliage. Alla- 
mandae now and other creepere will he In line oondition. 
Most of these plsnts w ill benefit from liquid.manure, being 
■upplisd, aay, twlos a week, till the last flower-bud expands. 
Winter blooming stuff will lie quite safe yet in pics and 
frames, ventilation being given during the day to harden 
the growth. Poinaettlae must be kopl near the glass, and 
must never suffer (or want of water, or the bottom leaves 
will go. Do not forget thuledemeud will be mede lor well- 
grown but not large plants for dlnneMablo work when the 
l,ondon season le over and the rush is made Into the 
country. 

Hard-wooded Plants 
must stand on an impervious bottom ; If worms get into 
the pels the drainage will soon be blocked up, and water¬ 
logged plants soon get Into a sickly condition, and then 
might bis as well thrown out. The water It the principal 
work among herd-wooded plants when In the open. Never 
water s specimen plant without first lapping the pot and 
tatting lit oondition. Azaleas are rather subject to thripe, 
and any plant* whloh are attacked should If possible be 
cleared before the plants are taken Inside again. II the 
plants srs not too lMge s tub Oiled with soot aod lime- 
water, Into whloh the plants can be dipped, will make sure 
work ol the Insects. This Is a very simple and cheap mix¬ 
ture. The eoot-about a peck-Is tied up In bag, and 

and plunged In a tub of rain-water. The bag is stirred 
about dally for a wees, and then a couple of pounds of 
new lime is dropped in the tub and left to clarify ; In a 
couple of days tbs liquid will then be dear and about the 
colour of tbsrry. A quart ol this to six quarts of water 

will make a very good dippiog or syringing mixture. 

Moahroom-houM. 
Unless in a vsry oool position Mushrooms will bo mors or 

Ice* maggoty In buildings now. So much Is the oase 
generally that bed* are made up In the open air io May 

• In mid nr northern diet rialt the operatJontymfrrred 
to under '• Harden Work" man ha done/rail ten jaw’u 
a fortnight later tfuin M Jlcrr lMti4M)tfU\gua\A, d 
MUM. 

and June to produoe Mushrooms In the hot weather, and 
even in the open sir to obtain good Mushrooms Ihe situation 
for the beds should be as cool as possible. Tbe north side 
of a lofty wall is a good place, and I have had good beds 
on the north side of a group or belt of trees. As soon as 
the house has oeased to prodace good Mushrooms clear all 
the beds out and all rubbish or Utter of every kind, as 
such matters only form brerdlog and hiding-places for 
woodlloe and other Insects. Before any beds are made in 
the new house have the walls thoroughly cleansed with 
lime-wash, and saturate all tbe crevices In the floor witn 

boiling water. 

Window Gardening. 
There Is lees demand for flowering-plants now. Foliage 

is uow lo tne ascendant for the time, and the grreo and 
graceful Fern always flnds favour when something Is 
required to rest the eyes upon. Pterls tremula is one of 
the very best Ferns for the room; then comes Pteris 
Ouveratdi and P cretioa, P. nobilis and others. Pol.vpo- 
dlum aureum. Nephrolepis exaltata. Asplenlnm Nidus- 
avle, Adiantums, and others are aleo most useful. 

Outdoor Garden. 
The long drought has weakened the Grass on the lawne, 

and a sprinkling of arliflalal manure will be very beotUrial 
now. Nitrate of soda, guaoo, or bone-meal will do. Now 
that rain has oome fairly oopiously things will put on a 
better appearance. Tne question ie sometimes asked o*n 
there be a bright garden without bedding-plants ? Well, 
the brightest garden I have seen this season has not had a 
tender bedding-plant in It The Tufted Pansies have stood 
the drought better than I expected, as we are apt to asso 
elate Panels* with a demand for ooolness and moisture 
Land which is mode fi rtile with manure as required will 
euppotthe plants In a difficult season, aod enable them 
to blussom freelv. In short, good gardening Is pretty much 

a quasi ion of helping the land to do its work. The recent 
rains have loosened the bark of the young shoots nf ihe 
Standard liner, and budding may now be done. Dwarf 
Briers and M mettle may be done lalsr ; hut the standards 
should be done as soon is they will work. Climbing 
plants, suoh as Clematises, Veitoh'a Creepers, Jasuilnee. 
&o., established in pots may be turned out now egaioet 
walls. I would rather plant now than wait till autumn or 
spring, as there it some growth left in the plants yet, and 
they will get well established before wlntor. Cuttings of 
the New Zealand Veronioos will strike now under a hand 
light In tne ehode. Cuttings also of Eaonj muses and 

choice evergreen shrubs will strike now under glass kept 
moist and shaded. In my opinion It is the best season to 
put Roeecuttings under glass. 

Fruit Garden. 
Peaches under glass from wbioh the fruit has been 

gathered must have water at the root* when necessary, 
and the foliage must bo syringed daily or washed with the 
engine. Give all the ventilation possible night and day. 
The wood is hard and firm, so there should he no difficulty 
lo geltingit thoroughly ripened. Remove all late laterals 
promptly. Late Peaches just beginning to put on oolour 
must be fully exposed by the rein oval of foliage, If necessary ; 

the same attention must bs given to l’eoohes on wells, as 
oolour Is nearly everything In Psaohee. especially now 
everybody does a little marketing. I have been much 
Interested in a plantation of Bush Apples on the broad- 
leavrd Paradise. The trees are four veer* planted and are 
OMrylng a good crop of remarkably fine fruit. They seem 
to have enjoyed the sunshine and are in happy contrast to 
most of the orchards in the distriot. 1 should state there 
has been a mulch of manure o«er the root*. These are the 
tree* for the small garden. All the attention they require 
is mulching In spring with good manure, and the thinning 

ol the young growth where there Is any appearanoe of 
orowdlng. Good Strawberry plants will be scarce this year 
os fewer runners have been produced and these are weaker 
than u>ual, therefore It Is Important to get the land into 
the best possible condition. Where Pine* are grown tbe 
plant* should be gone through now, plunging beds 
renewed, and any potting required ehould be done. 
Remove suckers from old plants from which the fruits have 
been out. Pot the suckers after dressing the bottoms In 
tl-inch pots and plunge their in a warm-bed and keepclose. 
Shade a little when the sun is very bright. Give liquid, 
manure to plants swelling off their fruit, every time they 
are watered until the fruit* begin to colour. Ripening 
Pines will not require much water, though the atmospherlo 
moisture must not bo altogether discontinued. Plant 
Melons for a late crop In well heated houses or pits. Young 
plants with a long trellis to cover should not lie stopped as 

in frame oultute. 

Vegetable Garden. 
Thin the growth of Tomatoes both under glass and aleo 

ouislde. not only by rubbing off all side shoots, but shorten 
liaok foliage to one pair of leaflets. Feed liberally with rich 
umloh and strong liquids. Tomatoes are gross feeders and 
If planted in fairly firm ground cannot well have too muoh 
surface nourishment. Put moulting* or sow seeds to raise 
plant* for oarrylng through tbe winter. Young plant* ol 
Cucumbers should alao be raised either from seeds or 
outlines for winter fruiting. Cucumbers in hearing should 
be topdreused with loam and stable manure. I have hern 

using for this purpose Moss-litter-manurs and fresh loam, 
and I have never had Cucumbers do better, but tbe 
suoshlne has brought Cucumbers on with a rush. I suppose 
there never has been a better Cucumber season where tbs 
tren'ment has been liberal. Now that rain has come 
ooplouslv promote Winter Greene. Lit* planted stuff, as 
a rule, doeeoot do muoh good, hut the ground being wsrin 
and the proepeots of autumn growth favourable, thine late 
pltnted things may do better this season; at any rate, 
where there Is vacant ground fill It up with something. 
Plant out Ooleworti. Savoy Cebbage may slso bo planted, 
also late Celery. This orop will oome on faster now. Dig 
up second-early Potatoes and sow Turnips, Spinach, and 
Onions on tbe land. Plant WalcheteD Cauliflower on a south 

border. Cut and dry Herb*. Sow Parsley and French 
Horn Cartots. The latter will oome in useful for drmwiog 
young. B. Hobday. 

Work In the Town Garden. 
_srs Id great beauty Just now. and havs 
up wonderfully sinos the rain, thoujh If Ml Is bed, 
er than jtdld no doubt thp bloBsomMtowarcavs 

been finer. Where Roses cannot be grown, and la very- 
few town or even suburbia gardens (exoept where right om 
the edge of the open fields) do they thrive to any extent, 
tnere is no eubstitute for them to equal Oarnatiooe. The 
colours are so varied and rich, and the bloseoma (ol moot 
kinds at least) highly fragrant a« well. They are ospftal 
town pi ante too, enjoying a liberal supply of soot or barnt 
material of any kioa at tbe root, though I do not suppoee 
that the peppering they frequently get overhead in a 
orowded neighbourhood does them aoy good. Tbe chief 

eeorets of their growth are a free, sweet, and moderately 
rich soil, preferably of a loamy nature, and mode quite Arm, 
and annual propagation by means of layers. Tae earlier 
these are taken the belter, eo no time ought to be lost now 
In getting the whole of thle work completed. This has 
been a bid year lor Hollyhocks, whloh diolike drought of 
all things, and I do not think I havs seen a decent plant 
this season so far. I lost all my old plant* lost winter, 
owing to the intense cold and wet together and the soil 
being somewhat heavy. I usually make a sowing In heat 
In January, but omitted to do so thle season ; shall, 
however, get a grod lot In shortly, wintering the plants 
In pots under glass and planting them out next spriog. 
Oae of the strong points of this stately flower Is the ease 
with wbioh it is raised from seed, and If this was oarefally 
saved from floe flower* a large portion of the progeny wilt 
prove lo have good double bloeeoms also. Danilas are 
growing rapidly, and In some cases showing flower. Keep 
them securely staked and tied, os they Boon become 
topheavy, and If the growths get at all crowded thin them 
out fearlessly, lo town gardens the only way to get plenty 
of Dahlia blossoms Is to give the plente tbe eunnlett 
portions available and keep tbe growth well thinned out. 
Dahliae grown In large pots are very useful for baloonles. 
Hat roofe, broad steps, and other plaoee where they cannot 
conveniently be planted out. In smoky looilltle* where 
few things thrive the Troptnolum family are of great use. 

Everyone knows wbatanaooommodatlng plant theoommon 
climbing Nasturtium Is, and the dwarf annual kinde, such 

as King Tneodore, etc., ore equally valuable for bedding. 
There la a raoe of dwarf perennial varieliee, Increased by 
meane of cuttings, that are most exoellent town plants, aod 
F. Fireball may bs planted in hanging baskets and window 
boxes, or in tbs open ground, tbe growth being trained to 
Sticks. B. C. R. 

THIS COMING WBIBIKS WORK. 

Extract* from a garden diary from July 29(h 

to Align*/ .Vh. 

Bowed a little more seeds of Ellam’s Eerly Cabbage, also 
Tripoli Onions, and Prickly seeded Spinach. Finished the 
pruning of Wall-trees and Espaliers. My Apple-trees whloh 
I have notloed for the first Urns had a little American 
Blight upon ooe or two branches, have been dressed with 
Gishuret Compound, every bltol the white fluffy insect 
being washed with it. It Is difficult to say how (m the 
Insect will travel. In the present oase they mutt have 
been carried by the wind. Put In cuttlnge of Fuohelos. 
They will root In a oloae frame and will then be potted off 
and kept growing In heat all winter, and will make good 
flowering pluuts in 5 Inoti and O-Inch pole by midsummer ; 
or in the oase of eMly blooming kinds a month eMlier, or 
if the flowers ere picked off and the plants shifted on Into 
larger pots, will moke nloe little epeoimeot a yard high by 
July. I have some ol the plaots struck about thle time 
last year, now in 7-lnoh and S-Inch pots, masers of bloom, 
vsry useful for grouping in the conservatory. Shifted on 

Aralia Sleboldl and UrevUIca robusta. These Me raised 
from seeds sown In spring. Put in outtlogs of HydraogeM, 
ss tbs young shoots are getting a little Ann. The plants 
will bloom in the spring In S-lnoapots, each plant oarrylng 
t large Hues of bloom. (Heated out the eMly Cucumber 
boure. Every scrap ol soil and manure has betn taken out 
and tbs house will be painted very shortly and be got ready 
for planting in about a month lo oome Into bearing 
through the autumn and winter. Young plante of I-ookls's 
Perfection arc Just up aod will be strong and ready to go 
out by the lime the house it ready for them. Cuoumbers 
In bearing are gone through, old leavee removed, and 
young ehoote stopped onoe a week all through the eeaton. 
Topdreseluge are applied as often M the roots work through 
and show themselves on the surface. Bowed Brown Cos 
Lettuces and Green curled Endive for winter. Planted a 
fresh piece of ground with Btrawborriee, the kind being 

Blr J. Paxton aod President, with a small trial bed of a few 
new sorts. Tied up Celery with paper toblanoh. Cleared 
off old Peas and planted the ground with Coleworts, about 
I foot apart. Bnifted on Cinerarias and Primulas and 
prioked off CalosolartM In boxes of light rloh soil. 
Rearranging Ihe stove to give plante more room, several 
plants being moved out lo the conservatory. Shifted spriog 
struak Begonlae, Jueticiae, into 5-inch and 6-lnoh pot*. A 
few larger pot* have been u»ed too, and In some oaeee three 
plant* being plaotd la each pot. It It quit* an e*ay 
mailer to make Op good sp*olmrasln thle way with spriog. 
struck stuff and tney will produce a much better crop ol 
flowers and he altogether more effective than old plant* 
out down. I lores * good many of the old White IJIy, and 
the bulbs are repotted ai toon a* the old (Mm* die down. 
Only tbe strongest bulb* are selected, the small bulbs are 
planted out In a reserve bed. The Double Tiger Lily doss 
well In pot*. Hslf a dozen bulbs In a 7-lnoh pot make a 
nloe specimen, and this 1 find very ueetul In the ooneer¬ 

vatory alter tne Madonna Lilies are over; In foot, I have 
them In bloom now. lly stock of Scarboro1 Lilies (Vallotas) 

la now In a oold frame with tbe lights oftentr off than oo. 
Exposure rests and ripens tbe bulbs and secure* plenty of Slikes. Shifted on Tree Oarnatione for winter flowering. 

bey will remain outside for the present. Put In cuttings 
of Pansies and Violas or Tufted Pansies In oold frame*, lbs 
beds being especially prepared with light* for the winter 
frosts. Shifted oo double Primulas, also a batch of Primula 

obconica. 

U52 —Legal question —II tbe braaohe* ol the tn • 
grow over your neigQDour'e garden it is an infringement c. 
her rights, tie obstructing tho light and air. and she Is 
qullu within her right* to remove them. It might perhaps 
,hS|Ve been more ntigbwiurly.had sbs rt quested you to do 

thsuiWl iWHWr'SMO QA I 
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ROBBS. 

ROSE “ LAMARQUE " IN COOL-HOUSES. 

This, in addition to being one of the very finest 
of wall Roses, is lovely for planting out in a green¬ 
house or any other cool glass- house. It used to do 
wonderfully well in one of the cool-houses in the 
Royal Nurseries, Slough, bearing a great crop 
of delicate White Roses overhead. It is very 
free and graceful, and the buds are valuable, as 
they have a good clear line from their earliest ap¬ 
pearance. It forms a charming contrast to MariJ- 
chal Niel when planted out in the same house. 

_ B. 

THE POLYANTHA ROSES. 

Tim Polyantha class is one ot the most charming 
of the various sections of Roses. The latest 
addition to the list is Crimson Rambler, a variety 
that promises to become one of the most largely 
grown varieties of the future. It is so exceed¬ 
ingly free, graceful, and the Bowers, quite little 
rosettes, are of an intense crimson. It will climb 
and make a good mass, simply for the reason that 
its splendid flowers are so rioh and striking in 
colour. The Polyantha Roses keep the garden 
gay over a good season, and the dwarf plants 

and one is Georges I’ernet, which has rosy-peach 
flowers, distinct and pleasing. Golden Fairy 
has a dainty bud, and the flower is buff-yellow, 
varying in shade. The Polyanthus may be 
grown for cutting, and the clusters of bloom are 
excellent for vases or to mix with other things. 
The plants are not troublesome to grow, bloom 
continuously, and exhibit such distinctness of 
character that several may have a place in the 
same garden without introducing a monotonous 
effect. C. T. 

OLD ROSES STILL IN CULTIVATION. 

Rohes introduced more than a quarter of 
century ago, and which are still appreciated, 
must be worth looking after by those who 
merely want a garden full of Roses. Who 
would care to be without General .Jacqueminot, 
so sweet for cutting either under glass or against 
a wall outside ? The General was introduced in 
185.1, just about or a little before the time of the 
Crimean War. Giiant des Bataillos, introduced 
in 1848, or perhaps a little earlier, was thonght 
a good deal of at that time, but is so liable to 
mildew, and is not, I think, so much groun 
now ; still in well-drained situations it will make 
a good bedding Rose. I remember distinctly 

Flowers ol Rose " Lamartine." 

. In the summer quite sheeted with 
flow***. Avery floe kind isGloire des Polyanthas, 
the flbwer* bright-rose, white in the centre, and 
when * plant is in full bloom it is exceedingly 
distinot and pleasing. These Polyantha 
kind* are not grown much in the smaller 
gardens, although it would be better so than 
having a lot of ugly standards that never seem 
h*PPy> One reason is they are being constantly 
cut about Shod never given a reasonable chance 

to make a reepeotable head. One of the more 
popular Polyanthas is Mignonette, which has 
delicate rooe flowers, that ohange with age to 
white.1 It produces obarming clusters, aDd in 
every way la a delightful variety. One of the 
freest is Anne Marie de Montravel, the flowers 
appearing in profusion, and if small they are 
very pnre-white and imbricated in character. 
Clothilda Souport has large flowers, considering 
the class to whioh it belongs, and there are 
white, with the centre tinged with a reddish 
tint; they are full, imbricated, and given to 
sporting a little. The Paquerette is u gem of 
its olass, the plant* being very free, and the 
flown* double, pure-white, and very pleasing. 
Ther* are upwards of twenty kinds described m 

catalogues, but in the ordinary garden this 
number is not, of conns, required. ifut’I .may 
mention two or three mors us of ;gn\t ly^uft 

the grand masses we had of it in 1850, all<n 
their own roots, struck from oultings principally 
from single buds in heat. The following list 
with the date of introduction may be of interest: 
Alfred Colomb, 1865 ; Anna Alexieff, 1816 ; Anna 
de Diesbaoh, 1858; Baroness Rothschild, I860; 

Beauty of Waltham, 1862 ; Boule de Neige, 1867; 
Camille Bemardiu, 1865 ; Charles Lefebvre, 1801; 
Comtesse do Chabrillant; 1850 ; Dr Andry, 1804 ; 
John Hopper, 1802; Jules Margottin, 1851; 
La France, 1807 ; Mme. Charles Crapelet, 1850; 
Mme. Clemence Joigneaux, 1801 ; Mme. Charles 
Wood, 1801 ; Mme. Victor Verdier, 1863; Mile. 
Bonnaire, 1850; Marvchal Vaillant, 1801; 

Pierre Notting, 1863; Mario Baumann, 1801; 
Prince Camille de Rohan, 1801 ; Senateur 
Vaisse, 1859; Victor Verdier, 1859. Among 
Tea and Noisette Roses some of the favourites 
of the present have a still more ancient record. 
Niphotos, for instance, was introduced in 1844 
A long list of really Bplendid Roses might be 
given whioh were introduced much over a 
quarter of a century ago. Goubault is the first 
Tea Rose I remember anything about, and has 
fixed itself in my memory because somewhere in 
tho forties I was working in a garden where 
several plants of this very fragrant Rose were 

id from France. Ladies often went to 
ir their Roses in those days. 

is still to the fore, though introduced so long 
sgo as 1839. 8olfaterre, 1843; Rubens, 1859; 
Adam, 1833; Celine Forestier, 1858; 
Devoniensis, 1840 ; Elise Sauvage. 1843 ; Gloire 
de Dijon, 1853; Homvre, 1859; Lamarque, 
1830 ; Mme. Falcot, 1858; Mme. Willermoz, 
1845 ; Mrs. Bosanquet (China), I forget the date 
of introduction of this useful old wall or pillar 
Rose, but I think somowhere about 1850; 
Souvenir de la Malmaison, 1843; Souvenir d’un 
Ami, 1840 : Triomphe de Rennes, 1857. These 
may be termed the remnants which remain from 
the hundreds whioh have beon introduced since 
1840, and which have disappeared. I am 
speaking of the old Roses only. Doubtless 
many of the newer Rotes now in cultivation will 
still be found after many years in most gardens. 
Such Roses as Ulrich Brunner and Gustave 
Piganeau will doubtless be in evidence in the 
twentieth century. H. 

4136.—Budding Brier*.—Bud the Brier* u eoon si 
the bsrk worke freely. If the thorns osn be esedy 
detached, the bsrk will move eselly.—E. H. 

- Bud the Briers st once ; you cannot have a better 
time than the present. You can use bude ol H.P. or any 
other class ol Rote, nnd II the plants are etandarda the 
buds must be inserted on elde-eboota springing Irom near 
the top ol the Brier.— B. 0. R. 

- Yes, the present time is an excellent one 
for budding Briers that were planted last 
October. No doubt you have paid due attention 
towards removing any side-growths that were 
above or below the height you wish the future 
Rose to be. This is necessary, so as to seoure 
strong shoulders to work the Rose-buds into. 
Do not out away any of the growth previous to, 
nor directly after, inserting the bud. This is 
one of the ohief causes of failure, as it ohooki the 
even flow of sap at a moat oritical period.—P. U. 

4211.—Ground for a Rose-garden.— 
From the description I should say Roses would 
do well with you if you add a little heavier soil 
to your garden. The fact that Roses do well 
just below yon, and upon the tame slope of 
ground, wonld confirm this. No Roses are more 
profitable to grow, or more handsome and varied 
in colour, than the Tea-scented and Noisette 
seotions, acd as these would evidently thrive 
well with you, why not confine your ohoice 
rather closely to these ? Yellows and lights of all 
ahadesare found well represented among tha Teas. 

They grow more freely, flower in greater pro¬ 
fusion, and are altogether tho beat olass bo grow. 
They also make far better plants as standards 
than the majority of other seotions do.—P. U. 

- I see no reason why yonr hopes 
of tncoeeding in growing Roses in such a 
soil as you describe should not be 
realised. There is no doubt Teas would do 
better than the H.P., but the latter 
as standards on 2 feet stems and as dwarfs 
wonld no doubt thrive well if you keop up its 
present state of fertility by digging in lightly 
a moderate dressing of manure once in two 
years, and allowing the Roses to have the 
benefit of all the space. The beds should be 
oblong in shape and about 6 feet wide. In a 
dry soil and sloping position like yours, the sur¬ 
face of the lied should be level, and 2 Inches or 
3 inches below the walks or alleys between 
them, all the water yon give them will then 
find its way down to the roots. In raised beds 
it is liable to run away down the sides. The 
H.P.’s had better oooupy the beds at the bottom 

of the slope.—J. C. C. 

4l!M.—Rosea for India —It would be 
the beat way to give an order (or the number 
of plants you require, placing it in tho hands of 
some good nurseryman. If you do this, and say 
when you sail, the grower will paok them in 
such a manner as his experience has proved 
most successful. There are many thousands of 
Rosea grown in this country ana exported to 
India annually. The extra charge for packing 
would be a mere trifle. Buds and uuttinga 
could not be taken, as tho journey it too long. 

-P. U. 

4268.—Treatment of Rosea, dec.— 
When you say that Ulrioh Brunner is very poor, 
and that the flowers of John Hopper are small, it 
is very plain that the long drought is tho cause 
of your disappointment, as all the varieties you 
mention are good growers, and often thrive 
where some of the weak ones fail. With regard 
to thk 'colour of the Countess of Rosebery 

suppose, it is attribut- 
r*- 
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Radishes are treated in the same way as those 
for spring use; but, as has keen stated, the 
litter coverings are not used except in the cose of 
hot, dry weather. When Radishes are wauled 

earlier than those of the December outdoor sow¬ 
ings, they they are obtained from gentle hot¬ 
beds, made up about the 1st of January. These 
hot-beds are of two kinds—one the common 

frame hot-bed, the manure being in sunk 
trenches; and the other merely a sunk bed of 
manure, covered with a few inches of soil, and 
mulched over like the outdoor beds. S. 

able entirely to the heat and drought. If you 
want to oatoh the true colour of Roses in suoh a 
season as we have passed through, you must see 
them in the morning before the sun has had 

time to cause them to fade. The best White Rose 
for cutting is Perle des Blanohes, as it is a good 
perpetual nloomer. Two good standard Roses 

with light-coloured flowers are ROve d'Or and 
8ouvenir de la Malmaison ; these, however, aro 
not Hybrid Perpetnals. If you prefer the latter 

than when only a small space can bo cropped, 
and where, on an average, four or fivo successive 
plants constitute the number grown. Radishes 
do not grow well in summor, the weather being 
then too dry and parching for them ; but in a 

moist season they may be grown even in summer 
with advantage. If the weather bo moist, a 

class you may seleot Captain Christy and Mme. 

Gabrielle Luiset—J. C. C. 

4212.— Extirpating Horse-radish.— 
You cannot do better than you are now doing 
to get rid of the Horse-radish ; in fact, that is 
the only way to do • so. If you oontinae it 
you will not tind it so dithoult as you suppose, 
lor no plant can Btand being interfered with 
while in active growth, as you are now doing. 
For a year or two plant the space with Potatoes, 
or some other strong-growing crops, lik« Celery 
or Peas, that do not remain in the ground, and 
that require the land to be deeply stirred, with 
plenty of spaco between the rows.—J. C. 0. 

4191.—Unhealthy Marrows. — There 
are probably insects at work, which cause the 

puckored and warped condition of the growth. 
Syringe with soap-suds and paratlin-oil several 
times, and keep the plants well nourished with 
mulching and water. Possibly, in addition to 
the insects, there may be mildiw. In that case 

dost the affected parts with Sulphur ; then, if 
the roots are well nourished, the new growth 
will be oome clean. — E. H. 

4209. — Unhealthy Cucumbers. — The 
plant is affected with canker, probably caused 
uy irrogular watering, or by moisture settling 
round the oollar of the plant. This part 

should bo kept high, and be wetted as little as 
possible ; and it is also a good plan to have a 

ilece of few pieces of charcoal, free-stone, or broken 
i weeks brick round the neck of each plant, so as to 
wn on avoid anything of the kind in futuro.—B. C. R. 

’gotable - Your plants are affected with canker, 
_ _ . . . . , ........ >arb, or the worst of all diseases that can attack 
where there is plenty of aooommodation, they Celery. The first two crops are usually grown Cucumbers, and for which there is no remedy 
may be allowed to occupy frames bv themselves ; under fruit-trees ; by sowing-timo the treos aro unless it is applied immediately the disease 
the former plan is, however, a good one, and the lealless, and whatever pruning they may have appears. A little sulphur or fresh lime rubbed 
Radishes aro not detrimental to the other crops, required will have been given them ; they, on the affected parte will aheok its further 
being used before they have attained a sulfioient therefore, do not shade the plants, but, on the progress if takon in good time. You had better 
si/.a to bo injured by them. In this oase the contrary, shelter them a little, and before the draw the earth away from the stem* and apply 
seed is sown in drills, and the seedlings, when leaves begin to grow in spring the Radishes are th* remedy as suggested, and do not let any 
large enough to handle, are thinned out to dis- marketed. The ground, after having been dup in listure reach the stems of even healthy plants 
tanoes of about 1 iooh apart. Frequent water- or trenched, and manured if necessary, is lined oil wnen this disease is known to be prosent. In 
ings and weedings are all that is necessary after into I.foot or r>.feet wide beds, having 1-foot alloys faturo get a change of soil.—J,|C. C. 

the plants have been thinned. Radishes may between them. The seeds aro thon sown, raked 4135 —Cracks and dark spots on 

also do successfully foroed by sowing the seed in with wooden rakes and also slightly covered Tomatoes before ripening.-Cracking is 
in Urge boxes filled with light, rich sod, and from the alleys and rolled. About . inches in u#utUly oauged by ;Mutiioieut moisture during 
placed in warm-houses or pits. As regards depth of rank litter are then strewed over the lho oarly iUge, 0f growth, and a suporabuu 

varieties, they are now numerous, those most in beds, and left thore until the seedling appear, dance afterwards It is very likely to occur 
use being the Turuip-rooted kinds (for forcing when, if the weather be fine and not very frosty, in ft goagon ljko this, when frequent and hoavy 
and early crops out-of-doors), the longjrooted they arc uncovered during the daytime and rain guooeedg n long period of drought. A 

sorts, such as Wood s Early Frame and Early covered at night; but during hard, frosty, and ,)lack gpot commencing in the eye of the fruit 
Soarlot Frame (see illustration), Scarlet Short snowy weather, they are kept covered, even and gradually spreading is a disease oanaod by 

Top, &o. These are all good in flavour, and during the daylimo. All the sowings are treated the stylo of the flower becoming decayed instead 
bright scarlet, a colour which renders them in the same manner as regards coverings and 0f withering naturally; but another kind of decay 
more valuable than the purple and white kinds, uncovering ; and, after the middle of February, g0motlmes appears ou the planU, aud thie I 
which are only fit for growing for their leaves, if tho plants bo strong and the weather mild, believe arises from exoeaeive moisture u. Idle 
whioh are large and tender. The Turnip-rooted tho coverings are dispensed with, but kopt in house at night, or from want of vigour at the 
kinds are most suitable for summer use ; thero the alleys in case of emergency. Radishes, in r<xjtg_3 q 3. 
are several varieties whioh, however, differ but their rough leaves, will stand a few degress of ' ' ' , . 
very slightly from one another except in oolour ; frost with impunity, if the ground be not very . .J* . a ‘““K01** disease wssn 
there are icarlet, white, rose-coloured, and wet. In April, the litter used in covering i, the Potato disease. I should hardly 

purple, the two former being the kinds generally removed and built into a large stack, to be oon- have expected this in a season hha us 
grown. The Black and White 8panish are grown verted into manure. The present, unless the plants are growing wader 

for winter use, these sorts being muoh more March and April SOWINos require no cover- ““favourable conditions. When Tomatoes 
hardy than other kinds, but they are inferior in ing. Birds are very destructive to Radishes grown year after year on the same spot 

THE KITCHEN GARDEN. 

RADISHES AND THEIR CULTURE. 

For our first Radishes we were indebted to 
China, whence they were introduced into this 
country about the fifteenth century. Their 
value was at once reoognised, and they soon 
spread over all parts of the oountry, until even 
the smallest cottage garden had its bed of 
Radishes. A warm, moist soil suits them best, 
but they may be grown in any ordinary garden 
soil. Rowings may be made from F'ebruary to 
December, but both early and late orops must 
have the wannest border available, and be pro¬ 
tected daring severe weather, whilst summer 
orops may be advantageously grown in any shady 
position. The seed is generally sown broadcast, 
and the seedlings thinned out when large enough 
to handle. These thinnings, when washed, make 
an excellent salad, and are by many preferred 
to the root. From April until September sow¬ 
ings may be made every ten or twelve days— 
i e., If a oontinuous supply be needed. To have . , If u oontinuous supply be needed. 
Radishes in the beet possible condition they 
mast be grown quiokly, and to do this frequent 
waterings during dry weather must be givon 
them, otherwise by the time tho roots are of a 
usable size they will generally be pithy and il ■ 
flavoured. Small sowings in quick succession sowiiij 
are, therefore, preferable to large ones made at groun< 
long intervals apart. Where Radishea are after* 
foroed, the seed is generally sown on hot-beds groun 
between rows of Potatoes, Carrots, Ac. ; or Marrc 

Radish " Early Scarlet Frame. 
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and obliquely. Theae are known aa thonga ; 
they moat be kept moist by a covering of 8oil or 
•and in the aame way aa Carrots or Iioet. In 
preparing the ground incorporate plenty of good 
manure, aa good Seakale cannot be grown with¬ 
out it. Trench the ground well, keep the top spit 
on the top, and chop and rake down. If intended 
for a permanent bed, plant 3 feet apart each 
way, three thonga in a trianglo, 4 inches apart, 
1 inch below the surface ; whou the Bhoots can bo 
handled thin out to two on each thong. Keep 
dear of weeds bv occasionally chopping through 

with a three-forked hoe. A good watering two 
or three times during the summer with manure- 

water will benefit them greatly. In autumn 
cover with pots ; theae should bo covered with 

leavea. In this case put some wire netting 
round 3 foot high; fasten to stakes. Fino 
crowns should be ready to out by March ; if 
required earlier somo manure which will give a 
little warmth should be covered over them. 

When outting out the crown clean off. After¬ 
wards the stocks may be cut farther back, so 
keeping the crowns more compact. When the 
thinning-time comes more can be left, from 
about eight to twelve. I have out fourteen fine 
pieces from a single pot, this being rather excep¬ 
tional. After the loaves or manure is cleared 
away a coat of manure should be dug in ; a bed 
should last about four years. If thongs aro 
planted 2 feet apart and 9 inohes to a foot apart 
in the row and thinned out to one crown, they 
oan be dug up in autumn and forced in winter ; 
good crowns aro obtained in this way.— 0. P. 
Beldex. 

4201.—Forcing Rhubarb-—Hhubsrb may b« foroed 
uodsr tbs atoKM lo Ihr Krcenhouas It lha sUkvh »re not 
U>0 low. Hat tha roots oloas together, and nil In between 
with rich compost, sod gives good soakingo( tepid water. 

The roots muat be healthy and strong. Weaklv roots 
which have been divided thla year will not do.—E. II. 

FRUIT. 

EARLY APPLES. 

Oxe of the best early dessert Apples is the 
Red Aatrachan, a very handsome and free- 
bearing dessert kind, Cfuite fit for table this 
year early in July. This is closely followed by 
the Juneatings and Red Quarrenden, and then 
by the highly-perfumed Gravenstein ; after 
which there are plenty of good kinds to take 
up the supply. For kitchen use Lord Sutlield 
(here figured) is again tho first and best, 
carrying a fine orop of clear-skinned Apples of 
excellent quality that require but very little 
oooking. Keewiok and other Codlins are all 
good cookers and exceptionally prolific. In 
seasons like the present, when heavy crops and 
dry soils are the rule, it will bo well to lighten 
the load as muoh as possible by taking off the 
largest fruits first, so as to make the most of 
the crop. Where mulching and artificial water¬ 
ing can be given to the trees it will well repay 
the labour. J. G., Hanta. 

4215.—Treatment of a Pear-tree.— 
The tree wants root-pruning, root-lifting, or 
both. Probably there is a tap root, though this 
may be diverted by the stone. Do not cut any 
of the surface or upper roots, but dig down 
below the tree, and out off the tap or any deep 
lying ones right through, and lift and relay the 

upper layer nearer the surface. This should be 
done in October, just before the leaves fall.— 

B. C. R. 

418S.—Pear for a south-east wall.— 
One of thebestand moat useful Pears for this wall 
would be the Marie Louise. It is a good keep¬ 
ing variety, but the season may be greatly pro¬ 
longed by making three gatherings of the fruit 
at intervals of, say, seven or eight days. I think 

one of the best of all Pears is Doyenne du 
Comice, but as it will succeed well as a standard 

it is not worth while to plant it against a wall. 
-J. D. E. 

- Plant Mirie Louise In November.—E. H. 

4200.—Old Vines.—Blight is rather an 
indefinite term; it may mean anything, and 
before anyone can prescribe for disease one 
want* to know the nature of the attack, whether 
it is mildew, red-spider, scalding, shanking, 
or any of the other evils to which Vines under 
glass are subject to when improperly/Handled. 
I looked into e vinery the other day tlat 
told had blighted Grapes. In a cer 

some of the Grapes were blighted, for the 
berries were, many of them, badly scalded, but 
the term blight would hardly, in my mind, have 
suggested scalding. Another case where the 
Vines wero said to bo blighted was a bad attack 

of red-spider. When the Grapes are blighted 
by mildew there is not a minute to lose if any 
of the Grapes are to be saved. Sulphur, in 
some form, is a good remedy for mildew, and 
whilst using the remedy fight the disease by 
making the conditions of healthy growth more 
suitable, rake over the border or borders, and 
mulch with short stable-manure. Tho ammonia 
arising therefrom will be beneficial, but leave 
a little air on always while the manure is fresh 
or the ammonia will injure tho foliage. This 
top-dressing of stable-manure is useful, both in 
cases of mildew aud also in rod-spider. Scalding 
is generally caused by not giving air early 
enough in the morning. Houses fuliv exposed 
to sun should have air along the riago by six 
o’clock in the morning; the openings to be 
increased as tho eun gams power. It is a good 
plan also to allow a little more freedom of 
growth if the Vines have boon closely pinched 
in. Possibly the roots were too dry, and in 
that case water must be given freely several 
days in succession.—E. H. 

- The blight which has appeared on many 
of the bunches is probably mildew. It is a 
whitish substance and is very injurious to the 
Vines, appearing both on the leaves and on tho 
berries, and if not destroyed it will quito spoil 
the fruit. As a preventive the Vinos, after 
being pruned, should be thoroughly scrubbed 
and painted over with a mixture of soft-soapy 
water, a little soot, and thickoned with (lowers 
of sulphur. Sulphur applied to the affected 
part will destroy mildew. It may bo dusted on 
in a dry state, but it makes a sad mess of the 
berries to dust them over with it. I would try 
painting tho pipes with sulphur, mixed in 
soft-soapy water. Heat the pipes well so 
that the fumes of tho sulphur may have effect. 
-J. D. E. 

- It would have insured your receiving a 
more satisfactory answer if you had sent some 
sort of a description of tho blight that has 
attacked your Grapes. It may bo mildew or 
the berries might hove been scalded by the 
overheated air, which it is impossible for any¬ 
one to say with such aoant particulars. I 
may, however, tell you that a good many 
Grapes have gone wrong this sc a ion owing to 
the long drought, and I notice the crops aro the 
worst where the borders have been cropped with 
flowers or vegetables. Those who tailed to 

Apple “ Lord Sutlield.'’ 

water their Vine-borders thoroughly in the 

months of May and Juno ought not to complain 
if their Grapes are not in a satisfactory con¬ 
dition^ as it is very certain the roots of the 

‘rod more moisture than lhey got.— 

0 

4127.—Pots becoming green.—There is 
no help for the pots becoming green when the 
plants growing in them require much water 
and have to stand in a shady place. Too much 
water would, of course, induce the green matter 
to appear, and a stiff soil would only aggravate 
the evil, but neither are the only causes of the 
diBfiguremont of which you complain ; it is e 

combination of circumstances which only altered 
conditions can change. Certainly pote covered 
with green will bo injurious to many plants.— 
J. C. 0. 

-All the causes namod have somo influence, 
and tho water, in some districts, seems to have a 
tendency to produce this green growth on pots, 
and also on tho surface of the soil in the pots. 
The plante growing in a damp, shaded house got 
green sooner than in a greenhouse whioh is well 
ventilated. Plants are bettor in cloan pots. It 
will be better washed off occasionally.—E. H. 

4202.—Destroying ants.—I have had no 
dittioulty in getting rid of ants when tho position 
they occupy admits of somo petroleum being 
sprinkled about their runs, but it requires to be 
dono every day for a week. It appears to me 
that they dislike the smell, and so find out more 
congenial quarters. Another simple plan is to 
got two or throe sauuors and covor tho bottoms 
of them with sweet oil, and place them noar 
their nest. The ants will get in the oil and not 
bo able to get out again.—J. 0. C. 

4205. — Treatment of a Passion¬ 
flower.—You had better take care of the 
young shoot by securing it to the wall, and at 
the eud of next March move it to the fresh posi¬ 
tion. Moanwhilo prepare the placo for it by 
digging out a hole IN iuchoH deep and 2 feet 
over, and as you put the earth back mix some 
rotten manure with it Tho Passiou-flower 
likes a rather light soil, so that if yours is 
inclined to bo heavy you had hotter mix somo 
lighter earth with it.—J. C. C. 

- Move the plant at once j there is plenty 
of time for it to get established before the 
winter yet. Of course it should bo moved with 
a good ball of soil round tho roots. Dig the site 
up well, adding plenty of sand or road scrapiDga 
if tho soil is naturally hoavy, and soo that tho 
drainage is good, but do not use anything in 
the way of manure beyond a little leaf-mould— 
it is unnecessary, and, indeed, injurious. Thie 
plant grows quite strougly enough when planted 
out in ordinary garden soil, and manure only 
renders the growtli soft, tender, and flowerless. 

—B. C. R. 

4183.—Pot root Dahlias.—As soon as the 
side shoots have grown loDg enough out them 
off at a joint, aud each cutting should be planted 
in what gardeners term thumb-pots ; they are 
small iu size, but much dcoper in proportion to 
ordinary flower-pots. Place them in a garden 
hot-bed, which should not be very hot, merely 
warm enough to throw off a little moisture. 
Keep the frame rather close, and shade from 
bright sunshine. The cuttings will soon form 
roots, and when established in their flower¬ 
pots should be repotted into large sixty or small 
forty-eight sized pots. The plants form nice 
tubers in these dower-pots; and when the 
stems decay store them in a dry place for the 

winter.—J. D. E. 

- Pot-root Dahlias may be obtained by 
striking the cuttings in pots at any time from 
early spring until the end of July. I am engaged 
at the present time in striking a lot of cuttings 
obtained from plants growing in the open of 
sorts that I find do not keep well as ground 
roots. These are chiefly tho White Pompon 
varieties, such as White Aster and Lady 
Blanche, which are difficult to keep in any way 
through the winter, but much better in pots 
than out of them. The cuttiugs strike freely 
now in a cold frame, if kept close and shaded.— 

J. C. C. 

4122.—Bog soil.—This is really peat, or of 
a peaty nature. If rendered moderately rich by 
the addition of manure, almost any kind of 
vegetable can be grown in it with perfect 

success, and it is excellent for Potatoes, though 
on Buch ground they are very liable to disease 
in a wet season. Lime and kainit (saltpetre) 

are two of the best fertilisers for such soil, and 
in growing Potatoes be careful to avoid the too 

of the libeiSiin I &fc tfttrmyard or Btable-manure, 

Rjive rasfirtrgof Ume 
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OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

BULBOUS FLOWERS. 
THF.bulb catalogues are beginning to pour in now, 
and many readers will be perplexed to know the 
best kinds to select for giving beauty to the 
garden in the spring months. The three more 
important types are the Hyacinth, the Tulip, 
and the Daffodil. 

Tun Hyacinth may be grown in three ways— 
in pots, in glasses, and in the bed or border. It 
is much grown in glasses for windows and rooms, 
and the cultural details are very simple. Green 
glasses are best, and the 
bulbs look better iu them 
than In receptaolos of any 
other colour. Select good 
bulbs and let the water only 
just touch the base, putting 
a little salt or charcoal in 
each glasB to keep the water 
clean and pure. Watch to 
see if a fresh supply is 
needed, as if it becomes at 
all foul success cannot be 
expected, but the water 
should always be of tho 
same temperaturo as the 
house or room. When tho 
glasses are filled put them 
in a cool, dark cupboard, or 
oven a cellar, for about 
three or four weeks, until 
roots have been formed, 
when remove them to tho 
window so that they can 
enjoy full light and plenty 
of air. When grown strongly 
the growth is vigorous, and 
the flowers of bright colour. 
The water will ovaporato 
quickly, and must bo re¬ 
plenished. Many seem to think the winter 
season suitable for putting Hyacinth bulbs 
in water, but the best month in the year 
is November, tho single varieties boing much 
better than the doubles for growing in glasses. 
In the oulture of bulbs a great fault is not in 
their actual management, but in late planting. 

T. elegans (blood-orimson), T. Greigi (the leaves 
spotted and barred with chocolate, the flowers 
orange-scarlet), T. macrospeili (carmine), T. 
oculis solis, T retroflexa (yellow), and T. vitel- 
lina (sulphur-white). 

Daffodils, or Narcissi, form a glorious 
family. A bed of the Yellow “ Trumpets” 
dancing in the breeze is a true spring picture. 
The Daffodil marks the final departure of winter. 
One seoret of suocoss in the oulture of the bulb 
is to plant early, and once the dumps have got 
established they may be left alone, although 
where the culture of the Narcissus is made a 
speciality of they are lifted once every year, and 

Rosy Meadow Saffron (Colohicuiu autnmnalo rosetim). 

the common kinds every two years. Damp is 
hurtful, and the soil should be moderately light, 
selecting, if possible, a south or west aspeot. In 
every garden, howover, they will flower well, 
and all are quite hardy, exoept in a few instances. 
As with the Hyacinth, so with tho Daffodil. 
The bulbs may be grown iu glasses, but not 

Bulbs got into the ground in September, or actually allowed to touch the water. The tern* 
October at the latest, always give liner results perature of the water should be about the same 
than when planted later in the year, as the soil as that of the room ; they thrive under very 
in autumn is usually fairly dry, and there is a simple conditions, similar to thoso reoommended 
good season beforo winter. When delayed for the Hyacinths. The bulbs will then flower 
later, frosts occur, the ground is wet, and some¬ 
times tho festival of Christmas haspussed before 
a start is made. Under these circumstances tho 
spikes and flowers are not satisfactory. All 

well. The ** Trumpet ” varieties, those that par 
take of the character of the oommon wilding, the 
N. pseudo-Narcissus, are most suitable for culture 
in this form. An enthusiast in Daffodils will soon 

bulbs should bo planted thus early, Daffodils get to know the best varieties, and they include 
in particular, which may be put in at the begin- Empress (a splendid Daffodil, the flowers large, 
ning of September. It is not necessary to havo the broad petals white, and the Trumpet yel- 
specially prepared soil for the growth of low), Horsfieldi (the big-flowered lorifolius Em- 
ordinary bulbs ; but it is as well, if at all poor, peror, bright-yellow), maximue (rich-yellow, 
to incorporate with tho staple a moderate | almost orange, a beautiful variety), princeps, 
dressing of well-decayed manure, and the bulbs Barri (conspicuous yellow, with scarlet eye), the 
of the three great classes mentioned may be put i double Orange Phcenix, or Eggs and Bacon 
about 3 inches under the surface. Clumps of (white and orange), Sir Watkin (the yellow 
one variety, or several judiciously contrasted, flowers of great width), Jonquils, poeticus 
are effootive, and tho Daffodils may be planted ornatus, and the common Poet’s Daffodils. The 
freely in the bordors, reserving the Tulips and bulbs may be put about 4 inches under the soil, 
Hyacinths for the beds. and when to be lifted this should be done after 

Brilliant and varied in colour is the Tulip ; the leafage has died down. It is a bad plan to 
and the early single and double varieties arc disturb them while the foliage is still green, or 
planted more largely than the later-flowering to twist their loaves into a knot. What a wealth 
types. The Datch kinds are thoroughly useful and beauty there is in bulbous flowers 1 Take 
garden flowers, their richness in beds compelling Thf. Crocuses, and see the rioh varieties 
attention. Plant them also in tho borders, a of colours supplied by the many forms. Every 
few clumps hero and thero, creating a wealth of one is familiar with the common blue, 
colouring. Delightful beds may be composed of 
Tulips, with a groundwork of Forget-me-nots, 
Silenes, and some other carpeting plant of equal 
prettincss. Ono could bring in thus the fine 
Apennine Wind-flowers where the garden 

yellow, and white Crocuses that form broad 
lines to the beds in the London parks, and pro¬ 
vide amusement for the mischievous sparrows, 
never so happy as when pecking the dainty 
petals. But besides the spring-blooming kinds 

small, and no woodland walks occur in which to we have a rich autumn gem called 0. speciosus, 
naturalise such spring beauties. As regards 1-* _“l--J— 
cultural directions, follow those given for the 
Hyacinths. A bed of Double Tulips, carpeted 
with Pink 8ilene, Daisies, and White Forget- 
me-nots, is very charming—a sheet of colouring 
without garishness. A beautiful and familiar 
garden Tulip is T. Cesneriana, which is the 
parent of the many fine florists’ varieties. Its 
bold, handsome, scarlet flowers arc familiar in 
old-fashioned gardens, but it is a bulb that 
should be brought into more nse. The 
bulbs are more expensive than /fie>ordjnsrv 
kinds. A men gstQ j hf t \thl tkj«t)i re 

rich-blue, barred with purple, the stigma deep 
orange. A clump of this on a late September 
day is delightful, and yet it may be accounted a 
rarity, although useful when out. The autumn 
Crocus arc quite as easy to grow as those proper 
to the season of spring, whilst acquaintance 
with them will whet the appetite for the Meadow 
Saffrons (see illustration), a very beautiful class 
of autumn-flowering bulbs. The common 
Meadow Saffron (Colohioum autumnale) that 
yields the famous drug, is a lovely garden bulb, 

rose being the colour of its flowers, whilst 
are sev 

white), fl.-album-plenum (double white), said 
fl.-roseum-plenum (rose-purple), the flowers of 
very large si/.e. Colchicums must not be 
exposed to the full influence of the weather, 
and the reason is obvious. Amongst Crass 
they look extremely pretty, and receive in a 
measure shelter from the heavy rains of late 
autumn. A sweet gem of the early spring is 
the Netted Iris. Other Irises flower early in 
the year, and are each attractive, but I. reticu- 
ltta bears away the palm. I remember once 
visiting the gardens of Lord Sutfield, at Cromer, 
where the bulb was established in the woodland. 
The flowers have a distinct Violet fragrance, a 
few plants in a pot scenting a large conserva¬ 
tory. Moderately light soil and a sheltered 
situation are suitable, the flowers appearing 
about March. During recont years more favour 
has been shown to the English and Spanish 
Irises, which bear their bold, beautiWBy- 
coloured flowers in the early autumn. The so- 
called English Iris is I. anglica, but it is really 
a native of Spain, the reason of its popular title 
being that bulbs of it were brought from 
England to Holland, and tho impression of the 
Dutch was that it was a nativo of Britain. 
These Irises are hardy, robust in growth, 
attaining a height of from 1J feet to 2 met, the 
broad handsome flowers displaying a border of 
purplo, violet, blue, and lilac. Wo owo many of 
the finest novelties to the Dutch, who have done 
much good work in producing splendid bulbons 
flowers. Plant tho bulbs early in the autumn, 
not closor than at a distance of 6 inches apart, 
and put them at a depth of 3 inches. A good 
growth results in ordinary soil, and they arc not 
averse to life in the suburbs. A delightful com¬ 
panion to the English IriB, is I. hispanioa, whioh 
is known, and appropriately, too, as the Spanish 
Iris, or Flag. It blooms shortly before the 
English kind, and tho flowers are smaller, without 
that broad, massive appearance characteristic 
of I. unglica. Both thrive under the same 
treatment, and we get a great range of colours, 
from puro white to clouded orange, dusky 
browns, shot with other hues, a curious assort¬ 
ment of varied tones. Perhaps the white on 
yellow flowers are the most striking, and if only 
two varieties are grown, select those of that 
character. Who does not know tho familiar old 

Crown Imperial '! It has many varieties, and 
all are hardy, bloom in the spring, and grow in 
ordinary garden soil. The writer has seen the 
yellow kind, named lutea, in a little back garden 
not far removed from the busy London metro¬ 
polis. Put the bulbs about 3 inches deep, and 
leave them alone to grow into bold, telling, pio- 
turesquo clumps. Fourteen varieties were 
counted in one catalogue, but really only the 
common kinds, aurora (red), lutea (yellow), and 
Slagzwaard (a delightful shade of red), need be 
considered. 

Tiik Gladiolus is a glorious bulb or oorm, as 
it is correctly called, and there are a great many 
varieties, hybrids, and species. Few plants of the 
present day are in greater favour, or have been 
more hybridised to gain new kinds. M. Lemoine, 
the oelebrated Frenoh florist, has, through his 
zeal in crossing one speoiee with another, 
inaugurated new sections, as Nanoieanns, 
Lemoinei, &o., all playing a good part in the 
decoration of the border. Care is necessary in 
embarking in Gladiolus oulture. The many 
splendid varieties that attract the eye at exhi¬ 
bitions are not always the most tractable in the 
garden, but general rules can be laid down 
for cultivation. G. gandavensis represents a 
splendid section, and then there arc earlier 
blooming varieties, as G. Colvillei, G. ramosos, 
and others, all possessed of distinctive beauty. - 
Clumps of Gladioli between Herbaoeous Phloxes 
look well, and the soil should be fairly light, 
with a moderate quantity of manure mixed with 
the staple. Damp or stagnation about the 
roots results in almost total failure. Suoceas 
can never be looked for under suoh circum¬ 
stances. Put the bulbs 4 inches in depth, and 
half a foot apart, March being a good month 
for planting, bulbs put in during April carrying 
on the succession of bloom until later in the 
autumn. Even as late as June they may be 
put in to provide a continuance of gay flowers. 
The hardiest of the Gladioli are the Hybrids of 
G. Lemoinei,which are very easy to grow, thriving 
where the other varieties fail utterly. A 
splendid kind for colour is G. brenohleyensis, 
the flowers rioh-orimson; but in the many 

reral form, of Tt. ft ^81^7^ “* 
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shades of colour, distributed in bars, stripes, 
and delightful mottlinga on a pure-white 
ground, sometimes touched with rose. Begin 
cautiously at first, and see if the Gladiolus 
relishes the situation, soil, and surroundings 
of the garden. If this is fortunately the oase the 
conns may be planted with a bolder hand. 
Babianas, Ixias, Sparaxis, and Tritonias are not 
bulbs for the average garden. They require 
much attention, and need especially warm 
situations ; but a few dumps of Cyolamen euro¬ 
pium, the little hardy, autumn-flowering “Sow 
breed," seem to bring a gleam of sunshine to 

the rookery or border in late autumn. 
Gems amongst spring-flowering bulbs are the 

Chionodoxas, and the two best are C. Luoiliie, 
appropriately named the Glory of the Snow, and 
C. sardensit. The Glory of the Snow is such a 
weed that it will sow itself and prove almost a 
plague, if such a delightful starry-blue flower 
can be thus described. Sardensis has much 
deeper-coloured flowers, and is not quite so free 
in bloom. A stately September-flowering bulb 
is Hyaointhus or Galtonia candicans, a native of 
the Cape, sending up in the autumn sturdy 
spikes to a height of over 4 feet, the bell-shaped 
blossoms pendent, like the nodding Snowflake, 
appearing at intervals on the vigorous scape. 
If there is space for a group of hardy Fuohsias 
plant the Galtonia amongst the shrubs, as the 
white flowers and pendent soarlet strings of 
blossoms on the Fuchsias are in rich contrast. 
Nor would the garden be in any sense oomplete 
without the old-fashioned Allium Moly, living 
in the poorest soils, and making gay patches 
with its yellow flowers. A shady moist corner 
may be reserved for the Lily of the Valley, the 
Dog’s-tooth Violets, Krythronium amerioanum, 
and the many beautiful varieties of the common 
E. dens-oanis, the nodding Snowdrops, the 
summer Snowflake, Leucojum icstivum, and its 

relative L. vernum (that as its name suggests 
blooms in the spring), the Muscari or Grape 
Hyacinths (rich blue of various shades), the old 
Star of Bethlehem, also Ranunculuses, and, for a 
sunny border, where the soil is light and warm, 
the Swamp Lily (Zephyranthes Candida). 

C. T. 

ORANGE STONECROP (8EDUM 

KAMT8CHATICUM). 

This is a beautiful broad-leaved prostrate 
species (see illustration), not unlike S. spurium 
in habit, but distinguishable from it by dark 
orange-yellow blossoms. It flowers profusely 
in summer, and is quite hardy in almost any 

soil, but it succeeds best in a warm, rich loam. 
All lovers of the beautiful Btonecrops should 
certainly add this species to their oolleotion. 

a reasonable price, and instructions as to quan- j 
tities are sent with it, which I have found to be 
quite reliable.—J. C. C. 

4204.—Treatment of Carnations.—If1 
the plants are old and straggling layer some of 
the shoots at onco, and make a fresh plantation 
in September. If close and tufted, as the old 
Clove is on some soils, the plants may be left 
undisturbed for several years. Carnation Grcna- 
din is a seleotod type that comes very fine from 
seed, and is easily raised. It is too late to sow 
now with any prospects of bloom next year. 
Sow next spring, and plenty of plants will be 
obtained for another year.—A. H. 

-The old Clove and Grenadin are both 
best propagated by layers. If the plants have 
been one year only planted, it is a good plan to 
leave a few layers around the old plant to flower 
next year. The surplus layers can be removed 
and plantod somewhere else, but to do the 
Carnation well it requires rich, deep soil to grow 
in, and when this has been well-manured the 
plants will do two years In succession on the 
same ground, but it is necessary to give them a 
surface-dressing with some rich material in May. 
-J. D. K. 

- By all means layer the plants annually, 
and this shonld be done at once—the sooner the I 
better. You may either lift the rooted layers 
and replant them in the autumn, or if you pre¬ 
fer large dense masses let them remain and 
flower where they are. If the shoots of the 
plant of “ Grenadin ” are not strong enough 
to layer, take them off with a sharp knife and 
insert them as onttings; they will root fast 
enough in light sandy soil under a handlight, 
kept moist (not wot), and lightly shaded. I 
should say that a little variety in the way of a 
few plants of the White Clove (Gloirode Nancy), 
or Mrs. Muir, Raby, Mrs. R. Hole, &o, inter¬ 
mixed with the others, would be highly 
advisable.—B. C. R. 

4124 —Management of a garden — 
First, as regards the north wall, or border, whioh 
you say is sheltered. If so, you must notexpeot 
great things from plants put in there. I should 
plant Ivies for climbers, and none is better than 
canariensis or Emerald Gem, a very quick- 
{'rowing kind with abundance of glossy green 
eaves, or you oan have also suoh kinds as Lee's 

Silver, if you wish for a variegated form. In 
the border plant Lilies of the Valley, the grace¬ 
ful 8olomon’s Seal, Spanish Squills, very oharm- 
ing in the spring ; there aro white, blue, and 
rose-ooloured varieties. Ferns would sucoeed 
well, and there is a wealth of fine hardy kinds. 
The beautiful Funkias, or Plantain Lilies, as 
they are also called, Lilies, the Mossy Saxifrage, 
and the London Pride, Creeping Jenny, and suoh 

or we may say early, bnt early in autumn they 
may be put in, also a number of bnlbs, such as 
Daffodils. You shonld devote yonr energies now 
to getting the soil into proper order. If very 
heavy, lighten it by the addition of lime, in 
which small gardens are usually very deficient, 
or any light soil from some neighbouring place, 
which you may possibly get very cheap. The posi¬ 
tion in the fall sun is better adapted for hardy 
flowers, and you will be able to have a few 
Roses. General Jacqueminot, Baroness Roths¬ 
child, and Mme. Gabrielle Luizet will suooeed 
well. These must be planted in the autumn, 
say October, in a good loamy rich soil, otherwise 
the growth will not be very satisfactory. Rosea 
need a liberal diet. Get bush plants, not stan¬ 
dards. The reason, doubtless, for the 
Clomatis appearing in ill health is through 

a too dry or poor soil. It is most 
likely that the recent hot weather has affected 
it severely. If you wish to make the garden Sty at once, plant Zonal Pelargoniums, Tuberous 

egonias, or such like bedders. but you cannot 
get much effect this year, the time is too 
short. Prepare for next year, and with a 
judioious selection of things the garden may be 
made bright with colour. Get in bulbs, such as 
Daffodils, Hyacinths, Tnlips, and the Crocns, 
also suoh pretty little things as the Glory of the 
Snow. Sow a few annuals, Sweet Peas, Sun¬ 
flowers, being important; then you can plant in 
the antumn Hollyhocks, Carnations, ana Pinks, 

and in the spring Tufted Pansies, which are really 
1 the moat useful things one oan have in a garden. 

Read carefully my note in Gakdenino on “ A 

house border ’’ (No. 750, July 22, p. 287). A 
carefully compiled list of things is givon there, 
which are also suitable in your case.—C. T 

4124.—Dandelions on a lawn —Thebest 
way to eradicate the roots of these, as well as 
Plantains on a lawn, is to cut them off with a 
sharp old knife, and then pierce the root with 
an iron skewer or bonnet pin dipped in carbolio 
acid. This effectually prevents another start, 
and it is not an expensive prooess like pouring 
tho acid on eaoh plant, for a single bottle will 
last a long time if merely used as a dipper for 

: the skewer. If the Dandelions are very 

I numerous the Grass will look rather bare when 
! they are taken out; the best remedy for this 

is to sprinkle the lawn with a mixture of fine 
soil and soot in equal quantities, only just 
enough to darken the Grass, not to cover it up. 
This washing down to the roots with therein 
will so nourish and thioken the Grass that it will 
soon oover up the bare spots from which weeds 
have been exterminated entirely.—I. L. R. 

411G — New Zealand Flax.—This hand¬ 
some plant flowers well in the south of England, 
except after a hard winter. A group of New 

4184.— Sh&mrock:.—The best treatment Is to . 
the pot out In the open sir, either In the border or In 
■shea or Oooos-nut-Bbre. The plant Is quite hardy.— 
E. H. 

4106.—Sowing down a lawn.—Better sow the 
seed at ones. The ground la motet non, and the aead will 
soon germinate and grow very last. Of oouree, the turf 
will not be very strong this year, but It will have got a 
start, and there will be a beautiful sward next spring.— 
B.C.H. 

-Apply a rich top-dreeslng and tow the seeds at the 
beginning of September.—K. U. 

4212. — Artificial manure for a 
garden —The manure should have been 
applied when the Potatoes were planted, or 

before. It is a great mistake to manure the 
ground for Winter Greens heavily, as the plants 
then make a too rank and sappy growth, and 
fall a prey to the first sharp frost, but if 
manured for the previous orop it will be just 
right for them. The last fertiliser that oan be 
applied now is soot (if the land wore light a 
little salt might be added), with some wood 
ashes or burnt soil. Just hoe or fork it lightly 
into the surfaoe, put in the plants, and make all 
quite firm round their roots. If the soil is very 
poor, a light sprinkling of good guano, or of 
Thomson’s Vine-manure, might be added, just 
to give the plants a start, but anything like 
luxuriant growth is detrimental, and must be 

avoided. —JB. C. R. 

- I shonld make a dressing of soot do for 
the green orope this autumn. A good big quart 
of soot to every square yard of ground spread 
on the surface and forked in is the beat way to 

apply it- For the spring and summer you can 
not do better than use the English G 
is a capital fertiliser,! ^ its prqpsrfei 
quickly exhausted. It can also be obnmfhd-rft 

Our Hkadkrh' Illustrations: Seduro ktuutschatioum. _ 
photograph sent by Miss Emma Wolley Dod 

Engraved for Oardrnixo Illustrated from a 
id, Edge dge Hall, Mulpas, Cheshire. 

of th 

things as the Monkey-flowers, whioh also like a 
fair amount of moisture. With a good selection 

you will get a rich variety of colours, 
through many shades, some finely 
-It is very late to plant thi^J^ife 

Zealand Flax, whioh stands in the garden in 
Devonshire, whioh the writer had had for the 
last six years., has flowered well three times 
during that period ; three years ago it also 

{rijojspad (i^lp w>hni3i\jn'o^j ;^5>f/^(isd, on the four 
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handsome spikes of bloom whioh it threw up. 
This was, however, after a specially mild 
winter; severe and long oontinued frost and 
snow, snoh as we have had, with blizzards, for 
the last two years, appeared to oheck it con¬ 
siderably, and no flower appeared after these 
seasons. Daring the Jubilee summer, whioh 
was very hot, the plant flowered well; also the 
following season, so that it appears that it is 
onlv neoessary for it to receive sufficient warmth 
to dower each year in the south of England.— 
L L. R. _ 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

FREES! AS. 

Tills is the best time to pot these beautiful 
flowers, and although they are by no means 
difficult to oultivate, a good many fail to get 
them to flower satisfactorily. As these plants 
are so extremely popular a brief note on the 
way to manage them may be of servioe to those 
who have hitherto not been saccessfnl. The 
first thing is to produoe good strong flowering 
bulbs ; they are not large even at the beet, but 
unless of the size of ordinary Snowdrop bulbs 
they will not flower. Five or six-inch pots 
suit them well, and the soil thev do well in is 
rotten turf, broken up fine, and a little leaf- 
mould, and peat-soil, with sharp silver sand ; 
crock the pots in the usual manner, and fill 
about three parts full of soil, pressed down firm, 
and on this place about six or eight bulbs, 
oovering with soil, and set them in a cold 
frame. Do not give much water until they 
commonce to push the foliage well above 
ground. They require an intermediate tern- 
porature, if it is desired to get them into 
bloom early in the new year; but if required 
for spring a shelf in the oool-house suits well, 

and when pushing up their flower-spikes, a 
little weak liquid-manure helps them greatly. 
After they oeaee flowering, and the foliage 

shows signs of changing oolour, reduoe the 
Juantity of water at the root until they oan be 

ried off and rested. J. G. H. 

RAI8ING SEEDLINGS. 

The experience of “Mr. W. Cotton,” as given 
in Qaroekinci, on p. 260, is eminently gratify¬ 
ing and enoouraging, and will no doubt induce 
many others to “ go and do likewise,” or try to 
do so. I have always boen a strong advocate 
for growing Pelargoniums and many other 
plants from carefully-saved seed in preference 
to stocking a large number of costly “ named 
varieties,” and there is nothing more fasoinating 
than thus to raise seedlings and watch the 
flowers expand ono by one. But I should like 

to remind “ Mr. Cotton,” and all whom it may 
conoern, that suoh an occurrence as he describes 
is by no means oominon, and indeed is an ex¬ 
tremely "luoky hit.” lie may try again a 
hundred or a thousand times and not be so 
successful. That four seeds only (and self or 
chanoe-fertilised ones, too) should have pro¬ 
duced four first-rate and different varieties, is 
little short of marvellous. I have raised some 
pretty good Zonals myself, but I may mention, 
as a contrast, that during the last three or four 
years I have raised and bloomed hundreds of 
seedlings from the very best named sorts, all 
carefully fertilised, and though I have obtained 
several very good and pretty flowers, there have 
not, so far, been six out of the lob sufficiently 
distlnot and superior in character to be worth 
sending out as “named varieties.’’ There is 
more “ luck ” in this kind of thing than any 
thing else, though skill and perseverance, of 
course, count for a great deal. B. C. R. 

•I 102. —Sensitive-plant.—They are not 
more difficult to grow than other warm 
greenhouse annuals ; they are raised from seeds 
in spring, started and grown on for a time in 
peat, then moved to the greenhouse for the 

summer. They are generally treated as annuals, 
though they may be kept through the winter in 

a warm-house. The Sensitive-plant (Mimosa 
sensitive), is a native of Brazil, so must have 
warmth in winter.—E. H. 

-These plants may be grown on a second 
year or more, but I find they do hestytreated as 

annuals. Sow the seed early i/ the rear it. 
hot-house, and a; the plants ioorekahZImast. po 

them on, and thev will flower well in 5-inoh 
flower-pots. The leaves drop off in winter, and 
the plants should be kept rather dry at the 
roots, and in a temperature of 50 degs. to 
55 degs.—J. D. E. 

4190.—Camellia cuttings. — Place the 
plant in a 3-inch pot, draining it well, and 
using a light mixture of peat and sand in equal 
parts, with a little leaf-mould, or equal parts of 
loam, Cocoa-nut-fibre, leaf-mould, and sand will 
do almost as well. If possible, plunge the pot 
in a gentle hot-bed, but in any case keep it 
dose, moist, and shaded until rooted out and 
forming again. I have never struck outtings in 

this way, but I do not see why they should die 
if yeu oan get the roots to lay hold of some 
sweet, sandy soil before thev run too far. The 
sooner the cutting is potted now the better.— 

B. C. R. 

— The sudden change of taking the rooted 
plant from the water and planting it in soil 
would be the cause of many of the young plants 
dying, especially if care is not taken to preserve 
the young roots. Every plant might be pre¬ 
served if taken out of tho water and carefully 
potted in sandy peat soil. Give a good water¬ 
ing overhead from the fine rose of a water-pot, 
and plaoe a bell-glass ovor the young plant to 
retain moisture about it until the roots have 
taken hold of the soil. The bell-glass should 
be removed daily and wiped dry.—j. D. E. 

-Cuttings rooted In water sre rather more dlffloult 
to establish In soil than when rooted In eoll, ae roots made 
In water are always more or less delloate. Still, with care¬ 
ful watering, there should not be ninnj loeses —E. II. 

4109.— Potting Cacti.— Now is the best 
time to repot them, providing the roots have 
well filled the ones they aro now in ; but do not 
repot if unnecessary, as they will grow to a large 
size in very small pots. This summer has been 
very good for growing out-of-doors, my garden 
being unusually dry and hot. Drought and heat 
they enjoy, being mostly natives of the hot 
parched plains and slopes of Mexioo. I have 
several of mine out-of-doors, but move them 
in by September.—E. J. Vokks, Kingnu or'hij, 

4171.—Double Begonia-buds.—“ T. 8." 
complains of the buds of his double Begonias 
dropping. I oan quite sympathise with him as 

to double Begonias under glass. They drop 
cruelly and disappointingly. I have been tola 
in Gardenino that it was a matter of ventilation, 
but I have not found any amount of ventilation 
Erevent it, and some Begonias are capricious. I 

ave a beautiful doable crimson. It opened its 
first batch of buds well, and held the flowers for 
a good time. Since then it has dropped everv 
one. I have tried one expedient which I think 
has been tolerably successful. I have nipped 
off all the single buds as soon as they appear. 
The plant does not look so handsotno at when 
tho blooms are in clustors, but tho doable onus 
under this system, I find, generally remain on 
and open. Single Begonias do not seem to be 
addicted to this vice of bud-dropping, and 
therefore seem best adapted for amateur cultiva¬ 

tion. —Cestriak. 

4210.—Heating a small greenhouse. 
—The wash-house will be a capital place for 
the boiler ; the coil is small, but if properly sot 
ought to afford sufficient heat. I have never 
constructed a furnace on the plan suggested by 
“ G. H. W.,” and should not like to say how it 
would answer. If I were doing the job I should 
put in one with an ash-pit (9 inohes deep) and 
five bars, in the ordinary way, placing the 
lowest turn of ooil fl inches above tne bars, and 
enclosing it in a circular tapering furnace 
11, inohes larger than the ooil ail round. Exit 
into chimney to be a clear course above the 
highest turn of ooil; this oourse being brought 
in well so as to keep the pipe itself out of the 
dlreot draught into chimney, whioh would soon 
burn it through. A tight-fitting door should be 
fitted to ash-pit, with a draught regulator, so 
that when once going the draught could be 

almost stopped. This is the beat “ slow-com- 
bustion” principle.—B. O. R. 

4199.—Treatment of bulbs. — White 
Lilies, Snowdrops, Daffodils, and Crocuses will 
do for a considerable time without transplant¬ 
ing. Still, they are better lifted occasionally for 
the purpose of thinning the bulbs. For planting 
iq beds in connection with bedding plants, 

ises, Hyacinths, Blue Squills, Snowdrops, 
'ulips, are suitable. In some [tjhg 

planting of the summer bedders may have to be 
delayed till the end of May or beginning of 
June. The bulbs, under oareful management, 
may be used year after year. It is best, if 
possible, to leave them undisturbed till the 
growth is nearly completed, and then move else¬ 
where to ripen, keeping them occasionally 
watered till the growth dies away gradually. 
The inorease or deterioration is pretty much a 
matter of management, but it is important with 
early-flowering bulbs, such os Snowdrop*, 
Crocuses, and Squills, that they be not kept out 
of the ground too long in autumn. This is one 
cause why they make a poor show in spring. 
October is quite late enough to plant.—E. H. 

- Most bulbs do best undisturbed in the. 
ground year after year They should, of courses 
be planted in the first place in good soil well 
worked, and manure plaoed underneath them, 
away from the bulbs, but so as the roots can 
easily reach it. 8ome bulbs are injured by the 
manure ooming into oontaot with them. The 
most popular and beautiful of the sprii^- 
flowering bulbs are the Crocuses, Soillas, Snow¬ 
drops, Iris reticulata, Chinodoxa Luoili®, and 
C. sardonais (the Glory of the Snow ; the plant* 
flower amongst the melting snow of their 
native habitats), Leuoojum vernum. Most of 

the Lilies should become established. Fritil- 
larias, Crown Imperials. Colohioums, Narcissus 
in great variety, Ac. The bulbs usually planted- 
out in the autumn and removed in the spring 
to make way for the bedding plants are 

Hyacinths and Tulips.—J. D. E. 

— Your question necessitates a rather 
lengthy answer. The best Season for planting 
bulbs is, taking thorn generally, the autumn,' 
and as early as possible. As yon appear to be 
going in rather strongly for bulbous flower* bear 
this in mind, many fsiluros in their onltnre 
occurring through delaying the planting until 
the verge of winter, and they have to be put in 
under disadvantageous circumstances. I giv* 
here a few general rules about bulb culture. In 
the first plaoe the soil must be well prepared, 
not too heavy, and the bulbs just, as a rule, 
about 3 inches below the soil, the smaller bulbs 
at a shorter distance than those of larger 
size. The Daffodil is an important subjeot. 
You can get a rioh variety of kinds, and I should 
select the following twelve kind* to oommenon 
with—you oan add others as your love for 

them increases : Emperor, Empress, or Horn- 
fieldi; poetious, better known as the Pheasant's* 
eye, the most useful form of which is ornatu^ 
and the double white, a beautiful Gardenia-like 
flower, Stella. The Orange Phamix and Tola- 
monius plenus, two good double kinds; tho 
charming little N. nanus, the Yellow Hoop 
Petticoat. N. oonspiouus, Sir Watkin, Queen 
Ann’s Double Jonquil, and rugulosus. This 
small list comprises varieties of vory different 
character, embracing the finest Trumpet and 
Poets’ kinds. As regards their after treatment, 
you must let the foliage ripen off naturally a* 
far as possible, and lift the bulbs, thoroughly 
drying them in the sun before storing. They 
may bo stored in a oool place out of the reach of 
frosts, and replanted again in the following 
autumn, commencing first with the Poets’ kinds. 
The bulbs will produoe off-sets, which will pro- 

vide new stock, and the old ones will last sotne 
time. If you like, you may leave the bulbs in 
the ground for two years, but oertainly not 
longer. The great bulb growers lift the major 
portion of their stock each year. I ought also 
to have mentioned that bulbs, as a rule, are 
much averse to damp, and, therefore, if your 
garden is wet and low-lying, raise the beds in 
whioh the bulbs are planted above tho usual 

level, so as to let superfluous moisture drain 
away. So muoh for the Daffodils. Now a word 
as to the Tulips. You should have a few of the 
ordinary Dutch varieties, which bloom early, 

and are very bright and showy. Give them 
similar culture to the Daffodils, but I should 
also get a few of the later flowering kinds. Pos¬ 

sibly you will not oare to spend much in these, 
but suoh kinds as T. fulgens (splendidcrimson, a 
tall, fine Tulip), T. maorospeffa (carmine-rose), 
and T. spathulata (rioh orimson) are well worthy 
growing for their noble flowers. Plant them, as 
we should all bulbs, in good dumps, as then a 
rich effect is got Hyacinths need also similar 
treatment, and you oan purchase these ohoaply 
in mixture. Croouses and the Ohionodoxa* 

^hYstQefUcj bB ;|^<jIjijled^jThe latter are very 
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charming, and as easy to grow as almost any 
bulb. Get first C. Luoiliie, which in time will 
prove almost a weed. It has blue flowers, pro¬ 
duced very freely in raoemes, and either on the 
rockery or in the border it is pretty. C. sar- 
densis has dark-blue flowers, and is very hand- 
aome. These you can allow to remain in the 
ground. The oommon Star of Bethlehem, 
another spring-flowering bulb, is not to be des¬ 
pised. I had a border of it this year, which was 
extremely pretty. The bulbs are not dear, and 
the flowers are pleasing, although unfortunately 
they only open in the full sun. There is a small 
selection, but you will find a wealth of beauty 
in the various kinds, and all are easy to grow.— 

C. T. _ 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

TREE P/EONIES. 

The selection of the best spot in the open 
garden for a Tree Pieony (see illustration) is a 
matter of more importance than any subsequent 
attention which it requires. It must have an 
open spot away from the shade or shelter of 
trees ; but, if possible, it should be sheltered 
from north and east winds, which, as a rule, 
prevail in spring, about the time when the plant 
is pushing out its new growths. It should be 
the aim of the cultivator to retard the growth 
at much aa he can, and if the looality is 

acting effeot, inasmuch aa the young wood did 
not ripen, through want of suilicient sunshine. 
As to position, it is generally admitted that 
Pieonies look best when isolated on a lawn, not 
far away from a shrubbery or a group of some 
sort, but so situated that they appear to have 
some connection with one or the other, as the 
case may be. Being deciduous, a spot should 
bo chosen for them where they would be backed 
up by Evergreens for the sake of the winter 

effect. . _ G. 

4196.—Cutting LaurustlnUB.—The beat 
time to prune or cut back this plant is in the 
spring, after the flowers are over ; then it starts 
into growth again directly, and flowers are pre- 

| ducea more or less the following winter. It is 
rather late now, but after this rain a fresh 
growth would soon be made, and if done at onoe 
there would be a decidedly better prospect of 
«of bloom the winter after next than if 

til next spring.—B. C. R. 

-Out tbs Laurjstluua hedge after blooming Is 
chiefly over In spring—say, In Maron.—E. H. 

4189.—Propagating Birch, &c.—The 
common Birch is propagated from seed sown in 
the open ground. The seed ripens in September, 
and should be gathered and dried. Keep it in 
a dry plaoe and sow it in beds in March. Sandy 
soil seems to suit the Birch best, and the bods 
should be made level, sowing the seed thinly 

in the temperate-house at Kew, where some 
good bushes were planted out in the beds. The 
form of Kerria in general cultivation—viz., that 
which bears throughout the summer great 
numbers of deep golden-yellow flowers like small 
double Roses is really handsome, and despite 
the frequency with which it occurs in some places, 
it is in others a neglected shrub.—T. 

Spiraea palmata —One of the best dwarf 
shrubs comparatively in beauty now is this 
Spirtea, which makes a glow of colour in the gar¬ 
den with its beautiful rosy-crimson flowers. It 
is unfortunately not much grown, although 
bright and handsome, and in ordinary soil suc¬ 
ceeds well. One usually finds that by the side 
of a stream or pond the growth is unusually 
robust, and in suoh a position the masses of 
flowers are most telling. One reason of ite sup¬ 
posed tenderness is its culture so largely in pots ; 
but the plant is quite hardy, liking beat a well- 
drained soil. Always contrive to get a spreading 
mass, as the effeot is much richer. There is a 
white variety, similar to the type, and named 
alba. The flowers are creamy-white instead of 
rose-orimson, and elegans la pink; but the 
typioal kind, the crimson-flowered kind, is the 
most useful and effective.—V. C. 

ORCHIDS. 

ODONTOGLOSSUM WILCKEANUM 

PALLEN8. 

Thf. flower " S. J.’ sends, and which he oalls 
the true crispum, is not that species at all, but 
it is what I take to be the kind named above. 
Why this plant required a distinotivo name 
is more than I can understand. Wilcke- 
anum is a supposed natural hybrid between O. 
crispum and 0. luteo-purpureum, and it was 
first introduced by the Messrs. Low, of Clapton, 
about fifteen years ago, and it has frequently 
been imported since in the original plant. The 
flowers of a good variety are between 3 inches 
and 4 inches across. The sepals and petals are 
broad, the latter broader, the ground colour 
being pale-yellow, more or less marked with 
ohestnut-brown ; but in the variety now before 
me, having a ground colour of Frenoh white, 
variously spotted and blotched with chestnut; 
this is one of the very best of the natural 
hybrids, being of good strong growth, which 
sends up a spike of good flowers, and you may 
well bo proud of it; but you may rest assured 
that this is tho name of the variety you send. 
The plant thrives well with those of 0. crispum, 
O. Hilli, and various others, and you in all prob¬ 
ability received it intermixed with plant* of 0. 
crispum and 0. luteo-purpureum. I do not 
think it is necessary to say more of this variety 
now. I have some recolleotions of saying some- 
thingofit before inapreviousnumberof Garden- 
ino, and I do not wish to occupy the Bpace with 
repetitions, but you have a most excellent form 

| of this so-called hybrid. Matt. Bramble. 

MILTONIA WAR8CEWI0ZI. 

naturally warm, the Tree l’.cony will require over it. Cover very slightly indeed, and tread I am asked by “ G. Lambert” to tell him the 
particular attention, otherwise a sharp frost in the ground firmly, merely levelling it with the name of the flower which he sends, and to say 
April will destroy both growth and bloom. It back of a rake. When the young plants are a something of its native oountry and the best 
is the practice in many places, and a very good year old transplant them. There are numerous method of cultivating it ? The first portion of 
one, to protect tho plants by a movable glass choice varieties of the Birch, which must be this request he will see stand at the head of the 
light, or by fitting up around them a temporary propagated by budding or grafting on seedling artiole, whioh may not accord with the name 
framework on whioh is placed muslin, canvas, plants of the common variety.—J. D. E. he has it under. This plant would appear to 

or other thin protecting material during -The Oommon Birch Is raised from Med., tod the have been first found some sixty years ago; but 
the most oritical time, that is, from the wasplng varieties by Rifling on the oommon variety. All it was not until about forty years baok that it 
time when the young .boot, begin to was named by Reichonbach after the collector 

lengthen till all fear of frosts is over. If a Oheetnut, Ac. Ulnae are usually layered, and this method to whom it stands dedioated, and it waa not 
plant is overtaken by frost, without protection, ot propagation ie "tillable for maoy turn where cuttings until the year 1868 that it waa introduced in a 
then the beat thing to do is to soreen it at are dlfflouit to euilte.—E. H, living state, when I saw it with Mr. B. 8. 

once from the morning sun, so that the plant Variegated leaved Kerria.—This form Williams in a living state, and in the following 
may thaw gradually. In some districts no pro- of the old Kerria japonic* has the leaves year, being in Germany and coming down 
tection is necessary, and this is the oase prin- variegated with pure white, and it can with through Belgium, I saw it again with M. Linden 
cipally in upland gardens, which are colder confidence be recommended to those fond of at Brussels. Keichenbaoh would appear to 
than those in the valleys, and therefore variegated-leaved shrubs, aa the marking is clear have been misled with some of the varieties, for 
vegetation does not start so early. In old days and distinot, while the light ooloured portion he named in 1863 Onoidium fusoatum, and as a 
when Tree Pieonies were as much thought of does not become at all disfigured by exposure to deoided mark of the favour in whioh it was held 
as Cattleyas are now, all manner of devices the summer's sun. Like the ordinary form, its it waa also known in many gardens by the name 
were resorted to in order to tide the plants flowering season extends over a lengthened of Odontoglossum Wei ton i. It is an ereot- 
safely over our treacherous springs, for it was period, but tho blossoms are single, and not growing, but dwarf, evergreen plant, the bulbs 
found that scarcely any amount of cold during double, as in the Kerria that is usually seen. The being compressed and sharp at the edges, and 

the dead of winter harmod them. In many golden-ooloured flowers nestling among tho each bearing a single leaf. The plant, when well 
parls of the oountry, indeed, they came un- variegated foliage has an uncommon and at the grown, attains to a height of about a foot, and 
scathed through the terrible winter of 1837 and same time veiy pretty effeot. It is quite hardy, it is of a light, pleasing green colour ; the spike 
1838. Some bygone Picony fanoi6r3vu*ed to anil suooeeds well in light, warm soils. Under :riwrt t(i scine l6 inches or 18 inches, very often 
plant on the noith side of hillsjuo »dtA re <Jli]*K_too, it is. very useful, and in thin way if simple it bears many flowers, and these are 
tard growth, but suoh situation* hiShrcounter-(Termed for many years a very attractive feature tel scaie whit o.csely1; but when i*» becomes 
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paniculate it bears many flowers. The sepals 
and petals are somewhat similar in both 
shape and colour, being undulate on the edges, 
sometimes reddish-brown with a white tip; 
at other times they are of a good full yellow, 
the extreme tip being recurved in moat instances. 
The large lip is somewhat orbicular and deeply 
bilobed, the central part purplish, having a patch 
about the centre, as if newly varnished. Beyond 
this is a /.one of rosy-lilac, and beyond this is an 
outer marginal border of white. These beautiful 
flowers vary considerably in the brilliancy of 

their colours in the different varieties, but all 
last long in full beauty. My first acquaintance 
with this plant was in Mr. Williams’ establish¬ 
ment, and he told me that the collector that 
sent it to him Baid he found it at a greater 
altitude than that at which ho found 
Odontoglossum Alexandra', so that I tried my 
plants in the same house with them ; but they 
did not do well here in the winter months, and I 
removed them to a warmer position, giving them 
a heat of about 55 degs. at the lowest, and 
keeping them very evenly moist, and in this 
temperature the plants rapidly improved. And 
so I would advise my enquiring friend, “ G. L.," 
to do. He may remove the plant to the warm 
end of the Odontoglossum house in the summer 
time, when it likes an abundance of water and 
plenty of moisture in the atmosphere, and this 
may be given with impunity if the drainage 
is perfect and in good working order, and it 
likes to be potted in good peat fibre and 
Sphagnum Moss. It enjoys a good exposure to 
the light, but do not allow the sun to shine upon 
it during the hottest part of the day, but provide 
a light shading to be drawn over it at this time. 

Matt. Bramble. 

SACCOLABIUMS AMPULLACEUM AND 

CURVIFOLIUM. 

I am asked by a friend, signing himself “ An 
Orchid Learner and Lover,” if these two names 
do not represent one plant? Now, these 
two Saccolabiums are quite distinct plants, 
though they belong to the same section, and 
resemble each other inasmuch as they both 
have riohly-coloured flowers, borne on upright 
spikes ; but here all resemblance ends, and if 
my friend has seen, as he says, “ two Orchids 
boaring these names, but could not see any 
difference in the plants, never having seen either 
flower,” then I would uay that it is two names fiven to one plant, but which I cannot say ; but 

hope that after reading this article he will be 
able to determine which is which. S. ampulla- 
ceum is a neat Orchid that was known in the 
early days of the century ; but I think wo are 
indebted for it in a living state to my old friend 
Gibson, whom I frequently visited when he was 
in charge of Battersea-park. Well, he was col¬ 
lecting for the Duke of Devonshire in Northern 

India in 1837, and sent some plants home to 
Chatsworth from the IvhaBia Hills, and 
this was the first time I think it was seen 
alive in our gardens. There was no means 
of getting the plants down by rail then, 
there were no fast ocean steamers, and no 
Suez Canal to slip through in those days, but 
all the plants that were sent home had to come 
round the Cape of Good Hope in sailing ships, 
so that they required good packing. The 
Messrs. Low, of Clapton, imported this plant in 
considerable numbers, and the Messrs. Rollit- 
son, then having a fine nursery at Tooting some 
twenty years ago, introduced a magnificent form 
of it from Burtnah, which was called Moul- 
moinense, which was much stronger in its 
growth, and which made a taller spike with 
larger and brighter flowers, but the normal 
plant has short and straight ligulate leaves, 
whioh are trunoate at the ends, somewhat thin, 
and pale-green, tho spike is erect, shorter than 
the leaves, the flowers being set dose together 
and of a pure rose oolour, and these will last in 

full beauty for a fortnight or three weeks, but 
it is not well to allow them to remain upon the 
plants as long as they would do. S. curvifolium 
is a very different plant, having leavos crowded, 
thick, and coriaceous in texture, with sharp- 
Kin ted ends ; the spikes are erect, and they 

ar a dense raceme, which is 0 inches or 
8 inches in length, the flowers being of a bright 
oinnabar-red, w.th a bright orange-red to the 
spur of tho lip. Now both these planjsjike to 

have their roots 
thrive best 

and they should be suspended in small Teak- 

wood baskets, well-drained, and for soil use 
simply fresh Sphagnum Moss. The temperature 
of the East Indian House is requisite for them, 
and a nice moist atmosphere. Of course, shading 
will be provided for these plants when the sun 
is too powerful. Matt. Bramble. 

LILIUM CANDIDUM. 

This lovely Lily, where it does succeed well, is 
one of the finest hardy plants in cultivation ; 
but, unfortunately, no amount of coaxing will 
cause it to flourish in some places. As it suc¬ 
ceeds well here, I will briefly describe the kind 
of soil and mode of culture, in the hope that 
some may be enabled to grow it who have 
hitherto failed. Our soil is a rather light loam, 
resting on gravel, and I think that abundant 
drainage is necessary, as I find fine clumps of 
this Lily in the most robust health in cottage 
gardens close by, where the soil is very shallow 
and poor. This season being very hot and dry, 

Flowers of Madonna Lily (L. candidum). 

Lilium candidum, in common with other hardy 
flowers, was in full bloom quite early in June, 
considerably in advance of its usual date, as all 
the blooms not cut had dropped before July 1st. 
But the crop of bloom did not suffer from the 
drought like many other flowers, as after the 
flower-spikes are formed, and the buds fairly 
well developed, the blooms will open without 
any help from tho roots at all, if placed in water, 
or even placed in any damp place, and I cut a 
great many of my finest spikes before a single 
bloom is expanded, for if intended to be for¬ 
warded any distance, it is much easier to send 
them in closed up bud state, and they will ex¬ 
pand beautifully in water. Various opinions 
prevail as to transplanting, but I find the finest 
spikes come from beds tho second and third 

year after transplanting, and I seldom let any 
stand longer than four years in one place. 
Shelter from rough wind is desirable, but not 

shade, except for the purpose of retarding a 
portion of the stock, which, whether grown for 

_ ___m private supply or for market sale, is one of the 
■oots free in the air, and/th^y^-will beat flow era that can be grown. It forces well, 

in a haniihig ptMiftiba niea^thj Igfi * James Groom, 

PERNS. 

MAIDEN-HAIR FERNS FOR CUTTING. 

Where there is any great demand for out fronds 
of these Ferns, the earlier Btarted plants will no 
doubt have been run upon somewhat hard from 
the time their fronds were fit for use. It will do 
these plants a considerable amount of good if 
they are for a few weeks kept quite cool and 
comparatively dry at the root, only just suffi¬ 
cient water being given them to prevent actual 

suffering. Whilst this is being done all the 
shabby fronds may with advantage be cut off ; 
in fact, when the plants are quite dry at the 
roots, it will not do them any harm to cut off 
all the fronds that have been left, although 
thinning out would be safer where the plants am 
at all overpotted. These plants, after a few 
weeks' rest, will again start into good growth 
and perfect a crop of moat useful fronds for the 
winter season. It will not be advisable to repot 
any plants from such a stock now, this would 
rather tend towards a soft growth—in fact. 
Maiden hair Ferns are frequently far too much 
overpotted when this object of a cut supply is 
the chief and all-important point. When suffi¬ 
cient rest has been allowed them, the plants 
should be given a fair amount of warmth, but 
not with too much moisture in the atmosphere. 
A pit, for instance, from whioh a crop of Melons 
has been taken would be a good position ; here 
they would be tolerably near the glass with 
probably the chance of a slight amount of fire- 
heat if needed. The all-important matter, 
however, is to seoure a hard growth ; this is 
best done by free exposure to light with a liberal 
amount of ventilation, and, as before advised, 
not too much moisture. When the growth 
becomes free and plentiful, then it must be seen 
to that they do not suffer at the roots from want 
of water. In the case of a stock which has not 
been run upon hard and which has been grown 
on in the usual way without early starting into 
growth, the fronds will now be well hardened 
and in good condition for cutting. These plants 
will continue to grow for a long time to come, 
thus forming a good succession of fronds. As 
in the case of the others, too much shading is a 

great mistake; this, combined with a moist 
atmosphere, produces large pinnie, with fronds 
also that are frequently much too large for use, 
whilst they never last nearly so long as the 
smaller ones when out. Plants grown in this 
way might, it is true, be considered to be well 
developed ; but this is what is not required from 
a practical point of view ; besides, light-coloured 
fronds are always the most sought after by 

Floral decorators as being tho most effec¬ 
tive. These can only bo had when the plants are 
not grown in too kind a manner. Another point 
which is by some growers overlooked or not given 
enough consideration is thatof the soil; if too much 
reliance is placed upon peat, there will always 
be a tendency towards vigorous growth. On 
the other hand, by using a light fibrous loam or 
heavier loam that is corrected by the addition 
of a little peat, the results will be found far 
more satisfactory. I have previously alluded to 
keeping the plants in a fairly light position. 
This may in some cases (it is so in my own case) 
be somewhat of a difficulty, particularly where 
the majority of the houses are specially devoted 
to fruit culture, the occupants of the roofs thus 
imparting too much shade. Rather than attempt 
to grow the plants in such positions, it will be a 
better plan to keep the stock in cold frames 
with a light shade upon the glass if mnch 
exposed. Frames can usually be spared at this 
season of the year ; in some instances they are 
not nearly all to be found in actual use about 
now, the lights often being for the time stacked 
away upon their sides. Here, then, those who 
have a good stock of plants may safely place 
them when so situated as not to be able to give 
them a fair chance in their houses. If this were 

done more than it is we should not see so many 
Maiden-hair Ferns drawing out a miserable 
existence in places totally unfit for them. As 
an instance of this, I would only allude to the 
one fact—viz., that of still continuing to grow 
the plants in the heat and moisture of a stove- 
house at all times of the year, frequently over- 
potted and as much overwatered. Another 
fine place for securing a good enduring growth 
is upon shelves, where the plants have always 
fcfreei circulation of air playing around them. 

ill„-pf course, be found ewr^R^TirwftriteiTAf 
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to dry tip quickly, but thii should not be any 
drawback in the least. The basket culture of 
these Ferns should be more practised where 
possible. By this mode of culture a good stock 
uf fronds will frequently be in hand when the 
pot plants have been hard cut, simply because 
the basket plants are not so accessible at the 
moment. The smaller growing Maiden-hairs 
which assume a roseate tint will be found to be 
further intensified in colour when grown fairly 

well exposed to the light and air, although most 
of these require rather more warmth than the 
common kind. A. tinctum, A. rnbellum, and 
A. Veitohi are three of the best of these to 
supply occasional fronds in a cut state. Where 
seedlings of any kinds are seen to be springing 
up they should be well cared for, a young stock 
of these being always useful to supply the place 
of the older and somewhat exhausted plants 
Wherever it is possible and practicable also, I 
would advise the extended culture of Maiden¬ 
hair Ferns planted out. This may be done 
upon bare walls hitherto unsightly by merely 
fixing some wirework to the face with a little 
soil; margins also to stages may be planted 
with decided advantage. Besides A. ouneatum 
for cutting, note shonld be taken of A. elegans, 
A. mundulum, A. deflexum, A. Williamsi, and 
A. Biusei. F. 

FLOWERS IN SMOKY SUBURBS. 

I was much interested by an article on this sub¬ 
ject in Gardening of duly 1st, page 241, as 
doubtless were many other of your readers. I 
cannot, however, help thinkmg that “ C.” has 
mentioned several plants scarcely suitable for 
small town gardens to the exclusion of others, 
quite as easily grown and brighter looking, that 
succeed admirably in smoky districts. For in¬ 
stance, the German Iris requires to be grown in 
bold masses, whilst the necessary space cannot 
be given in small gardens. Again, in such 
places the Sunflower has a very cumbersome 
appearance; Michaelmas Daisies, too, have a 
very weedy, decayed look about them. My 
garden, which is situated hardly a mile from 
Shoreditch Church, in the smoky distriot of 
Dalston, is generally bright from April to 
November ; but this would hardly bo if tho 
choice of plants were confined to the list in the 
article referred to. Amongst perennials, which 
do well with me out-of-doors (I have no green¬ 
house or glass of any kind), are Lilies—L. candi- 
dum (the old White Lily), some bulbs of which 
have been in their present positions eight years, 
and they bloom freely each year ; so also do 
croceum (orange), davuricum (orange-scarlet), 
chalcedonioum (the old scarlet Turk’s Cap Lily ), 
and speciosum album and rubrum (a most valua- 
able and hardy kind). L. auratums, on the 
other hand, do not sncceed so well, as they fail 
after the first or second year. Some Rosea do 
well—viz., John Hopper (a pink Cabbage-shaped 
H.P.) blooms freely, sometimes twice in a season, 
and lives for years ; and the Bourbon Rose, 
Souvenir de la Malmaison, a lovelv flower, flushed 
with pink-white, is a splendid plant for a south¬ 
west wall, the buds being a very nioo shape 
when just opening, and although it has not 
perhaps moro than five or six blooms at a time, 
yet the flowers are produced in succession from 
May till end of September. Moss Rosos also 
thrive, but do not bloom as freely as I could 

wish. 

The Blue Passion-flower makes a grand 
town plant, blooming with the utmost pro¬ 
fusion. I have often had from forty to fifty 
flowers open at onoe for weeks in succession ; 
unfortunately, however, it sometimes suocumbs 
to severe frost, a five-year-old plant of mine 
being killed in the long, cold winter of three 
years ago. Clematis Jackmani (the purple-blue 
variety) always does well on walls or arches. 
The Evening Primrose (Gtnothera macrocarpa), 
a trailing variety with large sulphur-yellow 
flowers as big as the top of a breakfast-cup, 
succeeds well on rockwork ; and so also does 
Creeping Jenny, with its hanging shoots 
smothered with Buttercup-like flowers. Ane¬ 
mone japonica alba, Delphiniums, and Carna¬ 
tions, are all that “ 0.” claims for them as town 
plants. The Double White Pink Mrs. Sin kins 
is another good thing ; the scent is delightful, 
and although rather u.pQd.jbnntop^<ftfe bi 
which ere produced1 almost without 
make capital button-holes. Double Pyrethmms, 

too, do very well, especially the white variety, 
Mont Blanc, and the rose-ooloured M. Barrel; 
these bloom early in May, and if the stems are 
cut back to about 6 inches after flowering a 
second crop is often produced in September. 
The Double Convolvulus makes a very good 
olimber; it has fine blooms, something the 
colour and shape of the old Maiden’s Blush 
Rose, and, if anything, is too vigorous, as it 
spreads like a weed, requiring constant pulling 
up to keep it in bounds. The name is given in 
catalogues as Calystegia pubescens plena. 

Scilla nutans, Snowdrops, and Grape Hyacinths 
do well on a raised bed or rockwork. Amongst 
annuals there is a large choioe. Phlox Drum¬ 
mond i is splendid ; Godetias, Purple Scabious, 
Zinnias, Linura rubrum. Coreopsis, Cornflowers, 
Candytuft, French Marigolds, and the olimbing 
and dwarf Nasturtiums, are all exceedingly 
useful. Virginian Stock makes a charming 
spring border, whilst patches of Shirley Poppies 
are startling in the Brightness and variety of 
their hues. 

Nicotiana affixes (Scented Tobacco) grows 
anywhere, and is smothered with its lovely star¬ 
shaped fragrant blooms of a pure white colour, 
filling the garden in the evening with their 
perfume. Sweet Peas, too, bloom freely and for 
a long time if the seed-pods are constantly 
picked off (this should be done to all plants if 
continuance of bloom be looked for). Snap¬ 
dragons and Tufted Pansies (Violas) are first- 
class subjects for town gardens ; the show and 
fancy Pansies also do well if the season be not 
too dry. Double Dahlias and Ten-week Stocks 
are also good. The latter can easily be raised 
from seed if sown in a shallow box in February, 
and hung up under a skylight, and are very 
useful to fill up the borders with colour and 
fragrance during late summer and autumn. 
Of oourse, there are many others that could be 
named suitable for town gardens, but I think 
with a list like tho foregoing no Londoner need 
despair of having a gay and fragrant garden. 
If I have not trespassed too much on the Editor’s 
apace I should like to give a list of the plants in 
bloom in my garden at the end of June—viz., 
on walls : Sweet Peas and Tropioolums of various 
colours. Blue Clematis Jaokmani and Rose 
Souvenir de Malmaison. In borders: John 
Hopper, Madame Gabriel Lui/.et and Maiden’s 
Blush Roses, Nicotians aiiinis, Snapdragons; 
Candidum (45 blooms open at once), Croceum, 
and Testaceum Lilies; Annual Cornflowers, 
Shirley Poppies, Scabiosa caucasica, Clove Carna¬ 
tions, and other varieties; Sweet Williams, 
Marigold (Meteor), Evening Primrose, Mignon¬ 
ette, Pansies, Delphiniums, a few Phlox 
Drummondi, and Virginian Stock for a border. 
In centre beds : No. 1, Caloeolarias, Geraniums 
(John Gibbons), Blue Lobelia, and Violas 
(pale-cream with a blue porcelain edge). No. 2, 
Calceolarias, Geraniums (Henry Jacoby), Blue 
Lobelia, and Sileno ruberrima. No. 3, Calceo¬ 
larias, Geraniums (John Gibbons), with a border 
of Countess of Kin tore Violas. 

H. 8., Dalston. 

BEES. 

4268,-Bee hives.-I would thank "8. 8. 0." If he 
would kindly advise me under the following clroumstanoee. 
A friend of mine tome years ago bought several hives of 
Beea on the property be was taking over. One of these 
woe in a wooden hive, built of old soap-boxes tnd such 
■tuff, and made to no measurement whatever. As the 
notion etruok the former owner, he added to the height of 
the box, whiob, by the way, he lint built round an old 
straw step. The Bees have ■' leaked out" all through the 
box. building combe from the roof and sides, and mixing 
things up promiscuously. Last summer I attempted to 
open thrm up, and, if possible, transfer them into a 
civilised hive (bar frame). In this I failed igoomlnloosly, 
but got some half hundredweight of honey, with a 
delighted assortment of dead and dying Beet, though I 
handled them as gently as possible. They raged furiously 
for some days after, and stung any and everyone who 
came Into the garden. I have been asked this year to try 
again, and I was speculating on lbs propriety of putting a 
bar-frame hive, with a false bottom and bole in same on top 
of the hive os it stands, and try to induce the Bees to take to 
the new hive. The Bees are very strong, as they have great 
room. I don't Uke to break the whole thing up, as the 
queen might get loet, and the brood wasted—In fact, my 
idea is to try and get the Bees to take up their quarters, 
hatch out all the brood In the old hive, transfer their stock 
of honey upstairs, and olean the combs out generally, and 
to do away with an impracticable old hive that nothing 
can be jtted on. It's a fearful bash, and appalling to look 

got an expert, but can manage my own Bess, 
or a neighbour's at limes, but I ooofon title 1-j. 
bees. Can It be accomplished without dmls* 

y Bees?—T. H. B. 

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS. 

Questions.-Queries and answers are inserted in 
Gardsmno .free of charge if correspondentt follow the rules 
here laid down for their guidance. All communications 
for insertion should be clearly and concisely written on 
oneside of the paper only, and addressed to the Editor 0/ 
Oardx.xi.no, 37, Southampton-street, Covent-garden, Lon¬ 
don. Letters on business should be sent to the Publishxr. 
The name and address of the sender are required in 
addition to any designation he may desire to be used in 
the paper. When more than one query is sent, each 
should be on a separate piece of paper. Unanswered 
queries should be repeated. Correspondents should bear 
in mind that, as Gardbnino has to be sent to press some 
time in advance of date, they cannot always be replied to 
in the issue immediately 'allowing the receipt of their 
communication. 

Answers (which, with the exception of such as cannot 
well be classified. will be found in their different depart¬ 
ments) should always bear the number and title placed 
against the query replied to, and our readers will greatly 
Oblige us by advising, as far as their knowledge and 
observations permit, the correspondents who seek assist¬ 
ance. Conditions, soils, and means vary so infinitely 
that several answers to the same question may often be 
very usef ul, and those who reply would do well to mention 
ths localities in which their experience is gained. Corres¬ 
pondents who refer to articles inserted in Gardrnu>q 
should mention the number in which they appeared. 

4220. —Roses In borders.—Wbat Itcsei continue io 
flower in out-ot door borders the longest?—A. B., Sussex. 

4221. —Fanoy Pansies.—I should be glsd of some 
Information on the cultivation of fanoy Panslee ?—Bckto.n- 
ox-Trkxt. 

4222. —Manure for Roses—Is Rape-dust or bone- 
dust too strong a manure lor Roses In outdoor borders?— 
A. B., Sussex. 

4223 — Rhododendrons In a clayey loam — 
Can I grow with any ohanoe of auooess Rhododendrons In 
a good light clayey loam ?-8f.croia. 

4224. — Best G ooseberrles.—Would someone kindly 
give me the names m eighteen to twenty-four beet Goose¬ 
berries for dessert and cooking purposes ?—Birkenhead. 

4225. —Double Pyrethrums.—As I am about to 
grow double Pyrethrums, I should be glad of any Informa¬ 
tion respecting them as to cultivation, best time for plant¬ 
ing, Ao. ?—Burtox-oh-TrEnt. 

4226. —Coleuses flowering.—Will anyone kindly 
Inform me how I can grow these plants so as to prevent 
them flowering, and the proper slie of pots to grow speci¬ 
men plants In, and soli f—Constant Rkadir. 

4227. —Plants In a bedroom —1 have a room faoing 
due west, and ahall be much obliged if eomeooe will kindly 
tell me what plants are likely to flourish aod flower well 
in it, and aleo how I should treat them ?—II. B. C. 

422a—Lilies after flowering—will someone 
please Inform me what to do with Lifium auratum and 
LUlum Harriet after flowering in order for them to bloom 
well next year? What is the treatment?—B. Roberts. 

4220.—Flowers in a garden.—I should be greatly 
obliged If someone would tell me bow lo secure flowers in 
my garden the greater part of the year ? What should lie 
planted or sown for spring blooming, snd when ?—Devon. 

4230. —Borax and plants.—Would someone kindly 
tell me if powdereo borax Is injurious to plant life ? Both 
It and alnm bantab blaokbestles, and I should like to try 
It for slugs, Ac., It it would not Injure the plants?—A, E. 
hr—ra 

4231. —Winter flowers.—Wbat will be ths best 
plsnts to have In band now to furnish a continuous supply 
of flowers for outting from through the winter months in 
an ordinary grssnbouae kept at a temperature of about 
40 dens. ?—Skoroia. 

4232. - Seeds of " Geraniums ” and Fuchsias. 
—Will someone kindly Inform me wnen Is the right time to 
pick the seeds of " Geranium*," Fuohelae, Ao.. and when 
to put them into pots, and should they be plaoed into a 
greenhouse or notr-O. Clarks. 

4233. —Weeds on a lawn -During the late dry 
season the weeds on my lawn have got ahead, particularly 
a jellow Hawkwecd, which Increaaie rapidly. Will anyone 
kindly tell me the beet way to prevent it from spreading 
and to eradicate It f—0. H. F. C. 

4234. —Plants for a south east conservatory. 
—Will someone kindly tell me the beet plante for a conser¬ 
vatory with a south-east aipeot at Heokenham ? I have 
hitherto failed to grow anything In it to my satisfaction, 
and I do not want to devote much time to it.—J. 

4285.—Carnations and Plcotees for the open 
air.—Will someone kindly give me the names of the beet 
doien Carnations for the open air (Gloucestershire), soil 
clayey loam? Also the beet haltdoxen Plcotees? I want 
them to be as dietlnot In colour as possible.—C. W. W. 

4236. —Mountain Cud-weed on a lawn —I 
have an old lawn now being overrun with Cud-weed 
which I have tried to pull up. but the roots run along for 
some dlstaooe, and then break off. Will someone oblige 
me by saying if It is possible to extirpate them ?—W. B., 
Xdgbaston. 

4237. —Rose “ La France."—What situation 1s best 
for Rose La Kranoe (dwarf)? I have one in asouth aspect, 
and each year It geta eo thoroughly blighted with cater- Eillars that the blooms seem withered as they form. 

hould it be moved, and, if so, where and when?— 
E. Robibts. 

423S —Rose not thriving-—I should be much 
Obliged It •• J. C. C." or •• B. O. R.” would tell me the 
reason why my Rose-trea W. A. Richardson does not grow 
well ? I planted it in a border against the house wall laat 
October in a bed facing south, with good rotted soda and 
manure.—Beoinner. 

4233.—Treatment of a Hydrangea.—I should 
Ilka to know whst re-do with a Hydrangea 1 bought in 
October last?1 It had been cut down to within abont 
3 InobvO of the pot. 8'nor I planted It, It has thrown thirteen 
Shdoto out ol.ob : .iboui\jl4jMiief, I(ing, but never 
bloomed.—Bkoixner. 

PAIGN 
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42<W — Odontoglossum Pescatorei. — I have 
oeived this plant In three loros from two readers. One 
them says he has these two forms from some Imported 

42io.-Planting Christmas Roses -I want to To the following queries brief editorial replies 42f> “ ?d°nt°K’°88U,m Peaeatorel. -1 have 
make a small plaotaUon of Christmas Koees. As I only hut -Zlra are invited to aivt further ,!°®iv<d thl* P1"* ,or“8 ,ro“ Cw0 2°® 
moved to my present abode a month ego I oould not do it are 9,ven ’ r,"r*£° them says he has these two forms from some Imported 
early in the year. When would be best time to efleot my answers should they be able to offer additional plants. The one marked 1 is a very large flower, but It Is 
purpose 1 The plants I must buy. Should I do it now or advice on the variowt subjects. ' - “ore starry than this species generally is. I should advise 

wait till October ?—Birkenhead. 4262^0attleya Rex(/i.C. Fy-1 will have some- £*, Win uS^o 
4111.—SfcrAWberry growing for market— thing to »«y about this flower next wee*.—m. is. will make a grand one The flower marked 2 is a variety 

purpose ? The plants I must buy. Should I do it now or advice on the various subjects, * ^ore starry than tnis species generally ly. i enouia aaviee 

wait till October 7-Birkeshead. 4262^0attl8ya Rex («. C. By-1 will have some- ^rtS^tb. Wm 
4141.—Strawberry growing for market— thing to say about inis flower next wee*.—m. k. will make a grand one The flower marked 2 is a variety 

Will thlspay in Somersetshire? Of course, the fruit would 4268.— Bpldendrum species —Fjcnrnrr sends me having the book of the sepals and petals streaked with rose 
have to be sent Into large towns and dUposed of; but it is the bulb of au Orchid requiring ite name, and I think it is colour. Tne flowers, “ H. B Evans*' sends are not large, but 
good warm land. Wbac sort* would be best to grow for an Epidendrutn, butas there are between three and four they are beautifully spotted and blotched and spotted on the 
market or general culture, and what would be the usual hundred plants known by that name, I cannot tell him i,p wito magenta-purple. I advise both my friends to 
average weight of produce per acre In good seasons?— whioh one it is. I must decline to answer, therefore, oontinue to grow them on, then the flowers I expect will very 
0. D. until It flowers.—M. B. greatly imprev a. You should remember the finest variety 

4242_PnnohfiH In note -I should be glad to know ««• - Tuberous Begonias (David Griffith*).- of Pewjatorel that we have, called Veitohiaoum, developed 
l> t^euS^fufiv wramta MUIna Vou «b°u,d give thcee a little " Uiey's fertuiser," about a lie floe ooloure afier being eeen In bloom with a very lltUe 
greenhouse f,olt£ ™tb7 H ro ThToh are b^t eorM spoonful onSc a fortnight to each, aod you would And colour. W.toh aod wait.-M. B. 
what UmTofyeaf should they be etarted, and wbatlathe them_gather^ pe«i diaU^ et^jfth^the 1267.—Treatment of Dendroblums—G.F. IF. 
proper treatment ae regarde pruning, eoll, Ao.f Are ’ ' "* * 
they difficult to manage, and do they require muoh atten¬ 
tion ?—Mt'SK. 

lem gather a great dtal of etreogth, the plants like thie. 4267.—Treatment of Dendroblums.—G. F. W. 
have juet given mine their aocuetonaed dene, and these appeare to be in trouble about nis plants of this genus, and 
e now flowering very freely.—J. 1. he sake should D. ooblle be quite dried off In August f No, 
4255 — Oyrtochllum maculaturn (Learner) —I I thlok not. It would eoarcely have flolehed up its 

mugi M W VI . 4256 — Oattleva rltrlna which has done growth not being nnlenea, Dut wnon tme is maae up it 
greatly oblige. -Devon. »W * kept qul& dry. D. Deyonianum when flolehed up 

4244 -Fowls In a field.—I have a email field of new growth, and it requires to be hungup in the Ganieva. •b°“IdJ*]1™* SiVhT'hl.lR?’.™ milSf ^ineSed^wh^n 
2 sores or 8 sores, and, like all others, have a very email house in that portion devoced to the Lmlia aoceps. Toe ,b® whnmea^Sn l»ft ^f'rnuSi 
orop of hay thlevear, but now Itiegrowing again. Twoor plant* should be plaoed In anloe sunny position, and they f?m.rnhi!lufrhmTih™0I?d wliJ’Inet'SmnS 
three perrons whose gardens run on to the said field have may be syringed every morning aod even.ng. They will not Wjjj*'*'l*hSh?fm D ...m 
let their fowls Into It, although asked not to do so. What gat too muoh water during the time they are growing.- „‘.h®K?,niJmivhi&nt cult? XT 
can I do with them, as they scratch and plok all the beet of M. B. J**"** !^k L^ISSJ. ^ 
the new Oreei and spoil the growth ?-0. Clark. 4257.-Dendroblum formosum (H. Ji. Brans)- l 

. „ This is the name of the flower you send. It oerumly is beooming yellow. D Jsmeaonl I never heard of. so I cannot 
4145. — Arum LUlos for Chrlstm&fl and not D. eburneam. It would appear to :be alow oouatry oawie upon this one. M. B. 

Raster.—1 want my Arum Lilies to flower at Christinas; plant, and It requires to be kept in good heat aod moist -- 
what treatment must they have T . After blossoming they for the greater part of the year. You say you have It NAMBS OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 
have been planted In open ground for 2 months and have flowering freely, in whioh slate it la very beautiful, The . , , , , f 
died baok, where they are now sending up young leaves, flowers are of a more oonvenient. size lor a lady to wear AnV oommuniaUums respecting plants or fruut S~ greenhouse Is only kept up to 4) degs. of heat in than D. formosum giganteum—M. B sentto name should always accompany the parcel, which 

iter. I also require some at Easter. What treatment .-hihiHnn I Cnb-nutn asks t,kould 64 addressed to the Editor o/ Gardbninu Illo»- 

t was, and give Just enough 
rom shrivelling D. suavie- 
klid, may be kept quite dry, 

e to keep the leaves from 
: I never heard of. so I cannot 

NAMBS OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 

Is needed?—A Bkoiknsr. 4253.—Ferns for exhibition.-./. Coleman asks .rRATED 3? Southampton strect. Strand, London, W.C. 
me to name a dosen of the beet kinde for show purposes ; 1,4 .. 

4240 —Pruning hedges, &C.—Will someone please but he does not say what he wants, British and hardy Names Of plants—J. F. /..— Aralia Bleboldl.—— 
to say when should privef hedges be pruned, also qutok kinde or ezotioe, and if the latter auoh reporters as say of D. L. “?,eu,i — CAo</l«W.-Th«n 
hedges? My gardener has not done them yet and says iflt these that Mr. So-and-ro exhibited a “ group of eix large Aopto <Dat«» i^SS^ 
is too soon he "would have to out them twioe." Alro Feros of the common exotio speoles,1'is misleading. Ev|. (Mlmulusl glutlnoaus, 2, Sedum bwersl.—— Nonce.— 
kindly say If Koeee were properly out in lait season dently the common exotlo species Is at adleoount. Will Btgoota CAnrcA^-^^^ltopjnjo^- 
eiiOtild there be now a quantity of old wood oo Fisher someone tell me what that Is ?-J. J. 'OEdnilmTmn — j' 
Holmes, Boule de Nelge, Captain Christy, Ac.?. He 4259.-On0ldlum macranthum tH. M. Tumor). r!b?^or PTe. olaoT — Robertson Crieff.—Yet, Labrador Tea-plant. - 

which up to a week ago appearea to »e nounsning ; out a had flowered it Drevlouslv he oould have told vou before It *,u *• 
epaoe about a yard square suddenly withered, and oo exam- ■.>, hie nlaoe ■ If he sold ft ae ao Imuorted plant vou must re*'l.v must send fresher specimens, and do not pack them 
ioing them I flod they are attaoked with what looks like a flowerltt^koow I? IUs ^vKot not-MB In damp Sphagnum. They ere quite unreoognieable—- 
email whlteoenUpedei The ground has been well worked and ^“.1, no y','s , InfUside—1. Sedum kamlschacicum ; 2 Sedum kamt- 
manured. I notioe other plant* on the same bed here and , i2t>0-Onclalum fiabelllferum(B.B. bvans).—I eohaticum var ; 3, Not reoognised ; specimen too modi 
there drooping from the same oauro. The roots are about have no doubt but Uie eprav sent, and whioh you say wa, bruieed.-William Starry — Llllum ohalcedonloum.- 
3 Inohea or 4 inobae long. I should be glad to know what Produced from a plan*, bought under thle name le correot. jm relegate —4, Berherls Darwlnl; B, Leyceeterla formosa; 
should be done to the land when the orop Is oil to kill the ".!* n,*rl/ a ll®d “ (>- 0UrM,“> O. Gardner!, aod O. pra- c. pytu. Aria.-Uwlson.—Clemalii lanuglnoea var.- 
centipedes?—H. Sandford Clatk. tslium, and. Indeed, some make It ^o bo synonymous with F. Richmond.—Scaobye laoata.-F. Powell—K St. 

^ oardneri, from whioh, however.it appears to me to be quit* John's Wort (Hypericum) epee es.-.V. Cable.—Impoe- 
4248.—Fruit-trees for g&rfien walls.—In the dletloot. I should oerUlnly retain the name, and maintain s|b1e to name from suoh bod speoiment-Lyndon Bouse. 

autumn 1 am going to plant fruit-trees by my garden walls, it* dletlnotlvene** until 1 oould see by comparison reason —Flower, Justiola oamea. Other epeolmentend In bloom. 
the mejor number being Plums and Apples. Wouldrome- for obaoglng it.—M. B. Nnmen of vniretahlefL_IF. P._We cannot under 
ooe kindly advise me whether I should do beet with 4281.—Oyprlpedlnm longlfollum. (T. Atkins).— take^ume gatdoo varieties of Peas, 
pyramids or tho*e to train to the wall, and what sorts are This is the name of the flower you send, .ud not 0. Stonei. garuen 
oooeldered moat suitable aod profitable? I prefer trees i do not know two plants that are more different and die- _...__ 
produolng well and of the kltoben varieties. Of ooune, I tlnot. The flret belongs to the 8eienlpedlume, and tho TO OORRB8PONDBNT8. 
mlltht vary aod try a dessert kind or two if there would be |ut to the true Cyprlpedlums. The first ie found in the We should be glad \f readers would remember that to* 

TO CORRB8PONDBNTS. 
We should be glad if readers would remember that 

no difficulty as to a orop. My gardon Is suburban, aotirely mountains about Cherlqul In South America. Stonei le do not answer queries by post, and that we cannot under- 
removed from mauafaoborits, ana very open. The sou is found in Borneo, on tho limestone hills about Sarawak. It take to forward letters to correspondents, or insert queries 
a good turfy loam, fairly deer on gravel beds, water being ifl very wrong for anyone to so mislead persons in the nam- that do not contain the name and address of sender. 
found at a depfh of 5 feet.-WH. P.krct. iog of their plant*.-M. B. j N.-Apply to Mr. T. Smith. Daisy Hill Nursery, 

4219.-Treatment Ofpot-Roses.-I shall be pleieed 4262 -Onoldlum species.-/'. J. Hamilton sends Newry, Ireland.-0./>.-Send address-S.O.O.-Th* 
if anyone will inform me whet will be beet to do with pot- me a •Pr*y ol what appeare to be a kind of Onoldiuin ; but plants are affected with the grub of the Marguerite Dalgy- 
Roees that have grown leggy and are without much foliage ? M th* flowers were email aod packed in ootton-wool, fly. Piooh the leaves and so deatrov the grub*. Some of 
f have several good plants, but that le their fault. They whioh le tho worst material possible to nee for thie pur* the worst leaves ehould be picked off and burnt. The 
are now out of bloom and have again commenced new pose, it was no wonder that they were shrivelled beyond matter ban been treated of In Garukximi vory many time* 
growth, but only from the top, I do not oare for any more recognition. You have waited a long time (ten years) for lately.-A. Algernon Chancellor.—lie regret that we 
Bowers this year. I only want them to be In bloom In a ll» flowering. However, you have gained your point at have not been able to make uee of the negatives sent. —- 
cold-house, say the middle of next June. Should lout them last, aod 1 enould like to help you to its name. Can you l\ .<(. C.—We know of no look which contains anything 
hard back now or let them grow on till next spring ? Any not makes drawing of It and send ?—M. B. like so muoh Information on the subject ae a volume of 
Information with respect to the above will oblige ? 8ome 4263 —Bpldendrum vltelllnum majus (//. if. Oardknino. Any questions sent will be duly replied to. 
of the varieties are named Captain Christy, Mervellle de Turnor).—The flowers you send appear to have been -John Williams—The wart* on the Vint-leavetarooaueed 
Lyon, L% France, Ulrich Brunoer, Etienne Levet, Marie attacked by thrips, although there were none visible on generally by too high and molet an atmosphere. Give freer 
lieaumann.—Yorkshire. the flowers ; but I advise you to take care the houses are ventilation, and do doubt the mischief will sensibly abate. 

.... „ . _ oleaned of these pesta. I have observed that thripeabound -J- L — The netting con be procured through almoat 
4250.—Brlgeron aur&ntlacus. Ao.—Will some seMOa in and about the border flowers, and your any good seedsman.-Ada.—Repot the Palm and keep 

expert give a bint for growing trig or on aurantioous? I houses are doubtless contiguous to ths*e, and they have mole: at the roots, aod well sponge the leaves to free them 
b P[j°t* do not die, but gradually migrated from ooe to the other. See that there Ineects do from duet.-Charles Dawes —Che letter was reoeived, 
withdraw Into Mother Earth- Rich eoll, poor roil. east. not gain a footing, or you will elmplv lore the beauty of and, we believe, answered. If not. please repeat query. 
west, and south aspects, all have been tried. But I the flowers for the present eeaeon.—M. B. -AinafrHr.—'1 DioMonary of Gardening," by W. Nlohol- 
have many other thioge that grow like weeds. 8bortia _ OdontoBlosram hfutiliahliim -Thos son, published by L. Upoott Gill, 170, Strand, London, 
galacifo la Is rampant In shade, peat and grit Ion a loam w.O.-—G. K. Jf.—Wehavenow many very early-flowering 
foundation), and ■belter. In the same bed Eplgea repene bkmmTt the begloning'of Ian* DievV^w towiUffn Chrysanthemums. Toe mischief w the lettuce seems to 
le growing gloriously. It will be oovered uo with a thlok .**}""™g “ j1""®' “i have been cauwd by the drought in theearly summer.- 
blanket rubbed with vaseline, from Deoember to March, hlTonlv^mn^ fh“ipike turn brolro^nd shrivel *' I'vtney.-Apply to the Garden Superintendent. 
v 1 WOri5,r,ny. Paln« hestowed One spray S' ^uf a <ma^Utv^f blrok sSki UMn lt We l now Katt*rroa park, London, S. W,-JohnGriffiths.-T%U& 

*.w,®k. a_n<i All the roomwltfc »nd read Oarden.no regularly, and send ,n any queries 

blanket rubbed with vaseline, from Deoember to March, blrom. hi h«^^ro.n thr.pmeTuro brown a.^Xivel <#■ Putney.-hpp\y to the Garden Superintendent, 
fj 1 WOri„Vy. P«,n> beetowed. One -pray uD Sth » ,ma^ritv^t blrok .W.ki UMnTt W* l now Kattereea park, London, S. W.-JohnGriffith*.-Tskt\i 
lipped with bloeeome will last a week and III the room with lrnagb,^'' T C ' k^ the atmot..here'roo hot »“d read Oardemno regularly, and send in any queries 
It* perfect fragrance, which to my nose le half orange- and thitthathrim^wWoh you like. You will get more informetlon than from any 
flower, half roro-Mm-SHRorsuiRE. plifi! and h.“ book--Cr«l«on.-No doubt the Judge, were quit* right 

4251.—Oatherlng and storing Pears Ao —I marked the spikes of his Odontoglo.eum for their prey. !°d*yftl£>°Ejr.<g’_Vy_°u.!^°"'tihiIS MBd!i^ 
should feel obliged for information on above, aeafeer all the Well, be must get rid of them, and see that the pest are aod^ro had thlrtron rort* of vegetablen.-—An Amateur. 
cultivation of fruittreee Is for the enjoyment of their pro- killed, and that the atmosphere !i kept in a moist and cool — Ih« p»««t oo - Bo we r pod srod Is the fruit, and when rip* 
duoe, aod to gather too soon or too late throws away the oondltioo. Tbrlps cannot etand a moist condition of the ^hlchthir* u no 
trouble end labour in brlDglog trees to perfeoilon. I have atmosphere.—JI. B. • with the Cucumber disease, for which there le no remedy 

the following with time, when fit for use by catalogue ; 4265 -OdontoglOSsam clrrhosum (J. Dun/ord) hit* m'eroum“rTn- -j/gr° y n-X*. 
garden In IsFe of Wlght.ro perhaps earlier: Loulro Bonoe -This ie the name of the speelmeo you send and not Jerie. iniclear formMW.Ian tevouwiJh 
of Jerroy, October ; Duchesne Angouleme. October, Nov- 0. rnevium, which, however, ie not .0 r Je ae it wa* before about aod gWe v'Sr ntoTe^od ildrow ^lew 
ember ; PItmaiton Duohewe, Ootober, November; WH- Mr. Sander InUoduced the last named beautiful plant, Voo‘hVwtror^hireI.The ?n»^te «e no d?iibt wSSl 
liame Bon Chretien, Augiist, September ; Jergonelle, which no one hod found in the last decade nr two, emce worm- Trap 'them with elicre of Carrot as has ofeenbeen 

I Bsunc Clairgeau, November Some. I believe. R was originally introduced by M. Lloden of Drussele. The Jf^rihcd SSSf^T 
should be eaten from toe tree, and othera be gathered a present species although beautiful cannot compare for 10 uardkmnu. 
long tiros before maturity. Alro, ehould they be picked elegance with O. nievium. The sepals and petals have thin 
by batches, and wUoh kinds should be kept In the dark ends lengthened out Into long tails. These are creamy- Drawings for “ Uardenlng."—Readers wit’ 
or In the light; jfln the latter, how long before required white, blotohed and spotted with deep orimkoa, the lip the kindly remember that we are glad to get specimens oi 
!or “•*] IBe be8t meant of protecting nyramlds and samil colour with some yellow. It thrives along with the beautiful or tare fewer* and good fruits and vegetaoles 
staodMde to prevent birds eating the et«m ffortlonoMrrit, nWel/pecies In the coolest house. I think it is to far a/aunn-j. 1 he drawings so made will be engraved in 
by which many attmtlAhi compltilelv :feAwyj\lcp ny W. FtBaU, of Chelsea, to whom »i are IBdebMtfiri^tiijthAc B«pn|Btitw«r, ttafrwiri appear in due courts in 
garden -J.T Col. D. I,. Brain. ^ ^ '^rtnitince forthls plant In a cqltlvatcd 

Drawings for M Oardenlng.”—Readers ioiV 

standards to prevent birds eating the stem liortlon 
by which maov crops [JiM] compitii ely deLroyol 
garden -Jvi Col. D. 1.: BRaik. ' Instance for this plant In a cqltlvatcd s'! 
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CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

SELECTING THE BUDS. 

Selecting the buds is perhaps the most impor- 

tant point of all the details connected with 

Chrysanthemum culture, because if the right 

bud is not chosen it is impossible to obtain a per¬ 

fect bloom. Instances of this occur frequently. 

Many complaints during November reach me 

of flowers which have hard green centres, do 

not develop, and throw out their petals iu an 

irregular manner. In the case of the Queen family 

the petals are reflexed instead of incurved. 

AmoDgst growers thero is a common term em. 

ployed of “taking the buds.” Whon a bud is 
forming at the point of the shoot, growth will 
cease for a day or so and again push into 
activity by the production of numerous growths 
on the same shoot. As a rule, shoots will spring 
firsb from the nodes below the flower-bud; in 
some instances as many as ten growths will push. 
In all cases the three top shoots grow much the 
faster, owing to their extra strength being at 
the apex of the plant. When these shoots are 
a couple of inchos long, the flower-bud will 
then be sufficiently formed to admit of the cul¬ 
tivator being able to judge of its perfect form 
or otherwise. Sometimes, owing to a bruise or 
an attack from some insect pest, the bud does 
not present a perfect shape—round and clean. 
If this is so, it is useless to allow it to remain 
and expect a perfect bloom. Presuming, then, 
that the bnd is all right, the side growths 
named should be removed to concentrate the 
whole energy of the plant into the bud selected. 
If the shoots are allowed to grow, say, 4 inches 
or 6 inches long, they are all the timo robbing 
the bud of its storo of nutriment. The 

Best time for taking the buds or removing 
the shoots is early in the morning, or in the 
evening when the dew is upon the plants ; 
the shoots at that time are quite brittle. If the 
stem is held secure in the left hand and the 
young growths which are intended for removal 
be bent suddenly down one at a time, they snap 
off. After a little practice this method of taking 

off superfluous shoots is moro expeditious than 
cutting them of! with a knife, but if the opera¬ 
tion is effected during the middle of the day 
when hot and dry, the shoots are quite tough, 
and the risk of damaging the flower-bud 
is much increased. As a safeguard against acci¬ 
dent in the manipulation of the buds and shoots, 
some growers retain one shoot at the point for a 
time until it is seen that the bud is safely 
•welling to a good size, but this, I think, is 
wrong, as the growth is divided between the 

bud and the shoot retained, and the latter must 
to some extent rob the flower-bud of its due 
amount of sap. If any doubt exists that the 
bud has been injured, the retention of a growth 
shoot near a bud is advisable, as this will in due 
time produce another bud. I have explained 
•t some length the method adopted to “ tako ” 
the bnds. Readers will be anxious-bow to 
know when this all-important point is toy. 

carried out. Muoh1 depends upon aVwifcty "ox 

circumstances. For instance, one variety will 
need to set its flower-buds fully a month earlier 
than another; still both will be in flower at the 
same time. This is one of the details whioh 
experience of each variety alone can teach. 
Then, again, there is the difference in various 
localities. Take, again, the vast difference there 
must be between, say, the counties of Durham 
and Devonshire, for instance. Growers in the 
latter county have much more difficulty in 
obtaining perfect blooms than those residing in 
the North, or, say, the Midlands. This latter 
district is the most favourably situated of any 
in England, because there, what are known as 
crown-buds can be depended upon to give the 
best blooms. 

Crown-buds are those which result from 
the second natural break. Where crown-buds 
can be depended upon in the cate of some 
incurved varieties to give the finest blooms, 
say, North of Loudon, flowers produced from 
the same class of bud in the South would be 
quite useless. I mention this to show that no 
hard and fast rule can be laid down that will 
suit all parte aliko. Japanese varieties need 
earlier bud selection than the incurved section, 
for the reason that size is of more importance in 
the former than in the latter, and in the Japanese 
blooms there is none of that evenness of petals 
to consider. E. 

THE TUBEROUS BEGONIA. 

This year the Tuberous Begonia is not satis¬ 
factory—at least, not so bright in the garden as 
in cooler seasons. The reason is that the plant 
dislikes hot sun, whioh scorches the leaves and 
of course stops short the gay display that it is 
capable of making under more favourable condi¬ 
tions. But with cooler weather this fine bedder 
will “ pick up,” and create a wealth of colour 
later, when one may resonably expect not each 
a hot sun. Few things have undergone greater 
improvement, both in habit and blossom. 
Hybridists have raised up a class characterised 
by dense growth, compaot, and neat, the flowers 
broad, robust, and displaying a great variety 
of colours from orange to vivid scarlet, ranging 
through a delightful series of refined shades, 
white, touched with salmon or peach. The 
simplest way to get a stock is to raise seedlings, 
and so great is the advance in all that concerns 
the Begonia that if the seed is pnrehased in 
selected colours, the plants may be depended npon 
to come true to those colours. Sow the seed early 
in the year in shallow pans or pots filled with 
very light soil, and the seed is so fine that 

it will not bo necessary to cover it with soil, but 
to merely sprinkle a little fine silver sand over 
it. Place on a gentle hot-bed or in a warm 
house, and when the seedlings are large enough 
to handle, pinoh them off into other pans, from 
which they may be transferred singly into small 
pots. If the seed is sown in January tho plants 
will be of sufficient size to bed out late in May, 
an excellent display of flowers rewarding the 
ardent amateur through the summer and autumn 
months. The corms may be taken up when 
frost ^asjalayed its pranks, and stored away in 

m place until the spring. Then pot 
rting slowly into growth in VWwn| 

pit, and syringing once or twice every day, but 
always harden the plants off well before bedding 
out. A rich, fairly light soil is essential, and if 
a little peat is incorporated into the bed much 
good will result, as Tuberous Begonias grow well 
in peat. Shelter is necessary from cold, cutting 
winds, but moderate sunshine they enjoy. The 
method adopted in planting is a question of 
individual taste. Contrast the colours har¬ 
moniously and beds of one colour are charming, 
or say white, with an edging of the variegated 
Dactylis. The white-flowered varieties are 
exceptionally beautiful. Y. C. 

iroec pas pi 

New Carnations.—Several new Carna¬ 
tions of great merit have been shown this year, 
and readers of Gardening may care to know 
their names. I see that a strong reaction is 
taking place in regard to tho seifs which a few 
years ago were placed quite in the background. 
A good addition is a variety named Jim Symth, 
unfortunately not a pretty name. It is curious 
that although thero is no want of pretty and 
appropriate names for flowers, little regard is 
paid to the important point of nomenclature. 
This kind is a good self, rich scarlet, a full, 
handsome flower, which does not split tho calyx 
in the leaBt. Such kinds are much wanted, but 
it is satisfactory to find that if a Carnation pro¬ 
duces flowers with a split calyx It is considered 
practically worthless. Thii was not the case 
a few years ago. I recently made note also 
of a few other good seifs. Bendigo is deep 
purple, and a full, striking flower, useful for its 
Bomewhat uncommon shade of colour. A charm¬ 
ing shado is that of Water Witch, a delicate 
blush, and both Ellen Terry (white) and Hayes’ 
Scarlet, which has flowers of a bright shade, are 
of note. It is worthy of remark that the Yellow 
Carnations are improving greatly. The colour 
is very charmiDg but unfortunately the plants 
are very poor in growth. They make few shoots, 
and these QBually have a weak, siokly look, which 
quite destroys their beauty. However, we seem 
to be getting a race of Yellow Carnations of 
really strong growth, such as A. Campbell 
and Duke of Orleans, both very fine varieties as 
regards the colonr of the flowers and also in 
growth. When the plants are really vigorous 
and free, a group of this oolonred Carnation 

is pleasing.—C. T. 

LIlium auratum.—No wonder that this 
gorgeous Lily still remains so popular, and that 
such a large quantity of bulbs are annually 
imported from its native habitat in Japan. If 
tho bnlbs are potted up in good turfy loam 
during the winter and covered with Cocoa-nut- 
fibre in a cool house, they will start vigorously 
into growth in spring, and if kept cool and 
near tho glass, they will produce splendid heads 
of bloom in July, and they make a fine display 
in the conservatory just at a time when flower¬ 
ing plants are limitod in varioty. The perfumo 
is too powerful for room decoration unless there 
is ample ventilation, but in the conservatory or 
Knhouse they aro quite at home ; after tho 

ms fade, set tho pots out-of-doors and 
gradually reduce the supply of water, until the 
leaves die, when the pots should be laid on 
bhoir iiideii|an^tjh^f^4Wj'^1^.—J. G. H. 
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QARDBN WORK.* 

Conservatory. 
Where winter flowera ere important attention must be 

given now to Zonal Pelargoniums which are coming On In 
a annoy spot, with tbeir huda all picked off aa they ap¬ 
pear. Do not give large shifts. If the pote are not well 
tilled with roote the plants will not get the growth suffi¬ 
ciently matured to flower well, and I may say, without 
n warm, lighthouse to winter them in, their blooming will 
not give satiefaction. One of the most useful winter- 
flowering plants U the old Ivy-leaved Pelargonium, Mine. 
Crousse ; the flowers are semi-double, and are produoed 
very freely. The beet place for them la a book shelf in a 
lean-to house. Plante of several years' growth, the shoots 
trained down the roof, will produce a good supply of 
blossoms for cutting in winter in a genial temperature. 
These plants may be carried on year after year, being 
pruned back, say. In June, and the young shoots whion 
break away trained over. They may be grown in large 
pots when the plants get old, or boxes will do, though 
for winter blooming I think I prefer pots—10 inoh pots will 
be large enough to hold plants that will oover a roof 
tl feet down. Tnese Ivy-leaved Geraniums willoovera larger 
space planted out against the wall, but the growth is not 
so short Jointed, and does not flower so freely as when 
grown in pots of moderate size, in proportion to the age 
and size of the plants. If any hardwooded plants require 
potting see to it at onoe, and get the plants well estab¬ 
lished before the short days come. Already the days are 
visibly shortening, and the maturing procees of all plants 
intended for winter blooming Is now going on. Winter- 
blooming Heaths must now be fully exposed, and not 
stand in a crowd. The same remark applies to the berry- 
bearing Solanume. Young plants of Bouvardias should 
go Into 5 inch pots, and be brought on quickly in a cold 
pit. I do not favour the planting out system for these 
plants, as there is a difficulty in getting the plants estab¬ 
lished again after lifting. Azaleas In rather small pots In 
a pot-bound condition may have weak liquid-manure; 
clear soot-water will do. use no time now in ordering 
in the bulbs for potiing. Freeeias and Roman Uyaoinths 
should be got in at once, the latter being plunged over¬ 
head In Cocoa-fibre. Ilyacinthus candicans, five or seven 
bulbs in a C inch or 7-inch pot, come in useful for mixing 
with Kerns or foliage plants through the autumn. Lilies 
of the lancifollum seotion still outside, and which are 
kept back for later blooming, should be neatly staked and 
be kept in a sheltered place, and must be taken Inside before 
the blooms expand. The conservatory will not require so 
much shade now the weather has changed. Insects, if 
any are present, must be kept down by sponging or 
syringing with an insecticide. Sow Mignonette In 5-inoh 
pots, and thin out the plants sown last month. 

Stove. 
One of the matters to be kept In mind now Is the 

ripening of the growth, especially of winter-flowering sub¬ 
jects, hence shade should only be used when the 
plants would be distressed without it. A little more 
ventilation may sIbo be given. Sudden changes are not 
desirable at any time. The good oultlvator will so arrange 
matters that the little changes necessitated by the 
changing seasons will merge into eaoh other almost 
imperceptibly. Many of the stove-plants have been 
moved to other quarters to ripen. Winter-flowering 
orchids, for Instance, are in the vinery, where the dry, 
yet genial warmth will fill up and mature the pseudo¬ 
bulbs, and Insure good oropeof blossoms when their season 
comes round. Gardenias are In a cooler house getting 
the wood formed, but I dare not move them to the vinery, 
for I am afiaid with all our care there Is a suspicion of 
mealy-bug. What a dreadful pest this 1s among stove- 
plants ! Fir-tree-oil is, perhaps, as good as anything, and 
belter than moat things for its destruction. Euoharls 
Lilies will hear cooling down now to have more heat later 
on to produce flowers for winter. It will soon be neces¬ 
sary to commence fires regularly again. Hitherto we 
have only used artificial heat on cold nights and wet 
days, and when the pipes have been warm at ten o'clock 
at night the llres have been allowed to go out. In the 
face of a strike among the coal miners this Is not a time 
to use fuel extravagantly. 

Ferns under Glass. 
These are, or should be, in good condition. Some of the 

variegated Florists are very effootive among the green- 
leaved Kerns. Pteris argyrea, P. May I, and P. cretioa 
albo-lineata are all very easy to cultivate. The different 
forma of Xephrolepia may be increased now by division. 
These are beautiful for basket-work, N. davallioldes 
furcans being specially serviceable in a basket. Kerns are 
frequently grown under the shade of other plants, but if 
the shade is very dense the fronds are not of much use for 
cutting. I am growing Kerns now under Cucumbers, 
and on the whole they do fairly well, and ae by this 
time the Cucumbers will be removed, and their house given 
up to tho Ferns, the latter will have lime to harden a bit 
liefore tho season when much out Kern Is required for 
bouquet-making, and other deooratlve work is here. The 
Lygodiums, or climbing Kerns, are graceful and pretty, 
and may lie used for trailing over the handles of orna¬ 
mental baskets, or to hang down round the edges of out- 
flower stands. They are easily grown, and may be 
rapidly propagated by division. 

Mushroom growing 

will chiefly be carried on now in the open air. The beds 
usually do well in a cool, shady spot. Wooden shutters 
are useful for placing over the beds to throw off heavy 
rains- Mushrooms are best not exposed to rain, and for 
this season a water-proof cover Is very desirable. A genial 
shower will not damage the prospects of the Mushroom- 
lied, but If It ooraee heavy It will ea1 urate the covering of 
litter, and a wet covering on a Mushrcom-bed sometimes 
entices the spawn to work out the bed, and the bed Is 
thus weakened In IU productiveness Of course. Mush¬ 
room beds in titering must have sufficient water. Liquid- 
manure, In which a little salt-say a Ublespoonful in a 
three-gallon can—has been dissolved will bentflt and 

stimulate the Bpawn. Get the Mushroom bouse thoroughly 
cleared out; negleot of this very often leads to the 
presence of woodliee and other troublesome insects. It 
will soon be time to look up materials for making up beds 
in the house for autumn and winter. It is not likely the 
sun will be so hot again this season as it has been. Other 
beds may also be made up outside if there are the means 
ol sheltering them. 

Window Gardening. 
Those who have Myrtles and other plants they may 

wish to propagate may put in cuttings now. Four-Inch 
pots are the beet, and about five outtlngs can be placed 
round the sides of each pot. Put 2 inches of broken 
crocks or charcoal In the border, then a little Moea, and 
fill In with sifted soil of a light, sandy description pressed 
down firmly. Put a layer of sand on the top, make a 
mark with the bell-glass, and outside the mark dibble the 
outtlngs. 

Outdoor Garden. 
Those who grow hardy plants from seeds will probably, 

If the seeds have been shaded and watered during the 
dry weather, have a lot of pricking off to do now. wall¬ 
flowers, Pansies, Canterbury Belle, Carnations, Pinks, Ac., 
must be singled out If they are to get strong. There is 
yet time to sow Pansies, Antirrhinums, Hollyhocks, 
Ioeland Popples, and many other things In biennials ana 
perennials may be sown with the oertalnty now that rain 
enough has fallen to soak the ground that the seeds will 
grow. Hardy Annuals, suitable for early blooming, may 
be sown now. Gather seeds of anything good In either 
annuals or perennials. A good strain of Canterbury 
Bells, Sweet Williams, and Sweet Peas are worth 
looking after. Good seeds of the White Everlasting Pea, 
If Isolated, will oome fairly true, and this Is very desirable 
to have a quantity for cutting and to make a show over 
an arch or against a wall, or up the stem of a Laburnum, 
or any other small tree. Sow seeds of Intermediate 
8tock—the white and scarlet are the beet varieties. These 
may. if preferred, be sown in boxes, though they will do 
very well In the open ground. The beat plants should be St ted up meantime, and be wintered in a oold frame. 

ey may either be planted out In spring or shifted Into 
larger pots to bloom In the greenhouse. When well done 
they are always attractive, and are among the sweetest 
things for outting in spring. Roses may still be budded— 
In fact, I expect a good deal of budding remains to bo 
done yet for the Briers started away badly, owing to 
the drought. Carnations also may still be layered. The 
earlier this work is done the better. Cuttings of the 
flower-stems of Hollyhocks will root now In a frame or 
under a hand-light in sandy soli. Cut the side shoots into 
single joints with half an inch of stem above the bud, and 
about 1} Inches below. Press them into the bed and 
water to settle. 

Fralt Garden. 
Finish thinning the heavy orops of Apples and Pears. 

Apples will be large enough for use, and the Pears will do 
for stewing. Dessert Pears are very useful for this purpose. 
Finish the summer pruning. It Is a great mistake to leave 
the surplus wood on the trees longer. There may poeelbly 
be a Uttle lateral growth if the autumn is damp ; but what 
of that7 It will do far less harm than leaving all the 
summer growth to shade the fruit and drive the roots 
down Into the subsoil for moisture. Moreover, when the 
trees are left unpruned till late in the season all the nutri¬ 
ment Is drawn away from the book buds near their main 
branohes, where we want the fertile buds to form. Any 
young tioes whiob are making too much wood should be 
noted to be lifted, and the roots brought near the surface 
just as the leaves are on the point of falling. It is a great 
help to fertility to lift young trees when about three or 
four years planted. Keep down lateral growth on late 
Vines. They should be gone over and the young shoots 
rubbed out onoe a week. I«te Grapes will ripen earlier 
this year. Even Oros Colman, which has had no fire sinoe 
the beginning of June, ore oolourlog. The borders inside 
must not be allowed to get dry. A mulch of long litter 
on the inside borders will be an advantage. It will keep 
down the damp when the Grapes are ripe, and prevent 
dust arising. The ventilation must be as perfeot as pos- 
sible, and be worked in sympathy with the outside 
temperature. It may lie necessary to cover the ventilators 
with scrim to keep out wasps, and bottles of beer and 
sugar should be hung up inside the house to attract flies, 
&o. 

Vegetable Garden. 

Things are moving on rapidly sinoe the change In the 
weather with more rain set In, and there Is time to make Srevision for winter vegetables. If a sufficiency of Winter 

reens has not been got in set about It in real earnest at 
once. It Is full late for Brussels Sprouts, as they ought to 
have been out at least a month ago; but Sutton’s Tom 
Thumb Savoy, Chou de Burghley, Hearting Kale, and 
Rosette Coleworte will all come in useful—perhaps more 
useful than Breoooli, whiob have of late years been so 
uncertain Other winter crops to whloh attention should 
now be given are Spinach, Tripoli and other Onions, 
Brown Cos and Tom Thumb Cabbage Lettuoee, Green- 
curled and Batavia Endives, and OherviL Radishes and 
Mustard and Cress can b« sown aooording to demand still 
in shady positions, the soil to be kept moist. Celery may 
lie blanohed by tying paper round the plants to exclude 
the light. Celery blanohed in this way looks cleaner and 
better, and there is no doubt that for exhibition this is the 
best wav to blanch it; but for home use I like blanohing 
with soil or something which excludes the air more effec¬ 
tually than paper does, and. of oourse, for winter use the 
danger of Injury from frost has to be oonsidered. Paper 
is not a sufficient protection. For late use strong plants 
of Red Celery may still be planted, giving a preference to 
those plants which have been raised outside altogether. 
Plsnt In very shallow trenchss, or altogether on the sur- 
faoe. The plants will not reach a full size, but they will 
oome very useful In the kitchen. If very early Tomatoes 
are required next spring it will soon be time to start the 
plants either from seeds or cuttings. Tbs plants now 
fruiting, planted in light houses, will oarrv us on till 
Christmas. E. Hobday. 

In cold nr northern (listride the operations referred 
to under “ Harden Work " may be done/rfm teiodaue U 

r/nUU9h'l<lUr Bt*d 

Work In the Town Garden, 
will soon be in all their glory, and very beautiful 

ways are when in even fairly good ooiiiJUlon.r TVs 
*■* the few flowera that one never scenic to tire of. 

Since the rain came the plants have grown amazingly fast, 
and what they ohiefly need now Is to be securely staked 
and tied ae they grow, removing any weak and superfluous 
growths, and to wage oonstant war against earwigs, which 
are unusually numerous this season. When the flowers 
are grown for show it Is usual to protect them from beavy 
rain by means of metal cape or Inverted flower-pots fixed 
immediately over them ; but for ordinary garden deoora- 
tion, outting, &c., nothing of the kind Is necessary. 
Much the best traps for earwigs are small pots, half full of 
dry hay or Moss, Inverted on the top of the stakes, the 
contents being turned out and destroyed every morning. 
This, with a few lengths of hollow reed or the like plaoed 
among the leaves will soon lessen their numbers. The 
Herbaceous Phloxes, again, are wonderfully showy and 
altogether delightful plants, particularly ohannlng when 
seen In large masses of well-blended oolours. They do not 
thrive to any extent in very emoky gardens, but In 
suburban districts, or where there is a fair share of light 
and fresh air. they grow well and flower profusely, while 
their culture is of the simplest. Those who desire to have 
fine masses of the hardy Chrysanthemums and Michaelmas 
Daisies presently should give the plants a oan of liquid, 
manure now and then, and keep them seourely staked and 
tied, but by no means bundled or trussed up too tightly ; 
the former must not be stopped any more now. A tew 
of the finer large-flowered kinds, planted at the foot of, 
and nailed to a warm wall, afford an unoommon and very 
pleasing feature ; oare must be taken, however, to keep the 
soil well watered, and the foliage frequently syringed in 
hot, dry weather, or the plants will become smothered 
with thrlps and red-spider, and never do muob good. 
Chinese Primroses must be shifted on into flowering pots 
as soon as possible now ; keep them moderately oloee In a 
frame or pit for a week afterwards, then ventilate as 
freely as possible, but shade lightly from hot sun. Any 
old plants that have been keptover from last winter should 
also be partly shaken out and repotted Into slightly larger 
sizes, or If the soil and roots are In good oondltlon they 
may be merely shifted on, and vigorous examples in 
7-inoh or 8-inch pote will make very fine specimens by 
Christmas time or before. 8ow seeds of Cinerarias and 
herbaoeous ('aloeolarlas at onoe, and keep the pans or 
boxes cool, shady, and moist. B. C. R. 

THE COMING WEEK'S WORK. 

Extracts from a garden diary from August 5f/i 
to August 12fA. 

Thinned and tied Dahlias. A good deal of attention Is 
required now to produoa good blooms. The best varieties 
for cutting are the (Jaotua and Pompones. The singles do 
not last long, and the large doubles are too heavy. Pat 
in Hollyhock outtlngs. Healthy side-shoots out Into 
single joints make good cuttings, and many of them will 
strike under glass If kept oloee and shaded. An oooaalonal 
dewing over should be given to keep the layer of sand on 
the surfaoe moist. Where many Carnations are required 
for cutting I find the advantage of planting out the tree 
or perpetual varieties. 8eedllngs from these throw a lob 
of bloom, and ooutinue in flower a long time, and, if lifted 
In autumn, potted and plaoed In heat, the late buds will 
all open. Put In outtlngs of Pansies and Violas. There 
aro plenty of young shoots coming up In the oentro of the 
plants now, some of which may be pulled up with roots 
attached. I always make a speolal bed for these in a 
frame. The soil Is made rather sandy, and lightened with 
some sifted leafmould. Potted Fret lias and Roman 
Hyacinths. The latter are plunged over the top io Oocoa- 
nut-flbre, but the Freesias are better exposed, as deep 
oovering weakens the growth. 8owed more Mignonette 
In pote for blooming in winter. It is very Important that 
the soil be made Arm In the pote. This makes the growth 
dwarf and sturdy. The pote have been plaoed io a oold 
frame, though they would do very well exposed, exoept in 
the possible event of heavy rains falling. Repotted the 
collection of foroed Roses. All did not require shifting, 
but those not repotted were top-dressed with loam and 
manure. Some of the old soil was removed from the 
surface, and the new soil rammed down pretty Arm. After 
potting the plants were set on aooalaah-bed. What little 
pruning was required was done before the potting or top- 
dressing took place. I have occasionally used a little 
bone-meal In the soil, and a layer of half-lnoh bones on the 
top of the drainage Is a great help where the plants are 
not repotted annually. Busy among the Chrysanthemums 
disbudding, taking the buds, Ao. Those who are fond of 
these flowers find the long lines of plants, the stakes tied 
to wires to prevent the wind blowing them over, very 
Interesting. I am only growing a thousand, and, I 
oonfeas, 1 spend a good deal of time amoDg them without 
weariness. The trouble with earwigs has been consider¬ 
able. as no quarter must be given, or many of the bedding- 
plants will soaroelv hare a good bloom. Some kinds, 
usually those which are robust In habit, seem to escape 
the attentions of these inseots. The evening is the best 
time to searoh for them, when they are feeding. I take a 
candle and lantern about nine o'clock and plok them off 
when feeding. They seem less alert then. Finished 
planting Strawberries. A good many of the forced plants 
were planted with the view of getting an autumn orop, 
and many of these are now In bloom. Some of the earliest- 
foroed plants will ripen the fruit in the open air, others 
will be lifted and taken Into a light house. A good many 
dishes are usually gathered, and the fruit Is of good 
flavour, much better than those forced early in spring. 

4206.—Grubs In a garden.—I imagine 
from your description that the Carrots and 
Onions were attacked by the grubs of the Daddy 
Long-legs or Crane-fly, whioh are commonly 

known by the namo of Leather-jaokets. Sana 
soaked in paraffin-oil might be of some use laid 
round the p'ante, or the grubs might be trapped 

by burying pieces of Turnips, Carrots, or 
Potatoes, and examining them every morning- 

A small skewer should be stuck into eaoh to 
j)show ^[h$re they are buried. If pieces of turf, 
I stake,, nr board, be, laid about the grubs will 
II ofteh .ireejLtinaw wieinA-lo. 8. 8. 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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INDOOR PLANTS. 

BEAUTIFUL LEAVES. 

Above all thing* poworful in the great labora¬ 
tory of Nature we must give the place of honour 
to the green leave* of the meadow or forest, or 
the garden* of the world. Some people prefer 
flower*, but we may agree mo*t cordially with 
8cotia'* anoient matron, who, on being closely 
questioned a* to her maternal preference for 

one of her two handsome boya, settled the 
loally by saying “ baith's best." And matter laconically by 

so, were we closely tied’ to a preference between 
leaves and flowers, we should agree with the 

wise woman of Edina ; but if still more severely 
cross-examined, we should then revert to first 
principles and decide in favour of green or 
beautiful leaves. Our illustration of stove or 
hot-honse foliage will ipeak for itself. As a 
choice bit of leafy portraiture and of wood 
engraving you may compare it with “ Bewick's 
Birds,” since the principles are the same, white 
on black, and not black on white, being the 
true and natural function of the wood en¬ 
graver's art. In the woodcuts of to-day we look 

Aspidium, or can it be Davallia Mooreana ? 
Whatever it is, it is well placed and beautiful in 

the group to which it belongs. What the 
flower is below is not so very easy to decide. It 

may be a Maranta, but one leans towards its 
being the brilliant Scutellaria Mocciniana, or 
perhaps an Aphelandra of the Leopoldi type. 
Whatever it may have been, it no doubt added 
to the green, grey, and bronzy tints above and 
around it, and whenever we see a beautiful 
group of this kind so varied in form and aspect 
we instinctively long for the day when the 
exquisite tints and colours as seen reversed in 
the camera shall be possible of reproduction by 
the negative. Then, and then only, will the 
triumph of the great. Daguorre and the other 
inventors of photography be complete. As it 
is, no one can look upon the exquisite results 
now obtained by tho camera and the graver 

without much inward satisfaction and content, 
especially as applied to the illustration of our 
garden vegetation and its friends and foes. B. 

Raising seedlings.—Evory amateur is 
not so successful in growing seedlings of good 
quality as “ VV. Cotton " appears to be. I once 

Stove foliage. Engraved from a photograph sent by Mr. Tabor, North street, Ashford. 

for portraiture, and in this instance wo find it 
readily, and without any difhculty recogniso 
several old friends. Bottom corner to left 
Anthurium orystallinum, to right of which is 
Lomaria gibba, ooo of our handsomest and 
most distinct of sub arborcal stove Ferns. It 
really might be Brainea insignia or Cycas revo- 

luta in a small state, but as merely judging 
from the engraving I should at onco say it is the 
Lomaria. Above tho Fern, to tho right, wo 
have the massive shield-like leafago of Alocasia 
metallic*, one of the most distinct of all the 

species of a remarkable group. Some of us 
remember the sensation caused in gardening 
circles and at the floral exhibitions when its 

metallio-lustred leaves were first seen. Now- 
a-days it is but too often totally neglocted in 
favour of newer and leas worthy things. As 
well grown in small pots of rioh compost, this 
metallic Alocasia is one of the plants to grow in 
a tiny stove. The pale Fern above, with its 
great pinnate fronds, is quite as distinot in its 
way as is the Aroid. It is Folypodium auroutn, 
its leafy surface of a pleasing grey-green or 
glaucous tint, its specific name being derivod 
from the golden son which display ttrfinftelves 
beneath its ample frqnda | In Gui .toplloft. IAiM 
corner is a Croton of the C picturn ^peT, >H<1 
beneath a few great fronds of an Alsophila or 

obtained " Geranium" seed from two large 
reliable growers. I had about a hundred plants. 
As they bloomed they wero one after another 
thrown to the manure-heap as worthless ; only 
four did I think worth pot room, and only ono 

an improvement upon kinds I had before. This 
last is good ovorywhere, and in winter as well 
as summer. In a collection of “ Geraniums ” it 
looks well and attracts attention. I have also 
Kiwn plants from seed of my own saving with a 

e result, both from Zonals and Ivy-leaved 
“ Geraniums.’’ It is a rare thing to get one 
that in habit, colour, size, and freeneis of flower¬ 
ing is better than its parent. I do not wish to 
discourage any attempt to improve existing 
kinds, but unless ono has plenty of room, time, 
and patience, one is sure to get plenty of dis¬ 
appointment as well. The above is my experi¬ 
ence with ‘‘Geraniums.’’ With several other 
florists' flowers I have been more successful.— 
Florist. 

4226. — Coleuses flowering. — These 
plants do not flower much till they get pot- 
bound, and if the flower-spikes on their first 
appearance are pinched out there will be no 
blosaein. and the young shoots that break out 

"~1 fill up and give symmetry to Wm 
Tice specimens may be grownlJUXyliiichl 

pots. Rich, open soil is the most suitable. 
Pot firmly to obtain compact growth, and to 
gain colour grow the plants in a light houso, 
near the glass.—E. H. 

—— These plants invariably flower after 
growing a certain distance, and especially so in a 
high temperature and comparatively dry atmos¬ 
phere. The way to prevent their doing so is to 
pinch out the points of the shoots beyond the 
second or third pair of leaves frequently, and 
then with rich soil, plenty of water, a little 
liquid-manure onco or twice a week, and a nice, 
moist atinosphero, they will develop lino, large, 
and handsome leaves. The last stopping should 
be given five or six weeks before the plants are 
required to be at their best. Specimen Coleuses 
are usually shifted on into 8-incn or 0-inch pots. 
Larger sizes are sometimes employed, but in 
many schedules the use of larger pots than those 
of 0 inches across is prohibited. Good sandy or 
turfy loam, mixed with a third of leaf-mould 
and plonty of abarp sand forms about tho boat 
compost. If the loam is at all heavy a little 
peat may be added.—B C. R. 

4231. — Winter flowers. — Very few 
plants, Christmas Roses, Camellias, common 
Primroses, and Violets, perhaps excepted, will 
flower at all freely during the winter in so low a 
temperature as 40 degs. Chinese Primulas, 
single and double, with P. obconica, are about 
the best plants for a cool-house, but even these 
would do much hotter with 5 degs. more warmth. 
In a temperature of 45 decs, to 55 degs. the 
above, with Cinerarias, Cyclamens, Zonal Pelar¬ 
goniums, Heliotropes, Abutilons, Bouvardias, 
and others would do well.—B. C. R. 

4245.—Arum Lilies for Ohristmas 
and Master.—Toward the end of September 
pot up the plants in a compost of three parts 
loam to one of partly-decayed horse manuro. 
Do not employ pots larger than is necessary to 
get the roots in. Those plants with a single 
crown should go into 6-inoh pots, the largest 
into those 10 inches in diameter. Do not fill 

the pots too full with soil. Allow quite an inch 
of spac'. for the small pots, and 2 inches for the 
larger for water, as this Lily enjoys copious 
supplies of moisture at the roots Stand the plants 
at the baok of a north wall for ten days or so 
until the roots have taken to tho now soil ; in 
this position the necessity of shading the glass 

is dispensed with as the leaves aro certain to 
flag if tho plants are placed in tho greenhouso 
directly they are lifted from the open ground, 
consequent on the check the roots receive in 
lifting the plant*. If the foliage is syringed 
twice, or even thrioe a day during hot weather 
the plants will sooner get over the check. Place 
them in the greenhouse, choosing the lightest Sosition, so that the foliage will not become 
rawn up weakly, which is often caused by 

standing the pots too close together. When 
the pots are full of now roots commence to feed 
them by tho aid of liquid-manure, given every 

alternate watering, with an occasional hundful 
of soot thrown into the water and well stirred. 
If liquid-manure can be had, half a teaspoonful 
of Clay’s fertiliser sprinkled on the surfaco 
weekly, watering it in, will bo of immense 
service to the plants. The growth is this year 
being quickly made on the young plants ; early 
blooms may, therefore, bo expected, and if tho 
plants aro rogularly fed. and are given space, 
they will flower from Christmas to Easter.— 

S. P. 

- You cannot expect these plants to ope n 

their blossoms properly at mid-winter in a tem¬ 
perature of 40 dogs, only ; they require a 
warmth of 55 degs. to 65 degs. at least to do 

so either at Christmas or Easter, unlcas tho 
weather is abnormally fine and warm. Tho 
plants now in the ground must bo kept 
regularly moist at the root; lift and pot them 
at the end of September, and take them into 
the greenhouse, but if you want early blossomB 

you must have more heat.— B. C. R 
-It la no use for you to think of It; to attempt In 

flown Arums so early without forcing Is worse than lo 
make brloks without straw.—A. O. BUTts*. 

-Forty degrees Is rather a low temperature to have 
Arum I.lliss In bloom by Christmas, but you may suooe.il 
with the strongest plants If they are potted up early in 
September. There will bo no dillloulty about a supply at 
Raster—E. H. 

for a south-east con¬ 
servatory.—Thm is about tho host aspect 
\thM cbuldi tie !intinw4iieVle-a,t\l0a8t, for flowering 

and very large plants may be had in ts. comparatively pure 
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atmosphere any of the ordinary run of green 
house plants, such as Pelargoniums (Geraniums) 

of all kinds, Petunias, Fuchsias, tuberous- 
rooted Begonias, etc., ought to flourish and 
thrive excellently. If they do not, there must 

be some grave fault in the treatment. You 
cannot, however, expect to succeed with the 
above or any greenhouse plants, unless regular 
care and attention is bestowed upon them— 
these are absolutely indispensable under any 

circumstances, and It is chiefly through neglect 
in some form that so many failures occur. Pot 
plants must be attended to—as regards 
watering, shading, etc.—just when and as 
often as they require it, and not merely when 
you have the time or inclination to do it. A 
collection of good named kinds of “ Geraniums ” 
(Zonal Pelargoniums) would require compara¬ 
tively little care, and a selection of tho Ivy- 

leaved varieties, which do not seem to feel the 
want of water for a day or two, and aro now 
extremely showy—even less. Again, a Vine 
trained over tho roof, with perhaps a few Ferns, 
Palms, Aspidistras in pots growing beneath, 
would not call for very close attention. The 
most accommodating subjects of all, however, are 
Cacti and other succulents, which will often do 

without water for weeks together.—B. C. R. 

- You cannot expeot to do much Rood without care 
and attention. For the walls the least trcublesomo 
creepers would be Plumbago oapenels, Fuobsias, Ivy 
Geraniums. Ilabrotbsmnus elegans, Cacti, Hex Begonias, Kt Fuobsias, Abutilons, Pelargoniums, Sparmannlas, 

liotropes, Ca*elas, and many other thingB will do well 
with attention to watering on tho staging.—A. G. Bviler. 

4232.—Seeds of “Geraniums" and 
Fuchsias.—Gather the seeds of the former 
as soon as they begin to turn brown, the seeds 

themsolves being situated between the calyx of 
the flowers, at the base of the long spike or 
“ bill,” to which they are attached by means of 
a feathery appendage, which curls up when the 
seed is ripe, and is furnished with a row of 
silvery hairs. It left so loog as this on the plant 
some are, however, liable to be lost, so it is best 
to gather them, stalks and all, before the seeds 
begin to part from the “ beak,” and lay them on 
paper in a dry and sunny place until fully ripe. I 
The seed of Fuchsias is contained in a berry' 
which follows the flower, and when these turn 
of a deep-purple or blockish colour, and become 
soft, they should be gathered, and the seed be 

pioked out, or rubbed out gently in fine silver- 
sand. The early spring is the best time to sow 
in both coses, placing the seed in woll-drained 
pots or pans of sandy loam or leaf-mould. If 
started about the middle of February in a genial 
temperature of 00 degs. to 70 degs., nearly, if not 
quite all the plants will flower the same year if 
kept growing on steadily. If there is no forcing, 
house or hot-bed, sow the soods in an ordinary 
greenhouso or sunny window in May or J une, 

and the plants will flower tho following summer. 

—B. C. R. _ 

4102.—Preserving RoBe-leaves.—Tho 
petals Bhould be those of red Roses, or pink ; 
white petals are not considered so good for the 
purpose. These petals, picked before they fall, 
should be placed in a paper tray in a window 

(where they will not, however, blow away) 
until they are rather dry, when they can be laid 
in ajar or basin, with alternate layers of bay- 
nalt sprinkled over them. The petals of Orange- 
flowers, Jasmine, Tuberose, and many other 
sweet-smelling flowers can bo added with advan¬ 
tage, and a little Orris-root and other spices 
improve the scent of the whole. The leaves of 
the Bay-tree, Lemon Verbena, Mint, Rosemary, 
Thyme, and Lavender-buds are a nice addition, 
only requiring to bo dried a little before they are 
added to the pot-pourri. This can be added to at any 

time; bay-salt inproportion (». e., a lightsprinkling 
to a layer of leaves), being also mixed with the 
dried petals and leaves. Pot-pourri should be 
kept covered, except when it is needed to scent 
tho room. A little of it, burned on a hot coal 

or two, in the firo-shovel, gives a delicious odour. 
—I. L. R. 

4114. — Destroy Ing cockroaches. — 
There is a powder sold for this purpose whioh 
is spread on the floor of the place which is 
infested with these pests, killing them by 

hundreds, though it does not affect cats and 
dogs. Cockroach traps, too, are useful if con¬ 
stantly kept baited and emptied every_morning, 

and by means of these two things it is^not 
difficult to lessen thoplagua com’dtyblyijLt. 

unfortunately, aa soon aa this is accomplished 

the traps are apt to be forgotten and the powder 

no longer strewed, consequently, tho cock¬ 
roaches, which increase very rapidly, soon get 
ahead again. The only way to thoroughly clear 
them out is to keep up the fight until none have 
boon caught for at least a week ; this is much 
less trouble, and more economical in the long 
run than having to go through the same process 

at intervals continually.—I. L. R. 

- Haveyou tried paraffin-oil? Thisisavery 
good destructive thing for ants, and a few other 
ways may also be adopted, which you apparently 
have not tried. A good plan is to put an in¬ 
verted garden-pot over tho nest. The ants will 
find their way into this receptacle, which may 
be lifted in a few days with a spade. Submer¬ 

sion in boiling water will effect the desired end. 
Dust sulphur about the place afterwards, which 
is a very good preventive, aa they do not seem 
to care for this material.— 0. T. 

THE KITCHEN GARDEN. 

PREPARING CUCUMBERS FOR WINTER. 

For tho successful growth of winter Cucumbers, 
for which preparations should be made in 
August, it is very essential that tho structure 

be efficiently provided with both top and 
bottom-heat and also bo well exposed to the 

light. Given the above conditions, the pro¬ 
duction of Cucumbers during the winter months 
is reduced to a minimum. The above class of 
structure is in marked contrast to that which 
is dark through too much timber being in the 
roof, and also indifferently provided with piping, 
or where the pits are low down and flat, and 
which in years gone by were looked upon as the 
ideal structures for the growth of Cucumbers. 
During the summer months Cucumbers might 
be grown under such conditions, but a supply 

during the winter months could nob be main¬ 
tained. Happily, Buch structures, in the 
majority of instances, are being swept away 
and replaced by those of more modern con¬ 
struction. Maintaining a supply during tho 
early part of the winter can be managed easily 

enough. The mistake generally is that the 
plants are made to produce far more fruits than 
are at all necessary. Overburdening the plants 
in the oarlier stages of their growth seriously 
cripples them and hinders the production of 
fruits during tho later winter months, or say 

from Christmas onwards, the period at whioh 

Section of winter Cucumber-house. 

they are most in demand. The general rule in 
gardens is to raiso the plants sufficiently early, 
so as to enable them to be planted during 

September, tho reason given being that it is 
very essential that they do well established or 
in ^condition for bearing fruit before the short 

oyive. Such treatment certainly is very 
Jtaj. but where there is sufficieqb npoos Mk 

ra batch should bo held over for plaiitiug-td 

wards the end of October or early in November 
to produce fruits from the end of January and 
through February, the time when winter 
Cucumbers are at a discount. By this time the 
early-fruited plants will be giving out if they 

have been at all closely cropped, when they 
may be either cleared away or go through a 
course of renovation, so as to recuperate their 
energies. The soil for winter Cucumbers must 

be lighter than is needful for summer growth, 
as the roots must bo kept working freely. 
Threo parts light loam to one each of well pul¬ 
verised horse-manure and leaf-soil, with the 
usual correctives of old lime rubbish and 
poundod charcoal, more or less according to the 
texture of the loam, form a good mixture. By 
pulverised manure it must be understood that I 

refer to manure prepared as if for Mushrooms 
and rubbed through a sievo. 

A genial root-run is what is neoded, and 
which must be providod if the plants are to do 
well, although suitable soil alone will not seoure 
this if other conditions are not present to enable 
this to l>e mado available for the roots to work 
freely. To illustrate my meaning, the soil is 
often placed direct on to the bricks, which are 
arranged around and abovo the pipes, so that 

the bottom-heat applied may have free access 
without any obstruction. Such practice must 
have a tendency to cause the soil which comes 
in contact with the bricks to become very dry. 
Now, to counteract this evil, it is much the beet 
system before putting in the soil to spread a 
layer of prepared stable litter, or, what would 
be better, litter and good leaves in equal parts, 

directly over the bricks. This will form a 
genial medium for the roots. The soil should 
bo formed in hillocks at a distanco of 3 feet 
apart, but before placing this direct on to the 
litter, a layer of turves, if available, should first 
be placed over the surface, thus forming a good 

foundation for the roots. Turves certainly are 
not absolutely necessary, and there are, no 
doubt, thousands of winter Cucumbers grown 
without them, but in such a case as this the 
hillocks of soil must be a deal larger than 
would bo otherwise necessary, where turves are 

used. Healthy plants which have not been 
allowed to become pot-bound before planting 
will soon start freely into growth. A close and 
study atmosphere will not build up a sturdy 
growth ; consequently, this must be avoidod, 
and the growths must bo trained thinly. This, 

with a judicious admission of fresh air, will 
impart the desired solidity to ensure an after 
fruitful condition. The mistake which is 
generally made is allowing growths to ramble 
too much before stopping them, but the main 

laterals being disposed, tne side or fruit-bearing 
ones should be stopped at one joint beyond the 
fruit, as when two, three, or even more are left 
the growth soon becomes a crowded mass; 

consequently a wholesale thinning out of the 
shoots has to bo resorted to, this seriously 
checking the fruit boaring capabilities of the 
plants. The thinning-out should bo continually 
and gradually taking place, removing a few of 

the larger leaves ana disused growth to enablo 
the light to havo free access to the young extend¬ 
ing shoots, which must be kept laid in, as it 
must be remembered that growth must never 
be at a standstill. The water should not be at 
a lower temperature than 80 degs.—even 85 dees, 

would bo better. As the roots extend to the 
outsides of the hillocks, a Blight top-dressing 
must be given. Heavy top-dressings aro not 
needed, as tho roots do not take so freely as 
when about half an inch of the material is 

applied ; little and often is the best course to 
pursue, aa then the main feeders arc kept in an 

activo condition. As the hillocks become 
permeated with roots the mistake must not bo 

made of applying strong liquid, but if this is 
appliod in a diluted or clarified form the plants 
will derive markod benefit. The growth whioh 

is taking place is altogether slower, on account 
of the short and, I might say, almost sunless 
days, so it will be readily understood that to 
gorge the roots with stronger food than they 

can assimilate must end in failure, the loaves 
quickly turning to a sickly yellow. A tempera¬ 

ture of 65 degs. or even 70 degs. on mild nights 
will impart a steady growth, with a rise of 
5 degs. by day by artificial heat. A low stag, 
harib iatmosphere is a sure source of mildew. 

It :p a ^r.ry unRT*?,proceeding to allow all fruits 

ra remain whlea'write 'Only sufficient should 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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ba allowed to form to keep up a regular supply, 
a glut at any time being avoided. The system 
of ventilation as usually aooorded to Cucumbers 
is often called in question. If I entered a 
Cucumber-house on a mild day during the 
winter and found it close and stuffy, I should 
apply a little ventilation, but, on the other 
hand, during a very cold or sunless period I 

should not put on ventilation just for the sake 
of so doing, as sufficient air for all practical 
purposes ivould be obtained through the laps of 
the glass. During the earlier stages of growth, 
ventilation carefully, or rather judiciously, 
applied would impart to the growth that 
solidity which is so necessary for an after 
fruitful growth. A good form of loan-to houso 
for winter Cucumbers is illustrated on page 316. 

_ A. 

To renovate a worn out Cucum¬ 
ber bed.—First remove all the decayed and 
unhealthy leaves. Next cover the whole sur¬ 
face of the bed and all the Cucumber growth 
except the hoalthy leaves, and oover the ends 
of the shoots 2 inches in depth with rotton 
manure. If this is not to bo had, use garden 
soil and horse-droppings in equal quantities. 
Syringe twice a day in bright weather. Kcop 
closo on cloudy days. As tho season advances, 
give but little air even when the sun shines, 
remembering that the two main requisites for 
success in Cucumber growing are hoat and 
moisture. Never mind about giving air as long 
as the temporature can be kept up to a high 
standard. We are often told in Gardening 
that air-giving is not essential to successful 

Cucumber culture. When the nights become 
cold, put mats over the lights. If the above 
directions are followed, new life can be put 
into the bed, and it can bo kept into bearing 
till late in the season. —L. C. K. 

4-243.—Potato-Onions, See.—The botani¬ 
cal name of the Potato-Onion is Allium Cepa 
var. aggregatum, a very useful sort to grow ; the 
bulbs are ready for use before any other kind, 
and keep plump a long time after they are 
stored, when lifted in good condition. This 

Onion is not raised from seed, but treated liko 
Shallots ; the bulbs of lost year's growth aro 
planted early in February, about 3 inches deep. 
When the soil is rich and has been well managed 

the bulbs produao a quantity of ofTsots and swell 
to a largo size. When ripe, which is easily 
ascertained by the tops changing colour, the 
roots should be lifted and laid In u dry place to 
ensure tho bulbs being thoroughly fit for storing 
in a oool room free from frost. As to oropping 
a vegetable garden, much may be done at this 
time of the year to ensure success throughout 
the winter and spring. Now is a good timo to 
sow a pinch of soed of Ellam’s Early and Flowor 
of Spring Cabbages. The first-named is by far 
tho earliest to come to perfection, while the 
second is a capital sort for giving good heads 
after Ellam’s is past and gone. A small sowing 
of Nantes' Horn Carrot on u warm bordor will 

produce a crop of useful roots. Tripoli Onions 
should bo sown about tho middle of August; 
theso are ready for uso, either for drawing in a 

green state in the autumn or for early bulbs in 
the spring. Spinach is much valued by somo 
persons. Sow at the same time as tho autumn 

Onions a pinch of the round-seeded or perpetual 
variety. It is not yet too late to put out a batch 
of late Celery plants, providod the latter can be 
secured ; this crop succeeds as well planted in a 
donblo or evon treble row if land is scarce. If 
procurable, lato sorts of Broccoli, Winter Kalos, 
or Savoys may still be planted with a fair 
prospoot of success. A pinch of Cauliflower soed 
should be sown at the end of August with a viow 
to saving the plants in a cold framo over tho 
winter ; these would succeed the lato Broccoli. 
Whore winter salads are appreciated tho middle 
of August is a seasonable timo to sow a pinch of 
both Lettuce and Endive. Black-soeded Bath 
and Hammersmith aro the best kinds of Cos and 
Cabbage respectively. Of tho latter Incompar¬ 
able Green is the best; of tho Moss-ourled and 

Round-leaved Batavian is to be preferred as a 
Large-leaved Endive.—S. P. 

- The small tubers or offsets should be 
planted as early as possible in the opening in 
the Southern counties, where the soil is light 
and warm. They are usually phrtfRM about 
Christmas-time, irhen they will fce rifco)i no 

fit to harvest by the end of Jun9rj At tne 

present time work in the vegetable garden 

principally consists of getting in winter Greens 
of various kinds, such as Savoys, Broccoli, 
Kale, &c., sowing Turnips and Spinach, 
also Onions to stand the winter ; Cabbages, too, 
should be sown at once, and Cauliflowers about 
the third week in August.—B. C. R. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

GOLDEN-LEAVED TREES. 

Whatever may be said to the contrary, there 

can be no doubt that when planted with dis¬ 

cretion and in well-chosen positions, trees with 

Golden Yow (Taxes barcata niirca). 

golden foliage aro capablo of produoiDg some of 

the most pleasing and varied effects in the land¬ 
scape, that without their uso it would be almost 
impossible to bring about. I am not now 
referring to the many sickly, parti coloured 
trees and shrubs that are now so widely culti¬ 
vated, but to the more healthy and vigorous- 
growing section, whore fine, sturdy specimens 

on thoir own roots are to bo found. The effeot 
produced by clumps of the golden Elder, jutting 
out hero and thoro with bigger massos of some 
of tho moro pondont-branchou Willows in an old- 
fashioned garden in tho South of England will 

not bo easily forgotten, for the thought at once 
occurred to me what ploasing and charming com¬ 

binations wo aro capabloof bringing about by wiso 
discrimination in the uso of golden-leaved treos 
and shrubs. A well-developed specimen of, 
say, tho variogatod-loavcd Sycamore when suit¬ 
ably planted is capablo of imparting a particular 
lino of beauty to the position in which it is 
growing. Then there are somo of the silvery- 

leavod Maples that aro curiously boautiful if 
happily placed with regard to their surround¬ 
ings. But to return to tho goldon Conifers, 
which constitute a distinct branch of trees and 
shrubs with parti-oolourod foliage ; wo have 
several that aro full of interest and of great 
value for the contrast thoy afford to tho gonoral 
run of our groon-leaved kinds. Tho goldon 
variety of tno Chinese Juniper (Juniporus 
chinensis auroa) has, perhaps, no rival 
amongst trees of its kind, tho depth of tint, 

which only sooms to be augmented by I ho 
heat of summer, being pronounced and 
pleasing. Then Rotinospora plumosa aurea, 

R. obtusa auroa, and R. pisifera aurea, 
aro all worthy of cultivation, tho colour 
of foliage being rich and constant. Thuja occi- 
dentalis aurea and Cupressua Lawsoniana lutoa 
are also well worthy of note, and when well 

plaoed they are distinct and effective. Even 
the golden-leaved form of the Highland Pine 
"PAus sylvestris aurea) has a charm of its own, 
1c] jwalways a welcome tree whon grewipg,m- 
^e shrubbery or woodland. Of d'ir common 

ipruce Fir there is a very pretty and distinct. 

golden variety in Abies excelsa aurea, the bright 
bronzy-yellow of the young growths rendering 
it a tree of surpassing beauty. These, with the 
Golden Yew (Taxus baccata aurea)—soo cut—are 
t he best of the Conifers that come under the about 
class now being noticed, and when they are 
judiciously planted and have formed fairly-sized 
specimens, their beauty is certainly very unusual 
and not to be despised. A. 

The Venetian Sumach (Rhus Cotinus). 
—An old-fashioned, but none the less handsomo 
shrub is this Rhus, which, ornamental at all 
seasons, is especially so whon crowned with its 
foathery inflorescence towards the latter part of 
the summer, in which stage it remains for some 

time, and again in the autumn by reason of the 
vivid tints assumed by the leaves before they 
drop. Tho colour acquired by the decaying 

foliage will dopend to a considerable extent upon 
the position of the plant, os if in a somewhat 
dry and exposed spot, the leaves are much moro 
richly coloured than is the case where the plant 
is in a situation more conducive to rapid growth. 
Few (if any) shrubs aro more suited to plant as 
an isolated specimen on Grass than this, os it 
will form a well-balanced bush, totally devoid 
of any stiffness or formality, and tho lowermost 

branches will extend for some little distance 
from the parent plant—not far, it is true, but 
quite sufficient to form a desirable edging to tho 
central mass. I was nevor so much struck with 
the bsauty of this Rhus as on one occasion when 
I unexpectedly oame upon a fine specimon just 
at its best, whose bright-red, wig-like masses of 

inflorescence were lit up by tho rays of the de¬ 
clining sun and formed a boautiful summer pio- 

ture.—H. 

Splreea arise folia—This is a lovely July- 
floworing shrub. It should be placed, if pos¬ 

sible, by itself, as when crowded amongst other 
things its distinctive character is lost. In 
midsummer its graceful branches are bent with 
the weight of panicles of creamy-white flowers, 
which are produced in rioh profusion. Whore 
tho garden is of sufficient size, it should be 
planted on the outskirts of the lawn, and the 

effect of its bold, free, and handsome character 
is enhancod by the green groundwork, so to 
speak. It is a North American shrub, and 
grows about 6 foot in height, requiring ordinary 
gardon soil, but well drained, and a fairly opon 
position. The Spir.-eas, although exceedingly 
beautiful, are not seen half enough of in either 

large or medium-sized gardens.—V. C. 

4246.—Pruning hedges.—Your gardener 
is right so far as to cutting the hedges early, 
thoy then want to bo pruned again. Whon there 

is only timo enough to clip hedges once a year 
they are generally loft until tho early part of 
the month of August. It is usual, however, to 
go over hedges that are connected with the 

garden or pleasure grounds twice a year, whioh, 
of eourso, adds to tno labour. I hardly under¬ 
stand what you moan by thoro being a lot of old 
wood on your Rose-trees. If tho growth was 
not cut back pretty hard in tho winter, of eourso 
there would be that. Tho great hoat has nothing 
to do with it. It appears to mo that thoro is a 

difference of opinion between you and your 
gardener as to how Roses Bhould be pruned, one 

preferring them to be cut back hard, and the 
other muoh less severely. If they aro grown as 
dwarf plants I think tho latter plan tho best, 
which whon skilfully pruned do not show much 
of tho old wood in summer. Tho information 
sont is not, howevor, sufficiently cloar to givo a 
more dofinite answer.—J. C. C. 

— The gardoner is not altogether wrong as 
regards tho hedges. If cut early thoy will re- 
Suire cutting again ; but, on tho othor hand, if 

olayod too long tho bottom leavos will die and 
tho Privet hedges will bo brown instead of green. 
Havo them cut at onco, and to keep tho hedges 
in good order they should bo cut twice a year. 
If the Roses had boon cut back fairly hard there 
would not have been any dead wood, dry though 
tho season has been ; but some pooplo do not 
agree with much cutting baok. Howover, thoy 
will have to be out pretty hard in the next season 

to get the bottoms well furnished. Dead wood 
should be removed at onoe.—E. H. 
- Both Privet and Quick-hedges should be 

out a.t ltast tu ice a year—indeed, they are all the 
' “tier if.they are onfc even of tenor than that. 
Jylooaatant nipping M> tho shoots more growths 

^n^e,^ gradually becomes thicker 
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and, of course, a better fence both in bulk and 
appearance. I oommenoe to cut theee hedge* 
when the shoots are (i inches loDg, and as often 
aa they require it after they are out. I know 
it take* up time, but if good and neat hedgea are 
an object thia cannot be avoided. If the Roae- 
trees were replanted thia apring, the heat and 
drought would account for the dead wood in 

them, but if not it waa cauaed by the froat of 
laat winter, and ahould have been out out when 

pruning in Maroh or April of thia year.—S. P. 

-Your gardener's exouse la a poor ona. Out back at 
oooa. Tba hedge will be all the thicker. Ae (or the 
Koeee, heat will not make youog wood old. The effect it 
had on my Roeea wae to retard the growth o( the new 
wood, and to (oroe a quantity of bloom, whioh lasted only 
a few hours.—A. O. Bcti.rh. 

4223.—Rhododendrons in a clayey 
loam.—Yea, all the more vigorous varieties at 
any rate will succeed excellently in auoh a soil 
an you describe, with a little care in preparing 
the sites. The drainage must bo good, and 
a moderate quantity of either peat or good leaf- 
mould, with, if possible, some aand also, must be 
worked in round eaoh plant bofore it is put in 

place. Keop the collars high, and with a duo 
supply of moisture all will go well.—B. C. R. 
-A good deal depends upon whnt forms the basis of 

the olay. If there 1s any ohslk Rhododendrons will 
not thrive In It; but a heavy loam over the old red sand¬ 
stone Is not bad for Hhodi dendrons. With tho addition of 
leaf-mould It may be made quite suitable.—E H. 
-If you mix a quantity of peat with tho soil you 

may suoorod In growing Rhododendrons, but In olayey 
loam alone you oannot hope to be suooessful. Fibrous 
loam, with an admixture of well deoayed manure, will 
grow these plant#.—A 0. Bitlkr. 

- I should think that the Rhododendrons 
would succeed. Mr. Anthony Watorer, whose 
opinion ia worth much in respect to this class 
of plants, mentions that all tho American plants 
may be said to delight in, and to roquire, what 
ia aallod peat-soil. It waa at one time bolieved 
that they would not thrive in any other. Ex¬ 

perience, however, proves the contrary, and it 
ia now proved that Rhododendrons, the most 

important of thorn all, as well as others of the 
more vigoroua-habited plants, succeed in almost 
any soil that does not contain lime. In many 
sandy loams they grow with as much vigour 
and luxurianos aa thoy do in peat; in fact, 
almost any loamy soil free from limo or chalk 
may be rendered suitable for them by a liberal 
admixturo of loaf-mould or any fibrous material, 
such as the parings of pasture land. When the 

soil is poor, oow-dung in a thoroughly decayed 
state proves one of the best manures for these 

plants. You cannot have bettor advioe than 

this.—C. T. 

HARDY PERIWINKLES. 

There are very few gardens where a place 

cannot bo found for somo of tho Periwinkles, for 
among their other desirable qualities is that of 
thriving in situations whoro few plants of a 
shrubby nature can be induced to flourish, and 
from their low-growing character, combined 

with the fact that the foliage is retained 
throughout the winter, they aro bright and 

cheerful at all seasons, and aro very useful for 
clothing spots w.iere little else but the Ivy will 
thrive. For covering sloping banks or positions 
such as this the different Periwinkles are well 
suited, and they (the minor kind especially) will 
carpet the ground with a dense mass of slender 
twigs, clothed with ovate deep-green leaves, 
among which the pretty bluo, white, or violet- 

coloured blossoms may bo found nestling for 
months together, as a succession of blooms is 
kept up for a considerable period. The two 
variegated varieties with respectively white 
and yellow marked leavos are also very 
pretty, and when interspersed to a limited 
oxtent among plants of the normal hue the 

variogated portions stand out markodly by 
contrast with their surroundings. The larger 
Periwinkle (major) will cover a given space in 
much less time than its smaller relative, and 
is suitable for planting under much the same 

conditions aa that is. Where there is a bank 
too steep fr r plants to be grown on the sides 
thereof, the larger Periwinkle is one of those 
that may be planted along tho top, and allowed 
to hang over and furnish what otherwise might 

be a baro and unsightly spot. Of course the 
ehoots of some of the more vigorous climbing 
plants will depend for a much greatei/flTJtaijce 
than even tho strongest Periwiiiklss.lbutijieS^ 

lists fiord a pleasing variety, aa welnw-Tjettg 
suited for shady spots. The variegated form of 

this has the leaves irregularly, but clearly 
marked with white, and taken altogether is one 
of the very best of low-growing hardy plants 
with variegated foliage. I once saw a sunken 
walk through a shady part of the garden flanked 
on oithor side by the different Periwinkles, and 

a very pretty effect was produoed thereby, the 
walk being about a couple of feet bolow the 
level of the surrounding ground. T. 

ORCHIDS 

CATTLEYA REX. 

The first flower of this splendid member of the 
Labiata section of this genus which I havo over 
had the good fortune to see, comes to hand from 
“ R. C. F.,” living in the County of Sussox. The 
flower appears to bo Bomewhat small in sizo ; 

but this is explained by “ R. C. F.,” who says 
it was a very small plant semi-oatablishod when 
he purchased it last May twelvemonth, and the 
flower sent is one of three produced upon the 
first bulb made by the plant, and he says he 
never expocted it to flower so soon. Now, I 
havo no knowledge of this Orchid, nor of its 
qualities, either aB a froe or a shy bloomer, never 

having seen it before, and I am proud to think 
that the first flower comes to me from a reader 
of Gardemno. This Cattleya is one of the re- 
cont introductions of M. Liuden, of Brussels, 
who has kept its native habitat a secret, and 
whioh cannot be put down to anything but the 
exigencies of trade concerns, for it may bo that 
he had spent a lot of money beforo his man 
found this plant, and ho wauta to rocoup him¬ 
self for somo of the outlay, and some allowance 
must be mado for this beforo blaming him for 

disclosing its habitat. All collectors try to do 
the same thing, and, as far as I can see, it 
is a very right thing, because traders have 
a very different battle to fight to tho 
collector, who naturally enough wants to 
know where the habitat of every now thing 
is, becauso ho has no losses and no expenditure 
in the matter. However, you have succeeded so 

far as to get it to bloom, and you oannot do 
better than to keep it under tho samo conditions 
as Cattloya labiata and Cattleya Warooqueana, 
shifting it from time to time should the plant 
not appear to bo doing woll; but when you have 
the plant in a spot which suits it thoro yon 
should keop it; and if “ R. C. F.” haB the two 
plants named in his collection, and has space 
for a few more he should invest in the labiata 

varieties, or tho so-called varieties, and with 
the following kinds he always would have a 
display; Cattleya labiata, C. Mendeli, C. 
Mossise, C Trianre, C. Dowiana, C. Percivaliana, 
C. Warneri, C. aurea, C. Gaskclliana, C. 

speciosisaima, C. Eldorado, and G. Warocquoana, 
and C. gigas. All of these have broken into many 
varieties, most of them from pure-white flowers 
to flowers of tho deepest huo, and of all of them 
named unflowored plants can bo purchased at a 
low price, and from these you may havo the 
chance to have a very fine variety crop out, 
which would bo worth very much more than 
you would pay for tho whole lot of plants. I 
shall be pleased another season to hear from you 
again, and if you have a larger (lower to spare I 
should be obliged to you for it, as I want it for 

drying, and next season I feol sure you will have 
larger flowers. Matt. Bramble. 

VANDA BATEMANI. 

This ia an Orchid which I must tell “J. 
Acland ” does not appear to me to be a suitable 

one for him. Trne, ho has not told me the extent 
of his convenience or of his place, but simply 
asks if it is a good plant and worth his atten¬ 
tion ? This Vanda has been known for manv 
years, having been first found by a Frenoh 
explorer between seventy and eighty years ago, 

and the celebrated Dutchman Blumei redis¬ 
covered it, but it was not until about fifty years 
ago that our own oountryman, Hugh Cummings, 
first sent the plant home in a living state, and 

it waa first flowered in Europe by the gentleman 
whose name it bears, it having been dedicated 
to him by the famous Dr. Lindley ; but it has 
also been called Stannopsis lissoohiloides, Fieldia 
lissochiloides, and Vanda lisaocbiloides by 

variouii authors. The first generic name does 
n )Qil^«ir to me to have anything in. it.t-o 
distSguwh it from Vanda, and the aeooUcI cn», 

Fieraia, dedicated (o Baron Field, chief judge of 

New South Wales, was already occupied by a 
greenish-white-flowered gesneriaceous plant 
which I used to grow some years ago, but which 
I have not seen for about thirty yoars, and as it 
is the only species in the genus it stands some 
chance of becoming extinot in our gardens, so 
that there does not appear to be much use in 

disturbing the prosent plant from Lindley's 
genus, whilst its original name of Lissochilus 
is said not to be appropriate, and so the plant 
stands with Lindley's own name, by which it 
was figured in the Botanical liegitter for 1X46, 
t. 30, a namo, I think, by which it will 
be best known by most of my frionds 
in the gardens of this oountry. It appoars to 
bo very widely distributed throughout the 
Islands of tho Indian Ocean, more ospeoially 
those of the Philippine group, and on one of 
these it was found by Mr. John Voitch some 

yoars ago, growing in great abundance on the 
soashoro quite close to the water. For this 
roason such plants would, I think, bo benefited 
by having some Seaweed put about on the sur¬ 
face of tho soil, and so they would bo if it were 
used boneath tho stages ; indeed, Mr. Hander 
used to adopt this system in his Orchid-houses, 
and I think too it was attended with good re¬ 
sults. Why Mr. Sander abandoned it I oannot 
say, unless it was that it was attendod with too 
great an expense. However, thia Vanda Bate- 
mani is quite a giant of its race. It grows 

from (i feot to 12 feot or more high, with broad 
strap-shapod leaves, whioh aro somo 18 inches 
or 2 feet long, making tho plant 3 feet or 4 foot 
across. They are thick and leathery in texture 
and pale-grcon, and it is on account of its great 
size, which takes up so muoh space, that I do 
not think, unless you havo a large collection 
and plonty of space, that tho plant is one you 
should tako in hand ; but if you havo both at 
command this is a plant you ought by no means 
to be without. Tho size would add dignity to 
the collection, whilst its long and many-flowered 
raoemes would add frosh zest to your Orchid 
growing. The flowers ore some 3 inches across. 
They ore produced in one or two dozens 
togothor, and thoy last in beauty for ono or two 
months, or oven more. Tho sepals and petals 
aro plain purplish-crimson on the back side, and 

yellowish-buff in front, spotted and blotched 
with purple in front. The lip is three lobed, 
small, buff. Tho plant wants just some Sphag¬ 
num Moss to keep it firm and moist, good 
drainage, and plenty of heat and moisture in the 
air at all seasons. Matt. Bramble. 

MORMODES PARDINUM. 

It is strange how fine varieties of Orchids crop 
up, and how they fall into amateurs’ hands who 
do not know them. Now here is a splendid 
kind sent me from Leeds by “ M. J. H.” asking 
its name and anything I know of it, saving it is 
one of a lot he bought in a sale-room about two 

yoars ago, for whion he paid two shillings and 
sixpence for a lot of little pieces, and he says 

he has about twenty kinds of Orchids, some of 
which he hopes soon to flower. I shall bo glad 
to render him all the assistance I can to get the 
various kinds named. Well, here we have one 
of the best varieties of this plant that I have 
over soen, the yellow is so rioh, and the crimson 
spotting is so rich also, and so profuse, that it is 
certainly very showy, and when you get this 
plant to bloom freely with spikes a foot or more 
long, and carrying a dense, many-flowered 
raceme it will be a thing of beauty and a joy for 
several weeks together in tho year. It is now 
about fifty-five years ago since this plant first 
flowered in the country, having been discovered 
in the Province of Oaxaca some two years 
previously, and I do not think our gardens have 
ever been without since. This belongs to a 

curious race of plants which I do not know. If 
this has played any of the curious freaks that 
many have, and I only know of one plant that 
is credited with being a variety or perhaps a 
sub-variety, for it is only a colour variety, being 

quite destitute of the profusion of rich crimson 
spots that make your flowors so very 
beautiful, it is called pardinum unicolor; 
it is of a clear, bright yellow, quite destitute of 
spotting of any kind, and, consequently, neither 
so showy or so interesting as the plant wo now 
have under consideration. This plant comes 

from a tolerably warm spot in the Provinoe of 
Oaxaca,lead lor tbiiu rensoB lit will be well to 

th0 
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or even the East Indian-house, or the wannest 
stove, with a nice moist atmosphere. They 

should be well drained, and the plants must 
not be syringed much, because the water lies so 
frequently in the young growth, and spoils it 
from want of the activity in the atmosphere; 

but I like to maintain a heavy moisture in the 
air. About this time, when tho plants are 
flowering, they also are growing, so that they 

are nicely furnished with leaves, which will 
help to set the flowers off to the boat advantage. 

And the plants must bo kept in their growing 
condition until the bulb is finished up. When 
this is accomplished water must be gradually 
diminished until the plant is left quite dry. 
During this time its loaves will have gradually 

turned yellow and fallon off, whon they may be 
stood upon a shelf in a cool-house, where the 
thermometer does not fall lowor than about 
50 degs. Here they may be kept quite dry 

nntil about the middle of tho month of 
February, when they will requiro shak¬ 
ing out of the old soil and repotting, 
using for them about equal parts of 

turfy loam and peat, from which the 
greater portion of the fine soil has been 
shaken. Drain the pots well and elevate 

them upon a little cone-like mound to 
enable the water to run freely away 
from the young growths. 

Matt. Bramble. 

selection will suffice. Choose such things that 
create colour, and are not difficult to grow, as 

the Fuchsia ortho Tuberous Begonia.—V, C. 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

LILIUM LEICHTLINI. 

This is ono of the prettiest of the more un¬ 
common Lilies, but one that is somewhat par¬ 
ticular in its cultural requirements. The flowers 

of L. Loiohtlini are of a pleasing shade of rather 
pale yellow, copiously spotted, especially towards 
the centre, with rod, while tho exterior of the 
bloom is prettily flushed with tho same hue. 

The petals reflex after the manner of those of 
the Tiger Lilies, but no description can do 
justice to the manner they are poised on slender 

stems in so delicate a fashion that they aro 

A note on bedding plants.— 
One of the most usoful of all beddiDg 

plants are the Tufted Pansies. Tho 
show and fancy classes are not so use¬ 
ful for the garden as this charming race, 
which is gt tting more largely grown 

each year. The word “tufted” is an 
allusion to their tufted growth, and 

there is a charming gradation of colours 
in the flowers. Ordinary soil, but slight 
shelter and shade aro more agreeable 
to them than full exposure. Nothing 

suits the plants better than a steady, 
moist border where they are not exposed 
to the fierce rays of a summer sun. 

The cuttings strike roadily when taken 
in August or September and placed in a 
cold frame. Dibble them in moderately 

thickly, and leave them there until tho 
following April, whon they should be 
put out in the positions they are to 
Beautify. Any old lights will give 
adequate protection during the winter, 

and a few mats thrown on in periods 
of hard frosts. Water liberally in dry 

weather, and keep soed-vessols picked 
off to prolong the display of flowers. 
If seed is required then, of course, it 
must be saved. It should be sown in 
February in shallow pans, placod in 

gentle heat, and in the month of April 
prick off the seedlings into other pans, 
planting them out in May. A good dis¬ 

play of flowers may be expocted in 
August, whilst if tho seed is sown in 
July in a cold frame, the plants will, if 

put out in the following spriDg, bloom 
in June. Avoid quixotic or fancy kinds, 
but select those of self colours, which 

are always more effective than those 
flowers marbled or spotted with a 
variety of tints, like mosaic. The fine 

Double Stocks, the Brompton, and tho 
Ten-week, familiar garden flowers, aro 
delightful to plant inboda. A crimson variety for 

tho centre and a white kind outside mako a 
delightful contrast, and a whiff of fragranco is 
earned on the wind. To get a quick display, 

sow the seed in March, treating it exactly as 
suggested for half-hardy annuals, and another 

sowing early in May will ensure an acceptable 
succession. Harden them well before planting 
out, and on no account risk the plants in the 
open before May. The rock upon which amateurs 

split in the culture of the Stock is the watering. 
Unless great care is taken to keep the soil 
always moist, never dry, the Stooks receive a 

check, become stunted in growth, and then 
bloom prematurely. The bright-blue Salvia 

patens is a charming plant to fill the centre of a 
vase, and is grown in the same way, practically, 
as the Fuchsia. We may also associate wi^h it 

the free and graceful Pentstemons, tfetunii*. 

Verbenas, not forgetting bid' V.VglAa/ 
China Asters, Zinnias, and Lantana* may also 

be mentioned, but in ordinary gardens a 

Our Rradrrs’ Illustrations : Liliuin Leichtlini. Engraved lor 
Garornino Illi'htkatkd from a photograph Bent by Mr. A. 
I). Port, Stoke Newington. 

stirred by every breeze. Another feature, and 
that a very desirable one, in connection with the 

blooms is that thoy remain in perfection longer 
than those of most Lilies, and at no time do they 
fade after being open a few days, as some 

Lilies do. L. Leichtlini is ono of the Lilies that 
are sent here from Japan during the winter 
months, but only in limited numbers, and 

as it is not a particularly good traveller, 
the bulbs do not always reach this country 
in a satisfactory condition. The bulbs 

are compact, flattered somewhat on the 
top, and bear a good deal of re¬ 
semblance to those of L. Batemanniie ; in fact, 

when thoroughly dormant, some bulbs cannot be 
distinguished therefrom, while, on the other 
hand, one may feel confident with regard to 
some of them. L. Leichtlini commences to grow 

f'^ierlin^the season than L. Batemanniie. It 

s'.dbMJAbest in soil of a somewhat sandy witure, 
thttPthough thoroughly drained, is not dried up 
at all during the summer. A peculiarity soirif -^ 

times noticeable in L. Leichtlini, as well as in 
two or three other Lilies, is that when the 

flower-stem first starts into growth, it will, in¬ 
stead of growing at once in an upright manner, 

proceed underground for some little distance 
before making its appearance. This same 
curious feature is also very noticeablo in the 

case of the Neilgherry Lily (L neilghorronse). 
A Lily possessing many points in common with 
L. Leichtlini, but at the same timo differing 
from it in several particulars, is that known 
under the names of L. pseudo-tigrinuni, L. 

jucundum, and L Maximowiczi, and, in addi¬ 
tion, is frequently regarded as a variety of L. 

tigrinum. It is altogether a far more slender- 
growing plant than any of the Tiger Lilies, while 
another notable feature is tho total absence of 
bulbils in the axils of the leaves, which form so 
prominont a feature in the caso of L. tigrinum. 
The flowers of L. Maximowiczi are vermilion, 

spotted with black, and in shape a 
good deal like thoso of L. Leichtlini, 
hut the flower-stalks are not quite so 

long and slender. H. 

Iris Keempferi. — A very beautiful 
minmer flower is this Japanese Iris, 

which is seldom scon well grown in 
English gardens. The truth is that the 
plants require more moisture than is 

usually considered necessary, and will 
c ven live in water. Failure is the only 
possible result from plants not grown in 
a wet, loamy soil, but when in such a 
position a fine growth is mado, set off 

in July by flowers of great breadth and 
splendid colour. The majority of the 
kinds are imported from Japan, and 
with each consignment also a drawing of 

the several kinds, so that the purchaser 
can tell what to expect. The flowers 
are very handsome when in either double 
or of bizarre colouring. Tho beat kinds 

ure those of deep self hues, not marked, 
spotted, and flaked blooms, that aro 
lar less effectual and pleasing than the 

self shades. This is an important 
point. Ono of the finest forms is the 
pure white, which has a pleasing aspect 
by the side of a stream or lake. It is a 

pity that such flowers are not more 
grown in English gardens. It cannot 
be that there is no room, as in the 

majority of gardens no flower or plant 
life is to be seen by the margin of pond 
or lake, as the case may bo, and it is 
exactly these places that need adorr- 

ment. The Siberian Iris and its several 
forms, particularly the variety named 
alba, are great lovers of a moist soil, 

and, in truth, need moisture to keep 
them in good health.—C. T. 

4229.—Flowers In a garden.— 
As regards the things to plant you 

cannot do better than get a good selec¬ 
tion of bulbs. Read my notes on 
"Bulbous Plants” in last week’s 

Gardening, and tho reply “ A House 
Border,” in July 22nd, page 287. You 
may plant all the things tncre mentioned 

in the autumn. Meanwhile, unless 
already done, I should advise you to 
get the ground in thorough order by 

trenching it, if it is crude and unwhole¬ 
some—not an unusual stato of things 
when the garden is fresh from the 

builder's hands. If very poor, it will pay 
to give the soil a heavy dressing of loam and 

manure, and if labels aro used, they should 
be small; but in time you will get to know the 
plants, whether in leaf or flower. A great evil 
is disturbing the roots for the increaso of stock 

or for the sake of making alterations until they 
have at least occupied the ground for five or six 

years. Tho majority of hardy plants never 
reach full beauty until about five years old, 
when division ana a fresh site are beneficial to 
give them renewed strength. The two best 

seasons for planting are the autumn and spring, 
preferably early autumD, to give a long season 
for becoming established before frosts occur. 

In the spiiog they come up stroDgly in prepara¬ 
tion for the annual manifestation of flow ers ; bub 
when autumn has been missed, ohoose, say, 

March, growth then commencing.—0. T. 

C 4221. p,Fancy \|^ilmleir. —Fancy Pans ies 
require just the same treatment as the old 

p<m,y»which may bo 
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briefly stated thus : Prepare the beds early in 
September for autumn planting. If the soil is 
light add something of a heavier character, such 
as road-Bcrapings ond heavy loam, with some 
two-year-old cow-manuro. Work the soil up 

deeply, and leave it rough for the air to act upon 
it. Take the enttings now. There are plenty 
of young shoots in tho contre of tho plants, some 

of which may probably be tuken off with roots. 
Plant in a bed of Bandy compost iu a frame, or 
under a hand-light. For early flowering plant out 
in October. For later blooming take the cuttings 
in a month's time, or even later, keep under 5 lass, but quite cool, all winter, and plant in 
larch. Mulch and water are necessary in dry 

weather, and if very hot and dry when tho 
plants aro in bloom, if required for exhibi¬ 
tion, shade for a few days before the show.— 

E. If. 

- You will not experience groat dilliculty 
ingrowing theso Pansies. You may sow sood 
at once, and propagate tho seeds by cuttings. 
This will bo by far tho best plan, as then you 

are certain to got tho kind truo to namo. The 
cuttings striko readily undor a hand-glass, using 

light soil. Keep moist and slightly shaded. 
Select short, stubby shoots, which mako the 

better plants. August and September aro tho 
best mouths for striking cuttings. Any good 

florist’s catalogue will give you a list of the beat 
kinds. The flowers must bo round, smooth at 
thu edge, velvety, firm, and the colour clear, 
varied, but tho blotches must be largo, well- 
defined, and tho belting regular. These are the 
rules judges go by. I do not care for this class 
myself. Tho Tufted Pansies, formerly known 
as Violas, are much bettor garden flowers.— 

C. T. 

•1225.—Double Pyretlirums—It is difli ■ 
cult to grow doublo or singlo Pyrothrums iu a 
garden where slugs are troublosomo, as thoy eat 
of! the young growth just as it is coming through 
the soil in the spring. F'or tho same roason it 
is not dosirablo to movo or divido the plants 

when thoy arc dormant. It is much safer to 
move them in tho month of April or May, 
when thoy aro in active growth, as thoy then 
quickly grow out of tho way of tho slugs. If 

you get sood from a good source you may raise 
some useful double varieties from it. There 

MAIZE OR INDIAN CORN (ZEA MAYS). 

This is one of the noblest of the Grasses that 

thrive in our climate, and it is an almost indis¬ 
pensable adornmont to our gardens, where it 

has a flue appearance eithor in isolated masses 
or associated with other fine leaved plants. 

Cuzko and Caragua (here figured) are the largest 

nro, howevor, many very beautiful named onos 
to bo had. —J. C. 0. 

- Tho cultivation of those charming 
plant* is of tho simplest. Once planted in any 
good garden soil, preferably of a light, loamy 
character, with froo drainage, and they will 
flourish and bloom profusely for many years, 
only requiring to bo divided and replanted when 
the clumps become too large. Spring is the 

host tirno to plant, whether young stock is pur¬ 
chased or home-grown plants are simply 

divided, towards tno end of March or some 
timo during April, according to tho season, 
being the most suitable poriod. The ground 
should bo mado inodorately rich with well 
docayed-manure or leaf-soil, and a light dressing 
spread among tho plants and lightly forkod in 
every autumn is vory beneficial.—15 C. R. 

- There is a long list of varieties and fow 
bad kinds. Select those of decided colour, and 
tho doublo white and doublo rose aro very 
charming. This class is vory hardy, and mako 
a bright display in the garden, whilst tho 
flowers produced very freely last a long timo 

when gathered for tho houso. June is the month 
when they are in full perfection, but they con¬ 
tinue to bloom more or less over a long season. 
As regards their culture they require very little. 
The timo to propagate is in tho spring, when they 
are commencing to grow, ana a large, well- 

established mass will make several healthy 
plants. Ordinary soil will suffice, but it is 
better to got it rich, deep, and not too light. 
If too light the growth is weak and spindling, 
nor must tho plants be in a shady position, as 
under these conditions the flower-stems are fow 

and far between, and lanky. Plenty of sun¬ 
shine, a deep soil, and a little attention to the 
plants when thoy are coming into bloom to 
prevent heavy winds and rains breaking down 
the masses of flowers, aro the principal points 

for consideration.— C. T. 

treat- 
Put 

o 
, . .. . __1 to 

piece* for multiplication,—A. 0. Bvii.sk. 

Maize or Indiail (lorn (Zen Mays v»r. Caragua). 

and finest of tho groon varieties, and gracillima 
tho smallest and most useful. The variegated 
or Japanese Maize is a very hnndsomo varioty. 

Its beautiful variegation is reproduced true 
from seed. It is particularly useful for the 
outer margins of beds of aub-tropical plants 
and like positions, where its variogation may be 
well soon, and whore its gracoful leaves will 
tirovo effective. It should, in all oases, have 
ight, rich, warm soil. It has a habit of break¬ 

ing into shoots rather freely near tho base of 
the central atom, and where it grows very freely 
this should recommend it for planting in an 
isolated manner, or in groups of throe or five 

on tho turf. The seeds of the Maize should be 
sown in a gentle hot-bed in April, although 

occasionally it will succeed if sown out-of doors. 
Gradually harden off the plants before they havo 
made more than three or four loaves, moving 
thorn to a cool frame very near tho glass, so 
as to keep them sturdy, finally exposing them 
in tho same position by taking the lights quite 
off. This course is, perhaps, the more dosirablo 
in tho case of tho Variegated Maize, which does 
not grow so vigorously as the green kinds. In 
neithor case should tho plauts be kept long in 
beat, for if thus treated they will not thrive so 

well. The first fow leaves that tho variegated 
kind makes are green, but they soon begin to 

manifest the variegation. The plants should 
be placed out-of-doors about tho middlo of May. 

4250.—E rigeron aurantiacue. —I cannot 
understand how it is that this plant dies away 
o quickly with you. With mo it grows 
igorously in a rather rough but well drained 

soil. I think some insect must injure tho roots, 
I have seen it doing equally as well in other 

gardens as it does in mino. I have some plants 

just showing flower which I obtained from seed 
sown laBt September, and the plants wintered in 
the greenhouse. Try a layer of coal ashes, mixed 

with a little soot, round the collar of tho plants. 
-J. C. C. 

- Take up tho old roots tho first week in 

October, pull them in pieces, and plant in sandy 
soil in a cold frame. Do not make them too 

:l,jieither give them too much water during 
ter. To prevent the roots 
nee of air on all favourab 

the weather be tolerably mild a 

1 pli 
flower. Should the weather be hot and dry 
keep the soil about them moist. No difficulty 
should be experienced in getting this herbaoeou* 
plant to flourish in a border facing either south 

or inclined to tho east.—8. P. 

42to.—Planting Christmas Roses —Moderate 
sized pUnts will movo safely in October (not earlier), but 
when lifted for division the beet time Is Just as they are 
on the point of starting Into growth In spring- Work 
plenty of old leaf-mould or manure into the ground.— 
E H. 

ROSAS. 

1220.—Rosea In borders.—China Roses 
are, perhaps, tho hardiest and most continuous 

bloomers that are suitable for your purpose, 
but, unfortunately, they aro rather of small 
growth. They are, however, very beautiful, 

and, for the most part, fragrant. Archduke 
Charles, Duchor, Cramoisio-Supcricuro, Fabvier, 

and the common piuk varioty are tho best and 
most vigorous growers. You should be able to 
grow some of tho hardiest Tea Roses in open 
borders in Sussex, especially such varieties os 
Mario Van Houtto, Mme. Lambard, Perlo dos 
Jardins, Mme. Eugene Vordier, Countess of 
Folkestone, Grace Darling, Hon. Edith Gifford, 
Princess of Wales, Mme. Faloot, President, Tho 
Dride, and Luciole. You are no doubt aware 
that some of tho Hybrid 1'erpcluals bloom in 
early summer and again in the nuLutnn, and 
umongst those arc llowors of tho brightest 
colours. Somo other good ones aro Mrs. J. 
Laing, Boule de Noigo, Jules Margottin, John 

Hopper, Charles Lefeovro, Magna Charta, Duko 
of Edinburgh, Mine. Cambacores, Lord Bacon, 
Mme. Bertrand, La Franco, Crimson Bsdder, 
and Ella Gordon.—J. C. C. 

4237.—Robb not thriving.—I cannot tell 
yon why it is that your plant of this Rose has 
not grown properly. Tho general fault is 
that it grows too much tho first year and docs 
not flower. Seeing that it is planted against a 
wall it is more than probablo that tho want of 
root moisture is tho cause. In such a position 
tho roots ought to have boon well watered three 
times a week during tho late dry weathor. If 
that is not tho causo you may safely conclude 

that tho roots are weak, and only time and 
patience will restore thorn to an active state. 
-J. C. C. 
- Yon must remember that during the 

whole of the spring of this year the weather was 
extraordinarily dry, and either very cold or 
extremely hot, and, thoreforo, on the whole, 
most prujudical to growth, especially in the 
case of newly-plantea shrubs, &c. Under such 

circumstances watering goes a long way ; but 
at tho best this is far inferior in effect to the 
natural moisture thnt falls from tho clouds. 
Again, iu my experience this is a Rose that 
does not always grow away at once, but requires 
time. Have patience. Keep tho foliage clean 
and tho roots moist; it will bo all right in time. 

-B. C. R. 
- It has often puzzled me why somo plants of W. A. 

Richardson do not thrive. I failed with the first t hree 
which I put In, hut now I havo ono growing vigorously. 
I put the llrst plants In during the autumn and the last 
in the spring, and it has struck me that possibly this Rose 
requires warmth to enable it to get well rooted and 
established, after which it grows freely and becomes 
vigorous, l’erhaps I am wrong, hut I offer tho suggestion 
for what it is worth.—A. O. lii n.ua. 

4249.—Treatment of Pot Roses.—It is 
rather late to deal with your plants as they 
ought to bo dealt with, as thoy require cutting 

hard back, and although thoy may start into 
growth again I am afraid it will be too late to 
do much good this Bcason. The better plan 

rs to me to be to cut thorn hard back at tho 
of November. Even then it will depend on 

the age of the plants whether they break into 

growth again satisfactorily or not. If tho wood 
is four or five yoors old they will start irregu¬ 
larly, but the earlier they aro pruned in the 
winter tho more likely they are to break wall 
afterwards.—J. 0. C. 

4237-—RoBe La Prance.—I do not know 
that the situation influences the bohaviour of 
this Rose. At any rate, not such a favourable 
one as yours is not at all likely to do so in the 
direction you mention. You must adopt some 

means of keeping the caterpillars away. Why 
not watch the growth of the Rose early in the 
8ea«61i,l I add) I when you see a curled-up leaf 
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CALLAS. 
There are few, if any, plants that are so gene¬ 
rally useful for decoration as the Calla, which 
by a little management may be had in bloom for 
a very long season, as by forcing some and re¬ 
tarding others flowers may be easily produced 
at Christmas, and a succession continued till 
Easter and after. Beautiful os is the new one, 
C. Klliottiana, and valuable as it will bo for 
general purposes, it will never be anything like 
so extensively cultivated as the old favourite. 
For many, however, C. .-ethiopica gots too large, 
bnt now that we have tho miniature form of it 
in C. Little Gem, it can be substituted, and will 
be found, though corresponding with tho other 
in all but size, to bo about one quarter the 
height, with flowers in similar proportion. C. 
Little Gem grows and increases very freely, 
as small plants when pulled apart in the spring, 
or after having mado their growth in the 
autumn, will be found to have numerous 
little tubers or plantlets about their base, 
all of which should be taken caro of 
and potted, as in a year if grown on in the 
ordinary way they will flower. The plan I 
pursue is to plant them out in wide trenches, 
prepared after the manner of those for Celery, 
only not so deep, but quite as heavily manured. 
During summer they are mulched and kept well 
watered, when they begin to form fresh leaves 
and can take it up and have active roots. Early 
in autumn they are lifted carefully and potted. 
In doing this I give them light rich soil after 
slightly reducing the balls, and when the potting 
is finished I stand the plants in a deep pit or 
under a wall where they are out of reach of the 
sun, and keep them sprinkled overhead fre¬ 
quently during the day, so as to prevent flag- 
S. Any that may be wanted m early are 

rently treated ; as soon after they get estab¬ 
lished they are subjected to gentle heat by being 
kent in a warm-house. Forcing has to be slow, 
ana the plants should have all the light possible, 
or they become drawn and weak in the leaf- 
stems. If Callas are not planted out the pots 
should be pluDgod in the ground or have loose 
litter around them to keep the roots cool and 
uniformly moist and bo well fod with liquid- 
manure. It is also a good plan to top-dross with 
solid manure, using cow or sheep-droppings, as 
plants will not flower freely unless thoy make 
strong crowns by tho autumn. The flowers of 
Callas sometimes come with double and treble 
spathes, as in the illustration. 8. D. 

objection that can be raised against their being 
grown in pots is the possibility of the trees not 
getting water enough during the summer. If 

Jou are prepared to water them twice a day in 
ot weathor I see no objection to your proposed 

plan. Pots 16 inches in diameter after the first 
year are the smallest sizes that Bhould bo used, 
and 3 inches more would be better. You had 
better begin with plants already established, 
and after getting thorn in the autumn shift them 
into larger pots. The best soil for them is turfy 
loam, which should be inodorately dry when 
used, and be well rammed in about the roots. A 
quart of half-inch bones to each pot will be 
beneficial if mixed with the soil. Four good 
Peaches are Amsdeu June, Early Grosse 
Mignonne, Dymond, and Sea Eagle. Two good 
Nectarines will bo found in Lord Napier and 
Victoria. Prune the trees into shape us soon as 
all the leaves have fallen, and keep the soil about 
tho roots moist in winter as well as summer. 
The trees are not difficult to manage ; at the 
same time, they want a good deal of attention 
from tho timo they come into flower until the 
fruit is gathered, as they arc liable to be attacked 
with green-fly, and the loaves require to bo 
syringed every evening.—J. C. C. 

- There should be no difficulty in growing 
Peaches in pots in a cool greenhouse, providing 

tho pots can bo plunged in tho earth inside the 
house during the summer months, whioh pre¬ 
vents tho roots getting dry so quickly as they 
do whon the pots aro standing on an open stage. 
The trees must not be crowded by the regular 
occupants of the greenhouse, neither must the 
light bo excluded from the trees by any over¬ 
hanging olimbing plants, like Roses, Tacsonia 
Van Volxemi, or such like greenhouse plants. The 
month of November is the time to procure trees, 
those having been expressly propared for this 
method of cultivating Peaches are the best and 
cheapest in the end. They are a free kind of 
pyramid in shape, with the branches closely 
pinched and pruned to four spurs. Pot* 
12 inches in diameter will be large enough for a 

FRUIT. 

4241. — Strawberry growing: for 
market.—I have not the least doubt that 
Strawberry growing for market con be mode to 
pay in Somerset in a good season, but the one 
just past has been nearly a failure. With 
regara to sorts, James Veitoh succeeds admir¬ 
ably in some places, and so do Sir Joseph 
Paxton, President, and Noblo. You must give 
tho plants plenty of room or the fruit will be 
small. James Veitch requires to bo 30 inches 
apart each way, and the other sorts 2 feet. 
Fresh plantations of Noble should bo made 
every year, when tho plants may bo sot out 
18 inches apart each way.—J. 0. C. 

■1224.—Beat Gooseberries.—Tho largo 
Gooseberries are much more planted now than 

they were formerly. Tho three best Goose¬ 
berries for cooking are Crown Bob, Industry, 
and Whitesmith. Perhaps the best Gooseberries 
for preserving are the Red Champagne and the 
Red Warrington, and the last-named is a very 
useful late dessert kind. The following are also 
good, but it should bo understood that large 
Gooseberries require to be well ripened. Tne 
bushes require a good deal of thinning, and 
must be grown in any open, sunny position. 
Red: Companion, London, Wonderful, Roaring 
Lion, Clayton, and Bobby Yellow, Yellow Boy, 
Leveller, Glory, High Sheriff, Leader, and 
Brown Girl Green : Gretna Green, Bumper, 
Matchless, Keepsako, Lucy Brown, and British 
Oak. White : Antagonist, White Eagle, White 

Swan, Hero of the Nilo, Freedom, and Overseer. 
—E. H. 

4242. —Peachea in pots.—Yes, Peaches 
can be successfully grown in a cool greenhouse 
facing south ; but you must understand that the. 
pots must stand on the floor, and that naJMss* 

will require a good deal of room. The only 

Treble-spathed Celia icthloplca. 

good-sized tree, which should produce three 
clozon full-sized fruits. Turfy loam, partly de¬ 
cayed, should form tho staple of tho compost. 

Old lime rubble is an ingredient which tends to 
keep the whole porous, an essential point where 
the soil is naturally heavy and retentive. A 

slight sprinkle of finely-ground bones will be an 
improvement if added to the soil at the time of 
potting. If the pots are not too muoh crowded 

they need not be changed for the 
a top-dressing will suffice. ..Any 
uired should be done at peltting- 

he main point to observe is to see that 

the shoots do not crowd each other. If the 
current year’s shoots are more than 6 inches 
long, and well set with buds, they should be 
pruned back to that length. The trees 
will be all the bettor if left out-of-doois 
until the following February, protecting the 
pots from frost with long manure. Be careful 
to stand the pots on a hard base to prevent 
worms from making ingress to tho soil, and 
interfering with tho roots and drainage. When 
the trees are placed in the houeo tho tompora- 
ture should bo kept low; not more than 45 dogs, 
by night, with a riie of 5 degs. duriug the day. 
Syringe the trees about twelve o’clock daily with 
tepid water to induce them to break freely and 
maintain the roots in a moist state, but not too 
wet. When the now growth has reached 
4 inches long pinch out the points to induce the 
base eyes to plump up and form fruit-buds. 
Whon the buds burst into bloom cease syringing 
and tap the branches daily to disperse the 
pollen and create a free “ setr’of fruit. When 
the fruit has fairly started swelling, syringe the 
trees twice daily with tepid water ; the first time 
about eight a.m. and again at four o'clock, p.m. 
with a view to check the spread of any insect 
post. Directly the fruit has passed tho stoning 
stage supply tho roots liborally with liquid- 
manure in a weak state, say every alternate 
time tho trees require watering. Although 
Peaches enjoy abundance of air, it is not wiso to 
oxposo them to direct draughts by opening both 
top and bottom ventilators at the samo time 
when a oold east or northerly wind is blowing. 
As the fruit shows signs of ripening cease 
syringing the trees, and when it is all gathered, 
remove tne trees outside, plunging the pots in 
the open where abundance of sun and air can 
penetrate amongst the branches.—S. P. 

-Poaches can be successfully grown in pots. 
Anyone who doubts this should pay a visit to 
the Sawbridgworth Nurseries, where thousands 
of thriving trees may be seen fruiting in pots, 
some of very large size, and from twonty years 
to thirty years old, but still healthy and fertile. 

If I were askod does pot-culture pay it 
would be difficult to answer that ques¬ 
tion without a number of ifs and buts, 
and going further into it than present 
space permits. To be successful the 
cultivator must take an interest in bis 
work, as a good deal of attention is 

required during the growing sooson in 
watering, regulating growth, &o. Most 
of the good free setting sorts may be 

grown in pots, but I should not recom¬ 
mend the shy setting kinds, such as 
Alexander, Waterloo, Noblesse, or Wal- 
burton's Admirable. All the Nectarines 
do well. Established trees may be 
purchased any time in autumn, winter, 
or spring. Tho earlier the better. If 
maiden trees are purchased for potting, 
have thorn homo and potted os early in 
the autumn as possible. Prune rather 
hard tho first sooson. Afterwards the 
chief pruning will be done in June. Do 
not stop the young shoots too soon, let 
them make at least 8 inches of growth 
before nipping out the control bua. The 
trees may be wintered outside, the pot* 
plunged in litter, and tho houso filled 

with Chrysanthemums. To my inind 
this is where the principal advantage of 
pot-oulture comes in ; tho treo can rest 
outside and the house made useful. Take 
tho trees back to tho houso in January 
and do what little pruning required, and 
wash the stems and branches with an 
inseoticido. The repotting when re¬ 
quired should be done in autumn, as 
Peach-trees will be making roots all 
winter.—E. H. 

4251.—Gathering and storing 
fruit.—Your enquiry as applied to tho 

present season is an interesting one, as, if I am 
not much mistakon, we shall find that tho time 
stated in tho catalogues whon Pears should be 
ripe will not prove to bo very reliable—indeed, it 
never is, for Pears have so many vagarios with 

regard to ripening that no one oan give more than 
an approximation of it, and this season it is likely 
to take a wider range than usual. Peaches and 
Apricot* have already ripened in the open air a 

mouth in advance of the usual time. Windsor 
Peor« are nearly over, when, % rule, they are 
noBiipt before 6n<L middle of August. We may 

|t.h^re.|ore^*iPjept. ^ ^lyspopding advance in all 
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other fruit. Referring to your list of Pears, the 
Jargonelle is the only one that ia sometimes 
eaten from the tree. Louise Bonne de Jersey 
should be kept under notioo after the middle of 
September. The others you mention will prob¬ 
ably be ready for gathering a fortnight later. 
You are right in supposing that it is desirable 
to gather the late sorts in batches, and, not¬ 
withstanding what I have said, allow them to 
hang on the trees as long as it is safo for them to 
do so, only bear in mind that there are indica¬ 
tions that they will oome from the tree froely 
earlier than in ordinary seasons. Keep all the 
late sorts in a fairly dark room, which is venti¬ 
lated for two or three hours each day, and the 
temperature from 40 degs. to 45 decs. I soe I 
have omitted the name of Williams' Bon 
Chretien. This sort only keeps for a few days 
after it is ripe, which is about the middle of 
September. The only way to prevent the birds 
from pecking the fruit is to cover the trees with 
4-inch netting.—J. C. C. 

4248.— Fruit-trees for garden walla. 
—Although Apple-trees grow well against walls, 
it seems a pity to take wall space with this 
fruit when such fine crops can be gathered from 
trees growing in the open. Walla are generally 
reservod for such fruit-trees as are not a success 
when planted in the open. For instance, the 
ohoioe kinds of Pears, Cherries, Apricots, and 
Peaches, in addition to Plums. I will give the 
names of somo of the beat varieties of the fruits 
mentioned, “ Mr. Piercv ” can then uso his own 
discretion as to how he will nrooeed in the 
planting of them. Plums are best grown as 

fan-shaped trees. No less a space than 12 feet 
should be given for this class of tree. As to 
varieties, Green Gage, Kirke's, and Jefferson 
are good for dessert, Victoria and Orleans for 

kitchen use. All are excellent cropping kinds. 
As to site, an eastern aspeot answers well for 
Plums. Cherries need tho same space as the 
former fruit, a wall with a western exposure 
suits this crop. Morollo grows admirably 

against a north wall ; Governor Wood, Bigar- 
reau Napoloon, Elton, and May Duke are good 
free-bearing dessort kinds. Pears succeed as 

cordons, planted 18 inohos or 2 feet apart. 
Under this system so many more varieties can 
be included. If this is not an object, horizontally- 
trained trees answer well and give heavy crops 
of fruit. Jargonelle, Louise Bonne of Jersey, 
Marie Louise, Pitmaaton Duchess, Williams’ 

Bon Chrrftien, Glou Morceau, and Winter Nelis 
are good sorts to grow in every respect. Of 
Peaones, Alexander is muoh the oarliest of any. 
Gros Mignonne and Bellegardo are good succes- 
sional kinds; in fan shapo is the way they aro 
invariably trained. Moorpark is by far the 
most reliable Apricot. With regard to Apples, 

both kitchen and dessert, trees grown as bushes 
are muoh to be preferred. These should bo graf ted 

on the seedling Apple or Paradise-stock, as they 
commence bearing the second season following 
planting; indeed, many would bear, and do so 
sometimos, the first year, but it is not wise to 
allow them to do so, as the growth of the tree is 
weakened by tho extra strain placed upon it in 
its woakened state through interference with 
tho roots in planting. Tho following is a good 
soloction of sorts : Kitchen : Lord Grosvenor, 
Warner’s King, Kchlinville, Lano's Prince 
Albert, Golden Spire, ltramley’s Soodling, and 
Newton Wondor, the last two being late keep¬ 
ing varieties. Dessert: Devonshire Quarren- 
den, Rod Astrachan, Lady Sudeley, Irish Poaoh, 
Worcester l’oarmain, Cox’s Orange Pippin, King 
of Pippins, Blenheim Orango, and Stunner 
Pippin. In all cases I do not advise that cheap 
trees be bought; they aro very often the dearest 
in the end. Prooure those well rooted, and not 
more than four years old. The first week in 
November is the best time to plant fruit-trees 
of all kinds. A mulching of half-decayed stable- 
manure, laid on the surface-soil 2 inches thiak 
will preserve the roots from frost, and act as a 
conserver of moisture to the soil during the 
summer if the weather is at any time of a pro¬ 
tracted droughty character. Previous to plant¬ 
ing the trees the soil for 2 feet deep should be 
well broken up, not only to enable tho roots to 
run froely into it, but as a means of drawing off 
the surplus water after heavy rains, which chills 
tho soil near the surface.—S. P. 

2039.—Treatment of a Hyfirangw 
If the young growths of this season! Sts' veil' 

ripened flowers will form on the ends of th 

shoots next spring. If the plant is set out in the 

garden it should bo lifted and put in a pot in 
September, unless the position is very warm and 
sheltered. They flower outside on the south 

coast, but north of London it is rare to see it 
flowering outside.—E. H. 

HOUSE ft WINDOW GARDENING, 

4227.—Plants in a bedroom.—Strong- 
scented plants are not suitable for a bedroom. 
In the early spring months, Snowdrops, Blue 
Scillas (Squill) and Tulips, and Lily of the 
Valley would be suitable, but not Hyacinths. 
Plante which require much water, such as 
Spirmas should, I think, be avoided, but a nice 
White Azalea would last a long time with care¬ 
ful watering. Primulas and Cyolamens also, 
and later on Gloxinias, would be easily man¬ 
aged. Then in summer there are “ Geraniums," 

Fuchsias, and Tuberous Begonias. At the pre¬ 
sent time Campanula isophylla and its wnite 
variety are charming table ornaments, or on 
brackets near the window. In the autumn 
Scarborough Lilies, with a Pompon Chrysan¬ 
themum or two, with a Palm or a Fern or two, 
will be very attractive. The best Palms for 
rooms aro the Kentias. They are graceful in 
habit, are not diffioult to manage if watered 
carefully and the foliage kept clean, and they 
do not require large pots so soon as the Latanias 
and Seaforthias.—E. H. 

- We do not think it is advisablo to have 
many plants in a bedroom, but plants that 
thrive in rooms generally will also suooeed in a 
bedroom, if given a fair share of light, air, and 
carefully watered. You would have in the 
window the pretty Campanula muralis (a mass 
of bloom) in tho summer, C. carpatica, C. 
isophylla, and the variety alba, besides, of 
course. Pelargoniums, but they will need to bo 
replenished, as all flowering plants. Things in 
bloom do not keep fresh very long under such 
conditions. Tho Aspidistra (green and varie- 
fatod forms), Aralia Sieboldi, suoh good hardy 

alms as Corypha australis, and Eulalia 
japonica, will thrive—the latter to have plenty 
of water. Always keep the leaves carefully 
sponged with tepid water to remove accumu¬ 
lations of dust, and stand them out in gentle 
rain occasionally. This refreshes them greatly. 

—0. T. 

4108.—Plants for windows.—It may be 
feared that the Roses, hardy though they may 
he, will not do much after the first year if the 
“ town ” bo London, as Roses will not stand a 
smoky atmosphere, even under the best cultiva¬ 
tion. For the north windows either Ferns or 

foliage plants must be selected, as flowering 
plants would not do well there. The beat room 
Ferns are those of the Pteris family—Pteris 
serrulata and Pteris erotica being easily pro¬ 
cured, and standing well in a room. There is a 
pretty variety of the first, P. serrulata oristatum, 
with crested tips, which is specially handsomo 
as a room plant. English Ferns, too (Crested 
Hart’s-tongue— Scolopendrium vulgare oristatum 
—being the best as overgreen), are well worth 
growing now that they have been so much im¬ 
proved by special cultivation, and these give no 
anxiety in the oddest woather, being quite 
hardy, of course. Palms, too, would grow in 
the north windows, and these are oapital room 
plants, for they do not need potting often, and 
do not care for sunshine. They must, however, 
have their broad leaves kept thoroughly clean 
by sponging off the dust occasionally, and 
should never be allowed to become dust dry, 
although water should not be given to them until 
the surface-soil is dry, when enough to run 

through the pot (soft water, with the chill off in 
winter, in preference) should be given them, 
their saucer boing emptied half an hour after¬ 
wards. Phcenix dactylifera (the Date Palm), 
Coryphaaustralis (the Cabbage Palm), Seaforthia 
elegans (the Bungalow Palm), Chamierops elata 
(the Fan Palm), and Chamserops humilis (the 
Dwarf Fan Palm) are amongst the best Palms 
for a room, for they will even stand a little gas 
occasionally if tho leaves are kept spongod, 
although gas usually kills plants, and no flower¬ 
ing plant will stand it. Aspidistra lurida, too 
(called the Parlour Palm, though not really 
ofi the Palm family), is a first-rate gas 

itfkig plant, whioh only needs the Bame 

stions as the Palms ; and Ficus e^iWficas (the 
ndia-rnbber-plant) may be placed in the sam 

category, its broad, shining leaves being very 
handsome. One or two of the Dracienas, D. 
indivisa and D. congests, stand well in a north, 
window, and Grevifiea robusta (the Australian 
8ilken Oak) is a beautiful Fern-like little tree 
well worth attention, as it does well in a room 
for a long time. For a west window flowering 
plants may be tried, though the aspeot is not bo 
good as that which gives tho morning sunshine. 
Fuchsias, Zonal Polargoniums (“ Geraniums "), 
Perpetual-flowering Begonias, and a host of 
other plants would do here for a time, but it 
would not be possiblo to give thespeoial cultiva¬ 
tion of each in the answer. “Joseph Martin ” 
will find an article on these Begonias in the 
last issue of Gardening, and every week there 
are some particulars of the cultivation of room 
plants, giving the details necessary. Bulbs of 
many kinds may be put in during the autumn, 
and these will flower in early spring, but if 
" Joseph Martin ’’ will docido which he wishoa 
to grow, and give more particulars as to 
whether any garden, frame, or yard is available 
for plants not in flower, the special cultivation 
of each kind of bulb or flowering plant will be 
given with pleasure. There is yet another large 
S;roup of plants whioh might be made available 
or these windows—i.e., hardy plants, whioh 

can be grown in pots out-of doors until they 
bogin to bloom, and then lifted into the window. 
In this way Carnations, Gladioli, Lilies, 
Pentstemons, Foxgloves, Wallflowers, and many 
other blossoms may be had at a slight expense, 
and without much difficulty, the pots being 
sunk to the rim in a bed of fino ashes, in a back 
yard or garden, or placed in boxos of ashes on 
tho leads. Good soil, regular watering, and 
slight protection during winter, when these 
plants anould have 2 inches of ashes placed round 
their stems, and a bit of carpet over thorn during 
very severe weather, will keep up a good supply 
of hardy plants in this way.—I. L, R. 

4193.—Rosea In a window.—The Roses 
in question are not so dolicate us the Tea- 
scented varieties, and will not need much pro¬ 
tection during the winter. The more they can bo 
out-of-doors the better for them, as Roses do not 
do well for long together in a room, soon becom¬ 
ing too woak to flower. When they have done 
blooming they should bo placod in the open air, 
the pots sunk in a bod of nahoa to the rim, or 
else, if no garden be available, a box of ashea 

will do as well in a sunny yard or outside a 
window, or on the loads. Hore they can re¬ 
main till October, when they should bo primed 
a little and repotted, giving them a shift into 
the next sized pot, with good light compost 
(turfy loam, leaf-mould, and a sprinkling of 
soot and sand, but no new manure) and excel¬ 
lent draiuage. As amateurs do not always 
understand how to repot, a few words of ex¬ 
planation may bo useful. Cover tho holo with 
a piece of broken pot (the concave side being 
downwards), and place round this smaller pieces 
of crook, so arranged as to allow of escapo of 
water through tho interstices. Cover tho crocks 
with a bit of Moss (which lasta a long time 
without rotting, and keeps tho soil from clogging 
tho drainage), and sprinkle this with a tea- 
spoonful of soot, whioh is a strong manure, and 
not only helps to nourish the plant, but keeps 
out worms and insects. Then placo a little soil 
over this, and turn the plant out of tho pot into 
the left hand. Remove the drainage, and 
spread out the lower roots slightly, also pare 
away the uppor soil, so far as it does not inter¬ 
fere with the roots. Thon place tho ball of l he 
roots in the now pot (which must bo thoroughly 
clean and dry inside end out to start with), and 
pack the fresh compost firmly round it, using a 
blunt potting-stock to prevent any ompty spacos 

between the pot and the ball of roots. Finish 
off tidily at the top, leaving at least an 

inoh for a thorough supply of water, and in most 
cases more than this, so that a top-dressing can 
be applied. In pruning tho Roses cut out first 
the weak twiggy wood, which is often half dead ; 
then shorten the stout new shoots to a good 
dormant eye, about 4 inohos from the surface- 
soil, or more if quantity and not quality of 
bloom is desired, the pieces thus cut off (of this 
year’s growth) can bo put into tho open ground 
as cuttings, placing tnem ih firmly, with one 
eye only above ground, in sandy soil. The 
,Kmm willdo best out-of-doors, the pots being 
protected with ashes, until severe weather sets 

(hy wh^n tjliey ^MjgtySjpJfeojed in the window of a 
1 room without a tire, as close as possible to the 

NA-CHAMPAICjN 
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glass, and will begin to bloom early in the spring 
if given regular watering when necessary, with 

an abundance of air. In mild weather they 
should stand outside as much as possible. Rain 

will help to cleanse the foliage, but a bit of soft 
old sponge and soapy water should be always at 
hand to destroy the first symptoms of green-fly, 

their speaial enemy.—I. L. R. 

FERNS. 

THE BRITISH POLYPODIES. 

A “Lady Reader” has been collecting some 
of these in Yorkshire and Cumberland ; and now 
wants to know what she is to do with the roots 
to get them to grow ? Now, according to my 
belief, there is but one species of Polypodium 
native of Britain, and the Beech Fern and the 
Oak Fern I do not recognise as true Poly- 
podiums at all, but these belong to the genus 
Phegopteris, which by some is made a sectional 
name only. There, however, appears to be 
good reasons for those authors who give it 
generic distinction, with which I quite concur : 
but in the present case I will just say a few 
words on the British Polypodies and include 
these, for argument’s sake. The Oak Fern (P. 
Uryopteris) is one of the most charming of our 
native Ferns, its beautiful bright-green fronds 
rendering it conspicuous and noteworthy to all 
beholders, and ite young fronds are peculiar in 
having the ternate divisions rolled up like little 
balls upon wires. This Fern is widely dis¬ 
tributed all over Europe, beside other places, 
and, amongst other places in Europo, England 
appears to be one over which it is widely dis¬ 
tributed, for I have gathered its bright light- 
green fronds' when walking about in the Derby¬ 

shire Peak country, all about in Yorkshire and 
Lancashire, where it grows in great abundance 
in the stone walls which divide the fields, 
and which appear well suited for the 
requirements of its creeping rhizomes, so 
much so that I was tempted to build a similar 
one in my rockery to establish this species, and 
which planl recommend to the attention of my en¬ 
quiring friend, and she will find that, although 

these plants, will not make much visible pro¬ 
gress this season, their fronds will poop out 
early in April of next year. I have found this 
plant in so many places in going North and in 
Wales that I cannot name them, but I have 
never found it in Ireland, but I believe that it 
is to be found in that country, but that it is 
very rare. The Limestone Polypody (P. 
Robertianum) is another deciduous species of 
quite a different shade of green. It is larger, 
too, in its fronds, which have a coating of 
Blender, fine hairs. Altogether, I am of opinion 
that this plant should rank as a species. I do 
not agree with those who make it rank as a 
sub-species. It is a Fern that appears to delight 
in the sunshine, and it only grows in calcare¬ 
ous soil. This Fern would seem to be spread 
through many counties, appearing plentiful in 
the North of England, but I have never heard 
of its being found either in Scotland or Ireland. 

The Beech Fern (P. vulgaris) is a well marked 
and very distinct kind. When growing strongly 
the fronds attain to a foot in height, the lowest 
pair of pinme being deflexed, whilst the others 
incline upwards, and the whole frond has a 
pubescent appearance. It seems to be fairly 
distributed through the three kingdoms. 
All these plants appear to be prettv constant 
Some few differences I have observed, but when 
the fronds die down the variety dies out, and 
one seldom sees it again, and they will all grow 
together, so I advise my enquirer to plant them 
in what in Yorkshire they call a toad-holling 
wall, when, as I have before remarked, they will 
make good progress, and be able to show their 
beauties to the eye next spring. The alpino Poly¬ 
pody (P. alpestre) and its very delicate variety P. 
alpestre flexile have a general resemblance to the 

Lady Fern. Some authors, indeed, class it with 
that species, but I think in this they are much to 
blame for so doing. It is a plant of much 
interest, as it is within about fifty years being 
discovered to be now, and it was until then 
looked upon as belonging to the Lady Ferns, 
with which it grows in Scotland. This plant 
and its varieties grows well in well drained loam 

and peat, and it likes a shady situation ; and now 
we come to the common Polypody (PolyfiotJlum 
vulgare). This is a miorqqghciey^ig^onjteu 

least, when it can get moisture to its rooTS^but 

I have some roots which lost their old leaves 
through drought, and which have also been sub¬ 
jected to the very dry season we have had, 
and these did not show any sign of growing 
until the month of July, when they began to 
push up fresh fronds. It is a plant widely 
distributed throughout the temperate regions of 
the Globe. The fronds of the typical plant are 

dull-green in colour, which is relieved on the 
under side by the orange-coloured spores. Of 
this plant there are many varieties, and 

amongst them all, perhaps the most beautiful is 
trichomanoidos, whioh has finely divided fronds 
of a most exquisite character. The Welsh Poly¬ 
pody (P. cambrioum) is another grand form, 
which has the pinme again divided whioh over¬ 
lap. This form has never been found in a fertile 
state. Cristatum is another form of which 
there are several varieties all bearing the same 
name. Bat amongst the other named varieties 
I would particularly call attention to the forma 
called grandiceps, and the beautiful plant called 
omnilaceum. There are many others, and 
doubtless there remain many good forms, 
especially in the Ardennes Mountains, where 
this species abounds. To grow this plant well 

Oak Feru (1*01)'podium Uryoptcris). 

it should have a good depth of leaf-mould 
beneath it, and this should be kept always wet, 
and its rhizomes should not be buried. J. J. 

•1233.—Weeds on a lawn.—Thero is no 
more satisfactory way of getting rid of big 
weeds on lawns than to dig them out, and no 
better time could be had for doing so than the 
present, as the Grass is growing rapidly and 
will soon cover over the vacant Bpaces. With 
regard to the Yellow Hawkweed, of which you 
complain of having so much, I hardly know 
what to recommend you to do. I know, in one 

sense, it is a tiresomo subject, as the flowers re¬ 
main closed until the sun comes out, and then 
they burst into a sheet of yellow, which is ob¬ 
jectionable ; on the other hand, it is a case of 
the survival of the fittest, as it grows whore 
Grass does not thrive in dry weather, so that if 
you get rid of the weed it is possible that your 
lawn may be bare of Grass in a dry summer. 
For that reason I have had to let this weed re¬ 
main, and when it has not been necessary to use 
the lftffl-mower I have waited until the flowers 

and then sent a man with 
cut them off, as it is almos 

sible to tell where tho little flower-heads are 
until they are expanded. This weed only grows 
in quantities where the soil is thin and poor.— 

J. c. c. 
-You cannot do better than act upon the advice 

often given, and that ie to root them out with an old knife, 
or cutting oil the plant close to the ground. Tbie ie the 
best and old plan. Bare spots may be made good by 
pieces of turf, so as not to make unsightly patches.—C. T. 

4203 —Destroying ants.-Tho best thing you can 
do is to dig down by the wall and try and find where the 
nest really is ; you might then be able to reach it with 
boiling water or diluted carbolic acid. If the nest Is in 
the foundations you might cement the part over. Are 
the ants doing any harm '1—0. 8. 8. 

4213.—Extirpating Horse radish —You oannot 
do better than continue the course you are adopting. Get 
up as many of the old roots as you can. Your efforts will 
be orowned with success at last in spite of the opinion of 
your gaidcner. Even cutting off the leaves persistently 
will kill the roots.—G. 8. 8. 

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS. 

Questions.- Queries and anmrers are inserted in 
OASOKsua tree o/ charge if correspondents follow the rules 
here laid down tor their guidance. All communications 
for insertion should be clearly and concise/!/ written on 
one side of the paver only, ana addressed to the Editor of 
Oardsnixo, 37, Southampton.street, Covent-garden, Lon¬ 
don. Letters on business should be sent to the PUBIdSlIRR. 
The name and address of the sender are required in 
addition to any designation he may desire to be used in 
the paper. llVicn more than one query is sent, each 
should be on a separate, piece of paper. Unanswered 
queries should be repealed. Correspondents should bear 
m mind that, as Garuknino has to be sent to press some 
time, in advance of date, they cannot always be replied to 
in the issue immediately following the receipt o their 

communication. 
Answers (which, with the exception of such as cannot 

mil be. classified, will be found in their different depart¬ 
ments) should always bear the number and title placed 
against the query replied to, and our readers will greatly 
oblige us by advising, as far as their knowledge and 
observations permit, the corresjiondents who seek assist¬ 
ance. Conditions, soils, and means vary so infinitely 
that several answers to the same question may often be 
very useful, and those who reply would do well to mention 
the localities in which their experience, is gained. Corres¬ 
pondents who refer to articles inserted in Gardk.xi.no 
should mention the number in which they appeared. 

•1209.-An old Apple-tree —What should I do with 
an old Apple-tree that does not bear well /—Hi on 
DSSPKAR. 

427U—Basket-plants.—What hanging or ffasket- 
plante can I have in winter for a greenhouse which has 
no means of heating?—A. J. Goon. 

4271. —Manure for Vines.—Will someone please to 
let me know if grains is a good manure for Vines in a 
border under glass?—B. D. Fatt-scu. 

4272. —Roses for an outdoor border.—Will 
someone please give me a list of Rosts wiih best foliage 
for out-of doors border?—B. D. Fhkncii. 

427?.—Sorrel and French Beans for winter 
—Will anyone kindly Cell me bow to preserve Sorrel for 
winter use? Also French Btans?—8. Lindsay. 

4274. -Breaking stones —I want to break up some 
stones, .flints, ,'.c, very small to mix with my garden 
mould. What is a cheap and easy way to do bo ?— M. M. 
Owns. 

4275. -Treatment of Cactuses.—What soil do 
Cactuses require, and how are they propagated? I have 
one or two White Caoluses. Are they rare?—Hfan 
Drsprar. 

4276. —Everlasting Peas.—How are Everlasting 
Peas propagated / By seeds or by cuttiogs ? 1 have a 
White Everlasting Pea ; I am told it is rare ; ie that so?— 
Ht'OII DfHPFAR. 

4277. —Winter flowers.—Will anyone kindly give 
the names of some flowers which will blossom In winter 
in a moderately " arm greenhouse ? Locality, Ramsgate 
—G. Williams. 

4278. —Begonias In pots —I have a considerable 
quantity of begonia* in pots, and will be glad If someone 
will tell me how to keep them through the winter, as I 
lost a lot last year?—F. T. 

4279. —Single Begonias as cut flowers —I am 
anxious to exhibit some single Begonia blooms, but And 
when cut they soon wither. Will aoyone kindly give me 
a remedy for tble?-F. a. I. 

4280. —Fig trees under glass —1 have some F g- 
trees under glues. They do not bear well. Will anyone 
kindly tell me how to treat them 7 Do they require muoh 

manure and water ’—Java Sparrow. 
4281. —Freeslaa In a cold house.-Can I grow 

Freeslaa in a house without heat? If so, how? As mine 
have not flowered this season, but made a great quantity 
of small corms. Locality, Aldershot.—H. 

4282. —Destroying wlreworms.—I have about 
20 poles of newly broken-up giound, and it ie infested with 
wlreworms. What Is tho beet thing to use to destroy 
them ? Looality, High Barnet.—W. Willis. 

4283. —R0B6S on a low wall.—? have a low brick 
wall, facing north by east. Will Tea Roees do on It? I 
have been told they will. If so. will eomeooe please to 
reoommend the beet sorts?—Llrwrllyn Evans. 

4284. —Carnations, &C.—I Am purtled to know ths 
difference between Carnations, Plootees, And Pinks, also 
tho flaked birarres and seifs Perhaps someone will 
kindly help to enlighten me on these points?—0. R. 

4283.—Fuchsias in a cold house —1 lost my 

FucbkiAft^^'•'eot'high*.'* l?o”can p'them 
without cuttiog 

» have got BirhoTa1 about t leet oign. now c 

ttmsurcsTfr 
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4 28fl.—Plants fop a rookery.—I have a large 
extent of rookery to furnish. Toe greeter pert of it la 
exposed to morning end midday sunshine. Could I make 
it preeentable et this time ot year? Ol oouree, I ebell 
stock It with Ferns in autumn.—O. L. 

4287.—Plants under stages — Will someone 
kindly give me an idee end names ol plants to grow under 
two stages ol 12 leet by 1) feet, in a Kern-house 7 I have 
Moss now growing, but it does not look well, it being so 
flat. Any idea 1 shall be glad of.—Nemo. 

428?.—Plants In a Rhododendron-bed.—Hints 
would be gratefully received as to what plants would 
flourish in a Rhododendron-bed, so as to make It less dull 
hoth before and alter the flowering of the Rhododendrons? 
Aspect, west; situation, sheltered.—Torquay. 

4 280.—Treatment of Dloftmas —I wish to know 
the right treatment lor old Bweet-eoented Dlosmaathat 
have become very unsightly from long negleot 7 Is it too 
late lor them to make fresh growth if pruned now and 
either placed In the open air or In a oool greenhouse 7— 
0, L. 

4290. —Azalea mollis on a bank.—Would "C.T." 
or anyone kindly inform me if Azaleas (mollis and others) 
would do on a bank on the north aide of a Laurel-hedge, 
about 8 feet high? They would face N.N.W. Would the 
roots ol the Laurels Interfere much with their growth 7— 
A. 0. 

4291. —Calcined bones and leather —Would 
someone kindly say If oaloinod bones and leather (of 
which I have a quantity) would be suitable fordralnago or 
mixing with the oompostfor potting Roses, Fuohslas, Ac. 7 
Any other Information on this matter would greatly 
oblige.—Coxstant Reader. 

4291.—Black Currant bushes.—I have a row of 
Black Currant bushes whioh have this year been Infested 
with green fly, and the fruit completely destroyed. Will 
anyone kindly tell me if this could be prevented next year 
and how 7 Also when is the proper time to prune Blaok 
Currant bushes and howl—Siiildon. 

4293.— Pepper-plants — I have a dozen which I 
raised from seed. Tney are now In thumb-pots, and 
about 0 lnohee to S inches high. How shall I proceed with 
them? They want a shift badly. Should they be planted 
in the open garden? District, Shanklin. Isle of Wight. 
Any information will greatly oblige.—A. 

4231.—A tenant's fixture greenhouse —I am 
about to erect a tenant's fixture greenhouse, 18 feet by 
9 feet. Would some correspondent please inform me if I 
may reliably put a single row of blue bricks (no mortar) all 
round for the above to stand upon, with the idea of 
keeping down the damp from the woodwork 7—G. WitKRd. 

4295.—Making a lawn.—Will anyone kindly inform 
me how to make a large lawn (1 aore) on land that was, 
until threo years ago, Heath land, and whioh is now 
covered with rough Graze and Moss, but has never been 
cultivated? The subsoil Is sand, and tho ground has a 
natural slope of 1 inch in 12 inches away from the house? 
—AtlNK. 

4193 -Plants going to leaf.—Will someone please 
tell me why It is the plants In my garden have such large leaf 
growth and so few (lowers 7 Tho place Is rooky about, not 
much depth, manured heavily last year, none this year, 
thinking It might be the cause of this vigorous leaf growth 
of “Geraniums” In particular. Would the roots of trees 
near cause It?—8t:DSCftlBHR. 

4297.—Improving a tonnlslawn.—I shall be 
greatly obliged to anyone who will answer the following 
questions : 1, What is the best stimulant to be put on a 
tennis-lawn to strengthen the Grass, and the beet to pro¬ 
duce a luxuriantcrop of Grass in a small meadow In whioh 
aoowlskept? 2, What is the proper eeason for giving 
such a stimulant in eaoh case?—w. E. H. 

4293.—Roses not flowering.—I have about ten 
H. P. Roses whioh wero repotted into 9-lnoh pots about 
two years ago. Thoy flowered very well In 1891 and 1892, 
but this year, though they have grown very vigorously 
since they were pruned In February, there 1s not even a 
single flower-bud on them. Would someone kindly say 
what should he done with thorn 7 They are In a green¬ 
house close to the roof.—Ws Brown-. 

4293.—Double and Single Begonias —I put 
In cuttings of Begonias, both double and Bingle, about 
the middle of March. They are now about 3 feet 
high and 2J feet through, covered with bloom. Would 
someone tell me how long these plants should bloom, and 
If they consider them good plant* for the time, I am 
told they are nothing to what oan be grown in England. 
Is this so? An answer to this will oblige.—Scotland. 

43»1.—Treatment of Abutllons —I shall bs very 
much obliged If anyone will tell use wbat to do to make 
my Abutllons grow strong and have large flower* ? The 
only flowers they have had at present have b»en very 
■mall, and the plants look very weakly. I admire 
Abutllons very muoh, and would like to grow them well. 
I oan see the root* both top and liottom of tho pot, but am 
afraid of killing them If 1 move them now.—M. E. B. 

4301.—Treatment of an Apple and Pear- 
tree.—I have an Apple and a Pear-tree which have boon eanted ten years In a poor gravelly soil on a lawn. Both 

res make plenty of growth, and are almost overcrowded 
with foliage. Thoy only bear a very email quantity of 
fruit od tbe lower hranobee ; thoy have bad liberal supplies 
of liquid-manure. Will someone tell me how and when 
Is the best to treat them 7 Town, Southampton.— 
Daydou. 

4302.—Pelargonium cuttings —1 have tried often 
to etrlke cuttings of these singly in 8-lnoh pot* of light 
•andy eoll, but they always turn blaok In the stem and 
fail. Sbonld the soil be watered after the cuttings are 
put In, or only made damp beforehand 7 Should the noil 
be kept always damp, or allowed to got dry before being 
watered again? Should the pot* b« put In a box ana 
oovtred with glass, or kept on a shell lo tbe greenhouse 7 
Any bints will oblige.—Wu. Brown. 

4303.—Treatment of an Arauoarla.—Will some- 
one klndlv tell me what to do with an Araucaria-tree 
whioh le losing It* lower branobes, and Jome’of U* upper 
ones getting browqrjBuraia,a kind \ etnfWlik* 
oomlng out of the item in several pi&oesVltfees ovuz ii 
It* present position for twenty years, and was ve 

healthy and very well furnished till quite lately. An early 
answer will oblige at 1 am afraid to loss It. It is a 
handsome tree, and I do not know what to do with It.— 
Pier. 

4301. — Treatment of Vines —1 have sixteen 
Vines thst 1 planted last autumn, struck from eyes In 
the spring of last year. The first season In pots they made 
about 10 feet of rod each. I out them back to about half 
a yard eaoh. They have now, this season, made on an 
average 22 feet rode, and measure In olroumferenoe at the 
base 3 inches by 3J inohes. They will average about 
3 Inches. How many bunches would It be advisable for 
ms to leave on a Vine next year, and how far ought I to 
out them back this winter?—J. 0. 

4105.—Plants for a hot greenhouse.—1 have 
Just built a lean-to greenhouse outside my drawing-room 
window on the leads forming a corridor on the ecoond 
floor, faolng the east. I find it gets very hot and always 
very dry, no matter how much water is put down. Will 
someone name about a dozen plant* that would be likely 
to do well In euob a position ? I am very fond of creepers, 
foliage plants, and Ferns, but oannot get the latter to do 
well. Size ol greenhouse, 11 feet by 5 feet, and 10 feet 
high ; town, Southampton.—Daydon. 

431)3.—Pot-vines —1 have six pst-VInee thst have 
been bearing three years, I think. They ars very muoh 
pot-bound, bave not been potted In the time. I should 
aay. I have bad muob trouble to keep them alive, as the 
pote ars so full of root*. Would " J. 0. O.” or someone 
advise me whet I oan do with them, or if they are useless 
after the treatment they have had 7 I found them bearing 
a great many bunohes when I took to them in May last, 
wbioh did not all All out. They have been hard forced, 1 
think, as I began outting In the middle of June and have 
Juet finished.—H. W. C. 

4307. — Sin I lax asparagoides. — Will someone 
kindly tell me how to grow Smllax asparagoides Irom 
seeds? I have a plant of the above in a greenhouse. 
Exrly tills year it bloomed and ripened a nloe lot ol seed. 
When blank these seeds fell off, and tbe plant died down. 
Soon afterwards one young shoot, followed by a second 
growth, oame up, and both are growing vigorously. I 
want to Inorease my stock of this kind. I onoe obtained 
seed from a large and good seed-house, but though seeds 
were sown, some In beat and others without, every eeed 
failed to grow.—O. T. W. 

4303 —Porolng-bed In a stove —I shall be glad 
If anyone will be so kind av to tell me whether it would 
be better to have a hot-air or hot-water chamber for 
working a foroing-bed In a stove-house? Would It bo 
advisable to put a shallow tank about a foot deep to pro¬ 
vide the requisite bottom-heat (say 30 degs. above the 
temperature of the house—viz, 90 degs. to 100 degs.). I 
have three rows of 4-luoh pipes available. How many of 
these rows should bo taken up for this purpose 7 The 
rows are one above the other, so will the top one be 
sufficient? Any Information as to the construction of tho 
bed will also muoh oblige? The bed would be 2 feet 
8 inches In width.—Binoo. 

4339.—Pelargonium “Master Ohrlstlne."- 
WIU someone kindly give me a full description as to the 
appearance of Master Christine Pelargonium? Many 
years ago a plant was given to me under that name, and 
t have since multiplied it, and used it for bedding, 
always considering It to be a Master Christine. To my 
astonishment this summer a friend flatly oontradloted my 
assertion that it was so namsd, and has sent me a 
widely different Geranium as his Master Christine. Mine Is 
very like the parent plant11 Ohrlstlne," only with darker 
zone on leaf and rioher coloured petals ot a salmonlsh- 
pink. My friend's Is a bright yollow-gresn leaf with no 
zone, ami a bluish-pink blossom Just like the very old 
Pink Geraniums of forty years ago.—Eucalyptcs. 

) the following queries brief editorial replies 
liven ; but readers are invited to give further 

To 
are given 
answers should they be able to ofjer additional 
advice on the various subjects. 

4310. —Adlantuma turning yellow (Nemo).- 
Tbese fronds have the appearance of being overwatered, 
and of being exposed to the sun when wet. Keep the air 
moist, and tne plant* too, but shade from the sun, and, 
by the bye, lie sure that the drainage is right.—J. J. 

4311. —Polyatlchnm Lonchltls (E. It. Jones) — 
The frond sent appears to be this species. 1 have never 
seen the varieties of P. lobatum so muoh like this species, 
and tom* of them are Imposed upon the unwary for It; 
but 1 do not think anyono has Imposed upon you.—4. J. 

4312. —Anguloa uniflora.—B. B. sends a very Ctty form o( this species for a name, the ground oolour 
>g of a soft, creamy-white, profusely spotted with pink. 

This Is a very handsome form whioh deserves far more cul¬ 
tivation than It appears to meet with, more especially oa It 
grows well with the quite oool Odontogloesums.—M. B. 

4313.—Vanda tricolor formosa IJ. Johnstone).— 
This Is the variety you send for a name, and It has a very 
nloe aromatlo perfume, and the plant, aa you say, bas a 
very stout and massive growth. The flowers are large. 
Sepals and petals bave a ground oolour of yellow, with 
rowe ol spot* of reddish-brown, which sometimes become 
confluent.— M. B. 

4314.—Dldymooblea lunulata (II. Thompson).— 
Tbe pieces of the frond) sent dearly tell their own tale, 
the plant having got dry from time to time, and the base 
of tne plnnn being articulated with the rachls, tbev 
shrink and fall out when thoy booome dry. Nothing will 
save them. They will fall out, and therafore you must 
not let the plant eufler for want of water any more.—J. J. 

4315.—Dl»ftgrandlflora(C. A. The Pride of 
Table Mountain this la the name of the flower you send, 
and a lovely one Ills. I baveeesn upwards of five hundred 
blooms open In one group. Yes, there Is some prohibitory 

In toroe, I am told, about the plant at ths Caps. It 
not want muoh heat, and after flowering it should 

partial rest. Is oommenoee to grow In winter, at 
wtlme it may be aooommodaUd ln| Lli fjcaall!^-] 

4810.—Time for potting Orchids {The*. Bar- 
brook).—It, matters not wbat the time of year. It the 
plants are only half as bad as you say you should have 
them out of the old soil at once and drain the pots well 
and repot them, for plant* that are in auoh a state should 
not stay a single day. Even II It was In the middle of 
winter l would oertainly have them out.—M. B. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
We should be glad i/ readers would remember that tea 

do not answer queries by post, and that we cannot under¬ 
take to forward letters to correspondents, or insert queries 

that do not contain the name and address of sender. 

Enquirer.—Apply to Mr. J. Douglas, Great Gearies. 
Ilford, Essex.-C. Eley — The Begonias are affected with 
thrfps, and are possibly suffering also from the effects of 
overfumigation with Tabacoo. Please give more par¬ 
ticulars. _ 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 
Any communications respecting plants or fruits 

sent to name should always accompany the parcel, which 
should be addressed to the Editor of Gardkxi.no Ildus 

tratkd, S7, Southampton-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Names of plants.—/ ilacarthay.—l, Orobanohe 
major (the Broom Rape); 2, Polemonlum omruleum.- 
O. Rectors.—1, Ononis reolinata; 2, Malva moechata ; 
3, Scabiosa euootsa; 4, tbe same species, white variety. 
-11. Thompson —l, Asplenium pumllum ; 2, Micro- 
lepia pinna1.a ; 8, Dlplaztum dlvenlfolium ; 4, Lltobroobla 
macllenta; 5, Nophrolepls hlrsntnla; 0, Dipl avium 
Franoonls.—'G. II. B. (Luton).—It le probably Oattleya 
Bowringlana, but on account ol beiDg so deformed we 
oannot eay with certainty.-C. If.—1, Cattleya guttata 
Leopold I; 2, I. villa crlspa, good form. —AVmo — Oannot 
name from a single leaf. If the plant flowers send blossoms 
aod leaves together.-T. A. Rowley —Eulalia Japonloa 
variegata.-II’. Dawber.—Galllardia Lorenziana. A good 
plant.-/lrfcor.—Letter reoeived, but no leaf was 
enclosed.-Arre.— Oannot name from such specimens. 
-Dr. E. Hawthorn.—Epldendrum alatum. 

Naming fruit.—Readers who desire our help in 
naming fruit must bear in mind that several specimens 
of different stages of colour and size of ths same kind 
greatly assist in its determination. We can only under¬ 
take lo name four varieties at a time, and these only when 
the above directions are observed. Unpaid parcels wilt be 
refused. Any communication respecting plants #r/ruifa 
should always accompany the parcel, which should 
be addressed to the Editor of Gardrxixo iLLuarsarsD, 87, 

Southampton-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Names Of Fruit.—Subseriber, Balmoral.—Good- 
sized fruits ol a Gooseberry, probably Whitesmith, but we 
cannot name accurately, as the berries wero much 
crushed, _ 

POULTRY & R.AJBBITS 

4317. —Fowl with a rad skin —Will anyone kindly 
tell mo why my Plymouth Rook cook, a lino bird now 
moulting, has a bright red skin all over tho body ? Even 
the legs are reddish. Wbat should I do 7 He has a large 
run.—E. L. T. 

4318. —Chickens losing their feathers —Will 
anyono kindly Inform me wbat Is the bent treatment for 
chlokens when all their feathers corns out wbeu they are 
not moulting? My chickens have been losing their 
feathers on and off for tbe last year. I have tried rubbing 
them with soot and butter, which made their feather* 
grow for a time again. Thoy aro kept In a good-sized run 
at the bottom of my garden, which le In a town. They 
have Boft food io the morning, and hard io the afternoon, 
aleo green food.— F.. B., AVnf. 

4244.—Fowls in a field.—I should, flrat of all, give 
the owners ol tho fowls formal notice to keep their at 
home, and if they failed to do so I should send in a claim 
for damages, and take legal proceedings to obtain payment 
of the same.—B. 0. R. 

" Gardening Illustrated " Monthly Part*.— 
Price id.; post free, id. 

"The Garden" Monthly Parts.—This Journal 
Is published in neatly bound Monthly Parts. In this form the 
coloured plates are best preserved, and it Is most suitable for 
reference previous to the Issue of the half-yearly volumes. 
Price, 1*. 6d.; poet free, le. lid. Complete eel of volume, oj 
The Garden from Us commencement to end of 1892, forty- 
two vole., price, doth, 43012s. 

"Farm and Home" Monthly Parts.—ThU 
journal Is published In neatly bound MonMy Pans, in which 
form U Is most suitable for reference prnious to the Issue of the 
yearly volumes. Price id.; poet free, Bd. 

"Hardy Flowers.”--Giving descriptions of up¬ 
wards o] thirteen hundred of the most ornamented species, 
with directions for their arrangement, culture, sic. nAh and 
Popular Edition, Is.; post free. Is. Sd. 

London: 87, Southampton-street, Strand. W.C. 

TION’T FORGET 1—Tho Patent Invinoible 
AA Crock tor plant-pot* koeps out worms and all vormln; 
save* time, expense, and annoyance: lit* any pot; lasts for 
many years; will bo used in every garden when known. 
30, Is.; 100, 3s.; 1,000, 35s., fr»e.-A. PORTER, Stone House, 
Maidstone._ 

oi —bUKRlfiV HILLS, beautifully timbered 
XlL, FREEHOLD BUILDING or GARDEN PLOTS, 
20 by 150 ft, £10 eaoh. 50 by 200 ft, £25 oaoh, Possession 
on payment of 10 poroent. deposit. Balanoo by 18 half-yearly 
Instalments. Only a few plots rumslnlnu unsold. Return 
fare. Sunday, Is. 91. Plane —BROl'GHTON, Wostorham. 

rpt) tfljRS'KRYMKN AND FLORISTS — 
X TOTTENHAM.-TO BE LET a NURSERY, consisting 
ot 4 Greenhouse*, 3 heated by bot wator, capital house, con¬ 
taining 8 rooms and domestic offices. Rent, £38 —Particulars 
of A. HlOHAltDS, El’ate Agent. 813, H'gh-rd., Tottenham. 

(IRKlSNilOUSES.—Portable, 7 by 5 it., opan- 

xX roof, 54s.: loan-to, 41s. 8pan-roof forcing-house, 20 by 
U till £9 10s. 'Ji.idon frames, from 17a Garden light*, from 
8s. The above are all oomplete and pacltod on rail. State 
stterequlretl todhbtilo esMmai*j Illustrated Prloe List free. 
—J. JA1HE3, 355, Klgh-icSd, Chiswick. Inspection Invited. 
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SELF-COLOURED FLOWERS. 
The boldest effeote we have in our garden* are 

produced by self-coloured flowers, and it is a 

pleasing sign of the times that these are in 

general request. In vari-ooloured flowers one 

must make a broad distinction between those 

whose tints are harmoniously blended and 

those of an opposite character. Nome of qur 

garden flowers are naturally harmonious in 

their varied forms, such as the Alstm-merias 

and the Tea Roses; hut, on the other hand> 

the zeal of the florists in improving other 

flowers has beon carried to excess, and we have 

crude mixtures of colour that are not pleasing 

to the eye nor productive of the best results. 

Those who during the last few years have urged 

the claims of 

Carnations, and advised their extensive 
cultivation in gardens, have pointed out the 
neoeaaity of mainly growing the kinda that 
poeaested a clear solf colour. There aro a 
general similarity and monotony of tone and 
tint about the flaked and bizarre forms of the 
florist, and some of them present combinations 
of colour that are harsh and offensive. Even 

in self colours there is variety of tint sufficient 
for any purpose, and when wo deal with flowers 
of this kind we may arrange them to produce 
results much more pleasing and simple than are 

ever obtained from the violent contrasts that 
abound in a great deal of present-day flower 
gardening. Antirrhinums are capable of pro¬ 
ducing a lovely effeot if grouped iu self colours. 
This is quite true, ana not of Antirrhinums 
alone, but of many pretty garden flowers. We 
have got so accustomed to the very much 
mixed strains now in oommeroe that we 
think of nothing further and content oursolves 
with them. Now, Antirrhinums are very useful 
garden flowers, so persistently do they bloom if 
relieved of the burden of ripenipg seed. Several 
years ago I saw a group flowering in a garden, 
and of all the plants one only impressed me wills 
its beauty ; it was a rich orimnon self. Later 
on the plant was sent to me, and I struck all I 
could from it. The following year a group was 
made in the garden, and the effeot was so last¬ 
ing and brilliant that I was at once convinced 
the right thing to do was to have a few good 
seifs. I raised a batoh from seed, and was 
fortunate in obtaining a creamy-white and a 
canary-yellow kind, also a very rich dark velvet- 

orimson, which is very heautifnl upon close 
inspection, but does not produoe a brilliant 
effect equal to that of tne first kind. All 
four, however, have been grown in groups this 
season, and they have been a mass of bloom 
since Jane till recently, when all the first spikes 
were cutaway, and from now on into the autnmn 
the plants will keep blooming from smaller 
lateral spikes. There is no necessity to name 
them, for, aa “A. D.” says, six decided self- 

coloured kinds would he ample for any place. 
It is a simple and easy matter to strikoA-batch 

of each from onttings in autumn and/keep/the 
plants under cover for the winter. ThlwjJAi* ' 
put ont quite early in the spring and are in | 

flower by the time that tenderer, but not more 

showy nor more profuse blooming plants are 
safe outside. 

Pentstemons of the present day are very 
disappointing, and if thero are any good bright 
self* in existence they are very scaroe. I have 
a kind that 1 use largely with summer bedding 
plants. I found it on the place, and it blooms 
from June to November. A batch of cuttings is 
put in in a cold frame during October, protec¬ 
tion is given when frost is very severe, and the 
plants are planted out in April. Nothing in 
this way and for this particular purpose 
could give a better return for so small an 
outlay. Up to the present my endeavours to 
obtain kinds as good in different hues have not 
been rewarded. A large lob of seedlings is now 
blooming, but from my point of view they are 
worthless. Many are positively ugly, so dingy 
in hue, and those that nave pretensions towards 
Citiness are not solfs. There is not enough 

y of colour. The type that predominates is 
characterised by a narrow belt or band of colour 
running round the edges of the petals, hut the 
tube of the flower is of an entirely different hue. 
It would serve the interests and meet the 
desires of many if those who make a speciality 
of this flower would endeavour to produce 
and supply good seifs. Last season I saw 

a lot of new kinds at the Drill Hall. The 
spikes were fine, the flowers large, but 
tne colours all partook of the orthodox type, 
and not one of the kinds commended itself to 
me for bold use ia the flower garden. But 
whilst wo deplore the want of good self-ooloured, 
kinds of particular families of garden flowers it| 
must in justice he said that recent years havej 
witnessed a great improvement among manyj 
things in the direotion desired, and we may1 
reasonably assume that the good work will be 
pursued. Before dismissing this first part of the 

subject, however, 

Sweet Williams might be mentioned aa 
flowers that would be ten times more popular if 
the many shades that characterise the flower 

could be had iu pure fine self forms. A rich 
orimsoo, pure white, or delicate pink without 
the inevitable lacing or staring eye would be 
valuable. 8tooks afford the best example of 

what can bo done in a few years. They are all, 
or nearly all, seifs, and embrace the richest and 
deepest, or lightest and purest hues. H. 

A note on Tropaeolums.—One usually 
finds that the Troprcolum is not grown in many 
places for the reason that the plants run to leaf. 
This is scarcely the oaae, as they do not run to 
leaf, this feature being characteristic of the 
variety. I lately noticed, however, two kinds 
that produce few leaves and bear their flowers 
above them, so that they are well seen. This 
is the type of Tropieolum so desirable. Vesuvius 

is the name of one. It has dark-coloured foliage, Suite of a bluish-green, and brilliant scarlet 
o wers, which are in rich association. This kind 

will assuredly get popular. It is better, so far as 
I can qee, than Empress of India. Then I must 

d word for another variety of similar | 
hi*-' * r . 

>y ot similar | burn tnem lor 

ed Clibran’s Yellow. ‘tffiay “»f.T 
an ordinary green colour, and the flowers > with plant life.—P. 
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bright yellow—not, however, a staring shade— 
and literally hide the foliage. Both, I believe, 
are new and therefore not yet well known.— 

C. T. _ 

BEDDING "GERANIUMS.” 

These have made but very little growth this 
season, and the chanoes of getting any thing like 
a full supply of cuttings are remote—at least, 
until too late in the year to he of muoh use, for 
if dull, wet woather should prevail, the growth 
made during the latter part of summer will he 
of the softest nature, and not likely to make 
good plants without a large percentage of losses. 
Under present aspects the best oourse to follow 
will bo to start the work of propagation at onoe, 
getting off all the cuttings that can be spared as 
soon os possible, and inserting them either singly 
in thumb-pota or five in a 3-inch pot. At this 
early period they will strike well in any position, 
but to shelter thorn from heavy rains I like to 
have them in oold frames, where tho lights can 
be drawn off in fine weather, and replaoed if 
heavy thunderstorms occur ; just enough water 

to keep the shoots from shrivelling is all they 
require until they have made roots, when they 
may have a little more liberal supply. Later 
batches of outlings will need more care, or the 
losses from damping will be great. Any plants 
that have been kept in small pots through the 
summer should be headed down, and the tops 
used as cuttings, and the stumps, if kept rather 
dry, will break out into growth, and make very 
nice dwarf bushy plants for next season. Old 
plants, if lifted before they get frost-bitten and 
have most of the old leaves picked off, may then 
be store 1 thickly in pots or boxes, and placed in 
gentle heat for a little while to get rooted, give 
an excellent supply of cuttings very early in the 

spring, which, under careful management, will 
make good plants by May. 

J. G., Haute. 

4274.—Breaking atones.—Except in very 
small quantities you will find this a difficult and 

expensive job without the aid of machinery. 
With a "devil” disintegrator and a steam- 
engine you mav grind up stones of any kind by 
the ton ; but short of this it will be fur cheaper 
and better to buy or obtain a load or two of pit, 
river, or sea-sand, road-grit, or the like. Finely- 
sifted coal-ashes would answer the same pur¬ 
pose, and afford some amount of actual nutri¬ 
ment as well ; or if your soil is heavy, some of 
it might be burnt in heaps with small coal, and 
the produots mixed with the soil will greatly 
aid in rendering it lighter and richer as well.— 

B. C. R. 
4291.—Calcined bones and leather.— 

All animal matter is useful as a fertiliser, and 
I have found the above a very good manure 
upon stiff ground, and also for pot Roses. 
Some years ago a friend of mine was so un¬ 
fortunate aa to have a valuable stock of leather 

and bones burnt. I used some of the ashes, 
and found them one of the best and most lasting 

fertilisers, butty, would, of course, not pay to 
burn them for this purpose. "Constant 

in any connection 
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OARDBN WORK.* 

Conservatory. 
Maks sure that hard-wood ad plant* In the open air are 

Moure from worm*. Either stand the pot* on brlok*, 
tilee, or on a thick bed ot aehee. Worm* In the pote will 
lie eure to upeet the drainage, and lead to a sickly con¬ 
dition of growth it the error le not corrected at onoe. If 
there I* any sutploion of the preeenoe of worm* in the 
pot*, turn the plant out carefully. The tapping of the 
pot on the pottlng-benoh will generally oause the worme 

to oome out of the lide* of the balls, when they oan be 
graeped and drawn out. If they do not oome out thrust 
a piece of wire through the ball In a plaoe or two. Worm* 
ar* timid creature*, and the slightest disturbance will 
•tartle them and cause them to oome out. Soft-wooded 
plant*, *uoh a* Pelargoniums or Fuob*ia* may be watered 
with a solution of lime. This generally dislodges the 

worms, and bring* them* to the surface, where they oan 
be easily captured. Worm* In a flower-pot are something 
like the proverbial bull In a ohina shop—very much out of 
plaoe. Give the last stopping to the shoots of Salvias, 
Eupatoriums. and other plants ot similar habit, whloh are 
planted out with the view of potting up by-and-b.ve. 
Arum Lille* that were kept in pot* or* now growlog freely, 
and should be shaken out and repotted. Remove the 
•mall offset* from the sides of the plant*, and plant In 
boxes for inoreaslng stock, should more stook be required. 
Some of the strongest may be placed In 61ncb pots to 

grow on. Though there I* no use In starting more plants 
then there 1s spaoe to grow, better have a few plants and 
do them well than overstock the place and run the risk of 
of spoiling the lot. Arums throw off side shoot* very 
freely. If there happens to be an ornamental pond any¬ 

where suitable for aquatic*, surplus plant* of Arum Lilies 
may be planted In the water round the margin. If the 
water Is deep enough to prevent the plant* getting frozen 
they will be quit* safe in winter. I have eoen very hand¬ 
some masses round the margins of ornamental water that 
were charmingly effective when In bloom in summer, and 
tbe flowers were valuable for cutting, a* they appear at a 
season when Arum blooms generally are not to be had. 
Tree-Oarnallon* for winter flowering (If not already shifted) 

•bould be plooed in their blooming pot*, using good, 
sound loam, mixed with a little two-year-old oow-manure 
and some sharp sand Have the plant* securely staked, 
end seep on oool-osh bed In an open situation. When the 
early-flowering Tuberous Begonias are post their best, 
plaoe them ouuide to ripen, os young plant* will be 
coming on now. Ryohea falcata Is an old-fashioned suc¬ 

culent, usually blooming at tbls season. It Is not dltHoult 
to grow, and, like the Kalosanthes, large specimens can 
be made up for home decoration by placing three to live 
plant* In a good-sized pot. Guttings of both this and the 
Kalosanthes will root any time now, when young shoots can 
be bad. They will strike very well in gritty oompost In a 
dry houM shaded from bright sunshine. 

Stove. 
Eaoharls Lilies may be plaoed In a oool-house to ripen 

and rest preparatory for blooming io winter. But the 

bulbs must not be dried off, as the plant Is a true ever- Ereen. It Is quite possible to have this beautiful bulb In 
loom pre ty well all tbeyear(wheo grown In quantity)by 

following a rigular system of growing and resting But 
on no account should they be starved Into loss of health, 

as when that happens It will tak* a long lime to restore 
them to vigour again. Qesneras will do better In a close 
pit, lightly shaded, and where a little fire-heat or some 
warmth from fermenting mtterlals Is present. Regular 
fire* will soon he necessary in the stove now. At present 
I am lighting fires on co>d night*, and letting them out in 
the morning, or rather after being mode up at night 
nothing more is put on till llres are relighted the next 
afternoon. Cuttings of anything of whloh more stook Is 
required will grow now L*ggy Crotons and other plant* 

should be out down, and the best of the outtlng* struok In 
bottom-heat Give liquid-manure to Allamanaas, Vincas, 
and other plants In bloom or in tbe bud state. Seedling 
Streptocarpus should be potted on when large enough, 
using peat, leaf-mould and sand. An Intermedlate-bouee 
suit* these plants very well. They will do without Are- 

htat in the summer, but mutt be kept close and shaded 
from very hot tun. Ventilation may be given rather more 
freely now for a few weeks to ripen growth and fit the plant* 
for passing through the winter without on unout amount 
ot beat from tbe tire. It will soon be neoetsery to over- 

haul tbe heating apparatus should any Improvement be 
required. 

Balbs for Forcing. 
The order for the usual consignment of foroing bulbs 

should be sent la at onr- ; In fact, all order* for early- 
flowering bulb*, euch as Kieoslas and Roman Hyaelnths, 
ought now to be In band ready for potting. Freesloe, If 
carefully managed and rlpeoed, may be forced year after 
year, but Itomao H> aalntbs are of no use for foroing after 
the first season. White Lilies intended for foroing should 
be potted at ono* and plunged outside In Coooa-nut-flbre, 
moving Into a oool-house In October to bring them on 
gradually till after tha shortest day. Plant* whloh are 
quite hardy In tho border may succumb to the drying 
Influence of frost in a pot, so before frost comes all Lilies 
In pot* should bo plaoed In a house where the frost 1s 

kept out. 
Ferns under glass. 

Young seedlings may be pricked off or potted on Into 
larger pots. If they require it. When shaded, Ferns do 
not require much ventilation, except for the purpose of 
hardening the fronds. This hardening Is very neoeesnry 
where the Ferns are grown for cutting. When Maiden¬ 
hairs are grown on shelves or stages near the glass, tbe 

stems get* hard and firm, and ar* lasting In a out state. 
Lestrea patens is a very pretty Fern when well growing 
Doryopterts palmata possesses a distinct oharocter, but 
aeither of these are quit* aa easy to have in good condltl 
ss the Mtlden-halr* and Plerlses. If overwatered or 
permitted to get dry they beoome unhealthy, and It Is 
difficult to get them right again. Feme, like other things, 

require less water when the days are shortening, and a 

• In cold or northern dirt ride the opf/ait>be referred 
to under " Garden W'orfc " tnau,te done troni ttnIp tin '• 
a fortnight later than is Aers indicated \nUiji,aaUy joe 

result*. 

dryer atmosphere fits them, especially the delicate kinds, 
for the winter. If Ferns are intended to be grown through 

the winter in a cool-house there must be no late potting, 
and tbe treatment as regards ventilation and atmospheric 

moisture must be such a* will have a hardening, ripening 
effeot upon the growth. Lea* shade will be required now. 
A little lire will lie beneficial to the stove kinds, though I 

have not begun Hies yet. 

Chrysanthemums. 
It may lie necessary to open these pistil* out a little 

more, as slnoe the change in the weather they have grown 
very fast. Tying must not be neglected, as rough winds 
may be evpeoted. The positiou can scarcely he too open 
in tbe air and sunshine, but a little shelter from the wind 
Is very desirable, as the plants are so eimily broken by it* 
foroe. The war with earwigs must be vigorously followed 
up. Thousands have been destroyed, but they are still 
numerous, though less troublesome since the refreshing 

rains set In. Watering must be done with Judgment now. 

Window Gardening. 

Tbe whl>* form of Campanula isopbylla is very pretty In 
windows, in baskets or brocket* In the room. Drooping 
growth is very charming. I know one lady who seems 
specially attracted by drooping plant*, Buob os the Cam¬ 

panulas, Sedums, and drooping Ferns. Very pretty 
margins are made of them, with perhaps one well-grown 
plant of distinct type in the oentre of an ornamental 

stand. 

Outdoor Garden. 
Those having good varieties of Delphiniums of the 

perennial kinds might gather and sow the seeds as soon 
a* ripe. Many other hardy kinds might be eowo now 
instead of leaving till spring—anything, in fact, that one 
wishes to increase. The soil now. after the recent rains, 
is In splendid condition for sowing and planting, and the 

seeds were never fuller of germinating power than they 
are this season. Do not forget to sow a few hardy annuals 
to bloom early in spiiog, but only the hardiest kinds 
should be sown. Self-sown plant* should be left, merely 
thlnniog them out where they stand. Weakly turf will be 
benefited by a dressing of nitrate of soda or some other 
artifloial. White Clover seed may be sown now on weak 
p|aceb Weeds are very conspicuous in many lawns, and 
those who took the opportunity during the drought to 
dig them out will soon have tho places occupied by tha 

rapidly growing Grass. To keep a lawn in llrst ola-s con¬ 
dition requires labour even In a dry time when the Glass 
does not grow, a* the Daisies, Plantains, and other weeds 
ripen their seeds dry quickly, and if permitted to fall 
about endless labour Is prepared for the future. This la 
the way lawns get weedy. All hedges yet untrlmmed 
should have immediate attention. Bxx-edglnge, also 
round flower beds nod elsewhere should be out: they soon 
get rough and untidy if neglected. Weeds are growing 

lost now, and both hand-weeding and tho use of the hoo 
will be necessary to dear the ground promptly. Single 
Hollyhocks are very bright and showy aud have stood the 
drought better than other varieties. Seed of both single 
and double kinds may be sown now. Sow Intermediate 

Stocks for spring blooming. 

Fralt Garden. 
Remove laterals from Peaoh-trees under glass. Vigor¬ 

ous tree* will sometimes go on growing after the crop baa 
been gathered, and this activity Is no heneflt ss it retards 

ripening. In a season like the present the wood of the 
first and second houses should ripen up without fire-heat; 
but In the case of trees exceptionally vigorous a little fire- 
heat will help them through ; possibly these very vigorous 
trees will be better ohecked a bit at tho root, and this 
partial root-lifting and pruning may be done now in the 
nose of fotoed trees where the crop has been gathered. 
Ouuide Peaobes have ripened this year In advance of the 
usual time. Alexander ha* been gathered In June, nearly 

a month In advanoe of tbe usual time, ond Waterloo 
following, oloselv sucoeeded by Hale's Early, a better 
arooper than either of those first-mentioned. Apples and 

Pears are not the full crop everywhere that was anticipated. 
I believe three part* or more of the fruit failures are due 
to want of care In the management than to stress of 
weather In spring. For Instance, during the late drought 

in many gardens the fruit has fallen much, and those left 
are inferior In size. This matter may be said to be 
entirely In the hands of the cultivator. If, when a tree is 
visibly suffering, he does not apply the means ready to 
his hand, failure must be expeoted. Fruit-trees in a state 
of nature do not bear good fruit. They must be cultivated, 
and simply planting a tree and leaving It to take Its chance 
Is not cultivating It. Get the Strawberries planted as roon 
as possible, and the plants Intended for foroing into the 
fruiting-pot*. These are sometimes layered tu the fruiting- 

pot* I have generally had them do well In this way, and 
It oertatnly saves labour. Do not set the Strawberile* In 
pot* too close, nor yet permit runners to form on them. 
Prune old wood from Raspberries, and thin out young 

leaves. 

Vegetable Garden. 
Oatber Tomatoes a* they ripen, or a day or two before 

they aro quite rlpo If the plants are bearing heavily. It 
will not do any harm to shorten back some of the leaves 

to the lost pair of leaflet* to lot in tho air and sunshine. 
Dig up Potatoes an soon os the skins are set. Dry them 
and plane in small clumps. Cover with straw and a little 

soil, Just to keep out the air. Potatoes which have com¬ 
pleted their growth, If left in the ground, will grow out. 
and their oondltlou lie Injured. Second growth should 
always be avoided If possible, especially of second early 
kinds. Late Potatoes which are quite grten must, of 

oourse, take their ohance. To mention a few Pctatoe» 
which are very good this year, I may name Snowdrop. 
Windsor Castle, White Puritan, Reading Russet, Abun¬ 
dance, Reading Giant, Windsor Castle. Satisfaction, and 
Thorburn. The other day at a local show I saw two very 
line dishes of Potatoes-one red kidney named Princess 
May and the other whit* kidney labelled Duke of York. 

They were exoellent samples, but they were thought by 
on expert to lie merely selection* from old kinds, and not 
veritable seedlings, or even distinct sort*. No doubt the 

ptatlon is great to utilbe euch names. Sow Caul}- 
for standing the winter between the 15th and 25Ui 
month, aooordlng to earllness or lateness of 

_,t. There le a pretty general 'leiiiand /jarpR--1 

abbagee for pickling, and the seeds for usxltyear'ssupr 

should be sown now. Etrth up Celery at least a month 

before It is required for us*. I have already In a previous 
issue referred to the blaocbing of Celery by the use of 
paper, tied round the leaves when drawn together. This 
does very well for auramer use, but will not be suitable for 
the winter crop ; or, at least, earth must tie used later on 

to protect the plant from frost. Plant out Lettuces ami 
Endive, and make a further sowing. K. Hobday. 

Worls In the Town Garden. 
Begonias of the tuberous seotion are doing well In the 

open air since the rain oame, growing rapidly and flower¬ 
ing profusely. Even seeilllogs of the ourrent season are 

rapidly coming into bloom, and will soon make a brilliant 
diaplay. It is surprising how fast these young seedlings 

grow as soon aa they get a little hold of the ground, and 
especially If this Is rloh and mellow and they get plenty of 
water; indeed, when planted out it is not easy to make 

the soil either too rloh or too moist by fair means. I like 
these seedlings, or else plants obtained from quite small 

tubers raised the y ear before, better than older plant* for 
bedding, and especially for email beds, as they begin pro¬ 
ducing very fine flowers when only u few Inches high, 
while old tubers run up to a considerable height before 
they bloom. I do not consider these very suitable subject*, 

at least in the open air, for very smoky neighbourhood!. 
though I hove seen really fine flowers growo under gloss 
not very far from the oentre of London, for without a 
certain amount of pure air and free light they appear to 
lack sufficient strength to retain their flowers unui fully 
expanded, and drop them while still opening, if not before. 

But In any of the outer suburbs, or in small towns, they 
thrive better planted out In good soil than under glass, 

and are, In fact, the beet and most showy of all bedding- 
plants, in a wet season more particularly. Persevere in 
layering Carnations, of which no one can have too many 
of really good kinds, and utilise any short or badly placed 
shoots as cuttings. The "grass "of many of my plants 

has grown to a great length, and in BOrne cases is showing 
for a second crop of flowers. Zonal and other Pelargoniums 
have done well this season so far, both Indoors and out, 
though the pips are much larger now than during the 
intensely hotanddry weather, as they expand more elowly. 
The propagation of these useful plants may be begun at 

any time now, and the easiest and brat way to increase 
one's stook Is to insert the outtlngs in tbe open ground, 
choosing a bed of light sandy soil in a sheltered and sunny 
spot. Make the outtlngs In tho usual way, and insert them 

firmly at-I inches apart; keep the bed freo from weeds, 
and water It only when the boll becomes really dry Just) 

below the surface, and over DO per cent, of the cutting* 
will root and make good plants by the end of September, 
when they should be litied, potted, and housed. The Ivy- 
leaved Pelargoniums are capital town plants, and among 
the best of subjeots for a house that does not receive 
very regular attention, os they do not mind going short of 

water for a dav now and then. They also do well as 
bedding plants In poor sandy soil and a fine season. 
Tomatoes in full bearing must have plenty of nutriment, 

liquid and solid, now. B C. K. 

THE COMING WEBB'S WORK. 

Extract* from a garden diary from Aug ml 12 th 
to August 191 A. 

Sowed Early London Snowball and Autumn Giant 

Cauliflower* Thu last sown now forms a good suooeselon 
to the early Cauliflower. Earthed up winter Greens ; the 
ridge of earth support* aud strengthens tbe stems. 
Earthed up early Celery, and drew a little soil up to tbe 
Greks with*a hoe. Mad. a la-1 sowing of Winter Spinach 
and Giant Roooa Onion*; also towed Brown Coe Lettuce*. 
Shall sow .gain Bret week In next month for leaving In 
tho seed-beds all winter Thinned the foliage of Tomato** 

ouuide, and stopped all leading "Soot*. Fruit■ •*«. after 
this will be of no use. In ihe early Tomato-house the 
young shoot* whloh have broken out of main stems nave 
been left to produce a second orop. which have eet freely, 
and with a little fire by-and-bye, will produce a good crop 
through the autumn. Removed laterals from Peaches 

and Vines under glass. The trees In tbe large ’each- 

home receive water enough to keep the ,0<j“ 
tbe engine Is used freely on fine afternoons. This keep* the 
foliage nice and fresh till the last, and has an important 
Influence upon the next year's crop, as tbe longer the 
actlen of tbe folloge continues the better, or, :n other 

words, let the leaves ripen gradually. lod “°* 
by the work of red.spider, or by want of water at the 

roofs. The ventilation of vineries where the G rapes are 
colouring must be constant. In my case the house s 
never altogether olosed. In cold, damp weather a little 
hot water is turned Into the pipe*, Just sufflolent to cause 
olroulatlon and give off a genlle heat. This can easily be 

regulated by the valves more or less belog turned on 
according to the external atmosphere. There orei days 
and night* when the heat mav bo turned off altogether, 
os all that is required Is a buoyant, rather warm atmos¬ 
pheric condition There le no doubt, I think, that Toma- 

toes are best ripened on the plant*, but Iln‘^e 
tafftvy orop. It may be Bometlmee advisable to gat her (hem 
Just before they are fully coloured ; It eases the plants and 

ran we the lat»r fruits to set and swell better Atany 

«U, many practise this rightly or wrongly ' 
a good many varieties of Tomatoes-bave, In foot, several 
under culture now but csnnotflnd anything Hike better 

ihan Ham Green Favourite. Then, again, with regard to 
Cucumbers and fruit culture generally, I do not want a 
large number of varieties. I do not grow many kinds, but 
I want tho best and most prolific, and to arrive at 
suitable and trustworthy conclusion* require a long 
experience, and then perhaps after all ono may^be living 

In a fool's paradise, units* one's eyes are wide open, and 
new things are given a trial. I am Just now convinced 

■ here Is no belter all-round Cucumber than Loekles Per¬ 
fection It I. a most abundant bearer, and there are very 
few "chumps." 1 should explain this Is a term given by 
market grower* to the deformed Imperfect Jrult, and 

SS. ^over* Cucumbers'* 

uliokoib'f the pk£t* a7““gorou»*»nd wellI Mmrlshtd. 
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Top-dreaalnzs cf rich compost are (till valuable, though 
the root* are leaa active on the eurface than they 
ware a couple o( months ago. Woodlloe have always been 

till thie year a eource of trouble, but by care in the 
eclection of soil and manure, and thoroughly oleanelng the ■ 
houae when the orop le obanged, I have no trouble with 

woodlioe thie eeaaon, and hope the same care will Id future 
keep us entirely from this troublesome peat, tine of our 
greatest troubles aa regards Inaeota have been the earwig* 
on the Chrysanthemums. Black and green fly we can 
deal with effectively, but the earwigs in eome seaions ars 
a terrible worry. I have placed traps everywhere, and 
thie has resulted In some benefit, but the greatest benefit 
has been obtained from looking over the plants at night 
when the insetti are feeding and pioking them off the 
plants, giving them a pinch, and oasting them down. 

FERNS. 

ARRANGEMENT OF FERNS. 

Ferns nob only mast bo grown well, but alse 
arranged artistically, aa shown in the accom- 
panying illustration. Owing to the variety 
that exists amongst them, they afford a vast 
field for effective grouping. Although most 

Ferns are individually graceful in growth, yet 
the aspect of a fernery is greatly beautified 
when the plants are arranged with taste. 

Amongst the many different ways of arranging 
Ferns so as to produce a satisfactory result, and 

at the same time show each plant off to the best 
advantage, there are two which may be specially 
menti< no 1. The first relates to ferneries in 

growth, such as Blechnums, Lomarias, Ac , but 
all should be so arranged as to make a pleasing 
group. It may also be stated in favour of this 
last mode of growing Ferns that it is the more 
nsoful, as it allows the same plants to be used in 
different ways for decoration in rooms, and for 
mixing with flowering plants in the conserva¬ 
tory, Ac. In all case* avoid symmetry in 
grouping Ferns. They certainly do not gain 
anything by being set in a formal manner, and 
overcrowding is alvo another evil. If placed too 

close together individuality is lost, and when¬ 
ever there is convenience they should stand 

either on a solid bed of earth or on a layer of 
ashes, kept constantly moist. Very few insects 
will make their appearance then, and this way 
of placing them will be found much superior to 
that of setting them on wooden staging, where 
the air between the plants is constantly in 

motion, and insufficiently moist. A. R. 

MAIDEN HAIR FERNS. 

No matter how many substitutes for Maiden¬ 
hair Ferns are introduced, the old Adiantum 

cuneatum still retains the lead, and is ever 
increasing in popularity. But, unfortunately, 
many amateurs fail to grow it well, and cer 
tainly as a room plant it is but short-lived, if 
compared by the endurance of Ribbon Ferns. 

Indoor fernery artistically urrangud. 

which all specimens, largo or small, are planted 
out without reference to regularity or symmetry 
—allowing them, in fact, to grow comparatively 
wild, no an to imitate as much as possible 
natural growth. Under nuoh conditions, plants 

with broad and bold foliage intermix with 
others of a different character, and form masses 
of vegetation, remarkable for picturesque 
beauty. A fernery of this kind is not, however, 
within the reach of everyone. Many cannot 
uff jrd space for grouping of this kind, and, on 
the contrary, they have to content themselves 
with a few specimens in pots, and with 

ORCHIDS. 

CATTLEYA AUREA. 

C. aurea is said to come from the State of 
Antioquia, in Colombia, and as various other 
plants from the same district appear to enjoy a 
medium temperature, then this Orchid, I think, 

should be subjected to the same treatment. 
After the flowers have faded, therefore, and as 
soon as the growths are fully made up, the plant 
should be removed to cooler quarters. I would 
not put it into such a low temperature as that 
of the ordinary Odontoglossum-house, but rather 

into a house a few degrees warmer—such a one 
in which the 0. grande is rested in would suit 
it admirably, and in whioh the atmosphere 
is dry, the object being to prevent plants 
starting into fresh growth before the spring. 
At that season the plants should be re¬ 
moved to the growing-nouse, and after being 
re-surfaced with good peat-fibre and a little 
chopped Sphagnum Moss, they may bs watered 
moderately, and the air kept moist, so that the 
growths then will soon begin to make a move. 
Here they should be encouraged to grow 
vigorously, and this growth should be sur¬ 
mounted by a flower-sheath. Too many people 
there are who neglect their plants, and ao not 
remove them to a drier atmosphere soon enough, 

and the consequence is that the young eyes 
begin to push up in the autumn. Now these 
growths made in the winter can never " come 
away ” with the requisite strength to produce a 
flower-sheath, and if this time of starling the 
growths is onoe adopted it is a very difficult 
thing to get them right again, and the conse¬ 
quence is one never gets any flowers. One may, 
however, err rather in removing them too soon, 
but do not let the growths start, at any rate, 

before the turn of the New Year, and if they 
can be retarded for a month or two later so much 
the lietter. In the case of plants that have been 

neglected and allowed to start into fresh growth 
in the autumn, they should be kept warm and 
encouraged to grow vigorously and quickly, so 

that the bulb may be finished before spring, so 
that after a short rest the plant mav lie set to 
work again to make another in the summer 
months, which may flower. At any rate, the 
plant after the next autumn could be rested 
comfortably through the following winter. 
I look upon the enforcing, aa it were, of a right 
season of growth as being the great secret in 

obtaining flowers, and this variety, C. aurea, I 
consider to be freer blooming than the typical 
C. Dowiana. Matt. Bramble. 

I lately saw a beautiful lot of specimen and 
also smaller plants, grown by an amateui, that 

would have done credit to any exhibition tent, 
yet the owner did not pretend to have aDy 
special knowledge of their culture. The follow¬ 

ing appeared to ho aa nearly as 1 could gather 
the routine of culture pursued : Repotting was 
done as soon as tho plants were seen to he 
Eutlung up young fronds vigorously from the 

ase, and, contrary to what market growers aim 
at, which is as large a plant as they can get in 
the smallest pot, the owner gives liberal shifts, 

and grows his plants on from small 3 inch pots 
to right up to the largest pots he can get. The 
;e- soil employed is turfy loam, broken up fine, a 

interfere with the growth of such as are more 
upright. For example, broad-foliaged kinds, 
such as most of the l’olypods, Davallias, Ac , 

should not he brought into too cloMOrontact 
with kinds having ™^||tjpply[-^ivi*d fr^nlli, 
such as Lastre-a*, Puns, or DavalliBej-AjVtne 

finely-cut section, nor with plants of upright 

manure. 

Under this treatment they push up a peifect. 
forest of tall fronds, which Bpread out in all 

directions, and soon become of a deep-green 
coloilr, and a* the day s get shorter, less liquid 
rfj&il We'given, und the plaints inured to plenty 
njWrV They will last for month's] ^[\ 
Smffiition. J. Groom, Qo«po 

arranging them at intervals, 
form various combinations. In all arrange- soil employed is turfy 
menu of this kind striking contrasts little peat and leaf-mould, and sharp sand, 
should he always kept in view, whioh can This is rammed into the pots quite firmly, and 

be readily effected by selecting species of quite the plants only receive a moderate supply of 
different habiu, and grouping them not only water until the roots have taken full possession 

according to size and form, nut also colour. Even of the new soil, when during the hottest months 
a few plants jedioiously put together in a com- of the year they receive copious supplies of 
paratively small space may be made to look well, , rain-water, and the growth iB pushed on rapidly 
provided the best mode ot grouping is adopted, by means of weak liquid-manure, of which the 
spreading species being so disposed as not to | main elemenU are soot and cow .. 

L/KLIA PUMILA. 
Till* plant is said to be a native of Mont Santa 
Catherine, where it is said to grow upon the 
stems and branches of trees on the mountain 
sides, up to 2,r>00 feot elevation. In this posi¬ 
tion the plant gets an abundance of air and a 
fair amount of warmth. I have always found 
it to grow well in the Cattleya-house, and I like 
to use for it best some small earthenware pans 
or pots—which should be hung up near the 

roof glass—potting in some little peat fibre 
and Sphagnum Mosi, not using too much, 

ua it does not like a great amount of soil 
about its roots. Somo thirty years ago it 
was thought difficult to manege, too much 
material beiDg used about its roots. At that 

time, too, a greater amount of heat was main¬ 
tained in the Cattleya-house than is found to 
be neceesary now, and far less air was given. 
During the summer season this plant should be 
kept fairly moist about its roots, and a liberal 
quantity of moisture should be maintained in 
the air, and during the winter just sufficient 
water should be uted to keep it moist. I have 
found this to suit its requirements far bettor 
than keeping it dry, and in the winter season it 
should be kept at the cool end of the Cattleya- 

house. I say the cool end of the house, because 
in some houses a great deal of difference exists in 
the warmth of the part nearest to the boiler 

and the part farthest removed from it. 
M. B. 
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THB KITCHEN GARDEN. 

THE TRUE AUVERGNE PEA. 

This is a French Pea, and is a good second- 

early variety. It orops freely, and is especially 
good in dry weather. Thus it is of value in 
such a year as the present, when Peas have suf¬ 
fered severely from the dry character of the 
season. The pods, as shown by the illustration, 

are of curved form, and well filled with Peas. 
It it quite distinct from the Auvergne Pea of 
many English lists. 

SOWING CAULIFLOWERS IN AUTUMN. 

Most cultivators arc aware that Cauliflowers 
can ho sown in spring and got in quite as early 
as that which has been sown in antumn. Spring 

sowing may answer very well where pits and 
framo accommodation are unlimited. But this 
is not the case in many gardens. I well 
remon’t'or seeing at The Doepdeno, near Dorking, 

when Mr. Burnett had charge of these gardens, 
early in May a fine lot of spring-sown Cauli¬ 
flower. This was grown in some sunk wooden 
frames. The plants were put in much the tame 
way as when planted out in tho open ground. 
At that date thoy were well advanced, and no 

doubt would be ready to cut as early as my 
autumn-sown. After trying to obtain Cauli¬ 

flowers as early as possiblo in several different 
gardens and localities, growing them in divers 

ways, I havo come to tho conclusion that no 
way is so reliable as growing them in hand- 
lights for the first supply. During the last 

four years I have made a point of growing these 
in three different ways, namely, in hand-lights, 
potting up a batch of plants and growing on a 
third lot in boxes. These two last lots are grown 

in cold frames during the winter. Every year I 
have cut thoso from the hand-lights from ten 
days to a fortnight earlier than from those grown 

in pots, although these latter were well attended 
to, planted out of 3-inch pots, one plant in each, 

and well sheltered with Fir branches for a timo 
after. Both batches—namely, thoso grown in 
hand-lights and those from pots—were grown 
side by side on a south border. For the last 

three years I have cut tho first Cauliflowers 
from the hand lights the first few days in dune. 
One season I was not without Broccoli or Cauli¬ 

flowers the whole year round, and this without 
growing them either in pots or frames, duly 
protecting the Broccoli in winter by placing 
them in frames. I have tried sowing early in 
January on a hot bed, afterwards pricking out 
the plants into cold pita or boxes, and then re¬ 
moving to the open border. I now rely on 
autumn-sown plants to keep up the supply till I 

can get those in from seed sown in cola pits or 
under hand-lights in March. I plant a part of 
thoso that I winter in boxes in tne open garden 

and a portion on a north border. By so doing a 
succession is kept up with but little trouble. 
Some cultivators recommend a certain time for 
-owing. This should be done according to 

locality and situation. From the second week 
in August to tho end of the first week in 
September is a good timo. I rely on such kinds 
as Extra Early Forcing, Walcheren, Early 
London, and Autumn Giant. I. 

KITCHEN GARDEN NOTES. 

The present is a very busy season in kitchen 
gardens, far what may be termed the second seed- 
timo is now upon us, aud every day is of the 

utmost value—in fact, a day now, in the matter 
of growth, is equal to three later on in the season, 
auu owiug to the peculiar nature of the summer, 
the first sown crops of many kinds of vegetables 
are of little value, and secondary, or late sowing 

or planting, is all the more important to fill the 
gap. Tho following crops need early attention, 
viz — 

Caumkeoweks, for the latest crop, should be 
put out at once ; they succeod best on firm soil; 

t.he Early London and Autumn Giant, if planted 
at the same time, make a good succession to each 
other. 

Caiibaue.—Tho main crop for spring should 
now be sown, so as to get good plants for putting 
out at tho end of September. 

Celery requires frequent attention in the 
early stages of its growth, clearing away all 

suckers and useless growths from tho'toase, and 
pushing on rho growth ..of 7the naaii stW*i :fa 

iiequent applirslicita ii liquid-manure^-* 

Herbs should be cut and dried, so as to give Geum miniatuxn.—One of the best of 
the plants time to make a good lot of fresh hardy perennials is this Geum, which producers 
growth before winter. a wealth of flowers from quite early in the 

Lettuce and Endive.—Planting out for summer until cut off by frosts. It reminds one 
winter use and sowing for spring crops now of G. coccineum, and is a plant of great vigour, 
needs frequent attention, as the supply for with bold leafage, and bears large flowers of an 

several months hinges on the use made of the orange-scarlet colour. A clump of it is very 
next few weeks. effective, and one great charm is its long con- 

Lkeks should be got out without delay, as tinuance in bloom. It is easily propagated, 
the crop of spriDg-sown Onions is sure to be and is in all respects a good garden plant.—V. C. 

light, and good Leeks will be in demand in TropfBOlum Vesuvius.-This variety of 
spring. Trenches prepared as for Celery answer T e0^um or Na8turtium is worth a good note, 

well for Leeks. . . It is conspicuous for neatness of habit, the 

... . . . -_I_ WJUOU OUAIIUV uwnvia. aa w. aw aw 

cially suited for present sowing. liant, a perfect surface of rich colour. Such a 
PAR-SLEY.-If not already sown no time should varie’ty fg of vftlue for effect in beds, and is a 

be lost if plants strong enough to supply any digtin'fc impr0vement upon the usual type of 
quantity for winter are U> be grown. A position Tropll,olumrwhioh produces plenty of leaves but 
where it can be sheltered in very severe weather not/au,Hcient flowers, and these are hidden 

should be selected ..... beneath the foliage.-C. T. 

Lnflowera.-A„,.,,,!,t th. 

r J finest of late summer and autumn flowers are the 
. Helianthusos of perennial kinds. One of the 

// most important is H. la tiflorus, which baa 
// flowers of a rich-yollow colour, largo, produced 

// freely, the disc also purple. It is late in bloom, 
//- and valuable on that account. The varieties of 

, tho common H. inultiflorus are well known, and 
ff a fine variety is multiflorus, which has large, 

/ ^ boldly-shaped blooms, the growth of the plant 

I / A very robust. A good mass of it is effective at 
X this season of the year, but in growing the 
/ \ perennial Sunflowers it is necessary not to 

/ plant them too freely, as a surfeit of yellow ia 
/ produoed. This is objectionable. Free, grace¬ 

ful, and charming varieties are those of the 
type of H. orgyalis, whioh are useful to plant 
amongst shrubs, over whioh they throw their 
stems, bearing a free display of yellow flowers. 

This kind will grow almost anywhere, in the 
poorest soils and positions, even in the shade. 
The stems rise ovor 5 feet in height, and the 
plants grow in ordinary soils, becoming almost 

I weeds in time. H. rigidus, better known per- 
l haps as Harpalium rigidum, is a splendid peren- 
\ \ nial, free, showy, and growing about 3 feet in 

\ H height. Like all 6f this class, it makes a very 
\ i\ quick growth, and requires ample space to 

\ Vi spread.—V. C. 

\ 4282. — Destroying wire worms. — 
\ V, Newly broken up pasture ia usually full of wire- 

\ A, worm, but for, say the first two years, a dress- 
\ YY ing of salt at the rate of fi cwt. or 8 cwt. to the 
\ \\ acre will be beneficial. The dressings should 

\ \ be applied in cloudy and showery weather, and 
\ xVn on fine days well stir the surfaoe of the soil. 
\ \\ There is nothing like high cultivation for wire- 

\ worms, and constant hoeing also is a good re- 
\ medy. When plants are affected and it ia 

impossible to give dressings of gas-lime or soot, 

-j Potato slicings or Carrots inserted in the 

The true Auvergne lVa. ground will good traps. A very common 
plan is to put down—first, a crop of Potatoes, 

.. . . , , , the thorough stirring up of the soil necessary 
decided inclination to grow out, in which oaae (or th„m and tbe orop itself proving good traps, 
the first orop is spoiled and the second does not _q_ >p_ 
have time to mature. Tho best oourse to take * ‘ . . T .u a . 
directly supertubering commences is to lift the OhryBantnemuni-DuaS. In the first 

crop at once and then crop the land with some- P>ac«. 1 should say W. bimpson cannot have 
thing else his plBnts correctly named. I never heard of a 

Spinach.—This is one of tho quickest of all bloom of Cherub reaching the dimensions of an 
green orops to attain a useful size, and the ordinary wucer However, the month of July 
round summer sort sown now rather thickly u too early to •* take ’ buds of any varieties of 

will yield a good supply until severe weather Chrysanthemums belongmg to the incurved 
seU in, and for the supply in winter and spring action, and but few exceptions among the 
the prickly-scodcd variety should bo sown thinly Japanese. If buds formed in July like those 
and allowed to attain a good size before any received they should be nipped out and wait for 
foliage is pioked off th® next> which would form about the middle of 

Turnips will be especially useful in the coming August. Any buds that form after these lines 
winter ; but if they are to attain a good, useful are in print should be retained. Blooms from 

size the seed should be got in at once. The buds formed earlier are rough. E. M. 

hardy White Stone is the best. 4294.—A tenant’s fixture greenhouse. 
Tomatoes require frequent pruning. Cut —Your idea of putting down a row of bricks to 

away all lateral growth, and concentrate the prevent damp is good, and I believe quite legal 

energy of the plant on perfecting the early-set for tenant’s fixture ; but if the house is to stand 
fruit; late blooms only rob the fruits that have in an exposed position, I do not think your plan 
any chance of ripening. is substantial onough. A similar structure has 

J. Groom, <Jos/iorl. just been erected under my superintendence, and 

__ in the place of brioks I have used old railway 
, „ . , . baulks for the wood work to rest upon, and to 

1-73.—Sorrel and French Beans for winter. , ■ . H„rew._J C C 
—F.moh Beans may be preserved in an earthenware pan, which the latter is nxea Dy screws.—d. v>. <_•. 
mixed with eolt, kept in a cool cellar. I should think NSW Zealand Flax. — This handsome plant 
botril nrtght be kept on tbe itlo principle— < a , cut when Howtiod »ua ripened its seed three yeere ftgo outride here. 
4r/« Pkyd in » Urge pea. with ft heevy weighs Wf"* it to It gv«Ddc the »ivin \yintor5 ir tbe gtouodn »t> Belmont, 

f Jcfce oijr§ii t£e fir. to prevent feimenutioixU^ JI. ^turrft^ijd, ItfidlothUa—J ,'irrixr. 
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FRUIT. 

AUGUST PEARS. 

Amongst the moat useful of the August varieties 

of Pear is 
Citron des Carmes, of which an illustration 

is given. It is a well-known variety, ripe at 
the end of July and August, and a most delicious 
Pear. The fruit is very small, obovate iu form, 
and with a smooth green skin, that assumes 
towards the ripening stage a yellowish tinge, 

while they are borne together in small clusters. 
The flavour is very sweet and agreeable, the 
flesh yellowish-white and juicy. This makes a 
handsome standard, and may also be grown as a 

pyramid. 
Doyenne d'Ete is another fine early variety 

sometimes called Summer Doyenne. The fruit, 

when oaten in the proper stage, is of delicious 
quality, but unless picked before fully ripe is 
very second rate. Like those of Citron des 
Carmes, the fruits are unfortunately of small 
size, the form roundish and neat, and the colour 
a fine yellow-green, which becomos of a clear 

yellow as the fruit attains maturity. It makes 
a good pyramid or standard, and bears well. 

JARGONELLE.—This is a popular oarly variety, 
the fruits of largo size, with the skiu of a 
yellowish hue, enlivened with a flush of reddish- 
brown on the sunny side. The flesh is sweet, 
melting, and juicy, and the flavour pleasant, 
with a taint trace of Musk. This tree does well 

as a standard, and it is a free grower, tho 
branches being long and straggling. It will not 
succeed as a pyramid, but does well against a 
wall, and in a warm, sheltered position the fruits 
attain a large size. It requires root-pruning 
occasionally to oheck its vigorous growth. Where 

there is not space for Citron des Carmes and 
Doyenml d’Ete this tree should certainly be 
cultivated, as it possesses splendid qualities, 
and a ripe, juicy Pear in August is a delicacy. 

8ouvknir DU CoNORKs.—This handsome Pear 

ripens at tho end of August, and though not so 
popular as Williams’ Bon Chretien, which it 
resembles, is a desirable variety. 

Williams’ Bon Chretien.—This is, perhaps, 
tho best known of all varieties, and is largely 
grown in the orchards about London. It comes 
in late in August, and has a short season, though 

we find so-called “ Williams’ ’’ on tho barrows 
long after the fruits of the roal variety are over 
A good many varieties go under the name of 
this famous Pear. The tree makoa a good 
standard, pyramid, or espalier. The flavour is 

rich, melting, sweet, but rather objectionably 

musty. _ E. 

4202.—Black Currant-bushes.—If the 
trees had been well-syringed with Tobacco-water 
and soft-soap, prepared in the following manner, 
the green-fly would not have prevented the 
fruit swelling : Take 2 lb. Tobaoco-paper, 

soak it thoroughly in hot water, and dissolve 
3 lb. soft-soap, add sufficient warm water to 
make 40 gallons, and well wash the trees with 
it in the evening at a temperature of 80 degs. 
Early next morning thoroughly drench the trees 
with clean water. After this but little trouble 
will be experienced with aphides of any kind. 
Directly the leaves aro off is the time to prune 

the trees. As Black Currants bear the best on 
youDg wood, this should be encouraged. Cut 
away any old branches that are crowding 
younger ones. Do not cut off the points of 

ra shoots, but loave them their full length. 
trees do not make growth freely, fork 

some well-rotted manure in about the roots after 

pruning.—8. P. 

- Prune Black Currants when the leaves 
fall. Leave as much young wood in as possible, 

and take a few of the old branches out oc¬ 
casionally to encourage young shoots to break 
out. Black Currants bear chiefly on the yonng 
wood, and very little shortening should be done. 

They require manure, and should be mulched 

in a season like the present.—E. H. 

4271.—Manure for Vines.—I have no 
personal experience of graves as a manure for 

Vines, but I have known them recommended 
for Chrysanthemums, and if they are good for 
these plants they could be no other than bene¬ 
ficial to Vines. I should advise that a thin 

di¬ 

vines. I much prefer Thomson's or Innes' pro¬ 
perly-prepared manure for Vines, and from per¬ 
sonal experience I know both to be good. Two 
dressings of eithor in a year is quite sufficient, 
one in tho autumn or spring, when the borders 
are renovated on tho surface, and again after 
the bunches are thinned. Animal manures aro 

most efficacious Btimulants for Vines, especially 
when growing in an insido border. If the 
natural soil of the border is inclined to be sandy 
I prefer to use manure from the cow-sheds, if 
the reverse—heavy—I like horso-manure 
Either kind should be in a half-rotted state, but 
not more decomposed than that, or the goodness 

will have left the manure. A mulching 3 inches 
thick laid on the border directly the vines are 
thinned acts in a beneficial manner. The good¬ 
ness from the manure is washed down to the 
roots, and the surface of the border is kept cool 

and moist, thereby encouraging surface-roots to 
increase.—8. P. 

4269.—An Old Apple-tree— Probably 
your plant is worn out, or else it has established 
its roots in a very poor or cold subsoil. You 
might remove some of the soil around it, and 
replace with a good compost, or give it a few 
thorough soakings of liquid-manure during the 
winter. The best plan of all would be to cut it 
down, and plant a healthy young tree in its 

place. This would fruit the second year, giving 

cleansing the branches : Dissolve 5 lb. caustic 
soda (Greenbanks, 98 per cent.) and 5 lb. pearl- 
ash in hot water, add cold water enough to make 
50 gallons. In dissolving the soda great care 
should be exercised, as it is dangerous if any of 
it touches the skin, and it boils up after the 
manner of quicklime when the water is poured 
on. Apply the mixture to tho trees with a fine- 
rosed syringe, thoroughly wetting every part 
any time after the leaves have fallen. Should 

any Moss not be killed by the first application 
give another towards the ond of February ; but 
if tho work is thoroughly carried out a second 
washing will not be needed.—8. P. 

4301_Treatment of an Apple and 
Pear-tree —Not only are the trees making too 

much growth to give a full crop of fruit, conse¬ 
quent upon the too free use of liquid-manure, 
but I suspect the roots are too deep in the soil. 
They are too far away from the warming 
influence of the sun shining upon them, and 
especially if the Grass is growing dose up to the 
stem of the trees. I should at onoe thin out the 
shoots to admit of light, air, and wind to tho 
innermost parts of the trees. Cut away all 
surplus shoots—those not required for extending 

the area of the tree or filling up gaps in the 
branches of the tree, as it takes years to finally 
shape a tree in such a manner that the adding 
of a branch or shoot the shape is not improved. 

Early Pear "Citron des Cannes." 

_ i injure 
anyone though to buy graves as manure for 

large handsome Apples, and improving year by 

year.—P. U. 

-If the variety is a choice one it may be 
well to set about renovating the troo; if not, 
chop it down and plant a young one in its place 
of an approved kind. If an early cooking 

variety is preferred, plant Lord Grosvenor ; if a 
late sort, none is better than Lane’s Princo 
Albert. Purchase a good tree. Do not begrudge 
a shilling or two extra ; far better to buy a good 
article at first, and with good management a 
crop of fruit can be taken off it the second season 
after planting. The best way to sot about 
renovating the old tree is to remove tho top spit 
of soil 4 inches deep, and if roots aro found 
there replace it with some half-rotten manure, 
wood asnes, decayed vegetable refuse, ond road- 

grit. The first week in October is a good time 
to do this. If the weather during the following 
January or February » dry without being frosty, 
thoroughly soak the soil with liquid-manure. 

One hundred gallons would not be too much for 
a large tree. It is useless pouring it on the soil 
olose around the stem of the tree only ; the soil 
at least 15 feet away from the stem should re¬ 

ceive its share, as that is where many of the 
small roots would be found, and these really are 
the feeders, not the long, fibreless roots. It is 
useless, however, to spend time in renovating 

the roots if the branches do not also receive 
atteiltien. Most likely they are covered with 

Lichen in such a manner that the trees 

healthy with such a coatbgJ W th» 
ite. The following is a splendid recjpeJg: 

The current year’s shoots might be out to within 
2 inches of their base, as the season is too far 
advanced for a second growth to be made. If 
it is not practicable to replant the trees entirely, 
I should advise that the turf be taken off for at 

least 4 feet away from the stem all around, after¬ 
wards root-pruning the trees ; this is best done 
the last week in September. Cut a trench at 
the distance named from the stem of the tree, 
and as deep as roots are found. The severing 
of these will oheck the luxuriant growth the 

following year and induoe fertility. Until a 
full crop of fruit is borne do not give stimulative 
food in any form ; the trees have had too much 

of this.— S. P. 
- If the trees are much crowded In their growth the 

wood will not ripen, »nd there will not be muoh fruit. 
Thin out e few email shoots to let In the air and sun 
thine. Possibly the roots may require oheoking ; If so, 

open a trench 3 feet from stem on one side, and prune the 
roots, getting under the ball as much ae possible to out 
tap-roots. Do this work early In Ootober.—E. H. 

4304 —Treatment of Vines.—It is un¬ 
wise both to allow the rods to travel too quickly 
up the roof and to allow them to bear too heavy 
a crop of fruit during their early stage of exist¬ 

ence. What I mean by travelling too quiokly 
up the roof is by allowing too great, a length of 
cane to remain yearly at pruning-time. If too 
great a length is left the back eyes belonging to 
the growth of the year previous do not push 
tnin <*»pivt,h sc freely as the eyes nearer to the 

consequent on the flow of sap rushing to 
W«- Vines properly 

ipuld give full crops of Grapes yearly 
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for at leant thirty yeara, and without much 
apparent lack of vigour, beyond, of course, the 

smslloeis of the bunchen as compared with those 
produced during the first twelve years. In 
pruning Vines the first season after planting, as, 
for instance. Vines planted in the autumn of 
1892 and pruned during the coming back-end of 
the year, the usual plan to follow is to cut to 

within three eyes of the bottom wire connecting 
the rods with the roof of the house. A leader 
for the next year's growth is thus provided, as 
well as one pair of side growths. This method 
of pruning lays the foundation for the future 
rod. In some vinerios the bottom wire is 2 feet 

from the border, and sometimes more or less, 
as the case may be. Vines managed on this 
principle are allowed to carry one bunch each 
the first year. The second year, if the roof is a 
long one, five eyes may be left, which would be 

two pairs of side shoots and the loader. Vines 
of this strength would safely carry four bunches, 

if they were not too large ; say 8 lb. in the 
aggregate would not be too great a strain for 

vigorous Vinos to bear. This is the correct 
method to follow if the Vinos are intended to 
hj*r freely for a number of years, but if the 

first ten years h»s only to be considered, a 
greater length of rod may ba left at each 
pruning, and a greater weight of fruit could be 
taken from the Vines also “J. C” will be 
able to discriminate between the courses to 
fallow from the above explanation of the 

methods adopted.—8. I*. 

- So far you have treated your Vines 
admirably. If you avoid overcropping them 
the next and succeeding years you will have a 

vigorous lot of Vines that will do credit to 
your forethought and careful management 
Four large buuches or six smaller ones is as 
many as they ought to carry next year. The 
rods may increase .'1 feet in longth every year 
until they reach the top of the house. This, 

however, is the maximum growth that should be 

allowed.—J. C C. 

4303.—Pot-Vines —As a rule, pot-Vines 
are not much use after they have fruited one 

year in the same pots; but, of course, that de¬ 
pends on the quantity and size of bunches. If 
you can replace the present stock with young 
ones by all means do so ; if no'., shift those you 

hive into other pots 3 inches larger, or, failing 
this, m ike the hole in the bottom of the p it 
larger, and let the pots rest on a bed of loamy 
soil (5 inches thick. Whichever you do, let it be 

done at once.—J. C. C. 

4280.— Flg-treeB under glass.—I sus¬ 
pect your trees grow too freely owing to their 
having too free a root run. To grow Figs well 
the roots must be cramped somewhat by enclos¬ 

ing 'hem in a pit, or running a wall across apart 
of i he border, thus limiting i hsir run to a certain 
portion of tho border. Abuudance of water is 

necessary, both at the roots and overhead, to 
keep the foliage frosh and free from insect pests. 
Until tho roots are in a matted state withiu the 
prescribed limit of the border manure is not 
required, and only then when the fruit is 

swelling. If the trees are carrying a full crop 
copious supplies of liquid-manure will be an 
advantage to them as well as a mulching of horse- 
re inure spread over the surface 2 inches thick. 
Nome care is necessary in pruning Fig trees ; the 
branches should be kept thin, removing those 
that have borne fruit and replacing them with 

vounger, but by uo means overcrowd them.— 

8. I*. 
- There is no fruit grown under glass that 

requires so much skill as Figs to get them to 
fruit woll and regularly. If they have too much 
root-space nothing will prevent them making a 

Urge amount of wood, which does not ripen 
properly, and consequently forms no fruit. If 
the roots do not get all the water they want, a 
good portion, or all the fruit, will drop off when 

young. The branches of Figs also want skilful 
and timely management, or the result is over¬ 
crowding, and then a failure in the crop is sure 

to ocour. Not knowing how you have treated 
your plants or any ot the conditions under 
which they are growing, I can only suggest 

that you thin out the growth considerably, and 
if there is a good second crop of fruit showing, 

pinch off the points of the bearing shoots, as in 
such a season as the present there should be no 
difficulty in ripening the aaco^ lot XVhia 
Figs are growing in1 pots, OT narrow *udaaHo.v i 
birders, they do want a considerable quantity I 

of stimulants in some form. For pots liquid- 
manure is the best, and for borders a top-dress¬ 
ing of loam and crushed bones. Excessive 

vigour in Fig-trees can only be checked by 
severe root-pruning. This should be done as 
soon as the leaves have fallen. Early in the 
spring trees so dealt with should have a thick 

mulch of manure spread on the border. With 
regard to the quantity of water they want, the 
very character of the leaves indicates that it 

must be considerable if they are to be properly 
sustained, and not only the roots but the 
branches also require constant syringing.— 

J. c. c. 
4-251.—Gathering and storing Pears. 

—To gather aad store Pears successtully, it is 
well to take a flit basket every morning during 
the autumn, and go round the trees trying the 
fruit. To do this, one of the ripest-looking 

fruits should be selected, and lifted sharply in 
the hand to a horizontal position ; if this move¬ 
ment, without pulling the fruit, results in the 
Pear being left in the hand, then it is in a 

proper state to store, although in some cases it 
may take months to ripen. All Pears are the 
better for storing, thougn it may be in the case 
of the early varieties for a few days only, for if 

left on the tree tho flavour is not so fine, more¬ 
over, the wasps usually take more than their 
share of the spoil if they can. An enormous 

proportion of the fruit grown in England is lost 
or injured by thriftless ways of gathering and 
storing, and it is sometimes difficult to persuade 
a gardener, if ignorant, that Pears must not be 
piled on each other. Theslightest bruise will result 

in rottonness later on, and the fruit will never 
appear at dessert, unless gathered at the right 
time and in the right way. The rough-and-ready 
plan of picking in all the fruit on a tree on the 

same day, and throwing it into deep baskets, 
should not b) allowed, especially in the case of 
valuable wall fruit Each fruit has but two or 
three days in which it should be gathered, if 
plucked before this it will shrivel, and never 

come to perfection ; if left on later it will fall to 
the ground and become biuised. it is, therefore, 
specially necessary to give daily attention to the 

tiess during the time of their ingathering The 
hist place to store is a dry old cellar, where it 
oin be laid on newspapers, each fruit separate 
from its neighbour, in the dark, and with an 
even temperature, never going below freezing- 

point It is also nocesiary to visit the Pear- 
store constantly, removing any fruit which may 
begin to shrivel or rot at once, while selecting 
for dessert those fruits that are ripe.—I. L. R. 

TREES & SHRUBS. 

CATALPA BIG NON 10 IDES. 

This Catalpa, better known by the specific 
name of C syringe-folia, stands out conspicuous 
as one of the very few trees that can be found 

in bloom in the month of August, while it is 
certainly the showiest of them all. It possesses 
many desirable features and is unsurpassed as n 
medium-growing lawn tree for standing singly. 
It develops a broad, yet rounded head, clothed 
with ample foliage, while the terminal panicles 

of blossoms are disposed a good deal as in the 
Horse Chestnut. As in the case of the last 
mentioned, the individual blooms are wonder¬ 
fully pretty on olose inspection, those of the 

Catalpa being white, spotted and marked with 
purple and yellow. It is also known as the 
Indian Bo&n-tree, from the long Bean like 
seed-pods, which are, however, produced but 

spariogly in this country, though in warmer 
districts they are very numerous and form a 

distinctive feature. Another point greatly in 
favour of this Catalpa is that it is a capital 

smoke-resisting tree, and is consequently one 
of the limited number of trees that are available 
for planting in the neighbourhood of large 
towns. It may be met with in a thriving state 

in various soils and under different conditions, 
bo that it is by no means particular in this 

respect; still, more luxuriant growth and richer 
timed foliage result when it is planted in a deep 

free soil and not subject to drought during the 
summer. A second species, or probably a form 

of this last, is C. speciosa, which has been 
highly spoken of in America as a quicker-growing 

rrSeloilMiardicr constitution than C. bignoaioidt-s, 
rau^whether it will form Buch <0 

Specimen when old remains yet to be seep. T^ol 

the lover of golden-leaved trees, the yellow- 

foliaged variety of the common Catalpa has 
much to recommend it, for it is of a pleasing 
colour and does not burn by exposure to the full 
rays of the summer's sun The Eastern species 

—C. Bungei from China, and C. Kaimpferi from 
Japan—are smaller growing than the preceding, 
and as far as can be judged at present, are 

neither of them likely to attain any great degree 
of popularity. T. 

4303 —Treatment of an Araucaria — 
You may as well destroy your Chilian Pine as 

soon as it gets unsightly. When the Araucaria 
imbricata once begins to lose its bottom branohes 
there is no help for it. This Pine delights in a 

deep and cool soil, and if the subsoil be clayey 
or constantly wet, as soon as the main roots 
reach this the results will be shown in what you 
describe. They are rather deep-rooted plants, 
although a few strong roots may often be seen 
running near the surface —a feature in all of the 

Pinus family. It is very disappointing when a 
fiue tree, about a three-parts specimen, goes in 
this way ; but the majority of them do. They 
will grow in any soil up to a certain stage, but 
if the subsoil is not suitable they invariably 

fail just when they have become really handsome 

plants.—P. U. 

- Tne dry season has probably had somethin; to do 
with its present condition if the ohanys has been sudden. 
Checks either from frost or drought are bad for this trss. 
Toe araucaria is in many positions no unsatisfactory tree 
anyway. It rarely lives to be old.—E. H. 

4290.—Azalea mollis on a bank.—The 
position is rather oold for this Azalea, which is 
not very tender in itself, but the flowers get 

much cut up by early frosts. But you may 
possibly devise some means of shelter, which we 
cannot do unless on the spot. I am pleased to 
know that you are interested in the hardy 
Azaleas, and A mollis has been kept in the 

background partly because of its reputedly 
tender character, but this is not the case. It 
has lived through unharmed recent winters, and 

if you can get a group of them in full bloom 
untouched by frosts the effeot will be very fine. 
The range of colours is extensive, passing from 

yellow to intense crimson, and in time we shall 
get many othor tints. A. mollis should be 
placed in cool,quietshadycorners, where theyare 

free from winds and early frosts. As regards soil, 
peat is, of course, the best, but good hbry loam 

will do well. The A mollis hybrids are usually 
now grown in pots, especially on the Continent, 
and for this purpose they are well adapted by 
reason of their great freedom of flowering.— 

C. T. 

Olethra alnifolia —A short time sinoe a 
correspondent in Gardening asked a question 
as to the hardihood of this shrub. This note 

may, therefore, bo of more than usual interest, 
as I saw it in a Surrey garden, not more than 
twenty miles from London, in full bloom a few 
days ago Of course, this must not bo taken as 
proof of its complete hardiness, as tho garden in 

question is peculiarly situated, being much 
sheltered by Rhododendrons, and surrounding 
woodland. Still, in recent hard winter* 
Veronicas have suffered greatly, but the Clethra 
stood out unharmed. It makes a very beautiful 

shrub, the leaves of a bright-green shade, and 
the flowers, produced thickly in spikes, white, 
or oreamy-white. When in a light soil, and not 
loo exposod, it will succeed well. This Clethra 
has boon introduced many yeara from North 

America, as it was brought over in 1731. If 
any readers are interested in it, and can give the 
necessary requirements, it is an interesting 

feature in the garden.—C. T. 

The Siberian Grab —This is a lovely tree, 

and lately I saw on tho outskirts of a small lawn 
a specimen almost breaking down beneath the 
burden of fruit. It is named Pyrus baccate, and 

there are varieties of it. A specimen on the 
lawn is beautiful at all seasons, atf tho flowers 

are attractive, followed by a large display of 
fruits, which are now beginning to change to a 
bright crimson colour. Of course, the crop 

differs from year to year, but this particular tree 
was a perfect picture. I need scarcely say 
chat this Pyrus is as hardy as anything that 

grows in the garden, as it was introduced from 
Siberia in. fc|ie year 1784. The growth is 

remarkably graceful, and the tree does not make 
jiffyiljQrfro'a t^.1 [\te)^fiii$a peculiarly for the 

surroundings pi the-lawn.—V. C. 

N/VCHAT/IPAIGN 
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OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

THE WHITE GOAT'S RUE. 

This is a very pleasing plant, perfectly hardy, 
end producing a wealth of white. Pea-like 
flowers. It is peihaps lather too tall for small 
gardens, but its habit is very neat and oompact, 
whilst the spikes of pure-white flowers are pro¬ 
duced over a comparatively long season. It is 
valuable also for cutting, and a pretty combina¬ 
tion is a duster of Everlasting Peas, the latter 

Ot'» Rkadrrs* Illchtrationb : The White Goat's Rue 
(Galega officinalis alba). Engraved for Gardsnino 
Im*vhtratkd from a photograph sent by Mrs. 
Bradley, A derley Edge. 

in the centre of the vase, with the Galega on 
either side, and with its own foliage. It should 
not be formally staked, as the plants lose their 
graceful character. Few things look more 
wretched when thus bunched up. It comes 
perfectly true from seed, and transplants well 
any time after the stems have died down. 

CARNATIONS. 
Generally we place the Carnation second to 
the Hole ; but in this year of extreme hoat and 
drought it has proved with us tho first flower of 
the garden, and never was it more brilliant and 
beautiful It has been a sorry season for 
Roses. The first blooming of many kinds was 
most inferior, although it should be said of the 
Teas, the true perpetual bloomers, that they arc 
now beginning to make amends, and promise a 
fine display very soon. The great summer 
Roses, however, have come far short of the 
mark : but Carnations have given such a display 
and effect of colour us could not be surpassed 
by any flower. The yoar has suited them, 
unless it be in light sandy soils ; but these 
are unsuited to the flower, although fair 
results are obtained in moist stasons. This 
season proves that the powers of endurance 
which characterise the wild Carnation living on 
old walls are not entirely lost in its much 
improved offspring of to-day. Since I made my 
plantations last autu urn, beyond keeping free from 
weeds, nothing has been done to them, and the 
deep, holding soil in which they wore rooted 
•’arried them safely throughout tho drought 
until near its close, when signs of distress were 
apparent. One good watering and a slight 
mulching to conserve the moisture have sufficed 
since But easy as is the culture and great the 
fesults from a minimum of care, especially as 
compared with the ever-recurring expense and 
trouble attached to adorning the garden for a 
short psriod with tender things, /Chi? fact 
remains that there i|pft^i&ll<n& MOi^fo*it* 
extension of Carnation culture in TCngnsh 
flower gardens. Tb« popularity that the flower 

has long enjoyed has been as a florist's 
flower, and till recently nothing was thought 
of its value for the garden. The florist was, 
and is, concerned chiefly in the flower as a 
unit, varied in colour, and conforming, as far as 
possible, with oertain ideals. For example, the 
wild Carnation has fringed petals, but the 
florists’ ideal is a flower perfectly smooth and 
regular in form and outline. This is, to some 
degree, essential when each petal partakes of 
two or three tints, and the flower is studied 
individually as a thing of colour. For the 
flower garden, however, we must regard the 
Carnation from a very different standpoint, as 
the florists’ varieties come very near each other, 
and through their variegations there is an indis¬ 
tinctness and want of decided effect. The 
varieties that formerly were regarded as of least 
importance are now all essential. These are the 
Selfs. There is nothing to equal them for bold 
and decided effect of colour when massed in the 
garden, and if they are not wholly used they 
should at least predominate. 8ome thought that 
hardy flower gardening would be colourless, but 

Self Carnations give colours as brilliant as 
ever were produced by gaudy Pelargoniums with 
all the additional charms of fragrance and fine 
form. The hard aDd fast lines that guide and 
govern the florist in the selection of his finer kinds 
must be almost ignored. A few cardinal points 
should be observed bevond that of colour, such 
as robust habit and the form of the flower. A 
defect of many modern varieties was pod 
bursting, and it was tolerated among the show 
varieties, the flower when shown being held 
together by an elastic band or tie. The gardi n 
Carnation, next to being of decided tint, should 
not be a burster, because out-of-doors wind and 
wet—in fact, wind alone—soon reduces it to a 
ragged, shapeless thing. It is a defect of 
formation unknown in tho bold type, and 
of possiblo elimination even among modern 
kinds. I notice with satisfaction that of 
many new and recent kinds on trial this year 
only a very few will be rejected on account of 
this bursting propensity. In the midst of our 
enjoyment of Carnation flowers them arises the 
necessity for immediate preparation for another 
season’s display. The details of successful cul¬ 
ture are few and simple, but must he diligently 
observed, and of these the most in - 
portant now is layering. A greai 
many growers have completed this 
operation only, however, by reason 
oi the abnormal season. The ;.res< nt 
is the time that the work is usually 
performed. The importance of 
annual layering is that old plants 
frequently perish and are rarely as 
good the second year, whereas a 
young, well-rooted layer is abeo- 
lutely hardy, and no cold will kill 
it if the kind is naturally robust. 
Layers put down at the present time 
root abundantly in six weeks, and 
this enables planting to be taken in 
haDd after the middle of September. 
If it can be completed in that month 
all the better. With such au early 
start success is as far secured »s 
our own efforts can assure it. The 
sight of splendid groups of plants 
through autumn and winter gives 
much gratification and relief from 
anxiety when one looks upon flower¬ 
beds and borders furnished for 
another year with occupants that 
are happy and flourishing through 
all the changes of an English winter 
and spring. A. H. 

the bizarre* two colours are represented, either 
in flakes or stripes on a white ground ; but in 
the flakes the distinctive colours are laid on a 
white ground, and of the three the rose are the 
more beautiful in my opinion. A rose flake is a 
charming flower, spse colour against pure-white. 
The Clove is a self-coloured flower, of which the 
type is the old crimson Clove, as beautiful for 
its fine crimson colour as for its rich Clove 
scent. Its fragrance is delightfnl. The Picotee 
is also practically a Carnation. This may appear 
a paradox, but it is a form of the Carnation, tbe 
flower usually white, but it may be varied- 
coloured at the margin. On the density, or 
rather the breadth, of the marginal colour 
depends the class to which it is allotted. There 
are light, medium-edged, and heavy-edged. 
Exhibitors class them under various colours— 
purple, red, and rose, or scarlet—of each colour 
there being light and heavy edges. The perfec¬ 
tion of a Picotee is where tbe ground is perfectly 
pure, without colouring, except at the margin, 
where it must be well defined. The yellow 
ground Picotees are distinguished by the yellow 
groundwork to the flowers. As regards the 
Pink, no mistake can be made between this and 
the Carnation. The parent of this is usually 
supposed to be Dianthus plumarius. and there 
are the border and laced kinds. The border 
Pinks are represented by such varieties as 
Mrs. Sinkins, and therefore, seifs, but the 
show kinds are laced or margined with various 
colours—red, purple, maroon, and other shades 
on a pure-white ground. —C. T. 

CAMPANULA PUMILA. 

This is one of the most charming of the 
Bell-flowers, and appears to be a very variable 
species, variously known in gardens as pusilla, 
cn-spitosa, linifolia, waldensis, Ac. It docs 
equally well in the flower as the rock garden, 
and never fails with an abundance of its white 
bells. In its most common form it is a dwarf 
creeping plant, forming tufts of small leaves very 
pale-green, from which spring the hundreds of 
flowers which adorn it during the summer months. 
Tho clump here represented was brought 
to its present home from Switzerland, and in 
the various districts of Switzerland where it is 

4284.—Carnations and Pico¬ 
tees.—The question is often asked 
in Gardening as to the difference 
between Carnations and Picotees. 
It is a mero difference of degree, after all, and I 
may say that the difference between Carnations, 
Picotees, and Cloves is one only of colouring. 
The parent in each case is Dianthus caryo- 
phyllus, and these latter-day acquisitions have 
been secured by a careful system of hybridising. 
Of the three tbe more important is the Carna¬ 
tion, although much attention seems now to 
v>e,grJen>to the Piootee, and the chief classes 

s and flakes. 

Oi'r Rbadkkk* Illi stbatioxs : A clump ot Campanula pumila. 
Engraved for Oaspskixo Ilm'ktratkd from a photograph 
acul 11v Mr.-. Newman. Hazclhtirsi. liaslemere. 

found in plenty, it is most variablo in height, 
size of leaves and flowers, and not unfrequently 
we found the pure white foim wild. The white 
variety is very charming, especially if one gets 
a mass of it, and it is very eaiy to grow. 

4270. — Single Begonias as cut 
liOWOTfll-MfoW thing is to cut the flowers a 

as; ^7 pi." 25 
thwi are scarlet, row, and purple flake^j 4U1Ck'y 
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year owing to the heat, and ao we are not sur¬ 
prised to know that the flowers of the Begonia 
are behaving in the same way. I have never 

exhibited Begonias, but it is the practice with 
some growors to wax the ends of the stalks, and 
the old-fashioned plan of cutting off a small por¬ 

tion from the bottom is good.—C. T. 

- IlfKoniu will not last long in a cut slate. Tbero 
is no letter way than to keep them in water, with as 
little ot the stem out of the water as possible.—K II. 

- It is the nature of these flowers to fade 
within a very few hours of being cut, unless 

kopt in water, when they will last some days. 
Could you not send them to the show in water, 
and set them up with the Btalks in small tubes 

or phials of waterOtherwise place them, when 
cut, in a box with a lid, laying them on damp 
(not wet) wadding or Moss. If allowable, they 
will keep fresh for some time if stuck in a bed 

of damp Moss, and present a much bettor 
appearance as well than on the usual boards or 
stands.—B. C. R. 

1296.-Plants going to leaf-You do not say 
whether the position in whtoh they are placed is 
shady or otherwise. If shady, or the soil Ib too riob, 
perhaps you have manured it too much ; this will cause 
a greater profusion of li stage than flowers. Bedders do 
not need a rank soil, and certainly shade is hurtful.— 
C. T. 

- The diiliculby this season in most gar¬ 
dens has been to get plants to grow freely. If 
plants, such as “ Geraniums,” have gone too 
much to leaf, it must be in consequence of the 

manure, and this will disappear next year. Tho 
roots of trees would have an opposite effect, 
though if the trees threw muoh shade, the plants 

would be drawn up, and they would not flower 
so well. Possibly this might have had some 
effect.—E. H. 

I’.76.—Everlasting Peas —These oan be raised 
from seed; but the quickest mode of propagation is by 
division of the long trailing roots which shoot up readily 
when planted in light, rioh soil. The white variety is 
much less common than the well-known rose-coloured 
form.—A. G. Bcilsr. 
- These are propagated by seeds and by division of 

the roots just aa growth is moving in spring. A large old 
plant will cut up into a good many, and seeds usually 
come pretty true to colour. The seeds from plants grow¬ 
ing In a sunny position grow the best, being better ripened. 

42St> —Plants for a rockery.—Your 
question necessitates a rather lengthy answer. 
You cannot do groat things now, but in tho 
coming autumn and winter you should work 

hard to make it bright and attractive for next 
spring. I will give as muoh information as 
possible to you in a small space. If you are 
going to plant Feyns, select somo of tho choicer 
kinds, such as Osmund* regalia, 0 cinnamomea, 

which are very boauuful in a moist posi¬ 
tion, where they can get a fair amount of shade. 
I know of ono rockery near London which is 

inado externally beautiful with them, but have 
the Ferns only in the more shady spots. Hero 
are the names of a few things to plant: Of 

Campanulas or Bell-flowers, very charming are 
C- pumila (white), C. persicifolia, C. pyra- 

midalis, C. carpatica, C- muralis, and many 
others. But these may bo planted first, and 
they will thrive in ordinary soil. Try and 
establish the Balearic Sandwort (Arenaria 
balearica) upon the facings of the st-ones. It is 

like a little Moss, running over them and 
hiding their bareness, whilst in the summer 
tho flowers are produced in profusion, white, 
starry, and very pretty. Achillea ptarmica, 

Tho Pearl (double white), A. mongoliaa (white), 
largo flowors comparatively; Adonis vernalis 
for spring, its flowers yellow, sot amongst 
finely divided leafage; the Rock Madwort 

(Alyssum saxatile compactum), a perfect shower 
of golden flowors in Bpring ; Anemones in variety, 
especially the pure-white A. japonica alba. But 
the type which has rose flowers and this 

variety make a good contrast. Aquilegia 
chrysantha (yellow), Arabia albida (white), very 

charming; the Prophet - flower (Arnebia 
echioides), on dryish soil and sunny posi¬ 
tion ; Aster alpinus, Aubrietia Carapbelli 

(purple), and A. Leichtlini (rose), the King Capa 
orCalthas, for a marshy spot—they are very rich 
in spring with their deep-yellow flowers ; Cen- 

taurea montana alba is suitable ; also Chelone 
barbata, red flowors ; Coreopsis lanceolate (rich 

yellow) ; alpine Pinks, which require special 
situations—they like sun and a pretty light 

soil—established against cool grey utape they 
are vory charming; I)iptamnus # fraauir^'a, 
both type and white kinds also, YadI nett.'r 
known, perhaps, as the Fraxinellas are very 

good plants ; whilst you may plant also the Sea 
Hollies, particularly Eryngium planum, which 

has smaller flower-heads than the others, but 
they are produced very freely; Dog-tooth 
Violets, charming in tho lower parts of the 
rockery, where their flowers can be well seen; 

Gentianella acaulis, or the Gentianella ; Geum 
coccineum plenum, a very hardy and bright 
scarlet-flowered plant; Gypsophila paniculata, 
producing a multitude of small white flowers, a 

light graceful mass ; lfeuchcra sanguinon ; Irises 
in varioty ; spring-flowering bulbs : tho August- 

flowering Galtonia candicans; Lupinus poly- 
phyllus albus, which has fine spikes of white 
flowers; Lythrum roseum superbum, rich rose 

flowers; (Knolhoras, <E. Youngi especially ; 
I’olemoniutn ccuruloum ; Primroses ; Auriculas, 
alpine species and tho handsome border kinds ; 

Primula japonica ; Saxifrages in variety ; Statioe 
latifolia; Trollius ouroptous, or the Globe¬ 
flower ; and Veronicas may be named. These 
will bo a guide as to your selection, but as years 
go on you may add many other things. You 
cannot make a good rockery at once. I shall 
be very pleased to assist you in the future. 

Remember that half the battle is to make the 
foundation of the rock garden well. There must 
be plenty of soil, though tho usual thing is not 

to have sufficient. In tniH body of soil the plants 
can find plenty of room to root and develop. 

-C. T. 

- With a Judicious mixture o( Saxifrages, Arabis, 
Anemones, Solomon's Seal, Spineas, Creeping Jenny, 
Houseleeks, Rock Pinks, Pansier Violas, and, of course, 
Ferns you oan make your rookery presentable throughout 
the year. My rookery is about 90 feet in length, and has 
tho sun upon it all day ; but, with attention to watering 
in the hottest weather, It always looks beautiful and is no 
trouble.—A. G. Boiler. 

4288.—Plants In a Rhododendron bed. 
—You can grow Lilies to perfection. It is 
exactly the spot for them, the position being 
sheltered, and the Rhododendrons are protection 

to the rising Lily shoots in spring. You must 
have the taller Lilies in the beds, and it will 
not bo necessary to provide special soil, as it will 

be already of a peaty character, or at least 
should bo, and thus suitable for the flowers. 
L. auratum is one of the finest for tho purpose. 

It blooms in August and September, and makes 
a splendid display of colour, the noble spikes 
rising out of the wealth of leafage L. superbum, 

a very variable and beautiful Lily, the forms 
of L. tigrinum or the Tiger Lily, L. speciosum, 
and L. pardalinum are all suitable—in fact, all 
the taller kinds, as the dwarfer types are apt to 

got smothered up. During recent years tho 
Lily has been much used for planting amongst 
shrubs, especially Rhododendrons, and the 
aspect of gardens towards the close of summer 

and autumn has boon in a measure changed 
by their free use. Amongst the dwarfer 
shrubs, Ericas, Kalmias, etc., may be planted 

such Lilies as L. longiflorum, usually grown 
in pots, but beautiful in tho open, and 

varieties of L. Thunbergianum. You might 
have a lovely Lily garden with little trouble. 
Tho question of expense, of course, depends 
upon how much you aro prepared to pay for 

the choicer kinds. But L. auratum bulbs can 
be purchased modorate in price.—C. T. 

- fillies and Irises would do well, and you nan carpet 
the surfaue of the bed with Pansies and Violas.—A. G, 
Buti.sk. 

- Plant bulbs, such as Snowdrops, Daffodils, Lilies. 
Hyaointhus oandlnans would look weli now. Lilies candl- 
dura, auratum, and others would brighten up the dark 
foliage in summer, and the Snowdrops, Daffodils, and 
Tulips In spring.—E. H. 

-The best plant for this purpose is fiilium auratum, 
which invariably thrives in such a position, either planted 
permanently or plunged in pots. If an edging is wanted, 
use Gladioli and Begonia.—B. 0. R. 

-1297.—Improving: a tennis-lawn.—By 
far the most powerful and quick stimulant for 
Grass of any kind is nitrate of soda. It should 
be crushed finely and sprinkled over tho surfaco 

at the rate of 2 owt. or 8 owt. to tho acre, or 
say 2 lb. per rod, and if rain follows, or it is 
well watered in by hand, in a week or ten days 

the Grass will be seen to take on a deep-green 

colour, and begin a very luxuriant growth. The 
effect is not fugitive, nor does any reaction 
follow, unless an excessive amount haa been 

applied; but, on.the contrary the Grass will grow 
stronger the next year as well. A burnt-up or 
woro-oitt lawn will quickly revive under the 

ejreatment; another method being to give 
rjkjweathor ono or two good wa^ifijigjr' with 
od solution of the nitrate, one ounce to each 
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gallon. If at the same time, or soon afterwards, 

a sprinkling of soot and bone-meal mixed, or 
soot and superphosphate of lime, the effect will 
be more permanent, and half an inch of leaf- 

mould or road scrapings sifted and spread over 
the lawn or meadow in March or April will still 
further strengthen and improve the turf. The 

spring is the best time, as a rule, to apply 
“stimulants or top-dressing,” but a little soda 
and soot also may be applied now, or whenover 
necessary or most likely to be beneficial, except 

during the late autumn and winter.—B. C. R. 

429.').—Making a lawn —Mow the rough 
Grass off, and have the surface pared off with 
a breast-plough, or in some other way. When 
the pared-up material is dry burn it; keep the 

ashes to spread over the surface when the Grass- 
seeds are Bown. During the autumn and winter 
cart a good dressing of manure and dig it up a 

good spade’s depth, burying the manure. At 
the same time work the surface of the ground 
into the required form, and let it lie rough till 

March. Then break it down fino. .Scatter over 
tho ashes, and sow thickly with not less than 
4 bushels of fine Grass-seeds, and when the 

surface is dry roll it with a moderately heavy 
roller. If any part of it is turfed, the turf 
may be laid in August, but the seeding will be 
the cheapest, though turfing will make the lawn 

fit for use sooner. If a lawn for tennis is 
required on any part of it the ground should bo 
made quite level, and it will be hotter to have 

that piece turfed and seed the remainder. If 
any alteration is made in the level have the 
good soil reserved to go on the top again, so 

that the turf may be all of the same colour and 
strength.—E. H. 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

LAPAGERIAS. 

This is a genus of greenhouse climbing plants 
whose beauty is unsurpassed. It contains only 
one species, but of this there are many varieties, 

and to pick out the most showy ones should be 
the care of the grower, so that the most desirable 
forms are grown together. The pure white 

variety presents a much better appearance, and 
the flowers are more ttlliug wheu hanging from 
the roof aide by side in clusters than in any 
other way. The types sent by “T.” are very 

nice, but too light in colour, and the flowers too 
short in the tube to look well beside the ordinary 
white variety, for this plant looks beat when 
seen beside the “ Nash Court ” variety of rosea, 

which Mr. Laing has at his nursery at Forest 
Hill. The Lapageria succeeds best when 
planted out, and the border should be made up 

thoroughly with broken bricks and other 
drainage material. The soil, which should be 
good turfy loam and peat, must be chopped up 

roughly, and all must be pressed down firmly. 
Provide a good outlet below for the water to get 
away quickly, for the plant will remain quiet 
and dormant for a very long time if stagnant 

water is suffered to lie about its roots. When Slaced in good genial soil, and with good 
rainago material it sends out long and strong 

shoots from tho base which will grow up quickly 

and soon oover the roof of the houso. L. rosea 
aod white variety should bo planted alternately, 
and the varieties of L. rosea that are good and 

showy can also be planted with it. Different 
kinds can be interwoven as the shoots grow up. 

“ T.” should select for these plants a house with 
a cool, shady aspect, and give them plenty of 
water at the roots, also overhead from the 

syringe. The Lanageria is very liable to attacks 
from thrips which are most hurtful 

_J. Jarvis. 

4305.—Plants for a hot greenhouse.— 
Under present circumstances, little except Cacti 
and a few other succulents will do much good, 

with perhaps a few Aspidistras, Drachmas, and 
the like, if you really want to grow Ferns, the 
floor must be covered with a layer of ashes, or 
something that can be kopt almost constantly 

moist, and some tanks or shallow pans of water 
fixed under the stages would be a further im¬ 

provement. With the glass rather heavily 
shaded, and plenty of water. Ferns, foliage 
plants, and climbers ought to do well. Failing 

all fllse, I should fix a finely perforated pipe 
along the roof, to which water could be turned 
qn^atj'Oill, aridj -throw/a constant fine dew all 

over tne plaoe when necessary.—B. C. R. 

MA-CHAMPAIGN 
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PRIMULA OBCONICA. 

This is a well-known plant now, and a very 
pretty thing for the greenhouse. It is easily 
raised from seed, and seedlings vary in colour 
and size of bloom ; but the prevailing shade is 
soft-lilac. It is not a great suocesa in the open, 
and the flowers are really too pale for the 
gardoD. Something more effective is necessary 
in the open. It will bloom throughout the 
winter—in truth, may be called perpetual 

flowering—and has been intercrossed with other 
kinds, so that in time wo shall get a vory in¬ 
teresting race. It was found by Mr. Maries, 

a well-known collector, in China, and is very 
distinct. It is a good amateur's plant, and use¬ 
ful for quite a small greenhouse. 

4275.—Culture of Cactuses.—I have 
given as full particulars os space will allow 
about those interesting plants. They are strange 
things, and a new lovo is springing up for them. 
They can be grown in rooms, and one sees fine 
examples in a cottage window where they got 

plenty of light, and aro free from the influence 
of frosts, whilst the atmosphere is not too moist. 
The majority of tho Cactuses need a dry air, as 

it is under these conditions they thrive in thoir 
nativo homo. They attain luxuriance in hot, 
burning sand on the plains of Moxico, and those 
conditions must bo imitated as far as possible 
when they aro undor cultivation. The plants 
may be grown woll in a greenhouse, whore a 
temperature, say, from 45 degs. to 55 dogs, is 
maintained. Give them free exposure to the 

dry. They grow slowly, as is characteristic of 
Cactuses in general. Spring is the best time 
for sowing the Beed.—C. T. 

4277.—Winter flowers.—The selection is 
neoessarily somewhat limited, but in late Novem¬ 
ber and throughout December you can have 
some Chrysanthemums from late struck outtinga 
and also Zonal Pelargoniums, Dutch bulbs, 
Cinerarias, Cyclamens, and Chinese Primulas ; 
but boar in mind the importance of not crowding 
tho plants too much, as this moans a poor 
growth. In the winter they must get as much 
air as possible ; also keep suoh things as I have 
mentioned as near to the glass as possible to 

encourage a stocky, welldevoloped growth. If 
this is not done they get drawn, and the 
flowering as a result suffers greatly. Air and 

light are two precious attributes of plant growth 
in the winter season. Avoid, however, cold 
currents of air. If yourhouso is fairly largo you 
can add to the above Camellias, say a specimen 
of the old double white, still one of 
the most useful flowers in cultivation, 
although Camellias are not so popular as 
in yoars gouo by. The fragrant yellow-flowered 
Cytisus racomosus, which is very easily grown, 
and makes a bright showy plant, should also bo 
included, bosidos tho white-floworod Deut/.ia 
gracilis and Acacia armata. You should make 
good use of bulbs, such as Daffodils, tho Trumpet 
kinds in particular, and mako up a few pans of 

the little Glory of the Snow (Chionodoxa 
Lucitiie), Iris reticulata, and Snowdrops. You 
may get a charming feature thus. You may also 

Primula obconica. 

sun, and as regards soil use a mixture of 
loam, not heavy, and sharp silver-sand, adding a 
small quantity of broken pieces of brick to keep 

the compost thoroughly porous. There is no 
need to go in for elaborate composts—lime and 
so forth—as often these special preparations are 
the reverse of beneficial. The plants are best 
repotted in early spring, say March, and in pot¬ 

ting remove as much a9 possible of the old soil 
from the roots, cutting off dead or dried up 

pieces, as these are of no value to tho plant. 
The rock upon which the majority of amateurs 
split in the culture of Cactuses is the watering. 
During the winter months about once in 
three weeks will be sufficient, but during 
the summer more frequent supplies are 
necessary — in tho vory hottest weather 
about every day. It is a mistake to let the 
plants suffer from a continual dryness of the 
soil, otherwise they shrivel, and this is most 

injurious. You ask about propagating. Well, 
there are three ways, namely, by grafting, 
cuttings, and seed. The best and most usual 
plan is by cuttings, a good way in the case Earticularly of the Cereusea, and, as is well- 

nown, tho Kpiphyllum is commonly grafted. 
In taking cuttings, take off young growths in 
tho spring or summer months, and let them 
remain in a sunny spot until the cut place has 

healed over. Then put in pots filled with light 
soil; do not water, but syringe lightly over¬ 
head. Cactuses may bo raised also from seed, 
which should be sown in a light loamy soil in 
small pots. Place in the warmest cornea 
greenhouse. The seec Kegs make: • ve; 

progress, and will soon come to grief if n? 

grow the pinky-flowered Primula obconica and 
P. floribunda, which has yellow flowers, but 
these are, unfortunately, much affected by frosts. 

—C. T. 

4278.—Begonias in pots.—These are not 
troublesome to grow in pots, but you must be 
careful about the treatment as we get into 
autumn. Possibly you have kept the bulbs too 

wet, whereas, m autumn advances, less is re¬ 
quired. When the shoots have died down none 
is necessary. This is a moat important point, but 
amateurs sometimes blunder. The best plan 
when the plants have died down is to put them 
on their sides in the pots, and in suoh a position 
that it is impossible for water to reach them. 
They must not be exposed to frost, but a 
temperature of say 40 degs. will keep them 
perfectly safe. In the following spring the 

tubers may be turned out, and the old soil re¬ 
moved.—C. T. 

- These are not difficult to keep through the winter 
If the tubers are well ripened, and the frost kept from 
them, and cot excited by heat. If kept hot and dry 
sometimes they perish with a kind of dry rot, but when 
kept cool and dry they are safe. —E. H. 

4308.— Forcing-bed In a stove.—There 
is a diversity of opinion as to whether bottom- 
heat is necessary for stove plants. Personally, 

I do not think so, except for those who grow 
plants for exhibition. In that case such things as 
Caladiums and Eucharis are benefited by it. 
There are, however, many others that can be as 
successfully grown without bottom-heat os with 

it IL yoathink it necessary, a slate tank is 
yh A^^refjuire, and if you enclose tho top 
p'pq^u will get all the beat you want. You 

will, however, find it difficult to fix a tank to 
the existing pipes without pulling them apart. 
Why not pack some rubble round and over the 
pipes instead of a tank, and on the rubble a bed 

of tar or Cocoa-nut-fibre refuse, to use as a 
plunging material. A bottom-heat of 00 degs. 
will suit the majority of stove plants.—J. C. C. 

4280. — Treatment of Dlosmas. — 
It is refreshing to get an enquiry about this 
sweet-amolling, old-fashioned plant, for one 
rarely sees it now, yet for beauty of leafage and 
for associating with cut flowors in small glasses 
there is nothing to surpass it. It may bo useful 
to say that it is a hard-wooded greenhouse plant 
of the easiest culture. All it wants is a shift 
into a larger pot every year. The half-ripe 
shoots made into cuttings at this time of year, 
and dibbled into sandy soil and kept close and 
shaded, strike root in four or five weeks. If 
your plant is pot-bound it is quite safe to out it 
hard back now, and give it a larger pot in the 
spring ; but if it has been recently potted it will 
lie better to defer tho cutting back until next 
February. Now tho summer is so far advanced 
you had better keep the plant in the greenhouse. 
—J. C. C. 

- It is too late for Dlosmas to break now. Prune in 
spring, and help in a warm, close house — E. II. 

4302.—Pelargonium cuttings.—Those 
are very simple to strike. AH you need is 
wood about half ripened, such as side shoots 
breaking from a plant in bloom. Any soil of a 
sandy nuture should do. I do not keep them 
dose, nor do I place them on a shelf. The 
ordinary treatment used for tho variegated form 
of Zonal Pelargoniums will answer udmirably. 
You have probably kept them too wet. No 
Pelargoniums need much water while striking ; 
nor should they be frequently sprinkled. The 

form of their leaf, also the numerous downy 
hairs upon the same, hold moisture much too 
long. Have the soil fairly moist when inserting 
the cutting, then givo one thorough watering 
and wait until they are quite dry before repeat¬ 
ing.—P. U. 

- These will strike Ireely enough now. Place the 
pots In an open situation In the open air on a bed of coal- 
ashes, and keep the soil moist. Cuttings oannot root 
without moisture. Sprinkling the foliage is not sufficient. 

4307. —Sinllax asparagoldes —This is 
very easily cultivated, and readily raised from 
seed. I also find that it ripens seed freely, 
which if sown in the month of March in an ordi- 
nary greenhouse soon grow into useful-si/ed 
plants. You had better keep over your seed, 
or a part of it, until next spring, or you may 
lose the young plants through damp in the win¬ 
ter. I obtained my first lot from purchased 

seed.—J. C. C. 

4300. — Treatment of Abutilons.— 
These are strong-rooting and somewhat hungry 
subjects, requiring to be grown in rich, loamy 
soil, with plenty of liquid-manure after the pots 
get full of roots. Shift them at once into pots 
4 inches larger, watering them carefully for a 
time, and they will flower beautifully from 
September to Christmas, or later, especially with 
a genial warmth when the weather grows cold. 
If the growth is straggling, cut them back first, 
and repot when the young shoots are an inch or 

so long.—B. 0. R. 

- from tbs presenoe of the roots it appears as if tbs 
plants required repotting. Give a good shift now in good 
soll.-E. H. 

-Plenty of pot-room and liquid-manure twice a week 
la the growing season will produce the result you require. 
—A. G. BOTtSR. 

4309.—Pelargonium “Master Chris¬ 
tine. "—The true variety of this name has no 
peroeptible zone on the leaf, which is of a pale 
or yellowish-green. The flowers, which are 
produced in large and numerous heads or trusses, 

are of a soft, rosy-pink colour, with a small 
whi te spot on the two upper petals. Another 
peculiarity is the unusually thickened base of 
the flower-stalks, and the curiously-rounded 
stems with large nodes.— B. C. R. 

4281. —Preesias in a cold house.—Yes; 

it is quite possible to grow these sweet-scented 
bulbs in a cold-house. They are almost hardy, 
and the slight protection is quite sufficient. 
When growing them in this form, however, it 
will be well to keep them more backward, and 

I would not pot up the bulbs until November. 
Sort1 ydhi1-' h&Ibt into two sizeB, placing six or 

ght of the !arge»t|in|tp a,4-irch or 5-inch pot. 
to a sundy compcit j! leaf-soil and loam, and 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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stand the pots beneath the staging until young 
growth has advanced a few inches. In case of 

hard weather through January and February, 
keep them as far from the glass as poisible at 
night.—P. U. 

4270.—Basket-plants for a cold 
house.—Vinca elegantissim* is a very useful 
basket for cold house 8>meof the variegated 
Irises are pretty. Whatever is used must be 
perfectly hardy. Sedum carneum variegatum 
and S. Sieboldi are suitable. I have seen Jas- 

minum nudiflorum do well and flower most 
of the winter in a good-sized basket. Tender 
things, such as Tropic slums, Fuchsias, Petunias, 

Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums, Heliotropes, Musk, 
&c., may be employed in summer, and the hardy 
things for winter.—E. H. 

4-35 —Fuchsias in a cold-house —In severe 
winters oover tne bottom of the plants with dry Keros, or 
loo* dry Utter will do. Nsver mind about the tops belay 
injured. Tae new growth from the bottom will soon 
Oil up again—all the brighter and stronger from being 
shortened bank.—E H. 

429!).—Double aud Single Begonias. 
—I should think that you have been very 
successful with the plants. They will continue 
to bloom until quite late autumn with proper 

attention, but when they commence to die down 
give less water. 1)j not, however, withhold it 
suddenly, and in time the tops will quite die 

down. When this is the case, put the plants 
under a greenhouse stago, where they will 
remain until the spring, say February. Then 
new growth commences again, and the tubers 

must be shaken out of the pots and repotted. - 
C. T. 

4245 —Arum Lilies for Christmas 
and Easter.—Tnese plants will not flower 

satisfactorily in u temperature so low as 40 dogs, 
at Christmas, but “A Bigin nor” may easily 
have them early by utilising the sunny window 
of a sitting-room with a fire, or a kitchen 

window. Too plants, which are now gathoring 
strength in the garden, should be given liquid- 
manure twice a week, unloss the soil be very 
rich, between this and the boginning of 
September, when they should be potted up. 

Give good drainage and a rich compost, with 
pots which will only just comfortably hold the 
roots, packed in with tne compost, leaving plenty 

of room for watering at the top. Single roots, 
in 7-inoh or 8 inch pots, are the best for early 
work, as each will throw up its fine flowers about 

November, some needing to be retarded by 
placing them in a slightly lower temperature 
(that of the room should bo from JO degs. to 
65 degs), or they will flower beforo Christmas 
arrives. Directly the first flower is over the 
plants can receive a shift into a 10-inch pot, 

which will induce them to throw up plenty of 
blossoms for Easter, if they are well watered. 
Being semi-aquatic plants, they should stand in 

saucers of water, soot-water (in a thin, clear 
state) being given them once or twico a woek, 
for they are hungry plants, and need a great 

deal of feeding to produce plenty of their lovely 
flowers. Green-fly is their special insect enemy. 
This should be kept off thorn entirely by the 
constant use of a small bit of soft sponge and 
lake-warm water, sponging the foliage, too, even 

when clear of green-fly, if it should become 
dusty. Tho plants should atand close to the 
glass of a south-east or south window ; but 
during frost they should be taken further into 

the room, for they are vory sensitive to a chill, 
boing of so suooulent a nature, and they will 
not, upeu their blossoms in a temperature below 
50 degs.—L L, K. 

failure. They seem to rot always. I have 
grown all of the above in a garden 15 yards by 

12 yards.—Metropolis. 

Flowers in smoky London —How 
often do T see in gardening papers what will grow 

in suburbs, but how rarely what will grow in a 

real London garden, surrounded often by brioks 
and mortar, at times a perfect hailstorm of soot 
falling, slugs, wiroworms, &c., actively at work. 
Roses, forsooth ! —no such luck. M ako annuals of 

them, and you may geta few blooms, Still, flowers 
can be had, but, then alas ! not many. First, 
I will name Siogle Petunias, and if a dry season, 

I guarantee a Due bed, if a good strain is pro- 

oured. Ten-week Stooks, Phlox Drummondi 
(bub not pegged down). The soil gets too foul. 
Lobelias ( white and blue), Calceolarias, Antir¬ 
rhinums do fairly ; most of the Campanulas, and 

how grand some of them are ! Doable Pyre 
thrums, and carly-flowering Chrwanthtfl|L'm 
Evening Primroses, a Is# LUidii. we 

in the spring, but perennials generally are 

ROSBSi 

4238. — Rosea not thriving. — Rose 
William Allen Richardson has the peculiar 
characteristic of refusing to grow well without 
any apparent reason. Mardohal Niel and 

Bouquet d'Or are the same. One plant, grown 
exactly the same as another, and planted out 
uuder similar conditions, will thrive and pro¬ 
duce remarkably vigorous growth where the 

other will remain at a standstill. You have 
chosen an excellent position for your plant, and 
are evidently treating it as well as you can. 

Cut it down close, and see if it will push up a 
strong shoot from the base. If not, transplant 
it elsewhere, and replace with another. It is 

more than probable that the second one will 
prosper.—P. U. 

4249 —Treatment of pot Roses —I 
should out the plants back now, applying a little 
mastic to the cut, and completing the pruning 

in two operations-i c., remove half of the 
growths down to two or three lowest eyes, and 
then serve the remainder in the same way about 

three weeks later. You will thus avoid check¬ 
ing the sap entirely, and consequently killing 
the points of many young roots. If the outlet 

of a full supply of sap is suddenly removed, the 
roots naturally suffer and Btop their functions, 
in many cases dying entirely.—P. U. 

4237.—Rose “La France."—You have 
chosen a very good position for this variety, and 
I cannot adviso its removal. La France has 
been more than usually subjected to blight this 

summer as far as my observation goes. Grand 
as this old favourite is in some districts, it 
usually bihaves with me as you desoribe, at its 
best being of indifferont quality. It is quite 

surpassed now by newor varioties, and although 
it is exquisitely scented, we can also equal it in 

this respect —P. U. 

4283 —Roses on alow wall —Yes ; Tea- 

scented aud Noisette Roses will do well upon 
your wall, and you will often get bloom there 
when it is over with for the time upon more 

favourably-situated plants. Here are a dozen 
excellent varieties: Anna Ollivior (buff and 
orange), Mme. Faloot (orange and apricot), 
Marie Van Houtto (yellow), Perle des Jardins 
(deep yellow), Dr. Grill (salmon and orange), 

Catherine Mermot (pink), Socrates (fawn and 
peach), Mme. Lambard (red), Souvenir de S. A. 
Prince (white), Innocente Pirola (creamy-white), 

Mme Hoste (pale-lemon), and Sunsot (aprioot 
and yellow).—P. U. 

1272 —Boses for an outdoor border. 
—There are many Hoses which bear most hand- 
somo foliage, but you do not say if you wish 

those with a deep-green or with a reddish and 
bronzy shade. I snppose the latter. Almost 
all Teas possess beautiful foliage ; perhaps the 

following are the best in order given : Perle 
de Lyon, Souvonir d'Elise Vardon, Madame 
Berard, Perle des Jardins, Sunset, Madame 
Filoot, Safrano, Anna Ollivier, and Maria Van 

Houtto. Among tho Hybrid l'erpotuals the 
following are good : Duke of Connaught, 

Captain Christy, Sir Roland Hill, Pride of 
Waltham, Earl of Dofferin, Countess of Oxford, 

ami Charles Lefebvre. In addition to highly- 
coloured foliage all of those named are also 
grand bloomers and growers.—P. U. 

- The quality of leafage on Roses depends 
greatly on the soil in which they aro growing, 
and whether you keep it free from injury by 

blight or insoots. The following Hybrid Per- 
petuals are remarkable for their handsome 

leafage: Charles Lamb, Ctptain Christy, Mrs. 
J. Lung, Magna Charta, Duke of Albany, Ella 
Gordon, Lady Snllield, Lord Macaulay, Baroness 
Rothschild, La Franco, Red Dragon, and Ulrich 

Biunner. Many of the Tea Rosea have bronzy 
lcafago. which is quite distinct. The single 
Japanese Hoses are worth growing for their 

foliage alone, while the leaves of the old 
Maiden’s Blush aud Cclunte are of a glaucous 
colour.—J. C. C. 

4293.—Roses not flowering.—As your 
Rjses in pots have growu so vigorously, I woul(d) 

— you do not pruuu them so hard next 
There is no such tliiiid [\Ui\/£ I&JSH 

morning Rose. It is a matter 

as sooner or later all healthy growth must 
flower. But if you prune away strong vigorous 

wood, you are only inducing the plant to pro- 
duoe more of the same. Tie the shoots ont in 
as horizontal a position as you can manage, 

removing a very little of the wood, and you will 
in all probability get a good crop next year.— 

P. U. 

- Immatured wood is the cause of your 
Roses not flowering. Turn the plants out-of- 

doors at once and place them in a sheltered 
corner, plunging the pots to their rims in a bed 
of soil or ashes. Prune them at the end of 

November, and then add another oovering of 
ashes so as to bury the pot* 2 inches deep.. 
About the middle of February place them in the 
greenhouse agaiu. It will be desirable to give 

the roots a change of soil, whioh you may do 
early in Ootober by removing some of the old 
material and replacing it with fresh.—J. C. C. 

4222.—Manure for Rosea.—I have never ueed Rape- 
dull as a manure, but bone-dust is exoellent upon stiS 
soil. It Is very lasting in lie eSeots, and makes a good 
change from other stimulants. A variety In manures Is 
always better than applying the same year alter year.— 
P. U. 

Rose Augustine Guinolsseau. —I saw 
lately at an exhibition a splendid lot of flowers 
of this Rose, which is not often seen at shows, 
as it can scarcely be called an exhibition variety. 

Theso blooms, however, were very fine, although 
as to whether a certain variety is a good show 
Rose or no is of little consequence, if it is beau¬ 

tiful in the garden. The variety Augustine 
Guinoisseau, sometimes called the White La 
France, is certainly a lovely flower. I remem¬ 
ber about three years ago seeing a large break 

of it in Mr. Benjamin Cant’s tine nursery of 
Roses at Colchester. Every plant was smothered 
in flowers, each of good shape, fall, white, 

tinted with a rosy colour in the oentre, and 
deliciously sweet. This is a point of the utmost 
importance, and the White La France may rank 

amongst the most deliciously-scented of Roses. 
It is vigorous, free, and delightful for cutting.— 
V. C. 

Fruit of the Japanese Rose —It is 
not generally known that the fruit of this floe 
Rose makes very good jam, and when fully 
ripe it is not unpleasant to the taste, even 

when raw. It should be treated similarly to the 
Guavas. The Japanese Rose (Rosa rugosa) has 
got comparatively common, and in many 
gardens, not over large, one sees it. Certainly 

it is very beautiful, and seedlings vary greatly 
in colour from pure white (alba) to deepest 
crimson. I do not care for the purplish blooms, 
they are too “ blue," and look dingy. A hedge 

of this Rose is a good barrier to oattle, although 
I heard lately that they will eat it. If this is 

the case the meal can scarcely be pleasant, 
each shoot boing studded with sharp thorns. 

—V. 0. 

4220. — Roses In borders. — Ths old-fashioned 
Monthly Hoses tChlnai I should say flower ths longest, and 
next to these sre the Teae, an 1 the Bret to begin and the 
lael to ramaln la (llolre de Dijon ; but all the etrong free- {rowing Teae will flower till quite late In the eeaeon in a 

eep, warm soil. — E. H. 

-The Tea-aoented and Noleette section, with the 
(Jhlnae, are probably the latest bloomers we have, while 
they are certainly the earliest and moil perpetual through 
the euuinier months.—1*. U. 

A valuable Dwarf Fuchsia — A 
Fuchsia that will be grown freely in the future 
is named Dunrobin Redder. It is very dwarf, 
anil this is one of its chief charms, ai the plant 

may be used in positions where other kinds are 
not admissible. It is peculiarly adapted for 
small gardens, as the plants do not grow more 
than a foot in height, and are smothered with 

crimson flowers, which show afliaitv to those of 
F. Riccartoni, one of the parents of this hybrid 

form. The loaves are very small, deep-green, 
and in contrast to tho richly-coloured flowers. 
It commences to bloom in oarly summer, and 

does not cease until stopped by frost, whilst we 
rhould regard it as of value for pots, being so 
dwarf, bushy, and free. It is not known much 
to the public, but in time will get cheaper, and 

readers of Gardening -will welcome such a 
flower. Moreover, unlike the ordinary garden 
Fuchsia, this is quite hardy, and has lived out, 
ttqbjUfinaiL in recent winters. This is a good sign 

of its hardihood, as many reputedly hardy things 
liav;n)i[,ull*r.id] hacdjships, or been entirely 
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H0U8B ft WINDOW GARDENING. 

BEAUTIFUL WINDOW GARDENING. 

Whenever the general conversation turns to 

window gardening, it is quite a common experi¬ 
ence to hear the familiar comment: 11 Ah ! one 
should see how beautifully it is done iu London." 
“ In what part of London ?” I have uow and then 
asked. “Oh ! in Piccadilly or in Kensington," 
comes the reply. “ Oh ! yes,” I answer ; “ but 
a good deal of what you see in the localities 

named is not window gardening of the beat and 
and permanent type, but is often carried out by 
the florists by the month or by the year.” My 
notion of good window gardening is that carried 
out in its entirety by those who live behind the 
beautified pan^_ Again, the window-box or 
flower-pot style of window decoration is not 

always the most worthy of adoption, a remark 
that is amply proven by the illustration here {;iven. Window-boxes or flower-pots, which 
ook at home in the cottage or villa residence, 

arc somewhat apt to jar a little as seen in the 
windows of a castle or church ; but no one could 
well object to the simple and appropriate win¬ 
dow decoration by means of beautiful and 
naturally-grouped climbing plants as here shown. 
The plant most evident on the central mullion 

and to the right is the Japanese 
Hop-plant (Humulua japonicus),- 
an easily reared annual of less 
massive habit than is H. lupulus, 
our native and perennial species. 
There is no lack of climbing vege¬ 

tation of the beat for window 
gardening of this kind. Clema¬ 

tises of many kinds, Ivy of the 
large and small leaved forms, 
Virginian Creepers, Tropicolumi, 
and Jasmines of varied sorts and 
exquisite perfume. One of the 
nicest things for draping large 
windows at a considerable height 

from the ground isVeitch’s Japan 
Creeper (Ampelopsia tricuspidata). 
At Oxford the windows of some 
of the cottages and churches are 

partly covered with its elegant 
leaves.—F. B. 

4198.—Plants for a ■win¬ 
dow.—Several good articles have 
appeared recently upon this sub¬ 
ject in Gardening. Yon do not 
■ay what kind of plants you 
require, and the seaion is fast 
pausing away for filling window- 
boxes. Still, you must make the 

best of the short season that 
remains. First of all, yon are 
wanting really permanent things. 
You cannot do better than make 
a selection of small shrubs, such D 
as the finer kinds of Euonymus, 
the variegated varieties in par¬ 

ticular, which will make a 
pleasing show during the winter months, putting 
in in autumn between them a few bulbs, such as 
Crocuses, Tulips, 8nowdrops, and such things 
These will look well in the spring in contrast to 1 
the leaves of the shrubs. You require possibly, i 

however, an effect with flowers as soon as pos¬ 
sible, and I cannot advise you more than I have 
already done a few weeks ago. Zonal Pelargo¬ 
niums could be used in all the windows, having 
for an edging the Ivy-leaved kinds, whioh will 
hang over and mako a charming finish to the 
box, these in the autumn being substituted by 

somesuch thingastho Ivy, when thedwarfshrubs 
take the place of the other plants. Take care 
to have good drainage in the bottom of the boxes, 
and unless this is given you will not do much 
good. Then get a good soil, another important 
point, such as is used for potting, leaving sutfi. 

cient space at the top to give a liberal allowance 
of water. The reason why window plants wear 
too often an unhealthy aspeot is because they 
are too dry at the roots. Remember that in 

windows they are exposed to the sun and wind, 
and there is not much soil for the roots. It is 
too late to get the Canary Creeper now, unless Jou can purchase large plants, whioh is not very 
ikely, but you can make good use of Lobelias 

and Fuchsias, having one window flU«t»with 

Zonal Pelargoninms, another with Fnoisias,4dU 
at this late season fill the other witn tne-WTTrte 

Marguerite, which is much used for the pur¬ 
pose. The other could be a mixture. I simply 
name now common things that can be got at 

once to make a show before the summer and 
autumn have left us. When the beauty of the 

plants are past, resort to the shrubs, not forget¬ 
ting the bulbs. Not half sutlicient use is made of 
bulbous flowers for this purpose. Every garden 
could be a picture of colour in the spring with 
their help, and the iuilial expense is trifling. 
One of the most charming window gardens I 

ever saw was made of the Chionodoxa Lucilhc, 
commonly called the Glory of the Snow, mixed 
with dwarf Narciss. Such effects are a relief 
from the monotony of the usual things seen in 
windows. You ask for information also regard¬ 
ing the management of window plants? All 

the plants named to be UBed at once require 
comparatively little attention. The great 

thing is to keep them properly watered, as the 
soil in the boxes soon gets dry. Remove care 
fully all decaying leaves, and if hard-leaved 
plants, such as Aspidistras, Palms, or Aralias 
are used bo careful to keep the foliage sponged 
occasionally to prevent accumulations of dust. 
If the windows are near to the road, it will be 

most important to see to this matter. I may 
mention that Aralia Sieboldi is useful in a 
window. It has bold, glossy-green leafage, and 

A window garden of climbing plants. 

is comparatively tough. Great care should be 
be taken not to over water.—C. T. 
- If you stand the plants in the open not 

laterthanthe end of September, thegrowthmade 
in the window will have time to get hardened 
before winter. You may then plunge tho pota to 
their rimB in a border near to a warm wall, and 

leave them there all winter. Under this treat¬ 
ment you will find them to flower more freely 
than if you kept them in the house all that time. 
You may, of course, keep them altogether in 
the window. If you do so, keep them as cool 
as you can, and the soil about the roots regularly 
moist.—J. C C. 

4227.—Plants in a bedroom.—This 
room, with a due west aspeot, would bo a good 
place for many plants during the summer ; but 
in the winter there will be very little sunshine. 
Bulbs, however, of many kinds would do well 

and give little trouble. Most of them should 
be put in during September—i <., Hyacinths, 
Crocuses, Snowdrops, Tulips, Narcissus, and the 
lovely little sky-bluo Scilla aibirica. All these 
are best out-of-doors after being potted, stand¬ 
ing on a thick bed of ashes, and covered with an 

inch or two of the same, until the frost sets in 
during October; then they can be brought 
indoofs and placed in the window, giving them 

11PH ^possible in mild weather. “ Mf B. CL” 
doettofr-say whether the bedroom Uf\|iV W 

entirely devoted to the plants or inhabited, and 

the plants used only as a decoration 1 Also 
whether there is any means of warming the 
room in winter? If quite without warmth, 
hardy plants only and the above bulbs could 
be grown. British Feme (which are many of 
them very beautiful) would do well here, 

and Carnutious, Gladioli, Wallflower, Canter¬ 
bury Bell, Ac., might be tried ; but alt these 
are best out-of-doors, except during their 
flowering-time and in very severe frost or 
snow. With a fire, so that frost can be 
excluded, there are a great many room plants 
that could be grown here—Palms, Aspidistra 

lurida, and Ficus elasticus (India-rubber- 
plant) being some of the handsomest in the way 
of foliage. These all need to have their broad 
leaves regularly sponged from dust, and water¬ 
ing should be done only when needed—i >' , when 
the surface-soil is too dry to soil the fnger, and 

then thoroughly emptying their saucers half an 
hour after watering. All room plants need more 
water during their season of growth, and less 
when at rest. A hard and fast rule, such as 
watering them twice a week, or every day, is 
therefore a mistake, careful attention to their 
actual needs being far better. Few flowering 
plants do well in a west aspect, as morning sun 

is so necessary for them ; but Fuchsias, Musk, 
Mimulus, and Primulas will do fairly well, and 
any plant which baa already set its buds in a 
sunny situation will open them here and con¬ 

tinue to bloom for some time during summer.— 
I. L. R. _ 

WINTER-FLOWERING ZONAL PELAR¬ 

GONIUMS FOR A ROOM. 

Almost everyone who takes any interest in 
flowers possesses a few “ Geraniums ” (Zonal 

Pelargoniums), and these are so easily grown, 
blossoming throughout the summer, that they 
are universal favourites. But the possibility of 
having their bright blooms in winter is not 
always thought ol, and yet there is no reason 
why this should not be the case if the plants are 
managed with this view in summer, and they 
can be given a sunny window in a warm sitting- 
room during the winter months. Young plantB 
obtained in small pota at the present time, 
having been rooted this spring, should be shifted 
into 4-inch or 5-inch pots, with a good compost 
of turfy loam and leaf-mould, and a little soot 
and sand. The potting must be firm, the soil 
being rammed down rather tightly, and sufficient 
room left at the top for plentiful watering. 
The “Geraniums” must stand out-of-doors all 

the summer, exposed to the full sunshine, with 
plenty of air ; but it is well to shelter the pots 
in some way from the effects of the heat, which 
is apt to destroy the tender roots which cling to 
the earthenware. This can be done by sinking 
the pots to the rim in a bed of fine ashes, or 
placing them “ pot thick—i <• , so near together 
that they shelter each other, with a board, or a 
mulch of Cocoa-nut-fibre in front of the first 
row of pots ; but the plants must never be so 
crowded as to tonoh each other, for the great 

object is to make them sturdy and strong, with 
well-ripened wood and bushy in shape. The 
points of the shoots must therefore be pinched 
out once or twice during the summer, and every 
bud removed as soon as it appears, thus storing 
up the strength of the plant and its flowering 
properties for winter work. In August 
the little plants may be given a slight 
shift into the next si/.ed pot, with richer 

soil, in whioh thero is a little old hot-bed 
stuff, mixed with turfy loam and leaf-noil ; 
and again the potting must be extremely firm, 
with good drainage and plenty of space for 
watering. Having been relieved of their buds 

and pinched back a little (for the last time) a 
week before the last potting, all the growth 
they now make may be left intact, and by the 
end of September the plants should be covered 
with buds. Lifted into a warm room then with 

a sunny window they should bloom for months ; 
but this, of course, depends upon the amount of 
warmth they receive. In any case they will 
be beautiful objeots during the dull autumn 
days, only requiring a regular supply of water 
to open a mass of blossom. As they prefer a 
somewhat dry atmosphere in winter they do not 

suffer from the fire-heat of a sitting-room as 
plants, but they will not stand 

gas. drooping their blooms at once if subjected 

feKffl&lbMjb AT I- L- R- 
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RULES FOR OORRBSPONDBNTS. 

Questions.—Queries and answers are (neerted in 
Gardening free of charge if correspondents follow the rules 
here laid down for their guidance. All communication# 
for insertion should be clearly and concisely written on 
one fide, of the payer only, and addreseed to the Editor of 
Gardening, 37, Southampton-sired, Cooent-garden, Lon¬ 

don. Letter.« on bueinee# should be. sent to the Furlinhkk. 
The name arid address of the sender are required in 
addition to any designation he, may desire to be used in 
the paper. When more than one query is sent, each 

should be on a separate piece of paper. Unanswered 
queries should be repeated. Correspondents should bear 
in mind that, as Gardening has to be sent to press some 
time in ad ounce, of date, they cannot always be replied to 
in the issue immediately following the receipt of their 

communication. 

Answers (which, with the exception of such as cannot 
well be classified, will be found in their different depart¬ 
ments) should at leaps bear the number and title placed Einst the query replied to, and our readers will greatly 

ge us by advising, as far as their knowledge and 
obsenations permit, the correspondents who seek assist¬ 
ance. Conditions, soils, aiul means vary so infinitely 

that several answers to the same question may often be 
very useful, and those who reply would do welt to mention 
the localities in which their experience is gained. Corres¬ 
pondents who refer to articles inserted in Gardening 

should mention the number in which they appeared. 

4319.—Box —Will you please tell me how to grow Box, 
Rod to mako a good edging ?—Novice. 

4310 —Manure for fruit trees — It there any 
epeotnl manure more eultable tor fruit-trees than xtable- 
maoure ?—Orpington. 

4321.—Liquid-manure for Tomatoes.—Would 
you kindly Inform me what klud of llquid-maoure la beat 
tor the Tomato ?—Hxiuert. 

4322 —Diseased Tomato-plants —Can any reader 
of Oardbnino tell me what to do with my Tomato-plants, 
aa they aro dlaeaaed, ant can they tell me a remedy?— 
0. W. R. 

4323.—Musas from seed.—Kindly Inform me 
whether I nan gel seeds or out Inga of Musa aapientum or 
M Cavendish! ? I'leaso give mo particulars about the 
latter.—J. r. 

4321.—Plants for a sloping garden.—Can any¬ 
one give me a Hat of plants aultaole for a email plena of 
garden sloping to the north, and lying In a hollow, with 
knot of trees on west side ?—N. W. 

4326. —Cabbages for market.—I have a large 
plot of Cabbages reailv for market, hut so muoh Infested 
with smother-fly that I cannot sell them. Can anyone tell 
me how I can destroy the fly T—One in a Fix. 

432(1 — Pansy seedlings —Would an eaet border 
against a house he a suitable position to plant Faney seed¬ 
lings for aprtng or early auminer dowering, and should 
they be planted now or In the spring?—M. E. E. 

4327.—Treatment of Jessamine —Wbst Is the 
best way to treat a climbing Jessamine whioh has made 
plenty of growth all up the wall ? At present It (lowers 
oolv at the top. Should It he out baok, and, if so, when 
and bow?—M. E. K. 

4124.—Cutting back Oleander.—Please give me 
Information about the proper time for outtlog ao < Meander 
which has done (lowering, so that it may flower again 
next year ? It le kept during winter lnacoolgreenhouee, 
and has flowered well this summer.—I. S. 

4 3 29. —Thuja Lobbl for a hedge.—Can anyone tell 
me If Tnujt t.jbbi Is suitable for making a hedge for 
sheltering a few beds in the middle of a small garden In a 
windy situation ? If eo, what distance should be left 
between the young plants when planted?—Kkma. 

4330 —Myrtle cuttings.—Will someone kindly tell 
me when Is the proper time to strike Myrtle outllogs, and 
what kind of soil they require ? Also whether they should 
be kept In a greenhouse or a frame ? Any information aa 
to the management of above will be valued.—E. J. 0. 

4331.—Artificial manure —Being unable to obtain 
■uflldent manure from the stables for the kitchen garden, 
would you kindly advise me what artificial manure to use? 
The (oil Is fairly light. Feat Moss-litter-maoure I oould 
obtain a small quantity of, but I do not know whether ft 
le of use.—J. N. 8. 

4332.—Passion flower.—I have got a Passion-flower 
In the oonservatorv infested with a white woolly sort of 
insect. I should like to know what it Is sod the best 
means of getting rid of it, and what ie the best time for 
striking cuttings of Passion-flowers? Should they be raised 
from eeed?—Novicr. 

4333.—Pears.—Will you kindly give me the names of 
two or three varieties of Pears (early), and that make good 
standards, that will grow In a strong olay soil, unfortun¬ 
ately not too well drained. I want dessert kinds. Also 
will Jargonelle suoceed in similar soil on a south-west 
wall?—A Constant Reader, 

4334 —Tulips and Forget-me not —Will “C.T.,'’ 
who writes oo bulbous flowers, In Gardening, kindly 
say how he manages to make a " groundwork " of Forget- 
me-oot for his bed of Tulips? My Forget-me-not always 
grows so tall and leggy. What sort of Tulips make the 
prettiest bed, a mixture or all one kind ?— Rrvirrses. 

4335.—Scabby Potatoes.—Can you give me lnfor 
inalloo as u> the reason of early and late Potatoes becoming 
so spotty and scabby? I find great difficulty In selling 
them In the market owing to their appearance My 
garden Is of loose, light soil, and is exposed to the sun 
all day, but sheltered from north and east winds.— 
Pknin.A. 

4330 — Lilies of the Valley.—I shall be greatly 
Obliged by information on the following point: I have a 
border on the east aide of my house. It gels a fair amount 
of suo in the early part of day. The plantegxQw In a rich 
loamy soil, well manured The orowns jprow up. abun¬ 
dant foliage In sprlnflj |but there;li palyn pon^snp v < f 
flowers. Wbat treatment can be recommjndefl Ur 
them to flower freely ?—John Ford. 

4337.—Lettuces In a greenhouse —Can 1 grow 
Lettuces In a greenhouse heated sufficiently to keep out 
the froet during the autumn and winter ? 1 have two green¬ 
houses, 12 feet by 10 feet, and I propose to keep one hotter 
than the other; but I must beat both by means of oil- 
stoves and piping. What is the best apparatus ? Is the 
“ Little Sampson ’• good ? I have a lot of 4 inch iron pipes 
which have been used with coll boiler? Can these be 
Joined to the pipes of the oil healing apparatus?—Mater, 
Kensington. 

4333. —Ash-tree —I have a fine well-grown Weeping 
Ash—wide spread. It Is this year full of seed of great 
weight, but few young shoots, and leaves but scanty com- 
pared with former years. It has stood in its present position 
on a lawn about forty-three years. Ought anything to be 
done to relieve it of Its heavy weight of eeeds. or should 
It be left to take itioourse ? The leaves are net unhealthy 
looking, but only eoanty In quantity. A answer would 
oblige.—R. L. L. 

4339. — Carnations In pots.—I have grown a 
number of Carnations in pole this season. Owing to want 
of tpaoe I am unable to plant them out, and have taken 
a few layers of each. The plants are valuable, and I do not 
wish to dlsoard them If it can be avoided. Can I grow on 
the parent plants in their present pots with any chanoe ol 
getting blooms from them next vear, and If so, should 
they be repotted In the spring? They are mostly In 
32 si/.sd pots ; a ainglo plant in oaoh pot. I could winter 
them In a cold frame or unbeated greenhouse.—Germania,. 

) the following queries brief editorial replies 

liven ; but readers are invited to give further 

To the 

are given 
answers should they be able to offer additional 
advice on the various subjects. 

4340.— Robb trees (Herbert).— Any kind of Roses. 
There la no paritoular kind. Cbooee those that are 
recommended from time to time in Gardening. 

484t.-Oattleya Leopoldl (Judy).—I should say 
that your plant das been exposed to ao atmosphere too 
cold and too damp. I am sorry for your loss, but you 
should have seen that lese water had been thrown about 
the floor Just lately.—M. B. 

4312 -Zlzyphas sinensis (J. Ilrrrie).—This Is the 
name of the fruit about which you made inquiries some time 
ago, and which you said was belog sold In the streets of 
London under the name of Japonicas. It It is a plant 
belonging to tbs Buckthorn family, the Ithamnaoea).—J. J. 

4313, —Exhibitions (Goode).—tin August 29, 30, and 
31 inero is a large show by the Riyal Horticultural 
Society at the Agricultural Hill. Special attention will be 
paid to heating apparatus and allied things. Tnls is ono 
of the biggest aflalrs, but there le s large number of email 
shows. Try it there Arab. 

4314. —Creepers (IF. /V.)—You cannot do better than 
select suob thing* as Clematis montaoa and 0. Jackmani, 
hut preferably the former, as In such a position it will 
make a floe feature. As regards evergreens, Ampclnpsis 
Vsitchi Is excellent, or a good variety of Ivy, euch as 
Emerald Gem, or Green, as it is sometimes oalled. 

4)45.— Olstas landanlferas raaculatus (o. 
Sunn).—This is the name of the plant you send, which 
differs from the typloal plant In having a crimson blotch 
at the base of each petal. It Is a free-flowering shrub, 
hardy In this oountry, thriving best in dry, sandy, or 
stony eoil. Its native country Is South-West Europe.—J. J. 

4340.—Pears (Dorset).— The fruit is too poor to name. 
When fit to gather It should part readily from the stalk. 
Id not plok uotll this it ths case, otherwise it will shrivel. 
You must do the best you can with a ladder placed against 
the stem. The great thing to avoid ia bruising the 
fruits; and when gathered, lay them out In one row, not 
piled up. 

4347.—Plant fop screen (IF. si.). — In euoh a 
position it would be best to have the Virginian Creeper, 
as flowering plants would oot succeed in shade. You oould 
plant now if from pots, but autumn Is the proper season, 
or spring If ths creeper has to be lifted from the open. 
Plant oarefully, and in good soil. The Virginian Creeper 
praotloally requires no cultivation. 

4318.—The Saltwort (Salsola Kali) (Maurice 
O'Connor).—This Is the plant my friend sends mo from 
Ireland, saying It grows on the seashore. It la an annual 
which used to be oolleoted and burnt for the soda obtained 
from it. By the name of Boollla, It was formerly used In 
the manufacture of glues, and for soap making. It belongs 
to the same family as the Spinach. —J. J. 

4349.—Nepenthes Masterslana (T. Welts).—I 
should imagine that your plant has bean kept in an atmos¬ 
phere muoh too dry for it. I am not surprised to hear 
you say that it seldom make* any pitchers, but I am quite 
astonished that it lives at all. The leaf you send is aulte 
smothered with thrips. Syringe the plants well and keep 
a moieter atmosphere.—J. J. 

1359.—Palma In a greenhouse (A. Bruce).—Yes, 
the kinds you name willTive in a warm greenhouse ; but 1 
should prefer the following rather than many Thrinax, 
Sabale, aod Cocos. Try the following doxen : Chamsrops 
excelea aod C. humille, Chamindorea Wendlandi, Cerox) loo 
nlvium, Kentia Canterboryana, K. Foeterlana, Llvlstona 
australis, L. chinensis, Phuioix oanarlrneis, P. tenuis, 
Rbapla humllls, Seaforthla elegant—J. J. 

4351. —'Wlreworm (Anxious).—The mischief is wire- 
worm, and we are afraid that the pest will have fall sway 
now. Evidently you have planted upon newly turned 
pasture, whioh I* often full of wlreworm. You may place 
obout Potatoes io halves, scooping ont a little of the 
centre, or pieces of Carrot. Look over these often, and 
kill the marauders. Nextseason we should putdown some 
Potatoes on the grouod. This is the usual praotioe. 
Wireworm is a terrible foe. 

4352. —Epldendrum vltelllnum (J. M. fl.)-l 
should think yours Is quite the old form at the epeoies, 
and that It I* distinct from major, whlob I have seen re¬ 
markably floe this season In many places. You are doing 
qu'jte right Id keeping it quite oool and in the shade and 

ynp, so that Is Dot bad treatment that makes your' 
so poor. Get a specimen of the variety imajorapd 
-exactly the same oondltlons, and you '"ill then pot 

r present plant to the proof.—M. B. 

URBAr 

4353. —Creepers (C. D.).—You cannot choose a better 
creeper for your purpose than Ampelopeia Veitehi, but 
nothing will oling to a cement wall well. The Veitco ■ 
Virginian Creeper le. however, the best thing to use. Ivies 
will not oling, nor Blgnonia radlcans. You oould plant 
the Chimonanthus, but Choieya ternata is not sufficiently 
hardy. It requires more warmth. But that depends 
whether the situation is bleak or otherwise. It is, how¬ 
ever, more of a southern plant. The same remarks apply 
to the F.scallonla. 

4354. —Clematis cocclnea.—J. T., Southampton, 
sends me a good spray of this plant, whioh he says he has 
bad planted out-of-doors for toe last five years, lie says 
further that in the winter of 1890 he protected it, and It is 
well to do so every season In severe weather, when it 
oomee up and grows vigorously, the plant with him having 
about twenty stems, some 9 feet or 10 feet high, and ths 
pretty bell-shaped flowers are a rich coral-red, the In- 
dividual flowers being small, but from their aolour are 
very interesting.— J. J. 

4355. —The Houseleeks.—Jamie Bonds me two 
plants, asking If these are not tne “ Auld Foos” of Scotland I 
Well, Foos is the vernacular Id that oountry for the Hoase- 
leek, but Delther of the plants sent Is the Sempertivum 
tectorum. One, however, I* a variety of the old species that 
was found by Dr. Hooker (now Sir Joseph) some twenty 
years ago on the Atlas Mountains. It is oalled S. tootorum 
atlaatloum, and a very prstty form of the “Old Foos." Th« 
other is a plant that has long been known as S. oalifoini- 
cum. It has sharp-pointed leaves, tipped with reddish- 
brown, neither ol them being the “Old Foos," but near to 
them, and they would live in the same manner os the type. 
—J. J. 

4350.—Insects affecting Currant-trees (Ama¬ 
teur) —Tils only Inseots whioh I can find In the soli ore of 
ths Sprlngtalls (Llpura ambulaos). This species, how¬ 
ever, does not Jump. I should hardly have tnougbt these 
insects would have caused the death of your Currant- 
bushes, but they oertainly are In great numbers, and are 
known to injure the roots of Cabbages and other plants 
Try watering with a strong solution of oommnn salt or 
nitrate of soda, or 4 parts of oarbollo acid in 100 parts of 
water. Tne best way when ground is iofested with them 
ie to let It remain fallow for some time, dressing It with 
any manure but that whioh comes from stables and farm¬ 
yards.—G. S. S. 

4357.—Oncldlum OrcBsus (J. Baeeomhe).— This 
Is the name of tne beautiful little plant you sent. It 
doubtless la nearly related to (>. longlpes. It 1s a veil 
distinct plant, having a rich golden-yellow lip, and the 
crest has a deep lilaakish-purple blotch which makes It so 
conspiouous. The plant thrives best, I think, on a block 
of wood, although some fail with it under these oondltlons. 
Thle results from want of attention. To those, 1 aay, try 
small earthenware shallow pans, drain them well, putting 
a small quantity of good peatllbre and obopped Sphagnum 
about thorn, and do not let tne plant suffer from want of 
water at any time. I have not seen the plant for a long 
time, so that I think it must be rare.— M B. 

KAMOS OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 
Any communications respecting plants or fruits 

sent to name ehouhl always accompany the parcel, which 

ihouhl be aitdressed to the Editor of Gardrnino Ildus- 
tratrd, 37, Soulhampton-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Names of plants —//. 0'cenwood.— Apparently a 
Chrysanthemum.-Hegalti.—Cbunbcrgla laurifolia- 
Linden.— ltocbea faleala-Dr. Utinaon.—Please send 
In flower, and we shall be pleased to name It.-D. L.— 
Cattleya Mossiw.-//. G It. — Eulalia Japonlca varie- 
gata-U. (,'.— Oplilopogon jaburan vailegatum- 
Mr. /*. Monro.—Please eend flowers. It is impossible to 
vouoh for a correct name from leaves only-A. J. 
Wuollutl. — Euphorbia cyparlssins, oalled also the Spurge 
Laurel, or Weloome to our Home.-II. !■'. M . Garth.— 

Toe yellow flower Is Cephslaria tatarioa, and the ehrub, 
Spirica Tnunbergi, which has white ttowere produced early. 
It is muoh used for forcing.-Evergreen.—We cannot 
name from suob a specimen. Flesse eend a good shoot, 
even then It will not be easy to say without flowers.- 
Wallflower.—No. 1 Is the common Polypody, and the 
other Folystiohum anzulare.-J. J). Ardlngh.— Justlcia 
carnea. The other next week.-/■'. Lovett //cun.— 
7, Thujopsls dolxbrxta; 8, Thuja I.abbl; 9, Viburnum 
tnaorooephalum ; 10, Hibleoue eyrlauus.-Orchid Lover. 

—The flower was muoh shrivelled, but It appears a form of 
Oiootoglossum Andersoolaoum. We shall be very pleased 
to know how you grow your Orchids so well. Write 
legibly, and on one side of the paper only. 

Names of fruit — Rowe. — Jargonelle Pear. U 
alwavs behaves In this manner. When “oaught” Just 
ripe it Is delicious.-So Same.— 1, Beurru Clairgesu 
Pear ; 2, Apple Wellington ; 3, Hawthornden ; 4. Oat's 
head.-Southfield).—Juoeating.-J. V. L.—1, Bus 
Fool; 2, Hanwell Souring. 

Name of vegetable.— T. B., Amateur.—hong- 
necked Squash; but it Is rather out of character. You 
con grow them aimllarly to Vegetable Marrowe. 

TO OORRBSPONDBNTS. 
IFe should be glad If readers would remember that ice 

do not answer queries by post, and that we cannot under¬ 

take to forward letters to correspondents, or insert queries 
that do not contain the name and address of sender. 

E. A. WiUmott.—The competition is now dosed. Your 
photographs will receive proper attention.-Goring 

Thomas.—Wo shall be pleased to name the fruit If care- 
fully packed. Send typloal specimens.-E. C. II.— 
Please give further particulars, soil, situation, etc. It is 
impossible to determine otherwise. We should think the 
trees are radically wrong at the roote.-C. B Tandeur. 
—Please send lnsoot with leaf packed carefully In a little 
box. We shall be pleased to name it.-Puzzled.— We 
should certainly eay the cause of the mleahief is either 
that the plants are kept far too wet or there is insufficient 
■oil, either of these things would produoe the results com- Cned of.-Amateur, Bilston.—We should Btage all 

Single Dahlias, Gladioli, unless of the hardy Lemoinel 
vAirliftieii, I and the Clematis Jackmani, Some Judges 
u-ould admit all,three, .bat not all. It I* better to be on 
the Halt silo. flqjkjiqTj two] Hellaothuses down. This 
ie all right If the olase ie not for twelve dletinot species. 

A-CHAMPAIGN 
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MARKET FLOWERS. 

Frequent enquiries are made as to what kinds 

of flowers are likely to yield a profit if grown for 

sale, but without a kuowledge of each separate 

case it would be impossible to give anything like 

an accurate answer, as muob depends on the 

locality. But, taking the average, 1 should say 

that the following brief list may he relied upon 

as likely to return the grower fair profits for 

labour and capital invested. I refer only to 

such as can be grown to perfection in the 

open air. 

Carn ations and Cloves are in great demand, 

and, given a suitable soil, naturally well drained, 
they are very free. If care is taken to layer all 
the strongest shoots in a sharp, gritty soil, there 

is little difficulty in keeping up a supply of 
plants. The layers should be put down at once 
and taken off as soon as well rooted, and planted 

in beds, so that they may get established before 
frost sets in. Thsre is a ready sale for Carna¬ 
tion blooms, and especially for the dark-crimson 
Cloves. 

Chrysanthemums are extremely popular as 
cut flowers, not only for the great variety and 
beauty of their blooms, but especially from the 

faot of their coming in at a time when other 
flower* are on the wane ; but for blooming out- 

of-doors the latest varieties must be avoided. 
After October the frost is frequently too severe 
to allow of their expanding. The season com¬ 
mences with Mme. Desgrange kinds, and follows 

on with all the popular early-flowering varieties. 
They are of easy culture. 

Dahlias, although not nearly so popular as a 

few years book, are still in request in autumn. 
I find the Cactus varieties, Pompon and singles, 
the beat for cutting, especially the white and 
scarlet varieties. 

Lilium candidii5i, the common White Lily, 
is a very popular flower, and where the soil is 

suitable—namely, light and well drained, it will 
be found profitable to grow. I transplant about 
every fourth year, and get the finest spikes of 
bloom the second and third years after moving ; 
bat after the bnlbs inoreaae, the spikes, although 

more numerous, get smaller. They aoll best 
before they are fully expanded. 

Lily ok the Valley always sells well, and 
well-established beds out-of-doors are by no 

means unsatisfactory. I lift a quantity of orowns 
for forcing during the winter, and after pioking 
out all the largest flowering orowns, the smaller 

ones are again planted In beds for a couple of 
years’ growth, so that I always have plenty of 
orowns for foroing and beds for gathering. 

Lavender.—This is one of those good old 
garden flowers that retain their popularity 
through all changes. It is of easy oulture, 
striking root freely from good, large pieces 
planted firmly in the soil In autumn, and a bed 

once established lasts for a good many years. 
Ike crop is out when the heads are In full bloom, 
and sells readily, either to private houses or to 
distillers of perfumes. 

Marguerites have of late year 
great request, apd, either white r.r y ellow, 

out in May will continue to bloom profusely 

until outdoor flowers are over. Tied in 

bunohes, they sell freely to florists or flower 
hawkers. 

Pinks.—The old-fashioned fringed Pinks are 
very free-blooming, and if old dumps are 
divided and replanted at this time of year they 
will prodnoe a fine crop of flowers next season. 

Mra. Sinkins is an excellent acquisition. 
Roses are unquestionably the aafest flower to 

grow in quantity for market, as there is always 
a demand for them. The price obtainable is 

now very low, if compared with that of a few 
years baok ; but this affects their growth more 
under glass than in the open, and anyone going 
in for market flowers must oertainly make 
Hybrid Perpetuate and other hardy Rosea that 

keep on blooming for a long period one of their 
strongest points. 8uoh kinds as Souvenir de la 
Malmaison that flower best in antumn are very 
valuable. 

Sweet Peas find a ready sale, especially if 
sown in autnmn and got into flower early In May. 
The distinct colours are best. 

Sweet Sultan is one of the best annuals to 
grow for cutting (yellow, white, and purple). It 
nas long stalks. Sow early and thin out. 

Stocks of nearly all kinds are favourite flowers 

and sell readily. The old Brompton is one of 
the first to make a good display of colour, and 
during summer the Ten-week, Queen, and Mid- 
Lothian are very free. 

Wallflowers are grown in quantity in the 
vicinity of large towns, and are of the easiest 
oulture. Tho seed is sown very early in spring, 
and as soon as the plants are large enough they 

are dibbled out in rows, generally between fruit- 
trees, where they get a little snelter, as they 
commenoe to flower during winter, and very 
early in spring they are tied in bunohes and 

Bent to market. 
Violets of the Single Blue Czar kind are grown 

by acres in the South of England, and few flowers 
any better if the winter proves mild. They 

find a ready sale. J. Groom, Qosport. 

Gladioli.—The Gladioli is becoming a popular 
flower in gardens, and M. Lemoine has raised 

some good hardy kinds named Lemoinei. He 
has given his nams to this section which is 
peculiarly adapted for gardens by reason of their 
hardihood, although the flowers are not so 
brilliant as those of the Nanceiaaus type. This 
is the result of hybridising, and amongst the 
various kinds are those of brilliant oolours, such 

President Carnot, orimson, with creamy- 

white centre. As yet the corms are somewhat 
expensive, but will get cheaper in time. These 
hybrid forms seem to succeed muoh hotter in 
the garden than the varieties of gandavensis, 

but there is a tendency to get coarse, big 
flowers whioh are not necessarily the more 
showy. Those that are smaller, neater, and 
produoed in greater abundance are more 

satisfactory. A very fine Gladioli is brenchley- 
ensis. It is an old favourite, but very free, 
and not difficult to grow, whilst the tall spikes 

of orimson, or rather scarlet, flowors make agreat 
display in the garden.—V. C. 

_ tenant's fixture greenhouse —Yet, 
h ni (fed .it down a oourtt of loose brloke for tb» 
•w-oudj -«Nr«st upon without prajudio* to it* j ielng 
rsmoiabl* when necessary—B. O. R. 
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REMEDIES FOR INSECT PESTS. 

Never allow any weeds to grow on the beds, as 
insects whioh feed on them may spread to the 

crops, and the weeds mav provide food for 
inseots when the gronnd is fallow or in corners 
and waste places, or under hedges, as insects are 
fond of suon positions for breeding in. Rubbish, 

stones, and the refuse of a orop should never bo 
allowed to lie about), as thoy form a welcome 
shelter for all kinds of pests. A proper rotation 
of crops is most beneficial. If a crop is attacked 

by a certain insect it should be followed by one 
whioh is not liable to be injured by tho same 
pest. Manv plants suffer most from the attacks 
of insects when they are quite young ; in such 

cases the plants should be pushed into vigorous 
growth by judicious cultivation as soou as 
possible. Birds should be encouraged in 
gardens. Few persons realise what an enormous 

number of insects are destroyed by birds, 
particularly during the breeding season, when 
nearly all young birds are fed on animal food 
Ripe fruit and fruit-buds, however, muse 

often be protected from them. When the 
leaves have fallen in the autumn all thoto 
under fruit-trees and bushes should be collected 
and burnt, as all kinds of pests harbour 
under them. Any leaves which did not fall 

with the other# should be pioked off, as theru 
are often chrysalides curled up in them. In 
the course of the winter the ground under frnit- 

trees should bo broken up so oh to expose to the 
dements and the birds any insects or chrys¬ 
alides whioh may be wintering there. A sharp 

look-out should be kept when any digging is 
going on for ohrysalidos or cocoons. As soon as 
any insect attack is noticed, steps should be 
immediately taken to check it, as at this time 
the old proverb “ a stitch in time saves nine ” 

is especially true, particularly when aphides are 
the foes. Keep any ground which is not in use 
well hoed ; this will kill any weeds and expose 

any insects which may be in the soil. In f;reenhouses be very careful in introducing a 
resh plant, whether obtained from a friend or a 

nurseryman, to ascertain that it is free from 
aphides, scale, mealy-bug,thrips,4o., as otherwise 

a house whioh was perfectly free from insects 
may soon beoome just the reverse. Give plants 

as much ventilation as possible consistent with 
maintaining a proper temperature, for in their 
natural state they are always in the open air. 
If fumigation or washing has to be resorted to, 

do not bo content with one application, but 
repeat it in three or four days’ time, so that 

any eggs which may not have been killod by 
the first attempt may suocumb to the sooond. 
If ants be found running over plants, it is an 
almost oertain sign that the latter are attacked 

by aphides or scale insects, whioh tho ants are 
searching for to obtain the sweet substanoe they 
exude. As soon as any holes are found in the 
mortar of the walls Inside a greenhouse or any 

oraoks in whioh inseots may shelter, the walls 
should be repointed. G. 

4881.-Destroying wire worms—Try a dressing 
often d;.i,ole of irat-hire epread equally over tho end. 
TMg It In. lesvlni the eurlaoe rough till spring. Fork the 
laSlovei again thu, anfiJpWivlw’.ih Potato** or other 
vegetable*.—E. H. 
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GARDEN WORK.* 

Conservatory. 

Uxrge masses of the Blue and White Plumbago are very 
<11active now. The beet way to make a ehow of tbie ie to 
i>iant It first lo the border, preferioly against a wall or 
near a pillar, though It makes a very useful pot plant, 
flood masses of Montbretias are very showy, and Hya- 
'•Id'bus oandicaui—six strong bulbs in a 7-inoh pot—are 
oharmlng things among Ferns. It is a pity their flowers 
axe lacking in fragraooe As Tuberous Begonias get shabby 
they are plaoed outside to ripsn their growth, and the 
plaoeaare ailed up with early-flowering Chrysanthemums 
and specimen Scarborough Lilies, the earliest of wbioh are 
Just showing oolour. Fuohsias whloh have oome on in the 
open air will take the plaoe of those whioh oame into 
flower early, and whloh are showing signs of exhaustion. 
Freshness of foliage is as useful in furnishing a conserva¬ 
tory as mere bloom. Some of the old varieties of Fuchsias, 
such as fulgens and oorymblflora, are very effective when 
well done, and there is no better way of growing the laet- 
nanted than planting it out, training up the main-stem, 
and encourage the branches to form a wide, spreading head 
up in the roof. I saw a plant of this oharaoter in a large 
conservatory last week, and it reminded me of old times. 
Most assuredly we have lost by discarding these old 
favourites for so many of the present race of Fuohsias. 
Keep a olose watoh upon the etook of Zonal Pelargoniums 
for flowering in winter. Fiower-buds may be picked off 
till the middle of September, unless flowers are required 
earlier, and the plants mutt not be overwatered. A warm, 
light house Is necessary to eeoure plenty of bloom. Weak 
soot-water will be benefleial to Camellias in the border. 
I.uoulla gratlsslma and Daphne indioa will have dark 
coloured foliage under a course of weak llquld-eoot. 
Daphnes planted out are muoh more effeotive than when 
grown In pots. They are often poor things under pot 
culture, especially in Inexperienced hands, who suffer 
them to have too muoh or too little water, and the former 
is mors harmful than the latter, as when the soil gets sour 
they are sure to beonme siokly, and an unhealthy Daphne 
soon disappears. White Lilies, Freeslas, and Roman 
Hyacinths should be potted now, the Hyaolntha to be 
plunged over the top of Cocoa-nut fibre or ashes. Shift on 
Cinerarias and other winter-flowerlng plants that may 
jequlre more pot-room. See that the drainago is open and 

Stove. 
Young plants in a pot-bound oondltion may be shifted 

on as required, but the patting of larger plants should bs 
done early enough in the season to get the soil ocoupied 
by roots before the days get short. When a 
P'i?1 get* ,lokly ,rom any o»use, out with it on the 
rubbish-heap. Stove plants for the most part are easy to 
propagate, and nearly every gardener worthy of the name 
will take oare to have a young plant ooming on to replaoe 
an old one. No plant grown In a pot will keep In good 
oondltion for ever, and there is a tendenoy everywhere to 
keep things longer than they are efteotlve. As soon 
as a p ant gets leggy, unless it oan bs Improved 
by cutting down, that also should be shunted to make 
room for a better specimen. Fires must be kept going 
regularly now, only keep them down during bright days. 
When the morning breaks bright let the fires go out; it 
will save fuel, ana the plants will do better without too 
muoh warming up Just yet. Whore the foreman Is an old, 
careful hand he will manage to keep his fires In hand so 
that no harm la done during the day ; but the young, raw 
hand generally contrlvos, unless oloseiy looked after, to 
get the pipes hottest about the middle of the day, when 
the sunshine is at Its highest pltoh. Winter-flowering 
Orchids, euoh as the Dendrobes, will now bo resting and 
ripening for the most part in the vinery or somewhere 
where the atmosphere Is drier than In the stove. (Jet 
the pseudo-bulbs well ripened, and there will be plenty 
of beautiful flowers. The question of moisture In the 
•“>u»s will have to be decided upon by the amount of 
artificial heat in use ; if Urea are kept down less water will 
be required, and this la what I should advise. 

Hardy and other Ferns. 
Hardy Ferns, If In pots, will now be plunged out In the 

•hade of a wall or other building. The shade afforded by 
tress. If not too near, la suitable also. A oolleotlon of 
hardy terns, Including the North Amsrioan and other 
exotic spedes whloh are found hardy In this oountxv, are 
exceedingly Interesting; but It ehould not be forgotten 
that unless a little protection oan be afforded In winter the 
pots must be plunged over the rim. A plant In a pot is 
not in so good a position for passing through the winter 
exposed to the drying influenoe of frost as when planted 
out In a bed of soil, warmed and sheltered it maybe by a 
few stones being worked In the bed. Questions are often 
asked about planting Ferns under stages. I have found 
tho lUrt's-tongues, Soolopendrlums, and Polystichums do 
exceedingly well in suoh posltlone-better, in fact, than 
the usual greenhouse species. Polystlchum angulare and 
Its varieties are always effective in the shade of a stage, 
and the smaller varieties, such as Oeteraoh oitlolnerum 
and the small-growing Asplenium trlohomanee planted 
auild stones do well along the front. 

Frames. 
Where the early Melons have ripened the plants oan 

usually be pulled out and the best stored and prepared for 
noother orop. F rames will soon be wanted for Violets for 
wlnter-bloomlng. One or two frames are required now 
for striking outllngs of bedding plants other than "Gera¬ 
niums. • A spare frame where there Is a little warmth, 
suoh as an old Melon-bed, might be planted with Rose- 
cuttings. Then again, frames will shortly be wanted for 
winter salads-Lettuoe, Kndive, Radishes, ho. Whsre the 
most Is made of everything frames will always be of use, 
and no ono has too many of them, whether treated artlfl- 
eially or not. Late Melons in frames must have the linings 
renewed ; good Melons late in summer oannot be obtained 
without bottom-heat. 

Chrysanthemums. 
Earwigs are still troublesome and must be sought for 

daily, or they will ruin any plant they havs a fanoy for, 

• In cold or northern diet riels the operaua 

to under Garden Work" may be done f rim 

la,er lhan 

and they are rather fanciful in their diet. The early filanta will now require top-dressing. When giving the 
set ahift spaoe should be left at the top for the top-dressing. 

Should mildew appear on the plants dust with sulphur or 
use some other remedy. Some of the weakly-growing 
sorts, especially the Queen of Eagland type, are subjeot to 
mildew, and will require watching. Keep the shoots of 
the plant well tied, or the wind will break them. 

Window Gardening. 
It should be decided now whether outtings whioh are 

just rooted shall be potted off or kept till spring In the 
cutting pots. They will be better notted into single pots 
If there Is room to winter them. Keep outside as long as 
possible, but do not overwater, or the scil may get sour, 
and then there will be a difficulty in keeping the plants In 
boaltb during the winter. Give weak stimulants to 
window-boxes, and keep the plants free from dead leaves 
and flowers. 

Outdoor Garden. 
We have at last had plenty of rain, and we may now 

expect a period of rapid growth, especially as regards 
weeds and Grass. The burnt-up lawns have beoome green 
again, and will need mowing at least onoe a-week. If 
there are weak or faulty plaoes in the turf—and I see 
there are in some lnstanoes—White Clover seeds sown 
now will soon germinate and fill up. Large weeds, suoh 
as Plantains and Dindelions, must be taken out with as 
muoh of the root as poaaiblo. Sulpburio acid applied to 
the heart of the plant will kill, and so also will Watson's 
Lawn Sand. After the rains there will be a good deal of 
trimming up and picking of flower-beds. Dahlias must bs 
kept woll up to date as regards tying and thinning. 
Whatever of the latter work ie done ehould be spread over 
several weeks ; too much outtlng at one time will severely 
oheok growth; but the buds, where too numerous, 
may be thinned any time. Lose no time now in gottlng 
In outtings of Hollyhocks. Cutting! of new kinds of 
Dahlias may be taken now and kept in pots all the winter. 
Some of the outtings may not form tubers, and there will 
be a difficulty in keeping them ; but they will be more 
likely to form tubsrs In pots than outside beoause they 
can be placed under cover when frost is expeoted. There 
are plenty of Pansy and Viola-outtlngs now, and, if planted 
in the shade, roots will soon form ; in many lnstanoes out- 
tiags with roots In the oourse of formation at the base may 
be obtained in the centre of the plants. Outtings of bed¬ 
ding plants must soon be taken. Verbenas, Heliotropes. 
Ireslnee, and things of like oharaoter should notbedelayed 
muoh longer. “Geranium" outtings will be scaroe, and late 
growth will bs soft and liable to damp, and the outtings 
will root better In small pots singly than crowded up In 
larger pots or boxes. At any rats, there must be no 
orowdlng or they will damp. Budding mar still 
be done ; but do not shorten book the shoots on whloh the 
buds are plaoed. Buds will take better now than If put 
In earlier. 

Fruit Garden. 
Use a little fire during damp weather In vineries and 

Tomato-houses, and ventilate so as to avoid stuffiness of 
the atmosphere. The plants In properly ventilated 
Tomato-houses wero never healthier than they are at this 
moment. My Tomato-houses are built on piers, with low 
pits running along ths sides ; tho lights of the pits are 
nearly always open more or less, and thus the ventilation, 
.with a little air on the ridge, Is as perfect as possible. In 
'many Instances Vines are trained too near the glass, and 
the leavos lose oolour in consequenoe, and where the main 
leaves have lost oolour there will he a difficulty In giving 
proper colour and finish to tho Grapes. Another evil 
arises from Vines being trained too near the glass ; whom¬ 
ever the foliage touohes the glass the damp oolleots on 
them and ultimately flads Its way down among the Grapes. 
Keep down laterals when they can be rubbed off with the 
finger and thumb. If left to get long the steady work of 
the roots is Interfered with. Grapes whioh as a rule oolour 
badly may sometimes reoelve help from a little extension 
of the lateral growth, such as where the main shoots have 
been pinohed In oloss; but where the Vines have been 
allowed to make a proper amount of foliage in the flret 
Instance lateral growth does harm. See that all pyramid 
Apples and Pears whloh are crowded with young growth 
are thinned sufficiently to let In air and sunshine. The 
fruit require their aid, and so also will the buds which are 
advancing to that stage when the dlo Is oast for fertility. 
Recently planted Strawberries will soon get a start now. 
Run the hoe through the surfaoe occasionally to keep 
down weeds and euoourage growth. There are many 
Strawberries yet to be planted, but every week's delay 
now lightens the orop next year. In selecting varieties 
to plant do not plaoe too muoh faith In new sorts. It Is 
well, of oourse, to try new things, but a doxen or two of 
plants Is enough to start with of any one kind. Sir J. 
Paxton and President will yet take a good deal of beating 

ladso'treesfl A£pI“ 0r Pe"’ ,or °°°k'nK thin the heavily- 

Vegetable Garden. 

This Is about ths latest time to tow Winter Spinaoh and 
Onions with the best ebanoe of suooees. Sow a good 
breadth of Tom Thumb Cabbage and Brown Cos Uttuoe. 
The former will get large enough for use on a south 
border, and tho Brown Cos oan be lifted and planted In 
frames before frost oomes. Dry Ferns and dry leaves are 
excellent for sheltering Lettuoes and Endives. Tbie 
might be made a note of now for application when the 
season oomes round. Sow Chervil, Corn Salad, Radishes, 
and Cress as requirod. Hitherto suoh things have boen 
BOW“ on north borders or wherever a cool bit of land 
could be found. Now I must go back to the eouth border 
again. Frenoh Boans and Scarlet Runners are plentiful 
now, and thoee who wish to preserve either of these for 
winter use may have a quantity gathered when dry, and 
after stringing them paok them in eartbon Jars, with 
layers of salt alternately with Beans. Cover and keep 
airtight In a cool oellar till required. All pods both of 
Beans and Peas should be gathered ns soon as fit for use. 
“ “I81®, *” "P»re P‘M wh«r* a little artificial oan be 
obtained If required, one of these may now be planted 
with an early kind of Frenoh Beane; Ne Plus Ultra or 
Osborne s Forcing are good varieties There must, be no 
surplus growth on Tomatoes now; ths probabilities aro 
the .autumn will bs dull and showery rather than bright 

‘~>y, then there will be disease among Toma- 
ide, and those planted orowded with fells.®# Will 

e most Young Ououmbsr-planta coming on to 

be planted In winter houses must be encouraged to get 
strong ; the more reserve foroe of etrength and vigour the K” .nte possess the better they will go through the winter. 

e best soil for Cucumbers Is good sound turfy loam 
with plenty of body in it. If the fibre in the turf Is not 
too muoh decayed it will bs none tbs worse. A little soot 
and a little bone-meal may be added ; liquid-manure can 
be given when the plants require help. E. Hobday1. 

Work In the Town Garden. 
It is now high time to pinoh out the leading growths of 

Tomatoes in the open air Just above the laet-formod bunch 
of bloom ; remove all side or secondary shoots, and shorten 
baok all the leaves but two or three at the top of each stem 
to half or less of their length. If this Is done about the 
middle of August the flowers that are now on the point of 
expanding will have about six weeks in whioh to set fruit, 
and this to swell and perhaps ripen before the cold weather 
sets in. This is Just about right, and should frost or cold 
and wet weather oommence rather earlier than usual, any 
fruit that is still green will soon ripen If nut and removed 
to a warm plaoe, such as a kitchen shelf. Stopping tbe 
(rui ting-stems and removing the laterals also throws ill 
the strength of the plant into the fruit, while the partial 
defoliation admits air and sun to the swelling or ripening 
fruit and reduoes the risk of disease. This has so far been 
a grand season for Tomatoes out-of-doors ; never have the Slants looked better or oarried heavier orope of fruit 
'here strong plants were got out In good time and kept 

watered as required during the drought, they are looking 
really grand now, and here, at least, doing better outrldc 
than under glass. The buds of Chrysanthemums In pots 
are now fast appearing, and where large flowers are 
required must bo " taken ” by removing the Incipient 
growth-buds that will be seen just below as soon as they 
oan be fairly seen in the points of the shoots. In the care 
of “ terminal" buds the oentral one that is to be retained 
and will form the flower is surrounded by flower-bads 
instead, and supposing large blossoms to be wanted, 
these must be removed in the same way, leaving only tbs 
uppermost and central one on eaoh shoot. But where 
flowera are desired for outtlng, or the plants for ordinary- 
decorative purposes only, a much better effect may bs 
obtained by leaving three or four of the best buds to each 
shoot instead of one. Suoh free-flowering kinds as Un. 
Rundle and Its eports afford boautlful masses of bloom In 
this way-miniature bouquets, in fact, and so doss ths 
new J. S. Dibben (Japanese) and tome others. On strong Clan Is of Mrs. Rundle, Mrs. Dixon, fto., I have sometimes 

ift the orown bud and three terminal growths, allowing 
one bud to eaoh. Tbe “ orown ” flower, of oourse, expands 
flret and is out, the terminals opening later and making a 
fine show of oolour. Bouvardlas must not be stopped or 
shifted any more now ; but give water freely and a little 
liquid-manure, and syringe liberally on bright, warm days. 

B. O. R. 

THE OOMING WEEK'S WORK. 

Extracts from a garden diary from Avgust 19/A 

to August 26/A. 
Put in outtings of various kinds of bedding plants. 

Outtings of some sorts of Pelargoniums are rather scarce, 
and the old plants of these kinds will, at the proper 
time, be potted up and be helped lo heat with the view 
of having plenty of young shoots to take off early in 
February. These, If helped on in heat, will make 
good plants by May. It will be better not to detay 
the propagation of all tender plants longer than what it 
absolutely neoessary. My Pelargoniums ars all struok in 
ths open, ths trloolors and other delicate sorts in tingle 
pots, and the hardier kinds In fi-lnch and 8-Inch, as I find 
these sizes the handiest for the shelves. Made another 
sowing of Giant Mignonette ; ths soli In the pots, ohlefly 
loam, Is rammed In firm, I find this firm seed-bed very 
neoessary for seourlng dwarf, sturdy plants. Mads another 
sowing of Early London Cauliflowers for wintering In 
frames. Some may think this teoond sowing superfluous ; 
but seasons vary, and In ths event of a mild winter some 
of the first lot of plants may button prematurely. At any 
rate, experience has taught mo that tbsre Is advantage in 
dividing my usual quantity of seed and sowing It twloe, 
with an Interval of a fortnight or to between. Harvested 
the spring-town Oalons; gave the ground a dressing of 
toot and forked It over to be ready for Cabbages when the 
plants are fit to go out. Earthed up the last-planted 
Winter Greens. Everything, Including ths weeds, it growing 
rapidly now. Took advantage of a couple of floe days to 
run tbe hoe thoroughly over the small weeds among growing 
orope. This will oheok them, and another stir up In the 
oourse of a few days will oomplets their destruction. 
Planted a spare pit from whloh Melons have been taken 
with French Beans. Only early Kidneys are planted now. 
Made another sowing of Lettuoe and Endive. A good 
deal of time It taken up now picking off dead flowers and 
leaves In the flower garden. Carpet beds, of whloh a few 
aro still retained, take up a good deal of time in plnohtng 
and pioklngto keep the outlines of the designs perfeot. A 
large mass of the White Japanese Anemone It very effeoti ve 
on Grass. This Is one of the moat effeotive of the lata 
summer and autumn flowers for massing. Spring planted 
Tufted Pansies are still very bright. Those who possess 
but little glass for wintering tender plants should do more 
with these. There is nothing oheaper or mors effeotive. 
Cuttings rooted now are better than dividing old plants, 
although the latter plan on an emergency will do. Suoh 
hardy annuals as the pretty Forget-me-nots, Sllenes. 

oandldum and plaoted elsewhere, small bulbs belog planted 
In a bod in the reserve garden. Potted more Freeslas and 
Roman Hyacinths for forolng. Went through the olimbere 
In oonservatory, taking off a few of the shoots where much 
orowded to letln a little more light. Mandevlllsa suaveolons 
1s now beautifully in bloom, its fragrance filling the 
house. Chrysanthemums are now given dally waterings, 
disbudding, ho. I want good blossoms, but am oontant 
if I get from six to twelve on a plant; a hundred or ao 
V.® Fr°wn wlth • topping, and from three to elx blooms ars 
all. I shall leave on these. The oooler, longer nights ars 
rn puis os cbi growth, and ths earwigs ars giving lass 
trouble. Borne trouble has baen taken to protaot fruit 
from wups ill tin mice r<ar have been hunted up and 
destroyed. 
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TREES & SHRUBS. 

THE VENETIAN SUMACH. 

This i* a striking shrub when in flower, and its 
profuse blooming has gained for it the name of 
Wig-tree, or Smoke-plant, the effeot of its 

featnery, sterile flower-oluaters suggesting a 
film of smoke, as seen from a distance. Our 
illustration shows well its beauty as an isolated 
specimen, permitted to develop itself without 
htndranoe from neighbouring things. Under 
these oonditions one sees the Rhus cotinus, as 

it is called botanically, in its best aspect. The 
shrub is pleasing when the garden is getting 
somewhat dull, and although it is not a tall 
grower, it spreads abont, making a dense, bushy, 
and vigorous growth. The leaves are glaucous 

oelour, round in shape, and although the flowers 
themselves are inoonspiouous, there is much 
beauty in the feathery reddish-purple clusters 
that succeed them. They remain attractive 
over a comparatively long season. The 8moke- Eilant was introduced from Southern Europe as 

ong ago as 1656. It is auite hardy, and most 
pleasing when permitted to develop without 
being crowded up bv other shrubs, as is too 
often the case in gardens. It is interesting to 

mention that M. Ed. Andre, writing in the litvue 
HorticoU, describes the Venetian Sumach in its 
native home. He says : “ In the well-known 
mountain-pass of the ‘ Portea de fer,’ between 
Orsova and Turn-Severin, where the Danube 

has out a ohannel through the lofty Transyl¬ 
vanian ranges, a sight worth seeing in the 
month of October is that of the Venetian 
Sumachs, which carpet the slopes, when their 

foliage is lighted up Dy the rays of the setting 
sun, affording a singular contrast to the white 
foliage of the silvery-leaved Lime-tree." 

Spiraea panlculata.—Though differences 
of opinion may exist as to the correctness of the 
name given, there can be none as to its being a 

very beautiful Spinel, and one, too, that blooms 
later than many of the others. The flowers are 
borne in erect branching panioles, whioh are 
usually more or less pyramidal in shape, and its 
season of blooming is extended by the fact that 
the flowers on the secondary branches do not 

expand till the oentral ones have been open 
some time. A large bush of it some 5 feet or 
6 feet high is, when occupying an isolated 
position and in full flower, a very beautiful 

object.—H. 

■ 4338.—Ash-tree.—The unusual number of 
seeds the tree is oarrying, and the long drought, 
are no doubt the cause of its woak condition. 
It would relieve the tree immensely if you ro- 
move the seeds at onoe. It might not make 
any fresh growth this season, but the taking 
away of such a heavy load will give it a longer 

time to recover its strength and enable it to 
start away more vigorously next year. The 
Ash likes a moist position. Probably yours is 

rather dry.—J. 0. C. 

4330 —Myrtle cuttings.— Cuttings of the 
nearly mature wood—that about two-thirds ripe 
ia the best of the current season—may be inserted 
in September or October, in well-drained pots of 

sandy loam, mixed with a little leaf, mould. If 
kept in a “quiet" corner of the greenhouse, 
away from sun and draughts, and the soil 
maintained in a half moist condition, most of 
them will be found to have formed roots, and 
will begin to grow in the spring. Another way 
ia to take off the young growths—side shoots, or 

tops—in the spring, when about 2 inches long, 
and inserb them thickly in pots of very sandy 
soil, as before. If these are placed in a warm, close 
house or pit, or in a frame with gentle bottom- 
heat, and kept regularly moist and shaded, 

they will root with great certainty, and make 
nice little plants the same season. A frame will 
do for cuttings inserted A the autumn as well as 
a house, provided that frost can be exoluded, 
and I have also rooted them in the window of a 

moderately warm room.—B. C. R. 

— When the wood Is about three parts ripeoed Is the 
bast time to take outtioKs ol these plants. Any sandy 
leaf-soil wi 4 do. Make them Orm, and do not use too large 
a cutting. H kept olose In a frame or greenhouse until 
call used, and then placed In a gentle bottom-hoi', this 
sweat-smelling shrub Is propagated with eats.— 

'- Myrtle shoots Just getting firm, taken wlta a pleie 
of last year's wood, If put Is Bo« will toit duVmjjtHe 
winter and be ready for potting off in spring- Plantflrmly 
In sandy soil; keep In the frame till end ol Ootober, then 

move to greenhouse. Keepoloee, and shads from hot sun¬ 
shine. A bell-glass will be useful, but the Inside of the 
glass must be wiped dry every morning_K. H. 

— The proper time to put in Myrtle cut¬ 
ting* is when the young wood ia fully grown, 
about August. Take the cuttings off at a joint, 
and plant about half-a-dozen in a 4 inch or 
5-inch flower pot. The compoat should be 

formed of loam, leaf-mould, peat-soil, and sand 
in equal proportions. Plant the cuttings firmly 
round the sideB of the flower-pots, and place 
them under a cloao hand-light; or if there be 
only one flower pot full of cuttings, a bell-glass 
would be more convenient; put the small pot 
containing them inside a la ger one, and fill 

up the space between with coarse sand or fine 
gravel. The rim of the bell-glass should rest 
on the sand between the two pots, and this 
keeps the air well away from the auttings. The 
bell-glass should be removed daily, wiping the 

inside round with a dry cloth. They will take six 
weeks or two months to form roots, and when 
they have started to grow, repot them singly. 

The Venetian SuiiMOh (Ilhus colimis). 

Good soil for Myrtles is yellow loam, two parts ; 

one part light fibrous peat ; and one part leaf- 
mould, with a little sand added.—J. D. E. 

4320.—Thuja Lobbl for a hedge.—This is sn 
excellent shrub for s hedge In a windy situation, but I fesr 
it i j rather too hungry a feeder and too groes a grower to 
be near flower-bed*. You could cut It at freely as any 
hedge, and regulate It* height from 3 feet up to 12 feet or 
14 feet. I would prefer the Amerioan Arbor-vltm as being 
closer in habit and of steadier growth. The distance 
apart must depend In a measure upon the height you wish 
your future hedge to be.—P. U. 

4303.—Treatment of an Araucaria.— 
A good remedy would be a top-dressing of loam, 
kept away from the stem of the tree. Do the 
work oarefully, but I am afraid there is no real 
remedy. The Araucaria requires an open spot, 

not cramped up as it usually is in gardens. It is 
curious that such a tree should be planted so 

freely in places for which it ia not fitted. 
More than half the examples we see die away 
in the manner described by you, and the only 
remedy is, I fear, to remove the tree to more 
congenial quarters. Once it has got in bad 
condition it it not an easy matter to restoro it. 
In nine cases out of ten it is impossible.— 

C. T. 

Tke* complaint the tree mentioned 
,’WsufferiDg from is starvation, anft'Jtf 

ia feeding. Dig a trench IS inches w 

and 2 feet deep right round the tree at 4 feet 
distance from the trunk, and into the trench put 
a load of good stable-manure ; tread down, and 
fill in the trenoh with the beat soil obtainable. 
I had two fine young tree* similarly afflicted, 
but under the above treatment the loss of sap is 
stayed and the downward progress averted. If 
allowed to go on the end is oertain death.— 

H. K. Hitchcock, M.D., Bournemouth. 

Beat twelve Daffodils. —One of the most 
useful bulbs is the Daffodil, or Narcissus, as it is 
also called. The lists of bulbs are so bewilder¬ 
ing that it is an assistance to those who require 
simply a few kinds to choose about a dozen of 
the best. Of Daffodils a good selection would 
be Horafieldi or Empress, the latter preferably, 

althongh some appreciate the former more than 
the other. It is a trumpet variety, the flowers 
very large, and with a creamy-white perianth, 
whilst the trumpet is rich-yellow. It is one of 
the finest of the family. Empress blooms a 
little later, and the two kinds might thus be 
planted to form a suooession. Maximus is a food type, but not so strong as those mentioned, 

ts flowers are, however, very beautiful, intense 
yellow, bold, and of splendid shape. Emperor 
is another fine variety, yellow, and strong in 
growth. Glory of Leyden is, I fear, rather too 

expensive for the majority, but it is a noble 
Daffodil, large and robust. It will be much 
grown in the future. Of the incomparabiiis 
section choose the fine Sir Watkin, whioh, if it 
varies in different gardens, is always pleasing to 
look at for the shades of yellow in the large 
flowers. The early-flowering Santa Maria, the 
flower* intense yellow, is a good kind. I think 
it is one of the most beautiful of all Daffodils, 

and certainly the richest in colour. Ard-Righ 
is a good Trumpet kind, the flowers rioh-yellow 

and the growth robust. Prinoeps blooms early, 
and is a worthy kind. One may select either 
this or Golden Spur, whioh is a very rich yellow. 

Of the Poet's varieties ornatus is very beautiful, 
early, and free, then one must also have the 
double white, appropriately likened to a Gar¬ 
denia. Of the Hoop-petticoat forms Corbularia 
citrine is one of the more vigorous, and forms a 
good edging; and of the doubles select tbe old 
Double Telamonius and the handsome Butter- 

and-Eggs variety. In gardens of average size the 
more troublesome kinds, such as N. cyclamineus, 
should be avoided. N. nanus or N. minor are 
worth a note for their beauty as dwarf kinds, 
each smothered with flowers. Stella is a beauti¬ 

ful kind ; also N. Barri conspiouus, in which the 
oup is stained with rich orange.—V. G. 

The Purple Cornflower.—A splendid 
hardy plant blooming in August is the Purple 
Cornflower, known botanically as Rudbeokia 
purpurea. It grows strongly, and will succeed 
oven near large towns, making a fine leafy 
clump, vigorous, and in every way satisfactory. 
Amateurs do not seem to know much of it, but 
it is worth a note, whilst the flowers are very 

distinct in oolour, bold in shape, and purple- 
rose, set off by a blackish centre. At this season 
of the year there is a surfeit of yellow from the 
Perennial Sunflowers and other composites, so 
that the rosy-purple shade of this Rudbeckia is 

a decided reliof and contrast to that of flowors 
in general. It is perfectly hardy, and a good 
piece put in in the autumn will make a show 

next year.—V. C. 

Lilium superbum.—This is a lovely Lily. 
It is in full bloom in July, and the fortunato 
owner of a large garden canuse it in many charm¬ 
ing and picturesque ways. It is a tall grower, 
the slender spikoa rising over 8 feet in height, 
and when the groundwork is Rhododendrons, 
the young shoot* aro protected in spring from 

frost*. The flowers are borne in large numbers 
on the stems, and vary greatly in colour, the 
most brilliant being those of a bright scarlet, or 
rather, I should write, crimson, like a flame of 
fire seen from a distance in the woodland. 1; 
is not everyone, of course, that has a woodland, 
but a good colony of this species, sending u;> 
its tall stems, makes a fine pioture. Unlike 
many others, it makes a vigorous growth, is 

perfectly at home in a light, poaty soil, and has 
an irresiatiblo beauty when swaying about in 
the wind on ;a summer day. The name is cer¬ 
tainly, anproiiriate. L. superbum is for the 

large! garden.; KsLtWwSi^5>st in cramj-cd 
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THE PLEASURE OF ROSE-GROWING. 

Tt is not a difficult matter to decide by what 
meant we may obtain the greateat amount of 
pleasure from our Roses. Some seek it through 

the medium of the exhibition, but there it is 
dearly bought—at least, by amateurs. Our 
methods of Rose showing are so stereotyped, 

we think no much of single blooms, that if 
one would enter the show arena he must begin by 
making great sacrifices. The pleasure of Rose 
showing does not permanently satisfy. Anyone 
visiting a Rose show cannot fail to admire the 

magnificent flowers seen there. I do not wish 
to say one word against the practice of growing 
and showing them It is something to know to 

what perfection of form and colouring particular 
kinds oan be brought, but that is not, or should 
not be, the sole end and aim of Rose shows. A 

celebrated amateur exhibitor recently visited a 
garden where Roses are largely grown solely for 
effect, and he confessed that that was more after 
his own desire, and he thought he should give 

up exhibiting. In the course of that ramble he 
experienced pleasure altogether beyond what he 

had realised as an exhibitor. To exhibit suc¬ 
cessfully one must practise numerous details 
that need never worry the ordinary grower. 
From the pruning to the flowering there is a 
marked difference in the methods. The 

Exhibitor’s plants must be hard pruned, 
and then comes the inevitable disbudding. It 
is no exaggeration to state in regard to many 

Roses that the ordinary grower has a score of 
flowers where the exhibitor oan take but one. 
When the buds are selected then comes the 

feeding. Then there is the question of protect¬ 
ing and shading from storm or bright sunshine. 
Yet this is essential to meet the requirements of 

the exhibition, which at present only fosters the 
production of fine flowers, and therefore excludes 
many worthy kinds simply beoause their flowers 
are not up to a particular standard of form. If 

we would seek and realise the fullest pleasure, 
we must wait until at Rose shows olasses are pro¬ 
vided for Roses as grown in gardens, the same to 

be judged on their own merits, and not from any 
pre-existing standard. At present one type of 
flower only is encouraged or aorepted, regard¬ 
less of those lovely kinds so handsome in the 

bud and so profuse in regard to the great 
trusses of flowers they produce. In the garden 
these last often give us the most pleasure. The 
exhibitor above referred to was oharmed with 
Mine. Joseph Schwartz as it appeared in 
group, the strong shoots terminated by immense 

clusters of bloom standing erect, some of the 
flowers fully out, showingtheirgreat flesh-tinted, 
rose-margined, shell-like petals, others mere 

buds of delioate hue opening in suooession. 
Marquise de Vivens and Dr. Grill were unknown 

to him, and yet there were not two lovelier 
groups, especially that of the latter. Suoh kinds 
as these never appear at the shows, but why 
should they not do so ? If suoh kinds treated 
as the show kinds are will not then produoe full 
flowers simply because naturally there is not 

sufficient subatanoe, surely they should not be 
ignored. Whether exhibited or not they will 
give us much ploasure in gardens, as they are 
most reliable m regard to their blooming. If 

tho bud of to-day is a full-blown flower to¬ 
morrow, that matters not, for quantity atones 

for want of nuality, and even these many-tinted, 
open, loose nowera have a fine effect on a bright 
summer day. Again, when we grow for pleasure 
only wo shall not have many leggy standards, 

but dwarf bush plants, and these not set out a 
yard apart, but grouped or massed, sinoe this is 
the very best way of showing off the merits of 

tine Roses. It is too generally supposed that 
Roses are 

Gross feeders, and the heavy manorial 
mulches and the drenchings with strong liquid 
so commonly given detract from our pleasure. 

We oan modify this to a considerable extent, 
and have Roses in abundance without the 
slightest aid from rank manures. If our Rose 

beds are redolent with the odours of the farm¬ 
yard, we cannot have them beside our open 

doors or beneath our windows, and, other things 
hoing favourable, that is just the spot where at 

the present time we should have great glowing 
groups of Tea and Monthly R«<es>fiUinp »,h 

air with rich f:;*qrnio.ce.-::; hfun|r ItaMa ns 
suoh excellent bushes, that whea'gToupet 

in full growth they effectually hide the earth 

beneath them. Those that do not do so, and 
newly-planted groups also, should be carpeted 
with some of the many dwarf plants so suitable 
for the purpose. This adds to their appearance 
and increases our pleasure. Surface-rooting 

plants, like Sedums and 8axifrages, and lovely 
alpines, suoh as Linaria alpina, do not rob the 

Roses in the slightest degree, but withont a 
doubt they benefit them, for on a scorching hot 
day (June 28th) I was admiring a group of The 
Bride Tea Rose, carpeted with Sedum glaucum, 

and placing my hand under and among the 
oarpet, I found the earth oool and moist, whilst 
bare ground was hot and dry. That night there 

came the most severe thunderstorm, acoom- Sanied by a deluge of rain, that has been in this 
istrict for years. Next morning I looked 

round the Roses, and the full, heavy flowers of 
this and other kinds were borne down by the 
weight of water that had descended upon them, 
but they were pure and unsoiled, for the advan¬ 
tages of the carpet were shown in that no 
splashing of the earth could take place. A 
great many are thinking what they can plant 

to reduoe the quantity of tender bedding plants. 
If they have sunny flower gardens let them try 
Tea Roses, for they are ever growing, ever 

blooming, are a source of great pleasure through 
summer and autumn, can be planted thickly 
alone or thinly to admit of combinations, and, 

all things considered, are the most thoroughly 
satisfactory of all. H. 

ROSES BY THE SEA. 

Having for some years been engaged in the 
cultivation of Roses in the neighbourhood of the 

sea leads me to give my views as to the best 
kinds for growing there. Situations even by 
the sea vary greatly, and Roses may suooeed 
splendidly and also mil in the same district, and 

yet only be separated a few yards. Visitors to 
the seaside may notice a variety growing and 

blooming splendidly, and there and then oome 
to the conclusion that the variety is specially 
adapted for the purpose, and recommend it in 

print accordingly. They may have overlooked 
the special conditions under whioh it is grow¬ 

ing. Perhaps it might have been situated in an 
alcove or protected by a buttress, and whioh 
makes all the difference between success and 
failure. Given the requisite shelter, Rosea may 

be grown as successfully near the sea as further 
inland, and, in the case of Teas, perhaps better. 
In fact, as far as these latter are concerned, the 

beautiful tints are more pronounced and oer 
tainly muoh better than any I have ever seen 
on flowers inland. No doubt most people are 

aware it is difficult for almost any kind of tree 
or shrub to grow within sweep of the sea spray, 
and when subjected to outting draughts, as is 

very often the oase, it is almost death. Roses 
are no more exempt than anything else, for 
though they may look thriving enough one day, 

if a rough storm arose the young growths 
would literally be soon lashed to pieces. From 
my experience thus gained, I came to the con¬ 

clusion that if Rosea are to thrive well near the 
sea it is absolutely necossary that shelter be 
provided. No doubt there may be found here 
and there a fow natural coves where Rosea 
thrive surprisingly well, but these are excep 

tions. A low wall often makes all the difference 
between success and failure, and from suoh a 

wall I have gathored the loveliest of Teas, and 
also in the narrow border in front. From the 
above it will be gathered that there is no hard 
and-fast rule to go by as far as special varieties 
are concerned, except that the Teas, Noisettes, 

and Chinas thrive the most satisfactorily when 
given the needful shelter. The darker Hybrid 
Perpetuals are oertainly the least satisfactory, 

but I have gathered splendid blooms even of 
these if a favourable time happened to attend 

the opening of the buds. For the benefit of 
seaside readers I will give a list of the Teas and 

some other kinds whioh used to thrive exceed¬ 
ingly welL Anna Olivier, Catherine Mermet, 

Gloire de Dijon, Hom6re, Mme. Berard, Mme. 
Bravy, Mme. Chedene Guinoisseau, Mme. de 

St Joseph, Marie van Houtte, Mme. Lambard, 
Rubens, Souvenir d’un Ami, and William Allen 

Riohardson. The China Roses and the varie- 
of Rosa Polyantha also do welL Of this 

er section Mile. Cecile Brunner was 

and Blackberry thrive, there, too, will Roses 
grow when given the ordinary cultural atten¬ 

tion, with the necessary shelter from very rough 
winds and direct spray. Y. 

ROSE NOTES. 

August is not a month of many blooms, but a 
season of seoond growth, a preparation for the 

autumnal display. It is desirable to have the 
Teas where we can see them day by day, and, 
on the other hand, it is better to have the 

Hybrid Perpetuals where they will not too 
plainly obtrude their nakedness, for really the 
season of their beauty, whether of leaf or flower, 
is a short one, often reaching its limit before 

summer is past. It is very different with the 
Teas, as they are delightful when growing 

vigorously, the varied tints of leaf and shoot 
embracing shades that oontrast prettily with 
the rioh dark green of the previous and mature 
growth. In summer dwarf plants send up from 
the ground fine strong shoots which terminate 

in a great branched cluster of flowers, and these 
have an additional value, for if they ripen and 

stand the winter we can rejuvenate the bushes 
by outting old growth clean away and retaining 
the young and vigorous wood. Among the kinds 

that have been sending up suoh shoots is Marie 
van Houtte on its own roots. This removes a 
doubt that hitherto I had entertained, namely, 

whether after all the vigorous root-action of the 
soion, that is the seedling Brier, was not the 
source of the vigour that has been manifested 

by all our best Teas. For two seasons I have 
watched this group and been disappointed, for 
though the plants were healthy and flowered, 

they kept very dwarf and the wood they made 
was slender. Now, however, each plant has 

doubled its height and strength by sending up 
one or more shoots, thiok, strong, and nearly a 
yard in height. This would seem to prove that 

when once the plants have made strong roots 
they will compare favourably with those upon 
foster roots, if we raise plants from cuttings, 
there is a balance of growth above ground and 

below. The quiokest method is not neoeesarily 
the best, and if that is all we gain, the saving of 

time is praotloally of little moment. Though 
we have to wait a little lodger, it is better to 
establish our best Roses on their own roots ; 

then they will not be easily destroyed, for if an 
unkind winter levels them to the ground, they 
will shoot from beneath and grow and flower 
freely. Ernest Metz has been fine this year. 

It is undoubtedly one of the great Tea Roses of 
the future. From now onward, with fine 
weather, there is muoh enjoyment among the 

Roses. The days are shorter and oooler, cater¬ 
pillars are gone, fly ceases to be a trouble, the 

ravages of mildew are cheoked, the flowers open 
gradually and last longer in perfeotion. The 
flowers may not be quite so fine, but they are 

pretty and always sweetly scented. H. 

4197.—Flower pots becoming green. 
— No, the plants will not suffer, but it is 
unsightly, and usually occurs when much water 

has been used or the pots have remained long 
in ono place without being cleaned. Perhaps 
the pots were dirty when used. It is not 
uncommon to see amateurs especially using dirty 
pots, but they should be always clean. This is 

a golden rule. I should take the pots out of the 
frame or wherever they are, ana give them a 
thorough good scrubbing with a hard brush 

and cold water. No harm will happen to the 
plants if the operation is done with reasonable 

care.—C. T. 

Genti ana asclepiadea.—At the end of 
summer one of the finest hardy plants in bloom 
is this Gentian. It is superb when one sees a 

large mass of it, and many readers of Gardening 
can grow this handsome plant. It likes moisture 

and a certain amount of shade, whilst the soil 
must be moderately ach. A position on the 
rookery, where the situation is damp and not too 

exposed, suits it admirably, the long stems being 
studded with rioh blue flowers throughout their 

length, and they makes deoided contrast against 
those of the variety alba. There is consider¬ 
able diversity of colouring in the flowers—some 

self blue, others with white markings. It ripens 
seed freely, and is raised best in this way, as 

Mttdllng* mu stronger than divided pieoes. Bov 
ndid kind, large clusters of nms !1 flower: [the s-:»c? in a rot thinly ond keep in a cold frame, 
nlng very freely. Where tfii Peg1 Rote ' Be dhrei’ul to water judiciously.—V. 0. 
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CULTURE OF ENDIVE. 

Well crown and thoroughly blanched Endiv< 
is only slightly inferior to Lettuoe in point ol 
crispness and flavour, and as far as appearanc< 

is concerned—a very important consideration 
too—it surpasses it any time after the end o< 
September. It is doubtful, however, if thi 

Moss Curie 1 Endive (one-eighth natural size). 

value of a good supply of Endive is fully appro 

oiated by either amateur gardeners or the pro¬ 
prietors of comparatively small gardens, or 
otherwise very muoh more of it would be grown. 

To a oertain extent, the taste for Endive has tc 
be acquired, especially when it is served whole 
and without any dressing: but the slight!} 
bitter taste accompanying it is pleasing to many 
palates. The most valuable crops, as a rule, are 

those obtained from plants raised in July and 
the early part of August, these beiDg the least 
liable to run to seed prematurely, and arriving 
at a serviceable size when Lettuces are less 

abundant. If the plants fail to grow strongly 
after being put out, it is most probably owing 
to the ground being either too poor or too cola 
and heavy. The finest Endive is the most 

easily produced on freely-manured light soils, 
there being no better sites than those cleared 
of early Potatoes, and extra fine produce 
can bo obtained between the rows of newly- 

planted Asparagus. Unfortunately, the more 
strongly they are grown the more liable 
are tne plants to be spoilt by frosts. Quite 
■mall plants, or, say, any obtained by sowing 
seed in August or the early part of September, 
if put out rather thickly on a warm raised 

border, will usually withstand very severe frosts, 
and if oovered with frames when these can bo 

■pared, tho growth through the winter will go 
on steadily, a serviceable lot of hearts being 
available in February, March, and April for 
mixing with the earliest Lettuce. Many 
succeed in growing a capital lot of Endive only 

to spoil the greater portion either by blanching 
too muoh at one timo, or because they have 
negleoted to store the bulk of the crop where 
it is ont of the roach of severe frosts. It 
should bo remembered that tho blanching 
process effectually stops tho growth of the 

plants, and should not, therefore, be com¬ 
menced too soon ; also that Endive keeps badly 
after it is blanched, thus rendering it impera¬ 
tive that tho process be piecemeal rather 
than wholesale When it is known in addi¬ 

tion how quiokly the plants decay after the 
tips of the leaves have beon crippled by 
frosts and other causes, it will be more fully 
realised how much care and judgment are needed 
to preserve and prepare the orops for use during 
the late autumn and winter months. In some 
seasons the plants left in the open escape injury 

as late as the end of November, but I hold that 
the bulk of the crop should be stored or attended 
to in some way muoh earlier, or, say, by the 
middle of October, and the most forward plants 

either protected where they are, or transplanted 
to frames by the end of September. It is in 
the low-lying districts whoro the greatest diffi¬ 
culty is experienced in preserving Endive, a 
very moderate frost damaging the plant# some 
times in September. The safest course JtfV 
such localities is to grow the Endive 

much as possible, these at tho present time being 

enolosed by frames and oovered by lights or 
mats whenever frosts are imminent. 

Moss Curled, a variety of compact growth, 
is sometimes grown for the earliest supplies, 

but it is very tender, and ought not to be muoh 
relied upon. Green Curled, of which there are 
two or more forms, all more or less distinct and 
<ervioeable, can be had fit for use quite as soon 
is Endive is required in most establishments. 
The French selection, Louvier’s fine lacinated, 

is of sturdy growth, and promises to be of supe¬ 
rior quality, but I have not yet had an oppor¬ 
tunity of testing its keeping qualities. Picpus 
Fine Curled is a reliable form of Green Curled, 
and is planted extensively here. For use when 

Lettuce is not available, and also for cooking ^■68, there is nono to surpass a good stock 
Batavian Broad-leaved, this also varying 

considerably. What is known as the Improved 
Form, when it can be obtained true, is un 

doubtedly the best, but not Infrequently quite 
another thing is supplied by seedsmen. The 
Lettuce-leaved Batavian (Scarole blonde) is a 

favourite variety in France, and this we are 
trying for the first time. It is of rather ragged 
growth, and in all probability will not prove so 
hardy and useful as the Batavian Broad-leaved 
Improved. All will be treated aliko as regards 
protection and blanching, nothing beiDg left to 

chance. Early in October a considerable 
number of frames, span-roofed aDd otherwise, 
will be at liberty for protecting salading. Some 
will be placed directly over tne Endive where 

grown, and completely filled if need be by trans¬ 
planting the requisite numbor from other 
quarters. Others will be set on a dry warm 
border, and eventually closely filled with both 
Green Curled and Broad-leaved forma, these 
being fully grown and previously tied up to 
facilitate the process of moving them with a 

good ball of soil about the roots. When lifted 
carefully and before frosts have injurod the 
foliage, Endive will keep surprisingly well 
in sheds, and where space is limited it may bo 
stored in conical heaps surrounded by dry 

sand, the points of the leaves being brought up 
well together so as to protect the hearts facing 
outwards. The best Endive, and for a greater 
length of time, can, however, be had by keeping 
the nlanta in a healthy growing state in frames 
or the borders of cool fruit-houses, blanching 
theso as they are required for use. 

Blanching, as before pointed out, should not 
be commenced till the plants are nearly or quite 
fully grown, from thirty to fifty plants, accord¬ 
ing to circumstances, being prepared at weekly 
intervals. As long as the plants can safely be 
left in the open, the blanching can be most 
simply effected by tying the outer leavos well 
up together, this excluding the light from the 

hearts ; but if they are enclosed singly in 6-inoh 
or larger pots inverted over them and the holes 
stopped, the process will be more rapid, and 
protection will also be affordod. The earliest 
Endive may bo quickly blanched by having 
either slates, tiles, or thin boards laid on them, 
and fresh hay is often used for a similar pur¬ 
pose. The most porfect Endive can, in my 
opinion, bo obtainod by placing strong plants in 
a Mushroom-house or a warm, dark cellar in 

batches. Here they blanch quickly and beauti¬ 
fully, and are more crisp and sweet than is the 
case when otherwise prepared for use. We 
always bed the plants wherever stored under 
glass in fairly good, moist soil, and keep this 

moistened as muoh as possible without resorting 
to overhead watering. Dryness at the roots 
causes the leaves to become tongh, and also in¬ 
duces premature flowering. W. 

VENTILATING CUCUMBEK-HOUSES. 

Until I turned my attention to market growing 
I was an advocate for free ventilation for 

Cucumbers, as in a gentleman’s garden it is 
more important to have a regular supply for a 
considerable period than to cut a great number 
of Cucumbers early in the season. Thoro is no 
doubt that Cucumbers can be rushed on with 
heat and moisture. During the hot days of last 

June the growth was marvellous ; small fruits 
one day would be large fruits fit to cut the 
next. I calculate that by the non ventilating 
system, with abundance of moisture, about 

double the quantity of Cucumbers may be cut 

that in market growing large houses are mostly 
employed, and therefore there is not that sense 
of stagnation that is present when a small house 
is kept closed. In a house 100 feet or 200 feet 
long there is always a certain amount of cir¬ 

culation going on. For Cucumber-growing on 
the non-ventilating system, I prefer the houses 
which are span-roofed to run east and west, and 
then if the south side of the span is shaded 
with whiting and size, the plants may have the 

full light from clear glass on the north side. 
A house running north and south would require 
both sides shaded, and this would darken the 
house so much as to weaken growth, and the 
plants would sooner succumb to the forcing 
treatment. Under this system if they are 

to havo any degree of permanency they must 
have plenty of space. Tne plant# should be not 
less than 10 feet apart, as the growth after 
they are well started and on the trellis is 
exceedingly rapid, and if planted as near as they 
generally are in private gardons, the knife 
would always havo to be in evidence, and this 
would be ruinous in effeot. What is wanted in 
Cucumber culture is quick growth, and this tho 
non-ventilating system gives in a very marked 
manner accompanied by colour and shape. It 
is just possible that a Cucumber grown so 

rapidly will not keep fresh so long, but one 
never nears complaint# ; perhaps the rapid salo Srevents this, and certainly the fruit is beauti- 
ully fresh and green. A small house worked 

on the non-ventilating system would probably 
be stuffy, but this is not felt in a large house. 

Everybody has to make the best of the means 
at his disposal, and it should always be borne in 
mind that Cucumbers from Easter to Whitsun¬ 
tide are worth at least doublo what they will be 
later on, and if the plants give way under the 
pressure (which if they have room enough they 

seldom do), even then it pays better to run 
them out and fill in again with young plants 
which are usually kept in stock in caso of a 
blank appearing. H. 

4335.— Scabby Potatoes.—It is not 
usual for Potatoes to turn out scabby from a 
loose soil. There is, therefore, something in its 
composition that causes it. 8trong manuro is 
known to promote scab on the tubers if it is 
used at tho time of planting, and especially that 
from pig-styes. I advise you to change the 
character of the manure if you use any, and not 

disturb the ground after it is dug up in the 

White Batavian Endive (one-eighth natural size). 

winter. Plant the sets with a dibber, as the 

firmer you can get suoh ground the more likely 
you are to secure the tubers free from the defect 
you mention.—J. 0. C. 

4321 -Liquid-manure for Tomatoes. 
—Healthy, well-rooted plants growing in pots, 

boxes, or w« 11 drained borders cannot nave aDy. 
thing batter given them than a diluted infusion 
of either horso or sheep’s droppings once or 
Qifif»^wHkoyhile the fruit is swelling. Some 

It should be undcrstoodl)^tV^^lf:wee^, keep^ff "g^^oudilion^ 

time from the Bame space as when 
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and impart a healthy, deep-green hue to the 
foliage. In the way of a stimulant, a weak 
solution of either nitrate of soda or sulphate of 
ammonia, half an ounce to the gallon, is excel¬ 

lent, but must not be given too frequently. 
Tueie salts greatly stimulate the root action, 
and a dose or two given shortly before a top- 
dr. ssing is applied, or as a ohange from the ordi¬ 
nary liquid-manure, is usually followed by the 
best results. Many growers use guano to a con- 

side able extent—generally in solution—and 
some in a large way whom I know say that they 
finl the Ichthemio kind superior to any other, 

at least, for this particular subject.—B C. R. 

- I have used a good many kinds of 
liquid manure for Tomatoes, and I have, as 

contrasting treatment, trusted to heavy mulch¬ 
ing of stable manure, and used only plain water. 
Ths i esulte in the latter case were equal to 

best kind of artificial, and cost muoh less. A 
load of stable-manure will mulch a good many 
yards of border surface, and the cost would be 
about 51. orbs., and this lasts the whole season, 

l'.iat the plauts like this treatment is shown by 
the lapid way in which the roots work into it. 
Five shillings spent in artificials would go but a 
very little way in manuring a large house of 

Tomatoes.—E. II. 

- I have used nothing butsewage-water in 

tho way of stimulants for my Tomatoes all the 
season, varied with an oooasional doso of clear 
water. I have every reason to bs satisfied with 

it. Of course, I have tried chemical manures 
tor them, and if I have a preference for either it 
ii for ammonia in liquid form, given once a week 
at th> rate of half an ounce to one gallon of 
water. This quantity must not be exceeded, or 

the flowers will not set properly.—J. C. C. 

-The Tomato is a very free-rooting plant 
and a gross feeder. It requires good soil to grow 

in, in the first plaoe, well enriched with decayed 
manure and powdered bones, and when culti¬ 
vated in flower-pots, rich surface-dressings, 
composed of equal parts of decayed manure and 
bones, cause greater vigour in the plants than 
manure-water does; but after the soil is well 

filled with roots, and the surface-dressing as 
woll, liquid-manure is necessary to maintain a 
healthy growth and develop the fruits to their 

full si/.s. There is none better than partly- 
decayed stable-manure, soaked in water for 
about twenty-four hours; the liquid by that 
time will become clear, and of a dark-brown 
colour; dilute it with about half its bulk, or 
more, of clear water, and apply this at every 

alternate watering.—J. D. E. 

- I do not fiod It makes any difference what class of 
lit|uld-miriure is used, but I do Und a considerable advant¬ 
age from using a variety of manures, the ohange being 
decidedly beneficial.—P. U. 

—Artificial manure —Peat Moss- 
littor, when it has passed through the stabler, 
it an excellent manure, better for some things 

than straw-manure, but if sutlicient cannot be 
obtained, bone-dust may be used. Fish-manure 
I have found oxcellont for most things, and 
guano, when it can be obtained, is very good 
when applied to the surface and hoed in. 

Nitrate of soda is good for all the Cabbage tribe. 

—J. D. E. 

- Peat-Moss-litter can hardly be called 
manure until it has been used in the stable. 
When mixed with the droppings of horses and 

saturated with their urine it is then excellent. 
I like it hotter than manuro mado from straw- 

litter. I like nitrate of soda for light land, 
mixed with common salt, 10 lb. of salt to 5 lb. 
of nitrate, and used just before cropping, or the 
salt may be used during tho cultivating opera¬ 
tions in tho spring, and the nitrate any time 
during the growing season in damp weather.— 

E H. 

- The Peat-Moss-litter Is excellent, and will grow 
grand vegetables ; It Is very strong. If you oan get leaf- 
mould. spent Hope from a brewery, or very old rotten tan, 
any ol these are the next brat eubntltutee. and with a little 
lime and perhaps some of Thomson's Vine and Plant 
M inure will enable vou to grow any kind of vegetables to 
perfection.—B. C. R. 

4322 —Diseased Tomato plants —The 
Bordeaux mixture and other things have been 

at various times recommended for destroying 
Tomato fungus, and doubtless these have done 
some good. A mixture of litno and sulphur 

would prohsbly be as effectual, and’tmiMKare, 
moreover, substanc-jii i sanity obtaiua\jo,y4d)b \o 
pound of each boiled in S gallons of water would 
make enough wash for a Urge house. Bat 

assuming, which I think I am justified in doing, 
that the Tomato disease under glass is due 
to bad management, especially as regard venti¬ 
lation, altered conditions with the removal or 
shortening back of a few of the worse leaves 

will soon improve matters if the plants are not 
too far gone. In the latter caso get fruits 
ripened as soon as possible, and pull them up. 
With perfect ventilation, and the roots properly 

oared for, there will be no disease.—E. H. 

-What kind of tllseasa have the plants got? Wbat 
ars the symptoms ? For the moat common of Tomato dia- 
euei the best treatment ia to maintain a dry, airy atrnos- Ehere, to water sparingly, and cut off the worst leaves and 

urn them.—B. 0. R. 

4315.—Cabbages for market —I am alrald your 
Cabbages when smothered with latest* will not pay to 
seed to market. H-tter give them (o the plge and plant 
the ground with Oniona, Splnaoh, or aoma other crop.— 

ORCHIDS. 

PR0MEN.E4S. 

I am in receipt of flowers of P. xanthina from 
“ J ales Godefrov,” asking its name, and if he can frow it in a cool-house in the Sonth of London 

n answer to this question I may say that 
usually there is one part of such a structure 
warmer than another, and if this part ia slightly 
sunny I can assure him he may venture to try 
some of them. Thoy are Brazilian plants, but 

they will thrive in a cool-house if a warm spot 
be selected for them. They are frequently 
pressed into the genua Zygopetalura ; but with 
this arrangement I do not agreo, for it 

appears to me that this latter genua is made a 
general receptacle in which to pitch all those 
kinds that one knows little or nothing about. 
Promentea was a genus founded by Lindley upon 
their being separated from Maxillaria, with 
which they were formerly included. They are 
showy, small-growing, seldom exceeding a few 

inches in height, ana produce a goodly number 
of flowers, which last in perfection a long time. 
I used formerly to grow these plants upon a 
block of wood with a little Sphagnum Moss, bat 
they required muoh attention to keep them sup¬ 
plied with water through the resting season, for 

they do not want drying up to such an extent 
as to shrivel them. It so treated thoy 
are difficult to restore to health and vigour 
again. Since the introduction of the small 
earthenware pans for the cultivation of 
Orchids, I have adopted thorn for Promenn-as, 
potting them in a mixture of good brown peat- 

fibre or Polypodium fibre ana chopnod Sphag¬ 
num Moss, with good drainage. During the 
growing season they should have an abundant 

supply of water, both to their roots and over 
head from the syringe, but during tho winter 
just sullioient to keep thorn plump will be all 
that is necessary. They should be kept hung 

up close to the roof glass, and daring their sea¬ 
son of rest they must not be syringed. 

P. xanthina.—This is the plant sent by 
"J. G.” under the name of Maxillaria citrina, 

but which appears to be moro correctly named 
P. xanthina, for the name citrina ecems to 
have originated by mistake. It is a peculiarly 
bright and handsome species, and was discovered 
by Gardner nearly sixty years ago, who found 
it on the Organ Mountains, in Brazil, at somo 

"), IX) feet altitude. It has oval, somewhat 
four-sided bulbs, bearing a pair of short mom- 
braneous leaves, flowers mostly in pairs, and 
these arc thick and fleshy in texture, measuring 
about 2 inches across. They are bright citron- 
yellow, spotted more or less on the side lobes 
and front of the lip with bright-red. 

P. mickoptera is a pretty little plant, intro¬ 
duced by Mr. B. 8. Williams, of Holloway, and 
it was named by Reichonbach. I do not know 
much of it, but I think it is nearly related to 
the last named species. The sepals and petals 
are spreading, and of a soft creamy-white, and 

the lip has the lateral lobes very small, white, 
with some purple spots on the front lobe, and 
some trausverse bars of crimson near the base. 

P. bTAPELLOinEsis atonce the largest flowered 

kind known. It ia of distinct colour, and the 
flowers, which are thick and fleshy, last a long 
time in perfection It is rather more robust 
in its growth than those kinds previously 

d, but rarely exceeds 6 inchos in height, 
scape bear* one or two flowers, whioh 

mt 2 inches across. Tho i sepals/rand: 
are light • green, thickly vaned- aud 

spotted with transverse bars of purple^ pipd- 

the lip has the side lobes of the same colour as 
the sepals, the intermediate being of a deep 
blackish-purple. This, although the han<£ 
■omest of the kinds known, is not very often 

to be met with in collections ; bat it is one of 
the old plants that is well deserving attention 
from every amateur that cares for Orchids. I 
would urge my readers to cultivate an acquaint¬ 

ance with a number of these miniature gems. 
They are easily grown, and do not occupy muoh 
space. Matt. Bramble. 

CATTLEYA GIGAS. 

The enquiries of “ M. J. R." about this plant 
are not surprising, more especially from what 
he tells me of the treatment it has received, 
and if you do not alter the system I fear that 
you will never bloom it. It will get small by 
degrees and ultimately die. This plant belongs 

to the labiata section of the family and oomes 
from New Grenada. It was first introduced to 
this country in a living state by M. Linden, 
of Brussels, about twenty-three years ago, 

although it is reported to have been found tne 
same number of years previously, and is aaid 
to bo figured in the “ Xenia Orohidaoeai ;" but 
the figure given appears as if it had been 
taken from a bad C. Trian.-e—in fact, to one it 

may represent anything. For this reason I 
adhere to the Lindenian name here given. 
Well, this Oittleva gigas is a grand flower, the 
form called Sanderiana especially giving the 
very largest blooms in the whole genus. It is 

said to grow mostly on the branches of trees, 
beside streams, or in the vicinity of water, and 
although the plants are found sometimes 
growing in the shade it is those that grow with 
a good oxposure to the tun that produce flowers 

most freely. This is a condition which ia 
recorded of this plant when growing 
naturally, and the best results come to 

those who treat it similarly under cultivation. 
The present year will be a curious one for this 
plant. It usually blooms about now, but I saw 
some grand varieties early in May. This species 
requires to be kept cool after flowering, so as to 
just nicely ripen its growth, but it should not 
be allowed to start during the winter, for these 
growths will not produce flowers. I have found 
it much the best plan to keep the plant dry for 
a time after its bulb is made, and at the same 
time it should have an abundance of light and air. 
As autumn comes it may be removed to a cooler 
position, and the moisture in the air will keep 

the leaves and bulbs in a plump condition, but 
if there is not moisture enough to do this a little 
water should bo occasionally given. The cool 
temperature will prevent the eyes bursting, but 
some time towards the end of the month of 

February they should be removed to a warmer 
place, hung up close to the glass, and started 
growing with vigour. If " M. J. B." will keep 
his plants at stated above, he may not have 
flowers next year even, but he will get stronger 
growth, and from that again he will get bloom. 
He may rest assured that from growth that is 

mado in winter ho nevor will secure blossom. 
Matt. Bramble. 

A dwarf Bell-flower.—A very pretty 
Campanula is named C grandiflora Mariosi, 

and it is dwarf in habit, making a large 
clump, enriched with deep purple-blue flowers 
of bold form. I havo sometimes been asked by 
amateurs the roason of its too-often unsatisfac¬ 
tory condition, and usually it is due to inter¬ 

fering with the roots. This Campanula, some¬ 
times, but not often, called Platycodon, ia one 
of thoso things that hates to be disturbed, but 
allowed to grow into a buxom mass, and under 

these conditions it is very handsome, as the 
flowers are remarkably large for the height of 
the plant. It will sucoeed in either the border 

or tne rookery, and flowers freely at this season. 
I should like to see it more grown.—V. C. 

Destroying wasps —There ia snch a 
plague of waeps in many places this year that 

your readers will perhaps like to hear of a 
simple means of destroying them. Ponr somo 
turpentine down the hole leading to the nest and 
stop with a turf, or insert the neck of a bottle 

containing a small quantity—say a oupful. If 
thiijUldohe kti night when all are at home the 
wasps will bo fried dead r.exfc morning. It is 
a simple but auro rcaiedy kl properly applied.— 

R^OTTOPAIGN 
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FERNS. 

A BORDER OF FERNS. 

Too little use is made of the hardy Fern in 
garden*. A border of them is very charming, 
esp icially as seen in the accompanying illustra¬ 

tion. The plants are associated with the 
graceful Bamboo. There are many spots in 

cuttings may be hastened by taking out the 
earliest flowering spikes as soon as these are on 
the wane, and when the cuttings are 3 inches or 

4 inches long, insert them in sandy loam, and 
place in a cold frame till rooted, giving the 
necessary attention to shading, watering, and 

ventilation. When rooted givo them full 
exposure to thoroughly harden them for the 

coming winter, or if rooted sutliciently early 

Our Readers' Illustrations : K border of Ferns with Bamboo. Engraved for Oardenino Illustrated 
from a photograph sent by Miss Robertson. Blairgowrie, N.B. 

both large and small gardens where they can be 
grown to perfection, and it must be remembered 
that shade and moisture are essential, at least, 
in very hot and dry spots they will not thrive. 

We have often been struck with the beauty and 
usefulness of hardy Ferns in town gardens, 
where little else will thrive. If the soil be 

made moderately good at the commencement, 
and during the hot summer months water is 
given, the plants will make a grateful show, and 

prove a relief from the bricks by which they are 
surrounded. The autumn and winter seasons 
aro at band, when alterations may be carried 

out in the garden. A border of Ferns should be 
made, if possible, and the plants gain in beauty 
if grouped with the Bamboos, maDy of which aro 

quite hardy and of delightful aspect. 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

HYBRID PENT8TEMONS. 

The hybrid Pentstemons, which includo all 
those varieties whioh have had their origin in 

Pentstemon gentianoides, are amongst the gayest 
of summer flowers. They are, a* a rule, possessed 
of good habit and constitution, and always figure 

among the most striking plants in those gardens 
where justioe is done to them. In favoured 

localities many varieties are perfectly hardy in 
the open ground, and where snob is found to be 
the case they should be allowed to remain, inas¬ 

much as these flower much earlier and decidedly 
more freely than young plants. Sometimes it 
happens that the old plants aro cut back by the 

severity of the winter, but if not damaged at 
the root the early days of spring will see them 
bristling with young shoots at the base, these 

making rapid headway when warmer weather 
arrives. On the other hand, in very severe 
winters, even with the protection of a cold- 

house or frame, the whole lot may be killed. 
Of this latter I had an experience in the winter 
of 1S70-S0, when J lost about 1,500 fine plants, 

all well rooted in the store pots from the simple 
fact that no heat could be given them. The 

winter, however, was a severe one, some 25 dogs, 
of frost being registered, and though exceptional, 
it serves to demonstrate that on the whole the 

■tock plants or cutting-pots must be out of the 
reach of frost to be considered safe. The best 
way of keeping up a supply of these pWhti 

■ecnie plenty of stoutDiqitized by 
Vigorous curwcs at this season of ihe'yi 

or as soon after flowering as the plants will pro¬ 
duce suitable material. The formation of good 

they may be potted off singly and allowed 
to pass the winter in pits or frames from 
which frost is excluded. Such plants as these 

by tho time they are required in spring should 
have throe or four strong breaks and bo very 
vigorous, and in timo will make a much 
more superior display in the flower 
garden than those whose propagation is 
deferred till spring, and whon they 

have to be pushed along in heat to 
secure even presentable plants. It is 

well worthy of consideration that plants 
required for propagating purposes should 
not be planted in the flower garden 
proper, but in some secondary position 
whero they may bo operated on at tho 

right moment. In large gardens thero 
are plenty of such places, the foot of a 

Rhododendron bank, or the front of a 
shrubbery border, and so forth, and in 
these positions when stock is secured, 
the old plants may be allowed to take 

their chance, when with the assistance 
of a handful of short litter about them 

at tho base many will probably survive 
the test, and, providing early flowers in 

consequence, well reward the experi¬ 
ment. J. 

ERIGERON MACRANTHUS. 

This is a fine plant of spreading and 
tufted habit, and all through the season 
it is studded with a mass of flowers 
almost exactly like those of the common 

Daisy, pink when they first open, after¬ 
wards fading to white. It is very 
effective as a broad band around, or 

edging to, a mass of some bright colour, 
especially in a bed upon the Grass. It 

is quite hardy, and may be propagated 
by division, but it succeeds very in¬ 
differently under this methodof increase. 

The best way is to raise it from seed, 
which it produces and ripens freely. 

There is hardly any need to gather seed 
and sow it, as late in summer seedlings 
spring up in myriads around the flower¬ 

ing plants. Aa many as are required 
can do taken up, and pricked into a 

suitable bed of tine soil. If in a cold 
frame! jof the winter they will make 

putting out the next season. 

4334.—Tulips and Forget-me-nots.— 
As the spring season lengthens the Forget-me- 

nots naturally get leggy. Peihapj the position 

for the bod is too shady. Jf so, that will 
aocount for their lepginsss. There is quite a 

dwarf variety of the Forget-me-not, but we do 
not care for it. It loses in freedom and a certain 
gracafulness when so dwarf in stature. The 
Antirrhinum or Snapdragon is spoilt in a 

similar way. I am pleased you have asked 
about the Tulips, but they are rather dearer than 

the ordinary Dutch varieties. The best effect 
is got by planting them in distinct beds—that 
is to say, not to mix the kinds. One of the best 

types is Tulipa maorospeila, which was used 
very largely at Kew last year. It does not 
bloom until early May, but the majority of these 

fine Tulips flower late. This type has large 
carmine-rose flowers, very bright and pretty. 
It comes up evenly, and if you have a small 

bed, you may well plant it with this kind. T. 
elegans is rather earlier, and it is a noble Tulip. 
The flowers are intense crimson in colour, the 
segments setting narrow towards tho apex, and 

pointed. It is remarkably rich, and a good bed 
of it makes a fine effect. The majority of these 
kinds have very robust leafage, broad, and of a 

glaucous colour. T. fulgena is perhaps the finest 
of the collection. The flowers aro brilliant 
crimson in colour, and most effective ; the tall 
scape rising from tho broad, glaucous leafage is 

very handsome. T. spathulata (crimson-car¬ 
mine) and the yellow-flowerod T. retrofloxu are 

of note, whilst you can also have a bed of the 
Parrot Tulips, which are very quaint and 
interesting, the segments gashed and out in a 

curious way, whilst tho colouring iB intensely 
rich and quixotic—crimson against yellow, and 
so forth. Thoy are too heavy for the scape, and 

hang their heads in a characteristic manner j 
but this enhances their quaint beauty. Plant 

the bulbs in September or early October, putting 
them about 4 inohes deep in well-drained, 

moderately light soil. It is a mistake to delay 
planting until the winter.—C. T. 

4319.—Box.—This is one of the easiest and 
Rimpltst of all things to grow. Take up the old 

Box-edging, shako out the soil from the roots, 

Our Readers' Illustrations : Erlgeron macranlhus. 
Engraved (or Oardenino Illustrated irom a photo¬ 
graph sent by Miss Wollcy Dod. Edge Hall. Malpas. 

5ood | 

tddc 
_ in the sense that unless the weitlier is I again directiychodsetbe 

very severe the plant is unharmed, but it l/piiN-AvirdiitAAff PtM(tens' sligfitly. 
down to the bate. j sufficiently deep to allow of 2 inch 

two-thirds of the same, then 

divide it| |ntfl lftyHl mwasynlf you wish to plant 
' ’ ;esf and shortest 

and replant 

inches to 3 inches 
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of the Box to appear above ground. The 

remainder may be placed in some rich and light 
soil, and will come oat well the following season. 

If Box has been growing for some time in one 

place it is necessary to add a little manure at the 
time of replanting, as it is a very hungry shrub. 

-P. U. 

- This does not grow freely in all classes 

of soil, a rather lifjht loam suiting it best. In 
heavy damp clay soils, Box is not suitable for an 

edging. There are several distinct varieties, but 
the best for edging is a dwarf kind well known 

in gardens ; unfortunately, this is sometimes 
mixed with a taller-growing sort, which makes 

a worse odgingthan if the taller sort was used 

by itself. Box-edgings must occasionally be 

taken up and relaid. One yard of a good edging 
parted out will make three yards when relaid. 

The ground under the edging must be well dug 
up, and be trodden and beaten down quite 

firmly; rake the surface quito level ; strain a 
line tightly where the Box has to he laid, beat down 
again with the back of a spade. This will leave 

the mark of the line distinctly upon the surface, 

and the line may be removod, as it is oasior to 
cut the mark in the soil. Lav the Box in deeply 
and make very firm.—J. D. E. 

4284.—Carnations, &C-—Carnations may 
be distinguished from Pinks by their habit of 

growth, the grass being of a bolder character, 
of taller growth, and much less dense ; they also 

begin to bloom just as the Pinks are over and 

continuo right into the winter; Picoteea are dis¬ 
tinguished by having tho outer borders of the 

petals distinctly edged with colours, pink, rose, 

crimson, scarlet, vermilion or purple on a white, 
yellow, or buff ground. Carnations are either 

seifs (that is of ono uniform shado) or flaked and 

striped with other colours; when boldly marked 

with longitudinal streaks aad splashes they are 
properly called bizarres ; they may have more 

than two colours in the petals ; the yellow ground 

varieties sometimes being varied with a white 
central band down each petal in addition to 

the crimson or purplish flaking.—A. G. Butler. 

- Carnations and Picotees are arranged in 
classes after the following manner : Selfs, all of 

one colour; flakes, petals flaked with rose, 
scarlet, crimson, or purple, and are all named 

after each colour—soarlet flakes, rose flakes, &c. 

Bizarres have two or more oolours and are named 

after the predominating colour—scarlet bizarres, 
purplo bizarres, &c. In Picotees the colour runs 

round the edges of the petals, only the other 

parts being clear, and are called red-edged, 
purple-edged, &c., according to the colour of the 

edging. What aro termed laced Pinks have an 
edging, sometimes heavy and sometimes lightly 

laid on, of purple, rose, rod, Ac. The Border 

Pinks (white, red, &c.) are chiefly seifs.—E. H. 

4324.—Plants for a sloping garden.— 
One would like to know a little more of the 

situation and its surroundings. In some positions 

Hollyhocks will be charming, in others they 
would not suit at all. Again, the White 

Japanese Anemone, Polygonum ouspidatum 

aro very striking plants for filling in a hollow in 

the lawn, when backed up with shrubs. Hardy 
Fuchsias, Rosos, and Carnations are always 
offootive in suitable positions, and leave nothing 

to be desirod, or wo may fall back upon tender 

things, such as a mixture of foliage plants, or 
flowering and foliage plants combined. Any of 

these in tho hands of a person of taste will make 
a respectable group. The cheapest arrange¬ 
ment will, of course, be the hardy plants, and 

there is an ondloss variety to select from to suit 
every season of the year. Herbaceous and Tree 

Pieonies, Tritomas, Herbaceous Phloxes, Del- 
{ihimums are all splendid things in their way.— 

- It is probable from the description that 
your garden is shady. If so, you must confine 

your selection of plants to suoh things that will 
live only in ohady plaoes. If the position is 

such as described, plant the Solomon’s Seal, Lily 

of the Valley, Spanish Squills, and Ferns, whioh 
will thrive under such conditions. If not shady, 

you may plant a varioty of things. See reply in 

Gardening, July 22, 1893, “ A house border 
a selection of things is given there which will 

suit your requirements.—C. T. 

—— Only very hardy plants will thrive in 
such a position as you desoribe. Anjongst 

flowering subjects the Herbaceous Spinjas wjJWr 

admirably, especially1 such kinds asVArlocift, 

| filipendula, and palmata. The Japan Anemones 

will also succeed very well. The Rocky Moun¬ 

tain Columbines are so hardy that they thrive in 
sun or shade, if they get plenty of root moisture. 

The Mimulus would ao well in such a position. 

-J. 0. 0. 
-It would appear that this garden wag a good deal 

shaded. I should therefore reoommeud you to plant It 
with Ferns, Solomon's Seal, Lilies of the Valley, Snap¬ 
dragons, Columbines, Perennial Phlox, Pansies, and 
Violas.—A. G. Bl'TLKR. 

433(1.— Lilies Of the Valley.—It is evi¬ 

dent that tho crowns are much too crowded 
together. Probably they have been in the same 

position several years, and under such circum¬ 

stances get thoroughly out of condition. It is a 
mistake to Buppose they will go on for ever 

without Borne assistance. Probably it is a long 

time sinoe they received a top-dressing of well 
deoayed manure. I should advise you to lift 

them, select the finest crowns for planting in 

the border, the others being planted elsewhere. 
Givo tho soil a good droasing of woll-docaying 

manure, and put the crowns from 9 inches to 
1 foot apart. Give water occasionally if tho 

weather is dry.—C. T. 

■ The orowns of your Lilies being so 
crowded is the reason why they do not flower. 

The richness of the soil causes such a vigorous 
growth that they do not ripon sufficiently to 

mature flower-buds. You must discontinue 

using the manure for a year or two. A better 

plan still will bo to thin out the plants at once 
over half of the space, cutting them out with a 

strong knife just under the surface. This will 

let in light and air and harden up the crowns 

that are left, which will probably bloom next 
year. The remaining half of the bod should be 

taken up and transplanted next February. 

Seleot the strongest crowns for plauting, and 
give them more room, but do not use any 

manure.—J. C. C. 

-The plants are probably too muoh orowded, for in 
•uoh a position and In the soil you mention they usually 
Bower abundantly. I should recommend you to take 
them up, select the best orowns, and replant them about 
0 Inohes apart, after whioh I should add a top dressing of 
well-decayed stable-manure.—A. G. Botmui. 

43-27.—Treatment of Jessamine.—The 

plant has evidently made too much growth, and 
all the vigorous flowering shoots are formed at 

the top, whereby the flowers are produced there, 

and none at the bottom. The only remedy 
would be to cut a number of the old stems down 

to near their base, leaving sufficient, when nailed 
in, to oover the wall very thinly. Where tho 

old stems have been cut, young shoots will be 

produced, which should be nailed in, near the 
base of the tree, and these will in due course 

produce flowers, so that the tree may be fur¬ 

nished with bloom, from near the base to tho 

top of the wall. The best time to cut them back 
is in the early spring, before they start into 

growth.—J. D. E. 

- If your plant is bare at the bottom part you may 
out It back in tbe spring. If not too high, I would bend 
over the strongest shoots ; this will oaose them to break 
Into bloom from laterals.—P. U. 

-When tho growth is muoh orowded Jeesamines do 
not flower very well. They bloom on the young 
wood, and It muse be thin enough to get ripened. The 
proper time to prune Jessamines, If flowers are wanted, Is 
n spring; If well thinned out then the new growth will 

flower freely. It may be necessary to out out some of the 
old wood In ordor to let In air and sunshine to harden the 
young ehoots sufficiently to enable them to form flower- 
buds,-E. II. 

4326.—Pansy seedling’s.—Plant them 

out at once. It is not an ideal position for 
Pansies, but they would succeed well under 

such conditions. If you put thorn out at once, 

they will develop into excellent plants before 

winter. This is important, and if permitted to 
romain in a cold frame throughout the winter 

they do not succeed satisfactorily. Pansies are 
not the things to coddle in any way. The best 

soil for them is one that is moderately light, 

oool, fairly moist, and deep. If allowed a certain 

amount of shade they will suoceed still better, 

as it is dryness and a hot, scorching sun that 

promote all kinds of disorders. Plant carefully, 
and throughout tho remainder of the summer 

and in early autumn water them freoly if the 

weather is dull and dry. They should make 

good plants for next season.—C. T. 

-An east border will do very well for Pansy seed¬ 
ling*. Plant from now to October for spring blooming.— 
E. II. 
- The position would answer fairly well, and, If 

Dlaqtel out at onoe, the seedlings would get well estab- 
i > .fdVe 'he winter and be stronger than If coddled In 
iaaftsetll next spting. —A. Q Bciler. IJNfVIIFv 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

4278. — Begonias in pots. — A very 
important point is to get the tubers thoroughly 
matured or ripened before the winter sets 

in. To this end the plants should be turned 
out-of-doors as soon as the flowers are past 

their best, choosing a moderately-sheltered and 

sunny spot. Gradually reduce the supply of 
water until by the time the leaves turn yellow 

and fall the soil is quite dry ; house them about 

the end of September, or before there is more 
frost than just enough to touch the tops. I 

believe the beat plan is to Bhake the tubers out 

of the soil, and keep them in half dry Coooa- 
nut-fibre ; this should be done as soon as the 

stems have quite fallen away. Keep them 

where no frost can penetrate, but not in a very 
warm place—40 degs. to 4.5 degs. is the best 

temperature—and take care that they do not 

become either at all wet or dry enough to 
become limp or shrivel, and they will be all 

right.—B. C. R. 

4308. — Forcing-beda in a stove. — 
Neither tank nor water is necessary. Simply 

onclose a sufficient length of the three pipes (one 
would scarcely be enough, though two might do) 

with brickwork, fix some wooden or iron bearers 
across, 18 inches apart, and lay thereon one or 

more sheets of the galvanised corrugated iron. 
Upon this place 3 inches or 4 inches of fresh 

Cocoa-nut-nbre, which keep moist, and if neces¬ 

sary oover the whole in (over the outtings, (to.) 
with a light sash or two, or some loose sheets of 

glass, laid on a light framework of wood. This 

will answer your purpose quite as well as the 
most costly tanks, &o.—B. C. R. 

4332.—Passion-flower.—The woolly in¬ 
sect is a specios of coccus, and allied to the 

“ American blight.” If you paint it thoroughly 

with sweet-oil the insects in the woolly covering 
will be killed. Layering would be more certain 

than taking cuttings, but, as a rule, Passion¬ 

flowers throw np numerous shoots from their 
roots whioh can be taken up with root attached 

and separately planted. Such shoots invariably 

grow into vigorous plants, but it will bs two or 
three years before they can be expected to 
bloom.—A. G. Butler 

- Your plant has evidently got a very bad 

insect post called mealy-bug. It is extremely 
difficult to eradicate, especially from large and 

strong-growing climbers in a conservatory. 

Apply any of the numerous insecticides adver¬ 
tised in those pages, and use it freely. Cold 

water syringed on it with considerable force 
will also kill a great number, but I fear you 

will never quite eradicate it from a strong 

Passion-flowor. Cuttings of young growth 
about 4 inches long will strike readily in a 

gentle heat if kept close for a few weeks. 

Choose side growths as much as possible, and 

use plenty of sharp sand in the compost.— 

- The woolly sort of insect is most likely 

the mealy-bug, and it is not very easily got rid 
of. The beat thing to do would be to cut fche 

plant well down, so that the part remaining may 
easily bo washod with soft-soapy water. Even 

when the stems are well washed the insects will 

appear again the following season ; but if they 
are watched and destroyed as they show them¬ 

selves they may thus be got rid of. Cuttings 

put in early in the autumn will form roota, bub 
all such hard-wooded plants ought to be placed 
in handlighta or under bell-glasses to form roots. 

-J. D. E. 

4323 —Musas from seed.—I have never 
raised Musas from seed, and cannot say whether 

good seeds are difficult or the reverse to obtain. 

But there is not the slightest difficulty in obtain¬ 

ing plenty of plants from offsets or suckers. 

When I grew Musa Cavendiahi somewhat 
largely plenty of suckers always grew away 

from the base of tho fruiting plants, and 

these taken off with roots would make fruiting 
plants in from eighteen months to two years, 

sometimes less—but I am speaking now of small 

offsets only.—E. H. 

4299.—Double and Single Begonias. 
—A great deal depends upon the varieties, 

the old-fashioned kinds making a far more free 

and rapid growth than the new dwarf-habited 
varieties;, with erect flowers and thick, broad 

TolUge x 'buBn! the plants were raised, as it ap- 

3^a^s,Q^Aj|Jh(3jt(jt0|^;ij,i^ inserted in March, 
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thpy have made a remarkably free and robust 
growth, and muit have had the beat of treat¬ 
ment throughout. Such specimens are seldom 

seen even in London or anywhere else, and when 
grown from threo-yoar-old tubers instead of 
cuttings, if in good-sized pots—10 inches or 
12 inches—they should continue to bloom until 
the middle or end of September at least, espe¬ 
cially if the vigour is kept up by the use of 

weak liquid-manures, soot-water, tea., given 
once or twice weekly.—B. C. R. 

FRAGRANT STOVE PLANTS. 

Beaumontia orandiflora is figured herewith. 
This is a famous genua of Dogbanes, but now 
neither this nor any of the genus is often seen— 
in fact, there seems to be quite a lack of interest 
in many of the famous old stove plants. Beau¬ 

montia grandiflora was introduced many years 
ago, and the last time I remember to have 
seen it in flower was at Syon House, Isle- 
worth, the seat of the Duke of Northumber¬ 
land, about forty years since. At that time 
splendid old plants were to be seen blooming 

in this collection. Its trumpet-shaped blooms 
are large, and pure-white. It succeeds best 
when planted out in a well-drainod border, 
and is more likely to flower when so treated. 
It should have an intermediate stove to grow 

in, one in which the temperature does not fall 
b*low 50 degs. during the winter will suit it 

admirably. The soil should be good turfy loam 
ohopped up roughly with the spade, a little 
peat or leaf, mould with some sharp sand added. 
The Beaumontia may be grown in pots in this 
soil until it gets large enough to plant out in 
the border. Amongst the most fragrant of 
stove flowers are the following— 

The Jasmines are especially noteworthy in 
this respect, and one of the more pronounced is 
J. 8ambao fl.-pl., which comes from the East 
Indies ; its exquisitely scented flowers are ivory- 
white in oolour and double. They are borne 
on short, lateral shoots, usually furnished with 
a few small leaves, that prooeed from the axil 

of the leaves on the stronger growths, whloh in 
a healthy plant generally keep on blooming all 
through the summer ana autumn so long as its 
growth is being made ; this is an advantage, as 
it admits of almost every bit of bloom it makes 
being utilised. Cuttings strike easily when 
they can beobtained with some freedom of growth 
in them, bnt the shoots that are disposed to form 
flowers as soon as they have attained 1 inch or 

2 inches in length, even if they make roots, are 
a long time before they can be induced to grow 
freely. In the spring, about the beginning of 
April, cuttings of the right description may 
generally be had ; these should be a few inches 
in length, but not with the wood too hard or 
matured ; take them off with a heel and put 

them singly into small pots three parts filled 
with a mixture of three-fourths sand to one of 
loam, tho surfaoe all sand ; koep moist, close, 
and shaded in a temperature of 70 degs. or a little 
more. They will strike in a few weeks, when 
use them to bear the full air of the house and 
stand them on a shelf or some other moderately 
light place. When a fair quantity of roots is 

made move the plants into 3-inch or 4-inch pots, 
using good turfy loam with some sand ; they 

will now do best with a brisk stove heat, giving 
air in the day-time with a little shade when 
the sun is powerful, syringe daily, maintaining 
a moderately moist atmosphere. After a few 
inohes of growth have been made, pinoh out the 

points of the shoots, for the plant has naturally 
a thin, erect habit of growth, and to induoe the 
formation of sufficient branches it is necessary 
to resort to stopping, although it is by no means 
desirable to attempt to reetriot it to a bush-like 
form. It is best grown round a pillar, or 

wound round a few tall stioks inserted just 
within the pot; being a spare rooter, it must 
not have too much root room, either in a 
pot or planted out. In July move them into 
pots 3 inohes or 4 inohes larger, and again 
stop the shoots. Treat generally through 

the summer as recommended until the middle 
of September, when cease shading, give more 
air, less moisture in the atmosphere and reduoe 
the temperature; during the winter 60 degs. or 
65 degs. in the night will be enough, only just 
keeping the soil a little moist. Towards the 

end of February increase the warmth, sod w! 
growth has fairly began!again''pfi>ch\n9 
points of tho shoots, and move to pots 2 inohes 

or 3 inches larger. In the matter of heat, 
moisture, air, and shade treat as in the pre¬ 
ceding summer ; they will this season bloom 
from all the growths they make. When planted 
out, the soil to whioh their roots have access 
must be limited to a small space, or it will 
most likely get sour. If confined to pots, all 

they need in subsequent years is to give more 
room as it is wanted, not attempting to shake 
out the plants or disturb the roots more than 
can be avoided. A little manure-water in a 

weak state will be an assistance. The plants 
will last for many years. There is a single- 
flowered form of this Jasmine differing little in 
its appearance except in the flowers. It suc¬ 
ceeds under similar treatment to the kind under 
notice. This Jasmine is liable to the attacks 

of moat insects that affect plants grown in 
heat. Thripe and red-spider, whioh are partial 
to the leaves, can be kept down by syringing. 

If any insects of a worse description, suon as 
scale or mealy bug, make their appearance, 
sponge with insectioide, finishing with clean 

water. 
The Stephaxotis is another favourite. It is 

as much grown as almost any flower for its 
delicious fragrance. It will grow in either peat 

Beaumontia grandiflora. 

or loam, and strikes freely from cuttings made 
of the preceding season's shoots, and portions 
that have not got too hard should be used. If 
cuttings consisting of a couple of joints of these 

are, during the winter, put in thickly in 5-inch 
or 6-inch pots and stood in a temperature of 
60 degs., they will callus over in a few weeks, 
when they may have 10 degs. more warmth, 
which will enable them to root freely, or young 
shoots such as break from the old stems in 
spring may bo taken off, when 8 inchos or 
9 inches long, with a heel of the old wood. 
These, if kept a little close and in a tempera¬ 

ture similar to that recommended for outtings 
of the mature wood, will root directly. When 
well rooted put them singly in 4-inch pots in 
good fibrous loam, with sand added propor¬ 
tionate to the nature of the soiL They will 
grow away if kept in a temperature of 
60 degs. or 65 degs. in the night, with a rise 
by day. Stephanotis floribunda is of twining 

habit, and as soon as the plants begin to 
grow each will require a stick as support. When 
the shoots have reached a oouple of feet in 
height remove two or three of the top joints to 
oause the production of two or more growths. 
The plant comes from Madagascar, and can stand 

a good amount of heat; consequently, through 
the summer months it will bear a temperature 
of 65 degs. to 70 degs. by night, with from 
70 degs. to 80 degs. in the day. It does best with 
a liberal admission of air in the day-time, so as 
to permit of the air of tho house getting drier 

(L\ryiUi>Iess is given. It requires no shade 
'n. tVrtlan is found necessary to keep th«;Je«.yw 
fromJcorchlng. If by the beginning of July 

the pots are found full of roots, move into 
others a couple of inches larger. Syringe the 
plants in the afternoon during the growing 
season until September, when give more air and 

reduce the root moisture as well. From 55 degs. 
to 60 degs. night temperature will answer 
through the winter, with just as much moisture 
in the soil as will keep the leaves from shrivel¬ 
ling. About the beginning of March raise the 
temperature, and increase it still further as the 
sun gets warmer. Give more water to the roots, 
and as soon as growth lias commenced move 
into pots 4 inches or 5 inches larger, using loam, 

which should be of a good turfy character, and 
such as will not soon decompose. Ram the soil 
quite firm, and fix trellises on the pots whereon 
to train the shoots, or run them up wires or 
strings over the roof. Before the shoots begin 

to grow stop the points or oause them to break. 
When the blooming is over the shoots may be 
shortened back, and pots from 4 inches to 
6 inches larger should be given. The pots to 
whioh the plants were last season moved will be 
large enough for the next two years ; manure- 
water should be given at the time of active 
growth. Cut the snoots back so far as necessary 
after blooming, as advised the preceding season, 

and treat as before. The [plants will last for 
many years if a few inches of the surface soil is 

removed and replaced with new. I have spoken 
of their being grown on trellises in specimen 
fashion, but they do better close under the roof 
near to the glass, and even if they are wanted to 
bloom on the trellises the shoots should be 
trained near the glass daring the growing season, 
and then wound round the trellis when fully 
matured. But the plant is never seen to so muon 
advantage as where permanently trained nnder 

the roof, and if, in addition, it can be planted 
out in a bed of well-prepared soil 4 feet or 5 feet 
square it will keep on growing and flowering for 
many years. Where there is plenty of room for 
the head to run a plant will oontinue blooming 
for months. Scale and mealy-bug are very partial 
to ib. Should these affect it, a thorough dressing 
with inaeoticide ought to be given when the 
plants are in a dormant state during the winter, 
and the dressing repeated, so as to make sure of 
destroying both the mature inseots and also their 

egg"- 
Amazon Lilt (Eucharis amazonica) is a very 

fragrant flower, and—in large gardens only, of 
course—a span-roofed house is often devoted to 
them. I think that the old drying system is a 
great mistake in the oulture of this plant, and 
responsible for muoh of the "Eucharis mite” 
that we hear about. My plants, whieh are very 
large, and in 18-inch pots, are placed in a house 
of whioh the temperature is 80 degs. They are 
copiously syringed with clean, soft water, and 
shaded from hot sun. Pottiog is only done 
once in five or six years, and the soil used is 
sound loam, with sufficient broken charcoal and 
sand to render it porous. This, together with 
an occasional watering with manure-water when 
making growth after flowering, seems to meet 

their requirements exactly. Get good, healthy 
plants to commence with. 

The Gardenia is very popular, but not so 
much as formerly. The plants must have a brisk, 
moist temperaturo. During the growing season 
placo them in the closest part of the stove, and 
well supply them with liquid-manure. When 
the growth is complete, and the flower-buds 
forming, expose them to full air, and for months 

I keep them in a oool-houso with Camellias. 
When bloom is required they are again returned 

to the warm corner of the stove. The only 
drawback is that insect pests of every kind 
attack them. Mealy-bug, white and brown- 
scale, thrips, and red spider each assail them. 
The beat remedy for these pests is to lay the 
plants upon their sides, and then syringe them, 
when in a dormant state, with water heated to 

120 degs. Then follow with a dressing of some 
approved insecticide. G. radicaos is a popular 
kind. It is dwarf, free-blooming, nob very 

difficult to grow, and very fragrant; hence its 
name of Cape Jasmine. Thero are many other 
fragrant stove flowers, bnt the chief kinds have 
been mentioned. Hedychiuma are very sweetly 
scented ; also the Crinums, but they are not so 

freely grown as he former. W. 

4328. — Cutting; back Oleanders.— 
Oleanders have a tendency to make lanky 
BrtJWthi gi In a become very un- 
sightly. There are Wo ways to keep them in 
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order—either to cut down the old plant* or 
plant young ones. They may be propagated 

from cutting* put in sandy soil about the end 
of summer, and kept under bell-glasses or hand- 
lights until they have formed roots. If the 
plants flower early they should be out down at 
once, and as soon as they start into growth 
repot them if this be neoessary, and if they 

make good growth by the end of the season they 
may be expected to flower very well next 
year. If cut down now there would scarcely 
be time for them to make good flowering growths 
for next year in a cold greenhouse. However, it 
would be better to cutjthe plant down at once, as 

there is yet time to make some growth.—J. D. E. 

- Nerium Oleander may be out back at 
any time, but it is almost always done to a 
certain extent of loss. I would wait until the 
fl awer-buds are well formed, then cut out the 
shoots containing these, and strike them in a hot 

greenhouse or stove. After this you could cut 
back your plant as much as you liked, and it 
would bo sure to break well. The blooms upon 
the cuttings would in the meantime open and 
give you a nico display.—P. U. 

- If cut baok now they will not flower next year l( all 
the shoots are out; but It the plant Is a large one the 
longest shoots may be taken, and probably those left 
unshortened will. Plants must be outback early In spring, 
and be started In heat to flower the next year.—K. H. 

4303.—Pelargonium “Master Chris 
tine."—I have grown Christine, and after it 
Master Christino. Both are almost identical in 
loaf and bloom. Bright yellow-green would be a 
tolerably good description—certainly no trace 

of a zone in either kind. The flowers are 
bright-pink,and produoed very freely. Theplant 
is a first-rate bedder, good in habit, rather 
dwarf, especially Master Christine, and im¬ 

patient of moisture. Must be kept rather dry. 
Too apt to run to seed, but seedlings from them 
follow very muoh the parent plant—at least, I 
repeatedly found them do so.—Florist. 

4277.—Winter flowers.—Try the follow, 
ing: Chinese Primulas (single and double), 
P. obconioa, Cinerarias, Persian Cyclamens, 
Camellias, Roses, Zonal Pelargoniums (Qera- 
niums), Abutilons, Bouvardias, Cape Heaths 

(Brioa hyemalis and others), Epacris In variety, 
Correas, Chrysanthemums (late flowering vars). 
Salvias, Heliotropes, Marguerites (Paris Daisies), 
Roman and other Hyaoinths, Tulips, Naroissi of 
sorts, Tree Carnations, and, in the ooolest 

positions, Christmas Roses and Violets.—B.C.R. 

- Tho following are useful winter flowers : 
Primulas, doublo and single, including P. 
oboonica, Cyclamons, Cinerarias, Chrysanthe- 

- mums, Begonia insignis, Arum Lilies, Zonal 
Geraniums, Coronilla glauoa, and its variegated 
variety. Ivy-leaved Geranium Madamo 

Croussc, Bouvardia, Genista fracrans, Erica 
gracilis autumnalis, E. hyemalis, E. VVilmoreana, 
Abntilons in variety, Troo Carnations, and 
bulbs in variety, including Froesias, Roman and 
other Hyacinths, Tulips, &o.—E. H. 

4339.—Carnations In pots.—The old 
plants of Carnations now in 6-inch or 32 sized 

pots may bo kept in thoso until tho spring, and 
be plantod in S inoh in Maroh. They may be 
wintered either in tho cold frame or the unheated 
greenhouse, and it is possible they may do much 

tatter than thoso whloh have been taken from 
the parent plants and have been repotted. The 
young plants should be potted in small 60’s when 
they are taken from the parent plants, or they 
may be planted out where they are to flower in 
the open garden. If rooted layers can be takon 
off and be planted out so early as August they 
will havo ample time to become established 

before the winter.—J. D. E. 

Hyacinths In Moss —I much wonder 
that no one has recommended growing Hyacinth* 
in Moss. I grow a number every year thus, and 

they produce very fine blooms. One, two, or 
three bulbs in an old china bowl, cache-pot, or 
even empty jam-jar, make a lovely show. The 
Moss must bo packed very tightly at the bottom 
and kept damp after the root* have started. ] 
give doses of woak liquid-manure occasionally 

and the superabundant moisture must be poured 

off at times.—L. T. F. 

Drawings for " Oardenlng.”—Ruvim will 
kindly remember that we art glaa to pet (DMfcnm* of 
beautiful or rare flower* an* food /ruueJSiSrytgMablet 
far drawing. TKe drauir.pi to mail wild be tn^ra'f 1 h 
tit* best manner, and *-41 lippeai .» WUsJeMMM i. 
GaaDBSIKO IbbUSTtATSD. 

FRUIT. 

VARIETIES OF GOOSEBERRIES. 

When there are hundreds of varieties of Goose¬ 
berries to select from, and probably the grower 
in many instances does not want more than half 
a dozen, he is at a loss when he scans the list to 

know what is best, and often gets sorts not at 
all suitable. With so many to select from, the 
grower should get both early and late kinds. 
To get a long succession planting in different 

positions is necessary, and if a north wall can 
be spared for a few cordon trees, there is no 
surer crop than the late Gooseberries. This 
season the trees suffered badly from spring 

frosts, but those on a wall escaped, being later 
and protected from the cold wiuas. On a north 
wall as oordons the fruits can be had muoh later, 
and the trees get the oool treatment they so 
much like ; they a?e also so easily protected 
from birds that I often wonder that more trees 
are not grown in this way, as ofton a bare 
north wall may be planted with a few troes to 

furnish the bottom of a wall with taller fruit 
trees at the top. Gooseberries do well as 
oordons trained to iron rods or stout Larch 
poles ; thoy require so little attention grown in 
this way, occupying little room, and aro 

ornamental in a fruiting state. Gooseberries 
well looked after are a paying crop, as they 
may be usod in a groon state, and when ripo 
with protection from birds haug a long time. 
When grown as oordons on walls they are more 

readily protected from oaterpillars than in a 
bush state, and if a few loads of manure aro 

placed over the roots as a mulch in the early 
part of the year or in December, raking away 
the old material, oaterpillars are raroly trouble¬ 
some, and the romoval of the old loose soil 
removeB any insect larva) that may exist and 
the trees get the feeding required. These trees 

often suffer from want of feeding, as in many 
gardens thoro is no thought as to providing 
bushes with manure, but when given annuully 

the size and quality of the crop are superior. 
I have seen very old bushes that had been on 
the samo ground for many years lifted and re¬ 

planted, and with the roots in a good condition 
the trees have given wonderful crops. Of 
oourse I do not advise planting old treoB, as 
young ones with good culture soon give a heavy 

crop of fruit, but I would recommend more 
feeding in poor soils after the trees get into a 
bearing state. Thqse who require Gooseberries 
for preserving cannot do tatter than grow Rod 

Warrington aud Ironmonger. Tho former is a 
fine Gooseberry for a north wall, and if kept 
■purred in closely does well. In the white 
class, Whitesmith, King of Trumps, and Aline 

are good, whilst Industry, Conquering Hero, 
Foroster, and Rough Red are good reliable 
kinds in the rods; Louder, Early Sulphur, 

Yellow Champague, and Tiger aro good yellows ; 
Green Gascoyne, Green Overall, Surprise, and 
Telegraph in the green varieties. In the matter 
of flavour many of the small fruits, such us 

Pitmaston Green Gago, Rod Champagne, Early 
Green, Hairy Early Red, Hairy Bright Venus, 
and Early Sulphur are beautiful fruit* for 
flavour. In this small selection I have only 

given a few varieties, but sufficient for most 
purposes, unless required for exhibition. For 
the latter purpose size is essontial; for early 
gathering in a green state a large early Goose¬ 

berry is best. When a wall or fence is devoted 
to this fruit there is no difficulty in preserving 
the buds in the spring by netting over the 
bushes. H. 

Apples from cuttings.—I venturo to 
send for your inspection a few specimens of 
Apples grown from cuttings that had been sawn 
off and simply stuok into the ground. Of course, 
they are not yet fully developed, but even now 

(to me at least) they are very interesting. No. 1 
sent is of a local kind oalled “ Tulloch Ans,” 
or “ Lassies.” Twelve cuttings were put in 

over four years ago, and ten out of the twelve 
have borne frnit every year, although only about 

4-feet high. One of these has now thirty-six 
good fruits. No. 2 is called hero “ Bitter 
Sweets.” The outtings wore put in at the same 
time as those of the other, and have fruited 

year, bearing now a fine crop. Both 
tea are free bearers. Of Annie Elui.tahien 

cVttings were putin, only two surviving lo~bear 
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fruit. The Apples are larger than on the old 
tree, yet they are few in number.—W. Treanor, 
Koscrca. 

4320.—Manure for frult-treea.—There 
arc special manures suitable for fruit-trees, and 
perhaps one of the simplest and best is bone- 
meal. This used in connection with stable- 

manure will answer every purpose for all kinds 
of fruit. The bone-meal should be forked into 
the border, and tho stable-manure used on the 
surfaoe as a mulch. Most of the chemical man¬ 
ures are, I think, too expensive. Possibly if 

the demand was larger the price would be lower, 
and in time these things may right themselves. 
-EH. 

-Farmyard manure Is as good as anything for fruit- 
trees. Powdered or oruthed bones are excellent, especially 
for stone fruit*. It Is perhaps beet to apply the manure to 
the surface, as this enoourage* the roots to the top. I do 
not care to use artlflolal manures for fruit-trees, as they 
hare a tendenoy to enoourage the development of too muoh 
and too vigorous young wood.—J. D. E. , 

4333.—Pears.—It is unfortunate that you 
want Pears for a badly-drained clay soil, as the 

fruit is liable to oraok, especially in a dry season. 
The Jargonelle is at likely to suooeed on the wall 
as any other. Citron dee Carmes is a Pear that 
ripens in August. The tree makes a good 
standard, but under all conditions the fruit 

generally oraok* just as it is on the point of 
ripening. Williams’ Bon Chretien does well at 
a standard, and ripens in September. Louise 
Bonne of Jersey follow* in October, and the tree 

makes a good standard.—J. C. C. 

-Tbe following are good, hardy, free-bearlng sorts: 
Hazel, Urgouelle (plant on a mound and keep tbe root* 
out of the olayk Mme. Trey re, Windsor, end Williams' Bon 
Chrdtlon.—E. H. 

4269.—An Old Apple-tree —It is rather 
difficult to say what is the best thing to be done 
with an old Apple-tree that does not bear well. 
The troe may be in an impoverished soil, and if 
to, might perhaps respond to generous treatment 
in tho shape of manure, liquid or otherwise. 

Or if making too much wood, checking the roots 
might restore it to fruitfulness, or if the tree is 
worn out, the best course will be to grub it up, 
rofresh the site with manure and some good 

soil, and plant a young tree.—E. H. 

4280.—Fig-trees under glass.—Unless 
tho roots of Fig-trees are confined, they fre¬ 
quently make a lot of wood, whioh in a cool- 
house does not ripen well. If the roots can 

be got at and lifted and a lot of brick-rubble, 
mixed with old plaster, rammed in, they will do 
better. Keep the growth thin by removing 
woak nhoots. If the house is heated the growth 
should be regularly pinohed when half-a-dozen 

leaves have been maae. If the root* are under 
control liquid-manure may be given freely when 
the fruits begin their second swelling, and rich 
mulchings aro beneficial in keeping the roots 

noar tho surfaco. Figs should be trainod in a 
light position. They are sometimes planted 
under Vines, but they do not under such 

circumstances get justice.—E. H. 

BEGONIAS PLANTED OUT. 

Is my experience those favourite and most 

charming plants succeod muoh better in the 

open ground than under glass, and with a tithe 
of the oare and attention required by pot-plants. 

Of course, where the atmosphere is at all smoky, 
tho ohoioer kinds must be kept indoors, where 
the flowers will come so much finer and cleaner 
than outside ; but with the advantage of a pure 

air, and especially if this is naturally somewhat 
moist, they certainly grow faster and stronger, 
and develop a dwarf, sturdy habit, with a thick¬ 
ness of leaf and petal that is very seldom found 

among plant* grown under glass. They are not 
at all particular as to soil, and though a 
moderately light staple of a preferably loamy 
character is perhaps more suitable, I find them 

thrive remarkably in the stiff and cold clayey 
loam that prevails about here. Whatever the 

soil, it should be well worked and made toler¬ 
ably rioh by the addition of old hot-bed manure, 

decayed spent Hops, leaf-mould, or the like, and 
a most important point is to keep the soil 

regularly moist—at least, until the young plant* 
are thoroughly established and strong. If the 
seedlings are allowed to become really dry twice 
or thrioe only they stop growing altogether, and 
in some cases nevor do any good subsequently. 

A bed] of quite small plant* here, from tiny 
tubers1 of last yoar, planted out the end of June, 

'ltd fiOjV mostfjMrfd good size, and just expand¬ 
ing their first blossoms. B. C. R. 
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HOUBfl ft WINDOW GARDENING. 

PALMS AND CYCADS FOR ROOMS. 

Palms and anch a Cycad as C. revolutn (here 
figured) are excellent plants for rooms when a 
proper selection is made. Several of the Palme 
aro practically hardy—at least, they will live in 

a temperature of from 40 degs. to 50 dege. The 
Cycas looks well under these conditions, and is a 
change from the various things used in windows. 
The great point always is not to give water 

too freely, or allow it to stand in the saucers. 
When watering give plenty at one time, not 

driblets, whilst the syringe should be brought 
into requisition to remove dust and dirt from 
the foliage. A good loamy soil, with a few 
crocks in each pot, suits this class. Chamierops 
Fortunei amongst Palma is well worth a note. If 
the house is large, it is a fine Palm for standing 

about in halls, whero it has a tine aspect by 
reason of the bold, striking character of the 
foliage. Phcenix daotylifera and P. reclinata are 
very useful, also Areca lutescens, which is a 
remarkably handsome Palm, the foliage delicate, 

green, and the stems quite of a yellow colour. 
Then one may include also Areca sapida, A. 
Baueri, Latania borbonica, and the Kentias. 
Several of them are very large growing Palms, 

oompost of two parts turfy loam to one of leaf- 
mould, with a little soot and sand. The corm 
should be placed an inch or two below the 

surface (leaving room for a rich top-dressing in 
June), and the pots can stand in a back yard, 
on a thick bed of ashes, or on the leads, if 
necessary, though preferably in a garden frame. 
Here they will soon throw up their Bturdy 

spikes of foliage, to be followed during the 
summer with tall sprays of blossom of every lovely 
shade, from palest lemon to deepest maroon, 
through rose-pink, carmine, scarlet, crimson, 

and terra-cotta. In faot, the exquisite hues of 
Gladioli are endless in variety ; many of the 
flowers being blotched and spotted with deeper 
colour too. Nothing can bo more decorative 

for a drawing-room, especially when well 
grouped with foliage plants and Ferns, and the 
plants can be lifted in as soon as the first bloom 
is open, after which they will not fail to pro¬ 

duce all their blossoms without much sunshine. 
Amongst the Nancieanus group some of the 
finest are as follows : Harry Veitch (pale- 
yellow and maroon, with crimson spots), Presi¬ 

dent Carnot (with enormous carmine petals, 
spots blotched with pale-apricot and deep- 
crimson), A. de la Devansaye (salmon-coloured, 
with orange spots), Maurice Vilmoriu (mauve, 

with purple and yellow blotches), P. Duchartre 

but the best thing is to cramp them at the roots, (scat let, toning to orange, with maroon spots), 
then they can remain in the small pots. The Charles lUltet (deep-purple, with white and 
best of the Cyoads aro the Rncophalurtos and maroon bauds and blotches).—I. L. R. 
Maorozamias. _ 

LILIES FOR A ROOM. 

There are no finer decorative plants than the 
Liliums, and as those are so easily grown out- 

of-doors or in a frame, they should bo seen 
much more frequently than they are in our 
drawing-rooms. It is not difficult to have a 
continuous supply of theso splendid flowers 
from early spring till lato autumn, and even in 
winter those who have a heated greenhouse may 
cultivate the beautiful White Trumpot Lily (L. 

Harrisi), which bears forcing better than most. 
Some of the finest in shape and colour are the 
spcciosum family, Lilium speciosum, roseum, 

and rubrum being delicately tinted and spotted 
with clear crimson, while L. speciosum 
Kriotzeri is a puro white Lily, quite silvery in 
oflect, and vory beautiful. The well-known 

Lilium auratum, the Golden-rayed Lily of 
.Japan, is perhaps the most stately of the tribe, 
and this is fairly hardy, so that it can bo grown 
in pots even by those who have no greenhouse. 
Lilium tigrinum splendens is another magnifi¬ 

cent plant, tall and stately, with large orange 
flowers, handsomoly spotted. This Lily comes 
in after the speciosum group aro over, and can 
be had in bloom by retarding a few lato speci¬ 

mens till November. PerhapB the following 
list of some of the best Lilies for pot cultivation 
may bdj of use in their order of flowering. After 
fo/fel IsfSbimens of Lilium Harrisi ii 

(adonna Lily (L. candidum 

GLADIOLI FOR A ROOM. 

These splendid flowers have boon so wonderfully 
improved of late years by hybridisation that few 
plant* can now oomparo with their magnificent 
oolouring and large flowers, borne on stately 

spikes. The newest variety of all, Gladiolus 
Nancieanus, raised by M. Lotnoiue, of Nancy, 
being a distiuot type, with blossoms from 
5 inchos to 6 inches aoross, each bearing volvoty 
blotches of rich and often contrasting colour on 
two of its petals, the flowers boing borne on 
branching spikes in great profusion. These 

Gladioli are as hardy as the old gandavensis 
section, living out-of-doors in a sheltered spot; 
but they are specially suitable for pot-culture, 
as their fino blooms open oven hotter in the 
room than in the garden, whore the hot sun is 

apt to fade the lower blossoms before the upper 
flowers are open, whioh is not so muoh the 
case where a semi-shade is providod, so 
that the whole spike is open at one time. 
Nothing can be easier than their cultivation in 

pots, for they require no greenhouse, and no 
neat, the bulbs, which should be taken up from 
the ground in October, and kept in sand in a 
oollar or other frost-proof place until the end of 

February, are then placed singly, each in a pot 
measuring from 0 inches to 7 inchea^Tteross 
(according to the size of tho oorm),(pli 
careful drainage at the bottom, and usings 

had, for this too bears slight forcing, by which 
its time of blooming is put forward to April, 

while in the open air it blossoms in J une and 
July (according to the aspeot and position of the 
border), thus covering the time until the open- 
air “ Harrisi ” Lilies and the speciosum group 

are open in July and August. Tiger Lilies (L. 
tigrinum), L. auratum, and L. neilgherrense can 
bo had up to the end of November (tho bulbs 
for late work being grown entirely in tho shade 
of a north wall), when specially grown pots 
of the 

Usepci. Harrisi Lily are the only repre¬ 
sentatives of the family until spring comes again. 

Most Lilies are, however, best grown without 
heat, a cold frame, with fi inches of ashes at the 
bottom, being the most suitable place in which 
to cultivate them, although it is possible to do 
without even this Blight protection, by covering 
the pots deeply with ashes in winter, in a back 

yard, or in boxes of ashes on the leads. Lilies 
do well in cities, even in the smoke of London, 
and are therefore especially worth a trial by 
town-dwellers. Their special needs in cultiva¬ 
tion are us follows : First, that the bulbs should 
be potted immmediately on arrival in this 

country, for which reason they should be ordered 
beforehand, when the horticulturist will for¬ 
ward them as they arrive. (N.B.—The first 
consignments of Lily-bulbs are usually not 
properly ripened, therefore, those which arrive 

a month later are to bo preferred). A tl-inch 
or 7-inch pot is usually large enough for a single 
bulb, and these must be well-drained (the crocks 
being covered with Mobs, dipped in soot), and 

half-filled with a compost consisting of t wo parts 
turfy loam to one of leaf-mould, with a little 
very old hot-bed stuff, soot, and sand. This 
compost can be procured from a horticulturist if 
necessary, and should be used in a half-dry 
state, the bulbs being best without water 

through the winter. Having placed the bulb 
on the soil, low down in tho pot, fill it up with 
the same until within 2 inches of tho top, leaving 
this space for top-dressing with rich soil in the 

spring. The potted bulbs must now be placed 
in a cold frame or box of ashes and covered to 

tho dopth of 2 inches with fino dry ashes, 
when they will need nothing more until the 
spring, when they should be relieved of their 
covering, and watered when thoroughly dry. 
Air they must havo as much as possible, and as 
the stems grow the top-dressing of old manure 

and a little soot may be applied to induce fine 
surfaco roots, on whioh their beauty largely de¬ 

ponds. Green-fly must be kept at bay by sponging 
or syringing, for it is very apt to attack Lilies iu 
their earlier stages, and the pots should be 
shaded from great heat in the summer and 

watered regularly. One after the other the 
plants will open thoir buds, when they can be 
removed to the sitting-room, where they will 
form a charming decorative group with Ferns 
and foliage plants. On the care of Lilies after 

blooming depends their future value, and those 
who wish to cultivate the same bulba during the 
following season must out ofl' the blossoms 
directly they fade, leaving both stems and leaves 

to dio away gradually, tho pot being placed 
out-of-doors in a sunny situation and supplied 
with water as usual, though not so frequently 

as when in full growth. Directly tho last of the 
foliage is dead the Lily should be given a shift 
into a pot two sizes larger and treated in the 
samo way as when it was first procured. 

I. L. R. 

Spircea palmata.—This Spira-a is so 
boautiful in mosscB and by the waterside that 
it should be mado careful note of by all who 
have streams, ponds, or lakes which aro left un¬ 

adorned by flowers at their margins. It is one 
of the finest of all hardy plants, but seldom put 
to its best uso, whioh is for fringing tho margin 

of lakos. Under good treatment it grows 
nearly or quite 4 feet in height, proving quite 
hardy, and enjoying best a rich, well-manured, 
loamy soil. I wish to bring out in particular 
its usefulness for the edges of water, but it 

may be naturalised in the wilder parts of the 
garden, where, if grown in large groups, the 
efl'eot of its crimson flowers is Uiitinct and 

attractive. It is a pity to grow such a fine 
hkrdy planfc (largely in pots and negloot it in 

biqlvit is capable of 
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RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS. 

Questions.—Queries and answers are inserted in 
Gardrnino tree of char ye if correspondents follow the rules 
hers laid down for their auidance. All communications 
for insertion should be clearly and concisely written on 
oneside of the paper only, ana addressed to the Editor of 
Qardixino, S7, Southampton-street, Covent-garden, Lon¬ 
don. Letters on business should be sent to the Publmuir. 

The name and address of the sender are required in 
addition to any designation he may desire to be used in 
the paper. When more than one query is sent, each 
should be on a separate piece of paper. Unanswered 
queries should be repeated. Correspondents should bear 
in mind that, as Oakdrniko has to be sent to press some 
time in advance of date, they can>iot always be replied to 
in the issue immediately following the receipt of their 
communication. 

Answers (which, with the exception of such as cannot 
well be classified, will be found in their different depart¬ 
ments) should always bear the number and title placed 
against the query replied to, and our readers will greatly 
oblige us by advising, as far as their knowledge and 
observations permit, the correspondents who seek assist- 
a nee. Conditions, soils, and means vary so infinitely 
that several answers to the same question may often be 
very useful, and those who reply would do well to mention 
the localities in which their experience is gained. Corres¬ 
pondents who refer to articles inserted in Gardening 
should mention the number in which they appeared. 

436a.—Rosea In small pots.—Will ll.P. Rotes 
glow and flower well in 6-iocb or 6-lnoh pot*?—P. R. 

4360.—Oholsya ternata.—1 ehould be very pleaeed 
II tome ol your reader* would give me particulars about 
this shrub J—B. 0. 8. 

4360.—Myrslphyllum aaparagoldea —Pleaee 
tell me bow to grow this plant, ana give alto a description 
ol It, at It It quite new to me ?—B. O. 8. 

4381.—Pot Mignonette. -I should be obliged II you 
would tell me how to grow Mignonette In pots, like the 
market grower* deal with It?—D. D. Arbroatii. 

4302.—Herbaceous plants.—I ehould feel muoh 
obliged If you would explain what Is meant by herbaceous 
plante, and indicate a lew ol the beet and etate flowering 
season?— H. P. 

4363. —Carnation and Plootee seedB.—l have 
bad a packet ol Carnation and Plootee aeeds sent me. 
Coaid I tow them now with any hope ol their flowering 
nextyear?-!!. P. 

4364. —Strawberry-border.—I ehall be greatly 
obliged II any ol your readers will give me directions lor 
laying down a new Strawberry-border, also biota on tholr 
culture 7-Stamp. 

4365. —Vines In pots.—I have tome young Vines in 
7 lnch pots, which were struck the beginning ol this year. 
Should they be potted agaiu -, or will they fruit In euoh 
email pots?—L M. 

4360.—Grapes splitting.—What is the cause o> 
Grapee splitting? I nave a Groe Oolmao Vino In a pot, 
and tome ol the berries as they begin to turn colour are 
splitting.—L. II. 

4367.—Show Roses —What are the beet twenty-four 
II P. Hose* lor show, and bow ehould I prepare them for 
exhibition? Alto the beet twelve lor pot culture V What 
manures do Roeee require ?—P. A. 

4366—Rose Fortune's Yellow.—I have a Rose 
Fortune's Yellow which grows well but does not flower. 
Dost it require any particular treatment? It hoe a eouth 
aepeat, and Is trained up a verandah.—A. W, 

4309.—Stephanotls florlbundu —1 should bo 
muoh obliged If anyono would give me tome Information 
as to a plant of Stephanotis whloh is showing fruit. Is 
this a rare occurrence In thle country, and Is the plant 
edible?—P. McLaren, Ireland. 

4370. —Frogs —I ehall be glad ol any Information about 
spawn from the email tree Irog 'I I have a eauoer of it In 
my greenhouse. 1 am anxious to know what food and 
treatment the tadpoles require and when they develop 
Into green frogs?—0. B. 8. 

4371. —Christmas Roses.—Will someone kindly tell 
me whether 1 could grow Christmas Roeee in a London 
garden to bloom at Christmas or in a conservatory (north¬ 
west aspect), and what would be the treatment? Locality, 
Kensington.—E. R. 

4372. —Melons.—1 am trying to grow Melons, and, 
although my plante are quite healthy I find when the 
fruit gets about the size of a large Gooseberry they begin 
to rot at the eye. I am quite an amateur gardener, and 
ehall be glad ol advloe.—A. 0. Perkins. 

4373. —Destroying Nettles.—How can I get rid of 
a quantity ol Nettles whloh have been growing lor years 
In a lied ol Rhododendrons? I have tried to pull them 
up, but they grow again dlreotly. I do not want to dis¬ 
turb the Rhododendrons.—iNExi’RniENCE. 

4374. —Manure.—Being ehort of ordinary manure, 
would your correspondents kindly Inform me what Is the 
beet anlllolal to use lor kitchen garden purposes ? Can 
one use Peat-Moee-IItter from the etablee with any good 
result* ? I ehould add soil fairly light.—J. N. 8. 

4376.—Border or Roses.—I have a border whloh has 
been utterly ncglocted and le very old, tho good Roeee 
having died and the Manetll etooke grown up nearly 0 feet. 
What Is the beet thing to do, to out them baok for budding 
or throw them away and plant afresh?—Napoli. 

4370 — Cutting baok Hollies.—1 have two varle- Bted Holly-trees about 20 feet high, wbloh are too close 
the house and rather eoraggy In growth. I should like 

to out about two-thirds of them baok. Oan thle be safely 
done, and at what period of the year ?—Jebsxt. 

4377.—Clematis attacked by mildew.—Some, 
but not all, the Clematises on front of my house, faolng 
•outh, are suffering from mildew. A floe old Wistaria Is 
trained along the eouth front over them. Oan this be In 
any way the oauee of the esme?—An OLoBOSfckiBRR. 

4*76. —Neapolitan Vloletei.~Wll anjmfeY II 
the beet thing tq'do with Neapolitan weieii'tbkt 
brought from Milan last spring and planted In the opsi 

and died away daring the great drought ? They are now 
pushing up young leaves. Should I put them In a frame 
to ensure blooms ?—Napoli. 

4379.—Tomatoes ourling up.—I should be obliged 
If anyone will tell me why the leaves of my Tomatoes in 
greenhouse are beginning to ourl up ? There le a good loo 
of fruit on the plante, plenty of root-room, and they have 
bad proper quantity of water. The lower leave* are all 
pinohed baok to the first Joint.—E. Oats. 

438a— Best Self Carnations —I am pleated to 
find the oauee of the Self Carnation advocated In Gardsn- 
ino. “ A. H.” would oonfer a favour on many of your 
readers by giving the names of a doxen or more of the 
beet sells for the garden. They must be non-bursters, 
of robust habit, good form, and oolour.—R. T. L. 

4381. —Clematis dying.—Two fine purple Clematises 
of mine appear to have died thle year. They grew 
splendidly and were covered with blooms, and lust as they 
(the bloomi) were about to open they suddenly began to 
wither and died rapidly, for no reason that I oan dlsoover. 
Can anyone explain this or tell me what to do In the 
future?—0. S. Q. 

4382. —Building) a Tomato-house.—I am going 
to build a lean-toTomato-houae. liow wide and how deep 
ehould the bed be ? 1 want to get large fruit. Should the 
leaves be stopped at a Joint or let to grow ? I have eome 
fruiting plants in email pots, and eome in larger pots ; they 
are not doing so well as those In email pots. 1 keep all 
side-shoots out off.—Constant Reader. 

4363.—Rose Reine Marie Henrietta.—1 pur¬ 
chased the above Roes ibis spring, and planted it In a cool 
greenhouse border. It made four or five shoots about 
4 feet in length. What ehould be done to these as regards 
pruning? Should they be trained In at full length, or 
ehould they be out back ? If so, to what length and when 1 
Also is this a good Rose for euoh a house ?—Erin. 

4361. — Early Strawberries under glass 
frames without heat.—In the plaoe I am taking at 
Mlohaelmae I ehall have a south-west elope, and think 
Strawberries would do on It. What Is beet eort for early 
treatment in this way ? When should plante be put In, 
and when should frames be put over them ? Is there any 
advantage la using pote In preferenoe to planting In 
ground ?—Asm Vale. 

4386.—Vines In oool-house.—I have three Vines In 
oool-house, and eome time ago eomethlng took the foliage 
and began to turn thorn yellow. The leave* looked 
eoorobed. I regarded It at red-tpidor, to 1 began to 
syringe every night with clear water, and have done so 
until now. Should I keep on eyrlngtng them now, as the 
fruit le beginning to odour ? What should I do to the 
Vines when the fruit le 
H. W. 

i off to oleanee them thoroughly.— 

imi'i ifuiui-B, which are iu a row 
Total length and width, 60 feet by 7 
greatly obliged if any of your reader! 
the best boiler to get, and whother I 
or 2 Inob pipes? I want the frames i 

4380.—Laying out a garden. —I have an acre of 
land In eouth Durham on which I have built a house, and 
would bo very grateful to you for advice-as to the best and 
most profitable way to lay out the garden for fruit, beBt 
kind of trees and hushes to put in, distance apart, time for 
planting, ho. ? The land is about 10 miles from, and 
100 feet above, the sea. It Is away from smoke. Boll is 
rich and sandy 18 Inches tbiok, with a Band-bed underneath. 
—J. R., Middlesboro'. 

4387.—Heating frames.—I am going to heat five 
brick frames, whloh are in a row touching each other. 
Total length and width, 60 feet by 7 feet. I should be 

ere will kindly tell me 
ought to use 4 Inch 

_ . for Cucumbers and 
for raising bedding plant*. 1 ehould like to be able to 
keep up a heat of 60 degt. In wlntsr at night. Should 
like to know the oost of heating earn* and the beet firm to 
go to?—E. Garn. 

4388 — Poultry destroying garden.—Being an 
old reader of your paper I venture to ask your advloe. I 
have a email garden, and, being a great lover of flowers, 
I spend all my spare time among them; but my 
neighbour* keep poultry, whloh are alwaye tearing 
everything to please, and no matter how muoh I oomplaln 
It (till goes on. Ao last I gave notloe 1 would kill all I 
found on my plaoe, but they say I will have to pay 
damage. Could you tell me If 1 may kill, or what oourse 
I ehould take 7—J. 0. Jones. 

4389. —Old Vines —What le best to be done with old 
Vines ? They aro about sixty or seventy year* old at least, 
and have been badly managed leveral years baok. They 
were formerly grown on the long-rod system, but are now 
In a very oonfutod state. In plaoe*, several feet of old 
oanee are blind. The border le also In a very bad state and 
sour. I am in favour of outtlng out old Vines and planting 
yoaog ones, bat my master think* lifting, root pruning, 
Ao., would do. They oan have very few roots In a sodden 
border.—T. R. 

4390. —Treatment of fruit-trees.—I hove some 
young Peach and Aprioot-tree* growing in my garden 
trained on to the wall. They are making a lot of young 
shoot*, some about 1J feet long. I should like to know 
how to treat them ? Should I out them baok to Induoe 
side-growth to keep the tree well furnished from the 
bottom, or should they be all trained la at full length? 
The strong shoot* of this year's growth on the Peach-trees 
are throwing out elde-shoot* near the top, and I am afraid 
if they are left their whole length that the tree will get 
bare underneath.—Erin. 

4891. —Eucalyptus (globulus-—! have three plante 
of Kuoalyptua globulue, about 4 feet high above the pot*. 
They were repotted about five weeks ago and aro growing 
wall. They are now outdoors, with the po*j sunk In the 
ground. In winter they will have to stand lu a greenhouse 
faolng nearly eouth-eost. I went to dwarf them and make 
them more bushy. Please advise me as to It* treatment, 
soil. Ao. ? Oan they be grown from cutting! or only from 
seed? The above plant* were raised from seed and ware 
negleoted In their early growth. I want to get a few dwarf 
plants from them.—A Constant Reader. 

4892. —Ivy on Walls.—What oauses Ivy to turn from 
wall* Instead of ollnglng to them a* usual ? Round my 
bones In North Cheshire 1 have a number of Ivies, lnoludlng 
""•raid Gem, Annularis aurea, Caewoodiana, and Mar- 

“ argentea. These are planted on north, south, and 
rail*, built with ordinary bricks «rd mortr-r., A!1. 

from the walls. My gardener carefully nail* them up, bat 
after about another 6 inches of growth they again ourl 
away and twist Into knot*.—Ivt. 

4393. —Odontogloseum nebulosum.—Will you 
tell me when O. nebulosum should flower ? In Williams’ 
“ Orohld Growers' Manual" It says “ with the new growth." 
Does thle mean like 0. dtrosmum, and if ao Is similar 
treatment neoeasary, keeping It dry till the spikes appear ? 
I hare 0. citrosmum and always Bower It well, but am oot 
suoceeetul with 0. nebulosum. I have two or three mature 
pleoes wbloh are in the beat oondltlon and made good 
growth for two years, but have not bloomed. This year's 
growth la now advanced, but 1 have seen no sign of flower. 
I grow them oool. Advloe will be muoh ceteemed.—T. P. 
Watson. 

4394. —Mealy-bug on Vines —I have four young 
Vines (Black Hamburgh and Madreefield Court) in their 
seoond year of bearing fruit whloh are badly infested with 
mealy-bug. The bunohes are so Infested with the while 
fluffy Insects as to neoessltate eaoh berry being out off and 
wiped. The joint* and sboot* of the Vines also show 
the bug. Last year eaoh Vine was allowed to oarry two 
bunohes, and they were affected in a similar manner, but 
in a less degree, and after the leaves deoayed the bark was 
peeled off end the stems dressed with Gisburet compound 
onoe, but nothing more was done. Is there any oertain 
cure, or will It be advisable to taka out the Vina* and 
plant others ?—Subscriber. 

4395. —Tomatoes —I have some Tomato-plant* 
growing In 12-inoh, 11-Inch, 10-looh, and 9-lnoh pot* 
respectively on the front shelf of an unheated lean-to 
greenhouee, south aspect. They are growing vigorously on 
single stems, and have about six trusses of fruit and bloom 
on them, but none ripe, and the top ones are not set. 
Would these plante bear well and the fruits ripen if I train 
them up the roof, or should I stop them ? Also ehould the 
blooms be thinned out? I water them once a day with 
liquid-manure alternately, and s> ringe them two or three 
limes a day. I oloee the house at night, giving a little air 
top and bottom. 1 have given them a lop-dressing onoe. 
le my treatment right ?—Constant Reader. 

4396. —Cutting Yews.—1 ehould be much obliged if 
■omeone would answer a few queetious as to the beet 
method of outtlng Yews Into shapes, as I am moat anxious 
to plant tome in an old formal Jacobean garden ? Huppoetcg 
I bought a number of well-grown, buehy plant*, of, lay, 
4 feet In height, would It be possible to cut them Into any 
simple shapes, such as pyramids, large ball*, cubes with 
ball tops, and so forth, and, If so, now Bbould I set to 
work ? Bbould they be out at onoe, and as they grow kept 
trimmed Into the shape required, or would it be better to 
leave them entirely untouched until they have grown to 
the neoeseary height, wbloh would be from 0 feet to 6 feet ? 
Of course. In pursuing the latter course one would be 
obliged to out Into and expose a lot of old wood with no 
foliage on it, and I ehould like to know if the bald patches 
thus made would be green next year 7—K. 

To the following queries brief editorial replies 
are given ; but readers are invited to give further 

answers should they be able to offer additional 
advice on the various subjects. 

4897. —Petunias (P. J. P).—The Petunias are not 
uncommon, although rarer than many other kiDds. They 
are of no particular value. 

4898. —Mildew on Roses (C. W. Vincent).— Your 
Roses are aOt-oled with mildew, from which very few 
varieties are quite free. Dust the leaves with flowers of 
sulphur, which Is en excellent remedy. 

4309.—Manuring flower-border (Beginner).— 
Muloh the border with well-decayed manure and lightly 
fork It In ; but unless the border la really Impoverished it 
Is best to leave it alone, &a the plants are likely to get 
muoh disturbed, It not killed, unless great oare Is taken. 
Do this work before planting the bulbs. 

4400. —Unhealthy Malden hair Fern (A. C. P.). 
—It Is evident that the root* aro wrong. Perhaps the 
plant requires repotting. If so, repot Into a mixture of 
loam and peat. Drain the pot* well and water oarefully. 
Shade for a time after potting. Too much moisture or 
oold ourrente of air would also make the young fronds go 
in the way described. 

4401. —Dahlias eaten (Briarmeds).—ludging from 
the flowers sent, earwigs are responsible for the mtsohief. 
Put a small flower-pot, with a little hay In the bottom, oo 
tho stake, and the peat* will orawl into this at night. In 
the early morning they oan bo easily captured. Bean- 
stloke placed about amongst the leaves form also a very 
good trap ; but the flower-pote are the more reliable. 

4402 —Roses (Puckp-We have Inserted some of the 
queries under the proper oolumn. You could grow Rose* 
well Id a bed faolng south-west; good, well manured, deep 
soil Is the beet (or the plants. You will gel as muoh In¬ 
formation from Oardekinii as anywhere ; ask questions 
when you are In doubt. The lime to plant Koso* 1* 
October or November. They must not be cut about. 

4108.— Red-spider (Anxious).—The leaf enclosed 
show* that yoar Vine le Infested with red-spider. You have 
kept the root* too dry and not ventilated the bouse 
properly. Give water more freely, and the houee must be 
kept moist, then you will have no cause to fear thle pest. 
We should syringe well with clear water. Put water on 
the pipes and also duet the leaves. Persevere with thee* 
remedies. For the other, hang a few rather narrow- 
necked bottle* about filled with syrup or tome sweet 
eubetonoe. This le found an excellent trap. 

440L-P. opagatlng “Geraniums" (Mrs. Scott), 
—“ Geraniums” may be struck now. Cut the shoot* Jutt 
under a Joint, and Insert In a pot or box filled with light 
soil. They will strike either In the open or In a green¬ 
house. Do not give too muoh water. Put a few crock* 
In the bottom of eaoh pot. Bulbs may be kept In boxe* 
through the winter; store them when quite ary. F'rott 
mutt not reaoh them ; eelcot alio a oool plaoe. Ootober 
I* the best month for bulb planting for spring,’ or late iu 
September. Order what you require at once. See article 
an bulbous Sowers In Gardhnino, July 29. 

, 440?. —Grubs of Dert-moth (IF. A. Hois).— The Kill you eexti! Are tbr oaterplUar* Ol the Dart-pioth 

. 
, it* are strong sod healthy and l^j/lgoroui growth!__ . - - _. 

it th* shoots, although well supplied with tuoksjtf, ourl1 (Agrostis segetum). They all bad legs ; I oould not find 
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OM without them. They are very dlffioult, or rather 
troublesome, to destroy, as any Insecticide loees its 
strength in soaking through an inob of soil; but watering 
with eoapy water la useful, as it brings the insects to the 
surface, when they oan be ploked up by hand. The 
eoapy water must be freely used, hoeing round the plants, 
or turning these pests out of their shelter in any other 
way, and picking them up is the most practioal plan.— 
Q. S. S. 

4400.—Sand W&Bpa (No Name). — The wasp-like 
lneeote you sent are one of the sand wasps (Uelllnus 
arvensla); they are very useful lneeote, as they destroy a 
great number of flies, and had evidently come into your 
room in eearoh of them. These wasps make their nests in 
sandy banks and similar dry plaoes ; they All the colls, of 
whioh the nest la composed, with dead flies. An egg is 
laid in each oeil: when the young grubs hatch from these 
eggs they And themselves surrounded with an ample 
supply of food. Theee sand wasps, of whioh there are 
many kinds, should never be destroyed, for the number of 
•mall Insects whioh they destroy is very large. Some 
epeoles oolleot weevils, others aphides, others spiders, and 
so on.—G. S. 8. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 

Any oommunioatwns reapeding plant* or fruit* 
rent to name should at way* accompany the parcel, which 
should be addressed to the Editor of Gardxwno Ildus- 
tratrd, J7, Southampton-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Names of plants.—J. Burden.—1, Cheoopodlun 
rubrum ; 2, Trifolium maritlmum ; 3, Glauoium luteum. 
-C. Wilks.—1, Litobrochla leptophylla; 2, Anemia 
adiantlfolla; 8, Mlorolenla soabra ; 4, Dlplazlum decussa- 
turn; 5, Onoolea senslbllis; 0, Anohistea vlrgioloa.- 
C. B. F.— 1, Soablosa arveneis ; 2, Illeraclum aurantiacum ; 
8, Hvoaoyamus nlger ; 4, Oaleopeis dubia.-Daritl 0.—1, 
Aclneta dense; 2, Oattleya Gaskelllana, ordinary form ; 8, 
Odontogloesum grande ; 4, Oattleya Bowrlnglana.-C. 
Young —1, Saecolablum Blumel majus; 2, Oattleya 
Sohofleldiana ; S, Ltnlla elegans.-T. Harriott. — 1, 
Dennstcodtia adlantoides; 2, Lomarla diecolor ; 8, Asple- 
nium lucidum.-H. Cottam.—l, Armeria vulgaris ; 2, 
Staobys sylvatica; 8, Send again. — //. Romsett — 

Oaonot name suoh miserable bits and without numbers. 
-0. Bishop.—I, Oattleya Bowrlnglana, a very good 
dark form; 2, Oattleya granulosa -//. Rowe.—1, 
Phalainopsls antenlfora ; 2. Hiltonia Moreliaoa ; 3, Balia 
Schllleriana.-Hrin —Please send specimen ; cannot 
name from mere description. The Periwinkles are ever¬ 
green.-A. A'.— Olothraalnlfolla.-Dick.—1, Veronica 
•peoloea; 2, Please send In flower; 3, Next week.- 
Jf. M. B.—We oannot distinguish the substance from Sea¬ 
weed ; such things occur so near the sea. Perhaps Sea¬ 
weed has been used In or near the garden for some 
purpose. It is Seaweed undoubtedly.-Hiss Bartlett — 
We are sorry that ths flower sent was shrivelled. Please 
•end another specimen.-II. Hughes.—Msxlllarla ep. 
-B. — Delphinium albiflorum.-T. Ilill. — The 
white one is Uelega officinalis alba (the White Goal's ltue); 
and the crimson one, Oswego Tea (Uooarda didyrna).- 
Dolgelly.—Rose Campion.-A'o Name. — 1, Double 
Boeezewort (Achillea ptarinioa fl.-pl ) ; 2, Common 
Euphorbia; 3, Astrantla major ; 4, Next week.-F. A. S. 
—Cannot tell from a single bloom. It looks like Mary 
Morris.-/'. M. II.—Sparmauola afrlcana, wo presume, 
but you must send flowers; it is impossible to be certain 
of a name from leaves only.-S. C. Austin.—Hibiscus 
•yriaous (the Syrian Mallow).-T. W. Selby.—Clibran's 
Yellow.-Mrs. O’Reilly.—1, Rudbeckia oalifornioa ; 2, 
shrivelled ; 3. next week ; 4, lloooonla cor data ; 6, Dioentra 
■ximea ; S, Trops-olum canarlenee. 

Names of fruit — R. B.-\, Apple Gravenatein.- 
B. B.—1, Cellini; 2, 8trawberry Pippin.-Rev. K. C 
Dies.—Apple Hawthornden.-James Spurr.—Apple 
Irish Peach.-Mrs. O’Reilly.—Apparently Strawberry 
Pippin, but It may be some looal kind. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
We should be glad if readers would remember that we 

do not answer aueries by post, awl that we cannot under¬ 
take to forward letters to correspondents, or insert queries 
that do not contain the name and address of sender. 

Ilorbury.—We do not know of suoh a work.-Stamp. 
—We do not reoommend any speolal trader.-J. Sharing. 

—Please send fruit; It Is impossible to tell the name of the 
wlety from leaves only.-J. 0.—Please eee answer to 
"8tamp."-Mrs. Scott.—A volume of Gardrni.no will 
answer se well as any manual lor amateur gardenere. We 
shall be pleased to answer any questions. See ehort 
Editorial Replies.-A. 0. C.—See the ad ver Using columns. 
We do not recommend any special matter.-Bourgreaoe. 
—Some of the Amaryllis are sweet, but they differ greatly. 
Keep the bulb by all means.-H. J. Tomlin.—Please see 
advertising columns. 

^GREENHOUSES.—Portable, 7 by 0 ft., apan- 
root, 54s.; lean-to, 4 ia. 8pun-roof forcing-house, 20 by 

*ft-, Jfc910s. Garden frames, from 17s. Ganlon lights, from 
3s. The above are ail completo mid packed on rail. State 
M*e required and obtain estimate. Illustrated Prioe List free. 
—J. JAMES. 355. High-road. Chiswick. Inspection invited. 

'Panned garden netting. — eimUo 
A Matting, Tiffany Willesden Rot-proof Scrim and Canvas. 
Archangel Mats, Raffia, Garden Tents, Flags, Rlek Cloths. 
Ac- Send for samples and prioes to—JOHN EDGING TON 

has stood 

tOO.If Lons-lene, West flmlthflsld. London. K.O 

^JETTING for Tennis Bordering.—Good 
A! oolour and ipeolaliy prepared, with line attached to net, 
top and bottom, throughout. Easy to ereot or to take awsy, 

OA^N^3^,kdya.,0r 7" °“r'W B‘ld-HY- 3' 

OCOTT’S WASP DESTROYER 
~ many years'test as the only effectual prot__ 
Trees, to., from Wasps and Flies. Prices fa 6d. and 2a 6d per 
bottle. §°'dbyall Nuracrymenand Florists.—Makers: CORftY 
A OO.. Limited, 11,15, and 16, Finsbury-sreet. London, E.C. 

“THE GARDEN GUN.”—Fires bullets, 
A .hot, or darts. Kills birds, rabbits, toy^NTTpowder or 

F.R.H.3. G. HAYWARD 
CRY8TAL PALACE HORTICULTURAL WORKS, 

»0, FOXBERRY ROAD BROCKLEV, LONDON. 

Tbls is Hayward's No. 1 and No. L 
Mo ) Bpan-roof and No. 1 Lean-to Greenhouses are pre¬ 

pared especially for amateurs, made of Best Red Deal, 
thoroughly seaso -‘---- " *“ ' ~ 
for ' - • 
won 
prioes 

_ j seasoned, complete with Ventilators, Door, Stages 
r plants. Painted one ooat, lft-oa Glass, all necessary Iron- 
irk. Delivered and packed free nn rails at the following 
loes, satisfaction guaranteed. Write for New List. 

No. 1 Span-root. 
I ft. long 5 ft. wide 41 18 
* ft. „ 8 ft. „ 4 0 

10 ft. „ f ft. „ 6 0 
U ft. „ 8 ft. „ 8 0 

No. I Lean-to. 
f ft. long 5 ft. wide jgl 8 
8 ft. „ 6 ft. „ SO 

10 ft. „ t ft. „ 8 18 
13 ft. „ 8 ft. „ 8 10 

For other siass and prices writs /or IUustraUd List Is 

BROCKLEY, 8.E. 

Sc 

IRONFOUNDKRS, STOURBRIDGE. 

For ttreeuDoiuiea, to. catalogue tree. 
Jones' TroatUo, " Heating liy Hot-water," 130 pages, 

Mengrarlnss ninth. Is 

ORCHID PEAT. 
PREPARED ready for use end In blocks; also RHODO¬ 

DENDRON PEAT, PEAT-MOULD, LEAF-MOULD, 
LOAM, and POTT!Nil COMPOST. For Prloo List apply to 
Tbs Forester, Joydon Wood, Ib-xltty. Kent. 

For Amateurs' Green¬ 
houses, he. 

TENTS! TENTS!! TENTS!!! 
Suitable for Gnrdimo, Cricket, or Oemplog-ouL purposes. 
Forty feet in circumference, pure linen, with pegs, poles, and 
lines complete. These tents are white, and have only beeD 
used a little by Her Majesty's Governmnat, and cost over £0 
each 1 will send one completo for 3Ui. Cun be sent on 
approval. 
HY. J. CASSON, Government Contractor, RYE, SUSSEX. 

THE_8T0URBRIDCE HEATINC APPARATUS' 
Consisting of Indepen- 

dout, Slow Combustion 
Boilor with damper, 18 ft. 
of 4-lnolt pipe, surpiy 
cistern, 6ft. of smokeplpe 
and joints complete for 
flxlng. Prioe, delivered 
free to any railway station 
In England or Walos 
CL Illustrated Prioe 
List of houwater-pipea, 
to., free on application.— 

J. ft W. WOOD, 
Birmingham 8t. Foundry, 

STOURBRIDGE. 

TION’T FORGET!—The Patent Invinoible 
■*-' Crock for plant-pots keeps out worms and all vermin: 
saves time, expense, and annoyance; tits any pot; lasts for 
many years; will ho used in every garden wheu kuowu. 
30. Is.; 100, 3s.; 1,000, 25a., free.-A. PORTER,Stone House, 
Maidstone,_ 

DEDIGREK SUSSEX CATTLE (Oravetye 
A Hord).—The Sussex oattle are growing steadily in publlo 
favonr, both in this oouutry and Id America, where a few 
rears ago a steer of this breed won the first honours in the 
block test at Chicago. Choioe Cows and Young Stock of the 
best blood for sale. Tula herd never got up for show, but 
kept under the most nstnral oondltlons possible. Iospeotlon 
"'•tod.7 BAILIFF, Homo Farm, Gravetye Manor, 

East Grinstead. Htnwex. 

EVSBYONJt WHO HAS A GARDEN, GREENHOUSE 
OR WINDOW BORDER SHOULD BEAD A 

PAMPHLET, POST FREE. 

HOW TO INCREASE 
FRUITS OF EARTH. 
By 0. B. WITH, F.B.A.3., F.C.S. Trinity Col., Dublin. 
Contains fall particulars of very remarkable discoveries 

relating to Plant Life. Shows how crops of vegetables may 
be largely Increased, lovely flowers grown to perfection, end 
fruit-trees made to bear la abundunoe. SeleoUons from 
Hundreds of Testimonials. Post free from 

JAKEMAN Be CARVER. Printers, Horoford. 

With nearly 700 Illustrations, IBs., post 

'ree, IBs, 6d. 

THE 

Vegetable Garden 
Illustrations, Descriptions, and Culture of 

THE GARDEN VEGETABLES 

Of cold and temperate climate*. 

London; JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle-itreet, 

And all Booksellers. 

FIFTH AND POPULAR EDITION. 

Price la. ; post free Is. 3d. 

rrA.\l WORTH RED P1G8.—For Sale, Bows, 
A Yells, and Young Boars. Pure pedigree bred. Recom¬ 
mended as good bacon pigs ; • 
from BAILIFF, Homo Farm, 
stead. Sussex 

; also for crossing.—Particulars 
Gravetye Manor, East Grin- 

Ora—tyUjEastOrinstcad Sussex. Inspection invited. 

[GREENHOUSES, Cheapest and Best.—Lean- 
~ . K>». oomplete, from 4<e. Span-roof, 54s. Strong Garden 
Lights, painted and glazed, 4 by 3 ft, 0s. each; 6 ft. by 4 ft.. 
“-6d-each. Stale „Z08 and obtain estimate free.—SHEP- 
HLBDftSON, DavisviUe-road, 8hepherd's Bush, London. 
Catalogue po-t free. 

•TO BE SOLD.—200 pieces Tiffany at Is. 3d. 
A pieco, about 20 yards each.—JOHNSON, 7, 1 
Liverpool. Park-lane, 

IBHANTED, a copy of Robinson’s “WILD 
IV -GARDEN," 1st, 2nd, end 3rd edition, all or »nr. Send 
nmrlloVlare as to price, fto , toT. SPANSWIGMISK ioMBh 
©pton-.treet, Strand Sv.C. u ' Vl * 

HARDY FLOWERS 
Giving descriptions of upwards of 1,300 of 
the moat ornamental species, with direo- 
tiona for their arrangement, oulturo, tto. 

London : 37, Southampton-street, Strand, W.O. 

“ Gardening1 ” 
BINDING COVERS. 

Covers for Binding each Volume of Garden¬ 
ing, from Vol. I. to present time, are on sale, 
price la. 6d: each ; post free, 18. 9d. each. Of 

all Booksellers or Newsagents, or from the Pub¬ 
lishing Office, 37, Southampton-st., Strand, W. C. 

-PI —SURREY HILLS, beautifully timbered 
PREEHOLp BUILDING or GARDEN PLOTS, 

20 by 150 ft., £10each. 50 by 200 ft, £25 each. Possession 
on payment of 10 percent, deposit. Balance by 18 half-yearly 
instalments. Only a few plots remaining unsold. Return 
fare, Sunday, Is. 9tl, Plana -BROUGHTON, Wp.to.hmn. 

FCKENHAM, KENT.—To bc8old privately. 
a DETACHED BIJOU RESIDENCE, suitable for a 

modorate-aizod family; situate on high ground, overlooking 
on one side an extensive park, studded with fine old limber 
and on the other commanding flno views In the direction of 
Forest-hill and Sydenham. The grounds, of about 1J acres, 
are well laid out and planted with choice trees and shrubs 
The tennis lawn is large, and the kitchen garden productive 
acd well stocked with fruit-trees. The bouse Is substantially 
built, the reception-rooms lofty and well proportioned, with 
convenient domestio offices on ground floor. There are on 
bedroom floor seven bedrooms, dressing-room, bathroom, So. 
Good otabUbg for three horses, ooaoh-honsc, poultry-house 
ivriili i-iui). gardener's tool shed, fto., fto. The property ia 
held for. r. term of tbout 70 yorts, at a nominal ground rent 
tf .44 tOi per armiav.-y’i.Jjotlian from A. M., care Editor. 
37, Southampton-street, W.C. 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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COLOURED PLATESofFLOWERS 
FOR SCREENS AND SCRAP BOOKS. 

From Drawing* by the belt flower painter*, finely reproduced In oolour. Per dozen, 2a. 8(L j per twenty-five, Ba.; per fifty, Oa.; pel 

hundred, 16a.; poit free. Well aborted or customer*’ own *eleotlon. Set of 400 (each different), £3, poit free. P.O.O. to T. Spanbwiok. 

Specimen Plate, poet free, 8d. 

Abutllon vexlllarlum 
Adonocarpua dccortlcan* 
Aorldea LawrQnobe 
AOthloncnw pulcbollum and Anemone 

vernalla 
Agnnifl flnxuoaa and Kennedy, cooclnea 
Allamanda grandlflora 

do. vlolacea 
do. Williamil 

Alstrujmorln, hybrid 
Amaryllis Belladonna 

do. Nestor and aplendent 
Amelancblor canadenala 
Andromeda fsstlglata and Veronica pin- 

gulfolla 
Androeace lanuglnoaa 
Anemone alplna aulphurea 

do. Fannlnl 
do. Japonic*, pink and white 

Japanoao 
do. nemoroaa (forma of 
do. Pulaatllla, tho Paaque Flower) 
do. ranunculoldo* and A. thallc- 

troldea 
Angnecum caudatum 
Anolgantlius brcvlflorua 
Anthurlum atrosnngulnoum 

do. Botbachlldlanum and var*. 
Antirrhinums, group of 
Aqullegla Stuartl 
Arctotla acaulla 
Arenarla balearlca 
Arlatolochia clugani 
Aeter acrla 
do. Amollua and A. llnartfollua 
do. Strachoyl 

Auricula Golden Queen 
Auricula*, group of 
Arnica Deutsche Perl* 

do. Hoxo 

Beaufort la aplonden* 
Ileaumonla grandlflora 
Begonia liaagoana 

do. John Hoal 
Bcgnnlaa, two tuboroua 
Bentbamla fragtfora 
Berberla vulgarl* aaperma 
Boaaera elegana 
Blgnonla spoclosa 

do. Twcodlana 
Blllbergla vittata 
Blandfordla Cunnlnghaml aplenden* 
Bomarea contort* 

da fronde* 
do. ooulata 

Boronta hoterophylla 
Bougainvillea spcctAbllla 
Bouvardla President Cleveland and B. 

Mr*. R. Green 
Brier, Austrian Copper 
Brier*, Scotch 
Browallla Jameaonl 
Buddlela Colvlllol 
Burtonla icabra, vlllo** and Johmonla 

lupullna 

Cieealplnla Japonic* 
Cal an tho Veltchl 
Cal an then, hybrid 
Calceolaria*, a now rac* d 
Callloarpa purpurea 
Calllatemou rlgldu* 
Oalochortu* flavus 

do. Kennodyl 
Caltha Icptoaopula and Alyuum mon- 

tanum 
Camellia rotlculata 
Camellia*, two new J*paue*e 
Campanula puallla var. rmspttoaa 
Canna Louil Thlliaut and Victor Hugo 
Carnation Harmony 

do. Kcttnn Rose 
do. M. llorgendland MUe. Rou***ll 
do. Quoon 
do. Tree. Mr*. A. Heuulsy 

Carpenter!* callfomlca 
Cata«etum Bungcrotlil 
Cattloya Perclvallana 
Oolala erotica 
Corel* aillquaitrum 
Cereu* Lomairl 
Cerlntho rotorta 
Cblmonanthus fragran* 
Chlonodoxa Lucilles var. glgants* 
Chrysanthemum America and C. Lady 

Brooks 

Chrysanthemum Elaine and Bolell d’Or 
do. a single 
da (slnglo) Jane and It* 

yollow var. 
Chrysanthemums, Japanoao Anemone- 

flowered 
do. two hardy 

Cineraria aurlta 
Olstua Crispin 

do. formoaus 
do. ladanlforu* var. maculatu* 
do. purpureu* 

Clarkla elegana 11. -pL 
Clematis Stanleyl 
Olorodondron Kmmpferl 

do. trlchotomum 
Cllanthua Damplerl marglnatus 
Coburgla trlcbroma 
Ctelogvne crlatata maxima 
Convolvulu* maurltanlcu* 
Cornua Kouaa 
Cosmos blpinnatiis 
Cratmgua tanacottfoll* 
Crlnum PowelU 
Crocuses, group of autumn 
Croasandra unauliefolla 
Cyclamen Coum and C. Atklual 

do. repandum and Rosa alplna 
Cypripedlum acaulo and C. pubcsccns 

do. Chamborlainl 
do. Domlulanum 

Cytiaua nlgrlcan* 

Daphne Genkwa 
do. Mexereum autumnalls and Oy- 

donla japonic* Moerloosel 
do. Mexcreum vara. 

Dcudroblum Phulinuopala Schroedorla- 
num 

do. tliyralflorum 
Dlauthus alpluua and Krodlum macra- 

uontura 
do. negloctu* 

Dlctamnu* Kruxlnolla var. alb* . . 
DIutoa Uuttonl 
Digitalis, spotted variety 
Dimorphotaooa graminlfoUa 
DU* racemoaa 
do. Veltchl 

Echlum calllthyraum 
Ela-agnus parvlfolla 
Elavocarpua cyanous 
Eomocon chlonantba 
Epldendrum macrochllum album 
Eremuru* Bungol 

do. robuatus 
Erica hyemalla and B. h. alba 
do. propendena 

Erlgoron aurantlaoua 
Erysimum pumllum and Sedum spatull- 

folium 
Erythronlum Dons-canU 
Eucalyptus leucoxylon 
Euchoni ftmuuuici 

Fomythla auspenaa 
Franciscos calydna grandlflora 
Frltlllaria aurea 

do. M oleagrU var. 
Fuchsia depondoua 

do. trlphylla 

Oonlsta mtnonala 
Gentians bavarlca and Aqullegla glan¬ 

dules* 
Gerber* Jameaonl 
Geanorn cardlnalls 

do. longlflor* 
Goum mlniatum 
Gladioli, now hybrid : 1, La Franc*; I, 

L'Alsaco; 8, Masque d* Far 
Gladiolus sulphurous 
Glorlosa superb* 
Gloxinias 
Grlffiula hyaclnthlna 

HabonarU mllltarls 
Haborle* rhodopensU and nsmpsnnls 

turbinate 
HabrotliAmnus Newelll 
HamamelU arborea 
Bolenlum autumnale pumllum 
Hollanthemum algarvonse 
HemerocalU* Dumortlerl 
Beuchera sanguine* 

Blbbertia dentate 
Biblacus Bugoli 

do. Roaa-alnenaU fulgena 
do. Trlonura 

Bunnomannla fumarlaefolla 
Hyacinthna azureua 
Hybrid Sweet Briers 
Hypericum oblonglfollum 

do. olrmplcum 
do. triflorum 

nilclum florldanum 
Impatlons Bawkerl 
Ipornmt BorsfallUa 
Iris auroa 
do. hlatrloldes 
do. Hlstrlo 
do. ochrolouca and I. Monspur 
do. pallida 
do. paradox* 
do. pavonla and I. pavonla ccorules 
do. susUna 
do. tlngltana 
Ismono Andrcana 
Ixora Woatl 

Kiempfcrla rotunda 
Knlphofla aloldos var. gUucesoens 

do. caulescens 

LsalU alblda 
Lnthyrus grandlflorua 
Leachenamtla blloba major 
LewUla rodlvlva and Mlcromerla PI po¬ 

re 1U 
Llllum canadenae, red and yellow forms 

do. Honryi 
do. japonlcum 
do. no|>aleuse 
do. nojialonse var. ochroleucum 
do. speolosum rubrum 
do. superbum 
do. Bsovitzlanum 
do. Thimbergisnum Alice Wilson and 

Van Houttol 
LlmnochnrU Bumboldtl 
l.lnarla alplna and Phyteuma hurnlle 
Lilium arboreum 
Lonicera aemi>orvlreus mluse 
Luculla grattaslin* 

agno 
Mulva latoritta 
Marlca cmrulca 
Maxlllarla Sandeiiana 
Miltonia spectabllla and var. Morellana 
Mina lobuta 
Montbretlai, now hybrid 
MutUla CloinatU 

do. docurrons 
Myosotldlum nubile 

Narcissus Brouaaonettl 
do. trlandrus var. albus and N. 

cyclamlneus 
Nolumblum apocloaum 
Komoala atrumosa vara. 
New Narolaal: 1, Albatross; 2, Seagull; 

8, Seedling Phoasant's-eye 
Nymphwa Marllacoa (Canary Water Lily) 

Odontoglosaum Barryanum 
do. Wattlauum 

Olearia lnslgnls 
Oncldlum Croatia 

do. Jonostanum 
do. Plialainoiisia 

Oncocyolus Irises : i, Gatosl; 8, Lortctl; 
8, lupin* 

Ornlthogalum nutans 
do. pyramidal* 

Orobua cancacon* 
Ostrowakya magnlflca 
Oxalls Bowloana 
Oxora pulcholla 
Oxytropia Lambortl and Aoanthollmon 

glumaceum 

Pavonla alblflora Adrian 
da docor* clutlor, P. lobata, P. 

anemouioflora 

da Moutan var. Relne Elisabeth 
da Vonus 
da Whltleyi 

Peony, single white Moutan 

Pansies (tufted) Duchess of Fife and 
Hartreo 

do. Quaker Maid and Jackanapes 
Pansy (tufted) Violetta 
Papaver orientals 
Posaiflora cmrulca Constano* Eliott 

do. racemoaa 
do. Watsonlana 

Paulownla Imperial!* 
l’halasnopsla glorlosa 
Phlox Drummondl (some guod vara, of) 
Phyllocactus dellcatus 
Pingulcula grandlflora and Viola podata 
Pink Her Majoaty 
Polygala Chamaibuxus purpurea 
Primrose College Garden seedling 

do. Oakwood Blue 
Primula floribunda 

da lmperlalls 
do. minima and EpUoblum oboor- 

datum 
da Sleboldl, white and light vars. 

Pninua Plssardl 
do. trilobus 

Ramondla pyrenalc* and Omphalodee 
Lucilles 

do. pyronaira alba 
Ranunculus LyalU 
Rclnwardtla tetragynum 
Rhododendron Cere* 

do. kewenve 
do. multicolor hybrid 
do. nlhigliicum 
do. racemoaum 

Rhododendrons, Hybrid Java: 1, lutso- 
roseum; 2, Primrose; 8, jasmin!- 
florum carmtnatum 

Rosa Indica var. 
Rose Anna Olllrler 
do. Comtosso do Nadalllao 
do. Innooento Plrola 
do. Jean Pornct 
do. Laurette Mesalmy 
do. Mmo. do Wattevllle 
do. Mme. Nabonnand 
do. Marquise do VIvon* 
do. Mario van Boutte 
do. Mrs Paul 
Rudbeckla purpurea 
Kuollla maerautha 

Saccolablum belllnum 
Sarraccnlaa, now hybrid 
Saxlfraga Boydl 

do. Fortunot 
8cabioaa caucAslca 
Sohubortla grandlflora 
Son eel o macroglossus 
Smllaclua oloraooa 
Snowdrops and winter Aconite 

do. eight kinds of 
Solanum Seaforthlanura 
Stanhope* platyceras 
Stcrnbergla Into* and S. angustlfoltc 
Stigmaphyllon ell latum 
Streptocarpus Galplni 

da vars. of 
Streptocarpl. hybrid 
Studrtta pSehdo Camillia 
Sweet Peas, Bill, Stanley, Mrs. Eokford, 

Orange Prince, aud Dorothy T.nnsnt 

Tea Rota Corinna 
Tualiotrum anemoooldei and Saxlfraga 

cassia 
Thumbergla grand flora 

do. lauilfolla 
Tufted Psniine: 1. Ravenswcod; 2, 

Eiina; 8, Kith el 
Tufted Pansies 8} I.Is and Bessie 01 irk 
Tulip* vltellln* 
Tulips, old garuen 

do. southern (T. australis) 
Tyda» Mme. Holn* 

Uroeolln* pcudula 

Vanda tores 

Wahlenbergla pumlllorum 
do. aaxlcola 

Waldstcluia trifoli* 
Xcrophyllum aaphodcloldes 
Zausahnerla callfornlca 
Zophyr Flowor (Zephyrauthe* 
Zcphyranthos Candida 
Zygopetalum crlnltum 
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GARDEN WORK.* 

Conservatory. 

Fuchsias planted out in the haulers are still very beau- 
tllui with the drooping branches heavily laden with 
flow. rs. Plumbago oapeiwis (blue and white), are also 
forming a charming mass and will oonlinue flowering until 
it is necessary to begin reduoing growth to let in light for 
the winter (lowering plants. I.iliuins aural,inn and land- 
folium, Heliotropes, and Pelunias, add to the beauty and 
fragrance of the house Tea Hoses, when planted out, 
are nearly always in evidence, and when one has a roomy 
house to deal with, I like to plant out the R (ass and let 
them strike out. Myrtles are charming for Ailing in dark 
corners, either planted out or In pots or tubs. Cuttings of 
these and • Meanders will strike now ; both of these plants 
will root In water. The other day I was in a handsome con¬ 
servatory, and taking up a small bottls lying In a slanting 
position on the stage, I noticed it oontained a Myrtle nut¬ 
ting with white roots, already formed In the water. This 
is a very simple way of striking cuttings. The bottle was 
a small phial that would hold about an ounoe of water. In 
this the Myrtle cutting had been dropped a month or so 
ago and it was now ready for potting. Can anything bo 
eaiier or simpler 1 Other things, inoluding Hoses, might 
be rooted In the same way, though the sooner the potting 
l.done after roots are formed the better. The time is 
c'oss at hand now for potting up plants suoh as Salvias 
Kunatorlums, to., whloh were planted out In spring to 
make growth. If the plants have grown strongly ft will be 
better to pass the spade round them at onoe, just to sever 
a few of the principal roots, so that when lifted the plants 
may feel less cheok. It is important when the potting up 
takes place that the plants should stand la the shade till 
new roots arc formed. Thin out creepers on roof, and 
make preparation for housing Aialeas and other things 
which have been placed in the open air. If Palms and 
foliage plants are left out outside long after the date, the 
leaves will be torn by the wind, and a disDgured Palm-leaf 
hangs on a long lime. If Camellias are permitted to get 
dry now, the buds will surely fall. A little weak soot 
water will lie good for them now, also for Azaleas and other 
things with pots full of roots, but the liquid-manure, what¬ 
ever it is made from, should be weak. So lire heat is 
required yet, and the lights may still lie left open at 
night. 

Stove. 
The plants in this house will soon be worth looking at 

again. I think stove plants always show up best in the 
wit.ier, when the days are cold, and the Polnsettias and 
Euphorbias are Ailing the house with a glow of eoarlet. 
Hut there are still blossoms in the stove. Allamandas, 
Dlpladsnias, Vinoas, lthododendrons, and other things are 
still nicely In bloom. Anything tender In cold frames will 
soon have to be brought back to the stove, and, in the 
meantime, cover the glass at night with mats. Fires will 
be necessary now on oold nights, at any rate. Shading 
will hardly be required now. It will be better to give a 
little moro air than shade overmuob. The external 
air In the autumn Is different to what it is in spring. It is 
warmer and has a ripening effect upon the growth. An 
effort should be made to clear out mealy-bug and other 
insects before winter, and the plants which have been 
taken out to reorult and ripen are brought bank. Hardening 
have been taken to a cool greenhouse to ripen growth. 
But when brought Into the warm bouse again the Insects 
will soon show their partiality for them unless they are 
cleared out now. There are insecticides that will destroy 
mealy-bug, if the mixture can be made to roach them, but 
there must be a persistent use, and I am not in favour of 
paralllu or any other oil or spirit which Is very powerful, 
and at the same time will not blend with water. After 
all, the old remedies of soft-soap and water are not to be 
despised In all matters where cleanliness carries weight. 
Insects of all sorts and sites like to be quiet and peaoeful. 

Chrysanthemums. 
There Is a good deal of tying to do now ; top-dressing 

opening out so that the growth may get formed a bit. 
WaUrlng and other oultuial details take up a good deal 
of time. The Chrysanthemum grower oo a largo scale has 
no leisure. When he is not watering or tying, he is after 
the earwigs, or taking the buds, or rubbing off the side 
shoots, or otherwise carrying out necessary details that 
will bring success In the future. It Is very important that 
the plants nevor suffer for the want of water. A good pro¬ 
portion of the strongest plants will require water twice a 
day in hot weather. Liquid-manure may be given twloo a 
wtek. 

Orchard-house. 
I’eaches and Plums from whioh the fruits have been 

gathered will be better placed outside now to complete 
the ripening. Orchard-house culture In pots fits in well 
with the present mania for big Chrysanthemum blooms, 
at when the late Peaches and Plums are gathered the 
trees can be taken out, the house rsoelve a clean down, 
and the Chrysanthemums can be taken In before frost 
comes. 1 f any of the potted trees require larger pots the 
autumn, just as the leaves are ripening, is the beet time 
to do It. Good sound loam, with a very little old manure, 
perhaps the manure may take the shape of bone meal. 
At any rate, a little enrichment of the soil is necessary on 
potted trees, even though rich top-dressings and liquid 
stimulants are used. 

Cold Frames. 

I dtresay others are doing as we are in utilising to the 
fullest possible extent the cold frames. Cyclamens, 
Primulas, Cinerarias, are daily demanding more room. 
Hence Begonias and eoft things reared in heat, andwhiah 
were brought out to rioen, have to lie moved back to the 
greeuhousc or store. Then epaoe Is required for striking 
cuttings of many things. For instance, I want to strike a 
lot of evergreen shrubs, and I must havo frames for the 
work. 

Window Gardening. 

Fu-hsias whioh have done flowering place outside to 
riprn. A few cuttings of anything good may be taken. 
They will root now in a north aspect. Zxnal “Gera¬ 

niums " must not be overwatered. Keep Caotuses out In 
the sun a little longer; not much water will be required 
now. Pot a few earlv-flowering bulbs, such a9 early 
flowering Hyacinths, Sotllas, Snowdrops, Tulips, and 
N srclssus. When these bulbs are kept long out of tho 
soil they deter i irate. 

Outdoor Garden. 
How very beautiful the common kinds of creepers— 

Canary Creeper, the Crimson Nasturtium, and others— 
are when trained up the stems of small trees, such as 
Laburnums, Thorns, Aoacias, Prunus Pissardl, flux They 
are especially useful In new places, where Oiling up stuff 
is peculiarly valuable. Another matter that might be 
notloed now is the value of annuals In large masses In 
new gardens. Very few purses will bear the pressure of 
thick planting for immediate effeot, and neither Is it 
necessary, as hardy annuals and roots of hardy herbaceous 
perennials can be bought cheap, and not only Is the place 
furnished cheaply and rapidly, but most effectively where 
a little taste Is brought to bear. Save seeds of good strains 
of annuals, biennials, Ar, and put in cuttings of tender 
plants to produoe stock for next year. The tender plants 
used for carpet-bedding, the Coleus, Alternanthera, and 
Ireelne, will strike now if cuttings of the young shoots are 
taken, and planted in pots or boxes in a frame whioh is 
ventilated for about an hour every morning, and for the 
remainder of the time kept close and shadv. Buds of 
Roses and ornamental trees generally will take well now, 
as tho late rains have made the bark work freoly, and It is 
no use to attempt to bud unless the bark runs freely. It 
Is full late to layer Carnations, unless the layers are to 
remain on the old plants till spring, and this late work I 
do not recommend. 

Fruit Garden. 

There Is always more or less trouble with wasps In a 
dry, hot season, but the plague is worse than usual this 
year. If fruit Is to be preserved a serious effort has doubt¬ 
less been made in moet places, and this riforl will have to 
be continued till they are got rid of. Drstroylng the nests 
is the best oourse to adopt, in oonnection with the use of 
bottles half Ailed with beer nnd sugar. These bottles of 
syrup may be hung up anywhero where wasps frequent. 
Inside Vine borders must not be permitted to get dry, at 
any rate until the Grapes are perfectly ripe. Vigorous 
Vines which are not overcropped will oontinue to make 
laterals, and these should be removed when they can bo 
rubbed off with the linger and thumb. The recent heavy- 
rains will be a great help to the Apple and Pear crops, 
and if the wood and foliage of the trees are not too much 
crowded there should be Ane samples of fruit. We have 
had a splendid time to make new Strawberry plantations, 
and after the exhausting summer more of tho old plants 
than usual will be destroyed. Cherry and Plum stocks 
will work now, as will also Apples and Pears. The Melons 
in dung-beds will require a little help from new dung. 
Careful watering and ventilation will be necessarv, and if 
the canker makes its appearanoe cover the affected part 
with fresh hot lime at onoe, and renew It as often as la 
neoessary. The disease oomes In the shape of a damp 
brown gangrene on the main stem. Remove runners from 
Strawberries in pots for next year's foroing. 

Vegetable Garden. 
Cauliflowers may be sown up to the end of the month 

In warm situations. If sown in a frame September will 
do. Another sowing of hardy kinds of Lettuoe may be 
made to stand the winter, and this will pretty well com¬ 
plete the outside Beed sowing for this season. Mustard 
and Orees will soon be sown under the shelter of glass— 
flret, under handllghte, and when the weather becomes 
cold In a warm bouseor Cucumber-house. Cuoumbers for 
autumn or winter bearing may be planted now Strong 
plants only should be used, and do not plant nearer than 
six feet. Winter Cuoumbers are often ruiaed by thick 
planting. Use only fresh, open, turfy soil. The hills 
need not be large to start with, as fresh soil can be added 
often. I always like, even wheu there are pipes for 
bottom-heat, to have a foot or so of manure over them, 
and for soma years now we have used the German Moss- 
litter manure, and never had better crops. Plant Frenoh 
Beans In warm pits for autumn bearing. Thin out the 
growth of Tomatoes in the open air, and stop all leaders, 
so that the whole strength of the plant may now go to the 
swelling and maturing of the late fruit. On the whole 
open-air Tomatoes have done fairly well this year on good 
land. Tho rains have brought up tho weeds in abundance. 
It is no use hoeing when the land Is wet, but as soon as 
the surfaoe gets dry the hoe must go briskly to work, or 
during a growing autumn weeds will get a wonderful 
development. I'.arth up Celery. Paper may be used to 
keep the hearts of the plants free from earth. Put out a 
good eupply of Lettuoe and Endive. South borders may 
be utilised now. E. HouiiAT. 

* hi cold or mol he rn dUtricU the onAnfi. nfTnfind 
lo under " Harden n'llii' miff lie 'lone VuU|r\u/<. 7* il 
a fori night taler IIan in here indicat'd walrfiutuli/ i/vnd a fortnight later II an 
r« sulfa. 

Work In the Town Garden. 

At the time of writing the weather Is again extremely 
hot and dry, and watering oocuples a large part of the 
time. Tomatoes in full bearing, especially when 
growing in pots or a limited nuaotlty of soil, seem to take 
and Indeed require almost unlimited supplies of moisture, 
under present circumstances, and though contrary to the 
treatment I usually advise, in our climate at least, I now 
And It advisable to damp down the house freely twice a 
day—morning and evening. The structure Is, however, a 
very light and airy one, and gets the sun all day long, 
while the ventilators are never entirely closed, night or 
day, at this season, and there la not a trace of disease In 
consequence. “ Geraniums," Fuchsias, Begonias, and 
other plants In full bloom in pots also require to be abund. 
antly and frequently watered. Newly-layered Carnations 
also must be kept moist, and several kinds of bedding 
plants outside enjoy an oocasional thorough soaking, 
when the lime and water can be spared. As for Chrysan¬ 
themums in pots, one may keep the water-pot going among 
them all day long, at least where a largo collection is 
grown. The propagation of bedding plants ought to be in 
lull swing ; It is rauoh the beat plan 10 get plenty of out- 
tings In good time, while the sun still affords plenty of 
hAt. and get them well established before winter sets iri. 

■«llarflxbi'en getting all the “Geranium " cuttings possible 
-MtVfche open ground, as I find they strllM |l;i Mils way 
Nilh much greater certainty and less trouble Lban in pets 
Hsr boxes; but it is geltiog rather late for this n^ 

tings of Double Petunias, Heliotropes. Verbenas, Mar¬ 
guerites. and even Fuchsias, will root freely enough now 
in well drained pots or boxes Of sandy soil, placid 111 cold 
frames, and kept moderately close, moist, and shaded. 
Bouvsrdloa ought not to be plnohed any more now, unleew 
any of the shoots show for bloom, and this Is not wanted 
yet, or they are wanted to flower very late, when the 
point of each shoot may be nipped out onoe more, not 
later than the end of this month. It Is not of much usa 
to keep the douhle-flowerlng kinds book too muoh, as they 
will not bloom at all freely after about < Mrtober, so better 
let them go now, and retard the single varieties. Ths 
beautiful and fragrant B. Humboldt! corymbiflora also 
blooms naturally in the late summer and autumn, and 
must not be stopped any more. Finish layering Carna¬ 
tions, and keep all moist. Repot Persian Cyclamens, and 
keep them cool, moist, and in light shade. Obtain and 
pot a tiatch of Roman Hyacinths, and Paper-white and 
other Narcissi for early flowering. B. O. R 

THE OOMING WEEK S WORK. 

Bztracti from a garden diary from Aug art 26th 
to September 2nd. 

Roses are making a good deal of growth, especially ths 
Dijon Teas. Some of the long shoots of the standard 
plants have been shortened a bit. A few of the shoots 
that will break away will carry late blooms, and be useful. 
The early-budded Briers have the ties loosened, and all 
shoots have been rubbed off the stooks. Put lo cuttings 
of bedding plants of various kinds; shall oontinue this 
work, as cuttings can be obtained through the greater 
part of September, as a large stock is required. Increased 
our stook of Tufted Pansies, with the view of doing more 
with them next year. Carnations also are being propa¬ 
gated more largely, both from outtlngs and layers, pod- 
bursters and delicate growers being discarded. Pricked 
off more perennials of various kinds. Potted up Double 
Wallflowers from seed-bed, or rather from the bed where 
the seedlings were pricked out; shall winter in coo|. 
house, near the glass. When well grown Double Wall- 
flowers are splendid things In pots under glass. Brompton 
Stocks are also worth attention. Put in cuttings of the 
leading Bhoots of Chrysanthemums for blooming in 5-Inch 
and 0 inch pots. Tied Dahlias. A good deal of attention 
is required now. If not securely tied a gale of wind would 
do muoh harm, and their effectiveness would be gone. 
Gathered seeds of several new kinds of Sweet Peas; whites 
and eoarlels we found the most useful for cutting. 
Gathered early Beans and App'es. Of oourse, the earliest 
Pears, the Jargonelles, &o., are rone. Put (n outtlngs of 
a collection of Pentetemons, also a dwarf Yellow and 
White Antirrhinum, whioh is found vary useful for mass¬ 
ing. They are far more reliable than Calceolarias, and by 
picking the seeds off they oontinue flowering all the 
season. The outtlngs are wintered in a oold pit, the pots 
plunged In ashes. Pentstemons are kept In the same 
way. Potted off Hollyhock cuttings, which are now well 
rooted. Thinned the foliage of Tomatoes outside. There 
are still a good many fruit to ripen. These will be 
gatherod before frost oomes, and ripened indoors. Under 
glass ths crop has bean heavy, and the plants clean and 
healthy. I contend that when Tomatoes under glass are 
diseased It Is the fault of the oultivator, chiefly through 
not giving sufficient air. Shifted on Cinerarias, Primulas, 
and Cyclamens. A large Block of Primula oboonloa are frown ; the flowers are found very useful In winter, 

otted early bulbs for forcing- Roman Hyacinths are In 
considerable demand betwoen November and Christmas. 
Toe Early-flowering Narolssus and Llllurn candidum have 
also been potted In quantity. I always think both Nar¬ 
cissus and Lilies should be potted sooner than they com¬ 
monly are. VdVy busy among the Chrysanthemums, 
tying and thinning buds. Topdresaing of rich sod has 
beeu given to all the autumn-flowering varieties, and 
liquid-manure as required, generally about two or three 
times a week ; but in the employment of stimulants judg¬ 
ment Is required, as weakly habited plants will be better 
without when the buds are getting prominent. 

4373. —Destroying Nettles.—Perse ver- 
ance is necessary in your case. It iB rather 
awkward to got at the Nettles and, at tho same 

time, not injure the shrubs. Keep on cutting 
them down, they will not stand this for long. 
The roots should be forked out if possible, but 
caro must be taken not to injure the roots of 

the shrubs. See that seedlings or bits of the 
roots springing up are thoroughly eradicated. 
In time with perseverance you will get rid of 

tho Nettles.—0. T. 

- It is quite easy to get rid of Nettles. 
The beat plan is to persistently cut them down 

with a hoe. As soon as they appear above ground 
in tho spring out them over just under the sur¬ 
face of the ground with a hoe. They will, of 

course, sprout again ; but before much growth 
has boon mado at them with the hoe again, and 
if this is done as soon as they begin to grow each 

time the Nettles will disappear entirely by tho 
end of tho season. If a few weak growths should 

appear next year cut them over as in the 
previous year.—J. D. K. 

4370.—ProgS.—The small green tree-frog 

docs not become a tadpolo, but is hatched from 
the egg as a perfect frog. Tho spawn should be 
kept with damp leaves or Grass ; whon the little 

frogs are hatched they will feed on small inseota, 

as the adults do. If “0. B. 8." cau spare a 
yard!; quantity of the spawn, and will kindly 
send it by post in a bottle with some damp 

K’rasf,, it would! he most- gratefully received by— 

J*. Cambridge. 
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INDOOR PLANTS. 

TUBEROUS BEGONIAS A8 BASKET- 

PLANTS. 

A very beautiful basket-plant ia the Tuberous 
Begonia when auch varieties as pendula, which 
has naturally a pendent habit of growth, are 

Selected. Too little use is made of this Sower 
for filling baskota in stove and greenhouse, and 
all thought seems centred on it as a garden 
Sower. But we have seen many charming 

baskets Slled with this variety, and they are a 
decided relief from the majority of things used 
for the adornment of the plant house. We 
have on many occasions referred to their culti¬ 

vation, and it ia, therefore, unnecessary to do 
so on the present occasion, but we may remark 
that the Tuberous Begonia is especially well 
adapted for those who liavo small houses, as 
they are inexpensive, easily grown, and 
look bright over a long season. Many things 
associate well with them, such as Forus, 

with vigorous aide-Bhoots can be had if space is 
given them always to prevent their being drawn 

up weakly, but the plants even then cannot be 
kopt dwarf. E. citriodora is very similar in 
leaf and growth to E. globulus, except, that it does 
not run up so high, and has not that exquisite 
glaucous tint in the leaf bo clearly defined as in 
the case of E. globulus. Cuttings of any variety 
of the Eucalyptus family do not strike readily. 

Even when the plants are cut down close to the 
soil, the shoots resulting quickly assume their 
natural tendency.—S. P. 

TABERN.EMONTANAS. 

Tuts is an interesting genus to which my 
attention has been drawn by “ J. Cromer,” who 
lately sent me a spray of a plant with rich- 
yellow flowers, bnt they quickly fall, so that if 

they are to be kept upon the truss a wire should 
ho attached to them. This kind is T. grandi- 
flora. Now there are several of these plants 
which well deserve attention from the amateurs 

having small stoves in which to aicommo- 

Tuberous Begonia as a basket plant. 

Iaolcpir, Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums, variegated 
Eulalia, and other well known subjocta. All 
may be cultivated with success by amateurs, 
anil for window-boxos also they aro well 
adapted. The illustration shows well tho 

beauty of the Tuberous Begonia as a basket- 
plant, and displays a certain gracefulness of 
habit not seen in those in the open. 

4391. — B ucaly ptua globulus. — Tho 
natural tendency of this Gum-troe is an upward 

one, therefore it is most difficult to keep them 
dwarf and bushv ; even when the point of the 
leader is pinched out when the plants are but a 
few inches high, they quiokly make other 
growths upwards. It is so very easy to grow 

that it seems to be a waste of time and space to 
keep them over the winter, oxcept plants (1 feet 
or N feet high are required for bedding purposes 
or otherwise. Plants 5 feet high can be obtained 

by the month of August if sood is aowr/ennwir 
February in a gentle heat, afterward j hVcdgwog 
thorn off and keening the plants close to the glass 

to prevent their being drawn up weakly. Those 

date them. They are very easy to grow, and 
yield a profusion of flowers. They suooeed well 
potted in a mixture of loam and sandy peat.. 

The pots must be drained well, and I havo found, 
too, that Tabcrn.umontanas liko rather small 
pots; in fact, they give a large oropof flowers when 
the plant becomes somewhat pot-bound. They 
should havo a alight pruning every year to keep 

them in order. In general appearance they 
resemble tho Gardenias, and may be treated in 
a similar manner. The following kinds are all 
well deserving the attention of overyone having 
a stove-house, and I should bo glad to seo many 

of theio good old kinds become popular again. 
T. Barter! is strong growing, with large 

leaves, and from the forks of the branches it 
produces bunches of largo funnel shaped llowors, 

which arc five-lobed and pure white. This 
plant requires to bo cut back every season a 
little in order to prevent tho specimen becoming 
tSb*-jand>«nraggy. This malms more young 

wiWfiWfiich produces flower. 

Cjt'OUGNAUiA, ru-i-L is of compact giWLh, 

and an abundant bloomer, T'h® flowqrsI4& 

donble, of medium size, and pure white. They 
are very useful for personal decoration, as they 

go well with Maiden-hair Fern, and better than 
Gardenias for this purpose, because they do not 
emit such a fulsome perfume. It does not 
require much pruning at any time. 

T. camass.-k is a plant with large flowers, and 
much larger leaves than the preceding. Its 
flowers aro double and pure white. It is useful 
for bouquet making, or to adorn the hair. 

T. ORANl»lelora forms a neat compact shrub, 

and I would recommend it to decorate the stovo 
in preference to any other purpose. The flowers 
are very freely produced. They are single, and 
a rich deep-yellow in oolour. J. Jarvis. 

4.323.—Musas from seed—The best way 
to get Musa Cavendishi is from suckers, care¬ 
fully -taken off before growth becomes too 
advanced, aud pottod in pots that will only 
just hold them, then repotted from time to time 
until they bloom and fruit. M. Cavendishi 
bears at the height of about (1 feet, while some 

of the other kinds do not flower under 12 feet 
or 15 feet. The soil they grow best in consists 
of two-thirds rich loam from rotted turves, 
and one-third of well-rotted manuro. They 
roquire a warm oornorof the Btove.—H. B. I. 

4387. —Heating frames.—To maintain a 
tomperature of (10 degs. through tho winter in 

all weathers you will want a considerable length 
of piping, and as 4-inoh will occupy too much 
of the space, you had better use 3-inch. Two 
rows of this size (both flows) along the front, 
and a single pipe as a return along tno back, will 

give you all tho warmth required. For such a 
purpose I should use a dome-shaped cast-iron 
boiler, which requires no brick-work in Betting. 
No doubt your frames are facing south. If so, 
have the boiler fixed at the cast end, near to 
the front corner.—J. C. C. 

- Use a 2-inch flow along the front of the 
frames, and a ( inch return—or two 2-inch pipes 

will come to just the same thing—along tho 
back. I expect you will want some bottom-heat 
as well in part of the frames at least. If so, put 
in three I inch pipes—two flows and a return- 
in a small chamber, with corrugated iron and 
Cocoa-nut-fibre over. Supposing there is equal 
to 100 feet of ( inch piping altogether, an 
independent upright “ Star ” or “ Gem ” boiler 

will neat it steadily and well.—B. C. R. 

-1361.—Pot Mignonette.—I think one of 
tho seorets of inarkot growers' success is the firm 
way in which the soil is rammed into tho pots. 
Good heavy loam slightly enriched with old 
manure rammed firmly into the pots, the seeds 

sown thinly, and the weakest plants after¬ 
wards drawn out, leaving about four in aO inch 
pot, will yield good results.—E. H. 

4300.—Myralphyllum asparagoides. 
—This is an evergreen climbing greenhouse 

plant. It is easily raised from soed, aud in 
appearanco not unlike the ordinary Chickweed 
of the garden. It is muoh used for personal 
adornment. If " B. C. 8 ” wishes to grow it for 
that purpose some vertical wires should be pro¬ 
vided for the growth to climb to, or the numer¬ 

ous shoots that spring up from the orown got so 
entangled that it is a difficult matter to separate 

them.—J. C. C. 

4369.—Stephanotls floribunda —There 

it nothing unusual in this plant showing fruit. 
Many instances are yearly recorded. The fruit 
is not edible, and only useful for the value of 
tho seed for raising a stock of young plants, not 
that they are any better than those raised from 

cuttings. It is perhaps easier to grow plants 
from seed than auttings, but they are not any 
better for flowering purposes. If the plant is 
not strong and the seed not required, I should 
removo tho seed-pod, as it will only woaken tho 
plant in consequonce of the strain upon its 

resources.—S. P. 

-The (rultinK of this plant 1* not a r»ro occurrence. 
The fruit is not edible. Have nothing to do with it ia 
this way.—E. H. 

-1 have seen this plant bearing fruit ocoaeionally, 
but the ooourrenoe, caused no doubt by the intenao heat 
and drought, Is not at all common. I hate never heaid 
that the fruit ia edible, and should reooinniend its being 
allowed to ripen and produce ittd.—II. 0. I(. 

DrawloffB for " OardonlnB."—Readers will 
kindtv mnenxbtr thal um are glaa In get ipteimmt of 
beautiful or. ears JloWMiOnd (fouJ-fruiii awl vegetal b e 

Iw’wl* wUl b» rngrnihni 
Ike bent wanner, and will appear in due eoursi ir, 
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ORCHIDS 

EPIDENDRUM ATROPURPUREUM AND 

ITS VARIETIES. 

This is a plant with a wide range in South 
America, aud that may account for the variation 
in oolour of some of the flowera aont me by 
“ Andrew Cochrane,” which he tells me came 

from Caraccas ; but I am sorry to find you have 
not got tho pure-white form. All are more or 
leas highly coloured. The variety popularly 

known in English gardens as maorochilum 
roseum has the dowers smaller than the normal 
form, and there are several others. It would 
appear to have been first found by Humboldt, 

and it was named by Willdenow E. atropur- 
pureum, and tho name was published as macro- 
chilum ; but although this name has become the 

mure popular amongst gardeners, it cannot super¬ 
sede tho one first published. One or twa inferior 
kinds occur in this large genus, which are unin¬ 
tentional mimics in growth. When you may be 
thinking you are picking out a nice plant of 

the species called atropurpureum, you get a 
variety having a very dull, small-flowered kind. 
To grow these plants aright, they must be 

cultivated so that their roots can ramble free 
in the air. I generally like to uso blocks 
of wood for them, using good-sized blocks, 
and binding them on with copper wire, placing 

some Sphagnum Mots about their stems and 
ro ts Keep i ho atmosphere moist during the 
g owing sea «on, for they are very fond of 
■nuUture during growth, but aftor this has 

oeasud much leis will bs required. Do not over- 
dry thorn ; imbed, I have seen more injury arise 

frum this bsiog done too seierely than any 
cause. Some lequire a very warm temperaturo, 

others will only grow in the coolest and most 
moist place, but the kind wo have now under 
consideration thrives best during the growing 
season in the Cattloya-houso or an ordinary 

stove. Daring the resling siason it may bs 
removed to the cool-houro. Ttiese remarks 
apply to tho plant here mentioned, many of the 

kinds making a tall reed-liko stem, requiring 
attention in tho way of watoiing at all times of 
the year. 

E. ATROPURPUREUM is the plant frequently 
called in gurdeus E. macrochilum album. It 

has ovoid bulbs, some 3 inohes high, bearing 
usually two leaves, whioh are leathery in texture, 
of a dull, greenish hue, and about a foot in 
length. The flower-spike springs from the top 

of tho bulb from between the leaves, and grows 
erect to about IN inches or 2 feet, bearing about 
seven or tight flowers or moro. Each is upwards 

of 2 inches across; the sopals and petals are 
similar in size and shape, incurved somewhat, 
leathery in texture, and of a dull-brown, 

bordered with a greenish-yellow. The large tip 
is purc-whi'e, boing rosy-purple near the bate 
The flowers are stout in texture, so that they 

remain in full beauty for several weeks. 
E atropurpurem rosEum is frequently to 

be met with under tho name of E, macrochilum 

roseum, and it is the plant of whioh my friend 
“A. C" sends me several flowers, the one 
marked 3 being about tho best. This is known 
as tho Boca del Dragon, or Dragon's-mouth, by 
the residents in Guatemala. It is for the most 

part rather smaller in size than the above-named 
typical kind. The sepals and petals are of the 
same oolour, but the lip is of a rosy-purple, 
having a deep-rose coloured blotch at its base. 

E. atropurpureum Ra-ndianum is a some¬ 

what newer kind, that has been found in a now 
neighbourhood, that is at a place called Tetld, on 
the banks of the Rivor Amazon, and other spots. 
It differs from other varieties in having flowers 
slightly superior in size to even those of the 

typical plant; but they are of the same stout 
texture. The sepals and petals are broader and 
of a greenish-brown, margined with light-yellow, 
tho largo lip being white, with a deep rosy- 

purple blotch at tho base. All thoso plants are 
superb ornaments to tho stove or the Orchid- 
house, and last a long time in full beauty. 

Matt. Bramble. 

ORCHIDS IN A VINERY. 

Having a viaety about 20 feet long oni^ 12 feet 
broad, but uuheuted, I determine A to ,ptt a 
“ Syphon ” gas-«to\lc in! yf-iifad tr\if~IvJu'H . 

grow a few Orchids I owe a debt of gratitude 

to the g-ntlt iu who writes under the title of I 

“ Matt. Bramble,” for all that I know about 

Orchids comes from reading his advice on the 
subjeot. My plants have cost me on an average 
two shillings each. At first, of course, they are 

small, but in a very few years they increase 
greatly, not only in size, but in value. All the 
care they get is to be watored onoe in ten days 

or so in the summer, and less frequently in tne 
winter, and in the spring, summer, and autumn 
I wash their leaves with a soft sponge once in two 

months. Tho windows of the house, top and sides, 
arc opened every day, except in frosty weather, 
at eight, nine, ten, or eleven a m., according to 
the time of year, and closed again at three, four, 
or five p.m. 

The floor of the vinery is kept constantly 
damp, even in the most severe frost. In Decem¬ 

ber, 1892, and in January, 1893, the evaporation 
from the damp floor gathered on the inside of 

the glass roof, and there froze into a solid sheet 
of ice every night for several weeks, not melting 
each morning until ten a.m., and sometimes not 

until eleven a.m., yet tho Orohids did not seem 
any the worse, and in duo oourse have flowered 
this year very finely. One of them, Ccelogyne 
cristate maxima, had ninety-six large blooms 

open at once in Maroh, and remained four 
weeks in full beauty. I enclose you a list of 
the Orohids whioh I have in this cold-house, and 

whioh have no shading at all, except what they 
get from the leaves of the Vine. Fifty or sixty 
pounds of ripe Grapes is a very pleasant adjunct 
to the beauty of the Orohid flowers ; besides this 

I find that Tuberous Begonias and Gloxinias 
thrive very well in this house. I never 
water overhead, but place the pots in a pail of 
tepid water until well soaked. It seems to me 

that a very great deal of ploasurooan bs derived 
from a very small outlay, and with very little 
trouble or expense after the first outlay. I am 
not sending you this account ina spiritof boasting, 

but in the hope that somo who tain would, but 
yot fear to try, may bo encouraged by my 
experience. The following is tho list of Orchids 

in bud or in bloom during the excessively cold 
weather of December, 1892, and January, 1893 : 

Odontoglossum Rossi majuaflasted fifteen weeks). 
0. Edwardi (lasted four weeks), O. (Jervantesi 
in bud, Cypripodium inaigno in bud, G. Mauloi 
(lasted five weeks), Ckelogyne cristata in bud. 

This is a full list of Orchids in vinery in addition 
to the above: Cypripedium barbatum nigrum, 
C. Sohlimi, C grandiflora superbiens, C. 
macranthum, C. spectabile, C. calceolus, 

C. venustum, 0. Sedeni. Calanthe Veitohi, 
0. veratifolia, Cattleya citrina, 0. Mossiie, C. 
Mendeli, Cudogyne oristata maxima, C. speciosa 

Cymbidium eburneum, C. Lowianum, Dendro- 
bium nobile, D. thyrsiflorum, D chrysotoxum, 
Ltelia anceps alba, I’haius grandiflorus, Lycaste 

Skinneri, Coohlioda vuloanica, Odontoglossum 
Alexandria, O. Rossi majus, 0. maoulatum, 
O. pulohollura, 0. pulchellum majus, 0. grande, 

O. oitrosmum. 0. triumphans, O. Uro-Skinneri, 
Dendrobiumdenaiflorum,8ophronitisgrandiflora, 
8. violaoea, Oncidium flexuosum, 0. sphace- 

latum, Trichopilia suavis, Pescatorea citrina. 
Orchid Lover. 

4378.—Neapolitan violets —You may 
obtain a few flowers from the plants in the spring 
if they are carefully taken up towards the end 

of September with a good ball of soil attached 
to the roots and planted in a oold frame in gritty 
soil, keeping the plants close up to the glass. 
No artificial heat is necessary during the winter, 
simply protecting the foliage from frost by 

oovering the glass with mats and the sides of 
tho frame with long manure or leaves, so that 

the roots are not frozen. Violets during winter 
do not require much moisture at the roots, just 
enough to maintain the soil moist, but they 
enjoy abundanco of air. Directly the thermo¬ 

meter out-of-doors stands above 35 degs., pull 
the lights entirely off the Violets. A mulching 
of decayed leaves an inch or so thick laid on the 
soil between the rows will assist tho growth for 

the nex t month. The soil should not be allowed to 
become dry, so as to check the growth of tho 
new leaves that are now appearing above the 

soil; but iheso should bo encouraged to grow 
freely, so as to make up somewhat for the time 
lost in allowing tho plants to suffer so severely 

during the recent drought.—S. P. 

-|-/5Mt them in the frame, but not yet. Let them 
Wkl S£Owth, and, if possible, get the buils|iiiyn¥tt ft|i6; 
jn*it in frame in September, towards tbs end of- the 
nrfntfa. It was a pity the plants had not been helped 
with mulch and water during tbo drought. —E HU K Ur' 

FRUIT. 

4385.—Vines la pots —The pots are too 
small, and probably the oanes are in the same 
condition to fruit satisfactorily. As it is too 
late now to do any good by shifting them into 
larger pots, you had better let them remain u 

they are until the winter. Early in Deoember 
out them down to two eyes, and a month later 
shift them into pots 14 inohes or 18 inohes in 

diameter. If they are grown on in these pots 
next year, and the oanes trained near the glass, 
they will give a crop of fruit the next season.— 

J. C. G. 

- The young Vines should be repotted 
into 10-inch flower-pots, using good retentive 

loam, well enriched with decayed stable-manurs 
and half-inch bones. Pot firmly, and if the 
Vines are well managed good fruiting cancs can 
be produoed from eyes put in about the end of 
January or early in February. I have had such 
Vines strong enough to woll fill 11-inch and 
12 inoh flower-pots with roots. Seven-inch pots 
are not large enough to fruit Vines in. I have 

Been a few nioe bunches obtained from 9- inch 
pots.—J. D. E. 

-Seven-lnoh pots ara too tmsll lor fruiting Vines, 11 
.the Vines are very strong. Shift at onoe Into 10-lnoh 
pots. If not likely to make Irultlng-oanes this year the 
7-looh pots might do for this season, the Vines lo be out 
down in winter, and a fruitlng-rod to be grown next year. 
-K. H. 

4372 —Melons —I am afraid you com¬ 
menced too late in the season to prove sucoestful 

with Melons. Amateurs should get t.heir plants 
set out on a warm hot-bed by the middle of May. 
It is too late now for them to do any good this 
season. From the information you send I think 

you have given them too mnoh water, and 
allowed the growth to get overcrowded. Another 
year do not stop the shoot on which there is 
any fruit forming, but lift it well up to the 

light, so that the sun and air may assist in 
fertilising the flower.—J. C. C. 

-The young Melons were not, in garden phrase. 
ology, let, or the fertilisation had been imperleot, and I he 
(ruit failed to swell. This might arise Irom more than 
one oause, the most likely one being planting In soil 
whioh is too light and too rtoh, whioh hat produoed giot< 
growth. Melons do bolt in rather heavy loam, made Him. 
-E. II. 

4304.- Strawberry border.—Now is a 
good time to set about the preparation of the 

land for a 8tr*wherry plantation. It is a mis¬ 
take to defer the planting until the winter or 

even during the spring. Plants put out before 
the cud of September will produce a fair crop of 
fruit next asason ; but those planted later will 
not do more than become established in the 

ground for another year. Commenoe by trench¬ 
ing the soil 18 inohes deep, keoping the top spit 
still on the surface. The ground should be 
liberally manured ; nothing is better than half- 

decayed farmyard manure. This should not be 
buried too deeply, or its goodneaa will be lost 
before the roots reach its vicinity. Choose 
showery weather for planting, and oarefully lift 

the runners from the soil where they wore 
rooted, planting them carefully with a trowel ao 
that the roote are not cramped, but spread care¬ 

fully out in all directions. The rows should 
not bo leas than 2 feet apart, and the plants 
18 inohes in the rows The kind of soil and the 

manner of growth is, however, important; in 
some looalitiea the plants make so muoh more 
foliage than in others that more space is neces¬ 
sary. Keep the plants free from weeds, and 
the soil regularly stirred between the rows. 
Except for the purposes of forming a collection, 
a great number of varieties is neithor advisable 
nor noccaaary. Vioomtease Hiirioart do Thury 

is about the best of early sorts. Sir J. Paxton 
as a main-crop variety and Waterloo as a late 
bearer aro about all that are necessary to givo a 

full supply of fruit the whole season.—8. P. 

4385.—Vines in a cool house.— I suspect 
the cause of the leaves beooming yellow is owing 
to the roots beooming too dry, or it may have 

been the work of the red-spider, although there is 
a difference between tho changing to yellow from 
drought and to a rusty brown from the work of 
this insidious pest. Either cause will bring 

about the damage to the leaves—in any case, the 
loss of foliage is injurious to the Vinea. 
Thoroughly soak the border, whether it ia an 

inside one or not, with clear water, wetting 

:every^iojtj^Jcff) ,)oii there ia a root. In 
the evening, after a hot day, thoroughly syringo 

hh* fi|»-jbi.'vjtli/iil!«ir sVater, using some force to 
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the underneath aide ot the leaves. If the 
foliage exhibits an improvement in oolour cease 
syringing for a few nights. When the Grapes 

are out well syringe the Vines with Tobaooo- 
wator, soft-soap, and a small quantity of sulphur 
added, ohoosing the evening for the operation, 
thoroughly washing the leaves the next morn¬ 
ing with clear water. Repeat this dose several 
times, even if the loaves should appear to be 

cleaned from the insect.—S. P. 

CORDON-TRAINED FRUIT-TREES. 

Although the cordon form of training fruit- 
trees may not excel other modes of training, 
there are circumstances connected with it which 

render it peculiarly well adapted for certain 

Kolnettr du Can via Apple. 

purposes, particularly Pears on walls. In this 
case its advantages are manifest; tho trees not 
only come into bearing quicker than when fan- 
trained, but one is able to grow a tolerably large 
oolleotion of varieties in a limited space—a 

particularly valuable feature belonging to this 
mode of training, for in but few places is a 
large bulk of any particular variety required. 
Five or six dozen fruits of suoh largo sorts as 
Doyennd du Comice will suffice for the majority 
of people. The old adage, “Those who plant 
Pears, plant for their heirs," is no longer 
applicable to this improved form of fruit oulture. 

In saying this, I do not mean that oordon- 
trained trees are more certain bearers than 
any others, beoauso they are not. Our olimate 
is such that no form of trained tree 
escapes its influence. Therefore, as re¬ 
gards securing regular crops, one form 
of training is about as good as another ; but 
tho fact that the treos come into bearing tho 
third and fourth year after planting, and that 

the cordon plan admits of a wider choice of 
sorts, is sufficient to stamp its merits. Even 
away from walls cordon-trained trees are 
muen better than pyramids, and why they 
should be so is not difficult to explain. One 
word, in fact, clears the matter up—viz., 
■belter. I maintain that a oordon-trained tree 
whose branohes are not more than 18 inohes 

from the ground gets a great deal more shelter 
from surrounding walls and other objeots than 
a pyramid from 6 feet to 10 feet high ; and 
this difference as regards shelter is sufficient 
to explain, as I have said, why cordon Pear- 
trees bear more regularly than pyramids, 
and the same remark is equally applicable 
to Apple-trees trained in the same way. 
Iu the matter of stocks for Pears, the character 
of the soil must influence the deoision. In a 
strong soil, fairly retentive of moisture, the 
Quince is no doubt the best stock, as it promotes 
early fruit-bearing ; but in other kinds of soils 
the Pear-stook is more reliable where a judicious 
system of root-pruning or lifting is practised. 

Many prefer the Quince as a stock where the 
Soil suite it, and when they have come to under¬ 
stand how to treat it in particular cases, on 
account of its reducing the vigour of the branches; 
but we have proved in our own praotioe that, 

when judiciously handled, the Pear-stook oan be 
made to produce a fruitful tree nearly as soon as 
the Quince. The direction in which the branohes 
are to be trained is a point on which there is 
some difference of opinion, some preferring the 

oblique, and others vertical training. The obligua 
form has, however, a better appearance *-haj f£hj 
vertical when the trees are trained against walls. 

In regard to pruning this form of tree, I do not 
agree with persistent pruning. I am satisfied 
that that system does not increase fruitfulness. 

In my own praotice I go over the trees twioe 
during the summer with pruning nippers. Early 
iu July the leading shoots are nailed in, and all 
the others are shortened back, so as to leave 
about 1 foot in length of tho young wood. In the 
case of vigorous trees they soon rush into growth 
again, and send out two or three young shoots 
from tho points of the young wood that was 
headed back. By doing this we presorve the 

buds close home, so to speak, intoot, and at the 
same time make the appearance of the trees pre¬ 
sentable. About the end of August I again go 
over them. This time I out the shoots that 
before wore topped baok to a spur. If after 
this there is any disposition in the tree to form 
any flower-buds on the spur, there is time 

enough for it to do so ; but I do not prune with 
the idea that I oan always place a fruit-bud 
where it is wanted. If a tree is managed in a 
rational manner, that is to say, if the roots are 
fairly woll nourished, and any oxcoss of vigour 
checked by judicious root-pruning, it will always Eroduce more fruit buds than it can mature 
ruit. With respeot to the management of 

the roots of oordon trees, if they are Pear-trees 
on the Quinoe and form a singlo oordon, we may 

be sure that the soil will soon get full of roots, 
and that what goodness it contains will soon be 
exhausted. It will, therefore, be necessary to 
keep up fertility by rioh dressings of rotten 
manure spread on the surfaco. This is best 
laid on now, so that the rain may wash what 
nutriment it contains down to the roots, and un¬ 
less the soil is naturally holding in its character, 
trees growing on the Quince-stock will want 

assistance in ary weather in the way of watering. 
Now ospalior and oordon Apples and Poar- 
treos should be planted near the edgos of 
walks. Plant them the same as other trees, 
and they will require some stakes or other 
supports to train the branohes on. This type 
of tree producos very fine fruit, and is especially 
useful for small gardens. The firBt season it 
is necessary to keep the trees quite free from 

insect pests, and on no account overcrowd the 
growth. Pinch off the growth with, if possible, 
the finger and thumb, which is better than a 
knife. Stopping promotes fruit-buds atthobaseof 
the spurs. There is then less need for pruning in 
winter. Four very good Apples for growing as 
oordons or espaliers are White Colville and 

Reinotte du Canada, two very good cooking 
varieties ; and for the dessert, Cox’s Orange 
and Ribston Pippins. J. 

4834 —Early Strawberries.—The use of 

glass frames will, of course, hasten the ripening 
of tho fruit if you attend to the ventilation ana 
give the roots of the plants sufficient water. 
Noble is the earliest of all the large-fruited 
kinds j but if you prefer flavour to size you had 
better select King of the Ear lies. With regard 
to planting, if you can get early runners that 
were laid in pots they would give you a few 

fruits next year if planted at onoe. I observe, 
however, that you do not take possession of the 
garden until Miohaelmas, so you had better defer 
planting until next spring. Before planting 
mark out the space your frames will oover, ana 
set out the plants so that the frames will oover 
a certain number without injuring any.— 

J. C. C. 

4394. — Mealy-bug on Vines. — This 
insect is about the worst that Grape-growers 

have to contend with. It is possible to cleanse 
the Vines, but muoh persistence is absolutely 
necessary to acquire the end in view. The 
bunches may be cleaned by thoroughly washing 
them with dear water, applied with force 
through the syringe in the evening. It can be 
more effectively done after the Grapes are cut, 

however, if one person holds the bunch firmly 
in a downward direction, and the second forces 
the water amongst the berries, the mealy-bug 

will be forced out of its lurkings. If the syring¬ 
ing is done two hours before the Grapes are 
required for use, the berries will dry in that 
time, if the bunches are hung up where the air 

can pass through them. After the Grapes are 
all cut-the Vines should be thoroughly washed 

viOvtlJob^ico-water and soft-soan. One pound 
d Tdn cfcfi-paper, thoroughly well soaked in hot 
w*6au, to 1* lb. soft-soap, will suffice for twenty 

UR 

gallons of warm water. Repeat the dose in a 
week’s time, and thoroughly wash the Vines 

every night with clear water also. When the 
leaves have fallen, and the Vines pruned, 
remove any loose pieoes of bark that would 
provide a hiding-place for the mealy-bug. 
Thoroughly scrub the oanes with hot-water and 
soft-soap at least three times during the dormant 
period of Vines. When new growth oommenoes 
to push the following spring, some few bugs 
are sure to make their appearance. At once 
these should be killed. Nothing is better for 
the purpose than Fir-tree-oil, diluted with water 

at the rate of one part to three, just touching 
the insects with a small bruih. Incessant 

attention throughout the whole of the growing 
season will reward tho cultivator with clean 
Grapes, if the Vines have not absolutely cleansed 
themselves, and without the risk of employing 
insecticides that are dangerous in inexperioneod 

hands.—8. P. 

4389.—Old Vines-—Vour suggestion of re¬ 
planting the vinery with new canes in a properly 
prepared border is undoubtedly the correct one 
in preference to attempting to renovate the old 
Vines. If a new border has to be made for 
these it is far better to mako it for the young 
oanes, because these latter will sucoeed so muoh 
better than the old Vines put into a new border. 
Whether you plant new Vines or renovate the 
old ones do not make the border too deep— 

2 feet (i inches of soil, with 9 inohes of drainage 
is ample. Arrange the base of the border in 
such a manner that surplus water runs to one 
side to bo carried away by a properly-laid 
drain, thus preventing stagnation of the roots 
by too much moisture laying about them. Over 
tho drainage lay a single, freshly-cut turf to 
prevent the fine soil running down among tho 
drainage, and thus choking the passago-way for 

water. Do not add farmyard-manure to the 
soil; but half-inch bones at the rate of £ cwt. to 
every load of compost. If the soil be heavy 
add charcoal and old lime rubble freely. If 
freshly-cut turf is employed for the border do 

not out it up too small, pieces 4 inohes Bquare 
being fine enough. The border should be made 

when tho ingredients aro in a fairly dry state, 
so that it can be trodden down firmly, which 
oould not be done if the soil was wet, for foar 
of its caking together. Any time during the 
autumn or winter is a suitable period for 
making a new Vine border. The month of 
Fobruary or March is a good time to plant new 
canes. If the border is an outside one it should 
be covered to prevent it becoming too wet before 
the roots are running into it, thus causing the 

soil to be an inert mass. If the old Vines are 
retained cut several of the rods off close to 
tho junotion from whore they spring, and thus 

encourage other shoots to push into growth and 

make stout canes.—S. P. 

- It will pay better to take the old Vines out and 
plant young ones, doing the work at onoe. 81111, we know 
old Vines have a good deal of recuperative power, and It 

White CalviUs Apple, 

tbs roots are carefully lilted, and a good border made tor 
them, there it no reason why they may not reoover. The 
Vine is a long-lived plant, and under good management 
all things are possible.—E. H. 

4390.—Treatment of fruit-trees.— 
When young .trees are planted in even mode¬ 

rately rioh soil they invariably make a quantity 
Wt grew growth. I The ii'-rorigssb shoots should 

< be out out' entirely at once, provided there are 

BANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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i fchers ®ear to tlierfi w uld ' etain the shape in this respect. It must not be interred, how- InSn in saving that it) fertilinng prop 
<4 the tree-; et-oSi if three latter are oompara- ever, that poor soil Will giVe equally good gteater than that of stable-manure w e 
lively wea*. as compared to those so strong they results, and if there should be the least idea of has beon used for bedding the norses. 
Will wc preferable to the bIrongerones. Tiain all the soil wanting in fertility, then ought the site reason of this, I believe, is owing o e spo gy 
the shoots as thin as space will admit-—quite to receivo a dteeslng of well-rotted manure. In nature of tho peat, which aosoros , 
4 inches should be allowed between them ; where either ohSc, whether the soil requires manuring retaining the fertilising properties con i 
the growth is stroDg (> inches is not too milch or not, a dressing of sifted burned refuse ana it.—J. D. E. 
from one shoot to its neighbour. When they soot should bo applied direct to the surface 4395.—TomatOOB.—The treatment appears 
are retained too numerously the leaves of one previous to levelling down and drawing out the right, except that too much ryringiog is done i 
•hoot overlaps those of its neighbour, thus pre- drills The soil must ba equally trodden over some of the bast growers never syringe at all. 
venting perfect maturalSonof the wood; without so as to form a firm surface, this being prefer- The roots aro kept moist, and occasionally 
this latter it *s useless to expect a full crop of able to rolling. liqu'.d-mftblire is gived, blit the soil is not kept 
froit. Any lateral growths upon the current The seeds if sown thinly will germinato jn that saturated state thought necessary by 
year's ehoote should be cut off at once, thus evenly, and the seedlings will not requite gome persons. In a house none too well venti- 
givhig more spaoe to the main shoot. It will bo thinning in the least until fresh glowth starts lated too much moisture is a sure precursor of 
will to roo‘-prune the trees the first woek in Octo in the spring. Hil rfaco-hoeing must tako place Tomato ditoase. It is a good plan to give the 
btr. Cut a trenoh 3 feet from the stem as deep as directly tho young Onions aro visible, this keop- trusses of blooiri a gentlo tap about the middle 
roots are found, severing all cleanly at the side ing down weeds, When kept clean tho air of the day to assist in the dispersal fff the pollen, 
of the trenoh nearest to the tree, paring the end circulates freely among them, and a slight and thus ensure a perfect set. Neither the 
of eaoh with a sharp knife to induOo them to surface stirring will impart a healthy growth, flowers nor tho fruit need thinning, except for 
make fibrous roots. With this chock, snd the and such as will withstand frost. Different exhibition purposes; for ordinary use ^ or for 
shoots trained thinly, a full crop of fruit may be districts have certain times for sowing, and whal market thinning need not be practised. Coutinue 
expected next year.—S. P. would be early in one district would ho quite to train up the leader, removing all side shoot* 

4306. _drapes splitting. _Defeotiro l»te enough for another, and rice nr ml. In the M they appear, but do not denude the plants of 
treatment is the cause of the berries of all northern districts the first week in August iB too much foliage. This is ne esiary to g vo tk. 
Grapes splitting, h eme varieties, though, aro none too early, and in the south from the middle fruit that flavour and eubitanoo to entitle 
more suniect to this than others, notably to tho third week. In oithor caso this will give them to being reck.nod of high-Classi quality. 
Ma liostield Court, which is a thin-skinned time for the Boedlincs to appear well above the Upon tho first appearanooof diseaih m the leaves, 
variety. In tho case of Gros Colman I should "nil before tho wet days of autumn aro Upon us. which is a small black speck, loso no tirnO in 
say tile roil has Leon allowed to get too dry Those of the 1 dusting the part* affected with brown su'phur, 
atveral times, thus giving a direct chock to the | Tnil'OLi section are generally selected_ for | and keep tho surroundmgs somewhat dry.— 
swelling of the fruit. Aro the berries affected 

ng a direct chock to the TRIPOLI section are generally selected lor and 
Aro the berries affected autumn sowing, a good selection of Giant 8. p. 

fiy rust, which is distinguished by a rusty appear- Ricca being porhaps the best fob geheral - The treatment described is all tight so 
tinea of the skin, which injures tho tissues, pre- u8e- It is mild in flavour, 'grows to a large far . plants, especially thbso in pits, require 
vouting the berries expanding properly, and and ii also a toicrbbly good keeper J0t 0f water this trope al weather. They 
causing them to craok in oousequenoe * Aro you when harvested well. This is most important w|||s course, do hotter if trained nei t the 
sure tho variety is Gros Colman !—8. P. wh<>n tho bulbs require to bo kept as long as lag8 than at a distanco from it, but as in an 

-irregular watering will cause Grapes to split. II possible i consequently it will depend upon hi w n„hoated houso thoy will not probably d'6 shy 
the Vines bad been allow«l to get dry at tbe root, nud this part is carried out whether tney will deoay „0O(j after tho middle of October, at iho latest 
then heavily waiered with stimulants, tho skin would quickly or not. Tho Early White Naples and fhov should bo stopped about tho end of this 
split from tho sudden pressure. K. It. large luijkn are also good kinds of tho same m0nth. and hot allowed to make any farther 
- section ; tho former, besides growing up to growth.—B C. R. 

•pet in KIT(1HHN GARDEN a usoftii size quickly, is oIbo a good kind fot 6 . , TUB JUIUBJUI UAH.uai*. drawing young during the winter Tho White ^-Building a Tomattrhouse- 

-Irregular watering will cause Gripes to split. II 
the Vines bad been allowrd to get dry at the root, aud 
then heavily watered with atimulanle, tho akin would 
split from tho sudden pressure.—I?. II. 

1’tim KITOHHN GARDEN. drawing young during the winter? Tho White 43821—Building a Tomato^houao- 
ATITITMW SOWN nvinMn Spanish and also Denver's Yellow may also The width of the bed depend, upon the number 

bo (own now, although it is seldom theso aie *>f rows of plants you intend having, or can find 
When well cared for, autumn-sown Onions aro aelectod for tho purposo. This reference would room {or- For “ 8ID8l0 r0VT orJ!ud * Mob W 
a very useful orop, as they oommonce to come not |)0 complete without a note being made of lf< ino*><w wide will be quite sufficient, for two 
in, or at least aro largo enough for uso duriog that excellent little Onion the Queen. It must row» ifc 8hould bo 24 foot or 3 feet, and for three 
tho spring if varieties suitable for tho purpose not be classed with tho former, hut is most 4 feet to 3 feet. The depth may be IS inch*, 
aro selected. They also form tho main crop for UBOful jn CRso of etnergonoy if the ordinary kinds or 2 feet, including drainage, but if tho subsoil 
summer uso, and aro valuable far into the are likely to ho short tho following spring. *■ naturally porous, do not drain it any more, 
autumn when well ripened and stored. By l„gtead of sowing in the open with the large What do you mean by “stopping the leaves at 
the spring months the main crop of stored kinds, select a sunny border whero the soil is a joint?'1 If cutting back the leaves themselves 
Onions will bo over, and if preparation is fairly light, rich, and also tolerably firm. ** meant, all the lowor ones can bo shortened bo 
not made now, or at least from now until tho shallow drills should bo drawn 7 inches or th® lft8t Pftir of 0*r8«) leaflet* as soon as the 
end of tho month, or according to tho district, * jnohes apart and tho Becds sown thinly. Tho plants become strong—say 3 feet high. If the 
Onions will ho lackiug when thoy aro really young plants will grow quickly and bo found plant" do well, they will fruit all the way up 
required for daily use. Indeed, where tho main valuablo early in the spring. A. without any stopping, hut if weakly atop them 
spring sowing partially fails through unforeseen _'_ ’ beyond Iho fourth or fifth trusj.—B. C. R. 
circumstances, such as from tho depredations of 4»7i>. -Tomatoes curling up—H It la only th. 
tho Onion-maggot, mildew, or, indeed, vory lato IGillAlUM UUl-WF-L>UUKa. older leaves that, ourl it ia quite natural for them to do ao. 

AUTUMN SOWN ONIONS. 

plants will grow quickly and bo found I'lantB do well, they will fruit all the way up 
lo eailv in tho spring. A. without any stopping, hut if weakly stop them 

___ beyond Iho fourth or fifth true*.—B. C. R. 

TOMATOES OUT-OF-DOORS. 
4»7i).-Tomatoes curling up —If It Is only ih> 

older leaves that, ourl It is quite natural lor them to do so, 
ripening, it is essential that autumn sown This has been an exceptionally favourable 8l>d.n'S'l.ii n1ZirtDd.h Jru °J!i 
Onions should not he overlooked as a means of season for Tomatoes, as they enjoy plenty of bourse, II they are healthy In °n other rwpcotsl-A 0. It. 
keeping up the supply. Occasionally one heats heat and bright sunshine, provided the requisite 
of failui 
keeping up tbe supply. Occasionally one hears heat and bright sunshine, provided the requisite 
of failures through frost during tho lato winter moisturo at tho root is supplied. One of tho 
or corly spring months, hut such losses rarely groatost drawbacks to tho successful outdoor White African Lily.—The blue-flowered 
occur. I think tho failure of autumn-raisod culture of this popular fruit is tho shortness of Agapanthus umbellatus is familiar to moat gar- 
Onions may fairly bo attributed to too early our summers, os it is rarely safe to plant out dons, hut although the beautiful white-llowered 
sowing, couplod with a loose soil, those being oven against walls until the month of May is variotio* are by no means new, one doos not 
juBt the conditions to favour a stronger and half gone. This year one might huvo safely put often see them, yet they aro quite as oasy to 
earlier growth than is nocessury for their succes- their plants out early in April, as wo had do grow, and tho flower* are truly white, not milky- 
fully combating severe or prolonged frosts when frost of sufficient intensity to hurt plants white. There are three or more distinct forms— 
theso should happen to bo of undue severity, that had been well hardened off by exposure, namely, albus, alhus maxima*, albus albiflorus, 
What is needed for their successful growth is a and where thoy were got out early, and and oandidus, but they evolve themselves into 
well drained soil. a liberal supply of moisturo given during practically one for all general purposos, this 

The son. should also ho in a fertile and well- tho intense drought that prevailed up to being maximus. This is a variety thoroughly 
pulverised condition. It is rarely that the Juno, there are now fine crops in various worthy of good attention, and in a largo tub has 
maggot attacks Onions which are sown at this stages of ripening. Should tho weather an exceedingly fine aspect. The flowers are 
date, so there need be little fear of injury from continue favourable, we may reasonably hope produced in very large umbels, and the 
this cause. It will be noticed that a rather for even late crops to ripcu well, as I have picked individual blooms far exceed in size those of the 
gritty soil makes the best seed bed, and on stiff ripo fruit from self-sown plants that are carrying ordinary typo, whilst they are of the purest 
clay land it will bo found very advantageous to fino crops. Thus far Tomatoes, like Potatoes, white, excellent for cutting. If only one white- 
add some othor matter to Assist in getting the show no traces of disease, the weather having flowered variety is desired, this may bo chosen, 
soil into this condition. Cq.no sand, burned been so fino that it looks as if our climate had and as regards cultivation few things are more 
refueo, and such like material aro tho best and for tho time settled down to something like thoy easily grown either in large pots or tubs, but 
more likely to favour a successful growth, get in tho fruit-growing regions of California, they have a very quaint, old-world look in tubs, 
Another source of failure with theso autumn whoro the great secret of success is irrigation, whilst under such conditions they may be placed 
laiscd Onions in private gardens is on account If wo aro liuely to get seasons anything; like the either in tho conservatory or, daring the 
of the seed bed not being in a sufficiently ex- present, it will be a remunerative thing to go summer months, in the open ground, at which 
posed position. Very often it is in close In much more largely for a sufficient supply of time it is necessary to give plenty of water. In 
proximity to trees, and as the leaves from water, so that crops may be copiously supplied, the winter they may bo taken under cover, and 
theso fall they blow amongst the Onion* and J, G. It. if no other plaoe is available store them in theso fall they blow amongst the Onions and 
smother them up. Autumn-raised Onions 
follow well on land reoently clewed of early 
Potatoes or Cauliflower.,, and if thoTibU i «rT 
been well prepared for these cnopilaV'fcgird* 
manuring, very little assistance will be needW 

J. G. H. if no other plaoe ia available store them in 
' an outhouse. Good loamy soil is the most 

I 1374.—Manure—If poat-littcr manure qopj tnifcgble, as starvation treatment, whioh the 
h43M)tained from tho stable*, it may ho freely uomtuon kind often undergoes, will not bring 
tiW in any part of the kitchen g»ln3<i>. hWttfi few tin ““A flower-spikes W 
used it for over ten years, and h»p(^'r j 
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OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

A CREEPER-COVERED PORCH. 

Tub ao -ompan j ing illustration shows the beauty 

and usefulness of creepers when climbing about 
the porch of a house. The two things used are 
Clematis Jackmani and Jasmine, which go well 

together. Many pretty pictures can be gained 
by the proper use of the most common climbing 
plants, but they are too often cut back and their 
gracefulness lost. A reckless Uso of the shears 

in the present Instance would spoil the charming 
effect here of creepers intertwining over the 
house poroh. Grouped in the borders at the 
side are the White Japan Anomone and Single 

Dahlia, which are in contrast to the rioh green 
leafage of the olimbers. 

THE HERBACEOUS P.-EONY. 

The Herbaceous Preony, as with many other 

garden flowors worth growing, has, during 
recent years, undergone a considerable change, 

and the wealth of varieties now in gardens dis¬ 
plays a diversity of colonring, shape, and 
expression that Increases as new forms are 
introduced. But in spite of the rich range of 

kinds, few surpass In effectiveness the old 

double crimson, which, with iM 

double blUsb, ate tbaorded bv 

■ arkiuson In his “Paradisus*’ %. . '• 
as far back as 1656, either of 
these in the Gross, on the 

border, or grouped on the turf, 
making a distinct and agreeable 
Ceatute in the gardeh sCehety. 
The great race of P.-uonies that 

colour the garden during the 
early summer have sprung from 
such beautiful species as P. 
officinalis, P, albiflora, P. sinense, 

the Chinese Peony, and through 
a scries of years hybridising has 
jfono ph, the .outcome being the 

fine things ofiered by such firms 
as Kelway, Barr, and others, who 
have given special attention to 
this splendid flower. The list 

of good varieties is of great 
length, and the danger seems to 
be in giving names to those that 
ite too much alike, or differing 
In soriie degree from thoso al¬ 

ready in cultivation. The flowers 
of the present race of herbaceous 
Pieonies are of large size, not 

occasionally without a trace of 
undcsirablo coarseness, and of 
many shapes, from the Anomone 
type, with their fine guard petals 

and distinct centre, to the singlo 
kinds that, as a rule, bloom 
earlier than the doubles, and by 
reason of their fraility are moro 

quickly over. One great point 
in raising new varieties is to pay 
strict attention to the colour and 
reject the dead rose shades that 

are indistinct and certainly unpleasant. There is 

always a danger when somuoh is done in hybridis¬ 
ing to perpetuate varieties that are, perhaps, 
desirable for shape or freedom, but not for colour, 
an essential consideration whon determining 
the valuo of a flower for the garden. 

The fragrance of the 1’ieony has also been 
taken into great consideration, and some of 
the kinds have flowors of sweet, yet not too 

powerful scent. As tho time for planting is 
near, wo may point out a few good kinds, ft is 
not an easy task with tho great number of 

varieties before us to select the best; but tho 
following may bo named as worthy of culti¬ 
vation, a few having been in our gudens many 

years. Tho old double crimson, rose, aud white 
form a charming trio, blooming earlier than 
those that have originated from the Chinese 
species, and in tho mouth of May we may look 

for their gaudy flowers—at least, as regards the 
crimson kind. But with the month of June 
comes a greater selection, and amongst double- 

flowered varieties with white blooms, or those 
in which there is a suspicion of pink, may be 
named : Duchesse de Nemours, l-'estiy, 
grandiflora Dives pie 
Queen, Lady Carri 

habit of tho plant), Formosa alba : whilst those 
of pink shades may be mentioned : Sainfoin (more 

of a roso-colour, however, than pink), Princess 
Beatrice, Modesto (Guerin), delicatissima ; and 
others worthy of record are: Alonzo (deep- 
crimson), Helena (white, the inner petals 

yellow), Marie Kelway (the oentro petals also 
yellow, but the guard florets blush). Miss 
Salway (white and sulphur), and Raphael 
(cherry colour). The single types are very beau¬ 

tiful, especially tho early-flowering anemomo- 
flora (conspicuous for Its golden anthers), tenui- 
folia (its foliage light, much divided), Corallina, 
and the sUlphur-coloUred Wittmanniand. But 
the later-flowering section contains such splendid 

things as albiflora, Whitleyi (which may be 
recognised at a distance by its noble white 
flowers), Pottsi (deep-crimson, semi-donble), 
tartarlca (light - pink), and many others. 

Few garden flowers grow more readily than 
the varieties of the Pmony, and some of the 
sweetest pictures we have seen have been pro¬ 
duced by planting them in the Grass, or in half 
wild spots, whero in the distance their gaudy 

flowers give welcome colour. There are many 
spots suitable for the plants other than the 
orthodox borders, as they may be planted with 
the happiest effect by the side of walks or 

drives, where their full green massive 

4380.—Self Carnations.—1These give such 
strung colour in the flower garden that no 

apology is heeded for placing them first. 
Whatever the merits, and however varied are 
the charms of the striped and edged Carcdtimis 
and Picotees, I am satisfied that there is nothing 

like the seifs, and all who grow Carnations 
should make them the prominent feature. For 
the benefit of “ R. T. L.” and others, therefore, 
I gladly enumerate a few kinds that have been 

specially prominent with me this year : Countess 
of Paris, now tolerably well known, is quite one 
of the best seifs that r*as ever grown in gardens. 

In Shades of redf two specially brilliant kinds 
are Murillo and M. Roland, both very hardy 
and robust, and never bursting, the first a soft- 

red, the last a brilliant hue. Carolup Duran 
is quite first-rate. It is a little like MM. 
Reynolds Hole, but paler, and never burets. 

These are French kinds, and probably the last 
three are not common in England, but I am 
bound to place them at the head of my list, for 
they are four of the finest seifs 1 ever grew. 

Alice, a white self, sent oiit by Mr. Rogers, of 
Whittlesea, is quite the best in that oolouf tha* 
ever came under my notice. A great deal is 

said about Mrs. Muir, nod I admit it has a fine 
flower, but in all my Carnation experience I 
never saw anything in white like a bed of 

Alice chin year. It has a fringed 

flower, but is eery robust and 

very profuto in bloom. Mr. 
Turner’s tyueen of the Bedders is 
a very fine kind, of a full ri*a: 

rose colour. Celia (pink) is 4 
fine kind, not easily beaten, 
whilst Mrs. Howard Paul (soft- 
pink), Rosalind (rich-rose), and 
Lady Maud Hastings (a bright 

salmon-pink), are threetoewkitd* 
that have been so good with me 

this year that I have no hesita¬ 
tion in recommending them. 
Germania has become quite one 
of the best yellows, although I 

believe there are other competi¬ 
tors in the field, and amoDg 
them Lcander promises well. 
Although I have In front of m* 

a very long list of all the sells 
that have been grown by ine this 
year, a great many of them are 
probationers on trial. I have 

no doubt there are some sterling 
older kinds that other readers 
■night name. Happily the seifs 

are now becoming very numer¬ 
ous ; but there are nono too many 
all round good kinds that are 
freo, robust, and open perfect 
flowers without bursting, which 

is a defect so grave that I would 
have all bursters discarded.— 

A. H. 

4363. — Carnation and 
Picotee-eeedp. — There are 
two seasons for sowing seed, 
autumn and the spring, and tho 

pleasure of raising seedlings is 
foliago, often of a ruddy, crimson colour, as it considerable. One never knows what is coming 
comes through the ground is in rioh contrast to although the plants aro far more numorous 
the Grass and surrounding vegetation. Pa-onies J than tho prizes. If a good Carnation, how- 

Oi'« TUMimin' Ii.m-str ation-i: Pori-h covered with Clematis Jackmani and 

Jasmine. Knarnvud for Gsrdsnino Ilmirtratro from a photograph 
sent hjr Mr. Piper, Kerndalc, Exeter. 

ib ae nemours, resiiwtrmexima, , givo i top-dressing o 
1 plena, MadamoCalotl KelwSV 1 1 tijS Attest possible 

arringDon, Triuoewi VJK\MSs; .URAfcthe crowns 1 

odtng vegetation, 
do not mind shado, and whon screened from keen 
winds and the fierco glare of tho bud, such at we 
have recently experienced, the flowers last much 
loDger in full beauty than would otherwise be 
tho case. Although they may bo plauted out 
almost uny season of the year, the time usually 
selected is autumn and early spring ; also suit¬ 

able woather in winter, and tne ground should 
bo dcoply dug and well manured if tho finest 
results aro desired. When a speciality is made 
of Pieonies, a good watering when tho buds are 

developing will, if the wc&thor is dry at tho time, 
help them considerably. Remember also that 
much good effect is lost when insufficient space 
s allowed tho plants to expand their free and 

handsomo spread of leaves, and about 3 feet 
apart, better still 4 feet, should be allowed them, 
as at first not much progress will be made ; but 
in the course of two or three seasons they will 

make strong and fairly quick growth. To main¬ 
tain the vigour of the dumps, it is advisable to 

or in any way 
£»phyrvs, Palene, Nromi* Demsy (very beautiful j ff-Pioonie* are to succeed they must be left alpns A i-^-r I sowed peed a of 
noth as regards its flowers and the fine compact I to grow on in their own way. 

prizes. 
ever, is raised, one that has a flower that does not 
split, and is of good colour, then a prize worth 
having will have been raised. If you sow iced 
now, lake care of the plants in tho winter. Sow 
the seed in a shallow pan filled with light soil ; 
crock thorn well, and place in a frame near the 

glass. Here they will germinate well, and when 
the seodlings are gotting strong placo them in the 
open to get them thoroughly woll hardened, then 

plant them out in the open in the positions they 
are to flower in. It is wise to have a bed for 
them, so that the finest may be selected and 
grown on. This is in the oase of spring sowing ; 
but if sown now they should be kept under glass 

through the winter, but as hardy as possible. 
When planting out in the open see that the 
ground is not infested with wirewortn, which is 
very destructive to Carnations. This is a good 
year for Carnation-seed ; but, os a rule, it does 
not ripen in England, owing to wet and absenuo 

of sunshine. Raising seedlings is not a difficult 
hpjttfpii iynd if seeds aro sown every year there top-dressing of woll-acoayed manuro, but 

care must be taken not .to Lis a succession of seedlings to flower and give 

ay IrijffililiW]• 'incrtaWd- iriUeHlJte) ike garden.-C. T. 
Csrnations in 8eptem- 

are now flowering very 
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freely. As soon as the young plants were large 
enough to priolc off they were planted in boxes, 
and I have grown them in flower pots during 
the present season because' I was not sure 

whether they would flower out-of-doors. They 
have been out since May, and would have 
flowered well in the open garden had they been Slanted out in May. A few of them will not 

ower, but most of them will do so.—J. D. E. 

4319.—BOX —Prepare the site of the in¬ 

tended line of Box by digging, breaking the soil 
up well, leaving the surface level. Then tread it 

down firmly, applying the same amount of pres¬ 
sure all along the fine. Rake it perfectly smooth 

and oven ; stretch the line along from ond to end 
and draw it tight; this will show the low plaoes 
if there are any. Make up the inequalities of 

surface by adding fresh soil, and then beat it 
down with the back of the spade. Rearrange 
the line in the required position, and out out the 
trench from 4 inches to 5 inches deep, according 

to tho size of the Box, so as to have a dean, 
hard surfaco to lay the Box against. Dress the 
Box by outting off the long roots, and trim the 

tops quite even. Pull the Box into fair-sized 
pieces, and in planting hold in position with 
one hand and use the other to plaoe the pieces in 

the trench, covering the roots with earth as the 
work proceeds, pressing it in firmly. Leave 
about 14 inches of the Box above the ground. 

Return the soil against the edging with the 
spade, and tread it down firmly by passing the 
foot along with the toe against the edging. Tho 
gravel, which should have been turned back, will 
thon be replaced. When the other side of the 

path has been planted in like manner a sprink¬ 
ling of fresh gravel and the roller will make a 
neat finish. If Box is planted in dry weather 

water should be given till the roots begin to 

start.—E. H. 

1526 —Pansy seedlings.— An east border 
against a house would be a very good situation 

for Pansies. The seeds of the Pansies should 
bo sown in July, so that they may be ready 

to plant out in September where they are 
to flower, or small plants put out now would 
becomo stronger and give flowers earlior in the 
year. They should be planted in deep rich soil, 
well manured. It would be too late to plant 
them in spring for early flowering. Borders on 
tho east side of a house are frequently muoh 

exposed to winds. A draught is caused by a 
fence on one side and the wall on the other. 
The oast wind rushes down in the winter and 
early spring, but if sheltered from this draught 
they will do very well.—J. D. E. 

- It does not much matter what position these 
oooupy; but the blooms will oome larger and brighter If 
In a partially-!haded spot. The time of planting is also 
immitarial; it must depend entirely upon the stage of 
your seedlings. Pansies Invariably bloom In the eprlng 
and early summer, and are perfectly hardy.— P. U. 

4284 —Carnations, &C—The difference 
between Carnations, Picotees, and Pinks has 

been fully explained in these oolumns in previous 
numbers. The Pink as a garden flower has been 
produced from a distinct parentage. Dianthus Elumarius is the reputed parent of the Pheasant 

lye or exhibition Pink of the florists; but 

some sorts have a nearer relationship to Dianthus 
deltoides. The growth of Pinks is more slender 
than that of Carnations, and if planted together 
in the borders the Pinks produce their flowers 
very nearly a month earlier than the Carnations. 

Dianthus oaryophyllus is the parent of the Clove 
Carnation and Picoteo, and as they have been 
cultivated in English g&rdona for at loust throo 

hundred years, they have taken on a great 
variety of form and colour, and the florists for 
exhibition purposes have divided them into 
sections. They plaoe the bizarred Carnation 
first; the colours are scarlet and maroon on a 

white ground, or purple and pink on white. The 
flakes nave but one colour on a white ground, 
and these are scarlet, purplo, rose, and pink. 

The seifs are one colour throughout—rose, pink, 
scarlet, orirason, purple, yellow, white, Ac. 
Picotees are white, with a margin to the petals 

of various widths and colours ; sometimes there 
is merely a thin, hair-like line of oolour, at other 

times the margin is an eighth of an inoh wide. 
The colours are deep-red, rosy-red, purple, rose, 

and soarlet.—J. D. E. 

4382 —Herbaceous plants.—This term 
signifies plants that die down every/$e2lvHer 
bd.eeous Phloxes, Mio’auBlrrmi Dv.is.os, jshd]’ 'o 

forth. I have repeatedly given lists oTThebest 
things in Gardening, but here are the names of 

a few plants to commence them. Those that 
bloom in the spring would comprise the Adonis 

vernalis, Rock Mad wort, Alyssum saxatile (a 
beautiful flower, a mass of yellow in the spring 
months), Anemones of various kinds, A. nemo- 
rosa in variety, A. apennina, A. fulgens, A. 

pulsatilla (the Pasque flower), A. sylvestris, the 
various forms of Candytuft (Arabia), the Thrift 
(Armeria vulgaris, very good for edging); 

Aubrietias, not forgetting the rosy-flowered A. 
Leiohtlini, Cheiranbhus Marsh alii (Marshall's 
Wallflower), tho Lily of the Valley (verv pretty 
if not planted too thickly and in a shady spot). 
Dielytra spoctabilis (the well known Lyre-flower, 

very good in a light soil and not too exposed a 
position), the Gentianella (where it can be well 
established), the spring Hellebores (beautiful 

things), forms of H. atro-rubens, Ac ; Forget-me- 
nots, the bulbous Dog's-tooth Violets, the Winter 
Aconite, the violet-scented Iris reticulata, 
Daffodils (in variety). Dwarf Phloxes, Crown 
Imperials, Primulas, Saxifrages, Soillas, or 
8quills; particularly varieties of 8. campanu- 
lata, Tulips; not forgetting tho orimson- 
flowered T. fulgens and Tufted Pansies. As 
regards tho summer-tl jwering, get Achillea, 

tho Pearl, Hollyhocks, Alstncmeria aurea (if 
you have a warm, light border), Chrysanthe¬ 
mums (C latifolium) summer-flowering, D-lphi- 
niu ns, Coreopsis lanceolate. Campanulas, Funk- 

ias, Soarlet Lychnis, Gladiolus, Perennial 
Columbine, Sunflowers (particularly Helianthus 

multiflorus maximus), Herbaoeous Lobelias, 
Eryngium planum, E. Olivirianum, E. gigan- 

teum, Ljthrum roseum, Evening Primroses, 
Herbaceous Phloxes, Galega otlioinalis and white 
variety, Pyrethrums, Roses, Sedum Sieboldi, 
Gypsophila panioulata, Carnations, Pinks. 

Diotamnus, Senecio pulchor, Tufted Pansies, 
Dahlias, and annuals of many kinds —C. T. 

4377.—Clematis attacked by mildew. 
—It is difficult to say what is tho cause of 
plants boiDg attaoked by mildew; but it is 
usually vorv prevalent at this season of the year. 

Roses in the open garden are usually badly 
attacked with it in August. They aro very bad 
this year, owing probably to the greater drynoss 

of the soil about their roots. The Wistaria 
growing over the Clematis would have the effeot 
of keeping them dry, and henco they would be 
more liable to bo attaoked by mildew. Wistaria 

sinensis itsolf does not suffer from tho attacks of 
this parasite The best way to get rid of it 
would bo to dissolve about two ounces of soft- 
soap in a gallon of hot water ; mix with it about 
a quarter of a pound of powdered sulphur 
(flowers of sulphur), and well syringe the 

affected parts with it. The sulphur soon 
sinks to the bottom, but it can be kept in 
solution by syringing into the water each time of 

drawing it out.—J. D. E. 
4381.—Clematis dying”.—It is not easy to 

tell why the Clematis should go off in the way 

doscribjd. Possibly something is eating them 
at the root. If dead, lift them, and see if there 
is anything radically wrong in that quarter. 

Possibly the soil is very poor. If the plants 
were put in late this spring and have not boen 
freely watered, but permitted to carry a heavy 
mass of bloom, that will account for failure.— 

C. T. 

4371.—Christmas Roses.—I should think 
that you would succeed well with the Christmas 
Roses, but not so well as in the country. The 
Hellebores require moisture and shade. You 
may plant now in a deep vegetable soil. Get 
gooff clumps, and let them develop Into broad, 

spreading masses. If you require flowers to 
out, you must when the buds appear place over 
each clump a hand-light, whioh will afford the 

needful protection from fogs, wet, and frosts. 
I once had a small plot of Christmas Roses near 
London which did exceedingly well. The soil 

was fairly rich, and the plants in a half shady, 
moist position. Each year they gave a fine lot 
of flowers. Altifolius is the earliest in bloom, 

but at Christmas St. Brigid and maximus are 
the best. The flowers are very pure. You need 
not grow the plants all the year round in pots. 

The best way in dealing with these for the con¬ 
servatory is to lift good clumps from the open 

when in bud, and transfer them to large pots, 
or better still baskets filled with Coooa-nut- 

fibre. Keep them in the warmest end of the 
'.use, and you will bo rewarded by a fine 

_of bloom. The next year nel^t other 
_ ps, as they will not bear this foroiug treat¬ 
ment two seasons in succession.—C. T. j 

TREES & SHRUBS. 

BEAUTIFUL FLOWERING SHRUBS. 

The usual ocoupants of the average garden in 
the way of shrubs are Privet, Laurustinus, 
Laurels, and Box, whioh have a monotonous, 
depressing effeot when used too freely. One 

would think from their frequency that it was a 
matter of necessity to use these evergreens or 
put up with vaoant forecourts, but there are 
many beautiful flowering trees and shrubs 
quite as easy to grow, and not afraid even of 

the smoke and dirt of town gardens. 
One might take the Barberries as examples of 

shrubs too little seen, although of extreme 

beauty, carrying throughout the winter a rioh 
profusion of orimson fruits. The most popular 

is B. Darwini, then we can use the common 
Barberry. B. vulgaris, B. dulcis, whioh bears 
small yellow flowers, followed by ruddy fruits, 
and the hybrid B. stenophylla, all worthy of a 

plaoe in tho smallest garden. It is not poesiblo, 
of oourse, to cram all tho good things into a 

limited area, and of Barberries, our selection 
would be B. Darwini or B. vulgaris, ohoosing 
from the Evergreen Barberries, or Mahonias as 
they were foimorly called, the rich, bronzy¬ 
leaved B. aquifolium, the leafage of which is 

excellent to associate with cut flowers, Daffodils 
aod Chrysanthemums in particular. All the 
Barberries will grow freely in ordinary soils, 
and make a brilliant picture of oolour in tho 
winter. Against a wall the Craticgua py racantha 

or Fiery Thorn is verv beautiful, the best variety, 
because producinga freer display of berries, being 
the orange fruited C. Lelandi. Its rich-green 
leafage and brightly-coloured fruits are remark¬ 

ably beautiful in association, and the milky- 
white dusters of flowers in the summer montns 
possess muoh attraction. But this is not the 
only Thom that is of value in the garden. The 
Thorns are, perhaps, the most interesting and 

charming of garden trees; their piotuiesque 
growth, hardiness, vigour, and extreme beauty 
adapting them for the smallest plot. What ex¬ 
cels a healthy tree of the double crimson 

variety, or Paul’s Double 8carlot ? Whilst the 
range of varieties may be extended, embracing 
pinks, carmine, and white, but, as a rule, after 

tho Fiery Thorn, the selection will have to be 
limited to one, and that the crimson form of our 
Common “May.” Then we have the Cookspur, 

Washington, and Scarlet-fruited Thorns, all 
necessary in a large garden, but must be 
omitted from small places if a variety is desired. 

How soldom one sees a Catalpa in gardens, 

yet it is a splendid tree where there is space 
for it to spread out and reveal its true character. 
C. bignonioides, or C. syringtefolia as it is also 

called, is the commonest type, its large leaves of Seat beauty ; and then we get in August the 
orse-Chestnut-like flowers, oharmingly spotted 

and very attractive to the eye. I know town 

gardens in whioh this North American tree 
thrives to perfection, and it succeeds better if 
provided with shelter, and the position is moist. 
The glorious old 

Judas-tree has for hundreds of years figured 
in English gardens. It makes a picturesque f owth enriched with purplish-rose flowers. 

have seen this old favourite in town gardens, 
and in the suburban seat of Mr. Leopold de 
Rothschild, at Gunnersbury, there is a noble 

example clambering over a wall, for it may be 
made to embellish a wall, as the Wistaria, as 
well aa grown in the form of a low tree. It 

must be a poor garden and soil that will not 
grow tho quaint, old-fashioned Cercis. Brilliant 
and delightful to look upon when in fruit is the 

Cctoneaater, and on a bank or shrubbery margin 
the common C. microphylla will be quite at 
home, clothing the bare places with its wiry 

growths and small leaves, lit up during the 
winter season with scarlet berries. Sometimes 

there are stone steps in gardens which it is 
desired to hide, and the Cotoneaster is exaotly 
suited for such a purpose, growing in ordinary 

soil and positions. It is quite a dwarf, spreading 
shrub, clothing otherwise bare, unsightly spots 
with beauty. It appears fashionable to frown 

upon certain choice old garden trees. Take the 
Cydonia or Quince, for example, a picturesque 

and oharming tree, more thought of, perhaps, 
ibKJtli yollbw fruits to give flavour to preserves 

than of ri to j beauty, *s alawn tree, its heavy 
mausec of blooni a piccire of beauty, the 

filling the air with 
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their pungent odour. If such trees were trouble¬ 
some to grow we should not express surprise at 
their scarcity in new gardens, but they will 
thrive in ordinary soil and positions. One often 
finds many very charming flowering trees and 
shrubs in a common shrubbery, a kind of 
arrangement in which free and graceful Bhrubs 
are planted so thickly together as to spoil their 

true beauty. It U impossible to see their proper 
character, huddled up in this way, putting in a 
variety of things from Quinces to Mock Oranges. 
Each tree, shrub, or flower, should tell its own 
tale, and please by its beauty of form aud 
prodigal display of blossoms. A very interesting 

olass is formed by the Brooms, aud Cytisus 
scoparius Andreanus is very fine. We get a rich 
association of colour, yellow against velvety- 
crimson, and it is quite hardy, exceptionally 
free, and a delightful garden shrub. Very 
beautiful in late May is the White Spanish 

Broom (Cytisus albus), its slender steins 
smothered with white flowers, a perfect maBS, 

and such an effect may be gained easily, as the 
Spanish Broom is not difficult to grow, if the 
soil is fairly light. This reminds me that the 
Yellow-flowered Genista pnecox is just as free, 
every shoot being hidden by the soft-toned 

blossom, with scarcely a leaf visible. It is such 

feotion. Covered with flowers in April is 
Forsythia suspense, the shoots hung with the 
riohly attractive blossom, a brilliant mass of 
yellow. This is a half-shrub, and may be grown 

againBt a wall, permitted to scramble over a 
sunny bank, or trained in the form of a buBh. 
One of the most beautiful beds I have seen was of 
this ForBythia, the shoots trained over a few 
sticks placed in the beds for support, and 
covered with golden bloom, hung gracefully 
on the slender shoots. One may cover a low 

wall with it, as in the case of the Jasminum 
nudiflorum, the winter - flowering Jasmine, 
that blooms in the late autumn and winter. 
The Californian Garrya elliptica, is also a 
winter-flowering shrub, its light-green-coloured 
catkins appearing in profusion during the 

“ dark ” months of the year. It is not of vivid 
colour certainly, but the green catkins are of 
quiet beauty, and may be cut for filling vases 
indoors. A good bush of it is an interesting 
winter feature, but the usual way is to plaut 
this shrub against a wall, where its rioh green 

foliage and abundant catkins are well displayed. 
I have further notes to make. V. C. 

4376—Cutting back Hollies.—Varie¬ 
gated Hollies that are 20 feet high will no 

itKiInn iH'iii-trco (ratal pa i»ir»onioliU's). 

cheap, easily-grown, and useful shrubs as these 
that one wants to encourage in gardens, a com¬ 
plete contrast to the evergreen Box or formal 

Laurel. 

The cottage gardes often boasts of greater 
beauty than more pretontious plots, and we 

think it is through a mistaken notion that the 
things so beautiful in the country are unsuit¬ 
able for the outskirts of large towns. The 
Daphne Mezereum—more often called the 
Mczeroon- is a very easily-grown shrub, the 

branches oovored with purple bloom in early 
spring, the flowers scenting the garden. Two 
or three good bushes of this shrub aro very 
beautiful, and in mild years the flowers opon 
before February is over. Let the soil be light 
and the position sunnv, then we may expect the 
Daphne to make our hearts clad with its sweet- 
smelling flowers, followed by crimson berries. 

The crimson-flowered Escallonia macrantha is a 
well known shrub, but must in all northern dis¬ 
tricts be grown against a wall, although in the 
southern counties it may be placed freely in the 

open. I remember seeing very fine bushes of 
this delightful shrub in the Queen’s Garden at 

Osborne, and visitors to the Isle of WigkOHio 
are interested in shrubs and flowers j.jnajLeuiifv 
themselves to their heart’s content in thffflTttlV 

isle, as in the balmy air plants thrive to per- 

stand a rough and ready treatment like younger 
ones. They have arrived at that age when all 

the specimens I have met with, oven when 
growing under favourable conditions, deoline in 
vigour. At the same time I see no reason why 
you should not deal with them in the way you 
suggest, providing you do the work well. The 
best way of doing this is to givo the roots a top- 
dressing at once, either a layer of rotten manure, 
6 inches thick, or half that depth of rich soil. 
Tho effect of this will be that the branches will 
break stronger when you prune them. With 
regard to the later operation the middle of 
March is soou enough. I advise you to reduce 
tho hoight three feet, not two-thirds their longth. 

Ono-third is as much as I can be responsible for. 
Even then tho whole of the branches should be 
dealt with alike, having, of course, some regard 
to the form of tho trees. The trees will be some¬ 
what ugly after the operation, but it will only 
bo for a few months.—J. C. C. 

-Th« best time to out back Hollies la In June. They 
might be out baok now, but they would not break before 
spring.—E. H. 

Weevil destructive to Beech —Referring to my 
letter two or three months ago concerning the lojury done 
to the Bethby weevil. I find the name of It Is Orobeetee 
fug has done much mischief in this neigh- 

it would be Interesting to kne 
°wnC? Beeohea in other parts of the ooun 
plain of It.—R. L. A. 

THE CATALPAS OR INDIAN BEAN- 

TREES. 

Those who know tho. American Catalpa will 
recognise in the accompanying illustration a 

very fine specimen of C. bignonioides in full 
flower. As may be seen, it has long since 

attained maturity, and shows plainly the hand¬ 
some wide-spreading head whioh an old Catalpa 
always develops when growing in a suitable 
soil and climate and in a sheltered spot, so that 

its head is uninjured by high winds. Thero is, 
in fact, no freer object on an English garden 
lawn than an old Catalpa, as it is beautiful in 
leaf and highly attractive through harvest time, 
when, as a rulo, it is covered with a profusion 
of loose white flowor clusters, which, in warm 
climates, are succeeded by a crop of long seed- 
pods, whioh look like attenuated French Beans, 
hence the name Indian Bean-tree. The rapid 

growth of this tree is a great point in its favour, 
for from the seedling stage to the flowering 
period, which occurs under favourable circum¬ 
stances at from twelve to eighteen years of age, 
it grows on an average from 1 foot to 18 inches 
a year, so that in twenty years the tree has 

reached its full height, whioh in this country 
rarely exceeds 40 feet, unless the tree is drawn 
up by others. When at full height tho tree 
develops laterally and continues to form the 
broad, rounded head shown in the illustration. 
Like other large-leaved trees, tho Catalpa needs 
a deep, free soil for rapid and luxuriant growth, 

and though it will sometimes thrive on poor soils 
aud exposed dry spots, it is never seen to such 
perfection as iu deep, moist soil, such as 
tho rich alluvial soil on the banks of rivers or 
lakes. This accounts for the existence of the 
magnificent Catalpas one sees in the valley of 
tho Thames, where probably more old Catalpas 
can bo found than in any other locality through¬ 
out these islands. The Catalpa is peculiarly a 
troo for very small gardens, because it never 
grows very largo. It is, in fact, one of tho few 
medium-sized trees that can bo planted on a 
small lawn, and na a town tree has few equals, 
being, liko the Plane and the Fig, especially 
adapted for withstanding the impuro atmos¬ 
phere of towns. Tho fine specimens wo too in 
London, the Temple Gardens, the squares about 
Bloomsbury, for instance, quite prove this, and 
no doubt the tree is benefited by the extrasholter 
and warmth the atmosphere of a town affords, 
which tends to ripen the j oung wood, rendering 
it less liable to bo killed in winter. It is 
fortunate that the Catalpa is ono of tho last 
troos to come into leaf in spring, for if it were 
early it would always be overtaken and 

damaged by late froBts, which, indeed, is the case 
occasionally. Tho common kind of Catalpa is 
the North American C. bignonioides, also called 
C. ayringiefolia, or Lilac-leaved, which was 
introduced to English gardens in 1726. Prob¬ 
ably tho oldest trees of it that exist here aro 
those about. London, notably in tho Fulham 
Palace Gardens, it being one of the choicest 
favourites of tho tree bishop, Bishop Compton, 

so that it is one of tho earliest exotic trees in¬ 
troduced. C. speciosa differs from the other in 
being more erect and taller, with leaves more 
pointed. The flowers are larger and almost 
pure white, whereas in C. bignonioides they are 
tinged with purple, and spotted with yellow. 
The point that makes C. speciosa most valuable 
to ua is its more hardy constitution, more rapid 
growth, and the fact that it flowers a fortnight 
earlier. Tho other two Catalpas aro C. Kiemp- 
feri, a native of Japan, and C .Bungei, from 
China. Both aro modern introductions, and as 
far as wo are able to judge from tho largest 
trees in this country they are not likely to rival 
the American kinds. W. 

4359.—Ohoisya ternata. — This is tho 

Mexican Orange-flower. It is not a really hardy 
shrub—that is to say, it cannot be recommended 
for gardening of every kind. But it is surpris¬ 
ing to see that even in northern districts, wnoro 
there is shelter, it will live out unharmed. If, 
however, your garden is right in the south you 
may plant the Choisya without fear of destruc¬ 

tion by frost. It grows quickly, and tho white 
fragrant flowers, as richly scented as the Haw¬ 
thorn, arc in bold reliof to tho masses of deep- 
grc&t lltjWefcl IlCiittinga strike readily in tho 

u to **•tho ,hrut> 
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shelter, therefore it succeeds best against a wall. 

A bush of it ia very charming, and select a sunny 
spot to get the growth well ripened. The 

hardier the growth, so much the better chance 
the shrub has of weathering tlie storms of 

winter.—C. T. 

— This is a very effective dwarf shrub for 
a Warm situation. It produces white fragrant 
flowers abundantly j even small plants flower. 
Here, in the eastern counties, we find it neces¬ 

sary to plant it against a wall; but in the south 
or west it would, I have no doubt, do very well 

in the border. Give it a little leaf-mould.— 

K. H. 

<39d.—Ivy on walls.—Apart from the 
fact that the varieties named aro not so well 
adapted as self-clinging kinds to walls as the 

Irish Ivy, for instance, the present summer 
being so hot and dry Is not at all favourable to 

Ivies supporting themselves, owing to the 
scarcity of moisture in the bricks. After 
sevoral days of successive ruins tho stems of Ivy 

plants can be seen thickly studded With white 

stiooulent roots, which is conddOiro to the 
olingiog of the branches to the walls, but seldom 
has this occurrence beou obeervod this yoar. 
'/'Wore is nothing " Ivy ’’ can do but tack the 

shoots to the Walls as they grow, and well soak 
the soil with water.—8. P, 

-The beet w»y to induce Ivy tfldlrrg te to enromffe 
It to do eo from Orel planting. When onoe nntling ia begmr 
It has to be followed up and le rarely satisfactory. Toe 
plan I adopt ia to peg the plants down clone to the base of 
the wall after planting, and then they cling from thtf 

Mart and never need the ellghteet aealatanoe in thle 
roepeot.—A. If. 

-—— Are the a hoots afleoted with black-fly or similar 
|MSt., rthlnh would acnount for their behaviour? It l« 
singular, all ths Varieties named grow well, especially 
K nerald Gem. The Only Way te to keep them oalled up 
well, but If the growth Is not vigorous, one oould nooonnt 
for It.—V T. 

4111} —Dotting Yews-Better plant the Yews and 
give them two or tnree years to get established before the 
cutting IS begun. Yew-trees will break out Of old wood 
any time.—E. If. 

HOUSE & WINDOW GARDENING. 

CHINESE SACRED LILY (NARCISSUS 

TAZETTA) FOR A ROOM. 

Tills is a favourite window plant, for it grows 

eo quickly and hears such a mass of sweet- 
UConted blossoms, that it is specially suited to 
room Culture, besides being suitable to grow in 

water, if preforrod. The bulbs should l?e pro¬ 
cured directly they arrive in this country from 
China (usually early in December), and they only 
require eight weeks to prodace their blossoms, 
so that they may easily he had during the dopth 

of wiutor. Place them in shallow bowls, four or 
fivo bulbs in a group, with n few stonos to pre 

vont them from falling about, and a littio char¬ 
coal iu sticks to keep tho rain-water, whioh 
should be preferred to hard water, pure. The 

bulbs should stand in a dark placo for ten days 
to form their roots beforo starting their leaves, 

and they may then be transferred to the window 
of a sunny room with a moderate fire, where 
they will grow rapidly. Thoy must not be placed 

in a sharp draught, however, and the morning 
brushing out, which necessitates both the door 
and window of the room being open at once, is 
the caase of many failures, for the owner, coming 
down to a comfortably warmed room at break¬ 

fast-time, fails to consider that the temperature 
was arctic at seven o’clock that morning, and 
tha plants probably evpoiiod to tho full foreo of 

the wind. To avoid this danger, room-plants 

should bo sheltered with double newspaper, 
which can easily be made into a sort of bell- 
shapod cover by the use of a little wiro, ovor 
which the paper can be pasted. This prevents 

dust from accumulating on the leaves, and 
keeps out the dangerous draught, if placed over 
the plants at night, besides saving them from 

the possibly freezing effect of a sharp frost 
during the night. The only other safe plan is 

to take valuable plants into a warm bodroom at 
night, replacing them in the window after the 

morning arrangements have been oompleted. 

_ I. L. R. 

Roman Hyacinths for a room- —These 
are tho earliest of all the bulbs to open their 
blossoms, and their graceful lowers, 
fragrant, and delHii^tiBefllplnearLmfc^rJ vo 

welcome visitors during the dark winter dayi 

The bullwshould be procured at onoe, and pot! 

early for early blooming, potting from three to 
five as closely as possible in a 5-inch or 6-inch 
pot near the surface, and using light sandy soil, 

which should be fairly damp when used, when 
the bulbs will not require more water for three 
weeks. After potting they should be placed 
out-of-doors, standing on a layer of fine coal- 

ashes, and covered with the same material to 
the depth of 2 inches. In about three weeks’ 
time the green points of the Hyaointh will be 
visible on removing tho covering of ashes, and 

the pots may then be taken into a sitting-room, 
whore the bulbs will quickly unfold their Bowers. 
Bulbs potted in August blossom in November. 
Relays may be easily arranged by potting the 

bulbs at intervals during autumn.—I. L. R. 

DATURA SUAVEOLENS (BRUGMANSIA) 

IN A ROOM. 

Tins handsome plant, bearing large white 
trumpet-shaped flowers of delicious fragrance, 
grows so quickly to a large size that it is 
soldom used for room decoration. Yot it is so 

easy to obtain blossoms on a small speoimon, 

Lat-trca snneta. 

and these plants aro so highly appreciated in 
the drawing-room for their handsome appearance 
and sweet scent, that those who have largo 

Brugmansias should not fail to supply them¬ 
selves with plenty of young-flowering stock. 
To do this successfully, the sturdy little shoots, 
which grow low on the stem of a thoroughly 

healthy plant, should be selected (slipping them 
oil with a little heel), and placed singly in 
light soil and sand (equal proportions of each), 

in thumb-pots. These are best placed over a 
light bottom-heat, in winter, Out must be 
covered with a bell-glass, or an amateur can 

put a tumbler over each, and stand them in a 
sunny window at this time of year, shading them 

with newspaper from eleven to four o’clock at first. 
They will quickly form root* if kept damp and 
rather cloee, but the glass must be taken oil’and 

ied with a doth daily, raising it slightly 

ythe first day or two so as to admit a little 

_ ^whioh oan be gradually inorovwd. Those 
(who have set up that most useful thing, u 

" outting-box," will place thejr Daturajefttirngs 

La it and find them do well—*f n cutting-box” 
being only an ordinary wooden-box, euch aw 
can be procured at the grooer’a for a few venoe/ 
about 18 inches deep, and any ordinary size* 

according to the number of pots it is to contain. 
There should be a layer of fine ashes at the 
bottom of it, from 4 inches to 6 inches deep, 

and two or three pieces of broken glass to cover 
it; these are prefesable to one whole pane as 
they can much more easily be arranged to give 
gradual ventilation as it may be seeded. The 

“ cutting-box" may stand in a window 
where sunshine will warm one side of it, but 
it must be shaded with a piece of news¬ 
paper while the sun strikes on the glass, 

until the outtinga begin to grow, when they can 
be gradually inured to both air and sunshine, 
and are then ready for a shift. To return to the 
Datura slips ; they should be potted on rapidly, 

giving small shifts and rich soil as soon as roots 
are formed, growing them close to the glass, 
with plenty of warmth. Before they are 6 inches 

high, the flowor-buds which wero formed in 
them, when taken off the parent tree, will begin 
to show, and with thorough support in the way 
of liquid-manure or soot-water, it is possible to 

havo a plant of this kind not exceeding a feet 
in height with five or six blooms on it at once. 
Daturas will blossom well too in the winter if 
given an intermediate temperature, and are then 
most valuable for decorative purposes. Cuttings 

can be struck at the present time on the above 
lines if given heat during winter ; otherwise it 
is better to wait until the early spring, when 

thoy can be grown on quickly without much 
fire-heat. No insect post, such as green-By or 
red-spider, must be allowed to infost them; con¬ 

stant syringing is the best remedy for this. 
_ I. L. R. 

Anemones for a room.—Few of our 
spring flowers aro more oharming than those of 

the Anemone family, whothor we speak of the 
wild Wood Anemone or the more gorgeous 
varieties in cultivation. These aro so numerous, 
and embrace such various tints, every sbndo of 

scarlot, white, yellow, violet, and even sky-blue 
(Anemone apennina, tho blue Wood Aneinoue), 
being represented amongst them, that a collec¬ 

tion of tno varieties would bo worth having, the 
Riviera, Ireland, Franco, Holland, and many 
other countries contributing distinct yet lovely 
Anemones. They are all hardy, and can be 

grown best out-of-doors, their pote sunk in a 
bed of ashes when needed for a room, so that 
they can be lifted into position when in flower, 

and replaced at any time in their ash-bed directly 
their blossoms are ovor. Any ordinary compost 
will suit them, with a little leaf-mould and sand, 

and they do not require more water than the 
rain provides until thoy begin to throw up their 
blossoms in tho early spring, when they should on 

no account be neglected. A inulchof half-decayed 
leaves over them during the severe weather will 

be useful.—I. L. R. 

FERNS. 

LASTREA SANCTA. 

Thk Fern of whioh an illustration is given was 

raised from spores received from Jamaica. It 
has never been plentiful, but is elegant, and 
well deserves a place in every collection. It 

may be grown in a pot, or planted oat in a 
Wardian oaao. The fronds vary from 3 inohm 

to it inches in length, and aro somewhat thin 

in texture ; the segments are finely cat, and 
rich deep-green in colour. If grown in pots it 
should be confined to a somewhat small-sized 

pot, as its roots do not appear to like much 
soil about them. It grows freely in a mixture 

of peat, leaf-mould, and sand. A good supply 
of water to the roots is beneficial, but sprink¬ 
lings over the fronds with water from the 
syringe aro apt to turn them blaok. A some¬ 

what close and moist atmosphere ia necessary 
for the plants, and to get the full beauty of tho 

delicate fronds. J. 

4291.—Oalolned bones and leather.—The 
outlined bonee are exoellent; mix the finer end dusty )»rt 
with tho soil, in the proportion of e 6-lnob potful to two 
bushels of soil, and use the larger pleoes as drainage. 
Abdut! th*leather I am not eo sure, and obould advise 
caution in using It, though I onoe had the oare of a 
I ante a! in MbloiijA »|uati!lt; ol thle material was oontolned 
In the toll, ana on the whole '(he plants grow remarkably 
Avs(ir |4'e*tjy|jijfla^scitle first.- R 0. K. 
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RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS “)f -Salphur In a arreenhouae.-l h*ve » 4439.-Galllardlas In winter Marions)—if the 
small greenhouse which bu » flue with briok aides, but aoil la wet. or the position oold, it would be better to pro- 

Questions—Queries and answers are inserted in , if? St fl,,e '* nKhted •'^pharous fumes escape, teot them but in warm rituations in the more southern 

Q^^^qfd^ifZrfs^n^olE^ruUs °°;,ntle8 th.er.,LVe 0UJ unhar,n<d' 11 in P°“ k*®P them in 
tore laid doion forthenr guidance. All communication* ^VoSlogofoe’meot.Ulubfe? the aprln,-. 

ASj.fPyyft? Uzuten_ on lr M how ,houid it be made?—Sti-piks Joans. 444a-StOPlng Apples (Enquirer).- Keep them in a 
one rule of the paper only, and addressed to the Editor of oool, dry room, and lay the fruits out In single layers Do 
OardR-nwo, 37, Sonthampton-street, Covent garden, Lon- 4423 -Sowing annuals.-Would it be sate to sow not heap them up. An even cool temperature la the chief 
don. Letters on business should be sent to the Publishsr. now In a oold distrioc of Pifeahire, Sjotland. needs of Doint to consider. Re oerefnl in mh»inr don. Letters on business should be sent to I Publishrr. now In a oold distrioc of Fifeahire, Sjotland, seeds of point to ooneider. Be careful ingathering not to bruise 

■equired tn 8hirley and French Poppies, Marigolds, Colllnaia bioolor, any. Erery bruise will develop into deaay later on Go 
be used in Erysimum PeroBaltianuro, and Chrysanthemum segetum ? over the fruits every two daya at least, and use those’ that 

should be on a separate piece of paper. Unanswered year after year, and I think all might be had In flower 
queries should be repeated. Correspondents should hear earlier if town now, but would they stand the winter?— 4441—Iflpldendrum nemor&le (J. /?.).—The im- 
In mind that, as Gardrmino has to be sent to press some Zonir. ported plant you Bend from Mexico may perhaps be of (his 
time, in advance qf date, they cannot alioays be replied to _,__ _ ,. -■-. —« ™n« w -c,j muun m un way or r. 
fn the issue immediately following the receipt of their , Jw „'rrwrlreworms.— I have some nemorale, and If so, and you are successful in flowering if 
communication. *. n.nr ■ ■ P p**wt,e land‘0P "hloh 1 then you will l>e well pleased with them. It is a mcai 

apecie». The bulbs look very much in the way of E. 

menu)snouia always oear tne numoer ana title placed safely used this autumn to per rod of ground, so that the k I canuicans—u. nation cays 
»unit the query replied to, and our readers will greatly crops next spring will not be injured by its use?—Prr- 2i?I?nS!!l.^ry ,,fine' Kr0,'e!n|? io, the centre of a bed of 

ige tie by advising, as far as their knowledge and plkxkd. ^ dwarf Rhododendrons. It is a plant that should Reused 
observations permit, the correspondents who seek assist- ...... by everyone having a garden, large or small, for its tall 
ynoe. Conditions, soils, and means vary so infinitely 4430 —Paaalon-nower In fruit.—I have a Passion- aplkea of large waxy-whlto bells are indeed very lovely. I 
that several answers to the same question may often be a very large plant Iliac la every morning a mase of would suggest deep planting as one of the chief require- 

injured by its use ?-Piul 5® ST0wlnK in the of a bed of j urea ny its user prr dwarf Rhododendrons. It Is a plant that should be used 
by everyone having a garden, large or small, for its tall 

that several answers ..... __ to the same question may often be ['ewer, a very large plant that Is every morning __ .. _____ 
very useful, and those who reply would do well to mention bloom, and is now becoming so laden with fruit (which menta for securing it in the open border or garden. 
the localities in which their experience is gained. Cortes- fevery large) that it is being broken from its fastenings. —J- J- 

a mass of would suggest deep planting as one of the chli 

____...__experience, is gained. Cortes- ar® verX l»rge) that it is being broken from its fastenings. — J. J- 
pondents who refer to articles inserted in Gardknino J» itnot ratber unusual for these flowers to fruitso freely f 4443 —finnnnhlH ontlvo it f 1 tki. i. 
Should mention tie number in which they appeared. '• “X '»»'»et value for tbs fruit ? Have you or tlflo name ot^r a^oimeJ fnd l'te Kn^Hsh nsni .°,Z 

- “y? 1 ftm t0ld lhey ''™p“^>"«^S:ndwh“hK,£ wTgrown 
4407. —Gladioli front seed —Oould you give me yg * Un*' Amu' makes an elegant subjeot In the bolder. It grows about 

full Instructions on bow to grow Gladioli from seed ?— 4431.— Llllum auratum— I have received a •** feet, or even ten or more teet high. From tbe dried 
Okioinau. number of bulbs of the above in pots, the stems of which leaves of the Cannabis tbe Indiana make an intoxicating 

4408. —Melons splitting.—Will someone ear what bav® h®™ out down to within 6 Inches of the soil. I d,1“k caIled Bhang. It is a flrst-rate subjeot for Londou 
Is the cause of Melons splitting, and If there is a remedy? Pr0.P,°?f l*»vlnK them undisturbed, keeping Just moist g»rdena—J. J. 
-R L A. until Novnmber, and repotting In suitable compost and a 4444 -Plants for garden (Asoirantv _ All the 

4410.—Siberian Grab preserve.—Co«ld you give 
me a good recipe for making a preeerve of Siberian Crab. 
4pplee?-J. 11. S. 

4413.—Nettles on a fariq. — I shall feel much 

..._ unui novemoer, ana repotting in suitable compost and a 4444 —Plants fop garden lAsmronii All it,. 

4409—Cox'S Orange Plppln.-At what tlms Is can Improv^^n^ba^satmaDk 'and'^an™? reumahlv ?lDK* “*ntioDed maX be planted In the autumn, late 
)ok-s orange Pippin usually ready to gather in the °00k £?watd uTg^od blMm. next' v ji o September orearlv October. You need not be Idle, but 
oath'/—K. U nriohton * bloome next year/-0. U. W„ West get the ground ready at onoe. If poor, it must be liberally 

nrijnion. manured and thoroughly trenched up. If the garden le 
4432.—Rose W. A. Richardson.—I have a Roee- Suit? n*». ln f»°t. hae to be formed, let there be a flower- 

tree W. A. Riobardaoo, now two yeare old. It hae grown bed ln the centre, and keep the walks to the outside. In a 
to ths helgbt of 10 feet, and about 2 feet across. I vJ,Ji18in. garden It will not he necessary to have a walk 
planted it 2 feet from wall, and trained It up two pleoee at L®t 111 b® GraM a,ld Bowers, 
of wood. It has never been pruned. House faoee south- 4445—HfBmanthus cocclneus (Ken/remhiret — 

S a°few* horns)1 V- 

4«t«.—uuon-ny.-will you please tell me tbe beet twloe a year as a muloh, and aoap-suds from the weekly u® K'»QuAiiy withheld as they go to rest, 
preventive for Onion-fly ? My gardener tried sprinklings wash? Would lime benefit me. If so, how applied? Mine 4440 -Odontotrlnnunm nndi«„«n™ /n 
0 paraffin for the spring crop, but It was of no avail— Is sandy loam, with old turves and nmnure worked ln at (A„ 

UKV0KK- P “bUb?- to disbudding of servloe in Increasing site of enclose, and I anTstiU more irly W find that 
■♦♦W—Parsley.—My Parsley has been very floe, but ,1°°“'. mak® m!n^l!frK®r' wh“*,e “d common thing was named after the man to wKm 

has reoonUy turned brown. It is quite spoiled for use. taelstl^” Alt™. ,or ®«b'bltl°n, twenty-four Botany owes so much. You should carefully keep It for 
Gan you tell me the reason, and how to prevent It In vlrlel‘ea •—A KoH* IN Junk- lie name, but if you have many of the same species, dispose 
future ?—Bl'BSAO*. 4434—Water Lilies — Many years ago I had a small ?* t^iem to the best advantage aa won aa you flower them. 

4410.—Tea Roses —Will someone kindly give me the tank made of briok and cement, and about 0 feet 7 Inohee 1 •hould advise you to bloom them at first, because you 
names of tome large-floveriog Tea ltoeee, euob as Grace in diameter, inelde measurement, and about 2lest8Inohee “V. ”1*® 90“e good hybrid. Bend the dried flowers 
barling, b'ldial, ViecounUss Folkestone? 1 want some in depth. When it was made I oovored the bottom with outl “ the party that tent them home, and tell him that 
with luge flowert—RAT. some loamy toil, and pot line gravel and eand en top of y0U do DOt r®‘‘ulr® m0,e of “>«•*--»«• «. 

4417.—Caterpillars on bush fruits —Can any- *£. I put roots of oommon White Water LUlea, *ympb»a 4447—Pereskla aculeata— P. Wilson asks what 
thing be done to prevent the oalerplilar plague on Gooee- * *“ •b*1- They grew and flowered remarkably well he oan do with this plant, which climbs about like the 
berry and Currant-buebes? If so, what time of year will “““1 the last two or three years, when they have not Bramble, and never flowere. It was given him some yeare 
it be best to treat them ?—II. 8. Ik done so well. A4 the roots are confined in email epaoe, I ego for a Cactus. Yes.it Is a member of the Cactus 

4419— Rosas for north hmvl.r Wh.e 4435 -Culture of Roses for exhibition—I m08t ,uf® 10 X°u- J do not like this plant for a stock 
noses ror norm poruer—What Rosea trrnw itnam and having i»Li .a.  for working EnInhvlluma unon. The vrau ot 

CMAR-oun,. exhibition Ifloomsalone. Would theeesix varletlea in eaoh 

h_.Wll.1Ky0(UwklDdIy l*11 "* What t0 d0 K*n®"1,ro“ry to go to through having got this oankerous diseue^to them! 
with six-) earsfld t uohalaa that have rather gone to wood? J?r tb®othar f* 10 S*ke.th.® n««>»“ry twelve bloome f whloh appears to me to l>e the result of the applications 
Th®y flower well, but only at the top of the plant. Should Cao this selection of Teae be improved upon for size and of liquid-manure. I have noted thie disease to let In and 

they be out down, or thrown away ? The leaves of some ?:■,/*“? JJaoher, Wlphetoe, frequently Uke years to get rid of, when the plants have 
of the Plante are like two. What should be done with JJardohal N iel, Hon With Gilford, Madame 1 .ambard, been subjected to luge doeee for a few years. My advice 
them ? J. 0. Impkv. Mm. MiMM. Merrnet. Franoleoa Kruger, I. not to give them* liquid mLTure ’iw trMtaVw 

4422—Hedge of Gooseberries—I am anxious to “ mfL louvenlV’d*™ 'aw” Rnhi^ s h° t,hto »PP*»r» “ be quite right—M. B. 

each plant having not nrore fhin three Krannhes which Marquise de Vivene, and others, spoil eo soon with weather 4449— Cyprlpedlum cardlnale—W. sends 
would be trained on wirea'”Can anyone tell me where 1 *uJ "7 "P*11 quickly ln great heat- Ought I to prune Uie last flowers of this kind which he saye 
can obudnsuoh planu of\ tiearlng age of th?»?u rLi Teas hardaa well ae II. P.'s for exhibition blooms. Usually . bav* b«en produowl from the plant without Its now 

Wuriogton, Red Champagne; and* EArly^Sulphur?^ fariher PtunlnK ,th»n cutting away the dead be,lJK oat ofbloom sinoe tbe 9 th of March last. It is ons 
r L B pk , u *riy auipnur? wood killed by frost in the winter, together with any weak °? hybrids railed by my old friend, Mr. Seden, at the 

_ spray—A Robb in Jusk. -Masers \eltch's establishment, and It Is one of the Selene 
_ pedlums, or South American crosses. 0. Hedenl, itself a 

oroee, and 0. Schlimi alblflorum. It retains tbe bright 

__ To the Mowing oueriu britf editorial replies 
2 feet above the wall. I want to know if 1 should out them are ff,ven > Out readers art imnled to give further Instances a slight tinge of pinkish-rose, whilst the lip is 
or Just nip the top to keep them from growing any higher? answers should they be able to offer additional bright roee. It ie very ourious that although these South 

Rowlaxd 8aVaoX advice on the various subjects. American kinds intercross with each other readily and 
4424—Budding Rosea—Will some reader kindly flower freely, I do not remember to have seen one between 

give tbe following Information : In what stage of growtn 4430—Hemerocallls (Mrs. Vowl)—The reason is the Indian and American kinds, neither have I seen one 
ought the bud to be ? When budding low down to avoid no,doubt t,b® Lllie* ar8 ln 100 riob a *oll. They require in8,?n™ °< tb« North Amerioan plants being used. These 
suckers ie It necessary to return the earth removed and only a rather poor ground, and would run to leaf in tbe b»™y lady Slippers are oertainly aa worthy of attention 
if eo. would the earth not then Injare the bud which of “UP‘® “ mentioned by you. as the tropical kinds. They would serve to enliven and 

oourae, would be oovered by It, or ahould the bud be left 4437—Roses mildewed (J. B. S.)-The leaves of m St,,y tb" ,ooke,|ee and border® ln our g«d«n«— 
are. bbr Edik. the Roee-buahes are unquestionably afleoted with mildew .. ,, „ „ 

4426—Begonias ln the garden—It would be in- Dust them with flowers of sulphur. There Is really no other ■ ,, , — Chrysanthemums (A. M. II.). — The 
tereeting to have the opinion of eome of your readeraon ™m®dy. »nd some kinds are more affected than others following are the olawes to whloh your Chrysanthemums 

4423—Roses against a wall—Three weeke ago I 
wrote, asking your advice about a Gloire de Dijon Rose. 
It Is against a south wall 0 feet high. Now the growth Tn the 1 
this year Is eo strong that the shoots in some oases are sutnej 

2 feet above the wall. I want to know if I ahould out them ore 9,ven > 

Double Begonias as bed and border plants. I fiiafTctin 
grow them equal to the flnest show flowers, but aflA thre/ \ ,Vt,' 
or four flue flowers they deteriorate, and become ;>«, 

Ur^tmStanMs' -WhCC "* *,0W“ U,,d,, ve,y ‘“vourable the foil 

belong : 0. B. Dtoteas, Mre. Hubbuok, Mr. H. Connell, 
(G/oxiniq).—The plants have evl- Florenoe Davis, Ei M oiyneux. Sunflower, StnnnUad Whito,’ 

toe hot and oloeo. Syringlop or wutBtlaft I Qtofof da RoctetrLoato F<.eha.er Vlyltnd .Morel, Glorlo- 
Mpne^vltb the sun upon them, and the result! Is euth, 4kJ TjoksrJ Barot-dWl’raji!y. stanstead Surprise, 

Bot •oorohed. This seems to be the oause Oeear* Ooe**, Mips. B. Pi»nv, Pstsr the Great, and W. H. 
iieonief. Li Wwp4|W/•^’^WwWfl'PAeljlWlndorrtf and Maiden's 
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Blush ore known u Japanese reflexed. John Doughty It 
an Inourved of the "Queen" section, a sport from the 
original Queen of England, and It the same at Ur. Robert 
Mudle. La Ohlnnl I do not know ; perhaps you mean Lx 
Cbinolte, a dark orlmson Japanese flower? Any budt 
that form now should be " taken "; If they were rubbed 
off the blooms produoed from the thoots made consequent 
on the removal of the buds would be late, and the flowers 
would be tmall. If W. Tucker, John Doughty, Malden* 
Blush, and Val d'AndorrO showed buds at the early part 
ol the month i should rub them off, and wait for the next. 
The shoots on those tone will have advanoed somewhat 
already.—E. M._ 

NAMBJ8 OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 
Names of plants—J. IT.—The Celandine (Oheli- 

dootum malus).—-J. He. Leith.—l, Asplenlum bulbl- 
ferum ; 2, Lomaria nuda puloherrlma; 3, Lltobroohla 

macelent*; 4, Cyrtomlum Fortune! ; 6, l'olystlohum 
angulare parvltslmum; 0, Selaglntlla olrolnale.— 
C. Cameron.—1, ltynohoepora alba; 2, Cyperus alternl- 

follus; 3, Eleooharls acloularls; 4, Oarex tenuis.— 
J. B R.—Tradesoaotlserects. — C. It — Perlploca grmca. 
-0. Arbuthnot.—1, Photlnla serrulate; 2, Rtsmary 
(Rxinarinus ottlilnallsl.-IK. H. R.—Pbaltii Oookeonl. 
-A ubors.—Silvery-leaved Poplar.-Belle Vue.—A 
Catasetum, probably 0. Bungerothl; but it Is diflhulc to 
tell from a small dried flower,-Amateur.—Unoidlum 
Incurvum.-Pith.—The Hawkweed la Hieraolum auran- 
tlaoum.-0. II. S.—B it Raby. The others we do not 
reoognlie.-IK. B.—Do not reoognite It. It laamoet 
objeotionable colour, and not worth growing.-W. Lloyd 
Jones.— Do not name florists' flowers. It is Impossible to 
be oorreot.-A Co net ant Reader.—Campanula cirpatlca. 
—J. W. A.—One of the Correas. 

Names of fruit — F. Riehardton.—Apple Welling¬ 
ton. C.—The fruits were not only rotten, but posi¬ 
tively objeotlonable through beiog packed in a carbolic 
box. Send decent examples, and we shall be pleased to 
name them.-Jl. K 0 L.—l, Pear Beurrt Oialrgeau ; 
2, Cox's Orange Pippin Apple ; 8, Fearn's Pippin ; 4, Prob¬ 
ably Ojlln.-D. D —The fine red Apple la Emperor 
Alexander. (A) Pear Napoleon. (B) Uarie Louise.- 
A. B. W. J.-The old Five Crown Pippin.-X. Y Z.- 
1, Warner's King; 2, Hawthornden.- IK. D. S. — 
Apple Red Aetraohan.-Burton—Williams' Bon Chre¬ 
tien.-H. P.—1, Williams' Bon Chretien ; 2, Napoleon ; 
8. Fondants d’Automne. 

Name Of vegetable.—J.—Potato, probably White 
Beauty of Hebron. It Is not eaiy to tell from a single 
tuber, they run so muoh alike. 

TO OORRBSPONDBNTS. 
IKe should be glad if readeri would remember that we 

do not answer queries by post, and that we cannot under¬ 
take to forward letters to correspondents, or insert queries 
that do not contain the name and address of sender. 

Mrs. Blackett Ord.—The deoayed Peaohes are probably 
due to a want of lime In the soil. Incorporate lime with the 
staple.-A. L.—Please send specimen of leaf. Your 
description Is too meagre.-One in a Fix.— Fork them 
up. as the weeds are then thoroughly eradioated.-J. 
Clark. —Many thanks for your list, but we have already 
given the names of very fine varieties.-//. A C.—It Is 
the result of the severe drought and exoesslve heat. You 
must water the plants liberally.-Rat.—Wt think Tro- 
pieolum tuberosum or some other kind is Intended.- 
H'. M.—Yes, the leaves would do very well. They are 
not the best for tho purpose, but will do to mix with the 
others.-Kories.—Do you mean under glass! It Is too 
late to plant now In the open.-Creditor.—Of course 
you are wrong. A collection of 12 kinds, or merely a 
collection, signifies distinct varieties.-K. L. 0.—You Kt the plants cheap.-Guy Attioood.—The Peaohes 

ik all right, but they are eaten by wasps, or some other elt Is the variety that Is at fault. Ooe fruit we 
d was ripe, and of very poor quality.-IK. Thomas.— 

are not aware that the work has been revised, and, if 
It has, not by the gentleman mentioned. It 1s rather a 
cumbersome volume. Before purchasing tell us what 
form of gardening you require Information on. If you 
require the book simply for the library, purohase it.- 
A Koviee.—Better gat tome good olumpe, If possible. 
Thsv are not expensive. Plant them In the autumn.- 
A. C.—Gather the fruit about mtd-Beptember. You oan 
easily tell whether they are ripe by the way they part 
from the stalk.—X. V. Z.—Due to the Intense heat. 
About 48 degs., not lees, tor the houee. 

BIRDS. 

4481. — Goldfinch mule. — I have a Goldfinch 
mule, six years old. Two years etnoe, when moulting, I 
observed a bare yellow, wart-looklng spot at root of tall, 
wbioh has so remained till this season It has spread all 
over the book. Oan you suggest cause and remedy! It 
Is fed on Canary-seed and Oapern'e Mixture, and seems 
quite well and lively, singing as usual.—D. R. Land. 

4 462.—Bullflnohes losing now feathers.— 
Will you tell me the reason of my young Bullflnohes losing 
their feathers f They are about 8 months old, and were 
Just ohangiog their oolour, but now all the feathers are 
ooming out of breast. The skin Is very red, and they 
sore ton themselves with their feet as If something bit 
them, but oannot see anything. They are kept very 
clean, and are fed on Hemp-seed and green Groundsel, Ac. 
Advice what to do with them will be weloome.—Constant 
Ksadei. _ 

" Gardening Illustrated " Monthly Parts,— 
f^ict * port ftt4 ftf 

"The Garden " Monthly Parts.—This journal 

ect, U. id.; post fret, It. 9d. Compute set of oolumss of 
t Garden from its commencement to end of 1801, forty 

two note., prior, doth. Mi0 11a 
"Farm and Home” Monthly Part*.—TAu 

Journal te pubUeked In neatly bound Moritdy Parts, 4r 
form U U mod ouitabiefor nfrerset ?-mbus te tne t < m i film 
yearly volumes. Price SSL; pod/rm, liVJ V7Y 

London: 17, BouthampUmstrost, Strand, W.C. CJ' 

“Gardening” Photograph Prizes. 

LIST OF AWARDS. 

We have to thank our readers for kindly 

sending so many interesting photographs, to 

which we have done our best to do justice. 

The competition was brought to a close too 

early to allow of outdoor flowers and fruits 

and vegetables being studied, and, therefore, 

in the next column will be found further prizes 

offered for certain classes of things during 

the present season. A few words as to 

the causes of failure. These were mainly 

a want of clearness and, in many cases, 

excessive blackness, and sometimes from the 

photos having little or no relation to gardens 

or gardening. Some have failed, too, from 

sending photos of very common things, such 

as Lilium auratnm, of which we already 

possess a good many hundred photographs. 

For the rest, we have to thank most heartily 

the successful competitors, who sent us 

many beautiful houses and gardens, beginning 

with the forty beautiful studies of country 

houses, by the winner of the prize in this 

section. 

Country Seats and Gardens : The Prize 
is awarded to Mr. John L. Robinson, R.H.A., 
Architect <t- C.E., 198, Great Brunswick Street, 
Dublin, for a noble series of photographs of 
old English country houses. 

General Garden and Plant Photo¬ 

graphs: First Prize to Miss E. A. IVill- 
matt, Warley Place, Great Worley, Essex. 

Second Prize to Mrs. Martin, Bournbrook 
Hall, Birmingham. 

Third Prize to Mr. J. U. Smith, Xanilumt, 
Penrith. 

Flowering Plants : First Prize to Miss 
E. A. Willmott, IVarley Place, Great IVarley, 
Essex. 

Second and Extra Prize to Mis. Newman, 
Haaelhurst, Haslemere. 

Best Garden Fruits ; First Prize to Mr. 
Norman Blake, Bedford. 

Best Vegetables : First Prize to Mr. 
Norman Blake, Bedford. 

EXTRA PRIZES.' 

Mr. J. T. Hopwood, 5, Bury Street, 8t. James, 
8.W. Photographs of tine old oountry house*. 

Miss E A. Willmott, Warley Plaoe, Great 
Warley, Essex. Two photographs of oountry 

houses. 
Mis* Mabel Gaisford, The Grove, Dunboyne, 

Ireland. Two photographs of Cluster Rose and 
group of White Martagon Lilies. 

Mr. G. I’Anson, 32, vVinslade Road, Upper 
Clapton. Two photographs of Ferns. 

Miss Armstrong, 5, Clifton Terraoe, Monks- 

town, Dublin. Two photographs of groups of 
Roses and Madonna Lilies. 

Mr. C. Mayor, Holmwood, Paignton, Devon. 

Dr. Hemphill, Oakville, Clonmel, Ireland. 
Photograph of view in his garden and White 

Currant*. 
Miss Clara M. Wardlow, 62, Kntnore Park, 

South Norwood. Two photographs of Madonna 
Lily and Purple Iris. 

Miss Ellen L. Coles, Elmtield, Streatham, 

8.W. Photograph of Beurrtf d’Amanlis Pear- 

tree in full bloom, and Maiden’s-wreath on 

lady’s head. 
Mr. Baden Benger, Knutsford, Cheater. Four 

photographs of Lilium speoioaum, Lilium testa- 
ceum, Cactus, and Delphinium. 

Mr. W. Bell, Leicester. Three photographs of 
8llver-leaved Begonia, Panioum variegatum, and 
view in a fernery. 

'Miss Edith Thompson, 8tobara Hall, Kirkby 
tephen, Westmoreland. Two MUtaSghfbKsI of 

Bweet Williams and Clematis Albert Viotor. 

Mrs. Martin, Bournbrook Hall, Birmingham. 
Two photographs of Epiphyllum truncatum 

(pink), and the Royal Fern. 
Mr*. Stafford, Waldeck, The Ridgeway, 

Enfield. Photograph of Tracheliuin cceruleum. 

Mr. Martin J. Harding, Lexden Gardens, 

Shrewsbury. Two photographs of porch Roses 
in fall bloom, and Carnation. 

Major Arthur Terry, Walton-on-Thames. 

Photograph of Pelargonium. 
Mis* Cross, Clarkson Road, Wisbeach. Pho¬ 

tograph of Evergreen Honeysuckle over porch 

in small garden. 
Mr. Isaac Beeley, Mount Pleasant, Hazel- 

grove, near Stockport. Two photographs of 
view in Tomato-house and of Cuoumber-house. 

Rev. Henry J. Fuller. Photograph of garden 

of the Vicarage, Bexley. 
Mr. S. Bowen, Lansdowne, Millbrook, Jersey. 

Photograph of Wistaria in a Jersey garden. 
Mrs. J. W. Simcox, 20, Waterloo Street, Bir¬ 

mingham. Photograph of Kel way’s Delphiniums. 

Mr. J. Mayle, 133, Parliament Street, Derby. 
Two photographs of Plum Gisborne and Fig 

Brown Turkey. 
Miss Lucy Bethell, Newton Kyme, Tadcaster. 

Two photographs of country houses. 
Mr. F. M. Rammel, 34, High Street, West 

End, Sittingbourne. Three photographs of froit. 

Mr. James 8harp, Finchden Cottage, Tenter- 

den. 1‘notographa of vegetables. 

NEW PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPETI¬ 

TION FOR 1893. 

Owing to tho early date at which our prizes were 

announced to be sent in this year there was not 

time to properly take many kinds of outdoor 

fruits, flowers, and vegetables ; therefore we 

offer further prizes for these things, to bo 

competed for during the present year ; allowing 

till the end of November for the work. 

Class I.—Flowering Plants. — A prize 
of Five Guineas to the sender of the best 

collection of photographs of flowering plants 
grown in the open air or under glass. This 
series may inolude flowering trees and shrubs of 

all sorts. 

Class //.—Best Garden Fruits.—A prize of 

Five Guineas for the beat collection of photo¬ 
graphs of any of our good garden fruits: Grapes, 

Peaohes, Apples, Pears, Plums, or any othor 
fruit grown in Britain. Fruits should not bo 

crowded in dishes if good and clear photographs 

are sought. 

Class III. —Best Vegetables. —A prize of Five 

Guineas for the best collection of photographs 
of best garden vegetables. The object of this 

is to get fair representations of the finest garden 
vegetables under the old genuine names. We 

do not want to exoludo real noveltios when they 
aie such. In all cases the name of the variety 

should be written on the baok of the photo¬ 

graph. 

Class IV.—Autumn Flowers and Leaves.— 
A prize of Five Guineas will lie given for the 
best series of photographs of autumn flowers and 

leaves in the house in a cut state for vaso, table, 
or other kind of indoor decoration. 

What to avoid.—Out flowers or plants should 
not be arranged in vases with patterns on them. 
Backgrounds should be plain, so as not to come 
into competition with the beautiful flowers. 
Figures of men or women, barrows, watering- 
pots, rakes, hoes, rollers, and other implements, 
iron railings, wires, or iron supports of any kind, 
labels, and all like objects should be omitted. 
Dwarfflowers ate ineffective when taken directly 
from above. The camera should be brought low 
down for such. All photographs should be 
mounted singly, and not several on a card. 
The photographs should not be less in size than 6 
inches by 4 inches. The following are the rules 
to be observed by all competitors:— 

In any of the departments, If no oolleotion of 
suifioient merit be sent in, no prize will be 

awarded. All competitors not winning a prize 
will for each photograph chosen receive the sum 

of half-a-guinoa. 

i 1 pJb&.OJWI • photographs may bs of objects in the pones- 
lion of eithr Jtfe sender or others ; but the source whenoe 
thet art obtamtUJWUSt its stated, and none sent the copy¬ 
right of which is open to question. Thors is no limit at to 

-CHAMPAIGN 
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HAYWARD " HTRELLIS TRELLIS 
are preferred for engraving. 

The photographs may be printed on ant( good paper that 
shows the subjects clearly; but those on albumenitrd paper 
are preferred for engraving. 

Siooicd.—The name and address of the sender, together 
with the name and description of the object shown, should 
be plainly written in ink on the back of each photograph. 
This u very important. 

Third.—All communications relating to the competition 
must be addressed to the Editor afOsweniKa Illuhtrathd, 
57, Southampton-streete Strand, London, W.C., and the 
class for which the photographs are intended should be 
marked on the parcel, which must also be labelled 
“Photographic Competition." AU competitors wishing 
their photographs returned, if not successful, must 
enclose pottage stamps of tu/teisnt value for that purpose. 

POULTRY & RABBITS. 

CRY8TAL PALACE HORTICULTURAL W0RK8, 
SO, FOXBERRY ROAD BROCKLEY, LONDON. 

QUERIES. 
4468.-FowlS ailing.—Will "DouRIng" kindly tell 

me the reason of my fowle making e curious noise, like * 
cough, end le there any remedy, or le It best to kill them! 
They are In good condition and havo laid very well for the 
last five months.—Ivy Bank. 

4454.—Breed of poultry.—Would “ Doultlng " 
kindly answer these question!! 1, What le tho beet breed 
of poultry for table only ? 2, What are the beet breeds for 
table and laying purposes ? 8, Wbat breed makes the best 
mothers?—B. C. M. 

REPLIES. 

4318.—Chickens losing: feathers.— 
“E. B.,” I expect, refers to fnllgrown fowls, 
not to chickens of the year, for it oannot be 

possible for chickens “ to be losing their feathers 
on and off for a year”—that is, after they have 
reached their foil size and adult plumage, 

beoause they are then arrived at maturity, and 
are therefore cockB and hens as the case may be. 
If I am right in my surmise, the loss of feathers 
is due to the plumage being attacked by the 

birds themselves—in other words, they have 
taken to the habit of feather-eating. The 

information supplied by the querist confirms 
the view I have taken. I always look with 
suspicion upon fowls which are kept “ in runs 

at the bottom of a garden, and in a town, ” even 
when they are well supplied with food and Keen stuff, and are otherwise well-managed, 

cause fowls havo nothing to do when kept in 
confinement. They are therefore likely to resort 
to bad practices merely for the sake of some¬ 
thing to occupy their attention. It is in this 

way that feather-oating mostly begins. Active 
fowls are those whioh are most nadioted to the 
praotice, and my impression is that the habit is 

sometimes transmitted from parent to offspring. 
I have also known hens to be most inveterato 
feather-eaters one year and not to trouble about 

it the following season. As regards a cure, I 
can recommend nothing which will be perma¬ 
nent in its effect. Cutting the edge of tho 

npper part of the beak will oheok the fowls, but 
as soon as the horn grows it must be again 
trimmed. Supply the birds with green stuff; 
dig over their runs and bury the corn so as to 

give them trouble to find it, and anoint the bare 
patches with vaseline. The soot and butter 
dressing answered because of the bitter taste 

imparted by the former ingrodient.—Doultino 

4317.—Fowl with a red skin —I should 
expect a fowl of anv breed to show a red skin if 
his feathers were plucked off by another bird or 
by himself, as the constant irritation produced 

by the akin being pulled would be certain to 
leave its mark. It is scaroely likely that this is 
the cause of the legs turning, and I attribute 
the latter to the ago of the cook. All fowls 

change their colour slightly as they grow older, 
and this applies as much to the skin as to the 
feathers. The bright yellow legs are never 

shown off so well in after life as in a bird's first 
season. I advise “ E. L. T.” to let matters 
take their oonrso. Ho can do no good with 
dressings of any kind.—Doultino. 

Stale bread for fowls.—Where fowls 
are kept stale bread shonld never be allowed to be 
wasted or be thrown into the pig-tub. It should 

never be permitted to become mouldy, or even 
hard, bnt as soon as it beoomos evident that the 
bread will bo unacceptable to human beiDgs pot it 

in the fowl-house and pour boiling water over it. 
The next step will be to mix moal with the 

soaked bread, and give the whole as the morning 
feed to the laying hens. Stale bread soaked in 
beer or milk is a good change for ohiqkona, but 

soaked in water is bad. It will nojjhowevflr, 
do^any harm to old birds, b'nt withert\orj4fcrJk 

•O.W .VY On 

nil la Hayward's No. 1 and No. B. 
No 1Spen-roof end No. t Lean-to Greenhouses are pre¬ 

pared especially tor amateurs, made of Beet Bad Deal, 
thoroughly seasoned, oomplete with Ventilators, Door, Btsgo. 
for plants. Painted one ooat, 18-os. Glass, all neoessar* Iron¬ 
work. Delivered and paoked free on rails at the following 
prices, satisfaction guaranteed. Write for New List. 

Mo. 1 8pan-roof. I Ho. I Lean-to. 
T ft. long 8 ft. wide SI 18 0 f ft, long 6 ft. wide SI I 0 
0 ft. „ 8 ft. „ 400 8ft.,, 6ft.,, 100 
10ft. „ T ft. „ S 0 0 10ft . Ift „ 4 18 0 
UR.,, 8 ft. „ 8 0 01 U ft. „ 8 ft. „ 8 10 0 

for other sices emd prices write for Illustrated List le 

BROCKLEY, 8.E. 

IKONVOUNDm 8TOURBRIDOI, 

‘DESIDERATUM 

Out uroouiiouaee, ao. Catalogue tree. 
Jonas' Treatise, "Moating by Hut-eater, ISO pages, 

50 engravings. Cloth, Is. 

ORCHID PEAT. 
PREPARED roaily for use and In blocks; also RHODO¬ 

DENDRON PEAT. PEAT-MOULD, LEAK-MOULD, 
LOAM, and POTTING COMPOST. For Prtoe List apply to 
The Forester, Joydon Wood, Briley, KeuL 

TENTS! TENTS!! TENTS!!! 
Suitable for Oardone, Cricket, or Camplrg-out purposes. 
Forty foot in olrcumlerenoe, pure llnon, with pegs, poles, and 
lines complete. Those tenia aro white, and bate only boon 
used a little by Her Majesty's Government, anil cost over JX 
each I will send one complete tor 30r. Can bo tout on 

HTj.CASSON, Government Contractor, RYE, SUSSEX. 

TRELLIS Superior planed extending TRELLIS 
TRELU8 The new ornamental half-round TRELLIS 

TRELLIS Cheap and durable TRELLIS 

TRELLIS For all training purposes TRELLIS 

TRELLIS For tennle-oourta TRELLIS 

TRELLIS For fowl-run. TRELLIS 

TRELLIS For garden bordering TRELLIS 

TRELLIS For the fruit and flower garden TRELLIS 

TRELLI8 For unsightly oorners TRELLI8 

■ The Trellis, as herein 
advertised, having boon 
found to be both durable, 
useful, snd ornamental, 
ful Ailing all the duties re- 
qulredjkiln large demand, 

should bo adopted as 
necessary tor all tho sepa¬ 
rate purposes above ox 
pressed. To be bad of tho 
principal Ironmongers. If 
any difficulty In obtaining 
It, ploaae apply for tho 
name of nearest Agent to— 

FOROHAM’S, LONDON, N, 
GREENHOUSES. 

Intending purchasers shonld send for our now Illustrated 
Piioe List of Oreenhouvee. kr, oomplete from 48s., post free, 
2 stamps.-8. HARTLEY k CO., Horticultural Bulldere, 
Valley-street, Wlndhitl. Shipley, Yorkshire. 

EARLS COURT EXHIBITION. 
EXHIBITION OF GARDENING AND 
■LJ FORESTRY. Tho Harden of London. AUGUST 23rd 
and 24th—GREAT SHOW of AUTUMN FLOWERS. 
DAHLIAS, and HARDY FRUIT Full particulars from 
Mr. H. E. Milner, the Chairman, at tho OlUoes of tho Exhibi¬ 
tion, Earl* Court, 8.W. ADMISSION to ihe Exhibition 
Butldlug, Flow* r Show, and tho Central and Western Gardens, 
and to ono of the 2.000 free seats at Captain Uoyton's World's 
Water Show, ONE SHILLING. OPEN DAILY from 
II a.m. to 11 p.m. 

EVERYONE WHO HAS A GARDEN, GREENHOUSE 
OB WINDOW BORDER SHOULD BEAD A 

PAMPHLET, POST FREE. 

HOW TO INCREASE 
THE 

FRUITS OF EARTH. 
By a. B. WITH, F.R.A.B., F.O.S. Trinity Col., Dublin. 
Contains full partloulara of very remarkable dlsoovorios 

relating to Plant Life. Shows how orope of vegetables may 
be largely Increased, lovely flowers grown to perfootlon, and 
fruit-trees made to bear in abunoaaoe. Selections from 
Hundreds of Testimonials. Post free from 

JAKJMAN * CARVXK. Printer*. Hereford. 

(1REENHOU8ES, Cheapest and Best.—Lean' 
tos, complete, from 45s. Span-roof, 5le. Strong Garden 

Lights, painted and glazed, 4 by 3 ft, 6s. each; 6 ft. by 4 ft., 
8a. 6d. oaoh. State sizes, aad obtain estimate free.—SHEP- 
HKUD&SON, Davlsvllle-ruad, Shopherds Bush, Loudon. 
OMalQEue no»t flee.___ 

Eego a steer of this brood won the first honours In tho 
tost at Chloago. Choice Cows and Young Slock of the 

beet blood for tale. This herd never got up tor show, but 
kepi unde’ the most natural conditions possible. Inspection 
'nvoed.- Address, BAILIFF, Homo Farm, Gravotye Manor, 
East Grinstead. Suasox. 

HERNE HILL RUSTIC WORKS, 

81, Dulwich Road & Norwood Road, 
HERNE HILL, LONDON, 8.E. 

Ten minutes by L.C. A D. Railway from City and West Knd. 
WORKS 0LO8E TO STATION. 

TBS IiAROKHT MANUFACTURER OF 

RUSTIC SUMMER H0USE8 & RUSTIC WORK IN ENCLAND. 
Large stock always on hand from £3 10s. upwards, carriage 

paid, or delivered and died In Londou and suburbs. IN¬ 
SPECTION INVITED. Bond for Now Catalogue, 78 |»gea, 
8 stamps. Orders by post punctually attendod to. Tbeso 
Houses can be fixed In half an hour. 

HARDEN NECESSARIES. - Virgin Cork, 
'-4 finest, 112 lb., 17s.; 56 lb., 10s ; 28 lb., 5e. 6d ; 14 lb„ 3s. Soanes, 4 feet, 3s. per 100. Tobacoo-ptper, strong, 

C>Vapour oones, Id., Is., and Is. 6d. each. Raffia, 
. Cocoa-fibre. Is. 3d. sack. Manuros, Mr, hi, Garden 
(tLabcls, Hand, Peat,Ao. Prioe List on apie colli n. - 
N k SCULL, 90, Lower Thames-etreet, London, E.O. 

25 yards long, 3 yards wide for 7s. 8d., carriage paid.—HY. J. 

GREENHOUSES! GREENHOUSES! 
All intending purchasers should oall or send to the Royal 

Arch Horticultural Works, Bradford. Tho prinolpal builders 
to all tho Nobility, Gentry, and Nurserymen In Yorkshire 
and surrounding district*. Tho boat and oheapest makers 
In the kingdom. Catalogues, post free, Two Stamps.— 

W. ANDREWS k oo.. Frizlnghall, Bradford. 

T7LOWER POTS.—12 8-in., 20 6-in., 50 0.-in., 
50 4-ln., 50 3 ln., paoked In caret and sent to rail for 7s. 6d. 

Dennet-road. Peckham. 

OT —SURREY HILLS, beantifully timbered 
Xeh, FREEHOLD BUILDING or GARDEN PLOTS, 
20 by 150 ft., £10oaoh. 50 by 200 ft, £25 each. Possession 
on payment of 10 percent, deposit. Balance by 18 half-yearly 
Instalments. Only a few plots remaining unsold. Return 
fare. Sunday, la 91. Plans —BROUGHTON. Westerhain. 

DECKENHAM, KENT.—Tobe8old privately, 
hi a DETACHED BIJOU RESIDENCE, suitable tor a 
mod oral o-elzed family; situate on high ground, overlooking 
on one sido an extensive park, studded with fine old timber, 
and on tho other commanding flno views In ihe direction of 
Forest-hill and Sydenham. The grounds, of about li sorer, 
are well laid out and planted wl.h choloe trees and shrubs. 
The tennis lawn Is large, and the kltohen garden productive 
a> d welt stocked with fruit-trees. Tho house Is substantially 
built, the reoeptlon-rooms lofty and well proportioned, with 
convenient domestlo offices on ground floor. There are on 
bedroom floor seven bedrooms, dressing-room, bathroom, ko. 

ntabJlM for three horses, ooach-house, poultry-bonne I with run), gardeuers tool shed, ko., Ac. The property Is 
lelu tor - bum of shout 70 years, »,C a nominal ground rent 

of ,84 10c pir it n ini.- U’sr Joili.ri from A. M., care Editor, 
37, Southampton-struot, W.O. 
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COLOURED PLATES ofFLOWERS 
FOR SCREENS AND SCRAP BOOKS. 

From Drawing* by the best flower painter*, finely reproduced in oolonr. Per dozen, 2a. 6d. j per twenty-five, 6a ; per fifty, Os.; per 

hundred, 16a.; poet free. Well saeorted or customer*’ own selection. Sot of 400 (each different), £3, post free, P.O.O. to T. Spanswiok. 

Specimen Plate, poet free, 8(1. 

Abutllon voxlllarium 
Adenocarpua docortlcan* 
Aeridea Lawrcnclm 
Jithloncma pulchollum and Anemone 

vornalla 
Agonl* floxuoea and Konnedya oocdnea 
AUamanda grandlflor* 

do. Tlolacea 
do. Wllllamsl 

Alatnrnnorla, hybrid 
Amaryllis Bolladonna 

do. Nestor and splendent 
Araelanchlor ca national® 
Andromoda fastlgiata and Teronloa pin- 

gulfolla 
Androsace lanuginosa 
Anemone alplna sulphurea 

do. Fanninl 
do. Japonic*, pink and white 

Japanoso 
do. nemorosa (forma of 
do. Pulsatilla, tho Basque Flower) 
do. ranunculoldoa and A. tliallc- 

troldos 
Angnsciim caudatum 
Annlgautlms brovl (Ionia 
Anthurlum atrosangulucum 

do. Kothsciilldtauum and vars. 
Antirrhinums, group of 
Aqullogla Htuaru 
Arototls acaulls 
Arenarla balenrlca 
Arlstolochlu elegana 
Aster serfs 
do. Amollus and A. IlnarUollu* 
do. Btrachoyt 

Auricula Ooldun Quoen 
Auriculae, group of 
Azalea Doutacho Porle 

do. Boxo 

Roaufortla splendens 
Bcaumonla grandlflor* 
Begonia Haogeana 

do. John Heal 
Begonias, two tuboroua 
Bentliamla frsglfora 
Berborls vulgaris a*perms 
Bessera slogans 
Blgnoula species* 

do. Twocdlana 
Blllbergla vlttata 
Blandfordla Cunnlnghaml splendens 
Bomarea couforta 

do. froudoa 
do. oculata 

Boron la heterophylla 
Bougainvillea spoctabllls 
Bouvardl* President Cleveland and B. 

Mrs. R. Green 
Brier, Austrian Copper 
Briers, Bootch 
BrowalUa Jamesonl 
Buddlola ColvUlol 
Burtonla scabra, vlllosa and Johnsonla 

lupullna 

Cansalplnla japonic* 
Calantho Voltcbl 
Calanthea, hybrid 
Oaloeolarlas, a new race of 
Calll carp* purpurea 
(Jalllstornon rlgldus 
Oaloehortus flavu* 

do. Rennodyt 
Caltha leptosepola and Alyssum man- 

tanum 
Camellia reticulata 
Camellias, two new Japanese 
Campanula pusllta var. ciwspltosa 
Canna Louis Thlbaut and Victor Hugo 
Carnation Harmony 

do. Kotton Rose 
do. M. Uergcudland Mile. Rousaell 
do. Quoen 
do. Tree, Mrs. A. Hemaley 

Carpentaria California* 
Cstasetum Bungerothl 
Cattloya Porclvallana 
Oelsla erotica 
Corel* slllquastnim 
Cere us Loinalrl 
Cerlnthe retorts 
Ohlmonanthus fragran* 
Chlonodoxa Lucillie var. glgante* 
Chrysanthemum America and 0. Lady 

Chrysanthemum Klalne and Bolell d'Or 
do. a slnglo 
do. (single) Jane and Its 

yellow var. 
Chrysanthemums, Japanese Anemone- 

(lowered 
do. two hardy 

Cineraria emits 
Clstus crlspus 

do. formosus 
do. lodanlforus var. maculatns 
do. purpurous 

Clarkla cleans fl.-pL 
Clematis Btanleyl 
Olorodendron Kiempfert 

do. trlchotomum 
Cllanthus Dumpier! marglnatu* 
Coburgl* trichroma 
Coslogyno cristate maxima 
Convolvulus nmurltanlous 
Cornu* Kousa 
Cosmos blplnnatus 
Crutwgus tiuiacotlfoUa 
Crlnum Powclll 
Crocusos, group of autumn 
Orossnndra tmdulmfolla 
Cyclamen Ouum and C. Atkins! 

do. ro]uiudum and Rosa alplna 
Cyprlncdlum ncaulc and C. pubescent 

ilo. Chamberlalnl 
do. Dominlanum 

Cytlsus nigricans 

Daphne Genkws 
do. Motcrcum antumnalls and Oy- 

dotila japonlca Moerloosel 
do. Mor.oroum vars. 

Dondroblum Pliuhonopsls Schrcedoris- 
num 

do. thyrsi dorum 
Dlautlius alplnus and Krudlum maora- 

ucnlum 
do. neglcctiu 

Dlctamnus Kr.ixluclta var. alb* 
Illotoa lluttonl 
Digitalis, spotted variety 
Rlinorphnthocn gramlnlloU* 
Dlsa racemose 
do. Veltchi 

Echlum calllthyrsum 
Rlniagnus parvlfolla 
Ehuocarpus oyanous 
Kornccon chlommtha 
Kphlondrum mncruchllum album 
Kromurus Bungcl 

do. robiiatu* 
Erica hyemalls and E. h. alb* 
do. propendona 

Brlgeron auruntlscus 
Erysimum pumllum and Bedum sp*tull- 

folium 
Erytlironlum Dons-canl* 
Eucalyptus leucoxylon 
Euoharla amar.onlca 

Forsythla suspense 
Francisco* calyclua gran dill or* 
Frltlllarla aurea 

do. Mclcagrls var. 
Fuchsia dependeu* 

do. trlphylla 

Genista aetncnsls 
Oontlana b«varies and Aqullegla glan- 

dulosa 
Oorlior* Jamesonl 
Gosnora cardlnnlls 

do. longlflor* 
Goum mlnlatum 
Gladioli, now hybrid : 1, fa France ; I, 

L'Alsace; S, Masque de Fer 
Gladiolus sulphurous 
Oluriooa superb* 
Gloxinias 
QrlQlula hyaclnthlna 

Hsbcnarla mllltaris 
Halicrlca rhodopcualt and Campanula 

turbinate 
Habrotliaiunus NcwcIM 
Hamainolis arbore* 
Helenium autumnale pumllum 
Hollanthomuiu algarrouse 
Homorocallis Dumortlori 
Uouchera sanguine* 

Hlbbertia dental* 
Hibiscus Hugoll 

do. Rosa-slnsnsls fulgens 
do. Trionum 

Hunnomannla fumarisefolla 
Hyaclnthus anurous 
Hybrid Swoot Urlors 
Hypericum oblonglfollum 

do. olymplcum 
do. trlilorum 

Illlclum floridanum 
Impatlcns Hawkorl 
Ipomina Horsfallia 
Iris auroa 
do. hlstrloldee 
do. Hlstrio 
do. ochrolouca and I. Monspur 
do. pallida 
do. paradox* 
do. pavmila and I. pavonla ocerule* 
do. suslana 
do. tlngltm* 
Ismoue Androaaa 
Ixora West! 

Ksvmpferla rotunda 
Kntpholia aloldcs var. gUuoesoens 

do. cauloscena 

Leila alblda 
Lntbyrus grandlflorus 
Lescbonanltin blloba major 
Lowlsla rcdlvlva and Micromelia Pipe- 

roll* 
Lllltim canadenao, red and yellow forme 

do. Uonryl 
do. Japonlcum 
do. nopalctiso 
do. noiialonso var. ochroleuoua 
do. apocloaiira rubram 
do. suporbmn 
do. Bsuvltriauum 
do. Thunbcrgianum Alice Wilson and 

Van Uouttol 
Limnocbnrls Humboldt! 
Llnaria alplna and Phyteuma bumlle 
Llnum arboreum 
Loulcora scmpcrvlrens minor 
Luculla gratlsslma 

Magnolia consplcua 
Malva iatcritl* 
Marica ciemlea 
Maxillarla Sandoriana 
MUtoula spoctabllls and var. Morollan* 
Mina lobata 
Montbrothe, new hybrid 
Motlsla Clematis 

do. deeurrens 
Myosotldlum noblle 

Narcissus Broussonottl 
do. triandnis var. si bus and N. 

cyclainlnous 
Nolumblum spoclosum 
Nomosla strumosa vars. 
Now Narcissi: 1, Albatross; J, Seagull; 

S, Seedling Phcasant's-oyo 
Nymphuia Murllacoa (Canary Water Lily) 

Odontoglossum Ilarrysnum 
do. Wattianum 

Olcarla Insignia 
Oncldluin Criesua 

do. Jouoslunum 
do. Pbahnnopsls 

Oncoeyoliu Irises : 1, Uatari 51, Lortotl; 
S, lupinn 

Ornlthogalum nutans 
do. pyramidal* 

Orobue canesccns 
Ostrowskya magnifies 
Oxalls Bowleaua 
Oxora pulcholla 
Oxytropls Lambortl and Ailanthollmon 

glumaccum 

Pieonla albiflora Adrian 
do. decora elutlor, P. lobata, P. 

anemonte flora 
do. Moutan var. Reluo EUubcth 
do. Venus 
do. Whitleyl 

Pswny, single white Moutan 

Pansies (tufted) Duchess of Plfo and 
Hartroo 

do. Qunkor Maid and Jackanapes 
Pansy (tufted) Violetta 
Papavor orientate 
Pass! flora eoerulea Coustanoe Eliott 

do. racomoea 
do. Watsonlana 

Paulownla tmpeiiall* 
Pbahnnopsls gloriosa 
Phlox Drummond! (some good vars. of) 
Phyllocactua dellcatus 
Plngulcula grandlfiors and Viola pedata 
Pink Her Majosty 
Polygala Chamsihuxns purpurea 
Primrose Collogo Garden seedling 

do. Oakwood Blue 
Primula floribunda 

do. lmporialis 
do. minima and Eplloblum obcor- 

datum 
do. Sleboldl, whlto and light var*. 

Primus Plssardl 
do. trilobus 

Ramondla pymnalca and Omphalods* 
Lucillie 

do. pyrcnaica alba 
Ranunculus LyalU 
Relnwardtla totragynum 
Khododondron Ceres 

do. kewonse 
do. multicolor hybrid 
do. nllaglrlcmu 
do. racomosum 

Rhododendrons, Hybrid Jsvs; 1, luteo- 
rosoum ; *, Primrose; I, jaaraiul- 
florum eannluatum 

Ross lmllca var. 
Rose Anna Olllvier 
do. Coratesae do Nsdslllao 
do. Innooente lirol* 
do. Jean Pernet 
do. Laurotto Mcsslmy 
do. Mmo. do WsttevlUe 
do. Mmo. Nabonnsnd 
do. Marquise de Vlvons 
do. Mario van Houtt* 
do. Mrs. Paul 
Itudbockia purpurea 
Ruollla macrantha 

Haccolablum belllnura 
Harrsccnlaa, new hybrid 
Saxlfrng* Boydt 

do. Fortunel 
Bcabloss eauoaslca 
Bohubertia grandl flora 
Moncclo macroglossus 
Smllaclna oloracea 
Snowdrops and winter Aconite 

do. eight kinds of 
Holanum Bcaforthlanum 
btanhopca platyceras 
Stornborgia lutca and 8. anguatlfollc 
btigmapliyllon clllatuin 
Btrcptocarpus Calplnl 

do. vars. of 
Streptocarpl, hybrid 
atmertla pseudo Camrllia 
beset Peas, Ifill, Stanloi, Mrs. Eckford, 

Orsnge Prices, and Dorothy T.nnsnO 

Te* Ross Oorinna 
Toalioirum anemoDOldes and S&xlfrsgs 

coal* 
Tbunibergia grsndiflor* 

do. lanrifoll* 
Tufted Pintles: 1. Ravenswcod: 2, 

Edina; S. Uribes 
Tufted Pansies by 1>I* and Bosele Clirk 
Tulip* vltelllns 
Tulips, old garuen 

do. southern (T. s us trails) 
Tydsoa Mmo. Uelns 

Urceolln* pondula 

Vand* toros 

Wahlonborgla pumlllorum 
do. sax tool* 

Waldstolula tiifoll* 
Xerophyllum aaphodololdea 
Zausclmeria callforntea 
Zephyr Flower (Zopbyranthos 
Zopbyranthe* candid* 
Zygopetalum crlnltiu* 
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BALSAMS AND THEIR CULTURE. 

I have aeon at flowor shows very good plants 

of Doable Balsams, which is evidence that a 

favourite flowor of forty years ago still has ad¬ 

mirers. In suoh things os Zonal and Ivy-loaf 

Pelargoniums, Begonias, Gloxinias, &c., the 

Balsam, a mere tender annual, has found for¬ 

midable competitors, yet none of theso plants 
give just the form of merit which attaches to the 

old favourites. None have that troe-liko habit 
of growth in miniature which the Balsam shows; 
none are so oasily raisod from seed, and in so 
short a time none give less trouble ; and perhaps 

it is for some of these reasons that the Balsam 
is now less grown in gardons than it was many 
years ago. Happily, whatsoever the naturo of 

appreciation exhibited for the flower, at least it 
has not entirely stood still in its development. 
Wo nover had finer or more varied Balsams 
than we have now, and plants that, if well 
grown, have sturdier habit and bloom so pro¬ 
fusely. The Balsam gradually developed doublo- 
ness as well as oompaot sturdiness from out of 

single flowors and a loose habit of growth, 
through semi-double flowors that seom to those 
who recollect them as poor indeed comparod 
with the splendid doublo flowers that present 

good strains produce. Whatsoever may be the 
taste for single flowers of various kinds as com¬ 
pared with double ones, at least no one ventures 

to contend that singlo-ilowerod Balsams are 
either meritorious or beautiful. Wo have them 
now so double-flowered that it is doubtful 
whether thoy can ever be exoelled in that 

respect, especially as for our stocks wo must 
ever be dependent upon seed, and the intensely 
double flowers are rarely fertile, the seed-pods 
being generally produced from smallor flowers 
of the samo plants. The terms 

Camellia-flowered and Rose-flowered as 
applied to Balsams practically differ only in 
name. They aro intended to indicate one large 
double charaoter of the flowers of any fine strain, 

and these certainly do bear olose resemblance, 
if not quite in size, at least in appearance, to 
good double Camellia blooms, or, as some may 
think, to Roses. Balsams have throe distinctive 

characters in colours or markings. TherA are 
the pure seifs, the stripes or flakes, and the 
spots or blotches. Why those spots or blotches 
shonld come is a feature which probably can 

only be determined by a close study of Balsam Iihysiology, but it is not at all a common 
eature in flowers. Stripes or flakes, on the 

other hand, are common enough, though, per¬ 

haps, in Carnations more than in any other 
flowers. I might have included an intermediate 
speokled section of which a variety from France, 

once known as Solferino, is a good example, 
but these forms are combinations of the striped 
and spotted forms after alb None are more 
beautiful than the seifs, especially the fine 

whites, carmines, scarlets, crimsons, mauves, 
violets, &c. Next in beauty are the purple, 
scarlet, and carmine grounds much spotted 

with white. The others of striped or specWed 
forms are pleasing, just ns, faDoy,tints inav be 
liked otherwise. Still, a dozen of tffc—Befit, 

colours and markings give enough to satisfy 

anyone, and a good selection is best ensured by 

purchasing seed in evor such small quantities in 
separato colours. Usually the continuation of a 
good variety is maintained by saving seed from 

the best forms separately, for it is found that 
Balsams sport very little and generally reproduce 
their kind with constancy. When Balsams are 
grown for ordinary greenhouse decoration, there 
is perhaps less of importance in variety than 

there is if grown for the production of exhibition 
plants or for bedding. Not every gardener 
understands the value of Balsams ns bedding 
plants, and yet in thoir season, if well done, 

they aro very beautiful. Thoy do not requiro a 
soil that is too rich, and they like it to bo toler¬ 
ably firm. If a raised bed be planted, and not 

too stillly or regularly, there should be a carpet 
of some dwarf plant, such as a blue Viola, which 
would afford a good contrasting base to the 
more bizarre colours of tho Balsams. I have 
found, after many years’ experience of growing 

Balsams outdoors, that it was bettor to 
dibble the plants out, so as to somewhat, at the 
first, restriot the roots, than to first pot them 
singly, and to turn them out from tho pots into 

the ground with all their roots in full activity. 
Plants so treated, and especially in rathor liuo 
loose soil that was manured, would develop 
excessive growth, especially of side-shoots, 

and, in foot, do anything but bloom woll, 
hiding what flowors wore produced in an excess 
of leafago. When that form of growth hap¬ 
pens it is well to lift tho plants from tho soil 
with a fork, so as to check root-action and to re¬ 
plant again at the same time, severely thinning 

the side shoots. But it is better still to pro- 
vont that growth by transplanting direct from 
the seed-pans, the plants being first well 

seasoned by exposuro, into tho open ground, 
and when bloom begins there is little fear of too 

much short growth resulting. In any oaso, a 
little pinohing or thinning will soon set all right. 
1 have often found much reason to admire the 
exceeding boauty of a fine mixed strain of Bal¬ 

sams so grown, and have wondered that they 
have not been widely utilised for bedding. 
Even if only dibbled out singly or in trebles 

into ordinary mixed plant borders, they are 
beautiful also. Balsams aro in thoir early or 
seedling stages very much injured by being kopt 
in close places, and are thus drawn out of natu¬ 
ral form just when ample light and air are so 
essontial to the production of a stout, sturdy 

childhood. From tho moment the plants are 
2 inches in height they need ample light, and 
should also be kept as near to the glass, whether 
in a house or frame, as is possible. When 

pricked off singly into pots, as of course they 
must be if intended for pot culture, the stems 
should always be kept somewhat buried in the 
soil, and that has to be dono at every fresh 
potting, for not only does it tend to keep the Slants dwarfor, but the stems emit roots which 

elp also to sustain the plants in their later 
growth. Balsams do not require excessive pot- 
room, and the best of plants, of good height 

and breadth, and in profuse bloom, may finally 
be had from pots not more than 8 inches across 
.the WK. I /When the soil is of the right sort—a 
mix trike JoVihree-fourths 

Sthwi'o turkv loam and tho rest of cow- 

manure and leaf-soil—it is surprising how it will 

sustain the plants, and being gross feeders, they 
can, when fully rooted, be woll sustained by 
frequent waterings of liquid-manure. I have 

found a couple of bushels of clean horse- 
droppings put into a coarse bag and placed in a 

tub containing twonty gallons of water to furnish 
capital liquid-manure for Balsams, and it is of a 
kind that oan be oft ropoated when tho first 
bagful of manuro is exhausted. A little soot 
may also be advantageously mixed with the 

liquid. Really good exhibition Balsams should 
be about 30 inches in height and 2-1 inchos 
through, oaoh plant carrying a dozen at least of 

stout branches all covered with large doublo 
flowers and good leafage. Such plants aro not 
temporarily beautiful. They give at least from 
eight to ton woeks of beauty, and that is not at 
-If - L . J_I_4_1__1. ...' 

ordinary lives rarely exceed six months. 

A note on Qalllardias.—The Osillardia 
is one of the more important plants in flower 
during the late summer and autumn months. It 
suoceods host in a light soil, and produces flowors 
with groat freedom. One wishes that thoro was 

a little greater variety in the colouring, the 
oolour varying fromorimson to self yellow, such 
as Vivian Grey. Tho plants liko a warm, 
fairly light soil, and under such conditions thoy 
will continue to bloom over a long season, whilst 

the flowers are very useful for cutting. I notice 
that they aro being grown not only in both 
small and large gardons, but also in the parks of 
London and other cities. It is not diflioult to 
raiso thorn from seed, and if tho seod is sown at 

onoo, plants will bo obtained in autumn, which 
will about one year old bloom freely. Sow the 
seod in the open, selecting not too open a spot, 
but where the ground is well prepared and 
moderately rioh. Amongst tho soedlings thoro 

will bo naturally many inferior things which 
may be weeded out, retaining only those of fino 
oolour. The two prinoipal colours are crimson 
and yellow, usually associated in the flowors, 
edged with the latter tone, this varying groatly 

in depth. I have lately seen, however, depar¬ 
tures, gotting into more of rosy tint, so that in 
timo the rango of colouring will be extondod. 

Got good soed, and then you may rest assured 
that the “ strain,” as it is called, will not be 
disappointing. The plants suffer in winter if 

not in a woll drained soil, but by having a good 
stock of seedlings a supply is always on hand. 
A popular name for the Gaillardias is Blankot- 
flowor, not inappropriate, by reason of tho 

woolly nature of the gay-coloured blooms.— 

V. C. 

4431. — Lilium auratum. — Without 
knowing the condition the flower stems were in 

when they were cut down I cannot say positively 
whether it was wrong to cut them down or not 
so early in the season. This much I may, how¬ 

ever, say, that the stems should be allowed to 
die down before they are removed. If those you 
have had the stems cut down when they were 
green, you may depend upon it the bulbs have 
been weakened by It. Under any circumstaucos 
'SifirlFrqpiMed 11 eiitrtitoti iirright, BO that if they 

fail it will not be“ybur fault.—Ji. C. C. 
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GARDEN WORK.* 

Conservatory. 
Mignonette may be eown any time during thie month lor 

blooming niter Christmas. Make the soil very Arm, and 
use good loam, mixed with a little old manure. See that 
the drainage la tree. One ol the chiel (aotors oI Mignonette 
growing ie gocd eoil, made firm by ramming it hard with 
the pot*. On thie hard bed the needs are aown thinly. 
Place the aeed-pote in cold Irame and keep Juet molat. 
Thin the young plant* to about lour or live in a pot, 
leaving, ol course, the beat. It ia now time to check the 
growth ol Salvias, Eupatoiias, and other plants turned out 
to make growth, with the view to lilting in September, 
towards the end of the month, or earlier it Iroet is 
expected. The check ia best given by outtlng the root* 
round with a spade, so as to leave a ball just large enough 
lor a 9 Inch pot. Large plant* may require larger pots, 
but it in as well to keep these things in as small pots as 
can be done conveniently. Tbe early bulbs will now be 
making some progress in root lormatlon. Let them 
remain plunged outside till the pots are well Oiled, and 
then there will not be muoh trouble. The general 
oolleclion ol lorcing bulbs, Hyacinths, early Tulips, and 
Naroiisua ol various kinds should bs got home as soon as 
possible. Single Ilyaolnths are beat lor growing In water, 
and they are also best lor torolng In pots. The best 
result is obtained when the bulbs are potted early and 
allowed a reasonable time lor making root* belore excite¬ 
ment ia given. Cinerarias, Primulas, Oyolamens, and 
other plant* usually flowered in moderate-sized pot* 
should have a shltt belore the plant* get pot-bound. We 
grow a good many ol these In 5-lnch pots, but, ol oourse, 
6-Inch pot* are not large enough lor good-sized specimens. 
Pinks lor lorcing may ho shortly potted up. We usually 
strike outtings early Irom lorced plants in heat, pot off, 
and plant out. When established the best ol these, to the 
required number, are lilted and potted up towards the 
end ol September. Mrs. Sinkins is one ol the best 
varieties lor this work, llard-wooded plants must lie 
placed under cover belore the autumn rains set in. They 
are all right as long as the weather continues warm, but, 
exposed to a sharp autumn frost, the flower-buds will 
probably suffer. It there are any signs ol thrips on 
Azaleas get them cleaned at once by syringing or dipping. 
Azalea Mollis and Deutzia gracilis must be potted up 
shortly lor lorcing. Cactuses in cold pits or Irames must 
be well exposed to ripen the growth. Clradually reduoe 
the water now, so as to get the growth well matured, and 
there will be a harvest ol flowers In due time. Continue 
to reduoe olimbing plants as anything goes out ol flower, 
and enoourage growth in Fireball Tropsiolums or any 
other plant* which has any effectiveness In the winter. 

Unheated House. 
At the present time this houso is gay with Tuberous 

Begonias, Fuchsias, and Lilies ol various kinds, all ol 
which may be kept through the winter in a resting and 
dormant state without artificial beat. The pots will be 
plunged in Cocoa-fibre, and belore frost sets In paper 
covers specially prepared will be placed over them. For 
winter diooratlon there are bushes ol Lauruetlnus, Andro¬ 
meda floribunda, Jasminum nudifiorum. nice little bushes, 
and Cold and Silver Euonymus, and several berry-bearing 
plants, including I’ernettya specioss. 

Perns under Glass. 
Fee as little shade as possible now. All permanent 

Bhading, such as whitewash, &c., should be washed off ; 
strong sodn and water will clear It off. Fern spores may 
be eown now In pans or boxes, and placed in a close Irame 
and kept closely shaded. Young Ferns may be potted on. 
and seedlings that were pricked off in boxes may be potted 
off. One ol the most useful Ferns it Pterls tremula, in 
fsot, all the Pterises are useful. Among AdiantumB 
elegant a variety of cuneatum Is one ol the best. Small 
plants ol this with plenty of fronds are very serviceable on 
the table, and tbe fronds, when well grown and hardened, 
are so good for bouquet work. 

The North House 
can bo cleared now lor tbe Azaleas and hard-wooded 
plant* generally. Up to the present Ibis house has been 
meat useful in keeping flowering subjeots back, but the 
brilliant sunshine made even north house! hotter than 
usual. Lapagerlaa, both tbe white and red varieties, will 
do well in the north house. Make a good border of rough 
peat, with a few rough pleoes ol old turfy loam mixed 
therewith, the border to be well drained with broken 
bricks, and should bo at least 2 feet deep. The Iapagtrlas 
may be trained up tho wall and then under the roof. It 
would be a pretty sight to see a house well furnished with 
Lapagerlaa, and the flowers would be valuable. 

Stove. 
Aasuinlng that th's house haa been thoroughly cleaned 

with Boap and water, the woodwork should be painted if 
necessary. These louits are not painted often enongh 
inside. Drops from a roof io bod condition often damage 
a tender plant, and, bolides, a coat ol paint it one ol the 
best aids to the gening rid ol insects, especially that pest 
mealy-bug. 8hade will not be required now, and Arcs 
must be kept going regularly. Alter the house has been 
cleaned, tbe plants which have been moved to other 
houses lor the summer must be brought book, some of 
which must be thrown away. It is a great struggle some¬ 
times to throw out old favourites, but plant growers must 
not indulge in sentiment. There are young plantB 
coming on which must have room, and so the old 
plants must either be thrown away or otherwise disposed 
ol. 

Frame Culture. 
Late Melons will require new linings to help the bottom 

heat, and warm coverings will be required at night. The 
plants In Irames are not making so much growth now, and 
there will tie less scope lor pinching and pruning. 
Cucumbers in framos may be carried on till the end of 
October by tbe aid of warm night covers and linings ol 
warm manure round tho Irames Give all the air possible 
at night to Cinerarias, Primulas, and Calceolarias. The 

* In cold or northern districts the opejddBflitreferred 
to under " Garden Work" uwi he doiwjfum tmSa/s ,'A 
a fortnight later than' U hire indicated rMktMjuUL joci* 
remits. ( 

night dews refresh the foliage, and they get sturdy and 
robust. Ol oourse, Irost must be guarded against. Several 
frames will be full of cuttings now, and as soon as the 
outtings are rooted air must be given freely, and if at all 
crowded tbe pots must be opened out. 

ChryB&nthemums 
must be opened out a bit. This can be done by taking 
a plant here and there outol the line and open the others 
out. It means a little work, but a shift of this kind is 
beneficial, and permits the air to circulate all round them. 
When the plants aro orammed closely together the leaves 
are not properly developed and hardened. The buds have 
not been all seleoted, and, as tbe pots are lull of root*, 
liquid stimulant* must be given three times a week. 

Window Gardening. 
Fern cases will still require plenty ol water. Dead 

fronds must be pioked out; the faded leaves will soon be 
replaced with new growth. Cuttings ol plant* rooted 
outside should now be potted up and stood In the shade 
to get established. Azaleas, Camellias, and hard-wooded filant* generally must soon be placed indoors, io a cool 
ight room, and watered with care. 

Outdoor Garden. 
Seeds ol many flowering plants are ripe or ripening, and 

anything good should be saved. Good Hollyhocks are 
always worth saving seeds from. Carnations will ripen 
seeds In the open air this season ; at least, I am watching 
a number ol plump pods on open air plants. Ol oours*, it 
is no use saving seeds Irom any but the very best, ltoses 
will ripen more seeds than usual this year, and other I;ood things are worth looking after. It is late lor layer- 
Dg Carnations, but any plant* which have not been layered 

should have attention in the principle ol better late than 
never. Rose bedding is about on a par with Carnation 
layering. Any briers that wore not in condition earlier 
may be budded with every ebanoe of success now, but do 
not shorten the shoots. Keep the buds dormant during 
the autumn and they will break strongly in the spring, 
and make fine heads. Grass and weeds have made rapid 
growth lately, and have In well kept gardens involved a 
good deal of work. Weedy walks aro best dressed with 
weed killers. When dreesed during a dry hot week the 
weeds die and disappear. Dahlias will require a good deal 
ol attention in destroying earwigs, whioh are very- 
numerous this season. The growth nas been rapid lately. 
TbinniDg and tying must not be negleoted. Where altera- 
tlons are contemplated tbe work may soon begin now. 
Workmen will get through more work now than In the 
short days In winter. Raw lawns may be laid and ever- Cen shrubs transplanted in September. New lawns may 

seeded down now if eoonomy is an object. Good turf 
is beet il the lawn is required lor Immediate use, but the 
expense is more. Evergreen and other hedges may be 
gone over again now with the shears to make them ready 
lor the winter. 

i the shears to make them ready 

Fruit Garden. 
Vines In pots intended tor lorolng next year will now be 

approaching a condition of maturity. The finishing touch 
may be given outside against a south wall. At no time 
should Vines, whether In pot* or not, be permitted to get 
dust dry. A plant in a pot soon gets ary. I suppose, 
nowadays, no one grows pot-Vines without tbe use of 
artificials. I can strongly recommend tbe l’atent Silicate 
Manure either lor mixing with the soil In which I he plants 
are potted or as a top-dressing. It is oheap enough to 
use freely. I know nothing about Its constituents, but it 
does not produce rank growth, Its tsndenoy being in the 
way ol Arm growth and abundant trult-bearing. I have 
used it lor two seasons, chiefly upon Vines and Peaches, 
and most assuredly I should not purchase anything unless 
I wo* satisfied with It. In making new plantations ol 
Strawbero-. exoept It may be for purposes of experiment, 
rely chiefly upon well bred sorts. It will be a long time 
before wo lots sight of Sir J. Paxton and President. 
James Veitch bears very fine fruit. British yueen ought 
not to be reoommended lor general planting irrespective 
ol soil and climate, but grown In a good deep soil and a 
genial climate, and there is no Strawberry pays better. 
Let mo advise all who are planting Strawberries upon dry, 
porous soil to use io addition to manure a good dressing- 
say one pound to the square yard of oommon salt—to be 
worked into tbe laud during the last fork over. Apples 
ar.il Pears are putting on colour, and the late rains have 
given sizo, but then oomee the complaint that good Apples 
are worth nothing, that there Is no sale lor them at all. 
I feel sure those oomnlaints come from people who have 
not mastered the details ol marketing. That Apples will 
be cheap this rear goes without saying, but prime samples, 
carefully packed, will pay In local markets, I feel con¬ 
vinced. 

Vegetable Garden. 
Weeds are giving trouble, and must bs hood up when the 

sun shines and got rid ol. The earth stirring will bs bene- 
tidal to all growing crops. All late summer and autumn 
seed sowing haa been a marked contrast to the epring 
and summer seed sowing. Seeds sown slnoe the change 
camo In the weather have grown remarkably, and the young 
plants will need timely thinning. It will be ol no use to 
sow Turnips now exoept for the purpose ol spring Greens, 
and it hardly pays to sow for that purpose. Get tbe land 
Irom which the spring sown Onions have been cleared 
prepared lor Cabbages. It Is not generally necessary to 
dig deeply or manure heavily, a* the ground Is usually 
well done lor Onions ; all we do Is to give a sprinkling ol 
toot and fill it In lightly, then draw drills IS Inches apart, 
and set out the plants in the drills, giving a good soak ol 
water as soon as the planting is finished. Cucumbers lor 
autumn and winter fruiting may Ire planted any time now. 
Every part of the house mutt be thoroughly cleansed 
belore tbe plants are set out. Only strong plants should 
be employed. II strong plants ol a free-setting variety of 
Tomato are set out now in a well heated light house a 
crop may be gathered In winter. The plant* may then be 
shortened back, and a heavy crop gathered from the new 
wood In May, June, and July. They must have liberal 
treatment right through. A good form of the Old Red 
requires some beating lor winter work—It sets so freely. 
Flint French Beans In pits, whioh can be heated to(»; 
he literature ol eo degrees for winter bearing, pr they may 
tje-'gVwn in pots and brought on in Pine ntov-e» or lo'jmfiff 
Jxmtes. K. HOiioaV. 

Work In tho Town Garden. 
This has been a grand season for Grapes in unheated 

vineries and greenhouses, and in the open air also. I could 
mention several cases in which excellent crops ol Grapes 
have been produoed in totally unheated structures, under 
decidedly rough-and-ready treatment,and the fruit la now 
nearly or quits ripe. To my mind Grapes, especially when 
of the Black Hamburgh or other good old fashioned 
varieties, thus grown in a oool and well-ventilated house, 
are infinitely superior to the huge overfed Groa Colmars 
and others now so generally seen in shops, Ac., and whioh 
are little better than so many bags of water—almost 
entirely devoid ol both substance and flavour. While the 
Irult is colouring the Vines cannot have too much of 
either air or sun, and care must be taken to remove all 
lata or secondary growths with tbe finger and thumb, 
either pinching them out altogether, or If the foliage Is at 
all scanty, stopping them beyond the first perfeot leal. 
There are few better climbers for the root of a town green- 
house than a Vine, and if the growth ie not too thiok the 
shade will be beneficial rather than otherwise to any pot- 
plants beneath, during the summer time, but these last 
ought not to be too numerous, lor a Vine and a house full 
of other things do not agree at all. Tomatoes carrying 
heavy crops ol fruit must nave abundance of moisture and 
liquid manure at the root during suoh weather as we have 
experienced lately. II the border is properly drained and 
not too deep, and the soil thoroughly porous and sweet— 
of a sandy nature preferably—It Is soaroely possible to 
overwater these plants under present circumstances, by 
fair means at least. Plants In pots, now full of roots, will 
require watering twice or possibly thrice doily. This has 
60 far been a splendid season lor Petunias In the open air, 
and I have seldom seen the beds looking so gay and, In- 
deed, brilliant. Begonias, where planted out moderately 
early, in well-manured soil, and liberally watered, are also 
doing fairly well, but the hot sunshine quickly causes the 
blooms to wither, and on this account I bare been shading 
some of my best beds io a rough-and-ready fashion. The 
intense heat of last week soorohed a lot ol my plants, 
where unprotected Irom the sun, badly, but I aareeay 
they will break up again from the bottom presently. As 
soon as either old or young plants ol Chinese Primulas 
have reoovered their last potting, and are growing agalD, 
they must have abundanoe ol air—the more the belter— 
with shade from hot sunshine only; lew have a correct 
idea ol how nearly hardy these charming and, indeed, 
invaluable plant* really are. Continue disbudding Chry¬ 
santhemums, and give the plant* weak liquid-manure with 
a free but careful hand. B. 0. R. 

THE COMING WEEK’S WORK 

Extracts from a garden diary from September 
2nd to September 9l/t. 

Gave the Violets Intended for framing a good soaking ol 
liquid-manure. Shall soon get frames ready for them, as 
I believe in moving those Intended for early flowering not 
later than the middle ol the month. The moat useful 
kind for framing is Marie I/Oulse. A number have been 
potted up to flower in pots. The Neapolitan is a very 
sweet Violet, and is usually planted In a pit where a little 
heat oan be given If neoeseary. The Czar Is usually grown 
in sheltered plaoes outside, to be gathered in quantity. 
This variety does very well in open spot* In the shrubbery. 
The shelter brings the bloom early, and II transplanted 
every two years there are always plenty of blossom with 
long stalks for bunohlng during the greater part of the 
winter and spring. A part of the stock is replanted every 
year, and these transplanted root* flower the earliest, and 
the plants .which have stood the seoond year oome on 
later, but flower more profusely, though the flowers are 
hardly so floe or so long in the stalk. Shifted on young 
plants of Eucalyptus (Blue Gum). All sorts of virtues 
are attributed to this plant. There Is a popular Impression 
that a plant kept in a living room Is beneficial to health, 
and that flies and other Insects are thus banished. I was told 
the other day that a Castor-oil-plant In a room banished 
the flies. Both the Gastor-oll and the Blue Gum doubtless 
have their uses, but I should doubt 11 the presence ol a 
lew plants in a fever-haunted dlstriot, brought on by 
overcrowding, would have any perceptible effeot or 
advantage. Very busy hoeing up weeds everywhere. II 
allowed to iced now future work Is provided for a 
considerable time. Still busy propagating bedding 
' Geraniums.” The outtings strike freely in the open air. 
Dotted off early etruck llollyhooka. Shall get them 
established In 4-inob pots, and then plunge in Coooa-flbre 
in cold Irames lor the winter, planting out next March or 
early in April. Montbretlas are very showy In large 
pot* io the conservatory now. They were pluoged outside 
till tbe flower spikes were showing colour. White 
Dahlias grown in pots are found useful for the conservatory 
in autumn. Tne pots are plunged out all summer, and 
will soon be placed under canvas. The varieties are 
obiefly dwarf Pompons and Caotus. Watered inside 
Peach borders and removed laterals, and gave another 
soak of liquid-manure to Inside borders of late Vinery, 
andmulohed the borders down with litter. The Grapes 
are oil well on in colouring, and ventilation is left on all 
night now. The ventilators have been covered with 
scrim to keep out wasps, but the air circulates freely. A 
little warmth will be kept in the pipes in dull damp 
weather. No lateral growth will be allowed lo extend 
beyond an inoh or so. Muioats will be exposed to Iho 
sunshine to put on the right amber tints of colour. Two 
Peach-treesln a mid-season house which bave made rather 
strong wood have been root-pruned by lilting and shorten¬ 
ing the extremities. Two trees in the same houso were 
lifted and replanted about three years alter planting, and 
1 regret the whole of the trees were not done at the samo 
time. There is no better way of getting the trees into a 
free-bearing habit. The Chrysanthemums are growing 
very freely now. Weak manure Is given twice a week to 
moet oi the plants, but not all. It is chiefly the vigorous 
growing autumn-flowering varieties which are dealt with 
thus. These have all been top dressed, and tbe roots have 
oomo up and occupied the new soil. Earwigs are still 
giving trouble, and should be diligently sought at night 
wljtaaiqaodl; nod lantern. Pleoes ol hollow Beanstalks 
S mohes or II Inohes long are plaoed among ths branches. 
Iff these On) Ion dr hid* when not feeding, and are easily 
dislodged by puffing them out Into hot water. 
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OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

PLANTING CARNATIONS. 

Ai.l who love and grow Carnations should make 
a point of reaping os far as possible some of the 
advantages that the present season offers. The 
good of it, so far as Carnations are oonoerned, 
will go beyond the year, materially helping us 
through the winter, and ensuring, as far as our 
own efforts can, a good display for another year. 
Never before have I been able to begin planting 

in August with layers put down the same season ; 
but this year planting was commenced during the 
middle of August. It was not a hasty attempt 
to plant a few to make a record, but a fair 
beginning with layers having balls of roots as 
largo as one’s fist. Planting has continued ever 
since, and there is every prospect of its being 
completed by the average usual date at 

which it commences. With everything so 
early, and layering performed a month in ad¬ 
vance of the ordinary time, early planting fol¬ 
lowed, or should do so. My point is, that as 
soon as the layers are really fit for removal plant 

thorn, if possible, where they are to bloom. Si* 
weeks from tho date of layering is ample time 

to allow for rooting, and then the all-important 
thing is to got them up and put out in their 

flowering quarters. My advice, thoroforo, to 
all amateurs is to begin and finish as soon 

as vou can, and then tho plauts will obtain 
suah a root-hold as to be firmly anchored 
in the soil and able to rosist all tho up¬ 
heaving tendencies of the frost’s action. A 
few words as to soil. There is nothing like 
loaam, but in a fresh stato it is very much beset 
with tho most mischievous of pests, wireworm. 
Ordinary garden soil will grow good Carnations. 

I have just planted out nearly three dozen 
layers of 

Countess op Paris Carnations, and thoy 
were all taken from one plant, which was grown 
in the soil of a vegetable garden that has been in 
cultivation many years. In planting I adopt a 

plan that I have long since proved to bo beneficial 
to Carnations, and no doubt it in some measure 
helps to circumvent onomies. When the hole is 

dug out and tho plant put in, a handful of soino 
mixture of sand and fresh soil, with soot, 
wood ashes, or any aahea from burnt refuse, 
is put upon tho roots and around tho stem. 
Before filling up, too, tho plants are carefully 
watered in. In tho present dry condition of 
the ground it would bo fatal to many plants 
if they were not watered in. Merc surface- 

watering after planting, Ac., is completed is 
altogether insufficient to roach the roots, and 
beneath the tropical sun that was shining 
during tho early days of present planting, 

without abundant moisturo at tho roots, 
death would soon result. Another advantage of 
this form of thorough watering is that it is 
usually enough to carry the plant through till 
fresh rooting takes place. Amateur friends need 
not despair if loam is unobtainable. Dig up tho 
ordinary soil to a good depth. If it needs 
manure, lot that which is added be thoroughly 
decayed, and uso soot or wood-ashes as well. 
Then plant early, see that they are well 
moistened at the root, and last, bat far from 
least, make them firm in the ground. It is 
attention to and the perfeot carrying out of these 
apparently small, but all the same most impor¬ 
tant, details that contribute so much to ultimate 
success. A. H. 

4413.—Nettles on a farm.—Nettles do 
not usually thrivo on well-cultivated ground. 
The roots should bo gathered as the land is 
ploughed or harrowed. Many roots will esoape, 
and good crops of Nettles may appear above 
ground next year. As soon as thoy do so 
out them down with the hoe. They may grow 
again, but should be persistently hoed down as 

they appear. They will die out the first year if 
they are not allowed to make any growth above 
ground. They may be exterminated from 
pasture land in the same wav. Cut them down 
constantly with a scythe or hook.—J. D. E. 

- Keep them constantly cut down through the 
summer, and the roots will dfe lor want ol access to the 
air. It Is only auuestion ol sticking to It for a year or two. 
A good lad would manage It.— E. H. 

M*s.—Sowing annuals —All the annudlsTramed, 
except Marigolds and Ohryeanthepnuu yegetlro, roaOte 
sown now, though it Is lnlRh,u AbtoiWh. VoV.»el fc»JR 
plants are getting quits strong.—E u. 

WHITE HAIRBELLS. 

Amonost the Hairbolls there are several with 
flowers of exquisite delicacy and spotless purity 

of colour, such as the variety of C. isophylla. 
This is a Campanula all should grow who love 
white flowers, and another that should not be 
passed by is the one here illustrated and known 
everywhere as the White Poach-leaved Hairbell, 
a lovely flower, invaluable for giving beauty to 
the garden, and moat useful when cut. This 
may perhaps be accounted the most useful of 
the group to which it belongs, and ia entitlod to 
a place on overy border, woithy of the name, 
though there are many gardens from which it 
is absent. The double form of this has many 

uses, as the flowors are rosette-like, and when 
mounted neatly on wires might be takon for 
small blooms of the fragrant Gardenia. A very 
good use to make of this Campanula, but one 
to which it is not often put, ia to grow in 
pots, and if properly cared for, flowors may bo 
obtained in spring if the plants are given a 
judicious amount of heat. At that season the 
flowors will have on odditional freshness and 
boauty by reason of their tender grace and 
purity. Both tho single and double-(lowered 
forms ore of free growth, and an easy way to 
propagate is by division of tho roots in winter, 
and here I may offer a few remarks respecting 

White I'cach-lcAVcil lluirlx II (Cauipiiiula 
psniiollolis slim.) 

the culturo. Neither tho typo nor its numerous 
forms present any great difficulties in this 
respect. One of the common faults, and most 
noticeable when many gardens are visited in the 
course of the summer, is that the plants are not 
divided frequently enough. When it is seen 
that they are beooming weakened, either through 
the poverty of the soil or overcrowded growth, 
we lift tho plants carefully, divide thorn, and 
plant in other positions that have undergone 
some preparation. The tufts will then grow 
away with vigour, and a free display of flowers 
will soon follow. The best time to divide is the 
winter, but it may be done in the early spring 
without harm. Whichever term is selected, 
plant quickly, so that the roots are not unneces 

sarily exposed to the atmosphere. It is well 
also to remove 

Decayinu flower-stems, as by prompt at¬ 
tention in this respect a few blooms will 
appear throughout the summer and early 
autumn, and the strength of the plants will 
not be unduly taxed. Besides the above varie¬ 
ties there are several others that deserve 

recognition, and umougst them is the variety 
alba coronata, a semi-double flower, pure-white, 
with the outer row of petals forming a kiud of 
frill to the bloom that renders it at once dis¬ 
tinct Lpd^ desirable. Then wo have a blue 
o iolshL sometimes catalogued simply 

pc^mifoTfa coronata, and again as C- p. 

cu-rulea, these having blue flowers that present 
a good contrast with those of its near relative. 
There is also a double form of this blue variety, 
which, if a select group of the peraicifolia type 

is desired, should find a placo. Another that is 
entitled to consideration ia P. peraicifolia 
maxima, which, as conveyed by the varietal 
name, is distinguished by its large flowors. A 
group of this interesting type of Campanulas 
would make a most interesting featuro in the 
hardy garden. The Campanulas, though their 

merits are widely known, are not cultivated to 
to the same extent as one might supposo from 

their sterling usefulness, great beauty, and 
diversity of habit. We might have many of tho 
Hairbells in a garden without producing saino- 
noss. Somo are most at homo on the rockory, 
either on a jutting ledge that they can scramble 
over, or in a snug, warm chink or recess. Others, 
like the persicifolia group, display their cha¬ 
racteristics to most advantage on tho herbaceous 
border, whero with other homely plants they 
give naturalness and great beauty to the garden 
during tho summer months. B. 

43fi2. — Herbaceous plants.—There is 
perhaps a little confusion in some minds as to 
what constitutes tho term "herbaceous.” But 
I have always boon accustomed to tako tho 
broadest possible viows on this subject, and 
should include almost everything which had a 
perennial character whose growth died down 
every yoar. There aro, of courso, evergreen and 
dooiduous herbaceous plants, and if one was at 
all fussy, a distinction might bo made botween 
thoso which disappear under tho ground in 
winter and ovorgroons ; but for all practical pur¬ 
poses one class might contain the whole. The 
following list contains both : Aohillea l’tarmica 
plena (July and August), Adonis vernolis 
(March), Alstnomeria aurontiaca (July and 

August), Alyssum saxalile oompactum (March), 
Auchusa italics (June and July), Anemone 
apennina (April), A. fulgens( March), A. japouica, 
A. j. alba (August to October), Anthoricum 

liliastrum major (May and June), Columbines, 
Aquilegia chrysantha, A. glandulosa (May 

and June), Arabia albida (March), Armeria 
cephalotes (Giant Thrift) (June), Aaperula 
odorata (Woodruff) (May), Asphodelus albus 
(April and May), Asters (Michaelmas Daisies), 
A bessarabicus, A. dumosus, A. ericoides, A. 

hevia, A. turbinellits, A. Noviu-Angliiu, Ac., 
Aubrietia Hendersoni (March), Bocconia cor¬ 
date (Tree-Celandine) (July), Buphthalmum 

salicifolium (May to July), Campanula car- 
pivtica, C. c. alba, C. grandiflora Murioai, C. 
grandia, C. latifolia alba, C. nobilis, C. n. alba, 
C. persicifolia fl-pl. C. p. alba major, C. p. 
alba-plena, C. turbinata, C. Van lloutte, 
Catanancho bicolor (July to August), Centaurea 
macrocephala (July), C. montana (May to 
August), Chrysanthemum latifolium, C. semi¬ 
duplex, Coreopsis grandiflora (June to Septem¬ 
ber), Delphiniums in variety (Juno), Diotamnus 
Fraxinella, I). F. alba (June to August), Diely¬ 
tra speotabilis (April to May), Doronicuin 
plantagineum excelsum (April), Kchinops 
ruthcnicus (July to August), Kryngiuin 
amothyskinum (July), Funkia subcordata 
grandiflora (September), Gaillardia grandiflora 
(June to September), Galega officinalis com- 
paota (May to July), Geranium armenum, 
G. cinereum, G. lancaatrienac, G. san- 
guineum, G. sylvatioum plenum (May to 

August), Geum aureum, G. coccincum Srandifiorum (May to July), Gladiolus The 
ride, G. Marie Lemoine, Gypsophila panicu¬ 

late, Helenium pumilum, H. autuinnale (Juno 
to August), Helianthus rigidus, II. decape- 

talus (August and September), Hesperia 
matronalis alba-plena, Doublo White Rocket 
(June and July), Hellcborus nicer, H. angusti- 
folius, Hemerocallis tlava (Yellow Day Lily) 
(May and June), lberis cornu-folia (May), Inula 

grandiflora (June and July), Iris German and 
others. Lathyrus (Everlasting Peas, white and 
red) (Juno to August), Latris spicule (June), 
LUiuma in variety, Lupinus polyphylla, white 
and blue (June to August), Lychnis chalce¬ 
donies II.-plena, Lythruin rosuum (Juno to 
August), Malva moscliata alba (July to Sep¬ 
tember), Montbretia orocoamm-floru (July to 
September), (Eaothera frutico»a majus (June to 
August), Piyonies in variety, Poppies in variety, 
in^Fiidib^ i lloelaUdl (nudicaule) Orientate, and 
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pactum, P. cuspidatum (duly to September), 

Primula rosoa and many others in shady borders, 

Py rethrums in variety, including uliginoaum, the 
large single white, flowering in autumn, 

Kanunculas aconitifolius plenus (Fair Maids of 
Prance) (May), Rudbeckia Newmani, R. pur¬ 

purea (J uly to October), Senecio pulcher (J uly 
to October), Silene grandiflora (May to July), 

Spira l aruncua (June and July), S. Filipendula 
plena, S. venusta (June to August); Statice 

latifolia (Sea Lavender) (July to September), 
Trollius europams (Globe-flower) (April to June), 

Tritomagrandis(Torch-flower)(July to October), 
Veronica Hendersoni (July), V. Travorsi, Piuks 

in variety, Carnations, &c. This list might 
be extended, but all the above are good and 

alford a wide range of season and colour,—E. H. 

—Begonias in the garden.—Both 

the double aud single varieties thrive remark¬ 
ably well when planted out in the open ground, 

though tho intense heat of last week scorched 
up a lot of mine where not shaded; but tho 
large, full blossoms of the former aro so exhaust¬ 

ing to tho plants that they cannot be expected 
to continue in flower as long as tho singles, 

(live thorn plenty of very old manure or spent 
Hons, and a little good stimulating fertiliser, 

Much as Thomson's, or good guano when tho first 

flowers are getting over.—B. C. R. 

-- The Double-flowered Begonias, from my 

experience, aro far better in pots than the open 
ground, and the reason is obvious. They require 

more individual treatment than they got in tho 
open, whore also the flowers, usually vory heavy, 
although of brilliant and diversified colours, aro 

battered about with storms of winds and rains. 
You must remember that tho finest strains have 

very largo flowers, and it is not to bo expected 
that the same freedom will be shown as in the 

single kinds. I should next year try and got 
some of the semi-double race, whioh I havo 
noticed this season succeeding remarkably well 

in the open ground. These, I think, will become 
tho doublo Begonias of the future. The flowers 

not so largo and heavy as in tho ordinary double 
kinds familiar to you, but more what florists 

call duplex, the centre being quite liko a little 
rosette and tho outer segments form a kind of 

foil to this mass of fiorots. But the charm of 
this race is that tho flowers are produced very 

freely, and hold well up so that they tell witn 
force iu tho gardens. 1 saw a bod a few days 

ago which wub a mass of colour, but I do not 
know where the varieties can bo obtained. 
Possibly tho nurserymen who doal more especi¬ 

ally with Tuberous Begonias will help you.— 

C. T. 

4407.—Gladioli from seed.—The pro¬ 
duction of Gladioli from seed is one of the most 
interesting modes of cultivating this handsomo 

autumn flower. Few of these favourite garden 
plants that have been improved by tho skill of 

tho gardener is so easily managed. The seed 
should, of course, be saved from the cross- 

fertilised flowers, selecting only thoso of good 

form and distinct colours as seed and pollen- 
bearers. The seed does not take very long to 

ripen, and the pods Bhould bo gathered as Boon 
as they burst open. Lay them out to dry and 
label each cross with the names of both parents. 

My plan is to sow the seed thinly in fl inch and 
7 inch flower-pots. About tho first week in April 

plunge the pots in a hot-bed. In a week or ten 
days tho plants will appear. They are left in 
the frame just as they are, the heat gradually 

declines, and air is admitted freely, so that 
the plants may make healthy good growth. By 
tho end of May remove tho lights altogether. 

Attend to them with water, and by the end of 
[September each plant will have formed a bulb. 

Dry them off, and in October pick the bulbs 
carefully out of the soil, and keep them in a 
dry frost proof plaoe in a little sand until the 

first of March, when they may be planted out 
in rows 18 inches asunder and allow a space of 

about 6 inches between each bulb. Although 
tho bulbs may not bo larger than Peas, most of 

them will give a good flower-spike in August.— 

J. I). K. 

- The raising of Gladioli from seed is not a 

very trying mode of propagation, and tho chief 
joy in thus raising from seed is the anticipation 

of novelties, now shades of colour, something 
distinct from any that have previously appeared. 
If you have already a collection of Gladioli in 

bloom, the flowers must be artificiall^'feTtilised; 
aud select only the[fipei)(;Jiypjei). unuki'H 

anthers with tho finger to prevent the pollen 

escaping, otherwise tho crowns will be interfered 

with. The time to pick the seed-pods is when 
they commence to open at the top. Save the 
seed carefully and it will germinate successfully 

in the early ripening months, if sown thinly as 
in the usual way. Prepare sufficient 48 or 5- inoh 

pots, crock them well, and use moderately light 

soil. Tho seeds germinate freely and readily as 
a rule, and the bulbs should be kopt in pots 

through the summer, being planted out in the 
following March. They will for the most part 

bloom the samo year, and then tho finest for 
colour, shape, and other points should be 

selected. Tho soil for Gladioli should be fairly 

rich and deep.—G. T. 

- How the seeds In boxee in a slightly hosted frame in 
February, or in greenhouse. Harden off and prick out 
4 inohes apart in specially prepared bed os soon as large 
enough. There is no difficulty in raising Gladioli from 
seed, and it is what everyone should do who wishes to 
havo a garden well furnished with Gladioli at a email 
expense.—E. II. 

4363.—Carnation and Picoteo seeds. 
—August is a very good time to sow these. 

You had better uso a pan or small shallow box, 
as they can then be looked after much easier 

than when in tho open border. Do not use any 
manure in tho compost; a mixture of leaf- 

soil, loam, and sand, in about equal proportions, 
will answer admirably. Cover the seeds a six¬ 

teenth part of an inch with the finor portion of 
your compost, and stand in a cool pit or frame. 

When large enough to handlo prick oil into 
small pots, using the samo compost. In the 

spring they may be turned out into a border, and 
should llowor fairly well during tho latter part 

of next summor.—I*. U. 

- It is certainly gottiog lato for theso 

now, but I havo known plants from seed sown 
in August to flower tho following season ; still, 

you must not loso a day. Sow the soed in a well- 
drained box or pan of sandy loam or loaf-mould ; 

koep just moist, cover with a sheet of glass, and 
keep in a framo or greenhouse, shaded from hot 

sun, until germination takes placo. Tho young 
plants will appear in much less time under this 

treatment than if sown in tho ordinary way in 
the open. When little more than an inch high 

transfor the seedlings singly to thumb-pots, 
using tho same soil, and keep rathor close for a 
time in a frame ; when established and growing 

vontilato frooly and give no shade. In October 

they ought to bo strong enough to shift into 
3.1-inch pots, in which they should bo wintered, 
plunged in ashes in a oold frame or in a cool 

greenhouse. Any that aro not fit to shift should 

be kept over till the early part of February. 
Plant them- out, having previously hardened 
thorn oil thoroughly in April, in a bed of good 

well-drained and well-worked loam of a sandy 
nature. Most, if not all, of the seedlings will 

flower during the late summer or autumn.— 

B. C. R. 
-Sow at once In a box or a frame, and prlok out In 

beds as eoon as large enough to handle. Most of the 
seedlings will flower next y ear under good culture.*-K. II. 

4371.—Christmas Roses.—They will bloom in a 
London garden at Christmas, but of oourse one oannot 
say what the weather may be ; there can bo no develop¬ 
ment of flowers during severe frost. They will flower well 
in the greenhouse with a north-west aspect. The plants 
Bhould be carefully lifted aud potted as ths flowsrs begin 
to open.—J. D. E. 

- Yes, thoso can bo grown and flowered 

well in the locality mentioned ; the aspect also 
will do, especially if enough artificial heat to 
rather more than exclude frost can be given. 

Obtain good strong flowering clumps in October 
or the beginning of November, and plant thorn 
either in boxes or good-sized pots (but preferring 

the former), using a compost of sandy loam and 
leaf-mould with good drainage. Keep them 

moderately moist but not wet, and ventilate 
freely in mild weather. Some of the clumps may 

bo planted out-of-doors, whore in a moderately- 
sheltered and shady situation they will do fairly 

well, but the flowers will be neither so clean nor 

large as those produced indoors, nor will they 
last so long when cut The plants inside must 
bo removed to the open air early in May, 

choosing a lightly-shaded spot, and be kept sup¬ 

plied with water and some weak liquid-manure 
occasionally as required.—B. C. R. 

- Very seldom indeed will Christmas RoseB 
open their blooms by Christmas out-of-doors 

without ony protection whatever, except in the 
case of an early variety or two—maximus for 

:e ; but then these ore not the kinds that, 
much appreciated for deoorati,0j«|^l^^afc 

season. The best way to make certain of blooms 

of H. niger at Christmas is to plant the roots on 
a border facing east or south, and in such a 

manner that a frame can be placed over them at 
the end of October to encourage an early throwing 

up of the flowers by the aid of a slight heat from 
the glass covering. It is a mistake to lift the 

roots for forcing inside, except a large quantity 
of plants are available, as it requires several years 

to reouperate these lifted plants before they will 
flower freely again ; but by having them as 

directed, no interference with the roots is 

necessary. After the blooms have been gathered 
and there is no fear of frost injuring the tender 

leaves remove the frame and feed the plants 
liberally with liquid-manure, especially if the 

weather during April and May is hot and dry. 
It is surprising what a quantity of moisture 

Christmas Roses enjoy about the roots during 

summer.—S. P. 

4377—Clematis attacked by mildew. 
— The extreme drought of the present year 
is the cause of tho Clematis being attacked by 
mildew. Nearly all the plants that I havo come 

across growing in a southern aspect are affected 
in the same way. To grow Clematis really well, 

and especially Jackmani, there must be no lack 
of moisture about the roots, especially just at 

the time when tho buds are swelling and tho 
first blooms expanding. The present attack of 

mildew will not interfere with the plants in tho 
future, providing thoy obtain moro moisturo at 

the root in the caso of a long period of drought. 
However, a thorough soaking of the soil at once 

will assist to mature tho growth thoroughly.— 

8. P. 

- In all probability this proceeds from dryness at tbs 
root or the plants are otherwise impoverished. Treat 
them well by copious waterlogs and a rauloh of manurs 
or any material that will oonservethe moisture will help, 
and possibly they may make mors growth that will be 
olean and free from the pest.—A. H. 

4381.—Clematis dying.—It is very pro¬ 

voking to see an apparently healthy plant dio so 
suddenly ; but yours is not an isolated case, as I 

havo seen several similar instances. The explan¬ 
ation appears bo be that as tho better forms of 

Clematis are grafted upon a common variety the 
stock suddenly givos out. With rogard to 

what you are to do in the future, I can only 
advise you to get the plants raised from cuttings 

if you can ; but I am afraid you will have diffi¬ 
culty in doing so, as nurserymen find it easier 

to raise a stock from grafts.—J. C. C. 

4434.—Water Lilies.—In all probability 

the cause of the Lilies failing to flower satis¬ 
factorily is overcrowding and exhaustion of the 

soil. When the tank was emptied and the roots 
divided it would have been well to totally or 

partially renew the soil; bub as apparently this 

was not done, it will have to be done before the 
plants again flower satisfactorily. The tank not 
being very large, and presumably under perfeob 

control, there should not bo much difficulty in 
doing this. No indication is given as to depth 

of soil, but probably it is not very greab. After 
the operation has been completed, in the future 

it would be well to add to the soil from timo to 
time. When the root-run is confined manure is 

often beneficial, and none is better than oow- 
manure if it can be procured. I have heard that 

manure-water added to the water’ in whioh the 
plants are growing does good, but have never 

given it, all my plants having a good root- 
run in the natural mud deposit of the lake in 

whioh they grow.—A. H. 

44il.-Stonecrop for a rockery.—This is a very 
large family, aod contains a great, variety of suitable kinds 
for the embellishment of the rookery. The following Is a 
list of twelve sorts, neither expensive nor diflloult to culti¬ 
vate : Aore auren elegans (golden), Lydium (green, very 
dense growth), glaucum, monstroaum, alzoon, album, 
oppo8itifolium, farlnosum, putchellum, rupestre, Sieboldi, 
and etolonileium.—8. P. 

4380. — Best Self Carnations. — Mr. 
Martin R. Smith, of Hayes, has given very 
careful attention to the raising of border Carna¬ 

tions of self colours, with pods that do not burst, 

and a few of them can be obtained at a cheap 
rate this autumn. They are Abigail (carmine- 

rose), Aline Newman (deep-red), Lady Gwendo¬ 
line (deep-rose), Mrs. Louisa Jameson (deep 

rosy-red), Niphetos (pure white). A few of the 
older varieties are Germania (yellow), King of 

Soarlets, Midas (pale-rose), Mrs. Reynolds Hole 

(aprioot), Ruby (bright-rose), King of Crimsons, 
and Oriflamme. The above twelve varieties have 

boon)proved in the open borders and have given 
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INDOOR PLANTS. 

ERICA VENTRICOSA. 

Wb have at various times dealt with Ericas 
t Gardening, but the accompanying illus¬ 

tration refers to a species which is moro grown 
than any other, and largely represented at 
exhibitions even in our own day; of course, 
many stove and greenhouse plants are very little 
grown now comparatively to what they were a few 
years ago, when they constituted the pride of the 
xhibitions. But through times of adversity E. 
entrioosa has held its own, and a more charm- 

.ngpot plant for the greenhouse or conservatory 
it would be difficult to find. The illustration 
Bhows its freedom and usefulness when grown 
well. There are several varieties : E. V. Both- 
welliana has flesh-coloured flowers, passing to 

red, E. v. coccinea minor (pink, deep-red at the 
apex, a compact habited plant, profuse and 
snowy), E. v. grandiflora (rose-crimson), and 

E. v. magnifica (crimson). The culture of the 
Erica, it must be remembered, demands patience 
and the most careful culture. Few things are 
so apt to suffer from neglect as the Heaths, 
and the rock over which the amateur usually 
tumbles is the watering. If once a Heath gets 
dry it is next to impossible to bring it once 

gatum is a beautiful trailing plant, with very 
distinct variegation, and one of the most 
beautiful of all variegated plants. Tradescantia 
zebrina and elegans are respectively dark and 
light variegated-leaved trailing plants, and of 
the easiest culture ; half-a-dozen cuttings put 
into a 3 inch pot soon develop into beautiful pots 
full of ornamental foliage. Thunbergia slats 
and aurantiaca are very protty trailing plants 
that aro raised from seed. The flowers ar< 

very freely produced and distinct. These plants 
are not nearly so much grown as they deservt 
to be. J. G., Ooxporl. 

The Streptocarpusea.—These are plants 
suitable for amateurs. They are not hardy, bul 
may be grown with little artificial heat, anc 
represent a comparatively new race that will 
become in the future as popular as the well 
known Gloxinia, which is far more difficult to 
grow. The seed should be sown thinly, and jusl 
sprinkled over with soil. Use a shallow pat 
or pot for seed raising. The seedlings will 
bloom in about six months from the time ol 
sowing, and from a packet of seed will b< 
obtained a great variety of colours varying from 
white to tho richest crimson, more or less 
blotched on the lower segments. One may com 
pare the flower to that of the Gloxinia as regardi 

Erica rontricosa in flower. 

again into a really healthy condition. Those 
who wish to grow a collection of Ericas will 
find ample information in recent issues of 
Gardening, and if a selection is made E. ven- 
tricosa and its varieties should be included. 

EDGING PLANTS FOR 8TAGE8. 

The general effeot of conservatories is frequently 
marred by reason of the front rank, or edging 
plants, being of too stiff and formal a habit of 
growth, and as there aro no lack of suitable 
plants of graceful trailing habit, a short list of 
these, which any body can grow easily, may be 
serviceable. Campanulas, in several varieties 
of trailing habit, aro exoellent summer-flowering 
plants, easily increased by seed or division of 
the roots. Isolepis gracilis, one of the best of 
all trailing Grasses, needs plenty of water to 
keep it moist; easily increased by division. 
Lycopodiums, or Club Mosses, are especially 
adapted for edging plants; their beautiful 
verdant green makes a splendid finish to stages. 
“ Geraniums ” of the Ivy-leaf, or trailing kinds, 
make capital edging plants, and they flower 
splendidly in small pots and allowed to hang 
down naturally. Musks of several sorts are 

useful for summer edging plants; the small 
flowered kinds aro the strongest y«B1wd, but 
Harrison’s are most effective | PaAoum/vaM j. 

shape, but much smaller, although in timo they 
will get larger by process of hybridisation. I 
have moasured a singlo oxamplo and it was no 
less that 4 inches across, but this was truly an 
exoeption to, at present, a general rule. A great 
quantity of bloom is thrown up by a single plant, 
and the range of colours renders tho flowers of 
value for outting.—C. T. 

43(19.—Stephanotls floribunda. —This 
plant is usually produced from cuttings, which 
strike very freely in heat. It is not at all 
unusual for it to produco seed-pods, which 
are about the size of a hen’s egg, and much 
about the same form. When the soed is ripe it 
may be sown, and it generally vegetates freely. 
I have several young seedling plants now which 
I am growing up to a flowering size. The pods 
are not edible. The firBt seed-pods I saw wore 
in Scotlaud, in a small hot house, in the year 
1855. I have frequently seen the Stephanotis 
fruiting sinco that time, and 'gardeners who 
have obtained seed-pods have occasionally noted 
the fact in the gardening papers.—J. D. E. 

43(31. — Pot Mignonette. — There are 
comparatively few market growers who succeed 
in producing this sweet-soented flower in good 
auality. The few make a speciality of it, and 
ao fiofe readily divulge their secret. You 

^ttbwever, grow it fairly well by naing 

a compost of sandy loam and a little tho¬ 
roughly decayed vegetable refuse. One great 

point is to have a little pure coal-soot at the 
bottom of the pot, just over the drainage. This 
last should not be so hollow as is generally the 
case or the roots are apt to come out through 

the bottom of the pot, and as they resent any 
interference this must be avoided as much as 
possible. Sow the seed in the pot, never 
attempting to transplant. I do not know of any 
annual more impatient of transplantation than 
the Mignonette.—P. U. 

4427.—Sulphur In a greenhouse.—I 
am afraid that coating the flue with either 
cement or mortar will not prevent the escape of 
the fumea into the house, as both these materials 
are liable to crack when ao used. It is, how¬ 
ever, worth a trial to use cemont, but it must 
be put on i inch thick, and the sides of the 
flue must be well wetted immediately before the 
material is used. Tho cement should be mixed 
with water to the consistency of ordinary 
mortar, mixing up a little at a time and laid on 
directly.—J. C. C. 

- You should have the flue thoroughly 
overhauled, raking out an inch or so of the old 
mortar from between the brioks, and repointing 

the whole very carefully, as well as filling up 
any oraoks or faults, with a mixture of the best 
lime mortar, with a small quantity of Portland 
cement. Cement alone will crook with the 
heat. Possibly the draught alio is faulty. If 
so, have the chimney and flue itself thoroughly 
swept, and if there is a damper at foot of 

chimney, have it removed and placed just above 
the fire; or, better still, regulate the draught 
by means of an air-tight door to tho ash-pit. 
A damper at the foot of a chimney throws the 
fumes right into the house when even partially 
closed. This is just where it ought not to be 

placed.— B. C. R. 

4421.—FuchelaB.—The plants might be cut 
down, but not now ; wait until the spring, then 
see that the soil is nearly dry, cut them down 
to 6 inches of stem, place them in heat, and 
syringe frequently overhead. When the young 
shoots are 2 inches long, shake the plants out, 
reduce the roots, and repot in smaller sizes, 
shifting them on again as required. I should, 
however, advise you to take a batch of outtings 
from the plants early next month (September), 
and then if the old plants fail to do well you will 
have tho youog ones to fall back upon, and in 
any caso these will probably be found moro 
vigorous and useful than the others.—B. C. R. 

- Six-year-old Fuchsias, unless they aro 
planted out in a conservatory border, are not so 
effective as younger plants. Put in cuttings 
now. Get up a stock of young plants and keep 
them growing through the winter, so as to have 
strong plants to start with in spring. Tho old 
plants may then be planted out in the borders, 
where they will make a good display, and if tho 
crowns are protected with mounds of ashes at 
the approach of frost they will throw up strong 
shoots every season and be very effective.—E. H. 

4391.—Eucalyptus globulus.—This is 
naturally a tall and rapidly-growing tree, and if 

they do well will attain a height of 10 feet or 
12 feet in a very few years. You can out them 
down, of course, in the spring, March or April 
is the beat time for this ; but then you destroy 
the boautiful pyramidal habit natural to tho 
treo. A few cuttings may be inserted in tho 

greenhouse next month or in Ootober, but it is 
doubtful if you succeed in striking them. 

Soedlinga make tho best plants, and in order to 
enable them to develop thoir full beauty they 
must have liberal treatment and plenty of room. 

-B. C. R. 

4378.—Neapolitan Violets —Do not remove the 
plants to a frame, it will only weaken them. Let tbem 
alone, affording, if poeeible, a moderately sheltered 
aspect and good soil. In April next you oan plant out 
the rooted runners from these plants in good soil and an 
open situation, and with good oulture they will mako 
floe clumps for winter flowering In frames the following 
winter.—B. 0. R. 

4378.—Destroying Nettles. — Nettles are very 
easily destroyed. If no grqwth is permitted above 
ground there will be no Nettles In a couple of} sirs or It 
Have topi constantly pulled by a lad when they appear. 
If allowed to develop a new lease of life la given.—E. II. 

4874.-Manure.—Yee, the Peat-Moes-Iltter le*xotllent 
for all vegetable ovope, and goes twice as far as the 
ordinary straw manure. With a fair (apply of this, some 
superphosphate of lime for rootrcropa, and a little nitrate 

'Of (toduTomna Tsruslaa tribe, you should be able to grow 
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ORCHIDS 

PHALJENOPSIS ESMERALDA. 

A very biight-ooloured form of this plant oomea 
from “Edward JacksoD,” named P. Buyesoniaua, 

a3king mo if it is correctly named, and though 
this name was given by Rsichenbach some five 
years ago to a plant I never knew that it was 

so callod. The same authority named a plant 
which was introduced from Cochin China by my 
friend M. Godefroy-Lebu-uf in 1874, and yours 
appears to me to be identical with it. It comes 

from the Gulf of Siam, a part of the world from 
whence, no doubt, many other fine species of 
plants will come when it is more opened up. 

The natural air is very moist and hot, but the 
plants have been very successfully grown with 
the other Bpecies of the same genus. The 
flower is very beautifully coloured, and is one 
of twenty-five upon the same spike, and which 

must look very handsome, the sepals and petals 
being nearly equal, deep rosy-lilac, the three- 
lobed lip b ing of a rich and rare amethyst- 
purple. This part of the flower varies very 

much in colour in different plants. Now I am 
told by “ Mr. Jackson ” that P. Esmeralda does 
not lose its leaves in the winter months ; this I 
i ho lid attribute to its not having been tho¬ 

roughly rosted, for I have never seen a plaint of 
this variety which did not lose its leaves after 
the flowering season. I have always found 
it a difficult tvsk to get it bo wake up 

aga{n after its long rest, but “ Mr. Jackson,” 
however, tells me the plan he has adopted 
in the cultivation of this plant. He says : “ It 
thrives well in the house with other members 
of the same family, and although not so con¬ 

spicuous or so showy as many of the larger- 
flowered kinds, it is really a very handsome and 
interesting kind, and it affords one much 
pleasure. I find this plant thrives well in the 
Kait Indian-house, and in a hanging-basket best 

of all, first draining the basket well, using for 
soil nothing but fresh and living Sphagnum 
Moss, and during the growing season giving it 
an abundant supply of water. I always keep 

it growing, but in a less degree all the winter. 
At this time of the year much less water is 
required. The plant should be hung up near to 
tho roof glass, giving it full exposure to tho 

light ; but I find shade is quite neoessary to it 
during the day, so always have the blind ready 
to run down over it. At this time, one of the 
worst faults I have found in growing this species 

is having too much Moss about its roots.” My 
readers here havo a successful grower’s ex¬ 
perience with this plant, which I think is sound 
and practical, especially his last remark. 

Matt. Bramble. 

ONCIDIUM SPLENDIDUM. 

Tiik question asked by “Jules Raymond,” of 

how long this Orchid has been known in English 
gardens, is somewhat perplexing, for the first 
plant that came into English gardens I saw first 
in tho nurseries of Mr. B. 8. Williams, at 

Holloway, some time in the year 18G8, and this 
was purchased by Mr. Sam Mendel, of Man¬ 
chester, then an ardent collector of plants ; but 

at bis sale it passed into the hands of Lord 
Londesborough, at Norbiton, then under the 
core of my old friend and acquaintance, Mr. 
Denning, who showed it in flower before the 
Royal Horticultural Society in the month of 

February, 1871. Some time after this Mr. 
Sander, of St. Albans, was lucky enough to get a 
splendid batch from a collector, and this Onci- 

dium became common, and it has proved to bo 
a very freo growor and bloomer. I imagino 
that the reason that my friend “J. R.” says 
his plant does not root froely nor grow well 

is to be ascribed to tho application of too much 
water. I imagine either he has given the plant 
too great a supply and not seen that the 

drainage was of an exomplary character, 
or he has starved it by giving too little 
water, and during such hot weather as wo 

have been experiencing the plant has suffered. 
Now, one cannot expect that this Orchid that 

has a large amount of moisturo to keep built up 
in its large and thick leaves, can grow and look 
well if it does not make any roots, and there is 

another thing about water. What kind of this 
element do you use for these plants-^ I was 

much struck a littl^ time back npon/going~in'o 
a gentleman’s Cattlbya-liouro Us oeeVhJ ViR>.i 

Elants looking miserable and bad. I spoke to reward fresh seekers for these things. Reiohen- 

im about it, and while lamenting it, said he bach said of this plant that “ it is a fresh type, Jut it down to the very hot weather ; but this a grand and unexpected surprise,” and to Mr. 
could not take for an excuse, and he said that Sander we are again indebted for the species 

not only did the sun burn up the Sphagnum becoming popular. The spikes upon the old 

upon the soil, but it actually burns up the roots imported plants were between 2 feet and 3 feet 
which have been made higher up. Upon this in length, bearing many flowers, but as yet I 
I said—“What water do you use for the never have seen anything approaching to this 

plants ?” The reply was—“ We use the water siza under cultivation ; indeed, there appears to 
from the tanks while we have any, but this now be a lack of active resolution in the growth of 
has been exhausted for a long time, and we use it this fine plant, which appears to have crept over 
from the pump in the house and this Dump, most people, either in consequence of the plant 
which drew the water from an irony soil, had being abundant and oheap, or beoauae of the 

worked all the mischief, and the roots above the non-expanding of its blooms, as mentioned by 
soil had also been scorched or cankered, in spite the reader ; but this may be overcome by simply 

of the water used, and such may be the case prooeeding in the manner above described, and 
with my friend and his Oncidium splendidum— the effect produced warrants the use of. any 
his water may be too hard, and does not suit the method to successfully combat this one great 
plant. I know that this season has been an failing in the plant. Matt. Bramble. 
exceptionally hard one to preach about the use of 

SEASONABLE CULTURAL NOTES. 

Matt. Bramble. 

ODONTOGLOSSUM HARRYANUM. 

rain-water : but a great store of it should be put 

by, and the pump-water should be reserved for ffTTH.'VR A TJT1 WRlfin 11 BITS, 
damping down the floors and stages ; but never - 

Shi SI JUSJKI SEASONABLE CULTDEAL NOTES, 

by doing this there will bo a greater quantity The present is a busy time amongst the plants, 
left to give the plants. Now this Oncidium no matter for what purpose they are cultivated, 
splendidum I know is by many authors made In spite of the extremely hot weather the plants 

but a variety of the beautiful and fragrant generally are in a promising condition, the 
0. tigrinum, which is the Oncidium Barkeri of foliage is large, yet of that stout leathery ap- 
others ; but no two plants can be more unlike— pearance which betokens good blooms later on, 
in fact, they do not appear to have anything in if due attention is paid to the wants of the 
common. In O. tigrinum the bulbs are large plants from this time until they are in bloom— 

and globose, bearing two or three leaves, which “Taking” the buds and supplying the plant* 
aro some 0 inches long, membraneous and bright- with stimulative food are the chief points at 
green ; the long spike bears some loose bunches, present, although many small sundry details 
which are bright golden-yellow, beautifully press heavily upon the hands of those with 
fragrant, resembling Violets. In 0. splendidum many other duties to attend to in the garden, 

the bulbs are small, bearing a single leaf, which Bud-taking must be attended to promptly upon 
is very stout and fleshy, keeled beneath, of a those plants grown to produce large exhibition 
dull-green, which changes with age to a bronzy- blooms. If the shoots are allowed to grow 
brown. So far the plants are totally unlike ; but several inches after the buds have formed in the 
I must admit the flowers are marked very muoh point of each shoot they rob the bud of thatsup- 

aliko ; but theso are totally free from perfume, port necessary to build up that amount of 
But if my readers will send me a few flowers foundation to produce well-built, solid blooms— 
from each kind through the coming winter I will is fact, buds so treated do not swell at the early 
endeavour to make a distinction between them, stages as they ought. A loss of force means 

Matt. Bramble. less bulk in the blooms. Directly it can be seen 
_ that the bud is perfeot in form, not having been 

damaged by insect pests in any way, the shoots 
ODONTOGLOSSUM HARR\ ANUM. clustering about it should be promptly removed, 

1 have a letter from “An Eight-years’ 8ub- so as to concentrate the whole energy of the 
scriber ” respecting this plant, and I may set his plant into this particular spot. _ The work of 

mind at rest about his having treated it quite removing these succulent shoots is best carried 
correctly, although I do think it is rather too high out during the early part of the day, or evening, 
a temporature to keep it in ; but, at the same when the leaves are covered with dew ; 
time, it requires, or does better in, a somewhat they are then less tough and easily snap 
warmeratmosphere than many of the Odontoglos- off if bent suddenly downwards with the 

sums. But about the flowers not opening and forefinger of the right hand. A little practioe 
hiding their beauty, I thought I had drawn the will enable tho cultivator to remove those 
attention of my readers to this great fault of O. shoots more expeditiously than by cutting them 

Harryanum, and this blemish is the only draw- off with a knife. This is really the explanation 
back to this fine kind, and if my friend will of the term so liberally employed of bud 
simply put his thumb into the flower between “ taking.” Many amateurs do not understand 
the petals, simply spreading them out, this its real meaning ; they think it means taking 

will givo them a slight bend, and then they the buds off. Much attention is necessary in 
will remain as well expanded as any drawing removing all other surplus growths which spring 
in any book or other place, and, in fact, from the joints below, consequent upon the 

in all probability it was from a flower which natural ohannels of growth being diverted by 
had passod through the above process that the removal of the leading shoots. All shoots 
the drawing in question was made, and I do not required for the welfare of the plant should 
not think it quite just to the gardener that a be promptly rubbed off, no matter from what 

figure suoh as this should be given without some part of the plant they come. If the stock of any 
slight notice of the manner in whioh it has been particular variety is scarce, owing to its shyness 
obtained, because I do not think a single plant in throwing up cuttings freely from the base at 
has yet flowered in the country whioh has given the proper season, it is a good plan to insert some 
a well-expanded bloom. I have heard it sug- of these spare shoots, especially those coming 

gested that this is a sign of its hybrid origin, from the soil, in sandy soil in a cold frame, 
and that it is a cross-bred plant. Now, I From theso small plants many cuttings will be 
cannot see why this should bo brought about by available next December. The minimum of 
hybridisation, nor can I draw any inference as trouble occasioned is time well spent. Feeding 

to the probable parents of this fine plant, for the plants should now occupy the attention of the 
it certainly must be considered a vory orna- cultivator. Do not adhere to one kind of food 

mental kind. If it just has the slight assistance too long at a timo. A change is most beneficial, 
given it, which I have previously noted, and this and do not bv any means give doses of any kind 
onables it to open, and to reveal its beauties, and too strong ; far bettor give it weak and often in 

many extraordinary varieties have from time to preference to the reverse. During showery 
time appeared. The plant has not been known weather artificial manures, as Thomson’s Vine 
very long—in fact, a single decade has not yet manure, Clay’s, or dissolved bones, are most 

passed since it first flowered in Messrs. Veitch’s valuable, a small quantity sprinkled on the 
nursery, they having purchased it from Mr. surface of each plant once in ten days, allowing 
Horsham, of Colchester, and from whom I learnt the rain to wash it in, is a valuable aid just at 

that many collectors had been quite close to the a time when the plants cannot be watered, 
spot where it grows without ever finding it; so owing to the continued showery weather. Soot- 
that I imagine its native haunts are very water should be given at least once a week. This 

restricted, and from this plant having been so maanxA, is a capital stimulant, improving tho 

mSSo sW^ found there is reasonable hope yet of coicur'or the leaves, and with that increased 
sbmJ Snore new and fine species ^ neoesearily follow. 
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Where any plant* exhibit a tendency to paleness 
of the foliage, as in the case of Bonle d’Or, for 
instance, less water should be given these for a 

time until a change is apparent in the colour of 
the leaves. Too much water at the roots is more 
often the cause of paleness in the leaves. The 
roots are kept continuously in a moist state, 
whioh the constitution of particular varieties 

cannot withstand with impunity. E. M. 

FRUIT. 

APPLE “BRADDICK'S NONPAREIL.” 

Really good dessert Apples in season during 
the winter are none too plentiful, and it is 
equally certain there are a few varieties not so 
well known as their merits entitle them to be. 
Among these latter I would give Braddick’s 
Nonpareil a prominent place, believing it to be 

one of the best dessert varieties that can be 
grown in a private garden. The fruit is 
medium-sized, flattish round in shape, skin 
pale-yellow on the shaded side, and brownish- 
red where exposed, there being patches of 
russet about the eye and other exposed parts. 
The flesh is yellow, moderately firm, riohly 

flavoured, and aromatic. It remains fit for 
table longer than most other Apples, as it can 
be had good from November till the end of 
April. The habitof growth 
is somewhat slender, the 

variety not being well 
adapted for growing in a 
pyramidal form, but suc¬ 
ceeding well either as a 
half -standard or large bush 
—in either case on the 
Crab-stock—and it is also 
strongly recommended fir 
growing on the broad- 
leaved Paradise-stock. I 

have a largo freely-grown 
bush-tree on the Crab- 
stock, and it was part of 
a fruiting-branch of this 

from which thephotograj h 
was taken and reproduced 

last season. For several 
seasons in succession good 
crops have been gathered, 
and the tree flowered more 
abundantly thjs year than 

ever previously, but, un¬ 
fortunately, the buds had 
been badly injured by se- 
verc late frosts, the result 
being a complete failure. 
My soil is a strong loam, 

resting on a very reten¬ 
tive, clayey subsoil, and 
only Apples with a good 
constitution will long re- 
main in a healthy, prt- 

ductive state unless lifted 
And replanted occasionally. 
This has not been done in the case of Iiraddick's 
Nonpareil and several other trees owing to their 
great size, and because I consider tampering with 
them likely to do more harm than good. Allow¬ 

ing comparatively stunted old trees to form a 
limited number of fresh branches to replace the 
older ones will frequently put new life into them, 
and is the only renovating measure that has been 
adopted in the case of the specimen of Braddick’s 
Nonpareil. This variety would appear to be 

better appreciated in the south-west orn counties 
than in other parts of the country, and is to 
bo seen at its beat at the Exeter late autumn 
shows. W. 

berry thrives best on open sunny loam well 
enriched from the surfaoe with manure, or even 
what we may call alluvial deposits, such as 
secured from the receding of rivers, old sea beds, 
or such as reclaimed fen landswhere welldrained. 

They also thrive the most satisfactorily on those 
soils which are cool and moist, although it must 
not be surmised from this that stagnant mois¬ 
ture must be allowed, as I know of no other 
fruit which requires a freer drainage. In the Krden that I had charge of, and where Rasp- 

rries had been hopelessly tried for upwards 
of twenty years, it was clearly seen that some 

Extra soil preparation was needed if they 
were to succeed. In this instance all the garden 
trimmings and refuse that I could get together 
were saved, the rougher being burned and the 
ash returned to the bulk. With this was incor¬ 
porated some lime. The whole was laid up in a 

neap for twelve months and turned occasion¬ 
ally. This formed a capital rooting medium in 
which the roots rambled freely and threw up 
vigorous canes. Trenches 18 inches in width 
and the same in depth were taken out where 

each line of plants was to go, and into this the 
material was placed, the best of the surface-soil 
being placed upon the top. The canes having 
been planted and cut down to within C inohes of 
the ground just previous to growth commen¬ 

cing, fine and vigorous shoots were produced, 

RASPBERRIES. 

It is somewhat remarkable that such a humble 

fruit as the Raspberry should show such aver¬ 
sion to particular soils as to almost fail to grow, 
let alone produce fruit worthy of the name. As it 
happens, I have had to deal with Raspberries 
under diversified conditions, and the first diffi¬ 

culty I was called upon to solve was in a garden 
where almost every kind of hardy fruit could be 
grown to perfection, the Raspberry alone excepted. 
Considering what a useful fruit the Raspberry 

is, the want of a sufficient crop is likely to be 
felt in any garden where hardy fruits ar^gr<»wn. of su 
In many instances, however, without llie iklA 
advantages of an unfavourable Mil thAouIltRe' 

itself is often at fault. As a rule, the Rasp- 

Oca Rkadkas' Illubtratioxs : EruitinK-lironoli of Apple " Braddick's Ni npareil." Engraved for 
Gardsniho Illcbtratko from a photograph sent by Mr. W. Cooper junior, Mnrslon, t'romc, 
Somersetshire. 

wh'ch carried a fine crop of fruit the following 
searon. In all cases where there is a difficulty 
in getting Raspberries to thrive I can commend 

the above as a means of getting out of the diffi¬ 
culty, although probably it must be taken into 
consideration that other prominent details will 
have to be attended to. Amongst these one of 
the most important is not to fork over the 
plantation at any time, as the Raspberry being 
a surface-rooter, the forking tends to disturb 

the rootlets. The soil being quickly exhausted 
by the numberless roots which prey upon it, 
nourishment must bo provided by giving annual 
top-dressings of eitbor manure or, wnat is better, 

the latter and garden refuse combined. This 
dressing also tends to keep the surface cool and 
moist, this being what the Raspberry delights 
in during the summer months. Given generous 

treatment then, the Raspberry will well repay 
the cultivator for the trouble bestowed upon it. 
It must not be surmised that the soil or surface 
culture is all that is needed, for although the 

Raspberry is naturally a shade-loving subject, 
yet where the canes are allowed to grow into a 
crowded masa for the want of timely thinning, 
the buds fail to plump up on account of loss of 
light. The first stage of thinning consists in 
cutting off with a hoe during the early months 

*r all rambling suckers growing away 
ols ; and again at this season of the 

j'CiPfccAflg- over the plantation and cuttjjtf'|oU'p- 
allWa fruiting wood, as this having done its 

U R 

work, the earlier it is removed the better, so 
that direct light may be enabled to reach the 
younger and growing canes. The work must 

not be done roughly, as the lower leaves having 
perhaps partially been denuded of light they 
are easily broken, and as these are wanted to 
foster and feed up the buds for r ext year's fruit¬ 
ing, any rough usage will obviously be followed 
by weakened canes, or at any rate very little 
fruit will follow on those parts of the canes 

which have had the leaves thus early destroyed. 

4372.—Melons.—There is no information 

given as to the treatment the Melons have 
received. We aro not informed whether they 
are grown in frames or in a house trained to a 
trellis ? They seldom go wrong when cultivated 
in a well ventilated house. Indeed, the most 

frequent cause of their damping off in frames 
is an overdose atmosphere and too much mois¬ 
ture. It is necessary to place each fruit on a 
tile or a piece of slate to keep it from the damp 
earth.—J. I). E. 

- To bo sucoess'ul with Melons, several 
details of culture mu it be rigidly adhered to, 
or failure is sure to follow. First, the plants 
must not be crowded ; space must be gii en for 

the leaves to develop to their fullest extent; 
one good Bhoot is better than half-a dozen 

weakly ones. Remove small 
useless shoots entirely, so 
that those remaining will 
havo abundance of light 
and air. Secondly, when 
the female blossoms are 
expanded, they must be 
impregnated with the pol¬ 
len from the male blossoms, 
which are easily distin¬ 

guished by their being 
simply blooms, whereas t he 
female blooms have a per¬ 
fectly-formed fruit imme¬ 
diately behind the blossom. 
The middle of the day is 
the best time for fertilising 

the blooms, so that the 
pollen is certain to be dry, 
otherwise the fertilisation 
will not be perfect. Tbiid- 
ly, the plants must not 
suffer for want of moisture, 
either at the roots or over¬ 
head, or the fruit will fail 

to swell to even a fair size. 
Scarcity of moisture, both 
at the roots and about the 
foliage, is inducive to the 
presence of insect pests, 
such as red-spider and 

tbrips. After the fruit is 
set and swelling freely, the 
foliage should be syringed 
twice daily, and the rools 
kept moist; the character 

of the soil—hiavy or light—will guide the 
cultivator as to how often the plants need 
watering. Persons who have had no ex¬ 
perience do not know the result of carelessly 
wetting the stem of the plant. This cul¬ 
tural mistake causes the stem to canker just 

below the surface, and eventually decays, 
thus spoiling the crop. The water ought not 
to be poured on the soil nearer than 2 inches 
of the stem. When the fruit is swelling freely, 
copious supplies of weak liquid-manure will 
increase the size of the fruit considerably. I 
omitted to say that fertilisation will be 
accelerated if the soil is kept rather drier at 
the time when the plants aro in flower, but not 
so much as to cause injury to the plants by the 

leaves flagging.—S. P. 

44l7.-Oaterplllars on bush fruits.— 
The Gooseberry is frequently attacked with 
caterpillars, and when once they get upon the 

plants it is not easy to get rid of them except by 
hand-picking, which is a very slow, tedious 

process. The magpir-moth and the Gooseberry 
and Currant saw-fly both deposit their eggs on 
the bushes, and the larva.- feed upon the leaves. 
The last-named is the most troublesome. The 

eggs are laid in the spring to begin with, but 
successive broods are kept up until October. 
When the Is.rvie are full-grown they descend 
intitheeirth and form pupa-, from which flies 
emiirgs andl soain lay ,«ggs/\' The pupa- remain 

in the soil during winter,' and they can be 
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destroyed by clearing the soil from under the 

bushes to a depth of 3 inches or 4 inches. It 
most be placed in the bottom of a trench, and 

fresh soil from the trenches put in its place. 
Fresh tan from the tan-yards placed under the 

bushes and dug in is a good remedy.—J. D. K. 

- When the leaves fall, take off 3 inches 

or 4 inches of the top soil under the bushes, 
give a dressing of lime and manure, and take 

fresh soil from some other part of the garden, 
whero no bushes are planted, and fill beneath 
the bushes. Bury the soil taken away in a 

trench 2 foet deep, so that the inseots, when they 

move in the spring, cannot work their way oub. 

—E. H. 

- Any timo during the month of February 

tho bushes should be entirely coated over witn 
a mixture of limo, soot, and clay made into the 

consistency of paint. If this mixture is put on 
alone tho frost will most likely tako it oil, but 

if a handful of any kind of kitchen fat is added 
to every half gallon of the mixture, the whole 
made warm and applied with an ordinary sash 
tool as used by painters, there is little fear of it 

washing ofT then. This may seem a slow pro¬ 
cess, but it is a certain cure not only for cater¬ 

pillars, but it prevonts tho birds picking out 
the buds, which is in itself a souroo of great 

nnnoyauco in many gardons. Should there be 
a few caterpillars put in an appearance in the 

Bpring when the fruit commences to swell, a 
handful of hellebore powder, sprinklod on that 
part of tho tree during the evening, will settle all 

it comes in contact with. Great care, however, 
should bo oxercisod in the use of this chemioal, 

as it is of a highly poisonous nature. Tho 
proper plan is to thoroughly wash tho bushes 

tho next morning with clean water, applying it 
with some forco through tho garden ongine or a 
syringe, oloansing the trees both from powder 

and caterpillars at the same time.—S. 1*. 

4364. — Strawberry border. — As I 
Write those lines I am preparing a Strawberry 

border by tronohing up a piece of ground 
from which a crop of Peas has been gathored. 

Tho subsoil is not very good, and I only 
work tho ground to a depth of about a foot. 
Somo good mauuro is placed at the bottom of tho 

trench, andjs little more is worked iu with tho 
soil nearurthe surfaoe. If the young runners 

are layored in flower-pots and aro planted out 
early in August, they will carry a full crop of 

fruit the following season, Tho sooner they 
oan be planted out the bettor, as tho larger 

plants produce the groatest weight of fruit, and 
tho quality is also better. All runnors must be 

removed from the young plants as soon as they 
are formed.—J. 1). E. 

4368.—Grapes splitting.— Oros Colmar 
Grapes have not so mnch tendency to split as 
some others havo. As the Vine is grown in 

a pot, the cultivator has comploto control 
over the roots, and ought to bo able to prevent 

any variety of Grape from splitting. It is 
caused by the roots taking up too much 

moisture—that is, if the berries aro in perfect 
condition. Tho cure for it would be to with¬ 

hold water as soon as the borries show signs 
of the akin cracking. Rust or mildew on the 
skin will also cause tho berries to buret, as tho 

skin on the disoased part will not swell at the 
same rate as the healthy part.—J. D. E. 

4408.—Melons splitting.—Tho most fre- Sjuent cause of Melons splitting is a damp, con- 

inod atmosphere. Whon anindicationofaplitting 
shows itself tho structure in which the plants are 
growing should bo ventilated at night, and less 
water given to tho roots and foliage. This 
treatment will invariably provent any more fruit 

cracking. It is tho sudden admission of air after 
the framo or house has boen closed for several 
hours that causes a contraction of the skin, and 

tho moro rapid tho chango in the internal at¬ 
mosphere tho more the fruit cracks_J. C. C. 

- Some varieties of Melons are more liable 

to be injured by tho fruit splitting than othors. 
The small scarlet-fleshed variety Scarlet Gem 

used to bo a bad one, and seedlings from it have 
this fault, which is a serious one. Careful cul¬ 

tivation may do much to counteract the ovil. 
It is caused by watering too muoh when the 

fruit begins to ripen, especially if the plants 
have had a check by being kept rather dry. 

This has the effect of hardening or contracting 
the skin, and the fruit oracks more niadTly wher 
water is applied freely,/e (K»sj> ^hej ta 

growing steadily from tho first, well syringed, 
and freely watered. As the fruit approaches 

the ripening stage do not give so muoh water, 
and if the plants are carrying a good crop of 

frnit it seldom oracks. Should there be any 
signs of it craoking, the last resource is to sever 

the stems on which the fruits are half through. 
This prevents the overflow of sap, and will pre¬ 

vent the fruit from craoking in most instanoes. 
—J. D. E. 

- This generally occurs just at the time 

when the fruit is changing colour, and is owing 
to two reasons. First, the plants are allowed 

to get dry at the roots, and then the soil 
drenched all of a sudden, which causes a too free 

a rush of sap to the fruit. Secondly—and the 
more likely reason — the atmosphere is kejpt 

too moist and warm when the fruit is at the 
changing period. Melons need a warm, buoyant 

atmosphere, not only to ripen the fruit, but to 
give it flavour and prevent splitting.—S. P. 

-A slight cheok from drought, and then heavy 
watering, will oatue Melons to split. Deflolent ventilation, 
especially keeping the house or frame oloeed late in tbs 
morning, will do It. The remody is to alter the conditions 
under whloh they are grown.—E. H. 

4422.—Hedge of Gooseberries.— It is 
not likely that you will be able to get bushes of a 
bearing size trained in the way you propose. 

Thero is, howevor, no difficulty in starting with 
young trees to bring them into the form you 
want, as any nurseryman would make a suitable 

selection for you. E irly Sulphur will probably 
make tho beat oordon form, as tho growth is still'; 

but others will not be difficult if you commence 
training tho branches while they are young. 

-J. 0. 0. 

- Gooseberry-bushes with a strong base 
may be bought in any nursery, and this is all 

that is required to begin with. If strong bushos 
are planted in good soil they will soon form 

three-branched cordons if all the shoots except 
the leaders ore cut out and the others permitted 
to grow as they please, oaro being taken that tho 

branches are properly trained in as they grow. 

—E. H. 

4126.—Apple Lord Suffleld In flower. 
—It is very unusual for an Apple-tree not to 
flower in tho spring and to proauco a full crop 

of blossoms in autumn. It is not at all unusual 
for Apple and other trees to produce blossoms in 

the autumn os well as in the spring. Thero 
may be something uncommon in tho position of 
the treo in question ; but its blossoming may bo 

caused by tho tree making a second growth 
after tho excessive drought of April, May, and 

.Juno, Lord Suflield Apple does not succeed in 
all kinds of soil and somo of tho beat growers for 
market aro planting Lord Grosvenor instead as 

an early Apple.—J. D. E. 

—— Although it is unusual for Apple-trees to 
develop their blossoms during the present month, 

it is by no means oxtremoly rare, and certainly 
not tho advantage of tho treo that the blooms 

are expanded. The effect suoh immature blos¬ 

soming will havo upon the tree is that the next 
year’s fruit crop will be most likely lossenod, if 

it bears any fruit at all. Tho buds cannot plump 
up and ripen sufficiently in suoh a short space of 
time. It would have been a wise plan to have 

picked off the buds directly they were visible, 

instead of allowing them to expand.—8. P. 

- It it not unoommon lor this and other kinds ol 
Applet to (lower at unseasonable times. 1 have often met 
with similar oaeee—known ol several near where I am 
writing. The season hat been out ol Joint.—E II. 

4409.—Apple Cox’b Orange Pippin — 
It dopends very mnch upon the season as to the 
time for gathering this fruit. Mine is now 

ready, but at othor timos it will hang until the 

end of September. If this or any othor Apple 
is gathered before being ripe the fruit shrivels. 
A good test of ripeness is to pick a fruit from 

tho most shaded part of tho tree, cut it open, 
and if the pips are brown all tho crop may be 

safely gathered.—J. D. E. 

- Seasons vary very much, as the prosent 

one has proved, in the matter of ripening Apples. 
Many sorts are thrown oub of their usual season 

fully a month by the extremo hoatand drought. 
As a rule, this Apple is not roady to gather until 

the end of September in tho south. Uowover, 
tho best guide is to examino the fruit occasion¬ 
ally, cutting one in two that apparently is 

healthy ; if the pips are brown in colour, and 
the Apples part easily from the stem, tho orop 

mail ba gathered and stored carefully. If the 

traitfjs picked before it has really fn^tjir^tjf the 

Apples not only fail to keep properly by 
shrivelling, but that rich orange flavour whion 

characterises this variety is absent.—S. P. 

-This variety usually ripens some time In October- 
throughout the southern oountles, earlier or later, aooord- 
ing tp the season.—B. 0 R. 

4365.—Vines in pots.—Seven-inch pota 
are not large enough for Vines to fruit in. If 

they are strong the pots should not be leas 
than 11 inches across the top ; the weaker oanes 

would do in pots an inch loss. If the plants 
are in free growth at the present time they 

ought to be potted at once, but if the canes 
show signs of ripening at the base they 

onght not to be potted until next February. 
When the canes are well ripened, say, towards 

the beginning of September, they should be 

stood out-of-doors at the foot of a south wall 
and freely supplied with water during hot and 

dry weather. The pots ought to be protected 
from frost during the winter with leaves or 

partly-decayed manure.—8. P. 

4834.—Early Strawberries.—If strong 
plants are turned oub of pots any time before 

Christmas a good crop of fruit may be gathered 
by the next May. Noble is a good kind for 

the work ; the fruits are large. Sir J. Paxton 
also is a good sort. It is no use to depend 

upon woakly plants. They will do better 
planted in the border. The lights need not 

go on till February or Maroh.—E. H. 

- Noblo is tho most productive and most 
handsomo of tho early kinds ; bub if you wanb 

the fruit for your own use I should advise you 
to grow Black Prince or Garibaldi and Keen’s 

Seedling instead, as theso are far before the 
other in points of quality and flavour. To 

obtain a full crop, runners should have been 
planted in Juno or July at the latest; but it ia 

not too late yet, and if you oan got good strong 
runners with some earth on the roots, or estab¬ 

lished in small pots, they will yet produce a 
moderate crop next summer. The frames oan 

be placed over the plants about the middle of 
March, or as soon as they begin to move. If a 

succession of fruit is wanted, cover a few at inter¬ 
vals until the middlo or ondof April. Nothing 

would bo gainod by employing pots, on the con¬ 
trary, thoso in tho ground will produoe double 

the weight of fruit with a quarter of the labour 
and care in watering, Sea. Careful ventilation 

is tho chief point.—B. 0. R. 

4420.— Pears.— It does not answer to pick 
Pears unripe, for they shrivel and are not worth 

much. On tho other hand, it is not well to allow 

tho lato Pears to hang too long. Pitmaston 
Duohess is not a late Poar, and should be 
gathered as soon as the pips begin to get brown. 

Marvchal de la Cour is also an October Poar. 
Late varieties, suoh as Josephine do Malines 

and Knight’s Monaroh, should be gathered about 
the end of September ; there is nothing gained 

by lotting them hang later.—J. D. E. 

- The l’oars named in the list given will 

nob ripon on the tree, so as to be in a condition 
for use. They would fall off, of oourse, but 

would not get soft or mellow till they had been 
laid up somowhere. If a Pear is ripe enough to 
gather from tho tree, in the case of late kinds 

several months before their season for use oomes 

round, and such Pears must, of course, be laid 
up somewhere, and the best wav of keeping 
choice lato Pears is to wrap each fruit carefully 

in paper, and pack in boxes or barrels and store 
in a dry cellar, where thero is not much fluctua¬ 

tion of the temperature. Whon the season for 
their use arrives take them out of the barrel or 

box and move to a temperature of 60 degs. to 
65 degs. for a few days, and the flavoqr will 

aome splendidly. To tell when a Pear is ripe 
lift it up in the hand and bring just a little 

pressure to bear upon the stalk. If the Pears 
are fit to gather the least pressure brought to 

bear upon the junction of the stalk with the 
tree will cause a separation. If it does not do 

so the Pear is not fit to gather. The Pears from 
any grown treo may be made to last in season 

much longer if the soason of gathering is spread 
over several weoks, instead of being, as they 
usually are, all gatherod at due timo. This ia 

so self-evident that words need not be wasted 

about it.—E. H. 

4110.—Siberian Or&b preserve —Take o lb. ol Bar and put it In a preserving pan with a pint ol water. 
I to a thlok syrup, stirring constantly to prevent burn¬ 

ing. Now add a dozen pounds ol the Irult, and stew 
oslll Juut tender. Done In this way they are most dellolous. 
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THE KITCHEN GARDEN. 

WHITE AND BROWN SPANISH ONIONS. 

Under this heading may safely be included 
a large number of forms, differing very slightly, 
if at all, from each other, but all of good shape 
and serviceable. When first sent out, the so- 

called novelties do surpass the older forms, 
but in the course of a few years the stock appears 
to deteriorate, this confirming me in the theory 
that the superiority rests more with the better Srown seed and the extra attention to oultural 
etails than from any inherontand fixed qualities 

they possess. In the case of seed-saving from 
novelties, the bulbs arc all well selected and 

Onion “lllo.nl Red" or "Hlat Italian.” 

carefully ripened, while the greatest care is 
bestowed upon them when producing soed, the 
conaequenco being that an extra good stock is 
available for distribution. Tho commoner forms 
receive very different treatment, the prinoipal 
aim being to save ns much seed as possiblo, 

tho lowness of prices forbidding any extra pains 
being bestowed upon them. Personally, I 
always prefer to pay n fairly good price for the 
best seed, being well assured this will germinate 
more surely and strongly, and tho subsequent 
progress of tho plants bo far more satisfactory 
than is the case with inferior seeds and what re¬ 
sults from it. I maybe wrong in my deductions, 
but I have not met with anything to surpass 
tho stock of true White Spanish as saved and 
grown for many veers past by a friend in Dor¬ 
setshire. Had he so chosen, he might have 

exhibited it repeatedly, and then have sold it as 
a distinct and now form, but it would have been 
a good stock of the true White Spanish Onion (see 
cut) all the same. A good bod of Onions is always 
an object of pride with most gardonors. Exhibi¬ 
tors generally havo adopted tho plan of raising a 
considerable number of plants in boxes, tho seed 
being sown early in February, transplanting to 
the open taking place towards tho end of April. 
Although quite small when thus put out, they 
are yet considerably ahead of any obtained by 
sowing seed in the open ground, and this gain 
is subsequently more than maintained. The 
plan of sowing toed in the autumn with the 
Tripolis, subsequent treatment also being iden¬ 
tical, also rosults in the formation of extra large 
and early bulbs, but these usually become much 
too coarse and ugly ; whereas those raised in 
the spring mature nearly as early and are far 
more taking in appearance. A rich yet solid 
root-run is necessary for the production of firm, 
short - nocked, long - keeping Onions — this, 
whether the seed is sown where the plants are 
to grow or transplanting is resorted to. Well- 

grown, early-matured bulbs of the White or 
Brown 8panish typos present a very clean 
appearance, the necks being small, but, as a 
rule, they are somewhat flat and often rather 
hollow underneath ; consequently they do not 
weigh particularly well, and loso ground in 
competition with the newer forms of a different 
type with well-rounded bases. Nor do they 
keep over well. Properly harvested, bunched, 
or roped up, and kept cool and dry, the 
season may last to March, but rarely extends 
far boyond that month. As regards table 
quality, little or no fault can be found with 
them. Two other good Onions aro the Flat 

Italian (see above) and Paris Silver (seepage 374). 
The latter is excellent for pickling. G. 

4379.—Tomatoes curling up.—Tomatoes are 
attacked with mildew, oaused by deOolent ventilation, 
and hastened by damp conditions ol the weather 
drought broke up. Cut most ol the lev.*. b«.ok 
pair of leaflets. The fruit will ripen.—E. H, 

TOMATOES FOR WINTER. 

Where Tomatoes are looked for during the 
winter months, it will depend entirely upon how 
the plants are treated during the next month or 
two whether they will turn out satisfactorily 
or not. Besides healthy plants, a light and 
well-heated structure is needed, this being 
one, if not the principal, point to ensure success. 

It is rarely that Tomatoes succeed well when 
grown In stoves or pits with other things, as the 
conditions suitable for the one are not adapted 
for the other j consequently they fail. Narrow 

Cuoumber and Melon-houses are very suitable, 
as those invariably aro well hoated, also light, 
and with provision for affording a circulation of 
air. Indeed, as the plants of theso latter are 
cleared out the Tomatoes will take their place, 
not, however, by planting them out, but by 
standing the pots on the hillocks after being 
lovelled down. The roots would ramble out 
into the beds, and tho warm root-run would 
groativ benefit the plants. The latter should 
now bo established within the next woek 
or ten days in their fruiting-pots, and if 
the structure is not ready to receivo them, 
tako caro that thoy aro not neglected by being 
crowded up with other subjects. The best 
position in tho meantime is in a light and airy 
greenhouse, where the atmosphere is warm and 
buoyant. Nor must tho growths be orowdod up 
by being allowed to ramble anyhow. The main 
leaders, and it matters little whether they are 
single or triple cordons, must be kept thinly 
disposod, and all side laterals bo kept closely 
pinched out. As tho trusses of flowers form, 
attend to the setting if there should be the least 
sign of their failing. The earliest trusses must be 

seoured and those that follow throughout the 
next month, as after this they rarely set satis¬ 
factorily until the turn of the year again. When 
the summer fruiters aro healthy, and thoy are 
growing in light and well-heated structures, 
theso often turn out very satisfactory for winter 
work. Tho older growths should be cut out and 
younger laterals encouraged. By attending to 
thinning, stopping, and setting of fruit, a good 
supply would most likely bo obtained through- 
out the winter. To givo the plants a fresh start, 
the old surface soil could be removed, replacing 
with a top-dressing of loam, pulverised horse- 
droppings, and a little charcoal. If pressed 
firmly, surface roots will form freely, and assist 
in giving the Tomatoos a fresh lease of life. Care 
must bo taken that artificial heat is kept up, as 
at this season when tho nights are cold disease 
may possibly attaok them. Y. 

4412.—Woodlice v. Mushrooms.—This 
is a very troublesome pest in the Mushroom- 
house, and cannot be easily got rid of. The 
bost plan is cleanliness. In the summer-time, 
when the house is not in uso for tho Mushrooms, 
have it well cleaned it out; remove every scrap 
of rubbish that might give them shelter. My 
house is entirely fittod up with slate slabs on 

iron supports for the Mush room-beds. If this 
troublesomo pest appears in the winter it must 
be trapped by putting a bait of boiled Potato in 
a flower-pot laid on its side. A little dry hay 
in the pot will attract the woodlico. They go 
in to feed at night, and, feeling comfortable in 
the dry hay, they remain, and may be shaken 
out and destroyed next day.—J. D. E. 

-— Keep » few toads In the house, and at this season, 
before the autumn beds are made up, dear every bit of 
loose matter out of the house, whitewash the walls, and 
pour boiling water In every oorner and orevloe. If this 
were well done onoe a year, woodlloe would not give much 
trouble.—L. H. 

4414.—Onion - fly.—Prevention is much 
hotter than euro when we come to deal with this 

troublesomo pest to the cultivator of Onions, 
for when the maggot has once got into the 
Onion there is no way to destroy it—in fact, it 
will destroy the Onion. Therefore, the first stop 
towards prevention is to get out all Onions as 
soon as it is seen they are attacked, and destroy 
thorn with tho maggots to prevent their getting 
out, and turning into pupa; in the soil. The 

flies are produced from the pupa; in early sum¬ 
mer, and lay their eggs on the plant near the 
soil j the larva; soon emerges from the eggs, 
and bore into the ground close to the Onion 
until they reaoh its base, when the work of 
destruction begins. 8oot applied to the ground 
is a g—- 

■to 

above ground. Water the plants with a solution 
of paraffin at the rate of 2 oz. to a gallon of 
water. Trenching the ground deeply in winter 
buries the pupa; out of reaoh, and they die when 
deeply buried.—J. D. E. 

- The best remedy I have ever used has 
been soot, to be dusted over the young plants 
end of April till end of May. Virtually there is 

no remedy after the flies havo laid their eggs on 
tho plants j the soot makes tho Onions distaste¬ 
ful, and so the fly avoids them. Possibly 
paraffin and water or some strong insecticide 
used whilst the eggs were accessible might 
destroy some of them, but the application must 
be well-timed. After the eggs are hatohed and 
the maggots are working down to the roots 
nothing can save them. A good doal of help 
may be given by using stimulants, such as 
nitrate of soda, to rush the plants past the time 
during which the attack lasts.—E. H. 

4415.—Parsley.—No doubt this is duo to 
the intense boat and drought. The only way to 
prevent tho same thing occurring under similar 
circumstances would bo to shade the plants in 
some way—a little straw or Fern thrown over 
the bed would doubtless havo saved it. Water 
the plants well with water, in which a little 
nitrate of soda has boon dissolved, and afterwards 
with pure water. This will probably start them 
into growth again.— B. C. B. 

- Parsley suffers from drought in poor 
soil, and a check sometimes leads to canker or 
insect attacks. Wood-ashes has good effeot on 
keeping Parsley free from canker at the collar, 
and watering with soap-suds tonds to prevent 
attack from insects. It is too late to sow again 
now, but it is possiblo if somo of the roots were 
taken up, dipped iu strong liquid-manure, and 
planted on a south border, they would start 
away in tho fresh soil and make a lot of useful 
growth before winter. If tho plants are oleared 
where they stand of all discoloured leaves, and 
well soaked with soot-water, a beneficial change 
will bo effected.—E. II. 

- It may be caused by the extreme 
drought experienced of late if the roots are 
growing in shallow or otherwise badly-cultivated 
soil, or tho cause may bo due to grubs at the 
roots. This is a very common oauso of Parsley 
dying off at this season of the year. If the 
latter is tho truo causo water the roots tho¬ 
roughly with water, to which is added petro¬ 
leum at the rate of one wincglassful to three 
gallons of water. In somo localities tho young 
roots of Parsley are so aflected by grubs as to 

necessitate a oonstant use of this insecticide in 
tho autumn.—8. P. 

-Doubtless this has turned brown owing to the dry 
weather. Many good gardeners complain that Parsley 
has done badly this year. It likes good soil and sumolent 
water at the roots. In ordinary seasons it is eaeily grown. 
“Js D. K. 

442fi.—Gas-lime and wire-worms.—I 
am not sure that gas-lime is the bost material 
to destroy wire-worms, but farmers have groat 

Onion "White Spanish" or "Reading.” 

faith in it and use it extensively. They pnt on 
about 15 cwt. to the acre. A good coating of 
soot applied so that the rain may wash it in at 
once is excellent. The ground should also be 
frequently harrowed and rolled, which exposes 
the wire-worms to birds, and the rolling may 
kill some of them. They do not like guano, and 

—• .-- ~ kiuuuu | this, if washed ir. by rains, is a good remedy. I 
pnjng ; this and gas-lime may be dug advise iitin-lii#1 Up the ground frequently during 
Broun a in autumn, and the soot I >i„tor, a.odra [great mnnyioi the worms would .. * r * ,  —— . >«'**tr I Ill tui, »./«* I CU Ivj nrYTT^I l~^ —-j_ 

rthe spring when the plants appear I be1 removed with tbe Potatoes_J. D. E. 
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TREES & SHRUBS. 

NOTES ON FLOWERING SHRUBS.—II. 

Flowering in mid-winter, when evcrthingis bare 
around, save for the little winter Aconite, the 
Japanese Wyoh Hazel, as Hamamelis japonica is 

familiarly called, deserves a good note, although 
not a well known shrub. But it is the things 
that everyone does not grow that I wish to bring 

before the notice of my readers. The Japaneso 
Wych Hazel is a dwarf tree, perfectly hardy, 
deciduous, and loving the sun. It gets its name 
from the likeness of its leaves to those of the 

Hazel, but it is when these have not yet 
appeared that the golden flowers reveal their 
beauty, studding the nakod shoots, the petals 
twisted, and the calyx, although small, is in 
evidence from its crimson colouring. One tree 

in the garden is perhaps sufficient, but the 
Hamamelis is worth recognition. A glorious 
gardon shrub, with a terrible namo, is Hydran¬ 
gea paniculate grandiflora, and it succeeds in 
ordinary gardons. One bush of it on the turf 
makos a beautiful effeot in autumn, the hoavy 
clusters of white flowers being much larger 
than those of the common Hydrangea, and the 

growth will be of great vigour if the soil is 
made rioh. When the sbrub is in perfect health 
it will grow about 4 feet in hoight, and is borne 
down in summer with its burden of flowers. The 

great point is to keep the old shoots cut away 
so as to throw vigour into the new growth. A 
wealth of beauty is contained in the Magnolias. 
The glorious M. grandiflora that one usually sees 
against houses is not the only species that do- 
servos a place. I know from experience that 
even in suburban gardons the early-blooming 

M. conspicua will give a good account of itself. 
This flowers quito early in the year, before oven 
tho leaves havo appeared, and the blossoms arc 
like white cups, thickly covering the leafless 

branches. A specimen of it in front of an ever 
green shrub is vory charming, and the bloom is 
in a measure protected from unpleasant 
weathor trials. An interesting variety, a little 
later in blooming, is M. conspicua Soulangeana, 

tho flowers touched with rose-purple and of 
similar expression. M. glauca is a handsome 
tree, the bold foliage retained throughout tho 
year, white, fragrant flowers that appear In 
midsummer being its chief characteristics. A 

healthy specimen of it on the lawn is a distinct 
gain to the garden. This small selection of 
Magnolias will be ample for all ordinary gar¬ 
dens, but the list can bo easily extended by 
adding such fino things as the Cucumber-tree, 

M. acuminata, and M. umbrella or M. tri- 
potala. Very distinot from the Magnolias arc 
the Mock Oranges or Philadephuscs, commonly 
called Syringa, but why is not exactly evident, 
as tho Lilac is the Syringa proper. Still that 

is a matter of small moment. It does not 
detract from the beauty of the Mock Oranges, 
each flower like a magnificent Orango-blossom, 
just as sweet, making the garden a fragrant 
spot. One often wandors into an old-fashioned 
garden in tho summer and smells the Philade- 

phusos many yards off—a rich, agreeable per¬ 
fume, too hoavy almost when the snoots aro cut 
for the house. These shrubs aro usually 
crowded up into shrubberies, but thus barbar¬ 
ously treated they aro deprived of their true 
elegance and beauty. Besides varieties of the 

common P. coronarius, the species most fre 
quontly planted, there is another flower which 
is adapted peculiarly for small gardens, as it 
does not occupy much space. This is the small- 
leaved Mock Orange (P. miorophyllus), the 
smallest of tho genus, the leaves no larger than 

thoso of the Myrtle. A specimen of it on the 
lawn is full of beauty, the branches touching 
the Grass, and wreathed with white flowers, 
delicately scented and full of grace. It is quite 

hardy except in the coldest localities, and is one 
of tho most precious shrubs that we have had 
from New Mexico. The l’hiladelphuses succeed 
best in fairly light soils and sunny positions. 
Another very charming class is that formed by 

the Viburnums, or Guelder Roses. The oommon 
Guelder Rose is one of the most gr&oeful of 
dwarf-flowering trees, and its aspect when in 

bloom is too familiar to need description, but we 
havo also the Chinese Guelder Rose (V. plicatum), 
a beautiful garden shrub, stiffer in growth than 

the commoner type, and more XprUading. "" 
creamy-whito[J)uricIl'<)S (<)f[ flo^ersj^el: us 
thiokly on the branches, and a aisfinCt oon 

to the deep-green wrinkled leafage. A light 
soil and moderate shelter are the chief require¬ 

ments, and under these conditions a wealth of 
bloom may be expected each summer. Its 

freedom in blooming is most marked. I have 
seen a shrub so thickly covered with flowers as 
to prevent the leafage, except hero and thore, 
being seen. It is the fashion, unfortunately, to 

cling to one kind of thing too much in gardens, 
but I am afraid the truth is that the gold-mine 
of beautiful flowering shrubs and trees has not 
been worked. Take the Robinias, or False 
Aoaoias, for example. The common Aoaoia, 

sometimes called the Locust tree (R. pseudo- 
Acaoia), and it will be found in the majority of 
gardens. It deserves popularity, being beautiful 

in leaf and flower, hardy, and of quick growth, 
but a word may also be said for suoh a priceless 
treasure in the way of flowering trees as the 
Rose Acacia, R. hispida, a glorious species from 
North Amerioa, that should be planted in even 

quite small gardens, whether in the vicinity of 
large towns or in the pure air of the country. 
I onjoy tho picture of a good specimen in full 
bloom, when its rich rosy-coloured flowers are 

in perfection in the leafy month of June, and it 
will grow in ordinary soil and situation. The 
great thing is not to plant too near high roads, 

as passers-by ore apt to take of its flowery 
treasures, so profusely borne. One may also 
choose some of itB varieties, but the typo is 
sufficiently beautiful, and the possessor of the 

small garden may be content with it. The 
Sfiraias aro a valuable family, and there are 

many of them all more or less beautiful. The 
trouble is, in fact, to know what to select and 
what to avoid. A species of muoh interest and 
beauty is S. ariicfolia, a North American shrub, 

4359.—Oholsya temata.—This Choisya 

is commonly called the Mexican Orange- 
tree ; the blossoms are very like those of 

the Orange-tree. Where it succeeds in tho 
open it is a capital subject to plant at the foot 
of a low wall or fence, or even growing as a bush 
in a sunny spot in the mixed shrubbery it is 
ornamental. In all the southern counties it is 

quite hardy, when receiving the protection of a 
south wall, at any rate. With me it generally 

flowers twice yoarly ; the fullest crop is, how¬ 
ever, borne in April or May, when the plants are 
one sheet of pure white blossoms, which is much 
enhancod by the doep green of its foliage. Pro¬ 

pagation is easily effected by means of the short, 
half-ripened shoots in the spring, taken off with 
a heel, if possible, inserted round the edge of a 
3-inch pot, using sandy soil and plunging the 
pot in a gentle bottom-heat; afterwards gradu¬ 

ally harden off until they will stand out-of-doors 
entirely. Any ordinary garden soil will grow 
this plant, providing it is broken up deeply, 
allowing the surplus water to pass quickly off 

from hoavy rains during the winter. Abundance 
of water given to the roots during hot and dry 
weather will facilitate the growth very consider¬ 
ably remembering that if the growth is free in a 
like manner will the flowers be produced. But 
littlopruning is necessary; rathertie the shoots in 

to tho wall closely ; more flowers will then be 
had. As a pot-plant for the greenhouse this 
Choisya is valuable. By planting in not too 
rich soil the growth will be short-jointed and 

firm. Stand the plant out-of-doors during the 
summer to ripen the wood thoroughly, and thus 
procuro a full crop of blossoms.—8. P. 

4378. — Catting back Hollies. — The 
month of February is a good time to prune 

Hollies of any kind. Thore is but one reason 
why they may not bo done at Christmas, 
or oven earlier, and it is this, that the plants 
will look bare and unsightly during the period 
when overgroen shrubs are tho most valuable— 

viz., during tho winter. Hollies of any size are 
quite amenable to being closly pruned, and are 
very often moro vigorous in growth afterwards, 
especially if tho soil about the surface roots can 
bo replaced with boiuo fresh material, adding 

manure to it liberally. Liquid-manuro given to 
the roots during tho month of March is a capital 
stimulant to Hollies of any kind.—8. P. 

4118—Mountain Ash berries, — Dip them la 
ordinary varnish, and hang up till dry. Wax would 
answer the same purpose, or anything Just to exclude the 
air.—B. 0. R. 

Onion " I’arls Silver-skinned." (See page 373.) 

usually rising about 6 feet in height; but it will 
grow most when in a thoroughly good soil and 

position. It is slender in growth, and is one of 
thoso things completely spoilt by being crowded 
np in an ordinary shrubbery, as one then loses 

entirely its characteristic elegance. A speoimen 
on the lawn is unfettered by stronger growing 
neighbours, and a profusion of the fine plumy 

clusters is produced in the height of summer. 
If only one Rpiriea can lie grown, my choice 

would be 8. ariicfolia, but the genus is so 
rich in beautiful things that one likes to 

have 8. Bumalda, which is quite dwarf, 
not more than 2 feet in height, the flat¬ 
tened clusters of flowers being of a rosy 
colour, whilst also useful are S. Douglasi, 8. 
salicifolia, or the Willow-leaved Spirica, the 
dwarf S. callosa (deep-pink flowers), 8. Reovosi- 

ana, S. Lindloyana, ana 8. Thunhergi. A golden 
rule in growing Spirieas is to have the soil 
moderately light, and the position sheltered. 
The fault of small as of large gardens is their 
monotonous aspect and absenco of variety in the 

things planted. Common subjects are repeated 
until the eye rests with relief upon any subject 
out of the usual routine, therefore there is 
justification for enumerating many trees and 

plants not always seen, and not always grown 
well. Even now there is room for the Syrian 
Hibiscus (H. syriacus),in one or more of its many 
beautiful varieties, the double Yellow Jews’ 

Mallow (Kerria japonica), very pleasing against 
a wall, Olearia Haasti, the Rhus continue, or 

Sumach, the Snowdrop-tree (Halesia tetraptera), 
so called from its 8nowdrop-like flowers, Labur¬ 
nums, Weigelas, the Japanese Quince (Cydonia 

japonica), and the exquisite Amelanchier, or 
ino Berry. All are worth planting, and inyj 
e of them may he selected with the faRlipcw- 

ge that it will give pleasure.1 - WpCJ • 

ROSES. 

4135.—Culture of Rosea for exhibi¬ 
tion.—According to your statement you have 
alroady 250 plants of nearly os many varieties, 

none of which appears to give you such large 
flowers as you desire. It can hardly be that 
amongst so great a variety that you havo not 
got a good number of sorte suitable for exhibi¬ 
tion. That being so, does it not occur to you 

that the want of size in the flowers is through 
some fault in the management? Either your 
ground is not strong enough or some of the 

details aro not understood. Where the fault l* 
it is impossible for a stranger to say, bnt that it 
is in tho direction indioated is pretty dear. It 
is important for you to bear in mind that in 
looking for size in individual varieties you are 
in danger of introducing a degree of coarseness 
in the flowers that is undesirable. Such naturally 

big Roses as Her Majesty, Earl of Dufferin, 
Paul Neyron, and Captain Christy are not im¬ 
proved for exhibition purposes by any special 
treatment. Presuming always that tho plants 

are judiciously treated, amongst the H.P.’s you 
will get size and quality associated with good 
form in such sorts as Alfred K. Williams, Ulrich 
Brunner, Mrs. J. Laing, Marie Beaumann, Victor 

Hugo, and Marguerite de St. Amand. Your 
selection of Teas do not please me greatly for 
open-air culture. I should discard Niphetos, 
Madame Charles, and Catherine Mermet, and 

substitute Countess of Folkestone, Princess of 
Wales, and Perle do Lyon. I should prefer 
Luciole or Anna Olivier to Jeane Ducher, which 
is very good nnder glass. In the half-open bud 

state Madame Charles is very beautiful, but in s 
warm room or tent quickly expands and shows t 
prominent eye. Seeing how moderate your 
ainbttibfilis when you say you will bo content 

with | a | stand, .of -twelve blooms, you make 
w Ivei-y L0lolsr-'thiit';you are growing too many 
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varieties, you would do better with a lew number- 
You want six plants of most of the sorts you 
grow, and to get a stand of twelve thirty varie¬ 
ties would not be too many to select from on a 
given date. However, if you add twelve to 
your present stock, with six plants of each, you 
ought to take a winning place if other things are 
equal. With regard to pruning, you must cut 
the Teas back nearly as hard as you do the 
H.P.’s, leaving five buds on the former where 
you leave three on the latter.—J. C. C. 

4433.— Manure for Roses.—Looking at 
the liberal way in which you treat your Rosea, I 
think you will act wisely if you discontinue the 
use of pig-stye manure, as it is of such a strong 

character that it is likely to promote undue 
luxuriance, and then severe froet might injure 
the plant. With regard to disbudding, I think 
it is an advantage if you remove the surplus 
buds as soon as they are formed. So many 
people allow the buds to got quite large before 
they remove them, that they cannot judge 
correctly whether it is a good plan or not. The 
following twonty-four varieties of H.P.’s I 
•elected last year from a first prize collodion of 
seventy-two as the cream of the lot. Alfred K. 
Williams, Ulrich Brunner, Alfred Colomb, 
Henri Bchultheis, Earl Duffer-in, May Qaennell, 
La France, Marie Beaumann, Marie Finger, Mrs. 
J. Laing, Her Majesty, Duchess of Bedford, 
Emilie Hamburg, Com tease de Serenyi, Mrs. 

Jowitt, Charles Lamb, Merveille de Lyon, 
Frances Miohelon, Mme. Gabrielle Luizet, 
Marguerite de St. Amand, Duo do Rohan, Duke 
of Edinburgh, and Fisher Holmes.—J. C. C. 

4416.—Tea RoaeB.—There aro many Tea 
Roses as large as those you mention ; but it is 
as well that you should know that many of the 
largest havo a somewhat pendent habit—that is, 
the flowors droop when fully expanded, and what 
is wanted is that they should stand erect, as in 
the case of such varieties as Perle de Lyon, 
President, and Mrs. James Wilson. You will 
find the following good large flowers, and in 
moat cases freely produced: Comtcsao do 
Naidaillao, [Jules Finger, Luciole, Mme. de 
Watteville, Mme. Jules Margottin, Sombreuil, 
The Bride, and three first mentioned.—J. C. C. 

4423.—Roses against a wall.—Your 
wall is not high enough for such a strong-grow¬ 
ing Rose as Qloire de Dijon. A height of 
20 feet suits it better. Instead of outting back 
tho strong shoots now, cannot you bring them 
down in a more horizontal direction ? They will 
then flower next year at noarly evory eye along 
the branoh. If you cannot do this you must cut 
ofT the tops down to the height of tne wall. At 
the same time, put in a plant of Marie Van 
Houtte by the siae of the other, and in a year 
or two remove the one you now have. If yours 

is a good soil you will always have the same 
trouble that you complain of now, and Marie 
Van Houtte is nearly as free to bloom as our old 
friend the Oloire.—J. C. C. 

4375.—Border Of Roses.—Pray do not 
attempt to bud upon Manetti-stocks in the 
state you describe yours to be. If you do thero 
will be a constant nuisance with suckers, which 
are certain to push up from the old stools and 
destroy all prospects of satisfactory results. 
Grubbing them out, renovating the] border and 
planting afresh is the only ohance of future 
success under such circumstances.—P. U. 

4358.—Roses in small pots.—I like 
to seo Rosea grown and flowered in small 
pots. I have had nice plants of Tea Roses 
flowered in 5-inch pots. The plants were 
•truck from cuttings, and they grew very vigor¬ 

ously and flowered splendidly. I repotted some 
of them into 7-inch and 8-inch pots, and they 
were most satisfactory. Others were planted 
out, and most of them grew with great vigour. 
Large, handsome specimens can be grown and 
flowered in 8-inch pots, and they will do very 
well indeed in 6-inch for one season, and should 
be repotted afterwards. They should have good 
potting-soil—good yellow loam, four parts, 
one part leaf-mould, one part decayed manure, 
with some coarse sand, and a 7-inoh pot full of 
powdered bones to each barrow-load of the com¬ 
post.—J. D. E. 

Drawings for “ Gardening.Readers will 
kindly remember that toe are glad to get rpec/Herti of 
beautiful or rarejlowert and good fruit,i «nrt egetaofs 
for drawing. The drawing! w iHide will be enfiagjUlu. 
the beet manner, and will appear in due eouree in 
Gaansnuia Illustratsc. 

H0U8B St WINDOW GARDENING. RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS. 

MYRTLES FOR A WINDOW. 

To show off brilliant-flowering plants in a 
window a background of green is often needed, 
and there are few better plants for this purpose 
than Myrtles, which always look handsome, 
whilo they should become highly decorative 
themselves during their blooming season. They 

accommodate themselves well to the conditions 
of life in a window if given plenty of air, and 
their foliage is kept thoroughly clean. In the 
larger-leaved varieties this is not difficult, as a 
soft bit of sponge can be employed to wash the 

leaves with pure warm water, if there be no 
blight on the plant, and a little soft-soap and 
Quassia, if necessary ; but when the smaller- 

leaved kinds of Myrtles are grown this process 
of sponging becomes tiresome, and syringing 
must then be resorted to, or the plant can be 
placed out in heavy rain when it needs cleansing. 
To induoe a Myrtle to flower freely the wood 
must be thoroughly riponod in July and August, 
when the plant should stand out-of-doors in a 
position where it obtains plenty of sunshine and 
watered regularly, for any failure in this may 
make it drop its loaves. The pot should be 
plunged to the rim in a bed (or box) of fino coal- 
ashes, for the action of the sun on the roots 
which cling to the pot would be disastrous, 
although the plant itself must be woll exposed 
to it. Kept rather dry and cool through the 
winter, in any place from which frost is ex¬ 
cluded, and repotted in March, tho Myrtle 
should be covered with bloom during the 
summer, its beauty and fragranoe being remark¬ 
able. 

Cuttings are easily grown in summer, 
either in moist sandy soil in pots oovered with 
a bell-glass (or a tumbler in the case of a single 
•lip), or in a bottle of water, where the roots 
will strike freely, and the plant can then be 
transferred with care to a small pot. Any ordi¬ 
nary potting compost of loam, leaf-mould, and 

sand, with a dash of soot (not exceeding a 
twentieth part of the whole), will grow them 
well, and liquid-manure in the shape of soot- 
water will help them much during the summer 
months, when in rapid growth, if given not 
more than twice a week in a thin, clear state. 

_ L. R. 

The Nemesia.—From what I have seen of 
this new annual it is a very charming kind. I 

know the readors of Gardening are interested 
in the new plants, flowers, or fruits that aro 
introduoed, and therefore a note on the com¬ 
paratively new NomeBia strumosa Suttoni will 

be welcome. It was introduced by Messrs. 
8utton and Sons, of Roading, from South Africa 
about four years ago. I saw the first plants in 
flower and felt convinced that the Nemesia 
would get very popular. It is unlike tho ordin¬ 
ary typo of annual, and has more the aspect of 
a perennial, tho more important feature of note 
being the great range of oolours in the flowers, 
varying from deep-orange to bright-scarlet. 
Orange is tho prevailing colour, and those 
flowers of this tone in the centre, shading to 
yellow, are more common, whilst salmon, cerise, 
and pink shades occur. The leafage is rather 
•parse, but the profusion of bloom makes up for 

this deficiency, whilst the individual flowors are 
about 1 inch across, and crowded on the spikes, 
these being nearly a foot in height. Seed may 
be raised as in the oaso of other annuals—that 
is, by sowing seeds in the spring under glass and 
hardening them off before putting them out in 
their permanent places in tne month of May. A 
distance of 1 foot each way will suffice —V. C. 

A beautiful Knotweed. — There are 
many Knotweeds. Perhaps the most peculiar 
is the common Japan Asparagus or Knotweed, 
botanically known as Polygonum cuspidatum, 
which is a weed unless kept under proper 
control. But the plant I recommend now is of 
a different type. It is called P. sphicrostachya, 
and is as yet rare, although not likely long to 
remain so. It reminds one of P. bistorta, and 
has long, narrow, rich-green leaves, whilst the 
flower-buds are about 2 inches in depth, and 
deep lustrous crimson. It is this intense colour 
that constitutes the great charm of this Hima- 
l»yan_nl Int^ As the flowers are produced freely 
; 11 I line effect on the rockery when woll 
esta[£u))heain a fairly light soil and sunny spelt. 

Questions.—Queries and antwere are inserted in 
Oakdiniko free of charge if correspondents follow the rules 
here laid down for their guidance. All communications 
for insertion should be clearly and concisely written on 
one side cf the, paver only, ana addressed to the Editor of 
Gardknino, S’, Southamjdon-street, Covent-gardcn, Lon¬ 
don. Letters on business should be sent to the Pubdisiiir. 
The name and address of the tender are required in 
addition to any designation he may desire to be used in 
the paper. When more than one query is sent, each 
should be on a separate piece of paper. Unanswered 
queries should be repeated. Correspondents should bear 
in mind that, as Gardknino has to be sent to press some 
time in advance of date, they cannot always be replied to 
in the issue immediately following the receipt if their 
communication. 

Answers (which, with the exception of such as cannot 
well be classified, will be found in their different depart¬ 
ments) should always bear the. number and title placed Ktinst the query replied to, and our readers ivill greatly 

ige us by ad rising, as far as their knowledge and 
observations permit, the correspondents who seek assist¬ 
ance. Conditions, soils, and means vary so infinitely 
that several answers to the same question may often be 
very useful, and those who reply would do writ to mention 
the localities in which their experience is gained. Corres- 
pomlents who refer to articles inserted, in Gardknino 
should mention the number in which they appeared. 

4468.—Climbers.—What sorts can I get to have to 
assortment of colours ?—lRO.vomi.is. 

4450.—Best Strawberries.—Will eomeone kindly 
tell me the namce of the beet dessert Strawberries?— 
April. 

4457.—Gravel road and walk.—ie there anything 
to prevent a green sort ot slime collecting on gravel roed 
and walks f— M. 1). 

4468.—Striking Ceanothus — I with to know how 
to strike Ceanothus— whether when leaves are off, like 
Honeyauokle, or not?—M. A. D. 

446».—Treatment :of a Stephanotls.—Would 
■omeone please slate what amount of heat will beet suit 
a Stephanotls?—Skirt Oak. 

4400. — Management of HollyhockB. — Wtl 
someone kindly loll me something about the general 
management of Hollyhocks?—A Constant Kmai'KK, 

4461.—Pollarding Apple trees, dco.—Whatwould 
be the efftot on Apple-trees of pollarding them ? What Is 
the beat remedy for old Apple-trees which hare canker?— 
K. C. U. 

4402.-Creeper for a small greenhouse.— 
Wbat would be the best creeper (or a small greenhouse 
heated by hol-water plpeedurlng winter, and facing south¬ 
west?—Arum. 

4403.-Seed from Tomatoes.—I should be greatly 
obliged If eomeone would tell mo the best way of obtaining 
seed from Tomatoes. Also, ehould the largeet hulls lie 
ohoion ?—1IAWHON. 

4404.—Fern seed.—How long does Kern seed take (o 
germinate ? I have no glass, but have sown some In a Kern 
pan, with a sheet of glass over It, anil placed In a warm 
room. Will they oome to anything ?—A. 0. 

4406.—Mountain Ash (Rosa rugosai—Will 
anyone kindly tell me how to preserve Mountain A»h 
berries, and the hips of the ltoaa rugose, for decorative 
purposes In the winter?— M. A. P. 8. 

4460.—Laurels and Rhododendrons —le this 
a good time to out Laurels and Khododendrons 7 2, Is It 
not the time to trim aTacaonia now Instead oleprlng? 
I, How long should Viburnum cuttings be kept under 
hend-glaas?— M. U. 

4407.—Fuchsias.—Will " V. C." kindly tell ue where 
we can procure the Dunrobin Redder be told us about the 
other week ? Also would he, or someone else, kindly give 
the names of one or two dwarfs and hardy kinds ? I would 
like to try them next year. 1 think they would stand the 
smoke and dust?—Iroxopolin. 

4468.—Negleoted Asparagus beds.—Asparagus 
beds have been much neglected and full of weeds. When 
la the beet time to lift roots In order to clean beds V Shall 
I manure by digging In or by top-dressing ? Can I out 
from beds whloh have been eo treated next seaaon?— 
Ardpord Hoi ks, Thurles, Ireland. 

4409.—Plantation of Raspberries. — "Sub¬ 
scriber" wishes lor ad vice reepeollng treatment of plantation 
of Raspberries, whloh has beenmuoh neglected—viz., wbat 
oanes to remove, and when ? Also shout manuring and 
general care to ensure good orop next eeneon.—Buiihcriubr, 
Ireland. 

4470.—Araucarias —I have on my lawn four very 
One Arauoariae. They are about 14 feet or 16 feet high on 
olay subsoil. All the branches to neatly the top of one of 
theee trees Is dead this summer. 1 ehould like to know 
the cause of this one going off In that manner, and the 
other three trees are throwing out young branohea?— 
EDLKX JXLLVXLT. 

4471.—Wood-ashes.—Will anyone tell me where to 
obtain wood-ashes? 1 have applied in vain to dryaalters, 
oharooal makers, and ohemlats. Theee aebae aro con¬ 
stantly reoommended In gardening books. I find Garukn- 
inq a most useful paper. After reading It I paw It on to 
my gardener, maralng any nrtiole whloh I desire him to 
note.—Hsron. 

4472.—Soale luseots.—I should be glad to know 
what 1 ought to do to a Peach tree whloh has been In¬ 
fested by these Insects to prevent them from reappearing 
next year? I have rubbed off all the scales, but I have 
reason to believe that many grubs are already batohed 
and hiding In the bark ? Would It injure the tree to wash 
the book of the branches with paraffin ?— B. 

4473.-Lily of ths Valley.—A bed of Lllv of the 
Valley has beoome smothered with weeds. When Is 
best rime to lift roots for purpose of cleaning bed. Shall 
I dig Ir, mi nun, or merely top-dress, and when? Iff divide 
olumoa whloh are very thick, shall I, bv so doing, risk the 
ffowen lor next yea -1 ll Ijplait new tied with thinnings 
will tney flower next season 7—ARDrORD Hovsk, Thurles, 
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4474. —Propagating a Magnolia.-Will anyone 
kindly Inform mo if the Magnolia oan be propagated from 
onttlngs, and when ehould these be taken ? I have two 
Magnolia-trees, one having a south aspect. It Is an old 
tree and bears many Rowers; the other is a young tree 
with an east aspect. This is only the third season It hoe 
flowered, and has hod two, five, and this year three 
flowersf-M. E. L. 

4475. —A new bouse.—I shall be moving Into a new 
house, whiah has been built on a Held, the end of next 
month, and to whloh Is attached a pieoe of land for garden, 
about 170 feet by 85 feet, nowlnllrass. I should be glad if 
anyone would advise me the best way to proceed to get it 
Into order as soon as possible for planting, and also what I 
could plant with advantage now. Soil rioh, garden 
running north and south.—A. T. D. 

4476. —Hlmantophyllum. — I shall be much 
obliged by any answers to the following: A plant of 
Hlmantophyllum miniatum has two offsets, with five 
leaves on each, full grown, and another offset just starting. 
Whioh Is best, to leave them on the plant, or remove and 
pot them? I eball not be able to put in heat until oold 
weather sets in. I have allowed two seed-pods to remain 
on the parent plant. When rips, how should they be 
treated f—W. H. J. 

4177.—Making Asparagus beds —I am going to 
make some Asparagus beds if some experienced reader 
will eay if the way will bo right I am going to start ? My 
toil after one spade deep it poxstone. I am going to take 
■oil out 2 feet deep, cart it straight away, and then start 
road-eorapingt one layer, then salt, then manure, so on 
until lb Is finished? Would three-vear plants do, and 
could I start to out the Ont year? What time would be 
the best to start? A few practical hints would greatly 
oblige—Astaraoitn Lover. 

4173 —Agapanthus umbellatus albas.-Is It 
powibio to foroe this lovely thing? I saw in Gardening 

Ii.i.L-STKATii> that it was advisable not to water it in the 
winter, as itdied down. I had a blue Agapanthus as well 
os the white (new plante). and treated them exactly as 
advised, and when the flowers oame out, lo ! the labels 
had been put on the wrong plants, and the white hod 
received the treatment meant for the blue, and with the 
best results, as there were three splendid heads of bloom 
on it; the blue did not bloom at all.—W. H. J. 

4479. —Planting Rose - beds. — Many persons 
advise the planting of Ross and other beds with dwarf 
alpine plants to oover the surfnoe. I want to know how 
top dressing Is managed under these clroumstanoee f I 
have always applied a thlok layer of stable-manure to my 
Kose-beds in winter, and dug it in In spring. Must the 
oarpet plants be removed, or oovered with the manure? 
I should like to oarry out the plan with my shrubbery 
borders If possible, but they have to be heavily manured 
■very spring, os the roots of the shrubs exhaust the soil.— 
Heron. 

4480. —Plants for winter.-My garden la now full 
of bloom, and so beautiful Is the effect of the various 
bedding and other plants, also Hoses, now In their glory, 
that I am dreading the approaoh of winter, with a conse¬ 
quent dlsappsaranoe of these lovely floral gems. Will 
anyone, better aoqu tinted than I am in the flower 
garden, kindly say what plants should be put in so a9 to 
keep up a succession of flowers through the winter 
months? Aspect due south, gentle slope, rioh earth, well 
exposed to easterly winds. I may say my Knees have 
bloomed beautifully this year.—Skvi'KR Fidklis. 

4481. —Growing Ocelogyne orlstata —I have 
two 7-inch pots of the above Orohlds that were bought 
from a nurseryman about two years ago. Toey have 
never had one single bloom on yet. I am told it is a easy 
one to grow. Easy or not easy, I can't grow it; I wish 1 
oould ! I have got a beautiful stove, well heated. 1 

thought It was coming into flower about a week ago, but 
seems to be leaves ooming out of the base of the little 
bulbs. I am told It will grow on wood. What kind of 
wood? How ehould I do it? Would be glad of a little 
help. Dendroblums I have got don't seem to be doing 
well.—Constant Rkadsk. 

4482. — A saddle boiler. — I have bought a second- 
band saddle boiler, and I see there has boen a 1-inoh pipe i>utin the top. Is it Intended thatlt should be for exhaust- 
ng steam In the evont of water getting very hot? There Is 
■n open supply tank at the extreme end of piping from 
boiler 10) feet. Also, we are placing flow-pipe at top of 
boiler with a gradual rise to supply tank, but the return- 
pipe branches off with smaller pipes to each side of bottom 
of boiler, th« oonsequence is an Inollne of more than 2 feet 
more than In the flow-pipe. Would it matter if the flow- 
pipe wae perfectly level? In that oase there would be 
18 Inches fall in the 100 feet from supply tank of the 
return-nine. My reason is to have stoke-hole as high as I 
oan.—Janes Harrison. 

4483.—Heatlngia greenhouse by oil-lamps.— 
I had a greenhouse built this summer, 3 yards long 
and 24 yards wide Inside. It Is built against a wall. 
Tne district Is North-west Manchester—the coldest part. 
I have spoken to several people about heating, and 
some say that oil-lamps are of no use, and others say that 
I should find them to answer well for a greenhouse of this 
else ? I should like to have an opinion on the matter, as 
If oil-lamps will do they will be less expensive than hot 
water apparatus; but, on the other hand, I want to keep 
my plant* alive during the winter. I intend to plant 
Roses to grow up the bock wall; they will not grow out¬ 
side owing to the smoke. What else oan I try to grow ?— 
W». Haves. 

4484.—Red and White Lapagerlas — I have a 
Red and Whit* Lapagena planted out, one at each end of 
a passage. The drainage appears to be all right, and the et* are trained on to the roof and along It In galvaoised- 

wlre. At several plaoes where the stem touohes the 
wire brown marks have appeared, and In the oase of the 
whit* one to suoh an extent that I am afraid It will die. 
Had I better cut these shoots back os soon as the flower¬ 
ing Is over ? They are from 18 feet to 20 feet in length, 
and the marks begin close to the bottom of the shoot, 
when It first touohes ths wire. The red oaajs not so bad ; 
It is in rather a more shaded plaoe. lint with this plant. 
I have notloed, forTth* fiist two > w.rA ihcjilrA of A*. 
young shoot* keep dying baok, wbloh>e«*Jbl,oocoqj»> 
for. I shall be very glad if you oan give me any advlic. 

The plant* have been planted about tlx or seven years, 
and they have had a top-dressing of fresh soli every year. 
—W. D. S. 

4485. —A Vine trouble.—I am in trouble concerning 
my Vine. The bouse it a lean-to one. It is 40 feet long, 
with outside border 8 feet wide, raised 1 foot at front and 
18 Inches at baok. I have in It four Vines about twenty 
years old. and three about seven years old. My first year, 
1890, was a failure. I took to the place too late to do 
them well. In 18911 had 75 fair bunches. In 1802,125 
bunohee, with a few shankers. Then I followed the 
advloe of Oardknino. In the autumn I took a trenoh out 
of the border, 2 feet deep, and filled It in with lime and 
plaster rubble. In February I gave the border two 
bushels of bone-dust and a liberal supply of fresh stable- 
manure, and allowed the VIne-rode to break naturally. I 
followed up with Are, and I rejoloed to see a bunoh at 
almost every side-shoot. In due oourse I out out more 
tbanahundred bunohes, leaving about tour hundred, and 
all went well up to three weeks ago, when the colouring 
appeared to stop, and the bunohes are now going limp 
and very indented. I cannot traoe any disease and very 
little shanking. Seven weeks ago I gave the border a 
dressing of oow-dung, thinking to give support through 
the ripening stage. Will any of your correspondents help 
me? I bare d amped the house every .evening.—Alfred 
Davies. 

4486. —Nasturtiums and Tropsoolumfl —What 
ia tbe differenoe between the two ? I would like to know a 
little more than I do about the habit! and treatment of 
the different kinds? I am living in a very smoky district, 
and I oannot get anything I have tried yet to stand the 
smoke and showers of ashes that foil in my baok yard, the 1 that foil in my baok yard, the 
only place I have to grow a few plante, except the 
Nasturtiums, Stooks, Marigolds, Sweet Peas, “Gera- 
niums," &c., will not stand It. The blooms of one and all 
open and fall off In a very short time, although the plants 
are vigorous enough. I hare Sosrlet Runners 18 feet 
high, and still growing. Great trusses of buds open out 
at every Joint, but fall off in a day. They do not stay on 
long enough to form a pod. Now, the Nasturtiums are 
Bplendid, 8 feet or 9 feet high, and oovered with blooms, 
and tbe leaves are olean and healthy, while all the other 
things are oovered with dirt. I have only four hours' sun 
a day, from eight to twelve, about an hour longer in June. 
What I want to know la, what will bloom and stand the 
dirt as well as the ordinary Nasturtium ? 2, Is the 
Climbing Nasturtium the same thing os the old t >11 kinds ? 
8, Please reoommend a qulok ana hardy olimber for a 
window, four hours' sun, north-east aspeot, either to plant 
now or In the spring?—Ironocolis. 

To Che following queries brief editorial replies 
are given ; but readers are invited to give further 
answers ehould they be able to ojfer additional 
advice on the various subjects. 

4487, —Insect pests (Sight years' Subscriber).—What 
insect* they were you sent I oannot say, for when they 
arrived they were all reduoed to a powder, but all euoh 
things should always be kept away. Ho take my advice, 
and dear all the things away carefully, and kocp them 
clean and comfortable.—J. J. 

4488. —'Trsss-Ferns (Kelts).—It Is quite impossible to 
place names to these small pieces sent to me on the 10th place names to these small pi 
met. It Is quite dillloulc enough to maks out the smaller 
kinds from suoh diminutive specimens, and when you give 
me suoh a task I must deoline it with thanks. You do not 
give me the elighest Idea of the plante, or any one thing 
to form an opinion upon.—J. J. 

4489. — Dendroblam thyrslfloram — In reply to 
an “ Eight Years' Subscriber," this plant, having finished 
its growth, should have the water supply stopped, and It 
may be plaoed In a cooler house, exposed to the sun and 
with a good supply of air ; but do not keep It so dry that 
the bulbs or leaves suffer, and if tbe growths are strong 
enough, you will be rewarded by the appearanoe of It* 
large and oheerf ul pendulous spike of bloom by-and-bye.— 
M. B. 

4490. —Epldendrum torarense (Judy).—I do not 
know If 1 am right about this plant, and I do not 
remember to have seen it in any oollectlon in thisoountry ; 
but I have eoen It in many gardens abroad, but never in 
flower, so that when your plant come* Into flower I should 
be extremely obliged if you will send me one. The plant 
oomes from tbe mountains of Venexnela, and does best 
under oool treatment in the summer, but it would appear 
to want a slightly warmer temperature during the winter 
months.—M. B. 

4491. —Hardy ornamental Ferns (Permit).—in 
answer to this enquirer, I think the following kinds will 
suit you admirably. I have oarefully avoided small and 
miffy kinds, and these are as dlstloot from our own native miffy kinds, and tnese are as aisuoot rrom our own native 
kinds os possible: Arohlated vlrglnioa, Ilotryohlum 
lunorloldes, Rotrychlum vlrginloum, l.astrea podophylla, 
I.omarla ohiliensls, l.omleeria areolata, Onoolea sensibills, 
Osmundaclnnamonea, Osmunds Clay toniana, Polyatlohum 
oorostloholdes, Struthlopterla germanioum, Strutblopteris 
pennsylvonloum.—J. J. 

4492.—OnlflCtxa(WOOdlloe)(C.J?.)-Ihavehad several 
complaint* of the ravages oommitted by these pest*, and the 
worst and most persistent In its effort* in destruotiveness 
is O asellus, whloh may be readily distinguished from O. 
armidillo by the last-named rolling up into a ball when 
disturbed, or when at rest. The writers oomplain of tbe 
spikes of the Orchids being eaten by them. To prevent 
them getting up these, cotton wool should be put on the Slke quite low down ; this prevent* them ollmblng up. 

ley should be washed out of their haunts by the applica¬ 
tion of strong gas-water, and gas lime should also be laid 
about their runs. Try pieces of wool and small empty 
pot* for entrapping them.—M. B. 

4493.—Cattleya glgas (J- S.l-Thle is a fine flower 
whloh you send. I take it to be the variety Sanderiana, 
but it is rather a starry flower, whloh, however, may 
Improvo, and another season the petals may oome broader, 
and thus fill up tbs space better between the sepals end 
Ibe-fietals, makiag a rounder and a fuller flower. Thou* 
fuller flowers always present a better appearance, and ara 
roTmore taking. Tbe oolour Is all tha, ojulu 09 Wsi.'i d, 
Keep It oool, so that It doe* not start Into growth through 

• os dlstloot from our own native 

the winter, and let me hear from you again next year whi n 
It blooms. You may keep it oool and dry after its growtn 
Is finished up, but not too dry, or otherwise the bull)* ol<I 
leaves will suffer, which must not be allowed.—U. B. 

4491. — Epldendrum Frederlol Gulllelml 
(Judy).—This Is a plant that comes from the mountains 
of Peru, at 6,000 feet to 8,000 feet elevation. It was first 
introduced by Mr. Linden some years ago, but more 
recently It has been introduced by Mr. Shuttle worth, of 
Clapham, who, however, I think made a mistake in having 
bis plant* out down too short; it weakened the old stools 
and mads them break rather weak, but I find them in¬ 
creasing in strength in various places, and If you treat 
your plant in a rational manner, It will gain strength and 
flower freely. The flowers are reddish-purple. You 
should pot it in peat-fibre and Sphagnum Moss, drain well, 
keep the plant well supplied with water, and it will do 
well with Odontogloesum Alexandra), and others.—M. B. 

4495.— Horseflies (K. B. Pollard).—The Insect sent is 
not a wasp of any kind, nor does it sting. It is a specimen 
of one of the Horseflies belonging to the genus Taboo us. 
It may fairly be Bold to be a noxious insect, os it will 
attack horses, cattle, and human beings. Though these 
flies have no sting, the organs of tbeir mouths are so 
formed that they can pierce the skins of animals and suck 
their blood. They are not often found In bouses, but I 
was in churoh one Sunday morning at Thun, in Switzer- 
land, when a number invaded the church. Many of the 
oongregation left the ohuroh, and the remainder kept 
their bandkerohlefs in constant motion, trying to drive 
them away, during the rest of the service.—0. S. S. 

4190.—Dendroblum Wardianum (Sight years' 
Subscriber).—It this is still growing keep it under the 
same conditions, and do not keep it too wet, or tbe eyes 
at the base of the Btems are apt to push, and if these push 
in the winter, you know you must not expect strong or 
vigorous growth. Neither must you begin too soon to 
resort to a resting period for this plant. 1 have done this 
plant far best after easing the water supply, until It is 
about entirely stopped. I have then taken them and 
suspended them in the full sun during the months of 
September and part of Ootober in an early vinery, after¬ 
wards putting them In a cool part of the Oattleya-house, 
where they may remain until the buds begin to show signs 
of moving, when the plants may be gently brought to 
fresh life.—M. B. 

4497. —Wood wardla rad leans—7. Klliut asks 
me to reoommend him a Fern for a tall vase in tho cool- 
house fernery, and this plant makes a large specimen 
whloh is admirably adapted for such a plaoe, for it makes 
broad and beautifully arched and pendent fronds, and 
nothing can be more beautiful. They sometimes attain 
to 0 feet lo length, and are of a rioh, bright-green oolour, 
being viviparous near the apex. This, planted in a 
mixture of loam and good leaf-mould, made sandy and 
well drained, will suoceed well and give you a specimen 
whloh you may be proud of. It requires a very liberal 
supply of water to the root*, but 1 do not like to recom¬ 
mend muoh over-head from the syringe, because I have 
had if* fronds turn black with me, and whloh I have attri¬ 
buted to water from the syringe.—J. J. 

4498. —Orobanches.—T. Kllis asks me a question : 
“ How he is to proceed to be enabled to cultivate any 
number of the llroom-Rape family ?" I have never seen 
these plant* cultivated, still it is worth a trial, and to 
sucoeed with <>. minor, whloh is mostly found growing on 
the root* of Glover, I would mix some seeds with that uf 
Glover, and sow them together ia the border. Any other KbcIss which may grow on the root* of any l.egumiuoee 

rub or plant may be sown upon the roots of these planu 
in the open border. I know of no other plan in which lo 
prooeed with these things. You must first get the plant 
whloh the Orobanohe likes to grow upon, and get seeds of 
the Orobanohe and sow it upon the roots, and I should 
not imagine there is muoh difficulty In the matter. If it 
should suoceed we may yet have plants of tho famous 
RalHssias grown In our stoves, which would, indeed, be a 
great achievement.—J. J. 

4499.—Potting Odontoglossums (C. Darling).— 
You are like a great many more people, first do a thing and 
then ask advloe upon the subject? You say your plant* 
“were potted lost month, but they do not seem to move a 
bit." Well, now, there aro two reasons for potting at this 
time; one is, if the plant* are in a bad state, 
and another reason Is In the event of having plants 
ooming home at the season you name, and In tbe last- 
named case I would advise the plant* to be placed 
upon some crocks, and kept very cool and moist, 
but in ths case of the others, they ehould be potted 
in well-drained pots, and a little soil plaoed about 
them ; but if you have deliberately been shifting them In 
the month of July, and because they do not appear to be 
progressing, I have little doubt that you can see them 
decreasing, and you should have asked advice first. I con¬ 
sider the very best time to repot these plants is in the late 
autumn time, so that tho plante may grow and establish 
themselves during the oool season, and they can then 
maintain themselves In good order throughout the hot 
weather, but during the summer season they must not 
be touohed.—M. B. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 
Any oommunieatvms respecting plants or fruits 

sent to name should always accompany the paroel, which 
should be addressed to the Editor of Gardening Illu* 
rrated, 57, Southampton-streel, Strand, London, W.C. 

Names of plants.—0. B.—l, Pterls ecaberula, wants 
plenty of water and shade', 2, l'hlebodimn aureum ; 3, 
apparently a Bleohnum, send again when fertile; 4, 
Cheilanthes lendlgerl; 6, Cyrtomium faloatum; C, 
Onyohlum japonloum.-G. 11.—Wo oannot name Ferns 
from such small pieces, especially when infertile ; In send¬ 
ing again send a reasonable number at one time, not as 
now, twenty-four.-Thos. Green—The wild Teazel 
(Dlpsooue sylvestrie).-IF. II'.—Tbe Bird'e-neet Fern 
from the antipode* INeottopteri# auslrainaloa, not N. 
nidus); it may be distinguished by it* sharp keeled rib at 
Um bxckbf tbe frond.-D. IF. B.—l, Onoidium Forbesi ; 
2, Onoidium Lanceanum.-:—-C. Fuller.—l.Soolopendriuin 
vulMre.J jtypljoM ftjrm,; •>. some orestod variety, but il 
always ilk# tnls it does not deserve a name; 3, Atplenlum 
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Tbla la Hayward'a No. 1 and No. a. 
Ho 1 Span-roof and No. I Lean-bo Greenhouse. xre pre 

pared especially for amateur*, made of Beet Rod Deal, 
thoroughly seasoned, oomplet* with Ventilator*, Door, Stage! 
for plant*. Fainted one ooat, 16-ox. Glaae, all necessary Iron¬ 
work. Deli rerod and paokod free on rail* at the following 
prtoea. aatlafaotion guaranteed. Write for New I.Ut. 

No. 1 Span-roof. No. 1 Lean-to. 
I ft. long 5 ft. wide <3 16 0 T ft. long 5 ft. wide <1)0 
9 ft. „ « ft. ,. 4 0 0 S ft. „ 5 ft. „ 10 0 

10ft. ,, T ftk „ t 0 0 10ft. „ T ft. „ 4 IS 0 
u ft. „ 8 ft. „ a 0 0 13 ft. „ a ft. „ a 10 0 

BROCKLEY, S.E, 

Sc' 

F.R.H.S. C. HAYWARD 
CRY8TAL PALACE HORTICULTURAL W0RK8, 

SO, rOXBERRY ROAD BROCKLEY, LONDON. 

No. 1 and No. a. 

IKONFOUNDERS, STOURBRIDGE. 

TENTS! TENTS!! TENTS!!! 
Suitable for Garden*, Cricket, or Caniplrg-out purpose*. 
Forty feet In oircuinfentnoe, pure linen, with pegs, pole*, and 
line* complete. These tout* are while, and hare only been 
u*ed a little by Her Majesty's Government, and coat oter £6 
each. 1 will send one complete for 30i. Can bo lent on 
approval. 
HY. J. CASSON, Government Contractor. RYE, SUSSEX. 

HERNE HILL RUSTIC WORKS, 

81, Dulwich Road & Norwood Road, 
HERNE HILL, LONDON, S.E. 

Tea minula by L. C. it D. Railway/rom City and West End. 
WORKS CLOSE TO STATION. 

Tn* IiAROEHT Manufacturer op 

RUSTIC SUMMER HOUSES & RUSTIC WORK IN ENCLAND. 
barge a toe It alwaya on band from £3 10a. upward*, carriage 

paid, or delivered and died in London and miburlie. IN¬ 
SPECTION INVITED. Seud for New Catalogue, 72 page*, 
3 stamps. Orders by post punctually attended to. These 

1 can be filed in half an hour. 

AUTOMATIC DAMPER 
FOR GREENHOUSE BOILERS 
See it in operation at Royal Horticul¬ 
tural Scy. Exhibition, Agricultural Hall. 

PATENT AUTOMATIC DAMPER CO., 
97, FLEET STREET, E.C. 

PEDIGREE SUSSEX CATTLE (Gravetye 
“ Hold).—The Buaaox oattle era trowing •teadlly In puUJo 
favour, both In this oounlry end In Amerioa./Wliwre e few 
GSS**0 • ®&5?r of thlg_breed won the first honours 
. . 1 *5 Ohloago. CTmlreCwra uftd VpnAS 
bett blood for *ala. ThU herd never got anfta-eBoWr'bm 
kepi under the mo*t natural conditions possible. Inspection 

BAILIFF, Homo Farm, Gravetye Manor, 
Kaat Grlnatead, Sussex, 

TRELLIS TRELLIS 
TRELLIS Superior planed extending TRELLIS 
TRELLIS The new ornamental half-round TRELLIS 

TRELLIS Cheap and durable TRELLIS 

TRELLIS For all training purpoeee TRELLIS 
TRELLIS For tennis-court* TRELLIS 

TRELLIS For fowl-run* TRELLIS 

TRELLIS For garden bordering TRELLIS 

TRELLIS For the fruit and flower garden TRELLIS 

TRELLIS For uneighUy corner* TRELLIS 

The Trelli*. a* herein 
advertiacd, having been 
found to both durable, 
uacful, and ornamental, 
fulUlling all tho duties re¬ 
quired. is in large demand, 
and, being inexpensive, 
should bo adopted ae 
necessary for all the sepa¬ 
rate purposes above ex 
pressed. To be had of the 
principal Ironmongers. If 
any difficulty in obtaining 
it, please apply for Lho 
name of nearest Agent to— 

FORDHAM’S, LONDON, N. 

BARB WIRE. 
Catalogues free on 

application to 

THE LONGFORD WIRE CO- 
LIMITED, 

WARRINGTON. 

CONICAl!EBOILER 
, j Will .M BI : I" tho Cheapest, most Efficient, and 
» Eulgv V'Wl Boonomical Boiler erer Invented. For 

, >"\ \ healing Greenhouses, Conservatories, 
TilV'; ‘ --tl Ij Warehouses, Churches, Chapels, *ud 
f g ,7*1,1 • VI i for Amateur Gardener*. Requires very 
Jb,'a\igt|1 ‘ -l \ little attention. Will burn any kind 

f u V eJru s '.i ‘ of fuel, and cannot burn hollow. 
i 1 i * Solo Maker*: 

NEWSUM, WOOD,* DYSON, 
U BEESTON ROAD, LEEDS. 

SSISP Prices and Tsetlmouletle on anoUenllem 

FIR-TREE OIL 
SOLUBLE INSECTICIDE. 

Tho mont pleasant and reliable of all Innecticidos for do- 
jtroying insect* on plants, animals, and birds. Thousand* of 
testimonials received from all part* of the world. Bottles, 
Is. 6d.. 3s. lid., 4s.;6d., 7r. 6d , 12s. 61L ; iu bulk, 11*. per gallon, 
with full directions for use. 

Wholesale from all norticultural Dealers. 

E. CRIFFITHS HUCHE3, Victoria Street, MANCHESTER. 
NEW YORK—ROLKEIt A HONS 

SIMPLEX LEAD 
GLAZING 
For Roofs, Skylights, and 

Horticultural Work. 
Ns Special Contract required. 

NO ZINC. IRON, OR 
PUTTY USED. 

ANY QUANTITY BUPPLIBD. 
Ivor 750,000 superficial feat lu os* 

on 3,000 Structure*. 

CR0VER & CO. (LTD.), 
Engineers, Ac., 

BRITANNIA WORKS, WHARF 
RD., CITY RD„ LONDON, N. 

Write /or Illustrations, Testimo¬ 
nials, and lull particulars 

turn voit friiJ. 

£9 

JUi/iiUrtd Dtr. 20,1888. 
No. 116140 

CREENHOUSES! GREENHOUSES ! 
All intending purchasers should oall or send to tho Royal 

Arch Horticultural Works, Bradford. The principal builders 
to all tho Nobility, Gentry, and Nurserymen in Yorkshire 
and surrounding districts. The best and cheapest makers 
In tho kingdom. Catalogues, post free, Two Stamps.— 

_W. ANDREWS k CO., Frir.inghall. Bradford. 

Tiib Pkiikkction 
Slow Comiiuxtion 

GRKENiiouac. 
BOILEIt. 

Builds in front of iroenhouse. Hizo 
ft. 1 in. by 14 in. 

diam., £1 9s. 6d., 
carriage paid. Same 
Roller, fitted with 
IS ft. 4 in. piping, 
and Expansion Box, 
talent Joints, and 
Smoke Pipe. £3 IS*. 

. .go paid. Cata- 
logtA post free. 

JORROCKH, Tyldesley, MAN 

)WER POTS; 12 8-in., 20 6-in., 
kod In cases and sent to rail fo< 7 itdfc 

:hah£rvq 
50 4-in;, 50 3-in., pack, 

h.—H. GODDARD, Pottery, Dennet-road, Pockha 

PEARCE* HEATLEY 
WINTER CARDENS. 
CONSERVATORIES 

Ac.. Ac., 

. __1 IN ALL STYLES. 
Plans and Estimate* on application. Surreys made. 

D A II CDC Ol all make* and size* supplied 
■wI LC.ImO and fixed at the oheapest rates. 

GREENHOUSES in great variety 

CUCUMBER FRAMES.—4 ft. by 3 ft., 18a. 
GARDEN LIGHTS.— 6ft. by 4ft, from 4*. 6d. 

l.tUU 

fO-U'. 
CUCUMBER 
Nos. feet 

1 .. 4 by 3 

FRAMES. 
£ a. d 

18 0 
1 14 
1 18 B 
3 10 

Painted and Gi.azku 6 
with 21-ox. gloss. 11 

Now Illustrated Catalogue 3 stamps. List free. 
43T BEST WORK ONLY AT REASONABLE PRICES. 

The North London Horticultural Works 

HOLLOWAY ROAD, LONDON, N. 

IRON 

HURDLES 

FENCINC, 

CATES, &c. 

THE MOST SUCCESSFUL WATER HEATER OBTAINABLE. 
Mr. JAMES WOOD, Gardener to Colonel Angus, Fenham 

Hall, Neweafltle-on.Tyfio, write*:11 Tho No. 2 boiler supplied 
by you (In plooe ol two saddle* previously used) la giving 
every satisfaction. Beside* saving 50 per cent of fuel, I am Etting auy amount of heat, which is easily regulated. Alter 

year*' experience your Red Roee Boiler is oertainly the 
best I hare ever seen. 

jin? iiblt 
«T3o 

g*2 3 £ 

pi* 
Js|i| 

Jfcft 

IMPORTANT NOTICE. - Monthly pay- 
mentis accepted for these Boilers, and also for 
Piping. Full particulars on application to 

RED ROSE BOILER COMPANY. LtfL, 
CHESTEK-LE-STREET. 

These Houses are now ALL IN STOCK, 
ready for sending: off, and could be 
erected in 7 days. 

No. 3.-THIS GREENHOUSE, erected snd boated oom- 
Diet* in any part of tho country, bent material* only, work, 
man,hip guaranteed. 25 ft. by 12 ft.. £50; 30 ft. by 15 it., £70. 
Brickwork excepted, 
post free. 

For particulars see our Catalogue, 

Superior Portable Frames, very strong, _,___glared ' . .. 
glass, painted 4 coat*, 1 light, 6 by 4, 36*. Bd.; 2 light*, 8 by 6, 
B8i.; 3 ditto, 12 by 6. 85*. fil. Span-roof, 9 by 5, £3 15s.; 12 by 
6, £4 7s. 6d. • 16 by 6. £6 10*. Large stock ready for immediate 
delivery, carriage paid. Small Frame*. 12*. Bd. each. 

HARDY BRUIN & CO., 
_LEICESTER._ 
I ART HORSES for FARM or GARDEN, ol 
K“'~Purfihasen’election—Addreaa—BAILIFF 

Gravotye, Kaat Grinatead. Buiaex. 

g.-^fure-bred SHEKP, 
for stocking or exportation. 

, BAILIFF, Home Farm, 
Iuspootiou Invited. 
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aeptentrionale, vary strong; we hsve eeen similar ones 
Irom about Dunkeld.-Byacinth.—Frusoos, ramoea.- 
James Wood.— l,Not recognised; 1, Lin aria purpurea.- 
Mrs. Roe.—Franeisoeacalyclna.-Mrs. Hearn.—Fuchsia 
Madams CorDelUson.-East Anglia.—Send In bloom. 
-W. Cann.—Bad specimens ; cinnot name. — J. 
Forman.—7, Thujopsis dolabrata ; 8, Cupressus Law- 
sonlana vtrldls; 0, Hibiscus svrlaous; 10, Viburnum 
specie*, apparently.-John.—Pbyslanthus albens.- 
K. B.—Salvia Hormlnum. 

Names Of fruit.—Spinster.—Pear Marie l.oulse, 
probably.-//. tl. Ward.—Plums: Dark fruit, Ange¬ 
lina Burdett; Yellow one, a small Magnum Bonum. 
Apples; 1, llawthornden ; 3, Flve-orowned Pippin; 4, 
King ol the Pippins ; other numbers detached.-II. II.— 
Apples : 1, King of the Pippins; 2, Mere de Menage.- 
W. Daciei.—Apples: 1, Not recognised; 2, Emperor 
Alexander ; 3, Carlisle Oodlln-Ola.—Apples : 1, Kibeton 
Pippin ; 2,Lord Suflleld ; S, llawthornden ; 4, Wellington ; 
6, Winter queening; 0, Yellow Ingestre.-Alpha.— 

In any of the department*, If no collection of 
sufficient merit be sent in, no prise will be 

awarded. All competitors not winning a prize 
will for each photograph ohoaon receive the sura 
of half-a-guinea. 

First.—The photographs may he of objecti in the posses- 
lion of either the sciuler or others ; but the source whence 
they are obtained must be stated, and none sent the copy¬ 
right of which is open to question. There is no limit as to 
number, and no fee to pay. The Editor is to have the right 
of engraving and publishing any of the chosen photographs. 
The photographs may be printed on any good paper that 
shows the subjects clearly; but those on albumenised paper 
are preferred for engraving. 

Pears : Louis Bonne of Jersey ; 3, Autumn Bergamotte ; 
others not reoognised.-II. T. B.—Too poor a specimen. 

BIRDS. 

4461.—Ooldflnoh mule —What is Oapem's mix- 
uref The proper setd tor a Ooldflnoh mule would be ture? The proper eetil for a Ooldflnoh mule would be 

Canary, Herman Ilape, Hemp, Teazle, anil Niger In de¬ 
creasing proportions, beginning with live parts Canary 
and ending with one of Niger. The disease is probably 
Incurable, and will eventually kill the bird.—A. 0. Br ri.nn. 

4452. — Bullfinches losing new 
feathers—You are feeding quite wrongly. 

Homp seed is a great deal too heating, and if 
you persist in feeding on this alone will soon kill 
your birds. Give Canary, German Rape, 

Oats, Sunflower-seed, and a very little Hemp, 
plonty of Watercress, if you can got it fresh and 
good ; if not, Groundsel is preferable. Do not 
nogleot to give cuttlefish-bone, and put ten dropB 
of chemical food in the drinking water daily, 

well stirred, until the birds recover. Thero can 
be little doubt that the irritation of the skin is 
duo to tho intensely heating diet upon which the 

birds have been fed. —A. G. Buti kk. 

NEW PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPETI¬ 

TION FOR 1893. 
Owing to the early date at which our prizes woro 

announood to be sent in this year thero was not 

time to properly take many kinds of outdoor 

fruits, flowers, and vegetables : therefore wo 

offer further prizes for these things, to bo 

compotod for during the present year ; allowing 

till the end of November for the work. 

Class /.—Flowering Plants. — A prize 
of Five Guineas to the sendor of tho boat 
collection of photographs of flowering plants 

grown in the opon air or under glass. This 
series may inolude flowering trees and shrubs of 

all sorts. 

Class II.—Best Garden Fruits.—A prize of 
Five Guineas for the best collection of photo¬ 

graphs of any of our good garden fruits: Grapos, 
reaches, Apples, l’ears, Plums, or any other 
fruit grown in Britain. Fruits should not bo 

crowded in dishes if good and clear photographs 
are sought. 

Class III.—Best Veg etables. —A prize of Fi ve 
Guineas for the host collection of photographs 
of best garden vegetables. The objeot of this 

is to got fair representations of the finest garden 
vegetables andor the old genuine names. We 
do not want to exclude real novelties when they 
are suoh. In all oases the namo of the variety 
should be written on the back of the photo¬ 
graph. 

Class IV.—Autumn Flowers and Leaves.-— 

A prize of Five Guineas will be given for the 
best series of photographs of autumn flowers and 
leaves in tho house in a cut state for vaso, table, 
or other kind of indoor deooration. 

What to avoid.—Cut flowers or plants should 
not be arranged in vases toilh patterns on them. 
Backgrounds should be plain, so as not to conic 
into competition with the beautiful flowers. 
Figures of men or women, barrows, watering- 
pots, rakes, hoes, rollers, and other implements, 
iron railings, wires, or iron supports of any kind, 
labels, and all like objects should be omitted. 
Dwarf flowers at e ineffective when taken directly 
from above. The camera should be brought low 
down for such. All photographs should be 
mounted singly, and not several/on* accord. 
The photographs slfoutdiiol hi) less \siaAtni I t . 
inches by 4 inches. The following efre the rules, - 
to be observed by all competitors:— 

moderate sized family ; situate on high ground, overlooking 
on ono aids an extenaiva park, studded with line old timber, 
aod on tbo olhor commanding line viewa in the direction of 
Foreat-hlll and Sydenham. The grounds, of about 1| aoree, 
are well laid out and planted whn choioe troea and shrubs 
Tho lennia lawn la largo, and tho kltohen garden productive 
ard well atookod with frult-treea. The houae la substantially 
built, tbo reoopUon-rooms lofty and well proportioned, with 
convenient domeetio ottloea on ground floor. There are on 
bedroom floor aevon bedrooms, dressing-room, bathroom, Ac. 
Good atabling for three horses, ooach-houae, poultry-house alh run), gardener'! tool-abed, An-, Ac. The property la 

d for a term of altout 70 yoara, at a nominal ground rent 
of £4 10a, per annum.—Portjoulara from A. M., care Editor, 
31, Hoiithampton-atroet, W.O._ 

fro FLO It I STS AND GROWERS FOR 
-*■ MARKET AND OTHKRS.-For SALE, fifteen aorea 

(more or leu) of Freehold Land, with a fair-sized houae, 
within a fow minutea' walk of a station, half-way between 
London and Brighton. — Apply "HURT," Chodwick'a, 17, 
I’arllamcnt-atreet, 8.W._ 

MOW DISENGAGED, a practical GAR. 
DKNKK, prepared to take obaige of a genUcraan'a 

eetate; thoroughly underalanda gardening Indoor* aod out- 
doora, atao stock farming. Exceptional references.—Apply 
to EDITOR, The Garde*. Southampton-atreet, Strand, 
London. 

(SITUATION WANTED as Head Working 
•w Hardener or good Single-handed, where help Is given. 
Good experience In horbacooua planu, Korea, Oarnailona. 
Age 32; married, no family; good character.— (I. RUDD, 
10, Beaoonatleld-terrace, MUlon-lt., Southend-on-Sea. Essex. 

fTAMWORTH RED FIGS'.—For Sale, Sows, 
A Yelu, and Young Boars. I’ure pedigree bred Recom¬ 
mended aa good bacon piga ; also for creasing.—Particulars 
from BAILIFF, Home Farm, Gravetye Manor, Boat Grin- a Sussex.__ 

l^AGON NETTING, 9U mesh to square 
poh, wasp and fly proof, 441- «iuare yjtl d.anrwWtb. 
rihadlng net*, 64 inches wide, Gd. yacd.i G*'d“n end: 
i Net*, 4 yards wide, 3d. yard.—W. CULLING FORD, 

24. Eastern-road, Plaiatow. 

WILLESDEN 
WATERPROOF & ROT-PROOF 

PAPER, CANVAS, AND SCRIM 
Aa supplied to Her Majoaty the Qnecn and H.M.'a and 

Foreign Governments, Ac. 

shows the subjects clearly; but those on aUmmenised paper 
arc preferred for engraving. 

Srcond. —The name and address of the sender, together 
with the name and description of the object shown, should 
he plainly written in ink on the back of each photograph. 
This w very important. 

Third.—All communications relating to the competition 
must be addressed to the Editor of QkKDsmtio Illustrated, 
37, Southamptonstreet, Straiut, London, W.C., and the 
class for which the photographs are intended should be 
marked on the parcel, which must also be labelled 
" Photographic Competition." All competitors unshtng 
their photographs returned, if not successful, must 
enclose postage stamps of suficient value for that purpose. 

ROSES ROSES ROSES! 
30,000 strong, well-rooted, bushy Plants 

FOR AUTUMN DELIVERY. 
Send for Samplo Dozon, 6s. carriage paid. 

WRITE FOR A CATALOGUE GRATIS. 

A. J. & C. ALLEN, Rose Growers, 
_HEIQHAM, NORWIOHL_ 

ORCHID PEAT. 
PREPARED, ready for nse, all fibre, 10a. per look; S for 47a. Gd. 

SELECTED. In blocks, very fibrous, 8a. por sack; 5 far 
57s. fid. SECOND QUALITY, fit. per saok; 6 for 22a. fid. 

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT for Axaleaa, Rhododendron*, 
Fern*. 4*. per aaok; S for lfia.j and 3*. por aaok; 5 for 12a. fid. 

PEAT-MOULD, LEAF-MOULD, and FIBROUS LOAM, 
each 2a. fid. per aaok; S (or 10a. PREPARED POTTING 
COMPOST, 4*. por aaok • S for 18r All saoks tnoluded. 

Send Postal Order for Sample Saok. 
Bpedal terms to the Trade. For Prioe List apply to— 

The Forcater, Joydon Wood. n»ar Boxloy, Kent 

THE STOURBRIDGE HEATING APPARATUS. 
. Consisting of Indepon 

„ ... . lii.'i dent. Slow Oombiutloo 
For Amateurs’ Green- Of Boilor with dampor. 18 ft 

houses, dee. H of 4-inoh pine, supply 
TO cistern, 6 ft of smokoplpe 
. jj aud Joints complete for 

_ I fixing. Price, delivered 
i . —-7,4 free to any railway station 
a Wllf > In England or Wait* 
BM)I ' _. £4. Illustrated Prioe 
gaaOl' L -rT-— List of hot-wator-plpoe, 

RTS™™*?' to., free on application.— 
j. a w. Wood, 

HKffir S'V Birmingham St. Foundry, 
_ STOURBRIDGE. 

WILLESDEN 4-PLY ROOFING, 
For POTTING-8HEDS, OUTHOUSES, to. 

W. per yd., 19 in. wide ; 2s. 3d. i»er yd. 54 In. wido. 

WILLESDEN WATERPROOF PAPER (2 AND t PLY), 
For UNDERLINING SLATES A TILES, Cold Storage Cham¬ 
bers, Damp Walla, Gordon labels, Ao , Gd. and la. per yd. 
64 In. wide, aud other qualities and prioes, from 

WILLESDEN ROT-PROOF CANVAS, 
For Gnrdon Tent*, Awnings, ltiok Sheet*, Bail and Boat 
Covers, and every kind of protection In all climate*. 

WILLESDEN SCRIM FOR SHADING. 

Light RoUor Blinds made to order. 
SOLE MANUFACTURERS: 

WILLESDEN PAPER & CANVAS WORKS. 
WILLESDEN JUNOTION, N.W. 

And 43. South John-street, Liverpool. 
Telegraph—" Impermeable. London." 

AMATEUR’S FRIEND 18*. 
AMATEUR'S ASSISTANT aim 

PRINCESS APPARATUS ..IS*. 
DUCHESS APPARATUS ....30*. 

CHAMPION A PERFECTION BOILERS, 
PROPAGATORS. FRAME HEATERS, 

FOG ANNI11ILATOB8, Ao. 
8kni> Onb Htawp rok 

LATENT ILLUSTRATED OATALOOUB. 

TION’T FOKGBTI— The latent Invinoible 
Crook for plant-pot* keops out worms and all vermin: 

saves time, expense, aud auuoyance: fit* any pot; lasts for 
many yoara; will be used In ovury garden whon known, 
30, Is.; 100, St.; 1,000, 25e„ freo.-A. PORTER, Stone House, 
Maidstone. 

PJ.RKENHOUSES. —Portable, 7 by 5 it.', span- 
” roof. Ma..' lean-to. 45a. Span-roof forolng-houae, 20 by 
9fU, X'J 10*. Garden frames, from 17s. Garden light*, from 

3*. Tho above are all oomploto and packed on rail. State 
also requir'd and obtain estimate. Illustrated Prioe Lilt free. 
—J. JAMES, 335. High-road. Chiswick. Inspection Invited. 

BECKENHAM, KENT.—To be Bold privately, 
u a DETACHED BIJOU RESIDENCE, suitable for a 
moderate-sized family; situate on high ground, overlooking 

C. TOOPE & SONS, 
Stepney Square, London, E. 

THE “SYPHON” BBS! 
HYGIENIC CAS-HEATINC 

STOVE. 
No Flno Required. No 
Smoko or Smell. No Dirt 
or Trouble. No Danger. 

Invaluable for Conserva¬ 
tories. for Bedrooms, for 

If alu, At.'., Ao. 
The late Shirley llniuiitD, 

Esq. (Editor of tho "Gardener's 
Magazine"L writing In that Jour- 
1,al of March 4th, 1882, says: "The 
Stove may l>e used In a conserva¬ 
tory any length of time, tho flame 
that gives light and heat being In 
tho very midst of tho most dolicato 
plants, without any fear of tho 
•lightest Injury to loaf or Uowor. It 
has I men under our own observation 
for a considerable length of time, 
and has been subjected to a series 
of trial* under our own direction, 
and with a view to discover It* weak 
as well as it* strong points." 

Of all Ironmongers. Stores, and 
Gas Companies, or of tho Patentees 
-8. CLARK A CN).,Syphon Works. 
Pork-street, Islington, London, N 

THE CHALLENGE 

HOT-AIR & WATER HEATING 
APPARATUS. 

Adapted for Oil, Coal, and Gas. Twice as effective aa the 
beat ever offered to the public. 

Consist* of 18 ft. 21, 21 ft 2‘, 
and 4ft. 31 pipe*. Equal to 50 ft. 
of 2-ln. hot-water pipe. Will 
burn 1 gallon in 48 hours only, or 
4 foot of gas per hour. Price 
front 21s. Send for particulars. 
Hundreds of unsolicited Testi¬ 
n'.trial*. 

■ - -• -)Mw.pooM*oa.. 
Iiot-M'5 tor iCEfil B.ec "S, 139, CHEAPSXDS, X.C. 
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• dozen good varieties of distinct colours ; but 
this list might easily be extended to a hundred. 
General Jacqueminot (red), Prince C. de Rohan 

GARDEN WORK.* 

Conservatory. 

the main point of ell others which Ic li Incumbent on all tc 
to grasp la watering. Irregular aolion with the wuter-poi 
must kill. When a plant In a pot Is kept too wet or xoc 
dry for only a few days mlsohlef, whioh la in some oaaee 
irreparable, is done. It Is true that In winter the chief 

(maroon), Charles Lefebvre( velvety, red), Dnpuy Dlrcontinue ploklng flower-buds from Zonal Pelargo- L'r0 , if 0 i teeamn^ta^aothlrMra^ must 
Jamain (cherry-red), Baroness Rothschild nlums, and takePInside before the,. Is «y danger of frost. £■>«« »« "■ K"'1"* *°muoh'but “>« oth,r ex,reme must 

(pink), Mrs. John Laing (soft lilac-roee), 7m*Outdoor Garden, 

bouvemr ae o. A rrince (white), Marie Van , t0 a house where beat oan be given when necessary. The preparation or fitting the toil for the crop is of the 
Houtte (yellow), Safrano (apricot) Francisoa Poineettlae and Euphorbias will be better with a little vrry highest importance, and when a failure ooourj a full 
Kruger (orange-buff), Jean Duoher (salmon), and nlKht- Now Cinerarias. Primulas, and Cyda- enquiry would generally disclose the fact that the ground 

\ r> rr ' ’ mens are quite safe In oold frames for the present. Donot had not been properly manured or cultivated. The autumn 
tdlth UltTord (cream).—P. U. keep u,, P|anta too close, or the foliage will draw up weak 

4400_DnRRd aonlnat’a xxrnll _T would so*1 flabby ; the more air the plants have the better. To 
44*0. xvosos against a wrn-i wouia v' ■• . tt (hllt ^me of (he Mron?e,t 0ine- 

advise your allowing the strong shoots of your nrlu lnto 7-inoh pot a I.ite-sown plants will now be 
Gloire de Dijon to grow as freely as possible ready for shifting Into 5-lnoh or 6-lnohpota. Good spool - 
until matured. Then in the spring you can lay men* of Abelta florlbunda are very elleqtlve now; this 

in a. much of the new wood^ yoJr wall can 

accommodate and remove the remainder. If oome In very useful to give variety In the oonservatory 

___ en properly 
keep the plants too closs, or the foliage will draw up weak |a the season for planting Hoses, Peonies, and many other 
and flabbv : the more air the plants have the better. To families of exceedingly interesting plants ; and the pre- r the plants have the better. To families of exceedingly interesting plants ; and tbs pre- 

ahlft some of the strongest Olne- paratlon of the soil by intendtog planters should now be in 
I.ite aown plants will now be progress. Rosas will be dearer this year. Thousands of 

Inoh or 6-lnohpota. Good sped- Standard Briars have died through tbs drought, and the 
ids are very efleotlve now; this growth made has generally been scanty and weak, 
n, and rapidly makes a good sped- except in the best soils. For all Roses, exoept Teas 
oardy or nearly hardy plants which clay or marl in the land, either naturally or oonveyed 
give variety In the oonservatory there durlog the cultivating process, will ba found 
re Campanula pyramldalla, blue of the greatest beneflt. A poor, light soil may 
grown these are very efleotlve. be much Improved bv a heavy dressing, say S inches deep 

e probability is now. Among these are Campanula pyramldalla, blue of the greatest beneflt. A poor, light soil may 
—£ . vhflrut, if and white ; when well grown these are very efleotlve. be much Improved by a heavy dressing, say 3 inches deep 
raia , wuerear u g&mpaDQja |,opbylla, white and blue, are charming things of day being placed on the snrfaoe, and left there for s 
eye Will produce fcr furnishing baskets. Traohelium ccBruleum makes a time, and then lightly forked In. The stratum of stirred 
U. nloe specimen, end the flowers, whioh are blue, are pro- or cultivated soil can never be too deep. Usually thii 

you check the growths now the probability is 
they will break Into useless laterals ; whereas if 
left until spring each matured eye will produce 
a grand cluster of blooms.—P. U. nloe specimen, and the flowers, whioh are blue, are pro- or cultivated soli oan never be too deep. Usually this 

.4,4 in tj „„„„ ,• , , ,_duoed freely. These are useful plants for the unheated stratum of worked soil on the surface Is too thin to obtain 
4410.— lea if0868.—_«OU ask for a tew ^wnhouse. Get the Dutch and other bulbe for early the best result. To keep a garden tidy at this Mason 

names of large-flowering Tea Roses, and men- lorolng potted without delay. Camellias and Azaleas must Involves a good deal of labour. (Jrasa and weeda groe 
tion three varieties as examples. Neither be taken Indoors, but the house should be kept quite cool, very rapidly, and the lets such work le kept well in band, 
T 'Ideal* nor Gram TWlino oan onm« nndnr the and have ventilation night and day, so that the plants, things will soon oome to a dead look. Tbere are not tco 
ft 111 n0r T> r*°® *“8 can ®ome J after being housed, may be gradually Inurad to the ohange. many flowering trees or shrubs at this season, end then, 
title ol large Roses. Here are a few : rerle dee when such plants are kept outside to the last moment, in oonMquencc ol the heat and drought, have come earlier 
Jardins, Sunset, Souvenir d’Gliae Vardon, Inno- and are then taken to a home where artificial heat le than usual. The Venetian Sumach, the Buck's ete-tne 
cent.'- Pirola Bello I.vonnaian Msiltme Hosts used In even the smallest measure, the foliage will suffer (Pavia macroetaobya), Esoallonia maorantba, and the 
ri. u Tt ? t- , u., ' from the change. The early struck Bouvardfas will now different varieties of the shrubby Hibiscus (Althr. 
Anna Ullivter, Manorial N10I, b.rnest Metz, be fit to place In Much pots; young stuff of last year cut frutex), arc eo good that no garden is well furnished with- 
and Devoniensis.—P. U. back will now becoming into flower, and when mixed with out one or more specimens. There are plenty of hardy 

. _n_ n . , . rather email plants of Maidenhair Ferns the effect le flowers to brighten the garden In the autumn. Tt* 
4-IZ4. — uuaaing HOBOS.—It is somewhat oharmlng In a good stied group. Good plants of the new Qalllardlas, the ltudbeoklas, the Asters, Pyratbrnt. 

difficult to desoribe the proper stage of growth a variety Purity and Malden-hsdr Fern are particularly ullglnoeum, Hardy Fuohilas, and Japanese Anemone. 
Rosebud should be in. You may take it that attractive now. I-ata pott«d Tuberoses which have been should be grown In manes. 

w*!fn the wood is about three-parts ripened, fj^roundwo/ko"t>^aW^berwfl”wer«JMe^?v«iuable ^ ^ ^Garden 
and the bud u plump and prominent without in tbs autumn as at other timee, and they are not much Vines in bad condition from ground In sour, undraioed 
actually being in new growth, that the bud is trouble Pot In April, and keep them moving on slowly, borders, may have thei roots carefully taken out of tbelbol 

■* “ *7 *’ a ,.t ,.u• a with lust a little warmth to floleh them. stuff, wrapped carefully up In mats, and have new borden 
suitable for propagation. Another point whioh wlln well to reoelve them m soon as the Giapoe are all 

will guide you somewhat is to obeerve whether Stove. out. Vines should, where poeslble, always be pianist 
the seat or heel of the bud ia left intact when How beautiful the different forms of Asparagus plumoeus Inside, and In oases where there are inside and outside 
i b« “.1" ™ «« when planted out I This is the only way of getting borders, when the roots are lifted only one set of borden 
the email portion of wood has been removed ,otl({ wreaths for outtlog. They will thrive In any good .bould be operated on at onoe. If any Grapea are required 
from beneath it. If the bud was too forward soil whioh Is well drained. Very old plants may be out the next season. Thne, If the inside borders are re-madi 

Fruit Garden. 

well made to reoelve them u soon aa the Grapes are all 
out. Vices should, where possible, always be planted 
inside, and In oases where there are Inside and outside 
borders, when the roots are lifted only one set of borden 
should be operated on at onoe, If any Grapea are required 
the next season. Thne, If the Inside borders are re-made from beneath it. It the bud wan too forward soil whioh Is well drained. Very old plants may lie out the next season. Thne, If the Inside borders are re-madr 

the seat will be left upon the pieoe of wood re- down and the roots divided to make stock. Seeds srs now, wait till roots have got a good hold o! tbs soli before 
moved Tt Hum .ml mall.e what hml sometimes produced, but as usual good eeeds are soaroe. interfering with the outside. Sometime*, when the Vinw 
moved. It doe* not matter what sUge the bud PUkoU wh|ch kre usually grown In this house must be sre In a bad ooodltlon, it may be advlaable to eaariflee i 
may be id so long aa this root or seat ta perfect brought book from oool houses. Some of the leaet valuable orop, and do the whole thing thoroughly at onoe, aid 
and prominent enough to reat upon the wood of will have to be thrown out to make room for young sped- when this It dons, some of the old rods may be out out tc 

vnur stock The Uttar nart. nf vnnr nnnrv re mena oomlng on. Still oontinue aa opportunity offers to make room for young wood. The Patent SUIoate Mannn 
f ; l.l“r,P*,rt Of your query, re. reduoe 0um&n to make room ,or winter-dowering nubjeots. 1. excellent for mixing with the soil where old Vines an 

ferriDg to oovenng the buda With toil or not, ia Pm.1 flora prlnoeiH, Ipomiea Horsfallln. and Jaamlnum being renovated. Bonos Id any form are also valuable, 
easier answered. If you plant the stocks aa graollllmum are all useful things for ffowsrlog In winter, when the roots of Vines sre lifted whilst the foliage 4 

shallow aa possible, and then earth them up the AllamandM and DipladenlM are aUlleffective. Pergularia (tin green the house should be shaded In bright wraths* 
•am* uPni.in.. ’ „„„ ,L._ *1 odoratlsslma Is a beautiful climber for a large stove; the »nd the atmosphere Inside kept damp to keep the leavs 
same aa rotatocs, when you remove tho soil for fl0„„tj Whioh are boen# In large oluesere. have a powerful In * fruh condition. Thle baa much inflnenoe upon tie 
budding the bark of the stock Will be in a muoh fragrance dlstinot from all other flowers. All things will suoccss of early autumn lifting. Pines will soon require 
belter oondition for working. Do not return require less water now ; at ths asms time sutflolent must to be gone throngh and be put right for the winter. 
the anil I.ioht must roach »Im hurl fn a onrtjtin be given to moisten all the soil when welting becomes Plunging beds will require renewing. Suoker* shifted on, 
. ,L?e .-.T8. “ v „ , . - * ^7“ nsoenary. In ths hot westher very little discrimination and Sclera still on bid stools, should be taken off and: 
extent, ana a much more perteot union will be IH required; now some Judgment Is neoeaeary, sssome after trimming, potted In 6-inch pots, and plunged Is 
made under the partial shade afforded by the plants will not require watering every dsy, or perhaps In bottom beat to make roots before winter oomee. I baie 
stocks. Next SDrinc. when the vounsr Rose dull weather not oftener than twlos a week. •Then, again, just been looking round a fruit garden. In which Bust 

i, irti,i».«, i. ,«ti „„ some things will shortly be going to nut. Amaryllis, Apples, on the Paradise, abound. Very floe are the ftuiti 
oommenoea growth, earthing.up is again very oioxlnlss, and Aohlmenea are approaching the sere and 0n theae small trees, some three or four yean planted 
benetloial, but not before.—r. U. yellow leaf, but to compensate we have Oesnerlas In such kinds as Warner's King, Peasgood's Nooaoct 

4im r variety, whioh If well done ars charming things In a small Kohllnvills,.ko., are of Immense site, and tbs skinashine w 
41117.—-naming H08e-Dea8. —I have or moderate-eUed stove. Oardenlas will soon be making a i| varnished. Ut ms urge all small gardeners, and lao* 

seen beds covered with different Seduma, «o., move now. See that Mealy-bug Is kept down. ones too for that matter, to give them trees on the bread 

but do not recommend thorn myself. The beet Shrubs and Plants for forcing. a“*wb*r,lt* **" 
plan would be to lift tho surface plants in the u these beve to be purotaseed orders should be sent ' 
autumn, propagate from them, and keep in a Inst onoe. Among the most useful thing* are I.llaoe, 
frame until anrinir when thnv mav hei remlanted Aulea Mollis, Indian AxaleM (especially Deutsobe Peris, 
In fhst meanbrne e!nv mnloblni, »n^I (nrnfno nv*r whlch foroeswell), Dentalsgraotlis, Hydrangea panloulata, 
In the meantime any mulching and turnmc over ithododendrons, KalmlM, Syrlngas, Hpirara Japonloa, 
can be accomplished. The benefits derived from Dlelytea speotabille, Solomon's Seal, Lily of the Valley, 
covering the surface with these sabjeots are: Honeysuckles, Hoses In variety, Weigels rosea, Lautes- 

II varnished. I<t me urge all small gardeners, end lar.e 
ones too for I hat matter, to glvetbeM tree* on the broad 
leaved Paradise atrial, lifetime all Strawberries wen 
planted if fruit Is required next year. 

Vegetable Garden. 

Tbe only thing to do with Tomatoes outside It to gef 

coveiiDg tne surface witn tnese suhteota are: m exposure. Where Tomato** outside have been w*l 

First the better appearance during summer ; mT.I''p^.Mn^'th^ra^llno^lMi.^rtn^^ 
, eoond, freedom from dirt splashes during heavy . ooure. of pr.paraUon Thing, which have beeu eaiab- Late oil.ry M.oul5 bS* 
rains; and, thirdly, a oooler and moister soil for llahed In pots for a abort time feel leas oheck, and tbe buds w ,or y.. Dr_,nt. Earthing up alwava cheeh 

eurfaoe-roots of R^ea-P. U. fe'oVtV.^und''“LZ,th|,ng.,hKh.&lS3i,nd;on? s'nl^ l 0. a dlfffren! prinVlpl.^S 

- r ss &st 
im Rea and WhltoLapager'a.^ "BSfBtf ..BfuiS; STiSSSS; KSWC!, w.V'.S.'Stn && 2 

Keep the atom away from the wire by either hour*, although the forolng in euch case* would be fara 

crossing the tie betwoen them or wrapping a bit gradual, not rurbed along in strong heat from ths flist. JhJ,r 0* thoroughness *^the^.ki!^ f1 
of oloth round the wire first. The wire is prob- Oroh&rd bouse. ill has had quite as muoh to do with the Pea failure* 

up rather small), and some lumpeof heavy loam. ooal-SHbes or on bricks or planks to keep out worms for spring use. If t^re Is a pieoe of south btnder to spin 

They require more water than almost anything »«* b. flowed to g.t du^-dry at..., t4<X ,Mly‘!n .b“M^nara^ijT^ 

else, and should have a largo oan or pailful each u“*' M#,ion_ _nd onoumbers In frames a ted. Cabbage must be grown qolokly, and to Insun 
daily such weather aa this.-B. C. R „ * a”d ^ frames. rapld g^u. the soil must be of good heart-.' e.. wet 

tit » . Everything possible should be done now to keep up root m»0Ured snd cultivated. Late planted Frenoh Beans oc 
4471.—Wooa-aanes.—In oountry places wsrmth. Llnfngs ol warm manure plaoed round the sides t Kuth border may easily be sheltered by having u 

wood-ashea are generally made at home by of the bed will be a great help; th*M linings may be a.rangement of sticks raised temporarily to carry a casvss 
laving on one side all Druninm of trees anil 2i ,e,t ®lde- and »boold reach nearly up to the top of the covering on frosty nights I have kept them well up to 
raying uu one iiae an prunings 01 trees anu frame when pressed down firmly. The growth must then ootober by this means If Beans mutt be bad all wlo'.ei 
thiube, and smother-burning the heap aa often be kept tbln, and the (topping of all .rouog 
as ia necessary to make clearance. Hedge and Jolot beyond tbe fruit Is very Important In s 

»hrub pruning! with all fibrous matter*, tuoh as 

Artichoke and Asparagus stems, are placed on 
the heap after the fire Is started, and the whole 

smothered down when the fire attempt* to break 
through with coarso weed*, &o. Thie will not 
be altogether pure wood-ashds.'tut tho venal 
able matter syilt not ducrsxif- n^ob^i} ta 

Dint beyond tbe fruit Is very Importini In stimulating 
ruling. Whsn Ououmbera are allowed to run on un¬ 

stopped they will run themselves out and cease to beer. Work In the Town Garden. 

Window Gardening. The exquisitely beautiful VeHota purpurea, or Scarbon 
Do not water so freely now, and never leave water In Lily, le flowering this year rather earlier (ban uiuS 

vases or aauoert. In the management of window plants Nearly all rav plants are now In bloom—the last woek ■ 
-——• August— and 1 saw them out elsewhere nearly a moc* 

• In oold or northern dintricli tho operations ™/*rivd (M<1| i They are usually at their best In September, andti 
>) under “ (larilm Work" may be done/mm ten ifuy« to that time there la aoaroely anything to equal them M 
& fortnight later than it here indicated witXe&ttatt'v gvjd l;ooi>t vn .Viibjec'e fir the greenhouse, oonservatory. m 
remits. oiiivLiurn window gaitieu. Although the plants grow readily 

(boots one |jle(e must be hot-houses at work. 

perations Mfernefi (Map JPnf »'« usually at their beet Id September, andtt 
• /mm ten days to that time there ia aoaroely anything to equal themes 
lo-'f eiou:‘ly yud J;oor »t vn|.Vii'D)ec>4 f.r the greenhouse, oonservatory, at 
tv r \ r r i laaldei window gardeil. 1 Although the plants grow readily 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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mough with fair treatment In the smoky etmoephere ol 
Urge towns, yet under tuoh conditions they do not flower 
with nearly the eeme freedom u those reoelring the ad- 
vantage of pure air and free light of a country spot. 
8tdl, it it quite poeaible to Induoe strong examples to 
bloom fairly well In even the most unfavourable locali¬ 
ties, ths eeoret of doing to being to repot the plants 
rarly In ths spring, enorurage a fret growth under glass 
during the summer months, and then ripen the bulbe and 
folisge thoroughly by exposing them to the full sun 
and free air In a sheltered spot out-of-doors during 
August, keeping them at the same time moderately 
short of water. At all other times the supply of 
moUture should be liberal, and even during the 
winter the soil ought seldom to become really dry, the 
plants being of an evergreen nature. Under this treat¬ 
ment this Lily seldom falls to bloom well; the beat soil 1s 
a sound, sandy loam, mixed with a third of leaf-mould, 
and made Arm. Drain the pots well and take oare not to 
overpot them. The hybrid htreptocarpus is a wonderfully 
continuous flowering eubjeot, and a nloe batoh Is very 
useful in the oonaervatory now. Some of mine have been 
In flower slnoe May, and are now pushing up the bloom- 
stems and bods more thiokly than ever. Thry are surface- 
rooting plants, and seem 10 thrive better in shallow, wide- 
mouthed pots or pans, a third or half-full of drainage, than 
lu deep pots full of soil. This last should be of a very 
light, loamy, or preferably peaty charaoter, with a little 
leaf mould and plenty of sand incorporated. Shade from 
hot sun Is indispensable. Chrysanthemums out-of doors 
must be watered freelv now, or the foliage will be eoanty 
and the flowers small. Those growing against sunny 
walls—a situation which suits them admirably, and whenoe 
really floe flowers of even the large late kinds are often 
obtained—must be heavily syringed as well as abundantly 
HUpplied with water and liquid-manure, or they will fall 
a prey to red-spider and thrlpe, especially in such weather 
as this. Ilardy I.llle i of all kinds should be planted, 
divided, or potted at onoe; L. candldum, L. t'grinum, 

of the very beet quality must oultlvate and nourish the 
roots of the trses, and to do this eflrctua'ly they must be 
kept near the surfaoe. Planted a second houre of 
Cucumbers. Tnc plants will not be allowed to bear tUI 
they are very strong. With winter Cucumbers the most 
dlflloult time Is from the first of January till the end of 
February. This Is the time when the plants wbloh have 
been allowed to bear heavily usually show signs of distress, 
and not unfrequontly gooff. The reaction from dull, dark 
days to increased daylight 1s usually too muoh for them, 
henos the wisdom of taking only alightorop through the 
autumn from plants required to bear in Marah and April. 
Shifted on last sown batoh of Cineraiiae and Primula*, 
and a lot of te xlllng Ferns, which were getting pot-bound 
in 8J inch pol l have heen shifted into 6 inch pots. Those 
will make useful stuff for any purpose, or may be grown 
on to a larger size. 

INDOOR PIiANTB. 

HYBRID GREENHOUSE RHODO¬ 
DENDRONS. 

Tiikhe aro few more delightful flowering shrubs 
for the embellishment of the warm greenhouse 
throughout tho winter than the various kinds 
of Hybrid Rhododendrons raised by inter¬ 
crossing R. jasminiflorum, R. javanioum, and 
similar species. The mode of propagating best 
suited to these hybrid sorts is grafting on such 
of the seedling varieties as possess a free, 
vigorous constitution. The stocks require to be 
raised from shoot cuttings in the ordinary way, 

Greenhouse Rhododendron "Lady Alice FiUwillirm." 

I. aurentlaoum, L. Martagon, and several others thrlvs 
and flower freely in town garden*, however smoky. 

B C. R. 

THE COMING WEEK’S WORK. 

Extract* from a garden diary Jrom September 
Qlh to September 16th. 

Seed sowing Is pretty well over lot the season, to ftr, at 
least, as regards open-air work. I have just made the last 
sowing of I.sttuoe, and the plant* will remain in the seed¬ 
bed all the winter. If the piante come up thlok some will 
1>* thinned out. This late sowing always oomis in useful. 
As soon n* tbs Tomato-homes are cleared out one or 
more will be planted with Lettuces. These bouses have 
not yet been heated, and Lettuoesare always a suootss, 
and they oome In at a time when good I.ettuoee are scaroe. 
It Is imposslhls to get really good I.ettuoee early In spring 
without glass of some kind. Frames do very well, and so 
do olbcbea or hand-glasses, but a good roomy house, 
when it can be spared, produces very good Lettuces in 
Maroh and April. Busy making up Mushroom-beds In 
house. Several beds are made up now and spawned as 
soon as ready. To some extent a auooessional oharaoter 
may be given by delaying the soiling for two or three 
weeks. The beds made up now In buildings, if put 
together properly, will oontlnue bearing the greater part 
of the winter. The advantage of having a building large 
enough to bold from six to a dozen good-sized bods con¬ 
sists in the general warmth which is given off by the 
heaps of warm manure, and which, in a large building, 
oan be kept up by making new beds at Intervals of a month 
or so. Weeds have given us a good deal of trouble, but 
by bandweedlog when the land was damp, and hoeing 
when the weather was fine, the land Is getting pretty clear 
again. Just overhauled the early seed Potatoes ; picked 
out those suitable for seeds and plaoed them, orown 
upwards. In shallow trays or boxes. Will be kept in a 
light place where the frost oannot reach them. Gathered 
Apples and Pears. The lite fruit* aro being carefully 
sorted, and the best samples paoked in barn Is or boxes. 
They will be stored In a oool, dark room till the time 
appreacbci for using them. The wsll-trcci hat.- lust been 
looked ovortodo any ehortrnlngor thinning which may be 
necessary. Several young trees have bad their roots lifted 
partially, and I think sufficient obeok has been glvgn to 
bringthsm intohearlng In dustours#, A great men/Ap| 
on U>o bread-leaved PorsdiM'-ttcrk bays btsnlil 
within ths last ball-down years, and numbers otlfc_ 
pyramid* Of tbs 0*ftb grabbed up. Whotvsr want* fruit 

and grown on in 6 inch or 8 inch p its until large 
enough for grafting, whon they must be headed 
down to within 5 inohes or (i inohes of the pots, 
and the grafts, which should aonsist of pieces 
of the preceding year’s shoots, inserted. The 
work ought to be done in the winter, and after 
grafting the plants should be plaoed in suffi¬ 
cient warmth to start them into growth ; when 
some progress has been made the points of the 
shoots must be pinched out to indaoe the lower 
eyes to break, so as to furnish the plants with 
side branches. After this the treatment is 
simple, merely giving pot-room as required. 
These Rhododendrons do not want so much 
root spaoe as many things, and a good oompost 
for them is a mixture of good turfy peat, with 
some silver-sand, and the pots should he drained 
well. It will be well to keep the plants 
altogether under glass for two years, giving 
ordinary greenhouse treatment After the grafts 
have got a good atart in the warmth already 
advised this is requisite to get them on in size. 
Afterwards they will be better out-of-doors in 
the summer. Hybrid Rhododendrons are not 
mnoh subject to the attacks of insects, bat 
grown under glass they frequently get affeoted 
with saale or mealy-bug, for whioh syringe freely 
with water, and sponge with soap and water. 
The nnder-mentioned are very desirable sorts to 
grow: Countess of Haddington (blush-white), 
Countess of Sefton (white and rose), Dennisoni 
(white and lemon, very fragrant), Duchess of 
Edinburgh (bright orange-scarlet), Dachess of 
Sutherland (white, flowers fringed), Duchess of 
Teck (yellow, tinted with scarlet and rose), 
Lady Alioe Fitzwilliam (figured), (large flower, 
mre white, one of the best), Lady Skelmer*. 
Vi.' (n-arh.white), Maiden’s Blush (blush.white), 

-LHMufcy (white and pink), Princess AUg. 
*ndr<j$ure waxy-whlte), Priooess Alice (white, 

tinged with pink, fragrant), Princess Royal (rose- 
colour), Prinoe of Wales (orange-red), Purity 
(pure white, very fragrant), Rosy Gem (white, 
pink, and rose), Taylori (pink), Thomson! 
(scarlet), Veitchianum (yellow and white). 
_ B. 

4482 —A Saddle boiler.—Yes, the 1-inch 
pipe was plaoed where yon find it for the par- 
pose yon mention ; but I have never found these 
exhaust pipes necessary, and not many engineers 
nse them for horticultural heating. With 
regard to the flow pipes, I am afraid that if you 
place them on a dead level for a dietance of 
100 feet the circulation will be eluggish. With 
a rise of 2 inohes in the distanoe yon mention 
you will be quite safe. There is no help for the 
incline in the return pipes you mention in a 
Saddle boiler. The depth of the stoke-hole 
depends on the height of the flow pipe as it 
enters the house. If it has not to enter under 
the door you can bring it up to any height you 
like. It it quite right to place the open tank 
or feed cistern at the extreme end of the pipes 
when there is not room for it over the boiler. 
In the latter case the oiatern shonld be connected 
with the return pipe.— J. C. C. 

- The 1-inoh pipe in the orown of the 
boiler might have been intended for one of seve¬ 
ral objects. It may have been inserted as a 
separate flow to heat an extra frame or small 

or something of the Eit, a propasating-bed, 
ind. At tne same tii 

"stand-pipe" is sometimes inserted in the 
boiler, but more generally on the flow-pipe, to 
carry off any air or steam that may congregate, 
and prevent the apparatus " jumping"or "kick¬ 
ing.” If there is a rise of a dear foot or more 
from the top of boiler into the flow-pipes, these 
may be on the level; bat it is better to give 
them a slight upward gradient, if only 0 inches 
in the 10 feet, as on a dead level the air will 
sometimes " hang ’’ and check the ciroulation. 
The return having a greater incline than the 
flow is all right, and will not make any differ¬ 
ence ; it may be either gradual or the heating Eart may be kept parallel with the flow and the 

ivels be adjusted in tho connections.—B. C R. 

41)9,—Treatment of a Stephanotla. 
—During growth the plant requires stove treat¬ 
ment, with a night temperature of not less than 
60 degs. to 6.r> degs. In winter keep drier and 
cooler, to rest and ripen the growth. If the 
temperature drops to 50 degs., with the roots 
comparatively dry, no harm will be done. The 
8tenhanotis should not be altogether dried off, 
ana if it is to do well, keep it free from insects, 
especially mealy-bug.—E. H. 

-Grow in turfy loam, not broken np too 
fine, or else a mixture of loam, peat, and leaf- 
soil. A warm greenhouse temperature will suit 
it verv well, but it is best to gtve a temperature 
of at least 65 degs. to 75 degs. More will not 
hurt while growing. When growth seems at a 
standstill, let the temperature fall for a month 
or so, as this will conduce to much freer bloom¬ 
ing. As soon as the eyes push out again return 
to the higher temperature.—P. U. 

- To grow this charming climber really 
well it must have abundance of heat and moi<- 
tnre. A temperature of 60 degs. daring the 
winter, with a rise of 10 degs. by night during 
the summer, and an advanoe of 10 degs. more 
dnring the day, will enable anyone to have 
abundance of blooms if the atmosphere of 1 he 
house is kept moist and the roots freely supplied 
with tepid water, with an occasional dose of 
liquid-manure, say weekly. Stephanotia do- a 
not reqnire a deep border, bnt it must have 
ample drainage, anything like stagnation about 
the roots being fatal to its health. A compost of 
half fibry peat and loam, with sand and charcoal 
added to make the whole porous, is what is re¬ 
quired for the roots ; stimuUtive matter can be 
added as a top-dressing. A mulching of horse- 
mannre, to which is added a small quantity of 
bone-meal, about one part of the Utter to ten 
of the former, will stimuUte the plant when 
growth is most active in the early summer 
months. Stephanotia is much subject to attacks 
of mealy-bug j the beat remedy for this inseot 
is dean water applied with foroe through a 
syringe morning and evening. Mealy-bug oan. 
nob withstand this daily interference. An opeq 
spao* ab tns baok of ths plsnt-stovs. fernery, 
^qbti.jo.- Ciutnmlysr-h.diavwh'is It will pot lw 
obstructed Bom ttisjighb by othsr plants, should 
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grow this plant well; bat it must have its leaves 
close up to the glass and receive some shade 
•luring the hottest part of the day. During 

June and July this is best applied from the 
outside —S. 1*. 

4476 — Himantophyllum—Ab there is 
no htatcd house at pretent, it will be better to 
allow the offsets to remain on tho plant until 
the spring ; but many growers would rather let 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

ROMNEY A COULTER!. 

This is popularly known as the White Bush 
Poppy, and is a very beautiful plant, although Poppy, and is a very beautiful plant, although 
scarcely so hardy as one could wish. The flowers 

aro white, very delicate in appearance, andsweetly 

scented, whilst they are borne on the points of 

singles do—tho quality of the individual flowers 
commences to narrow down after the first rush 
of blooming ? therefore, *r W. C.” need not be so 

much surprised at the size of the blooms as 
compared to those first developed. The single- 
flowered sorts are far superior as bedding plants. 

-8. P. 

4362.— Herbaoeous plants. — A herbs, 
ceous plant is one that dies down to its 

base at some period during every twelve 
months. To reply to the remainder of your 
question would occupy a great deal of space, as 

tho class is one of, if not the, most numerous we 
have, and even the most select list, with their 
seasons of flowering, Ac., could scaroely come 

under the heading of short answers. Why not 
wqte to any of tho firms advertising herbaceous 
plants in this journal ' You would then get a 

lull descriptive list, with prioes, &o.—P. U. 

<371.—Christmas Roses. - Christmas Hoses may be 
grown in s l,ondon garden, either outside or in the comer, 
v atory ; the letter would be preferable. Have strong plants 
in poteor tube, and stand or plunge outside during summer 

get strong, if planted out work in leaf-mould or old manure 
well.—K. 11. 

4486.—NasturtiumsandTropeeolums. 
—The plants usually called Nasturtiums are 

merely the annual forma of tho genus Tropic- 
olum, many of which aro perennials. Both aro 
among the very best of town plants, and will 
grow and flower freely anywhere, as you 

have discovered. The climbing Nasturtiums 
are tho same as tho “ old tall kinds,” but the 
dwarf annual varieties thrive almost equally 
well, and aro far superior—at least, for bedding. 
Thero is also a race of perennial dwarf varieties, 

grown from cuttings, which are really grand for 
bedding or window-boxes, etc., in town gardens. 

T. Fireball (perennial, and grown from cuttings) 
How,™ of Uomneya Coultori. u a fino ciimbcri Buitable for hsnging-basket., 

etc., in summor, and blooms all the wintor 

them remain so as to obtain a large flowering- j the new shoots. There is no doubt as to the under glass. The T. Lobbianum varieties are 

p'aot. I have a specimen which has had no beauty and value of this fine plant, but its . E001*. The tuboroue kinds, such as T. 
i ffreta removed from it for fifteen years. Tho tender character should make one cautious »pociosum, are too delicate for you. I ry water- 

«llscts ought to be removed with some roots where it is planted. In the mild, balmy climate ,n8 bca.r.lot 7.un”e^- and *yrlD8'*>g them 
attached when they are of large size. Seeds of Southern England it will succeed in the open overh«*d oaily. J>. fi. K. 
may be removed when the pods ure ripo. Let if the soil is Tight and warm, but in more ilf>7.—Gravel road ana walks —The 
the pods remain on the plant for a month or northern districts the shelter of a wall must be road and walks have been badly made, and not 

more after i hey become of a scarlet colour, when provided. As yet it is uncommon, as it has not sufficiently drained. When tho water passes 
they may be removed and the seeds extracted, been introduced many years from California, and freely away to the sides, and in addition the foun- 
t ow them at once in bottom heat in a hot house, is ono of those thiDge that must be regarded as dation is properly constructed with rabble, so aa 
-J. D. E. fit only for really good gardens. In town to lay tho walk dry, green slime or Moss will 

41IIO _PpRonnr fnr n. nmA.ll orflon- Rodens or small country plots it should not be not form unless there is a constant drip from 

they may be removed and the seeds extracted, bcenintn 
tow them at once in bottom heat in a hothouse, is one of 
—J. D. E. fib only 

4482 —Creeper for a email green- {$?!!??“,?' 
houue.—A ltoee, such as Muiiohal Niel or l,lanlca- 

Niplielos, would do well. l’uesion flower 

nuted. overhanging trees. This slimo may be kept 
--- down by a free use of weed-killers during sum- 

4411. —Stonecrop for a rockery.— mer, and unless the walks oould be remade this 
(Constance Elliot) would be pretty and in- y ™ ?VrieSy“of 

snrinl'^'Tnem'T^"‘comeTo* M!“ «»• position, indicated. There are many .he walk, overoccasionally buying the. urface, 

• „ . (so-called) that too off n disfigure small garden. -- 

- I think the LapngenaB would givo as may be made, in a sense, pretty by planting dangerous poisons, and must be handled and applied case- 
much pletsuro as any else. They are not too plenty of the common Stonoorop in tho fully.— P. u. 

lamp ant, and may bo well accommodated “ pockets,” so that the growth may spread over 14G0.—Management of Hollyhocks— 
within a com p:> rati vely small space, whilst they the facing of the stones and make a soft, ver- Hollyhocks may be raised both from seeds and 
continue to blootrf1 over a long season. Thero dent carpet. Stonecrope, however, vary greatly cuttings. Seeds Bhould be sown—if treated as 
i io two kinds—alba and rosea. The formor in height, some being quito dwarf, others tall, hardy plants—in well pulverised soil in drills in 

hit pu;e- vliito flowers, quite waxy in appear- and a notable instance of the latter section is S. May or early in June, or they may be sown in 
• oce, and produced in long, grac eful shoots, speotabile. The best known of the Stoneorops boxes under glass, pricked off in 3§ inch pots, 
whilst those of toaea are rose coloured. There is S. acre, the Wall Popper aa it is also some- and kept in pots till strong, wintering them in 
:< much diffurincs, however, in the shade in times oalled. It is too well-known to describe, a cold pit and planting out early in April, 
varieties, soups paler than others, and some There is a variety of it named aurenm, which They may easily be raised from cuttings end of 

larger in size. You roust prepare a thoroughly has the growth tipped with yellow, and this July or beginning of August, using the side 
well-drained bud for them, putting in plenty of looks pretty in the spring. 8. Ewerei makes a shoots for cuttiug, making each joint into a 
iricks, and uso.a peaty toil. The plants aro splendid edging, and it is a very easy plant to cutting, and thrusting them into a prepared bed 
i.nt. ho expensive now, the dearer of the two grow, I he leaves being of glaucous tint, and tho of sandy soil in a frame kept close. I have 
being albs. In a small greenhouso one does rosy-purplo flowers ore produced in such profu- struck thousands in this way, and there is only 

not want a. creeper that overshadows every sion that they form a perfect floral carpet. It a small percentage of failures if the cuttings 
... 1.ft- 'll I, /tirnrfan^l.,.,.),, H Rial.nMi iaannlli., . ... .i l-  _\ I- other plant.—C; T. is quile dwarf and hardy. 8. Sieboldi is another are taken at the right time, which is usually 

— Ther.llno(h „frwhlehgl»t.mor.Eener.ls.tlsf.otlon very useful species, and the variegated variety before tho shoots get stiff and hard The cut- 
tl an IVuiubagocupenals. Hlsaerrtptr cl oa»y culture, and 01 *t »• pleasing, but, unfortunately, tender; tings are potted off w hen rooted and kept in a 
tU ilowcr* are Iw arlabiv admired. If, how.ver, you wish hence it is not wise to plant much of it in the cold frame or pit all winter; or they may be 

j !*' ™ lhrou*h£"'the J*“r| IUb'o- garden, although it looks very well in pota planted out on a warm border and be sheltered !Vl..^!«Ll|VMMla4i7LnO^tb?Unhn.^5e,*“r,Uabr0' «arJeD> although it looks very well in pota planted out on a warm border and be sheltered 
iran.r.ui elegant will suit yon.—A. 0. Bcti,kk. The leafage is of a glaucous tone, and the plant with branches in winter. Hollyhocks make 

4483.—Heating a greenhouse by Oil- succeeds in ordinary soil.— C. T. very large foliage and grow rapidly in earlv 

lamps.—Ouo or two of the small oil-stoves, 442-">.—Rft<rontafl(nthnflow«rn>ftrdATi summer, and must have liberal treatment both 

4483.—Heating a greenhouse by Oil- succeeds in ordinary soil.— C. T. very large foliage and grow rapidly in earlv 

lamps.—Ouo or two of the small oil-stoves, 4425.— Begonias in the flower garden, summer, and must have liberal treatment both 
now so common and cheap, would excludo frost —As a rule, the double-flowered kinds are not >n tho preparation of tho Bite and also when the 
from a structure of tho size named, and just nearly so useful as bedding or border plants flower-spikes are forming. The want of this has 

keep any ordinary greenhouse plants alive, and at the single-flowered sorts. They do not le<* in dry seasons to the attack of the fungus 
anything beyond this it is better not to attempt exhibit their blossoms so well; so many of them which so disfigures tho plants.—E. H. 

without tho aid of hot water pipes. Keep the are drooping in habit that the blooms hang - These are easily-grown plants, and make 
stoves clean aud well trimmed, use the best oil, downward so much, and therefore cannot be a gorgeous display in the flower-garden. What 
light the stoves only when really necessary, and seen to the same advantage as the more erect, the plants like best is a rich deep soil; they are 

M-ntilato freely, and the planurw7ll Jo MrlyL hnd single flowered sorts. Apart from thiilj IWdM I feeders, aud can take a large supply of 

vi ' r y°a ! W>tC9?tp«ct \auj 'r«IV Jl^uble-flowered kinds do not pro-Inc®:Moon,• \-twin? yard manor® twrohed into the ground to 
»■ o'the same quality over so long a1 penod'as-The the uepHt-orWlttUftl3 inches. The plants are 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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eiaily raised from seeds, or named varieties may 
be propagated as enttings. 1 sowed seed in 
February of the present year, and the plants 

have all produced strong flower-spikes. They 
are now past their best. The seed was sown in 
a hothonse, and the plants grown on for a time 
there, until they were large enough to be placed 
in cold frames. There is no need to sow the 
seeds in a hothouse, but the object of doing so 
in this case was to obtain flowering plants the 
same season. Sow about the end of May, or in 

June out-of-doors, and the plants will flower well 
next season. It is not safe to leave the named 
varieties out in the open garden all the winter, 
as the change from wot to frost makes sad 
havoc of the plants. Cuttings taken in the 
summer may be wintered in frames, and the 
old plants when lifted in the autumn may either 
be planted out in frames or be potted up, and 
the growths which spring up from the base of 

the plants should be taken as cuttings in the 
spring.—J. D. E. 
- The principal requisites in the successful 

culture of this stately old favourite are few and 
simple—viz , deeply-trenched soil, plenty of 
manure, and a liberal supply of water and 
liquid nourishment in dry weather, or, in a word, 

what is commonly termed "high oulture.” 
Seedlings make the best plants, though cuttings 
formed of small side-shoots, or those from the 
base of the plants, strike readily in sandy soil 
in a close frame during the latter part of the 
summer, and under cool and airy treatment 
make good plants. The seed should be sown 
in July or August, or as soon as ripe, in rich, 

sandy soil, and when large enough be potted 
siDgly, wintered in a cold frame or pit, and 
planted out in the spring—March or April. In 
light, warm, and well-drainod soils the plants 
will frequently survive the winter in the open 
ground, and under the same conditions strong 
and forward young plants from either seed or 
cuttings may be planted whore they are to 

flower in September or October ; but on a heavy, 
damp, or cold formation the plants are never 
safe outside, and should be lifted and potted, 
or placed under shelter of some kind in the 
autumn. In dry, hot weather give a thorough 
soaking of weak liquid-manure once a week, and, 
if possible, mulch the plants with 4 inches of good, 
short, stable-manure or spent Hops.—B. C. R. 

- Theso fine plants need good culture. It 
is impossible to hope for fine spikes on poor 
ground, and the brilliant effects one sees in 

gardens at this season of the year are the result 
of a proper course of treatment. The soil must 
be deep and rich, and during dry weather in the 

eummor months, such as we have experienced 
this year, it is important to give copious supplies 
of water. You may if you like give liquid- 

manure, but this is not really necessary, ana the 
less one spills this kind of stuff about in the 

garden the better. One often smells more 
manure in gardens than flowers, and such things 
should be avoided. Prepare the soil well in the 
first place, get it thoroughly manured, and 
with help from the water-pot in dry times the 
Hollyhocks flourish, provided, of course, they 
are not molested by disease. The ground during 
the winter should not be damp, otherwise the 
crowns will have a hard fight. I remember well 
a noble row of I f oily hocks not far from the metro¬ 
polis which was a source of ploasure for several 
years. The plants were in front of a row of 

Apple-trees, and the Bplendid spikes of coloured 
flowers wero thrown in bold relief. If you roally 
wish the flowers to give pleasure in the garden 
— and I presume you do—there is no need to 
indulge in the fads of exhibitors, such as topping 
the spikes, thinning tho blooms, and other 
points. Let the plants develop their own 
characteristic beauty. If you require informa¬ 

tion on propagating Hollyhocks, it has recently 
been referred to in Gardening.—0. T. 

4407.—Fuchsias.— I do not know the "Dunrobln 
Bedder," but a few of the best Fuchsias for a smoky garden 
are Daniel Lambert, Hose of Oastlle, Mrs. Marshall, and 
Sedan. Such kinds as F. graollls, F. globose, F. Iliooartonl, 
Ac., beautiful as they are In a pure atmosphere, are useltes 
In a smoky one, as the flowers all drop before expanding. 
—B. O. B. 

Easy propagation of herbaceous 
perennials.—Autumn is by fur the best time 
for tho above operation, and both Phloxes, Del¬ 
phiniums, and many others of somewhat similar 
oharaoter can be readily increased as fotfaws: 
The two species I have named are almoii, if 
quite, out of bloom, and if they are cut 9w*l\fc 

onoe a few healthy young growths will push 

from the bottom. These are to be taken off 
close to the crown as soon as they reach a length 
of 3 inches to 4 inches. Put them singly into 
72’s, using a compost of leaf-soil, loam, and sand 
in about equal proportions, and, stood in a frame 
for a few weeks, they will root freely. In 
the spring the same plan may be followed, but 

it would need a heated frame, and they wonld 
not flower nearly so well the same summer as 
those propagated now. Plant them out in the 
spring into their permanent quarters ; the second 
year they will be in full beauty. It is only by 
cuttings and divisions of the stools that we can 
secure named kinds of many of the finest herba¬ 
ceous perennials. Division is also best carried 

out early in the autumD, as the portions have a 
chance of making a few new roots while the 
ground is abill warm, and are thus better able to 
go through the winter, besides being ready to 
start in tho spring. Spring division checks them 
very much.—P. U. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

DWARF PLANTS. 

Plants having but a single stem, and that from 
6 inches to 1 foot high, carrying one large bloom, 
and that 5 inches in diameter, are extremely 
useful, as well as being somewhat novel. Plants 
of this kind can be had in pots not more than 
3i inches in diameter. Where an extra inch is 

allowed the blooms are all the better, no doubt, 
but the plants may not be so useful, as in the 
smaller pots they can be used so much better 
for filling vases in the dwelling-house, apart from 
their use on the front of the stage in the green¬ 
house. Suoh plants as these are not nearly often 
enough seen, certainly not so often as their 

merits deserve. They are well worthy of what 
little attention they require in producing them. 
Tho last week in August is a good time to tako 
tho outtings. If they are inserted sooner the 
plants are apt to get too tall, and if taken much 
later the flowers are necessarily smaller, owing 
to the bud which gives tho single bloom being a 
terminal one. Where Chrysanthemums are 
grown for the production of large exhibition 

blooms some of the points are almost sure to be 
broken off by various causes about tho time 
stated, as, for instance, heavy rains, high 
winds, and birds alighting on them, tho shoots 
at this stage being very brittle. Such shoots 
should be formed into cuttings 4 inches long, 
and some may be 0 inches long. Those 
with the bud just formed are tho most 

suitable, as the height tho plant will be 
when in flower can bo more accurately 
gauged than when the cuttings are inserted 
bofore the bud is formed ; tho shoots grow seve¬ 
ral inches more after being taken off prior to tho 
formation of the bud. Dibble the cuttings 
firmly into sandy, dry soil, using pots 2^ inches 
in diameter. Do not remove any of the leaves, 

except that from the base, where cut square 
across, the plants are all the better for having 
thoir foliage intact. Well water to settle the 
soil securely about the cuttings ; plunge them in 
a gentle hot bed, if available, as here they strike 
root so much quicker than in a cold frame. If, 
howover, the bottom-boat cannot be had, plunge 

HYBRID DAFFODILS. 

During recent years much attention has been 

paid to the hybridisation of the Daffodils—that 
is, crossing certain types with others to get new 
and distinct kinds. Our illustration shows a 
Hybrid Daffodil which will in time, doubtless, 
become popular, but as the bulbs do not increase 
at a great rate this is purely a matter of 
patience. Some very fine hybrids have been 
raised, especially by the Rev. G. H. Engleheart, 

who, as an amateur, deserves high praise for his 
persistent endeavours to increase the list of 
Narcissi, not with poor things, but really 
beautiful flowers. It is interesting to know 
that many wilding forms, natural crosses, 
effected in a state of nature, he has produced 
under artificial conditions, so to speak, and if 
few of the many kinds ho has raised are worthy 
perpetuation, still those few will probably take 

a high place. Such a kind is Golden Bell, whioh 
has a large trumpet-shaped flower of varying 
shades of yellow, and a more robust and striking 
kind wo have never seen. It is even finer than 
Horsfieldi. Raising new Daffodils is not such a 
serious undertaking as might be supposed. The 

great thing is to sow seed from crosses each ______ 
year, and then one gets flowering bulbs overy the pots in aoal-ashes in a cold frame, keeping 
spring, otherwise inexhaustible patience is the frame close until roots are formed, with the 

exception of admitting air for an 
hour or so to dissipate condensed 

moisture off tho leaves. Whether 
the cuttings are placed in a cold 

frame or a hot-bed they should bo 
shaded from hot sun, as this will 
make the leaves flag and most likely 
make some of them drop off, which 

is detrimental to the appearanco of 
the plants. Syringo tho foliage every 
afternoon of fine days, and by keep¬ 
ing the frame nearly close roots will 
be formed in about a month, when 
more air should bo afforded, increas¬ 
ing the supply until the plants will 
bear full exposure without flagging. 
Tho best position for them at this 
stage is on a shelf close to tho glass 
in the greenhouse. If it is desirable 
to have large blooms, shift the plants 
into pots a size larger, using a rich 
compost. Of courso, tops con be 
taken from the ordinary plants for 
this purpose, but of course it is at 
the saorifice of large blooms on the 
plants grown for tho express purpose. 

Varieties belonging to tho Japanese 
section are the most suitable as the 
peduncles are so much stronger than 
upon the incurved sorts ; plants of 

the latter section need support, while 
the Japaneso section are mainly self- 
supporting. E. M. 

4430. — Passion - flower in 
fruit.—Strong plants are fruiting 
freely this year, but there are 

only two varieties which are fit for eating. 
One is the Granadilla, which requires a stove 

temperature, and the other is tho edible Passion¬ 
flower (Passiflora edulis); tho last-named may be 
grown in a warm greenhouse. I have sometimes 
tasted the fruit produced by other varieties, but 
have always [found them bitter and disagreeable. 
The fruit of the edible Passion-flower makes an 

fitejjlett (gkp«eHy41 IXftjijsljR ; gathered before 

A new Hvbrkl Daffodil. 

a aeedliDg bulb to bloom and (show its character 

istio features. Sow tho seed in shallow pans, 
and when the bulbs are about one year old they 
may be planted out. One of the finest Hybrid 

Daffodils raised by Mr. Engleheart is Golden 
y mentioned, and Uhrvsostor is 
tiful kind, the flowers large, and 

yellow in colour, very plWiitg 
ed in aspect. 
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ORCHIDS 

EPIDENDRUM FALCATUM. 

From “W. W.” comes a flower of this old 

species for a name. He says he cannot send a 
leaf because it is too large and weighty, bat he 
sends a sketch, which he hopes will do as well. 

Equally so in this case, my friend, and I give 
above its most correct name, which was given it 
many years ago by Dr. Ltodley. _ Curiously 
enough, although the plant is so distinct in ap¬ 
pearance, it has had many names given to it, some 

of which I g; re here, in case "W. YV.” should 
be told another Dame for it, and he might think 
I had misnamed his specimen. It was called E. 

odorifolinm by Bateman, and figured in his work 
on the “Orchids of Mexico and Guatemala,” and 
also E. Parkinsonianum by Hooker, who figured 

it in the “ Botanical Magazine ” under that 
name. E. laotiflorum it is to be found under in 

some gardens, and others of less import. The 
plant is widely scattered throughout Mexico, in 
various situations and under various conditions, 

and varying somewhat in colour from pale- 
yellow to white and pale gret-niah-yellow, 

usually growiog upon the stems of trees, though 
not unfrequently it is found upon rocks. It is 
by no means a new plant, having been found, in 

the first place, upwards of sixty years ago ; but 
it is not much seen in cultivation, through not 
being considered showy enough by the majority 
of Orchid-growers, and I do not suppose my 

friend “ W. W.” would have had it but for its 
accidentally popping up in a mixed lot of Mexi¬ 

can Orchids, which he purchased at a promis¬ 
cuous sale. However, the flower sent me repre¬ 
sents a very good variety of the plant, and I 
advise my friend to preserve it. I have found 
the plant to grow well with me in the Odonto- 

glossum-house, at the warmest end. It thrives 
belt on a bare block of wood, saving a little 
Sphagnum Moss, just to keep a little moisture 

to the plant; but in the winter season it will 
withstand a great amount of drought, but it is 

beat not to permit it to become so dry as to allow 
the leaves to shrivel. The plant has a stout 
rhizome, which at intervals produoe short stems, 

whioh bear a single lanceolate, thick, fleshy 
leaf, whioh is from 9 inches to a foot long, deep 
green. The peduncles spring from the base of 
the leaf several together, each one bearing but a 

single bloom. The sepals and petals are similar 
(yellowish-green), the lip being of a more decided 

yellow colour. Matt. Bramble. 

CATTLEYA BOYVRINGIANA. 

It is less than a single decade ago since the 
Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea, introduced this plant 

into our gardens from Central America, for 
whioh we have much to be thankful for, and 

yet there has been much disappointment 
upon first flowering the species, as its beauties 
cannot be seen when it is poorly grown and 

flowered. But in the case of 11 G. T. H ,” who 
sends me a series of flowers, nine varieties in 
all, there can be no doubt of its great beauty, 

especially when he tells me he has none “with 
lore than eight b'.ooina on a truss.” I do not 
think thore was the slightest utility in 
“ G. T. H.” numbering these flowers separately, 
for the most of them differ from each other very 

slightly, and that chiefly in the shades of the 
sepsis and petals, and slightly in the maroon 
band in the lip, so that there can be no use nam¬ 
ing these varieties ; but he may take it for oertain 
that 3 and 7 are the poorest of the lot. I do 
not write this in any derogatory manner respect¬ 
ing this plant; indeed, I am muoh obliged to 
my friend for sending me such a fine sample, 

and all the kind things whioh he says respecting 
the teacher will bo carofully noted. This plant 

with “ G. T. H.” appears to be like many others 
of the same family throughout the country, 
month or two earlier than usual | but if it will 

beco ne an established thing to become an earlier 

bloemer I cannot say | but one thing which may 
have had something to do with this is the start- 

ing into growth in this spring, it being very 
warm and sunny, would have accelerated 

them i therefore, I would advise “ G. T. H.” to 
keep his plants a little drier in the rest 

reason, and so retard them from starting into 

growth quite so soon ; but this must-upt be done 
by over-drying but by reducing tlfeterom^r tu? 
by a few more d*gM», for the 

tell us the plant# grew naturally in anetrpaepherf 

highly charged with moieture, even in the dry 
son, whilst in the growing season the rainfall 

is exoessive, so that my readers may take notioe 
and always maintain a large amount of atmos- 
pherio moisture about this plant. Now this same 

remark I have had to make in a personal manner 
to several friends to whom I have paid a visit 
this season, and whose plants of this and several 
other species I have noticed to be getting infested 

with thrips and red-spider, a sure sign that the 
atmosphere is too dry and too hot, and C. Bow- 
ringiana is very liable to the attacks of both 

insects under these conditions; but if treated 
congenially it will be found to be both a free 
grower and a free bloomer. Moreover, it has 
usually flowered in the month of Ootober. The 

flowers last well so that it may frequently be eeen 
in bloom until the end of November. Luke the 
majority of the Cattleyas it must be well 
drained and potted in good rough peat and 

chopped Sphagnum Moss, pressed down firmly, 
bat it must not be overloaded with soil. Water 
carefully and somewhat sparingly, bat always 

keep the air well oharged with moisture. 
Matt. Bramble. 

will do admirably in any stove where the tempe¬ 
rature is about .r>5 degs. in winter. Grow the 
plants in flower pots, not on blocks. They 

should be planted m a compost of good fibrous 
peat, a little fibrous loam, and a third part of 
Sphagnum Moss. Mix potsherds and a little 
charooal with the soil to keep it open. The 

compost should be raised above the rim of the 
pot m the form of a mound. The plants are 
making their growth now, and should not be 

disturbed until growth is completed. Give them 
a good supply of water until the bulbs are folly 
formed, when they do not require more than 
just to keep the bulbs from shrinking. The 

flowers will appear in the spring. After flower¬ 
ing repot them as advised above.—J. D. E. 

CYPRIPEDIUM PURPURATUM. 

When the Messrs Loddiges published their 
Orchid catalogue nearly fifty years ago there 
were but five only of these coriaceous-leaved 
Lady's Slipper-plants in cultivation. What a 

difference exists at the present day, as may be 
eeen by the balky bat commodious catalogue of 
Slipper-plants published by Mr. R. H. Measures, 

of the Woodlands. Streatham, and of others 
who are speciali. ts with this genus. The 
plants stood in the following order : Cypripe- 

dium venustum, introduced to 1818 ; G. tosigne, 
1822 ; C. purpuratum, to 1836 ; 0. barbatum, 
1840; andC. barbatum ongustatum, 1810. These 
were the only kinds which conld be obtained to 
the year 184.5 6. The flower of C. purpuratum 

sent to me by “ John Vansittart,” is, however, 
a very fine one, much better than a dried 

flower which I have of this species, which 
bloomed with me nearly forty years stooe, and 
when we were all in ignoranoe of its native 

home ; bat now it has been found to inhabit 
Hong Kong, where it has been ruthlessly extir. 
pa ted, so that at the present time it has become 

qnite scarce. But I have little doubt bat that 
it occurs in the Chinese coast which lies oppo¬ 
site, and where I trust it will long be allowed 
to remain undisturbed, or at least that it will be 

gathered with care and discretion. I am nnder 
the impression that there yet remains a lucky 
find for someone in getting that great beauty 
C. Fairieanum, and I wonder that the cross¬ 

breeder has never resorted to the plan of ob¬ 
taining it from seed in this country; but 
it will be a very lncky find for the first 

man that oan put his hand npon it 
My opinions upon this plant and its habitat I 
communicated to my old friend Boxall, the 

traveller for Messrs. Low, when I last saw him. 
If he is in the East now searching for it I cannot 
say, bat he is a very likely man to find it. Bat 
to return to the species whose name stands at 
the head of this paper ; it is a plant having nioe 
tesselatod foliage, mnch in the way of C. bar¬ 

batum, and with a bright-coloured and very 
distinct flower ; the dorsal sepal in that now 
before me being broad, almoet round, having a 
slight white point, with numerous streaks of 

purple running through it, the lower sepal very 
smaller and more pointed, the petals atxndtog at 
almost right angles. These are of a rich, 

purplish colour, tinged with green, vetoed with 
blaok, the Up is large for the flower, brownish- 
purple, vetoed with deeper purple, the infolded 

part being bright rich-purple. I would advise 
my friend to drain the pot or pan that it is pat 
into in a thorough manner, using for soil a mix¬ 

ture of turfy light loom, good fibrous peat, and 
some dropped Sphagnum Moes, using a little 
sharp sana in potting; keep the plant moderately 

moist, and it will grow well in the temperature 
of the Odontoglosaum-house at the warmest end, 

and during the winter season it should have a 

temperature of about .15 degs , and be kept 
fairly moist, with a moist atmosphere. Under 

these conditions it will thrive better and grow 

qniolcer than if kept hotter. 

Matt. Brambw- 

L*mi, —growing Ocelogy no ci.vUY4s.i^9£ 
bis is one of the eaaieit Orchids to grow, and 

FRAGRANCE IN CARNATIONS. 

Carnations are to danger of loetog one of their 
greatest charms—namely, a delightful scent. It 
is important to urge that they should be scented, 
because by far the majority of present-day 
kinds—I allude chiefly to garden seifs, whether 
English or French—are as scentless as Baroness 

Rothschild Rose. It is true that these fine 
kinds appeal to us strongly through other 
channels, bv reason of such merits as vigonr, 

freedom of flowering, fine form, rich colonr, &c., 
and they find much favour ; but the crowning 
charm of all which we seek, too often to vain, is 

that of scent. All who look for the natural 
charms of Carnations must surely deplore the 
want of scent to the modern varieties, and the 

sooner we remedy the evil the better. Car¬ 
nations doubtless have not become all but 
scentless at one step. In the improvement of 
recent years the charm of soent has been ignored 

or forgotten. This proves how observant and 
watchful we should be, lest whilst doing good 
in one direction by developing and bringing out 

the finer qualities of a flower we disregard natu¬ 
ral charms. It is not predicting too muoh that 
in another deoade scentless Carnations will be 

the rale, and a scented kind a very rare excep¬ 
tion. This must happen if we rely npon those 
who keep on raising new kinds from a set ntlees 
source. A little wholesome agitation did mnch 

good in bringing to the front the merits of self 
Carnations, and now that we are satisfied npon 
the point and convinced by results of trials, let 

us agitate for scented Carnations. We shall 
not be successful perhaps to todnetog the ortho¬ 
dox florist to make the slightest deviation from 
hie narrow way, but the love of Carnations is 

making headway. Many of its lovers have no 
aspirations beyond fully enjoying and appre¬ 
ciating the flower, and to these we must look. 

_ B. W. 

4373 —Lily Of the Valley.—Directly the 
leaves die down dig np the roots and free 
them from weeds, making a new plantation on a 
new site. It matters little what aspeot is 

ohoeen, Lily of the Valley will sucoeed if properly 
managed. The same quantity of flowers cannot 
be expected from a newly-plantod bed as one 
established for a year, but a crop will be obtain¬ 
able even then, though possibly not quite ao fine. 

When replanting it will be a good time to thin 
out the roots and increase the space of the beds, 

as there will be plenty of thtomnge, picking out 
the smaller roots to be planted by themselves. 

Trenoh the soil 2 feet deep at once, placing to 
the top trenoh a good coating of manure, so that 
the roots will readily find it. Keep the enrface- 
soil on the top, returning that from the bottom 
of the trench back again to the same plaoe. In 
planting pall the roots to pieoes ; not more than 

a conple of crowns should be put to together for 
fear of overcrowding them again. The crowns 

need not be buried more than an inch undor the 
surface. Cover the whole bed with half-decayed 

manure and loaves, 2 inches thick, allowing it to 
decay. Not only will this matching preserve 
the roots from frost, bat will prevent the 
evaporation of moisture daring the summer. 

After the floworing season is past supply the 
roots liberally with liquid-manure to assist in 

the swelling of the crowns, and thua lay a basis 

for future flowering.—S. P. 

44f> - CKia-lito* tnd wjreworms —A bushel per 
rod may bs urea on Uis land in autumn It tha land la not 
ireing to bs oroppad balora spring. and tbs heavier tba 
jutting rto'.oh can be given without Injury to tbe next 
otoc ths bttttr rb« obsnie d vetting rid of the wlreworos, 
IS fcsf an not aStJw to clew o« *f 8#wly 
broken uo lend rapsotsUy.-E. U. 
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TREES & SHRUBS. 

CHERRIES AS ORNAMENTAL 

FLOWERING TREES. 

The planting season is fast approaching, and 

therefore I think it is appropriate to draw 
attention to the great beauty of the Cherries 
whilst in flower. At the time for planting 
them, and where a note has been made of their 
usefulness it will be advisable to secure the trees 
and plant them at once. In my own case I have 

observed that after the double varieties attain a 
fairly good age there is a tendency towards 
canker, as in the fruiting Cherries. Rather than 
allow a tree to remain when it has in a manner 
beoome unsightly, it is muoh better to cut it 
down and plant afresh, but not altogether in the 
same place without an entire change of soil. 
When a tree is seen to be on the wane it is just 
aa well to plant afresh ; then by 
the time the young tree is estab¬ 
lished the old one can be removed 
without being greatly missed. The 
illustration depicts a young tree 
grown as a standard, which ie by 
far the better plan. It will be 
noted on reference to the engraving 
that there is an undergrowth ot 
foliage ; this is as it should be, and 

exemplifies the advantage of the 
standards over dwarfer bushes. It 
is not, of course, neoessary to keep 
to the double varieties, although 
whilst in flower they last longer in !ood condition. The single and 
ruiting kinds can also be planted 

for purposes of ornamentation as 
well, although methinks they are 
not so very often to be met with. 
For example, why should not the 

Morello Cherry be so cultivated? 
I have seen it thus grown in a most 
successful manner, forming beauti¬ 

ful heads. First there is the 
handsome display of bloom, then 
there is the fruiting season. iVo 

do sometimes see the Weeping Ash 
on lawns, why not the Morello 
Cherry as well, and grown in the 
same way ? In all probability the 
fruits would escape the birds more 
than when planted in the kitchen 
garden in those gardens of medium 
size, because the tree would stand 

by itself. The reason why standard 
fruit-trees of all kinds are not more 
extensively planted in our shrub- 
berries is not that they are not 
beautiful, surely? I think it is 
rather that because it has been so, 

so it must still be. A well-clothed, 
but not necessarily a pruned, tree 

of the Morello Cherry would upon 
a lawn be a beautiful object. It is 
easy enough to grow it thus. The 
soil need not be in any case of a 
rich character ( I would rather 
have it otherwise. The following 

are useful double varieties to plant 
in shrubberies—viz .Cerasus Avium 
multiplex (the double form of the 

wild Cherry). 0. domestioa flore- 
pleno is a strong-growing variety, 
but probably not so much so as the 
foregoing. C. serrulate (the double 
white Chinese Cherry) is, I think, one of the 
most useful of all • it flowers freely, and is not 
so strong a grower. Of the singles note should 

be made of C. Juliana (St. Julian’s Cherry) 
and its rose-coloured variety ; also of C. Padua 

fthe Bird Cherry) and its pendulous variety. 
Besides these there are the single varieties 
of the doubles first quoted, and last, but not 
feast, the Morello aforementioned, whioh should 
be chosen with dean, well-grown stems. H. 

and autumn: C. Jackman! (intense violet), 
Jackmani alba (white), magnifies (reddish- 

purple), and Mrs. James Bateman (pale-laven¬ 
der). For indoors few things are prettier than 
the two oommon varieties of Plumbago canon- 
sis, the French blue and the white ; add to these 
some of the numerous varieties of Fuchsia, and 
you need wish for nothing better.—A. G. 

Butler. 
— The following will be found a good 

assortment of hardy climbers, from which may 
be selected plants suitable for all aspeots, as 
well as for covering arohes, porches, training up 
trees, &o. : Ampelopsia hederacea, A. Veitchi 

(one of the best creepers for covering north 
walls), Cotoneaster Simonsi (this also does 
well in north aspects), Cydonia japonica, Escal- 
lonia macrantha, Euonymus radicans variegatus 
(a very useful, neat climber, will cling like Ivy), 
Honeysuckles, Red Dutch, Scarlet Trumpet, 

4455.—Climbers —Yours is a very vagup 
question. You do not even say whether you 
want your climbers for the outdoor or indoor 
garden ? For the open few things would give 
you more variety than Clematises, »nd by 
choosing those which (lower at different seasons 

you would get greater satisfaction s thus, for 
spring bloomers you might have ItdfCfadaa- 

borough (silver-grey)Ji( Lord Lcud-Mbc^ijim. 
(deep-mauve with magenta bar). anoBteua 

(light-violet with reddish bar). For summer 

Opr Rradsbh' Illi-rtratiors i Cherry-tree in bloom. Engraved for Gabdxsiko 
Ilu'stratsd from a photograph sent by Mr. 8. V. Harcourt, Malwood. 

Aureo retlculati, Ccanothus dentatus, C. Veitchi 
(should bo planted against a south wall). Garrya 
elliptica, Wistaria sinensis, W. s. alba, Ivies in 
variety, Clematis in variety, including Jaok- 
mani, Snow-white Jackmani, montana (winter- 
flowering), and Flammula (autumn-flowering), 
Jasminum c flicinalo major, J. nudiflorum(winter¬ 

flowering), Lycium barbatpm (Duke o* Argtle’s 
Tee-tree), Possiflora curulea, P. Ooqata ice 

Elliot (should have a good aspect), Pyraoantha 
(Fire Thorn), Roses in variety, to include Gloire 
de Dijon, William Allen Richardson, Cheshunt 

Hybrid, Marcchal Niel, Ac. The situation 
should bo well exposed, and tho sod changed if 
necessary—:fE. H. 

-- There ara a great number of climbing 
plants, some very beautiful and showy, others 
of UtUa interest. Possibly one of the beet of 
*U-«l|mbiDg plants is Clematis Jackmani, which 

iWrJoV-Purpls 

f<3)liar objsot I 

sipalj. But thers 

Clematises, a large nnmber of kinds, in which 
the flowers represent a great diversity of colour¬ 
ing, varying also in shape. I do not care for 
the very big-flowered kinds, which are nngainly 
and, unfortunately, somewhat tender in con¬ 
stitution. C. montana, which baa white flowers, 

is very beautiful, is another fine kind, one of the 
best of all climbers, free in both growth and 
bloom. The nnmber of Clematises is great, C. 
vitioella, and many others, but the two kinds to 

grow first are C. Jackmani and C. montana. 
Then you could have the handsome-leaved 

Dutchman’s Pipe, a climber which gives variety 
and is not too oommon in gardens. Ivies In 
variety, although these are not for beanty of 

flower ; but there is great charm in their leaf- 
colours, from glossy green to fine silvery 

markings. Jasmine, which blooms when few 
other things are in flower, is a great gain. It* 
leafless shoots with rich-yellow flowers, which 

make a bright show in the winter 
and early epriDg months. It will 
live in almost any position, and I 
have seen it very beautiful in quite 
suburban gardens. The Crimson Jas¬ 
mine, which has white flowers, is 

very sweetly scented, and to be 
valued for that reason. Then the 
Honeysuckles may be thought of, 
the Passion-flower in warm, fairly 
sheltered spots, and tho hardy Vines, 
which are graceful, and tne leaf- 

colouring is striking.—C. T. 

4470.— Araucarias- — I should 
sty that your tree has been atrnck 
by lightning, which has caused it to 

go on so suddenly. There does not 
appear to be any other explanation. 
Such instances of injury are not un¬ 
common. The harm done is gene¬ 
rally seen within a few days aflsr. 
You had better remove the tree, a* 

it is past recovery.—J. C. C. 

- The tree which has lost its 

lower branches has got into the cold 
clay subsoil yon mention. A cool, 
Rravelly bottom suits this Pine, but 
it must not be clayey. I have had 
under my notice the finest avenue of 
tiis grand Chilian Pine in the 
oruntry, the majotity of them being 
from 50 feet to 80 feet high. They 
will grow anywhere np to the heighb 

yon name, bnt as soon as the roots 
reach a wet and cold anbsoil the lower 

branches suffer. Your other trees 
will be sure to go like it in a short 

time.—P. U. 

4474. — Propagating a Mag¬ 
nolia- — Magnolias can be best 
propagated by layers. If yon can 
bring one of the young branches 
down on the ground make np a bed of 
sandy soil to receive it, and when 
bent down get a strong wood peg 
and secure it firmly in the ground, 
burying the bent part of the branch 
.1 inches under the surface, placing a 
stick and tie to the point of the shoot 

to bring it slightly erect. It will 
take two years before the layer ie 
ready for transplanting. I think 
your yonngeat tree requires some 
rotten manure stirred in about ita 

roots.—J. C. C. 

-By far the best way to propagate this shrub Is to 
graft upon seedling (Locks. They are also freely Inoreeeed 
from layers, using s pesty oompost. It Is best to layer a 
•hoot into a box of prepared soil, as they are very impatient 
of disturbance when rooting bos oommenoed —P. u. 

_ Layering Is a more oertaln method than outtloge, 
and the layering may be done now.—E. U. 

4106 — Laurels and Rhododendrons —It 
I,rurcle and Rhododendron* require cutting hard back the 
work ahould be done In spring early In Maroh. Simply 
cutting out young (boot* for the sake of symmetry may be 
done any lime. Tecwnia* should be pruned In autumn 
after flowering This will let (be muoh needed light into, 
the bouee In winter.—K. H, 

-The iprlng Is the b*«t Ume to cut the** plants, and 
rbo lid lb* done eoon ae tbsy etsrt Into growth, 

be caoeonia aleo should be out Id tbe rally eprlrg. 
Outtloge ol any kind under hand-glasses should not bs 
exposed until they are formed — J. D. B. 

__ This is noli * good time to cut Laurels o* 
RhoJoilen(Irons, especially the latter, or tha 

bioom buds fof next year’s orop would b* eaori- 

i-violet flowers. (^«rn T0j\M be no l-.arm laremovinga 

lp many tprdons, both large and shoot or two from tha Lauisla for tha sake of 

here art many uifcer /WPAI olo,# 
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altogether wrong at this time of the year. I 
advise that pruning be done early in the month 

of February, for the reaeon that the planta are 
not so long bare in the item* if out severely as 

they w ould be if cutting wu done in the autumn, 
or even at Christmas time. Many persons do 
all their shrub pruning at that time, so that the 
clippings may be utilised for decorations at that 

season. Rhododendrons are best pruned directly 
the flowering season is nast; the plants are theD 

just commencing to make their season’s growth 

—S. P. 
4468.—Striking Oeanothus.-Cattlnn* of the 

young aboote, when getting a little Arm, will rootle sandy 
toll under s hand, light. The same shoots, when ripe, will 
also root, but not so qulokly. II there are aboots near the 
ground they might be layored now.—E. H. 

- You may propagate these at any time now. Choose 
wood that Is ripe, hut has still got a few leaves upon it. A 
cold Irame and sandy soil Is all that Is neoeesary. Do not 
make the cuttings too long. II you oan layer a few shoots 
from the bottom you will obtain a strong plant muofa 
eooncr than from cuttings.—P. U. 

TRANSPLANTING EVERGREENS. 

There appears to bo much difference of opinion 

as to the proper time for transplanting Ever¬ 
greens, but there can, I think, be no question 
as to early autumn and spring being tne best 

seasons, and the month of September and that 
of April should be seized od, and the work 
pushed on thon with as much expedition as 

possible. In the removal of Evergroons the 
great thing is to bo particular and careful in the 
lifting ; but, unfortunately, few workmen seem 
alive to the importance of this, as thoy dig up 

close, as if roots were of no consequence what¬ 
ever, and out or maim all they come near ; but 
instead of that happening, every one should be 
preserved froo from injury, and then the plant 

thoy are attachod to stands a good chance of 
soon starting again and re establishing itself. 

This being so, it will be seon how necessary it 
is to open out a trench all round well away 

from the stem, the distance, of course, being 
rulod by tho size and age of the shrub to be 
operated on, and then by tho aid of a steel fork 
work away the soil and keep clearing it out till 

the ball is so reduced as to be small enough to 
move with tho strougth or applianco at hand or 
disposal. Tho first preliminary, however, where 

Lhero is much transplanting to be done, and it 

is butter to so proceed where there is only a 
little, is to 

Du; the holes where the plants are to go. and 

in doing this plenty of room should be given, 
as the bigger tho hole the easier will ib be to 
plant and spread out the roots properly and for 
them to ramify after and get fresh hold of the 

soil. In placing the plants in position the ohief 
point is to see that thoy are not too high abovo 
the ground or too deep, and to keep them at the 

original lovel, as to bury the stems up is bad, and 
equally so to have the collar too elevated, unleu 
on heavy or wet land where the soil oan be 

raised and made up to it, as then the ball would 

bo too much exposed to the weather. Not only 
do Evorgrccns need lifting with great oars, but 
tho filling in is almost as important, and this 

should be done piecemeal as it were—that is, a 
certain portion of fine soil thrown over tbe roots 
and thon water cast on with force, so as to carry 
the soil along with it and stop every oavlty or 
interstice there may be around or under, and to 

aid in this the top of the shrub should be swayed 
to and fro, after which the holes may be finally 
tilled. Tho next thing to be done is to muloh 
with any jooso litter, long strawy manure. Or 
any material of that kind that will shade and 
prevont evaporation, as uniformity of moisture 
must be maintained to get freshly moved Ever¬ 
greens to do really well. Steadying the heads 

should also bo attended to, and this may easily 
be done by a stout stako driven down near the 
main stem of each plant and tying to it, and if 

the shrubs are afterwards syringed each evening 
overhead, or sprinkled with water by other 

means, so as to prevent flagging, they will 
scarcely feel the shift, and be quite prepared to K safely through a hard winter or face the 

_ht days of summer. W. 

FERNS. 

CHOICE FERNS. 

Mohria tuurifkaqa. 

In reply to “ BrLxtonian,” “ V. R.,” and others, 
[ may uy that, notwithstanding that nearly 
half a century has elapeed since this plant was 

introduced to this country, it still remains one 
of the rarest, as well as one of the most beauti¬ 
ful, of evergreen oool-house Ferns. It has, to an 

ordinary observer, the appearance of a Cheilan- 
thes, whilst others have likened it to the North 

American deciduous Woodsia obtusa. The plant 

Drawings for " Gardening."—Header* will 
kindly remember that we ore glad to get tpecimene of 
beautiful or rare floioen and good fruits and-vegetaolet 
for drawing. The drawinqt so made will biengrafedd i 
the beet manner, and wilt year to dtX^aoItffi'it. 
GAODMUla IbLOBIMTSS. 

Frond of Mohr's thurifrasa. 

appears to have been first introduced to the 
Botanio Garden of Berlin, a garden singularly 
rich in the species and varieties of plants ; from 
there it was sent to our own Botanic Gardens at 

Kew, and a few years ago could have been 
found in many collections throughout the 
country, but it is now to bo reckoned with the 

rarest of our cultivated Ferns. Our illustration 
affords a good idea of the beauty of a small 
frond of this plant, which is the only species 
known. When the plants are well grown the 

fronds attain a length of 2 feet, although 
they more frequently grow only about 
12 inches, and when fertile the sori are very 
conspicuous, being tbiokly clustered upon the 

points of all the lobes. The fronds, which 
when bruised are very fragrant, hence its name, 
are erect, twice divided, and very equal in width 
throughout, the sterilo ones being wider than 

the fertile ; the pinna; are deeply lobed, bright- 
green, and smooth on the upper aide, but 
beneath they aro furnished with woolly ferru- 
gineous hairs ; tho stem also is densely clothed 

with longer hairs of the same colour. In the 
kind called acbilleiefolia the fronds are more 
prostrate, and the laoiniationa of tho pinna; are 

more delicate. That it is a variety only of the 
species has been proved by the fact that both 
forms have been obtained from spores saved 

from one plant. The plant is a native of the 
Cape and Natal, and various of the African 
Islands, in which, probably there still lurk some 

more undiscovered species. It should not be 

overpotted, and for soil use a mixture of peat and 
light loam and about an equal part of nodules of 
sandstone. It enjoys a fair amount of water to 
the roots, but should not be watered overhead, 

and ty thrives best in the temperature of a warm, 
mhouse. This plant grew well and 

Its maximum size under the atoyt aprG 

in the Messrs. Rollisson’s establishment 

at Tooting, the above illustration having been 
taken from one of the young planta grown there. 

_ J. J. 

4464.—Fern seeds.—The dry air of a 

room is not the best in whioh to raise Ferns from 
seed, but a great deal may be overcome by Fiatience and careful management. The succesa- 
ul way in which many ladies manage Ferns in 

rooms often surprises me, and it shows that 
even the raising of them from seed is not an 
impossibility. I hope you have only the seed 

of fairly hardy sorts, as you are not likely to 
succeed with tender ones. The great point in 

the management at present is to keep the pan 
away from a strong light, and not to disturb the 
young seedlings by washing out of their bed. 

The soil in the pan must bo kept moist, this is 
best done by holding it three psrta its depth in 
a pail of water for a minute or two, and then 

lowor it sufficiently that the water flows gently 
over the surface. Four months should be 
allowed for the seedlings to appear.—J. 0. C. 

- In a month or six weeks from sowing the 

“braird” ought to begin to appear, but the 
time varies considerably, according to the tem¬ 
perature, season, freshness or otherwise of the 

spores, and other conditions. If the “seed” 
you mention was sound and good, and waseown 
upon a roughish surface of loam or leaf-mould 
in a well-drained box or pan, it ought to germi- 

nato— that is, if the soil is kept in an even bat 
moderate state of moisture, and oarefully shaded 
from sun. You must prick the seedlings off—at 
first in little clumps—as soon as the first tiny 

fronds oan be seen, and still keep them moist 
and covered with glass.— B. C. R. 

4480.—Plants for wintsr.—There are a 

good number of people who would like to know 
what planta to put in after the summer flowers 
that will flower through the winter, beoause 

they have found that those they have tried very 
often fail owing to tho soverity of the weather, 
and if those who wish to try start with the 
understanding that everything depends on the 

weather thoy aro not so likely to be disappointed 
in the end. If people who are so fond of flowers 
wonld make all their small flower beds into one 
Urge one, and fill it with hardy flowers chiefly, 
they would then have some space to devote to 
subjeots that bloom in the winter and early 

spring as well as summer. In mild weather 
tne Christmas Roses flower from December to 

February; then follows the Winter Aoonite 
.Snowdrops, Hepaticas, and Primroses. Next 

to theso oomes the Siberian Squills (Scillas), 
Glory of the Snow (Chionodoxa Lnciliro), 
Tritcleia uniflora, and Single Yellow and Dark 
Wallflowers. Erioa carnea blossoms very early 

in the spring, as also does those low-growing, 
sweet-smelling deciduous shrubs Daphne Meze- 
reon, and D. alba. AmoDgst herbaceous and 
rock plants that bloom vorv early in the spring 

I may mention the Leopard’s Bane (Doronicnm), 
D. austriaoum, and D. plantagineum exoelsum. 
You, of course, know that the ordinary Crocuses 

will make a garden very gay in the month of 
March. Then there are the early Single Tulips 
that follow directly after, and to succeed these 
therearo tho Hyacinths and late-blooming Double 

and Single Tnlips. 80 you will see there is a 
possibility of your having a bright garden early 
in the year and onward.—J. C. C. 

4172.—Scale Insects.—Do not use paraffin- 
oil ; it is dangerous, especially to Peach-trees. 
Make a strong solntion of Gishurst Compound, 
4 oz to the gallon, and go over the trees twice, 
as soon as the leaves, or, at least, before the 
buds get. permanent, and see that every part of 

the trunk and branches are well dressed with 
tho solution. Give another look round before 

the blossom-bads open in spring, and tonch up 
with a small brush all the suspicious spots. If 
properly done this will be effectual without 

injuring the trees.—E. H. 

4478.—Agapanthus umbellatua albue. 
— I am pleased you have been successful with 
this beautiful plant, which should be grown 
more, whereas one gets always the blue species, 

and it naturally becomes rather tiresome. I 
never heard of the White Agapanthus being 
forced,, and, there are many better and more 

j>toBt*bl¥ thing* I should think for the purpose. 

Be contest wic. hfifoy lit* line flowers produced 
naturaliy. -UT, 
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H0U8B ft WINDOW GARDENING. 

AUTUMN WINDOW-BOXES. 

As the summer (which has truly been a glorious 
one) wanes the flowers in our window-boxes, 
sorely tried by the great heat, look more dilapi¬ 
dated than usual, aDd must be removed at once. 

But there is yet time to display a fow more 
fresh blossoms, and these will do best in pots 
sunk over the rim in Cocoa-nut-fibre, or, better 
still, Moss, carefully looked over beforo using 
it for insects, Ac. Plants potted up from the 

garden may be utilised for the windows in 
autumn. Nice little specimens of early-flower¬ 
ing Chrysanthemums, pots of Asters which are 
late in blooming, Carnations too (which, if put 
out late, often bring blossoms in September) can 

be lifted carefully from the ground and potted 
for the window. In this way Carnations and 

other summer flowers, such as Marguerites, can 
be lifted and displayed in a window-box until 
the frosts begi'q, when it is easy to take them 

into the room, where thoy will continue 
to produce their blossoms for some weeks. 
Directly the frost arrives in earnest, the boxes 
should be cleared of flowering plants and 
arranged for the winlor and early fpring. Per¬ 

haps the prettiest winter window-boxes are 
those which contain neat little plants (in pots) 
of the Berried Aucuba, alternating with speci¬ 
mens of tho beautiful Barberry (Berberis aqui- 
folium), which is covered in winter with rich- 

purple berries and bright-reddish foliage, bring¬ 
ing, too, its pretty sprays of yellow blossom tn 
the early spring. Various small Firs and Yew- 
trees arc sold, too, for this purpose, but some of 
them have a funereal look which is not attrac¬ 
tive, others are so still in form that they aro far 
from elegant, unless grown With hanging freenery, such as Ivy or the beautiful hardy 

em, ooolopendrum vulgare (Hart's-tonguo). 
This makes a lovely trailer fora winter window- 
box, and can so easily be grown in pots in the 
area during tho summer, where the damp, cool 

air will suit it well. Pots of Ivy or nart’s-tongue, 
sunk in Moss, alternating with pots of bright 

Red Tulips or Hyacinths in early spring are 
very charming, and the bulbs can bo easily 
brought on in a window if potted in good time. 
Those who do not cure to have a succession of 

pot-plants for their window boxes can plant 
them in October with hardy bulbs, such as 
Tulips, Hyacinths, Snowdrops, Crocus, or Daffo¬ 

dils, mulching these with Cocoa-nut-fibre or 
Moss, when thoy will havo a bright display in 
spring. Another plan is to plant the boxes in 

autumn with seedlings of Forget-me-not 
(Myosotis diBsitiflora) and deep Brown Wall¬ 

flower, alternated, if the boxes aro large, with 
neat littlo plants of Euonymus variegate. The 
i fleet of the bronze and turquoise mass of bloom 
in early spring is very good, and the scent of 
the Wallflower, when the windows are opened, 
is delicious. Good stout little plants which have 
been raised from seed early in the summer 
should be solected, and they will be better for a 

mulch of fibre or Moss, as recommended for the 
bulbs. I. L. K. 

4418.—Mountain Ash berries.—These 
are perhaps the most difficult of all berries to 
preserve for winter decoration, as they have an 
inveterate habit of dropping off their stems, 
which is very disappointing. The best way to 
kcop them is to pick the bunches just before 
they are ripe, dip them into clear, rather thick 
gum-water, dry them thoroughly, and then pack 
them away in a tin box with an air-tight cover, 
using layers of cotton wool to place between 
them. Many berries (such as those of tho dusky 
Iris, which, in the South of England, are very 
plentiful in the hedges) may be preserved in this 

way. Some people cover the ends of tho stems 
with sealing-wax also, but the great thing is to 
exclude the outer air thoroughly, and also to 
pick the berries at tho right time—i.c , when 

they are fully expanded, but not ready to drop. 
Berries of all sorts are very fine this year, the 
lovely three-cornered carmine spindle berries, 
those of the Eglantine or Wild Rose, the dusky 
Iris, and even those of tho Hawthorn being use¬ 
ful for church decoration at Christmas when 

preserved in this way. Beautiful wreathe too 
of the brilliant berries of tho Black BnkJDy can ar 
be obtained in autumn in tbfl,h'?dge|, WKBh la 
Briony being less common, but also sBppfyrng T. 

bright-red berries for this purpose. “M. 0. T. 

might also try various other berries, such as 
may be found on the shrubs in most well-stocked 

gardens—Cotoneaster, Aucuba, and Berberis, for 
instance, which are highly decorative, and of 
which many varieties are now cultivated. But 
the intense carmine of the Mountain Ash is cer¬ 
tainly our finest colour in berrieB, and it is well 

worth a little trouble to keop them for winter 
deooration. They aro said to keep for some 
time in a strong solution of salt and water, 
covered with this entirely, and only needing 
rinsing in fresh water before using. The writer 

not having personal experience of this plan, can 
only suggest it as worth trying.—J. L. R. 

- “M. O. T." may preserve the berries by plaolog 
bunches in a deep earthenware pot, pourintt over them 
strong brine and water, with a thick layer ot mutton fat 
on the top to exclude air. They will only require rinsing 
In fresh water and slowly drying to be fit for use.—East 
Anglia. 

WINTER-FLOWERING BEGONIAS FOR A 

ROOM. 

These beautiful plants which havo been extra¬ 
ordinarily improved of late yeurB by hybridisa¬ 
tion with the tuberous summer-flowering varie¬ 

ties, now bring plenty of splendid blooms during 
the winter months, and are the most useful 

for room decoration when other flowers are 
scarce. Their flowers, too, are lovely for 
cutting, and last a long time in water, so that 

we can scarcely have too many of them in winter, 
and every lover of flowers should add a few 
good specimens of winter-flowering Begonias to 

his collection. One of the handsomest varieties 
is Winter Gem, with brilliant red flowers about 
2 inches in diameter, which last as long as six 
weeks without dropping. John Heal, too, is 
very good, bearing eight or nine brilliant pink 
blossoms in elegant racemes, well shown above 
the handsome foliage. Adonis, too, is somewhat 

similar, with blooms of a carmine tint. Begonia 
Garrieri, a most floriferous variety with pure- 
white flowers, is charming for cutting, and also 

too much pot-bound to flower almost all the year 
round, good drainage and an abundant supply 
of water when in full growth being essential to 

their well doing. Young plants raised from 
cuttings in the spring can now be procured and 
potted on, pinching back the more vigorous 
shoots where they grow out of shape. If wanted 
for immediate effeot, large plants should be 
bought, os the first year they are too small 
(when raised from outtings) to be very effective. 

A temperature of about 60 degs. is necessary for 
them when in blossom. R. 

PINK HYDRANGEA CULTURE FOR 

MARKET. 

In reply to “B. S.,” “ H. T.,” and others, the 
method of culture generally adopted is as follows : 
A few large old plants will be found to furnish at all 
times in tho growing season an abundant supply 
of cuttings. These are removed with a sharp 
knife during the months of May and June, smd 
are inserted four or five in a 5-inch pot in come 
sandy soil. If kept well shaded and moist they 
soon strike root, when they are iminediately 
potted off singly in good, heavy, rich loam, 

mixed with a littlo decayed manure. They are 
placed in a pit where they can have an abundance 
of air, and when established the sashes are 
entirely removed. The young growths are not 
stopped, tho object in view being to prtduce 
sturdy plants, with well-ripened termina. buds 
About tho end of the month of July they will be 

ready to bo placed in their flowering pots, 5-inch 
or (i-inch ones being quite large enough. In pot¬ 
ting, the soil in the pots is made very firm indeed, 

and then they aro arranged in convenient sized 
beds out of-doors, exposed to all the sun and air 
possible, and also with liquid-manure; good guano 
makes as good a one as any that can be used. The Slants will not grow more than a fow inohesTin 
eight, for as soon as the pots become filled with 

roots growth ceases in that direction, and the 

A well-flowered I’iuk Hydrangea in a vase. 

makes a beautiful table plant, tho blossoms 
being borne in sprays all over the plant which 
is of a regular, bushy shape when well grown. 

Princess Beatrice is a very good White 
Begonia too, and Weltoniensis brings a quantity 
of bright-pink blossoms, while Knowsleyana is 

an exetf lent winter-flowering variety, bearing a 
aWahtity of flowers of the palest-pink. 

Segonias are not difficult to cuitiWaU. 
ThVr'only need potting on before they beepy^ 

energies of the plants afterwards teem devoted 
to the perfecting of the embryo flower-bods. 

By the end of the month of September the 
foliage will show signB of approaching ripeness, 

and when that happens a slight diminution in 
the supply of water will be advisable ; but this 

mUafcmotiM tarried too far, as, by so doing, the 
^inter approaches 
tome place where 

KfWjGTfroat* ,or although mm 
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quite hardy, yet, when treated as pot plants, it is 
by no means wise to allow them to become frozen. 
The structure in which they are wintered should, 

however, be light, dry, and well ventilated, and 
no more artificial heat should be used than is 
absolutely necessary to secure them from severe 
weather. In private places Hyrdrangeas areoften 

stowed away in winter under stages, and in other 
dark, out-of-the-way places. This is the worst 

possible praotioe, and plants so treated only pro¬ 
duce good results by accident, as it were. The 
Hydrangea requires every possible ray of light 
during all stages of its growth, and even when 

dormant. About the first week in January is 
a good time to introduce a few plants into a 
comfortably, warm house, provided it contains 
a bed of warm leaves or tan near the glass. This 

is the place on whioh to set the pots. Give a 
thorough soaking of warm water to the roots 
and they will speedily commence growth. 
When tnis has pone on for a few weeks, 
the bloom-buds will be visible on the tips of 
the shoots, and all suckers and other growth 
whioh does not contain any bloom should 

be removed in order that the energies of the 
plant may be concentrated in the production 
of large and finely-coloured heads of blossom. 
In a general sense, single heads or two shoots 
on a plant are the best; but in some cases, three 

or four shoots, as in the manner of the one illus¬ 
trated (p. 387), may be suffered to remain. The 
plants should have every encouragement possible 
in the shape of a moist and genial atmosphere, 
and abundant supplies of liquid-manure should 
be given. When ventilating, avoid all cutting 

draughts of cold air, and at times of excessive 
sun-heat a little shade will be benefioial. Suc¬ 
cessions! plants will, of course, be introduced as 
roquired, and in all respects receive similar 

treatment. A stake to each shoot will be neces¬ 
sary to prevent the breakage of the heavy heads 
of blossom. The Hydrangea can be grown to 
almost any size, but it is never more effective 

than when grown in small pots. As is now well 
known, the natural pink colour of the flowers 
may be changed to blue by an occasional water¬ 
ing with a weak solution of alum-water, or by 

potting in soil that contains an abundance of 

iron. _ H. B. 

THE KITCHEN GARDEN. 

4477.—Making Asparagus - beds.—It 
is quite right to remove the soil and pox- 
stone to a depth of 2 feet, but do not waste 
that from the surface ; it will do well for mixing 
with the other ingredients. I should not add 

salt with the soil, neither should I place 
manure deeper than 9 inches. If so, it will 
bo lost entirely before the roots can reach it 
At the bottom plaoe any kind of vegetable 

refuse, partly decayed, retaining the better 
materials nearer the surface. The month of 
February would be a good time to make the bed. 

Planting is best done during the early part of 
April, while the weather is warm. The plants 

generally commence to grow at once. Not more 
than 3 inches of soil should be laid over the 
roots, finishing off with a layer of partly decayed 
manure and leaves, 2 inches thick. This acts as 

a mulching, retaining the moisture during the 
summer, and keeping the roots oool, inducing 

them to run freely in the new soil. Many 
persons make a mistake in not allowing suffi 
cient space for the free development of the tops 
by planting the roots too thiokly. The rows 
should be at least 18 inohes apart, with 
not loss than 15 inches of spaoe from root 
to root in the rows. Three rows in one bed is 
ample. The outside row ought not to be nearer 
than 9 inches from the path. At no time should 

the path or alleys be disturbed. It is a senseless 
practice that many persons adopt of covering 

the beds with the soil dug from the paths. Not 
only does this plan allow the frost to injure the 

roots, but they must be severed in the digging, 
whioh produoes a check to the plants which is 
best avoided. All that is needed when the tops 

turn brown in Ootober 1s to cut them off close 
to the soil, clean off any weeds, and lay on a 

coating of partly-deoayed manure, 2 inches 
thiok, allowing it to remain all the winter, and 

early in April—or before, if the spring is a for. 
ward one —rake off the loose parts of tne manure 

prefer to plant two-year-old roots—neither 
should cutting continue later than the end of 

June.—S. P. 

RIDGE CUCUMBERS AND THEIR 

CULTURE. 

The first week in May is quite soon enough to 

sow the seed of these, even when the plants oan 
be raised in a greenhouse or frame, which is the 
only satisfactory way of getting the full benefit 
of one’s labour, unless there are hand-lights to 

put over the seed as soon as it is sown. In that 
case the seed may be sown at the time I have 
stated ; but, supposing there are no hand-lights 
available, I like to raise the plants in a cool Seenhouse or frame, and plant them out the 

st week in June. Two plants of each in a 
5-inch pot are enough. If there are more 

they will be weak, because overcrowded. It is 
also a mistake to prepare heaps of manure for 
them, unlesB there is enough to make into a 

hotbed and a frame is available to put on 
it. Good Ridge Cucumbers can be grown 
on level ground when the season is favour¬ 

able, providing it is well manured and 
dug up a good spit deep a few weeks before 

planting time. It is a good plan to give the 
plants a little protection when they are first set 

Cucumber "Oreek or Athenian." 

out—a large pot turned over them for a few 
hours during the day when the sun is very 
bright, and also at night, until the plants have 

grown too large for the pot to cover them. In 
exposed gardens the wind often does serious 
harm to the plants when they aro quite young, 

therefore each one should be securely tied to.a 
short stiok as soon as planted out. Grown in 
this way, it is not often that the plants require 
any watering, unless the season should be very 
hot and dry. It is when they are perched on 
mounds that they require attention in the 

matter of watering. The Green Grecian or 
Athenian Ridge (here figured) is a capital hardy 
and free-bearing sort. The Gherkin is one 
largely grown by market men to supply pickle- 

makers. Stookwood Ridge is also another good 

and reliable kind. J- 

into the path, give the bed 

nothing moro is then required. ^ 
wise to out Asparagus tne first y 

4412. — Woodlioe v. Mushrooms — 
Persevere in trapping woodlice by laying 
small garden pots on their sides half-filled with 

Moss, and with a piece of Potato or Turnip at 
the bottom ; or pieces of stale bread, bricks, &o., 
may be laid about; the woodlice are very fond 

creeping under such things. Pouring boiling 
water down by the sides of the walls where the 
creatures congregate is very useful, and also use 

a few toads.—G. S. S. 

4414.—Onion fly.—The best means of pro¬ 
tecting the Onions from the Onion-fly is to sow 

them in rows, not too thiokly, so that they may 

require as little thinning as possible, and as soon 
as praotioable earth up the bulbs, eo that 

over 11 tht] flies oannob lay their eggs on them- 

fiat b» [r9kil<F>saturated with paraflln-oil sprinkled 

aut- ufmeog the plants, and afterwards 

iog, even for three-year-old roots—I should Nils been found very useful after the plantnWrt 

attacked. When a plant is badly attaoked it 
should be carefully removed with all the grubs 
and burnt, and the hole made by its removal 
filled with lime. After a bad attaok give the 

ground a good dressing of gas-lime ana fallow 

ft.—G. S. S. 

4468.—Neglected Asparagus-beds.— 
The beds must be in a bad state if it is necessary 
to take up the plants in order to clean the 
ground. The beds ought to be cleaned without 
disturbing the roots very much. If the roots 

must be lifted the spring is the best time to do 
it. When the beds are well prepared before 
planting, rich top-dressing, lightly forked, should 

suffice.—E. H. 

- Without the beds are badly infested with 
Couoh Grass, Wild Convolvulus, orsuch-like deep 

rooting weeds, it is not necessary to disturb the 
roots in cleaning the beds. Pull out such weeds 
as Groundsel at once to prevent their seeding, 

and as soon as the tops of the Asparagus turn 
yellow they should be out down close to the 
ground, the surface of the bed heed and raked, 
repeating this as soon as more weeds appear. 

8pread over the surface of the beds a 2 inch 
covering of partly decayed stable-manure, 
leaving it there until the end of March or early 
in April, according to the season—early or late. 

Rake the roughest parts off the beds into the 
path on each side. Give the bed a dressing with 
common salt, enough to make it look white. 
Tbis will act as a stimulant and a check to the 
growth of weeds also. Many persons dig the 

alleyb between the beds, laying the soil from the 
paths over the manure on the beds. This is 
altogether a wroDg practice. Not only are the 

roots injured in the path, but an opportunity is Kiven the frost to penetrate the sides of the bed. 
f the first shoots that appear next spring are 

of the size of the small finger, cutting a little 
will not harm the roots, but the general strength 

of the plants must be considered. If the growth 
is weak it would be unwise to cut from it for a 
year at least.—S. P. 

- It is not necessary to lift the plants in 
order to clean the beds; in fact, it would be 
injurious to the Asparagus so to do. It will 
soon be time to cut down the stems of the 

Asparagus-plants, and, when that is done, hoe 
up all the weeds and remove them with 2 inches 
or 3 inohes of the surfaoe-soiL When this hM 

been done, give the beds a good dressing over 
the surface with decayed manure, and cover 
over the manure with an inoh or two of fresh 

soil. This is generally taken from between the 
beds ; but, if it is not available there, it may be 
obtained elsewhere. If the beds are worn out 
through bad management it would be far better 

to plant new beds with one-year-old plants in 
the spring ; but the old beds, if treated as above, 

will bear a crop in the meantime.—J. D. E. 

4163.-Seed from Tomatoes.—Let the trait beooms 
dead-ripe on the plants, sod when read; to drop gather 
them, eorape out the pulp and eoede Into a fine sieve or 
straloer, and wash out the former under a water-tap. 
Spread the eeede on blotting-paper to dry, and etore in 
paper pookets In a dry plaoe. There le no advantage in 
ohooring very large fruits tor seed ; sound, well formed ones 
of moderate size are the beet—R. 0. R. 
- For eeed purposes save the finest fruits from the 

most prolifio plants. Keep the fruit till dead-ripe, then 
rub out the seeds with a cloth.—E. H. 

The White Wistaria —Amongst the 
shrubs that should be made note of for autumn 
planting is this Wistaria, which is not, however, 
new. But if not new it is very beautiful, and 

it is a pity that one does not meet with it morn 
often, either planted by itself or as a contrast 
to the common type. Its racemes of flowers 

are produoed freely, and are larger than those of 
the oommon Wistaria, whilst they are truly 
white, not a weak, washy kind of blue, as in 

many flowers oalled by the name alba. When 
seen olambering over an arbour, out-house, or 

some such spot it is very charming. The only 
unfortunate feature about it is that it is a little 
tender. The double kind flore-pleno is a poor 

thing; the flowers double it is true, but of 
poor oolour, and the racemes arc not only short 
but very sparsely borne. Then there is the 

Amerioan Kidney Bean-treo (W. frutescens), 
another very interesting kind, but it is to 

the white variety alba that attention is espeoi* 

ally direoted—0. T. 

wwi 
tha dsotHhi Tha wistaria haa bad nothing to do with IT. 
1) nt alia lulpUr till tbsiUlldfW disappears sod give 
stimulants to tbs roots.—K- H. 

7- Olematla attacked by mlldow- — 
ii|d(i<> bun bssn caused by tbs ohsok glvrn Uy 

AN/ 
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FRUIT. 

PROFITABLE FRUIT. 

This yefct We have one of the moit abundant 
crop* of frnit on record, and doubtless the daily 

papers will teem with paragraphs as to the utter 
uselessness of the English cultivator trying to 
make a living by such a precarious venture, for 
they will point you to well-authenticated 

accounts of growors who have actually lost 
money by sending their fruit to market, m the 
rail charges and oommission came to more than 
the articles realised. We are getting our full 
share of this sort of thing, and yet fruit culture 

goes ahead, for we may rest assured that a good 
deal of the imported fruit has of late returned 
nothing at all for the cultivators, and until we 
get better means of utilising the gluts of fruit 
by drying, or preserving in some form or other, 

such things will continue to occur. The moral 
I wish to press home is this: Grow your fruit 
better in quality by timely thinning and high 
culture. Plums are a drug on our markets— 
Green Gages at Cd. per gallon, and common 
Plums, no bid at all for ; yet on the same day 

fruiterers have come to me and asked for good 
large dessert Plums, and given (Id. per dozen to 
sell again, and other fruits are the same! Apples, 
ordinary samples, one can hardly get an offer of 
any sort for, but very fine samples realise 4s. to 

■r>s. per bushel to sell again. Briefly, it is not 
quantity but quality that is needed, and only 
young trees, well cultivated, can give the kind 
of crop that will repay the necessary care. Hap¬ 
hazard fruit growing don’t and won’t pay. 

J. Groom, uotjtorl. 

4417.—Caterpillars on bosh fruits.— 
To prevent an attaok next year you oannot do 
better than remove the soil from under the 
bushes to a depth of 3 inches in the course of the 
winter, and replaoe it with fresh soil. The 

Gooseberry sawfly grub buries itself in the 
ground and becomes a chrysalis, from which in 
the spring sawflies will emerge and fly into the 
bushes and lay their eggs. The earth contain¬ 
ing the chrysalides should be burnt or buried at 
least 0 inohes below the surfaoe. If everybody 
in a certain district would adopt this plan this 
insect would be almost exterminated; but if 
your neighbours do not take this precaution, the 
sawflies may fly from their gardens into yours. 

—G. 8. 8. 

4485.—A Vine trouble.—Overcropping is 
the chief oause of your trouble. It is the old 
story, and one which it appears will be probably 
heard for all time, because people will not 

heed praotioal advice or profit by their own 
experience. Here is a case in which Vines 
twenty years old are expeoted to mature per¬ 
fectly 50 bunches of Grapes, and because they 
refuse to do so the cultivator gets into trouble. 
At the same time, he admits that last year, with 
only 125 bunches there were a few shankers, and 

this year with two-thirds more the Vines have 
collapsed altogether. What else oould anyone 
expect to happen ? I can only hope for the 
benefit of our craft the lesson will not be lost. 
With regard to other matters referred to in the 

management, you appear to have aoted wisely, 
except that you make no referenoe to having 
given the roots any water, whioh in this case, 
with the border raised considerably above the 
rnrrounding level and the long drought we have 
passed through, was absolutely necessary. Want 
of root moisture would aggravate the evil of 
overcropping. On the other hand, if they have 

had all the water they wsmt the sudden collapse 
of the Vines only serves to further emphasise the 
error you have committed. The only thing you 
can do now is to relieve the Vines of the bunches 
as fast as you oan, and if you have not given 

the border any water do so at onoe with no 
sparing hand.—J. C. C. 

-The cause of the bunches being so affected 
isowing to the Vines being too heavily cropped. 
It is a case of shanking, the breakdown occur¬ 
ring just at the colouring stage, whioh is usual 

in cases of shanking. Heavily.oropped Vines do 
not exhibit signs of failure until the colouring 

stage arrives ; it is just during that extra strain 
that the trouble makes its appearance. It is a 
bad plan also to plant young Vines Jayan old 
border; the roots do not take kindly to :ba 
old soil. It is always the bosi wayVsJhxkl & 

it is not convenient to make a border entirely 
new, substantial holes should be taken out and 
new soil put in. In the present case, however, 
it seems it would have been wise to have re¬ 

moved all the soil, replacing it with new, not 
only for the benefit of the new Vines, but for the 
old ones as well. All that can be done at pre¬ 
sent is to out off all worthless bunches, keep the 
shoots thin, so that the main leaves have suffi¬ 

cient room for development. Do not allow the 
lateral shoots to grow so thick as to crowd the 
main leaves, and make sure that the border is 

sufficiently moist that the roots do not suffer in 
consequence. If there is any trace of red-spider 

upon the leaves syringe them every evening with 
clean water applied with force. If the foliage 
is infested with thrips fumigate the house with 
Tobacco on three consecutive nights.—8. P. 

4469.—Plantation of Raspberries.— 
Cut away all the old canes that have fruited at 
once, ana reduce the young ones to not more 
than five per root. Clear the ground of all 

weeds, etc., and just prick in some well-decayed 
manure. Next year lay a good mulch of manure 
over the roots before the not weather sets in, 
and fork it over in the autumn. Any canes that 
exoeed 6 feet in height may be cut down to that 
point in the autumn or early spring.—B. C. R. 

-Cut away all the old canes whioh have 
fruited this year at once, and thin out all the 

young canes whioh are weak, and then leaving 
four of the strongest canes to each stool. Dress 
heavily with good manure and fork it in, but as 
Raspberries are surface-rooting plants do not 
fork quite dose up to the stools. After Christ¬ 
mas shorten baok the canes left for fruiting to 

4 feet or less, if the canes are grown without 
support. I have had as good crops on 3 feet 
canes as when left longer, but the canes were 
always well thinned out, so that the foliage was 
strong and healthy down to the bottom.—E. H. 

- There will be no good crop next season 

unless the plants have made fair-sized canes 
this year. It is usual to remove all the oanes 
from a plant but five or six, and these are out 
down a little in the autumn or winter, when the 
plants get a good dressing of manure dug in 
between the rows. The surplus canes may be 
removed now, but it is better to do this in the 
summer to allow the fuller development of the 
remainder. In case of the plants being old and 
worn out, it may be desirable to make a new 
plantation. Trenoh and manure the ground 
well. Plant in November, 4 feet between the 

plants. They can be obtained from the aides of 
the old stools.—J. D. E. 

- At the present time all that can be done 
is to remove all the canes that gave fruit this 

season, and all but sufficient of those of the 
current year's growth to cover the trellis on 
which they are trained in rows. The oanes may 
stand 10 inohes apart, and 8 inches if they are 
tied to stakes. By removing all the useless Eowth now instead of allowing it to remain to 

out out during the winter, those left will 

have so much better a chance to become well 
ripened before autumn, and in a muoh better 
condition to give fruit. If the soil within 2 feet 
of the Raspberry-stems is exposed to the sun 
after the oanes are thinned out smd surplus ones 

removed, it is a good plan to apply a mulohing 
of half-decayed manure to prevent the evapora¬ 
tion of moisture from the soiL—8. P. 

4461.—Pollarding Apple-trees. — The 
effect of pollarding Apple-trees would be to 
cause a great deal of young wood to start from 
the cut portions of the trees. If the shoots are 
too numerous remove some of them; these 

young growths will in three years bear good 
fruit again. If they have also cankered, 
the roots must be seen to; probably the land 
needs to be drained, and the roots may alto 

have run down into an unsuitable sub-soil. In 
that case dig a trench 2 feet deep or more round 
the tree, and work underneath the roots, cut¬ 
ting through those that run downwards. The 

old soil should be taken away, and be replaced 
with good loam.—J. D. E. 

-- The best remedy with the old trees is to 
dig them up and burn them, planting young 
ones of approved kinds in their places. By good 

management it is possible to get full crops of 
fruitjannually from young trees after the first 
y£*l gfcwth. The varieties are so numerous 
now iHnt it is a waste of time to allovv]t>H«|*e old 

tveos, and perhaps of worthless kinds, to encum¬ 

ber the ground. Pollarding old trees is a waste 
of time ; the roots have not sufficient vigour in 
them to push out the strong shoots necessary to 
do much good from cutting off the tope. The 

roots should be renovated with fresh soil and 
manure ; this entails labour, and without, per¬ 
haps, much after-benefit.—8. P. 

4364. — Strawberry border. — The 
preparation of a new Strawberry-bed may 
be summed up in two words—viz., digging 

and manuring. Work the ground deeply and well, 
going to the depth of two, or, if possible, three, 
spade-lengths, but do not bury the fine surface- 
soil—keep it still uppermost, though if the top- 
spit is very light ana the subsoil stiff or olayey, 
a small proportion of the latter may be advan¬ 

tageously brought up to the surface and mixed 
with the other. Add plenty of half-decayed 
stable or farmyard-manure, the coarser portions 

below and the finer near the surface. If the 
soil is light and sandy, on a gravel subsoil, a 
good layer of farmyard “ muck ” put in at a 
depth of 18 inohes or so from the snrfskce will 
do muob good. On the other hand, should 
the soil be naturally stiff or olayey, a 

good heap of it should be burnt be¬ 
forehand with wood or small coal, and 
the product be worked in the ground, 
the coarser siftings below and the finer 
above. If the ground is naturally wet a drain 
should be put in about 3 feet deep, but this 

need only be done if really neoesaary, as 
Strawberries like a moist situation. The best 
months to plant in are—if runners that have been 
kept over from the previous autumn in either 
store-beds or small pots oan be had—April, 
May, and the early part of June. Otherwise 

you must wait until July, and then make use 
of runners of the ourrent season. It is not too 
late yet to plant and obtain fruit next summer, 
especially if extra strong runners, or plants 
that were layered into small pots can bo 

employed, but only a light crop can be expected 
now—the earlier the plants are got in the 
greater the yield of fruit the following season. 
Plant quite firmly, keep the crowns of the 
plants high, and water as required until estab¬ 

lished. The only subsequent treatment neces¬ 
sary is to keep ail runners (exoept such as may 
be required for increase of stock) regularly cut 
or pinched off, to keep the ground clear of weeds, 
and to apply a mulch of rather long stable- 
manure annually in Maroh or the early part of 

April. This will help to keep the fruit clean, 
and should be lightly forked in towards the 
autumn, after the fruit is all off. Never dis¬ 
turb the surface of the bed at any other time, 
and as little as possible then.—B. C. R. 

4442.—Hedge of Gooseberries.—I think you will 
he this to obtun what you itqulrs fiom Messrs. J. Chral 
sod Hods, Lowfleld Nurseries, Crawley. They make a 
speciality ol cordon fiult-trees, and have the beet stock ot 
ail kinds In this form I have seen.—B. C. K. 

4456.—Best Strawberries.—Three of 
the best-flavoured Strawberries are undoubtedly 
British Queen, Dr. Hogg, and Keen’s Seedling. 
Black Prince has also a very rioh and distinct 
flavour, and it is early and very productive, but 

the fruit is small. The first named requires 
special soil and high andskilfal culture, but Dr. 

Hogg and Keen’s Seedling, the latter especially, 
will grow freely and crop heavily with ordinary 
treatment, and on almost any kind of soil— 

B. 0. R. 

— Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury is the 
best early Strawberry for flavour ; it is a heavy 
cropper, but rather small as compared to such 
as Noble, for instance, but its quality is superb, 

and it will succeed almost anywhere. Keen's 
Seedling is a really good flavoured sort, but not 
so hardy or so accommodating as the former as 
to soil and situation. Sir Joseph Paxton is a 
prodigious cropper, hardy constitution, and 
fairly good in flavour if eaten when thoroughly 

ripe. President is also a good variety. British 
Queen is also regarded as the finest flavoured 
sort in existence, but unfortunately it is rather 
fiokle in its likes and dislikes as to soil. Dr. 
Hogg is supposed to be a good substitute for 

the former, and having a much better consti¬ 
tution it certainly is well worthy a place where 

British Queen does not sucoeed. Eleanor is a 
good late sort, but the latest of all is Waterloo, 
ajfreje, bepawr ^nd of good quality ; the colour 
is, perhaps, somewhat objeutionablo, being a 

dull red'j|ho«revh^| 0^-a iciirable sort to grow 
owing to its lateness.—B. P. 
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AUTUMN TREATMENT OP 

RASPBERRIES. 

Raspberries, after the fruits are gathered, are 

often allowed to take their chance, but such 

treatment is not conducive to the formation o[ 
strong growths for next year’s supply of fruit. 

No time after fruiting should be lost in giving 
the canes, more room to develop by removing 

the old fruiting canes and useless suckers. 
There are often serious complaints as to Rasp- 
berries failing, the canes dwindling, the fruits 

being poor and onlv half the aist they should 
be. Tnis occurs in both heavy and light land. 

One reason is allowing the plants to oooupy the 
same ground too long. Oa day land the roots 

go down in search of food, only to find the sub¬ 

soil worse than the surfaco, and thon dooay of 
the fruiting canes occurs, no matter how oare- 
fully pruned and fed. On light soil much the 

same happens. Thore is no feeding material in 
the soil, and in this case heavy surface mulching 
must bo given twioo a year to keep the canes in 

a healthy state. Of oourso, all tho mulching in 

the world does not get the plants into good con¬ 
dition onoe they have gone wrong. It is useless 
to feed Raspberries and to allow the old fruiting 

canes to remain on the plants for months 

after the fruit is gatherod with a forest of 
suckers at the base. Theso suckers rob all the 

next season’s fruiting cane9 of the nourishment 
whioh should go to build up a strong, hard, 

well-ripened oano the size of a walking-stick 
for next season’s supply of fruit. At this 

date the old fruiting canes should be out 
away, and only sufficient suckors left for tho 
next season, choosing those that are strongest 

and in a healthy state. I only allow throe or 
four to each stool. Oa weakor varieties 

five should be tho maximum numbor, and those 
not too wide or far away from the original 

oane, as onoe they get wide of the old stool 
the plantation should be broken up and re made 

on now land. Of oourse, if suokers are required 
with a view to gotting canes for planting, moro 

may be allowed. I have seen Raspberries occupy 
the same ground fortwenty years, but this should 

not be, as it is impossible to get the best fruit 
or equal weight from canes in an impoverished 

condition. Removing the old oanes need not 
oooupy a long time, and thoao left should be 

tied to the old supports or wire fencing. The 

oanes left for next season’s fruiting should not 
be pruned in any way, but allowed freo growth 

till late in the season, when they may be 
shortened baok, bnt not to the required height, 
merely lightened of superfluous wood. At tho 
final pruning in the early spring, cutting back 

to tho height allowed may take plaoe, as if 
pruned to the proper height in the autumn, the 

canes often ale back lower down in severe 
weather. After tho removal of old fruiting 

oanes a good muloh of decayed manure should 
be placed over the roots, not dug or forked in ; 

and on light gravelly soil there is no better 

muloh than manure from the cow-yard, as on 
hot, dry soils it keeps the roots oool and retains 

the moisture. This mulohing should be given 

as soon after the fruit is gathered as possible to 
assist in building up strong oanes for next 

season. _ G. 

THE NEW ZEALAND FORGET-ME-NOT. 

This is a native of New Zealand and was intro¬ 
duced many years ago, but one does not often 

see the plant in bloom. The hoart-shaped 
leaves are of very largo size, and on well-grown 
specimens measure fully a foot across. Above 
the foliage rises a flower-stem about 10 feet 

high, terminated by a dense cluster of Sowers, 
each about the size of a sixpenny-piece, of a 

most beautiful turquoise-blue, shading ofT to 
pure-white at the edges. It is a Borage-wort, 

and a near neighbour of the Forget-me not. A 
very successful cultivator of the Myosotidium 
sows seeds in September in a shallow pan, 

placing it in a oool, dark frame. In the follow¬ 

ing September the plants make their appear¬ 
ance, and are then removed to a cold green¬ 
house. In March they are potted singly into 

2i-inoh pots in a mixture of loam and leaf-soil 
with a little silver-sand, and plunged in some 

Coooa-nut-fibre in a oold frame. The plants are 

again potted in May, and at this potting some 
old Mushroom-bed is used with the soil. They 

are then replaced in the frame, pluflgBd as before 
and shaded from |t^p^p^(t^e lights bm^gV m 

again repot them, this time into 8i-inch pots, 

and remove them to thoir old quarters where 
they remain during the winter, being covered 

with mats on frosty nights. They oommenoe 
to grow in the following March, and daring 

the greater part of May and June will bloom. 
The Now Zealand Forget-me-not requires much 

water when growing, and at the-time they are 
throwing up their flower scapes a little manure- 

water helps them. Keep them free from green¬ 

fly which is death to them. 

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS. 

Questions.—Queries and answers are inserted in 
GARDENING ■' ’ J-J. ».. 

here 
for insertion should be olearlu 
one tide 0/ the paper only, ana aiblrestcd to the Koiroa 0/ 
Qardknino, 37 Southampton-street, Cooent-garden, Lon¬ 
don. Letters on business should be sent to the Publisher. 
The name and address 0/ the sender are required in 
addition to any designation ha may desire to be used in 
the paper. When more than one query is sent, each 

Unanswered 
should bear 

_____ press some 
time in adoanee of date, they cannot always be replied to 
in the issue immediately following the receipt of their 
communication. 

Answers (which, with the exception of such as cannot 
wit be classified, will be found in their different depart- 
meats) should always bear the number and title placed 
against the query replied to, and our realtors will greatly 
oblige us by advising, as far as their knowledge and 
observation\ permit, the correspondents who seek assist¬ 
ance. Conditions, soils, and1 means vary *0 infinitely 
that several answers to ths tame question may often be 
very useful, and those who reply would do well to mention 
the localities in which their experience is pained. Corres- 
pond-nls echo refer to articles inserted in Gardening 

should mention the number in which they appeared. 

questionb.—Quern* and answers are interua tn 
robsino tree of charge if correspondents follow the rides 
re laid down for their guidance. All communications 
■ insertion should be 0Mrlu and ooncisely written on 

me paper. irncn more man one query 
should bs on a separate piece of paper. U !aeries should be repeated. Correspondents s 

a mind that, as Oardbmins has to be sent to 

kept wide open. At the beginnt tugu 

4500. —Vines In a oool-hoaee.—Is it best to grow 
Vines in a oool-nouee in pole? It eo. what site should tbe 
pots be ?—M. A. R. 

4501. —Nitrate of soda —I wleta to apply the above 
to my lawn, and wish to Knox' when and In wbat form it 
ebould be applied V—E. H. 

4502. —Packing Peaches.—I eball feel muob obliged 
It anyone will kindly tell mo the beet way to paok Ptaobes 
and Neotailnee to eend by poet.—R. 8. 

4500. —Compost for the Oleander.—I ehould (eel 
greatly obliged II someone will kindly tell me whatoompoet 
will eult the oleander beet?—Oleander. 

4501. —Roses from cuttings —I am told It It very 
eaey to grow cuttloge ol Rote* by elrlklng them la bottles 
of water. Will someone tell me tbe prooeis?—A. 

4505. — Manuring ground. — Should artificial 
manure be put over ground betore being dag lor tbe 
winter, and II so what sort le recommended?—54. A. R. 

4500.—Planting Strawberries.—1 want to set out 
a new bed ol Strawberries. Whatls the bent time lor plant¬ 
ing, and at what distanoe apart? And what are the three 
beet kind* ?—Enquirer. 

4507.—Treatment of Lillee.—I.'llum mratum and 
I., laooifolium bave not ilone well this year In pots. 1 inload 
to plant them oat la the bordor. When should I do so— 
autumn, or spring?—O. 8. 

45<a-Tree Oarnatlon-outtlngs —Will someone 
be kind enough to tell me bow to strike some Tree Carna¬ 
tions for the greenhouse, and also (Or out-of-doori, or Is It 
too late In the season ?—E. O. I. 

45011.—Guttings of " Geraniums,” Panales, 
&C.—Will someone please tell me when I* the beet 
time lor taking outtlnge ol “Geraniums " and Pansies? And 
alto o? Gooseberries and Box ?—Inquirer. 

4510 —Rosea for button holes.—Will •• J. O. 0." 
and " P. U.” kindly advise me as to tbe tour best dark-red 
velvety Roses, d war? plants, neat flowers, tor button-holee, 
tor pole In a oold greenhouse?— Manchester. 

4511. —Clematis Jaokmanl.—Will anyone kindly 
tell me wbat le the best time to buy and plant out a Clema¬ 
tis Jaokmanl ? What month Is tbe proper one lor pruning 
It when well grown? Khould It be pruned tbe first year ? 
—Rbma. 

4512. —Planting Olematls.—I would be glad to 
know when Is tbe boit time to plant Olematls, now or la 
spring, and where to obtain same? Alio wbat kinds 
would be most suitable for (ront ol bouse, north-east ?— 
Bkoinner. 

4513 — Blrch-wood ashes.—Would anyone kindly 
Intorm me If the aehee from burnt Blrch-wood are useful lor 
potting “ Geraniums,” Wallflowers, and other soft-wooded 
filants lo, and II 10, wbat proportion to use to garden 
OAin?—Birch. 

4514.—Unhealthy Roses.—Will “J. O. 0.” 
“ U. 0. R " kindly toll me wbat haaalleoted my Roee-treae? 
They appear to have had a lot of eoap-eude thrown over 
them, but that la not tbe oaae, and the leaves are shrivel¬ 
ling. Alio the oauee and oure?—Faso. 

4516.—Myrobalan Plum.—I bave seen this Plum 
favourably mentioned lor hedges, and have asked one or 
two floriete (or It, bnt cannot get it, and all tbe oatologues 
I have looked at do not mention It. Does It go by any 
other name, or where oan I get It?—Bird. 

4510 —Roses In beds.—Laity ear I planted two small 
beds o( R jeee. Will someone please tell me wben le tbe time 
(or pruning or outtlng baok, and how muoh I should out 
oil, and whether I should out baok the wood ol laat year, 
or tbe new growth ol this year?—Inquirer. 

4517.—Lily of the Valley.—I have a lot ol LUy ol 
e Volley tor forolng In winter, and Intend planting them 
* mee heated by a hot-water pipe. Do they require an 

heat of manure ae well, and whit In fiottr itociii 
ly be moved into a hot-house ?—Eoatv, uia. 

4518. —Medlar and Roses.—Xe the Medlar a fairly 
qulok-growlog tree, or elow? Should olio like to ask 
our friends “J. 0. 0." and “P. U." whether the thick 
liquid pumped up from a cesspool is too strong for estab¬ 
lished Roses, and how frequently may I apply it? I am a 
believer In manure, but fear over doing It.—Birp. 

4519. —Malmalson Carnations.—I have a lot ol 
youog Malmalson Carnations, and want them to flower la 
the winter. Would someone kindly tell me the beat sort ol 
soil to plant them in, and whether I ehould keep them m 
n Vlne-nouse or In a Fernery ? Both have a good deal ol 
heat. Ought they to be near the glass ?—Edelweiss. 

4520. —Hiding a black paling.-I have an ugly 
blaok paling at the bottom of my garden which I ehould 
like to bide by ooverlog It with tome creeper ; but it 11 
muoh overshadowed by trees In my neighbour's garden. I 
•ball be greatly obliged it you would euggeet some plant 
that would grow In the ipot under these clroumstanoee I - 
E. Brant. 

4521. -Begonias after flowering.-I have a few 
Begonlae whioh have done flowering. 1 have put them 
under the stage (laying tbe pots down on their sides), but 
they do not seem to dry oil. They bave been in that posi¬ 
tion about lour weeke, yet some of the tope are etill grsen. 
Have I done right or wrong ? Any information would 
greatly oblige.—P. K. 

4522. -Seaweed as manure —1 shall feel obliged 
if someone will kindly inform me what are the pope rues 
ol Seaweed as a manure, aod whether it will take the beating 
properties ol stable-manure ? Is It good Itr aU garden 
produoe—trees, shrubs, flowers, &O.V Living as I do by 
ths esa I am able to obtain It In largo quantities, and vary 
oheaply.—Frank lluouaa. 

4623.—An Ivy-leaved " Geranium "—I shall be rlad If anyone will tell me the best way to treat a Pink 
ry-lrnved •• Geranium '' In a oold greenhorns. Mine is 

planted against tbe wall, and In June is a mass of bloom, 
10 feet high, but baenow beoome eo straggling, and bas 
a lot of dead wood under the green. Shall I out it baok to 
within 4 leet of the ground, and 11 eo, when?—O. L. 
Be TIitR. 

4521.—Transplanting White Rooketa.—i shall 
be glad It anyone will kindly tell me II It le worth while to 
transplant a very thlok border ol White Rockets ? 1 sowed 
a packet ol seed last autumn, and It has grown so strong 
and largo this eummor that the soli cannot bs seen at all. 
It ha9 not yet flowered, and as I am very Ignorant In the 
matter I should be glad ol advloe. —Mary Barker, Long- 

eight, Manchester. 
4525 -Rose “Glolre Lyonalse ’-Amongst other 

Kotos I have a Glolre Lyonalse, tlx branohee ol whioh are 
pegged down, leaving nine or ten up-eUndlng onee about 
4 leet 8 Incbee high (the up-standing branohee having 
grown alnoe spring). The Roie flowerod well In April and 
May, and not alnoe. Am I letting the plant, make too 
muoh wood ? Should tome bo out back ( It le healthy and 
free from lnssotn.—Micawb«». 

4520.—Laying out a kitchen garden.—I ehould 
be muoh obliged 11 someone would give instructions for 
laying out a kltohen garden, and the beet adyanlsgce? 
The dlrsollone ol the bade, the oooetruotlon ol the walks, 
with the beet materlale for edging them, the position ol 
vegetables and fruits, euoh ae Beakale, Rhubarb, Aspire 
gus, Raspberries, 4w.. are eome of the points whioh would, 
I think, bs of general Intereit to me aod other readers.- 
I,KOOK PULLEY, M 110.8. 

4527.—A span rooted greenhouse-—Will some¬ 
one have the goodaeee to give me the needed information 
Id the following oaes? I am about to put up a epan-rooled 

• - * - -• ••*— It u to be built on propagating-house. 20 feet by 14 feet. It U to bs built on 
ground at the back ol a ooaoh-bouee, the floor of which is 
10 feet below tho base of the greenhouse. I desire to 
know how the heating ol both may be beet effected by 
the same boiler, and the best kind ol the latter at oonoemi 
consumption of fuel?—R. L. A. 

4623.—Gleaning Camellias.—I ehould (eel much 
obliged lor information on cleaning Camellia)? I have eix 
very large plants In tube, whioh are very badly infested 
with wbat appoar* to be mealy-bug; the bark of the 
Camellias and the underside* of the leaves are completely 
oovered with It. It la of a white colour, Ilk* mealy bug, 
but on examining same I oan And no Insect resembling 
mealy-bug-4 *., same as I oould find on a Gardenia plant. 
What oan it be ? And what remedy should 1 try to remove 
ItT—Cephas. 

4520 —Treatment or Roses —1 have six Climbing 
Koeee planted In a bed. Glolre de Dijon Is one ; I do not 
know tbe names of the others. They are now In a house 
with Malden-balr Fern*; they have flowered well In the 
spring. The house Is throequarter span-roofed, and 
heated with hot water pipe*. They arc tree from green fly. 
I wish to know what treatment should I give them from now 
to the time ol flowering again in the spring ? Do they 
require muoh water at this time? Should they have artlfl- 
cial heat? When ehould they be pruned, and lo what 
manner ?—CiriiAS. 

45SO.—Management of pot-Roses —Will Bome- 
one kindly tell me the routine ol management that pot- 
Hoseirequire from year to year? I want mine to bloom in 
their natural Reason. I have a oold greenhouse laolng doe 
south. Last November 1 purchased two Teas, Catherine 
Mermot and Perle de* Jirdln, In 7-inoh pots, and kept 
them In the greenhouse until the spring. We had, as you 
know, a hot, dry season at that time, and my houee went 
up olten to 90degi. and 100 deg*. The blooms had little 
or no oolour, and were borne on their weak stalks, which 
turned yellow a lew loohes from the bud. A* soon aa they 
had finished 1 plunged them In the ground in lull ex¬ 
posure to the eun. They made no Improvement In growth, 
aod the blooms prodoosd elnoe were no better than before. 
Please tell me where I am at fault? I Intend repotting 
these Roses in September. Wbat eoU would be meet suit- 
able ?—A. 0. 0., Tottenham. 

4531.—A Bmall greenhouse.—I am having a email 
greenhouse ereoted 13 leet by 7 leet. The side facing north 
will consist of a wall about 7 feet high, from which wlllria* 
a span roof. Tbe front, faolng south, will be oonstruousi 
with a dwarf wall aDd eaehee. Io the management of a 
greenhouse I am a novioo, and so want to M Wf ») 
vritiTO For the present, therefore.lt will be unbeaten. 

J In >uub « structure could l grow - O rape-y,!!! wtklndV? 
1 degree ol guooMil ’tA if So, what would be tbe best kind ? 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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If I have It heated what would be beet meant of doing so ? 
" Orchid Lover," whose Interesting letter I read laet week, 
speaks of a Syphon gas-stove. Would he be kind enough 
to aay If he found that eoonomioal and effective? Also 
wbat temperature be kept up during tbe winter? I should 
muoh like to follow bis example If possible, and should 
therefore value any farther Information he or any other 
correspondent could give!—J. Piaici. 

To the following queries brief editorial replies 
are given ; but readers are invited to give further 
answers should they be able to ojjer additional 
advice on the various subjects. 

4632. —Oxvbaphas nyctaglnous (Umbrella 
Wort) (It. Simmonds).—This Is the name of jour plant 
whlob, although It was Introduoed many years before I 
was born, I have not seen It In a living state for years. 
It Is a native of tbe State of Miesouri, in North Amerloa. 
It It a pretty plant, whloh thrives beat In a sandy loam. 
The border must be well drained. I have been In the habit 
of protecting It In winter, but If it Is a neoeselty or not I 
do not know.—J. J. 

4633. —Piper nigrum (17. Souter, Glasgow).— Tho 
four specimens you send all appear to be species of the 
Pepper family, a genus comprising upwardsof live hundred 
kinds, so that It Is not to be wondered at that three of 
them I oannot name, but the one marked No. 2 appears 
to be a plant that I have grown as the Blaok Pepper (P. 
nlerum); but I have seen other kinds with the same name, 
but I suppose they all serve the same purpose economically. 
Send them to the director of the Royal Gardens, Kew, 
asking him to name them for you.—J. J. 

4531 —TheKle-Kle of New Zealand.—J. Roberts 
asks It this plant Is not a Pandanus? lie has seen it 
wreathing the trees with a beautiful effeot, and It Is said 
to yield a very agreeable fruit. No, my friend ; tbis is not 
a Pandanus, for I do not remember that the genus Is 
represented In New Zealand ; but It belongs to the same 
natural order. It is the plant oalled Freyolnotla Banksl; 
It has long narrow leaves, whlob are eplnulose ; the so oalled 
fruits are the braots which surround the male flowers; 
these arc fleshy and pure-white. They have a delicious 
flavour, and are highly prized by the Maoris, who call them 
Tawkara. I have grown the plant, but I do not know any 
plans where you could obtain it In this country.—J. J. 

4335.—Polygonlum afflne.—C. U. sends a speci¬ 
men of this plant for a name, and It Is so charmingly beau¬ 
tiful that I oannot help but notioe It hers. Tho leaves are 
about 3 Inohes long, somewhat oblong In shape, more or 
less wrinkled, minutely toothed at the edges, and pale- 
Kreen. The flowers are produoed In raoemes, whloh are os 

mg as the leaves, and of a bright rosy-red, becoming 
Cler with age. It Is a native of the Himalaya Mourn 

Ins, where it 1s said to grow up to ld.Orwi feet elevation, 
oooseuuently, It Is quite hardy with us here ; and 1 would 
specially recommend It to my friends and readers who 
hare a bit of woodland In the oountry as a plant they 
should make dumps of in the Grass and other tilings.— 

4630.—Xylophylla latlfolla, J. Roberts, Is the 
■ewe of the specimen you seud with the remark, "Itmakee 
a very pretty plant, especially when, as now, It Is In full 
flower all round tbe leaves." The above 1s Its name, and It 
belongs to the Spurge-wort family; but whilst you ore 
quits right about Its maklog a very prstty plant, you are 
wrong about Its flowering round the leaves, lieoause these 
are plants that very seldom form any leaves—at least, In 
oultfvatlon—and I never saw this plant with a leaf but once. 
This is formed ou the tip of what you take to be a leaf. It 
Is small, something like an Oxalls leal. Tbe organs you 
mistake, and very naturally, for leaves, are simply flattened 
branches, and it Is around these flattened branobes that 
your flowers are growing.—J J. 

4537—drubs eating leaves (Heron).—I cannot say 
what insect has eatsn the leaves of your plants ; there are 
so many that might have done to. The best way of find¬ 
ing out It to examine them at night. If the oaterpillarsof 
a moth are the culprits, it It not of muoh use dressing tho 
ground, as the eggs aro laid ou the plants, and the oater- 
pillars do not touoh the ground. From the appearance of 
one of the leaves I am under the Impression that the holes 
are caused by the rays of the euo being concentrated on 
oertalo parts by shining through drops of water, whloh 
oautea sulllolent beat to destroy tbs vitality of the leaf at 
those parte. In oonsequenoe the dead parts fall or Are 
knocked out, cautlog the holes. 1 know that holes In 
leaves ars at times caused In this manner, but I am 
unoertaln If this Is the oass In the present Instanoe.— 
0.8.8 _ 

IAMBS OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 
Any communications respecting plants or fruits 

tent to name should always accompany the parcel, which 
should be addressed to the Editor of Qardkni.ho lM.ua 
tratkd, 37, Southampton-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Names of plants —J. P. D. —Ooronllla speoles 
apparently, but poor sueolmen.-Memo.—Perlplooa 
grwoa.—-J. T. Marshall.—Tradescantla dlsoolor.- 
Alderson.— Onoidium flexuosum.-K. Mitchell.—illppo- 
phsii rhamnotdes.-II. Carter. —Rose "Oloirede Dijon.'1 
-M. Maddison.—Dogwood (Oornus Mai).-It. 0. 
Wardlaw, Ramsay.—V, Cannot name ; 2, Sadum 8leboldl; 
8, Sedum acre; 4, Insulflolent; 6, Saxifrage bypnoldee ; 
fl, losufflolent; 7, Euphorbia oyparlssa; 8 and 0, Cannot 
name; 10, Podophyllum Emodi. Aoother time please 
•and bsttsr specimens, and only six of them. 

Names of fruits —II. Gamble.-Apples all too small 
to name.-J. M. G.—Apples: 1, Empsror Alexander; 
J Blenheim Orange ; 3, Norfolk Beeflog ; 4, I’sar Beurrd 

Am anile.-F. II— Apples; 8, Norfolk Beefing; 6, Five- 
oeownsd Pippin. Others ws cannot name. Peart: 1, Not 
isoognlsed; 2, Williams' Bon OhrAUen.-B. Aikman.— 
Apple sent was deoayed too muoh to recognise.-Box of 
Pears without name or address.— 1, Oelebaeae ; 2, Not 
rsoognlted; 3, Winter Nells; 4, Brown Bearn).-II. 0 II. 
—Pear : 1, Williams' Bon OhrAtien ; 2, Eyewood.-U. 
Carter.—Apple Carlisle Codlin.-11. J. Sheppard.— 
Apples : 1, Feam'e Pippin ; 2, Emperor Alaxapder ; 3, 
Bymer ; 4, Blenheim Orange ; 6, Yorkshire Usauty ilk Net 
raoogoleea ; 7, Cox’s Orsngs Pippin ; 8, Nlrlalk Seek g. 
Pear not raoogflksed. —J. Alfred.—Pern BeOerATBst 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
We shouUl be glad if retailers would remember tAaC we 

do not answer queries by post, and that we cannot under¬ 
take to forward letters to correspondents, or insert querist 
that do not contain the name and address of tender. 

J. II.—Lift the Plum-trees In Ootober.-0. A. Lam¬ 
bert.—Celery-fly ; duet the leaves over with soot when 
they are wet with dew, and keep the roots of the plants 
well supplied with water. 

BIRDS. 

A seasonable note.—Now that the close 
season is well over the birdoatchers are busy, 
and young healthy birds can be purchased at a 

very reasonable rate which, with care, will 
make splendid songsters for next year. Cook 

Goldfinches at eighteenpence each, Linnets from 
fivepenoe to sixpence, Bullfinches from a shilling 

to eighteenpence, Siskins at the same price, 
Skylarks at a shilling, also Thrushes and Black¬ 

birds. Cock Goldfinches have the shoulder 
black, in the hen it is brown; cook Linnets 
have the web of the flight feathers broadly 
white on one side, in the hens the white stripe is 

very narrow and does not touch tho quill; oook 
Skylarks have the outer wing-feathers longer 
than in the hen, so that if the outer feather is 

drawn downwards to the end of the tail tbe 
shoulder still remains aDgular, whilst in the hen 

the shorter feather being drawn farther back, 
rounds the shoulder. Be careful to notice these 

points. Cock Thrushes you must catch yourself 
to tell the sex.—A. G. Butler. 

NEW PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPETI¬ 
TION FOR 1893. 

Owing to tho early date at which our prizes were 

announced to be sent in this year there was not 
time to properly take many kinds of outdoor 

fruits, flowers, and vegetables ; therefore we 
offer further prizes for these things, to be 
competed for during the present year ; allowing 

till the end of November for the work. 

Class I.—Flowering Plants. — A prize 
of Five Guineas to the sender of the best 
collection of photographs of flowering plants 
grown in tho open air or under glass. This 
sories may include flowering trees aud shrubs of 
all sorts. 

Class II.— Best Garden Fruits.—A prize ol 
Five Guineas for the best collection of photo¬ 
graphs of any of our good garden fruits: Grapes, 

Peaches, Apples, Pears, PlumB, or any other 
fruit grown in Britain. Fruits should not be 

crowded in dishes if good and clear photographs 
are sought. :, 

Class III.—Best Vegetables.—A prize of Five 
Guineas for the best collection of photographs 

of best garden vegetables. Tho object of this 
is to get fair representations of the finest garden 
vegetables under the old gonuine names. We 

do not want to exclude roaT novelties when they 
ate suoh. In all cases the name of the variety 

should bo written on the back of the photo¬ 

graph. 

Class IP.—Autumn Flowers and Leaves.— 
A prize of Five Guineas will be given for the 
best series of photographs of autumn flowers and 
leaves in the houso in a cut state for vase, table, 

or other kind of indoor deooration. 

What to avoid.—Cut flowers or plants should 
not be arranged »n vases with patterns on them. 
Backgrounds should be plain, so as not to come 
into competition with the beautiful flowers. 
Figures of men or women, barrows, watering- 
yols, rakes, hoes, rollers, and other implements, 
iron railings, wires, or iron supports of any kind, 
labels, and all like objects should be omitted. 
Dwarf flowers are ineffective when taken directly 
from above. The camera should be brought low 
down for such. All photographs should be 
mounted singly, and not several on a card. 
The photographs should not be less in size than 6 
inches by 4 inches. The following are the rules 
to be observed by all competitors:— 

In any of the departments, If no oolleotion of 

■uffioienb merit be sent in, no prise will be 
awarded. All competitors not winning a prize 
will for each photograph chosen reoeive the sum 

of half-a-guinea. 

First.—The photographs may be of objects in the posses¬ 
sion of either the sender or others ; out the source whence 
they are. obtained must be staled, and none sent the copy¬ 
right of which is open to question. There is no limit as to 

' ,and no fee to pay. The Editor is to have the righi 
ving and publishing any of the chose I) photographs. 
’tographs may be printed on any g«d jh<per ulaf 

show the subjects clearly; but those on albumenited paper 
arc preferred for engraving. 

Bbcond.—The name and address of the sender, together 
with the name and description of the object shown, should 
be plainly written in ink on the back of each photograph. 
This is very important. 

TiflRB.—AU communications relating to the competition 
must be addressed to the Editor of Oardricibo Illibtratxd, 
37, Smcthdmpton-street, Strand, London, W.O., anil the 
class for xohich the photographs are intended should be 
marked on the parcel, which must also be labelled 
"Photographic Competition." All competitors wishing 
their photographs returned, if not successful, must 
enclose pottage stamps of su fleient value for that purpose. 

Thoroughly well built of beet seasoned red doalr, glared 
with 21 os. glass, painted 4 ooats. Heated with Saddle boiler 
and 4-in h piping. Fixed complete within 200 miles. Brick¬ 
work oxcep.cd. Carriage paid. 30 x 12. .£31 ; with Heating 
Apparatus, £43. 40 X 1*. £42; with Heating Apparatus, £63. 
Could he oreoted la few days. 

HARDY BRUIN & CO., 
_IiHIOBSTH K. 

A. OVEREND F.R.H.s. & co., 
THE CENUIWE HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, 

Supply Greenhouses, 

largo or email, from 50s. 

to any amount, ae cheap 

as any advertised at 25 

per oent. hatter quality 

and finish. 

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LISTS FREE. 
INSPE8TI0N INVITED. 

WEST GREEN WORKS, 
TOTTENHAM, LONDON, N. 

WHY LOSE YOUR PLANTS IN WINTER? 
New Apparatus for Gaa or Oil (Rogd.) 

HEATH WITH ONE FISH-TAIL BUBNF.R. 
Price 35s. 

Q. SHREWSBURY, 
STATION ROAD,_CAMBERWELL, E.E. 

HARDEN^NECESSARIES. — Virgin Cork, 
u finest, 112 lb., I7s.; 6« lb„ 10. ; 28 lb., 6s. fid.; 14 U>„ 3-. 
Bamboo oanes, 4 foot, 3a per 100. Tobaooo-paper, strong, 
Is. per lb. Vapour cones, Id., 1«., and Is. 6d. each. Kaffla, 
a per lb. Ooooa-fibre, U. Sd. eack. Manuros, Mam, Cjardoii 
Btloks and Lal«U. Hand, Pent, Ao. Prioe List on application. - 

— 1QOH, VHP »UU ut yi\>us, Wi-a. —~ #■-\ ------- 
Cotton .hading nets, 64 Inches wide, yard. Garden and 
Tennis Nets, 4 yards wide, 3<L ysrd.—W. OULLINClr OKU, 
24. Bastern-roftd. Plslstow.___ 
QOUffl 1x)WNT5HEKP.—Pure-bred HHKKl’, 
O from flocks of beet blood, for sMcking or exp«rUUou. 
A number of good rams.-Address, BAILIFF. Homo Farm, 
i-ravotye, East (Irlnsteod Hnsaoi. Inspection invited. 

PEDIGREE ~ HTJHHKX CATTLE (Gravetye 
L Hard).—Tbe Chism oattls ars growing steadily In ptibUo 
favour, both Id this oountry and is America, where a few eago a steer of this breed won the first honoursIn the 

teet at Chicago. Cboloe Oow. and Young Block of the 
beet blood fog sale. Thle herd never got op for show, bnt 
kept a Oder tbs meet natural oondlUoos posilble. Inspection 
nrited.-Address, BAILIFF, Home Farm, Gravetye Manor, 
Rest Grins teed. Busses.___ 
rpAMWORTH RED PIG8.—For Hale, Hows, 
-L Yolte, end Young Bom Pure pedlgreo bred. Rcoom- 
mended ae good beoon pigs ; also for orqselng.-Psrtloulari 
from BAILIFF, Home Farm. Oravetye Manor, East Grin- 
stead. Sussex_;_ 

W "DIBKNUAOBD, a practical GAR¬ 
DENER, prepared to take charge of a genUoman a 
i; thoroughly under»unda gardening Indoors and out* 

NT, 
estate 
doors. "a3ro"ttock"*farmlna BxnspUonnl reforonoes.-Applv 
to EDITOR, The Gunks, Boathampton-slroet, Birand, 
London. KOUMUUi __ _—- — - — 

OITUATION WANTED as Head Working 
K3 Gardener cr good BIngle-banded, where help Is glvon. 
Good eiporieuov In horbeocous plants, Roiee, Oerneiloiis. 
l.w, 32; married no.fai'lly; good character.—«. HU 1)1) 
.0/Btarxinsf Ud-Ummie, HiUr-tMjt., Boulhend-on-Hea Essex. 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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POWDER WEED KILLER 
Ad Important Novelty Just Introduced. Only ono-lifth 

the Hulk ami Weight of the Liquid. Immediately 
Soluble Id Gold Water. Ooe Small Tin makee 25 gallons 
for uae. All Tina Lee. No Return Empties. 

Price—I Tin. la. 94. ; 4 Tina. la. Bd. per Tin, 8 Tina, 
la Sd. por Tin ; 12 to 20 Tina, la. 41. per Tin. 

Sample Tin, Carriage Paid, 2r. 

LIQUID WEED KILLER 
The Kirn Weed Killer ev»r offered. Uaod in the Royal 

Cardens. Neror fails. 4 Gallona, Carriage Paid, Ce. 6d. 
Write for full partlcnlare and Price Llata. Sole Makers— 

MARK SMITH, Ltd., LOUTH, LINC8. 
M»v 1>« hmd through OhemlwU and Beodnnen 

ISS 
Wmaa oar Ban. nr Loxroow, 

packages Included. 
IS oa, 100 ft. Boa., 100 

4tha _ 8a. Cd. .. 11a. 6d. 
trda .. 8a. 5d. .. 12a. Bd. 

i/tiUowino 4a • LUt oftlorn ahoajr 4* ttotkj— 
11 by 8,11 bgr 10,14 by 10.18 byl2, IS by 12, 20 told 

AMATEUR'S FRIEND 1«». 
AMATEURS ASSISTANT 20s. 

PRINCESS APPARATUS ..25a 
DUCHESS APPARATUS ,...30a. 

CHAMPION & PERFECTION BOILERS, 
PROPAGATORS. FRAME HEATERS, 

FOG ANNIHILATOBS, Ao. 
Bend Onk Stamp you 

LATK.TT IU.UHTK»TkD CATALOtIUK. 

IN STOCK SIZES. 
IK*., pw 100 ft.. U. M / U by 10. U by U 18 by 14.24 by 1A 

14 by J prepared Saab Bar at 5/• per 100 feet. 
Flooring at Mper square. Matching. 4/9; 2 by 4, at fid. per 

foot run; 2 by I, at Id. Ironmongery, Painu, Ao. 
Oataloguaa Frea. 

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY, 
n. Bnmopeoarg sntRgr withiw, Loiapoia. K.O._ 

ORCHID PEAT. 
PREPARED, ready for uae. all gbre, 10a. per aaok; 6 for 47a. Sd. 

SELECTED, In blooka, tery fibrous, 0a. per aaok; 6 for 
17a. Sd. SECOND QUALITY. Se. oer aaok; S for 22a. Sd. 

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT for Aoaleas, Rhododendrons, 
Ferna, 4a. per aaok: S for 18a.j and 3s. per aaok: S for 12a. Sd. 

PKATG40ULD, LEAF-MOULD, and FIBROUS LOAM, 
aaoh h. Sd. per aaok: 5 for 10a. PREPARED POTTING 
COMPOST, 4a per aaok: 6 for 12a All aaoka Inoluded. 

BondPoetal Older for Semple Saak. 
Special tarma to the Trade. For Price List apply to— 

The Foreatar, Jordan Wood, near Bsilsy, Kent 

GREENHOUSES. 
Intending pnrohaeera ahould tend for our new Illustrated 

Prloe List of flroenhouaea, Aa, oomplate from 48a., post free, 
1 aUmpa.—8. HARTLEY A OO- Horticultural Builders, 
Valley-street, Wlndhlll, Shipley, Yorkahlre._ 

T C. 8TEVKN8, HORTICULTURAL, 
SCIENTIFIC, and NATURAL HIHTOmTvHALE 

ROOMS, 18, King-street, GoTcnt-garden, I/indon. 
Ilshed 1780. Hales by Auction! ntiiiTy olary >lty.\Ca< 
ou application or post free. 

GREEN FLY. GREEN FLY. 
THRIPS. THRIPS. 

Are theao on your Vlnea, Rosea, Ferna, Orohlda, or 
any other plantar If they are, and you want to 

KILL THEM EASILY, CHEAPLY, SAFELY, 
and with rery little trouble, aeud a trial order for 

CAMPBELL’S PATENT 
FUMIGATING INSECTICIDE, 

OB FOR 

Campbell's New Tobacco Roll. 
Either of three will thoroughly cleanse the plants, if 

used as dirooted, the only difference being that the 
cheaper article has rather more of the old Tobacoo amell. 
If you hare not tried them do ao at onco. 

U P. F. I„ for 1,030 ft., la. ; 2,000 ft. la. 9J., poet free. 
O. N. T. Roll, for 1.000 ft., 91. eaoh. Four rolls or up¬ 

wards delivered free. 

The beet of all L'quid Ioaootioidoj for Dipping, Syring¬ 
ing, Washing, or for use through any foroe-punip la the 

well-known 

LEMOM OIL. 
This invaluable preparation, uaod as directed, NEVER 

PA1I.S, and la the cheapest of all similar preparation.. 
Wbero it la inconvenient to fumlgaio, or If only a few 
plants are Infested, try LEMON OIL. 

Price: Pima, la. lOd.; Quarts, 3a. 3d.; Half-gallona, 
5a. 9d., post free. 

EUCHARIS MITE KILLER. 
If your Kuoharia uro Infested with " Mites," or aro not 

growing well, uae tbla valuable remedy, which is not 
only etfootual for killing the " Mites," but acta as a 
stimulant to all Euoharla in an unhealthy condition. 

Price: Half-pints, 1*.91; Pints,2a.Ud.; Quarts,4a.9d.: 
Half-gallona, 8»., post free. 

WM. CLIBRAN & SON, aSS'm; 
And 10 and 12. Mahkkt Btrekt, Manchester. 

Aa FTowor and Q 1'6" long x 
Tree Support* In EJ ST „ x 
Garden and Groen- 2 3* „ x 
house are un- _ « „ x 
equalled. They art A 4' „ X 
Strong, Durable,*Cheap. &’ „ x 

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. * •• * 

Can be supplied In sliea Iwl 9 •• x 
from 2 to 85 feet. 8' ■■ x 

xl-ln. Ml 
x Vln. 8/- 
X in. 2/3 
X In. 3/- 
X Id. 5/• 
X In. 13/6 
x -la. 16/- 
X 1-in. 26/• 
X |-ln. 13/- 
X |-ln. 17/- 

JOHN PIGGOTT'S 
SPECIAL GARDEN SUITS 

BLUE SERGE. 
Commencing at 

ii/2 the Whole Suit, car. paid. 

SERGE SUITS for Autumn Wear. 
SERGE SUITS for Winter Wear. 
SERGE SUITS for Spring Wear. 
SERGE SUITS for Summer Wear. 

Because It Is DURABLE, CHEAP, LOOKS 
WELL, and WEARS WELL. 

Send ilost card for particulars and Catalogue 
of articles of apparel suitable for present 
season to 

JOHN PIGGOTT, 
117, CHEAPSIDE, & MILK ST. 
EVEBVONE WHO HAS A OARDEN. GREEK HOUBfl 

OB WINDOW BORDER SHOULD KBAD A 
PAMPHLET, POST FREE. 

HOW TO INCREASE 
FRUITS Ol EARTH. 
By O. B. WITH, /JUA, 9.0.8. TriaUy Col., DnbUm. 
Contains full particular* of vary remarkable dlaooreriea 

relating to Plant life. Show* how oropa of vegetable* may 
be largely tnoreeaed, lovely dowers grown to perfection, and 
fruit-trees made to bear In abundahoe. Seleotlon* from 
Hundreds of Testimonial!. Poet free from 

JAKKMAN A CARVES, Printer*. Hereford. 

BAMBOOS THE LAST CHANCE. 
BAMBOO Punting Pole* 
BAMBOO Yacht Mast* 
BAMBOOS for Tennis- 

oourt Enclosure* 
BAMBOOS for Furniture 

B&&! for Curtain O ^ p£ 

BAMBOOS for Garden Bundle, containing I 
Arche* 160 Bamboo*, *atd. I 

Price LUt free. S *1»* from 1 ft. 8 in. up 1 

Terms: Oa* with order. W * 7 ,Mt l0.ngi-1 

THE BAMBOO OOMPANY 
(Late trading aa A. EVAN Davies), 

Star Work*. Great Button Stroot, E.C. 

long X 1-In. 26/-IN 

: :: SteSSC-: 
’ „ X Un. 30/- „ 

SPECIAL OFFER. 
Our Popular 6*. 

Bundle, containing 
160 Bamboo*, asetd. 
also* from 1 ft. 6 In. up 
to 7 I set long._ 

Used In the Royal Horticultural Society'. Gardena, Cam¬ 
bridge Botanic Gardens, Crystal Palaoe Gardena, and reoom- 

1-gal. and 2 gab Una 2i por gaUtiu Inoluded); 5 gaL drum*, 
la. 6d. per gal.; 10. 15, and 20f*M.. 1*. 4d. per gal. Carriage 
paid on 10 gala. Used In the proportion of 1 gal. to 25 gala of 
water, and applied with a waterlna-oan.—Proprietors and 
Manufacturers, THE ACME CHEMICAL OO., Limited, 
Tunbridge. Kent, and Oorlton-atroet, Bolton. Lance. 

WILLKBDEN PAPER & CANVAS WORKS, 
YY WlUeaden Junotlon, N.W. 
Sole Patentee* and Manufacturer* of tho WILLE8DKN 

ROT-PROOF GREEN SCRIM, WlUeaden Paper, WlUeeden 
Canvas, aa annulled to H.M. The Queen end to H.M. Govern¬ 
ment.—City OIMoe, 61, Bow-lane, K.O. Liverpool, 43. South 
John-vtreet. Telegraph, " Impennealile, Ixindon._ 

T} AKFIA for* Garden Tying.—Beet quality ; 
-Lu cash wkh order: oarrlage paid. 1 lb, 9d.; 2 lb . 1a 4d.; 
3 lb., fc.: 7 lb., 4a. Bd.-CUFFORD, 35, Bank-at., Maid, tone, 

TANNED GARDEN NETTlSU. — Kloitio 
JL NeUIng, Tiffany, WlUeaden Rot-proof Scrim and Canvaa, 
Archangel Mats, Rsffla, Garden Tenta F^a, Blok OolhjL 
Ao. Send for aamplaa and nrio*a to—JOHN EDGINOrON 
* OO . 19 Ixina-iane- W«t flmlthflsld. Ihndon. E.0_ F)R Chrysanthemum Show*, liazaara, &c.— 

Several dntea are now open for performances by Mr. E. R. 
Conkerton'a Ladles' Oroboatra (13• J» l5 lnatrnmenlallaU-^Jop. 
tuna). Apply Agent—WHITEHEAD B7. Pork-atteet. Hull. 

(T TO OUR READERS.—In ordering poods 
from Ihut pope*, or in mottnp inyuirUe. rtadert will oooftf 
a favoir ty afolinp that I he odwrifaemenl was arm in 
CJfU) KYhha ILLUSTRA TED. Our ietWt 4a w pnttiaA 
I AtUwmeUi of Irsaftoortky hnuttt owe. The wuvw r-A 
adatyl oTIht tender of each order thovld be un lllm li»t«y. 

A feu> dozen only left. Will never be ofered again 
at thie price. 

A LOCKSTITCH SEWINC MACHINE ANO 
A SOVEREIGN IN CASH FOR 7/- 

A Splendid LookiUtch Sewing Maobtne given eway to the 
readers of this paper for a trivial sum aa a Inal, and alio 

£1,500 IN PRIZES. 
t-fT Foil cun get a thoroughly good Machine for 7a, and 

poiafMy receive a .Sovereign at ireU. 
The moat eatraovdlnary offer over heard of. The more 

Sewing Maohlnee we can sell the leas they oust to make, and 
at this extremely quiet time of tho year we are glad to sell 
goods without profit to keep our workpeople employed. We 
sell these Machines at about half what they ooet to make, as 
wa have a large stock made up, aud also offer the purchaser, 
of these Machines £500 In Ca*b Prlsos and £1,000 in 
other valuable Pri7.ee. We guarantee at least one Pnae to 
every ten customer*, ao that the faots are that you get for 
certain double ralue for your money, and, in addition, may 
recelee a sovereign in oaah. With oeory Machine we send 
away a Free Coupon la givon, aud one oat of eeery ten ooupona 
obtain* a Title. Tbla giganlio oiler la only made to aeoura ao 
immense number of orders, aud auoh ao opportunity may 
never occur ugain. There is no noosenao or cstoh ob jut the 
Machines. Tboy no thorooghly well made, eaoh one 
examined and tested : evory part la dnlrhed with tho greatest 
care. Every MachiDO la a lockstitch, having a proper shuttle. 
There aro over 50 parts to every Machine. The working parts 
are ailrer-plated. Evory Machine oompleto with handle, 
oolton, spool, «o, Ao., aeouraly paokod lo box, and aent 
oarrlage free for 7*., including the free coupon winch may 
bring you £1 In oaah or a Guinea Silver Watoh. Extra 
noodles, la. per dozen; three extra spools for 6d.; oll-oan and 
oil, Bd. Please sand at ouoo, and If the Machine does not 
ault you we will take It baok with pleaauro. 
Read what peoplo say who h*ve had them 

already, 
"I am much pleated with them."—Miss Ruahton, 172, Man- 

ohs.Ur-road. Heaton Norris. •• Please forward two of your 
Machine*; I have seen one at work, and liko it very muoh," 
—H. Tuoker, Kaq , 11, Weet End-usrraoet Taibaoh. " I am 
vory pleaaed with It.’’—Mre. Power, lung'e In*. "Tho 
Maohlnee are oertatuly worth what you aak."-S. Everett, Esq., 
3, Royal-terraoe, St. Leonards. "Please send another: the 
ono aent works oapltally."—W. Redoough, Kaq., Tho Sohool, 
Haaelbury. "Machine la quite aatlafaotory."—Slater Jane, 
St. Raphael'a Home, Torquay. 

Hundreds of oiher Toetlmonlala lika this. Bend for a 
Pamphlet giving fuller particular* and full Hat of testimo¬ 
nial!. Don't delay. *. every Maohlne 1* really sold at a loas, 
and the sale will not oontlnu* after stock I* gone. 

J. THEOBALD & OOMPANY, 
43, FARRINCD0N R0A0, LONDON, E.C._ 

METTING for Tennis Bordering.—Good 
■Ll oolour and aped ally prepared, with line aUaobed to net. Lv oolour and apodally prepared, with line aUaohed to net, 
top and bottom, throughout. Easy to erect or to take away, 
25 yards lens, 3yards wide tor 7a <d., carriage paid.—BY. J. 
OABBOlTlTot Works, Byq __ 

flRKKNHOUSES.—Portable, 7 by 6 It., span- 
U roof, 64a.j lean-to, 41a Span-roof foroing-houae, 20 by 
Off., £9 10a. Garden frames, from 17a Garden lights, from 
34/1 Tho I MOT® la**' all oompleto and packed on rail. State 
•la* reoulrrd and obtain estimate. Illuatratnd Prloe Lietfroe. 
C-.I. J aklKb, 311, )ll|i.-riiaJ, Chluwiok. lnapeotlon Invited. 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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No. 758.—Yor,. XV. Founded by IF. Robinson, Author of " The English Flower Garden." SEPTEMBER 16, 1893. 

INDEX 
Airapsnthus umbollatu* 

olhus .. .. M 
Apple-tree*, pollarding, 

Arauoirla*' ’’ 
Auricula* for a window- 

box . 
Bxikorlai. 
Begonias alter flower- 

I «l|f . . ,, 
Bimh-wool ashes' 
Bull* i for forcing ., 
Oani 'lllar. oloanlng .. 

Carnation!, Malmalaon 
Oanolbua, striking .. 
Cbrjianthemumi 
Cbryramhemutni, early- 

flowering .. ,. 
Clematis Jackman! 
Clomatia, planting 
Oornerrntory 
Creeper for a small greeil- 

houro . 
Daiilea. Mlnhaelmaa .. 
Darnlllaa .. .. 
Fruit garden .. ., 

Oirdenwork .. 
Garden, laying out a 
kltohen. 

Gaa-lime and wirewomu 
"Geranium,'' nu I?y- 

1 eared.. 
"Goranlums." Pansies, 

Ac., cutting* of 
Grocnhoute, n ppaa 
roofed. 

GracnhoiMo, a small ., 
lAljst, ireatmentof .. 

1 Liliuinn for early forolog 

Manuring ground .. 
Medlar and Rosa* .. 
Nitrate of «odn .. 
Oleander, oompoat for 
the. 

Outdoor garden .. 
I’aling, biding a black .. 
Pan ion-flower In fruit .. 
Poochos, j« taking 
Pear* autumn, eomo 

good . 
Plant* for winter 
Plant*, bard-wooded .. 

31* Plum, Myrobalnn .. 
39) y,ie«tlone*ndaniwoja.. 
3!)i Rockets, White, t-nut- 

planttng. 
401 Role Glolro I.yonnniio . 
SOI Ro»o« for button-bole . 
39) Ro.ee from cutting* .. 
400 Rnaceinbed* 
400 i Rome, pot, management 
of. 

40) | Roier, treatment of .. 
39/ i Rno*, unhealthy 
391 -Store . 

Strawberries, beat .. 
Strawberries, planting.. 
Tomato -*, reed Iro-u .. 
Town garden, work in the 
Tree • 'tarnation • cutting 
Turnip culture .. 
Vegetable gatdm 
V no* in a cool-bouio .. 
Wrjt’a work. Uio ooiuing 
Window gardening 
Wood-ashes 
7. mala for winter-bloom- 
Ink. 

401 
41*) 
4n2 
393 
4 "3 
401 
391 
4'») 
39* 
3*1 

LILIUMS FOR EARLY FORCING. 

Taken as a whole, the genus Lillnm affords 

but few species or varieties that may be forced 

very early into bloom, and yet bo regarded as 

profitable from a commercial point of view. To 

bo profitable at all they must be so at the first 

attempt, simply because when forced early into 

dower the bulbs suffer so much in consequence as 

to bo of little or no uso ever after, and particu¬ 
larly docs this apply to those belonging to the 
lougiflorum group. All those who take them in 

hand, thorofore, should boar this in mind from 
the beginning and aob accordingly, doing their 
boBt to make the best of them in the first 

season. All Lilies whioh may be forced, .how¬ 
ever, do not behave quite so badly as those 
of the longifiorum section, and of none is this 
so true as the fine old Lilv so frequently seen 

in gardens almost everywhere throughout the 
country—I mean the Madonna Lily (L. candi- 
dum) This grand old-fashioned dower may, 
provided disease keeps away from it, not 
only ba forced into dower quite early in the 
year, but, what is more, it may later on be 
plantod again in the open grouud, and there 
left for a season or two to recover itself and once 
more bo forced, and with good treatment in the 
interval, prove quite as satisfactory as whon 
origiually forced. It must b) stated, however, 
that the maasure of suoceia to ba hereafter 
attained will greatly depend upon the treat¬ 
ment the bulbs reoeivo after they have ilowored 
when first forced. To the commercial man—the 
grower for market—whose businoas it may bo 
to cultivate for the dowers alone, this being able 
to utilise the bulbs again after a season or so of 
rest should be, as it is in some fow instances 

known to the writer, a subject for serious con- 
mideration, for herein lies much of their value. 
Growers of bulbous plants, and in particular 

those who go in for early forcing and have to 
purchase year after year fresh supplies of bulbs 
either from home growers or from Continental 
sources, know something of the uncertainty 

and risk attendant thereon, and how narrow the 
margin of actual profit is when the flowering is 
completed. Such men as these will not be slow 
to recognise the 

Value of a bulb that may be grown by every 
one of them in ordinary garden soil, and one, 
moreover, that will provide enough bulbs of 
fine quality for future use without having once 
again to pay the top prioe of the market. Now 
this is exactly what may be done with Lilium 
candidum—a Lily of easy culture in most 
gardens, and in good loamy soil producing 
wonderfully firm, solid bulbs, the equal of 
which rarely ever reach us from Continental 
importations. These latter are frequently loose 
and generally flabby to the touoh, too light also 
in proportion to their bulk, and produce results 
in a like degree as a consequence. Home-grown 
bulbs of this Lily, on the other hand, aro dis¬ 
tinctly solid and heavy, with the soales closely 
imbricated ; these are the bulbs to do good 
service, and those interested should use their 
best endeavours to secure them. The pntSeSt 
is a capital time for obtaining them, aayit 

important when intended for forcing that they 

should be potted while dormant, and before tho 
now radical leaves issuo from tho bulb. Having 
secured the supply of bulbs, get thorn into the 
soil with as little delay as possible. If, as I have 
said before, they are grown for the flowers alone, 
I would suggest putting several bulbs, according 
to their size, into 10-inch pots rather than 
adopting the usual method of planting the bulbs 
singly in *r> inch or 6-inoh pots. With the soil 
fairly charged with roots there is really very 
little opportunity in this particular case for the 
bulb to develop itself, an item of importance 
whore the well being of the future bulb receives 
consideration. Apart from this, the above Biz is 
of pots afford but very little depth, besides being 
often troublesome by the top-heaviness. Five 
or six bulbs in a 10-inch pot, or larger if in 
stock, havo a much better chance, because 
while affording a muoh greater depth of soil, 
abundant room may still safely remain for giving 
a thorough watering when necessary, a matter 
often very imperfectly performed when small 
potB are employed. This, then, I hold to be an 
advantage to the balbs, helpful in tho produ)- 
tion of a good crop of flowers, and a decided 
saving of labour, as woll at satisfaction that the 
work so far as possiblo is properly performed. 
Tho 

Potting material for this Lily need be no 
elaborate mixture, good loam constituting tho 
bulk. Very little or no manure need bo used j 
indoed, the orop Is much more likely to keep 
free of disease where none is employed. Add 

a little sharp sand, or old mortar rubbish or 
charooal will do equally well, pottiDg rather 
flrmly and covering the bulbs an inch deep 
with soil. When potted plunge the pots in 
coal ashes, and for the time being withhold 
water from them entirely ; but when the radical 
leaves display signs of renewed activity they 
may receive light showers occasionally, never 
allowing the soil to become saturated. Tho 
phiDging material, I should havo stated, should 

ooly just hide the pots from view ; if employed 
at a greater depth it has a tendency to draw 
and woaken the ra-lioal leaves, and theeo when 
taken from the Mhes are frequently broken or 

injured and sometimes lost. Where radical 
leaves spring from the bulb it is important that 
they should be prosorvod and retained, as they 
materially assist in the production and develop¬ 
ment of the roots. This fact is amply demon¬ 
strated by those bulbs of this Lily which, from 
some cause or other, do not send forth these 
leaves in due course, and invariably it will be 

found that the roots in these instances are 
inferior and root-formation sluggish generally. 

Some people in starting this Lily for forcing or 
pot culture do not in the first instance cover the 
bulbs with soil at all, but are content merely to 
place the bulb on the surface of the soil, and 
when about to start into growth to cover them 
with soil. I fail to see, however, the wisdom of 
thus unnaturally exposing a bulb in this manner 
to all the varying influences of temperature and 
climate to which we are accustomed just at the 
moment when we are expecting it to push forth 
growth, and when the keeping of the bulb in a 
nifcrmlw plupip condition should be one of oar 
Ins Afina, view to assist in the speed v forma- 

The Madonna Lily, it should ba 

remembered, does not praduoo stem roots, so 

that thare is nothing to be gained by thus ex¬ 
posing the bulbs, and I strongly urge not only 
covering the bulbs with soil, but adding a little 

covering of tho plunging material also. Later 
on in the year, say early in November, whon a 
fair amount of roots has been produced, the 

whole batch may be moved into a cold pit or 
frame, giving plonty of air day and night for tho 
present. The end of the yoar will bo quite soon 
enough to introduce it into heat, and let this at 
first he gradual, as this Lily is very sensitive to 
artificial heat, and a temperature too warm will 
have the effect of producing a weak, puny 
growth. A temperature of 50 degs. to 65 (legs, 
will suit well, using no more water at the 
roots than is absolutely necessary. 

In forcing this Lily, studiously avoid tho 
use of tho syringe over the plants ; damp tho 
floor or other available surfaces early in the day 
while the ventilators are still open, avoiding a 

close, stufiy temporaturo for ono the rovoise. 
It is undoubtedly well known that in wot 
seasons thi* Lily in tho open ground i* very sui- 
ceptible to a disease which ruins the crop in 
three or four days, and it is equally so under 
glass if the uso of tho syringe is freely indulged 
in and the atmosphere overladeu with moisture. 
If kept moist—but not wet—at the root and a 
comparatively dry, warm atmosphere main¬ 
tained, there will be no need to fear disease in 
the early forcing of this Lily, which, though a 
commonplace plant in many gardens, is un¬ 
doubtedly ono of the best of its race, and Blill 
tho purest and most chaste of all Lilies Yet 
another Lily specially suited for early forcing 
is the now well-known 

Easter Bermuda Lilv (Lilium lougiflorum 
Harrisi), a kind now grown in immense quanti¬ 
ties for market as well as for private use. Dar¬ 
ing the last ten years enormous quantities have 
been sent to thi* country from America, where 
it undoubtedly finds a home remarkably suited 
to its free growth and full development. It is, 
perhaps, even more in demand than tho species 
just noted, being very serviceable as a pot plant 
for general decorative purposes, as well as 
popular among cut-flowers in many and various 
ways. It may also be subjected to hard forcing 
whon occasion requires, the primary considera¬ 
tion being to produco a Ado spike in the first 
season, because when once subjected to forcing, 
the bulbs are of little value after. Probably the 
climate whioh produces it so plentifully and of 
such quality may have tho effect of restoring 
it again to its former healthful vigor, but certain 
it is that in England at least the trial is so much 
waste time. I havo repeatedly tried to resuscitate 
the bulbs of this kind, but have never had tho 
slightest success, and eventually had to consign 
them to the rubbish heap as worthless. The 
only service they ever rendered was when I 
turned them out of pots as soon as their flowering 
was over and roughly planted them in an out- 
of-the-way corner, whore they had no attention 
whatever. Under this treatment many produced 
another spike of bloom, and though small, bearing 
sometimes threeflowers, they were, nevertheless, 
valuablyCjiftaAihgillfftly enough these flowers, 
bogMjso wr.nted just a*, the, timen-realised even 
fioMpuP the Yaarltst! tnarl! -r.i&ny of the very 
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aupsrior flawere that had bc< n forced into bloom. 

But while a few flowered thus and were usetul 
enough at the time, the bulk of the batch waa 
only repreeented by shattered fragments. The 
earliest consignments hare already arrived, and 
the bulbs should be obtained at once and potted 
without delay. In the purchasing of this Lily 
little or no disappointment should ensue, inas¬ 
much as the bulbs are generally offered in sizes 

of so many inches’ circumference, which gives 
the purchaser an opportunity that may be 
ropoated with other things to the better 
satisfaction of all oonoerned. It generally 
happens with most imported bulbs that the 

best—which in this case may also mean the 
largest—are the cheapest, but on more than 
one oocaslon with this Lily I have proved the 
contrary to be the faot. For example, let 
us take three sizes as usually offered, those 
having a circumference of 5 inches to 
7 inches, those of 7 inches to 9 inches, and 
those of 9 iaohes to 11 inches, the last, of course, 
being simply magnitioent in point of size. What 
I wish to point out, however, is this—that if 
anyone required to spend say £5 or £10, and 
his object waa flowers for market, I should un¬ 
hesitatingly adiise him to purohase medium- 
sized bulbs, because he would obtain more 
flowers for his money than if he purchased the 
largest bulbs, for it should be remembered that 
because giant bulbs it does not follow that this 
increase of size means increase of flowers to the 

same extent; and another thing, very large 
flowers are not so much in demand as medium 
ones, beoause these latter aro suited to a larger 
number of buyers. 

Ah POT plants again, those of medium height 
are deoidedly the most useful. Plants of 6 feet 
or more high, and with from eight to a dozen 
flowers, are excellent in many floral groups and 

duly appreciated. These are also very imposing 
for home doooration, but, regarded all round, 
those of medium size are at once more service¬ 

able and far more easily aooommodated and 
managed. This Lily delights in a fairly rich 
soil, and produces abundance of large roots very 
quickly when potted j indeed, I have had the 
pots almost fully charged with roots in three 
weeks after potting about the middle of August. 
There is a lesson in this their eagerness to start 
root which should not be lost sight of, particu¬ 

larly as inquiries are at times made concerning 
malformed flowers. These Lilies are grown In 
a much hotter country than our own, hence 
mature earlier, and are ready to recommence 
growth in proportion. To keep these bulbs dry 
and out of i ho soil till nearly the and of the year 
is, therefore, a great mistake. It is not unlikely 
that such a course would tend to malformation, 
though half-a-dozen other things may lead up to 

similar results. 
Secure your stock of bulbs f.arly, then, 

and let them root in proper season, as in the 
foroing of Lilies, or, indeed, any other plants, 

a full complement of roots is one of the most 
important items to success. In potting use 
pots in proportion to the bulbs, giving at the 
original potting the aizsd pot in which it is in 
tended to flower them, subsequent potting 
being of little or no good, but frequently the 
reverse. Pot firmly and plunge in coal ashes, 
covering 0 inahes deep. A few weeks in the 
ashes will sulfite, for the bulbs are just as eager 
to produce top-growth as they are roots ; and 
when the points show above the ashes remove 
them at once to a cold pit, in which they 
may lio darkened for a while and by 

degrees inured to the light. Give air 
abundantly for the present, as they make very 
rapid growth even with frame protection, while a 
close, stuffy atmesphere will also conduce to 
the more rapid increase of green-fly, a veritable 
foe to this particular Lily ; indeed, it is almost 
impossible to grow it minus the fly, and if this 
gets the upper hand it is difficult to get rid of 
it. In consequence of the attacks of this insect {iest 1 prefer always to pot this Lily singly. I 
iave found that dipping the plants is the best 

means of eradicating them, inasmuch as the fly 
congregates in the top of the plant, and in this 
position is more difficult to kill by fumigation, 
but it cannot escape when it comes to dipping 
the plants The most effectual way is to fumi¬ 
gate thoroughly in the evening, which clears off 

»ny insects existing on the expoted leaves and 
stems, and follow in the mo/ning bjt dip 
the tops of thei p'.dnto’ki Toba<\o-sji _ 
aoip a-d Q laisia; this -villhivetPeflectof 

ing out all those existing in the olosely imbri¬ 
cated heart-leaves. Unless some such means 
are adopted, fumigation alone becomes a very 

serious expense where Lilies are grown in 
quantity. When growth is completed and the 
buds rise on the summit of the stem, there is 
no longer a hiding-place for the fly, and 
ordinary fumigation will then suffice. E. 

BARDIN WORK.* 

Conservatory. 
The days are visibly shortening, and the sun, though hot 

at times, Is losing its power. No shading will be required 
now ; but the ventilation should be ample and tree, both 
night and day. This being the season when the plants 
whioh have been placed outside to ripen up growth are 
boused again, this night ventilation is very important to 
prevent the plants oomlng Irom the open air reoelvlng a 
oheok and losing their foliage. This is specially neoessary 
In the cite of bard-wooded rlints. Asaleaa often lose 
foliage whioh might be retained If the conditions at homing 
time were made mors suitable. Watering also requires 
more oare till I be plants kettle down under the ohanged 
oondltioat. What a charm there is about a collection of 
lleatba ! But to do them well requires a light oool-houae, 
where the plants oan have oareful treatment, without the 
presence of those soft-wooded tubjeots which always 
require a good deal of moisture, and a damper oondltlon of 
the atmoiphere than is good for Heaths. If Heaths must 
be grown in a mixed oolleollon of plants, only a few varie¬ 
ties, mih as llyemalle graollls, Wllmoreana, Cavtndlshl, 
and ventrioosa, should be kept. The ventrlooea seotlon 
are very handsome, and are not so dllHo'uit to manage as 
the trioolor and other hard-wooded sorts. Epaorlses are 
very useful wlnter-flower!n{ plants, and should now be 
under cover. They will beer a olose, warm atmosphere 
better than Heaths. Oood epsolmens of the Euoalyptus 
(Bus Oum) form pretty backgrounds; the blue or glauoous 
lints oome out well In the ooneervatory. There teems to 
be springing up a demand for these for room plants, there 
bjlng an Impression abroad that they have tome effeot In 
warding off disease. Whether they have or not, the Idea 
of growing a Gum-tree or two Indoors Is not a bad one. 
Winter-blooming stuff, tuoh as Cinerarias, Primulas, aid 
Oyolamens, should have very free ventilation night and 
day to make the plants vigorous yet sturdy. Hardy 
vigour It a valuable prlnolple in a winter-blooming plant. 
Keep Arum L'lles, Salvias, Ejpatoilums, and such tubjeots 
out at long at It It safe to do so ; but they mutt not be 
exposed to frost. Roses Intended for foroing should be 
p.uned and top dressed. As far as possible prune to a 
dormant or rested bud. These buds always throw the 
strongest blooms. The same principle is applicable to Tea 
Roses. A plant all soft wesk shoots is not of muoh use for 
foroing, as the blooms mutt be small and poor. Thin out 
the summer-flowering ollmbert, and glvo encouragement 
to those plants whioh are effeotlve in winter. 

Stove. 
Do not let Puinsettlas get pot-bound before shifting them 

on, or the bottom -leaves will fall. These plania should 
have a little artlflolal heat now regularly ; therefore, they 
must be moved now from oold pits. The same remark 
applies to most of the sort-wooded stove plants, whioh are 
better kept in low pits or frames during summer. Infer¬ 
ring again for a moment to the Polotellla, what a grand 
plant this makes planted against a wall in a bouse where 
heat le need In winter! Where the trusses of scarlet 
bracts are required for cutting, two or three strong plants 
set out against a wall in a light house where a temperature 
of CO deg*. is kept up In winter will yield hundreds of 
heads for the knife to deal with. This plant might be 
associated with Euphorbia Jaoqulniieflora, both of which 
are splendid plants against a wall in winter, the young 
shoota being trained to wires. A drier atmosphere should 
be ma'ntalned now, but the ohange should be very gradual, 
or the plants will be attacked By Inseots. The work of 
destroying Inseots must be inoesssnt. It is perfectly true 
that when the oondltlone of growth are favourable, Insects 
do not give so muoh trouble. Let a oheok oome from any 
oause, and Inseots In some form or other soon begin to 
swarm, and no plant oan be badly attaoked with Inseots 
without serious injury being done. Therefore, in reduoing 
the atmoepherio moisture to meet the shortening days 
allowanoe must be made for the drying effeots of flre heat. 
lu a general way when fires are first lighted It Is quits 
possible that injury may be done by overheating. Some 
persons cannot make a small, steady fire that will Just olr 
culate the quantity of heat required and no more. 

Hard-wooded Plants. 

As soon as tbs house for these has been oieaned or 
painted and made ready, all New Holland plants, Gape 
Heaths, and other hard-wooded plants should be placed 
under oover. Make the change for them as gradual as 
possible by leaving on air night and day to long as the 
weather will permit. If time permits the staking and 
tying may be done now; but very frequently this work 
has to be postponed till the bad weather oomes in winter. 

Zon&ls for Winter-blooming. 

Discontinue picking off flower-buds, and before heavy 
rains come the plants should be piaoed ui der oover. It is 
not likely much will bs done with these In a lower tern- 
perature than SO de<s. to SS degs , and the nouse must be 
light and dry. I have had F. V. Rispail very good planted 
out In a border in a light house, and any good free-bloom¬ 
ing scarlet, suoh as West Brighton Gem or Henry Jsooby, 
will do well planted out in a warm house. Ooe of the most 
useful plants togrow In quantity for the production of out- 
flowers In winter is the Ivy-leaved variety, Mme. Orousie. 
The flowers ate soft-pink, seml-doublo. and have long 
etakes. It grows and flowers freely, and is one of the best 
winter bloomers. 

l-'-'ninjrl JZ. In cold 
>"r I l£*tnder “ 
'r [i&rtnujht 
t lAj) I results. 

or northern dietriete the operation* retorted. 
Garden Work" map be done from ten davtto 
later than is We t/idicafid '^flMWUtKli'.oo-id 

Bulbs for Forcing. 
A good many of the Roman Hyaoinths will now bo 

potted and making roots outside plunged in Cocoa-nut- 
flbre. Freeeias will be ooming on without plunging in 
oold frame or pit, neither will require muoh water for the 
present. One good watering settles the soil, but when 
plunged the bulbs get moieture enough for a time, at any 
rate, from natural eouroee. Hyaoinths, early Tulips, Nar- 
dsius. Squills, Bermuda and Old White LlUse should be 
potted now and plunged in oold pits. 

Chrysanthemums. 

Where large numbers of Chrysanthemums are grown 
the work will be incsseant. If the plants laok support tha 
leaves will lose oolour, and if the disbudding itnot promptly 
done the buds whioh are Just being seleoted may perish 
for lack of nutriment. 

Window Gardening. 

The moat brilliant plant for the room garden just now it 
the .Scarborough Lily, and Its culture is slmplioity itself. 
When a good potful of bulbs has been secured do not be 
in a hurry to divide. Let the bulbs grow, and then plase 
outside, and there will bs plenty of blooms. 

Outdoor Garden. 
The nine esme opportun ly for the Oirnitlon layers, 

which now look strong and healthy, and the earliest will 
soon be in a oondltlon for removal. TOere Is a manifest 
advantage In early layrring, and there Is als>ao advantage 
In most sods In using a little gritty oompoet to surround 
the plants, and Into whioh the layered shoots are to be 
pegged. The beds to receive the layers should be got 
ready, and In turning over and Intermixing the eotl look 
olosely for wlreworme. A dreeelng of soot will bs useful 
for all the Dlanthus family. If not already done the ties of 
the early-budded Roses should bs loosened. Considering 
tbs character of the season, the buds have taken fairly 
well. There has, of oouree. In oonsequenoe of the drought 
been a great loss among Standard Briers, and Standard 
Rises will bs dear this oomlng season. Intending planters 
will do well to plaos their orders In good time, as It is 
likely the best plants will go eirly. Toe late-started 
Briers may be budded any time this month, the sooner the 
better, of course ; but at the urual season of budding many 
of the Briers were unworkable, but the growth baa ainoe 
been rapid. The leaves of the Limes and other early trees 
are falling, reminding us that autumn Is near. Cuttings 
of tender plant* of whioh more stook Is required should bs 
taken at once. " Geraniums " should be kept outside vet. 
Get a good stook of Yellow and White Mirguerites, spring- 
stru k stuff does not gel large enough to make an early 
display. Many hardy things may he rooted from outtlngs, 
preferably under glass. Tne White-leaved Eionymus 
radioans makre a good edging, and being perfectly nardy 
It may be used in ornamental gardening in the place of 
Box-outtlngs if the ends of the shoots will root during tha 
autumn under glass. Pantstemoni, Tufted and other 
Pansies, will root now with certainty. 

Fruit Garden. 
Apples and Pears where well oulllvated hare, I th'nk, 

never been liner than this season. There will, f daresay, 
be pieoty of small rubbish; but this Is the fault of the 
system, or, rather, want of system, adopted In orchard 
mtnsgement. Some of the late sorts will be fit to gather 
earlier this year, butltwillbe well to wait till the fruits are 
psifeotly fit for gathering before removing them from the 
trees. Shrivelled Apples are not of muoh use, and Apples 
gathered before they are quite ripe are sure to ehrivoL 
Court 1‘endu Plat Is a bright-oolouied fruit, and keeps well 
Hallowed to hang till the last moment; but if taken from the 
tree too early nothing oan prevent Iteehrlvelllng. This Apple 
Is rarely in good oondltlon when exposed on the shelves in 
the fruit room ; but packed In barrels and boxes in a cool 
room It will oome out right next January, or later if 
required. The best way to pack late Apples and Pears- 
the beat speolmens, at any rate—Is to wrap eaoh fruit In 
tissue paper and pack in layers In barrels. These may 
often bs purchased oheaply from the grocers and provision 
dealers of different sizes, and If taken oare of they will last 
many years. Root pruning, should any be neoessary, may 
begin very shortly. In oapable hands the work may begin 
now, doing those trees flrst where the wood le getting Arm. 
Work of this kind may be done earlier this year. This 
matter has been so often referred to it Is hardly necessary 
to go Into details further than to say that severe pruning 
of either root or branch I do not reoommend. When care¬ 
fully dyne, root pinning is the proper means for checking 
luxuriant growth and Induoing fertility. Keep Straw- 
berry-plants Intended for foroing free from runners, and 
stand the plants thinly on beds of ashes. 

Vegetable Garden. 
Lite-planted Celery should have llquld-minure twice a 

week, not a mere dribble, but a good honest soak. The 
longer nights and the dew will cause rapid growth if the 
roots ate kept moist. The Early Celery is, of oourse, 
earthed up, and suocessional crops will soon be ready for 
that operation. The work should be done when everything 
is dry, and the soil muet. not lie allowed to penetrate the 
oentre of the plant. Draw the leaves up carefully, and 
secure them with a string of netting before applying the 
soil. 1'rers the soil firmly round the plants with the 
hands at the top, as this will keep out the wet and facili¬ 
tate the blanoblng. Young seedlings of Onions, Spinach, 
Turnips, Cauliflowers, &o , must be kept from weeds. 
Potatoes are fairly free from disease so far as the tubers 
are oonoerned, but I have noticed symptom* of disease Is 
the foliage some days ago; but, on the whole, there is lew 
disease this than has been seen for some years. Up to the 
preeent Tomatoes in the open air are quite free from disease; 
at least, I have seen none, and the orop is ripening up well, 
and most, on the whols, have been a paying orop, though 
the prices have been ruled low. Strong plants in pots re! 
out now in a house where fire-heat can be used when 
required will set some fruit during the autumn, and will 
be right for fruiting early in spring. Plant a good breadth 
of Cabbages, and All in the spare south borders with 
Littuoes and Endives. Sow Turnip Ridishes, and keep 
well supplied with water. Clear off all old stems and dead 
leaves from Globe Artichokes. The young plantations wiD 

|I»I I'leiiTlcg now. Liquid manure will help them now. 
Strip the seeds from Asparagus-plants. They are very 
exiii>ut'.lng, uiMjiWlll be r. sjurce of trouble in the future II 
Iii. »H-nrl'Aiviii libr.Tl'.J E. HOIIDAY. 

1exilliuii.ini, i-'u wihvus bi 
they ripen suddrop about.1 
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Work In the Town Garden. 

The weather (till remit as extremely dry, iad plants of 
ill kiade under gloss, u well 11 miny of thoee outside, 
require oopioue euppliee of witer, though In miuy oieee 
not to muoh now tint they are going to reet m two or 
three month! ago. In a eeieon like the pretent, whit miy 
be termed " dry weither “ flowers ire ilone of iny uee in 
the girden, ind some of the most useful ire the oommon 
"Geraniums," Petunias, Verbena) (where growing in deep 
and rich toll). Gslllirdiu, Omnia*, Phlox Drummond), 
the French and African Mtrlgoldt, and two or three more. 
I do not think I have ever seen the Snapdragons (Antirrhi¬ 
nums) doing better. They have flowered most profusely, 

and at a lest height thin usual. I bavt a quantity of the 
pure-white and yellow-flowered forms, and Sad them not 
only of the greatest value from a decorative point of view, 
but unsurpassed as out flowers, being so very pure in 
colour, and lasting so long a time In beauty. It is worth 
while remembering lhatoholoe varieties are eaiilv inoreased 
and perpetuated by meant of outtingi, inserted now In 
sandy toil under a frame or handlight, as well as by 
seed. Gladioli, too, are flowering extremely well, and so 
are plant* of a suooulent nature, such at the Mesembryan- 
tbemums(by.the-wir.wba’.igem M tricolor it this season), 

the brilliantly hued Pjrtulacoas, fco. Michaelmas Dallies 

THE COMING WEEK'S WORK. 

Extracts from a garden diary from September 
lGfA to September 23rd. 

Havt just bad the heating apparatuses overhaultd and 
put la oonditlon for use. In one case the Ore-bars had 
given way ; another, boiler had never been properly set, 
the flues both at the tides and on the top were too small. 
It Is lometlmet difficult to get a brloklayer who reollv 
understands setting a boiler, and one of the mistakes they 
make It to havt the flues too tmall. that Is dlffl cult to keep 
the draught clear. Nc flue should be less than flinches 
wide; 7 inohes would be better for large boilers The 
boiler in question has been uncovered and the fluet 
altered, and I am persuaded the oott will be saved in fuel, 
and In the greater ease with whloh the flues can be cleaned 
with hoe and brush. Another matter will be heightening 
of th) ohimney. A low oblmney cannot be recommended! 
The fire wont* tpaoe to do it* work, and a lofty ohimney 
where the boiler It large It a necessity. No ohimney 
should bs let* than II feet; several feet higher will be 
better. Moved a lot of late-potted Tuberose* which have 
been grown oool up to the present into a house where flre- 

heat Is used to give sis* to the blooms, which are new 

Solanumi hive set a goc<l orop of berries; but those plants 
whloh 1 turned out early enough to make their b'oomt 
ou1 side have set the beet. To get plenty of berries ripe 
enough for autumn work they should be placed oulside by 
the end of June, and should stand thinly in an open 
situation. I have Just been d >ing a little budding. A 

few Dwirf Briars and Msnettls had been left till now; I 
suppose chiefly because they bad not made muoh growth 
and th* bark did not work well. However, the bark works 

freely now, and I have no doubt the burls will take well. 
Potted up a number of Mrs. Snkins Pinks for forcing. 
This plant forces well, and the flowers sre valuable. I 
generally depend upon young plants, but this year I have 
about a hunlred of last year's p'antt In pot* for early 

will be glren, and the 
manure. 

■ wwuu — uuu situ vt imw jcai a 
blooming. A rich top-dressing 
plant* will be helped with liqula-r 

Group of early-flowering Chrysanthemums. 

are in many cases fas’, expanding, and unless where grow. 
Ing In moist and shady situations a few cans of water or 
liquid-manure ono* or twloe a week will do th* plant* a 
world of good, and Increase the t'se and number of th* 
blooms wonderfully. In all town gardens a oolleollon, 
larger or smaller, of these obarmlng plants is absolutely 
Indispensable, for with plenty of these and Chrysanthe¬ 
mums there will be no look of bloom until the winter 
fairly set* In. An exoellent companion to the Asters is the 
»lately Pyrethru.n ullgloosum, one of the moet graoeful of 
all aulumD flowers, and which thrives and blooms abun- 
dantly in all but the very smokiest plaoet In the green¬ 
house Fuohslas are line now, provided they reoelve 
abundance of moisture and a moderate amount of shade, 
and they are also very useful In shady borders and wlndo »- 
boxea. Begonias in pots that have done flowering should 
be stood out under a sunny wall until 1 he foliage and stems 
dit away, or sharp frost lets In, withholding water by 
degrees ss they go to rest; then house them, and keep the 
tubers or pots cool and dry, yet safe from frost. Get the 
last batch of "Geranium" cuttings inserted a* soon as 
possible. If wet or cold weather set* In they will di ‘ 
under glass than outside E irly struck cuttings of Ilf! large- 
flowered Pelargoniums had better be pasted off, sl\gl 

soon os fairly rooted. * B 

opening, or will be shortly. 

Li is Li its. Looked over the foralng S.rawberries to lake OS 
runners, whloh the plants are lnoltoed to produot now, and 

opened th« plant* out to give free to ess to air to rlptn 
growth. S imetlmea manure-water Is given with the visa- 
of giving subetanoe to the crown*, but for early forolng the 
advantage it very doubtful, and if the pitots are growing 
In good substantial material liquid-manure it not required 

now. I am still putling In outlines of bedding "Gera¬ 
niums" Not becau-e I believe la late propagation, 
but the beds must not be out bard In early In the season. 
If I had the tpaoe I should like to plant out stock of the 
principal variety In the reserve garden for the purpose of 
prodmlDg cuttings ; but this oannot he done only to a very 
limited extent. II »v* discontinued picking of flower-buds 

from '/. inti Pelargoniums Intended for winter blooming. 
They will toon be plaoed under oovir, at shelter frrm heavy 

rains will be neo-mary row. Potted up Arum Lilies from 
open-air bed, ar.d lifted Salvias and K ipatorlums from bed 
where planted to make growth. These plant* are muoh 
larger, and will throw more bloom than when grown In 
pots, and with cere there will be no oheck giver. The 
1-initfif fqQkajtor potting In the shade of a lofty wall 

'frost 

pi* 
No 

Potted a number of Be u iOa colour 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

EARLY-FLOWERING CHRYSANTHE- 

MUMS. 

During recent yean, one has heard almost as 
muoh of the early-flowering Chrysanthemum as 

the big, highly-fed giants that at* 
ilaoed on exhibition tables in murky 
’ovomber. Thi* is a healthy taste, 

as the early-flowering kinds, so-called 
for the reason they bloom in Septem¬ 
ber and early October, are not pam¬ 
pered, nor is mere size arrived at in 
the individual flower, as if size signi¬ 
fied perfection. Much has been 
written in previous issues of Garden¬ 

ing concerning the culture of Chrys¬ 
anthemums, whether in bloom in Sep¬ 
tember or December, so that the 

present notes will be devoted to 
pointing out a few of the newer kinds 

not grown by everyone. The majority 
of the early-flowering varieties belong 

to the Japanese class, and this 
is a pleasant fact to record, as this 
seotion of old was chiefly composed 
of the Pompons, such as Hob, very 
pretty it is true, but far eclipsed 
by the later acquisitions that lival 
in beauty of colouring and expression 
the finest November kinds. Amateurs 
who cannot boast even of a greenhouse 
can have them with little expense, 
and, if the weather is at all favourable, 
enjoy them in the open, keeping court 
with the many other things that bloom 
at the same time. Of course, the 
queen of all early-flowering Chrjt- 
antbemums is Mme. Desgrangea and 
its varieties, which are too common to 
describe. I must point ont, however, 

that they should not be over looked, 
as they are very beautiful, extiemely 
free, and easy to grow. A small bed 
of Mme. Desgrange makes a charming 

show of colour, aDd the flowers are 
useful to cut for tho house. The 
danger in getting novelties it that one 
it apt to lose one’s head over them, and 
) urobase things far inferior to older 
acquisitions that cost half the price. 
One of the best of all the more recent 
varieties it M. Gustave Gruneiwald, 

which may be described as a pink- 
flowered Mme. Desgranges. It hat 
til the good qualities of the type, 
the flower* large, and very deliiate 
pink, which passes to while with age. 
It is as yst rather expensive, but will 
get cheap in time, lteronne G. C. de 
liriaillcs it a fine variety ; the flowers 
large, of a orestny-whiie colour, and 
dark centre. Albert Chausson it of 
merit; the flowers golden-yellow in 

wilh strip* of rich-crimson. Alfred 

Fleurot is a oharming kind, the flowers thin, but 
very pleasing in colour, rose-lilac, which paste* 
to while, and shaded with a rosy tint, whilst 
the centre it yellow. Autumn Queen it a slim, 
early kind : the petals broad, drooping, and 

deep-yellow, touohed with rote. Mme. Dufoiid 
is of a crimson-red oolonr, with tips of gold to 
the petals, whilst tho centre is of a similar 
shade. Note may also be made of Mme. 
Mathilda Cassagneau, which have a large flower, 
and of nankeen-yellow colour, tirged with 
violet-rose, whilst the centre is yellow, shot 
with salmon, a soft association of colouring, one 
melting into the other. Mdlle Marguerite 
Puisaye has a crimson flower, with a shading of 

lighf,-buff, and |h« °««»t™l P*uu *r* i«««ved. 1 pet i 
ywtii showing the Old colour. M. Pierre Coasagnr au 

r,“hr'^waii; »iiwfi^fe^TPtuu lTpptd 
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with old gold, and the centre of a similar colour. 
Four other varieties deserve mention. One is 
M. Zt-phir Lionnet, of a rosy-purple colour, 
very pleasing when the twisted petals are 
reversed, showing an old gold tone. President 
Lean Say is of a sal. on shade, with stripes of 

red, the reverie of tl e petals old gold, touched 
with violet. Two go. d varieties are Souvenir 
de W. Holmes, so named after the late secretary 
of the National Chrysanthemum Sooiety, and 
the colour of the flowers is orimson, touched 

with buff, the centre yellow. Vice-President 
Hardy has a bold bloom, the petals broad, but 
yellow, with stripes of crimson. This selection 

will form the nucleus of a good group, and 
others may bo added ns opportunity occurs. 
Each year now many first-class novelties are 

added, forming a class of remarkable interest 
and beauty. C. T. 

TREES & SHRUBS. 

4152.—Planting Clematis.—If the plants 

aro in pots you may plant them out at almost 
any season of the year, but if to be lifted, the 
autumn and spring are the two seasons for the 
work. Put them in good garden soil, and the 
best kinds are the following: C. Jackmani is 
very beautiful ; it is almost too well known to 
need description, and its wealth of rich scarlet- 
purple flowers never icem montonous. C. 
montana will also succeed in the position men¬ 
tioned. It is not so well adapted for a small 
garden as the others, but it will soon cover the 
bouse, creating a sheet of pure white in spring, 
when the flowers aro produced in greatest pro¬ 
fusion. C. flammula will grow quickly and 
tall, but there is a host of kinds. You will do 
well to put your trrnt in C. Jackmani and C. 
montana, the latter being the more robust, but 
the former may be added to give variety. —C. T. 

- The beat time to plant is November, as 
the plants are quite hardy, and they become 
bettor established when planted before frosts 
set in too severely. Any largo dealer in plants 
and trees can supply the Clematis. Tho plants 
are generally grown in pots ; and good strong 
ones are supplied at about eighteen-pence each. 
One of the very beat is C. Jackmani, raised by 
Mr. Jackman, of Woking, thirty years ago. 
This variety has rich purplish flowers. Other 

good sorts are Devonieusie (blue), James Bate¬ 
man (pale lavender), Fair Rosamond (blush,) 
Mmo. Van Houtto (pure white).—J. D. E. 

- Any nurseryman will supply plants in 
pots of tho varieties named, they beiug popular 
kinds. Any timo during March or April is a 
good time to plant Clematis, the roots taking 
possession at once of the new soil, growth 
following in tho same ordor, while any good 
garden soil, with a small portion of partly- 
decayed manure ndded, will grow these plants. 
A compost of loam, peat, and manure will pro¬ 
duce bettor results If quick growth is impor¬ 
tant the extra trouble of preparing the soil is 
time well spent. Abundance of water at the 

roots and over the foliage before the blooms 
rxpand, and during hot and dry weather, will 
facilitate progress and prevent attacks of 
mildew, a fungus to which this climber is sub¬ 

ject. It is important that tho young shoots 
lie secured to the wall as fait as they grow, not 

nuly for tho sako of appearance, but for the wel¬ 
fare of the plants themselvej. The first named 
commences to open its sweetly-perfumed flowers 
in May, and scarcely needs any pruniog. Tho 

looond is perhaps the most free-flowering of all 
tho Clematis family. This requires close annual 
pruning, February being tho moat suitable 
period. Tho blossoms are produced on the 
current year’s shoots. Tho two latter varieties 
flowor from the last season's shoots, therefore 
need but little pruning. They flowor late in the 
summer as well as early. Montana (pure white), 
Jackmani (rich purple), Sir Carnet Wolaely 
(mauve), and Empress of India (mauve, with 
purple bar).—8. P. 

-These may be planted either now, fn tho eirly 
autumn, or ill the sprit c, -'lurch or April; but perhaps 
with such a cold aspect it would be better to wait until the 
latter time As regards a selection ol the varieties, the best 
way would be to ito to a good nursery and suit your own 
taste now that they arc In bloom. Any respectable 
nurseryman will supply you with plants.—B. 0. It. 

1513.—Blroh-wood ashes.—Yes, wood ashes of this 
or any other hard wood form an ox; 
potting soil. The best way Is tp sift 
rougher parts for rtr«lnl(!ii,xn<loi tbs 
a tweu-.lith part of the whole may bead 
and thoioughly mixed *l(h 1L—8. C. It 

4511.—OlematlB Jackmani.—If you buy 
a plant in a pot in the spring, and put it in with 
half a barrow-load of good loam and well-rotted 

manure, it will make good growth during the 
summer. In the autumn, when the leaves have 

died, cut it down to within about G inches of 
the ground and cover the base with fine ashes ; 
the object of cutting down Clematis is to 
strengthen the plant and make it throw up 
additional shoots ; when as many are produced 
as you require a little trimming will be suffi¬ 

cient.—A. G. Butler. 

There is no bettor timo for planting 

Clematis Jackmani than the present. It will 
strengthen the bottom if the plants are cut 
down at tho end of the first season after plant¬ 
ing, though many plants are not cut down at 
all, but simply allowed to grow and get strong in 
their own way, which they will soon do if the 
site has been well prepared. Whatever prun¬ 
ing or shortening back is necessary should be 
done as soon as the buds show signs of moving 
in spriDg. In a general way all the pruning 

required is to dress the plants over by the 
removal of dead growth, tendrils, ko., or shorten 

back weak shoots.—E. H. 

-This free-flowering variety requires close 
annual pruning to give it vigour of growth. 
Early in February every year cut back the whole 
of the previous year’s shoots to within an eye or 
two of the base from whence the growth com¬ 
menced. In buying a new plant the chances 

are that it would be out down in the manner 
indicated at the time of purchase, say end of 
March or early in April, that being a good time 
to plant any kind of Clematis, for tho reason 
that growth is then active, and the roots quickly 

take to the new soil. This variety is most 
accommodating as to position, while a southern 

exposure is perhaps the best; it will succeed 
very well on a northern aspect, and certainly 
capitally against a west wall or screen. Any 
good garden soil will suffice, provided abun¬ 
dance of water is given the roots during hot 
weather in summor, with an occasional dose of 
liquid-manure at the roots, and the foliage 
vigorously washed with clear water sometimes, 
always choosing the evening for this. During a 
summer like the present this Clematis is subject 
to attaok8 of mildew if the roots are not main- 
tained in a moist state ; this fungus, of course, 
prevents the blossoms expanding properly. If 
it is necessary to provide fresh soil, owing to 
the present being unBuited, a small quantity of 
peat, added to some fibry loam and half-decayed 
horse-manure, makes a capital compost. The 
shoots ought to be fastened to tho wall or trellis 

as they grow.—8. P. 

4410.—Arauc arias. — I have answered 
several queries respecting this tree in Garden¬ 
ing, and can sympathise with those who wish to 
keep the “ Monkey I’uz/.le ” in good health ; but 

tho fault is in planting suoh a tree, which is never 
satisfactory, except under certain conditions. 
One of the finest specimens in England is at 
Dropmore, but there everything in the Conifer 
way thrivos luxuriantly. There is practically no 
remedy when tho tree is in the condition men¬ 
tioned by you. Evidently tho root is not deep 
enough, or it has, like in so many Rardens, 
finished its course. Even in such places as Kew, 
whore everything possible is done to promote 
their welfare, they are in a half dead or dying 
condition—an eyesore rather than an attraction. 
Why they are planted is a mystery. I hope no 
reader of Gardening will plant tho Araucaria 
unloss ho is assured beforehand that the position 
is in every way suitable for it. Moreover, its 
peculiarly distinct character is completely out of 

harmony with the majority of thing 

gardens.—C. T. 

4458.-Striking OeanothUB.—The vari¬ 
eties of Ceanothus are all evergreen, therefore 

their leaves do not fall off. The best time 
to strike cuttings is during the first or second 
weeks of September. Choose half ripened 
shoots of the current year not over-strong, 
cutting them into G-inch lengths, be careful 
to out squarely across below a joint, from 
hero roots aro formed, if the out is made 
half way between two joints, the stem decays 

right up to the joint, and the cutting fails to 
root. Dibble them firmly into saudy soil in a 

oh pot, or if a quantity are required plaoq r. 
‘oh layer of sandy soil in a shallop frame, 
ing it quite firm, sprinkling a jitii'i 

on this sand at the bottom of the hole tho 
cutting rests. Roots form quicker in sand than 
soil. Give a gentle watering to settle the land 

and soil about the cuttings hrmly, as without 
the base of each is quite firm they cannot make 
roots. Plunge the pot in ashes up to the rim in 
a cold frame, give shade when required if the 
sun is powerful, and keep the frame close, with 
the exception of admitting a little air for an 
hour each day to dissipate condensed moisture. 
By the following May they ought to be nicely 
rooted and be ready to plant out where required. 
It is not necessary to provide rich soil for any 
kind of Ceanothus ; they grow freely in any 
garden soil, provided abundance of water is 
given the roots daring tho summer ; too gross a 

?rowth is liable to injury during the winter 
rorn frost.—S. P. 

4509. — Cuttings of “ Geraniums,” 
Pansies, &C.—Cuttingsof Zonal Pelargoniums 
should have been taken in August and rooted in 
the open ground, but the continuous drought 
has prevented my plants from producing wood, 
so that I shall have to pot up the old plants 
and take most of my cuttings early in the spring. 
Pansies have suffered even more severely, but 
with a little wet weather will doubtless shoot 
out young growth. When this appears take 
up the old plants and pull them to pieces, using 
each shoot with a few roots attached as a young 
plant. These rooted shoots are more certain 
than cuttings, although the latter may be struck 
at any time from now up to the commencement 

of the winter frosts.—A. G. Butler. 

For “Geraniums” tho beginning of 
August is the best time, in my opinion, insert¬ 
ing tho cuttings in the open ground ; but they 
may be got in, in pots or boxes, up to the end 
of this month (but tho sooner the hotter), 
placing them in a half-shaded spot in tho open 
until cold or wet weather sets in, then house. 
Cuttings of Pansies may bo Btruck in a cool- 
frame, or under a handlight, in July, August, 

and 8eptember, or in March on a gentle hot-bed. 
Those of Gooseberries and Box may bo inserted 
early next month in tho open ground.—B. C. R. 

- I have before given advioo on this 

point. Now is the timo to tako cuttiugs of 
Pansies, and tho work should not be delayed. 

Select short, stubby side-shoots, which should 
havo, if possible, what is called a heel, as they 
root much better under these eruditions. Make 
up a little bed for them in a cold frame. Any 

old light will do, as they merely want protection 
for a timo. But even this treatment ig not essen¬ 
tial, only thero will be far fewer failures thau 

without the light. When the cuttings are put 
in give a gentle watering through a fino-roee 
watering-pot. In the spring they may be lifted 

and planted out in the positions they are to 
adorn. Remember that Pansies require a deep, 
cool, moist soil. “ Geraniums " may be struck 
from well-ripened cuttings in tho open if tho 
work is dono at once, as we may in a wcok or 
two’s time get an early frost, bub the soil at 
present is warm. It would, perhaps, as tho 
season is getting so late, bo better to put tho 
cuttings in pots, inserting them round the aide 
of 5-inch size and placing them in the green¬ 
house. They will root readily, and ordinary 
Eardon soil will suffice. During the winter 

cep them on the dry side, free from decaying 
weeds, and before planting out pot them on so 

as to get good plants for the garden.—C. T. 

4507.—Treatment of Lilies.—You may 
plant the Lilies in tho autumn, as thousands of 
bulbs of L. auratum are purchased about this 
time at auotion sales, and put out in the garden. 
You may keep your bulbs in pots until the 
spring, but it would be better to get rid of them 
at onco. I much prefer Lilies in the open than 

in pots, and if you have Rhododendron-beds, or 
of American plants, such a spot would suit the 

Lilies to perfection. They go well with ever¬ 
green shrubs, and tho rising shoots in spring aro 
protected from late frosts, whilst the flowers of 

both Lilies gain in contrast with tho shrub 
foliage. L. lancifolium, or L. speoiosum as it 
is also called, is very pretty when thus associated. 
Plant carefully in well-prepared soil, and if tho 
position iB in a border, Bee that the staple is 
good deep loam. When they have been in this 
ptaMjfM-a year, apply a top-dressing of manure, 
iiut this latter should not bo dug in tho soil. 

IjiUjif 4k.l5W ifc greatly in actual 
the siufttc-j'to be carried down°with ^copt^ct with the bulbs.—C. T. 
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FHRNS. 

DAVALLIAS. 

This genua, established just a hundred years 

ago by Sir James Edward Smith, tho drat 
President of the Linn;uan Society, represents a 
few beautiful plants, and they are very useful 
for gen ral decorative purposes, either grown in 

{iota, or when p'aoed in baskets and hung up to 
orm ornament.i n this way. As a family it has 

been considerably extended by the addition of 
many species which other authors class as 

Leuoostegias, Humata, Acrophorus, Odonto- 
soria, and some others ; but the true Davallias 
only are inoluded here, and they are distin¬ 
guished by having tho indusium attached by 
its base and sides, and buried in the substance 
of the frond—a little pitcher-shaped chest 
enclosing the spores. These plants aro all 
creepers or of sub-erect habit, with mostly firm 
and shining green fronds; and they are 
deservedly popular, from the stout rhizomes 
which are clothed with large and stout chaffy- 
scales, and which give them the appearance of 
hare’s feet. They ore popularly known as 
Hare’s-foot Ferns, These plants require to 
have their fronds pegged down upon the surface 
of a good turfy peat soil, being careful not to 
bury them beneath the surface. Indeed, wo 
once saw a collection of these 

plants entirely destroyed by beiDg 
potted in this manner, so that wo 
particularly wish to call attention 
to the fact, for if their rhizomes aro 
buried in the soil it has a very 
injurious effect upon thorn. As 
before remarked, they make hand¬ 
some plants when grown in hanging- 

baskets, whilst tne cut fronds of 
many of the kinds are charming 

when used as the background or 
framework for a shoulder spray, and 
for the decoration of ladies’ hair for 
an evening party ; but in the latter 
case small fronds must be chosen, 
whilst others of larger size aro very 
useful for weath-making or similar 
pur|os!s. They require a larger 
surface space than depth of soil, and 
their rhizomes should be moderately 
raised above tho surface in a liltlo 
ridge or mound, and be pegged down 
to the surface, and by tueao remarks 
my friend “Jane Hudson" will, I 
hope, endeavour to see her way to 
growing some of these Ferns well. 
Borne of the very best kinds I 
here briefly describe— 

D. I1UI.LATA.—This is a particu¬ 
larly interesting plant, and ono that 
is easily recognised, for now, at this 
season of the year, tho fronds begin 
to turn yellow and fall awav, until 
in the autumn they are all fallen, 
leaving nothing but a mass of 
bright-red rhizomes, and which aro 
very appropriately named Squirrel’s Legs ; 
in the spring time, when the young fronds aro 
unfolding, it is ono of the most charming plants 
that I know. The fronds aro some G inches to 
9 inches long, or more, and they aro about 
-1 inches to G inches across. Small fronds of this 
plant are well suited for personal decoration, or 
for cutting to mix with cut-flowers, and it makes 
a fine plant for climbing over and up any place ; 
but it requires to be so set that it does not re¬ 
main in sight during the winter season, because 
at this time it is devoid of all ite fronds, 
nothing being left but the bare rhizome during 
the winter, so when tho plunt is dormant it 
should bo kept in a cooler house, and the plant 
be kept moderately moist. Much damage I 
have scon come to this speoies through being 
kept too hot and too dry. 

I). OAKA&IEN8I8 is the t' 
the Hare’s-foot Fern, and it is a 
found in tho South of Europe 
the Canary Islands, so that it naturally conics 
to us a cool greenhouse plant; but I havo never 
seen this Davallia so fino as when growing in a 
nice warm greenhouse; it has fronds some 
12 incheB or 18 inches broad and much divided, 
and of a rich deep green. 

D. DIS8K0TA (No. 1 of the set /son 
“ J. H.").—It is aplaut Ihatrfeaoinbhs _ 

very much, but it is stronger in its growth, 
and it has stouter rhizomes, and these are 

coated with large pale-brown chaffy scales ; it, 
moreover, is an evergreen plant and retains its 
fronds in all their verdure through the winter 
months, requiring the heat of the stove. 

D. FiJlENSis (hero figured) and its variety 
plumosa aro amongst tho most beautiful of any 
known Ferns; but coming from the Fiji Islands, 
of course, they are stove plants. Your No. 4 
is either the speoies or its variety plumosa ; 
tho rhizomes are small, the fronds large and 
broad, finely cut and divided, and rich deep- 

green in colour. 
D. fam.ida, better known in gardens by the 

natno of L). Mooreann, is a thoroughly distinct 
plant; the rhizomes are somewhat underground, 
and it has large and spreading fronds which 
aro very distinct and very elegant. I have 
found that it stands well when cut and put with 
cut llowera. This is No 3 of “Jane Hudson’s ” 
specimens. I cannot make out No. 2 ; it is too 
small and the fronds aro not fertile, neither does 
she give mo a bit of tho rhizome to look at. 

J. J. 

-1(30.—Plants for winter.—Everyone. I 
think, is of the samo opinion as yoursolf. We 
do not want winter to destroy the present 
beautiful uspoct of tho garden but unfortunately 
wo cannot hinder tho arrival of frosts. Enjoy 
the flowers whilst there is time. Your question 

but 

plant known as 
is a plant that is 
, in Madeira, and 

Llavnllin fljlensis. 

is somewhat foolish. Of course you cannot 
keep tho garden as gay in wintor as in summer, 
and those who love flowers seek tho greenhouse 
or the conservatory in the winter months to 
enjoy plants. All you can do is to hopo that 
frosts will koop off until lato in tho year, and 
got in soino time in September plenty of bulbs— 
White Aconites, Snowdrops, Crocuses, and 
other early flowers. If you have such things 
as tho Polygonum curpidatum in tho garden, 
leavo the stems, as their polished nut-brown 
colour is very pleasing in tho *' dark ” months 
of tho year. Tho fragrant Coltsfoot will scent 
tho garden in December, tho Holleboro flower 
if tho weather is at all kind, and tho Winter 
Cherry (Physalis Alkekengi) will make a gay 
patch of dolour with its crimson-coloured 
calyces that hang liko littlo Chinoso lanterns on 
the leafless shoots. The best Hellebore is 
major ; but one doeB not often get tho plants in 
bloom in December. You can also plant tho 
form altifolius which blooms earlier. To keep 
tho flowers pure in oolour, put over eaoh clump 
a haudlight, to protect them from rains and 
frosts.—C. T. 

4518.—Medlar and Rosea.—Tho first of 
these ^s a fast grower during the first ten or 

i, after this it seems to grow less 
though in reality it is not spJ NfWipB 

i rate of growth being spread overa^more 

you mention from a cesspool is far too strong for 
Roses, whether established or not, unless it be 
freely diluted. Stroug doses of manure do no 
good, and you cannot possibly apply enough to 
reach more than a few of their roots ; and this is 
oftentimes fatal. Reduce the sewage, and then 
apply liberally enough to reach the bulk of tho 
Rose roots. Your fear of over-manuring is 
useful, and not enough practised by the majority 
of amateurs.—P. U. 

- The Medlar is not a quick-growing treo, 
but it is most picturesque, and when small is 
very charming on tho outskirts of a lawn, espe¬ 
cially in early tuminor, as thon the branches aro 
studded with the pure-white flowers. Certainly 
do not use the offensive stuff you write about. 
You will kill your Roses, and such material, if 
used at all, which is not necessary, must bo 
greatly diluted. I know a splendid garden of 
Roses where comparatively little manuring is 

done. Tho soil is excellent, and suitable top- 
dressings are given in spring : but the bods aro 
not soaked with nasty liquids that make tho 
garden positively nauseous. Fancy soaking tho 
bods with Huch muck ! Tho fragranco of tho 
flowers is destroyed, and no one who respects 
his nose could go within yards of tho plants. 
This is not gardening.—C. T. 

- The Medlar is the slowest grower of all 
fruit-trees, and never attains the proportions of 
a large tree. It only passes under the designa¬ 
tion of a treo by courtesy ; it certainly has no 
rightful claim to it. Thero is no doubt but that 
the thick liquid from your cesspool is too strong 
to be given to any plant or tree. I should say 
for Roses it wants diluting with six times its 
bulk. In that state it may bo given oncu a 
week iu dry weather all the summer.—J. 0. C. 

ORCHIDS 

BARKERIAS. 

I am asked by “John Fodcn” to say a fow words 
about thoso plants, which ho calls Epidendrums t 
Now I am somewhat old-fashioned, and 1 like to 
keep to the old name of a genus until I can see 
some cause foraltering, and in tho present instance 
1 think the genus Epidendrum is cumbrous 
enough. “ J. F.” appears to havo been growing 

his plant of 11. Skinneri nuito right and well, 
and I have no doubt if he still continues to 
treat it in a rational manner that ho will be 
rowarded with a fine display of bloom about tho 
middle of November, for 1 do not thiuk that 
thero will be any plants this season which will 
bo slow in sending up their spikes of bloom ; 
but in some seasons I have soon that species iu 
flower at tho end of the month of March j but, 

of course, as these flowers last for soveral weeks 
in full beauty when troated properly, such a 
plant may have opened in tho early part of Feb- 
ruary. To treat these plants properly they 
must bo grown in a cool-house, but they should 
not bo subjected to the same conditions as tho 
OdontoglosBum8, for these Orchids like tho shade, 
but Barkorias, on tho contrary, enjoy bright 
sunshine, and thoy like to be kept always during 
tho growing season in a thoroughly wet condi¬ 
tion. They aro plants too that like to have an 
abundanco of air by both day and night, 
yet still tho atmosphoro must always bo 
kept properly charged with moisture, for these 
plants, although they make thick and fleshy 
roots, they yet cannot bo bound with anything 
about them, and so thoy thrive best upon a baro 
block of wood. Consequently, a tub of water or 
some such accommodation should always bo 
kopt handy, so that they be taken down and 
dipped conveniently at any minute in tho day, 
and hung up again directly to drain, and this is 
the system to grow theso plants well, and to 
continue them on in a healthy condition for 
years. Do not upon any account experiment 
with pot culture, for under this routine you are 
sure to have a miserable failure, for tho plants 
get small by degrees and miserably loss. Tho 
following are tho best of tho species amt 
varieties which I have grown myself, and seen 
others grow, and all are exceedingly beautiful, 

woil deserving tho careful attention of every 

grower of Orchids. 

11 elf,ciAStH.—'This plant, although found first 
bfMBWlMWOaUeotor, Ross, in 1837, it «as 

numerous body of branches. The thiok PROFIT Mr‘ S‘nder’a va,t 
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emporium, where almost any showy speoies of 

Orchid can be found, it is rare in this country. 
The stems are slender, about a foot long; the 
leaves are deciduous, falling away during the 
resting season, as they all do, and duriug this 
time they require to be kept cool, and a great 
deal drier, but they will require to be dipped 
about three times in the course of the week to 
keep the stems from shrivelling. The flowers 
are borne in a somewhat loose raceme, and 

mtasure nearly 2 inches across, the sepals and 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

MICHAELMAS DAISIES (ASTERS). 

This genus, as is well known, is one of the 
most puzzling amongst hardy flowers to the 
botanist as well as the gardener. Hardly 
two collections are named alike, and something 
like uniformity is very desirable, seeing that 

new seedlings are beiDg raised annually by our 
growers, and there is now littla doubt that 

l.ilao Starwort (Aster elogans). 

petals spreading, white suffused with rosy-lilac, 
the large lip being white, with a ltrgs blotch of 
rich and blight rosy-crimson near the point. 
This beautiful plant is tho original upon which 
the genus was founded ; but th< re is another 
plant which was introduced by Mr- .Sander, of 
St Albans, a few years ago, and called 

B. Barkkriola, but it is very nearly allied to 
it, and probably only a mountain form of the 
same plant. 

B. c'vcuitki.i.a.—This is another truly beauti¬ 
ful plant. The flowers are as broad as B elegans, 
an! are wholly of a deep-magenta, with a white 
centre to tho lip. 

B. Lindi.eyana is a free growing plant, having 

bright rosy-purple flowers, and a white disc. 
Lindleyana Centeno is a variety with flowers of 
a much deeper colour. It is also a very free- 
flowering sort, but the species is very variable in 
O dour. 

B Skinnf.hi —It is nearly sixty years ago 
since this plant was first found by the gentle¬ 
man whose name it bears, and it is one of the 
most beautiful of winter-flowering Orohids, 
usually blooming in the first months of the 
year, the flowers beiog deep purplish-rose colour, 
with some orange platos on the disc. 

B si'KCTARILE —It is just turned fifty years 
ago since this beautiful kind first flowered in 
this oountry. In growth it is similar to the 
other species, and it produocs flowers about 
3 inches or more across, and those aro rosy-lilao, 
tho lip nearly white at the base, dotted with 
bright-red. It blooms during the summer 
months, and is a very desirable plant. 

Matt, Bramiii.e. 

4478. — Agapanthus umbellatus albus. 
—Iseo no reason whatever why this plunt should 
not submit to moderately early forcing if they are 
properly prepared, by which I moan given a good 
rest beforo introduced into a warm house. The 

ond of January is probably as early as it is safe to 
begin forcing, and no doubt it will respond to 
fire-heat sooner the seoond year than the first, 
as it would dio down earlior and so secure a 
longer rest and bo ready for forcing in a corres¬ 

ponding time. Your experience proves that both 
the blue and white varioty require the same 
treatment, and that it is wrong to keep the 
plants altogether without water during the 
winter. If your plant wants repotting let it be 
done as soon as tho flowers fade. It will then 

be well established in the soil when the time 
comes to force it again.—J. C. C. 

4420 -Oas-llme and wire worms—You may 
sstely put fifteen or sixteen cart-loads of/8«Wime on the 
two sores ot ground. I should advise ifs belufVrillt t 
very shortly now ; spread arid til It lie o\th»Apiw ' Mir 
three or (our weeks, then work It In. and do not bow oi 
plant anything belore next March. —B C. R. 

Asters hybridise as freoly as Aquilegias. 

When the greater part of our autumu flowers 
begins to show the sere and yellow leaf, 

Michaelmas Daisies arc looking their very best, 
and even long after the early frosts have black¬ 
ened tho Japanese Windflowers and the Dahlia, 
Asters stand out almoat alone bright and cheer¬ 
ful, with their variod starry flowers and graoeful 
arching stems. Beginning to bloom as they do 
early in July they oarry us well into November, j 

It is very remarkable that comparatively little 
notics is taken of the rapid advanoe Asters are 
making in sizs and colour of flower. In many 
old gardens you still see the very worst and 
poorest of the A. Novi-Belgi forms, with whioh 
our later acquisitions aro not to bo compared. 
Planted in groups amongst Rhododendrons and 
other dwarf shrubs is no doubt the way to see 
Asters at their best. Under such conditions 
they require no stakes, and little care ; they 
taka up no space that is otherwise wanted, 
and all through the autumn and early winter 
they aro very refreshing. What could be 
better than masses of such speoies sis A. oor- 

difolius, Shorti, Drummonai, and sagitli- 
folius in our woodlands, or even amongst our 
choico shrubs. While the stronger varieties of 
Novi-Belgi, euoh as Robert Parker, Archer- 
Hind, Harpur-Crewe, Apollo, formosiesimus, 
Purity, and floribundue, might bo grouped with 
effect amoDgst our Rhododendrons and coarser 
growing shrubs ? Their habits are so varied and 
ihoir flowers so beautiful and chaDging that there 
is hardly a limit to what may be done in the 
autumn garden with Michaelmas Daisies, while 

the delicately elegant branches of the varieties 
of A. cordifoliui Photograph, Diana, and elegans 
remind one more of a cloud than a bunch of 
Dailies. Amongst the Himalayan species two 
stand out prominently, the ono an early 
flowerer (A. diplostephioides) and the other late 
(A. Thomeoni) (see page 899). This latter is one 
of the most distinct, and, to me, most beautiful 
and useful of the Himalayan Asters in cultiva¬ 
tion. It rarely exceeds a couple of feet in 

height, is of a neat oompaot habit, the large pale- 
lilac flowers boiog produced in great abund¬ 
ance on strong plants. The stems are very leafy, 
tho leaves broad and distinctly toothed, and of 
a pale-green. It begins flowering early in 
August, aud continues until October. It is one 
of the few Asters that will not stand division. 
The best way to inorease it is from seeds or cut¬ 

tings of the young shoots in spring. A. diplo¬ 
stephioides, re-introduced by Kew last year, is 
a giant among Asters. The flowers are solitary 
on long straggling stems, 4 inches in diameter, 

e Irijh bright lilac-purple, with a golden disc. A. 
■V^ipacfcoyi is a dwarf trailing species more suit- 

ffWlMor the rockery, and readily iEiorecsed \by 
v+-stolons. Of the European species, Ara^Uuagi^ 

acris are by far the most useful in the garden. 
This latter speoies is a most variable Aster. A. 
Amellus is also variable, the varieties in the 
garden being called major, bessarabious, and 
amelloides ; but I confess to seeing little more 
varietal differenoe than might be readily got 

from a packet of seed. Be this as it may, 
Amellus is a fine Aster, and so bright and 
neat that we can hardly have too much of 
it. The great oentre of the Michaelmas Daisies 
is North America, and to this group belong 
most of those grown in the garden. Perhaps 
no Iosb than two-thirds of our cultivated 
Asters may be traoed to Novi-Belgi pure ond 
simple, or to hybrids between that species 
and A. lievis, another remarkably beautifnl and 
extremely graoeful species, of which there are 
two or three distinct varieties. To Novi-Belgi 

belong the named varieties known as Robert 
Parker, Andromeda, Harpur-Crewe, Calliope, 
densus, Flora, tco. ; indeed there aro no less 
than between forty and fifty distinct garden 
varieties, among which are some of our loveliest 
autumn flowers. A. Novro-Aoglim, with it« 
robust habit and large rose and purple ilowors, 
stands head and shoulders above all the other 
speoies, a grand border plant and a free 
bloomer. A. patens, patulus, polyphyllas, 
silicifolius, turbinellus, panioulatus, tataricus, 

umbellatus, multiflorus, Ac., are all worth a El see in the garden, while amongst the dwarfer 
inds, A. acuminatus, eriooidcs, Lindleyanus, 

versicolor, vimlneua, apeotabilis, corymbosus, 
diffusus var. horizontalis, lrevigatus, nanus, Ac., 
stand out prominently. There is plenty of 
scope for seleotion, and as they aro all easily 
grown in any good garden soil, they will be 
found most desirable additions to the autumn 
flower garden. All the species may be raised 

from seed ; the majority are readily divided in 
autumn or spring, and most of them may be 
increased from outtings taken off as growth 
begins in spring. K. 

452 4. —Transplanting White H ocke ta. 
—The proper thiog to do is to plant them out 
in the positions they are to beautify, and this 
should De done when the weathor is not too dry, 
but before frosts oocnr. Rockots require fro- Xent transplanting, and plants two years old 

ould be divided. The majority of hardy 
plants do not like disturbance at the root, and 
the Rockets are an exception to the rulo. The 
soil for them should be fairly moist, well pre- 
pared, and if this treatment cannot be given, 

they are very unsatisfactory.—C. T. 

- The single Rooket is so hardy that yon 
may transplant them at any time. A few of the 

plants set oat now in an open placo will do 
better than those that are left crowded, and 
will probably give you all the flowers you want. 
Seedling Rockets are not very choice subjects, 
aud as you do not appear to know what they 
are, 1 advise you not to burden yoursolf with a 
great number of plants. It will bo bettor to 
devote the space to something else.—J. C C. 

- I And the beat time to transplant Ihe Double White 
Rocket Is Immediately after flowering, breaking the roots 
up Into moderate-elxed pleoea, and setting them out 
IS Inohee to IS laches apart ; but plants raised from Reeds 
would be singles, and not so valuable, and if not too 
orowded might be thinned out now—better now tbno wait 
till spring.—K H. 

4505 —Manuring ground.—The only 
artificial manure (if it can be so termed) that 
should be applied in the autumn is lime, which 
is almost equally benefloial, applied in modera¬ 
tion, to either light or hoavy, or poor or rioh 
land. Spread it thinly over tho surface, let it 
lie two or three weeks, and then dig it in. 
Stable or farmyard-manure is, as a rule, best 

dug or trenched into the ground in the autumn, 
while nearly all the numorous artificials, simple 
and oompound, should be appliod in tho spring 
or summer, just as the new growth is commenc¬ 
ing, and in some cases again afterwards a short 
time before the plant has to make any speoial 

effort. For goneral outdoor purposes f know of 
nothing to equal Thomson’s Vino and plant- 
manure, though for oertain crops tho silioato is 
also excellent.—B. C. R. 

-Artificial manures are best used after tbe orops are 
planted, or at the time ot planting. If dug in during 
the winter a large percentage will be washed out before 
tbe plants oould use thorn.—R. II. 

jertiw -hNitrat© Of soda — The soda may 
bu anp iod in tho state in whioh you receive it, 
aiid'f^m OarlyN^dti^ QS.t;il late iu summer. It 

is, however, b»et to apply it in showery weather. 
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If yon want to permanently benefit your lawn, 
yon had better lay ont your money on rotten 

R08RS. tilted a little to dissipate condensed moisture. 
If the sun is powerful shade the cuttings from 

manure or good earth, and give it a dressing 4510.— Roses for buttonholes.—Duo de bright sun to prevent their flagging. If the 
early in the month of November. Suoh an R0h»n and Prince Camille do Rohan are un- convenience of a cold-frame does not exist a 

application will do ten times more good than doubtedly the two beat growers amongst those g°°d ,trike “ P°«*ble out-of-doors. Choose a 
any of the foromg manures like that to which o{ a dark veivety c0i0ur, but the forms of the sheltered border; chop out a trench, 4 inches 

you refer, as they are quickly exhausted. I flower buds are hardly so suitablo for your de«P ! scatter some sand along the bottom of 
dealt with a crioket-ground about this time last purpo,e ag ,ome others. Regarded in the latter the trench 5 make the cuttiDgs 8 inches long, 

year in the way I suggest where the sward had figl,t Emperor and Empress are the best, but a“d Planfc them in the trench 3 >nch«8 
nearly disappeared, owing to the constant play, they are p00r doer8i being muoh 8ubject to mil- aP»rt; tread the soil firmly about them, and 

and it quite recovered by the spring.—J. C. C. dow. On the whole, I think the two first-named maloh the surface between the rows with leaves, 

the case of a lawn, at any time up to the middle nxderetely. J. C. C. PT!\7 „ . . „ 
orendof August; it is too late now. Theright choose the following four varieties as bring ''*•'16. — Rosea in 0608.— Inquirer 

« . .. . .... . f.hn liftl. nn >k velvet v II rim fnr onal. Invsra nnner irltaa' onnnM net. rAiinh Hits xlonta unf K ibn Irrifn until 

U lYV , f. 7 ’ ■ "”"V , 01 Bl* ainils may do rooted in DOtlies oi water, those nanes in duo spasnn Tho heat nlan will 
should be dissolved in water at the rate of 1 oz SmaH bottles are best that will hold only one or be for^fnoi?rer » to waft until then cirof^ v 
to each gallon, and the lawn be thoroughly two cuUmon which should ho made of firm b° *°r ■‘D<lu,r®r 4,0 wal4' un:. thon' carefully 
soaked with the liquid. It tikes some little and &mSV5Slitot^rh » peruse it, and pay great attention as to whether 
time to dissolve norfectlv in cold water wood, and taken on, 1convenient,, witn a Dieot his sorts are suitable for pegging down or not. 
time to dissolve perfectly in cold water.- older wood. The bottles should bo hung in a In th9 moantimo he may mulch them with 

light position. They may be hung against a gtable-manure as soon as winter approaches.— 
-The easiest way of applying nitrate of soda is to wall in the open air if outtingi are put in now. p it 

sprinkle It evenly over the lawo in showery weather, or When water evaporates the bottles must be ' ' . . .   . . ... _ „ ... 
just before rdo fe eipeoted. The piesent Is a good season ism.j « If * _- Muoh depends upon what the Ilosrs are. Hybrid 
ten- u.»«ik.M»aiu m.mm.r ih. flllod Up. Bi. M. I’erpetuils mty be out book at the Ind of April to within to use, as after the soorohlng summer the turf nerds rup . 
Port-—E. H. - Ido not see why you should wish to » inches or 10 Inches of the ground, all ugly snags and very 

4520.—Hiding a black paling —There r00‘’ Ro,e8 »“ bottles of water, unless as an ex- the same way ;; but the long straggling eboou may be 
o many plants suitable for tho purpose, and poriment. Howover, they may be rooted in shortened In the autumn, and unsightly brmohei removed. 
» should try a Gloiro de D.ion Rose which *-bU way. Choose young growth about half -A. O. Butlbs. 

aro many plan 

we should try 
would look remarkably well in such a position, ripened, and use a glass bottle with clear rain 4525.— Rose Gloire Lyonnaise — By no 
The heavy, fragrant flowers would bo in fine water. Place a few pieces of charcoal in the means out the shoots back, but leave them to 
contrast. Clematis Jackmani is another good water to prevent putrefaotion, or the young peg down next year in the place of those pegged 
climber for the purpose, or C. montana, which root* will commence to rot off just as you were down this year. I have treated it so for six 
produces a wealth of white flowers in spring about to pot them up. An ordinary living years, and now the plants have shoots li feet 
Plant also Jaiminun nudiflorum, which is room or groenhouso will do very well to keep long for another year. It never fails to send up 
studded with yellow flowers in the winter and tb® bottlos in ; but Rases are rooted muon an abundance of them, and they sometimes 

produces a wealth'of white flowers in spring about to pot them up. An ordinary living years, and now the plants have shoots li feet 
Plant also Jaiminun nudiflorum, which is room or groenhouso will do very well to keep long for another year. It never fails to send up 
studded with yellow flowers in the winter and tb® bottlos in; but Rases are rooted muon an abundance of them, and they sometimes 
sprmg months. A few Ivies, good kinds, such more safely and satisfactorily in a sandy soil com- flower at their tips. It is not a groat automn- 
as Emerald Gem, Kerria j ipanioa fl.-pl, the post.—P. U. blooming Rose like the true Teas are.— A. H. as Emerald Gem, Kerria j ip anioa fl.-pl, the post.—P. U. blooming Rose like the true leas are.—A. H. 

Jew's Mallow (whioh has rioh-orange double - Although Roses strike fairly well in - Your question as to whether you are 

flowers), Honeysuakles, Pyracantha, or Fiery bottles of water in heat it is a muoh more letting your plant make too much growth 
Thorn, and the Wistaria. There is no want of oertain method of propagating them in a cold depends on the apace available. If there are 
subjects, and you may make a selection framo, or even out-of-doors entirely they strike uncovered spaces after you have allowed a width 
from the above-named. I have not mentioned readily. The point is to havo cuttings of the of 0 inches for each branch you may peg the from tne aDove-named. 1 have not mentioned readily. J he point is to havo outtings ot the of 9 inches for each branch you may peg the 
Virginian Creepers, as they aro planted every- right kind ; thoso that aro soft and unripe are new-made shoots down at once. If there is not 
where. One gets tired of them, even of the not suitablo. Shoots of the ourrent season’s so muoh room available, and there are no signs 
useful Ampelopsis Veitchi. Tho position is too growth in a half-ripcnod state, cut into (J inch of flowers upon tho old wood, you may cut out 
shady for tho Ross. Try the Ivies, and I have the latter at once and peg the other shady for the Rose. Try the Ivies, and I have 

seen the yellow-flowered Clematis sucoeed well 
in inch a spot. The soil must be well-prepared, 
or they will grow in poor stuff, riddled with the 
roots of the trees, and keep the soil moist for a 

time. We may have plenty of dry woather yet. 
—C. T. 

- Why not paint the paling with an 
invisible green colour first, and plant evergreen 
l'rivet, Irish Ivy, or oommon I.iurol, against it ? 
The latter would perhaps grow better under the 
trees if the soil is at all heavy. The ohief point 
in planting either of these subjects is to properly 
Srepare the soil first by digging it at least 2 feet 

eep and adding plenty of manure if the soil is deep and adding plenty of manure if the soil is 
poor. Should the first be dry after planting give 
abundance of water to the roots of the newly 
planted shrubs, as under the trees they would 
suffer otherwise. It is ueeless to plant any of 
the usual quiok growing olimbing plants, like 
Convolvulus for instanoe ; the position is not at 
all suitable.—8. P. 

-There is nothing belter th»n Ivy. Strain a few 
wlrea along, as Ivy will not cling well to blaok palings.— 
E H. 

-Irish Ivy and Virginian Creeper would soon oover up 
the ugliness Neither ot these teem to object to being over¬ 
shadowed.—A. O. Biitlrr. 

Ora Rraiikbh’ iLU'BTiUTinss : Aster Thomson!. Engraved for 
OAsnKXiNO lu.i ktratmi from n photograph sent liy Miss 
E. 'Volley Hod, Edge Hall, Mnlpas, Cheshire. (See p. 398). 

down in its place. Under any circum¬ 
stances the old wood should bo cut out 
in winter when there are young shoots 
to take its place, always assuming that 
there is a sufficient number of the latter 
to oover the surface. Although Gloire 
Lyounaise is a beautiful Rose, I think it 
ie more suitable for covering a pillar 
than for tho purposo you aro using it. 
Should you be writing again would you 
be good enough to say if you find the 
flower* have a pendent habit when the 
growth is pegged down, as I am inter¬ 
ested in this lorm of Rose-growing ’— 

J. C. C. 
- “ Micawber ” is treating this 

Rose correctly. By all means let him 
encourage the loDg upright shoots 
breaking out from the bate. These must 
ho pegged down next year in place of 
those whioh were pegged down and 
bloomed this summer. It is best to cut 
away the old wood which has already 
flowered, and so throw more strength 
into the new shooti. The old wood 
would have to be removed next spring, 
if not done now, and it is useless to 
allow it to absorb so much of tho plant’s 
energies. Bosides, you can manure and 
work the ground during this autnmn, if 
such wood is cut away now.—P. U. 

4529 —Treatment of Roses — 
Fi om your description you are evidently 
treating the plants very well, and I 
heartily with you tho succcssyou deserve 

spring. Keep the plants rather dry at the 
for a few weeks, and admit as much light 

4471.—Wood ashes.—Why not make 
them yourself ? It is only necessary to make a 
fire, and when well started, put on a lot of any 
rough wood, let it get well alight, and then 
partly cover it with weeds, rough bits of turf, 
or garden refuse of almost any kind, just to ..._ _ 
oheck too rapid combustion. In a garden of lengths, strike root easily if out square below a next spriDg. Keep the plants rather dry at the 
*Dy size a fire of this kind ought to be made joint, and inserted firmly in sandy soil. It is roots for a few weeks, and admit as much light 
frequently, or even kept going almost con- most important, however, that the soil at the and air as you possibly can. This will conduce 
stantly ; for one thing it is by far the best way base be made quite firm ; if not, roots cannot to better ripening of their wood. No artificial 
of getting rid of all the rnbbish, and for another form. If a frame is to be used no time should heat at present. Prune early in January. You 
the products are invaluable not only for potting be lost in putting in the cuttings. A layer of ask in what manner, and do not give any names 
purposes, bnt as a top-dressing for many vege- soil, 4 inches thick, on a bed of coal-ashes, made of the varieties. Presuming that they are all 
table crops in seed-bedi, &c. Such burntmnate- firm, affords a sufficient rootiDg space. Give a strong j pfiflttyfWfj prune very slightly, merely 
rial is equal in valua to .any artificiifl ma^uiSr, t a storing afterwards, to tettlo {.he soil cutting away immatured tips to long growths, ^ 
especially for Turnips, Carrots, Onions,VoSkcod, tirnKj aoout the cuttings. Keep the lijlit Icloa-i, | ami t,njrj(vei.lily | ii'kterali ihlat may exist. — V 

and other root crops.—B. C. R, esfeept for an hour occasionally: it should-filR.U,. 

URBAnA-CHAMPAIGN 
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4514.—Unhealthy Roses.—Your Rose* 
are suffering from the moet dreaded of all pests 
—mildow. The cause of this fungoid disease is 
sudden changes in the temperature or drought 
at the roots : or perhaps this season it is both 
combined. The prevention is difficult in the 
open ground, whore we are almost entirely at 
the mercy of tho elements ; but under glass it is 
not so difficult. Frequent syringing with a 
weak solution of any insecticide containing a 
little paraffin, at the rate of a tablespoonful to 
a gallon of the solution, also a littlo flowers of 
sulphur, will kill it; but the whole mixture 
must bo kept well stirred at the time of appli¬ 
cation. If practicable, remove the oause as 
much as possible, or no permanent benefit can 
accrue. Mildew is generally more or less pre¬ 
valent in the autumn, when cold nights and 
mornings aro followed by hot and bright days. 

-P. U. 

- Your Roses are afTeoted with mildew, 
caused, I have no doubt, through the want of 
water at the roots. A cheap and very effectual 
remedy for it is dust from a public highway. If 
the bushes are liberally sprinkled with it the 
mildew will disappear, at least for a time, but a 
good root watering is also necessary. You must 

understand that I do not claim any special value 
for road dust in this direction, further than it 
possesses the same power as any other material 

that is made up of minute particles, by drying 
up the fungoid growth of which mildow is com¬ 
posed. Perfectly dry dusty peat, if shaken on 
the leaves, has the same effeot. It is well known 
that sulphur will destroy mildew, but that is a 
romedy that is more oostly than road dust when 
there are many plants to be dealt with.—J. C. C. 

- The plants are attacked by mildew, 

which is far too common among Roses this sea¬ 
son, owing, of course, to the excessively dry 
weather. If they had been kept well watered 
with liquid-manure at the roots, and frequently 
syringed overhead, this would probably not have 
occurred, and you may havo some trouble in 
subduing it now. The foliage may be thickly 
sprinkled with sulphur, but abetter remedy still 
is the Mildewmors advertised in Gardening, 
which will soon got rid of it.—B. C. R. 

4530.—Management of pot-Roses.— 
You ought to have put a thick shade on the 
glass over vour Roses ; indeed, tho whole of the 
roof should have boon shadod in such woathor os 
we havo had this year. It was quite right to 
place the plants out-of-doors, but as they did 
not improve I am afraid the roots did 
not get all the water they wanted. If the 
plants want repotting you may do it now, using 
for a compost good turfy loam and a little sand 
mixed with it. When repotted placo them in 

tho house again.—J. C. C. 

- Here is a short outlino of tho routine for 
a cool-house such as you describe. Procur® 

your plants as soon as posBiblo, if from tho open 
ground. Pot them into tho following compost. 
Loam, one-third; leaf-soil and manuro, one- 
third ; the remainder being made up of any old 
and well-decayed refuso from a rubbish-neap. 
Drain the pots well, and mako the soil firm 

around the roots. Now stand them on the north 
side of a wall or hedge; or, better still, half 
plunge them in a cool pit. By January they 
may bo pruned, boaring in mind that different 
classos and varieties need pruning in different 
manners, and which havo frequently been 
described in these pages. Let them come on as 
steadily as possible, and when the temperaturo 
rises to the heights you mention, or even boforo 
that, give your glass a slight Bhading with somo 

wash. You must keep thorn clear from inseots 
and also maintain a fairlv even temperature ; say 
40 degs. to 50 degs. during the winter, and 
gradually rising to (10 degs. and 70 degs. through 
the summer months. While in growth plenty 
of water must be afforded them, and as the 
roots pormeat the soil, a fow applications of 
weak liquid-manure will be very beneficial. By 
the end of August it is well to rest the plants 
somewhat, and this can be secured by with¬ 
holding water and allowing more air, or else by 
placing the plants in tho open air ; I prefer the 

latter plan.—P. U. 

FRUIT. 

SOME GOOD AUTUMN PEARS. 

Many excellent kinds of Pears ripen during the 
autumn, and it is difficult to make a small selec¬ 
tion. Marie Louise (Fig. 1), an admirable kind 
either for standards or on walls, is too well 

known to need a word either of description or 
recommendation. I may say, however, that its 

season may be greatly prolonged by not picking 
all the fruit at one and the same time, but a 
portion only at intervals of a week or ten days. 

4430.—Passion-flower In fruit.—buoha crop ol 
fruit it oat at all uoootnmoa in a warm dry muoh. .The 
fruits are useless as food, tod Ahf Only wiinv ( ® i 
suKirest is to let them quite ripe sad esVjle'tofa, 
which some of the wholesale seed merchants might give a 
moderate prioe for.—B. 0. It. 

Fig 1.—Pear "Marie Louise." 

That first gathered will ripen proportionally 
earlier than tho last. Duohesse d’AngouK-me 
(Fig. 2), one of the largest of Pears, is handsome 
both in shape and appearance. In warm seasons 
the fiesh is buttery and molting, but frequently 
it is cross-grained and gritty. It is a noble 
exhibition Pear, and to ensure its always being 
good it should bo grown on a south or west 
wall. It is a freo bearer in any soil and 
aspect. Red Doyennd is a well - known 
little Poar that is always good. I find 
it succeed admirably grown in the form of 
bushes, well pinched in, and at the samo time 
fed liberally with manure or manuro-water. 
The pinching checks the growth and makes it 
fruitful, whilst tho manuring incrcasos the aizo 
and quality of the fruit. Louise Bonne of 
Jersey is a Pear well known to most fruit¬ 
growers, but amateurs and cottagers do not 
grow it noarly so extensively as they should do. 
It is ono of the surest of fruiters, either as a 
standard or on walls, and in quality is all that 
oan be desirod, and in a good fruit-room it will 
keep a month in usable condition. Durondeau is 
one of the most beautiful of all Pears, the skin 
being a shining russot, streaked with doep rod 
on tho sido next the sun, whilst the shaded side 

is, when fully ripe, a pale-yellow ; tho flesh is 
most delicious, and the treo is an abundant 
bearer. It is worthy of a wall and the moat 
liberal oulture. Calebasso Tougard is also a 
large, handsome-looking Pear of excellent 
quality ; it is one of tho few kinds that ripen 
best on tho trees, but it roquiros to be used as 
soon as it is gathered, for it soon rote decoptively 
at the core ; if gathered before it is ripe it rota 
before it becomes in any way usable, oxcopt for 
stowing. _ H. 

450G.— Planting Strawberries.—Make 
your bed and put out the plants at once, without 
the loss of a day. Had they been got in in July, 
just boforo the rain, you would have had doublo 
or treble the crop next summer that any plants 
sot out now are likely to produce. Still, if 
extra strong runners, with a ball of earth to 
each, or, better still, plants established in small 
pots, can be had and planted at onoe, a fair 
crop of fine fruits should result next season. A 
good distance for moet varieties, in ordinary 
soil, is 18 inches apart, with a distance of 2 feet 
between the rows. As regards the best kinds, 
British Quoon is tho finest flavoured of all, and 
if it can be grown should certainly be includod, 
but it does not thrive everywhere. Failing this, 
Dr. Hogg is an exoellent substitute, and for tho 
two othors President and Keen's Seedling will 

be about the best.—B. C. R. 

-The best time to put out Strawbeny- 
phvntl Ucarly in August. The object of gett ng 
tUrk^as soon as possible after tho layers are 

r^SVto have them established and proton 
jnto good plants before the winter, so that thoy 

will be strong enough to bear a orop of fruit the 
following season. Light gravelly soil does not 
suit the Strawberry, but I have grown on suoh 
soils splendid crops every year by treating the 
Strawberry as an annual. The young plants set 
out this year in August would bear a crop the 
following season. New runners would be layered 
in small pots for a new bed, and the old plants 
then were destroyed. The ground is trenched and 
manured well, the plants bemg set out 2 feet 
apart The best three sorts are Keen’s Seed* 
ling, President, and British Queen.—J. D. E. 

- No time should be lost in making a new Eilantation of Strawberries. If deferred much 
ater the chances of a crop of fruit is very much 

diminished, whereas if stout plants are put out 
during tho current month a fair quantity of 
fruit is assured. The best varieties to grow are 
Vicomtesso Hericart du Thury, Sir Joseph 
Paxton, and Waterloo, Those ripen in the 
order named, are all good bearers, and of good 
quality also. What the first-named loses la 
size of its fruit is made up in quantity, being 
a most prolific bearing sort. The land should 
be deeply dug, or, what is better, trenched 
18 inches deep, and should also be well manured. 
The rows ought not to be loss than 2 feet apart, 

and if 2 foot 0 inches thoy would bo all the 
better, especially whero much foliago is made. 
The plants will succeed very well 2 feet from 

each other, in Borne districts but lfi inches is 
given j but this is where but a thin crop of 
Foliage is obtained. The soil varies very much 

in different parts, having a direct influence on 
the foliage crop, that it is necessary to look 
around and see what are tho state of existing 
crops in this respeot; but tho distance named 
between tho rows is sufficient for all purposes. 

—S. P. 
-If very early Strawberries, combined with size, aro 

required, plant Noble. For succession plant Sir J. Paxton 
and President, and lor late use Elton Pine. Plant now, 
the sooner the better II the ground le in proper oondition. 
Plant 2 feet apart each way.—E. H. 

4500.—Vines in a cool-house—Vines 
may be grown in a cool-house, but if there are 
facilities for making a border it will be better 
to plant them out. I have seen Vines carried 
on for a number of years in large pots and tuba 
with the aid of artificial manures. And for a 
small houso where there is no convenience for 
planting out, a Vine in a pot of tho largest size 
will last a numbor of years ; but I think the 
ohief value of pot-Vines consists in their adapta¬ 
bility for early foroing, and so saving the per¬ 
manent Vines.—E. H. 

- No ; the Vines will grow far better, as 
well as require less care and labour in watering, 

&a, if plan tod out in a well-drained border of 
good loamy soil than in pots. At any rate, for 
a few years, or unless thoy havo to cover a con¬ 
siderable space, it is not, howover necossary to 
afford two or three Vines so large and wide a 
bordor as is usually supposed, and a border 
3 feet or 4 feet in width, and 2J feet in depth, 
including drainage, will afford quite enough 
growth for a small houso, and with the aid of 
some liquid and artificial manures, judiciously 
applied, thoy will produce a considerable number 
of fine bunches annually. To growapot-Vinepro- 
jiorly requires no inconsiderable amount of skill. 

— No, it is not best to grow Vinos in pots 
in a cool-house on account of the labour they 
give in watering, and also because when tho 
roots havo the run of a good border they aro 
more productive, giving a groater number of 
branches and larger berries. On the other hand, 
Vinos grown in pots will ripon their fruit a 
fortnight earlier beoauso they start into growth 
sooner in tho spring, owing to tho warm air of tho 
house acting on tho pot and imparting warmth 
to the roots. If you use pots 20 inches in 
diameter, and take moderate crops, dno set of 
Vines wiil last three years.—J. 0. C. 

4502. — Packing Peaches. — To send 
Peaches safely by post they must be packed 
well, as things are usually moro knocked about 
in the parcel post thon when sent by rail; still 
I have sent small parcels of I’eachos by post 
quite well. In the first placo, strong tin or wood 
boxes must be used, and the fruit must be packed 
tightly, so that under no amount of jolting or 
knocking about will they shift. I should not 
send aboro! thannone dozen in a box, and these 
should, be packed iUjOnc layer; therefore the box 
should beMmai" to IfltUihe Peaches, allowing for a 

A box 4 inohc*deep 
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removing most of Ihe old soil, and examining the 
roots carefully for any sign of decay, which 
should be cutout with a sharp knife, the disease 

inside will carry largo si/ed Poaches. The best H0U8B ft WINDOW GARDENING, for summer flowers. They may then be repotted, 
packing material is paper shavings, but dry clean - removing most of the old soil, and examining the 

Moss, well beaten with a stick to make it soft and AURICULAS FOR A WINDOW-BOK. y fora“y v!gn -?eC?a’ ,^hluh 
elastic, will do. Place a layer of the packing _AUt*l°V “T a , f ' should be cut out with a sharp knife, the disease 
material in the bottom of the box, and spread TlIKE fascinating little flowers, long forgotten being thus prevented from spreading. Auriculas 
over this half a sheet of cotton wadding ; then and neglected, are now again in high favour, should always be grown in small poU, and may 
wrap each fruit np carefully in tissue paper, and aod collections of Auriculas are to be met with often be repotted mto cl^n poU of ho same 
run a strip of cotton wadding round each fruit a sides. Being perfectly hardy, they are size they had last, dividing the clumps if 
to take off the pressure wheFe the fruits meet, equally suitable for a garden, a cold greenhouse, necessary. They may also be planted out in 
This is better than wrapping each fruit in a glass porch, or window-boxes, in which they moist shady borders for the summer, if a garden 
wadding, because the strip may be doubled, and hloom during April, even in a north-west aspect, be available, and this is perhaps the best plan, 
will in consequence offer a larger buffer to the which suits them well. Auriculas are divided as they ripen their crowns well here (if not 
pressure. Turn the remainde? of the sheet of into two distinct famdies, the alpine Auricula allowed to suffer from want of water m hot 
wadding placed in the bottom over the top of the and the Primula Auricula, the latter being the weather), and can be potted up or p aced in 

fruit, and fill in with paper shavings or Moss, most suitable for growing under glass (without boxes u. September, backed up by well growu 
Make the box quite full, place on the lid, tie fire-heat), and the former, alpine Auriculas, plants of English herns, such as bcolopcndnum 
down with strong string (never use nails). The the most useful for window-boxes 1 hoy can vulgare, and the handsome crested varieties of 
lids on Peach boxes usually have strips of wood b? procured in clumps during September, and the Hart s-tongue, which can now be procured, 
nailed on the under side at each end, so that Panted in the box at once, using plenty of alpine Auriculas make a charming window-box, 
under any circumstances the lids cannot move drainage at the bottom, with compost of turfy being especially suitable for those aspects where 

lids on Peach boxes usually have strips of wood 
nailed on the under side at each end, so that 
under any circumstances the lids cannot move 

ripe when packed.—E. H. 

The fruit should not be dead i°am 4nree parts, to one part of leaf-mould, and other spring flowers are late in blooming. 
sprinkling of soot and old stable manure. 

Luriculas should not have too rich soil, and * ... Auriculas should not have too rich soil, and 
- In the first place, the fruit should be lnugt at ftn times have plenty of air. Their 

gathered bofore it is fully ripe ; if left on the cultivation has been known ever since the begin- 
trees until quite soft it is next to impossible to ni„g 0f the seventeenth century, when Clusius, 

THE KITCHEN GARDEN. 

LAYING OUT A KITCHEN GARDEN. 

4526.—In the absence of particulars as to site 
pack them without bruising. Instead of squeezing a great Auricula lover of ancient times, wrote ,n aWn(.„ nf narHouUr« as to site 

the fruit on the top to test their stage of ripe- hU “ History of Rare Plants.” Until of late ana^7„? thooarden I mustastumeaZd 
ness grasp the fruit with the hand, giving it a yoarg however, tho alpine Auricula has been , , ■ • • 8f. on .i.i. nuluect 

steady pull. If it leaves the stalk fairly easy it £egleiud, although the Primula Auriculas were ^‘ninfZ^en S in form of a e, ulre 
is ready for gathering. Wrap each fruit in soft a perfect craze with our grandmothers, who were [ ■ south and has a wall or fence 
tissue paper two or threo folds thick. Then well acquainted with the four different types of ^ it tha most convenient tilan of arrance 
prepare a strong tin or wood box by lining it these plants—i.e . Breen-edged, grey-edged, arou , it, the most con enient plan of ra g - 

Uh freshlygathered Moss, perfectly dry and whfte-e^ed^and self?, the Jt section lo m?ru'- “£} “£ 

well beaton to render it soft and springy. Tho (Dg a number of beautiful velvety blossoms of > {? mon/than an acre in’extent. 
box should not be more than an inch deeper purple, yellow, maroon, &c. Alpine Auriculas, ? ■ ,b , ,bo boundarv is euual on all 

inTotS fthc,tfru t0WC?rcfil[verD0a-^tho“mIm the ofch®r are either edged with deep- a gbordur 10 feet wide^hould be formed 
and over the fruit. Carefully pack the Moss brown or claret colour, the centres being yellow, i - i. tc„ honndarv These herders are 
between the fruits so that they do not touch 0r else the edge is purple, with a pale cream- laU^eoetaldes in such I! 
each other, nor must they touch tho sido of tho coloured eye, and they bear but little farina on f',,rrot. itLad Beans Karlv Potatoes 
box, but be thoroughly surrounded with Moss. their loaves, the thick white poUen which covers n "^Pesi akd sahfdin^ weffL nrovS 
till tho box tightly with the Moss, so that the the leaves of the Primula Auricula family being { ,t of^nlanta for life flower^ 
Peaches cannot move ; tie the lid securely ovor, usually absent from the alpines, although there h as WallflmversPForget mo note kc 
but do not nail it beyond just a tack or two to are now some hybridised varieties which also Sffi * hiohneed,ZT^ The border fac^v tlio 
keep it m place. Where Moss is not available have whitish leaves. The culture of both kinds lh ^ most useful for many subjects gpor 

Sell00 Nothin? °il bo0tterWOhiwevern8thanVtho “ V°ry dillic“.lt> instance, summer Turnips, extra late Straw- 
Moinronerlv nrena^d Shp young plants being best procured* offsets, with berrie., as well as a reserve ground for shrubs 
Moss properly prepared.-S. P. a little root attached where it is desirable that may be r.quired for filing tho flower-beds 

- I frequently send both Peaches and 10 8r°w t“e'" l“ P°b8>. wh?“ th®7 can. . during the winter months. Close under the 
Nectarines by post, and they carry admirably if fanged in the front of tho box (the pots sunk in wall BtyordlJ a capital place for the growth of 
they are packed firmly in light shallow wooden Gocoa-nut-fibre or buo ashes), and potted in Mustard and Cress during tho summer months, 
boxes, and one layer of Peaches in each. VV'rap September, using small sized, and standing the jj6xb to tbjg border gbould run a path 5 feet 

each fruit up separately in tissue paper and plants in a shady placo with a north aspect until wjd0i and parstllel to the border. Down the 
pack them rather firmly in tho lightest wood ™ey are established. They should not be too oentre and along the top the paths should be at 
shaviDgs. This material I like better than paper “eeV, watered after repotting. ihe compost ]eaet g feet wide, jf the garden is an acre or less 
shavings or cotton wadding. They must be “hould be used in a fairly moist state and water ia proportion. On each side of the centre path a 
packed so firmly, without pressing them too withheld from the plants for two or three days, flowcr.border might bo mado, in width according 
much, that there is no danger of them shifting. a* they a^e otherwise liable to rot off. Covering to fanoyt the back of the border of say 6 feet wide 
A layer of the packing must be placed under them with a bell-glass during this time is a help mjght have a single row of espalier trained fruit- 
and another over tho fruit.—J. D. E. them, or placing them in a Bteady frame with tre°s-say, Apples and Pears. Cross paths 

418l.—Pollarding Apple-treea &c—Kvsruhlnt- lh^- g,a“ on> where they can have the damp air gh0uld intersect the centre one for convenience 
would depend upon the condition and vigour oi the which they need to support their foliage nntil jn worhing. In forming the paths both sides would depend 'upon^he^win'dl^ku^^’n^^iKour ihe wnicn tney need to support tneir louage until jn working. In forming the paths both sides 
trees. I have seen trees do well alter and make fine should be on the same level and parallel to each 
heads. It isabout on a par with regrafting, and this result _ nth,,, Th« hnttnm nf thn ,mt h «h,ml,l hn nf 
la in proportion to the vigour left In the tree.—E. II. dt\ -»■- other, ihe bottom of the path should be of 

...» t, ^ , ... J tho same formation as the finished path, 
4-lo6. Beat Strawberries. Unless one Hmi /***^Im slightly higher in the oentro and rounding to 

is thoroughly acquainted with the soil it is best |Sm the sides. Whether the garden U on a elope 

to plant for main crop only thoroughly reliable ' ThA' or d«ad lovel the edges should follow 
kinds, and those should include .Sir J. Paxton Ihe same rake. Before making the paths the 
and President. VicomtessedoThury is very valu- edgings must bo put down, no matter of what 
able on indifferent soils and is a good fruiter ; JJ they are constructed. Box is the best of living 
Jane Veitcb, very large ; hlton’a Pine, good \Kr edgings, when properly planted and regularly 

late flort. Among more recont aorta Prince ^ attended to in keeping it cut ehort. A very neat 
Teck, in the way of Sir J. 1 ax ton but larger ; and interesting edging can be formed with flint 
Barnes I roliflc ; Noble, very early ; Waterloo, A or other stones, planting Doublo Daisies, Pinks, 
very large, are all good ; and on good Straw- W*:-. * Arabia, Sedumglaucum.S. Lydium, or Herniaria 

berry soils I should always include British - V \ glabra at the back of tho stones, allowing it to 
Queen. E. H. \ grow over them and thus form a lining edging 

1315.—Myrobalan Plum.—This, which la also as well as being a showy one as well. Even 
known as the “Mlrsbelle" and “Slyrobella," makes a “ * •I strips of board made secure in the soil will answer 

^ck^rnywir-It^bs 'cb“ ofToit ^ W* . H ..■ J the,amc purpose asthe.tones, but tlicy donotgive 
meo.—B. 0. It. ^ « quite so nice an ellect until the edging is com- 

-You could not have looked through catalogue, oi ■■ JfZtW P1*1®- If tbere ar« no natural mean, of getting 
leading firms, aethc Myrobalan Plum le a common tree. rid of surplus Water from heavy rains drains 
It Is also oalled tbeOherry Plum, and its botanical name must belaid. A single row of 24-inch pipes 

is Prunus myrobalanus. O. T. Fig. 2-Pcar ■■ Duchesse d'AngoulOme.” (See page 400.) down the centre of each path, with small catch 
-Prunue myrobalanus is somotlmes called the Cherry pits built at the side of tho path and connected 

Plum. Any nurseryman can obtain this, If he does not with « Bhnrt, lenoth nf ninn will fake awav a 

'SZZuy'" ^^“r.^l%la7r^(»^enm‘?Hl'drfo? he<7gor,^anDtlJfge the roots are able to perform their work, quantity of water, and if these drains can be 
but I like the White Thorn better; it makes a neater and railing a frame or bell-glaes, they may bo placed connected with a main draiu at the 
better hedge.—E. II. in a box with a few inches of damp coal-ashes at lowest point in the garden, running into 
- the bottom and covered with a piece of glass for a tank or pond, the water will bo useful. 

Drawings for "Gardening."—Readtu u-ill a *ew day®> a^ter which they are best out-of- Not less than 3 inches of rough materia), 
kindly remember that we are glad to get specimen* oj door® wi^h their Pot® BQnk in ashes in a shady such as stones, broken bricks, or clinkers, will 
beautiful or rare tloioere and good fruits winapw-box. The plan of growing them in pots fcrenriC3iiBiV;'yfor the bottom of each path. Over 
for drawing. The drawings ,c ma*le\udU bLngyiLA hAjthjp&dvantage, that they receive no. check this quite an inch of fine gravel should bo laid 
the bat manner -•.-i wili appear in due^irie in sfftfcu'^owering in April, although it isjlW«Wliy aad taWW quibri I ttmL. V'atha made in this 
QissnoM Ihtcsi»*t»D. tlb-femove them in May when the box is wanted,* mviner are a'ways dry and pleasant to walk 
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upon. All the garden intended for cultivation 
should be trenched 2 feet deep, retaining the 
surface-soil still at the top, and returning that 
from the bottom of the trench to the same place 

again. The management of the different kinds 
oF fruit depends so much upon circumstances. 
Presuming there are walls, those facing south 
will be the moat suitable for Peaches, Nectarines, 
and Apricots ; Pears and Cherries succeed in a 
western exposure; Plums grow admirably against 
an eastern wall ; around the odge of the quarters 
small fruit, such as Red, Black, and White 
Currants and Gooseberries, may be planted 
4 feet from the edge of the path, planting a bush 

Apple-tree every 2(1 feet. Strawberries should 
occupy a position on one of the quarters, and so 
should Raspberries, choosing the most damp 
corner for the latter. Permanent crops, like 
Rhubarb, Asparagus, and Seakale ought to 
occupy one quarter by themselves, as this plan 
leaves the three remaining quarters free for rota¬ 
tion cropping of such vegetables as Potatoes, 
Peas, Cabbage, Winter Greens, and root crops. 
As it is not wise to follow a crop of Cabbages 
with another of Brussels Sprouts, for instance, 
if the three quarters are left entirely free from 
permanent subjects this repetition of cropping 
may be avoided. In a short article like this it 
is impossible to deal so fully with this subject 
as it deserves. More than a general idea oannot 
be given ; particulars as to details of any one 
point would be freely given by permission of the 

Editor. S. P. 

-You send so little information to guide 
one in giving you an answer, that only general 
principles can be referred to in doing so. As a 
rule, it is best to keep vegetables and fruit as 
distinot as the oiroumstanoes will permit. That 
portion of the space set apart for fruit should 
adjoin the lawn or pleasure grounds, so that the 
tiassage from one part to the other should be 
ess objectionable than leaving the flowers and 

plunging at once amongst the Cabbages and 
Potatoes, assuming this inquiry to refer to a 
garden of only moderate dimensions. The 
portion intended for fruit should be the whole of 
the width ; then should follow lines of pyramid 
or bush-trees of Apples, Pears, Cherries, and 
Plums. Next to these should be lines of Goose¬ 
berry and Currant-bushes, and to follow these 
may come Raspberries, and then the Straw¬ 
berry-beds. For still smaller gardens a line of 
espalier-trained Apple or Pear-trees makes a 
good dividing line between the flowers and 
vegetables. The middle portion of the space 
should be occupied with such vegetables as 
Onions, Carrots, Cauliflower, Beans, Ac., and 
such subjects as Asparagus, Seakale, and 
Rhubarb should bo located at the farthest end. 
With regard to the direction of the beds I like 
the rows of the different crops to run north and 
south, and in laying out a now garden it is easy 
to arrange for this being done. Good gravel is 

the best material to make the walks, and a 
well kept Box-edging is superior to everything 
else used for that purpose.—J. C. C. 

TURNIP CULTURE. 

Tornil's may bo had in good condition nearly 
ten months in the year by sowing a little seed 
at various times from the first week in March 
to the last day in July. A light gravelly soil, 
well broken up, is that which is most favourable 
to the production of good Turnips, but they will 
succeed in all sorts of soils if properly prepared 
Gardens that are situated somowhat low and 
moist, with moderately rich, well cultivated 
soil, will produce early Turnips of the best 
quality, though such gardens are unsuitable for 
the generality of spring crops. The first orop 
should be sown about the last week in March, 
iu an open situation, whero the ground is light. 
When sown two or three weeks after midsummer, 

and the plant becomes established, there is no 
difficulty in securing a crop on tolerably well- 
managed land. Others to succeed those sown 
the previous month should bo put in about the 

end of April. This crop will be ready for use 
by the end of June; thoso sown at the end of 
March, if they escape the flea, will bo ready for 
use by the first week in June. Another sowing 
should be made early in June, and a sowing for 
the main crop about the first week in July. In all 
cases locality must decide the time to swathe last 
crop. As a rule, large Turnips are (At re 

therefore they should bo I sown jh*tVl°!l4etJvb 
to insure roots about the size of ones fiat. It 

is a good plan to make two sowings at an in¬ 
terval of a fortnight from each other. Turnips 
are in all cases best in drills about 1 inoh deep 
and 14 inches apart. Late crops should be sown 
rather wider apart than earlier ones, in order 
that light and air may circulate freely among 
the foliage and about the roots, otherwise the 
leaves get watery and incapable of resisting 
severe weather. As soon as the plants have 
made leaves 1 inoh in width, the hoe must be at 

work amongst them, cutting up weeds and 
stirring up the ground. They should be thinned 
to about 12 inohes from each other in the rows. 
In dry weather give them a good soaking or two 
of water, and hoe between the rows at least once 
a week. I ought to have stated that it is not 
essential that tne ground should be prepared just 
previous to sowing the seed,it beinganad vantage 
to have it prepared some time beforehand, when 
it is not required for other purposes. In all 
gardens of limited dimensions every inch of 
ground is an object, and the moment one crop is 
gathered the ground should be turned up 
and planted with another. Manure freely ana 
dig deeply, and the soil will be capable of bring¬ 
ing to perfection, two, three, or even four crops 
in one season. For early sowings of Turnips, 
the best are early American Stone Strapleaf, 
which is very early and good ; Early White 
Dutch, a sort that becomes quickly fit for use ; 
Early White Stone ; and Early Snowball. For 
the main crop there is nothing better than Red 
Globe ; it is an excellent variety, and it has the 
good property of remaining a long time fit for 
use, and also a good midseason kind in the one 
here figured, Yellow or Golden Maltese Turnip. 

Turnip "Yellow or Golden Maltose.” 

For late winter use Orange Jelly and Chirk 
Castle are fino hardy sorts; the flesh of the 
latter is beautifully white, though the outside 
is nearly black, and the flavour is good ; but the 
flesh of the former is yellow, and, therefore, to 
«oqie objectionable. The greatest enemy to the 
Turnip crop is the fly, which is most to be 
feared in fine, sunny seasons ; heavy rains and 
cold springs destroy them. One remedy is to 
dust the ground all over with quick-lime as 
soon as the plants appear above the surface ; 
this, in most cases, is effectual. Some apply 
gat-lime three or four days after sowing the 
seed ; sifted wood-ashsa, put on m toon at the 
plants show their seed-leaves, have also proved 
an effectual remedy. R. 

4103.—Seed from Tomatoes -Choose medium- 
elsed, perfectly formed fruit of toy kind, welt until they 
are perfectly ripe, then out them In pieoee, taking out 
the feed along with the pulp, place It In oold water, wash¬ 
ing the seeds free from all flesh and Juloe of (be Tomato. 
Lay them thinly in a dry plaoe for a few days until they 
are^thoroughly dry, then they are ready for storing.— 

4531 —A email greenhouse.—A Vine 
could certainly be successfully cultivated in such 
a structure as the one described, even without 
the aid of any artificial V.eat. I should certainly 
recommend a Black Hamburgh in preference to 
any other, especially if the local climate is fairly 
warm, and the situation moderately sunny and 

sheltered. Otherwise a Royal Muscadine or 
Buckland Sweetwater should do well. I do not 

kn 

and oertainly less ooatlv as regards fuel; if gas 
is used at all it should be in a properly-con¬ 
structed stove with a boiler, in onnection with 
about 25 feet of 3-inch piping. A Vine, how¬ 
ever, does not need any artificial heat daring 
the winter—in fact, it is better without it, most 
decidedly, and a heating apparatus would only 
be necessary if you wish to grow any tender Slants in pots, Ac., as well. In a totally un- 

eated greenhouse attached to a small residence 
near here a really magnificent crop of Black 
Hambnrgh Grapes has already been ripened, 
though, of course, this has been an exceptional 
season : but with a sunny south aspect there 

need not be many failures.—B. C. R. 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

4523 —An Ivy-leaved “ Geranium ”— 
Your Ivy-leaved “Geranium" is, I expect, 
Madame Croosse. I grow it largelv for supply¬ 
ing cut flowers in winter, and always prune 
rather hard back about May. If oat baok now, 
unless in a very warm honse, there will not be 
many flowers in winter, but all dead wood 
should be removed now, and the young shoots 
trained in. Give liquid-manure for three or 
four weeks twice a week.—E. H. 

-Piok off all dead leaves and flower-stems, 
and tie the shoots either to the wires which 
support the branches, or to the latter themselves. 
So much more blooms will be had from the 
plant next year by following this treatment 
than though it was out down to within three or 
four feet of the ground. The Ivy-leaved 
“ Geranium ” does not break readily into new 
growth like an ordinary “ Geranium ” of the 
Zonal section. I have some plants treated in 
the way recommended, and they have been in 
their present position for the last fourteen years. 
The wall is 12 feet high and thiokly covered. — 

S. P. 

4503.—Compost for the Oleander.— 
The Oleander thrives well in a soil composed of 
two parti peat, one part loam, and a fair pro¬ 
portion of sharp silver-sand. It is most im¬ 
portant to provide good drainage in the pots, as 
the plants require a large quantity of water. 
The reason why the Oleander presents such an 
unsatisfactory aspect in the majority of gardens 
is beoause they are never or seldom shifted into 
large pots, but kept starving in the Bame size 
from year to year. Another fault is in not 
giving sufficient heat during the growing season, 
so that the flowers oan expand well. Oleanders 
are often grown in rooms, but they aro not good 

plants for the purpose, as the temperature is too 
varying, and artificial warmth is required.— 

4527.—A span-roofed greenhouse — 
The proper place for a boiler will be a point 
between the greenhouse and coach-house, and on 
the same level as the latter, or, if possible, 
slightly below. Preferably it should be placed 
in a small, separate shed or the like, so as to 
avoid dust, Ac. For a propagating-house of the 
size named about ten rows of 4 inch piping 
would be required, equalling 200 feet altogether, 
and with a few feet for the ooach-house a boiler 
capable of heatiDg 250 feet to 300 feet should be 
employed. A small plain Saddle, set in brickwork, 
would do, or one of the larger sizes of the upright 
independent slow-oombustion description would 
come cheaper as well as require leas attention, 
and consume little, if any, more fuel. As the 
pipes in the propagating-house will be on a con¬ 
siderably higher level, a valve must be placed 
in the flow thereto, in order to check the current 
and throw some heat into the coach-house.— 

B. C. R. 

- There is no difficulty in heating the 
coach-house and greenhouse from one fire. Fix 

a dome-top boiler in the coach-house, and carrv 
pipes from it up into the greenhouse. Yon will 
probably get all the warmth you want to air 
the ooach-house when you want a fire for the 
greenhouse. It will be better, however, to be 
able to heat the two structures separately, in 
case it should be wanted. A flow and return 
pipe along the back and two ends of the coach¬ 
house will be Buffioient, and the same qusmtity 
of piping will do for an ordinary greenhouse of 
the size yon mention if the pipes are 4 inches in 
diameter. If you heat separately you will want 

exactly what the gas-stove mentioned is, 

lonally have a strong objection to the ... 
tion of gas inside a plant-hpuso lin Buy ! a feed cirtern ir bo*|i buildings and valves in 

. flue would probably be moie suitable;! both set* of pipes to tuin oL and on, the cistern 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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in each o&u being above the highest point of 
the pipes.—J. C. C. 

4521.—Bego alas after flowering.— 
Yon have done wrong. The Begonias were not 
ready for ripening off, and their beauty must 
have been very short-lived. It is a common 
but great mistake to withhold water until the 
tops have quite died and the water must be 
withheld gradually, otherwise too great a oheck 
is imposed. It is too late now to do muoh good, 
but treat the others as advised. When they 
have quite died down, then lay the pots on their 
■idea, under a greenhouse stage or similar place, 
where they will not be exposed to drip or frost. 
In the spring, when commencing to grow, take 
them out, repot them, and start in gentle heat. 
—C. T. 
- These plants should not be dried oil 

immediately they are done flowering. Water 
should be gradually withheld by not giving 
them so muoh, and gradually reducing the 
supply ; when the leaves assume a yellow tinge 
the plants of the tuberous varieties should have 
no more water until they are started again in 
the spring. Amateur cultivators and some 
gardeners have very orude notions about 
“ drying off” plants. It is necessary to observe 
when the plants get to the stage when they may 
be dried off; and that is easily ascertained by 
the change in the wood or leaves.—J. D. E. 

-Toe plants have been put un lor the stage too soon. 
Take them out and stand them on ashes In a sheltered ami 
sunny spot out-of-doors, giving a very little water as long 
aa the leavea remain green, and gradually withholding it 
as they turn j ellow and fall. This treatment will mature 
the growth thoroughly, and render the tubers sounder and 
larger than any other method. Bring them Inelde before 
there la eoough froat to penetrate the pots —B. 0. K. 

1603—Tree Oarnatlon-cuttIngB —Cuttings of 
fairly Arm shoots of Tree-OaroaMoos will strike now lo a 
frame. I should dibble the outtlnge In pota In sandy soil, 
whloh should be kept In a moist oondltlon, and be shaded 
from bright sunshine.—K If. 

- I am now busy striking Tree-Carnation 
cuttings; it is nob too late, but to make sure 
that they will strike a little bottom-host is 
neoeseary. Mine are treated in this way. I 
have a low pit to spare, unheated, and I put In 
about two barrowloads of stable-manure in one 
corner of the pit. Some Coooa-nut-flbre or 
■pent tan is put over it, and a oouple of hand 
lights. I use for the cuttings small CO sized 
flower pots. They are well drained and filled 
with fine sandy soil. The small side cuttings 

are best, and aoven of them are planted in eaoh 
pot. They form roots in two or three weeks. 
They must all be struck in the same way.— 
J. D. E. 

4i0i—Oreoper for a small greenhouse.-The 
beet creeper or climbing plant for a greenhouse Is ihe 
white variety of l.ipagerfa rosea. The eeoond beet Is 
I'tpegerle roeea IUelt. Sjme varieties are muoh better 
than others.-J. D. E. 

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS. , «M.-Hvergroah hedge.-win anyone phase to 
_ let me know what to plant at the north and east side of a 

Questions.—Queries and anmoers are Inserted in 
Gardening tree 0/ charge if correspondents follow the rulet 
here laid down for their guidance. All communicaliont 
for insertion should be clearly and concisely written on | 
one side 0/ the paper only, and addressed to ihe Editor oj 

.Hi-ureoyer lor a small greennouse —The 
best oreeper or climbing plsnt for a greenhouse 1s ihe 
white variety of l.ipagerfa rosea. The eeoond beet Is 
Lipagerla rosea IUelt. Sjme varieties are muoh better 
than others.-J. D. E. 

4519 — Malmaiaon Carnations.—The 
best compost for these is a mixture of good turfy 
loam four parts, one part eaoh of leaf-mould and 
very old hot-bed manure, one part of burnt 
earth, plenty of sharp sand, and a dash eaoh of 

sootandThomson’sorothergoodartifioial manure. 
Drain well and pot firmly. But for winter 
flowering they ought to havo been established in 
the pota some time ago. In winter they prefer 
a temperature of about 55 degs., with free ven 
tllation on all fine days, and a dry rather than 

moist atmosphere. Keep them also near the 
glass, and water only when really necessary.— 
B. (J. R. 

- These do not flower so freely or so well 
in the wintor as the Tree-Carnations. To get 
anything like a good bloom in the winter strong 
plants should be grown, struck from cuttings or 
layers early iu the year, and grown on in pota to 
be planted in their flowering pots at the latest 
in September. Use good yellow loam, leaf-mould, 
and decayed atable-mannre, with a little sand 
added. The plants should be placed near the 
glass in a heated house ; but the atmosphere of a 
fernery would be too moist for them. The 
vinery would be better.—J. D. E. 

4523.—Cleaning Camellias.-Tbs Camellias are 
Infested with whit* scale, which le worse—II suoh a thlDg 
la poaslble—to get rid of thau mealy bug. Every bit of 
the plants, wood and foliage, must be sponged over 
eeveral tlmea with a etroog solution of Olahurst 
Compound, 4 ox. to the gallon, used warm ; use a brush 
for the hard wood.—E. II. 

-The plants should be thoroughly dressed with soft- 
soap and water, Tobaooo.water, or some euoh preparation 
as F.r-tree Oil, which Is an eiosllent remedy tip Ihe aoale 
evldeotlv allliotlng them. Vph must do Ithe-.fori 
thoroughly, working the brush will in at the 1Mb& >a5 I 
corners where the pests oongregate.—0. T. I 

1 onesute of the paper only, and addressed to the Editor of 
Oardknino, 37 Southampton-street, Cooentgarden, Lon- 

' don. Letters on business should be sent to the I’iiri.isiisr. 
I The name and address of the sender are required in 
; addition to anu designation he may desire to be used in 

the paper. When more than one query is sent, each 
1 should be on a separate piece of paper. Unanswered 

queries should be repeated. Correspondents should hear 
■ in mind that, as Oarobninq has to be sent to press some 

time in ad nance of date, they cannot ahoays be replied to 

1 In the issue immediately following the receipt of their 
communication. 

1 Answers (which, with the exception of such as cannot 
wiU be classified, will be found in their different depart¬ 
ments) should always bear the num'wr and title placed 

. against the query replied to,\and our readers will greatly 
oblige us by advising, as far as their knowledge and 

■ observations permit, the correspondents who seek assist- 

, anee. Conditions, soils, and means vary so infinitely 
that several answers to the same question may often be 

' very useful, and those who reply would do well to mention 
the localities in which their experience is gained. Corres¬ 
pondents who refer to articles inserted in Garden1N9 
should mention the number are which they appeared. 

4538.—Bottling Grapes.-II jw Is this done, and 
how long will coey neepf Will some reader kindly reply? 
—Hambosuii. 

—Treatment or Nut-trees.—Will someone 
kindly inform me as to the msnugemeot, prunlog, and 
growing, Ay, of Nut-trees ?-M. N. 

4540 -Clematises. -What ere the beet-1, White and 
L'lao Oil in tcleea ; 2, the most profuse ttowerora ; 3. and 
bearing the largest dowers f—IIuimhdmi'isld. 

4m.-R9m3Vlng old tree stamps -Will some 
one kindly iufurm me of the beet w*y to ioo*» out old and 
decayed troe-stumps out of orohar.le or Helds ?- M N. 

4512 -Raising Quiolt.—Will somtcni kindly tell 
me If there le auy plau U/ which y ilok cao he raised from 
P ** ln one y**r> 01 otherwise the beet pleu to raise It?— 

45i3.-Neapolitan Violets -I want to etart a bed 
of Neapolitan lljubie Violets. Will someone kindly tell 
me how I should proceed, and what sort le the beet?— 
Amateur. 

4611.—Powl manure -Will someone kindly tell me 
what plants (o avoid putting towl manure to, and those 
that will grow with It, and if 1 mu,t mix it with anything 
Hretf—E. J. H. 

4545.—A fine Sanflower.-l have growing In my 
gaiden a Sunflower IS feet high, the stem isfif loobee in 
olroumferenoe, and I would like to know if this le not an 
extraoidloary dower r-E. Wilson. 

4518.—Roses from oattlngs and seeds.—1 
should bo g.’al if anyone would give me some little Infor¬ 
mation oonoernlng the method of raising Hoses from 
outtlnge, and seeds f-E. Burrows. 

4647.—"Thrlps" on Vines, Oto—Will someone 
please tell me ins beet way to clear Vines with fruit on, 
all ripe or nearlv ripe, of •• lliripe," also on plants In same 
houses, suah as FuODsias, &o. T-W..H. 

4543 -Bedding " Geraniums."—Will someone 
please ten me if Ed. Button, Hy. Jtooby, and John 
Ulbbyni are good bedding eoiti, and also give the names 
of a few other good ones tor bedding ?—W. If. 

4549 -Blgnonla capreolata.-Ie there any obanoe 
of dowering this plant in a pot, or mutt It be planted 
In a bed In a greenhouse f It makes rapid growth, but 
dm never flowered, though In my poeeeetlon for three 
yeere.—K. 

455°.-Savlng Ououmber seed.-1 should be very 
muoh obllgeU If aoyooe wou.d Inform me how to save seed 
from Cuoumbere growing Id a greenhouse 7 I have two 
turning yellow. Did I ought to put them to rest on any¬ 
thing r-OOTTAUXR. 

4651.—Tortoise stove for greenhouse.—Will 
someone kinuly tell me if a Tortoise aiow oombuetlon etove, 
and ot what dimensions, would be suitable to beat a lean- 
to greenhouse facing east, 7 feet by 6 feet, to give a tem¬ 
perature of 60 dege. in winter 7-A.O. O. 

4662. —Snails In a garden -Please tell me how to 
gttildof snails7 They crawl all over my oarpst lo the 
night. I have a depth of 181 nohee under my floor. I have 
stopped holes where I thought they come, Out they leave 
their elime over everything.—Constant Ksadkr. 

4663. -White Thorne from seeds.-Would any- 
ooe please to glveme any informailon as to when would 
bsec be the time to plant eeede of White Thorn 7 And also 
whloh would be the beet way ? And alto how long would 
they be before ooming through the earthT—1121. 

4661.—Heating a greenhouse.—I have a lean-to 
greenhouse, one of the oheap ones, will someone recom¬ 
mend me the best paraffin etove with hot-water pipes to 
get for it ? The else Is 12 feet by 8 feet. Being ot thin 
glass, will requires good deal of heat.—Amateur, 

4655. — •• Geranium " cuttings. — Will anyene 
kindly let me know If 1 oan keep "Geranium’' outtlnge 1 
over the winter In a oold frame used for growing Ououm- 
bers in summer? If so, please suggest how. also best 
remedy for keeping tbe leaves from damping oS?-Joun. 

4660.-Hvergr*en creepers. - Will any person 
kindly let me know the names of eix or eight eveigreen , 
creepers, to gtow at tbe south side of my house wall, 
30 feet high, and lo flower in spring or summer, something 
worth looking at? Aleo say when to plant and best toil 7 ' 
—John. 

4667.—Tobocoo.—I have lately been drying leaves of ! 
the Tob oco-plant by hanging them on string In rows ln a 1 

■''"tT?! i ^°ni#0D* ®*II m® what must next be done to I 
g< Mpe p%ves Into oondltlon for smoking In Rlpliw? i 1 

I 0-FDIUr' h“ bM0 tried Id Eoglaod with uom; 1 

" '' URt 

forest to hide an unsightly underwood, something that 
will make a thiok evergreen hedge about 8 feet or 7 feet 
high 7 I was thinking that Privet would be a quick- 
growing stuff.—John. 

4559.—Heating a greenhouse.—Which is the best 
system of heating a greenhouse, size 26 feet by 14 feet, 
epan-roof, brickwork, In whloh sre two Vines? I with 
Just to keep out frost, end 1 should prefer a eystem that 
needs attention onoe in twelve hours only. Will some 
reader kindly advise?—Amatkur. 

4530.—A greenhouse for profit.—I have a con¬ 
servatory, 23 feet long by 10 feet broad, heaud with hot- 
water plpee. There are two Vines and a few flowers In It. 
I should like to make It prod table this winter It possible. 
Would anyone kindly advise me what to grow? I had an 
idea of foroing Rhubarb.—Amatkur. 

4581.—Tea Roses.—Would anyone kindly give me Ihe 
names of 24 additional Tea ltoeee suitable lor outdoor 
culture with flowers having ereot habit? In autumn I 
Intend planting outside three dozen Teas in a sheltered 
position on weetooaet ot Scotland, and I wish to be advised 
of the very beet varieties to eeleot?— Danirl Hill. 

4682.—Unhealthy Fuchsias and Ferns.-Wlll 
someone kindly tell me what the vlseaae le lhat my 
Fuchsias and Feme are affected with ? The leaves eie 
covered with email, light-coloured Insects, and are aleo 
full of blaok spofi. whloh oauees them to turn yellow and 
fall off. What will be beat to do with them ?- J. S. 

4681.-Management of Pear-trees.-l shall be 
gl>d of Intormalioo concerning the management of Pear- 
trees? I have three trees In a well-culmated garden, 
growing on walls. Every other fiuit and vegetable has 
been very proliflo. These trees have nevir borne much 
fruit. This year two of tbe trees have one Pear each, snd 
the other tree two Pears, lfow le this to be accounted 
for?—A I,., Rugby. 

4661.-Feather e&tlng.-My fowls (Game), bcih 
•ome of the oookarela and pulletr, eat their feathers. They 
are in a field, with plenty of Uraes and Heather. They 
have as muoh loft food as they oao eat In ihe morning, 
oonsletlng of ground oafs and “thlide," with sorape of 
meat and vegetables and Coin—Wheat-In Ibo afternoon. 
Will "Doultlng " kindly advise me? The grit In the Arid 
le like email portions of granite.—Oiiurtwysd. 

4505.-Catching Rabblts.-I shall be tery glad of 
suggestions for catching Rabbits, whioh at present destroy 
the plants In my garden ? 1 have put wire-netting round 
eaoh bed, but the HxbblU either get through or under It. 
As my garden adjoins a wood which swarms with them, I 
fear the plague will always oonlloue. I cannot shoot the 
Kibblt*. so should like to hear of eome trap or net lhat 
would either oatch them alive or kill them at onoe, without 
torturing them as the ordinary trap dors. - IIiiiiank. 

4658 —Trsatment of Hlppeastrum bulbs — 
Having had eome bulbs ot this plant sent me Irom Ceylon, 
I shall be glad of some Information about treatment, as 
though I have bad them four years there le no sign of their 
blooming yet? The plants look healthy, but have not 
Inoreteed In ilae at all. When ought they to blocm? 
They were planted In sand, peat, and leaf-mould, well out 
of the pet, and put Into vinery heat. Why do they not 
give iacieue or flower, as Ihe bulbs are of a fair elze 7— 
VRRA. ’ 

4587. -violets ln frames —I shall be obliged If any¬ 
one will Inform me tbe best mode of obtaioiog Violets in 
(ramie during winter? East winter I grew them In pote 
and they were a failure. In the spring 1 removed the 
plants Into a wcet bolder. Hhould 1 tblsautumn take only 
the runners or the whole plant with runners inoluded T f 
propose to plant them In me frame without pote, and shall 
be glad If you will kindly give me Information as to toil, 
ouliure. Slid general management? I have a Marie Louies 
and Comte do Brazza. — F. K. J. 

4588. —Climbing Roses.-Would "J. 0. 0." or 
someone else please to give me a little Information? I have 
a span-roofed greenhouse, 24 feet by 10 feet, ends stand 
east and west, and it gets the sun all day. 1 have two 
Vine* on 1 he front aide. I should like to have 1 he remain- 
Ing part Climbing Roeea, If the house Is suitable ? Would 
the Roeea on the front elds be better planted In an outside 
border? Would back side bo better planted Inelde Ihe 
house ? How many plants, and what kind are beat for 
wearing purposes? How to prepare the soil ? Present soil 
very light. Could 1 do without artificial beat?- Novics. 

4689.—Cabbage growing.—Would eomeone kindly 
tell me how to cultivate ground for Cabbage? After I 
took up my early Potatoes I set out some healthy Cabbage- 

up, and I find the root very large—what le termed club 
footed—and with wlreworms attached. Would someone 
tell me of aoy way to stop them ? I may eay Potatoes 
have been the only vegetables grown on the ground before. 
The aoll Is stiff, but sandy, and ezoellent for Potatoes.— 

4670. — Qlorlosa superba. - I had a splendid 
bulb of tbe abovo tent to me straight from India last 
winter. I potted le as dlreoted In eand and leaf-mould, 
giving very little moisture, In Maroh, in a forced vinery. 
Removed later on to a bottom-heat in frame, and wae told 
to expect It to bloom In autumn. Aa yet thero Is no sign 
of growth, either root or bran oh. Gin anyone euggist a 
osuee, as the tuber looks eouod and plump as when I 
reoeived It? Is it a plant that is likely to rest a yesr, as 
I have experienced eome other bulb* do, aa Fritiliarla 
pcrelcum and Kamteobatlcum f What am It to do with It 
this winter? Remove it from pot and replant next Marcb, 
or leave It in the same pot till It steita ? Any advloe will 
oblige—Vsk a, 

457 l.—Phy slanthus albens — I bought some eeede 
of ibis about seven or eight years ago, and aucoeeded ln 
ratting eome plants, one only of whloh I kept for my own 
pleasure. I grew this on until I had It In an 8-lnch pot, 
well filled with roots ; but not a single flower wae to be 
seen)7 gcit buariily sink of It, the more to aa I wae led to 
hope for something specially beautiful, " rivalling even the 
□jUapbaAptlCj □ Jrssj tlr'Ml (of {giving It house room, to in 
the spring, -iter freat hot. gone, Filin ted It out-of door* 
without oariafwhrtherlt lived cr died. However, to my 
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surprise It nas taken kindly to the chance, hue grown more 
in the last few months than ever It did before, and best of 
all there is a flower-bud in almost every- joint, so now my 
hopes are raised attain. I should be clad to know if it 
would be safe to leave it out-of-doors all the winter. If 

not, what can I do with It?—J. II, Bakkr. 

NAMES OP PLANTS AND FRUITS. 
Names of plants —B. C. Cataeetnm cernuum. 
-IP. H\—l.vcaste Denlnciana.-L. B.—1, A Cyprlpc- 
dlutu, likeO. Piteherlanum;'2,C.vprlpedium Oodefroj®, not 

O. bellatulum.-—-P. G.—Oncidium .loneeianum.-W. 0. 
—1, Plumbago Lxrpentm-Miss A'. B. Smith.—Speoi 
mens of Carnations too poor to attempt to name.- 
II Smith, /Backwater.—Tecoma (liignonia) radicans. 

Names of fruits — -W. hi.-Apple Mire de Men¬ 
age -Dr. Cnrivr.—Apples: 1, Not recognised ; 2, War¬ 
ner's King ; 3. Hawthornden ; 4, Eirly Harvest.-Alpha. 
—I'lums: I, kirke'a; 2. Prlnoe of Wales; Sand 4, Men¬ 
tion1. Mltcheleon's.-Prank Ivemy.—Pear Duchess de 
Angouii-me.-II /’.—Apple Cellini.-K. Powell.— 
Apples: 1, Carlisle Codlin ; 2, White Calvillo, may be ; 3, 
Yorkshire Beauty.-P.. Carter.—Fuchsia Dominiana. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

II, run — Wood-ashes Apply to Mr. W. Selwyn, I.land- 
dogo. Chepstow.-W Ij Blenkituop.—'We have not seen 
the bloom of Petunia mentioned, but should be glad to do 

GLASS 
Vais oh Kail nr Lordob, 

package* Included. 
15 ox., 100 ft. 11 ox., 100 

4thi .. 8s. 6<L .. 11s. 6d. 
Sr da .. 9s. 6d. .. 12s. Bd. 

The/ollowina It a LUt ofeirece alwayt 4a etock 
10 by 8, 11 by 9, 12 by 10, 14 by 10, 10 by 12,18 by 12, *0 by 11, 

IS by 11, 14 by 11.17 by IS, oy 18, 24 by 18, 22 by 16,14 by 16, 

Glare cut to aay site at a elighl advance on the above prlcct. 
Glass Is out and packod In own warehouse by experienced 

men. therefore ouality of glass and necking Is guaranteed. 
All glass Is nut on rail free ol charge, and guaranteed to be In 
sound oontltlia. Paint, 4d. per lb.; Putty Id. per lb. 

Please wrl.o for prices for large quantities, when speolal 
qdotation will be sent by return post, mentioning this paper. 

J. B. ROBINSON, 
Wholesale Load and Glass Warehouse, 

SI. Moor-livne. Crlpplognto. London, K.U. 

A. OVEREND f.r.h.s. & go., 
THE CENUIhE HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, 

Supply Croonliousos, 

largo or small, from 50s. 

to any amount, as cheap 

as nny advertised at 25 

per cent, better quality 

and finish. 

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LISTS FREE. 
inspection invited. 

WEST GREEN WORKS, 

TOTTENHAM, LONDON, N. 
THE CHALLENGE 

HOT-AIR & WATER HEATING 
APPARATUS. 

Adapted for Oil. Coal, and Gas. Twice a, effective as Iho 
best over offered to the public. 

Consists of 18 ft. 2|. 21 ft 21. 
and 4ft. 31 pipes. Equal to 50 ft. 
of 2 iu. hot-water pipe. Will 
burn 1 gallon in 48 hours only, or 
4 feet of gas nor hour, l'rioe 
from 21«. Send for particulars 
Hundreds of ‘.'.nsollolted Testi¬ 

monials. 

W. POORE & CO., 

Hot-water Engineers. 139, CHEAPSIDE. E.C 

GLASS-CHEAP GLASS 
IN STOCK SIZES, 

f 12 by 10,18 by 12, IS by 14,24 by 14. 
UK... per 100 ft.. 8s. Bd. 
21-os., „ 11s. 6d. 

Flooring 
foot ran 

H by S props: 
at 6/9 

, f 12 by 10,18 by 12,-- . . 
\ -114 by 12,20 by 12,18 by 16,24 by 16, 
L\ 16 by 12,16 by 14.. 
rod Sash Bar at 5/-1 

16 by 14,20 by 16,24 by 18, *0. 
ir at 5/- per 100 foot. 

9 per square. Matching, 4/9; 2 by 4, at id. por 
; 2 by 7, at Id. Ironmongery, Paints, Ao. 

Catalogues Free. 

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY, 
72. BIsnOnsOATI STB*XT Within, London. B.O. 

^GREENHOUSES. 
Intending purchasori should sond for our new Illustrated 

Piloo List of Greenhouses, Ao., oompleto from 48s., post free, 
2 sumps.—S. HARTLEY & CO., Horticultural Builders, 
Valley-street, Wlndhilh Shipley, Yorkshire._ 

BOULTON & PAUL HORTICULTURAL 
BUILOERS, NORWICH. 

No. 73. 
SPAH-R00F CARDEN FRAME. 

4ft. by 6ft. £2 II 
8ft. by Oft. 4 4 

12ft. by 6ft. £5 14 
16ft. by 6ft. 7 4 

.-Set, 

No. 1.-CHECK END SADDLE BOILER, 
to heat from 300 to 5,000 ft. 4 in. piping. 

OF ALL 

MAKES 

Valves, Pipes, and Fit¬ 
tings always in Stock. 

BOILERS 

No. 10. 
To heat from 150 lo 500 ft. of 

4-ineh piping. 

CATALOGUES FREE. 
CUCUMBER FRAME 

LIGHTS. 

I 0 ft. by 4 ft., glared and painted.. 14i. ea 
I Ungiaxed and unpainted .. 5s. 6tl. ea. 

No. 71. 

THREE-QUARTER-SPAN CARDEN 
FRAME. 

4ft. by 6ft. £2 14 0 | 12ft. by 6ft. £517 0 
811. by 6ft. 4 5 6 | lf-ft. by 6ft. 7 8 0 

No. 75. 

MELON AND CUCUMBER FRAME. 

4fl. by 6ft. £2 0 0 I 12ft, l.y 0ft. £4 16 
8ft. by Cft. 3 0 0 | left, by 6ft, 5 3 0 

All Frame? made of Selected Red Deal, 
painted three limes, and Lights glared 

with 21 or. sheet glosi. 

Caniaoe Pail on alt order, of 4ft. ’’ 

No. 77 FRAME 

Similar to No. 75 112 ft- by 4 ft, 3 

alto to Dublin, Cork, 

6 ft. by 4 ft. £1 1* 0 
0 ft- by 4 fl. 2 7 6 .0 0 

SIMPLEX LEAD 
GLAZING 
For Roofs. Skylights, 

Horticultural work. 
Be Special Contract reynirU. 

OR 

*nd 

NO ZINC, IRON, 
PUTTY USED. 

ANY QUANTITY SUPPLIED. 
750,000 superflolal feet In nss , 

on 2,000 Straotures. —- J 

CR0VER & CO. (LTD.), 
Engineers. Ac., 

xrrZ 
BRITANNIAWORKHjWHARF j! ' E 
HD., CITY HD, LONDON. N. fc-h - r W 

IVrltc for Illuetratione, Tittle*- w 
nialx, and full particulate 

lent poet freeI. 

eui jieeoouusea. a, catalogue ireo. 
Jonos Trealbio, " Healing by Hot-water, 120 pages, 

50 engravings. Cloth, 2s. 

"METTING for Tennis Bordering. — Good 
IN colour and specially prepared, 
top and bottom, throughout. 
25 yards long, 3 yards wide for 7s. Ud, carriage paid. 
OA8SON.Net Works. .Rye- 

. with lino attaohed to net, 
Easy to erect or lo take away, 

• -HY. J. 

HEXAGON NETTING, 90 mesh to square 
Inch, wasp and fly proof, 4jd. square yard, any width. 

Cotton shading nets, 54 Inches wide, B«L ysrd. Garden and 
Tennis Note, 4 yards wide, Sd. yard.—W. CULL1NGFORD, 
81. Kastern-roiiu Plalstow. GREENHOUSES, l.’heapest and Best. —Lean 

toe, complete, from 44s. Span-roof, SlN'HkODg Garden 

HERD It HON, Davlsvlue-road, Shepherd 
Catalogue port free. 

Z 

G. 
HERNE HILL RUSTIC WORKS, 

81, Dulwich Road & Norwood Road, 
HERNE HILL, LONDON, S.E. 

Ten minutes by L. O. d D. Rati way from City and Wcit End. 

WORKS CLOSE TO STATION. 

Tn* Larokst Manufacturer or 
RUSTIC SUMMER HOUSES & RUSTIC WORK IN ENCLAND. 

Urge stock always on hand from £3 10s. upwards, carriage 
paid, or delivered end fixed in Londou end auburhe. IN- 
SPKCTION INVITED. Send for New Oatalogne, 72 pages. 

TRADE MAUK 

SMITHS 

PERFECT 
PATENT 

POWDER WEED KILLER 
An important Novelty just introduced. Only one-fifib 

the Bulk and Weight of tho I/quid. Immediately 
Soluble m Cohl Water. Ono Small Tin makes 25 galloua 
for use. All Tins froo. No It -turn Empties. 

Pmor—1 Tin, Is. 9.1 : 4 Tina, In. td per Tin, 8 Tins, 
Is. 5d. per Tin ; 12 to 20 Tins. Is. 4 I. per Tin. 

Sample Tin. Carriage Paid. 2r. 

LIQUID WEED KILLER 
Tho First Weed Killer ever offered. U*od in Iho Royal 

Hardens. N -ver fails. 4 LJaIIous, Cam.no Paid. tid. 
Write for full pirliculara and Price Hits. Solo Makers— 

MARK SMITH, Ltd., LOUTH, LINCS. 
Mar be had Ihrough t’hnnil«i« ami Huoflamen. 

3 stamps. Orders by post 
Houses can be fixed iu half 

punctually attended to. 
au hour. 

ORCHID PEAT. 
PREPARED, ready for use, all fibre, 10s. per sack; 5 for 47s. M. 

SELECTED, in blocks, very fibrous, 8a. per sack; 5 for 
J7s. 8d. SECOND QUALITY. 5s. per Book: 5 for 22a. 8d. 

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT for Axaleas, Rhodcrfondrons, 

each 2s. 6d. per sack; 5 lor 10s. PREPARED POTTING 
COMPOST, 4s. por sack; 5 for 18s. All sacks Inoludod. 

Bend Postal Order for Sample Book. 
Speolal terms to the Trade. For Pnoe List apply to— 

Tho Forester, Joydon Wood, near Boxley, Kent 

WHY LOSE YOUR PLANTS IN 
WINTER? 

New Apparatus for Ga-. or Otb 
(Rcgd.l Heats with one Fish-tail 

Burner. Price 35s. 

G. SHREWSBURY, 

WER POTS.—12 8-in., 2U H i 
■90 4-In., SO 3 ln., packed in oases and se if! 
i.—H. GODDARD, Pottery, Dennet-road, 

URBAN 

REYNOLDS & CO.’S 

CALVANISED WIRE NETTING. 
BEST QUALITY. 

REDUCED PRICES. 
50s. value freo to 

Goods Station England, 
Scotland, or Walos. 

NET PRICES. 
READY MONEY. 

2 ft. 3 ft. 4 ft. 6 ft. wide. 
.. 4, Od. 6s. Od. 8s. Od. 12s. Od. 
.. 7s. 6d. 11s. 3d. 
Per 50 yard roll. 

Pirate unite for XKW ILLUSTRATED PRICK LIST, 
which will Iw forwarded )Wt free. 

REYNOLDS & CO., 
57, NEW COMPTON STREET, LONDON, W.C. 

(Nkar Carr rido* Circus). 

TERMS- 

2-inch mesh 
1-inuh „ 

PURGING-HOUSKS, 20 ft. by 12 ft., £10 Ids.; 
X 40 ft. by 12 ft, £19 10s. Greenhouses, 15 ft by 10 ft., 
£14 10».; 20 ft by 12 ft., £19 10s. Carriage paid —<1. A. 

-■iiBrnuin i oc PARSONS, 217. Oxford.road, Reading.__- 
STATION RD., CAMBERWELL, S.. ;)ly -|, ,>wx fjllKKl’. — I’ure-bml NHEH1’, 

A-CHAMPAIGN 
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HfcTZDEJX: 

Afiriilis odor & til ni .. -113 
lllltnonlo oap.-eoUts .. 414 
Bird* .. .. _ 416 
Oabbase growing .. 408 
t.'orrfanthfinmmi, new.. 408 
Clematis Jaokmanl .. 410 
Cloinatis, planting 4’0 
ClonntUsi.410 
Coworratorr .. .,400 
Croepon, oTergreen .. 410 
Cuoambor-houBO.. .. 401 
Cacumlier-aeod. earing 408 
Pern, the Lady (Alhy- 

rlum l-’ilie fuiniina) .. 414 

Feme for Indoor dooorn- 
tlon .. 413 

Fig-tree* in the open air 408 
Fowl-manure 
Frames, cold 
Freesiaa for a window .. 
Fruit garden .. ■ - 
Fruit-tree* as ornameu- 

tal subjects 
Fuchsias and Ferae, un¬ 

healthy .. .« 
Gardening, wild .. .. 
Garden, snails In a 
O ardou work 

" Geranium,"I ry-learod, 
an. 

"Geraniums" and Pan¬ 
sies, cuttings of .. 411 

"Geraniums, bedding 411 
Gesnera cinnabarioa for 

a room. 
Giorlosa euporbi.. 
Grapes, bottling . 
Greenhouse for profit, a 
Greenhouse, heating a . 
Greenhouse, unhealed.. 
Ground, manuring 
Hedge, orergroen 

Hlppeastrum bulbs, treat- 
415 mont of.414 

Jasmlnum Himbac fl.-pl. 415 
Judas-tree (Oerois sill- 

uuastrum) ,. .. 410 
laulia Perrinl .. .. 412 

413 Lily, Arum, abnormal 
415 forms of the .. .. 414 
409 Lilies, trestment of .. 411 
415 Nut-trees, treatment of 409 
414 Oleander, compost for 
496 the .410 
412 Outdoor gardon .. .. 401 
410 l’bysianthus ulbons .. 415 

ROSHB. 

SEASONABLE NOTES. 

It will be well now to look over any notes taken 

down at tho various Rose-shows of the year, as 

where choioe or new varieties have boon noticed 

an early order is generally necessary if good 

plants are to be secured. At the same time I 

would earnestly adviso my readers to look up 

the habit of any variety fresh to thorn. If not 

of vigorous growth, be ohary of purchasing it. 
We have suoh a vast variety of really grand 
Roses, and of almost all shades, that a now one, 
unless most distinot and of good growth, is 
hardly worth purchasing and risking disappoint¬ 
ment. Tho past summer has been peculiar in 

several ways, and many Roses that were once 
almost discarded havo como to the front, and wo 

need to be careful and shy of growing these one- 
season Roses. Then, again, there have been 
splendid examples of Horace Vernetand Duchess 
of Bedford exhibited on almost all stands ; but 
for the average grower these two varieties are 
useless compared to others, which nearly 
approach them in all but woak and uncertain 

growth. To the exhibitor they are indispens¬ 
able, while they are much too uncertain to 
plant for garden deooration alono. I have been 
much struck with tho scarcity of such Robob as 
Comtcsse de Soronyi, Duchosse de Vallombrosa, 
and Madame Lacharme. One would havo 
thought tho past summer an ideal one for these 

double and light coloured varieties, yet I have 
not soon a good bloom of either, although I grow 
some hundreds of oach, and have attended a 

large number of tho principal Rose-shows. 
No doubt there will soon be many queries 
to hand respecting Roso planting, now that the 
proper season is close upon us. Anticipating 
theso, I propose to give a few hints forthwith. 
Wherever possible endeavour to plant some time 
during October. This year almost all plants 
will be in grand condition by that date. I havo 
moro than once called attention to tho rapidity 

with whioh Roses make now roots whon lifted 
and laid on one side for a few weeks. It is solf- 
evidont that theso would be of much more 
service if made in the plants’ permanent 
quarters, as however carefully the plants may bo 
lifted the second time & large number of these 
tender roots will be broken. Unless trans¬ 
planted early, we do not get many of these roots, 
and I am quite certain that a good lot of these is 
almost equivalent to the Roso being established 

a season. Both the Hybrid Perpotuals and 
Teas will be in a fit condition for lifting by 

October. My plants of the former are already 
fit, and I am contemplating lifting a batch for 
potting up to throw early bloom under glass, a 
few notes upon whioh shall appear shortly. 
Teas and Noisettes, growing so much later than 

the majority of the Hybrid Porpetuals, may be 
lifted a little later on. But if we were to wait 
until all of their wood was ripe we should find 
ourselves into mid-winter. Some of the wood 

is sure to shrivel upon autumn-planted Teas and 
Noisettes ; still, I would prefer to Bhmt now 
than during December. If not tbenpvait 
February or March. ;r9lnzcT1 VJU 

Pour-trees, managomiDt 
of. 

Poultry and Rab’it* .. 
question* and ana won 
quick, raising .. 
Babbits,oatohing 
Boses, Climbing 
Boses from outilogs and 

Kosos—seasonable notes 
Boses, Tea.. 
Btore . 
Stove plants, choice .. 
Hundower, a lino.. .. 

>S.eves for greenhouse. 
tortoise.415 

Tobacco .. .. .. 411 
Tomatoes under g'oss .. 40/ 
Town garden, workln tho ill 
Tree-stumps, removing 
old.41ft 

Vegetable garden .. 407 
Vines in aoool-house .. 409 
Vines, thrips on .. .. 40i 
Violets In framoi .. 4Io 
Violets, Neapolitan .. 411 
Week’s work, the coming 4t<7 
Window gardening .. 401 

Manures,—Now a few words about soil and 

manure. I have frequently tried to point out 
how close a bearing theso have upon one another. 
A manure suitable for a light soil is not equally 
so for the opposito. If your ground is 
stiff, apply horso-manure, soot, leaf-soil, and 
old decayed vegetable refuse. The olearings 
from road sides are also very beneficial, as they 

contain a large amount of grit, whioh tends to 
keep the soil more open. On the other hand, if 
the soil be light, avoid all of the above, with 
the exoeption of decayed vegetable refuse and 

weeds. This is excellent for all soils. Should 
the soil bo vory light, it is well to get some 
stiff loam ; the stiffor the hotter, so long as it is 
not clay. Turn the stiff soil into a lump, and 
incorporate a fair amount of cow-dung, pig- 

manuro, and any stimulant of a stiff ana closo 
nature. Whon this is applied, it will bring 
your soil into much bettor heart for Roses. 

Stocks.—This is always an important question 
with the amateur, and one upon whioh a great 
divergence of opinion exists. I have tried thorn 

all, and under different conditions; here is tho 
result of my experience, extending over twenty- 
five years. Use the seedling Brier for Teas and 
Noisettes upon doop soils, especially if they be 
somewhat stiff. The cutting Brier is bettor for 
shallow soils, and also for these sections of Roses 
in light ground. All Teas and Noisottos will 
thrive upon the Brior in any form, whether 
seedling, entting, or hodge Brier in tho form of 
short standards. I much prefor tho latter for 
those varieties whose blooms havo a drooping 

tondency j Niphetos and Souvenir d’un Ami 
may be quoted as examples. Grown as dwarfs 
from tho ground, those, and similar kinds are 

often spoilt by rain and dirt j but on a Brier of 
about 2 foot they escape this to a great extent. 
Briers aro also good for all Hybrid Porpetuals, 
Bourbons, and Hybrid Teas ; but tho Manetti 
is considerably earlier, and upon light soils is 
equally suitable for moat of the last three 
sections or classes 6f Roses. A few of the most 
notable exceptions are Captain Christy, Marie 
Vordior, Louis van Houtto, Sultan of Zanzibar, 
and Her Majesty. It is safest to avoid the 
Manetti entirely when growing Teas, although 
a fow, likeflloire de Dijon, &o., will thrive woll 

on it. A curious faot is the grand way in whioh 
aomo of tho Dijon Teas will thrive on this stock, 
and yet others will not. For example, Kaiserin 
Friederich likes it, while another Dijon Tea, 
Bouquet d'Or, abhors it. Tho Manetti is, as 
before remarked, considerably earlier than the 
Brier ; but it is not quite so constant in growth, 

nor does it produce blooms so late as the latter. 
For pot culture, I prefer all classos, Teas 

included, to be grafted upon the Manetti. 

The Polyantha is also a useful stock, but I 
do not think it is any improvement upon the 
Brier. For a few of the extra strong growers, 
especially in shallow soils, I would ratner have 
them worked upon the De la Grifferaie, a stock 

which produces more sap than the Brier, and 
consequently can keep up the supply so 
necessary to the extra vigorous varieties. I 
also find that William Allen Richardson, Bouquet 
d’Or,|and Marshal Niel form a more oomplete 
iA»i Aftth this than with any other stock. 

1 iRIyti^October it will be well for my| 

readers, who like to grow their own Roses from 
the first stage, to propagate a fow stocks of the 
Brier, De la Grifferaie, and Manetti.. They are 
readily atruok from cuttings, made (i inches to 

9 inches long, and inserted in sandy loam. ^ 

4508 —Climbing Roses.—As you have a 

oouple of Vines on tne front roof of your home, 
and it is only 24 feet long, you will havo room 
for no more than one Rose at eaoh end on this 
side. On the back side you may plant four or 
five. As you are using no artificial heat, the 

Roses may be planted and treated exactly tho 
same as the Vines. What will suit one will be 
equally suitable for the othor, but insect pests 
will trouble the Roses most. The necessity of 
keeping theso down is rather against the Vines 
when fruit is showing. Mako your soil heavier 
by adding pig-manure, also a little very stiff 
loam. I should choose the following six varie¬ 
ties : W. Allen Riohardson (orange), Climbing 

Perle des Jardins (yellow), L'IdiSal (metallic 
red and oopper), Reine M. Henrietta (red), 
Mme. Ohauvry (rich salmon), and Climbing 

Niphetos (puro white).—P. U. 

- In a house with such capital dimensions 
you ought to be able to grow Roses and Vines 

together with o fair amount of success. You 
had better not attempt too much. The front 
side should be confined to tho Vines only, and 
Roses on the other side, and the border ft r 
these should be inside the house with the sur¬ 
face exposed to tho light. For a length of 
24 feot four Roses will bo sufficient to fill tho 
space. The sorts may bo Mardohal Niel, 
Climbing Niphetos, General Jacqueminot, and 

Climbing Dovoniensis. Tho last mentioned 
should be cut down at the ond of the first year 
to within 1 foot of the border if It has only a 
single stem, the object being to socuro two or 
three main branches, which will reduco the 
vigour and enable you to confine the branches to 
a smaller area than can bo done when only one is 
left. Treated in this way a plant will last for a 
number of years, and be in flower moro or less 
all the summer. You had better tako away half 

of the present light soil—the lower half—to the 
depth of 2 feet, and make good with tho same 
quantity of heavy loam, and instead of using 

animal manure, secure half a owt. of crushed 
bones to mix with the soil. If you can allow a 
width of 4 feet from the border do so by all 
moans, but 1 foot less will do fairly well. You 
oan do without artificial heat for the Vines and 
Roses, and grow a few tender plants during the 
summer ; but if you wish to cultivate the latter 

throughout the year, you will require artificial 

heat during the winter.—J. C. C. 

4561.—Tea Roses.—You ask for the names 
of an additional twenty-four varieties. As you 
do not give the names of those you already 
possess, it may be that I shall name several of 
them in the following list. If so, and you will 
state them in another query, I will gladly replace 

them with others of an upright habit. You are 
wise in choosing those of tho l&ttor form, m they 
are much more exempt from dirt, and also show 
their beauty-'1 more prominently : Amazone, 

jtamy (p^^ine /Mermet, Cleopatra, 
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Devooienaii, Dr. Grill, Ernest Metz, Edith 
GiUord, Ionocente Pirola, Luciole, Mme. Falcot, 
Mme. Hoate, Mme. Lambard, Perle desJardins, 
Safrano, Isabella Sprunt, Souvenir d’Eliae 
Vardon, Pauline Labontd, Souvenir de Paul 
Ncron, Sunset, The liride, Mme. Charles, 
Souvenir de Tbdrese Levet, and Comtease de 
Naidaillac.—P. U. 

- It is not likely that any two urowors 
would recommend the same varieties for this 
purpose. I shall, however, give you the names 
of those which I either am growing myself or 
have seen doing well in other places. My 
choice would be : The liride (this is a muon 
hardier Rose than its appearance indicates), 
Grace Darling, Viscountess Folkestone, Speciole, 
l’rinoesa of Wales, Marie Van Houtte, Mme. 
I.imbard, Mme. Eugenie Verdier, Mme. de 
Watteville, Comtesae de Naidaillac, Anna 
Ollivier, Perle de Lyon, Mrs. James Wilson, 
President, Safrano, Jules Finger, Catherine 
Mermet, Letty Coles, Dr. Grill, Fran^lsoa 
Kriiger, Gobault, Lady Mary Kit/.william, Mme. 
Charles, and Camoens.—J. C. C. 

•15*10. — Rosea from cuttings and 
8 Beds.—It would have been better if you 
had started the former method of propagation a 
little earlier; anyhow, no more delay should 
ocour. Proceed as follows : In the first place, 
do not work any but strong and free growers. 
Choose wood a little over three parts ripe ; that 
from below a flower just past its beauty is gener¬ 
ally in a good stage. Make the outtinga 0 inches 
to It inches long, and insort them in sandy soil 
on a warm border, atTording them an oocasional 
sprinkle overhead and slight shade from midday 
sun. This is for outdoor striking. If you have 
a frame or pit make the outtings smaller, do not 
romove any of the foliage, use a sandy compost 
of leaf-soil and loam, no manure, and keep 
them olose in the frame, sprinkling them over¬ 
head occasionally. If you have neither pit nor 
frame, but possess a small greenhouse, plaoe the 
same cuttings in pots or pans, the former pre¬ 
ferred. Stand the pots in a box, cover over 
with glass to keep them olose, and let the box 
be upon the floor or in some cool oorner of your 
house. As the outtings mako roots gradually 
remove tho glass until they can stand the full 
air of your house. When this stage is reaohed 
pot them off singly into small pots of the same 
compost, and stand them back in the box for a 
■ hort time, keeping them close for a week or so 
ind then gradually removing the glass again. 
After this they may be treated the same as 
other Rosea and either grown in pots or be 
planted out in the spring. Seedlings are best if 
raised in boxes under glass in the early spring. 
Uee the same compost recommended for cut¬ 
tings, filling the box about two-thirds. Sow 
thinly, cover the seeds about twice their own 
diameter with soil, and then place a sheet of glass 
over all and stand them in some fairly warm 
corner. It is well to make the soil fairly moist 
at first, and then to keep them dark until the 
seed germinates. If you priok them off while in 
growth great care will be necessary. Hence the 
advice to sow the seed thinly, as you can then 
leave them to grow in the box all of the first 
year, it bein^ much safer to move them when 
dormant. They may either be grown on in 
pots or planted out into a small bed of prepared 
soil. As so few seedlings ever prove wortn the 
room I prefer the latter plan.— P. U. 

- With regard to the cuttings, you had 
better wait until the middle of October before 
you insert them, and then have a bed of sandy 
soil made up in a frame to receive them. Have 
the soil fairly dry and made quite firm ; into 
this fix the cuttings quite firm, 6 inches apart. 
Get the cuttings from the current year’s growth, 
rejecting the soft tops and hard bottoms of fairly 
strong shoots. After the cuttings are put in, 
water well, and then put on the light, and let 
the frame remain closed all the winter, except 
to moisten the Boil when necessary, and to re¬ 
move any dead leaves. Protect the frame with 
mats in time of severe frost, and in mild weather 
—in March—commence to give a little air, at 
the end of May removing the lights altogether. 
With regard to the seeds, collect the hips about 
the middle of November, and place them in a 
flower pot and cover them with sand. During 
the winter stand the pot on the floor of a 
cellar or cool shed. Next March^ajte the seeds 
out of the hips and sow the 
deep in pans of uditj' ikepaniou 

than 0 inches in depth, and then the seedlings 
can remain in them until the following spring, 
when they can be planted out in the open. It 
is best to keep the panB under glass the first 
year, not necessarily in a greenhouse ; the pro¬ 
tection of a pit or frame will do. If you have 
many seeds they may be sown in well-prepared 
ground in April. In that case the young plants 
require to be taken up in the autumn and pro¬ 
tected from frost until the following May.— 
J. C. C. 
- Roses are frequently raised from cut¬ 

tings, some varieties from roots much more 
freely than others ; and the best time to put in 
the cuttings is when the young wood is nearly 
ripe. I have been more successful by taking 
outtings from pot Roses early in August. The 
young wood is taken with a heel attaohed, and 
the outtings are made about 4 inches or 5 inches 
in length ; plant them firmly in flower pots filled 
with fine sandy loam ; cover them with a hand¬ 
glass or a close frame. If they are planted in 
the open garden Ootober is the better month. 
Seeds may be sown in beds in the garden after 
they have been cleaned from the fleshy substance; 
they do not all come up in the second year after 
sowing.—J. D. E. 

rentage the seeds . 

GABDHN WORK.* 

Conservatory. 
It will soon be neoeesary to use s little flra-heat on oold 

nights If the house oonUlns many valuable speoltnent, 
especially if Kentlas and other oholoo Palms are grown, 
but do not use more fire heat thao Is necessary to keep 
the night temperature about CO dega at night, and It the 
thermometer does not fall below 60 degs. without flre-beat 
the tires need not be lighted. Hard-wooded plants ought 
to be under oover now. These alwaye do beat in a house 
by themselves, where the temperature, ventilation, ha., 
can be made suitable to their wants. We me eometlmm 
compelled to grow soft and hard-wooded plants In the 
same house, and wo occasionally meet with men whosuooeed 
In doing things well under suoh oondltlons, but they are 
heavily handicapped where the two nlaooee of plants are 
mixed. The oonservatory, properly speaking. Is the show 
house, where all plants In bloom may for the time belog 
mingle together, but during the growing season they 
should, if possible, be kept separate. A little weak liquid 
manure oooaslonally will benefit Camellias now, and If the 
plants are heavily budded some of the buds should be 
thinned out; the flowers will oome finer, and the strain 
upon the plants will be less. Large speolmcn Camellias 
are very useful for furnishing large houses. They form 
grand backgrounds and oentree, round whtoh other plant* 
can be grouped, but Camellias are rather out of date now. 
Ladles say they are so stiff and formal, and the prevalent 
uste Is In favour of lightness and graoe, and fragrance Is 
especially valuable In flowers, and this the Camellia lacks 
altogether. Genistas are valuable for winter flowering. 
I have aeon these planted out In summer and lifted again 
In September. The tendency when this Is done Is to get 
the plants Into large pots, and with most of us it I* 
neoeesary to keep the else of the pots as small as is 
consistent with the health of the plants. Acaolae are 
valuable conservatory plants. In the old days we planted 
them out either as dense bushes in the borders or to oover 
pillars and walle, end In any situation they aoqultted 
themselves well, but it Is only In old-fashioned plaoes that 
anything like a collection of Aoaoiaa oan be found now, 
though I think It la a pity they have been discarded, us 
they are among the best of the lets winter and early 
spring flowering plants. Aoaolas armata, Drummond!, 
grandls, longtflora, magnlfloa, and Kioeana are all good ; 
the last-named should be planted out In the border, and 
trained up under a rafter, and allowed to fall about 
graoefully when In bloom. There are many other species, 
all of whloh are valuable oonservatory plants. They are 
easily raised frt m seeds, but outtings make the best Kants, as they am dwarfer and sturdier, and flower more 

eely. The Orange family are deserving of more attention. 

Un heated Greenhouse. 
The soason Is close at hand now when the flowering 

plants we have hitherto had In this house will fail through 
damp and cold. Tuberous Begonias will go to rest. Lillee 
of the lancifolium section will also be ripening their 
growth. These will take no barm if placed in a oorner 
where the sun shines to finish ripening. They can then be 
plunged in Cocoaflbre. Duly-flowering Chrysanthemums 
of the Mme. Deagrange section will keep the bouse gay 
till the autumn-flowering varieties oome. For winter 
large clump* of Christmas Roses in variety In Urge pots 
or tube will be charming. Veronicas, such as Anderson!, 
and its varieties. In large bushes will last in flower a long 
time. There may be grown outside with the Chrysanthe¬ 
mums during summer. Baskets filled with variegated 
Ivlee and Vinca elegantissima will be light and elegant 
suspended from the roof where there Is room. For later 
work large bushes of Lsuruetlnus and Jasmioum nudi- 
florum will be useful. American Aloes In large pote or 
tube will only require the protection of a glass roof in 
winter, If the root* are kept fairly dry. In oold weather 
waterlog must be done with judgment and care. 

Stove. 
Aohimenes are not so much grown as they were formerly. 

This is, 1 think, a lose, as it was an easy matter to help 
them on In beat In spring, and ns they come into blossom 
move on to the oonservatory, where they would remain in 

• In cold or northern dittrieIt the operation« r(/erred 
'•Garden Work" may be done/rom ten days ii) 
' later than it here fndicotedijjfj e^i^jjj pted 

flower for a long time; thr pote oould then be laid on 
their eides, and tho plants ehoouraged to go to rest for the 
winter, (lesneriae, such as olnnabarina, are now becoming 
effective, and the early-flowering Amaryllis will soon be 
on the move. The Hybrid Btreptooarpus are exoeeding 
useful, and are so easily raised from seeds, whloh may be 
sown In spring, and grown on In heat. At present these 
are generally grown ohiefly In peat, but a little turfy loam 
mixed with the peat will bo an advantage. Peat is not 
nearly so much used In plant growing as It was thirty (•ears ago. It was then thought neoeesary to pot all Feme 
n peat, but It la now found that the mnjorlty of Ferns, 

both tender and hardy, will do better In loam, birrs must 
be kept going regularly now, but avoid overheating the 
house 60 degs. to 66 dega at night la quite high enough 
for the average oolleotlon of stove plants. It is Important 
that the wood of the flowering etove plants should be well 
ripened. This Involve* more ventilation and a little less 
water, both in the atmosphere and also at the roots. The 
early-started Caladiums will soon be past their beat. Theta 
may be placed together in tome oorner, and gradually 
dried off. Small-growing Caladiums will not bear to much 
starving as will the more robust growlog varieties, and 
these weaklings. If dried too muoh, will die with dry rot, 
or at any rate the bulbs will die and rot away If they get 
duet dry. There are many things oomlng on now whloh 
require more room. 

Ououmber House. 
Steady progress should be the order of the day at 

present. Steady fires mutt be kept up, but the night 
temperature need not exoeed 66 dega, and if it doe* not 
fall below Co dega no harm will be done. I am assuming 
only strong plants were put out, and that they were 
allowed plenty of room ; 6 feet tor each plant to occupy 
will be none too muoh space. I would rather plant wider 

ring, as apart than nrnrer, especially for winter bearl they 
toon fill up when they get fairly Into growth. Another 
point to be oontldered is never use oold water, nor yet 
topdrets with oold toll. 

Oold Frames 
Violets most have abundanoe of air, and Just water 

enough to keep the roots In a nice, genial, healthy state. 
Tender things must be taken to warm-house*. I am 
thinking now of the young winter blooming stuff which 
are usually grown In framts In summer. Recently potted 
Freetlas are growing freely In framea Roman Hyaolntha 
are coming on. LUIes Harriet and other Lille* may be 
potted, oovering the bulbs entirely. This will give room 
for a little rich stuff as a top dressing when the flower- Sikes are oomlng up. All bulbs will do well In frames for 

e present. 
Window Gardening. 

Though the season Is fast ebbing away, the window- 
boxes are still very effective. Aeet of boxee whloh I often 
pass are filled entirely with a oolleotlon of Ivy .leaved 
Pelargoniums. The boxes are entirely oovered with over¬ 
hanging growth, and the whole hni a distinct and pretty 
effect. Indoors there It no lack of blossoms. Scarborough 
l.lllee, Tuberous Begonias, and Double Zonal “ G sraniums " 
are still in good form. Some day gas will be superseded 
by the cleotrlo light, and a great Impetus will be given to 
plant oulture in rooma 

Outdoor Garden. 
There Is no better time than the preeent for planting 

ollmbert and creeper* on walls. If they are kept In pots 
as many of them are nowadays. 1 was looking at a wall 
the other day that was planted with variegated Ivies and 
Clematis Jstkmenl. To* Clematises and Iviss were 
planted alternately, and as the wall was nearly oovered 
the arrangement was very effective; much more eo than 
a heterogeneous collections of plants (tome of whloh would 
probably falll would have been. It It always better In 
planting conspiouout walls to use well tried subjeot*. 
Ampeloptis Vritohl It largely used for oovering buildings, 
and It will In a few years reuoh the top of the loftiest 
buildings, and when well established there It no further 
trouble with It. Other useful wall plant* are the Py raoantha 
Thorns, Esoallonla Macrantha, Scarlet Trumpet Honey¬ 
suckle, and the Wisteria sinensis for lofty walls In good 
aspret*. Among dowering shrubs suitable for oovering 
walls are Magnolias of different kinds, Oeanolhui. various, 
and the Rose Aoaoias make a charming oovering for a 
lofty wall. One of the most elegant of wall plants is the 
Tamnrlak, and in a few years It will oover a large space. 
I have seen It grow 16 feet, and old plants against a wall 
flower very freely. The only drawback Is there Is nothing 
but bare atloke In winter, but this Is the oondltlon of many 
of the most beautiful flowering eubjeots In winter. Another 
useful wall plant may be mentioned—viz., Berberis 
slenophylla. It le a charming thing at all seasons, and 
for north aapeote the Ootoneastere are very effective. To 
a certain extent the TuberouB Begonia is bound to take the 
place of the Pelargoniums In the flower-garden. When the 
colours are well selected, charming masses of scarlet, white, 
and yellow may be obtained with less trouble to keep 
through the winter than “ Geraniums," and seedlings arc 
so good now that expensive plants need not be purchased. 
The tubers when ripe may be paoked In sand and kept in 
the cellar till algos ot growth appear. The Dwarf Hybrid 
Cannae also will be useful for masting when they get 
cheap enough. 

Fruit Garden. 
Grapes In oool houses are ripening well this season, even 

Muscat* are putting on the amber tint eo muoh appreciated 
without muoh help from fire-heat, but in the oate of 
Muaoats and light Grapes generally all surplus growth 
should be removed to let In the light and sunshine to 
finish them off. Grca Colman want* an early start to 
finish It properly before the sun ha* lost Its power. 
Where the Grapea have been out attention ahonld be given 
to the perfeot ripening of the wood, and all young wood 
carrying toft foliage will be better shortened book. There 
is not likely to be much unripe wood this season unless 
the Vines are deep rooted, and in that oase set about lifting 
them at the first favourable opportunity. I used to think 
the beet arrangement for Vine-borders was to have them 
partly inaide and partly outside, but the last half dosen 
year*’ experience with inside borders has proved to my 
mind that with liberal feeding Insid e border* are the 

i ospecliJIy in the oase of large boueea The water 
mpnlv must be liberal, and there should be a boee to apply 
iU(Jyuit| gntliiiiilng will c-iw demand attention, though 
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tlM orop are heavy—too heavy, Id faot. Ae the trulls are 
■o email the orop in many orchards will not be a very Citable one. Vigorous young trees are hearing line 

te, but on the old trees the truit is only tit tor cider, 
and this lathe bestoourse to adopt—make it into older 
and keep tbo best truit only tor home use, or to send to 
narket. It will be quite useless to send cheap Interior 
trait this season to a distant market. The salesman's life 
]o»t now la not always a happy one. Many people with no 
nperience ot marketing, and nothing beyond a small 
rarplua to dispose ot, have generally exaggerated notions 
about the value ot things In a large market, and are 
difficult people to satiety. However, all things find their 
level. Avery usetul Pear to plant tor market Is Ihe Hazel. 
Itto an easy free bearing sort, Just the Pear for the coster's 
barrow, or to sell in large quantities, and tor profit it la no 
nse planting Pears which cannot bo relied on to bear. 
Young Pear or Apple trees which are growing too Ireely 
may be brought into t bearing state by lifting the roots 
now. 

Vegetable Garden. 

Thin out the last sown Turnips as soon as large enough. 
Each plant should hove at least a square foot to spread out 

a good breadth of foliage to shelter the bulbs in winter. 

will break away will begin to strike early in spring, If the 
requisite temperature To kept up. Tomatoes in winter 
will requires temperature of flOdegs. A rich top-dressing 
will be beneficial now. Plant out Lettuces and Endives 
on warm borders or beds with a southern exposure. 

_E. Hobday. 

Work In the Town Garden. 

Exoept in the warmest and most sheltered localities 

tender plants of all descriptions ought to be housed at once. 
The season has been an extraordinarily early one through¬ 
out. and it is very probable thattbe winter will follow suit. 
Even if frost keeps oft (or a time oold wet weather is 
almost equally injurious to most kinds ot greenhouse 

plants Btandlog outside. Hero in the south, again, though 
the days are warm the nights are very ohllly, and at the 
time of writing a dry and harsh wind is making everything 
outside look so pinched and miserable that we are getting 
the indoor plants boused as fast as possible. Chrysanthe¬ 
mums in particular are in many cases exceedingly early, 

and must be got under oover directly the buds show the 
first signs ot colour, but late varieties ought to he left in 
the open air as long as possible. In low or damp places, 

where early trosts are often destructive, even If the plants 

next spring, llods for Carnations should be prepared a 
onoe, and direotly the earliest layers are found to be well 
rooted planting may begin. Part of the stock of choice 
varieties should always be wintered in pots. Cuttings ot 
bedding plants of all kinds—Calceolarias, which will do 
any time next month, only excepted—ought to be all in by 
this. Purchase the stock of Dutch and other bulbs in good 
time. B. 0. It. 

THE COMING WEEK'S WORK. 

Extracts from a garden diary from September 

23rd to September 30th. 

Moved Zonal Pelargoniums to greenhouse, where warmth 
can be given when necessary. At present thev will not In 
hurried. For the most part they are in 6-Inch pots, as I 
find this size most suitable. During the summer all the 
flower buds have been pinched off, and as a consequence 
the plants are now strong and in a condition to throw a 
lot of bloom during Ihe winter. F. V. Kaapail Is grown 
largely for cutting, as the flowers hang on well, l'or 
producing a mass of colour during winter, West Brightou 
Gem, Henry Jaooby, and Master Vesuvius are superior to 
the broader petalled varieties. All my stock of bedding 
"Heraniums" are still outside, and will remain so as long 
as they are safe from frost, and If a degree or two of frost 
should come, I have light oovers whioh can be thrown 
over them until they can be placed inside. There le a 
distinct advantage in keeping them outside as long os 
possible, but, of course, (rest must be guarded against. 
The beds of exotics, especially '■ Oersnfums.'' Verbenas, 
and Begonias, are still vtry bright, and will be left out as 
long as possible, everything beingdone by picking oil dead 
leaves and flowers to keep them in condition. Among the 
plants which have been provided to fill the beds when the 
summer beddera have ebot tbeir bolt aro Tufted Pansies 
In several distinct ooloure, including blue, yellow, and 
white. Daisies and Primulas are also largely used with 
Crocus and other early flowering bulbs. Masses of the 
early flowering Arable alblda are valuable, because of Its 
earllness, and something will be done with golden tinted 
and other shrubs. 1 am growing a collection of Double 
Wallflowers in pots for epriog blooming. These aro now 
established in HJ-inoh pots and will be plunged In a rold 
frame till Christmas, when they will be shifted into li-innh 
pot* and placed In a light poeitlou in a house where a little 
tire will lie used. They associate well with Intermediate 
stocks which do well under similar treatment. Where 
Violet-soented flowers are valued in the conservatory 
in spring, these plant* ought to be grown. I have 
icduoed the growth of the strong growing climbers 
In the conservatory as more light is required by the 
plant* below, and the time is near when more flowers 
wdl bo looked for In the conservatory Early flowering 
Chrtsaothemums are now in flue condition, especially 
Madame Detgrangs and its varieties. When well grown, 
thir, to ray mind Is Ihe most beautiful late summer 
Chrysanthemum. Preparations will soon bo made to place 

some of the earliest of tho autumn-flowering Chrysan¬ 
themums under oover. It is unsafe to keep them out alter 
the first w eek in October. In rold did riots It may Iw 
necessary to house those whose buds aro getting prominent 

a low days earlier. This is the time to feed the plants 
growing in comparatively small pote. If SUtilolent 
nourishment, is not given the leaves must, go and then the 
blossoms will be poorly developed Figs on w alls arc a good 
crop this year when the roots cf the trees aro under 
control. A few years ago tho root* were lifted and brought 
nearer to tbo surface ; a little fresh turfy loam being 
added at the same time, this has been a manifest advantage. 
Finished the removal of tho Violet* to frames for winter 
blooming. They were moved with balls and planted on 
the Melon beds, whioh had been specially prepared for the 
purpose, fresh soil being added to lift the plants near the 
glass. Busy gathering Applos and Pears. Shall not. gatht r 
late keeping sorts yet. Peaegood's Nonsuch and Warner's 
Kutg. from young trees, aro very fine. Planted Lettuces 

and Endives in every available warm bolder. 

THE KITCHEN GARDEN. 

Well •managed Tomatoes under glass, 

(hough generally before severe frost comes This bulk of 
the large elzed usable Turnips will be lifted and stoied. 

A good way of keeping Turnips In winter is to pull them 
up leaving the tops intact, diggings trench and burning 
the bottoms of the Turnips entirely In the trench, leaving 

the tops outside. Be careful in earthing up Celery not to 
let the soil fall over.Into the heart. In earthing up Leeks 
let the earth lie loosely. The plants will not grow so 

freely if the soil is pressed closely against them. There in 
no better autumn vegetable than Veitoh'a Self-proteoting 

Ilrooccll, the early plants of which aro now jirnt fuming 
In ; the hearts are very olos* and white. Three good 
Potatoes where quality is considered are White Beauty of 
Hebron. Snowdrop, and Schoolmaster. This season has 
suited all these perfectly. French Beaus in unheated 
frame* should be covered with mats at night. Cucumbers 
also will require warm coverings just to keep them going 
a little longer till the nlants In the house are strong enout h 
to bear. Watch the Tomato orop outside, and gather all 
the large rixed fruits at the approach of frost. Small 
fruits mav be piokled or used in some other way. Tjnuatoes 

under glass, If the plants are healthy, may be ifrrieB an, 
through the winter. The blftaam which aken<* selliig 
on the young wood will ripen ffiiuoccwlbhiip till CMatKK- 

The plants may be pruned baok and the new shoots that 

oannot be boused at once, they should be removed to somo 
sheltered spot, as under a south or west wall or high fence, 
where a length or two of thin canvas can be arranged so as 
to run on wires over them on cold nights. Hero they 
should be quite eafe for another two or three w eeks at 
least. How beautiful are tho eemi early Chryianlhemurosof 

tho Dregrange typo now! The flowers aro cf the true 
Japanese formation, but not too large or massive, and 
therefore exquisite for almost any kind of decoration, 
cutting. Ac. Tho original while flowered variety with its 
pale and deep yellow spots, (J. Wermig and Mrs. Hawkins, 
aro now well known, but some of the new Continental 
kinds, such as M. Gustave Grunerwald (rosy-pink), Chev. 
A. Bandlera (creamy-blush), Gaston Oh. de Kriaillea (huff- 
rose, with gold centre), which are in a very similar style, 
but of entirely new colours, should be grown as well as the 
older kiude. Auriculas should now bo removed from the 
shady quarters they have occupied during the summer 
months and bo accommodated In frames or low pita near the 
glass, where they will receive the full benefit of the sun, 
with fretvcntilation in mild weather. Any plant* that 
soom to yqtiiro it may be repotted now, keeping them 
UoMol .1 lamb afterwards. If this is not done a light top. 

nrcSBiBb Jllleb soil had better be given. Strong 
potttLJow into 3-inch or 3J inch sizes will moet 

TOMATOES UNDER GLASS. 

Failures in Tomato culture are not bo frequent 
tin formerly, butsufliciently bo to call in question 
the kind of treatment the plants very often 
receive. Grown in a rational manner, no fruit¬ 
bearing plant is more productive or gives 
bettor returns in a given space for the attention 
bestowed upon it; but, on the other hand, when 
iu a debilitated condition, the returns are most 
disappointing. More often than not early 
Tomatoes are treated similarly to Cucumbers— 
that is, grown in a high and moist temperature ; 
but the growth is so attenuated and devoid of 
stamina that what flowers do form fail to set. 
There is no danger of tho plants becoming 
ruined through early fruiting, as tho earlier 

fruits, if induced to form, assist in checking 
exuberant growth, and tho succeeding blooms 
get better. What is needed is a strong, matured 
growth, built up by free exposure to sunshine 
with a warm, buoyant atmosphere. It is 
very annoying to have strong plants capable 
of carrying a good weight of fruit in a 
barren state through the blooms failing to 
set, and with early Tomatoes this is a very fre¬ 
quent occurrence. It is not during the very 
early stages that a warm and moist temperature 

is injurious, as in my case the seedlings aro 
raised and grown on until repotted into li inch 
potOiiiCJHlittiBaina [rtruotur® as that devoted to 

Cucumber* , an4, IMfflfe,Tjj.^only precaution 
securing drawn, 
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which is easily prevented by exposing the seed¬ 
lings to the light on a shelf near the glasB. 
When the plants are allowed to stand pot to 

pot, even in a light Btruoture, they are very apt 
to become much enfeebled, and the lower leaves, 
instead of becoming folly developed, are puny, 
with a very yellow cast. In most gardens the 
earliest fruits are produced from plants growing 
in pots and boxes, as these can be removed to 
other available places later on. In those 
gardens where space is limited sundry places 

have to be resorted to ensure their fruit¬ 
ing satisfactorily. I find that Early Ruby, 
Conference and Acquisition are admirably 
adapted for growing ia pots and boxes, the 
growth not being so vigorous as in 
some of the other sorts. By the time 
the plants are potted into the 6-inch 
poia there is generally another struc¬ 

ture other than the Cucumber-houso 
in which to grow tho plants, although 
it is advisable to allow them to re¬ 
main until they havo got over the 
check of repotting. I placo the plants 
cn a temporary stago in one of tho 
vineries just started. After being Eottcd into tho 6-inch pots they have 

ecome established, it will havo to be 
decidod whether they are to be grown 
as single stems or with two or throe. 
The 

fcjiNSir.K cordon plants will com¬ 
mence to fruit the earliest, and if 
there is room this system may bo 
adopted. Even with two or three 
shoots the method is the same. If 
tho plants ore repotted into 12 inch 

pots and other plants are comiDg on 
for succession, the leaders should bo 
stopped oftor two or throe bunches of fruit 
to a shoot are formed. It must not be thought 
that keeping tho plants in the 6-inch pots is 
on aid to early fruiting, as in this respect they 
are not in tho least more precocious ; in foot, 
in the end thoy are behind othors which 

hove been early potted or boxed. A very 
dry or arid atmosphere is as much against 
a free set os an overmoist and close one. By 
keeping tho atmosphere fairly moist the pollen 
is more potent, and sharply tipping the shoots 
in the middle of the day is generally sufficient. 

Tho two extremes of atmospherio conditions 
must be guarded against. Tho soil can easily 
bo too rich and light and also loose. Whore 
the soil is known to be poor a little kainit and 
superphosphate mixed with it will greatly assist 
the plants ; but, on the other hand, good orops 
may be produced with sound loam and a fourth 
of pulverised horse-manure. The plants delight 

in a firm root-run, this imparting a fruitful 
growth, as later on when they need assistance 
richer faro in the form of clarified liquid will 
provo beneficial. In the early stages of growth 
Tomatoes should not receive nor do they need 
an overrich soil or a poverty-stricken one, both 

extremes proving injurious to the well being of 
the plants. In conclusion, just a word of warn¬ 
ing upon the penny-wise-and-pound-foolish plan 
of being niggardly with tho fuel. This is not 
likely to happen early in the season, but to 

withdraw fire-heat later on will most likely 
result in an attack of disease. A. 

cut them and lay on a warm, sunny shelf or in 
a window for three woeks or inoro. Then out 
them open longitudinally, scrape out the seeds, 

dry them thoroughly, and store away for futuro 
use. It is better not to wash them if possible. 

—B. C. R. 
—— Sling the fruit to the wires by passing a 

string of matting round the end and securing it 
to a wire near. Cucumbers will not produce 
seeds unless the blossoms were fertilised. In 
the summer this is often done by insects, when 

the houso has been freely ventilated. Some 
kinds—Telegraph, for instance—will not seed 
freely under any circumstances. The fruits 
may grow to a large size and ripen, but the 

4330 —Savin g C ucumber seed.—When 
the fruit becomes of a yellow colour the seed 
will bo ripe; but when it is intended to savo 

seed from Cucumbers the plan is to fertilise the 
female flowers with the pollen from tho male 
blossoms. Cucumbers will grow a full size and 
havo no seeds in them somotimes. They may bo 
chanoe fertilised, and in that case would have 

seeds in them ; but to make sure thoy ought to 
be carefully fertilised when both tho pollen and 
tho flowers are in condition. When the fruits 
have been cut lay them on a shelf for a few days, 

and afterwards cut them open and remove the 
seed, wiping it with a dry cloth. When it has 

been laid out to dry for a few days put it aside 
for use in paper bags.—J. D. E. 

- In all probability the two Cucumbers 
mentioned as turning yellow contain seed ; if 
they are swelled towards the point or “nose” 
they ore sure to do so. Loop them up to the 
roof with some rallia or string, so that they lie 

in a horizontal position, and when they are quite 
ripe, which may rba known by tfceir hSdb nil 
quite hard and Sounding holicw VhdtV/p,,0c 

Krulllng-lirnm'hcs of Fig " Brown Turkey." 

Firoduoo is small. The praotico of sowing seeds 

rom exhausted plants is not generally to be 
commended. The better way is let tho plants 
devote their youthful energies to seed-bearing, 
and sco that tho blossoms are properly fertilised. 
Those who grow Cucumber seeds for the trade 
generally adopt this course, and tho plants from 
such seeds aro more vigorous than the seeds 
from exhausted plants.—E. H. 

- If tho (lower at the end of the fruit was 
not fertilised, either artificially or by insocts, 
the chances aro that it contains no seed. If the 
Cucumber is the same thicknoss all the way 
it has no seed inside, but should it have swollen 

at the extreme end into a knob-like form, that 
port contains seed. Allow it to hang upon the 
plant until quite yellow, or turning brown. The 
seed should then be taken out by cutting it in 
quarters down the middle and washed, laying 
them in a warm, dry place for a few days to 
harden.—S. P. 

4569.—Cabbage growing.—If anyone 
could tell “ E. J. H.” how to cultivate ground 
for Cabbages to prevent olub he would confer a 
boon on market gardenora and others of the 

greatest possible value. All sorts of “cures” 
have been put forward to prevent club, but none 
have been successful. The advocates of gas- 
lime havo made suro that this would prevent it. 
I gavo it an excellent chauce on a piece of 
ground I intended to plant with Brussels 
Sprouts one year. The gas-lime was obtained 
directly from the gasworks, and a good dressing 

was dug in ; soon after the plants wore set out, 
and the dressing was so strong that quite three 
parts of the plants were killed, and the remainder 
were all badly clubbed. Solect another piece of 
ground for the Cabbages, and if planted now to 
come in about May and June they will be froe 

from club. There is a walk down the centre of 
my kitchen garden, and Cabbages planted on 
ono side always club ; on the other side they are 
freo from it.—J. D. E. 

-The soil needs lime. Give It a dressing at onoe, 
and put In a fresh lot of plants, using planty of soot and 
wood-ashes or burnt soil round the roots of each. You 
will not be troubled much with dubbing afterwards.— 
B. C. U. 

the National Chrysanthemum Society, and ia 
named Mr. E. Row bottom. It is an English- 
raised seedling, like so many of our finest 

novelties, and belongs to the Japanese class. 
Tho flowers aro self yellow, of a very delightful 
abado, and aro attractive also for their fine form. 
They are not too largo, as many of the later 

acquisitions, which are so big as to be simply 
coarso, monstrous blooms, fit only for the show 
board. Another new kind is named Samuel 
Barlow ; tho flowers, not too large, are rosy- 

salmon in colour, touched in tho centre with 
yellow.—V. C. 

New Chrysanthemums.—The Chrys¬ 
anthemum Beaaon, so to speak, for the present 

year has already opened, and doubtless readers 
of Gardening, especially those in any way 

interested in this flower, like to know the best 
new things. Chrysanthemums are not like 
Daffodils, as they quickly become cheap, and 

’ithin the reach of all who have not very long 

fp(«^s for plants. A very promising, new Japa,- 
variety was shown at the recent sfiJw3:t 

FRUIT. 

FIG-TREES IN THE OPEN AIR. 

If the roots of a Fig-tree are in a suitable 
medium Dear the surface, so as to be under the 
influence of solar warmth, there will be somo 
fruits. In damp situations, or whoro the subsoil 
is of a heavy nature, it will be better to koep 
whatever preparation is made for tho roots well 
up from the dump subsoil. In such case I should 

prefer to lay down a base (i feet square of concrete 
6 inohes deep. Cart a couplo of loads of soil 
from an old pasture if obtainable, and mix with 
it half-a-load of builder’s rubbish from tho pulling 

down of old buildings, containing a largo pro¬ 
portion of old plaster. Plant the Fig-tree on the 
top, with its roots from 6 inches to 9 inches 
from tho surfaco. Tho roots, of course, would 
during the first dry summer mako an effort to 
push down strong feeders over the edge of the 

baso of tho concrete, but it would be an easy 
mattor to deal with these either in the autumn 
or spring. I have lifted the roots of Fig-trees 
at both seasons with about equal results, and 

with an impenetrable base 6 feet square beneath 
them, the roots, passing over tho edge of the 
concrete, would bo none the worse for an annual 
lift up. When the roots are kept near the sur¬ 
face, and tho youDg 

Wood proikki.y thinned in summer, so 
that it may become hard and firm, thcro is not 
much danger to be apprehended from the 
frosts of an overage winter. Still, unliko 
most other fruit-trees, the Fig is not injured 

by being thinly covered in winter, and, to make 
sure, it is generally advieablo to cover the 
branches towards Christmas, as there is never 
any frost sevore enough to injure the wood of 

Fig-trees before the middle of December. There 
are various ways of affording protection ; per¬ 
haps the simplest is to unnail the branches, 
draw them together, and cover with Spruce or 

Yew branches. Dry Brocken will do as well, so 
ill straw, or mats may bo nailed over them. 

No great thickness of anything is roquired, and, 
as I have already said, in ordinary seasons no 
covering will be wanted; it is only to meet the 

severe winters which visit ns at more or less 
lengthy intervals that I should cover at all. 
The best all-round kind for the open air with 
which I am acquainted is tho Brown Turkey, 
fruiting-branches of which are here figured. I 
am told there are many varieties of Figs grown 

in Italy and in other Fig-growing countries that 
would be worth a trial here, and there is the 
possibility of something being done by raising 

seedlings, but Figs are queer things to hybridise. 
8till, there is hope for tho raising of seedling 

Figs, as we are not yet overburdened with really 
good Figs suitable for open-air culture. Under 
fairly good management there never need be a 
failure of the Fig crop, as the young fruits do 

not start into growth until the woather is 
settled, and the blossoming period comes a good 
deal later. _ E. 

4547.—Thrips on Vines.—These are very 
troublesome, and when they have become well 
established on the Vines it is difficult to remove 

thorn. Strong fumigations with Tobacco-smoke 
may destroy them, but this might give the ripe 
Grapes an unpleasant flavour, as the thrips can 
seldom be destroyed unless the house is fumi- 
gated twice, or even three times. Painting the 

pipes with flowers of sulphur when they are well 
heated is an effective agent of destruction ; it 
kills red-spider as well. I have not seen any 

thrips on the Vines since I used the sulphur 
fumigating.—J. D. E. 

-- Fumigating the Vines with Tobacco- 
amokri cuf three successive nights will generally 
tid the Vines of-thjs nest. It will be a good 

plafij rhowevery Itol repeat the dose in about a 
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fortnight. The (moke will not hnrt the Vines 
or the fruit; the smell will puss off in ft few days 
if air is liberally admitted to the vinery. If 
the Fuchsias are in pots stand them out-of-doors 
for six weeks, letting the plants have a touch of 

frost. If they are planted out in the vinery, 
syringe the leaves with soft-soap and Tobacco- 

water, not too strong.—S. P. 

4538.—Bottling Grapes.—What is meant 
by bottling these is quite different to bottling 

■tone fruits. Ordinary wine-bottles are filled 
with water and tied to a rail loosely ; the 
bottom of the bottles rest upon a ledge, and are 
tipped over to an angle of about 45 degs. The 

bunches of Grapes are cut with the lateral 
branches attached to them. Insert the end of 
the branch in the bottle of water, and the bottles 
being at the above angle will allow the bunches 

to hang clear. I have kept bunches of Lady 
Downes’ Seedling Grapo in good condition in this 
way from Christmas until May. All my Grapes 
not cut by the first wook in January are pre¬ 
served in bottles. The bunches take up a good 

deal of water, which hat to bo renewed once a 

week.—J. D. E. 

- The bunohes of Grapes are out with 
enough of the wood on which they have grown 

to reach down the bottle for tho Grapes to hang 
dear. It does not make mnch difference which 
end of the shoot is thrust in the water, as water 
will bo imbibed from either end. Any room 
may bo fitted up with shelves or racks for 
placing the bottles upon in a slanting position. 

All that is required is an equable temperature 
of 45 degs. to 50 degs. Grapes under such 
conditions will generally keep longer than if left 

on the Vince.—-E. H. 

4503 —Management of Pear-trees.— 
It is possible that root-pruning might bring tho 
troes Into a fruitful state, but I have my doubts 
about it. I have had such good results from 
redrafting unfruitful trees with other sorts that 

this is a case in which I should adopt tho same 
plan in preference to any other, os I believe tho 
secret of the barren state of tho trees in question 
is that the position does not suit the sorts. If 

you ore fond of experiments you may regraft 
two of the trees and root-pruno tho others.— 

J. C. C. 
- Your question is really too meagre to 

tell what is required. You givo no particulars 

whatevor, and I should think that as other 
things in the garden seem to be satisfactory, 
that you have got varieties naturally shy bear¬ 
ing. Some kinds give comparatively few fruits, 
although the troes may be in the best of health, 

and received proper treatment. Send samples 
of the fruit, or say whether the trees seem to 
require pruning at the root through overluxurl- 
ance in growth —C. T. 

— The trees probsbly require root prunlnir, If they 
are making much wood. The old aphoflem •• lie who 
plants Pears plants (or his heirs" need not be true If the 
roots were kept under oonlrol. If you oould *et a practical 
man to look at them he would tell you what 1s bout to be 
done, but the probability Is that lifting or sborleolnx the 
too » will have the desired effect.—E. II. 

4500 —Vines in a cool house.—Notwith¬ 
standing that very good Grapes can be grown 
in pots, it is much more satisfactory to have them 
planted out in a border, either in a cool or 
unheated house. In pots they only last ono 
season, whereas planted, tho oancs should be in 

good condition thirty years honco. It is not 
necessary to make a large border for Vines at 
once ; in fact, it is a much better plan to mako 
it piecemeal—say begin with a border 3 feet wido 
and add '3 feet to it yearly until the apace is 

filled up. It is a matter of convenience whether 
tho bordor is wholly an inside one or not. Good 
Grapes can be grown with the roots outsido 
entirely, but from choice I prefer to have them 

inside the house, where they are more under 
control. The worst ovil in Vine-border making 
is that of having it too deep; 0 inches of 
drainage at the bottom, and 2 feet 0 inches 

depth of soil is quite sufficient for any variety. 
Freshly cut turfy loam is the best material for 
Vines to grow in when mixed with charcoal or 
old lime rubble, adding a small quantity of wood- 
ashes for tho purpose of providing potash for the 

Vines. Farmyard manure should never be added 
to the soil when making a now border. If loum 
or freshly cut turf is not available, swoet garden 

soil will answer very well, providing a little of 
Thomson’s or Innes’ Vine-manure can Ke kidded 

along with the oharooal, wood-ash sn, Indjfoil- 
inch bones. When the border is added tby early I 

fresh soil is given to the roots to run in—this is 

what they like. A retaining wall of turf can be 
built annually to keep up the loose soil j in this 
the roots will be quickly found showing what 
they liko. As to the best varieties to grow, 

Black Hamburgh and Alicante arc the most 
suitable of that colour for an unheatod house, 
and Foster’s Seedling if a white kind is required. 

One-year-old canes are tho best for planting, 
but for fruiting in pots two-year-old canes are 
the best. Those that have been cut down once 
are the strongest, producing fruit tho same year. 

Pots 12 inches in diameter aro not too large 
for Vines to fruit in.—S. P. 

FRUIT-TREES AS ORNAMENTAL 

SUBJECTS. 

Why should not fruit-trees be grown more for 
their beauty when in bloom ? When we con¬ 

sider the flowering charms of a groat portion 
of our fruit-trees is it not surprising that they 
are not more grown for their beauty when in 
flower ? In early spring nearly all hardy fruit- 

trees, such as Apricots, Poaches, Plums, 
Cherries, Almonds, Apples, and Pears, aro more 
or less ornamental—tho doublo-floworing Peach, 
Cherry, aud Almond being particularly so. All 
of theso trees should be planted more abun¬ 

dantly than they are, for in tho spring no shrubs 
aro moro attractive. They may bo grown in any 
form, bush, pyramid, or standard, and to various 
sizes ; and when flowering as standards in the 

open bordors they form conspicuous objects. 
A little attention, however, is required as 
regards keoping them well supplied with young 

wood, as upon this the flowers are produced. 
They should also bo planted in good soil to 

induce thorn to make plenty of growth. Tho 
doublo-flowering varieties of the Poach, Cherry, 
and Almond also force well. They aro of easy 

cultivation, and well deservo a place in the 
conservatory amongst other flowering plants. 
Whon grown for this purpose thoy should have 
the same care in cultivation us when grown for 

fruit. Young maiden plants may be obtained 
from tho nursery ; these should bo potted in the 
autumn and placed in a cool house until re¬ 
quired for forcing, when they should bo removed 
to a warm house, where they will soon flower, 

after which they should bo placed in tho cooler 
quarters, whoro they will continuo in bloom for 
a long timo. After flowering tho plants should 

not bo placed outside all at once, as is the 

open space in pleasure grounds or by the side 
of woodland walks, instead of tho worthless 
subjects which now too often occupy such places. 

4539. — Treatment of Nut trees.— 
Filberts and the ordinary Cob-nuts are very 
easily grown. It is better not to prune them 
any fuither than merely to cut out any crowded 
growths, or such as would cause the trees to get 

out of shape. Nearly all the varieties of them 
have a tendency to throw suckers from the bot¬ 
tom of tho trees, and they will continue to do 
this until quite a thicket of growths is pro¬ 

duced ; if this was allowed to continue, the 
suckers would take the sap intended for tho 
trees, and prevent their assuming a shapely hoad 

of fruitful branches.—J. D. E. 

- ■ — When a Nut-tree has been started right 

at the beginning there is not much difficulty in 
keoping it right, but old bushes which have been 
allowed to run wild from the first had better be 
thinnol, only without much attempt at shorten¬ 
ing. A young Nut-bush should bo worked on 
the model of a woll-managed Gooseberry, with 

an open centre and low wide-spreading branches, 
thinned moderately. Tho object of the prunor 
should be to fill tho bush with feathery spray.— 

E. II. 

- Presuming young trees aro obtained 
from tho nursery with from three to Bix shoots 

on a stein 2 feet long, they should bo planted 
8 feet apart in any open position in well dug 
soil, but not too heavily manured. Directly 
tho leaves have fallen is the best timo to plant. 

In February following tho shootB should be 
cut back to within 4 inches of tho buso to in¬ 
duce them to push strong shoots. The next 
year tho leader should be cut back to within 
1 foot. Tho trees should bo shaped so os to 
have about ten main branches to each. The 

side growths should be spurred in after the 
manner of Vines, as from theso spurs the nuts 
are obtained in quantity. Tho centra of tho treo 

should be kept open to admit of sunlight and 
air freely. -S. P. 

4544 —Fowl manure. This is suitable 
for all, or very nearly all, kinds of plants, but, 
being of a very strong and burning nature, it 
should be oithcr given in a liquid form, steep¬ 
ing, say, a peck in a large cask or tub of water, 

stirring well, and then allowing it to settle 
before use, or else be mixed with five or six 

Howerinir-spray of Pour "Oitron dciTCnrmes." 

usual practice with subjects that havo been 
forced ; they should be kept under glass and 
well attended to in the way of watering and 

keeping free from rod-spider, aphis, &o., until 
tho summer, when they may bo gradually 
hardened off and finally placed out-of-doors in 

a position where thoy can have tho full rays of 
the sun, so as to thoroughly ripen their wood. 
The common wild Cherry is very attractive 

~L — lin-^owor. The wild Crab is also very 
t^o. Many trees of this sort W'einld be 
well worth the trouble if planted1 in any 

times its bulk of fino sandy soil, and the whole 
allowed to lie in a heap for a short timo.— 

B. C. R. 
4552.—Snails in a garden.—The only 

way of dealing with snails is to catch them, and 
they must bo looked for early in the morning 
or in tho evening, just as for slugs or cater¬ 

pillars, which must be diligontly sought for to 
get rid of them. If there is any particular wall 
wHibh1 Ifihay cliikib, mako a preparation of train- 

sw^xM,atK‘-cgTthe bottom 
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TREES & SHRUB& 

JUDAS-TREE (OERCIS SILIQUASTRUM). 

This (leaves of which are here figured) is 
certainly not ao often met with as it ought to 
be, and yet few ornamental trees are really more 
beautiful. In the South of England it will also 
succeed as a single specimen on the lawn, where 
it often assumes the proportions of a tree. In 
more northern districts it is deserving of a 

wall. 

4556. — Evergreen creepers.— I am 
afraid you will have to include also some things 
that are notevorgreen. if you wish for a good 
assortment. The majority of 
the most beautiful hardy 
climbing flowering plants are 
do liduous, but a few you may 
get, such as Magnolia grand i- 
flora, whioh will be some 
time, however, before it gets 
to any size, and the Fiery 
Thorn, or Pyracantha, which 
is a very handsome flower. 
In the earlier part of the year 
it blooms in profusion, and the 
clusters of white flowers are 
remarkably attractive, but in 
winter the plant is brilliant 
with orange scarlet berries, 
which duster thickly on the 
shoots, and are in rich con¬ 
trast to the deep-green lux¬ 
uriant foliage. Of coune, 
such a plant will take far 
longer to cover the wall than 
the deoiduous climbers. I 
give the names of a few decid¬ 
uous kinds, such as Clematis 
montana, which is one of the 
best of all olimbers, if you 
can keep it fixed well to the 
wall. I know a house abso¬ 
lutely covered with it, fes¬ 
tooning about the windows, 
and in tho month of May 
it is very charming with its 
lovely white fragrant flowers. It is a very 
hardy species, and will grow in ordinary soil. 
Then you may have Veitch’s Virginian Creeper, 
whioh dings tightly to a wall, and grows very 
quickly. The colours of the leafage in autumn 
are very beautiful—gold, orimson, and allied 
tints. The winter-flowering jMminum nudi- 
florum is a very pleasing kind, producing on its 
naked shoots in winter a profusion of yellow 
flowers, whioh give a glow of oolour to the 

garden at a time when it is most needed. 
Against the wall a good plant of the double- 
llowered Kerria would make a show, as the 
flowers aro produced very freely early in spring. 
Roses, suoh as Gioire de Dijon, would suooeed 
well, and there is no finer Rose for an ordinary 
garden. It grows strongly, and is a perfeot 
sheet of fragrant flowers in the summer months, 
and is not afraid to produoe a few blooms in the 
autumn. Tbo Wisteria sinensis is worthy of 
note, but this is also deciduous. All the things 
named will thrive in ordinary soil, and give no 
trouble. There are a number of things that 
might be recommended, but they are not really 
hardy, and likely to prove a nuisance than 
otherwise. You might get—but again the plant 
is deoiduous—Chimonanthus fragrans, whioh 
blooms in the winter, and a good speoimen will 
prove welcome, as the flowers are very fragrant, 

uite a rich spring fragrance, and of a rather 
ull yellow oolour with brownish sopals.— C. T. 

— It would have been an advantage if 
“John” had mentioned his locality. If he 

resides in the south, Magnolia grandiflora (Ex¬ 
mouth variety) is a grand wall plant. It is 

rather alow in starting, but when 20 feet or 
30 feet high it will be worth looking at. Escal- 

Ionia macrantha, Ccanothus dentalis, C. Veitchi, 
Cratiegus pyracantha. There are two varieties 
of this evergreen Thorn, the difference being in 
the oolour of the berries ; but I think the scarlet- 
berried sort is the most effective, but this is a 
matter of taste, and where winter effect is 
sought it might be advisable to plant both. 
Lardizabala biternata is a very handsome ever¬ 

green wall shrub. When first intriduced-it was 
thought to be tender*: but (It has it- 
hardy. It should be understood that things 

which will prove permanent are often at the 
beginning of slow growth, but the plants named 
will give character to any building, and are 
worth waiting for. Have the site trenohed up 
2 feet deep, and any bad soil removed. If the 
soil is poor, manure liberally.—E. H. 

— The White .Usmlne (J. offlolaale) and the yellow 
(summer-flowering) variety (J. revolutum), and, though 
not evergreen, the winter-flowering J- nudlflorum would 

make a nloe addition; K.rcallonla macrantha. Oarrya 
elliptic*, Ootooeaster mlorophylla, and O. Simondtl, 
Magnolia grandiflora, and M. Eionlensla, and the Evergreen 

Hose (It sempervlrens).—B. 0. R. 

4512.—Planting: Clematis.—The best 

Clematis for a north-east position is the beautiful 
white-flowered variety, C. montana. It is 
doubtful whether any of the other kinds would 

garden. C. Flammula is worthy of note for its 
profusion of small white fragrant flowers. C. 
rubella (rich purple) is a good kind. Of the 
viticella type, very pleasing are the varieties 

Mrs. James Bateman (light lavender) and 
venosa (purplish-red), a very fine thing. C. 
montana will quickly clothe a house, as it is 

very free, and does not seem to oare about 
position, the flowers being produced in the 
month of May. It is very hardy, grows in 
ordinary soil, and blooms profusely. There is a 
olass of Clematises that does not climb at all, 
such as C. ereota, whioh is of ereot habit. If, 
however, you require only a few kinds, limit 
yourself to those named, commencing first with 
the free and riohly-ooloured C. Jackmani.— 

C. T. 

4542.— Raising: Quick.—This query is a 
good illustration of the impatience of tne present 
time. This is not a waiting age; but in the 
matter of raising Thorn Quioks there must be a 
considerable elapse between the Bowing of 
the seeds and the setting out of the plants. 
But whsn strong Quioks, suitable for planting, 
can be bought for three or four shillings 
a hundred, why wait for seedlings ? It will, 
under the most favourable oiroumstancos, 
take several years to get Thorn Quioks large 
enough to set out, and most people find it better 
to leave this work in the hands of the specialist. 
Haws are generally kept twelve months packed 
away in a heap of sand to remove or soften the 

coverings of the seeds. If planted as soon as 
ripe tho seeds would not grow the first year, 
and it is found bett r to mix them with the sand 
in a heap for twelve months before sowing.— 

E. H. 

-The haws when (lathered should be thrown Into a 
heap, and oovered with soil to Ret rid ot their outer cover¬ 
ing. The following April they would be ready to sow 
broadoast In wtll-preparrd soil, not too thlok, covering the 
seed with line sandy soil. Here the eeedlloge should 
remain for eleven monthe. planting them out afterwards 
in rows, 10 inches apart, the plants 8 Inches In the rows.— 
S. P. 

4541. Removing old tree stumps —There is no 
better way of removing old deoayed tree-stumps than 
digging round them, and grubbing them out. A good 
workman will soon olear a piece of ground. This is work 
in whioh experlenoe Is of greater use than grubbing or 
felling timber. It always saves labour to olear a good pleas 
round the stump, so as to get well under It before beg' noing 
to out. —E. U. 

4558.—Evergreen hedge —The broad¬ 
leaved Evergreen Privet makes a capital hedge, 
and it will grow in front of trees as well as any¬ 
thing ; but the best of all evergreen hedges is 
the common Holly. When it has once made a 
good start it grows as freoly as the Privet, and 
will form a very high hedge, whioh the Privet 
will not. Some persona would choose the Privet 
because it grows a little more quickly at first) 
but I would unhesitatingly select the Holly as 
making by far tho best hedge in the end. Arbor- 
vita and some of the Cyprus family have been 
used as hedges, and in some soils do well ; but 
I would place Privet and Holly before them.— 

J. D. E. 

- Nothing grows quioker than Privet, and 
if the evergroon sort is planted it will make a 
good blind all the year round. If the fence is 
required to keen cattle back the Privot alone is 
not firm enough; a Quick planted every yard 
strengthens the hedge considerably. Holly is 

rhaps the best of all evergreen hedges, but it 
of slow growth. Whatever is chosen, the 

main point to observe is to prepare the site 
thoroughly by trenching the soil 18 inches deep 
and using manure freely, both in the soil and 
as a mulching. —S P. 

-Privet would do well for the summer, but Id severe 
winters It frequency los*s Its leaves. Laurel would be far 
better, and 1s qulok growing, but the much slower growing 

Holly would make the beet hedge of the three.—A. O. 
BUTLER. 

-Nothing better, If time Is an object, than the Ever¬ 
green Privet. Otherwise a Holly-hedge Is superior to any¬ 
thing else of Its kind, hut It takes a good many years to 
attain a fair elie.-B. C. R. 

-The common Privet makes a good hedge quicker 
than most things, and if a few Thorne or a few Myrobalan 
Plums are planted with the Privet they will help to 
strengthen the hedge.—E H. 

4511—Clematis Jackmani—The end 
of October or beginning of November is a 
good time to purchase and plant out this 
Clematis or any other. The plant would not be 
large, and no pruning is necessary the first year 
or any year. I allow the plants to grow freely 
m they1 like;11 If they are trained to a wall all 
Itha- growths tare | nHowedrto remain, and they 
hang uub, after a time, as much as a foot or two 

do much in so oold a spot, but C. Jackmani, 
with masses of purple blossoms, might be tried 
The end of February or beginning of Maroh will 
be a safor time than the prosent to plant a young 
Clematis. If, however, a well-established plant 
of two years’ old oan be procured as onoe and 
well planted, mulohing the surfaoe afterwards 
with fresh manure, it might do well, and would 
start earlier than if spring-planted. Should 
severe weather set in, however, it would be best 
to mat it up, for plants whioh have not yet had 
time to get a thorough hold of the soil are much 
more liable to be destroyed by frost, followed by 
bitterly oold winds. The answer to this query 
depends so muoh upon locality, and also the 
amount of shelter whioh the north-east front of 
the house may have from other buildings, that it 
is ditfioult without information on these points 
to pronounce a definite opinion.—I. L. R. 

4540. — Clematises. — Those Clematises 
whioh produce the largest flowers are not the 
freest bloomers. The lanuginosa seotion produoe 
large flowers, but the Jackmani type are the 
freest bloomers. At the present time there are 
more of Clematis Jackmani sold than any other, 
and the variety of Jackmani called Snow White 
is a good companion to it. Henryi is also a good 
white, larger than Snow White. Countess of 
Lovelaoe (double lilao), Duohesa of Edinburgh 
(double white) belong to the florida seotion; 
the flowers are large and handsome.— E. H. 
- You ask a question that entails a some 

what lengthy answer. Many Clematises, 
although having beautiful flowers, grow weakly, 
and are not, therefore, of grsat value for the 
garden. The Clematises represent a large 
family, and are divided into different sections. 

First, we have the patens type, and varieties 
bloom in the spring from, it must be remem¬ 
bered, the old wood, so if you ruthlessly hack 

the shoots about you will cut away the flowers. 
Three very beautiful varieties of this section are 
Fair Rosamond (blush-white), Lady Londes- 

borough (silvery-white colour), and Miss Bate- 
(white), of the Jackmani type. You must 

icure C. Jackmani, which has very rich 
purple flowers, produced very ifreMyr dt 

on' of the best of all Clematises1 for-the 
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from the wall, the shoot* hanging loosely and 
smothered with flowers. If the plant gets 
beyond bounds the shoots must be out in before 
growth begins in the spring. The same remark 

applies if the plants are trained to a wire trellis. 
Avoid always formal close cropping.—J. D. E. 

-You oan plant in the antumn or during early 
spriog, or either season will suftioe. The soli mutt be 
moderately rlob, and secure good plants in the Brat 
Instance. Let the shoots alone. Amateur gardeners are too 
fond of hacking with the knife, and thus spoiling many 

beautiful things through this hold surgery.— O. T. 

4557.—Tobacco.—I do not think home¬ 
grown Tobacco will kill the smoker or I should 
not have been alive now, but no smoker who 
knows what good Tobacco is would smoko it. 
Tobacco grown in this country is not of good 
quality, no matter how it is manipulated. Years 
ago I used to grow it for fumigating purposes, 
and after the leaves were dried they were tied 
in bundles, placed in a heap, and covered with 
mat* to induce fermenlation. When this had 
set in, they were partially dried and then 
tormented again. Afterwards they were dried 
and packod .n boxes and storod away in a dry 
(dace for use. I have made cigars of the best 
eaves. I used to smoke them, but the memory 

of those smokes is not exaotly pleasant. It 
should be understood that Tobaoco grown in this 
oountry is liable to the same duty as the 
imported artiole if grown in sufficient quantity 
to De of any use.—E. H. 

4548 — Bedding “ Geraniums.” — The 
Zonal* you mention are all good. To these 
you may add Vesuvius, C. V. Raapail, Sam 
Jacoby, Aurore boreale, and Gloire Lyonnaise, 
New Guinea, Aurea perfects, Omphale, Kate 
Greenaway, Queen Matilda, Queen of the Bel¬ 
gians, Qneen of the Whites (improved), Harry 
Hieover, Master Christine, Mrs. Deane, Magenta 
King, Blushing Bride, Crystal Palace Gem, 
Mrs. Pollock, Happy Thought, Freak of 
Nature, Her Majesty, and King of the Bronze. 
—A. G. Butler. 

- Henry Jacoby (deep crimson) and John 
Gibbons (brilliant scarlet) are two of the beat 
budding varieties in cultivation; Ed. Sutton 
I do not know. Other excellent varieties for 
this purpose are the old Vesuvius and West 
Brighton Gem (scarlet), M. Myriel (crimson), 
Beckwith’s Pink and Mrs. Turner (pink), aod 
Eureka and Niphetos (whito). A really good 
salmon-ooloured Zonal for bedding is still 
wanted.—B. C. R. 

- The varieties mentioned, except Ed. 
Sutton, which I do not know, are useful for bed¬ 
ding, and the best for the purpose is the popular 
Henry Jacoby, which is the finest of all oeddets 
and grown more largely than any other kind. 
The plant is of strong growth, and the flower- 
heads large, whilst the colonr is intense orimson. 
It is in evory respect a good kind, and also fine 
in pots, for which it is grown largely.—C. T. 

— The names mentioned are all good. In addition to 
this* may be mentioned Master Vesuvius (scarlet), larger 
and better than the type ; West Brighton Gem, very free 
and effective (scarlet); Mrs. Mules (pink); I.uoas (roee); 
and Queen of White*.—E. II. 

4507.—Treatment of Lilies.—I should oertaiolv 
recommend jou to plant out io the autumn, puttln 
good handful of silver sand under (nob bulb, and covering 
with about 6 Inches of rich light soil. If you leave the 
bulbs In their pot* until spriog, they will be forming freeb 
root*, which will be liable to lojury during the prooees of 
planting out.—A. O. Bi'tlbr. 

4509.—Cuttings of “ Geraniums" and 
Pansies.—August is the best me nth in 
which to put in cuttings of the above, and both 
of them strike best out-of-doors, the “ Gera¬ 
niums ’’ in the sun and the Pansies in the shade. 
I strike both of them in light sandy soil; the 

“ Geraniums ’’ in boxes so that they may be 
removed to a heated house for the winter. 
Gooseberries and Box can both be propagated 
freely from cutting*. The Box should be planted 
in a shady place at once, taking cuttings of the 
young wood 4 inches to 6 inches in length. The 
Box used for edgings is propagated by division. 
November is a good month in which to plant 
Gooseberry cuttings.—J. D. E. 
- There is no time to be lost now in taking 

cuttings of “Geraniums.'* They will want a 
little warmth to complete the rootiDg in October. 

Pansies will strike freely now in a cold frame, 
either in pots or in a bed of soil covered with 
glass, a handlight will do. Cutting* of Box will 
root now in a shady border, and Gdortberry 
cuttings as soon as the leaven fall. fcelect/tlb 
best and atraightest young shoots. They Arnold 
be at least a foot long.—E. H. 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

WILD GARDENING. 

Amongst the numerous species of strong and 
hardy herbaceous plants that are suitable for 
naturalising in woods or other semi-wild places, 
the following are a few that have been found to 
thrive well, regardless of rabbits or the enroach- 
ment of rank and wild vegetation. The plan 
adopted in some cases has been (and I think it is 
the beat one) to plant bold colonies of distinct 
species in separate groups, while in others a 
mixture of herbaceous and bulbous plants has 
been tried, whilst a eingle speaimen of such 
a rampant grower as Polygonum cuspidatum is 
quite effective enough in itself; it succeeds in 
almost any kind of soil or situation, and after 
planting out a single plant it will in a few seasons 
develop into a large, spreading bush, and when 
in full bloom is highly ornamental. Perhapa it 
is seen to best advantage and is most effective on 
a Grassy bank or rocky steep; it is infinitely 
more at home and beautiful in such a site than 
when orammed into a formal herbaceous border, 
where this truly wild ornamental plant may too 
often be seen kept a prisoner and restricted in 
growth by a constant application of the spade 
about it* roots, instead of allowing its stoloni- 
ferous habit of growth unlimited freedom to 
ramify at its will. 

Bocconia cordata (here figured) is a vigorous 
grower, but does not succeed so well on thin, 
poor ground as the Polygonum ; it seoms to 
prefer a deep and fairly good soil. It is a plant 
well worth the trouble of preparing a place for 
its reception by means of turning and enriching 

the soil. When seen in vigorous growth it* tall 
stalks of large, uncommon, and curiously cut 
leaves of a peculiar hue render it an exceedingly 
attractive and conspicuous plant amongst native 
vegotation. The different sorts of Comfrey, 
although strong growing subjects, are suitable 
plants for distributing on tho sides of wood rides 

Oca Readbbs' Illustration* : Bocconia ronlata. Engraved for 
Gabds.ni.so Illustrated from a photograph sent by M'ss 

M. Gurney, Tniekthom, Hethersett, Norwich. 

or other rough spots, and a very pretty contrast 
they give at a little distance when exhibiting 
their drooping flowers of many colours, obtained 
by planting groups of different kinds together of 
half-a-dozen or more plants, composed of the 
white, blue, and purple varieties, with a plant or 

two o | Anchusa italioa amongst them, this being 
t (pfafi relation of the Comfrey. They are 
plat.edTn an informal group, some rathivclose 
together, others 3 feet or more apart, ^^^f 

allowing them ample room to increase in size 
every time they are cut down after blooming. 
When forming these groups I have in some cases 
filled up the bare spaces between the plant* 
with Pulmonaria (common Lungwort), so as to 
get the ground quiokly covered, which I think 
answers better than waiting until oovered by 
natural herbage, as rabbits are so misohievous 
wherever soil is exposed on the surface ; and, 
moreover, the Pulmonaria’s spotted leaves and 
pinkish-blue flowers produoed in early spring 
are doubly welcome at that season. If the 
groups appear to the eye somewhat stiff in out¬ 
line, which newly formed clumps invariably do, 
in spite of care, to give a natural appearance at 
once a few strong roots of Ferns are dropped in 
here and there, as it were, at various and 

irregular distances from the Comfrey, a plan I 
think worth doing, as the Ferns give an easy 
and more natural finish to a group than any 
other plant* 1 have tried. Monkshood (Aconitnm 
taurioum) ha* suoeeeded well in the woodland* ; 
although not so robust as the preceding ones to 
fight against rough growing neighbours, it will, 
however, if liberally treated by giving it a good 
start in rioh soil, be easy to establish in colonies 
where it* dark-blue flower-spikes pushed up 
into prominent view at this season of the year 
cannot escape notioe. Of course the rabbit* do 
not deign to taste its poisonous juices ; it there¬ 
fore may be freely planted where rabbit*—the 
worst enemies we have in the case of wild 

gardening—are plentiful. 

White Foxgloves and improved varieties 
of the common wild plant are very desirable 
additions to the wild garden ; a group of the 
white variety of from a dozen to a score of plants 
growing near the stem of an Oak-tree a little 
distance from one of the principal rides in the 
ornamental woods is just now a pretty sight— 
not a bold, staring, conspicuous-looking colony, 

but half hid by surrounding subjects. Right in 
front of the group is a ipreading bush, and on 
either side of the Foxgloves and close to them 

are some strong vigorous hardy 
Ferns, their fresh green fronds half 
hiding the tall stalks of the Fox- 
floves, and giving a soft and re- 
reahing contrast to the erect group 

of pure whit* flower spikes. The 
beauty of a group of flowers may, I 
think, bo much enhanced by its sur¬ 
roundings ; in this case the grey 
Lichen-covered stem of the burly Oak 

aod the Ferns, etc., lend a soft and 
modest look to the smart, showy Fox¬ 
gloves. A good sight had obliquely 
in passing either way is, to my think¬ 
ing, more pleasing to the eye than 
when fully exposed to the gaze on 
every side, and in the semi-shade of 
the Oak«tree the pure whiteness of 
the Foxgloves and the refreshing 
greenness of the Ferns seems more 
strikingly intensified. 

Mulgedicm Plumikri, a big hardy 
plant with huge leaves, doubtless 
flourishes best in a deep, rich, light 
toil ; single specimens of it having 

‘ keen out in the woods about three or 
four years, I can vouch that it can be 
planted in the rougher part* of a wild 
garden and left to take care of itself, 
as nothing seems to interfere with its 
rapid ana vigorous growth. As an 
isolated plant on Grass it prose nts a 
bold and uncommon appearance, and 
when growing among other plant* it* 
remarkable leafage forms a strong 
contrast, and at once arrest* obser¬ 

vation ; its blue and comparatively 
small flower* are not particularly 

attractive. 

The Campanula lattfolia is one 

of the best of ths species for the 
fringes of wood rides and drives. 
Only given a fair start in well 

stirred ground with the addition of some light 

rich soil, and it will soon develop into compact, 
vigorous, showyclumps.throwingupstrong groes 
st »lks laden with flowers. Too well known to need 
description, suffice it to say that no wild garden 
should be without this Campanula ; there are 
many ether varieties varying from 0 inches to 

3 feet nigh, all desirable flowers for naturalising in 
yemduaad plii:isuiii,aroundf.: [the dwarfer kinds 

ould only be planted on rockeries 
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or other places clear of rough and tall vege 

tation. 
The Spir.ka, or Meadow Sweet, is quite at 

homo in tho woods on tho sides of lakes and 
ponds. S. Aruncus and S. Gmelini are just now 
in full bloom ; their numerous white plumes 
waving to and fro in an exposed open glade of 
tho woods are conspicuous ornaments at a great 

distance off, and oven when under closo inspec- 
tion they are none the less graceful and beauti¬ 
ful. The rosy broad oorymbs of 8. venuata form 
a fine contrast to tho white varieties. It is, 
however, hardly so vigorous a grower, and 
should be planted in strong clumps or roots, 
and where it is not likely to be overgrown by 
rougher plants. These Spirtuas are gross feeders, 
and thrive best in deep, rich, moist soils. If 

the situation is dry and inclined to poverty, a 
mulching of manure in autumn is of great 
service until they become thoroughly established 
in their permanent quarters ; indood, small 
woakly plants of any kind shonld not bo used 
for wild gardon planting, but should be grown 
on in a nursery or trial ground for several yoars 
preparatory to planting out in rough places. 

Hkmkkotai.lis disticha and ki.ava are a 

success in woods ; solitary plants of the former 
variety underneath old Thorn bushes where 
herbago is short and bare thrive wonderfully 
well, and rabbits do not seem to interfere with 
them. H. Qava is planted in a colony, with the 
roofs Narcissus between. Being a very pro¬ 
minent site, it was thought deairablo to decorate 
it with flowers as long as possible. Tho bloom 

of the Hemerocallis quiokly succeeds that of tho 
Narcissus, and keops up a succession of flowors 
well nigh through the summer. Tho Hemero- 
callis does well in almost any kind of soil; 
even in a wet site on a heavy clay a clump 
of H. distioha flourishes and increases in size 

yearly. 
The huoad-leaved Saxifrage, with pinkish 

flowers, is an excellent plant for the wild gar¬ 
den. It has been growing in the woods about 
four years underneath an old Thorn-tree, and 
blooms beautifully ; nothing appears to molest 
it or check its development. It is one of the 

best of the procumbent class of plants for woods 
or wild gardens. The broad, glossy leaves and 
spikes of pinkish flowors aro distinct and pretty, 
and contrast strongly amongst native plants. 

Iris (Spanish or narrow-leaved).—A blue 
variety of this has been tried in the woods 
here with partial success. Where planted in 
bare ground rabbits have nibbled and more or 
less damaged many of them, but where the 
herbage was moderately strong they have grown 

on and multiplied. When scattered about 
indiscriminately in small groups in a green glade, 
they aro both natural looking and effective. Tho 

kind to which I allude is a dark blue variety with 
a white eye in the centre of the falls, a very 
common sort in cottoge gardens about here. It 
grows freely in almost any kind of soil and in¬ 

creases rapidly when onco established. Doubt¬ 
less the majority of the Iris family, both 
broad and narrow-leaved, are most desirable 
plants for the wild garden, either for 
planting on Grass or for decorating tho 
fringe of a lake or pond. Judging from the 
appearance of a collection of Irises in the trial 
ground in our nursery, each having formed 
strong roots, one can form some idea of tho 
beautiful effeot which they will present whon 
transferred to grassy glades or othor wild and 
suitable spots. 

Omphalodes verna has been established 
several years in various sites alongside the wood 
rides. Although it grows well enough and 

soon spreads about where the Gross or herbage 
is not too rank or strong, I have found that it 
will not flower freely unless it is planted in a 
warm corner and fully exposed to the sun ; 

indeed, if the position be a shady one no flowors 
appoar. Near one of tho wood rides there is a 
good mass of this prospering, intermixed with 
Camassia esculonta, which is well shown off on 
a sparkling blue carpet of flowors in spring, 
and no sooner have tho charmingly Forgot- 
mo-not-like flowers of the Omphalodes passed 
away than thoy aro succeeded dv tho none less 
beautiful bluo star-clad spikes of tho Camassia. 

After tho latter hue done blooming, and its 
foliage has withered, the Omphalodes forms a 
secure sheltering rug for the bullrtpkeeping 
them seoure from all enemies and ofct of £akr is 
way. The Omphalodes should be plaMel Vneio 
the natural growth is not too strong, and if the 

ground be thin and poor, a top-dressing of rich 
light soil Bprcad thinly over all in the autumn 
will be very beneficial, as tho Omphalodes, after 

extracting tho goodness out of the soil, is 
inclined to wander off in search of fresh food, 
and will attempt to establish a new oolony else¬ 
where ; in the woods, however, the rank growth 
of weeds very often proves too much for it, and 
eventually it loses itself amongst strong-growing 

natives. G. B. 

4505. — Manuring ground. — In my 
opinion it is not wise to aig into the ground 

artificial manure of any kind, for the reason 
that all these stimulants are quiok in their 
action, and their worth would be wasted if 
applied in the autumn. The best plan of pre¬ 
paring the ground for any kind of vegetable 

crop is to trench it 2 feet deep in the autumn, 
koeping the surfaoo soil in tho same position, 

and returning that fiom the bottom of the 
trench to the same place again. If tho soil is 
heavy and retentive a layer of long strawy 
manure, wood ashes, old potting soil, or docayed 
vegetable refuse, laid between the top and the 

bottom spit of soil, will do an immensity of good, 
rendering the whole in a better working con¬ 

dition. Trenching should bo done as early in 
the autumn as possible to admit of the full 
winter’s frost to act upon the soil and to allow 
it time to settlo down before the spring crops 

are put in. It all depends upon the kind of 
crop to be grown what sort of manure should be 
recommended and how applied. In the case of 

Potatoes superphosphate of lime and kainit, 
two parts of the formor to one of the latter, 
sprinkled in tho rows at planting timo is an 
excellent stimulant. In tho case of any of the 
Braasioa tribe a teaspoon ful of nitrate of soda 

sprinkled on the soil about the stem when 
partly grown, ohoosing a showery time, is good. 

For Carrots, Parsnips, and other roots a very 
small quantity of dissolved bones mixed with 
wood ashes at tho time of sowing the seod will 

suffice.—8. P. 

4543.—N eapolitan Violets. —The months 
of April, or not later than the beginning of May 
(in a baokward position or season), is the right 

timo to make a Violet-bed, though strong roots 
may be removed in the autumn (October), and 
will flower well tho following spring. It is 
best, however, to start with tho single runners, 
or crowns, planting them in the spring in a 
.Altered but sunny bed of loamy soil that has 

been well dug and manured. Plant the runners 
0 inches or 10 inches apart, with a little more 
space—say 12 inchos—between the rows, and 
keep them well watered in dry or hot weather. 

The runners should also bo removed as fast as 
they aro formed, as in dealing with Strawberry 
plants. There is only one kind of Neapolitan 
Violet—viz., the doublo lavender purple, with 
white oye. This and Mario Louiso are still two 

of the vory best in cultivation, though Da Parme 
(purplo), tho Swanley White (syn. Comte 
Brazza), and Belle do Chatenay (white) aro also 

well worth a place.—B. C. R. 

- Marie Louise and Do l’armo aro the 
best double Blue Violets ; Comte do Brazza tho 

finest white. If well established roots can bo 
procured any timo this month, and planted in 
rathor sandy soil in a cold frame, abundance of 
bloom should bo obtained from tho middle of 
October until the same time in March. Without 
tho plauts have been prepared spooially for 

winter-floworing it is useless to expect a full 
crop of flowors. By removing the runners 
during the summor the whole energy of the 
plant is concentrated in tho maturation and 
development of the crowns. Borne persons Bay 
that bottom-heat is necessary to give good 
results, but this is a mistake. Place an ordinary 
oold framo in a sunny position, whoro it will be 
out of north or east winds ; a fl inch thickness of 
soil is sufficient for the plants to grow in, the 
remainder of the framo underneath should be 

filled up with faggots or clinkers ; anything to 
provide ample drainage, and to raise the plants 
close to the glass. In planting, the leaves of one 
plant may just touch those of its neighbour. 
Give a thorough soaking of dear water to settle 
the soil about tho roots. The lights need not 
be put over the plants until there is danger of 

frosJinjiuring the loaves. The sides of the frame 
{al Mr'proteoted from frost with manure or 
{rtefllyjgathered leaves ; double mats will do Ills 
tame thing on the glass. Abundance 

during the winter when the thermometer out-of- 
doors registers a few degrees above freezing, will 
be an advantage in keeping the plants stocky 

and free from damping of the loaves. Water 
will seldom be required. Thoroughly examine 
the soil a few inches deep before applying any 
water ; then if necessary give a good soaking in 

preference to driblets.—8. P. 

4545.—A fine Sunflower.—Your question 
loses in interest because you have not indicated 
the kind, whether an annual or one of the 
perennial species, which are often very tall. If 
an annual, then the height is unusual—7 feet or 
8 feet even being out of the common. But such 
perennial species os Helianthus giganteus will 
grow oven 10 foot high, producing slender shoots 

which wave about in the wind, with delight¬ 
ful flowers, exquisitely graceful, and free. They 
are very different to the ordinary annual kinds, 
having small yellow flowers comparatively, but 
they literally smother the shoots.—C. T. 

ORCHIDS. 

LzELIA PERRINI. 

From “James Elliott” comes some flowers of 
this plant; but they are so thin and bad in 
oolour that I feel constrained to say something 
about the species in order to assist him ana 
others in having this plant at its verv best. 
When, of course, if the plant or plants do come 
of a bad colour I should advise thorn to be 
destroyed, for there is plenty of it in the country, 
and of good form, so that the bad onos should 

bo stamped out. It is a plant that has been 
known in our gardens for upwards of sixty 
years, and I do not think it has ever been lost 
since, and it has not appeared to vary much in 
that time ; but certainly those sent and now 
before me appear to be the worst-ooloured 

flowors I have ever seen without the variation 
being oither pleasing or acceptable, and I know 
of but two or threo varieties which aro worth 
recognising, and which I will include. Ladia 
I’errini appears to have lost favour amoDgst 
Orchid growers on account of its flowors going 
off somewhat rapidly after expanding ; but then 
its colour is so distinct and so intense that no 
one can but be enchantod with it whenever seen, 
and from the faot of its blooms oponiog usually 
in the month of October they are always 
wolcome. It appears to be a native of tho Organ 
Mountain district, in Brazil, and it enjoys some- 
what oool treatment during the winter after 
the flowering season is over, and I advise 
the plants to be placed in a temperature as 

near 50 degs. as possible at this timo 
until tho early spring, and not to be kept 
dry enough to cause them to suffer, heoause 
1 navo proved that reduction of temporaturo is 
one thiDg conducive to complote rest, and tho 
one thing that impels strong and vigorous 
growth and an abunaanoe of flowers. It must 
be well drained, and its roots should not be 
encumbered with a great quantity of soil, and 

this should consist of good brown peat fibre and 
ohopped Sphagnum Moss, raised upon a slight 
elevation, and the soil pressed down firmly. 

L. Perrini.—This plant has somewhat com- 
pressod bulbs, which aro dub-shaped, from 
G inchos to 1 foot high, bearing a single oblong 
dark-green leathery loaf. Tho flowers are largo 
and spreading, botween 5 inches and G inches 
aoross, sepals and petals a soft, rosy-purple. 
The three-lobed lip is the samo oolour as tho 
petals on the convoluto side lobes, the middle 
lobe narrow and pointed, white or pale-yellow 
on tho disc, with a border of intonso deep 

purplish-crimson, and not a dirty rose-colour, as 
in the flowers before me. 

L. Perrini aliia is a gem of tho first water, 
and indeed it seems perfectly wonderful how 
the typioal colours can bocome so completely 
obliterated, for in this form the flowers are per¬ 
fectly white, without a spot or blemish of any 

kind. It is one of the rare gems to be sought 
for, and if my readers ever chance to get tho 
offer of a plant they should have it, especially if 
the prioe is reasonable, but they must be sure 
not to bo misled by the variety called 

L. Perrini nivea, which is also a very charm¬ 

ing plant, and it has during the past year or 
ii’n become '.':'.>ro frequent. The flowers aro 
as Urge as the type, having the sepals and 
;oe ads of the. IgMMftfnW^jna the lip is white 

W(r',,1: 
ordered with rosy-pink. 
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L. Pkrrini ikrokata is yet another form of 
this plant, having the sepals and petals of a 
delicate soft rose-colour, and the lip white, 
bordered with bright light-purple, the disc pale- 

yellow. 
I cannot remomber to have seen any other 

forms that are worthy of recording, and such 
kinds as represented by the flowers sont by 
“J. E.” I would at once destroy, after the 
blooming season is over, which usually lasts for 
a fortnight or three weeks ; but I have seen the 
blooms all pass in about a woek’s time when the 
plants are removed from a moist house to one 
with a dryer atmosphere with a view to prolong 
their beauties ; indeed, I am averse to removing 
the plants from the house in which they are 

in the year 1800 it first came to this country in 
a living state, and I do not think it has ever 
been absent from our gardens since ; beside, 
however, the original spot from whence it came, 
further botanical research has found it to be 
widely distributed over the Indian peninsula, 
and in various varieties and forms it has been 
found to exist. One which I think was intro¬ 
duced by Mr. Linden, and called longira 
raemosum was exceptionally good, but the flowers 
wore set somewhat laxly upon the raceme. 
A varioty named birmanicum, more recently 
found by Uoxall whilst collecting in Burmah for 
the Messrs. Low, appears to be a distinct 
and pretty form. It has smaller flowers 
than the typical form, and they have the 

A good window Fern—" Plcria crctlca." 

grown and in which the blooms open, because I 
think there is more likelihood of their lasting a 
much longor time if loft alono. 

Matt. Bramble. 

AERIDE8 ODORATUM. 

I am asked bv “ W. 6.” to say something about 
this plant, which he is very anxious to flower. 

The species, he says, ho has had three years, 
and it grows very well, but it has not bloomed, 
and from what he says I fancy he is like a very 
great many of the amateurs, looking more after 
the propagation of the plant and the dividing 
it than to the making of it into a good 
specimen which shall eventually yield a 
good supply of its dcliciously-scentedeflowers. 

This plant was first-dpnnd,ini Gfcrahl 
I think, more than a century »g< 
Portuguese missionary Loareiro ; but some time 

tips of tho sepals and petals faintly c 
with purplish - lilac. Several fino 
too I navo seen under tho name of 

coloured 
forms 

major ; 

but the best and most bold and robust 
kind whioh I have seen is tho form known by 
tho namo of purpurascens, which is stouter in 
its growth, with broador and darker greon leaves 
and stouter trusses of flowers, the raceme too 
boing longor, and the individual flowers larger 
and tho colours moro vivid. The worst form I 

have seen is a kind that makes a very small spike, 
and with tho flowers are very pale-coloured. 

However, I hope “W. 8.” has not got this 
form, but in the event of his having become 
possessed of it he will find the blooms very 
sweet-scented. And now for a little about tho 

management of this pretty and easily-grown 
s, ijoSilrtWiich, when done well, is not easil 
Lujpfcj.eHr I have had specimen plants' f^i' 
botxKannually from fifty to eighty trusses o: 

blooms, some 6 inches to ft inches in length, the 
blooms being pure waxy-white, tipped with 
bright rich purple. These will remain in full 
beauty for threo weeks or a month, and the 
delicious perfume which they yield is very 
charmiDg. “ W. 8.” appears to be treating the 
plant quite right for the growing time, but I do 
not think he reduces the temperature enough to 
give it a good rest. When I had tho best-flowered 
plants of this kind was after they had passed 
the winter in a temperature of about .r>.ri degs. 
to 00 degs., and during this time they had very 

little water; but in the spring tho lowest was 
about 6.") degs., and they had a nice moist 

atmosphere. You have asked the question in 
good time ; and try my system during tho coming 
winter end lot me know the result next May. 

Matt. Bramble. 

HOUSE ft WINDOW GARDENING. 

FERNS FOR INDOOR DECORATION. 

Is reply to several queries regarding Ferns 
for tho house, the plants should not bo kept too 
long indoors, and it would bo well to remove 
them for two or three days into a shady part of 
tho greenhouso from the fernery before putting 
them into tho dwelling-house. The genus 

Phlebodium contains one or two beautiful species 
for this purpose. I’, aureum is especially 
valuable, making fronds somo 3 feet to 6 feet in 
height, deeply pinnatifid, and of a bluish- 
green colour, the stout rhi/.ome being 
olothed with largo scales. P. sporodocarpum 
is another beautiful plant, which grows some 
2 feet or 3 feet high, and the fronds are very 
glaucous. Of tho Ribbon Ferns (Pteris 
serrulate) there are many varieties of great 
beauty, all of whioh are very suitable for room 
decoration. P. tremula is largoly used. There 
is a beautiful crested variety of this called Smith- 
iana, which stands well indoors. P. longifolia is 
another species of great beauty, and to also ore 
P. cretica and its variety albo-lineato. The 
variety Mayi is even moro valuable. Turning 
from these to the Maiden hair Ferns, several 
make delighful ornaments in a room. Among 
these are Adiantum formosum, a tall grow¬ 
ing species with beautiful jet-black stems and 
rich green pinnic ; A. a (Fine, A. tcncruin, A. 
glaucophyllum, and A. cuneatum. Amongst 
the Lomarias will bo found several fino plants 
for this purpose, L. discolor being amongst the 
most beautiful. For this, however, a certain 

amount of room is necessary. L. gibbn, L. 
fluviatilis, a lovely plant, more especially when 
its fertile fronds are of full size, and many 
other kinds might be named. Neottoptcris 
australasica, with its broad simple fronds, forms 
a very striking object. Onychium japonicum 
is another plant of a light and graceful 
nature. The Aspleniums are a large family, 
among them being many plants whioh aro very 
suitable for places of this description, A. bulbi- 
ferum, A. dimorphum, A. Fabianum, and A. pne- 
morsum being conspicuous amongst tho larger 
growing kinds ; whilo such kinds as A. fragrans, 
A. Bolangeri, A. pulohellum, A. Kichardi, A. 
myriophyllum, and A. formosum are all very 
handsome, small-growing kinds. Todea africana 
is also another bold-growing plant with stout 
leathery leaves, well suited to withstand any 
amount of draught, as also is Dioksonia antaro- 
tica, whioh will bo found useful when small. 
Tho above-named plants will mako up a very 
nice collection to draw from, and they may be 
all oasily grown into good useful specimens. 
They should bo potted in moderately.sized pots, 
whioh must be well drained. They should be 
grown in a nice moist atmosphero and be 
occasionally syringed overhead. J. J.' 

Gesnera cinnabarlna for a room — 
This plant, with very handsome velvety leaves, 
veined with crimson, surmounted by spikes of 
scarlet and orange flowers, is one of the most 
effective of table-plants, lasting long, too, into 
tho winter. Ocsneras are not so well-known as 
they should be; they present no special diffi¬ 
culties in cultivation, except that they must be 
started and grown in the damp air of a hot-house, 
although they will bear the atmosphere of a 
room for some weeks when in full beauty. 
After; flowering, tbe leaves should be allowed to 
die away gradually, water being gradually 
withMdQjatil|th4[ijt,eiiiil aro quite dead, when 
the pots containing the curious tubers of Gesnera 
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should be kept in a warm oorner of the conserva¬ 
tory until the spring arrives. Repotted then, 
much in the same way as a Tuberous Begonia, 
and brought on in heat, the plant soon starts 
into new life and beauty, and will be most 
useful in table decoration during the autumnal 

months.—I. L. R. 

FREESIAS FOR A WINDOW. 

No one who values flowers in winter should be 
without the Freesias, which are easily grown, 
and most elegant in form also, the flowers being 
either puro-white or spotted with apricot, which 
is often the case with seedlings. The secret of 
success in growing Freesias is to pot the bulbs 
early. They will not do anything if kept long 
out of the soil, and as they naturally begin their 
growth during August they should be potted 
during that month at latest. A compost of leaf- 
mould and turfy loam, with a little soot and 
sand, will suit them well, and the pots must bo 
clean, and well drained with potsherds, 
covered with Moss, sprinkled with about a 
teaspoonful of soot, whioh will have the 
double effect of nourishing the bulbs and 
keeping away insect pests. Eight or ten 
good-sized bulbs (they are naturally very 
small in comparison to the bulbs of other plants) 
will go into a 6 inoh pot, boing placed rather low 
in the soil, to prevent the stems from falling 
over the edge of the pot, whioh they are apt to 
do unless this precaution is taken. Freesias 
will not bear much foroing, and should be grown 
out-of-doors until the end of September in a 
sunny place, where they will soon form their 
" grass,” and grow sturdy and strong, when thoy 
may be brought intoa sunny sitting-room window, 
where a fire is kept daily, and placed olose to the 
glass, giving as much air as possible, but without 
a outting draught, whioh they will not stand. 
They need a regular supply of water when they 
are in their growing stage, and must never at 
any time become dust-dry. Many amateurs kill 
their Freesia bulbs by negloot after blooming, 
not knowing that they must still be kept fairly 
damp then, and allowed to take as long as 
poaHiblo to ripen their bulbs for the next season, 

for it is during this timo of untidiness that 
they form thoir blossoms in the bulb. Well- 
grown Freesias should bring two or three fine 
sprays of bloom from each bulb, and the foliage 
should be stooky and short, not needing much 
support. The earliest blossoms open a little 
before Christmas, and by starting the bulbs each 
week in August a succession of blooms at the 
time of yoar when flowers arc most in demand 
may easily be secured. Of oourse, the time of 
blooming will vary with tho amount of sunshine 
and warmth tho bulbs may have, but with the 
help of a fine autumn to bring on the plants 
quickly through the earlier stages before they 

are brought in there should be no difficulty in 
having them open before the new year. 

I. L. R. 

4.v»o.—Heating a greenhouse. — For 
heating a greenhouse of tho dimensions you give 
a substantial system of heating is necessary, or 
in time of severe frost you will come to grief; 
but howover substantial it may be, I cannot 
recommend you a system that will do with 
attention only onoe in twenty-four hours. You 
cannot do better than fix a boiler of the Lough- 
borough pattern at one end of the house, and 
have two rows of 4-inch pipes along one end and 
the two sides. —J. C. C. 

- Four rows of 4 inch hot-water piping, 
heated by either a email saddle boiler or a 
No. 4 or 5 “ Star ” (upright independent cylin¬ 
drical)—the latter would require the least 
attention—would be the bost means of accom¬ 

plishing the desired object. A briok flue, or 
one composed partly of brioks and partly of 
!) inch pipes, would be considerably less expen¬ 
sive in the first place, and work steadily with 
very little attention, bnt if carried along three 
sides of a house of this length rather a lofty 
chimney would be required.—B. C. R. 

-Several excellent apparatuses are made by Arms 
advertising In Oardsnixo. I think you will find the 
“ obamplon" heater oonetrurted by Toope ami Sons, ol 
Stepney, as good as any.— B. 0. K. 

Drawings for " Gardening.”—Read,re will 
kindly remember that we are glad to get epteimene oj 
beautiful or rare fiowert and good frutti tuiA^egetaolm 
for drawing. The drawing $ to made wiUlbe engraved i,. 
Iks beet manner, on<l trill etsvtw <■> Vuv JAwV'j in 
OaSMKUU iLbCSTRATID. 1 

FERNS. 

THE LADY FERN (ATHYRIUM FILIX- 

F(EMINA). 

I am asked by “ A Rambler ’’ if this plant will 
thrive in town gardens, and where to plant 
them. Well, I should say this and the 
numerous varieties which it runs into is the 
most desirable Fern for any amateur to have in 
his or her garden. There are many varieties of 
this Fern ; indeed, I have frequently remarked, 
when roving about through vast quantities of it, 
that any amount of varieties could be obtained, 
but it would be difficult indeed to get the 
typical condition of tho species now amongst 
such a vast quantity of forms. Some of these 
are more curious than beautiful, but some of the 
kinds are exceedingly pretty, and when growing 
where their toes can get into the water they 
form grand ornaments, so that I would advise 
my friend to make a nicely-sheltered place in 
the garden for them. This is quite an essential, 
or else the fronds will produoe a broken and 
ruptured appearanoe throughout the whole 
season. Beside shelter, too, these plants require 
to have ample root room, and a good depth of 
soil; the kind of soil is not so very particular. 

I like a good lifjht sandy loam the best of all, 
and if a running stream can be introduced 
through it, or if a piece of ground can be utilised 

in the vioinity of a running stream, you will 

Double spnthcd Arum I.ily. 

have fully consulted its tastes. It is not an 
overgreon species, and I have frequently re¬ 
gretted the early disappearance of thoir fronds, 
which this season is beginning early; especially is 
this theoase in gardens not supplied naturally with 
water, but early in the spring the crowns rapidly 
swell and expand the young fronds, which have 
suoh a delicate and oharming shade of green that 
it is almost indescribable, and it is when in this 
state that shelter from winds is so highly 
desirable ; moreover, shelter at this time means 
the proper development of the fronds and the 
beauty and symmotry of the plant for the whole 

season. “A Rambler” cannot think I shall 
give him a tithe of the varieties of this beautiful 
species, but the following are a few of tho best 

and woll deserve a plaoo in every garden : 
Atbyrium Filix-fccmina acrocladon, A. F.-f. 
apiculatum, A. F.-f. Clarissimum, A. F.-f Apnle- 
byanum, A. F.-f. corymbiferum, A. F.-f. 
Klworthi, A. F.-f. Frezilliic, A. F.-f. Fieldic. A. 
F.-f. grandiceps, A. F.-f. glomeratum, A. F.-f. 
Grantiie, A. F.-f. Girdlestonei, A. F.-f. kalothrix, 

A. F.-f. multifidum, A. F.-f. multiceps, 
A. F.-f. pannosum, A. F.-f. plumoeum, A. F.-f. 
p. elegans, A. F.-f. pulcherrimum, A. F.-f. 
sitigerum, A. F.-f. s. cristatum, A. F.-f. 
splendcns, A. F.-f. Vernoniiu, A. F.-f. Viotori.-e. 

J. J. 

lb—Catching Rabbits.—Tbs most oertaln w»y 
* these bents ont of your garden would be to 
1 it with strong wire fencing, si nk to iibcnit! 

Inches In the ground.—A 0. Bltlkk. 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

ABNORMAL FORMS OF THE ARUM 

LILY. 

Double-spathed forma of the Arum Lily, as in 
the illustration herewith, occur frequently with 
those who grow this plant very strongly. 8ome 
years ago I was engaged in working np a stock 
of these plants, and, in order to raise the re¬ 
quired number from the few plants whioh I then 
possessed, all the suckers as they appeared 
were taken off and rooted in small pots. This 
operation was commenced as early in the season 
as possible, the young plants being grown on in 

an early Peach-house. By the middle of June 
they wero gradually hardened off and planted 
outside in a trench prepared similar to what we 
use for Celery. Many of the plants when 

placed out-of-doors were strong and well estab¬ 
lished in 7-inch pots, and the smaller ones in 

■5-inch ones. In planting, abundance of manure 
was placed about the roots, and good soakings 
of water given when the weather was dry. In 

September the plants were lifted and placed in 
12-inoh pots, as I could not get the mass of roots 
they possessed into smaller sizes, using for a 
compost rich loam and decayed manure. After 
lifting, tho plants were placed behind a north 
wall and kept well soaked with water and 
syringed until they were again established. On 
the first appearanoe of frost they were housed 

and kept cool until Christmas, 
by which time they commenced 
throwing up their spathes. 
Towards the end of January and 
all through the following month 
more than half the plants pro¬ 
duced abnormal spathes. This 
was attributed to their remark¬ 
able strength and the liberal 
feeding whioh they received. 
They did not only produce a 
solitary double spathe or two, 
but many in succession during 
the whole of tho season. The 
same thing has occurred with 
the strongest Callas every year 
since, but the same plants when 
not grown strongly only produce 
single spathes. T. 

4560. — Treatment of 
Hlppeastrum bulbs.—The 
ordinary gardon varieties may be 
grown to flower freoly every 
year, or they may be grown to 
flower seldom or not at all. 
They have a decided season of 
growth and a season of rest. 
They are now entering into the 
resting period, and should have 
no water at the roots from now 
until they start into growth 

early next year. They are repotted in January, 
and placed in a growing temperature, and if 
they wore well cultivated during the flowering 
and growing season, 90 per cent, or more of 
them will flower. They begin to flower early 
in Maroh and continue to do so until the end of 
April. Sand, peat, and leaf-inould is too light 
to flower them. The best compost is three- 
parts yellow loam, one of peat, and one of 
decayed manure, and a little coarse sand. Do 
not use large pots. Good-sized bulbs oan be 
flowered in 5 inch and 6-inch pots. After 
flowering grow them on in a good temperature 
until resting-time in September again. Thoy 
will make plenty of leaves if grown under the 
shade of Vines, but few flowers.—J. D. E. 

4549. — Blpnonla capreolata — Yon should 
have no difficulty in getting this plant to flower 
if grown in a large pot or tub. Seeing that you 
get plenty of growth, I think you must have out 
away in the winter the shoots whioh would pro¬ 
duce blossoms the following season. If there is 
much growth on your plant now cut half of the 
shoots away at once, and in the winter reduoe 
the length of those left one-third. The resultant 
growth from this shortening back should flower 
the next season. This is nearly a hardy plant, 
so perhaps you keep it too warm.—J. C. C. 

4562.Unhealthy Fuchsias and 
ForAiS.—The plants are attacked by thrips, 
tljcoe heint; the result of an overdry atmosphere 

and piobably an insufficient supply of water at 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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the roots as well. I cannot remember a season 
in which greenhoueo and other plants required 
to be so abundantly supplied with water and 

atmospheric moisture, and as in many cases the 
supply of water has been limited, inseots of this 

description have been unusually troublesome. 
Lay the plants on their sides, if possible on some 
Grass, and syringe the undersides of the leaves 
thoroughly with moderately strong Tobacco- 
water, Fir-tree-oil, or some good insecticide, and 
afterwards with clean water. Repeat the opera¬ 
tion twice or thrice until the insects are got rid 
of, and keep them at a distance in the future by 
the frequent use of the syringe and maintaining 
a fairly moist atmosphere above the plants.— 
B. C. R. y 

CHOICE STOVE PLANTS. 

JaSMINUM 8 a MB AC FL.-PL. 

This plant comes from the East Indies ; its 
exquisitely scented flowers are ivory-white in 
colour, double, the petals much pointed, which 
takes oil the formality in appearance generally 
present in flowers that have rounded, smooth- 
edged petals. It is a remarkably free bloomer, 
but, like most others that continue in flower for 
a long period, is never olothed with suoh a pro¬ 
fusion at one time as those that produce 
blossoms from each shoot simultaneously. The 
flowers are borne on short, lateral shoots, 
usually furnished with a few small leaves, that 
prooeed from the axil of the leaves on the 
stronger growths, which in a healthy plant 
generally keep on blooming all through the sum¬ 
mer and autumn so long as its growth is being 
made. This is an advantage, as it admits of 
almost evory bit of bloom it makes being utilised 
for cutting, for which purpose it is the best 
adapted, ai the auooesaional habit of blooming 
does not admit of its ever making so great a 
display on the plant as if the flowers openod all 
together. 

Cuttings strike easily when they can be 
obtained with somo freedom of growth in them, 
but the shoots that are disposed to form 
flowers as soon as they have attainod 1 inch or 
2 inches in length, even if they made roots, are 
a long time before they can be induoed to grow 
freely. In tho spring, about the beginning of 
April, cuttings of the right description may 
generally be had ; these should be a tew inches 
in length, but not with the wood too hard or 
maturod. Tako them off with a heel and put 
them singly into small pots three parts filled 
with a mixture of three-fourths sand to one of 
loam, tho surfaoe all sand ; keep moist, close, 
and shaded in a temperature of 70 degs. or a 
little more. They will strike in a few weeks, 
when uso them to bear the full air of the house 
and stand them on a shelf or some other moder¬ 
ately light placo. When a fair quantity tf 
roots is made move theplants into.t inch or 4-inch 
pots, using good turfy loam with some sand. 
They will now do best with a brisk stove heat, 
giving air in tho daytimo with a little shade 
when the sun is powerful, syringe daily, main- 
taining a moderately moist atmosphere. After 
a few inohcs of growth have been made, pinch 
out the points of the shoots, for the plant has 
naturally a thin, erect habit of growth, and to 
induce the formation of sufficient branches it 
is necessary to rosort to stopping, although it 
is by no moans desirable to attempt to restrict 
it to a bush-like form. It is best 

Grown round a ru.r.AR or wound round a few 
tall sticks inserted just within the pot ; being a 
spare rooter, it must not have too much root 
room, either in a pot or planted out. In July 
move them into pots 3 inches or 4 inches larger, 
and again stop the shoots. Treat generally through 

the summer as recommended until the middle 
of September, when cease shading, give more 
air, less moisture in the atmosphere, and roduoe 
the temperature ; during the winter 00 degs. or 
65 degs in the night will be enough, only just 
keeping the soil a little moist. Towards the 
end of February increase the warmth, and when 
growth has fairly begun again pinch out the 
points of the shoots, and move to pots 2 inches 
or 3 inches larger. In the matter of heat, mois¬ 
ture, air, and shade treat as in the preceding 
summer; they will this season bloom from all 
the growths they make. When planted out, 
the soil to which their roots have acoess-mpat be 
limited to a small space, or it will nr ost lijrsiw 
get sour. If confined to pots,' ill1 thejk-yirt. 3, 

subsequent years is to give more room as it is 

wanted, not attempting to shake out the plants 
or disturb the roots more than can be avoided. 
A little manure-water in a weak state will be 

an assistance. The plants will last for many 
years. There is a single-flowered form of this 
Jasmine differing little in its appearance, except 
in the flowers. It succeeds under similar treat¬ 
ment to the kind under notice. This Jasmine 
is liable to tho attaoks of most insects that affect 
plants grown in heat. Thrips and red-spider, 
which are partial to the leaves, can be kept 
down by syringing. If any insects of a worso 

description, such as scale or mealy-bug, make 
their appearance, sponge with insecticide, finish¬ 
ing with clean water. T. 

4623. -An Ivy-leaved "Geranlam.”—Set the 
plants outside In the sunshine to ripen the growth, but 
take indoors before frost comes.—E. H. 

-The best plan will be to out out all the dead and 
some of the weaker wood now, and If It teems to require 
it to out It down as low as jou like In the spring, about 
April. It Is rather late to out suoh a plant In a oool-houte 
hard back now, It might kill ft, but In the spring It may 
be safely reduoed to any extent, and will qulokly break 
out and oommenoe flowering again.—B. O. R. 

4551. — Tortoise stoves for green¬ 
house.—A small form of this stove would give 
you all the warmth you require to heat a green¬ 
house of the size you mention, but are you aware 
that the dry heat of this and similar stoves is 
altogether unsuitable for plants ? An occasional 
fire would not do muoh harm, perhaps, but if 
kept alight regularly the foliage of most plants 
would soon get covered with dust and die away. 
It would be better to use an oil-lamp, and only 
light it on frosty nights.—J. C. C. 

-Ihsve no great faith In this make myself, and Indeed 
there Is as far hi I know not a stove to burn ooke or 
ooal In the market that, while oontalnlng a suftlolently 
small fire to heat a house only 7 feet by 6 feet, will yet 
remain alight ell night. You had far belter procure an 
appsratus heated by either oil or gee, or else be contented 
with a brick flue, with a deep square furnaoe to consume 
ooke, oinders, Ac.—B. 0. R 

4667.—Vloleta in frames —The beet and only sure 
method of obtaining plenty of Vloleta In winter Is to plant 
out the runners singly in April, In rloh ground, keeping 
them well watered. By the autumn eaoh will be a strong 
olump, whloh may te potted or simply "laid In" In ihi 
frames Old or starved roots never do muoh good ; the 
runners should be out off.—B. 0. R. 

— Place a odd frame in a sunny position 
and protected also from north and east winds. 
Plaoe sufficient faggots or old Pea-stakes at the 
bottom of the frame that will raise the plants 
close to the glass, allowing for 9 inches of soil. 

The wood provides ample drainage for surplus 
water. Anything approaohing waterlogging 
about the roots is detrimental to the develop, 
ment of the flowers. Over the wood lay a thin 

covering of litter to prevent the fine soil 
running down among the wood. Road-scrapings 
are useful for mixing with good garden soil, de¬ 
cayed vegetable refuse, and rotted leaves, as 
they contain muoh grit, whioh the roots of 

Violets are partial to. A moderately-light but 
not overrioh compost should be prepared. Lift 
the plants from the ground with a trowel, re¬ 
taining a small portion of soil with the roots. 
If the plants are large, having several crowns, 
all the runners should be pioked off, but if thoy 
are small plants let the runners remain. Givo 
sufficient space between the plants that the 

leaves of one will tonch those of its neighbour. 
Give a good watering to settle the soil about the 
roots, but do not put the lights over the plants 
until there is fear of frost injuring the leaves, 
and then tilt them when raining, and when hot, 
and the thermometer out of-doora stands above 
35 degs., pull the lights off altogether, tho object 
being to give the plants as muoh air as possible 
to induce a stocky growth. Although a degree 
or two of frost will not hurt the Violets it is not 
wise to expose them to it—the foliage ought to 
be preserved intact; a lining of long litter or 
freshly-gathered leaves will protect the outside 
of the frame ; a double thickness of ordinary 
mats over the glass will suffice in that part. 
But little water will be required during the 
winter, although the plants must not suffer for 
want of it. Next April the plants should be 
pulled in pieoes, planting them out again on a 
west border. The present is a good time to 
place the roots in the frames.— S. P. 

is. Keep it in a warm-house temperature, not too 
hot. Give no water. Pot the bulb again in the 
spring, and start it to grow in a nice bottom-heat 
in the forcing-house.—J. D. E. 

- I am of opinion that a great deal 
more fuss has been made over this plant 
than it deserves when cultivated in this 
country. I cannot see any great beauty in a 
bunch of flowers placed at the extremity of a 
long twisted growth, with the foliage often of a 
yellowish, sickly hue, owing to the roots having 
had too much water and not sufficient warmth. 
With regard to the bulb to which this question 
r efers, its remaining dormant for so long is not 
altogether contrary to experience. That being 
so, no furthor attempt should be made to induce 
it to grow this year. Do not give it any more 
water, and lay the pot on its side on the floor of 
the house, where the temperature is not less 
than 50 degs. Next year repeat the same 
treatment in tho spring as you did last.— 
J. C. C. 

4560.—A greenhouse for profit — 
Unless the plants have already been prepared 
there would not be any chance to grow flowers 
for profit. Those who sell flowers m the winter 
have to prepare the plants that are to produce 
them in tho summer. Chrysanthemums are good 
winter flowers and can be produced without 
heat, or at least enough to keep frost out. The 
white varieties, suoh as Lady Selborne, Mrs. 
Rundlo, and Lord Eversley, for the latest should 
be grown. White and Red Carnations, such as 
Madame Carli, Mrs. Moore, and Winter Cheer, 
would be the beat. The White Roman Hya¬ 
cinths are also excellent winter flowers. 
Rhubarb oould be foroed under the stages, and 
the flowers could be grown above it. Many 

persons make a profit by selling plants of the 
Chinese Primula.—J. D. E. 

-, Rhubarb will perhaps pay as well as koylhlev If 
there le a looal demand, but slier the fuel Is paid for (here 
will not be muoh profit. Ae prices are qow email houeee 
will not yield muoh profit.—E. If. 

4570 — Olorlosa superba.—The tubers of 
this plant will sometimes lie in the ground a 
long time before they start into growth ; bnt as 
long u these remain fresh they may be 
tt^eyl bd co grow sooner or later. This is not 

tacfceltXime for them to start; it is the' WoirAs 
in fait. I would let the bulb remain where it 

4571.—Physianthus albens—I am not 
surprised to hear that you failed to get this 
plant to flower, as no doubt you gave it too 
much heat and not enough air in summer. 
Thirty years ago I flowered it beautifully trained 
to the roof of a conservatory, in whioh the winter 
temperature did not exceed 50 degs., and which 
was well ventilated in summer. It is not a 
suitable plant for small houses or for amateurs, 
and as it is possiblo that the cold nights we are 
having will have injured your plant, I cannot 
reoommend you to devote any more time or 
apace to it unless you havo plenty of the 
latter. If you decide to take it under glass 
again you must do ao at once, but I am afraid 
the disturbance to the roots will cause tho 
flower-buds to wither away.—J. C. O. 

4555. — “ Geranium ” cuttings. — The 
only way you can hope to succeed in wintering 
these without artificial heat is to set the frame 
on a firm, dry bottom of ashes, Ac., in a very 
sunny and sheltered spot, say in the angle of 
two walla facing south and west. Bank up the 
sides well, on the first approach of cold weather, 
with ashes or turf-soda at least a foot thick. 
Ventilate the plants abundantly on all fine 
warm days, but dose the frame before the sun 
goes off it, and if even a slight frost appears 
probable cover the glass well with mats, old 
sacks, carpets, or the like. In very severe 
weather place two or three thicknesses of the 
above on the glass first, then a foot of straw or 
dry Fern (Bracken), and a piece of thick tarpaulin 
or some waterproof material over all to keep the 
whole in place and dry. The cuttings must 

have been struck early, be well hardened, 
robust, and thoroughly established in the pots, 
and from October till March should have only a 
very little water in the forenoon when the 
weather is very mild and sonny, and none what¬ 
ever in frosty weather. Ventilate whenever 
safe to do ao, but dose and cover up in good 
time, and do not uncover too soon after the frost 
is gone. If yonr locality is fairly mild, and 
the winter not very severe, you may hope 
to save most of them. But oontrast this with 
the treatment of Tuberous Begonias, which may 
be stored away for the winter in a kitchen cup¬ 
board.—B. C. R. 

tn*y keep the outtings in such a 
fr»(T>«. but yon will hava to protect the plants 

in severe v/.»tbeiL»y hasvy/coverings of straw 
Mmat*. -Jpjit it ip>^-bj9|far better if yon have 
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% frame heated only just sufficiently to keep out 
frosts, to put the cuttings in that, than in a cold 
frame, because there will be great trouble in 
winter, especially if so prolonged or severe as 
recent ones, to preserve them from frosts, which 

will soon settle them. Only a little heat is 
required, and it is essential also not to keep the 
soil wot. During the winter, when cuttings are 
required only for bedding-out next spring, the 

great point is to get them well hardened, and to 
this end the soil must be almost dry, only 

giving water when really necessary, otherwise 
you will lose a quantity through damping oil. 
A humid atmosphere promotes decay. Remove 
all decaying leaves, and on fine days let in a 
little air in the midday, so as to maintain the 

air in a sweet condition. As the spring comes 
the plants should bo repotted and then grown 

on.—C. T. 

- Much depends upon the condition of 
the cuttings. If they are in a firm, well ripened 
condition and well rooted, they will not be so 
likely to damp. Pluuge the pots in dry ashos 
before the approach of winter. Ventilate 
froely whenever the weather is favourable. 
Whenever watering is necessary, give it on fine 
bright days, and leave the lights off for two or 
threo hours afterwards to dry up damp, and do 

not spill a single drop of water about the frame. 
During frosty weather keep the plants dry, and 
if the framo is not uncovered for several days 
during frost thoy will take no harm if the frost 

is kept out. To keep out frost, surround tho 
frame with ashes as dry as they can be obtained, 
or long, dry litter will do. In ordinary weather 

double mats on the frame will be sufficient, but 
when frost sets in cover the mats with dry 
litter or Ferns over the mats. A waterproof 
covering over the litter will be an advantage.— 

E. H. 

- You had better not attempt It: you will be certain 
to meet with disappointment. A deep frame fitted with 
shelves, a small oil-lamp, and a chimney to oarry of! the 
fumes of the oil might answer somewhat as a small green¬ 
house would, but 1 should imagine that oven then the 
plants would t>o apt to get mouldy and damp olT.— 
A. O. Butlsr. 

45(>3.—Compost for the Oleander.—So long 
as this Is fairly rloh and opon It does not so much matter 
what It consists of. Teat, leaf-soil, and loam, in equal 
proportions, will answer splendidly. I.it tho pots be 
thoroughly drained, as, although a water-loving subjeot, 
and partial to liquid manures, the Vorlum Oleander 
greatly objects to anything approaching stagnation.— 

POULTRY & RABBITS. 

441)4 —Breed of poultry.—1, I fear no 
poultry keeper will admit that thoro ie any beat 
breed of poultry for the table, for each varioty 

haa ita admirers. The various breods of Dork¬ 
ing or Game, or Indian Gamo, are however all in 
the front rank, and it ia possible that individual 
strains of eithor would be pronounced by tho 
boat judges to bo all that can bo desired. A 
cross botweon any two of the forogoing would 

produce chickona of really oxcollcnt quality. 
2, This is a quostion of strain as regards tho 
laying properties, but, in past years, the Houdan 
would be likely to take tho palm, since it was at 
that timean excellent layer and noonc could com¬ 

plain of its tablo qualities. If I were asked toseleot 
another fowl to meet tho querist's requirements 
in this section, I should suggest a cross between 
somo really good layor, such os tho Leghorn or 
Minorca, and one of tho breeds mentioned above. 
3, Game or Dorking are generally considered the 
best mothors, as they take groat care of their 
offspring, and brood them for sevoral weeks. It 
rarely happens either that these hons leave their 
nests whilst sitting. The heavier fowls, Cochins, 

Brahmas, and the liko, are also good sitters 
and mothors, but somo people think them cum¬ 
bersome. Half-bred hens with ono of thoir 
parents of a non-sitting breed will generally sit 
well, but they aro often flighty, and a hen that 
is too active is soldom a really good mother.— 
Doui.tinii. 

4504.—Feather-eating.—It is not usual 
for fowls that have a good Grass run to eat each 

other's feathers, although I have had it occur in 
my own exporionoe during dry, hot weather 
when worms and other food of this kind could 
not bo obtained. They will discontinue the 
praotico after rains when their usual food 

bccomos more abundant; but if they persist in 
tho practice through sunshine xfiTb showers, 
sumuior and wiutor, there in Jo aMeftuti 
but to kill thorn.—Jl D. E. ’ VJV/ 

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS. 

Questions.—Queries and answer! are inserted in 
Gardbnisq tree of charge if correspondents follow the. rules 
here laid down for thetr guidance. All communications 
for insertion should be clearly and concisely written on 
one side, of the paper only, and addressed to the Editor of 
Qardsnixo, 37 Southampton-street, Covent-garden, Lon¬ 
don, Letters on business should be sent to the Publibiisr. 
The. name and address of the sender are required in 
addition to any designation he may desire to be used in 
the paper. When more than one query is sent, each 
should be on a separate piece ot paper. Unanswered 
queries should be repeated. Correspondents should bear 
In mind that, as Gardk.vixo has to be sent to press some 
time in advance of date, they cannot always be replied to 
in the issue immediately following tho receipt of their 
communication. 

Answers (which, with the exception of such as cannot 
well be classified, will be found in their different depart¬ 
ments) should always bear the number and title placed 
against the query replied to, and our readers will greatly 
oblige us by advising, as far as their knowledge and 
observations permit, the correspondents who seek assist¬ 
ance. Conditions, soils, and means vary so infinitely 
that several answers to the same question may often be 
very useful, and those who rtply would do well to m-ntiun 
the. localities in which their experience is gained. Corres¬ 
pondents who refer to articles inserted in Oardknino 
should mention the number in which they appeared. 

4672.—A new lawn.—Should a newly-covered lawn 
be covered with burnt lime and then manure, and the beet 
time to do this?—Sou.. 

4573.—Azalea In a window.—Will someone please 
to let mo know the beet treatment to give an A sales 1 have 
oulslde my window? Should 1 take it inilde on the 
appearanoe ol froit?—J. M. 

4674.—Taberoaes.—Will someone kindly tell me what 
to do with the bulbs alter thoy havo diod down ? Ought 
they to he kept in the potr, or dug up and put In silver 
sand during winter ?-M. K M. 0. 

4575 —Laying out a small plot.—How should I 
beet lay out a small plot from (rout gate to houoe, about a 
loot or is Inches broad, and perhaps 6 yards long, next to 
a brick wall, aod facing south?—Soil. 

457(1.—Plants and Insects —My Peas and Sun¬ 
flowers have been nearly eaten up by grubs of some sort 
which seem to oome out in the night. They have almost 
finished the Peas. Will someone kindly suggest anything 
to prevent this?—Soil. 

4677.—Clematis for a trellis —Will eomeono 
kindly tell me the most suitable kind of Clematis to oover 
a trellis, and also to make an arch over a path, faoing 
south ? Tho soil Is of a poor dry nature. Also what would 
bo the most eultable dark-red ollmblng Rose for a oold 
house.—0. P. 

4578 —Peat for Azaleas —Would " 0. T.” kindly 
Inform me how deep a peat bed should be for Asaleae? I 
propose to make it of peat and vegetable refuse in equal Farts. My soil, a red loam (Oxfordshire oolite), would not, 

think, grow them well. Rhododendrons live, but do not 
flourish.—A. C. 

4670.—A new gardsn.-ln a garden made this 
spring the soil le exceedingly full of worms. It was 
ooverod with horse-manure In May,and this has elnoo been 
worked Info the soil by the spade. How oan I get rid of 
them? What time of year ie beet to put manure on soil 
growing email fruit and garden trees) and flowers, and 
should time be put on ?—Soil. 

4530.—A Fern-OOSG.—I lately bought a largo Pern 
caee, and plouted therein elx Maiden-hair Kerne, two 
Hart’s-tongne, and ono Pterls, all of which died away, with 
the exoeption of two of the Malden-halr. I notloed when 
planting that there were no holes for drainage. 1 oovered 
the bottom with cinders, and put brown peat on top. 
North-west aspect, A few hints on management would 
oblige.—J. Martin. 

To the following queries brief editorial replies 
are given ; but readers are invited to give further 

answers should they be able to ojjer additional 
advice on the various subjects. 

4581.—Hpldendrum vltelllnum majas (Carl). 
—There appears to have been a great diversity of opinion 
this season about the proper treatment of this beautiful 
plant, but as you ask which ie right all I oan aay about the 
matter Is that I certainly favour the side that goes In for 
a low temperature, shade, aod a very damp atmosphere. 

4582.—Poison Oaks of North America — 
J. Kbden asks the name of these plants, and he wants to know 
(heir odeol? I oannottav, beoauso the cdeole are not tho same 
upon everyone. One plant Is, I think, more oorreotly nailed 
the Potion Sumach, and thero are several species in the 
Slates, which are blamed for the same properties. They 
cauee great Irritation, I believe, but perhaps the plant does 
not develop the eame properttoa In this oountry . but one 
thing Ie oertaln—I have never found any III eSeots from 
handling growing plants.—J. J. 

4683.—Bpldendrum Tovarense (Judy).—Thanks 
tor sending me flowore of thla speolee. I suppose I must 
goon the high-art principle—that Is when you sees pzintlng 
that looks black or dark you must draw the conclusion 
that it Is white, and these flowers of Tovarense being 
blaok I must suppose them to be pare white ; but If they 
were at their beet they would not be worth very muoh. 
The other plant appears to be a very small-flowered and 
very poor-ooloured variety of K. toeptrum. I would burn 
it. That ie all It Ie worth.-M. 11. 

4584.—Onoldlum lncurvnm (Thus. Cole).—I have 
no doubt that you are tired of walling tor these spikea to 
open, but It le of no use getting tired ; you muet wait yet 
a little longer, and then the flowers will unfold, and 
reward you with thoir graoe and beauty, and regale you 
with their delightful perfume. You have It In quite a 

liable temperature, and If kept moist you have only to 
ke a little more patlenoe, but It Is a plant whloh 
a very long time to develop. You illj^fluiUi ripiit lo¬ 
tting the spike to send it.—M. B. 

4585.—Lycaste Harrlsonloe (0. Collins).—This ia 
the name of the very fine flowers you send, and 1 would 
ask you If It is not a perfect beauty ? It has been In culti¬ 
vation about Beventy years, and it ie to be found under the 
name ot maxlllarla, Bifrenarla, and even Dendroblum. 
I.lndley, however, removed It to the genus l.yeaste, and 
undor this name It is now frequently to be found. It 

appears to be a native of llraxil, and It thrive* beet In the 
Catlleya-houae, but it will and does grow well in a cooler 
house, but it does not bloom bo abundantly.—M. B. 

4530.—Fern Caterpillars (S'. J. T.).—It appears 
to me that you have a good etock of two kinds; one la the 
larva) of the Silver-Molh (Plusls gamma), the larger one 
being that of the Angleshades Moth (Phlogophora articu- 
loea). They are both very destructive to Kern fronds, and 
Indeed to any low-growing plants, and from the faot of 
tbeir getting such a size before you had notloed their 
ravages gives me au Idea that you mutt have been away 

from home at the sea-jide. Well, you had bettor search 
carefully for all you can find, and smash them all as found. 

Your neighbour's plant* will mature enough to perpetuate 
the species.—J. J. 

4587. —Mlltonla spectabllis (Dorotliy).*-This plant 
now presents, 1 have no doubt, a very pretty eight, 
having seventeen flowers open. You say It Is growing upon 
some rookwork In the stove, but what oan you do to prevent 
li getting so yellow (enclosing some leaves for me to see)? 
The gardener tells you it must not be shaded or It will not 
flower. Well, jour gardener tells you about right, but 
another season get him to try a little shade In order that 
the Orchid may not present suoh a woebegone appearanoe ; 
but U la quite the nature of this plant to turn yellow. I 

have grown them greener than your plant, but 1 think It 
has been at the expense of some flowers.—M. B. 

4588. — Rookwork for public parks. — Mr 
Kdmonds writes asking if it is possible to oonstruot and 
utlliso rookeries for Kerns and alpines in Brockwell Park 
and other similar places, and If they oould not be builtand 
planted In suoh a way as to be useful and instructive to 
the many who use these places? Quite so ; this is a subjeot 
that should oocupy the minds of thoee In authority. Ws 
cannot all make a Journey to Kew Gardens to see the Kerne 
and alpine plants, and I should like to see such places 
extended. 1 speak rather Interestedly, for the park in 

question Is oontiguoue to my resldenos, aod I should be 
glad to eee my correspondent's wishes oarrled out.—J. J. 

4689.—A yellow Lady's Slipper.—J. B. aske If 
there is suoh a thing as a good yellow-flowered kind, to 
which f o»n answer yes, but I do not think it would bo of 
any use to cross with any of the oorlaceout-leaved eeotlon. 
I allude In this Inetanoe to the kind known as Klor del 

Pelioeno, or Pelloan-flower Oyprlpedlum lrapeaoum, 
which le a terrestrial plant belonging to the eame eeotlon 
as the Moccasin-flower of the Northern States of America 10. speotahilis), and the*e two lections have never been 
mown to oroee, but there la a yellow flowered plant 

belonging to the eame eeotlon-viz., 0. Druryl, the 
segments having a dark band of chocolate down the centre 
of eaoh.—M. II. 

45M.—Mlcrolepta litrta oris tat a.—T. J. B. sonde 
me a frond of this Kern whloh he (aye has turned yellow 

within a few days, and I am the more etruok with this 
statement, because the eaino remark was made to mo of 
this plant only a few days ago by Mr. WaLson, a reader 
of this paper, and I think it mus’, be the oold nights we 
havo had lately. However, there may be something to lay 
on tho other elds, and it may be suffering from the effeota 
of drought on some previoui oooaalon. I)o not oonflne it* 
roots In a email pot, for it is a strong rooter, and It will 
soon grow Into a handsome specimen If kept in the stove- 
fernery, and duly supplied with water to Its root*, and the 

atmosphere also nloo and moist.—J. J. 

4691.—Bpldendrum prlsmato-carpum-C. 0. 
sends me a dower of this plant, whloh he eajs came to him 
last year through the death of an nnole, and this is the 
Orel one of the whole lot that haa floweret), and he asks 
should it be grown oold or hot. Well, I would advise you 
to keel) It where you have flowered It, beoause the largest Slant I ever saw of this species was growing in tho Exit 
ndlan house, although I usually look upon It as a cool 

plant, and It is found In Central Auiarioa at an elevation of 

somo 6,900 feet, so that, In faot, It will grow cool, hut, ae 
before remarked, It will thrive, aud grow well too, In heat. 
I am not surprised that you should bo In love with It, 
having three good eplkes opon, but the ono flower docs not 
lead to muoh Infatuation. A fow years ago It waa thought 
a groat deal of, but it la not held In eo much esteem, 
although tho combination of colour* le quits exceptional. 
It require* to lie well dralnod, and potted In rough peat- 
flbre.—M. B. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 
Any communications respecting plants or fruits 

sent to name shouUl ahoays accompany the paroel, which 
should be addressed to the Editor of GARimkixa Illus- 
tratxd, 37, Southampton-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Names of plants. — T. C.—l, Lulls Dayana ; 
2, Oattlcya Intermedia ; 3, Cattleya Iforrlsoolanuiii ; 
4, Burllngtonla venusla,-George Cypher. — 1, Bison 
Amomum : 2, I.ytbrum eullcaria; 3, Ruhus frutlooeus.- 
C. F. 0.—No, tho figures must he reversed, 2 is the true 
Onoldlum Psplllo, 1 Is O. Kramerlanuin.-Charles M.— 
The Begonias are very pretty, hut we deollne the task of 
naming. Oo tol.alngor to Uannell—both are expert*.- 
T. Dickson.—1, Chellanthus multlflda; 2, Neottopterls 
australaslca; 8. Batplchlivna voluhlle; 4, Diotyogramma 
Jzpootoa ; 6, Belllguea cxndlforme ; (I, Nephrolepis exaltata. 
-T. Record.—1, Cattleya glgae, a very nloe variety ; 
2, Cattleya Oaekelllaoa. 

BIRDS. 

4632.— Food for Doves.—Will someone kindly inform 
me what le the proper seed food for doves, and what green 
food legood for them?—Lilian Lii'scouiis. 

4593.—Cramp In a bird's legs.—Would anyone 
kindly tell me what would be the beet ouro for orarap In 
the legl of a male bird between Ooldflnch and oanary ! 
My young mule bird Is one of the third hatch this year, 

old' “d orlppl,d wlth 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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ITSTIDIE-X:. 

Annuals, hardy .. ,, 
A/.ilea in a window .. 
Azaleas, peat tor 
Cauliflower. Witch's 

Autumn Giant.. . 
Ohryannlhe cumi .. 
Chrysanthemums, early- 

flowering, in town gar¬ 
dens . 

Clomatis tor a trellis .. 
Oonserratory 
Correspondents, to 
Crab, the Dartmouth .. 

Creepers, evergreen .. 120 
Creepers, evergreen, tor 

a south house wall .. 423 
Cress, Violet (Ionopei- 

dium acaule) .. .. 425 
Cypripedium Parish!, 
Ao..421 

Daffodils (or a room .. 423 
Dahlia, Pompon, a new 422 
Dahlias, Cactus, new . 417 
Dendrobiitm blglbhum 421 
Dendrohium Plorardi .. 421 
Kern-oase, a .. .. 421 

Perns . 
Frames, cold 
Fruit . 
Fruit garden .. .. 
Fruits, names of .. 
Garden, a new .. ,, 
CHrdcn work 
"Geraniums” and Pan¬ 

sies, outtings of .. 
Grapes, bottling.. 
Greenhouse, unneated., 
House and window gar¬ 

dening .. .. .. 

418 | Ionoptldiumaoaulo (Vio- 
418 i let Cress) .. ..425 
421 , Kitchen garden, tho .. 420 
418 Ltwn, a new .. ..425 
427 | Magnolia obovati .. 419 
425 | Magnolia), tho .. .. 419 
418 Narolssus " Sir Watkln ” 423 

| Oleanders, oompost for 426 
417 [ Orchils.421 
424 Outdoor garden .. ..418 
418 | Pear-trees, management 

of.424 
423 | Plants and inaeots .. 422 

Plants, bedding, among 
the .426 

Plants, names of.. .. 427 
Plants, outdoor .. .. 425 
Plot, laying out a small 425 Sucations and answers 426 

ose Qraoe Darliog .. 426 
Roses .423 
Roses from outtings and 

seeds .421 
Rudbeckia speciosa .. 426 
Heakalo pots, summer 

use of.422 

Stove . 
Strawberries, planting. 
Tomatoes, growing 
Town garden, work 
the. 

Trees and shrubs 
Triohopilias _ 
Tuberoses. 
Vegetable garden • 
Vines, thripe on .. 
Week s work, the oom 
Ing. 

Window gardening 

418 
414 
41U 

418 
*19 
422 
426 
418 
424 

418 
418 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

EARLY-FLOWERING CHRYSANTHE- 

MUMS IN TOWN GARDENS. 

On* of the most successful exhibitors of early 

Chrysanthemums at the recent show of the 

National Chrysanthemum Society at the Royal 

Aquarium was Mr. D. B. Crane, of Higbgate, 

who is a well-known amateur grower of the 

flower. It will interest readers of Gardening 

doubtless, to know something of the culture 

pursued by this grower, and his remarks are 

likely to prove useful to others who live near 

large towns, but wish to get Chrysanthemums 

in full beauty in early autumn. Ho mentions 

that tho good qualities of the early-flowering 

Chrysanthemum are very little understood gene¬ 

rally, and this, I think, is very true. And also, 
Mr. Crane says that it is quite a mistake to 
suppose that there is so much eamonoss in the 
colouring and form of the flowers as some de¬ 
clare is the case. Many excellent kinds can 
be obtained, and the colour and forms all that is 
to be desired. These are being added to each 
season, thus making it quite an easy matter to 
prepare a list calculated to satisfy the opponents, 
if any, of this most useful and charming flower. 
Their cultivation is very simple ; indeed, any 
time between the end of February and end of 
March may be taken as tho correct time in 
which to propagate. The outtings should be 
placed around the edge of 3 inch pots, and 
transferred to a cold frame, or, better still, in a 
eool greenhouse. They will not bear very 
readily, and in the course of three weeks or a 
month may be potted off singly into thumb-pots. 
The best compost for the potting is made up of 
two parte fibrous loam and one part leaf-soil, 
with sufficient coarse sand to keep the soil nice 
end open. The object of the grower should be 
to produce good and strong plants. This is best 
accomplished by placing them in a cold frame 
facing south, and after they have recovered from 
the check received in repotting, admit as 
much air as possible. On first days the lights 
may be entirely removed, and as the plant* fill 
the pota with roots they should be potted on 
into larger sizes, according to the vigour of the 
roots. This may easily be seen by turning out 
the plants at any time. When repotting, one 
part of rotten manure may be added to the 
compoet used at the previous shift. About the 
end of May or beginning of June the final pot¬ 

ting may be commenced. A good compost is 
made up ae follows: Two parte fibrous loam, 
one part rotten manure and leaf-soil, with coarse 
sand added to make the whole porous. To every 
bushel of soil add a G-inch potfnl of dissolved 
bones and bone-meal in equ^l proportions, or 

any other equally concentrated soluble manure. 
Mix thoroughly, and pot when the oompost is 
nice and moist. “ Crocking ” must be done very 
carefully, arranging the pieces in proper order ; 
oyster-sheila may be used for this purpose with 
advantage. Stand the plants out in i positi&a 
where the wood may become Well liplued) VnA 

tie the shoots carefully, as many of the varieties 

are so free blooming that support of this kind is 
absolutely necessary. 

For beds and borders the plants may be put 
out in May, and carefully staked and tied. 
This form should be tried by those who have not 
the time and convenience for growing them in 
pots. Many plants will in this way commence 
to bloom in .) uly, and give a profusion of flowers 
until severe frosts cut them down. A few 
degrees of frost will scaroely harm them, while 
Dahlias and kindred subjects are damaged be¬ 
yond recovery. Hence the great advantage of the 
early-flowering Chrysanthemums for border cul 
ture. A selection of varieties may be made from 

the following : Of the Japanese class the finest 
areMme.C Desgrange(white),anditssports, Mrs. 
Burrell (primrose-yellow), G. Wermig (bright- 

yellow), and Mrs. Hawkins (deep-yellow); Lady 
Fitzwygram is a very dwarf-growing plant, with 
huge white flowers. Other good kinds are Mme. 
la Comtesso Foucher de Cariel, very free bloom¬ 
ing, tho flowers orange-yellow; M. Gustave 
Griinerwald, dwarf growth, the flowers mauve, 
with broad petals ; Pynnort Van Gcort (yellow, 
tipped with crimson), E. Rowbottom (large yel¬ 
low flowers), Vioe-Presidont Hardy (yellow, 
flushed with orange), General Hawker (amar¬ 
anth), and Sam Barlow (lilac-mauve, shaded 
with yellow, white centre, and a remarkably 
free-blooming kind). For the purposo of cut 
flowers the free-flowering Pompons are most 
useful. The best of these aro Lyon (amaranth, 
the flowers comparatively large), Alice Butcher 
(orange-red, tipped with gold), Mrs. Calling- 
ford (white), bliss Davis (blush-pink), Pierceys 
Seedling (orange-yellow, the plant very free 
blooming), Blushing Bride (blush, very free, 
bearing two displays of bloom), Strathmeath 
(mauve, the plant of excellent constitution), 
Flora (bright-yellow), L’Anide Conderohet(verv 
bright-primrose, beautiful form), Early Blush 
(blush, a very early-flowering variety), Mme. 
Jollivart (white), and Martinmas (the flowers 
large and of a mauve colour, edged with 
white). With such a list of varieties as that 
given above there should be little difficulty in 
making a suitable selection. Mr. Crane says 
that to those who have hitherto failed to interest 
themselves in the early-flowering Chrysanthe¬ 
mums, let them give some of the about varieties 
a fair trial. V. C. 

New Cactus Dahlias —This class is 
always having some fine variety added to it, and 
thiB season several very beautiful novelties must 
be made note of. The first is lady Penzance, 
and it is a pleasure to see that each year the 
flowers lose that coarse and objectionable 
character which diatinguished thoee kinds oalled 
“decorative.” The colour of the variety Lady 

Penzance is soft yellow, and the petals are 
pointed, not too broad, but composing a very 
^leasing and refined bloom. Lilacina is a distinct 

ind, the flowers shot with mauve, purple, or a 
yellow ground. Tho only danger in getting 
such kinds is importing magenta tones into the 

flower, which are not pretty. A variety which 
thin* will be largely grown is named Mr. A. 

snt Back is a white Cactus variety—at least, 
<\oaAfc9lour, the centre suffused withj^ljhw, 
TttisJs a welcome addition, and we may 

ably expect before long quite a pure-white 
flower, as pure as the Pompon White Aster, 
which is perhaps the most popular Dahlia in 
cultivation. Very distinct from this is one 
named Matchless, which is best described in 
deep-maroon purple, with a suspicion of crimson 
on the margin of the petals. It is one of the 
deepest-ooloured purples in cultivation. A 
light-coloured flower is that named Lady Henry 
Grosvonor, in which one gets somewhat the 
charaoter of that gem of all Cactus Dahlias named 
delicata. The flowers of the variety Lady Henry 
Grosvenor are touched with salmon-rose, the 
ground yellow, a very beautiful association of 
quiet colours. Chancellor, another fine novelty, 
has a rich-crimson flower, the edge of the petals 
crimson. It is interesting to know that this 
class is founded npon that well-known kind 
Juarczi, which was introduced from Mexico 
about 1879. The newer varieties hold their 
flowers up better above the foliage, and are 
freer.—V. C. 

4509.— Cuttings of “ Geraniums” and 
Pansies.—Lose no time in taking cuttings 
of the former. Short, stocky shoots, 4 inches 
long, are the beet, removing the bottom leaf and 

cutting square across just below the joint. 
Dibble them singly in 21,-inch pots, or four 

cuttings around the edge of one pot, 3&-inohes 
in diameter, using sandy soil. Give a good 
watering to settle the soil about the cuttings, 

and stand the pots in the shade out-of-doors for 
a few days to prevent flagging of the leaves too 
much. Afterwards remove them full in the sun. 
Here they may remain until there is danger of 
frost injuring them, when a place in the green¬ 
house, on a shelf close to the glass, will be the 
most suitable. Cuttings of Pansies need not be 
taken until the first week in October. Short, 
stocky shoots springing up from the base, 2 inches 

long, that have not flowered, are preferable to 
the soft, sappy stems of those shoots have 
borne flowers and are now hollow. Dibble the 
outtings thickly in sandy soil in an ordinary 
seed-pan, with a few orocks at the bottom for 
drainage, placing the pan in a cold frame. If a 
quantity are required lay 4 inches of sandy soil 
iu a shallow frame on a bed of coal-ashes made 
firm, and give a gentle watering to make the soil 
firm. Dibble in tho cuttings 2 inches apart, 
give another watering, and keep the frame 
nearly closed, shading the cuttings from bright 

sun for a few days. Tilt the light for an hour 
occasionally to dissipate condensed moisture 
settling on the cuttings. Directly roots have 
formed admit air to tno frame in quantity to 
induce a stocky growth. Pinch out the point 
of each plant when 3 inches high to prevent 
them becoming drawn up weakly, and to induce 
side shoots to push from the base. Gooseberries 
are easily propagated from cuttings from the 
current year’s shoots taken off early in Novem¬ 

ber, 10 inches long, nip out the point, and remove 
all the buds from the base upwards, except four 
or six at the top of the cutting. Insert them in 
rows 10 inches apart and 6 inches in the row, 
on any open part of the garden, making them 
quits firm at the base. On the soil between the 
rows lay 2 inches of coal-ashes to prevent the 

^tfl.^enin4[ty opneaving the 

TOAWaign 
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GARDEN WORK.* 

Conservatory. 

No* that the plant* for the moot pert ere again trelned, 
the work of the plent ([rower le, to e Urge extent, c*p. 
trelited, end the advnnoing eeeeon renders more oare to 
every detell more Importent. In the rammer windows 
end lights mey be left open night and day with benefit 
to the plant*. Now we shall have cold winds from the 
north and east, and It will be desirable at such times to 
ventilate on the south side. These oold currents do muoh 
harm in chilling end ohecking growth, end often leads 
to insect attacks. It Is a good plan when the houses are 
put straight at this season to give a good fumigation 
with Tobeoco, so as to have a clear bill to begin the winter 
with. Cineraria* should be kept In cold pits as long as 
they are safe there, but they will not bear frost. Conse¬ 
quently, they must be moved into some structure where 
the frost oan be kept out, but the lees fire heat employed 
the better. Both these and Caloeolarlas are showy sub¬ 

jects for the oool greenhouse, but they aro very subject 
to green-fly, and a dose watch must be kept upon them. 
The old-fashioned show and tanoy Pelargoniums are 
eubjeot to the attacks of green fly also, and In all snob 

cases prevention Is better than cure. A little Tobaooo- 
smoke In the bouse oooaslonally will do muoh to keep out 
files, but when once established a heavy fumigating will 
be necessary to dislodge them; In fact, one fumigation 

will hardly do this. It is usual In such oases to fumigate 
for two suocesslve evenings, and thus any survivor* and 
the young brood Just hatobed are caught In the last 
fumigation and things are made dean. Green-fly by this 
exercise and a little patienoe and perseveranoe oan be 
got rid of, but eoale and mealy bug are such troublesome 
peals that If I had a plant or plant* Infested with these 
Insect* I should consider It would be cheaper to throw 
the plants out than clean them ; and these nonld.whlte 
and brown scales are euoh Insidious things, and they 
cltog so tight, several applications will be necessary. 
Bolt soap and water are beet for scale and mealybug, 
applied with a sponge to small brandies and foliage, but 
a brush may be used. On the large branches and the 
trunk all In-eotloides are best used as warm as the hand 
can bear without discomfort. For sponging foliage 2 os. 
of soap to the gallon of water will bo strong enough ; for 
the main stems and thick branches uso a stronger. 
Tobaooo liquor will be an Improvement to the wash as 
making it more deadly. Temperature at night now need 
not exoeed 60 degs. Houses filled with hardwooded 
plant* will do better 10 degs. lower. Get everything 

tsndsr under oover at ones, and wat«r very carefully. 

Unheated greenhouse. 
The tender plant* have now pretty well done their work, 

and such things a* Lille* and Tuberous Begonias will be 
floieblng the rlpeniog prooess, and If kept dry and, 
covered up In some corner will be quite safe till the 
spring. Berry-beating plants will Inolude I’ernettyas 
Skioimias, and Aucubaa. Coloured foliage also will be 
found useful. Arundo Donax (variegated) is a charming K' nt In the bonier, or to form a background subjeot. 

en there Is the pretiy autumn-flowering bulbs. Stern- 
bergla lutea when grown In large masse* or pane 
always attract* attention, and everybody with an un- 
hasted conservatory should go In largely for Christmas 
Hoar*. Lxrge clumps may be kept In health a long time 
In tubs or Urge pots. The three varieties Apple-blossom 
(red), major (purs white), and maxlmus, very large, ar* 
very distinct and good under glass. The Bamboos are 
often poor thing* In the open air, but grow them In tubs 
under glass lo winter and a tropical oharaoter Is at onoe 
Introduoed that will be both Interesting and novel. None 
of these things are very expensive to purchase, and they 
will with ordinary oare be permanent. In summer they 
oan be plunged or planted outside, and be utilised for 
furnishing the unheated conservatory In winter. 

Stove. 
Kucharla whloh have rested will now soon send up their 

flower-st Ikes w) en plunged In bottom heat. Bottom-beat 
Is not alwolutely necoaary, but It helps on the work, and 
the flowen come finer. The earlyflowsrlog Amaryllis 
will soon he starting Into growth, and may have the dry 
soil moistened : but too much water should not be given 
yst. Winter-flowering stuff must have a steady night 
temperature of 00 degs. to 66 degs. now. A few subjeot*, 
such as Ixoras, will require more warmth, and If these are 
grown keep them at the warm end. Gardenias whloh 
have been oooled down to ripen growth should now be 
brought back to th* stove. Uontlnu* to tbln creepers 
Wh'ch have done flowering, or which are too much 
orowdrdwlth weak wood. Orchids whloh have only just 
ootupletad their growth will b* rested now by giving less 
water. Oyprlpedlums, Oalanthes, and others will soon be 
coming Into bloom, and will require more water. Giprl- 
pediums will he helped by weak liquid-manure. There 
are plenty of flowering plant* oomlng on now. The etove 
Is usually a gay house in winter. A few useful subjeot* 
Air winter blooming may be named at under : Centra- 
dfeila rosea, C. Moribund*, Erantbemum pulchellum, 
Euphorbia jacqulolnflora, Poinsett!* pulcherrlma, 
fraruJioea lalyolna grandlflora. Gesnera olnnabatlna 
superb*, llebeollnlum oantbemum, Impatiens Sultani, tiisllela specioaa, I.tbonla florlbonda, Pentas oarnea, 

lumbago rosea, Klvlna humllis, Kondeletla speoloea, 
Tal-ermrmootan* Camas**, Tbyriacanthus radians. 
The above ar * all easy to grow and propagate from out- Sngs, and all the soft-wood plants may be grown into 

owerlng six* Ip the season. 

Ferns. 
These ar* now in good condition, and if the house hat 

been shaded with anything of a permanent nature soda 
and water must tie used to wash It of!-pick a damp day 
for the work. Light mutt be given to harden the fronds. 
This is not the beet stason for potting, but where there 
is a full oommand of beat (hitting of young plant* may be 
done any time. < ipen the plants out a* much a* possible 
to give them their tru* oharaoter ; orowded plant* never 

droop over graoefully to hide pots, simply because they 

have not space to swell out. Slokly or weakly Maiden¬ 
hairs whloh have had too muoh water may be cut down 
and dried of! a little to restore tone to the root*. The 
Maiden-hairs are evergreen, and therefore the plant* 
should not be dried too much. Let Gloxinia* go to 
rest a* the flower* and growth show signs of ripening. They 
ripen best by being placed on their sides In a frame, 

taking them Indoors before frost comes. 

Oold Frames. 
Keep the light* oB Violets recently planted, exoeptwhen 

cold tain falls. Bulbs and other forolog eubjeot* will be 
preparing for winter now, and In very few places is 
there sufficient frame space to meet all demands at this 

• In told or northern district* the opefatton* re/erred 
to under “ Garden Work " may be donAfrnm 1'tlJ' ty, 
a fortnight later than n here tn-iicaUd qt 
result*. 

HIIOD, 
Window Gardening. 

Arrangement* should now be made for storing all the 
plant* during winter. A spare room will answer very 
well in oareful hands. Usually the spare room Is at the 
top of the house, and the drag up and downstairs often 

leads to neglect. To a certain extent In the matter of 
watering this may not be a disadvantage, as the evils to 

guard against are too much water. Now that fires are 
being lighted again Palms and other foliage plant* should 

be sponged over as often as possible. 

Outdoor Garden. 

No one oares to have naked beds all winter, especially 
near the house, and ther* are *o many ways of filling 
flower-beds In winter that a very small outlay will sultioe 
to make the garden bright and cheerful In spring, and, to 
a certain extent, oheerful In winter. For spring efleot 
annuals alone will do much. Some of the most useful 
annuals are Forget-me-nots, Sinensis compact*, and Llm- 
nantfaes Douglasl. A shilling's worth of seeds of these 
three annual* would make a small garden bright In spring; 

but our choice need not bo limited to these. Candytufts, 
Olarklas of various kinds, Virglolan Stocks, and others 
will be useful to sow in large patches io the borders. 
Yellow Wallflowers and Blue Forget-me-nots make effective 

masses. Then there are Tufted Pansies, which everybody 
should grow, and, when propagated at homo, are very 
obeap. For winter bedding a good deal oan be done with 
bardy plant* with coloured foliage. For years past many 
gardeners have used bardy plant* for edging and ground 
work, and relieved themselves of muoh work In preparing 
tender exotlos for bedding. Daotylls elegantlsslma aurea, 
Santollna Incana, Staohys lanata, Veronica Inoana. ' tno* 
elegantlsslma, Kuonymus radloans variegata. \ ariegated 
Thyme, Arabia alpina variegata, and Antennarla tomentosa 

■re all more or less useful for permanent edges or to form 
designs to be filled In spring and summer with bright 
oolours. All tender plant* should be lifted now. It la 
quite possible to keep some things going a little longer 
by oovering at night; but usually the bedB are getting 
untidy now, and may scon be cleared to make room for 

bulb* and the spring flowers. There are plant* °* *}»““■ 
some-leaved shrubs suitable for winter bedding, If the 
expense Is no object. Pinks and Carnations should bo 
planted as soon as the beds are in good condition. Turf 
may be laid down and evergreen shrubs transplanted 

safely If the roots are puddled In. 

Fruit Garden. 
Figs on walls have done well this season. The bright 

sunshine ha* ripened both fruit and wood, and there Is a 
good prospect tor a crop next year If the tree* are pro¬ 
moted lo the event of a severe winter. Figs are among 

th* easiest fruit* to oultivat*, If the root* are kept under 
oootrol. Spring frost* do no harm to Fig-trees, so that 
drawback has not to be reckoned with. Figs In pot* in¬ 
tended for forolng should have all late fruit removed, If 
any still remain on th* trsvr. I should have mentioned 
that all young Figs should be removed from tho trees on 

walls, as when the young Figs have pushed from the wood 
they are useless for next year. Figs outdoor should never 
be stopped, a* It only oauses the young Figs to start pre¬ 
maturely. ltoot-pranlng may l>* done with safety now. 
If all joung trees, when about three years planted, were 
lifted and replanted there would be less need of root- 
praniog. Remove all surplus wood from Muscat Vines to 
1st In the sunshine. The Golden t)ueen Is not equal to the 
Muscat of Alexandria a* regards flavour; but where ther* 

1s not heat enough for the Muscat the Golden yueen may 
be grown where Golden Graces are desired. Re making 
Vine-borders may be carried out now, aDd the roots of 

nverstrong Peaches may al*o be lifted, and th* borders 
toned down by adding old mortar and fresh loam, mixed 
with a little burnt earth. Thero is not likely to be unripe 
wood on fruit-trees under glass this year, unless the root* 
are In bad condition, and. In the latter case, th* root* 
should be lifted. All fruit border* should be In a moist 
condition. Uoless rain falls newly-planted Strawberries 
will require water. Old plantations should be cleared 
without delay, and the soil loosened up with the fork: but 
it Is not oooaldered good form to dig among Strawberries, 
but loosening up the surface with a fork Is a dlderent 

thing. The air pulverises and Improves the soil. 

Vegetable Garden. 
If Cucumbers In warm houses are regularly stopped now 

one leaf beyond the fruit there will be very little for the 

knlf* to do. Do not ovsrorop. Cut the fruit* before they Cet too large or old. Keep tho root* moist and the bottom- 
eat about SO degs. Cucumbers In winter must have a 

regular, steady bottom-heat. Atmospheric-heat need not 

exoeed 66 degs. at night If the roots are ksptoomfort- 
able, If there is no reason to hurry th* plants, 60 degs. at 
night will do. Ths necessary atmorpberio humidity can 
be oreated by damping floors and beds, with an occasional 
dash with the syringe morning and afternoon. Give a 

little air when the thermometer rise* aliove .00 degs. ; but 
Cucumbers do not require much ventilation, and If It 1s 
necessary to produce as many fruit* as possible the house 
may be kept olosed. The beet soil for winter Cucumbers 
Is two-thirds good loam and one-third leaf-mould or very 
old manure. Cuoumbers do not require a lot of soil to 
start with, but frequent top-dressing* are very beneficial. 
Potatoes will not grow much more now, and as soon as the 

skins are set lift the crop. There Is no better way of 
storing Potatoes than th* old-fashioned one of dumping or 

piling : but the heaps should be placed on the surface, 
"en oovered with a good thickness of dry straw, and that. 

1 with enough earth to keep out frost. If there are 
„ ,re frames fill them with hal( grown Lettiior* and 

ves. This 1* a batter plan than euklng up fall- 

vrown plants Just before frost is expeotjjd. If Wr-riwd 
plants are eet out In frames now they will got established 
before severe frost comes; but when full-grown plant* are 
lifted they never taks kindly to the new position, and soon 

get tough and leathery. If Frenoh Beans are required all 
through the winter they must be planted In suooession In 

warm pit* or bouses. K. Hobday. 

Work in Che Town Garden. 

It Is now high timo to plant window-box** with spring¬ 
flowering bulbous plant* of various kinds. As a rale, 
these are required to bloom early, or, at any rat*, are 
more fully appreciated If they do bo. and unlesa planted 
In good time they cannot possibly flower satisfactorily, 
however fine the bulb* may be. where there Is only one 
set of boxes the temptation to defer getting In th* bulb* 
until the summer flowers, and even Chrysanthemums and 
such like are quite over, is very great ; but this I* 
altogether wrong, and If even a moderately good display 
Is wanted the bulb* must be planted early In Ootober. 

By far the best way Is to have two set* of boxes, one of 
which may be filled with Hyaoinths, Tulips, Naroi**l, eta, 
at onoe, and the others furnished with Chrysanthemums, 
Veronloas, Asters, Solonums. eto., and by-and-bye with 
dwarf evergreen shrubs, Christmas Roses. Ivy, Bea Pinks, 

Sempervlvums, etc , should be retained In their plaose 
until the spring. On the extreme edge of the country, 
where tho air I* comparatively pure, some of th* boxes 
may be filled with double and single Wallflowers. Pansies, 
Violets, and Primroses, whloh in a sheltered and sunny 
situation will generally do well, and often bloom more or 
lees during the greater part of the winter. Here also 
the pretty-berried Pernettyas are excellent subjectsi for 
such purpose* during the autumn and early winter, but, 
being of the Heath tribe, they cannot enters th* smoky 
atmosphere of large cities. Chrysanthemums should, for 

the most part, be boused at once, though th* later kinds 
may be left outalds, weather permitting, until the middle 

of next month ; but they must have a very sheltered 
corner, or else have a blind of some light material arranged 
so as to run over them on frorty night*. Better get all 
the bedding and greenhouse plant* under oover at onoe 
now, as they will do better, as well as be safer, Indoor* 
than outside. Begonia* in the open ground should not 
be disturbed until the frost ha* out down the sterna. A 
little straw or litter shaken over them If the night pro¬ 

mises to be sharp will render them quit* safe. Dahlia* 
grown In large pots will be useful under glass now, where 
there is space for them. These must have plenty of 

• " •-1—is wilt do liquid-manure throughout. Zonal Pelargoniums 
best on a sunny shell or high stage near the glass now. 
Do not piok oB any more bud* now, and give them soma 
weak liquid-manure onoe a week, and they will flower well 

for about six weeks, after which they will not do muoh 
more good—at least, In a smoky atmosphere. Bouvardla* 
to bloom later on should have a gentle warmth, with 
plenty of water and a moderately moist atmosphere. 

B. C. R. 

THE COMING WHISK'S WORK. 

Exircv't* from a rjardtn diary from Septcm• 

Iter HOth to October 7th. 

Very busy housing tender plants. Th* Chrysanthemums, 

of whloh wc grow a large collection, are still, for the most 
part, outside, but It Is time they were under cover now, 
and the weather Is watched anxiously, and if ther* I* the 
least fear of froit a rush would be made for ths early 
plants In bud-in faot, all plant* with prominent buds 

ought to be under oover now; but the house must be 
freely ventilated night and day for the present. Tha 

greater part of our plant* will he arranged In the Tomato- 
house, and there ar* severs! Tomatoes still hanging, and 

this has kept (he Ohryvaothemume out a few days longer 
than usual. The Cuoumbers whloh have been In bearing 
during summer have been oleared out and the house filled 
with plants intended for winter flowers, such a* Primulas 
(double), Bouvardias, Zonal "Geraniums," Solanums, 
whloh rrqulre a little warmth to ripen the berries, and 
Cyclamens on the shelves. The latter requii* a constant 
olroulatlon of air—Indeed, no flowering plant* will do well 
lo a study atmosphere. Potted up trloolor and other 
"Oeraniums." Earthed up Celery, having first given a 
good soaking of liquid-manure. Hooi-prunea several rather 

luxuriant Pyramid Pears aud Apples. I generally do this 
when I sec there Is too Utile tendency to bear fruit, and 
too muoh vigour In the growth. It Is uselsas to prune 
trees which make too much wood. The proper course Is 
to cheok the roots either by lifting the root* near (he sur¬ 
face or shortening them back. A medium oours* Is ths 
best. Cut the roots whioh strike down and lift the others. 
Mulch after root-pruning. Gave the Oarnatlon-beds a 
sprinkling of soot and forked It In. The bed* ars now 
ready for planting. Nhall have all planted by tha middle 

of the month. Looked over Strawberries In pots to remove 
runner*. Used a little Ore-heat in a late Peach-house to 
finish the ripening of the wood, the growth being very 
vigorous. Gathered AppItH and Peart—autumn fruit only. 
Shall let the late eort* bang as long as possible. Raised 
the turf on the lawn where flower-beds were turfed over 
several years ago, and the ground had settled. Lifted 
Potatoes. Hoed between rows of Bplnaob, Onions, Ac. 
Removed ties from Rose* budded some time ago, th* buds 

of which are now swelling. Potted mors bulbs for forulng, 
including Hyaoinths, Freeslas, Narcissus, Tulips, and 
Sclllaa. The latter make charming maxes* In pots In early 
spring. A dozen bulbs in a 6-lnoh pot is about the right 
number. Potted up Christmas Roses forfloweriog In pot*. 
Only strong otumps are lifted. These will oome on m a 
cool-pit for a time, a little warmth being used In Novem¬ 

ber. Moved the first batch of Freeslas to a greenhouse from 
a pit. The plants are growing freely, and we hope lo have 
them In bloom by Christmas. First lot of flowers (Hya¬ 
cinths) also have been taken to warm-pit to push on 
flowers. Prepared a piece of ground for planting Apple- 
trees on the Paradise-stock. Tbs tress wer* purchased two 
years ago, and are now bearing trees, and will be planted 

8 feet apart. The varieties inolude Cox’s Orange Pippin, 
WrjliugtOB, A1 iris ton, King of the Pippins, Lora Suffield, 
Mchlinvllle, Warner's King, Peaagood’s Nonsuch, Cellini, 
Annie Ellu.bntlilJ.r.Q.'i'utniM Pippin. .Shall plant a* soon 
a* tbs leaves Wl'T'-'IJM! 
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TREES & SHRUBS 

In reply to queries : About a soore spe 
Magnolias are known to botanists, and i 

THE MAGNOLIAS. 

pecies of 
_ all but 

some half-dozen or so are in cultivation in this 
country. The head-quarters of the genus are 
in China and Japan, a few are peculiar to the 
Himalayan region and a few more to North 
America. All are handsome and desirable trees 
or shrubs ; some, indeed, may be classed with 
confidence amongst the most beautiful objects to 
be met with in the gardens of temperate 
climates. A glance at a fine specimen of the 
Ynlan (Magnolia conspiuna), of China and 
Japan, when in flower will show what glorious 

effects may be obtained in spring in the 
South of England, at any rate, by its use. 
It is trne enough, unfortunately, that frosts 
sometimes injure the flowers and change their 
snowy whiteness into an unsightly brown. Per¬ 
haps the reason that this Magnolia and its 
allies are not more frequently met with in 
gardens is owing to the fact of their not trans¬ 
planting readily. The beat results obtain if 
the plants are procured and planted just as 

height of from 60 feet to 90 feet, with a trunk 
from 2 feet to 4 feet in diameter. The yellow 
Cucumber-tree (M. cordata) is regarded by Pro¬ 
fessor C. S. Sargent in his magnificent work, 
“The Sylva of North America,” as a variety of 
M. acuminata. It is a rare plant in a wild 
state, as it does not appear to have been collected 
since Miohaux found it in Georgia. 

M. Campbelm, one of the moat gorgeous of 
Indian forest trees, has not fulfilled the expecta¬ 
tions of those who took so much trouble in 
introducing the species to British gardens. In 
a wild state it attains a height of 150 feet, and 
the fragrant flowers, varying from deep-rose to 
crimson, are produced before the leaves appear. 
Probably the finest specimen in the British 
Islands is the one at Lakelands, near Cork, 
which ten years ago was 35 feet high. Perhaps 
Mr. Gumbleton would be good enough to 
inform us what progress the tree has made 
since then. In 1884 it flowered for the first 
time, and a figure was prepared for the liotanical 
Magazine from material forwarded to Kow by 
the late Mr. Crawfurd. Considering the beauty 
of M. Campbelli, it would appear worth while 
to treat it as a wall plant against some high 
building in a warm sunny position. As it 

Magnolia ohovata. Engraved from a photograph sent l>y .Mr. E, E Tcooock, 
llewdlvy Villa, Hath. (See page 420 ) 

growth begins in spring. The fleshy roots when 
injured rot rapidly, and when autumn planting 
has been practised, very many individuals suc¬ 
cumb to the ordeal, those that do not do so 
outright often struggling on in a pitiful plight 
for years. A little care in transplanting in 
spring, in sheltering with mats from dry winds 
or hot sun, and in syringing the wood to pre¬ 
vent shrivelling until the plants are thoroughly 
established, would do much to prove that tho 
Magnolias can be planted with every prospect 
of success. Some species occasionally ripen 
seed freely in this oountry, and it is well worth 
while to sow this seed at once. If dried and 

kept like other seeds until the following season, 
all chance of germination will have passed. 
All the species of the natural order Magnoliacess 
have seeds whioh retain their vitality but a very 
limited period. 

M. acuminata (the Cucumber-tree of the 
United States) makes a noble specimen when rlanted singly in the park or pleasure ground. 
t is deciduous, the leaves varying from 5 inches 

to 1 foot in length and glaucous green, the 
flowers yellow-tinged, bell-shaped anda^ghtly 
fragrant. There are fine examples ojthie tree 
at Kew, in the gardtnityf Byori Houlfc Jlurj- 

mont, Ac. In Its native habitats it attains a 

occurs in a wild state along the outer Hima¬ 
layas at elevations of from 800 feet to 1,000 feet 
above sea lovel, thero seems every probability 

that the treatment suggested would prove 
successful. 

M. CONSPICUA.—In its typical form this has 
snowy-white flowers, which are produced in the 
greatost profusion in the latter part of April and 
beginning of May. Splendid specimens of this 
beautiful Chinese and Japaneso treeareto be seen 
at Gunnersbnry House, Syon House, Kew, Ac. 

M. Yulan and M. precia are names under which 
this is found in some books and gardens. 
Several hybrid forms between this species and 
M. obovata occur in gardens; of two of these, M. 
Lennc and M. Soulangeana nigra, coloured plates 
have been published in the O'an ten. M. Soul¬ 

angeana has flowers similar in shape and size to 
those of typical M. conspicua, but they are 
deeply tiDged with red ; M. Soulangeana nigra 
has dark plum-coloured flowers. Both these 
bloom a week or ten days later than tho type. 
Other seedling forms or slight varieties of the 
Y ulan are M. Alexandrina, M. oyathiformis, M. 

specioga, M. spectabilis, M. superba, M. trium 
M. Yulan grandis. 

_ EKI 

s 

spathulato leaves auricled at the baso ; they 
each measure about 8 inches to 1 foot in length, 
and about 3 inches or 4 inches across at the 
widest part. The flowers, each of which 
measures 3 inches or 4 inches in diameter, are 
creamy-white in colour, and are produced later 
than those of any other cultivated species. In 
a wild state the tree attains a height of from 
30 feet to 50 feet. 

M. olauca, the Laurel Magnolia or Sweet 
Bay of the Eastern United States, is a delightful 
sub-evergreen shrnb with oblong or oval leathery 
leaves, bluish-green above and silvery below. 
The flowers are globular in shape, very fragrant, 
opening of a rich-cream colour and gradually 
acquiring a pale-apricot tint with age. In a 
wild state this species occurs in swamps and 
attains a height of 20 feet. A large-flowered 
form (M. Thompsoniana) originated, according 
to Loudon, about eighty years ago in the 
nursery of a Mr. Thompson at Mile End. It is 
figured in the liotanical Mcujaziiui as M. 
glauca var. major and in other publications. 
By far the most faithful and characteristic 
representation, however, is given in Carden 
and Forest for 1888. Professor Sargent there 
says : " It has been considered a large-flowered 
variety of M. glauca, and by some authors a 
hybrid between M. glauci, and M. Umbrella. 
11 is probable that the latter supposition is cor¬ 
rect, as, although the leaves of M. Thompsoniana 
cannot be distinguished from those produced 
on a vigorous plant of M. glauca, the leaf- 
buds are qnite glabrous and destitute of 
the silky hairs whioh cover those of that 
species, while the broad, strap-shaped, 
reflexed sepals and obovate-oblong petals, 
contracted into a narrow daw, distinctly belong 
to M. Umbrella ; the flowers, rather more than 
(i inches across when fully expanded, being 
intermediate in size between those of the two 
species. They have, on the other hand, the 
delioions fragrance peouliar to those of M. 
glauca. So far as I know, M. Thompsoniana 
does not produce fruit, and it is a curious fact 
that it is much leas hardy than either of its sup¬ 
posed parents, suffering here always unless care¬ 
fully protected in winter, and rarely risiog 
above the size of a small bush, although Loudon 
. . . . speaks of trees at Mile End more than 
20 feet high. I shall be glad to see fruit of this 
plant, and to learn if it grows more vigorously 
iu Europe than it does in this country.” 

M. oka n in flora, the great Laurel Magnolia 
of the Southern United States, is—in England 
—best treated as a wall plant; under these con¬ 
ditions it thrives well and flowers freely. In 
order to form some idea of the beauty of this 
kpecies it is necessary to see it in large symmetri¬ 

cal stately trees in the West of France, Ac., 
where climatic conditions obtain which more 
nearly approach those of its native habitats. In 
“ Ilartram's Travels " that enthusiastic lover of 
Nature exclaims : “ Behold yon promontory, 
projecting far into the great river, beyond the 
still lagoon, half-a-ndle distant from me. What 
a magnificent grove arises on its banks 1 How 
glorious the Palm I How majestically stands 
the Lanrel, its head forming a perfect cone ! Its 
dark-green foliage seems silvered over with milk- 
white flowers. They are so large as to be dis¬ 
tinctly visible at the distanoe of a mile or more. 
The Laurel Magnolias that grow on this river 
are the most beautiful and tall that I have any¬ 
where seen, unless we except those which stand 
on the banks the Mississippi.Their 
usual size is about 100 feet, and some greatly 
exceed that. The trunk is perfectly ereot, rising 
in the form of a beautiful column and support¬ 
ing a head like an obtuse cone.” In The Card- n, 
Vol. II., p. 205, there is a fine illustration of 
the “ Magnolia grandifloraat Home.” Profeeeor 
Sargent, in his “Sylva of North America,” 
adopts the name of M. fevtida for this species. 

In Garden and Fori xt for 1889, one writer 
urges the claims of this speoies as the national 
flower, and states that it “ was among the 
favourite trees, if not the especial one, of Wash¬ 
ington. An imposing specimen over 75 feet 
high, known to have been planted by his owu 
hands, still flourishes at Mount Vernon, and 
every tear since this modern Mecca has been 
accessible to the publio, each fallen petal of its 
faded blossoms, every glossy leaf of its rich 

foliage and every seed that drops from its fruit- 
pedsMliave carried away as precious 

exi.sKKi, a native of the Southern] [United1 [th«i rvyaftwiAtp tint hallowed 

is, is easily recognised by its light-green jkpot.’' 
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M. HYi-OLEUCA.—So far oa we have been able 
to ascertain, the only figure of thie beau¬ 
tiful species (excepting one in a Japanese 

publication which is not easily accessible) 
is in Garden and Forest, Vol. I., p. 305. 
From an economic standpoint M. hypoleuca 
is perhaps the most important of all the 

M gaoliaa ; the wood is straight grained, easily 
worked, and dull yellow-grey in colour. It is 
the wood commonly used by the Japanese in 
the manufacture of objects to be lacquered ; it 
is preferred for sword sheaths, and the charcoal 

made from it is used for polishing lac. In the 
southern pait of Vesso it is abundant in the 

Coombo Wood Nurseries, and will doubtless 
become as great a favourite os tho type. Both 
are dwarf-growing deoiduous shrubs. 

M. tripetala, a native of the Southern United 

States, has large, slightly scented, white flowers, 
from 5 inches to 8 inches across, and obovate- 
lanceolate leaves from 1 foot to 3 feet in length ; 
in a wild state the tree rarely exceeds 40 feet in 

height. Philip Miller was the first to introduce 
this fine species to British gardens. Other names 
for it are M. Umbrella ana M. frondosa. 

M. Watsoni,—A coloured plate of this very 
beautiful Japanese species was published in the 
Garden in December, 1883, under the name of 

Cauliflower " Aiilusm Giant." 

forest and forms fine trees 60 foet or more in 
height, with a trunk diameter of 2 feet. The 
leaves are broadly obovate, a foot or more long 
and 0 inches or 7 inches wide, dark-green ana 

smooth above, and clothed with white hairs 
beneath. The flowers are creamy-white in 
colour, delioiously fragrant, and when fully- 
expanded measure 6 inches or 7 inches across, 

the brilliant scarlet filaments forming a striking 
contrast to the petals. There are no large 
specimens as yet in this country, but as the 
specios thrives well in the North-eastern United 

States, it is fair to assume that it will do well 
in Britain. 

M. Kobus, a Japanese species grown in the 
United States under the namo of M. Thurberi, 
is as yet very uncommon in this country, and 
we have not yet seen it in flower. In habit it 

seems to approach dwarf-growing forms of M. 
conspioua. 

M. mackophylla.—This, unfortunately some¬ 
what tender in a young state, is worth growing 
simply for its beautiful leavos, which are green 

above and clothed with white hairs beneath j 
they attain a length of upwards of 3 feet. The 

open bell-shaped fragrant flowers are white 
with a purplo blotch at the base of tho inner 
petals and measure H inches or 10 inches across. 
In its native habitats, the Southern United 
States, it forms a tree from 20 foet to 40 feet in 

height, with a trunk rarely exceeding a foot in 
diameter. 

M. obovata (see illustration on p. 419) is a 
native of China ; in Japan it only occurs in culti¬ 

vation. It is a dwarf-crowing bush, perfectly 
hardyintheSonthof England,and bears freely its 
purple, sweet-i vented flowers, though not in the 
same profusion as are those of the white-flowered 

M. oonspicua. This species has a number of 
synonyms. Amongst these are the following, 
which are the most frequently met with in books 
and nursery catalogues : M. discolor, M. denu- 
data, M. liliflora, M. purpurea, Talauma Sie- 

boldi, Ac. There are several varieties, but these 
differ so slightly from each other and from tho 

type, that descriptions without good-coloured 
figures would be next to useless. The best are 
Borreri, angustifolia, and erubescens. 

M. htellata.—An excellent-coloured plate of 
this very beautiful Japaneso shrub was published 
in tho Carden in June, 1878, under tho name of 

M. Halleana. This species is the earliest of the 
Magnolias to flower, and it should be extensively 

M. parviflora ; &t that time it had not flowered 
in British gardons. It is quite hardy. It has 
large, creamy-white, fragrant flowers, with 
petals of great substance and deep-red filaments, 

which add materially to the beauty of the 
blossoms. Tho true M. parviflora is probably 
not in cultivation in Britain. N. 

4577.—Clematis for a trellis —I do not think 
you oan Improve upon Clematis Jackmani; it is by far 
the most aUraoliveol all Ihe species, and II you oommenoo 
with a cood-sliol plant will oover the trellis rapidly.— 

A. G. ill'TLIK. 

-The best Clematis for the purpose of covering an 
arch or trellis Is Jackmani; Snow white mi|(bt be associ¬ 
ated with It. Gsueral Jacqueminot is a trood dark U. P. 
Rose and forces well under itlass: W. F. Bennett (hybrid 

Te») would also probably suit. Then if a very free irrower 
was required try Heine Marie Henriette, the Red Ololre 
deDijon.-E. U. 

-Clematis Jackmani is the best for cover¬ 

ing a trellis or aroh. If you want variety it is 
possible that Clematis Prince of Wales would 
thrive, as it is a strong grower and flowers 
freely. You must move up the soil to a depth 

of 18 inches, and mix some rotten manure with 
it. Reine Marie Henriotte is a good red Roso 
for a cold-house. If you want one of a darker 
shade of colour you may select Gonoral Jacque¬ 

minot.—J. C. C. 

- I can advise no better kind for this than 

tho large purple-flowered C. Jackmani, or one 
of the varieties which hove been recently 

described in Gardening. This free kind will 
do as well for the trellis or for the arch over the 
path, producing its rich masses of large deep- 
purple flowers throughout the summer. Cbes- 
huut Hybrid would be a good Rose for this 
purpose. It is a showy kind, blooms freely, 

and its flowers are of a deep-crimson colour, 
whilst they ore very fragrant. Both climbers 
may bo planted now, and prepare the soil well 

in the first plaoe.—C. T. 

- C. Jackmani is far away tho best variety 
to plant for covering a large space in the shortest 

time on any aspect. The flowers are most freely 
produced from the early part of July till the 
middle of September, if the roots are regularly 

supplied with moisture. The colour is a deep 
violet-purple, extremely showy. To grow Cle¬ 
matis really well the varieties require special 
pruning. For instance, J ackmani, which produces 

its blossoms on the current year's shoots, needs 
close pruning to induce a vigorous summer 

grown for the beauty of its starry-white flowers, j growth to be made. The first week in February 
A variety with blush-coloured floXelS sent from jruno the shoots of last year's growth back pp 
Japan by Mr. Maries has no^ yelbeen(sJk), t i£» W«lin an eye or two of the base, where growth 

by Messrs. Veiten, but it grows Tire«y‘ra t'uek^ftmedi If a light-coloured varietylis1 yrelifrredj 

Albert Vfctor (deep-lavender, with pale bars) or 
Sir Garnet vVolseley (pale-blue, with plum-red 

bars) are to be recommended. Both these flower 
on the last year’s wood, and therefore need but 
little pruning, just removing the points of the 

shoots where rather weakly. By the addition of 
partly-decayed manure the poor soil may be 
improved, and by a regular supply of moisture, 
both at the roots and over the foliage, suooess is 
easily achieved. Reine Marie Henriette is the 

best dark-red climbing Rose. This is sometimes 
called the Red Gloire de Dijon. In the bud and 
half-opened stage this is a charming variety.— 

S. P. 

4556.—Evergreen creepers.—It is by 
no means an easy matter to secure six sorts 

of ovorgreen plants that will grow 30 feet 
high anil flower also. For instanco, Clematis and 
Rosos might be employed, but they are not ever¬ 
green. The following are the most suitable : 

Ceanothus divaricatus, pale-blue flowers, pro¬ 
duced in quantity during May—this grows very 
fast if treated liberally ■, Pyraoantha crat«.'gus, 
(commonly called the Fire Thorn), this crows 
rapidly; the flowers are borne in profusion 

during the summer, followed by a full orop of 
richly coloured berries, which hang on all the 
winter if the birds are not allowed to eat them. 
Garrya elliptica produces its catkin-like blos¬ 
soms during the dull days of November, there¬ 

fore is worthy of a place. Lonicera aurea 
reticulata has golden-coloured foliage and white 
blossoms, which are very sweet, and flowers 
almost the whole of tho summer. This is per¬ 
haps the fastest growing creeper we have. 

Lonicera brachypoda is another form of Honey¬ 
suckle with pinky white blossoms, exceedingly 
sweot. Choisva ternata (commonly known as 
tho Mexican Orange-tree) grows moderately fast 
and flowers so profusely that it ought not be left 

out of even a list of six climbers. The end of 
March will be the best time to plant, as nursery¬ 

men supply all of these in pots, they can then 
be easily shifted, without fear of a check to 
growth. Any ordinary garden soil not less than 
2 foet deep will suffice if partly rotted manure 
is added liberally at planting-time. Abundance 

of water should be given during a dry summer 

and the foliage ought to be well syringed occa¬ 
sionally.—S. P. 

THE KITCHEN GARDEN. 

VEITCH’S AUTUMN GIANT OAULI- 

FLOWER. 

Tiik value of this Cauliflower when sown early 
in spring for use during September, October, 

and November cannot be overestimated; neither 
does it noed any praise from me to extend its 
oulture, for this is well-nigh universal. My 

object in referring to it now is to point out its 
value as a summer Cauliflower for use from the 

middle of July until the spring-raised plants 
turn in. I havo for the past fow weeks been 
cutting heads of this Cauliflower faultless in 

every respect, being solid, heavy, and white, 
and I can safely say I know of no other 
variety that will produce equal results. With 
the accommodation of glass, which in most 
places has been extended of late, there has been 

a tendency on the part of some gardeners to give 
up autumn-sown Cauliflowers and depend upon 
those raised under glass in spring and also using 
earlier varieties ; but if the ground is not extra 

good these very early sorts do not come large 
enough to make solid heads, so as to compare 
favourably with tho autumn-sown stock. I 
would strongly advise those who have not yet 

tried Veitch’s Autumn Giant when sown from 
the 10th to the 20th of August, and again a week 
later, to do so. This ensures there being one 

batch at least in a suitable state to prick out 
into hand-lights to stand the winter, wnere they 
should be treated as the other varieties, suoh as 

Early London, to whioh they will form a capital 

succession. _ C. 

GROWING TOMATOES. 

Now that thie favourite crop is about over, a 
few lines on tho ways of growing may not bo 

out of place, although you would think, by so 
muoh being written about which is the best way 
to get a good crop, the subject would have 
been |e:cbs.uated long ago. Yeti am convinoed, 

after two years’ trial, which mode is best. 

Mir) iToins.tb-aoiec h:\ii a span-roof running 
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north and south, 40 feet long by 22 feet wide, 
heated just to keep frost out. This year my 
plants were planted out with the first fruits set 
in rows 2 feet apart by 1 foot in the row. They 
were planted in a good loam soil, intermixed with 
road scrapings to keep it light. When all woro 
Elanted I staked them nicely with slater’s 

>ths, 7 feet or 8 feet high, and very neat and 
trim they looked, and I nover saw plants more 
like doing well. In about three weeks the house 

was a perfect wood ; they had grown 2 feet in 
that time—in fact, too fast, as gross and strong 

as possible to be, but not a fruit set. However, 
they did well when they had had their run 

awhile, and I cut about 650 lb of fruit off 120 
plants. To come to the point, I was convinced, 
after seoing another house about three miles 
away, that I was ignorant of Tomato-growing. 
Now to describe the other house, something 
similar in size, but not so high as mine, planted 
in rows in Orango boxes, and here’s where, in 
my opinion, the secret is. Whin I saw this 

house it was a perfect sight, and tho crop would 
average quite a stone a plant. They were set 
out, ho said, just nice plants, about a foot high, 
just sufficient soil to start them, and then con¬ 
tinual top-dressing. This, anyone will see, is to 
prevent gross and rampant growth ; when they 
showed signs of exhaustion they were fed 
with shcep-manure-water. To those who 
are not satisfied with their modo of culluto, I 
would advise the following rules : 1, Plant in a 
bed of a decent size, a foot or so square ; 2, Top- 
dress well, and often ; tie up and pay attention 
to ofTshoots and leaves at least ouco a week ; 
3, Feed well with some good stimulant when 
wanted ; 4, Get a good sort, and keep it, and 
never plant more than one sort in a house ; 
5, The last, but failing it success is out of the 
question—air. Few people, especially amateurs, 
know what air is to Tomatoes, and, indeed, all 
other plants. Anybody that observes these rub s 
cannot fail in growing Tomatoes. I may say in 
conclusion that the kind I grow is a good 
variety of Prelude. Someone will say, I know, 
it is not a weigher, but what it lacks in that 
point it gains in others—viz., a suro and heavy 
crop, beautiful fruit, which gains .'id. a pound 
more than any other variety I can g 

~ INOKK, 11 J. G. Petti > 

grow. 
JTarrogat<. 

ORCHIDS 

DENDROHIUM PIERARDI. 

This species, by reason of its easy culture, pro¬ 
fuse flowering, and cheapness, is one of the best 
Dendrobiums for general cultivation. It was 
introduced to the Calcutta Botanic Garden by 
Pierard at the beginning of this century, and 
not long afterwards was Bent over to Engluud. 
It appears to havo been tho first of the Indian 
Dendrobes that flowered in this country, this 
event occurring at Kew. It is found in great 
abundance in a wild state, and its natural range 
extends over a very wide territory. According 
to Sir Joseph Hooker, it is very frequently met 
with in the hot valleys of the lower Sikkim 
Himalayas, where it prows on tho trunks of 
fallen trees, Thonce, it spreads southwards lo 
British Burmah and Moulmein. It has slender 
pendulous stems, which in this country usually 
measure from 2 feet to 4 feet long ; but in the 
Botanic Garden at Calcutta, whero it is culti¬ 
vated by being fastened on tho branch of a tieo, 
and its roots kept continually moist by artificial 
means, they reach a length of 6 feet.’ It is the 
general praotioo to grow this plant in baskets 
suspended near the gloss, a method which 
allows tho long flowering stems to bo seen to 
great advantage. In low houses, however, 
this plan is often inconvenient, and the stems 
have to be trained erect, as has been dono 

with the admirably grown and flowered speci¬ 
men illustrated. The flowers, which are usually 
at their beat in March, are borne on tho stems 
of the preceding year’s growth, being produced 
singly or in pairs at oach of the joints on the 
upper two-thirds of tho stem. Each flower is 
from H inches to 2 inches across, or it may be 
a little over in the best varieties or unusually 
strong plants. The sepals and petals are of a 
pale mauve, tingod with rose ; the lip is broad 
and flat, and of a soft primrose-yellow, maiked 
with purple streaks at the base. The delicate 
contrast between the lip and the^o^ier seg¬ 
ments, and the soft tone of the vfiolo 
make this one of vdo'dV do' 

drobes. As in all Orchids that are Bpread over \ 
a wide area, considerable variation is manifested 
in the size and shape of the flowers, some hav¬ 
ing more pointed sepals and petals, and others 
a broader lip. 

The cultivation of D. 1‘iorardi is tho same us 
for D. nobile. I prefer to grow it in teak- 

baskets, tho coinpoBt consisting of peat-fibre , 
(from which all earthy mattor has been removed) ] 
clean Sphagnum Moss, and lumps of charcoal. 

From the time tho new growths begin to appear 
until the end of September, a stove temperature 
and a saturated atmosphere should be maintained, 

water, of course, boing freely supplied. After 
the leaves show signs of decay, tho moisture 
should be gradually reduced until in winter no 
more than is sufficient to prevent the shrinking : 
of the stems should bo given. From October 
to February the plants should bo in a compara- , 
tively dry position in a cooler house. It will i 
be noticed from the ubscnco of non-flowering 
stems that tho specimen from which the illus- I 
tration was mado has been grown on the pruning I 
system, and it undoubtedly stands as a power¬ 
ful argument in its support. Some years ago a 
good deal of controversy arooo as to tho merits 
of this practice, which consists in removing the 
stems that have flowered and aro, therefore, of no 
further value in that respect. Of aourse, with 
species like D. l’lerardi, which flower on tho 
growths last made, it would notdo to cut olf these 
until the new ones that spring from them had al¬ 
most or quite completed their growth. Although 
from tho physiological standpoint tho practice 
is wrong, robbing, as it does, the new stems of 

the year—they are not, or should not be, sub¬ 

jected to anything like tho exhausting conditions 
which attend their growth in Nature ; conse¬ 
quently the need of a reserve supply is propor¬ 
tionately reduced. This, no doubt, explains to 
some extent the comparative indiilerenco of 
some Dendrobiums to the absence of old stems. 
Plants grown on the pruning system require a 

higher temperature and a moister atmosphere 
than utipruned ones do. I adviBO all who uou- 

tcmplate adopting this practice to do so at first 
in a tentative manner. For myself I confess to 

a preference for the older system. W. 

DewtroMum l’U-rnrdi. 

tho food stored away in tho old ones, its sup¬ 
porters have tho strong argument that plants 
havo been grown as vigorous and as well- 
flowered as those not so treated, a fact which 
those who havo attended tho exhibitions and 
meetings of the Royal Horticultural Society 
havo seen for themselves. The reservoirs of 
food—as tho old stems really are—havo been 
evolved in a state of Nature to enable the plants 
to survive long and severe periods of drought. 
Under cultivation—although it is necessary, us 

.vs>Ireudy pointed out, to keep the plants 
ICeutirely without water at 

DENDROB1UM BIGIBliUM. 

I am favoured with a fine spike of this plant 
from “O. H. F ,” asking if it is D. Fhalomopsis. 
He says it comes from the Island of New Guinea, 
and lie hopes it is that species. Well, it is not 
D. l’halienopsis, but the plant named above, 
and an excellent variety of it. One mark in 
particular by which this species may be defined 
from 1). Phahcnopsis is by tho presence of a 

whito patch on the disc of the lip. This is 
composed of some pure-white papilla', which are 
invariably present, but I have never seen it 

{resent in flowers of 1). Phahenopsis, although 
havo s;en hosts of llowors brought from its 

native country, as well as those grown at homo. 
I havo frequently seen plants of 1). bigihbum 
which have been 1 roaght from various islands 
in Torros Straits, but I do not know that I ever 
svw a plant from New Guinea, and I had 

thought these plants up- 

peared to be freer in their 
growth und bcttir doers 
than the plants which I 
originally knew the species 
by, and which were said 
to bo from the extrema 
northern part of tho main¬ 
land of Australia. Tho 
young growths of this 
species retain their leaves 
until about two years old, 
and the racemes of flowers 
Eiocecd from tho top of the 

ulb and from tho side buds 
near tho top, continuing to 
push out fresh spikes from 
the old stems for years 
oftentimes; so that it is 
bad policy to cut away 
the old stems. These 
racemes last a very long 
time, so that tho species 
will continue to supply a 

continuance of flowers for 
personal decoration for a 
very long time, whilst by 
growing a few plants of 
tho same kind a long suc¬ 
cession may bo maintained, 
D. bigihbum and 1). Phahe¬ 
nopsis require a great heat 
to grow them well, aud 
they should bo liberally 
supplied with water during 

tho summer months, which 
is their growing season, 
both to their roots and in 
tho atmosphere, so that 
good drainage is indispen¬ 
sable to them ; but during 

tho winter fur less is 
requisito — in fact, just 
enough to keep them in a 
piumpcondition willsullicc, 
but if it is considered 
dcsirablo to roservo their 
leaves, do not thoroughly 
dry them off. 

Matt, Bhamui.il 

CYPRIPEDIUM PARISHI, ETC. 

f have now to deal with a subject which I should 
not havo thought oamo within tho cognisanco of 
a leader of Gardenim:, but I heard a remark tho 
other day that one never know their luck, and this 
question haB come usa surprise to me. “ Walter 

Rainsboltoin ” asks if I can tell him something 
about C. Parishiand some otherof the East Indian 

(Ailed Slipper Orchid ? He iB wishing to 
find ho asks if there is any reason 

i0frhit,£lWOl!??Vlhi8 lMt part of lho 
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question I can only answer, No, there is no reason 
why; and I should have advised “ W. R.’ 
against going into the cultivation of these plants 
because of the expense inthesedaysof coalstrikes, 
but my correspondent cuts me short by saying, 
“ I am quite independent of coal or coke, having 
got a splendid little oil-stove fixed, which costa 
next to nothing," so I have nothing to do but 
to commence, and 1 do so with the species I am 

asked about. 
C. Parishi.—This is a plant which I have 

known for some years, it having been introduced 

in the first place by the Messrs. Low, of 
Clapton, some twenty-five years ago. It is a 
plant of robust growth, and its scape 
bears four and five flowers of good 
size, the petals being spirally twisted, 
and of a glossy purple, with a few 
blackish spots towards the base. The 
other parts of the flower are green or 
greenish-yellow, which detraots some¬ 
what from its effect, and I look upon 
this plant as of more importance to 
the cultivator at home as a hybridiser 
than anything else. 

C. philiitense is another of these 
Eastern species, and very beautiful it 
is It was first discovered by Mr. 
John Vcitch, when collecting in the 
inlands of the Indian Seas, and was 
long known in our gardens as 
C. Iievigatum, and it brought very 
long prices, as much as twenty and 
thirty five guineas being asked for 
small plants with a single growth ; but 
now it is very much cheaper. The 
petals are spirally twisted ; they aro 
yellowish-green at the base, where 
they are fringed with short hairs, 
passing into a reddish-brown ; they 
are between 5 inches and 6 inches long, 
the dorsal sepal white, striped with 
purple, and the pouch or lip tawny- 

yellow, with some darker veins A 
plant very similar to this has been 
introduced by Mr. Sander, which he 
calls Roebeleni, and which some 
authorities, I see, make it to be the 
same species. 

C. Rotiisoiiimhanum is a beautiful 
kind, and the plant called Rlliottianum 
uppears to be the same species. The 
dorsal si pal and lower sepal are white, 
or creamy - white, with dark bands the 
petals are long, standing at right angles, 
striped in a similar manner ; the lip is of a 
dullish-brown. It is a beautiful plant, carrying 
four or five of its large flowers all expanded at 
the same time. Both these plants were intro- 
iluced by Mr. Sander, of St. Alban’s, to whom 
we are indebted for so many of our fine Orchids. 

C. Stonei.—This is always a fine plant, which 
was introduced by the late Mr. Stuart Low 
some thirty-three years ago, and it always will be 
regarded as a gem. The dorsal sepat is 

while, or with a few black stripes, the petals 
being some 5 inohes or more long, slightly 
twitted ; they are pale-yellow at the base, 
■potted with crimson, their ends wholly of a 
brownish hue, the lips of a brownish hue netted 
with crimson veins. I may as well mention the 
variety S. platytiuoium here, although I am 
afraid my friend “ W. R ” will bo a long time 
ere he gots it. This plant, like the specier, was 
introduced by Mr. Low, and it passed into Mr. 
John Day's celebrated collection at Tottenham, 
but at his decease most of the plants went into 
the hands of Baron Schnvder and Sir Trevor 
Lawrence, and they have increased considerably 
in value ; but it is a superb plant, having the 
sepals the same as the type, but the sepals are 
very broad, being just upon an inch wide, and 
coloured of a creamy-white, spotted with 
orimson, the tips wholly crimson. C. Lowimust 

be included amongst the long-petalled kinds. It 
grows naturally on trees. It is a very showy 
species, having the petals about 3 inches long, 
broadest at the tips, where they are of a rich 
violet-purple, the upper part greenish-yellow 

spotted with deep purple, tne lip being greenish- 
purple. C. Haynaldianum is a very similar 
plant, but the petals are not quite so long. 
They are greenish-yellow at the base, spotted 
with brown, the ends being dull purple, as also 
is the lip. I conolude the enumeration of 

the long-tailed Eastern species ofythis genus 
with the wonderful plant called C.8viderj*nla' n, 
which is a very handsome kind, an^-hiA petals 

which are narrow and reach the length of 
twenty-six inches. The flowers are hairy on the 
outer side, the sepals, yellowish, tinged with 

green, having broad blackish stripes, the petals 
narrow, slightly twisted, yellow at the base, 
becoming dull purple for about twenty inches, 
spotted with yellow and brownish purple. It is 
a wonderful plant which I saw flowering and 
doing well in Mr. Tantz's collection the last time 
I visited it when at Shepherd's Bush, and it has, 
I believe, furnished his gardener with pollen for 
hybridising. Now I must say a few words about 
the culture of these plants before leaving them. 
They like to be eetin the warmest place postible, 

Summer use of Scaknle pots in flower garden at 
Woodlands, Cobbam. 

and they like to stand near the glass, but not 
exposed to all the sun's rays, but yet they do 
like the sun to shine upon them, and they also 
like a good moist atmosphere. They should be 
well supplied with drainage, as they like a good 
supply of water to their roots. Pot in good 
peat-fibre and Sphagnum Moss; during the 
winter season much less water is necessary, 
both in the atmosphere and to their roots, but 
do not allow them to suffer from want of 

moisture at any time of the year. 
Matt. Bramble. 

TRICHOPILIAS. 

I am induced to offer a few remarks upon these 

plants from receiving a note from a lady in the 
Emerald Isle, “Miss Carey” by name, who 
sends me a flower of the good old Mexican 
species, T. tortilis. Now this is a plant that 
was first introduced nearly sixty years ago, and 
the plant has never been lost since. There are 
two varieties of the species, or the sumo plant 
produces two crops of blooms in one season. 
The flowers are large, the sepals and petals are 
spirally twisted, brownish-purple in the middle, 
bordered with white. The trumpet shaped lip 
is ivory-white, spotted and dotted with rose and 
brown. 

T. OOOCINEA is a plant resembling the former 
one in its growth, but the bulbs are slightly 
longer. The flowers are, however, of quite a 
different hue, being long, with a wide trumpet- 
shaped lip, and of a deep but bright-crimson. 

It comes from Central America. 
T. MARQINATA —This is a beautiful large- 

flowered and bright-coloured plant. It usually 
bears two or three flowers together upon one 
stalk. These are the same shape as those already 
noticed, and they are rich-carmine. This plant 

is a very free bloomer. I have frequently seen 
the same plant produce a double crop of bloom 
in the one season. It is now more than forty 
years ago since this plant was sent to us from 

_.ral America by the Polish collector, War- 
‘ who is said to have discovered it on the 

Mountain at a considerable f.lfcVati-Jfrl' 

V. Galeottiana.—This is the plant which was 
figured in the “ Botanical Magazine ” in 1865 as 
T. Turialv®, after the name of the great white 
mountain upon which it was found ; but the plant 

had been found some twenty years before this 
figure appeared by Galleotte and named after 
him. The flowers are of good size, of a yellowish 

white, the lips being of a deeper yellow-spotted 
with red. 

T. SUAVis.—I have left this fine species with 
its variety alba until the last, and I would 
earnestly Deg “ Miss Carey ’’ to invest in this, 
for its flowers are large, beautifully coloured, 
and with a delightful perfume resembling May 
blossom. It bears several flowers upon one 
peduncle, the sepals and petals being creamy 
white, the large lip being beautifully fringed, 
and spotted with rosy-pink. In the variety 
alba the flowers are pnre-white, saving the deep 
yellow which is to be found in the throat; but 
the rosy-pink spots and blotches are quits 
absent, but it has the same delightful odour. 
The above are some of the principal kinds known 
in this little family, but all are well worth my 
correspondent’s care ; they are plants which do 
not require much care, but they do require good 
drainage to maintain them in good condition. 
They require good peat-fibre and Sphagnum 
Moss to grow in, this to be pretty well elevated 
above the pot's rim, because the flowers are 
produced under the leaves, and there is not 
room for them to display their beauties if this 
is not given attention. They are plants whioh 
like a good supply of water during the growing 
season and when they are flowering, and 

at this time it is well to plunge the pots 
in a pan or tub of water, but not 
so deep as to wet the flowers, and after the 
flowers are gone the plants should then be 
plunged over the growths and be allowed to 
soak well. This will compensate for any dry¬ 
ness which may have overtaken the bulbs 
through being set higher up than usual above 
their surroundings ; but do not allow the plants 
to get thoroughly dry. At any time in the year 
the plants oan bo thoroughly rested by keeping 
them drier and placing them in a cooler position. 
The majority of the plants named above succeed 

well enough in the Odontoglossum-house, but I 
would prefer the warmest end of such a structure 
for them, and I would give them the opportunity 
of getting more sunshine than the Odontoglots, 

which require more shade. But I consider that 
the greatest ruin occurred in the early days with 
T. suavis through keeping it too hot. The 
leaves became shrivelled and turned yellow, the 
bulbs shrivelled up and wasted away from 
keeping them in the Cattleya-house all the 
season, when they would have plumped out 
their bulbs, and their leaves have been more of 
the consistency of stout leather aprons if kept 
in the cool-house. Matt. Bramble. 

SUMMER USE OF 8EAKALE POTS. 

We were pleased lastyear in Mrs. Earle's garden, 
Woodlands, Cobham, to soe how prettily these 
were used for half hardy plants in summer, as 
shown in our engraving. The pots were simply 
turned up, roughly drained, filled with Scarlet 
Pelargoniums and other half-hardy plants, and 
placed on a little terrace, whore they looked very 
well. The pot is really better in form than the 
usual garden pots. 

A new Pompon Dahlia —By far the 
most brilliantly ooloured variety in this useful 
class (or, indeed, in any other as far as I know), 
is a new one called Sunshine. It produces rather 
large but perfectly formed blossoms of the most 

dazzling vermilion-scarlet that can be imagined 
on a very dwarf and bushy plant. This fine 
variety, whioh will prove a gem for outting, is 
quite distinot from the old one of this name, 
and a great improvement on it also.—B. C. R. 

4576.—Plants and Insects.—Your query 
is very indefinite. Send a few of the insects 
and one may tell better what course to advise. 
The only way we should think is to search for 
them, especially if they are slugs, snails, or 

similar marauders. Insects that infest plants 
are many in number, but we should think the 
mischief is due to the caterpillar. Search for 
them, and in the evening or early morning ia 

jtiraa 4ft do this.—C. T. 

Ub*r*lly neu wlnt" 
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HOUBB * WINDOW QARDBNINO. 

EVERGREEN CREEPERS FOR A SOUTH 

HOUSE WALL. 

45o6.—The following list of creepers suit¬ 
able for the south side of a house may 
be found useful, but “John” does not 
mention the locality or soil, and also 
whether the position of the house is much 
exposed to high winds. If in the northern 
counties, or in a very cold situation, it would 

be best to grow some of the handsome varieties 
of Ivy instead of the more delicate creepers 
here mentioned. Magnolia, for instance, though 
perhaps the queen of climbers in Devonshire 
and other southern counties, would not do so 
well, perhaps, in the north of England. Ever¬ 
green Honeysuckle (Lonicera semper virens, 
with its varieties L. braohypoda and L. aureo- 
reticulata), should be inoludod for its quick 
growth and delicious scent, the two first-named 
beiDg specially floriferous, while the Golden 
Honeysuckle (L. aureo-reticulata) is of lower 
8;rowth, and is a shy bloomer, although the 
oliage is variegated and handsome, mailing a 

good variety. Of Evergreen Roses the two best 
are Fdlicite PerpetuiSe and Princess Marie, but 
the fine old Gloire do Dijon Rose is so nearly 

evergreen and so woll worth having for its 
mass of lovely blossoms that it should certainly 
bo planted. The Ceanothus family gives us 
some of our finest climbing shrubs, butsomo are 
more hardy than others, and of these C. 
a/.ureus is perhaps the moat satisfactory. The 
foliage is always handsome, and although the 
azure-blue flowers aro individually small, they 
are produced in such extraordinary profusion 
during the whole of the summer that the effect 
is of a perfect mass of bloom. Ceanothus 
americanus is also fairly hardy, bringing quan¬ 
tities of pure-white blossoms from June to 
August, while C. Veitchianus is perhaps the 
most beautiful of all, the flowers being of a 
deeper azure, and borne in masses at the top of 

each spray of loaves. All the Ceanothus family 
need rather dry, gravelly soil with good 

drainage, and they flower where the wood is 
thoroughly ripened by strong sunshine. They 
should be pruned eaoh year about the end of 
April, and as they bear all their flowers on the 
wood of the current year, they may be sharply 
cut baok when necessary. Mahonia nepa- 
lensis is a remarkably lino climber in Devon¬ 
shire, but would not be perfectly hardy 
probably in colder localities. It is a Barberry 
with ex traordinary leaves of about eighteen inches 
long, and large clusters of golden flowers in tho 
spring. The more hardy Mahonia (Berberis) 
Aquifolium, makes a fine climber to cover tho 
lower part of a house, its hoautiful shining 
leaves, which turn scarlet in the winter, bunche 
of rioh-purple berries (also borne in winter), and 
the pretty yellow sprays of bloom which ar-> 
produced in early spring, make it most desirable 
and attractive as a wall-climber. Garry* 
elliptica is a handsome evergreen climber, which 
is covered in winter with long tassel-like flowers 
of great beauty, giving the effeot of a draping of 
lace In this plant the male and femsle flower* 
are borne on separate individuals, the tassels of 

the male plant being the moat handsome, but 
those of the female being sometimes followed by 

dark purplish berries. It is best to grow a plant 
of each sex, if these are to be produced, and both 
the Garryas need deep rich soil. Esdallonia 
macrantha is very lovely, with dark climbing 
foliage and a mass of rose-pink blossoms. This 
is quite hardy in the south, and would probably 
do well on a sheltered south wall in most parts 
of England. Passiflora cmrulea (the common 
Passion-flower) must not be omitted from this 
list. There is no more beautiful creeper when 
well grown, its loDg sprays of elegant foliage and 
delicately-tinted flowers are unique in their own 
way. Of the Jasmines, Jasminum resolutum is 

the only variety which rotains its leaves in 
winter. It should be grown, if possible, but is 
not a common plant to procure. Crata-aus 
pyracantha, with bunches of intense-scarlot 
berries in winter, is a very fine plant, and the 
decorative effect of its berries is wonderful. 
Cotonesster microphylla makes an excellent 

wall plant, very handsome throughout the winter 
months with ite profusion of carmine berries at 

every point. Myrtles, and other l 
plants, may be adds^ ^p/it^a liatlfoE_4h' 

south, but would not do so well 

situation, and should certainly receive the 
shelter of a mat in severe weather. All 
these plants will be the better for well-pre¬ 
pared and deeply-dug soil, whether put in 
during the autumn months or in the spring, as 
this should be done at once, a trench of 2 feet in 
depth and the same in breadth being cleared of 

the old soil (unless it be in excellent condition), 
and filled with good loam or turfy-loam from an 
old pasture, with a liberal mulch of stable- 
manure on the surface after the plants are put 
in. This will help to keep their tender roots 
from the frost and enable them to make a fine 
start in the spring. Without it they would be in 
danger of perishing before their roots have taken 
firm hold of the soil, and in the case of the more 
delicate plants It will be well to wait until the 
severe frosts are over, planting in April, with 
plenty of water, and giving a mulch of old stable 
stuff over the roots, so that they may not be 
injured by the hot sunshine. A little caro in 
planting, procuring good plants and spreading 
out their roots in a fan shape (not dropping 

them into a perpendicular hole), will be well 
repaid in tho future. I. L. R. 

DAFFODILS FOR A ROOM. 

The term “ Daffodil ” now includes not only the 
old favourite Lent Lily, but also the whole 

Narcissus tribo, with Jonauils also, so that a 
wide selection may be made of these fragrant 
flowers, which are specially decorative, too, with 
their soft tints of yellow, creamy-white, and 
touches of scarlet. The earliest-flowering section 

includes most of the Polyanthus-Narcissi, of 
which the double Roman and tho Paper-white 
grandiflora are the best for forcing, and may be 
had, with early potting and no more heat than 
a sunny window affords, in full beauty at 
Christmas-time. Narcissus Tazetta, the Joss- 
flower of China (often colled the Fairy Lily, or 
the Chineso Sacred Lily, though it has nothing 

Next to these in opening their blooms are the 
sweet-scented Jonquils, both double and single, 
and these are followed by the beautiful White 
Narcissus, White Pearl, and many other varie¬ 
ties. Later in the spring the Daffodils proper— 
i.e., the yellow flowers which have always borne 
that name—open their blossoms, and many of 
these are now most magnificent. Narcissus 
Ard-Righ, N. Horsfieldi, N. Emperor, N. maxi- 
mus, N. obvallaris, and N. Barri conspicuus, are 
some of the finest varieties of these, but there 
are many others of almost equal splendour. All 
these bulbs can be grown in pots, well drained, 

with a light oompoet, not too rich, and should be 
planted as soon as they are received from the 
horticulturists. The pots are best sunk in a 
bed of fine ashes out-of-doors, clearing away 
the ashes (which should cover the pots to the 
depth of 2 inches in winter), as the green of the 
bulbs makes its appearance, and top-dressingthem 
with rioh soil. They shouid be grown entirely 
out-of-doors until the buds appear (with the 
exception of the Double Roman, Paper-white, and 
N. Tazetta, all of which if potted early should 
be taken in before frosts ocour), boxes of ashes 
on the leads, or a thiok bed of ashes in a back 
yard, being the best places for the pots where 
grown in a town. The later and more hardy 
bulbs may, if preferred, be placed in the garden, 
and potted up in groups just as the buds begin 
to open. This is an easy and excellent plan 
where decorative plants are needed in the 
oountry, as the Daffodils are usually strong and 
hardy when grown in this way. Orange Phu-nix 
Narcissus thus treated is very beautiful, being 
double and of specially rich and soft colouring. 
Sulphur I’hiunix is also a charming pale-tinted 
variety well worth cultivation. “Sir Watkin ” 

(here figured) is a very fine one. I. L. R. 

4.r>73. — Azalea in a window. — All 
Azileas should be taken inside at night now, 
Ihoi'gh they might benefit from exposure on 

. Ot'R RSAnr.SK- Ii.i,n<rsATmsK :JN»rcl«Hii* " Sir Watkin." Engraved (or Oardsmsg IbLUSTRATBn 

from a photograph Kent by .Messrs. Pearson, Crrlwell, Nottingham. 

to do with the true Liliums), is also very early, 
flowering about seven weeks from the time it is 

planted, either in pots or in water. In a 
shallow ornamental bowl, where the bulbs can 
be surrounded with pebbles to keep them upright, 
and not more than half covered with rain-water, 
they make a lovely drawing-room decoration, 
only refcuiriDg to be kept in the dark for ten 
di jMlffchey are forming their first roots, and 

I sheHwerfrom sharp draughts when inlgilonnah 

fine, mild days. The most important matter 

in the culture of Azaleas is the watering. Too 
much or too little destroys the vitality of the 
plants. If any doubt exists about the plants 

requiring water, tap the pot with the knuokles ; 
the sound will tell if the plant is dry or wet. 

Try its weight by lifting it up in the hand, and 
witter or as the plant is heavy or light. All 

leas i^ jto keep them i afe 

"eas are much 
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hardier that many imagine. It was not uncom¬ 
mon years ago to find beds of Indian Azaleas 
growing outside in many sheltered gardens. Still, 

with plants in pots, exposure to frost sometimes 
injures the blossom-buds before they opon, and 
It is best avoided.—E. H. 

■ I suppose you mean one of tho ordinary 
Ghent Azaleas, if so by all means take it in on 
the appearance of frost, otherwise the buds will 
be killed. It is not easy to grow Azaleas in a 

room, the buds dropping through tho dryness of 
the atmosphere, change of temperature, and 
other details. The only thing is not to keep the 

Jilant in a gas-lighted room, and syringe the 
oliage occasionally to remove accumulations of 

dust or dist, which, however careful ono may 

be, will settle on the leafago. Another thing is 
to regulate tho watering with the utmost caro, 

giving only sufficient to moisten the soil and no 
more. Do not let water remaiu in tho saucer, 
but drain it off directly after the plant has bocn 

watered. A gas-lighted room is very trouble¬ 
some. The air gets so dry and hot, and 
materially affects the plant.—C. T. 

— You should take this losids before frosty weather 
set* In. But as you oould hardly have ohosen a worse 
subjeot for window culture, and ore almost certain to be 
disappointed with the results, I would strongly advise you 
to make an exchange with some friend who hat a small 

conservatory or greenhouse.—P. U. 

FERNS. 

■1580.—A Fern case.—No plants will grow 
and keep in health long without drainago. Have 
so mo holos drilled through tho bottom or ends 

of the cose so that the surplus water can get 
nwav. You might have a hole drilled closo to 
the bottom at one ond, fitted with a small tap, 
or even a tight-fitting cork would do. There is 

no difficulty attached to tho culture of Ferns in 
such coses.—E. H. 

- — These are often made without drainage 
holes, in order, I fancy, that no water may 

escape on to carpets, etc , when standing in a 
room ; but 1 do not consider it is at all right, or 

as it should be. If the hole is made in one 
corner, it iB easy to put a bucket or pan under¬ 
neath when watering, and loavo it until all 
surplus moisture has drained away. You did 
quite right to put a layer of cinders in the 
bottom, aud peat, if mixed with plenty of sand 

is good material for most Ferns to grow in, but 
perhaps you did not make it sufficiently firm, or 
too much or too little water has been given. It 
is, in fact, difficult to say where tho treatment 

has boon wrong without either seeing tho plants 
or knowing how they have boon treated 
throughout. Too much moisture is quite as bad 
as too little, for it rendors the soil sodden and 
sour, and then tho plants cannot possibly thrive. 

I find a mixture of loam and peat better than 
pure peat for most Ferns, and a little liino is 

useful, as it tends to keep all sweet. Again, do 
not koep the oase too close, especially in hot 

woather, but admit a little air, if possible at the 
top of the case rathor than at the side, for 
two or three hours, morning and evening,_ 
B. C. R. 

- Evidently you have ontirely mismanaged 
your Forn-oase, and unless there is a way of 

oscape for the water given to the Ferns it is 
impossible for the growth to bo healthy. The 
first thing to be done in either potting plants 
or putting them into boxes, as in this caso, is to 

soo that the drainago is thoroughly good and tho 
reason is obvious. If a plant u in a water¬ 
logged soil it soon gets unhealthy, and the soil 
naturally becomes sour, tho result being death 

of the Forn or whatever plant is used. First seo 
that there are sufficient holes for tho water to 
cscapo, and as regards tho drainago, cinders, 

etc., you have acted rightly, and a peaty soil is 
most suitable for the Ferns. Daring the winter 
less water will be required than in the summer, 

and keep decaying fronds picked off, as these 
promote decay, and ultimately death ensues. 

The glass must be wiped out at frequent intervals 
to prevent damp, and the sun should not shine 
full upon it. Those are a few general hints that 
may be useful to you.—C. T. 

Drawings fop "Qardenlns'-Beader, will 
kindly remember that we are glad to get tpeeimene of 
beauti/ulor rare /lower, and geod fruit, and vegetaoU, 
for drawing. The drawing, to made will be engraved in 

"*** wear fn <*fie couru ir. 

gitized by VjOC 

FRUIT. 

45 -0. — Planting Strawberries. — 
Within the last half century the varieties of 
this fruit have been greatly increased in number. 

It is best to select the first runners for planting, 
and mark them by pegging them down. Thev 
will produce fruit nett season ; those which 

came from them probably not. It has boon 
supposed that the runners exhaust the plant, 

and it has been advised to cut them off; but the 
result of experiment is that the produce is the 
same whether tho runners aro loft or removed. 

The varieties called Alpino Strawberries bear 
colder, damper, and more shady situations and 
lighter soil than the others, which prefer a good 

mellow loam, even inclined to be clayey, such 
as would be suitable for Wheat. The alpines 

bear late ; their fruit is conical in shape and has 
a peculiar aromatic flavour, which iB brought 
out by preserving in sugar. Of the old sorts 

the best are the Bath Scarlet, early, abundant 
bearer, much sought after for preserving : the 
Chili, largo, round white, and a very useful 

Strawberry, though many find fault with it as 
not being sufficiently high flavoured; another 
variety, the Hautbois, of peculiar flavour, much 

esteemed by somo, but not generally cultivated. 
Many of tho plants are sterile mules, and as they 

increase by runners even faster than the prolific 
or hermaphrodite plant, they must be carefully 
uprooted as soon as discovered, otherwise the 

bodat tho ond of a short timo will be overrun with 
unproductive vegetation. Amongst the cele¬ 
brated modorn kinds tho Elton, raised by Knight, 

stands high ; it is a late variety, large, cocks¬ 
comb-shaped, abundant bearer, and should bo 
suffered to ripen thoroughly before gathering. 

Keen's Seedling, very abundant bearer, early, 
well adapted for forcing, grown in immense 

quantities for tho London markets, and 
excellent for main crops; tho British 

Queen is probably tho best late Strawberry. 
The Black Prince is one of the most prolifio 
kinds and is vory early. Soils make a wonderful 

differenoo in Strawborrios ; the very best is a 
sandy loam. In this they will not grow more 
to root and top than is neoessary for the forma¬ 

tion of good buds for the next year ; whilo in a 
rich, light mould, if the autumn provo wet they 
will produce a large watery mass of tops, grow¬ 
ing on to tho middle of Ootober, and producing 

no buds in the uentro. I have practised tho 
following plans on light soils. Where tho 
Strawberries wore planted out in poor sandy 
soils, I havo obtained a famous crop by giving 

plonty of liquid-manure in spring. I have also 
Eilanted tho runners in small pots filled with 
oam, and about tho 1st of November planted 

them out for the next year’s crop. I never put 
more than ono plant in a pot 8 inches deep, 

1 foot in tho row, and 2 feot asunder. By this 
means a good orop will bo insured, and mulching 
between the rows with fresh stable-manuro 

about au inch thick all over the ground just as 
the Strawborrios are ooming into flower. If the 
woather bo dry water should be given sovcral 

times ; this carrios the strongth of tho manure 

down to the roots, and by the timo the fruit 
ripens the straw will be clean and freo from 
smell.—T. W. P. 

4547.—Thripa on Vines.—You should 
take tho Fuohsias out of the houso at once 
and deal with them outside. Thripa on 

Vines aro dangerous, as they eat the green 
matter from tho leaves, and may not only injuro 

the proaont crops but have a deteriorating 
influence npon next year’s crops. Fumigations 
with Tobaooo on successive evenings will destroy 

thrins ; but if the Grapes aro ripe the Tobaoco- 
smoke will injure the flavour. On the whole, 
the best way of dealing with thripa on Vines is 

to sponge the leaves on which the insects are 
with a strong solution of Gishurst Compound ; 

but in bad cases of thrip tho insects descend 
into tho bunchos and eat tho bark round the 
berries, and then there is nothing for it but to 

fumigate moderately on several successive even- 
ingB, ventilating freely during the operation so 
that the Tobacco fumes may pass away.—E. H. 

453S —Bottling Grapes.—A great deal 
depends upon how the Grapes aro ripenod. 

If thoroughly ripe when out Lady Downes 
will remain quite fresh in bottles of water 

for six months. A suitable room is necessary 
—ode thatoan be darkened, and kept oool— say 

ature not below 38 degs. 

45 degs. during the winter. What is required 
is a cool, dry air ; any sign of dampness in the 

air would be detrimental to the berries, and if 
one of these exhibit the slightest sign of decay 

it should be cut out at once, as it would con¬ 
taminate the rest. Grapes that are required for 
use after November are usually bottled, as after 

that time it is not good for the Vines to allow 
the Grapes to hang on them. It is not necessary 
to bottle any required for use beforo that date ; 

it is usual to let them hang on tho Vinos;“but 
should they be in the way of plants or anything 
else in the house they can be cut and bottled 

with success. Ordinary wine-bottles will sulfioo. 
Those can easily bo hung up to a nail in the 
rafters of tho roof or elsewhere, or a temporary 

rack can be made which will admit of tho 
bottles swinging. If a piece of wire is fastened 
round the neck of the bottle, filled with clean 

water, tho weight of the bunch will balance the 
bottle when hung up, and in this way the Grapes 
will hang clear of the bottle. Three inches to 

six inches of stem Bhould bo allowed to each 
shoot bolow the bunch, according to the distance 
of the bunch from the main rod. In cutting the 

stem upon which tho bunch is borne, caro should 
be takon not to interfere with tho eyes nearest 

the stem of the Vine, as these are intended to 
be loft in pruning to give tho next season’s crop 
of fruit. With the wator should be added ono 

teaspoonful of powdered charcoal, but not too 
fine. This will assist in keeping the water sweet 
for the bunches that are intended to hang the 

longest; but for hanging, say, a month or so, 
this is not neoessary. Place the stalk in the 
bottlo as docp in the water as is nocessary to 

enable it to remain firm. The stems above the 
bunches should be left intact, as the berries are 

not then so liablo to shrivel. After the bunches 
have been cut about two days more water must 
be added to that in the bottles, as the stems 

will have absorbed a quantity, and any of these 
which were short may be quite dry on account 

of the absorption.—8. P. 

4503.—Management of Pear trees.— 
There may be two reasons why the Pear- 
trees on the wall do not bear fruit. One may 

be owing to bad management; the other they 
may not be freo-bearing sorts. Troes in tho 

opeu garden will bear if they aro simply let 
alono, but on a wall thoy requiro a system of 
pruning and training that will suppress the 

development of too much young wood, and that 
will promote the production of fruitful spurs. 
In rich soil Pear-trees will, if simply spurred 

back at the end of each season, do little more 
than produco a thicket of young wood from the 

old brauchos ; whereas by careful summer pinch¬ 
ing and pruning they will form fruitful wood in 
abundance.—J. D. E. 

- “ A. L.” does not say if his treos make 
muoh growth or none at all hardly. Either of 

these failings would aooount for the thinness of 
the fruit crop. If numerous long sappy root* 
aro made tho trees require root-pruning ; too 
much growth is being mado. With a spade out 

a trench 3 feet away from the stem of each tree 
and as deep as roots are to be found. Just a 

narrow trench is all that is roquired, tho objoob 
being to sever the large roots, which are devoid 
of fibrous matter, which really are the feeders of 

the tree, and not these long, fibreless roots. By 
cutting them in two numerous small roots will 

push from the extremity after the end of each 
lias boon clearly relieved of all jagged parts. 
Do not give auon trees manure in any form until 

a full crop of fruit is borne, but keep the roots 
well supplied with moisture during dry weather. 
If the trees make but little or no growth at all, 
they ought to be lifted towards the ond of 
October and replanted in fresh soil, thus 

encouraging new growth. A mulching of partly - 
deoayed manuro from the stables will not only 

feed the roots, but will oonaerve the moisture in 
the soil.—8. P. 

The Dartmouth Crab.—What a boauti- 
tifulaubjectthis is, both whilein bloom and when 

the fruit is ripe ! The intenso purplo-crimson 
colour of tho latter gives it quite the appear¬ 

ance of a tree of fino Plums, whilo tho beautiful 
bloom on the fruit heightens tho illusion— 

indeed, when walking through a large nursery in 
the neighbourhood recently with a friend he 

really mistook a plant of this Crab for a Plum 
and could scarcely be persuaded of his mistake. 
The Biberii.n Crab is a oharming and muoh more 

-1 ’“it at this season it 
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moat yield to the former in attractiveness. 
These two Crabs, which (as well as a few others) 
thoroughly deserve to be freely planted in 

pleasure-grounds, are extremely hardy and easily 
cultivated, thriving excellently in cold, damp, 

or heavy soils.—B. C- R. 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

HARDY ANNUALS. 

Violet Cress (Ionopsidwm acacle). 

This is one of the moat charming little early 
spring annuals we possess. It had for many 
years been a general favourite for rockeries, 
and especially old crumbling walls, where it 
makes itself quite at home, and in a very few 
years takes full possession. It forms dense 
tufty rosettes from 1 inch to 2 inches high, with 
innumerable kidnoy-ahaped leaves and abund¬ 
ance of pale violet flowers. It is a hardy annual 

in the true sense of tho term, seedlings spring¬ 
ing up in all directions where plants have seeded 
the previous year. As a weed in the rockory 
it is a very welcome one ; the plants All all the 
crevices and rarely get in the wav of other dwarf 
growing alpines. ft sows itself with such ccr- 
tainty as to possess all the advantages of a 
true perennial. Along rough stone edged path¬ 

ways, on rough stono steps, old brick walls, and 
indeed any receptacle that will give a plant a 
foothold, it may bo grown with singular effect. 
The autumn-sown seeds produce plants which 
flower early in spring, and tho plants from spring 
and early summer-sown seeds flower throughout 
summer and autumu. It is also largely used 

a good time to put on the lime ; but it would be 

a grave error to give the lawn a dressing of 
manure immediately after the lime. The better 
time to apply the manure would be in the 
spring—a month or so before commencing to out 
the Grass ; rake it well, and then roll it in.— 

J. D. E. 

- A dressing of lime and manuro may 
probably bonefit a newly-made lawn. A great 
deal depends upon its condition. Very often 
where the levels of the ground have been altered 
some of the inferior subsoil is brought to the 
surface ; then a dressing of limo and manure is 
beneficial, but I have seen cases where tho Grass 
grows Btrong enough without manure. Nowly- 

slaked lime may be usefully applied to a great 
many lawns. Its tendency is to eradicate Moss 
and banish worms, and it fines the Grasses. The 
best time to apply manure or lime, or both, is 
during tho winter—say, December or January, 
so that tho weather may disintegrate it, and 
render it fit to be absorbed. In February or 
March use the bush-harrow, or, if on a small 
scale, tho rake or a hard, worn broom will do. 
—E. H. 

- A newly-made lawn should not require 
covering with either limo or manure, except 
where the Grass is weakly, then a thin dressing 
of decayed vegetable refuse and wood-ashes 
would be an advantage. If the ground is 
covered with Moss, a sprinkling of limo would 
tend to kill the Moss and thus allow the Grass 

a better chance to grow. Early in November is 
a good time to apply tho top-dressing ; by 
February it will have worked down into the 

soil, leaving nothing but stones or bits of wood. 

Violet Cress llonopsidium acaule). Engraved from a photograph sent by Miss Wollcy I tod, Edge Hall, Malpos. 

for eirly greenhouse work, either sown thinly or 
pricked out into suitable sized pots, half-a-dozen 
or more tufts in each. It is a native of l’ortu- 

gal and belongs to tho Crucifers. 

4S79.—Anew garden.—Womu are not injuiious to 
the soil, but If you have too many you can soon reduoe 
them by trenching up the ground and turning It Into a 
fowl run for a few days, after which water with clear 
lime-water.—A. 0. BirrLsa. 

- Give the whole of the ground a good 
dressing of lime, which will quickly get rid of 
most of tho worms and sweeten and improve the 
soil as well. The proper time and way to apply 
manure to fruit-trees, largo and small, is in the 

spring, when the weather begins to get warm— 
say, in April or the early part of May. Spread 
a good coat all over the roots, let it lie all the 
summer, and fork what remains of it very 
lightly into the ground in October. A little 
lime is also beneficial, but this should be applied 
before the manure.—B. C. R. 

- Worms disturb the soil, but their work 
is often beneficial. To banieb them give a good 

dressing of lime and soot about January. Fruit 
land and flower-borders may be manured any 
time during autumn or early winter. In the 
case of flower-borders, especially if they contain 
bulbs, the manure is boat laid on the surface 

and forked in after the bulbs como through in 
the early spring.—E. H. 

4572.—A new lawn.—Supposing the lawn 
has been newly laid with fresh turf, and that is 
in good condition, there is no reason why any¬ 
thing should be done to it at all. Lime is a 

good thing for old lawns that have become 
covered with green Moss. It destroys the'M^ 

and greatly improves for ilis 
such that Moss is troublesome. Now wot ’ 

These should be swept off and the lawn well 
rolled. Should there be thin places in the Grass, 
a little lawn-seed scattered over these early in 
April, afterwards raking the lawn with a sharp- 
toothed iron rake, and finishing off with a good 
rolling.—6. P. 

- If your lawn has been recently mado 
with good turf it will not require dressing either 
with lime or manure. If the sward has been 
obtained by sowing Grass-seed it would do good 
to sprinklo some fino earth over it oarly in 

October, or what would be still better is a dres¬ 
sing of ebarrod refuse, which is the. remains of a 
smouldering fire. There is more fertilising 

matter in this apparently common looking stuff 
than its appearance indicates. If the ground is 
as dry with you as it is in the West of England, 
where I write, two or three good soakings of 
water will do more good in getting the Grass 
established before winter than any surface 
dressing you can give it.—J. C. C. 

4575.—Laying out a email plot.—As it 
is in a front garden, it is of no use to put any 
flowers into it whioh would be suitable for 
buttonholes. They would bo certain to be 
picked by the tradesmen’s boys or by flower- 
nawkers. Roses, Carnations, Hyacinths, Tulips, 
Narcissus, to., are invariably stolen from 

front gardens in this neighbourhood, and prob¬ 
ably from all others. I should recommend 
Pyracanthus, Ceanothua, Yellow Jasmine, and 
Ampelopsis Veitchi for the wall, and for the 
front of the bed Solomon’s Seal, German Iris, 
Phlox, and dwarf Michaelmas Daisies. These 

are not likely to be much meddled with.— 
A. G. Butler, 

—— 3ach a border is usually occupied by the 
io staf >1 vn'ts of a more or less climbing nature 

groagftinst the wall, and in this cabe it ia 
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almost useless, as well as undesirable, to 
attempt the culture of anything of either a 
strong-rooting nature or that requiring abund¬ 
ance of nutrimont. Suitable plants for a wall 
with such an aspect are the Winter or Naked- 
flowered Jasmine, J, revolutnm, Esoallonia 
macrantha, and Pyrus japonioa, or P. Maulei, 
or, if the wall is over fl feet in height, a Passion¬ 
flower, a Clematis or two, and some Roses might 
be more suitable. In a warm, local climate the 
fragrant lemon-scented Verbena and Myrtle 
would probably survive the winter, and in a 
few years become very handsome plants, while, 
lastly, Chrysanthemums of the choicer varieties 
would thrive and bloom beautifully with care 
and plenty of nourishment. The border being 
full of the roots of tho foregoing, the best kind 
of plants of low growth to be placed in front of 
them will be such as the Thrifts (Armeria), pink 
and white, Sedums, and Saxifrages of sorts, 
with a few Petunias, NolaDas, dwarf Trop.uo- 
lums, l’ortulacas, &o., in the summer time. 
A few plants of the golden variegated Euony- 
mue towards tho back would look nice. If 
Chrysanthemums were grown they should bo 
well manured and frequently syringed in hot 
weather.—B. C. R. 

- You can hardly expect to do much 
laying out in a space 1 foot or 18 inches wide. 
You cannot do better than plant Tea Roses for 
covering the walls ; the sorts may bo Madame 
Lambard, Marie Van Houtte, Perlo de Lyon, 
and Madame Eugene Verdier. If you plant 
these Roses in 18 inches of good soil, you will 
got some beautiful flowers from early summer 
until late in the autumn ; you may have two 
clumps of bulbs between each two Roses. These 
may consist of Hyacinths, Tulips, Snowdrops, 
and Crocuses, and Daffodils if room.—J. C. C. 

- “ Soil” has a very small plot indeed to 
deal with, but as it is in a sunny position I would 
have a good display of bulbs in it, especially the 
early-flowering bulbous Iris, and the later 
Spanish and English varieties in great variety. 
The early species are I. reticulata, followed by 
I. pcrsica. Crocuses, Tulips, Hyacinths, and 
Daffodils would be beautiful in their season. 
It might be filled with “ Geraniums ” and a few 
other bedding plants when the display of bulbs 
has passed away.—J. D. E. 

- You certainly have much ground avail. 
able. I presume it is a border that requires 
dealing with, as it is only a foot or 18 inches 
wide, not a plot. You can make this little 
border very pretty with the help of a few good 
plants. Tho wall may be covered with creepers, 
such aB Jasminum nudiflorum, Clematis Jack- 
man!, or Ivies, whilst in tho border put a few 
good bulbs, such as Daffodils, Tulips, Hyacinths, 
the pretty little Glory of the Enow or Chiono- 
doxa Luciliie, Crocuses, and othor kinds; but 
these will be sufficient. Then you may have 
herbaceous plants, the Rock Madwort, Alyssum 
saxtatile, very pretty in tho spring, when covered 
with golden-yellow flowers, Achillea ptarmica 

fl.-pi., the Double Sneezewort, the flowers white 
and quite double, Spring Adonis (A. vernalis), 
Anemones in variety, Antirrhinums, Arabia 
albida (the White Rock Cress), Aubrietias, 
Campanulas, especially tho dwarfor kinds, such 
as C. fragile, C. carpatica, C. pumila, and the 
tall-growing C. persicifolia, for the back- Wall¬ 

flowers are very beautiful in the late spring, and 
also Forget-me-nots, both of which will succeed 
in this position.^ Seleot also Coreopsis lanceo- 
lata, which blooms throughout the summer. 
The Scarlet-flowered Delphinium nndieaule, 
I’inks, Carnations, and Tufted Pansies, Rud- 
beckia speciosa, Chrysanthemum Mme. Des- Eingc, for the autumn; also the two dwarf 

tors, A. acris and A. amellus, which are both 
remarkably showy. Fine plants for such a 
position also are Lychnis viscaria, Gypsophila 
paniculata, Hclianthua rigidus (autumn flower¬ 

ing), the Day Lilies, Lilium candidum, Primroses, 
Auriculas, and suoh old-fashioned things. Of 
course this list might be very greatly extended, 
but that will make a very good beginning. 
Others may be added in time. I have avoided 
as much as possible tall strong growers, as there 
is not sufficient space for them in the border.— 

C. T. 
-The space io to very imall there la not muoh scope 

for design or anything beyond maklog the aoll as good and 
as deep as possible, and planting the flowers you love beet. 
Early-i’jjw.iiDg jclb,, ‘VallBowere, and annuals, with a 
lew Finks and Carnations, and "Geranium " or two, with 

the bo,d" 
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INDOOR PLANTS. 

AMONG THE BEDDING-PLANTS. 

Not another day should be lost in making up 

cuttings of Zonal and Fanoy Pelargoniums, also 
of Heliotropium, Petunias, Verbenas, Ageratum, 
Iresines, &o., that will be wanted for bedding 
purposes next season. All of these, and many 
more, may be rooted on a shelf or under a glass 
shade ; indeed, all but the Pelargoniums will 
do better if kept slightly close for a time. One 
is too often tempted to put off this operation 
until frost has out down, or, at any rate, nipped 
the growth of bedding-plants. Because the 
plants are looking at their beat in the late 
autumn we must not sacrifice our future stock 
by a few days’ delay. Nor is this at all 
necessary, beoause it is very easy to take off a few 
cuttings from different places, and if done in two 
or three batches the growth will not be missed. 

A good stook of Zonal Pelargoniums is always 
useful, and as they oan be struok in boxos and 
plaoed on a shelf out of the way until early 
spring, when they should be potted off, there is 
little exouse for a short orop next summer. I 
never knew the outtings of these to look more 
promising; the dry and sunny season having 
hardened the growth into such cuttings as are 
sure to root freely and stand over the winter. 
Heliotropium, Ageratum, &a, we do not need 
many of to secure a good stock from next year, 
as those struck now will produce largo quan¬ 
tities of cuttings when placed into heat as soon 
as the days turn again. Pansies and Violas 
will also strike very freely now, and will form 
healthy young stock for early spring bedding. 
Chooso the suoker-liko growths, many of which 
can bo securod with a few roots, or at any rate 
with wood just ready from new roots. The 
strong, sappy, and flowering growth is not so 
suitable for propagating from. If you possoss a 
few seeds of a good strain, they mav be sown in 

boxes or pans at once. Sow thinly, then the 
seedlings oan remain until you want to trans- 
Cilant them to their permanent quarters early 
u spring. They will flower well the first year, 

and few subjects are more showy from March 

until the summer bedding comes in than a good 
strain of Pansies and Violas. They may also 
bo loft all summer, and will still keep up a grand 
display of bloom, particularly if advantage be 
taken of showery weather to give them a 
sprinkle of guano or other artificial stimulant. 
The few flowers injured at the time will not 
matter muoh, as they would be spoilt by the 
weather, while the groat advantage of tho spurt 
afforded by tho guano will bo notiooable all 
tho summer. P. U. 

4571.—Tuberoses.—The best things to do with 
Tuberoses wbeo they have done flowering 1s to put them 
into the dustbin ; they are of no further use. Tols Is the 
one serious drawbaok to growing these bulbs.—A. G. 
BUTLHR. 

-After hiving onoe flowered the roots are useless, 
and must be thrown away. No treatment that oan be 
afforded will cause them to bloom a second time In our 
climate.—B. 0. It. 

- It Is not muoh use ondeavourlog to use those for a 
second crop of blooms. They require special treatment, 
and very seldom please. Tuborosrs are grown with the 
express purpose of yielding one good crop of bloom after 
they reach the purchaser, and It is not worth the trouble 
of trying them tho seoond season.— 1*. II. 

- These bulbs are of no use a eocond year. Our 
climate will not ripen them sufficiently to flower well; but 
you might plant out In the border, sheltering them with a 
mound of ashes, and see what comes of IU—K. II. 

- The bulbs of the Tuberoses are not 
usually kept after they have flowered, as they 
have a tendency to degenerate with our system 

of culturo under glass ; but they may be dried 
off, and either kept in the pots with the soil 
Cirfcetly dry, or they may be taken out and 

id in quite dry sand. The bulbs are imported 
at the end of the year, and should be potted up 
at intervals of three or four weeks for suooos- 
sional bloom ; as soon as they aro potted in 
moderately moist soil place the pots in a 
bottom-heat of about 8b degs. or so, in a 
warm greenhouso or cool plant stove tempera¬ 
ture. l)o not water at the roots until growth 
is made, and when the plants are in growth 
svringe freely to keep down red-spider. They 

should also be kept in a light position near the 
glass.—J. D. E. 

4f>78.— Peat for Azaleas.—I made up a 
peat bed for Azaleas ten years ago-only 1 foot 
<loep, and they have flourished well e*du in. ce? 

They require much the sam^trMtirfe^t a 

Rhododendrons, and it is not worth while to 
plant either the one or the other in soil such as 
would only enable the plants to live and not 
flourish. A third of the loam may be mixed 

with the peat, and the soil ought to be drained ; 
stagnant water causes the plants to become 
covered with Lichens. Although the plants 

have done well in a depth of 1 foot of prepared 
soil, I would have made the bed 18 inches deep 
if I could have obtained peat easily, but I 
had to get it at a distance of 80 or 90 miles. 
—J. D. E. 

-A made soil of 2 foet deep would be sufficient for 
these You need not use pent and vegetable-refuse for 
the whole of it; If you were to put a third of each with 
the same quantity of your natural soil they would prob¬ 
ably do better, especially if you oould add a little ooarse 
sand.—P. U. 

4503. — Compost for Oleanders. — 
These handsome plants will succeed almost 
equally well in either a loamy or a peaty 
medium, but as they flower more freely in the 
formor it should be preferred. They even suc¬ 
ceed in a pure turfy or fibrous loam of good 
quality only, mixed with enough sand to keep 
it opon ; but perhaps the best compost consists 
of four parts of such loam to ono part each of 
peat and loaf-mould, and one eighth of the 
whole of sharp Band. Drain the pots well and 
make the soil quite firm, especially in the case 

of large specimens.—B. C. R. 

-Loam and peat or leaf-mould with enough sand 
to keep It open will grow the Oleander well—say two- 
thirds of losm to one-third of leaf-mould or peat, well 
broken up with the spade, but not to be sifted exoept for 
potting off outtings.—E. 11. 

ROSBB. 

Rose Qrace Darling.—This is a splendid 
hybrid Tea-scented Rose for a small garden. 
The reason is that the plants, when upon the 
Brier-stook, aro remarkably vigorous, and bloom 
over a very long season, from quite early 
summer until the frosts come. Tho flowers are 
produued with great freodom, and they are dis- 
tinot and pleasing in colour, cream, touohed 
with rose-pink. They are produced on strong 
stems, and above the fine green leafage, so to 
speak, something in tho way of Ernest Metz. 

Grace Darling is oertainly one of the bust 
garden Roses.—V. C. 

4548. — Hoses from cuttings and 
seeds.—Beyond the question of novelty, raising 
Rose-trees from seod has not much to recom¬ 
mend it. However, it is not a difficult matter. 
When the hips whioh contain the seod are ripe, 
gather them, taking out the seed, saving it in a 
dry placo until the following Maroh, when it 
should be sown in sandy soil in a gentle bottom- 
heat, which ensures a much quicker germination 
than though the seed was sown in the open. 
Gradually harden off the plants and finally plant 
them out in the open. Rosea of many kinds are 
oaaily raised from outtings made from the 
current season's growth, cutting tho shoots into 

8-inoh lengths, rejecting the upper part of the 
shoot, owing to its being unripe and, con¬ 

sequently, not in a stato to send out roots. A 
border at the foot of a west wall is a good site 
for tho cuttings. Chop out a trenoh 4 inches 
deep with a spade, sprinkling at tho bottom 
soino sand or roAd grit. In this roots form 
quiokor than in soil. Tho cuttings aro placed 
in the trench 3 inchos apart, having boon first 
cut squaro below a joint, removing tho bottom 
loaves. Tread the soil firmly about tho cuttings. 
This is most important. If tho cutting is con¬ 
stantly moving it cannot make roots. Dig more 
ground and take out another tronch 10 inches 
from the first. The end of September is a good 
time to put in the cuttings. Early in Novem¬ 
ber lay a '2-inch thickness of decayed leaves, 
Cocoa-nut-fibre refuse, or even coal-ashos on 
the surface between the rows, the object being 
to prevent the frost from lifting the cuttings by 
the upheaving of the ground, and thus loosening 

them at the baso. In a year’s time nice plants 
should be available. —S. P. 

Rudbeckla specloaa.—What a splendid 
plant this is for a small garden, or for any 

i garden, however large ! It persists in blooming 
from summer until quite the late autumn, and 

, this year has been one of the gayest of hardy 
, slants. The flowers are intense yellow, set off 
i »black oentre, and borne so freely as to make 

I Vlense mass of rich colour. It {ftje^iistrojq^, 

and even when only a small clump is planted 

the effect is remarkably rioh. There are few 
better all-round perennials than this, and this 
season, in spite of drought and accompanying 
drawbacks, has bloomed remarkably well.— 

V. C. _ 

RULBS FOR CORRESPONDENTS. 

Questions.-Queries and an*wert an inserted in 
Gardsnino tree of charge \f eorreepondents follow the rule* 
here laid down for thetr guidance. AU communication* 
for insertion Mould be clearlu and concisely written on 
one ride of the paver only, and addressed to the Editor qf 
Oardsmxo, S7 Southampton-strict, Cooent-garden, Lon¬ 
don. Letter* on business should be tent to the PcsLumss. 
The name and address o/ the tender are required in 
addition to any designation he may desire to be used in 
the paper. When more than one query is lent, each 
should be on a teparal* piece of paper. Unanswered 
queries should be repeated. Correspondents should bear 
in mind that, as Gardrxikq has to be tent to press some 
time in advance of date, they cannot always be replied to 
in the issue immediately following the receipt of their 
communication. 

Answers (which, with the exception of such as cannot 

well be classified, will be found in their different depart- 
menu) should always bear the number and title placed 
against the query replied to, and our readers will greatly 
oblige us by advising, as far as their knowledge and 
obsenativns permit, the correspondents who seek assist¬ 
ance. Conditions, soils, and means vary so infinitely 
that several answers to the same question may often be 
very useful, and those who reply would do well to mention 
the localities in which their experience is gained. Corres¬ 
pondents who refer to articles inserted in Oardbhinu 
should mention the number In which they appeared. should mention the number in which they appeared. 

4594. —Aspidistras —What lx the best treatment for 

Aepldletres ? What toil Is needed ?—M. R. 

4595. —Making leaf manure —Whioh Is tbs best 
way of making leal-manure f—J. U I/iUDOX. 

4690.—Planting a Pentstemon-—When would be 
the best lime to plane a Pentitemon I—Florrncs. 

4697.—Daffodils for a small border.—What 
Daffodlla are beet for a email border f—M. Y. L. 

- Greenhouse during frost.—What l* the 
beat material to oover the glass of a greenhouse with to 
help kerp out frost 7—Itcubx. 

4699 —Seaweed and Asparagus.—will anyone 
kindly tell me where I can obtain atruokload of Seaweed 
on the Great Weetern Railway f—Asparauch Bed. 

4600 -Scale on a Rose — 1 have aUloIre da Dijon 
lloee whioh la Infested with blown scale. What ebould I 

do with It? It la a large one, and plauted out — O. I\ O. 

4001. —Paring and burning turf, dec.—Would 
some reader who nag had txporienoe in the above method 
of treating land kindly give time and method of operation ? 
—Spade. 

4002. —Aspidistras —I should be glad to know how 
to prevent Aspidistra leaves (the variegated ones) turning 
green? Wbat treatment to make them variegated?— 

ExqUlUR. 

400.9.—Pear fora wall.—Will someone kindly Inform 
me as to the beet deeeert I'ear to plant to grow on a wall 

faoing aoulh-eaat, in a good sandy soil ? Also treatment 
of game?—M. R. 

4004.—Marguerites for winter.—Please say how 
to treat Marguerites for winter flowering in a room ? 1 

have the two white and the yellow. They have not flowered 
muoh ae yet.—M. Y. L. 

4006. —Early Vlnes.-Wlll someone kindly Inform 

me when le the beat time to pruna early Vine*, and also 
what Is beet to paint the rods with, and what quantity of 
eaoh to mix?—A mat bps. 

4600.-Wooden labels —will someone kindly tell 
me bow to prepare wooden labels tor writing on with 

oommon lead-pcnotls, such as are used by nurserymen 
and florists?—James lloss. 

4007. —Apple treeB In bloom.—A large number of 
my dwarf Apple-trees are now In bloom, will thie affect 
next year's crop, and what le beet to be done now—that le, 
If anythtog can be done?—O. It. 

4008. — Chrysanthemums from seed.—Would 
any reader of Uardkm.nu kindly give me Information how 
to hybridise and aave Ubryeanthemum seed, and also how 
to grow them from the same ?—Ivtbkestkd O.ne. 

4009. -Treatment of an Orange tree—Would 
someone kindly lull me how to treat au Orauge-tree to 
make It bloom the beginning of June? It (lowered about 
April lost year. It hag been In a conservatory evar slnoe. 
—WsltDNA. 

4810. — Plants for a conservatory. — Will 
"J. O. 0." be kind enough to state names of pfanla, and 
when to sow seed nod strike cuttings of eaoh plant to keep 
up a perfection of bloom all the year round In a hosted 

oonsarvatory ?—E. M. 

4611—White Roses.—Would someone kindly give 
the Dames of four dwarf pure-wbllo Roses, Including a line 
White Most to plaoe at tha four oornere of a grave in a 
well-sheltered graveyard 7 Any answer or suggestion will 
be gratefully raoelved.—Behhis. 

4912.-Clover seed and Strawberries.—Will 
someone kindly tell me the proper lime to sow Clover- 
seed among Strawberrlee, ae 1 saw In one of the pa port 
It wee advisable to have If, to keep the weeds down and 
the fruit clean ? Is thla eo-E. II. H. 

4818 —White Tomato-fly.—Will someone kindly 
Inform me If the imell white fly often aeon on Tomatoes 
Is Injurious to Cbryiiinthemums? Would It be advisable 
to atove a larga greenhouse In which these pests are before 
housing the Chrysanthemums 7—T. O. 

4914.—Akebla qulnata — Is it unusual lor Akebia 
qulnata to bear fruit in thla oountr.v ? One here on the wall 
of a bouse lias Irults as large as a Lemon, which split open 
and have rows of black oeeda. It baa been here ten yean, 
■ me never iTilt'e S |letori. —voi'ts. 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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<81 a.—Tea Rosea for a west wall.—Would 
P. 17." kindly give me the names of ten Ten Rosea for a 

went wall ? I want those deltoate ehadeB of oolour not to 
be had In H.P. Roeee. At my space is limited I want the 
beet possible.—Fikemiire, Scotland. 

4018.—Packing Llllums —Will it be eate for me to 
pack my IJliums in Coooa-nut-flbre as they die down? I 
am thinking of leaving m.v bonne, and should not get 
another until the epriog, and aa I have a great number 
in the garden and pots, should like to store them.—Meit. 
Flower. 

<017.—Treatment of Camellias.—Will someone 
kindly give me some information oonoerning the treat* 
msnt of Camellias? The email leaves of my plant 
change colour, while the larger ones remain green. The 
plants have been kept In the open air during summer 

months.—.). W. L. 

4618.—Field mice.—Will someone kindly tell me how 
to rid my garden of field mioe, wbioh have lately appeared 

In many plaoea, and are eating various plants? My garden 
was newly made this spring, and la the only one out out 
of a large field. I have got rid of moles with traps, but 
now mice have appeared.—Moseley. 

4018.—Chrysanthemums for show.—I should 
like to grow about thirty Chrysanthemums next year for 
large exhibition blooms, and I will be obliged If you or 
any of your readers will name the best twenty-four for 
this purpose, and give any bints regarding their oultlva- 
tion for this purpose?—Chrysanthemum. 

4080.—A legal agreement.—I let a bouse on a three 
years' agreement, and promised to allow the tenant for 
any shrubs, ho., he might plant during the term. That is 
now fifteen years ego. No other agreement has been 
taken, but he has stayed on as a yearly tenant. Am 1 now 
bound to oarry out my promise f—11. (1. W. 

<021.—Asparagus-bed.—1 see your correspondent,' 
" E. Hobday," recommends stripping oil the seeds on 
Asparagus-tope at once. Be good enough to tell me what 
should be done with these seeds? My Asparagus bed is 
thin in places. Could these eeeds be used by plaolng In 
the bed to eeoure more even heads throughout the bed ?— 
J. N. 8. 

<012.—Mealy-bug —Will someone kindly tell me how 
to get rid of wnat I am told is mealy-bug? I have only 
bad a greenhouse two years, and am quite a no' Ice In 

growing fruit under glass. I have two Grape-Vines and 
about twenty Tomato-plants in a house 16 feet by 11 feet. 
I have tried burning Tobaooo-paper. The bug first came 
on the Tomatoes.—w. W. Richards. 

4623.—Vines in a cold house.-I should be glad of 
some advice. The Vines have had artificial heat in pest 
rears, but I want to grow them naturally. The Grapes 
have been gathered. Wbat Is now the treatment with 

regard to ventilation, watering, Ao.? There Is an Inside 
and outside border. When and wbat sort of Vines should 
be put In In plaoe of dead onesj?—Amateur. 

4024.—Spiraea japonlca —Following directions in 
Gashes!*), I planted Spiral Japonlca In the open ground 
after flowering in the spring. The foliage has sprung up 
again, and Just lately plants have thrown up flower buds, 
wbioh are, however, dying on. Can I foroe them again 
this winter, or must they rest a year? And, if eo, when 
must they be potted up next autumn?—Iunoramuh. 

482.).—Shrubs In flower beds, dto.—Will anyone 
kindly suggest a good way of planting two large flower¬ 
beds with shrubs and perennials (or perenolal only), so 
that they may look bright and orderly with as little out- 
lay as possible either of time or money ? The soli Is 
sandy, and the garden plots are in terraces ons below the 
other, (aolng to the soutb-wsst and divided by a path.— 
Amateur. 

4*20.—Blue Qum and variegated Agaves.— 
Can I leave Blue Gum and variegated Agaves out all 
winter aloes to the south-west coast? They are fairly 
sheltered, but last winter, though we had no snow we bad 
weeks of hard frost. If anyone oan kindiy advise me I 
shall be obliged, as both thrive admirably In tbs summer, 
and I remember an Agave in a Devonshire garden, en¬ 
graved In Qardknimo last year.—R. R. 

4827.—Yellow-spathed Arums.—A few months 
since a writer In Oaruininii was speaking of two kinds of 
Yellow spathed Arum Lilies, and reoommended one of the 
two, known, If I remember rightly, aa l'entlandl. If that 
writer should happen to see this would he kindly say 
where a plant could be obtained, and the probable price 
for a flowering root? I mean strong enough to flower the 
coming winter or spring.—Yellow arum. 

4023.—A town garden.—My garden, whloh Is In 
Olapham, has a border of 2 feet 0 Inohee wide, In wbioh I 

have Just planted border Carnations. Will one of your 
readers kindly say whether these will require any protec. 
tion during the winter, suoh asamulob of Coooa-nut-flbre, 
stable-manure, or ashes? Would the fibre or manure 

oause the plants to damp oil? Any Information at to the 
way in whloh I oan best kesp them will be greatly 
esteemed?—G, Saunders. 

4621).—Building a glass-house —I have six sashes, 
with whlob I am about to oonstiuot a glass-house, Intended 
for growing Rhubarb In winter. Tomatoes In summer, and 
Chrysanthemums In autumn, in beds on each tide of the 
bouse, heated by a flue. Span roof 0J feet high to the 
ridge inside, 30 feet long by 10 feet wide, running south- 
south-east, with a ventilator at the eouth end; door 
north, aod four ventilators on taoh tide, immediately 
under the eavee. It It neoeel ary to have ventilation at the 
top as well?—J. Seaton. 

4030.—Bougainvillea glabra —I have a young 
plant of thlt 1 bought last June In a 9-Inch pot; It Is now 
4 tees high, with tide shoots about 8 Inohee long, looking 
very healthy in a warm houee, but IS Is quite pot-bound. 
Shall 1 repot It now or wait till after flowering next 
spring ? Should tbs plant (as It Is ao young) be allowed 
to get dust dry during the winter, and will It require Cuning before flowering, as the wood Is so young ? 1 shall 

>1 obliged if tomeone will kindly give me some informa¬ 
tion on the subject. — L. K. 

4031.-Treatment of fruit-trees. -1 have,_ 
rate-IIie<l garden, Id which 1 haro some forty! or Of 
trees, consisting of Apple, Peer, Cterryj snd PIuVl 

bush and soma standards, bat I find them getting uo 
large, as they overshadow almost everything she. How 

far may I prune them back without lessening my crop of 
fruit? Whet 1 really want to aaoertaiu is whether I may 
cut off all the wood made this year without injuring the 
trees, if the same rule applies to all, aud^the best time to 
operate?—Robert W. Green. 

4632.—Winter Pears —I should be much obliged for 
some advice about the gathering and keeping of winter 

Pears. We have a large tree of winter Nielis which now 
It covered with fine Pears. Wbat it the best way of 
storing and keeping them till they are lit to eat? We 
were advised one year to bang them up by the stalks, 
but with suoh a quantity it would be almoet impossible, 
and I did not think it answered well. Should they be 

kept in a warm plaoe ? And would it hurt them to be kept 
In the dark ? Any binta thankfully reoeived.—K. 

4093.—Robs “W. A. Richardson."—I have a 
Wm. A. Richardson Rose in my greenhouse, S.W. aspect, 
heated to keep out frost. The Rose was purchased )»st 
winter In a 4-Inch pot. It bad two shoots 2 feet long, and 
this spring bore two flowers. It is now In an s-lneh pot, 
and has this year made shoots 8 test, 0 feet, 4 feet, 8 feet, 
2 feet long respectively, whloh are still growing. It is 
trained along the baok of house. Whet treatment will 
It require from now to time of flowering ? How should I 
proceed after It has flowered ? When will It require re- KTog? It Is entirely free from InseolH, and looks very 

thy.—In-iinr. 
4634.—Management of a garden — I have a 

■mall garden, faolng south. We get the early «ud, and 
everything seems to grow, hut my fssolnstlon Is Rotes. 
Last year I at haphaiard ordered a bundle of forty, and 
gave them a chance; half died, and the other half are 
alive and well, although have not flowered very much. 
Would someone kindly ssy which twenty should bo r) an ted this year for hardy growth? Theprlnoipal ones 

have now are I* Franoe, Beauty of Waltham, Baroneis 
Rothschild, Prince Camille de Rohan, Com tees* Oxford, 
Magna Charts, Camille Bernardio, and Glolre de Dijon.— 
Rosa rian. 

4635.—Rose "Glolre Lyonnalse."—Thanks for 
advloe as to growth of this Rose. In answer to " J. C. O.” 
as to the flowering of the above Rose when pegged down, 
I have found that In spring It gave a few flowers at the 
tips of some of the shorter upstanding branches, but on 
the branches that were pegged down the shoots grew 
level with the ground to about 1 Inch from the bloom, 
and then turned suddenly upwards, which, of course, made 
■n awkward shape for outtlng. 1 had already (houghs the 
Rose more suitable for training, and since the suggestion 
given by •• J. C. C.” have almost decided to train it over 
an arohway at tbe top of Grass step*. I shall be glad of 
answera to a query I am Inserting.—Micawuer. 

4039.—Treatment of Begonias —I have Just 
commenced to grow Begonias. 1 have tome very fair-sized 
plants, from three to eight flowering branches or slams on 
eaoh plant. They were grown in bfook loam, turf, sharp 
sand, manure from Leek-trench of last year, and leaf- 
mould, lu about equal proportions. I kept them in a 
greenhouse, Rave them plenty of air, and watered freely 
every day. They were exposed to the sun. My plants did 
very well, flowered freely, but the flowers dropped oil after 
two or three days. 1, Is the oastlng oil of the flowers a 
bablt of the Begonias? 2, If so, wbat would you rccom 
mend that would have the effect of counteracting it ? 8, Or 
did my treatment of them oause the flowers to drop oil? 
4, How should I treat them now for the winter?—Youth. 

4037.—Heating a small greenhouse.—I have a 
small greeohoute, 12 feet long by g feet wide, and rather 
high (6 feet to eaves), whloh waa unavoidable, being part 
of an existing building. It Is heated by a No. 1 Lough¬ 
borough boiler, with two 4-lnob plpaa, eaoh 6 yards long, 
along end and side of bulldlDg, flue ou top of boiler with 
smoke pipe 10 feet high straight, up through the roof. It 
does not answer satisfactorily and varies considerably. 
At times the draught is so great tbe tire will not keep In 
all night with both doors closed and damper nearly to; 
sc others it smokes with all open, but that I think Is 
caused by blooklng up of smoke pipe with soot. I burn 
nothing but ooke, and have the pipe swept every six 
weeks when Are Is on day and night. I follow Instructions 
for banking up at bed-time moat oarefnlly. Directions 
also recommend keeping supply oletero filled over opening 

into top pipe, but if 1 do so water rises and overflows, 
flooding the floor and filling bouse with steam. 1 am told 

there ought to be a steam-pipe near supply olstern 
through front wall Into open air; Is this so? Any advice 

will be gratefully received.—Peri'Leyed One. 

4088.—Fruit farming.—Two of us Intend to try and 
get a living at fruit farming. We have purchased 
12 acres of freehold land, free of tithe and land tax ; 
this lies high, Is wall drained, and slopes gently. South 
aspect, medium loam. All kinds of fiutt do well in the 
neighbourhood. Seven acres are old pasture at present, 
5 acres arable; ws have put it in nice condition for 
setting. Wc have no particular market, but should have 
to find ons. We are oos mils from station, and thlrty- 
flve from London. We understand growing other orope, 
but have had very little to do with fruit. Will a praotloal 
grower give us advloe on (he mattar ? Is it advisable to 
plant the whole of the land soon as possible, or say 
2 or 3 aores at first, and sea how ws get on ? We 
thought of planting standard Apples about 30 feet apart, 
bush and pyramid Apples 10 fset apart, with Currants Stoat black), and Gooseberries 6 feet apart. Do you think 

urns sals to start with, having no market? Any 
suggestions will be highly appreciated. I might add that 
we shall not want any profits for two or three years. Ths 
land Is divided Into three fields, proteoted by hedges.— 
G. Lawrxxi-r, Raleigh, Rstex. 

4080.—Florists' Tulips.—In Gardeniru of 18th 
June, 1802, there appeared an artlole on florists' Tulips by 
"Mr. J. Douglas.'' Having formed a small oolleotlon of 
the best-known named varieties, I shell fsel obliged If he, 
or some other of your readers Interested In the cultivation 
of these beautiful flowers, will Inform me whether the 
bulbs may be grown under glass in pots, and, if so, what 
■Its of pot and depth of soil is neoessary? Oa a former 
oocsalon I troubled you with some of my experiences as an 
amateur Rise-grower, and am Indebted to “ Mr. J. O. C.” 

r y'WkUs'glvon. I tender him my bsst thanks, 
yl’!rAd>VJiM counsel very useful. So I a(n| McMr 

emboltfeflrd to ask for Instruction in growing floris ■ 
Tullpsr Being osar town I do not think It proiable t 

should succeed well In the open garden; besides, ths 
bulbs, though now comparatively cheap compared with 
prioes paid half a century ago, are yet, 1 think, too sox roe, 
anrl not cheap enough to cultivate as ordinary Dutch 
Tulips In the open garden. 1 shall feel obliged by all the 
advice you oan give me. The glasshouse lu whloh I 
propose to grow the Tulips lu pots Is unhealed, the staging 
Is level (divisions pan shaped), and lead lined. Would it 
be better to bed the bulbe thereon !o soil and discard tbe 
pote ? In wbat depth of soli ? I can regulate water supply 
and drainage. If good blooms can be obtained In pots I 
prefer to ubs them.—J. Fort. 

4640,-GrapeVlne In 'a greenhouse —I have a 
Grape-Vine five years old growing in a greenhouse, the 
fruit of which oracka to a great extent Just aa tbe berries 
are turning oolour. The home (span-roofed) Is about 
12 feet wide, 20 feet long, 10 feat high Inside at highest Kint, roof nngls about 45 deg»., haa lop and-front venti- 

ora, roots of Vine In outside prepared border, 3 feet 
deep, 0 feet breadth, and same in length ; well top-dressed 
eaoh winter. 1 had last year two rods srohid across tbe 
houee about 1 foot 6 inches from glass, bearing ihirtv-aix 
bunohes of splendid Grapes for size (a variety of Blaok 
Hamburgh, I believe), but they did not oolour well and 
cracked very muoh. A miscellaneous oolleotlon of plants 
Is grown In the house on elds and osntre stages; the 
pathway Is kept wet till the days shorten, when less water 
is used ; leaves syringed last year till fruit began to oolour. 
This year I bare two side cones In addition to the two 
arching ones, each about 8 fset long, ths four rods or 
canes bearing seventy-five bunohee. I hare not syringed 
tbe leaves at all this season, have soaked roots of Vina 
several times, but not since colouring has commenced. 
The berrlee are cracking again, though to a less extent 
then last year; the Grapes ara ripening but colouring 
badly. Top air on night and day now, foliage fairly 
healthy, no flre-heat einoe the spring. Would It be any 
advantage to fasten the rods close to the glass during the 
winter when the house is kept st about 46 degs. ? I am 
obliged to grow other plants, and do not wish to taorifloe 
Vlnrs. Will someone advise who haa had similar experi¬ 
ence ? I may say I rjpso fruit and oolour wall on two 
pot-VInes of same variety (outtlogs from it) lu same house. 
—W. H. _ 

NAMES OF PLANT S AND FRUITS. 

Any oommunieofi ns respecting plant! or fruit! 
sent to name should aticays accompany the parcel, which 
thou Id be uddreited to the Editor of Gardrninu Illus¬ 
trated, 57, Southampton-itreet, Strand, London, W.C. 

Names of plants.—" Lyecourt."— No, not an Arls- 
tolocbla but Sugmapbyllnm oiliatum.-K. IF. Duneen. 
—1, Campanula garganlca; 2, Splitna aalilboidea prob¬ 
ably, but bad specimen. Other* too much out of 
oharaoter to recognise.-Spouts — Send again when in 
flower.-Runs.—Pirate send In flower end give name 
and address.-O. K— Oicbld ; a Dies apparently, but 
■peolmeu was so muoh past Us best that we cannot name 
accurately.-J. C.— Adlantum oonolnuum latum.- 
,r«llll 111! danutl* vltalba. 

Names Of fruits.—IF. Danes.—Apple* : 1, Carlisle 
Oodlin; 2, Local kind, not recognised ; 8, Blenheim 
Orange.-C. S.—Siberian Crab.-S. if. C.—Apples: 
1, Blenheim Orange ; 2, Lord Buflleld ; 8 and 4, Yorkshire 
Beauty ; 6, Not recognised ; 8, Norfolk Reefing.-./. IF. 
—Pear williams' Bon CbrOtlsn.-A. Hatcher.—Gnbfi 
Bucklsnd Sweetwater.-IJayndJord. — Apples: 1, 
Cox's Orange Pippin ; 3, Northern Greening ; 3, Tower of 
Glsmls 4, Mfrre de Manage ; 5, Carlisle Codlln ; 8, Seek 
no Further; 7, King of the Pippins. Pears: 8, Williams' Bon 
OhrOtlen; I), Ileum! de Oaplaumont; 10, Maria Loulee- 
R. Wilkinx Lion.—Wo cannot name ths Pear* from such 
poor specimens. Probably local aorta.-C. Jones, Fairy- 
tide, North Wale».—A very fine specimen of Apple 
Blenheim Orange.-D. 1). — Apples: 1, Mire de 
Manage ; 2, llawlhomden. Peers : A, Marie Louise ; B, 
Napoleon.-Midtcalet.—Apples: 1, Mitre de Manege; 
2, Carlisle Oodlin ; 3, Yorkshire Beauty.-P. Gamble.— 
Applea: 1, King of (ha Plpplna; 2, Looal sort Cannot 
name.-R. A. S.— No doubt the Apples are wrongly 
named, end we should say they are probably looal oorli 
that have got mixed up with other*.-K. J. H.—Apple* : 
1, Kerry Pippin ; 2, Cellini ; 8, Seek no Further. Pears : 
1, Autumn Bergamotte ; 2, Autumn Crsitane: 8, Vicar 
of Wlnkfleld. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

We thouid be glad if reader! would remember that tee 
do not am toer queries by poit, and that tee cannot under¬ 
take to forward letter! (o correspondent!, or iniert queritl 
that do not contain the name and addren of tender. 

W. IF. Rieharde.—By all means put In a new boiler 
before winter sets In. Any pltn of patching would be 
unsafe.-An Knguircr.—Send a specimen of the Sedum- 
like plant and we will endeavour to name It.-//. 
Sltliut, Rlackieater.— No; send them to Kew.-IF. 
Bond.—Eaten by some insect apparently, but we oaonot 
say what. If yen should lee any Insects at work plrase 
send some beta in a box.-Hicateber.—Please lend a 
branch of the Rose.-J. J. G.—Apply to Messrs. G. 
Bunyard, fruit-growers, Maidstone, Kent. 

" Gardening Illustrated " Monthly Parts.— 
Price bd.; port free, id. 

"Tha Garden” Monthly Parts.— Tku journal 
Is published (a neadf bound Monthly Parti. In this form IA« 
coloured plain an bed preserved, and U It mod tulleuAt for 
reference previous to the issue of Iks half-yearly volumes. 
Price, It. bd.; pod free. Is. W. Complete set of Khmer of 
The Garden from Us commencement to end of 1882, forty- 
two vote., price, doth, AX Us. 

"Farm and Home” Monthly Parts.—TAis 
Journal ie published tn neatly bound Monthly Parte, in which 
form it tr wort nimble for reference previous to the ieeue of ths 
yearly volumes. Price Sd.: pod free, Bd. 

“Hardy WWro«H-<H»top descriptions of up¬ 
wards of L'ssrtean hundred of the mod ornamental species. 
wfiA ut-. iUnr for their arrmpmard, mdtyn, 4*. JVtA and 
Popular MdltwuJ U. ;1 MunHUT. ML AI 

lJ7, SoutiampUm-etroet, Strand, W.C. 
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NEW PH0T0CRAPHICJJ0MPETITI0N for 1893 
Owing to the early date at which our prizes were 
announced to ho sent in this year there was not 
time to properly take many kinds of outdoor 

fruits, flowers,' and vegetables : therefore we 
offer further prizes for these things, to be 

competed for during the present year ; allowing 
till the end of November for the work. 

Class I.—Flowering Plants. — A prize 
of Five Guineas to the sender of the best 
collection of photographs of flowering plants 
grown in tho open air or under glass. This 
series may include flowering trees and shrubs of 

all sorts. 
Class II.— Best Garden Fruits.—A prize of 

Five Guineas for the best collection of photo¬ 

graphs of any of our good garden fruits: Grapes, 
Poaches, Apples, Pears, Plums, or any other 
fruit grown in Britaiu. Fruits should not be 
crowded in dishes if good and dear photographs 

are sought. 
Class III. —Best V egetabi.es. —A prize of Five 

Guineas for the beat collection of photographs 
of boat garden vegetables. The object of this 
is to get fair representations of tho finest garden 
vegetables under the old genuine names. W e 
do not want to exclude real novoltios when thoy 

aie such. In all cases the namo of the variety 
should be written on the back of the photograph. 

Claw IV.—Autumn Flowers and Leaves.— 

A prize of Five Guineas will be given for the 
best series of photographs of autumn flowers and 
leaves in the house in a cut state for vase, table, 

or other kind of indoor decoration. 
Wiiat to avoid.—Out flowers or plants should 

not be arranije.il in vases with patterns on them. 
Backgrounds should be plain, so as not to come 
into competition with the beautiful flowers. 
Figures of men or women, barrows, watering- 
pots, rakes, hoes, rollers, anil other implements, 

iron railings, wires, or iron supports of any kind, 
labels, ami all like objects should be omitted. 

Dwarf flowers are ineffective when taken directly 
from above. The camera should be brought low 

doum for such. All photograjihs should be 
mounted singly, aml not several on a card. 
The photographs should not be less in size than 6 
inches by l, inches. The following are the rules 
to be observed by all competitors:— 

In any of tho departments, If no collection of 
sufficient merit be sont in, no prize will be 

awarded. All competitors not winning a prize 
will for each photograph chosen receive tho sum 

of half-a-guiuoa. 
EiusT,—The photographs may he of objects in the posses¬ 

sion of cither the sender or others ; but the source whence 
thru are obtained must be stated, and none sent the copy¬ 
right of which is open to question. There is no limit as to 
number, aiut no fee to pay. The Editoris tohaoe the riijht 
of engraving amt publishing any of the chosen photographs. 
The photographs mag be printed on any good paper that 
shows the subjects clearly; but those on albumenited paper 
are preferred for engravina. 

Skoond.—The name ami address of the sender, together 
with the name and description of the object shown, should 
be plainly written in ink on the back of each photograph. 
This u very important. 

Tiiikd.—A U communications relating to the competition 
must be addressed to the Editor of OAfunuusa ICLunriiATKD, 

37, Southampton-street, Striiml, London, IF.C., and the 
class for which the photographs are intended should be 
marked on the parcel, which must also be labelled 
"Photographic Competition." All competitors wishing 
their photographs returned, if not successful, must 
enclose postage stamps of sufioimt value for that purpose. 

EVERYONE WHO HAH A GARDEN, QKEENHOUSE, 
OR WINDOW BORDER SHOULD READ A 

PAMPHLET. POST FREE. 

HOW TO INCREASE 
FRUITS OF EARTH. 
By 0. B. WITH, F.R.A.3., F.C.8. Trinity Col, Dublin. 
Contains fuU particulars of scry remarkable dlsoovcrtca 

relating to Plant Life. Shows how crop* o! vegetables mai 
bo largeljr Incroaaod, lovely flower* grown to perfection, and 
fmll-troee made to bear in abundaaoe. Selections from 
Hundred* of Testimonial*. Port free from 

JAKEMAN & CARVER. Printers, Horofor(L 

THE CHALLENGE 

HOT-AIR & WATER HEATING 
APPARATUS. 

Adapted for OH. Oort, and Oas. Twice a* effective a* the 
be»t ever offered to tho puhllo. 

Consul* of 18 ft, 2t, 21 ft. 21. 
and 4ft. 31 pipe*. Equal to SO It. 
of 2-In. hot-water pipe. Will 
hum 1 gallon In 43 hour* only, or 
4 feet of ga« per hour. Prloe 
from 21*. H.onXJor particular*. 
Hundred* gf *3o|k|Wl Ti 

Hot-wntor Englnoora, 139, CHEAPBIDS, 

liuuuivu* 1 

G. 
HERNE HILL RUSTIC WORKS, 

81, Dulwich Road & Norwood Road, 
HERNE HILL, LONDON, S.E. 

Ten minutes by L. C. A D. Hallway from City and IVest End. 

WORKS CLOSE TO STATION. 

Tns Largest Manctaoturkr or 
RUSTIC SUMMER HOUSES & RUSTIC WORK IN ENCLAND. 

Largo stock always on hand from £3 10*. upward*, oarrlage Bald, or delivered and Hied In London and suburbs. IN- 
PE— PECTION INVITED. _ „ 

3 stamp*. Order* by post punctually attended to. 
House* can be fired In naif an hour. 

Bead for New Catalogue, 72 jjago 

SPECIAL NOTICE. 
Owing to tho increase in our business, wo have found It 

necessary to soourc more extensive premises for Works and 
Show Ground. ADJOINING OROFTON PARK STATION, 
BRUCKLE Y-ROAD, 15 minutes by L.O. it D. Railway Irorn 
City and West-end. 

DON'T FORGET that we have the Largest and Best Show 
of Greenhouse* in London, iitapection Invited. 

F.R.H.3 G. HAYWARD 
CRYSTAL PALACE HORTICULTURAL W0RK8, 

359, BROCKLEY ROAD, BROCKLEY, LONDON. 

rnia la Hayword'a No. 1 and No. a. 
No. 1 Span-roof and No. 1 Lean-to Oreouhouse* are pr, - 

eared especially for amateurs, made of Beat Red Deal, 
thoroughly seasoned, oomplete with Vontllators, Door, Btagot 
for plants, Painted one ooat, 16-os. Olaaa, all nnoessarr Iron¬ 
work. Dolivored and packod free nn rails at the following 
prloe*. satisfaction guaranteed. Write for Now Lilt. 

Wo. 1 Lean-to. 
0 I ft. long 5 ft. wide II I 0 
0 8 ft. „ 5 ft. „ 3 0 0 
0 10 ft. „ I ft. „ 4 IS 0 
0 12 ft. „ 8 ft. „ S 10 0 

Ho. 1 Span-roof. 
7 ft. long 5 ft. wide £1 18 
9 ft. „ 0 ft. „ 4 0 

10 ft. „ 7 ft. „ 6 0 
If ft. „ 8 ft. „ 6 0 

For other sines and prices writs for IUustraled List I* 

CE. HAYWARD, 
359, BROCKLEY ROAD, BROCKLEY, S.E. 

"OREAT HEAT AT LITTLE EXPENSE." 

THE KING OF STOVES 
(Belmor's Patent Gas). Illustrated Catalogue Post Free. 

For Greenhouse*, Halls, Sitting-rooms, tea. Consumes all 
Smoke and Kuiuos. Sanitary and Economical. Requires no 
Flue or Ventilation. 

"From G. E. A-.hley, Esq., Brighton.—The Heating Stove 
I bought from you answer* splendidly. I have kept a fornory 
with about Afty Ferns in perfect security through tho frost at 
40 dess. I have never soen them look so well.' 

Manufactured by BROWN, MICHEL, A PAGE, Ltd., 
53, New Oiford-strect, London. 

A. OVEREND f.r.h.s. & co., 
THE CENUIME HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, 

Supply Greenhouses, 

large or small, from 60s. 

to any amount, os ohoap 

as any advortlsod at 25 

por cent, hotter quality 

and finish. 

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LISTS FREE. 
INSPECTION INVITED. 

WEST GREEN WORKS, 

TOTTENHAM, LONDON, N. 

o°s- 
1IKKAKKR livery body'a Desidera¬ 

tum. Cheap, simple, effective. Sire, 14 in. by 11 in., 
hiuidlo 24 Id. long. For tiling to woodwork or wall, 2l«.; on 

on ■Land. JU g<L-QgO. WOEMAL1). Now Malden. Surrey. 

lUR-BUSHEL Sack of licet LKAg-MOTOPi 

KJffSSfSTf. JflMUBSf 
E. VAN DF.rt MteERfldl! Queen’s Nursery. Selbunit. S.K 

BOULTON & PAUL, 
MANUFACTURERS, 

NORWICH. 

ORNAMENTAL IRON ROSE BOWERS, COVERED WAYS, 
CIRCULAR ENCLOSURES, CARDEN ARCHES, &c. 

tSWPW«ll' /SSJ 

As erected fur the Eight Hon. Earl Cadogan, K.O , Vul/ord. 

Prices snd full particulars free on application. 

Descriptive Catalogue of all our Manufactures, with 

Prices, Including Iron Rnllding* for Shooting and Flablng 

Lodges, Stabling, Huts, Summer Houies, Wood Porches, 

Ornamental Verandahs, Kennels, Poultry Appliances, Green¬ 

houses, Qarden Frames, 4o., froo ou applloatlon. 

BOULTON & PAUL, 
NORWICH. 

Supplied with various arrangements of Plpee. 
For (Ireonhnuset, 4c. Catalogue free- 

Jones' Troattre. “Heating by Hot-water," 120 Page*, 
50 engravings. Cloih. 2i._ 

FIRST-CLASS SILVER BANKSIAN MEDAL 
Awarded by tho Roysl Horticultural Society, 1893. 

AMATEURS FRIEND 16J. 
AMATEUR'S ASSISTANT «*. 

PRINCESS APPARATUS ..26a. 
DUCHESS APPARATUS ....30*. 

CHAMPION * PERFECTION BOILER8, 
PROPAGATORS. FRAME HEATERS, 

FOG ANNIHILAT'D Its, 4a 
Hrsn Osr. Stamp 

LATXST lLLUriTIltTKU sr?1 

C. TOOPE & SONS, 
HTKPVRY HqUAKK, LONDON, K. 

greenhouses. 
Intending purchasers should send for trar new Uhutru. 

Prloe List of Greenhouses, 4a, complete from 48*., post f 
a AUmssmS, HARTLEY 4 CO., Horticultural llulld 
Valiev nr.-. >. Wlndhlll, Shipley. Yorkshire_ 

. Tiffany at la.‘2d., about 
ION, 7, Park-lan*, Liverpool. 
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ITTID 33.x:. 

Applo-trees in bloom .. 
Asparagus-bed .. 
Aspidistras 
Azalea in a window 
Besonios, treatment of 
Bulbs for foreleg.. 
Camellias, treatment of 
Campanula* for baskets 
Carnations, Tree.. 
Chrysanthemums from 

seed . 
Chyrsanthemnm M. Gus- 

tare Urunerwald 

Chrysanthemums — sea¬ 
sonable notes .. 

Clover seed and Straw¬ 
berries . 

Conservatory 
Cyolamens and Cliineso 

Primulas.. .. ., 
Daffodils for a small bor- 

der.. 
Daturas, flower g irden 
Fern, the llay-sc.oitod 

| I.astrea iimmla) 
Fern-case, a 

4» 

Fruit garden .. „ 431 
Fruit-trees, treatment of 433 
Garden, a town ,. .. 43i! 
Garden, management of 

a.43J 
Glass-house, building a 43a 
Grape Vine* in a green- I house .433 
Greenhouse during frost 433 
Greenhouse, hosting a 

small .435 
I Gu n, Blue, and varie- 
i gated Agaves „ .. 431* 

I Honeysuckles, the Hush 431 
Labels, wooden .. .. 410 

| Leaf-manure, making .. 4 31 
I Lilies, packing .. .. 431 

M iguerites for winter .. 435 
| Mealy-bug.431 
i Montateradrlieosa .. 435 
! Oncidium leucoohilum 437 
Orange-t.ron, tr«atm<>nfc 

of an .434 
Orohard-liouse ., .. 430 
Outdoor garden .. . • 430 

I l’ear tor a wall .. .. 433 

Pours, winter .. .. 431 
Pcntstcmon, planting a 433 
Plants and inseots .. 431 
Plants for a conservatory 435 
Plot, laying out, a small 438 
Plum Angelina Burdelt 433 
Questions and an.wors 437 
Rhubarb and its culture 437 
Rose Glolre Lyonnalse.. 429 
Rose, scale on a .. .. 429 
Roto W. A. Richardson 429 
Roses, notes on 
Roses, wliito 

Roses, Tea, for a west 
wall .429 

Shrubs iu flower-bed .. 432 
Splrma Jtpooica .. .. 431 
Stove .430 
Tomato-fly, whlio .. 437 
Town garden, work In tho 431 
Turf, parlug and burning 431 
Vegetable garden .. 430 
Vinos, early .. .. 43J 
Vines in a eold-bouse .. 431 
Week's work, the coming 430 
Window gardening .. 430 

BOSHS. 

NOTES ON ROSES. 

Tub Past Season,—Tho summer that has 

now passed has not boon altogether favourable 

for theso, as tho drought has boon very sovere, 

tho flowers quickly fading both on tho plants 

and when gathered for the homo. I expect to 

find Rosea very expensive this year, although in 

those nurseries I have seen they look remark¬ 

ably strong and healthy. It is curious to 
notioe, in briefly reviewing the past season, 

that the dark Roses in particular have succeeded 
remarkably well, which is exactly opposite to 
what one would expoot. The usual caso in very 
hot seasons is for the dark flowers to got com¬ 

pletely burnt up with the sun, the petals thus 
losing their rich velvety and characteristic 
beauty. That fino kind, Prince Arthur, has 
been very good this yoar, and one reason why 
tho dark Roses are such favourites is because, I 
think, their colour is rich and the fragrance very 
strong, and fragrance is not too pronounced in 
many of tho nower Rosea in particular. Xavier 
Olibo, Prince Camille de Rohan, Pierre Nottiug, 
Louis van Houtte, Fisher Holmes, Reynolds 

Hole, and 8ultan of Z inzibar, are the best dark 
Roses, practioally, and form a very good 
seleotion. The worst of such kinds, howovor, 
as Pierro Notting is that they are nob con¬ 
stant ; but it is seldom that such a season as this 

occurs. Still, it is a fine Rose, very fragrant, 
and deep in colour, well worthy of a place in 
gardens. 

Tka-sckntkd Rosen are blooming exception¬ 

ally well this autumn, and have done so 
throughout the summer, but the autumn bloom, 
to my mind, is os charming as that of July. 
Ernest Met/, has proved a splendid variety this 
year, and has been shown vvell on many 

occasions at the exhibitions. It 3vas raised by 
the French raiser, Guiilot, in 1888, and the 
flowers are very distinct and dnlicato in colour— 
carnation-roso is the best description, perhaps 
tho centre of the flower of a brighter tint— 

whilst each bloom is borne on a sturdy erect 
stalk. Writing of Tea-scented Roses reminds 
mo I saw a wreath tho othor day oomposed of 
nothing but Mario van Houtte flowers, and a 
more exquisite effect I have never seen. This 

fine Rose, raised by Duoher in 1871, is very 
beautiful this year. There is great charm in 
the flowers, which ore soft yellow, with tho 
Ktals edged with rose. Of tho nower kinds of 

a Roses, the following have been very satis¬ 
factory : Cleopatra, especially early in the 
season, was delightful, the flowers of a flesh tint, 
shot with rose, and the petals broad. Corintha, 

one of Mr. William Paul’s, Waltham-cross, 
raising, the flowors flesh in colour, marked 
with roso, and coppery tint. The Bride, Dr. 
Grill, Ethel Brownlow, Mmo. Hoste, Marquise 

do Vivens, Princes* Beatrice, and Souvenir de 
S. A. Prince. These are either quite now or 
comparatively so, and have been very free this 
year. _ 

Garden Rusks.—It is a pleasure to srfetKat 
the garden Roses—thoseIriOt suitable for lfehifr\. 

tion—are growing greater in publio favour each 

year. I hope that they will bo still more frown, as 3vithout tho Chinas, Polyanthus, 

Loss, and othor sootions tho garden loses 
greatly in interest. I was noticing the other 
day a bod of the l’olyantha varieties, whioh 
wero a mass of bloom, although late in Sep¬ 
tember. The same remarks upply to tho 
Chinas, which are amongst the most delightful 

of Roses, very free, and in every way worth a 
place in both largo and small gardens. The 
most recent addition to the Chinas is Laurotto 
Mcrainey, which has comparatively largo 
flowers, roso, suffused with yellow, and they 

aro produced very freely. Tho Green Rose, it 
may be interesting to mention, belongs to the 
China class. The flowers aro quite green, and 
it is not easy to distinguish tho petals from tho 

leaves. Tho Crimson China is one of tho host, 
the flowors such a deep-crimson colour, and tho 
plant is remarkably hardy. Of course, the 
common China Roso is tho Monthly Rose, and a 

very bright little flower. This was raised in 
17% by a raiser named Parsons. 

Climbing Ros&s.—I recently saw tho beauti¬ 
ful Gloire do Dijon Rose written against, and 

othor varieties recommended as possessing 
greater value. But I defy anyone to select a 
more useful, all-round Ro3e than this Roso of 
Jacotot’s, who sent it out in 1853. I have had a 

fino lot of blooms from a plant only put in last 
January, and it has made splendid growth, long 
shoots full of vigour. Then the (lowers are rich 
in colour, and of splendid fragranco. A sweeter 
English picturo can scarcely bo got than pro¬ 

duced by a Gloire do Dijon tumbling over a 
cottage, mounting up oven to tho chimney, and 
sending its fragrant (lower-laden shoots into tho 
latticed window. Speaking of climbers, I rather 
like the new L’Idoal; its red and yellow 

flowers are very pretty in the bud, and showy 
when fully expanded. It is a bright aud pleas¬ 
ing Rose, and vory strong-growing. 

Hybrid Tea Roses.—This is an important 
class, but much confused. It 3vould bo well, I 
should think, to put some of the varieties with 
the Hybrid Perpetuals, und tho others with tho 

true Teas. Caroline Testont is a good addition. 
The flowers aro large, of a salmon-pink shade of 
oolour, and very distinct. But tho gem of this 
group is Augustine Guinoissoau, which succeeds 
very well as a dwarf on the cutting Brier or as 
a standard. Its flowers aro white, with a 
delicate roso centre, and delightfully sweet. 

_ V. C. 

4613.—Tea Roses for a west wall.—I 
have plcasuro in naming twelve good Tea Roses, 

and “ Fifeshiro ” will do well to send the whole 
list to a nurseryman when ordering, in case lie 
may be out of one or two of tho varieties. I 
have named six strong growers first, and six of 

medium growth later. It is always my plan to 
plant tho extra vigorous varieties alternately 
with those of ordinary growth. 1 thus secure a 
good show all the season, and, at tho samo time, 

am certain of covering tho wholo of my wall. 
Strong growers are very apt to be rather bare 
at tho bottom, and this apaco is filled in by tho 

tios. If “ Fifeshiro ’’ is contem- 
ton plants of climbers, a difeMil lif/ 

in tho mannor suggested, will bo none 

too close. Extra vigorous growers : Belle Lyon- 
naiso (canary-yellow), Climbing Porlo des Jar- 
din* (deep-yellow), William Allen Richardson 
(orange and apricot), L’ldJal (copper, red, 
orange, and peach), Mine. Chauvry (copper and 

nankcon-ycllow), and Tour Bertrand (clear fawn- 
yellow). Ordinary growers: Anna Ollivier 
(orango and buff), Dr. Grill (rose and copper), 
Ernest Metz (salmon-flesh), Fram^iaca Kruger 

(copper, yollow, and peach), Innooente l’irola 
(creamy-white), and Jean Duoher (salmony- 
yellow, with diatiuot coppery and blood 
shadings). All of these are distinct and sweet 
scented.—P. U. 

4600 —Scale on a Rose.—This is about the 
very worst pe9t the plant could be troubled 
with, few remedies being thoroughly successful 

without harming the Rose. Cut off all the 
wood you can spare, also the foliage which is 
ripe, and burn it at once. Then procure a 

cake of Gishurst Soap and a small painter's sash 
brush or “ tool,” as it is sometimes oallod. 
Drop a little paraflin upon the soap, dip the 
brush into warm water, and then make a lather. 
Work tho brush all over the wood affected with 
scalo. Tho paraffin will run into all crevices, 
and if you do not use it too strong, and afford 

a thorough syringing directly after, no harm 
will he done. Ola scale wants a lot of killing. 
Keep tho wood syringed with some good insec¬ 
ticide overy third day for the next fortnight.— 

P. U. 

- Dissolve 0 oi. o( Gishurst Compound Id a gallon 
of hot watsr, or less quantity can be made in proportion. 
The scales will be lound principally on the old wood, and 
if the liquid compound is brushed well over the branches 
with a small paint-brush the insects will die. There are 
other modes of treatment, but 1 have always found this 
effectual and very eoonoiiiloil.—E. If. 

4633 — Rose W. A. Richardson.—Your 
Rose appears to be doing very well, so that you 

cannot do better than to continue the same 
treatment. The long shoots may be cut back 
ono-fourth their length in tho winter, as I find 

it flowers better when Biightly pruned. As soon 
as the first flowers aro over in tho spring it will 
require more root-room, if you havospaco for the 
branches to extend ; a nob 111 inches in diameter 
will not bo too large. If you cannot give it a 

largor pot yon must supply the roots regularly 
with manure-water.—J. C. C. 

— You aro fortunate in possessing such a 
healthy and well-grown specimon of this 
Noisette Roso. I would suggest that you keep 
it a little dryer than usual, and admit a fair 

amount of air ; or else stand it outside in somo 
sheltered nook for a week or two. This will 

induce better ripening of tho long shoots. Do 
not prune it except to out away the tips that 
are not sufficiently matured by the earlv part 

of next January. I cannot recommend your 
ropotting it before blooming is over, but you can 
assist it with liquid-manure after the new 
growth has developed somewhat.—P. U. 

4633.—Rose Gloire Lyonnalse.—I wish 
to thank “Mioawbor’ for the information he 
sends regarding the behavionr of this Rose, as 

it strengthens my opinion that I had already 
formofl that it is mpro suitable for training on a 
pillar thkfl fir pegging down. A very good 

Dgure fhf» fjijveij: of||S,l>is Rosii jin tho Garden 
last week, but it does not show the eapacity it 
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SOBB088C8 of produoing large and handsome 
owera when cultivated on a pillar. I am 

acquainted with a plant so treated that oooupies 
the corner pillar of a verandah where the east 

wind reaches it in full force ; yet it is unharmed, 
and produces every year such large and perfect 
flowers that the figure I have referred to gives 
but a poor idea of its character. When grown 
under suitable conditions I have no hesitation 
in recommending this correspondent to train it 
in the way he suggests.—J. C. C. 

4634.—Management of a garden.— 
“ Rosarian” will find the following twenty-four 
Roses hardy, and quite distinct from those 
named in his query. If planted early they 
should thrive a great deal more satisfactory than 

the forty he mentions, especially as the situ¬ 
ation is so good. H. Perpetuals : General Jacque¬ 
minot, Fisner Holmes, Mrs. John Laing, Ulrich 
Brunner, Abel Carriers, D». Andry, Suzanne 
Marie Rodocanachi, Mrs. G. Diokson, Heinrioh 
Schultheis, and Elie MoreL Tea-scented and 
Noisettes : Anna Ollivier, Madame Hoste, Marie 

van Houtte, Dr. Grill, Edith Gifford, Homcre, 
Madame Cusin, Madame de Tartas, and 8unset- 
Bourbons i Mrs. Paul and 8ouvenir de la Mal- 
maison. Hybrid Teas : Augustine Guinoisseau, 
Captain Christy, and Souvenir de Wootton.— 

- The Rev. Dean Hole says in his delight 
ful book about Roses that we must love Rosea if 
we want to grow them successfully ; but I fancy 
this correspondent thinks that they will grow in 

any jumbled-up fashion. The dead plants he 
speaks of will, I should hope, prove that he is 
wrong, and that he will be prepared to give 
them the attention they require ; if not, the 
best selection of varieties in the world will not 
help him. Anyway, it is not pleasant to be told 
—»s I have been before now—that the selection 
of iioaea you made for me were a poor lot. 
Here, however, is a list of good hardy H.P.'s, 
that does well under ordinary favourable condi¬ 

tions : Earl Duflerin, General Jacqueminot, 
Charles Lefebvre, Ulrich Brunner, Captain 
Christy, Paul Noyron, Mrs. G. Dickson, Mrs. 
Jowott, Mme. Gabrielle Luizet, Prince Camille 
de Rohan, Hyppolyte Jamain, John Hopper, 
Francois Miohelon, Duchess of Albany, Alfred 
Colomb, Caroline d’Arden, and Countess of 

Rosebery.—J. C. C. 

4611.—White Roses.—Although there are 
a good number of White Roses, there is not a 
wide range of choioe for the purpose you require 
them. As a summer-flowering Rose the White 

Bath is unsurpassed in the purity of its colour¬ 
ing, which is paper-white. Blanche Moreau is 
an excellent perpetual Moss Rose, and sweetly- 
scented. Madame Plantier is also fragrant, but 
it must be allowed to grow into a spreading bush 

to do well. The pretty little Miniature Rose, 
Pacquerite, would be very suitable.—J. C. C. 

- White Bath is tbs finest llow Hose (or your pur- 
pone ; in addition to this I should ohoose the following 
thrro varieties: Souvenir de S. A. Prince, Madame 
Francois Plttet, and The Bride. All are very eweet-ecented 
and free-flowering ; they are also of muoh the same growth 
as regards strength.—P. U. 

4676.—Plants and insects.— Probably 
slugs are the enemies which have destroyed the 
l'eas and Sunflowers. An exoellent plan to trap 
thoso enemies is the following, which the writer 
has found most successful. Small tins, such as 

thoso used for cocoa (or old saucers) may be 
plaocd in the ground, the odgo level with the 
soil, and fillod with milk and water or flour and 
water. Into these tins or saucers the slugs will 
crowd greedily, and in a fow days they are full 
of the slain, when they can be taken up and fresh 

milk or flour and water supplied. Snails oven 
will tumble into rather deep tins, but slugs are 
caught better in this way than in any other, as 
thoro is no necessity to go out late at night to 
catch them. A thorough dressing of lime will 

be beneficial to the soil when the spring arrives 
and soot should be used freely, but not stable- 
manure when there is a plague of slugs. Soot 
and lime should not, however, bo used together 

for chemical reasons, but a dressing of soot 
may be given at any time with advantage.— 

L L. R. 
4*10. -Wooden labels —All the preparation wood 

lab.lj require is to slightly char the parts whlob go Into 
the soil by holding them for a short time over the flame 
of a lamp, and then rub a little white paint on the side 
which It ie Intended to write upon. /Tit»y say wooden 
Uliels may be bought much cheaper thin theyveiu’«ty 
at home* All seedsman^ lt»ip! then.. XhfOf-Vgy 
said as regards stakes for tying op plantsT^di. H. 

GARDEN WORK.* 

Conservatory. 
Ventilate at every favourable opportunity, but avoid 

cold draughts. Mignonette coming Into flower must have 
a light position near the glass, and be watered oarefnlly ; 
In fact, all watering ahould be done with judgment now. 
There is no better test than tapping the sides of tbs pots, 
and if in doubt after this test, lift the pot and try Its 
weight. Daring winter the watering Is the moet Important 
work. Some plants require more water than others. 
Among those things which require abundant supplies sre 
Chrysanthemums, Cinerarias, and Calceolarias. All 
Chrysanthemums should cow be In a position where pro¬ 
tection can be given on oold nights. Late blooms are 
more valuable than early ones; therefore the late varie¬ 
ties should not be hurried. Only shelter from frost is 
required In the oase of late sorts. Tbs early and late 
varieties should not bs placed in the same house. The 
plants Just opening their flowers will require a little Are, 
not only to keep out frost, but to dispel damp, whloh will 
in the oase of large, bighly-fed blooms, be even more 
injurious than frost. Liquid-manure may be given till the 
flowers are half expanded, and should then ossse. Where 
a oollectlon of hard-wooded plants are grown they should 
bsve a house to themselves, and only a little fire-beat used 
on oold nights, the ventilation being as perfect as possible 
consistent with the avoidance of cold currents. To do 
things really well the Pelargoniums should have a house 
to themselves also. In winter Pelargoniums require a 
light, airy position, with a night temperature of 60 dsgs. 
or so, to as to keep the plants growing slowly all winter, 
shifting Into the blooming pots not lster than February. 
Zonal Pelargoniums will soon be very bright, but it Is 
useless expecting a good winter bloom without a genial 
warmth from fire-heat. There must be hest enough to 
admit of air being given during the day. If the damp 
settles on the blooms the flowers soon go wrong. Where 
all the different families of greenhouse plants are culti¬ 
vated in one house, great oare la necessary, both In 
watering and ventilating, and even then the result cennot 
be bo satisfactory as where several smaller bouses can be 
given to them to permit of their being grouped aocordlng 
to their Individual wants. As soon as all the plants are 
housed, and are settling down a bit, It will save trouble 
hereafter if a moderate fumigation of Tobacco is given. It 
will give the few Insects which are probably In the bouse 
uotloe to quit. One smoking wlU do as muoh good cow, 
when possibly the iuseots are very few, or even their pre¬ 
sence may not have been notioed, than two or three 
fumigations will do later on, when the warmth and 
the changed conditions of growth has brought forth 
numbers of Inseots. Pot up Spines japonic*. Dielytra 
qisolabllls, and other hardy subjects for forolng during 
winter. For the present they msy remain In a cold-house 
or pit. Tea and other Hoses which have been prepared 
for forolng will be better In a oold pit before frost oomes. 

Stove. 
Kucharis Lilies will either be In flower, or the spikes on 

the point of starting. Tho flowers are more valuable in 
winter than summer; therefore the largest number 
should be worked with that object In view. After the 
bulbs bave been rested and cooled down for a few weeks, 
the spplloatlon of a genial heat, say about 66 degs. at night, 
with weak llquld-manure applied twioe a week, will soon 
start the spikes. Though stove plants may bs grown 
without bottom-beat, still, a plunging-bed Is a valuable 
adjunct to the stove in forwardingsuota things as Huoharla, 
Gardenias, ho., and the atmosphere of the house is always 
more genial where there is a speedy fermentation of 
leaves or tan going on than where the neoessxry humidity 
has to be kept up by throwing water down. Stove plants 
require more atmoepherio humidity than any others. A. 
dry heat would soon have a ruinous effect upon stove 
plant*. The |>raotlcal oultlvator, when be puts his head 
inside a plant-house, can tell In an instantif the oondltlons 
of healthy growth are present. Long experienoe teaches 
this amongst other things which the novloe has to And 
out by watching thermometers and other instruments. 
The night temperature of the stove need not exceed 
66 degs., snd on oold, froety nights 6 degs. lee* will do no 
harm. There will be s great saving of fuel if a cover of 
some kind can be Improvised. Where the house Is lilted 
with blinds, Instead of taking them down in winter let 
them remain, and roll them down on oold nights. Kven if 
they wear out faster, the saving In fuel will more than pay 
for it, and if on a oold night the Ure gets low towards 
sunrise In morning the plants will be quits safe when the 
glass la oovered. Those who have never tried covers in 
winter will have their eyre opened to the advantages In a 
very short time. 

Orchard house. 
Most of the late l’eaohes will be gathered now, and the 

trese can lie set outside, and the house used for other 
purposes. This house la generally used for Chrysanthe¬ 
mums, and by the lime the Chrysanthemums sre over the 
trees will want to oome back. Any fruit-trees which 
require reivottlng should have a shift at once, whilst there 
Is still some little force left In the leaves. .Surround the 
pots with long, dry litter before severe frost oomes. 

Cyclamens and Chinese Primulas. 

These plants do well together. Both like when in bloom 
s genial temperature of 60 degs. or so. A light position 
I* also naotMtry, and there must be free ventilation, or 
the flowers will damp. Cyclamen bulbs must not be burled 
in the soil, or the leaves and flower-stems will damp off. 
Tbs largest half of the bulb* should be above the ground 
level, eo that Ibeleaf and flower-stalks may stand olear. 

Tree Carnations 
must have a temperature of 66 degs. at night If they are 
to flower well. They are not satisfactory in a cold-house. 
Only a limited number of the Tree-Oarnatlone will flower 
freely in winter, and there must be strong plants before 
winter sets In. Miss Jolllffe Improved Is on* of the best. 

Though the raisers of Tree-Carnsuons have given us dwarf er- 
hablted plants. It is a question If they flower any better in 

* In cold or northern districts the operations referred 
~tnder “Garden Work" may be done from ten days to 

rt night later than is here indicate l y.i'h e/ naiiy yooti 

winter than the old sorts grown forty yean ago. There 
used to be no dltllculty many years ago In having plenty of 
Tree-Oarnatlons In wintsr. The flowen were rougher In 

outline, but they were quite as sweet, and even more 
numerous than the modern flowers. Winter Cheer is a 
good variety for winter, and the other day I saw a large 

quantity of the Marguerite Carnation just coming Into 
flower, proving these are useful for winter blooming, but 
I do not think they will stand muoh fordng ; therefore 
the flower-buds should be prominent by autumn, or by 
the time they are taken Indoors. These will "be very useful 
In the amateur's greenhouse. 

Bulbs for Forcing 
should be potted at onoe. Hyacinths, Tulips, Free alas, 
and Narcissus are all useful. Plunge over the rime In 
Oocoa-nut-flbre outside for six weeks to make roots—at 
least, all except the Freesias should be plunged. The 
latter will be better started In a cool greenhonte, If covered 
with anything the growth oomee weakly. 

Window Gardening. 
Do not boy Bonvardias which hare been foroed Into 

bloom ; In foot, any plants taken from a higher tempera¬ 

ture at this season will be difficult to keep in condition. 
The moet ueeful plants for winter decoration are Aspi¬ 
distras, Kentlaa (In tbs way of Palms), Aralla 8leboIdl snd 
the variegated variety, Oyperus altemlfolius and 0. 
distans. Dracxma Indivisa, and other green-leaved sorts. 
Fioua elastics does well. Flowering etuff can be Introduced 

ae required ; but with care the foliage plants named above 
will be more or less permanent. 

Outdoor Garden. 

All tender plants most be placed under oover, as there is 
risk of Injury In leaving them exposed now. Questions 
bearing upon the keeping of tender plants in oold frames 
have often been asked, and though It would baldly be 

right to say the thing oould not be dons yet, the result 
was so often unsatisfactory that It was hardly wile to 
attempt it without some artificial beat, as usually. If the 
plants survived, they came through the ordeal so much 

weakened that it took them half the summer to get over 
It; but though Geraniums are difficult to keep without 
artlfloial beat, those plants which may still b* propagated 
may be kept In a oold frame quits safely. Calceo¬ 
laria cuttings put in now in a oold frame will make 
nloe plantsnextsprlng. Pentstemone and Antirrhinum* in 
assorted ooloure, white, yellow, and crimson, will root 
freely from outllngs planted in boxes In a oold pit. I have. 
In a previous numbsrof Gardkmmi, adverted to the value 
of the Tuberous Begonia to those who have no meant of 
keeping tender plants In winter. The tubers may bs 
lifted, paoked In boxes of sand, and plaoed In tbs oellar 
where the frost oannot enter, and kept there till spring. 
These are very bright and effective, and may be easily had 
In assorted ooloure of white, yellow eoarlet, anil pink, and 
these In association with masses of hardy flowers will make 

a very gay and Interesting garden without costing any¬ 
thing for fuel or pots. Lose no time now in getting in the 
early-flowering bulbs, such as Snowdrops, Croonaes, 

Daffodils, Ac. A good deal, too, may be done to make a Earden beautiful with dwarf shrubs, Tufted Pansies, and 
ardy annuals, all of whloh should be planted a* toon as 

the tender things are cleared. Prepare sites for Hoses 
by trenching In plenty of good manure. Lift Dahlia and 
Gladiolus roots when out off with frost. 

Fruit Garden. 
The principal work tor the Dsxt week or two will bo 

gathering the late Apples and Pears. Do not be tempted 

to gather the best late sorts too early, If they are required 
to keep In a fresh Arm state till their allotted time. There 
are plenty of Indications to guide us in gathering late fruit, 
but the best hint 1* given by the tree lteelf. When the 
fruits part readily from the stalk it Is time to gather them 
In. In this season of plenty the trees will probably be 
cleared at one operation, but In small gardens more might 
be made of the fruits—ie., the season might bs prolonged 

If the gathering of the beet kinds of Pears was spread over 
two or three weeks. I bave lengthened out the season of 
Merle Louise considerably by gathering the fruits first of 

all from the sunny aide of the tree, leaving the other to 
bang ten day* or a fortnight longer. Autumn Pears are 
very often unsatisfactory In this way. If the orop Is large 
there will certainly be considerable waste. 1 bave often 
beard tbe remark, “ Wbat a shame to let these beautiful 
Pears deoay I" Buft»who Is to help It where the ssle or 
oonsumption Is not sufficient to olear them off whilst they 
are goodf A Pear may be sound and good apparently 
one (lay and a mass of Internal decay the next. The late- 
keeping Pears euoh as Doyenne du Cornice, Winter Nells, 
Bergamotte d'Ksperen, Glou Moroeau, BeurrO Ranee, 

and Ne Plus Meurls donotdeoay eo rapidly when they have 
ripened, and therefore the season can be prolonged. Both 
Strawberries and Raspberries are, In many gardens, antici¬ 
pating the next year's orop this season, dome beds of 
early Strawberries that were Injured by the hot weather 
aro now bearing very freely. This heavy tax upon vigour 
should be met by giving additional support aa soon as tbe 
fruits are gathered in the shape of rtob top-d reeeinge of 
manure. 

Vegetable Garden. 
Good vegetables are more plentiful now than they hare 

been all the season. late Cauliflowers ore very good, and 
though there has been light froets Scarlet Runners are 
still bearing freely, but lato l'eas have In moet gardens 
been a failure. The summer was too exhausting ; even the 

l'eas sown late and keptmolBt by watering did ootdowell. 
But root crops have been better than the promise. Beet¬ 

root, Turnips, Onions, and Carrot* where proper attention 
bas been given have turned out much better than ex¬ 
pected. Where It was Impossible to water the crops the 
frequent use of the hoe has been very beneficial; by keeping 
an inch or so of loose soil on the top the moisture has 
been kept In tho land and tbe effect* of tbe hot aunabine 

mitigated. If early Pea* are sown now in |>ot* or boxer, 
the green tope, when about 4 Inches high, will oome In 
uselul for flavouring soups. Take up Beetroot* before 
frost oomes, and secure Cauliflower* turning lu in some 
way, simply breaking a leaf over the hearts or tying the 
leaves op In a oiuster over their hearts will save them 

frqp? [severs!{degrees of frost. Lite Broccoli may be laid 
down with heads to tbe north. Heeling, It I* sometimes 
o»iM(I, bMt ItUA tataM are riot exaotly lifted out of the 
ground ; a opadoiui of soil le removed from the north aide 
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ot the plants, the spade la then thruab In on theaouth aide, 
aod the plant la heeled over ao aa to bo on ita aide, a spade¬ 
ful of sou la placed on tho atom to ahelter, and tbla leavee 
a bole for the next plant to fall Into. It la not a long or 
a dilHoult Job, and if we get 20 dega. of froet during the 
winter It will eave the Brooooll crop. E. IIordat. 

Work In the Town Garden. 
There haa, fortunately, not been enough froet eo far to 

out off or Injure the Dahllaa, whlob consequently con¬ 
tinue to make a nice dlaplay of oolour. With plenty of 
theee. Chrysanthemums of the hardier varieties, Michael¬ 
mas Daisies, Japanese Anemones, and Torch Lilies (Tri- 
tomas) no town garden need be other than gay during the 
autumn months, and, as I believe I have remarked before, 
ourioualy enough all these hardy autumn-flowering 
subjects thrive better in a smoky atmosphere than almost 
any others. Veronicas of the abrubby section are equally 
suitable and suooesBful, and are flowering freely, and even 
the pretty and fragrant white-flowered Tohaooo (Nicotians 
afflols) continues to pushup ite charming blossoms In warm 
aod sheltered spots. Referring again to the subjeot of 
Dahllaa, I have oome to the conclusion that on the whole, 
and for general deoorative purposes, supplying out flowers, 
Ao., the Pompon olass is deoldedly the most useful and 
effective. The huge "show’’ kinds are out of it 
altogether, either for outtlng or display, and beautiful 
as many of tho "Cactus" flowers are Individually (the 
□ewer ones In particular), in most oases they are not 
produoed with sufllolent freodom to ooinpare with the 
pretty little Pompons. The colours of these last, too, are 
now very varied and rich, the blossoms are neat and nice 
for cutting, and the habit of the plants Is dwarf and bushy 
In the extreme. By far the freest and best of the Oaotus 
tribe for cutting—at least, where quality la an objeot—are 
the brilliant suarlet-flowered Fire King and tho deep 
nrlmson Cochineal. Where a large conservatory has to be 
furnished a number of Dahlias grown In large pots are of 
the greatest value In the autumn after frost has set In, 
and form an exoellent contrast to the Chrysanthemums. 
Hardy perennials of all kinds may be safely planted now— 
at least, In suburban distriots or small towns, where the 

Those who are bothered with wlreworms should grow their 
Carnations in large pole. The plants always do well in 
pots if kindly treated, and with ordinary caro the wire- 
worms can be kept out. Tran-planted Tripoli Onions In 
rows 12 inches apart, 6 Inohes from each other in the rows. 
The ground had been well prepared, and then made Arm. 
Onions are apttogrowthiok-neokedlnlooeeeoil. Qatbered 
Apples and Pears, also Coe’s Qolden Drop Plums. The 
latter will keep a long time late on a shelf i n the fruit-room. 
Peaohee on walls nave done well this season. Still 
gathering a few late kinds, Including Sea Eagle and Solway. 
Dug Potatoes. This work Is pretty well finished now. In 
preserving theee for winter use they always keep better 
oovered with earth enough to keep out frost. Then in 
buildings the quality Is ao much better. No matter how 
seourely Potatoes are oovered when stored In buildings, 
they lose flavour aa the season rolls round. Took up and 
stored Beetroots. I And these keep best when oovered 
with dry soil. Do not use a knife In trlmmlog these. A 
wounded surfaoe will injure the oolour—or rather the 
oolour will boll out In tho oooking. The leaves may easily 
be twisted off, and after the roote are dried In the tun, 
paok In drv earth or sand, and oover with straw and earth. 
If stored In a cellar they should be packed In sand. 
Oathered all the Tomatoes still on the plants outside and 
placed on a stage in tho vinory. They will ripen out in 
due oouree. The fruits of ono or two plants of more than 
average fertility have been saved for seed. It la dllllcult 
to keep stook quite true If more than one kind are grown 
In the same house. Cutoff th# topi from Asparagus-beds. 
They will do no moro good now. The plants Intended for 
early forcing have had tho tope removed some time ago to 
ensure early ripening. 

FLOWER GARDEN DATURA8. 

Among tho numerous plants available for garden 
deooration, but whioh are mostly conspicuous 
by their absence, several species of annual 
Daturas occupy a prominent place. The genus 
includes five or six species, possessing some 

Flowering-shoot of Datura metcloides. 

soil 1s fairly light and tho drainage good; but In very 
emoky places, as also where tho soil Is heavy or damp, it is 
safer to wait until the spring. Some of the beds that have 
been cleared of summer bedders. annuals, etc., may lie 
Ailed with Chrysanthemums and dwarf evergreen shrubs, 
both grown In pots and plunged, and if desirable, bulbs 
may be planted between. Insert cuttings of Pentetomons 
at once ; also of the shrubby Calceolarias, If early-flowering 
pot plants are wanted next season. By Inserting the 
outlines early, and giving them a slight warmth through 
the winter, they are muoh more forward. Seedling 
Tuberous Begonias and Gloxinias are flowering finely In a 
warm-house now. B. 0. R. 

THE COMING WEEK’S WORK. 

Extract* from, a garden diary from October 
7th to October 14<A. 

Filled several frames with Calceolaria outlines, young 
shoots about 3 inches long lielng chosen. They were 
dibbled into a bed of loam :! inches apart. Very little 
protection Is sulltcient to keep Calceolarias safe when 
planted In a bed in a frame. In pots or boxes more cover¬ 
ing will be required. A little dry Fern or litter scattered 
over the frame when frost sets In will sultlce. The soil in 
whioh tho cuttings are planted should be kept In a moist 
condition, but not saturated. The disease from which 
this claee of plants suffer In summer is often caused by 
extreme dryness In winter. Busy clearing flower-beds and 
filling up with bulbs, Violas, hardy annuals, shrubs, Ao. 
Took up Dahlias and Gladioli. If either of these are 
exposed to frost the roots perish. I once lost a nice 
collection of Gladioli through leaving them too long In a 
potting.shed. A sudden frost of unusual sevciitv reaohed 
the Gladiolus bulbs and destroyed tho lot. I am not 
likely to forget this. Started a lot of Frenoh Beans in a 
warm-house for winter bearing. At this eeason 6-Inch 
pots are used—five Beans in a pot. The pots are not 
more than three parts full when the Beans are covered 
This leaves room for earthing up later on. The best 
variety for forcing Is, I think, Ne Plus Ultra. Finished , 
planting out Carnal Ions and Pinks. A few of eafUTXInrt 
are potted up. and will be, wintered under gfcse, ifdX 
afterwards potted into lergj pots-two plants VijJtJ 

claim to notice ; but those which more especially 
merit attention are— 

D. CERATOOAUBA, probably one of the best 
known. It grows from 2 feet to 3 foot high. 
Its sweet-scented, trumpet-like flowers are pro¬ 
duced from the axils, tho corolla being often 
C inches in longth and 4 inches or 5 inches across 
the limb, which is white, tingod with violet- 
purple externally and at the angles. The 
flowers, both of this and the following species, 
expand towards the end of the afternoon and 
close the following morning. 

D. meteloides, a native of Texas, of which a 
figure is here given, differs from the preceding 
in ita broader foliage, as well as in its somewhat 
large flowers, in its calyx-tube not being split 
on one side, and in the capsule being spiny; the 
limb of the oorolla is usually more completely 
suffused with pale-violet. 

D. fastuosa, if less remarkable for the size of 
its flowers than the species already referred to, 
has, nevertheless, merits peculiar to itself 
Even the single form of this plant, which in the 
type is creamy-white on both surfaces, yields a 
very effective variety with the corolla of a deep- 
violet externally, the interior being white, as in 
the type. The most striking forms of this 
species are those bearing double flowers, the 
primary oorolla having a second, and sometimes 
a third, arising from its tube, all perfect lv 
regular in form, and of'en particoloured, ns ii. 
the single variety with violet flowers. Tee 

culture of these Daturas offer* no especial difli 
culty. -.Fresh seeds are readily raised in an 
ove’inaff J h>t-bed, and the young plants should 
-e p'WUsl^out singly in pots while 

finally planted out where they are to stand. 
They need ample space for their full develop¬ 
ment, and should be grown in light sandy soil 
in preference to such as is of a heavier nature. 
But few garden* exist where appropriate situa¬ 
tions for one or moro of the species may not be 
found, and in most there is abundance of room 
for all those here named. Most of the Daturas 
thrive well in the neighbourhood of the sea. 
_ G. 

FERNS. 

THE HAY-8CENTED FERN (LASTREA 
iEMULA). 

Some readers signing themsolves “Cockneys” 
—whioh is, I suppose, because they livo in the 
County of Middlesex, for assuredly the place 
from whence this letter is dated is not within 
the sound of Bow Bells ’—tell me they have. 
been in Devonshire and collected some Ferns 
which they intend to ask mo to name for them, 
which I shall do with a great deal of pleasure if 
I can ; but they send this one, saying : “ That 
it has a very powerful odour of now hay >” 
which is quite right, and this alone makes it a 
very desirable plant to cultivate in the homo 
rockery or rootery. It may be easily grown in 
any suoh a place. Now I do not want to kuow 
what part of tho County of Devon my Cockney 
friends found this plant, and I should advise 
them to keep quiet about it or perhaps it may 
beoome extorminatod by the rapacity of Fern- 
hunters and dealers, such as have denuded our 
oountry places round about London of every 
bit of greenerv in the shape of a Fern, and 
having marked a certain number of plants for 
your friends who aro resident there to send you, 
this is as it should be, and the spot does not 
bocomo stripped of tho species. This is a very 
graceful Fern, and one that has a wide distribu¬ 
tion over the British islands, being found in 
England, Ireland, Scotland, and Wales, and 
whilst one may searoh for it in ono place, and 
never find a traoo of the plant, it may 
orop up in abundance when little thought of. Thu 
plant is of tufted growth, and it sends up fronds 
to tho height of about 18 inches and 2 feet, and 
about 0 inohes or 8 inches in height. Theso are 
deltoid in outlino, three times divided, having a 
somewhat crisp appearance, and powerfully 
scented like new made hay, and by which it 
may bo roadily distinguished. Tho plant, at 
though so widely distributed, has broken less into 
varieties than other and closely allied species, 
for I have only seen about two distinct varieties ; 
but, of oourse, there may be moro known, but I 
never remember to have seen but the one 
called prolifera, and another named cristata ; 
both these varieties, as well as the typical 
plant, make exceedingly beautiful plants in pote, 
and where my readers have no convenience 
for growing them in the open ground I would 
strongly urge upon them to try pot oulture for 
this plant and its two varieties. They should 
bo well drained, and the soil beet suited for 
thorn is loam and peat made sandy, being 
unlike the majority of our native kinds of 
Buckler Ferns, which are deciduous. This iH 
nearly an evergreen, and hence ita utility as a 
pot species is all the more strikingly exemplified. 

4622.—Mealy - bug.—Mealy - bug on any 
plants which cannot be at once burned is a ter¬ 
rible pest, and it is absolutely ruinous on Grapo- 
Vines, spoiling the fruit and making it quite 
unfit for use. As soon as the Vines aro pruned 
burn the pruning*, and clear every plant out of 
the house, except the Vines. Then mako a 
solution of Gishurst Compound by dissolving it 
in boiling-water at the rate of 6 oz or 8 oz. to 
the gallon. When cool enough to bear the hand 
in brush it well into every part of the stems of 
the Vines, going over them twice so that none 
may be missed. Then wash every Int of pains 
with the same mixture, using a brush or flannel, 
and whitewash tho walls with fresh lime, and if 
the borders are inside lake off 3 inches off the 
top and fill up with good loam and manure. As 
soon as the buds begin to move in spring keep 
a sharp lyatch for the first bugs, and though there 
may not be many thero will probably b<- some, 
which, if allowed to remain, will soon fill the 
house again. —E. H. 

4624—lipiiwa j&ponlcft.—Better leave the Spins 

iSVPTro: up in UJt0U,)r 
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TREES & SHRUBS. 

-THE BUSH HONEYSUCKLES. 

Tiif.se are very good shrubs, flowering in early 
summer, and known by botanists as Diervillas or 

Weigelas, which are often crowded into a shrub¬ 
bery, where it is impossible for them to make 
the free, graceful growth, laden with flowers, 

characteristic of well-planted examples. They 
are also known by the popular namo of Bush 

Honeysuckles, and the long list cf varieties em¬ 
braces flowers of many shades of colour. They 
aro essentially shrubs for the amateur—the 

growth is quick, and healthy bushes may be 
looked for even under apparently depressing 

circumstances, as in ordinary soils and positions 
they mako great headway and bloom profusely, 
In the month of dune every shoot is covered, 

almost hiding tho leafage, and a scattered suc¬ 
cession is maintained throughout the summer. 

I have seen splendid hut-lies, the branches 
touching the ground and full of vigour, in soils 
and situations where ono would think it was 

scarcely possible for such beautiful things to 
thrive. But the choke-muddle shrubbery is not 

the place for the full beauty of this shrub to be 
revealed ; it is better either as a separate bush, 
standing out boldly on tho lawn and displaying 

its full gracefulness, or massed together in 
a bed, as I saw a few days ago in a Middle 

sex garden. The variety planted was Abel 
Carrit're, the flowers crimson, deepening to 
a moro intense colour in tho buds, and 

every shoot was weighted down with the 
burden of blossom, the growth spreading about 

in its own characteristic and charming way. The 
types of tho Weigelas are W. floribunda, W 
rosea, and W. grandiflora; then we have such 

kinds as W. hortensis, and its pure-white variety 
nivea, a vory beautiful and free-flowering shrub 

Tho species are natives of China and .Japan, and 
have given rise, through crossing, to a numerous 

progeny. Those that have emnnated from W. 
grandiflora aro tho moro useful, by reason of tho 
flowers being bolder, but from the other types 

have also come many valuable kinds. One of 
the best is Abel Carriers, to which reference has 

been made already ; its flowers are of fine colour, 

and vrry showy when in contrast to the Grass ; 
and worthy also of mention are : Lavalloi (an 

excellent variety, the flowers deeper than in any 
other Weigela, and red-purple in colour), Van 

Houtto (red), Hendersoni (conspicuous for its 
compact habit and flowers of crimson tone, paler 
outsido), and John Standish (whioh has largo 

flowers, also of a reddish colour). The species 
1). rosea, introduced by Fortune from China, 
and certainly one of tho prettiest things he sent 

to England, is a shrub of groat elegance, and 

very oharming when its rose-coloured flowers 
are in full beauty in tho month of June. Its 

compact, yet by no means formal growth 
adapts it for filling a bed. Then we have such 
beautiful things os the later-blooming W. 

amabilis and varieties, of which tho following 
are amongst the best. Desboisi, very hand¬ 
some, the flowers deep rose in colour; Grom- 

ewegeni, one of tho most attractive of all, tho 
colour rose, with occasional streaks of red j 

Gustave Mallet, rich red, and Mons. Lemoine, 
which displays varied shades of rose. Although 
W. hortensis nivea is It beautiful shrub, the 

variety named Candida is finer, easier to grow, 
and more satisfactory. The habit of Candida 
is strong, and will attain in tho coarse of time 

ample dimensions, the flowers first appearing in 
June, and by reason of their purity and pro¬ 
fusion create a pretty picture, especially if 

placed against dark leaved things to throw up 
the white. As in many of the varieties, tho 

shrub continues to bloom more or less until the 
autumn. Nivea, on the other hand, is not so 

stiff as regards growth, but does not make such 
quick progress, the flowers white and produced 

freely during early summer. There is also a 
variety named rubra, which, as its name 

suggests, has flowers of a deep-red colour, but 
this is most pronounced in tho buds, the red 

tone disappearing when they are fully expanded, 
disclosing almost a pure white centre. There 

are several variegated Weigelas, but I do not 
care for such things unless the colouring is 

distinct and decided, and tho shrubs aro planted 

with extreme caution. Too many variegated 
shrubs in a garden produce a sickly, 

desirable effect, but I ma; ' 
following as of 

ay /mefctwn thoXJjnup. 

) V11 Viv 

is one of the best, the leafage rich golden colour, 
and retains its character through the summer 

months. It is not every variegated shrub that 
shows this essential trait, frequently when the 

first beauty of the foliago is over displaying 
objectionable tones. A dwarf variety is called 

nana variegata, the leaves distinctly variegated 
with a silvery colouring, the flowers almost 
white, and this silver shading is not obliterated 

under a summer sun. Although the Weigelas 

require very little of what is commonly called 

Flow ns of it I Ill»l I I lolls V Mirhle. 

cultivation, there aro a few points that must 
be attended to, if vigorous, healthy bushes are 

desired. Whin each bush is allowed to grow 
in its own way, unfettered by n< ighbouring 
things, it will riso many feet in height, ton or 

twclvo, even moro, and it is under theso con¬ 
ditions that ono sees their gracefulness and dis¬ 
tinctive charm. In ordinary soils it is well 
also to give an annual top-dressing to maintaiu 

their vigour, and quite as important is the re¬ 

moval of weakly growths. 1 was looking the 
other day at some Weigela bushes spoilt through 
a crowd of shoots preventing a sturdy develop¬ 

ment of tho branches, and tho flowers wero 

neither so largo nor so profuso as would other¬ 
wise have been tho ease. It is therefore essen¬ 
tial to prune vigorously to retain the stronger 
shoots. When a good selection of Weigelas is 

made, and the shrubs are carefully grown, there 
are few things in the garden of greater beauty 

in tho early summer months. V. C. 

•1025.—Shrubs in flower-bed—If you 
had given tho dimensions of tho bed it would 

have been more easy to advise you. For filling 
fair sized beds tho hardy Azaleas, Dcutzia 
gracilis. Hydrangea paniculata grandiflora, 
Kalmias, Pernettyas, Philadelphuees (or Mock 

Orange), Veronica Traversi, Viburnum plicatum, 
or tho Chinese Guelder Rose, and Weigelas, 

may bo mentioned. The two best subjects are 
tho Viburnum and hardy Az.alcas ; and if you 

caro for tho Mock Oranges select the dwarf 
kinds, such as Philadelphia microphyllus, which 
is a quite dwarf shrub, and laden with pure-white 

flowers in summer. You must not have too 

tall things for the bed. Tho Hydrangea is 
splendid for beds, and produces vory large heads 

of flowers. Ono of the most pleasing beds I 
have seen this year was compoeed simply of this, 
with a deep-purple Tufted Pansy as a ground¬ 

work. Even in small beds delightful effects 

may bo obtained. Tho Veronica is rather better 
when isolated than grouped in a bed. The 

un-1 Yiburnum mentioned is quito distinct from the 
non Guelder Rose. It is dwarf, and (ftrai 
ling shoots ore wrealhcd^ijt|y^r^>jr^- 

white flowers, which are in bold contrast to the 
deep-green wrinkled foliage. All theso thing* 

may be planted in good garden soil at this 

season, and are perfectly hardy, although in very 
hard winters the Veronica gets out about with 

frost. As regards perennial plants there is a 
wide selection. You will do well to get the 
Tufted Pansies, such as have been mentioned 

recently in Gardening. They are remarkably 
freo, beginning to bloom in early summer, and 

maintaining a display until quite the autumn. 
There are many beautiful kinds, the colours 
varying greatly, from white to almost black, so 

intense is the shade. These will do for the 
surface of the bed. In one bed you can have a 

white variety, and in tho purple, light-blue, or 
whatover shade you caro about. Or you may 

havo an edging of ono variety and fill the 
remainder of the bed with a kind of another 

shade—of course, in suitable contrast. Phloxes, 
Lobelia fulgens in variety, Carnations, Pinks, 
the beautiful early autumn-flowering Anemone 

japouica, its flowers pure-white, iu the variety 
Honorine Jobort, but rose in tho type; 
Erigcron speciosum, which blooms more or less 
the whole summer ; Aster acris or A. Amellus 

for the autumn, two dwarf kinds, very beautiful 
in beds, and a mass of bloom ; Lupinus poly- 
nhyllus albus ; spring-flowering bulbs, such as 

Daffodils ; and a host of other thiugs might bo 
raised, did space permit. If you have shrubs, 
such as Kalmias and hardy Az.aleas, plant Lilies 

between ; L. tigrinum splendens, for late-bloom¬ 
ing ; L. auratum, for late July and August; 

L. caudidum (tho White Madonna Lily) for 
June ; and L. speciosum or L. lancifolium for 

September. Of course this entails moro oxpense 
than plants with hardy things alone. If you 
plant Azaleas you must mako a poat bed, such as 

was described in Gardeniku, p. 427 ; and the 
Kalmias also require a peaty soil. I should 

think, judging from your description, that 
Gladioli would succeed well. Try G. brcnch- 

leyensis.—C. T. 

4G01.—Paring aud burning turf.—If 
the ground is to be cultivated subsequently, I 
strongly advieo you not to burn the turf, but 

simply dig it in just deep enough to kill tho 
Grass. To burn turf, except with tho sole objoct 
of destroying it, is mere waste of valuable mate¬ 

rial, as whon decayed it forms the best medium 
possible for tho healthy growth of plants of all 
descriptions. Burn all rubbish, Ac., on the 

ground by all means, but not the turf ; it is for 
potting and similar purposes. I have sometimes 

just charred it in order to kill the Grass and 
save time. Turf is easily and quickly pared by 
means of a proper turfing-iron ; but to prepare 

Grass land for cultivation, the beat way is un¬ 
doubtedly to take off tho top spit from a Bpaco 

about 3 feot wide right across the ground, and 
wheel it to the farther end; then just turn 
over tho second “ spit,” adding manure, Ac., os 

required. Then dig up and throw on to the 
first space, or “trench, the top spit from the 
second, placing it Grass sido down, and so on 

throughout. If this is done at any timo during 
tho autumn the ground will be in first-rate con¬ 
dition for cultivation by the following spring.— 

B. C. R. 

4630.—Treatment of Begonias.—8omo 
Begonias are decidedly proDe to drop their buds 

in a very annoying and unsatisfactory manner, 
but such should be tho exception rather than 

tho rule. From what you say I opine that the 
soil you employed was too rich, and also that 
too much water was given to the plant*. They 

ou^ht also to have been ehaded from the sun, 
which has this year been altogether too much for 

plants of this kind under glass. Try again 
next season, using sandy loam and leaf-mould 

only, shading from hot sun, and watering only 

as required.—B. C. R. 

4010,-Packlng Lilies — I.lly bulbs will keep In good 
condition a Ion* lime paoked in Coooa-nut-Bbre In a cool 
place. 1 planted out eome good, sound bulbs last April, 
which hart been packed in Cocoa-nut-fibre all winter; but 
tho Old Whilo Lfl;(L. oandidum), is an early grower, and 
should, if possible, be planted In pots.—E. 11. 

-As these plants begin to make fresh roofs In the 
autumn It is injurious to keep them out of fhe ground 
until the eprlDg. As many ag possible should therefore be 
potted as soon as tbe stems die down, and, if necessary, 
planted out from these in the epring.—B. C. R. 

4506.—Making leaf manure.—l’loce the leaves In 
a heap In any out-of-the-way and rather damp spot, and 
-I6t-,th|eift remain undisturbed until they become sutlioi- 
emljrneoayed. Any attempt to hasten the process will 

f#0'P<,|t¥!TN©P3k W thcm.-B. C. It. 
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FRUIT. 

PLUM ANGELINA BURDETT. 

In reply to queries about this Plum, the tree is 

very hardy, a good bearer on bush, pyramid, or 
standard, and is worthy of a good position on a 
wall or in the orchard-house, and, having smooth 
shoots and leaves, it is not subject to green-fly. 

Add to these constitutional qualities the follow¬ 
ing points—for after all tho proof of tho Plum 

lies in the eating—and I think those who have 
not given it a trial will at once add one or more 
trees to their selections : Fruit abovo medium 

si/.e, roundish, oval, and marked with a deep 
suture, especially near the stalk. Skin thick, 
dark reddish-purplo, closely covered with small 
brown dots, which show through the deep- 

purple bloom. Stalk short, firmly sot, and 
holding the fruit long after it is ripe, sometimes 
until it shrivels. Flesh yellowish, rich, juicy, 

parting freoly from the stone ; fit for use early 
in September, but grown in tho old orchard- 
house or upon wall-trees the fruit is greatly 
improved by hanging until, like Golden Drop, 
it shows signs of shrinking. Viewed from a 
oommercial point, the Plum, next to the Apple, 

is gonerally accepted as our most profitable 
indigenous fruit; but tho varieties being so 

numerous, soil, situation, and use should 
be well considered before market culture 
is entered into. For private use tho motto 
should bo few varieties, these the very best, 

and plenty of duplicates. Taken in alpha¬ 
betical order, and following Angelina 

Burdett, a most delicious variety for a § sateless dish whon cooked, as well as the 
ossort, wo have the little-known black Plum 

named Belvoir, admirably adapted for a wall, as 

it hangs in good condition until tho middlo of 
November. Passing Gorao's Nota Beno, a 

Canadian Plum, Damas de Mangeron, an Italian 
Damask, good for preserving, wo come upon 
Kirke’s, if not tho best, certainly the best- 
known and most popular purple dessort Plum 

now met with in every good gardon, and 
almost invariably used by exhibitors, making a 
most telling dish when grown against a warm 

wall or in the orchard-honso. A companion to 
this, but much ourlior, is De Montfort, a 

most delicious varioty of Royal H:\bive, ripe 
about the middlo of August, and probably the 

best very early orchard-houso or wall Plum in 
cultivation. Tho well-known froostono Prince 
of Wales, we learn, will soon be superseded by 
the Sultan, a clingstone, having a formidable 

rival in Belgian Purple, an immense cropper, 
and good for dessert, but as a culinary I’lum 
one of the vory best for cooking and preserv¬ 

ing. Purple Gage or Reino Claude Violotte, a 
familiar Plum, is considered one of tho best, 
especially when it begins to shrivel, but 
although afreestono, it doos not, in my opinion, 

come up to Late Rivers, a Sawbridgeworth 
seedling, ripe in October, and keeping in good 
condition until the middle of November. The 

latter requires a good west wall, and deserves 
extensive cultivation as a companion to Coe's 

Golden Drop for coming in lato in tho orchard- 
house. Although all tho varieties of Plums 

fruit profusely whon grown in pots, nono but 
tho very best should bo selected for orchard- 
houso culture. Therefore, considering that there 
aro six or sovon sections, including tho Gages, 
a host in themselves, to choose from, tho contri¬ 
bution from tho Nootarine Plums may include 

Angelina Burdett, Kirko’s, De Montfort, Purple 
Gage, Woolston Block, and Lato Rivors. Prince 

of Woles, Belgian Purple, and Sultan are 
admirably adapted for growing as standards. 

fruit often weighing 20 oz., the quality is fairly 
good, and is ripe toward the end of September or 

early in October. Marie Louise is perhaps re¬ 
garded as the best Pear for general purposes in 
cultivation, as it possesses all the qualities 

necessary ; in use during October and the early 
part of November. Winter Nolis and Glou 
Morceau are capital winter Pears, coming in in 

December. A four-year-old horizontal-trained 
tree would bo the boat for the purpose, as a tree 
of that ago would give somo fruit the second 

year of planting. Trench the soil fully 18 inches 
deep whero tho tree is to be planted, but do 
not cover the roots more than 3 inches deep 

with soil. Over this lay a 2-inch thickness of 
half-rotted horse-manure to preserve the roots 
from frost and to maintain them in a cool, moist 

state during tho summer. Directly tho leaves 
fall is the best timo to plant fruit-trees of any 
kind. Do not fasten the tree to the wall until 

the spring ; the soil will have settled down to 
its natural level by that lime. Choose a dry day 

for planting, so that the soil mixes well with 
the roots. It is not wise to add much manure 
to the soil when planting; if the soil is poor 
givo a little.—8. P. 

4631.—Treatment of fruit trees.—Tho 
proper thing to do would bo to root-prune all 
but the standard trees, and at the samo timo to 

out back the young shoots two thirds of their 
length, but it will never do to prune the 
branches so hard and not the roots. If you can 
undertake to root-pruno skilfully do so by all 

means, but it must not be done in a haphazard 
fashion. If you oan devote timo and skill to 
the work it will pay for doing so ; if not you had 

better pruno the bushes very moderately, and 
root out altogether any of them that aro not 
satisfactory, so as to give you more room.— 

J. C. 0. 

— If the trees have been growing in their 
present position some yoars and bear annually 
good crops of fruit, they can bo kept to their 

present size by cutting away all the now shoots 
every year. A few of tho outer branches may 
also be shortened where they ore too long, out- 

ting ofT at loast 1 foot all rouud. It may bo I 
wise also to remove a few of tho branohos from ' 
the oentre of oach tree, if they are at all 
orowded, selecting tho woakost for removal. | 

All the sorts of fruilp named will bear pruning as I 

any fruit- treo in winter when tho leaves are off 
and the buds dormant, and at that strength 
every insect touched with it will die.—E. H. 

4010.—Grape-Vines in a greenhouse. 
—Cracked berries have been pretty much in 
evidence this seasoD, especially in houses which 
are devoted to flowers as well as Grapes. Tho 
berries crack from more than one cause. Dry¬ 

ness at the root, followed by a sudden watering 
is, however, tho most frequent; but in your case 

I should say it was caused by a sudden change 
in the internal temperature, which caused a 
contraction of tho skin. Tho want of colour in 
the berries is through leaving so many bunches 

to ripen. Reduco the number next year one- 
third.—J. C. C. 

4912. — Clover - seed and Straw¬ 
berries.—White Clover in a Strawberry-bed 
is a strong, deep-rooting weed, and nothing 

else, and under no circumstances Bhould it bo 
sown if good fruit is required. It is a very 
easy matter to mulch Strawberry-beds with 
long stable litter in April, and by tho time I he 
fruit begins to colour there will be a clean bed 
for the fruits to rest upon. Double cropping of 

the kind named abovo will not answer.—E. H. 

- The idoa of growing Clover amongst tho 

Strawberries is too absurd to entertain for ono 
moment ; not only would it interfero with tho 
Strawberry roots, but it would rob them of 

nutriment as well as moisture. Plant Straw¬ 
berry runners at onco on well prepared land. 
That which has borno a crop of Potatoes will 
answer well. Have tho rows 2 feet apart and the 
plants eighteen inches distance from oach other. 

Plant VicomtesBe Hcricart de Thury and Sir 
Joseph Paxton as maincrop varieties, with a 
fow of Waterloo for a lato supply. Keep tho 

soil clear of weeds and nip the runners olF tho 
plants as fast as they grow. Whon the blooms 

expand spread a thin layor of clean straw ovor 
the ground underneath the plants ; this will keep 

the fruit clean and arrest to some extent tho 
evaporation of moisture from tho soil also.—S. P. 

4023.—Vines in a cold-house.—Open 
all the ventilators, doors, Ac., as wide and fully 

as possible, and keep the soil barely moist— 
neither really dry or at all wot j any young 
growths or leaves should be strictly removod. 

Continue this treatment throughout the winter, 

4803 —Pear fora wall.—Emils d'Hsysk or Doyens* 
du Comics. Tho lormerls the surlier, riper,ins In October, 
a very heavy cropper, anil easily grown, while tho latter 
rlpeDsamonth later, and will keep (ill Christines, but 
requires rather more core. The flavour ol both is un- 
surpassed.—B. 0. R. 
- Mario Louise Is a general favourite, Doycnnddu 

Cornice ie lato but equally good, and there are fow better 
Pears at Christmas than Glou Morceau, and this will pay 
on a wall In a good aepeot. -E. H. 

-It all depends what time of the year the 

Pear is required fit for uso in training a sort. 
Williams’ Bon Chrdtien ripens in August, is a 
good cropper, and is generally rogarded as one of 

the best. Louise Bonno of Jersey is ready for 
use during September, and is all that could be 

desired both for crop and flavour. Bitmaston 
Duchess is the largest-^^pflxwtei^ei^p 

A dish.of Angelina Burdett Plumsi 

suggested. Directly tho leaves fall pruning 
should bo done, or indeed bofore they change 

colour, as there is no need to wait till then.— 

8. P. 

4605.—Early Vines.—Forced Vines should 

bo pruned as soon as tho lcavos are falling ; there 

is no necessity to wait till all aro down. Very 
few Grape-growers paint Vines nowadays un¬ 
less insects aro present, and oven then I have as 
much faith in a strong solution of Gishurst Com¬ 

pound used warm, and brushed well into all the 
creviqss as anything. A solution of Gishurst 

ifCdd (0 oz. to tho gallon) ir ay be used on 

only closing tho house in sevore frost or storirs. 
Early in February the Vines should bo pruned, 

but if tho weather is mild do not hurry tlu m 
into growth (by keeping tho houso close) until 
all dangor of severo night frosts is past. Growl h 

should recommence in Maroh, and a thick blird 
to draw down over tho roof on frosty nights 
would be a great help. Three of the beat Grapes 
for a oool-house are Foster’s Needling, the Buck- 

land Sweetwater, and the old Block Hamburgh. 
Plant in March.—B. C. R. 

Qj-jvjji Vines without fire-heat have done well in 
sunny situations this season, and as tho wood is unuu uu ' nil nil V bimii%viuub hub buuoi’m, . 
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well ripened, the beet treatment ii to leave the 

ventilator* open night and day and prune whon 
the leaves fall. I believe in early pruning. 
Whether the Vines are forced or grown quite 

cold the house should be closed when severo 
frost comes, and at other times during winter 
ventilated freely. If the inside borders are dry 
give a good soak of liquid-manure; it will 
moisten and enrich the soil. The best <! rapes 

for cold-house aro Black Hamburgh and Black 
Alicante and White or Royal Muscadine. 
Foster’s Seedling does well in a cold-house, 
and I have also ripened Golden Queen in a 

cool-house, the bunches being largo and 

full.—E. H. 

463-2. — Winter Pears. — A cool, 
moderately dry room or cellar is the best 
place to keep fruit of any kind in ; no 
more heat is required than will keep cut 

frost. The fruit should bo spread out in a 
single layer, either on the floor or on 
shelves, usiDg neither straw nor aught else 
to lay them ou. If, however, a boarded 
floor or shelves are not available, clean 
straw is the best material to lay the fruit 
upon. If the room can be darkened so 
much the better. After the first two or 
three weeks but little air will bo re¬ 

quired. If it is not practicable to darken 
the room, cover the fruit with two or 
three sheets of newspaper; this will 

answer the purpose very well.—S. P. 

4607.—Apple trees in bloom. —'This 
is a common occurrence this year. The 

buds which are flowering now will not 
flower again next year; but all the trees 
1 have examined have still plenty of 

unstarted buds, so the chances are it will 
not seriously interfere with next year’s 
crop. If one-tenth part of the blossoms 
whioh a fertile Apple-tree produces sets 
there will be Apples to thin off. At the 
same time, the blossoms which aro now 

produced had better be rubbed off.—E. H. 

- This is a common occurrence this season, 

owing to the exceedingly hot and dry weather 
early in the summer checking tho growth before 

it became properly matured. The showers sinco 
causing an abnormal growth to be made result¬ 
ing in prematuro flowering. In a general way 
the blossom now expanded is upon tho points of 

the shoots. Where these are of any longth in 
pruniog the tips aro generally cut off, so that 
flowering now will not injure the trees. Nip¬ 
ping off the blossom at onco is all that can be 

done just now.— 8. P. 

_ This is a result ci the extraordlnarv season. It will 
not, ol course, do the trees any Rood, and the best plon, 
l( the Rowers are numerous, will be to out them all oO. 
Even II they set, however, the fruit would ooma to nothing 
now.—B. 0. B. 

-This Is doubtless due to the remarkable character 
ot the past season, and unless the trees sre In lull bloom, 
whioh we presume Is soareely the oase, will do no harm. 
Tne (lowers will not get fertilised, and, therefore, not 
bear fruit, of course. It Is beet to leave the trees alone. 
-C.T. 

all vigour, if it does not die. The proper way to 
give water is to supply ouough to run through 
the pot at one time, but if saucers are used 
these should be emptied about an hour after 
the water is given, which should be in the morn¬ 

ing during the winter-time. Having been 
thoroughly soaked they will not need more for 

some days, and the test of dry soil on the sur¬ 
face may then be safely applied. To return to 
the culture of Campanulas. They will need a 
shift into their flowering pots early in March, 
and the soil then used may contain a little old 
hot-bed stuff, as well as leaf-mould, and a pinch 

HOUBH ft WINDOW QARDHN1NG. 

CAMPANULAS FOR BASKETS. 

Campanulas fkauilis or I'.arrolieri, C. gar- 

ganica, and C. isophylla alba (see illustration) 
aro the best varieties for baskets, the two first- 
named producing long sprays covered with large 
blooms of the softest hue, and tho latter lovely 
white flowers in rioh clusters and masses, if 

well grown. Plants which have now ceased 
blooming can bo propagated either by cuttings 
or by division of the roots. Each bit, with a 
root attached, can bo placed in a fl inch or 4-inch 

pot, with a compost of leaf-mould, loam, and 
sand, for the winter, taking care to supply good 
drainage, covered with Moes dipped in soot, to 

keep insects out. An occasional watering will 
be all that is needed for these plants until 
March, and while on this subject it may be de¬ 
sirable to explain oxactly what is meant by an 

“ occasional watering.” Many amateurs injure 

their plants in winter by a system of giving 
water in driblets—i e., they supply a few tea- 
spoonfuls to the top of the pots whenever the 
soil appears to be dry. This results in the 

gradual dwindling and death of the principal 

ryots, which never get any wattif a? alk bs:*i 
at the bottom oDtftotlpiftlJ and VliOTplfript ’01 

Campanula isophylla allia. 

or two of soot, with enough sand to lighten the 
compost. Placod in a sunny window, and more 

water supplied as needed, the Campanulas will 
soon throw down their flowering sprays, making 

charming objects either in a basket, a window- 
box, or balcony. Blue and white flowers are 
so beautiful that they should bo grown by 

everyone, for they give a delightful varioty to 
tho mass of reds and pinks which abound in 

summer. R. 

4580 —A Fern caBe —To grow Maiden¬ 
hairs, Pterises, Ac , in a large Fern-case air is 
indispensable. It is only a few of the small 

Filmy Ferns and Lycopodiums that seem to be 
able to do without much air. Stagnant water, 
too, will not suit them, and there should cer¬ 
tainly be holes for drainage, or a false bottom of 

perforated zinc, through which the water may 
pass into a tray which can be emptied. The 

best way to give air would be to have one of tho 
upper panes made movable, so that fresh air can 
be given daily without draughts, and tho damp 
whioh accumulates on the glass roof should pass 
away without dropping again on tho Ferns, for 

this causes them to mildew and soon decay. 
Tho soil too is not suitable for the Ferns named 

Plenty of good yellow loam should be mixed 
with the peat, and also silver sand and charcoal. 

Bits of crocks, chopped Moss, and old mortar- 
rubbish will also help to keep the compost light 
and sweet. When so much shut out from the 
air this is not always an easy matter. Thorough 
drainage should be given, and this covered with 
Moss, sprinkled with soot, to check the inroads 
of insects, and it is well to examine tho soil 
carefully for these (after allowing it to become 

very dry) before it is used. A suitahlo Fern for 
a large Fern-case is Lygodiutn scandens (tho 
Climbing Fern). It has very beautiful light 

fronds, and is most interesting in its growth. 
Pteris tricolor is also a very beautiful Fern with 
distinot mid ribs of bright-pink. Adiantum 
fragrautissima has exquisite laoey fronds, with 

a sweet (cent, and should certainly be includod 
in tho collection, with Pteris cretica and P. 

serrulata cristutu, also very distinct, and 
Lomaria gibba, a very handsome plant, in shape 
like a small Tree-Fern. One or two richly-tinted 

fibrous Begonias will add much to the beauty of 
e Fern-case, notably B. “ Louiso Closon,” a 

, dark-crimson leaf, and B. Arthur Maletj a 

some, brightly-coloured varje 

Rex. Tradescantia zebrina and T. multicolor 
will also grow well in a fernery, when thoroughly 
supplied with drainage and air, as well as with 

soft-water, whioh should be given lukewarm in 

winter.—L L. R. 

4573.—Azalea in a window.—By the 
time these lines are in print the Azalea should 

certainly be taken inside the window—f «., be¬ 
fore sharp frost sets in. These plants are by no 
means easy to manage well in a house, for thoy 

need damp, cool air, and will not stand dry fire- 
heat, which induces their special pest, tbrip, to 
flourish and destroy the foliage. The best place 
for them in a house during winter is the window 

of a bathroom, where the hot-water pipes keep 
the atmosphere from going too low, and a 
little steam from hot water can be lot on two or 
three times a day to moisten tho air. Failing 

this, they may be wintered in a bedroom with¬ 
out a fire, standing on a large tray or a flat bath, 
which should be kept with an inch or two of 
water in it, the plants standing on inverted 
saucers, not in tho water, the UBe of which in to 
moisten the air for them. If they havo any 

thrip on them (which may be ascertained by 
examining one of the older leaves) they should 
I e dippod in a bucket of soft-soap and Quassia- 
water (made with 2 gallons of boiling water to 

a tumblerful of Quassia-chips and 2 oz. of soft- 
ioap) several days following, after which a good 
washing with pure water once a week should 
keep them clean, and they may be put outside 

in mild, gentle rain with advantage to cleanse 
• heir foliage. Azaleas must never be allowed 
to want for water, but neither must they be 
soaked when they do not need it, a plentiful 

supply of lukewarm water being given to them 
whenever the surface soil is fairly dry. After 
flowering, every blossom should bo picked off as 
it fades, ond tho plants repotted, giving them all 
the moist warmth available while they are making 
quick growth at this time, with abundance of 

water. After the end of June the plants are 
better out-of-doors ; but thrip must be guarded 
against, and destroyed by dipping or sponging 
all the year round.—I. L. R. 

— Azaleas are not very good window 
plants, the roason beinjj that they do not 
get enough light and air; the only chance 
of a measure of success is to keep the plant 
outside as much as possible. AzaleaB are 
not injured at all by a few degrees of frost— 
indeed, they are benefited thereby—as red-spider 
and thrips cannot live in frosty weather. Of 
course it would not do to allow the roots to be 

frozen ; and in winter, when the frost is severe, 
the plant should be taken indoors. My plants 
arc all outside now, and they will not be taken 
in until October.—J. D. E. 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

4594 and 4602. —Aspidistras. —Tho moat 
suitahlo compost for these plants is a mixturoof 
sandy loam and leaf-mould, three or four parts 
of tho former to one of the latter. Drain well, 
and pot moderately firm. Water should be given 

only when t ho soil becomoB moderately dry, and a 
little very weak manuro or soot-water occasion¬ 
ally only during the season of activo growth. If 
too much water or nourishment in any form is 
given tho foliage of the variegated forms is opt 
to revert to the green-leaved type.—B. C. R. 

-"Enquirer" will find it impossible to prevent the 
variegated form of this useful Palm from reverting to ils 
normal type. No treatment, except one calculated to 
keen tho plant in a low state, will secure this result. 
Variegated sports all revert to the type more or less, more 
particularly when tho subject is doing well. —P. U. 

-The variegated form of this plant should be grown 
in rather poor soil. More sand Bhould be mixed with the 
compost than need be used for the green-leaved kinds. 
Peat, sand, and crushed charcoal will keep them in good 
colour.—K. II. 

1009. —Treatment of an Orange tree —All that 
can be done is to kesp the plant aa oool as possible during 
the winter and spring, when it will probably flower In a 
greenhouse temperature about the required time. Every 
thing flowered much earlier than usual this year, owing to 
the forcing sunshine Again, a plant that has Hern forced 
In any way one season always flower* earlier naturally the 
next.—B. tt R. 

4617.—Treatment of Camellias.—Pro¬ 
bably the plants have been insufficiently watered 
during this exceptionally dry summer, and 
drought is of all things injurious to the Camellia. 

Or perhaps thoy have boen too freoly exposed to 
the scorching sun. At any rate, the young 
leaven fading denotes that there is something 

yrjoyp sjbthjiMr^fcg ifo-jwould be best to turn 
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the pfents oat of tho pots and examine the 
roots ; if necessary repot them in smaller sizes, 

cutting away all dead or diseased roots, and 
using some fresh and very sandy peat round 
them, with good drainage. If possible give 
them a very gentle bottom-heat afterwards, but 
keep the tops cool and airy, and give water with 
the greatest care.—B. C. R. 

-The smell leaves turning oolour uemi to show that 
tho growth of this last season was not equal to that of 
preceding years, and the probabilities are there la some¬ 
thing wrong at the root*. Perhaps drainage is wrong, and 
the soil sour and pasty. Better examine and put right 
at onoe before winter sets In, or matters will get worse.— 
E. II. 

4010.—Plants for a conservatory.— 
You could not have sent your inquiry ut a more 
unsuitable time of year than the prosent, 
because there is very little that can bo done for 
the next four months in tho direction you 
require. It is much too late to sow seeds of 

Primula and Cineraria to produce plauts for 
winter flowering; you may, however, sow 
Cyclamen persicum and grow the plants on for 
next year, and if fire-heat is only used to keep 
out frost you may sow at once such subjects as 
Mignonette, Primula obconica and floribunda. 
Aftor Christmas you may sow seods of the 
Green-leaved Zonal and Show Pelargoniums, 
Coleus, Balsams, Torenias, Abutilons, Alonsoa, 
Rhodantho Manglosi, Doublo and Single Petunias, 
Browalia elata, Lantana, Heliotrope, Strepto- 
carpus in variety, and Trachelium cccralenm. 
Most of these subjects will strike from cuttings 
during the summor when you have obtained a 
stock of plants.—J. C. C. 

4601.—Marguerites for winter. — The plants 
must be kept near tho glass In a light, sunny 
window, hut remove them further Into the room on frosty 
nights. Water them only so as to keep the soil Just moist, 
and the foliage fresh, and give a little very w*4» soot- 
water occasionally. I'nless good, strong plants, and the 
pots full nf roots, tbev will not bloom much during the 
dark days In a room.—B. 0. It. 

4598.— Greenhouse during froBt — 
Strictly speaking, you should not endoavour to 
grow any subjects under glass without possessing 
enoughfiro-hoat toprotect them accordingtotheir 
requirements, independent of outside coverings. 
Darkness is not beneficial to the majority of 
plants. In the caso of sharp frosts tho best and 
ossicst covering is probably a few good St. 
Petersburg mats, and these may sometimes be 
need to advantage during extra sharp nights or 
a apell of severe weather.—P. U. 

-Thero l« nothing to surpass, if to equal, for this 
puiposa the material mads specially for It, and called 
“ Frigt-domo." If eipenae la an object, old eaoks of atout 
mat*rial aewn together will be found very useful.— 
B. 0. R. 

4637.—Heating a small greenhouse. 
—You are only experiencing tho eame trouble as 
many other young people who Have to deal with 
these small boilers, and I really do not know 
how to advise you. Certainly the placing of a 
steam-pipe near tho cistern and carrying it 
outside will not help you much, as it will tempt Jiou to ignore the possibility of all tho water 
>eing discharged from the pipos and boiler out 

of this pipe, and then a burst boiler will be the 
result You had better clean out the flue-pipe 
once a week, and in windy weather keep the 
wind from reaching the fire as much as you can. 
You must follow tho directions with regard to 
keeping tho supply cistern filled above the 
entrance to the top pipe, or tho water cannot 
circulate. You had better use a ooko-orusher 
for breaking the coke, as you cannot improve 
on the fuel you use.—J. C. C. 

4629 —Building a glass house.—Yes ; 
it will certainly be advisable to have some 
ventilators fixed in the ridge, two or three at 
least on each side, top air being not only neces¬ 
sary for Tomatoes and Chrysanthemums (and 
generally far preferable to a through draught), 
but absolutely necessary when forcing Rhubarb. 
A good method of arranging the roof ventilators 
in houses that, like this, are constructed of 

lights or cashes, is to support the edges of the 
latter on stout rafters cut about 8 inches longer 

than them, so as to leave a spaoo of that width 
between the top of each sash and the ridge- 
plank. These apertures will act as ventila¬ 

tors, and are to be closed, when necessary, by 
lengths of 9-inch board (the same length as the 
width of the sashes), hinged to the ridge-plank. 
Of course, glazed ventilators would be better; 
but the above arrangement answers all pur 

poses, and is very inexpensive —B. C. 
- I have read down, your enquiry se 

times, still I am perplexed to know wHWtJbPt-Jf 

sashes you have, seoing that you have only six 

in number, and tho proposed length of house 
36 feet. Then you speak of ventilators under 

the eaves, and the height of span 6J feet and 
10 feet wido. If these figures aro correct, do 
you not think the roof will be very flat ? I point 
this out to you because your information is not 
very clear. For Tomatoes you will require 
vontilators in tho roof, and the simplest way of 
providing them in your caso is to adopt the 
Paxtonian system of ventilating, which has 
narrow lights about 10 inches wide, running up 
from eaves to the apex between each two sashes. 
For your purpose I should say 1 J-inch boards, 

8 inches wide, would do as well as glass-lights 
for opening.—J. C. C. 

MONSTERA DELICIOSA. 

A Nor.r.Kk plant than Monstera deliciosa, or 
Tornelia fragrans, as some oall it, we could not 
name, either for the stove, greenhouse, or the 
sub-tropical garden in summor. Apart from 
its stately aspect, it bears largo succulent fruits 
possessing a luscious Pine-apple flavour. In 

some gardens it is, like the Banana, grown 
specially for its fruits, and is considered a choice 
addition to the dessert. Though the gigantic 
stature of this noble Aroid, such as it assumes 
in it* nativo habitat (the forests of Mexico), 
can only be seen in spacious hot houses, as for 
example in those at Kew, which are devoted 
exclusively to tropical Aroids, still it may be 
grown to perfection in small houses provided 
thoro aro sufficient heat and moisture. It is 
never, howover, seen to advantage unless it is 
so placed that the roots have free aooess to 

water in a similar mannor to that suggested by 
the annoxod engraving, which represents a fully 
developed specimen bearing fruits. It delights 

fruits it certainly presents a highly ornamental 

appearanco. A high temperature anddensoshade 
are, however, by no means necessary for its 
welfare; it enjoys a light, somewhat airy 
position, and when so placed it assumes a more 
shrubby, compact, short-joined habit. It 
should always find a place in sub-tropical 
arrangements, as it does well in sheltered 
nooks or similar situations throughout the sum¬ 
mer. Although the Monstera will thrive in a 
low temperature, it will not develop its true 

character as a fruit-bearing plant nnless a brisk 
growing heat be maintained during the spring 
and early summer months. The elements of 
success iu order to obtain frilit are heat, light, 
and moisture, and, providing these conditions 
be ono and all supplied, suocess will be ensured. 
Any form of training may be adopted which 
will bring the plant well up towards tho glass. 
It may be made to cover a portion of the 
whole of tho back wall trellis, or, what is 

preferable, it may be trained round forked tree- 
stumps, a system which suite it admirably. It 
may be grown in a tub, but preference should be Siven to planting it out in a good body of 

brous poat and loam in equal proportions, 
and which should rest upon a good drainage of 
brick rubble. Thus placed, unlimited supplies 
of wator may bo given in hot weather, and 
the fruit will be fine in quality and abundant. 
The engraving represents tho Monstera growing 
against a house at Funchal, Madeira. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

G. 

Oi b Kkakhiik' Ilm stiuiionk : Monstera ilelit'lowi nl Fumlml, Madeira. From 
A photograph huml liy Mrs. A. II. Itridbon, Rookvlllv, Dartmouth. 

in places whore it can cling to a moist wall, or 

twine its pliant branches round the Btem of a 
tree for support, and where also its thong-liko 
roots can dip and ramify in a water tank, which 
is usnally placed in all houses devoted to tropical 

plants. 
When grown in these hot, moist stoves it 

develops rapidly, and its singular perforated 
foliagrj, together with the quaint forma which 
ftjSKj^lssumes, strikes the uninitiated with 

and when studded with its lob 

SEASONABLE NOTES. 

No time should be lost in placing under cover 
any plants that exhibit the slightest sign of 
colour in their florets, or any plants that are lato 

in tho formation of their 
flower buds. In the for¬ 
mer case it is useless to 
allow them to remain out- 
of-doors longer in tho 
hopo of retarding tho de¬ 
velopment of the flower- 
buds. What with rains 
and heavy night dews tho 
flower-buds aro rendered 
soft, and when the florets 
unfold they aro almost 
certain to damp, which is 
disappointing after so 

many months' toil aDd 
attention. It is better to 
house tho plants at once 
and reap the benefit of 
the flowers, even if they 
are a bit too early for ex- 
hibition purposes. In the 
caso of tho late budded 
plants they aro so much 
more likely to suffer from 
an early frost than those 
plants whicli have their 
buds more forward, but 
not yet bursting of their 
florets. Tbegrowth,being 
immature at tho point, is 
more susceptible to frost, 
therefore it is wise to 
place these under cover, 
oven if it were only for 
the sako of preserving 
them from harm in that 
direction. Tho buds will, 
however, swell so much 

faster if placod in the 
greenhouse than though 
they remained out-of- 
doors. Any foliage in¬ 
fested with mildew should 
be cleansed before the 
plants are taken inside by 
the usual remedy of lime 
and sulphur boiled to¬ 

gether, aDd syringed over tho affected parts. 
A full description of the method of mixing 
has several times been given in Gardeni.no. 
After the plants are housed they should receive 
abundance of air, both night and day, and be 
arranged as near to the glass as possible, or the 
growth will be weakened at the points, which is 
not consistent with their requirements. I pre- 
fen to sen plants with stout pedunoles, these 
beihe-aare indications of good blooms to follow. 

' -*■- -- bud formation 
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should bo pushed on by tho aid of sulphate of 
ammonia. This is a powerful stimulant, but an 
excellent one as well if used carefully. Half an 
ounce in ono gallon of weak liquid-manure will 
assist tho plants perceptibly if given twice every 
week. If any roots havo become bare on the 
surfaco of tho pots owing to repeated waterings, 
it is advisable to apply a thin top-dressing of 
turfy loam and bone-meal, two parts of the 
former to one of the latter. Not only will this 
assist the development of tho blooms, but it will 
render aid to the sucker-like growths from the 
base, and which form the cuttings for the next 

year’s supply of plants. Now is the time to 
feed the plants regularly, and with a change of 
food occasionally. While the florets are expand¬ 
ing, the plants neod all the aid possible ; tho 
greatest strain is at that time felt, and if artifi- 
cial assistance is not available the results cannot 
bo quite so satisfactory as otherwise. 

Busii plants are looking remarkably well 

this season, the earliest batch are swelling their 
flower-buds freely. The later lot, suoh as Leon 
Frache and M. B. A. Carriere, have not set their 
buds as yet. I do not pursuo the disbudding 
practioo with bush plants, but prefer to allow 
them to develop all available blossoms. They 
are so useful for cutting when in a mass on 

long shoots for filling vases that to limit the 
bush-plants to tho development of but a few 
blooms each seems to be a waste of time and 
means. Thoso plants that havo set all of their 
buds—for instance, Lady Selborno and the 

Rundle family—should bo finally staked. One 
stout stako to each main branch is quite suffi¬ 
cient, loosely tying the side growths to this one 
main branch. Not only do so many stakes in 
each pot have an unsightly look, but they in¬ 
jure the roots when small pots are employed. 
The pots will now be crammed full of roots and 
should never be allowed to become dry, or the 

foliage will suffer in consequence, which spoils 
the appeuranoe of the plants as decorative 
objects. Plants growing against walls are look¬ 
ing remarkably well where the roots havo been 
well supplied with water, tho hot sun just 

having suited them. The final nailing of the 
main stems to the wall ought to be done without 
delay. Where aide growths are numerous thoy 
should be secured to tho main branches by 
raffia, which gives a less rigid appearance than 
fastening all the growths to the wall itoelf. 

E. M. 

foliage. M. Grunerwald is dwarf and very 
floriferous. Amateurs should make a note of 
this variety as a pot or bedding plant as 
a companion to Mme. Desgrange and its varie- 

ties.—J. G. W. 

4G08.—Chrysanthemums from seed. 
—In the first place, the plants must have boon 
at any rate partially starved, and oxposed as 
much as possible, so os to obtain the open or 
yellow-eyed flowers, from which seed is most 

easily and successfully obtained. High feeding 
develops the petals (which are sexless and 
barren) at the expense of the sexual or seed- 
producing organs. The pollen (a yellow duet) 
must bo token from a flower in which tho 
stamens have just begun to liberate it, and 
applied (either by means of a small soft camel- 
hair brush, or by gathering the one flower and 
applying it directly to the other) to another 
from which the pollen has all, or nearly all, 
been shed, this being done in a warm dry 
atmosphere, with, if possible, the sun shining 
at the time. Afterwards keep tho head warm, 
dry, and free from insects ; tho best place is 
near a hot-water pipe, where the constant 
current of warm air will effectually prevent 
damping. Gather the seed when ripe, and store 
in a dry place till the spring. Raising the 

plants is a comparatively simple mattor. Sow 
the seed in the end of February, or beginning of 
March, in a gentle heat, pricking them off when 
large enough, then potting them singly, and 
finally shifting into 8-inch or 0-inch pots iu 
June, and standing them out-of-doors. All 
will flower the succccdingautumn.butremeinbor 
that a seemingly poor flower the first year will 
often improve vastly the second ono, whilo in 

some cases the reverse will obtain.—B. C. R. 

Chrysanthemum M Gustave Gru¬ 
nerwald. -This Chrysanthemum has proved 
to be very early, for even here in the North of 
Scotland I had it in bloom in the middle of June. 
It may best be described as a Pink Mme. Des¬ 
grange, It possesses a great advantage in the 

foot that every flower-stalk rises a good distance 
from tho foliago, and thus all tho blooms can be 
cut with profit. In Mme. Desgnufge^the ends 

are crowded togetfher^j jipd fal^'ioril th >' 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

4624.—Blue Gum and variegated 
Agaves.—Unless the winter is exceptionally 
severe, both subjects will probably be quite safe 
in a sheltered garden near the south-west coast. 
Last winter was unusually trying, a severe and 
prolonged frost succeeding a very mild and moist 
autumn, whioh, of course, rendered the growth 
of everything soft, and unable to withstand the 

cold. Should sevore weather seem imminent 
plenty of dry ashes should be heaped up round 
the plants before it sets in, and then the former, 
at any rate, will spring up again from the root, 

even if tho tops are cut off.—B. C. R. 

- Both the Blue Gum and tho American 
Aloes would probably live out in a sheltered 
garden on the south-west coast in an ordinary 
season. I remember seeing a Blue Gum which 
had grown to a large size in a garden not far 
from Exmouth some years ago; but I do not 

think the variety was globulus. However, 
globulus is probably as hardy as any, and I 

remember about the same year, 1878, I think it 
was, seeing a large plant of globulus iu a garden 
on the banks of the Mersey, near Liverpool. In 
ordinary seasons these plants will doubtless 
survive in sheltered gardens; but occasionally 
we get an extraordinary frost, and away goes 
the plant we have nursed and cherished. How¬ 

ever, it is better to havo loved and lost than 

not to have loved at all.—E. II. 

4597.—Daffodils for a small border. 
—Tho following are choap, and will flower well: 
Bicolor nohilis, Trumpet-major, obvallaris (the 
Tenby Daffodil), Pseudo-Narcis (Single Lent 
Lily), Telemonius plenus (Double Trumpet 
Daffodil), incomparabilis flore-pleno (Butter-and- 
Eggs), Orange Phconix (Eggs-and-Bacon), Leedsi 
poeticus, (Pheosant’s-eyo), ornatus, Double 

Roman, and Scilly White. Tho sooner Daffodils 

are planted the better.—E. H. 

4596.—Planting a Pentstemon.—This 
should be planted out early in May. If you 
have the plant already, I should recommend you 
to pull off the side shoots as soon aB they are 
about 4 inches in length (they will oomo away 
with a little toothed heel), and pluok off the 
bottom two pairs of leaves ; prick them into a 
bed of light soil, and cover with a hand-glass. 
By bedding-time next year, each of these will 
have made a strong plant. The Pentstemon is 
more than half hardy, and will survive a mild or 
dry winter without protection, but a wet winter 
with sovere frosts kills these, as it does many 
other reputed hardy perennials. Coanothus is 
a creeper sometimes called hardy, but severe 

frosts frequently kill it.—A. G. Butler. 

- I should advise you to keep Pentstemons 

over the winter in a frame. They are very 
beautiful flowers, but get much hurt in severe 
winters. I have a bed of them, and trusted 
them in the open, but the majority got killed 
by the frost. A cold frame or a greenhouse will 
suffice, delaying planting out until the spring. 
Pentstemons will live in ordinary garden soil, 
such as is suitable for Pelargoniums, and have 
this year proved, in spite of the severe drought, 
amongst tho finest, flowers of the year. They 
are still gay with flowers, and in lato August or 
early September were a picture of colour. There 
are many varieties, the names of which may be 
ascertained by referring to good catalogues, and 

the moro delicate shades are remarkably pleas 

ing.-O. T. 
-Tho spring Is the proper time to plant out this and 
I other subjeots of doubtful hardiness. Towards tho end 

of* April (the1 weather being flue and mild) or at any time 
during May Is the best period.—B. C. R. 
-I would advise “Florence" to wait until March, or 

early in April, before planting out any of these flowers. 
Although they are quite hardy in some localities, in others 
they are only half-hardy, and she would do well to avoid 
any risk during the ooming winter. Any cold frame or 
pit will allord all the protection needed by a Pentstemon 
-P. U. 

4628.—A town garden —According to 

my experience, Carnations will keep better 
right away from a wall or any other protection 
than they will close to it. Probably you have 

hoice in the matter. In that case do not be 

d to coddle your plants in an 

Press the soil firmly about the roots now, and 
two or three times during the winter after frost, 
and when the surface is dry, and leave them to 
their fate. If you have very choioo varieties 
you had better keep them in a cold frame until 

the middle of March.—J. C. C. 

- I am pleased to hear you have started 
growing Carnations ; they aro excellent town 
plants, as one may judge from the many fine 
specimens to be seen near London. One of the 
best amateur growers lives at Clapham. I had 
some good Carnations this summor, and did not 
proteotthe plants in any way, merely making the 

soil about them firm when weather permitted. 
Frost sometimes almost throws them out of the 
ground. Another amateur, residing near, did 
exceedingly well with his Carnations, and, I 
believe, did not protect in the slightest. Give 

top-dreasing of wood-ashes or well-rotted 
manure in the spring, and in the ovont of very 
severo weather a little Bracken placed amongst 
them will do no harm. One great point in their 
culture is to plant the layers in September, so 
that they have a good season to got established 
in before severe frosts appear and put a stop 
practically to growth. As you ask for a few 
hints, I may say that the soil should be of a 
good loamy character, plant firmly, and in 
spring go over tho stock, press them well into 
the soil, and throughout the summor give water 
whenever the ground gets very dry. In the 

spring the top-dressing may bo given, and little 
attention is required until it is time to layer 
in the month of July. Get in your selection a 
fair proportion of seifs. I have recently given 

a small list.—C. T. 

-Carnations are perfectly hardy, and need no pro¬ 
tection during winter. The onfy thing which oauno* them 
to die In the oold weather is excess of damp. Last winter 
many rotted from the unusual abundance of wet weather. 
Cocoa-nut-flbre would tend to retain moisture at the 
oollar, and would, in my opinion, be decidedly injurious.— 
A. G. BirrhKU. 
-I should strongly advise you not to muloh tho 

Carnations In any way. As far as I am aware, tho soil of 
Clapham Is light and well drained, and this being so, strong 
plants of hardy varieties planted in good time will be 
perfectly safe. If kept fairly dry tho Carnation is a per¬ 
fectly hardy plant. A little ashes would he the least 
objectionable; but even this Is unnecessary.—B. 0. It. 

4575 —Laying out a small plot.— 
This is too narrow a slip of garden to do very 
much with, yet with good management it may be 
made to yield its possessor a good many flowers. 
Possibly the area for growth may be increased 
by ono or more arches, such as are now so well 
supplied ready-made in wire for such purposes, 

and these, as well as the south wall, may be 
covered with such creepers as a Gloiro de Dijon 
Rose, Clematis montana, and Clematis Jack- 
inani, White Jasmine, Yellow Jasmine (J. nudi- 
florum), French Honeysuokle (Lonicera semper- 

virens), and Virginian Creeper. Tho first thing 
to be done is to dig the plot thoroughly to the 
depth of 18 inches, working in some stable- 
manure (a barrowful) and plenty of soot from 
the chimneys, if possible, or if the Boil be very 
poor, taking it out and putting in a few barrow¬ 
fuls of good turf-mould from an old pasture. 
The creepers oan be planted in October, and 
the soil should be renewed at once to bo ready 
for them, for careful planting is necessary to 
success. When they are turned out of their 
pots the roots should be spread out in a fan- 
shape, about 6 inohos below tho surfaco, and 
then covered with fine soil and trodden in till 
the plant is quite firm in the ground, the long 
shoots being nailed at once to the wall or tied 
to the wire arches. In front of the creepers a 

bright bed of bulbs may bo planted Crocuses, 
Scilla sibirica (sky-blue in tint), Tulips, Hya¬ 

cinths, and Narcissi, all of which will make a 
gay show iu spring, or stout little plants of dark- 
red Wallflowers, Forget-me-nots (Myosotis 

dissitifiora), and Pink Doublo Daisios will look 
equally well in spring. Any summor bedding 

plants will succeed well hero if thoroughly 
supplied with water ; but in arranging them it 
is well to break up the stiff line into groups, in 
tho middle of each being a handsomo tall plant, 
with others graduated iu height around it, the 
lowest being kept in the front. Stiff lines are 
always ungraoeml, but much may bo done to 

avoid them by this plan, trailers being used in 
front to break up the edging line as much as 
possible. Definite lists of plants for this border 
in summer can be given, if desired, in the spring. 

Lilies and Gladiolus-bulbs may be planted in 
OctobOT and March, and will be very suitable 

ror Enin border.—I. L. R. in any way. I tor tnis ooruer.—i. u. tv. 
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ORCHIDS. 

ONCIDIUM LEUCOCHILUM. 

Tins it a vory beautiful and showy plant, one 

that is well distinguished by its pure-white lip, 
which is so vory different to the majority of the 
Oncidiums. I have now before me a nice little 
spray of fino flowers, which aro each nearly 
2 inches across, and have tho sepals and petals 
spreading, nearly equal, with a ground colour of 

ellowish-green, barred and blotched with very 
ark blackish-brown. The lip is largo and pure- 

white. Tho sender, “Thos. Hudson,” asks if it 
is a plant which requires much warmth, because 
he fancies that all white-flowered Orchids are 
tender, and having this plant presented to him, 
he would liko to grow it woll. This Oneidium 
was first introduced into our gardous from 
Guatemala, now nearly Bixty years ago, and in 
those days it took much longer to traverse the 
distance from that country to this than it does 
now, when we have such ocean greyhounds as 
we have in our fast steam vessels ; but, howevor, 
even in those days tho plants reachod thiscountry 
in a living state, and soon afterwards flowered. 
The plant was collected in Moxico as well as 
Guatemala, and was imported by various peoplo, 
and it became very popular when I was young 
amongst Orchids, and about that timo it was 
frequently to be seen at our great London 
exhibitions ; but in the present days one seldom 
sees it grown; in fact, the present race of 
gardeners and amateur Orchid growers would 
appear not to know the plant, and this is 
the more to be wondered at when it may 
bo grown in the cool-house with the now 
popular family of Odontoglossums and other 
things. And certainly the vory finest plant and 
most superb variety I ever saw was once when 
visiting the unique collection of tho late Mr. 
Dawson, at Uddingstono, near Glasgow. This 
plant stood out in a cold-house, and it was in the 
most robust and vigorous health and blooming 
profusely, the individual flowers being largo in 
size, tho lip pure-white, the other segments 
being nearly black. Now, this plant, which I 
hope will regain its popularity, is a remarkably 
good and freo grower, requiring but to be potted 
in good peat-fibre and Sphagnum Moca, and to 
bo woll drained. In potting tho bulbs should 
be set up above the soil in a little mound. It 
should receive a good supply of water during 
tho growing season, and tne atmosphere should 

bo kept in a nice moist oondition. Much less 
will suffice during the dull season ; but I have 
always found it throw up its spikes freer if not 
dried in the winter, but it should be kept cool. 

Matt. Bra mule. 

too close for some varieties. Some, however, 
profer rows 2 feet apart, and thinning the 
plants to 1 foot only the first season ; then in 
the October or February following fresh ground 

is prepared, and tho Victoria kind is trans¬ 
planted at distances of from 4 foet to 0 feet by 
4 feet, and the Defiance 3 feet by IS inches or 
2 feet. The best plan is to sow Rhubarb where 
it is to remain, as it forms immense roots that 

aro easily broken—and to break it is to injure 
it more or less. Nevertheless, a very common 
mode of 

Propagating Rhubarb is by root division. 
The hugo stool or fleshy root is sliced into as 
many portions as thoro aro crowns to it with a 
sharp knife or spado, and each slice forms a new 
plant. Gathering Rhubarb, and when to cease 
gathering, aro matters whioh requiro more atten¬ 
tion than they generally rccoivo. In gathering, 
the proper method is to givo tho leaf-stalk a 
twist outward, and a sudden jerk down at the 
saino moment. From want of attention to this, 
many tear off the crown with the base of the 
leaf-stalk. Again, too many leaves should not 
be gathered at once. If a plant have only a 
dozen leaves, do not gather more than six of 
them, and let these be the lowest. .Some prefer 
Rhubarb when the leaves are freshly unrolled, 
others when they are half-grown, and others 
when they aro fully grown. Of course, there is 
groat waste if tho stalks bo gathored before 
they have reached their full length. Rhubarb 
is at its best just when tho leaf has reached full 
size. It can hardly bo too old for preserving, 
and is seldom gathored till tho end of August for 

covered with soil, keeping it moist, and the 
crowns may be covered with hay, Fern-fronds, 
or litter to blanch it. The only objection to 
this plan is that it weakens the crowns more 
than by forcing them in the ground, as the roots 
get very much mutilated in removal, so that if 
the quantity of Rhubarb roots is limited, it is 
preferable to adopt the plan of forcing tho roots 
where they are grown. Procure the requisite 
number of pots, with movable covers, and place 
them over the crowns ; then cover them over 
with fresh stable-litter or a coating of leaves and 
litter mixed together. The leaves of deciduous 
troes are most useful for many purposes, as they 
can be used for forwarding crops of Rhubarb 
and then placed in pits or frames for supplying 

bottom-heat for Cucumbers and other early 
crops. To have Rhubarb fit for use at Christmas 
cover the crowns in tho middle of November, and 
as soon os the first batch gets fairly started into 
growth oovera few more pots in succession until 
it comes on naturally in March, when any largo 
tubs or boxes turned over tho crowns to shelter 
from cold winds will forward the growth at least 
a fortnight before the crowns left uncovered. 
Rhuborb, unlike many other crops, is better 
when forced than from tho open air, being more 
tender and succulent. In addition to the two 
well-known kinds first mentioned in this article 
other desirable ones are as follows : Mitchell's 
Royal Albert or Early Rod, an excellent and 
very early sort; Stott's Monarch, a giant variety 
of much excellence : Hawke’s Champagne, 
tho favourite London Markot sort; and Myatt’s 

Linmeus, a second early kind, of excellent 

quality._G. 

4021.— Asparagus - bed. — Soed-bcoring 
has an oxhausting elfect, and this is ono reason 
why I advised its removal. Then, again, those 
who leave the seeds on the plants generally leave 
them to ripen and fall about tho bod, whore they 
row and orowd the original plants to death ; 
ut this does not appear to bo tho case with 

" J. N. 8.,” as his bed is thin in places, and 
ho might with advantage sow seeds or set out 
young plants in sufficient numbers to fill up the 
bed. The seeds may either be sown now or in 
spring. Tho seeds will grow oarlier if sown 

now.—E. H. 
M3.—White Tomato-fly.—Y«h, It this attacks the 

Chrysanthemums, tt It probably would, It would Injure 
them considerably. I suppose tor “stove " should be read 
" smoko," and it so, certainly, as two or three good fumi¬ 
gations would probably banish them entirely. Another 
excellent remedy tor this pest is to eyrlnge the affeoted 
plants with a solution of Calvert's eoft-eoap.—B. 0. It. 

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS. 

THE KITCHEN GARDEN. 

RHUBARB AND ITS CULTURE. 

This will grow in many kinds of soil ; but the 
richer and deeper it is the finer will be the 
quality and size. Tho situation should also be 
moderately dry, or made so by drainage. It 
will grow in clay, peat, or bog-earth of the 
Fens. I have seen it suoooed remarkably 
well in mud cleaned out from the river. When 
the leaves get fairly into growth they need 
plenty of food to keep them growing. Tho 
larger the leaves of one season tho stronger will 
be the crown for tho next; honco the importance 
of rich feeding all through tho growing season. 
It is a good plan in small gardens to plant 
Rhubarb near tho depot for house sewage, so 
that it may be nourished with this as well as 
solid manure ; 4 feet, at least, of a rioh root- 
run should bo provided for it. For new 
plantations the ground should be thoroughly 
trenched and manured. Its productive force 
should be kept up afterwards by an annual 
dressing, from 2 inches to 3 inches in thickness. 
No plant is more easily increased and multiplied 
than Rhubarb ; plants two or more years old 
seed freely if permitted to do so. Unless seed 
bo required, however, they should not bo 
ulloweu to do so, os soed-bearing weakens tho 
crowns. The seeds ripen about the end of 
September, and may be sown at once in shallow 
drills a yard apart, or they may be sown in 
February. As soon as they are well up thin 
the plants to 18 inches or 2 feot asunder, accord¬ 
ing to the size of the kind and the intention of 
the cultivator. If intended to remjfTn'Xvhgre 

they are, a yard opar[t ijgi^IPBecWoug^tai^el, 

A bundle of well-grown Rhnlwrb. 

that purpoic. As to ths time of coasing to 
gather Rhutarb, it should certainly bo not later 
than August if tho gathering is to be annual; 
this leaves hut little time for the last leaves to 
ripen good crowns for tho next year's crop. All 
tho leaves removed have doubtless been a loss 
to the plant—they did much to weaken and 
nothing to strengthen it; it is only the leaves 
left on that recoup it for its loss in those taken 
oil. Honco tho importance of rich food to 
replenish the plant, and time for tho maturation 
of tho later growth j and it need hardly bo said 
that no wood must bo permitted to grow at the 
oxpenso of tho Rhubarb plants. 

Forcing Rhubarb.—There are various ways 
of forcing this useful plant, which may briony 
bo divided into two distinot mothods: No. 1, con¬ 
sisting of lifting tho roots and placing them in 
artificially-heated structures ; or No. 2, by cover¬ 
ing tho crowns where they aro grown with pots 
or boxeB, and applying fomenting material, 

composed of stable-litter, leaves, &c., or, in fact, 
anything that will generate warmth enough to 

excite growth. There is muoh to be said in 
favour of both systems, for they are both good 
under certain conditions, and gardeners, in 
private gardens, as a rule, find lifting tho roots 
and placing them in heat the best plan for the 
earliost crops during December and January ; 
for where heated glass structures aro in use, a 
supply of Rhubarb may be procun d without 
any additional outlay, or even occupying any 
spaoe useful for any other purpose, as under 
stages, or in the boiler-shed, or, in fact, any 
oositiln near tho hot pipes. The roots may bo 

llQ(|^n tho floor, or in pots or 

Questions.-Queries and answers are inserted in 
Gaudsnino tree of charge if correspondents follow the rules 
here laid down for their guidance. All communications 
for insertion should be clearly and concisely written on 
oneside of the paver only, and addressed to the Editor of 
Gardknino, si SmUhampton-street, Ootent garden, Lon¬ 
don. Letters on business should be sent to the Publisher. 
The name and address o) the sender are required in 
aildition to any designation he may desire to be used In 
the paper. When more than one query is sent, each 
should be on a separate piece ot paper. Unanswered Stories should be repeated. Correspondents should bear 

, mind that, as GARDmuNO has to be sent to press some 
time In advance of date, they cannot always be replied to 
in the issue immediately following the receipt of their 
communication. 

Answers fwAIcA, with the exception of such as cannot 
well be classified, will be found in their different depart¬ 
ments) should always bear the number and title placed 
against the quern, replied to, and our readers will greatly 
oblige us by advising, as far as their knowledge and 
observations permit, the correspondents who seek assur¬ 
ance. Conditions, soils, and means vary so infinitely 
that several answers to the same question may of ten be 
very useful, and those who reply would do well to mention 
the localities in which their experience is gained. Carres- 
nondents who refer to articles inserted in Gardening 
should mention the number in which they appeared. 

4011.—Lemon-scented Verbena.—I shall to glad 
to know how to strike cuttings of this plant? I have tried 
two or three times and failed. Cannot get them to root. 
-II. B. 

1642.—Flowers for Christmas church de¬ 
coration.—Whet flowers could I get now to have them 
In bloom for Christmas churoh decoration ? White pre¬ 
ferred. -OxrosD. 

4043.—Odours Of Violets. - Will-anyone very 
kindly tell me what colours are the following eorle Of 
Violets ? Marie Louies, Comtede Bro«za, Mme. Millet, and 
he Panne.— Ignoramus. 

404l.-Freeslas.-WiH someone kindly **7 »is 
right lor Freeeiae to be very long in the 'eafanddroop- 
ing? 1 planted them early lost month In pole In a vinery, 
and they have grass about 8 Inches long now, and are 
having down. ! Should they be left In the vinery or put 

<^drttwi5B at 
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4616.—Glorlosa art perba—Will someone kindly tell 
We bow to tr«»t tho above bulb the ye»r through ? I have 
just bed a bulb sent me, and I do not know it at nlL Ii 
It valuable, and how should I manage it?—O. B. W. 

4646. —A frame-pit.—Will someone kindly tell me 
the best way of making a frame-pit for keeping plants In 
the winter? What depth should It be ? Is there any kind of 
heating apparatus for burning oil that oould be used 7— 
O. W. 

4647. —Oll-stove for a greenhouse.—will some¬ 

one kindly reoommend the host oil apparatus to heat a 
lean-to greenhouse, 12 feet by 6 feet by 0 feet high? 
About what It would cost to keep froet out ?—Amateur, 
Haitsham. 

4618 -Shrubs suitable for a dry situation.— 
Will anyone kindly advise me as to the most suitable shrubs 

to plant in a garden where the soil Is drawn and partially 
oovered with a largo Beech-tree? The soli Is a sandy 
loam.—Bromley. 

4019.—Keeping Fuchsias through winter.— 
I haro a quantity of 1- uchslas In pots. If Tout them down 
th the pots oan I keep them through the winter laid on 

their sides In the oellar with Dahlias and Begonias? lam 
short of room.—II. B. 

4650. —Purchasing a greenhouse.—I am about 
to purchase a greenhouse. Will someone advise me? 
Should I buy one as advertised, or should I have one 
made at home by a carpenter ? Also wbat sort of beating 
Apparatus is best?—AaIa7buR. 

4651. —Prult In a oellar.—Is a cellar a bad place for 

keeping fruit? 1 had mine fitted up with spars, and It 
has a window for ventilation ; but a great proportion of 
the fruit seems to give way. It Is not damp. Perhaps it 
Is caused by an inseot 7-LlXDEN. 

4652. —Nerlne Fothergllll. — Will anv of your 
readers tell me how to flower Nerlne Folhergllll, also tho 
kind of treatment they require after blooming, also what 
eoil they do beat in, and when thev should be potted and 
wbat temperature they require?—R. P. 

4653. —A lean-to greenhouse.—I have a lean to 
areenhouse I wish to heat with a gas stove of some 
kind. Will anyone advise me of a good one to obtain? 
Size of house 3» feet long, 10 feet wide, 9 feet high In front, 
12 feet high at baok ; Southampton.—Davdon. 

4664.—Specimen evergreen trees, dec.—Will 
someone kindly give me the names of about six of the best 
and most eBsotlve evergreens for lawns—three or four of 
the glauoous kinds? I do not mind expense for good ones. 

Also of three or four of the beet Maples f—Litom. 

iiw.v-Treatment of a Bermuda Lily.—will 
someone please to say how I am to manage a Bermuda Lily 
that boro six blooms last year, but none this? The 
flower-stalks were blind, and I repotted It about this time 
twelve months, when Its leaves seemed withered.—A. M. G. 

4050.—Spring bulbs—What Is meant by "sinking 
pots of bulbs In a bed of ashes?' Does It mean oindere, or 
the fine dust which remains when the coal Is burnt ? Would 
a dark cupboard, heated by hot-water pipes, be a suitable 
plaoe to put pots of Tulip and Narcissus bulbs In when first 

they are planted?—L. M. N. 

4657. —Mistletoe.—I am anxious to grow some 
Mistletoe, and should be glad of any hints as to Ite 
Culture? Base year I Inserted a berry In the bark of an 
Apple-tree, and it appears to have taken ; but Is there no 
nuloker way to grow It, as I believe It takes many years 
like this to grow to any size?—Pant Par. 

4658. —Roses In an unheated greenhouse — 
I have a glasshouse In which I grow Tomatoes in summer 
in the beds each side of the path. Would a Man'-ohal Nlel or 
Nlphetos planted at the end of path trained up the end 
of house and along ridge, with one stem, thrive in that 
position ? Any information will oblige.—E. M. 

4659. —Arranging a shrubbery.—Will someone 
please to tell me how to arrange a small shrubbery In front 

of my house and at the sides 7 I want a variety, and to 
know the names of wbat sorts will grow best together ? 
Wbat distanoe apart should they be planted? Sol] 
gravelly, In Southampton, facing west.—Dayihix. 

4660. —Losing foliage of Chrysanthemums. 
—A good number of my Chrysanthemums have lost their 

foliage, this time ohlefly Avalanche. I have never allowed 
them to get quits dry. standing In a single row faciog 

west; oounty, I-anoathlre. Would someone suggest the 
rauae, so that I may guard against It another year?— 
O. B. W. 

4661. —Clearing a ditch.—In my field there Is a 
ditch on my side, and a hedge on the other side of It. 
(it) Have I a right to clear the ditch of buehee and brambles 
overhanging itf lb) Have I aright to take water from 
the dltoh? <«-> If my neighbour levels the hedge and 

overlooks me, have I any remedy, and, If so, what?— 
Iuxotie. 

1062.—Sawdust as manure —Will anyone advise 
me as to the best way of treating sawdust that has been 
used for bedding ? It eucks up a large quantity of animal 
manure, but It does not decompose very readily. What 
would be good to mix with It? I suppose lime would 
destroy the manure, and so make it all useless? How 
would salt sot ?—M. 

4663 —Making a tennis-lawn.—I wish to make a 
proper tennls-lawn, 80 feet by 40 feet wide. Will someone 

tell me how to prooeed ? I want It to ho all Orase, and 
should like to sow It now if not too late? What quantity of 
seed would It take, and does It require any ashes under the 
soil 7 Any information will be acceptable. Soli gravelly, 
In Southampton.—Daydox. 

4661.—Faat-growlng Fir tr*es —As my house 
and avenue are In full view of the public rood I am anxious 
to shut out the view by planting a row of fast growing 
evergreen trees, and would be glad to know the name of 
the fastest-growing variety of the Fir tribe ? Also the 

height they shoulii be at planting time, and the proper 
time to plant?—Wicklow, Ireland. 

466.5.—Carnation Bead.—I should be glad If someone 
would give me a little advloe as to saving Carnation seed ? I 
bars tried this year but have only succeed In saving two 

pods, one of Harrison Weir and one of Mrs. Reynolds Hole, 
aod they seem to be quits two months r^iening-—AVc'd 
It be advisable when tbi olid weather oltmes qh i > tak i. 

the pods off to finish ripening i—bourn StIWoIdWra. 

I haro a quantity o 
th the pots oan I k. 

.-growing Flr traes —As my house 
i In full view of the public rood I am anxious 

4666.—A boarded fence.—I have about 160 feet of 
loarded fence, faolng north and south, also a brick wall, 

50 feet long and 8 feet high, faolng west. Will someone 
tell me what fruit-trees would do best in the different 
positions, and bow far apart they should be planted ? I 
should like os large a variety os possible. A few names of 8ood sorts will oblige. Gravelly soli, in Southampton.— 

nVDOR, 
4607.—Fruit-trees round a large tennis- 

lawn.— I wish to plant an espalier or cordon of Fruit- 
trees round a large tennis-laws. Will someone please 

advise me wbat trees are most suitable, and the names of 
the best sorts: alio when to plant, how to plant, distance 

apart, and how to make Ihe espalier or support for the 
trees? Space at disposal 220 feet, gravelly soil, in South¬ 
ampton.—Daydox. 

4008.—Rhubarb and Mushrooms In a shed. 
—I have mode a lean-to elded shed 9 feet 0 inohes square, 
6 feet from the eaves. Inside I have a shelf 1 Yard off the 
floor and 1 yard wide all the way round. Will any reader 
kindly give me information with regard to forcing 

Rhubarb and growing Mushrooms bard about Christmas ? 
1 may add that there are no windows In the shed.— 

Reoular Peruser. 

4609.—American Blackberry.—Two years ago 
I bought a Wilson Jun. (American) Blackberry ; It has 
grown well, and this year has bloomed twloe, once in the 
early summer and Is in bloom now, but none of the blooms 
set for fruit. The blooms are very double, like small Roses, 
and very prettv ; but I should be glad to know why there 
Is no fruit? It Is trained on a high fence, facing south-east, 
and Is growing In good soil.—A. K. 

4070.—Plants for next season's blooming.— 
Is It possible to grow any or all of the following plants to 
bloom next season? If so, will someone kindly give me a 
few oultural Instructions, staling when the seed should be 
sown? Campanula pyramldalla (Canterbury Bells), single 
and double, C. cal.voaotbema. Polyanthus, Double Daisies 

(Beilis), Cowslips, Evening Primrose (IKnothera biennis), 
Foxgloves, and Pentetemons.—Amateur. 

4071.—Window plants.—What Is the best method 
of keeping the ordinary close of window plants, suoh as 

Fuohsias, “Geraniums,” Bplrieas, Hydrangeas, .Marguerites, 
&o., during the winter? Should they be out down? I 
have no greenhouse, but I have a frame In the garden about 
6 feet square, and plenty of spaoe in empty rooms In the 
house. Would either of those plaoes be suitable, and bow 

often would the plnnts require water?—L. M. N. 

4672.—Roses In pots.—Will someone tell me what to 
do with my Tea Roses in pots whioh I have just placed in 
the greenhouse? I propose pruning them In January, and 

want to know what waterlog and syringing should be 
given them till then ? I suppose they will not require 
any heat till then, and that they may have plenty of air, 
exoept when It Is freezing? As some are still In flower, I 
Intend repotting them in order—as they go out of bloom. 

—South Walks. 
4673.—Plants for conservatory.—I have a small 

conservatory, size about 14 feet 6 Inohes by 12 feet 6 Inohes. 
I am anxious to know wbat flowers will be suitable to 
cultivate In it? I have at one end a rook work filled with 
Ferns, principally Maiden-hair. As ollmbers I have a 

Tacsonla, Stepbanotle, Plumbago, and Clematis. The 
house is boated with hot-water pipes, and as it opens from 
a room, I wish to keep It os bright as possible. Any sug¬ 
gestions will be aooeptable.—Amateur. 

4674.—Restoring a lawn.—I wish to know the beet 
method of restoring a large lawn wbtoh has suffered eorl- 
ously from the ecorohlng heat and drought of the late 
summer? It has a due south aepeot and slopes towards 
the south. In places the ground Is quite bare, and os 
though there had never been any Grass on It: the banks 
also ars In a very bad way. Alter the rain In July the 

bare plaoes were sown with Grass-seed, but the return of 
the heat eeemed qulokly to destroy the young growth.— 
Mrs. C. Woollcrux. 

4675.-Heating a greenhouse.— I have a small 
lean-to greenhouse, lOteet by 7 fset, with an average 
height of about 7 feet. It fooes south-west, has a high 
9-lnoh wall at baok, and a stable against north-west end. 
Will someone, who knows from experlsnoe, kindly tell me 

if an oil-stove with a 3 Inch wick would be large enough to 
keep out a keen frost ? Or, If not, wbat size stove ought I 
to have? I do not want a stove for forcing purposes, but 
only to protect suoh plants as “ Geraniums" and Fuohsias 
from frost. Wbat kind of ventilator would be required 7— 
J. II. 

467fl.-C&rnatlonB In a smoky district. — As 
I live In a very smoky district, and am very anxious to 
grow Carnations well, I should be glad if someone would 
give me a little advloe. I am building a low bouse, with 
some frames I have to keep the plants In In the winter, 
and I am making It so that for the summer I oan take the 
sides out and leave the roof on, so as to keep the flowers 
clean when they are In bloom. I should like to know If 

tbs plants will be os healthy with this arrangemrnt? 1 
have provided plenty of ventilation. I should also like to 
know If Iloses would be likely to do well under similar 

treatment?—South Statkordshirr. 

4677.—Heating a large greenhouse—I have 
a greenhouse measuring about 18 feet long, 10 feet 
broad, and 16 feet high, which 1 want to heat only 

sufficient to keep out frost so as to preserve such things as 
Cinerarias, Arum l.lliss, Geranium cuttings and the like 

during winter. Khali I be able to do this with an oil-stove 
or heating apparatus burning oil, as 1 cannot afford to fix 
a regular boiler and pipes? I have been reoommended 
Ripplngille's stoves. I may mention our winters here are 
very mild compared with English winters; some years 

suffering very little from frost. The advice of “ B. 0. R." 
will be much esteemed.—Wicklow, Ireland. 

4078.—A small cool-house.—I have a small cool- 
house (span roof). 12 feet by 8 feet; ends faoe north and 

south. I should like so devote It to Vines, or half Vines 
and half Tomatoes. Would “ J. 0. 0.,” or any similar 
amateur's friend, advise as to what sorts to get ? I should 
like variety—that Is, light and dark ones. Where oould 
I get the Vines? Wbat distanoe apart, or how many oanes 

would It take to plant on one side? Plant Inside or 
out ? 1 have plenty of room to make an outside border. 
Would it lie advisable to put In a flue with sanitary pipes? 
Xlkya.a heated house, but cannot spare room for the 

Yllaf. When Is the best time to plant, and Information 

fct&mlly would greatly oblige?—Miner. ]NTvFRS 

4679.—Ivy-leaved Geranium—I want to grow a 

coup e of Ivy-leaved Geraniums up the sides of a small porch 
about 10 feet high, so as to have it thickly oovered with 
bright green leaves and plenty of Bowers to make a good 
show, and am anxious to know the names of the two best 
varieties for my purpose. I think I have seen Madame 
Orousse favourably spoken of In Gardsxins for suoh a 

purpose. I will not be oWe to raise a flag of the porch and Sint the roots In the ground, but Intend to plant them Id 
xes whioh I have had made to fit each side of the 

poroh, measuring 22 inches long, 161 Inches deep (inside 
measurement). In suoh large boxes I suppose the roots 
will not be in the slightest ourtalled as the Geranium le 
such a small-rooted plant?—Wicklow, Ireland. 

4680.—Ornlthog&lum arablcum. — Although 
I fear that not many amateurs have had much experience 
with this bulb, I am writing a query on the eubjeot of it* 
cultivation with the hope of getting some information on. 
a rather curious experience ? In the spring of the present 
year I purchased a dozen fine bulbs from a shop in town. 

I looked up the oulture in tbe book volumes of GAEDHtm* 
and the bulbs were duly potted and plaoed In an ordinary 
greenhouse from whioh frost was excluded. Twe of the 
bulbs died, and only one sent up a few leaves ; but finding 
them still Bound, the pots were turned out-of-doors for the 

summer, and occasionally watered. At tbe time of 
writing these bulbs are strong, plump, and green. The* 
are rooted, and have much increased in size, although 
there has been (with tbe single exception) no top growth. 
Some of them are os large os ordinary bedding Hyacinths. 
This Is altogether suoh a unique behaviour iu the way of 
bulbs that I thought it worth while to contribute a note 

about It, and to ask for guldanoe as to the future treat¬ 
ment? They are potted with the bulbs half out of the 
soil, and the upper part from which the grewth should 
show is perfectly sound.—H. L O. 

To the following queries brief editorial reptieu 

ore given; but readers arc invited to give further 
answers should they be able to offer additioUai 

advice on the various subjects. 

4681.—The Umbrella-plant (Ignoramus). — I 
certainly cannot answer your query, because I do not 
know what plant you refer to, so that I am a good deal 

more of an Ignoramus than yourself. It may lie that you 
refer to the Agapanthus umbella'ut, but I cannot say. 
Send word again If the flowers are produced in largo um¬ 

bels, and If they are blue in oolour.—J. J. 

4682.—Variegated Ferns (C. KlMl).—l will devote 

on artlole to these soon for your speoial lieneflt; but I 
must tell you In reply to your question that nearly tko 
whole ol the kinds of variegated Ferns are of the family 
Pterls. and that I have seen a variegated form of onr com¬ 
mon Braoken, bnt It did not retain Ita variegation. Ail 

such varieties I opine are very dilfioult to maintain upon 
plants whlob have a oreeplng rhizome.—J. J. 

4653.—Lomarla fluvlatills.—<f. B. sends me » 
muoh-worn frond of this plant, whlob has the appearance 
of having baen blown about by the wind. This is a regulu 
gem from New Zealand, wbloh looks well under a glass In 

the hall or In the window of a cool room, and I would 
advise you to fix It up so. making a companion plant of a 
Todea superb*. These look beet in a round glass, aod this 
should havs a ventilator on the top, when tlisy will make 
a beautiful ornamental pair.—J. J. 

4684 — Zygopet&lum Gautlerl — Oretni lose* 
bos this plant growing upon a block ol wood, aod OB this 
I would 1st It remain. It frequently oomes home upon 
the stems of s Tree-Fern, aod I think that in this poshlon 

It does the best; but these stems, II deed ones, soon decay 
and rot away. I therefore advise my enquirer to pur¬ 
chase a living Tree-Fern that the plant may have its natural 
surroundings. It Is a magnificent flower, worthy of every 
attention, aod requiring the heat of the CaU ley*-house.— 

M. I). 

4685.—Oncidlam Llmmlnghel (O. Dmrton).— 
This Is tbe name ol the flower you send, whioh you say 
" cree)ie flat upon the block on which It grows, and with 

tootled leaves.” Now this plant It thought to oome from 
Caracas, and belong to the seotlonto whlob belongs Ihe two 
forme known as the Buttcrfllee(l>. papillo and (I. Kuvmerla- 
num), although the flower it very poor In comparison to 
those; however, It ebould be grown upon a block at 
wood, and It likes the temperature of the Callleya house. 

-M. B. 

4686.—Stanhopea tlgrlna — James Bennet sends 
me a very nloe variety of this plant for a name, whlob I 
here give, and 1 wish to draw attention to the tplondid 
oondltion In whioh this heavy flower came to hand. It 

was packed In a stout box, with no packing, consequently 
It bed nothing to break about In the flower, and It came 
out os fresh os when It was put In, and 1 am much obliged 
to " Mr. Bennet." It should not be dried off at once In 
case It has not finished Its growth ; but when It has done 
growing the plant should be kept oool and dry.—M. B. 

4087.—The Rattle - snake (Orchid (1’holldota 
imbrlcatn). — An Orchid I.over aeks various questions 
res|>eoting this spooles, which I here endeavour to answer. 
It la an KlSt Indian plant, and It will l>ear any umouot of 

beat and inolsturo ; ol course. Urn being requisite In tbe 
winter season. It comes into flower in tbe spring months, 
being white In oolour, theblorsnmsarranged In apendulaut 
spike, each flower being enclosed in a thin membranous 
bract of a whlty-brown oolour. It should he potted In 

peat an<l Sphagnum Moes, aod the pots should be well 
drained.—M. B. 

4688 -O&cldlum varlcOBum-OrrAM Loner says 
this plant ol his It now oomlng Into flower. It Is true he 
calls It Rogers!; but I should like him to send me a flower 
of it when it is open, that I may verify It If oorrect The 
plant being upon a flat board, which I abhor, It cannot be 

moved without great Injury to the plant, so It should be 
allowed to remain and to flower : but in the spring It may 

be set into a pot with peat and Most, and after a time tho 
plant may be worked off the buard, aod the plant will 
become established In the pot It should be kept lo the 

cool-house.—M. B. 

46S0.—Brtdgesla spicata (R. R.).-Thie, which It 
-vduld appear Ii marc oorreolly named Eroilla spicata, Isa 
Oblllao plant, Introduced upwards ol fllty years ago. It 

hut tdoipi* I n si \jVhl?h are toothed at theldge, anddark- 
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preen. It dings after the style of the Ivy, and produce# 

in spring reddish Sowers in abnndanoe; but I do not 
remember ever to have seen It bearing berries. The part 
you speak ol being bare might be oovered with Kuooymus 
radioaos, which has the property of clinging to the wall in 
the same manner as the r'.roilla. It does not require any 

manure.— J. J. 
low).—OymnogrammaleptophyUa.—De Brock 

sends me a lew fronds ol this plant, whioh be says were 
gathered in Jersey ; this being the case, it is the epeciee 
named above, and It must oertalnly rank amongst onr 
British Kerns. I am quite aware that the Inseot Fauna 
ol these Channel Islands are not oounted as British, but 
there Is lust the possibility of their flying from the main¬ 
land ol France, hut with plants which are Sxed In the 
ground there lx a difference, and whilst the ground Is 

British so will the plants be the same,—J. J. 

4091.—Oncldlum Gardneri (.Tim).—You should 
heap this Orchid In the warm end of the Odontogloeeum- 
house through the winter months, and by no means let the 
plant become quite dry ; but do not keep It In euoh a wet 
state as to start It Into growth at the dull season of the 
year, because this has the effect of preventing any flowers 
appearing. More plants ol this and Its allied speoles, such 
as O. Forbesi, O. crupurn, and others fall through being kept 
too hot and too wetthrough the winter months than from any 
on thing. You havs treated the plant quite right through¬ 
out the summer, and If you oontlnue to treat It right 
through the winter I have no doubt but the growth next 
season will reward you with flowers.—M. B, 

109’.—Odontoglosaum Alexandras.—A reader, 
I suppose without a name, for I oannot Hod one ; how¬ 
ever, he wants to know when to repot this plant Well, If it 
requires repotting, now is about the best time to do It, 
bnt it may not require It, and many amateurs are such 
dabsters at the repotting systsm that every year their 
plants must be repotted, until they are repotted out ol the 
world ; but If the [4ent does not require It now It will be 
better for a top-dressing; to do this, the plant should drat 
be carefully knockod out of tbe pot, tbs drainage 
examined, and made sound, then it msy be set back again, 
and the top soil carefully removed and replaoed with new, 
which should ooositt of good peat-fibre and Sphagnum 
Kata ; the surface may oonalet of the live pleoee of Moes 

only.—Jl. B. 

4693. — Bpldendrum bicornutum.—0. Hull 
sends me flowers of this plant asking If It Is notadlfferent 
variety ? But to this 1 om only answer In the negative, for 
I think It Is only a plaot from British Guiana, In whioh 
the sepsis and petals are somewhat narrower than in the 
normal state, and they are more or lees dotted with 
rosy-purple: your spike of eeven flowers must be very 
K ratty, but I have seen It produolDg a spike whioh had 

irn# twenty-three or four flowers, and this but a few 
miles from London. This Is a difficult Orchid to retain long 
In collections, as most of those are whioh oome from the 
Inflosnee of tbe spray from tbs salt water In tropioal 
countries. Itappears, however, to grow very well lo very 
strong heat, but It should be subjeoted to a good ourrent 
of air during the time wheo the eun le brightest.—M. B. 

4094.—Polypodlums.—A'. W. asks If the kinds 
mentioned by ms some little time baok will itand unpro¬ 
tected In tho open air through the winter months, to whioh 
I may answer in the affirmative, and to alio will the Parsley 
Fern (Alloeorus criepuel. The Bneet that I ever eaw of this 
speoles wss In a quarry near Dnnkeld, but 1 do not think 
*■ K. W." would succeed In keeping the British Maiden hair 
Fern (Adiantum Oepllltu-veneris) Id his neighbourhood. 

Jtot Wall Rue (Asplenlum Ruta-muraria) will grow any¬ 
where If lifted right—that la, It should be taken with the 
place ol brlok or stone upon which It had originally grown 
Intnot, and this should be built Into the fernery. This 
specie* might also be oalled the Cburohyard Fern, for it 
may be teen growing on many of the old tombstones in 
almost any ohurchyard of any age, but In suoh a place It 
should be saored. Woodwardia radioana Is a native of 
Madeira, and although it does not require muoh warmth, 
It will not stand any frost.—J. J. 

TO CORRESPOND]!] NTS. 
We should be glad if readers would remember that tee 

do not answer queries by post, and that we cannot under¬ 
take to forward letters to correspondents, or insert queries 
that do not contain the name and atldress of sender. 

A. M. O.—The Cherry-tree leaves look as if they bad 
been eaten by a weevil of some kind, but we oan see no 
trace ol It now. Also, probably the roots have got down 
Into an unsuitable soil.-Solus.—Use any one of the 
stovea advertised lo Gardskiku. We cannot recommend 

individuals. _ 

NAMES OP PLANTS AND PRU1TB. 
Any communications respecting plants or fruits 

sent to name should always accompany the parcel, which 
should be wldressed to the Editor of Gardininq Illus- 
tkatsd, 57, Southampton-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Names of plants. —Q. Q.—l, Davallla solids; 
2, Apparently a lauooategla; too muoh shrivelled to 
define. The others oannot name from suob specimens. 
-C. Franklin.—Teooma jsamlnoldea. — if. F. L.— 
Cystopterls hulbifera.-J. .If.—A form of Athyrium 
Filix-fuimlna.-Beginner.—You should send the Rowers 
In a box. When the package came to hand It was in many 
pieces, end beyond recognition.-F. B.—\, Asplenlum 
Belangerl; 2, Polypodium vulgare oambrloutn.-John. 
—Aspidistra lurlda varisgata.-Coleraine.—Berberla 
aqulfolium.-//. If.—A Salvia, probably Salvia Heerl, 
but specimen dried up a good deal.-H. Brown.—Sperr. 
mannla afrloans 

Names of fruits —S'. //. Woolrock.—Apple Crim¬ 
son (Queening.-BlossomjieUl. — Cannot name the 
Apple from euoh a bad specimen. May be a Crab.- 
Coleraine.—Pear, Autumn llergamotta ; Apple, Seek-no- 
Further.-Memph is.—Pear Winter Nells-0. B — 
Petr Williams' Bon OhrGUan.-Broughshane.—Apple 
Cornish tilUlflower.-Chat. Davies —Applrs: 1, Cox's 
Grange Pippin ; 2, Ksrly Harvest; 8, King of the Pippins. 
-C. H. D.—Pears: 1. Beurr6 Dial; 2, Napoleon; 
3, Autumn Orasaane.-Carolus.—Apples : 1, Yorkshire 
Beauty ; 2, Not reoogniead; 3, Hawtnornden ; Ai-tyroer. 

-W. 0. T.-Pears: 1, Beurr<5 d'Amanlla/ 2. Najm- 
leon : 3, Cabbasie ; 4 and Mappon* to t* IdeialoaL I’iofli 

of Wlnkfleld ; 8, Heurrd Dial. ’ ^ 

Direct from 
the Growers. BULBS Direct from 

the Growers. 
SPECIAL AND IMPORTANT OFFER OF OVER 

150,000 CHOICE HYACINTHS 
ANI) MORE THAN 

800,000 MISCELLANEOUS BULBS. 

Carefully compare the following low quotations and remember that I challenge any dealer 
in the trade, either importer or otherwise to give the same splendid quality at my prices ; and, 
what is more, guarantee to replace next season, absolutely free of charge, any varieties quoted 
below if the results obtained tnerefrom are not in every way satisfactory. Buyers should bear 
in mind that I have supplied for many successive seasons some of the largest and beat known 
Private and Public Gardens in the United Kingdom, and that last season, so great was the 
pressure of business (caused in a great measure by the extreme generosity and disinterested 
kindness of former buyers in procuring for me over 1,000 new patrons) that I had to withdraw my 
advertisements, and the samo thing will probably occur again as Autumn advances, beoause it is 
a fact which no amount of ingenuity on the part of interested persons can disprove, that my 
prioes give buyers an advantage of (in the majority of instances) over 33 per cent, aa oompared 
with other dealers’ quotations ; aud those persons who favour me with their orders will be 
oonvinoed of this faot, whioh is what many thousands of others have already proved for them- 
Belvea—viz,, that it is an utter impossibility to obtain such splendid value from any other dealer, 
either in this oountry or abroad. 

Superb Namod Hyacinths, for exhibition pur¬ 
pose., imoked In mj original boxoa (now so extensively 
copied by other dealers), oontaining 12 distinot and most 
charming varieties, every hulh guaranteed tlrst size, true lo 
name, and specially selected. Included In .vary dozen wdl 
bo the following—vii., Alba maxima, I.a Grannosse, l'avilion 
Uleno, and llaroneaa Thuyll (pure-whltes); General Pella 
aler, Von Bohiller, Gertrude, aud Norma (reds and pinks); 
Grand Maltre, King of tho Blues, Otar Peter, and Grand Liles 
(light and dark-blues), oomprislng aOolloetion honestly worth 
6». per dozen, my prloos for which are: 1 dozen, 3s. 8d.; 3 
doron, 9i. Gd.; 6 dozen, 18s.; 13 dozen, 34s.; or 30 dozon 
76s. Note the enormous reductions for the largor quantities. 

Magnificent Named Hyaolnths for pots and 
glasses, really grand bulla, suoh aa usually sold by others for 
nrst prize. 12 alstlnot sorts to the doreu, all namod, and oon¬ 
taining for oertatn m every lot La Urandeaae, alba surperbti- 
slma, Norma, Gertrude, Grand Maitro, Czar Peter, Ac., my 
prioea for whioh are: 1 dot., 2s.; 3 doz„ 5s. 6d.; 6 doz., IDs.; 12 
dot., 18s.; or 30 doz. for 40s. Oompero these with those you 
have bought oliewhere at 4a. and upwards per dozon. 

Splendid Hyacinths for bedding, the majority of 
which are quite good enough for pottiog purposes, consisting 
of equal quantities of whiles, reds, and blues lu numerous 
oharmiDg shades, ooloura packed separately, and undoubtedly 
wonderfully good value—viz , 25, 2a 8d.; 60, 4s. 6d.: 100. 8a.: 
J50,17s. 8d.; 500, 32«. 6d.; or 60s. per 1,000. Special rates for 
lota of 6,000 aud upwards. 

White Roman Hyaolnths.—Kztra large, specially 
selected, 25 for 3s. 6d-; 13s. per 100; 120s. per 1,000. Stock 
almost cleared. Splendid bulbs, at usually sold for tlrst 
size. 25, for 2s. Od.; 9a. per 100; 80s. per 1,000. 

Rlohardia sethloploo, the beautiful Lily ol the 
NUe, or Arum Lily, really splendid roots, the finest obtain- 
able, 6 for la. 91.; 12, 3s.; 25, 5s. Sd.; 50. 10s.; or 17a. Gd. 
100. 

Llllam onndldum (the Old White Garden Lily), 
direct from the South of France, whioh can be depended upon 
to flower for oortalu nuzt season. Splendid bulbs, usually 
offered elsewhere at frein 4s. to 5s., my prioea for whioh are 
!s. per dozon; 7a. 6d. for 50; or 14s. per 100. 

Tulips.—For all the beat-named sorts see Catalogue 
(free on application). Single scarlet Duo Van Thol, as flue a 
sample aa uoed bodesirad, really splendid bulbs, 2s. 100:17s. fd. 
per i,000; or 5,000 and upwards at 15s. per 1,000. Note t)iuse 
extraordinary low quotations. Double while La Candour, 
ononnoua bulbs, the flueat in the market, 4i. Sd. per 100; 500, 
20s.; or 27s. 8d. per 1.000; or splendid bulbs, as usually sold 
3s. la. por 10(1, MJ, 15s., or 27s. 6d. per 1,000, Double rod and 
yellow Duo Van Thol, tplondid bulbs,3i. id. 100; 500,13s. Sd.; 
or 25s. per 1.000. Double or single Tulips, In extra cboico 
mixture, oontaining mauy of the most charming varieties in 
cultivation, really splendid bulbs, honestly worth 5s. por 100, 3 quotations being Is. 9d. for 50; 100, 3s.; 250 for Its. Od.; 

,11s.; 1,000, 20s.; 2,500 at 17a. (kl.; 5,000 and over at 15s. 
per 1,000. 

Freeslas.—Rsfracta alba, splendid bulb*, honestly 
worth double my prloee, whioh are 25 for Is. 3d.: 50. 2*. 3d.; 
100, 4e.; 260, 9s.; 500,16a. 60.; or 30s. per 1,000. 

Snowdrops.—Hither double or tingle, a grand temple, 
all oerlain dowering bull*, not small useless rubbish, 100, Is.; 
5U1.9s.; orltSs.Od. per 1,000. GaUnthus Klwesl IKIwos'Giant 
Snowdrop), 100, 3s.; 500, 12s. ; or 22a. fkl. per 1,0011. 

Chlonodoxa Lnclllse (Glory of (he Snow).—Same 
rates aa Galenthuv. 

NarelSSUa.—For all the best named varieties eee 
Catalogue, hut specially note the following -via. Golden Spur, 

NOTH.—Tho above quotations aro strictly nett, and for prompt oash only. No chnrgo 

whatovor will bo made for oasos, hampers, packing. &c, on orders accompanied by a 

remittance for full amount, whioh should In all oasos bo orossod “ London & Midland Bonk, 

Birmingham,” all and communications most bo addressod to— 

ono of the largest and most striking Daffodils grown, equal 
to maximus, and Invaluable for forcing, 12 for 2s. 6d- ; 25, 
4s. 6d.; 50, 8s.; or 15s. per 1U0. Horsfleldl, one of thou oet beau¬ 
tiful of all the bicolors, 6 for 3s.; 12, 5i.; 25, 9s.; 50, 17a.; or 
32s. Gd. per 100. Bulbooodium (Hoop Petticoat), 50, 3a.; 100, 
5s. Gd.; 250,12s.; 500,21s.; or40s. I.OOv. Oruatus.ttuo imported 
bullw. tho Bneet over offered, 50, 2s. Gd.; 100, 4s.; 250, 8s. Gd.; 
500, 18a.; or 30s. 1,000. Prlncepa, one of the moot effective 
and useful of all Daffodils for foiolng or outline pur¬ 
poses, 25, Is. 9,1.; 50, 3t.: 100, 5s. ed.; 250.12s. Gd.: 500,22s. Gd.; 
or 40a. per 1,000. Paeudo Narcissus, the English Lent Lily or 
ordinary Daffodil, 10U, Is. 9d.; 250, So. Gd.; 500, Gi.; 1,000, 
lOe. ; or 5,000, 40s. 

Jonquils, guaranteed tbe true iweet-aoented variety, 
100, 2a. Gd.: 250. 5a. Gd.; 500,10a ; or 17s. Gd per 1,000. Oam- 
pernelles, 100, 3a.: 250, 6a. Gd.; 500, 11a.; or 20i. per 1,010. 
Paper-white, guaranteed the true Lotus el bus grandiBorus 
variety, 50 for is. Gd : 100, 4s. Gd.; or 40s. 1,000. Double 
Roman, 50, 2s.; 100, 3s. Gd.; or 30s. per 1,000. Grand 
Monarquo. puro-whlte with primrose oup, splendid bulb*, 
12 for la. Gd.; 25, 2v. 9d.: 50. 5e.; or 9s. per 100. White Pearl. erftotly pure-white, a lovely flower, 12, 2a.; 25, 3s. 6<L ; 50, 

; or ila. per 100. 

Croons for pots, Ao.—First size, extra seleotad 
bulbs, the finest In the market, assorted, all oolours. consist¬ 
ing of equal quantities of yellow, purple, white, and striped, 
50, la. M,; 100, la.; £50, 4s. Gd.; 500, 8s.: or 15s. 1,000. 
Splendid Oroous lor lieddlng purposes, equal quantities of tho 
above four ooloura, assorted, 100, la.; 500, 4i.; or 7s. per 1,000. 
For Oroous to name, or In separate ooloura at oqually low 
rales, see Catalogue. 

Scllla slblrloa. - Splendid bull*, 100, 2a.; 250, 
4s. Gd.; 600, 8s.; or 15t. per 1.000. 

winter Aoonltes(the Earliest o! all Spring Flowers), 
or 1X1AH, in extra ohoioe mixture, exceptionally line bulbs, 
ICO, Is. 9d.; 250, 4s.; 500, 7s.; or 13s. por 1,000. 

Allium noapolltannm, pure-white flowers, pro- 
(luoed In umbels and grown In millions for Coveut Garden 
Market, line for cutting, Ac.. 100, 3a. ; 250, 6s. ; 500, 10s. ; or 
17s. Gd. per 1,000. 

Irla (hlspanlca), In superb mixture. Immense bulbs, 
«t obtainable, 100, Is. Gd.; 250. 3s. ; 500, 5s.; 1,000, 9s. tho tlnost i 

Irla (englloa), In extra ohoioe eesorted ooloura, as floe 
a sample as need be desired, 50, Is. 9d.; 100, 3s.; 250, Gs. Gd. 
500, 12s. Gd. ; or 22s. Gd. per 1,000. 

Note my low prioes for tho above Iris : no better quality can 
bo procured. 

Anomonos.-Finest mixed Single varieties, loo, 
le. 9d. ; 250, 4s.; 600. 7s.; or 12s. Gd. per 1,000, Finest mlxod 
Double varieties, 50, Ui.; 100, 3s. fd.; 250. 8s.; 500, 15a ; or 
37s. Gd. per 1,000. 

Llltum Hnrrlsl (the true Bermuda or Heater Lily). 
—An tmmunau consignment Just received In perfect condi¬ 
tion, and better It la Impossible to offer. Bulla measuring 
from 7 in. to 9 in. in circumference, 6 tor 3e.; 12, 5s.; 25, 9s.; 
50,17s.; or 32s. Gd. per ICO. 

African Tuberoses.-Just arrived dirsot from 
Natal. Splendid bulbs, all carefully selected, 12, 2s.; 15, 
3s. Gd.; 60, 6s. 6d.; or 12a. per 100. 

For Llllos of Valloy, Spirants, Gladiolus, 
Llllam aura turn, and other Llllos, Dlolytros, 
Ac., duo to arrivo in October and November, sue Catalogue, 
ooples of whioh will he sent post free on application, but lu 
oonsequonco of tbn unprecedented demand the supply will 
soon bo exhausted, therefore oarly application le neouaaary, 
as a reprint is quite impossible. 

J. G. CLARKE, WHOLESALE BULB 
IMPORTER, 61, PERSHORE ST., BIRMINGHAM. 

“GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY” 
•'8TBKPT080LKN JAMESON I,” ma*nl6oent oool 

greenhouse plant, easy to grow, trusses b oom 10 Inches 
across, 2 for Is. Gd. Also other rare and beautiful plants to 
give a b.aze of bloom in winter and spring, greenhouse and Kden. All very cheap. Bond stamped onvelope for List, 

n't mils a floral treat. 

MRS. GARDNER, Fir Trees. STROUD. 

BLANC DOUBLE WHITE PY- 
RUM, 18s. per 100, vary strong, healthy olmnpe, 

arket. - JAMES LEECH, Market (Wooer, 
near Manchester. UIM I V L 

FERN8 I — Trade. — Groat Annual 8alo of 
Surplus Stock. 100,000, 25 sorts, In 2i-ln. pole, stove and 

groenhouie, at 11s. 100, 300 for 20s. Strong seedlings, 5s. 
100, In var. Largo Ferns, in SB's, 6». doz. Holanums, Cypertu, 
Gravilleas, Arallas, 48's. Gs. doz. Fious, Palms, Draeana*. la. 
ea.,48'e. A. cimoatum. largo, 6a. A 8a. do*. P. tremula end A. 
ouneatum, for making large plants qu okly, 16a. and Ms. 100. 
Packed free and put ou rail for ossh with order.—J. SMITH, 
London Fern Nursery, Lonahboro'-jnnotlon. London. MW. 

ftlANf TRiMARDKAU anil other PANSIES. 
O' —Nine sturdy plant, to stand tho winter and bloom 
early, >.. fd per '.Ol, f:.*S/-v-|B; FIELDER, Monde a Kim 
Viaoilai, OhilteuaWn. I \1U IJ Ml 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 



GARDENING ILLUSTRATED October 7, 1893 

GREENHOUSES FOR THE MILLION. 

ALFRED PEEL & SON, 
1 TOfWftfm HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS & HOT-WATER 
^rn'rnrn engineers, 
^ swood green, London, n. 

Tkt'o'rMwJ'ii^tni^ri«/ The Best and Cheapest Builders in the Kingdom. Green- 
LZblti'jriSl'umar. houses complete from 50s. Frames, 4ft. by 6ft., 4s. 6d. 

T'KA HOSES on Own Roota, including Anna 
Olivier. Oheehuut Hybrid, Catherine Monnet, Ololre do 

Dijon, l«n Pactole, MetUuio Margottin, Mario van Houtto, 
ManV.hal Niel, Perlo do* Janllns. Itelno |Mario Henriotte, 
Bouvemr d'un Ami. W. A. Richardson. 5a. dozen ; 30a. hun¬ 
dred. Free for ca*h with order.—W. DAW BBK, Lee Ruetta- 
llraym IaxIk**. Ounrnwey. 

Ofi lilSriNCr Double and Single, mostly 
CM new. GERANIUMS, strong, 4i. 6d. 50 distinct donbl i 
Cuttings. moetly now, 4«. 6d. 12 distinct Kr.nO Fuchsias 
inoitly new. 1«. 6J. 40 cut-back Geraniums. double end uliurlo, 
grand. Prloo on stamp.—J. HOKE, Harrow-hill, Ohoaterflold* 

KUO . iteer of this breed won the first honour, in the 
teat at Chicago. Choloe Cow. and Young Stock of tha 

beat blood for ealo. Thla berd nor or got up for ahow, but 
kept under the moat natural oondltlona possible. Inapeotlon 
Invited.- Addroas, B All JFK, Home Farm, Qravetye Manor, 
East Orlnaread, Bnaaax._ 

HART HORSES for FARM or GARDEN, of 
o rarioua ages. Purohaaen'aeleotlon—Addreaa— BAII.IFP, 
Horae Farm. Gravetv*. Kaat Grlnataad Kunaev 

tp AM WORTH RED PIGS.—For Sale, Sows, 
Yalta, and Young Boan. Pure pedigree brod. Reoom- 

mended aa good baoon pita : also for croaalng.—Particulars 
from BAILIFF Home Farm, U rare lye Manor, Kaat Grin- 
Itead, Huaaei_ 

“HARDENING” RINDING COVERS.— 
V* Oorora for Hindlog eaoh Volume of OuurjlNlNo. from 

Vol. I. to present time, are on sale, prloeJla. 6d. each ; peat 
free. la. ltd. eaoh. Of all HODkgellora or KwiagmAa, fri. A 
the Publishing Ollioe, 37, eouti.aiopKm\itdfe\_«L«u<l/: 
London, W.O. ( 

Tht't>rZinU)i\*ntZ',,.f The Best and Cheapest Builders in the Kingdom. Green- 
/i'cHIm d'"jo^utn houses complete from 50s. Frames, 4ft. by 6ft., 4s. 6d. 

Thirteen Medals und Diplomas awarded at tho principal Exhibitions. All intendhiR purchasers should inspect our Houses 
before purchasing elsewhere, and compare them with others at tho same cost. None hut the best materials used. 

ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR EVERY DESCRIPTION OF HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS. 

CATALOGUES POST FREE. 

TWTARECHAL ROSE Given with every Is. 3d. kvkbyonk who has a garden, qreinhoubf, 
"L order of plant*; 1 oitra large, 2 to 3 ft, with 2a. M- order OR IWIWJKI^HOTn D BKAD A 
of plant*; 2 largo pure white Garden LllU-a with la. 3d. order PAMPHLET, POST PREE. 

wllh ,,",”>urc*l’,m!0'- unui fn lunpcAcc 
BULBS ON RAIL.—Hyacinthus, 6 colours, ■■WII ■ V lllUHUlWIi 

100, 8s.; Tulips, 100, Se. 6d.; early Roman Hyaolnthns, ’1111 
100, »s.; Polyanthus Narcissus, mixed, 100, Is. 6d. (worth As.); rnillTA AT P I I1TII 
Crocus, white, yellow, striped, hluo, 100, Is.; Anemones, blllll I V Ilia fsflftf I M 
100, Is. 0d-: AoodUop, 10), Is. 6d.; Gladiolus The Bride, 50,1,. I IIUI I U U I b fl II I 11 ■ 
Large Lilium oandiduin. 12. Is. 3d. 
^ ;;'T;'WnmTf, .ty nnT.TVT--— --— By a. H. WITH, F.R.A.SF.C.8, Trinity Col., Dublin, 
fl AY GARDENS IN SPRING. —100 1 AT1H1Q8 OontalnM full partlmilar* of very remarkable diaooveriM 
LT cuttings, all oalturs, Is. 3d.; 50 namod, Is, 3d. Large relating to Plant Life. Shows how crops of veg_elable. may 
l’an.lee in flower, 2-1, Is. SI. Largo bushy Wallflowers, 21 be largely Inorcaaod, lovoly flowers grown to perfection, and 
Is Jd. H.P Rose cutting., 50, Is. 3d. 12 largo Hollyhocks, fruit-trees made to beer in abundanoo. Uolection. from 
Is. 3d. 8 Greenhouse Ferns, Is. 3d„ free. Hundreds of Testimonials. Post free from 
OUL]$S.-6 Hyocinthus, 6 colour., "na.iie<T7 JAKEMAN * CARVER, Printer^ Hereford. 
D IS Tullpe, 12 white, 12 hluo 12 yellow ; 12 mixed Croom, l/IMP'C spnc Ml IDCPDIPQ 
12 Polyanthus Narcissus, 12 Phoaiant-eyod, 6 Spinous, 24 rvll.U O nunc IVUnOErtluu, 
various Bulbs, 2s. 6d., half Is. 411., douMn. 4s, fid., froo._ NEAR HEREFORD. 

R(1 I’EREaVN'IAlsS, named, Bd. ; 100, Is., 8 RATJtofKTEVBRAI agues of Fir«u>la.s 
wG variotlo*. 25 Pansies, fid. 25 Delphiniums, Od. 25 Dlgl- HA LK of SEVERAL AGUES of F,r«U.lass 
tails. 111. 2.5 Pinks, fil. 50 Wallflowers. A1 : 1UU, Is., free. T1 p JT T T T II F Ti1 C! 
PXTRA GOOD GABBAG E-PLANTS, sample X XV U X X - X XV Xj -Ej O , 
-Ll 100, 6d„ free; 6 varieties, 2s. 6.1. 1,000; £1 for 10,000, on Comprising over 
rail. 12 'Hollyhock*, Is. 3d. - TURNKll. I.ydiulu. I.ivs-riHi.il. ;» O O O O 

Q.AY GREENHOUSE all win tor.-'Jo plants, STANDAR!) PYRAMID, AND TRAINED APPLES PEARS 
la. 3d., freo : Primula*, Cyclamen, hern*. Geranium*, _.... , • » 

Hoilotronoi. Aralia*. Kaloaznthof, Palma, Ao.-TURNKR. PLUMS, CHERRIES, and others. 

0SN™K!:Lif^KSLfl CONIFERS, FOREST-TREES, &C„ which 

-*-* 1,000, 131.; Igmt Daffodil llulhi, 120, K fid.: 1,000.10s. on Tuiihdav. Wkhnem>av, and Thursday. tho 10th, 
Carriage paid.—JAMES HARRISON. Fellsid.., Kendal. 1111), and 12th October, 185*3, punctually at TWELVE o clock 

NONE like the K ENT FRUIT-TREES.- ‘TlAlSuES may be obtained at the Nurseries, King's 

-ok.tZl Ehuf AUUT10NBK1W- ,!*uk C“*wbc"1 0on- 

COL- _ BULB BALES. BIRMINGHAM. 
VII,LB, Newton Abbot. TV/TESSRS. JAMES & BAXTER (late Thomas 
DAISIES.—Large double blooms, redo and *uB»uuMlMt^ are h^iug their 

weTSS^B p!lS.m«0 0°?«tTahir.Iall“x ^ ■^..-Irfs'a. ,,,:„x, , — TUKSDAV, at half-past 11 o'clock am., at their Hpiolous 
TlLVONSHlRE FERNS.—Many vara., largo S»lu Rooms. 12, Bull Ring, Birmingham, usual numbor of 
-Lr roots, 50, 2s. 9d.; exua largo, 50, 4a„ froo. Primrose low 1,300 to 1,500. 
roots, 100, 2s.—MiynNELSON, Bratton Fleming. Harnatailo. The Weekly Hales of Asaloss, pamolllas, Finns, Palms, 
nfL'M I5yi|o -\\fuj7r—1,1 „„ —rrj“ Dracienas, and othor PlanU from Belgium, will commence io 
IjLEMAJ. IS, «C. — White, blue, purple, red, Heplemlrer, anil continue until March next. 
u erlmson, rare yellow, 8 var, Is.; 5 var., 1*. 6d.; 10 var., 3s. Tho Weekly Halos of Kotos, Fruit-trees, Ornamental 
Roses, 3 var,, Is.; 12 var., 3a„ extra strong, froo. Strawberries, Klowering Trees, ami General Nursery -Stock, will communoe 
Perennials, seeds, cheap List.—BKOUNT, Rotherflcld. In October, snd coutinuo uutll March. 

QARNATIONS, 1 do,., 3s. 0d„ including Gor- 'oW^lnocommUslon 

nil!on.‘}kilvrhtphin’I* *L[tU.^ill)ilTihl N'S?5?"ro! 'Kuu^rfo'rd! '°rW“<led- EemUU*D0U UUUt 
ARUM LILIES.—3,000 young otlaets, tit for JAM KB* k BAXTER, Hortioultural Auotlonesrs and 

-n. 48 pots, *5, post free, 2». 61. Drover's "Book on tho Valuer.(both many yean, with Messrs. Prothoro. A Morris). 

tmTXvS*Vnrih»n?W lw po't “' 3d ~ Within No. 51, Goorgo Stroot, Edinburgh. 
DROVKK. 1 lornta, h.ircham.__ Qn XHURHDAY. Ojiobcr 12. at 12 oVIook. 
T OVKL’8 YORKS HI KK STRAWBERRIES. important balk of orohidr. ^ 
JLl _as. If.: 100. 3*. B<1.: 1,000, 25a., oarrla«i paid for oa«h Doing tho Kniire, Unique, and Valuable Collection of Old- 

- — - -P“ .. MtabllahudHpooimouOrohldBholouginsio Jauioa Mckolvlo. 

wiit/nr ltm lit: f’hnieo.r TV/TEfeSRS. LYON & TURNBULL have been 
T^UIUH BULBS. — Choicest, low prieeB. JYL |,„trucU*i u, SELL tho uhovo Valuable Collection of 
■aw Spoolal Oolleotlon, direct from tho growers. Catalogue ORCHIDS, Including magoifleout exhibition spe/dmeus of 
J?Mt,,Sy0'-J',r',J^NaEN'ir1i 0nA*l'iV.1' 1 ' ,W5i*r'*"*. Vandas, CatUeyae, Ooi'.ogvnes. Isollas, Masdevailias, Maifl- 

r801, ,‘0nd0n'fc'0' Rl'"',t“nl!u»tol>0“u<'on*- larla, (Uonloglossums, OuolAlums. and Oalantbe. Also 
panled svlth order._valuililo Greenhouse RHODODENDRONS, Including 
flARNATIONS, the finest grown, self, show, Mi-lvelviel, Auckland!. Countess ot Dalkeith, snd Wattert. 

^ ^ h.0snaiiTu\mpsrh»s^ 

Dl^TCH^Hb'LBB.—Orgst unreseraed ISales EVERY fry. 

moderate-sired family ; situate on high ground, overlooking L ' s.nnnvo -n 
on ono sldo an extcnalvo park, studded with line old timber, lWTESSRS. PROTHEROE ti MORRIS Will 
and on tho othor oommandiug lino views iu tho direction of llA HELL by AUCTION at their Central Salo Rooms, 67 
Forest-hill and Sydenham. Tho grounds, of about li aores, and gg ciioapslde, London, E.O, EVERY DAY at 12 o'clock, 
are well laid out aod planted wiih choice trees and shrubs. Iar„e oonaignmente of Brat-class Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, 
Tho tennis lawn is large, aud tho kitchen garden productive Narois»us. and oll,or Bulb* from Holland, reoeived dlroot; 
and well stocked wllh fruit-trees. Tho bouse Is substantially al,0 Koman Hyacinths and other French Bull*. Commissions 
built, the reooptlon-roonu lofty and well proport oned, with nxccute,i. j/.u paoked and forwarded to all parte of the 
ooDvenlent domostlo ofllcoa on ground floor. There ore on Kingdom. Hiipenoe remitted In stamps to tho Auctioneers 
bedroom floor seven bedrooms, dressing-room, bathroom, Ao. win ensure a supply of Catalogues for 12 oonsoouttvo Sales. 
Good stabling for throe horses, ooaoh-house, poultry-house v |t _saie, 0f Plants in pots every Monday aud Thursday; Eth run), gardeners tool shod, Ac., Ao. Tho property is Oroliids every Friday. 

d for a term ot about 70 years, at a nominal ground rent uro - 
of £4 10s. per annum.—ParVoulars from A. M., care Editor, HPI.ENDID BULBS FROM HOLLAND. 
37. Southampton-st-roet, W.O._ SALF.H EVERY MONDAY. WEDNESDAY. THUItS- 
QHEPHERD.— A gentleman recommends an DAY, AND FREQUENTLY on SATURDAY. 
^ aotive, trustworthy, well-trained Shepherd: trained to IN LARGE AND SMALL LOTS TO SLIT ALL 
heat Southdown Uooka.—Address Mlt. STEELE, Gravotyo BUYERS. . 
Manor, East Orliistead, Sussex._ TUfR, J. 0. 8TEVRNS will SELL by AUCTION 
HARDENER (Head). - Married i age 30; atbiagreat rooms King 

sroellentoLraoter-q WOOD, Meraihsm. Surrey,_Q jT|afgHWfiaSt!Si^iS35.l,!aSSr 
raLDWKR POTS.—12 8-ln., H0 U-in., 50 C-in.. apphcaiion. “ DTTI „„ 
(II Vm 4-in.. 50 3-in.. Decked in cases and sehtJfo Iriil!x fcl.'Sd. N B.VNQN E I RUT) BDOQT&ND RELIABLE BULBS 

Strawberry Growers, l)ritlleld. 

"HUTCH BULBS. — Uhoiceat, low prieeB. 
J-r Bpeolal Collections direct from the growers. Catalogue 
post free,—J. F, JANSEN, Sole Agent, 10, Water-lane, 
Greet Tower-street, Ixindon, E.O. Remittances to bo accom¬ 
panied svlth order._ 

nARNATIONS, the finest grown, Bclf, show, 
Cr fancy, and yellow grounds, 5s. I sir dox. List free.—J. 
ROBERTSON. Daisy Is>a. Duller, N ib 

DKUKENHAM, K ENT. —To be Sold privately, 
U a DETACHED BIJOU RESIDENCE, suitable lor a 
moderate-sired family ; situate on high ground, overlooking 
on ono sldo an extenalvo park, studded with line old timber, 
and on tho other oommandiug lino views in tho direction of 
Forett-hlll and Sydenham. Tho grounds, of aliout li aores, 
ore well laid out and planted whn choice trees and shrubs. are well laid out and planted whn choice trees and shrubs. 
Tho tennis lawn is large, aud the kitchen garden productive 
and well stocked with fruit-trees. Tho bouse Is substantially 
built, tho reooptlon-roonu lofty and well proportioned, with 
oonvonlont domostlo ofllcos on ground floor. There ore on 
bedroom floor seven bedrooms, dressing-room, bathroom, Ao. 
Good stabling for three horsos, ooaeh-houae, poultry-house Eth run), gardener's tool shod, Ao., Ao. Tho property is 

d for a term ot about 70 yearn, at a nominal ground rent 
of £4 Ids. per anoiiin.—Part-oulara from A. M., care Editor, 
37. Southampton-street, W.C.__ 

OHEI'HKRD.—A gentleman recommends an 
^ aotive, trustworthy, well-trained Shepherd: trained to 
best Southdown Uooka.—Address Mlt. STEELE, Gravotyo 
Manor, East (Irlnstead, Busses.__ 

HARDENER (Uead). — Married ; ago 30; 
U thoroughly competent in all branches, including 
Orchids, aquatic*, succulent*. Bromdiads, and hardy plants.; 
appellant oharaotcr.—0. WOOD, Morwihain. Hurrey._q 

iOta>WKR POTS.—12 8-in., W O m,, 50 5 1n., 
VfiO 4-ln., 50 3-In., packed in cases and aehtjlor'kittbr /'/. Gd, 

^ *u-H. OODDAUD, Pottery, I>cnu©t-roW*^ • 
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TREES & SHRUBS 

HEATHS IN FLOWER. 

Therk are many districts within a short distance 

of London where the Heaths form a grand 

feature in early autumn. As a garden plant, 

however, the Heath and its numerous distinct 

varieties might be made more nse of, not alone 

in the wild or semi-wild garden, but in cultivated 

portions thereof, either in beds, clothing a dry 

spot or sloping bank, as an edging to the larger 

Erioaceio, or forming a groundwork, from whenoe 
specimens of some of its allies may be allowed to 
spring. In small gardens the Heath lends itself 
to some effective grouping, as thero is a con¬ 
siderable range in height assumed by the 
different varieties, for the dense little Moss- 
like forms are, as a rule, from 4 inches to 
fi inches high, while some of the more vigorous 

ones run up about a yard. Not the loast 
attractive feature about the Heath is the time 
it remains in bloom, not only on the plant, but 
also when cutand placed in water. With regard 
to soil it is in no way particular, but whore vory 
stiff and clayey, the incorporation of some 
decayed leaf-mould will be of service, and a top- 
dressing of the same is of great assistance if it is 
hot and dry. A walk round any of tho nurseries 
where these plants are grown during the flower¬ 
ing season will reveal the fact that there are 
several very beautiful varieties, differing not 

only in stature, but also in the colour of their 
blossoms aud other features. Of varieties with 
white flowers, there are two or threo well- 

marked forms, notably Searlei, a free-growing 
kind with largo spikes of pure-white blossoms. 
It is later in flowering than most of the others, 
and in some seasons will continue to bloom till 
stopped by sharp frosts quite late in tho year. 
Anothor is alba minor, much smaller growing. 
This forms a dense mass of quite an erect habit, 
while rigida alba is totally different, betog of a 
more spreading style of growth, while the spikes 
of pure white flowers, which are more massive 
than those of the last, aro disposed in an 
irregular manner. In mentioning pubesccns 

alba, attention may be directed to the peculiar 
pubescent character of the foliage, which imparts 
to it quite a greyish hue, so that at all seasons it 
can be readily detected by this featuro alone. 
This is by no means the only variety in which 
foliage distinctions play a prominent part, as 
there are two 

Yellow-1.EAVED forms, both very bright and 
pretty. In one of these, usually known as 
anrea, the foliage is of a rich golden hue, while 
in the other it is more of an oraDge with a 
bronzy tint. To this last the name of cuprea is 
sometimes applied. In both the golden hue is 
muoh more effective where the plants ars fully 
exposed to sun and air than is the case if they 
are at all shaded. The variety variegata has 

white leaves interspersed with those of tho 
normal green tint, and is curious when closely 
inspected, but by no means striking. A note¬ 
worthy form is pygmiea, which forint,* dense, 
ensbion-liko mats of a rich d«ep-f»ccn eofer.r, 
and but rarely 

like in appearance, and as an edging to the 

others or a rockwork plant is quite at home. 
The rich tint of its foliage is very different from 
that of any of the rest. Numerous coloured 
forms are also in cultivation ; a few especially 
notable ones are Alporti, which is a good 
companion to the white Searlei, as both are a 
good deal the same in habit, and they are also 
late flowering, but in Alporti the bloomB are 
purple. A very bright form is cocciuea, while 
tenuis is slender in all its parts, but forms a 
dense pleasbg mass with deeply tinted flowers. 
In habit dumosa rubra is a counterpart of alba 

minor, except that the blossoms instead of being 
white are of a purplish-red hue. The last to 
mention is flore-pleno, remarkable from the fact 
of there being so few of the Heath family with 
double blossoms, for I am only acquainted with 
one othor, viz , tho Australian Epacris onos- 
m;e flora or purpurascens. In both the blossoms 
are like little rosettes, those of the English 
representative being deep-pink, while in its 

Australian relativo they are white. Some of the 
larger Ericace.-c, such as Azaleas and Rhododen¬ 
drons, have double blossoms, but tho above two 
are all that I can recall among tho^^hat can bo 
classed as Hoatlis. The Cornish moor Heath, 
Erica or Gypsocallis vagans, also flowers some¬ 
what about tho same time as the Heather. This 
is a free, vigorous-growing kind, that reaches a 

height of about a couple of feet, and bears 
densely packed spikes of pale purplish-rod 
blossoms. In some the colour is much deeper 
than in others, that known as rubra being the 
best. There is also a white-flowered variety, 
alba. Erica multiflora is a mar ally of the 
above, but the flowers aro not borno for such a 
long distance along the shoots as in the Cornish 
Moor Heath. In any caso Erica multiflora is 
valuable from the fact that its rosy-red blossoms 
aro produced after those of nearly all the others 

are past. T. 

-JiiM.—Arranging a shrubbery.—The 
first thing to do is come to a decision about 

tho main features. Do not plant a meaningless 
mixture ; have a bold group or two, and then 
there will be more character. Say there is a 
group of Cedar of Lebanon in or near the edge 
of the lawn, assuming that the foreground is 
turf, and the place is large enough for tho 
Cedars to develop. If the plaoo is too small 
for the Cedars drop In a group of Hollies, in¬ 
cluding soveral varieties, which should not bo 
planted nearer to each other than 10 feet. In 
the background havo a Weeping Birch or two 
growing out of a group of Laurels ; the combina¬ 
tion is a charming one. The Laurels may bo 

6 feet apart. If the soil is suitable for Rhodo¬ 
dendrons these and Azsleas may be grouped 
near the edge, and the open place between filled 
in with the old White and other Lilies, with a 
group or two of Montbretias in tho front mar- Sin. A Lawson Cypress may be dropped in 

ere and there to give elevation, and plaoea 

might probably be found for Laburnums, Pruuus 
I’issarui, Double-blossomed Chorry—tho Bird 
Cherry is a oharming background subject— P)ouble Soarlet and other Thorns, Al- 

Acacias, and tho Silver Maple. The 
ye-trte should have a pror$iiji^ji^/£o|^-' 

tion, and one of the most effective plants for the 
edge of the group is tho Venetian Sumach. A 
few of tho Goldeu Conifers, including the golden 
form of Lawson’s Cypress. A cbarmiDg group 
can be made of the Evergreen Barberries, in¬ 
cluding Darwini, atenophylla, and empetrifolia, 
with a foreground of Mahonia Aquifolium, 
Aucubaa—both the variegated and the green are 
valuable grouping subjects in association with 
groups of Lavender and Rosemary. Vory pretty 

are groups of White Lilac springing out of the 
dwarf Holly-leaved Mahonia. Tho Guelder 
Rose, Hydrangea paniculata grandiflora, Pyrus 
japonica, Ribes in variety, Spiuua ariiefolia, 

Syringa, Philadelphus (or Mock Orange) are 
all necessary even in a small garden, and the 
Tamarisk makes a very pretty feature on the 
margin of the lawn. This is only a rough idea, 
but no one could give moro thau a rough idea 
without knowing the size and the character of 

the place.—E. H. 

- Kec p tho shrubs away from tho front of 
tho house—at least, do not havo them just under 
the window. Plant them at the sides and in 
groups if the space at command is of sufficient 
size. The distance at which they should bo 
planted apart depends upon the kinds, but give 
ample room for development, as all beauty is 
lost by tho 11 higgle-piggledy” arrangement* so 
common and disfiguring to the majority of 
gardens. A small gardon may be made as beau¬ 

tiful as a large ono in its way if the proper 
thiDgs are selected. Make good uso of the 
Bush Hnneytuokle mentioned in Gardening, 
October 7. Hardy Azaleas aro vory beautiful in 
a peaty or light loamy soil. They flower in 
June, and the foliage in the autumn is of bril- 
liaut colours. The CeanothuseH you might try, 

especially tho variety Gloiro do Versailles, which 
has rich blue flowers, also tho Bladder Senna 
(Colutea), Quince, Cytisus scoparius Andreanus 
(yellow and brownish-crimson flowers), Daphne 
Mezorcum, blooming in early spring, or winter 

if the weather is mild ; Deutzia gracilis ; l ho 
many beautiful kinds of Spit.u u, S. arunous, S. 
ariiufolia in particular; Hydrangea paniculata 
grandiflora, vtry fine on tho Grass, tho heads of 
white flowers being of large size ; Kalniias, 
in peaty soil ; Olearia Haasti; Philadolplius 
Lemoinoi, a dwarf, very freo-floweriug shiub, 
with white flowers ; Rhododendrons in varioly, 
Flowering Currants, Veronica Traversi, and 
Guelder Hose, also the Chinese species, Vibur¬ 
num plicatuin. These will, I think, be sullicieut 

for you.—C T. 

4fif>4—Speolmen evergreen trees, &c. 
—I’icea Nordmanniana is a stately lawn tree, 
and one whioh preserves its lower branches in 
oomplete order lor a length of time, especially 

where the soil is sandy. In stiff soil it does not 
grow quite so well. Thuja Lobbi will grow 
almost anywhere and in any soil. Tho gTowth 
is erect, the colour dark-green. Picoa l’insapo 
glauoa is quite one of the best lawn-trees we 
have where this special tint of colouring is re¬ 
quired. Any kind of soil soems to suit it. 
Cupressus La wsoniana glauoa isanother deserving 
kind ; it is merely a glaucous form of the former. 
Inj f groyttb te all that is required. Abies 
Morinda is a tall-growing glaucous form of the 

ppriioijlfir|;L^)'fvGl,t§:tyviore handsome than 
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an ordinary Fir of the Spruoe type. If the soil 

is light in character, Cedrua Deodora well 
deserves a place ; its drooping habit and glauc¬ 
ous tint of colour would be all that could be 
desired in heavy soil, though it is apt to loao 

its “ feathor ” at times. Picea nobilis glauca : 
This is a fast-growing subject with a distinct 
silvery-blue hue, quito one of the best of the 
tribe. Pinus excelsa represents quite another 
character in trees from tho foregoing. It is a 
handsome subject, especially in sandy soil. 

Four of the best Maples aro japonioum, palmata 
atropurpureum, rubrum, and platanoides. The 

chief point in all cases is to prepare tho site for 
each tree well by trenching the soil 3 feet deep, 
and adding manure to the top spit of soil freely. 

-8. P. 

- Cedrus atlantica glauca and Abies Dou- 
f;lasi glauca are both excellent and effective 
awn trees, and will thrive well in almost any 

situation. The Cedar of Lebanon, Picea Nord- 
manniana, and I’insapo can be recommendod. 
Picea nobilis has glaucous foliage, and is a very 
handsome tree. There are many beautiful trees 

among Maples. Acor rubrum, A. saccharinum 
(Sugar Maple), A. striatum, A. laciniatum 
(Eagle’s-olaw Maple), A. oolohioura, A. pseudo- 
plantanus lutescens and albo-variegata aro 

ornamental trees. Then tho variegated Ash¬ 
leaved Maple (Acer Negundo variegatum) should 
be in every garden, and the newer Japanese 
Maples have at any rate proved hardy in 
sheltered situations, but are too slow of growth 
to make much mark in the landscape.—E H. 

-1648 —Shrubs suitable for a dry 
situation.—Thoro are not many shrubs that 
like a dry situation, especially whon the soil is 
full of roots of trees, as probably yours is. Ber- 
beris Darwini and B. dulcis will do as well as 
any ; good bushy and well-rooted plants of tho 
Groen Holly, Aucuba, the groon and variegatod 
forms of Euonymus, Cotoneaster microphylla, 
and D. Himmondsi, and Groen Box. For the 

front lino tho 8paniah Gorso will do admirably, 
as would Veronica Traversi. Before planting 
you had better pick up the ground, and put 
some fresh soil round the roots of the plants.— 

J. 0. C. 

-The Beech is ono of the worst trees for ehrube to 
grow under. The foliage Is denee, and even In winter tho 
drip from the branches is injurious. The most likely 
thlug* to nmcood are common Yews, Clroen Hollies, 
Aucubas. Mshonla Aqulfollum, Box in variety, Butcher's 
Broom, Ross of Bharon, Hypeiioum oalyolnum, fries in 
variety, ooinmon Laurels, ana Periwinkles.—E. II. 

-Tho varieties of Atthna frutex (Hibiscus syrlaous) 
are very suitable for a dry, warm eoil, but they require a 
fair amount of sun. The tlum Clstus would also do well, 
while the Hyperioums and Ootoneasters thrive in shady 
plaoee, and so do Auouhae and some of the Berberls, 
notably B. Aqulfolium.—B. 0. R. 

4B64.—Past growing Plr trees.—The 
ordinary Spruce Fir is tho best you can have, as 
it grows rapidly and submits to being pruned 
or oven dipped with shears, if at any time it 
encroaohes on othor subjects. You will gain 
nothing by selecting trees rnoro than 4 feet high 

to start with. Trenoh up tho ground 18 inchos 
deep and plant two rows (i feet apart each way. 
If you would prefer a choicer tree you may select 
Thuja Lobbi, which is a fast growor and quito 
hardy, but the Spruco will mako tho most denso 
blind.-J. C. 0. 
- The end of October is the boat time to 

plant any of tho evergreen Fir tribe, choosing 
showery woathor if pusaiblo. If tho troes aro 

to be obtained from a nursery they should not 
bo more than 1 foot high, those larger are moro 
likely to sull'er from roplanting. Many of thorn 
may die, as there is a certain amount of risk in 
planting overgreen Firs. If the trees oan be 
moved from anothor part of tho gardon so that 

a ball of oarth can bo lifted with tho roots, they 
may be planted up to 6 feet high with safoty. 
Corsican Pine is tho quiokost growing variety 
of the Fir tribe. If the position is muoh exposed 
to wind the Austrian Pine would bo more suit¬ 
able. Although the latter is considered to bo 

slower in growth than the Corsican, thoro is 
really not much difference if the soil is well 

prepared first—deeply dug and manured.—S. P. 

-The Douglas Pino (Abies Douglaet) fa very fast 
growing on fairly good soil. The Sootota Kir In also a fast¬ 
growing tree of a dillerent type. Either of these would 
soon form a blind. I should not hare too large ones unless 
I was quite surt they had been transplanted.—E. 11. 

4577. — Clematis Jackinanl. — Almost 
any of the largo (lowered kinds, ^preferably 
of the patens or. Jackmani tyfes, vfoUl l 
be suitable: Misi |lBan«iTiWn 

France (bluish-purple), Jackmani (purple), and 

Lilacina floribunda (greyish-lilac), being very 
abundant in flower. C. montana (white, 
flowering in May), is a very free-growing and 
floriferous kind, and the best of all for covering 
ugly walls, fences, or trellises of large extent it 

the common Wild Clematis or Traveller’s Joy, 
whioh grows luxuriantly, not to say rampantly, 
in any soil or situation, and soon hides any 
unsightly object completely with a dense mantle 

of graceful foliage and flowers. A good dark- 
red Rose suitable for a cold-houso would be 
found in Andre Schwartz or Madame de Tartas 
(Tea).—B. C. R. 

GARDEN WORK.* 

Conservatory. 

Now that things are getting settled In (heir plaoes a bit 
there It time to look round and eve if any Insects are 
present, and if a green-fly or thrlps, mealy-bug or scale 
exists anywhere under glass, take no rest until the last Is 
exterminated. One thing may be noted. Fumigation, 
though destructive to green-fly and thrlps, does not injure 
mealy-bug or scale ; these latter Insects must be attaoked 
with the sponge and strong washes. A strong solution of 
soft-soap Is as oheap and good as anything. Reduce the 
ollmbing growth as muoh as possible; oil the light will be 
wonted now. Winter flowers, such as Hahrothamnus 
elegans, Abutilons, Lapagerias, Tropieolum Fireball, Ac., 
will be allowed to develop; the last-named Is a very useful 
winter-flowering plant, and may bo allowed considerable 
freedom of growth. Basket-plants, especially Ivy-leaved 
“Geraniums,’' will still be eneotive. One of the best, If 
not the best, Is still the (Id pink variety Mme. Crousse. 
With mo it grows and flowers all winter In a warm-house 
Zonal “Geraniums" specially grown for winter bloom will 
now be a special feature, but to keep in good condition 
they must have light and warmth ns the flowers damp so 
much In n cool-house, hut if kept growing In a night tem¬ 
perature of 55 degs., with a corresponding Increase during 
the day, they will oontinue to grow and flower all the 
winter, or, at least, till after ChrTstmoe. Thero are some 
pretty things in Salvias now, allot which are easily grown ; 
Bruantl, I'itoheri, and asurea are good. Bparmannla 
afrloana Is a useful subjeot either for pot oulturs or to 
plant In the borders of a large house. Forolng shrubs and 
roots should be plaoed under oovor now. A cool-house or 
pit Is the best place for them for the present. Rhododen¬ 
drons with buds may be lifted from the beds and potted, 
and be brought on gently by-and-bye. After Christmas we 
shall have to depend largely upon toroed flowers; at 
present there are plonty of flowers which have been 
naturally grown, and the Obrysantbomums will be a show 
of themselves by-and-bye. Continue to give stimulants 
Ull the flowers are nearly expanded, then discontinue It. 
As Tuberous Begonias go out of blossom move to a oool- 
house and give less water to gradually ripen the growth. 
Fuchsias wnioh are no longer effective may be taken out 
to a oold-houu also. Show Pelargoniums must oooupy a 
light positlOTn a buoyant atmosphere to keep the foliage 
strong and healthy ; this alone will deter insects from 
attacking them. 

Stove. 

Polnsettlas will now he showing their soarlet braots, and 
will benefit from liquid-manure. Euphorbias and other 
autumn-flowering plants will be oornlng on. Uirdcnios, 
Euoharls Lilies, and Begonias will add their quota to the 
beauty and fragranoe of the stove. Those plants whioh have 
done their season's work will require less water, so that they 
may gradually go to rest. Among the latter will beGloxinias, 
Achlmenes, Caladlums, and the summer flowering shrubs, 
InoludlngClerodendrons, Allamandae, Ixoras, Dlplodenias, 
Ac. This work of resting should bo a gradual prooess, so 
that the maturation may be perfeotly oariiod out. Dis¬ 
crimination is neoessary. Oloxlnlas and Aohlmenes will 
be quits dried oB; but tho ligneous subjeots must not be 
so dried as to Injure the vital powers of the plant. We 
must not treat all subjeots alike, or misohlef will be done. 
Paooratlums are beautiful autumn-flowering bulbs, and 
are not dlftloult to grow well. As they go out of flower 
give them dryer treatment. Oesnerias will now be a 
special feature, especially the Cinnabarina section. These 
are not difficult to raise from seeds, whioh should be sown 
oarly In spring In brisk heat, and prioked oS into pans 
filled with peat, leaf-mould, and sand as soon as large 
enough to handle. Among plants suitable for dinner-table 
deooration are Crotons, especially the Angustifolius section, 
having long, narrow leaves, which fall over gracefully. 
Small plants of Asparagus plumosus are always useful, and 
the long, well-furnished sprays arsohariulngly oflectlve on 
the oloth, or to form arohea across the table, and they are 
fairly lasting. Cyperus altsrnifollus variegatus, and 
several ot tho light, elegant, variegated Grasses, such os 
Eulalia Japonica variegata, and the variegated forms of 
Carex japonic*, will be found very useful. Among Palms 
Cocos Weddelliana is one of the most eervioablo, and It 
docs well In the room. Kentias, again, Euterpe edulis, 
and Geonoma graollls aro desirable plants to have In stock. 
Temperature should be steady now at night, 00 degs. to 
65 degs. Fire-heat should always be assooiated with suffi¬ 
cient moisture in the atmosphere to keep dowo Insects and 
secure healthy growth. 

Ferns under Glass. 
The advantage of oool treatment In summer will now be 

manifest In strong, hardy fronds that will last in a out state, 
and such planis may bo taken Indoors without Injury. Kerns 
are In many plaoes too muoh shaded In summer to be of 
muoh use for Indoor deooration. A few small plants of 
Lygodlum soandens will be found useful for trailing about, 
and Creeping Ferns, Davallias and others In baskets will 
always find a place, though they oannot easily be Impro- 

/* cold or northern dUtricte the operations referred 
Garden For* "may be done from ten day e to 
later than is here Indicated with ciuaUu pood 

vised. Mosses (Selaglnsllas) are now a very large family, 
many of whioh are very elegant when well grown, and 
are exceedingly useful In small pots or in small pans. It 
Is not advisable to repot specimen Ferns at this season, 
but young plants may be shifted on If It is desired. I am 
oontiaually potting on seedlings and young stuB generally 
as room Is found for them. I would rather pot on now 
than keep things starving in small pots all winter. Tro¬ 
pical Ferns wili do now In a temperature of 60 degs., and 
greenhouse varieties will do in about 45 degs. to 50 degs. 
Ferns will bear more heat, but it is only wasting fuel. 

Hard-wood Plants. 
Among these is plenty of blossom In winter. Camellias 

wlllsoon be coming in, and foroed Azaleas are now showing 
oolour. Heaths, Kpaorises, Chorozemas, Correas, Genistas, 
Daphnes, Kriostemons, Lescheoaultlas, l.uoulia gratisslma 
bloom naturally in winter. If I were a rich man I should 
go in vigorously for these hard-wooded subjeots. Our 
gardeners would soon gat Into the knack of growing them 
again They went out ot fashion when it was found they 
oould not be turned to muoh aooount in brightening up 
the dark plaoes of the house on party nights; but they are 
worth growlog, even to look at when in bloom in the 
conservatory. 

Cold Frames. 
These will all be Ailed now with something or other. 

Soaroely anybody basenoughof these handy portable frames, 
which can be mode to do useful work either on a heap of 
manure or on a coal neb-bed. A lot of spare lights will be 
found useful now for sheltering Strawberries Intended for 
forolng In pots. These should be plunged In ashes to the top 
of the rim of the pots, and lfshelterod with spare lights they 
will get all the rest they need, and be exposed at the same 
time to a free circulation of air. 

Mushroom house. 
Mushrooms are now being gathered freely from open-air 

beds ; but for a winter supply thore should be a properly- 
oonstruoted house, heated with hot-water pipes. It will 
not always be neoessary to use Are-heat, but there should 
be the means of doing so If required. So muoh produce 
oan be obtained from the Mushroom-house other than 
Mushrooms, it should And a plaos in every garden. Not 
the mere Bhed It too commonly is, but a well-built struc¬ 
ture, built as well as possible, where it cannot be muoh 
influenced by the summer heat or the winter oold. 

Window Gardening. 
The time has oome now for clearing out window-boxes, 

and fllilng up with plants for winter and spring. I consider 
the shrubs used in window-boxes aro needlessly expensive 
from being too large. Small, well-grown shrubs, from 
0 Inobes to 12 Inohes high, are moro efleotlve than larger 
plants, especially if the latter, whluh Is often the case, are 
not so well grown. Common bulbs, Snowdrops, Crocuses, 
Lent Lilies, and Tulips, are charming to mix with tho 
shrubs. Autumn-sown annuals make pretty masses In 
spring, and will oome ofl In time for the “Geraniums," 
eto., and they have tho merit of oheapnees. 

Outdoor Garden. 
Alterations wbloh Involve the removal of shrubs and 

turf may bo done now. It Is true tho soil at the time of 
working Is very dry ; but it beforo these lines are In type 
rain does not fall let the shrubs and trees have a good 
soaking of water a day before removal, and they must also 
be watered well during the prooess of planting. I gener¬ 
ally All the roots of tho tioe or shrub carefully In the hole, 
and partially fill It up, then give enough water to moisten 
all the soil; the remainder of the soil can be Ailed in when 
the moisture has drained away. If the holes are left open 
till next day no harm will be done. No matter at what 
season the planting is done, It is Important that tbc roots 
should be settled firmly In the soil, and I think water does 
this more eSeotuolly than pressure alone. I have seen 
several remarkable Instances of the value of this system of 
planting during the present season. The treos puddled 
in, if I may so term It, have done well, whilst others 
planted In the ordinary way havo failed. The lacerated 
roots of evergreen and other treus and shrubs should be 
plaoed in a position to commence repairing damages as 
earl) as posdble, and plaoing them in oontaut with moist, 
firm soil is the best arrangement for that purpose. Tender 
bulbs and tubers should be taken up, dried, and stored 
away. This refers to Dahlias, Gladiolus, Tuberous Bego¬ 
nias, Marvel of Peru, Salvia patens, and Tigridias. 
Cannae, espeolally the new dwarf hybrids, are very useful 
for massing, and, if oovered deeply with litter, they may 
remain out all the winter; but tho mounds of litter aro 
usually very objectionable in a conspicuous position, so 
that usually tho Cannae havo to be lifted. I have kept 
them pocked closely together on the floor of the orohard- 
house; but they may be kept quito Bafcly in a cool-house 
where the frost is kept out Cuttings of evergreen shrubs 
will etrlke now in a shady bed, kept moist. 

Fruit Garden. 
Late Melons must have hoat If they aro to ripen pro- 

perly ; If no frames, a warm lining of manuru will enable 
tho plants to finish oB the crop ; but It Is useless to think 
of growing good Melons after Septeiulmrina frame. They 
want a more buoyant atmosphero than can be eooured on 
a dung-bed. A small span-roofod house heated with hot 
water will produce good Melons up till Novomber ; after¬ 
wards they are of Inferior flavour, and those who know 
what good Melons are will not touob them. Those who 
desire novelty in the way of dessort may grow the Guava ; 
the plant Is au evergreen, and bears freely when some size 
has been attained. Tho fruit oommenoes to ripen towards 
the end of the summer, and continues through the 
autumn if not forced much. May be grown as a bush, but 
succeeds better trained within a foot or so of the gloss, 
after the manner of Peaohee. The same kind of border In 
whioh Vines or Peaches are planted will do for Guavas. 
Should heavy rain set in Strawberries in pots intended for 
early forolng will be better laid on their sides for a time, 
but should not be permitted to get dust dry ; but plants 
in good-elzed pots will not dry so soon now. It is a 
mistake, I think, to use smaller pots than S-^e or 6 Inohes 
In diameter for Strawberries. For late gathering 7-lnoh 
pots will be better. Tiiere Is always the danger of the Cits In email pots not getting sufficient water, and the 

t from a dried-up plant is useless- Root-pruning over- 
li. curukht ttesi im.y still he done, and Vines whioh are 
growing In eour, pasty borders should bo lifted at onoe, 
ybllu toerc Is i till mom • ncrgjqii the foliage. 
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Vegetable Garden. 

Taka up and store Beet and Carrot*-, they keep best 
pocked in sand. Parsnips and Salsafy will keep best In the Eind (or some time yet. Late Potatoes will be better 

id now ; store In rather small bills or clomps. There is 
a wonderful crop this year of the late sorts, and the tubers 
are sound (or the most part. It Is best to separate seed 
from the ware before storing. As regards saving the sets, 
there la much value in selecting from the most prolific 
roots. Like will, In a general way, produce like, and sets 
saved from a proliflo plant will produoe a heavy orop next 5l*r. Finish earthing up Celery when the weather is dry. 

ie up Endives and Lettuoes in suooesslon to blanoh ; 
severe frost will do Injury to both these plants when fully 
grown, henoe the suocess by protection in frames or 
ptaolng a tblok covering of dry leaves or Ferns over the B:e when tied up to blanoh. Beds of Lettuoes and 

ves have been kept In good oondition a long time, 
when the spaoe between the plants have been Oiled in with 
dry leaves, and a sprinkling of dry Fern scattered over to 
prevent the leaves soatterlng. This is a better and 
oheaper way of keeping full-grown Lettuoes than lilting 
and planting In frames. If heavy rains set In alter the 
plants have been Oiled in with leaves, draw a light water- 
prool doth over the beds; oiled calioo will do. Remove 
all exhausted Peas, Beans, and other crops, and trenoh at 
every lavourable opportunity. The late hot summer must 
have taught the shallow cultivator a usclul lesson. For 
vegetables the land cannot be too deeply stirred, and 
there oan be no good culture without manure. 

E. Hobday. 

Work In tbe Town Garden. 

The Interest of tbe gardener, amateur or professional, 
now oentrei Itself ohlefly in tbe Chrysanthemums, of 
which the bloom* are In many coses last expanding, and 
promise well for s grand display ol colour shortly. After 
all the flowers will not be so very muoh earlier than usual, 

pots. Splrusas, Deutxlas, and other hardy roots (or loroing 
should also be potted and plunged In ashes or llbre In a 
cold frame as soon ss they oan be obtained. Take cuttings 
of ehrubbv Oaloeolarias, inserting them in a cold pit or 
frame. Plant out Carnations, and fill vaoant beds with 
Hyacinths and other Dutoh bulbs. B. 0. R. 

THE COMING WEEK’S WORK. 

Extracts from a garden diary from October 
14(A to October 21,if. 

Pruned Vinos In early house ; the leaves were not quite 
all down, but the wood is very ripe and firm. The house 
will be thrown open now night and day till the middle of 
December. My first orops of Crapes are taken from pot- 
Vlnee, and these are now pruned and standing outside to 
give them as long and complete a rest as possible. The Cot-Vines will not be started before the end of November, 

ut they will be pushed on faster than would be desirable 
with permanent Vines, as, alter fruiting, the plants will be 
thrown away. Mushroom-beds mode outside In August 
are now ooming into bearing. Open-air beds must be 
sheltered from heavy rains at this season; a waterproof 
doth Is tbe handiest thing, os it is bo easy put on and 
taken off. The beds are oovered with dry litter, and the 
oloth afterwards drawn over. It is absolutely necessary 
to keep off odd rains at this season and onwards through 
the winter. Beds are being made up in the heated Mush¬ 
room-house now, so that it will not be necessary to make 
up more beds outside. A well-constructed Mushroom- 
house I* very useful for forcing other things besides Mush¬ 
rooms. Tbe greater part of my Seakale and Rhubarb are 
forced In the Mushroom-house, and there is no better 
plaoe for blanohlog Endive or Dandelions qulokly or 
loroing Chloory when the Eodive gets scarce. I have 
forced early Asparagus In the Mushroom-house, moving It 
to a wavra house to get otlour and flavour. I have juBt 

Siebold's Plantain Lily (Funkia Sicholdl), 

though In this respect there Is a good deal of difference. 
One effect of the extremely hot and dry season Is seen In 
the comparatively abort growth of the plants, and another 
that In many casts where the supply of wafer has not 
been as lllieral as It should have been is the bare appear¬ 
ance of the lower part of tbe stems, owing to the leaves 
having fallen. As long as the weather remains mild free 
ventilation must be given, and a gentle warmth should be 
maintained In the pipes—by night, at any rate—In order 
to dispel damp, which otherwise Is sure to be troublesome. 
The larger, fuller, and more perfect th* flowers the more 
liable they aro to Injury from damp. Many of tbe best 
Japanese varieties expand best with th* aid of a gentle 
warmth, but the cooler the Inourved flowers are kept the 
better, so long as the petals remain dry ; these must also 
be kept comparatively close to the glass, or they will not 
expand well. Of oouree, air must be given freely on all 
One mild days, and the watering be carefully and regularly 
performed, this being best, or chiefly performed in the 
forenoon. Too little moisture at the root will be lest 
Injurious than too much now that the plants are housed. 
When grown expressly for show purposes backward blooms 
may be hastened to tome extent by the use of a moderate 
degree of beat, and also by tbe judicious employment of 
quick-acting stimulants, suoh as sulphate of ammonia. 
Others may. If neoeesary, be retarded by keeping them 
oooler, with plenty of air and shade from sun. Keep all 
suckers removed from the bass of the plants until the 
blooms are fully expanded. In the case of new or scarce 
kinds they should be inserted ss outtings, If only for stock 
purposes. No time must now b* lost In getting plenty of 
Hyacinths, Tulips, Naralssl, and other bulbs potted or 
boxed, os tbe cose may be. For supplying out flowers it 
is n much better plan to plant all such things thickly In 
boxes 4 Inches or 5 inches deep in any good light soil. 
They occupy far lest room than pots, and art easily carried 
from place to place. 8uoh boxes mutt be well 
with ashes for.six or eight, we^^lq the saiu wa; 

about finished earthing up the late Celery. I like to get 
this work done during Ootober -, after the soil gets wet and 
slioky the work cannot be done to well. Took up Carrots 
and Beet; all late-sown Carrots, and which are still grow¬ 
ing, will be left in tbe ground, and be covered with dry 
Ferns should frost set in. A layer of dry Oak-leaves, If 
they are down In time, will be placed under the Ferns. I 
And these Oak-leaves very useful for sheltering many 
things when dry Fern is placed over them to prevent the 
wind blowing them about. Pricked out August-sown 
Cauliflowers In cold frames ; shall give all tho air possible 
when not wet or frosty by drawing of! tbe lighls. Violet- 
frames are served in the same way when mild aid not 
damp. A close, stuffy atmosphere in not good for any¬ 
thing. Looked over late drapes frequently, and lfadecay- 
Ing berry Is notloed It is at once removed. Dead leaves 
are alto promptly gathered up, and every stray leaf or 
shoot whloh It near the gloss, and which It likely to form 
conductors to the moisture oondenslng on the gloss, are 
removed. Qrape-growers know (he mischief done In this 
way when the Vine* ore trained near the glass. Everything 
In tbe vinery should be sweet and olean, and If the Crapes 
are to hang long plants should, at far as possible, be kept 
out. I never bottle Crapes till I want to prune the Vines. 
Busy clearing beds in flower garden, and Oiled up with 
sprlng flowering things. There is no look of variety In the 
plants whloh may be pressed loto the eervlce of the spring 
garden : even the amount to be expended ie small. To 
make a large display of bulbs costs money, but Wallflowers 
(yellow and red). Forget-me-nots, Daisies, and I’rimroees 
are obeap, aqp these f use largely. Just finished bousing 
the Chrysanthemums. Tho early varieties have been 
under cover some time, but It Is desirable to keep late 
sorts as lODg as possible; but when plants are exposed to 
sharp frost the buds suffer and the flowers oannot be to 
fine. Transplanted evergreen sbrube and turfed over the 
borders which surround the beds of shrubs ; hut all the 
bvltfsVltVe^orders will be left to gtow as they please. 

UNIVE 

PLANTAIN LILIES (FUNKIAS). 

These are hardy perennials of the handsomest 
type, and it is not alone for their bell-shaped 
flower* that many cultivate them, but also for 
the charaoteristio foliage, which in some kinds 
is as massive and noble as that of a tropical 
plant and in others delightfully variegated. 

The Plantain Lilies are liliaceous plants, and 
are very effective when planted in large clumps, 
as we may sometimes see them in the London 
parks and gardens. Nothing could be more 

striking or tropical in aspect than % mass of F. 
8ieboldi, which is represented in tho accom- 
panyingengraving, and clumps on the border, and 
higher and rougher parts of the rockery have a 

peculiarly beautiful effeot, as much from the 
silvery glaucous colour of the loaves as from 
their width and vigour. The several varieties 
that have variegated leaves are also exceptionally 
pretty in small groups, as edgings to large beds, 
or for the margin of the rockery. At Kew tbe 

variegated kinds are planted with admirable 
taste on the rockory, whoro during tho summer 
their variegated leafage of white and green is 
conspicuously handsome. There is no garden 
but can find space for either a clump of the bold¬ 

growing plain-leaved types or the variegated 
forms, and the latter may also be potted up 
for the enrichment of the greenhouse with 
advantage. One point is easily overcome, 
and that is the cultivation. A well-drained, 
deep soil will grow tho finest specimen?, 
and if an increase of stock is required, tho 
simplest way is to propagate by division of the 

crowns in winter or in the spring. The latter 
season is the best, just when the plants aro 
commencing to make new growth. It is scarcely 
necessary to add that only well-established 
thoroughly healthy clumps should be divided, 
and then they should not be split up into singlo 

crowns. 
F. Sieboldi is one of tho best known and 

most striking of all the Plantain Lilies, tho 
accompanying engraving of it showing its char¬ 

acter remarkably well. It grows from IS inches 
to about 3 feet in height, and has very large 
heart-shaped glaucous leaves that measure quite 
a foot across. The flowers are white, tinged 
with pale lilac in colour, and borne from ten to 
fifteen in tall racemes. This noble species came 
from Japan in 1836, 

F. oran diflora is an exceptionally beautiful 
Plantain Lily, and should bo extensively grown 
for the sake of its spikes of snow-white delici¬ 
ously fragrant flowers. The large bold leaves, 

as broad as those of Sieboldi and delicate pale- 
green, make this one a strikingly handsome 
plant without tho flowers. On light warm soils 
it does well and even blooms satisfactorily, but 
usually the flowers aro cutoff by frosts, and it is 

thus necessary to grow the plant in pots to ob¬ 
tain it in its full beauty. Tufts of it in well- 
drained beds and borders are not common in 
English gardens, but it may be grown in this 
way, and in Paris it is used with much success. 
I advise Funkia grandiflora to be grown freely 
where flowers of sweet scent and delicate colour 

are required in autumn. It is the same as F. 
japonic*. 

F. Fortunei is a very robust species, grow¬ 
ing about 14 feet in height. Its leaves are 
smaller than those of Sieboldi, and they have a 

distinctive bluish or glaucous tint. Another 
handsome species is F. sub-oordata that has 
several synonyms, as Hemerocallis alba, H. cor- 
data, U. japonic*, and H. plantaginea. It is 

an August flowering plant, with heart-shaped 
leaves about three quarters of a foot long and 
5 inches broad. They are glaucous on the upper 
surface, but pale-groen beneath, and havo lets 

Srominent ribs than in Sieboldi. The growth 
quick, and a spreading clump in a garden is 

magnificent, a* the noble leafage is very dense 
and handsome. Thore are two variegated varie¬ 

ties, marmorata and argentea, that aro prettily 
marked. F. ovata is the commonest of all ; it 
is an old garden plant, and found in China and 

Eastern Siberia, besides Japan. The leaves aro 
broad, rich-green, and tho flower-stems about 
1 foot or more in height, the colour of the 
flowers being white, tinted with lilac. It is a 

robust grower, and soon makes a spreading 
mass. Those who care for variegated foliage 
will find the variety marginata, in which tho 
leaves are distinctly margined with white, a 

good type of its class. 
F. LANcttolVa is the specie* that may be 
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recommendod for the fronts of bods, borders, 
and rookeries, as it is a small-growing plant, the 

leaves oaoh about -1 inches long, sometimes more, 
and only measuring about 2 inches wide ; they 
narrow considerably towards both ends. The 
raceme of flowers is comparatively short, and 
does not stand up boldly and graoefully as in the 
other kinds. Of lancifolia there are two beau¬ 
tiful variegated varieties whioh should be grown. 

Those are albo-marginata and undulata varie- 
gata. In the first of the two the leaves are 
margined with white, and in tho other the edge 
is wavy and the leaf distinctly variegated. 

The above-mentioned species and varieties 
comprise the richest gems of this genni. 1 
may add one thing more, and that is the suit¬ 
ability of the noble Sieboldi for town gardens. 
For yoara thoro wero two wooden tubs whioh 
stood in a front garden in Holloway, each con¬ 
taining a magnificent clump. Although exposed 
to the dust, dirt, and heat of a London garden, 

the leaves were as broad and rioh in colour as 
in the choicest specimens grown in the puro air 
of tho country, D. 

ORCHIDS 

HARDY LADY’S SLIPPERS. 

Tins section is soarcely less beautiful than that 
containing the tropical species, from which the 
hardy kinds are readily distinguished by their 
herbaceous habit. Ono of the freest and most 

vigorous of the whole group is tho white-flow- 
erod rosy-lipped C. speotabile ; and C. pubes- 
oens and C. humile seom to do much better than 
any of the others, if we except 0. Calceolus. 
Tho majority suooeed tolerably well for a year 
or two in a cool, moist peaty compost; and, if 
grown in pots, they should bo plunged in a oold 
frame with a northern aspect, and proteoted 
from the mid-day sun. C. speotabile may be 
planted out in a border of peat and leaf-mould 

where it will flower several years in succession 
if kept regularly moist and cool at the root. 
C. Calceolus, on the other hand, prefers a 
strong ohalky loam with an eastern aspect, 
sheltered on all sides from rough winds and 

sun. If those hardy Lady’s Slippers are grown 
in pots, they should be well drained, as has 
just beon recommended ; and, if syringed every 
morning, so much tho bettor. The pots should 
be surfaced with frosh greon Sphagnum to pre¬ 

vent undue evaporation from the soil, such sur¬ 
facing also keeping the soil cool by acting as a 
non-oonduotor. The roots should never bo 
allowed to booomo dry, even in winter—an evil 

to which may be attributed tho loss of many of 
these interesting plants. A collection of those 

hardy species, planted in a peat border outsido 
at tho baok of a Heath house, used to grow well 
in Messrs. Rollisson's nursery at Tooting. Dur. 
ing winter and spring they were protected by u 
layer of Sphagnum 2 in. to 3 in. in thickness. 

Tho following aro the kinds usually growu : — 
0. Calceolus (common hardy Lady’s Slipper). 

—This is ono of the rarest, and also one of the 
most beautiful, of our nativo Orchids. . It grows 
about a foot in hoightand boars one or two showy 
flowers at the apox of the strongest leafy stoms. 
The sepals are of a deep purple tint, the petals 
being narrow and tapering with wavy margins. 
Theso are also of a purple colour tipped with 
yellow at their apices. Tho lip is rounded 
or swollen, and being of a clear golden- 
yellow colour, contrasts woll with tho dark 
sepals and potals. It is found in woods in 
Russia, Asia, and Eastern Europe and tho Arctio 
Circle, but is more sparingly distributed over 
Western Europe ; in Britain it is almost, if 
not quito, extinct. One of the best-known 
habitats of this plant was Castlo Eden, Doan, 
Durham, and it has also boon found in York¬ 

shire. According to Thunborg, it is also a 
native of Japan. 

C. parviklorum (Small-flowored Lady’s Slip¬ 

per) —This has been more than once roferred to 
the last-named species, from which, howover, it 
is readily distinguished when both ore seen side 

by side. The plant is similar in si/.e and habit, 
but tho lip is larger and distinctly flattened or 
even depressed in front, and the flowers are also 
delicately perfumed. The sepals are of a rioh 

chocolate-brown colour, while the slender, 
wavy, or twisted petals are green at the base 
and streaked ana spotted with /dark-brow:', 
The lip is of a clenlB-iyallCi’»tioloitr, \utj| t c i 

crimson or reddish dots around the month. 
The leaves are of a fresh apple-groen. It is a 
native of Canada and probably of North 
Amerioa. 

C. ruBESCENS (Hairy Lady’s Slipper).—This is 
a free-growing species, both stem and foliage 
being covered with whitish hairs. It is very 

distinot from both the last-named kinds, and 
Kows well treated as a pot plant in a shady cold 

tme. The sepals are of a creamy-yellow 
colour, striped with bright-red ; petals narrow, 
very much twisted, also yellow streaked with 
red, while the lip is of a clear golden tint. In 
shape the flowor reminds one of that of C. Cal¬ 
ceolus, but it is readily distinguished from that 

Flower ol Oypripedlum guttatum. 

species by the yellow sepals and twisted petals, 
add also by the flowor being soentleas- It is a 
native of North America. 

C. Ikapkanum (Pelican - flowered Lidy’s 

Slipper).—This is a very flno largo-flowered 
species. In shape the flowers resemble those of 
C. speotabile. They are fully 4 inches or 
5 inches across the fully-expanc e 1 segments, 
and are borne one and two together on the 
leafy stems. The colour is a bright gulden- 
yellow throughout, and tho lip is blotched 
within with bright reddish-crimson, and in 

shape reminds ono of somo of the largo-flowered 
Calceolarias. It is a tender species. It requires 
plenty of water at the root when growing, and 
an airy atmosphere suits it better than a closo 
ono. It is a native of the Savannahs, or great 

natural meadows of Upper Mexico, where it is 
fouud at an elevation of from 2,000 feet to 3,000 
foot. 

C. MAORANTIIUM (Large-flowerod Lady’s Slip¬ 
per).—This grows from (i inches to 12 inches in 
height, and bears ono or two rosy-purplo flowors 
at tho apices of tho stems. Tho potals are 
striped, and the lip, which is inflated, is dis¬ 
tinctly netted with dark veins. It is a native 
of Siberia, and is well worth general culture. 

C. VENTKtcosUM (Inflated Lady’s Slipper).— 
This is another rosy-purple-floworod species, 
much rosembling tho last in goncral appearance, 
but oasily distinguished from it by the potals 
being shorter than the lip, a very unusual 
occurrence in this genus. The lip itself is shapod 
like that of C. macronthum, but it is of a much 
deeper oolonr. It is a nativo of Siberia. 

C. Sl’KUTABli.K (Showy Lady’s Slipper) — 
figured on page I4.r>—is a vory beautiful .hardy 
species, and one which succeeds well planted 
out in a cool peaty compost, sholtorod from tho 
midday sun. It also makes a splendid pot 
plant plunged in a cool and partially shaded 
frame. Tho stems rise from 1 foot to 18 inches 
in height, and boar from one to throe largo 

flowers at their apices ; both leaves and stems 
are covered with short white silky hairs. Tho 
flowers, whioh each measuro about 3 inches 
across, are of pearly whiteness, the rounded lip 
being suffused with bright-rose around its mouth. 
It is a native of the (Jnited States and North 
America, and should be grown in every collection 

of moisture-loving hardy plants. 
C. OUTTATCM (Spotted Lady’s Slipper).—This 

charming little plant resembles C. acaule in 

habit, but has snowy flowers blotched with 
-Jl»yThe whole plant is only a few inches 

native of Siberia, North America, and Northern 
Russia, where it grows in swamps and spongy 
bogs. 

C. candidum (Milk-white Lady’s Slipper).—A 
pretty little species, similar in habit to C. specta- 

bile, growing about a foot high, and bearing a 
solitary flower at the apices of its leafy stems. 
Its sepals and petals are white or greenish-white, 
more or less streaked and shaded with pale 
brown. The lip, which is inflated, is pare white. 
A native of boggy marshes, and extending into 
Canada to the northward, and to the Platte and 
Rocky Mountains to the west. 

C. ARIET1NUM (Ram’s-head Lady’s Slipper).— 
Botanically, this is remarkable as being the only 

species with free lateral sepals, and this charac¬ 
ter serves to distinguish it from all the other 
specios at present introduced. Tho lip tapers 
from the mouth to a blunt point, the colour 
being white, ouriously ohequered with bright 
rose, like some of tho Fritillaries. The 
upper sopal is ovate, tho lower sepals and potals 
being nearly linear, of a dull green colour 
streaked with reddish brown. The flowers, 
which aro solitary, scaroolv measure an inch 
across and are not showy, although tho plant is 

worth culture where variety and botanical 
interest are appreciated. Nativo of Canada. 

C. acaule (Stomless Lady’s Slipper).—This is 
one of the commonest of hardy Lady's Slippers, 
and is frequently met with in good collections of 
hardy plants. Treated as a pot plant in a cool 
frame, it does remarkably well, and blooms 
freely every spring along with C. Calceolus, C. 
speotabile, ana C. pubescens. It grows well in an 

open oompost of spongy peat, and, like its 
congeners, must have a copious supply of water 
at the root. The wholo plant is 0 inches or 
7 inches high, having two broad green leaves at 
the baso and a solitary nodding flower, borne on 
a slender scape. The lip is rosy-purplo, netted 
with darker veins and curiously foldod inwards 
in front. It is sometimes known as C, humile. 

_ J. 

L.-KLIA PURPURATA. 

I am requested by "G. Watson” to give him 
some information about this species ; he says 
that after flowering it has now agoin started 
into growth, and is rooting very freely. Woll, 
this is just as I have found thorn do with me, 
and it is what I like to see them do, bcoause 
now is their season of growth, and therefore 
those plants, whioh aro unlike C. Dowiana, and 
its variety aurea, and tho C. gigas set, do not 
roquiro to bo kept quiet; at tho same time, they 
require to be nursed along carefully and not 

forced, and they will move but slowly until tho 
turn of Christmas. These plants should be 
moved into a position in the house where they 
will got about 5 dogs, more hoat than the other 
ocoupants of the Cattleya-house ; they will also 
require more caro in tho way of watering, 
taking particular notioo not to use tho syringe 

to those plants at all, or tho water will run down 
the stems and get into tho shoots under the 
shoaths, and work great havoc amongst the 

young shoots ; but during the beautiful bright 
sunny days which wo aro getting now through 
the month of October tho stages botweon the 
pots may bo kept nicely moist, and do not let 
them get dry at any time during the winter, 
but keop tho plants in a happy, comfortable 
state, and they will go on quietly and swell up 
their growths, finishing them off in the early 
spring and making a sheath in each, from which 

will issue their beautiful blooms. 
Matt. Ukamhlh. 

ONCIDIUM TIORINUM. 

Tins beautiful flower is called by tho natives of 
Mexico the “ Flower of tho Dead,” which was 
given it by tho Spaniards that invadod and 
ovorran tho country, and who used it for funeral 
purposes ; but “ Mrs. Duncan ” will not take it 

amiss that tho name is used here in connection 
with a plant she writes to me so pleasantly about. 
She says she has throe plants, which sho has 
Srown quite cool, and Bhe has now fino spikes of 

ower showing upon them. These plants have 
been grown for nearly two years past in hanging- 

baskets near to the glass, and have had plenty of 
water ; and now “ Mrs. D.” says how shall she 
treat them, that they have spikes showing - 
Must she withhold water and rest them ? <Oer- 

Jl~.ro. ,o . taiiily riot, and no Orchid that is coming inn-.o 
0iJ\Jts short stoms bciug two-lcavi^j | ' 'low^jspf jngiji^j ^ jntj^ew life, wants to be*- 
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put to rest and dried up, and to speak the truth 
this is a plant that does not require drying at 
any time, and the fact of its having large bulbs 
does not afford any clue to its being used to it 

naturally, and the largeness or the reverse of the 
bulbs of any Orchid, I have come to the con¬ 
clusion, has nothing to do with its wants and 
requirements. This plant comes from various 
parts of Mexico, and it thrives admirably in a 

oool-house ; but it likes an abundance of fresb 
air, which is a point I should like to say a 
word upon, as in several gardens this season 

I have found the air of the Odontoglossum- 
house close and stuffy, and nearly as hot 
as the Cattleya-house need be. Now in all 
these places the Odontoglots have not thriven 
well. The plants have thin leaves and poor bulbs, 
and when the flowering season comes round I 
fear they will show a still greater falling off, and 
the usual outcry from the parties treating their 
plants in this way has been that the heat was so 
great that it would have burnt the plants up to 

admit air, which, to some extent, was true, no 
doubt; but this could have been avoided by 
reducing the quantity of air admitted and 
increasing its moisture by damping down the 
stages and the floors more frequently, and by 
having the house shaded with a raised blind. 
This is an invaluable aid to keep the house cool 
in hot weather. Then, again, the Odontoglots 
would have been greatly benefited by increasing 
the ventilation through the summer nights, for 
I am greatly opposed to the system of shutting 
the houses up close when night comes round, 
for it is like wishing to teach us that the plants 
live naturally for half their existence without 

air, and I did for years have ventilation upon 
my Orohid-houses at night, except upon a few 
exceptionally severe winters, when air was only 
kept from the plants by necessity. Some of my 
fellow-growers need to laugh at me, but my 
plants showed their appreciation of the treat¬ 
ment by flowering better, and by always having 
a cheerful appearance. But to return to my 
subject of consideration, the Onoidium tigrinum, 
which was first brought to this country by Mr. 
Barker, of Birmingham, more than fifty years ago, 
and it was named by Lindley after its introducer. 
It remained a scarce plant for some time, but 
then our houses were kept hotter and tho plants 
were subjected to a regular system of resting, 
which did not encourage their growth, and the 
plant became nearly extinct. To Mr. Sander, 
however, we are indebted for its resuscitation, 

and now we know that it does not require more 
heat than the Princess of Wales Oaontoglos- 
sum, and that it does not require any dry season. 
It should be thoroughly drained—indeed, this 
is the great feature m plant culture—using for 
soil good brown peat-fibre, mixod with chopped 
Sphagnum Moss, pressed down firmly. 

Matt. Bramble. 

HOUSH ft WINDOW GARDENING. 

4573. — Azaleas In a window. — 
Azaleas are not good window-plants unless 
treated very carefully, for the reason that 
window gardeners do not understand that the 
plant must make a certain amount of new growth 
every year, and which must bo well riponed, or 
it will not form flower-buds. The best treat¬ 
ment after it has flowered is to keep it inside 

the window until the new-made growth is an 
inch or moro in length, and romain there until 
the flower-bud is quite prominent. Until this 
is seeu it is not right to put the plant outside at 
all. After this date it is not safe to loave them 
outside at night, and only in the day when it is 

warm. When I tell you that the Azalea is a 
native of India you will understand that it 
requires rather warm treatment.—J. 0. C. 

- If the Azalea is of the Indian section 
by all means bring it indoors on the approach 

of frost; it will be all right for the winter in 
the window of any room where no gas is burnt, 
and where frost oannot easily enter. The dry 
heat of a kitchen would be injurious, and dust 
and draughts should also be avoided. Take 

oare that the soil and roots do not become very 
dry at any time, but at the same time no water 
should be given as long as the soil remains 
moderately moist.—B. C. R. ^  

4604.—Marguerites for a rooi a.— Both , 
Yellow and White Marguerites ban be gcnito-u! . 
a room without gas during the winter, but the | 

Slants should first be planted out in the border 
uring the summer months, when they bocome 

very strong, and are covered with buds at the 
present time. They should then be cut round 
with a small sharp spade at a distanco of 4 inches 
or 5 inohes from the stem of the plant, and a 
week later carefully raised and placed In a good- 
sized pot, with plenty of drainage and rich, light 
soiL The plants should then stand on a bed of 
ashes against a north wall until they have lost 
all inclination to droop (well watered if the 
weather be dry), when they may be lifted into 

a sunny window, where they will bloom for 
months. But if “M. Y. L. ’s ” Marguerites are 
in pots already, and have exhausted the soil, 
they might receive a shift now, giving them a 
good fresh compost of loam and leaf-mould, with 
a little soot and sand, and if allowed to stand in 
the open air to harden, until sharp frosts make 
their appoaranoe, they would be all the better 
for it, and will probably flower well in the spring 
if they only bring a fow blossoms now. Nearly 
all room plants should stand out-of-doors for 
three or four months in the later summer ; the 
weakening effects of room oulture can thus be 
minimised, and they will have a chance to ripen 
their wood and become hardy, for no plant can 
blossom well with soft, sappy growth. If the 

Marguerites are leggy and untidy, it is best to 
propagate them by outtings early in the year (or 
even now), oovering them with a bell-glass for a 

few weeks, or placing the pots of outtings in a 
box, standing on a layer of damp ashes, covered 
with a pieoe of glass. They are easily struck in 
this way, and if potted on, and given plenty of 
fresh air and sunshine, will make neat little 
plants in the spring. They should be pinched 
back a few times, and not allowed to bloom until 
they are about 10 inches high, when they should 
make handsome, bushy little specimens.— 
I. L. R. 

4594.—Aspidistra lurida (the Parlour 
Palm).—This is one of the best of room plants, 
flourishing under conditions which would kill 
most other plants, even standing a certain 
amount of gas in the air. It needs, however, 

constant care to keep its broad leaves clean 

the surface-soil is really dry; then enough should 
be given, lukowarm, to run through tho pot, 

the saucer being emptied half an hour after¬ 
wards.—I. L. R. 

4(571.—Window plants.—Most of those 
mentioned may be preserved very well in any 
spare room to whioh more than a few degrees of 
frost gains entranoe. Do not cut them down 
now—it is too late, but oxpose them freely to 
sun and fresh air for a time, and they will bo 
safe enough. Very little water will be required- 
in fact, the less tho “ Geraniums” get the better, 

at least in very cold weather, Fachsias must not 
tet too dry, or the wood will shrivol and perish. 

pirieas are hardy, and will be all right if 
plunged in and covered with ashes in a sheltered 
corner out-of-doors. The Hydrangeas also are 
nearly hardy and may be safely wintered in the 
frame.—B. C. R. 

4656.—Spring bulbs.—The object of 
plunging pots of bulbs in ashes is a twofold one. 
In the first place, the weight of ashes over the 
bulbs prevent the roots lifting the bulbs out of 
the soil, which in the case of Hyacinths would 
certainly happen. Again, when the bulbs aro 

plunged in ashes or Cocoa-nut-fibre, they are in 
a suitable position to make healthy roots with¬ 
out starting the tops, and this also in the case 

of forced bulbs is an advantage. A dark cup- 
board is not a bad place for bulbs where they 

oannot be plunged outside ; but there should be 
no artificial heat, the cupboard should be cool. 
—E. H. 

- For this purpose the ashes should be 
used just as they come from the grates, with 
only the large oinders sifted or picked out; 
never mind about the dust. The pots are to be 
plunged in the ashes, and then covered with the 
same to a depth of full 6 inches above the tops. 
Here the pots must remain, in a cool place, but firoteoted from heavy rains, until they becomo 
nil of roots and the bulbs begin to push into 

growth, which may be seen by examining a few 
now and then. If you put them in a warm and 

dry cupboard they will start into growth 

Dgp* M 
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The Moccasin-flower (Cypripedium spectabile), in the rock garden. (See page 414.) 

when grown in a city, for no plant can do well before any roots aro formed, and tho flowers 
when its pores are clogged with dirt. Aspidis- will come to nothing. These aro hardy 

tras do not often need repotting, but when it subjects, and must bo kept in a cool dark placo 
becomes necessary it should be done in April, so during tho oarly stages, and brought into heat 
as to give the slow-growing roots tho summer in (if 

which to make thoir fresh start, and tho beat B. 
soil is a compost of peat, leaf-mould, and loam, 

juirod) after the growth has commenced.— 

0. — Plants for next season's 
in equal quantities, with enough silver sand to blooming.—You had bettor buy good plants 
make the whole light. But these plants will of the various things mentioned, and they aro 

grow in any ordinary potting-soil (not requiring not expensive ; otherwise you will not got good 
manure), with good drainage and proper water- specimens for blooming next year. You may 
ing. They do not require strong sunshine, and p'»n.t any jG>r»ll|Of them now, exoept the Pent- 
L'aiy« sad for some time away from a window stemous, which should not be put out until tho 

eing injured. Water should, Iwily/hq jPspriagij 
! to all room plants when needed—i.r., when ou ud in severe winters.—I 
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OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

A GARDEN IN VENICE. 

Private gardens of any extent are almost 
unknown in this beautiful city of waters, and 
though some of the larger houses have attached 

to them a court-like enclosure where grow a few 
OleandersandCypresses, yet such small spaces do 

not satisfy the English craving for a real garden. 

An English resident, Mr. F. Eden, living in one 
of the fine old palaces on the Grand Canal, had 
the happy idea of buying a pieoe of ground of 
some acres on one of the adjacent islands. It 

was already well furnished with a luxuriant 

parts. A good Grass lawn has also been made, 
and an artesian well been sunk ; this is a most 
important improvement, as it yields an abun¬ 

dant supply of good fresh water, whereas for¬ 
merly water had to be brought in barge-loads 

from the mainland. 

PERGOLAS, OR CREEPER-COVERED 

WALKS. 

Ik Italy and other parts of the sunny south one 
often sees in gardens the pergola, as the creeper- 
clad arbour or walk is called, and which gene¬ 
rally serves the two fold purpose of supporting 

the Grape-Vine and affording pleasant coolness 

tissima, Periploca gricca, Clematises, 

'• Pa ' 

House III a uanloii at Palazzo Barlmrluo. Venice. Enirravetl troin a photograph sent by Mrs. Eden. 

growth of Vines, Figs, Mulberry and Cherry- 

trees ; but much had to bo done, and now, after 
some years of judicious planning and expendi¬ 
ture, it is a beautiful and delightful garden, and 

an unfailing source of interest and enjoyment to 
its owners. The best flowers have been intro¬ 

duced from English and other gardens, and 
nearly all take kindly to the soil, which is formed 
of the rioh, reclaimed mud of the lagoons. 

White Lilies are a special feature, and grow in 
ereat masses beside the walk under a pergola of 
Vines, a* shown in the illustration (p. 447). Rosos 

are equally luxuriant, and are freely trained on 

the high wall of a building thab'lxJUnds the 
garden on one sideb and w ths Jjttlahoiwifho 

in the eng'avingaa well as in malkeJiiHotner, 

during the summer heat. As a rule, these 
pergolas are rude trellis-work structures of 

wood, sometimes supported by stone where this 
is at hand, but more often the supports are of 
rough tree-stems, as shown in the out on p. 447, 

which illustrates how a thinly-covered pergola 
is used to give the necessary shade to the 
Madonna Lily (Lilium candidum) in a climate 

where full exposure to an almost tropical sun 
would be detrimental to it. In the gardens in 

the neighbourhood of Rome, Naples, and 
Florence I have seen some beautiful examples of 
the pergola—stately structures, the supports of 

”igh were massive columns of stone covered 
'estooned in a beautiful way with, such as 

- - — - - 7[ 

Honey¬ 
suckles, Blue Passion-flowers, Bignonia radicans, 

and B. grandiflora, Scarlet Trumpet-flower 
(Lonioera sempervirens), and other beautiful 

climbers—which formed the most delightful 
retreats in flower-time, and were always cool 
and shady in the hot summer season. But these 
seldom occur outside the rich gardens of the great 

villas, and usually near humbler dwellings the 
pergola is a simple structure made for the purpose 
of supporting the Grape-Vine. The 

Pergolas, like the stately fountains, are in 
Italy quite appropriate to the oountry and the 
climate, but they are rarely necessities in our 

English climate, though adaptations of the 
pergola if simple and unpretentious would add 
to the delights of many an English garden, even 

if we seldom feel the want of a shady bower at 
midsummer. A creeper-clad trellis spanning a 
frequented walk is a most desirable feature in a 

garden, as it is a contrast to the open breezy 
parts, and not only this, it nerves as a suitable El ace for growing the multitude of beautiful 

ardy climbers we have now at our command, 

and which can only be seen when rambling over 
trees, trellises, or along the tops of walls. Some 
little consideration is required in deciding upon 
the most appropriate place for a covered way. 
It should lead to somewhere and over a fre¬ 

quented walk, and should not be erected where 
any line of view would be interrupted, or too 
prominently in view, that it is always in sight 

from the house, and if it can be placed so that 
a stranger would come upon it unawares so much 
the better. The breadth, height, and length 
are points for individual taste aod circumstances 

to dispose of, but if flowering creepers are 
desired to cover it, it must not bo placed under 

or near tho shade of big trees, especially such as 
Elm, whose hungry roots would travel a long 
way to feed upon the good Boil that the creepers 
must be planted in. The form of tho structure 
must also be governed by circumstances and 
individual taste. A simple structure is the best; 

he supports should bo Oak-tree stems, about 
i inches in diameter with the bark on, let into 

the ground about 2 feet; if on a bed of concrete 
the better. Tho posts must be connected and 
firmly secured to each other by long pieces of 
similar size and running along tho sides, while 
i ho top may bo formed of small pieces fixed 

transversely across the top. This will make a 
more massive and firm structure, and the simpler 

it is kept the better it will look. On no account 
lot the rustic wood carpenter begin to adorn it 
with his fantastio branches, which he is usually 
so fond of doing. If a more polished structure 

is desired, the supports may be round, square, 
or hexagonal, and the roof made of diagonal 
trellis-work of Oak or Teak with tho mtshes 

about 9 inches across, and instead of being flat 
it may be gently curved. Such a structure 
would be appropriate close to the house whero it 

could be looked down upon. On a close trellis 
the croepers do not festoon themselves beneath 

it or flower so freely as in the open cross-piece 
trellis. Some, no doubt, may like a variety of 

Creepers on a trellis, but I like to see it 
covered with one or two, such, for instanco, as 

Laburnum and Wisteria, which flower together 
and look beautiful in June, and never give a 
dense shade. Climbing Roses would cover 

another, Honeysuckles another, Jackman's Cle¬ 
matis and C. montana a third, and so on. In 
warm parte one could have the pergola covered 

with the lovely white Solanum jasminoides 
mixed with l’assiflora cn rulea or Tecoma 
grandiflora. The various Honeysuckles, espe¬ 

cially the Scarlet Lonicera sempervirens and L. 
braohypoda, would go with the Sweet Jasmine 

(.J. officinale), and up the pillars may be trained 
the yellow winter-flowering J. nudiflorum, 
Forsythia suspense, Cydonia japonica, Kscal- 

lonia macrantha, Myrtle, Garrya olliptica, 
Chimonanthus fragrans, Berberis stcnophylla, 

and others, though not strictly climbers, would 
drape the supports of a pergola. There is such 

a number of olimbers to chose from that the 
difficulty is to make the best selection. Care 

should be taken not to choose any doubtfully 
hardy plant, for it is annoying to find that after 
a severe winter a blank space has to be 

recovered. W. Goldrino. 

ian Roses, Wistaria, Pergnlikvia 

in^3.-Making a tennis-lawn—The 
lawn selected for the court should not be leu 

tiia©l|00|(e4tlNi® Ksd/Wfe«t wide. When the ncibr*. 
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coart is smaller it is of little use, as there is con¬ 

siderable wear said tear, especially if the Grass 
is much played opon. The site should be as 
level as possible, as if there should be only 
6 inches difference between the levels of the top 
and bottom ends of the plot, it will not be neces¬ 
sary to make a true level, but only to smooth 
the ground by forking it up and raking it. Then 
if a tight line be drawn from corner to corner, 
aDy slight irregularities of surface will be at 

once seen, and must be then corrected. If, how¬ 
ever, the plot of ground be very uneven, proceed 
in this wav : First find the centre of the plot, 
and then drive in a very stout stump of wood, 
the top of the peg being on a level with the 
ground. This is the key to the whole work. 
Then drive in other pegs to the corners of the 

lower end of the plot, the top of each peg to be 
on the same level as the centre or main peg. 
Now from the centre dig out a drift to each of 
the top or higher oorners of the lawn, and put 
pegs in evory 6 feet or so, preserving the same 
level all the while. This spare soil will be 
wheeled to the lower level, and spread over the 
ground to the tope of the pegs, and then well 

is past it is better to wait till spring, and 
during winter get the land thoroughly culti¬ 
vated and, if necessary, manured. To get a 
good turf quickly sow thick. I should sow a 
a and a-half of good seeds. Ashes will 

Iy be necessary on a gravelly soil. Ashes 
are useful on damp soils to keep down worms, 

but on dry soils I should not use them.—E. H. 

4579. — A new garden- — There is no 
need to destroy the worms ; but if they become a 
nuisance there is nothing better than a good 

dressing of quicklime dug in now. I should, if 
it is thought necessary, put on a dressing of 
manure after the lime has been forked in, and if 

the surface of the soil is rough, and the manure 
short—as it ought to be—moat of it will dis¬ 
appear during the winter. Lime is excellent for 
fruit-trees—in wet soils especially so.—J. D. E. 

- The best way of getting rid of some of 
the worms in your garden is to keep three or 

four fowls in a movable run, changing the run 
every day, stirring up the soil previously to 
moving the run. Do not feed the fowls for 
some time after they have been given the 

vigorous. The month of November is a good 
time to apply manure to fruit-trees. If the trees 
last year made sufficient growth it is a good 

plan to mulch the surface for 2 feet around the 
stem of bush fruits with partly decayed manure 

after the fruit is set. In the case of Apples or 
other large fruit the manure should extend 
fully .3 feet from the stem. This mulching pre¬ 
vents the evaporation of moisturo and keeps 
the roots cool during hot weather, thus inducing 
them to multiply, which is what is required. If 
slugs are troublesome, or the ground heavy and 

retentive, a dressing of lime on the surface will 
be good.—S. P. 

4070.—Carnations In a smoky dis¬ 
trict.—The arrangement described will answer 
perfectly as far as tho Carnations are concerned. 
There must, however, bo ventilators in the roof 
as well, by means of which to admit air when 

the weather is too cold or rough to admit of 
the sides boing opened. Where there is much 
smoke about, lifting ventilators, hinged at the 
top, are superior to such as slide open, as they 
do not allow of the entrance of smuts, like tl e 
latter. Roses are very “kittle-cattle” in a 

OUR RbAPSRH- ILU'NTRATIOXS I l'oigola with While Miles underneath at Palazzo Itarhariao, Venice, 
photograph sent by Mrs. 1-Men. (See page t Hi.) 

Migrated (or Qakdkmmu IkLUHtHATSD from a 

rammed or trodden down. Now fork up tho 
herd ground lightly on what was formerly the 
highor level, and spread part on the lower half. 
Then well tread it all over, and smooth with a 
stiaight edgo. Drains arogenerally unnecessary, 
but where they are absolutely required, and the 
•oil is stiff clay, put them in not deeper than 
G inches. Above the pipes put a few inches of 
Gorse or Heather, filling up with fine soil to the 
level of the surrounding ground. Procure the 
best turf obtainable in the district. Do not 

trust to grow seed. Well roll or beat the turf 
as soon as it has taken root, not before, as is 
often done. The ground surrounding the lawn 
must be brought down to as gentle a slope as 
possible, and must also be turfed, being treated 
in the same way as tho lawn. As to cost, every¬ 
thing depends upon the nature of the soil and 
weather experienced during the progress of tho 

work.—0. T. 
— It is rather late for sowing Grass-seeds 

now. If it was mild up to Christmas they 
would be all right, but even then Dm^weeds 
might get a start. I always think </ri 
do beat if sown when fcho conditions 
able for immediate growth, and after Hep 

change of position, or they will not take tho 
trouble to search for food. I would, however, 
prefer to have u garden with plenty of worms 

in the soil than without them. If there arc no 
worms, you may be sure tho ground is too poor 
to induce them to stay. Autumn is the best 
time to UBe manure in jour case.—J. C. C. 
- The presence of worms in tho soil is not 

detrimental to tho garden at all. For vege¬ 
tables, directly any crop is cleared the soil 
should be trenched 18 inches deep, if not already 

done, taking care to keep tho surface soil on tho 
top. The advantage of deep digging has had 
abundant opportunities this year of manifesting 
the wisdom of the practice. Soil deeply moved 
retains the moisture much better than that 
which is shallow. The advantage of digging 
tho ground now is that of exposing the surface 
to the weather so much loDger. If manure is 

available, as it should be for the main of the 
vegetable crops, especially for all of the ISrassica 
tribe, it ought to be buried now, but not more 
than,1 foot deep. If tho fruit-trees did not 

jeh new growth during tho past season, j ibg1 
■pure should be lightly forked i.r ii.noo/ii 

smoky district, and should bo uudertiken with 
caution. Try a Gloire do Dijon at first— under 
glass, of course—and if that succeeds you nray 

proceed to others.—15. C. B. 

-Grow tbs plants In 9-lncb pots, two plants in a pot, 
and If tbs plants arc well carpel lor they will do well and 
throw plsulv ol blossoms and make plenty ot grass.— 
K II. 

roots to induce them to been 

A border of Narcissus minor.—As 
this is the season to plant Daffodils, a note 
may be made of this little dwarf Daffodil for 
edgings, as when the bulbs are pluuted modo- 
rately close together the flowers have a pretty 
effect in the spring. I saw last spring a border, 
the margin of which had been planted with this 
Daffodil, and the effect woa very pretty, the border 

itself filled with a variety of bulbs, amongst which 
UDnunls wore sown to maintain a . display of 

flowers in the summer months. Chionodoxss 
and Snowdrops also formed part of the edging. 
All these little dwarf kinds ate very pleasing, 
also on a sunny bank where the Saxifrages and 
Sedutns are at homo, the Daffodil flowers appear- 

ihdv’e the ' dense green mat of vegetation, 

v ncof lexquisite ehapqr small, and a couo- 
Inbre'i-tifparb olf tnos® orIns English wilding.—C T. 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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INDOOR PLANTS. 

4673.—Plants for conservatory.—You 
may have in your conservatory a variety of 
plants, and wo should add the white and 
crimson Lapagerias to your list, and the white 
Plumbago, wnich goes exceedingly well with 
the blue-flowered type. Ferns you can have in 
abundance, filling hanging-baskets with such 
kinds as Nephrolepis exaltata, whilst Cyclamens, 
Chinese Primulas, Chorozemas, Ericas, particu¬ 

larly E. hyemalis, Freesias, Camellias, Azaleas, 
and a host of bulbous things, as Hyacinths and 

Tulips, may be enumerated. Do not have too 
many creepers overhead, as they keep out the 

light. Zonal Pelargoniums would bloom well 
through the winter, and also you could have 
suoh plants as Pemettyas in pots, which are 
bright with variously-coloured berries through 
the winter months. Cy tisus racemosus is a good 
plant; but this will be a good selection to 
commence with.—C. T. 

4642.—Flowers for Christmas church 
decoration.—One of the most useful flowers 
of a hardy nature that can be used for church 
decoration at Christmas is the Christmas Rose 
(Helleborus niger), and it is largely employod 

for the purpose. The plants respond very 
readily to gentle heat, and a healthy clump will 
provide a large quantity of bloom which, owing 
to the proteotion of glass, does not get sullied 

by the weather. If the dumps are to be lifted, 
they may be put—when the buds are getting 
advanced—into baskets, whioh should be filled 
with Cocoa-nut-fibre or similar material, and 
C" sd in a warm-house. I have prepared many 

eta in this way; but the dumps must be well 
established. After tho flowers are over, stand the 
plants out under the shelter of a wall, protecting 
slightly, and when the weather is favourable they 
may be planted out in the position from whence 
they oame ; not, however, to be disturbed again 

for two years. Forcing each year is too much for 
them. Thoy must have a season in which to 

recover. I have also cut many flowors from 
plants in the open, and merely protected with a 
hand-light, put on when the buds are fairly well 

developed. But, of course, if you require 
quantity of bloom, lifting the clumps and giving 
them a warm temperature is the plan to adopt. 

If you have a warm greenhouse there are many 
white flowers available at Christmas, suoh as 
Chrysanthemums, Bouvardias,Chinese Primulas, 
to mention only a few; but in recent numbers 
of Gahdi'.nino the subjeot has been dealt with. 

-C. T. 

- Very much depends upon moans at die 
posal. Tho Christmas Rose, if strong roots are 
potted now, will oomo on in a cool-house. 

White Roman Hyacinths and Deutsche Perle 
Azaleas may easily be brought on in a warm 
house. There will be plenty of late White 
Chrysanthemums at Christmas. Eucharis Lilies 
are oharmiog. White Abutilons (Boule do 
Neige) planted out in the greenhouse will yield 
plenty of blossoms; but the most effective 
flowers are Eucharis Lilies, White Chrysan 
themums, Christmas Roses, and White Azaleas. 

None of these things can be improvised ; if they 
are not already in stock they must be purchased. 

—E. H. 

4646.—A frame pit.—I like your idea of a 
frame pit, as they are more serviceable than the 
ordinary wood frame. The most useful structure 
ever I made was a span-roof pit, built on the 
ground level, with the ends running north and 
south. The sides and ends were of 44-inch 
brickwork to a height of 2 feet, and the interior 
width was 5 feet. To this was fixed a wood 
frame in span form, with lights 2 feet 0 inches 
wide, and movable. The floor was paved with 
bricks, and the angle at each end was filled np 
with glass. In such a structure many plants 
can be kept through the winter with ordinary 
care, beeause the height and width admits of 
external covering being used without difficulty ; 
and I see no objection to an oil-lamp being used 
in time of severe frost. In such a pit Cucum¬ 
bers and Melons can be grown in summer, and 
also Tomatoes, and every attention can be easily 
given the plants. Do not bo tempted to sink 
your pit below the ground level, or you will lose 
more plants in winter through damp than from 
frost. —J. C. C. 

4678 —A small codl-Uouua. b<l 
better if you devoted such a small house to one 

thing, either Vines or Tomatoes, but if you 
decide on growing both you had better have 

half the house with Vines and the other half 
Tomatoes. Two Vines—one Black Hamburgh 
and one Foster’s 8eedling (white)—will be 

enough ; let each have a single rod trained up 
from the east side and down the other. The 
border should be outside, and the Vine nearest 
the end should be 2 feet from it, and the other 
Vine 4 feet from the first. It is not absolutely ne¬ 
cessary to heat the house for the subjects vou in¬ 
tend to cultivate, but you will find it muoh more 
serviceable to do so, and it does not cost much 
to build a flue. The beginning of February is 
a good time to plant the Vines. It is better, 
however, to get them home early in the winter, 

and to cut them down to a point that will reach 
inside the house when they are planted. You 
will have to fix wires inside the roof and 1 foot 

from it for the purpose of training the Vines and 

Tomatoes to it.—J. C- C. 

4079- — Ivy-leaved “ Geranium.” — 
Madame Crousse is one of the best of the Ivy¬ 
leaved seotion for suoh a purpose as required by 
“ Wicklow,” being a vigorous-growing and a 
free-flowering kind as well. Souvenir de Charles 
Turner, deep-pink, feathered-maroon on upper 
petals, is also a good variety. The foliago is 
massive and flower trusses of huge size. The 
individual pips are 2 inohes in diameter. If the 
plants can be grown on in a greenhouse early 
in the year, so as to be of good size when 
planted out in the boxes, some valuable time 
will be saved, and the sides of the porch will be 
covered much quicker than though planting 

was deferred until the end of May.—S. P. 

— Thsy will do very well In boxes. There le nothing 
better than Mme. Orouese. Joan ot Aro le a good white 
variety, very free, but will not grow so fait ae the first 
named. I have grown thoee two largely, and oan reoom 
mend them,—E. H. 

Yee ; suoh boxes as you dcrorlbe will accommodate 
on eor even two plants of the above apleoo oomforUbly. 
Theee plants do not require so muoh root-room as many 
others.—B. 0. R. 

4647.—011-atovea for greenhouse.— 
Seeing that every maker of these stovos claims 
his as tho best, 1 do not see how anyone is to 
tell you which is the best unloss they had tried 
them all. I have tried Toope and Sons’, also 
Rippingille’e, and I found them both good. But 
as regards the cost of oil I think that Toope’s 
burns the least. Both, however, are oostly, and 
for a house of the dimensions of yours the oost 
would not be less than 6d. for twenty-four hours 
in severe weather. In an average of winters 
there would not be more than four weeks of suoh 
weather, so that for the remaining four months 
the cost of oil would be at loast one-third less 
You will please understand that these calcula 
tions aro made on tho assumption that you would 

only light the stoves to keep out frost.— 

J. C. C. 

4677.—Heating a large greenhouse 
—I fear oil-lamps or stoves will be of littlo avail 
in heating a structure of those dimensions ; the 
height adds considerably to the difficulty. On 
the whole, I should advise you to have a good 
flue put in. This would come much less expen¬ 
sive than hot-water pipes and a boiler, and 
would afford a nice, quiet, steady warmth with 
but little attention, especially if constructed 
with the deep square furnace I have so often 
recommended. 1 should advise a double flue— 
the lower part of brickwork, with a return of 
9-inch earthenwaro socket pipes along tho top 

—B. C. R. 

4641.—Lemon scented Verbenas. — 
The propagation of this plant is, like a good 
many other things, very easy when you know 

how to do it, or get the knaok of managing the 
cuttings. The beat time to take the outtings is 
in the spring, when the young side-shoots on 
old plants are from 1J inches to 2 inches in 
length. Take them off with a “ heel,” using 
sharp knife, trim off the lower leaves, and insert 
them at once in pots (the 6-inch size is a good 
one) or boxes of light sandy soil, such as a mix 
turo of fine loam, sand, and leaf-mould, Cocoa 
nut-fibre, or peat, in about equal parts, with 
surfacing of pure fine sand, and extra free drain 
age. The beat place for the pots is plunged in 
a gentle hot-bed at 60 degs. to 70 degs.—more 

than this is injurious—and if kept fairly moist, 

warm greenhouse, keeping them rather cloeelv 
oovered with glass and shaded, and also in April 
or May in an ordinary box of well-drained sandy 
soil, deep enough to allow of a sheet of glass 
being laid over them. Drought, excessive heat 
and sunshine are the chief obstacles to success ; 
if the cuttings once flag badly it is all over with 

them.—B. C. R. 

-The present is a bad time to striko cut¬ 

tings of this plant; wait until new growth is 
being made in spring. Take off the young 

shoots when 3 inches long, preserving a small 
portion of the old wood, oommonly known as 

an heel. Remove the lower leaves an inch or so 
up the stem. Dibblo the cuttings around the 
age of a 3-inch pot, nearly filled, firmly with 

sandy soil, sprinkling a littlo saud on the top, a 
little of which is carried down to the bottom of 
the hole with the dibber when making a hole to 
receive tho cuttings, as they make roots more 
quickly in sand than soil. Make tho cuttings 
quite firm at the base, give a gentle watering to 
settle the soil and sand about the outtings. 
Place the pot under a hand-light inaCuoumber- 
house or in a gentle hot-bod where the heat is 
not too strong ; shade from bright sun, and in 
three weeks’ time every cutting ought to be 

rooted.—8. P. 

, and carefully shaded from sun, few of the 
;s will fail to root and grow. I have also 

them capitally in a bed of diMWS fibre .In 
.11 propagating pit, built over the pipes ins 

Cuttings of rips wood will strike verr well In early 
spring In gentle heat in light, eaody soil.—E. H. 

4675. — Heating a greenhouse. — An 
ordinary lamp-stove with a 4-inch wiok might 
suffice to just exclude frost, unless very severe ; 
but I should much prefer one of the “ radiator ” 
stoves, as being at once more effective, more 
economical in fuel, and affording a moro healthy 
atmosphere. Roof ventilation only is required 
during the winter, and two small lights of say 

2 feet by 18 inches in the top of roof would be 

ample.—B. C. R. 

4653.—A lean-to greenhouse.—I am 
afraid you will find it a rathor expensive matter 
to heat a house of this size with gas. The 
height makes a great deal of difference, as the 
heat naturally rises to the top. You will want 
at least three rows, equalling 90 feet, of 4 inch 
piping, and it will need a large and powerful 
boilor to heat this amount. A good independent 
slow-combustion boiler to burn coke would bo 
far more economical in fuel, and require little 
more attention. Toope’s Champion is about tho 

best gas-boiler I am acquainted with.—B. C. R. 

4650.—Purchasing a greenhouse — 
You will probably find it at once cheaper in the 
end and more satisfactory to purchase a ready¬ 
made house, or, at least, the wood-work already 
fitted and marked to go together. You do not 
say whether you intend to build on brickwork, 
or go in for a "tenant’s fixture.” Unless the 
man is used to this kind of work ho is suro to 

make mistakes, and these may prove costly in 
the end ; but do not obtain one of the very 
cheap structures advertised, which are dear at 

any price. The best kind of heating apparatus 
for a small house of this description is un¬ 
doubtedly two or three rows of 3-inoh or 4 inch 
hot-water piping, heated by a small independent 
slow-combustion boiler. Gas or oil may be 
employed as the heating medium for small 
structures of up to about 150 square feet of 
area, and these require less attention than a 
small fire, but unless of a first-class make, you 
will find them come rather expensive in fuel— 

B. C. R. 

4598.—A greenhouse during frost. 
—I have. tried a good many things, but I 
found frigi-domo (a woollen fabric) the most 
satisfactory, though mats sewn together and 
tacked on the roller used for blinds in snmmer 

did very well. Any covering whioh can be 
rolled down at night and up in the morning is 
the most useful. Light straw mats would, I 
have no doubt, answer well. Coverings which 
do not touch the glass are the most effective. 
Some years ago I carried out a series of experi¬ 
ments to test this matter, and I found in every 
oase where there was a couple of inohes of 
confined air between the covers and the glass 
the temperature inside was higher. This is 
what might be expected under any circum¬ 
stances. I am writing from memory, but I think 
the difference in favour of the covering which 

did not, touch the glass was from 4 degs. to 
5 (legs.1 Blinds used for shading in summer are 
very useful to roll down on oold nights if 
made se'cuwrltow wind disturbance. —E. H. 
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ROSHS. 

ROSE HON. EDITH GIFFORD. 

Hon. Edith Gifford is well deserving of the 
honour as the beat of all the White Teas, not 
so absolutely colourless as Niphetos, but in 

habit, freedom, form, and constancy presenting 
an irresistible claim to the position, and re¬ 
quiring only to be known in order to become 
one of tho most universally popular of all the 
Tea-scented Roses. That is to say, of the non- 
climbiDg section, for Edith, as, with excusable 

familiarity, rosarians habitually call their 
favourite, though “ most divinely fair,” rather 
than “divinely tall,” is somewhat short of 
stature, yet no way lacking grace, pale almost 
to whiteness but for the soft fresh tints deepen¬ 
ing sometimes into a rosy-blush, neither coy nor 
captious, but gracious always and constant, the 
full round form a model from every point of 

view. This charming Roso is said to havo been 
raised from Perlo des Jardius and Madame 

such as Innocente Pirola, &c., is in the great 
substance of its petals, which are not easily 
stuck together by wet, so that the flowers open 
fair even in cool and damp weather. This is 
the best White Tea for making an effective 
group in the garden, owing to its erect habit 

of growth, its extreme freedom of bloom, and 
its exceptional constancy, so it must be admitted 
that such a Rose has every claim to rank 
among the very best of even the moat exquisite 
of all—namely, the Tea-soented Roses. It is 

diflicult to dissociato the name of their raiser 
from the names of some of the finest (including 
Comtesse de Nadaillac and Catherine Mermet) 
of all the Teas ; but it may fairly bo said that 
Guillot would occupy a higher position than a 
good many other raisers not unknown to fame, 

even if he had raised nothing else and his repu¬ 
tation depended solely upon the Hon. Edith 
Gifford. x. 

4635. — Rose Gloire Lyonnaise. — 
“Mioawbcr's” dcicription of the behaviour of 

PEGGING DOWN ROSES. 

“ J. 0. C.” does not seem quite decided in his 
mind as to the wisdom of pegging down the long 
shoots of vigorous growing Roses. There are a 
few unsatisfactory ones which drooptheir flowers, 

and it is apparently on this point that “ J. C. C.” 
wants some assurance. At the outset let me say 
that Gloire Lyonnaise is one of the very best of 
all RoseB for pegging down, and under no other 
method of treatment havo I obtained such a 
large quantity of blooms from each plant. It is 
a most characteristic Rose, and not another that 
I know grows like it. I have a large group 
which was planted when the kind first came out 

in heavy, deeply-trenched loam. No manure 
was given then and none since, for tho plants 
never fail to throw up a forest of shoots each 
year, these vary mg from 5 feet to 7 feet in height. 
They are straight as darts and stand quite 
upright. On the tops of these shoots lately 
have been some tine flowers, but it is not a 

profuse autumn-blooming kind like the true Teas. 
But to prune those loDg shoots back would be 
wanton sacrifice of flowers. When pegged down 
almost their whole length tho weak tip of 
the shoot is taken off. Every eye throws 
a flower on a shoot about 9 inches or 1 foot 
long, standing up boldly erect as if the habit of 
the kind. I nave never seen a drooping flower 

on this Rose, and must therefore take exception 
to its fitness for pillars, upon which I like to sec 
drooping flowers. Gloire do Margottin is a 
good typo of pillar Rose, brilliant in colour, and 
drooping in habit. I tried this pegged down, 
and it was a failure. But the very best Rose 

for pegging down I have ever tried is Mine. 
Gabrielle Luizet. So treated, it is a marvel of 
free blooming On a group of six plants I once 
had over 300 buds and blooms in varied stages 
of expansion in one day. It, too, stands quite 
erect. Ulrich Brunner did very well also, and 
so did the Dijon Teas, including tho good old 

Gloire de Dijon itself. I am bound to Bay, 
however, that Gloire de Lyonnaise and Mine. 
Gabrielle Luizet are two of the vory best, and, if 
equalled, they cannot be surpassed for this form 
of culture. A. H. 

4630. — Treatment of Begonias. — 
Possibly you have kept the plants too wet, 
as this, or the reverse, would cause the flowers 
to drop off. But you must remember that 
the flowers are naturally not very long-lasting, 
and, especially if the plants are handled at 
all carelessly, soon fall. Your treatment 
appears to have been all right, and I do not 
know why you complain, as you say the plants 

have flowered well. They will not keep gay 
throughout the winter, and if not alitady 
showing signs of goiDg to rest, they will soon do 
so. \Y hen you observe the leaves beginning to 
turn yellow, keep the plants on the dry side, 
but withhold water quite gradually, until you 
can relinquith it altogether. Sudden stoppage 
in the supplies is most harmful. When the 
foliago has quite died down, you may store away 

the bulbs for the winter ; keep them in tho pots, 
and place under the stage of the greenhouse, or 
similar position, where they will lie safe from 
frost and dry.—C. T. 

Rose “Hon. Edith (jiflorU." 

Falcot, and in habit, wood, and foliage bears 

considerable family likeness to Levet's beauti¬ 
ful seedling; for tho growth is erect and sturdy, 

the stems doep-rcd.and the foliage dark coloured 
and vory handsome, forming an admirable con¬ 

trast to the brilliant purity of tho boldly- 
displayed white flowers. These are produced 
in such abundance from early summer until 
late autumn that it might be expected that 

many would lie ill-shaped ; but, as a matter of 
fact, hardly a flower is over lacking in form, 

whether in bud, half-open, or fully developed, 
and the Hon. Edith Gifford is as constant among 
the Teas as is A. K. Williams among Hybrid 
Perpetuals. A variety to which the Rose under 

notice has often been compared is Devoniensis, 
and it is not improbable that this in many 
places will be superseded by the Hon. Edith 

Gifford, which is more vigorous, less tender, 
infinitely morefree-flowering, and whose flowers, 
even when in full bloom, neverassume a/fiT~ 
cake shape. Another poinfc ip^juchth 

Edith Gifford is superior to other Whi 

this grand H. Toa when pegged down suggests to 
me that he does not peg down until after growth 
has commenced. When pegged down at pruning- 
time I havo never fouDa Gloire Lyonnaise 

behave as he describes. It certainly does not 
bloom with so much freedom when grown in an 
upright position, and when pegged down pro¬ 

perly I have never noticed the young bloom 
growths more horizontal than other strong 
growers under the samo treatment.—I’. U. 

463.x— Roses in an unlieated green¬ 
house.—Certainly a Rose, such as a Marechal 
Niel or Climbing Niphetos (the common dwarf 

variety of the latter would be useless), would 
thrive in such a position—at leasr, if kept free 
from aphides and other insects. I should not, 
however, train a single stem immediately under 
the ridge, but take up two, and train them one 

on each side, 9 to 12 inches from it.—B. C. R. 
-.Yes, s Marcchal Nlel Rose would do trained in tbs 

wajjrpl suggest. The ODly objection tbat can be railed 
gement Is that when the grow 

4624—.Spiraea Japonica — Unless your 
crowns have done exceptionally well since being 

parted and planted out last summer, they will 
not be sufficiently strong to force again this 
season. Owing to the ary weather, they are 
hardly likely to be strong enough, and I would 
strongly advise your leaving them where they 
are until next autumn, when they will have de¬ 

veloped into good roots. It will aid them very 
much, and at the time afford a little useful pro¬ 
tection if you mulch them with rough stable 

littor during the winter.—1’. U. 

-The second growth and bloom will not do I he 
plants any good, but If you leave them alone till December, 
then pot and plaoe them In a oool frame or pit, and bring 
them on In a gentle beat early In Harob, with plenty of water 
and a little stimulant, they ought to force fairly well.— 
B. 0. R. 

4641.—Freeslas —When well grown, Ereebias ihould 
not be long in the leaf and droop over. This is probably ihc 
result of growing them under the Vines. Kreesiaa, to have 
them sturdy, should be grown in Ihe full light, in a freely 
ventilated house, as near the glass as possible.—E. II. 

4662. — Sawdust as manure. — Pure sawdust 
Is about the worst stuff that can be put on a garden, 
ae It •cdrathceoil, and produces no end of fungi; hut [her saturated with urine, etc,, tide fault disappears, 
jjd t nay b|e safely (iiwploy'ed, fer iboost any prop. Ad 

u very little lime only, just tb ktep all eweet.—II. (J It. 
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in the row for any of the small garden Cabbages 4572.— A new lawn.—There is no neces- 
that are never better than when they are only sity to put either manure or lime on the Grass 
three parts grown, according to the market of a newly-laid lawn; certainly not at this 
gardener’s standard, and moat people find it best season. The manure, if any, ought to have 

__ to clear off the Cabbage-bed early enough to crop been due into the ground before the turf was 
are grown has a good deal of influence on the the land with Potatoes. There are many good laid, and a sprinkling of lime also would havo 

quality, but, notwithstanding this, I can name sorts, bub few to surpass Wheeler’s Imperial and been probably beneficial. If the Grass is at all 
four sorts that will in the majority of cases Early Rainham. If the soil is dry, water freely, weak or thin you may give a light top-dressing 
prove valuable. These are Myatt’s Ashleaf, and they will soon get rooted and take care of of well-decayed leaf-mould in the spring, just 
Covont Garden Perfection, Puritan, and themselves, and as soon as they fairly start into before it begins to grow again ; but it is noithor 
Magnum Bonum. In this part of the west of growth stir the soil amongst them with a hoe, necessary nor desirable to induce tho Grass on a 

England Rocks are largely grown both by and before the winter sets in draw a little soil lawn to grow too strongly.—B. C. R. 

cottagers and farmers. Consumers do not mind up to protect the stems from frost. J. Groom. 4643.—Goloursof Violets. Marie Louise, ^ ^^ ^ ... .. T. 

THE KITCHEN HARDEN, 

Totalo “ Rosette 

having a deep-eyed Potato when the quality is 

good, and I have not the least doubt but that 
Rocks will remain a favourite late-keeping 
Potato for many years to come. Quality is 
everything in a Potato, whilo appearanco counts 
for nothing. It is rather singular that the 

Rocks should rotaiu such a hold of public favour 
while so many much handsomer sorts have been 
introduced only to quietly drop out of cultiva¬ 
tion. It, however, shows that tho consumer 
soon learns to discriminate botween Potatoes of 
eood and bad quality. Covent Garden Perfection 

as often been referred to in very favourable 

terms, but not a word too much has been said in 
its favour. I have grown it ever since the first 
year it was introduced, and have seen it growing 
in many different kinds of soil, but it has always 
retained its character of boing an excellent 
cropper and the table quality all that could bo 
desired. It is a second Early, boing ready for 
lifting generally about the middle of August, 
while the tubers will keep sound and retain 

their flavour until the end of the following 
March. Puritan is, perhaps, better in light land 
than heavy. It, however, adapts itself to a 
variety of soils better than some other sorts. I 

do not romembor having at any time seen any 
allusion made to the loss in weight that Potatoes 
are subject to when they arc stored in heaps for 
several months. I havo, however, good reasons 
for knowing that it is a fact that they do so, 
and to a greater extent than I was prepared for, 
aud the larger the tubers aro the more they 

appear to lose in weight. Two years ago 1 
weighed several sacks of Champion and Magnum 
Bonum as they wore taken to tho store, and 
weighed them when taken out four months later. 
The loss of weight during that time was not less 

than 10 lb. on every hundredweight. Two ex¬ 
cellent types of Potatoes aro here figured— 
Rosette and .Schoolmaster. J. 

enough for tho purpose you intend it lor; out trained fan shaped ; a spaoo of ten feet apa 
you cannot force Mushrooms and Rhubarb at not too much for the latter. Of Pears 
Christmas without having it heated. I should following varieties are good : Jargon 
prefer the Rhubarb on the floor and the Mush- William’s Bon Chretien, I’itmaston Duel 
rooms bods on the shelf. A small portable Marie Louise, Louise Bonne de Jersey, Wi 
stove will no doubt be the simplest way of Nelis, Passd Crassane, Duchesse d’Angout 

' pipes will be better. In Clapp’s Favourite, General Todleben, heating, but hot-water 

Probably damping the floor 

4503.—Making leaf-mould.—A v. 

way to mako leaf-mould is to use leaves for a 
hot-bed for early Potatoes, or some other orop. 
Early Lettuces would do well on a bed of leaves. 
This is making somo use of the warmth generated 

PLANTING EARLY CABBAGES. 

Early Spring Cabbages are always greatly 
appreciated, as thoy como in at a time when one 
has had to rely on root crops for a good deal of 
tho vegetable supply, and to havo thorn as early 

as possiblo should be the aim of all kitchen 
gardeners. Thero is generally plenty of laud 
vacant at this time of year where Onions or 

Potatoes havo been cleared off, and the first 
thing is to put a good dressing of manure on the 
land and dig it in deeply, for good crisp 
Cabbages cannot be grown on poor soil; then 

set your lines out about 2 feet apart, and put the 
plants in about tho same distance in tho row if 
they are intended to stand to get >fuHy grown 
or are of fairly large kinds- hut, 1A leetisitaB'igi 

Potato 11 Schoolmaster. 

thoond'of tho year tho. to treo. Governor Wood, May Duke, White 
er and intermixed. If Heart, Bigarreau Napoleon, and Elton aro 
tough to make a small deserving kinds to plant. If the wall gets moat 
i heap in some out-of- of the afternoon sun it might be advisable to 

a little soil over them : plant a couple of fan-trained Peach-trees. Hale’s 
wing about, and leave Early and Dymond are reliable ; the former is 

an early sort and the latter a mid-season kind. 
Early in November is a good time to plant the 

®1iff now “,ree8- „The "oil •hou,d b«de«P.1y du« “b °nco>80 
10 well again. The bulbs are! [liniuitidlqVf Row time for the soil to settle down to 

ifore planting.—8. P. 
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FRUIT. 

KEEPING GRAPES. 

In reply to “G.,”and others, a room over a 
stoke-hole is anything but a good position for 
storing Grapes in, especially if the temperature 
stands so high as 60 degs. From 45 degs. to 
50 degs. has been repeatedly provod to best 
meet the case, and a room that keeps near 

these figures without either the assistance of 

Fcrritre mode ol fixing the bottles. 

muoh fire-heat or the admittance of air is most 
desirable. The best place I have yet found for 
keeping <! rapes is in a spare bedroom in a large 
old house. This is on the north side, has thick 
hollow walls, and is duly oeiled. There is a fire¬ 
place in it, bnt this is only used during the pre¬ 
valence of very severe weather, being blocked 
up at all other times. There is a tight-fitting 
shutter to the window, and this is seldom 
opened, while the door is also kept looked. It 

will be found that Grapes in still warmer houses 
or rooms are constantly oool, and which can be 
most surely tested by plaoing a borry against 
the cheek, and in the comparatively low tem- 
Ierature of a fruit-room they are still colder. 

f a room is ventilated freely directly after a 
change from very cold to quite warm weather, 
the warm air quickly condonses on the cold 
walls, the moisture trickling down in streams, 
and we are told that this is simply the frost 
coining out of the walls. Muoh the same thing 
is liable to happon if warm air from the outside, 
and which is naturally highly charged with 
moisture, comes into contact with the GrapeB, 
and onoo the skins have been damaged in that 
way, decay of tho berries is inevitable and rapid. 
That is why GrapeB keep so muoh better in a 
oool, properly constructed room than in a vinery 

wheromuch greater fluctuations of temperature 
and freo ventilation at times aro unavoidable. 
It is surprising what a great number of bunches 
may bo hung in a small room, a series of simple 
racks formed so as to support half-pint bottles 
In a sloping direction being all that is neocssary 
on each side of the room. Mr. Robinson, in his 

work on tho " Parks and Gardens of Paris,” 
first drow attention to the simplicity and 
effectiveness of this plan of koeping Grapes, and 
the simplo woodcuts here given will do more 
towards instructing “G.”than any number of 
paragraphs from my pen. A bedroom not being 
available, then ought “ G.” and others who aro 
anxious to keep a large quantity of Grapes till 
the spring, or, say, up to May, to construct a 
building specially for the purpose. In some in. 
stances it might bo possible to convert a lean-to 
shed on tho north side of a wall into a Grape- 

room, a wooden floor being formod, the walls 
thatched, and tho roof either coiled inside or 
thatched on the outsido. If necessary a room 
could be built against a north wall preferably as 
being the coolest sito and least affected by fluctu¬ 
ations of temperature, the side being either a 
wall of hollow brick or stone, or of wooden posts 
and match - hoarding, a heavy thatch of either 
straw, Reeds, or Heath being neoessary in this 
case. The roof should be either slated and ceiled, 
or, better still, slated and thatohed. What light 
is needed at different times can best be admitted 
by either a hinged top light or from one end, 

this being covered up, as a rule. A single hot- 
water pipe oarried round the room might be 
serviceable at times for the purpose of either 
expelling damp or for preventing very low tem¬ 
peratures through tho opening in the roof. 
“ G.” can easily estimate what length his room 
should be, the height being regulated according 
to the wall against which it is to be oosfatr 
and the length by th«i number of iviUyJv 

will hold and the average width of bunches, 
every bunch being allowed to swing just clear of 
its neighbours. I can only advise “ G.” to place 
a layer of perfectly dry ashes or some other non¬ 
conducting material between the briokwork of 
the stoke-hole and the flooring of his room, and 
if the flue passes through the room, to divert 
this if possible. I. 

FRUIT FARMING. 

4638 —No doubt fruit farming will pay if 
properly managed. Plant none but good sorts 
of every kind of fruit, and aim at having tho 
finest fruit; think more of quality than 
quantity, and try and open up locai trade. 
There is far too much of sending all fruit to 
Covent-garden, whioh has the effect of glutting 
the market, resulting in poor prices. Rut if you 
can convince market salesmen that your fruit 
is of the best quality and honestly graded you 
will realise good prices even there. It is a 
mistake to plant many varieties of one kind of 
fruit; find out what sort succeeds well, and 
plant that in quantity. I will give you 
instance of what is meant. Here, in this garden, 
Lord Suffield Apple does not flourish, but Lord 
Grosvenor does. I have but three trees of the 
former, but I have 500 of the latter. The same 
rule holds good with all kinds of fruit. If 
Golden Drop Gooseberry gave good results I 
should plant it largely in preference to others. 
As you have bought the land the first thing to 
do is to provide shelter from east and south¬ 
west winds. Tho former injures the blossom in 
the spring, and the latter knocks the fruit off in 
the autumn. South and northerly winds do not 

Mr. Dodd's tutic tor Grapes. 

so muoh matter, but if shelter can be easily pro- 
vided so much the better. The most rapid- 
growing treo is the Black Italian Poplar. This 
should be planted 10 feet apart on the outer 
edge or boundary. A row of Austrian Pines, 
8 feet apart, should be planted inside tho 
Poplars. These are intendod for tho permanent 
shelter, the Poplars to bo out out as necessity 
requires. For the present allow the hedges to 
grow high ; thoy may be useful for shelter. If 
you cannot obtain any reliable information as to 

what sorts of any kind of fruit succeeds in the 
neighbourhood, you will have to test that your¬ 
selves. I should plant about 3 acres at first, com¬ 
mencing with the Grass-land, if this is tho more 
shulterod. I should either farm the arablo land 
or plant it with vegetable crops. Nothing is 
more profitable than early Caobage, Runner 
Beans, Lettuce, and Beet. I should plant a few 

I’m'.m-tkkks to test the varieties and manner of 
wth, but should not do this extensively, 

tandard Damsons would, however, bo safe 
These would succeed in the most exposed part, 
and would provide some sholterfor other fruits. 
It is difficult indeed giving advice about numbers 

of any particular variety, but I will give a list 
of varieties that aro likoly to suooeed in such a 
soil as that named, leaving the quantity of each 
to the owner to determine. I would strongly 
urge that tho best trees are the cheapest in the 
end. Do not be led away with so-called cheap 
bargains. Go to a well established firm of nur¬ 
serymen and pay a fair price. Trees from two 
to four years old aro the most suitable ; these 

should be purchased for £10 per 100—bush 
Apple-trees for instance. Standard Apple-trees 
should be planted 30 feet apart, witn a bush 

'rest ip^bptween and complete row of bushes 
1 Avfe iii tho standards at 1 

One or two rows of Gooseberry-trees and 
Currants oan be accommodated between the 

Apple-trees. If one row of these small fruits 
only were planted there would be space enough 
left for a oouple of rows of Daffodils between tne 
fruit-troes. This intermediate crop pays well, 
the flowers sell readily, and the bulbs of many 
sorts are not expensive. The turf should be 
turned over, allowing it to rot, taking nono 
away. The soil should be moved 18 inches 
deep where the Apple, Pear, or Plum-trees are 
planted if it is at all stiff or retentive of moisture. 
If there is any suspicion of the land being wet 
during the winter, plant tho trees on mounds 
raised 6 inches above the natural level of the 
ground. In any case do not plant them below 

the surface on newly-dug soil. Add but a very 
small quantity of manure to the soil at planting¬ 
time, but mulch the surface of all newly-planted 
trees with half-rotted stable-manure for at least 

18 inohes from tho stem ; 1 foot will be ample for 
bush fruits. Choose a dry day for planting, 
when the soil will intermingle freely with the 
roots. Prune the latter carefully if there be any 

an 1 damaged to induce them to make fibrous roots, 
which are to be preferred to fibroless ones. Do 
not in any case bring the soil up from the 
bottom to the top, but keep that which is on the 
surface in exactly the same position. All 

Standard trees ought to be securely staked the 
same day that they are planted to prevent the 
roots being loosened by the tree swaying about. 
In oonolusion, I will giro a short listof varieties of 
each kind, which oan safely be planted for trial. 
Although I have replied at some length to this 
query it embraces so muoh of importance that 
now much is left unsaid. Further details could, 

however, with the permission of tbo Editor, bn 
given upon any point not quite clear. Apples 
(dessert): Red Aatrachan, Mr. Gladstone, 
"Devonshire.Quarrenden, Lady Sudeloy, Bononi, 
"Worcester l’earmain, Nanny, King of the 

Pippins, "Blenheim Orange, "Cox’s Orange 
Pippin, and Cockle Pippin. Kitchen sorts: 

Lord Grosvenor, Lord Suffield, Duchess of 
Oldenburgh, Warner’s King, "Kchlinvillo, Stir- 
ling Castle, Frogmore Prolific, Golden Spire," New 
Hawthornden, Golden Noble, Bismarck, Mure 
de Monage, "Wellington, Lane’s Prince Albert, 
"Newington Wonder, "Bramley’s Seedling, 
and ' Alfrlston. Those with an asterisk attached 
are best for standards. Pears may succeed in 
tho loamy soil. I should plant a few bushes on 
trial of the following kinds: Williams' Bon 
Chretien, Beurrd d’Amanlis, Louise Bonne of 
Jersey, Marie Louise, Pitmaston Duchess, 
Doyenne du Comioe, Duchesse d’Angoulcine, and 
Ne Plus Meuris. Plums at bushes ; Orleans, 
Viotoria, Belle de Louvain, Pond’s Seedling, 

Prinoe of Wales, and Rivers’ Monarch. Dam¬ 
sons : Farleigh and Prune are the boat kinds. 
Carter's Prolific and Superlative aro the best 
Raspberries. Leo's Prolific is difficult to beat 
as a Black Currant. Whinham’a Industry, 
Golden Drop, Keepsake, Faithful, and Crown 
Bob are good (iooseborriet. In all cases I havo 

placed tho varieties in their order of ripening. 
8. P. 

4605 —Early VineB.—From tho query it is 
difficult to know what are termed early Vines. If 

Thomtry mode of fixing tho bottles. 

those thatripen their fruit in Julyaro called early, 
the month of Noverabor will be soon enough to 

prune. If the fruit was ready to cut in May, 
about the middle of Ootober will be soon enougt 
Very often such plasters as clay, sulphur, and 
lime are mixed togother for painting the reds 
with, but those ingredients are entirely unnects- 

sary, and, indeed, quite useless for the purposj 

i pie to row ot pushes I they I intended for—destruction of insect 

*feet Vino'r u y 
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thoroughly scrubbing them with a narrow hard 
brush, uiiog water heated to 100 degs., dis¬ 

solving in it some soft soap. If the work is 
well done, working the brush around the spurs 

carefully, there should not be many insects left 
alive. A second washing should settle the 
stragglers. If there is any suspicion of the 

presence of mildew or red-spider upon the foliage 
or wood during the past season, the rods might 

be painted over with sulphur made into the 
consistency of paint with advantage, as sulphur 

is by far the best remedy for mildew and spider 

also.—8. P. 

APRICOTS. 

With regard to the richness and lusciousness 
of well-ripened Aprioots there can be no two 

opinions. They may not be so generally popular 
as Peaches, especially if the latter are grown 

under glass, but there are plenty of good judges 
who prefer Apricots to any other kind of fruit 
that may be placed before them. Why, then, 
are they not more grown by amateurs and 
cottagers ? That Apricots will not sucoeed on 
all soils smd in all climates must l>e conceded, 

but very few can say for certain that they will 
fail in their particular locality, unless they have 

made an intelligent attempt to grow them. 
The best advice that can be given to amateurs 
is to ascertain what has been done by pro¬ 

fessional gardeners in their respective neighbour¬ 
hoods. It is somewhat difficult to deoide exactly 
what soil best suits Apricots, but with me they 

do remarkably well in a medium loam, too much 
clay or too little of it in the soil apparently 

being fatal to longevity. The worst failures 
that nave come under my notioe have been in 
the Weald of Kent and Sussex, on the heavy 

clays of Essex and Middlesex, the ohalky soil of 
Wilts, and the hot gravels that crop up in various 

districts. O.i tho othor hand, in many parts 
of Derbyshire, Leicestershire, Oxfordshire, 
Worcestershire, Shropshire, Gloucestershire, 

Somerset, Dorset, Devon, and Cornwall, Apri- 
c its thrive admirably, being quite as easily 

grown as Plums. Of the eastern counties gene¬ 
rally I have had no experience, and should be 

glad to hoar whethor or not Apricots could 
bj successfully cultivated in any of them. Not 
a little depends in all cases upon the choice of 
site. The trees must have the benefit of wall 
or fence shelter, and neither low nor cool 

wills or fences answer well. The aspect ought 
to be nearly or quite south, all tho sunshine 
possibly being needed by the trees, or other- 

w.se the wood fails to ripen properly, light crops 
being one of the sure consequences of this. 
In some of the midland counties mentioned 

c ittagers grow Apricots on the sunny gable-ends 
o' their houses, and occasionally thoy aro to lie 

so in on the fronts, the spaces between the win- 
do vs being occupied by the trees. So well do 

t'10 trees succeed in thi ho positions, a free ex¬ 
tension of growth evidently suiting Apricots 

well, that not a few of tho owners frequently 
sell enough fruit to nearly or quite pay the 
rut. Instead, therefore, of so many homo, 

s Able, and othor euuny walls and fence ' boing 
either devoted to Plums, or worso still, not 

utilised at all, why not try what can be done 
with the choicer Apricots? A sunny site is 

indispensable, and next in importance comes tho 
noooesity for a woll prepared root run. Few 
am iteurs probably will err in giving the trees a 

to» rich compost, though many professional 
gardeners have done so, the eonsoquonce being 
a r ink, unfruitful growth. More probably the 
mistake will be made in not treating them with 

sufficient liberality. Too much moisture, especi¬ 
ally in the autumn, is injurious, but planting in 

raised borders is a simple way out of this 
difficulty. Quite fresh turfy loam is all that 
noed be given the trees at the outset, and this 

not being forthcoming, substitute tho best 
ordinary garden soil procurable, that of a 
moderately strong character best suiting Apri¬ 

cots. Open holes for each tree not less than 
4 feet square, and to a depth of about 18 inches, 
with intervals of 12 feet between. Remove all 

soil that is but little better than clay, and 
also any excess of gravel or stones there may be. 

Return the top soil into the bottom of tho nolo, 
■ orking a little fresh soil into this, and make it 

somewhat firm. Then add sufficient fresh loamy 
soil to raise the back 12 inches above the ordinary 

level with a slight slope to the fronts this being 

all the preparatig^ n^d^j ^oulh ULtfitaui 1$ 

poor a liberal addition of half-inch bones and 

some burnt garden rubbish will act most bene¬ 

ficially. As far as size of fruit and quality are 
concerned, Moorpark is much the best of all 
Aprioots, but, unfortunately, it is also the most 

fickle, the trees being liable to gum badly, the 
limbs dying off wholesale. Hemskirk produces 
large fruit very freely, also possessing a good 

constitution, and if only one tree is planted let 
it be of that variety. Royal has been known to 

succeed where other varieties have failed, and 
both that and Shipley’s are well worth a trial. 

A fairly good dwarf fan-shaped tree can be 
bought for 3s. 61., and a fine speoimen for 5s., 

the quickest returns being had by planting one 
of the latter. If economy be the order of the 
day, then order maidens, these being usually 

sold at Is. 6d. or thereabouts. Prior to planting 
cut away all bruised ends of roots, and cleanly 
cut across the broken ends in order to facilitate 

healing. Avoid deep planting. The collar of 
the tree ought to be nearly or quite exposed and 
the roots evenly distributed throughout the soil, 
the reckless plan of setting a tree in a hole and 

shovelling the soil on to the roots so as to mat 
them together being most reprehensible. It pays 
well to surround the roots with a little fresh 

light compost, some of the residue of a garden 
fire or smother being particularly congonial to 
them. If the soil is at, all wet, avoid trampling 

on it, and ia any case give newly-planted trees 
a mulching of strawy litter in order to exclude 

severe frosts. 
| Prunin'! the trees is not so much of a mystery 
as many appear to imagino. All the same it is 

a very important dttail, and l will do my best 
to doscribo it sufficiently. A g >od trained treo 

would be furnished with from eight to twelve 
branohes, all of much the same size, and whether 

there be few or many, it is advisable to lay 
them all in to their length (though not till the 
ground has settled somowhat), and exactly as 

previously trained. Cutting back the branches 
rather hard is a loss of time, the trees very prob¬ 

ably being two or three seasons before they 
again attain their original size. Even lightly 

shortening tho branches is a mistake, though, 
if the points are green, that portion should be 

cut off. Laid in to their full length, either 
lateral growth or fruiting spurs will develop 
at overy joint, but those pruned are liable to 

break near the ends, the lower parts being quite 
nakod. Duriog the summer all lateral growths 

other than one or two on each branch (these 
beiDg required for furnishing blank wall space 
as the trees extend) should be shortened back 

to a length of aboub 4 inches, and further 

reduced to a length of 1 inch at the winter 
pruning. No fruit ought to be expected or 
allowed to form during the summer following 

upon planting, but if all goes on well a few may 
be haa in the following year. Maidens or trees 

that havo made one unpruned shoot must not be 

allowed to remain intact, but should unhesita¬ 
tingly be cut back to within I inches of the 
point of union of tho graft or scion with the 

stock. From the resulting shoots select four of 
the best placod, and carefully train theao in an 

oblique direction and well clear of each other. 
Next winter these branches ought to be 
shortened to about one-half of their length, and 

caoli giving two well-placod shoots, tho founda¬ 
tion of a good treo is laid, no more shortening 

back being needed. Let the trees extend freely, 
laying in tresh branches according as there is 

good space for them, anil they will soon become 

very profitable. 
Apricots succeed in greenhouses better than 

mo8tgardonors,amateursor otherwise, aroaware. 
In very many cases whoro gla/.od structures are 

erected against walls of dwelling-houses or high 
back walls of any kind, the latter might well b< 
utilised for the culture of Aprioots and other 

hardy fruit. Standard-trained trees can be 
bought, these being the beat to plant whore there 

are front or back benches or stages in the way. 
Prepare the borders, plant, prune, and train 

exaotly as advised in the case of open air trees, 
and thoy are almost certain to do well. They 

must, however, bo kept well supplied with 
water at the roots, and not be forced, ordinary 
greenhouse treatment beat meeting the case. 

H. 

1840.—Grape vine in a greenhouse. 
[—The number of bunches is too many fqi)|^ 

Vi:.c but five years old; half t^at number 

well coloured would have been more creditable. 
A Vine of this age, and oarrying such a heavy 

crop, could not be expected to colour the 
berries. There are several causes to be advanced 
for the cracking of the berries, although Black 

Hamburgh does not crack its berries, as a rule ; 
in fact, it is exceptionally free from this eviL 

If the skin of the berries is covered, or partly 
oovered, with rust-looking matter, this would 
cause them to crack ; the skin is injured and 

cannot expand. Rust is caused generally by 
inattention to ventilation early in the morning. 

The vinery is kept closed until the sun induces 
the temperature to rise inside the house so much 
that the condensed moisture falls upon the sur¬ 

face of the berries, and if air is admitted to the 
house by opening wide the ventilators at one 

time instead of gradually, the temperature sud¬ 
denly falls, causing a chill to the berries. 
Mildew may have caused the berries to crack ; 

where this fungus fastens itself to the berries 
the skin tissues are injured so much that the 
berries crack instead of swell regularly. Do not 
syringe the Vines at all after the bunches are in 

bloom; water lodging on the berries with the 
sun shining powerfully on them also may have 
caused the cracking of tho berries. The rods 
are about the right distance from the glass. 

Tho Grapes will colour in the same house with 
plants if the Vines are healthy and not cropped 

too heavily. Air should be admitted in small 
quantities early in the morning, increasing tho 

supply with a rising temperature.—S. 1’. 
4102.—Clover-seed and Strawberries.—I never 

heard of suoh a thing, an I should certainly not advise you 
to do aa you suggest. T le Clover would over-run the 
entire bed, smothering the Strawberry plants and exhaust¬ 
ing the soil.—B. 0. R. 

4651.—Fruit in a cellar.—Fruit of any 

kind, especially Apples, does not keep well this 
season, so much Fungus appears to be present 

among the fruit. A small speck in the skin 
quickly develops into a decayed plaoe rendering 
tho fruit quite useless. The abnormally dry 

summer experienced, which robbed the trees of 
their necessary root-support, is no doubt tho 
cause of early decomposition. A cellar is, as a 

rule, a good place to keep fruit in, provided it 
can be ventilated freely for a timo until the 

sweating of the fruit coases, when little air will 
lie required. I lay mine in heaps on straw. 
Turn them carefully over after they have been 
there three weeks to remove any affected fruits 

whioh contaminate those near them —8. P. 

- A cellar is not a bad place for keeping 

fruit if it it well vontilatod, cool, fairly dry, and 
the temperature even. Possibly your fruit has 
rotted through carelere gathering. The fruit- 

room is often blamed when the gathering is at 
fault, or the fruit is not used in its proper season. 

Tho great thing is in keeping fruit to maintain a 
cool, even temperature, and lay tho fruits out in 
single layers, not heapiog them up as is too often 

the case. When this is done a bad fruit will 
promote decay in the whole heap and create 

muoh mischief. Look ovi r the stores at frequent 
intervals to pick out those that show signs of 

docay, and whioh may be used at once.—C. T. 

-A dry oellar Is an excellent place (or late Pears and 
Applee, II tree from woodlloe and mloe. It should be 
mentioned that the early autumn Pears do not keep long 
under any olrcumitanoea.—E. II. 

4667. — Fruit trees round a large 
tennis-lawn.—Espalier-trained Applos and 

Pears would be the most suitablo kind of trees 
for the purpose. Nob less than 15 feet should 

be allowed between each. There is nothing so 
serviceable or so good for training the trees to 
as a wire-trellis 5 feet high, made with No. 8 

wire, strained tightly to stout iron posts let into 
the ground at eaoh oorner with substantial feet 
and Hat iron standards, 15 feet apart, to support 

the wire between. The wires ought to be 
10 inohea apart, or according to the distance the 

side branohes are apart. Horizontal-trained 
trees are preferred for espaliers. Early in 

November is a good time to plant; the soil 
should be trenched 2 feet deep, keeping the 
surface soil on the top. Plant the trees 

so that their roots aro within 3 inches of the 
surface, choosing a dry day for the purpose, so 

that the soil will readily mix with roots. Any 
bruised or broken roots should be carefully 

Sruned to a sound part, induoing them to make 
brous roots from tne same plaoe. If a spadeful 

or two of road-grit, decayed leaves or vegetable 

rflfftfcly tp] which is added a small quantity of 

,s^O<jd-aahje^|^ .be used for covering the roots, 
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bo muoh the better. I prefer thi« to adding 
manure to the aoil; except in cases of extreme 
poverty I do not advooate the employment of 
manure ; at planting-time it is too apt to induce 

growth that is too rampant to become matured 
thoroughly, and this is one of the most 

important points to study in fruit culture. 
A mulching of half-decayed stable-manure, 
laid on 3 inches thick, will preserve the 
roots from frost during the winter as well as 

prevent the evaporation of moisture from the 
soil during the summer following if hot and dry. 
The following is a good selection of sorts 

classified in their order of ripening: Apples 
(dessert): Irish Peach, Lady Sudeley, Devonshire 
Quarrenden, Woroester Pearmain, King of 
Pippin, Cox’s Orange Pippin, and Sturmer 

Pippins. Kitchen varieties : Lord Grosvenor, 
Keswick Codlin, Eohlinville, Duchess of Olden- 
burgh, Warner’s King, Mdre de Menage, New 
Hawthornden, Lane’s Prinoe Albert, Newton 

Wonder, and Alfriston. Pears: Jargonelle, 
Williams' Bon Chretien, Marie Louise, Pit- 
maston Duchess, Beurru Diel, Winter Nellis, 

Duchesse d’Angouleme, Doyenne du Cornice, 
and Josephine de Malines, with Cotillac for 
stewing.—8. P. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

SEASONABLE NOTE8. 

Thu cultivator must now be nightly on the look 
out for enemies in the shape of earwigs, oock 
roaches, oaterpillars, slugs, and wood lice. This 
may seem a long list to have to oontend with, 

but such is tho case. Directly the blooms begin 
to expand, one or other of these pests take a 
fancy to the tender morsel of petals. Earwigs 

are the greatest pest. It is surprising what 
amount of depredation is caused on one bloom 
during a single night by earwigs. Trap them 
by placing Broad Bean stalks 1 foot long 

amongst the leaves of the Chysanthemums, 
examining them every morning. By this means 
many may be destroyed; but the best way to 
catch them is by going round after dark each 

night quietly with a light when they are busy 
feeding on the petals. They must bo caught 
quickly. Nothing is better for the purpose 
than a pair of tweezers. The least shake of the 

plant and they secrete themselves among the 
petals and are not at all easy to diaoover again. 
Woodlice in some places are troublesome, as 

they eat the florets from the under-side of the 
flower. The damage is not always seen until 
the flowers are spoilt. When the plants are in 

vineries this peat is the most numerous; the 
mulohinga of manure used therein for the vines 
is just the place for them to harbour, as it is 
generally dug on the surface in some parts of 

the house during the winter. Hand-picking 
from the flowers is the only remedy, and where 
they are numerous this must be incessantly 
carried out. Slugs disfigure the flowers by 

crawling ever them, and in some cases they eat 
them. Where any trace is seen of them, either 
on the flowers or leaves, or even on the pots 

during the day-time, they are almost sure to re 
visit that particular spot the next night. In 
this manner they can be caught after dark. 

Some bran laid on the top of the pot will aot as 
a bait for them. Cockroaches where numerous 
are sure to find out the blooms, which are soon 
spoilt when three or four commence to eat them. 

They are rather difficult to catch when feeding, 
as the moment the light is turned on them off 
they go. When the plants are so situated that 

they are standing thinly about, a gentle shake 
dislodges them when they can be killed on the 
floor. Cockroaches are most troublesome to 

plants that are plaoed in heat to push them 
along—for instance, the members of the Prin 
Teck family often require hastening to have 

them in bloom at the same time, these varieties 
requiring to be grown from late buds necessitates 
their being generally later than many others. 

All of this type bear forcing in the plant stove 
remarkably well, and it is while they are in such 
structures that the cockroaches are the most 

troublesome. Green caterpillars are sometimes 
» source of annoyance ; exoept by chance in 
moving a plant, the night is the only time to 

discover their whereabouts. It will be seen 
that the grower of Chrysanthemums for exhibi¬ 

tion baa many enemies to contend with/tlhof 
which must be subdued; if perfect hi 

expected. y 

•1600.—Losing foliage of Ohrysanthe 
mums.—It is common for this variety to lose 
its foliage this year, especially on plants that 
are cultivated for the production of large 

exhibition blooms. This I attribute entirely to 
the season. The abnormally hot and dry weather 
is, no doubt, the cause. The former rendered 

the roots too hot in the pots, and the latter pro¬ 
hibited atmospherio moisture too muoh. I do 
not think that the blooms of this variety 
generally will be up to the mark either ; the loss 

of foliage so early caused a check which must 
tell upon the quality of the blooms later on. 
This, coupled with the fact that the crown, or 
second bud, formed too early to warrant culti¬ 

vators to “ take ” it with any degree of 
oertainty, the consequence is that in most cases 
the third bud has been depended upon ; these 

give smaller blooms.—E. M. 

-You are probably growing your plants In pots ol 
too small a also. Avalaoohe 1s a strong grower, and 
requires plenty ol pot-room. The pots should not be lees 
than 9 Inohei In diametsr; 10 Inches will be better.—K. II. 

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS. 

Questions.—Queries and Biwri ore inserted in 
Qardisino free of charye if correspondent*! follow the ruUi 
ken laid down for their guidance. AU communlcationi 
for insertion should be clearly and oonoisely written on 
one tide of the paper only, and addressed to the Editos a) 
Gardbxino, 37 Southampton-street, Covent-garden, Lon¬ 
don. Letters on business should be tent to the Publisiiib. 
The name and address of the sender an required in 

addition to any designation he may desire to be used in 
(As paper. When more than one query is sent, each 
should be on a separate piece of paper. Unanswered 
queries should be repeated. Correspondents should bear 
in mind that, as QAaosmsa has to be sent to press some 
time in advance of date, they cannot always be nplisd to 
in the issue immediately following the receipt of their 
communication. 

Answers (which, with the exception of such as cannot 
ttell be classified, will be found in their Aiferent depart¬ 
ments) should always bear the number and title placed 
ayainst the query replied to, and our readers will greatly 
oblige us by advising, as far as their knowledge and 
observations permit, the correspondents who seek assist¬ 
ance. Conditions, soils, and means vary so infinitely 
that several answers to the same question may often be 
very useful, and those who reply would do well to mention 
the localities in which their experience is gained. Corres¬ 
pondents who refer to articles inserted in Oaubkiso 
should mention the number in which they appeared. 

4',06. —Grafting—Whloh le the beet time and method 
to graft Apple and Pear-trees ?—B. J. F. 

4090 —Older press —Will anyone kindly tell me 
where I can get a good portable older press suitable lor a 
small orchard I—H. 

4697. —Plants for a cold greenhouse —What 
plants besides bull)! oan I grow In a cold greenhouse with 
out any beat or warmth 1—Youwi, Kent. 

4698. - Oherry-trees dropping flowers—Will 
someone kindly Inform me how to prevent Cnerry-trees 
from dropping all their blossoms ?—B. J. F. 

4699. —Rose culture.—I am having a long trenoh 
dug deep for bush Hoses. Will someone please to give me 
the name* of twelve beet Teas and twelve beet Perpetual*? 
—A. Noble, Sussex. 

4700. — Araucarias (Monkey Puzzle).—Will some 
one be good enough to tell me how to treat this tree 1 

Tbe braoohes four or five up are almost dead. !■ it freeb 
soil that Is required?—Stocks. 

4701 —Hardy Azaleas —Would any of your readers 
Inform me If hardy Asaleaa will stand out-of doors, or will 
be any better for pruning? f ehould like to keep mine 
rather email It It dfd not Injure them.—A. A. 

4702.— Insect on vines.—I notloed In my vinery 
that there are a great many white woolly spots In the 
orevioee along the oanee. Will any person kindly say If 
this is an Insect, and, If so, how to banish it?—Novici. 

4701. —Enlarging a garden.—I am about making 
my garden larger by adding extra ground, whlob wants 
grsen stuff dug in. Please let me know what seeds I am to 
sow for plants to dig In, and bow late In the year I oan do 
so?—Youno, Kent. 

4701.—Roses for show —I Intend growing some 
Hybrid PrrprtuiJ Uoru for oompotitlon at our looal show. 

will someone kindly favour me with the names of a dozen 
or so that would be most suitable for that purpose ? Also, 
whloh would be preferable, bushes or standards?—Hybrid. 

4705.—Pear-tree with cracked fruit.—I bave a 
Pear-tree whloh has produoed a large orop of trait of a 
very delicious flavour, but they were all more or less 
oraoked, and also the bark at the trunk of the tree. Will 
anyone give me a means to prevent the cracking ? — 
B. J. F. 

4700.—“ Geraniums" In winter.—I should be 
glad to know how I oould keep my “ Geraniums “ through 
the winter. 1 have only a email garden (several dozen 
" Geranium*" In It), no greenhouse or frame of any kind 
to plaoe them In, and desire Information as to when and 
bow to pot them and preserve them If possible.—F. F., 
Richmond. 

4707.—Campanulas In pots.—I wculd be much 
obliged to any person that would give me a few hints on 
the propel treatment of Campanulas? I bave C. fragills 
and O. garganloa growing In poll In a oold frame, struck 
from outtioge in spring, and they do not seem to be doing 
well. Then never flowered this year. la there any hope Bn through the winter In the frame, or are 

y ? If io, will they do better In rumhlre 

4708. —Plants for a rookery.—Would someone 
kindly tell me of some plants that would grow well on a 
rockery coveted by large trees, mostly Birch and Horse 
Chestnut? The soil Is loamy ; bub that oould be removed It 
necessary, as I have done this for the Ferns. I bave tried 
ordinary rook oreepers, but the drip from the trees kills 
them In the winter.—A. tl. 

4709. —Gathering: Mushrooms. — will someone 
kindly say bow natural Mushrooms should be gathered ? 
Should the heads be cut off and tbe stalks left In tbe 
ground ? This is the usual way, but it is raid that tbe 
stalk, If left In the ground as it decays, destroys tbe 
adjaoent tptwn. Which Is right? Again It It said—Do 
not gather your Mushrooms too oloaely, but always leave 
some. If you gather all you can you will have no orop 
next year. Is there anything io this?—U. U. T. 

4710. — Climbing Roses. — I have two Roses, 
apparently climbers from the long, thin shoot* they are 
sending. They flowered white, with four or flv* buds In a 
oluster, very small and semi-double. How should I treat 
them to Improve size of flowers and habit? Tbey face 
north In a sheltered oorner. Kodoeure B Is part of items 
of fonr Roee-planta, vigorous growers. One last year I 
out down to the ground; another I layered all round ; the 
others I left alone, and they have sent shoot* yards loog 
up the wall and all over the plaoe, but not a flower ha* 
ever appeared. Faoee south, Id shelter; end of shools 
always covered with green-fly. What oan I do with auufa 
rubbish ? Enolosure O, vigorous dwarf, not u flower. 
What lilt? Have used peat-litter from stable, but kept 
long, and bouse elope.—Old Sailor. 

4711 —Various Roses.—1, I have thirty or forty 
Roee-treei, planted two years ago, various aorta, growiog 
vigorously, but flowering vary little. Will they be planted 
too deep, aa I put them In myself, and from wbat I bave 
heard and read from your paper I bave been uneasy all 
summer about this? Would It do to replant nearer the 
surfaoe this winter ? Would it be advisable to out up a 
bushy plant with branching root, and stems growiog 
dlreot from root? Several that I planted had very large 
roots oompartd to the panoll thickness of the Sterne. 
They bave never flowered (smooth stem). Ae I ezpeot j ou 
to say "oaat them out," would they do to bud or graft? i Recommend me a few Rotes that would bloom w< II In 

e bands of an amateur—out-and-come-agaln sorts, 
ollmbert or dwarfs, white or blaok, but Roses. —Old 
Sailor. _ 

To the following queries brief editorial replies 

are given ; but readers are invited to give further 
answers should they be able to offer additional 
advice on the various subjects. 

4712 —Mushrooms (A. R. PA—These are not Ihe 
true Mushroom Agarloue oampestrle, but tbe oloee ally, 
A. arveneis (the Horse Mushroom). It it esculent, and 
very good both for frying and ketohup making. Examples 
from under trees are sometimes a little Indigestible.— 
W. 0. 8. 

4713.— OdontoglosBum orlspum (/?. C. F) — 
This flower Is not tbs true Masks—>ou may tell it by the 
lip being long and narrow; but It Is one of lbs natural 
hybrids, of wblob wa have bail to many orop out Ir.'m 
amongst the Imported otispuma without being enthuslea 11 
about it. It It a very pretty variety, and well deeerves 
attention. You may oall It what you please.—M. B. 

4714. — New Zealand Flax (A ntipodes). — You 
should take the plant or plants up from the open border 
and pot them. 1 have teen floe epeolmeni stand out-of- 
doors In Ireland unharmed, bat I do not think thty would 
do so In tbe oounty of Hertfordshire. It makes a splendid 
plant for the decoration of a oold-houte In winter aa It 
require* but slight shelter to proteot It from the wintry 
weather.—J. J. 

4715.—MaxlUaria venuata (J. Bishop).—This le 
andoubtedly tbe name of the flower* you setd; but I 
think It Is a rather unusual time to see It In bloom. It 
should be kept In tbs oool-house with the Odontoglote. 
M. grandiflora le similar, and about the same colour, but 
the flower* stand up elect, whloh the bloomi of tbe kind 
you send do not, therefoie M. grsndifloie Is, I think, the 
most desirable kind.—M. B. 

4716. — Treatment of Dendroblums (James 
Treadwell) —Yes; all plant* such aa D. Wardlaoum and 
PaliardI and the like should be kept In a cool house st 
present. They may be bung up In tbe sunshine near to 
the roof glats, watar being entirely withheld. D. orast-i- 
node and other earlier bloomers will require to be removed 
Into more warmth somewhat before Wsrdlenum and some 
other*, of whloh you will eee eome remarks at a future 
time.— M. B. 

4717.—Odontoglossum grande (C. fi.).-i am 
thankful to my friend for sending me a flower of this 
species, and glad to find he has done to well by following 
my instructions. I have given him the name requlrM*. 
and say the flower sent represents a very good variety of 
tbe plant. I have bad specimens with some twenty and 
thirty flowers all open at one Umt, whlob is a eight worth 
seeing, and my employer years ago called them “ Tigei- 
flower*.”—M. B. 

4718.—Zygopetalum Gautlerl —James Brown 
tends this for a name, whloh I here give. It is a fine form 
of the speclea known by the name of Z. maxillsre, w hich 
produces a rloh violet-blue lip, a colour which 1* rare in 
Orohlda and Is always highly prized. It grows on the 
living stems of Tree-Ferns, and, aa these are warm-house Kifea, it la best to grow them upon one which will 

ve and give shade to this plant and to various others 
whlob stand In the vidnlty.—M. B. 

4719 —The coming winter.—Thos. Carson write* 
me a long letter asking my opinion reapeoHog the winter 
that is oomiog ; but I do not aspire to tbe gift of prophecy, 
and so oan not answer jour questions. The faot of the 
weather being so abnormal would rather upset the nerves 
of anyone, to I attribute the fears and predictions of 
“T O " to this cause. I advise you to have everything 
set In order and In. readiness for the severe weather you 
anticipate, Rttdl Ml I will be well ; but do not repeat ike 
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(720.—Dost of an Orchid collection (Y. hi.).— 
This la a very diltlcult question to answer In a definite 
form as so much depends upon what one calls a collection. 
.Some would say a dozen kinds was a (rood oolleotion, 
whilst others would require hundreds of species to form a 

collection ; but If M M." would take, say, a £8 or a €10 
note to some nurseryman known to have a large quantity 
of Orchids, say he was a beginner in Orchid growing, he 
would be treated well, and ho should advise him of the 
heat ho has at command so that he could belter fit him 
with those whioh would suit him.—M. I!. 

4721 — Dendroblum noblle (.Vo Name) — If the 

plant has done growing the plant should be kept cool and 
tolerably dry; but if the growth is not yet made up it 

should be placed In the warmth until it has, when it should 
be placed in the cool and kept tolerably dry ; but as this 
species does not flower upon the wood It has Just made, 
but upon that of the previous year, it must not be kept so 
dry as to oause tho growths to shrivel from some cause, 
either accidental or from some mismanagement. They do 

sometimes produce their flowers upon tho stems of the 
current year's growth, with their leaves upon them.— 
M. 11. 

1722.—Oncldlum Orceans —James Charlton sends 
a flower of this plant for a name, say ing it was brought 
with some others from .lamaioa by a friend of bis, which 

might be true; but yet it may not be a native of that 
island, and this would not be the first time that an Oroliid 
n as found in that island that was an introduced species. 
I do not know if anyone has divulged the spot whence this 
plant comes, but It is usually considered to he a native of 
the Organ Mountains, near to Rio Janeiro. It is rare In 
collections. The flower is of a beautiful bright golden- 
yellow, having a dark blackish-purple band round the 

crest of the lip. It should be grown on a block of wood 
or In a very small earthenware hanging.pan ; It requires 
the heat of the Oattleya-house.—M. B. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 

Any communications respecting planti or /ruifi 
sent to name thould always accompany the parcel, which 
shmiltl be addressed to the Editor of Oardrnino Ictus- 
tratrd, 37, Soulhampton ttrect, Strand, London, W.C. 

Nantes of plants.—Down East.—1, Oyrtomium For¬ 
tune! ; 2, Adlanlum Clhleebreghtl; 3, Adlantumconcinnum; 
4, Asptenium hulblferum.-O. II. — OdontoglosJUm 
grande.-James Brown.—Zygopetalum Gautier!.-A. 

Sett, Northumberland — 1, Plans argyrea; 2, Asplenlum 
t.cniouUaeum ; a, Oyporus allernlfollua ; 4, Fteris serru- 
lata ; r>, I'hlobodlum aureum ; (I, Polvstlchum Woolastonl; 
7, Adlantum cuneatum ; S, Antherlcum variegatum ; 0, 
Anemia ; send when fertile ; 10, Cannot name ; send better 
specimen.-11. Bremerton.—I, Ncphrolepls peolinala; 
2, Asplenlum cloutarlum ; 3, Pterls eoaberula ; 4, Myrlo- 
pterls vostlta; f>, Phegopterie hast efolla ; 0, Oomopterls 
tetragons.-Enquirer.—I, l.vcopodlum olavatum ; 2, 
L, alpinum; S, Athyrlum Killx-ftomlna, broad-pinnu d 
variety ; 4, Asplenlum fonlanum. 

BEES. 

SEASONABLE NOTES. 

In the successful wintering of Bees much 
depends upon stocks being strong in numbora, 
and heavy in stores. Stocks that aro not strong 
should now bo joined two or three togother. 
liar-frame hives can bo strengthened by intro¬ 
ducing combs of brood from very strong stocks, 

or two colonios can be united by placing tho 
oombs of one hive with tho adhering Bees in 
the midst of the colony it is wished to join 
them to. Stimulative feeding may now bo 

carried on in order to induoe the queen to con¬ 
tinue laying, and thus ensure a number of young 

Bees for wintering. Feeding should be discon¬ 
tinued before the end of Ootober. The syrup 
used for stimulativo feeding should consist of 

sugar and water, the proportions being 7 pints 
of water to 10 lb. of sugar ; that for feeding up 
for winter, 5 pinto of water to 10 lb. of sugar, 
boiled for a few minutes, with tho addition of 
un ounce of vinogar and half an ounce of salt. 

Uniting stocks in straw skkps.— Bees know 
each other by scent; if, therefore, all that are 
to l>o united bo fitsb sprinkled with minted 
syrup, it prevents them discovering which aro 
strangers, and so no fighting takes place. In 
uniting, we therefore smoko and turn up tho 
skep containing tho Bees that have been driven, 

and sprinkle them with thin syrup scented with 
peppermint, then smoko the stock to whioh they 
are to be united, and sprinkle theso Bees also 
with scented syrup, propping up tho edge of tho 
hive with a wedge or stone, then with a sharp 
and sudden movement throw the driven Bees 

against its entrance, first spreading u newspaper 
or cloth in front to receive them, they will run 
into the skep and become peacefully united, or 
tho driven Bees may be shaken upon the combs 

of tho stock hive, tho latter, of course, having 
been first inverted, and then roplacod upon its 
stand, propped up a little to prevent the crush¬ 

ing of the Bees that aro on its edges. Too 
queen, if possible, should be rfmUvcd fro 

tho driven loL yltlTt4e/ 
united should be previously btougtrr gradua 

together, about .'1 feet per day. If a hive be 
moved a greater distance than 3 feet daily, 
many Bees will be unable to find their home 
on their return from tho fields and the loss of 
Bee lifo will be great. 

Driving condemned Beks—Driving stocks 

of Bees to save them from the old-fashioned 
and cruel “ brimstone pit performance ” mostly 
practised by cottagers, is much to be com¬ 

mended. The skep to be operated upon should 
first have a little smoke blown into the entrance; 
this will alarm the Bees and cause them to fill 
themselves with honey from tho unsealed cells. 

In this gorged condition they beoome quiet and 
easy to manipulate. Tho skep may then with 
safety be inverted and placed in a pan or pail 
to steady it; a flat-topped skip can of courso be 

placed on a flat surface. Then an empty skep 
is placed upon the stock skep, bringing the 
edges together at the point toward which the 
combs run, and an iron skewer pushed through 

the edge of the empty skep into the one below, 
forming a kind of hinge, and a strip of wood 
with nails in the ends, or '* driving-irons,” if 

used, are fixed on eithor side to keep the emptv 
skip up like an open lid. Tho sides of the stock 
hive are thon rapped upon with the open hands 
all round with sufficient force to jar the combs 
without displacing them. A loud buzzing is 
soon heard, and the Bees are seen rushiDg up 

into the upper story. If a sharp look out be 
kopt, the queen can bo secured while going up 
in tho crowd. Tho skep of honey is thus seoured 

with little or no loss of Boo life. The Bees can 
then be united to other stocks, whioh will 
greatly strengthen them for the winter. 

Preparing hives tor wintering.—Abun¬ 
dance of sealed stores, a prolific queen, a large 

number of young Bees, and sufficient ventilation 
in tho hive without draught are the main points 
to bo observed in preparing stocks for winter. 

Coverings for frames may consist of two or three 
thicknesses of Backing, upon which may be 

placed a piece of thiok carpet or felt. Where 
enamel cloths have been used over the tops of 
frames they should now be removed, ana the 

propolis scraped from tho top bars before placing 
on tho winter coverings. A bottomless box, tho 
size of tho top of tho hive, -I inches deep, having 
a piece of calico tacked on to the bottom, and 
fillod with cork-dust or chaff, makes a good 
winter covor in place of quilts. Double wallod 
hives may have the spaces filled with cork dust 
to assist in keeping an even temperature within 

the hive, and to prevent tho escape of heat. A 
strong stock should be wintered on oight or ten 
framos of comb, two-thirds of which should con¬ 
tain sealed food. CombB of pollen weigh almost 
as much as thoso filled with honey, and as pollen 

is much more abundantly stored in some hives 
than in others, tho weight of a hivo is not a safo 
criterion. The quantity of honey sufficient for 
wintering upon can only be deoided by inspec¬ 
tion. It is not wise to leave any hivo for the 

winter with loss than 20 pounds of stores. 
S. 8. O. 

PEARCE * HEATLEY 
CONSERVATORIES. 

GREENHOUSES 

CUCUMBER FRAMES 
‘HOLLOWAY’ 

BOILERS. 
Gomplote Apparatus, with 

4-in. pipes, How and return, 
along ont> side out anil 
tilted; so that 11 the inter- 
nal measurement of the 
Greenhouse Is siren, tho 
Apparatus will be rent com¬ 

plete, ready for fixing, carefully packed for rail at the 
following respective prloea— 

7ft. by Mt.. £115r,: lift, by 6ft„ £J: lOfU by fit. £J : 12ft, 
by 8 ft., €3 51.; 15ft. by 10ft., €4 5..; 20ft liy 10ft, €5 5»,: 
15ft. by lOft.1 £i 6a. For other sizes and prices of Boilers 
sec List 
Now Illustrated Catalogue 3 stamps. Lut free 

or BEST WORK ONLY AT REASONABLE PBI0K8 
The North London Horticultural Workr, 

HOLLOWAY ROAD, LONDON, N. 

TANNED GARDEN NETTING. — ElasUo 
1 Netting, Tiffany, Willssdan Rot-proof Scrim and Oanvai, 
Archangel Mala, Raffia, Garden Tents, Plain, Rick Clot ha 
Ac. Bend for aamplea and prloea to—JOHN EDGING TON 
A OO . 19 Long-lane. Weat Snilthfleld. london, 80 

URGING HOUSES, 2(1 ft, by 12 ft., i'll) Iff 
ft. by lift, £10 Ida. Greenhouses, 15 ft. tut 10 ft., 
J.: 20 ft- by 12 ft., £19 Ilk). OariiliAj baME-m.CAf 

Sons, ai7, Oxford-road, Reading. GHM ' f \ JT 

BOULTON & PAUL, 
MANUFACTURERS. 

NORWICH. 

ORNAMENTAL IRON ROSE BOWERS, COVERED WAYS 
CIRCULAR ENCLOSURES, CARDEN ARCHES, &c. 

As erected for the Right lion. Earl Cadogan, K.O , Cut ford. 

Prices and full parliculara free od application. 

Deacriptlre Catalogue of all our Manufactures, with 

Pricea, Including Iron ItuildinKa for Shooting and Pishing 

lodges, Stabling, Huts, Summer Houaos, Wood Porches 

Ornamental Verandahs, Kennels, Poultry Appliances, Green 

houses, Garden Frames, Ac., freo on application. 

BOULTON & PAUL, 
NORWICH. 

Those Houses are now ALL IN STOCK, 
ready for sending off, and could be 
erected in 7 days. 

No. S.—THIS GREENHOUSE, erected and heated com¬ 
plete in any part of the oountry, 1**1 materials only, work¬ 
manship guaranteed, 25 ft. by 12 ft, £50 : 30 ft. by 15 ft, £70. 
Brickwork eieopuid. For particulars boo our Catalogue, 
post free. 

Superior Portable Frames, very strong, glased wtth n-os. 
■lass, painted 4 coats, 1 lifht, 8 by 4, Stood.; 2 lights, 8 by 6, 
iSa.: 3 ditto, 12 by 0, 85*. Sd. Span-roof, 9 by 5, £315e.; 12 by 
6, £4 7s. 6d. • 16 by 6, £6 10s. Large stock ready for immediate 
delivery, carriage paid. Small Framos, 12s. (kl. each. 

HARDY BRUIN & CO., 
LEICESTER. 

THE MOST SUCCESSFUL WATER HEATER OBTAINABLE. 
Mr. JAMES WOOD, Gardener to Colonel Angus, Fenhsm 

Hail, Nowcaslleon Tyne, writes: "Tho No. 2 BoUorsupplied 
by you (in plaoo of two saddles previously used) Is giving 
every satisfaction. B,-sides saving 50 per oent. of fuel, I am Sotting any amount of heat, which ia easily regulated. After 

) years' experience yourKod Roso Duller ia oertalnly the 
best I havu over seen. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE. -Monthly pay¬ 
ments accepted tor theso Bollom, and also for 
FiBliJwi r Full particulars on application to 

ROSE , BQ4USJR OOMPANY, Ltd, 
IL loluraiCUHTBKKT. WF 
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THE "FLOWER GARDEN” AT KEW. 

I Horn tho improvement* so manifest as 

regards hardy flowers in many parts of tho 

pleasure grounds at Kew will not stop at bhe 

flower garden in front of tho Palm-houso. Two 

largo beds of common Beotroot form tho central 

feature of this, aud masses of flowerleaa Pelar¬ 

goniums and dota and stripoa of red and blue are 

not worthy a plaoo aa a flower garden in the 

Royal Gardena at Kew. If the idea exists that a 

garden in such a position cannot be made 

beautiful through tho aid of nobler typos of vege¬ 

tation, it is quite erroneous. That is a position 
above all others in which beautiful things, grace¬ 
fully grouped and well grown, would toll best. 
Tho scarlet Pelargonium in tho dry soil of Kow is 
as well worthy of a placo as any other flower, 
but it is only one of the many beautiful things 
that should find a summer home there. Home 
of the prettwst beds of half-hardy flowers as in 
the pHrks might well find a plane here, and 
are far before the Beetroot, Ac., of the present 
year. Jn attoh a flower garden it would be 
well to ute the best of tho half-hardy flowers 
also. Moreover, where the collection is so 
rich in sub-tropical and other half-hardy 
Palms, Oranges, Oleanders, Datura, and many 
beautiful plants which enjoy, and are all tho 
better for, a sojourn in the open air daring 
the summer, it would be well to make artistic 
use of them, and pub them in groups not only 
in the flower garden, bub also in the unused 
parts of that waste of gravel around the Palm 
house. So, too, that piece of water between the 
museum and the Palm-house should be a garden 
of hamlsoino water flowers which no Viotoria 
rogia house in the world would equal in beauty. 
Not only Water Lilies and beautiful water 
flowers of the northern world have wo to enrich 
such water now, but, owing to our friend M. 
Latour-Marliao, we have a noble series of hardy 
hybrids, groups of which in such a posit ion would 
give delightful pictures. Tho uncloau water- 
fowl should be takon somewhere elso—to the 
Zoo, perhaps. The banks of this water should 
be planted with tho many fino plants, such as 
Spine* vonusta, whioh delight in tho waterside, 

flower at tho same time as the Water Lilies, 
and would form with them a garden worth 
seeing. The flowering herbaceons plant* for 
tho waterside aro numerous and handsome, 
and, seen in bloom at tho same season as the 
Water Lilies, give effects which few pec. 
have any idea that gardens are capable of. 
Then, after tho Iris and Globe flowers and 
other handsomer flowers of the waterside, thero 

are many plants with fine habit, aa the Gunnera, Seat Reeds, some hardy and free Bamboos, 
>val FernB, groat Water Dock and Bulrushes, 

and the more graceful and smaller Reeds, 
Arrowheads and Reed Mace. I not ODly 
wish theao things for themselves, but for the 
good it would ao in the minds of the many 
people who see Kew. Unhappily, the idea that 
a flower garden can only be formed—ef a few 
things in a stiff way i» still very ImmuD y on 
in the " fine places ” in the'uome (munlies/aud 
a real flower garden at Kow would do much to 

dispel it. Thousands of gardens would be in¬ 
fluenced for good if the right thing were dono in 
the flower garden at Kow, and it is very easy to 
do it there. W. R. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS FOR SHOW. 

4610.—Below I give the names, as desired, of 
twenty-four varieties, all suitable for exhibition, 
and of fairly easy growth. It would be im¬ 
possible in a short not* like this to give details 
of oulture during the whole season ; all I can do 
is to givo the salient points in the cultivation of 
the plants for large blooms. Stout sucker-like 
growths, 3 inches long, mako suitablo cuttings. 
These, taken off and inserted singly in 2J-inch 
pot* in saDdy soil any time during the month of 
December, will lay tho foundation for future 
blooms. At no time during their early stages 
of growth should Chrysanthemums have arti¬ 
ficial heat. The cooler tho quarters the more 
stocky the growth, and less liablo to injury from 

wind also. Do not top tho plants at all, but 
allow them to grow away uninterruptedly 
until they make their first natural break, from 
which three of the beat shoots are selected upon 
each plant, removing all other growths aa fast 

as they appear. Eventually then each plant 
will carry three blooms. Shift the plants on 
into larger pots until those 0 inches or 10 inches 
iu diameter are reached. A compost of threo 
parts fibry-loam to one each of partly dccayod 
horse-manure and leaf-mould, with sufficient 
sand and chnrcoal to keep the whole porous. 
Press tho soil firmly into tno pot* to indace the 

plant* to make stocky growth. An open position 
should be provided for the plants during tho 
summer, where they would make growth that 

should not l>o troublcsomo to mature. Removo 
the plants indoors before they are caught by un 
early frost. A position near to the glass is best. 

The soil in the pots should be kept constantly 
moist, varying tho clean water with liriuiu- 
manuro every third day. insects and mildew 
must not ho allowed to obtain a firm footing, or 
tho growth will be checked. Tobacco-powdor 
dusted on the part* affooted will generally 
destroy the former, while flowers of snlphur 
will destroy tho germs of mildew on the loaves 
if it be sprinkled on the parts affected. Japa¬ 
nese : Avalanche (white), Sunflower (yellow), 
Edwin Molynenx (crimson and gold), Viviand 
Morel (blush-mauve), Col. W. B. Smith 
(old-gold-yellow, suffused with terra-cotta), 
Mrs. Falconer Jameson (orange-red and gold), 
W. H. Lincoln (golden - yellow), Beauty 
of Exmouth (ivory-white), Etoile de Lyon 
(deep lilao • rose), Mods. Bernard (pur 
pie-violet), William Seward (intense vel¬ 

vety-crimson), Mrs. A. Hardy (pure-white, with 
hirsute florets. Incurved : Empress of India 
(white), Queen of England (blush-white), Lord 
Alceator (primrose), Alfred Salter (clear lilac Sink), Hero of Stoke Newington (rosy-pink), 

ea|me d’Aro (blush-white, tipped purple), Miss 

0. I X>Haggaa (soft-yellow), Princess of Wales 
JUtlsVrose), Violet Tomlin (bright vio'.et-pi^- 
4>»), Prince Alfred (rose carmine), Mrs. Norman 

Davis (rich golden-yellow), Mrs. S. Coleman 

(bright-rose, shaded yellow in the centro).—E. M. 

4608.—Chrysanthemums from seed. 
—" Interested One ” would do much better 
to buy a packet of seed from a reliable souico 
than attempt to save seed himself. Specially 
bnilt houses are required to save seed really well, 
and some art is necctsary in hybridising the 

blooms properly to obtain the right kind of cross. 
Sow tho seed in a box of sandy soil at the end of 
February in a gentle heat, covering the box with 
a piece of glass to arrost the evaporation of 
moisture from tho soil. Directly the plants aro 
large enough to handle, pot them off'singly in 
thumbs, place them on a shelf close to the gists 

in a temperaturo of 55 dogs. When the polu 
are full of roots shift tho plants into pots 
4 inches iu diameter and again into others 
7 inches across, using a compost of loam 
two parte, ono of partly decayed horse- 
manuro, with sand enough to keep tho 
whole porous. At the second potting givo the 
plants cooler treatment, finally placing them 
out-of-doors with the remaindor of this family 
in an open, sunny position. Oue great aim all 

the way through is to induce a stocky habit of 
growth. When the plants mako their first 

natural break, by the formation of a bloom-bud 
at the point of single stem, three additional 

shoot* snould be selected, tying them loosely to 
one stake in tho centre, removing all other 
growths as fast aa they are made, restricting 
the growth to theso selected shoots. Each will 
bear ono bloom in the centro, other buds will 
format the side ; but if largo blooms only are 
desired, removo all but that in tho centre. 
Place the plants under covor upon tho appear¬ 
ance of frost, and givo them a light position in 
a cool-house whero they are to flower.—E. M. 

4665.—Carnation-Heed.—This has been a 
capital season for work of this kind, as tho 
C‘ tuts bloomed early anil well, and the weather 

ing so hot and dry the uccd formed freely and, 

ripened in good time. I gathered my small 
harvest noarly a month ago; the pods have 
ainco been drying off on a sunny shelf, and tho 
seed has just boon shaken out. In a general 
way it is necessary to fertilise tho blossoms 
artificially—those of the fine-named kinds at 
any rate—and even then if the weather is wet 
the seed will come to nothing. Tho best way 
to insure a crop of seed is to grow the plants in 
pot* under glass, and thon with tho aid of a 
little heat in cold or wet weather they can 
scarcely fail to produce seed. The hard#conical 
seed-pods must take on a deep yellow colour 
before they aro fit to gather.—B. C. R. 
-The best seed is not easily saved, as tho 

fuller and better the flowers are so muoh the 
more difficult is it to find pollen to fertilise them 
with. Harrison Weir and Mrs. Reynolds Hole 
are not the most difficult to obtain seed from. 
The seed will always take about two month* to 
ripen, and it is do use taking the pod* off tho 
plant before the aeed is nearly ripe. If tho 
pods are opened it will be seen that the seed 
has changed in colour, and become blackish 
even before tho pod itself has changed. Tho 
iwet'l the pods become 
j^o.wolsh|0,Mjij^^,.- J. D. F. 
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QARDBN WORK.* 

Conservatory. 
To a oertain extent the house nill now be given up to 

the Chrysanthemums, and the temperature will be made 
suitable (or their want*. This means that ]uet enough 
warmth will be maintained In the pipes to dissipate damp 
and permit of the ventilators being nearly always open, 
more or less. This, again, should be arranged that lull air 
is given on fine, bright days, with perhaps Just a oraok 
left on at night. I do not think any Chrysanthemum- 
house should be altogether olosed. The large number of 
plants whloh are now grown, and for whloh accommoda¬ 
tion has to be found, renders It obligatory upon the culti¬ 
vator to stage his plants close together, and this of Itself will 
generate damp, and If the air-giving 1s not well understood, 
not only the leaves will go off prematurely, but the flowers 
also. Damp Is worse than frost. I think, In the arrange¬ 
ment of the plants In the house, the Chrysanthemums 
should be formed Into groups by themselves, and the 
other plants, «ucb as Zonal" Geraniums,” Tree-Carnations, 
llouvardlas, Solanums, Primulas (how very oharming the 
Primula obonnioa Is now I What a pity it has a bad 
character I). Heaths, &a, should be grouped near tbe paths 
or close to the front lights. 1 generally, as far as possible, 
keep such things as Primulas, Cyclamens, Carnation*, and 
foroed bulbs hack In other houses until (he early autumn 
show of Chrysanthemums Is over. The later flowers will 
l>e In less quantities, and by the end of November the 
Chrysanthemum fever will be over, and we shall he mad 
for other flower*. So far as regards flowers for outting, 
the Chrysanthemum season oannot be too long, but In the 
conservatory one it not sorry when the glut Is over and 
the foroed flowers bring In a polish and sweetnrtr of 
a different type. Whilst the big flowers are In tbe house 
everything else it dwarfed, so to speak. Groups of 
Mignonette or Cyclamens are nowhere In the competition ; 
hut when the Chrysanthemums are thinned down one oan 
better appreciate the smaller matters. The charms of the 
forced Roman Hyacinths, mixed with Maiden hair Ferns, 
are Irresistible In some quiet corner, nod the old-fashioned 
CoronUla glance and Its variegated variety are useful 
when flowers are eoeroe. Begonias will be beat kept baok 
In reserve till the Chrysanthemums ars on the wane. 
O >od sized bushes of Begonia Insignia are very effective at 
Chriitmas and later. I flad young early-struok cuttings 
flower so muoh better than old plants, and if large apeoi- 
mene are required, put three or four plantain a B-lncb pot, 
and train the branohes out a little. Tols Begonia 1s so 
good both for the ooneervatory and for cutting that It 
might be grown very largely when a bright state of things 
Is required about Christmas and the New Year. 

Stove. 
This la usually tbe most Interesting house in the garden 

at this season. There Is generally plentv of colour In both 
leaf and blossom. Some of the earliest Poinsettlas may be 
taken to tbe conservatory. A temperature of 50 degs. at 
night will be high enough to preserve tho scarlet braots 
for some time, and where Poinsettlas are grown largely it 
will be with tbe view of utilising the plants In ths conser¬ 
vatory and for cutting. Cypripedlums, after the flowers 
are out, may he taken to the oooservalory or !>e used in 
tha rooms. These are among the most useful Orohlds for 
the small growers to take in hand, as they are not dlttloult 
to manage, and the flowers last so long. Dendrobium 
nobile and others whloh have been well ripened in a cooler 
housi may now be brought baok, and In the stove will soon 
throw out their blossoms all un the sides of the long 
pveudo bulbs. This Is one of the Orohlds whom all having 
much demand for winter flowers should grow largely. 
Cmlogyne orletata Is another Orohld wblob may easily be 
grown in a mixed oolleotion In quantity. Orohlds are 
getting cheaper, and will noon come within the reaoh of 
all. Competition among importers and growers will do 
this. The wonder is that with the Immense stouks 
in the country. Orchids have not heootne cheaper 
ihan they are ; but the demand for, and the high priors 
obtained for, choice Orchid-flowers nukes It profitable to 
grow Orchids for the tlowers alone. 

Unheated Greenhouse. 
Y jeeas In variety are very effeollve In pot*. V. aloifolia 

variegata le one o( the heat for potwork, and It may be 
kept eafely In a oool-houee. Should tho frost be severe 
an 1 prolonged, draw the leaves together and wrap a pleoe 
ol matting round it. Dracwoa indlviea may be kept In 
this way if the pote are plunged or surrounded with some¬ 
thing that will keep out frost. At the present moment 
i he owner of the unheated conservatory le In olover; hie 
Coryaantbemume are doing well, and he le not worried 
about the price of coke or ooali. In all casee where the 
unhealed house is a email one It will pay to make a cover 
ot llseilan cloth that can lie drawn over the roof and lied 
to hr.oke nrrewL-d ro the house A few shillings will buy 
cloth enough to oover a good sized house, and with care, 
ndng it only in frosty weather, it will last several years, 
ood If, in addition to the oover, one likea to aeb up an oil - 
stove or lamp, iho cost, of the cover will speedily he eaved. 
Tula matter of coveting on cold nighte is worth considera¬ 
tion even by those who have a hot-water holler and pipes. 

Perns under Glass 
Ferns oan never he allowed to get duet-dry without 

suffering Injury. It Is psrfsotly true that at this season 
M tlden nalr aod other Ferns whloh have lost form end 
colour are to a certain extentdrled off and then out down, 
aod for the time being It does no harm ; but I abould not 
recommend a regular praotloe to be made of thla drying 
nil of evergreen plant*. Tbe temperature for stove or 
tronioal Kerns will now be about 60 a age. atolght; 16 degs. 
to 60 degs. will do for the greenhouse species. Fern spores 
are oot dl III cult to rslse. In a Fern-house where the 
atmoepherlo conditions art right, seedling Kerns spring up 
all over ths plaoe. I have one house of considerable size 
now filled chiefly with Ferns, and all along under the 
e'ege seedling Ferns are springing up in great numbers. 
N ) oare at all has been taken with them, although I knew, 
of oouree, that seedling Feme would grow there in large 
numbers. 

• In oold or northern dlgtrxeU the 
to under "Garden Work" may be done from ten„ 
a /ortnyjht later than U here Indteo’cd with equally qood 
retullt. 

Strawberry Plante for Forcing. 
These should now be plunged in ashes or tome equiva¬ 

lent. Plunge up to the top of tbe rim to prevent the frost 
breaklog tbe pot. The plants should, If possible, bs ooversd 
with old lights to throw off heavy rains; this will do even 
better than being plaoed in frame*. Strawberries are 
hardy enough If the roots are protected. 

Window Gardening. 
Recently potted up stuff must be kept on the elde of 

drynees— not too dry, of oouree; but even this will he 
better than the saturation point, as a saturated soil at this 
season soon gate sour, and then the roots will oot penetrate 
It. Tbe only plants whloh are worth potting up later in 
the season are ‘’Geraniums" and Fuchsias, and the last- 
named may, If proteoted, be left In the ground all winter. 
Do not let Palme get too dry; it la not well to go from one 
extreme to tbs other. Muoh good will be done by sponging 
the (ullage. 

Outdoor Garden. 
The Dahtlae have bed a pretty good time thle season- 

At ths time of writing my beds of Dahlias are very full of 
blossoms. It Is a pity that a single night’s frost will soon 
spoil all this beauty. Those who have a demand for out 
flower* might find an advantage In growing eome of the 
dwarf Pomponea and Cxotus varieties In pots. In tome 
iDstanoee where I have seen this done the suoceas ha* 
been rery encouraging. The pote may be plunged out In 
summer. White Dahlias are always lu demand for 
deooration. As soon as the frost blaokens the growth of 
the plants In the bede, out down the tops end dig up the 
tubers, and after drying them pack them away in a dry 
place, safe from frost. Holly hook-outtiogs rhould now be 
(lotted up In single pots aod plunged In a cold pit or frame 
Cuttings with me have been very aucoemlul: the loeeee 
have not bten 6 per oent. Tuberous Begonias should be 
lift'd out of the bed now. It 1s beet to take shem up 
before the frost Injures them, though they are not at all 
deli ;ate If not ooddlod In beat. The tubersmay he packed 
In sand In a dry oellar. All the warmth required Is to keep 
the plaoe above fresilng-polat, or rise oover heavily with 
mate or straw when the frost sets In sharp. Cannas may 
be kept with almost as little trouble as Begonias, but do 
not let tbs frost bite them too herd before lifting them. 
Chrysanthemums against walls must be properly scoured. 
It would be easy and not expensive to proteot the pleats 
on walls with tiffany or oanvas when the frost oomes, aod 
Chrysanthemums play euoh an Important part In our 
home deooration now everything possible should be done 
to save them. Any Violets not yet put lu frames or pote 
for winter should have attention at ooo*. Only those 
plants whloh have been grown thinly are worth lifting. 

Pratt Garden. 
Finish root pruning. Young trees whloh are making tco 

muoh growth may be lifted and replanted eltber In the 
earns or other positions as soon as the leaves are ripe, 
without waiting for them to fall. Wall-tree9, suoh as 
Paaohes and Aprloote, may have tha root* lilted and 
brought near the surface, if the character of tho eumuier 
growth has been too groe* When a tree rnakee wood 
whloh le too strong to ripen properly,give attention to the 
roots by lifting in the case ot young trees, aud by working 
under the ball and cutting the downward root* In the oaee 
of old trern which oaonot be managed In any other way. 
Continue to make preparation! for planting young trees 
wherever there la room. There may be rather too many 
Apple* and l’ear* In some gardens this veer perhaps, but 
In a general way no one hat too muon flrat-olsss fruit, 
especially now we are all market gardeners. In very old 
gardens the fruit-trees are often In a bad oonditlon, and 
the thing Is omitted, beoause the work, If properly done, 
meant expedition. In eucb oases the old trees ihould be 
cleared out, the borders remade, and young tree* planted. 
It may not be possible to do all In one, or even in two 
years, but, whatever la done, do It well, and then the re¬ 
sult will be satisfactory. It it time now to gather all (lie 
late Pears and Apples. In most, gardens I expoct this 
work It completed, as the eeasou is an early one, and tbe 
leaves are falling early. It it time all late Grapes were 
rips oow, even where fire-heat has not been muoh used. 
Keep all foliage In late vineries clear of the glass, and 
promptly remove decaying berries, ebould any appear. 

Vegetable Garden. 
Asparagus seeds are not ollen sown In autumn, but 

there la nothing lost, and perhaps something gained, by 
sowlog as toon as the seeds are ripe. Green Basil is nearly 
always in demand for flavouring, or, at least, would lie If ft 
could be had. Lite-sown plants, or those which were out 
down In summer, potted up niw will be useful for ploklog 
from during tbe first part of the winter. A supply of 
Green Tarragon and Chervil should alto be thought of. 
All plants, suoh as Cardoons, Celery, Geeks, and salad 
plants, which require blanching In fers fit for use, should 
be closely watched now, an 1 every fine day token advan¬ 
tage of. (Incumbers in heated bouses Intended for winter 
use should he brought on steadily, using the ringer aud 
thumb to keep them within bound* Thick planting is a 
disadvantage It tbe plants are to do useful work through 
tho winter, and I never stop the leading shoots till they 
have travelled several feat up the ratter*. It adds ao 
much to the vigour ol the plants if they are allowed to 
have their head* a little at the heglnnlog. Sprinklings of 
freeh turfy nompost are very desirable. It tend* to keep 
the atmosphere pure and tweet, as well a* affording sup- 
port to the root*. Gather late vegetables for mixed 
ploklea These will Include Cauliflowers, email Cucum¬ 
bers, Chillies, Ridlsh-pods, Ao. Lettuoss and Endives 
whioh are full grown, or nearly so, must be protected In 
some way. Where I here are spare frames the nlanta oan 
be lifted with balls of earth and planted therein, though 
they will be cults safe for enme lime yet outside if ooversd 
on frosty nights with dry Kern or old mats, or oanvas laid 
over the plants will he sufficient for some time to come. 

K Hubdat. 

being dwarfsr than usual, but the blossoms not to extra 
forward at might have been expected from the forcing 
character of the season. The Michaelmas Daisies, again, 
are flowering later than usual, but very finely, and with 
the stately and beautiful Pyre thrum uiiglrioeum (by the 
way, I never tire of admiring this most elegant and grace¬ 
ful plant), Dahlias, Japanese Anemones, Atrloan and 
Frenofa Marigolds, and lata spikes of the Torch Uliss 
render the garden still as gay or gayer than ever. Be¬ 
gonias, too, are brighter and fuller of flower than ever. 
This cool, yet mild, moist, and showery weather is Just what 
they fairly revel in, and only that so many of the plaots 
and tbe seedling* of this year in particular received euoh 
a oheck from the aoorohlog they had in August, the beds 
would Indeed present a grand appearance now. 
Veronioas are oxpital town plants, and a nlos batch ol 
tbe different shrubby varietlea, grown in 5-ineh or 6-1 nob 
pots, are Invaluable for furnishing winlow-boxes, con¬ 
servatory decoration, and so forth. For the former 
purpose nloe dwarf plant* of the evergreen Euooymuess 
in variety, Auoubas, Box, small Conifers, ho., are all very 
well, and, Indeed, indispensable when there Is nothing 
else to bs bad ; but as long as It is possible I like to have 
at least a few flowers, If only In tbe front row. Very 
dwarf Obryssothemume of the large-flowering kind* from 
outting* Inserted In July, or layers taken In August, will 
now be very useful, both for window-boxes and oonaerva¬ 
tory deooration. It is really surprising how well snob 
plants bloom, oontiderlog the time and manner of propa¬ 
gation, but It la not unoommoo for plants but little more 
than a foot In height. In 6-lnob pots, to oarry three or four 
flowers, saoh nearly aa Urge aa tbe top of the pot itself. 
No doubt tbe time is coming when we shall have a raoe of 
large-flowered Chrysanthemums that oan be grown In tbs 
ordinary way to a height of 2 (set or 3 feet only, but in 
the meantime these late-etruok cuttings are exlremrly 
usetui, aod so are the out down plants. It it somewhat 
surprising that this last-named method it not more gene¬ 
rally adopted, by those whole houses ars of low pilch 
particularly, but I think ths drawkaok Is that people are 
really afraid to out their plants down In tbs neoesrary 
manner. Where the rool of the greenhouse or conserva¬ 
tory Is thlokly covered with olimbers these should now bs 
reduoed aa (eras possible, as tbe plants beneath will nerd 
all the light and sun they oan get for tbe next few months. 

D. O* U. 

THS) COMING WEEKS WORK. 

Extracts from a garden diary from October 
21 ot to October ‘28lh. 

Rearranged one of ths herbaoeoua borders. The plants 
have been several yean without removal, and some have 
outgrown tbelr position, and a few, Including several 
Phloxes whloh are superseded by better kind* of the name 
colour, will not be again planted. Carnations will be more 
planted. The border has been trenobed and well manured, 
and In replanting groups varying In sixe will bs planted 
Instead of ao many single plant*. Half a doten plants are 
more edsotlve than one or two, but In tbs oats ol small¬ 
growing things more than half a dozen may be used to 
form a group—In dot, there need be no special number. 
We shall make tbe groups to fit the position. I dislike 
regular planting, aqd I also dislike straight, formal bor¬ 
ders. These straight borders are a remnant ol tbe ribbon 
borders of the past. In tbe present case the border le oot 
a formal one; it is backed up with ehrubs, some of which 
Jut out into the border. I find these reoessea very effec¬ 
tive when filled with euoh plants as Whits I.lllts, Dtl- 
phlniums, Hollyhocks, Tritomar, and other tall things 
which look well In masase. In front of these oome masses 
of Anemone jsponioa. Phloxes, single and double Sun¬ 
flowers. P) rethrum uliglnosum it very tffcotlve in a large 
mass Just now. Ol oouree, in arranging thee* border* 
plants In flower are not disturbed. I always And late- 
blooming subject* are beet transplanted lu February, or 
later, and the early-flowering thing* in autumn, and no 
garden is furnished properly without Gaillardlae, and tbe 
flowers are so valuable for outting. A good batch in a 
border of Galllardla grandlflora furnishes a handful of 
flower* whenever required. Laid down late Brooooli with 
heads to the north, banding up tbe stems with soli, as In 
the event of very severe weather the etrms are the most 
vulnerable part*. Veltch'e Autumn Brooooli have been 
laid In In oold pits, a few being left In the beds to take 
tbelr ohanoe. It takes a sharp frost to Injurs the hearts, 
as the leaves fold over olosely. Finished earthing up 
Celery and Leekt. Tied up more Lettuces and Endive to 
oome on in succeeelon. We have a heap of dry Braokeu 
In one of the shede, and abould frost set In ths Bracken 
can be laid ovrr tbe plaots In a few minutes, aud no harm 
will be done. Thla dry Bracken is (ootid very uaetul for 
protecting Tea Roses, or to place over and around any¬ 
thing tender, ot supposed to bn tender, and it is one of 
tbe nest protections for cold pita in which tender plant* 
are e'ored. The housta In whioh the Chrysanthemum* 
are placed are still very freely ventilated, not. being alto¬ 
gether closed at night. It is important that, the leaves be 
kept healthy to tbe last, and tbie can only- be done in a 
freely ventilated house, with the frost Juet kept out. 
Manured and trenched * piece of laod for planting out 
Brier stocks for budding. It la alwaya desirable to get 
them out aa early in the season as possible. It le also very 
desirable to deal liberally with the etook, and there are 
alwaye fewer deaths when ths surfaoe receives a liberal 
mulch ol manure. Moved Cineraria* from oold pit to cool 
house. The early plant* are now receiving liquid-manure, 
weak, at every watering. Finished pruning Vine* In early 
bourn. Foster's Seedling Is a verv useful Grape when 
foroed, and it set* well, and dot* well In pot*, but it le no 
uee, the berriee being too (mail, exoapt for the first early 
orop. I think more might be done with Golden (Jueen 
where Muscat* oannot be grown. 

Work In tb* Town Garden. 
[* oontlnued mild weather is extremely favourable to 

lopineniof autumn-flowering plant*. The frequent 
I, too, have refreshed tblogs generally, lo r, remark, 
rooer, aod gardens that receive a wU'MaMBV it. 

ars looklog better now than at any time during the 
'**eon. Chrysanthemums ot the early or OjtnpMcp 
(I iwerlng varieties are blooming splendidly, thri plant!* 

4643. -Colours of violets.—Marls l.iulee (mauve- 
lavender-blue. with white eye), Comte de Brazza (double 
while), Mm*. Millet (violet purple, shaded red), De Farme 
(pale lavender-purple) —E. H. 
"HJUtayrlo'Louliie leone of the beet of Violet*, aod a 
g-sat Ir.vcuriyi with idl -Wbo o*.» for thews flower*. Tho 
onlour Is jeveodi r-lHfLwhe eyi.white. Comte de Brazza 
has white flower*, lime. Millet, reddish-purple, and on thii 
ivy«<urit’-cry riL1 rWUifiri De P‘roe, purplish lavender, * 
vs'ry pleasing sbade of diiouV.-O T. 
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FHBNS. 

TASTEFUL FERNERIES. 

By the exercise of a little taste in grouping suit¬ 
able plant* together with Ferns, the effect of 
both is considerably heightened—a fact that 

should not be lost sight of by all who intend to 
take in hand the arrangement of the plants in a 
fernery or conservatory in a natural and easy 
manner. This grouping is a practice happily 
gaining ground, and one that, well carried out, 

cannot be too much commended. The rockery 
over the little poolin the fernery in our illustration 
is composed of a porous stone, and the Ferns and 
Mosses sow themselves in abundance all over it. 
The little fringe round the edge is almost ent irely 
covered with self-sown plants, growing simply 

on the rock without soil, the tools of many 
hinging down in the water. 0. 

THE PARSLEY FERN (ALLOSORT78 

ORIS PUS). 
I cannot any why this plant received it* English 

name, for certainly 1 never could seo any 
resemblance to Parsley in it; but, nevertheless, 
it is one of the most beautiful plants that I 
know. I am asked the above question by 
“Emma Chadwick,” who, itappears, has collected 

some plants in Devonshire, and brought them 
into the South of London, and she asks if it 
will grow in the open air, and she also enquires 
if there are any recorded varieties of it ? Well, 
to all these questions I will cuminenoe with the 

last one first, and that is, I have not noticed 
any variation in the plant wherever I have 
seen it worth recording, and I have gathered it 

in Scotland at good elevations ; alto id We|t?l 
moreland and in LanuUhiro,1 and inVNJrW 

Wales. This is the ^lant whioh Linna-us oalled 
Pteris crisps, and it is found plentifully enough 

in Sweden, his native country, as it is in almost 
all parts of Europe. I have, however, never 
been fortunate enough to see it wild in Ireland, 

although I have searched for it in its recorded 
habitats. Bernharde, who was a professor of 
botany at Erfurt, in Germany, removed it to the 
present genus early in tho present century, 

because it had no special indusium or covering 
for the sori, which is a special feature in Pteris. 
Ib is, however, a lovely British Fern, having a 
slender, creeping rhizome, from which the fronds 

are produoed. These fronds are deciduous, and 
the plant, although perfectly hardy, will not 
thrive in the open air where “Miss C." 
posted her letter from. I should the rather 

advise her to put the plant or plant* into a well- 
drained pot and place the roots between some 
pieces of sandstone mixed with loam, and to 

keep this in a cold houee, or a cool greenhouse ; 
the fronds will soon die off, and the plant can ho 
kepi, in a nice moist friable condition, which will 
preserveflie slender rhizomes sound and well,and 

towards the end of April or the beginning of 
May the bright-green fronds will begin to 
appear, aud charm evory beholder j these in 
the sterilo ones aro somewhat spreading, bnttho 

fertile ones aro erect, and the underside is 
wholly sporaniferoue, having a slight difference. 
It does not like the sun, but delights in a moist 

shady place, but foul air or stagnant moisture 
must be avoided. J. J. 

4063.—Making a tennis-lawn. — To 
make a lawu fit to play upon by sowing seed 
will requiro at least ten mouths from the present 
time before it is in a fit condition to use. By 

laying down turf it will be in good condition as 
oarly nnxt year as it is rtquired. Whether it is 

ini ikt'mliv’turf now or seed sown next April it 
bhouMi A ^drained if there is the slightestJcL’inch 
of watir laying under it from heavy rains A 
gravelly soil require no addition in the shltps 

of ashes under the turf. If the soil is dog 
deeply over and made perfectly level, rolling it 

down quite firm before the turf is laid. Any 
irregularities of the ground will be so much 
more easily seen when the tnrf is laid than 
before. If “ Daydon” decides to sow seed, the 
soil should be dug up roughly, allowing the 
weather to pulverise it thoroughly. Choose a 

dry day about the middle of March to finally 
level it and rake off any stones from the surface. 
Lawn Grass seed should be sown at the rate of 

60 lb. to the sere ; it is better to sow the seed 
thickly t han otherwise. The early part of April 
is a good time to sow the seed, choosing, if [■ossible, a day previous to a shower. A tennis- 
awn made from freshly-cut turf, or even from 

seed, cannot be rolled too muoh, providing the 
weather is suitable.—8. P. 

4707.—Campanulas in pots.—Perhaps 
you are too impa.ient, as Campanulas, as a 
rule, are very easily grown, and a few slips 
taken off strike easily even in a window, bloom¬ 
ing freely when the plants get a fair size. In 
cottage windows, especially, one sees them in 
perfection, and there is a large number of types 

—C. Barrelieri, C. fragilis, and others. C. Bar- 
rclieri is a dropping variety, like all the others 
for this purpose, and blooms with very great 
freedom, the flowers like little stars, and blue in 

colour. The shoots trail about delightfully, 
hanging down for some way over tho pots or 
baskets as the case msy be, and bearing blooms 
with remarkable freedom. It is on that account 

very suitable for suspended pots or baskets. 
C. oarpatioa is, I think, the epecies most com¬ 
monly grown. The flowers are comparatively 
largo, and of a blue oolour in the type, but those 
of the variety alba are, as suggested by the 

name, white. I have also seen C , or as it is 
more often oalled, Platycodon grandiflorum, 
vory well grown in biskets, the large flowers 
almost hidiDg the growth. Its ehoots, when the 
growth is robust, will sometimes hang down quite 

2 feet, and make a brave show of colour. But the 
two best for windows or baskets are C. isophy lla 
and the white form, the tjpe being a blue- 
flowered kind. This is very easily grown, and is 
exceptionally free. A moderately Tight but rich 

soil hhould be used for Campanulas—say made np 
of loam, peat, rni leaf mould in equal portions, 

whilst a fair amount of sand should be added. 
You must not pot firmly, which it different to 
general practice, and abundance of water is re¬ 
quired. It is quite a mistake to think (hat 
theroare any difficulties to overoome, as from first 

to last their culture is noit easy. During the 
winter the soil must be kept drier than in sum¬ 
mer, and when the spring comes large plants 
may be divided and others potted on. Too 

much sun is hurtful. You need not havo larger Sots than 5-inch size, and let the shoots hang 
own gracefully all round.—C. T. 

— All of this family thrive best in sandy 
loam, mixed with a third or fourth of leaf-mould 
and good drainage ; if the loam is at all heavy 
or rough add a Tittle peat and plenty of sand. 

I’lantB of the smaller growing kinds mentioned 
should bo shaded from very hot sun in summer, 
and with free ventilation and careful watering 
they will grow and flower freely and well. 
They will be all right for the winter in the frame, 

if matted up well and kept dry in cold weather 
—that is, unless the frost is very severe, when 
they would be refer in the sunny window of 

a warm room.—B. 0. R. 

4656—Spring bulbs —Plunging tbo pots 
containing ihe bulbs in a bed of aches means 

covering them with the fine sifted material, but 
ashes is not the beet material for the purpose ; 
Cocoa-nut-fibre answers best, or leaf-mould. 

They should be plunged out-of-doors, aud the 
reason for this treatment is, that the bulbs 
should form roots before growth is made, and 
this treatment is best for the emission of roots. 

Ashes sometimes injure the growth*. A cup¬ 
board heated by hot-water pipes is about the 
worst place that oould be imagined to place 
newly potted bulbs ; they would be forced into Kowth before roots could he formed, and would 

drawn up spindly and weak in the extreme. 

—J. D. K. 
4595.—Making le&r-murare-The leaf of the 

Beech and Oak make muoh the best leaf-eoll, and the 
protect It its | etoelitut time to commence operation#. 
Colleot leave# from the road-etdr, or get permission to 
«*.o «c d eoo t pi titit (n jt l'eee ti eee Pile the whole 
together and turn ft a few timet until they are thoroughly 
de.W’itd. Ttst flora the rout side le beet. heoiu*e It 
wmUre a good Me©? grit *r.d tone dropping*.—P. V. 
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aalicifolia, tke Willow-leaved Spirnia ; the stems 
are eroct, the flowers roso-colourod, and pro¬ 
duced in lax panicles during the months of May 
and June. It was introduced In 1820 from 
Nepaul, and is quite hardy. The yellow oolour 
of the decaying leafage makes it attractive in 
the autumn. 

The White Beam-tree-leaved Spirjia (S. 
s rkefolia) is one of the finest of its race, and 

(rows taller than any hitherto mentioned, rising 
to nearly 10 feet high in a good soil and position. 
It is now classed as a variety of S. discolor, and 
was introduced by Douglas in 1827 from North- 
West America. When once established the 
{growth is free, donse, and graceful, heightened 

in beauty by a profusion of groenisn-white 
flowers in July. Individually they are of little 
importance, but raised in the large clusters, 

which bend the shoots down with their weight, 
aro showy and effective. Plants may bo verv 
readily propagated by layers. The English 
name was suggested by the leafage, which is not 
unlike that of the European Beam-tree (Pyrus 
aria). A shrub of this noble character, especially 
when in full bloom, is utterly spoilt if choked 
up in a common shrubbery. It should be cer¬ 
tainly set off with a background of dark-leaved 
shrubs, but stand quite isolated, when it will 

grow to large and imposing dimensions. Then 

S. hyperktkolia, or Italian May, as it is 
sometimes callod, by reason of the white Haw¬ 

thorn-like flowers, makes an attractive bushy 
plant, the growth pleasiDg and graceful. The 
stems are elegant and arch gracefully, and 
crowded with flowers in the summer season, 
when they have a charming effect in the gar¬ 
den. The type has been ioDg in English 
gardens, as it was cultivated by Parkinson in 
1 f»40, whilst it may be used to form a hedgo as 

well as a distinct specimon. It is easily raised 
by layers or suckers, and when allowed to grow 
in its own pleasing way is one of the most 
attractive of the Spirieas ; but there are many 
varieties, somo finer than the paront one, known 
in nurseries under various names. 

8. Reevesiana, or S. cantoniensis, under which 
name it is also known, is sometimes classed as 
S. lanceolata, but the two are distinct; and 

both form attractive garden shrubs, the first 
named the finer of the two. S. Reevesiana grows 
about 3 feet in height, the flowers white, pro¬ 
duced in fairly large clusters, and in such pro- 

TREES & SHRUBS 

SHRUBBY SPIR.EAS. 

The Spirieas aro beautiful flowering shrubs, all 
more or less of value in the garden. Thoy are 
generally of graceful growth, moderately tall, 
though some are quite dwarf and bushy, and 
they flower profusely over a long season, often 
keeping up a scattered succession from summer 
until the end of autumn. Few shrubs are easier 
to grow, but in many gardens they are choked 
up with other things. Almost any soil will 
suffice, and it is easy to increase the stock by 

layers or suckers. 
S. Bumalha, a variety of S. callosa, represents 

well the dwarf and bushy section, and it haB 
come more into note of late through the appear¬ 
ance of a very distinct and acceptable variety, 
in whioh the flowers are of a much richer colour 
than in the type. The typical S. Bumalda grows 
about 2 feet in height and is hardy, creating a 
pretty picture when planted in front of other 

shrubs to form a base, or in tho shrubbery ; not 
tho choke-muddle arrangement usually seen, but 
where tho several things are boldly grouped 
togethor. A mass of this form by itself makes 
also a happy feature, the flowers boing of a rose 

colour, produced in bold flat clusters, and when 

Juno a mass of white. It is also used for 
forcing in spring. There is a pretty double 
variety with white flowers. The true lanceo¬ 
lata of gardens is quite dwarf, and an attractive 
bush when smothered with the white bloom. 

S. Ltxdleyaka is a noble species, remarkably 
distinct in appearance, and a fine garden shrub, 
producing a wealth of long pinnate foliage, 
delicate green in colour, and of charming grace, 

especially when sot off by the bold plumy clusters 
of white flowers. It also blooms ver 
the seasou—the month of August—wi 

It also blooms very late in 
len com¬ 

paratively few trees and shrubs are in flower. 
Unfortunately, this beautiful Spiricn, being from 
tho Himalayas, is not so hardy as many others, 
but in the suburbs of London I have seen it need 
well in a distinot bod on the surroundings of the 
lawn, whore the soil is light and warm, and the 
position not exposed. A happy picturo is thus 
produced, as its leafage is very elegant; and in 
more southern counties whore well placed the 

shoots will rise to nearly 10 feet in height. It 
is also a good shrub to mix with other things for 
contrast if allowed to develop its own charac¬ 
teristic graceful habit. 

The Plum leaved £i-ik<ka (S. prunifolia) is 
best represented by its double variety (flore- flena), which is a lovely shrub when well grown ; 

ut, unfortunately, it is too often deprived of 
true beauty through neglect, by planting it any¬ 
how amongst other things, and not permitting 

the growth to develop in its own characteristic 
wav. It will thrive in ordinary soil, and 
although a native of sunny Japan, is very hardy, 
producing in the month of May a profusion < f 
double white flowers, each like a charming little 
rosette. Liko many of the other Spiral as, it 
remaius in bloom over a long season, and may 
be made far better use of than crowded up in a 

common shrubbery, very often a mass of good 
things stifled to doath through ignorant plant¬ 

ing. _ V. C. 

4700 — Araucaria (Monkey Puzzle).—A 
largo quantity of fresh loam will certainly help 
your tree ; but when this Pine commences to 
fail in its lower branches very little in the way 
of ronovation can bo dono. I once had a largo 

avenue of these under my caro, and two of them 
having grown too closo together to allow of a 
roadway between, the gate was placed on one 
side. Before deciding to do this several cart¬ 
loads of soil were removed from around one of 

the specimens and replaced with loam- The 
plant so treated grew away considerably be- i’ond its follow ; but had it lost any of the 
ower branches they could not have been 

replaced. This noble, and yet formal plant, is 

not suited for many soils. It will grow in 
almost any for many years, but just as it is 
attaining noble dimensions the roots reach 
uncongenial subsoils, and the lower branches go 
off rapidly. The first signs of this are evidenced 
by the needles turning rusty, and after that the Elaot is soon spoilt. A gravelly, and yet oool 

ottom, with a moist surface soil, is what they 
luxuriate in. My plants ranged from 30 feet 
to 60 feet high.—P. U. 

- I have repeatedly pointed out that the 

A Shrubby Spiren. 

in full perfection very effective. The variety 
named Knap Hill Crimson has flowers of an 
intense crimson colour, but in other respects 
resembles the parent, blooming over a long 
season. It is a snort. A shrub with flowers of 
such rich and uccidcd colour is adapted for 

planting in distinct beds on the turf or against 
dark-leaved things to bring out the full depth 
of tho clusters of crimson bloom. 8. Bumalda 
is not ono of the hardiest of the Spirieas, and it 
is important not to plant it in a very oold spot, 
or where the soil is poor. 

S. callosa or 8. japonioa, its synonym, is a 
lovely dwarf shrub, an indispensable Spiraa, 
and a native of Nepaul and Japan. Fortunately 
it is not rare, and may be seen in all good 

gardens, where its graceful stems rising between 
3 feet and 4 feet in height have a fine effect when 
enriched with tho deop rose-ooloured flowers. 
8. callosa, however, varies much, and amongst 
the several varieties occur some that thoroughly 

deserve attention. The white form—alba—is 
dwarf and makes a neat, shapely, and bushy 
shrub, the flowers white, and as in the type and 
all its forms, continue to appear for months until 
cut off by frosts. Splendens has flowers of 

richer colour, semperflorens (red), atrosanguinca 
(crimson), and superba (grcenieh-wlfit?), but this 
scarcely justifies ia:ubiorv.c(iVV'htlsywrittad. f 1.( 
callosa we may refer to another dwBH speoiee( 
8. bella, whioh bears seme resemblance to 8 

it is one gains a correot idea of its beauty, the 
heavy clusters of flowers standing out in bold 
relief from the leafage. 1 like to sen snch shrubs 
as those isolated on the Orass, such as a bank 

near tho waterside, whore ithas afino appearance, 
and fortunately any free soil will suffice. Tho 
moro vigorous Spirieas require a little attention 
in pruning from time to time to keep the shrubs 

within bounds,and prevent degeneration through 
an ovorcrowdcd inass of growth. 

8. Thukberoi ia now fairly common, and its 
merits as a shrub for early forcing are recog¬ 
nised, the slender shoots covered with small 
white flowers being of great use for cutting. 
The shrub assumes a graceful form, and is the 

first of the Spirieas to bloom ; but, apart from 
its flowers or value for forcing, 8. Thunbergi is 
worth planting for its foliage alone, which in 
autumn assumes a splendid crimson oolour, in¬ 
tensely rich, and remarkably uniform, every 
leaf being of this fine colour. Last autumn was, 
owing to tho wot,comparatively sunless weather, 

very poor for foliage effects, but the leaves of 
this Spiraea were as bright as in dry sunny sea¬ 
sons, and stood out conspicuously from the 
green foliago associated witn it. Large clumps 

in the garden are worth looking at in tne 
altumn, and have a delightful effect. It wtis1 
lijbKRluced from Japan, and is perfectly hsnly, 

SprovTng one of tho best things we WW YeWivell 
"from that land of flowers. I in R A 
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the greatest care is taken of the specimens there, 
they are an utter failure, the lower branches 
dying off. I do not know whether they ire there 
now, but formerly several Monkey Puzzles dis¬ 

figured the beautiful park at Greenwich, and 
why they were planted in suoh a plaoe, near to 
lovely groups of Thorns, is a mystery. The 
fact is, those responsible for the smaller gardens 
know nothing about trees, shrubs, and plants 
as a rule, ana 1 should advise you to get rid 

of the Araucarias and put in somo really boauti- ... .... . 
ful things, as the Weigelas, and many other growth itself is very characteristic, the branches 
shrubs that have been recommended from time very leafy, and the foliaon in mitnmn t.»lra» nn 
to time for small gardens. Yon cannot save splendid colours- __ 

your trees. Top-dressing of the best loam mixed chocolate. The season of' flowering has’been 
with manure might give temporary benefit, but greatly prolonged by getting new late-blooming 

types, which carry on the period of flower- 
s+ttovc*; beauty until the end of July. The semi-double 

flowers, and’spoiling the beauty of the shrub. 

Muoh advance has taken place with this group 
in recent years. The flowers individually are 
much larger, broader, and splendidly coloured, 
the shades of crimson and scarlet in particular, 
fiery masses, which light up the scenery with 
brilliant beauty. If you have a piece of wood¬ 

land, sheltered from the east wind, and the soil 
is of proper description, there you may grow to 

perfection these shrubs, and no place is better 
for them than a clearing in woodland. The 

very leafy, and the foliage in autumn takes on 
splendid colours—crimson, bronzy-green, and - 

WINTER CUCUMBERS. 

Where a supply of Cucumbers has to be main¬ 
tained throughout the winter months, a certain 
amount of forethought is necessary. It must 
be remembered that Cucumbers are lovers of 
sunlight and long days, and under these condi¬ 
tions the plants grow and fruit freely enough, 

but not so at midwinter. At this time, unless - At this time, unless 
the treatment is judiciously carried out, the 
r’ ‘ ._ .. 

Fitful supplies are often sec 

Cucumbers are looked for, a 
what should bo aimed at. As is w 

case, the plants aro spoiled at the”first, they 
may have been planted all right and also grown 
in a suitable structure, but are ruined in the 
oarlier stages and quite unable to bear the 

plants will hardly grow, let alone bear fruit. 

ired, but where 
regular supply is 

generally the 

THB KITCHEN GARDEN. 

SHALLOTS AND GARLIC. 

In reply to queries, these plants are in every 
way so nearly related that cultural notes given 
in reference to the ono may sufoly be taken as 

suitable for the othor. Except in raro in¬ 
stances, however, their cultivation is somewhat 
neglected, a circumstance owing no doubt to the 
fact that there is not muoh demand for them. 
That, however, ought not to bo accepted as a 
reason for neglecting their culture, for though 
we may be required to grow but few, it is surely 

l*’i|f. 3.—Qarli). 
Fig. 1. Common Shallot. 

strain which the dark days put upon them. 

That the plants may be in condition to fruit 
freely through tho autumn and early winter 
months is no reaeon that they should be allowed 
to do so. At that time Cucumbers are not 
looked for in quantity, and this being so, it is of 

no uee to lot the plants bear the strain which 
these early crops undoubtedly put upon them. 
With the plants worn out, as it were, it matters 
little what after-treatment is bestowed upon 
them, as rarely aro they able to reoruit their 
strength to prove satisfactory. The want of 
Cucumbers is generally felt throughout tho 
months of January and February, and particu¬ 
larly so during the latter month. I do not 
advise the same set of plants for the production 
of Cucumbers throughout the winter, as I like a 

set for producing fruits for the early part of the 
winter and another for the latter ond. By 
having two sets, the first batch may be relied 
upon until the end of January, and then at this 
time the socond butoh will commence to bear 

and will continue through what is generally the 

only temporary ; tho dead branches will not 

grow again, and half a Monkey Puzzle is not 
pretty. It is very woll to point to suoh speci¬ 
mens as at Powderham Castle, in Kew, or Drop- 
more, the branches sweeping the turf, but the 

olimate and position for them here are peculiarly 
suitable.—C. T. 

-This Is a most disappointing tree generally. In a 
few plaoea It does well, mostly in the maritime dietrlots. 
The trees require plenty of moisture. This hat been the 
likely cause of the bottom brancheedylng. If I had a tree 
In that oondltton I should grub it up ana plant something 
else mors reliable.—E II. 

46.17.—Mistletoe —There is no way to pro¬ 
pagate the common Mistletoe other than by 
inserting the seed in a notch out in the bark. It 

is parasitical on the Apple-tree, and is also 
fonnd on the common Poplar, also on the Haw¬ 
thorn, the Mountain Ash, the Maple, and other 
trees ; raroly upon the Oak. Home persons say 
that it is better to sow the seed on a natural 
oraok or depression in the bark of the trees. 
The ripe fruit may be pressed into the parts 

most suitable with the fingers gently, so as to 
break up the viscid substance, but not to injure 
the seed. The whito substanco will bo sufficient 
to keep the seed in its place, but birds may pock 
it off unless it is protected with wiro netting or 
some similar material.—J. D. E. 

4701.—Hardy Azaleas.—Hardy Azilnas, 
both the Ghent and Japaneso varieties, will do 
very woll where the soil is suitablo. Very 
little, if any, pruning will bo required. If 
muoh pruning is done there will be no blossoms 

for some time after. If the plants get lanky or 
straggling in habit, shorten back to put into 
shape, but otherwise the less pruning they have 
the better. Azaleas will not grow in a limestone 
soil. They succeed best in peaty land, but I 

worst season, as far as the production of winter 
Cucumbers is concerned. By relying upon two 
sots of plants, it must not bo imagined that 
extra space is neodod, as if room is scarce the 
saino numbor of plants as is generally grown in 
ono batch may be divided, and by arranging 

them in this manner a far greater number of 
fruite may be sccurod than relying exclusively 
upon one set and theso pluutod early. For the 
successful production of winter Cucumbers 

A suitable STRUCTURE is of the utmost 

importance, as unless this is light, efficiently 
heated, and so forth, their culture would be 
attended with difficulty. A good heating sur¬ 
face is most desirable, so that a comparatively 
high and equable tomperaturo can be oasily 

kept up. To tho want of this tho failuro of 
many winter Cucumbers may bo traced. Before 

commencing operations it will bo as well to 

consider the system under which thoy will bn 
grown, whethor in largo pots or in prepared 
beds. Pot culture has its advantages and dis¬ 
advantages, but personally I favour tho plant¬ 
ing out for the first or earliest batch and pot 
culture for the later—that is, where there is the 
convenience for carrying out the work in this 

way. When grown exclusively in pots it is 
most desirablo that a comparatively high tem¬ 
perature be maintained, for unloss tho pots can 
be plunged so as to derive benefit from bottom- 
heat, tho plants cannot make much headway. 
The pots boing surrounded with warm ferment¬ 
ing material, so as to generate a bottom-heat of 

SOdqgii,fjrfcha roots are kept actively at work, 
and when TOW is *0 the plants remain healthy 
ffitot !byerbr6pi«>d. I [This ffleriainly is the point 

where many fair with winter Cucumbers when 

loamy or peaty soil. If the ground is-d»qavy 
clay, for instance, you .sjmst have a part pent, 

about 12 inches or 18 inches in depth, iAtL-#iW 
an occasional top-dressing in after years. They 
require some amount of shelter, especially from 

cold easterly winds, which injure greatly the 

4 (£> Otftberlnsr Mushrooms. — Mushrooms 
>V.uldAl«As'b* pulled, notout, giving a slight tjrnsf; ft 
the bftnjl time, so as to bring the stalk clear away.1 ' Pull 
all that oan be found, and give the ground a light; 

sprinkling ol salt on the apDroach of rain after a goto! 
spell ol dry wtatber.—B 0. R. 
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first, and fruit should not bo allowed to form 
until actually required, and then only sufficient 
should be reserved to keep a steady supply. 
Plants which may be raised now and duly 

planted out have not only time to form vigorous ? lants before tho dull days arrive, but also to 
ruit heavily as well by tho same time. Al¬ 

lowing the plants to produco these surplus 
fruits is only wasting their energies and weaken¬ 
ing out before their time. It may appear waste 
to cut off the small fruits as they form, but this 
show is only fleoting, for sooner or later a 
collapso will come and the plants will refuse to 
grow, let alone produce fruit. The 

Raising op tiie plants for what should 
constitute the first or main batch should take 
place so that they can be planted out some 
timo during the month of September. By al¬ 
lowing them to become starved in small pots 
for tho want of planting out, and perhaps also 
smothored up with other subjects, is only to 
court failure. It is best to raise the plants 
singly iu .‘( inch pots. Particular care should 

be taken that tho small plants are kept to them¬ 
selves, so that a clean start may be made. The 
seeds after being sown should be plunged in a 
gentlo bottom-heat, and directly the seedlings 
appear through the soil elevate them to the light. 
Nor must the little plants be allowod to want 
water, which should bo tepid. The soil for 
theso wintor fruiters must also be lighter than 
is generally used for tho summor crop ; but this, 
of course, will be gauged by tho kind of loam 
at disposal. The soil I have to deal with boing 
heavy, tho roots work tho more freely when it 
is used in the proportion of ono half loam and 

one part each of pulverised horse-manure and 
leaf-soil, with pounded charcoal and old lime 
rubbish as correctives. With lighter soil to 
work with, use a third of loam. The formation 
of the beds, or rather mounds of soil the plants 
are to root in, will of courso depend upon the 
formation of the structure and also the arrange¬ 

ment of tho bottom-heat pipes. What is 
wanted is a genial root-run, with not to great a 
bulk of soil. Tho practice of using some 

fermenting material, either of woll-workod 
stable litter, or, what is better, litter and leaves 
in equal proportions, for placing under the 
mounds over the bottom-heat pipes, is not 
favoured by somo people. I do not think so, as 

I am cortain that a layer to the depth of a foot, 
and this trodden firmly, forms an effective 
barrier to the dry heat which ascends from the 
liottom-heat pipes. Do not lay it direct on to 
tho pipes, but over tho usual layer of broken 
bricks which surrounds the pipes. The roots 
thereby work the more freely and are not subject 

to fluctuations of temperature. Over this litter 
tho mounds should bo placed, arranging thorn at 

least !l feet apart. Whether turves will be 
needed to bo placed underneath will, of course, 
dopend upon circumstancos. Certain it is that 
turves are of benefit where they can bo used. 
A high and dose temperuture must be avoided, 
this forcing on the growth too much without 

that solidity so ossential for successful after 
returns. What is wanted is a oirculotion of air, 
tempered moro or less by artificial heat accord¬ 
ing to tho weather. To attempt to gain this 
thus early in the season without a judicious 
application of artificial heat will only result in 
attacks of mildew. 

The growths must be trained thinly, the 
main laterals being thinly disposed. The 
secondary shoots should be stopped at tho 
Becond joint, or what is known as one joint 
beyond iho fruit, whether fruit is expected to 
form or not, as this of course may be removed if 
not wanted. The shoots must be kept judiciously 
thinned out, and the larger leaves should 
also bo removed to let in the requisite amount 
of light. Nor must the roots have less atten¬ 
tion, as the soil must be kept at an even degree 

of moisture, taking the precaution, however, 
that the soil is moistened through. The roots 
must be kopt actively at work also by judi 
cious top-dressing and feeding up with clarified 
liquid-manure. Tho application of liquid 
manure may be easily overdone, however 
during midwinter. The growth at this time is 
at its lowest ebb, and applying liquid-manure 
too freely is apt to sour tne soil, with the result 

t!-.at the plants quickly take yxm, a sickly 
appearance. With a; {modi hjBatfcg sirftoi v 
command tho temperature may VtJMU? .:cp 
up during the night to 05 degs. with an extrl 
5 degs. on mild nights, allowing, of course, the 

natural rise by day. For the secondary batch 
the early part of November is quite time enough 
for planting. As I have previously remarked, 
this batch is host grown in large pots, and by 
being plunged in warm leaves, or fermenting 

litter and leaves mixed, satisfactory crops will 
be secured. Plants suoh as these may often be 
produced when grown in a stove, always taking 
the precaution to keep them away from insect- 
infected plants, especially those subject to 
mealy bug. A. 

ORCHIDS 

ODONTOG LOSSU MS. 

In answer to ‘‘Mao.," I should advise him to 
pot all those of O. crispum section, O. luteo- 

urpureum, and 0. Pescatoroi with other similar 
inaa at onoe, if they require it, but if not I 

would take away any decayed or old soil from 
them and renow with fresh. I have noticed 
that in somo plaoes this summer those plants 
have been somewhat punished by tho very hot 
season, and that they havo hardly boon ablo to 
maintain themselves. To all those people 

have rccommendod tho use of raised blindi 
which have the offect of maintaining a very 
much cooler atmosphere. With those persons not 
provided with a north house it has been difficult 
to koep them, but in such circumstances I havo 
advised thoso raised blinds to be permanently 

fixed, and to have another ono to roll up and 
down to cover it; besides this, the house to be 
kept in a nioo moist condition. The OJonto- 
glossums will now begin to grow and movo 
along comfortably in congenial weather, but I 
do not refer to 0. citrosmum or any of this 
seotion, which should now be resting and be 
kept quite dry. For this plant coming from 
a somewhat lowor elevation, requires this to 
cause it to flower, and it should bo potted or 
re-surfaced in tho spring when tho spikes begin 

to show, using good peat-fibre and ohoppod 
Sphagnum Moss in about cquul parts. 

Matt Bramble. 

crease of pleasure from this Orchid. It should 
be grown in a basket and hung up near the roof- 
glass, so as to have the sun and light, bnt yet 
not exposed to the hottest sun, but slightly 
shaded during the fiercest of its rays, in order to 
keep the plants of a good colour, and to prevent 

its being burned. The basket should be well 
drained, for as tho plant requires a great quan¬ 
tity of water during the season it is quite neces¬ 
sary that this should run away freely. The Slant must not oven be allowed to become very 

ry, or the chances are tho loaves would shrivel, 
turn yellow, and fall away ; and they cannot 

well be Bpared. Matt. Bramble. 

THE SIAMESE SACCOLABIUM 

(S. CCELESTIS). 

This beautiful plant, when I first saw it bloom¬ 
ing with Mr. Cobb, of Sydenham, a few years 
ago, completely took ine aback, it looked so ex¬ 
ceedingly elegant, and its light-blue colour, 
which is so rare amongst Orohids, was so 
charming. Now the forms sent by “ J. Meudook” 
are just the two extremes which I have seen the 
species before break into. This is an Orchid of 
which we know but very little, and I think the 
only plants that have reached this country have 

come home through M. Roebellin, and in his 
letter to Mr. Shuttleworth he said : “ The plants grew upon the baro trees in the Rice-fields of 

iam, which had boon left in tho clearing of tho 
ground for the planting of Rice.” Now, this at 
once gives an idea of the requirements of the 

species in question—great heat and abundance 
of moisture in the atmosphere. I do not thiuk 
it is a species that has been imported during tho 
past year or two, and I should advise Mr. 
Sandor or someone else to send us some more 
plants home, in order to kcop such afino Orchid 
before the eyes of tho amateur Orchid-lovors. 
In doing so there can be little doubt but 
some other fine things are Also to bo found, and 

so wo should obtain a fresh stimulant to culti¬ 
vate warm-house Orchids, for this one is so 
beautiful that it is beyond all praise. It 
belongs to the section having erect spikes of 
bloom, which aro produood freely, two of them 
upon a single stem, bearing from thirty to fifty 
blossoms, whioh are white at tho base, tipped 
with a bright, pure bluo, tho lip also being 

tipped with the same shade of blue, this in some 
varieties being a light blue, but in others darker, 
but beautiful in any shade. The plant is an 
erect grower, producing its leaves in a two- 
ranked manner ; these being about 6 inches long, 
which are keeled, thick, and fleshy in texture, 
with priemose ends, and deep-green in colour. 
The flower-spikes arise from tne base of tho 

leaves, erect, and about 9 inches in height. The 
spike from which the flowers now before me 

ire gathered is not much more than 0 inches 
>ut it does sometimes attain to a greater 

.nd I have measured the ol<::|tMkeB-!^>'mj 

me of the imported plants 10 inches in length, 
so that my friend may look forward 

466-2. — Sawdust as a manure. — 
That sawdust does not very readily decom¬ 
pose is cot (except where the soil is already 
surcharged with organio matter) a material 

objection to ite use as a manure. It should be 
remombered that in the moat fertile soils tho 
proportion of matter directly available to tho 
roots of plants is but a small fraotion of the 
whole. The beneficial action of by far tho 
greater part of tho organio matter contained in 
the soil is purely mechanical. In stiff lands 
sawdust, even in its undeoomposed state, acts 

beneficially by dividing and lightening the soil, 
and in both stiff and light lands, when it is 

decomposed, it increases tho power of the soil 
for absorbing and retaining heat and moisturo. 

In sandy soils the power of decomposed organic 
matter to hold back soluble fertilising material 

appliod to tho soil is a peculiarly valuable pro¬ 
perty. I am fully aware that many cultivators 
havo a strong objection to the using of sawdust 
as a manure ; but tho faot should not be lost 
sight of that almost all vegetable matter contains 
woody fibro, tho essential constituent of saw¬ 
dust. It is found in tho leaf-stock, the midrib 
and the veins of leaves, and even in flowers and 

fruit. Tho peculiar mechanical action of leaf- 
mould as a potting material is duo in great part 
to its partially decomposed woody fibre.— 

L. C. K. 

4616.—Packing Llllum8.—You might 
take tho bulbs up aud dry them oil’. Thousands 
of Lily bulbs aro anuually treated in this wa^ in 
this country, and by the Dutch and Japan trado 
growers. Tho bulbs aro not fouud to suffer any 
serious loss of vitality when dried off, but I 
should never treat them in this way unless 
circumstances compelled me to do so. It is not 
natural for Lilies to lose all thoir roots when at 

rost, and they oertainly stand more vigorously 
when the roots are preserved. I should lift 
thorn carefully, and pack in boxes in damp 
Cocoa-nut-fibro or Moss, in which they may 

remain through tho winter. The common white 
Lily must not be dried off, being now in growth. 

—J. C., RyJUet. 

4602.—Mealy bug.—The mealy-bug is a 

very difficult insect to got rid of when once it 
gets into a vinery. As soon as tho crop of 
Grapes and the leaves aro off, tho stems of tho 
Vinos and the roots should be scraped with a 
blunt knife to got off any loose bark. They 
should then bo thoroughly eleansed with a 

stillish brush, and painted over with tho follow¬ 
ing mixture : 2 lb. of flowers of sulphur, 2 lb. of 
soft-soap, and a wineglassful of turpentine. 
Should be made into a paste with a little water. 
Boil 1 lb. of Tobacco aud (! quarts of water in a 
closo vossel for an hour, strain it, and mix it 
with the paste witii enough water to make 
5 gals. Tho woodwork of the house should be 
washed with the same mixture, or dress the 
stems and rods with throe parts of day, one part 
of tar, mixed with enough water to make a 

paint.—G. S. S. 

4676. — Carnationa in a smoky 
district.—The Carnation is a plant that will 
do better than most in smoky districts. No 
better arrangement for the culture of the plants 
oould bo made than that suggested. The plants 
will do very well in the frames all through tho 
winter, ana should be planted in flower-pots in 

March, placing them out-of-doors until the pods 
are ready to burst open, when they may bo 
placed in the house with ample ventilation. 
Rotes would do well treated in the same way, 

$pjfrVft'inot 80 wel1 adapted for a smoky 
district as the Carnations ; in faot, the Rose 
like©f generally pines away in 
the .'of large smoky towns.— 
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BBYTON GRANGE. 

From Bury 8t. Edmunds to Bey ton is about six 
miles, and all who pass that way will see 
Bey ton Grange, for the charming house and 
pretty garden, so faithfully shown in the engrav- 
ing, stand by the roadside. It is the residence 

of Mr. Le Heup Cooksedge, and though it is 
little more than a roadside villa, yet it possesses 

a beautiful garden, which far exoeeds wbat is 
generally seen in suoh places. The house 
nestles down in front of some tall silvery Wil¬ 
lows. Its walla are entirely hidden with Ivy, 
whilst Roses and Clematises scramble over the 
porch, and our native large White Convolvulus 
beoomea a beautiful thing as it climbs up the 

face of the Ivy and its (lowers peer out from the 
dark green leaves. When I saw it last summer 
(1898) window-boxes filled with flowers varied the 
Ivy mantle upon the wall. A border round the 
house was filled chiefly with Marguerites, and 
well they looked in broad masses, with a fore¬ 
ground of Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums and the S;rey-leavod Cineraria maritiina, whilst a few 

ittle masses of deep-blue Lobelia gave variety of 
colour. The arches, which look so beautiful in 
the pioturo, loso none 

of thoir charm by an 
inspection. Gloiro do 

Dijon Roses and Cle¬ 
matises aro inter¬ 
mingled in wild, freo 
masses, forming huge 
wreaths of foliage and 
flower. The flower¬ 
beds aro all well filled 
with bedding plants 
of the usual type, but 
well grown and abun¬ 

dantly flowered. These 
beds, howovor, were 
not a repetition of the 

usual scarlet, yellow, 
and blue. They ex¬ 
hibited as much variety 

as is obtainable from 
this system. The old 

Gozania splendcne 
creeping about the 
ground and blended 
with Blue Lobrlia, the 

Purple Verbena venona 
associated with Flower 
of Spring Pelargonium, 
tho curious Salvia Hor- 
minimi with coloured 

bracts standing out 
from and above dense 
tufts of tho dwaif 
Tagctes, scouted- 
leaved Pelargoniums, 
and the cool grey- 
leaved Cineraria toned 

down tho bright masses 
ofothcr Pelargoniums; 
these were some of the 
Itetter and less com¬ 
mon charms of this 
bedding system. They 
were aimpln harmoni¬ 
ous combi nations 

whoso tauuty was not lost in the complexity 
of pattern arrangement. But with all this 
array of flowers, gorgeous in their summer 
dress, I missed tho fine hardy plants which 
would look well in somo of thoso beds, 

plants which by scent and fine form appeal 
to other senses besides that of sight alone, 
plants which when brought to our gardens 
and planted remain thore and increase in in¬ 
terest, size, and beauty as each season rolls 
round. There may be visionary delights in 
gazing upon these mosses of colour on a warm 
summer s day, but in the midst of the feast 

there will crop up memories of the past. How 
often does an early frost come and make the 
garden bare ! One frost, perhaps, will bo suc¬ 
ceeded by a month or six weeks of fine weather, 
in which such a garden has no enjoyment to offer. 
This should not be so, because selected hardy 
plants, cultivated as are the bedders, will flower 

as freely and continuously. It is only when the 
severer frosts come that they cease to bloom. 
There is abundant evidence at Beyton^Grange 

of the owner’s desire, but it is to bis h/ped that 
present realisations, thoughlgobdj WilKijoJfAjgl 
tent, but lead to the creation of something 
better and of a more permanent character. -H. 

HOUS9 ft WINDOW GARDENING. 

POTTING UP PLANTS FOR A WINDOW. 

Just before the first frosts arrive our gardens 
often contain many handsome plants well set 
with buds, which will certainly never open 

in the cold blasts of autumn. Amongst these 
there may be Marguerites, both white and 
yellow, which have grown into neat little bushes 
in the borders and are now in full bloom. Carna¬ 
tions, too, whioh have been late in forming 
buds from the drought or being put out late in 
the season are now throwing up tall spikes of 
bloom, destined to destruction unless taken into 

shelter in time. Abutilons, Brugmansios, and 
other semi-tropioal specimen plants will have 
grown too large for a window ; but yet there 
are plonty of smaller plants in most gardens 

which might be potted up with advantage and 
used for winter decoration during the dull days. 
Chrysanthemums, for instance, where thoir trowth is not too straggling, will flower much 

etter indoors than out in moat seasons, and 
these can bo raised without difficulty if the 

following plan can bo adopted about ten days 

Orn Rkadrim' Ilwhiratioich : Boyton Gram?*, Riiry St. Edmund*. Engraved for Gardrxiho Ii.m mtratkd 
from n j»li*»li ««*nl by Mr. Eilwnid l,»» IVcu|H torkwlge. 

before taking the plants up, their roots should be 
cut round at a sufficient distance from tho stem 
to make tho balls fit the pots into which they are 
to go ; a small sharp spade being used for this Surpose perpendicularly into the soil without 

isturbing it farther. Directly this is done, the 
plants to bo raised should have a good soaking, 
either with water, or, still better, liquid-manure 
or soot-water ; this will stimulate the cub roots, 
and induce them to throw out amassofsmall root¬ 

lets at once. When the plant is raised, a week or 
two later on, the ball of earth with these rootlets 
should be kept intact and merely placed in a 
drained pot, with a little rich soil to fill the 
interstices. If the plants are allowed to stand 
on a bed of ashes, sheltered from the sunshine 
by a north wall, for a few days after they are 
potted up, and well supplied with water, they 

will not feel the check, and will continue to Eroduce their blossoms as though still in the 
order, when they oan be placed in a sunnv 

window, giving them all the air and light which 
they con have. Chrysanthemums do best in a 
i'oont v-tljout a Are, as they object to dry heat, 

b joJub Vpt to be attacked by black arid WMK 
fljGPoxposed to it. A piece of spoDge with a 
basin of warm soap and wat«r should be always 

at hand to destroy the first comers of these 
insect pests, and an occasional syringing out-of- 
doors or watering overhead with a roBcd pot 
will be found useful to preserve the foliage of 

Chrysanthemums in full beauty. Carnations, 
and some varieties of Marguerites, are not so 

troublesome with regard to blights, while others 
aro specially subject to thrip and groen-fly. 
Prevention is better than cure in this matter as 
well as in everything else, and the constant use 
of a little clean soap and water, with sharp 
inspection of the tender shoots and the backs of 
tho leaves, will save a vast amount of trouble, 

and preserve the plants in full vigour. L. R. 

4071. — Window plants. — The plants 
named would keep better in a spare room than 
in a frame, unless the frame could be covered 
during frosty weather with an old carpet or 
plenty of straw, which would havo to be re¬ 
moved in mild weather, as plenty of air is 
necessary. But thoy are apt to damp off in a 
frame if too much rain reaches them ; also there 
is a danger from mildew settling on dead leaves 

or other matter, which must bo guarded against 
by picking off all decaying parte and keeping 

all sweet. The plants 
if put in the frame 
shouldstand onalayer 
of fine, dry ashes, 
and the pots should 
bo completely covered 
with the same mate¬ 
rial. They will then 
need but little water, 
only putting them out 

to a good mild rain 
occasionally ; the 
lights being raised, 

however, daily from 
ten to three o'clock 
by means of bricks in 
wet weather (so as to 
keep the rain off tho 
plants), and thrown 
right back in fine, 

mild weather ; closed 
completely only dur¬ 
ing frost, when tho 
glass must be covered 
as mentioned abovo. 
If the plants are taken 
intothehouee.asunny 

spare room, without 
a fire (except in frost) 

will suit them well, 
and they should have 
all the air and light 

possible, except dur¬ 
ing a sharp frost. 
When this occurs, the 
plants may be lifted 
from the window and 
placed in the warmost 

corner of the room, 
covered with news¬ 
papers, two or threo 
layers thick, which 
will keep out all but 
the severe frost, when 
they could be put into 

the kitchen window or into the sitting-room for a 

few days. All dead and dying leaves and stems 
should bo removed at once from them, and they 

will be the better for a little good top-dressing 
(of leaf-mould, sand, and loam), digging out the 
surface-soil to the depth of an inch or so, and 
replacing it with sweet, fresh compost. Water¬ 
ing must be done thoroughly, when at all, 
enough lukewarm water being given to run 
through the pot, and the saucers being emptied 

an hour afterwards ; but no water should be 
given again until the upper soil is dry enough 
to leavo no stain on tho finger placed on it. 
Each individual plant differs in its needs, 
according as it has strong roots, or is making 
growth ; all hard-and-fast rules, such as water 
once a week or twice a week, are therefore dan¬ 
gerous ; and the owner should look through the 

plants daily to supply that which is really 

needed, and that only.—L. R. 

4806.—Wooden labels.—Wipe them over with s rev 
Just moistened with thick whits point, rubbing it in well, 
adii leevirsr very little od. Write on them while »tlU wet, 
one! U®UfiwJs WilFlut as long ss the wood.—B. 0. R. 

wooden lobe'- ■*- 
-v.o 

mixture for painting 
con write upon them with 
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4607.—Plants for a cold greenhouse. 
—Chrysanthemum* which have been grown 
without high feeding will do fairly well in the 
unheated greenhouse if the blooms oan bo kept 
from damping, which is mainly a question of 
careful watering and ventilation. When oold 
weather seta in it should be possible to improvise 

a oover for the oold groenhouse, which could be 
rolled up on fine days. If this were done, many 

plants might bo grown without artificial heat, 
including Fuchsias, Myrtles, Camellias, Tuberous 
Begonias, Genistas, and Coronilla glauca. There 
are many beautiful things among ohoice hardy 
plants, such as Tree-P.coniet, Indian Rhododen¬ 

drons and their hybrids, Deutzia graoilis, Ghent 
and Japanoso Azaleas, Carnations, Laurnstinus, 
Jasminum nudifiorum, Parfugium grande, New 
Zualaud Flax, one or two of the hardy Fan Palms 
(Chamiurops), Dracaiua indivisa. There are 
plenty of oarly-floworing hardy plants that will 
be as beautiful and interesting under glass as 
the oommon greenhouse plants, with which such 
houses are usually filled.—E. H. 

- Some capital plants for an uuheated 
structure are Spines japonic* and S. palmata, 
Deutzia graoilis, Dielytra speotabilis, Hydrangea 
paniculate grandifiora, as well as the oommon 

kinds, Myrtles, Azaloa mollis var., Primula 
Sieboldi, P. obconice, P. japonioa, and others, 
Campanulas, such as C. pyramidali* (blue and 
white), P. fragilis, Ac , ohoice Auriculas and 
Carnations, Roses in pots; and for wintsr 
flowering Christmas Roses, Laurustinus, Violets, 
the hardy Cyclamens (C. ooum, 0. europnum, 
C. Atkinsi, tea.), and others. Even ths ordinary 

Chinese Primroses, single and double, are very 
nearly hardy when sown in a greenhouse or 
frame in May, and grown without any fire-heat 
whatever, though they will not bloom much 
until the days begin to lengthen. The Persian 
Cyclamens also are not injured by a few degree* 
of frost, if hardily reared throughout. Even 
Camellias may be managed well in an nnheated 
houso, especially if by mean* of thick coverings 
over the roof in severe frost only a few degrees 
gain entranoo. Another most useful class of 
plants for such a purpose are the shrubby 
Calceolarias, of whioh there are several very Cy varieties, all very nearly hardy. Tuberous 

nias may be wintered in a kitchen cupboard, 
and bloomed hero during the summer ; and, in 
fact, thero is no end to the possibilities of a 
sunny and well-managed oold glass struotore.— 
B. C. R. 

46.11.—Lemon scented Verbena —It is 
rather too late in the year to striko cuttings of 
the liemon-scented Verbena It is deciduous 

and should rest in winter. The plants ought to 
be cut back a little io the spring, and when the 
young shoot* have grown 2 inches or 3 inohes, 
some of them may be taken off with heels 
attached, and they will strike very froely in a 

hot bod, or in a little bottom heat in a forcing- 
house.—J. D. K. 

-This plant oxnnot be propagated by out- 
ting* without the aid of surrouuiling glass to 
koep the atmosphore quite moist for the leaves, 
while tho roots are in progress. But it is easy 
to strike a cutting of the young shoots (in a 
window, even) if covered by a tumbler or bell- 
glass, which should be taken off, and wiped dry 
every morning, replacing it, and keeping the soil 
quite moist. Tho oompost used should be nearly 
half sand, with ordinary loam for tho other half, 

and good drainage; whon the little plant 
begins to grow, the sheltering glass may be 

gradually removed, until the Verbena has become 
independent of it, after whioh it can be repotted 
(giving a rather rloher soil), or put into a warm 
corner out-of-doors, where it will grow luxu¬ 
riantly during the summer. In Devonshire 

these plant* usually survive the winter in the 
open air, doing especially well, if the collar 
{» « i the part of the plant whioh enters the 
ground) be well covered with dry ashos in 
autumn. In colder districts the Alovsia should 
be potted up and taken indoors in Hoptember. 

It is now vory late for striking cuttings ; the 
summer is the proper time, but it may still be 
tried.—I. L. R. 

1615.—QlorlofiA uu&erba.-llfjfeOs 
ti*l conditions of temperature can be obtai 

the Gloriosa is an easily-grown plant. The 
bulb* are now in their resting period, and remain 

quite dormant during the winter. They are also 
rather slow to start into growth in the spring ; it 

is generally Maroh or April before any growth 
is made. They might start more readily in a 
bottom-heat, but this is not really neces¬ 
sary. The bulb* should be repotted early in 
the year before any roots are formed ; the soil 
should be just moist enough to start them in a 
Cucumber-house or plant-stove. It is a hot¬ 
house plant, and good specimens will grow to a 

height of 6 feet or more, producing abundantly 
it* rich orange and red blossoms. It is liable to 
the attaoks of inseot pests, particularly thrips ; 
but it can be kept clean by daily syringing* 
when in growth. In autumn, when the plant is 
at rest, no water is needed until the spring, 
when growth begin* again. The flowers are 
striking and handsome, being also freely pro- 

duoocL— J. D. E. 

4611.—Freealaa.—The leaves of Kreeaias 
should not be long and drooping at this time of 
the year. They have been grown in the vinery 
ah too great a distance from the glass roof. 
When the bulb* were potted in August, the 
flower-pot* containing them should be plunged 
over the rims out-of-doors, and as soon as the 

plants have pushed out of the ground an inoh or 
so, they ought to be removed to a cold frame, 
and the lights must be removed altogether when 
the weather is fine. All suoh plant* a* these 
require muoh light and air to keep them in good 
condition.—J. D. E. 

4652.—Nerlne Fothergllli.—'This speoies 
requires muoh the same treatment as the 

Guernsey Lily (N. sarniensis). Repot the plants 
just before the season of growth in loam, leaf- 
mould, and sand. They may be repotted onoe 
in two years. Daring the growing period they 
do well in a brick-pit with a little bottom-heat; 
the season of growth is after blooming. They 
must be freely watered at that time, and be 

gradually dried off as the resting period draw* 
near. When at rest give no water.—J. D. E. 

4355.—Treatment of a Bermuda Lily. 
—It is not easy to give the exaot reason why the 
flower-stalk* of this Lily went blind the second 
year. It is not a difficult Lily to manage, and the 
bulb* will flower very well a seoond year or more 
after being imported. If th* plant* made good 

growth and the bulb is sound it might do very 
well another year. They will flower twioe in one 
season, and do well the next year. The bulb 
has been potted at the right time, and it should 
be plunged over the rim of the pot in Ooooa- 
nut-fibre-refuse, or somo such material, out-of- 
doors, until the plants have made some growth. 
—J. D. E. 

4617. — Treatment of Camellias. — 
You do not mention to what colour your 
small leaves of these plants change ; if yellow, 
while theremainder keep green and noalthy, prob¬ 

ably it is only that those changing aro beooming 
ripe previous to falling off. All foliage dies 
more or less at some period of the year. Should 
thoy be a healthy pink, it is because they aro 
too young to put on tho deep and glossy groon 
that old foliage possesses when in lull health. 

Your plants are doubtless removed under oover 
■is; if not, lose no time in doing so. Look to 
thi drainage, remedying this if defective. A 
lew watering* with soot-water will help them 
very muoh, or you may place a layer of ooal- 
soot on the surfaoe, at the rate of half an inoh 
to an 8-inch pot; but great aare will be needed 
iu watering afterwards, because the surfswie will 
present muoh the same appearance, wet or dry. 
—P. U. 

4642.—Flowers for Christmas church 
decoration.—Roman Hyacinths potted at 

onoe, three bulbs in a 4-inoh pot, or six in one 
51-inohes diameter,plunged inashes orOocoa-nut- 
fibre-refuse in a oold frame, or out-of-doors where 
thev will not get too muoh rain, should flower 
at Christmas, if a gentle heat can be given them 

afterward*. The Dulbs should remain in the 
plunging material for six weeks, saffioient time 
to admit of the bnlbs filling the pot* with roots. 
Arum Lilies are much appreciated for Christmas 
deooration. To have them in flower a little 
warmth is neoessary, and the plant* must be 
■troog, supplying th9 roots freely with tepid 

liqaid-menare. Deutzia graoilis prepared for fore- e. useful Christmas flowering plant, and so 
ite-flowered Azalea*; but tB^e'i^re' rat'oer 

pensive, and must have been prepared for 

the purpose of being encouraged to mi.k'vlearly 
growth in the spring, so that their buds are 

plump by this time. Doable White Primulas 

give a quantity of flower. A light airy position 
in th* greenhouse, where a temperature not leas 
than 45 degs. by night and a rise of 10 degs. by 
day oan be maintained. Christmas Rosea Me 
easily foroed into flower, they reqnire so little 
heat. Pot up strong clumps at once in mode¬ 
rately rich soil, giving them the protection of a 
greenhouse for the present. If there are any 

doubts of their beiog expanded a little heat will 
hasten them on quickly. Helleborus niger is the 
best variety. Bouvardias Alfred Neuner, double 
white, Vreelaudi, and jasminoides are all free- 
flowering subject* if givon a temperature similar 
to that for the Double Primulas.— 8. P. 

4602. — Treatment of Aspidistras. 
—The Aspidistra or “ Milk Palm ” is one 
of the easiest plant* to grow, ordinary green¬ 
house treatment suiting it admirably, the 
chief fault with amateurs being that they do 
not sponge or syringe the foliage often enough. 
Leaf-soil and peat in equal proportions, with a 
dash of sharp sand and a little broken charcoal, 
make a good oompost. Efficient drainage is of 
great importance, as the plants enjoy plenty of 

water without foar of stagnation.—P. U. 

—— Too rioh a soil, too muoh root room, and 
not enough sun are ths ohief causes why the 

leaves come green instead of variegated. Good 
peat and sand aro quite rioh enough fora potting 
oompost for these plants, ana when large 
specimens are wanted, pans about 7 inches deep 
should be used in preference to pots, or else the 

pots should be half filled with orook*. In the 
winter the plants will stand full exposure to the 
light if they are plaoed on a greenhouse stage, 
but in the summer they reqnire the glass to be 
shaded.—J. 0. C. 

4037 — Heating a small greenhouse. 
—This perplexed correspondent may very easily 
overoome his many difficulties with the Lough¬ 
borough boiler by obtaining an automatic 
damper. Prior to adopting this ingenious 

arrangement I also experienced difficulties with 
my boiler. After several months’ use I oan most 
heartily reoommend the automatic damper to 
your correspondent, and oan assure him that in 
the end he will find it reduoe the outlay for fuel, 
maintain an even temperature in his greenhouse, 
and will keep the fire in for at least twelve 
hour* —D. B. Cranb. 

4706 — “ Geraniums ” In winter. — 
Very strong plant* will generally survive 
if tied in bundle* and hang up in a oellar or 
similar place, but not too dry, to which little 
or no frost can penetrate. A muoh safer and 
better plan, however, is to take the plants np, 
before they are injured by frost, cutting back all 

the strong shoots to about 3 inches of stem, 
and clipping the ends in time to prevent decay. 

Then either place thorn singly in small (34-inch 
or 4-inch) pots, shortening the long, coarse roots 
moderately, and using some fresh sandy soil, 
made fairly firm, and with good drainage ; or 
else pack them olosely in deepish boxes, oach 
with some rough ashos or broken bricks in the 
bottom for drainage, working some of the same 

soil a* before in among tho roots, and making all 
firm. In either oase give them a good watering 
in (with tepid water), let them dry moderately 
(if possible out of-doors in the son), and remove 
to a sunny window in a warm room for the 
winter. Give water only so a* to koep the soil 
from beooming very dry and the plants from 
shrivolling. then only or ohiefly io the forenoon 
of fine mild days, and most of them will survive 
and hogin to grow again in the spring. If kept 
fairly dry aod oool they will do nearly as well 
away from the light as in the window, and a few 
depress of frost will do no great harm, though 

this is better avoided. In the spring, when 
they begin to grow again, pive a little more 
water, pot singly, harden off in May, and plant 
them out again early in Jane. Such old stamps 
usually bloom splendidly.— B. C. R. 

48411. — Keeping Fuohelaa through the 
Winter.—Kuohelae may b* kept in the oellar it the 
growth le well ripened without cutting down. Thev 

ebould he well hardened by exposure before storing them 
away.— E H. 

-Certainly ; but do no1) out down the plant* as you 
euggetn. If pruned at all, remove the tops aod mu ill 
epray only. See that they do not become very dry at the 
IOOii, $4 the pV.nts will shrivel and die.—B. 0. R. 

-It is not neoessary or wise to out the plant* down 
to th* pot* to Ice'll the t i throu (h winter. Prune off a few 
of the outalae straggling shoot* so that they take up lese 
r.Wi. I They pf&dinqtrb* laid on their aide*, either. Any 

oosi'place' that IedMe3ro.il fro-.t will preserve them well 
enough.—8. P. 
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EVENING PRIMROSES. 
The (Enotherua or Evening Primrose* form a 

large and very important section of our summer 
and autumn-blooming plants. They are mostly 
oonfined to North America, tho ohief exception 
being <E. taraxacifolia, which is Chilian. All 

are perfectly hardy and as a rule easily grown. 
From early April until the autumn frosts set 
in some fow of the species will be found in 
flower, almost dazzling the eyo with their massos 

of rich golden-yellow, white, or rose-tinted 
blossoms. Their fault, if fault it be, is, as their 
name implies, that of opening their beautiful 
flowers chiefly in tho ovening. This, howover, 
is by no means general, and some of them will 
bo found that open their dazzling flowers during 

tho day. Tho annual species, with the excep¬ 
tion of (E. odorata and its varieties, may well 
bo dispensed with from the Sower garden. They 
are often troublesome from self-sown seeds, and 

none of thorn can bo comparod with the peren- | 
nials and biennials for beauty of form or colour. 
Tho placo for tho robust growers will be tho 
wild garden and the shrubbery border. (E. 

Lumarckiana is perhaps tho most useful for this 
purpose. The only thing to guard against is 
the numorous seedlings, which should be thinned 
out rognlarly during late autumn or spring to 
2 feet or 3 feet apart. Those liko 
speciosa, linearis, ana fruticosa will bo 

found admirably adapted for the mixed 
borders, and thoso of tho marginata 
section mako an interesting and charming 
display on the rockery, for which, indeed, 
they are peculiarly adapted. Amongst 
tho species not detailed below, and which 

will be found valuable oither for tho rock 
garden or mixed bordor, the following 
may bo noted : 02. chrysantha (yollow) ; 
02. rosea (roao); 02. pumila (yellow) j 

(E. riparia (yellow) ; 02. sinuate (pale- 
yellow, turning to rose); 02. Drummondi 
(white and yollow) ; (E. tenella (an 
annual, purple); 02. densiflora (annual, 
purple); bistorta, Ac. 

02. albiuaulis.—This is little more 
than a biennial—at any rate, it bus 
proved with us a very short-lived plant, 
though well worth tho trouble of propa¬ 

gating annually by soeds. Dr. Gray 
says it is perennial, which we much doubt. 
The steins are erect, about 1 foot or 
1J feet high, branched on the upper 
portion of the stem, smooth, shining, 

and usually of a greyish-white. Tho 
leaves aro narrow, entire or irregularly 

toothed. The flowers are produced in 
the axils of the upper leaves, white, 
b3coming pink with age. It is a native 
of the barrens along tho Platte, 

Saskatchewan, Ac., and is a useful 

spocics for the rockery, whero it flowers 
in early suinmor. 

<E. BIENNIS is not much grown as a garden Idant, although fow biennials aro better suited 
or naturalising in woods and shrubberies. Its 

variety grandidora, better known perhaps as 
Limarckiana, is the one usually seen in flower 
in onr borders. Tho whole plant is more robust, 

and tho tlowcra aro larger and much finer than 
those of tho typo. It is an excellent bordor 
plant, singularly beautiful in large masses, and 
woll adapted for tho wild gardon or shrubbery, 

as it seeds itself in tho groatest abundance. It 
is easily increased by seed, which should be suwu 
annually to keep up the stock. Throughout 

North America, floworing June to August or 

September. 

IE. C/Ehpitosa, an illustration of whioh accom¬ 

panies these notes, belongs to the aoaulescent 
group. It is perfectly hardy, very easily 
managed, ond a remarkably beautiful free- 
flowering speoies. The flowers are large, white, 

turning to a delicate rose-colour with age. It 
is found on the clayey calcareous slopes of the 

slate hills of Upper Platte, but rare. It is most 
abundant on the Missouri along with Astragalus 
oalegoidcs, flowering in July. It is a very 
distinct and beautiful species nearly allied to 

(E. acaulis, and about which there seems to bo 
some confusion. It is well figured'-!* the 

Botanical Magazine, tab. 1593, under fcis ndmh. 
It is the <E. soapigera ofPursh Ff. atfS-Adhy- 
lophis Nuttalli of Spach. In the “Botany of 

California" it is described as abovo, but G2. 

marginata (Botanical Magazine, tab. 5828) is 
given as a synonym, to us a totally distinct 
plant in evory way, as may readily bo seen by 

a comparison of living plants or plates. 
(E fruticosa.—This species and its two or 

three varieties are among the very finest of our 
hardy herbaceous perennials. They rarely 

exceed 2J feet or 3 feet in hoight, and all 
through the summer and autumn bear a pro¬ 
fusion of the most delightful golden-yellow 
blossoms. <12. glauca, often given as occurring 
in gardens, is said to be nearly allied to the 

above. It is so near that I have never been 
able to make it out. Taking the character laid 
down by Dr. Asa Gray, 02. fruiticosa is hairy, 

white, and (12. glauca is glabrous. The variety 
Fraseri which belongs to glauca is represented 
in gardons by a tailor form of 02 fruticosa. 
So hardy is 02 fruticosa and its varieties, that 

they go on flowering after the first frosts in 
autumn, and evon our hardest winter leaves 
them untouched. It well repays cultivation, and 
the clumps should bo dividod every socond year 

and planted into good rich soil. It may also 
bo raisod from seeds, whioh ripen froelv. It 
is a native of dry barren soil throughout North 
America, and flowers with us from Juno until 

the frosts nppear in autumn. 
02 linearis.—A slender growing perennial, 

found abundantly in dry, sandy places from 

Evening Primrose (fKiiothcra oaHtpitoiia). 

Virginia to Florida, North Carolina, Ao, flower¬ 
ing in our borders from April until July. It 

rarely exceeds a foot or so in height. The 
flowers, which are comparatively large, are of 
a soft pale-yellow and fragrant, more ao than 
in any of tho other spooins we have grown. 

This will bo found a useful plant for the rock 
garden, whero in rich free soil it forms fine 
tufts. 

<12. MAIUIINATV, known also in gardens ua <E. 
eximia, belongs to tho acaulosccnt section, and 
is admirably suited for tho rockery or the front 
row of tho mixed border. Even whon luxuriant 
it rarely exceeds 6 inches to 10 inches in height, 
and when in free, rich soil it will in one season 

cover a large extent of ground. It is an 
extremely free bloomer, the individual flowers 
measuring 4 inches to 5 inches in diameter, 
white, changing to rose or pink as they become 

older, and in the evening omitting a most 
delicious Magnolia-like scent. It increases 
rapidly by suckers or underground atoms; 
these often travel a long distance and form 

tufts of large, toothed or jagged leaves. All 
through June, July, and August this plant is 
charming in the evening. Cuttings root readily 

if taken with a piece of the root. Native of 
the Rocky Mountains of Upper California, 

■Ao. 

Issouriensis.—A trailing or cWJiiiiben/r 
loWqjrowing perennial from the dry 

throughout Missouri and on the Canadian Hirer. 
It is quite different from the above, though 
resembling it in its acaulescent habit; tho 

flowers aro largo and of a soft sulphur-yellow ; 
the leaves thick and leathery, narrow, and of 
alight shiniDg green. It is readily increased 
by division or cuttings, and rarely ripens seed 

in this country—at any rate, it never has dono 
so with us. It thrives best in a rich sanely 
soil, and if growing on the border will be all 
the better of a few stones buried round the 
neck of the plant. Its flowers, produced from 
June to August, although belt in the ovening, 

are often open in the daytime. G2. macro- 
oarpa is a synonym. There is also a broad- 
loaved form knowu as (E m. var. latifolia. 

G2. ovata, a charming species, is new to 
cultivation, the seeds having been introduced 

last year by Mr. Thompson of Ipswich. 02. 

ovata is found in moist plains in the immediate 
vicinity of Monterey, California, and is said to 
flower in March. The flowers aro described as 
each over an inch in diameter, of a rich bright- 
yellow. The leaves aro ovate or oblong, and 
exactly resemble those of Viola primuliufolia. It 
is an acaulescent spocies, and will doubtless be a 

very useful plant. 
02. speciosa.—A charming spocies, producing 

an abundance of large white blossoms from April 

until September, ft is an excellent rock garden 
plant, where on dry sunny places it makes 
quite a feature. The flowers, at first white, 
change with age to a delicato rose. The stems 
are erect, growing from 1 foot to 2 feet in height. 

It is a native of Red River, Arkansas, Texas, 

Ac. 
02. ta Naceti koi.i a.— A comparatively rare 

Californian species, belonging to the acaulescent 
section and perhaps most nearly allied to tho 
Chilian (E. taraxacifolia, which it resembles 

very much in habit and leafage, with tho cxccp- 
tion of the toothing being carried out to the 
point instead of only two-thirds, as in <12 
taraxacifolia. It rarely exceeds 4 inches in 

height and does not like 02. marginata. Tho 
flowers are golden yellow and borne profusely 
throughout early summer on short stems from 

the rosotto of leaves. It is a neat spocies, well 
adapted for the rock garden. 

<12. TARAXACIFOLIA is well named, as it is 
readily recognised by its Dandelion like leaves. 
Like the last, it belongs to the acaulescent sec¬ 
tion and makes a very effective rock plant when 

given a rich, free soil and where its trailing 
stems oan overhang a hedge. The flowers are 
large, varying from 2 inchos to 4 inches in 
diameter, white when first open, but becoming 
pink with ago. It is a native of Chili, and may 
be readily increased by division or by cuttings. 

(E. acaulis is only a variety of the abovo with 

smaller flowers. 

02. triloba is usually said to lie an annual, 
but with us under cultivation for many years it 

has not only proved perennial, but perfectly 
hardy and one of tho most freo flowering of tho 
genus. It has a dense, cieipitoso habit of growth, 

tho steins short, the rosotto of leaves lying ou 
tho soil in most cases. The flowers aro larger 

than in <12 fruticosa, yellow, very fragrant and 
produced from early April until the frosts come. 
The flowers expand mostly in the ovening, but 
they are often open and the plant quite attractive 

at midday. It is a native of Arkansas, and is 
readily increased by seed, which it ripons freely. 

4579.— Daffodils for a small border.— 
I gave some little timo back a list of tho 

twelve best Daffodils for borders, as I antici- Eated many enquiries upon this point. I write, 
owever, briefly to name a fow good kinds that 

should be in every border. Ono is Horsfieldi, 
and another Empress. You can select either, 
but not both, unless you so desire. They aro 

very much like each other, but do not bloom 
quite at the same time, so you may get a succes¬ 
sion. They are “ Trumpet ” Daffodils and self¬ 
yellow in colour. Princeps is a good kind, self 
yollow, as also is 8ir Watkin, whilst other 

fine kinds are Emperor, a splendid Trumpet 
Daffodil, the double-flowered Butter-and-Eggs, 
the late-blooming Poet’s Narcissus, and many 
of the less striking, but very boautiful kinds, as 

Stoll*, Ra'rri eorepicuous, Leedsi, and the Hoop- 
petticoat Narciss (N. bulbodium), which will 

3iUoeeajkat^-lMniQ4&9«Wb usually grown iu 
affjodil-bulb* in the ground at 

AlbN 
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once, and ordinary garden-soil will suffice, and 
the quicker they are planted the better. If you 

do not mind the expense, plant good clamps, as 
they are more effective in the spring, a fine mass 
of colour being obtained. The Trumpet vanie- 
ties in particular are exceedingly rich thus 
grown. The list is small, but I have recently 
given ample information upon the best Daffodils 

and their culture.—C. T. 

4fi74—Restoring a lawn —I should say 
the brown spots will recover, as seldom indeed 
nro the loots quite killed from the effects of dry 
wcalheralone. However, if they do not become 
green as readily as might, and the other parts of 
the lawn looks patchy and the Grata weak, it 

would bo a good plan to well scratch the surface 
over with a sharp-toothed iron rake. This will 
free the Crass from Moss should there bo any in 
it. The lawn then should be covered with finely 
sifted decayed vegetable refuse, road-grit, and 
wood-ashes, adding a handful of soot to every 
peck of the compost. If the covering is a 
quarter of an inch thick when first put on no 
harm will be done, as by raking over the lawn 
after the soil has been on it a fortnight, much of 
it w ill work down amongst the roots of the Crass, 
and by repeating the raking several times during 
the autumn, choosing a dry day for the work, 

the whole of the dressing will disappear. Early 
in April the lawn should bo well swept to remove 
any small stones that wero amongst the soil, 
nftorwards rake it over, leaving a rough sutface. 
Sow lawn Grass seeds at the rate of 2d lb. to the 
acre, again rake the surface to cover the seed, 
afterwards roll the lawn well, repeating this 
several times after the seed has germinated to 
make the ground firm. As the new Grata grows 

freely it should be mown frequently to incite the 
Grass to spread thickly at the base.—S. P. 

-You might, prepsre the soil In ihe bare places 
ngsin sod sow teed ; but tbs quickest way to get s guod 
■ ward is to lay down turves, which in some neighbour¬ 
hoods may be got very ohcaply. 1 should do this work at 
once, an us to get the lawn In thoroughly good condition 

lor next season.—0. T. 

New Single Dahlias. — The Singlo 
Dahlias are lees popular than a few years ago, 
and this is tho result of tho increasing favour 
ehown to the Cactus class. Hut still one wants 
the singles, and a few novelties of groat beauty 

have been shown this year, particularly by Mr. 

T. W. Girdlistnne, who raised the dwarf Tent 
Thumb kinds, whiuh are useful for edging beds. 
One of the brat new Singlo Dahlias is Demon, 
which is a splendid colour, deep-maroon, almost 
hluck, and the potuls are quite velvety. Phyllis 
is very showy, lilac, striped with crimson, but 
tho striped kinds aro not great favourites. 
M. C. C. is another striped flower, bold, and 

very distinct, yellow, striped with orange-red. 
We hope that the single flowers will not be 
pushed into the background, os they are showy 

in the garden, and very charming to cut for the 
house.—V. C. 

47»7.—Plants for a rockery.—Nothing 
but strong-rooting plants can bear the drip of 
trees. Periwinkles and 8t. John's Wort is 
perhaps the best. I find strong clumps of 

Aubriclius do fairly well, but you must not 
expect small pieces to establish themselves. The 
American 151110 Grass also hears both drought 
and drip ; probably Ibcris oorreiefolia would 
thrive. An a rule, low growing plants of a 

wooily character are the most likely to succeed 
with you, sin h as Cntoneaster microphylla and 
Kimnymus mdinans varirgata, and the green 
form at ibis — J. 0. Ci.aiiki:. 

-- We fear litile will grow in such a posi 
Mon. You might try snnio of tho Saxifrages, 

but. Micro cannot stand drip, neither can such 
easily-grown things as the Creeping Jenny 

My advice is to clear away tho rockery, which 
is u misnomer in your enso. It should be the 
homo of many pretty alpincs, which cannot 
grow under trees. After Ferns of the hardier 

kinds, nothing will thrive properly. Ferns, 
moreover, do not like drip.—C. T. 

- The dillercnt varieties of l’oriwioklea, of 
which there are live or six, are perhaps tho most 
useful of all plants for such positions, growing 
freely anywhere, and soon covering a large space 

with 11 perfect carpet of foliage and flowers. 
Hardy Ferns also will thrive in the crevices of 
tho stones, and Snowdrops, the commoner kinds 

of Daffodils snd Narcissi, Primtnrff*7>I-i>%* of 
iho Valley. Spinet!*!Hf *Ort#£lAx)yilL'iaj(y v m 
hints) will also all do more or l«Ts well —1 

T5 0 V, 

ROBBS. 

SEASONABLE NOTES. 

Some few weeks back I promised to give * few 
notes upon pot-Roses. The present is one of the 
most searonable times, as not only does the 

routine of work commence now, but it is also 
the most favourable time to stsirt their cultiva¬ 
tion, whether it be with plants lifted from the 
open ground, or those obtained from the nursery 
and already in small pots. A large number of 
Roses are grown annually by the trade in what 
are styled 6-inch pots. Theeo do not come much 
more expensive than those from the open ground, 
and a great advantage is found in tho fact that 

the whole of their wood is sound and useable to 
a much greater extent than in the case of larger 
plants lifted from the open border. Another great 
point in their favour is their being well adapted 
for immediate forcing, whereas those from the 
open need a season's growth in pots, if the best 
results are to be obtained. Roses may also be 
purchased in smaller pots, and theso are remark¬ 
ably cheap, considering how soon they return a 
fairly good crop of bloom. Grafted plants in 
48's aro the same sge as those in 24’s, the only 
difference being that tho latter are the best of 

the batch potted on once more. When purchas¬ 
ing these (mailer plant*, it is necessary to avoid 
including any of the climbing varieties. These 
would not flower during the coming season, as 
they need to make rods of greater strength than 
coaid be the case in such small pots. Varieties 
like the following twelve are excellent for pot 
work : Anna Ollivier, Niphetos, Augustine 
Guinoisreau, The Bride, Sappho. Rubens, Perle 
des Jxrdins, Madame Hosts, Madame Faloot, 

Luciole, Gustave Regis, Edith Gifford, Goubault, 
and Dr. Grill. 

Compost and potting.—Let this be a mixture 
of good loam, leaf soil, and decayed vegetable 
refuse ill about equal proportions. This is a 
good compost, but the following is also useful, 
and whore difficult to procure one tho other may 
be obtainable : Good garden soil two-thirds, nnd 

Ihe remaining third made up of thoroughly 
decayed stable-manure, with a dash of sharp 
sand. To either of tho above composts there is 
no harm in adding a little bone-meal. Pay con¬ 
siderable attention to drainage, as much depends 

upon Ibis, and put firmly, mure especially when 
sMftiag a plant into a larger sized pot. Far too 

often this i* done without due thought. Tho 
soil of the old pot is firm, and unless you make 
the new soil equally so, water peroolatcs through 
it too freely, and tlio result is a sodden outside 
in comparison with the older ball of soil. Do 
not prune and introduce to heat sooner than a 

month alter potting. Tho strong growers will 
need no pruning, us tho nurseryman will have 
done all of this that is necessary in his endeavour 
to get a healthy ami long rod of growth. Oue 
of tho greatest mistakes with amateurs when 
growing Roses under glass is tho hastiness with 

which they excite the plants into growth. This 
means puny shoots, and often is the chief cause 
of blind growth. 

Insects, &o.— Immediately the Rose com¬ 
mences to grow, one’s plants are almost certain 
to bo attacked by some insect. If neglected for 
a short timo this becomes serious, and the 
lesnlts aro fatal to a satisfactory crop. Bub if 
attended to at once, Roses have as few pests as 
the majority of greenhouse plants. Mild 
measures taken early are elt'ectual, and do no 

harm ; but if the imects aie allowed to 
thoroughly establish themselves, they do a per- 

,iiianciit injury to tho plants. Not only this, 
hut the measures necessary to exterminate them 
are also injurious, and ntoro than tho plant can 
stand. I a t sy ringing and fumigation be dono 

mildly, even if it is necessary to do it more than 
onoe. This is far preferable to injuring the 
young growth, and so taking the gilt off of the 

I first anil most profitable crop of blooms. 

4710 —Climbing Rouen.—Scoing that the 
plants make good growth you cannot do anything 
to increase the size of the flowers. The aspect 

being north, there is no doubt these hardy Roses 
were selected on account of the coldness of tho 
situation. If you are dissatisfied with them, 
ysiU; remove them and put Gloire d« Dijon 

■Sitfcfadame I'Dntior in their ploo*. 1 ivNp/dpnb* 
Jbu know the old Glory ; the other is a flagrant 

while Roto that flowers in clusters. Wit(iJMkEj| 

to enclosure B, not having seen the latter, I can 
only suggest that you secure the long shoot* to 
the wall and allow them to remain until the end 
of the summer to see if they will flower, a* I am 
afraid you are a wee bit impatient. If I wo* 
sure they are such rubbish as you seem to sup¬ 

pose, I should say root them tut and plant suoh 
Roses as La Marque (white), L’lddal (yellow), 
W. A. Richardton (orange), Reine Marie 
Henriette (red), Rcve d’Or (coppery-yellow), and 
Cheshunt Hybrid (red). You must syringe the 
plants with soapy-water to wash off the green¬ 
fly. Enclosure C may be a shoot of John Hopper 
but it is very unusual for this Rote not to flower. 

You had better throw the pruning-knife or 
nippers—whichever you use—over the garden 
fence for a year, and give less stimulant*, and 
wait for the tfleet. If this does not help you I 
shall be pleased to advise you again.—J. C. C. 
- You cannot improve your Roses much in 

size, &c., a* from yonr discription I have little 
doubt they are Noisettes of the Airr.de Vibert 
and Miss Glegg class. These are naturally very 

small, growing and blooming exactly a* you 
describe. Your plantain enclosures B and C 
are probably some stock, from tho fact of their 
growing so strongly and not producing a flower 

under the three distinot treatment* you have 
accorded them. If you will send me a piece or 

two of growth, of fair size, I will reply direct 
whether it is so or not.—P. U. 

4711.—Various Rosea —Youareevidently 
in much the same difficulty here as in the pre¬ 
vious query. It seems to me you bare allowed 
suckers to grow apace, and must either have 
purchased badly-worked plant*, or else the fri st 

killed the Rose, and so allowed sucker* to pit- 
vail. By all means make up a small parcel of 
wood and send to me direct, when I will settle 
the matter at far a* stock and suokers are con¬ 
cerned. I shall have muoh pleasure in leplying, 
as I take a great interest in amateurs’ difficulties 

with the queen of flowers.—P. U. 

- I had not road this enquiry when I 
replied to the one above. Now I have done so 

I am moie convinced than I was before that y ou 
either prune your Roses too muoh by cutting 
away the flowering wood or you use too much 
stimulant*. The latter is most likely the case, 
a* the information you send leave* no donbt on 
my mind but what yours is a strong soil, and 

do not require so much maDuro as a poor one, 
I do not think your plauta are placed too deep 
in tho ground, nor is it desirable to cut up the 
plants in the way you suggest. With regard to 
Roses from which you cau cut and como again, 
you hod better grow dwarf plants, and prepare 
a good-sized bed or border for them. Plant 

them at once and let them grow their own way 
for two years. 1 should prefer, however, to 
have separate beds for the strong growers, in¬ 
cluding such sorts as Gloire de Dijon, Souvenir 
do la Malmsixon, Homcre, William A. Richard¬ 
son, Rcve d’Or, and Mine. Plantier, and another 

bed or one end of a border for such hardy Tea 
Roses as Tho Bride, Counteas of Folkestone, 
Marie Van Houlte,Mmc. Eugene Verdier, Mmo. 
Lombard, Safruuo, and Mine. Bcrrard. If you 
do not want Roses of high quality, the old- 
fashioned Pink Mob* is very hardy, and so is 

tho sweet-smelling Cabbage Rose. Then there 
are the Chinese Roses, such as Cramoieie- 
Supiirieure. This variety is just now making a 
long, dry hank on a gentleman’* place near 
where I wrilo quite brilliant in colour by it* 
inimineiable clusters of light crimson flowets. 
The common white and p nk varieties are invari- 

alily in flower from early summer until late in 
uutumn. Little Pet has small, double white 
flowers, and is a continuous bloomer.—J. C. C. 

4099.— Rose culture.—I suppose tliat if 
twelve correspondents were to reply to your 
query, there would not be two of them give tho 
same twelve varieties of Hybrid Perpetual* and 
Tea Rosos as being the best iu their opinion for 
cultiiro as dwarfs. However, I will name those 

I should chooso. H. P.’s: Alfred Colomb, 
A. K. Williams, Baroness Rothschild, Conitoeao 
d’Oxford, Duke of Edinburgh, Dupuy J amain, 
Eulair, Jeaunie Dicksou, Mrs. Joliu Laing, 
Merveillo de Lyon, Suzauno Marie Kodocanacht, 

and Gabrielle Luizet. Twelve Teas: Anna 
Ollivier, Amazone, Catherine Murmet, The 
Bfltttp Soiivenir d’un Ami, Souvenir de S. A. 

Prince.rSunset, 1 ,Perla dsa Jardins, Madame 
Hosto, Wid*me -Foimt,' Ernest Metz, and Dr. 

f^WAMPAIGN 
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4600.—Scale on Roses.—Cut the Rose 
back aa close as you can without injuring the Slant in any way and rub off the scales ; then 

ress the shoots with the following mixture : 
1 lb. of soft-soap, the extract from J lb. of 

Quassia-chips, dissolved in 10 gallons of water ; 
or i pint of paraffin-nil, J lb. of soft-soap, 
thoroughly mixed in a little very warm water, 

and mixed with 6 gallons of water. Keep well 
stirred and do not allow the oil to Boat on the 
top of the mixture.—Q. S. S. 

4704 — Roses for show.—If you had 
stated the number of blooms you wished to show 
at one time I could have given you more definite 

advioe. Supposing you wish to show twelve 
blooms of distinct varieties you ought to grow 

at least twenty-four, so as to have a ohoioe, and 
of these you should have two or three plants of 
oach, or you will not be sure of getting the 
desired numbor of flowers on a given date. The 
following will do you good service as exhibition 

varieties : A. K Williams, Marguerite do St. 
Amand, Marie Beaumann, Mrs J. Laing, Earl 
Dufferin, Duke of Edinburgh, Francois Miche- 
lon, Dupuy Jamain, Gustave l'iganeau, Hyppo- 

lyto Jamain, Madame Sophie Fropot, Mme. 
Mario Rady, MissJoannie Dickson, Mr. .Tames 
Brownlow, l’rinoe Camille de Rohan, Ulrich 
Brunner, Victor Hugo, Merveille de Lyons, 

Captain Christy, M me. Nachury, Senatour 
Vaisse. Madame Prosper Sangior, Jean Soupert, 
Jules Finger, and Duchess of Edinburgh. Crow 

them as bushes.—J. C. C. 

- “ Hybrid " will find the bush plants far* 
preferable to standards. They will produce double 
the number of blooms, be cheaper, take up 
rather less ground, and be considerably longer 

lived, so that ho will easily see there is a great 
advantage in them ovor standard forms. Here 
are a dozen good exhibition varieties, and I 

would advise three or six of eaoh being grown 
in preference to increasing the number of kinds. 
Alfred Colomb, Camille Bernardin, Charles 
Lefebvre, Comtesse d’Oxford, Dupuy Jamain, 

Mrs. John Laing, Gustave Piganeau, Louis 
Van Houtto, Marie Boaumann, Suzanne M. 
Radocanauhi, Victor Hugo, and Prince Arthur. 

-P. U. _ 

FRUIT. 

WATER MELONS. 

In reply to “ R B "D. 8.,” nnd others, we 
may say that were our climate sufficiently genial 
to admit of the culture of Melons in the open 
air, we should probably place a higher value on 
the Water Melon than we now do. In countries 

where the summer heat is intense this fruit is 
much esteemed, being considered wholesome as - 
well us refreshing. In common with the Canta- | 
loupo, it is a favourite summor fruit with tho 

working classes in largo towns in Franco, and 
at the largo fairs annually held there during the 
late summor months immense quantities of thorn 

arc sold at very cheap rates. Being strong in 8;rowth, the Water Melon requires much space 
or development, a single plant covering, where 

conditions aro favourable, many square feet of 

soil. Ono often sees it in gurdens iu South 
Germany rambling freoly, just as Pumpkins 
and Vegetable Marrows do with us. In fine 

years in the warmest parts of this country 
the Water Melon might succeed fairly well, 
and, considering its hardiness and vigour 
compared with our most esteemed kinds, 

we should perhaps do well to give it a place 
under glass, as it does not need much care, bears 
heavily, and, so far as 1 am uwuro, is not liablo 
to canker. In any case, early planting in rich, 

free soil and copious waterings are indispensable. 
Tho German gardeners plant it out on a gentle 
bottom-hiat about the begiuniog of May, 

sheltering the plants under cloches, and gradu¬ 
ally inuring them to full exposure, so that by 
the time frosts are no more to be feared the 
plants have good hold of the soil, and are ready 

to respond to the influence of the season. B. 

4702.— Inflects on Vines —The white 
woolly spots on the Vines are doubtless mealy¬ 

bug, and their presence means a good deal of 

trouble for the next six months or/Toilger. 

There is no insect mojrjB1tbailtl^ta 
stamp out, and there most be no mttTway 
business about it, as one pair of insects will be 

enough to infest a long range of glass-houses if 

the temperature be right. The first thing to 
do is as soon as the leaves are down prune the 

Vines, and gathsr up every leaf and cutting and 
burn them. Then wash the Vines twice over 
with a strong solution of Gishnrst Compound, 
6 oz. to the gallon, used warm, the mixture to 

be brushed in with a spoke-brush or one of those 
long, narrow affairs which can be deftly handled, 
so as to find out every crevice. When the Vine- 

roots are thoroughly olean, wash all the paint 
inside tho house. If possible a coat of paint 
should be given, and all wall surfaces washed 
over with strong lime-wash. When this has 

been done in a thorough manner, romove 3 inches 
of the top soil from tho borders inside tho house, 
replacing with freBh turfy loam, in which a 
little bone-meal or Patent Silicate Manure has 

been mixed. Even this will not dear out 
evory insect. A close watch should be kept on 
the Vines every bright sunny morning through 
the oarly spring, and all insects seen moving 

than others. It is to the latter I think yon 
must look for the cause in your case. The best 

thing you can do is to regraft it in the spring 
with another sort. Louise Bonne of Jersey is 
not subjeot to cracking, and the sort makes a 
good pyramid or standard. If you make up 
your mind to regraft this tree, head down the 

branches early iu February, and put on the 
scions in April.—J. C. C. 

“AMERICAN BLIGHT” ON APPLE- 

TREES. 

Ik timely precautions are taken to arrest the 
progress of this troublesome pest when it first 
appears, time will be saved in the end and the 
trees greatly benefited. I have no new practice 

to bring forward as to its destruction, but 
would draw attention to early removal of the 
pest. This is of great importance, as many 
young trees are mined if left too long. -0 ----Ameri- 

about killed. The daily look round on fine days can blight” is cortainly one of the worst 
enemies of the Applo-troe, and when once in¬ 
troduced into a garden it is only by persistent 

in spring is most important.—E. H. 

4631.—Fruit in a cellar.—A really dry 
oellar, from which light is exoluded, is the best 
possible plaoo for kooping fruit. Probably tho 

fruit decays because it was not picked with 
sufficient care ; a padded flat basket should be 
used, and one layer only allowed to be placed in 
it. The slightest bruise will cause the fruit to 

rot beforo ripening. Another common cause of 
Pears shrivelling is that they were not picked 
at the right lime. It is not always understood 
that there are only two or three days for eaoh 
fruit during which thoy should be gathered, to 

keep well for the winter. This time may be 
found out by going round the trees daily, and 

Water Melon. 

raising a Pear hero and there in the hall of the 

hand, with a quick movemout into the hori¬ 
zontal positiou. This must bo done without the 
slightest pull on tho fruit. And if this trial 
does not detach it, the fruit is not ready to 

leavo the treo. If left long enough to fall on 
the ground, it is useless, except for stewing. 
Constant supervision by the owner is therefore 

necessary during the autumn months to secure 
good dessert fruit in winter.—I. L. R. 

4698 —Cherry-trees dropping their 
flowers. — Cherry-trees drop blossoms or 
young fruit sometimes through a deficiency of 

lime in the soil; sometimes drought may cause 
them to drop, and if the trees have been growing 
strongly, unripe wood m»y have had something 

to do with it. In the latter case lime rubble 
worked into the soil would have an influence 
for good. I think it is unwise to manure the 
ground overmuch for Cherries, but a mulch 

when thelreusare heavily laden will be beneficial, 
and I have seen much good follow watering in 
dry weather, both in spring and summer.— 
E. H. 

4705.—Pear-tree with cracked fruit. 
—Any Pear-tree which has craoked fruit in a 
season like the past has been is hardly worth 

growing in that particular position. The prin¬ 
cipal cause of Pears cracking is deep rooting in 
a cold, damp soil ; but I have known Pears— 

Glou Morcean, for instance—where the fruits 
cracked badly on the espalier and on pyramids, 
yet did well on east and west walls. It was the 

,e tree wanted. Lifting the roots out 

would be the best remedy. 
ears often craok in a wet 
not been the case this year, 

some sorts of Pears crack in some soils more ^tE1H 

and repeated efforts that it is kept in check. 

This pest does not koop on tho upper surface of 
tho bark, but gots into the oraoks and orevioes 
of the treo, and though tho injury caused is not 
seen at tho moment, in time it produces canker, 

and tho trees are ruined. The danger lies iu 
young treos being attacked, as they aro so soon 
injured and disfigured. When very old trees 
are attacked it is almost useless to try and 

save them, as tho old wounds harbour the blight 
and prevont remedies being applied. If possible, 
old trees so affected should receive a winter 
d reesing of clay and soluble petroleum, well mi xed 

together to the thickness of paint. This will do 
much good, care being taken to thoroughly 
paint over two or threo times the old wounds or 
cankered parts of the tree, removing all decayed 

portions beforeapplyiog the paint. Ido not think 
thero is any better remedy for young trees than 
paraffin or petroleum, using a brush and touch¬ 

ing all affeoted parts. I have also used soluble 
paraffin and clay at this season with equal 
►ucoess. Whon young treos are badly infested 
with the aphis the use of a quantity of paraffin 
in a raw state is not a safe remedy. I wonld 
prefer using Gishuist Compound in a strong 
etato, mixing sufficient tiishurst with a little 
water and well rubbing all over the bark. 

Soluble paraffin is also a safer remedy than tho 
raw material if a great quantity is used, and is 
very iffeotive. The use of the raw material 

must not be condemned, &a on older trees it is 
very efficacious when carefully used. Soft-soap 
and Tobacco-water applied in a liquid state is a 

gold remedy. Whatever insecticide is used it 
is necessary to thoroughly wet or paint the 

infested places, well rubbing the mixture in with 
the brush, and to do the work as early as pos¬ 
sible. Tho aphis haviog a woolly covering, 
merely syringing or wetting the bark will not 

reach it; indeed, without hard rubbing it cannot 
be dislodged. AH ties that are noar tho insect 
should be removed and burnt, old nails removed 
and reburnt or heated, and wire dressed with 
tho raw petroleum. If such precautions are 

taken when first observod, much time and 
labour will be saved. B. 

4689. — American Blackberry. — The 
plant purchased for Wilson Junior is not true to 
name ; it ought not to produce double flowers ; 
these when very double would not be likely to 
produce fruit. I bought half-a-dozen plants of 
this variety when it was sent out, and it has 

produced single flowers which give fruits, but I 
have been much disappointed with it, and with 
others of the American Blaokberries. They may 
be very good and very useful in America, but 

they do not succeed in England. Oar own 
Bramble is better than any of them.—J. D. E. 

4005.—drafting.—The but time to graft Apple sod 
Pear-treee le lo pprioe, Juet ae the eap le rtelng, about tbe 
end of Marob, and the beet method for young etooka ie 
what le termed whip graft, deft grafting being as good aa 

any for regrafting old treee.—E. H. 

Late Strawberries, etc.-It may Interest mme of 
your readere to know tbat a dish of Strawberries, Vlcom- 
tesee Udricart de Thury, was gathered here on Thursday, 
Oot. 6, aid also on Sunday, 8th, and the White F:eld Ito e 

ie In bloom In the hedge*.—Edith Cecil, Stocivn Unit, 
SwWWftl tOamiiiiQ IT! 

XM f ( SeffilCfeVLnt I n g1 Ifcl Paivirtvsmon.—1 
W Psetstemoneie early In April. If 

• AgSir'.jrj^ t«»r£^sj^e the plan' 

The but time 
planted now, 

plant* might die. 
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RULH8 FOR CORRESPONDENTS. I 
■ — I imp 

rtn oat< nniL— Queriei and anncerI are interUd in 4 
a of charge if correspondent* follow the rulu the 

ta$down forthr.xr paidanc*. AU «omm«n^a(ioni nor 
j i;„n .h->uld be dearly and eonemely tcrUten on the 
middTo/thfpiper only, and addressed to the bnoa 0/ the 

«7 Southamvtonstreet, Cooentparden, Lon■ 
SiZ^Uttiri c n badness'should be sent to lU FrauHiM. * 

WsmMxm 
ihuxud ta®*** 1"fiLateJ?*'Correspondent* ihould bear l 
ouenee ehouldbe I a'e£g ^ (g £ Mllt l0 prfl, some klr 

,’tJ2iH?adoarwe of date, they eannot always be replied to pie 
tFttotSS immediately following the receipt 0] their giv 

““““i uUh the exception of nek a. eannot *. 

dKSfejS *« S&jRS »e 

5S5?S5K«lS*?'«5Sri~W *525 mCorr^ th 
Thouid mention tL number in which they appeared. pi 

472J—Romneya Ooulterl -When 1. th. beet Urn. 

‘Vr Beflt<FuohBla8^—Win' .onieone give roe th. m 
Jme.0t th. tao bttt Fuchsia. to. ^w, one light and .0 

'“mlo^ental leaved plants-WUl .om. f, 
onV give me™ , name, of th. th... be.1 o.n.m.nUl leav od „ 
nitrite for exhibition ?—I* I* . . I si 
P no? fjft/unlns -Can Gazanla. b. left outsafely In 
thi I.V._o?wfgh?lhe,. .hey have flowered to. th. winter, y 

°\™28-Compost for Vines -Will someone kindly » 
leU me what l.^h?l.e.t oonJpo.t U) Plant Vine. In? Al.o v 
how many pert* of each V—> inkyahd. ic 
h 4729.—'* The Bride ' GladlolUB.-wm wntone 
kindly tell n.e tbo lime to pot theec. and what toil to „ 
a.1, and how to treat them?—Balbock. Ii 

t7‘iO - Greenhouse plante.-will someone kind y 1 

.iwtj..®'”? .Tile tPwo b..t greenhou.. plant. In 
bloom to. exhibition during Augu.tt-11. 8 

4731 -Light coloured Rouen. Ao.-Thename. ol 

the VI moet l.ag.ant light-L’ H°*" d l 
moet fragrant Tea. would oblige?-M»NOHB. ‘ 

I7s2 -Ornamental Grasses. - Would someone 
give me the name, ot .event good ornamental Ora...., J 
and tay when they .hould l>e town7-0. I. II. !>• 

47at -Tree Carnations—I Intend growing some 
Tret-Carnation., and .hould be glad III anyone would tell _ 
me the name, ot a lew ot the be.t .oil.?-A. K. b. I 

mi - MesembrysnthemumB and Double , 
Petunia cuttings— Will the.*, .truck In box.., keep , 
to a . old Iramr, or mu.t they be kept In greenboueo t- . 

1147J5—Cornflowers—Should Blue Cornflower, be . 
.own now in the tele ot Wight out-of-door. or In early 
epiing tor flowering In a bed with lto.ee at the eame timet 

4739 - Striking evergreens.-It I put dll'* ot 
evergreen bu.be. Tn the open ground, wll' ‘**®X 
root and grow, and the proper Ume lor doing itt-M. 

A 4737I—Boale on Peach trees—I have .ooi. Pe.ch- 
treeB badly intceted with wale. How oan I be.t get rid ot 
them 1 hoy information will be tbaoktully reoelvcd— 
PKACtITHKB. 

4788 -Gape Gooseberry--1 .ball bo much obliged 
by information ae to treatment throughout the year In 
pots (.oil, moisture, pruning, winter temperature, ventila¬ 
tion, &o.)f—J. D. M. 

47-Liming a garden—Will mum kindly tell 
me how much quicklime would b* "T'1” '!A0.,S 'j't 
acre of garden a good dree.ing ; also how ehould it he 
applied?—Wkst Ridino. 

4740— Manure from Plne-,,needl68."—Will I 
anyone kindly tell melt I can make manure out o ine- 
•• needles, ’ and how 7 Or it I roust burn them will the 
ashes be good lor manure ?—Frknsuam. | 

4741— Persian Ranunculi.-win you kindly 
Inform mo It Persian Ranunculi would grow and bloom 
well in a box in a oool greonbouse; and would they do so 
earlier than In the open ground ?— Frkbsia. 

4742— Destroy Ing weeds—I want to put a liquid 
on my paths to destroy weed., but am atraid to buy the 
weed killer beoause ot the poison, ae I keep poultry. Will 
someone please tell me ot a simple and sale one?—M. 
ASOKLO. 

474 1 -Mignonette, dec.—Would eomeone tell me it 
Mignonette and 8olplgloe.ii seed were so., now( under 
glass they would flower through the winter? And how 
mm I get the Mignonette big? Any information will 
oblige.—G. J. D. I>. 

4744— Pterls haatata -Will anyone kindly tell me 
bow to grow the above, also the kind of treatment it 
requires? I have tried to grow it in the greenhouse with 
other Feme, hut ae soon as the Ironds come up they die 
oil brown. -H. ROBINSON. 

Bite thin month. Will eomeone klDdl/IWorm me if this 
may be done wlttijMfetyJ-v JCbi plAit* wtftv^o Yf«P 
old wh«D planted Su.—Ji Oi 

4740—A Whit® Chrysanthemum—wui anfcjj* 
kindly lay it there le a white Vivlaod Morel Chrysanthe¬ 

mum? I have one ol my Vlvlandi having two Bowen, 
each over 12 inohes across, pure-white, and I think an 
Improvement on the true variety.—J. KsxttAN. 

4747—Thorn hedge—In the oentre ot my garden 
there le a row ol Thorn-trees about 6 feet hlgb, running 
north and south. Would It be beet to dig them up, or Is 
the amount of shelter they aflord ot greater value than 
the nutriment they extract from the soil ?—L. L. 

4748 -Strawberries not bee ring—Referring 
to artlole in Gardknino on Strawberries, page 424, Sep¬ 
tember 30. oan yeu tell me ot any way to find ous when 
the 8trawberry-plant* are moles? I have had some Haul- 
bol. not doing well and bearing badly—Omaibry. 

4740—Treatment of Gloxinias—Will aomeone 
kindly give me a little advioe on Gloxinia.? I hay. some 
plant* that have been rather neglected. II you will kindly 
give me a little advice on potting and mil I shall be glad. 
They have been standing in the eame pots for two years— 
William Grav. 

47M>—Tomato growing for market—I should 
be much obliged to anyone kindly informing me the title, 
price, and name ol publishers ot a email book on Tomato- 
growing under glaM for profit, as I am thinking of grow¬ 
ing Toinatoee tor the market when I go to England next 
spring?—Tomato Orowxr. 

4761—OoronUla and Oytlsus—I h.v. some of 
these in fairly large pot* which flowered laet year. and 
have lieen ouUlde elooe May. The pot*eeem quite tilled 
with roots. Could I ehake the old mil from them and 
plant in the eame pots with fresh mould, and, If eo, what 
sort should it be ?-Baldock. 

4742—Blight on Apple trees. -I havo levernl 
large and produotlve Apple-treee eooru.ted on l»oUi trunk 
and .mall branohes with a white blight, sometime* all 

I round the branohes, sometime, hanging In oty.taU. 1 
have washed them with map and sulphur without much 
effect. I. there a remedy ?—Pomona. 

' 4743—Planting a Pear- tree— 1 should be glad to 
know it a Pear-tree should be planted now or In spring? 
I wish to plant a Williams’ Bon Chittlen Pear, and to train 

; It umbrella la«hlon. Any details for mil and cultivation 
1 will be grate fully reoelvid? The position le sunny and 

sheltered, and la In the tele of Wight—H. M. 
4741.—Young Vines—u*t spring I planted jcreraJ 

young Vines. They have each made about 20 feet ol fl( 
growth, and this la ripening nicely. Tho rode are each fl[ 
about 13 inohes olroumferenoe at the loweet wire In the M 
vinery. How muoh growth ought I to leave above the w 
loweet wire at the next winter pruning ?-J. W. w 

4744—Beale on Ferns—1 have male on nearly all |n 
my Ferns. 1 should be gl.d of some advioe how to destroy n 
It? I have alto a lot ol young Begoolsi Juet up from seed tl 
I saved this year. What treatment shall I give them 0, 
during lh<- winter ? Shall I dry them Cl? or keen them 
growing alter they are potted ol? singly V- U. W. 0. 0 

4740-Growing Roses.- I intend going in this o 
year lor ROMO- Aspect due mutb, mil very good. Will w 
some lto.e growers kindly give roe the name# of the 12 
beet dark hy brid perpetual., free flowering, and of haidy t, 
growth? They might aim name a few ol the beet white „ 
and lighter coloured ones.—Inquirer, Cork, Ireland. e 

4747— Cooking Custard Marrows—will some- *| 
one kindly tell me how to cook t.uetard Marrows. Seme 
were boiled more than four bouts and remained ae Data 
u brickbats. They were with great difficulty cut open, u 
and tho inside was found to be eott and eatable, but the s 
outside had lobe thrown away, le thattbelruiualstate? 0 

-L J. L. J < 
4748— Treatment of a Banana-1 bad presented « 

me a nice plant ot a fruiting Banana nine months ago, ' 

which ha. reached to the height 0,# 4.,ttt' Kr0.^'“5v'?i-n t 
12 inch pot. Would mme grower of the above kindly tell 
me what site pot I rhould put It In to fruit, and when « 
should I expect It to thow fruit? Any cultural notes 
would oblige—lxqi'lRRR. 

4749— Sweet scented Carnations—«ill some- 1 
one kindly tellmewbiohofthe followingCainaUonenremoet I 
sweet-scented ?-I>uoh«ss of Fife,’Countess <of)Pail., Oer- . 
mania, Horace, Kotton Rose, Mrs. Frank Watt*. Mrs. | 
Reynolds Hole, Nurse Still, Pride of Great Britain. 1 
shall l» glad to know the names of other scented ones ■ 
with large flowers— Iiiantiii «. 

4700—A draughty corner—I have a very small ; 
plot of ground, 9 feet by 4 lest, contains a good mil, faces 
the north, and in a draughty corner too, gtds 1no eun. 

I Now what could I put dow n there. P1*”" ’ 
| kind of frult-lnes do or vegetables, or, 
, could anything evergreen In-put in? The district, near 

Manchester, Is also rather cold too. -I^urkn h road. 

1 4701—Flower farm In the..R}',1.eT.a “',v|1’<!ll 
nart ol the Italian Riviera between Ventimiglia and l.eg- 

l Horn Is moet suited for a flower-farm ? >oee It 'e.ju re a 
' largo sum ot money to l>egln with, and about bow much? 

Which would be the beet market for tbeeale oltbepro- 
I duoe? Could a praotical mao to undertake the heavy 
1 work be obtained by advertising in Oaruknino ?—Q- M. 

3 8702 —Ijawn-tennls ground-—Advioe “ 
. to beet winter treatment? The eltuaUon Is wm'^atlow 
I and damp. The Grass wants etrengtbenlng and enriching, 
' »nd anything that aseiete drainaee would be benefloiaJ. 
II Tho soli underneath le poor and eandy, and 
’ years the Grase wae neglected. Uur 'oxd^scrapings, I tear, 

contain no granite, and would not be ot muoh use. 

if Anchovy. . , 
r 4703—Grapes not colouring—I have a large 
* vinery planted with Oros Colman Grape, whiich aJUiough 
11 a good size, are not colouring very fast. 1 should be much 

obliged If anyone who has bad experimce would tell me 
is if it would be beet to keep tbe house ?Ptn “P “1 ’>rt>t,lh°“ 
it . little at night to haaten the colouring, or whethir they 
h „e best ehut up tight at night? I am heating nightly wth 
i« hot witer—Anxioi i. 

4701-A sloping border—I am forming a rtoping 
of border facing west In order to hide a path which is a right 
er of wav. At the back of the border, and overhanging lt«e 
iei eome Elm. and Oak.. Whatshrube could 
a I l<7>der to make a mreen that would be moet 
n (hi vs und. r tbo tr.e.? Would PonOottru Kb^dendron, 

I be likely to .newer In winter? The oiIKiht', 1. vyW, but 
J | th. altuatlcn 1.1p.n -F.. Sr. Aontn. (JRBANA 

4706— A Laurel Bhrubbery—I had a Leur.l 
shrubbery planted 20 years .go, but now overhung by 
Oak and Yew-tree., and .haded on tbe eaet aide by ttie 
garden wall. Tbe Laurels were kept cut to hedge height. 
They are now dying ot? at the top, and require outting 
down, leaving only a few green eprout*from the root, and 
tb. bare mil. Wbat oan I do to thla, and what .hiuh. 
could I g.t up under these trees?—Mona. 

4700—Bulkllnga small greenhouse—I .hould 
be obliged If .omeone would give me f1^0® 
a email .pan greenhouee, about 12 feet by 10 feet? I am 
anxlou. to build It myself, and I am a good enough Joiner 
to do such work. Wbat I want le the measurement., kind 
of wood, fcc. I. there any magazine wbioh hi* PjrbRcbod 
any drawing, of euoh a house as I want? 1 abould l>o 
thankful for any tip. cn the subjeol—W*u. 

4707— Dwarr blueflowering plants—Will 
eomeone kindly tugge.t any dwarf ‘°t 
serve for ouUlde bordering ? I have two long bede, 4 feet 
wide, withCarnationedown the oentre, and purpose having, 
when the time arrive., 8oar)et "Geranium, on *»ch ride. 
and to complete the bed. require »n outside edging ot 
blue. I do not care for Lobelia, but should prefer some 
other plant growiog from 3 InoheB to 0 inohrs In height.— 

T. W. C. . . . ,. 
4708— Creepers on West-end houses.—! should 

take It ae a great favour if aomeone would be m good a. 
to state In next week', number the name of that ore.p.r 
out*ldo «o many hou.ee In Groevenoretreet, Orcvenor- 
plaoc, and, In fact, hanging from most bou»ee In the 
West-end ? The root Is Dot in pole, but generally on tbe 
cellar area, growing up the wall, end banging therefrom. 
It looks like, kind of Virginian Creeper, but that Is not 
wbat I am told—BoLKRaiNo. 

4709— Tropesolumspeolosum.Ao—would mme- 
one kindly give me Information aa to bow to grow the fol¬ 
lowing plant.: Tropmolom specioeum (Flame Nasturtium), 
Spirn-a aatilboidee, Myrrbls odorata, Harpallum rlgidum, 
Trolllu. dahurlou. (Globe-flower), G.illardlaf, Caolu. 
Dahlia, l-'unkla granddlors, Romney. Coultorl tOallfor- 
nlan 1’oppywort), I/obella fulgent and Perenma1 Sun¬ 
flowers, which are railed from seed and wbioh from 
plants,'and when they ehould be planted? Any informa- 

. .lion will be very welcome—G. I. II. D. 
4770—Asparagus and wlreworm—I have a 

1 field of about four aorea planted wllh Asparagus, and 1 
1 find the wlreworm very drstruollve between Ootober and 
> Mxroh. Ih. Ume the^.paragu. 1. In a dormant eUte 
1 Will anyone toll me II soot, sown now, would destroy the 

wlreworm «md not Injure tho A.paragu. ? I proppee eo-• 
1 Ing salt or nitrate ol soda next March, which w»l I*oe0l 
r the Asparagus and destroy wlreworm, but In tho meau- 
1 time ehould like to know what will deiUoy the wlreworm 
> and not Injuro the Ae|«kr.gueV—W. K. U. 
1 4771—Grapes for a cold-house—I observe In 

Oaburninu, 4023, In anewer to an 
e nrxnea for cold-houee, a corrispondcnt names Black AM- 
5 2S5 m"bring on. of the best. A. I have underetood 
2 Lorn several a.uateu.e that thl. Orane trrqu.nllyiefu.ee 
y to do much under cold troalmont, I .nail be g ad l® have 
e Another opinion. I'erbap. some amateur will give bn 

exDerleooe during thl. ecneon ? Is Trentham Black con. 
. .Idered a good variety lor a cold home 1 Does It set and 

ripen ae cielly a* Black Hamburgh ?-Tryon. 
d V77” -Treatment of Ferns—Will aomeone who 
r understand. Fern. plea., to tell me why my Kerns go 
: SSroWedwlth whiter pots, and the Holly Fern, mid lomo 
i? ot the Plerie are covered with scaly hug? They are 10 a 

greenhouse'll which there I. a V.ne, and never get an 
d overhead watering, becauee the garden^ **J'® ,h® 

11 IyringJn?lhe Fane'S lnjm.^°“ Vine Voro^ of 
U Which are always shrivelled to some extenlT-AxTOiNimR. 

4773 — Apples, Ac., for a small garden.—Would 
a .n,. cone tell me it the following would be good varieties 

« *° 1 wo 0? t]oxtU r'nge 

- was 
d’Or eai. Cherry, and tor south wall Gr.«n Gage and 

*" (W. Golden Drop I'lum. Soil, peaty on gravel: county. 
*• OornwaB. 1 have Morello Oherrle. ami several varletie. 

0t Apples, but no Plums—A. H. M. 
"/ 4771 —Freaks of Nature—" One of the most nor- 
at derful freaka of Nature ever known In this conntry m»y 

hi seen at Blatoo, In Lincolnshire, where a tree which 
hnri* I'Iuido last year produced ApplfB thin Tl»e 

Ch kaves i»r “emblanle to both kinds of lrr.lf-CAn.fwn 
!g- “AlwVSIpSmber 21st. 1893. Can thl. bs ppesible f 
• • h.va Lome Plum-trees that do not bear any fruit at all. I 
b? Ihould not mind If they did bear Apples, or e.^'‘1 ^ 
r0‘ inmr rh thuv produced eomolhing. I have also aom el ear 
Vy ^dVpple on the pyramid and bu^ that be«. nothing 

t ahniin hn clad it anyone could tell me how to make 
aa them bear?8 They are annually pruned—that if, the 

<>w young growth out off. Would it be better to oat_on the 

'-- xnd^umbenTmore close to It that were the same, but bod 
more "roll on them-H. B , Ilatts-road, Fineburypark. 

rge London, H. 
4776 -Oabbages olubblng-Oan you toll me why 

I .ro w unfortunate with my Cabbage., fcuatols Sprout^ 
Ao clubbing? I have been an amateur gardener now 
(nr "about ten years, and have been very succeaiful with 
ST mylvege tables untU during th. 1m6 tires wnMim 
haon 1 rnubled with this disease. I have a good piece of 
ground, and manured it well for the first few year® 
Luring tbe laet three or four years I have ooly put a IltUe 
cn ir AH I wae told I might overdo It. 1 buy my eeed 
“torn one of the leading houses ln.Jfnd?°'*°A^? ftSL' 
thrive until they ere transplanted, when about three 
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strange to say, this neither killed the wlreworm or (topped that la to delight oar eyes. The plant I have foand to 
the clubbing. I think the lime rnujt have lost its power thrive beet in the heat of the Gattleya-hooae. Its Bowers 
before I hod it. I used the lime through seeing It reoom- resemble those of Stanhopes tlgrlna very much, save in 
mended In your paper. Kindly assist me if you oan.—Old having a different shaped lip, and being destitute of the 
Ouarlto.n. aromatio perfume so powerful in that plant.—U. B. 

4776.-MarechalNlelR0868.-l have twosplendid 4734,-Dahllas In India -/!. Jonts talks of the 
Roses in a oold-houee, whioh I planted in the border six beautiful wild Dahlias to be found in the neighbourhood 
years ago. They grew a good deal the first three years, of Darjeeling. Now he is not the first person who has 
and during the last three years 1 must have had 600 or 600 talked such utter rubbish to me. The fact Is, the Dahlia Is 
Roses from them. From what I have read In your paper a native of Moxloo, and If they are to be found growing in a 
from time to time I have been afraid to touoh them very wild state in India, they must be garden esoapes from some 
much with the knife, merely taking a few weakly shoots place that has had some of these plants imported to the 
out here and there. They have now, however, covered oountry. Neither oan I think, with "Mr. Jones, that 
the whole roof of my greenhouse, and I should like to they are far more double than we ever see them, 
know whether I might out any part of It away, and when because this flower has only recently gone out of fashion 
thie should be done? There are a great many useless lieoauee it was so double. And, again, the double flowers 
little branches, which I do not think are ever likely to are all the work of the florist. No one ever saw a double 

. .. ' . ... ..... ...__I l, , In mlnn M lh,l Ihl, imll HUMnflh 11 Mr 

drawn Into a weakly condition through the Roses exolud- hood of Darjeeling besides Dahlias.—J. J. 
ing the light. I have one shoot whioh has sprung up 4786. — Oypripedium nlveum. — My old friend 
during the lost few weeks os thiok os one’s finger, and is •• b. m.” Is still following me up with this genus and Its 
now about 12 feet long, and is not yet done growing.— wants. He says he cannot get It to grow, after trylog It 
Old Charlton. In peat and Sphagnum, in peat and loam, and even In 

4777.—Management of H P. Roses, dec.—I oommon garden soil ? Well, 0. niveum Isa most beautiful 
have a border, 30 yards long by 24 Inches wide, containing little epeclee, and 1 am not surprised that my friend is 
two rows of Pink cuttings, planted at distances of 4 Inohes grieving over his failure with It. The plant, it should be 
apart along the front of border and 3 Inohes between the remembered. Is a native of many small Islands in the 
rows. Behind these are Carnations, planted at equal Indian Archipelago, whioh arc all of limestone formation, 
distances of 30 Inohes apart, and behind these are the and It is found growing in rooks of this material. Why 
Roses. The border being rather narrow, I wish to take not, then, set about growing it in it at home? And I 
Into It about 1 footout of the kttohen garden, thus making therefore advise “ B. M." to get some limestone, and break 
the border 1 yard wide, and to do thfs of oourse It will be it up rather small, and mixing with it some loam, and 
necessary to remove all the Roses. I muBt now explain use, too, this limestone as drainage. This Is the beet 
that most of the Roses are from 0 to 8 years old, and from advice I can give "B. M.' In his dillioulty. The plants 
Indifferent pruning had grown Into unsightly bushes. In may be transferred at once, in order that they may 
the spring of this year (to remedy this defeotl I out them become established before the dry and hot spring months, 
all down to within 3 or 4 inohes of the stocks, whioh are —M. B. 
Manettl, for the purpose of making entirely new wood. I 4786.—Tuberous Begonlafl In Winter (A Be- 
gave them an abundance of manure, whioh has caused ginner) —I am glad you have taken these in hand, for to 
them to throw up new stuff vigorously, and I suppose it Is my thinking these are the most showy and the most 
a natural oonsequenco that I have had but very little enduring flowers for an amateur to lake up with ; but you 
bloom. Now, what I want to know particularly Is, if I must select the kinds with short flower-sulks or pe<lun- 
Uke them all up and roplant them at ouoe In the desired 0|ei_ whioh bring the flowers up faolug you. In the way of 
position, will It interfere with their blooming freely next lasting now. I have a little house between two kitchens, 
year, and how should I treat them to get the beet results? facing west; It is without any heat. I potted the bulbs 
A few of them. 1 find, look rather eiok, whioh is perhaps |n the early part of April. They grew, ami began to 
owing to their being tired of the soil they are planted In, flower in May, and now, whon writing this on the loth of 
although the garden generally produces good orope of Ootober, they are not so gay and fresh as ever, but they 
almost anything that Is planted In It, the soil being con- #re very gay. It Is true tho flower stalks are longer on 
sidered rich and good, but rather light. I am told that gome of them, and the bottom leaves begin to go off, but 
an addition of old turf and a little marl would greatly they look fresh and well enough to last this month out, 
improve matters, but these are very inconvenient to get oeruinly. But what Is to beoome of the bulbs in tho 
at. I have about two good oartloads of weeds and fibrous month of November ? I suppose I shall have to ripen 
roots of Cross that have been taken from an adjoining them Indoors before storing away for the winter, but I 
garden, which bos been lying Idle and uncultivated for hope to let you know what effeot this long season of 
some years. These have been lying In a heap since last flowering has had upon the bulbs.—J. J. 
March ; would this, with an addition of horse-manure, be 
a good thing to put to each Rose when transplanting? If 
not, kindly put me In the way of treating them properly, 
and very much oblige. I shall be glad If you will inform 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 
and very much oblige. I shall be glad if you will Inform . Any communications respecting plants or fruits 
me what you think would l<x.k best planted In the line of ^ to name should always accompany (he parcel, which ~ 
Roses between eooh ; also what would look beet between be uddreteed to the Editor of Oardhnino Illds- k 

are given ; but readers arc invite.d to give further oones " 

answers should they lie able to offer additional a00“l 
advice on the various subjects, p”rvp! 

4773.—Aspidistras (1602) —I have found after many ♦. C* 
years of growing thetc plants that the best method of !»nif, 
producing variegation is to treat them to plenty of heat— lanat 
In foot, as genuine stove-plants.— J. J. moot 

4770 -Insects on Cabbage a (Licul.Col. Strong). e*nnJ 
— Krom "Col. Strong's" description I Imagine the Insects . 
he finds on bis Cabbages are the Snowy-fly (Allyrodee pro- " 
letella). Syringing with soft-soap and water might be y"“. 
useful, but outtiog off the Infested leaves and destroying ' 
them is the best plan.-O. 8. 8. 

4730. — Loasas (J■ B.) ore showy annuals with very 
prstty flowers. I have generally avoided them, however, 
because the stems and leaves have a thiok coating of 
stinging hairs, and they are dangerous plants for a lady to 
have anything to do with. The hairs, being poisonous, 
leave a bod sematlon for some time ; but if these oan be I blrinonls6, O Jsburan varlegatum ; 6, Davallia 
avoided they are decidedly worth growing. Seeds may be canariense ; 7, Moneywort; 3, not reoognlied ; 9, Eulalia 
sown In the open border about the end of April or begin' 
nlog of May.—J. J. 

(J. Kdgecumb) — Your flower of this specits re 

L. C. V.—Pear : -Mario Louise dTccle. Apples: 2, 
Emperor Alexander ; 3, Yorkshire Beauty; 7, Kchlinville. 
-.No name.—Apples: 1, Warner’s King; 2, Five-crowned 
Pippin. Pears: 3, specimen rotten, cannot name; 4, 
apparently a Bergamotte, but bad specimen.-/ouch.— 
Pears : 1 and 2, apparently Beurrd Dlel; 3, Calebasse.- 
llichard Hutchinson.—Pears: 1, Marie Louise ; 2, Autumn 
Oraeeane; 8, Beurrd de Cspiaumont; 4, Doyenne Bousoch ; 
5, Pitmaston Ducbesee; 6, Apple M6re de Mdnage.- 
Mid wales—Apples : 1, Collide Cod lie ; 2, Cox’s Orange 
Pippin ; 3, Rymer. Pears: 1, Winter Crassane ; 2, Winter 
Nells; 3, Napoleon.—A. Durran f—Pears: l.Olou Mor- 
Moroeau ; 2, Crassane; 3, Pass/ Colmar.-I.eigham 
House.—Pears: 1, Duohetsed'ArgonIJme; 2, Louise Bonne 
of Jersey.-J. Wood.—Apple Blenheim Orange.-J. 
Curtis, liolbeach —1, Ream's Pippin ; 2, Seek no Further ; 
S, specimen rotten; 4, not reccgaised; 5, Rosemary 
ltueset; 0. not recognised : 7, Yorkshire Beauty ; 8, Bed- 
fordehlre Foundling ; (land 10,not rtoognleed ; II, Rymer; 
12, not recognised; 13, Northern Creemng; 14, 
Besepool; 16 and 10, not recognised ; 17, Uollandbury ; 13, 
Cox's Pomona. Pears : 1, Beurri! Base ; 2, not recognised ; 
3, Marie Louise ; 4, Louise Bonne of Jersey ; 6, Autumn 
Crassane ; 6, Yinense; 7, Napoleon ; 8, Eyewood ; please 
do not send an unreasonable number again.-Uaynford. 
—Apples: 6, Mt'fe de Menage ; (I, lioary Morniag ; 7, Wel¬ 
lington ; 8, Cookie's Pippin; 10, King oi the Pippins. 
Pears : 1 and 2, identical, Mule Louise ; 3, Beurtv Bose ; 
4, Brown Beurri!; 9, Ileum'- Diel.-Mrs. Greenhow.— 
Apples: 1, l«mon Pippin; 8, had epsoimen ; 4, Cox's 
Orangs Pippin ; 6, Mere de Menage ; u, Royal Russet; 8, 
King of the Pippins; 10, Yorkshire Beauty ; 13 and 19, 
Five-orowned Pippin; 20, Book and Sugar; 22, not known ; 
23, Northern Greening. Pears: 13, Vloar of Winkfleld ; 
17, Williams' Bon Chretien ; 26, Louise Bonne of Jersey ; 
26, Koreile; 27, Brown Beurri'. 2, Plum, Coe's Golden Drop ; 
other speolmens too poor to name; we think this a 
most unreasonable lot to send at one time.-IF. 
Apples: 0, Blenheim Orange; 7, Norfolk Beeliog ; 3, 
Warner’s King; 9, King of the l'ipplat. Pears: 1, l.'ve- 
dale's 8t. Germain ; 2, Vsrulam; 3, not recognised; 4, 
Vinsnse; 5, GIou Moroeau; 6, CAtillao.—The Hospital, 
Browntiorough pool, near Birkenhead.—Apples : 1, Five- 
crowned Pippin ; 2, Blenheim Orange, gathered too soon. 
—A. A. Kemble.—Pear Beurri.' ltinoe.-F. M. 1’olrs. 
—Apples: 1, Norfolk Beefing; 2, Yorksbiie Beauty; 3, 
Cat's-bead ; 4, King of the Pippins.-SI rat.—Apples: 
1, Yorkshire Beauty ; 2, Seek-no-Further; 3, King of the 
Pippins ; 4, Pear, cannot name. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
We should be glad if readers would remember that ue 

do not answer queries by post, anil that we cannot under¬ 
take. to/oricara letters to correspondents, or insert queries 
that do not contain the name and address of seniler. 

Lady A Iderson.- Certainly good outdoor Strawberries 
for this season of the year.-Joseph Ues/ord.— The 
Apples scut seemed to lie good, but we oannot eeo their 
superiority to (many of our standard English kinds.- 
A. R. F.—Apply to Mr. J. Douglas, Great dearies, Ilford, 

the Carnations 1 Would Pansies do, of which I have a tratbd, 37, Southamptonstreet, Strand, London, W.C. 
stook of good ones? I should like a change from Caloeo- XI_, 
larlas and "Garaolums." Brompton Stocks between the , Names Of plants.-Constant Reader, Uolmjirth — 
Roses has been suggested to me, but probably you will Impossible to name from single leaves only, and you have 
know ofeomethlngbetter.-Nov.es. not numbered them. Send shoots numbered. — ,/. 

B Naylor.—Paeslflora racemose.-//. Brown — 1, Begonia 
——— Insignia; 2, Begonia Weltonlensls; 3, Begonia manloata; 

,. 4, Eulalia japonioa variegata.-J. M. B.—i, Leycesterla 
To the follow,ng queries brief editorial replies ,0rm0M ; ;j Vnd 4, Conifers, send again when beating 

6, a Splraia apparently, but we cannot namo 

iponloo.-C. /’.—Aster araellui bsssorabioua; 2, Sedum 
ieboldl.-C. M. 3/.—Thorn Apple (DaturaStramonium). 
-Miss K.—Onctdlum varloosum. — S. C. 0.—Phyto¬ 
lacca decandra. 

very superior form, and from wbat you say of the plant Names of fTIlIt.—Miller.—Apples: l, Warner's 
it Is a very strong growing variety. You will llnd I said King ; 2, not reoognieed ; 3, Hoary Morning.-Rev.J.R, 
something about the treatment of this epeoles some little wkmer.—Applet1, Cox's Pomona ; 2, Cox's Orange 
time back, but II you cannot find it I will repeat It, or P'PPln8, I.emon Pippin ; 4 and 5, local sorts not known ; 
something like It, if you wish it? Do not out the plant up «■ Wellington probably ; 7. Uollandbury ; 8, Beespool.- 
solely for the sake of inorcaiiog the number of plants, hinakforth.—Apples; 1 and 2, not reoognieed ; 3, Norf Ik 
Keep it Intact.—M. B. Boeflog; 4. Pig's Nose ; 5, not teoognlsed: 6, EohllnvlUe ; 

4782.—Oneidiam Leopoldlanum (J. Lejrov).- •«“« JLS?. V J* 
I am asked two questions by this correspondent, one of SJJjJ*?“ Bein'**’ « WeUlnirtnn^ 7 
which f oannot answer. Ue nave. " Can ten (ell me whet. K.ernel •. “• Yorkshire Beauty, 6, Wellington , 7, Emperor 

1 IMM) H»IU UI lb, turn Ik uiuab w R VB1V uuo lUCOICI, DUl a __i __ 1_ f __ _ ' ji,r 
I do not know It At ill —M B Apples in too bad a condition to name.-Jan. 

anoo « O * . in f» • • ifutchimoiu-W* do not recognise the Apple sent, so can 
4783.—Maxlllarla SanderUna {(Le-Bfdfc-n).- say sothlng as to Its value.-/fAorfa.-Applea: 1, Norfolk 

Y our flower otos quite safely, and It It qi/te tiowr^lf, 1, A)ifnff>2, lemon Pippin ; 8, Rlbston Pippin ; 4,Northern 
without doubt the very tneib (racial i,ov/*c lnJe * ue <0*1% ; 6, oannot name ; 6, King of tho Tlcplr.u, 
Maxlllarla. It wm Introduced so reoentlySs-I«tft ten rgilSBtnds House, Dorset.-Apple WarniKa KIui-EL 
years ago bv Mr. 8ander, of St. Albans, so that there yet Bridge.—Pears: 1, Catlllao; 2, GIou Moreen". - - 
appears a ohonoe of mors fine spools* turning up for one Box'of Grapes (no name or oddressl.-Whlte Mod Vui- 
oen hardly suppose that this I* the lest new and fine form oadlns; Black, apparently very poor Blaok Hambro's.- 

ehWnds House, Dorse!.—Apple Warnc;’u !KIjf-O- 
V Bridge.—Peers: 1, Catlllao ; 2, GIou Moreen-:-„ 
of Grapes (no name or address).—White klod, Mur¬ 

ine ; Blaok, apparently very poor Blaok Hambro's.- 

EVERYONE WHO HAS A. GARDEN. GRKENHOU8E, 
OB WINDOW BORDER SUOUIA) READ A 

PAMPHLET, POST FREE. 

HOW TO INCREASE 
THE 

FRUITS OF EARTH. 
By 0. B. WITH, i.R.A.3,, F.O.S. Trinity Col., Dublin. 
Contains full particulars of very remarkople dlsoovurlua 

relating to Plant Lit A Shows bow crops of vegetables may 
be largely increased, lovoly flowers grown to perfection, and 
frult-treoe made to bear In abundance. Heleotlona from 
Hundreds of Testimonials. Poet free from 

J AXEMAN * CARVER. Printers. Hereford. 

GLASS-CHEAP GLASS. 
IN STOCK SIZES. 

hum M.iaiit kM fUby 10,18by 12,18by 14,24 by 14, 
i “ by 12,20 by 12.18 by 16,24 by 1$ 

ll-oa, \ 18 bJ U,' 16 bj 1? 20 bj 16. 24 bj Ac. 
li by 3 prepared Sash Bar at 9/- per 100 raot. 

Flooring at 5/9 per square. Matching, 4,9; 2 by 4, at (A per 
foot run; 2 by 7, at Id. Ironmongery, PalnU, Am 

Catalogues Free. 

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY, 
12, BlsnopeoATE Street Wit mu, Iain do a, K.O. 

WARM YOUR HOUSES AT LITTLE EXPENSE. 

THE KINC 
OF STOVES 

la a Sanitary Oas Stove. Consumes all Smoke 
and Fumes. Requires no Flue. Suitable for Halls, Sitting, 

rooms, Bedrooms, ho. Adapted to Greenhouses. 
Manufactured by BROWN. MICHEL, h PAGE, LTD., 
_63, New Osfora.»tyeet. London. 

GREENHOUSES! GREENHOUSES! 
All Intending purohasers should oall or send to tho Royal 

Aroh Horticultural Works, Bradford. Tho principal builders 
to all tho Nobility, Gontry, and Nurserymen in Yorkshire 
and surrounding dlstrloU. The best and cheapest makers 
In the kingdom. Catalogues, post free, Two Stamps.— 
_W. ANDREWS h 0O„ Frlilnghalb Bradford. 

HARDEN 'NECESSARIES. — Virgin Cork, 
VJ finest, 112 lb., 17s.; 56 lb., 10s.; 28 lb., 5s. Sd.; 14 lb„ 3s. 
Bamboo oanot, 4 foot, 3s. per 100. Tobaoco-paper, strong, 
Is. per ll>. Vapour cones, 6<L, Is., and la. Ed. eooh. Raffia, 
Jjl r» 41’> I CooM-.flbre. Is. 3d. souk. Manures, Mats, Garden 
Sticks and I^l/eis, Hand, Peat, ho. 1'rloe List on application.— 
WATSON, A BOPLL, 90, Lger Thamewstrest, London, K.O. 

LK/RCiNO-IldOSES, 2o1b. by 12 ft., £10 10a. j 
1 40 ft,) ly L" fp,)/,'.!3 10>. Greenhouses, 15 ft. by 10 ft., 

' i'll liun* f£ 01 iillftj a’19 10s. Carriago pald.-O. A. 
' PARSONS, 217, Oxford-road, Koadlog. 
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DESIDERATUM 

SPECIAL NOTICE FAWKES' SLOW-COMBUSTION 

HEATING APPARATUS 
Moat Kffloient and Ctaeapeat 

In Existonco. 
Require! no sunk stokuholo ami no briok set¬ 
ting. Will last all night without attention. 
Will bum houso eindcra, therefore costa neat 
to no King for fuel. Anyone can fix it. A 
domestic servant can stoke it. 

SUCCESS GUARANTEED 

MANUFACTURERS, 

CRYSTAL PALACE HORTICULTURAL WORKS, 
359, BROCKLEY ROAD, BROCKLEY, LONDON. PORTABLE WOOD & IRON BUILDINGS 

FOR LEASEHOLD PROPERTY. 

Cool In lummar; warm in winter; can be inhabited tbo 
moment they are finished; no possibility of damp. 

I will allow 5 per cent, off all goods in List as long as this 
notice appears In this paper. Please note my Houses are 
all erected before leasing my works, and are J5 per coot, better 
than those advertised at same price. 

tST DON'T FORGET that we have the Largest and Best 
Rhuw of Greenhouses In London. Inspection Invited. 

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LISTS FREE. 

Knormout num¬ 
bers in use all 
over Ike country. 

ONLY 8LOW- 
OOMBU8TION 
APPARATUS 

OF THE KIND 

CA PTION.- 
Beware o/ fiiejA* 
dent, incom¬ 
plete apparalitt 
leAlrh will not 
latl all nluhl. 

Complete 
Apparatus 

trom 

£4 12s. 

Shooting and Fishing Boxos, Gontlomon’s 
Re aldonoos, Stable*, Coach Houses, Ate., Game 
Larders, Gardeners' ft Labourers' Cottages. 

Descriptive Catalogue of all our Manufacturer, Intludloy 
Iron Buildings for 8hootiog and Fishing Lodges, Stabling. 
Hills, Konnels, Poultry Appliances, Greenhouses, Garden 
Frames. <to„ free on application. 

Laundries, annexes, and additional accommodation to exist¬ 
ing dwelling-houses carr.ed out. 

Testimonial from Herbert Oreg, Esq., Sept 13.1893; * 1 am 
pleased to say the work was done very well, and have nodoubt 

BEST CONSTRUCTED and CHEAPEST Greenhouses. 
Foroing Houses, Pit*. Frames, Plant Protectors, Polling 

Sheds. Tool Houses, lev. 
Illustrated Priced Catalogue post free from 

CROMPTON & FAWKES, CHELMSFORD. 

AMATEUR'S FRIEND IBs. 
AMATEUR'S ASSISTANT Shi. 

PRINCESS APPARATUS . 
DUCHESS APPARATUS ...,3d*. 

CHAMPION * PERFECTION BOILERS, 
PROPAGATORS. FRAME HEATERS, 

P03 ANN1HILATOR8, fto. 
Send Ont. Stamp you 

Latest Il-t-UsTRATED Catalooux. 

IRONFOUNDEUS. STOURBRIDGE. 

12 HOURS’ STOVE 
Syndicate—Limited. 

Patonts or 1892. 

COAL, COKE, OR CINDERS. 
Combustion on new ry-tem for use Inside cr outside con¬ 

servatories. With or without hot-water pipes. Economy, 
regular,ty, and satlsfaoiiou guaranteed. 

Attached to any Minting pipes. One month's approva 
given or full value returned. 

For particulars and testimonial* apply to 

5, WATERLOO PLACE, SOUTHAMPTON 
Supplied with various arrangements uf Pipes. 

For i greenhouses, *o. (Catalogue free. 
Jobss' Treatise, "Heating liy Hot-water," 130 Page*, 

SO engravings, t'loili, t’s. _ 

TERRA-COTTA-PORTABLE-FOR COAL. 
GukbkhoVmkb heated 24 HOURS for about ONE PCNNl 
Withont attention. ROBERTS'S (IMPKOVKDl PATENT 
PORTABLE TEEBA-OOTTA STOVES for COAL give pur. 
ami ample heat with oomtnon ooal. or • oal and coke. Fo. 
GREENHOUSES. BEDROOMS. So. Pamphlets, drawings 
and authenticated Testimonials sent. Seolnu-oal Paten.ee. 
T. ROBERTS. 31. Viotorla-st.. Wostmlnstor. 

V well built of best seasoned red deal., glared 
lass, painted 4 ooata. Heuted with Saddle boiler 
Iping. Fixed complete within 20U mile*. Brick- 

HEATING APPARATUS, 
From £4 4s. and upwards. 

Foil Particulars and Local Agent's Addrts s frttn 

B. JENKINS & CO., ROTHERHAM 
pLOWKR POTS.— It! mid., ill) 

X so 4-In., 60 S in., packed in oases and sent to fStttSr 7s3 

iM pjjnjj jpD aR! 

| sl | Mi 
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Fuobslae, best .. .. 110 
Fuobslas through winter, 
kcepiog.480 

Gardm, enlarging a „ 169 
Garden, liming a .. 171 
Garden work .. .. 170 
Garanias.170 
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Gloxinias, treatment of 480 
Gooseberry, Cape .. 178 
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Plants for next year's 
blooming .. .. 473 
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leaved .. —.. 180 

Poultry and Rabbits .. 181 Sucations and answers 180 
omnevaCnulteil .. 171 

Rose, Marechal Niel, a 
rival to .. I.. .. 476 

Roses, ho., Tea, light- 
colouredj.477 

Rorcs, growing .. .. 177 
Roses, H P, manage¬ 

ment of.477 
Roses, Lenten (Hello- 
• boreal .- 471 
Roses, Marshal Niel .. 177 

Rosea, pegged-down .. 
Stove . 
Tomatoes, late .. .. 
Town garden, work In 

the . 
Trec-Pmony, xotes on 

tho . 
Tropwolum rpoolotum, 
Ac.. 

Tulips, classes of florists' 
Turnips (early and late) 174 
Vegetable gardtn 
Vines, compost for 
Vines, youag 
Violots. single 

douhle . 
Weeds, destroying 
Week's work, the coming 
Window gardening 

and 

170 
178 
178 

4C9 
171 
170 
170 

VIOLETS (SINGLE AND DOUBLE). 

This has been an exceptionally trying year (or 

Violets, and very mnch more than ordinary oare 

must have been given if they are now in fine, 

healthy condition, as they are essentially mois¬ 

ture-loving plants, and (rom the date when the 

runners were planted nntil recently it has been 

unusually dry, and with an amount of direot sun 

shine unequalled for many years. Under these 

conditions it is no wonder that we hear of 
failures on all sides, for when Violets are grown 
by the acre artificial watering is a very costly 
affair, and unless it was done this year there 
was no ohance of success, as the spring 
was even moro intensely trying to the fresh- 

planted young plantB than the heat of 
summer was to suoh us survived the ordeal. 
The single Russian Violets of the Czir type 

bie veiy largely grown for market, and the 
usual plan is to make fresh beds every year, 
digging up tho old plants, and replanting the 
best of tho young rooted runners on deeply- 
oultivated and well-enriohed soil, and this year 
those who prepared the beds well have cause to 

rejoice, for plenty of manuro and a deep 
root-run is better than any kind of arti¬ 
ficial watering. Keeping the runners out 

close off is of the greatest importance, so as 
to ooncentrato the strength of the plant in 
the crown. Bach plants will now bo ready to 
burst into bloom, and produce fine Qowers on 
long foot stalks, and it does not take many 

blooms to make n bunch. Bickod up by its own 
foliage, the flowers look lovely, and sell freely. 
Double Violets aro seldom satisfactory if left 

entirely in the open air, but bloom with great 
freedom if lifted nod placed in frames at this 
time of year. The routine of oulture is very 
similar to that adopted with tho siDgle kinds, 

only that being of a tenderer naturo they require 
more care in ull stages of their growth. The 
most useful varieties are the old Neapolitan and 

its near ally, Marie Louise, which in many re- 
spsots is superior to the older variety, and 
Comte Brazza (white). During such summers 

as the pasta partially-shaded position for the beds 
is a great gain, as It reduces the necessity for 
such continuous waterings ; but great care must 
be taken to keep red-spider from getting a hold 
on them, for it soon destroys all tho foliago. 

All runners must be out close off, and bv the 
end of September the plants will be ready for 
lifting with good balls of earth, and replanting 
in frames set in tho best position for catching 
every ray of sunshine. Frames that have been 

in use for Cucumbers during summer answer 
well for the winter quarters of double Violets ; 
they require plenty of air at all times when 
there is no frost. I find a good layer of Cocoa- 
nut-fibre spread between the plants of great 
service, both in keeping the roots from drying, 

and it also makes a clean surface for the blooms 
to rest on. I may add that the blooms should 
not be picked nntil they are fully grown. 

J. Groom, Gosport. 

Classes of florists’ Tulips.—Therdi#er-1 
onCes between the various sections of Tulips are ' 
puzzling to amateurs, and ss this is the VinjiAirJ 

purchasing bulbs I may point them out. The 
first stage of a seedling Tulip is always, without 
exoeption, a self-ooloured form, which is oalled 
a breeder—either rose breeders, bybitumen 
breeders, or bizzare breeders, according to the 

colour of tho flowors. The offiets aro always 
subject to break into a flamed or feathered 
flower. The three sections are easily distin¬ 
guished, not by the oolour of the bases, but by 
the oolours of the flowers as follows. Roses : 
All rose-ooloured flowers have a white ground 
when broken, or rose-oolonred with a white baso 
in the breeder stage. By bite mens include 

purples of all shades on a whito ground when 
broken, or purple with whito base in breeder 
stage. Bizarres include all those with yellow 
grounds, or yellow bases in breeder stage.—V. 

NOTES ON THE TREE-P.EONY. 

The Tree-l’iuony is one of the most beautiful of 
early summer flowers, and this note is prompted 
for the reason that the planting season is at 
hand. Wo owe much to tho Japanese and 
Chinese for the present perfeotion of the plant, 

as very few of the varieties that now charm with 
their colour or form are of European origin. 
It is somewhat difficult to aooount for their 
comparative scarceness. They are grown in 

pots, but not so often in tho open, where, in 
suitable positions, thoy form bold, graceful, and 
beautiful groups, very distinct from the herba¬ 
ceous varieties in expression. Ooe great diffi¬ 
culty is that when tho winters aro mild, the 
plants commence to grow, and then comes a 
oold wintry spring, to the severe injury of the 

new leaves. The remedy is to shelter them 
from koen easterly winds and oarly sun, but, of 
course, this protection against the early tua, 
that promotes too rapid a growth, muat cease 

when all danger from frost is over. In many 
places, however, in warm situations, it will not 
be neoesaary to give oven slight protection, and 
where Tree-Pteonies succeed well there are few Slants when in full bloom that are more 

oautiful either in loaf or flower. A single 
plant on the lawn is delightful, spreading about 
in its own way, and we get not only the beauty 
of the flaming flowers, but many colours on the 
young leaves as they show in spring. Much 

the same kind of soil that suits tne Herbaceous 
Pooonies will also do for tho troo varietios ; but 
itmu-t not be too heavy, although plenty of 
manure is necessary. We have seen very 

beautiful dumps in almost sand, but a happy 
medium is host—that is, a mixture of loam and 
well-decayed manure, made lighter if too heavy, 
by the addition of sharp sand. Tree-Pmonies 
are usually propagated by grafting on the roots 

of tho herbaceous kinds, and bury the graft in 
planting a little under the soil, so that the 
plant may become in time on its own roots. If 
the speoimens are not very largo at tho com¬ 
mencement, about three years will elapse before 

they will bloom respectively, but aftor that 
period a profusion of flowers may be looked for, 
the beauty of the shrub increasing with age. If 
pot plants are put out the best time for this 

operation is spring, when all danger from frost 
'* ivec, llvqk the usnal months for planting are 
'>i>»J|MLor October, the former forIdMttr- 

cnce, so that they may become fairly well 
established before cold weather oocurs. Thero 
are many varieties, and the finer ones may bo 

reserved for pots. The best are Bijou de 
Chusan, the flowers double, very freely pro¬ 
duced, but tho plant is, unfortunately, not quick 
in growth. Beauty of Canton (mauve-purple), 
Blanche de Noisette (blush), Colonel Malcolm 

(purple-magenta), Comtesse de Tudor (salmon, 
double), Impilcatrico Josephine (rose or violet, 
very double, bold and handsome), Lactcn 
(white, single), Madame Laffay (rich pink, the 
colour deeper in the centre of the flower), and 

Reine Elizabeth (salmon-pink, an excellent 
variety for indoor oulture). V. C. 

4703.—Enlarging a garden —It is too 
late for this year to sow anything that will do 

to dig into tho ground. Next season you may 
sow Turnip-seed as the summer crops come off, 
and in the autumn dig in the crop of green 
stuff. If the Turnip-seed is sown fairly thick 
there will not be any large bulbs to tho plants. 
If you are afraid that there are wireworma in the 
new soil you had better substitute Mustard for 
Turnips. A friend of mine bas certainly proved 
that when green Mustard is dug into the ground 
that the wiroworms do not increase if it does 
not destroy them. Bat the Mustard must bo 

dug in before tho frost is severe enough to 
injure it. If the new ground is covered with 
green sward you had better have the turf 
charred, whioh would destroy a good many 

insects.—J. C C. 

-To watt lor a green crop to grow I or the purpose 
of digging it In loses valuable time. Give a good dressing 
of stable or farm-yard manure and trenoh ft up, leaving 
the surfaoe open and rough for the weather to act upon it. 
If the ground is light leave the uanmlng till oext Fib- 
ruary, hut trenoh It roughly now.—K. H. 

46">(>.—Spring bulbs — Tho pots in which 
spriDg bulbs, such as Hyacinths, Daffodils, 
Tulips, fto., are planted should be buried in u 
bed of fino coal-ashes—i c , the ashos after they 
are riddled from an ordinary wire cinder-sifter, 
in the open air. These ashes are very useful in 

gardening, as they are the best preventive of 
worms getting into the pots, and are usually 
free from insects, while slugi and snails object 
to travel over the rough surface, and so the 
plants are safe which stand on a bed of ashes. 
This should be arranged in the oorner of a back¬ 
yard or garden in a sheltered, sunny position 
for early bulbs, whioh are best covered up with 
tho ashes to the depth of 2 inohes or 3 inches 
until thoy have made their roots, for their well¬ 
being largely depends upon this process taking 

plaoe before they are excitod to loaf-aclion by tho 
light. In three works or a month from tho time 
thoy are buried they may be taken up, the pots 
washed, and the upper ashes cleared away, 
when they will grow well in a greenhouso or a 

window without much fire-heat.—I. L. R. 

4734. — Mesembryantbemuma and Double 
Petunias.—Neither of these can be relied upon In a cold 
freme. The Pecuniae will certainly perish with damp, even 
if the frost is kept out.—E, H. 

-Generally speaking, It Is neoessary to have artificial 
heat In order to winter these plants successfully under 
ordinary conditions. In a very warm situation In l he 
extreme eouth or eouth-west, near the sea, some of the 
plsbtAmlfcht survive mi avenge winter; but, as a mle, 
heat, la reoulelte. damp, a* well as oold. being very troabJe- 
l|X«ii?|^1t(l0l@i^.TrB. t'lwOlS AT 
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OABDBN WORK.* 

Conservatory. a 1 
For two or three weeks »t any rate other things must be 

subservient to the Chrysanthemums, and this means open 
ventilators at any favourable opportunity, with just 
enough flre-be*t to keep the atmosphere buoyant and free 
from damp. What a terrible plague the earwigs have been 
this season ! Night and day we have been on their traok, * 

and still some harm has been done. Where the right 
sorts have been grown there will be a grand display ” 
through the autumn and winter months, and if such 
varieties as Ethel and Mrs. Beals have been grown in 
quantity there will be plenty ot blossoms to out at “ 
Christmas and later. Discontinue the use of stlmu ants 
when the flowers are expanding. Mildew will probably be 
present on some of the sorts. The Queen race are very 
subject to this pest, and If not taken in time a good deal 
of damage will be done. Now that damp woather has set al 
in mildew may appear on some of the soft-wooded Heaths, tl] 
and on the young wood of Mariohal Nlel and other 
delicate-growing Tea Itoeea. This should be promptly met ol 
with blank sulphur. With Roses planted out in the green- u| 
house the young shoots are the worst adeoted, and these p] 
may be out out without Injuring the plants, as late shoots [, 
will not flower. Soarlet Pelargonium F. V. Raspall in e, 
good sized plants will be very efleotlve now. and these must |B 
be kept in alight warm-house near the glass, or the flowers ic 
soon damp. Bouvardias are now very bright and effective 
In a light position and temperature whloh works at night lc 
from 60 degs. to 56 dogs. This is a very good temperature u 
for flowering stuff generally. It will be better to disoard 
the syringe Oil the days begin to lengthen again, as damp t 
Is so fatal to flowers. If inseots appear on any plants of 0 
moderate sizo. suoh as Cinerarias, Pelargoniums, &o.. It y 
will be more economloa! to dip them in allquid inseotlolde n 
than to fumigate with Tobaooo. We are using Sunlight b 
Soap, dissolved in warm water at the rate of 4 ounoes of K 
soap to the gallon, adding a wlneglaesful of paraffin-oil to „ 
each gallon of water. The disturbance of the mixture in 
llftlog plants In and out will keep the oil fairly mixed. A £ 
tub or an old tin bath do very well for dipping purposes. 
One dipping will not suffloe, but if followed up the inseots 
will soon be got rid of. The earliest pottad bulbs will now 
bo ooming Into flower In the forcing-houses. Roman and 
Italian Hyaolnths are very sweet and useful for cutting. 

Stove. 
There will be no soaroity of blossoms here now. Among 

the easily-grown plants suitable for a small or moderate- 
eixed house are Plumbago Roeee(IIebeollnlum lantheroum). 
It has lavender-ooloured spikes, resembling an enlarged 
Ageratum with a ligneous habit. The plant forms a neat c 
little Bpeoimen, and the flowers are lasting ; may be moved j 
to the conservatory when in bloom. There are useful | 
thlngsln the Ullbergles, Aphelandras, Franolsoeas, Begonias, , 
and Justioias, the cultivation of whloh presents no dim- , 
culties. Now that brisk fires have to be kept going , 
regularly, inseots will have to be reckoned with, and it 
must not be forgotten that promptitude In dealing with 
them saves both labour and expense. Among the winter- 
flowering Begonias whloh are now found so useful will be 

soootrana, eemperflorens gigaotea, carmines, and fuohsi- , 
oides. These are beet obtained from early spring | 
cuttings, or If largo plants ate required strike the outtlngs 
In autumn and grow on through tbe winter, keeping the 
leaders well pinched. Very large bushes of most of the 
above may be obtained from autumn-struok plants by the 
next autumn. . _ 

Forcing House. 
This department will be found very valuable now. The 

earky polted bulbe may be brought in to get them on, and 
I.lly of the Valley may be soon started to get them In 
bloom by Christmas. It is as well to give Vines in pole all 
the rest possible, and then burry them on a bit faster after 
the start has begun. The forcing of early 0rapes does not 
reoeive the same attention now as was given to them 
before the inttoduotion of Oros Colman and other late- 
keeping sorts, but there 1s no comparison between early 
Blank Uamburghs and late Colmans as regards flavour, 
although the latter, when well ripened, are not so bad. I 
like thorn better than Alioantes. 

Unheated Greenhouse. 

Wo are approaching the time when frost sufficiently 
sharp to penetrate the unhoated house will soon bo here, 
but If the Tuberous Begonias, Fuchsias, and other rather 
tender plants whloh have been grown for their summer 
beauty have been packed away, either In the oellar or 
plunged In Coooa-nut-flbre In a oorner of the house, where 
paper or some other kind of oovers oan be used to sholter 
as required, flood busby specimens of the Hold and Silver 
Euonyraus will be very efleotive. These are very pretty 
for training up walls, and for this purpose may bo planted 
In the border, but when grown In pots they can be used 
for room decoration with considerable efleot. The Ohrvs- 
anthemums are at the present moment the leading 
feature, but a severe frost will injure them, and therefore 
when kept in a oold house a oover of some kind will be 
very desirable, but It should only be used when absolutely 
necessary, as a damp close atmosphere will be almost as 
Injurious as frost. 

Cucumber House. 

Sixty-five degs. will be high enough at night, with as 
much rise as oan be had from sun heat during the day ; but 
be careful about the fires, not so muoh on aooount of the 
dearness of fuel a) for the injury whloh strong fires very 
often do. It is the ouetom nowadays for large oonsumers 
of fuel to make contracts only In advanoe of the probable 
requirements. All through this coal strike wo have had 
oheaper fuel than last year, simply because arrangements 
for the winter's supply were made long l>efote the strike 
took place. . , 

Cold Frames. 
(live all the air possible to frames whloh contain Cauli¬ 

flowers, Lettuoee, Endives, Violets, and other hardy plants, 
but keep out oold rains. At the same time the roots 

• In oold or northern dittricte the jSpeJhtuint referred 
to under "Garden )Work " me.;/ 6e dtne/rop mit di yt» 
a fortnijht later than UheiC 
results. 

must have sufficient moisture. Frames containing cuttings 
of Oaloeolarias, Variegated Euonymua, Santolina inoana, 
and other edging or groundwork plants may still require 
a little shade on bright days, and the soil “uatbejiept 
moist. Hyaolnths and other bulbs for forcing will require 
about six weeks in the plunging-bed to make roots. 

Window Gardening. 
Much Judgment is neoeeeary now in watering all indoor 

plants. Tap eaoh pot before watering, and be guided by 
the sound. If In doubt after this lift the plant and test Its 
weight. Use only soft water. More plants are killed by 
over-watsring than by forgetfulness at this season. At 
the same time foliage plant*, suoh as Palms and terns, 
must not be allowed to get too dry for healthy root notion. 
Arallas are more often Injured by having too much water 
than too little. 

Outdoor Garden. 
In looking round among the hardy flowers the thought 

arises, why not plant more Asters or 8tarworts, and let 
them grow Into huge bushes? The flowers are bright and 
pretty lor filling small vases, where heavy flowers would be 
out of plaoe. They will grow any where. and are specially 
useful for filling up bare places among the shrub*i in new 
plaoes. The oustom of planting what are termed nurses 
Is well enough In Its way, but It add. seriously to the 
expense of laying out new places, and further If thinning 

1 is delayed, the permanent things are often seriously 
1 injured. This Is why I do not rwommend thls nurMry 

system of planting. Plant those things that will look best 
in Ihe future, and fill In with good hardy subject* o, 

! annuals in good-sized masses. I suppose everybody has 
1 done planting the early flowering bulbs who really desires 
! a good bloom. The eeoond week in November is the best 
< time to plant Tulips. The Oth, or Lord Mayor's day'.was 
' the favourite time of the old-fashioned florist, but It is not 
’ neoeeeary to draw hard and fast lines. mnt when the 
; beds are in good condition, and let it be as near the 0 th ol 
1 November as possible. Lose no time now in getting in the 
> Roses, and those who do their own propagating should 
> plant standard and dwarf Briars, and set out cultlngs of 
1 Briar and Manettl, and gather seeds from the Wild Briars 

on the hedges when ripe. 

Fruit Garden. 
Many are now busy planting fruit-trees, or preparing 

for that operation. There Is more than one way ot doing 
this. Many trees are seriously Injured by being plantod 
too deep, especially in heavy soil. If the collarof the tree 
is buried in a mass of heavy cold soil the tree will not 
thrive. Better by tar make the eurfaoe firm, spread the 
roots out, and oover with well pulverised soil from the 
surfaoe near, If neoeeeary raising It Into a mound. This 

* course has product(1 satisfactory results on heavy land, 
d n«ep planting has a less baneful efleot upon lighter land, 
'I but'even here the result 1. not good. Another matter 
». that must not bo ueglected is the proper staking of the 
>• tall trees after planting, avoiding the very common error 
8 of tying the stems too tightly to the stakes or other 

inorte. For ordinary standard fruit-trees 1 prefer a 

pots are, ot oouree, to be plunged In the soil rather deeper 
than the rims. Tomatoes planted out under glass now 
require very little water, unless a good deal of artificial 
heat is employed, and even then much less than during tho 
tropical weather experienced not so long ago. Plantain pots, 
however, need rather liberal supplies, more or less acoording 
to the temperature maintained. Fruit set by the end of 
this month will seldom fall to swell and ripen satisfac¬ 
torily with the aid of a sufficient degree of warmth ; but 
after that time considerable difficulty Is often expcriem -u 
In getting the flowers to set, especially during inolem nt 
weather or in a smoky atmosphere. Young plants fr m 
either seed or outtlngs. for early fruiting next season, 
must be wintered on a high shelf, near the glass, In alight 
and well-heated structure. With a moderately pure 
atmosphere little trouble will usually be experienced in 
wintering them, but when there is muoh smoke or fog 
about they are very uncertain subject). Ououmbers, as a 
rule, do very little good in town gardens during the winter 
season; in warm summer weather they grow and fruit 
freely, but lor winter work pure air and free light and sun 
are absolute necessities. Urge-flowering Pelargon urns 
ought to be aooommodated in a very light end airy stru v 
ture now and throughout the winter, with a temperature 
of not less than 45 degs to 50degs. at night. These plan'e 
do best on open etrges wbere.a ourrent of air is constantly 
passing through them; and they must also be very care¬ 
fully and sparingly watered, none being given until 
aotually required. The Zonal and Ivy-leaved seotione will 
do in a temperature of 5 degs. to 10 degs. less, but even 
these like enough warmth to keep the air In motion and 
prevent damping. u- «• 

THE DOMING WEEK'S WORK. 

Extract* from, a garden diary from October 
28tli to November 4th. 

Commenced to prune Pear-trees on walls. Having a 
good deal of pruning to do, it is necessary to begin early, 
and the trees are taken in rotation as the leaves fall, the 
Pears oil walls generally ooming Bret, Jhen 

yfj* pruning hardy fruits against walls^therojs 

roots are oovered up, so that no damage Is done in driving 
down the stake. Out away all damaged or bruised roots. 
In some nurseries a little more care might be taken In 
lifting the trees, and if the roots are dry on arrival oover 
them with damp soil, and damp tbe topi well with the 
syringe to refresh the bark. In every well-managed 
garden there is work to do among the fruit-trees, even 
when there are no young trees to plant. Trees on walls 
are often planted too oloee together In order to fill walls 
qulokly. These will some day require thinning, and trans¬ 
planting ll always an advantage on heavy soil. 

Vegetable Garden. 

The falling of the leaves from the trees will place In the 
hands of the foroing gardener a very useful eouroe of heat 
that Is safe and reliable for bringing on Seakale, Rhubarb 
and Asparagus. Asparagus will force now on a hot-bed 
wbsre there is a temperaturo ot 86 degs. to 90 degs. I 
always And the first bed takes a little more warmth to 
rouse It into aotton than will be necessary later on. Young 
4-year-old roots whloh have nob been out from make the 
best stuff for foroing early, and "1111 r»,lu're “ 
heat to etort It Into work. In foroing Rhubarb, start with 
an early variety, and leave tho Vlotorla, which Is a fine 
Rhubarb, for labor use till Christmas or later. It Is a great 
help to the gardener when he has ample meant for foroing 
early vegetables, and makes his Intercourse with the 
kitchen muoh pleasanter. Frenoh Beans may bo started 
In pot* as often as Is neoeeeary to meet requirements. 
Frenoh Beane oannoS lie obtained In winter without plenty 
of heat, and they must bo grown In a light house. It Is 
time all rootorops wore secured and stored away In some 
plaoe where frost oannot injure them. All roots retain 
their flavour and condition better when in oontaot, or 
nearly *0, with moderately dry earth. It Is well known 
that Potatoes keep better when oovered with soli In rather 
small piles or dumps, and the rule holds good with 
Carrots, Beet, Turnlpe, Ac , hut all root stores should be 
looked for oooaslonally, and everything In the nature of 
deoay removed. Trenoh over weedy ground. I)o not 

1 manure light land till January or February. Cover the 
manure with soil to abeorb Its gaees. 

E. IIOBDAY. 

Work in ths Town Garden. 
Tomatoes are still doing well, especially where they can 

have the aselstanoe of a little fire-heat at night, and on 
dull or wet days. Even in the open the plant* have not 
yet been Injured by frost, but the temperature Is now too 
low, and tho sun not sufficiently powerful, to enable tho 
fruit to ripen to any extent. Plant* that have been grown 
in pot* or boxes of moderate size, stood or plunged outside, 
will now in moat oases be laden with fine fruit in various 
stages of development, and If they oan be brought into a 
lightand well-heated house the fruit* will ripen off perfootly. 
This system has muoh to reoommend It, for plants In pot* 
or boxes oan often be aooommodated where it would be 
impossible to plant them out, and on the other hand, 
where there le nothing but the rich soil of an ordinary 
miJed border available, confining the root* in pot* ot 
Jfciderate size, say 7 In. to 0 In. aorose, kjrtfri tbstti v el lit 
home, and prevent* undue luxuriant* '■'*l JT"* 

possible in the open air, mere 
rains. Just reoelved a bundle of Tea and other Roses, and 
as the beds were ready thoy were planted on arrival. It Is 
a mistake, I think, to send hundreds of miles away for 
Roses; there are good Rose nurseries in many dletrlot*, 
and it Is always best to buy Roses where they can be seen 
growing. Cheap Rosea and oheap fruit-trees very often 
disappoint. Above all things, if really good plant* are 
required, order early. Immediately after planting stake 
the standards. Some among us may objeot to standards; 
we may say they are short-lived, they are expensive, and 
at the beet thoy are gawky and disagreeable-looking to 
those with artlstlo tastes and Ideas. All this may be true, 
and yet there Is a plaoe In every garden for a few standard 
Roses. Potted up a number of root* ot Mint and Tarragon 
tooome on steadily under glass. Made up a oouple of 
Mushroom-beds In house. I make It a rule to keop ail 
reoeptaoles for beds filled up. The next bed that comes 
out will make an opening for Seakale and Rhubarb, which 
is forced with loss trouble in a dark shod than anywhere 
else. Having plenty of leaves now to mix with the stable- 
manure, a bed hat l>«*n made up for Asparagus. 

4727.—Gazaulas.—I should say Ga/.anioa 
might bo loft out in tho open air in tho Isle of 
Wight, but might get killed in the event of a 
vory severe winter. It would be bettor, how¬ 
ever, not to trust them, as they are not very 
hardy. The best way is to strike tho cuttings 
in the summer and help the plants over tho winter 
in pots. That is better than striking either 
early in the spring, or letting them remain 

in the ground through the winter. It is a pity 
that tho bold and showy Gazania is not used 

1 more freely in gardens as an edging plant.—C. T. 
- Yes, I should eay that these plants might bo safely 

' left out during the winter in tho Isle of Wight, tho ■oil 
being fairly light and well drained. They are near y 

' hardy, and they may generally be successfully wintered in 
’ a oold frame.—B. 0. R. 
.-I have known Oazaoias stand out all the winter In 

the West of England on a dry and sheltered border ; but 
! lor the lest two winters they have beon killed past re- 
f oovAy. YoU had better take up some of the old plants 

s ^rhou"du “ 
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OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

MICHAELMAS DAISIES. 

This year the Perennial Asters, or Michaelmas 
Daisies, as we like to call them, are flowering 

much earlier than usual, and already (Septem¬ 
ber 5th) several of the more important of the 
earlier blooming section are in beauty. One of 

the best of all is unquestionably A. aerie, which 
is very dwarf, quite a compact little bush, 
smothered with soft purple-lilao flowers. This 
kind is not expensive now, and it is as well 
adapted for the small garden or the large park, 

where a bed of it has a delightful aspect in the 
cool autumn time. It is so profuse that scarcely 
a leaf is to bo seen when the flowers are in full 
perfection. Then another splendid kind is A. 

amellus, especially the variety named bessara- 
bicua, which, however, signifies the type. There 
is no practical difference between them, although 
it is wise when asking for A. amellus to add 
also the word bcssarabicus, as under this name 

it is usually Bold. This is a distinct form from A. 
acris. It is very free, strong in growth, and 
the flowers are large, five times the size almost 
of those of A. acris, very charming when cut, 

and of rich colour, deep purple-blue, set off with 
orange-coloured centre. A. alpinus is also 

is a long list of varieties, but my greatest 

favourite is Apollo, which attains a height of 
about 5 feet. It has broad deep-green leaves 
and rich-lilao flowers, measuring individually 

about 1A inches across. Some little trouble prob¬ 
ably will be experienced in getting it, although 
the species is common enough, but the varieties 
are scarce. A. Novi-Belgi has also given rise 
to a host of kinds. It is a superb type, and 

many of the varieties are of extreme beauty. 
They are worth striving to get, and 
I wish they were more common. The 
following are the finest: Archer . Hind, 

is bushy in growth, with broad leaves and rose- 
lilac flowers, about 1 J inches across. A splendid 
variety is Harpur-Crewe, which grows between 
4 feet and 5 feet high, the flowers large and 

white, but tinged with rose before they have 
lost their beauty. The finest of this section to 
me is Robert Parker. It is rather tall, quite 
5J feet in height, but one may cut down the 
shoots in early summer to dwarf the habit; but 
this is objectionable. Let every plant show its 
characteristic feature, and this Kind is spoilt 
when interfered with. The growth is very oven, 
the leaves narrow, and the flowers, which are 

1£ inches across, are of a lilac-purple colour. I 
saw a few years ago a complote collection of 
Michaelmas Daisies, and this variety was the 

Flowers of a Michaelmas Daisy (Aster amellus). 

early-flowering and called tho Blue Mountain 

Daisy, which is dwarf, not one foot in height, 
and has bluish-coloured flowers quite 2 inches 
across, whilst thoso of the white variety 
are white. The two former, A. acris and 

A. amellus, are of greater usefulness, and in the 
garden at this season have a bright aspect, a foil 
to the early Chrysanthemums, White Anemones, 
and various kinds of perennial .Sunflowers 
that make beds and borders beautiful at this 
season of the year. Beginners will select, then, 
A. acris and A. amellus, but for the information 
of those who have already got them, wishing 
also to add to them, I may mention that of 

A. acris there is a very dwarf variety indeed, 
rising a few inches above the soil, and more 
adapted for the rockery than any other posi¬ 

tion ; it is called nanus. Of A. alpinus, beside 
the white kind, is roseus, and of A. amellus, 
the dark lilac-purple variety, amelloidea, which 

is about 2 feet in height, the flowers measuring 
2A inches across. Other useful early-flowering 
kinds that may be mentioned are the following : 

A beautiful variety is A. linearifolius, whioh 
reminds one of A. acris, but it is taller, and the 
flowers have a half pendent character that 

rather enhances their beauty than otherwise. 
The soft purplish colour is very pleasing. A. 
ericoides var. Clio grows about 2jjfeet in height, 

is bushy in growth, and produces a prdfusT 
pale-pink flowers. ADlaivis iotono of\h> 

beautiful of all tho Michaelmas Daisies. 

up from the border very well. It evidently 
loves a moist soil, but will grow fairly well in 
ordinary garden mould. It is not so free a 

bloomer as could be wished—at least, in this 
latitude I have nover had moro than a few 
flowers fully developed on each stem; but 
whether that is owing to deficient moisture or 

heat, or both, is uncertain, but probably of 
by seeds or 

divide, so far as my ex- 

most conspicuous and lasted in perfection several 

weeks. A. Shorti, tho graceful lavender- 
coloured, A. tubinellus, and A. Novre-Anglim 
deserve mention. Tho varieties of the last men¬ 

tioned are not so numerous as in the case of A. 
Novi-Belgi, comprising flowors of various shades 
of rose and purple. There aro many more 
perennial Asters, but one might stock the garden 

with nothing else, as it Is a remarkably 
numerous family, will thrive in good garden 

soil, and if the garden is beautified with beds of 
Rhododendrons, plant perennial Asters amongst 
them. Over the shrubs they throw their grace¬ 
ful flower-laden shoots, and fill the garden with 

soft colouring in the cool, grey autumn. 

_ C. T. 

4723 — Romney a Coulter! —The time to Clant this is in the spring, as it is not very 

ardy, and in hardy winters gets killed. I 
wish you had stated where you resided, as 

then one could have given better advice. 
The flowers are pure-white, but they appear 

late, and are often cut off by frost. Such 
a summer as the present has suited it welL 

In tho “ English Flower Garden ” occurs a 
valuable note upon it by Mr. Thompson, of 
Ipswiob, which may be of use to you. He says : 

“ My experience of it leads to the conclusion 
that^rkcept in favoured localities in the south, 

it hjfcijt^ialf-hardy in England. It may, hot/, 
ev^ybe easily wintered in a frame, and1 it pom 

warmth. It must be 

cuttings. It does not 
perience has gone. The Romnoya is certainly a 
true perennial, but I do not think it can be suc¬ 

cessfully treated as a perfectly hardy perennial." 
But perhaps you are situated in “ favoured 

localities in the south.”—C. T. 

3762 —Lawn tennis-ground.—You may 
give a light top-dressing of old decayed manure 

or leaf-mould, with a little lime now, but the 
best plan in such a case would be, I think, to 
pare off all the turf, dig over and manure the 
soil beneath, level it, then put down 2 inches of 
fine coal-ashes, and, finally, relay the turf. Roll it 
well, and there will soon be a nice sound and 
springy sward again. This may be dono now 

or in tho early spring.—B. C. R. 

4742.—Destroying weeds.—The sim- 
pleat weed-killer is common salt, and if the 
walks are dressed during a dry time in spring 
tho weeds will give no further trouble that tea- 

son. It is of very little use applying weed¬ 
killers now. The rains will wash the strength 
away before it has any time to do good, and the 
chances are the edgings or bushes growing near 

the walks will suffer more than the weeds.— 

E. H. 
-The beet way of all Is to band-weed the walk, and 

In wet or moist weather the work Is not ditllcult. Thiele 
better than applying mixtures that If your poultry aro 
allowed a free run might result In mieoblef to them. Salt 
is a good remedy, but take care not to let It go mar to 
the edge of the Grots.—0. T. 
-By far the most Innocent liquid to use for a weed¬ 

killer on paths is boiling water. When 1 had paths in 
whioh weeds could grow, I found It very effective, but my 
paths now are all of cement concrete, which has tho 
double advantage of being weed-proof and killing most of 
the slugs which try to cross from one bed to another.— 
A. G. Butler. 

4739.—Liming a garden.—To secure the 

full benefit of an application of lime to the soil 
it should only be applied in fine weather and 
when tho soil is fairly dry. if it is laid on when 
the ground is wet and it is moved about, tho 

lime forms a paste and rendered comparatively 
useless. From 2 tons to 3 tons per aero is a 
suitable quantity for a heavy soil, and half that 
quantity for a lighter medium. The ground 

should bo woll dug up first, and then the lime 
spread on and forked in when tho surface is quito 
dry. Lime is especially beneficial to old gardens, 
as it renders all organic matter more soluble. 

-J. C. C. 
- The character of the soil in a garden 

ought to be taken into consideration in applying 
limo. That which is heavy in texture will 
require nearly doublo tho quantity that sandy 
land will. For soil of a heavy, retentive nature 

2 tons of lime to the acre is a good dressing, and 
for light land three parts of that quantity will 
be sufficient. The best manner of applying lime 
to any soil is the following : Directly a plot is 

relieved of the crop trench it over 2 feet deep, 
laying the soil up as rough as is possible for the 
winter frosts to pulverise it thoroughly. If tho 
weather is dry in February, spread on the limo 
fresh from the kiln, that which has not been 
previously slaked should only be used ; exposuro 

to the air for a day or two will make any pieces 
crumble. If it is slaked by rain much of its 
strength is lost. Spread it evenly over the land, 
forking it in at onoe, but not too deep, as it is 
sure to work its way deeper in the soil. Lime 
ought not to be buried more than 6 inches under 

the surface. If it is nicely crumbled when used 
it will mix freely with tho soil as tho digging 

proceeds.—8. P. 

4760.—A draughty corner.—Fruit and 
vegetables would oertainly not succeed in such a 
position, but you might have evergreen shrubs, 

Laurels, Cotoneasters, Borberis, Rhododen¬ 
drons in peaty or good loamy soil, and any thing 

you note does well in the district. It is not 
at all easy to advise you in such a garden, as 
many things that would thrivo in other places 

would die in such a cold spot in Manchester. 
You might grow such shade-loving things as 

Solomon's Seal, Lily of the Valley, hardy Ferns, 
which may be all planted now, but even these 
iwj^igot^un'i'-o ha^p^f th>| place is absolutely 
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ORNAMENTAL GRAS8ES. 

Ornamental Grasses, both perennial and 
annual kind*, are worthy of more prominence 
in the garden, and probably others besides 

" G. J. H. D.” would like to know which are the 
really good sorts. During late summer and 
autumn the noble Pampas Grass is assuredly one 
of the finest things for any garden ; but even 
this is raroly Been otherwise than as an isolated 
tuft. All the nobler perennial kinds are admir¬ 
ably adapted for garden planting in a bold way, 
so that they may create an effect in the garden 
landscape, whilst others of dwarfer habit, 
together with those of annual duration only, 

should not be neglected. They make admirable 
foils to masses of bright colour, apart from their 
own exceeding grace and beauty. 

Tub Pampas Grass (Gynerium argentcum) is 
without doubt the queen of garden Grasses, 
and all who can should find a place for it. It 
will grow in almost any soil, but in that which 
is rich, deep, and inclined to be moist, it attains 
its fullest grace and stature, sometimes sending 

up its plumes 12 feet high. It varies in height 
according to soil and aspeot, but whether dwarf 
or tall is always stately and handsome. There 

are many forms of it, both good and bad. 
The finest are those that have a silky-white 
appearance as these when dried expand, 
and are so durable that I have known them to 
bo kept several years—washed when dirty and 
dried again—looking fresh and new. It may 
not bo generally known to tho readers of 

Gardening how the plumes—such as one sees 
for sale in shops—are mode to appear so white 
and fluffy. Anyone can do it who has a good 
form. The plume, after being out, must be 

gently shaken in front of a fire till thoroughly 
dried. There are several forms of the 

Pampas that have distinctive names, as 
for example Bertini, which is said to be 

the finest of all, and carmineum, which has rosy- 
tinted plumes. G. jubatum is a distinct species 
with silvery plumes, but of a much dwarfer 
habit. Although quite hardy, shelter from wind 
is desirable for tho Pampas Grass, as its plumes 
aro injured and broken down by strong winds, 

which are often prevalent at the time they aro 
at their best. 

Eci.ama .iaponica is a Japanese Grass, and one 
of the very hardiost kinds incultivation. If killed 
to tho ground the crowns livo, and in some parts 
of America where the Pampas Grass cannot stand 
the winter this species lives and endures 
through temperatures of 30 degs. below zero. 
Its flowers are in feathery panicles, and 
are of a brownish colour, but in England it 

rarely flowers well out-of-doors. Still, it is 
ornamental in the highest degree, for it sends 
up shoots 8 feet in height, clothed with long, 
graceful leaves. There ore two very distinct 
variegated forms of it that can be recommended 
- -one japonica variegata, having longitudinal 
white stripes down the leaf, and the othor form, 

named zebrina, has transverse markings of a 
straw-yellow colour. 

Tiik New Zealand Reed (Arundo oon- 
spicua) should bo found in overy garden, being 
second to the Pampas in showy grace and 
beauty and even exceeding it in height, for in 
some favoured southorn garden I have seen it 
send up its plumos to a hoight of 14 feet. They 

appear, too, much earlier than those of the 
Pampas Grass, often in July. Its stalks are 

more slender, and when well grown it is very 
stately and graooful. A deep, fairly moist soil 
is neocssary to bring it to its best proportions. 
The Giant Reed of our marshes (Arundo Phrag- 
mites) is the noblest British Grass, and should 
bo grown in districts where not naturally wild. 

It must be near water, however, and cannot be 
grouped or isolated on sunny lawns liko all the 
othor preceding kinds. 

8ACCUARUM .egyptiacum is a striking and 
very unoommon Grass. It is a native of Africa, 

and requires a deep, warm soil. It does not 
flower in this country—at least, not outside— 
but it has tall, slender, Reed-like stems, clothed 
in graceful leafage, and attaining from 6 feet to 
10 feet in height. 

Eltmds arenarics, otherwise known as the 
8ea Lyme Grass, is a British plant, found 
abundantly on some of our sandy shores. 

Although not wild inland, it is vewJiappy in 
any garden, and •' ’ 

in oolour, and rampant in growth. It spreads 
freely, and should therefore not be planted in 
beds or borders of choioe things. I once bad a 
bank of loose, light soil that was always giving 
way and rolling down on the path. It was 

r 

planted with this 
Grass, which 
very soon ran 
through it, mat¬ 
ted it with roots, 
and kept it in 
position ever 
after. On the mar¬ 
gin of a shrubbery 
it looks well. It 
grows about 4 ft. 

high, but rarely flow¬ 
ers ; in fact, although 

I have grown it for 
years, it has never 
flowered with me 
before till this year. 
The flower-spikes were 
about 5 feet high, and 
resembled large ears of 
Wheat. An American 
species named E con- 
densatus most not be 
omitted, being hardy, 
tall, and graceful, 
reaching 8 feet in 

height. 
Panicums are chiofly 

tropical Grasses, but 
there are two hardy 
American kinds de¬ 
serving of cultivation, 
and being of medium 
height they may be 
grown with and among 
many choice flowering 
plants. P. virgatum 

grows about 3 feet 
high, has close tufts 

of leaves, and slonder 
panioles of flowers, 
which come in July 
and last right through 
tho autumn. P. al- 

tissimum is of taller 
growth, attaining to 

G feet in good soil. It 
is very handsomo, its 
panicles being of a 
rioh brown-red colour. 

Ai-kra arcndinacea is a slender-growing 
but most elegant Grass, quite one of the 
choicest. It is sometimes called the Pheasant- 
tail Grass, owing to the length and gracefulness 
of its plumes, which are of abrownish tint distinot 

and showy. It has bush-like leaves. Beautiful 
as it is in the garden, there are few more useful 
Grasses for catting, its plumes lasting for a very 
long time. Last, but far from least, comes the 

Feather Grass (8tipa pennata). It is a Serennial worth growing in association with 
owering plants, close and tufted in habit, barely 

exceeding 1 foot in height, but constant and 
profuse m bloom; the flower-spikes long, 
narrow, feather-like, and most graceful. There 
are other perennial kinds, such as Sorghum, the 
Andropogons, Ac., but those mostly want light, 
warm soil. The selection of perennials here 

Ornanieutal Grasses. 

given comprises the best. The annual kinds are 

very numerous, and some of them are delightful 
things for cutting, whilst all are of easy growth, if 

sown in rich, friable soil out-of-doors. One rarely 
seos them associated with flowers in the flower 
garden, but they may be used prettily in this way, 

. whilst for cutting they are very valuable, tr, 
.... , 1 apparently defs notr-uriu ij-mVmpsr the lovely panicles arrange well with 

whether i„ is plantM iu clay « saA&Jiltjn sr./Willowers, and in winter, along with Jiverisik 
tirely ot a rich, glvioous green, very beautifulCiag-flowers, they are most ureful for permanent! 

filling vases when flowers are scarce. With these 
Grasses in the garden, Maiden hair and other 
Ferns are not quite so essential. It is too much 
the rule to think there is nothing like Ferns for 
arranging with flowers. As there are nearly 
fifty kinds alone among annual Grasses, it is 
necessary to make a selection for so many are 
not generally wanted. 

Agrostis nebulosa is a charming Grass, 
light as the air, and elegant beyond description. 
Words cannot describe its offect whon in flower, 
and nothing could be nicer for outting or 
drying. A. pulcholla, of dwarfer habit, is also 
desirable. Briza maxima and B. gracilis are 
two distinot kinds, resembling our native Quaking 
Grass, but one larger, and the other smaller, both 
free and of easy growth. Bromus brizmformis 
is by far the best in the large genua to which it 

belongs. It is tall and graceful, with large 
branoned, drooping panioles, and is first-rate for 
drying. It should be treated as a biennial, by 
far the best results coming from autumn sowing. 
If treated as an annual it should be raised early 
in pots, and planted out as soon as ready. Era- f-ostis or Love Grass is soft and graoeful. 

here are several speoies, but elegans and 
legyptiaca are the most distinct, especially the 
last named, which has silvery-white plumes. 
Hordeum jubatum and Lagurus ovatus are 

entirely of different character, having close 
heads. The first is known as the 8quirrel-tail 
and the last as the Hare’s-tail Grass. Both are 

pretty and desirable. 
Leptociiloa gracilis is a free, easy-growing 

kind, profuse blooming, with a slender-branched 
dark-brown panicle. Pennisetum longistylum is 
very attractive, the flowers having long hair-like 
styles projecting from a twisted downy head of 

a dark-purplish colour. It is easily grown as an 
annual, but is quite a perennial on some soils. 
It grows about 18 inches high. 

PiPTATHXBUM Thomasi is a tall, graoeful 
Grass that I noted last season in Mr. Barr’s 
nursory at Long Ditton. It has enormous 
long panicles of bloom, the branches being 
in whorls of eight or nine, and separate from 
each other, making the panicle long, open, and 
strikingly pretty. Triohol.nna rosea is also very 

pretty, tall and slender, its panicles, as implied 
by the namo, being tinted with rose. These aro 
the best annual kinds that have come under my 
notice. It would be easy to add to the list, but 
the most useful and most distinct are named 
above. _ A. H. 

4735.—Cornflowers.—Autumn sowing produces the 
strongest plantr, hut the plants In spring will flower the 
tame time as the Rotes. It is too late to tow now anyway. 
—E. H. 
-It Is rathar late to sow now, but it the early part 

o( tbe winter proves mild, seedlings started now would Erobably survive, and such would flower both earlier and 
etter than others not sown until the spring, especially If 

the soli le very light and warm. I should certainly chance 
a moderate sowing now, and get some more seed In in 
February or Maroh.—B. C. R. 

4725 —Bracken on pasture-land.—This may be 
got rid of by oonstantly outting it down. It will takn 
time, doubtless, to will any other method. No plant can 
live long which It not permitted to make top growth.— 
E. II. 

- If you persevere In cuttlog the tender tops oil 
dlreotly they appear above ground, In the course of a 
year or two the roots will die awar, and giva no more 
trouble. This is the only way, for to dig out the roots 
would be an endless Job.— B. 0. R. 

4707.—Dwarf blue-flowering plants. 
—I can quite sympathise with you in regard to 
Lobelia. It is very pretty when you are close 
to it, bat makes no show at a comparatively 
short distance. Violas Freedom or Blue Bell 
would have a far more striking effect. Most 

flowering plants, such as Campanulas, bloom only 
for a limited time, otherwise they might answer 
your purpose. Next to the Viola the most 
effective and continuous blue-flowering plant I 

know is Convolvulus minor, but it becomes 
straggling and untidy towards the end of tho 
summer. If purple would satisfy you I should 
recommend Verbena pegged down; nothing could 
be neater or prettier.—A. G. Butler. 

- One of the very best plants for the pur¬ 

pose would bo tbe Blue Daisy (Agathasaca-lestis). 
It is of dwarf oompact habit, most profuse, and 
constant in bloom, and deoidedly a pretty thing. 
It oonld be pnrehased cheaply next season about 
the usual time, and afterwards stook can easily 
be kept by taking cuttings, which root easily in 
September in a cold frame kept close, and tho 

[plarftypwW any frost proof struc- 
tlv ' tore.—A. H. 

5ANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

SEASONABLE NOTES ON CHRYSAN- 

THEUUMS. 

The continuous damp weather of the last week 
will tend to create the early decay of the first- 
opened blooms if they are at all neglected in the 

matter of supplying them with air in sufficient 
quantity, accompanied with a Blight warmth in 
the hot-water pipes to cause a b.ioyancy in the 
air. It generally happens that the amateur's 

greenhouse or vinery is stuffed full of plants 
along with the Chrysanthemums that he cannot 
dispense with. These require water as well as 
the Chrysanthemums, the whole tonding to 
make tho inside of the house heavy and moisture 
laden, if all farourable opportunities are not 
seized to throw open the ventilators wide 
during the day, when the sun shines brightly, 

and there is not much wind blowing. I am 
not, however, in favour of admitting direct 
draughts of oold air to reach the plants when 
the flowers are developing, especially should 
the wind be blowing from tho cast. When tho 
wind is in the south or the wost the air is gener¬ 

ally warm at this season ; firo-hoat is not at all 
necessary thon during the day, provided the 
buoyancy is kept up by the aid of the sun. It 
is, however, wise to have the assistance of 
warmth in the hot-water pipos during the day 
in dull weather. The air is verjr often laden 
with moisture, so that a little artificial warmth 

dissipates condensed moisture, to the benefit of 
nob only the opening Chrysanthemum blooms, 
but to all other oooupanta of the greenhouse or 
vinerv. Any watering required ought to 
bo done in the morning so that the 
floors and paths are quite dry before 
nightfall. The oonstaut removal of dead and 
decaying leaves helps to maintain tho air in a 
sweetened condition. After a few days of con¬ 

tinued dull weather the blooms are very subject 
to damping or scalding upon tho first burst of sun¬ 

shine. Tho latter, porhaps, is the correot namo 
to apply to blooms that are spoilt in one day, as 
is very often the case when tne plants reoeiveno 
shado whatever after a fow days of dulness in 

the weather. Somo tiffany stretched over the 
outside will gcnorally provide sufficient 

shade and prevont the blooms being injured 
through that oause. When the blooms are three 
parts expanded feeding may cease ; it is usoless 
to expeob that the continuanco of stimulants 
will benefit the plants after that stage. When 
the blooms are fully developed they will 
keep fresh longer if tho soil is kept rather 

on the dry side than otherwise. During dull 
weather, if the soil is constantly wet, tho plants 

do not absorb it in the same ratio as when 
growth was at its height, or even when the 
blooms were expanding. Consequently the 
sluggish roots oreate what is known as spot ” 
in the petals. At first it is represented by a 

tiny dust-like speck on the surface, but it gra¬ 
dually increases until it is nearly the size of a 
small pin’s-head, and, of oourse, disfigures the 
blooms beyond recovery. When blooms are 
attacked in this manner it is not simply one or 
two petals, but the whole bloom is similarly 
affected, so much as to render it quite useless. 

Oreater attention to the state of the roots and 
the maintenance of a buoyant atmosphere will 
do much to prevent the spread of this malady. 

_ E. M. 

4746.—A white Chrysanthemum — 
This is evidently a white " sport ’’ from the 
typioal variety, and if it proves to be constant 
or “ fixed,” it will be a most valuable novelty. 
You may either raise a stock of it yourself first 
(taking the outtings only from the shoot or shoots 
bsaring the white flowers) or olse dispose of the 

plant as it stands. I have no doubt you will 
easily obtain a good price for it either way from 
any of the large and well-known Chrysanthemum 
growers.—B. C. R. 

- There is a white sport of Vi viand Morel— 
at least, so-called, but I really doubt it. You 

may get tho flowers of Viviand Morel white on 
the early crown-bud, the flowers oomiDg quite, Sure. I waB interested recently in seeing a very 

ne collection of this Chrysanthemum in full 
bloom, and the diversity of colouring Was 

conspicuous. The trapjwfl^ij^^Jw/dlpp 
and flowers of this tone are producedSm*lSte 

buds, but those on the early crown-buds were 

absolutely colourless. The question you ask has 
given rise to much discussion. Some aver that 

there is a white sport, some not, so one is a little 
perplexed to know who is correot.—C. T. 

- No Chrysanthemum that I know is so 
variable in the colour of its blooms as Viviand 

Morel, caused simply by tho different stages 
and times that tho buds were formed. Those 
taken in July invariably produce white 
flowers, the next pale-pink, and those that 
are taken from the middle to the end of 
August give the oolour that is the most 
pleasing, and which renders this variety so 
valuable as an exhibition flower. So numerous 

aro white blooms from this Chrysanthemum 
this year that it will bo necessary to further 
test tho plants another season before finally de¬ 
ciding the matter. If onttings taken next 
December from the plant that produced the 
white blooms this season, grown on the large- 
bloom Bystem and as bushes also, give white 
flowers, then you may reckon upon having pro¬ 
duced a real Whito Viviand Morel. A second 
season is necessary in all cases to test any sup¬ 
posed new varioty tho result of a sport before 
being certain that it is distinct.—E. M. 

LATE CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

These very useful plants are now filling up 

their flower-buds, and require a liberal supply 
of liquid-manure to onablo them to develop a 
fullcropof blossoms. Unliketheoxhibitionvarie- 
ties, there is no need to produce monster flowers, 
but rather to obtain a good supply of those of 
fair medium size, and to do this large bushy 

plants are required to produce one good bloom 
at the end of each side branch, so that only 
moderate disbudding is needed, and some kinds 
do not require this dono at all. Tho season has 
thus far been favourable to their development, 
where artificial watering has been carefully 

attended to. I grow a good many plants in 
large pots, and they aro now covered with large 

plump buds, and in addition I grow a large 
quantity planted out. They are struck from 
outtings in March, and planted out in rows on 
good soil, like Cabbages, about 2 feet apart, and 
pinohed back once in May and then allowed to 
grow nnohockod, each plant being loosely tied 
to a stake as thoy progress in growth. About 

A Golden Maiden-hair Fern (Adiantuin sulphureum). 

the end of October they are lifted with good 

balls of earth and transferred to tho floor of 
a vinery when the fruit has been cut, plant¬ 
ing them in tho soil, and giving copious supplies 
of water until the blooms begin to expand, 
when they are kopt as dry as possible, with 
plenty of air, and by this means I get as good 
a supply of Chrysanthemums at Christmas and 

New Year as in any part of November, and thoy 
are in muoh greater demand. 

J. Groom, Gospjrt. 

plants for next year’s bloom - 
i ou have left it too late to sow Iseod elf 

plants mentioned now. This should have teei 

done in April, May, or at the latest in June, in 
order to obtain strong plants that will bloom 

well next summer. They should be fit to plant 
out now, and if a display next year is an object 
the best course will bo to purchaso plants. 
Raising the plants is a simple matter enough. 
The beat way—at least, in the case of all thoso 
with fine seeds—is to sow in shallow boxes in a 

cold frame, pricking the seedlings off into well 
prepared nursery beds when strong enough, and 
finally planting them out permanently in 
October. Pentstomon seed may bo sown in heat 

in February, and with liberal culture most of 
the plants will flower towards the autumn.— 
B. C. R. _ 

PERNS. 

GOLDEN MAIDEN HAIR FERNS. 

Tins popular genus of Ferns includes a fow 
species which are ornamented with a farinoso 
powder similar to that family of Ferns so well 

known as Gold and Silver Ferns (Oymno- 
gramma) The two kinds nanud hero aro 
exceedingly beautiful, but very distinct, and mo 
well deserving the attention of everyone pos¬ 
sessed of a fernery or Wardian-caso. There is 

nothing exceptional in the treatment of theso 
two species j those who have the common 
Maiden-hair Fern (A. enneatum) doing well 
may hope to bo equally fortunate with these. 

A. 8CLPHtTREUM. —This is a charming small- 
growing species, which was originally introduced 
from Chill by the Messrs. Backhouse, of York. 
It is usually considered a difficult plant to man¬ 
age, but this arises, I imagine, from its being 
kept too warm ; our illustration was taken from 

a plant which grew in the open air during the 
summer, but tho plant suddenly disappeared, so 
that the opportunity of testing its hardiness was 
lost. Tho fronds vary in length from 4 inches 
to 1 foot, they are three times divided (tripin- 

nato); the pinnules when infertile aro roundish, 
but when fertile they are obovate, uniform, fur¬ 
nished with copious sori, and clothed on tho 
underside with a dense, shining golden-yellow, 
farinose powder. 

A. Wn.i.iAMsi is a more robust growing plant 
than the preceding ; it has been introduced from 
the mountains of Peru by Mr. Williams, of 
Upper Holloway. It is said to have been found 
growing at an elevation of some 12,000 foot; 
consequently it thrives admirably in a cool 

fernery ; indeed, the golden farina with which 
the stems and undersido of the fronds aro pow¬ 
dered appears to romain longer upon the plant 
under cool treatment than when grown in 
stronger heat. It appears to be as free in 
growth as A. cunontum ; tho fronds aro from 

12 inches to IS inches long, light and graceful, 
and admirably adapted for cutting. G. 

THE HOLLY FERN (POLY8TICHUM 

LONOHITIS ) 

“ J. Kinnard ” sends some fronds of this species 
which ho has collected in Switzerland, asking its 
name, and saying that he has never seen it in 
England ? The vernacular name as well as the 

scientific one is here given, and I am glad to 
inform my friend that it is a British plant, and 
that it is found in many parts of Britain—for 
instance, near Ingleborough in Yorkshire. It is 
also found in the North-west of Ireland in several 
localities, also on the mountains in the Highlands 

of Scotland, and on the mountains in North 
Wales, so that it may claim to be a genuine 
British Fern. It is found more plentifully in 
various parts of Europe, and my friend “ J. K.” 
says he nad found it to grow plentifully in tho 
mountains of Switzerland, and my friend will 

find this is only to be found at considerable 
elevations, and I do think it is a plant that will 
not thrive well except when the soil is well 
intermixed with limestone, and when planted in 

this I have only been able to keep it grown in a 
pot, and under cover in a oool nouso. I havo 
never had this Fern grow well in the open ferneries 

for more than two years. Some friends, however, 
assured me that they had the samo plant for a 
great many years growing upon their fernery, 
but upon my calling to see them one day and 
asking to see the Holly Fern, I was coolly 

shown') k 1 $lantO Bfi P. aouleatum, which I was 
t^d-rfiM'jjeen .developed .from a plant of 

iVLonehitM ; I bat IB*'-I was quite aware of Low 

n’,out* 1 had t0 
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undeoeive my friends, and I at laat suooeeded in 
doing ao. The fact is, that in the young atate 
the apeciea P. aculeatum aaanmea somewhat the 
guise of P. Lonohitia, and may be mistaken for 
it, and 1 would like to caution my readers 

against purchasing plants of the so-called Holly 
Fern from any of the plant-hawkers in the 
neighbourhood of London, at any rate. The 
right plant ia a beautiful evergreen apeciea, 
making fronds from 5 inches to 20 inches high. 
These are but once divided (simply pinnate), the 

pinna) undivided, spiny at the edges, and deep- 
green on the upper side, paler beneath; the 
rachis is densely scalev. It is not a species that 
appears to vary muoh, but there are two or 
thrco named and tolerably well-developed 

varieties known, such as P. Lonchitis var. cria- 
tatum, P. Lonchitis multifidum, P. Lonchitis 
proliferum, and some others. J. J. 

4755.— Scale on Perns.—The beat way to 
get rid of this pest is to sponge the alTected 
parts rather heavily with warm water in whioh 

some soft-soap and a very little paraffin has been 
dissolved, and afterwards with pure water. If 
you “dry off” seedling Begonias just up you 
will never see them again. Keep them growing 

on quietly in a warm-house or pit near ihe glass 
until as late as possible, when each will have 
formed a tiny bulblet. These must be kept 
moderately warm, and neither wet nor dry 
through the winter, be started in growth early 

in heat, and when in growth be first pricked off 
and then potted singly. —B. C. R. 

- Young Ferns are wonderfully oheap^now, 
and wherever the plants are infested with si ale 

gither them together care'ally, and burn them. 
This is the most economical course to tako. 
Afterwards dean the house with sosp and wster, 
and get a fresh stock of young plants. The 

Begonias will have soaroely formed tubers yet, 
and therefore must be kept moving slowly all 
tho winter, as there is nothing to dry off.—K H. 

ORCHIDS 

MILTONIA VK.YILLARIA RUBELLA. 

Tins is a variety of the species and is remarkable 
for its great variability in colour and in size ; 
and in tho flower lent by “ T. II.," I see tho 

bloom much reduced in average sze. The colour 
is rich and bright, and this form was, I think, 
first introduced to notioe in English gardens by 
Mr. Wm. Bull, of Chelsea, but I do not 
remember at what date. However, it Is just 
twenty years ago that the first specimen of the 

typical plant flowered in the nurseries of the 
Messrs. Veitch and Sons, of Chelsea. It is an 
Orchid which appears to have a somewhat wide 
distribution in New Grenada and on the 

mountains in Ecuador, but not occurring at such 
an elevation as do Odontoglossum Pesoatorei, or 
tho Princess of Wales’ Orchid, named by Bate¬ 

man O. Alexandra;, but which more leomt 
authorities have generally agreed is the rame 
plant to which Lindley had previously given 

the name of 0. crispum, and, consequently, it 
does not thrive in so low a temperature as does 
that popular species ; but of tho precise locality 
whence this variety was originally collected no 
records are kept or known, saving by the actual 

collectors; but still I do think that the 
variety rubella must grow at a greater 
elevation than the usual run of the plants, 
which are said not to occur at a greater 

altitude than about 0,500 feet, and not 
lower than about 4,000 feet above the soa. 
111s an Orchid that varies muoh in size and in 
the depth of its colour, but all are beautiful. 
But I think the variety here spoken of is about 
the smallest form that I have seen ; but they 
are of a good deep rosy-pink colour. This colour, 

however, becomes much paler towards the 
edges. Sinoe I received these flowers I have had 
u run out and visited two or three collections of 
Orchids ; in one of those I saw one or two 

examples of the variety called superba, whioh 
has a large triangular blotoh upon the lip of 
deep blood colour, just ooming into bloom 

for tho sooond time this season, and this, I used 
lo think, was amongst the smallest-flowered 
kinds ; but now I must alter my opinion. In 
speaking of the variability of the Aolobr sprr.« 
time ago with MrL.Baadeiy of gL^AlUfaJk ud 
Baying that his were very rich in colour and 
large in size, he remarked, “ Yes ; these plants 

come from a new locality, which appears to yield 
muoh finer and richer-coloured varieties than 
the old and better-known spote where it has 

hitherto been oollected." But he did not say 
if the plants came from Columbia or from 
Ecuador. I do not like this plant to be in a lower 
temperature than 60 degs. during the day, but 

this may fall to 55 degs. during the night or in 
the morning, and the thermometer may rise to 
nearly 80 degs. in the summer-time with sun- 

heat, without causing any ill effects ; but during 
this time the plants themselves will require a 
great deal of water to their roots, as well as a 
very liberal amount of moisture in the atmos¬ 
phere, and a due amount of ventilation, for it 

should be borne in mind that if this is not well 
attended to the plants will become infested 
with black-thripe, which is their very worst 
peat; so let the pots be well drained, and 

the plants be pottea in a mixture of good brown 
fibrous poat and chopped Sphagnum Moss. 
This should be pressed down firmly, and be 
aurfaoed with some of tho most lively pieces, so 

that it will grow and make a nice pleasant 
appearance, and this makes a nice soft and oool 
bed for the roots of the plants, and at all seasons 
of the year the air should be kept moist, for in 
what is called the dry season in thoir native 

country rain enough falls to maintain a constant 
humidity in the atmosphere. 

Matt. Bramble. 

TREATMENT OF ODONTOGLOSSUMS. 

“ Arthur Easton ” asks how he is to manage 
somo half-dozen species which he names, and 
whioh he says are kept at from 45 degs. to 
50 degs. in the night-time from about the begin¬ 

ning of December till the end of February ? 
This is quite hot enough for them at this time, 
and although I do not advise you to keep them 

dry at such times by any means, less water must 
be given them, because they do not require any 
resting season, and the Onoidium macranthum 
may be treated in an exactly similar condition, 

and all these plants like a shady situation ; but 
the Ctologyne cristate does like more sun, and a 
little moro heat during the growing season and 
after its bulbs are made up. As regards the ven¬ 
tilation of your houses, these should be fitted up 
so as always to have somo air running through the 
plaoe ; but lets should be left on in very cold 
weather. If expense is no object, however, you 
may keep a good round amount on the house or 

houses noarly at all times, simply making up any 
deficiency in the temperature by extra fire-heat. 
This custom, however, ia fraught with more bad 
results in the oool-house than with other houses 
in tho matter of watering. Although I fre¬ 

quently make use of the expression plenty of 
water, I do not mean that the plants are to be 
treated as aquatios, but the soil is always to be 

kept nicely moist, and without a shade of dry¬ 
ness. I hope you will sucoeed. 

Matt. Bramble. 

ONCIDIUM INCURVUM. 

This ia the name of the spray of flowers sent by 

“ James Moekings.” This plant sometimes goes 
by the name of O. albo-violaoeum, but the name 
given above is tho oorreot one. It bloomed in 
Birmingham for the first time some fifty-throe 
years ago. It is quite of an unusual colour 

amongst Onoidiums, for in this family yellow of 
some shade ia the prevalent oolour. The plant 
has flowers eaoh about an inch aorois ; the sepals 

and petals are white or pink, spotted and tipped 
with white ; the lip is white ; the orest in some 
varieties is dear yollow, but in the one before 
me it is of a pale lemon colour. This is the 
tvpioal form of the plant, but some few years 

since we were all astonished and surprised to 
find a pure white-flowered kind crop up. The 
first time I saw the plant was some few years 
ago when travelling in Franoe. It is about the 

normal size, having pure white flowers and a 
yellow orest, whioh saved the plant from being 
passed over without notioe, for I have a great 
dislike to a pure-white Orchid flowor without the 

least bit of colour to relieve it; but, thank good¬ 
ness, there are very few that are wanting in this 
respect. As to the management of this plant, it 
is a native of Mexico, at some 4,000 feet or 

season; but I like to keep it some |5j 

warmer than this daring the winter months. 

The plant succeeds best potted in good brown 
peat-fibre, mixed with Sphagnum Sloes, and a 
few pieces of sandstone in the soil is no hindrance 
to the plant's well-being, as it keeps the soil 

more open and drains the soil, which this plant 
likes, for although it requires plenty of water 
and a oool, moist atmosphere, all stagnant and 
sour water or soil should bo carefully exoluded 

from about it. Matt. Bramble. 

LENTEN ROSES (HELLEBORES). 

Many only grow the varieties of the true 
Christmas Roses, forgetting or not knowing 
that there is quite as beautiful a raoe that 
blooms in the spring months onwards towards 
summer. These are commonly known as East¬ 

ern Hellebores, or Lenten Roses, and from their 
wealth of foliage and oharmingly coloured flowers 
give interest to the garden. Few seem to think 
of the foliage of the Hellebores, which is bold 

and luxuriant in such species as the native H. 
fu-tidus. A fine effect is made in winter or early 
spring by large dumps of common H. fmtidus, 

the leafage very leathery, much divided, and of 
a profound green oolour, in rich contrast to the 
greenish-yellow flowers. It grows well in 
ordinary garden soil, and is best planted in 

groups in the border, or higher parts of the 
rockery, or in front of shrubberies, where it is 
in keeping with the surroundings. 

The Eastern Hellebore (H. orientalis), 

a native of Greeoe and 8yria, is a very beautiful 
species with fine foliage and whitish flowers that 
are produced on slightly bent stems, very 
graceful in effect. But much has been 

done by hybridising it with the forms 
of the Christmas Rose and other types, 
so that we get a delightful series of 
varieties, the flowers bold and variously 
coloured, some quite white and very pleasing 

against tho green foliage. Some of these forms 
are named and catalogued as H. orientalis atro- 
rubens, and H. o. livid esoens. Good use should 

also be made in groups of H. olympians, ao 
named from its native home, Mount Olympus, 
in Greeoe ; tho flowers of a whitish colour, but 
varying in shade. Very beautifully spotted are 
the flowers of H. guttatus, the inner face of the 

segments dotted with purple; and from this 
type many excellent crosses have been made 
with other kinds, resulting in a delightful series 
of spotted forms, the oolour distributed both 

in dots and suffused over the flower. Many of 
them have been given distinotivo names, but 
there is danger in tnis practice, unless they are 
amply distinct, as considerable resemblance 

exists among them. A handsomo species is H. 
oolohious, the flowers crimson, but varying in 
shade, and between this and other types many 

beautiful hybrids have been raised. The species 
is of strong, bold growth, the leaves divided, 
toothed, and of a very deep-green oolour, almost 

purplish in their early stages. A well grown 
plant ia an object of muoh beantv, broad, very 
deep in oolour, and vigorous, whilst in March or 

earlier, if the weather is favourable, tho flowers 
appear. H. absohaaicus, which grows about the 
Black Sea, is a pleasing speoies, the flowers very 
dark purple, especially to the bud, but ohanging 
with age to a duller tone. H. atro-rubens has 
also purplish flowers, but some of the hybrids 

from this and other kinds are the more beautiful. 
8ome of the crosses with H. guttatus are unique 
in colouring, the flowers muoh spotted, and 
finely suffused. When referring to 

H. fiktidus, the best positions for these 
speoies and hybrids were indicated—viz., in 
colonies or groups by the margins of shrubberies, 
or in the border, and with deep-green leafage as 

a relief the crimson-flowered kinds are very 
distinct and handsome. Although good garden 
soil will suffioe, it must be thoroughly well 
drained, as one of the great evils to contend 

against is stagnant ground. Some amount 
of shade is desirable, but often a very Kor result ooours through planting in 

rders near hedges or large shrubs and trees 

whioh have sent their roots into the soil and ex¬ 
tracted most of the goodness from it. Ono can¬ 
not expect a vigorous growth, a full display of 
flowers, and broad ample leafage, which is one 

of their .chief glories, under suolf conditions. By 
hk^ib'gla well prepared soil to commence with, 
well dag lip arid manured,, it will not be neces¬ 

sary to disturb the plants for many years. 
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THH KITOHHN QARDHN. 

KITCHEN GARDEN NOTES. 

The shortening of the hour* of sunlight remind 

us that preparation must be made for winter 
before it is actually upon us, and this year there 
is especial need for making the most of the few 
weeks that intervene between summer and 
winter, as the drought was so protracted as to 
render a good many operations almost impos¬ 
sible while it lasted, but now that copious rains 
have at length fallen, no time should be lost in 

pushing on all kinds of ground work. Amongst 
the moat pressing work Deeding immediate 

attention, I will diroot attention to the work of 
Cabbage planting tor spring —Presuming 

that a good supply of plants is available, the 
soil intended for the bods should be liberally 

manured and deeply cultivated, then set out in 
rows 2 feet apart and put the plants in about 
the uame distance apart, pressing them very 
firmly into the soil, and after a fortnight's 
interval run the hoo between the rows, and a 
few days later draw a little soil up to 
the stems of the plants, as it supports 
them against wind-waving and keeps 
the frost from affecting the stems. 
Cauliflowers of the Autumn Giant kind 
are now coming fit for use, and should 
be frequently looked over, breakieg 
the loaves down to protect the white 
heads from getting discoloured by 
exposure to sun or wind or the action 

of frost. Young plants of Early Lon¬ 
don, and other kinds for first crop 
next season, should now be pricked 
out in hand-lights or cold frarm a, keep¬ 
ing them well ventilated in mild 
weather so as not to excite growth too 
much. 

Celery.—Late crops will now need 
attention In the matter of earthing up, 

the oarly crops being now fit for use. 
As a rule, Celery is not a good crop this 
year, except where extia care has been 
given to watering, as being a very mois¬ 
ture-loving orop the dry summer and 

autumn acted very adversely on its 
growth. 

Lettuces should now bo planted out 
on sheltered sloping borders where they 
can be kept free from stagnant moisturo 
during winter, and a good supply of 
ronng plants should be placed In cold 
frames in case of a severe winter cut¬ 
ting off the open-air stock. 

Potatoes should be all lifted by this 

time, as nothing is gained by leaving 
even very late sorts in the open ground 
after the heavy rains have saturated 
the soil about them. All those that 
were lifted oarly will need carefully 
looking over, for if at all thickly 
together they will be liable to start 
prematurely into growth, and thereby 
spoil the quality either for culinary 

purposes or for seed. 
Trenching up all vacant soil should 

be done at this time of year, *o as I o 
set it a* much exposed to the winter 
frosts as possible, aod also to avoid a press of 
work in spring. All 

Fruit trees should be pruned as soon after 
the fall of the leaf as possible, and those on walls 

should be nailed to the wall, and espaliers 
should have the stakes made grod and neatly 
tied. This Is the best time to wash the trees 
with inseot destroyers. 

Winter Cucumbers. — These will require 
much attention now, and espeoial care should 
be taken not to overcrop at first, so that the 
plants may have strength to go through the 
winter well and bring a full crop of fruit when 

needed. Of course, a well-constructed house is 
required with ample means of heating. A fine 
winter orop of Cucumbers is shown in the 
annexed illustration. Two of the best kinds to 
grow for winter work are the old true Telegraph 
and Lockie’s Perfection. J. G., Hants. 

4775 —Cabbages clubbing. — There is 
no known cure for the injury done to your 
plants by the insects which cause the clubl 
of which you complain. The withholdijSg 

manure willnot help you.L ‘Dressing the'_ 
wi'h soot when it is fairly dry is as likely to help 

you as muoh as anything. It is possible that 
the gas-lime may have lost some of its power 
before you used it, but you must understand 
that it cannot be applied in sufficient quantity 
to destroy such insects as wireworms without 
injury to the crops. If those who are daily wit¬ 
nesses of the formation of gas-lime, and who 

ought to know something of its destructive 
quality, if any, are to be reliod upon, it appears 
that it is of no use whatever to place upon the 
land, although the vendors of it will not tell 
purchasers so, as they want to get rid of it. 
Anyway, I know that a sort of covert smilo 
passes over their countenances whon they sco the 

useless stuff loaving the premises.—J. C. 0. 

MAKING A KITCHEN GARDEN. 

In the formation of a garden of this kind mis¬ 
takes aro often made, and if care is not taken 
the soil may remain comparatively sterile for 
two or three years. It appears a very easy 
matter to form a good kitchen garden out of 
suoh a site as a Grass field, all that appears 

with those on well-drained ground. It therefore 
behoves those who may have the formation of a 
kitchen garden to first see to the drainage. The 
carrying outof such work need not be referred to 

in this article, as the formation of the ground 
decides such work. Drainage, however, must 
be well dono, so that the water can have a free 
oourse. Tho work should commence now, so 
that the turf can decay before cropping takes 
place in the spring Not that general cropping 

is the beat for the firBt season at any rate. A 
crop of Potatoes is I he best the first year, this 

Our Rkaorrh' Ii.li'htkations : A (rood crop of Cucumbers. Engraved 
for Uardknixo Ilm'htratsd from a photograph sent by Mr. Isaac 
Bteley, Mount Pleasant, Hazel Grove, near Stockport. 

time to allow of tho planting of winter vege¬ 
tables. All these things have to be taken into 
consideration, as very often people with limited 

cxpeiience are under the impression that the 
soil can be quickly got into condition for tho 
reception of quite small seeds. Whether 
manure or other correotivis should be added at 
the time of trenching will, of courts, depend 
upon circumstances. It is plain that anything 

which would tend to improve the 
working of the soil, and also its fer¬ 
tility, will have its due effeot upon the 
orop* which will follow. If the soil 

be clay, anything which coold be 
added to ensure its free working will 
certainly be of great benefit, as very 
often suoh soils are often incapable of 
producing the crops they should on 
account of being too heavy. As we all 
know, a free use of manure is of great 
advantage ; so also are burned or 
charred soil, garden refuse, and last, 
but not least, road scrapings. This 
last is a capital corrective where good 
matoiial can be had, as besides con¬ 
taining a fair percentage of horse- 
droppings, it is also composed of a 

fair percentago of gritty matter, which 
tends to keep the soil open. How it 
should be used will, of uourso, depend 
upou the quantity at disposal. When 
there is plenty of any of the materials 
mentiomd, one and all may bo worked 
into the soil as the work proceeds, 
leaving a fair dressing of the best, 
such as 

Decayed manure and refuse, for 
forking into the surface in the spring. 
If by chance there should bo very 

little, and manure in particular, it had 
much better be reserved for working 

into the surface in the spring, so 
as to add to the surface fertility for 
tho immediate benoflt of tho crops 
which may follow, lly commencing 
the work now the decay of tho turf 
will coinmenoe, and the surface be 
opened up to the winter frosts and 
snow, so that all will be in readiness 
for spring cropping. What has to be 
considered at the present time is the 
keeping of the most fertile soil at the 
top and the buryiDg of tho turf suf¬ 

ficiently deep to cause decay, but not 
yet too far from the surface, although 

necessary bciDg to trench it over, placing the 

top spit at the bottom of the trench ana the 
bottom at tho top. Now this is where the mis¬ 
take is made, for unless the ground should be 
naturally good to a fair depth, this turning of 
the soil upside down to the depth of 18 inches or 
2 feet may end in failuro. What is wanted is a 
fair depth of fertile soil. Decaying turf, as all 

gardeners know, is a storehouse of food for grow¬ 
ing orops, although in this respeot it is not 
always a universal blessing, for often it is the 

home of root-eating insects, particularly wire- 
worm, which is often to be found in new gardens 
formed from Grass land. In the first place, it 
must be seen whether the land requires drain¬ 
ing, as it is better that this should be done 
before the soil is disturbed. 

Drainage plays an important part in the 
well-doing of crops. Land that is ill-drained 
will never produce satisfactory crops, as besides 
keeping the soil in a cold state through its 
water-logged condition, it prevents that aeration 

for the well-doing of the different 

jt will be called upon to produce, 
ling how backward the croj: 

cold, undrained soils when com 

deep enough to keep it from growing 
through. What is known as bastard trench¬ 
ing is the best to adopt, although it will differ 
slightly on account of the growing turf. In 

tho ordinary course of bastard trenching the top 
soil in its entirety is kept on the surface, the 
bottom being forked over, at the same time 
adding manure. Any attempt at deep trench¬ 
ing, suoh as the old system of three spits, 
turning it upside down, would only result in 
failure, and very likely, as previously hinted, 
would make the surface soil sterile for some 

time to come. In commencing the work take 
out a trenoh 3 feet wido, as there is nothing like 
having ample room for working, oramped 
trenches preventing the work from beiDg carried 
out expeditiously. The turf should be taken 
off first to the depth of 2 inches, not more, and, 
of course, it will be the same with each succeed¬ 
ing trench. Now take out a good spit of the 

top soil, and take this and also the turf from 
the first trenoh to where the work will finish. 
The bottom soil should now be forked over, 

adding the correctives and also tho top turf of 
the nixe trusok, and on to this place the next 

jtc o?-eoiL (which* 
“udder the turf, writ-3 

being immediately 
1W5 for tile state. The 
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work should bo carried on in this way until the 
whole ia finiahod. By the following spring thia 
top soil will bo well broken down, ana into thia 

ahould be lightly forked the manuro and burned 
refuse. If it oould be ao managed to crop it 

with Potatoes, it would bo all the better for 
the succeeding oropa. 

Potatoes clean the soil, and the planting, 
hoeing, moulding-up, and ao forth get the soil 

Fig. l.—Early Turnip “Snowball." 

into good working order. If the whole could bo 
turned over again in twolvo months' time, there 

would be a good depth of pulverised soil. If 
any constituents, such as limo, should bo 
lacking, these could also bo added. As regards 
the preparation of the soil for the orchard, it 

will dopend entirely upon the class of trees it is 
lntendod to plant. For instance, if the orohard 
ia to be on Grass and tho trcos which it is 

intended to plant are standards, then only 
stations need bo formed at tho distanco apart 
deoided for the trees. On the other hand, if 
the orchard ia to be mixed and to include small 

fruita as well, then the whole ahould be treated 
m I have advised for tho kitohen garden. 
Stations for standards are generally formed 
about 0 feet ovor, and to the depth of 18 inches 

or 2 foot. Tho whole of the soil should be taken 
oat, taking caro when it is roturned that the 
good soil ia kept on the surface, the turf being 5laced just boneath tho roots. The turf as It 

ecays will food the roots, as if placed too far 
down and tho subsoil should bo of an lndidorent 

description, it la apt to attract the roots down¬ 
wards. If any oorreotives are needed, they 
should be added at the filling in. Y. 

frequently ocours that the first aowing on some 
soils is anvthing but profitable. I have adopted 

thia plan for years. As a late Turnip for storing 
for winter use it ia one of the beat, and an exool- 
lent keeper if nice sized bulbs are stored. For 

forcing in frames, the Early Milan ia excellent, 
of quick growth, and good flavour, but as many 
cannot afford room for these, a late sowing of 

Red Globe, if stored in soil, sand, or ashes in a 
cold place, keeps well into the spring. With a 
small sowing of the late kinds no difficulty will 
be fouud in keeping up a supply all tho year 

round. G. Wytues. 

TURNIPS (EARLY AND LATE). 

It is surprising to note in different parts of the 
oountry the varieties of Turnips grown and the 

qualities of them. Yellow-fleshed Turnips are 
popular in the north, and I have often seen there 

splendid examples of good oulturo. I have hoard 
it stated by our leading soodsmon that in private 
gardens there is but little demand for the yellow- 
fleahod varieties of Turnips. As is well known, 
the old Orango Jelly or Golden Ball is one of 

our best kinds for standing late. I always sow 
a fow rows of Golden Ball and Chirk Castle for 
winter use, as, should the weather be severo, if 
not sown before tho middle or third weok in 

August, they do not get too large, aad a 
small Turnip is better and resists frosts and 
gives a lot of greens in the spring months 
hotter than a late one. I think one of tho 

best Turnips over sent out is Veitch'a Red 
Globe. This is not one of tho earliest, but it 
is the best for general crop, as it remains 

good longer than others of handsome shape, and 
it is also very hardy. It will also bo found use¬ 
ful as a garden variety when required for early 

work. Thoso who havo a difficulty to get 
Tarnips on account of their running to Bced 
should, at the time of sowing tho early kinds— 

such as Early Milan or Snowball (Fig. 1), an 
excellent kind for framo culture, as is also the 
** Jersey Navet,” or Forcing Turnip (Fig. 2)— 

take tho preca\rt^U|^q (SplW, a f®r uwatof i^cfi 

Globe, and these, though a few Bay* wter, wdfc 
often succeed when the earlier ones fail, asStf 

LATE TOMATOES. 

This has been a splendid season for Tomatoes, 
as they delight in plenty of sunlight and a dry 
atmosphere, and seldom have we had suoh fine 
ripe crops out-of-doors, not only on walls, but 

right out in tho open—in fact, those against 
walls, unless well supplied with water at the 
roots, did not, with me, prod uce such heavy crops 
as those in tho opeo, from the fact of the soil 

closo up to the base of sunny walls getting too 
dry even for Tomatoes, unless water was supplied 
artificially ; and not only havo Tomatoes pro¬ 
duced suoh fiuo crops, but they kept so froe from 

disease that they have continued to grow on 
and produce auccessional crops that they look 
as if they would oontinuo bearing up to 
Christmas, if the dreaded frosts would koop off; 

but as we caunot expect these late fruits to 
come to maturity out-of-doors it is advisable to 
cut off all tho fruit that aro coloured and plaoo 
them under glass to finish off their ripening 
until required for uso. This will throw the 

strength of tho plants into the latest fruits, and 
if they can be left on the plants until they get 
fully grown, oven though they are not coloured, 
they will be very useful for culinary purposes, 

if tho stalks of the plants are out with the 
fruit hanging on them, and after cutting off all 
tho foliago, bang them up in any glass-houso to 

ripen. J. G., Gotport. 

4750 — Sweet scented Carnations.— 
Countess of l’aris is sweetly scented, but I am 
afraid nono of the others mentioned are in any 
degree. Your question is most interesting, as 
fragrance is too muoh lost sight of in the 
Carnations, as in the newor Roses, in many oases, 
whereas the fragrance should bo one of the chiof 

features. A Carnation without soent is worth 
little. I do not oare for such flowers, although 
they may be beautiful in form and colour. A 

Rose, for instanoe, without fragranco is bereft of 
its sweetest charm.—0. T. 

4769.—Tropmolum speclosum, &o.— 
Tropn-olum speciosum, plants or root-outtings, 
cool, moist position ; Splrroa aatilboidos, plants, 
moist, lightly shaded spot; Uarpalium rigidum, 
division, sun or shado; T roll i us dahuricus, 
division or seed ; Gaillardias, outtings or seed, 

sunny position, aDd light soil; Cactus Dahlias, 
cuttings, rich soil; Funkias, division, ordinary 
culture; Romneya, ditto; Lobelia fulgens, 

division, rich, moist soil; Perennial Sunflowers, 
same as Uarpalium, Nearly all these aro best 
planted in the spring, about April.—B. C. R. 

- The Trop.uolum mentioned requires a 
moist, oool soil and position. It will not succeed 
in hot or dry spots, and the beat plaoe for it is 

against a hedge, through whioh it sends its 

shoots laden with vermilion-ooloured flowers. 
It is a quite hardy plant, though little soon in 

English gardons. I saw it last summer in tho 
position mentioned, where it mado a very lino 
effect, but it may be also planted on tho 

rockery, or in a plaoe where its shoots can fall 
over, or run through neighbouring things, as 
shrubs Plant in the spring, and let the soil be 
rich, giving water also through the spring months 

until the roots get established. You had better 
get roots. Plant the remainder, except 
Gaillardias and Cactus Dahlias, any time from 

now until spring, but the sooner they are in tho 
ground tho bettor. I should not risk the 
Romneya in the open unless you aro in the 
extreme south of England, in a peculiarly 

favourable climate. Tho Dahlias are, of courts, 

better. They are struck from cuttings in 
Ihe spring, got from old roots put in host. 
Lobelia fulgens it is also not well to risk in the 

tpen. The plants should be divided. GitHaialaJ, 
unless in a warm soil, aro not hardy.--^ gy, , 

HOBBS. 

A RIVAL TO MARECHAL NIEL ROSE. 

This is, however, what the new Rose catalogues 
say, and although many people may be disposed 
to doubt such an assertion, I am not prepared 

to say that the catalogues are wrong, os from 
what I have seen of this now Rose—the name of 
which is Climbing Perle des Jardins—growing 
in large and small pots, I am satisfied that, 

if it does not prove a rival, it will run the 
Marshal very close for tho honour of the first 
place as a yellow climbing variety for cultivat¬ 
ing under gloss. The name ia, of course, fami¬ 
liar to many readers of Gardening, as the 

dwarf form has long been known as one of the 
best Tea scented Roses in its line of colour. 
The variety to whioh I alludo ia a counter¬ 

part of tho other, except in growth, whioh is of 
a vigorous climbiDg habit, so vigorous, in fact, 
that I havo soon plants in 9 inch pots that had 
made shoots 20 feet long during the past 

summer. In tho matter of growth it is un¬ 
doubtedly a serious rival to Mardchal Niel, but 
os I have seen the flowers under a strong 
summer sun, I do not think tho colour is 

deop enough to displaco our old favourite, 
but thoro are many pooplo who will valuo tho 
new Rose for its continuous flowering quality, 

as even the strongest of the shoots of the cur¬ 
rent season produces many blooms. This is 
what the Marshal nevor does. It will flower 
from old spurs, but not on tho long young 
shoots. Should it be that the colour of tho now 

rival is deeper when forced into flower in tho 
month of March I hardly know what the effect 
will be on the future position of our old 

favourite. It will not surpriso me if it has to 
take a back soat, and that very quickly, as the 
cankering propensity of tho Marechal is so 
disappointing that many hitherto disappointed 

cultivators will hail with delight a variety that 
is likely to be free from so serious a dofect, and 
that it is serious my own experience again provos 
this season, for I put out six plants in the month 

of Maroh under glass, one of which died, threo 
have just kept alive, tho remaining two have 

made shoots about 4 feet long, and the strongest 
of these has already got a wart forming on tho 
stem, close to the soil. This so-called wart is 
only another name for canker, whioh will bo 

sure to ond in the death of tho plant, so that if 
I should allow tho nowcomer to displace the 
othor I cannot be aooused of doing so without a 

sufficient roason. J. 0. C. 

Pegged-down Rosea.— I am surprised 
that " A. H.” (see Gardening, Oct. 14th, 
p. 449) should think I am undooided about tho 

Fig. 2.-Early Turnip “Jersey Navel.'' 

value of peggod-down Roses, as the past volumes 
of this paper will show that I have advocated 
this form of Rose growing long before “A. H." 

had: 'adopted it, and havo had nothing but praise 
to Write in its favour TI asked the question of 

alcoweapaaMavai) tw Ithe behaviour of Gloire 
j I^c^^js^p^paure I had not grown this 
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particular variety in that way, and, it being a 
beautiful Roee, I was anxious to know how it 

behaved. I may mention that I commenced 
propagating H. P. Rosea from cuttings in the 
year 1868 The next year the plants were set 
out in beds on Grass, and for twenty years they 
Save me more pleasure in Rose growing than I 

ave got from any other form. This being so, I 
can only hope that "A. H." will go cn 

advocating pegged-down Roses, and that he will 
make many converts, as I am sure they will not 
be disappointed.—J. G. C. 

4776 — Marechal Nlel Roses.—It is 
very desirable that you should thin oat at once 
some of the weakest shoots. Those left would 
then get better ripened, and produce larger 
flowers than they will if left as they are unless 
you so wish it. It seems a pity to allow the 
Roses to ocoupy the whole of the roof. In my 

own practice I cut all the shoots down as soon 
as the first lot of flowerB are over, and then get 
a crop of Tomatoes in the same house, outting 
away the growth of the latter as the young Rose- 
shoots require the space. Even if you continue 
on the same lines, you eettainly allow too 
many shoots to remain. You should cut away 
some of the oldest and weakest and train out 
those left to i> inches apart. Mr. Lock, an 

amateur gardener of Staplcgrovo, near Taunton, 
grew last year the finest Kiel Roses I ever saw. 
He trained the shoots a long way apart on the 
back wall and near to the top of his greenhouse, 
where the growth got all the sun and plenty of 
air ; the blooms were extraordinary, both for 
their remarkable size and substance. I never 

saw better evidence of the value of securing 
well ripened wood of this Rose.—J. C. C. 

- I can quite understand your reluctance 
to out away the wood of two such grand plants 
as you evidently possess. Still, a great deal of 
comparatively useless wood may be removed, 
and there could be no better time than the 
present. I would romovo all of the side 

growths of indifferent strength first, afterwards 
cutting away the oldest wood that could be 
removed without sacrificing more than possihle 
of the ripened growth made during tho part 
summer. You will obtain more blooms from a 
smaller quantity of good wood than from a lot 
of medium growth. Tho strong shoot still 
growing freely may bo left intact. Next spring, 

after flowering is over, again trim out as much of 
tho wood as possihlo, thus allowing moro space 
and light for a few strong maiden shoots to 
develop themselves.—P. U. 

1777.—Management of H. P. Robbs — 
There is no great objection to moving your old 
Roses if you do so at once ; but I am afraid tho 
aiokly-looking ones will be found not to have 

many roots. If they havo not you had better 
discard them. About the third week in March 
cut back all the strong long shoots to within 
18 inches of tho ground, and the weak ones to 
half that distance; but for such a border as 

yours I Bhould suggest that you have all 
Roses in the back row, and nothing between 
them. If tho heap of stuff to which you ulludr 

is free from live roots of woods, it will do admir¬ 
ably to mix with the old soil, and I should 
ail vise you to take out a trench IS inchcB deep, 
and put 6 inches or more of the materiul in the 
bottom, and set the Roses on the top of it. Then 

mix some manure with another portion, and 
fill up the trench with that and half of tho old 

soil. You want something with an upright 
growth between tho Carnations. 8tripcd Mari¬ 
golds are popular flowers just now. Double or 
single Zinnias would do very well, but I should S refer the singularly-formed and quaint-coloured 

owers of the Salpigloeeis. These will flower 
quite late in the summer, after the Carnations 
are over.—J. C. C. 

• It will not interfere very much with the 
blooming of your Roses if lifted and transplanted 

at once. Reing on the spot, you can avoid the 
leant delay in plaoing them into their now 
quarters, and this is a great point. Of oourso, 
it will somewhat reduce tho quality and quantity 
of bloom, andyour plants will naturally have some¬ 

what coarse roots after boing in one place so long. 
You are right in allowing them moro room, for 
at present your border must be rather cramped. 
Tho decayed weeds and horse-manure yomsp^nk 
of will be quite as good to plant into if tur 

a thing so diflioult to' dbtbirk MttiduSLmTr_ 
expense. The chief thing is to plant early and 

without any delay in the operation. What 
would look best between the Roses and Carna¬ 
tions is purely a matter of personal taste ; but 

I would advise less crowding.—P. U. 

4756.—Growing Roses.—“ Inquirer " has 
got a splendid aspect and position for his new 
venture, and I wish him every success. As a 
start I would choose the following twelve dark 
H. P.’s : General Jacqueminot, A. K- Williams. 
Charles Lefebvre, Countess of Oxford, Earl of 
Dufferin, Empereur de Maroc, Duke pf Con¬ 

naught, Jean Soupert, Viotor Hugo, Prince C. 
do Rohan, Maurice Bernardin, and Prince 
Arthur. When he asks for light-coloured Roses 
I am tempted to recommend all Teas being 
planted, except Gabrielle Luizet and Mrs. John 
Laing among the H. Porpetuals, and Viscountoss 

Folkestone, Augustine Guinoisseau, Carolino 
Testout, and Captain Christy from among the 
Hvbrid Teas. Tho quantity of good, Tight 
coloured Teas aro so numerous that I must 
refrain from naming them. Why not write to 

Clove-scon led t’luk. 

some grower for a descriptive catalogue ? Toa 
Roses grow remarkably well in Ireland.—P. U. 

- The beat growers amongst the sweet 
smelliDg Roses aro to be found in those bearing 

light or roso-ooloured flowers. You will, how¬ 
ever, find tho following twelve fairly good : 
A. K. Williams, E. Y. Teas, Prince Camille 
de Rohan, Annie Wood, Emily Laxton, Empress 
of India, Eclair, Raoul Guillard, Jean Soupert, 
Madame Henri Pereire, Souvenir do Charles 

Montault, and Paul Verdier. Amongst the 
light-coloured Roses boaring fragrant flowers 
I regard Madame Gabrielle Luizet as tho best; 
Augustine Guinoisseau (or Whito La France) is 

also very good; others possessing various 
degrees of sweetness will be found in 

d'Arden, Marchioness of Lorno, 

of Albany, Mr. J, Ilrownlow, 
Laing, Mario L. 1‘ernett, La Franco, 
Courting. Marie Verdier, and Felix 

ou aro interested in sweet scented 

t grow the old Cabbage Ri 
a varieties and Reine Planch ?— 

- “Inquirer” should succeed well with 
Roses in such a position. The best twelve dark- 
coloured Hybrid Perpetuals are Abel Carriore, 
A. K. Williams, Charles Lefebvre, Gustave 

Piganeau, Louis Van Houtte, Reynolds Hole, 
Ulrich Brunner, Xavier Olibo. Horace Vernet, 
Sultan of Zanzibar, Paul Neyron, General 
Jacqueminot, Duke of Wellington, and Dupuy 

Jamain. Amongst the white or light-coloured 
kinds may be mentioned the following : Augus¬ 
tine Guinoisseau, sometimes classed as a Hybrid 
Tea, but in reality a H. P. The flowers are 

white, tinted with pink in the oentre, very fra¬ 
grant, are borne profusely. They are borne 
with great freedom on sturdy plants both in the 
summer and autumn. It is also called the 
White La France ; Margaret Diokson, one of 

the new varieties shown by Messrs. Dickson, 
of Newtownwards, at the Crystal Palace, this 

year, would suit you, and they are light-coloured 
Roses, although a trifle expensive at present. 
They are very suitable for Ireland, and ft would 
not be a bad plan to write to this firm for 
advice in the matter, as Roses that succeed 
here are not always satisfactory across the 
Channel Mr. John Laing is a light-coloured 
Rose, and has done well this year. It is good 
everywhere. Then there are Abel Grand, 

Alphonse Soupert, Baroness Rothschild Boule 
de Neige (white), the new Caroline Testout, 
(rose, very fragrant), Centifolia rosea, La 
France, Mme. Eugenio Verdier, Mmo. Victor 
Verdier, Marquise de Castellano, and Violetto 
Bouyer.—C. T. 

47.31.—Light - coloured Tea Roses, 
&C.—I think the following are twelve of the 

sweetest-scented Hybrid Perpetuals of the above 
colour: Abel Grand, Francois Michelon, 
Heinrich Sohultheis, Jules Margottin, Mme. C. 
Joigneaux, Marchioness of Lome, Marguerite 

do St. Amand, Baronne Prevost, Miss Hassard, 
Princess Mary of Cambridge, Silver Queen, and 
Violette Bouyer. A similar number of Teas 
may bo found in Adam, Devoniensis, The Bride, 
Souvenir do 8. A. Prince, Eliso Fugicr, Ooubelt, 
Edith Gifford, Mmo. Cutin, Sappho, Rubens, 
Souv. d'un Ami, and Innocente Pirola.—P. U. 

PINKS AND CARNATION8. 

Tiie.se plants suffer if left too long in oue place 
without transplanting, for they get long, 
straggling stems, which suffer greatly in severe 
weather, while short, stocky plants pass safely 
through the most trying ordeal. Pinks root so 
freely when divided and replanted at this timo 

of year, that except for very choice sorts it is 
the easiest and licet plan. The old fringed white 
and pink varieties and the larger-blooming 
varieties that aro now so extensively grown for 
supplying out flowers may bo increased to anv 
extent by this means, digging out small 
trenches and planting them right up to the 
leaves ; every pieco will make a plant. Car¬ 
nations that have been layered will now be 
rooted sufficiently to be taken off from 

the old stools, and after the beds are prepared, 
planting them firmly in lines where they are to 
flower. Old iilants that can be divided will be 
greatly benefited by digging up and replanting 
in tho same manner as Pinks. I have many 
times, when dividing and replanting at this time 
of year, had quantities of shoots broken off with¬ 

out any roots. These have been made into 
cuttings, and inserted in sandy soil under cloches 
or hand-glasses, or even in boxes of soil, placing 
them in oold frames, and a very largo percent¬ 
age of them have rooted by tho spring and 
made good plants ; in faot, it is advisable to 
have a resorvo supply of this sort, for in severe 

winters they seem to suffer less than those that 
are fully rooted, and in vigorous growth. The 
illustration represents a good specimen of the 

favourite Clove-scented Pink.—J. G., Ooxpori. 

The Autumn Crocus —This is a very 
beautiful hardy bulb, and yet very little grown 
in gardens, although it is not fastidious. It is 
more worth growing than many of tho Dutch 

Crocuses that one gets really tired of in tho 
spring months. Crocus spcciosus—such is the 
botanical name of the Autumn Crocus—has 
deep-purple flowers, a lovely colour, the veins 
still deeper in shade, and set off by a brilliant 
°rai^g?;fltiatwa/pWhioh is very rich contrast ; 

when the flowers are fully expanded in the sun 

a Wp bu|bB !»««•»*« 
nd thrive ip moderately light soil.—C. 
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FRUIT. 

47-28.—Compost for Vines.—The best 
compost for Vines is the top 4 inches of an old 
pasture with a limestone base. If the limestone 

base is not thereadd one or two portions in bulk of 
old plaster. To this should be added some man¬ 

orial stimulant of which there are plenty of 
artificials in the market. Thomson’s Manure 
has an established reputation. The Patent 
Silicate Manure is excellent for Vines and 
Peaches, and orushed bones or bone-meal are 

excellent for mixing into Vine borders. I think 
the simpler the compost the better. Good loam 
and bones—one part in twenty of bones to loam 
—with annual applications of stimulating arti¬ 

ficial will grow good Grapes. But Gfapes are 
annually falling in price, and the cheaper they 
can be produced the more profit—howsver, the 
time is near when there will be no profit at 
all on Grape-growing, unless th6y are produoed 

cheaper.—E. H. 

-The best compost for Vines is turf cut 
from a pasture, the older the better, as it will 
have all the more fibre, and it is the fibre that 

renders the turf valuable. Failing this material, 
tho best soil that can be had must l>e used, 
mixing with it suitablo additions in greater pro 
portions than would be necessary were turf ob¬ 
tained. To evory cartload of turf freshly out, 

3 inches thick, and chopped into pieces 4 inches 
and (i inches square, add one sixth part of lime 
rubbish, wood-ashes, broken bricks, and char 
coal, limiting the quantity of the first and last 
in proportion to the kind of loam to be used. 
For instance, if this be of a heavy, olose, reten¬ 

tive nature more of the ingredients named will 
be required to maintain the porosity of the soil; 
but where the loam is inolined to bo of a sandy 
nature leas of them will be needed. To each 
load of tho mixture, whether it be heavy or light, 

add $ owt. of (inch ground bones. These in¬ 
gredients may be added in making up the 
border, whioh is proforable to mixing the whole 
together previously, because by constant turn 
inga over of the compost to as thoroughly incor 

porato as is thought nccossary, the loam or soil 
becomes broken up so finely as to loso much of 
its porous naturo when put together, and conse¬ 

quently is more liable to become inert and too 
cloao to admit of a rapid dneharge of the water, 
which of nccctsity must bo applied copiously 
from time to time for the support of the immense 
quantity of foliage which healthy Vines carry 

It is a mistako to add farmyard manuro to the 
soil. This only induces the Vines to mako gross 
growth devoid of maturity. Under no con 

sideration should the border be made too deep. 
Shanking of the Grapes is more often traceable 
to the roots being in soil too cold than anything 

elto. A depth of 2 feet of soil is amplo for any 
Vine border. Drainago should he provided 
amply. Ono foot of broken bricks, stones, or 
clinkers is not too much to carry oil surplus 

water quickly. In making a new border it is 
not wise to oomplete it at once ; rather make it 
piecemeal by adding a couple of feet in width 
every year until the limit iB reached. The 
Vines will thus obtain more support by their 

roots being able to run into new soil.—S. P. 

4771.-Grapes for a oold house.—I 
should not advise anyone to plant Alicante Grape 
in a cool-house, for at best it is only third-rate 
in flavour. The fact that Alicante will thrive 
and tho berries take on a good colour if grown 
on the back wall of a vinery or greenhouse makes 
it a favourite with some amateurs ; but if I had 
to eat the fruit I am sure I should strike for 
a change. For a cool-house Trentham Black is 
more suitable than Alicante j but why not grow 

Black Hamburgh or Foster’s Seedling (white) ? 
You will never get better sorts. If you do not 
want large bunches and berries the Dutch Sweet¬ 
water is far and away superior to Alicante in 

flavour.—J. C. C. 

- The Grape that the most confidence can 
be placed in to ripen in a cool-house is Black 

Hamburgh; none equals this old favourite. 
Independent of its adaptability for a cool 
structure, the quality of its fruit cannot be 

surpassed. Alioante Is a hardy Grape, but in 
point of individual quality it is sadly lacking as 

4752.—Blight on Apple trees.—I expect 
the soap-water was not strong enough. Sulphur 

is not of much use to kill these inseots. Linseed- 
oil smeared over them will kill them, so will 
paraffin ; but I have seen trees injured by the 
use of paraffin, and do not recommend it, except 

it can bo mixed with soap and afterwards toned 
down with wator. A strong solution of Sun¬ 
light Soap, 6 ounces to the gallon, will kill all 

kinds of aphis. This will, I think, provo a 
cheap and useful insectioide.—E. H. 

— “Pomona’s” trees are infested with 
“American Blight,” commonly known as the 

woolly aphis, a most difficult pest to get rid of. 
If the trees are not too badly overrun with the 
intoot as to cause excrescenoes all over tho 
branches, paro many of tho worst parts down to 

the level of the bark of tho branch, and well 
scrub every part of the tree with methylated 
spirits, using a hard brush. If the washing is 

carefully done twice during tho winter the bulk 
of it will have been got ria of. Even if that is 
so, some is sure to show during tho summer. 
These should be touohod with more of tho spirit, 

and with persistence tho trees may bo rendered 

tolerably clean.—S. P. 

— Your trees appear to be affected with 
the “ Amcrioan Blight.” Petroleum or paraffin- 
oil is a certain remedy for the pest. I have 
cleared a great many trees with it these last 

fow years. Last spring I used it about some 
trees that were very badly affeoted. It com¬ 
pletely freed tho trees from the pest for the 
season. It will probably appoar again next 
spring when tho trees must have another touoh 

up with the oil. I apply the remedy with a 
small paint-brush, and uso it undiluted with 

water. It needs no rubbing in as petroleum- 
oil has strong penetrativo powers. I havo nevor 

seen any ill effects from it use.—L. 0. K. seen any 

4738. — Cape _ _... Gooseberry. — For pot 
culture it is best to treat this plant as an annual, 
and then it is of very easy culture. Sow the 
seed in Maroh, and afterwards grow on in singlo 
pots. Those 7 inohes in diameter will furnish 

quite a large plant. I have a plant at tho pro 
sent time in a 5 inch pot that is furnished with 
lots of fruit, but whioh has had only ordinary 
soil and plenty of water. If planted out in good 

soil oarly in tho summer it will cover quite a 
largo space in two or tbreo months, and insects 
do not trouble it. Tho flowers aro insignificant, 
but the fruit is of an ornamental character.— 

J. C. C. 
- This is a native of South America and is 

closely allied to the Potato and Tomato, and 
will do very well under the same cultural 
conditions as the latter. I havo fruited the 
plants out-of-doors in the summer planted 

against a south wall; and they will do still 
better if they receive the same treatment given 
to Tomatoes under glass. May bo raised from 
seeds or propagated by cuttings, tho latter 

being I think preferable, when good cuttings can 
be had. If planted out under glass in a span- 
roofed house they will commence bearing early 

and continue all the summer. They are accom¬ 
modating in the matter of temperature ; they 
will bear a warm-house, or if kept on the side of 
dryness at the roots they will pass through the 
winter in a greenhouse where tho frost is kept 
out. I once grew a lot in a cool orchard house, 

but a severe frost killed nearly all the plantB. If 
the most is done with them they should not have 
a lower temperature than 50 degs. to 55 degs. at 

night. They will grow in any good soiL 
The plants bear on the young wood and a 
supply of this should bo encouraged.—E. H. 

4754.—Young VineB —Many young Vines 

are ruined by leaving too much length of rod the 

first year, and many persons aim at covering 
the trellis too quickly ; the result is after a few 
years of indifferent crops of fruit the rods 
require renewing. Well-managed Vines ought 

to last thirty years in good condition, and give 
as good bunches from the lowest spurs as from 

the opposite end of the Vine. A greater length 
of rod should not be allowed to remain at the 
first pruning than will provide one pair of side 

shoots and a leader ; which means that the cane 
should be cut back within threo buds of the first 

wire.—S. P. 
compared with Black rfamburgh, Trentham,|-If you value the future more than the present, 

4773. — Apples, &c, for a small farden.—Instead of having two trees of 
ohlinville, why not have one of Lord Ruffield 

or Lord Grosvenor, and one tree of Irish Peach, 
which ripens its fruit in August, instead of two 
of Cox’s Orange Pippin, good Apple though it 
may be? The season would bo made much 

longer, and more variety would be enjoyed. 
Governor Wood is a better Cherry than White 
Heart, ripens earlier, and the frnit is of superior 

quality. In the place of one Victoria Plum 
why not plant a tree of Jefferson ? This is a 
prodigious bearer, while the quality loaves 

nothing to be desired.—S. P. 

4703 —Grapes not colouring.—Over¬ 
cropping the Vines is a common cause of the 
non-colouring of the berries of this Grape. 
Daring that stage the hot-water pipes should be 

kept warm to maintain a buoyant atmosphere 
both night and day. The ventilators at the 
top of the house should always bo open a little 
way to enable impure air to escape and admit 
fresh, causing a free circulation, opening the 
ventilators a little at the front on favourable 
occasions also. If tho night temperature does 
not fall below 50 degs. the Grapes will colour 

all the faster. Examino tho borders to make 
sure that the roots do not suffer for want of 
water. If tho Boil is too dry tho roots cannot 
feed the Vines to enable the berries to colour 

properly.—8. P. 

4753.—Planting a Pear-tree.—Directly 
the leaves fall is tho host time of the whole year 
to plant fruit-trees of any kind. Fresh roots 
are then made before the drying winds of March 

set in ; tho trees consequently succeed much 
better the first vear than though planting is 
postponed until the spring. If the soil is heavy 
and retentive of moisture, it should bo trenched 

2 foot deep at once, keoping the surface-soil in 
the samo position as it was before. By moving 
tho soil to the depth named surplus wator from 
heavy rains so much more quickly passes away 
during tho autumn and winter mouths, the 

wood ripens so much better, and canker is 
less likely to take place, than whero there 
is a want of maturity of the ourrent year’s 
growth. Do not add manure to the soil, 

oxoept it is very poor in quality, then 
a small quantity of half-decayed horso-manure 
will be an advantage. This, however, ought 
not to bo buried deeply. In the case of heavy 

Boil the treo should bo planted on the surface, 
moundiDg the soil around it sufficient to cover 
the roots with 3 incheB deep. Choose a dry day 

for planting, then the soil can bo trodden firm 
about the roots. Aftor planting place a Btake 
alongside of the tree to prevent the wind moving 
the roots from their position. Mulch the sur¬ 

face for 2 feet around the tree with a 3-inch 
thickness of partly-decayed manure.—8. P. 
-Plant the Pear now—the eooner the better. Break 

up the toll well, and place some good loam round the toon 
In planting. Do not plant too deep. Muloh with manure, 
and stake as soon as the planting Is done.—E. II. 

4737.—Scale on Peach trees —Wash the trees as 
Boon as the leaveti are down with Glfthuret Compound, 4 oz. 
to the gallon. Give another dressing in February alter 
pruning, and there will to no more trouble with scale.— 

—— When the leaves have fallen carefully scrub the 
infested parts with a strong solution of Tobacco-water and 
eofl-soap, using a fairly hard brueh. If the branohes are 
handled carefully and the work intelligently done, no harm 
need happen to the buds on ths trees. A tecond washing 
will remove any missed the firet time - S. P. 

4774.-Freaks of Nature —A graft of Plum has 
been placed upon the Apple branch, no doubt. It is not a 
freak, but done purposely. You nave evidently pruned 
your trees to death. If you leave them alone j ou might get 
some fruit, hut not if you deliberately out off all the young 
growth.—0. T. 

Black is not good for a 
we'l sometimes evsh 

8 P. 
i“ a >-eaVf£J ,ong„ rod. „nd m„ny g 

gve about 4 feet of wood to fruit above the bottomlwtte 
I Grapes. 

< growers ni 
L-f I them do”it.—E. H. 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 

The St. Bruno’s Lily.—The beautiful 
St. Bernard’s Lily and St. Bruno’s Lily, named 
respectively A. liliago and A. liliastrum, are two 

very attractive garden flowers, and useful to cut 
from for the house. Everyone who has a garden 

likes to see flowers from the border in the house. 
If only ono kind can be grown, ohoics should be 
made of the St. Bruno’s Lily, which in a light 

yet deep soil throws up its spikes of pure-white 
flowors like miniature Lilies. The best times to 

plant are the autumn or spring, and beware of 
small marauders in the shape of slugs that seem 

to find the tender leafage delicate faro. The 
flowers of the Antherioums are so pure-white 

and graceful that they may be used in the 
kSh»ici«Bt arrangements. I seldom see it in small 

£dsj b pi ltd hava-bad it very beautiful this Snob Viiifo will fruit ‘ J 

finrtaiiplace.—T. 
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CLEMATIS DAVIDIANA. 

This useful Clematis is not cultivated as much 
as it deserves to be. Its large, deep-green, 
Vine-like leaves and clusters of pale-blue flowers, 

of a very rare and delicate quality of colour, 
entitle it to a place in the choicest collections. 
Probably it is only hardy in our southern coun¬ 
ties, and even thero likes a warm sheltered place 
and a little dry Fern for winter protection ; but 
its distinct character and refined beauty well re¬ 
pay a little care and trouble. It forms a bushy 

plant about ‘2 ft. high and flowers in July. B. 

4768.—Creepers on WeBt end houses. 
—The creeper which looks like a Virginian 
Creeper on many of the houses about Grosvenor- 
place is a Virginian Creeper, but not the close- 

clinging kind. Its proper name is Ampolopsis 
hederacea. It is a fast grower and very orna¬ 
mental, but its non-clinging tendency is rather 
against it for those who want a creeper that 
requires no training There is a variety of this 

called muralis, which docs cling closely, and I 
think is the beat Virginian Creeper I ever saw, 
combining the close-clinging character of A. 
Veitohi with the free, graceful leafage of A. hede- 
raoea. It should be well and widely known. 

Some plants that I had planted in April of this 
year are now quite 12 feet high, and they have 
not been watered nor had the slightest attention 
since planting. They cling to the wall moat 

tenaciously.—A. H. 

-I presume the oreeper you mean Is the Veitcb'a 
Virginian Creeper (Ampelopaia Veitohi), which clings close 
to the wall, and la muoh used in London gardens. It Is a 
tree-growing and most useful climhsr, and does not need 
nails to support the growth, whilst the leafage turns to 
brilliant colours in the autumn.—0. T. 

47.76.—Striking evergreens —The best 
time to put in cuttings of evergreens is during 
September and October, if planted in the open 
ground ; but Conifers and such things as are 
rooted under glass should be put in earlier. 

Cuttings in a dry time must bo well watered, 
and where only a few plants are required it will 
savo trouble if the cuttings aro planted in a 
shady position on the north side of a wall or 
fence.—E H. 

- It is considerably too late in the season 
for this to be successful. September is quite 

late enough. Such evergroensas Laurels, Sweet 
Bays, Liurustinus, Privet, Euonymus, Aucubas, 
Griselinias, &c , would root freely on a sheltered 
border, if put in during tho early part of 
September. During the present week I have 
been engaged in putting in somo evergreen 

cuttings of choice varieties ; but these are kept 
closo and under glass. In the open it is really 
too late, the wood being rather too matured to 
callus froely.—P. U. 

- Many kinds of evergreons will root 
readily from cuttings, but very few in the open 
ground. Laurels, Box, Aucubas, and Ivies of 
sorts will grow fairly well, but the choicer kinds 
need the protection and assistance of a cold 

frame for at least nine months. No time should 
be lost in inserting the cuttings out-of-doors of 
those kinds previously named. Choose cuttings 
about 9 inches long of the current year’s growth, 
retaining with each a piece of the old wood, 

commonly called a heel, as from this roots aro 
more readily formed than from the softer part 
of the shoot made during the current year. In¬ 
stead of cutting off the shoots with a knife they 
should be slipped oil' by holding the branch in 
one hand and with the other give the cutting a 
sharp downward tug. Trim off any loose bark 
at the base. Insert the cuttings 4 inches deop 
in rows 10 inches apart and 4 inches from each 
other. If the soil is heavy scatter a small quan¬ 

tity of sand at the bottom of the trenoh, on 
which the base of the cuttings rest. Roots aro 
more quickly formed in sand than soil. Press 

the soil firmly about the base of the cuttings, as 
upon this much of the success or otherwise 
depends. If the base of the cuttings is loose 

how can roots form in tho soil ? On tho surface 
between the rows lay a mulching of decayed 
leaves, Cocoa-nut-fibre refuse, or evon coal- 

ashes an inch thick to prevent the frost up¬ 
heaving the soil, and consequently loosening the 

soil at the base of the cuttings.—8. P. 

4765.—A Laurel shrubbery, 
eipal cause of the Laurel*dyingi* th4ooi 
cupping to which they have been 

Laurels will not stand such treatment unless the 
roots are kept nourished by an annual top-dress- 
sing of soil or manure, especially when they are 
growing under trees. You had better root out 
the old plante and take away a good quantity of 

the old soil, and after putting fresh earth in its 
place put in some more Laurel-plauts, and 
instead of clipping them with shears, use a knifo 
to cut away unruly branches. It is not likely, 
however, that the plants will trouble you with 
too much growth. Nor must you expect them 
to remain in a vigorous condition unless you 

help the roots in the direction I have indicated. 
—J. C. C. 

HOUSE & WINDOW GARDENING. 

(panulas in pota. — These 
ilants will do better in a window than in a 
ramo during the winter, as they are apt to mil¬ 

dew, and slugs, too, are so fond of them that it 
is difficult to save them from being eaten up 
unless indoors. They are excellent window 

plants, and will do well in any room without 
severe frost, being given all the sunshine and 
mild air available. Tho proper time to divide 
them is in the autumn, and cuttings put in dur¬ 
ing the spring do not often flower at once. 

Campanulas, however, do not often need repot¬ 
ting ; the beautiful plants hung up in cottage 
windows, covered with a mass of bloom in 
summer, are often left in the samo pot year 

Clomatis Davidiana. Engraved from a photograph. 

after year, and still go on blooming. It is best 
to let them become quite pot-bound before they 

are interfered with, when they can be divided in 
August, just after flowering, and they will then 
make handsome plauts again the next soason. 
Cuttings are much longer in attaining the 
needful size and strong, hardened growth on 

which the bloisoins are so abundantly borno.— 
I. L. R. 

4706.—“ Geraniums ” in winter.— 
These plants should be potted up at once and 
placed in a window for the winter, if possible 
in a room where there is a constant fire, but 
they will do in a spare bedroom or bathroom 
with a sunny aspect, if speaial measures are 
taken to keep them safe during a frosty time. 

They should have been out back rather sharply 
in September, so as to relieve them of some of 
their tops, if at all large and old, but young 

plante do not require much pruning, and are 
better without it unless it be done early enough 
for the wounds made to thoroughly heal and 

harden out-of-doors, as they are apt to become 
mildewed and kill the plant if they are made at 
the time of potting up. Take them up with as 
much of the soil adhering to them as practicable, 

and place them in pots which will just hold 
them comfortably (and no more), filling in the 
sides with sandy soil and leaf-mould—no 

manure. Make the plants very firm in the 
pots, with good drainage, covering the crocks 
with l Jittle Moss, Bprinkled with soot; and 

feather be mild 

ilants stand on 

and 
bed 

slates or glass, for a few weeks to harden 
thoroughly before taking them indoors. They 
must, however, be sheltered before sharp frest sol s 
in, but will do well under a verandah or any tort 

of projection in a sunny spot for some weeks, 
unless wo have an early winter. “ Geraniums ” 
are nearly hardy—in fact, they live outside 
year after year in South Devon, so that all they 
require is to be kept safe from severe frost when 
in pots. But mildew is more likely to kill them 
than frost indoors, and this enemy must be 
guarded against by gathering every falling leaf 

as it fades and burning it, never allowing any 
sort of rubbish or rotting stems to be about tho Slants, as mildew seeds itself rapidly, and will 

estroy a whole set of plants, if allowed to do 
so. The remedies ore dryness, especially of tho 
air, and a slight sprinkling with flowers of 
sulphur on the infected parts. “ Geraniums ” 

should be kept as dry as possible during the 
winter, only being watered occasionally, 
when uuough must be given to run 
through the pot, so as to water all the 
roots thoroughly, the saucers, if used, being 
emptied half-nn hour afterwards, as they must 

“ never ” stand in stagnant water, except when 
in full flower. A kitchen window is an excel¬ 
lent place for “ Geraniums ” in winter, and 
they may bo wintered in a dry frost-proof 
cellar, if kept ouL-of-doors as much as possible to 
harden, and brought up as early in the spring 
as practicable, sheltering them again in the same 
Elace during a sharp time of frost. Or thoy can 

o put into a corner of a room away from tho 
glass during frost, and covered with several 

layers of newspaper which will protect them 
enough if they are dry at tho roots. After tho 
cold is over place them out-of-doors in mild rain, 
which will do them much good, taking them in 
at night in case of frost recurring. In the win¬ 
dow of any sitting-room with a daily firo they 

mil do very well, especially if a 
newrpaper be put between them and 
(he glass in slight frost, and they are 
moved into a sheltered corner, as 
abovr, when tho weather is very 
sevtie. In March they may recoivo 
a Ehift into a pot one size larger, with 
good rich soil; they will be covered 

with buds and ready to put out 
again early in May.—L. R. 
- In answer to “ F. F. Rich¬ 

mond” as to keeping “ Geraniums ” 
in winter, I kept mine succesafuliy 
last winter in a cellar, the pots 
resting on old boxes. The window 
opened toward the south, and it was 

opened for an hour or two on all dry, 
sunny days, unless it was actually 
freezing, watering very seldom, and 
taking all decayed leaves off. About 
the end of February or beginning of 
Maroh I bought somo potting-soil 
from a nursery man, and taking every 

plant from the pots, I scrubbed the pota both 

inside and out, and repotted the plants in the 
new soil, taking slipping* very liberally. I kept 
them in the same collar for onother wook or so, 
giving air freely, and then moved them into a 
tiny lean-to greenhouse without any artificial 
heat. I was truly ashamed of them, and tho 
nurseryman laughed at them, but tho result 
has been most satisfactory—far beyond my 

expectation. I have had nice, healthy, fine 
plants, and very fine bloom both in the tiny 
house and the few I had to bed out. I should 
think if you have a sunny room where you burn 
a lamp instead of gas it would take tho place of 
my tiny house, but such plants must have fresh 
air, but avoid a draught.—C. K. F. 

- You may keep the plants in a window 
or spare room, and I nave hung mine up by tho 

roots in a cool cellar, and they have lived well 
through the winter. In the early spring they 
are taken down, cut back, potted in light well- 
drained soil, and they start away well. Then 
you can get cuttings from them, if you havo a 

little heat to start them. The great thing is 
not to give muoh water when the plants are in 
pots —indoed, scarcely any—and remove decay¬ 
ing leavos. Damp kills wholesale, and the cellar 

in whioh the plants aro hung up must be cool, 
and, of course, away from the influence of frost. 

—C. T. 
- This is rather late In the day for potllrg up 

VOeTsnienM," an1"«9 there is artlflalal heat available. 

Tnivlffliy'lie kept’u1 the windowsol a room where fires a'e 
... --1 * *- keep Ihs 

onfotMi 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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4749.—Treatment of Gloxinias. — I 
should recommend yon to leave them ai they 
are until the spring. When the foliage drops 
away, do not oontinue to water, but let them 
dry off; stand the pots on a shelf out of the 
way. About March or April, the new growth 

will begin to break ; then take up and repot in 
a mixture of about two parts good fibrous loam 
to one eaoh of leaf-mould, peat, and silver sand ; 
water them in and keep moist and warm ; there 
is no difficulty about growing and flowering ; 

but they should be watered with a spout below 
the foliage, not overhead ; water dropping on 
either flowers or leaves rapidly decays them.— 

A. G. Botler. 

-Better leave the Gloxinia bulbs in the pots 

till the growth begins in spring; then shake out 
and repot in loam, peat, and leaf-mould, about 
equal parts, rendered porous by using sharp sand 
freely. These plants used to be grown chiefly 

in peat and sand years ago, but it is now found 
that greater development can be obtained from 
a stronger, richer soil.—E. H. 

- Tho best compost for these charming 
plants is a mixture of loam, neat, leaf-mould, ana 

sand, about two parts of the first to one each 
of peat and leaf-mould, and half a part of sharp 
or coarse sand. Drain the pots well, and poi, 

firmly. The bulbs should be started in a gentle 
hot-bod in the spring, using small pots and 
light, sandy soil; shift them on as they grow, 
and keep them moderately warm and shaded, 

with a humid and rather dose atmosphere, at 
any rate during the early stages. Water freely, 
and give a little weak liquid-manure as tho 
flower-buds rise. When the bloom is over, dry 
the plants off gradually and store away in a 

rather warm and dry place for the winter.— 

B. C. R. 
474.1 —Mignonette, &C.—To have Mig¬ 

nonette to flower in the winter the seeds should 
be sown not later than August in the best loam 
whiah can be obtained, and made quite firm 
before sowing. My plants, which are in bloom 

now, were sown in July. Another batch was 
sown in August, but these plants are not show¬ 
ing flowers yet, as they have been kept in a 
oold-pit, freely ventilated, the flowers not being 
required before Christmas.—E. H. 

4726. — Ornamental-leaved plants. — 
This is a very difficult question to reply to satis¬ 
factorily, partly because fashions change, and 
new plants are introduced from time to time, 

whioh take the lead for a time, at any rate. I 
remember when the very handsome large-leaved 
plant, Cyanophyllum magnifioum, was first 
introduced it was for a time found in every first 

prize collection. Sanchezia nobilis variegata 
when first introduced was run upon for some 
time ; but neither of these plants are much seen 
now. The truth is, exhibitors who make a busi¬ 

ness of showing grow plants whioh can bear 
carting about the oountry without injury, 
and wisely go in for such things as Palms, 
Cycads, Crotons, Dracaenas, Anthuriums, Pan- 

danus Veitchi, or something that will make a 
good specimen, and that can bear exposure. It 
is of no use to grow a delicate thing that expo 
sure injures or perhaps kills. Again, a good 

deal depends upon the skill brought to bear. 
Foliage-plants for the most part are not difficult 
to grow, but it requires some degree of cultural 
skill to bring them out in the best possible con¬ 

dition. If I was picking out three foliago- 
plants for carting about to shows I should select 
something that would stand wear and tear, and 
grow them into as fine specimens as possible, 

trusting that size and freshness of condition 
would oarry the necessary weight to win—a 
good Palm or Cycad, a good Croton, and a good 

I’andanus Veitohi. Phryma will, I think, make 
a very useful exhibition foliage-plant. It is a 

very distinot thing, and is not difficult to grow. 
Anthurium crystallinum well done is a striking 
thing. Alooasia metallica well grown is also 
useful. Some of the Marantas are pretty, but 

most arc too small of stature for this work. But 
it is necessary to do foliage-plant* well that 

there should be a good well-heated stove.— 
E. H. 

4766 —Building a small greenhouse. 
— Do you intend to make the a span- 
roof or a lean-to? pThis makes sorle diffete-ict,( 
A suitable height' for a span-hjalknl ma 

named would be 7 feet to the ridge-plank, with 

a roof-pitch of about 25 dogs., whioh would give 
the height to the eaves something lew than 
5 feet. The side beds or stage* (and the walls 
also) might then be 3 feet in height, leaving 

2 feet on each side for glass. If to be constructed 
withoub side-light*, take the side walls up a 
foot higher than the beds, or say about 3i feet, 
and make the roof so much steeper, laying the 

wall-plates directly on these, and the rafters 
springing from them straight to the ridge-plank. 
The plates may bo of 5-inch by 3-inoh stuff, the 

end rafters 3 inches by 2 inches, and the rest 
(rebated for the glass, of course) 3 inches by 
1.1 inches. The ridge shbuld be 7 inches by 
11 inches, and the door-posts 3 inohes by 3 inches, 

The roof ventilators, two on each side, may be 
2J feet by 1J feet each, hinged to the ridgo- 

plank.—B. C. R. 

4724.—Beat Fuchsias.—You may select 
any of the following. It is a little difficult to 
name only one, but I give the names of a few 
to eaoh section. Of the dark coloured kinds 
seleot Abundance, the sepals of a bright-reddish 

colour, the corolla deep purple ; President, the 
tube vermilion, corolla violet, a variety of excel¬ 
lent habit; Try-me-O, a splendid kind, fine in 
colour, robust, and free ; Lye’s Rival, tube red, 

sepals purple-violet. The following three are 
good : Lye's Excelsior, tube and sepals rose- 
magenta, orolla of a carmine tone; White 

Souvenir de Chiswick ; and Ragland's Glory, a 
very good exhibition Fuchsia—<J T. 

4751 — Ooronllla and Oytlsus — Do not repot the 
plant* now ; the right time to do this Is in the rarly 
summer, when the Howers ars over, and before the (rath 
growth begin*. Alter the treatment they have bad they 
ought, witb the aid of some weak Ilgu'drosnure, to bloom 
profusely next spring, and should then be pruned, re¬ 
potted, and grown on again.—B. 0. K. 

- Judging from my own experience of these things. 
I should say—Don't. If well nourished many plants will 
put up witb small pots, but In the cate of hard-wooded 
things this is often overdone. I should reoommend a 
shift into pots a site larger, running In all round them a 
compost of loam and well-rotted manure.—A. 0. Buti.br. 

4730. — Greenhouse plants. — A well-grown 
Plumbago oapenelels always useful in August, and it is an 
easy matter to have a specimen Heath In bloom la August. 
Among the trloolors, Uutnelll major will be In good 
oondltion then —B. 11. 

4010.— Bleeping Fuchsias through winter.— 
The Fuohsia* will keep In the oellar with Begonia* and 
Dahlias; but it wou'd be as well not to out them down 
until it it time to start them into growth early In the rig. The soil should be very dry, for If It is moist and 

oellar rather on the warm side they would start to 
grow, whioh would be disastrous.— J. D. E. 

4697.—Plants for a cold greenhouse. 
—You cannot grow very many things in a 
greenhouse not heated in tho winter, "but in the 
summer you could have aeveral plants. I should 

rely largely for the late autumn and winter 
upon Chrysanthemums, which thrive readily in 
snch a place, if carefully cultivated, and you will 

find in recent numbers of Gardening much 
information upon this flower. Of course bulbs 

may be grown, but you would do well to heat 
tho structure with a small oil-stove or similar 
appliance, then you can have such things as 
Zonal Pelargoniums, Fuohsias, and plant* of 

that oharacter. Try good Fern*—forma of Lady 
Ferns and other*.—C. T. 

4642—Flowers for Christmas ohurch 
decoration—The best white flowersforChrist- 
mas decoration are Arums (Calla tcthiopica), 
whioh can be brought on in pot*, with very 
gentle heat, to flower at Christina*, if proonred 

at onoe ; but the plant* must be strong and 
well grown, having spent the snmmer in a rich 
border in the open air and been potted up in 
rich compoat during September. Arum Lilies 

are very hungry and thirsty plants, needing 
plenty of luke warm water, while foroing, with 

saucers, and rich top-dressing when the soil is 
lowered an inch or 2 inches by their strong and 
rapid growth. The plants should now be in a 

cool greenhouse, heat being only put on when 
the temperature goee below 45 degs. To open 

at Christmas the heat must bs increased to 
55 degs., with a higher temperature on sunny 
days. Paper-while Narcissus and Doable Ronaa 

N arcissus may possibly bloom in time if potted 
at onoe, but it is now late for them. Roman 
Hyacinths, however, are still available, as they 

grow very quickly. All the above-named bulbs 
hoar slight toroing, without which they would 

now be in time. Narcissus Tazetta, which 

i in seven or eight weeks from the time 

ing, can be had in time. — IJ E R SI 

BULBS FOR 0ORRBSPONDBNTS. 

Question*.—Queries and answers an inserted In 
Qardinmq free of eharpe if correspondents follow the rule* 
here laid down for their guidance. All communications 
for intertion should be clearly and concisely written on 
one side of the paper only, and addressed to the Bditoe of 
Oardixino, 37 Southampton-street, Covent-garden, Lon¬ 
don. Letters on business should be sent to the Publish**. 
The name and address of the tender are required <n 
addition to any designation he may desire to be used in 
the paper. When more than one query Is sent, each 

should be on a separate piece of paper. Unanswered 
queries should be repeated. Correspondents should bear 
in mind that, as 0 ARosmica has to be sent to press soma 
time in advance of date, they cannot always be replied to 
in the issue immediately following tho receipt of their 
communication. 

Answers (which, with the exception of such as cannot 
well be classified, will be found in their different depart¬ 
ments) should always bear the number and title placed 
against the query replied to, and our readers will greatly 
oblige us by advising, as far as their knowledge and 
observations permit, the correspondents who seek assist¬ 

ance. Conditions, soils, and means vary so infinitely 
that several answers to the same question may often be 
very useful, and those who reply would do well to mention 
the localities in which their experience is gained. Corres¬ 
pondents who refer to articles Inserted in Qardrxiku 
should mention the number in which they appeared. 

4787. —Growing Larch from seed —Wbea cone* 
an collected, how I* seed separated and prepared lor 
planting?—!,. A. 

4788. —Pears on a clay soil —Will someone kindly 
tell me whether sill? olsy land would grow Pears Qt lor 
market purposes?—Riuui*. 

4789. -Herbaceous plants and rabbits—l 
•hall De glad ol a list of herhxoeoui plain* least likely to be 
destroyed by r*bblts?-R. V. O. B. 

4790 —Lobelia erlnus.—Information asked as to the 
beat way of preserving a good strain of Lobslia erlnus 
through the winterf-Lucau, Dublin. 

4781.—Plant for a vlnory and greenhouse.— 
Will someone kindly Inform me west are suitable inex pen. 
alve plants for keeping in above?—F. N. 

4792 -Fruit-trees for a north-east wall —1 
shall be glad II an) one will give a list of Pears, Plums, snd 
Cherries most likely toeuooeed on a wall with east aspect t 
—R. V. O. B. 

4793.—Aleiky roof.—Is there any way of doing up 
the roof of a large glass-house, and prevent drip, except 
taking of? the glass and reputtying it, as that is such an 
expanse ?—D. 

4791 — Brythrlna Orlsta-galll — 1 eaw this p-mt 
In good form at Kew a few weeks since, and shall bs glad 
to hive particulars as to cultivation, and also to know 
where It oan bs obtained ?—T. A. F. 

4795 —Superphosphate and Potatoes -Wi.l 
anyone kindly tell me II there is sny danger ol super, 
phosphate oauslng Potatoes to soab ? Not having usol 
any myself, I should like to make sure before 1 tried any.— 
D. T. 

4790 —Green Tomatoes-—I have a lot of green 
Tomatoes on the stems. What Is the best thing to do lo 
ripen them ? They appear to be still growing in a lean-to 
oold greenhouse, but I want the room for other things — 
Nohlab. 

4797 — Black Ourrants.—My Blaok Currant bushos 
have set auch large buds on their new growth this year, 
they are as large as Peas, aad appear just on ths point of 
barsling. Shall 1 have fruit next year ?—A. Botiomlkv, 
Dewsbury. 

4798.—Seed Potatoes —Would someone kindly give 
me the particulars regarding the steeplig of Seed Pota¬ 

toes In a solution of sulphate of ammonia and nltrato of 
potash, given in the Standard some lime last year?—A 
SUBSCRIBER. 

4799 —Best kinds of Rhubarb.—Will (oinem-.e 
kindly tell me whioh sre the best kiols of Rhubarb? I 
should like some for foroing—some early outdoors, and a 

main orop? Also stale the beet time to procure roots for 
planting?—Vikdsx. 

4809. -Fence behind a border—I propose putting 
a fenos, about 0 feet higb, at ths book of s berbsoeous 
border, on wbloh to grow Roses, Olemstlr, Ac. Would 
wire rabbit netting ettached to wooden posts be sultaMi 

for the purpose ?-K. 0. M. 

4801. —Celery.—This year my Celery (red snd white) 
looks most healthy, and of very full site, but when dug, 
cleaned, and out the heart Is soft, brown, and a pulpy 
rotten mass. I oannot dlsoover any oause. What would 
be the probable reason?—L F. B. 

4802. —Clematis flammula.—will " J. c. O." or 
someone else kindly tell me wby this Clematis, planted ave tears ago, and full of bloom during the past two month', 

as not the sweet eoent that It usually has? It Is 
growing over an old Plum-tree.—T. H. 

4803 —Climbing Roses.—Will eomeome kindly give 
me the names of half-dozen good hardy ollmblog Roses 
suitable for s wall facing north-west, end half dozen for a 
wall facing south east? Also s dozen good hardy bush 
Teas suitable for middle beda between these two walls?— 

Uplands. 

4874 —Seedling Anemones.—I have a lot of 
seedling St. Brigid's Anemones, some showing bloom buds. 
They ars In s span roof oold frame. Wh oh Is proper 

treatment? 1. Take them up and store away ? 2. Take 
up and transplant Into bed ? 3. Take up lo spriDg and 
transplant5—W. Bi 

4806.—An unheated greenhouse —I have an 
unbeated span-roofed house, divided by la'.lloe-work down 

the oentre. On this I have Roses (H. Nlel and Niphetos): 
they have now oovered the lattloe and reaohed the roof. I 
find tbs height of the bouse will only allow them to be 

trained .about 3 Inches from the glass. Will the frost 
durasgo the sheets when so olcfl) to the roof? Csn I grow 
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4806. — Convolvulus minor. — Are these Rood 
bloomera, or would 1C be better to plant Tropmolumi? 
This rammer I planted Dwarf Nasturtiums, but they did not 
bloom, yet the tall klnde bloomed splendidly In the same 
soil. Please give the names of a few Tiopmolums, became 
1 think they will stand smoke well 7—H. 

4807. -Using manure.—I have been oollecting a 
good quantity of horse and oow-manure. Shall I lay it on 
the ground now and leave it for the winter, or leave it to 
rotauilngtbe winter, and dig It In in the spring? My 
g rour.d Is pretty full of perennials. Any advloe would be 
gratefully received.—KNqt'iRr.R. 

4808. —Treatment of a Fig tree —I have a Brown 
Turkey Fig-tree planted against a wall facing due south. 
It makes abundanoe of foliage and wood, but the fruit, 
when reaching maturity, turn yellow and all fall oil. 
Will someone wbo understands give a suggestion as to 
cause, and how to remedy same?—Hanth. 

4800.-Hoya oarnosa.—What time of the year Is the 
best to procutc this, and what sort of plant Is It, and what 
oolour are the blooms, and at wbatseason do they bloom? 
Any Information as to treatment. Its habit, Ac., will be 
thankfully received by me, as I thought of buying some If 
they can be grown In a window faoing south-west.—II. 

4810. —Planting Briers.—I am just going to put In 
some Briers. .Should they be planted rather deep, and 
should the shoots on whlcb they are budded next year be 
allowed to grow wild until the followln; spring? If not, 
when should they be cut back, and bow long ought to 
pass by before moving Briers after budding, please? — 
Nomlas. 

4811. —Hardy Fuchsias —Wbat kinds would be 
hardy in Middlesbrough, planted outside under a wall 
in feet high, faoing south-east? It Is well sheltered from 
east, north east, and north winds, and they oould t>e 
covered up well In lbs winter. If any sorts would do, 
when would be the best time to plant ? It Is a smoky dis¬ 
trict.-II. 

4812. —A garden at Leyton —I have Just moved 
here, quite close to the l.iytou Station, G.E.R. Would 
some gentleman kindly give me an Idea of what the soil la 
about here? Is there any ebanoe of growing a Bose? The 
soil seems poor, but fear I must try. Should like an Idea 
of wbat dosa best In ordinary garden perennials (no green- 
house)? Have turned out my Lilies, ko., to sink or swim. 
-A. A. M. 

4813. — Growing for market.—I would like to 
know what would be moat profitable to grow for the 
market In a cool bouse, 60 degs at night, 20 feet length, 
12 feet width, and 0 feel height / Tomatoes and Uuoumbers 
have done well during the summer, but the heat is not 
strong enough for a succession of tbem. Would Frenoh 
Beans do for one thing 7 Shall be glad of any suggestion. 
—IN DgHfAIR. 

4814. —Treatment of Vines.—I have a vinery with 
four old Vines In it, but they have been oeglented, aod 
this year I only bad 0 bunches of Grapes on them, and 
that was on one Vine. I had anlmsIV blood put on the 
roots, butildoes not seem to have done much good. Will 
anyone alto klooly Inform me what it the best msnure lo 
use, when they ought to be pruned, nod where I oould 
And a competent man who thoroughly understands Vints? 
Any other Information will be thankfully reoelved.— 
Vinsky. 

very good and much oheaper than ordinary artlflolal 
manures; but I afterwards heard that It suited tome lands 
only, and was verv prejudicial to others. I ihould like to 
know what description of toll or plants It It suitable for, 
how It should be applied, and where It oan be obtained?— 
0. W. 0. 

4816. —Fixing hot-water pipes —I should be 
glad It someone would kindly give me inttaujtlont for 
fixing my hot-water pipes? Bast year there seemed to be 
s great pressure In the pipes, end they leaked so bully I 
oould not use the apparatus. The pipes are oloaer together 
at the far end than at the boiler end, owing to the bend 
being short; supply olstemlt fixed to the return pipe, near 
the boiler; also how muoh rise should the pipes have? 
Would a 2-inoh pipe between boiler (wbloh was mads for 
2 lo.) and the 3-lnoh pipes used, hinder the olroulatlon ? 
I oannot keep the 3-inob pipes tight on the 3 Inch holler 
noeo.-O. B. I. 

4817. —A hot-water boiler.—Will 11B. 0. R" 
kindly advise me in the following : Having purchased s 
hot-water boiler (8iar pattern), with an arohway out out of 
one end, 0 Inches wide and 4) Inches deep, length of boiler 
30 Inches, and 17 inobes external width, 1 should be glad I 
to know the most efficient way of setting tame In brick¬ 
work? Also what quantity of piping It Is oapable of 
working steadily ? I may say that I am not quite a novloe, 
having oonstruoted a ooll fuinaoe after "B. 0. R.V’In. 
ttruottons, which has worked perfectly. The ohlef part 
of my present ditHoulty la the plan of the flues, and 
whether to use the said aroh for the furnace door or for 
flue.—J. W. W. 

4818. —Ferns for a heated conservatory. - 
Will someone kindly tell me what Ferns and Mosses will 
suit a conservatory, moderately heated by hot-water pipes 
lo the day time up to 00 dags, or even OS degs. ? It Is on 
tho south elde of the house. Three tides ark glass, with 
windows above and at the sides to open, site 20 feet by 
7 feet. I live In Bayewater, London, and wish to grow 
tome large hardy Ferns high up, and some smaller and 
fairly delloate Ferns low down among the tufa and oemenf- 
work, whioh forma a rookery overhanging a pool. I want 
to bide the rookwork well; there ie plenty of Pterisoretioa 
Will Smilax trail up the wall In this conservatory, or does 
It require mors moisture? Perhaps "0 ," who gave an 
Illustration of ‘ a rook pool teroery," In Gakoinixo, 
Ootober 21st, oan advise me?—Pasut. 

.. 
To the following queries brief editorial replies 

are given ; but readers are invited to give further 
ansicers should they be able to offer aMitional 
advice on the various subjects. g* ,-L 

43i9.-Oamphora okli'lii&rltkin 
This It the name of the plant you send, the Chinese 

Oampbor-plant, anddlstlnot from the Bornean and Sumatra 
Camphor, whioh is the produoe of quite a different plant, 
called D/yobalanopt camphors.—J. J. 

4820. — Dlanella species iBenj. Mann).—The berries 
you enclose appear to belong to this family. They are 
very pretty and showy. The nlants are for the most part 
natives of Australia and New Zealand, and they will thrive 
well potted in well-drained pots in a somewhat stiff, loamy 
soli. Sow the see Is at onoe.— i. S. 

4821 — Oyprlpedlum Harrlelanum(J. Austin) 
—The flowers sent resembles this, the first gaiden hybrid 
Oyprlpedlum raised by my poor friend Domloy at the 
Messrs. Veltoh’s nurssry, Chelsea. But It is a very poor 
form of the plant, which I advise you to destroy. Borne 
very fine forms of It have been raised, but I oannot olass 
yours amongst them. I would oertainly oonslgn It to 
oblivion.—M. B. 

4822. —Oyprlpedlum SchrcBderw.—?. Austin 
sends me every nice ooloured form of this beautiful hybiid. 
This Is across between 0. oaudatum and C Bedenl, Itself a 
hybrid, and It Is one of the Messrs. Veltch’s finest crosses. 
Tbe flower before me measures upwards of 7 Inches across, 
the petals being spirally twisted, and of a pale roey-plnk, 
the large lips being of a deep roey-plnk. with large Infolded 
lobes, which are oream coloured, thickly spotted with 
rose. Relohenbaoh did well In dedicating this remarkably 
fine hybrid in honour of the Baroness Sohrmder, a lady so 
snthusiaatlo In hsr levs for tbe Slipper Orohida.— M. B. 

4823. - Cattleya lablata Warocqueatm -J. It 
sends me four flowers of this variety, and asks what I 
think of them? All I can say Is It Is a superb Oattleya. It 
was introduced tome few years ago by M Linden, of 
Brussels, and though it approaches Linden's old labiate 
closely, 1 do think that there Is sufficient distinctness to 
warrant the name given by M. Linden ; but It appears to 
me that the old original form named lablata by Llndlsy 
was au exceptionally good variety, and perhaps It Is a good 
thing that at the present time there are not many that 
knew the genuine old form named by Bindley, which does 
allow many of ths old forms now extant to merit the 
name of superb, but whioh In comparison are only In a 
second place.—M. B. 

4821. —Plelone lagenaria (T. T.).—The flowers of 
this plant are exceedingly beautiful, but to ine they 
appear duller than usual, as, say, In tbe latter end of 
next month (November); they are very beautiful, however, 
whene'er seen. The best plan to adop: with this and the 
other species which flower very freely is to pot them up la 
rather broad, shallow pans, with an empty small pot in the 
centre, anil then In the autumn, when the Pleiones have 
lost their own leaves, and the flower-buds begin to apprar, 
a Fern whioh has been grown for the purpose should be 
transplanted to the centre of that occupied with tho 
Pleiones. Thus foliage oould be added to them during the 
lime of flowering. All the kinds go by the name of Indian 
Oroous when In flower.—M. B. 

4821 —Hardy Ferns for a cool house -0 
Moure, in writing to me about these things, is loud in his 
ooinplalnts about a oerlain dsaler, wbo he says has quite 
taken him iu. The A. Fillx-fuimlna and its varieties were 
veiy handsome aod pleased him well during the summer ; 
but be bad asked for evergreens, and, not knowing Ferns, 
he kept tbem. when sent, with Laetreas aud others, now 
going off. Wbat Is he to do ? Well, the beat thing to do 
now Is to go to some respectable dealer, who will perhaps 
obarge you a Utils more and treat vou honestly. You 
will need lo go in for tome forms of the evergreen 8hleld 
Ferns (Polystlcbums), eomo 11 art’s-tongue and variellea 
(Boolopendrlums), Polypodlums, LomarTa splcant, Aspic- 
nlum Tilchoinaoee, and A Adiantum-nlgrum. With these 
you should have a few foreign kinds, tuob as Oyrtomlum 
oaryoledium, (1. faloatum, 0. Fortune!, Dlctyogramma 
japonlca, Unyuhlum Japonloum, and tuob like plants. 
Vou have done like a great many others—act first and ask 
advlos afterwaidi. llad you reverted these you would 
not have been In the muddle you are; but when you get 
some evergreen tpeoies do not oast your Flllx-fmmlnaa on 
one side ; they will oome up in the spring and be beautiful 
again.—J. I. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 
Any communications respecting plants or fruits 

sent to name should always accompany the parcel, which 
should be addressed to the Editor of Oskosnino Ildus- 
tratso, S7, Southampton-street. Strand, London, W.C. 

Names of plants-O. T. i/oiw.—i, Oyprlpedlum 
veouatum ; 2, Odontogloeaum Sohllepperiaoum ; S.OJooto- Iloeenm Cervantesl; 4, Oncldlum myoropogon.-.V, D 
'oorhill — Oatasetum luildum apparently ; Kptdendruin 

longloollum ; Deodroblum draooola, not Lowl; this bas u 
yellow flower, with a red-created lip.-M. Match — 
llavallia alplna; 2, Kblpldopteria peltate; 3, Oleandra 
Walliobl. _ _ 

POULTRY & RABBITS 

4826 -Keeping Pigeons. —As I am thinking of 
keeping Pigeons, and not having had any previous ex¬ 
perience with them, would someone kindly answer me s 
few qeetlona? 1 with to keep them solely for table pur- 
pcses; therefore, would like them to be good breeders, 
and alao good-sized birds, as I would kill them while young. 
Wnlob bieed would answer the purpose beet? Alto what 
would be the best food to give them In order to fatten 
them off qulokly ? To what age wou'd they breed profit¬ 
ably ? Should I have to replaoe the old ones with s batch 
of youog ones at one would fowls f Alao how often should 
they be fed—ooly as often as fowls are ltd, or oftensr, 
and how maoy | airs could I expect Id s y ear from eaoh 
pair? At Utne Is rather ao object with me, an early 
anaver to the above will greatly oblige.—Blue Rock. 

4827.—Keeping; cocks, eto.-I should feel grateful 
If " Doultintr’’ will advise me about my poultry. 1 have s 
very flne oock—cross between Game and Houdan. He la 
two and a half years old. Could I keep bim with good 
results s year looser in the yard, or would it be best to 
getridofhlm? I have bad s young oock given me—croat 
between Plymouth Rock and lloudan. Is this ooustdeied 
agoidstiaui? I would also like to know if "Dcultlcg" 
thinks* have been tuoceeaful with my poultry? With 
t qT^lfirffS and nine pullets from January 1 to September 
S' ,TRiiijy\had 1 099 eggs. Tbey are kept In 7ii(, hot 

| wMraredTor.— Ivy Bank. i- 

4453.—Fowls ailing.—I always associate 
the rattling in the throat, to which “ Ivy Bank ” 
refers, with the commencement of a cold, from 
whioh the fowl may recover in due course, pro¬ 
vided the weather be favourable, but which may 
also develop into something far worse, and at 
last result in the death of the bird. From tho 
fact that the querist’s hens have laid freely for 
some months, I conclude there is not much tho 
matter with them ; but, at the same time, it is 
right to point out that laying hens are not at 
strong at tho end of the season as they aro earlier 
in the year, so that they cannot endure luch 
severe attacks of diseaee. All that "Ivy Bank,” 
need do is to take care that the hens are not 
subjected to severe draughts whilst on the |iert h 
and anoint the throats of tho affected hints by 
dosing them twice daily with a teaspoon ful of 
glycerine or linseed jelly.—.Doultixo. 

BIRDS. 

4593.—Cramp la a bird’s legs.—Im- 
morse the legs in warm water, about as hot as 
you can comfortably bear your hand in, for 
about twenty minutes, then dry with a warm 
flannel and afterwards hang up the cage in a 
warm place free from all draughts. If this does 
not cure it float two or three drops of olive-oil 
on the drinking water, as it will then he evident 
that it is caused by indigestion. For small 
birds this, in my opinion, is the only safe pur¬ 
gative.—A. Q. Butler. 

4492.—Food for Doves.—Dsrl and Whits Millet are 
ths only s.rds they require to keep them lo hcallb. I 
nevrr knew them to eat any kind of gretn food.—A. O 
Butlkk. 

48-28.-Management of Beee.—Will any Bee¬ 
keeper kindly give me advice about my Bees? List year 
I had a swarm, and to this I added In the autumn two 
•looks of Beer, making my blve very strong, and had great 
topes of hsvlog s good supply of honey this summer, but 
have bad notie, and the Beta sremtd dwindling away, so I 
asked s man wbo understands Bees to havsa look at Ibem, 
snd found the queen covered over with wbat be calls 
parasites. I can find no suoh disease lo any Bee book. He 
destroyed this queen end procurtd me a new ooe, and 
also added another stock, aod rprlokled Kealing'i powder 
over them. He assured ms this would effectually destroy 
anv remaining parasite! ; but I am not at all satisfied with 
euch meagre information, and would like to know lbs 
oauee, and bow to prevent a reourrenoe 7 famabeglnner, 
as may be euppoeed, and I stupidly bought a hive made by 
a local man, which It le Impossible to see Into. 8ielng 
tbe mistake I made In my purobaee, I have bought a new 
one from a neighbour ; but still for tbe present 1 must use 
the old hive as well. I shall feel grateful If anyone oan 
help me ? I may add when we unscrewed the hive to see 
wbat was wrong It was well full of honey and brood.—Ivy 
Bank. 

BECKENHAM, KENT.—To be Sold privately, 
hJ a DETACHED BIJOU RESIDENCE, suitable for a 
moderate-sired family ; situate on high ground, overlooking 
on one side an extensive park, studded with flne old timber, 
and on the olhor commanding fine views In (he direction of 
Forest-hlll aud Bydonham. The grounds, of about 11 aorss, 
are well laid out and planted wl.b choioe trees and shrub*. 
The tennis lawn is large, and the kitchen garden productive 
aid wall stocked with fruit-trees. The bouse Is •uosianilelly 
built, tbe reoeption-rooms lofty and well proportioned, with 
convenient domestic offices on ground floor. Tiiuro are on 
bedroom floor seven bedrooms, dressing-room, bathroom, ko. 
Good stabling for three horses, ooach-house. poultry-house 
(with run), gardener s tool shed, Ao., ko. Tho property ta 
held for a term of about 70 years, st s nominal ground rest 
of 44 Ida per annum. — Particulars from A. M., oars Editor. 
37, Houthampton-streot, W.O. 

■pxi’lRATION OF LEASE.—K. TANNER 
-Li begs to inform tbe public that he can offer his floe speci¬ 
mens aud general nursery stock at half prloe. A grand lot of earns suitable far blinding out unsightly buildings. Alto a 

rgo stock of flne Christmas-trees. Marvellous value —K. 
TANNER, Broadwater Nursery, Groombrldge, Sussex 

OAhn BUYS the oldesUblished and well- 
STWV connected BUSINESS of SEEDSMAN, 
FfiORldT, and FRUITERER. Good shop aod bouse Best 
position. Six acres land well stocked. Greenhouse, ko AU 
In good going order. Instruction giren to beginner. Rare 
ebanoe. Healthy locality. Thirty minutes by rail from Uir- 
mtngham.—T. FLORET, 12, 8 . Oeorge's-square, Woroe.tcr. 

UU"ANTED at once an energetic and thoroughly 
• • qualified man to take entire charge of a Farm and 

Orchard of 126 acres In Oxfordshire. 
Tne Orchard war planted about 4 years ago. and contains 

about 1,200 selected tree, togother with the usual am ail fruit. 
There are 11 Olass houses, two with Vlnestn full bearing, nine 
for Tomatoes and oar.y flowers and vtge tables. Them Is 
largo vegetable garden. The land is, or will bo. la Grave. Thrrs 
Is a capital honie on the farm, well furnished, and good out¬ 
houses for poultry and dairy work. A small salary will be paid 
to a competent man, who will he required to lake entire man¬ 
agement of the concern, and wUl receive a portion of all 
profits made. Apply by letter, addressed to—CHESTER¬ 
FIELD, West Cud Gardens. Bournemouth, staling expert- 
onoe and what aalary inquired._ 

SITUATION WANTED as Head Working 
Cl I G.s drtwi- or good Single-handed where help Is given ; 
irood experience In herbaceous plants. Roses, CernsUonr : age 
22.: (aamdm no Isrlilj .'lFbtKl chr.rajter.—G, BUDD, Moat- 

— "'taiW, W«i Uoa-JiljySiiiW.1 J > ' < 
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HORTICULTURAL 
BUILDERS, SPECIALJIOTICE 

G. HAYWARD BOILERS 
Valves, Pipes,. and Fit¬ 
tings always in Stock. 

No. 74. 

THREE-QUARTER-SPAN CARDEN 
FRAME. 

No. 73. 

SPAN-ROOF CARDEN FRAME, 

No. 10. 
To host from 150 to 500 ft. of 

4-inoh piping. 

CATALOGUES FREE. 

VI. by lift. £2 0 01 12ft. by lift. £\ 1 0 
8ft. by 6ft. 3 0 U I 16ft. by lift. 0 3 0 

All Frames made of Selected Rod Deal, 
painted three times, and Lights glared 

with 21-ox. sheet glana. 

This la Hayward'S No. 1 and No. a. 

No. 1 Hpan-roof and No. 2 Lean-to Oreonhonaea are pra 
rarod especially for amateurs, made of Best Red Deal, 
horoughly seasoned, oomplete with Ventilators, Door, Stases 
for plants, Fainted one ooat, 16-os. (Haas, all neoeasare Iron- 
son. Dolirored and paokod free nn rails at Die following 
orlooa, satisfaction guaranteed. Wrlto for Now List. 

No. 1 Hpan-roof. No. I Loan-to. 
7 ft. long 5 ft. wide £11) 0 f ft. loug 5 ft. wide 42 8 0 
9 ft. „ 6 ft. „ 4 0 0 8 ft. „ 5 ft_ „ 2 16 0 

10 ft. „ 7 ft. „ BOO 10 ft. „ 7 ft. „ « 10 0 
11 ft. „ 8 ft. „ 6 0 0 12 ft. „ 8 ft. „ 8 10 0 

Tor other eieee and priest write Jor DluetraUd IAet la 

No. 4.-CHECK EHD SADDLE BOILER, 
To heat front 300 to 5,000 ft. 4-in. piping. 

3UMBER FRAME I 0 ft. by 4 ft., glared and painted.. I4s.es. No- 77 FRAME ( * & by 4ft.,C2 6 

LIGHTS. \ Unglarod and mipalnled .. 5s, 6d. ea Similar to No. 75 112 ft. by 4 ft. 3 0 0 

Carriage Paid on all orders o/ /,0e. value In any elation in England and Wake ; aleo fo Dublin, Cork, 
Qlatgotc, and Edinburgh. 

THE “SYPHON” fiEB 
HYGIENIC GAS-HEATING STOVE. I NO FLUE REQUIRED. 

NO SMOKE OR SMELI. 
NO DIRT OR TROUBLE. 

NO DANCER. 
INVALUABLE 

For Conservatories, 

For Bedrooms, 

For Halls, Ac. 

The lalo Builtl.KV Hinnsnii, 
Ksq. (Editor of the " Gardener'. 
Magartnc"), wntiug In that Jour 
i al ol March 4ih. 1882. says: " 1 In 
Store may lie used lu a conaeivn 
lory any lenglh of lime, the flame 
that gives bght and heat licit g in 
the very midst of the most delicate 
planM, without any fear of the 
slightest Injury to loaf or flower. It 
has been under ourown obrorvat Ion 
for a considerable length of time, 
and lias been subjected to a scrlor 

•* of trials under our own direction, 
. and with a view to discover its Weak 

as well an Its strung points." 

O/all IRON MONO KRS, STORKS, d OAS COMPANIES, 
Or of the Pateutoca- 

S. CLARK & CO., Syphon Works, 
IHMNOTON. LONDON. N. 

359, BROCKLEY ROAD, BROCKLEY, S.E. IRON FOUNDERS, uTOUKBRIDOr, 

FIRST-CLASS SILVER BANKSIAN MEDAL 
Awarded by tho Royal Horticultural Society, 1893. 

f|n.or sirs 

AMATEUR'S FRIEND Ills. 
AMATEURS ASSISTANT 20s. 

PR1NCKSS APPARATUS ..25s. 
DUCHKH8 APPARATUS ... 30s. 

CHAMPION A PERFECTION BOILERS, 
PROPAGATORS, FRAME HEATERS, 

KOI AN NIHJI.ATOltS, Ao. 

Bind One Stamp for 
LATEST Ii.Ll eTIUTKO C’ATALOOtm. 

Supplied with various arrangements of Pipes, 
For (IreOBhouflOfl, Ac. I'atologiie frre. 

Jones' Treatise, ••limiting by Hot-water," 120 Pages, 

STOVES COMPLI 

C. TOOPE & SONS, 
STEPNKV SqUAItK, LONDON, K. 

TERRA-COTTA-PORTABLE-FOR COAL. 
OfiKKNllotisKH heated 24 HOURS fur about ONE PENNY 
without attention. ROBERTS A (IMPROVKDl PATENT 
PORTABLE TERRA COTTA STOVES for COAL give pure 
and ample heat with common ooal, or , oal and coke. For 
G It HEN HOUSE A. BEDROOMS, Ac. F.tmphlots, drnwiogt. 
and utbenlioated Testimonials sent. See inure at Paten .tVi. 

T. ROBERTS, 34, Vlotorla-at., Westminster. 

SIMPLEX LEAD 
If GLAZING 

THE ST0URBRIDCE HEATINC APPARATUS. 
Oousleiiiig of ludepen 

dorit. Slow Combustion 
Boiler with damper, 18 ft. 
of 4-ioch pipe, supply 
olstern, 6 ft. of amokeplpe 
and joints complete for 
fixing. Price, delivered 
f roe to any railway station 
In Eugland or Wales 
£4. Illustrated Price 
List of hot-water-nipes, 
ko., free on application. - 

J. A W. WOOD, 
Birmingham St. Foundry, 

STOURBRIDGE. 

For Amateur tf Green• 
howtet, dto. 

HEATING APPARATUS, 
NO SING, IRON, OR 

PUTTY USED. 
ANY QUANTITY SUPPLIED. 
Iver 150.000 superflolal feet la use 

on 2,000 Struoturee. 

GROVER & CO. (LTD.), 
Engineer*, Ac., 

OBIT ANN LA WORKS. WHARF 
RD„ CITY RD.. LONDON, N. 

Write tor niuetralione, TiUime- 
nlale, and full perUemlari 

feeut post tree). 

From £4 4s. and upwards, 

THE 

CONICAL BOILER 
Is the Cheapest, most Efficient, and 
Economical Boiler ever invented. For 
heating Greenhouses, Conservatories. 
Warehouses, Churches, Chapels, and 
for Amateur Gardeners. Requires very 
little attention. Will burn any kino 
of fuel, and cannot hunt hollow. 

Solo Makers: 

NEWSUM, WOOD, & DYSON, 
BEESTON ROAD. LEEDS. 

Priced and TeetimonlaU ea application 

THE CHALLENGE 

HOT-AIR & WATER HEATING 
APPARATUS. 

Adapted for Oil. Ooal, and Gas. Twice as cffoctlve as the 
beet ever offered to the pultlio. 

A Acs Consists of 18 ft. 2j, 21 ft. 2J. 
*n‘l ,fL 3J Piiwe. Equal to 50 ft. 
of 2-in. hot-water pipe. Will 
burn 1 gallon in <8 hours only, or 

I 4 feet of gas per hour. P.ioe 
from 21s. Send for partlculara. 
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HOSBS. 

GRAFTING ROSES. 

In their season* I have already touched upon 

two method* of propagating Roaea—viz , from 

cutting* and by budding upon auitable *took*. 

I now propose to write a few note* upon a third 

method—grafting. At fir*t this may seem a 

little out of season ; but as the stooka should 

be prepared now I thought it better to treat 

upon the aubjeot early enough to cover the 

whole operation and oulture, until the young 

plant* may safely undergo ordinary treatment. 

Stocks. —These are many and varied. Briers, 
both seedling and outting, should be lifted now 

and potted into a rather light compost of leaf- 
soil, loam, and sand. Manetti-stocks also need 
the same treatment. In potting these do not 
use a larger pot than will oomfortably oover the 

major portion of their roots ; nor is deep potting 
advisable. I use a o.J-inch to 3 inch pot, and 
am satisfied if three parts of the roots come 

into contact with the potting compost. Like 
the operation of budding, it is advisable to get 
the graft as close to the crown of the stock as 

possible, and for the same reason—viz , the 
avoidanoe of suokers from the stock. This is 
more easily accomplished when theorown of the 
stock is well above the soil; and, as we shall be 
plunging the stock directly it is potted, and 

also after grafting, there is no object in covering 
the whole of their roots with the first potting 
compost. When potted, plunge them in a pit 

or cold frame, only covering and shading them 
just sufficiently to keep them from shrivelling. 
In about six weeks you will find they have com¬ 
menced to form new roots, and are now ready for 

grafting. Stocks can be purchased from almost 
any nurseryman. Rutthere is even a oheaporway 
of starting than this. Where a Rose has died, 
and the Brier-stook has lived on, the latter may 

bo lifted and portions of its root* utilised as 
stocks. Choose pieces with a fair amount of 
fibre, and put them up in the same manner as 
stocks. This will also suggest a means of in¬ 

creasing your own stocks whero their roots are 
sufficiently strong to allow of a few piece* being 
removed, or one can grub out a few roots from 
the hedgerow. In this latter form the Manctti- 
root is not so suitable as tho Brier. Before 
passing on to the operation of grafting I may 

point out that it is not absolutely necessary to 
pot up the stooks previous to grafting tho Rose 

upon them ; but as we do not want tho young 
roots to be broken and disturbed during the 
operation of grafting, and also because it is 

better for the stock to be a little in advance of 
the scion, it is preferable to pot them for a few 
weeks first. 

The scion.—This may be in two distinot 
stages of growth, and I will treat briefly upon 
each in turn, first of all taking the ripe or 

dormant soion. Both of the scions are much 

best if they oan be procured from plants grow¬ 
ing under glass, the wood being more solid, and 
entirely free from the effeots of frost/Tfc rij 

soion may consist of dm; or more eyes. 11 nrifi 
to have at least two; bat one must; bo 

this matter by the amount of suitable wood 
available. If possible, ohoote wood of the past 
season’s growth, neither too strong nor weak. 

Where more than one eye is upon the graft 
endeavour to have one as near to the bottom as 
possible, because this will almost always make 
a stronger shoot than the upper eye. It does 

not much matter whether the graft be from a 
long rod of growth, or consist of the shoulders 

of shorter and lateral wood. We now ooine to 
what is styled a 11 green ” graft. This is pro¬ 
cured from wood about hall ripened, and gen¬ 
erally carrying healthy and fully-developed 

foliage. This will be farther alluded to under 
the heading of 

Grafting.—We will suppose that our stocks 
are ready, and the time suitable; say from 

December to February. Shake away the loose 
material the stook was plunged in, and hold the 
pot firmly between the knees. Now out off 

the top of the stook about two to three inches 
above tho crown. Let the cut be in a slightly 
slanting direction, and on the longest side of 
the stock commence to pare away a little of 
the bark and wood. Before goiDg farther I 

will give the reason for choosing tho Toogest side 

of the stock. If we selected the lower side of 
the slanting cut for operations any superfluous 
moisture that might reach them in the propa- 
gating-oaae would run down into the severed 

portions of soion and stook, thus causing, or, at 
any rate, encouraging, damping and rottenneis 
where it is not wanted. By ohoosing the other 

side we can sprinkle the grafted stocks without 
fear of this. The amount of wood to be pared 
away from the stook depends entirely upon the 
thickness of your soion. I do not approve of 
too much being removed ; the real aim should be 
to fit the bark of both sides of the graft to 

the corresponding bark of the stock. Cut the 
scion in a slanting direction, lotting it be of 

the samo length &b that upon the stock, 
and as noarly as possible at the tame angle. In 
fact, they should fit to one another more or less 

throughout their whole length. One very im¬ 
portant detail is to see that tho bottom ond of 
the scion is well down upon the lower portion 
of the out upon your stock. This is one of the 

earliest ana most important points of union. 
Some operators make a slight downward cut in 
tho stock and an upward one in the soion, thus 
forming a small tongue upon the lutter, and 

fitting this into the out ir.ado in the stock ; the 
objeot of this being to hold them in place 
during the process of tying A few growers 

claim that it has a material influenco ovor the 
union, but as my own experience has proved it 
to be quito immaterial, I never waste time 

over it, believing it best to make as 
few cuts as possible, either upon scion 

or stock, seeing that all have to be healed 
over. Having tied the scion firmly to the stock 
we now place it Into a close propagating-case. 
Where such a useful adjunct to a greenhouse 

does not exist it may be met by using a box or 

boxes sufficient to hold the number of Roses you 
wish to graft. Halt plunge the boxes upon a 
warm border or bench, and plunge the grafted 

Ht0 portion where the scion joins, 
arrange to oover the boxes with glMS 

them ijo much the better; 

simply oover with a mat or sack, and so keep 
them partially close and dark at the same time. 

Do not keep them too wet. A temperature of 
60 degs. will be best for the first six 
weeks, and a* they commence to grow re¬ 
move the forwardest to another box, afford¬ 

ing them a little more light and air until they 
are gradually inured to full light and the usual 
temperature of your house. Any dormant eyes 

that may have been upon the stocks are almost 
sure to put in an appearance while they are in 
the bottom-heat and under cover. Needless to 
say, these should be removed at once, and as 

closely to the stook as possible. As soon as the 
union is complete, and the graft well on tho 
move, shift your young plants on into larger 
pots, if possible bringing the soil half-way up 

the union of scion and stock. When shifted 
again, they may be placed a little deeper still. 
This encourages the Rose to produce suckers, 
and also strike off upon its own roots, thus 

materially assisting in its support. Do not 
utlord too large a shift at first; two or 
three pottiogs should intervene between tho 
‘i.t inoh and an 8-inoh pot. Of course, a little 

stronger and richer oompost will be advisable at 
each successive potting up to this stage. Tho 
method of operating upon a “green” scion is 
slightly different from the above. In the firet 

place, the stock needs to be more forward in 
growth ; sufficiently so, in fact, to allow of tho 
bark being lifted. For this reason early spring 
is the best time for the operation ; and, fortu¬ 

nately, it is then that we are able to find tho best 
wood for the purpose. Keep the stocks more 
backward than in the case of autumn grafting, 
bringing them into heat about a month previous 
to graiting, so that the sap may be rising to 
meet the requirements of the young wood we 
are going to use. Commence by cutting off the 
stook as recommended for the first stylo ; but 

instead of paring away any of ono side, make a 
clean cut with the point of your knife, from the 
crown to the top of the stock. Now prepare 

tho scion by cutting it muoh the same shape as 
before, but letting the lower ond be a great deal 
thinner. Lift tho bark of tho stock gontly, and 
slip the point of your scion underneath, pushing 

it down to the bottom of the out. Bind the 
whole logoi her, ond treat similar to the riper 

giaft*. R. 

4810—Planting Briers. — When first 
planted from the hodgerow those are best placed 
some 6 inohes or inohes in the soil. Previous 

to this they should bo trimmed. Remove almost 
the whole of the old and coarse roots, os those 

will decay after a few years. Also trim off all 
of the Brier-stem which may bo above a crooked 

shoulder or knot. The Brier is no use above 
these, and there is no object in leaving the stem 
too long. Some growers trim off the shoots in 

the autumn after being budded, but my practice 
is to wait until spring. The year after being 
budded they will produce a good head of Rose 

growth, and may be lifted and transferred to 

any desired quarters the same autumn. At the 
second planting it is well not to plant unite so 

deen as I have reoommondod for the unbudded 
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4803. —Climbing Roses. —The six hardiest 
climbers I can recommend you for the north¬ 

west wall are: Gloire de Dijon, Cheehnnt 
Hybrid, L’Ideal, Mme. Alfred Carriers, Mme. 
Berard, and Kaiserin Friederich. Six suitable 
for a south-east wall: Reine M. Henrietta, 

Bouquet d'Or, Belle Lyonnaise, Climbing Perle 
des Jardins, Emilie Dupuy, and William Allen 
Richardson. A dozen good hardy bush Teas, 
giving a variety of colour, would be : Homi-re, 
Marie Van Houtte, Souvenir de S. A. Prince, 
Mme. Lambard, Dr. Grill, Triomphe de Pernet 

Pere, Ernest Metz, Anna Ollivier, Sunset, Mme. 
Faloot, Mme. des Tartas, and Catherine Mer- 
met. Six good Hybrid Teas for your purpose 
would be found in : Graoe Darling, Caroline 

Testout, Augustine Guinoisaeau, Viscountess 
Folkestone, Camrens, and Gustave Regis.— 

P. U. 

- North-west is not a good aspect for the 
better forms of Roses, but suoh as Gloire de 
Dijon, Mme. Plantier, and Sir Joseph Paxton 
will thrive, only they may be later in coming 

into bloom. To these you may add Aimee 
Vibert, Magna Charta, H.P., and Climbing 
Victor Verdier ; the last-mentioned is dark-red 
in oolour and delightfully fragrant. For the 

south-east aspect my selection would be W. A. 
Richardson, La Marque, Cheshnnt Hybrid, 
Reve d’Or, Reine Mario Henriette, and L’Iddal. 

Twelve good hardy Teas will be found in Mme. 
Lambard, Marie Van Hontte, Mme. Faloot, 
Mme. Eugene Verdier, Countess of Folkestone, 
Graoe Darling, The Bride, Anna Ollivier, Perle 
dee Jardins, ComteBse de Nadaillac, Princess of 

Wales, and Catherine Mormeb.—J. C. C. 

GARDHN WORK.* 

Conservatory. 

Daring damp weather a little fire will be neoessary, even 
in mild weather, to dispel damp. The modern Chrysanthe¬ 
mum, with the large blooms, will not bear a close atmos¬ 
phere, whloh at this season will always be more or less 
damp. When damp settles upon one of these large blooms 

It is speedily spoiled. Dead foliage must be removed 
very frequently, and cleanliness everywhere Is most Impor¬ 
tant. If hardwooded plants are kept In the conservatory, 
arrange them at the oool end of the house. Heaths In 
bloom will require oaretul watering. A daily look over 
should be given, though the plants may not require water 
every day. It mildew makes Its appearanoe dress with 

black sulphur Immediately. Inseots of all sorts must be 
promptly dealt with either by dipping or fumigation. I 
prefer dipping In an Ineeotlolde bath where only a lew 
plants are Infested, but when a house has been given over 
Bo Inseots for some time, fumigation must be resorted to. 
A well-furnished, well-arranged oonservatory, with Its 
varied odours of flowers, and leafage, and brilliant blossoms 
will bsaoheerlng sight now ; but to keep all things moving 
on In a satisfactory manner requires knowledge and oare. 
For the most part the potting for tkls season Is over, but 
this is a good time to lay in a etook of potting soils. Good 
loam is a neoeesl ty to the plant grower, but It Is sometimes 
dlflioult to get. Old manure reduoed almost to humus is 

required to mix with loam for many plants. Good peat 
and dean sand Is required for hard-wooded plants and 
Orchids. These different matters should be laid up Is 
readiness now. When other materials are not so pressing, 

the gardener. If he does all that la required of him, has no 
leisure. It will soon be time to begin taking cuttings of 

Chrysanthemums for next year. I sometimes think, In 
the oase of most kinds, the early cuttings do not always 
produce the best flowers. I have to-day been looking at 
two plants of Chrysanthemum Avalanche. One was struck 
second week In Deoember. and the other nearly a month later. 

There Is no difference in the flowers, and the thought 
arises, why strike so early? Where one has a limited 
number of plants It may be desirable to begin taking 
cuttings early, but lb Is very Important that none but 
strong, vigorous cuttings are taken. I would rather 
wait a time for oottings, if I could get stronger stuff by- 
doing so. Cinerarias lo small pots must bare liquid- 
manure. and 5-lnoh pots would be considered small for 

Cinerarias. 
Stove. 

Bulbous and tuberous-rooted plants will, for the most 
part, now be going to rest. Suoh things as Gloxinias, 
Galsdlums, and Aoblmeoee should be laid on their sides 
where they will not get damp. I have kept all these under 
the stage in a ooollsh greenhouse. The rest Is more 
perfeot, and early In the spring they oan be returned to 
the stove again, and they will break all the better for the 

rest. Early-flowering Orohlds, inoiudlog Oalantbe Veltohl, 
will be oomlng on now. I maintain asteady temperature ; 
65 dags. at night will be quite high enough for general 

oolleotions of stove plants, and where a temperature of 
70 degs. Is kept up, that last 6 degs. of heat ooets a good 
deal at the present prioe of fuel to keep It going. Cuttings 
of India-rubber, Crotons, and other foliage plants will 
strike now In bottom-heat, and It Is as well, where more 

•took Is required, to strike these things now to rslleve the 
work of the propagator in the spring. Lose no opportunity 
of dealing heavy blows at mealy-bug and other Insects. 

Forcing house. 
Forced flowers will be in request now for cutting, and 

the Uly of the Valley, if the crowns are well ripened, and 

* In eold or northern district) Us operation) referred 
to under "Garden Work" may be done/ on» ten-day-.; i 

a fortnight later than It Kire indicate! into eqpvRgi ow 

the true Berlin variety may be started sow ; bub unless 
the crowns are good. It is of no use starting them. It Is 

not every grower of Uly orowns that supply the best 
crowns One may send In an order and get quite an 
inferior sample. They may appear plump, but not being 
well matured, they will not brar forcing. The only ohanoe 
one has is to deal with a Oret-olass house. I have a 
number of pots of Lilies whiob were foroed late last year, 
and they are now well established with well-ripened 
crowns. These are on Drat batch, and will notdlsappoln’. 
as I know from previous experienoe. Spiraeas should sll 

be pottsd, but there is not muoh gained by placing in heat, 
too early, as the more rest they are given the stronger 
they will start. This Is true of all foroiog. There Is a 
right and a wrong time for tbs beginning of forcing any 
subjeot, and, to a great extent, that time Is influenoed by 
the preparation given to the plants last and previous years. 
It may be said anyone oan buy plants prepared for foroing, 
but all will not turn out alike, even when so prepared ; so 

much depends upon the proper ripening of the buds. 

Ferns under Glass. 
There is a strong reserve of deooratlve force In a large 

house full of Palms and Ferns. Tbo Tree-Ferns are grand 

things for furnishing, so also are a few of the best Palms, 
such as the Kentlas and Seaforthiae, but, unfortunately, 
one requires a large house to keep them In. No one 
reoommends potting either Palms or Ferns at this season. 
Still, If a plant Is plnohed up in a small pot, I should not 
hesitate about shifting it on. Where there Is a genial 

temperature, and she wlelder of the water-pot Is an old 
hand, It matters little when the pottiag Is done. Ferns 
must always be kept moist at the roots. If permitted to 
get dry, the fronds die, and the plant has to begin afresh, 
and make new growth. Cyrtomlum faloatum Is one of 
the hardiest Ferns and le largely grown for market. I 
don't think It matters muoh when Fern spores are sown. 
If there is a genial temperature sow now In a shady part 

of the house, where the atmosphere 1s oonflned. 

Window Gardening. 
Bulba which were started early will now be making 

growth, and should bs gradually moved to the light, 
sufficient water being given to keep all the soil moist. 

Freeslas are growing fast, and will require support, and 
should oooupy a Tight position. Hyaolntbs, Tulips, 
Narolssus, including the Chinese Sacred Lily, are oomlng 
on. This Lily, as It Is termed, will grow just as well In 
earth as in water. I grew a number last year potted like 
other Narolssus bulbs, and they flowered very well. Foliage 
plants. India-rubbers, Palms, Aspidistras, Arallis, and 

Draorenas will dartre muoh benefit from a weakly sponging 
with soap and water. 

Outdoor Garden. 

At the time of writing (Ootober 22ad) Dahlias ars fuller 
of blossoms than they have been all the season, and the 
foliage has never been brighter or fresher. Very pretty 
and useful are the Pompon variety, both In the garden 
and also In a cut state; but the frost that disfigures tender 
things must be near, and then the roots muet be lifted, 

dried, and stored away. I generally keep my Dahlias, 
Tuberous Begonias, and Cannae in a cool-nouse, packed 
oloee on the border, where the frost Is only Just kept out. 
I don't think It 1s quite the right thing to paok them away 
in oloee, stuffy plaoes where the damp will injure 
them. If Gladioli have not been lifted they should 

be taken up now, the top cut off oloee to the bulo, 
and the latter plsoed in a dry room to oomplete the 

ripening. I was looking through the Gladioli grounds of a 
large grower and exhibitor a few days ago. and he was 
lifting some of his choice seedlings to avoid losing any of 
the small spawn or bulblets, whloh form round the bass of 
the bulbs. Everybody who grows Gladioli should save 
seeds and raise seedlings. In good, suitable eoll they are 
better sown In the open In drills in the same way that 
the small spawn are sown which are taken from the preeent 
season’s bulbs. Even the most successful growers have the 

disappointment of seeing bulbs die, but where the prantioe 
of raising seedings saved from the beat flowers le regularly 
oarried out there will always tie something new and 
Interesting oomlng on. The weather Is now very suitable 
for planting operations. Both evergreens and deolduous 

things will more safely now. Turf also may be laid. 

Fruit Garden. 
Hardy fruit culture is annually assuming larger propor¬ 

tions. There is. In spite of the very low prioe realised this 
season, a future before Apples and Gooseberries. Even in 
this season of plenty those who have storing room will not 
do so badly with the Blenheim and other good-keeping 

sorts. If well grown. Free-bearing trees will require 
manure this season, but It should not be rank or fresh, 
especially If laid near the roots. In planting fruits, or, 
indeed, anything else, the manure should never be plaoed 
In aotual oontaot with the roots. Have It near where they 
oan reaoh it when they require assistance. Splendid 
weather now for planting or lifting roots which are deeply 
burled. Pruning may also begin now, as the leaves will 

soon be down on Pear-walls, though the absenoe of frost 
this astumn has kept the leaveslonger on the trees. Many 
Pear-trees are too muoh orowded with wood, and should 
bo thinned. I have seen good results follow the removal 
of some of the old branohes, so as to give more apace to 

those left. Making two leaves grow where there Is only 
spaoe for one is not good oulture. The outcry against 
pruning has pretty well found its level. Common sense 
generally oomee to the front in time. And the non-pruner 

and the pruner who goes to extremes with the knife will 
And their oooupation gone. New plantations of Rasp 
berries may be made now. Those who ding to the old 
plantations will lose the benefit to be obtained from 
planting the new and Improved kinds, suoh as Superlative, 

Hornet, and Norwloh Wonder. Deep trenching and liberal 
manure Is a necessary preparation for Raspberries. 

Vegetable Garden. 
Box and other edgings may be replanted now. I am not 

muoh in favour of Box for vegetable gardens. It requires 
oare to keep it In good condition, and it forms a famous 

hiding place for slugs and other Inseots. Blue tiles arc 
muoh neater and better, and not much more expensive. 
Three will be aooumulations of vegetable refuse In all 
-rUrlotfone now, and everything should be utilised at 

Vmasive. Where trenohlng is being done weedy nnd other 

jHSauets which decay qufokly may be traMMa In and 

easily got rid of. Where muoh pruning has to be done the 
outtfngs may be used to start afire In the rubbish-yard, 
and as soon as the outtlngs are fairly kindled oommenoe 
with the driest of the waste ma'erials, and follow this up 
by adding heavier, greener rubbish until a large smoulder¬ 
ing heap bas been got together, that will be a valuable 
fertiliser in the spring for top-drossing rtnlon-bede, Carrots, 
and other orops. As soon at the leaves have died down on 

Seakale and Rhubarb preparations may be made for 
forcing, either by lifting the roots and planting thickly in 
time position where beat oan be applied, or the crowns 
may be covered with pots, and surrounded with a mixture 
of leaves and manure in sufficient bulk to raise a tempera¬ 
ture of 00 degs or so. One of the best French Beans for 
foroing is the Ne Plus Ultra. These may be planted in 
quantity now in 0-lnoh or 7-Inch pots, and placed in warm- 

house near the glass. It is best in planting Beans to only 
half fill the pots with soil, the other spaoe to be filled up 
when the Beans are up. Five Beans In eaoh not are quits 
enough. E. Hobday. 

Work In tha Town Garden. 
Frost still keeps off, and, refreshed by the reoent heavy 

but not unduly oold rains, gardens everywhere, both In 
town and oountry, are looking brighter and better now 
than at any other period of the year. With me the 

Michaelmas Daisies are not quite so line as usual, owing, 
no doubt, to the long and most trying drought; and 

“Geraniums" and other tender bedders are, of oourae, 
getting shabby now, but the Tuberous Begonias are quite 
a feature—fuller of bloom, larger, brighter, and altogether 
better than ever. Those invaluable plants, the While 
(and Yellow) Snapdragons, too. are still In full bloom, and 
afford quantities of flowers for outtlng. In heat or cold, 
wet or drought, the plants have kept on persistently 

blossoming throughout the whole of the season. By the 
time these lines appear In print movt If not ail of the leaves 
will be off the trees, and the garden should consequently 
reoive the usual autumnal cleaning up. It is almost useless 
to sweep up much, or frequently, until the trees are bare ; 
but a thorough clearance should bs made now, the borders 
be lightly forked over (exoept where newly planted with 

bulbs or the like). Grass and edgings cut for the last 
time, and the walks flnallv weeded, or oleaned in 

some way, and well rolled. The last of the “bedding" 
s (Begonias and Dahlias only excepted) had 
r be lifted and housed now, and no time should 

be lost in finishing the planting of Hyacinths, Tulips, 
Snowdrops, Croouees, and other hardy bulbs. Carna¬ 
tions also ought to be planted without farther delay, though 

In very smoky districts It is advisable to keep part of ths 
stock of the oholce kinds under glass, and plant out In the 
early spring. These plants are making wonderful progress 
now; even where they almoet succumbed to the drought 
they are now growing luxuriantly again, and quite late 
layers are mostly ready to be transplanted. Remember 
always to plant these, as well as Plnke, and, indeed, the 
whole of the Dianthus tribe, as firmly as possible, and to 
mix some burnt earth, mortar-rubbish, or both, In the 
soil. Do not oover or muloh the plants or beds In any¬ 

way during the winter. It is the greatest mistake imagin¬ 
able. A little freek coal-ash round eaoh plant Is the least 
objectionable, but even this is by no means necessary. 
Ventilate Chrysanthemums under glass very freely in euoh 
weather ae this, but use a little warmth in the pipes at 
night, Just to dry up damp and keep the air in gentle 
motion. On the whole, the plants are looking remarkably 
well now, and lovers of this popular flower will enjoy many 

a treat, not only among their own colleotion, but by 
vislting the various exhibitions that are now so numerous, 
not only In and noar London, but In most parts of the 
oountry alee. B. C. R. 

THE DOMING WEEK’S WORK. 

Extract* from a garden diary from Noivmber 
4th lo November Ilf A. 

Looked over Grapes In late house to remove berries 
showing any tendenoy to deoay, but as the house Is always 
kept In good repair very little damp finds entrance into 
the house. Inside painting Is very Important, in late 
vineries espeolally. I generally paint these houses 
inside every two years, and at this season when moisture 
oondenses on the glass every leaf which touches the glass 
Is either tied down or removed. In many vineries tho 

Vines are trained too near the glass. Vines should never 
be trained nearer than 16 Inohee—18 inohes will be 

better—so that there may be a clear ewaoe between the 
foliago and the glass. Cleaned all foliage from Peaoh- 
houses. The wood Is quite ripe, and the leaves fall,on the 
merest touoh. I want the house for Chrysanthemums. 
Like most of our friends and neighbours, we have caught 
the Chrysanthemum oontaglon, and when one Is badly bit 
with this disease there le never room enough to house all 
the plants. But though an all-round man may rail at eo 

muoh fuse being made of one olase of plants, there is no 
gainsaying that Chrysanthemums are the flowers to 
brighten up the garden in autumn and early winter, and 
with plenty of late kinds there will be abundanoe of 

flowers for cutting till middle of January, or perhaps 
later, where properly looked after, and with cool-houses to 
keep them book. Rearranged oonservatory. Of oourse, 
the main features now are Chrysanthemums, but in addi¬ 

tion there are groupe of Bouvardlae, Chinese Primulas, 
and Primula oboonioa. Early Cinerarias are Just showing 
oolour, and Roman Hyaolntbs are ready to move up. A 
group of the semi-double “Geranium" F. V. Raspall is 

very bright. These small groups are placed on the out¬ 
skirts of the Chrysanthemums, and are surrounded in some 
Instances, blended with Ferns. A batch of spring-sown 
Tuberous Begonias in 6-inch pots still make a good show, 
and show In a very marked manner how vastly the 
Tuberous Begonias have been Improved within the last few 

years. Pruned book the last of tha summer-flowering 
creepers. We want all the light now. Very bright JusD 
now is the wall oovered with Ivy-leaved “ Geraniums,” and 
tha flowers are exceedingly useful for outting Finished 

earthlog-up Celery. The Mignonette sowu earlier in 
August; and kept In a cold pit, freely ventilated, has been 

[ plcotedund opened ont, so as not todrawup by crowding 
-J. light pcsl'ior cearthr glase :sd plenty of ventilation Is 

) fhii piacjii for lllifi-itie^e In winter. The soil in which 
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Mignonette la sown itaould be rammed aa firm as poatible. 
Thia is with ua a main point in the culture ; and the soil 
ehould be chiefly composed of rather heavy loam. Shifted 
on Pelargoniums. The early-blooming varieties have been 

in the floerering pots for some time. Dipped Cinerarias In 
a solution of Sunlight Soap. This, about 2 os. to the gallon, 
makes an excellent inseotlcido, and it la very cheap. It la 
used for dipping any plants whlob are of a manageable 

size. It is muoh cheaper than fumigating for olearlng off 
aphides, thrips, he. Moved Autumn Giant Cauliflowers, 
turning in to a oold pit. Hitherto the froet has done no 
harm, but we are not safe now. Busy pruning Gooseberries 
and other frulbtreee and bushes. I like »o get this work 

done as early as possible, as it permits of the ground being 
manured and turned up for the winter. Made a new 
plantation of Raspberries, seleoting vigorous canes only. 
It is a mistake to leave Raspberries too long on the same 

land, if fine fruits are required. 

8. belledifolia (also blue). The last three are very fine this year in Battersea-park, the curious 
very dwarf, and well adapted for rock-work, beak-like scarlet flowers having a very quaint 
All of them bloom profusely and grow freely aspeot. It is much the better plan to lift the 

in common garden soil. The dwarf varie- plants and keep under cover during the winter, 
ties may be increased in spring by division, —C. T. 

and the taller ones by means of cuttings struck 
in a cold frame. A good type of a hardy 
Statice is hero illustrated. J. 

- STORING APPLES. 

4794. — Hrythrina Crista - gain. — It is many years since such an abundant crop of 
“T. A. F. ' asks where this oan be obtained, Apples was produced in thia country as that now 
also how to cultivate it? Any good florist or nur- nearly matured, but I am afraid that a great 

seryman will supply it. The “ Coral-plant,” as percentage of this useful fruit will be wasted for 
this is often called, was introduced from Brazil lack of care in storing for future use, asunfortu- 
in 1771, and is quite hardy in well-drained soils nately the system of living from hand to mouth 
if protected from prolonged wet and severe baa spread from towns to rural places, and there 

frosts. Ashes or Cocoa-nut-fibre are good to ig little care bestowed on storing, for if anyone 
lay over the crowns. Cuttings may be struck advooates the thing they are met with the re¬ 
similar to Dahlias ; but it is more necessary to m»rk that it does not pay, and that there is sure 
have a small portion of the old orown attaohed. to be plenty of imported fruit aa soon as the 
When obtained from cuttings plants of a more home-grown ones are finished, which is donbt- 
even height oan be secured. It is an excellent less true enough ; but certainly home growers 
plant in a moist greenhouse temperature, and are helping the foreigner to get a better price 
may be treated as follows : When the flowers are than he ought to get, and home growers are 

over for the autumn, cut them down, and stand certainly not so often blessed with abundant 

crops as to be able to neglect to make the most 
of it when it does oome. Early Apples, such as ^1x1^ Suffield and others of the Codiin type, are 
useless for storing, and thev must be sold for 

ft what they will fetch, which has been a very low 

FRUIT. 

8TATICE8, TENDER AND HARDY. 

For greenhouse and conservatory decoration 

Staticos are invaluable, inasmuch as they bloom 
freely, remain in good condition for a long time, 
and are so easily cultivated that young plants of 
them may be grown quickly into fino specimens. 

Last year’s growth made into cuttings early in 
the season (spring) may bo potted singly in 
thumb-pots in a mixture of leaf-soil and sand, 

and placed in a close atmosphere in a top and 

bottom-heat of 65 degs., where 
they will root in a short time. 

Young plants may also be ob¬ 
tained by making a notch on the 
hard stems of old plants about 

2 inches below the undermost 
leaves, and tying a small handful 
of Moss round the incision, 
which must be kept constantly 

moist, in order to induce young 
roots to be emitted. As soon 
as these make their appearance * 
the stem should be severed from f|g 
the parent plant just underneath 

the Moss, and it should bo 
potted and treated for a short 
time as if it were a cutting. 
The propagation of Statices is 

the most diflicult part of their 
culture ; but, by following either 
of the methods just referred to, 
young plants may be had in fo. 
abundance. They should, in all sSv, m 
cases, be moved out of their cut- * 
ting-pots before the rootsbecome ] 

matted ; and at this, and all 
subsequent shifts, the compost 1&R&, 
used should consist of loam, leaf- 

mould, peat, or well-rotted ''<aS 
manure, and plenty of sharp Tq 

silver-sand. They may bo 
shifted on when necessary until 

a 12-inch or 14-inch pot is 
employed for them, but it will xs > /I 
take a good many years before 
that size is needed. They never . 
require more than a greenhouse 
temperatureatanytimothrough- 

out the year; and if not in ■-* 
bloom they may be placed out- 

of doors during the hottest 
summer months. Plants which 
have bloomed in summer and 
autumn should be kept some¬ 

what dry at the root during 
winter, and, when repotted in 
spring, they may be placed in a gentle heat 
until fresh growth is somewhat advanced. 
Statices often bloom even in 4 inoh pots, and by 

pinching their time of flowering may bo de¬ 
ferred if a succession of bloom be desired. They 
blossom naturally from July until November ; 
but by pinching they may be had much later 

even than that. The indoor varieties of them 
are not very numerous, and amoDg them the 
best is S. profusa ; it is not so robust as some 

of the others, but it forms a oompaot and 
beautiful plant, very suitable either for purposes 
of exhibition or for decoration, and it blooms 
snperbly in winter. The flowers, whioh are 
bluish-purple and white, are everlasting ; and, 

when out, may be mixed with Immortelles. 
Among other good kinds may be mentioned 8‘ 
Holfordi, 8. arborea, 8. brassiciefolia, 8. imbri- 

cata, and 8. maoroptera, but I like 8. profusa best. 
Among hardy sorts, whioh bloom principally in 
June, July, August, and September, are many 
with flowers finely diversified in colour, and in 

regards the best mode of storing, I do not think 
in / that the plan of spreading the fruit out on fruit- 

r°om shelves in single layers U either neces- 

\ together in lar less space in barrels or boxes, 

BLaMBWMKfijgMwhkV and keep far better, with very little loss, and 
my own impression is that late Apples, such as 
Lane’s Prinoe Albert, require planting more 

'i"' —Vw-r_ extensively than they have been, for we have 

A good hardy Statice. suoh a number of early sorts that if we only 
grow a tree or two of each, we are almost certain 
to got overstocked with fruit in September, but 

in a pit or cool frame until the end of November, any that will keep three months there is little 
when repot and introduce into gentle heat, fear of being overdone with them. Old trees, 

This will secure a crop of bloom in March. After as a rule, are carrying heavy crops thia year ; 
this out them back to within four or five eyes, but fino samples of clear fruit can only bo 
start in a brisk heat, and thus obtain a seoond obtained from healthy young trees, and I 
orop of bloom in July or August. This orop would strongly urge all who have trees that 

may be realised out-of-doors if desired.—P. U. produce unsatisfactory crops to grub thorn up 
- This plant was more grown forty years and plant young trees. 

ago than it is now. I remember seeing beds of James Groom, Gosport. 
it in the open air then. In the autumn, when 
the frost destroyed the flowers, the stems were 
out down, the roots lifted and stored away A useful Apple.—Apples are plentiful 
under the greenhouse stage, where they re- everywhere this year, but never before have I 
mained dormant all winter. It makes a very seen trees of any variety so literally “ breaking 

useful conservatory plant, but it is still better down ” with fruit as are those of the Forgo, an 
in the open air. Anyone who oan grow and old and favourite Sussex Apple, in this neigh- 
flower a Fuchsia or “ Geranium * will do this bourhood. There was an abundance of bloom 

easily. It is not muoh grown now, but it may on Apples of all kinds ; but this variety 
be obtained from any good nursery, especially seems to have set better than any other, and in 
those having corneotions with Continental nur- most instances the trees are (or rather were, for 
series.—E. H. the crop is for the most part gathered now) 

- In very favoured spots, suoh as against loaded with fruit from the base to point of every 
a warm wall, and with protection at the roots branoh. The fruit is naturally somewhat small, 

ir. 'vinta j, tljis fine plant will live out; but, as and ih a plentiful isason, suoh aa this, must be 
k rr le^t|l|_a summer flower only, planted nut, w.s’,1 thinned if handsome tpeoiir.ons are wanted; 
to gife)beauty to summer bedding. I suvr it bdt ooth tneshape and colour (a deep greenish- 
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yellow, heavily marked with fine line* of a rioh 
red) leave nothing to be deiired. It makes the 

most delicious tarts and preserve, and when 
thoronghly ripe is by no means to be despised as 
a dessert fruit, while a noteworthy peculiarity 
is the very powerful odour exhaled by Apples 
of this kind when fully ripe. Lastly, the tree 

is of a neat and compact habit of growth, and 
seldom misses a fair crop. The trees thrive 
unusually well on the cold and heavy clay 
loam that prevails in this distriot, and when 
iu bloom it is one of the most attractive of all 
Apples. Unfortunately, most of the fruit here 
was spoiled by a severe hailstorm on the 8th inst. 

—B. C. R. 

4754 —Young Vines.—Pruning or outting 

back at once is tne true secret of not only the 
coming season’s crop, but also of what is of far 
greater import—to wit, the foundation of a good 
Vine, a sturdy, vigorous stem—without which 
(■rapes are only second class. Too often in such 
cases as noted by the querist, because a Vine has 
a strong cane or rod it is left. Result—a few 
strong buds breaking at the upper portion of 
the rod, while tho bottom, if not bare, is too 
weak to assist the due growth of the Vine. 

Grapes can be had, and good, from the lower 
buds, allowing, of course, for the watering not 
to splash, Ac. No doubt, if, say, there are five 
good eyes a foot from tho base of stem, there 
would be ample. In some cases I have cut 

down to threo ; this gives an equal number of 
laterals each side, and one for the leader.— 

Stephen Castle. 

4728.—Compost for Vines. — “ Vine¬ 
yard," with his nigh-souuding cognomen, puts a 

very pertinent yet important question—in fact, 
this is the seoret of not only the Vine but Grape- 
growing also. A seoret is too often pretended 
in the preparation of soil, Ac. It must be suit¬ 
able, but not half such a complicated affair as is 

generally advised. The real compost for Vine¬ 
planting cannot be too simple, no manure in 
any form being required. Any loam approaoh- 
ing to turf, mixed with ordinary road-sidings, 

with the latter a fair amount of scrapings, can be 
used. Suoh mixture, if thrown together for a 
month, will be all that is wanted for establish¬ 
ing a Vine. Drainage must be good. For ordi¬ 
nary top-dressings a richer material can be used 
—top-dressings being intended to feed not only 
the old roots, but also to bring roots nearer the 
surface.—Stephen Castle. 

4703. — Grapes not colouring. — 
“Anxious” will not be alone in respect to the 
faulty colouring of Gros Colmar, the most 
popular of market or shop Grapes. True, with 
such a magnificent summer as we have had, 
with still a fine autumn, all Colmars should be 

better in this respect than usual. A fair crop 
for woight, other conditions being favourable, 
should colour them well. Fire-heat is always a 
desirable factor—in fact, none of my Gros 

Colmar are without fire from the time of starting 
till the Grapos are cut. Ventilate always at the 
top—even a little at night—in front, from day¬ 
light till dark, according to the weather, closing 
entirely in cold or wot nights. A sprinkle of 
soot on the border inside will be of benefit. Keep 

foliage intact—the main leaves—but reduce sub¬ 
laterals, to give light to the bunches, but not for 
the sun to shine direct on the fruit.—Stephen 

Castle. 

4771.—Grapes for a cold-house.— 
Black Alicante cannot be recommended foracold- 
house. Certain it is that the fruit will colour 
—probably better than our universal favourite 

Hambro’—but when it comes to the eating it is 
disappointing. Firo-heat will bring out tho true 
quality of this, besides making it safe for keep¬ 
ing. Any Grapes grown in cold-houses are most 
ditlicult to koop sound any length of time after 

ripening Trentham Black on no account must 
be thought of. Superior as it is for flavour 

compared with tho Hambro’, it is far more ditli¬ 
cult to grow. Having had this variety in hand 
for many years I well know its peculiarities. In 
such a season as the past cold-houses have 

finished their crops extra well, and the wood 
is also better ripened, so that the success of the 
next year's crop is secured.—Stephen Castle. 

4808 —Treatment of a Pig tree.—The 
roots of the Fig-tree are too deep. Lift them, 
and work in some old mortar or builders’ rub¬ 

bish beneath, and lay a few loadf/of?resh 1c." 
•oil on this founds,'von for tbs nVjUjAv^t-k 

Afterwards, if the growth is thinnedin aumm 

so as to get the wood ripened, and protection is 
given in winter, there will be plenty of good Figs. 

—E. H. _ 

PROFITABLE PEARS. 

The season for planting now being at hand, I 
think it well to call the attention of anyone who 
may be now entering upon the possession of or 
management of a garden to look well to the state 

of the fruit-trees, and I think that Pears claim 
more attention than has hitherto been given 
them. I allude especially to their culture on 
walls. That heavy crops of good fruit are to be 

met with on standard, pyramid, and bush-trees 
I readily admit; but these are few and far 
between, and by far the oleanest and most valu¬ 
able Pears are to be had from wall-trees. Given 
shelter and warmth, no matter what the aspect 
may be, better or more saleable fruit is invari¬ 

ably produced. In years of plenty the beat 
Pears always sell reaidily, and at good prices, 
and there is no likelihood of a glut ever occur¬ 
ring. The extensive planting of Pear-trees 
may, therefore, be safely advised with a view 

to future profits. At first sight it may appear 
somewhat useless to recommend planting 
Pear-trees extensively, especially where the 
walls are already partially furnished with 

fruit-trees of various kinds; but I am of 
opinion that at least one-third of the wall 
space, including ends of stables, outhouses, and 
many dwelling.houses, is far from beiDg profit¬ 

ably utilised, and that in very many private 
gardens room could be found for numerous 

Pear “BeurrS Bachelicr." 

young trees. For instance, dessert and cooking 

Cherries other than Morollos rarely, if ever, pay 
for cultivation against walls, it being possible to 
buy more fruit with the money saved in netting 
in one season than can be grown in three years. 
It would bo much better to out out gradually or 
otherwise many of tho Cherries and replace with 

l’cars. It is also unwise to grow many common 
Plums against walls that could be turned to a 
much better account with l’ears. That Plums 
are needed in most establishments there is no 
denying, but as a rule they do well in the open, 

and are of far too perishable a nature to be S'ven very much space. I also fail to see why 
ears are not quite as ornamental as Wistarias 

and other strong climbers to be seen against 
numerous house fronts, and they certainly pre¬ 
sent a far more tidy appearance than do half- 

starved Roses, Loniceras, and such like. Ivy 
and Virginian Creepers, beautiful as the latter 
may be at the present time, monopolise far too 
rauuh wall space, and Pears would grow and 

oover the walls if not so quickly, yet certainly 
quite as effectively. Having tried to make out 
a strong case in favour of Pears, it will not be 

out of place to further disouss what 
Varieties might be planted advantageously. 

Supposing the bulk of the fruit is, when ripe, to 

bo sold, extra regard must be paid to size, 
colour, and appearance generally, flavour being 
of secondary importance. In some few in¬ 

stances, however, it is possible to combine a 
variety of good qualities, and varieties posses¬ 
sing these are to bo most commended. Such 

ly sorts as Doyenne d’Ete and Citron das 

es are not worthy of wall space, but if 
_ is a high wall to be oovererl,; .Twgoael'e 

may be planted. This season WUliana Bon 

Chretien against walls proved very profitable, 
the standards and bush trees failing to bear any 

fruit. Space might, therefore, be found for two 
or three trees of this old favourite, lieurrd 
d’Amanlis very frequently succeeds admirably 
as a pyramid or standard, but produces finer 
fruit on wall-trees, and the same may be said of 
Beurrd Superfin. Pitmaaton Duchess also bears 

well as a pyramid or standard, but the fruit 
nearly always presents a scratched appearance 
when ripe, and is not nearly so fine as that 
obtained from wall-trees. This extra large 
variety is very profitable, and the quality is not 
to be despised. Doyenne Boussoch is a sure 

bearer, and the fruits are extra large and of fine 
appearance, but, like those of nearly all the 
preceding, they keep badly. Nouveau Poiteau 
with me rarely fails, and it is a useful variety, 

keeping fairly well after it is ripe. Comte de 
Lamy, though not large, is really a very profit¬ 
able Pear. It is a heavy cropper, keeps fairly 
well, and is both attractive in appearance and 
good in quality. BeurriS Clairgeau, as far as 

its quality is concerned, is second-rate, but 
those who grow for the market ought to plant 
it, as it is a sure bearer, and the fruits are large, 
brightly coloured, and ripen early in November. 
Louise Bonne of Jersey is one of the best for the 

market, good samples being readily bought up. 
It is a most reliable variety under any form of 
training, but the wall-trees produce by far the 
best fruit. Ducheese d'AngoulAme I would 

also find room for, this being a sure bearer and 
the fruit large, keeping fairly well. Marie 
Louise is simply indispensable, and this is one 
of the most valuable of all Pears. Room ought 
to be found for several trees of both this and 

Doyenne du Comice, both being reliable bearers, 
while good samples of the latter fetch tho 
highest prices in the markets. Bourn- Bachs- 
lier (here figured) is a fine serviceable variety, 
and Huyshes Prince Consort rarely fails to do 

well. Beurre Diel proves exceptionally profit¬ 
able, large old trees seldom failing to bear heavy 

crops of good-sized fruit, and which, keeping 
till late in November, generally sell very well. 

It is the late varieties that really pay beat, even 
the Vicar of Winktield proving more profitable 
than choice early sorts. Josephine de Malines, 
Winter Nelis, and Beurre d’Areinberg are some¬ 
what small for market, but thoy arc well 
worthy of a trial. The latter remark applios to 
Glou Morceau (which spots badly), Olivier do 

Serrea, Beurrc Ranee, Bergamotte d'Espcren, 
and Ne Plus Meuris. W. 

4792.—Fruit trees for a north-east 
wall.—I should not like to plant Pears on a 
wall with this aspect, not that they would not 
fruit as freely as on any other, but the flavour 

would be indifferent. Such culinary Plums as 
Victoria, Magnum Bonum, and Coe's Golden 

Drop would do very well, and so would Morello 
Cherries. Such Apples as Lord Sullield and 
Lord Grosvenor would bear freely in such an 
aspeot, but thoy would be later in ripening than 

those on a more sunny|aspect.—J. C. C. 

- I should not plant Pears on a north-east 

wall. Any Pear that will bear good fruit on 
such an aspect will do better away from the 
wall altogether. Tho difficulty I have found 
with Pears on a north or north-east aspect is to 
get flavour, and without flavour Pears are use¬ 
less. Kitchen Plums and Cherries will do 

well. Viotoria, Pond's Seedling, Goliath, 
Prince Englobert, the Czar, and White 
Magnum Bonum. Morello Cherries are always 
a success, and the May Duke usually does well, 

and it is an advantage to havo a May Duke 
Cherry-tree on a north wall to come in after 

those on better aspects.—E. H. 

4797.—Black Currants.—These enlargod 
and apparently precocious buds never come to 
anything, and are, indeed, the work of a very 

troublesome insect known as l’hytoptus ribis. 
If badly affected the best thing you can do is to 
cut all the bushes right down to mere stumps at 

once, and let them make an entirely fresh 
growth next season. All the branches should 
be burnt, and tho stumps be syringed with a 

solution of PariB Green. If left alone the 
disease will ruin the entire plantation.— 

B. C. R. 

4788,—Pears on a clay soil.—What are 
generally known as market Pears, such as 

Bishop’ii Th jmb, i Windsor, and Beurrd Gifford, 
will probably do Well Wa clay soil; but I should 
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nob like to risk too many. Apple* grown in the 
form of large spreading baihes and grafted on 
the Crab-atook would be a safer investment. 

Annie Elizabeth is an Apple that does exceed¬ 
ingly well on a olay soil, and the large and hand¬ 
some fruit keeps well until the months of May 
and June.—J. C. C. 

- The hardiest kinds of Pears will suocecd 
on a olay soil; but it will not bo wi«o to plant 
any of the delicate varieties which are liablo to 
oraok and mildew. A good deal depends upon 

A hybrid Narcissus. 

the climate of the district. I have seen good 

Pears grown on the Sussex clay, whero there 
was a fair depth of soil over the clay. The 
land may probably require draining. The 
Quince usually doe* well on olay soil, and 
although I should nob plant Pears on the Quince 
largely anywhore without first trying them, 
still, it is worth while trying a few trees of 

some of the hardiest sorts. Hessle or Hazel is 
a good market Pear, and bears freely on clay 
soils. Lammas also does well, and usually 
carries a paying crop. I have known the crop 
of one tree fetch £5 ; but the tree was a very 

largo ono, and covered a very large space, and 
was a very handsome object when in bloom. 
Beurril de Oapiaumont. though an inferior Pear, 
is very froe-boaring Fertility in the samo way 
is a hotter Pear. Jargonelle m a good climate 
may succeed, as may also Williams’ Bon 
Chretien. Among the better class Pears which 
may be planted in a good climate, aro Louise 
Bonne of Jersey, Marie Louise, Fondante 

d'Automne. Beurre d’Amanlis, and Pitmaston 
Duchess. If the olimate is right the soil can be 
improved. The ohief thing to avoid is deep 
planting. I would rather plant only a few 
inches deep, and raise a mound of goed soil over 

the root*. Suaoess will depend upon the way 
in which the planting is done.—E. H. 

4814 —Treatment of Vines.—When 
Vines do not bear fruit there must be something 

very wrong in their management. Probably the 
roots are out of condition, and if so manure will 
not help them. Try and find the roots and see 
what state they are in, and if in a bad condition 
either lift and make a fresh border for them or 

else grub them out and plant young Vinos. Try 
and find a good gardener in your neighbourhood 
to look at them and tell you what is best to be 
done. No useful remedy can be suggested until 

their real condition is ascertained. Blood is nob 
a bad manure in moderation for healthy Vines, 
but the roots of old Vines are often far away 
from the houso in some cold, wet soil, from 
which they can derive no energy.—E. H. 

- From the information you send it is 
very doubtful if your Vines are not too old to 
be restored to a fruitful condition. If they are 
nob, now is the time to carefully lift the roots 

and replant them in a new-made border. It is 
very clear that no sort of manuring will do any 
good. The case is too bad for that. The roots 
are in a bad way, and anything short of replac- 

ing the Vines with young ones, or lifting the 
roots and making a new border, will be any use. 
You had better get someone to advise you who 
understands Vines, and can see them as they 

are.—J. C. C. 

4813.—Growing for market.—A good 
many are trying to solve the same problem you 

are at work upon. Some I know are making 
Tree-Carnations pay, growing only a feWTcThds. | 

One of the most profitable Txdng Mi*Ajobfoj| 
This, and a good white and good scarlet, vmbAefetl 
all requirements so far as cut flowers a 

concerned. Winter Cheer will probably make a 

good winter flower, and La Belle is a good free 
blooming white—though small, it is very free. 
Many growers fill up their Tomato-houseB with 
Chrysanthemums, and something can be done 

with double Zonal “ Geraniums,” such as Fi V. 
RaBpail and others. French Beans will not 
succeed in so low a temperature, though Mush¬ 
rooms and Rhubarb and Lettuces might.— 

E. H. _ 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

A HYBRID NARCISSUS. 

Amonr the most graceful and delicate of all 
Narcissi are the drooping N. triandrus of Spain 
and Portugal, and the little White Hoop-petti- 
coat of Algeria. Theso two species can be cross- 
fortilisod without difficulty, and the engraving 

represents hybrids raised by myself from seed of 
the Hoop-petticoat fertilised by pollen of 
N. triandrus. Both Prof. Michael Foster and 
myself have flowered seedlings the other way of 

the cross, and the flowers are almost identical 
with those now shown. G. H. E. 

things. I think too little use is made of the 
climbing kinds, which are quite as attractive 

and certainly moro graceful than the compact 
little varieties.—C. T. 

THE BRONZE-LEAF OF JAPAN 

(ROl)GERSIA PODOPHYLLA). 

This splendid plant is really a giant-leaved Saxi¬ 
frage, and a native of Japan. When well grown 

in a deep rich border of peat and leaf-mould 
and duly sheltered from harsh winds, it forms 
one of the finest of all the exotic plants which 
aro perfectly hordy in our northorn olimate. 
Its five groat partite leaves each vary from 
2 feet to 3 foot in diamotor, and are of a rich 
ruddy bronzy tint with the peouliar rugose or 
shagroen-leather-liko appearance peculiar to the 

unfolding leaves of tho Horse-Chestnut in early 
spring. Such leaves, borne aloft on cylindrical 
stalks 2 feet to 3 feet in height, and the plants 

grouped naturally together as shown in our en¬ 
graving, have a 'tropical-like aspect, especially 
when judioiously planted near to more slender 
grassy-leaved vegetation for the sake of contrast. 
The group now figured nestled at the foot of a 
colony of Bamboos near an old tank or well, and 
tho result was a very happy one. Although 
grown as, and indeed most remarkable as a foli¬ 
age plant, yet as seen at their best the plumoRO 
spikes of white Spirica-like flowors aro really 
very beautiful. The plant has long had a his¬ 

tory and a name in Japanese gardens, whence 
it was introduced to the United Statos by 
Captain Rodgers of the American Navy, after 

whom it was named. The native namo 
in Japan is Yagurumaso, and a very 

characteristic wood cut of it is given in 
Vol. VIII., tab. 27, of the celebrated 
work on the herbaceous plants of Japan, 
originally written by Pinouma Yokoussai, 
and republished by tho editor, Tanaka 
Yosiwo, in 1874. This interesting work 

in twenty volumes contains woodcut 
figures with Latin names of nearly all 
the herbaceous perennials and annuals, 
wild or cultivated, in the gardens of 
Japan, and is well worth the perusal of 

those interested in the plants of that 
country. The illustration is from a 
photograph kindly sent by Mr. Green¬ 
wood I’im. It represents a specimen at 

least 5 feet in diameter which was grow¬ 
ing in Mrs. Lawronaon’s garden at 

Sutton, near Howth, Co. Dublin. 
K. W. B. 

DWARF FUCHSIAS. 

A correspondent asks for advice about Fuohsiai 
and the dwarf F. Dunrobin Redder, which I 
mentioned a few weeks baok? The latter, I 
believe, is not yet in the trade ; but it will 

shortly be, and is well suited for a small garden, 
or a larger place, where it may bo made use of 
as an edging to a bed filled with tailor kinds. 
As regards hardy Fuchsias, much depends upon 
the positions in whioh they are plaoed as to 

what height they attain. In seashore districts, 
where it is warm and sheltered, and in gardens 
in Wales and Scotland, they attain great luxuri¬ 
ance, and are superb shrubs, smothered with 

orimson flowers. In less gonial climes thoy 
reach about 3 feet in height, even less, unless, 
of course, naturally dwarf, such os F. discolor. 
One of the most popular of this class is F. Ric- 
cartoni, which is alto very hard;, seldomgettirg 

killed outright, even in the more expostd 
districts. It will not stand a bleak position. 
F. pumila and F. microphylla are dwarf, and if 
they get cut down in winter shoot up again in 
spriog. In unusually severe weather it is 
advisable to cover the crowns with coal-ashes 
or similar material as a protection against pro¬ 

tracted frost. A familiar kind is F. oocciueo, 
which attains many feet in height in favourable 
spots. Tho flowors are crimson, and the loaves 
get tinged with red. F. conica grows about 

3 feet in height in ordinary gardens, but I have 
seen it higher in the Isle of Wight. It has 
scarlet and purple flowers ; but I should not got 
it before the others mentioned—at least, F. 
Riceartoni and F. eoooinea. F. coralline, tho 

slender-growiDg F. gracilis, and F. globosa are 
all worthy of mention. The last-named is very 
free in bloom, the flowers of rich colour and 

borne in profusion. V. 0. 

SOWING GRASS-SEEDS. 

The long protracted drought has been a great 
trial to the finest lawn Grasses, and whera there 
was much traffic on it, such as occurs on oricket, 
lawn-tennis, and croquet lawns, thero will 
doubtless be plenty of bare places requiring to 

be made good, and it is by no means an easy 
matter to get turf that is free from noxious 
weeds of some kind or other, and as seed can be 

got of any kind of Grasses or Clover quite free 

4800. — Convolvulus minor. — 
This ought to do well, but no doubt 
your garden suits the Tropajoluma bet¬ 
ter. Try next year, if you have not 

already got, the Canary Creeper, T. 
canariense. It is very beautiful until 
quite late in the year, and grows freely, 

smothered with yellow flowers against the light- 
green leafage. In moist spots and a little shade, 
the Flame-flower (T. speciosum) might be 

established, but it is not a town flower, although 
easily grown in country places. The finest of 
the tall-growing annual Tropicolums, forms of 
T. Lobbianum, are of a grey-whitish colour, 
cardinal, Bcarlet ; Triomphe de Gand, orange- 

scarlet land brilliant-scarlet, centre orimson. 
Tfc 90ii io‘question that Tropieolums are good 
piawt* 'tot suburban gardens. TheyJ saind 

smoke and other afflictions better than rao^ 

Rodgersia podophylla. Engraved from a photograph. 

from any admixture, it will if sown at once make 
a better job of the filling up than any attompt 
at patching with fresh turf. Now that plenty 

of rain has fallen to soften the soil, it should 
have a good scratching with a sharp-toothed 

rake, then sow the seed, and cover with finely, 
sifted soil, rolling it down firm when dry on the 

surface ; and to cause the old roots to strike out 
into vigaions growth a top-dressing of soot and 
guano should be applied, so as to get a good 

loowsririg of IflraU nslibro winter sets in, as this 

,^l^^^^i(Of^he soil, and do moi e 
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to proteot the young Grasses than ariy artificial 
protection that oau be given. It is ho uau»l to 
how early in the spring that many neglect the 
beat time for sowing—viz., the autumn, which 

is really the moat natural time, aa the seed 
which haa ripened during the heat of sum¬ 

mer drop* naturally to the earth, and the heavy 
rains of autumn causes it to spring up vigor¬ 
ously, and get a good hold of the soil. A great 
deal of mischief is done by worms loosening the 

young plant* at the early stages of growth. But 
this should be remedied by a frequent use of 
the roller. J. G., Gosport. 

CHINA ASTERS. 

At many autumn exhibitions the China Aster 
is shown, and in a grotesque way. It holds 

court with the African Marigold, and both are 
made ridiculous by the flowers being stuck on 

boards or cards without a vestige of stalk or 
leaf. One would scarcely know these very 
charming flowers in such a disguise—I mean 
when seen in full character in the garden. The 

China Aster is not without a certain degree 
of eleganoe. and the African Marigold is 
far from formal, its heavy, rich-coloured 
flowers being set off by feathery deep-green 
foliage. The China Aster must not be con¬ 

founded with the Michaelmas Daisies (the 
Perennial Asters), as the former are annual*, and 

very beautiful when well grown. A small 
garden may bo made gay at little cost with these 

biautiful flowers, which, in the various sections, 
so to say, display considerable variety of colonr¬ 
ing as well as form. The original species, sent 
from China, had single flowers, but the florist 
has raised the present race of fine double kinds. 
The chief men to whom merit belongs being Mr. 

Betteridge, amongst English florists, and, of the 
Frenchmon, Truffaut perhaps claims first place, 
although several other well-known men have 
worked succetsfully. The China Aster is a largo 

family, split up into distinct groups, such as 
the Victoria, Picony-flowered, Dwarf Chrysan¬ 
themum, the Rose, ihe Quilled, and the Emperor. 
Of this series the Dwarf Chrysanthemum and 

the Viotoria are, by reason of their dwarfer 
habit of growth, best adapted for bedding. They 
form neat plan's, a peifect mass of bloom 
in the early autumn, and filling tho garden 

with rich colour. I have a strong liking for the 
taller kinds us they are less formal, and it is 
easier to cut a few blooms for the house if so 
desired. The Quilled Asters are delightful, but 
in the small gaidens it will not he poisible to 

get every type, so that tin selection must be 
left to individual tas'e Few annuals are more 
readily grown than the China Asters. Even 
with only the aid of a greenhouse and careful 
cultivation the plants may be bad in bloom in 

both pots and the open. A few flowering epsoi- 
mens are very welcome for the house or wiudow 
The time to sow the seed is about the second 

week in March Sow thinly in 5 inoh pots, well 
crocked and filled wi'h a light soil. If possible 
place in a gentle heat to promote quiok germi 
nation. At any rale, the greenhouse should not 

be exposed to front. When the little plan s 
have uiado about four leaves, priok them out 

about 3 inches apart If to be grown in ptl« 
they must be potted on until they are in 5 inch 
or 48’a size, aud uso on a light Soil—say, loam 

mixed with well-decayed leaf-mould and manure. 
Never let them get dry, and keep them as near 
the glass aa pos.ible, otherwise the shoots get 

much drawn. If required for the open, fiist 
prepare the places for them, and the soil must 
be fairly rich. Unless this is so the flowers are 
uodeisized. and last only a britf time in beauty. 

It pays well to enrich the soil for Asters. Pro¬ 
vide good food for the roots to go down into, 
and therefore give them endurance in times of 

drought, such as the present year. Asters 
not planted in a good staple this season have 
had a sorry time and quickly fallen a prey to 
insect petts. In such a splendid year as the 

present for seed-sowing one might save their 
»>wn seed, although it is n>t expensive to pur¬ 

chase. Still theie is pleasure in growing one’s 
flowers from home-saved seed, reserving a few 
plants for the purpose. All blooms should be 

removed from thum, except, say, four of the 
finest, aud the seed gathered when ripo Clean 
it thoroughly, and place in a small basket: put 
in a dry pi ice for sowing in the spring China 

Alters are much troubled at times vftth ewvsiqs, 
w lioh c*t i bo blooWi.cJ11T(i'ecb% 

the pest is by placing small flower pots amongst 
the plants, putting a little Moss into the bottom 

of each, aud each morning shake the Moss over 
a can of boiling water ; the earwigs will fall into 
the trap readily. Green-fly and other small 

marauders are also very troublesome, and may 
be eradicated by watering them overhead at 
frequent intervals with soft-soap and water, 

using 14 oz of soap to 1 gallon of water. 

_ V. C. 

THE HARDIEST LILIES. 

Tilt: flower of the past season has been the Lily, 
and though sorely tried by the drought, it was 
very beautiful in the garden, the stems being 
shorter than usual, owing to the severe drought. 

We uee Lilies moro often in the largo than tho 
small garden, but it is a bulb not very difficult 
to cultivate, if one seleota the more hardy and 
easily-grown forms. The 

Golden rayed Lily (L. auratum) haa been 
very beautiful, and bulbs of this can bo purchased 

cheaply. It is quite hardy, and succeeds 
particularly well amongst Rhododendrons. The 
secret is that the soil is fairly light, and not too 
moist, whilst the rising shoots get protection in 

spring from nipping frosts. The flowers of this 
fine species are of remarkable beauty, large, 
freely produced, and finely coloured, sometimes 

almost self creamy white, or bordered with 
intense crimson. This variability of colouring 
is a great charm. It is curious to notice in 
cultivating Lilies that those bulbs in a some¬ 
what moist and partially shaded position are 

always more satisfactory than in drier spots, in 
fact, coolness is what thoy require. A very 

hardy and showy old Lily is L. croceum, which 
succeeds as well in London as any other kind. 

Its flowers are very richly coloured, and the 
bulbs will grow satisfactorily in pots. One often 
sees a good specimen in a London forecourt, but 

it is vory few of the Lily tribe that will 
grow under such conditions. L canadense (tho 
Canadian Lily) is a pleasing fiowor, and the 
orange-yellow flowers look well in the border ; 

the plant thrives well in moderately light soil. 
Everyone is familiar with the pure-white L, 

esndidum, which seems to succeed well in tho 
i ottage garden and in more pretentious places. 
H has flowered much better this year than 
usual, and we havo seen less of tho peculiarly 

trying disease which spoils otherwise beautiful 
breaks. A largo mass of it is vory charming. 
The finest lot of it I have ever seen was in a 
Bath garden. The position was sloping and 

very sunny. A mass of the pure-white fragrant 
Howt rs was presented to the eye—a delightful 
picture, got with very little trouble and expense. 
I feel sure that in the successful oulture of this 

hulb is to disturb the clumps as little as possible. 
Amateurs are too fond of interfering with their 

L lies, and it is this interference that works 
min The Scarlet Martagon Lily is a good 

spicies, especially in northern gardens, where 
the flowers seem to be richer in colour than in 
more southern places. It will live in quite 
ordinary gardens, and I have seen it very fine 
iu cottige plots. Then wo have the uteful Mar- 

tapoo Lilies, of which iheie ureseveral vaiielies. 
ranging from white to purple-violet A good 
group of them is phasing, but their fulsome 

odour is rather unpleaiaut. They live in any 
■oil. aud am amongst the most easily grown of 

all Lilies. Very beautiful is the Great American 
Lily (Lilium suptrbum), which ia very tall in 
growth, the stems rising to a height of 9 feet or 
10 ftet. It is a good hardy Lily, very graceful, 
and the flowers vary in colour from Brilliant 
scarlet, some almost orange, and handsomely 

spotted. The early-flowering Buff Lily (Lilium 
testaceum) is very handsome in a group. Its 

large buff flowers look well in a bold group. 
The Tiger Lilies are very effective, and the finest 

of all is Lilium tigrinum splendens, which 
justifies its name. Its flowors are brilliant 
crimson, spotted with dark spots. They appear 
late, aud are strikingly handtome. Then one 

can have the lovely larietics of L. speciosum 

(lory-crimson) aud the white variety, Krmtzeri, 
which has pure-white flowers. They are both 

easv to grow ia a good soil, and in perfection in 
early autumn. L avenaceum ia a pleasing 

Japanese kind, the flowers orange-red in colour 
and spotted, C. T. 

Hardy Fuchsias.—There are a 
bnuulul hardy FucbiiWj[\Mw:t®4: 

cheapest and most familiar is F. Ricoartoni, 
which will Btand ordinary winters, but when 
severe should have some kind of protection to 

the roots. It is very oharming often in southern 
seaside gardens, but I have seen it near London 
very fine, even at Finchley, whioh is considered 
a very cold distriot. I remember well a hedge 

of it leading up to a baker’s shop, and through¬ 
out each summer the graoeful twige were loaded 
with the pendent crimson flowers. Another 
good kind ia F. coccinea, which makes a very 

fine bush, and likes a well-drained soil, a remark 
that applies to hardy Fuchsias in general. 
F. disoolor is a very hardy kind, and will live 
out well in the more northern districts of 

England, even in Scotland. It is dwarfer than 
the others. F. globosa and F. gracilis are both 
very beautiful, but if you only require one kind, 

our choice would be F. Ricoartoni.—C. T. 

4789.—Herbaceous plants and rab¬ 
bits.—It is useless to set out anything but the 
■trongest-growiog plants where rabbits abound, 
not that they always eat them, but they soratch 

them out of the ground as soon as they are 
planted. I used to have a large breadth of 
Solomon’s Seal that they never disturbed. The 
Flag Iris (Iris cermanica) is another plant that 

when well established ia 4oo strong rooted for 
them to interfere with, as are also the different 
varieties of Tritomaa. Diotamnue Fraxinella is 
not rabbit-proof, but I have known them to 

pass it over in search of food. Campanula 
pyramidal!* appears to be distasteful to these 
creatures, as 1 have had it for many years in a 
border overrun by them. In the way of flower¬ 
ing-shrubs there is nothing batter than the two 

forms of Hydrangea panioulata and Hortensis. 
For large borders the following Grasses are use¬ 
ful : Eulalia japonica variegata, Arundo oon- 
apioua, and the Pampas.—J. C. G. 

4800. — Fence behind border.—Your 
proposal is quite practicable, but the amount of 
success you obtain will depend a good deal on the 

class of Roses and Clematis you select. If it is 
much exposed only the moat hardy Roses should 
be planted, such as the Dundee Rambler, FiSlicitd 
Perpdtufle, Gloire de Dijon, and Sir J. Paxton. 

If the position is fairly well sheltered, such 
strong growing Hybrid Perpetual* as Climbing 
Victor Verdior, C. Bessie Johnson, and Madame 
Gabriel Lui/.et will thrive. Still stronger 

growers will be found in Aimto Vibert, Rove 
d’Or, and Cheshunt Hybrid. The best Clematis 
will be Jackmaui and Prinoe of Wales. The top 

of tho fence may have a fringe of Clematis 
montana.—J. C. C. 

4801. - Seedling Anemones —Those Anemone* are 
quite h»roy, aud mooted bettor in a b*d or border In the 
open air than under nisi*. It I* their natural habit to 
flower In th* winter when the weather la open. A mulch 

of leal mould or light maour* ia all th* proteotion required. 
—E H. 

Leaves on lawns.—As this is the season 
of the year when leaves are so troublesome on 
lawns, &.o , a very good broom for sweeping 

them into rows, wtien they can be easily 
gathered, is made by takiDg an old wooden 
rake, knock out the teeth, and cut to leave six 
spaces between tho holes ; then get somo young 

Birch branches, aDd bind on with strong twine, 
passing the twine through the holes left by the 
teeth, and bind the Birch firmly on. This makes 

a light and very useful broom, os the long handle 
enables the sweeper to clear a wide space.— 
Arthur Elson. 

4812 —a garden at Ley ton—As far as 

I remember, the soil in this distriot is light. 
Roses will not do mnch good, but you may try 

a Gloire de Dijon and an Aimce Vibert or two. 
Chrysanthemum*, Michaelmas Daisiee, Holly¬ 
hock!, Harpaliume, Doronicums, Delphiniums, 

Oenotheras, Carnatione, Pinks, Campanulas of 
sorts, Veronicas, and a few other* will thrive. 
Lilies of several kinds will do fairly well in good 

soil.—B C. R. 

4807. — Uelng manure. — A mulch of 
manure on the borders full of perennials will be 

very beneficial, and as such borders usually con¬ 
tain bulbs and other plants which are now 

dormant, the mulch of manure will shelter and 
afford nutriment during the time roots are 
forming, and in the spring, when the dormant 

plants .rvapcr.r above ground, fork the manure in j 

Hnib rl LX I 0I* 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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Oor Rradbrs' Ilmtbtrations : Madonna Lilies and White Gladioli. Eni 

Illuhtratkd from a photograph sent by Miss Armstrong, Olifton-terraee^ 
■ared for Gardrsino 
[onkstown, Dublin. 

being gas, which makes them rapidly drop their 
dowers. Those who wish to grow them ex¬ 
tensively should now sow the seed for next 

season, autumn sowu plants being far finer than 
those which have only the summer in which to 
grow, and coming earlier to bloom. But where 
a few good plants only are needed, it is beet to 
procure them ns seedlings, when it is easy to 

seleot double or single varieties of any special 
tint. These can now be put into small pots and 
grown l>n in the open air, standing, if 

lt>os .bl3, ;ii'a bed of ashes until the weather 
beoc^s frosty in September, when they sbtulJ 

the absurdity of the methods which some adopt, 
th'nkiog thereby to add to the beauty of their 

Arrangements, whereas quite the opposite is the 
case. In all kinds of decorations with cut 
flowers I maintain that the natnral growth 
should, as far as possible, l>a adhered to. An 

excellent arrangement of Madonna Lilj/s~STnd 

Whit J Gladioli is shown in annexed iilnewatiok. 

HO USB <5* WINDOW OARDHNINQ. 

CUT FLOWERS IN THE HOUSE. 

Ir is in bonqnets I have notioed more errors, I 
think, than in any other kind of floral arrange- 
ments. Take, for instance, that well known 

and jnstly appreciated flower, the Lapageria, of 
which, as a rule, the white variety is moro used 
in bouquets than the red kind. In nearly every 
instance the blooms used are arranged upright, 
or nearly so, totally out 

of all character with the 
natural beauty and ele¬ 
gance of the flower, the 
best part of which is 
hidden by other things. 
If anyone saw it thus 

and had never seen it 
in a growing condition 
he would not be able to 
form any conception of 
ite real beauty. Wfy, 
now, may I ask, shot 11 

not this flower be al¬ 
lowed to droop down in 

a natural way upon the 
outer margin ? It would 
there be iD much better 
keeping. Fuchsias used 
to be arranged in a simi- 
lar fashion, but I have 
not seen them so much 

of late years. If these 
elegant flowerB cannot 
be employed in a natu¬ 
ral raanuer, better not 
use them at all. Of 
late years some people, 

the florists in psrtioular, 
have taken to spoiling 
the Ross by reflexing 
the petals, transposing 
what should be a bud in 
the beauty of its unfold¬ 
ing into what might 
be taken without any 

stretch of imagination 
for a Camellia. I and 
others no doubt have 
seen tho practice carried 
too far, especially whrn 
cut Roses are thus 
operated upon to a 

serious extent. Tho 
Euoharis whon growing 

is rarely seen erect, yet 
it is used often as the 
centre flower for a 
bouquet; whereas it 
would look far better 
if placed upon the aide 
in a semi-erect manner. 

That well-known Gladi¬ 
olus The Bride when 
used in a cut state is 
sometimes seen the 
wrong way upwards, 
ihe beauty of tho in¬ 
terior of tho flowers 

heing in a manner lost. 
I have seen Dendrobium 
blooms used in bouquets 
and vases the wroDg 
way about, the floweis 
thus, to say the least, 

looking rather singular. 
Another flower which I 
have seen totally mis¬ 
represented is Kalosan- 
thes coccinea, great 
pains being taken first 

to pall the truss to 
pieoes and then mount 
each singlo pip upon a 
wire. If anyone first saw it thus and afterwards 
purchased a plant, he might possibly imagine he 

bad an improved kind. Other instances might 

CHINESE PRIMULAS FOR A WINDOW. 

Tiieke are few better flowering plants for room 
decoration than the Chinese Primulas ; and there 
is now such a wide range of oolonr, from purest 

white to deep-red, pink, and even blue, being 
also represented, that they are without ex¬ 
ception the winter flower for a window. They 

do well in the dry air of a room, and continue 
to throw up their neat sprays of blossom for 
months, if well attended to, the only difficulty 

be removed to the window a warm sitting-room. 

Potted as seedlings into thumb-pots, the 
smallest size, they will require one or two shifts 
as they grow, never overpoiting them, however, 
for they do best without this, and are apt to 
damp off if surrounded by a mass of soil in a 

pot. The best soil for them is a compost of 
two parts turfy loam to one of leaf-mould, with 
a little soot and sand, the soot being only in the 
proportion of one twentieth of the whole. Good 
drainage, covered with a bit of Moss to keep it 

clear, is essential, for 
they mnstnot be allowed 

to want for water, yet 
they oannot endure stag¬ 
nant water about their 
roots. The little plants 
must not be allowed to 

waste their strength in 
premature blooming. All 
buds made before they 
are taken in should bo 
nipped off, and unless 
tho plants are of a good 

si/o it will be best to 
sacrifice the first spray 
of blossom after Septem¬ 
ber rather than ixhaust 

the plant. 
Plants whioh thus 

store up their flowering 
powers will oontlnue to 
bloom without inter¬ 
mission in a sunny win¬ 

dow throughout the 
winter, and are not so 
likely to die off prema¬ 
turely as those which 
throw up small and early 
blossoms often do. 
Water must be given in 
sufficient quantities to 
rnn through the pot 

whenever the surface- 
soil is dry, but not other¬ 
wise, for soaking a damp 
plant is a fruitful sourco 
of evil. Cat-and-driod 
rules as to watering 
every day, twice a week, 
&c., are a miatako. All 

plants in pots should be 
looked over every morn¬ 
ing to see whether they 
need watering, but each 
one should have separate 
attention, as their needs 
vary with their growth, 

the size of the pot, the 
weather, and the atmos¬ 
phere in which they are, 
so that hard-and-fast 
rules are quite inappro¬ 
priate here. 

Primulas are apt to 
rot off just at the collar 
—».e., the part of the 
plant which issues from 

the soil, and it is danger¬ 
ous to pour wattr, 
especially if it be cold, 
on this delicate point. 
Lukewarm water is best 
for all room plants, and, 
if possible, it should he 
rain-water, tho saucers 

being emptied half an 
hour after the water is 
given. Another danger 

which many room plants 
are subject to is their 
treatment during the 
necessary morniDg turn¬ 
out of the sitting, room. 

Windows and doors wide 
open on the coldest winter morning, dust flying 
round them from the carpet, and sometimes a 
hasty push intna cornorwhich breaks thoir loaves, 
are some of the dangers which are by no means 

eaBy to guard against. Perhaps the best solution 
of these difficulties is to cover the plants before 
leaving tho room at night with shelters made of 
cap-wire and paper of a suitable size, 
placing them all together, if necessary, on a 

side-table, where they are not to be disturbed. 
These oovori sire very easy to make, with one or 

two circles of the wire., strengthened by a few 
IKK sf discording 'to-iae sHel needed), doable 
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newspapers being pasted over the whole, and a 

wire handle arranged at the top. They not 
only proteot the plants from dust and draughts 

at night, but also from the danger of a frosty 
night, and might be much more constantly used 
than they are for window plants, many of whioh 

aro lost every winter in an unaccountable way 
for want of some such shelter. They oost but a 

few pence, and any handy person can easily 
concoct them. They are also quickly renewed 
if the paper should beoome broken or soiled. 

The only alternative to ensure safety for room 
plants is to move them into a warm bedroom 
at night, where they should stand until the 

necessary domestic arrangements are over in the 
sitting-room, being plaoed at a distance from 

the window during cold weather. L. R. 

TUBEROSES FOR A ROOM. 

The elogant form and rioh, tropical scent of 
those flowers make them specially desirable for 
room decoration, and many who have but little 

fire-heat at command may grow them with care, 
bo as to have them in bloom during the latter 

part of the summer. Bulbs of the Excelsior 
Pearl (American) variety are preferable to those 
from Africa, as they aro not so tall in habit and 

produce more flowers. Those bulbs should be 
planted as soon as procured—one in each fl inch 

pot—tho compost used beiDg a mixture of turfy- 
loam, three parts to one of leaf-mould, with a 
sprinkling of soot and enough sand to make the 

compost light. Good drainage is essential, the 
crocks being covered with a bit of dry Moss to 
keep tho way open for water, for the special 
danger of the bulbs is that they may rot before 

they start into life. Having potted them 
just below tho surface of the soil in this 

compost, which should bo neither in a 
very wet nor very dry state, they will 
require no water for about a month, and then 

should have enough to run through the pot, and 
no more for another week or two. They must, 

in fact, be kept very dry, though not dust-dry, 
until the green shoots appear at the top, whioh 
will not bo until the spring, the time varying 

according to the amount of heat to whioh they 
are subjected. If no heated greenhouse be 

available a kitchen-window will suit them 
during the wintor, and, indeed, this is an 
excellent place, if sunny, for them until they 

are in bloom, for they need all the warmth they 
can get when once in good growth. Water 
must then be supplied regularly and liberally, 
as they grow rapidly when they begin to 

throw up their flowering-spikes, and should 
then be given liquid-manure or soot-water 
in a vory tbin, clear state onoe or twice a weok. 
During the past hot summer Tuberoses plaoed in 

the open air in pots have done well, and thrown 
up their exquisite flowers. In the writer’s 

garden, although placed out-of-doors to retard 
them (others being kept under glass), these 

plants flowered but little later than those in the 
conservatory. It is thus evident that Tuberoses 

can be grown well without a hothouse, for 
nothing could have exceeded the sturdy beauty 
of these outside plants, their exquisite fragrance 

being also in full force when their waxen petals 
openod. The bulbs were wintered in a vinery 
just kept above freezing-point, and had no fire- 

heat whatever after the beginning of April. 
The blooms opened towards the end of August, 
and woro then of much value for drawing-room 
decoration after those whioh had boen kept 
under glass had finished flowering. J. L. 

VIOLETS FOR A WINDOW. 

Those who wish to have these deliciously- 
scented flowers in their rooms should now pro¬ 

cure some well-cultivated clumps of the variety 
Marie Louise, which is the most satisfactory of 
Violets, although the Blue Neapolitan, the soft C Parma Violet, and the fine White Swanley 

t (Comte de Brazza) are also all worth 
growing. These clumps should be either potted 

without much disturbance of the soil or placed 
in well-drained boxes (a window-box being very 

suitable) and allowed to remain outside in the 
open air until the first frosts appear. The 

Violets named above, being all double, will re¬ 
quire shelter during severe weather, but at the 

same time they must not be exposed to much 
fire-heat, and will do best, in tha window ot 
room without a fire. Where ncedN4lrdecci 

tion, they are best grown in pots whic! 

can be brought into the drawing-room for 

the afternoon, and replaced at night in cool air, 
either in a cool greenhouse or an unused room. 
Fire-heat has the efleot on these plants of induc¬ 

ing a fresh growth of leaves. Where this takes 
place no more flowers are produoed, and the 

plants, although looking fresh and healthy, 
refuse to open their buds in a moat provoking 
way. The best place of all for Violets is in a cool 

frame, raised so as to be only juBt under the 
glass, so that they oan be sheltered in frosty 

weather and given all tho air possible during a 
milder time. They may also be grown in a glass 

porch without heat, especially if the morning 

tightly rammed down, but only made mode¬ 
rately firm, or the bulb, when the roots in¬ 
crease, may push its way up out of the soil 

for want of room. The compost used 
should be mixed beforehand, and wetted 

until it is of a regular dampness throughout, 
neither very wet nor too dry ; and this is an 
important point, as the bulb after planting must 

not be watered for some weeks. The soil in 
which it is planted should, however, be main¬ 

tained at about the same dampness by placing 
the pot in a bed of ashes (or a box of ashes on 
the leads of a town house will do), covering it 
completely with damp ashes to the depth of 

2 inches or 3 inohes, and the surrounding 
ashes must be kept damp by an ocoasionad 

watering on the surface, though heavy rain 
should be exoluded by a piece of board laid over 
the pots containing the bulbs. Beforo frost sets 

in the plant should be taken into the green¬ 
house or window, the ashes oleared away, and 
a top-dressing of rioh light soil placed over the 

surface, leaving room for a second top-dressing 
of soil later on, which may be of old manure 

and a little soot. The Bermuda Lily, thus treated 
and regularly watered after growth commences, 
should do well if given plenty of air and sun¬ 

shine in a window. Green-fly will, however, give 
trouble by attacking tho coiled - up leaves, 
unless measures be taken to prevent this. Tho 

beat way to destroy this blight is to dip the 
heads of the Lily in a mixture of (Quassia chips 

and soft-soap boiled together. A teacupful of 
Quassia ohips, placed in a saucepan with a quart 
of water, should boil for ten minutes, when 

2 oz. of soft-soap can be added to it, and the 
mixture removed from the fire as soon as this is 
dissolved by stirring. Three quarts of cold 

water added to this will make the whole 
quantity 2 gallons, and this will prove a useful 
bath for any window-plants which may be 

infeoted with green-fly, using it to dip them in 
two or throe times a week, until all traces of the 

pest has disappeared. A bit of soft sponge with 
clear water should be used to keep the foliage 
olean from dust, and sharp draughts—especially 

those oaused by the needful brushing of the 
sitting-room each morning—must be oarefully 
guarded against. I. L. R. 

I.ai'X<i-rooted Chioory. 

sun shines on it. If grown in a window they 
must have plenty of air daily, except in extreme 

oold, and be plaoed as near the glass as possible ; 
an east or south east aspect will suit them better 
than tho west, and the soil should be kept damp 

with a rosed pot. Violets grow best in leaf-mould 
with a little old hot-bed stuff and some good 

loam mixed with it, sand, soot, and lime being 

added in small quantities, old inortar rubbish | mx»n wriPniriiiw re A rdbin 
being the best form in whioh to give the neoes I TH“ K-ITOHHIf HARDEN, 

sary admixture of lime. L. R. . 
1 LARGE-ROOTED CHICORY. 

In reply to several querios, this is a variety of 

the common Chioory, and although but little 
grown in this country, it is cultivated on an 
extensive scale in some parts of France for the 

sake of the roots, from whioh is manufactured 
the Chicory of-commerce. It is also grown by 

some of the Parisian market gardeners, as the 
blanohed tops whioh it produces in winter aro 
of rather finer appearanoe than those obtained 

from the typical form. I would advise those 
who make a practioe of forcing Chioory to give 
tho large-rooted variety a trial. It requires the 

same general treatment as the ordinary kind, 
but when thinned out should have more space 
for development. It is best to sow the seed in 

rows 1 foot apart, allowing a space of from 
6 inches to 8 inches (according to the character 

of the soil) from plant to plant. Do not sow 
before May, or the plants will run to seed. 
Give them an open position and cleanly culture, 

and large, well-matured roots will be obtained ; 
these, if plaoed daring winter in a warm, dark Elace, will furnish an abundance of crisp 

lanched leaves, which will be found a very 

acceptable addition to the usual run of winter 
salads. B. 

479‘J.—Best kinds of Rhubarb.—I 
may briefly mention that the best of all Rhu¬ 

barbs for pie-making is Hawke’s Champagne, 

which is very different to the thick, flavourless, 
big-stalked kinds grown in market gardens. 
Hawke’s Champagne is a very slender kind, the 

shoots deep orimson right through, and full of 
juice. This is really delicious, and may be 

especially recommended for small gardens, or 

where good flavour counts for moro than mere 
size.—C. T. 

-Grow the Paragon for early use. and tbs Viotorla 

., for main crop; the latter also forces well, but will not, of 
Sliver sand, on which it should rest, spreading I on jns, eima m early as an earlr kind. Early Linneus 

thiok lower roots towards the edge of I foroes well, and oomes early outside.—E. H. 

lot, and filling the pot twOworaUfl bo I 4795. — Stoporphcyphate and Fofca- 
th with good soil, which should poking of the kind, and after a 

LILIUM HARRISI (THE BERMUDA LILY) 

FOR A WINDOW. 

This pure-white trumpet-shaped Lily is specially 

suited for room decoration, as it blooms so early 
in the year, and will bear more warmth than 
most other Lilies. Bulbs procured now and 

potted at onoe often give two sets of blossoms, 
one opening in April or May, and the seoond 

stems (appearing directly the first flowers have 
failed) grow rapidly even out-of-doors without 
difficulty. Tho potting of Lily-bulbs is, how¬ 

ever, quite distinct from that of other plants, 
and to do it rightly it is necessary to understand 
that Lilies have two separate sets of roots—t.e., 
the fleshy, tuberous roots which start from the 

base of the bulb (and whioh should be disturbed 
as little as possible), and the fibrous surface 

roots which grow from the stom of the Lily 
as it rises out of the ground. In order to 

allow for these valuable surface-roots, on 
the strength of which much of the size 

and beauty of the flowor depends, Lily-bulbs 
should be planted low down in the soil, and 
repeated top-dressings be added as the Lily grows. 

Having drained the pot carefully (which should 
be about 8 inches across for a large Lily-bulb), 

the rougher part of the soil should be laid over 
the drainage, with a sprinkling of soot, to 
exclude worms and inseots. The best soil for 

Lilies is turfy mould (i «., the turfs out from an 
old pasture, and stacked in a dry place until the 

roots of the Grass are dead) with leaf-mould, and 
a little soot and sand. If manure be added 

(exoept as a top-dressing, later on) it must be 
very old, as anything like fermentation is likely 

to canker and destroy the bulb. Having placed 
a small heap of compost over the drainage, the 

bulb should be planted on it, with a sprinkling 
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good many years experience I regard a good 
sample of superphosphate as decidedly the Dest 
artificial manure for this crop, under ordinary 

circumstances. I always use it, and even on a 
stiff clay soil, not at all naturally suitable for 
this crop, I grow as fine, dean, and handsome 

tubers as anyone could desire.—B. C. R. 

- I have seen this used very largely for Potatoes, but 
never knew a case of scab arising therefrom, and I think 
on most soils it may be used with advantage.—E. H. 

4798.—Seed Potatoes —This is an entire 
fallacy. A set of most careful experiments made 
this summer by a gentleman interested in horti¬ 
culture have given as a result a net loss in the 
crop obtained from steeped seed of nearly twelve 

bushels per acre as against the produce of un¬ 
steeped seed, the Iosb, moreover, being chiefly 
in the larger or “ ware ” Potatoes. The seed 
(Champions) was Bteeped in a solution of half-a- 

pound of sulphate of Ammonia and half-a-pound 
of nitrate of potash to each gallon of water, and 
left in the liquid for twenty-four hours, then 
dried and planted. I must add that for my 
own part I cannot see in what possible way such 

treatment is likely to prove beneficial to the 
crop.—B. C. R. 

4796.—Green Tomatoes.—You have only 
to cut the fruit (preferably in bunches) and 
place it on a shelf or in a drawer in any warm 
place, such as a kitchen, and sooner or later all 
that are anything like full-grown will ripen, or 

at least become coloured, and though the later 
ones lack substance and quality, they come in 
nicely for flavouring and making sauce, &o. The 
small green ones may be made into an excellent 
pickle, and for this several reoipes have been 

given in Gardening from time to time.— 
B. C. R. 

- It they have attained to usable size they will ripen In 
any warm plsce. They might be gathered and plaoed In 
the kitchen on the shelves, or cut. with a portion of stem 
attaohed, and hung up wherever there is warmth.—E. II. 

- Gather them at onoe, and plaoe them in a sunny 
window, or on the ledge of a warm house to ripen. I believe 
a very good preserve oan be made from them, but have 
never tried It. Perhaps rome other reader can oblige you 
in thlsrespeot. If the frulte ore not too small they will 

ripen up well in a tunny window, or on a shelf near the 
gloss —C. T. 

4801.—Celery.—Was the Celery watered after being 
earthed up 7 From some cause or other moisture bat 
penetrated the heart, and produced decay. Possibly tbs 
earth has been built up too high.— E. H. 

4745.—Moving Asparagus.—This is not the 
best time to move Asparagus, if one had any choice in 
the matter. Still, It may be moved safely now. Take up 
as carefully as possible without injuring the roots, and 

replant again as soon as convenient, so that the roots 
receive no oheak. Mnloh over the bed with manure as 
soon as planted.—E. U. 

4815.—Basfc slag.—The value of basic 
■lag as a manure lies in the amount of phos- 
phorio acid it oontains, hence it is of use only 
as a substitute for superphosphate of lime (or 

bone-meal). It is, however, decidedly cheaper 
than either of these substances, and though not 
quite so prompt in aotion as superphosphate, is 
much more so than bone-meal. It is especially 
suitable as a dressing for moorlands, light 

sandy soils, old meadows, clay lands, or, indeed, 
for any formation that is naturally deficient in 
lime as woll as requiring phosphoric acid. It is 

also an excellent fertiliser for Potatoes, and, 
indeed, for root crops of all kinds, and may he 
employed at the rate of from 8 cwt. to 5 owt. per 
aero. There are a good many different make) 

or “brands” of basic slag in the markets, some 
of which are comparatively useless. That known 
as Thomas’ Phosphate Powder is one of the best. 

—B. C. R. 

4729.—The Bride Gladiolus.—Pot at 
once in any good soil that will grow “ Gera¬ 
niums ” and Fuchsias well. Put six bulbs in a 
5-inch pot, and nine bulbs in a 6-inch pot, cover 

about half an inch, and plunge in a oold frame 
for a few weeks. In foroing they will not bear 
a strong heat. If brought on in a warm green¬ 

house, where the temperature is about 50 degs. 
at night they will bloom about Easter.—E. H. 

- No time should be lost in potting the 
corms, five in a 41-inch pot in a compost of two 

parts fibry-loam, one of leaf-mould, with suffi¬ 
cient sharp silver sand to keep the whole 
porous, adding a small quantity of dissolved 

bones if the loam is poor in quality—say, half 
a pint of manure to one peck of the compost. 

Stand the pots on a shelf in a oool-houso or 
frame secure from frost. If thy'ii&il is 

moist bnt little water | wity requited-mfify 
growth commences.—8. r. VJv-r 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

NOTES ON CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

The season.—The Chrysanthemum season is 

likely to be finer than last year, and the displays 
in the various public parks are quite up to the 
average. It must be a poor park now that does 
not have an annual Chrysanthemum exhibition, 
the Government parks being, I believe, excep¬ 

tions. The weather has been fairly favourable 
for keeping the blooms fresh, and no Berious 
complaints are heard of damping. It is necessary 
to keep a little heat, or to maintain a buoyant 

atmosphere, and give the plants as much apace 
as possible. From what I have seen, the old 
varieties are very popular still—I mean such 
kinds as Elaine and the finely-coloured Source 

d’Or. If only two kinds were required for early 
bloom these would be still difficult to beat for 
all-round excellence. 

Mli.e. Therese Rev.—Amateurs who ex¬ 
hibit Chrysanthemums should make note of this 
fine variety. It is really very beautiful, and the 
best raised for many years. As yet it is scarcely 
known at all, but will appear in some stands at 

the exhibitions now being held throughout the 
length and breadth of England. The flowers 
are large—but then no variety Btands a chance 
now for exhibition unless it is broad and mas¬ 
sive—creamy white, and graoeful, so to say, in 

expression. It is neither coarse nor ungainly, 
and one I admire greatly, although adverse to 

big flowers as a rule. 
ViviAND Morel —This variety is of a re¬ 

markably sporiivo character. Chai. Davis, a 
bronze-coloured kind, is a sport from it. and 
likely to be much grown. The pure-white flower 
is got from an early bud, tho later budB pro¬ 

ducing blooms of the warm rose-purple colour, 
which is accepted as the proper character of 
this variable kind. I saw the white and the 
lilac-purple cn the same plant recently, but in 
spite of this quixotic nature this variety is a 

really splendid Chrysanthemum. 
Crimson coloured varieties.—There is quite 

a long list of deep-crimson purple-coloured 
kinds, such as William Gerard and John 
Shrimpton. Tho flowers are large, but refined, 

and the shade cf colour is of superb depth, with 

Anemone-flowered Chrysanthemums. 

an old-gold reverse to the florets. The habit of 

growth is dwarf, or comparatively so, and one 
good thing is this dwarfing of the growth. 
Plants six or seven feet high are no advan¬ 

tage. I prefer the neater and more compact 
specimens. 

New Japanese kinds —There is a wealth of 
new and beautiful Japanese varieties, aod 
several novelties which I have seen priva'ely 
will be shown in the course of the autumn 

Col. M. B. Swete is already known, and 

very fine flower, very large, with- 
traoo of coarseness and. the 

bronze • yellow, with i 11 buffi 

suffusion. An unnamed seedling I saw is a fair 
advance on Meg Merrilies, a variety that is 

superseded now, this novelty being fuller. The 
flowers of this are of a milky-white oolour, and 
with the petals out, so to speak. Amos Perry 
(yellow) and Excelsior are good additions, espe¬ 

cially the last mentioned, which is a flower of 
remarkable size, rose-purple, the petals curling 
inwards and showing the silvery reverse. The 
greatest sensation, so to say, this year will be 

Mme. Therese Ray, described above. 
Chrysanthemum Cottage Pink.—Passing 

through a Kentish village the other day I taw a 

fine mass of this variety coming into bloom. It 
should be introduced into suburban gardens, the 

flowers, rosy-purple in oolour, freely produced, 
and they throw off rains better than any other 

outdoor kind known to me. It is very similar 
to a very old variety called Emperor of China, 
and is very free, hardy, and thrives in fine or 
bad weather through November, lasting some¬ 

times into December. I saw it in full bloom in 
a southern seaside garden last year at Christ¬ 
mastime. The Anemone-flowered Chrysanthe¬ 
mums (seo illustration) are very pretty and well 

worthy of extended oultnre. Y. C. 

TREES & SHRUBS 

ROCK ROSES (CISTUSES). 

Such fine shrubs as the Cistuses were, when 
bedders held complete sway, lost to our gardens, 
and many good forma disappeared. This de¬ 

lightful group is entitled to a good place ; tho 
shrubs are not troublesome to grow, have a 
wealth of glossy leafage, and in the case of such 
kinds as C. ladaniferus or the Gum Cistus bear 

flowers of much beauty. It has been urged 
that they are not hardy, but C. ladaniferus 
and others will live out even in Scotland. 
This is a proof of the hardihood of the Cistuses, 
but some are more tender than others, and only 
those that live out-of-doors will receive mention 

here. I like to see them massed together, and 
a bed of C laurifoliua maculatua or one of the 
other types is a pleasant feature during the 

summer months, when the shrubs are in flower. 
I have seen in the south of England dry sunny 
banks clothed with them, banks upon which very 
few other things would succeed. One of the 
most usoful is the Gum Cistus (C. ladaniferus), 
which haB long been in English gardens, as it wus Srown as early as 1656, by Tradt scant jun. Its 

owering season extends during the three 

summer months, from June to August, when 
it gives beauty to English gardens as well as 
the Spanish wilds from whence it was intro¬ 
duced. The species has white flowers, but 

there is a variety Darned maculata in which tho 
white ground is relieved at the base of each of 
the petals by a blotch of rich purple. When in 
a suitable position the shrub will grow about 
5 feet or 6 feet high, and when brushed against 

gives off a sweet, balsamio fragrance, due to a 
gummy secretion in the summer months. This 
rich perfume is very strong, and a bed of shrubs 
oan be detected some distance away, although 
unseen ; the leaves are shining as if polished, 
narrow, and abundant, giving a bushy character 

to the plant. Another very beautiful species is 

C. laurifoliua, whioh has also been loDg in culti¬ 
vation, and is indispensable in every good 

garden. It is hardy, and delightful when in full 
bloom, as the flowers are borne freely, and creato 

a pleasing effect against the smooth, polished 
leafage, which is also comparatively broad. Its 
ohief charm is the profusion of flowers ; but even 

finer than the type is the variety maculatua. 
Its flowering is usually confined to Judc and 
July, and, like C. ladaniferus, comes from 
Spain ; but it is long since it was introduced, 

as in 1752 it was cultivated by the celebrated 
Miller. These two types are the first to com¬ 
mence with, and are the hardiest j but several 
others may be grown, these being of dwarfer 

growth, as C. monspeliensis, C. creticus, C. 
crispus, C- lusitanicus, C hirsutus, not forget¬ 
ting also C. purpureus. One great advantage of 

the grouping system, apart from the better 
effect the several plants have, is that in the 
event of exceptionally severe weather protection 
may be given, this taking the form of mats 

hooped over them. This will not be necessary, 
Kdwever«3 felrceptin weather of great severity, 
when it is.joffcen necessary to protect plants and 

foruM ooniiatredlpecfsot]y\liardy. Every care 
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ihould be taken of the Cist use*. They re 
pay for trouble and a proper knowledge 

of their requirements. One of the ohief things 
necessary is dryness. A damp air, such as is 
frequently experienced in low lying situations, 
especially in the winter, indicts greater harm 

than frost; and in the neighbourhood of London 
the foul yellow fogs are a severo trial to the 
shrubs. The position for them should be in the 

first place dry, and, if possible, well exposed. 
Under these conditions the plants will bloom 
freely, and the foliage, if they are near large 
towns, keeps freer from sooty deposits. If the 
garden is very oonfined, then Rock Roses are not 

likely to succeed, as I have watched their beha¬ 
viour in recent years, and always find that thoy 
thrive best whore the soil is dry and the situa¬ 
tion exposed, so there is little damp. Like the 

beautiful little Sun Roses that love to scramble 
over a dry bank, gilding it into colour, tho 
Cistuses also prefer a dry soil, poor, uninviting, 
and apparently not oapable of supporting plant 
life. But here they dourish and enjoy the mate¬ 
rial in which the roots have found entrance. 
There are many dry, bare banks in gardens, on 

which nothing but coarse weeds thrive, that may 
be converted into a picture of leaf and dower by 
planting upon them the Rook Roses. Through¬ 
out their cultivation there is little trouble with 

them, as they are easily propagated by seeds, 
which ripen well and germinate readdy, or by 
cuttings. The cuttings will soon strike if taken in 
September, the earlier the better, inserted in 
pots tilled with an ordinary light soil, and trans¬ 

ferred to a cold frame. They soon make head¬ 
way if, whon struck, they are potted offsiugly in 
the usual way. In the spring they may be 

planted out. V. C. 

4802.—Olematls Flammula — Are you certain the 
kind It this 1 Hut In some years IIOWStS lose their frasranoe 
to tome ext-n , a good deal depending upon the weather. 
I have often noticed this —a very fragrant flower under 

certain conditions almost losing Its characteristic scent. 
This is the onlv explanation, I should think, that oould ho 
afforded.—0 T. 

- I can only suggest that the wsnt of fragrance In 
your C era»o« was caused by the hot. dry weather that 
preval ed a’, the time It wa« In flower. Many flowers 
suffered in the past summer from the iiino cause, Carna¬ 
tion# especially ; the eweeine.e |n these oould only he 

deteo'ed In eomo varletlee earlv In the morning or lale In 
tho d »v J. C. O. 

The Siberian Grab —Few troos aro more 
suitable for a small lawn than Pyrus nidus 
baccata (the Siberian Crab), which is charming 
when in flower, but still more so through tho 
autumn and winter, whon lit up with its 

profusion of crimson fruits. But oven if it 
neither flowered nor produced suoh a wealth of 
handsome fruits, the Siberian Crab would be of 
note for the extreme gracefulness of its growth. 
It is always a pleasure to aco a good specimen, 
and as it does not attain a very large size, it is 
Huitablo for comparatively small lawns. The 

treo is, of course, perfectly hardy, and not 
fastidious, requiring no spooial soil or position. 
As tho planting season is near at hand, it should 

not be overlooked. Ono sees so many poor 
things in gardens, “ Monkey Puzzles,” half- 
dead, and a surftit of variegated Maples, that 

tho Siberian Crab should bo planted if only for 
the sako of variety—V. 0. 

A good Rhododendron (“ Heleno Sohif- 
fer")—Tuis is a new kind, and doubtless is 
expensive ; hut in time it is one of those plants 
that will be popular because of its usefulness 
and beauty. It was raisod, I believe, on the 

Continent, from whence we have got many suoh 
things, os they aro made more of thero than in 
Kngland. It is a delightful pot-plant, and was 
exhibited at tho summer show of the Royal 

Botanic Society. Tho plant is of very compact 
habit, which fits it for the smaller greenhouses, 
in which it is impossible to grow the larger 
habitod kinds. The flowere are white, and pro- 

ducod in noat trusses. When offered for sale it 
■honld be made note of.—V. C. 

The Pearl Bush (Kuoryphia pinnatifolia, 
not E. pinnalitida, as it is sometimes called) is a 
shrub that all who live in the southern distriot* 

of Kngland should take note of. Tho flowers are 
large, pure-white, not unlike those of the 8t. 
John's Wort, and with a bunch of yellow 

stamens in the centre, whioh seems to intensify 
the purity of the segments. A largo bush in 
full bloom in summer is very charming, tho 
flowers set off by an abundance wTHafage of 
polished green oolmir. j intlodinifdli on 

Cbili, and no shelter1 need be1 gwen to the, 

bushes, which in more than one southern 
garden have been established there for several 
years. In its native country it grows about 

10 feet in height, and in the flowering season 
is covered with blossom. It will thrive in 
ordinary Boil, provided that it is well drained, 
and the position Bhould not be too exposed, 

otherwise a succession of severe frosts is likely 
to prove destructive. But it is worth a little 
protection in all the more northern districts, its 

distinct character and lovely flowers well repay¬ 
ing for any attention of this kind.—G. T. 

ORCHIDS 

ODONTOGLOSSUM BICTONENSE. 

Tins is an Orchid which formerly used to be 
grown with a groat deal of pleasure, and a very 

nice display it yielded in those (lays when fewer 
plants oould be found to make a show of 
blossom during the dull season of the year. 

Even now it should not be cast on one side 
because it has a special interest, as being the very 
first OdontogloiBum which flowered in English 
gardens, and this was in the year IS3G, having 

been sent from Guatemala by its disooveror, Mr. 
Skinner, who, in speaking of this plant as he 
found it, stated it " is quite destitute of a 
rhizome. It has oblong pseudo-bulbs with 

□arrow leaves. It is alwa>s terrestrial, half 
buried in mossy banks.” Thus “ G. M. II1 

may see what tho finder of this species says of 
it as it grows in its native home. *‘G. M. H.” 
sends me a spike of this plant for s name, ask¬ 
ing at the same time if it is the typical form of 

tho plant? To this inquiry I should say no, it 
is not the usual variety we see in English 
gardens, but it much resomblos a form which I 
have seen flowering in tho houses in German 

gardens under the name of speciosum. It is 
near to the variety called splendens with us, 
but it has a much duller lip, and the flower is 
smaller. Tho specific name is derived from its 

first flowering at Bicton, then in the possession 
of Lord Rolle, but numerous varieties have 
appeared since that time, the most distinct, if not 
the most handsome, being tho form callod album, 

which has the sepals ana petals of a deep brown, 
and the cordalo lip of a pure-white. Anothor 
form callod splondoDS is a very robust kind, and 

it produces a donso many-flowered raoomo, with 
large blossoms in which the sepals and petals 
are of a rich-brown, transversely streaked with 
greenish-yollow, tho largo cordate lip being of a 

lively rosy-lilac ; sulphuroum, sepals and petals 
pale-yellow, with a white lip. All these varie¬ 
ties I have seen at Mr. Bull's establishment, 

whero the species is thought a great deal of, and 
done woll. It has boon found in Mexico, as well 
as in Guatemala, and uuder cultivation it likes 

a somewhat warmer situation than do such 
plant* as 0. Pesoatorei and 0. orispum, and upon 
this account I have no doubt waB duo tho faot 

of its succeeding so much bettor than many 
things whioh succumbed to their fate; but I 
havo always found it to be a plant very easy to 
grow, but at tho same timo to like a littlo water 

to help it through the winter, instead of being 

quite dry. Matt. Bramble. 

OYPRIPEDIUM 8PICERIANUM. 

I am in receipt of four flowers of this kind from 
II M. J.,” and, as ho says, they all represent a 

different form slightly. No. 1 I take to be the 
normal and typical one. No. 2 is a small flower, 
with very narrow petals, and it is very dull 

coloured, certainly one of the very poorest I 
have seen of tho species for a long timo, and I 
should cast this one oat from the collection, be it 
ever so small. No. 3 is a very pretty flower, 

with a large dorsal sepal, and with short, undu¬ 
lated petals ; it is most distinct and beautiful, 
and should be well looked after. No. 4 is a fine 

and beautiful flower, having a large dorsal 
sepal, with a very broad central streak of purple, 
the whole of a pure-white, tinged with flesh 

colour, the base green. Those varieties, coming 
from seed in their native country, show what a 
marked change can be effected in the kind. 

Some of my friends tell me they hove read that 
Cypripediums are not increoscd in this way, 
b;cause they do not produce seed, and that they 

are a set of plauts that are fast becoming extinct. 
Xfl our collectors still find now kinds. Mr.’ 

reaPc'l quite a harvest fn 
[varieties he is constantly having 

him of tho montannm type of C. insigne, and 
amongst them stands the chaste and lovely 
C. insigne Sandera?. Then, again, more recently 

we have the beautiful C Charlesworthi, 
introduced by the Messrs. Charlosworth and 
8huttloworth, of Bradford. Then, again, to S> back only a short time, we have the C. 

tiamberlayni, introduced by Mr. Sandor, 
which, although it does not produce more 
than ono flower at a time on a scape, 
yet a plant with several growths may have as 

many spikes, and thus its lovely flowers aro 
increased. Thon, again, another distinct and 
superb kind is the C. Sanderianuin, and the 
equally fine and freo-floweriog C. Roths- 

childianum, and the beautiful C. Curtisi, which, 
however, was first introduced by the Messrs. 
Veitch, C. bellatulum by the Messrs. Low, of 

Clapton, and many other fine forms, which 
seem to show us that tho loDger wo search, the 
finer and more exquisite forms wo find, so that 
if they are a dying-out raco they are determined 
to excel in boautifnl forms to the end of the 
chapter. But I must now return to tho C. 
8picorianum. This was first seen in flower in 
this country some fifteen years ago. This 

passed into the hands of Messrs. Veitch, and it 
remained a rare plant for sevoral years, but at 
length it* habitat wa* found out by the Meura. 
Low’s collectors, and soon after by those sent 

out by Mr. Sander. It has been a wonderful 
favourite in our collections ever since, and it 
has become a favourite Orchid with our 
numorous hybridisers, and some excellent forms 

havo rosulted from it, of which I may note 
C Leoanum.C, Figaro, C. Hera.C. Boohanianum, 
C. Hornianum, C. Lathamianum, C. Niobe, and 
many others, which have all had C. Spicorianum 

for one of their parents. This plant comes 
from Assam, or from some part of Northern 
India, whioh has not been divulged by the 

oolloctors, but it thrive* well with other specie* 
and hybrid* of the same genus, potted in tho 
samo way, adding a little loam to the peat and 
Sphagnum Moss. Thoy last in bloom for a very 
long time, but when their flowers are past I 

like to keep them in the Odontogloseum-house 
for tho resting season, removing them to tho 

warmer house in the spring to make their 
growth. Matt. Bramble. 

OATTLEYA BOWRINGIANA. 

It is now less than ten years ago that Messrs. 

Veitch introduced this plant from Central 
America, and from time to time I have reoom- 
mended reader* of Gardening to invest in it, 

for it is a splendid thing. This Cattleya flower* 
at this season and right through the month of 
November in great beauty ; and at no time of 
the year should it be kept either dry at the root 

or without moisture in the air. We aro not told at 
what altitude it grows in it* native oountry, 

which is British Honduras; but it is found 
beside the rivers, so that it is enabled to gather 
a great deal of moisture in the dry season from 
evaporation, whilst in the wot season the rain¬ 

fall is very great, so that it will not answer to let 
the plants get dry at any one time in the year, 
or they will then get badly infested with thripa ; 
so much have I seen this plant smothered in these 

insect* a* to be of a greyish-blaok. But thi* 
was entirely owing to their being in a quite dry 
house with no moUture in the air ; and the 

plant* were dry, too, at the rootB, and from 
which thoy never recovered. 

Matt. Bramble. 

4816.—Fixing hot-water pipes.— If 
the connections leading to the cistern were free, 
a* they should be, there could be no more pres¬ 
sure in the pipes than that produced by the head 

of wator—a few feet only ; but tho pipe may 
have become blocked in some way. You do not 
say of what material the joints are composed. I 

prefer Portland oement to anything else, and 
like it more tho longer I use it. If the oement 
is fresh and properly worked in, the joint* will 

never leak a drop, and last almost a lifetime. 
The faot of tho lower or return pipe having a 
greater inclination than tho flow is of no conse¬ 

quence ; the flow ought to have a rise of at least 
1 inch in every yard, though rather more is per¬ 
haps better ; but with a good rise from the 

boiler into pipes the inch is enough. A 2-inch 
!cbhtfe<ini6h «il large enough for anything up to 

aboub-SyOi feet* of Scinch .piping ; but where there 
is a long length of any size to heat, it is better 
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to have the gauge the same throughout. I sup 
pose you mean you oannot keep the 3 inch pipe 
tight on the 2-inch nozzle on the boiler ? By 
making a Portland cement joint you oan easily 

do ao. I often run a 2 inch (or even 1-inch) pipe 
into the socket of a 4-inch, and with plenty of 
fresh cement, and a few bits of broken brick, 
can make a joint in ten minutes that will never 
lose a drop of water. I will tell you how to 
make the cement joints, if you like ; three hours 

after finishing them you can fill up the pipes and 
light tho fire.—B. C. R. 

FERNS. 

FILMY FERNS FOR WARDIAN CA8ES 

“ T. J. M.” writes me that he should like to 
know whioh of the New Zealand kinds he can 
accommodate in a north- east window ? Well, you 
mav grow all or any of these in a case so situated, 
and it will become one of the most beautiful 
ornaments for a room that can be conceived. 
“T. J. M.” sends me a list of the kinds he has 
coming home by a mail steamer, whioh, if they 
should arrived in anything like condition, will 
soon thrive apace. Now I have seen many 

styles of Waraian cases for Ferns, but I think 
the most eft'eotive was one fitted with a shallow 
zinc tray, in which small and large pieces of 
sandstone rock were stood up and arranged in 
a pioturesque manner, and upon this was 

placed in tbe first instanoe a small pot with 
Filmy Ferns. These had climbed upon the 
blocks of sandstone, so as to quite oovor them 

with verdure, the kidney-shaped kind from 
New Zealand being quite oonspicuous, not only 

for its shape, but for the beautiful bright 
greenery of its fronds. This plant is frequently 
called a rare New Zealand kind, but it is not so, 
for a gentleman, who lives next door to me now, 
has just returned from a twenty-five years’ resi¬ 

dence in New Zealand, and he tells me it is a 
species which isplentiful in its habitats, and from 
the great quantities of this plants whioh I saw 
when at Kew last in the celebrated Cooper Foster 
collection, it should not either be considered 

a rare plant in this country ; but it does keep 
a rare plant to fruit in England, whioh is a great 
pity. I have specimens with fertile fronds 
gathered in New Zealand, but I have never but 
once seen a frond whioh had been grown in this 
country with its row of fertile cups round the 

edge of the fronds. Some of the kinds mentioned 
by “T. J. M.” have short and stout rhizomes, 
which will not creep and fix themselves upon 
the block of sandstone, and for these a suitable Elace or places for their aooommodation shonld 

a provided near the base of these. Suoh kinds 
as Trichomanes elongatum, T. striotum, Hyme- 
nophyllum scabrum, and the twoTodeas may all 
be taken as examples, and for the Todea superba 

ample space should be allowed for this to spread 
and develop itself, when it will become one of 
the most beautiful objects in the whole case. 
Although not, strictly speaking, a Filmy Fern, 
Hymenophyllum dilatatum is a fine, broad- 

fronded, stately speoies whioh requires ample 
space, so also does H. soabrum and H. demis- 
sum. The other kinds are smaller growing, and 
they have oreeping rhizomes. The Trichomanes 

elongatum also makeB fronds nearly 1 foot in 
height, as also does T. striotum, and should be Krovided for accordingly. These plants should 

a potted in small, well-drained pots, the soil 
being composed of equal parts of loam, peat, and 
Sphagnum Moss. These should be plaosd in 

the permanent places they aro to oocupy, then 
the zino tray should be filled with water, the 
surface covered with pieces of wirework, and 

the whole oovered with growing Sphagnum 
Moss, whioh will require outting back a bit, as 
it grows too strong, and with an occasional 
dusting with the syringe nothing more is neces¬ 

sary. _ J. J. 

Parsley Fern.—Referring to the remarks 
on Parsley Fern (Allosorus orispus) in Garden- 
ING of October 21, I may say that this Fern Erows well in our garden—a cold, exposed, but 

igh situation. We have some fine plants 
brought fourteen years ago from North Wales, 

others from Westmoreland and Cumberland 
brought more recently ; but all are in a flourish¬ 
ing, healthy condition. They seem to do well 

in a tolerably shady place facing nfirth and 

north-east. I give thorn ; no ,npro:a4soil,4b^< 
wedge them tightly between the el 

iteep bank. The soil is light gravel. 
They bear botn sterile and fertile fronds abun¬ 

dantly, but so far as I have noticed they have 
produced no seedlings, although the Lastreas 
Filix-mas and Filix-fmmina seed freely in the 
same bank.—A. S. Southall. 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

MARGUERITES. 

The varieties of Chrysanthemum frutescers, 
whioh are popularly known as Paris Daisies or 
Marguerites, have now been grown for a con¬ 
siderable time, and are recognised as belonging 

to the most popular of market plants ; yet when 
they were first grown for market it was gene¬ 
rally anticipated that they would have a very 
short run. Anyone not acquainted with Covent- 

garden Flower Market would be astonished at 
the immense quantities to be seen there through¬ 

out the spring months. It is chiefly the white 
varieties that are grown ; the yellow forms are 
equally if not more desirable, but they are not 
so easily managed. It is not only for pots that 
the Marguerites are useful, as they are equally 

valuable as bedding plants, and for window- 
boxes there are few things that will keep up 
a good display of bloom so long. For winter 

flowering or early flowering, plants propa¬ 
gated late the previous spring are best. 
These may be out back about midsummer, and 
after they have well started again they may be 

but this, though it flowers well early in the 
spring, does not keep up a succession of bloom 
so well as Halleri maximum. Of yellow varie¬ 
ties Etoile d’Or is the best known, bnt it is a 

little diffioult to manage. Cut back plants do 
not break freely, and even young plants when 
stopped do not branoh out regularly. Feu d'Or 
is a free-growing variety which may be recom¬ 
mended, the flowers being similar to thoso of 

Etoile d’Or. It must not be treated too liber¬ 
ally, or the plants will bo apt to run up tall. 
Comte de Chambord is sometimes met with, but 

it is not a very desirable variety, the flowers 
being pale-yellow and smaller than those of the 
above. Its only recommendation is that it is of 
a dwarfcr and more branching habit. F. 

CYCADS, AND WHAT I KNOW OF THEM. 

I think this somewhat a pertinent question 
from an unknown friend from Liverpool, sign¬ 

ing himself “Kaffir." In his letter he says, 
“ Tell me through Gardening what you know 
about Cycads, and if they may be grown in an 

ordinary greenhouse ?” Well, I may tell you 
at once that they cannot be grown in an ordi¬ 
nary house Bet apart for greenhouse plants, 
because this would bo too moist for them during 
the winter. It is true I have observed that 

Mr. Wm. Bull, of Chelsea, maintains a lot of 
these plants in his large conservatory with other 
plants through the winter months, and they 

appear to do well, but the kinds that I have 

Flowers of Marguerite (Chrysanthemum fnitescons). 

potted on into 5-inch pots. They may require 
stopping once or twice, but where four or five 
shoots start evenly together they will make good 

>lants, as they branch ont naturally when they 
ogin to flower. For flowering later in the 

spring autumn-struck plants are best. These 
should now be ready for potting into 5-inch pots. 
They may reauire stopping once or twice, and 
the tops will oe useful for cuttings, which will 

make good plants in time for bedding out. 
There is very little diffioulty in the culture of 
Marguerites, as the cuttings will root freely on 
a hot-bed. If there should be a soaroity of good 
onttings, a few old plants may be cut back, and 

these will soon break out and give a good supply. 
Marguerites may bo potted in any ordinary 
garden soil; rich compost should be avoided, or 
the plants will make too muoh growth. After the 

plants are well set with bloom they may be fed 
with liquid-manure. One great drawback to their 
oulture is that they are muoh subject to a small 
maggot, which is difficult to deal with on account 

of its being nnder the surface of the leaves. The 
only means of keeping this enemy in check is 
by using paraffin as an inseoticide. There are 
several distinct white varieties, but they are 
not now often seen under names. That which I 

have seen named Hallori maximum is the best; 
the Sowers are largo and tho habit of the plant 
good. Pinnatifidum, a small-flowered variety, 
with very pretty, finelv-out leaves of a pale 
glaucous green, used to be grown a good deal, 

but I have not seen much of it lately. There is 

»104 (S&od large-flowered variety with oal«- 
gnk, rSther finely-cut leaves of dwknNBabttf 

mostly observed there are South African and 
Australian species and varieties. The kinds 
from the East Indies and thoso kinds from 
Central America and tbe West Indian Islands 

are not represented, and therefore I say 
to grow a good representative collection of these 
plants one requires a slightly warmer and drier 
house than the ordinary structure which is de¬ 

voted to ordinary flowering and fine foliaged 
plants from cool countries, whilst in the spring 
and early summer months they revel in a good 
supply of heat and moisture also. This is the 
timo when they usually make their growth, but 
sometimes a season mav roll past with no new 

growth being developed, and when this is the 
case, the plants should be kept quiet and dryish, 
as it is of no use to try to force growth upon 
them. These plants have been said to have 

cylindrical undivided stems, and in this 
respect much resemble Palms, but anyone 
who visits the Amsterdam Botanic Garden 
will here find that this description must 
be read with a little caution. In this place 

there was a very fine collection. I sup¬ 
pose this came about through the Dutch 
having early access to South Africa, and finding 
the speoies somewhat plentiful they secured a 
good supply ; bnt here, at Amsterdam, may be 
soen several of tho fine Cape species, having 
branohed stems, as well as the Chinese Cycas 
revoluta, having several branohes, and one plant 

of the East Indian C. circinalis here had three 
bnmohisi ripori it. I have seen one or two other 
examples «f this speoies with a branohed stem, 

JMrafo would I apj»iin taobAenly the male plant 
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whioh branches in this kind; what the others 
may do I cannot tell. These plants are peculiarly 

suitable for the amateur’s greenhouse, because 
they do not quickly grow out of bounds, so that 
thoy excel in their beauty and their lasting 

qualities, for the house which is large enough for 
i hem will be equally roomy some ten or twenty 
years bonce, so that here they differ from Tree- 

Ferns and Palms. These get too tall in twenty 

years for the house, and have to be done away 
with, but with Cycads the process of stem build¬ 
ing is effected but by slow degrees. Many new 

kinds have been discovered in Australia during 
the last thirty years, but the most remarkable 

plant was sent home in 1862, which differs from 
every other speoies of the order, and it goes to 
prove that Australia is the oldest bit of the 

world known, for here Mr. Hill found the 
Bowersia apeotabilis, having a stem some 60 feet 
high, and with bipinnate leaves, and this form 

it only known to exist in our coal 
measures. The plant was first found in 
• he early part of the century, daring 

Flinders' voyage, hut when it appeared in the 
vignette of the book of the history of tho 

voyage it was simply considered to be a fancy of 
the artist, as no one could believe in such a 

plant. I have seen many specif a of the order in 
the numerous gardens I have visited during my 
sojourn through Kurope, but I hav« never seen 

so much attention paid to their culture as in 
Leipeio; hut it is in Saxony that the fashioa 

prevails of using the leaves of Cycas revoluta as 
memorials of the dead, and of late years I bavo 
seen one place only in England where a speciality 

is made of the same species. This was at the 

Albert Nurseries, Peokham-rye, which is con¬ 
ducted by Mr. C. Hicks. Here a large house is 
devoted to them, and highly deoorative they 
look, so that we may be led to see what a 

highly decorative plant it i», with its deep-green 

leaves, which resemble the feathers of the 
ostrich in outline. The fossil remains of this 
order are found in various part of our own 

country and other parts of Europe, but all have 
long since disappeared from these once-familiar 

places, and they now appear in the greatest 
numbers at the Cape of Good Hope and neigh¬ 
bourhood and in tho land of the Antipodes. A 

few scattered species aro found through the East 
Indies aud the Indian Islands, several come 

from South America, Mexico, and the West 
Iadian Islands, but tho majority of those 

natives of the Western Hemisphere have 
slender stems and are quioker growers. 

Tho first plant of Encephalartos Caffei, 
which is also called the Kattir's Bread-tree, 
was introduced to this country in 1775. It was 
living a few years ago, and could have been 

accommodated after all these years in any ama¬ 
teur's greenhouse standing only 4 feet in height. 

I would earnestly recommend “ Kaffir ” to go 
in for these plauts strongly, as they will not 
overgrow the height for many years. These 

plants may be potted in good turfy loam and 
sharp silver sand, and the pots should be well 

drained. Give an abundance of water through 

the summer months, but a very little through 
tho winter ; yet I do not like to treat them as 
dry blocks, just a little moisture being necessary 
to maintain tho leaves in good and healthy c >n- 

dition. I think this is all that I know'about 
Cycads that may bo useful to “ Kaffir.” I havo 

not entered upon the economic properties ; but 
'■hose he may find out by studying the order. 

Neither have I done anything in the way of 
•■escribing the snecies, for there is a great 
resemblance iu the general run of thejplants. 

Of course, there are some striking deviations. I 
thiuk there are altogether lees than a hundred 
species of the order known, principally confined 

to the under-named genera : Bowenia, Catakido- 
zimia, Ceratozsmia, Cycas, Dion, Encephalartos, 
Lepidozimia, Maorozamia, Stangeria, Zamia. 

__ J. J. 

TUBEROSES. 

Few flowers are more valued in autumn and 

winter than the Tuberose. Especially is this 
so where thero is a large and oonstant demand 

for such as are useful in button-hole work. 
Tuberoses, it must be admitted, are suited to 

this olass of work, and alike useful are they in 
wreaths, orosses, or bouquets. It is now possible 

to have them in bloom almost all the year 

round, and though, of oour*«, in oommpn with 
all flowers, they open 

of winter, yet it U U 

fair percentage of their flowers expand toler¬ 
ably well. The very latest batches should now 

be in the open and throwing up their flower- 
spikes in various stages. To secure these from 

acoldent, a stick should be plaoed to each, with 
a loose tie to admit of future growth, and if 
the pots are stood closely together, little harm 

should result. At this time also keep them 

free of the side growths that form about the 
bulbs to the detriment of the flowering stem 
and flowers. Give the plants abundant sup¬ 

plies of water at the root and weak liquid- 
manure every other day. Syringe freely and 

regularly so as to check as much as possible the 
progress of red-spider, thrips and the like, 

which are almost sure to infest them. An occa¬ 
sional watering oveihead with clear soot-water 

will also conduce to the same end. Best of all, 
perhaps, is an occasional 

Syrinoiso with Quassia-chips and soft-soap. 
Take a C-inch potful of the Quassia-chips and Claoe in an old saucepan with soft water, and 

oil steadily till the whole of the chips have 

sunk to the bottom ; then drain it off and add 
a large teaspoonful of soft-soap, stirring well 
till dissolved, adding sufficient cold soft water 

to make two gallons of the whole, but if not 
sufficient, increase the proportion of chips and 

soap till enough has beeu made to give a good 
synoging all round. In using the syringe for 

this purpose the jet is always preferable to the 
rose, because with tho former a steady spray is 

maintained, and all sides of the plants can be 
reached It is a mistake to dash quantities of 
these insecticides against 1 he plants, because the 

great bulk goes to the soil and is lost; whereas 
with the jet a more mist-like spray is the result, 

and has the efleet of just damping the leaves 
and stems A spraying of this kind may be 

repeated frequently and at a very trifling oost, 
and gardeners generally should not lose sight 
of this cheap and effectual remedy. In the 

case of Tuberoses persevere with it while the 
plants are yot outside and the insects less 

numerous. When the plants are housed the 
drier atmosphere conduces to their rapid in¬ 
crease, when they frequently get the upper 

hand. By this time the whole of the plants 

constituting this batch should be secure in 
pits aud frames away fiom the reach of frost, a 
few degrees of which will prove fatal to them 

in this stage, l'rovide abundance of air on all 

favourable occasions, and daily while the plants 
are in frames at closing-time give them a nice 

sprinkling ovorhead with a fine rose. This 
will also tend to keep inseot enemies in oheok. 
From time to time the most forward may be 

introduced into warmth as required, and with 
oare a supply of flowers may be kept np till the 

end of the year. K. 

POTTING EARLY BULBS. 

It very often happens that we do not remember 

to do this in time to secure the most satisfactory 
results. If a compost of leaf soil, loam, and the 

thoroughly decayed portion of an old Cucumber 
or Melon-bed be used, together with good 
drainage, almost all bulbs will do welL It 

materially assists them, howover, to have a dash 
of sharp sand placed around their base at the 

time of potting. No bulbs do so well if placed 
into heat immediately as when they are stood 

in a pit or frame for a short time previous to 
being removed to the greenhouse. The roots 

need to be well at work before the lops are 
exoited. The size of pot must depend upon the 
sort of bulb. The following will do well if from 

seven to nine bulbs be placed in a 5-inch pot : 

Freesias, Ixias, Sparaxis, Jonquils, Narcissus 
bulbocodinm, Allium neapolitanum, and Hoillas, 
also Grape Hyaoinths, and Laohenalias. Roman 

Hyaoinths, Tulips, Leuoojums, Zephyranthes, 

Narcissus, Hyacinthus candicans, Fritillarias, 
and the smaller Hyacinths have most effect when 
plaoed three to five in a 6-lnoh pot. Large bulbs 

of Hyacinths, also the various Liliums, will do 
better if potted into tho same size singly. A 

well-matured bulb does not need much spaoe, as 
tho bulk of the truss is praotically stored np in 

the bulb. All of them should be grown steadily, 
especially during the earliest stages, and they 

will require a good supply of water as soon as 
the soil is permeated with roots. P. U. 

or oour*«, in common wise ■ > 

o very Slowly | in thr.d^r tl Keeping Fuchsias through 
satutfaetory vo Infi'pVhftv e, * .mater- —These Fuohsit# may poMit>lJty4'ir7f?$ 

in a cellar, but itgreatly depends upon the atmoe- Shore there, as they will probably mildew an- 

ws thero is a circulation of air. Fuchsias are 
so nearly hardy that they can be kept in any 

out-house, or in a spare room, with safety, if 

they are well hardened out-of-doors in autumn, 
and kept very dry at the roots. Thsy would do 
muoh better and flower earlier if kept in the 

light and air, but if this is impossible the cellar 
might be tried. Laying pot-plants “ on their 

side,” is usually done to prevent drip-water 
from soddening them in winter ; there would 

be no objeot in doing this, probably, in the 
cellar, and the plants would be more likely to 

live if they were allowed to keep their natural 
perpendicnlar. In any case they should be 
hardened as muoh as possible, and kept in the 

open air until severe frost threatens them, thi n 
dried thoroughly before they are placed in the 
lightest and most airy part of the cellar.— 

I. L R. __ 

BEDDING “GERANIUMS.” 

Thic long protracted drought oaused bedding 
“Geraniums” to flower profusely, but with 

far less leaf-growth than usual; consequently, 
many owners of gardens have found itdiliicult to 
provide the requisite number of cuttings ; but, as 

a rule, there are far less losses among cuttings in 
such a season as this than there are in wet, sun¬ 

less seasons, as the growth is firm and well 
matured, and the "Geranium” will stand any 

amount of drying when in the cutting state, but 
very little wet without rotting ; but as a safe¬ 

guard it will be well to take care of as many old 
plants now as possible, and to do this thoy should 

be lifted before any frost has affected them, and 
pot them up singly or elso put them thickly in 
boxes, working fine light soil among the roots, 

and giving one good soaking of water to settle 
the soil down firm, and then keep moderately 
dry. I pick off all the large leaves, only leaving 

the small ones on the tips of the shoots. They 
do very well in any pits or frames until the ond of 

November, when they must be put on shelves 
near the glass in any light house where a little 
warmth can be applied, more with the object of 

dispelling damp than of raising tho temperature, 
as it is not advisable to oxcite growth bofore the 
days begin to lengthen. Keep them just moist 
enough to prevent the leaves flagging, and as 

soon as the sun begins to shine in spring givo 
more water and they will rapidly develop into 
fine plants, and supply plenty of cuttings. 

J. G , Hanla. 

4701.—Plants for a vinery and greon- 
houue.—The Chrysanthemum is one of the 

best plants to grow for flowers during the 
autumn and winter, and they can be kept in the 

vinery whilst in bloom, also afterwards ; in fact, 
this is the usual place for them in many gardens. 
Then you could have in the greenhouse, pm- 

vided it is heated, Zonal Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, 
Chinese Primulas, Porsian Cyclamens, Ferns, 

Myrtles, Tuberous Begonias, Daffodils, and 
other hardy bulbs in pots, small Camellias and 
AzaleM, and as creepers the Lapagerias (crimson 

and white), Plumbago oapenMs, Tree-Carna¬ 
tions, Heaths, especially Erioa hyeinalis. 

Cinerarias, a variety of hard-wooded things, and 
8alvias. But much depends upon what artificial 

manure can be given, the position of the house, 
and the amount of time you can devote to the 

plants.—C. T. 
- Chrysanthemums will do very well in the 

vinery after most of the Crapes aro out, ond as 

they make most of their growth outside, they 
only require shelter to perfect their flowers. 

Mignonette, Primulas, Calceolarias, Cyolamens, 
and Zonal “Geraniums” are easily grown, and 

will succeed well with just a little warmth in 
winter; but only the hardiest kinds of Zonals 
should be included, as, for the most part, to do 

thorn well they require more heat than will be 

good for the Vinos. For summer grow Tuberous 
Begonias and Fuchsias, both of whioh may be 
plaoed outside when the Grapes reouire more 

attention. Many other plants may be, and, in 
fact, are, grown under Vines, but the above aro 

easily managed.—E. H. 

4793.—A leaky roof—The only alterna¬ 

tive to entirely stripping and reglazing the roof 
is to carefully scrape away all the loose putty, 

both inride and out, and rake out any faults 
between the glass and bars. Then carefully till 

u-p fjl) fth^siP’^^it^jW^h fresh putty, pressing 
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it well in and amoothing off neatly. Lastly, 

paints the bars one or two ooats, both inside 
and out, letting the side of the brush or " tool ” 

just catch the edge of the glass all along the 
sides. If properly done there will be no drip 
subsequently, but the whole must be quite dry 

at the time, or neither putty nor paint will 
tick.—B. C. R. 

4730. — Greenhouse plants.—It depends upon 
wbat classes you Intend to oompete In. Your queetlon 
Is very indefinite. I presume you are an amateur, and 
if so oould not do better than eeleot a Zonal Pelargonium, 

either double or single variety, or a Fuchsia.—0. T. 

-A Tuberous Begonia and a Zonal or Ivy-leaved 
Pelargonium, or a Fuohtla, would be very suitable. If 
you want something more unoommon, a blue Plumbago 

and a nloe white, yellow, or orlmson Abutllon might be 
better.—B. 0. R. 

4817.—A hot-water boiler.—I cannot 
make out from your description what kind of 

a boiler you have got. The only “ 8tar ’’ boiler 
I know is an independent cylindrical (upright) 
one. Is yours a kind of saddle or a conical boiler 
(cast-iron) ? Write again, giving a rather more 

lucid desoription of the boiler, and I will tell 
you how to set it. I am very glad to hear the 

coil works so well.—B. C. R. 

- From your description of the arrange¬ 

ment of the pipes they are lowest at the Tar 
end, or else on a dead level. Engineers make 
good work if they get a 1-inch rise in a length 
of 9-feet pipe. You had better ascertain 

whether the top pipe is too low, and alter it 
by raising both the top and bottom pipes, and 

if it is a small house the rise should be 3 inches 
from the boiler to the far end. With regard to Jour next question a 2-inoh pipe fixed on the 

oiler nose would not hinder the circulation, 
seeing that it leads into a 3 inch. You are not 
likely to get the 3-inch pipe to fix securely on 

the note of the boiler that is only 2 inches in 
diameter, unless you make the joint with iron 
cement. The proper plan, however, is to have 
what is known as a diminishing piece 2 inches 

diameter at ono end, and 3 inches the other, 
there will be no difficulty then in the fitting. 
You do not say what material you used to 

make the joints with ; it was evidently bad, or 
else the joints was indifferently made. By 

ramming home first some stout oord so as to fill 
up about an inoh of the space, and filling the 
remainder with Portland coment, a perfeotly 

strong job can be made. With suitable pipes 
the india-rubber lings make the best of all 

joints.—J. C. C. 

4805.—An unheated greenhouse.— 
Three inches will be too near to the glass to 
train Roses. The frost will not hurt the shoots 
probably, but there is not room enough to 
develop either flowers or foliage properly. Give 

them 0 inohes, and although that is rather too 
cramped, still they may do. Roses in pots may 
be grown beneath, provided the plants on the 

roof are kept moderately thin of growth.— 

E. H. 
-The frost in winter is not likely to injure 

your Roses that are so near the glass. It is in 
the spring of the year, when the young shoots 
are sure to touoh the glass, that they will suffer, 

and if they are not killed the leaves are sure to 
get disfigured. Six inohes between the glass 
and the wires is not near enough. Fourteen 

inches is not too many. The nearer that Roses 
are to the glass the more they suffer from the 
attaoks of insects and mildew, because it is more 

difficult to apply any remedies.—J. C. C. 

4790.—Lobelia erlnua.—To preserve a 
good strain of the above they must either be 

propagated from cuttings or division of the 
roots. Seedlings do not come so good. To¬ 
wards the end of September out off the top of a 

few plants, then lift them as soon as new growth 
commenoes. You will find that they can he 

pulled apart so as to leave some roots upon eaoh 
piece. These, if potted up or dibbled in round 

a pan, will make nioe dumps next spring 
Should you not have enough plants each of these 
may be further divided in the same manner, 

exoept that in the spring there is no need to out 
them down previous to parting. This is a very 

simple and sure plan, all that is necessary to 

keep them through the winter being a coil 
greenhouse temperature.—P. U. 

-The best piece to keep L#obe!las through the winter 

is on a shelf near the glass lo a moderately wans green¬ 
house, whloh Is freely ventilated on ever] favourable 

opportunity. Damp Is the '.Mt g'tti avoid. \frgdut)fi 
lodges In the oentre of the plant they die. YoBbg plants 
whloh were divided last August keep the best.—E, H. 

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS. 

Question*.—Queries and amteer* ate inserted in 
Qardhvi.no free of charge if eorrespondenti follow the rulei 
here laid down for their guidance. AU communication! 
for iiuertion should be clearly and concisely written on 
one ride of the paper only, ana addreeted to the Enrros of 
Qardeximo, 37 Southampton-street, Covent-garden, Lon¬ 
don. Letter! on business should be lent to the Pubdibiibr. 
The name and address of the sender are required in 
addition to any designation he may desire to be used in 
the paper. When more than one query is sent, each 
should be on a separate piece of paper. Unanswered 
queries should le repeated. Correspondents should bear 
In mind that, as Qardsnimo has to be sent to press some 
time in advance of date, they cannot always be replied to 
fn the issue immediately following the receipt of their 
communication. 

Answers (which, with the exception of such as cannot 
well be classified, will be found in their difertnl depart- 
mente) should always bear the number and title placed 
against the query replied to, and our readers will greatly 
oblige us by advising, as far as their knowledge and 
observations permit, the correspondents who seek assist- 
anoe. Conditions, soils, and means vary so infinitely 
that several answers to the same question may often be 
very useful, and those who reply would do well to mention 
the localities in which their experience is gained. Corres¬ 
pondents who refer to articles inserted in QasniMiMe 
should mention the number in which they appear’d. 

4829. —Tortoise In a garden.—Will s tortoise live 

during the winter In a garden, and what should it be fed 
wlthf-B. D. 

4830. —Poplar hedge —Would someone kindly tell 
me whether it le now time to prune a Poplar hedge, whloh 
has been neglected ?—W. E. H. 

4831. —Rosea pegged down.-Should Roses whloh 

were pegged down In the eprlng be lied up during the 
winter, or proteoted in any way ?—B. D. 

4832 —Lemon Verbena.—What la the right time of 
the year to plaota lemon Vernenaout-of-doors, end where 
oan good plants be obtained? I.reality, Doisetihire. 
—B. D. 

4833. —Paint for fruit-trees.—will anyone tell me 
what are the Ingredients used lor palntlog over the atem 

of fruit-trees? I know paraffin Is one of them.—Jans 
(knur. 

4834. —Book wanted —I should be muoh obliged if 
anyone would inform me where I can obtain a oopy of Ur. 
Dorlen.Smlth'a pamphlet on gardening In the Sollly Isles? 
—0. F. Walker. 

4833.—Begonia seed-pods.—Would someone kindly 
tell me the beet way of drying Begonia aeed-podi, as 1 gat 

very little aun In my greeaboute, and have eome splendid 
pods I with to ripen ?—Rodwill. 

4830 —Planting Poplars.—Will anyone kindly tell 
me bow to plant Poplars to form a hedge 0 feet high, aod 
whether to begin now ? The situation It near the sea, and 
the eoll le cold, heavy, aandy loam.—W. E H. 

4837.—Hardy fruits.—Will anyone kindly tell me 

the hardiest kinds of fruit of all kluda for ao orohard lo 
grow Id a very bleak plaoe, and how to traat lham T Soil, 
very etlO loam, olay bottom. Locality, West Derby.— 
E. J. H. 

4818.-Carrots for Show.—What are the beet varie¬ 
ties of Oarrote for exhibition, and when ahould the seed be 
planted to have them fit for getting by the end of July ? 
A few hints how to grow them will be gladly ncelved.— 
Learner. 

4839.—Treatment of White Pearl Tuberoses. 
—Will anyone kindly tell me the proper treatment for 
White Pearl Tuberose#? I have a little bouae heated with 
fines, whloh I oan keep at about 40 dega. In winter. 
Would thia do?-W. D. 

4840 -Treatment Of Roses— My Roaea have made 
enormout ehoots etnoe July, but there have been no 
bloome, aod the first blooming wee very poor, In spite ol 
oonetant watering. Directions ts to present and future 
treatment will oblige ?—U. L. E. 

4841.- Standard Roses.—Will anyone kindly tell 
me wbioh are the beet klnoe of buih or standard Rose! for 
growing In a very bleak plaoe? I want them free and 
•trong. Soil atin, and olay bottom. How ahould I beat 
them ? 1/reality, West Derby.-E. J. H. 

484*.-Barly Peas under glaaB.—Will someone 
kindly tell me if I oould grow Peas to perfeotlon In the 
border of a Tomato-house? When would they oome Into 
bearing If sown the first of December ? Also wbat sort 
would be moet suitable ?—Amatkur, Levon. 

4843. -Onions for show.— I shall be greatly obliged 
If eomeone will give me the name of the beet Onions for 
•how purpose* (globe shops preferred), and wbat time 

ahould the aeed be sown to get them ready for (bowing In 
Auguat, and how ahould thay be grown ?— Lrarnkk. 

4844. —“Canker" In Apple and Pear-trees — 
I am anxloua to know how to prevent “oanker" In Apple 
and Pear-trtee. Several In our gardens are muoh Injured 

by these lumpy exorcaoenora on the branohee and twlge, 
whloh almost kill the bearing ahoots and prevent* fruiting. 
-Beta. 

4846 -Treatment or “ Geraniums.”—I have 
some “Geraniums" grown from seeds sown last eprlng. 

Thay are now In .'<-looh pole, bat do not show any algna of 
blooming, and aeem to make Utile progress. How ought 
rhev to be treated, and whan ahould they bloom?— 
M L. E. 

4848.-Transplanting Laburnums —I ahould be 
glad to know in* proper lima to transplant young 
Laburnum-treei whloh bare grown In my garden from >aed 
fallen from the old treee ; also kindly ray It any apeoUl toll 
la neoeeeary, and ahould they be pruned before or after 
planting, or when ?— U. B. 

4847.—Sowing perennials.—It le too late lo the 
eeaeo^ to sow eeeae < perennials) this month. I am anxloua 

fie good ihow of flowere next spring and on 
11)0 season In a border that faoea tbr lione, sun 

have Lupine, Delphlniume, Aqulleg!ae, Campanulas, 

" i, Ao.—Perseverance. (J R B' 

4848.—Peaches and Tomatoes under glassi 
—Is it not possible to grow Peaches well on the book wall 

of a lean-to Tomaio-house ? I train the Tomato-plants on 
wire* under the glees. The rafters are 14 feet long, oon< 
eequently there would be plenty ol light until, at leatt, 
to the end of Jaly.—Amateur, Devon. 

4SW.—Large Apple-trees —Lut spring I cdt the 
middle branoh out ol four large Apple-trees to open them 
out. About six ehoots hare oome from eaoh out. 1 would 

like to know wbat to do with these and when to cut them 
book? They have all done well this year. Two are Lord 
Bufflelds, the others are like B.eoheims.—Old Si bscribkh. 

4860. —Cauliflower and Cabbage for show.— 
Will anyone kindly give me the names of the beat Oeuli- 
flower and Cabbage (red and groen) for exhibition, and 

when should they be planted eo ae to get them fit lor 
■bowing by August ? A few bints how to grow them would 
be very useful. Locality, West Riding, Yorkshire.— 
Learner. 

4861. —Climbing Roses In ableak place —will 
Anyone kindly tell me the beet kinds of olioiblng Roeee, 
very dark red and white, and other ooloure, to grow In a 
very bleak plaoe ? The houee eianda open to the road, with 

field* ell round about—nothing to abetter whatever. Also 
when to plant them ? Boll, heavy olay bottom. Locality, 
Weat Derby.—E J. H. 

4862. —Violets in aoonBervatory.—Will someone 
be kiDd enough to tell me If 1 oan grow these In a little 
unhealed ooneervatory ? I want them lo bloom early. If I 
grow them outside should 1 need to proteot during tne oold 

weather? The soil le here good, ana Bournemouth eo mild 
perhaps they may grow wall out-of-doora. Any hints will 
be thankfully received.—Elise. 

4863. — Malm&lson Carnations.—I have a large 
quantity of the Malmaleon Carnatlone, this ymt'e 
layers, potted and standing In asbee in a sheltered part of 

my garden. The leaves ol a number of them are oovered 
with a kind of " bllater.” Toe rams le 11 led with a reddish 
powder resembling ruet. Will any of your reader* tell me 
the oauee aod remedy ?— S. H. 8. R., Birmingham. 

4864. —Maiden-hair Ferns.—I have four fine 
Maiden hair Feme. Two of them I keep In the house 

for a week at a time. They then are a weak In the green* 
bouse, put on the floor. They are watered, soaking them 
well, before brioglog In, and afterwards they are taken out 

again to the greenhsuer. Is this a right treatmentf One 
of them le looking very pale and yellowy —Pkrhaveranch. 

4866. —Rose Jean Duoher.—I have a Rose Jean 
ltuobor against a wall, wnlob grows luxuriantly and 

dowers freely, but the bloome do not open. They are 
olubbed, and fall off In a lump. 1 bad two moet abundant 
blooms spring and aummer, but there was hatdly a good 
Bower amongst them. Do you think the plant is worth 

preserving, or oan yousuggatl any remedy ?—E. 8 , Devon¬ 
shire. 

4858.-Renovating old Asparagus-beds.— 
When ie lbs time to do It? Now 7 It i* very old, and bests 

tolerably In the oentre, but the eldes have be.ome worn 
away, exposing the roots. Ills nsosssary to buy hath roots 
for the eldee, whloh art to be ext< nded 1 footor 2 feet. Csn 
you Inform me of whet material to rabul:d alder, and If 
fresh root* era planted will they be lit for out ting In spring 7 
—Pl'tMiBD. 

4867, -Tropoeolum speolosum.—I haves plant of 
this act out In a box 18 Inonea eaoh way. It did not grow 
muoh during the summer, but hat done eo latterly. Will 

eomeone kindly tell me the proper way lo treat It during 
the winter? It le faolog east, and pioteoted from iho 
north aod aouth wind*; also la trellis-wore the beat u> Irsiu 

it on? Aoy advloe ae to its oulture will be thanklully 
received.—StNTAX. 

*868.—Greenhouse root—Will any of your readers 

give me aoy Information with regard to Duralina, a new 
substitute for glass ? It la unbreakable, and being a non- 
oooduotor of heat, would be muoh better both In summer 
and winter; but ae It has a alight yellow tinge 1 aui 
afraid It would Injun the colour of the leevee, and by non- 

daveloplng the grata colouring, will make the plants tall 
and etokly.—Inuuierr. 

4869.—Out blooms for the house.—I am wishful 
to grow a lot ol plant* wnlob will give me a auooeeaicn of 
cut blooms for bouae decoration from early apriog until 
froat rate In. Will anyone kindly give euoh a Hat, naming 
the months in whloh the plants bloom? I have already 

got many sort* ploked out and noted, but I have not seen 
aoy full Hat having tpeolal reference to outtlng for houee 

deooratlon.—E. Cooper. 

4860 —Plum tree not bearing.—I have here a 
large number of fruit-tree* of about thirty years' growth, 
moetly bearing well, but, the finest of all In ehape and nils 
It a Plum-tree, wbioh, although a free bloomer, for eome 

year* hie not fruited. The tree le In an open space on tide 
of bill, faolog south-wtat: toll, heavy, wat olay. I have 
triad manuring heavily without result Do not koow 
varlet>. Would a liberal outtlng-baok be of any use?— 

H. e. o. 
4801.—Rose Souvenir de la Malmalson.—Will 

" J. o. C." or " P. U." kindly Inform me if the above Roes le aa 
free blooming and as luting budded ou the Brier ae on It* 
own tools? 1 am thinking of making a bed of Ualmaleon 

Hosts, but do not know whether to prooure It budded or 
not. Dean Hole elates lo bli “ Book of Roete,” oo page 94, 
that It le sesentlal It should be on It* own iooIr I oou d 
more easily prooure them on the Btltr. Would these do? 

—J. Crouch. 
4862.—Ar&lla Sleboldl —I hevelnmy greenhouse 

a fin* A rails Blebolof, wbioh ha* flowered again this year, 
ae It did lut season. I shall be muoh obliged to know 
whether the email, berry-llke formetione are the seeds, 

or whether, when the flower fall they will be pro¬ 
duced there ? I ebould aleo be glad to know whether I nen 
propagate from seed, and, If sc, how? The plant Is s very 
■trong and healthy one, end nearly 6 feet high. Its lower 
leave* are rather too pendent, io the detriment of It* 

previous Palm-llke efleot.—Ionoramub. 

4803—A span-roofed greenhouse—I have a 
greenhouse wiib span-roof ’rising from a 6 feat wall on the 

north silder/ The leet by 7 feet, eaves, 6 feet high, 
and ovntre 6 feet, s Intend beating It sufficiently to keep 
OOt L-jet with-)it o? Sl’jploglllr/s ur Toope’e stoves. Will 
acme ooutrtbulcn tube ens totted thee* kindly Inform me 

of) | tbs following yglrjti~ fa Would * radletlng hot air 
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•The home you have 1875.—Orchid-house (D. J). apparatus or a hot water be the molt efleotlve aa a heat 

producer ? 2, Would oombustion be equally good in 
either ? 8, Whloh would wear beet? 4, Would a common 
oil be aa eoonomloal aa a better kind 1 My queeliona relate 
to the dISerenoee between hot-air and hot-water itovea, 

not to the relative values ot the different maker*.—J. 
Pkarcb. 

built for these plant* should be devoted to the growth of 

Oattleyaa, and other Orohlda whloh would (—■ " 
strong light and sunshine, and you ehouli 

Oattleyaa, and other Orohlda whloh would grow well under 
_._-I—,_- „_’ Id have an Iron 

framework put upon the roof to let your blind run upon, 

and to keel " ' ‘ *-' ‘ --“ ' 
have the el 

o it about a foot from the glase, whloh would 
Tect of maintaining a much lower temperature. 

the house you mention. 11 feet Is a curious 

plants that do not exoeed 2 feet, but I would 
to fill the oentre with Palme and Ferns, and to 

• ' • be uaed for the 
M. B. 

To the following queries brief editorial replies 
are. given; but readers are invited to give.further 
answers should they be able to offer additional 

advice on the various subjects. 

ism —Treatment of Oyprlpedlnma (J. W.).— 
You must not dry these plants during the winter. Thsy 

have no real reeling season, but require a somewhat lower 
temperature and lees water.—M. B. 

isos. -Odontoglossum Uro • Sklnnerl IT. 
H'ocfceKn).—Your plant of this, whloh has a spike of bloom 

from the top of the bulb, Is flowering in an unnatural 
manner. It eHould prooeed from the base. Perhaps It 
hae already bloomed from that plaos 1 I do not think you 
need tear any barm to oome to your plant. I have bad 

similar oomplalnta from various parts of the oountry. 
-M. B. 

4808 —Flowers beneath trees.—James Hudson 
save : " We have here some tine tall Ohestnut-treee whloh 

stand betide the oarrlage-drlve to the house. The ground 
beneath them Is dry and bare at any time, but thle season 
It has been quite an eyesore. Wbat oan I do to Improve It F 
Well, now, I know of several suob places, and I have 

advised the owners to plant it with St. John's Wort(H. 
calyclnum), whloh produoes good green leaves and large, 
handsome yellow flowers.—J. J. 

4887.—Odontoglossnm hastllablum. — Erin 
sends a finely-marked variety of this plant for naming. 
It Is blooming at a very strange time of the year. I have 

usually had this speolea flower through the spring months. 
It has been known for about fifty years, aod It requires a 

slightly warmer temperature than many other special of 
this genus. I have found It suooeed under about the same 
conditions as O. grande and O Insleayl; but It doe* not 

like to be so dry aa these kinds in the dull season.—M. B. 

4808. — Heem&nthas (Matthew CaUint). — These 
plants are not all of the same set, although they belong to 
the same natural order, but the kind* from the WestOoaat 
bloom at different times to the Cape kinds. Many of both 
seetiona are extremely beautiful The (laps kinds whloh 

vou name should bs potted In good loam, aod be well 
drained, and when at rest thsy should be kept quite dry 
and in the greenhouse, but the kinds from the warmer 

parts of Afrloa should be kept In a oool stove, when dry 

and reeling.—J. J. 

481) — Mandevlll&BU&veolens(thaOhll! Jasmine) 

(C. llubtiard),—You have here one ol the most lovely 
olimben that oan be grown in the greenhouse, where spaoe 
can be afforded it. A* a pot plant It Is most unsatisfactory, 
but when planted out In the border, well drained, and In a 
mixture of peat, loam, leaf-mould and sand, It will grow 

rapidly and bloom profusely, soentlng the whole place 
gratefully. When the blooms are past- the shoots should 
he thinned, and those to romaln should bs out baok nearly 

to the old wood.—J. J. 

4870 — Oyolamen flowers—J. Hutchins send* me 
a nice bunch of these favourite*. They are the first I have 
seen this autumn. He tells me these are from plant* about 

fifteen months' old from seeds. The strain is superb. One 
thing I have noted about the growers of these flowers for 
market whloh I think la eosroely an fait, and that Is the 
earlv flowers are all pulled for bunching up, and when the 
last whorl of blooms are open thsy are left on, and then the 
plants are run Into the market and sold. This la a ruse 
that many of the buyer* of the plants find out only when 

too late.—J. J. 

4871 -Venues Fly -trap (Dlonoea musclpula). 
—Inquirer sends a leaf of this plant, asking if It is not a 

I'ltoher-plant, to whloh I must give him a flat denial ; but 
It Is associated with them as one of the oarnlvoroue plants. 
The leaves are surrounded with long and stiff hairs, and 

(he Inside* of the blades have numerous slender hairs, 
whloh, when Irritated hy the movement* of a fly or other 
small Inseata, causes them to quiokly dote together like a 
a trap; henoe the vernacular name given above, aa wall 
a* it* scientific oognomen. The leaves remain oloeud whilst 

any movement of the Ineeot is felt.—J. J. 

Odontoglossums and other oool Orohlda. 

Enormous num¬ 
ber! in me all 
over the oountry. 

ONLY BI<OW 
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CJL VTIOH.- 
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which wiU not 
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Full particu¬ 
lars and priors 
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Use seasons, 
showing enor¬ 
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Complete 
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DUTCH BULB3.—Great unreserved Bale* EVERY DAY- 
8,000 lot* sold weekly. 

MESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS will 
ill SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms. 67 
and 6$. Cheapslde, London, E.O , EVERY DAY at 12 o clock, 
Urge consignment* of first-olats Hyacinths, Tulip*. Crocus, 
Narolssus, and other Bulbs from Holland, reoolred dlreot, 
also Roman Hyaolnths and other French Bulb*. Commissions 
executed. Iota paoked and forwarded to all part* of the 
Kingdom. Bixpence remitted in stamp* to the Auctioneers 
will ensure a supply of Catalogues for 18 oonseoutlve Sales. 

IlL at hi*great rooms, 38, King-street, Oorent-garden, first- 
class consignment* of OH'OICl& HYACINTHS. TuLlP8, 
CROCUS, NARCISSUS, and other bulbs, arriving dally from 
well-known farms In Holland lo thu finest possible ooodlUoo. 

On view mornings of sals, and Catalogue* had free on 

“PNU“-NONK BUT GOOD AND RELIABLE BULBS 

will be offered. __ 

UKCKENHAM, KENT.—To bo Sold privately, 
X) » DETACHED BIJOU RESIDENCE, ■uitable for a 
moderato-Bixed family; situate onih*“w “ A"“ 
on ono lido an extonRire park, atuddc~ ....-- - . 
aud on the other ooiumandlng_ fine views louche uireothmjll 

are welTiaid out and planted wb 

and weiri’u^ktid wi'h’fmr^weir "H# hou*ali substanUaUi 
built, the reoeptlon-rooraa lofty and well proportioned, with 
convenient domastio olHooa on ground floor. There are on 
bedroom floor seven bedrooms, dressing-room, bathroom, ha. 
Good stabling for three horses, ooaoh-houae, poultry-house 
(with run), gardener s tool shed. Ac., Aa The property Is 
held for a term of about 70 years, at a nominal ground reel 
of £4 10s. per annum. —Part’oulars from A. M.. oare Editor. 
37. Southampton -street, W.C.__ 

pXPIRATION OF LEASE.—E. TANNER 
-Li begs to Inform tbs publio that ho can offer his fins spool- 
mens and general nursery stock at half prioe. A graad lot ol 
plants suitable for blinding out unsightly buildings. Alio a 
large stock of line Chrlstmas-treos. Marvellous valut.-E. 
TANNER. Broadwater Nursery, aroombrldg*. Sussex 

QITUATION WANTED s* Head Working 
O Oaid.ner or good Single-handed where help is given; Shod eiportenoo in hsrbaoeous plant*, Roses, OarmaUous; a*> 

1; married, no fsmllv: good eharaoter.—O. BUDD, Moat- 
lands. West Hoathly. Sussex. _ 

■Tobo8old privately, 
1IDRNCE, suitable for a 

i ground, overlooking 
with fine old timber^ 

Koresphu”and'syderihamT The grounds, of about 11 sore*. 
a,e well ;.u VM.1 ...J L.—trilh ohoioe tree* and shrubs 
The tennis lawn is large, and the kitchen garden productive 

BEST CONSTRUCTED and CHEAPEST Greenhouses. 
Forcing House*, Pit*, Frames, Plant Protectors, Potting 

Sheila, Tool Houses, Ao. 
must rated Priced Catalogue post free from 

CROMPTON & FAWKES, CHELMSFORD. 

WINTER CARDENS, 
C0N8ERVAT0RIES, 

iWWII.- IN ALL STYLUS. 
PlftuB aud EBUmaiea on application. Burreya mad*. 

“HOLLOWAY” BOILERS. 
GREENHOUSES in qrbat variety 

“EXCELSIOR” PR0PACAT0R from 24a. 
GARDEN LIGHTS.—8ft. by 4ft., from 4a. fid. 

>^311831CUGUMBEI1 m^tSd 

HEATING APPARATUS, 
From £4 4s. and upwards, 

PAINTKD *140 ULtZSD 8 .. 8 „ 4 .. 1 IS " 
with 21-oa. glass. 11 .• I* « .. 3 1U t 

Now Illustrated Catalogue 3 stamps. List free, 

tr BEST WORK ONLY AT REASONABLE PRICKS 
The North London Hortlaultural Works, 

HOLLOWAY ROAD, LONDON, N. 
Mho? 

Fall Particulars and Looal Agent’* Addrae* from 

R. JENKINS & CO., ROTHERHA 12 HOURS’ STOVE 

IN STOCK BIZKB. 

“*•M 118 b» 11,16 by 14.90 by 16.24 by 18. Ao 

I 3 prepared Sash Bar at 6/- per 100 feet, 
i 19 per square. Matching, 4/9; I by 4, at id. pe 
i; 2 by 7, at Id. Ironmongery, Faint*, Aa 

Catalogue* Free. 

| THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY 
PTfjfti.'. j It, .Oiauoieioair. lWl'.iikT T?v,'hik, London, E.O. 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 

person that sold It had never seen the true itogersi, ana 
In all probability my friend old not pay the true Itogeral 
price for It. I should imagine he la In a position to eee 

"Select Orohldaoeoua Plant*/’ by Robert Warms, If b* 
doe* nob possess It, where h» will find the true ; (lent fl/UMr* 
In the second series, t. 8'i. Yours it q'iit* ft* 

form of O. varioosum.—M. B, 

Flooring 
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CHRYSANTHEMUMS 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS FOR SMALL 
HOUSES. 

] i Chrysanthemums are wanted purely for tho 

greenhouse, not for showing, they mast be 

grown naturally—that is to say, with little stop¬ 

ping of the shoots or removal of the buds. To 

let a plant grow in its own way under glass 

Minifies that it produces a profusion of very 

9mall blooms and looks weedy. In the open one 

need stop very little, or not at all, as there, even 

if small, the flowers make a show of colour, 

lieautiful plants may bo got very easily if care¬ 
ful attention is given to all stages of growth, to 

get them clothed with foliage to tho base. Eaoh 
slein should bear a flower or flowers, and when 
in fall beauty such plants give far more pleasure 
to friends than tho severely trained specimens— 
t he blooms, as it were, dotted over tho surface. 
Tho cuttings need not bo taken before the 
month of February or early in March, and they 
may be either placed in 5-inch pots, filled with 

good soil all round the sides, or singly in 
(i inch pots, the latter plan being preferable. 
Loam and leaf-mould, mixed with a fair propor¬ 
tion of sharp silver sand, forms tho best com¬ 
post, and put under each outting a little sand ; 
this makes the chance of “ damping ” off less 
remote. Put a few crocks in tho bottom of the 
larger pots, and one or two in the smaller ones, 

to prevent damping off. Use new pots if pos¬ 
sible ; but whether new or old they must be 
quite clean, and if new soaked a few hours in 
•/a ter before being used. The Chrysanthemum 

•naturally hardy, and the fine old bushes 
one sees in cottage gardens are evidences of 
this—glorious masses that have braved many 
winters unharmed. Avoid coddling the cut¬ 

tings ; although they may be struck in an 
ordinary cold frame there is danger from frost. 
It is better to have a propagating-frame in an 
ordinary greenhouse, with a temperature of 
about 45 degs. When growth is commencing 

give air and water cautiously, otherwise they 
will damp off. When the cuttings have filled 
each little pot with roots shift them singly into 
■I -inch size, and stop them when about 5 inches in 
height. The next and only other stopping 
nhould l>e when they are in 0-inch pots, the timo 
to shift them into these being April, i-iome kinds 
will require further stopping, but not tho 

insjority. Grow them freoly throughout. Few 
plants suffer more from check than the Chry¬ 
santhemum, the growth getting stunted. 
Always, therefore, attend closely to such simple 
operations as potting and watoring. Tho plants 

are better if kept in the greenhouse, and plenty 
of air maintained about them. Where there is no 

greenhouse tho frame must be used. Tho final 
potting must be given, and early in June or lato 
May is the beat time. The 0-inoh pots must be 
full of roots, and the final size will be 0-inoh or 

10-inch. Turfy loam is the chief ingrediont 
in the soil—say, four parts, to which add well- 
decayed manure two parts, leaf-mould one part, 
and a sprinkling of crushed bones and soot, will 

iu Jliciept sharp silver Band frgjtepp it fairly o^cn 

Mix the whole thoroughly well together, and if 
too heavy add a few particles of charcoal, 
which will help to keep tho compost open. 

Pot firmly.—This is most necessary, and 
use a potting-stick, as it is not often one 
can make it firm enough with the hands. In 
the earlier pottings it will not be necessary to 

use a stick, as tho soil may be made sufficiently 
firm in the usual way. On the clean well- 
arranged crocks, place a little of the rougher 
parts of the compost, which prevents the finer 
particles of soil from getting down and stopping 

up the drainage. During the summer keep them 
in the open in a moderately-sheltered spot, 
standing the plants upon a layer of ooal-ashcs to 

prevent worms from getting in tho bottom and 
disturbing the drainage. During the summor, 
and until tho buds are expanding, manure-water 
must bo given, giving first soot-water, bat in 
July this may bo alternated by liquid-manure ; 
give weakly at first, but aB the plants advance 

towards tho flowering stage of inoreased 
strength. No liquid-manure must be given 
until the pots are well filled with roots. As 
regards disbudding, aB the varieties grown in 
this way consist chiefly of the Japanese, remove 
the crown bud to promote the production of 
shoots. One cannot givo any hard-and-fast 
rulo, as in some cases, tho singles for instance, 

the plants need not be disbudded. It must not 
be thought that there is any limit to the list of 
varieties for oulture in this way. All, or at 
least tho majority, of those seen at exhibitions 
may be grown thus. I have Been plants of 
Edwin Molyneaux bearing splendid blooms, and 
a plant of it in full beauty is a pioturo. Lady 
Hclborne is delightful when seen bearing dozens of 

its pure-white flowers, La Nymphe (rose-purple), 
and Tondresse (light-mauve-lilac) can be made 
literally mounds of bloom by this process. Very 
beautiful amongst single kinds is Miss Rose, the 
flowtr large, and the plant is remarkably fine. 
It is impossible to see tho leafage for blossom. 
Mary Anderson, a good white, is almost as 

vigorous, but tho flowers are larger. The 
beginner should loave the Incurved kinds alone, 
and commenoe with tho Japaneao and Singles. 
This natural way of growing the Chrysanthe¬ 
mum must not bo confounded with the cutting- 
down process. The cutting down is simply to 

reduce the height of tho plant. Cut down the 
late-flowering varieties first, then those that 
bloom in mid November, and tho early-flowering 
kinds, such as Elaine, in the middle of June. It 
very dwarf plants aro desired, cut them down to 

about 5 inches of tho soil, and the others from 
8 inches to 1 foot. When cut down, place them, 

if possible, in a cold framo, water with care, and 
syringe daily to promote the growth of sturdy 
shoots, which should be thinned out to about 
three to each stem, selectingthe strongest, two or 

more being retained if the varieties bear small 
flowers. This having been done, repot them, 
and 0-inoh pots will be quite large onough for 
the final shift. When fairly established in their 
new pots place them in the open, allowing plenty 
of space. It will be well to put a stake to each 

shoot, and choose the first buds that appear for 
the produotion of flowers. They should be 
rubbed if they appear before mid-August. The 

wrtfoltJijji treatment, will bo quite dwarf, I 

UNI 

clothed with rioh green foliago to the edgo of 
the pots, and the flowers of good size. The 
cutting-down system is closely followed by many 
growers, especially when they wish to make 
neat groups. It is a reaction from the former 
plan by allowing the plants to grow 8 feot or 

even 9 feet high—tall, lank specimens, with one 
or two blooms perched on the top of tho quaint 
stems. Some varieties, such as John Seward 
and Avalanche, are naturally dwarf. V. C. 

4813 —Growing for markot —It is vory 
difficult to advise anyono what to grow for 
profit, without a knowledge of the locality, for 
nearly everything hinges on whether you are 
close to a market, as some goods will hardly pay 
for carriage, but if you are within easy distance 

of a market, you may grow a good many things 
in such a house as described. French Beans 
would do well, especially after Christmas, when 
the sun’s rays help vegetation very much under 
glass. Early Potatoes, of tho kidney type, or 
Sharpe’s Viotor, if planted at once in the soil in 
whion the Cucumber or Tomatoes have been (;rown, enriohed with some good loam and 
eaf-mould, and a row of Scarlet Radishes could 

be mown betwocn each row of Potatoes, and 

palled for market before the Potatoes necdod 
all the space. But if there is a ready sale close 
at hand I should say salading of vurious kinds 
would pay as well as anything. Mustard and 
Cress give a vory quick return. Lettuce, if 
good strong plants of the Cabbage kinds aro 

available, ought to sell freely—at least, the 
French make a lot of monoy out of them in 
spring. Young Carrots of the Short French 
Horn kinds might be tried with succoss, and if 
you have strong crowns of Rhubarb, lift them and 
replant in the house, for all these sort of things 
sell if got in early. Green Mint is very easily 
grown, and comes on with a very moderate heat, 
but you must not expect very high prices. 
There is too muoh competition for that nowa¬ 
days.—J. G., Gosport. 

Begonia tubers —Do not despise little 
tubers of Begonias raised from seed sown this 
year. They aro now going to rest, and should 
be kept on the dry side all the wlnlor, whore 
frost cannot reach them. They may bo left in 
the seed-box untouched in a spare room. In the 

spring, with returning warmth and a little 
moisture, it is moat interesting to watch the 
little seed-like tubers starting into life. Givo 
them the warmth of the sun’s rays or other 
genial heat, with not too much moisture, nnd 

they will soon be ready for potting off into 
small pots filled with a light rich compost. 
Free ventilation produces a sturdy habit of 

growth, and they seem to thrive all tho better 
for a syringe ODce a day (before noon) until tho 
buds appear.—G. H. YV., IVati H right on. 

Petroleum and water.-I think tbit some ot vot r 
readers would be glad to know ot au easy method ot 
mlilng petroleum with water. Take two parts o( milk 
and one part petroleum, mix well. The parallin will then 
mix treely with water lor use as an InseoMoide.—Artiiik 
F.uio.n. 

480".—Using manure.—By all means lay up the 
manure, let it decay, and dig It In In March or April. 
Nothing eo soon renders soil sour and dlls It wilh norms 
and other ioteote aa oovtring It with manure during the 
winter. Fiel.iM, wsl.-decsyod material Is much better 

for gioeti heihsoeoue plsnie than freeb.-B. U. U. 

VERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT 
URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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GARDBN WORK.* 

Conservatory. 
We are full approaching the short dreary days ol winter 

when blossoms under even the most oaretul treatment will 
damp. The ntmoepherlo conditions must be Iresh and 
buoyant, and to ensure this steady fires will be necessary, 
bo that air may be given more or less every day when not 
raining or freezing. In summer plants In bloom will use 
up a good deal of moleturo, and If more than Is needed is 
given, no great harm will bo done ; but in winter if too 

much water is given to Chrysanthemums or other plants 
in bloom it interferes with the keeping of the flowers in 
more ways than one. Some of the large blooms of Chrys¬ 
anthemums are difficult to keep, chiofiy owing to the 
high feeding which has resulted In the abnormal size. 
Where many Chrysanthemums are grown, some at least 
should be grown more naturally than the large blooms are 
for the sake of their keeping properties and for outting 

purposes. The large blooms it is true make a grand show 
when cut fora short time, but they will not keep, dive 
liquid-manure to Cineratios in small pots. Camellias also 
and Azaleas will be benefited by an occasional watering 
with weak dear liquid-manure. It is now the fashion 
whero there are several plant-houses to group the plants 
together in families, thus Oyolaraene and Chinese Primulas 
may be grouped together. Hard-wooded plants again do 
better by themselves, a low temperature suiting most of 
these better than when much heat is used, especially 
when the atmosphere Is moist and study. Australian 
plants will bear more heat than would be good for the 
Cape Heaths and Cape plants, though it does not follow 
that the Australian plants are the better for so much heat. 

A little artificial heat from this onwards through the 
winter will be doeirable to keep up the necessary buoyanoy 
of the atmosphere ; but harm is more likely to be done by 
giving too muoh heat than too little. After fires are 
lizhted regularly the borders where plants are growing In 

them must not be permitted to get too dry. Camellias 
will takes good deal of water at the root now. It will be 
advisable, >f the plants are heavily laden with buds, to 
thin ofl some, bo that each shoot only oarrles two or threo 
blossoms. Luoulia gratisshua will now be ehowing flower- 
buds, and should have weak liquid-manure occasionally. 
The llabrothamnus family aro showy winter blooming 

plants. For covering walls and pillars they are most 

useful. 
Stove. 

(live Eucbarle Miles wbloh seem disinclined to throw up 

flower-spikes weak liquid-manure—Olay's Fertiliser or 
Ichthemio (luano will do. A course of treatment of this 
kind if the plants are strong will soon bring up the spike*. 
Lit. -struck Poirsettlas may also have an oooaslonal dose 
of Clay's or guano to give substanoe to the scarlet bracts. 

These arc plants whloh should be a strong feature in every 
stove now, and a few plants of the white variety form an 
agreeable change to so muoh scarlet whore a large number 
are grown. Rivina bumills, a neat-habited, berry-bearing 
plant. Is uteful for winter decoration. I have used It 
sometimes for (able deooratlon for a change. Another 

pretty little plant at this season Is the Centrednula rosea. 
When small standard plants were fashionable for the 
dinner-table, these and other things wero trained up to 
straight rU-ms with a bunoh of leaves and blossoms on the 
top ; but it had an unnatural look, and the mop-headed 

plants did not please. Keep a very keen eye upon the 
plants liable to Insect attaoks. Watch for mealy-bug, and 
give it no quarter ; it is the only way to keep it under. 
Night temperature about 65 doge. 

Ferns under Glass 
Should slugs or snslls bo troublesome, lay some greased 

Cabbage-leaves about, and examine both the Cabbage- 
leaves and the Ferns every night with a light. They mav 
lie easily esptured when feeding at night. Tbo email 
slugs are often troublesome on Maiden-hair Ferns, eating 

the young fronds as they emerge from the orown of the 
plants. Ferns must not be permitted to get dust dry at 
any season. Ho not crowd the plants; It spoils tho shape, 

and the fronds turn brown when muoh crowded. Speci¬ 
mens of Adianlum Farley cine should be elevated a little 
to bring them Into tho light. No shading is required 
now. When a larger etook Is required It is better to divide 
young plaote than old ones. When large old plants are 
out up many of the plcoee from the Interior of tho spocltnen 

may tile. 
Orohard house Trees. 

Any treee whloh require repotting or top-dressing should 
have been attonded to before U-e leaves were down, though 

the leaves on trees In the nool-houso are hanging longer 
than usual this scoean. In most gardens the orohard 
homo is filled with Chrysanthemums In autumn, and the 
treee turned outeide, the pots being proteoted when froet 
oomee with long litter. A little of the long litter should 
be laid over tho top, hut not piled up tho stems, as It may 

become a hiding-place for mice, and If the s “ins are 
oovered the mloc mav nibble the bark under the litter. 1 
have seen the trees injured In this way. 

Gold Frames. 
(live all the air possible to Violets, Cauliflowers, and 

Other hardy subjects, but keep out cold rains. Hardy 

plants, such as choice alplncs, wintered in noM pits or 
frames should have the pots plunged up to tht rlns. Car¬ 
nations wintered In frames will be better If the cots are 
proteoted wlthUoooa-nut-flbrc or dry ashes. 

Hot-beds for Forcing 
May be made up oooording to requirements. Reaves 

and manure in about equal parts make very sale beds. 
There Is no (ear of overheating. The roots may be planted 
at once. A good size for beds at this season will lie 4 feet 

at bock and 3} feet at front. Must be built up firmly, so 
that the heat may be regular and steady. 

Window Gardening 
The main object now is to keep plante healthy, and to 

move on steadily. Water must be given to evergreens 
when required ; but during the short, dark days the oon 

* In oold or northern district* the. operation* referred 
to under ■'Harden Work" may be/Vynr from ten da- “‘- 

rrrrf'f*17**<<K<ir (Aan **wuHtofedvAry(Uj”— 

Outdoor Garden. 
The beds are now pretty well cleared of the summer 

bodders, and in the course of the next few days many will 
be filled with bulbs and othor spring flowers. Variety is 
olways charming, and where there Is more than one set of 
beds or borders different styles of planting should be 
adopted. Beds filled with some ol the handsome little 

gold and silver shrubs are drtssy in winter, but thoy would 
bo rather expensive, though 11 taken care of they will last 
several years. Some of the best things for shrub bedding 
are Cupreseua Lawsoniana erect* viridis, C. L lutea, C. L. 
allutni, O. L. Fraseri, Retinosnora plumosa, R. p. auroa, 
It. squarrosa Veitehi, Yew Golden Irish, Thuja ereota 

viridis, T. vervinoeana, T. ocoldentalis lutea, Irish Juniper, 
variegated Hollies, Euonymus In variety, and Auoubas In 
variety. The beds need not be filled with shrubs. They 
may either bo grouped in the oentre, or be so arranged as 
to form reoesses of either regular or irregular outline for 

sheltering tunnel of various kinds of bulbs or other spring 
flowers. Then as regards edgings, more use might be 
mad* of the hardy Heath* where che soil is euitable—i e., 
In light sandy districts. There is muoh variety in 
the hardy Heaths, and good dumps can be bought 
oheap. Dalsloi, again, wbito and red, will flower all the 

winter it tho weather continues open. 1 saw a bed of white 
Daisies the other day, whloh by their freshness reminded 
me of spring. Tufted Pansies are among the brightest 
things in beds or borders In spring. Bods or groups of young 

Lavender or Rosemary are very effeotlve now. Suob 
stock Is easily propagated from outtlngs or raised from 

seeds. Vinoa degantisslma in strong roots makes a 
charming mass. Beds of Paneies should be got In now. It 
Is lime also Tulips wore all planted. A friend of mine 
always pote all his bedding Tulips, and plungei the pots 

In tbs beds, his objeot being to dear the beds early to 
make ready for bedding out. 

sumption of water will be muoh less. Ferns In a 
state must be ket>t in a reasonably moist condition, but 
nob saturated. Ferns never do so well in a room In which 
large fires are burning daily, and perhaps gas at night, as 

whon only an occasional fire Is lighted. Some day in towns 
everybody will have the eleotrlo light, and then plante will 
flourish with less care. 

Fralt Garden, 
The best Grapes for a odd-house are, I think, oertalnly 

Blaok Hamburgh and Alloxnte. Both of these under 
ordinary conditions and fair treatment may be relied upon 

to odour well and ripen in good time In autumn. There 
Is no doubt, of oourse, that tho Alloante would be Improved 
by a little fire, not only In spring but all other seasons II 
there came a wet cold week any time. Oros Colmar Is a 
vory flno Grape, but must not be over-cropped or it will 
not colour well. Foster's Seedling, though a good early 

forcing Grape, is ol no use for late use, It Is too small In 
borry. Anyone may tolerate a small Grape early in the 
season if tho flavour la right, but It Is quite another thing 
alter August when the big Grapee come In. I never 
reoommend old Vines to bo got rid of whsn they are doing 

good work, hut If a orop has to be saorlfloed and a now 
border made always put la young Vinos ; they will stand 
more wear and tear and prodtioe finer fruit than very old 
ones. The boat time to plant a vinery Is, I oonsidcr, In 
spring, say about Maroh or April, when the Vines are 
breaking naturally, and they are very often planted too 
near eaoh other, Threo feet Is tho vory smallest dlstanoe 
whloh should bo allowed, and for oertaln kinds, suob as 
Golden yueen, Mutcats, and Gros Colmar, I think 4 feet 
would not be too muoh. Golden tj'ioen does fairly well in 
a cool house, and Is a far away better Grape, exaept for 
foroing.tban Foster's Soodllng. Push forward tho planting 

of bard) fruits. Remember that Appleton tho broad-leaved 
Paradise aro best for the small garden, only they being 
surface rooting must have rich topdressing lu summer. 
Eohlinville, Lane's Prince Albert, Cox's Change Pippin, 

lllonhelm Orange, and Sterling Castle cannot well be 

beaten. 
Vegetable Garden. 

Ououmbere for bearing In February and onwards may bo 
planted and taken on eicodily till the shortest day Is put. 
Plants in boating must not be heavily cropped, u if too 

much exhausted they will probably go off aliotil February. 
The chief oause of Injury Is leaving the fruit* banging too 
long. Cut as soon u fit for use oven if sorno have to be 
given away. Very little ventilation will be required now, 

only Jutt enough to oauso a gentle circulation. Keep up 
steady fires. Hot pipes mean Inseot attacks g-ncrally, 
especially in small bouses. Uocational top-dressing with 
fresh turfy compost has muoh value. Do all the pruning 
with the finger and thumb till next Maroh. This Is only a 

question of stopping the shoots In time, rubbing out the 
terminal bude will then sollloe. Hot-beds may be made up 
now for Asparages, Seakale, Rhubarb, Luttuoe, and 
Carrot*. Frenoh Beans will do hotter in pots in warm 
houses. They will come on very well in the Pine-stove. 
Second crops of Tomstoes will be heavy on healthy plants. 

Under good management It is no unoomtnon thing for 
Tomatoes to oontloue growing and bearing for a year. 
Say ahousele started In the beginning of the year by training 

In a suooeselon of young shoots, they will oontloue to bear 
till the following Christina*, or even later If the right kinds 

are planted. In properly heated bouses Tomatoes ought to 
run twelve months. It is only a question ol keeping the 
plants healthy and giving nourishment. All the Celery, 
even tl - latest cropi should bo earthod up now, and there 
should beastook of dry Fern or litter at haod for protection 

should severe froet set In. Up to the present Cauliflowers 
have been flue and required no proteotion exoept breaking 
a leal or two over the heart, hut the plants should be lilted 

and laid In some dry border whore they oan he easily 
oovored whon lrost oomos. E. Honuav. 

Work In th« Town Gardon. 
At last the lrost has nomo and out off all plants of a 

tender nature outside. Aftsr a sharp night thero is very 
little left now except the Mlohaelmai Daisies, Chrysanthe¬ 
mums of the hardier kinds, Veronicas, Lxurusllnus, and 

suob things as Violets on sheltered borders. These last It 
Is simply Impossible to grow in large towns ) 1 have tried 
it over and over again, In all sorts of ways, and both 
Indoors and out, but all to no purpose. Although Ghrys- 

-anthemums la the open may remain In bloom move or 

less for some time longer, the 

dried appearanoe, but those grown under the protection 

of glase are vastly cleaner and brighter. The season of 
Indoor gardening may indeed be eaid to oommence now, 
lor within the precinots of a town there will be very little 
of interest In the outdoor department from now until 
April Is well In again at the earliest. Clear away the lost 

of the bedding-plaute at once, and refill the beds either 
with bulbs of sorts or with neat dwarf evergreens, such as 

Euonymus (green and variegated), Auoubas, Box, Arbutus, 
Rhododendrons, and Skimmioe. Conifers of oertaln 
email growing varieties look well for a time, but as they 
cannot endure a smoky atmosphere they soon assume 
a shabby and miserable appearanoe, and sooner or later 
give up the ghoet altogether. Unleea Hyacinth and other 

bulbs are got in at onoe they will not do muoh good ; it It 
quite late enough now. If after planting the beds are 
mulched with a couple of inobes of fresh Cooon-nut-flbro 
it will produoe a very neat appearanoe, and tend to pro- 
teot the tender tope when they rise. The best way to 

keep the stumps of old Zsnalt (" Geraniums ") la to lift 
them carefully, shorten back the stronger roots, and 
either plant them singly in small pots (3 inches t« 
3J Inohes), or thiokly in boxes, in either case with fre« 
draioage and some rather sandy soil made quite fir re 
around the root*. Water them in well onoe, then let tht 

foliage dry, and remove to a boated greenhouse or sunnj 
window, giving water very sparingly eapeaially dnrlnt 
severe weather, until the spring. Suob old stumps alwayi 
furnish plenty of nio* outting* In th* spring, or if then 
are not wanted they will flower early and very freely, and 
make very stout, bushy plants. In the groenhouse every 
thing must be kept eorupulously clean and neat now ; dirt 

dead leaves, and inesots are three deadly enemies to health; 
growths under glass. Water should be given chiefly k 
the lorenoon now, and then only to suoh plants as really 
require it, especially where the temperature is low. 1>. 
not use muoh fire-heat yet, except to stove or very tendn 
plants, but lrost must be well oxoluded, and enough 
warmth maintained in the pipes In dull or wet weather it 

keep the air in motion and prevent damping or decay. 

B. C. R. 

THE COMING WEEK’S WORK. 

Extracts from a garden diary from November 
1 It It to November I Hth. 

I’otted up Mint, Tarragon, and Chervil, to have a stool 
ready to hand whon required. Moved all tender planti 
from oold pits to houses where tho frost can bo kept out 
The stocks of bedding plants are in oool quarters, but then 
aro the means of keeping out frost and expelling da.-u: 

when required. A very small amount of artificial beat * 
suffice for thlelf the plants are hardened by free veoliltlioi 
Shifted late sown Cinerarias and Primulas to flostriic 
pote. Nothing larger than 0 Inch pote have been used fa 

these. A nine little specimen oan be grown in a Much 
pot, as a little manure oan be used at the finish If neon 
eary. Cluerariascomlngintobloomarerecelvingasoluins 
of lohthemlo guano every second watering, and the whi» 

roots oome up to the surfaoo as If they were anxious for th 
little stimulant. Plants In small pote reaulro somethin, 
and they pay for It. Oleaniog Vines in early vinery, aftci 
wards whitewashing walls House has been recently 
painted inside and out. Outside borders have been ooverrl 
with dry leaves and thatobed with straw. The leaves 

probably ferment a little and a little warmth may perhap 
penetrate the surface, but not enough to unduly txont 
the Vinea. Vine roots, if healthy, in a well made bordti 
wlll do their work better without muoh exoltemeot, aeJ 
the ooverlng of leaves will keep up the temperature by 

preventing the eeoape of the summer warmth. Lookri 
over the etook of Caladtums packed away on their sides'/, 
see if there were any symptoms of disease. I have lost cr 
of the delloate varieties through dry rot. Strong row 
keep well In a dry state, but some ol the delloate aorta at- 

better not drlod too muoh. II dried off thoroughly 10* 
t.beui do better In a rather cooler place than tho etovi 
Gloxinias also keep more vigorously when not soaked t* 
muoh whilst resting. Made up a hot bed with leaves art 
manure tor (orolng Asparagus,and having plenty ofleava 
a bed has been mado for gently foroiug Lettuces. Tt* 
frame has also filled nearly to the top with leaves act 

soil, so that the plante will not be more than 4 Inches « 
5 inches from the glass. A little ventilation will be give 
and ooveiings will be used at night to prevent undv- 
radiation of host. Rearranged conservatory so as to mat- 

the most of the Chrysanthemums whloh are now le goal 
trim, but every grower of these popular favourites know 
how dlllloult some of the varieties are tokcepincooditicx 
and how needful It is to be careful In watering. Sora 
poople think they cannot give theeo plants too muoh watr 
when In flower, but this lea mistake. The flowers on plan 

where tho soil le in a constant state o( saturation eoo 
suffer from damp. Pruned Gooseberries and bushfrui 
generally, special attention le given to thinning, but t* 
loading ehoots aro left rather long as tho beet fruit* I* 
borne thero. On tho oontrary, Rod Currant* aro •purr* 
In close and only a few inches ol young wood left at til 

top. 

Growing Carnations.—I have read with rre* 
Interest In Garokmku many artioles on the growing at 
wintering ol Carnations and 1’looteee I, myself, am - 

large growor of many years' experience, and I flod, V 
planting out In the open, eay In September and Octobe' 
many of the choicest varieties perish during a very eev«*t 
winter. I now adopt the following plan with eucceee : 

Ootober I take up oarefulty the layers of my Carnation 
and row them out In oold frames In sandy soil, adding* 
each row mixed leaf-mould and sand ; tread down flm7 
the plante. I put them 4 Inobes between eaoh row I 
then give thorn a good watering, put on the light*, eS 
tilt them up with tiles top and bottom of frame, so l»t 
a free current of air oan oirculate through during *• 
autumn and winter month*. Carnations do not «"• 
coddling ; It is the wet that rote them off. I have gr^n 

them In pots, and plungod them in ache* in cold trace*, 
but I have not found It as satisfactory as plantmg ot* « 
the soli In rows in Match. Take off the lights when 'At 

weather is fine to harden them off, and plant out In X*- 
den or bed* seoond week In April. I never water ti* 
plant* from the time of planting In the frame till eprtrj- 

Wi°iKrcri5"frr south. -Gaosvmoiu 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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THE KITCHEN GARDEN. 

FORCED TURNIPS. 

It does not appear that the Turnip is forced 
to any great extent in English gardens. 

In France, on the contrary, the forward¬ 
ing of this vegetable forms an important 

item in garden operations. In most largo 
private establishments a supply of early Turnips 

is considered indispensable ; and such is the 

demand for this vegetable in Paris that very 
many market growers in the vicinity of that 

city mako a speciality of ite oulture, some 
of them devoting a great number of frames 

thereto. For the first crop, which should be 

ready for use by the beginning of April, the 
seed is sown about tho middle of January, suc- 

of the dwarf early Peas might be oleared off in Inviota, which not only is the earliest by some 
time for the Tomatoes to be planted, though I days or a week over all tho newer kinds, but it 

doubt if Peas may be grown under glass so well is a prodigious cropper, and the Peas are of a 

as Lettuces or Parsley, or even Mint. American fine deep colour and most excellent in flavour 
Wonder is still, I think, one of the best for when cooked. To succeed this I should recom- 

planting under glass in pits or houses, or to grow mend William I., which should bo sown at tho 
in pots. Chelsea Gem is also a good kind.— same time ; and to follow on after William I., 

E. H. Day 's Early Sunrise, Taber’s Perfection (or Dick- 

- Early Peas can be grown in a Tomato- »on's First and Best) is also good, und tho kind 

house, but they cannot be expected to do well her° figured, Earliest of All, is said to bo an 
under the Tomato plants. They will succeed in early variety of great excellence. In cases 

any house if placed in a light position near the wh«ro sparrows are troublesome and cat the 
glass roof ; and they ought also to have as much young tops of Peas, the safest protection aro the 

fresh air as possible. If sown on the first of Pea guards, made of galvanised wire, which, 
December, and not forced too much, they would although apparently dear at nret, are cheap in 

oome into bearing early in April. The dwarf the end, as thoy last a lifetime ; but where these 

growing early Peas are beat for forcing ; they wo not used a few strands of cotton run up and 

do not grow more than a foot high in flower- to™ each of the rows will generally keep 
pots and bear very freely indeed. Chelsea Gem, these bold depredators from doing much harm. 

American Wonder, and Carter’s Daisy Pea—tho _ 

last named is a distinct and handsome variety, 
producing much larger pods than tho other two. 

4850.—Renovating old Asparagus- 

NOTES ON DAHLIAS. 
The Cactus Dahlias show a marked advance 
each year, and it is worthy of note that this 

Long Forcing Turnip. 

cessive sowings bsing made to maintain a supply 

until tho first open-air crop is roady to pull. 
Some years ago the Parisian markot growers 

relied entirely upon manure-heat for forwarding 
such things as Carrots, Turnips, ko. ; now, 

however, many of them hnve adopted hot water 

for the purpose, affirming that by its moans 
they can obtain better results in loss time. 
These early Turnips are really very good, and 

form early in tho year an agroeablo ohango in 

the vegetable supply. The culture is simple, a 
slight heat, sufficient to promote growth with¬ 

out inducing a too rank loaf development, 

accompanied by freo ventilation on all favour¬ 
able occasions, being the principal points to 
observe. J, 

4888.—Carrots for show.—The best 
varieties are Scarlet Short Horn and the best 

variety of the Soarlet Intermediate. At most 
shows there are separate olusses for theso varie¬ 

ties. Get the ground tronched up now, and if 
the subsoil is bad keep it below. Work in all 

the light rioh compost available—wood-ashes or 

burnt earth or charred rubbish. No fresh 
manuro should be applied, but if the land is 
trenched a layer of manuro may ha placed in tho 

bottom of the trench. Leavo the surface rough, 

so that the frost can penetrato. Early in 
February givo a top-dressing of limo and fork 

it in, and about the end of March or early in 
April—according to the woather—give a sprink¬ 

ling of super-phosphato, about 5 1b. or 0 1b. to 

the square rod, rake level, mako firm. Draw 
the drills 15 inches or 18 inches apart. Sow the 

seeds thinly ; oover by “ shullllng ” the feet along 

tbo rows, and rake down. Thin to 9 inches 
apart when large enough.—E. H. 

4843. —Onions for show.—Get a good 
strain of Magnum Bonum. Sow a part of the 

seeds under glass in a gentlo hot-bed in 

February ; harden off when about 4 inches high, 

and then plant out in rows 1 foot apart, and 
tf inches apart in the rows. Trench up the land 
and thoroughly manure it in winter. In February 

give a dressing of soot and some artificial 

manure, and fork it over again, and, when tho 
surface is dry in March sow the remainder of 

the seeds in drills, and when the young plants 

raised in the hot-bed are sufficiently hardened 

plsmt them out at the distances named above. 
Good oulture, if given, will do the rest.—E. H. 

4842.—Early Peas under glass.— TkSrfr 
a no doubt good Peas could be. grown inlthey 
Tomato-house, and if planted in December one 

beds.—Incrcaso tho width of tho beds by season the new kinds aro of the truo character, 
trenching and a suitable width on each side The type of flower that should be encouraged on 

now, but do not plant till next April. As you the “decorative” kinds are not “Cactus,” 
want to get the bed into a bearing condition us although they sometimes pass as such. When 

soon as possible, purchase two year-old plants, Juare/.i was introduced by Mr. Cannell, a 
but do not cut anything first year, nor yet from distinct era, so to speak, commenced. This 

the weakly plants the second year. It is this atill is one of the best of tho “ Cactus ” class, 

hard cutting which causes Asparagus-beds to but hides ite soarlet flowers too much amongst tho 
wear out. The roots on the sides of the beds leaves. At exhibitions separate classes are now 

should not be allowed to get exposed. If you formed for this class alone, and when set np in fine 
have space try the culture of Asparagua on bunches, their distinct shape and rich and varied 

common-sense principles by planting in rows colours are shown off to perfection. Hybridists 
.1 feet apart on tho natural level, or oven a little will, J hope, add more still to this beautiful 

bit below it if the soil is deep and aflords plenty dasB, and the plants aro more free-blooming, 
of rooting-space. It is tho crowding of Aspargus- whilst tho flowers are seen to greater advantage 

plants together in narrow beds which kills them, than in Juare/.i. One of the most distinct vario- 

An Asparagus-plant, if permitted, would easily ties is Countoss of Gosford, which has small 
fill a space a yard in diameter or more, and this flowers of pretty shape, the florets slightly 

free development would add immensely to the twisted and pointed. Thoy aro small compared 

size of tho crowns.—E. H. to tho others, and of a distinct yellow, shaded 

- on the outer florets with rose. Bertha Mawbey 

EARLY PEAS. is a handsome variety, the flowers large, and tho 

Vaiuous ways are adopted in order to get Peas apoffi^X^ 

early ; some sowin pans or boxes under glass, co*iourisidistinotgain; but the raiser must guard 
and afterwards plant them out, and others sow again5t getting into the flowers dead purplish- 

in the ground in the autumn where they are to « ta shades, which have spoilt many beau- 
remain The first p an entails the most labour, uf« den (lower8i ]!ertL Mawbey has 

but it has the advantage of being the surest, as flower *of a deep-crimsou colour, over which is 

the Peas are more out of the way of birds, rats, d a mag6nta shade, like a satiny lustre 
and mice, as well as slugs than when in the £ tha bloo6ma_ Countess of Radnor has 

ground The latter are such pests in some soils b,oomB of a .. Cactus” shape, and of delightful 
that it is almost impossible to prevent them ^ xhia ia a very beautiful variety, 

from devouring all early green crops. In oolour ,, touched with brilliant 
light, warm lands, free from slugs, Peas may J 

bo sown any time now with overy ohance 
of success, but to mako sure of them germin¬ 
ating it is not only necessary to secure good, 

sound, fresh harvested seed, but to have the 
ground in good order beforo putting them in, 

for if wet they aro almost sure to rot, and to 
prevent this it is advisable to cast over them 

a littlo dry ashes or oarth ; either of theso 

absorb the excess of moisture, and give the 
Peas a chance to mako a fair start. To ward 

off mice I have known them covered with 

chopped Fur/.o, but tho best way is to trap the 
vermin, whioh may easily bo done by means of 

a brick or tile with a niece of Raffia Grass and 
bait tied in it, in endeavouring to get which 

the mice bite through tho Grass and let the tile 
or brick down. The way to sot tho tile or 

brick is to place a stick in the ground for the 
purpose of tying the Grass to, and having 

secured the lower end on a level with the earth, 

the brick or tile should be stood on it so as to 
bring tho bait about 1 inch up the face, when 

the other end may be made fast at the top of 

the stick, leaving the brick or tile sloping at on 
angle of about 45 degs. Good traps may also be 

made by the use of pieces of lath, out to form 

the figure of 4> ““d vory ■mall steel spring 
traps, made like those used for rabbits or rats, 

are sold at ironmongers, which are famous for 
catching mice and small birds. Tho best place Pea “Earliest of All.” 

to grow early Peas is on a warm border sloping 

to the south, where they should be sown in Url 
drills drawn about 3 inches deep, aud from 3 feet carmino, shot with a P«1In0“ *“** “"■ 
to 4 feet apart, according to the kind grown, but Basham has flowers of a very pretty ro« colour, 

whether tall or short, it is always advisablo to and of good shape. Delicata is ,a love*>’ 
give plenty of room between, so as to let in sun rose, and allied Unts melting «me into the other 

and air, onTthe full influence of which success in and ^ibeauti^ll itUid18 L“ / Z_nHfn. ’ « .11 

Q,ea’$U?e depends. After trying manv B*te-vefiow, one of the most beautiful of all 

sorts 1noQe equal as a first early to Keith’Ji tnii c’.me- Ul I_NUlb /A I 
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INDOOR PLANTS. 

EUCHARIS LILIES IN A COOL 

GREENHOUSE. 

Last winter a friend who had just returned 
from Ceylon gave me a quantity of bulbs which 
he had brought with him. These I found con¬ 

sisted of Zephyrsnthes, Pancratium*, and 
Eucharis ; in all they filled 70 pots when planted 
The Zephyranthes I fully expected to bloom, 
and I was not disappointed, for I knew what they 

could and would do beforehand ; but, although 
the Eucharis grew rapidly and looked wonder- 
fully healthy, I was under the impression that 

they required considerable heat and constant 
attention to make them bloom. However, these 
plants are now rapidly developing both buds 
and flowers ; one is already out, with as fine a 

cluster of bloom as anyone could wish to see, 
like a gigantic pure-white Naroissus, with 

petiolated or caudate petals and delioious soent. 
Mentioning the fact to a friend, he informed 
me that I should fail next year. “The 

flowers," he said, 11 were already formed 
in the bulbs when you potted them, but 
in India we often attempted to grow Euoharis 
out-of-doors in the Neilgherries, and they never 

flowered aftor the first year." I do not feel 
convinced, for it might be suggested that 
Hedychium Gardnerianum, though it should 

flower a first year under under cool treatment, 
would subsequently fail, and yet it produoe* 

year after year grand spikes a foot or more in 
height, ana from 8 inches to 9 inchos through at 
the base. The winter temperaturo of my oool- 
house sometimes falls as low as 48 degs. Fahr. 

I have no stove, and my small growing house is 
awkwardly situated as rogards north-cast winds, 
so that it is often impossible to look upon it 
even as a temporate house when sharp frosts and 

east winds oome together. The I’ancratiums I 
can hardly expect to bloom, and I was not a 

little pleased at my success with the Eucharis. 
A. G. lll'TI.KIt. 

•1790.—Lobelia erinus.—The proper way 
to winter Lobelias of any kind is to preserve a 

limited quantity for stock—say one dozen pot* 
or so of whioh a great number can be got. 
After the busy timo in spring pot up in K-inoh 

pots, with a good sandy loam and plenty of 
drainage. After this stand them outside on a 

good bottom of ooal-ashe*. If labour is no 
objeot plunge the pots to the rim, thereby saving 
labour in watering. If they are kept dry they 
oannot possibly grow. Never let plants exhaust 
themselves by blooming. What is wanted are 
plenty of young growths. House before any 

frost catches them. Many people let them stand 
through tbo winter as they are. My opinion 
about Lobelia is that it want* to keep growing. I 

have a number of boxes prepared and filled 
with a nioe, rather sandy compost; then my 

plants are divided and put into them, giving 
them plenty of room so as to guard against 

damping. If it does appear cover well with 
dry river-sand among the plants. I have 
at tho present about fifty boxes on shelves in a 
Chrysanthemum-house, and the ventilators have 

not been down yet, exoept for wind. Air is a 
thing that must not be neglected in keeping 

Lobelia through winter, or the result will 
be very disastrous.—F. G. Phttinger. , Harro¬ 

gate. 

4853.—Malmalson Carnations.—The 

plants of the Malmaisonsare attacked by a very 
destructive disoase, Uromyus oaryophillimus. 
Tho reddish powder is the spores of tho fungus, 

and one of these minute spores falling upon a 
healthy leaf will soondo velop into a blister, which 
will in its turn burst and scatter thousands of 

spores. The only wav to get rid of it is to cut off 
and burn the alTooted leaves. It may be necessary 
to almost entirelv denude the plants of leaves, 

but there is no other effectual remedy.—J. D. E. 

4839. — White Pearl Tuberoses. — 
Tuberoses may be grown in a oool-house, but 
the flowers will not come so fine, and the plants 

will, of course, be much longer before they 
flower—for instance, I had bulbs potted last 

March, and grown cool, which did not flower 
till the end of the summer. The Pearls are 

not in yet—at least, my stock has not 
arrived yet (Oct. 30th); but if potted and kept 

in cool-house they will not flowtfF'betore next 

spring, poosiblyllnVoiv-^E.: lly VjOOQ 

ARUM LILIES (RICHARDIAS). 

These are everywhere in demand about Christ¬ 

mas and Easter, and great numbers of them are 
brought into the market during these two 

periods. By some they are grown in pots 
throughout the whole year, while others, to 
economise labour, plant them in the open 

ground. Apart from the labour question (gene¬ 
rally an important one), thoy form much stronger 
plants, and are therefore more likely to flower 

when planted out than when confined to pots 
throughout the season. Being semi-aquatic, a 

Kichnrdm iothio|>icn and IS. " Lillie Gem." 

low-lying, but sunny spot, whore plenty of 
wator is at hand throughout tho summer, suits 
them best. Towards tho end of May they may 

be turned out of the pots, the soil shaken from 
them as far as possible without injuring their 
roots, and divided into threo or four sizes pre¬ 
paratory to planting out. After all aro planted, 

a good watering is given to settle the soil about 
their roots, and should the weather bo favour¬ 
able they soon commonco to grow away freely. 

Tho only attention required during the summer 
is to keep them clear of woods, and give a 

thorough watering whenever required. Thus 
treated, most of thorn form good, sturdy plants 

by the end of the summer or beginning of 
autumn, when they are carefully lifted, potted 
in some good open, loamy soil, and kept close 
in a framo till root-action recommences. At 

all times wator must be liberally supplied, and 
when the pots are filled with roots a little liquid- 
manure may be advantageously given them. 

The seedling known as “ Little Gem" grows from 
9 inches to a foot in hoight, and it is a useful 
little plant. The illustration showB the ordinary 

form of Richardia and the seedling variety 

alongside of it. G. 

4858. — Greenhouse roof. — I should 
strongly advise you not to use such a material 
for a plant house. It is opaque, and shuts out 

light. Ferns are the most suitable plants to 
grow in such a light, but it is found now that 
they need as much light as possible. The old 

theory of having green glass in houses in whioh 
Ferns are grown has long since boen exploded. 
Glass is very cheap, and should only lie used. 

You will have a sorry time with the plants by 
growing them under an opaque roof. Light is 

as essential to plants as to mankind.—C. T. 

4832.—Violets in a conservatory.—On 
a sheltered border in the neighbourhood of 

Bournemouth, suoh Violets as the Russian, Vic¬ 
toria Regina, and Wellsiana (single), and the 
Neapolitan and Marie Louise (double), ought to 

Bower more or less freely all the winter throtijjh, 

P0mg clumps of the above, as f^jjpf 

(double), and the Double White Comte Brazza 

and Belle de Chatenay, in 6-inch or 7-inch pots, 
will bloom profusely in an unheated conserva¬ 

tory, if kept close to the glass, freely ventilated 
on mild days, and liberally supplied with water. 
The secret of getting fine plants and plenty of 

blossom is to plant out the rooted runners 

annually in April.—B. C. R. 

4835 —Begonia seed-pods.—In order to 
ripen these properly, either the heat of the sun 

or that of an artificial character is necessary. 
If the greenhouse is provided with a heating 
apparatus, by all means get it to work at once, 

and with a nice genial atmosphere and not too 
muoh moisture, the pods will not be long ripen¬ 
ing. In a low temperature, with moist atmos¬ 

phere, they are very apt to decay prematurely, 
but enough fire-heat will prevent this. As soon 
as they begin to turn brown, and show signs of 

opening at the top, gather them ofT and finiih 
them on paper, either in a sunny window or on 

the mantelshelf of a warm room.—1J. C. R. 
— Gather the pods when turning brown, and lay them 

on a piece or paper in a warm room; they will quickly 
ripen off. There will be sap enough In the pod to Qnlsh 
off the ripening II taken aa soon aa itohangea colour. Lay 

the paper on whioh the poda are placed inelde a aauoer.— 

E. H. 

4845 —Treatment of “ GeranlumB.”— 
The plants will flower all right in time, but as 
they are already so strong thoy ought not to 

have any liquid-manure or stimulant, and only 
enough water to keep the soil from becoming 
really dry. Thoy must also have a moderate 
but not a moist warmth, with all the sun avail¬ 

able, or they will probably not flower till the 
spring. If you have a heated greenhouse, re¬ 

move them there, placing them on a sunny shelf 
or high stage, whero the tops will bo not far 
from the glass. Here, with a temperature of 

50 degs. to (10 degs, and the treatment de¬ 
scribed above, they are almost certain to show 

flower shortly. I have always found scodling 
Zonals bloom beautifully in tho- winter under 
suitable conditions, but they aro apt to grow 

very tall.—B. C. R. 
- The plants will not grow much during 

the winter. They may want repotting. From 
now onwards keep them on the dry side, giving 
only sufficient water during tho winter to keep 

the soil just moist. Too much will kill them. 
Every decaying leaf should bo picked off, and 
in spring they should bloom well, perhaps 

before, if assisted with a little artificial heat. 
Place them as near tho glass as possible to 
prevent bigger growth. I mention this, as some 

stages in plant houses, small ones in particular, 
are far removed from the glass.—0. T. 

— Seedling Pelargoniums have a tendency to make 
wood rather than bloom; therefore they should not be 
overpotted, but should be encouraged to make root. 
When thoroughly pot-bound give them liquid-manure 
two or three times a week. You will probibly suooeed 

better with outtlngt from your seedling plants. — A G. 
BUTLIR. 
- Keep the soedling" Geraniums" rather dry through 

tho winter. Starve them a bit, and they will flower in 
spring,— E. II. 

4803.—A span-roofed greenhouse— 
Having tested both of the apparati you 
mention, I give you the result of n>y obBer- 

vations. To question 1, I should say that you 
will get the most heat from a hob-air, radiating 
apparatus ; but from a cultural point of view 

the warmth from it is not equal to that obtained 
from hot-water. 2, Yes. 3, About equal. 
4, Certainly not, only the best oil obtainable 

should bo used. You are wise in not wishing 
to use oil only for the purpose of keeping out 
frost. If everybody who requires a warmth 

in their greenhouse would act the same, the oil- 
stoves would not be so disappointing.—J. C. C. 

- This is a rather puzzling question. The 
radiating stoves are very good and decidedly 
superior to the common ones in which the fumes 

escape direotly into tho atmosphere. A well con¬ 
structed hot-water apparatus, however, possesses 

many points of advantage, and if the boiler is 
mado on a sound principle, these are just as 
economical as the others. Some of tho gas and 

oil boilors advertised I would not have at a gift, 
bnt those made by Toope are an excellent Eattorn, effective and economical. Of course, a 
ot-water apparatus is somewhat more costly 

than the other in the first place, but with 
ordinary care they last as long or longer than 

the radiators—B. C. R. 

4792.—Leaky glass roof.—It is rather 
dlifibultOfifi advise from information given. If 

the glais is, 1mm from its bed it 
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would be better to take out and reglaze. If the are plentiful and very cheap I prefer, as a of a house, and training under the ridgo. When 

f„i°D y ,l8i de;e0,t,‘Vc,’,8'.nLd haS co"eaway precautionary measure, to place a haDdful of allowed to hang thinly in festoonB it has a good 
from the glass, take xtoif, fill the space between , fibre over each pot before putting on the ashes, effect, and is more fitting for being so grown 
glass and bar with nut,t,V level wir.h the rrlniia I ___. _1_1_a- : .I__° .. b . 

_jj v, ;i_j ‘ r -, r, mu iuuuo am [nwcu goio cxfiausicd, recourse muse 
add sulhcient boiled oil to make it workable, be safe enough for the present, while the be had to stimulants in the shape of copious 
ana keep it off your best coat.—J. B. R. D. average rainfall at this season of the year will waterings during the growing season with liquid- 

-keep them sufficiently moist for all purposes, manure, and renewal of the surface-soil in the 

ROMAN HYACINTHS FOR EARLY Where very early flowers are required, say for spring by removing an inch or two from the top 

FORCINC tb0 °* October or thereabouts, a small of the border the roots occupy, and replacing it 
' batch may be introduced into warmth in a with new. When the space is filled which the 

Despite the fact that during the autumn and month or so from potting-time, and placed on a plants are intended to occupy, each year, after 

winter months we have in Chrysanthemums gentle bottom-heat of 75 aegs. to 85 degs., being flowering, the knife should bo freely used'so as 

alone an almost unlimited supply of white covered for the time being with fresh Cocoa-fibre, to reduce the shoots within proper limits, and to 

ana especially :rom uctober to January, that these very early batches can rarely, if ever, be Clematis, and should be guarded against by a 
the pure-white fragrant spikes of these early persuaded to produce their average length of free use of the syringe. Brown scale can be re- 

Roman Hyacinths are so much in demand and stem. It is so with other things besides these moved by sponging in the usual way. If white 

meet with a ready sale. In their purity and that are what may bo called overforced, but scalo gets upon this, or any plant growing over¬ 
fragrance they are not surpassed by any other where left a fortnight or so longer produce head on the roof, there is no chauce for its ex¬ 
flower during the time stated, especially when results far more satisfactory. In those instances tirpation excopt cutting the head close in during 

we compare the ease with which they may be where early October flowers are an absolute the winter when at rest, and dipping or washing 
grown to perfection, combined with their necessity, this can only be done by eecuring the the affected stem and remaining shoots with a 

general utility. Another item of importance, bulbs at the earliest possible moment and strong solution of insecticide. B. 
particularly to growers of such things in setting them going without a day’s delay. A_ 

quantity, is that they are quickly turned to very large number, I have no doubt, will be „ , 
account when abundance of bottom-heat is at satisfied with getting flowers any time during .' _y' AOPXO180 in a garden. A tor- 

command—an essential in the quick production November and onwards. When first placed on T?180 re3ulre,8 “° *°®“ during the winter, 
of their useful spikes of flowers. But while the bottom-heat and before being covered up be P. ce“ un°er. cover in a box filled 

heat plays so important a part later on, we must the whole should receive a thorough watering, -f’ or..,.n .a wari"’ “g*16 soil in the garden, 

not lose sight of the equally important fact allowing them to remain uncovered during the lt. W|U comfortable. I kept a 
that to get the flowers early, an early start night, placing the fibre on early next day. ^rt0|«but it does not like severe cold, 

must be made in procuring and potting the From this time a moist warm temperature must I.*®-1® V" ,!* of dnrln.£ thQ winter, bub 
bulbs. This, indoed, is of primary importanoe be maintained, and with the bottom-heat above- In vl**‘‘ty with the quiokemng warmth of 

not only with these, but with all bulbous-rooted named growth will quickly ensue. When the iP An®‘ , unn8 t“® 8Ummer months, fresh 

plants intended for forcing during the ensuing growths have attained a height of about 0 inches m6 r,08’ y°P’ , 8iml ar1 [°0<\ 18 raosb 
winter. It was very satisfactory to note the good the bulbs may be taken from the fibre and 8nltab1®* Ifc relishes fresh vegetable leaves.— 

condition of tho earliest consignments. Larger stood in the same house in a darkened spot for 
I have seen certainly, but, taken all in all, the a few days, giving a thorough watering. By .- A tortoise does not eat anything in 

bulbs were of excellent quality. This was gener- degrees the foliage will assume its proper hue, winter, forit takes a decided season of rest, hyber- 
ally expected as a result of the good weather in and the plants may receive more light. When gating in a snug corner, which it will select for 

May and June, a time when so many bulbs are the flowers begin to expand, a lower temperaturo 't80^ They bury themselves from 6 inches to 
maturing themselves, and given careful treat- may be given. B. ■* inches underground. There was an old stager 

ment from potting onwards, good results should - “ a garden where I was employed in Scotland 

naturally follow. If not already done, as it CLEMATIS INDIVISA which did not get down lower than the spado 
should be, procure the bulbs without further m . * went in digging ; and had several dents in his 
delay. Remember that the best quality are not 11118 18 a ■“Ong-growing, very handsome armour mado by the spades. They wake up 
only best, but cheapest, as these frequently give ®vor8ree? greenhouse climber, bearing white again to active life in the spring, and feed 

two and three spikes eaoh ; whereas the smaller Uowera m Brea' profusion during the spring upon Lettuces and other green food ; but they 

sizes usually produce but one, and where space is prefer Lettuce to anything else.—J. 1). E. 

limited, quality should stand before quantity. 

As soon as the bulbs are to hand, preparations 
may be made for potting them. 

The soil may consist principally of good loam 

fairly rich, but not too hoavy ; add to this some 
leaf-soil and sharp sand. The soil should be 

sufficiently moist at potting-time to cause the 

bulbs to start roots at once j while if overdry, 
the ohancos are that the bulbs may still romain 

some time dormant, which would mean a decided 
drawback to their earliness. When well rooted, 

water may bo given in plenty and that without 

foar. In potting I prefer to pot the whole of 
the season's crop at one time, or as near to this 

as it is possible to do it. Some prefer to pot in 

batches to produce successional batches of flower, 
but this latter can be better regulated by their 

introduction into heat than in any other way I 

know • indeed, they have a decided advantage 
over later potted bulbs, inasmuch as they will 

have made a maximum of roots, than which 
there is no greater or surer aid in all early 

forcing of bulbous plants. The later portions 

will, however, when treated as I have just 
suggested, require attention now and then to bo 
sure that no mischief is being caused to any 

flower-spikes by the weight of the plunging 
material, and any that are pushing remove at 

once. In potting them, some 5-inch or 6-inoh 

pots will be found as convenient as any, insert¬ 
ing as many as five or six bulbs in each according 

to size, burying them almost completely, and 

Clematis indivisu on a greenhouse »ull. 

prefer Lettuce to anything else.—J. D. E. 

-8orae years since we had a tortoise in the garden. 
As cold weather approached It pushed Into the Box-edging 
and hybernated. When asleep lt was taken Indoors, placed 
In a basket in a kitchen cupboard and there remained 
without food until spring, when his movements In tbo 
basket warned us he was ready to be put out again.— 

4832.—Lemon Verbena (Aloysia citri- 
odora).—This plant will live against a warm wall 
if sheltered in winter ; but it is by no means a 

hardy plant for general planting. Even against 

a wall it is frequently killed to the ground in 
winter. In Sussex it lives out against a wall 

without protection, and probably it would do so 
in Dorsetshire. But to give a plant a fair 

chance it should nob be planted out till the 
spring. Plants can be purchased at any good 
nursery.—E. H. 

- This is a fine old plant, but is not very 

hardy. I should advise you not to plant out 
until spring, as if planted out now you would 

have all the trouble of keeping it alive during 

the winter. In a southern exposure in a Dorset¬ 
shire garden it should bo quite happy. Plant it 

against a sunny wall, and in a light, well-drained 
border, but cover over with a mat during very 
cold weather, otherwise it will most assuredly 

suffer ; or heap coal-ashes over the roots. It is 

a charming old plant, its leaves as fragrant as a 
Lemon when bruised, and their delicate green 

colour is a fit accompaniment to Hewers. I saw 
a good plant near London that had been out for 

two or three winters ; but the plant was in a 

making them very firm in the soil. This last monfu. Tf ,, . , , . v®ry warm, sheltered, sunny spot, and nestling 
is needful to keep them in position, as if ' ‘ j™™ ^ Zealand, and is a very almost underneath a creeper. You could pur- 

neglected, the bulbs will sometimes lift them- „„n „P:ant for a *ar8e house or greenhouse chase a plant at any good nursery.—C. T. 
selves out of the soil. When potting is W*11* ,wh#r? a considerable space lias to be * “ . . ' 
comnleted Dlaee them on a herd Wtiu £..1 oovered, and where it has room to develop itself , Pnyllooaotl blooming twice In one year.- 
compietea, place them on a hard bottom of coal- suffioientlv to exhihit, it* natural T> ,,hftve two tv rue plants nowin bloom, bearing seven and 
ashes, and cover either with th« »mA eumcienny to exniDIG its natural character. It eight area Unworn mmentlrrie Th» hinnnmaH 

wvwtou luuy o uiuuug, umeii coal- __i __ 1, • * * . , , —»». d. i* 

ashes are procurable that have been sometime WP ‘f11 1 4818 -Hot-water plpes—The pressure on vour 
exposed to atmospheric conditions, I advise the . , 7? 8row ,“em °“ ‘0* a “J*10 lQ P°tai 80 hot-water pipe I* probably caused by air Obtain a slight 
exclusive as to get them well furnished with roots before rise from the top nlpe on jour boiler to the point where It 

Usp OF the Oocoa Pii.Rv and . i turning out ihta a prepared border. This Cle- ri0k WWW alr-tapor pipe. Get a fall from 
USE of *H*CocoA.FiBBE,a^^?^erea.^J^ ia OTgropriate for planting at one end, £iaw 

a prepared border. This Cle- ^n4»J°Wwr«flE(|thwiM alr-up °r pipe. Oet a fail from 

iropriate for planting at one ^uJ&^^jI^r/d.018 
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ROBBS. 

SEASONABLE NOTES. 

As many of my reader* may like to raise 
their own Roses, or at any rate increase their 

stock of some favourite variety, they will do 
well to procure a few Rose-stocks as soon as 
possible. Manetti, seedling or cutting Briers, 

i)e la UrifTeraie, and other stocks may be pur¬ 
chased by the dozen or hundred from almost all 
nurserymen. Some little while back it was not 
usual for many trade growers to part with their 

stocks to the amateurs ; but I am happy to say 
that almost all of them now recognise that the 
greater interest an amateur takes in his garden, 

whether it be by propagating his own plants or 
not, the better customer he eventually becomes 

to tho professional grower. 
Dwarf stocks should be carefully looked 

over, and all dormant eyes cut out from the 

baso. If not done closely now, there will bo 
great risk of suckers forming during the noxt 
two soasons ; but if this little precaution be 

taken, and the Rose-buds are inserted suffi¬ 
ciently low down when t he time forthatoperation 
arrives, the risk of suckers is reduoed almost to 

nothing. Hedge Briers should also be collected 
and planted at once. Country readers can pro¬ 

cure their own if they choose, but the task of 
removing Briers from a hedge is very far 
from an easy one, and requires tact, with a 

large stock of patience. They may be bought 
from five to eight shillings per hundred, the 
usual prioe being < a - penny each. It is a 

good plan to purchase mixed sizes at a 
cheaper rate, and then trim them to your own 
liking. No stock is more generally useful 

than the short hedge Brier, and it is much 
wiser to keep the plants as dwarf as your re¬ 
quirements will allow. Care should be taken 

to trim oir tho coarsest of the Brier roots before 
planting. I have known them to be planted in 
almost as rough a state as when oolleoted ; this 

is unwise for more than one reason. Firstly, 
tho roots aro apt to decay ; secondly, an alarm¬ 
ing amount of suckers are almost certain to be 

jjcoducod : and thirdly, the plants move very 
oadly. My Briors aro trimmed almost as close 
us if tho main stem was only removed, with a 
Blight heol of the older root attached ; and I find 
they then produce better roots, while suckers 

are naturally reduced to a minimum. Plant tho 
dwarfs about 2 inches above the collar of their 
roots. In dwarfs that are obtained from cuttings, 
I frequently find a considerable number of roots 

issuing from the sides of the stems. These 
should bo trimmod off, it being only nooessary 
to leave those at the bottom. The side roots 
aro caused by tho stock cutting having been 

planted so much deeper than is at all necessary 
or advisablo for tho stock previous to being 
budded upon. It may also be well to state that 

Sekdmno kkikkn need be no larger round than 
a knitting-needle, as they will swell quite large 

enough for budding by the timo they are wante 1. 
If largor than this, they often got too coarse for 
tho smaller buds, and do not suit such Teas as 

Mmo. de Watteville, Mine, de Cusin, Ma Capu- 
cino, and othor slight-wooded varieties. The 
Briers obtained from hedges need planting 

(I inches to 0 inches doep, and should be 
trodden np firmly. It is of the utmost 
importance that theso be got in during 

the present month, any delay after Novem¬ 
ber often meaning the difference of a bad 
instead of good take. Whatever state the Briers 

may be in, it will do no harm to immerse them 
in water for an hour or two previous to planting. 
Having spoken of rooted stocks, let us turn for 
a short time to the preparation of a few for 

another season. Both Brier, Manetti, and De la 
GrifTeraie, also such strong growing Roses at 

I'olvantha simplex, Dundee Rambler, and others, 
will all root freely if cuttings ore mado as 

follows: I may also note that the Polyantha 
stock and cutting Brier* aro decidedly the 

boat for all-round purposes. Choose tho growth 
of this summer and out it into lengths of 

!) inches. Make tho lower cut just benoath an 
eye, and trim out all of the oyos below the two 

or threo near tho top of your cutting. Now 
insert them quite three-part* of their length in 

sandy loam, and after making them firm, oover 
over with a little rough litter. This is also muoh 
better if not left later than the end of the 
present month. 

why a few shoots from any extra strong¬ 

growing Rose should not be sacrificed to the same 
end, and the resulting plant will make excellent 
foster roots for any Rose you may choose to work 

upon it. P. U. 

4831.—Roses pegged down.—The wood 
of those which'bloomed during the past summer 

should be out away as far as possible without 
removing the long maiden growth of this season. 

My own plan is to do so early in the autumn, 
and then draw the remaining growth up to a 
stout stake, thus preventing any whipping and 

swaying by wind. Whether protection be 
needed or not will depend a great deal upon 

the position they occupy and the locality. If 
exceptionally cold or low I would proteot with 
a few pieces of bracken tied around and among 

the branches upon tho approach of severe 
weather. By pruning and tying up as I have 

described there is a good opportunity offered of 
pplying manure and working the ground 

between the plants. Weeds can be oleaned off, 

and the whole got ready for next year’s pegging 

down.—P. U. 

When Iloses have been pegged down they form 
roots from the portions under ground, sod require no tying 
up in the winter. It Is s good plan to place a good mulch¬ 

ing of manure over the roots and around the stems of the 
plants, espeolally II they are Tea Rosea—J. 1). E. 

4855. — Rose “Jean Ducher.” — The 
manner in which your plant behaves is charac 
teristio of this variety. It is only now and 

again that we get a season when Jean Ducher is 
good out-of-doors, and although the warm, dry 
summer just passed might have been thought 

most suitable to so double a flower, it hat not 
boen to with me. If it refuses to open with 

you, dig it out and plant Fran^isca Kruger, a 
Rose of somewhat’similar colour, and always 
opening well. Jean Ducher is grand under 

glass, but its petals aro too thin in texturo and 
iar too numerous to open well during an ordi¬ 

nary summer.—P. U. 

- This is a magnificent Roao whon it opens 

to perfection, but alas ! in moat seasons for one 
good bloom twenty buds fall to the ground or 
rot on the plant in a vain attempt to expand. 

I should not think of recommending this Rose 
to any amateur ; but if " K. 8." would like one 
that has a similar variety of lovely and indescrib¬ 
able tints in tho flower, that grows with amazing 

vigour, flowors with equal profusion, and never 
fails to open every bud it produoos, filling them 

with lavish fragrance, such a Rose exists in 
Dr. Grill. It is notan exhibitors' Rose, and will 
rarely be seon at the shows ; but all who oaro for 
Roses and oan grow the most refined and most 

beautiful of all the Teas should be sure of having 
l)r. < irill. Its flowers are like lovely sunset in 

tho wealth, richness, and variety of tint*.— 

A. H. 

- I havo silently borne with the same 
behaviour in this Roso as you complain of, 

booause I thought that in some way my treat¬ 
ment of it was not quite right—either the soil 

did not suit it or the position was too cold ; 
but seeing that tho plant grow freely and 

showed plenty of flowers which never opened 
I thought it might improve. But now “ E. 8." in 
tho adjoining oounty of Devon finds it behaving 

the same, even when given a wall, I fear it mutt 
be classed as one of those Rosos that oannot 

always be depended upon to open its flowers 
properly. This is the more provoking, because 
in some oases it is quite satisfactory. The only 

consolation I oan get out of its behaviour is that 
there are others like it. I oan never get in my 

own garden a good flower of Gobault or 
Camoens. Amongst the H. P.s', La Franoe, 
Violette Bouyor, Queen of Queens, and Heinrich 

8ohultheis behave pretty muoh in the same 
way. The best advice I can give to “ E. S.” with 

regard to Jean Ducher is that he discard it and 
plant Catherine Mermet in its plaoe.—J. C. C. 

4841.—Standard RoBes.—A* the situa¬ 

tion is bleak and cold, and the soil stiff on a 
clay bottom, I would certainly not plant stan¬ 
dards. Plant Hybrid Perpetual* worked on the 

seedling Brier. I oonsider the seedling Brier 
the best stook, not only for Hybrid Perpetuals, 

but also for the Tea-soented Roses, which are 
Of course, in more perpetual than the others, 

suoh soils draining is indispensable, and I would 
advise raising the ground where the Roses are 

If you have atf-Wood of the I'to bo planted 0 inones or even a foot above tho 

this very successfully, not only with Teas but 
also Hybrid Perpetual*.—J. D. E. 

-The Brier stook is certainly the best for 

your soil, but tall standards are not adapted for 
a bleak situation. You had better get dwarf 
plants on the cutting Brier stook, and choose 

such varieties of Hybrid Perpetuals as Magna 
Charta, Earl Dufferin, Merveille de Lyon, Charles 

Lefebvre, Mrs. Jowitt, Paul Neron, Marquis de 
Castellaine, Mdlle. Eugenie Verdier, Captain 
Christy, Mme. Charles Wood, John Hopper, 

Gustave Piganeau, Etienne Levet, Dupuy 
Jamain, Alfred Colomb, and Antoine Ducher.— 

J. C. C. 

- Yon ask for the names of standard and 
bush Roses suitable for a very bleak place. I 

may say at onoe that standards are almost hope¬ 
less in suoh a position. If you must have them 
in this form, • choose from1 the ■ following : 

Baronne Prevost, Gloire de Dijon, -Francises 
Kriiger, Jules Margottin, Henry Bennett, Cap¬ 

tain Christy, Hom^re, and La Reine. As for 
dwarf or bush Roses, thoro are so many good 

varieties that I oould not possibly name them. 
In addition to those advised for standards, the 
following will make a fair collection of various 
colours : General Jacqueminot, Baroness Roths¬ 
child, Ulrich Brunner, William Griffiths, 

Madame d«s Tartas, Mrs. John Laing, Dupuy 
Jamain, Marie van Houtte, and Boule de Neige. 

—P. U. 
I should certainly not advise you to 

grow standard Rosea in a bleak, cold spot. They 
are never good in suoh positions, and high winds 
play considerable havoc with them. It would 

be far better to oonfinethe kinds to bush plants, 
whioh are not so influenced by weather. I havo 
noted the following kinds as good in such places, 

and they would form a verv interesting selec¬ 
tion. Of Hybrid Perpetuals Duke of Connaught 

(deep crimson, a very good flower), Dupuy 
Jamain (orimson-oherry colour), John Hopper 
(of a lilac tone), Mme. Clemenoe Joigneaux (rose 
shado), Mme. Gabrielle Luizet (rose also, touched 

with a silvery tone), and Morveille de Lyon 
(white) j whilst of Teas, very good are'Fran <,i*ca 

Kiiiger (a charming flower, with its copper 
colour, fiushod-yellow and salmon), Jean Duchrr 
(one of the finest of the Tea section, and excep¬ 

tionally beautiful this year), the Bourbon Mme. 
Isaac Peritre (carmine-rose), Mme. Lombard 

(ooppery-rose, but very variable in colour), and 
tho well-known variety Homers. Such favourito 
sorts as Aimiis Vibert I have seen do well in 

cold localities, and it makes a beautiful stan¬ 
dard, and, of oourse, the old Gloire de Dijon 
may be mentioned as one of the hardiest of 

climber*. You must plant at once. November 
is the best month of the whole year for Rose¬ 

planting.—C. T. 

4851. —Climbing Roses In a bleak 
place.—If you have a south aspect to jour 
house, such Roses as Reine Marie Henriette, 

Climbing Victor Verdier, and Cheshunt Hybrid 
will no doubt be sufficiently hardy, and thoy are 

of different shades of red. Lamarque (white) 
will do on the same aspeot. For the west side 
you may select Gloire de Dijon (fawn), and 8ir 

Joseph Paxton (rose). None but very hardy 
Roses are likely to do well on the east side. 
Theso may be FidiciW Perpt'tuce, Dundee 

Rambler, and Williams' Evergreen.—J. C. C. 

- Here again, similarly to your query 4841, 
you are wishing to grow Rosos in a spot 

altogether unsuitable for them. " A very bleak 
plaoe ; nothing to sholtor whatever ” doe* not 
sound very promising for Rosea. A house-wall 
so exposed as yours cannot possibly do climbing 
Roses well, and I would strongly advise you to 
try something else—say Virginian Creeper, Ivies 

in variety, or something else equally hardy. I 

willingly name a dozen of the hardiest olimbing 
Roses I know : Gloire de Dijon, L'Iddal, Aim-e 
Vibort, Gloire de Bordeaux, Charles Lawson, 8ir 

Joseph Paxton, Emilie Dupuy, Madame Bcrard, 
Kaiserin Frodorioh, Reine Marie Henriette (red), 

and Dundee Rambler (white).—P. U. 

-The Ayrehlre ltoess (whlta sod blush or pink) and 
the lloureault varieties (orlmson and rose) will be found 
better adapted to suoh a position than any others, and are 
tolerably sure to do well.—B. O. It. 

4861.—Rq86 Souvenir de la Mai 
malson.—You need not hesitate to plant this 
Rose on the Brier-stook,aa I have known it to live 

for many year* as a standard, although hard 
j pruned every year; butthemorefreedomyou give 

yariouij stocks {[jwo iwoj.Wl; U^jp(n) igji^fluudiog level of the gvcje^.J ^^t^th«,gr<|^j^tj^r^iUowiirqotfl or the Jlrier, 
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the longer it will live, and the more flowers it 

will produce. A friend of mine who grows 
Rosea for the Bristol market outs hundreds of 

this Rose every autumn from dwarf plants that 
get no other pruning but the removal of the 

growth with the flowers, and he has a line of 
plants many yards long.—J. C. 0. 

-This will do very well on the Brier-etook. I eaw 
several splendid batches In Essex thle year all on this 
■took, and also on own roots. It Is a very One old Rose.— 

O. T. 

- You may take it that this grand old 
Bonrbon Rose will do well upon the Brier-stock. 

Although it does well on its own roots, it is by 
no means so essential as Dean Hole states. I 

havo some old plants on own roots, Manetti, and 
Brier, and I will defy anyone to choose between 

them. • If planted at a proper depth—vir., a 
couple’of inches below the collar of the plant, 

they can go off upon their own roots if so 
inolined.and will thusobtain additional support. 
—P. U. * 

48 40. — Treatment of Roses.—Your 
Roses have behaved similarly to many more 

during the romarkable season we have just 
passed through. As they are growing so 

strongly, I oouolude they are varieties suitable 
for pegging down in the spring, and I would ad- 

vise your retaining tho long growths you speak 

shoots one-third, and then peg the whole of 

the growth down to the soil, allowing a space 
of 9 inches between each shoot as they rest on 

the ground. I expect this is the first year after 

planting. If so, it is not unusual for the plants 
to make vigorous growth if they are well 

attended to, and it is not likely that they will 
grow quite so strong another year. If yon 

cannot see your way to peg down the long Erowths you had better shorten them back one- 

alf now, and in the spring leave the strong 
ones 15 inohes to 18 inches long, and the weak 

ones half that length.—J. G. C. 

FATSIA (ARALIA) SIEBOLDI. 

It is surprising how much effeot and how much 
pleasure may be obtained from very slender 

materials, if only they escape being common- Jilaoe,. and it is some compensation for many 
ruitless struggles to win success when one 

realises that a garden with a marked character¬ 
istic may be more satisfactory than mere variety. 

In many parts of the kingdom there is such an 

abundance of material that the very fact of their 
being so great a mixture somewhat confuses the 
effect, and so we lose the thing we sought for. 

Some years ago, when riding by the sea in 

Ooa Readers' Illustrations : Aralia Sletioldi. Engraved lor Gardening Illustrated from a photograph sent by 
Mr. C. Major, Ilolmwood, Paignton, Devon. 

of, and treating them in this manner. The 
method of pegging down has been described in 

Garden ino so often that there should be no need 
of farther instructions. However, as several 

will doubtless be asking questions relating to 
this system of cultivation, I will give a short 

note upon it in season ; probably early in the 

spring. At present I would reoommend yon to 
secure the Ions; shoots from swaying and in¬ 
juring one another during the ooming season.— 

P. u. 
- As the Roses have made suoh very 

strong growths, this would show that they have 

really good soil underneath them; however, it 

is usual for Roses to make strong shoots in the 
autumn, and to make them flower well the 
following season I would advise that these 

strong growths be not out down too closely. It 

will be a good plan to give the surface of the 

ground a dressing with some manure. Old hot¬ 
bed-manure does well; this protects the Roses 

from the effects of frost, which often kills Tea 
Roses down to the manure, and if intense will 

injure the Hybrid Perpetuals.—J. D. E. 

—— If the plants are dwarf ones, you have an 

excellent opportunity to teat the merits of the 
pegging-down system of Rose growing^aqd I 

advise you to adopt it. Some time in theinonth., 

of December or January' thortca bask, tVgJfAg. 

Japan, not far from Yokohama, I noticed how 

well this Aralia, or, as is perhaps more correct, 
Fataia Sicboldi, grew under the shade of 

trees when so exposed to tho sea winds that 
they themselves were much out by storms. As 

a window-plant that will endure much hard¬ 
ship, we all appreciate its value in England, 

but as an outdoor plant it has not as yet 
its propor value, for it is generally planted 
in some sunny and sheltered situation where 

it will not thrive. On returning to England 
I took the first opportunity of planting 

any old stumps that had been exhausted by ill- 
usage indoors uDder the shade of trees, and, spite 

of some of the intensely severe winters, I was 
pleased to see that they pushed out healthy new 

leaves that withstood both winter storms and 

the nipping frosts that they had to endure. In 
a garden where Hollies not nnfrequently drop 

most of their leaves after severe gales, and 
refuse to live under trees where fully exposed 

to the salt blast, where no Conifer, Laurel, or 

Yew will even exist through two winters, is 
just the plaoe where this leathery-leaved shrub 

should be planted. It enjoys a strong and moist 

soil, and dislikes the full exposure to sun and 
frost as much as the most delicate lady oonld 

do i but planted in shade more or less deep, the 

handsome, Fig-like leaves is quite 

only satisfactory alternative tothe too ubiquitous 
Aucuba, also a native of that quarter of the 

globe. It is muoh to be regretted that, owing 
to this Fatsia soon suffering both from eun and 

frost, it has not been considered sufficiently 

hardy for general seaside planting, and no one 
who gives it a trial will repent his experiment. 
Iris feetidissima, a native evergreen Iris that 

grows abundantly on the south coast, and is well 

known there for its handsome capsules full of 
bright-orange berries that glow in the winter 

sunshine, thrives and fruits just as freely under 
cultivation on the north east coast, and makes a 

very pretty edgiDg to a bed or plot of Aralias. 
Used as a hedge to keep off salt winds from low- 

growing plants, it is especially welcome as being 
ornamental as well as useful. There is a variety 

with clear silver variegation running all down 
the leaves, which is very pretty, particularly in 

the shade, and as it never berries like the wild 
form, one loses nothing by planting it in such 

situations. This vai iety is useful also for winter 
bedding, and looks extremely well with some 
dark ahrnb behind it and Lilac Primroses in 
front. There is alto a very handsomely varie¬ 

gated form of the Fataia, with- creamy-white 
blotches and irregular edgings, which is larger 
and more massive in foliage than the type, and 

stands better in the open than that does ; but it 
is not so healthy in dtep shade, so 
that there is a place for both. 

Combinations of these materials 
with shrubby Veronicas and yel¬ 
low winter-flowering Jasmine are 

exceedingly bright and pretty in 

mild seasons, and give a winter 
effect as pleasing in character as 

more extended plantations. E. 

4812.—A ga den at Ley- 
ton.— Unless the question is 
answered by someone who hts 

practical experience of Leyton, I 

fear you will get little good from 
any notes you may receive. It is 

quite impossible to advise you 
with any degree of aoouracy ; but 

your beat plan is to get friendly 
with someone who is enthusiastic 
in gardening, and lives in the 
neighbourhood, or watch what 

is grown in other gardens. If the 
soli is poor, Roses will not grow, 

but if prepared properly they 
should prove a success at Leyton, 

as it is a good way from the City. 
8uch things as Achilleas, Ane¬ 

mone japonica alba and the rose- 
coloured species, Aquilegias, Mich¬ 

aelmas Daisies, Campanulas, Core¬ 
opsis, Delphiniums, Erigeron spe- 

ciosum, Funkias, Galega officinalis 
alba (White Goat’s Rue), Perennial 
Sunflowers, Day Lilies, German 

Irises, Perennial Lupinos, particu¬ 
larly the white one, Evening Prim¬ 

roses, Rudbeckia speciosa, Sedum 
speotabile, Pansies, and hardy 

bulbs of various kinds, as Daffodils, should 
thrive if the soil is something better than 

builder’s refuse.—C. T. 

Two good garden flowers.—Two of 
the best hardy plants for the garden are Rud¬ 
beckia speciosa aod Erigeron tptciosum. I have 

bad the former in bloom from the summer until 
now, and the plant is very compact in its growth, 

the flowers produced on sturdy stems, and deep- 
yellow, with an almost black dieo. It is very 
hardy, free-growing, and makes a dense mats of 

bloom of this very effective association of colour. 
The Erigeron is just as free, the flowers of a 

light purple colour, borne in clusters, and 

charming to cut for the house. It keeps up a 
succession over a long season. For gardens near 
large towns both these are suitable, and are 

useful for amateurs. Good colonies of them in 

large gardens give beauty to bed or border 
during late summer and autumn.—V. C, 

A good variegated plant —One of the 
best variegated hardy plants for town or country 
gardens is the variegated Dactylis (D. glomerata 
variegata), which grows very fast, and makes 

a dense tuft of leafage. The leaves are narrow, 

quite Grass-like, and almost white, but striped 
with green. A few bits I put in last spring 

grew into quite large plants before the end of 

suhmiei^ ko that it oan be broken up again 

d it is most welcome, as C. 
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subsoil in its place, merely forking it up, and 
keeping the 9-inoh subsoil in its place, and the 

top soil stirred up with a digging fork. If the 
soil is in good condition no manure would be 

sufficient atten- required to be worked into it: but after the 

tion from growers of all classes.'I think the beat tree8 have been planted a dressing of manure 
late autumn Plum in cultivation is Coe’s Oolden should be placed around the roots. This keeps 
Drop, which will keep good for weeks if gathered the moisture about them, and in various ways 
before it is overripe. I havo had good fruit promotes their growth during the winter, 

of it for dessert in December by keepiug it in a wben the subsoil is poor, and the surface soil 
light, the Quince-stock is best, as it is surface 
rooting, and the trees can be fed by surface 
dressings of manure. I had charge of a garden 

for many years where the subsoil was nothing 
but gravel and the top soil very light; but by 

putting some clayey loam around the roots to 
give the trees a good start I obtained exceedingly 
good fruit from all the varieties which throvo 

on the Quince-stock. A few were double 
grafted.—J. D. E. 

4sis.—PeacheB and Tomatoes tinder Blass.—If the Tomatoes are thinly trained 
eacheB would on the back wall. Success would 

in a groat measure depend upon the manage¬ 
ment. The dangers to bo guarded against would 

dry room. It grows and fruits freely on be red spider on the Peaches and mildew on the 

both east and north walls. I have had no Tomatoes. These evils may be avoided by 
experience of it as a standard, but the tree has careful watering and judicious ventilation.— 
a good constitution, and would, no doubt, do E. H. 

wei! in that form. The Italian Prune or Quetsche - It may bo jugt possible to obtain a fair 

d Italic (Pig 1) is also another very excellent crop of Peaches on the back wall of a lean-to 
late dessort Plum, having somewhat the same Tomato-house, but I have never seen them do 

characteristics as the preceding, with the muoh good in such a position. Of course having 
exception of colour, which is a deep purple. The the fnn Hght (or neftrly 8o) untii the cnd of 

flesh is yellow and very rich, rendering it a most juiy makes a great deal of difference, and on 
desirable variety to cultivate. The Blue Impfo- the wholo it may bo worth o trial. Procure an 
trico is a Plum hut seldom scon, but it bears oar)y Vftriety, suoh as Alexander or Halo’s 

freoly generally, and if allowed to hang until Early (the last is far superior in point of flavour), 
the fruit shrivels, it is delicious. Goes Late so as to got the fruit ripened beforo the trees 
Rod is another late Plum worthy of every oon- booomo shaded.-B. C. R. 
sideration. The value of the Yellow and Black ,00ft ni_ ._T, 
Bullaces (seo Fig. 2 on this page) is often over- " ^fee 
looked by those who have space for standard appears somewhat strange that suoh a healthy 

trees in garden or orchard. These Bullaces hang £00 ahonld n°l beAar something, ^specially as it 

a long time, are amazingly prolific, and make bloomV° w®> ‘ AH 1 c*n » t0 root/ 

most excellent tarts, Ac. B. P.ru“° & cuttl‘ng sluron«’ l,lecj)1>’1DB root8 
nght through. This should be done at onco. 

- If this fails you might try cutting it back hard, 
v_«*,_ n . .. , , and grafting or budding some of the shoots with 

“*SJ7.—Hardy fruits. —Got the hole, pro- ft ro,?able v“riety (tho “ nt tre0 m ^ of an 

pared at once and if any builder s rubbish or inferior kind, or possibly a worthless Seedling), 
other rough stuff could be easily obtained dig b , tho worBt of PlumB i# that if pruned hard 

the holes out at least 4 feet in diameter and 2 feet th goneraUy bleed or gum badly" disease sets 
deep ; place!) inches of rough stuff in the bottom j \ “d ^ tr^0.-B. C. K. 
ram it down, and raiae a little mound whoro each 9 ^ _ * . . . __ , 
tree in planted. In cold, heavy, clay land the .^0* - Large Apple-trees. — If the 
thing to guard against is deep planting. In m‘ddl« tbe tree, was suffioiently furnished 

FRUIT, 

Fig. 1.—Italian Prune ((juatsche d ltalic). 

Somersetshire and Devonshire. It is used for 
the purposo of destroying Moss on tho stems. 
Threo parts fresh slaked lime and ono part fresh 

collected cow-manure, whioh is mixed together 
to the consistency of thick paint, and appliod 
with a fairly soft birch or Heath broom. Tho 

materials are mixed in a wheelbarrow and 
applied to the troos at onoe. This has the 

ANNUAL FLOWERS DURING THE PA8T 
SUMMER. 

Amatrurs who havo boen so disappointed with 
tho annual flowers this yoar must not think 
them valueless on that account. This has been 

a sorry year for them simply through the exoes- 

with boaring wood after you had taken away tho 
centro branoh, it is very olear that they would 

Black Hull;,, 
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it is hopeless to get a sturdy growth, and by 

sowing three times as much seed as necessary 
the young seedlings are crowded up, and 

become leggy and weakly. Muoh good seed U 
lost through sowing too deeply, especially fine 

seed whioh needs only a light covering of soil. 

Very pleasing this year has been the well known 
Canary Creeper, which is delightful to train 

over a trellis or to hide unsightly spots. 

Autumn-sown seeds of the hardier annuals 
give excellent results, but, of course, the plants 
make good growth when the seeds are sown 

in the spring, if the sowing is not delayed be¬ 

yond the proper time. Let each plant grow to 
fullest perfection, and after the seedlings appear 

above the growth thin vigorously to onable 
each plant to develop to its utmost oapacity, 
which it will do, and surprise those who sowed 

thickly with a dense profusion of flowers and 
sturdy spreading growth. A great point in 

hardy annuals is to select varieties whioh bear 

flowers of distinct colour, and this is more 
necessary now, as some of the newer additions 

aro of magenta shades, which are abominable, 
producing a doad, unploasant effect. There are 

many decidedly coloured annuals, the flowers 
white, crimson, and rose, or shades of the same, 

as a rule, and a bed of the White Godetia, for 
instance, is of great beauty. Thoso who are 

sowing now should think of this. This loads 
me to say that in distinct blocks the several 

varieties aro best soon, applying the idea of 
massing to annuals as to hardy perennials to 

get rich and beautiful effects, or the seed may 
bo sown as a groundwork to other plants. Roses 

and Mignonette go happily together, and 
amongst tender annuals a bod of Crimson 

Celosia is richly attractive. One of the pret¬ 
tiest effects I saw this year with annuals was 

a mass of Malopo grandiflora and its white 

variety growing amongst some Apple-trees. 

Annual and biennial plants grown well 
are capable of giving much pleasure at com¬ 

paratively little cost, if the proper varieties are 
selected. The Sweet Pea, for example, has 

undergone within the past ten years much im¬ 
provement, both in size of flower and so in 

variety of colouring, without sacrificing: eidom 
of bloom or sweet fragrance. A few o. the 
finest I made note of in the oollecti>i in the 
Chiswick garden this year were Captain of the 

Bines (very rich blue), Mrs. Sankey (white), 
Mrs. Gladstone (a lovely pink, delightful for 

cutting), and, of course, the rich self forms, as 
scarlet, white, and pink, which are effective in 

masses. In the oaso of very new varieties, of 

which there is possibly very little seed, the wiser 
plan is to sow in pots, planting ont into well- 

prepared ground at the end of Maroh, taking 
care that before they are put out the growth is 

thoroughly well hardened. This treatment helps 
the plants, and they give a finer return in 

flowers. What I have already said about thiok 
sowing applies strongly to the Sweet Peas, 

which are invariably sown too thickly, the 
result being that the haulm becomes orowded, 

weakly, and the display of flowers poor. The 
once common style of sowing annuals in 

clumps in the borders or in long lines is not the 

best to show off the individual beauty of 
the respective varieties. Annuals are often 

fleeting, looking shabby when thus treated after 
a comparatively short time, but when used 

amongst Roses the effect is delightful. White 
Asters, for example, planted amongst such 

dwarf Roses as the China Cramoisie-Supdrieure 
being decidedly pleasing, or the colouring may 

be reversed, whito-flowered Roses with Crimson 
Asters. The great thing is to get away from 

set rules, whioh were the chief feature in carpet¬ 

bedding, and annuals are a happy style of plant 
to use. I saw once a large bed of Standard 

Roses made in a sense pleasing by smothering 
the surface soil with Poppies, quite an easy thing 

to do and costing little. At the foot of Standard 

Roses, which are seen in many gardens, sow 
Mignonette, or some other annual, and extend 

the plan in every possible way. I alluded to 

Roses, but it is not, of course, necessary to restrict 
the association of annuals to these. In a 8urrey 

garden a large Araucaria imbrioata occupied 

a rather conspicuous position, and sentiment 
only prevented its destruction, but the bad effect 

of the unhealthy lower branches was in part 
obviated by sowing Frenoh Poppies, whichgave 

a wonderful variety of colour. Phlox /fir! 

ipondj it a delightful flower iormniogiwjt\R 

or herbaceous plants, and with a little fore¬ 
thought there need be no dulness in the garden 

or unsightly corners. I saw this year a dry, 
sunny bank smothered with Nasturtiums in suoh 

varieties as Empress of India, these throwing 
up their flowers well above the profusion of 

leafage. 

In thus associating Roses and other hardy 
plants with annuals, it is neoessary to take care 

that the annuals are not overdone to the injury 
of the plants by being permitted to crowd 

amongst them, whilst there is no need to prepare 
the soil especially. Mixtures, as a rule, are not 

good unless managed with extreme taste, and, 
therefore, it is always better to keep the various 

kinds quite apart—a row of White Sweet Pea, 
for example, having a much prettier effect than 

several sorts mixed up together. Another point 
is not to try things because they are rarely seen. 

It would be, of course, folly to plant a garden 
with annuals only ; but I once saw a public 

place in which they were used to the exclusion 
of practically all other things. This was at 

Scarborough, where, on the western cliffs, was a 
garden of annuals sloping down to the sea, the 

walks winding in and out,and the wholesheltered 

from the full blast of the ocean. The months in 
which this garden was required in full beauty 

wero August and September, and at that period 

tVntcrer's Double-flowered Cherry (Ccrasus Watered). 

it was a blaze of colour. A complete representa¬ 

tive of annual flowers, which, when in beds of 
irregular shape, as in this case, are charmingly 

free and natural. V. C. 

FERNS. 

4854.—Maiden hair Ferns —Your query 
does not afford much information. It is pos¬ 

sible vou have kept the soil too wet, or they do 

not like the constant ohange of temperature. I 
could have advised better if I knew the names of 

the Ferns, as perhaps the sickly one is more 
delicate than the others. During the winter 

Ferns are not so fresh looking as in spring or 

summer, and require much less water, neither 
is shade necessary. The sickly aspect may be 

due to a want of sufficient nourishment in the 
soil through getting pot-bound. Keep this 

plant in the greenhouse, or send its name ; one 

can advise better. There are many kinds of 
Maiden-hair Ferns, and some require much more 

heat than others, and are more delicate.— 

C. T. 

—w— These aro not good Perns lor room deooratlon; 
they leel the ohtnire from the moist warmth of a green¬ 

house to the dry stuffiness and hall light ol a room. You 
would do|>etter to grow a lew Pterie tremulas or Ribbon 

SWfe.. am"“TNivEl^ ^Ffefh«ft'ST 

TREES & SHRUBS. 

SHRUBS FOR FORCING. . 

A orkat many shrubs forced into bloom are 

employed for greenhouse deooration during the 
spring months, and where they are required for 

this purpose and are not grown in pots, they 
should be lifted early in the autumn just before . 

the leaves fall. Treated thus, the plants get’ 
partially established before winter, whereas if. 

potted late in the season they may Sower just- 
as well, but the blooms have not so muoh sub¬ 

stance and do not last so long in beauty. In 
selecting plants for forcing, only those that are 

of good shape, with well-ripened shoots and 

plenty of flower-buds, should be ohosen. Where 
a number of shrubs are forced every year it is 

a good plan to have a couple of sets, giving each 
set a season to recoup itself. Some people keep 
the shrubs for forcing in pots, others plant them 

out, this last method giving the least trouble. 
Many of the Ericas are suitable, as they posocss 

the advantage of forming a dense mass of fibrous 
roots, and they can be lifted and potted at ( 

almost any season of the year without injury. 
Besides the endless forms of Rhododendrons 

and hardy Azaleas, there are tyro varieties of 
Andromeda — floribunda and japonica — that 

flower beautifully under glass, as also do the 
different Kalmias and the pretty little Zenobia 

speciosa, of which there is a variety (pulveru- 
lonta) with bright silvery foliage, which under 

glass is remarkably striking. The little Erica 
carnea or herbacea, which in mild winters com¬ 

mences to bloom in the open ground soon afti r 

Christmas, is very bright and cheerful in the 
greenhouse for the first two months of the year. 
A great many rosaceous plants are also forced 

into bloom, but the majority of them will not 

bear so much shifting about as the Azaleas and 
things of thatolass, although they are extremely 
beautiful when in flower. Of these may be 

mentioned the Almonds. Peaches, Cherries (the 
one here figured, Waterer’s Double flowered, is 

very beautiful), and Thorns, especially the 
double-blossomed kinds, as they last longer in 

bloom than the single forms. 

Cydonia japonica and its numerous varieties 
that flower so early are also available for the 
purpose, and so is Pyrus Maulei, whose peculiar 
orange-red blossoms supply a very distiuot shade 

of colour. Pyrus Malus floribunda, too, I have 
also seen forced into bloom, and very pretty lb 
is in the shape of little standards, with loDg, 

graceful shoots. Spirma Thunbergi is very 

pretty, and can be forced into flower readily. 
It has little white Hawthorn-like blossoms, 
whioh are borne on shading, arching shoots 

Prunus triloba and the double-flower«d form of 

tho dwarf, much-branched Prunus sinensis are 
both very easily forced, and remarkably showy 

when in bloom. Dehtzia gracilis is one of tho 
first plants to be obtained when shrubs aro 
needed for forcing, as it readily lends itself to 

such treatment. Besides this, the double- 
flowered form of Deutzia orenata is very beau- 

tiful, but it cannot be had in flower so early as 
the single form. Lilacs are commonly forced, 

and give but little trouble provided suitable 
plants are obtained. For small bushes the 

Persian Lilac is the best, but both tho doublo 
and single-flowered forms of the common kind 

may be forced just as readily. Hydrangea 
paniculata grandiflora is now largely grown in 

pots and brought, into (lovent-gurdon Market 
In considerable numbers during the soasou, but 
it does not naturally bloom till the end of the 
summer or in the autumn. Forsythias, espe¬ 

cially viridissima, may be grown into neat 

bushes, and they are valuable for flowering 
under glass, as blooming naturally early in the 

season, they will expand their blossoms in the 
temperature of a greenhouse. Berberis steno- Ka, though rarely used for the purpose, will 

ill forced, as also will Styrax japonica, a 

neat growing shrub with slender branches, from 
the underside of whioh depend its pure-white, 

drooping, bell-shaped blossoms. 
Stapiiylea colchica must be included in tho 

list, but though very pretty, it is difficult to get 
good bushes of it. The Snowball-treo (Vibur¬ 

num Opulus sterilis) will flower well if not 

brought on in too high a temperature, and good 
sized plants should be chosen for the purptso. 

I have suooeeded very well in forcing some of 
tho1 hn-dy Magnolias—viz,, tho Yulan (M. con- 
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flowered M. atellata and Halleana. As the 
Magnolias greatly dislike to be shifted, the 
plants are grown in pots and plunged outside 
during the summer, when they set their buds 
for the next year’s display. M. stellata is espe¬ 
cially valuable in this respect, as it retains its 
neat, compact habit for years and flowers freely 
every season. Weigcla rosea and some kinds 
of Oanothus will flower well under glass, though 
they are but seldom employed for the purpose. 
Another subject rarely seen is the Laburnum, 
whose drooping clusters of golden blossoms are 

Fig. 1.—Broad-leaved Saxifrage. 

very effective. One thing to be borne in mind 
in the case of forced plants of all kinds is that 
when the flowers are over they should not be 
turned out-of-doors at once, but should be 
gradually hardened off. In the case of Azaleas 
that are forced every year they go to rest 
earlier than those that are in the open ground, 
and consequently they may be had in flower 

the spring. II. earlier in 

4sm.—Transplanting Laburnums — 
You could not nave a better t-imo than the 
present for transplanting these things. They 
ought not to require much pruning, but, if 
necessary, you can either trim now or in the 
spring. Any good garden soil will suit them. 
Put a little well-rotted manure in round the 
roots when you plant, and do not forget to heel 
them well in. More trees and shrubs are lost 
through negleot in this particular than from any 
other cause.—A. G. BrTf.HR. 

-You can do the work now—this is, in 
fact, the best time—or from now until the 
spring. Do the transplanting carefully. It is 
not necessary to have any special soil, and do 
not go hacking the shoots about with a knife ; let 
the trees develop their own characteristic beauty. 
A Laburnum is very beautiful, especially in 
spring, when its branches are laden with golden 
blossoms. In transplanting, take care to got a 
good ball of roots with the trees, and make a 
hole sufficiently large to receive them. Spread 
out the roots carefully, and work in a littlo of 
the finer parts of the soil amongst them. Tread 
firmly, and make the soil also firm as you pro¬ 
ceed. If necessary put in a good stake, to Ere vent the trees rocking about in the wind.— 

l T. 
-Transplant, now, and do what pruning Is required 

In sprlne I.ong straggling shoots may be shortened back 
now. —E II. 

4830 —Planting Poplars—The Lom¬ 
bardy Poplar is the only variety of this tree that 
is at all suitable to make a hedge only 0 feet in 
height. It is better adapted for a height of 
20 feet than 0 feet. If you decide on using it 
you had better get plants about 4 feet high, and 
cut off the tops of the leading shoots as soon as 
they reach the required height. You may 
plant at once, and if you want a hedge quickly 
you must not set out the plants moro than 
2 feet (1 inches apart. Cupressus Lawsoniana 
would be very suitable for the height you want, 
and the plants would not cost but a few shillings 
more, and you would have an evergreen hodge in 
three or four years.— J. C. C. 
- I suppo-a the Bombsrdy Poplar Is meant, as this 1s 

the kind usually planted to form hedges If plants which 
have been grown thinly, so as to feather down to the 
ground, are selected, and planted 4 teet apart, there will 
pc a hedge of the required height at once, and all that Is 
required is to tie and trim It into shape. Plant at onoe.— 
E. II 

TheBiberian Grab —This is very beau- 
tiful this year. It will grow well near large 
cities, and is suitable for small gardons, at least 
gardens where the larger growing tree are out 
of placol The tree is graceful in CTbwth^Jeafv, 
pretty'when in blobm. aud very bHgh 

the winter, as it is laden with small, brightly - 
coloured fruits, which make good preserve. 
This year the Crabs are fruiting usually freely 
owing to the warm summer. Such kinds as 
Fairy, and others which are not always so free, 
are carrying good crops of the pretty fruit. 
The Fairy Crab, or Apple as it is sometimes and 
moro aptly called, is a firm, crisp, juicy, and 
pleasant-flavoured fruit, worth growing only on 
that account. The Siberian Crab is the best of 
the family for small gardens, and a tree on the 
outskirts of the lawn is pleasing to look at 
through the whole year.—E. 

H0U8H ft WINDOW GARDENING. 

CHRISTMAS ROSE BUDS. 
Among the many ornamental aspects of the early 
Hellebores, whether growing or cut for indoor 
enjoyment, perhaps tno beauty of the flowers in 
the bud stage is hardly enough noticed or appre¬ 
ciated. The flower is bold and beautiful in all 
states, but is singularly graceful when drooping 
in early bud and in its younger half-expanded 
bloom. This is most noticeable in the varieties 
that are pure-white outwardly, and whose buds 
are long and slender. Our engraving (Fig. 2, 
p. 507) draws attention to the grace of bud form 
of this noble winter plant, both as growing and 
as a little handful gathered for room decoration, 
grouped with a loaf or two of the Broad-leaved 
Saxifrage (see Fig. 1), whose warm winter tints 
set off tno pure-white flowers charmingly. The 
leaves of the Christmas Rose are too precious 
to cut, and in many soils they are not in good 
ordor at blooming time. It is worth while to 
grow some plants of the oommon Helleborus 
fratidus (easily grown from seed and doing well 
in any out-of-the-way corner) for its fine supply 
of handsomo leaves to accompany tho Christmas 
Rose flowers. 

A good room plant.—A plant one does 
not see very much in rooms is called Ophiopogon 
Jaburan variegatum. It is a very strong grower; 
the leaves creamy-white and green, the variega¬ 
tion not spotty, but boldly marked. Such 
plants are useful to mix with other things, 
green-leaved, and it stands the heat, varying 
temperature, and neglect that life in a room en¬ 
tails. Of course, there should bo no neglect; 
but it is so, and that is the reason why there 
aro so many complaints of window and room 
flowers failing. The Ophiopogon produces also 
very pleasing deep-blue flowers in spikes, which 
show well against the variegated foliage. —E. 

4859 —Cut blooms for the house —I ?resume you mean hardy flower*. Achillea the 
earl, A. mongolica, or A. ptarmica fl.-pL, are 

all useful for cutting, blooming in the summer. 
The first and last have pure-white doublo 
flowers, those of A. mongolica longer, but single. 
All are really first-class border kinds. Ansmone 
japonica alba for late summer and autumn is 
indispensable. Then also amongst white flowers 
have tho White Snapdragon, very charming in 
the summer, White Canterbury Bells, Chrys- 
santhemum Leucanthemum duplex, White 
Pinks (June), Funkia grandiflora (September), 
in a warm, dry spot; White Evorlasting Pea, 
White Lily, Lupinus polyphyllus albus, an 
easily-grown plant for the summer ; White 
Pheasant’e-eye Narcissus for the late spring ; 
White Pyrethrums, but of various colours, the 
pink ones are very pleasing. Other plants of 
service to you are Anemone coronaria, A. 
fulgens, Michaelmas Daisies, especially tho more 
graceful varieties, such as the varieties of Aster 
bevis ; Delphiniums, Ploonies, Pentstemons, 
which bloom from summer through the autumn ; 
Primula japonica, Erigeron speciosum (pale- 
purple), Cornflowers, Centaurea moschata in 
variety ; Irises, particularly the German kinds ; 
the Blue Salvia patens, Wallflowers, Coreopsis 
lanceolata (yellow), Rudbeckia speciosa 
(autumn), Gaillardias—plant in spring in light 
soil; Perennial Sunflowers, particularly such 
graceful kinds as Helianthus orvgalis; Iceland 
Poppies (yellow and white), and various kinds 
of spring-flowering bulbs.—0. T. 

Drawings for " Gardening.Read?™ will 
tindly remember that we are glad to get tpeeimens oj 
’*auli/ul or rare /lower! and good fruit* and vogetaolei 

for drarcing. The drawingt to made wilt be engraved in 

*■— manner and will appear in due oourte in 

lu.uwsar™. UNIVERS 
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ORCHIDS 

INDIAN CROCU8E8 (PLEIONES). 

These appear to have been blooming very freely 
with “Mr. J. Woodhouse,” for he says he has ten 
panfuls of them (in three different kinds) all in 
blossom. Now, “ Mr. J. W.” wants to know if 
he can grow any other kinds, and what he is to 
do with them after the blooming season is past ? 
Well now, what Ishould like to impross upon him 
and my readers is that they should try to keep 
these Pleiones from blooming too soon, because 
this will defer the growing time, and it will also 
tend considerably to increase the strength of the 
bulbs, and thus will give finer blooms, and these 
in greater quantities. The plants flowering now 
should not be excited with too much heat, so as 
to induce the new shoots to push too forward ; 
therefore, I like to give them a slightly cooler 
place immediately after blooming, and to koop 
them in this position some three weeks or a 
month before potting, but they must be carefully 
watched during this time to prevent any injury 
befalling them. If, however, the young growths 
seem inclined to come away they should at once 
bo potted and be placed in more warmth. 
Now, these plants grow naturally under such 
conditions that we cannot think of imitating. 
However, they succeed well under cultivation. 
The pots or pans must be exceptionally well- 
drained, and the soil used for them should con¬ 
sist of good fibrous peat and Sphagnum Moss, 
mixing in a little dried cow-manure. This 
should be made sandy. This soil should not 
rise up quite to the rim of the pot, for if left 
below the pot’s rim there is better chance of 
the bulbs getting a larger supply of water daring 
the growing season. This water supply must be 
given moderately at the first potting, or the 
season’s growth may bo spoiled through the 
roots rotting, but as they continue to grow and 
to root more liquid may be given. When about 
half grown many people give them an occasional 
supply of liquid-manure, but I do not like 
the application of manure-water at all to any 
Orchids. When the bulbs have fully formed, 
less water must bo given, and as the loaves begin 
to turn yellow and to fall off the supply must 
be gradually diminished until it nearly ceases, 
only just enough to keep them in a plump and 
sound condition is all that will be required 
until the flowers begin to show up, when a little 
extra moisture will be necessary. Some like to 
suspend them in hanging-pots or pans ; but I 
like better to stand them upon a shelf in 
the Cattleya-house, close to the glass, and 
to shade them from the hottest sunshine, 
because their leaves are thin, and they 
quickly lose their beautiful green colour if 
too fully exposed to the influence of that 
luminary, so the plants should have a thin 
shading upon them during the middle of the 
day. The following kinds may be grown by 
anyone having the accommodation of an ordi¬ 
nary stove-house; indeed, I have seen the 
species grown and flowered in a much finer 
manner in a mixed plant stove than I have ever 
seen them in an Orchid-house pure and simple, 
and I have frequently remarked that the Orchids 
when grown specially by themselves do not 
make such a good atmosphore in the house as 
do some plants of other tribes when mixed with 
them. 

P. A kthciua na. —This plant was named by 
Reiohenbach in honour of the late Mr. Arthur 
Veitch, and it comes from tho mountains of 
Bnrmah, although by some it is considered to 
be a variety of P. maculata from the Khasia Hills, 
and in various other parts of Northern India. 
In general appearance it is somewhat smaller 
than maculata, and the flowers are also of a more 
diminutive size. The petals have a marginal 
band of lines of rosy-purple, and the front lobe 
of the lip is bordered with purple. 

P. Hookekiana.—This, although introduced 
here, is the rarest of the species, and it occurs 
at a greater elevation than many of the kinds, 
and the leaves remain green until after the 
flowers have fallen. These are rosy-purple, with 
a much lighter lip, whioh bears sundry blotches 
of brownish-purple. 

P. humills — In this we have a very hand¬ 
some kind, whioh also grows at considerable 
elevation*. The colour is Boft lilac, the lip being 
fringed with long hairs. It is white, spotted 
with purple. PrUF ^1 _LIN0IS AT 
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P. humxus tricolor is a variety Bent out, if ( 

I mistake not, by Mr. Wm. Bull some few 
years ago. It differs from the typical plant by 

having the lip more or less blotched with 
orange. It is now 

P. laoenaria.—This is one of the most beau- late Tulipi 

tiful flowers in the whole genus ; 1 
petals are rose coloured, more or less striped have previously prepared the ground for 
with deep-lilao or purple. The lip is beautifully thorn. T"-- ~- ‘ ‘ ’- 
frilled by numerous raised lamella, the colour beds with very great „ 

being purple and white, streaked and blotched if they thought that the flowers could be im 

wit h red. 
P. maoulata.—Anothor beautiful kind, hav 

ing white sepals and petals, the white lip being | his 
streaked and splashed with rich purple, " 
bearing several raised lines or fringes. _ 

P. Reichenbachiana.—A larger and stouter obtained a delightful bed of Tulips; but his Tulips flower for 
growing plant, found growing at considerable | fancy was to dig out this soil to the depth of | state 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. tallest plants in the centre row, and the next 
__ tallest in tho two rows next to it, and the 

rpq Avn TTTffm PTTT TTTRP dwarfest Tulips were planted in the two outer 
IPS AND THEIR CULTURE. r0ws. Tho Tulips were Bold Mfir8t r0W( 8econd 

1 about the time to plant out the row, &o., up to the fourth or centre row flowers, 
.is, and those who intend growing and the classes were mixed, beginning with the 

the sopals and these beautiful old-fashioned flowers should rose-coloured varieties, flamed or featnered, and 

"... " „ : planting alternately with them the bizarres and 
The old growers used to make up their bybloemens. To those unacquainted with the 

< care, sparing no expense show or amateurs’ Tulips, I would remark that 

_ " * * they are arranged in classes—viz., bizarres, 
iroved in quality. Very seldom, indeed, was a bybloemens, and roses, and these are sub- 

?uIip-fanoier satisfied with the natural soil of divided into flamed and feathered varieties, 
.rden by merely digging or trenching such Another class is the “breeder” or self Tulip, 

and I garden soil as he had, and adding sand or " Why breeder ?” someone may say. The name 
| manure as it might be required, he could have arose in this way: Nearly all the seedling 

... “ : the first time in a self-coloured 
^ „ . _ . - _ . that is, the roses and bybloemons aro 
elevations' in Burmah ; the Bowers, too, are 18 inches, and afterwards fill the spaco up with rose, scarlet, purplish, maroon-purple, or lilac- 
somowhat larger than many of the other kinds, decayed fibrous loam, leaf-mould, manure, and purple, with a clean white base. The bizarres 

These are rosy-lilac, with purple spots, and a sand, thus entailing an unjustifiable expense, are red, crimson, or chestnut-coloured, with a 
few fringed plates on the lips. The Tulip will grow in any good garden soil clear, deep yellow base after a few years, 

P. WallichiANA.—This is a large flower, tho which has been well worked to tho depth of at sometimes as many as ten years. The self 
sepals being much broader than the petals, least 1 foot, and a good dressing of manure Tulip will break into flame or feather, and 
These are a dark rosy-purple, the lip about applied to the beds. This should be dug in to if tho bulbs have been distributed before they 
the same oolour, with a fringed edge, the depth of at least 6 inches. The right thing break the process may tako place in different 
There are a few more kinds known, but the is to see that this soil is well exposed to tho air gardens the tame season, hence arises the word 

above are tho chief species in cultivation, and by frequent turning ovor, and this ought to be “strain.” One grower in Kent may get a break, 

weather it is much better to leave the ground 
alone; but after rain, and whon the surface is 
dry, it ought to bo stirred up with a digging 

fork lightly, or it may be run over with a Dutch 
hoe. The preparation of the ground is merely 
trenching it in the first place, and exposing it to 
the air up to the time of planting by hoeing it 

or forking it over. I had an idea that tho 
Tulips did not do well after Carnations, and am 
rather confirmed in this belief by reading a Spaper on the Tulip in “ Gossip for tho Garden," 

iblished in 1837 by the late Mr. Riohard 
eadly, of Stapleford, in which it is stated that 

a Tulip grower in Cambridge attributed the loss 
of his oollootion to planting them in tho soil 
wherein his Carnations had boon grown the 

previous season. For sovcral seasons I planted 

strain ; and the late Mr. Barlow was celebrated 
for his good strains, which he used to purchase. 
Some of the 

Rose and Scarlet Tulips in the self 
state are beautiful exceedingly, and one would 

rather that thoy did not “ break ’’ either into 
flame or feather. But there is no accounting for 
it; it is a freak of nature, and the result cannot 

be hastened or delayed by any process of culture. 
In January the Tulip plant appears above 
ground, and this used to be tho signal for the 
fancier to get out his apparatus for covering, the 
more simple being a series of iron hoops hent 
over the bed at intervals of 3 feet or 4 feet, 

and mats were thrown over the hoops 
whenever bad weather set in. A dry frost is 
not injurious, nor does wet injure bulbs or 

THE SMALLEST CATTLE'YA (CATTLEYA 
LUTEOLA). 

This is a vory pretty Orchid, which I am asked 
__ _A. «I.T UnlmKiin » 

the first week in November, especially if the 
weather was stormy and tho ground wet. If 
muoh success in producing fine blooms is 

expeoted, tho preparation of the ground should 
bo seon to as early as possible in tno autumn, so 
that it may be got into a nice friable condition. 

I have frequently experienced the disastrous 
effects of 

Badly prepared .soil not only for Tulips 

front lobe of the lip is slightly crisp and 
toothed. It is not a showy plant, and it does 

not attract by its perfume, for it is quite 
destitute of scent. The slender peduncles bear 
several flowers which each measure some 2 
inches across. These, being of a soft citron 

colour, render it very attractive, and moreover condition 

they last a long time in perfection if properly potting-b' 
cared for and kept from the effects of the damp. ma u 
It is a plant which has gone out of fashion con- 8jfliDR8 B 
sidorably, for now that we have such plants as may ftt 
C. Warrocqueana from M. Linden, and the true 

old C. labiata from Mr. Bander, and the super¬ 

latively beautiful C. Bowringiana. introduced I Jj£ required'depth, 
into this country by tho Messrs. Veitch, thoro I •• • 1 
are vory few that would deign to look upon the 
modest little flower of C. luteola, but it is an 

exceedingly interesting plant, and worthy of 
note because it is the smallest flowered species 
known. It should be securely fastened upon a 
block of wood with a littlo pcat-fibro and 

Sphagnum Moss, and it should be well 

1 had soil than any other bulbs 
When tho soil is not in good 

finely sifted loam from the 
•hich is found in most gardens, 
put around the bulbs ; if the 

1 heavy loam some coarse sand 
it. My plan is to draw a deep 

drill with a hoe, and fill it up with this dry, 
fine soil; and with a trowel plant the bulbs to 

, “1, pressing tho dry and fino 
soil under and over the bulbs. This system of 

planting should be adopted whenever the 
weather is wet at the time of planting, and in 
truth the soil is moro often in a wet than in a 

dry state in dreary, dull November. It was a 
very absurd practice of the old growers to delay 
their planting until a certain date in the second 
week in November. This seems akin to tho old 

superstition of sowing and planting when tho 
moon was in a certain stage. About the end of 
Ootober, if the Tulip bulbs are examined, it will 
be found that they are bulging out a little at 

the base ; this is caused by the roots beginning 
to push out, and the sooner they are in the 

Buds ol Christmas Rose. 

4800.— Penoe behind border.—The wire-netting 
•rill do very well it the situation Is a sheltered one. 
But Clematis and other oreepers are nob so snooeselnl 
generally on an open lenoe as on w^oIDSe one, the 
reason being the wind mite thranghloften/^lfi. t'S^ 
•iderable loroe. A draughty place liXnoBwltft.'s .at, 
anything of a tender nature.—E. IL (_ 
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moo treat to a Tulip fancier to see the handsome 
foliage of the Tulips under glass, spotless, 

immensely large, and glaucous, as if silvered. The 
glass-roof is an effectual protection ‘ against all 

weathers. I have seen these Tulips grown in 
flower-pots ; but they were not altogether satis¬ 

factory, and I would certainly not recommend 
their culture in this way. As border flowers 

they are in their place, and make a rich and 

varied display at but little cost. J. D. 

4S47.—Sowing perennials.—There is 

not much gained by sowing perennials at this 
late season. Many of the seeds would be likely 
to perish during the winter, and very few of 

thoso whioh grew would flower next summer. 
Oaillardias might flower late in summer, but 

Delphiniums, Campanulas, and Columbines will 
hardly do so. Better sow the perennials in 

March or April in a nursery bed, and fill in the 
border next year with annuals.—E. H. 

— With the shortest and darkest days of 
the year fast approaching it is out of the 

quostion now to think of sowing seeds of peren¬ 
nials with the possibility of their making much 

progress towards flowering next year. If the 
query had appeared in the month of June “ Per¬ 

severance ” might then have realised his wish. I 
should advise relying mostly upon annuals for 

next year, and at the same time raise a stock of 
perennials for planting when the annuals have 

linished bloomiDg. Even among annuals “ Per¬ 
severance ” will find types belonging to the 

families that are particularly dosired. For 
example, among Lupins nothing could be prettier 

than a mass of Lupinus nanus, which is easily 
obtained by sowing the seeds where the plants 

aro required. It grows about 18 inches high, 
has long spikes of blue and white flowers, which 

come in succession for a long period. L Hart- 

wegi and mutabilis are other good annual 
forma. Perennial Delphiniums are not to be 
thought of for next summer, but annual types of 

the Larkspurs are a host in themselves, rioh in 

variety of habit and colour. Of Campanulas, 
C. carpatica raised early is a perennial kind 

that might bo relied upon to bloom abundantly 
in late summer and autumn. It occurs in blue 

and white forms, and is easily raised from seed. 
Among annual kinds C. maorostyla is curious 
and pretty, a beautiful thing not often seen, and 

C. Lorenzi with blue flowers grows freely from 

scod. Oaillardias raised early would give a 
wealth of bloom if strong when planted out. A 

charming annual I can strongly recommend for 
a sunny bed or border is Sphenogyne spociosa. 
It should be sown where it is to bloom, and the Slant* thinned so that each has nearly 2 square 
cct of ground to spread on. The plants hide 

the ground with a mass of graceful leafage and 
flower in wonder profusion. The flowers are 
Daisy-like, about as large as a penny Lemon, and 

orange yellow in colour, with a black base 

forming a ring in the centre of the flower. 
When open in the sun it has a brilliant 

ell'ect, and if allowed room it goes on growing 
and blooming for at least three months. Iceland 

and Shirley Poppies, too, sown in spring, would 
give abundance of bloom in a variety of pretty 

tints.—A. H. 

4857.—TropoBolum speclosum —This 
is hardy, and may be left alone. I like to see it 
best wandering about through shoots, or sending 

its vermilion-flowered racemes through a hedge. 
It would do well, I should think, against a 

trellis, and requires a good position ana a rich, 
moist soiL If to be planted out, the spring is 

the best season for this, and let it alone to go 
its own way. It is beautiful hanging over a 
ledge on the rockery, or mounting up into 

shrub. I wonder such a splendid creeper is not 
moro grown in gardens. There is an impression 

it is tender, but such is not the case ; but it 

must have moisture.— C. T. 

-This is a hardy plant, and It occupying a fairly 
sheltered position will be quit* sate. The summer was too 
hot and dry to suit it, and the plants, at any rats htrs in 
the south, made but little growth, as you say, until 
recently. ThlsTropsolum enjoys a cool, moist, and shady, 
yet not too much expoeed, position, and a light rioh soil, 
and then grows and blossoms profusely with a minimum 
of care.—B. 0. R. 

4806. — Convolvulus minor. — Dwarf 
Nasturtiums are the same thing a* Tropniblums. 
You cannot have anything • better for a 

smoky garden, bub the tall kinds frequently 

do better than the |^warff, i(p^tl4 bec^uy 

they are of stronger growth and do not 

need such good soil, partly because they can run 
up more into the light and air. Tropteolum 

Lobbianum is a very showy (climbing) variety, 
and T. Fireball is also excellent, indoors or out. 

Minor Convolvulus will flower fairly well; but 
Phlox Druinmondi and China Asters will give 

splendid masses of rioh and varied colouring, 
and Cornflowers and Chrysanthemum coron- 

arium (annual) will both do well and be found 

useful for cutting.—B. C. R. 

CHOICE LTLIE8. 

Lilidm Browni. 

The origin and early history of this Lily appear 
to be obscure, for by somo it is considered of 

garden origin, while by others it is regarded as 
a native of China and Japan. This I should 

consider very doubtful, for among the vast 
numbers of Lilies sent here from Japan during 

the winter months I have never found the true 
L. Browni, though the nearly allied L. odorum 
or japonicum is imported from that country in 
quantity. L. Browni is a remarkably beautiful 

and striking Lily, belonging to the tube- 
flowered section, forming the Eulirion group 

of Mr. Baker. The flowers, which are large 
and massive in texture, are ivory-white 

within, but heavily tinged with chocolate 
on the exterior, especially if they are 

in a position fully exposed to the sun, as where 
heavily shaded tne marking is loss pronounced. 

The bulbs of this are very distinct from 
those of any other Lily, being narrow at the 

base, widening t>wards the oentre, with a 
peculiarly flattened top, the entire bulb being 

tinged with reddish-brown. Its flowers have an 
agreeable perfume, which is not so powerful as 

in many other Lilies. The foliage is very dark- 
green, while the stem, especially towards the 

liase, and the leaf stalks are tinged with purple. 

When the blossoms are fully expanded the dark- 
brownish anthers stand out very conspicuourly 

against the ivory-white petals. L. Browni is, 
especially when dormant, very impatient of au 
excess of moisture, as the scales of the bulb aro 

liable to deoay just at their base, and sometimes 

the bulb, whioh at a casual glance appears to bo 
sound enough, will fall to pieces on being 
handled. Though by no means a rare Lily, it 
must be regarded atnqng the more uncommon 

kinds, as like L. Leichtlini, Hansoui, neilgher- 
rense, and others, it always commands a good 

price. It is thought to be named in honour of 
Mr. F. E. Brown, a nurseryman of Slough, near 

Windsor, in whose catalogue it was published 
about fifty years ago, so that it is not new. The 
only Lily with whioh L. Browni can be con¬ 

founded is L. odorum, known also as L. japoni¬ 
cum, and in auction catalogues during the 

winter frequently called L japonicum Col- 

chesteri. Though a good deal of confusion has 
existed between the two the point* of difference 

are so well marked that there is really no excuse 
for it, as commencing with tho bulbs those of 

L. odorum are whitish, and in shape more 
like those o Ithe longiflorum section, that is 

broader at the base than in L. Browni, while 
the centre is somewhat raised. In all stages 

the stems of this are green, the loaves much 
broader and thinner in texture, while they are 

throughout of a dull pale-green, very different 
from those of L. Browni. . The flowers, too, are 
somewhat shorter and rather more widely ex- flanded at the mouth, whilo the exterior is much 
ess deeply tinged than in L. Browni. This 

Lily is said to have been introduced early in the 
present century, but was soon lost to cultiva¬ 

tion, and it is only within the last few years 

that the constant importations from Japan have 

made it comparatively common. It is, howevor, 
not a good traveller, the bulbs being liable to 
decay just at the base, as mentioned in the case 

of L. Browni. On this account freshly-imported 

bulbs need to be closely examined before pur¬ 
chasing them. It is somewhat difficult to 

understand the specific name of odorum being 

applied to this Lily, as so many other mombers 
of the genus are quite as fragrant. The above 

two Lilies may be easily grown in pots. 

H. P. 

4888.—Poultry destroying garden.—You must 
not kill your neighbours' fowls, or they oan sue you for 
their value, but having given them warning you oan send 
them e. demand for damages to any reasonable amount, 
anlJflhejuoney Is not paid, take out a County Court 
! »!• klwoet sure to get the money.-It (J. Pr. 

RULES POR CORRESPONDENTS. 

Questions.—Queries and answers are interted in 
GARDumto free of charge if correspondents follow the rules 
here laid down for their guidance. AU communication! 
for insertion should be clearly and concisely written on 
one side of the paper only, and addressed to the Editos of 
Gardinino, 87 So uthampt on-street, Coventgarden, Lon¬ 
don. Letters on business should be sent to the Publmiikr. 
The name and address of the sender are required in 
addition to any designation he may desire to be used in 
the paper. When more than one query is sent, each 
should be on a separate piece of paper. Unanswered Jucries should be repeated. Correspondents should bear 
n mind that, as Gardinino has to Be tent to press some 

time in advance of date, they cannot always be replied to 
in the issue immediately following the receipt of their 
communication. 

Answers (which, with the exception of such as cannot 
well be classified. wUl be found in their different depart¬ 
ments) should always bear the number and title placed Einst the query replied to, and our readers will greatly 

ge us by advising, as far as their knowledge and 
observatums permit, the correspondents who seek assist¬ 
ance. Conditions, soils, and means vary so infinitely 
that several awnoers to the same question may often be 
very useful, and those who reply would do well to mention 
the looalities in which their experience is gained. Corres¬ 
pondents who refer to articles inserted in Gardsniko 
should mention the number in whieh they appeared. 

4878.—Roses for pegging down —What are the 
best kinds of Roses for pegging down over a sunny bank ? 
—B. 

4877.—Moving Apple-trees, Ac —Is it too early to 
move Applet and other trees, the leevee on whioh are still 
green?—E. 

4878.—Outdoor plants —Which is the better time 
to transplant perennials wiih a view to forming a herba- 
oeous border, now or In tbe spring?—II. P. H. 

4879.—Pegged-down Roses.—Will "J. 0. 0." 
kindly say what are tne beat kinds (or above, and tbe best 
time to plant them in warm garden, weet ooaet?—II. B. 

4880.-(fuchsias from seed.-I wish to know how 
to grow Kuabalae from seed, as 1 nave a prise plant wbiuh 
I cannot, rear a slip from, and 1 am afraid I shall lose It?— 
A M ATBl’R. 

4881.—Foliage Begonias.-Will someone kindly 
give me toe names ot a few ot the beet foliage Begonias 
with tbrlr oolours, and alto where they oauld be obtained? 
—J. B. R P. 

4882.-Treatment of Rhubarb.—I should be 
grateiul for information respecting tbe beet treatment for 
Rhubarb at this season to produoe abundanoe of stalks 
next spring ?—M. 0. 

4881 —Plantains, Ac , In a lawn —Will someono 
pleaee be to good as to sev wbat should be done to get 
rid of large numbers of Plautains, Dandelions, Ac., in a 
lawn ?—Woodlands. 

4881 —Ostrowskya magnifies.—Would someono 
kindly Inform me what kind of soil and what situation beet 
eutta Oitrowskva megnilloe? Any hints for its oulture 
would be welcome?—F. E Thompson. 

48S5.—A Virginian Creeper.—Will "A. II.." who 
gives particulars of a new Vlrgiii tn Creeper oalled muralls, 
kindly tell me where suoh plant* o in be prooured, aad If 
best lo plant In auturnu or spring ?— M. 0. 

4880 —Primula oboonlca.—I have a splendid lot of 
Primula oboonioa lo greenhoure, and I am told they are 
very poisonous planti, and dangerous lo grow. 1 should 
like an opinion on that?—Constant Rbadsk 

4887.—Destroying ants —Will someone kindly give 
me the beat mode of destroying anti? Tbey are In an 
outhouse adjoining the kitchen. I have tried paraffin oil. 
but It only drives them to soother place.—It. M 

4888.—Violets In winter —Should the runners be 
out oil Neapolitan and Mane Louise Violet* in winter? 
Tbey have been out off all summer when tbe plants were 
lo the open. Tbe plants are now In a frame.—Phtciik. 

4889 -Semi-double white Ivy-leaved Pelar¬ 
gonium.—is there a eemidouble white Ivy-leaved 
Pelargonium as good as Ume. Croueae, also a lilac-tinted 
vorlety ? If so, should be glnd of names of suoh.—C. N. P. 

4890.—Pterls not thriving,—I have a specimen 
pleat of Pterie major iu a 12-inch pot. It has not done 
well this year. It will require potting early next. What 
kind of oompott suit* this family beat? It Is about five 
years' old.-J. B. R. P. 

4891.—Chrysanthemum M.G Grunerwald. 
—Referring to Gardrnino of 7th October, page 430, will 
" J. G. W.” kindly tell me where outtlngs o»n be obtained? 
My ellorte to eeoure them aluoe the above date having been 
unsuooessful.—J. L. It. 

4892.—Treatment of Dlanthus.—Will any person 
kindly let me know how 1 should grow Disnthus ? I want 
to have a large bed Dext year o( mixed cjloure. Is there 
any difference between tbe Indian, Japan, or Chinees 
Dian thus ?—England. 

4898— Euoharls and Amaryllis —May I keep 
these in a Gaotut-house, night temperature, 65 dege to 
00 den., and day, 05 dege to 70 dege. for (lowering? 
Should water be freely euoplled, and when may they be 
expected to flower ?—W. N. G. L. 

4894.—Mealy-bug on a Tacsonla.-My Taosonia 
Is Infested with mealy-bug. Will someone kindly adviro a 
remedy—cheap and effectual ? Syringing is not practicable, 
as I have flowering plants underneath. Is there any other 
method of destroying the filthy peat ?—0. N. P. 

4895.—Trees and shrubs.—Will “A. II.," who 
answered question No. 4708, In No. 701, kindly tell me 
where I oan procure plant* of tbe Ampclopsis muralie 
mentioned by him? I have enquired for it of several 
florists without suooeis. Is It the seme as A. Japonica 
Hoggi?—H. P. H. 

4690.—Camellias losing their buds.—Will.any¬ 
one kindly Inform me the oause ot the buds not expanding, 
but hardening over, end in some oases dropping ofl? 'The 
temperature of house Is, night, from 55 dega. to 60 dege., 
gild day;'£5 doge, to 70 degs., kept moderately moist at 
jocts, b ft N. o. i* 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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4897.—Treatment of Salvia cocoinea.—Can I 
ttiike outtings of this plant In a cold frame, and keep 
item over winter? Alto, can I take op tfae old root*, pot 
them, and keep them In the aame frame ? Also, can I keep 
root* of Nlootlana atflnle (Tobaooo-plant) in a frame, or are 
they ever taken up from the open border?—Ekqlaxd. 

4803.—Pruning a Vine —Will eomeone kindly give 
me full lnetructions for pruning a Black Hamburgh Vine ? 
The leaves are falling now. It has had a splendid crop of 
beautiful drapes, but as this Is the Bret year I have bad to 
prune It myself, I am rather at a loss. Should I out off all 
the shoots close to the oaoes and how far baok must the 
canes be out? It Is an old Vine — Novice. 

4SJ9.—Nitrate of soda and a lawn.—I saw some 
few weeks emce nitrate of eoda strongly- reoommended 
for restoring a lawn. I wrote for directions as to Its use, 
and reoeiving a reply, I applied It to my lawn with the 
effect that wherever It was sprinkled the Qrass Is killed, 
and I need not say the effect moat unsightly. May I ask 
what had now better be done?—(Mrs ) Klkanor Hans. 

4t<Kl.—Ribbon border.—I have a border 7 feet wide 
bv 150 feet long near my bouse, and would like to make a 
ribbon border of It next year. I would like to know the 
names of the best things to grow to make this very attrac¬ 
tive ? I suppose I must have six or seven lines, and I want 
these all different ooloura. Perhaps I ought to state that 
the liorder Is a little shaded by tall trees, and oris end very 
much eo.—Bisoland. 

mill.— Clipping Conifer*.—I should like to know 
which Is the beet season of the year for dipping or thinning 
Coniform? I have some Cupreseus Maorocarpa which 
hare been dipped for some years past until this. - They 
now have shoots of this year's growth, varying from 
l.s Inches to 30 lnohes. I may mention that some of the 
above are from 15 feet to SO feet high, oone shaped, and 
It! feet to 18 feet, in diameter. Would It be eafe to ollp 
them now or wait until spring ?—Cowirr.i.K. 

-1002.- Marechal Nlel Roses.—I have two Mari-ohal 
Itonrs growing In a glass house and trained up the roof. 
Tne house Is heated by bol-water pipes. The Roses have 
made splendid growth this summer. Some of the shoots 
am eight feet long, and some of these are growing now, but 
the lower leaves are turning yellow and falling off. What 1 
want to know is, will those long shoots flower this next 
*ea>on, and when should I start forolng these to get them 
In bloom by the end of February or the begloniog of 
March ?-W.O., Bristol. 

4003.-Gooseberry Caterpillar—I sha'l be glad 
If any experienced gardener will give bis opinion on the 
Gooseberry Citerplllar. la the present the best time to 
remove the earth irom under the bushes and to put down 
lime, or is It belter to do It in the spring? Is this treat¬ 
ment the beet to get rid of this pest? My trees were much 
il imaged thin year, and had not the Caterpillars been 
picked off and destroyed thero would have been very few 
■ Ipe Gooseberries, I am anxious to have the bushes 
properly treated this autumn, If neoeasary.—Mrs. Victor, 
Hick ley, Taunton. 

4D04 —Double and single Violets —I have about 
twenty varieties of double and single Violets. I am sorry 
to say this year they are very much Infested with red- 
epldcr. in there any oure for that complaint? 1 am very 
fond of Violets and aometlmea wonder we do not hear more 
shout my favourlles In Oakdknixo. I have read with 
■■■.real " J C. C.V artlole on them In this last weak'a lnue, 

and If be or some of your other readers would klnoly give 
me instructions in my present difHoulty I should feel 
grateful ? Alto, is a little beat better for the double in 
frame In winter than a cold bed?— H. K. 

41X15.—Apples and Pears In a greenhouse — 
In an old gardening paper of 1870 I read an article on the 
cultivation by amateurs of Apples and Pears In pots and 
lulls in a greenhouse. The writer speaks of the great 
■impllcity of the process, end says that all danger of frost 
spoiling the blossom can be avoided by kesplog the trees 
in the fruit-house until the middle of June, when they oan 
lie placed outside. Thle l quits understand, but what 
I want to know is, whether the Apple and Pear-trees 
would do all right In the way of ripening the fruit, Ao., If 
kept In the houee until the fruit was gathered? 1 have a 
house In which I could carry on this kind of cultivation, 
but as 1 am troubled with the garden pest-small boy—It 
would not do to put the trees outside when in their most 
tempting condition. Will someone kindly name, say, two 
F»<'h Apple* and Peava really trend.flavoured varieties, 
likely to answer under this ipeolsl treatment ?—Tutor. 

4!xm. — Roses and their treatment. — Will 
“J. C. C.” or "P. U.” (to whom 1 am much Indebted 
already) tell me what to do with my L'ldeal 
Hose. In order to have blooms about March next? It 
flowered all along a 0 feet shoot In that month this year, 
and a little later there was a email eeoond crop. It has 
been outside all summer, the long shoota (two of them) 
fastened on a south wall, and kept perhaps a little dry. T 
wish to know how to prune and when to take into green 
house heated to about. 50 degs. I have several other Teas 
outside In pots. What are general instructions about 
them? I have looked over eighteen months’Gardkninu, 
bo, of course, have re-read a deal of useful Information, but 
I cannot Bee anything about pruning Tealtoses In the winter 
to prepare them for flowering in very early epring. I 
should like to know about this?—J. T. T., Cheshire. 

To the. following querie-i brief editorial replies 
arc given; but readers are invited to give further 
answers should they be able to offer additional 
advice on the various subjects. 

I007.-Oncidlum HarrlsoDlanum — K. Bimel 
rends bloeeome of thisflneold species. It produces a many 
flowered raceme of bloom, which are bright-yellow, 
variously marked with red. It Is very pretty, and it Is one 
of the oldest species, having been Introduced into our 
gardens upwards of sixty years ago.—M. B. 

490H —Paris Daisies (Justin).—These plants ihould 
lie carefully lifted from the open ground and potted,and after 
they have recovered from their shift they may be plaoed 
In a werm greenhouse, when bloom will be produoed all 
the winter. It is a good thing that Hteyyoontinue to 
grow, because now there will be more JowerSj-aod thse 
are usually all wanted Umwlatsi. yW\dotcAof)< a A il 
a tuperahundance of blossoms at that tlmVof tfte year. 
J. J. 

4909. —Bcheverlas, wintering (W. if. D.).— 

These plants should be taken up out of the garden at 
once. If you have not muoh space in the greenhouse they 
may be stacked >away on a shelf, after makiDg the soil 
about them Arm, and an oooaaional watering will be all 
that Is requisite, and they will oome out In spring sound 
and well. To Inorease them out them Just under the 
leaves, and box np the old stools, when plenty of young 
ones willibe formed.—J. J. i 

4910. —Ipomoea alblnanla.—R R. sends me flowers 
and leaves wbloh 1 cannot, but take for this species, 
although 1 have not seen the plant In a living stats for a 
long time ; bat 1 used to have a plant, wbloh was in a cool 
stove, and It was a delightful objeot. Its large flowers are 
white, the throat of the tube being rich-purple. The 
dark-green leaves are oordate In shape, the velne beneath 
lined with short white wool. It usually blooms In the 
month of September, and It oomta from South Afrloa.— 
J. J. 

4911. —Onoldlnm varloosum maJas(J. Shuttle 
worth).—lint is a good flower of this species, whiob my 
friend sends, aaylog that he thinks now 1 shall be 
satisfied that he hae the variety Uogeral, and the spike 
oarrlee thirty-live flowers. Well, now, I must still remain 
upon the old strain, and say It Is not the true plant. It Is 
astonishing whet a quantity of the (>. Rogonl there would 
appear to be scattered throughout the country. Yours, 
however. Is a very nice variety ol the large-lipped form 
oalled majue, and of wbloh I had quite a large quantity sent 
to me for the true Rogeral, and which 1 bad to flower 
before I oould disbelieve them not to be so.—M. B. 

4912. —L&p&gerla rosea and alba (J. Duncan). 
—1 am the same way of thinking as yourself. The flower 
of roeea represent* a very poor variety, and If you are 
about to puiohaee the two varieties I would by all meane 
deollne this one. It will never give you sallafaolion. You 
should endeavour to get tha very flnest-ooloured variety 
you oan. 1 have never seen a good-oolourrd one that was 
not of a fair site. The white form Is a very good flower, 
and you will do well to scours this. Plantthem in a shady 
part of a oool-bouse, drain the tits wall, and let the roll he 
chopped up rough with a spade, and mix some lumps of 
sandstone In the soil.—J. J. 

4913. -Ornamental plants for a stove. — T. 
Hunt asks wbat he oan use to make the atove-bouie gay 
In the winter eeaaon ? Well, If you havn a good command 
of heat you can have nothing more gay than various kinds 
of Crotons and Draonnat, either In large or email plants ; 
hut t-heae do not like quite the tame treatment, bccauee 
the Crotons enjoy all the light and eunehlne It !• possible 
to give them, whtlet the DrACunesllke more shade, so that 
you will require toaooommodate them accordingly. If these 
plants are nicely set up they will make the home ae gay 
and obeerful ae any floware, especially If a green-leaved 
plant !• arranged with them bare and there.—J. J. 

4014.—Pentas carnea (C. Snell) —You oannot have 
a more beautiful plant tor winter decoration, and If you 
do not like large woody plants, then you may have nice 
little ooce wbloh will flower freely, and these tame plants 
may be used for Indoor deooratlon without the fear of their 
being Injured, because l( they die through tbs vitiated 
atmosphere, the lose Is not material, for outtlngs strike 
easily enough In the epring and make good plants for winter 
flowering before autumn. The flowers ere tubular, and 
soft flesh oolonr. produoed In largo c> inose heads. There 
Is soother specie! oalled rosea, with darker flowyrt than 
carnea, but to me It Is not so pretty. It thrives In the 
sane oo in post as the last named plant to which It is an 
exoillent companion.—J. J. 

1915.—Plumbago rosea cocolnea (C. Snell).— 
This Is the plant of winch you send an example, and which 
yon say Is Just beginning to flower profusely. It is one of 
the most handsome winter-flowering plants wa have of the 
old form off. rosea. I used some year ago to grow annually 
tome hundreds of pots of this, and dieirlbute them all over 
the stoves, and they ueed to make the houses very gay and 
cheerful. This form of yours, however, It much superior 
to the old ooe, being brighter in colour and larger In else. 
It was Introdflced by the Messrs Vfeltch of Chelsea 
some years agoi and like the old form it flowers In piufutlon 
tbs whole of the autumn and winter. The soil I have used 
for It It about equal parts of peat, loam, leaf-mould, and 
dried oow’t-manure, making tbs whole tolerably sandy. 
Drain the pots well and give a liberal supply of water.— 
J. J. 

4010.- Zygopetalum Mackayl —This plant, whloh 
"C. Merrlott1' saysleshowlcg seven spikesofbloom,should 
be plaoed in aeligbtly warmer position than It has recently 
been occupying, in order that It may get more water, for 
you must understand that so soon as thief frchld begins to 
move In the way of showing flower-spikes, the resting Is 
over, and the plant or plants require a stimulant to start 
them Into fresh life ana to encourage them to make strong 
spikes; and nothing helps It so much at extra warmth 
and a larger amount of moisture; but you should not 
make the atmosphere very moist, either now or durlDg 
tbe.tiine.lt* flower*, are open; If so these blooms will 
decay much sooner than they would do, aod you will he 
robbed of their delloats perfume. A good form of this 
plant is by no means to be despised, although It has 
been an inmate of our gardens for nearly seventy years. 
-M. B. _ 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUIT. 

Names of plants.—J. B.—l, Cattleys Warooqueans; 
2, l.j-lla elegant, a nice dark variety ; 3, Cauleya l-eo- Gldl.-fiery. Rutter-1. Davallia pentapbtlla ; 2, 

slreachryeoloha ; 3, Cibotium Barometx;4, Selagtnella 
atro-virlde ; 6, Seloginella anus. — Thus. Robinson.—1, 
I-eucopogoo lanceolate; 2. Pepiola aphelandr®flora.- 
Cottager.—We oannot undertake to name Chrysanthe¬ 
mums. Send them to a specialist.-Thos West.— 

Roglera gratUslma.-C. St <?.—1, Impatient Sultanl; 2, 
Justioia oarnea-J. Churchman.—1, Bouvardla Alfred 
Neunor; 2, Cleroderdron Tbomaonla?; 3, Anthurium 
Deohardi.-Jt K.—l, Cattleya A'exandr®, a poor form ; 
2, Dtndroblum Phalainopsls.-Jffieri —1, Plelone mscu- 
lata ; 2, Pleione lagenaria.-J. \'osman.—l, Cupreseus 
Laweonlana viridls ; 2. Biota orlentalls; 3, Berberis dulcis ; 
4i Andromeda flurlbunda; 5, Cupreseus I.tasODiana.—— 

M —Probably an Arittoloohla, but oannotname aocu- 
y from suoh bad SDeolment.-C. F. Is -?8erd h*M.ee 
nans.-S. 11. B.—Hlbleoni spedout) n.WqWMhSt 

et, both species of Trefoil.-Ir. U. R.—Insufficient 

d,gw uni sum wo 

MESSRS. PROTHEROE 
-l-U- BELL by AUCTION at theii 

specimens.-O. A. P. — 1, lioronioum auatrlaoum ; 
2, Polygonum Brunool-fi.—-Apparently a 8ilene, hut 
tpecimen prior.-L. F. C.—Specimens rotten Irom being 
packed In wet Crass.-C. Orchards.—I, Ptcrls serrulate ; 
2, Pterle oretloa albo-llncata: 3,'Pterie oretioa ; 4, Ptcrie 
serrulata cristate; 6. Phlebodlum'aureum ; 0, Nsphrolcpls 
exnltata.-J. B. Baker.— Dogwood (Cornua m»i).- 
F. C.—We cannot, as a rale, undertake to name Roses. 
Send to tome large grower. 

Names of fruit.—Mr*. S. II Rooke.—Apple Rymer ; 
Peer Beurtd Clalrgeau.-Walter March. —Ptort: 1, 
Marie Louise; 2, Pi tm as ton Duohess.-Rosemary.— 
Apples: 1, Golden Pippin ; 2, Not recognised ; 3, Lemon 
Pippin; 4, Not reoognlaed ; 6, Yorkshire Beauty.-Con 
stunt Reader, Beds.—Pears: 1, Puehesse d’AngoulOme ; 
2, Doyenne Boussoob; 3, Marls I-ouise ; 4, Catillac; 5, 
Bsurrb ltance ; 6, Brown Bsurrd ; 7, Vicar ol Winkfleld ; 
8. Duohetse d'Angoulflme.-D. A.—Pears: 1, Autumn 
Crassanna ; 2, Brown B;urr6 ; 3, Merle Louise ; 4, Ej o- 
wuod ; 5, Bcuird Dial; 0, Verulam ; 7, Napoleon ; Apple 
Yorkshire Beauty.-W. S.—Pears: 1, Beurtd rt'Amanlis ; 
2, Thompson's ; 3, Calebaaee. Apples: 1, Boek no Kurlher; 
2, Yorkshire Beauty.-Anxious. — Peart: l’ltmaston 
Duchess.-R. C. Rouch.—Impossible to name from such 
wretohed specimens-J. F. F.—Appl.s: 1, Yorkshire 
Beauty. Pears: 2, Napoleon: 3, Beurtd d'Amanlis. 

DUTCH BULB8.—Great unreserved Bales EVERY DAY. 
5,000 lot* sold weekly. 
-- & MORR18 will 

__ their Central hale Rooms, f.7 
and 63, Cheap tide, London, EG , EVERY DAY at 12 o'clock, 
largo consignments o( II rat cl ass Hyacinths, Tulips, Croous, 
Narcissus, and othor Bulbs from Holland, reoelred direct: 
also Roman Hyacinths and other Prenab Bulls. Commissions 
eiocuted. Ijois packed and forwarded to all parts of the 
Kingdom. Bixponoe remitted In stamps to the Auctioneers 
will ensure a supply of Catalogues for 11 oonsecutire Palos. 
N.B.—Bales of Plants In pots every Monday and Thursday ; 
Orchids every Friday. _-__ 

SPLENDID BUI.US FROM HOLLAND. 
BALE8 EVERY MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURS¬ 

DAY, AN1) FREQUENTLY ON SATURDAY. 
IN LARGE AND SMALL IXJTB TO SUIT ALL 

BUYERS. 
ME- J- C. 8TEVENS will SELL by AUCTION 
-1*1- at hlsgreat rooms, 38, Klng-tUeoL Covcnt-ganlmi, IIret. 
olass consignments of CHOICE HYACINTHS, TULIP3. 
CROCUS, NARCISSUS, aud other Bulbs, arriving daily from 
well-known farms in Holland In the flueet possible condition. 

On view mornings of sale, and Catalog lies had true on 
application, 

N.B.- NONE BUT GOOD AND RELIABLE BULBS 
will bieteil_ 

UEOKENHAM, KENT.—To be Sold privately, 
u a DETACHED BIJOU RESIDENCE, suitable for a 
moderate-slxod family; situato on high ground, overlooking 
on one tide an extonslve park, studded with flue old limber, 
aod on tho other commanding line views iu the direction of 
Forest-hill and Sydenham. The grounds, of alwut 11 acres, 
are well laid out and planted wl.h choico trees and shrub,. 
The tennis lawn 1s large, and the kitchen garden productive 
and well stocked with frult-ircoe. Tho house Is siinstanilally 
built, the reception-rooms lofty and well proportioned, with 
convenient domestic offices on ground floor. There arc ou 
bedroom floor seven bedrooms, dressing-room, bathroom. Ac. 
Good stabling for three horses, ooach-house, poultry-house [with run), gardener's tool-shod, Ac., Ao. The property is 
icld for a term ol about 70 years, at a nominal ground rutt 

of £4 10s. per annum.—Particulars from A. M., care Editor. 
37. Southampton-streot. W.C. 

■pXPIRATION OK LEASE.—E. TANNER 
-1-1 bags to Inform the public that ho can offer h.» Hue speci¬ 
mens and goneral nuraery stock at half price. A grand lot of I'lants suitable for blinding out unsightly buildings. Also a 

srgo stock of flue Christmas-trees. Mnrvellou, value —E. 
TANNER. Broadwater Nursery. Uroombrklgo, Sussex 

SITUATION WANTED as Head Working 
kJ Qaid.oer or good Single-handed where help Is given : Sood eipcrlsnco In herbaceous plant*. Roses, Carnations: age 
]; married, no family: good character.—G. BUDD, Moat- 

lands, West Hoatbly, Sussex._ 

MARRIED (JOUKLE. Emigration.—A gen- 
J-'i- tleniau farming 400 acres (of which 60 are undor fruit) 
In the State of Washlrgton, U S.A , Is desirous of Inking 
back with him a Married Couple on a 3 year,' engagement. 
The husband must lie up to the general outdoor work of a 
farm, preferably with some kuowleoge of fruit cultivation : 
the wire to cook and look alter ihu bouse and dairy. Applica¬ 
tions must state (by letter only) prerione occupation, and give 
references.-Reply A. 7., care of J. W. Vickers, 5, Nicholas- 
lane, Ixunhard-street, London, E C. _ 

SITUATION WANTED as UNDER GAK^ 
kJ DF.NER.—4| years’ good chsraoler; age 17.—Apply W. 
. P. Hansel], Bug-. Wroiham._ _ 

GLASS. 
WOODROW, O.Q. 1 

GLASS-CHEAP 
15-os., per 100 ft. 
Il-oa., 

IN STOCK SIZES. 
a. m fU by 10.18 by 13,18 by 14,14 by 14, 

iu 6d \ 14 b» >3'30 *>» 13' 18 !'V 16,14 by 16 
\ 16 by 12,16 by 14,2U by 16, 24 by 18, Ao. 

14 by 5 prepared Sash Bur at 5/• per 100 feet. 
Flooring at 5/9 per square. Matching, 4/9; 3 by 4. at id. per 

foot run; 2 by 7, at Id. Ironmongery, Faints, Ao. 
Catalogues Free. 

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY, 
T2. BrsHOPatiATW SntXET Withth. fxirfDow. K O. 

OLL-UIV/Lt ~ Cstaiogue of improved HJva 
DLL III V LOs end Appliances, with drawings and 
prloes free.—GKO. NEIGHBOUR A SONS, 127, High Holborn, 
W.a Established 1815. N.B.—Vide Geo. Neighbour A Sons, 
Advt. In Oardxnino. April to July. 

C. „ STEVENS, HORTICULTURAL, 
SCIENTIFIC, and NATURAL HISTORY HALE 

ROOMS, 38, Kiiig-strect, Covent-narden, l*ondon. Estab¬ 
lished 1780. SsleH by Auction nearly erery day. GatuloKiiea 
oh application or pom fro*. 

“<f>HE GARDEN GUN. "—Fire* buileta, 
shot, or dartn. Kills bird*, rabbit*, &c. No powder or 

licence required. Prioe 2«. 3*!.: eitra powerful. 3a 3d. each, 
oarrlaK«*nnid. from Inventor—JOHN KOGLK8TON, Natural• 
1st. HnniUrland. 

T UUK ! LOOK I! LOOK ! ! I—GreatesTUar- 

OTQfrtfffPE K»rth- 18.000 WATERPROOF HOODS and 
GAPES I Purchased Irom the Government. Cost 7s, 6d. 

Government Contractor, Rye. , 

J. 
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THE NEW TUBULAR 
OIL HEATINC STOVE 

(HOT WATER AND STEAM) 

EVERYONE WHO HAS A GARDEN, GREENHOUSE 
OR WINDOW BORDER SHOULD READ A 

PAMPHLET, POST FREE. 

HOW TO INCREASE 

GBEENHOUSES! GREENHOUSES ! 
All Intending purchasers should call or Bend to the Royal 
roh Horticultural Work*, Bradford. The principal builders 
i all the Nobility. Gentry, and Nurserymen in Yorkshire 
ad surrounding district*. Thu best and choapest makers 
I the kingdom Catalogues, post free, Two Stamps.— 

L 50 4-In., 5« Sin., 
Cash.— H. UODDAl 

IRON FOUNDERS,-8TOURBRIDOB. 

Supplied with various arrangement* ot Pipes. 
For Greenhouse*, Ac. Catalogue free. 

Jones’ Treatise, ’'Heating by'Hot-water, 120 Pages, 
50 engrarings. Cloth. 2*. 

FOR CONSERVATORIES, POULTRY HOUSES, AVIARIES,so. 
Superseding Coal and Coke Furnace. 

THE 

FRUITS OF EARTH. 
By O. H. WtTB, F.R.A.8., F.C.8. Trinity Cot. Dublin. 
Contains full particulars of rery remarkable dlsooreries 

relating to Plant Life. Shows how crops of vegetables may 
be largely increased, lovely dowers grown to perfiwtion, and 
fruiotroeo made to bear in abundance. Selections from 
Hundreds of Testimonials. Post free from 

JAKEMAN dt CARVER, Printers, Hereford. 

HEATINC APPARATUS, 
From £4 4s. and upwards. 

Full Particulars and Local Agent’s Address from 

R. JENKINS & CO., ROTHERHAM. 

GLASS 
Pugg o» kail nr Loxoosr, 

packages Included. 
15 01., 100 ft, Jloi.,100 

I tbs _ So. M. .. 11s. ftd, 
Srds .. Os. Od. .. 12,. lid. 

T/u /oUenoing is a List of tie/$ always «» Moo*.— 
10 by 8, 12 by 9,12 by 10,14 by 10, 16 by 12.18 by 12. 20 by II. 

IS by 11. 14 by 12.17 by IS, Jo oy 18, 24 by 18, 22 by 16,14 by 16 
10 by 15. 

(fUut out to any s4m at a slight adrages on I be above prists. 
Glass Is out aud packed In own warehouse by eiperlonoer 

mou, therefore Quality of glaea aud paoklng Is guaranteed 
All glass Is put on rail free ot charge, and guaranteed to bell 
■ound oondftion. Paint, id. por lb.; Pntty Id. per lb. 

Please write for prioee for largo quantities, When speoltl 
quotation will be sent by return post, mentioning this paper 

J. B. ROBINSON, 

Wholesale Lead and Glass Warehouse, 

31, Moor-lsano, Crlpploycato, London, T.U. 

GREENHOUSES. 
AM ATKUR.—Span-roof, made of well-seasoned red deal In 

_ strong, substantial inauner In sections, ami can be pul 
p.gciher by any bandy man or gardener in n very short lime. 
Complete with ventllatO'S, Irons for opening, door with lock, 
Stages for plan!*, all glasa titled aud markml to proper places. 
7 by ft., r.ls, ; 1* by II ft., £4; 12 by 8 ft., Xo IBs.; 10 by 1U ft.. 
£11 IDs. Lean-to's from 46«. Huong Garuen Light,. 2 inches 
thick, painted ami glan d, 4 by 3 ft., lie. each : 6 oy 1 ft.. 8s. (id. 
each. Allse.i'irclypackedonraU. Forlllueirationeofalmveatd 
prices of oilier sire., rood for Gompleto Catalogue, post free. 
Kstimales free for every desorlptlou of Hortleultural work. 

J. JAMES, 
355, High-road, Chiswick, London. 

ORCHID PEAT. 
PREPARED, ready for use, all flbro, 10a. persaok; 5 for 47s. (id. 

SELECTED, in blocks, rery ilbrous, 8s. per sack; 6 for 
87s. 6d. SECOND QUALITY, 5s. Dor sack; 5 for 22s, Bd. 

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT for Ataloas, Rhododendrons, 
Ferns. 4s. per sack; B for 18s.; and 3s. per sank; B for 12s. Cd. 

PKAT-MOULD, LEAF-MOULD, ami FIBROUS LOAM, 
each 2s. lid. per eauk: 5 for 10s. PREPARED POTTING 
OOMl'OHT, 4s. per sack; 5 for 18s. All sacks Included. 

Bend Postal Ordor for Sample Sack. For Prioe List apply to- 

Tbe Forester, Joyden Wood, near Boxlcy, Kent. 

A. OVEREND f.r.h.s.& co., 
THE CENUINE HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, 

Supply Greenhouses 

largo or small, from 60s. 

to any amount,as cheap 

as any advertised at 25 

por cent, better quality 

and finish. 

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LISTS FREE. 
INSPECTION INVITED. 

WEST GREEN WORKS, 

TOTTENHAM, LONDON, N. 

GREENHOUSES. 
Intending purchasers should send for our new Illustrated 

Prioe List ot Greenhouse*, Sc., complete from 48*., post free, 
larcns.-it. IltAJtTLEY h CO., Horticultural Builders, 
11 y-f Acl fVludblU, Shipley, Yorkshire. 

UN 

The Introduction of thin Store mark* an important advance 
in the molbod of b< itloi O raultu HowM 
Avianen, &o. It *uporiiedeB all cxbttng system*, particularly 
the old ami uncertain one of furnooea with the neocniary 
stoking at all hoars It in simplicity iuelf, and, like simple 
Invent on*, in mo«t efiloocioui. A* will » e teen by the illunra- 
tlotis the Hiovua mad.* upon thl» principle arc constructed on 
the tubular nyaiein, but they differ from any other* in that 
the lube* oro heated partly by hot water and partly by hot air 
and steam. The hot air and Bteaui tube* become hot live 
minuted after lighting the burner, and the hot-water tube 
loon after. The ordinary *ire* are ttttod with a Hmknn 
Kxungubher Duplex Burner with raising arrangement for 
lighting. The largest have special hoat-giving burners Stove* 
6 ft. 4 in. long and under are supplied with ji > ■ a tiilxw ; when 
over that length id required, loott tubes are supplied to any 
required length, which can l*o fixed by nay body according to 
t bfi dirrotlimd .applied Tlu-re man nut let with windgnaril 
pro* ided (» f ir» (/ ••jf »»•.*itr /•rotiurtg, no that for Oonaervatoridi, 
Poultry Hmis's. \y, .v«' , these Stove* are absolutely 
inno mum ami they contain, moreover, a Vaporising vessel 
for keeping the air properly inoist. For rjHcitney, economy, 
und •'lirapne** these Stoves are unrivalled. It in uuporiaul. 
when willing for informa'.ioti a* to sixes necessary, to give all 
the information possible as to the dimensions of the conser- 
vatodes or greenhouses required to Ikj heated, with particu¬ 
lars as Lo a*pool, connection with bouso, Lo., and a rough 
■ kelvh is always of assistance. 

RICHARD EVENS, 43, Baker-st., London, W. 
THE STOURBRIDCE HEATINC 

APPARATUS 
FOR (1 KEEN HOU8KB, 

CON8EBVATOU1BH. Ac. 

Most economical and efficient. 
Tnl* apparatus ha" stunned 
great popularity. Mailt, at our 
own foundry aud under our 
own supervision. Before order¬ 
ing elsewhere, send for Revised 
l'riuo List, giving full particu¬ 
lars, free by post. 

J. & W. WOOD. 
Birmingham Street Foundry, 
_ HI'QURimiDGK, 

STOVES 
TERRA-CUTTA—PORTABLE—FUrt COAL. 
OkkkmioUsk* heated 24 HOUItH for about ONE l'KNN V 
witliout attontlm KOHKKTtt'H (IVH’UOVF.DI PATKNT 
POKTABI.K. TKKRA OOITA HTOVKSfor GOAL give pure 
and ample heat with common coal, or teal and coke. Por 
liRKEN HOUSES, BKDKOOM8. (so. Pamphlet*, drawings, 
and authenticated Testimonials sonu See in use at Patentee n. 

T. ROBERTS, 31, Vlctorla-st., Westminster 

BOULTON & PAUL, 
MANUFACTURERS, 

NORWICH. 

No. 8.—THIS ORF.KNIIOUSF,, erected and heated com. 
pleUr In any purl of the country, bcu null',rials only, work- 
uianslllp guaranteed, 25 It. by 12 IT., tV); 30 ft. by 15 ft.. £70. 
Brickwork eiccDted. For purlioiili'.r, seo our Calaloguo, 
poet free. 

BOULTON & PAUL. 
NORWICH. 

These Houses are now ALL IN STOCK, 
ready for sending off, and could be 
erected in 7 days 

ORNAMENTAL IRON ROSE BOWERS, COVERED WAYS, 

CIRCULAR ENCLOSURES, CARDEN ARCHES, &o. 

At errtt/d for till Blitht Hon. Earl Cadoyan, K.O., Culford. 

Prices nud full particulars froe on application. 

Descriptive Catalogue of all our Manufactures, with 

Prices, Including Irtiu Building.! fur Shooting and Fishing 

Lodges, Stabling, Huts, Summer lloures, Wuod Puruhet, 

Ornamental Verandahs, Kennels, Poultry Appliances, Greet.* 

bouses, Garden Frames, Ac., free on application. 

Superior Portable Frames, very strong, glared with 21-ox. 
Ilass, painted 4 coal*, 1 light, 6 by I. Sta. 8d.: 3 lights, 8 by «, 
58s.; 3 ditto, 12 liy (1, 85s. t»l. Span-roof, 9 by 5, £3 15s.; 12 by 
«, £4 7s. Od. ’ 16 by il, £8 IDs. Large stock ready for immodiat* 
delivery, carriago paid. Small Frame*, 12n. Gd. each. 

HARDY BRUIN & CO., 
LEICESTER. 

RADIATING HEAT GENERATOR 
For Conservatories, Libraries, Bedrooms, So. 

I 

sgwt, e .xgafar* 
KeOSOMICATj, J’ORTAHbK, CLKAN, EPPIOIKNT. 

TREGGON & CO., BREWERY ROAD, LONDON, N., 
And 19. Jr. win Htruf.t. K.O._ 

f AUTOMATIC DAMPER. 
ECONOMY OF FUEL & LABOUR. 

REGULARITY OF TEMPERATURE. 
R.H. SOCIETY’S SILVER MEDAL. 

Numprons Testimonials. 

E.C. 97. feee't Street, 
n/EftSITY OF ILLINOIS AT 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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No. 767.—Voi-. XV. Fnumtrd by If. Robinmn, Anlhnr 11/“Tht English Elnurr Garden." NOVEMBER 18. 1893. 

IISTDEX. 

AntA. flpntroyinR 
Apple thm*. moving 
A |»pl*-h and IVarn in a groonhnUHP 
A i»|*!*'h for riiiaII Kiiriloiin 
H«*roiiIiu», foliuK<‘ 
HrRoniiiH, mmmi jhmIa to 

•Iry . 
Border, Kihlmn .. 
Bull*, notting 
Canii'lliaH loninjr thulr 

Inula . 
('junlyt lift h. IVnnninl 
(IIn’iIm). 

Carrot# for ehow.. 

ChryAAnthpniuiii M. <». 
Gruoerwald 

Chryfu»ntl)««iiumif. parly 
nnd late. 

Chrysanlhrniunm a«‘a- 
Monalilu note3 .. 

Oonifom*. clipping 
Coiiacmitory 
Crofper. h Virginian 
Curumbcr-houM*.. 
Gulf ivntion. deep 
Diuiiihua, troAtniciil of 
Dipln/iiini . 
Krytlirtim Criutu kmIII 
Iviicharin nnd AnmrylliH 

ROSES. 

ROiSKN FOR SHOW. 

Thkrk having lieen several queries in Oar- 

ormnii recently that have referred t'> the rIkjvc 

heading, I thought a few notes upon the subject 

might he welcomed. The lirst point should he 

the securing the varieties capable of producing 

a bloom with the qualities an exhibition flower 

is considered to need. There arc many good 

Roses for general culture that arc not capable of 

throwing a show bloom, or at least do so very 

seldom. As a guide, I name twenty-four H.P.’s 

that are likely to produce a large percentage of 

exhibition flowers, provided the plants arc 
grown as I will endeavour to describe later on. 

H.P.’s: A. K. Williams, Alfred Colomb, 
Camille Bernard in, Charles Lefebvre, Com t esse 

d’Oxford, Gustave Piganeau, Horace Vernet, 
Mine. Gabrielle Luizet, Marie Beaumann, 
Maurice Beniardin, Mrs. John l-aiug, Pride 

of Waltham, Prince Arthur, Suzanne Marie 
Rodocanachi, Victor Hugo, (icneral Jacqiie- 

liiiuot, Baroness Rothschild, Duke of Edin¬ 
burgh, Duchess of Bedford, Prince Camille de 

Rohan, Mario Verdier, Louis Van Houtte, 
Kt iemio Lcvet, and Dupuy Jaiuain. These 
should be aided by the following good Teas : 

Anna OUivier, Catherine Mermot, Comtesse de 
Xadaillae, Ernest Metz, Edith (lifford, Inno- 
cento Pirola, Madame Hoste, Niphetos, Souve¬ 

nir d’Elise Vardon, Souvenir de S. A. Prince, 
Souvenir d un Ami, and The Bride. One 

Rourlmii, Madame Isaac Pericrc ; and three II. 
Teas in Caroline Testout, I .a France, and Vis¬ 
countess Folkestone will make up a list of very 

reliable varieties, and with the exception of 
Horace Vernet, Duchess of Bedford, C. de 

Xadaillae, and Souvenir d’Elise Vardon, all are 
also good for general culture ; so that I can 

strongly recommend the above collection. A 
very generous treatment, with considerable 
attention, is necessary to secure well finished 

blooms. The pruning needs to be harder, quality 
instead of quantity being the object. Immedi¬ 

ately the buds are visible, all but the centre one 
need removing. Unless this lie done very early 
I would leave the buds to help the appearance 
of the bloom. Some few judges do not like to 

see a “ truss ” where “ blooms ” are specified in 

the schedule. My own taste goes for a more 
natural truss, the surrounding buds greatly 
improving the stand in my opinion. A high 

state of cultivation without coarseness is the 
great desideratum. There is also much art in 
cutting and choosing the blooms, some varieties 

needing to be cut very much younger than 

others, if they are to travel well and be in a 
uniform state when staged. I would advise 
staging ljcing left until the c'llibition ground 

is reached, but by all means arrive early. 

Good Moss, clearly-written labels, and taste in 
arrangement helps the exhibit very much. 
Many things have been tried in the water in 
order to make the flowers last fresh for a longer 

period, but I have found nothing better 
trcoli water (hard preferred]))|epHijrg/ot 11 

bottom of the stalk with a sharp knife. If T+ 

Femi, Maidcn-hidr 
Ferns, aiuaII hiiHk«*t 
FlowrrA lH*nralh trow 
Flowi-rp, cut, in the 
houHv. 

Flower*. white, for Au¬ 
tumn . 

FrnmcA, cold 
Fruit KAr»l« n 
FSii-hfUMH from M*orl 
linnlon work 
tiunlfiiM in Jnixtn 
ftnoAvhcrry <Atcrpill.tr 
Hcmp-plunt. IIc (Can- 

iiaIua Antiva). .. 

tirernhouiM*, unhefttrd. . 
lIollyh.N k an a garden 

tlower. tho 
Hogarth Houw, Chin- 

wirk 
Idtwn. nitrate of mmIa on 
NtmfjrityA, winter 

< hloniM^loivuilii hlnnduill 
(Montoginwnitn Cvrvnn- 

<«•*{ .. ,. 
OnionA for nhow 
OnioiiH for winter iim' .. 
OittiowAkyu mukiiilien .. 
Outdoor Kiinlm .. 
Plant a, outdoor . 

flowers are left in water for any time, especially 

if the latter is not perfectly clear, the pores of 
the stem are soon choked with impurities, and 
the bloom fades. The smallest portion cut off 

leaves a free course again, and it is often very 
surprising to note the difference in a bloom so 

treated. The art of exhibiting can only come 
from experience, but I trust these few notes may 
lie of some little aid to beginners. 1’. U. 

ROSE W. A. RICHARDSON. 

From paragraphs appearing now and again in 
GariiKNINi: it seems that the above Rose does 
not always turn out to the satisfaction of those 

who plant it. I have a hush which has yielded 
me a ouantity of good button-holes, although 
only planted on the 18th of October last year, 

in a heavy brick earth loam on a subsoil full of 
flint s. A good-sized hole was dug out and made 

much deeper than was required to take the roots; 
the bottom portion of t he soil was returned after 
having been mixed with a little decayed manure 

and road-grit. Theremaindcrof the soil taken out 
was lightened by the addition of road-sweepings. 

The roots of the tree were carefully spread out 
by hand over the liottom of the hole, now partly 
full of the returned soil, mixed with decayed 

manure, top inch or so in contact with the roots 

l>eing only soil ami road-grit, the remainder of 
the soil, lightened by the addition of road- 

sweepings, returned, and all trodden down firm. 
A stake or two to the principal branches must 
not he omitted, and as cold weather approaches 
thrust a handful or two of straw or loose litter 
into the heart of the Rose so as to protect the 

collar from frost. Alinutti inches of the longest 
shoots were taken off at planting-time, and a 

few frosted pieces removed in the spring. The 
flowers are cut with good long stems down to 

firm wood, and they have been assisted witli a 
few waterings of sulphate ami nitrate of soda in 
weak solution, to which they quickly respond. 

Mulch heavily in hot weather, and keep a look¬ 
out for earwigs. Any results us to pruning, so 

as to secure the greatest number of buds, and 
cultivation under glass, either in pots or planted 

out, will be acceptable. 
G. H. \\\, Went Hriyhton. 

4870.— Pegged-down Roses.-The best 
kind of Roses for pegging down is the strong- 
growing Hybrid Perpetuals, although for rather 

a large lied such vigorous-growing Teas asOloire 
dc Dijon, Mine. Berard, and Mine. Lambard do 

very well. The kinds of H.P.’s to be avoided 
are those which make short, sturdy growth, like 

Merveille dc Lyon, which we may accept as the 
type of those not suitable. On tlie other hand, 
we may choose such as Charles Lefebvre, Duke 

of Teck, and Magna Charta as admirably 
adapted to the purpose. Some good growers 

amongst those bearing light or rose-coloured 
flowers will lie found in Ulrich Brunner, Mine. 

Gabrielle Luizc-t, Dnchesse de Vallombrosa, 
M. Roman, John Hopper, Mdlle. Eugenie 

Verdier, Hippolyte Jamain, Etienne Levet, and 
Jules Margottin. Some good red and crimson 

iwevsuaH be found in the following: General 

JwnvfclMvMrs. G. Dickson, Eclair, 

PHitrsmiitimr, f*ml- 
doublo WMt# ivy- 
leaved 

Plantainr.. on a 
la wn 

Poultry and RaMtiin 
Primula obronlnt 
Pterin not thriving 
(JtlCHtioilA nil.l HllAWI t* 
Rhubarb nml fS.nkttb-, 

forcing .. 
Rhubarb, treatment • f 
Komi*, MnrtVIml Nit I 
Roses nml their t 

ment . 

How W. A Richnrdron 
Roses for im ggititf down 
Rosen for aIiow 
Roach, pegged-down 
fctove . 
TomatocA, iioIca on 
Tortoise in it xanlrn 
Town gnrdrn, work in t hr 
Vegetable gnidi'ti 
Vin«-, jottmne a .. 
Violet a, don hie und Ain- 

vlnli-ia In winter 
Week's work, (In- (inuiiiK 
Window kanli-nln): 

Ml 
Ml 
Ml 
Ml 
M2 
MS 
513 
M2 
M2 
119 

513 
MB 
M2 
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Charles Wood, and Marshal Vuillant. With 

regard to planting, you had better get it done at 
once if the weather continues open.—J. C. (.'. 

In reply to query 4876, I give a few 

names of suitable varieties : but all free grown s 
are. suitable. As to the licst timo for planting, 
by all means let it be done us soon as possible. 

V ou will find it better to prune your plants 
rather harder than usually advised for strong 
growers, as the wood, not lieing upon established 

roots, will he unable to carry munv blooms the 
first year, and still produce good growth for 

the succeeding summer. After the first year 
pruning will consist mainly in cutting out" the 
older wood and thinning out the weakest of 

summer growths.—I*. U. 

4902.—Marechal Niel Rose. The Roto 
is in just the condition it would he in after 

careful management. The lower leaves falling 
is quite nutural to it at this time of the vein. 

Tlie long shoots will flower at every eye their 
whole length if the wood is well ripened. 
To secure this latter condition you must keep 
the house well ventilated Imth by the top and 

liottom ventilators, nnd only give iirc-hcut to 
keep out frost for the safety of any other plants 

there may ho in the house, ns the Rose itself 
would ho better without fire-heatup to Christ¬ 
mas unless the frost were very severe. I find I 

have to allow a period of ten weeks to get this 
Rose in flower by the lieginiiing of March. For 

the first six weeks the forcing must lie very 
gentle ; in fact, it must Ik: slow until the flower- 
buds arc formed, or the young shoots will 
continue growing instead of forming flower-buds. 

I used to commence firc-hciit about tho 20th of 
December, but it was such an anxious time, 

preventing the young shoots growing on, and the 
temperature had to be regulated with such nicety 
to get the flower-buds to form, that I now wait 

until the advent of the new year before com¬ 
mencing forcing. Some growers cut off the soft 
tops of the long shoots, but I never do, although 

at the present time I have plenty of them over 
20 feet long. 1 start forcing with a temperature 

of 50 degs., rising to 60 dogs, when there are a 
good many flower-buds to lie seen.—J. C. C. 

- I have little doubt that your Roses are 
in a house of mixed subjects. If so, they will 
commence growing in ample time to produce 
bloom at tlie period yon desire. The lower 

leaves turning yellow is only the result of your 
rods ripening, and unless the growth of "last 

summer is matured, you will fail to get a good 
crop of bloom from it. You might stop the 

points of growing rods, if they seem inclined to 
push too lrecly, from the tip, instead of break¬ 
ing from below. You will not get bloom from 

the end of long rods, these being produced from 
side or lateral growths upon the 8-feet shoots 

you mention.—P. U. 

4S76. -Roses for pegging down.—A 
sunny 1 ank, such as you describe, is one of ti c 
finest aspects for this style of Rose-culture it s 

possible to have. All strong-growing varieties 
will do, but it is best to choose these which pro¬ 
duce blooms upon upright stems. Unfortu- 

natelf)faojrcstalogue states whether a 
” ' tMft-l'llMVUp&WAHC W-rHOt. so I will 

(white Moss), 4erjfl7) Alfred Colomb, Dr. Andrv, 
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Gloire Lyonnaiso, Bouquet tl’Or, Ulrich Brunner, 
(iabriello Luizet, Mrs. John Laing, General 
Jacqueminot-, Abel Carriire, Climbing Pcrle ties 
Jaruius, < iloiro de Dijon, Henriettc de Beauveau, 
Charles Lcfebvro, and Dtipuy .1amain.—P. U. 

- I have just completed the planting of a 
sunny bank with Roses similar to what yours 
appears to l>e. In this ease, however, the soil is 
extra good and deep, and the situation sheltered 
from rough wind, so that I had no difficulty in 
making a selection of choice Roses. The sorts 

included Gloirc de Dijon, Reve d’Or, Madame 
Bcrard, Safrano, Marie Van Houtte, W. A. 
Richardson, Climbing Victor Verdier, and 
Madame Gabrielle Luizet. If in your case the 
|KM>ition is an exposetl one you had better select 
one or two of the China Roses. Cratnoisie- 
■Superieure would make a brilliant show both in 
early summer and autumn. Others of a more 
hardy and rambling character will be found in 
Dundee Rambler, Felicito PerpetmSe, Ruga, and 
Williams' Evergreen.—.T. C. C. 

4906.- Roses and their treatment.— 
1 am always glad to help any amateur to the 

W-st of my power, and it ts gratifying to receive 
your thanks. L’ldeal is much more of a perpetual 
Howerer than the majority ofstrong climbers, and 
I think if you remove the weakest wood only, 
vou will secure a ground crop upon the remainder 
liy March. Bring them under cover at once 
now, anil prune all of them in the usual way. 

If kept cool fora few weeks, and then intro¬ 
duced into the temperature you name—say about 
Christmas, or a trifle earlier—they will bloom 
in March.— P. U. 

- You appear to have treated your Rose 
L'ldeal in a very practical manner so far. 
With regard to pruning the two long shoots to 
which you refer, if you have room for them 
trained under the glass in your greenhouse they 

may remain their whole length, or at most only 
the soft top removed. If there are any short 
shoots on any part of the long ones, they should 

lie cut back at once to the second bud from the 
base. In the matter of pruning those you have 
i:i pots, they should be dealt with at once if 
they require it, but the harder you cut them 
luck the longer it will take them to start into 

growth. In my own practice I prune Tea 
Rises in pots for early forcing in June or July, 
if there are any unruly branches, and in 
November I merely take oil' the soft toils of any 
shoots that do not appear to be well ripened, 
but if the plants are dealt with in the summer 
for the purpose of pruning them into shape, 
they do not require but very little done to them 
in the winter. If you can only command a 
temperature of 50 degs. you had better not 
introduce them into the greenhouse until the 
beginning of January, and then it will be the 
end of March or middle of April liefore they 
flower. I may mention that I like to repot the 
plants within a week or two after they are 
pruned if they require it.—J. C. C. 

GARDEN WORK.* 

Conservatory. 
If <'hrysanlhemum blooms arc to be kept as long as 

ixiasiblc the house must be Iroely ventilated on line, mild 
days, with a little air left on all night when not raining or 

freezing ; and there must always be Just a little warmth 
in the pipes to dry up damp and render the atmosphere 
fresh and buoyant. These conditions will also suit all 
other flowering plants. The least damp, for instance, will 
’|s'il Zonal Pelargoniums and llouvardion. Tree-Curna- 
lions must have a light position near the glass; they 
associate well with Zonal Pelargoniums. Plumbago 
• apeusis. having now pretty well finished blooming, should 
h pruned back and receive less water at the roots : this 
j'l.tnl blooms Iroely in small pots, and cuttings strike 
freely in heat in spring. Keep Frcesias on shelves in a 

give a li' ** light position; giv little weak liquid-manure to the 
earliest plants, which arc approaching the flowering-stage. 
It is time the Lily ot the Valley, Spir.eas, Solomon's Seal, 
and other forcing plants were potted now and plunged 

s •mcivhere in a cool-house. Pot Tuberoses in single pots 
as sojii us they arrive; they will flower well il started in a 
greenhouse. Water once to settle the soil, and then keep 
on the side ol dryness till there arc signs of growth. I am 
sometimes told to keep these things dry till they begin to 
grow; but there cannot be any growth without tonic 
moisture. Tea Roses which have been pruned, top-dressed, 
and rested a bit may Is- placed in a temperature of 50 degs. 

to gel a start. Tic- best possible place lor starling Hoses 
i> a low, s|nn-roolcd house or pif. the pots plunged in a 
b si ol b ales where there is a litflc lermentafion -Just 
>nough torluse a mild hcit. This will stt the roots in 
mat on, aid fhe buds will break strong, and the growth 
will com' aw iv clean au-J healthy. Should Insects appear 

• /.< .-Jit -.r n ir"h 
I' .. id.-r “ Girded i 

a/'ii'.djht liter tli/i 
rcsultt. 

syringe with a decoction of quassia-chips, mixed with a 

little soft-soap ; but there are plenty of liquid insecticides 
toseloel from that will kill insects without discolouring 
the foliage. Latterly I have been using Sunlight soap, 
about i ounces to the gallon, for dipping anil syringing 

Hloses, and find il tsith effective and cheap. Fielder's 
tc and other early-flowering Azaleas may have a little 

warmth now to start the hlossom-buds. If Ihere are 
signs of tlirips on tile leaves either dip or syringe. 

Unheated Greenhouse. 
Frost, if severe, will stioil I he blooms of the Chrysanthe¬ 

mums, but a canvas blind which can lie rolled down at 
night will be a great protection ; the upright sides (at 

least the glazed portion) may be mattesl up as long as the 
frost continues. Use as little water in the house as 
possible, and ventilate freely at every favourable oppor¬ 
tunity ; remove all dead or discoloured leaves, as they tend 
to encourage damp, and damp is quite as destructive 
to flowers os frost. Foliage will lie prominent in this 
house. Several of tlic Fan Balms, such as Chaimuro)is 
cxcelsa, are hardy enough to keep in health sheltered by a 
glass roof, especially if canvas covering is placed over the 
roof on frosty nights, and such plants will take no harm if 
the covering is not removed for a week or even longer, 
flood bushes of IauirusUnus, Andromeda floribunda, 
.Jasminmn nudiflorum are valuable now, and good-sized 
(vans filled wilh Sternbcrgia Intea are very effective. 
Clumps of Hellebores niger and its varieties are among the 
most charming plants for a cool-house. 1 have recently 
seen large clumps of II. niger maxinms growing in tubs 
Eiving promise of producing hundreds of blossoms liy-and- 

yc These give little or no (rouble, and in summer may 
stand outside. Well-grown bushes of the vuriegated 

Kuonymus have a fresh, dressy apyicarance, and some of 
the hardy variegated Grasses may lie used for edgings to 
the bonier. 

Stove. 
The stove Aralias may be grafted on seedling plants of 

Aralia Sieboldi. The grafting is a simple process ; a slice 
is cut olf the stem of the plant near the bottom, leaving a 
tongue at tile bottom of the cut; a cnrrcs|ionding slice is 
cut off the side of the scion or graft, and the two arc then 
fitted together and tied firmly- with soft matting. The 
plants are afterwards kept in quite close in a propagnting- 
case for a time till the union is completed ; the head of the 
stock is then removed, and the graft becomes the main 
plant. Very handsome are the tropical varieties of 
Asparagus, and so useful for many decorative purposes. 
To obtain needs, set out a plant or two in a border and 
train under the roof of a cool stove or intermediate-house. 
1 saw a small house planted with A. nlumosus a short time 

ago ; the roof was completely hidden, and there was a 
promise of a crop of seed on one plant. Il is not nu easy 
plant to propagate from cuttings; but with good seeds a 

stock may soon be obtained. 

Oucu mbor-hous a. 
Do not encumber this house with plants in pits if it can 

tie avoided. It may lie used to bring on bulbs and to grow 
on young stuff not much troubled with insects; but it 

would be a very serious mailer if green-fly or lb rip were 
introduced, winter Cucumbers are not ditticult to 

manage, A steady night temperature of 115 degs., with a 
comfortable bottom-heat of 85 degs.. will give all the heat 
required. Humidity in the atmosphere is necessary, but 
not to the same extent as in spring or summer. Pinching 
the growing shoots ono leaf beyond each fruit is a cardinal 
(Kvint in Cucumber culture both in winter und summer, 
and the pinching should be done adieu merely rubbing out 
or pinching the terminal bud will suffice. It is also 
important that frequent top-dressings Is- added to the 

borders ; half an Inch at'a time will sufllcc. This top. 
dressing not only encourages the roots, lmt its tendency 
is to prevent stagnation in the atmosphere. 

Cold Frames. 
Where properly prejxired Violets will now be flowering 

freely, Marie I/illisc being one of the best, Remove every¬ 
thing in the nature of decay from the frame, and ventilate 
very freely, even going to the extent of drawing off the 

lights when il is flue and mild. 

Window Gardening. 
Bulbs that were potted or placed in glasses early may 

now be taken from the dark cellar or cupboards, but 
should not lie placet! in the full light all at once; this 
should be a gradual process, lasting a week or so. 
Primulas arc fairly hardy, but must not lie exposed to 
frost. When frost is expected take all the plants from the 
window to the centre of the room and cover with the 
newspapers. 

Outdoor Garden. 
The frost has come at last, and destroyed the brightness 

of the outside garden. A few things are still fresh and 
beautiful, notably the pretty yellow autumn-flowering 
Amaryllis, or Sternbcrgia lutea. The Christmas Roses are 
on the move, and where as largely grown as they ought to 
be a good deal of interest will be inspired os the blossoms 
unfold. An amateur friend who has wonderful clunqis in 
his garden covers them as soon as the flowers show colour 
witii hand-lights. In some borders I notice the Christmas 

Roses seem to liaie suffered from the drought of flic past 
summer,-especially where exposed to bright sunshine. A 
heavy mulch of leaf-mould is good for Christmas Roses, 
and such things as Ilcpaticas and Hardy Cyclamens. If 
any bulbs remain out of tile ground get them in at once. 
Groups of Chlonodoxa Luciliai near the front of the bor¬ 

der will be charming next spring, and the bulbs arc cheap 
now. Every year there is a greater demand for effective 
haply plants that will do to supply cut flowers. Beautiful 
even now are the Perennial Gaillardias, of which grandi- 
flora may be taken as the type. Another plant that every¬ 
body should secure for next year's cuttings is the White 
Everlasting Pea. I have seen it trained over a wire arch 
and up the stems of Apple anil Laburnum-trees, and in all 
positions it was effective; it should have plenty of nourish¬ 
ment. Il is always possible, by a rearrangement of the 

furniture of tlm room, to mike tin room moi interesting 
The same thing occurs in the garden Cut down some of 
the rubbishy overgrown Lilacs and Liurels, and introduced 

things of bettor character. 

Fruit Garden 
open weather continues push fo 

id pruning of fruit-trees. Nu <i 
young trees. Tlie reason why so many 

.Or 

tolerated is, it would take so long to get up a young tree 
to fill up the blank ; but If a few young tree-., selected so 
as to keep the collection of fruits well up to date, were 

planted every November, there would always be trees of a 
bearing size lo fill up blanks; and the lifting of young 
trees has always a beneficial tendency as regards fertility. 
As regards Pears, it is generally admitted that Marie 

Louise and Doycnnd dll Cornice stand in the front rank. 
They bear good fruit, and hate constitutional vigour, 
without which no variety can make headway under the 
changeful conditions of soil and climate to which wo are 
ex|»osed. These two kinds have made a reputation, and 
in the long list of varieties catalogued there urc plenty of 
good Pears that will some time in the future, when better 
known, be largely grown. There Is, 1 am convinced, a 
future for Pear-growers where the soil and climate un¬ 
suitable. I was in a garden a short time ngo where long 
lines of cordon Pears stretched across the garden, six feel 
high, and laden with fruit of the better kinds. The stocks 
hod been planted in rows, and the Pears budded upon 
them, ami nothing could have been simpler. chea)ier, or, I 
might odd. bettor. .Stocks are cheap enough, and on heat* 
soils, if the quince is planted bud dose to the ground, 
in a hhort time the trees will he on their own roots. The 
same course may be practised with the Pear-stock, and m 
the trees shoot up strain some wires along, and in a few 

years there will be bearing trees. 

Vegetable Garden. 

The autumn has to a large extent made amends for fhe 
summer, and vegetable* of all the usual kinds are veri- 
plentiful. Cauliflowers are splendid. Brussels Sprouts, 
where planted early enough, are a yard high, and covered 
with button-like sprouts, ns tender as marrow, became 
quickly grown. Peas, at the time of writing, in some 
gardens are carrying both green pods and blossoms ; and 

Turni|is and all kinds of roots sown for use in winter have 
done well. After the rains came copiously vegetables 
came on by leaps and bounds, and the gardens now over¬ 
flow- with vegetables. The earth, when well cultivated and 
cared for, will always respond generously lo the efforts nf 
the cultivator. Gather up all the tree-leaves everywhere, 

and store them for making hot-lieds. A heap of ferment- 
ing leaves, placed round Rhubarb or Seakaie stools, will 

speedily slart it into growth ; and hot-beds will shortly Is. 
required for Potatoes, Carrots. Asparagus, and other 

things. Scarcely anything in the salail way equals a 
steadily-grown Lettuce from a gentle hot-bed. French 
Beans must have genial warmth ; 60 degs. to 65 degs. at 
night is not too warm. Slake fhe Beans before the plants 
fall over, and when maintained in an erect position they 
hear better. Veitcli's Autumn Self-protecting Broc nil 
should lie in every garden. The leaves fold closely over 
the heart, and afford a good deal of protection. Seven- 
frost will, of course, spoil the hearts, hut up to the present 
they are all right, hut before frosl comes very sharp liare 
them laid in a trench, where a ridge of dry Fern or some 
mats can tie laid over (hem. Cucumbers must have water 

at the root* when hot pipes are used lor bottom. 
E. Hobday. 

Work In the Town Garden. 
Two or three sharp frosts have af Iasi cut off (hr 

Dahlias. Begonias, and other tender plants, except in 
exceptionally sheltered places, which have until recent!) 

been so ga.V. The roots or tubers of all such tender 
subjects should now lie lifted and stored before I hey can 
be injured by frost of sutlicienl severity to penetrate the 

ground. The best way to treat Dahlia-root* is fo lift *nd 
free them of most of the earth, cutting down the tons to 
9 inches or 10 inches of stem, to which the labels should!* 
secured with wire ; then lay them out in a shed or loft for 
a week or two to dry, and finally store them away for the 
winter in a cellar under the stage of a cool greenhouse, or 
in any other place from which frost is excluded, and which 
is neither very damp nor excessively dry. Both these 
extremes are injurious to Dahlia-roots, a* well as lo those 
of the Tubenms Begonias, which, on the whole, should lie 
treated in the same manner; hut in this cone let them 
become tolerably dry before cleaning off the loose earth, 
especially if this is of at all n tenacious description, or the 
skill is liable lo come away loo, and this should he 
avoided. Gladioli should be taken up. cleaned, dried lo • 

moderate extent, and then stored for the winter in |>aprr 
hags or on shelves in a dry room. Roots of Salvia patens, 
the Marvel of Peru, and the fall or herbaceous l-oheliu 

keep best with a moderate amount of half-moist earth 
round them, and those of (he handsome Tigridius must 
never lie allowed lo become unite dry1, or, though tliei 
may survive and grow, they will not flower the following 
season. It is high time now for Hyacinths and others to 
lie grown in (sits or glasses to he got lo work, and. indeed, 
Ibis would have been better done a month ago, at any rate 
for early or moderately early blooming. Put a hit of’char¬ 
coal in each glass for Hyacinths, which will greatly aid In 
keeping it sweet, anil place Hie glasses in a coo! dark 
place- not in a warm one, or the tope will start before the 
roots and the flowers come to nothing. A pretty and easy 
way of growing these Tnli|>s, Narcissi, and other bulbous 
subjects for window or room decoration is m damp or 

rather wet sand or Moss ; this is cleaner than soil and Just 
as effectual, and the bulbs may he accommodated in any 
number in pots, pans, howls, boxes, or the like. As stain 
as Gloxinias die down the tubers should lie shaken out of 
the soil, examined, and then stored, with sonic half-moist, 

fresh Cocoa-nul-llbre among or rouud them, in large pots 
or boxes, placing these whore a temperature of not Jcs> 
than -15 degs. to 50 degs. is maintained, anti avoiding 

extremes of both wet and dryness. Chrysanthemums 
under glass are now in full bi-aut.v; prolong'the life ol ihc 
flowers by means of a cool yet genial, buoyant, airy, and 
moderately dry atmosphere. Begin inserting cuttings of 
naturally early varieties towards the end ot the month. 

B. C. R. 

THE COMING WEEKS WORK. 

J’’ . CMlilr 'jir.itH diary from X 
18/h to Xorrmbcr 26th. 

RaJelnmof the Valley for forcing, also Spiraeas anti 

iiu») old Iru It-Trees arc * -omc goo zca clumps of Christmas Ro$ s, maximum 
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v .iriety. They were lifted with as little disturbance of the 
root* ii* possible, anil placed in large pot*, and will he 

Brought gently, without much heat, as the bloom* will 
not lie required before Christina*. Iii|i|ii*i Cineraria* anil 

Itniivarilia* on which a few (lie* had mwemblol in a hoIuI ion 
of Sunlight soap, I wo ounce* lo the gallon, one ounce of 
T"baoco-powdor luting added to three gallon* ol the mix¬ 
ture. I And this ipiitc i Heetuiil in destroying green-flics 
on plant* generally, and in inueh eheajier I Kan fumigating 

when only a few plant* are attacked. Einishcd pruning 
Gooseberries and Currant*, and dusted them with *oot 
and lime. I should dress them with the soot and lime 

••\cn if I had no fear of birds, as it brightens and cleans** 
the bark, and when the Imrk i» freed from |ura»ile* the 
tree* lire healthier. Planted more Cabbage* and Lettuces. 

I'ottcd a few root* of Chicory and placed in Mushroom- 
house. Made up another Mushroom-lied. I never allow a 
hed-apaee lo remain long; empty at this season. Took up 
Scakale for forcing. Thi* is generally taken in quantity 
now, and laid in thickly on the norlh side of a wall, where 
it will be ready for moving to the forcing-bed as required, 
Will be covered with litter if frost sets in. Placed some 
old manure round the stem* ot Globe Artichoke*; shall 
cover witli litter when frost comes, Just a forkful over each 
stool, 'rile mulch round the stools would probably lie a 
sufficient protection most winters, but when badly fror.cn 
they are so late in starting, hence the value of a forkful of 
litter. I.’iinailed Fig-trees from walls, ami tied the 
branches close together, to lie ready lor covering up when 
frost sets in. 1 do not helievo in covering lilt it is neces¬ 
sary, bid live minutes' work and a lew mats will save the 
■ tops it the winter should lie severe. Potted oil Tomato 
seedlings. These will lie grown on gently near the glass. 
A lot of robust plant* are required for planting a house 
lirsl week in January. Ilam Green Favourite is I he chief 

• iriety I liavc grown, also Criterion, Conference, and the old 
Red. The lout-named is a good setter and cropper, but its 
shape i. not liked, and Conference and Criterion are rallnr 
too small. I think bad setting is frequently due to errors 
of management. Too much or too little water, deficient 
ventilation, or cold draught!) will cause the flowers loilrop 
insleiul of selling. Tomato-housea should ifever lie alto¬ 
gether closest, except In very cold or wlmly weather ; and 
i he same thing may he said of all plant-house*, except the 
stove nud the forcing-houses. The houses where Chrys¬ 
anthemums are staged are left oih-ii at night, and tin- 
flowers in consequence keep much longer. 

-47514.- Erythrina Crista-galli.—This is 
a verv old garden plant, and 1 have no doubt 
"T. A. F." can obtain it from any nurseryman 
who deals in greenhouse plants. It is a native 
of Brazil, and was introduced into this country 
about 120 years ago. It is often called the 
Coral-tree. In the South of England it is 
almost, or quite, hardy, forming at the ground 
a stout root-stock, from which the shoots start 
each spring, dying lxiok again in autumn, as it is 
lierliaocous in character. The finest plant, that 
I know is in a southern garden. It is in a 
Ii uder at the end of a glass-house, and has been 
there close upon thirty years. It never fails lo 

flower freely, and this year has been magnificent, 
owing tothc excessive heat. The only winter tiro- 
tcetinn it gets is covering the crown with ashes. 
It can he used with good effect in the summer 
flower garden, and when employed in this way 
I heplantaare lifted and stored away from frost in 
a e ml-house. If “ T. A. F." has the convenience 
he may raise his own plants, as seed is procur¬ 
able from some of the leading seedsmen ; hut it 
must lie sown in heat. The plants will not 
grow very large, however, the first year. 
Although old, it is not common, and its effect in 
flower is so striking that 1 had many inquiries 
concerning it a few years ago when I used it 
among the summer bedding plants. It was 
formerly well grown at Battersea Park, and 
perhaps is still.—A. H. 

4804.- Double and Single Violets. 
There is no better plan than picking off the 
affected leaves as they begin to turn yellow. 

You may, however, try syringing them with soapy 
water in the morning when it promises to lie a 
dry day, but Violets are so susceptible of damp 
in the winter months that syringing is a doubt¬ 

ful remedy. You cannot do better than remove 
the affected leaves. You had better fry and 
got a dean slock next year by allowing the 
iminers to remain upon the plant u from this 

tune, and early in the spring peg the tunners 
down on email pieces of turf about 2 inches 
: pure, or else on the bed of soil. By the time 
i'. is safe to plant them in the open the runners 

will lie well rooted. Meanwhile choose a shady 
h irdor if you can for the plants to occupy next 
summer, and place a thin layer of manure 

about 3 inches under the surface. The roots 
will soon find their way down into it, and the 
growth under such conditions will be so 
vigorous that it will in great measure be able to 

repel the at lacks of red spider. If your plants 
occupy » pit or frame that is heated by h»t 
water pipes, a little warmth from the pipes in 
cold, foggy weather will do good, but ai 
nary hot-ned is not a t pill suit able, i 
have a number of plantsdfipdts. Tn 

y cl may n akc up a lied with tree-leaves 3 feet 

high, anil after placing a frame upon it, plunge lure of almtll (10 degs. A little liasket of hay in 
the pots to their rims in the leaves, and within 
ti inches of the glass. The warmth from the 
leaves will be just enough to keep the plants 

steadily growing in fairlv good weather.— 

J. C. C. _^ 

HUtiAKTH HOUSE, CHISWICK. 

William Hogarth's house is one of the many 
good examples of domestic architecture scat tered 
over the home counties, iiartieulurly in South 
Middlesex, through the old sulmrlis of Fulham, 
Hammersmith, Chiswick, Brentford, and Isle- 
worth. They date from the end of the 17th 
Century. Some sav that Hogarth never owned 
the house, but the Prcbcmlnl Court Rolls show 
that he acquired the copyhold on September 13, 
174!), while he was living in Leicester-square or 
Fields. It was then tlmt the Karl of Burlington 
built old Chiswick House. Hogarth House was 
also planted in the fields about a quarter of a 
mile northward, ami midway stood Turret 
House, long since nulled down. In Burlington- 

lane stood The Cedars, Fairfax House, and 
Boston House, and between these and the 
Thames, t'nrney House, now pulled down, and 

which gave its name to that part of the river. 
Like nearly all that class of house, f)-fect high 
walls were built round the grounds, which were 

the kitchen is a good place for a tortoise in 
winter, when they are mostly asleep ; but when 
they wake up they should lie supplied at once 
with food and a little warm milk. Clean, fresh 
water, too, should always be within their reach. 
They live for years under kind care, and some¬ 
times lay egg* during I hr summer, I. L. R. 

WHITE FLOWERS FOR AUTUMN. 

In gardens of any extent the demand for white 
flowers is an all-the-year-round one, and unless 
care anti forethought arc exercised in growing 
hardy plants, that (lower late in the season, 
there is a great deal more required from the 
tender plants under glass, and at this period of 
the year there is not so great a variety of plants 
to select from. I find the following hardy 

plants give us great help in maintaining the 
supply up till the time that severe frosts cut off 
all exposed Blossom* : 

Ankmosk jai-onifa Honouinf. Jobkkt is of 
the easiest culture, and Dowers for a long period, 
ns it continues to throw up Dower-spikes from 
the liase until stopped by frost, and as the 
individual Dowers have footstalks long enough 
to allow of their being used for many decorative 
purposes there is no need to cut the whole 

stalk at once. 

Hogarth House, Chiswick. Engraved front a photograph 
Mr. Alfred !>:i\vhoii. 

and still are very tasteful and dignified old 
gardens. In these places line trees were much 
patronised, Cedars of Lebanon and Mulberry- 
trees being favourites, and the fine effect of 
these old s|>eciinens is well seen ut the present 

time. The well-known Mulberry-tree here 
shown from which William Hogarth doubtless 
often plucked fruit is one of them, and with the 
necessary bit of lawn underneath it forms the 
best jHissihle set -off for such a house. The place 
has been recently acquired by Mr. Alfred 
Dawson, who has carefully restored it and 
repaired the injuries done to it during the last 
twenty years of neglect. 

Chrysanthemums of 
the early - (lowering 
section are invaluable 
aids to the autumn 
llower basket. Mine. 
Desgrunge and the 
beautiful Lady Fitz- 
wygram licgiu to flower 
in July, ami continue 
to do so until Oetolier, 
for if old plants that 
have been kept in (sits 
or Ikixch in cold frames 
■luring the winter are 
planted out in April, 
and not pinched in at 
all, they will come very 
early into (lower, while 
those grown from cut¬ 
tings and pinched buck 
once will not come into 
llower until September, 
and will continue the 
supply until many of 
the second early whites 
are in bloom. As an 
instanco of the effect 
of hastening or retard¬ 

ing varieties, I may 
mention Mine. Lacroix 

as one of the finest 
whites at our early 
autumn show, yet it 
is one of the best for 
very late blooms. 

OlIKYSANTH KM II M 
MAXIMUM, one of the 
largest of pure-white 

alt bough one of the 
midsummer, keeps 

4S29.—Tortoise in a garden. -There ate 
two distinct kinds of tortoise, which arc both 
sold in large numbers in the streets of London. 
The web footed kind, or water-tortoise, eats 
worms, fish, and a little raw meat, and this should 
be supplied to them when they need it in winter. 
The land-tortoise, whose feet are not webbed 
(and the shell is higher and more steep), eats 
green food, witch as Let luce, Dandelion, Cab 

bage leaves, (Iras*, and Clover, which he cannot 
upply for himself in winter. Either kind 

needs a vvtirni place in winter, though they have plcnt®f j«rfj11111 
"leiGlffifildo well in an unheated green; LAfcgiv , _ _ ,, , 

Daisy-like (lowers, 
liest of white (lowers at 
on (lowering right up to November if mild 
weather prevails ; and it is well worth giving 
the plant a partial cutting down in August when 
there are plenty of other white flowers, and 
encouraging these to make a late growth. 

Dahlias are not very reliable, owing to their 
liability to get cut ort' by early autumn frosts ; 
but on tin: sea-coast thev (lower even hotter in 
October than during such scorching summers ns 
we have just passed through, when Dahlias did 

not at all come up to their usual excellence ; but 
up to quite lately the White Cactus and Pompono 
varieties have been very beautiful. 

Marguerites (white) arc nearly all-tlie-year- 
round flowers, and planted out in good soil they 
continue to grow and flower as long as any bloom 
can reasonably lie expected. I am still cutting 

from plants that have bloomed for months past, 
and they still appear full of buds. 

PYRETHRUM uligisosum is one of the finest of 

all hardy autumn flowers, sending up spikes i f 
bloom lj'foot high, crowned with heads of large 
white flowers. It is specially effective in autumn 
floral decoration. It requires deep, rich soil, 

I transplanted every 

ftPSOKtaly they Will" die if exjosedIfkWNtO&.A'Wly BO much 

gardek-ni winter. They should have a tempera ■ | f^^^r|\j'f\i/^| 1 ®owcr en**^c 11 to 
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lie. * )ii good soil il continues to branch out 

ami produce its feathery white dowel's for 

months, hut it needs a late sowing to protluc 

plants to flower in .September and October. 

(Ihoom, (ioitjiorl. 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

PERENNIAL CANDYTUFTS (IUERIS). 

I s replv to several inquiries, evergreen plants, 

such as the Iherises, Dwarf Yacciniuina, and the 

like are indispensable to a rockery. They should 

be planted as much with an eye to client in the 
dead of winter as when they are in full flower 

A Perennial t'awl.vluft (llicrls gibralUlrica). 

in spring. The hardy species arc all evergreen, 
and as they mostly form dense, healthy green 

ill ill ions, these take the bareness oil the rockery 

in the dull mouths us well as contribute 
to its beauty in spring and early summer. They 

are, however, most cllectivc where they can hang 

over ledges, such as down the face of old walls, 
rocky banks. Arc., and here, too, the more tender 

sorts would bo much safer than if planted in the 

ordinary way or on the border. As spring 
bedding plants they are extremely useful, and 

they may be increased from cuttings in any 

■piintity. 
Iiikkis IIIIIKAI.TAKII'A. This (here figured) is 

a native of Gibraltar. and was introduced into 

this country almut 1732. It is one of the most 

popular of the genus, and with its variety 

hybrids is in great demand for winter flowering. 
It grows about a foot nr so high, closely 

branched and tufted, with leaves and flowers 

•n"tub larger and more ornamental than those of 

any other . pccica. Il is, unfortunately, not 

perfectly hardy, unless the plants when young 

are established in an old brick or stone wall, 

and even here they are apt to sutler, especially 

in wet seasons. It may. however, be easily kept 
in a cold frame or greenhouse, where it will 

u intinue in flower throughout the winter. As 

greenhouse subjects bot h the species and variety 

are invaluable, their compuct habit, fresh green 

le ivcs. and abundance of lilac and creamy-white 
flower-heads come at a time when most required ; 

indeed, they may be utilised at almost any time, 

a. they are rarely out of bloom. Plants well 

li irdened might be tried in warm nooks of the 
ro.:kery, and with a small piece of glass to ward 

nT exc.sive moisture they might do well. It is 

a . a cool greenhouse or summer plant, however, 
ill it this species proves most useful, and as 

it is increased from cuttings or layers with the 
greatest facility, no fear of losing it need arise. 

The variety to more compact in habit than the 

type, wit li laige bundle-, of creamy-white or 
iM.y-jmrplc- flowers. 

I. Purrri is a native of Sicily, and one of the 

most beautiful and useful of the hardy kinds for 

the rockery or border. It is little inferior indeed 

to I. gibraltarica, with the advantage of stand¬ 

ing our severest winter. The flowers, of a pure 
ivory-white, are produced in abundance in com¬ 

pact corymbs, and continue from May 

until July. TUa stmi|»v;iMiai*d)fM'tbK «- tl; 
much branched, and 

in height. It is nearest to I. Tenoreana, but 

the leaves are smooth, not ciliated, and the 

flowers pure-white, not purplish, as in that 

•species. It is a really useful species for the 

rockery, where it should lie planted in gritty 
soil and facing east. 

1. saxatilis, widely distributed in Southern 

Europe,_is the dwarfest of all the species in cul¬ 

tivation. The stems are procumbent or trailing, 

not .ascending, ius staled in many books. It 

forms dense tufts of very dark-green, narrow 

leaves, quite entire, with somewhat ciliated 
margins. It is very free blooming, producing 

small bunches of pure-white flowers from early 
April until June. It was introduced about 
1740. 

I. S. VAR. C0RRK.EFOMA is supposed to be a 

hybrid between I. saxatilis and sempervirons or 
Garrexiana. It is a very neat , shrubby plant, 

taller and not so densely matted as the above, 
and producing its flat heads of white flowers 

from May to June. It is very easily propagated 
from cuttings or layers, and is often used as an 

edging for walks, Ac. It is very neat and 

effective when in flower. 
I. sKMl'KItFlxiRKSs is an autumn and winter- 

flowering species, and unless in southern 
counties is not of much use as a hardy plant. 

The flower-heads are large, the flowers pure- 

white and sweetly scented : the leaves quite 

entire, smooth, and dark green. It is a native 
of Sicily and Italy. I. liumilis is a synonym. 

I. sf.MI'EKVIHKNS. —'This fine species is the 

•ommon perennial Candytuft of our gardens, 

and .with its variety Garrexiana is the species 
■nimnonly met with in small places. It is quite 

as popular as the yellow Alyssum, and deserv¬ 
edly so, as it requires little attention and is 

attractive in winter as well as summer. It is 

evergreen, half shrubby, spreading, and will be 

found useful for old walls and such-like places 

where plants can got a foothold. It grows about 

a foot high, and seems to flower more freely in 
a gritty soil than in any other. There are 

several garden forms, the liest- of which is 
stiperha, a really charming variety, free and 

effective. Greece, Ac. 

I. s. Garrexiana is a much dwarfer plant 

than the abivc, with smaller heads of white 
flowers, and a very useful rock plant. It flowers 

from April to June, and is a native of the 

Pyrenees, Ac. 

I. Tknokkana.—A common species in Italy, 

Spain, and Portugal, and known in some gardens 
under the name of I. petriea. It differs from all 

the other species excepting gibraltarica in the 

colour of its flowers, which it produces in pro¬ 

fusion throughout the summer months. Like I. 
gibraltarica, it is not to lie depended upon as a 

lerfcclly hardy plant, and when left out sonn 
ittle protection should lie given to it. In a 

well sheltered nook and in free well drained soil 

il does'well in the south, where its mass of 

purple flowers is always welcome, but in any 

use it can lie easily treated as a biennial or even 

as an annual by striking cuttings in late summer 

and planting out in spring. It. is well worth 

the trouble and is really effective when well 

grown. D. 

4X!*2. - Treatment of Dianthus.—They 
are all forms of Dianthus sinensis, and form a 

very charming group of flowers. I saw a lied 

of them in the Zoological Gardens this year 

which was quite a picture of colour, varying 

from white to crimson, through many inter¬ 
mediate shades. One can get a host of named 

kinds, and also mixed. The Bride is snowy 

white, with dark centre, and Purple King deep- 
crimson ; but you may obtain a good selec¬ 

tion of your own by saving seed of the best 

forms. The seed should Vie sown early in the 

ear in pots under glass and placed in moderate 

eat. Pot on. and gradually harden them off 
to put out in May. They soon begin to bloom, 

ana maintain a succession through the summer. 
Another way is to sow nut-of-doorr. in August , 

and the plants will be stronger and more coin 

pact than those raised later.—C. T. 

4900-—Ribbon border.—I had hoped that 

the taste for ribbon borders had quite (lied out. 
I have grown auil turned out thousands of plants 

into ribbon borders, but though bright enough 

in its way it did not yield satisfaction for the 
enormous amount of labour required. The 

folldp'ing plants will afford contrast— Biok row f 

uhlia White Bedder. Second 
tens and Calceolaria 

mixed. Third row : Scarlet “ Geranium ” 

Master Vesuvius. Fourth row: Pink “Gera¬ 

nium " Mrs. Miles. Fifth row: Variegated 

“Geranium” Flower of Spring. Sixth row : 

Iresine hrilliantissima. Seventh row : Golden 

Feather or Crystal Palace Gem “Geraniums." 

Eighth row : Lobelia Crystal Palace compacta. 

A border 7 feet wide will require eight rows of 
plants.—E. H. 

- Your border is too wide for a ribbon 
border, which signifies rather a narrow strip 

wherein Alternant herns, bedding Lobelias, and 

similar things are arranged. Of course, you 

can till it with Pelargoniums and the usual run 

of hedders, but nothing in this way will succeed 

under the shade of trees. Such alwrdcr affords 

splendid scope for getting together a really first- 

rate display of hardy flowers, such as Achilleas, 

Adonis vemalis (spring flowering), ALstm-inerift 
aurea (summer), a free-blooming plant. Anemone 

japonica alha (autumn), Hepaticas (spring), 

Michaelmas Daisies in variety (autumn). 
Campanula persicifolia (summer), Coreopsis 

lanceolata (the same season of flowering), also 

Delphiniums, theFraxinella, Erigeron speciosum, 

Sea Hollies for the drier, sunnier spots, Galcga 

officinalis alba (the White Goat’s Rue), Irises in 
rich variety, Gypsophila paniculata. Day Lilies. 

White Lupine, Lychnis Haagcana (flowers of 
various colours), Lythrum salicaria rose inn, 

Oriental Poppies (splendid in bold masses), 
(Enotliera fruticosa, Rudbeckia spccioea, Scdimi 

spcctabile (autumn), and a host of beautiful 

bulbs for spring—Musoaris, Daffodils, Tulips. 

Lilies (summer), Squills, Hyacinthns candicans 
(August), Crocuses, and Fritillarias. I hope you 

won t make a bedding out affair of it. In the 
shadier spots you can get Solomon’s Seal in 

perfection. C. T. 

THE HEMP PLANT (CANNABIS SATIVA). 

Tilt; Hemp-plant, a (all and graceful member 

of the Nettle family, is generally believed to he 

a native of Asia, although cultivated for 
centuries nearly all over Europe and also in 

Africa. It is in northern climes that- ite fibrous 

qualities or hast tissues arc liest developed ; but 

Hemp (Cum ibis saliva). 

in India it is largely grown for its resinone 

narcotic products, such as Gunjah, Bhang, o - 

Hashish. The Hemp-plant is dioecious, a fact 
long known to agriculturists who have grown it 

as a fibre-yielding crop. Thus Threlkeld in 

ranf^Dlly tells us that the more attentive 
hdsbandmen observe that in a fat soil you have 

Sf dilimp, and in a lean soil 
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more of the male. The use of Hemp-seed in the 
fattening of poultry is not so well known as it 
deserves. It is a matter of history that Queen 

Elizabeth used a milk-like emulsion of Hemp- 
seed, and so escaped the markings of small¬ 
pox, ami the oil of the seed is a specific 
for burns. In I he garden, however, we are 
mainly concerned with Hemp as an ornamental 
plant, of which there is a giant form, but even 

the ordinary attains a height of from 5 feet to 
10 feet in good rich soil. As shown in the illus¬ 
tration on p. 5l-t.it is a plant of elegant habit, and 
a good group of it serves admirably sis a back¬ 

ground for more showy flowers, while its light 
feathery growth contrasts well with Castor-oil 
plants, or with the still-leaved Yuccas and 
Dragon-trees, Arabs, or Ficus during the sum¬ 
mer months as used in the open air. Hemp is 
a robust annual plant, very easily raised from 
seed. Sown in a gentle bottom-heat, strong 
young plant** may be had for planting out about 
the middle of May, and as the plant grows very 
rapidly, it is peculiarly effective and distinct 
from most other annuals commonly mot with in 

the open-air garden. The engraving also well 
illustrates the grace and beauty of a good- 
habited plant ns well placed near a suitable 
lsickground of shrubs, instead of being mixed 
with other things. H. 

4SS4. — Ostrowskya magniflea. 
Almost any soil and situation will suit this great 
Oriental Bell-flower, but it prefers a deep sandy 
loam. It is a striking plant, and must have 
good culture to bring it to full perfection. Its 
long fleshy tuberous roots descend into the 
ground for quite 2 feet in depth, and this fact 
indicates the necessity of having a soil that has 
been deeply worked' for growing this plant. 

Tho soil should, therefore lie broken up to quite 
this depth, and if it needs manure, some that is 
well decayed may lie incorporated. Its long 
fleshy roots are very much like those of that 
charming though little-grown biennial Mi- 
clianxia campanuloidcs. When planting, the 
roots need to be carefully handled, as they are 
decidedly brittle and easily broken. They may 
then lie left ulonc, as though commencing to 
gi-ow early in spring, the plant is absolutely 

hardy and does not need the slightest protection'. 
It is a comparatively new plant, but is now 
easily obtainable, as it seeds freely. Seeds can 
lie bought, but those who raise their own plants 

" ill have to wait two or three years before thev 
ure rewarded with flowers. -A. H. 

-- I don't think this at one time promising 
plant is of great garden value, Its flowers 
when in full beauty are very handsome, but 
they are never to lie dcpcndeii upon. The best 
species I have seen were those that were shown 
a few years ago, but. since then I have never 
seen it well grown. It appears to be like 

the New Zealand Forget-me-not (Myosotidium 
nubile), described in Gardening a few weeks aj*> 

pleasing enough to look at, but terribly hard to 
grow. —C. T. 

4H8:i. Plantains, &c., on a lawn.- 
I here is no better way t han digging them out. 

It is a tiresome business, but if a good boy can 
be captured a moderate-sized lawn need not cost 
much. In very bad cases it may be as cheap to 
cut up the turf, dig over the ground and pick 
out the roots of the weeds, and then weed the 
turf and lay it down. Knots of Dandelions arc 
difficult to get up, as the) descend so deep in 
lbo earth. Lawns arc more weedy than usual 
'.hit autumn, especially where much burnt up 

:u summer. The Dima died and the wen la 
took possession.—E. H, 

4S7.S.— Outdoor plants.-All spring ami 
t/.iiiijiwr-flowomig wubjcotu ot a thoroughly hunly 

nature ought to—and, indeed, must be—planted 
in tho autumn if they are to flower to any extent 
next season. Those of a comparatively tender 

■>r delicate nature, such us Pentstemons, Lilt- 
astrums, and others had, however, better lie left 
until March or April, especially where the soil 

i-. of a heavy or damp dr.cription. (Imran- 
i Irmiums, Michaelmas Daisies, Tiitonm, 
Phloxes, and other late-flowering plants are also 

best leifio.ed in tho spring, just as the fresh 
gr* weh is commencing. But as a genera* 

so l is fairly light and well-drained.—B. 0. R. 

FERNS. 

SMALL BASKET FERN’S. 

I im asked by "(I’.” and otlid’s In name about a 
dozen small basket Ferns that will succeed and 

make handsome specimens in a stove, together 
vi ith somu hints os to their management. The 

baskets must be well drained, and the soil in 
them must be solid and linn. The plants must 
never lie allowed to become dry at the roots, the 

A goad losku Fern (Aiqilcuiuiu lUb.lUfo'iuu:). 

heat must never fall below 60 dogs., and there 
should always be a slight moisture urising from 
below. This n ill allow of a neat growth and 
prevent the pinna; of the older fronds from 
tiecoming browned and disfigured. The baskets 
may be of g.ilvamsed-wire, and the soil should 

ho composed cf geed light turfy lcam and 
fibrous peat ir. about equal parts, the whole 
made sandy. The drainage I should advise to 
censitt jl chare.-.il, because of its lightness. 

T^itvtfltJ^bVcreil with a layer of Splui 
*lossPxrtiir‘'Vnrietics I should recommei 
os folTtrws :— 

Gymnogramma iiLOUiosA is very handsome 
when grown ns a pot specimen, but when seen 

as a basket-plant it is far lietter. Tho fronds, 
which are very finely cut, are of a light-green, 
saving a little white farinose powder at the bare 
of the stem. 

Axiiantlm dolarri forme. — A plant with 

thin dark-brown or black stems, which throw 
out young plants from the ends of the fronds. 
The pinii.-u are entire and somewhat in the form 
of A. lunula!um. This plant is superior lo 
Umulatum, inasmuch as its fronds remain green 
throughout the year. 

Loi’JIui.ki’JS 1’ii.nsKl.l.ojDKs. —This makes two 
kinds of fronds ; both are entire, the fertile ones 
• aiing linear, pale-green on the upper side, 

below furnished with large reddish-brown sori ; 
the sterile ones much broader, but, like 
them, pnle-aofl-green in colour. 

Drynakia mus.rfoua.—This is a somewhat 
larger grower than the other kinds, with entire 
fronds, which are so exquisitely beautiful in 
their venation, that it must perforce find a 
place. The fronds are pale-green with dark- 
green veins. 

Asi'LENir.M fra BKU.i Four m (sec cut).—Al¬ 
though this plant is a native of Australia, it 
will lie found to grow well in the stove. It has 
neat- little fiahcTlate fronds, which are dark- 

green and the streaks of sori on the under side 
render it very handsome. 

Nothocl/KNA trichoma so id ks. —This plant 

makes pendent fronds which are each from 
1 foot to 18 inches long. The pinnae are very 
deep-green on tho upper side, below covered 
with white scales, and have a continuous row of 
jct-hlack sori round the margin. 

Pi.kofei.tis .sthimatica depends for its beauty 
upon its exquisite venation, which is much 
added to when fertile. 

Davai.ua Tvermani.— A charming plant, 
making stout rhizomes densely clothed with 
lnrjje silvery scales and deep-green fronds, 
which arc very thick and fleshy. 

Gonioptkuis graiti.is.—A Fern with pendent 

fronds some 18 inches long, the pinna* being of 
a rich deep-green. 

Drymogrossi'm PTUISKUAIIDES.— A singular 
little Fern from Japan and the East Indies, 
which is well adapted for this particular pur¬ 
pose. Its fronds arc of two kinds, the fertile 
high long and narrow. 

Hyfoi.kfis iiistans.—The fronds of this are 
from fi inches to I foot long. They are finely 

livided and deep-green in colour. J. J. 

D1PLAZIUM. 

This is a very beautiful family of Ferns, which 
a reader signing himself “C. Wickie” inquires 
about. I do not make any doubt but the 
various kinds of which ho sends specimens are 
all of them species of Diplazium, but then they 
are so poor, and the fructification (when present) 
is so old and worn that it is quite a task to 

decipher them correctly, and I would fain take 
the second part of his letter in hand in tho first 
place and tell him something of these Ferns, and 
name a few that arc worthy of a place in every 
collection of stove Ferns. They for the most 
part are large branching plants similar to tho 
Asplcniuins: indeed, they differ hut very 
slight ly. They begin to fruit when quit*young, 
and these fronds differ so widely from the fronds 
upon the same plant when mature that the 
names get unite confusing : then another cause 

is through tneir being large growing plants, and 
perhaps the fronds have only been dried in 
halves, so that their natural form is quite hidden. 

(They are Ferns that thrive well if planted out 
in the stove fernery. They like an abundant 

I upply of water during the summer months. 
! therefore they require ample root drainugc in 

order to carry it away quickly, and during tho 
dull months of winter it must be given mors 
judiciously. The following kinds will be found 

most distinct aud attractive More might be 
added, but these will be found quite enough for 
most purposes. Diplazium arborescens, D. 
brevitoruin, I). costale, D. celtidifolium, D. 

coarctiitum, D. Franconia, D. grandifolium, I>. 
juglandifclium, D. lanceum, D. plantaginaum, 

D. Thwaitesi, D. -eylanioum. J. J. 

thriving.—-Tho past 
(y^guui Ferns', unless 

watered, shaded, etc.. 
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But very likely it will grow all the more 
strongly next season, especially if the plant can 
have a little extra warmth when starting into 
growth, with a nice moist atmosphere. Good 

fibrous loam, mixcil with a third of leaf-mould, 
some sand, and a small quantity of “ ballast," 

varying in size from a Pea to a llazel-Nut, will 
grow these Ferns well. -B. O'. R. 

- Pterises are so easy to grow that 1 
never care to keep old plants, as young 
specimens are more effective. In the present 
ease, if it is intended to restore thcold plant, keep 
it rather dry till February or March, then shake 
away most of the old soii, and divide the plant 
into two or three, and pot in rather small pots, 
shifting on as moro space is required. All this 

family will grow well in loam and leaf-mould in 
equal parts, with some sharp sand to keep the 
soil from getting too close, tnc sand to be used 
liberally it the loam is heavy, and less if the 
loam is sandy. The loam found round London 
is the best for Ferns.—E. H. 

- Evidently the plant requires repotting. 
It has thoroughly exhausted the soil, but wait 
until early March, when take the plant out, 
divide it, and use for a soil a mixture of loam 

and peat, with sufficient sharp silver-sand to 
keep the compost fairly open. Provide ample 
drainage, and place in moderate heat to encour¬ 
age quick formation of roots. Water very care¬ 
fully for a few weeks. If newly potted things 
get too much they rarely succeed. —O'. T. 

ORCHIDS. 

01 >0XT0( JLOSSUM BLAX DUM. 

1 am in receipt of u spray of flowers for a name 
from the Lecus Orehiil Company, which certainly 
docs appear to lie of this species ; but it is too 

far gone for accurate recognition ; consequently, 
I am compelled to simply guess at the name, 
which is a thing I do not like doing, because it 
may lead to error, but I do think this Orchid is 
(). hlandum. This plant was first found 
by the collector for Messrs. Low ami Co., 
now some thirty years ago, but the consignment 
sent home to that firm were all dead, and so 
from time to time the plants sent, over here by 
numerous collectors all arrived in a similar con¬ 
dition, and no this state of things continued ; 
thousands upon thousands of these plants were 
sent home, but all arrived in a putrid condition. 
This caused a severe rebuke from Reiehenbaeh 
and others, and, indeed, we were told that the 
Orchid was liecoming extremely rare, and that 
it appeared to be soon becoming an extinct 
plant, and that fears were entertained that we 
should never see it in our collections in anything 
like the lienuty exhibited in its native home. 
Xow what was the cause of the sad destruction 
of the plant, and why did it come home in such 

a bail condition'/ Well, this was the fact—this 
Odonloglosstim grows naturally in a very wet 
climate, and the collecting it in such great 
quantities, and packing them closely in boxes, 

only led to their decomposition on the journey 
home, and it was not until greater care was exer¬ 
cised in their transport that we liegun to see it at 
rureintervalsiuourcollections. It remained scarce 

for some time, but now 1 see it is more plentiful, 
and I find it about in many collections where 
< Moiitoglossums are well done. It is a plant 
that was at Hint thought to require a very cool 
atmosphere ; but I have found it to thrive well 
in the same temperature as the O. Alexandras in 
the summer-time ; but I like to remove it to a 
house just a few degrees warmer in our winter 
months, but it must always have a good supply 
of water, and also lie kept in an atmosphere 
well charged with moisture. This species is 
found in New Grenada, growing at from 5,500 
fuet to 0,000 foet altitude, so that it does not 
reach so high as 0. Alexandra', this plant- grow¬ 
ing up lo g.iiisi feet elevation; consequently, 

< *. bliinduin thrives bettor in a little extra 
warmth in the coolest months of the veur. It 
i., did to be constantly moist, slid lo be nearly 
perpetually in bloom, so that we have something 
wit to learn in the cultivation of this beautiful 
swell seen led plant. It, like all the Orchids, 

is a lover of a free circulation of air, and by a 
judi.'io.u arrangement this can be accomplished 
in a much better style than the Belgians grow 

their Orchids on openstagos. anil vdiirfy *lv'w 
see u to cl i,m no W/iolit lif-feditff.jh,\y fl^pjf-Vtif 
nir t ken into the houses b-low the pip*-e 

some ventilating caps on the roof, and if these 
are kept constantly open a delightful fresh 
atmosphere is maintained. I should like the 
Leeds Orchid Company to spare me one more 
Howcr from their plant in order that 1 may be 
sure of the name. I do not require more, and 
perhaps it would be as xvcll if they dried it 

before sending. Now, a few more words in respect 
to its management. I have before stated the 
temperature I have found it to thrive in best. 
It is a plant that enjoys shade, so I like to 
keep it near the glass in a north house, where, 
it does not get any sunshine. The pot should 
he well drained, and the soil consist of good 

brown peat-fibre, and fresh and sweet Sphag¬ 
num Moss, and great care should be exercised 
in keeping any sour or stale stuff' lying about it. 

Matt. Bramble. 

ODONTOGLOSSUM CERVANTESI. 

A kink spike of this beautiful old plant liearing 
tix-e large flowers comes to hand from “James 
Brydcn,” asking if it is notO. Rossi / To which 
I must answer it is not, O. Rossi being a 
larger and bolder flower, its lip is longer, and 
the colour at the base of the sepals and petals is 
not displayed in such concentric rings as in 

the ease of Cervantes’ flower. This is one of the 
oldest species of Odontoglossums known, but 

yet it has not been grown as a living plant in 
our gardens more than about fifty years, having 
been lirstsent home here from the neighbourhood 
of Oaxaca, in Mexico, from whence it is found 
southwards into the neigldiouring country of 
Guatemala, and the plants that come from the 
latter country thrive better with a little more 

heat than the same species coining from Mexico. 
It varies somewhat in colour, but the best 
named varieties which I know are decorum 
rnseum and punotatissinium. The first named 
plant has the lip of the flower deeply lobed and 
profusely streaked with purple : the sepals and 

petals are broader, and dotted with purple. 
This is a beautiful form, well deserving every 
attention, as also is the variety roseuni, which 
has the colour of the sepals and petals of a soft 

rosy-purple, whilst in the variety punclatissi- 
inum the whole of the flower is spotted more or 
less with reddish-purple. In the flowers before 
me from “J. B.,” the colours are of a uniform 
pure-white, having a broad concentric ring at the 
base of the sepal and petals of reddish-brown 
spots. Now 1 suppose this plant flowering at the 
present time is caused by the wonderful season 
wo have passed through, for I should imagine 
from the strength of the spike it had produced 
flowers before in the spring of the year (?) which 

more frequently is the time of its flowering. 
Hut, never mind; I have heard people say 
frequently that fruits and flowers are always 
prettier and more valued out of season, and I am 
sure if that is so then O, Ocrvantesi will not 

lack admirers. This, as well as many others of 
the small-growing Odontoglots, succeed best 
planted in shallow earthenware hanging pans, 
which should be well drained, and the plants 

should sit on a little mound of soil, which may 
consist of alsiut half and half chopped Sphag¬ 
num Moss and peat-fibre, the whole to lie 
pressed down firmly. The present species and 
its varieties enjoy good exposure to the light, 
therefore I used to hang them up near the glass 

in a north house ; here they could remain all 
the day without shade, and in such positions I 
always* found t hem to increase and to grow well 
and flower profusely, and to all of my readers I 
say—“Go thou and do likewise.” 

M.vrr. Bramble. 

4880. - Primula obconica - Handling 
these plants does, I believe, irritate the skin of 

those predisposed to skin diseases, but I 
imagine the number of these must be few. I 
have grown them for years, and find them most 

useful, both in the greenhouse and in the room, 
or for cutting, and 1 have nexer \ut in tuiillx 
seen a ease of so-called poisoning b\ coming into 

contact with either plants or floweis.—E. H. 

1717 uiul toiio. Flowers beneath trees.-Try 
GuiiHlu-riu Shulleli. It grows ami -lirnuli most rapidly 
under trees and sliriilo, and is a handsome cwmttli 
plum. Any soil hut chalk or limestone suits it.—A. 11. 

4W),—Nitrate of soda on a lawn. - This must 
hive been carelessly used ; probably also in larger quantities 
Ilian is necessary. About 5 lb. or 6 lb. to the square rod 

be a heavy drrsMn.- Though the Grass miv tW 
brown It is not l.k I • to be killed. T 
sain b ••and hr ■ and In- I'l lurinfillhJ _ 

rin< link** the nitrate lnu.Wn rashly lined;—I 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

SEASONABLE NOTES. 

Preparing plants for cuttings. -No sooner 
have the blooms faded upon the plants than a 

start must be made for next years' display. The 
prc|>amtion of the plants for giving a supply of 

sturdy cuttings is an important detail in 
culture too often neglected by the amateur, I 
fear. If the cuttings are not sturdy and clean, 
I fail to see how a proper foundation is to he 
laid to ensure future success. Some varieties 

arc notably shy in producing cuttings at all, and 
especially' the right kind. Those most desir¬ 
able push through the soil a few inches 
away from the stem, for the reason that the 
growth is not inclined to run prematurely to the 
production of flower-buds, as in the case of those 
growths coming direct from the stem. Still, 
where the variety is scarce, it is better lo have 
stem cuttings as none at all. The objection to 
stem cuttings is that they, as previously 

stated, arc apt to form buds instead of growth. 
No difficulty would lie experienced in striking 
these budded cuttings, but the chances are that 
before they had grown beyond an inch or two, 
other bloom-buds would form instead of growth 
shoots. The proper xvay to manage the plants 
that have flowered that arc known to l>c shy 
producers of cuttings, is to cut them down to 
within 2 feet of the soil. Those that throw up 
freely from the base, like the “ Queen” family, 
for instance, should lie cut down to within a few 

inches of the soil. Place the pots containing 
the old roots or stools in any cool-house, cold- 
frame, or at the foot of a south wall, providing 
the frost is kept from them. A vinery or 

Peach-house at rest affords a good situation 
where plenty of light is available con¬ 
sequent upon the leaves having fallen from 
the fruit-trees. Place them as near to the glass 

as possible to induce a stocky growth. Cold 
frames answer very well, but there is the trouble 
of covering them in the case of frost, the young 

Growths being tender at I bisstage, consequent 

of their having been growing a long way from 
the glass prior to cutting down. In the case of 
those varieties t hat have euttiugs several inches 
long at cutting-down time, if these new growths 
are left by the time the cuttings are required, 
they will have become drawn up weakly and 
rendered useless as cuttings. It is better in 
such cases then to remove the tallest at once, 
allowing more space for those coming through 

the soil at the time. A better class of cutting 
is obtained when required by this means. In 
the case of reputed shy producers of cuttings 
means must be taken to induce them to grow 
more freely. Examine the drainage to make 
sure the plants are not waterlogged, and remove 
any manure from the surface used for top¬ 
dressing, if the roots have not run into it. Re¬ 

place the manure with loam and leaf-mould in 
equal quantities, adding sand freely. Cover the 
roots xvith half an inch of this coinpost and 
avoid anything like keeping tile roots wet. 
With the plant cut off and no growth at the 
base, but little water will be required. It U 
wise to keep such plants on the dry side at the 
root for a tune until a better action is apparent. 
Syringing the stems during bright weather is a 

means of encouraging new growth. Those 
starting freely should have all the air available 
to ensure a robust growth. Those that are 
sluggish in this respect xvouhl lie all the better 
for a gentle bottom beat, if available, or lie Silaeed at the warmest end of the bouse. Green¬ 
ly occasionally attacks the points of the young 

shoots, and should be got rid of quickly for fear 
of its crippling the young leave.-., thus causing a 
check to the free growth. Where fumigating 
with Tobacco-smoke is not practicable the 
affected points should be dusted with Tobacco- 
powder, vigorously syringing the points the 

next dux witli clean water lo cleanse the cut 
lings of Wh powder mid IB. 

!•: MoLV.'Lt .X. 

■1891. Chrysanthemum M. G. Uru- 
nerwald.—There should be not the slightest 
ditiiculty in getting this variety. Any good 

Chrysanthemum nurseryman, sucnasMr. Davis, 
q| Lilford-rqad Nurseries, Camberwell, or Mr. 
ittncSy ol°Hither Green-lane, Lewisham, will 

early variety, prob- 
Jme. Pesgrange, tile 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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(hovers of an exquisite rose simile. It is 
exceptionally free, and worth growing both out¬ 
doors and under glass.—O'. T. 

-This line variety can be obtained (ram Mr. II. .1. 
.I'Mici, of llithur'ftnx.'ii, Lcwmliam, who hold* a large stock 
of this aii‘1 others of the same class. IS. K. 

EARLY AND LATE CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

Ik anyone is going in for Chrysanthemum 
culture with an idea of making a profit of the 

blooms he must look well after the flowers for 
the two extremes of the season—viz., the very 
early ami the very late ones : not that they are 
better, or even so good, as the mid-season ones, 
but simply from the fact that there are so many 
of the mid season ones grown for exhibition, 
decoration, Ac., that everyone seems surfeited 
with Chrysanthemums, and no one appears to 
think of buying them. It is, however, uuite 
different with the early und late sorts. This 
year, owing to the great heat and drought, there 
was a great scarcity of white flowers in Seplcm- 
lier, and the early White Chrysanthemums like 

Lady Fitzwygram, Mine. Deagraugc, &e., canto 
in most opportunely ; but mid-season sorts are 
so very numerous that one requires considerable 

forethought to time them to come in when they 
can lie sold. Hut not 
so with the very late 
kinds, which are with 
ni'! now plumping up 
fine buds, and any 
quantity can lie sold at 
Christmas, and, as a 

rule, at very much more 
remunerative prices 
than can lie made dur¬ 
ing November. If is 
rather singular that 
with almost all other 
flowers a month in ad¬ 
vance of their usual 
season of flowering, the 
Chrysanthemum shows 
vjrv little difference, 
ana our late kinds still 
out-of-doors arc only in 
the bud state. Snow- 
fla’ce is with me the 
latest of all sorts, 
either new or old, one 

of the purest whites, 
and of the liest and 

dwarfest habit of f;rowth. There have 
■ecu numerous addi¬ 

tions to this useful class 
of recent years. 

J. O., (Import. 

DEED 

CULTIVATION. 
It would be difficult to 
find a stronger argu¬ 
ment in favour of deep 
cultivation than that 
afforded by the appear¬ 
ance of crops growing 
side by aide during the summer drought, the one 
on deeply cultivated soil, and the other on such 
as has been merely dug over one spit deep ; the 
one would be drooping, while the other would 
lie vigorous and apparently enjoying the heat and 
drought, for the simple reason thattherootscould 
penetrate in the deeply cultivated soil and find 

abundant moisture long after those growing in 
the shallow cultivated soils had exhausted their 
supplies : and this is the sole reason why allot¬ 
ment holders get so much heavier crops tlian the 
very same kind of soil yields when only ploughed 
over. And I would strongly advise all that 
have vacant land, which is not required for crop¬ 
ping until the spring, to deeply trench as much 
of it as possible ; any kind of garden refuse can 
ba utilised for burying at the bottom of the 
frenches, and no bolter wav of cleaning any 
Und that has boon allowed to gel into ,i wi-cili 

.late can be adopted than b\ trenching, tiic.-n 
crops are especially beneficial lo bury in the 
..oil, ami old Strawberry beds arc especially 

liable after many autumn rains to get weedy ; 
but if the whole mass is turned in two spits 
deeps there will be no fear but that any crop put 
on next season will show good results, umNmcr 

fullest.capabilities. J. Haatn. 

HOUSE & WINDOW GARDENING. 

uut.fi/ivvers IN T1IE HOUSE. 

Winter Nosbuavs. 

Okr worst winter season gives us from a fairly- 

stored outdoor garden much that a tasteful 
person can make beautiful use of. A charming 
bunch of winter flowers can lie made up 
of the small and ordinary Christmas Roses, 

the brownish leaves of Ivv, a truss of Pyra- 
c intliu, a lie -p fringe of the large - leaved 

Sixifrage, and a few nits of the small silvery 
Euonymus and Lauriistinus—all open garden 
materials easily got, In mild sea-coast districts, 
too. Anemones and other flowers that open 
during mild seasons arc available, and if loosely 
arranged in a vase, as shown in the annexed 
illustration, they form a charming ornament to 

any room. 11. 

- “ E. Cooper” omits to say what 
arrangements lie proposes to make for warmth 
in winter, without which cut-flowers for the 
house are not easy to in.ieiire from this time 
until sp-ing arrives. Chrysanthemums can la1 
made to yield plenty of bloom, if any sort of 
sYdler, such as a south verandah, nr a glass 

Ut u Kkaueks' IliLi t-iaatioxs : A iicuo-guy ■>! mild winter llnwi rs. Engraved for Cakdkninu Iui.i stuami 

from u photograph sent by Mr. J. McWultcre, Armagh, Inland. 

porch even (without heat) he available,'lusting 
from October to Christmas, if lmtli early and 
late kinds are grown. Without shelter they 
cannot he reckoned on after the first severe 
frost sets in. The only hardy blooms which 
can then be found in a garden are those of the 
Laurustinus, which is now in full bloom, and 
will continue to blossom throughout llic winter 
in mild weather. Czar Violets, loo, if grown in 
a sheltered spot under a wall, will bring many 
blossom , before Chi inlin.it,, and the Yellow Jas¬ 
mine (.Jasminiiin iiudiflnriim) ami I 'hristmaA 

Roses will also open in December after a mild 
autumn. January is usually quite flowerless 

outside : but in February the first, bulbs appear, 
8nowdrops I icing belter than Crocuses for 
cutting. March will bring plenty of Wallflowers 
(in a .sheltered corner where cold winds do not 
blow i, with V elloiv Aconite, e.ulx Van Thol 
Tulips, Ellen c.iinea, Anemones, Primroses in 
warm corners, and White Alyssunis. In April 
the earliest open-air Daffodils (Narcissi) open, 
with Forget-me-not (Myoaotis dissitillora), 

Wallflowers in the open, Hyacinths, alpine 
Auriculas, and White Violets ; the Devonshire 
Violetfbeing one of the liest of those. “ May- 

~ e proverbial, and include the sweetest 
ted blossoms. Lily of tluy^V^; 

Narcissus in great variety, Tulips of 

taller old fashioned kind, Brompton Stocks, 
Single Pyrethrums (excellent for decorative 
wont throughout t he summer), Madonna Lilies, 
Irises (both English and foreign), White Pinks 
(Mrs. Sinkins being the finest kind to grow), 
and Iceland Poppies (most useful with tlieir soft 
yellow tints). Roses, Carnations, and the host 

of summer blossoms will supply June and July, 
with plenty of Mignonette, Sweet Peas, Blue 
Cornflowers, Marguerites (both white, pink, and 
yellow), Gladioli, anil Lilies in variety. August 

is the month for Asters and Dahlias, both of which 
should he grown in variety for cut-flowers, the 

Si Mil.k and C.xrTi'.s Dahlias being the best in 
vases. There should he a continous supply of 
Shirley Poppies from early spring until frosts 
begin, and this is easily secured by sowing seed in 
autumn as well as in spring, with succcssional 
beds to he sown in May, Julie, and at the end 
of July. These last will bring a blaze of colour 
into the garden during September and October, 
and lie most useful for cutting when other things 
begin to fail. The writer has bouquets of them 
in the drawing room at this date (Novem¬ 

ber -1th), contrasting most charmingly with 
Pure-white Chrysanthemums from seed sown 
late in July. These Poppies need to lie picked 

early in the day anil 
when only half (qieii ; 
their delicate beauty 
will then he preserved 
in a cut state tor several 

days, and few flowers 
arc so light and elegant 
for table decoration, 

while their tints are 

singularly varied and 
pure. Japanese Anem¬ 
ones (lioth pink and 
white) are useful in 

September, especially 
Honorine Jobcrt (pure- 
white, which, when 
well established in a 
shady spot, brings a 
great miantity of pure- 
ivory blossoms, exqui¬ 
site for decoration). 
The earlv Chrysanthe¬ 
mums (Madame Dcr.- 
grange, G. W'ermig, !>a 

Vierge, Ac.) can now 
lie lmd from old plants, 
divided in spring and 
put into a sheltered 
corner with rich soil, 
and these with Dahlias, 
Pyrethrums, Asters, 

Ac., will supply plenty 
of cut-flowers. After 
the middle of Octnlicr 
Michaelmas Daisies be¬ 
come valuable for cut* 

ting, and the ordinaly 
run of Chrysanthe¬ 
mums, Pompons, and 
others, give a wide 
lunge of colour for cut¬ 

ting until Christmas, with slight shelter. In 
growing flowers for decorative purposes it should 

not be forgotten that suitable greenery is much 
needed to display them, and a few suggestions 
us to this may’ not be out of place. English 
Ferns of many kinds are very valuable for this 
purpose, especially Asplcniuin Adiantnm- 
nigruni for small vases, as it is evergreen, and 
therefore available in winter, with Harl’s-tongue 
(fjcolopendrium vulgarc), and the Common 
Polypody (l’olypodium vulgaris), which, how¬ 
ever, needs damp wood in the soil to do well, as 
it grows on the branches of trees. An excellent, 
substitute for Maiden-hair Fern may be lmd in 
the Common Yellow Fumitory (Corydalis lutea), 

w ith sprigs of delicate greenery, very Fern-like in 
effect, which last w ell in water, however. Even the 
more Common Purple Fumitory (Funmria offici¬ 
nalis) is not lo he despised in floral arrange 
menu, the flowers being retnoxvd from tin 
light, tiond-like sprays ot foliage Indore using 
it. Plenty of ornamental Grasses, too, should 
be grown, xvitli a few good ornamental shrubs 

from which larger greenery may lie out when 
needed. Aucuba japonica, Berberis (Mahonia) 

im, niid Laurustinus are useful for the 

bai'ki'Munil w'ilrjie vases with fronds of hardy 

livj in the cox! 

\-CHAMPAIGN 

Isaev. Those who 

find lovely sprays 
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of greenery witli plenty of luce-like Crass anil 
bright lierries for auluiuu decoration. The 

demand for these things is now so great that 
they may lie bought in most good town markets ; 
but if they have to be grown the various liar- 
lierries, Nkinnnias, Aucubas, Hollies, the 

Snowberi v (Symphoricurpus), the Winter 
Cherry (Physalis), Craltegtis l’yraeantha, and 

Cotonoaster mierophylla will supply excellent 
substitutes for flowers during the colder months 

of the year. I- 11. 

IH.V1. — Maiden-hair Perns. These 
Kerns will not keep their foliage in winter in an 
unheated greenhouse, and would bo sure to 

become shabby under the change from a warm 
room to a cold greenhouse at this time of year. 
If '• Perseverance” means that they get no 

water from the time they are brought in until 
the week's end, this is probably another cause 
of failure of foliage. Ferns should never lie very 
dry, especially when in a dry, warm atmosphere, 
such as that of a sitting-room, although at the 
same time they should not be soaked with water 
when the surface soil is damp. They also object 
to a draught, and should be placed in a sheltered 

corner, not list near the lire, when needed foi 
decoration in a room, lint they would lie far 
better out of the room at night, on account of 
the dust and draught which they must go 
through in the early morning, when the house 
maid attends to the room. Delicate Ferns 
sutler greatly from the icy blasts which then 

go through the place for its necessary airing, 
with aecom|ianying dust. The best plan is to 
remove the plants at night (before the lights are 
lit) either into a warmed greenhouse, where 
they cun stand on a damp floor, or else into a 
bathroom with hot-water pipes, or a warm bed¬ 
room, covering them with a newspaper shelter, 
easily made with wire, pasto, and double news 
papers, of a size and shape to suit the plants. In a 

dry atmosphere they do best if a large tray or flat 
bath be laid on the floor for them at night, witli 
a little water in it, and the pots are placed on 

inverted saucers, so as to stand over the water, 
but not with their roots in it: a paper cover 
placed over this will keep in the moist air, and 
save them from dust, too. Ferns feed much 
through their fronds, and never flourish where 
there is no moisture in the air, but they 

can Is' kept in health in this way, and may lie 
used for decoration during the afternoon, if 
removed la-fore the drying effects of the lamps 
or gas do them injury at night,—I. h, R. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

FRUIT. 

APPLES FOR SMALL HARDENS. 

Tim time is once more at hand for making 
selections of fruit trees for various purposes for 

planting during the coming autumn. Although 
it is yet too early to think of planting the trees, 
it is not too soon to order them. Nurserymen, 
as a rule, execute, their orders in rotation, there¬ 
fore those that order early stand a good chance 

of getting the best trees, as I do not suppose the 
worst trees are sent out first. There is now such 
a large number of varieties to choose from that 
there is not the slightest excuse for having those 
sorts that arc worthless or even of moderate 

ipiality. .Vs much spam is required to 

iss,-i and 4K05, A Virginian Creeper. 
I do not know if this is obtainable in England, ! 

but 1 see the name is in the “Tree and Shrub 

Catalogue" of Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons, 
('helsca, and possibly they may have it. I do not 

know A. japonica Hoggi, but as A. japonica is 
synonymous with A. tricusiiidata, the kind 
popularly called Veitchi, I should say that it 
was different from the one I have under the 

inline of muralis. “ M. ('." may plant it as 
soon as ever he can get it anywhere during 
winter or spring, as it is unite hardy. The few 
that I had planted on walls have been so beauti¬ 
ful that many more which were planted to climb 
trees but did not make much progress there 
have been taken up and planted against the 
wall. In ease “ M. and “ Hi I’. It." 
cannot obtain the kind in England they will be 
able to gel ii from the same source, us dur plant., 
i line from tlr. great musettes of Trauson 
U: other l, Orleans, Fiance.—A. II. 

-- l sec that the variety muralk is adver¬ 
tised in Messrs. Veitch'scatalogue. Their address 
is King's-roiul, Chelsea. This is the only nursery- 
man that, as far as I can sec, embraces it in 
their selection of climbers. This is a good time 
to plant, and onwards to the end of winter. 

It is perfectly hardy and vigorous, but give the 
plants a good start by letting them have fairly 
good soil.—C. T. 

l'>oi. Clipping Conifer®. I think it is s mistake 
l-i clip Conifers; .-it .ill. The- look hist «litn j!!u-c<l to 
• roe naturally. Espi-iiM” is tics trie o! C irrcti js 

no p. arpi. But it Conifers must la -!.|p:i th 
s.-isoi; is in Mj -. an<l than the you.-.j 0-rowt:-. will escape 
tiie spring tros j,.—E. H. 

- Spring would he ihe best time ; l.u/wTfr chop and 

* “■ v 
course, by pruning.—C. ( 

Apple ltd (!n|villi-," 

cultivate an inferior variety, and very often 

more, because worthless sorts of Apples arc 
frequently good growers. Where hut n few 
trees can lie accommodated they should lie of the 
best kind, not only as to their individual quality 

when cooked or in a dessert state, hut their 
merits us cropnors ought to lie taken into con¬ 

sideration. I have here growing over one 
hundred varieties, therefore can speak with a 
little authority on the subject. There arc some 
varieties of Apples that will not succeed in 
certain kinds of soils, no matter how the plant¬ 
ing is done, which renders the selection of sorts 

more difficult for universal acceptance. How¬ 
ever, a safe plan to follow is this: Select those 
kinds that will succeed in congenial soil, and 
rest assured that those sorts will flourish in soil 
that is generally regarded oa satisfactory for 
Apple-cull tire. In making these remarks 
1 ought, perhaps, to name the two kinds 
of soil I take exception to. In the first- 

place soil that is unsuilcd to Applo culture 

it, that which is heavy in character, but not 
absolutely clay, yet retentive of moisture, and 

consequently cold during the winter and spring, 
and liable to cause canker very quickly where 

there is the slightest disposition to this evil in 
Apple culture. Canker, in my opinion, is 
mainly caused liy the frost affecting the non- 
ripened shoots of the previous year's growth, 
thus injuring the tender hark ns a commence¬ 
ment of • J.- trouble. Without experience of 

soil it is met1, difficult as well u a risky 
thing to make a selection of varieties, but by 
f,jRowing the practice advised of planting those 

_Y>|b^ha’. flourish in congenial soil, but few mis' 
are made. It is very annfflvingra/tifr 

■jfuiiduig time ami money for half-irKlozonAearil 

to find then that certain sorts are useless for a 
jiarticular site. Roil favourable to Apple cul¬ 
ture is that which is generally termed heavy 

loam, meaning soil that is slightly above 
the medium in point of adhesiveness, or, iu plain 
words, more inclined to clay than sand. I 
purpose to place the varieties in their order of 
ripening somewhat, so that intending plan lei,, 
may he better able to select, according to tin: 
season they require much or little fruit. Oppor¬ 

tunity is then given of reducing or increasing 
the number of trees of any particular section. 
Dessert varieties : Irish Reach and Devonshire 
Quarrenden, August; Lady Sudcley and Wor¬ 
cester Rearmain, September; King of l’ippin, 
October j Cox’s Orange l’ippin, November; 
Kaiimann's Red Reinette, December; Stunner 
Pippin, January; Feara’s Pippin, February. 
Kitchen varieties: Lord Orosvenor and Duchess 

of Oldcnburgh, August; Eehlinvillo and Stir¬ 
ling Castle, September; Frogmorc Prolific, 
l tolden Spiro, and Warner’s King, Octot>er ; 
lame's Prince AUiert and New Hnwthoruden, 
November; ltismarck, December; Brain ley's 
Seedling, January; Newtown Wonder, Sandring- 
ham, and Alfriston, February ; New Northern 
Creening, March. In smoky and cold districts 

Apples are worthy of a plane against a wall or 
even under glass, and good kinds for these pur- 
|Mises would lie the Red and White CalviUc (InJre 
figured) Rihston and Cox's Orange Pippin, or 

any of the Nonpareil type. 8. P. 

Apples and Pears in a green¬ 
house.—’l es, with free ventilation lmtli Pears 
-mil Apples may lie permanently grown and 
fruited in a cool green or orchard-house with 
perfect success, though if the trees can lie re¬ 
moved to the open air for a few weeks after the 

fruit lias been gathered so much the I letter. As 
tar as 1 have seen, the most successful results 
are obtained, at any rate in dealing with Pears, 
by planting single cordons along one nr both 
sides of the house, and training the steins on 
wires 10 inches or 12 inches from the glass. If 
the house is sufficiently wide, a central lied may 
lie occupied by bush trees of Apples, Poaches, 

Ac., in large pots or tubs, or even planted out. 
Still, they will do very well as busltes or pyra¬ 
mids in pots or tubs. Two excellent Apples for 
this purpose would he Cox's Orango Pippin 
and Ionic's Prince Albert, and two fine Pears 
Emile d'Hcvst- and I)oyentie du Cornice.— 

B. C. R. 

4! him. OooBeberry-caterplllar. — Tim 
present is a good time to take away the soil 

from under the hushes. It should he removed to 
the depth of 4 inches nr more, and fresh earth 

put in its place, It may interest this corre¬ 
spondent to know that at Sand-hill Park, 
only a few miles from where the inquiry was 
written, the gardener has laid the short Crass 
from the lawn under the Gooselicrry and Cur¬ 

rant-bushes as a preventative, and 1 never saw 
a caterpillar on them. The Crass was used for 
this purpose from the commencement of the 
mowing season until the close. Mr. dames, the 
gardener, never claimed for his practice a cure 
for the destruction of these insects ; all he knew 
was that since he commenced laving down the 
Crass ho had never been troubled with them on 

hushes so treated. It would appear that there 
is something in the decaying Crass that is un¬ 
pleasant to the caterpillars if there lie any 
there. Wo must, however, rememlier that 
these insects appear to possess a kind of migra¬ 
tory character, as they are verv much in 
evidence one year and absent t)io next. — 
J. Gi C. 
- Now is a good time to prune the hushes. 

cutting away any weak branches, so giving more 
space io those that are stronger. Especially 
thin out the middle of the tree, admitting light, 
air, and sunshine to that part. Any shoot cf 
last year's growth not required for furnishing 
the tree in the future with branches should be 

cut back to one or two eyes at the bast. If the 
trees arc lieyond eight years old remove 3 inches 
of the surface soil for about 2 feet from the stem 
all round, replacing it, with fresh. If the trees 
do not make- much growth add decayed vege¬ 

table refuse, partly rotted manure in a sixth 
part, mixing with it some quick-lime. Next 
February paint the branches entirely over with 

i, but few mis'- linie.' -soot, and clav, in about equal parts, 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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manured for former crop (that on which Cab¬ 
bages have been grown suits them admirably), as 

freshly-manured land tends to produce grubby 
and forked roots.—E. J. I*. 

THE KITCHEN GARDEN, 

FORCIN’*! RHUBARB AN’l) SKAKALE. 

Many amateurs are deterred from growing 

Rhubarb and Seakale-roots for forcing, by 
reason of the exaggerated difficulties in the way 
of forcing, whereas it is one of the easiest tilings 
in the whole round of the year to have a good 

supply of both Rhubarb and Seakale from 
Christmas up to t ho time when it comes in 
naturally, and, as a rule, Christmas is quite soon 
enough to get the first hatch ready, for it is 

during the first three months of the year that 
anything in the way of forced vegetables is 
most welcome. In starting a supply of these 
things, the first thing is to prepare a large 

supply of roots by planting single crowns of 
Rhubarb at a yard apart, and letting them grow 

without any disturbance to the leaves during 
the summer, as they will develop several large 
crowns, a id yield a quantity of stalks when 
forced. iSeakale can be increased to any extent 

NOTES ON TOMATOES. 

Whether on account of a largely-increased 

consumption, or because the production has 
certainly not exceeded, even if it has equalled, 

the average, certain it is that the price of 
Tomatoes has kept up in a quite remarkable 
manner, especially considering the character of 
the season, during the whole of the past summer. 

The market price as quoted in the weekly 
reports (I am quite aware that this is by no 

means a positive guide) did not full below lid. 
per lb. during the entire season, while a 
considerable grower in South London told me 
recently that he had sold none under Sd. per lb. 
retail, or 5d. when disposing of them to the 

local shopkeepers. If the Tomato revels in 
sunshine to the extent that all the recognised 
authorities would have us believe—and there is 
really no doubt about it—then it has been an 

ideal season for this particular crop, both under 
glass anil in the open air. But there is a good 
deal of difference between a fair amount of sun¬ 
shine, as experienced in an average English 
summer, and over four months of constant 

and downright blazing sun, without enough 
rain during the wliolu of that time to pro¬ 
perly lay the dust. This is what we 

had to undergo here, though in many 
parts, I believe, it was not quite so laid. 
During the whole of March, April, May, 

June, and August also, everything here was 
as dry as the Desert of Sahara, the sky like 
brass, and the earth (our stiff, clay soil, at any 
rate) but little less hard than "iron. Unless 

constantly and copiously watered, nothing could 
or would grow either indoors or out, and, as in 
many other instances, the house supply of water 
ran short, and large quantities had to be brought 
a considerable distance. Such a state of t hings 

not only increased the labour and cost of pro¬ 
duction largely, but rendered the risk and 
proportion of failures much greater also. Some, 
or one might safely say many, growers, however, 

obtained good—even unusually good and heavy 
—crops, but at tliesnmc time an exceptionally 
large 

Number ok K.ui.rntw of one kind or another 

have come under my notice, not only in this 
particular district, but all over the kingdom. 
Where the plants were healthy and vigorous 

from the first, and received correct treatment 
(considering the unusual character of the season) 

the returns have been excellent, but where 

through either ignorance or accident errors 
in cult ival ion were perpetrated, failure in 

whole or part has been the inevitable 
result. In some cases, either through the neces¬ 
sary amount of water having been “shirked,” 
through a mistaken idea of the requirements of 
the plants, or from actual scarcity of water, the 

plants were really starved, while in ot hers an 
excess of moisture has been given : while a very 
common mistake has been made in an excessive 
use of the syringe, combined with insufficient 

ventilation. This kind of thing invariably ends 
in a bad attack of disease ; but there is a certain 
class of men who cannot learn, or believe that 
the methods they have always practised can 

possibly be wrong. Complaints of the blossoms 
dropping instead of forming fruit have lieen 
very numerous, but in nearly all cases they 
seem to have resulted from errors of treatment, 
the plants in some instances having lieen unduly 
starved, but more generally overstimulated by 
means of rich soil, excessive watering, and a too 

close and moist atmosphere, especially before a 
certain amount of fruit had been formed. This, 
of course, absorbs any surplus energy, and, as a 

rule, effectually prevents the plants “running 
away,” or making a more or less rank anil 
fruitless growth afterwards. Herein lies, indeed, 
one of the secrets of successful Tomato culture— 
I do not say to starve the plants, but to care¬ 

fully avoid throwing them into anything like 
strong or rank growth by means of either much 
moisture, atmospheric or otherwise, or manure, 

or in other words to “ keep them well at home" 
during the early stages, until a certain stage of 

productiveness has been reached. After that 
th^|pjnjy)gi|i^tp)d<)ed must, if an abundant crop 
isTaie realised, be ‘‘ fed ” to an extent that few 

Other! Vubjifeptsl lc4<yw£)l>D wwld endure. The 

WWtf />f| wafei-nand liquid-manure tha* a 

{irst thing to do is to deeply dig the beds, break¬ 

ing the soil down fine ; then take your liulhs, 

and with a trowel plaec them in tfie position 
they are to flower in, covering with from 
- inches to 3 inches of soil. If the soil is natu¬ 
rally of a porous, sandy nature there is no need 
to place fresh sand over the bulbs ; but in stiff 

soils it preserves the bulbs from stagnant mois¬ 
ture. After planting is completed a covering of 

alsnit an inch of Cncoa-nul-finro greatly protects 
the bulbs from frost, but it also gives a neat 
aspect to the beds, and it is a very cheap article. 

Pot culture is probably the most satisfaetorv 
way of cultivating Hyacinths, Tulips, or Nar¬ 
cissus, for as they arc naturally very early 

flowering plants, our variable springs frequently 
spoil the finest displays, but even a cold house 
or pit renders them safe. In potting the first 

consideration is to get good bulbs, not only large 
of their kinds, but especially well ripened, for 
on this hinges the size and quality of the bloom. 
Then prepare the soil, and I find nothing suit 
bulbs 1 letter than turf that has been stacked one 

year. If this is chopped up, and a little rotten 
leaf-mould and snnd added, it will develop them 

to the fullest extent. After potting place them 
on a dry, cool ash-bed. and cover the pots with 

the same material or Cocoa-nut-fibre, but do not 
put them into a warm-house or pit until the 
pots are full of roots and the tops have started 
into growth, for this is the most frequent error 

that young beginners make. They push the 
top growth up before the roots are ready to 

support it, and as a natural consequence they 
fail, and generally blame the bulbs, instead of 

their mode of culture. In window-boxes many 
bulbs are planted, and, as a rule, they succeed 

well, provided the winter is not extra severe ; 
but it should lie borne in mind that during very 
severe frost the soil in window-boxes will get 
frozen right through, and the roots of the bulbs 

will suffer. As a safeguard, an extra depth of 

Cocoa-fibre should be placed over the bulliTortbe- 
boxes transferred to a Lfa^lif-ZQfi!tilPytl\J»iL 

breaks. .Tames Groom, Gosport. 

by seed, or piec.xs of root cut into sols, and 
planted out in rows two feet apart, and the 

sets one foot apart. At this time of the year 
they will be ready for forcing. A deep box set 
in any warm place, such as under the stage of a 
hot-house or in a warm stable—in fact, any 
position where heat is obtainable ; set the roots 
at the bottom of the box, cover them with soil, 
and give a good soaking of water, and cover 

with hay or straw to exclude the light, and the 
produco will be tit, for use in a month or six 
weeks, according to the heat at command. A 

succession can be easily managed, and as the 
season advances, the quicker the produce will 
come ready for use. J. (i limits. 

4838.— Carrots for show.—Two good 
sorts for exhibition are James’s Scarlet Inter¬ 

mediate, of which there arc many “ improved ” 
varieties offered, and St. Valery, the latter 
being a first-rate medium-sized exhibition 
variety- Seed sown in light, rich soil in a warm 

March or April would produce 
%r4£^xfclliition roots in July. They slyWW: 
groferv on land that has been previously 
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healthy and prolific Tomato-plant growing in 

well-drained and not too deep border, box, or 
even pot, demands, especially under the 
tropical sunshine of the last summer months, is 

almost incredible, and, indeed, under the cir¬ 
cumstances named it would be difficult to afford 

too much. With reference to the peculiar and 
apparently unaccountable “flagging” disease, 
or rather affection (for 1 am now of opinion that 
it is no! a disease) which has been mentioned 
more than once in Gardening, and of which 

several other instances have come under my 
notice during the last two or three years, 1 may 
say that I have suffered from it rather badly 
the last two seasons, and believe that I have at 

last arrived at the cause, which is simply to 
be found in the quality of the water 
employed. I meant to have written thus on 
the subject some weeks ago, and, indeed, com¬ 

menced to do so, but have not had time to finish 
until now. However, farther experience ami 

oliscrvation have developed my then somewhat 
crude ideas into almost positive certainty, so I 
trust they will be by so much the more useful. 
Being hero a good many miles from any water¬ 

works or mains, where no rain falls for more 
than two or three weeks at the outside, anil the 
supply of soft water fails, we have to go to the 

neighlxmring ponds, brooks, or springs for t he 
necessary fluid. Ever since I came 1 have 
noticed that after having this kind of water for 
any length of time, the indoor plants of all 

kinds did not grow as freely as they should 
and usually do, and after a time assumed a 

white and starved appearance, but until quite 
recently I never thought of connecting this fact 
with the way in which many of the 

Tomato-plants flagged under the influence of 
ahot sun, and after a time in many cases collapsed 

entirely. Thinking it might be'the fault of the 
soil, I tried them in earth of all descriptions, both 
light and heavy, rich and poor ; tried keeping 
them comparatively dry and watering heavily, 
and also the result of almost all the 

manures and stimulants extant, but all 
to no purpose, so at last noticing that 
whenever a few showers or a thunderstorm 
enabled us to use rain-water for a time things 

began to improve in appearance all round, 1 
came to the conclusion that the water, and 
this alone, was to blame, and this is now proved 

lieyond a doubt. 1 have since been treating the 
water with a chemical preparation, with the 
result that a quantity of fine, slimy, yellow 

deposit is precipitated from even apparently 
perfectly clear and pure fluid. This 1 take to 
lie clay in a finely-divided state (we are on a 
wide belt of solid clay of the heaviest descrip¬ 

tion), with probably iron in some form as well. 
In passing through the soil, which acts, of 
course, as a filter, the water leaves this finely- 

divided and evidently poisonous matter behind, 
and it chokes and cripples the roots, with the 
result already described. A still farther proof is 

that I never had, or even saw, this affection 
until this and last year, when of lioth the spring 
and early summer were dry, and in I HOI, when 

i‘, rained frequently or constantly throughout, 
I had in the same house, and under the same 

conditions, a splendid crop, although the plants 
were not put out until May, and hod no fire- 
heat whatever. Wherever this affection occurs 
growers should look to the quality of water 

employed, and, if possible, get it analysed. 
I am glad to see that at last some amount of 
attention is being paid to the quality and flavour 
of Tomatoes, in which respect the different 
varieties vary to an cxrtraodiuary extent. I 

have always studied this point carefully, and for 
some years past have been endeavouring to 

obtain a Tomato that would combine the prolific 
and free-setting qualities of the old Large Red 

with acompact and short-jointed habit of growth 
and superior substance and flavour. Up to the 
present Perfection is, all things considered, the 
nearest approach to this happy combination, but 

then tho growth is so very long and strong a* to 
render it unsuitable for low houses or frames, 

while unless happily circumstanced and skilfully 
treated it is certainly not the best of setters. 
Conference is extra dwarf, free, an excellent 
setter, and of good substance and flavour, but 

the fruit is rather too small, both for maikct and 

home use, to meyt the taste of most consumers. 
A local variety called Sussex Beauty, of which I 
don’t know the parentage, is good aU-nvind, but 

obtain arc in my experience more or less useless 

here, whatever they may be in the climate of the 
States. Considered from this point of view, many 
of the most prolific varieties, and notably King 

Humbert, ulso known as Chiswick Red, arc 
wretched things, devoid of both substance, 
weight, and flavour. Challenger (which amicars 

to be very similar to tho old Tennis Ball, pos¬ 
sibly slightly improved l is but little better. 1 
think that when judging Tomatoes at shows, 

the adjudicators should cut some of the fruits 
across, so as to show the substance, or want of 
it, even if it is not tasted, as in the ease of 

Melons. I may, perhaps, be allowed to add 
that one or two of my seedlings exhibit an 
unusual amount of solidity, with very few seeds 

and a rich, sweet flavour, while the habit is ex¬ 
tremely short, and the fairly largo fruits freely firoduced. Of one I have a golden character 

rom a large Jersey grower, to whom I sent a 
few seeds for trial. Owing to the circumstances 
described aliove 1 had only a limited quantity 
of fruit, and that was late. Much the finest 
crop of Tomatoes I saw this year was in a 

nursery in flic south of London ((hat of Mr. 
II. .1. Jones, of Lewisham), where the plants 
were a perfect picture, being laden with large 

fruit of perfect form and finish. Every bloom 
hail set, and each nlant, I was told, would pro¬ 
duce between ‘20 In. and 30 lb. of fruit by the 
end of the season. The variety chiefly culti¬ 

vated is an improved form of Perfection. 

B. C. R. 

ONIONS FOR WINTER USE. 

These are in great demand-in winter with all 

families, large and small, and therefore must be 

Onion " I’car-shnpcil 8|i.mlnli." 

had iu good condition. Tho great point is to 

thoroughly ripen and harden the bulbs by full 
exposure to sun and air after lifting. The 
weather in September of this year was excellent 

for that purpose. Where they were taken in 
roughly to lie cleaned on wet days, proceeded with, 

and finished storingassoon as possible, all would lie 

well. Any with thick necks, or that made a second 
growth, and which seem to be in consequence 
almost in two parts, should have been put on one 

sideforimmediate use, as they will not keep until 
spring. Others of extra large size may also be 

placed amongst these, for it is only medium- 
sized bulbs of good form and great soundness 
which should be stored away for use in spring 
and early summer. The common flat White 
Spanish types, though otherwise excellent, are 
not such long keepers as Bedfordshire Champion, 

and a good strain of the Pear-shaped Spanish 
Onion, such as James’ Keening, wnick should 
always be left to the last. 1 rarely rope any of 
my Onions. They look well in that way, but 

that is all. I find they keep equally well 
without the trouble of tying if simply laid out 
in a thick layer on shelves, or on the floor of a 

dry, cool room or shed. Properly-stored Onions 
do not decay readily, and they arc not injured 
if exposed to a few degrees of the frost if 

perfectly dry. Mine hardly fail in that way 
until they begin to grow, which is not until 

April or thereabouts. C. 

43.—Onions for show.-The following]; egood standard sorts for show : Ailas 
a fine straw-coloured vary^J 

specimens of this were shown lost season weighing 
30 lb. Golden Ball, fine glolie-shaped variety 

and splendid keeper. Cranston’s Excelsior, f;rand globe-shaped ; for weight and shape, eoin- 
■ined with keeping qualities, this Onion has no 

superior. Trebons,anno large exhibition variety, 
equally good for autumn or spring sowing. 
Magnum Boituin, grand distinct variety. Bed¬ 

fordshire Champion, nvul-slmped, and Giant 
Zitlan, both good vai ictics and splendid keepers. 
Bow the seed under glass in Junuurv. In March 

prick off to boxes, and in April plant out in land 
which has been deeply trenched and heavily 
manured the previous autumn. If you find the 

grub attack them, as is often the case, sprinkle the 
ned with coarse salt, which will not only prove 
beneficial, but also net as a manure to the roots. 

—E. J. P. 

4SS2, —Treatment of Rhubarb.-The t«,t treat- 
meat for Rhubarb at this season Is to mulch rouml the 
circumference of the roots with good manure, adding a 
forkful of manure rather longer over the crowns. This 

covering makes the crowns dry earlier, and it is ready to 
Father a week or ten days before anything can lie had 
from the unprotwlod crowns.- -K. If. 

THE HOLLYHOCK AS A GARDEN 

FLOWER, 

Almost every cultivator of the Hollyhock could 
speak or write about the difficulties he has had 
to contend with in dealing with this, the most 

stately of the hardy flowers that adorn the gar¬ 
den in autumn. Some timid amateurs are over¬ 
come with the first signs of disease on the plants, 
and have not energy enough to make anything 

like a strenuous effort to overcome it. I find a 
great deal depends upon the weather. The vear 
before last the disease was very troublesome, j bail 
to give a lecture on this flower that year in August, 

and at the time some of the plants were quite 
covered with the fungus, many of the leaves 
being totally destroyed, others far gone, and the 

entire collection diseased to a great extent. I 
have grown some of these plants this year, others 
were added to them, and they have flowered 

splendidly. Although the disease appeared in 
tiie spring, it did not spread after May, and the 
plants are practically tree from it. 1 made no 
attempt to destroy the fungus, and yet, owing 

11 what 1 may fairly term the incidence of the 
s mmoii, a good bloom was obtained, ami the 
plants now seem as if they might lie propaguted 
freely for next season’s flowering. I have not yet 

touched the plants ; they still remain in tile open 
b irdcr, but in October or November they ought 
t > be lifted and planted in flower-pots of a 
suitable size, or what answers as well, plant 

them out closely together in an ordinary garden 
frame, and give them sufficient attention in the 

winter to prevent the leaves from damping off. 
1 cannot securely winter my Hollyhock plants 
unless I get them under glass iu some way. I 
find even in frames, with the continued fogs 
near London, the leaves are constantly dying 

off, owing to mould getting upon them through 
their being almost constantly damp. If the 
plants are potted up and flower-pots placed 

on shelves near the glass roof of a house 
from which frost is merely excluded by 
artificial heat, they are not injured in the least ; 

but here, again, we have to face the readiness 
with which the plant is attacked by the disease 
under these somewhat artificial conditions, and 

again, comes the time of propagation, when the 
plants, or rather the cuttings, have to be placed 
m a forcing-house, and the chances arc that 
even if there wore no traces of fungus liefore it 
will appear now. We cannot help ourselves ; 

the cuttings must be put into beat, and I lie 
addition ol bottom heat, with a rather dote 
atmosphere, is necessary. AYc may expect the 

appearance of the fungus, and I fancy a good 
specific for it is sulphur stirred up iu soft- 

s >.iny water, about 2 oz. of soft-soap to the 
gallon of water; too much soft-soap injures 
the leaves; 4 oz. of sulphur may lie used. 

The sulphur has a tendency to sink rapidly 
to the bottom of the water, and must be 
constantly stirred when tlie leaves are being 
dipped. Another plan which has been found 

quite as effectual in removing the parasite is 
to dress the affected parts with Condy’s fluid, 
using a soft brush to apply the liquid. When 

the cutting'.- are rooted they must be taken out of 
the hot-bed and be placed on a shelf near the 

house : this causes the leaves 
Iti/become more crisp, and if the cuttings ,ha\e 

TYeiO'Mtitil N'O (§-'$!> P°,s "'ey may be 
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repotted into 3-inch not*. and when the plants 

have taken hold firmly of the new polling-soil 
they may be removed to a much cooler house, 
and subsequently to a cold frame. The propaga¬ 

tion of the plants and preparation for planting 
out arc important parts of their culture, and the 
{loint to attend to os of most importance is to 
:ccn the leaves clean, fi.from the fungus, red- 

spider, and thrips, as it is only by thus earing 
for the plants that they can lie kept steadily 
growing. Care must also be taken not to allow 

them to receive any check at the time of their 
removal from the warm-house to a greenhouse 
temperature or from the greenhouse to an 
ordinary garden frame. 

Momk cultivators of hardy plants may wonder 

that it is necessary that so much pains should be 
taken with a plant comparatively hardy. To 
this I reply that although the Hollyhock is a 
much hardier plant than the Dahlia, it cannot be 
so freely propagated. The cuttings take longer 

to form roots and growth is slower afterwards, 
and unless the spring cuttings are propagated as 
advised, they would not form roots in lime to 
give good llowering plants, or thev might not 

bloom at all. The preparation of the ground is 
also of much importance, and this should be 
scan to in the autumn. The Hollyhock is a 
gross feeder anil requires a deeply worked soil 

with a good dressing of farmyard-manure, and 
when the ground is trenched up in the autumn 
t h ) winter weather prepares it for planting in 

April or early in May. The young Hollyhock 
plants should have been well inured to 

the open air before planting them out, 
and the operation of planting should 

be performed when the weather is 
mild and the ground dry. The per¬ 
manent sticks must also bo placed to 

the plants at the time of planting out; 
indeed, it is much belter to drive the 
sticks firmly into the ground before 
planting, and dig out a hole at the 
front of the sticks into which should 

lie placed some prepared soil, such as 
is used to pot Pelargoniums, to give 
the plants a start. The plants must 
be tied to the sticks as soon as they 

have grown a little, and it is a good 
Ilian to mulch around the roots with a 
ittle decayed manure : this keeps the 

soil moist, preserves a more equable 

temperature over the roots, and the 
plants will make a much lietter growth. 
As the season advances, dry weather 
will set in and water at the roots will 

be needed, but it will also lie desir¬ 
able to syringe well underneath the 
leaves to keep olf red-spider. The first 
appearance of the fungus is the signal 

for an nttuck upon it ; if it is 
taken in time some good may be 
done, but when it has spread widely over the 
entire collection of plants, the case is hopeless. It 

requires a good stout stick to hold a well-grown , 
Hollyhock plant in position, and as the spikes 

advance in growth, they must lie securely 1 
fastened to prevent their being snapped over ill 

a high wind. A good strong plant will throw 
out many side growths, and it is usual to remove 
these so that all the strength of the plants may 

be thrown into the centre spike. Upon the 
side growths there are also numerous flower-buds, 
but at the base of each there are a few leaves 
with leaf growths at their nxils ; all these may 
lie taken and cut out as Vine eyes are treated 

for pro|>agatinn, and if inserted singly in a small 
flower-pot, they will soon form plants in a very 
mild heat if covered with a garden frame. The 

dead and decaying flowers should be removed 
from the plants, as they not only have an untidy 
appearaucc, but they also cause the sccd-pods to 

decay. Seedling raising is also an important 
anil Interesting part of the cultivator’s work. 1 
sow the seeds in May, and they form strong 
plants for flowering the following season. They 
may be sown out-of-doors, or, what is better, in 

a flame over a hot-bed. The seeds uro more 
likely to vegetate well in that position, and the 
seedlings can easily lie pricked out into boxes 
to lie transferred to the open borders as soon as 

limy am huge enough. They ought to be 
planted where they are to flower in good tune so 
that they are well established before the winter. 
Seedlings arc seldom injured by fronts._ J. 

poured over t hem will kill all it touches. Pieces 
of raw meat or hones from which the meat has 
been cut- has a wonderful attraction for them, 

and the bones could lie dipped in hot. water 
occasionally, when the inscetsore crowded upon 
it. Poison is sometimes used. Arsenic mixed 

with treacle is effective ; but, then, such mix¬ 
tures are extremely dangerous. Carbolic acid 
will kill them, and a strong solution of Sunlight 
soap, ti oz. or 8 oz. to the gallon, will destroy 
anv insects.—K. If. 

CARDENS IN JAPAN. 

TllKItK is in Japan a calendar of flowers, and 
each month has its festival. In March it is that 

of the pink Plum-blossoms ; in April the Cherry- 
trees arc in bloom ; in May all the hillsides are 

ablaze with the Scarlet Azaleas, and the 
Wistarias are hanging their long lilac blooms 
over trellises in the Tea-gardens, or from the 
trunks of trees in the woods; in June the tall 
Lilies and Irises (see illustration) are scenting 
the air : in July the Pieimy-gardens are visited 
for t he sight of the exuberant blooms ; in August 

the lordly Lotus covers all the inudily pools with 
splendid flowers and leaves, and ladcns the heavy 
air with sweet perfume ; in September the Maple 
reddens the mountain-sides ; later the Chrysan¬ 
themum heralds the winter, which is also not 

devoid of flowers, for before the frosts and snows 
have disappeared the red Camellias, growing on 

4%*7. —Destroyli^, 
several ways of dcatrujunji ithts. 

Ills linn- in a Jniuiiii-HK L-iirili-ii. Engruvcil from a 
|ilioio|iriqi)i will In Mm. Ernest Hart. 

trees as large as our Hawthorns, are liri 
the woods with their ruddy blooms. Of the ( 

Wistakia-i.'akhk.ns I must sav one word. It 
was in May, the month of months all the world 

over, when I went one brilliant Sunday to 
Kameido ill Tokio to see the famous Wistaria- 
gardens. These gardens are situated on the 
confines of the temple grounds, which arc always 

the scene of the happy innocent amusements of 
the Japanese, t heir religion and t heir worship not 
being of the kind to induce to gloom and appre¬ 
hension, but leading them to make the best of 
everything in the best of all possible worlds. 

A bridge, which describes more than a semi¬ 
circle, and which it is one of the mild jokes of 
the place to traverse, connects the temple 

grounds with the Tc i gardens. The bridge 
spans the narrow neck of a pool or pond, 

around and overhanging which are set the 
booths where the happy people picnic. The 
gnarled and twisted branches of the ancient 
Wistaria-trees form the roofs, and under the 
flickering shadows of the long lilac blooms, 

which hang in abundant masses 2 feet and 3 feet 
deep, the bright-eyed millin' * und the winsome 
children sit on tnoir heels eating sweetmeuts 
out of little lacquer picnic boxes ; or leaning 
over the parapets they clap their hands, ul the 

sound of which huge golden carp ns large as 
i. Union trout lastly come to bo fed with biscuits 

and bonbons. Words fail to convey an idea of 
the brilliancy of the scene. The radiant air, 
the luxuriant wealth of flowers, the soft brilliant 

'he women's dresses, tip; , m-luV, 
hidW lanterns', the laughter, the 

the careless happiness of l he whole combine to 
make a scene never to be forgotten. The 

Art ok hardening is, however, cultivated 
in Japan not only by public lKslics, or solely 

u* u means of providing public amusement und 
recreation, for it is an art dear to the heart o. 
every inhabitant of the land of the Rising Sunf 

Every Japanese, however poor he may be, how¬ 
ever small may lie bis house, strives to reserve 
some little space which would be in England 
relegated to the uses of n backyard, dustbin, 
and rubbish heap, to the laying out and cultiva¬ 
tion of the traditional garden. This is, as 

everything else in Japan, unique. In the 
traditional garden should be found a miniature 

stream (lowing between rocks, crossed by one or 
more tiny stone bridges and bordered by low 
Pine and other trees, which arc not allowed to Cow their own sweet way, but are trained to 

ml and reach at strange angles over the 
shallow stream, in the water of which a few 
tame carp are always to he found. Blossoming 
trees and shrubs fill up the space, and among 
them is always to lie seen the stone lantern, in 
which on certain occasions a lamp is placed, 
with tlie object, it is said, of lighting the soul 

back to its old home on earth. In many such 
gardens, adjoining the ]>apcr-walled workshops 

where tlie patient Japanese produce their 
marvels of art workmanship, have 1 had the 
processes of manufacture explained or demon¬ 
strated to me, or t he objects brought out to be 
photographed. But small as are most of the 
gardens m Japan, like the people and their 

houses, and expressive as anything else of the 
refinement, the absence of care and the repose 
of their lives, there are yet many gardens and 
p.u-ks which are as extensive as those in Eng¬ 
land. The great enclosures of the Daitnios 

during the old rule of the Shogunate, most of 
which have become public parks, the silent 
groves around the .Slnba Temples, anil the ex¬ 
tensive gardens of the Mikado’s palace at Tokio 
testify to the fact that the Ja|>anese can con¬ 

ceive and carry out a grand scheme of a garden. 
Among many 

Bkautikix private hardens I may mention, 
however, that of Count Mntsura at Tokio, 

which was a celebrated garden before the city 
of Tokio was built. Here a lake takes the 
place of a pool, and forest-trees overshadow the 
blossoming Cherries, und u tea-house and Isiat- 
lioiise bear witness to the thorough enjoyment of 
life in a garden. In Japan, though flowers are 
adored, hot-houses arc unknown. With a taste 

as eorreet as it is refined, the Japanese do not 
aim at cultivating the rare, the costly, and the 
novel, but at taking the common (lowers of their 

country occurring in their natural sequence, and 
by care and cultivation making them the 
sources of national enjoyment. Thus the 
Cherry-trees in bloom, which in England can 
only he seen in our kitchen gardens, are deemed 
in dapiin a sight worthy of the Mikado to invite 
his guests to view. H, 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

4HS0.—Fuchsias from seed. -Seedling 
Fuchsias are not more difficult to raise than 
other plants. Sow the seeds in heat in spring ; 

pot off when large enough, and treat the 
same as plants raised from cuttings. The prob¬ 

abilities are the seedlings will not be altogether 
like the parent. If you have saved seeds wash 
them out of the pulp at once, dry and place in a 
paper packet till spring. Keep the old plant 
dn through the winter, and warm it up in 

spring, there will then lie young shoots break 
out that will make the beat possible cuttings. 
Under good treatment seedling Fuchsias will 
flower the same season if helped in heat in the 

spring. —E. II. 

- This is a very simple matter, all that is 
necessary being to wait until the berries or 
fruitsareripeandof adocnblaekish-purpleeolour; 
then wash or rub out the seeds in sand, store 
them in a dry place, and sow in well-drained 
pots of sandy loam and lenf-mould in February, 

placing them in heu', of course. Frick olf the 
seedlings singly os soon ai> they can be handled. 

Transfer them singly to small pots when fit, 
shifting thorn on into the 3-inch sise, in which they 

’i|f>pp|i during thu succeeding autumn. But 
’ US raised from seed will not come true 

ifii'^UellwO |<SjtAfo are very easily 
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struck, though it is almost too late now ; but 

with a very little care there is no danger of losing 
a healthy plant if wintered in any frost proof 

place. — B. C. R. 

4896. Camellias losing their buds.-- 
I think that “ W. N. G. L.” is keeping the roots 
of these too moist in comparison with the atmos¬ 
phere. The temperatures given are all right 

for plants under forcing ; hut this grand green 
house shrub will not bear hasty forcing, nor do 

they like a dry atmosphere at any time, least of 
all when the'blooms arc expanding. Buds of 
Camellias will droop very freely from slight 
causes, and it may lie that the plants have been 

too dry or too wet for a short period. Syringe 
them occasionally, and so soften the buds some¬ 
what. This often aids them considerably.— 

P. U. 

- This is a common question at this season 
of the year, and a frequent complaint of ama¬ 
teurs. It is simply due to mismanagement, and 
results from neglect during the late summer days, 
when it is thought the plants arc at rest, and 

therefore require little or no attention. I often 
see plants alisolutely dust-dry, and it is foolish 
to rely upon showers, as these simply moisten 
the surface of the soil, anil that underneath is 

quite dry. A Camellia is a plant that, does not 
quickly show signs of neglect, and is apparently 
healthy when almost dying. At any rate, this 

dropping of the buds is due to this cause, but I 
hope you will not lose all the buds. Pay care¬ 

ful attention now to the watering, giving no 
more than necessary, and avoid a hot atmos¬ 

phere.—C. T. 

The temperature is too high, ami the plants tin not 
j;*‘t enough water, (live more water, amt put a little 
stimulant in it. Soot-water is good for Camellias. Do not 
let the night temperature rise above Ml degs.—E. II. 

1HS9. — Semi - double White Ivy - 
leaved Pelargoniums. -No; there is no 
white-flowering variety in this section at all 
equal to Mine. Cmusse and others in habit of 

freedom ami floworing, etc., and anything of the 
kind would lie a great acquisition. The two 
best whites so far are La Candour and Sarah 
Bernhardt, but neither of these nrc quite pure, 

and they are on the whole poor things compared 
with some of the others. Congo, Mine. Cochin, 
and A. F. Barron are the nearest to a true lilac 

shade, and Alice Crousse, Daniels Bros,, and 
Cavier are, perhaps, the best among those with 

magenta-coloured blossoms. —B. C. R. 

- There are a number of beautiful varie¬ 
ties, and a good double white is Candour, the 

plant very free, and of vigorous growth. 
Jeanne d’Arc is a tine kind, the flowers white, 

touched with a lavender shade, and other varie¬ 
ties worthy of mention are Beauty of Castle Hill 

(rose), Ryecroft Surprise, a new kind, a cross 
iietwecn Mine. Thiriaut and Souv. de Chas. 
Turner, the flowers salmon-pink in colour, and 

the plant very free and vigorous ; Edith Owen 
(rose magenta), La France (lilac), the habit 
dwarf and free ; Souv. de Chas. Turner, one of 

the best of all, the flowers produced in large 
trusses, and of a pink colour, with maroon on 

the upper petals : Galilee (rose-pink), Congo 
(pale-lilac), Mmc. Thibaut (pink), and Le Prin- 
temps (rose-pink), a beautiful variety.—C. T. 

There nrc no semi-double Ivy-leaved lYliirgoniimis 

ns good as Mine. Crousse. Jeanne d’Arc is a very useful 
variety, with white, sometimes lilac-tinted, flowers; hut it 

is not so free in habit as Mine. Crousse. and the (lowers have 
shorter stalks and are not so useful for cutting. Congo 
and A. K. Barron have lilac-tinted (lowers, and are in their 
way very good.--K. II. 

4S93.—Bucharis and Amaryllis -The 
temperature named would suit the Amaryllis, 
but though the Eucharis Lilies may be kept in 
a night temperature of 55 degs., they will do 
very much hotter when the thermometer docs 
not fall below 60 degs. Water should be given 

according to requirements, and most plants will 
use tip more in a warm-house than in a c >ol one. 
During the resting period t lie Amaryllis bulbs arc 
kept quite dry, but water is given again when there 

arc signs of movement. The Eucharis is an 
evergreen, and will not bear drying oil in 1 he 
i-»mo way us the Amaryllis, but a partially dry 

t reatment is nscl'yl at times fonts resting elfect. 
The Amaryllis flowers in summer, sometimes 

earlier, sometimes later. The Eucharis may he 
made to flower at any season by varying the 
resting periods. Those who have plenty of bulbs 

need never he without flowers. —E. ^fr> 

4881.-: 
the best newer 

MacGregor (leaf long, pointed, and notched, 
centre dark, with broad silver zone, and narrow 

margin of bronze); Decora (dwarf, with small 
leaves and stems, loaves bronzy-olive, marked 
with greenish-yellow along tlie midrib and 

nerves); Dr. James (leaves satiny greyish-white, 
with dark-green margin and veins) ; Flora Hill 
(small leaves, body colour green, irregularly 

splashed white); Francois Buchner (large heart- 
shaped leaves of light-green, edge bronzy-red, 
pcarlv-white zone); Mmc. Cholet (bronzy-green, 5,n'cn ; *"•?■if j? the best treatment to aioid this? 
‘ ... . .. .. v ’ I Can you give any directions for the general management 
with silver blotches); Mine. G. Bruant (leaves 
deep metallic green, with purplish-red centre 
and white blotches) ; Mine. Patry (ground 

colour, white, with rose markings, and purple 
and black margin); Mine. P. N. Binot (centre 
dark, zone silver, and broad margin of purplish- 

green) ; Mrs. A. G. Shepherd (brood leaves, 
centre and edges bronzy-red, remainder of a 
silky-green hue, beautifully shaded); Mrs. E. 
Bonner (light silvery-green leaves, margin and 

ril*. bronze-rod. line habit.) : l’erlc Humfcld 
(leaves velvety green, shaded, with zone of Isild 
silver spots or blotches). Six good older kinds 

are: Comtesse Louise d’Erdody, Diademe, 
Distinction, Louise Closon, Mine. Almagny, and 

Mine. Sehocq. All, or nearly so, of the above 
can be obtained of Messrs. Laingand Co., Forest- 
bill, or of Messrs. Canncll and Sons, Swanky.— 

B. C. It. 

■wts. Begonia seed-ports to dry.—You may 
ripen the Begonia penis by pul ting them in a shallow pan 
or saucer ami placing them where they will get the full 
benclit o( the light ami sun, cither on a shelf in your 

greenhouse or iii the window of a worm room. When 
thoroughly dry the secsl may he cleaned by rubbing the 
pods through a fine sieve or a piece of muslin.—E. J. I*. 

48X8. Violets In winter. If there is no danger of 
overcrowding the plants in the frame allow the runners 
lo remain ; they will give good blooms later on when the 
hulk of those from the plants are over. When the plants 
are put into the frame (lie leaves n( one plant should just 

touch those of ils neighbour, then there is no fear of over¬ 
crowding.—S. I’. 

4927. — Early Tomatoes for market. - Will 
someone kindly inform me when the Brat sowing of 

Tomatoes should be made for next year's crop-' I would 
like to have them into the market as soon as possible.— 

Jons Daolkisii. 

-HIM.—Sulphate of ammonia Will someone 
kindly explain for what vegetables s ilphate of ammonia is 
good? Also the quantity to be used, and if dry or in 

water ? Is it good for any flower-root s—viz., Chrysanthe¬ 
mums, tui. ?—Cook. 

4929.— Aspidistras.—How many varieties of Aspi¬ 
distras arc there ? Does the variegated variety ever turn 

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS. 

Questions. Queries an-l answers are inserted in 
G A HI' r.M x u free if charge if rirrrspniuirnfs follow the ruler 

here laid down for fheir guidance, All roimiiniiiealiim't 
fur insertion should hr r/rarlg mot emwisely written on 
one side if the /ki/rt mi';/, and addressed to the ElHTuR of 
Garukmnu, .17, .Southamidon -st reel, C-went-garden, fun- 
don. betters on tin si ness should be sent to the ITHLisiir.il, 

The name and address of the Header are required in 
addition to nag desinnatinn he mag desire to lie used in 
the /VIper, When more than one i/uerg is sent, each 
should be on a separate piece of paper. Unanswered 

queries should be repented. Corresp nutents strni’d hear 
in mind Ilia', as Oaiioknixo has to he sent to press some 

time in adeaiwe of date, theg cannot a/wags he replied to 
in the issue immrdiatetg following the receipt of their 
communication. 

Answers (which, with the exception of such as caniud 
well tie classified, will he found in their different depart¬ 

ments) should alwags hear the number anil tittr /itarril 
a-tninst the qiirrg replied to, and our traders will grratlg 
oblige us bg adrislng, as far as their knowledge and 

observations permit, the correspondents who serk assist- 
ante. Conditions, suits, and means vary so intinilelg 
that sererol ansirrrs to the same question mag nftrn he 
rerg useful, and those who reptg would do welt to mention 

the localities in which their experience is gained. Cones- 
pendents who refer to article.-: inserted in Garpknim* 
should mention the number in which they appeared. 

4917. —Japanese Anemones.—Will anyone kindly 
inform mo when to plant these in a garden?— It. M. 1*. 

4918. - Hlmantophyllum splendens. will 
someone kindly give me directions for culture and treat¬ 

ment of this plant?—A. M. I’. 

4919. - Spring Onions. -1 should like to know 
whether Spring Unions will do best on a Carrot-bed or 
where Celery lias grown ?—Not ion. 

4920. - Cinerarias In a cold frame. Should 
Cinerarias In a cold frame be watered overhead through a 
rosed pot at this time of the year, or watered at edge of 
pot ?—R ECTOR. 

4921. —Pruning Fig-trees.—Will someone kindly 

tell me whether Fig-trees should be pruned much? An old 
Fig-tree I have is now full of a new crop of fruit. Should 

these be taken off"—Baldock. 

4922. —1"Malmatson" Carnations.—I have some 
" Malmalson " Carnations in a greenhouse, and they have 

brown spots on their leaves. What is the matter with 
them, and what is the host remedy ?—Novice. 

4923. - Grafting or budding Cherries. I have 
this autumn dug up several Wild Cherries and planted in 
my garden. To obtain fruitful Cherry-trees ought I to 

graft them, or bud them next spring —C. W. G. 

I'.*.'t.—Lawn-sand. Will anyone give me a good 

re- ipi for making lawn sand lot a large ' that i-_ much 
covered with J|nss ,md weeds The sulisod Issiiiiily loam. 

Will nitrate ol soda and sand suit?—K. D., Chester. 

4925.—Pelargoniums, Tea Roses, &c.. for 
market.—Would anyone please to Inform me what heat 

I should keep on for such plants as Pelargoniums for early 
market, and for Tea Roses and C'allas?— Edward Fleming. 

bi no wiuioui cowers.—r,. ht> mtlffhe 

Foliage Begonlat;. 
newer varieties in this c|*s^iTe Bertha 0nrimr 

4926.— Cape Gooseberry.—Will someone kindly tell 

mclf the Cape Gooseberry is a good market fruit ? Could 
—"*■ rowii with profit In a forcing-house, winter and . 

a,.o Where seed could he obUiy^f^g r^^l^ 

of Aspidistras in the house?—C. Chapman. 

4930. -Plants for a shady spot. -A pari of my 
garden is shadowed by (all trees, and I should he much 
obliged if someone would give me a list of under-shruhs 
and hardy flowering perennials suitahle for such a posi¬ 
tion ? Tnc shade is partial, not dense. — Clematis. 

4931. — Aphis on Chrysanthemums. - My 
Chrysanthemums have been covered more or less all the 
season with a little blaek aphis, which clings to the stems. 
1 keep removing it, hut it soon appears again. Will some¬ 
one kindly tell me the cause mid the best way to get rid ot 
it?— B. M. P. 

4932. —Fruit-trees in pots.—Mv master lias tiought 
some newly-potted fruit-trees(Peoches, Nectarines. Plums, 
and Pears) for an unhealed house. Not having grown any 
before in pots. I should Is- glad lo know if I should keep 

them dry. or moderately wet ? The house is as cool as 
possible.—S. S. B. 

4933. —A garden hodgo. Mv house front-a road, 
and lias a plot of garden ground net ween. I ;m plant¬ 
ing a l,auret hedge, hut until it grows up it will need other 
protection from publicity. Will someone pleas- suggest, a 
few tall flowering plants to grow inside the Ll'll IS ' 
.1. C\ Brummkll, M.D. 

1934, Roses for pegging down, lamal-mt to 
form a bod of Hoses with an idea of /legging down. At 
what distance apart should they lie planted, having in 
view the well-being ot the Roses ns well ns economy in 

space ; or should I obtain a better effect Irom a b-d ol 
Dwarfs planted closer? - Rcoosa. 

1935. —Heights of Chrysanthemums. Will 
someone kindly give me the average heights of the following 

Chrysanthemums, grown without topping? Ada .Spauld¬ 
ing, Ktoilc de by on, President Hyde, M, C. Loboeqz, W. 
Trieker. W, Coles, Mrs. .1. Wright, Mine, de Ian in. George 
Daniels, Mons. Bernard, Violet Tomlin, Miss M. Ilaggas, 

Country Vicar. 

4930. Unhealthy Weeping Ash-troes. Will 
someone kindly tell me how to treat two unhealthy Ash- 
trecs? For the last two summers it has made ha oily any 
growth and very scanty foliage, and seems failing. As I 
have a pair of them on my lawn I am most anxious to save 

them, and should feel greatly obliged for information on 
the subject.-8. W. 

4937. —Ferns not thriving, Ac.—I hove a small 
stove-house, containing principally Ferns. The- are not 
thriving, the toliage being of a pale, delicate green. Will 
someone kindly state the probable cause, and also wlmt 

ventilation and watering such a house should have at this 
time of year? Also whether a large and lofty conserva¬ 
tory should have daily ventilation ?—IxqciRER.' 

4938. —Lilies In pots.—bast year I had some billtini 
roseuni (spociosum) given me, which I planted out. Next 
year I should like them in pots, so have taken them up to 
dry. (should I break oil the little offsets, and plant them 

out. or in pots, or will they be best dried with the oh) 
bulbs? I, of course, should like lo increase them, mid do 
not want to waste the little offsets.—Balirick. 

4939. Scotch Flra. I am proposing lo cut off the 
lower branches from a row of Scotch Firs. I have done so 
for several winters past, but cadi year the trees seem to bleed 

or exude more turpentine. This year the branches are so 
thick that I am afraid n| bleeding the trees lo death, so 
appeal tor advice. Is there much danger ot killing the 
trees? Wlmt is the safest time to cut them? Amateur. 

4940. Plants for a herbaceous border.— 
Would someone kindly give me the names of about twenty I riant} suitable tor herbaceous border? I would like good 
lowering kinds that would not grow higher than 2 feet on 

an average. I may say I have planted bulbs of sorts III it, 

and want these to partly form a background. Being a 
reader of Oariienixo this last eight years, I urn sure you 

will assist me.—Allajianda. 

4941.- Vine-roots going down.—I should be glad 
to know the best way toencouragc the rootsof Vines to the 
surface of the border ? My land living rather heavy they 
have a temlnm-y of getting to the Imtlom of the bonier I 

mean inside ol the house. Also, would the present lime 
)ie right to lift them carefully ? The Vines arc now about 
seven years old. Any information on the above subject I 
shall tie glad with.—F. C. C. 

4942. Gas-tar on hot-wator pipes.—will sonir- 

one kindly say if gas-tar on hot -water pipes causes any 
injury to the plants? I have Just put in a hot-water 
apparatus in my new greenhouse Just erected, and I was 

advised lo coat the pipes with gas-tar to prevent rust; hut 
I And my plants are being burnt considerably. Is this the 

cause ot the tar on the pipes? If so. call I do anything to 
prevent this?—A Yot'sco Biminner. 

4913.-Japanese Chrysanthemums, t shall be 
very much obliged it anyone cun tell me the name of some 
Japanese Chrysanthemums now growing out-of-doors in 
Ixmdon gardens (November 5th). They are a brilliant 
bronze colour, and. I see, are being a great deal sold Iii 
• Ii" streets I should also like to know t|» name of a very 

large cream-coloured Japanese Chrysanthemum now 

growing out-of-doors iu London?—M. I>. 

1944.—A bushy Rose. Ac.—Willsomcoi.c k'rally tell 
me the best bushy ltose to grow In a raised bonier against 
a north wall about 5 feet high, or a Fuchsia to answer the 
some purpose? I wish It to grow Just nl:o e the wall, so 

us to take off the straight line; hut do not want a too 
Houv that would have to lie kept constantly cut 
he' sacrifice of flowers. I got a little s nokc, hut 

loro suitable aspects—J. 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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one mnt is sand-roclc, cither soft black or yellow rock A 
lot of fruit-tree, were plumed by a nurserymudemw■ bn. 

ho far, in three yearn have made no growth. What should 

h°W °Utfhl ,hc *K>r<,era to be 

1 , “y \0 K* * i»oyon«l Hi.* Imu Htaj,0 with nn» Tlwn 
were pbuited oi" in a rich l-mlcr in vS" 

v_,iVallota not flowering. — I have hiul a 

hu. fa'^r^vT^ ?s^,rs„i;;r ?. 
3„ ' Jt.ta k*Pl •" " «>nny window, with n lire all the 

He ho of^"; 

a^"crjj zv™ “• ->• 

m u;r:;v'»* "n my Ifaracn tilled withCocoa-nut-tlbre. l want to know ihe 

errvv,rn"'*n' fr*3«*«Kj .When muHtthey'^inW 

K uiome’lfMnch^ ^'.'if "Velf that wil> hold .Sul SO 
i u»iTIi i ' L 1 from .he if la**, and another "hell niraiiiNl 

no w„ m*. 0f v‘r* U1" Uu'-' heat. aTf do 
Iloh 1 f ' 1 Should! take all the quantitv 

of them T T appr°t*h 01 llar’1 weather, or only a i^rtioii 
if them, as I want them to follow on in rotation ? I do 
not want them to Trull until the "canon i* frl,, A " 
information will oblige.—AlfATKt'H, J An> 

4i»i(>.—A kitchen garden near a river—Me 
d riShrt nin* alongside a river, the normaMiclglil 
of which I* about 2 feet 0 inches below the lowest level of 

" v*ffi hlKh flood* the water mwer 
, hl' k'anlcn. The noil is sandy. I propose to 

| rotect the river Hide of the tfunh.*n with 10-feet hit'll 
tarreri paling. Thin will have an aspect cast by south I 

am unyous to cover the fem e u ith fr..it trees’-urn! 

I Iuiiih for choice, for about how mat trees would there 

523 

for the o^'n?"^ ,0r"' 0f fsigne which you took 
for the parent, for it is an excellent variety of the above 
hybrid winch was obtained Him by the iiessrs Veireh! 
and it was named by Roichenbach in honour of one of the 

!oi2je«ittl wUh""' VoV- flowor ha" ,l wonderfully long 
dorsal sepal with a very white top,—M. M. 

ooTi'iW;i7,M?P°vtfflg Orchids (J. toman).-You do 
k these questions In good time. You say 

you hate taken my advice, and rc|>otted your Odonto- 
glussums and cool Oneidlums. Now get sonic peat-fibre 
and some Sphagnum Moss pick,si, and keep VT in the 

t'hn/'or’rioM tr r "st'* ,Al^ ,he plants will not require pot- 
th*'?,nc time, so lliat in the case of 

? r;, r w,h ",olr wants and requirements 
Vi '. , "'“I* you fr.lolng it at once. 
rii, lultanluge of keeping material in the house with the 

plants ensures yon from injuring the roots with cold soil. - 

if ... "k * **1 *• iiui incxiMfiiNive DrccautioiiH 
nto^lhe water * tolirevl-nt the roots getting 

into the water? What sorts would be likely to thrive in 
Siich a situation? What would be about the latest safe 

dale for planting? In fruit I Infinitely prefer flavour to 
*lr.e and appearance.—Inrxfmirnck. 1 

REPEATED QUERY. 

jm-Ferna for a heated conservatory - 
Wit someone kindly tell me wliat Pern* and Momrawill 

“ conservatory, moderately heal,si by hot-water pirns 
up to tkl deg*. It la on the south slileof the house, ihreo 
sides are glass, with windows above and at the sides to 
ope". Sire 20 teet by 7 feet. I live in Bavswater, London 
and wish to grow some large hardy Kerns high up an i 

the Ffrn‘ '°w down mfong 
the tufa, which forms a rockery overhanging a nool 

'"f l.0,,l-v ol eretloa. Will Smllax tmll up the 

Uwi?"pAm,T " ry’°r il re,|uire ,,,ore “»'*• 

I rc^'v,mra;tf,,eyia,0alUm,nata <J“hn ""tyro„).- 
tlic c! ia i„ V.r .H'or'' V'V,"K ""Wff, and I lame to 

. that ,l was not likely to be true, for the 

m h i e*P*TVe l° ll"' , 0|l«-'ion of a working 

AHandlml y °"e °/,,he •,“ren'" of cahmimata (t\ 
, 7, , i . ■ tv0'? I""1 anything like u prim- for this 
ini i , , '*'1'" ,,r,1,'.k‘,<l hicelv. ('. calminnuta is a In I,rid 

of Paris^andu I ' ""‘■"'W'dla ami C. Adandiu. In M. Bleu, 
l i Is ‘lertalnly* a most lionuUful fiowor ; but it 

o 'a bJl hf-,r fr,°"1 mo“[ of ifarden hybrid* in In-ing 
blinds ns ’ .°f *troV;"1. Whilst the most of garden 

V. AdSndl»!-6 B*' °,,r Ur '* "n“"nr> ,urm 01 

nnrere'TT11® ,Palm- -W- »■'//«'»« send* a pen- 
iiattly-deft woolly-leaf, on which are borne the seisls of 

aml ";hlch will Iw of no use whatever 

™ ^i. ,? ,rw|U,re 10 feriHiissl. These plants are 

rSlh^are'nm IA,eirrOII?UnVf ''a"1''1 S#«0 '•“'ins! but they 
nin.n n i • otal1' b"t are members of the t'vcaii- 

Sago is oht'ain id "f V.hi,,u a,ki"'1 of H,ar,'h resembling 
, ,ro"‘ *Ho pith. You have a beautiful 

i , ‘"o ' ■U"1 ,),al ",l1 rapidly grow too 
spreadlts"leaves''"'^u 1 lol,kh It .loes require width to 
Un ' lk* >ou require to cut the old leaves 
to tfle dl |the,|,1?nl ,,sc<l W «l‘« Saxons to do honour 
use wrenniu w“s u»od in tlie same manner as wo use wreaths and crosses. —j, j, 

Dormanlana (Cathrrim Sihrarto). 
This is a pretty variety which this lady sends lor a name. 

It dowered for the first time some fourteen years ago in 

it nos' n o i" 0| V* Kt',‘ll*l"u" whose name it Is-ars, It 
does not appear to vary greatly, and this does not say much 

1 have ‘ °n 'l" l,el"K “ natural hybrid; and yet 
I bate s, tn it imported in great numbers. The sepals and 

iieforc "mo ’wi'ii^ l'r''"l|'' s,r™kt-<1 ,u"1 "ushed in the flower 
before me with purple. The threc-lohed lip has large 
sld,-lobes of a rosy-mirple, and the middle lobe is of a very 

dup and rich amethyst-purple. Its native home is in Hie 
mountains about Rio de Janeiro, at some 2,000 feet eleva- 

growing shout*? ‘;rel.ty liu!ci,lant- ,u,li,,f "Hinder »tems 
growing about a foot or eighteen inches high, usually 
jHuring u pair of leaves, anil it is because the thin stem's 

*}' “"'I leafless on their journey home tliut the 

,lla',1' "U0.H “ isdtr.v and mean appeumnec lliat It 

To the following queries brief editorial regies 
are ;/,reu ; but readers are invited to give further 
answers should they be able to offer additional 
lotrwe on the rurious subjects. 

.aso -CyprtpecHum Leeanum, - It. Hubbard 
send." a flower of this fine hybrid, but it is a very iioor 
form of the plant which has become a great favourite 
l our How’ir appears to have so much green in the dorsal 
sei«tl, and the rest of the flower is very dull coloured. | 
cannot congratulate you upon your success.—M. B. 

.9.71. Lycaate Sklnnerl alba. - ton Uardu 
sends me a line flower of this clioste and beautiful variety 
ft is not no large as one I hate seen, but the contour of 
the lilooin is cliarmmg, the sepals being so brood and 

I"11'., , B: H- a"k8 me to tell him something about this 

shortly?_MCa|!n°t ‘ ° “ thlH " but 1 win ""‘Iwour to 

.952.-Indian Filberts (S. J. T.). -These seeds 
winch you inquire about are sold in London by this name 

The seeds are conUuned in large, flat, woody pods, which 
grow from four to *ix feet in length, and are the fruits of 
hut da scanden*. It is a native of tropical America, 

and the natives of these counlries convert them into 
spoons, snuff and Tobacco-boxes. The seeds, although 
large, are not edible.—.1. ,1. 

.953.—Adlantums.—O. (tubbim sends what I have 
alwoys known as three distinct kinds under the one name 
of A. hispidulum, and he asks if these are all the same 
plant Now the frond marked 1 is Adiantum fulvum. 2 is 
Ailiautiim tenellum, ami il is A. hispidtiluni. You will see 
a great difference in the shape of the pinna, in 1 and 3. 
The frond marked 2 is more like 3; but in its size it 
always keeps constant under cultivation whatever it may- 
do in a wild state, and I have always maintained the three 
to be distinct kinds.—J. J. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 

Any communications respretiiui plants or fruits 
’V'1 is '\"",e ,b""ld always accompany the isircct ichich 

tratrd %aidr,vtd 
tkatkd, 37, bouthampton-street, Strand, London, W.V. 

Names of plants.-C. it. Mayor.-Appear* to be 
R.i n.s australis.-/■., .Wf/mnXr/anrf -^Nephrm 
lepl* exaltulo; cannot .mine O.e other* from leave* onl?. 

. u “*”c‘ of two were off; but I think this 

r*terr7!ih, ,h,k!er)'i,ark to .ho i.,.' 
Ca n.' f' "i • 2- ■UBl,ar 3 and ., Yarieties of 
Lftttlcja lXHldiKeNi.-L. Stanford.—1, Cannot nauiH 
from infertile frond* ; hoik! n»niiii ; 4, Polyvtichum Wolla* 

Mn i:^artre‘r*lrl,lq I” 0lh*'" ^ >>o "umSlre; huh! a4,am.—-T. W. 6.—We <*annot nuike nnvthinir of 

w<it1hon^1>^lped.Um8, for,wheM lht‘.v arrived they were all 
yuthout u spot or marking wliolevcr.-If. llorton —l 

lm,m '.l'«WT,Um?;n' ‘'olystlclmm align tare p roll I 
U a™ ■*’ Not. nM-fflfnlsable ; ., Ditto; 0, Indies’ Cushion 
w-nd™7 V"iBal?H' )ul ,™nno1 'cognise the iilant you 
send, 7, Send when in flower.-if. William* —r™. 

rcvoluta.-Catherine Edirardi.-lseYm Dormaniana? 

sane4*1168 frult-~0'ln, '-|’cars all Autumn Cras- 

POULTRY AND RABBITS. 

„^8'-°r,?Ceep‘n» Pigeons for table. — Trv the 
< ross of Dragon h«»ns and Antwerp cock-s. Hens will breed 

S'Z LuP*Sv?y™' «0ek bird* when olT^nemm- 

fb, ol,M,ir is'r, ,y°""K ,bt‘tt<‘r ,han .VO'ltiger birefs. Pee,Ji 
.,,!i i i >l f“al ‘lu“htilie» of brown Peas, Tares 

it ii-Jkc'T Cioni- ‘''“'"‘K ‘he last out after Christmas, xs 
it makes laying hens too fat. When the young can peck 
give them Indian Corn.—J. B. R, p. h 1 

495.. — Cyprlpedlum lnslgne punctatum 
vloloceum (bo Name,).—This is the name of the 
variety sent, and not the form known xs Maulei, after 
Mr. Maul, of Bristol. This is a holder and, mv w-av of 

thinking, a far superior flower. II Is quite astonishing the 
number of line varieties of insigne that are cropping ui> 
nowadays, making this old species quite a gav ami desir¬ 

able plant, and quite close to my residence' there is a 
collection with several hundred flowers noyv open, which 
make quite a splendid appearance.- M. 1). 

4955.—Cyprlpedlum Arthurlanum (Q^Qroze) 
—I cannot compliment you on vour skill in ,/dtiVatUig 
this seedling, it being the *m>oih yeaf since ,1 wosirsi 
jyotied off ; liut I certainly Ailist <l7 so foi- tiriiiJwInVttf 

such a fine iprm of it as y ou send, and I should inmgine it1 

il i * l'<-‘ common Cote Pigeon, sometimes 
called the Blue Rock, would be the variety 
I should recommend. You should procure 
some young birds from two or three lofts 

and thus ensure a cross from the first. 

there may be some exhibition varieties 

which would answer, hut the probability 
is they would not breed as rapidly as 

those which have been accustomed to harder 

fare. Pigeons rarely grumble at any food which 
may Ikj oflercd them, especially if they are 

accustomed to the food from the first. Peas are 
useful,Jjut I find they relish anything which the 

8,Ucl! 118 8051 fooda of,various 
ki.iftsl Wheat, Buckwheat, Barley, audit!iW lluU. 

readily pick up small pieces of rock salt. For 

breeding Pigeons I should use plenty of meal, us 
this is passed on at once by the old birds to the 

young ones in the nest. Pigeons breed for 
several years and need not be changed every year 
like fowls. If I were about to make a start with 

I igeons on a large scale I should take care to keen 

an exact record of the birds hatched in each year, 
so that the birds could he distinguished at' any¬ 

time on examining their legs. Pigeons will feed iCa 
often as their feeder cares to throw them corn. 
1 should be content with twice daily, and let 
them do a little foraging on their owii account. 

1 cannot speak positively xs to the number of 

pairs wluch may be bred in each year from one 
set of birds, l.ut tins year I have known a flock 
of birds tncrease from two (that is, a cock and 
hen) to eighteen. I believe two pairs of the 

young birds have nested on their own account, 
and I have reason to think that another nest is 
being made. I do not think this could Is.- 
looked upon os an average return, especially if 
a lar^e Hock is intended to be kept. The pair 

of hi ids to which I have referred were alxiut to 
nest lust Christmas when the remainder of the 
flock were sold ; they were therefore kept and 

have hail the use of a large Pigeon-house, in 
which they have not been molested either with 

ra s or other Pigeons. 1 am not prepared to 

saj that Pigeons (the common kind) wilfiiot nav 
ni any case, but, os a rule, I believe they do 
not. I have already saill they are tremendous 
eaters ; they are ever ready to drive away 
chickens from their food, and when anx 

favourite corn happens to he stacked within easy 
reach of their cote, they are constantly engaged 

in pulling out the ears or (.els. Another 
obstacle to profitable returns is the constant 

shooting which goes on when the birds tuke a 

daily turn in the neighlx.urliood. On several 
occasions I have seen them return with a 
broken limb, and there is no doubt that many 
are brought down by so-called sportsmen who 
ure ever ready to shoot at any game which 

comet, within their reach. It is right to point 

out these things to “Blue Rock,* so that he 
may not be d.sappointed. If he merely looks 
upon the Pigeons as a hobby he will not be so 
particular about the expenses exceeding the 
receipts.—Doulti.vo. 8 

4827.-Keeping fowl8, &c.—It is difficult 
to odnse in cases or this kind. If the bird were 

“t've. las.t J'ea!- ““f1 K'xxl broods of chickens 
ueie hatched, there is no reason why the same 

success should not he forthcoming next spring. 
It would undoubtedly assist to secure this etui 

if the bird were now separated from the hens, 
anti Ih. made to pass the winter in a roomy run, 

where he could get plenty of attention, ami 
not lie permitted to fall off in condition. 

I, ,two birds should certainly ensure an 
abundance of fertile eggs. If the old bird 

were not reliable lust season there can Ixt no 
encouragement to keep him for another 
year, and in that cose I should certainly 

sell I am not particularly partial to cross- 
bred cocks, although I have met with some 
which were very useful, ami begot good 

chickens. The Rock and Houdan cross should 
answer, large birds, good table fowls, tinted 

eggs, and plenty of them, xs well os little 
trouble Worn excessive broodiness, all being pos¬ 
sible to secure if good strains are selected^ for 
the parent birds. With regard to » Ivy Bank’s” 

fowls, the querist omits to mention whether any 
chickens, and, if so, how many, have been bred 

during the nine months. This alone can deter¬ 
mine the question whether the returns given is 
a good one or not. We may consider the nine 

months average to be one hundred eggs per 
hen, ami there are still three months lo run, 

.luring which few eggs can he looked for. 1 
should not look upon the average xs a good one 
it the hens had done no sitting; but even in 

that caso it is not wise to pass an opinion, 
because the pullets should have done some work 

ln the three months immediately preceding the 
1st of last January. October is the first mi nth 

in the Poultry-keeper's year, and the returns 
should be given from the beginning of that 
month to the end of the following September — 
Doultino. r 

ThAr“eB,V mM*Y',,eat- Bar|ey, andUMM 
I hi^Ake mortar rubbish to peck at and P**""- <n due 
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garvexi.ay; illustrated. 

THE NEW TUBULAR 
OIL HEATING STOVE | 

(HOT WATER AND STEAM) 

FOR CONSERVATORIES, POULTRY HOUSES, AVIARIES,*®' 

FAWKES' SLOW-COMBUSTION 

HEATINC APPARATUS 
Most Efflolont and Cheapest 

In Exlstenoo. 

Refinin'* nn mink utnkehnte anil no brick net 
linn Will Inst nil night withotU nttentjon. 

Will bum houito cl.." ' ‘ 
.. fur fuel. 
lunicslk' hti >—» • - 

MANUFACTURERS 

NORWICH 

PORTABLE WOOD & IRON BUILDINGS 
FOR LEASEHOLD PROPERTI 

ml Failin'' 

-inder», therefore conlii next 
„.l. Anyone run tlx it. A 

.. irvauTetn stoke it. 

SUCCESS GUARANTEED. 

KiinriiioKt mini- A Complete 
Apparatus 

liNI.VSI.OW »_j|| 'ri"' 
COMBUSTION *•* *“ 

OETHKKIND (lT~~ — 

l ull |.artloll- J 
lui i and |irln*j x_I 

immennw loRtl- / f\Hf 
muniulA for hint / /Aj 
llvo wasoiiM, j It 

IIIOIIN IUCMHK. /f^ 
poAl frvo <in ui»* 

.uimiifT: 
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CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

THE BEST NEW VARIETIES. 

So many take an interval in Chrysanthemum* 

now anil grow the newest kinds that I have 

made notes of the more important novelties 

worth gett ing to add to any collection. All the 

newer additions, at least those for exhibition, 

hear very large (lowers—in fact, a small or even 

medium 1 doom is useless in competition. It is 

overshadowed by the monsters, measuring some¬ 

times nearly a foot across. This is a false taste, 

but as readers want to know the liest varieties, 

their names and a brief description of each are 

here given. 

JAPANESE. - Of this class, amongst the whites 
the first is unquestionably Mile. Tnereso Key, a 
large, handsome flower, pure-white, the florets 
broad, but not coarse, like so many of this 
section—Waban, for instance, a much-praised 
novelty, but far too coarse and ugly to grow. 
There seems a perfect plague of these mon¬ 
strous, big kinds, and why they arc grown is a 

mystery. This former variety is French, but 
many of our most beautiful novelties are raised 
by English growers, a few by Americans, but it 
seems likely that in the future the majority of 
the liest Chrysanthemums will be English seed¬ 
lings. Golden Wedding is likely to move the 
best of the yellows ; the flowers are large but 
refined, the colour deep-golden-yellow, and the 
florets incurve slightly. It is a sturdy grower 
and in all ways a fine Chrysanthemum. 

Chas. Davis is a s|M»rt from Viviand Morel, 
that peculiarly sportive variety, which is pure- 
white on early buds, and later blooms display 
various shades of rose-lilac. The sport Cans. 
Davis has bronze-yellow (lowers, anil the petals 
reflex, more so than the parent. It is a 
good grower. Lord Brooko is classed as a 

rclloxcd Japanese, ami is a very fine flower. It 
is very large, full, ami when in perfection more 
like a giant incurved than a Japanese). The 
colour is very rich and beautiful, bronze-yellow, 
with a more distinct orange margin to the broad 
florets. G. C. Sehwabo is a full, handsome flower, 
colour carmine-rose, the centre of a golden 
shade. Col. W. II. Smith will be as much 
grown ns any Japanese kind. The habit of 
growth is like that of Avalanche—that is, dwarf 

and vigorous, and the flowers are of pleasing 
colour—old gold, shaded with terra-cotta, a 

dist inct tone. I have seen many tine blooms of 
it this year, anti it lias been shown in all the 
leading stands. Excelsior is of a different style ; 
the flower is stiff to a fault, but very full, solid, 

and striking, the florets broad, cherry-rose 
colour, and somewhat incurved, showing a 
silvery reverse. Wdliam Seward has not. shown 
to advantage this year, but this is due, I think, 
to hard propagation. There bus been a great 

demand for it, with the usual result—the plant is 
propagated “ to death.'1 Those flowers in free 
stands I have seen have been very line, as much 
for fonn as for colour, a deen-ernnson/iio 

like that of F. A. D©j«jti@iJli fc>l,in\p 
another very fine dark-coloured variety, 

ing one in aspect of Val d'Andorre, the colour 
deep-crimson, a superb shndc. It is quite a 
relief to see such kinds, and I hope raisers will 
get good decided colours. The poor, washed-out 
colours of many novelties is objectionable, and 
such kinds are fit only for the rubbish- 

heap. Geo. W. Childs is a variety that 
seems very poor. It it not worth buying as 

yet, although might be better next year. At 
present it is tar inferior to many older 
varieties. Beauty of Kxmouth is worth noting, 
the flowers are very refined, and the white 
florets curl and twist about in a charming way. 

A few years ago much interest was shown in 

the hairy or hirsute class. \V. A. Manda (yel¬ 
low) and White Louis Boehmer are beautiful, 
the latter far more so than the dingy type. It 
is better far, in my opinion, than Mrs. Alpheus 
Hardy, which is a inifly grower, whereas the 
other is vigorous and the flowers solid. They 
are pure-white, opening of a primrose tint, and 
very hairy, if that is any special recommenda¬ 
tion. It is synonymous with Enfant des Deux 
Mondes. Miss Dorothy Shea (terra-cotta), 

half reverse. R. Flowerilay, the florets crimson 
and with silvery reverse. Duke of York, crimson, 

and M rs. Harman Pnyneare good acquisitions, the 
flowers large, of a rose-purple colour, the reverse 
silvery in colour. J. Stanliorough Dildiens 
(yellow to bronze) is a splendid kind. Many 
new kinds have been certificated quite recently, 
but will not be in lists yet, and, therefore, it is 
of little use describing them. The incurved 
Chrysanthemums are getting much more numer¬ 
ous, and we have now some really fine things 

amongst them, which make this class more 
interesting. At one time it was chiefly the 
Queen family that was grown, until one got 
tired of tho same colours and style of bloom. 
M. R. Bahuant is a good French variety, 
although we do not like the some dark rose- 
purple colour. It has, however, been much shown 
this year, and is likely to be popular because 

strong in growth.. Brookleigh Gem is of note 
for its rather distinct colour in this section, the 
flowers neat, and lilac-pink in colour, shaded 
with white. It is scarcely decided enough, but 
is shown well this year. Lucy Hondcll is 
excellent for exhibition, and Mrs. Robinson 
King has been shown very freely this year. It 
is a sport from Golden Empress, the colour 
richer t ban in the parent, the flowers well shaped 

and neat. Ami Hosto may lie mentioned, the 
flowers buff in colour, with a purplish shade. 
Thereare some kinds that are really both incurved 
and Japanese incurved. Robert Cannell is a case 
in point, u reddish-bronze colour, and the same 
may be said of Mrs. Libbic Allen, which, as I 
saw it a few days ago, was distinctly incurved 
the colour clear-yellow. It is rarely difficult to 

advise upon this section. The shoots often turn 
out very similar to the parent, and one must 
exercise extreme care in purchasing. In the 
various other sections, a very good Anemone 

kind is Mine. Nathalie I5nm, the colour sulphur- 
yellow, with disc and ray florets. Kate Wells is 
a reflexed Pompon, the flowers of a crimson 

shade,_ with the petals topped with golden- 
Anemone 
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oppctl 
Jana »1 /-A very distinct Japanese 

sj.|ghn Bunyau. It is quite new 
iling tts a fine acquisition to a 

pretty class. The flowers are yellow, brighter 
in the centre than the guard florets. Sirs. C. J. 
Balter is a delicate sell buff-coloured Anemone. 
I shall mention a few others as they are ex¬ 
hibited that I think worth noting by amateurs 
who grow the Chrysanthemum largely. There 
are now so many new varieties that the utmost 

care is necessary in selecting only those of real 
merit. ' F. P. 

41)31.—Aphis on Chrysanthemums. — 
Tobacco-wash and soft-soap—.1 oz. of soap anil 
1 quart of Tobacco-liquor to tile gallon of 
water will kill black-fly, which are more diffi¬ 
cult to destroy than green-flies. Toliacco-powder 
dusted over the infested parts, if taken in time, 
will be effectual. There is no lack of mm dir.• 

if there is no procrastinat ion in t heir use to keep 

down flies with ease. If the plants arc not too 
large they may be dip|ied in a tub of wash made 

by dissolving Sunlight soap, 3 oz. to the gallon 
oi water, used warm ; better boil the soap in tho 
water.—E. H. 

- This is one of the troubles of tho Chrys¬ 
anthemum grower. Indoors or out-of-doors {lie 
aphis attacks the plants, and it is found on the 
young growths now starting front the roots, 
from which the cuttings are to be obtained for 
next season. Dip the cuttings in a solution of 
a little soft-soapy-watcr and Tobacco-liquor 
before planting them ; and if it appears on 
the young plants when they are under glass, 

fumigate them with Tobacco-smoke. The in¬ 
sects will appear on the points of tho growths 
when the plants are out-of-doors, and are usually 
destroyed by dusting with Tobacco-powder.- 

J. D.*E. 

— This is the Mark Aphis or IMpliin tty (Aphis Ini 
which lin* been unusually Iroiiblinome tin* seasrii. Hit- 
best remedy i* Totmcco, dipping the nlTceU-d shoots in, 
or syringing tlie plant* w ith, an infusion of the leaf, or tho 
diluted liquor may be employed.—II. C. It. 

4(143.—Japanese Chrysanthemums. 
—There are many bronze-coloured varieties, but 
no doubt the kind is Source d'Or, L isle des 
Plaisirs, or one of that class. Source d'Or is one 
of the commonest, the flowers being produced 
with great freedom, and their bronze, orange, 

and chestnut colour is very rich. Source d'Or 
is a good market flower, and 1 notice it is being 
sold largely in the streets. Possibly the other 
variety is Mrs. Bundle, which will do out-of- 
doors, hut the white flowers get sullied in wet 
seasons. The time to plant is the spring.—C. T. 

- Probably the bronze-ttowered Chrysanthemum is 
Source d'Or, and the creamy-white may perhaps lie Lady 

Stlborm-, a* it i* mueh grown.—E. II. 

4040. Early-flowering Chrysanthe¬ 
mums.—The varieties mentioned are really 
the October-flowering indoor kinds ; but 1 have 
seen them blooming well out-of-doors. It is 

possible, however, the positim does not suit the 
plants, and you are a good way north, where 
flowers are naturally later than in the south. 
This year in the northern counties the Chrys¬ 
anthemums have been very fine. My ail vice is 
to rely upon Mine. Desgrango and its sports, 

which bloom before the frost*. These flower 
fitSkltjQSlOgtlHir(M*TlOctolior : Alice Butcher, a 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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Pompon: Karly Hliutli, very early, Llush; (lolilcn 

Shall, Hplemliil Vellow Pompon ; Picrccy’s 
Seeilling, bronzy-yellow ; Lyon, deep rose- 
purple : Mile. Lconi Lnssnli, creaniy-whit-o; 

L i Vicrgo, pure-white; uinl Proeocito, hright- 

ycllow.—C. T. 

- This has been a very bad season for all 
of this class, probably the worst on record ; but 

it will not be always so. As a rule, all those 
named do well ami bloom beautifully. ,So far 

north you will find the true “early ” or summer- 
flowering varieties, as distinguished from the 

Octolier-lloweriug kinds you name, much more 
satisfactory, though the individual blossoms are 

not quite so fine. A few good ones are Lyon 
(rosy-purple), Anastasia (light-purple), Blushing 

Bride (rosy-blush), Alice Butcher (reddish- 
orange), Precocity (bright-yellow), Crimson Pre¬ 

cocity, Tiberta, Flora, and L’Ami Condcrchet 
(all shades of yellow), Picreey’s Seedling (bronzy- 
yellow), Martinmas (blush), F. PiUd (deep- 
crimson), Mine. Piec-nl (purple), and Air. W. 

Pictecv (bron/.y-red).- B. C. It. 

GARDEN WORK.* 

Conservatory. 
Now tlmt tin- oilldoor (lowers arc tor Uie most purl over, 

special pains sliouM lie taken to have the conservatory as 

gay as poxsihle. It will, of course, he easily understood 
I hut winter flowers cannot he improvised. A good winter 

display involves a long previous prcpnnilion. Even the 
t'hnsunthcniums, which are now so much in evidence, 

require close u|>qn twelve months' work to bring them to Iverfcction ; and if they are to remain in good condition ns 

"ng as possible, other things must in a great measure he 
subservient to them at least, for the time being. Too 

much moisture or too much heat, ami the flowers soon 
show decaying petals. Perfect, cleanliness and a freely- 
ventilated, buoyant atmosphere must lie insisted on so 

long ns the Chrysanthemums remain effective. Later on, 
"hen the forced flowers come in, the conditions can be 
altered to suit the plants which have been brought on in 

heat. To keep the flowers in good condition the house 
should never be altogether closed, except in frosty or 
windy weather. The watering now is n very important 
matter. Never anticipate to-morrow's wants. I'lants, 

even when the |vols are full of roots, dry slowly now, and 

though it will be necessary to look over the plants every 
morning, only a few may require watering. Unless there 
arc visible signs of distress no plant should be watered 
without Its condition being llrst ascertained by tapping the 

sides of the |»il. To the practised ear the sound tells in a 
moment the condition of the mass of earth inside. Per¬ 
manent plants with the roots in the border must not be 

permitted to get dry. Camellias, Acacias, and other 
plants in a free state of growth must have water enough. 

There is often a danger of these being overlooked, and then 
away goes the buds of the Camellias or the flowers of the 

Acacias, when the roots are in a starved condition, must 
come small. In a lofty house supported by iron columns 
A'Mojus may lie used to cover the columns or to train up 
the walls, (live l.uculias rip"' opening their blossoms wenk 

soot-water. Thrlps are fond of their large smooth leaves, 
and it they arc permitted to effect a lodgment the plant is 
soon disfigured. I have had the Indian Daphnes very good 
nlan ted out in a bed of loam and peat well drained, and 
fragrant blossoms arc always appreciated. Mignonette of 

tin- robust-growing variety when planted out becomes 
nlmosl a shrub. I hav e seen dense bushes under glass 

which are always in flower, and will last two nr more 
years; of course, with age the flowers come smaller, and 

I here is less fragrance, but young plants started early In 
spring, and lilnntcd in the conservatory liordcr about 
June, will make strong plants full of bloom in winter. 

Stove. 
Cyprlpedlums arc among the easiest Orchids lo manage, 

and nre also alsml the most useful, because they may 
When in blossom lie removed to the conservatory or the 

mom, and remain there for several weeks if watered care¬ 
fully. There are many beautiful forms of these plants 

now, some of which are too expensive for the ihtsoii with 
a slender purse to buy. Their requirements nre plenty of 
drainage, some good librous peat and Sphagnum, with a 
free admixture of broken charcoal. The pots should be 

half-filled with drainage. During growth the plmds re¬ 
quire plenty of water, and to be syringed freely. After 

growth Is finished cool down, and give less water, but do 
not dry off altogether. Hood plants of V. illsigne forgrow- 

ing on may lie purchased for a comparatively small sum, 
and U. vonustum Imrlwtuin, vlllnsum and licllntulum are 
cheap kinds ; but n go™I trade list will contain something 
like on - hundred and fifty s|voeles and varieties ; so a good 
deal of money will be required to obtain a rcnllv go™I col¬ 

lection. Tin- Flttonias and Honerilns are very beautiful, 
the leaves being veined and netted in a remarkable man¬ 
ner. The Kittouias when grown in pans are charming for 

table decoration ; but the Honerilns an- too delicate for 
rough work. They would lie very interesting under a bell- 
glass in the small stove. The amateur might grow these 

who could not llnd room for large specimens. 

Cucumbers. 
Seeds should is* sown now for planting in a warm-house 

next month. Sow In single pots and plunge in n brisk 
hot-lied in a small frame or under a light. It is thought 

In some that old seeds nre better than new ; this Is, I 

think, n mistake, for plants started now cannot have an 
excess of vigour. Plants raised now will be ready for sel¬ 

ling out about the llr-d ol January, or perhaps a little 

earlier, and if pushed on freely fruit may he cut early in 

ht mill or northern rlittrirli Ike 

to nntlrr " llitrtlen Work" mini lir iloi 

H/mlHlgkt Inter V 
sftffi. 

rjirrnttone referral 

ten an tin t 

>lnr -h. Bottom-heat there must be of some kind ; hot 
water is regular anil steady ; but where there arc wide 
pits and plenty of manure, tin- manure beds answer very 
well, lam rather partial to the Moss-litter manure -on 

the top, at any rate ; the plants like to root in it, and it 
is a great help to them when they are bearing freely. 

There is nothing better for planting in than old, rotten 
turf, which lues been laid up six moldlu ; this may be mixed 
with a little old manure. No great quantity is required to 

start the plaids in, but as soon ns they begin to grow, and 
the white roots work out on the surface, top-dressings of 

the same kind of compost must be given. During the 
early season care is necessary in the watering ; arid the 
water should be of the same temperature as the house. 

Always cut all Cucumbers when large enough for use. 

Mushroom-house. 

Do without flre-hcat as long ns possible. Where new 
beds are frequently made up the heal arising therefrom will 
keep up the temperature; 66 degs. will be high enough to 

produce good Mushrooms. Fresh hatches of Scakale roots 
should be introduced every fortnight to keep up a regular 

supply, Rhubarb ns often ns is necessary ; probably every 
three weeks will suffice. Pot a few roots of Chicory ; the 

blanched leaves will be useful for salads. Dandelion roots 
planted in boxes will lie useful also for the same purpose. 

Forcing-house. 
Tea Roses which have been well ripened may Ik- started 

now. Bulbs of mnnv kinds which have flllisl the pots with 

roots may Ik- introduced. The Chinese Sacred Lily will 

grow os’well In soil as water, and will soon open its 
flowers in heat. Lilacs, DouUias, Rhododendrons, Azaleas, 
Solomon's Seal, Lily of the Valley, and any other forcing 

plants which have had a suitable preparation may soon be 

placed in heat. 

Forcing Asparagus In Frames. 
Asparagus will come on fast now in warm frames. Beds 

of stable-manure and leaves -1 feet 0 inches high will give 
heat enough to start AK|MtragtiK strongly. Mat up the 

frames until the heads nre pushing through, then gradu¬ 
ally expose to the light, and give a soaking of warm liquid- 
manure. A little ventilation will help the flavour. Aspara¬ 
gus frames will afterwards come in for Potatoes, Radishes, 

Carrots, Ac. 

Window Gardening. 
Ventilate on fine dry days, but avoid cold draughts. 

The air should he admitted at the top, not the bottom. 

Water with judgment, and never leave any water in the 
saucers, Keep down insects on Pelargoniums by using 

the sponge damped ivitli soap and water ; the flies may all 

lie wiped off with a light hand. Begin in time, and the 
jiisccls will not give much trouble. 

Outdoor Garden. 
Weedy lawns may be cleaned now ; the large weeds 

ihould III- taken out. and a top-dressing applied lo en¬ 
courage the (trasses to get strong and form a thick, close 
growth. Many lawns have been injured by drought during 

the past season. Those nre in the worst condition when the 
Crass has been cut close to the ground. I have repeatedly 

urged In this column that the (trass should not lie pared 
down so close. I.iff the machine up half an inch by drop¬ 
ping the front rollers; that Imlf-mch of fibre over the 

roots will be a check upon burning in summer, and it 
would lend to the banishment of weeds and worms. 
Croups of Herbaceous and Tree Ps-onics are charm¬ 

ing tilings on the lawn ; they arc getting cheaper 
now, and when a strong root of a go'si variety can 

be bought for n shilling, 1 think there is no extravagance 

in the purchase, having regard to their permanent cha¬ 
racter. Trench up the hods, but do not bring up bad soil. 

Add manure and turfy loam lo improve its character. 
Leaf-mould may lie largely used as a top-dressing for bed* 
and borders, if It can be made at home. In country places 

leaves call often he bad for the collecting, and will'll laid 
up for a year or a little longer they nre very useful for 
mulching borders of bulbs, Ac. Christmas Roses arc 

throwing iqi ffowering-stems. Though iincxpamled at 
present there is for strong plants a promise of a good 

bloom. If poxsihlc, the blossoms should be sheltered with 

hand-lights, or something of u similar character. 

Fruit Garden. 
Those who are thinking of planting fruit on a large 

scale will find the advantage of getting the land Into con¬ 
dition by breaking it up deeply either with the spade or 

the stcani-ciiltlvaTor, and during the winter have it well 
worked, and, it poor, mnnurixl, the cleaning and general 

preisiratory work to Is- finished by planting the ground 
with Potnl*M-s in Man'll, or not l iter than lie- middle of 
April. If tliesteiun-ciillivutor Is used the crop of Potatoes 
will pay for the cleaning of the ground, and in November 

the fruit-trees may be planted with a reasonable clmnee of 
success. I have seen several tracts of laud treated in this 

way within the last years, and the result Ims been what 

one might expect from good work. Merely digging a hole 
and setting a tree in it is not planting it in the proper 
sense of the term. It is only Just slicking it in. And 
even when larger holes arc made and tile trees arc pro- 

|K-rly plnntcd it doca not give the trees so great a chance 
ns when all the ground is thoroughly smashed up with a 
steam-cultivator 'in Inches or so deep. Where pet-Vincs 

nre employed for producing the earliest lot of drapes they 
will now lie in readiness for starting. It Is not customary 
to repot Vines Just before starling, and, no doubt, there 

nre goo*I reasons for this, though I have several times 
shifted Vines on the eve of starting them I never found any 
IkuI results therefrom ; but I think it is best if Vines are- 

in fiots too small to finish Ihe crop to wait till the drapes 

nre set, and then repot. 

Vegetable Garden. 
As regards sowing Peas and Beans in autumn, much 

depends upon situation and circumstances. In warm, 

sheltered gardens it is advisable to sow townrdx the end of 
November in the warmest site available. If tlio garden is 
bleak and cold try and raise the first lot of Peas in pots or 

boxes, or In some other make-shift way under glass. In 
Hie early stages Peas do very well under glass in a tempe¬ 

rature of -16 degs. lo 60 degs., but they should be planted 

when not more than 3 inches high. If kept in the pots 
long the Pens dry up weakly and fall over, (he crop 

being not worth much. Chilscn deni, AmerfcMri 
r. and William 1. arc good carlvIW If sown, 

ect open lime the land in a gooyjl^jijfyf 

before sowing, and cover about 2 inches or 2) inches drop. 
If there is any danger of mice attacking them dress the 

Peas with red-lead just previous to sowing, and neither 
mice or rats will touch them. Hats are often destructive 

among Potatoes and other vegetables at this season. I 
have never found any difficulty in clearing them off with 
phosphor |*a.-to spread on bread-and-butter mid laid in 
their runs last thing at night. Must be taken up early 

in the morning and burned if it is not all consum'd. 
Those who have plenty of leaves ma,v make up liot-biris 
for Carrots. Early Potatoes, and any other crop of which 

early produce is required. It is perfectly true that ail 
things move very slowly in winter, and if a start is delayed 
till Christmas is turned not much time will lie lost. 

E. HouD.tr. 

Work In the Town Garden. 

As Chrysanthemums go out of bloom they should he cut 

down to 0 inches or t> inches of stem, and such ns an- 
required to furnish cuttings for next season’s display I* 

removed, if possible, to a cool ami low pit nr frame. 
Any surplus may be thrown away at once. Ill sueh > 

position ns I have just described, and where plenty of air 
can be given in mild weather, and the plants stand rlo* 

to the glass, they produce fur stronger and Is-ttcr cuttings 
than if standing far from the glass, and pcrha]>s shaded 
by other plants, anil in an unnecessarily high temperature. 
Of course, frosl should be excluded, but some mats or old 
sacks I brown over the glass will effect this at least, for 
the present ; but bear in mind that if once thoroughly- 

frozen through the |iot.s very few of Ihe modern show 
varieties will survive. Where a few extra large specimen 
plants are desired it is a good plan to reserve a few plant* 

of such free-flowering varieties ns Elaine, any of the 
Bundle family, Fair Maiil of Guernsey, Mine, l/vulse Iz-roy, 

or nlmosl any of the reflexed class, choosing such as show 
signs of breaking freely from the stems. Do not cut these 
down quite so low as the others, remove all suckers, keep 

them in a genial greenhouse temperature, ami sprinkle them 
occasionally overhead, and if stopped two or three times and 
shifted on into large pots during spring and early summer 

such plants will attain a very large size, ami produce an 
immense number of moderate-sized but most useful Id. - 
soms. Begin striking cuttings of such varieties as Houle 

d’Or, It. Brocklotmnk, Meg Mcrrllies, Coronet, and other 
varieties that require a long season of growth. The rat¬ 

lings strike belter in nn ordinary greenhouse temperature 
of 45 degs. to 60 degs. than in either a colder or warmer 
place; but to prevent flagging they should l>o placed in a 

rough kind of frame, and not too closely covered with an 
old sash, or with a few loose sheets of glass until rootid. 

The removal of some of the earlier Chrysanthemums from 
tho greenhouse will allow the stock of other plants lo Is- 
spread out considerably. Chinese l'rimulas, single nisi 

double, will be in full beauty now. and should constitute 
unite n feature, os they are decidedly the best winter- 
flowering plants for a town garden we possess. They suc¬ 

ceed best at this season on shelves moderately near the 
glass, and to keep them in full vigour the soil must ne'er 
lie allowed lo hceonio thoroughly dry, Examine the 

earliest potted batch of bulbs, and if the pots are-full of 
roots and the tops show signs of moving, clean over a few 
of the most forward pots of Roman Hyacinths, Viinlhol 
Tulips. I’aper-whitc and other Narcissi, and subject them 

to n moderate warmth of (VI degs. or so, when they will Is- 
well out by Christmas. Lilies of the Valley require a 

stronger In-at at this season, and of these no roots must I*; 

looked for yet. Bouvardias are ' t ry beautiful now in a 
warm house. B. C. If. 

THE COMING WEEK'S WORK. 

Kxtrnrts' from a fiartlnt Diary from Xomn- 
In r J.Vh to l)< re miter 2nd. 

llak.sl up and carted leaves for making hol-ls-ds, ke. 

A large quantity of these nre annually used for making 
hot-beds, covering Vine-borders, Ac., and when decayed 

at the end of a year or so make excellent compost, suitable 
(or many purposes. At the present time 1 am using the 
compost from the old hot-hedx for top-dressing and 

mulching Lilies mid other bulbs in herbaceous borders and 

elsewhere. Beds of l.ily of the Valley and Christmas 
Roses are annually mulched with Ihe old hot-bids, which 

nre largely composed of tree-leaves. Made alterations in 

several parts of the grounds, Including the opi ning up of 
n shrubbery by the removal of some old Latirels, Lilara 

Ac., and tin- planting of a group of Cedar of la-banon and 
various kinds of green and variegated Hollies. 1 am al« 
partial to the Introduction of 1‘ortugal Laurels. They 

give a lint of green different to most evergreens, and when 
allowed to grow out form grand masses of foliage, and 
large plants flower very freely. In n suitable position, 

put nut upon the turf, three plants of Ihe Venetian 
Sumach hat e been planted with the view of their forming 
a group of larger size limn could lie obtained from one 
plant. Another plant w hich is pretty for grouping olo*c 
to the- margin of the turf, or even altogether on it. is the 
Tamarisk, so largely used at the seaside. Though It sonic 

limes wears a rusty garb when the leaves an- dying, it i» » 
charming thing in summer, mid is very light and elegant 

trained over a building. Though usually considered a 
low-growing shrub, it will cover a wall 20 feet high in a 

reasonable time. Having much fnitli in tin- capabilities of 
Izinc's I'rinee Albert Apple, a considerable number bale 

recently been plan'.cl. It is a good cropper, and comes 
into hearing early. No one can possibly do wrong in 
planting several trees either on the Crali or the Broad- 
leaved 1‘nradise. Hardy or half-hardi plants In frames no- 

given very free ventilation now. Cold rains are best kept 
out. but on all favourable occasions the lighls are drawn 

off, so that fhc plants for some hours at a lime limy ban- 

(nil exposure. This hardens the foliage nnd enables them 
to bear up under the close covering which will have to lie 
given to many things should severe weather set in. There 

is no better covering than drv Bracken, and If (his is cut 
in summer and slack cl It will hr ready for use. Bracken 
cannot ho had everywhere, nnd in such cnees one might 

fall Isi'-k it|K>n dry straw, which might he used as thatch, 
laid upon wooden frames and secured with tar-line, or by 
nailing lalbcs across. I have sometimes used hurdles 

ithJiftlbMOliTh Dnt or Builcv-stmw for covering Celery 

?.v:1 vll,n vwttfete?*.- nwT1: ••'“yi* an I hricl.' [ , 
AA(h):|i'al)je y^ty)^ I like these even belter than 
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straw. It is often a question of cost, llie cheapest material 

having the preference. 
Unlike most other fruit 

have any ill effect upon 
good eomlition a crop is certain. 

little value unless used to sui: flowers a con- i'tiun hi t-nat, < iiuijivoi iimo i tin ill tit/ tuitto uitiuto uout vw omi/im • uuu vio *■ w«« 

Covered Flic-tree* on walls, giderable time before the earliest varieties open 

! upon walls outside; and they also need the 

ROSES. 

ROSK NOTES. 

1 have been requested to name Roses suitable 
for various purposes so often during the present 
planting season, that the following notes niay 

lie of some service to many intending 

inquirers:— 
Roses for a warm position on a south 

aspect.—Climbers : White and Yellow Rank- 
sinus, the Austrian and Persian Briers, Fortune's 
Yellow, William Allen Richardson, Lamartine, 

Triomphe de Rennes, Celine Forestier, Sol- 
faterre, Cloth of (Sold, Maruchal Niel, Climbing 

Niphetos, Climbing Dcvonionsis, Madame 
Eugene Verdior, and Belle Lvonnaisc. Dwarf 
growers: Cointessc do Nadaiilac, C.'ointesso dc 

Panisse, Niphetos, Souvenir d'Elise Vardon, 
Catherine Mermet, The Bride, Madame Falcot, 
Rubens, 1’erlo ties dunlins, Marie Van Houtte, 

and Innoeente Pirola (here figured). 
Foil A MORE KXI-I SHH situation the following 

climbers may boused, while, of course, the same 

iroteetion of a pit or frame from the early 

part of November, litis induces sap to rise and 
new roots to commence. Now, if the pruning is 

delayed too long the wounds “bleed"—i.e., 
exudesap—and not only do we lose a considerable 
amount of strength, but the points of young 

roots are also affected ; they stop growth, simply 
because a severe check has been given to the 
rising sap. My readers will sec what I mean 

more plainly if’they will turn out a plant which 
has hud a check from severe and late pruning ; 

the points of roots turn brown, and often die. 
But when the pruning is done early we secure 

the full benefit from root growth, and all of its 
energies are devoted to the eyes remaining upon 

the plants. There is a great difference between 
early pruning of pot Roses and those in the open 
border. The former are needed early, and can 

be protected from the injurious checks caused 
by late frosts, which the latter are often 
unavoidably subject to. An unchecked growth 

should be aimed at; even the latest batches of 
not Roses will be much better if pruned now, 
because they will lie steadily preparing them¬ 

selves for quick growth when introduced to 

heat. 1’. U. 

Rose •' Innoeente 1'iroln." 

will also do well in a warmer position : Ainn’c 
Vibert, Miss tilrgg, (lloire de Dijon, Revo d'Or, 

Madame R.-rard, llcnricttudc llcuuvoau, Emile 
Dnptiy, Kaiscrin Friedrich, L'ldeal, Madame 
t'bauvry, Cheshunt Hybrid, ReincM. Ilenrietle, 
Walt ham Climber No. it, Fulgensand Bluiri No. 2. 

Dwarfs: Anna Ollivier, Marie Van Houtte, 
lloinerc, Madame Lambnrd, Dr. Drill, Souvenir 
de la Malinaison, theRugosu or Japanese Roses, 

the White (B. Moreau) and crested Mosses, the 
< lid (Jabljage, Common China, Hanlon Job, 
Augustine tiuinnoisscau. Souvenir d'un Ami, 
Madame Cusin, Edith Ciiffonl, and Ernest Metz. 

In addition to these we may name the following 
twelve dark-coloured Hybrid Pcrpetuals ns suit¬ 
able for rather exposed places: (lenernlJacque¬ 

minot, Abel (Jarricre, Countess of Oxford, Annie 
Wood, Dupuy Jamain, Duke of Edinburgh, 

Kugene Fiirst, Fisher Holmes, Prince C. de 
Rohan, Charles Lefobvre, Suzanne Marie 
Rodocanaclii, and Ulrich Brunner. A dozen 

hardy, light-coloured Perpeluals will be found 

in Mrs. John Luing, Bottle de Neige, Baroness 
Rothschild, Elie Motel, Merveille de Lyon, 
Marguerite de St. Amand, Madame Moutet, 

Madame <>. Luizet, Jeannic Dickson, Hein¬ 
rich Sehultheis, Anna de Dieshach, and Her 

Majesty. 
Pot Roses. -During the latter part of Novein- 

l,or it is a good plan to prune all pot Roses. 
When left later than this they arc apt t^ToSe 

considerable amount of tiRostra 

only they will not reach the same height as the 

others. Provide a good soil 18 inches deep for 
your Roses if you can, and set out own-root 
plants, and you will never regret it.—J. C. C. 

4044.—A bushy Rose, &c.—I am afraid 
the uspect you describe will be against any Rose 
thriving with much satisfaction. You might 
try (lloire dc Dijon for one, but this is not 

bushy, and would require a little pruning to 
keep'it within the required hounds. The Japan¬ 

ese Roses are exceptionally hardy, but nave 
only single (lowers. However, they are pro¬ 

duced in abundance, and arc followed by very 
showy berries. Stanwell Perpetual is another 

variety which might answer your purpose, so 
might the strongest of the Scotch Roses; but 

yon are not giving good Roses much chance in 
the position you mention.—P. U. 

40:il. Roses for pegging down. 
“ Rugosa " will get the best effect for a short 

time by using strong growers and pegging them 
down ; but for a more constant supply of llowers 

I would strongly advise dwarfs of a more bushy 
habit being planted. (labriclle Luizet and 
(lloire Lyonuaise, Ac,, give a line lot of bloom 

once in the season, but seldom produce more 
than a s litary bloom or two during the 
remainder, (lenernl Jacqueminot, La France, 

Anna Ollivier, Augustine (luinnoisscau and 
others of like character produce successional 
crops all through the summer and autumn. 
Plant the latter kinds about three feet apart 

each way : and those intended for pegging down, 
si .x feet apart. The latter produce long growt hs, 

and you need more space for them. In pegging 
down do not scruple to ci-obs the shoots over 
one another if necessary to cover the ground ; 

it will not be seen when foliage appears, and as 

they are cut away later on there is no harm 

done.— P. Lb 
- Put in the plants 2 feet npart nil round 

the bed, and 18 inches from the outside ; then 

fill up the remaining space with the plants 2 feet 
(i inches apart each wav. This distance is, 1 
may say, given for an ordinary soil, hut (i inches 

more may be safely given in what I may call a 
good Rose soil. If you are looking for effect, 

why, a lied of dwarf plants will he the best. 

YoiiwflLJiowever. get about three times the 

C 

LIQUID-MANURE AND ITS ABUSE. 

In the cultivation of plnnts and (lowers liquid- 
manure forms no inconsiderable element towards 

success or failure. No hard and fast rule can 
lie laid down, but (lie application of this stimu¬ 
lant is of so much importance that I propose 
noting a few of its benefits and abuses. First of 

all, 1 would warn against the regular use of 
solutions of definite strength. Like the foolish 
plan of watering byrote,such as daily, bi-weekly, 

Ac., one then either gives water when not 
needed, or else affords a much less supply than 
the plant requires. A hot day, or a cold, drying 

wind, will have considerable influence upon all 
plant life, and during such a time double and 
treble the amount of moisture is needed in com¬ 
parison to a dull or wet period. If we water by 

rote, the two extremes so often fatal to plant 
life are readied. If of so much importance to 
apply ordinary water with this care, it becomes 
much more so when dealing with liquid-manures. 

There are two points which should never he lost 
sight of—viz., not to give stimulants except 
when the plants are in full growth, and the soil 

in a semi-moist condition. Unless the roots of a 
plant arc in such a state as to lie able to assimi¬ 
late this form of food quickly it has an in¬ 

jurious instead of beneficial client. From this 
wo cun readily imagine the folly of applying 
liquid-manure to weakly plants ; and yet this is 
frequently done with the object of bringing 

them into full growth and health. Another 
grave error lies in affording solutions of too 

strong a nature; far better applv the same 
strength in two or more doses. Nor should a 
plant which has recently been fresh potted ever 
lie watered with liquid-manure. Until the food 
contained in the new soil has been almost ex¬ 

hausted, and the whole well permeated with 
fresh roots, such applications will only tend to 

make the compost stale and distasteful, instead 
of aiding the plant. A pot-liotind plant, in 
growth, derives great aid and benefit from 
liquid-manures of a rather weaker character 
than the amateur usually applies. The exact 

strength depends so much upon the class of 
manure used, ns well as the subject treated, 
that no guide can he given in a general article 
of this description. For example, Arum Lilies 

and Cinerarias will benefit from much stronger 
and more frequent doses than would lie safe or 

necessary for Bitch slow-growing plants as 
Azaleas, Camellias, Palms, Ac. We also find 
that many plants are much more partial to one 

kind of manure than another, but if a little care 
Ik) taken in applying them weak, and when the 
roots arc in a proper condition, almost all liquid- 
manures are beneficial. There must lie the 
necessity for extra food—viz., healthy growth, 

with its attendant hungry roots, otherwise this 
form of stimulant is decidedly injurious. 

_ P. U. 

4887.—Destroying ants.— You should 
endeavour to discover the nest—not a diffi¬ 

cult matter—and over it place an inverted 
(lower-pot. The ants will work into this pot, 

and then with a spade one can remove the whole 
affair and plunge into a pail of boiling water. 
Dressing the place with sulphur is sometimes 

efficacious, or laying alxmt bits of sponge soaked 
with sugar. They soon find them out. having a 
strong liking for sweet things. This is the 

usual way of dealing with them in plant-houses. 

-C. T. 
e-quarter full o( sweet oil, ami place 

ic ants will get into the oil, and not 

llowers front pegged-down^y^fe°AT 
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SOME GOOD HARDY LILIES. 

It is advisable now that the hardiest Lilies should 
be planted at once in their permanent outdoor 
quarters, and it is also a good time to buy them at 

a moderate expense, as many varieties reach this 

country in November from our principal Lily 
exporters, the Japanese. It seems wonderful 

to those who recollect how comparatively 
recently the L. auraturn was first introduced into 

this country, to find them sold in hundreds and 
thousands at prices within the reach of everyone 

—even the humblest cottager. From my own 
experienceof this very handsome Lily I should not 

care to recommend growing it extensively unless 
the person planting the bulbs be prepared in a few 

years, and quite likely in a shorter time, to find 
them becoming small by degrees and beautifully 

less, and then disappearing. The only reliable 
exception to this general deterioration of the 

auraturn family is mainly confined to the varie¬ 
ties platyphylluin and mnoranthum. I do not 

know the exact difference between these 
varieties; I have bought them under both 

names, but they seem similar and are also satis¬ 
factory. Those I have longest in my possession, 

for some six years, and which never have deteri¬ 
orated, I believe to be platyphylluin. To 

people to whom expenso is no object I also 

recommend growing the variety virginalc and 
the red-banded L. a. rubro-vittatum. Virgi- 
nale is a beautiful Lily, having a pale gold hand 

' i; it in well named. Resides the 

THE KITCHEN GARDEN, 

tcstaceum when fully open is curled back some- CUCUMBER “BONNEUIL LARGE 

what like others of the Turk’s-cap or Martagon WHITE.” 

varieties, to which group this Lily belongs. In reply to “ J. R.,” "DB.,” and others thjR 

Testaceuin and candidum flower about the same Cucumber, which is almost always grown in the 

time. L. Humboldti is a fairly hardy grower, open air in France, is quite distinct from all other 
but I have found it requires a second year in the varieties. The fruit, instead of being almost rcmi 

ground before it grows or flowers properly. It larly cylindrical, is ovoid in shape, swollen about 

is of an orange colour, with black spots. Of the middle, and, moreover, very perceptibly flnt- 
the earliest Lilies I think the L. Krameri to be tenod from end to end in three or four places 

the loveliest of all as regards its delicate colour- producing the same number of angles more or 
ing, and it has a most agreeable scent, but it 
is somewhat delicate, and very difficult to grow 

in or out-of-doors. Taking this latter fact 
into consideration, as also its price, as compared 

with the size and growth of the bulb, I can 
hardly commend it for general or popular 
cultivation. I do not believe, with every 

advantage of skill and careful cultivation, you 

can command success with this Lily. At, one 
time I thought I had found out the secret, having 
been very successful, growing them with as many 

as seven flowers on a stem, the more usual 

number being from one to three or four ; but out 
of some 130 bulbs I once possessed I have hardly 

six left, the reason for my loss being quite 
incomprehensible to me. Comment on any 

possible remedy is almost unnecessary. I may 
say, however, that I envy those who can grow 

L. Krameri with anything like success, as there 
is a delicate refinement about it which few Lilies 

possess, the beauty of Lilies being more usually 
of a very pronounced type. L. Browni (see 

illustration) and its almost identical variety 

Colchestori are worth growing for their re¬ 
markable size and distinctive colour—creamy- 
yellow inside the trumpet and a brown tinge 

outside. They are handsome and effective 

and not objectionable 
igrecable and not 

„ It is an expensive bulb, but I 
think worth having and necessary in a good 

collection. Of the longillorum species—one 
of our ohlest kinds, having been imported 

alsiut 1820—the original type and 1.ilium 
Harris! are probably the bust. In Bermuda 

these Lilies arc grown by the hundred thousand. 
The Americans are great admirers of the Ber¬ 
muda Lily. It is very effective in pots, and 

when you can grow longifloruin successfully out- 
of-doors it is a very desirable acquisition in the 
garden. I have found one rather common 

defect in the flower—the trumpet frequently, 
when developed, splits, and is of little use then 

for specimen table decoration, although, no 
doubt, it can be otherwise used effectively 

where faultless growth is not an absolute neces¬ 
sity. Of the later varieties, those which are 

most generally useful are L. tigrinum splendens, 

L. speciosum rubrum (variety Melpomene), anil 
L. speciosum album (variety Krictzori). These 

three kinds of Lily, if planted in a fairly suit¬ 
able position, will bloom till October, and 

Knetzeri until late in Octoiler. I have quite 
recently (this being November 7th) cut a large 

number of flowering-stems of L. speciosum 
Kra-tzori, but have had to open most of the buds 

indoors. As they were planted in a somewhat 
shaded position in a clump of some 1.30 Lilies 

near my house they were unable to properly 
develop their flowers from want of morning 

and no spots 

auraturn and its varieties, there are many other 

Lilies which grow well out-of-doors. To every¬ 

one, L. candidum, the Madonna Lily, and L. 
croccum (the Orange Lily) arc known, but every¬ 

one cannot grow them successfully, us L. 
candidum especially is most tantalising, growing 

freely and well in the gardens of cottagers, 
lmt with every apparent advantage doing 

very indifferently in many good gardens. 
1 do not think that even experts have 

accounted satisfactorily for these vagaries ; at 
all events, 1 have read numerous reasons and 

remedies given, and have tried the latter when 
mine have done badly, but cannot say with very 
good results. It grows where it likes. Lilimn 

chalcedoiiicum is one of our best known varie¬ 

ties, having been grown in this country for 
centuries, but it is not very frequently seen. 
Why this is I cannot understand, but it may lie 

in part accounted for in the fact that it is" not 

imported largely, as many other Lilies are. It 
is a very remarkable kind, its scarlet reflexed 

flowers showing most prominently amongst 
other flowers. I believe this Lily comes from 
the Grecian Archipelago, and its oriental mag¬ 

nificence of colouring is quite in keeping with 

Cucumber “ Bonnouit large White. They arc handsome and 
in the Lily garden 

indoors, the scent being aj 
overpowering. I' 

Flowers of Lilimn Browni. 

4!K>4.— Double and Single Violets. 
In a case like this prevention is better tli 
cure—if the plants had been kept propc: 

watered during the dry weather they would 
free from insects now. 1 do not see that you c 

the surroundings of its native habitat. One of 

the hardiest as also one of the handsomest of 

Lilies is L. Szovitzianum, but it has a vile scent, 
and is, therefore, only bearable in the open. It 

is, however, c.xccedinglv effective, and r.m early 
variety ; therefore, well worth cultivatin''. L, 

tcstaceum or excelsum is a strong and easily- 

grown variety. Its colour is very distinct, 

being, in fact, exactly what is named by some 
cultivators 

Tin: N.ankkkn Lii.y, which is n sort of light- 

yellow. The growth of testaceuin is very 
similar to that of candidum, and/flieSe^-Liltes 

might easily be mifQH^fiiJiethWpl^g^ii^tl 

free from insects 

do more than syringe the under-sides of the 

leaves twice or t hrice with some good insecticide, 
and keep the plants well supplied with water 

and weak liquid-manure. Y es; the double 
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then harden off, and plant out towards the end 
of the month. Prepare the bed you intend 
growing them in now by giving a good coat of 

manure, digging it in deeply ; some warm lime 
may bo given with advantage. Raise the bed 
4 inches or 5 inches above tuo ground level, so 
:ts to keep it dry, for Onions are difficult to 

ripen sometimes in wet seasons. All through 
the season they will require attention as to 
watering with manure-water once a week, but 
this must be stopped when the lirst signs are 

seen of the top of tho leaf-blades are turning 
yellow, for they are then beginning to ripen, and 
if a second growth is started they will nearly all 
split, and grow on till winter. If they are to be 

exhibited dried you must lift them three weeks 
before the show, but if shown ns grown they 
may be lifted on the show day. Cranston's 
Excelsior is the best of all the large show varie¬ 

ties. Ailsa Craig is also good, but is more apt 
to shoot. By this mode of culturo I grow them 
18 inches in circumference, and 2 lb. in weight 
each,— -VV. H. I’., Ayrshire. 

FORCING ASPARAGUS. 
TlloitoumiouT tho winter months Asparagus is 
looked upon as a luxury amongst vegetables, 

and where a supply of this can be maintained in 
conjunction with other choice vegetables, the 
grower has little to fear as regards the supply of 
winter vegetables being appreciated. Rarely, 

bowover, is this the casu, as a sufficiency of 
Asparagus roots suitable for forcing throughout 
tho winter is more tho exception than tho rule. 
Some soils arc naturally adapted to the growth 

of Asiiaragus, being of a well-drained, sandy, or 
gravelly description, a heavy manuring previous 
to sowing and planting, anil a top-dressing of 
tho samo annually being all that is needed to 

bring the crowns to a condition suitable for 
forcing. It takes from three to four years to 
secure roots strong enough for forcing, and if 
more time was allowed it would bo all the 

bettor. Sometimes I have forced younger roots, 
but these had been grown well on good soil. 
The reason, 1 believe, why this method of 
sucuring good roots of Asparagus for forcing is 

not generally carried out is the old-fashioned 
belief that expensive preparations are needed, 
such as raised beds and so forth. This is a very 
erroneous opinion, as good roots suitable for- 
forcing may be produced with no more trouble 

than is bestowed upon Potatoes. Some people 
break up an old bed annually and preparo a new 
one, but this, I think, is not a very economic 

method. On heavy, wet land a raised bod 
would have to be made if the roots are to 
thrive as they should do, but on light land this 
is quite unnecessary. 

Asr a KAO ITS- roots may be either forced on hot¬ 
beds or by the aid of hot water, or the two 
combined. Where forcing lues to take place 

entirely on hot-bods, a well-made hot-bed is of 
the first importance, ns a steady anil lasting 
heat is what is necessary. At this season of the 
year tree-leaves are abundant, and these, mixed 

with the same bulk of stnblc-littor and formed 
into a bed, will retain the heat much better 
than when only manure is used. A bed at 
the least 4 feet in depth should bo formed 

quite 0 inches larger all round than the frame 
when placed in position, so that a lining may 
bo given to keep up the temperature. After 
being made up and any violent heat expended, 
a layer of light soil should bo lirst placed over 

the manure, afterwards packing in the roots 
closely together. A covering of 1 i 
cient to cover the crowns to the depth of 2 inches 

must also be put on. To think that a heavy 
dressing of soil is needed to cause blanching is 

an erroneous opinion. If blanched produce is 
needed, cover up the top of the frame so os to 

exclude light. I think blanching is quite an 
unnecessary proceeding, but if so desired it must 

bo done. After the roots arc packed in, a good 
watering with tepid water will be all that is 
necessary. A little ventilation at the back of 

the frame will be needed on all favourable 
occasions, anil the frames should bo closely 
matted up during frosty nights. 

Heated pits where the body of the pit can be 
filled up with fermenting material arc the most 
suitable. Many such pits are used for growing 

Cucumliers and Melons during the summer 
months. Such nits generally allow offa 
of 2 feet of well-v 

being placed firmly 

bottom-heat pipes arc provided, it is better for 
the well-being of the roots to have a layer of 

litter spread over the brick rubble which is 
generally placed in heated pits where the 
bottom-neat is derived from not water. In 
these heated pits a top temperature of 55 (legs, 

to ti() degs. is ample, with a bottom-heat of 
80 degs. A succession of roots put in about 
every three weeks would keep up the demand. 

At 
Tiie ti’iin on the year, or from about the 

middle of February, forcing permanent beds 
has much to recommend it. This is by no 
means a new system, ns I remember it being 

done quite twenty years ago by tho late Mr. 
James when at Rcdlccs, Islcworth. Kach bed 

is 4 feet in width, with an alley between of 
:i feet or 4 feet in depth and the same in width, 
the sides being bricked up and pigeon-holed. 
This space is for tho reception of fermenting 
material, the, top of tho bed being covered with 

a length of low span-lights. The heat from the 
fermenting material raises the temperature of 
the bed and growth soon takes place, the lights 

being further covered with mats or litter at 
night, so as to assist in the retention of the heat. 
W] lore blanched produce is needed, tho beds 

are kept closely covered up. A 3-inch flow 
pipe all around the bed also assists in keening 
up the heat. It does not do to forco these 
permanent beds too hard, or there would Is: 

danger of their being worn out. II.v careful 
forcing the beds will remain productive for 

early Tomatoes for market on a small scale does 

not pay. If you can grow them in sufficient 
quantities that you can choose your own market 
you may do much better. Growers and the 
retailer in the neighbourhood in which I write 

all say that there is but a limited demand for 
ripe Tomatoes in or neat- a small country town 
until the price conies down to about 8d. per lb. 

At that price they do not pay for very much fire- 
heat, ns at best it will take between four and 
live months to get ripe, fruit, reckoning from the 
first of January. I find the beginning of tho 
new year quite soon enough to sow the seed ; 

even then tho progress must lie slow or the 
plants will lie unduly drawn up.—J. C. C. 

- Keels may lie sown now for tile earliest crop. A 
(food selection of the Old Red lakes a (food deal of lieatinm 
for the first cron. Koine of tho strains of Old Red produce 
nearly smooth fruit, and these cannot lie improved upon 
for early work, later on might come in Ham Green and 
Perfection. Carter's Market Favourite when true is a 

mood variety.—E. II. 

4010. -Spring Onions.—Ih'ler.v forms a much better 
nrc|»amtion for Onions than Carrot*. To mrow mood Onions 
liberal treatment is necessary. With mo tho mround re¬ 
ceives a heavy manuring as the land is bcinm trenched 
in winter, and in February a further dressing of short 

manure is given, and Just lightly turned in.—E. II. 

HOUSE & WINDOW GARDENING. 

HYACINTHS IN GLASSES. 

Tilts is an old-fashioned way of growing and 
flowering Hyacinths, but it is not nearly so 

much followed as it used to bo, and yet it is o. 

Hyacinths in glasses. 

many years, the aim being to encourage ’a 

strong early growth by surface feeding and the 
application of liquid-manure. If it could be 

limn aged, a portion should bo forced in alter¬ 
nate seasons. As the season advances little 
forcing is needed, the pits being filled up with 
leaves and the beds covered with a span-frame, 
so os to conserve tho natural warmth, and as a 

protection from late frosts. A. 

4940.—A kitchen trden near a 

t generally allow ojf a^ileplji | delivefyat the prope 

raided i 'ffirfnjjn&pgwnawhj I 0Uarly Toi 
in the bottom. Evotrwliore ' i-'npm my experience 

garde 
river.—As the soil is sandy 1 do not anticipate 
that you will meet with any serious difficulty in 
growing Plum-trees on tho wood fence, but 1 do 
not feel so confident about Pears. The common 
Green Gage, Gisborne's Gage, Angell's Burdett, 
Coe's Golden Drop, and Victoria are the sorts I 

should select, and this number will be sufficient 
to fill up tho spnee. It would be a good plan if 
you could raise the border 18 inches high at the 

back ; but to do this you would require a stone 
or brick wall that height above the present 
level for the board fence to rest on. I do not 

think you can do anything better than this to 
kceji tiie roots out of the damp soil below : con¬ 

creting the bottom to keep the roots from going 
down is not a very expensive job, but too much 
so, I think, to be worth it. You may safely 

plant the trees up to the middle of March. I 
advise you, however, to order them at once for 

delive|y at the proper time.—J. C. C. 

Tomatoes for m 
I should sav tlin’t 

very pleasant method. I have known very fine 
flowers produced in this way ; but it is mainly a 
matter of attention. Neglect Hyacinths, and 
failure is certain. I have seen the bulbs started 

into growth iti glasses, and grown on for a time 
until they had put forth good roots, and began 
to make an upward growth ; then they were 
brought out of the cupboard and placed in a 

living-room, only to lie neglected. Supposing 
the Hyacinth bulbs were put into glasses at the 
end of October or the beginning of November, 
and placed in a cool, dry closet or cellar, where 

they have been excluded from the light ; they 
will by this time have put forth good roots, and 
partly filled tho glasses with them. When 
brought out into the light the glasses should he 

examined to see if the water wants renewing, 
and if so, it should be emptied front the 
glass, which, together with the roots, should 

be well washed to thoroughly cleanse them 
from any impurities. Then put them liack 
again and refill the glass with clear fresh 
water. I have always adopted the practice of 

putting some small pieces of charcoal into each 
glass, which help to keep the water sweet. The 
glasses may now have the full benefit of the light 
front a window, but on no account should they 

be left in the window on a frosty night if there 
is danger of the water becoming frozen. It is 
always safest to move the glasses back on to a 
sideboard or mantelpiece by night, replacing 

ifil aMiWiftlow by day. The golilct-shapcd 
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over, as was the fashion with the old, tall, 
upright, chimney-shaped glass. Neat supports 

are sold with the glasses, by which means the 
inflorescence can always l>e kept in position. 
These glasses can l)e purchased cheaply in hand¬ 

some patterns, and they are very useful in the 
summci and autumn months for cut flowers. 
Prizes used to be offered for Hyacinths grown in 

water, but it was seldom the real thing was 
obtained. The exhibitors almost invariably 
grew and flowered their Hyacinths in pots, and 

then shook them out of the soil, washed the 
roots clean, and placed them in the glasses a 

week or so before the date of the exhibition. 
_ R. 

GOOD ROOM PLANTS FOR WINTER. 

AMATHERS are always inquiring the names of a 
few good room and window plants, particularly 
for the winter, when flowering ones from a 

greenhouse seem to quickly fade. One reason of 
so many failures is that they are bought from 
barrows, and these plants are forced in heat to 

make them sell. They look in the perfection of 
health, but, so to say, possess no stamina, and 
the change from the hot-house to the dwelling- 

room is too great. 

The Parlofr Pai.m (Aspidistra lurida varic- 
gata) is one of the best of all loom plants, and 

stands first in my selection of the best twelve. 
The reason is that the leaves are leathery, and 
practically impervious to dust, hence the reason 

why those trees and shrubs with thick foliage 
succeedsowell in towns and suburbs. Sift-leaved 
things get covered with soot, and Conifers, for 

instance, get choked to death. The Aspidistra is 
rather expensive, the plants being valued by the 
numlterof their leaves, eachat Is. Of course,after 
a certain number that is not so, but this is the 

usual way to price young plants ; and the more 
distinct the variegation, so much the more the 
expense. The flowers are very curious, not 

attractive, and produced on the surface of the 
soil. Loain mixed with pest is a good soil, and 
provide a good drainage. After (Hitting stand 
the plants in the greenhouse if possible to assist 

them to become moru quickly established. A 
great fault with amateurs or gardeners gene- 

rail v, for that matter is constantly repotting 
their plants, which is not required. As a rule, 
in the case of such things as these, the 

less they are disturlied at the roots the 
lietter. A great check is imposed by this 

constant disturliancc, and they never increase 

properly. As so frequently pointed out 
in Garden I XU, it is essential to spongo the 
leaves frequently with tepid water to remove 

dust and dirt from the surface. Once a week 
at least this should lie done. 

In IHA-Rl'BBER-PLANT (Ficus elastiea), is the 
next best room plant for winter. It is not so 
useful nor so vigorous as the Aspidistra, as 
there is a certain objectionable stiffness nliout 
it, but it often thrives where it is impossible to 
grow flowers. A good loam and peat-soil and 
a moderate amount of drainage must be given. 
Rut the most im|Hirtant thing, as in the case of 
the Aspidistra, is to spongo the leaves at fre¬ 
quent intervals to remove oust ami dirt. When 
the folingo begins to turn yellow a little soot- 
water will lie beneficial, hut there is really 
little attention required, simply not to overpot 
or reiHit too often, and water very carefully dur¬ 
ing the winter months. 

The Opiuopooon is another good window or 
room plant, although usually kept in a green¬ 
house or conservatory. Rut it may bo brought 
into the roim, ami its wealth of narrow green 
ami creamy-white variegated leafage is very 
attractive, especially when set off by spikes (if 
sapphire-blue flowers. It grows freely in an 
ordinary loamy soil, and when used’ in the 

greenhouse is very pleasing in a terra-cotta 
vase or window-box, so to say, on a greenhouse 
shelf. 

Three excellent Ferns for rooms are Plcris 

cretica, its variety albodincata, and 1*. tremula. 
I do not think it is possible to get a more useful 

trio, all being so vigorous, and not like the 

majority of Ferns, averse to cultivation in rooms. 
They succeed in ordinary peaty soil, and greatly 
dislike an ovcrsupply of water. 

Dracxna indivisa is another useful plant 
hard to kill, and always fresh in aspect when 

the foliage is kept properly spongedyHrnd to this 
small selection mav.be: added [the (Date/TV in 

C orypha australis, O rev 11 rda robus ta\ bAWfoil 

Island Pine (Araucaria excelsa), very pretty 
when small and distinct in aspect, and the 
Sedge (Cyperus alternifolius) ana its variegated 

variety, which requires more moisture than any 
of the other plants mentioned. It is graceful, 
free-growing, and prettv when stood on a small 

table so that its fanciful growth is in no way 
cramped. All the foregoing kinds I have grown 

for years in rooms, and during the winter 
especially they succeed better than anything else 

I have tried. F. P. 

CAMPANULAS AS WINDOW PLANTS. 

These will thrive well in pots and baskets, 

and make most excellent window plants. I 
saw during the past summer in some villages 

near the Norfolk const most delightful groups of 

Fiona rs of tile White Peaoh-lesvcd Hell-Flower 

(Cnni)mmila penticitoliu ulbn). 

Campanulas flowering in great profusion in 
cottage and other windows. A notable kind 

was the one here figured, C. porsieifolia alba 
and the type, and also C. gurganica, C. Barre- 
lieri, C. isophylla alba, and C. fragilis, extremely 
lieauliful for a suspended basket. Those who 
have not tried Campanulas ns window plants 
in (Hits and buskets should do so. The plants 

should be jMitted up early in spring. H. R. 

FI LLING WIN DOW - ROX KS. 

Dt'RiNti winter window-boxes may be made to 
jilny a much more important part in the decora¬ 
tion of the house than in summer, for the 

general bareness of the outlook makes the 
window-box then come out much more promi¬ 
nently. After trying ail sorts of things, I am 

inclined to say that in our variable climate 

flowers are impossible if fully exposed to alter¬ 
nate freezing, thawing, and drenching with rain. 
Far better till the isixes with really hardy 

foliage plants and shrubs, which will vary con¬ 
siderably in different localities. Here, by the 
seaside, there is nothing so effective as nice 
bushy little plants of golden-leaved Huonyimm, 

alternated with the dark-green form, or Laurus- 
tinus, Rox, or Aucuba, the soil lieing covered 
with Stonecrop and bulbs of Crocuses, Snow¬ 

drops, or Hyacinths, placed in front of the 
shrubs to add colour in the spring. For variety, 

boxes may Iw tilled with Wallflowers, Veronicas, 
Forgot-inc-nots, and Pansies, with bulbs in the 
foreground, and these will lie very gay in 
spring, but are not so bright in winter; or 

bullis alone may lie used with excellent effect in 
spring, hut are bare during mid-winter. I 
lately saw some boxes with the surface of soil 

covered with the freshest green turf, and under 
this bulbs were planted for spring display ; in 
fact, window-boxes admit of a great variety of 
subjects being brought close under the eye of 

the owner. J. G., //on/s. 

Leaf-mould. - Queries respecting this 

valuable compost and its manufacture are fre¬ 
quently appearing in Gardening, so that as the 

present is a most favourable time for its manu¬ 
facture, I propose giving a few iiints upon the 

process. Almost any tree-leaf will do, but those 
of |he Oak and Bceofi are preferable. Quantities 

may lie collected from tile ditches and 

les. ‘if a little good loam cafjJlW WlfeppS 

and mixed among the leaves, so much the better. 
Another splendid mixture is road-scrapings, 
this often containing much horse-manure as well 

as grit. Vegetable refuse, weeds, &c., may lie 
kept separate if desired, but my own plan is to 

intermix all such things with a targe quantity of 
leaves and road-sidings. If the whole lie turned 
over occasionally, decomposition will be accele¬ 

rated, while a little fresh lime, besides helping 
in this connection, also keeps the whole sweet, 
clean, and free from insect pests. In decayed 

vegetation we get plant food in the most perfect 
state for easy assimilation, and very few sub¬ 
jects can lie grown in better or more suitable 

compost than the results of what I have briefly 
described.—P. U. 

ORCHIDS. 

ANSELLIA AFRICANA. 

I AM in receipt of a nice truss of flowers from 
“ Lincolnshire” of this fine old plant, and I am 
not surprised at the high terms in which it is 
spoken of, for I consider it one of the most 

beautiful Orchids for flowering at this season of 
the year. It also speaks well for the wanner 
kinds of Orchids, because the heat that is 

required to grow and to bloom this Orchid, is 
sufficient to grow nearly all the East Indian 
kinds. This plant was brought home to us here 

lietween fifty and sixty years ago, having been 
found in Fernando l’o, in West Africa, and Hr. 
Lindley named it after its discoverer, Mr. 

Anseil, who wus attached as liotanist to the 
Niger Expedition, since which time, however, it 

has been found in various parts of the West 
African coast, and, indeed, 1 saw a nice dwarf 
kind having larger flowers than the type with 
Mr. Bull, of Chelsea, about two years ago flower¬ 

ing in the summer months, and although the 
plant did not look quite so gay then as it does 

at this season of the year, it was a very accept¬ 
able change. I do not know whether tlie 

plant was flowering at its normal season or if it 
should have bloomed more in accordance with 
the species which I now have under consideration. 

I am much obliged to the sender of this fine 
truss of bloom ; it makes a grand ornament 
placed in water, and by cutting about an inch 
or a couple of inches off the stem ever}1 two or 
three days mid renewing the water, it will 

continue to enliven my room for a long time : 
hut I would remind the sender that although I 
heartily rejoice at his gift, I do not wish so to 
roll him of the beauties of his houses, and the 

little spray from the base of the spike bearing 

five flowers would have been ample for me to 
have determined the species, ns well, indeed, 
us a large spike bearing thirty flowers which 

were well packed, not one of them lieing cither 
bruised or injured in any way. This gentleman 

tells mo that “ lie has recently changed his 
gardener, who took the lead in the management 
of his Orchids, and his new man does not appear 

to be so well up with them, for lie called this 
plant a Dendrobiuni.” Well, this remark tells 
somewhat against the employer, who should 

insist upon having every Orchid in his collection 
legibly and properly named ; hut with the plant 
in flower no one could mistake it for a Dendro- 

hiinii, its sepals and |ictuls bring nearly equal, 
having a ground colour of yellow, with numer¬ 
ous cross Kars of rich brownish-purple ; the 

yellow lip is fringed in front; hut I am not aide 
to record any perfume, which detracts somewhat 
from its attraction, csiiecially from the ladies’ 
point of view. The plant is a strong grower, 
attaining some .'t feet or 4 feet or more inlieight, 

making stout, round hulks, which bear towards 
tbe top numerous thin and strongly-riblied, 
dark-green leaves, and from t he jsiint of tlio 

bulb from between the leaves the spikes apjicnr 
bearing many flowers, which last a long time in 

full beauty. This is a plant which requires 
considerable space to grow it well, as it makes 
a great deal of root, and these roots nrc for the 

most part on the surface ; therefore, t he pan or 
|lot should lie well drained, and the soil used for 
it may be s< me good turfy brown peat, to 

which may he added a small portion of turfy 

loam and good leaf-mould, mixing with the 
whole Borne sharp silver sand. In the spring 
months, when the growth commences, it should 
lie watered carefully ; hut as the bulbs lengthen a 

imp^^ojpijjppi supply may be given, and after 
tlcnvonjig it may bo kept, somewhat dry ; but, 

(of course] latfwtjwWt leason, when it has its 
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blooms to support, it requires a good supply of 
moisture ; but when these are past it may be 
moved into a cooler house, and have a less 
supply. I like to keep this plant in the East 
India house or a hot stove during its growing 
and blooming season, well exposed to the sun 
and light. Matt. Bramble. 

CATTLEYA SPECIOSISSIMA. 

From “G. Waterhouse” comes a flower of this 
Cattleya, but it is very poor both in size and 
colour. I have seen blossoms of this variety of 
C. labiata with fine large and broad petals which 
measured fully 8 inches across, with the lip 
very richly coloured. What then can I help 
saying to a flower of a poor washed-out colour 
which does not cover tne measure at (i inches ’ 
I do not say that mere size is the great desider¬ 
atum in a good flower, but when one sees a 
flower of good size, with all the parts harmonis¬ 
ing as to good colour and shape, then it is 
only rational that size will carry the sway. This 
ilant is a variety of the now well-known labiata, 
»ut it grows, I should think, in a far warmer 

position than do most of the so-called forms, and 
the bulbs show it to be a very different plant to 
t he rest of the varieties. The flowers are pro¬ 
duced from these stems at various times, but 
always after the growth has been completed, 
and that accounts for my now receiving a flower. 
The plant is reputed to lie a very shy floweret'; 
but this, I think, conies about only from mis¬ 
management in its treatment of the variety, for if 
not grown in good warmth, and the plants well 
exposed to the sun and light, so as to get the 
growths well ripened up, then I have seen them 
stand for years without ever producing a flower ; 
but when treated right I have seen them produce 
flowersannually. This Cattleya has more varieties 
thananyotherof these labiata forms. Somepcople 
I know go in for calling this plant C. Ludde- 
maniana ; but it appears doubtful if this is not 
another plant, so I will confine myself to the 
name by which it is known in English gardens. 

Matt. Bramble. 

TRICHOPILIA NOBILIS. 
Tins plant some prefer to call Pilumna nobilis, 
and others. P. fragruus nobilis, but under what¬ 
ever name it is known it is a great beautv. This 
Orchid was introduced in the first place by 
M. Linden, of Brussels, who called it, if I do no't 
mistake, P. fragransgrandiflora. “ Peter Hender¬ 
son ” sends me a flower for its name, and 
“ J. S.” sends me at the same time the typical 
form of P. fragrans, stating it to bo a white form of 
Trichopilia tortilis ; but this is all a farce, for on 
looking at the spike sent I see that it has been 
two or three-flowered, and this has been an erect 
spike, but the flowers had lost their fragrance, 
so that “J. 8.” may here take the name of his 
plant. The flower of “ P. II.” is, however, a 
very different affair, being both larger and 
stouter, and with a beautiful aroma. This is a 
plant well adapted to the wants and require¬ 
ments of t he amateur, for it is a beautiful species 
or variety, whichever you may like to call it, 
having pure-white flowers, with a brood orange- 
coloured blotch in its eye, and having a fragrance 
resembling bitter Almonds. It is admirably 
adapted for a button-hole flower, and they last 
long in full beauty. Now, let me see what can 
W said for this plant; and the one feature that 
I can say is that it requires to be grown in the 
cool-house with the OdontoglosBum crispums 
and others that like cool treatment best, but 
yet they like more light than the majority of 
tin-sc plants do. They may be either grown in 
]K>ts or liaskets ; but these must lie well drained, 
and for Boil use good peat and Sphagnum Moss. 
Water freely during the summer months, but 
more cautiously now and through the dull 
winter months. Matt. Bramble. 

4042.— Gas-tar on hot-water pipes.—Scrape it 
all off at once and paint the pipe* with lamp-black and oil. 

Callas in pots versus planted out.— 
Many different modes of culture arc adopted 
with more or less successful results with these 

September, especially when they were not 
required to flower very early in the season, for 
lifting and repotting, however carefully done, 
must check the roots, and, consequently, the top 
growth, and to get really fine plants, in compara¬ 
tively small pots, I find that pot culture all the 
year round is decidedly the best. The plan now 
adopted is, as soon as the plants cease flowering 
and can be safely trusted out-of-doors, usuallr 
in the month of May or early in June, they are 
set out on a coal-ash bed, and do not get much 
water until the oldest leaves die down, when 
they are shaken out of their pots and all the 
offsets taken off, and the strong single crowns 
are repotted in 5-inch or 6-inch pots, using good 
rich loam enriched with quite rotten manure and 
sand. They arc kept out-of-doors and carefully 
watered until September, when they arc placed 
on light airy shelves near the glass, and get 
plenty of manure-water, and they push up very 
dwarf sturdy stems with leaves of the darkest 
green. By feeding liberally with liquid-manure, 
bloom quite equal in size may be obtained from 
plants in 5-inch pots to those in 7-inch or 8-inch 
without it, for Callas are such strong-rooting and 
gross-feeding plants that they will take anv 
amount of rich food. The surface of the soil 
getting quite white with active roots, the flower- 
spikes are now pushing up strongly. 

J. G., Hants. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

FLOWERING SHRUBS, ETC., FOR WALLS. 

In reply to “ Midlander," Ac., amongst the most 
lieautiful of these are the Clematises, and none 
are better than C. Jaekmani (here illustrated), 
Honeysuckles, and the White Jasmine and yellow 
winter-flowered variety are both of great 
value. Wistaria sinensis is very fine. Climbing 

Roses are indispensable. Cotoneastcrs do well, 
and also Eseallonia macrantha, Aristolocbia 
Sipho, and many of the Ivies, and, of course, 
the two Virginian Creepers (Ampelopsis), the 
older and last known one and Ampelopsis 
Vcitchi, kc. 

4936. - Unhealthy Weeping Ash- 
trees.—There arc only two reasons that I know 
of that would account for the unsatisfactory 
condition of the trees. One is that the soil is 

oo dry for the Ash : probably the 
full of the roots of other tie 

off the roots to a depth of 6 inches or more and 
from 5 feet to 6 feet away from the stein, and 
fill up the space with a mixture of good earth 
and rotten manure in equal parts. The other 
reason is that it is quite possible that the scion 
has not taken kindly to the stock. If that is so, 
whatever you may do to it will not benefit the 
tree in any way.—J. C. C. 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

BULBS PLANTED IN GRASS. 
Tins is a good time for anyone desirous of trying 
this excellent plan of growing bulbs making a 
start, or the season will be lost. Many kinds of 
bulbs answer admirably; in fact, I never saw 
Snowdrops, Crocuses, and Daffodils in such fine 
condition ns when grown in this way. The 
positions selected for Dulbs should lie where the 
Grass grows naturally rather thin, or where tho 
partial shade of deciduous trees gives some 
shelter from rough gales of wind, but where 
they get tho benefit of spring sunshine to call 
them early into bloom. Evergreen trees are too 
dense to plant under, but make good wind¬ 
screens. and recesses in shrubberies make good 
positions for trying this form of gardening. 
Snowdrops are such chaste and beautiful flowers 
that they are special favourites with many ; 
they increase rapidly in the stiff soil of Kent, 
but here, on the south coast, they die away in 
a few years. Daffodils appear to thrive equally 
well anywhere; Bluebells are the same. 
Crocuses make a gorgeous display, if the birds 
would only leave their gay petals alone. Scilla 
sibirica is a little gem, and looks lovelv on mossy 
banks or where tne Primrose is nt noine, and 
in many a small garden there are waste corners 
overrun by Ivy and weeds that could be made 
quite beautiful by digging up the rubbish. 

Plant the bulbs in good-sized clumps, then sow 
Grass seeds on the surface and await tho result. 
If it does not fully justify your expectations, I, 
for one, shall he very much surprised. 

J. Groom, Gosport. 

Hardy November flowers.—The out¬ 
door garden need not ho quite devoid of flowers 
during this month. If such hardy Violets ;u> 
tho Czar and the very large and fragrant Well- 
siana are well cultivated, they will begin to 
yiclfDgtgjtl^cftnSIT1>10 *\v the beginning of the 
-iuonthr,/ThorliartlyiChrj'santbcimims are of the 
-greatWitK'lihm. UneyMeWi;'n Abut little cultural 

very populur plants, for they are very accom 
mounting plants, and unless very badly done by 
do not fail to return good results. I havo/ruM 
various plans, and have 
from plants put out in Juno and liftecMri Bor you had better remove i 
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tare, ami in ordinary years they yield an abund¬ 
ance of bright blooms for cutting quite up to the 
close of the month. The old Cottage Pink, 
once very common here in Surrey, is a really’ 
good November flower. There is no hardier and 
more reliable Chrysanthemum for t he open air 

than this. It is not generally known that quite 
a nice show of Pansies can be had during this 
time of year. 1 have now a tolerably large bed, 
the plants carrying an abundance of blooms 
almost its good as one generally has them in 

soring. Fourteen degrees of frost did not in 
tlie least mar their beauty. The seeds were 
sown in duly and put out a few inches apart on 
gooil ground, dasminum nuditlorum, the Naked- 
flowered Jasmine, is blooming with freedom, and 
the earliest of the Christmas Hoses (Hello- 

borus maxim us) is already in flower.—Byflkkt, 
Surrey. 

4878.- Outdoor plants.—The greater pro¬ 
portion of hardy perennials may be transplanted 
now. It is imleed far better to do so at this 
time of year than to wait till spring, as the 
winter rains settle the soil round the roots, and 

most of them will begin to form now roots at 
once. They are thus better enabled to start 
strongly into growth the following spring, and 
are less liable to sutler from the effects of a dry 

season. Plants of lowly growth, such ns dwarf 
Campanulas, the small mossy anil encrusted 
Saxifrages, Primulas, Ac., and fleshy-rooted 
things, such as Lobelia fulgens, Alstncmerias, 

Ac., should not be planted until March. They 
must bo well established to resist the cold and 
wet of the winter months.—J. C. H. 

- It all depends upon what perennials you 

are going to plant. Such comparatively tender 
things as Alstncmerias, Chelones, Pentstemons, 
hardy Orchids, Dielytra spcctabilis, Lobelia 
fulgens and its varieties, and such bulbs as 
Amaryllis Belladonna, should not lie planted 

until the spring, nor, as it is now so late, Car¬ 
nations, which are best planted now in the 
spring. Herbaceous Lobelias, like, for instance, 
the other things mentioned, often get much cut 
up by the frost or wet of winter, and arc 
best taken up and planted in a cold frame. 

Hut the majority of things - Delphiniums, 
Perennial Sunflowers, and a host of other peren¬ 
nials I could name did space permit—may be 
planted now, or at any time during the winter 
when the weather is mild and the soil well 

worked. Plant firmly to prevent frosts injur¬ 
ing the newly-planted things, and if the beds or 
borders, as the case may be, want digging up, 
do this at once, and let the soil remain idle for 
a time, so that it may be thoroughly pulverised 
by the action of the weather. Head Gardening 
carefully. You will get many hints from the 

replies to queries.—C. 'I'. 

■to 17. Japanese Anemones. -Now is 
an excellent time to plant these, and almost any 

portion of root will grow. They are not at all 
particular as regards soil, but like one of a rich 
nature best. “ 15. M. P.” will find they need 

one season in which to liccome established before 
they show their full beauty and lloriferousncss. 

Recently I saw them doing remarkably well by 
the seaside, and I know of no flower which is less 
trouble when established. All they need lieing 
a slight mulching with rough manure during the 

early part of winter, and when their foliage is 
deoil.—1*. U. 

- I consider the host time to plant these is Just ns 
Itrowlh is on Die move in spring. They l hen gel established 
at once, and if the crowns arc strong enough they will 
flower the same season.- K. II. 

•H KKi.—Plants for a shady spot.—A list 

of the best shrubs for a shady place was given 
recently. There are not a great many plants 
that will succeed in shade, even if it is partial. 
Ferns of many kinds may be grown, Foxgloves, 
the fine Crown Imperials (Fritillaria imperialist 

Irises if the shade is not very dense, Creeping 
Jenny, a well-known creeping plant. Evening 

Primroses in variety, Solomon's Seal, Polygonum 
cuspidatuin, Saxifragas, S. hypnoides,* and S. 

umorosa, Sedum spectabile ; Globe-flowers, pro 
t ided the position is neither too dry nor too 
shady, the winter-flowering flagrant Coltsfoot 

(Tussilago fragrans), Vincas in variety, and of 
bulbs the Spanish Squills, Seilla cain|>anulnla in 

particular. One may get a variety of these 
varying from white to rose, and the plants 

bloom with great freedom. Tlu»y>make noble 

knowing your garden. At any rate, Squills, 
Solomon's’Scal, Lily of the Valley, and the other 

things mentioned may be planted.—C. T. 

— The most likely things to succeed are Mnhnnin 
Aijuifolia, Vincas in variety, at. John's Wort (Hypericum 
cnlycinum). These will make pretty foreground plants if 

planted in groups somewhat thickly. Then behind these 
might come Box, Hollies, Yews, and laurels. These also 

will look I letter planted in groups. Something should be 
done to improve the soil before planting. -E. II. 

NEGLECTED PLANTS (ALLIUMS). 

These, as a rule, arc a class of plants seldom 
recommended for their beauty, either for rock- 

work or for the flower-border; yet to banish them 

altogether would be to deprive our gardens of a 
few really handsome plants, and plants, too, 

that can always lake care of themselves without 

Flowers of Allium ncapolilanum. 

extending beyond their allotted space. Their 
smell, if bruised, is against them, and ulthough 

the Neapolitan Allium (A. ncapolilanum), the 
flowers of which nre beautiful and fragrant, is 
sometimes used in liouqucts, this objection to it 
is always more nr less felt. It is, however, a 

pretty border plant, and also can be grown in 
pots, and thus got in bloom earlier, and in coin* C’ with A. cieruloum, Moly, acorzonerivfo- 

, and pedemontanum, undoubtedly useful 

and decorative ; the last especially, with its 
numerous purple, drooping. Tulip-like flowers, 
is good enough for pot culture. A. gigantoum, 
a species well named, growing, ns it does, oven 
taller than the well-known A. siculnm. Its 
leaves arc flat, strap-shaped, and of a light 

glaucous-green, and the flowers, though small 
individually, are of a purplish colour and col¬ 
lected in countless numbers into a large globular 

head from *2 inches to 11 inches in diameter. This 
sort is a decided acquisition. ]>. 

4010. — Plants for a herbaceous 
border.—Here is a selection of plants averag¬ 
ing about 2 feet in height. Amongst white- 
flowered perennials select the Double White 
Achillea, Anemone japonica alba, which is 

taller than 2 feet, but so beautiful that one must 
include it; White Antirrhinum, a lovely flower, 
Canterbury Hells, Epilobium angustifolium 
album, Madonna Lily, White Lupine (taller than 

2 feet), White Malva, White Perennial Phlox, 
Double Fair Maids of Franco (Ranunculus 
aconitifolius plenns), Trillium grandiflorum, 
beautiful in late spring in a moist fairly shady 
spot, and the White 8cilla campanulata. Of 

other things besides white one may choose Aqui- 
legias, the dwarfer (September blooming Asters, 
A. acrisand A. Amcllus in particular, Delphinium 

nudieaule, bright scarlet, the Lyre-flower 
(Dielytra spcctabilis), Geumcoccincum, Lilies in 

variety, Pyrethrums, double and single, Sedum 
spectabile, Campanula glomerata dahurica, rich- 
purple flowers in close clusters ; Adonis vernalis, 
yellow spring-flowering Wallflowers, Coreopsis 
lanceolata, Erigeron speciosum, Rudbeckia 

speciosa, Globe-flowers (Trollius), Pansies, and 
such things as Polyanthuses, Auriculas, etc. All 
the plants mentioned will grow well in ordinary 

borders, and are not expensive.—C. T. 

41)4.!5. —A garden in Surrey.—Mulch the 
fruit-trees heavily with rich manure. What 

you really want is a few hundred loads of clay 
to make the sand more fertile, and this would 
be as economical as manure if the clay could be 

btained within a reasonable distance. qIo 
folk, where some parts are very light, clay 

ivrted there to dress the ligliltj R51*fc 

clay cannot be obtained, heavy manuring, and 
especially mulching, must lie carried out. It is 
a difficult thing to make a sandy soil fertile ; 

still, it can be done by perseverance. Salt will 

be found useful in hot summers.—E. H. 

- I am afraid that you will not do much 
good with fruit-trees in your garden. The soil 
is too poor and too shallow for subjects that 

require a deep root-run, unless you remove the 
rock and fill up the space with fresh earth. 
You may do fairly well with Gooseberries, 

Currants, and Raspberries, if you give each 
plant plenty of room, and mulch the surface 
every winter with a thick layer of rotten 

manure. If you bear in mind when planting 
that as the roots cannot penetrate only to a 
certain depth, they must have an equivalent 
space in other directions, you may possibly get 
a fair return for any outlay you may make. 
MulchingwithshortGrass in thesummor between 

all such crops as Pens, licans, Onions, and Cauli¬ 
flower, and thinsowingor planting, arc operations 
that in such a case as this arc indispensable to 
secure anything like success. Seeing that the 
sun acts on your garden all day you had better 

take out tbo rock to a depth of 0 inches or 
I foot for the flower-beds and borders, or they 
will not do much good in a dry summer.— 

J. C. C. 

4S0*).—Nitrate of soda on a lawn.—I 
have somany times written against the use of 
any of the artificial manures for restoring lawns 
in a bad condition, that I only wonder how it 
is we do not get more frequent complaints of 

their unsatisfactory character. This inquiry, 
however, refers to a case in which it has been 
used in excess, and the best thing for this corre¬ 
spondent to do is to take up the dead turf and 
replace it with fresh. For the benefit of the 

weak Grass which is left the lawn should have a 
dressing of short rotten manure or rich soil 
spread over it at once. Any money laid out on 
manure or soil as a top-dressing for lawns will 
do ten times more good than double the amount 

spent on any of the forcing manures. They are 
very well used in the summer as what 1 call a 
refresher for the Grass, but they do no perma¬ 

nent good. On sjiccial occasions, when I wanted 
the lawns to look particularly bright on a cer¬ 
tain date, I have applied both guano and nitrate 
of soda ten days before the time, with the best 
results ns a temporary improvement; but at the 

end of a month all trace of the benefit done had 
passed away.—J. C. C. 

- 11 Miss Eleanor Hughes," when applying 

nitrate of soda, was prolmhly unaware of the 
power of the agent employed—namely, nitric 
acid. If used in excessive quantity and not 
properly distributed, nitrate would doubtless 

have the effect described, as, indeed, would 
ordinary manure properly used. Nitrate of 
soda should lie employed upon Grass in quanti¬ 
ties not cxceding 1| cwt. to the acre, and the 

utmost care should be taken to secure even dis¬ 
tribution. The nitrate should be passed t hrough 
a sieve, and all lumps removed and broken up. 

For small lawns it is licttcr to employ it in 
solution, at the rate of 1 oz. to 3 gallons of 
water, used once or twice weekly. The best 
time to apply nitrate is when growth begins in 
spring. To ensure good results it is essential 
that the soil be sufficiently rich in the other 

principal constituents of plant-food—namely, 
phosphoric acid and potash. This holy would 

do well to give the lawn nt the present season a 

dressing at the rate of 3 cwt. superphosphate 
anil 2 cwt. kuinit per acre, and to apply in the 
spring 1 cwt.. of nitrate |>cr acre, mixed with 
double the bulk of fine, dry earth to secure 

even distribution. This will ensure a rich and 
rapid growth.—J. II. 

4028. Sulphate of ammonia. — This 
may lie used more or less successfully to Pota¬ 
toes, Cabbage, Cauliflowers, and all of the 

Brnssica tribe, as well as for Turnips, Onions, 
Carrots, and other root - crops. Lettuces, 
Radishes, Tomatoes, Cucumbers, Ac. ; indeed, 

for almost everything, except Peas, Beans, and 
other leguminous plants, which are not benefited 
by nitrogenous manures—at least, not to the 
same extent as other subjects arc. though, as a 

matter of fact, I have seen French 1 Jeans 
improved by a light dressing of 

lOliiu. The best nay to apply this powerful 

80i^ul^n^|i^|@|gi^\^)rni of a solution of the 
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strength of one ounce to each gallon of water, 

washing it off the leaves with pure water 
directly afterwards—that is, if it touches them. 

In rainy weather it may be sprinkled thinly and 
evenly between the plants at the rate of 2 lb. 

per rod, or 2 cwt. per acre.—B. C. R. 

PERNS. 

ADIANTUM CUNEATUM. 
For every-day use, whether in pots or for 
cutting, it must be admitted that this fine old 
Fern is still in the front rank. With a good 

stock of plants it is always possible to have it in 
good condition. In many cases this Brazilian 

Maiden-hair is kept too warm. This is a great 
mistake, resulting in a general weakening of the 
plants, whilst the fronds will not last nearly so 

long when cut. For instance, during the sum¬ 
mer I would much prefor to keep my plants in 

a cold framo rather than in a house with the 
least amount of warmth in the pipes. Again, a 

moderately dry atmosphere is far better than 
where it is moisture-laden. This latter state of 
things is congenial to rapid and free growth, 

but the fronds grow too large with correspond¬ 

ingly large pinna.-, which arc not in any sense 
desirable, whilst they do not lust nearly so 

long when cut. They may look all very well 
upon the plant, but the plant thus grown will 
not bear a change to leas congenial quarters, 
nor are the fronds of much use when cut. 

Shading, again, is a great mistake ; it used to 

be be a popular notion in some gardens that 
shading was really essential, whereas quite the 

opposite is the case, except in the very hottest 
weather. When 

The shading is dispensed with, the growth 
is much harder, the pinna; finer, ami the fronds, 
too, somewhat less in size, but supported upon 
foot-stalks considerably stouter. The paler 

colour, too, of the fronds when grown thoroughly 

well exposed is much more desirable for arrang¬ 
ing with cut-flowers. The darker green, as seen 

upon plants grown in the shade is not nearly so 
effective ; in fact, it is sometimes a difficulty to 
use it tastefully when of this shade of colour, 
bearing in mind also the larger pinna-. During 

at least six months of the year no fire-heat need 
lie used, and only a very light shading when the 

heat of the sun is intense. A free circulation of 
air is indispensable towards securing a good 

enduring growth, whilst an abundant supply of 
water is needed when the plants are healthy, 
and the pots well filled with roots. When tfie 

latter is the case a weak solution of guano 

(Peruvian] in water will greatly assist the plants. 
This is often preferable to repot ting twice in 
one season. In fact, [lotting is frequently 
carried too far. My best plants this past 

summer were those which were not potted last 
spring ; these have continued in the best of 

health up to the present time. Overcrowding 
of the plants should be guarded against ; they 

should now have all the light possible, not 
being overshadowed in the least by other thin* s. 

Where there is any disposition to damp oil' in 
in the case of the older fronds, those should lie 

at once removed. Plants which have been 
yielding a good supply of fronds for cutting, 

and have become destitute of good material for 
the purpose should now be rested. 

\\ ATER should largely be withdrawn from such 
plants ; but little will be required between now 
and the end of the year. I would not hesitate 

to lay plants of this description upon their sides 
for a tune, as long as they (lid not get excessively 

dry, particularly if they are still disposed to 
grow. It does not matter at all about the 

fronds dying off; in fact, a little later on they 
may bo cut off entirely, thus clearing the plants 

of scale if there is any upon them. Take care 
that the plants whilst in this condition do not 

get any drip. When thus out down, a span- 
shelf would suit them very well. These plants 

will make a capital stock to start early in the 

new year in a stove temperature, being mean¬ 
while kept in a temperate house averaging about 

50 dogs, at night. When given an increase of 
about 10 deg8. they will soon start into growth 

again, but the watering must be done cautiously 
until the fronds are well advanced. The best 
of those now in use will by that time 

probably fairly well used up. These plants'W 
then do with a rest, reota|qmg[(,jieip| lWr 

spring in less heat. Whe^e there is a Jreat 

demand for cut fronds, it will be found better 

to have three batches in various stages rather 
than to rely upon two. In this way it is com¬ 

paratively easy to have a ready supply. Plants 
that are now growing should have a fair 

amount of warmth, but not too much moisture. 

A light airy HOUSE with a night temperature 
of from 55 degs. to 60 degs. will suit them well. 
The stove itself is rather too warm for them, 

even when they are growing freely ; what some 
would term a cool stove would answer. Where 

there is a good quantity of growth still in hand, 
but fairly well hardened, a night temperature 

of 5 degs. less will suffice. In this way, by 
having plants in various stages, can successive 3lies lie mainly kept up. Young plants—i.e., 

ings, should be carefully looked after. 

These frequently come up in quantity ; if not, 
it is an easy matter to sow the spores or to 

stand aside upon a moist bottom a plant bearing 
fertile fronds, and thus let the seedlings spring 
up spontaneously, which, after all, is as good a 

way as any. I prefer seedlings most decidedly 
to division of the old stools. They mako much 

better plants, whilst if required whilst still in 
small pots, they are far more useful. When the 
older plants become exhausted anil there is a 

sufficient stock of younger ones, it is bettor to 
throw them away or use them up for decorating. 

For general purposes, any pot oeyonil 8 inches 
or 0 inches diameter becomes too heavy and 

cumbersome. As to soil, I prefer all loam, with 
sand or rood scrapings. \\ hen the loam needs 
modifying, a little leaf-soil or a small quantity 

of peat can be added, but not too much, as both 

tend to a strong growth. Potting is best done 
in the spring time. A. 

THE WALKING-LEAF FERNS 

(ANTIGRAMMAS). 

In reply to several querists, all the plants com 
prised in this gi-imi have nV tho properties o 

the old nn 1 well Known North Am ;rie»n Cam;) 

Antigramma KHi7.orim.LA used to lie imported 

in large numbers every year from Canada and 

found a ready sale. Many years ago, when I had 
charge of the outdoor ferneries at Hatchford 

Park, I had many a little colony of this plant, 
for it is quite hardy. The leaves which fall 

from the trees if allowed to remain will afford it 
ample protection through the winter months. 
The fronds of A. rhizopnylla are simple, taper¬ 

ing to a point, where they are proliferous, and 
at the liase are two large, ear-like lobes. The 

fronds are each about 9 inches long, and bright- 
green. It is found pretty freely in the United 
States and in Canada. Linnnms also gives 

Siberia as a locality for this species, but Hooker 

makes the Siberian plant a distinct species under 
the name of A. sibirica. It appears to differ in 
having a simple frond without any lobes at the 

liase. The same form was found upon one occa¬ 
sion only by my friend Wilford in the Strait of 

Korea, on the Island of Tsus Sima. Any reader 
who has a hardy fernery should plant this 

Antigramma in soino light, turfy loam, choos¬ 
ing a nice shady place and keeping it tolerably 

damp. 
A. Dougi.asi (the subject of the illustration) 

is a somewhat rare plant in Brazil, and at pre¬ 

sent rare in cultivation. The fronds grow to 
some 10 inches in length and are about 4 inches 

broad. They are deep-green in colour, but 
non-viviparous at the point. 

A. BKASILIENSI8 has fronds each fully a foot 

long and about. 2 inches or more wide. 
Antigrainmas are near to Scolopendriums or 

Hart’s-tonguo Ferns, but. they have netted veins. 

The two last-named kinds require a stove tem¬ 

perature. G. 

GOLD AND SILVER FERNS IN THE 

WINTER. 
There is usually more harm done to these beau¬ 

tiful Ferns during the autumn and winter than 
during all the rest of the year put together. 

When the weather is dull, damp, and foggy the 
Gymnogrammas will require looking after 

closely to preserve them from decay. Where 
the fronds are large and the growth dense, this 
will be all the more likely to occur. Such plants 
want close watching ; all the more so if they 
happen to be in a house that is predisposed to 
dampness. Those will be liable to suiter most 

which carry the heaviest coating of the farinose 
powder, l-’or instance, G. peruviana argyro- 

phylla is very apt to damp off a small piece 
hero and there. This, in any case, should 
lie stopped by frequent examination, removing 

the decaying pieces with a • pair of Vine- 
scissors, either a knife or fingers not answering 

nearly so well. Old fronds turning yellow 
should be at once cut out entirely, and the 

others will be all the better preserved if drawn 
outwards in a careful manner. In houses which 

are somewhat fiat, thus lieing liable to drip, a 
- harper watch still needs to be taken, or several 
fronds at once will be injured. When the 

weather is cold and frosty with an extra amount 

if heat in the pipes, there is the liability of the 
plants getting too dry at the roots. '1 hey are 
••Xtrcmely sensitive in this respect. In the ease 
of some of the Adinntuins and Asplcniuma it 

docs not so very much matter if they be dry at 

times. Not so in the case of the Gold ami 
Silver Ferns. The plants should, if the previous 
culture has been good, have plenty of roots, the 

[Kits not out of proportion to their size for 
wintering. Then the plants will take a liberal 

supply of water with no risk of an overdose 
when looked after in a careful way. A good 

place for wintering Gold and Silver Veins is the 
narrow shelf oftentimes to be found next the 

path on the front side in lean-to plant- 
houses; under these narrow shelves the pipes 

will in most cases be arranged. Thus the 
position is a dry one—drier, in fact, than most 

p'ante like it, but not too dry for those under 
n it'ce. Of course, the watering in such a place 

is an all-important matter, but when so well 
within notice there is no real excuse for any 

-missions. The Gold and Silver Ferns, all hough 
they enjoy waimth, may also be used freely in 

l he winter as decorative plants. They are not 
often seen shown in collections of table plants, 
but, all the same, it takes an exceedingly good 

plant of any other family to beat them, they 
are,QlH^MwIitfWBn Gold or Silver variety, so 

^R«C Kltg1 that^trav 
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Frond ot Antigramma Douglas! 

tosorus (Antigramma) rhizophyllus, which 
spreads by rooting at the top of each frond 

where it forms a new plant, and from which it 

l^ont fronds which produce other 
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seedlings may in some cases be now of fairly 
good size ; these might at once be lifted with ns 
much soil as possible and potted, keeping to as 
small pots as possible. These young ones will 

then with the turn of days start off into growth 
more freely by a long way for this early atten¬ 
tion. __F. 

4037.—Perns not thriving1.—K\ idently 
you are keeping the Ferns far too warm, or 

perhaps the fronds are naturally »f a pale-green 
colour. Some kinds are, hut we suspect the 
cause is too much heat and insufficient ventila¬ 
tion. Well, if in a stove it will not be necessary 
to give air, or at least very little, and the stage 
and in between the pots must l)e kept well 

moistened. Perhaps they require repotting ; 
if so, wait until the turn of the year. Ferns, 
when they get rather old, often look weakly. A 

conservatory should be ventilated on favourable 
occasions, Imt bo careful not to admit keen 
draughts. You must exercise judgment.— L. T. 

-Too much heat and moisture, with 
insufficient light and air, arc the most probable 
causes of delicate growth and want of colour in 

the fronds, but at the same time it may arise 
from some other cause, such as the want of some 
principle in the soil or water. Ferns require 
more water, both at the root anil in the atmos¬ 

phere, than most other classes of plants, and 
especially so when grown in a high temperature, 
and the soil ought really never to become 
anything like dry at any timo, but at the same 
time a sodden state of the soil, induced by 

frequently giving water before it is required, 
must be avoided. At this season Ferns need 
very little ventilation, and less than most things 
even in the summer-time. The roof ventilators 
may lie opened a few inches for a couple of hours 

in the middle of mild or sunny and comparatively 
warm days, but beyond this nothing is required. 
A little soot dissolved in the water occasionally 
will often improve the health and colour of the 
plants considerably, and a weak solution of 

nitrate of soda once a month in the growing 
season is also very beneficial. The proper 
ventilation for a large conservatory depends 
chiefly upon its temperature and contents. If 

kept warm, no air is necessary, but if cool, give 
air freely on all mild days.—ft. C. U. 

4818. Ferns for a heated conserva¬ 
tory.— l’teris tromula is a very handsome 
Fern that in time attains u large size, especially 

in a genial temperature, such as your conserva 
lory would appear to afford. It may be either 
planted out or grown in large pots. P. argvrca, 
with variegated fronds, is also fine, and of free 
and large growth. Another Fern that would 
suit you for a similar position is Ncphrolcpis 

exultuta. If you want a greater variety among 
the large kinds better procure a few Tree-Ferns, 
and some Palms, such ns the Kcntias, Latania 
liorlxmica, etc., would also do well and afford a 
nice variety. Lower down you may place 

Lomaria gililm, Asplenium cnudatiun, A. bulbi- 
feruin, A. Iucidum, Phlebodium aureiun, l’teris 
major, P. scrrulata and others, and towards the 
lino Adiautums of sorts, Asplenium rcclinatuin, 

A. monant liemum, Mosses (Selaginella), etc. 
< f these last almost any of the greenhouse 
kinds would be suitable, such ns S. kraussinna, 
S. Mnrtensi (large), with its variegated form 
S. stotonifera, etc. Tufts of tho pretty droop¬ 

ing I sole-pis gracilis here and there would 
also have a nice effect. All tho Ferns, etc., 
mentioned arc such as thrive in the com¬ 

paratively smoky atmosphere of London with 
ordinary care. Whatever you do, lie careful to 
provide plenty of atmospheric moisture, without 
which nothing but failure can lie expected.— 
11. C. R. 1 

work the pale-lilac flowers of Primula obconica 
into funeral wreaths, and that this plant emitted 
a poisonous substance which caused the relapses 
of erysipelas already alluded to. Consequently, 

persons susceptible to erysipelas should avoid 
coming into contact with this plant.— 

J. H., 220. 

- “ (live a dog a bail name and hang him,” 

is an old saying, and, unlike some old saws, it 
contains a good deal of truth. As far as I know 
the plant is perfectly harmless. No one wants 

to eat it, and if the leaves were chewed and 
swallowed the result might not bo pleasant; but 
I have handled the leaves and roots again and 
again, and repotted the plants at all seasons 
with the result that no inconvenience of any 
kind has resulted therefrom.—J. D. E. 

4880.-Primula obconica. -In Garden- 
inii for November 11th, "Constant Reader” 
inquires if Primula obconica is a dangerous 
plant to grow ? It may be mentioned that l)r. 

K. B. Pooley (The LanceJ, 1893, page 100) records 
t he fact that u market gardener was accustomed 
to grow this plant, and after recovering from an 
attack of erysipelas lie was allowed to resume 

work in his greenhouse, whereupon the disease 
immediately reappeared. This having occurred 
several times, his medical attendant advised him 
to remain in the house for a longer period ; but 

after resuming his work the disease broke out 
again, and in all there were six r«!apfres_ Ii wu 

’ •liscoyeted- that ipfttjerit |yj-n^aceji^ id 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

SALVIAS INDOORS IN WINTER. 

Fon assisting in the embellishment of green¬ 
houses and conservatories during winter and 

spring there are few things more showy and 

Salvia patens. 

useful than Salvias, especially such os S. splon- 
dens and its variety, S. Bruanti, and the old 
S. Ilecri, which is by far tho best and most 
effective for the spring. S. splendens Bruanti 

is a remarkably line kind, and a great improve¬ 
ment on the one from which it orginated, as it 
is of a lietter habit and has larger spikes of 

flower of a much brighter colour. The plants, 
too, have lietter foliage, living more serrated, 
thicker, and of a more glossy green. I find it 

also hardier, although to have it in perfection it 
needs more heat than is generally kept in nn 

ordinary greenhouse. In a temperature ranging 
between ."ill degs. and 55 digs, it sends up its 

long Isold scarlet spikes of bloom in succession 
nearly the whole winter through. N. lloeri, on 
the other hand, is very impatient of artificial 
heat, which, if given for any length of time 
with a view to force it or bring it on before its 

season, is almost sure to spoil it, as not only do 
the plants grow tip weak and spindly, but the 
blossoms come weedy and poor. In order to 
have 

Larue specimens it is necessary to put in 
cuttings in February or March ; but as smaller I limits arc generally the most serviceable, a 
latch should be put in later, and another lot 

some time in .1 nly or August. These latter may 
lie grown in li-inch pots, and will be found to 
come in most useful for window decoration, a 

purpose for which they are specially adapted, us 
they look well in boxes associated with small 
white Chrysanthemums, Carnations, or Eupn- 

toriums, and produce a chaste and pleating 
fleet. In a greenhouse placed bet ween or near 

plants of Chrysanthemums, Salvia splWf- 

Bruanti is.particularly stril^ij^|.|ii- |l^gh|ty 

up the whole by the brilliancy of its colour. 
The way in which these Salvias should be 
managed is to pot them off singly when struck 

and keep them geutly growing on in any frame 
or nit where they can have a little heat to the 
end of May, when they should lie gradually 
hardened preparatory to exposure in the open 

air, where they always do best during summer, 
as there they grow short-jointed anil stocky, 
and keep cleaner and healthier than under 
glass. To prevent the sun acting on the pots, 
it is advisable to have them plunged in some 

loose, open material, such as straw or leaves, 
which keep the roots cool. The most suitable 
soil to grow Salvias in is good fibrv loam, and 
os they are gross feeders, they are benefited by 
frequent applications of liquid-manure, especially 

after they have filled their pots with roots, and 
are approaching the time when they licgin to 
show bloom—a period when they cannot well 

have too much, if the 
Liquid-manure is not strong and rank. l!y 

the middle or end of October it will lie time, to 
nut the plants in a house or pit to protect them, 

for if left out in the cold after that they begin 
to lose their lower leaves, or gel them discoloured, 
which detracts from the beauty of the plants 
when they get into bloom. Some grow their 
Salvias in the open ground instead of in pots, 
and it is a good plan in eases where large speci¬ 

mens are required, us, by having more root room, 
they attain a larger size, and can be taken up 
and potted early in the autumn. If this is done 
with care during a dull, showery time the plants 

sustain but little check, as they soon get hold 
of the fresh soil and become re-established. 

Sai.via 1 Ikeiu does best wintered in a cool, 
airy house, where it can have plenty of light, 

and, like its congener S. splendens Bruanti, 
should be well fed with liquid-manure. The 
natural time for S. Hecri to flower is about the 
middle of March, and it continues to last in full 

beauty for quite a couple of mouths. As 
cuttings made from tho young fresh growth arc 
best, the old |ilants, when they nave done 
blooming, should have their branches shortened, 

and lie then placed somewhere in a gentle, 
moist heat to give them a start, when the young 
shoots may lie taken off, and if pul iu the 
propagating box, in cutting pots, in the ordinary 
way, they soon strike root. 

Sai.via patens (here figured) with its un¬ 
rivalled blue blossoms, is a very desirable 

variety for pot culture ; but to have this good 
1 ilc in autumn it is necessary to keep it pinched 

luck, and grow it in a sunny position outdoois 
to get the growth hardened. Being tuberous 
rooted, this kind may be kept from year to 

year, in the way in which Dahlias are kept, and 
may be increased either by division or cuttings. 
Tho only insects that nflcct Salvias arc green 
fly and red spider ; the latter may easily lie 
kept off by syringing in the evening after sunny 

days, and the former in tho same way with 
weak Tobacco-juice, or fumigating the plants 
when placed under glass — a precautionary 

measure that should always be taken liefore 
they come into flower. S. 

4918.—Himantophyllum splendens. 
The Himantopliyllums are not difficult to 

grow, and require a warm greenhouse. The 
plants must be grown on throughout the year, 
and in potting use a good, loamy soil. Yon 

should lie able to succeed well with them if you 
have a warm greenhouse, but they are not 
much account unless this can be provided. 
There are many varieties of llimantopliylluin 

miniatiim splendens is one of them -and the 
various forms run through many shades of colour, 
from quite a yellowish-buff to deepest ornnge- 

scarlet. Individually the blooms are of use to 
cut, and a display is maintained over a long 

season.—0. T. 

4938.—Lilies in pots.—Lilium speciosum 
variety rnseum will succeed either iu pots or 
plunlcd out ; but the bulbs had better not be 
dried nt all. Pot them as soon as they are taken 

off, and half-a-dozen offsets may lie planted nt 
once in 5-inch llowcr-liots. No offsets should lie 
washed, but they hail better not lie taken off 
until they separate readily from the old bulbs, 

with plenty of good roots attached to them. 
When the bulbs arc potted they should lie 

plunged in Cocoa-iiut-fiiirc refuse or something 
siVliMudWi' the rims. They will do out-of- 

AT 
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HEATING GLASS-HOUSES. 

The return of cutting winds and frosty nights 

brings the question of heating our glass-houses 
and pits prominently before our notice, for the 

very life of our plants depends on the right 
temperature being maintained. Now I have no 
hesitation in saying that it is by far the wisest 

course to grow only hardy or half-hardy plants 
in preference to those that need a higher tem¬ 

perature if we cannot give that temperature to 
them, for all our work in other ways will bo lost, 
ami plants grown in cold-houses that need warm 
ones will yield nothing but a crop of troubles 

and losses to the owner. There it, happily, no 
lack of varieties suited to cold, intermediate, or 

hot-houses, and, to prevent disappointments, 
make up your mind what classes of plants you 
will grow, and arrange your heating apparatus 

accordingly. After a good many years' experi¬ 
ence of glass-houses and boilers I can safely say 

that to bo on the safe side you must have a good 
reserve of heating power, for the following 
reasons : Boilers of many kinds are advertised to 

heat so many hundred feet of piping, and, as a 
rule, they will do so when first fixed up, with all 
the flues, chimney, &c., as clean as a pin ; but to 
test them properly you want to personally stoke 

them for a month in the middle of winter, and 
you will find that, as a rule, loo much is 

expected of a boiler, for in addition to the 
ordinary house or houses which it can warm 
easily one or two more arc often added on that 

only need a little heat to keep the frost out. 
But it must be borne in mind that at this critical 
time a good deal more heat is needed in the 

pipes to keep the ordinary temperature 
up, and if yon only warm the pipes in 
the extra houses the boiler must be driven 

at the highest pressure to meet the strain, 
and we ail know that overdriving a boiler is 
very similar to overdriving a horse, and acci¬ 

dents are often the result. I would, therefore, 
strongly urge all who are having lioilers fixed 
to have one capable of doing more work than 

is needed. Its cost will be more than saved by 
the safety of your stock of plants, and by the 

saving in fuel, for driving a small boiler wastes 
more fuel than letting the fire in a larger-sized 
one bum on gently. With the heat well-assured 
you can close the dampers and keep the heat 
enclosed about the boiler, whereas with a 

smaller one, with a fierce draught to get the 
heat up, a great deal of the heat is driven up 
the chimney, and with the high price of coal it 

is a great saving to have a boiler large enough 
to burn coke, cinders, wood, or any combustible 

refuse. A small boiler must have only the best 
fuel if the maximum heat is maintained. 1 know 
some large forcing establishments where, by 
having extra large boilers and furnaces, they 

get plenty of heat from ashes collected by the 
scavengers. But the size of the firo insures 
plenty of heat, and if coal is going up to famine 

prices it will make growers for profit look to 
some less expensive fuel than coal, otherwise 
the cost of production will exceed tho market 

value of some kinds of goods. Amateurs who 
frequently have inferior fuel to bum will do well 

to see that their boilers are large enough to allow 
of second-rate fuel being used—in fact, smoke- 

flues may possibly come into use again if coal 
goes up over £2 per ton. 

•James Groom, Go*/x>rt. 

4881.—Foliage Begonias.— I presume 
you mean simply Begonias for their foliage 
alone, as some arc very beautiful both for 

leaves and flowers. At any rate, I will name 
a few in both sections. The former class, 
known as the Kcx, because resembling that well- 

known foliage Begonia, arc very charming when 
planted out in a cool fernery, the silvery tone of 
their loaves being in strong relief to the green of 

tho Kern-fronds. I should adviso yon to ask the 

nurseryman for a selection, or pick out those 
that please best. Arthur Mallet is the best of 

the aarker-colourod varieties ; but thorc is a 
host of a named sorts, La Candeur, Colonel 
Domfer, Frederick Schneider, Unique, Adrian 
Schmidt, and Duchessc do Brabant. Two very 

fine winter-flowering Begonias, with leafage as 

rich and licuutiful as the flowers, arc Gloiro dc 
Seoaux and President Bonreuillcs, the former 

with bronzy leafage, very rich against Vhopink 

4922.—“ Malmaison ” Carnations.— 
The varieties of Carnation Souvenir de la Mal¬ 

maison are very liable to be attacked by a 
troublesome disease, which appears in the form 
of brown spots upon the leaves termed Uromyces 

caryophillinus. The remedy for this disease is 
given in Gardening, November 11th, page 500, 
which is to cut off the affected leaves and destroy 

the spores of the fungus before they have time 
to do any harm. There is another disease 
termed “spot” by gardeners, which appears on 
the leaves in the autumn. It generally develops 

in damp, closo weather, when the plants arc out 
in garden frames. The disease is most trouble¬ 

some in damp, cold seasons. The name given 
to it by the specialists is Urcdo Dianthi. The 

disease does not spread in a dry atmosphere. 
Pick off the diseased leaves, and place the plants 

in a greenhouse.—J. D. E. 

4929. — Aspidistras. — The Aspidistras 
chiefly grown are A. lnriila and A. lurida 
variegata. The variegated variety when grown 
in rich soil does sometimes turn green, and the 
liest way to prevent it going back is to grow in 
peat anil sand, using plenty of sand. Aspidistras 

are so easily managed that I have never heard 
anyone say they have failed with them. Some 
of the handsomest specimens I have seen have 
been grown entirely in rooms. The chief thing 

is to water carefully, avoiding at this season 
giving too much, and" if the plants stand in an 
ornament-pot or jar, empty tho water out every 

week, and tho leaves must bo kept free from 
dust by sponging or wiping with a soft cloth.— 

F,. H. 
- There are several kinds of Aspidistra, 

the best being A. lurida, introduced from China 
in 1822, and the variegated variety, A punctata, 
is also a Chinese species, introduced in 1824 ; 

A. elatior, came from Japan in 1835, and its 

variegated variety in the same year, and from 
the same country. But judging from your query 
1 should think you want no others except A. 

lurida and its variegated variety. The best 
way to muintain the variegation of the plant is 
to keep the soil moderately poor. Rich com¬ 

posts and feeding produce gross green growth. 
Start with well marked specimens, and, as rc- 
(;ards their winter management, tho subject 
las lieen treated at length recently. Bo careful 

about the watering, giving no more water than 
will keep the soil moderately moist, and on 
occasion of severe frost place the plants in the 

centre of the room to avoid any possible mis¬ 
haps. Sponge the foliage regularly and care¬ 

fully, using tepid water. This is most impor¬ 
tant, as (luring tho winter the foliage gets 
coated with dust and dirt. These are the de¬ 

tails to consider, and when followed muko 
healthy plants.—C. T. 

4893. -Eucharis and Amaryllis.—The 
Eucharis would do admirably in any house, the 

temperature of which is 55 dogs, to (it) dcgs.at 
night, with an increase of 10 (legs, more by day. 
They do not want a great deal of water in winter, 
but should not l>ccomo very dry at the roots. 

The Amaryllis should now bo resting in a green¬ 
house temperature, and be kept quite dry at the 
roots until the month of January, when it is 

usual to repot them and start them into growth 
again. Tho Amaryllises would be more liable to 

damp off from excess of water after repotting 
than Eucharis. I do not give them any water 
for three weeks at least after repotting, but tho 

flower-pots are plunged in a heated lied and not 
in a very high temperature at first.—J. 1). E. 

4880.—Fuchsias from seed. -Raising 
Fuchsias from seed in tho hope of getting 
new and improved varieties is tedious work. 
There is no nctual difficulty in raising them ; 

but it is rare, indeed, to get a variety that 
is liettcr or distinct from the hundreds 

already in cultivation. Still, there is a 
distinct pleasure in raising seedling Fuchsias, 
as it may occur that you will get a really good 

novelty. In raising, study always tho variety 
well, not merely as regards the colour of the 

flowers, but to see that the plant is of good 

habit of growth, free, nnd otlior points are taken 
into consideration. Thus, for instance, it is 
wise to cross a weakly growth with one of 

stronger habit. When the varieties are fertilised, 
keep them distinct—that is, do not mix them 

up with others. The berries must remain upon 
thcplfnt until they arc quite ripe, when gather 

knife. Then lay out the seeds upon paper to 
dry, and when this is the case, wrap them up in 
paper and lay by in a drawer in a dry room. 

Early in the spring sow them in pots or shallow 
pans'filled with light soil. Provide plenty of 

drainage, and cover the pans or pots, as the case 
may be, with paper until the seed has ger¬ 
minated. I may say that a warm corner of the 

greenhouse will suffice. When the seedlings 
arc ready to handle, prick them off in pans or 
pots, and from thence, when of sufficient size, 

they may bo transferred singly to small pots, 
using the same kind of soil as previously advised. 
There is considerable difference in the time tho 

seedlings bloom, some being later, and some 
earlier than others.—C. T. 

4920. - -Cinerarias in a cold frame.— 
Cinerarias will do no good in a cold frame at 

this time of the year, as they will lie injured by 
frosts. They do not like too much artificial 
heat either, enough only should lie used to keep 

out the frost. Pour the water in at the sides of 
the pots, and it would l>e a grave error to water 
them over tho leaves with a rosed pot at this 

season. It would be well to get them out of 
the frame into a house that can lie heated suffi¬ 

ciently.—J. I). E. 

-Cinerarias are hardly safe in a cold-frame now 
It is possible, of course, to keep out frost by using heavy 
coverings, but if there is room in any house where the 
frost can be kept out they ought to be taken there. 

Plants in a cold-pit should not be watered overhead now. 
—E. II. 

4M7. — Vallota not flowering. —As the plant 

(lowered two seasons, nnd has not done so this year, tho 
reason seems obvious. The plant, not having had any 
fresh soil to the roots for more than three years, should lie 
repotted. Ik) it in the spring carefully, removing some of 

the off-sets, but not disturbing the old bulbs.—J. I). E. 

- I expect the plant is starved. Ue|>ot it next April 
using rich sandy loam, with a little leaf-mould and peal. 

Water it freely during the summer, give it a good roasting 
in the sun in August, and it can scarcely fail to bloom 
well in Scptomlier. Ho not let the soil get very dry during 
the winter; being an evergreen it requires water, more or 

less, at all seasons, though not nearly so much in cold 

weather as hot.—IS. C. U. 

flowers, and the latter very-dark also t ie llo'/c?| i tjrfrfl, |i(OI remove each seed one by one from 

of a pink shade.-C. TF9llrZea “7 VJ VJ>th»*|*Prthc best way being to use nlYiWWgf 

FRUIT. 

PEAK “FLEMISH BEAUTY.” 

In reply to “ R. B.,” “ B. S.,” and others, this 
Bear, of which we give herewith an accurate 

illustration, is, so far ns our experience goes, 
very good in a hot, sonny season, Vicing largo 
in size and excellent in sliape, with a smooth, 

shining skin, which, when fully matured, is of 
a soft yellow colour, suffused with deep-red on 
the side next the sun. The flesh is white and 

melting and aromatic in flavour. It does best 
planted against a wall with a southern or 

western aspect., in which case it should be 
gathered the moment there is the slightest in¬ 
dication of maturity, as, if left to ripen on tho 

trees, its season is soon over, and it is not nearly 

Pear “ Flemish Beauty." 

so good in flavour. It would lie interesting and 
instructive to many if some of our Bear-growing 

readers would give us the benefit of their ex¬ 
perience with regard to tho merits nnd faults 

in question. 

4898.—Pruning a Vine.—The pruning of a 
Grape-Vine is the simplest part of < Irapc cul¬ 

ture in my opinion. I)o not be in a hurry about 
pruning the Vine; let the leaves all fall first. 

If the house is used only for the Vine leave tho 
ventilators open night and day to get the wood 

wuUi !|i|f(-71c1vnn? shnnld ,lcfcr P™ni"« u,,lil 
after < hr'istmas, though you can do it at any 

S*$Yn(t>F Cut tho 
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young growth back as close as you can to the 
main stem. Some gardeners cut back to the 
second eye ; this plan in a few years produces 

large, ugly sours. I prefer cutting closer, pro¬ 
viding a good bold eye shows at the base, as one 

eye is quite enough. The main shoot shorten 
Imck to a few inches of old wood. —J. Boyes, 

Rugby. 

4877. —Moving Apple-trees, &c.—"E.” 
could not select abetter time than the present 
for moving fruit-trees of any kind. The ground 
is in such splendid condition, not too wet nor 

too dry. It works freely without battering the 
young’roots. “ E.” need not trouble alxmt the 
leaves, as these arc ripo now and ready for 

falling, therefore the moving will not in any 
way injure the trees, and by moving them now 
they will soon get established for next year's 
work, (let the holes dug out largo enough to 

receive the roots. Take up the trees with a 
good ball of soil attached and plant them the 
same depth as before. Well mulch with long 

manure or litter of some kind.—J. Boyes, 
Rugby. 

4932. Fruit-trees in pots.—The plants 

should be kept moderately wet at the roots in 
winter. Excessive dryness is very injurious ; it 
causes all the tips of the active rootlets to 
shrivel considerably, and many of them die 

outright. The result is what anyone acquainted 
with plants und trees would expect—the blos¬ 
soms open badly, and many of them drop oil 
instead of setting, causing a partial or perliaps 

total failure of the crop. The house should be 
kept well aired, ami if severe frost sets in the 

pots should be plunged up to or over the rims in 
Cocoa-nut-fibre refuse, or if this is not available 
some straw or loose litter may bo nlaccd over 

and nround them to keep out tiro frost.— 
J. I). E. 
- Keep the trees moderately moist. If permitted to 

get dust-dry some, perliaps most, of the llmver-huds would 
drop.—E. II. 

4948.- Early Strawberries. -As you 
do not want to start the vinery early, nor yet 

to obtain very early fruit from the Strawberries, 
there is plenty of time yet to begin to think 
alKiut forcing the latter. Supposing that you 
lmgin using fires in the vinery some time in 
February, or not later than the 1st of March, 

that will lie soon enough to start the first liatch 
of Strawberries, und the rest can bo brought in, 
say fifty at a time, at intervals of ten days or 

a fortnight. They will do very well on the shelf 
mentioned—in fact, you could not have u better 
place for them ; but the more sun they receive 
the bettor, especially while the fruit is swelling 
off and rqxmmg. To do Strawberries justice, 

however, they should be kept in a temperature 
not exceeding 45 degs. at night until the blooms 
expand ; if there is an empty pit available it is 
a good plan to start them there, plunging the 

pots in a bed of leaves or tan. Otherwise you 
must do the best you can with them in the 

vinery, but keep up a moist atmosphere during 
the early stages particularly, or red-spider will 
bu very troublesome. In the meantime the pots 
ought to lie protected from severe frost in some 

way. With this object they may all be accommo¬ 
dated on the (loor of the vinery for the present, 
with plenty of air in mild weather, or they may 

be plunged in ashes in some sheltered* spot, 
covering the tops with some dry litter, straw, 
or Fern, during sharp frost.— B. C. R. 

4941.- Vine-roots going: down.—The 
only way to keep Vine-roots from going down is 
to provide plenty of suitable food on the surface, 

and not let the surface of the border get dry, 
especially during the growing season. Vine- 
roots will go down for moisture. During 

summer every Vine-border should have a mulch 
of if-rpure on the surface. This is very im- 
Eortant in the case of inside borders. It would 
ave l>cen better if the Vines had been lifted a 

little earlier. In the case of late Vines now, I 
should delay the lifting till February, as they 

will not remain dormant so long. —E. H. 

4921. Pruning Fig-trees. — Fig-trees 
should not be pruned at this season, but all 
the youngfruits which areas large asHorse-Bcans 

should be pulled off, as they will probably perish 
during the winter. The best time to prune Figs 
is in summer. The pruning should begin early 

in summer bv thinning the young shoots when 
growing, and this thinning shonlifbff('emtir.:’ 

from time to tin©ri_jl(lbi,g'th^)yii\iic1 \e^ in 
required, as it is only by keepingthc grow 

thin that it can be ripened perfectly. Away 

from the south coast Fig-trees can scarcely be 
considered quite hardy, and it is quite wise 
liefore severe frost sets in to unnail the branches, 

draw them together, and cover with mats or 
straw. Uncover and retrain about the end of 

March or beginning of April, and any further 
pruning which may dc required should be done. 
The spring is a good season for cutting out 

naked branches, with the view of filling in with 
young wood.—E. H. 

4903. — Gooseberry-caterpillar. — This 
is a very good time of year to remove the 
soil from lieneath (looseberry bushes, but it is 
liest to put the lime on in the spring. The 

object of removing the earth is to take away the 
cocoons or chrysalides of the insect which are 
found in it about 2 inches below the surface. 

They art small dark oval bodies about half an 
inch long. They are sometimes found singly, 
but if a great number of caterpillars have attained 
their full growth on a bush, the cocoons may be 
found in considerable numbers more or less 

joined together. When the perfect insects are 
just leaving their cocoons and making their way 
to the surface, lime should be sprinkled on the 
ground, which will probably kdl them before 

they have attained their purpose. The ground 
which has been removed should be burnt or 

spread out where poultry can scratch it over, 
and the fresh earth used to replace it should lie 
taken from a part of the garden not likely to be 

infested with this insect. If this plan was carried 
out by everyone who grows (iooseberries, the 
(iooBonerry Saw-fly, which is the parent of these 

Caterpillnrs, would soon be almost extinct.— 
(4. S. S. 

4926.—Cape Gooseberry.—This is the 
last plunt that I should think of investing in for 
market purposes, if for no other reason than 

not one in a hundred people know what it is. 
That being so it will take many years to educate 

the public taste for it, even if it possessed the 
required excellence as a dessert fruit, which I 
very much doubt; and looking at the unhappy 

condit ion of a plant in my cool greenhouse as I 
write, solely for the want of more warmth, it does 
not impress mo ns being a subject at all suitable 
for cultivation for commercial purposes, as it 
evidently w ants a good heat to ripen the fruit 
at this time of year.—J. C. t'. 

- I Hhoulil say the Cam.' Gooseberry will be ol no use 
lor market. Market people do not take kindly to innova¬ 
tions, and the plant is not a heavy cropper, especially in 

winter, und we are not likely to have cheap fuel again lor 
sometime. Needs may bv obtained Irom any olt lie large 

seed houses. It is known as l’hysulis edulis.—E. H. 

Pears on a clay soil.—With reference 
to the answer to Query 4788 on this subject (on 
p. 504), Iain afraid that "J. I). E." is not 
quite correct in stating that Pears do well on a 

clay soil if worked on the Pear-stock. Now 
according to all my experience and knowledge 

of the subject the stock for Pears whenever the 
soil is of a heavy or clayey character is the. 

Quince; for this reason, that being essentially 1 18 bcsl c‘ 
a surface-rooting subject, it keeps the roots 

near the surface, within reach of the sun’s 
warmth and fresh air. The roots of the Pear 
or natural stock strike deeper, and once they 
get down into the solid clay lieneath the trees 

run away to gross wood, and produce little or 
no fruit, and this tendency can only be checked 
by frequent root-pruning, a thing very seldom 

necessary in dealing with plants on the Quince. 
My advice to ‘* Reader” is to obtain plants of 
such hardy and productive kinds as the Hessle, 
or Hazel, Fertility, Beurre Clairgean, the 

Crawford, Beurre de Capiaumont, Autumn 
Bcrgamotte, etc., on the Quince, and plant them 

right on the surface, merely digging up the top 
spit, and covering the roots with soil brought 
from elsewhere, or taken from between the 

rows. “E. H.” (p. 487) is right when he says 
“Avoid deep planting; I would rather plant 

only a few inches deep and cover the roots with 
a mound of soil.” We are on the stiffest of 

stiff clay here, and I have been similarly 
situated before, and know what can lie done. 

Choose the right kinds (even the favourite 
Pitmaston Ductless ” can be managed), and 
plant them as directed, and all will go well.— 

B. C. R. 

4925. —Pelargoniums, Tea Roses, &o., 
>market.—" Mr. Fleming” is asking'll 
ywluit indefinite question, as |tojM©Qh£64 

)heat necessary depends so entirely upon the 

time he requires bloom, as well as the state of 
growth his plants may lie in. Roses and Pelar¬ 
goniums need widely different treatment ; while 

the former enjoy the syringe—and cannot well 
be grown without—the latter would lie quite 

ruined by its use. Early flowers need early 
starting, a steady growth being much the best, 
especially at first. As a slight guide I may 

advise a temperature of 55 degs. to 60 degs. 
until the early part of December, rising 10 degs. 
through that month, and with a slight increase 

early in the year.—P. U. 

- A night leniperaturo ol 55 deg*, will suit them 
very well. They will bear a little extra pushing on an 
emergency, but the temperature given will sufllce. With 
air on the temperature may riae during the day when the 

sun mIiinon to it) degs. or more.—E. II. 

4894.—Mealy - bug on Tacsonia. - If 
you cannot syringe your Tacsonia, the only way 
is to wash it, taking care to hold something 

under the part you are at work at to prevent 
any drips. If you want to get rid of this insect I 
should cut away as much of the plant as you 

can, and then go very carefully over the rest 
with a small, stiff brush and a sponge, and sonic 
some Boft-soap and Toliacco-water. or soft-soap 
and paraffin (one wineglassful of oil and double 

that, quantity of soap to three gallons of water); 
dissolve the soap first in some hot water, and 

while hot stir in the oil, and then add the rest 
of the water. Be sure and keep the ingredients 

well mixed.—G. S. S. 

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS. 

Questions. Queriet and antwerti are interted in 
Oahukmmi free <i(charge if corrct/wndentt follow the ruin 

here laid down for their guidance. All communication! 
for insertion thould be clearly and coneittly written on 

one ride of the /taper only, and addretted to the Editor of 
Oardknixo, 37, Southam/iton-itreet, Cueent-garden, /.on- 

don. I.ettere on butinett thould be tent to the 1*1)111.1811x11. 
The name and addrert of the tender are reauired in 

addition to any detignalion he may detire to he need in 
the paper. When more than one query it tent, each 
ihoutd tw on a teparate piece of /Hiper. I'nautweird 
queriet thnuld be rr/wated. Corretpondentt ihoutd bear 

m mind that, at Oardkxixo hat to be tent to prett tome 
time in advance gf date, they cannot alieayt be replied to 

in the ittue immediately following the receipt of their 

communication. 

Answers (which, with the exception 1 if tueh at cannot 
well Ik clnttitied, wilt be found in their different depart• 
mentt) thould alwayt bear the number and title jilaecd 
anoint! the query replied to, and our readert will greatly 

oblige ut by adeitmg, at far at their knowledge and 
obtervationt permit, the corretpondentt who teek attitl- 
a nee. Conditiimt, emit, and meant retry to infinitely 
that tceeral a mire ft to the tame quettion may often Ik 
rery uteful, and thine who reply would do well to mention 

the loealitiet in which their cx/wrience it gained. Cnrrct- 
/tonilentt who refer to articlet interted in Gakdkximi 
thould mention the number in which they appeared. 

49(10.- Making older.—Would someone kindly give 
a receipt lor making cider?—C. R. C. 

4901. Cucumber-plants for sale.—Will anyone 
kindly tell me the beat way to raise Cucumber-plants !<>r 

sale ?—J. 8. 

4902. — 
me the best 

Planting Gladioli.—Will Homcone kindly tell 
est time ol year lor planting Gladioli, and what 

• iK - - - - - 

49(M. - Storing Turnips. -Will someone kindly Ml 
me of the best way ol storing Turnips In order to keep 

them Irom the Irost ?—Krosibittkn. 

4904. —Planting Raspberries.—I should lie glad 
ol a lew hints as to the liest wav ol planting Raspberrii ... 
and tlie names ol one or two ol the best sorts grow n : 
TiioniLKsosiK. 

4905. Potatoes In a house.—I have a large well 
heated hotise planted with Potatoes, and shall he glad to 
learn particulars as to temperature and general manage¬ 

ment?—K. W. 8. 

4900.- Wash for plants.—Would "Arthur Kloon" 
kindly tell me how much parutlln-oil ami milk to put with 
one gallon of water to make a sale wash or dip for i»it 
plants?—RkadkR. 

4907. Worms on a lawn-tennis ground.- I 
have a lawn-tennis ground where the worms throw- up the 

earth so much that the court is perfectly useless. Will 
anyone kindly tell me how to remedy this?—J. I*. 0. 

49tW.-Rose W. A. Richardson.—Will this Rose 
grow outside in a south-west exposure, and will it be sale 
to put it out now or keep it in an unhealed house—south 

east—exposure till the sjiring ? Should it be cut back, and 
when ?—J. W. 

4909.—Quick-growing Ivies.—I should be obliged 
if someone will tell me the names ol Ivies to grow quickly 

and coter an outhouse well ? Aspect, S.E., hut in a shady 
corner and under trees. Also, when should they lie 
planted ?—J. F. M. 

4970. -Forcing Rhubarb for market.—Will 
someone inlorm me what sort ol houses or other buildings 
arc used by market-growers for forcing early Rhubarb • 
Also, what mode of treatment is used by them for forcing 

und bleaching it?—Ali-iia. 

4971. - Draining a garden.—On starting a large 
yt'giHahl* gun ten on a c lay noil in Essex I am anxious (•> 

about dial naff. Can ii bo 
„ ifibour, or must it be by con- 

use?—C. P. 

W 
obtain infoi 
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4972. —Compost for Tomatoes.—I have some soil 
which is not very rich, I am thinking of mixing with it 
rotten-manure and leaf-mould. Is such a mixture good 
for Tomato-growing? Is leaf-mould good ? Would it do 

for top-dressing during summer?—Tomato. 

4973. —An unheated frame.—I have a small un¬ 
heated frame about 4 feet long and 2 feet t3 inches wide 
hy - feet high ? Would it be possible to grow a few of the 
hardier kinds of Orchids in it ? If so, should be glad to 

know some of the lies! varieties?—Lauv's Slipper. 

4971 — Good loam.—Will someone tell me what is 
generally meant by " good loam," and where is it likely to 
he found in country places (Monmouthshire)? Would 
mole-hills mixed with leaf-mould and sand answer the 
same purpose for general potting compost ?—Constant 
Reader. 

497:..—Cacti from Mexico, <8cc.-Will someone 
kin'll} put me on the right track of obtaining Cacti 
plants from Mexico or Central America, but, if possible, 
not through dealers? I am in a complete fog how- to 
set alsiut it. Any information would lie most welcome. 
—Ckkkcs. 

497ti.—Badly-coloured Beetroot.—My Beetroot 
when boiled is white anil stringy. No frost has got at it, 
and has been taken out of the lied it grew in with great 
care, and no roots were broken. Variety, Whyte's Dark 
Red or Black. What is the cause of its being bad in colour ? 
—Ireland. 

4977. —Vegetable-manure.—I have a quantity of 
vegetable-manure, the collection of 1892. It is nearly 

rotted into mould, short and crisp. I thought of dressing 
my herbaceous beds with it. Would someone please say 
if it is suitable, and whether I ought at once to dress the 
hols with it or wait till spring ?—J. B. 

4978. —Plies On fruit-trees.—I have Peach-trees 
on a south wall, which, when the sun is out, are completely 
covered with large flies. Will someone inform me how I 

can get rid of them without injuring the trees? Cannot 
the wall be washed with some preparation on a dull day 
when the Hies are in the crevices?—Ionoramcb. 

4979. -Lime-trees.—Will anyone kindly give me 
replies to the following questions :—1, Which variety of 
I.ime-tree (Tilia) blooms mast freely?—or are all varieties 
about equal in this respect ? 2, At what age does this 

tree first come into bloom? 3, How should they be pro¬ 
pagated, and during which season? Any other detailed 
particulars will be very acceptable.—T. B. 

4980. - Marechal Nlel Rose In a pot.—1 have a 
Mnrechal Niel Rose in an 8-inch |>ot that was potted three 

months ago. It has made a very slight start as to growth, 
but is showing a bud at the end of the shoot, which is 
2 feet high only, and is therefore a very small plant. 
Shall I leave the bud on or take it off, as I want the plant 

to grow- quickly? It is in an indicated lean-to house, with 
a south-east exposure.—J. W. 

4981. -Growing clematis.—I am anxious to grow 
some autumn-blooming Clematis on short iron posts, and 
trained to form a continuous line from one to the other. 

What ought they to be trained on ? The posts will be 
2 j feet high. I should be greatly obliged for any hints as 
to kinds and their treatment. I would rather have a lew 
strong kinds than a great variety. There will be at least 
thirty-six posts, and would 12 leet apart he too far?— 
Katie. 

4982. —A lean-to greenhouse.—I have a Uan-to 
greenhouse, facing due south, 11 feet 4 inches long, 0 feet 
3 inches wide, 8 feet 6 inches to highest eaves. It is heated 
with a flue. Bad times prevent my keeping a regular 
man-servant, and I cannot attend to a fire myself. What 

1 want to do is to keep bedding-out plants alive during the 
winUr. Will someone with experience kindly say if a 
petroleum-heating apparatus, would answer the purpose ? 
—Essex Hector. 

4983. —Plants In pots and boxes.—Having grown 
a few plants (Hoses, Dahlias, Carnations, and Chrysanthe¬ 
mums) in pots and boxes, I shall be much obliged if any¬ 
one will kindly tell me the best thing to do with the soil, 
so that they will do well next year (they have done very 

well this year), as I asked a gardener and he told me that 
the same soil w*ould not be any good to grow them in 
again ; but ns I do not want to get a fresh lot I shall be glad 
to have all vice? I have got no convenience for gardening, 
only a back yard, which gets the sun till two o'clock, and 

an empty room to keep them in through the winter, and in 
which I linve got my Chrysanthemums well out in bloom, 
and also three Hoses out.—J. Barry. 

4984. Temperature for a greenhouse. In my Cnhouse I have “Geraniums" and Coleuses, with Rhu- 
forcing under the shelves. Will someone plensc tell 

me the average temperature at which to keep it to suit the 
above? It is heated with a "Tortoise" slow-combustion 
stove, size 1, capable of heating 1,000 cubic feet, as the 
cubic contents of my greenhouse do not exceed 400 feet. 
The heat during the night sometimes runs up to 70 degs. 
Is this injurious to the flowers, 6ic. ? Are there any means 
without ventilating by which I could keep it cooler? 
Would a bucket ol water stood on the stove be any good, 
or would the ster.m arising therefrom lie more injurious 

than the heat?—J. Forster, Westbrook. 

4983. — An amateur Chrysanthemum 
grower.—I should he extremely oliliged if someone 
would answer me through your Journal l he proper definition 
of an amateur Chrysanthemum grower? I am a member 

of an amateur society, but cannot agree with a good many 
ol their ways ; in fact, 1 find I cannot afford to compete 
with with a good many of the members for the prizes 
ottered. At our show this month (at the close) I saw things 

which I have never seen done by any amateur—members 
going round the room saying, "Who will buy my last 

three blooms for threepence V or, “ Who will give me six¬ 
pence for a bunch V shouting at the same time that 
•• These took first prize !" or, “ These took second prize!" 
Of course, it may be all right in gardening, but in any¬ 
thing else the amateur is riot allowed to do anything for 

money in connection with whatever he follows up as an 
amateur. I know that a good many of our members grow 
for sole : not only that, but it seems very paltry for a man 

to show a group of Chrysanthemums, and thenjtwt before 
the close of the show, to chop off all the blrfbmsautlsell 
them. I should be muc.'h[0bli|fed jfsqmeope Jouldjaveli e 
an answer to this, ns I wish to Iky it before 0nrJ»cial)T*nd 

know it is a thing that is very much abused ?— Bolus. 

To the following queries brief editorial replies much in size to the well-known L Skinneri, being 
• J J } • ’.it f Vi . not more than about 4 inches across, whilst those of the 

are given ; but readers are invited to give further Ia8t named plant have broader sepals, and these frequently 

answers should they be able to offer additional measure double that size. L. costata's flowers are wholly 

advice on the various subjects. Of a ivory-white, saving a faint tinge ol yellow in the lip, 
-no™ /,, P , which is fringed at the sides; it is fragrant afterdark. 
4980. — single Chrysanthemums (it. *•)■— This is vottr plant, and you will do well to keep it quite 

These are very pretty, but I cannot think that they will roo) wifh the Odontoglossunis. Your potting mate- 
supersede the beautiful Japanese forms which were to, be wju a*18,ver thoroughly?^!. B. 
seen recently at the Aquarium, at Kingston, and other _ _ . . 
places.—J J. sooi.-Cymbldlum Lowianum (J. Itedsn,,).— 

49s7 PlnntlniT Ranunculi (T Shelton 1 —The This plant should be kept cool, not cold, and, if strong 

bciuWc*Mftfg 825K25 tVJemfof"P&mSE rUBh 10 ,HOmerDW?'r"'.,hShnOUit I? fiK 
then you will have escaped the trying wintry weather; the present m<anil.or Gusue*it at hetest thi s, ike. will 

little*loneer — j'?*''0' "0t taVC br°kt" "K" ‘ ^and w™er ‘ C fl“ on 'tC sp,kr-» !vill miiiioin.tr. j. j. not have grown, and be ready for opening until about the 
4988. —Odontoglossum grande (It. H.).-\t your month of February or the beginning of March, when they 

plants are not showing any spikes now you may depend wiU flower an(i continue in beauty for two or three months, 

upon it you will not have any flowers from them this year, jj they are shaded from the hot and scorching sun, and not 
You may help them by keeping them in the temperature flowed to stand in too moist an atmosphere ; but you 
you name and nearly dry, so that they may break strong llcwj not anticipate the plant to do the same next year, 

and well in the coming spring.—M, B. About every second year is often enough to expect such 

4989. — Cattleya labtata (B. II.).—'This plant great displays from the same plant.—M. B. 

should not have stood still ns you descrilie it as doing. You rsxtt. - Lvcastes falling and becoming 
may assist it with a little more warmth ; fifi degs. is rather spotted, 0. Halstead is much worried about Ins 
low for this plant just yet-by this I mean the lime when -.*bycastes," anil well he may be. He savs-“Thev are 
your queries were put into ray hands It may answer very c ,n , e nmnin|f Well, what‘have you been 

u-ell for a month after blooming u the growth has not giving t|lem, “G. H. T You do not say; but in spite of 

started. M. B. your silence on this subject I must say what I think—that 

4990. -Dendroblum Phalasnopsls —// II. sends you have been tor u long time giving them limlid-mMiure. 
me flowers of this species, which, although very beautiful, I do not mean to accuse you of giving this in loo heavy 
are, I think, but the typical form of the plant. They ure doses, but your plants appear to be breaking out into what 
neither large enough, nor have they colour enough for the I have seen them do after a long course of such treatment, 

variety Sehroderianum. I do do not think this plant is and I can really give you no cure. I should say that you 
found in North Australia, although I know we are told tlat will, in all probability, lose your plants ; but you may take 
is the fact.—M. B. them out of the pots, cut ail their roots off, and let them 

4991. —Planting Apple orchards (Surrey).—I dry for a time. The truth will be hest know n to yourself, 
should advise you to get the ground ready and plant this “nd if what I sav is right you will do well to let liquid- 

month some time. If you are resident in the County ol manure feeding alone.—M. B. 

Surrey you should have read the address given by Mr, 5003.—Phaleenopals am&bllis.—J. P. sends me a 
Smeea Gardiner upon this subject lately ; but perhaps flower of this plant for a name, saving it has ten more of 
you both heard him and read it afterwards. 1 am glad so jts beautiful flowers on the spike.' Well, 1 give the name 

much attention is being paid to Apple-culture in the ,mder which I have known and grown it for years, and 

County of Surrey.—J. J. out of compliment to its first introducers and flowerers, 

4992. —American Cowslips (Aunty).—These are which was Hugh Cuming, who sent the plant to the 
the varieties of Iiodecatheons. They are beautiful haply Messrs. Kollisson, of Tooting, in Surrey, and also flowered 
plants, which should be a great ileal more frequently it in the next season ; but P. Aphrodite is the name given 
grown than is the case. The b;st soil for them is good to the plant by Reichenbach, as the name amabilis, given 

loam and |>eat, with a cool situation. You cannot do it by Ltndley, has been recognised as the plant which I 
wrong in planting these, for if you grow nothing but already knew under the name of graiidiflora. The P. 
varieties of the common I). Mcadin they are all beautiful Aphrodite then sent by *■ J. S." must be kept in a tempera- 
in the extreme.—J. J. ture of about 65 degs. or 70 ilegs., and the atmosphere 

4993.—Sunflowers harvesting.-T. J. M. writes should be fairly moist. Shading at this season of the year 

complaining that something has eaten all his Sunflower- '* llo‘ necessary, saving when the sun shines with extra 
seeds, and serve him right sav I, because if left out till the strength. The plants grow in their native country close 
middle of October he ought riot to have expected anything <» ‘he seashore, anil under cultivation 1 have found them 
else. I was taught to cut the heads as soon as the seeds to he greatly benefited by watering the ground beneath 

were turning black in the outside rows, and then we used ‘hern with salt and water.—M. B. 

every fine clay to unread them out to dry ami ripen, _ 
Hecurinir them from the bird*.—J. J. Hccuring them from the bird*.—J. J. 

495)4.— Lrelia autumnalls (B. //J.—If your p ants 
are not showing spikes of bloom by this titno you nets) 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

should b* glad if readers would reiusutbsr that ict 

not expect them to do so ; ami you must keep them do not answer aucnen uy post, ana that ice cannot under- 
tolerably dry until the spring when they may Ik* set take to forward letters to correntpondent*, or insert queried 
growing agiun. I cannot understand why the bulbs have that do not contain the name and address of sender. 

not sent up any flower-spikes, because it is generally a Troublesome.— Apply to any good nurseryman.-IT. 
frce-floweniig plant : but perhaps they are not strong piwj,._We know of no book' to help you. 'Send queries 
enough to do so, and you are expecting too mu li from here-/, s B.—lt is the fruit of the Potato, and not a 

them.—M. B. Tomato.-J. J*.—Apply to the makers of the boiler.- 
4995.—Cattleya bicolor.—/. Athlead sends some /,. S. Halle.—We know of no such book. 

flowers of this species ; they ure good flue coloured varie- ___ 
ties. Yon may name No. 2 tricolor Measuresianu having a 

broad white hand round the lip, which gives it the dis- NAMR8 ntp PT.AHTfl ANTI TPR.TTTTS broad white band round the lip, which gives it the dis¬ 
tinguishing character, the sepals unit petals being of a 
bronzy-green. You should not let this plant suffer for 
want of water at any season of the year, for its thin stem- 

NAMES OP PLANTS AND FRUITS. 

Any communications respecting plants or fruits 
sent to name should always aec<nn]>any the parcel, which 

like bulbs, when once allowed to shrivel', are very diflici.lt *Am,W * addressed to the Editor Oardenino Illi's- 
to bring round agnin.-M. B. tratkii, 37, Southampton-street, Strand, London, H .V. 

4996.—Odontoglossums (It. Fislc).-1 really cannot , Names Of plants.-.Vorf/, Lancashire -Yes ; the 

repeat what I have so recently said about potting these old " Cottage link Chrysanthemum.--ScoMy.-Lmana 
plants. If you are not a new subscriber you should have reticulata.—Jfrs. Ilattershy -t Penicttya niucronata; 
seen vour question Knsw.-r.sl a few weeks ago. Perhaps Spwimen Insufficient. J. C. /* -l, A.liantumgrncll- 

repeatwhat I have so recently said about potting these okl "Cottage link enryrantnemum.--acoay.-unarm 
plants. If you are not a new subscriber you should have reUculnto.—-Mrs. IlattersOy -l Peniettva niucronata; 
seen vour question answered a few weeks ago. Perhaps A Specmiciii insufficient, -J. C. P-KA.liantumgTacIl- 
you were on vour holiday then and did not trouble to look *• Ophiopogon Jaburun vanegatum ; Cypems 
back whtn voa came home. If this was the case I would aHcrmfolius; 4 Ad.antuin cuneatum ; ft, Probably a 

ask you to refer to the weeks when you were away, and if Aephyranthes . to, Phlebodium aureum. 

not in them search carefully through the months of Naming fruit.—Headers who desire our help in 
OctoberundSepteiiiber.whereltliinkyouwill find it.—M.B. naming fruit must bear in mind that several specimens 

4997. —Traveller'S-tree (J. W.j.-Tlils Is a...ember <f’ different stages of colour and site of the same kind 

of the Mina family, and is a native of Madagascar. It is ?"«'/•" assist xn xts detenu,nation. He can only un,ter- 
sometimes called Crania speciosa, and at others Ravenala name four varieties at at,me and these '’»ly when 
madagascarcnsis. It has large, two-ranked leaves, which the above d,rect,oni are observed. I npa.d parcels ic.lt tw 
arc sheathing at the base, and it is this which gives rise to "fused. Any common,cat,on respert.ng ,3a,ds m * 
the vernacular name used hy you, as the base of the l.af ehm'ld always accompany t)»■- ,si-eel whuh should Iw 
contains a quantity of a pure, cool water, with which the addressed to the KdUor of Oardenino Illi htrated, 37, 

weary traveller may refresh himself. It is only 111 for large Southampton-street, Strand, Undo,,, IIX. 

and roomy stoves, as the plants grow to a great size.— Names of fruit.—Essex Jleetor.—Apples : 1, Bleu- 
J. J. h.-im Orange ; 2, Worcester Pcarmain, most probably ; 3, 

4998. —Rosemary.—D. IF. sends a sprig for a name; A flncly-coloureil fruit of Yorkshire Beauty ; 4, Seek no 

but in the days of old it wus a plant to be found in nearly Further. Pears: 1, Napoleon; 2, Autumn Crasaanne; 
every garden, and it was one of my grandmother's esiiecial 3, Bcurrft ilu Capiaumont. The Pears were poor sped* 
favourites. Its name is Rosmarinus officinalis, ana it is mens.-lAwkmaber. —Apple Yorkshire Beauty.- 
strange how close the Continental people approach in its H\ II. Woodcock.—Apple Royal Russet.-Sylra.— 

name: thus the German calls it Rosmarin, whilst the Pears: 1, Bcurrft d'Areinl.urg; 2, Winter Nells; 3, Not 
Italians say Rosmarino, and the French Romarin. The best recognised. Apples: 4, CarlisleCodlin ; 6, Lerv i Pippin ; 

and quickest way to get this plant is from seeds sown in 6, Hawthornden. 

spring, and do riot forget to have plenty of it In your -- 

garden.—J. J. 

4999. —Oncldlum tigrlnum (B. H.).- Tills plant UUjUjO. 
now showing flower should be kept in the Cattleya-house. - 

1 saw some in full bloom a month ago in this situation, 4828. -- Management Of B66S. — The 1 saw some hi full bloom a month ago in this situation, 4828. — Management Of B66S. — The 

and the scent which they gave off was delightful. But aj<UnK of the lwo stocU8 of driven Beca last 
unless these were wanted for a particular purpose they ® ,, . ,,, v- 
were put into the warmth too soon ; when placed into autumn would doubtless make the hive \ ery 

warmth from ihe cold-house they should have a Inir strong, if done with care. >* hen uniting is 

amount of water, and this should continue after the done judiciously, and the Bees settle down in 
flowering season. In the spring I like to remove the plant J result But where 
Into the cold-house. It is really a very flue and gratefully- peace, a strong hive is the result. But where 

perfumed plant, worthy of everyone's attention.—M. B. this work is not properly done latlure is too 

sooa—Lycaste costata (J. A'KinrJ.-This is a plant common,, and the lives of hundred of Bees are 

whklllmUboaml under a good deal of misunderstanding 'a&ijgflilcf.l I Various causes may make a stock of 

size in its growth. The flowers, however, are very with her d lift (is: Ton, Ufebd again might cause 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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■Iwimlling ; this is a most deadly disease, known 
by the caps of the cells being sunken and per¬ 
forated, the grubs rot in the cells, and have a 
foul smell. Parasites on Bees arc very common 
in Warm countries, and are brought into this 

country by importing foreign ipicons, commonly 
railed the* Bee-louse, and is as large as a small 
flea, and lives by sucking the poor Bee. Our 
climate, as a rule, does not suit I In m, and prob¬ 
ably as the cold weather comes on they will 
disappear. Try a little camphor about the si/e 
of a small nut on the iluor-board, and put about 

4 inches thick of Bracken-fronds on the top of 
the ijuilt ; let the oiiilt be porous. Insects, as a 
rule, dislike Bracken fronds. Try this; if it 
does not do any ..1, ask again, when a more 
drastic measure will be given. Never use a hive 

with Used frames; always have the frames 
moveable, and easy to manipulate. 1 trust 
you will have better luck. We have had a good 
season in Hast Yorkshire. 1 hope, Mr. Editor, 
we shall have some good articles on Bee-keeping 
this winter. Many Bee-keepers might give 

their experience of tlio past season.—(!koiu:k. 

NEW PHOTOCRAPHIC COMPETITION for 1893 

Ow i so to the early date at which our prizes were 
announced to lie sent in this year there was not 
time to properly take many kinds of outdoor 

fruits, tlowers, and vegetables; therefore we 
oiler further prizes for these things, to lie 
competed for during the present year ; allowing 
till the end of November for the work. 

('lax* I. Flowering Plants.—A prize 

of Five < Jit in has to the sender of the best 

collection of photographs of flowering plants 

grown in the open air or under glass. This 

series may include flowering trees and shrubs of 

all sorts. 

C/ax* II.—Best ( Iaudkn Fruits.—A prize of 
Five Guineas for the best collection of photo¬ 
graphs of any of our good garden fruits : (irapes, 

Peaches, Apples, Pears, Plums, or any other 
fruit grown in Britain. Fruits should not be 
crowded in dishes if good and clear photographs 
are sought. 

I '/a** III. Best V’ t:<; eta hi.hs. —A prize of Ft v k 

< Jciseam for the best collection of photographs 

of best garden vegetables. The object of this 
is to get fair representations of the tinest garden 

vegetables under the old genuine names. We 
do not want to exclude real novelties when 
they arc such. In all eases the name of the 
variety should be written on the buck of the 
photograph. 

Clax* IV.—At'TUM.N' Flowers ash Leaves.— 

A prize of Five Guineas will be given for the 
best series of photographs of autumn flowers and 
leaves in the house in a cut state for vase, table, 

or other kind of indoor decoration. 
What to avoir.- -Cut flower* or/Jaul* xlioiiht 

not he arrnngetl in ease* irith ptilh nix on tin in. 

Hack-ground* should In /Join, so ax not to conn 

into com pit it ion with tin Innnli/nl flower*. 

Figure* of non or woinm. harrow*, watering- 

pot*, rakes, Inns, rollers, and other implement*, 

iron railings, wires, or iron ntt/i/ioii* of any kind, 

lain Is, anil all lik e object* should he omitted. 

Itwarfflower* arc imjlectire when taken directly 

from ahore. The camera should he brought low 

down for such. All photographs should he 

mounted singly, and not several on a card. 

Tin photograph* should, not he. h** in size than 

h inches by /, inches. The following are the rule* 

to hr observed by all ronl/wtitor* :— 

In any of the departments, if no collection of 

Hiitlicicnl merit lie sent in, no prize will lie 
awarded. All competitors not winning a prize 

will for each photograph chosen receive the sum 
of half-u-guineu. 

First.—The photographs man he of objects In the posses¬ 
sion of either the scniler or others; but the source whence 
they ace obtained must be stated, and none sent the rojiy- 
right of which is open to guest ion. There is no limit as to 
number, and no fee to pay. The Editor is to have the right 
of engraving and publishing any of the rhosrn photographs. 

The photograph* may he printed on any good pajier (hat 
shows the subjects elrartg ; but those on ntbumenized ]xigcr 
are preferred for engraring. 

Hmmo.—The name ana address of the sender, together 

with the name and description of the ob/eets shown, should 
be plainly written in ink on the back of each photograph. 
This is very important. 

Timm.—zl/f communications relating to the competition 
must be addressed to the Editorgf IIahiikm.nu iLLl'aTRATKl., 
.17, Southampton strcet, Strand, London, 11'.C., and the 
class for which the photographs are intciujeet-^ould be 
marked on the ;street. which must, atsi be tfhsilm 
•• Photographic Competf112tWClish>toe \i 
their phnlngravhs returned, if not tiiccezlpfl, T/ii/sf 

endow postage stamps of sufficient value for that jmrpose. 

GREENHOUSES. 
AMATEUR.—Span-roof, made of well-acuoned roil ileal in 

a strong, substantial manner in sections, anil can Is- put 
together l.y any Immly nmn or sun loner in a very short lime. 
Uiiinpleio with ventilators, irons for opening, door w-ith look, 
Blazes for plauta, all class toted nml marked lo proper places. 
7 I.V 5 fi . Ms.: it l.y 6 fi , El. 12 h, s fi . £5 15a ; 2D hv 10 ft.. 
Elll"' Lean-to's from 46n. Strung (ianlen Lights, 2 inches 
thick, painted nml glazed, I l.y 3 ft , its each: 6 by 4 ft.. 8a. 6d. 
each AII securely packed on rail Fur illustrations of above and 
price I,f Other sizes, send for Comploti. Catalogue, post free. 
Estimates free for every dearrl|>tion of Horticultural work. 

J. JAMES, 
355, High-road, Chiswick, London. 

STOVES 
TERRA-COTTA-PORTABLE-FOR COAL. 
Greenhouses heated 21 HOURS for about ONE PENNY 
without attention KOItEItTS S (IMPROVED) PATENT 
PORTABLE TERRA-COTTA STOVES for COAL give pure 
and ample heat with common coal, or coal and coke. For 
11 KEEN HOUSES. BEDROOMS, Ac. Pamphlets, Drawings, 
and authenticated Testimonials sent. See in use at Patentee's 

T. ROBERTS, 34, Victoria-st.. Westminster. 

GREENHOUSES! GREENHOUSES! 
All inUmlinK punhttHrrH Hhoul.l lull or -ml to lln* I Loyal 

Arch Horticultural Work*. Bradford. The lirincipul builder* 
lo all the Nobility. Gentry, and Nurserymen in Yorkshire 
mid surrounding districts. The Ih*hi nml ehenix-st makers in 
the kingdom Catalogue*, i*ost free, Two Stamps. 

\V. ANDKKWrt ti CO., Fri/inglmll. Bradford. 

“FRICI DOMO 
CANVAS. 

Made of I*rv|»ared Hair and 
)) Wool, a iterfucl protection to 

all Blunt*, Bloom*. Cheaper 
than any kind of mat, and 

will Ium for year*. 

T<> I* had /nuii nil Xnr*rrij- 
mat and SmUmen. 

|For price list a particulars Address*) 

BENJAMIN I?DGINGTON; 
L9 2 Dome S? LA LondonBm/oge\ 

DUTCH It ULUS Gnat unn-s.rv.il Kales EVERY DAY 
5.00U Inis sold weekly 

Messrs, trothkrok and morris will 
SELL l.y AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms. 67 

and 68. Ohi apside. London, E C.. EVERY DAY at 12 o'clock, 
large eonsignmenis of lirst-class Hyaeinlhs. Tulips, Chh-us, 
Nareisstis, and other Hull* from Holland, received direct ; 
also Roman Hyacinths and other French llullis. Commissions 
iMinteil. 1,..t- |sicked and forwarded to all parts of the 
Kingdom. Shpcncu remitted in stamps to the Auctioneers 
will ensure u supply of Catalogues for 12 consecutive Sales. 
N II Sales of Plants in puts every Monday and Thursday ; 
Orchids every Friihty. 

SPLENDID BULBS FROM HOLLAND. 

SALES EVERY MONDAY, WEDNESDAY. THURS¬ 
DAY, AND FREQUENTLY ON SATURDAY. 

IN LARUE AND SMALL WITS IX) SUIT ALL 
BUYERS. MR. .1. C. NTKVKNS will SELL by AUCTION 

at hi* great room*, 38. King-street, (.'merit garden. Hist- 
i CHOH i. UYAOINTHS, TI LIPS. 

('IP K'!7S, N A KClSsr.S. and nllu-r Bulb*, arriving daily front 
well known farm* hi Holland in the line*! iMitwible condition. 

Oil view morning* of huIp, and Oatalogur* lm<l free oti 
application. 

N B NONE BUT GOOD AND RELIABLE BULBS 
will l»o ofTereil._ 

Beckenham, ken r. To be Sold privately, 
a DETACHED BIJOU RESIDENCE, nuitable for a 

imnlrTate ni/.ed family : Hiluato oil high ground, overlooking 
on olio aide an exlon*ive park, *tudded with fine old timber, 
and on the other commanding fine views in the direction of 
Forest-hill and Sydenham. The ground*, of about 1J acres, 
an* well laid out and planted with choice tret** ami hhnilt*. 
The tennlndawn i* large, and the kitehen garden productive 
and well Blocked with fmit-tn ••*. The hoiwe i* Biibatantiallv 
built, the reception room* lofty and well proportioned, with 
convenient domentic oliiee* on ground tloor. There are on 
iMHlroom floor Hoven ticdroomii, dressing-room, bath-room, kc. 
Good Htahling for three hor*e*. coach-house, poultry-hou*e 
(with run), ganlener* tool-shed, Ac., Ac. The property 1* 
held for a term of uIkiuI 7U year*, at a nominal ground rent 
of £4 10*. per annum. Rurticulur* from A. M., care Editor, 
3L .Southampton itivt, W.C _ A< l.\ I LKMAN reeuinmcmla a good Out¬ 

door gartlnner for a small nlace. who know* Roach. 
Carnation*, ami hardy llower* well, and way* of arranging 
them ; also gootl kitchen ganlener ; active man ; manjedLno 

l*eimaged at hildrvn; du 
(Jnnlrn (Mice, 

.. ", IIU 
end of year. Address "G. R. F.," 

, Soutlmnr»Uin Street, Strand, W.C 

WANTKl).—In the neighbourhood of Fitzjobu's 
Avenue, a SMALL PIECE OF LAND lo cruet 

iLASSHOUHE for pur pi mo of FLORISTS BUSINESS, 
by letter only— 0. WOOD & SON, 21, Uigh-atreel, 
bone. & RAFFIA for Garden Tying.—Best quality 

cosh with ortlcr; carriage paid. 1 lb., 9il.; 216.. Is Id. 
3 II...J*. ; 7Jh. Is Jkl --CLIFFORD, So, Bank-st., Maids. 

Brass wirk hyacinth supports, 
malic of flat wire, best quality, 2s. Oil. per do*., carriage 

paid on 1 dozen and upwonls.—W. E. FOGGIN & CO., Tyne 
Wireworks, High Bridge. Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

nrr UIUCQ Calnloguc id improve.I llii. 
DLLTiI VLO. Appliances, with drawings and 
pricesfree. -GEO NEIGHBOUR 4SONS, 127. HigbHnlborn, 
W.C. Established 1815. N il VldoGeo. Neighbour*Sons, 
Ailvt. in Oakdicmnii, April to July._ 

HE GARDEN GUN.”—Fires bullets, 
hi. or dart*. Kills hinls. rabbits, eli;. . >' 
.required. Price, 2s. 3il. ; extra i». 

., carriage paid. From inventor JOHN : 
urallst, Sunderland. I I n D 

UKd 

IRONFOUNDERS. STOURBRIDGE. 

DESIDERATUM 
r\ 

Supplied with various arrangements of Pqics. 
For Greenhouses, &c. Catalogue free. 

Junes' Treatise. " Heating by Hot-water," 120 Page), 
5<1 engravings. Cloth, 2s. 

HEATING APPARATUS, 
From £4 4s. and upwards. 

Full Particulars and Izs-al Agent's Address from 

R. JENKINS & CO., ROTHERHAM. 

SILVER MEDAL HORSE-SHOE BOILER 

Section of Boiler aod Pipes showing action of hot IiI.im and 
Aiilomulie Regolaloi, uwarih-it I In- SILVER MEDAL (1st 
PRIZE) by the It II Society in 1883; still stands without 
rival f.u POWER. EFFICIENCY, nml ECONOMY 

C. I* KINNKI.I. K Co hold one of the LARGEST 
STOCKS of hot water appliances IN THE COUNTRY, 
including every Boiler of known merit and excellence. 

New Illustrated Catalogue (containing guido to amateurs 
on the hot-water npivnratus) free on application. 

CHAS. P. KINNELL & CO., 
RoNFOUNDERS AND BOILER MANUFACTURERS, 

65, Southwark Street, London, S.E. 

NO FLUE REQUIRED. 
(Saul's Patent.) 

8 feet oxer all. 

Improved Condensing Greenhouse Heater, 
for Gas, 35s.; for Oil, 41s. 

THE LAMP MANUFACTURING CO., 
12 and 14, Leonard-alroot, City-road. 

AuENTs: IIENETFINK ANti CO., Chesivslilo, anil all 
Ironmongers throughout the kingdom. 

Write for Prospectus. 

GLASS 
Free on Rail in London, 

packages included. 
15 oz , 1110 ft. 21 oz., 100. 

4ths . 8s. 6d. .. 11s. Gd. 
3rds .. 9s. Cd. .. 12». Gd. 

The following is a List of sixes nitrous in sttwk 
10 by 5, 12 by 9. 12 l.y 10, 14 l.y 10, 16 l.y 12, 18 l.y 12. 20 by 17, 

13 l.y 11. II l.y 12. 17 l.y 13, 20 l.y 18, 24 l.y 18. 22 by 16. 21 by 10. 
20 l.y 15. 

ulus* ml to tmu si :• I It II slight mlninet in the above prices. 
Glass is cut and pocked in ow n warehouse by ex]>erieneed 

no n, therefore quality of glass and packing Is guaranteed. 
All glass is put on rail free of charge, and guaranteed to bo in 
sound condition. Paint, 4d- ta r lb.; Putty, Id. per lb. 

Please write for prices for large quantities, when simcial 
@jrjtgtfp[^ilfjb0i(i[i)t by return post, mentioning this pa|mr. 

ITY 0 (wiULeUl-f^&l^l^' Warehouse, 

,N^TOWA?W°gatc> Lond°n- E-a 
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ihstideix:. 

Ammonia, sulphate of.. 
A ii. inone*. Japanese .. 
A/ulriiM, Inillun, for 
forcing. 

btuUy rolouriMl .. 
ItcKoniaa. 
I'alil«wi34, culture of .. 
C’arli from Mexico, &«•. 
< Cherries, grufliiiK or buil¬ 

ding . 
Chrysanthemum grower, 

uii unintcur 
('hryHantht’inuiiiH, Pom* 

pon . 
Clirysantht'iiiiuiiM for u 
window. 

Cider, making 
CinrmriuH in a cold frame 
(•lemuliK, growing 
Clematis, Wluucous .. 
Cirlngymi Gurdiirriaim 
Conservatory 
Cosmos bipiiinatuH 
Cut iiiiiU-r - plants 

agio 
Cyrlami'iin, Pmian 
Cymbidluitift 
Ferns, choice 
Ferns under gluaA 
Fig-trees, pruning 
Flowers, rut, in 

house 

for 

the 

HARDY PLANTS IN POTS. 
Many kinds of hardy plants, such as Auriculas, 

Ferns, &cM arc grown in pots, an<l at this time 

of year it is a debatable point with many as 

to whether they noeil any protection or not ? It 

is quite true that the same varieties in the open 

ground do not get, or appear to need, any pro¬ 

tection other than that supplied by Nature; 

but plants in pots are in a very different position 

to plants rooted in the soil, which get consider¬ 

able protection to their roots by striking down 
deep into the earth, while those in jsits get 

frozen right through with one night's frost, and 
are encased in ice us long as the frost lasts. For 
this reason I always place all hardy plants in 

pots in cold frames, or else bury them in coal-ashes 
or leaves, packing them closely together, and 

shaking litter over them if the frost proves very 
severe. Strawberries, when grown in pots, are 
often ruined by being fully expose,l to the action 
of frost, to say nothing of the Breakage of pots it 
entails, and if cold frames or cold-houses are not 
available, j,lunging is absolutely necessary. It 

in not advisable to let any kind of hardy plant 
get dry at the roots, for it is unnatural and 

harmful, the roots being more or less active all 
the year round ; but they should not be over¬ 

watered, as the drying process is very slow 
when the pots are excluded from the atmosphere, 

and if watered when packed away may be safely 
left for a month, and as they only need protcc- 
tion of glass in severe weather 1 pull the lights 

right off in mild, showery weather, which saves 
watering at the same time. Coal-ashes, Cocoa- 

nut-fibre, and leaves are excellent protectors, 
but, failing these, the pots may lie plunged to the 

rim in garden soil. * J. (!., I [anti. 

Frump, an unhcat<‘(l .. 
FramrK, cold 
Fruit Harden 
Fuchsia, a lino 
Garden, draining a 
Garden work 
Genista fninruns (Cyti- 

sus raccmoHiih) for u 
room . 

Gladioli. Hunting 
Gooseberry caterpillar.. 
Greenhouse, u lean-to .. 
Greenhouse, unheuted.. 
Ivies, quick-Krowintf 
I.epleyst is sepultu 
Lime and coal-ushcs 

Lime-trees.550 
I«oain, K«*»d .. .. M7 
Manure, vegetable .. 539 
I'leonies, single .. M9 
Pelargonium, Zonal, u 

new, "Raspail Im¬ 
proved ”. 

Plants fur u herbaceous 
border. 

Plants, hardy. In pots .. 
Plant*, hardy, lifting 

and replanting. 
Plants In pot* and 1 sixes M3 
Plants, outdoor .. .. 549 
Potatoes in the house .. 547 
Primula obconica .. 539 

M3 

549 

Pruning, winter .. 
t/uestions und answers 
Raspberries, pluming .. 
Hose, Muiechul Kiel, in 

a pot 
Hose W. A. Richardson 
Roses us standards 
Roses, Christmas 
Roses, seasonable notes 
Rows, Teu scented, und 

their uses 
Seukaie, forcing .. 
tthinbn, pi tilling and 
dipping. 

StOVo . 
Tomatoes, compost for 

Temperature foragrcon- 
house . 

Tomutoes, early, for 
murkd. 

Town garden, work in tho 
Tn-cs. Weeping 
Tuberoses, treatment of 
Tulip Pieotee 
Tulips, the Is-tferkimlsjof 
Turnips, storing 
Vullotu not floMerlng .. 
Vegetable garden 
Vegetables.prelecting .. 
Week's work, the coming 
Window gardening 
Worms on u tennis lawn 

Mfl 
MU 
550 
551 
:».d 
v»i 
540 
Ml 
540 
Mi* 
MO 
Mu 
539 

HERBACKOUS CLEMAT1S. 

Clematis Davidiana, of which a cut appears 

in (Iakkeninu, Oct. 28, page 470, is not as much 
cultivated as it deserves to lie, nor is it as tender 
ns generally, lmt erroneously, regarded. It is a 

special favourite of mino, anil both in the .South 
and East of England 1 have found it quite hardy 

without the slightest protection when planted 
close against the foot of a wall. The note that 
accompanies the cut above referred to quite 

understates its merits. From the time the 
shoots appear above ground in spring its leafage 
attracts notice. Tho flowers appear in July, 

hut they last for quite two months. They re- 
Hcmblc Hyacinth bells, arc of a lovely shade of 

pale-blue, and are clustered together very 
thickly, opening in long succession. Last, but 
far from least, they have a delicate and delicious 

fragrance. Its scent was even noticed in tho 

rooms of a house where a fine plant grew 
and flowered in one of the terrace 
borders under the window. This brings me 

to the suggestion I want to make, ami that is 
the value of this and other herbaceous Clematis 

for permanently beautifying window borders or 
lxids such as are often seen under windows close 
ajgainst the walls of the house. In such places 

no fear need be entertained as to tho InytTTiTesiiJ 
of this Clematis over the gj~p^^|r/pa(r|t |gfyE^glap{7j 

and even the trouble of covering the crown 
with ashes or Bracken is a mere detail that 
none would grudge performing if they had once 

seen and enjoyed the beaut}- of this species. I 
often see such borders as I have al>ovo alluded 

to filled with the poor, fleeting, tender things 
that have no associations, no fragrance, and do 
not appeal to cultured or refined tastes. It is 

infinitely hotter to have plants of fine character, 
permanent endurance, and fragrant with sweet 
odours, clustering at the base of the house, 

loading the air with sweetness, and one of the 
best of these is Clematis Davidiana. Thun there 
is another fine herbaceous species, the Bell- 

flowered Clematis (C. campanillora), an old 
plant introduced from Portugal early in 

the present century, but now so neglected 
that I do not know where it can he 

obtained. It is a truly lovely species, perfectly 
hardy, with large bell-shaped purplish-white 
flowers. C. recta, also called erecta, in con¬ 

sequence of its erect habit, is another interesting 
species. It grows about a yard high, has 
ample pinnate leaves, and bears dense clusters 
of white, sweet-scented flowers. C. iutcgrifolia 
is another kind worth rescuing from comparative 
obscurity. It lias large, entire, oval-shaped, 

smooth green leaves, grows about 2 feet high, und 

bus blue flowers,the petals quite thick ami fleshy. 
Lastly, there is ('. tubulosa, which is very like 
C. Davidiana in flower, but differs somewhat in 

its leafage. Both are natives of China, tubulosa 
having been introduced in 184/5, and Davidiana 

nearly twenty years later. Theso things, asso¬ 
ciated with hardy Fuchsias, Sweet Verbenas, 
Myrtles whore they thrive, Lavender, Rosemary, 
Balm of Gilead, Ac., would adorn window- 
borders in a delightful way, ami with spring 

bulbs among them keep them gay and sweet for 
tho greater part of the year, doing away with 

the necessity of annual planting, from which 
only tolerable results are obtained. A. H. 

488G.—Primula obconica. -This plant 

is certainly dangerous to grow unless you know 
that all who are likely to come inti) contact 

with it will not suffer from doing so. To many, 
to perhaps most persons, this plant is perfectly 

harmless, but to others merely touching it 
causes an ncute attack of Nettle-rash or eczema, 
with considerable redness of the skin and in¬ 

tense itching. Unlike the stinging of u Nettle, 
which is apparent at tho moment of contact, 
tho unpleasant effects caused by touching this 

Primula arc not felt until some time afterwards, 
and then instead of subsiding in the course of a 

few hours, may remain for some days. Many 
persons have been made quite ill by frequently 
handling this plant, and not being aware of its 

obnoxious property. Its poisonous qualities 

no doubt exist in the glands at the base of the 
hairs on the leaves and flower-stems, which, like 
those of tho .Stinging Nettle, contain a poisonous 

fluid. Primula obconica is a plant which is 
well worth growing were it not for this very 

undesirable trait in its character.— (i. 8. S. 

4977.—Vegetable manure.— “J. B.” 
lias got one of the most useful composts for the 
licibmjeJuaJjorder he could possibly have. It 

itfil) (yftfligery subject which needs am" 

cannot bo applied at a better t into than the pre¬ 
sent. Such subjects as Delphiniums, Phloxes, 
Anemone japoniea, Michaelmas Daisies, Ranun¬ 

culus, &c., will all thrive under such treatment. 
1 would advise that he dusts over the crowns of 
Ids plants with a little fresh lime before apply¬ 

ing the soil. This will kill slugs that may lie 
present, and can harm none of the herbaceous 
plants. If the beds are dressed now a consider¬ 

able amount of protection will lie afforded, 
while the winter frost will improve the soil und 

he kept from harming the plants at the same 
time.—I*. U. 

—— If the material you refer to is that from 
vegetables only, you cannot lmve u 1 letter 
stimulant for vour "herbaceous beds ; but if it is 

composed of the refuse of the gnrdcn generally, 
including weeds in a seedling state, you will 
regret using it for that purpose, as you will he 
sure to get a plentiful crop of weeds from it next 

year. When I do not char the rubbish of the 

garden, I always use it amongst the vegetable 
crops where the hoe will not do any damage 
when cutting up the weeds as thev appear. Of 

course, it is well rotted before l>eiiig used. - 
J. C. C. 
- This nlioutil be n (food compost tor herlurcous 

borders or uny other purpose, and might be used at once. 
•—£. H. 

4928. -Sulphate of ammonia, i have 

found this a very useful manure for Chrysanthe¬ 
mum. Under the following treatment I have 
been very successful with these beautiful 

flowers tliis season. When potted olf into 
flowering-pots, I fed them twice weekly with 
soot-water, not too strong, keeping them well 

watered all through the summer. When buds 
began to form I changed the food, and gave a 
large tcaapoonful of Icimboc guano to each |xit 

once a week, watering well over this; tlu-n 

when buds showed signs of opening, I dissolved 
a large tablespoonful of sulphate of ammonia in 
4 gallons of water, and gave the plants a tho¬ 

rough good watering with this liquid once a 
week ; this improves size and colour of blooms. 
Do not give above too often, ns it is very strong 

and might spoil the plants. With plenty of 
sun to ripen the wood, and careful following of 

tho above, anyone may grow Chrysanthemums 
which will be a credit to themselves and the de¬ 

light of all who see them. My Chrysanthemum- 
bouse is almost on, and is quite visible from the 

street, and hundreds of people daily stop to 
admire the beautiful show of these flowers.— 
Londonderry. 

49(17.—Worms on a tennis-lawn.— 
Perhaps the ground is very badly drained, and, 

if so, now is the tiino to rectify such mistakes. 
You might apply, however, a dressing composed 
of, say, 5 lh. of newly-slaked lime to l."> gallons 

of water. This must be well stirred frequently, 
and allowed to remain until it gets quite clear. 

Carefully draw it off, leaving the sediment 
remaining, and apply with a rosed watering-pot 
over the surface of the lawn. A damp day 

should be chosen—not, of course, in frosty 
weather. It is very easy to sweep up the worms 
when they come to the surface.—C. T. 

Tulip Pieotee. This is a bountiful variety. Tim 

flowcpiArc whit*-, nvurglmsI with row. a most dcllrato ami 
pretty1 cMouir It IS ti6t stiff, and may lie cut fordccom- 
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Conservatory. 
The Chrysanthemum shows arc now over- so (ar. at 

least, as public competitions are concerned ; ami judging 
from the character ol the seedlings which are in the pos¬ 
session of Mr. Jones, of the live Croft Nurseries, and others, 
we are destined to have still larger blooms in the future 
than we have at present. How far this will go it is im¬ 

possible yet to say, but it is absolutely necessary for 
exhibitors, at any rate—to buy the big flowered varieties If 
they are to keep in the front rank. The tendency is to 
grow in smaller pots, trusting to good si.il, firm potting, 
and judicious feeding to enable the plants to carry a 
couple of fine blooms to perfection. These dwarf, sturdy 

plants, carrying, say, from twu to four blooms, are more 
useful to the small grower, who cannot build lofty houses, 
than tall plants which he cannot protect. With this ipies- 
lion is intimatelv connected the right time for taking the 
cuttingit. Many goisl growers ad on this simple principle 
of taking a good cutting when they could get it, any time 

between the 1st of December and February, and still carry¬ 
ing out the same principle when the plants are cut down 
in May or June. The strongest cuttings are selected and 
converted into strong, stur.ly plunls, which, if permitted 
only to curry one bloom, will grow to a larger sine, and he 
valuable for grouping in the conservatory, or to move into 
the rooms. The monster plants, 8 feet or 9 feel In height, 
are not of much use for decorative work. There is a good 
deni to lie done and learnt nls.ut the Chrvaanlhemum and 
its culture yet. We are now having a spell of wintry 

weather, and the temperature in glass-houses may Ik- 
drop|Hxl a little below the customary degree, as in stormy 
weather very little air can be given. If the thermometer 
in the conservatory does not fall below 4fi ilegs. in the 

morning no harm will lie done. See that the healing 
apparatus -boilers, flues, and everything relating thereto 

is kept in a perfectly clean condition. It is a good plan 
to let the lire go out occasionally to give the apparatus a 
g.ssl sweep out ; fuel is often wasted by not keeping flues, 

.vc., chilli. Another limiter that requires careful considera¬ 
tion when boilers are not doing their work well is the sine 
Of the flues round the In.iler. When the fluesure small the 
heating power is reduced, aud there is more danger of 
llues, especially at the Isick of the holler, getting 
clinked. No fs.iler line should be less than ll inches 
wide if the fuel is produced in the heat it contains. I need 

hardly say be careful in the use of the water-pot now; 
damp destroys muny flowers. And ill sweeping floors, .Vc,, 

avoid raising a dust. Camellias urc charming old-fashioned 
flowers, lint they are not (Mipulur now; they are too atilt, 
and are lacking in perfume. Tea ltoses should he moving 
how. 

Unheated Greenhouse. 
The owners of cold houses have had a long period ol en¬ 

joyment. A warm summer, followed l.v ll mild, open 
autumn, has rendered the absence of flre-hvat of hut little 

moment; but sterner times are coming, and it will he 
necessary to make things as sung as iHissible. It is pos¬ 
sible, of course, to be overanxious. I had a cold house 
full of flhrysanlhemiims ; Judging from the character of 

the weullier 1 looked for sharp frost, uud at considerable 
inconvenience I moved u nuiiitur into another house. 
Well, tin- frost was not so severe ns I unticipalcd, and my 

labour was to a great extent lost ; a covering over the roof 
would have made all comfortable. I have great faith in 
roof-covering on ull glass-houses where it can la- curried 
out ; in forcing-houses it not only economises fuel, but the 

internal atmosphere is more genial; hut this covering when 
forcing is going on should not lie left on longer than is 
necessary. With a perfectly cold house the cover may 
remain on longer without doing injury. 1 have had cold 
houses and pits covered up for a week, and no harm fol¬ 
lowed, but the uncovering was gradual. Plants after being 
tor soul.- time in a hud light w ill not bear full light all at once. 
If covers cullliot lie used, see that the pots are all deeply 
plunged in some non-conducting material, such as cheap 

Coc.scmil fibre or sawdust, the former preferred. Of course, 
III. water should be used in the house during a severe frost. 
My rtles and other plants not perfectly hardy should have 

their brunches drawn together and Ik-covered with woollen 
canvas (Frigi-domo), or something to protect from n low 
lem|M-rature. Dnicninas, all the green-leaved varieties, 
may Ih- wintered safely in this way. 

Stove. 
There will be a good display of Poinsettias now. A 

group of P. pulcheri'iina, with a few plants of the white 
variety dotted round the margin, will have a good effect, 
Xinong the effective plants which are always more or less 

i i flower may la- named Rondeletia speciosa major ; this is 

u very useful old plant, still found in most good collections 
of s-ove plants. Epiphyllums when w ell done are a host in 

the nsclves, hut though often grown in a stove the flowers 
will last longer if the plants urc taken to a cooler house. 
Th -y may la- grown in baskets, and 1 remember seeing the 
I si -is wall of a small stove covered with different varieties 
by grafting on several varieties of one of the last-growing 
Calluses. The grafting is a simple business: just make 
an incision in a prominent spot ot a Cactus stem, not too 
old Dress a shoot of Kpiphyllum and thrust It into Un¬ 

cut, fixing it with a spur from the Cactus, and in a short 
tini-tlie union will lie complete. Kpiphy Hums will root 
just as easily from cuttings, but plants from cuttings are 

apt to damp off at th.. if not carefully managed. 
Tliyrsacantnua rutilans has a pretty effect in the stove 
MOV ; the bright-scarlet flowers are numerously borne on 
long, thread-like stems, which give the plants a very novel 

npp -amnee when in bloom in winter. They arc easily pro¬ 
pagated from stout cuttings in spring, and spring-struck 
l-Ui.ts will flower following winter. 

Ferns under Glass. 

These arc alway s attractive, anil a free use call lie marie 
of the hardiest kinds in the conservatory to give clue 

ra-ter anti tone to the flowers. Every thing is rptiet now- 
in the fernery under glass. There is nothing at present 
re piiring potting, hut it will soon Ik- time to see about 

la ing ill a stock of potting-aoil for these anil other 
pi ruts. There is less pent and more loam rrsrsl for Kerns 

• /ri cold or northern district* the. operaLunu referred 
to tin ter " Garden Work " map he done ffm Try. 

a fortnight later than (?)|f/gtiffliffti’^f If 

lhan there used to, and where goal loam ran be ob¬ 
tained very little peat or leaf-mould need lie used for the 
hardier kinds of Ferns, whether greenhouse or stove 

species, There is a considerable advantage in potting 
Ferns firmly ; growth is denser and the colours greener, 
and larger plants can be grown in jiots of limited size. 

Gold Frames. 
If fender plants are kept in cold frames, warm, dry 

coverings will Ik- necessary in sultleient hulk to keep out 
frost. The treatment of the |vast few weeks will have list 

U)i lo this. I.ittle water has been given, and the plants 
haring been kept dry, and, if covered heavily with dry 
litter (Ferns or Rushes will do), flu- frost will not do much 
harm ; hut the sides of frames must have a bank of litter 
placed against them, or the frost if severe will |H-netrute 

there. 
Window Gardening. 

Keepallplantsas free from excitement as possible. Growth 

mail.- during short day s, especially in sev ere weather, w ill 
Is- of but little use to flic plant. I.ittle or no wafer will be 
required during *x>ld weather, hut the leaves may Ik- 
sponged occasionally. All the tender plants must Ik- 
moved from the windows at night to some position in the 

centre of the room, where a covering of newspapers may¬ 
be placed over them. 

Outdoor Garden. 
Hurry on the planting of deciduous trees as fast as pos¬ 

sible. The ground is in g<ssI condition for the work. In 
some of my planting operations lately I was surprised to 

find the ground in some places still quite dry, though since 
the break-up of (lie drought a goal deal of rain lias fallen. 

I think it is a gissl plan to give a good watering to all trees 
Just before the work is quite finished. My usual plan is to 
fill them nearly level, treading in well, and then give one 
or two pails of water, aarordlng to the size of them, 
the object being to fix the roots well in the land, anil when 

the water has drained away. say next day, finish tilling in 
tin- hole, aud mulch with some non-conducting inutcrial; 
or if this is not available, raise the soil rather higher than 
customary over the rails, the surplus soil to In- levelled 
down hi Ihe spring. There would he fewer deaths if soine- 
tliing of this kind was done by planters. The best season 
for planting Roses will sain Ik- over. I have planted Roses 
in spring, but so far as regards Hybrid Perpetuals- in fuel, 

all Roses except Teas I would plunt in NovenilH-r if 
possible. Ill cold districts it may perhaps be lulvisatilc to 
keep them Isick till the winter is over; hut there is not 
much gained by it if the stems of On- newly planted dwarf 
Teas are earthed up a little, mill tile heads of the stan¬ 

dards protected with dry Fern. Those, of course, who 
never lose Tea Roses need not adopt this precaution. A 

mulch of manure over the roots of newly-planted Hoses is 
always beneficial. Of course, everybody now in planting 
dwarf Roses covers the sta-k so that the plants have a 
chains- of making an inde)x>ndent set of roots. Mulch 
borders of Imlbs with old leaf-mould and manure. 

Fruit Garden. 
Do not delay pruning longer than there is power to 

grapple with the work. The leaves are all down, and llu- 
vvork can never he better done. When much pruning Is 
left till utter Christmas it has to In- hurried over, and is 
then imperfectly done. The wall trees and esjiuliers are 
the most important, us when they get out ol hand bring¬ 
ing them hack to the wall again involves a goal deal of 
cutting, and the effect is, on the whole, injurious, Of 
isinn-v, when the tree is crowded with useless spurs it is 
always wise lo thin out freely. In gardens where the 
Gooseberry-caterpillar has been troublesome last spring or 

summer, an effort should In- made now to clear oul the 
larvai by removing soil enough from around the bushes, 
and burning it in a trench in some other juirt of the gar¬ 
den. If these insects at this season arc buried a foot deep 
in the ground they will never work through. After tIn¬ 
earth has been removed some fresh lime should Ik- scattered 
under the bushes, and, if necessary, a little manure may- 

lie given, and soil from another part of the land brought 
lo niukf things level. Bush fruits us a rule do not get 
manure enough; year after year they bear heavy crops, 
anil in too many instances hut little help is given them. 
Cuttings of bush fruits may be planted now. Select stout, 

straight cuttings from 12 inches to If- inches long. Cut 
close to a Joint at the bottom, and remove all tile buds 
from the stems except the two up|ier ones. Plant in rows 
1 foot apart, and (I inches apart in the rows. Plant 
3 inches deep, and tread the soil firmly about them. A 

little old leaf-mould or hot-bed manure scattered between 
the rows will make their rooting a matter of certainty 
Well ripened |>ot Vines may be started now for the pro¬ 
duction of early Grapes in a night temperature of 50 degs 

Vegetable Garden. 
Protection for tender things is an absolute necessity. 

Cauliflowers, Winter Broccoli, Lettuces, and Endive, if 
more than half grown, will perish if exposed to the frost. 
There are many way s of protecting these and other things. 
Those who have plenty of cold pits or frames w ill lift the 
perishable plants with tails and plant under glass and 

cover with mats or dry litter when frost sets in. In the 
absence of glass other means should he adopted. The 
best way to secure Winter Broccoli and Cauliflowers is to 
dig them up with halls and plant down in the earth so 
that most ot the stem is buried; they will, in tact, be 
heeled in, and the best position is a dry lank or raised 

border; a covering of mat* or hurdles thatched with 
straw laid over them will keep all safe. Many late Cauli¬ 
flowers and early Broccoli are lost through not taking 
proper measures to protect them in go-si lime. Celery is 
another matter which requires looking closely alter, 

last year many lost their Celery through frost for want of 
a littie protection. It will he- advisable also to take up 
plenty of Seakale for forcing; Die crowns, after the strong 
or long roots are trimmed off, may lie laid in on the north 
side of a wall to ensure perfect rest, and when frost sets in 

be covered with litter, so as to be able to get the roots as 
required for forcing. Asparagus to meet early require¬ 
ments may Ik- treated in a similar manner. The forcing- 
ground will be in full operation now. Forced products, from 

Mustard and Cress to French Salodings ami Mushrooms, 
will be in frequent demand now, ami the man who can do 
the most with the least means is Hie most successful in 

installing, and Hiis involves constant thought and watch- 
lss~ Get alt vacant ground trenched as soon as( 

Ji^CT This is the first step lo good vcgclableiqlg^j. 

Work In the Town Garden. 

The shortest day will be upon us almost directly, and, 
especially after the sharp frosts and sev ere weather experi¬ 
enced recently, the contents of most town gardens wear a 
very desolate appearance both indoors and outside. In 

thickly populated localities everything out-of-doors is so 
soot and smoke-begrimed that even were there a lew 
flowers still lingering in sheltered nooks they would not 
be presentable, and even the berries of Hollies, Aucuhas, 
ami others arc nearer black than red. When the weather 
is mild a good washing with a garden engine, hose, or 
syringe will greatly improve the appearance of evergreen 
shrubs, at least, of such as, like the Euonymus, Aucuhas, 

and Rhododendron, are furnished will) smooth and glossy 
leaves. The leaves of small shrubs of these aud others in 

window-boxes will certainly he greatly improved, both In 
health and appearance, by an occasional sponging, though 
it is an extremely tedious job at the best, inside window 
plants of the same character, such as C'umellias, Dnu-ainas, 
Aspidistras, India-rubbers, &<-., should lie similarly treated 
once a week if |KMsiblc, using tepid water and a bit of 
soft sponge, with u very little soap if the leaves are very 
dirty or there are any insects about. Plants in rooms must 

tie very carefully watered at this season. Now that rather 
strong fires are the rule more water will he required, on 

the w hole, thuii when ev a|«iration was less active : but any 
excess must lie carefully avoided, especially in very cold 
weather. Evergreen subjects ought at all times to la- 
kept hi a more moist condition than such as cast their 

leaves; and jilnnts in growth, hlinim, or Isith, need more 
liberal supplies of water still. Much the same rules hold 

good in the greenhouse. Inti much depends ti|siri the tetu 

|ieratitrc maintained ; if low, water alluringly, and chiefly 
in the forenoon of mild or bright clays; if high, more 
must he given, and things must not be ullowed to get very 

dry when strong flre-hvut is employed on cold nights. 
Chinese Primulas are tin- gayest am) most useful plants 
here now, and with these the pretty berried Kolanuni con¬ 
trast or blend admirably. These Inst cannot, however, In- 
grown in very smoky places, nr, rather, though they will 

grow all right they refuse to " berry" freely, so that 
country-grown plants must In- bought in. Camellias are 
gissl town plants, and I have had them bloom profusely 
year offer year where the soot sometimes was on their 

leaves so thickly that you might almost scrape it off with a 
knife. These pretty plants must Is- kept cool now; it 

forced they will shell their buds unopened. Karly-pottixl 
Roman lly ucinths will cx|suid very quickly now in a tem¬ 
perature of 00 degs. U. C. R. 

THE COMING WEEKS WORK. 

Extract/i from a garden diary from Derembtr 
tlnil to December Uth. 

Started a house of pot-Viucs ; the house is a low leuri-to, 

and is lilted with a roller uud a canvas blind, und much 
hcncfll lias been found from the use of this blind on cold 
night* in frosty seasons. The Vines are strong and well 

ripened, ami are » feel long in 12-inch pots. A bed of 
leaves runs uloug the front ot the house alumt 3 feet wide, 
the house being sometimes used lor Cucumbers. Tile pots 
are plunged in the leaves, and the genial warmth arising 
therefrom is a great help to the plants generally. Tin- 
Vines are all bent hack, and will remain mi till Hie buds 

show signs of breaking. Very little water will In- given for 
some time, ns the- roots do next to nothing till tin- buds 
start. The night temperature ut starting will In- about 
50 degs. Scarcely any ventilation will he given till Hie 

Vines are bursting into leaf ; but, of course, the house is 
not air-tight. Should the Vines appear to he breaking well 
they will nut he interfered with till ready for tying up ; 
but if any of the buds appear sluggish ami hang tire, the 
backward Vines will Ik- straightened out ami llie res Is 

twisted in one direct ion till the wood cracks right up to the 
end. This never fails to set the sap in motion. I have 

applied this treatment to Vines which break ievdly on 
many different occasions, and always And it has the 
desired effect. Blunted more French Beans in |sits ; these 

will come on with Hie pot-Vines. Tin- puts are only half 
full of soil, since being left for earthing up when the Beans 
luive grown a few inches. Took advantage of frosty- 
weather lo wheel manure on land ready for digging in; the 
soil of a rather holding i-hanu.-U.-r, so no harm will lie done 
by manure now. In Hie ease of a plot of light land shall 

moke the manure into conquest with other waste matters, 
and keep it in n heap till the spring. If light land is 
manured with decomposed manure a goisl deal of the 
strength will lie washed out In-fore the soil can absorb it. 

Putting manure into light, hungry land is something like 1 Hitting water in a sieve, and does very little good, 
finished pruning bush fruits. Dressed the ground with 

manure and forked it In between the rows of hushes. 
Made up another bed for forcing Asparagus. There is 
nothing like four-year-old roots which have never been cut 

from to give good results, and they respond to the heat os 
soon os required, which is more lhan old roots always will. 

Frames full of Lettuces anil Endives are closely watched. 
I want to make them last as long as possible, though a 
hot-hed has been filled with small plants of I hi- early 
Paris Market to come on later. It takes longer lo blanch 
Endive now ; but in cases of emergency they are taken to 
the Mushroom-house, where they are finished off in a feu¬ 
dal* or less if required earlier. Small unlading, such as 

Mustard ami Cress, are sown often in sets of boxes which 
are plnrcd in n forcing-house. A two-light frame lias been 
sown with Radishes, and another frame on a gentle hot-bed 
has been sown with French Horn Carrots. Enough Pota¬ 
toes have been started in boxes to fill several houses, 

Sharpe's Victor and the old Ashtop being the varieties. 
Thinned out shrubs in a shrubbery that was planted a few 
y ears ago, and which has become crowded. 

4981.-Growing; Clematis. Train the Clematis on 
wires—painted wires, not galvanised, are best. 12 feet 
apart would do. Two pood varieties would Ik- Jockmaiii, 
purple, and Harry i, white ; anil these two, planted alter¬ 

nately-, and permitted to mingle their blossoms, would 
look well.—E. H. 

Drawings for " Gardening."— Header* will 
kindly remember that ur tire glad to pet specimen* of 
beautiful or rare flower* and good fruit* and vegetable* 
ififdiitmnfit'OThf drawing* so made will br engraved in 
the' best planner amt will appear in due cuttric in 

|t|*Ym0.-ja l^u|sii:.vjrEi. ^ ^ | 
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up Home soot in a piece of coarse sacking, ami 
soaking it in a pan of rain-water, which can he 

renewed for weeks, and should be used in a 
clear, thin state) from the end of July till the 
first flower in showing colour are essential to 

fine flowers, but after this time pure rain-water 
only must be used. Disbudding should only 
be moderately done when Chrysanthemums 

arc for decorative use. Some varieties, how¬ 

ever, need more buds removed than 
others to ensure effective sprays of bloom. 
When the plants are. in bloom they may lie 

placed in a sunny window or a bow-window 

cannot always l>e, as the bulbs are injured by 

the removal of leafage ; but Roses, Pieonies, and, 
in fact, almost everything, are better without 
Ferns, Asparagus, or stereotyped leafage. 

Chrysanthemums arc, however, of course, best 
with such leafage as the Mahonia, or even twigs 

of the Beech-tree. The colours of the flowers, 
especially if they lie chestnut-red or shades of 
orange, are delightful in association with tho 

autumn leafage of hardy Azaleas, the Liquid- 
ambar, or commoner things. The pretty little 
Narcissus figured is rather choice for cutting, 

but |K>tfills of the bull* in flower may be used 

in many ways. 

HOUSE & WINDOW GARDENING. 

CUT-FLOWERS IN THE HOUSE. 

Plants are often now grown as much to give 
cut-flowers for the house os for their effect in 

the garden. This is a pity in some ways, as 
1 (orders are spoilt if the things are cut about to 
till 1 Kiwis and vases on tho table. Where possi¬ 

ble reserve a part of the garden, so as not to 
interfere with the plants in the more conspieuous 

positions. .Sweet Peas and similar things could 
well be grown there, and handfuls of bloom 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS FOR A WINDOW. 

These popular flowers can be grown so well by 
amateurs without fire-heat that no one who is 
willing to take a little trouble in watering the 

plants, Ac., through the summer, should now be 
without a few specimens. The earlier flowering 
varieties (not those of the Mme. Desgrange's 

type, but Chrysanthemums which flower early 
in November) should be selected, as they last on 

a long time into the winter with care, and form 
such valuable decorations just when other 
flowers fail us. At the present time, when 

Chrysanthemum shows are so frequent, it is 
easy to select the names of a few good types of 

blossom ; but if novelties are needed, the follow¬ 
ing dozen may lie relied upon to give good 
results: Mrs. Charles lllick, deep golden- 

yellow, very large flowers, with a satin sheen 
in its long petals ; Lord Brooke, a magnificent 
incurved Japanese, of a rich bronze shade ; Mr. 

W. H. Atkinson, an immense flower of a bright 
coral-red, very distinct and handsome; Holliom 

White, of the purest ivory tint, reflexod 

Japanese; Mine. Edouard Rey, a soft rose-pink, 
os in with creamy-white centre, which blooms rather 

if hardy iierenuials earlier than the rest, and is highly decorative 
ouse, and the more in effect ; Vice-President Calvat, deep-crimson, 

letter. A bowl of with old-gold reverse petals, a fine Japanese 
]>osy of one kind incurved variety ; Mr. C. B. Whithwell, the 

y better than any deepest maroon tint yet introduced, which 
>r imitations of the forms an excellent contrast to the paler shades ; 

In the silling the Miss Ethel Paul, a very beautiful pure-white 
iplv lovely masses bloom, with the central petals incurving; Miss 

eufar lasting well Ruth Cleveland, a delicately shaded pink and 
ly, Snowdrops, the silver variety, with remarkably broad ]ietals ; 

s reticulata, spring W. A. Manda, a blossom that has won the title 
Daffodils, Prim- of the " Yellow Ostrich Plume” on account of 

?s, Tulips, Tufted its soft, fluffy appendages, which give its petals 

11 being of use in a feathery cfYcct ; Colonel W. B. Smith, deen- 
oii. Some flowers orange, shading to terra-cotta, which is specially 

jnten Roses (Hellc- useful as a vigorous ami rather dwarf variety; 
be in part obviated and Mr. Charles E. Shea, of a pale lemon- 
n into water, and yellow, very pure and charming. The nliove 

each day. Daffo- dozen does' not contain any of tho shades of 
xquisitc of flowers lilac and magenta which are often found inexhihi 
;eu with Mahonia lions. These, though beautiful in themselves, 

.v arc intensified, are quite unsuitable for decorative purposes, 
ed when about half anything like a magenta tint being qu to in- 
pccially also to tho admissible in rooms where good taste prevails, 

uds expanding in CrTTINiis may now be obtained very cheaply, 
an they open in full and can be rooted by placing each firmly in a 
{ct much sullied by thumb-pot of sandy soil, then sinking tho little 

i. In the summer pots to the rim in a box of a fine ashes, which 
n is full of useful should be deen enough to take the cuttings 

Achillea The Pearl without their lieing touched by the pieces of 
with double pure- glims which should cover the box. The cuttings 

,1c rosette, and tho can lie kept damp, but not soaking in water, the 
single, are worth ashes also being damped so as to afford them a 

alone. Anemone moist atmosphere. The box may be placed 
most useful of all anywhere in a room to which frost does not 

it blooms for many penetrate, the glass being turned or wiped dry 
it well in water, daily. As soon as the cuttings ls'gin to grow 

file Antirrhinums, (which will be in about six weeks’ time, or more 
tv, Early Chrys- if they are put in early in the season), they 

line. Desgrang’es, should be gradually hardened off, giving more 
■ose-colourod Mine, air and light daily until they can stand without 
iceolata (yellow), the glass, without drooping their foliage. They 

4047.—Vallota not flowering. There 
must be something wrong at the root of this 
Vallota Lily, as it docs not thrive nml increase 

as the bullis usually do, although the leaves 
commonly turn yellow and fade during the 
winter. Perhaps the drainage is in fault, or 

worms may have entered the pot, when they 
destroy the young roots ns fast, as they are made, 

and thus cause much havoc, preventing the 
growth of any plant. “A Lover of Flowers” 
should turn tlie ball of the roots into the left 

hand carefully, without much disturbance of 
them, and ascertain whether this enemy is 

Narcissus calathvnus reflexes. 

there bo difficulty in finding him, replace 
the plant in the pot anil lower it into a pan of 
lime-water made by stirring a lump of lime the 

size of a teacup into 2 gallons of water, and 
letting it stand till clear and cold -when the 
worms will usually come out at the foil to avoid 

Oliver's Sea Holly (E. Olivicriamim). (See “Cut-flowers 
in the House.") 
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in July and August, when thev should stand in 
the open air, if possible, in full sunshine, being 
supplied with plenty of water or liquid-manure 
at the same time. An easy way to give this, 
when the pot is very full, is to place them in a 

saucer of soot-water : but they should not stand 
in water at any other time of the year, and a 
saucer, if used, must be empty in winter.— 
1. L. R. 

GENISTA FRAGRANS (CYTISUS RACE- 

MOSUS) FOR A ROOM. 

Tiikse plants, covered with brilliant yellow 
blossoms, are sold in large numbers in our streets 
during the winter und early spring, und few 

llowers are more decorative for the table or 
drawing-room, while the bloom lasts, the fresh 
flowers, too, lieing an additional charm. With 
good care and cultivation the (icnisla will pro¬ 
duce llowers in succession from early spring to 

late autumn : but too often room plants, exposed 
to gas, und insufficiently watered, soon drop 

their leaves and become unhealthy, when the 
llower-buds shrivel away, and the beautiful 
purchase liecomes an eyesore. Many of the 
forced plants sold in the street receive such a 
serious check from lieing taken out into tlm 

cold wind from a forcing-house that they never 
recover it, and for this reason they are best, 
bought during a mild break in the weather, or 
from a reliable nurseryman, who has not over- 
efsldlcd the plants for early sale. The earliest 
< ienistas are already in bloom but those who 
have no warm greenhouse must take special care 
of their plants when in bloom at this time of 
year. They intuit never be exposed to gas, 

which has a singularly drying effect on the air, 
and all room plants do best where it is not 
burned. If, however, gas is unavoidable, thu 
plants should be removed before it is lighted, 
into a bathroom with hot-water pipes, or a bed¬ 
room, where they can stand until the sitting- 
rooms have been thoroughly aired the next day. 

A slightly damp air, in a temperature of 
(legs, to (ill (legs., is a great help to room 

plants at night, but this is not easy to procure 
without a warmed conservatory. A bathroom, 
where warm water can be turned on to moisten 
the air two or three times in the day, is often 
useful in this way, if the hot-water pipes 
are kept warm at night by banking up the 

kitchen lire; or, failing this, thu plants nitty 
bj kept in a room with a tire, if they are 
given a large tray, or Hat bath, contain¬ 
ing a layer of Moss or Coeon-nut-flbro, 
which should be kept moist from a rosed water¬ 
ing-pot, the plants standing oil inverted saucers, 
not in water. Plenty of sunshine and air should 
be given to room pluuts in mild weather, but 
during a frost, they should bo removed from thu 

window, and covered with newspaper in a shel¬ 
tered corner at night, (icnistas stand well in a 
verandah or balcony during thu summer. If 
they are cutback and repotted (using good loam, 
leaf-mould, and sand as a compost, with plenty 

of drainage) after blooming, they will make 
fresh growth, which is often again covered with 
blossom. They are propaguted by cuttings or 
slips in the spring, but these require the help of 
cool, moist air to make them take root. This 
can be supplied by sinking the pot of sandy soil, 

well drained (in which live or six cuttings can 
lie firmly ranged round the edge), in a box of 
tine ashes, which can be covered with a piece of 
glass, the surrounding ashes being kept moist 
and the glass turned or wiped daily, until the 
little plants are rooted. L. R. 

4971.- Draining a garden. -In country 
districts it is nearly always ]>ossihle to find a 
good labourer that lias had some experience in 
draining, and with one good man to clear out 
the bottom and lay thu pipes, ordinary labourers 

can clear the top. The cost would depend upon 
the character of the soil, the cost of tiles, and 

price of labour in the district. This would have 
to lie arranged on the spot. For garden culture it 
would 1)0 a very good plan to burn some of the 
clay, pass it through a screen, put the rough 

over the drain-pipes to the depth of a foot or so, 
and scatter the line stuff over the land. This 
would make a permanent improvement of the 
utmost value.— E H. 

Cosmos biplnnatus.-Thi 
beautiful this yewQIafiSSCl t 
amateurs might grow more often. 

makes free, feathery growth, and the flowers 

vary in colour, rose-purple and white. The 
white kind is charming, one of the most graceful 
plants of tho garden. It likes a warm summer, 
hence its lieauty this year, (let a good clump 
of it, choosing a rather warm position for it. 
Seeds should be sown under glass in February 
in tho usual way, and thu young plants put out 

when frosts are over. They will be in bloom 
throughout the autumn months. —-V. C. 

FRUIT. 

WINTER PRUNING. 

Tilts is tho bust time to get on with the pruning 
of nearly all kinds of fruit-t rees and bushes, for 
although such work can lie done during severe 
frost, I question very much whether that is the 
liest course to pursue. For myself 1 would 

sooner keen all the wheeling of manure, grub¬ 
bing up old trees, etc., for frosty weather, and 
push on the more important work of pruning 
while it is mild, lioubtless there are still 
many who think that pruning is unnecessary, 
but 1 think that the best argument in favour 
of it is found in the greatly increased size of the 

fruit, Imrno by trees systematically pruned, 
compared with thoqe borno by trees left to 
nature, and we all know, by the experience of 
the past xuasim, that it is only fine fruit that 
pays to cultivate. Rut pruning, like any other 

thing, can I*e overdone, and thereby brought 
into disrepute. 1 will briefly descr ilie how I 

prune, and I grow fruit-trees for profit, and 
unless they yield some they are soon grubbed 
up as useless. In the first place the more you 
cut a tree thu more wood-growth there will be 
produced as a rule: and some kinds such as the 
Stone Apple can only be kept from getting into 

a stunted condition, or really all fruit-buds, by 
cutting off the tips of the shoots, and you will 
find that trues that have been over pruned, such 
os pyramids of strong growing kinds that have 
licen sheared offal one uniform height, whether 
it suited them or not, produce a thicket of f;ross, sappy wood, quite useless for fruiting : 
>ut this is really not pruning at all, and would 

lie more correctly described us mutilating. 
Standards or dwarf-stemmed trees that are 

allowed to develop large heads require very 
little pruning after they begin to fruit. Young 
trues for the first three years after planting 
require a little thinning out, so as to get an 
evenly-balanced head of branches, shortening 

any extra strong shoots that are out-growing 
thu others ; but after they bear full crops of 
fruit it will, as a rule, bo best to keep the centre 
of the tree cleared of all useless spurs and spray, 
so as to throw all thu vigour into thu shoots 
that are fully exposed to sun and air, as this is 
where thu finest fruit will lie found. 

Dwarf rush-treks aru very useful, especially 
for small gardens ; but they should not lie kept 
cut in so elosely as one frequently finds them, 
young wood Wing alisolutely neeuasury to keop 
thu tree in health, and a few of the older shoots 
should bo removed altogether every year, and 
young shoots trained in, as it will be found that 

tho finest fruit is home by tho topmost or 
youngest wood, and trees that have been closely 

pruned several years are greatly benefited by 
cutting oil' the lowest lot of branehus altogether, 
and tho weight of fruit will soon depress the 
second tier into their place. It is a mistake to 
reduce the terminal shoot to three or four buds, 
as half-a-dozen is a good deal Wtter, and, above 
all, keep the shoots thin. It is surprising how 
little wood will produce a heavy crop of fruit if 

it is of tho right sort. As these kinds of trees 
are easily replaced, it is not advisable to let 
them stand for any great number of years. 

Pyramids are the form mostly favoured 
for Pears—in fact, some kinds grow quite 
naturally into a good pyramidal form, with very 
little training. The main thing in their culture 

is to thin out the centres, so that they get full 
light in all parts of tho tree, and it not too 
formally grown they are a very serviceable form 
to adopt. 

Espaliers, or horizontal trained trees, to 

either stakes or wires, is one of tho oldest and 
most useful of all forms of trained trees. They 
occupy but little space, and produce tine, well- 
colourod fruit in quantity. 

V/ -c |\y>r.i.-trees, of all kinds of training, need as 

t' Jni4£of the old wood cutting out 

d^ith new as the form of tree 

growth admits of. Peaches, Nectarines, and 
Morello Cherries aro as a rule pruned on 

the system of cutting out all exhausted wood, 
and replacing with that of the current year's 
growth, and it would be well if this were Cirtiallv adopted with other fruit, for there ean 

i no doubt but that the finest fruit is borne 
by young wood, and although Plums, Pears, and 
some other fruits do not llowcr freely on the 
previous year's wood, there is no question but 
that they all fruit more freely, and the fruit 
attains a greater size on wood that is com¬ 

paratively young, und for this reason old, hard 
spurs should lie shortened back close, so that 
tiicy may renew themselves, and there should 
be a constant relay of young wood all over 
the trees if fine fruit in plenty is to be grown. 

James Groom, ifonjiort. 

41164. — Planting Raspberries. The 
best anil the least expensive way of planting 
Raspberries is to plant in rows 5 feet apart, the 
plants to be 2 feet aimrt in the rows. Cut down 
nearly to the ground first season to give a chance 

for the plants to get well established. After¬ 
wards prune to .'1 feet, and let the plants pro¬ 
duce the crop nearer the roots than is customary. 
If well-ripened a 3-foot cano will bear as much 
fruit as if left IS inches longer, and the expense 
of the crop will lie less. Good varieties are 
Hornet, Norwich Wonder, Superlative, and 
Fastolf. The last is a good sort for preserving, 

but will not grow so line as the others. E. 11. 

4!M(0.—Making cicler.—In cider-making 
counties proper mills for grinding by manual 
labour thu Apples, and presses to press out the 

juice arc provided, and where there is any 
quantity to make these appliances are indis¬ 
pensable. After the fruit is ground into a pulp 
it is laid on the bed of the press, with a little 

clean Wheat-straw to help to bind it together 
and prevent it from bulging out at the sides. 
Thu top of the press is then brought down, and 
a large screw from above is worked by leverage 

with sufficient force to press out all the juice. 
What was rather a high square heap at first is 

by the pressure brought to bear upon it 
reduced to a comparatively small mass, The 
juice is, of course, collected and placed in 
barrels as soon as it is made. In three or four 
months after it is raked off that is, all the clear 

liquid is drawn off and put into another Imrrcl, 
and the settlement at the bottom of the cask 
thrown away. When sweet cider is required, 
the sour and sweet. Apples arc kept se]Mralc, 
and used in that way.—.1. C. 0. 

4921. - Pruning Fig-trees. — I would 
advise “ Baldoek” to ieavoTiis Fig-treeunpruned 

until tho spring. Figs, as a rule, do not require 
much pruning, but it all depends on whether it 
is trained to a wall or fruits ns a bush tree. In 
the latter case pruning is unnecessary ; but on 
a wall thu wood must he thinned out, so as to 
allow s|ittcc for tho foliage to spread out. The 
liest plan is to cut some of the longest and ha rest 
shoots right liack to the base, and keep taking 
tip a few young shoots every year. As the Figs 

are borno on the tips of the last seasons 
wood, those that are half grown now are use¬ 
less, and if not pulled off will drop off next 
season. It is the ones just formed, but not 
much more than buds now, that will form next 
season’s crop ; and in cold localities it is liest to 
tie the shoots up in bundles and protect with 

straw, Fern, and evergreen branches. When 
these are taken off in spring is the best time to 
prune.—J. 0., Han/*. 

4903. Gooseberry - caterpillar.—How 
often have I seen this question in Gardening, 
and never yet have I seen it answered in the way 
that I found it quite effectual ! A dozen years 
ago my Gooseberry-bushes were almost stripped 
by caterpillars, and my gardener killed them all 

(in summer) with one shilling bottle of Fir-tree- 
oil, mixed with water, os directed, and distri¬ 
buted with a large brass syringe. What fell off 
the bushes fell into the ground, and did not hurt 
the fruit, but killed any eggs that might be 
there. For ton years I never saw a caterpillar, 
and now if a bush shows any a small dose of the 

oil puts an immediate stop to the plague.— 
Admiral F. A. Close. 

4923.—Grafting or budding Cherries. -Cherries 
are usually budded, and the budding i» done end of .1 uly 
fd£)l«ljfijlmn|j(i>f August. The bud In Inserted In the side of 

ie stem near the .ground. Thu bud will remain dormant 
«tefmllowSng\»lrite&)ahd break the next spring, 

when the stock should be headed down.— E. H. 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

Pompon Chrysanthemums. — The 
Pompon Chrysanthemums are amongst the most 

>>cautiful of all, the plants free, an<l the flowers 
pi-oduced in profusion. One of the more Cpular is Mile. Eliso Dordan, and when grown 

*ly blooms profusely, its flowers neatly 
shaped and rosy-pink in colour. A few good Slants will make a pleasing display in the green- 

ouse. Two very good new kinds are Laine 
Fleuri, tho flowers orange-yellow, and Marmion, 
which is one of the most charming recent novel¬ 

ties. The flowers are of true Pompon shape, 
very neat, free, and in colour rich-orange, a 
lovely and distinct shade. Kynaford Gem, 

purple, shaded with rose, is a good variety. 
Tlie best Pompons are : Black Dougins (the 
flowers deep-crimson). Bob (brownish-crimson), 
Cedo-Nulli (in its several colours), La Noige 

(pure-white), Marabout (white, with fimbriated 
florets), Kosinante (rose), Seapino (a fimbriated 
variety rose-crimson in colour, and with pleas¬ 

antly scented flowers), Snowdrop (a beautiful 
white flower), Golden Mile. Marthefrich-yellow), 
St. Michael (similar colour, a variety usually 
grown for specimen plants), St. Thais (brownish- 

orange), and Trnvenno (especially the white 
form). — V. C. 

4!)sr>. - An amateur Chrysanthemum 

grower.—As 1 was connected with a Chrys¬ 
anthemum show for some years, in which many 

professional and amateur gardeners exhibited. 
1 am well aware that there are some things done 

that one would rather see left alone; at the 
same time, 1 do not see that there is anything 
very objectionable in what this correspondent 

complains of. If there was nothing more serious 
done before the show, the managers and members 
could very well jmiss unnoticed the selling of a 
few blooms at the close, and 1 do not think that 
such an action disqualifies anyone who does so. 

There is not any recognised ruio in an amateurs’ 
society that will apply to the inquiry referred to, 

and if the correspondent wishes to establish such a 
rule he should get it inserted in the rules of the. 
particular society to which he belongs. A kind of 
mutual understanding between members and 
exhibitors is not enough, because all men are 
not conscientious. There must lie a clear and 
well-defined rule made and adhered to if things 

are to work pleasantly. J. C. (J. 

- “Bolus” has touched upon a raw spot. 
The better plan so far as the Chrysanthemum 
allow is concerned is to drop the amateur classes 

and let all show together, having plenty of 
classes, so that all may have a chance of running 

in somewhere, only making a rule so that no 
exhibitor shall take more than two prizes in 
Jam's class or incurves, Ac. Many of what used 

to lie the leading amateurs in many societies sell 
something or other. They may not do it openlyin 
the way stated, but it is done, and my lord sets 
t he example, and I very much doubt if anything 

done or said will altur it. Modorn ideas are 
trending that way, hence the best course is, 1 
think, to sink the amateur class altogether, and 

let all compete on equal terms. But I think all 
respectable societies should stop all sales during 

tho show. 1 believe 1 saw at tho Aquarium 
show the other day a notice exposed over one 
stand containing the words in big type, “These 

blooms for sale.'’ Business is usually done at 
these shows, but it might be kopt in the back¬ 
ground a little more.—K. H. 

really cannot get fresh, turn the old out into a 
heap fully exposed to the weather for the winter, 

adding a little lime to it. Burn part of it if 
you can, and before using it again odd a fourth 
of decayed manure or leaf-mould, and a dash of 

some good artificial.—B. C. R. 

FERNS. 

CHOICE FKRNS. 

Lkpioystis skpci.ta. 

This species, the subject of our illustration, is 
a very handsome Fern, well deserving cultiva¬ 

tion in even the choicest of collections. 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

4083.- Plants in pots and boxes.—If 
the soil is turned in the pots ami boxes, and 

exposed to the atmosphere in a comer of tho 
back yard, a goisl deal of it might be used 
again next year. A little fresh loam or some¬ 

thing of the kind to mix with it, and a little old 
manure to revive it, will make it nnswer tho 

purpose again very well. Getting good soil is 
oneof the difficulties of the town gardener, and by 
exposing it now and through the winter it will 
be better than keeping it in the boxes.—E. H. 

- More especially us yours is evidently a 
“ town garden,” I strongly recommend you to 

got rid of the old soil and procure a fresh supply 
from some country place for your pots next 
year. Tho constant watering, ns well as the 

demand mode by tho roots of the plants, not 
only extracts the nutriment from it, butrevders 

it more or less “ sour,” ami, jf.juflejl ^;ainlB| 
plants will not thrive 1 

Frond of Lcpicystis sepultA. 

Lepieystis is a small genus, nearly allied to 

Polypodium, from which it differs in having 
netted veins ; thus it comes near to Gonioplile- 

bium, from which it may be distinguished by the 
underside of the fronds being densely clothed 
with ciliated scales. It is an evergreen warm- 

house plant, tho fronds attaining a height of 
from a foot to 18 inches on well-grown examples, 
are lanceolate, or ovate-lanceolate in outline, 

pinnate, the pin me being closely set and sessile, 
tho under surface being thickly covered with 
ferrugiueousscales, through which the yellowish- 
red sori protrude. The specimen here figured 

was grown in the nursery of tho late Messrs. 
Kollis|m, where many rare and beautiful Ferns 

Begonias.—It may interest those who are 
fond of Begonias, but who have hitherto hesi¬ 

tated to grow them outside in cold and wind¬ 
swept districts, to know that an experiment 
made with them in Shetland this year has been 

very satisfactory. A few of last, year’s seedlings 
were planted outside in June this summer, and 
flowered continuously and well till tho end of 
September, when a hand-light was placed over 

them to guard against frost. Now that the 

tubers have been lifted, they are found to have 
more than doubled their sizo while in tho ojien f[round. I hope that this may encourge others 
iving in cold, exposed districts to try them out¬ 

side next season.—K. 

A fine Fuchsia.—Decidedly the finest 
double-flowered Fuchsia in cultivation is Mrs. 
A. Huggott, one of Mr. Try's seedlings. The 
tube anil sepals are of a deep glossy crimson 
colour, stout anil well reflexed, while the huge 
and full corolla is of a deep purple-crimson hue 

above, and pure-white towards the tips. The 
substance of the whole flower is extraordinary, 
and the habit of flic plant is dwarf, conqiact, 

and bushy to a degree, with small and very neat 
foliage.— If. (,'. R. 

A new Zonal Pelargonium “ Raspail 
Improved.” That familiar and most useful 
variety, F. V. Raspail, which may be described 
as flic finest zonal double variety certainly 
ever raised, has a second time produced a dis¬ 

tinct and highly valuable sport. Its first 
departure, known as Turtle's Surprise, was dis¬ 
tinguished by a much more dwarf and compac! 
habit than its parent, as well as lieing even more 

floriferous ; but this time the “ sport ” is in the 
other direction, the “Improved ” form having 
thicker and stronger stems, larger leaves, and 
both pips and trusses fully twice the size of tlm 

^<J typical plant. The trusses are simply enormous 

too large, in fact, for Isiuquet work—but the 
single pii>s, which arc of much the satnu colour 
as in the type (a rich crimson-scarlet), are so 

large, with thick, shell-like petals, that they 
may prove useful when wired up singly for mak¬ 
ing up button-holes and so forth. As so fre¬ 

quently happens, this remarkable “sport” 
occurred in at least t wo places at the same time, 
and the foreman in a large and well-known 
nursery told me that he had only a few days 

before noticed that one of the plants of “ Has- 
pail” was making an unprecedentedly vigorous 
growth, and producing some enormous trusses, 

when a man brought a specimen bloom of the 
very same break which had occurred with him 
also. Every collection should include this really 

rumarkable novelty. B. C. R. 

497.">.- Cacti from Mexico, &c.—It is 
obvious that unless you can enter into some 

compact with a collector, or you have a friend 
in Mexico, you cannot get the plants. Tho only 

way is to treat with a collector who is going up 
the country, and make arrangements with him. 
I do not know what the cost would be, ns much 
depends upon circumstances ; but 1 think there 
is little demand for Cactus plants here, unless 

for the many beautiful hybrids of Phyllocactus, 

as J. T. Peacock and others.—(J. T. 

4920.- Cinerarias in a cold frame.—In 
rcplv to “ Rector” as to whether Cinerarias in 
a cold frame should be watered overhead with a 
rosed pot, or at the edge of t he pot through the 

spout of water-pot, I should decidedly put the. 
rose away after October, for in cold frames 
dampness causes more loss than actual frost, 
and in watering with a roso you not only wet 

the parts requiring moisture, but you wet the 
parts that should be kept dry, and although 

Cinerarias arc moisture - loving plants, and 
should never get quite dry, yet when kept in 
cold frames at this timo of year they require 
extra care in covering the exterior to keep out 

frost, and when watering requires to be done I 
always do it about ten o’clock u.m., leaving the 
lights open until the afternoon to dry up super¬ 

fluous moisture, and in the South of England, 
Cinerarias for late flowering can be grown in 
frames up to the time when they show flower, 
and can then lie removed to a drier atmosphere. 

—J. G., llant*. 

4984. - Temperature for a green- 
For,.Ge ran i u ms ” a temperature of 

' c lUSfcys lie found. It is a native of Brazil, 4o (legs, to Krdigs. during the winter is ample, 

UlgJiW Peru. UNITER F' 4 irfj #T°.V ought to blo.m 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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Indian Azaleas for forcing.—The most 
promising-looking plants of the best kinds for 
early forcing may now 

freely, but in this case they must bo kept near 
the glass, on shelves, etc. In order to keep 

Coleus alive the temperature must not fall 
below 55 degs., with an occasional rise during 
the day of 5 degs. or 10 (legs. more. This is 
where the disadvantage of growing in one house 
plants that require such ditferent temperatures 

comes in—you cannot do both justice. Rhubarb 
requires a warmth of aliout 55 degs. while being 
forced, and on the whole you should endeavour 
to keep the house at about this temperature, 
seldom less, and with a rise to (ill degs. or so 
when the sun shines. Keep the “(•omniums,” 

etc., on shelves near the glass, and the Coleus 
at the warmest end or part. Seventy degs. at 
night is altogether too much ; you must not 
have much steam aliout, and if the stove gives 
off too much heat I should say the best plan 
would be t» surround it with brickwork ; even 
a single brick would make a lot of difference.— 

1$. C. R. 

quisite to keep them free from red-spider, 
(live air every day, but avoid draughts ; towards 
the cud of 3uno move the plants into 6-inch 
pots, which will be large enough to flower them 

in the lirst season, and use a fair amount of 
drainage. Continue to treat as hitherto advised 
in the early part of the summer until September, 
when give more air, and discontinue shading and 
syringing so as to solidify the growth and in¬ 

duce the formation of flowers. Still let them 
have a position near the glass, but through the 
autumn and winter let the material on which 

be placed in warmth. 
They can thus be had in flower by the middle 

of January without any undue haste. The florists 
I know have been cutting Azalea flowers for 
some little time past, but as far'as this pertains 
to private gardens, there is no practical utility 
in it. In these latter a succession is more what 

is wanted, whilst in the former it is more a 
question of getting the best price for the 
blooms. I do not favour liottom-hcat even of 
leaves, but have no objection to standing the 

plants over fermenting material, the moisture 
arising therefrom being decidedly beneficial in 
encouraging the buds to swell freely. Too much 
water at the roots must be guarded against, but 
the plants must not suffer from the opposite 
extreme. By plying the syringe freely, tlirips, 

Ac., will be kept down, whilst it will also save 
watering. When plunts have been forced a few 
seasons they will quickly respond to a little 
warmth aliout now ; in fact, at times they will 
flower almost without any additional warmth. 
I have noticed this in the case of Roi I/eopold 

and Doutsche Perle, particularly the latter. 
The old white alba and Fielder’s White with 
Deutsche Perle are about the three best of their 
colour. Of the striped varieties, Roi Leopold 

alba, punctata rosea, and vittata eleguns are all 
reliable, the two latter hardly wanting any 
forcing. In the reds, Roi Leopold is still one 
of the most reliable to forco early of the large 
flowered type ; culycifloru, a bright salmon-red, 

larger than, but somewhat similar to, uimeua, is 
a free-growing and as free-flowering a variety as 
that old kind, which should ulso lie included. 
Another fine old kind is ohtusu, a variety that 
is, in spite of its age, not nearly enough grown. 
Tile foregoing, as the earli .st, are aliout the liest 

to choose, as expensive kinds are not desirable, 
n ' 

PERSIAN CYCLAM KXS. 

The Cyclamens now so largely used for pot 

cultivation are almost wholly confined to the 
race of seedling varieties of persicum that in 
recent years have been so much improved both 
in the size and colour of their flowers, as also 
in the disposition to produce them in much 
greater quantities than the original species 

could be induced to. So great is the improve¬ 
ment that the Cyclamens of I he present day arc 

amongst the most beautiful and continuous 
bloomers of all greenhouse plants. The cultural 

treatment, with more warmth stimulating 
quick growth, that this new race is found to 

best succeed with, is very different from the 
old slow method of growing them, by which 
the plants were yearly, after blooming, sub¬ 
jected to a severe drying process whereby they 
were much enfeebled. The ordinary, and much 
the best way of propagation is from seed, which 

may be sown at different times of the year, 
according to the season they are required to 
flower. If well managed the plants will lie 
large enough to admit of flowering when from 
fifteen to eighteen months old. To bloom in 

spring sow about November or December ; if 
wanted to come into flower during the late 
autumn and winter months sow about the cud 
of July, in wide shallow pans tilled with a mix¬ 
ture of sifted fibrous loam, with some leaf- 

mould and a little sand added. Press the mate¬ 
rial moderately firm, scatter the seeds 1 inch 
apart over the surface, and cover them with 
aliout a fourth of an inch of the soil. When 
sown at this time stand in a temperature of 
about (Id degs., where they will soon vegetate 
if the soil is kept a little moist : to do this with¬ 
out giving too much water a thin paper may lie 
laid over the surface and removed as soon as the 

plants are up, after which tliov must lie kept 
close to the glass, nnd the sun not allowed to 
reach them. The best place in which to grow 

them through their early stages is a low heated pit 
where an intermediate temperature (which is 

necessaryj all through the lirst autumn and 
winter so ns to get them on large enough to 

flower satisfactorily by the close of t he ensuing 
year and on through the subsequent winter) can 
lie kept up. (live a moderate amount of nil- 
daily from the time the young plants are up, 
keeping the atmosphere a little moist, and 
syringing slightly in the afternoons ; as soon as 
large enough to handle move singly into small 

pots, using soil similar to that in which the 
seeds were sown. .Stand t hem on a moist bottom, 
still close to the glass ; leave off shading as the 
sun decreases in [lower, and keep up a night 
temperature during the winter of about 50 (legs., 
in which they will go on growing so as to re¬ 
quire moving at the beginning of April into 
3-inoh pots. Then use similar soil, but add a 
little cow-manure that has got old and mellow. 

They will now require a little more warmth, 
and until the season is further advanced enough 
tiro should be used in cool weather to keep them 
up to 55 degs. in the night, and proportionately 
higher by day when there is an absence of sun 

to raise the tempeprature. 
A thin SHADE will again be needful through 

the spring and summer whenever the sun conies 

on them. Care must be taken at all times 
through the season of growth that they never 
want for water ut the roots, or they will receive 
a severe check. Keep the atmosphere and the 

material on which the pots stand JfoisT. wn-inge 
overhead each Ijtf |diiciiiaMr#1 

41173. — An unheated frame.—You can't 
grow anv except hardy Orchids in an indicated 
trnme, nit hough it maybe used for Ovpripedium 
insigne, which does not need heal during the 
summer, although often seen in an intermediate 

temperature. The less artificial heat given to 
this species the better, taking it to the green¬ 
house in September to flower, which it will do 
through the early winter. Cypripodiuin spec la¬ 
bile is as lieautiful ns any indoor kind, more so 
than many of the dingy-coloured hybrids, praised 

for virtues they do not possess. It will grow 
well in a peat and loam soil. C. calccolus, a 
British Orchid, now nearly extinct, is very 
charming, the sepals and petals deep brown and 
the lip yellow, and C. guttutum compose a good 

trio. The latter has very distinct-looking 
flowers, and C. pubesccns may be added. One 
of the most handsmnu of all Orchids for pots is 
Orchis foliosa, which is very vigorous in growth 
and free. One often sees names of it in exhibi¬ 
tions. It varies in height, but is usually aliout 

•2 feet. The flowers, borne numerously on a 
strong spike, are of a purplish colour, deeper in 
the lip than the sepals and petals. It blooms in 
May. You may also choose O. latifolia and 

(l. maoulata. There are the cheaper and more 
vigorous kinds.—C. T. 

4982.—A lean-to greenhouse. —With a 
house of the dimensions you give, you should 
not have any difficulty in keeping out the frost 
with a good oil-stove, such as Toope's or Rip- 
pingillc's, with an extra lamp, perhaps, in very 
severe weather. And if you only use the stove 

when the temperature in the house falls to the 
freezing-point, you will bo more likely to save 
your plants than by keeping the house warmer 
by the same means. It is the constant use of 

the oil-stoves in greenhouses that injures the 
plants, whereas they ought not to lie lighted 
until there is danger of the frost entering the 
house. In such cases as this inquiry refers to, 

it is better to keep the soil in the pots rather 
dry than wet, and to open the top ventilators 
a little every day when it is not freezing, and in 
mild weather a current of air should pass 
through the house by opening one dr two of the 

front ventilators.—J. C. C. 

- Certainly. An apparatus consisting of 
two rows (or say 20 feet) of 3-inch piping, and 
a properly-constructed copper boiler to consume 

paraffin, would do all that is required with a 
minimum of trouble, and the cost would not 
W OfiJ case something still cheaper would 

the pots are bo dry. If each plant is now stood 
on an inverted pot it will allow a better cir¬ 
culation of air round them : with the same view 
do not crowd them too close -a condition that 
should in all the stages of growth bo avoided or 
the leaves will get drawn and weak and the 
plants spoilt. It all has gone well they will 

now lie sturdy examples, with short stout 
loaf-stalks, the foliage half covering the pots ; 

they will flower freclv through the last months 
of tho year and carlv part of winter, during 
which they should be kept in a night tempera¬ 
ture of 45 degs. or 5(1 degs. 

After bishiminu keep a little cooler, and 
when all danger of frost is over they may be 

turned out under a north wall, the no'ts plunged 
in ashes, or, still better, they may lie kept in a 
cold frame, placed where tliey will lie out of 
(lie full sun, and given enough'water to prevent 
the soil getting quite dry. The plants will lose 

most of their leaves through the early part of 
summer, but will afterwards push up quanti¬ 
ties ; us soon as these are visible give more water, 
and when a li-tie gtowlli has been made move 

into |iots a couple of inches larger, shaking 
away the old soil and replacing it with new of 

a like description to that, hitherto recommended. 
Afterwards stand them in a pit, frame, or house 
and treat as advised for the preceding season, 
except that they will not now require to be 
kept, quite so close. The ensuing winter the 
plants will yield numbers of flowers propor¬ 

tionate to the increased size they have attained. 
Aftor blooming again treat ns in the previous 
spring and summer in the matter of standing 
out, repotting, kc. They may he kept on after 
they have again flowered, or lie discarded and 
their place taken by younger stock, which it is 

well to keep coming on by sowing some seed 
each season. When tho sowing is deferred 
until autumn keep a little cooler both before 
and after the plants come up, and it will lie 
well to prick them off when large enough, 2 

inches apart in pans, allowing them to remain 
until spring lie fore [lotting singly ; afterwards 
treat as advised for the early sown stock. Red- 
spider, to which tliey are liable, will usually 
lie kept under by following the course of culti¬ 

vation detailed. Tlirips and aphides sometimes 
attack them, getting to the undersides of the 
leaves. Theseinsects should be repeatedly sought. 

-4(J-wvhen discovered dip in Tobacco-water or 
JiMgate with Tobacco. | |M|\/rR.c i 
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stoves now made so well and sold so cheaply 

would exclude any ordinary frost from a house 
of this size, especially if a thick, warm covering 
or blind could be drawn over the roof on cold 
nights. Use the stoves only when necessary, 

employing the best oil and keeping them clean, 
ana give air freely whenever the weather out¬ 

side is moderately mild, and all will go well. 
In severe weather it Ls better to keep the plants, 

Geraniums, &c., especiallv, moderately drv.— 
1$. C. R. __ ‘ 

ROSES. 

SEASONABLE NOTES. 

Now that “chill December" is with us, and 

boisterous winds are swaying the most valuable 
growth of Roses about, no time should be lost 

in securing them in some way. On no account 
follow the plan many have been in the habit of 
doing, and cut otf these strong shoots. I have 

often seen them cut back severely, and when 
inquiring the reason, have been told it was to 
balance the growth ! Now this is quite a mis¬ 

taken idea, as each variety has its own 
characteristic, and it is natural for many to 

make a few extra vigorous shoots. Indeed, the 
most valuable wood of this class consists of the 

strong shoots produced late in the summer, and 
which I am now calling attention to. If re¬ 
moved so completely as I have often noticed, 

t he plant simply devotes its energies to producing 
more of the same growth : and a little thought 
will show us the reason for this. As the extra 

strong growers (no matter what class or section 
they may belong to) flower more freely upon the 

maiden wood of the preceding year, it is only | 
natural for the plant to produce this in the 
endeavour to follow Nature's laws and repro¬ 
duce its species as freely as possible. Growers 

of these vigorous varieties require quantity of 

bloom in preference to quality ; fortunately a 
fidl meed of the latter can be had without loss 
of quantity, as this section provides us with a 
vast number of blooms of one stamp. Other 

Roses are more amenable to culture as regards 
quality of their flowers. If we allow wind to 

sway these branches about, they are often much 
chated against one another, or else broken otf 

entirely. It is very simple to secure them to a 
stout stake, if in the open border ; or by a few 
strong shreds if against a wall or fence. 1 

would not tack them in their permanent position 

now, but simply make them safe from injurious 
rubbing and swaying. 

MULCHINI! AND PROTECTIN'!!. -Now is the best 
time to apply manure to the Rose-beds. In the 
first- place we can get at it better, and the 

istimulatiugeffcctscan be retained in thesoil until 
wanted : it will also act as a considerable protec- 

t ion from frost. My own plants are all eart hed up 
similar to Potatoes when first coming through 
the soil. I am now alluding to dwarfs only. 
In this class of plants the most vital and import¬ 

ant part is the crown, or lower eyes. If this be 
covered with soil or rough manure no amount of 
frost will affect them. Even if we get weather 

sufficiently severe to kill or seriously cripple the 
top growth, covering the base of the* plant in the 

way described will secure a few healthy eyes 
that are sure to do well the next summer. I do 
riot believe in protection to the extent many 
practise, as even in the north Roses are among 

t he hardiest of flowering shrubs : but it is one 
thing to go the extreme and quite another to 
jifford a little judicious protection, especially to 
it few of the more tender constituted varieties. 
< )no of the simplest and quickest, forms of pro¬ 

tection consists of sticking a few branches of 
P'ir, florae, Birch, Ac., between the plants, more 

1 wing placed on the north and north-east sides. 
These are far preferable to shaking litter among 

t Item, as rain causes this to clog around 

the base, and when frost comes the frozen 
moisture is even more injurious than if no 
litter had been applied. Wind also removes it, 

itnd as a frost-laden wind is by far the most 
destructive agent, it is much wiser to shelter 

the plants witin twigs as suggested. When the 
weather is open the twigs do not need removal, 

a.s they allow of light and air having free access 
to the plants, while Bracken, straw, and litter 

<lo not. The heads of standards may he drawn 
t ogether slightly, and then havo a few bra 

tied around them. Digitized bv \ 
Cuttings.—Some time ago I gave a few 

jipon the propagation of stocks from cuttings, 

also of Roses. These will be much better if a 
little protection can he afforded should hard 

weather set in. Amateurs only need a few, and 
their stock is easily sheltered with a layer of 
Pea-boughs, or similar branches. Very little 
shelter is all they need, and this small amount 

of trouble will be paid for with a far more satis¬ 
factory strike than if left entirely to chance. 

On an emergency a slight scatter of litter might 
ho given, hut should lie removed directly the 
frost goes, as it will keep the tops wet, and*more 

liable to harm later on. Finally, it is astonish¬ 
ing how much frost a slight protection of 
branches will keep off; and ns they are quickly 

applied, and do no harm if allowed to remain, I 
much prefer them to any other. P. U. 

TEA SCENTED ROSES AND THEIR USES. 

The above heading suggests rather an extensive 

subject, for the purposes to which this popular 
section of Roses can be put arc many and varied. 
As this class lias been so much improved of late 

it is oven more serviceable than before. Not a 
great many years ago there was among the 
Tea Roses few climbers that had any preten¬ 
sions to quality. Now, however, we can num¬ 

ber some of our finest Roses among I liese, 

whether as individual flowers or collectively 
as masses for effect. They have also been 
greatly improved in constitution, for we havo 

many varieties that are among the hardiest of 
all Roses. As garden Roses they are surpassed 
bv none, while to the exhibitor they aro invalu¬ 

able—so much so, that of late classes have 
been devoted exclusively to them at. the 
majority of Rose shows. ' It matters little in 
what form or position one requires the Rose ; 

he can he well suited from among this class. 

For forcing under glass, covering walls, arches, 
pillars or trellis-work as dwarfs or standards in 

the Rose garden, the Tea-scented Roses arc 
equally at home. The earliest as well as the latest 

Rose of the year is almost certain to lie one of 
this class, while for delicate perfume no (lower 

can surpass them. There is such a large 
amount of vitality about this section, that all 

of the varieties will thrive much better as stan¬ 
dards than any of the Hybrid Pcrpetuals, except¬ 
ing those of very vigorous habit. They will also 

Grow in anv son, and any aspect, and are 

free from rod-rust and Orange-fungus. Their 

Rose shows scheduled a class for six or twelve 

kinds fifteen years ago, we now have classes of 
eighteen, twenty-four, and even thirty-six 

varieties; more than this, they are shown in 
trebles up to the twenty-four class. Twenty- 
four trebles of Tea Roses would have been declared 

an impossibility only a few years ago ; not but 
that the number of varieties was easily obtain¬ 
able, but it is the high standard of the present 

day exhibition flowers that would have been 
deemed the difficulty. In looking over a box of 
eighteen treble Teas four years ago, I was sur¬ 

prised to find that no less than fifteen of the 
varieties were of comparatively recent intro¬ 
duction. None of the Tea Roses are so useless 

and deceiving to tho amateur as many of the 
show varieties of the Hybrid Perpetual division ; 
such, for instance, as Emile Hausburg and 

Horace Vcrnct—two grand Roses as seen on the 
exiliition stand, but quite useless for any other 

purpose, and even as exhibition kinds causing a 
great dual of trouble and seldom giving a flower. 
You may choose among the show Teas and be 

certain of being pleased. Such free-growing 
kinds as Anna Ollivicr and Marie Van Houtte 
(here figured) will climb very well if given 
a little time, although they are not generally 

considered as climbing varieties. Under glass is 
where the true beauties and chanus of the Teas 
are most generally found. Here they throw 

enormous quantities of flowers, that are all 
exceedingly pretty and useful on account of 

being free from dirt. When growing in the 
open air, large numbers are often spoilt by un- 
propitious weat her. 

Tea Roses should he grown on the Brier 
stock in some form. It matters little whether 
they are on dwarfs of the cutting or seedling 

Brier, or upon full or short standards of the 
hedge Brier. I much prefer them on the short 
hedge Brier, say with a stem of IS inches to 

24 inches. In this form, such dwarf and 
drooping kinds as Souvenir d’un Ami and 

Niphetos are much better than as dwarfs. 
Their flowers in this way are kept, away from 
the dirt, and at the same time the plants have not. 

to obtain their nourishment through a great 
length of a Brier stem. The blooms of the Tea- 
scented and Noisette Roses last much longer 
when cut than the majority of those of the 
other classes, nor are they so liable to lose their 
colour and freshness as those of the Hybrid 

Perpoiuals. Taken us a whole, a dozen plants 
of Tea Roses will give three times as many 
flowera as the same number of Hybrid Per- 
pet mils. The so-called “ Perpetuala ” do not 

flower more than twice during the summer, 
while the Teas will give from four to six crops 
of bloom. The flowers are also produced in 

greater abundance anil in larger trusses. 
R. 

Tea Rose "Marie Van Houtte. 

freedom from these two diseases is a great 
point in their favour, as there are many of them 

well wortli growing for the charming metallic 
hues of their foliage. Few things in the cul¬ 

ture of Roses are more disappointing than to 
find the plants suddenly attacked with these 

blights, and the rapidity with which they turn 
the leaves rusty and shabby, causing them to 

drop and leave the plants liare in a few weeks 
slor even Jays, makes the Tea-scented class of 

rq (yif'Pnun evcr- As a proof of their groat, 

iinpi'qyepienf both in quality and quaniiiiyJot' 

489H.- Marechal Niel Rose in a pot. 
—.Seeing your plant is so weak, I would advise 
your cutting it back at once. You will then 

secure good growth during the coming spring 
and summer, provided the plant is in a healthy 
state now, and receives a due amount of atten¬ 

tion. An unheated lean-to house, with south¬ 
east exposure, is excellent for this grand Rose ; 

but you must first of all get some long and 
well-ripened wood upon your plant, or you will 
not have satisfactory results. Prune it hard 

hack to the two or three lowest healthy eyes, 
and grow generously as soon as the roots are 

well to work.—P. U. 

You had bet ter remove the flower-bud 

at once. If you do not do so it will most likely 

Irop off, ns there is not warmth enough in an 

unheated house to cause the bud to open. If 
you want to get n strong plant you must give it 

a larger pot in the spring, or aliout the beginning 
of March ; one 14 inches in diameter will not lie 

too large. Do not prune the plant this winter. 
You are more likely to get a stout shoot or two 
from near the base next year by leaving it alone 

than by hard pruning now.—«J. C. C. 

4908.—Rose W. A. Richardson.—This 

Rose is quite as hardy as the majority, and the 
south-west aspect you mention will suit it 
admirably. It will be better if a little natural 

shelter exist against the south-west winds, as 
these are apt to buffet the blooms and growth, 

oftetf>{?(?iln*laff0'(PlOf fl°'vers- You may P*ant 
rjmvnivill the spring. Unless severe weather 

I ffltful'SLmW'JtOJ'&'-Al You ask if it 

varieties^ I may state that whereas only a fe^Vj ^ [ J^uc^ Spends uP°n 
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whether the plant be in a pot or lifted from the 
open ground. Any wood upon it in the latter 
case will be of little service during the coming 
year, and may be pruned back partially now, 

anil the job completed in spring. If from a pot, 
and carrying a good healthy rod or two, wait 
until spring. Then only shorten the growth 
slightly, and follow the instructions which will 
appear in these pages in due course. — P. U. 

-Yes, this Rose will grow and blossom 
well in a south-west exposure. With regard to 
planting—if your plant has been taken from the 
open ground it may be put in at once in mild 
weather. If it has been in a pot and kept under 
glass you had better defer the planting until the 

spring. You do not say what form you 
intend your plant to take, whether as a climber 
or a Imsh. If it is intended as a climber it 
will not want cutting back. If it is intended 

for a bush any long shoot may bo cut back in 
thCf .spring to within 2 feet of the ground.— 

-This Rose will do well in n south-west exposure, 
mid it may be planted now. Prune back to well-ripening 

wood in spring.—E. H. 

generally be found "upon dwarf Teas and late- 
growing _H. Perpetuals. Louis Van Houtte, 
Horace Vemet, Duchess of Bedford, and many 
others of similar growth have been splendidly 

exhibited during the past season, and will natu¬ 
rally be ordered by many who do not know their 
habit of growth. Being weak, or at the best of 
uncertain vigour, these varieties aro altogether 
unsuitable for cultivation ns standards, but will 

thrive much better upon the foot Brier. No Rose 
without a vigorous constitution can draw its 
nourishment through the length of a three to 
four-feet Brier, and it is only courting failure 

and consequent disappointment when such 
varieties arc grown in this form. R. 

THE KITCHEN GARDEN. 

FORCING SEAKALE. 
I OBTAIN the earliest supplies of Scakale in a very 
simple way. Two 1 sixes, each 2 feet square and 
IK inches deep, are provided, and 6 inches of 

soil is put in the bottom. The crowns are 

ROSES AS STANDARDS. 

It is not many years since the bulk of Roses 
were grown in this form, but probably there are 
not more than one-tenth so cultivated at presont. 

Why is this ’ I think the majority of mv readers 
will bo quite ready to agree that the following 
reasons are quite sutticient to account for their 
evident decline in popularity : Standards do not 

produce so many olooms. They are much 
shorter lived as a nody, far more susceptible to 

a severe winter, and coBt about three times ns 
much ns the same Rose would when cultivated 
upon some stock of a dwarf character. In order 

to start upon a fair basis, I will now enumerate 
one or two points in their favour. They are 
exceedingly useful in showing off the weeping or 
drooping tendency of some of the prettiest 

climbers, and aro also very showy on the out¬ 
skirts of a lawn, or in the centre of a Iieil of 
Roses. But the main idea when starting these 
notes was to warn against ordering Roses upon 

the standard Brier stock liefore knowing if the 
variety is thoroughly suited. I should have no 
difficulty in naming upwards of fifty choice 
Roses which positively refuse to thrive upon 

standards for any length of time. The same 
varieties will do well as dwarfs, but do not Iiossess sufficient vigour and vitality to lie satis- 
actory in standard form. The question of 

standard irr.mx dwarf Roses has frequently been 
mooted in the horticultural press, but like many 
another subject upon which there are different 
opinions held a middlo or medium course is 

much the wisest. Few—I may say no Roses 
refuse to do well upon short ’ stocks of 
the hedge Brier; and I certainly lean 

strongly to the opinion that most of them 
produce superior blooms upon this stock. True 
we do not secure those grand shoots from the 
liaso of the Rose which are so plentiful among 
the pure dwarfs, but if we get loss wood with 

better finished blooms the benefits are about 
equal. For Teas and H.I’.'s of a drooping 
tendency these dwarf or half standards are 
admirably adapted. 1 am by no means a lover 

of these liashful Roses, hanging their heads and 
hiding their charms until touched under their 
chin and forced to look upwards. They also 
natch the dirt from showers of rain whatever 
stylo they may bo grown in ; but this evil is 
got over to a great extent liv cultivating them 
on the short-hedge Briers. "However, one point 
in their favour must not be omitted ; if dirt 
arising from heavy storms soils them when Cwn as dwarfs they escape the injurious 

tering that the bolder and more upright 
varieties are subject to. 

Tiik '1 eas and Noisettes do remarkably 

well as short standards of one and a half up 
to two feet, so, too, do such climbers as 
Marochal Niel, and it is usually a long time 

before that mysterious disease, canker, affects 
this variety when growing on what I shall 
henceforth style the foot Brier. Very many 

of our successful exhibitors grow thc bulk of 
their plants upon this stock, a point which 
speaks for itself. .Some of the more delicate 

varieties are different Roses when grown upon 
the foot Brier, while it is very ifiiusuaL to find 

the plants cuRiyi,tgZ^bi*ait '.{lit tytQ 
nnripened wood ut the end of theSeason as «sn 

A head of *' Forced Seakale " properly cut. 

especially grown for the purpose in rich soil in 
one of the quarters of the kitchen garden, and 

to have them in proper condition for forcing I 
lift them about the middle of October and place 
in the earth again. If this were not done the 
plants would retain their green leaves for some 

time longer, and then they would not force so 
readily. By allowing a month between the 
time of lifting the crowns ami their being placed 

in the boxes, I find the roots obtain all the rest 
required. About the middle -of November one 
Imix is placed in a temperature of HO (legs, where 

it remains, and the .Seakale is tit for cutting in 
about a month. At intervals of a fortnight other 
boxes are taken to the house, and by this means 

a constant supply is kept up until I commence 
cutting later on from plants that are forced on 
the ground. The great value of forcing in boxes 
is that when the Kale has grown sufficiently 

the boxes can lie removed to a cooler place, so 
that if the produce is not wanted for immediate 
use it may lie kept fresh for a week or two if 
desired. In many gardens it is the practice to 
take up the roots and force them in Mushroom- 
houses and similar places all through the 
season. But after the beginning of the new 
year I like the old-fashione<T plan of placing pots 
over the crowns. When forced in this manner 
the produce is, I think, of better flavour. 

Cutting Seakale is an important matter, and 
the heads should lie removed as shown in the 

annexed illustration. J. 

PROTECTING VEGETABLES. 

With the return of frost kitchen gardeners 
must be on the look-out lest their crops get 

caught by the dread enemy of vegetation, and 
rendered useless after all the toil and care 
bestowed on them. 

Cauliflowers of the Autumn Giant ami 

other kinds now coming in fit for use need look¬ 
ing over every few days, breaking down the 
foliage over the heads until nearly lit to cut. 
Then lift the plants and either place them under 
cover out of reach of frost, or lay them in closely 

together out-of-doors where mats and litter can 
lie easily applied. 

Celery keeps safely if well moulded up ; but 
a covering of litter placed over the tops of the 
ridges keeps the frost from jienctrating, and 

lifting is much easier done. 
Carrots are never better than when freshly 

pulled from the soil, and if any were sown ut 
midsummer they will be much more tender if 
left in the soil than if pulled up and stored iii 

sand or any other covering ; but to get them 
out of the soil readily during frost a good cover¬ 
ing of litter must be placed over the bed as soon 
as frost liegin8 to penetrate. 

Turnips of the white kinds, although hardy 
enough to withstand moderate frost, will not do 

so if fully exposed to freezing right through, 
and it is a good plan at this time of year to pull 
up the roots and lay them in trenches, covering 
the roots right over with soil, but leaving the 
tops exposed, and the flavour of the roots will 

lie much superior to those stored under cover or 
to those left exposed to the full action of frost. 

J. G., limit*. 

4003.-Storing Turnips.—Take up the Turnip 
before injured by frost. Cut off tops and pek in sand in 
u cellar, or take up with tops entire and bury the bulbs 
6 inches deco in a trench, leaving the top sticking out.— 

E. H. 

497(1.—Badly coloured Beet.—I have never grown 
the variety named. It may be badly cultivated, nnd is too 

raarge and coarse or too small in conscience ot the0*tj 
L/ohmir. There is something wrong cither in the variety 

nSjfeen Ume04^e-E?H?,10' ITOWff 

4927. Early Tomatoes for market. 
I should say that it would be unite soon enough 
to sow your Tomato-scod in March. Keep Im¬ 
plants always in a state of healthy growth. I 
find that I get just as early crops from seeds 
sown at that time as if sown earlier. It is also 

of much importance (if you want an early erop) 
to sow a variety that wifi stand the heat required 

to bring it on without drawing or growing long 
jointed. 1 have grown for some years a variety 
which I have never seen surpassed for earliness 
and productiveness, combined witll good quality. 

It is of medium size, good colour, and, I think, 
the beBt flavour of any Tomato I have grown. 
I got it from seed supplied by Messrs. Cnnnell, 
of Kent. The variety I ordered was Hereford's 
Prelude, and out of the plant from that seed 1 

found one that had larger and better-looking 
fruit than the rest, so I decided to save the seed, 
add I have found it to be the best for early work, 

and always commands a better price than any 
other. 1 grow this year a house 45 feet by 
12 feet of this variety, the fruits of which sold 

at Is. per lb. A market grower at Harrogate 
intends to plant 1,000 plants in one house next 
year, be having tried it with success this year. 
—H. Drury, l/arroija/e, )’ork*. 

4972. —Compost for Tomatoes.—Toma¬ 
toes will grow in any good soil fairly manured. 

One of the best crops I ever had was from a 
piece of newly-trenched ground under a glass 
roof, manured with an old Cucumlier-bed just 

before planting, and mulched with same mate¬ 
rial when the bottom trusses were set. Leaf- 
mould will do for mulching, but something 
stronger which contains more nutriment will lie 

lietter.—E. H. 

- Tomatoes do not require a very rich 

soil to grow in. If much manure is added 
before or when planting them, they run away 
too gross ami strong at hrst. and do not set or 
fruit well. The best material to plant them in 
is good, sound fibrous loam from an old meadow 

or hedgerow, mixed with a fourth or fiftli of 
burnt earth, and a sprinkling of superphosphate, 
or, better still, of Thomson's manure. If the 
loam is at all heavy, you may add a third or 
fourth of leaf-mould, but I should keep the 

manure, and use it as a top-dressing, mixed with 
an equal quantity of loam when the plants are 
in full bearing. After the plants have fairly 
liegun fruiting, they may bo fed liberally with 
liquid-manures, guano, ammonia sulphate, rich 

top-dressings, and so forth, with great advan¬ 

tage.—B. C. R. 

4961.— Cucumber-plants for sale.- 
Tiitl I plants should be grown in much the same 

jf ,to,l|(M>haitedrOUt and fruited at home. 

•QigAdpecially for sale it is 
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necessary that they should be extra well 
hardened before being sent out, or the journey 
and probable exposure to cold air will impart 
such a check to plants taken straight from a 

warm, close house as they may never recover. 
Sow the seed six or eight weeks before the 
plants are likely to be required, placing it by 
preference singly in small (thumb) pots, anil 
using a light rich compost of loam and leaf- 

niouTd, or very old and well-rotted manure in 
nearly equal parts, with plenty of sharp sand. 
Plunge the pots in a hot bed at 75 (legs, to 
80 (legs., with an overhead temperature of 
5 deg. or 10 (legs, less, and unless the bed is 

already close to the glass, move the pots up 
well into the light directly the seedlings appear. 
When strong enough, and the pots getting full 

of roots, shift them into 34-in. or 4-in. sizes, 
using the same compost, but making it firmer 
than before. Water must lie given freely, and 

a nice moist atmosphere be regularly main¬ 
tained. If necessary the plants may be shifted 
on again into 5-in. or 6-in. pots, but take care 

to harden them off well before sending out. I 
have always found Cucumber-plants sell best 
either early in the season—in February and 
March —or later, towards the end of May or the 

early part of June, when people are clearing 
their houses and pits, and want something for a 
summer crop.—B. C. R. 

- Sow the seeds singly in small pots, and 
plunge in bottom near glass. The plants so 
raised should be sold, if possible, as soon as 

they have made one or two rough leaves, other¬ 
wise to keep them moving on they will have to 
be shifted into 4-inch pots, and tl'iis adds to the 

cost of carriage. Plants in small 60’s if care¬ 
fully packed can l>e sent safely by Parcels Post. 

They may be packed as follows : Envelope the 
pot in warm, dry Moss, tying it round with 
matting. Place one stake to the plant in the 
centre of the pot, and tie the plant to it. Then 
place four stakes round the sides of the pots, 

bring them over the plants at the top, and 
secure them together. Run some soft matting 
round the stakes from bottom to top, and place 

a covering of paper over both plant and pot, 
and tie firmly. A dozen plants might be 
packed in a moderate sized box, as they may in 
any way without taking any harm. Boxes arc 
warmer than boskets for packing, especially for 
sending long distances. - -E. H. 

extra good. If larger sorts than the foregoing 
are needed, the well-known Enfield Market, 
Heartwell Marrow, and some of the Drumheads 

may be grown, these under good cultivation 
producing very fine, tender heads. A good 
type, Dwarf Drumhead, is here figured. Other 
good Drumhead Cabbages adapted for market 

work are Early Drumhead, Dax Drumhead, 
Quintal Drumhead, Early Dutch Drumhead, 
and the Hundredweight, or Mason’s Drumhead 

Cabbage. Such are best for the market, but 
they are too large for home consumption, and, 
besides, they form too many leaves to bo profit¬ 
able. The 

Ground being warm, the seedlings will grow 
rapidly, and instead of making our first sowing 
early in July, it will be about the middle of the 
month before it is done. In colder seasons, or in 

late localities, we would sow seed early in the 
second week in the month, and again at the be¬ 
ginning of August. It is always advisable to sow 
a second time, snv at about an interval of four¬ 
teen days. Some seasons the early-raised plants 

arc apt to bolt, or run to seed prematurely, and, 
consequently, if no second sowing had been 
made, a general failure would be the result. 
Raise sufficient early plants to fill half the pro¬ 

posed bed, and complete the plantation from the 
second sowing. If one lintcli fails, complete 
failure will yet be avoided, and if both do well 
so much the better, ns a long and acceptable 

succession will be secured. For the seed-beds I 
select a good open spot, a free-working soil being 

preferred. The weather and ground being dry, 
the latter is well watered a few hours previous to 

sowing, after which it can be raked down finely. 
It may be again moistened, then if the seed is 
sown thinly broadcast, and covered with fresh, 
fine soil, the moisture will ensure a quick and 

oven germination. If birds are troublesome, 
they may bo kept off with fish-nets, branches of 
trees, or lines of cotton strained a few inches off 
the surface of the ground. It is not advisable 
to water the plants in the seed-beds until they 

are ready for transplanting. Then, if the 
ground is hard and dry, a heavy watering given 
a day or two previous to drawing them will start 
the growth of fresh root fibres, and facilitate 

lifting without giving a sovorc check to the 
plants. Few need to be told that Cabbages well 
repay for 

Generous treatment—in fact, if grown on 

as soot, lime, salt, singly or in mixture, and not 
unfrequently some kind of artificial manure is 

also given. In all probability the Onions do not 
half exhaust this liberal supply j at any rate, 
there is always abundance kept in the soil for 
the next crop. As before stated, firm ground 

suits Cabbage, and all that is necessary, there¬ 
fore, is to hoe over the surface of the bed and 
clear off the weeds. Drills about 18 inches 
apart for small, and 2 feet apart for the larger 

sorts may l>e drawn with a hoe. and the plants 
put out either with a trowel or dibber, according 
to the size of the ball of soil and roots. They 
ought to be sturdy stuff when put out, be firmly 
planted, and, if the weather is dry, watered in. 

\Vo dispose the small sorts about 12 inches apart 
in the rows, but if they were left to give second 
or third crops of hearts or greens, they would 

be allowed another 6 inches. Sometimes an old 
Cabbage bed is found very profitable, but we find 
fresh or summer-planted breadths of Coleworts 
superior in every way, and these do not rob the. 
ground so much. They arc planted 1 foot apart 

each way, and usually in succession to the 
autumn-sown or Tripoli Onions. Before the 
young plants are far advanced they are lightly 
moulded up, this both steadying and protecting 

t hem. If we wanted extra fine heads early in 
the spring, the furrows caused by moulding 
up the plants would be filled occasionally with 
liquid-manure, this soon putting extra vigour 
into the Cabbages. It should be remembered 
that firm undug ground is usually much the 
warmest during the winter. Being naturally 

drained, the worms contributing to this, it is 
much less liable to become saturated with mois¬ 
ture, and is warmer in consequence. We arc 

not troubled with 
ClA'BWNG (>K THE roots, blit this disease is 

frequently prevalent on light lands. The best 
preventive in the case of old gardens is trench¬ 
ing, and plenty of soot and lime well stirred into 
the surface of undug ground is beneficial. A 

dressing of gas-lime applied in the autumn and 
well forked into the surface has been found a. 

remedy for clubbing ; but this has to be on the 
ground several months before Cabbages or any¬ 

thing else can safely lie put out. If t his is used 
spring planting must be practised. If the 
disease is not very widespread, the plan of trim¬ 
ming off the knotted roots from the plants when 

drawn from the bed and then puddling the 

Potatoes In a house. -Fifty-live decs, nlgl-.t 
temperature will be high enough till the days begin to 
lengthen. The house should be a light one for Potatoes. 
Earth up the plants os they grow to seep the stems erect 

as long os possible. Give liquid-manure about tile time 
the tubers begin to form. Give air freely when the weather 
is suitable.—E. H. 

CABBAGES AND THEIR CULTURE. 

At one time we seldom could prevail upon the 

cook to send any kind of Cabbage to the dining- 
table, though Brussels Sprouts were, during the 
winter and early spring months, in great de¬ 
mand ; now, however, the latter are rather 

despised and Cabbage is in favour. This 
change has doubtless been brought about owing 
to the short-lived admiration of coarse, strongly- 
flavoured sprouts ; while the Cabbages of recent 

introduction are decided improvements, as far 
as quality is concerned, on the older sorts. A 
small, quickly-grown, and not too closely-packed 
heart of Cabbage, at any time during the winter 
or spring months, is really superior to any kind 

of winter green vegetable, not even excepting 
Broccoli, and I am glad to find they are now 
better appreciated by all classes of society than 
formerly. There arc several small, or campara- 

tively small, varieties to choose from, either of 
which will be found more profitable, and cer¬ 

tainly of a better quality than the much coarser 
sorts that used to be thought best for autumn 
sowing. Ellam’s Early Dwarf is of quick 
growth, fairly hardy, and of superior quality. 

Heading All Heart is quite a little gem, and we 
have good reason to be well satisfied with 
■Veitch’s Matchless. Wheeler’s Imperial, if 

supplied true to name, is scarcely so tender and 
mud in flavour as Ellam’s, but, on the whole, is 
yet one of the most reliable small sorts that can 

be grown. It is very hardy, and I had it good 
throughout last winter. At least two or three 
-varieties ought to be grown, as it sometimes 

happens that the season that suits on^nmy. la: 
unfavourable to anoth^rijIbid, bygroyi\j_se|\rg| 

varieties, some of them are almost- certain tooe 

Oi'R Readers' Illustrations: Cabbage “Dwarf Drumhead.” Engraved for Gardening Illustrated 

from a photograph sent by Mr. Norman Blake, Bedford. 

poor ground they are almost certain to be slow 
in growth and tough when cut. A loose rich 

soil favours rank growth, and this again is 
objectionable. No better site for a Cabbage 

bed than the ground just cleared of Onions can 
•.'•elljil fapnd. This is almost always very freely 

li- ffejIrftL and deeply dug, and in i addition 
more ch <61^68 one or more dressings of such wfoilufi 

lime 

lining r< 
, will sc sometimes cure it. M. 

4974.—Good loam.—A really good loam 
for potting purposes should be fibrous—i.e., have 
ifilt (the vft&yad'lroots of the Grass which grew 

' Ijest loam-ftupfy loam) is the first 
bounded pasture. 
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T Ins in pared oil' in a similar manner to turves 

fin- lawns, stacked up with the Grass side down¬ 
wards, and allowed to stay for at least a year. 

The above is the ideal turfy-loam, the use of 
which is easily recommended, but which is very 

expensive and difficult to obtain, except in a 
few favoured instances. “Constant Header ” 
will find the mole-hills, mixed with more or less 

leaf-mould and sand, according to the purpose 
it is to lie put to, anil also the nature of the 
loam, will make a good compost for general 

purposes. Mole-hills and decayed vegetable 
refuse, or the remains of an old hot-lied, with 
the loam, will also lie very useful.—P. U. 

- Although good loam can be found in 
many parts of the country, there is generally a 

difficulty in getting it, and, as a rule, gardeners 
on the estates where it is to be found are the 
worst off in this respect, as they are not allowed 
to get it. The best loam is that of a fibrous 
character, which generally may lie found on 
public commons or on hill sides. * Ordinary turf 

rotted down and mole-hills used with it in equal 
parts, with a fair sprinkling of sand, will make an 

eicellent compost for general use in the garden. 

—-— Loam may be roughly described as a 
•virgin earth of a more or less alluvial character, 
.and yellow, rod, or light-brown colours. It 
varies from nearly pure sand on the one hand to 
clay on the other, but the medium is best for 
most purposes. Loam of fairly good quality 

can nsually.be found in most districts, and the 
best is t hat from an old pasture or meadow, cut 
about -I iu. thick, and laid up in a heap until 
i lie Grass is dead. It is then full of decaying 

fibre, and with a little rotten manure or leaf- 
moiild will grow almost anything,—15. (J. R. 

- 1r;°'"1 I'xim is the top I indies, im-ludiii* the turf, 
5TH P“,ur? ... rattle ami sheep continutUy feed. 

Moll-In Is do not come under the ifairlener's idea of l-ooiI 
: l,jc Hardener wants the turf and the nitrous roots to 

enndi ' s0'! “they decay. There is nothin* ol this 
mrj in the mole-lulls.—E. II. 

ORCHIDS. 

GYM 1111)1 UMS. 

! !")ked to say a few words about these 
Orchids by several readers, some mentioning one 
species and some taking another, so that 1 may 
lake it as an indication that these plant* are 
becoming extremely popular, and so it is well 
for those who have these plants under their 

charge I" ask for what information they require 
now early in t he season before they begin to 
newer. 1 will therefore devote some, of my 
space to reviewing the various showy kind's 

'he genus. Some few of these, however, 
( omit because I think they arc too scarce and 

too expensive to he in the hands of the readers 
of this paper : but the kinds hero named arc of 

imperial lvobeauty, and they arc, moreover, easily 
managed, mostly requiring cool treatment. 

I here is one thing, however, which 1 would 

«arn my readers against in the cultivation of 
t hese plants, and that is to guard against giving 

them too largo a shift. There is another thing 
to avoid ; many amateurs appear to think 
iMjcauftc they thrive in more solid earth than 

many kinds of Orchids that they will, therefore, 
take a mixture of manure, and I have seen 
plants that were so treated a few years ago 

which have been getting smaller ever since, and 
they have never dowered half like they did the 
year before this move took place. The Gym- 
Indiums are all thick-rooted plants, and ns they 
root very freely they require ample space for 
these to spread in, with a fair amount of soil, 
so that they are not disturbed every season. 

Many of the kinds conic from considerable 
elevations sav some 5,000 feet or 0,000 feet or' 
more, and these require cool treatment, but 

others are more tropical kinds, and need more 
warmth ; but I will indicate these when dcscrib- 
ing them. Good drainage must be given 
tbein all, and the soil should consist of good 
turfy loam, fibrous peat, and leaf-mould, to 

which may ho added some chopped Sphagnum 
Moss and some sharp silver-sand, pressed firmly 
down, and not raised above the pot’s rim, which 
admits of the plants having a better supply of 
water to their roots, and this they must have, 

but at the same time the siirpiys quantity 
should be carried quickly away/amL-tuit ' 
allowed to stancQuntil.Magnate LbrjiO Tf 

temperature should be about as cool as that 

the Cattlcya-house in the winter months, and in 

the summer-time the heat of the Oilontoglossum- 
hoiise will be all that they require, differing, 

however, from the Odontoglossitins in liking 
good exposure to sun and light. 

C. cicantkum.—Of this plant I have a flower 
from “ G. T.,” asking its name and its treat¬ 

ment, the first of which I here givo, and it is a 
very good form of the species, being large, over 
4 inches across the sepals, and petals lieing of a 
vellowisli-green, streaked with lines of reddish- 
brown, the lip being much blotched and spotted 
with red. It always blooms at the latter end of 

the season, the flowers lasting long in perfection. 
This Orchid comes from Sikkim and Nepaul. It is 
a mountain plant, and grows at about 0,000 

feet elevation, but it does come lower down. 
The temperature already indicated suits this 
plant well. It likes an abundance of moisture 
during the summer months, when it does not iu 

any way object to strong heat. It must be 
also borne in mind that these mountain plants 

require plenty of air. Indeed, to stille these 
plants up ns f have seen them clone, appears to 
me to be the very worst system for these and 
any other Orchids, and its persistence in is sure 

to lead to failure and disaster. Therefore I 
say, lie sure to have these plants well ventilated. 

G. Lowianum.—“C. I).,” “M. ami 
others that have sent in a request about this 
plant will find them all answered in the follow¬ 

ing lilies, and those of my renders having plants 
sufficiently strong to flower will now begin to 
see them pushing up their spikes. These con¬ 
tinue to grow for two or three months before 
attaining their full size, when their flowers 

begin to open, and they continue to display their 
beauties for some three or four months longer. 
This plant was sent homo by my old 
friend Boxnllto the Messrs. Low, of Clapton, 
for the first time some sixteen years ago, ami 
thoso having any unflowered plants of it must 

look out for their blooming, for from amongst 
them may spring up unot lior grand type of the lino 
G. Traccyaimm. The only plant whic h lias 
yet (lowered came from a batch of G. Lowianum, 

ami from which it presented no appreciable 
difference, but when in bloom it is a grand and 

beautifully distinct kind, and it is a very valu¬ 
able plant. The only specimen I have seen of it at 
present is the plant which exists iu the collection 
of the Baron Schrci'cler. and which came out of 
my friend Tracey’s collection at Twickenham. 

This G. Lowianum varies somewhat iu colour, 
the most distinct lieing the variety which is 
named C. Mandianuni, the sepals and petals of 
a pale apple-green, and the lip is bright yellow, 

white at the base, very distinct, and a striking 
contrast to the normal state of the plant, which 
is very beautiful and showy, having a long stout 
raceme, liearing from one to four dozen of its 

large flowers, each measuring nearly 4 inches 
across, the sepals ami petals being greenish- 

yellow, streaked more or less with deep 
reddish veins. The side lobes of the lip, 
which stand erect, hut which do not enclose 

the column, are light yellowish-white ; the mid¬ 
dle loho is white at the base, and the front part 
stained with a rich deep-velvety-crimson with a 
pale, narrow marginal border. These, as before 

remarked, last several months in full beauty. 
This plant forms a beautiful large specimen for 
the centre of a house, and now it. is showing up 

its spikes it should lie given a slightly warmer 
atmosphere, and it may have also a little more 

water than has been given them for the lust 
month nr two. 

C. Dkvonianum.—“ H. H.” says of this fine 
species he has a plant, bought at 'the sale of M. 
Seegar's collection, but now ho doubts its being 
the true kind, only Ilocalise the plant is growing 
well, and lie hopes it will flower ? Well, it may 
do so, ius the plants sold at that sale were strong 

and in good condition. The plant is a broad¬ 
leaved, dwarf-growing one. It makes pendent 

spikes of bloom, which are from a foot to 
18 inches long ; the flowers are numerous, and 
about an inch and a-half across ; the sepals and 

petals are soft groen, witli dotted lines of deep- 
purple ; the lip is deep-crimson, having a large 

spot of deep blackish-purple at either side near 
to the throat. Although not so showy as those 

previously named, it is a very handsome species, 
and until the present season it has been one of 
thp rarest in cultivation. This plant likes to l@ 

in good peat-fibre, anti it also likes t 
ilpcratiire of the Cat t ley a-ho 
nn Northern India. 

URBAN#& 

C. EBUHNKOM is a beautiful species, having 
narrow leaves of a deep briglit-green. This 
obtained the name of a bad grower and a shy 
bloomer, lint this came about through bail treat¬ 

ment iu keeping it both too dry and too hot, and 
so in my young days it was quite an exceptional 
thing togetaplant withevena few blooms upon it. 
Now, however, it is treated more I'iitiouully and 
cool, never letting it lieconie dry. It grows ex¬ 
ceptionally well, and flowers profusely, so that 

we have here a large pure-white, waxy flower, 
which measure some ,‘t inches or 4 inches across. 
These are also very fragrant, and last long in 
hill beauty. There are one or two varieties of 
this plant, differing in being more or less spotted. 

This comes from about the same altitude as the 
previously-named kinds, and thrives under the 
same conditions. 

G. TKIRINI'M. In this we liavea very different Iilant. It comes from Burmah, but although 
rom this warm part of British India, it comes 

from about 6,001) feet altitude, and so it comes 
into about the same category. It is just about 

thirty years ago since this plant was received by 
Messrs. Low, of Clapton, from the Rev. Parish, 
and a few years since I saw it in t he very best 
state 1 have ever seen it with Mr. Shuttleworlh, 
in bis nursery at Claplmm-park. The flowers 

are borne about four or five together ; these arc 
green, more or less sjiotted with reddish-brown : 
the lip yellow, streaked with reddish-brown. 

G. Mastkiwi.—This comes very near to G. 

eburnoum, and, indeed, it lias the appearance of 
that plant very much when not in flower. This 
plant was found by Griffith, nearly sixty years 
ago, so that the plant is well known in British 
gardens, it occurs in various parts of Northern 
India at some 6,000 feet elevation. It flowers 
in llio autumn months, bearing a short raceme 

of white flowers, with a yellow throat, and these 
have a delightful fragrance. Some forms have 
a beautifully spotted lip. and 1 liese have received 

distinctive names, but all have thin flowers in 
short racemes. 

G. Kl,KOANs.—This plant is the one which the 
genus Cyperorehis was established : but there 

is not much difference in the plants that are put 
into it. It was found in Northern India about 
the same time and in the same place as the pro- 
\-iously named plant. It produces dense pondu 
Ions spikes, the flowers being of a pale-yellow, 

but not fully opened. This has been a very rare 
plant in our collections : although introduced 

nearly sixty years, it lias not been culti¬ 
vated to any great extent. Beside the alwivc 
there is the old ('. pendulum, which is figured 
in Curtis’ Hof an iin/ Mtvja-.im in 1707 under the 
name of Epidendnun aloides. Another is G. 
grandifionini, G. I'indlaysonianimi, and the 

variety atropurpureuin. G. Itookeriamim. 
which 1 really do think is different from grind i 
floriini. All these plants have tine flowers, ajid 
are well worthy of a place in every collection. 

Matt. Bramiilk. 

CG2L0GYNE GARDNER! AN A. 

I am in receipt of some flowers of this elegant 
and somewhat rare plant from “John Jenkins,” 

asking if I can tell him how to uianago it after 
flowering? Well, I will try to tell him all I 
know ulioiit it. 1 had the plant growing with 
mo through the fifties and part of the sixties in 
some quantities, when it was considered quite a 
rare Orchid. It was found originally by \\ allicli, 
but it was left to my old friend Gibson to first 

send the plant home to our gardens, and I’axton 
flowered it at Chatsworth. The spike is 
pendulous, and the flowers arc connivent, purest 
white, stained in the lip with jmle-lemon-yollow. 
It lasts long iu full lieauty, and when it is past 

flowering it should lie hung up in the Cattlcya- 
house, and be well exposed to the light, and 
this plant should lie kept moist, and it should 
never be allowed to liocomc quite dry. It 

should be potted in rough fibrous peat and 
•Sphagnum Moss. The pot or basket in which 
it is grown must be well-drained, and the soil 
should be made up into a mound alwc the rim, 
and kept fairly moist all the year round. This 

plant likes plenty of sun and light, but yet it 
requires to be shaded from the sun when it is 

too strong. It likes the warmth of the Cattlcya- 
house, but after the growing season is done it 

should be moved into the warm end of the 
^pij|4)|£|t$pflm-liouse, and after the flowering 
seasoiLis over the plant, should be put into the 
Uatftley wUQUBojCofio nW started into growth 

TAIWAN >Utt' 
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4017.—Japanese Anemones. 
—Tin* present month is a good time to 

plant t he above in your garden. They 

arc exceedingly handsome plants 
either for borders or rockwork, and 

where cut flowers are required for 
house decoration are most useful, the 

while variety (A. jap. Honorine 
Jo!>ert) being a most profuse bloomer, 

and specially adapted for this purpose. 

A. jap., with its large red flowers, and 
A. jap. eleguus (rose) form a nice con¬ 

trast to the above—K. J. P. 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

SINGLE P.-EONIES. 

The P.eonies have been exhibited in excellent 

condition at the metropolitan flower shows this 

year, the double varieties of P. albitlora being 
numerous ami very good, and the colours of the 

most varied kinds. Home of them are deep 
purple, purple-crimson, crimson, carmine, pink, 

delicate rose, blush-white, Ac. Amongst them 

the single forms of this species were very attrac¬ 

tive to the visitors. They were distinct in 
character from the double varieties, and are 

certainly more elegant. The many species now 

in cultivation in our gardens form a noble and 
distinct feature in May. I grow thirty-three 

species and varieties of species, but this being a 

rather late season they were not fully in flower 
until the last week in May. Although not much 

known at present in English gardens, they were 
cultivated many years ago, anil some of the 
irettiest of them have been longest known. 

'. tenuifolia is a very elegant plant with 

finely divided leaves, distinct from any other. 

The large crimson flowers with yellow stamens 
are very striking. It is stated to grow “ natur¬ 

ally in the Ukraine and about the precipices on , 

the borders of the Volga,” Ac. The lirst to 

from wet. In my garden it stands well enough. 
P. Emodi was next in order ; it has large cream- 

coloured flowers with golden anthers. It is 

said to bo more tender than any other species, 

being a temperate Himalayan plant from 
Kuamon to Cashmere. P. triternata has flowers 

of good form, rose-coloured. This is distinct 
both in leaf and flower. P. peregrina compacta 

and byzantina also flowered with this group, and 

are distinct from the species. All the above 

flowered the last week in May ami up to the 
flth of June, when the following were noted : 

P. humilis, a dwarf species with rosy-purple 

flowers and yellow stamens, the plant dwarf and 
compact; P. Wittmanniana, creamy-white, very 

distinct. This was said to have yellow 

flowers, and was introduced so long ago as 1842. 
It was discovered by a certain Count Woron- 

zoff in Abeharin. Dr. Lindley also stated that 

25 guineas were demanded for a plant of it. 

Broteri had rich-crimson flowers with yellow 
anthers, the plant dwarf ami distinct. Iirowni 

is very distinct; it is planted on the rock 

garden, and is a neat-habited little plant, but 

so far I have failed to flower it. P. Rossi has 
well-formed crimson flowers, with a mass of 

bright-yellow anthers; the leaf and plant dis- 

; tiiict. The true P. nlbi-flora and varieties 
luciniatu and rubescens flowered freely, and are 

4690. — Plants for a herbaceous 

border.—I would recommend the following 
as all being good hardy free-flowering plants, 

and of about the average height vou mention : 
Achillea ptarmica alba pi., white free flowering, 

one of the most useful plants grown ; Anemone 

japonica H. Jobert, white, and A. japonicu. rosy 
purple, universal favourites; A. fulgens, 

dazzling scarlet, handsome ; Matricaria inodora 

pi., white ; Scabiosa caucasica, lovely pale 

blue ; Diant bus Napoleon III., bright red, 
pretty ; Gynsophila paniculate, white, an 

extremely elegant plant, fine for bouquets; 

Lychnis chalcedonies, tl.-pl., fine bright scarlet ; 
Chrysanthemum maximum, white, fine; Dielytra 

snectabilis, pink, one of the finest herbaceous 
plants ; Trollius ouropieus (Globe-flower), yellow. 

Papuver orientale (Oriental Poppy), scarlet, 

with black spot ; P. nudicaule (Iceland Poppy) 

orange-rod, white ami yellow, great favourite, fine 
for cutting; Coreopsis lanceolate, yellow, very 
showy ; Kudbeokia speciosa, yellow, black 

centre, very handsome. Campanula carpntica, 
blue, and alba, white ; Centnuria montane, blue ; 

Anthericum liliastrum (St. Bruno's Lily (elegant 
spikes of pure-white flowers : Aquilegia 

glaudulosa, blue anil white, fine ; Spir.va 

palmate, rosy-crimson, one of the most beauti¬ 

ful hardy plants in cultivation; Yucca 
filainentosa, tall spikes, covered with 

white flowers, noble appearnnee. — 
E. J. P. 

A Single Pn.'ony (!'. Witim innhnn). 

4962. Planting Gladioli. 
'1 here are several sections of Gladioli, 
early and late dowering forms, some 
species, but the majority beautiful 

hybrids. The time to plant is spring 
lay, April—not now, us Gladioli arc 

not really hardy, and frequently get 

killed in the winter months when the 

position is very favourable. Gladioli 
are best when planted amongst such 

things as Dahlias, although if there is 
space a bed of G. brenchlcyensis 

makes a brilliant picture in early 
autumn. The soil must be well pre¬ 

pared, and the bulbs put in bold 
clumps. Good turfy loam is the best, 

soil, and at this time the bed or soil 
in which the bulbs are to be planted 

in spring should be thoroughly well 

dug up, and plenty of old hot bed 
manure incorporated with it.—C. T. 

flower with mo was P. peregrina, another crim¬ 

son-flowered Levantine species with large bold 

leaves, but not so striking as those of some 

kinds. It was cultivated by Miller, and also by 
.Mr. Salisbury at Brompton. The next to open 

its flowers was P. decora, not. the most hand- 

uoine species, but the flowers were a distinct 
purplish-rose. The downy leaves of P. mollis are 
• listinct from those of any other Pa-ony ; the 

flowers deep-purplish-red ; anthers bright-yel¬ 
low. P. aretina and P. aretina Baxteri are two 

”ood sorts ; the first has rosy-crimson flowers, 

and the variety Baxteri crimson ; they flowered 

iibout the same time. The common P. oflkinalis 

in its single state was very pretty, the flowers 
being of a rosy tint, the petals rather crumpled. 

This plant was cultivated in England as long 

ago as 1548. In Parkinson's time single and 
double forms were cultivated. The variety 

unemome flora flowered with me also. In this 

variety the flowers are purplish-crimson, and the 

yellow stamens are replaced by nuinerouspurplish 
filaments. The plant has been sent from a 

certain Prince de Salim Dyck about 1830. P. 

anomala came next in order ; the flowers crim¬ 

son, set off by lanceolate leaves. It is not very 

striking as a garden plant, but interesting as a 
distinct form, and it is termed the uigjsed- 

- riant Gladioli in March mid April. A good loom 
enriched with old manure will grow Gladioli well.—E. H. 

the most beautiful amongst the single Families. 

They are all very easily grown, and I do not 
care to coddle them up in pots; even the little 

P. Browni takes its chance out-of-doors. The 

border where they are growing lias been deeply 

trenched and well-manured. Some decayed 
manure was also placed on the surface during 

the winter, but even this is not necessary, as 
they seem to be all perfectly hardy. They need 
only to be left alone and will in time grow into 

large specimens. J. 

*■ 4878. — Outdoor plants.—In my own 
practice I like to get ns much of this work done 

in autumn as possible, because it cases the 

spring work, and it is an advance, especially in 
the case of spring or early summer-blooming 

plants, to get them established before winter 

sets in. Then, again, in the average herbaceous 

border there are bulbs of various kinds, and it 
is better to move these in autumn, than wait 

till spring. When borders are rearranged and 

manured it is not always possible to get the 
replanting done before Christmas, and then it 

will be as well to wait till growth becomes 

active, say in March.—E. H. 

Lime and coal-ashes.—Ashes ami lime arc useful 
to open wp heavy land. Put ashes and stable-manure 

9" 'ITVlTT?1' ",0. u"fJ "ProuRhl.1. MMl lev it lie for the cHtticS of establishing t 

note and fork i 

LIFTING AND REPLANTING HARDY 

PLANTS. 

Fine weather without frost in November gives 

the hardy plant grower the chance of going 

through the stock, lifting, dividing, and replant¬ 
ing w here necessary ; but it is not wise to lift 

everything in the borders and to manure and dig 

the ground all alike, for some plants are liet ter 

left untouched till spring, others resent fre¬ 
quent disturbance, while others again do not 

need it, and all vary in the amount or kind of 

manure they want; some will assimilate a largo 

quantity and some are better without any. 
When this is borne in mind it will be seen that 

any attempt to treat all alike would be folly, 

anii that the better way will be to decide on the 
proper site for each plant. After Carnations 

are planted no time sliould be lost before com¬ 

mencing the work, and in some cases it would 
be even better to take it in hand earlier if 

possible. First, attention should lie given to 
those things which are intended for naturalising 

in out-of-the-way places, which cannot easily be 

got at in bad weather, as by leaving these till 
last tv,13,p.ften lost, or the plants have not 

stnbliahing themselves. This 

uires much fore- 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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thought, and if this is not given failures will 
he more frequent than successes, for there are 

many things to look at in planting in places 
which do not often come under the eve, and 

there are many enemies to contend with unless 
one wishes to court failure. There are not many 
effective plants grown in the majority of gardens 

whichcan be naturalised successfully and allowed 
to take care of themselves for any length of 

time, and if plants outside the limit arc chosen, 
the grower must lie prepared to devote some 

time to keeping the groups free from weeds at 
least. Bulhs of most kinds should he planted 

at once if this is not already done, for the 
sooner they commence root action the finer 
the flowers will be. Irises are all impatient 

of removal, and must he left alone if pos¬ 
sible ; hut when planting is imperative, early 
autumn is the host time to do it ; this some¬ 

times saves a year in the time of flowering, 
though little must lie expected of them for the 

first year. Soino of the Holianthus occasionally 
get killed in a severe winter, hut I find that 
divided pieces often escape when established 

clumps suffer. Aquilegias are best done soon 
after flowering. Anemone juponicu alba I have 
found grows better when autumn-planted. This 
plant acts very differently in some soils to what 

it does in others, for sometimes it becomes a 
troublesome weed, but in light sandy soils 

increase is very slow and it never gets out of 
bounds. Alliums, such as A. Moly and A. 

ueapolitanum, may lie broken up and roiilunled 
now if necessary. Asters (Michaelmas Daisies) 

and Doronicums enjoy frequent division and 
plenty of manure. Many of the Campanulas 
are better for breaking up, replanting only the 

strongest crowns. Chrysanthemum maximum, 
the perennial Ccntaureas, Ceums, Mertensias, 
perennial Poppies, Monardas, and many other 

things well repay attention, and in our light 
soil I fmd that some plants generally supposed 

to do best when divided in spring, such ns 
Delphiniums, Phloxes, Tradescant ins, and 

Plumbago Lamentiv, do equally well when 
autumn planted, and are wolf out of hand before 
the spring comes upon us. J. 

CHRISTMAS ROSES. 

Tick Christman Rose is a good plant for the 
smaller gardens. It is a familiar flower by name, 

but not often seen grown well, as it likes a 
rather dump, shady position, which cannot 

always lie given. A variety of Hclloborus niger 
named muximus, and is known under several 
synonyms aa major, giganteua, and more 

commonly altifolius. It blooms earlier than the 
type, opening its large white flowers in Novem¬ 

ber, and both leaf and stem are mottled with 
purple. This kind and St. Brigid (white) arc 

the 1 Mist of the many kinds in cultivation, not 
forgetting the type. If there is a little ditch in 

the garden, the sides shingly and moist, estab¬ 
lish the plants there, and they will develop into 

broad, leafy clumps, a pleasure to look at even 
when flowers are absent. If to lie planted in the 

bonier, let the soil lie of a good, light, loamy 

character, and not likely to get stagnant, as, 
although Christmas Roses want moisture and 
partial shade, they will not grow in water-logged 

spots. Another place for them is by the margin 
of shrubberies, if the soil is not exhausted by 

the shrubs. Where a small quarter is set apart 
for getting flowers for cutting, the plants should 
lie covered with a bell-glass when the buds are 

coming on, and the bloom will lie earlier and 
purer than if they were in full exposure. 

Another wav is to pot them, and a few potfuls 
in the greenhouse urc enjoyable, as one cannot 
always go into the garden ; the flowers, too, in 
bail weather, getting much sullied, unless 

the clumps nestle safely in the more 
sheltered spots in the rockery. Large speci¬ 

mens, either put into baskets and piled 
up with light soil or Cocoa-nut-refuse, will, if 

placed in gentle heat, provide a splendid lot of 
flowers, and so pure that they can be used in the 

choicest decorations. They must not, however, 

lie too much excited into growth, nor directly 
they are past their best placed out where they 
are likely to suffer from frost. Hardy plants of 

all kinds do not relish artificial heat. The 
Ilellcliores after being forced, so to say, this 

year, should be left alone next, as they cannot 
stand being lifted and potted ex^ry year. 

Christmas Roses ore not difficult £o propagati 
and may lie raideUC|«iUj©IM sVdsj \v) ftp! 

division of the roots. The best way for amateurs 

who only want a small increase of stock is to 
propagate by division of the roots. The place 

in which they arc to be planted must lie well 
repared, and the crowns divided with a sharp 

-iiifc. The time for this is the spring, and 
during the ensuing summer give ample supplies 
of water, also mulching with Cocoa-nut-fibre 

refuse or well rotted horse-manure. V. C. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

WEEDIN'!i TREES. 

Gracefci. in outline, elegant in growth, impres¬ 
sive and attractive in appearance, weeping trees 
possess all those characteristics which render 

them especially valuable for the embellishment 

of landscape, park, and lawn. This peculiarity of 
form among weeping-trees is a precious one, in¬ 

asmuch as the contrast between the rigid upper tort ion of the tree and the pendulous outer and 
iwcr parts forms a very striking and attractive 

feature, quite distinct from the aspect-usually 

presented by other trees. But for all this they 
require to lie employed discreetly, or the good 

effect which they are capable of producing is 
destroyed. They should no planted sparingly, 

and not near one another, and carefully selected 
and suitable sites must be chosen for them, or 
half their charm will be lost ; when met at 

every turn or too often repeated their interest 

and attraction are greatly diminished. They 

Weeping Asl 

should never form large groups or masses, nor 
be mixed up with other trees in belts or borders. 
In the hands of a skilful planter they are capable 

of producing the most charming results, and are 
more effective in giving character ami expression 

to a landscape than any other trees. The 
Weeping Ash (here figured), as is well known, 

is a tree of great beauty, and so is the 

White-leaved Weeping Linden (Tilia 
argentea pendulu), which is a handsome, droop¬ 
ing variety, with large, round leaves of a greyish- 
green colour above and silvery-grey beneath. 
Worked upon stocks standard high the branches 

shoot out almost horizontally, and as they 
increase in length liend gracefully towards the 
ground, giving to the tree a decidedly pendulous 

character. Being a strong grower, it requires to 

be vigorously pruned to keep it in shape. In 
this way it can lie trained into a round sym¬ 
metrical head, and will always be found a desir¬ 

able addition to any collection on account of 

its distinct silvery foliage, which contrasts 
effectively with the deep-green of other trees. 

0. 

Pruning and clipping shrubs.—Many 

questions are asked in Gardening about the 
best way to clip or prune shrubs, Conifers, 
and such-like things? This shows that much of 

is done, and we know from observation th_ . 
leauty of shrubs in both large and small I 

The fault in the first place is in planting them 
too thickly together, and the clipping has to be 
done to prevent them overshadowing everything 

else in the garden ; but the better way is to 
remove one hero anil there to enable those 

remaining to develop their natural beauty. 
A shrub is a beautiful object, but made objec¬ 

tionable by cli p|iing. Conifers when clipped are 
deprived of their true elegance and beauty, and 

when hacked about carelessly never recover 
their true character. In dealing with Lilacs, 
Weigelas, and shrubs of this kind so commonly 

seen in gardens, the proper way is to remove 
crowded-up growths to give the younger w'ood 

space to develop. The suburban amateur gar¬ 
dener takes, 1 fear, the London parks as his 

model, where the shrubs, as a rule, are wanting 
variety, and regularly clipped in to make 

them conform to a set space. They lose their 
natural beauty, and are a positive eyesore in 

many cases. Each autumn the ground aliout 
them is regularly forked up, destroying fibrous 
roots in the process, and the effect of such treat¬ 

ment above and below is to produce ugly, 

stunted bushes. It is unnecessary to write 
against Privet, Aucubas, and common shrulm 
iieing planted in gardens until one gets heartily 
sick ol them, as lists of licnuliful flowering trees 

and shrubs arc given from time to time. Gardens 
of any kind, whether in town or country, can 

never be made beautiful unless a good selection 
is made, the shrubs well planted, left alone to 

develop their natural beauty, and not dug 
amongst in the autumn. Abolish Araucarias 

from small gardens. They are rarely satisfac- 
tory in big places, and the complaints frequently 
made about lower branches dying off is through 

the soil and situation being unsuitable.- 1’. 

41)7!).— Lime - trees. -The red-twigged 
Lime will flower as soon and as freely as any. 
\lbu, the white-leaved variety, has rather larger 

flowers, and is aliout a fortnight later. It is 
rather difficult to say at wlmt age a Lime-tree 

will come into bloom, as so much depends upon 
soil, situation, and other local matters : but no 
great number of flowers will be produced till 

the tree is from fifteen to twenty years old. 
Limes are generally propagated by layering in 
autumn. What are termed stools are kept in 

nurseries for the purpose. Stools are old plants 
which, from being frequently cut liack, throw 
up atinuallv numbers of young shoots.- E. 11. 

4961). <iuick growing Ivies. It is 
scarcely wise to give lists of Ivies, as they vary 
so greatly in name in different gardens. The 

following, however, may be recommended ami 
are fairly accurately named in most nurseries : 
Emerald Gem, or Green, as it is sometimes 

called, is one of the finest, the plant making 
very rapid growth, and producing a wealth of 

rich-green leaves. It shoots up remarkably well, 
and docs not get straggling or leave bare spares 
on the walls as in the case of many kinds. This 

should lie selected amongst the deep-green- 
leaved kinds, ami if you wish for one with a very- 

large leaf, almost as big as a plate, choose 
Riegneriana or dentatu. It is lietter for plant ing 

against out-buildings than a wall. Glymi ami 

atro-purpurea, which has browny-purple leaves, 
are also very fine, particularly the last-men¬ 
tioned, an Ivy which wo do not see sufficiently 

of in gardens. Its foliage is quite of a self- 
purple chocolate tone, very rich during the 

winter months. One would scarcely believe how 
tender some kinds are, as algicriensis, which 

last winter I saw practically killed, the leaves 
browned as if they had passed through a fire. In 
selecting variegated Ivies carefully avoid those 

that make a patchy growth. Madeirensis varie- 
gata is really too straggling. It is not suffi¬ 

ciently hardy for general planting, although 
more used, perhaps, than any other variety. 

H. aurca elegantissima. Gold Clouded, Lees 
Silver, and variegata elegantissima are go's! 

kinds, for the most the leaves ltcing very 

distinctly and attractively coloured. Plant 
lv cs well, preparing the soil carefully for them, 
if it is bad, and through the first summer help 

them with liberal supplies of water when the 
weather is dry. The common Ivy of the 

hedgerows is very pretty and its leaves varied 
in colour, and pleasingly veined. I once planted 

a wall with it. It took some little time to 
establish, as the bits were got from the hedge - 

grows, but once it obtained firm hold grew 

vigorously. The second year the shoots were 
jiVctty closely, and the growth then 

yis is spoilt by the absurd lopJ^^p<)^^r|l yii^pvi’^ ^^ptjp^aljyjTobust. —C. T. 
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THE BETTER KINDS OF TULIPS. 

As bulbs are now being planted, it would be 
well to get a few of the better kinds of Tulips 
in gardens—not the Dutch varieties, which are 

very fine, but often repeated in gardens. The 
flowers of the species and varieties are superb 
for colours, and a few clumps in the borders tell 
well. Such kinds as T. Clusiana are dainty 

Tulips, rather expensive, and rather trouble¬ 
some to do well, requiring a warm soil and 
position. It is rather T. fulgens, T. elegans, 

T. macrospeila, and T. gesncriana that deserve 
to be well planted in gardens for their colour. 
T. fulgens is a tall, stately form, the flowers of 
deepest crimson, and T. elegans is a beautiful 

Tulip, the flowers very rich crimson in colour, 
and the single reflex, '1'. macrospeila (carmine), 
the fine T.gesneriana (often so beautiful in cottage 
gardens), T. retroflexa (bright-yellow, witli the 

segments rcllexcd at the apex), and T. viridiflora 
(green, with borderings of yellow) are all worth 
planting; but get the first three mentioned 
before the others, and the bright little T. persiea, 

a very dwarf kind, the sweetly-scented flowers 
in the bud are of a coppery tint, but often of a 
bright-yellow. The bulbs vary from one shilling 

to hulf-a-crown a dozen, so are rather expensive 
to plant freely. T. (Jreigi is very showy, the 
flowers orange-scarlet in colour, ami the leaves 
bold, glaucous in colour, blotched with a choco¬ 

late colour. It is a very expensive species, 
however, although introduced many years since, 
but it is not alway satisfactory. A small laid of 
it on the outskirts of the lawn is showy, and 

the bullw are hardy, liking a light soil and open 
position. The Parrot Tulips arc comparatively 

cheap, and the quaintly-shaped flowers, coloured 
n a quixotic anil bizarre way, are delightful, 

the llowers being exceedingly interesting, and 

the colours often the most brilliant, the seg¬ 
ments splashed with crimson and yellow, and 
gashed at the margin in a curious way. One 
seems to lose sight of such fine Tulips as those 

mentioned in modem gardens ; but bold clumps 
in the borders or beds are very beautiful in early 
May, or they bloom later than the Dutch varie- 
ties, tho Parrot Tulips being in beauty quite 

late in May. F. 0. 

TREATMENT OF TUBEROSES. 

Having a batch of these sweet-scented and 
popular flowers now in bloom, and which will 

last well over Christmas, a few notes upon their 
treatment may lie useful. As a general rule, 
these bulbs arc grown in a temperature much 

higher than the average amateur can command, 
and it is very seldom that we find them well 
done by the unprofessional grower. There is 
not the least need for strong heat to securo a 

good lifttch of these flowers during late autumn 
and winter, and my plan is as follows : Purchase 
a few sound bulbs early in the year—aav, 
January or Fobruary. Tuberoses are' generally 

sent over in two batches, one from Africa and 
one from America. If we get the latest bulbs 
and pot them into strong, turfy soil, making 
them very firm, and covering the bulb a little 

more than half way we may secure a more even 
batch than is generally seen. Pot into moist 
soil, and place a little sharp sand at the base of 

ouch bulb. Stand them in a pit or frame, and 
cover with Cocoa-nut rofuse. Early in March 
is a good time to pot. The chief cause of failure 

under this cool treatment comes from damp, but 
if the bulbs are potted into soil of a medium 

moistness, and covered with tho Cocoa-fibre, 
there is no fear of damp, as water is not needed 

until the roots are well at work. By this time 
the weather will be warm and dry, and water¬ 
ing must Ixi carefully attended to. Almost full 

exposure may be given during tho midsummer 
and early autumn months, by which time most 
of the bulbs will have started their spikes. 

When growth has well commenced frequent 
applications of weak liquid-manure are very 
beneficial. As autumn approaches and before 
wo get cold nights tho plants should be housed, 

when if the forwardcst be brought into a warm 
greenhouse as needed they will flower freely, and 
keep up a supply all through the winter. If 
thoro bo any preference, I would give it to 

American-grown bulbs, as I think wo get fewer 
failures from these. The secret of cool treat¬ 
ment is avoiding a cold, damp soil, and this is 

easily dono if plunged, so ns to got rub'oT'tlm 
necessity for water until ajm^ieif has trrix^ld 
and the pots are fairly fulrof roots. PH5.v-^ 

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS. 

Questions. — Queries and ansurrs are inserted in 
GAK0KXIN0/r«e if charge if corres/suulents/Mow the rules 
here laid down for their guidance. All communications 
for insertion should he elearlg and concisely written on 

one side of the /Hiper only, and addressed to the Editor of 
Gardening, .•(?, .Soul hamptan-street, Coeenl-gardnn, Lon 
don. Ijctters on business should be sent to the I’ciilisiisr. 
The name and address if the sender are required in 

addition to any designation he may desire to be used in 
the pa/irr. When more than one query is sent, each 

should be on a se/mrate piece of pa/ier. L'nansirered 
queries should be repeated. Correspondents should bear 
tit mind that, as Oardknino has to be sent to press some 
time in advance of date, they cannot always be replied to 

in the issue immediately following the receipt of their 
communication. 

Answers ( which, with the exception of such as cannot 
well be classified, wilt be found in their different depart¬ 
ments) should always bear the number and title placed 
against the query replied to, and our readers will greatly 
oblige u* by advising, as far as their knowledge and 
observations permit, the correspondents who seek assist¬ 

ance. Conditions, soils, and means vary so infinitely 
that several answers to the same question mail often be 
very useful, and those who reply would do well io mention 
the localities in which their experience is gained. Corres- 
pundents trim refer to articles inserted in (1ardkxi.no 

should mention the number in which they ap/ieared. 

sow.— Reflexed Chrysanthemums. What are 
the names of tin- host twelve varieties of refluxed Chrysan 

themums for exhibition?—R. II. 

6005.- Damp wall-tiles. Will anyone kindly tell 
me of any solution for tiles found effioaeions in keeping 

damp out of a dwelling-house? To be applied outside.— 
IIawkwood. 

Hinti. Celery for show. 1 shall he greatly obliged 
if someone will give me the names of the best, kinds of 

Celery for show, and how ought it to he grown to have it 
ready in August 7 R. H. 

6007. Boes and Carnations. Will anyone inform 
me whether, in the keeping of Bees in a garden »here 
Roses and Carnations are grown, the flowers will lx- spoilt 
or any way affected ?—E. M. 

500s. Chrysanthemum cuttings. Will some¬ 
one kindly inform me if Chrysanthemum col lings ran lie 
struck in a cold greenhouse, and what kind of soil is the 

best for that purpose ?—R. H. 

6000. Seedling Brier stocks. -These have just 
been transplanted info the liods where they will he bedded 

next year. Will someone kindly slate if if is necessary to 
out them hack at all? If so, when ?—.1. T. K 

5010. Treatment of Petunias. Will anyone fell 
me how to treat double Petunias which have just finished 
flowering to get a stock of cuttings for next season ? Musi 
the cuttings lie of old or new growths?— Ixgrifttoi 

6011.-Chinese Primulas and Deutzla gra¬ 
cilis. Will somebody tell me how to fertilise Chinese 
Primulas (single), so as to gel seed? Also how to propagate 
Dcutzia gracilis, and the season for doing it?- Isgi'iKKK 

5012.—Heating a greenhouse.—I wish to know 
if earthenware socket-pipes would answer for healing a 
greenhouse with hot water, as they will come much 

cheaper Ilian iron ones? Will they he liable lo burst ?— 
W. II. 

6013.—Roses In a cool glasshouse. I have 
Climbing Devoniensis and W. A. Richardson Roses now- 
growing in a cool glass-house. I want lo know if they are 

suitable for forcing with Mardehul Nicl, or are they 
summer Roses?—W. C., Bristol. 

5011. — Japanese Chrysanthemums. — Will 
someone kindly give me the names of the best eighteen 
varieties of Japanese Chrysanthemums for exhibition ? 
Also Hie names of the best eighteen varieties of Incurved 

kinds for the same purpose ?—K. II. 

5015.—Cost of heating a greenhouse. Will you 
tell me what is an average consumption of coal yearly for 
healing a range of glass-houses, about 45 feet long, pi|x-s 
1-inch? Half Ihc house kept at stove-heat, the rest tem¬ 
perate. The best household coal used.—Scotia. 

6016.—Treatment of a Pern, See. I should he 
very grateful if any render of (Iahdkxixu could give me 
information concerning the treatment of Kern Platyloma 
flexuosa, and also the Rock-plant Poterium sanguisorha, 
both of which 1 have just hail given me?—C. M. M. 

5017. —A greenhouse wall.-Is Ihero any objec¬ 
tion to covering ihc brick wall of n lean-to conservatory 
with rough Cork, and are there not sonic delicate or 
rather small creeping .plants or Kerns that might be 
rooted in ils crevices? Does the Cork encourage insects? 
-0. E. C. 

5018. Hoya and Dracaena, Ac.—Will someone 
kindly tell me howto treat alloya and Dracaxtna U-rmiimlis? 
I have only a sitting-room to keep them in. Do they re¬ 

quire much water? I should like also to know how to 
treat the Polvsf iehum angulare. What should it lie potted 
with?—E. »(. 8, 

5010.-Treatment of Cherries.—I have some 
Cherries which were budded a year and a half since ; they 
have grown well in one long rod. Should I cut it back 

now to make them furnish ? I want to train them for a 
wall. They each budded about Olnches from the ground on 
Cherry-stocks.—Pixk. 

5020. —Plants for carpet-bedding.—1 shall feel 
obliged if someone will kindly mention in Gardkxixo a few 

things suitable for carpeting the front of a mixed border, 
of low growth, and evergreen (like London Pride, for in¬ 

stance), to plan! abou Inear Rose-bushes and amongst 
other things?—Mrs. Taylor, Blackheath. 

5021. —Perns In a greenhouse.—Will Ferns do 
well planted in a border round wall below pipes (which will 

only dc Mated In cold weather)? Wlmt soil is suitable for 
-in Mjnanl «n®A' I mix Lycopodiums and bulbs of Daffodils 

■wit Would Maiden-hair Ferns grow on i " ' ’ 

andjeflht sorts would be hes on west?—0. E. C 

6022.-Covering for a stage.—I have three rows 
of 1-inch piping along tho front of my greenhouse, and the 

stage is immediately above, but only'12 inches higher. It 
has occurred to me that mv plants on this stage will be dried 
lip. Perhaps someone will kindly suggest some covering 
for the stage? Would corrugated iron do? Enthusiast. 

5023. —Pear-trees not growlng.-Two years ago I 
trenched up a meadow, turned it into a kitchen garden, 
and planted pyramid Pear-trees; hut they do not make 
any wood or near fruit. Will someone kindly fell mo whal 
1 ought to do to make them grow and bear? The trees 

have not been pruned since they were put in. The soil is 
sandy.—O. A. 

5024. -Artificial manure.-Will someone please 
say what would be the best sort of artificial manure to use 
for flower border in small garden, into wliidh there is no 

means of bringing dairy or other like manure ? The flower 
border is about 60 feet long and 5 feet wide. Would 
decayed leaves lie better than the artificial manure; and, 
if so, what is the speediest way to make the leaves rot?- 
L. K. B. 

5025. —Growing early Rhubarb.—Having severe 
large roots in my garden, will someone kindly inform me 
how lo proceed in obtaining an early supply ? 1 have 
plenty of leaves. Should I pul them on the crowns and 

cover with a lull or pot, or should I pul Ihc latter on and 
leaves round outside? Do they also want fermenting 
before using? Any information' as to last means will 
oblige?—Novick. 

5020. A bed of Lily of the Valley, Ac. I am 
very anxious to make it new bed of Lily of the Valley. 
Kindly give any directions os to suh-soil and best manure ? 
Also if it would do well in a sheltered spot about a yard 
away from an Old Beech-hedge? Any suggestions as lo 
making a Carnal ion bed would he gladly accepted. Would 

rabbit-stud do? Whal is the best mixture for planting 
Carnations in ’—Potpourri. 

5027. —Forcing Lily of the Valley.—Would 
someone kindly loll me, when forcing Lily of the Valiev, 

how soon Nhould they lie taken mil of the hot-lied, ami 
would a Vine-house or a fernery suit llicm best? I have 
some that have been in hot-lied a month ; most of them 
have conte up a little. I have them plunged in a Melon- 

frame, which has a hot-water pipe. Would it help them 
to keep Hint hot ?— Edklwkiss. 

5028. —ClimbingRoseslnagreenhouse. How 
many Climbing Roses could be grown in a lean-to house 

of 12 feet south and 20 feel west ? Which would suit best 
for each aspect, and for cool comer in west ? How far 

from glass must they lie kepi, and will I he shadow from them 
injure of her plants ? Whal is the name of a good Crimson 
Passion-flower with drooping blossoms, and would anyone 

say if it is difficult to manage, and also give names of other 
good plants for hanging-boskets ?—U. K. 0. 

502lt.—Bulbs In pots. -Will the following bullw 
Kreesias, Daffodils, Narcissus, Chionodoxas, Crocuses, 
Snowdrops, and Tulips—which I have now ill |iols foi 

blooming this winter and spring, bloom satisfactorilv il 
left in the same pots next year? I shall lie very glad to 

hear from some of my more experienced brother readers 
respecting the treatment, iVc. It iH a matter of consider¬ 

able expense lo have to procure fresh bulbs every season. 
I may say I do not possess a garden.—Nemesis. 

5030. Pruning and repotting Tea Roses in a 
cold greenhouse. Will someone kindly give me the 
following information in regard to some Tea Roses now in a 

greenhouse which is always entirely unhealed? When 
should they lie pruned? When should they he repotted nr 
their roots otherwise attended to? When should tiny In- 
stood out-of-door-. ? When should I hey he taken in again ? 
The Roses have been blooming freely up lo quite rec. nlly, 

and are in a span-roofed house standing cost and west.- 
Lkwikiiauitk. 

5031. —Marochal Nlel Rose and Vines, Ac. 
I have a large Rose-tree in a vinery where I have Just 
finished cutting the drapes, will someone kindly inform 
me the proper treatment for the above during the winter? 
Having pipes through the house. I can give heat if il is 
required and good ventilation top and IkiDoiii when neces¬ 
sary. Should the latter lie kept on all night to harden the 
above? Would II affect cither by planting Lcltuces in the 
house, having plenty of floor space (00 feet by 20 feet), 

which I want to mnkc the most of ?—Novick. 

5032. —A new greenhouse. Will someone kindly 
oblige me with hints how best in furnish a netv green¬ 
house, not intended lo be tilled with many stages, and 
where flowers are desired that can be fairly easily man¬ 

aged without a very skilled gardener, and" where it is 
intended only to keep sufficient heat (if it can lie so regu¬ 
lated) as to keen out frost? The conservatory Is built 
round theanglcof nty house,and opens out ofaroom ; space 
will lx- left in it to walk or sit. It measures 12 feet lo 
south, blit 20 feet to west, is 8 feet broad, and has Lough 

borough boiler, and pipes all along south side and lo 
It feet of west, where they are slopped bv door out to 
lawn, and opposite lo that m room, so that there is a cool 
corner to the west about 7 feet square. Il contains a tank 
for soft water on south side.—G. B. U. 

To the following queries brief editorial replies 
are given ; but trailers are invited to give, further 

answers should lltey be able lo offer additional 

advice on the various subjects. 

5033. — Plelones (Tar).—I should be happy to assist 
you with names tor your plants, hut they must certainly 
come tome in much better condition than the blossoms 
sent, which might have been from their appearance some 

of last year’s flowers.—M. B. 

5034. —Black Hamburgh Vines (Pine).—\ have 
some good young Vines (Block Hamburgh*) two and three 
years old, grown in pots. I want lo dispose of them. 
Where would I be most likely to do so to the best 
advantage ? {Advertise in Gardkxixo.—Ed.) 

50.15.—Hymenophyllum8 (T Baxter),—Yes-, the flouts of which you send specimens are of great beauty. 

hey arc popularly known us Filmy Ferns, and the two 
specimens sent are (1) Hyntenophylltim unUatemlo, (2)11. 
tunbridgensc, and there is another one which is 
IneKlded i with I tfiepi i:, this is the Killumey Fern (Trioho- 
nmnes radu'alis), and no more beautiful member of the 

;ilynf?ds^p 'ft’ffPN'OT^n/^T'00' °r col<l room — 
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5036.—Orchids and their culture (Tumbled 
One).—I do not think you would do any Hood with theio 
plants with the accommodation you have. But you 
should atop in the situation you have, and learn as much 
as you can of these plants in your spare time. Do not be 

in a hurry.—M. B. 

.'>037. -Cattleya lablata (J. Burton).—The flowers 
you send are good coloured ones, and very fair sired, ami 
of good shape. 1 think there were some picked varieties 

in the Inst or some of the recent importations of this 
siss ies, for several of my readers have sent me some fine 
coloured forms of it from plants they have recently 

obtained.—M. B. 

5038. —Oncldlum Porbesi (B. II.). This is the 
name of your flower, and a very good form of it, large and 
of a very fine colour. All this section require cool treat¬ 
ment n'nd to lie kept fairly moist through the winter 
months. Do not keep it at anything like 00 degs.: 
aliout *8 degs. mid o'I degs. 1 should say was quite hot 

enough, and keep fairly moist.—SI. B. 

.'sew, Odontoglossum Alexandrite (Allan). - 
If these plants are showing flower they limy be kept in the 
warm end of the house, if the heat does not exceed aliout 
AO (legs., and the atmosphere should not lie nltowed to 

become dry: but yon must avoid excess of moisture, as 
this is qiiite ns detrimental its the drought, and you 
should preserve a happy medium.—M. B. 

5040.—Amaaonla punicea (J. n'ebeter). This is 
the name of the specimen you send, and which is, asyou say, 
a cool stove plant, It is a member of the Verbena 
family, and is very showy, its bright crimson bracts and 

yellow flowers rendering it very conspicuous, The flowers, 
however, ure somewhat fugacious. This is an easily-grown 
plnnt, and young ones should frequently lie raised from 

cuttings or from seeds. .!. J. 

MMl. Gardenia cltrlodora (■!■ /’. This Is a 
very free-flowering stove plant and of exquisite fragrance. 
•• .1. IV M." sends me a beautiful truss and leaf for a name : 
its flowers are pure-white, resembling Orange-blossoms, 
and might b- used in tin- same manner if “.I. I'. M." 
could gel sufficient of them, he could use Orange-lenves 
with them. I do not know if my friend requires them for 
wedding purjioscs ; but they could be so used.—J. J. 

5012. HchIzostyUs cooclnea (Antrim).—This is 
a beautiful plant for iiiitimm flow ering, producing flow er* 

of a bright-crimson, and is a native of South Africa. It 
should be polled in light, turfy loam and be well drained. 
It may be planted in the open air in the summer mouths 
and lifted in the autumn, when they will flower for months 
in the greenhouse, ft is a plnnt. that deserves more atten¬ 
tion than it seem* to get, and yet people want aulumnnnd 

winter-blooming plants.—J. J. 

AIMS,—Odontoff 1OS8Ums (A. A'.).—1 nm sorry you 
have to write again; but you certainly did not get the 
plan you have adopted with these plants from me. You 
have treated them ns if Kiev were so many Brambles and 
you have reaped the results. I am very sorry for you, 

la-cause such results dishearten one. You must gel the 
house into a nice damp condition before you can grow 
Odontogloasums without tlirips. If you will send your 
name I will give you a rcmedy.~M. It. 

-'■044. Slugs eating Primulas (A n Amateur).- 
Yes, I have not the slightest doubt that these are the 
cause of your failures, and you should not leave a stone 

unturmsi to circumvent tlu-m. Search with a candle at 
night, and carefully move every pot nnd stone in the day¬ 
time, and underneath the pots. These pests do not 
leave their hiding-places without knowing where to find 
it again ; nnd without you also Ibid it, there will be no use 
lor you to grow Primulas, ns the whole tribe of slugs 

appear to have a strong liking for these plants. .1. .1. 

5045.- Oymnogrammas for Wardlan-casos 
(.In nr Fllioll). This Indy asks if she can use these plants 
for Wardian-eases I Well, all that I can say in this case 
is do not believe anyone who tells you such n tale. We 
all know the difficulties which arise to amateurs-aye, 
and professionals too in keeping these plants in an 
ordinary stove. I cannot Imagine the troubles and the 

care which would beset nnyniic who tried to winter them 

in such a structure. .My advice is to keen all Kerns with 
a farinaceous coating carefully out of a Wurdinn-ense. 
J. J. 

50111. British Orchlfls -Droeera asks what arc the 
chief difficulties in tin- cultivation of these plants? Now 
this is a question I cannot answer, because I contend if the 
root* are taken up .. their native places before Christ¬ 
mas, and they are planted in n prepared bed or Isirder, 
made lip ill the same manner as Unit the plants were lifted 
from, and the roots are moved nt the proper lime and 

planted in proper time, there is no difficulty in their cul¬ 
ture. But difficulties occur to those people who lift the 
plant* when seen in flower, and pill them into the border 
without giving a thought if this is in accordance with 
Iheir wants. Then ditflculties will crop up.- M. B. 

5047.—Aquatic plants.-A'. Johiuton nsks me mint- 
question* about those plant* which I am very- glad to re¬ 
ceive, for these things are much neglected. Albeit “ S. J." 
ask* about stove species only, particularly mentioning 
Nymphma* and Nelumbiums. these, however, arc all 
dormant and at rest now, and the roots are in the right 
Mate for transportation to a distance easily. The place 
should be got in readiness for the root*," and the soil 
should lie got into the position the plants are to occupy, 
and this should be cut from a good slack of loam that has 

been stored away tor some time ; if stacked with manure 
so much the better, but if there is none in the soil I advise 
you, “ S. J.,” to put with good turfy loam fully one-fourth 
of dry cow-manure. Fill some large basket*, and a* you 

have the tank dry at present, place these large baskets In 
the positions the Nympha-ns are to occupy. You can 
arrange the colours as you would like to have them—blue, 
white, red. and pink. The Xcliimbiimis should be planted 

in the centre nr in the side tanks ; but if the centre of the 
lirge tank is determined upon, raise the soil to near the 
* irface, because this plant likes to grow in shallow water. 
Bricks may lie substituted for baskets to receive the 
mould if thought desirable ; the baskets will not last more 

than one year, but they can lie removed if it is thought 
d -sirable if done shortly alter planting. X153m the begin 

5048.- Plants for the greenhouse (J. n'nfson). 
—I should think the following dozen plants would suit 
your purpose very well, as they are all of distinct and Ere-tty growth. Y'ou should go to a nursery and see them 

rfor’c buying. Araucaria excelsa, Cham strops Fortunei, 
0. humills, Cycas revoluta, Das.vlirion ncrotriche, Rnphis 

flahelliforme, Phu-nix ilactylifera, I’homix tenuis, I’hor- 
miiim tenax variegntuni, and P, Colensoni, Yucca aloifolia 
variegata, and Y. quadricolor. The last two named must 
not have much water through the winter months. Tin- 
above plants will make a good feature in the house, nnd 
they may lie added to from time to time os you see others 
which you like, and they will all thrive in the temperature 

you name.—J. J. 

AdW. - Grubs In Willows (Mr. Conarrre).—Your 
saplings were the Sallow or drub Willow (Salix caprea), 

and they acre attacked by the caterpillars or lnrvni of one 
of the " Cleanving ” moths (Spheria Isnnbuifonnis). These 
moths very much resemble very large wasps or hornets ; 
their wings, unlike most moths', are almost entirely free 
from males, and their yellow and brown bodies make them 

look much more like "wasps than moths. They usually 
nppoar in July. and the caterpillars may be found from 
September to May, when they become chrysalides. It is 
very difficult to suggest any remedy for these insects. 

The moths are very sluggish’, and might be searched fer 
on the steins of the trees ; but when the grubs are at work 
within the stems it is impossible to reach them without 
injury to the trees. Smearing the lower part of the steins 
with soft-soap in July, or painting them with whitewash, 

which could lie washed oft nt the end of August, would 
prevent the moths laying their eggs on the tree*.—0.8. 8. 

5050, - Grubs In bulbs (J. IK. Marthall).—T\ir 
grubs in your Pancratium bulbs were those of the Nar¬ 
cissus Fly (Merodon cquestris). This insect is very com¬ 
mon in Narcissus Imllis, and probably it is not very parti¬ 
cular what kind nt bulb It attacks. When the grub has 
nearly attained its full growth, it is very questionable if 

anything ran be done to destroy it without injuring the 
bulb; lail as a matter of fact, at this time the grub will 
have so injured the Imlli thnl the host thing to do is to 

bum them, when the presence of file grubs may often be 
detected by pinching the neck of the bulbs, which if in¬ 
fested feci soft ami hollow, instead of haul anil Arm. 
Dr. Kitr.rma Bos, who hns studied the habit of this 
insect very closely, says that placing the Imllis in water 

for eight days will kill the grub* without In any way 
injuring the bulbs, and that the flies may be caught by 
plates of treacle, smeared round the edges with honey as 

a Ivait. This may be worth doing in Holland, where this 

fly is often very abundant, tint it Is very ipiestionable if it 
would be ol any practical use here, wliero It Is much 
scarcer. This fly Is black and yellow in colour, and is 

nearly three-quarters of an inch long, anil measures an 
inch and a quarter across the wings. It- somewhat re¬ 
sembles a small bumble-lice. Tlu-y lav their eggs in Maj¬ 
or June, probably at the Isisc of the leaves or In the old 
flower-stalks. When the grubs are full grown they leave 

the bulbs, and burying themselves in the earth, they 
bc-ome chrysalides, from which the flies emerge in Aprii. 
Any menus which could In- used to prevent the flies laying 
their eggs on the bulbs would be useful, such as sand 

soaked hi paraffin-oil laid near the bulbs, or earthing then) 
up In May or June.—O. 8. 8. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 
Any minimi nlcationt retjieetiiig planlt or /ruffs 

rrnl In name tin mill n lira at accmnjiany the parrel, whir It 
ihould hr tuhlretteil to the Editor of Garpkmxu ILIA'S- 
tkatkd, .17, Soulhamplon-itreet, Strand, London, W.C. 

Names of plantB. IK, //. Hobinton.—l, Davallia 

rannriense ; 2, Ncphrolepls exnltata; 3, Asiiidium Lon- 
chills var.; 4, Asplcnium bulbiforuni.-II. A. IK. All 
Bcgonios : 1, B. semperflorens; 2. B. insignia; 3, B. Wol- 
toniensi*; 4 and 5. send again when ill flower ; 0, B. linage- 
ana.— C. S. II. &— Cypripcdiuni inslgnc. Amine 

For. Yes, we think it is a species of Euphorbia, hut can¬ 
not you send a better specimen?-ft. C. Cypri- 
pedium bnrbatum superbum.-D. II. 1 Teller.- Cannot 
name.-K. Fuller.—Dried up; impossible to name. 

Names of fruit.—/'. C,, Trouhridgr,—Apple King 
of the Pippins. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
Wild Floirer. Tin- Chrysanthemums may la- worth 

keeping, but we think it of no special value. At! leg 
ami S. II. Sinicii. Chrysanthemums often swirl like 
specimen* sent. Of no special value.— S. C. Ilrrre. It 

has not been unusual for fruit-tree* to blossom and la-ar 
secondary crops of fruit during the put scaaon,_ 

5,000 WHINHAM S INDUSTRY GOOSEBERRY. 
The most profitable (iooselierry in cultivation. 

Good 3-ycar-old Hushes, 2s. 9d. per dozen. 
„ 3-year-old „ 3». 3d. 

Red Currants, 3-year-old, 2s. per dozen 
Raspberry Canes, 5s 100, 

SPECIAL NOTICE. 

c 
Raspberry l anes, 5s 100, 

THOMAS COLEMAN. SaBron Woldon. 

ARNATIONS.—Uloiro <le Nancy, grand 

stuff, 3s. ;>er dqz., ear. pd. Trails supplied 

F.R.H.S. C. HAYWARD 
CRYSTAL PALACE HORTICULTURAL WORKS, 

359, BROCKLEY ROAO, BROCKLEY, LONDON. 

I will allow 5 per cent, off all good* in List or I<*tik ha this 
notice appears in this paper. Please note my Houses ar** 
all eroded »*efore leavinK my works, ami are 25 per cent, 
belter than those udvertined at »aino price. 

i'll' DONT FORGET that wo have the Urg*--t and Beat 
Show of (Intenhouses in London. Inspection invited. 

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LISTS FREE. 

Also Sonv, 
GKO. ADAMS, do la Malmalson Carnation. Ca. per dox. 

Herdsman and Florist, Ilkeston._ 

p 11R V S A NTH. E M U M BLOOMS. — Liberal 
Boxes of beautiful varieties, with names attached, to 

arrive fresh any distance. Is. 6d., 3a., and 5a.. free for caah — 
WlI.l.lAM WT.l.t ’ll, Huali Giecu Nunwry. Romford, Kmhcx. 

Hardy blue PAhSlblt-FLOWERS. — 
Extra strong throe-year-old planta. la. 3d. each, or 3 for 

3s . free. W. WELCH, Rush Green, Romford, Khm x 

STRAWBERRIES : NTRAWBERRIES ! !— 
Iairge strong planta from selected prolific crowns of 

Noble, (Competitor. Iatxion, President,ana J. Veitch, Is. 100; 
7s. Gd. 1,000, on rail. Raspberry Canes. 23, la. 3d. ; 50, 2s. ; 
1U0, 3m 6(1.: 1,000, 25s. - E. HEAD, Hanham, Bristol_ 

"DOSA RUGOSA. —Fine plants of this EeautT 
■LV fu| Japanese shrub, la on.; 6 for 5s. Berbcris ateno- 
phylla, strong suckers, 8 for Is tkl Spinea flagclHfonnls, 
Is. tkl. each. Hardy plants in many tine kinds. Lists freo.— 
Mr* WATSON, Hesvrall. Cheshire _________ 

.GAELS YORKSHIRE STRAW'BKRRIES. 
roug transplanted plants, 25, Is. ; 100, 3s ; 1.000, 20aJ 
' paid. Descriptive List free -W. LOVEL & SON 

ny Grower*, Driffield 

This lo;Hnyward'a No. 1 and Nc. 2. 

No. 1 Span-toof and No, 2 Lean to Greenhouse* ore pre 
pared especially for amateurs, mode of Best Bed Deal- 
thoroughly seasoned, complete with Ventilators, Door, St.-ig.-s 
for plants, Fainted one coat. 18-oz. Glass, all necessary Iron 
work. Delivered and packed free on rail* at the following 
drives, satisfaction guaranteed. Write for New List 

No. 1 span-roof. I No. 2 Lean-to. 
7 ft. long 5 ft. wide A-2 16 0 7 ft. long 5 ft. wide A3 8 0 
9 ft. „ 6 ft. „ 4 0 II | 8 ft. „ 5 ft. „ 2 18 0 

10 ft, „ 7 ft ., 5 0 0|10 ft. „ 7 ft. .. 4 10 0 
13 ft. „ 8 ft. .. 8 0 01 12 ft. .. 8 ft. .. 5 10 0 

For other «i;r» nnd prices iriilr /or llhulrnlnl l.itt In 

». HAYWARD, 

BROCKLEY ROAD, BROCKLEY, S.E. 
The l’KiimiTioN 

Slow Cumih'htiun 
GREKNROV8K 

Boll. >, li 
Builds In front of 

greenhouse. 81/* 
2 ft. 1 in. by 14 in. 
ilium., £2 9s. 6d. 
carriage paid. Sane 
Boiler, tilted with 
18 ft 4 in piping, 
and Expansion Bov. 
patent hi*-. £3 l*s 
Carriage paid Cata¬ 
logue imst free. 

_I). HOKKllCKS. Tylilesley, MANCHE8TF.lt 

DUTCH BI'LIIS. Great unreserved Sales. EVERYDAY 
5,01)0 lots sold weekly. 

TV/TKSSRS. PROTHKROE ANI) MORRIS will 

-LvJ- SELL by AUCTION at their Central Sale Rooms, 87 
and 08, ChoapsJde, London, K.C., EVERY DAY nt 12 ooloek, 
large consiguiiieiits of first-class llyaeinllis, Tidi|*>, Crm-u*. 
Nurcismis, and other Bulbs from Holland, received illicet; 
also Roman Hyneinths and otborFri-ueh Bulbs. Commissions 
executed. Lois iinukcil and forwanled to nil pari* of the 
Kingdom. Sixpence remitted in stamp* to the Auctioneer, 
will ensure a supply of Catalogues for 12 oonimouiive Sales 
N.H Sale* of I'lanla in |*it* every Monday and Thursday ; 
Orchids every Friday._ 

SPLENDID BULBS'FROM HOLLAND. 
SALES EVERY MONDAY, WEDNESDAY. THURS¬ 

DAY. AND FREQUENTLY ON SATURDAY. 
IN LARGE AND SMALL LOTS TO SUIT ALL 

BUYERS. 

R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION 
hin KTrat room*, 38, King-street, Coveijt-p»r<l<*n, flnu- 

rlwui ennMignmentM of CHOICE HYACINTHS, TCLIPS, 
CIBK ITS, N AKClHSUH, ami other Bulbn, arriving «1mi1v from 
well-known fHrms in Hollaml in the Hnest |»«>HMible ronuitlnn. 

On view moniinKR of nale, uml CittnloKuert ha<l free on 
application. 

N.B. NONE BUT GOOD AND RELIABLE BULBS 
will 1m* offftwl ^ B“ECRKNHAM. KEN 1’. Tolie Noli I privately, 

a DETACHED BIJOU RESIDENCE, millable for a 
modcrnte-sizeil family; aituato on high ground, overlooking 
on one side an extensive park, studded witli lino old Umber, 
and on tile other commanding tine views in the direction of 
Forest-hill and Sydenham. The ground*, of about Havre*, 
are well laid out and planted with chnieo trees and shrills. 
The tennis-lawn is largo, and the kitchen garden productive 
ami well slocked with fruit-trees. The house is snUtanlially 
built, the reception-rooms lofty and well proportioned, with 
convenient domestic offices on ground floor. There are on 
bedroom floor seven bedrooms, dressing-room, bath-room, Ac 
Good stabling for three horses, coach-house, poultry-house 
(with run), uar*lonor'» tool-ghoa. Ac.. Ac The proi*crt.y 
held for a term of about 70 years, at a nominal ground rent 
of £4 10s per annum. Particulars from A, M,, care Editor. 
37. Southainpton-streel. W.C. 

MR;,i 

A GENTLEMAN recommends n good out¬ 
door gardener for a small place, who knows Roses, 

Carnations, and hardy flowers well, and ways of arranging 
them; also good kitchen gardener; active man; married, no 
children; disengaged at end of year.- Address "G. R. r.,” 
Garden Office. 37. Boutham son Street, Strand. W.C_ 

"DAFFIA for Garden Tying.—Beet quality; 
caah with order; carriage paid. 1 lb., 9d.; 2 lb., la. i*i.: 

lb.. 2m. ; 7 lb.. 1m fid. CLIFFORD. 33. Bank-ht . MaulMonc. 

pORCiNi; HOUSES. -Prepared timbers, with 
-L door and frame und roof venlilaton, for houses 20 ft. by 
12 ft.. £3 10s. ; 30 ft. by 12 ft . £4 12s. 6d.; 40 ft. by 12 ft.. 
£5 15a., on rail Reading. Pitted and car. paid. 30 ft. by 
12 ft., £h 2s.: .10 ft by 12 ft., £618s ; 40 ft. by 12 ft., £8 10* 

G A. PARSONS. '.'17, Oxfiird-rosil.Jteading. __ 

GARDEN NECESSARIES. — Virgin Cork. 
CJ finest. 112 lb., 17s.: 56 lb., 10s. ; 28 lb., 5s. Si. ; 14 lb.. 3s. 
Bamboo canes, 4 feet, 3s. ner 100. Tobacco-paper, strong, 
la per lb. Va|«mt cones, 6d., Is,, and Is. 6d. each. Raffia. 
I*; Ml ]b. IJCqa-n -flbre, Is. 3d. sack Manures, Mats, Garden 

. Sticks and Loliels. Sand. Peat, Rc. Price List on application. - 
U N R S IWAIMN .i|ST»|U£«lto.^rf|l-!iame*-strect, London, K C. 
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ROSES. 

PORCINO MARECHAL NIEL ROSE. 

Althoi’rii this is such a disappointing Rose 

sometimes, inasmuch ns no manner of coaxing 

will induce ft plant to start into growth, there 

is no other Rose so valuable for growing under 

glass. I refer to the great length the branches 

will extend itt one season, the number of flowers 

they produce, and the ready way in which the 

growth responds to fire-heat in the dead of 

winter after u short season of rest. The only 

profitable way to grow this Rose for forcing is 

to plant it out in a border where there is a fairly 

good root-run. It is not necessary to provide an 
expensive liorder for the roots, as the condition 
of my plants tvs I write testifies. If the natural 

soil is fairly deep and not too light, there is no 
danger of the plant not making good growth if 
the toots are given three or four doses of liquid- 

manure while the young growth is being made. 
My plants are put out in tho natural soil of 

the garden and get a few doses of sewage during 
the summer, anil they make splendid growth 

every year. With regard to pruning, I have 
not. the least doubt but that the plan of cutting 
back us soon os the first lot of flowers is over is 

the proper way. The blooms produced by the 
young shoots are so much larger than those pro¬ 

duced from spurs, that there is a considerable 
difference in their value when the produce has 
to he realised. My object is to get the flowers 

os large nnd ns early in the year os I ran. To 
do this, I find it necessary ’sometimes to thin 

out the young shoots early in the summer to 
give the others more room, as I find that the 
stronger the growth the larger the flowers. My 

plants are trained up near to the glass, nnd each 
shoot has a space of ft inches allowed it. I find 

this is the only way to get thoroughly strong 
and well-ripened growth, and unless these 
shoots are well hardened by full exposure to 
light anti air, the flowers come small and poor 

in colour. The next 

Point in tub managkmknt is to givo the 
plants a season of rest. This is of tho most 
importance when the plants have to lie forced 
early. In my case I devote the house to 
t lie Roses, nnd leave the ventilators open 
night and day all the autumn anti up to Christ¬ 

mas, except when it is actually freezing. 
Even then the points of the shoots will continue 

growing in inila weather. I have found that it 
is of no use to attempt to try to stop them 
growing, so that I let them alone until about a 
week liefore forcing commences, when I cut off 

2 feet or 3 foot from each shoot, as I find the 

best blooms arc produced by tho growth that is 
better ripened farther back. In previous years 
I did not commence forcing until the 1st of 

January, but this season I started the fire a 
week earlier as an experiment. This I shall not 

do again, as I find the flowers were not so fine, as 
well ns giving me more anxiety when tho young 
growth is being made. I could sec if I hajLnot 

managed the temperature very nicely t hoX-ounu 
shoots would have kepDgf-HvVifig ihstflkd T\ 

forming flower-buds. Until the flower-buds 

are formed the night temperature is 50 dogs. ; 
to get it down to that point I had on several 

occasions to let the fire out. The reader will 
bear in mind that tho temperature referred to 
was in the closing days of January, when the 

daylight at the best is often dull and of short 
duration ; but at about the end of the 
first week in March it- may be safely from 

5 degs. to 7 degs. higher. Until the flower-huds 
were quite prominent the day temperature by 
fire-heat was not- allowed to exceed 00 (legs. In 

the middle of February I raised it to 70 degs. 
when the outside temperature admitted of the 
top ventilators being opened. Taken altogether, 

the previous season was not a good one For the 
forcing of fruits or flowers, as there was 

but little sun, and we lmd unite an average 
number of frosty nights and (lull days, so that 
alt hough I began forcing my Roses a week earlier 

last season, I did not have a proportionate 
number of blooms at the same date. Aliout this 
time in former years I bail cut altout sixty 
blooms ; bust season the number did not amount 
to unite 100, an increase that did not pay for tho 

additional fuel consumed and tho anxiety 
caused by the uncertainty of the flower-buds 
forming. I know that many amateur readers 
are averse to thinning out the bloom-buds of 

Roses, hut this is what I do both under glass 
and in the open air, and my Man-dial Niels are 
so vigorous that mute half of the voting shoots 

produce three butts on a shoot ; tficse I reduce 
to one as soon ns I cun see them, as one well- 

developed bloom pays me better than three 
small ones. J, 

5028. Climbing Roses in a green¬ 
house. - A single plant of Marshal Niel would 
fill up 20 feet of space in two years if it started 

well into growth, as this Rose sometimes docs. For 
a lean-to house 1 should, however, prefer Climb¬ 

ing Perle ties J art tins as one of the plants for the 
south aspect, (lenernl Jacqueminot for another, 
and Climbing Niphctos for that side. This 

selection gives you three distinct colours, nnd 
they are all Roses that can be kept within 
bounds by judicious pruning. For the west 

side \V. A. Richardson will do for tho cool 
corner, and LTddal and Reine Marie Henriette 
for filling up the remainder of the Bpaoe. You 
must keep the growth at least 12 inches from 
the glass ; 14 inches would Is: better. The only 

Passion-flower Ix-aring crimson flowers that 
would lie likely to suit you is one named 

princcps ; but this requires more warmth in the 
winter than would be good for the Roses. I 
think you must mean the Tacsonia j if so, the 

one named Van Volxemi is the kind you want; 
but if you do not give it plenty of roof-space it 

will overrun the Roses. The best plants for 
hanging-baskets are the Ivy-leaf Geraniums and 
t lie drooming forms of Tuberous-rooted Begonias. 

5013.— Roses In a cool greenhouse — 
You may treat the two varieties you namo 
exactly the same as Mankind Niel, as they are 
of similar character. W. A. Richardson is more 
perpetual blooming than C. Dovoniensis or 

■' il, but all three of them should l>e 

tho long rod-system. Thel'Cj fapMrf 
many queries lately about Roses in 

cool-houses, and as tho time is fast approaching 
when a considerable amount of work will need 

attention among them, I propose giving a few 
notes very shortly.—P. U. 

- I httVO never ltcoti able to do anytiiiiiK with 
Climbing iH-vonlensls under glass. It makes too much 

growth, and docs not flower freely. Possibly in a large, 
light house, rather pinched at the roots, it might do liettcr. 
William A. Richardson and Climbing Niphctos would do 

very well with Martk-hal Niel.—E. H. 

5031.- Marechal Niel Rose, Vines, 
&C.—As your Grapes are late you will need 

to give them a slight rest. The Rose will also 
benefit from this for a time longer. You cannot 
bring one on more forward than the other. I 

should allow a little air every day, except- during 
severe frost, until the early part of January ; 
then let them break steadily and naturally, 

aiding them with gentle fire-heat as they 
advance. You could hardly have a better plat-tt 
for your Into Lettuces, and no harm can come of 

placing them in this structure. There are 
several other subjects, such us Deutziu gracilis, Ct Roses, and other I tardy flowers, which would 

nefit very much from a short period here 
liefore being .introduced to heat.—P. U. 
- The Rose will do well with the treat¬ 

ment you give the Vines if you only use fire- 
bent to keep out frost. You are, however, quite 

right in supposing that the growth of this Rose 
requires plenty of air to ripen, nnd the more 
you vent lints the house the better your Roso 

will behave, anti the Vines will l>e benefited 
rather than not. You may plant Lettuce on 

the floor of the house without doing any harm 
to the present occupants, and if you wish you 
may use fire-heat sufficient to maintain a 

temperature of 40 (legs.—J. C. C. 

5000.—Seedling Brier-stocks.— 1 take 
it that there is a slight misprint in your query 
—the word “bedded” should read budded. 

Presuming such to be tho case, I may say that 
they should not be cut back at all until the 

spring following their being budded. Do not fiant them deeper than the collar of the stock, 
t is a good plan to plant them rather shallow, 

and then draw some soil around them. This 
protects them through the winter, and also 
makes it much easier to hud upon the roots in 

summer, as the soil is quickly removed, and 
leaves the bark in a softer and better state for 

working.—P. U. 

-Straggling shoots may he shortened bark to make 
the plants sYinpcable, Imt there should be no general cut¬ 
ting track. Whatever pruning Is required should he done 

now.- E. H. 

Sim—Pruning and repotting Rosea. 
—Tea Roses in a cold greenhouse. The Roses 
should be pruned at once, and the repotting 

may be done any time liefore the end of January, 

but do not repot in your case in frosty weather. 
As soon as potted bring tho plants to tho 
south side of the house, and stand them on tho 

floor, and if the frost is likely to be severe 
enough to freeze through tho ball of soil, you 
had better cover them up with mats, not that 

the frost will injure the roots, but it will bring 
tho ball of soil away from tho sido of the pot, 
which is not desirable. From the beginning to 

the (fctddli)1 of • Jttrtts is a good time to stand 

1, 
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again. You must, however, ho guideil hv tlio 
weather prevailing ut the time when the loot 
two operations are advised to bo done. The 
more genial it is the longer they may renlain in 
the open, providing they stand in a position 

pretty well sheltered from the wind. \ ou had 
better have a bed of coal-ashes to plunge the 

pots in while they are in the open air.—J. C. C. 

GARDEN WORK.* 

Conservatory. 
bale Cinerarias may lie shifted into larger pots if large 

plants are required. Inn a good deal may he done with 
stimulants. Pelargoniums may he shifted on as soon as 

the pots they now occupy are tilled with roots. Under no 
circumstances should they lie permitted to get very much 
lKit hound la-fore repotting. If Insects appear on the 
foliage, which is not unlikely, either fumigate with Tobacco 
or dip in a solution of some insecticide, of which there are 
now numbers in the market. Half a tablet of Sunlight 
Soap and one ounce of Tohui-co-|>owder will make a cheap 
and useful wash for three gallons of water, lioil the soap 
in a gallon of water, and a<ld the other two gallons after¬ 
wards. Use at ton (legs of temperature. Take cut lings 
of Chrysanthemums. After this date it is best to take 
good cuttings as soon ns they ran he obtained. The host 
cuttings arc the strung sucker-like shoots which spring 

from tne bottom of the plants. Those who arc thinking of 
buying any of the new Chrysanthemums should send in 
their orders to get the pick of the plants, liig things still 
keep hold of the public taste, and the limit of size has not 
yet been reached, Some day, 1 suppose, there will be a 
Vet-lion, and the Pompons will come ill again. As plants 
go out of bloom and become shabby take them out and till 
in with other plants coming on. Personally, I feel rather 
glad some of the Chrysanthemums are over, for when 
present in such numbers as are grown now they take 
poi.ession of the place, and overwhelm everything. When 
they are thinned down we Itcgtn to realise how beautiful 
groups of bulbs. Cyclamens, Primulas, and Cinerarias can 

lie made with a setting of Kerns and other foliage plants. 
Small seedling plants of the green-leaved llraca-no* are 
suitable for mixing with dwarf flowering stuff. Cyperus 
nitalensis in small pots may Ik- used on this principle, 

lirevilleas and Aralias may all he raised from seeds, and 
have some decorative value when about a year old. A re¬ 
arrangement of the materials always gives pleasure, ns it 
furnishes opportunities for bringing into prominence the 
diIfi-rent subjects as they come into bloom. A good ileal 

will lie done in the future with tile new dwarf Cannon ; 
wherever there is warmth there will he plants in bloom. 
Tile only fault to he found with them is. the flowers do not 
last long 1 though, perhaps, this will not lie noticed milch, 
as tin- Mowers open every morning. Tuberous Begonias 
will now Ik- dried off, and their place will he taken by the 
llbrous-roolcd species and varieties which are now coining 
In, one of the most useful being insignia and Its varieties. 
A mass of this will now lie a special feature ill many con¬ 
servatories. Poinscttias urc now ut their best, and with a 
eireful regulation of the temperature and the atmospheric 
humidity the bracts will lust a long time. There is now a 
prospect of cheaper fuel, and, fortunately, up to the pre¬ 
sent there has Ik-cii no very severe frost. 

Stove. 
Dendrobes and other winter-flowering Orchids are 

coming in, and, besides these, there arc many other (limits 
Out will flower freely in a night temperature of no (legs, 
or II deg. or two more. We shall s-nm puss the shortest 
day, and the increasing daylight will stiniulute the open¬ 
ing buds, both of leaves and blossoms. Hard-wmsled 
plants will he for the most |Kirt at rest now. Some excep¬ 
tions there are, among w hich may lie named Kraneisceu 
cilyciiia, a beautiful winter-flowering stove shrub Out 
flowers with Oie greatest freedom when the wood has 

been well ripened by ex|Hisure in summer. Ourdenias will 
now he coming in. and among climbers Josminum graril¬ 
linium, Ipmna-a liorslallliea, and the Scarlet Passion-flower 
(HusoHorn prineeps) will help to beautify the upper part of 

the house. I’ot Tuberoses as soon as they come to hand, 
at intervals of a month or so. The earliest potted bulbs 
will now be on the move, and may receive more heat. If 
plunged in a brisk bottom-heat the flower-spikes will come 

qu faster. Atmospheric humidity should correspond with 
the amount of flre-heut used. A dry, scorching atmos¬ 
phere will soon fill the house with insects. 

Bedding Plants. 
For the present these cannot he kept loo cool, providisl 

th • Irosi is kept out, and being kept isjol means, of course, 
th -y will not require much water. As soon as the new 
yeir comes in those plants from which cuttings are re¬ 
quired may Is- taken to a warm pit or house, as young 
cuttings strike so milch better lli-in the shisils produced 
in a low-temperature. Ih-ad leaves should he frequently 
removed from Pelargoniums, Verbenas must he dusted 
with sulphur it mildew appears, or dqipol in a liquid ill* 
svticide to destroy green-fly, to which they are rather 
subject. The usual run of' plants emnlnved in carpet- 
bedding, such as Coleuses, Iresincs, and Allernanthcriis, 

cannot In- kept safely in a much lower temperature than 
Ik) ilegs. The bock shelf of a stove or foreing-housc will 
suit these very Well. 

Forcing-house. 
There will lie a good deal to do in this department now, 

In addition to the usual flowering plants which nrc in 
demand for Christmas and New Years parties, and which 
include Dutch bulbs, Azaleas, Ithmlodendrons, Heliums, 
NpIraMS, l.ilaes, Arum Lilies, Tea Roses, Lilt' of the Valley, 

Ac. French Beans may Ik- brought forward. Vines In 
pots and Cucumbers are sometimes grown in the same 

house. Careful management is required where the occu¬ 
pants of the forcing-house urc many and various. In 
small places where the- houses are few in nunilK-r I have 
seen all the nbove, with Tomatoes in mlditloii, all being 
well treated in the same house. There is often more skill 

• In colit or northern (fi'sfriWs the oprraHnya rr/rrmt 
to tinder " Harden Work" mail hr done worn feu-doc., to 

n/nrlnipht later than [i> hire iiuli:atcil n^/i •■00' 

brought to liear ou the moderate-sized forcing establish¬ 
ment Ilian in large places, where separate houses are 

deleted to the different subjects grown. 

Early Strawberries 
Where many Strawberries are forced, the first latch of 

plants will soon he started. Strawberries are rather 
accommodating in the matter of temperature, but they do 
best when started in a night temperature of about SO (legs., 
gradually advancing as the plants progress. 05 degs. 

tunning the maximum when the fruits are set and swell¬ 
ing. A low pit tilled with leaves is a good starting-place 
for the first latch, the plants to he moved to a light, airy 
structure, with a night temperature of 55 degs. to 00 degs., 
when in bloom, with air more nr less always when the 

weather is mild, the caiiiel's-lmir brush being used daily 
when the plants are ill blossom. 

Cold Frames. 
Violets and all other hardy subjects must have as much 

fresh air as call Ik- safely given. Keep all plants tree from 
dead leaves. A freely stirred surface-soil tends to keep 
the atmosphere pure,’and the plants are always healthy 

under such conditions. 

Window Gardening. 
There are plenty of plants in blossom now suitable for 

filling stands in rooms. Among these are Cyclamens. 
Itoniaii Hyacinths, Primulas. Heaths, and Joss or Sacred 
Lilies. Tile latter will grow just as well in soil as in 
water and pebbles. Flowering plants and Ferns must not 
Ik- allow ed to get dust-dry, and a little w eak stimulant 
may Is- placed in tin- water occasionally. Halt ail ounce 

in n gallon of water will he aiiHU-ieul to make some impres¬ 
sion upon both growth and blossoms. 

Outdoor Garden. 
At this season there are always improvements to lie 

carried out, and as long as it keeps open alterations of all 
kinds may he done. The removal of trees and shrubs to 
create special features is always interesting work. Some¬ 
times trees are planted which are not adapted for that 
particular position-indeed, it is rare for new gardens to 

ho so perfectly arranged as to require no changes-and it 
is far better to move some of the things altogether than 
try to make room for all by cutting anil lopping. This is, 
in fact, one of the greatest evils attending tin- planting of 
small gardens. More things are planted at first than were 

required, and the further error is made bv cutting hack 
instead of thinning out. A mutilated tree or shrub is 
never satisfactory, because its true character is not seen. 
Very interesting work is the formation of such special 
features as Ifosi-ries, or borders (or In rlmceoiis plants, or 
groups of shrubs und Lilies. All of these things require 
special care in the preparation of tin- soil, and the w inter, 
when there is more leisure Ilian usual, and when cheap 
labour can lie had, is the Ik-sI time to carry out such work. 
Creepers on walls may In- gone over, and what pruning is 

required may he done, and the necessary tying or nailing 
should Ik-seen to. Herbaceous plants, luillis, an ., will in 
many instances require new labels. Names of plants are 

very apt to Ik- moved or lost during the autumn clearing 
tip.' It is, perhaps, not advisable to have tin- lala-ls too 
conspicuous, but still they should lie seen without much 
ditllculty. If the names of Roses are lost, it is not every 
pcr-oii who can name I loses at sight: and, of course, such 
things as Phloxes, Delphiniums, ami other hardy florists’ 
flower* are in a hopeless muddle when the names are lost. 

Fruit Garden. 
Tile early Peach-house and the early vinery should be 

placed in condition for starting. This means that the 
house receives a thorough cleaning in every part with 
soap and water, and tin- walls should In- whitewashed. 
When this is done, and the borders have received their 
annual top-dressing of fresh loam and Thomson's or 

some other manure, the houses may Ik- closed priqaratory 
to forcing if early drapes or Peaches are required. I am 
assuming, of course, that the trees receive their annual 
dressing before the house is ... This iinniiiil dressing 
in many gardens resolves itself into a wash with Uishurst 
compound or soft-soap and water. Where there arc- no 
insects strong mixtures are not necessary; if there lins 
been nnv mildew on tin- Vines during the past year, extra 
prcnitllions should Is- taken now to destroy the s)Kires . 

which are present m the house. A strong solution of1 
Uishurst compound (0 oz. to the gallon) will destroy any 
mildew spores which may he hidden nwav in the bark 
without injuring the Vine* in liny way. Hardy fruits of 
ull kinds will hem-fit from adn-ssing of some simple insecti- i 
eidc. Hoot, lime, null soft-soap made into a wash that w ill 
pass through the garden-engine will do milch good in 
cleansing trees from parasites of all kinds, and if brightens 
anti deans the hark. Tliis dressing may lie given us soon 
us the pruning is completed, and inu.v lie repealed any¬ 
time during the winter. If anything stronger is required 
increase the quantity of soap to t oz. per gallon. Apple- 
trees affected with American blight must lie thoroughly 

scrubbed with tiishurat compound (U oz. to the gallon), 
brushing tin- liquid into every part of the tree. Those 
trees which are badly affect.sl bud lu-ller Ik- grubbed up. 

mid after grubbing out all Hie roots and removing some ot 
the exhausted soil and tilling In with fresh, plant a young 
tree. In most gardens the old should give place to the 

new. 
Vegetable Garden. 

Trench and manure land for plantations of As|iarngus. 
The soil cannot In- too deeply stirred, and the manurial 
dressing must he liberal. Continue to make up Mush- 
room-beds at intervals us required. A Mushroom-house 
i-annui well Ih- too large, as so iniicli work can Is- done 
in them besides growing Mushrooms, and I he larger they 
are, if properly ceiled, the roofs covered with thatch, the 
less fire-heat villi Is- rctpiinsl. This may sound paradox!- 

cal. lull the larger tin- nousethc more In-ds it will contain, 
ami fermenting masses of manure will keep up the requi¬ 
site temperature. Many gardeners have broken away from 
the old-fashioned plan’ of saving the manure in small 
quantities and drying it in a shed. If the manure is 
I Knight fresh, or nearly so, into the shed, and after the 
longest litter has Is-ell shaken out, om-fnurth of goisl 
loam is mixed with the short manure and thoroughly 
blended. As Issls may he marie iqi at once, and tin- spawn 
insartisl os soon us the proper tein|>eraUirc is reached^ 
vie I ww-s II grant deal of time and labour. Liquid-manure 
J/aj W-irlvcn freely to beds which have Win, WurjngofiuK- 
-Rjift-.TSow early Peas and Ik-au*on warm Mrldtrs/ Q'ress 

tin-seisin with rtsl lead before sowing. It will not take 

long, and will keep them safe from mice. Put long litter 
over Jerusalem Artichokes, CloW Artichokes will replire 
protection from severe frost. Potato heaps may p.-riia|is 
Sequire more covering. Never a severe frost comes hut 
Potatoes are frozen which ought not to have been left in 
an insecure state. Make provision for securing a stock of 
Parsley in severe weather. It is a good plan to have a bcii 
on a south border which may he covered with a frame, and 
the frame made secure with mnlaor litter. Salad material: 
must Ik- looked after carefully now, especially Lettuces 
and Endives. Either of these frozen through soon decay. 
Sorrel, Mint, Chervil, and Tarragon may be potted in 
winter. E. llonovv. 

Work In the Town Garden. 
Christmas will soon be here again, and as most of us like 

to see a few flowers about then u little extra heat may he 
employed to push things on into bloom by- that time. 
Roman llyncinlhs that were potted early—in ScpteniW-r 
or the beginning of October—will have formed plenty of 
roots by this lime, and lie beginning to move a little, and 
if now cleaned and brought into a genial temperature of 
55 degs. to t’iO degs. they will soon expand nicely ; and 
what cun he sweeter and prettier than the single-flowered 
pure-white form V Narcissi of several kinds, but notably 
the l*a|K-r-vvbite und "Stella" (ineomparabilis), will bloom 
quite as early and readily as the last, with the same treat¬ 
ment and very little forcing, and the pretty little Scilla 
-ibirion also rc-qionds quickly to a little warmth at this 
season if planted early. These may either be grown 

separately in pons or pots, placing the bulbs rather closely, 
or else Ik- planted among the Roman Hyacinths, with 

which they produce a charming effect. An important 
point in forcing IkiIIi Hyacinths anil Narcissi at this early 
season is to prevent the’spikes and foliage from becoming 
unduly drawn, and this is easily prevented by keeping the 

jvots near the glass, and by avoiding a very high temiieni- 
ture. When such things are grown simply for supplying 
cut flowers a great saving of both space and labour is 
effected by planting the biillis rather thickly in wide boxes 
.'t inches or 4 inches deep, in which they do quite as well 
as in pots. The market-growers, indeed, almost invuriuhly 
grow them in this way, even for pot work, lifting and 
potting Ihe plants when in bloom, as by this means far 
more even poifuls are secured than by the other method. 
Lilies of the Valley are- always admired, hut these require 
more heat that the preceding, and arc best managed by 
plunging the (sits of crowns in Cocaa-nut-flbre or ashes in 
u warm-house or pot, and covering thorn about II inches 
deep with the same, which must Ik- kept constantly moist. 
As soon as the tips of the leaves appear through the llbre 

take out the (sits, clean them, and Introduce them gradu¬ 
ally to the light in a temperature of till degs. to 70 degs., 
when tile foliage will quickly gain colour und the flower 
expand. In very smoky places Cinerarias, like the Zonal 
Pelargoniums, refuse to expand in the depth of winter ; 
lull strong, early-sown plants hhsnn beautifully now in a 
light house- kept at a range of 45 degs. to 55 degs., wlu-re 
the air is tolerably pure, as in country places, or even the 
outer Niihuriw of London. The Persian Cyclamens, how¬ 
ever. do well Oil u shelf near the glass in a tolerably warm 
structure. The early-flowering varieties of Kpocris ure¬ 
mia- expanding beautifully in a warm greenhouse. These 
are far better town plants in every way than the Ericas, 

and the flowers very enduring. B. C. R. 

THE COMING WEEK'S WORK. 

Extract)i from a Gartlen Diary from Decem¬ 
ber nth to December Kith. 

Put in cuttings of Chrysanthemums of various kinds, 

chiefly of those which require lime to bring lip the flowers. . 
The cuttiugs are- in a cold-frame pi acre I in u cool-hotisc, 
where the frost will Just lie kepi oiiL This is a belter 

position than a cold-frame or pit outside, where heavy 
coverings would he necessary to keep mil frost. From the 
time tile cuttings arc inserted till the (limits arc moved 
outside in May, they cannot have loo much light or too 
little tiro-heat. Dipped p*. argoniumsin a solution of Sun¬ 
light soup. A green-fly oi two has been seen on the plants 
lately, and dipping is clu-apcr and usually more effective 
than fumigating. Made up hot-lieds with leaves and 
manure for As(»imgus, Potatoes, Lettuces, Ac. A good 
deal ot prodm-e can Ik- raised under glnos with the cheap 
frames, if there happens to Ik- any, as there generally Is a 
good supply of leaves in a country place, which c n he had 

for the falsnir of raking up and carting. A bed made up 
now for As(Kinigiis, when the As|iaragus is removed, will 

come in very useful for Lettuce", Radishes, Potatoes, and 
Horn Currots. Still busy among the trained fruit-trees, 
pruning, training, and washing. Alw-uys make it a rule 
when tile pruning und training is finished to give the trees 
a thorough wush with uu insecticide. It is usually done in 
this wav. When a wall of Plums or Pears or Cherries is 
finished siifilcient vvasli is made up in a large tub to do the 
trees on that parte-ular wall, ami when that tub is done 
the liorders are manured, if necessary, and dug or forked 
over to let in the air. All ground, whether planted with 
fruit-trees or not, should have the surface opened up now 
to let in tile air to make the sort ace sweet uml get it 
well pulverised, limits do not. I think, enjoy Is-lng 

always in a dank, close soil; therefore, as fur as possible, 
without breaking or digging among the roots at close 
quarters, we endeavour to let in the air und what little 
sunshine euu Is- had between this und next March. Have 
just planted a lot of young Apple-trees on the l*aradisv 

stock. The varieties Include Kehlinville, Pott's Seedling, 
Blenheim Orange, Cox's Orange Pippin, Cellilii Pippin, 
Alfristou, Cox's Pomona, lieerl Huwihornden, Worcester 
Pcannuln, and a few others, including Dunn low's Seedling. 
The I revs arc all studded with blossom-buds, and. Waring 
in mind a previous experience with thestvme kind of trees, 
a light crop could W had next year if it was desirable. 
For small garden planting, or large either for that matter, 
I have tlu- greatest faith in these dwarf, sturdy, thickly- 
budded Apples. Top-dressed Cucumber* with turfy loam 
mixed with a little old manure. I likeagnod light, room.v 

house for Cucumber*. The plants do Wrier w here they 
.have room,:Li strike out, and where the house is large 
enough to MlUo the air to he always in motion. My ex¬ 
perience has. Wen, lhu.t-Cj|eiui'.h::rs are not nearly so dim- 

quit toJlf!-p liELSwiJwowtooiHii larK‘- houses as they arc 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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in small, stuffy places. Started more Heakale and Ithubarli 
in Mushroom-nouse, and moved a tew more shrubs, Roses, 

L'ly ot the Valley, tee., into forcing-house to take the place 
of ihe plants moving out to conservatory. Planted more 
French Beans in pots tor forcing, Ne Plus Ultra being the 

variety. I like this ‘ 
so quickly. 

i best tor very early work, as it turns in 

GLADIOLI. 
Diese beautiful Howei'3 have of late years be¬ 
come very popular, anil right well do they repay 
all the care that can l»c bestowed on them, 

for whether you cultivate the brilliant G. 
Brenchleyensia or the more varied coloured G. 
gandavensis, or the mixed hybrids now so much 

grown as market flowers, including, of course, 
the beautiful addition of Motts. Lcmoine, with 
their wonderfully varied colour, the work is 

pretty much the same. I have just lifted the 
roots of all these kinds. Thrusting a steel fork 
well down beneath them, I lift them from the 

soil, with the tops on them, and lay them care¬ 
fully in boxes, so that all the tiny 'little tuliers 
that form around the lsise «>f the old bulb may 
lie saved for planting out again early next 

season. They are set in any cold greenhouse or 

shed where they arc safe from frost until 
December, when the old tops arc cut off, anil 

the bulbs sorted into different sizes, all that 
ure of flowering size being stored in bags or 

sixes, secure from frost, and the small bulbs are 
put away for growing on. The work of prepar- 
.ng the site for next year's flowering beds should 
now be taken in hand, and if possible fresh soil 
should be selected for them even- year, ns there 

is a great difference in the size of the blooms and 
bulbs as well when they are planted on soil 
solely devoted to them and planted at a good 

distance apart. I am now manuring and deeply 
digging the soil intended for my next year's Gladi¬ 
olus-beds ; it will then lay up roughly exposed 

to the elements until next March, when, selecting 
a dry day, the surface is levelled down, and 
rows marked out 2 feet apart, the bulbs being 

then put in with a trowel I J feet apart j they 
are let down ubout 4 inches below the surface. 
All the attention they need in summer is keeping 
the surface-soil frequently stirred to keep down 

weeds, and if the season proves very dry 
artificial watering will la- helpful. But, we 
seldom resort to that on deeply cultivated soil. 

The bloom-spikes will begin to push up soon 
after midsiunmer, and during August and 
September they will lie in full beauty. In cut¬ 

ting the spikes on well-grown plants, flower- 
spikes will lie seen pushing out from the main 

stem, and these side-shoots keep up a succession 
until very late in the season ; in fact, we had 
Gludiolus blooms until the frost stooped them, 
and few flowers are more appreciated in private 
houses, or sell more readily in market ; the 

bulbs increased rapidly, not only in size but 
in number. The beautiful Gladiolus called 

“ The Bride,” much grown in jiots, is also 
excellent for outdoor work, but flowers earlier 
in the season and should bo planted earlier. I 
plant my stock of The Bride at the same time 

that I lift the others, and I find that some of 
those left in the soil all the summer are pushing 
up strongly, although the weather is by no 

means exciting to growth. They are very 
useful for cutting, being pure-white. 

James Groom, Ooiijiorl. 

.">(r21. —Artificial manure. -It would lien 
lifficult matter to decide which is absolutely the 

best artificial manure, so much depending on the 
nature of the soil ami the spcciul requirements 

of the particular plant to lie benefited. loll- 
tliemic Guano or Clay’s Fertiliser are excellent 
manures. If you have leaves at command bv all 
means make use of them ; their decay would be 

hastened by weeds or other green vegetable 
matter being mixed with them in a heap 
together. Kitchen refuse is a good manure. 

Not far from me is a small garden that has been 
transformed from poverty to fertility by the 

employment of material that most people let the 
dustman take away. Where land is of a close, 

heavy nature, anything of an organic nature, 
such as paper, rags, old bags, pieces of car¬ 
pet, &c., would improve its texture; but 

where the soil is full of inert vegetable mat¬ 
ter, as it is in some old gardens, these things 
would do more harm than good. But Cal^iuge, 

Broccoli, and Turnip-leaves would brfnelit ana- 
kind of soil. Some years' lii'^oiVo OlAiey 

soil that I wns planting with Potatoes, I dug in 

somegreen Broccoli-leaves bv way of experiment. 

Where these were dug in tlie haulin was higher 
and greener than that in the rest of the plot 
where nothing was used, and when the tuners 

were lifted there was a great difference in the 
size of those that grew where the Broccoli-leaves 
had been put than where nothing was dug in at 

planting. Leaves of the plants of the Brassies 
tribe give a bad smell when undergoing decay, 
but this can lie remedied if they are covered 

with earth.—L. C. K. 

HOUSE & WINDOW GARDENING. 

HARDY CLEMATISES FOR WINDOW 

DECORATION, ETC. 

Few plants are capable of being used in so many 
ways as these Clematises. They may lie well 
employed to adorn the walls and windows -if the 
dwelling-house, for which they are especially 
well adapted, as their habit of growth is so free 

and graceful, and the blossoms are produced in 
great profusion, and contrast well with any 
other flower near them. They may also be 

employed with great advantage to cover any 

Clematis " I.inly Caroline Neville. 

other bare wall«pacc near the dwelling house, 
and for pillars out-of-doors or in cool conserva¬ 
tories, for overrunning tree-stumps and shrulw, 

or for bedding purposes, they are admirably 
adapted, and when well grown they furnish a 
mass of gay flowers for months during summer. 

In order to induce Clematises to produce a long 
succession of bloom, liberal culture is necessary 

—indeed, indispensable ; for unless a vigorous 
growth in the plants is secured they will flower 

but sparingly. A deep, well-drained soil, con¬ 
sisting of good friable loam, rotten manui-e, 
and leaf-mould, is the beat compost in which to 

plant them, and during very dry weather liberal 
supplies of weak manure-water may lie given 

with advantage. Although the choicer kinds 
are usually increased by grafting, if cuttings of 
the young sliootH lie taken off in spring and 

inserted in a gentle bottom-heat under a hand¬ 
glass, they will form good flowering plunts under 

favourable circumstances the following season. 
Two of the best Clematises for home-dccorution 

are C.f Tackmani and C. Lady Caroline Neville. 
* JE*1 kind is here figured. The names of 

o mfr |<Vd hardy kinds muy be found 

uify-nurseryinau's catalogue. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

GROUPS AT CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOWS. 

A c.ROur of Chrysanthemums is very showy, and 
with the varied colours and forms lends itself to 
more tasty arrangement than any other flower ; 

hut, however well they may be arranged, there 
is a certain amount of heaviness. I have seen 
groups at all of the southern shows this season, 
and grand as the premier group at Brighton was, 

lioth in arrangement and quality of blooms, it- 
would have been considerably improved if one- 

third of the plants hail been missing, and their 
place taken iiy a few Ferns. The adaptability 
of these two toform a pleasing combination was 

well exemplified at Eastbourne, where a class 
was framed for them. An undulating bed of 
Ferns, having a few good blooms showing well 

aliove them, and the outside of the group set off 
with various Pteris and Adiantums. was a feature 
of the show. There is far too much attention 

given to good flowers where groups arc con¬ 
cerned. Plants are grown with two, three, or 
at the most four blooms, und when these are 
placed so thickly together, as is generally flic 

case, the size ami weight produce a ponderous 
and heavy effect. Smaller, more naturally- 
grown blooms, having an occasional large flower 
slightly raised, would have a much more pleasing 

appearance, liesides acting us a foil to one 
another. These large blooms arc too frequently 
obtained at the expense of leggy and gaunt 
plants, and this defect would lie covered by these 

of a dwarfer and bushy habit, which is easily 
secured with a full show of medium blooms, and 
if, combined with this, we use a few Ferns, the 
effect is exceedingly good. On suggesting this 

to a well-known grower, he asked which the 
judges would take most notice of ; were they lo 
judge the Chrysanthemum only, or the whole 
conibination ? The clnsses at Eastbourne read, 

“ to consist of Chrysanthemums and Ferns,” 
and, again, " Chrysanthemums and other plants, 
Chrysanthemums to predominate." In awarding 

prizes the combined effect should certainly be 
the test. In both of the above classes 1 noticed 
that a few good flowers had a much better effect 
among other subjects than when among their 
sister flowers only, where they are comparatively 

lost. __**■ U. 

■r>»14. — Japanese Chrysanthemums. 
—The following thirty-six varieties will lie found 
suitable, the first half lieing Japanese and thu 
remainder In-longing to the incurved section : 
Viviand Morel (deep-mauve), Charles Davis 

(bronze-yellow). Mile. Theresc Bey (creamy- 
white), Avalanche (pure-white), Etiwin Moly- 

neau (crimson, reverse gold), Ntanstead White 
(pure-white, large), (Sunflower (rich-yellow), W. 
II. Lincoln (orange-yellow), Mrs. F. A. Spaulding 
(bronzy-yellow), Mrs. Falconer Jameson (bronze, 
tinted and striped with yellow), Eloile do Lyon 
(deep-lilac, rose, shaded silver), Florence Davis 

(pure-white, green centre ns it expands), 
Excelsior (cerise), W. Seward (blackish-crimson). 
Mile. Marie Hoste (white striped, anil Imrdcicd 

pale ninnranth), Mrs. G. C. Schwabe (delicate 
rose, shaded salmon), Alberic Lunden(amarunth), 
and W. Tucker (delicate rose, full and handsome). 
Incurved : Ixiril Aleester (primrose-yellow), 

Queen of England (rosy-blush). Golden Empress 
(yellow), Golden Queen of England (straw- 
yellow), Empress of India (pure-white), Charles 

Gibson (deep bronze-red), Hero of Stoke 
Newington (rose-pink), Jeanne d’Are (blush- 
white, tipped purple), Lady Dorothy (pale 
cinnamon-buff, suffused with rose)’. Lord 
Wolseley (bronzy-red), Prince Alfred (rose 

carmine, shaded purple), Miss M. A. Huggas 
(soft-yellow), Princess of Wales (blush-rose, 

striped deeper), Mrs. Coleman (bright-rose 
shaded yellow), Mrs. Heal (creamy-white), 

Princess Teck (blush-white), Miss Violet Tomlin 

(bright violet-purple), and Jardin des Plantes 
(rich orange-yellow).—E. Moi.yNEUX. 

- The following are all well up to date. 
Japanese: Duke of York, Excelsior, G. C. 
Schwabe, Princess May, Viscountess Hnmbledon, 

William Seward, Col. W. B. Smith, Golden 
Wedding, George Savage, Lord Brooke, Mrs, T. 
Denne, Mrs. E. 1). Adams, President W. R. 

Smith, Primrose League, Mrs. C. H. Pavne, 

Mine, iHoiltCj (G.i i W. Childs, Clias. Davis, Mrs. 
" 1 des Deux Mondes. In- 

leighCem, Robert 

K. King, C. B. Whet- 
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A really ornamental variety is the complete. 

Mm. X. I)avis, Lord Alcester, \\ hitc Empress 
of India, Jeanne d’Arc.—E. H. 

5008.—Chrysanthemum cuttings.— 
You may strike the cuttings in a cold green^ 
house, as coddling of all kind must bo avoided; 
When thoy are struck, however, in an ordinary 
cold frame there is delay from frost, and the 
wiBer plan is to have a hand-light or small propa- 
gating-frame to an ordinary greenhouse, with a 
temperature of about 45 decs. No air must bo 
admitted until it is seen that growth is com¬ 
mencing ; but after that period give air 
gradually, and cautiously take care that only 
sufficient water is given to thoroughly moisten 
the soil, otherwise they will damp oil' wholesale. 
The culture of Chrysanthemums for exhibition 
has now fairly commenced. Grow them freely 
throughout is a good axiom for the novice. 
Once allowed to receive a serious check and 
stunted, unsatisfactory growth will result. 
Always attend closely to such simple but too 
often neglected operations as potting and water¬ 
ing. The plants are better if kept in the green 
house, and plenty of air maintained above them 
to ward off mildew and other ailments. Where 
the cultivator is not the happy possessor of a 
greenhouse or cold-house of some kind the 
frame must be used. Many have to rely upon 
an ordinary fnuno for growing their treasures. 
Helect the best cuttings, not tlio.se from the 
stem, and about 8 inches in length, sturdy, and 
cut just below a joint. The plants may also be 
propagated by suckers, and the best way is to 
put each cutting in a small 00 not, not inserting, 
as is the usual custom, several round the sides. 
See that the pots are thoroughly clean, aud use 

pie Hazel or purple 
planted if possible 

its foliage is 
summer. An 

» is P. microphyllus 
____n .j is the pigmy of the 
It has smaller foliage than the Myrtle, 

' . which in summer are 
with a profusion of small flowers. ^ It 

. recently introduced from New 
and though hardy enough for the south, 

Ho tender for northern or cold 
The variegated leaved form ■ ■( 1'. 
is also an attractive shrub, the 
living creamy-white and deep-green. 

Cherry Plum. It shouli 
in partial shade, otherwise 
damaged by the hot sun durinj 
extremely pretty little sf 
(see illustration), which 
genus. I. 1~. 
has slender branches, 
whitened 
has been rather r 
Mexico, i 
is perhaps t 
districts, 
eoronarius 
variegation 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

FLOWERING TREES AND SHRUBS. 

Philadelphia (Mock OkaXok). 

A VALUABLE genus of shrubs commonly repre¬ 
sented by the familiar Mock Orange, or Syringa 
(Philadelphia eoronarius), found in almost every 
uhridiberv. There are a great many kinds, but 

ing Hollies can bo attributed to unseasonable 
moving, I venture to give a few notes upon the 
subject. December, January, and February are 
the three worst months that can be chosen. 
Hollies are never so much at rest ns many other 
evergreens, about April being the least nctivc 
period of growth. It is then that they shed tlm 
leaf, and experience proves that April and May 
are the t"" best months for transplantation. 
Early in September is also a good time, but I 
prefer early spring planting. If showery 
weather does not prevail, it will be necessary 
to give considerable attention to watering, both 
at the root and overhead. During the dry 
spring of lSK.'I sail havoc was caused among fresh- 
planted Hollies, as owing to the scarcity of 
water it was impossible to aid them in the re- 
ipiired direction. I could point to more than 
one bed where some 15 per cent, to .'t'l per cent, 
only survived. In this respect autumn planting 
is a little safer, but unless we do this sufficiently 
early to secure new roots the same season, good 
results arc not often secured. Whichever period 
lie chosen for transplantation, I would strongly 
advise a good watering, followed by a mulch ing 

in a cold greenhouse, but they must not lie 
exposed to frost. I am now striking mine in a 
frame set in a cool span-roof house, hut tiro-heat 
enough will be used to keep out frost,, or else 
the frame will be covered with mats. The less 
tire-heat the cuttings have the better, but they 
must not be frozen. Any good light soil will 
do. 1 generally uso loam and leaf-mould in 
eipial parts, mixed with a little sharp silver 
sand.—E. II. 

5004.—Reflexecl Chrysanthemums. 
The following are the best dozen belonging to 
this section : Cloth of Gold (light yellow, full u 8tron„ 8imilarity exists amongst them early spring that I tiiougnt a caution not 
flower), Dr. Sharpe (purple-inngciUa), Golden thJJ it i„ necessarv to make a limited selection to move the Holly too early might perhaps save 
Christine (light-fawn colour), Pink Christine 0[ die verv best. To many the common sort is many readers from dnappointment. 
(nink) Peach Christine ()>alc-pcach-colour), Mrs. Oi,jectionai,|e on account of the powerful odour _ 1 • U' 
korsythe (creamy-white). Putney George (ernn- 0f blossoms, lmt it is such a vigorous grower m, nhimoimnthiiH — A delightful* 
son), King of Crimsons (rich sangulneous-crim- , { Mowerer that one cannot well do The Chimonanthus. — A ileUghttnl 
son), Cullingfordi (brilliant dark-crimson, “ Mmnf T l well not to ulant it too near w“u? »hnib «» t.. fragraiis, which blooms in 
reverse gold), Felicity (pure-white, lemon u ’ a walk Very much finer in every ,nMjw,!|}el- It should Iks planted against a wall, 
centre), Chevalier Homage (orange-yellow), R ‘^t are the North American species, which o'm'JtC 

from Di. Miarp). E.IOLYNKIX odorous, P. speciosus, and P. Gordonmius 8,lootH ftrc‘beautified with comparatively large 
-— A dozen of the best in this class arc : These are a 1 of large growth, rising from t, feet „ of vel|„Wt with crimson sepals, and they 

Cullingfordi (crimson-scarlet), Chev. Homage l(, pi feet, in height, forming a rounded mass .., , s . i. Hhonhl have as sheltered‘a 
(deep gohlen-yellow), King of Crimsons (deep- almost as broajl as high. They have all large -u • <*»ibU!, or facing south, the flowers 
enmsoii), Putney George (bright-crimson, with white flowers m clusters, with litUe or no scent, ■ thenl lu88 likely i„ sutler from adverse 
gol.l tips), Elsie (canary-yellow Hetty Dean produced from nujUuininor till the end of § When twigs are cut and placed in a 
(pearl-white), Progno (amaranth, fragrant), 5uly. The largest flowered kind of the Mock ,, vuge ,n tho |lou8« they sprcall abroa.l a 
Phidias (rosy-blush), R. ,Smith (a kind of orange Orange is P. grandiflorus, tho blossoms of wlncli . , , fruirrnnt smell C T 
or reddish-crimson), White Christine and Boule 8ru f„Uv *2 inches across and of snowy white- 8Weet> »ut not tiugiant, smell. i . I. 
de Xcige (both white), and A. J. Banks (prim- nc88. Scarcely less beautiful is the variety of , «*>• ,Q“1,ck-,«r19wln? ,.,IvIe8- ;TI!1' hrott-t-lcuyod 
rose). Dr. Sharpe (mugonta-orimson) is very it called laxus, on account of its habit of growth TiHiMrnnmcd will"nm'keihmal.uluw cr! tlm h-a"'*!, bein'); 
free and excellent in every way, hub its colour is al„i flower-clusters being less dense. There is smaller. Iltna.vbcplnnicdiiew.-E.il. 
against it ; and Julie Lagravere, a beautiful rich not a finer white flowering shrub in our gardens - 
velvety ■ crimson flower, is, unless afforded than this beautiful Mock Orange, and if there 5007.-Bees and Carnations.-I sboul.l not think 
special treatment, usually too late for the jg only room in a garden for one kind, this is the flower* could bo wreath* hurt by the Boca, if the hive** 
November shows.—B. C. It. certainly tho one to plant. Tho others, though nob nunicrou.. show CsnuUlons should not te 
- 1 Ins is not a very large but interesting they rosemble one another in growth anil m|lc wav Roses will not bo uitected-at lensi, tho little 

class. The bes^t varieties are Amy Furze (best flowers, are desirable because they flower in (lnninge Bees inflict would do no harm to the effect of 
described as a dclicato rose-lilac shade), Bottlo succession, and so extend the blooming period, the flowers in tho garden.—0. T. 
de Neigo (white, and valuable for its lateness), P. inodorus, Gordonianus, and hirsutus are all - I kce|) Bees, and also grow Carnations 
Chevalier Doinage (golden-yellow), Cullingfordi line species, and if space will admit, to these ami Roses, hut have never known either to be 
(rich crimson-scarlet, the most useful of all iu may be added the slender-growing I’. Satzumi injuriously affected by lhem. The honey-Boc 
its line of colour, and a really superb flowor), from Japan, P. Lewisi from North America, visits the wild Brier Rose, but I have never 
Dr. Sharpe (a variety that has been many yews and P. verrucosus, also American. Most of noticed it at work on either my garden Roses or 
in cultivation, tho flowers of a purplish-crimson these are procurable in nurseries, but are not Carnations j it may, however, visit tho latter, oa 
shado), Elsio (a lovely variety, the flowers beau- invariably known under tho names cited ; I have seen it at work on the Pinks, hut cer- 
tifully reiloxed, and very soft-yellow in colour, indeed, so confused ore the names of the Mock tainly without any harmful effect, so far us my 
one of the best Chrysanthemums for decorations Oranges in nurseries, that, with tho exception observation goes. For overy honey-Bee which 
in cultivation). Golden, Peach, and White of such as P. eoronarius and grandiflorus, one visits a flower there must he twenty other 
Christmas are all worthy of a good place, the can never bo sure of getting the species true to insoots whioh also visit it, all equally injurious, 
colour of the flowers inaicatedbytno name. mune. There are numerous named varieties of If fruit is desired, either in the shape of seeds 
Phidias (rose), Progne (ivmaranttfTs^hkd I’ke -ll. eoronarius, inoluding one with semi-douliltV ok* IMUhfi sliapo of Apples, Pears, Ac., the honey 
Violets), and Piilfioy GeorgbyoluaBt4«F- ^ <ytwgers called primuheflorus, Lots, 1 it/dsn toot- Bee-drthe guirilenqrt greatest assistant towards 
verso of the florets golden-yellow, amT^tippi^aesirable, as tho doubling of thedoWnria'not thatend.'-AB.1 T. 11 ' 1 

PliiUdvIpbua microphyllus (natural size). 
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house or frames in February and March. The and moist, to make all the growth possible, 

best of all bulbs for those who have no heated Those I raised in the way described from cuttings 
houses. produced by early forced stock made nice little 

Spir.-ea japonic* must be potted at once and plants, with several shoots each before autumn ; 
placed in cold frames. As soon us rooted they the pots were plunged in ashes during the 
can be transferred to more heat. Plenty of root winter in the frame they occupied in summer, 

moisture is the great thing to ensure success covering to keep out frost. In March they were 
with Spineas, as they are nearly aquatic. turned out of the pots and planted in a bed 

Tulips, of the early kind, such us White made up of peat, sand, leaf-mould and a little 
Van Thol, flower freely quite early if potted rotten manure, the points of all the strongest 
in October, and when well rooted placed in shoots being cut away before they began to 

warm-house or where a little bottom-heat is move, the effect of which was that they were as 
available. La Heine is a find kind for cutting, full and compact in growth as possible. Some 

J. Groom, Goxport. flower-buds were set in autumn, but another 
_ season’s growth was given them before the 

_ . . plants wero taken up and potted, at which time 
CHOICE SHRUBS I-OH FORCING, they were so full of buds that when they came 

Azalea mollis and its varieties. into bloom the flowers all but hid the wood. 

The natural disposition of these Azaleas to The treatment described may seem to entail a 
bloom early is an advantage, as on account of good deal of labour to bestow on a hardy shrub, 

this tendency they require less forcing. There but there are few tilings that give a better 
is one thing connected with the forcing of these return for the attention they receive. When 

plants that should bo borne in mind, which is these Azaleas are forced, like most other hardy 
that they should not bo hurried into bloom by shrubs, the plants are often very Wily treated 

subjecting them to a high temperature, as, if afterwards ; when the flowers are off them they 
so treated, the flowers do not last half the time are crammed into any out-of-the-way corner, 
either when cut or on the plants that they will not unusually out-of-doors, exposed to the cold 

if brought on slowly. This is what occurs with cutting winds and frosty nights, and this after 
the flowers of most things when hard forced, having been subjected to the exciting influence 

but more so with the mollis Azaleas than the of a temperature higher than they like. The 
generality of plants. Large numbers are raised plants forced are mostly not larger than will 
from seed, but they can bo also readily propa- admit of their lieing grown on and prepared for 

gated from cuttings. Plants that have been doing duty in the same way a second time, 
forced early, if kept in a little warmth after To prepare them for this as soon as they are 
their flowering is over, soon break into growth out of bloom, all the shoots should be cut well 

that affords cuttings early in the season, so tfjat back, after which the plants ought to be placed 
there is time for them to root and get established in a cold pit or frame, giving them air in the 
during the summer. When the wood of the daytime when the weather is suitable, with as 

young shoots has got firm enough—that is, in a much water as will keep the soil in a healthy 
similar state to that which is used for cuttings state. So managed they will bo in a condition 
of the Indian varieties of Azalea-they will for planting out as soon as the cold weather is 

strike in a few weeks, if kept close and moist in past. A suitable bud should be prepared if the 
natural soil is not such as will suit them. I hey 

are foml of peat, but they will thrive in good_ 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

FORCING WHITE FLOWERS. 
Those who require a large supply of white 
flowers during the early spring should lose no 

time in getting the plants or roots prepared by 
potting or repotting, so that they may be grad¬ 

ually brought forward in a higher temperature. 
The following are all reliable :— 

Azalea indica, of which beautiful plants, full 
of flower-buds just ready to burst into bloom, 

can be bought at a very reasonable cost, are sure 
to give satisfaction, as they need but very 
gentle heat to make their blooms expand very 
early in spring, and as a decorative plant, or for 

cut flowers, they are almost unrivalled. Deutsche 
Perle, indica allta, and Fielder’s White are 

amongst the best. 
Call* .etiiiupk'a is one of the very easily 

grown plants that flower at all sorts of times in 
the year, but never better than in early spring. 
They should get a rest out-of-doors during sum¬ 

mer, and be repotted about midsummer, when 
they will push up very sturdy growths, and 
must lie placed under glass in September and 

well supplied with liquid-manure, and kept near 
the glass in an intermediate-house, with a tem¬ 

perature from 50 (legs. todOdegs. If fly appeal's 
fumigate immediately. They will commenco to 
flower aliout Christmas, and continue to push up 

their pure-white sjmthes freely as the solar heat 
increases, and as cut flowers for church decora¬ 
tion they are very valuable. 

Christmas Roses are lifted and forced in 
heat, but the plan weakens the plants much 
more than plucing hand-lights or small frames 
over strong established clumps out-of-doors, and 
as they flower without any artificial heat at 
midwinter, there is really no need to hasten 
their blooming, and few plants suffor more from 
root lifting than these. 

Deltzia uracilih is one of the most flori- 
forous of white flowering plants, all the young 

shoots of the preceding season’s growth being 
complete wreaths of bloom. If cut down close 
to the jiots after they cease blooming, and kept 

under glass until June, they will have developed 
a good head of young shoots, and may be 
planted out-of-doors in good soil, ami kept well 

supplied with water to perfect their growth ; 

they will now have shed their foliage, and should 
bo lifted and potted preparatory to introducing 
to gentle heat, and by introducing a few in suc¬ 
cession, they will keep a supply from February 

until June. 

Lilium Harrisi, one of the very best of 
White Lilies, may be had in bloom over a large 
part of the year, but about Easter is the best 
time for flowering it well under glass For that fieriod the bulbs should be potted at once ; one 
arge bulb in a 5-inch pot docs well, and placed 

in a cool-house until rooted, and then placed in 
a temperature of about 55 degs,, they make 
splendid hearts of the purest of white trunipet- 

sliaped Lilies. 
Lily ok the Valley is such a universal 

favourite that it is always acceptable, and finds 

free loam, if not too sandy. As a matter of 
course, plants that have been forced will not 

move nearly so freely the summer following as 
others that have not been so treated ; but the 

second season, if all goes well, will see them 
quite recovered, so that they will make plenty 
of growth and mature flower-buds in quantity, 
that will make a display much exceeding that 

which is obtainable from smaller examples. 
One great advantage which these Azaleas 
jiossess is that they are equally adapted for pot 

culture by those who have no place where a 
higher temperature than that of a greenhouse is 

kept up, as they are for forcing, as if the plants 
are potted in autumn and at once moved to a 
greenhouse, they will bloom to perfection at the 

end of winter’and beginning of spring. So 
managed, l^lic flowers naturally have more sub¬ 
stance in them, lasting proportionately longer, 
whilst the much-prized pink tint which many 

forniB of the plants possess is more intense. 

5tr21).—Bulbs in pots.—All the subjects 
you mention will bloom the second year if left 

in the pots they now occupy ; but not so well as 
in tiie first year, and probably not at all if they 
are not well cured for. Unless you arc prepared 

to devote some time to them after they have 
gone out of flower you had better not keep them 
over for another year. The treatment they 

require is that the foliage should not be injured 
from any cause, and that the roots get sufficient 

moisture to 

cause, „ 
__ keep the soil moist until die leaves 

die down of their own accord.—J. C. C. 
-The better plan, o! course, is to take tho bulbs out 

ol the pots and keep them in a dry place ; but if you do 
not foreo them hard, really only letting them come into 
bloom naturally almost, you may for one year let them 
remain in the pots, particularly the smaller kinds, such os 
Snowdrops ana Chionodoxas.—C. T. 
-If carefully managed most of the bulbs named 

would flower in a window year after year ; but they must 
. have attention with wator after flowering till the growth 

-house or frame until they are an intermediate temperature. As soon as the has ripened, ami they should be repotted in fresh, sweet 
le tops in full growth ; then cuttings begin to grow the points must be soil early in autumn. Of course, such bulbs will not force 
se to flower. pinched out. It is essential to attend to this so well as those newly imported.-^H. 

single and double whites, are tu good time when the plants are required for 5017.—A greenhouse w®”' , . 8 
danta that were cut down in flowering in pots, as they should be as close and cover the wall with Cork xi you like, t 
»e covered with young shoots, compact in growth as they ci n be got; for on prefer such things as climbers r icus repens, 

freely if set on shelves near this depends their ability to produce the most which makes a surface of deep-green fc > 
mi-house, with rather a dry flowers on small plants. Directly tho little the beautiful Plumbago capensis, and its v r ■ y 

^ plants J.avo got well rooted, move them into alho, Lapaeeria rosea and L. alba, or you can 

■man V only need, vui/stighk 3-j^k Jiz>inah pots, and transfer them to a bu ild SoWtif >ockerj, and plant invaneies 

i into-TlSww^w GhViltmiliViK C%lJ-Vrame or pit, where they Irtf1 
her, and will flower in cold- 'nwufuged, by keeping them moderatel; 

flowers of Azalea mollis. 

close I many other Twos 
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the other Jay—at least, only sufficiently heated 
to keep out frosts—and the fine-leaved "varieties PALMS FROM SEED. 

not overcrowded, and they should be covered 
. , _ with soil to about their own depth. Until the 

of Begonia Rex, besides a number of such Ferns At no time were Palms more popular than they young plants make their appearance above 

as Adiantum cuneatum, were in full beauty, are at the present day, and consequently large ground light is, of course, not essential, so that 
\ on could also grow the Lady's Slipper (Cypri- importations of seeds reach this country by the boxes may lie stood underneath the stages 
pedium insigne), which would succeed under means of which the supply is kept up. Not | or in any out-of-the-way place, provided a good 

such conditions.— C. T. only do our nurserymen import seeds for their J heat is maintained and "the soil not subjected to 

- Except the affording a harbour for in- own stock, but large numbers are frequently ' any great extremes either of drought or moist- 
sects, such as woodlice, &c., tliere is no objection offered for sale at the London auction rooms, ; lire. The very best position is a bed of Cocoa- 
to doing as you suggest—indeed, it is a very and as a considerable quantity has been an- } nut-refuse with a gentle bottom-heat, in which 
common practice, and if plenty of moisture is nounced for distribution in tliis way, a few the pots or pans should be plunged, when if the 
supplied the results are, as a rule, good. There words as to their general treatment may not be seed is fresh it may lie reasonably anticipated to 

arc plenty of suitable subjects for planting in soon germinate, though in this respect 
the crevices or pockets, including varieties of many Palms behave in an erratic nian- 
I’teris, Adiantums, and other Ferns, Isolcpis / . ner, for frequently a few will make 
gracilis, Panicuin variegatum, Tradescantia their appearance quickly after sowing, 

zebrina and multicolor, hnc-foliagcd Begonias, / .illliilJKKK: while the bulk will not germinate 
Ac. If the whole is kept moist, insects will lie ^ till a long time after. When the 
much less likely to be troublesome.—B. C. R. first leaf is well developed is n good 

- A greenhouse wall covered with Ferns time to pot off the young plants, for 
and creeping plants is very pretty, but to a /iMIwhich purpose the soil should lie the 
certain extent Virgin Cork does encourage same as that above recommended in 

insects, ami the continual dampness weakens _which to sow the seed. For 

the wall to some extent. For such a purpose Tiik kihst roTTiNu it will lie found 
the wall should not be less than 14 inches thick. an advantage to sift the soil as for 
Pretty well all the smaller greenhouse Ferns sowing. For most of the generally 
and Mosses will grow on such a wall, and in cultivated Palms small pots known as 

addition Authericum variegatum, Coprosnm VVSW VA thumbs arc large enough, and if one 
Kaucriuna variegata, Eulalia japonica vanegata, jjBmf ■ -good piece of crock lie placed in the 

Ficus repens, Dactylis glomerate variegata, sTlfl M bottom of each pot, it will afford suffi- 
Featuoa glauca, Lcucophyton Browni, Sedum ''' ciont drainage. As the seed remains 
carnouin tricolor, 8. .Sieboldi variegatum, and ^ 7 / for some time attached to the 

Vinca elegantissima may be used.—E. H. v, Iff young plant, a good general guide as to the 

5011.—Chinese Primulas and Deutzia V ttS- depth it should be placed in the soil is thereby 
gracilis.—The best thing to fertilise single .g* i furnished, and that is ill potting to place the 

Chinese Primulas is a small camel's-hair pencil, jsSK * young plants at such a depth that the seed just 
which can easily be passed down to the pollen- rests on the surface of the soil. The compost 
bearing organs, and transferred from flower to employed must be pressed down moderately linn, 

flower. It must be done when the pollen is dry— Should the roots be as all matted together, they 
about eleven o'clock in the forenoon. I have must be carefully disentangled, or if broken or 
generally had a better crop of seeds from blooms bruised however slightly, the result is likely to 
fertilised later in the season than now, and for be the death of the plant. After potting and a 
that reason I generally keep the later-blooming watering sufficient to settle the soil, the pots Iilants for seed purposes. Deutzia gracilis may should lie plunged in a gentle liottom-heat, 

>c easily propagated from the young shoots in when the after treatment will consist in water- 
heat in spring ; hut a better way of getting up a ing when necessary and in syringing more or 
stock is to plant out a number of strong bushes less frequently, according to the season of 
rather deeply in a lied of light, sandy soil. the year and the weather experienced. It 
Every stem will then form healthy roots round should lie borne in mind that a humid atinos- 
the base.—E. H. pliere is favourable for most l’alms, lieing 

- These must ho crossed with a camel’s very conducive to rapid growth. As re¬ 
hair brush, inserting the pollen from one to the potting is necessary, much the same kind 
other, selecting, of course, colours that are likely °f soil may lie used, except that a little 
to produce offspring of some interest and value. - well-decayed manure will in the case of the 

One must be very successful nowadays in the m. , 5 A-wA. stronger • growing kinds be of service, 
hybridising of Chinese Primulas to get anything Palms, as a rule, very much resent being over- 
distinetoranodvaneeon varieties already inculti- 1 ^ potted, and to the uninitiated it is surprising 
vation. In crossing, aim at getting good colours, “ what effective specimens can lie grown in pots 
tine form in the individual flower or “ pip,” and a "Bungalow" or "Cabt»({e" Palm (Seaforthla elegans). 5 inches or ti inches in diameter. Of course, as 

robust truss that is crowded with flowers, strong, the pots get full of roots an occasional stimulant 
sturdy, and the folia"o of robust character . , , „„ „ . , . ., is necessary to maintain the foliage in good con- 

After hybridising plac^thJPUn* on asMf by °^hfco^ *** “**,«» "?'» « *«>«•* 
themselves and in a sunny corner, so that the “ 'niridreaT'b^tu,’inO Cwth if thi-happ™ }>» " 7"? *!* *« 
polls can ripen up well. Be careful to e ve a I'll,nip state, ami reatlj to sUirt into gr win (w.ulre a 8|Ckly hue. When in small pots and 
ample water -C. 1. g ™ P“ muler favourable conditions, for in , » ftre fnl| J it is al,„ost impossible to 

' Th. Billltlw. of ru. the case of many kinds if the seed has been kept ovenvatcr them, provided the surplus water is 
I no simplest way of getting Chinese i<K, dry or from other causes, the germ will ,, , jmin a wav Where Palms arc keut in 

1 ■ imulas to seed is to choose those plants which shrivel up, while the body of the seed remains , > o- i • ' . .. fj,ctor 
flower ate m the snriuir. ami stand them out.- ..... 'I,L dwelling-house, a \u\ important factor 

■ Bungalow" or " Cabbage" Palm (Seaforthla dt-gans). 

lire. The very liest position is a lied of Cocoa- 
nut-refuse with a gentle bottom-heat, in which 
the pots or pans should be plunged, when if the 

seed is fresh it may lie reasonably anticipated to 
soon germinate, though in this respect 
many Palms liehave in an erratic man¬ 

ner, for frequently a few will make 
their appearance quickly after sowing, 
while the bulk will not germinate 
till a long time after. When the 

first leaf is well developed is a good 
time to pot off the young plants, for 
which purpose the soil should lie the 
same as that above recommended in 

which to sow the seed. F'or 

Tto' Tiie kihst pottiso it will lie found 
an advantage to sift the soil as for 

sowing. For most of the generally 
))Y(V' cultivated Palms small pots known as 

thumbs arc large enough, and if one 
good piece of crock lie placed in the 
bottom of each pot, it will afford suffi¬ 
cient drainage. As the seed remains 

for some time attached to the 
young plant, a good general guide as to the 
depth it should be placed in the soil is thereby 

furnished, and that is in potting to place the 
young plants at such a depth that the seed just 
rests on the surface of the soil. The compost 
employed must be pressed down moderately firm. 
Should the roots be as all matted together, they 

must be carefully disentangled, or if broken or 
bruised however slightly, the result is likely to 

be the death of the plant. After potting and a 
watering sufficient to settle the soil, the pots 
should lie plunged in a gentle liottom-heat, 
when the after treatment will consist in water¬ 
ing when necessary anil in syringing more or 

less frequently, according to the season of 
the year and the weather experienced. It 
should lie borne in mind that a humid atmos¬ 
phere is favourable for most Palms, lieing 

very conducive to rapid growth. As re¬ 
potting is necessary, much the same kind 
of soil nuiy lie used, except that a little 
well-decayed manure will in the case of the 
stronger - growing kinds be of service. 
Palms, as a rule, very much resent being over¬ 
potted, and to the uninitiated it is surprising 
what effective specimens can lie grown in pots 
5 inches or ti inches in diameter. Of course, as 

the pots get full of roots an occasional stimulant 
, „ , „ . , . .. is necessary to maintain the foliage in good con- 

out of place. 1 he all-important consideration ,uu a J thc soi, lnust not “Uowed to ,„t 
is to obtain good sced-tlmt is with the germ in , )U, if ll|ja haj)penil lh„ foliage i(t vory a,)t 
a iilumn state, and ready to start, into growth .• ... {' . .n * .' .... , 

at the beginning of May, with only ^er of liT n^T uttmtd iniuS 
over them at night to protect thom from frost or seeds till the box is filled, when of course the f ^ n",1£ 
heavy ruin, un.r they have produced more seed Bue,lH wiU 1«, perfectly air-tight, and, generally ,l ,,,a> Pr?v* flltal \°. “g ,lunt' 1 llC P,r.l',C,P“ 
than those plants that were inanipulateil upon speaking, they reach this country in good com 'n8ucl P«at8 from which Palms suffer aie different 

with a camel's-hair brush and had the protection d jtio.i J fo™» “f *a"\c of.wh,'oh aro “ trouble- 

of a warm greenhouse. A few plants stood on a Raw,so the plant8.-Iii sowing the seels, f?",e.t!,an olllur'!: ,u.t ,u1l,1,f ca,sc °f "f ,heI" 
shelf well up to light and air in a greenhouse in whether in pots, pans, or boxes, the* soil chosen t,l?e “'"‘edatshould lie to clear them off 
the months of April and May will generally fur- should be a com! yellow loam lightened by an ^,r®ctly thev maketheir appearance, as if allowed 
nisli sufficient seed for one’s own use. fairly admixture of course sand. All’ mixtures of peat, effect a thorough lmlgment on the lwves they 

hard young growth of Deutzia gracilis will strike manure, or leaf-mould should lx- avoided, unless ‘ mJUr,,,t; 
freely during the summer in a close frame if the loam is of too heavy a consistency, when a 1,10 tendel ’ unfolding foliage, 

they are kept watered and shuded.—J. C. (J. little well-decayed leaf "mould will be of service. Varieties.—Of Palms that are used for de- 

51)27.—Forcing Lily Of the Valley.— It is better to pass the soil through a sieve coration in a small state may lie especially men- 
Leave the pots in thc hot-bed until the growth with half an inch mesh, as thc young roots are tioneil the different Kentias now so extensively 
is 4 inches or 5 inches high and the flower-buds not so liable to be. injured when potting the grown by all our nurserymen, Latania borbonica, 
just appearing, then clean them over (of course, seedlings. In preparing the pots, )ians, or Cocos Weddellianu, tieonoina gracilis, Seafortlua 
thc crowns will have been buried some inches boxes for sowing, fair drainage should be clegans (see cut). Areca luteaccns, A. sapid,i, 

the year.—B. C. R. 
lAg-tirm and made level ; then 

re sown care must lie taken 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
the hardiest are much 
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lietter if kept during their earlier stages in tho 
stove, as they make much more rapid progress, 

and consequently form effective specimens in 
much less time than if they do not get the addi¬ 

tional heat when young. The hardiest of all the 
above are Chama-rops excelsa and C. Fortune!, 

Corvpha australis, and Rhapis flabellifonnis. 
This last is an exception to the others in its 
method of increase, for seeds arc rarely ob¬ 

tained ; but as a set-off, it pushes up slickers 
freely, which when sufficiently advanced can be 

taken off with their attendant roots and re¬ 
potted. }{4 

belonging to the variegated-leaved section, is 

more delicate, and really needs the warm, moist 
atmosphere of a stove. Keep the plant as warm 

as possible, and the soil moderately but not too 
dry, and it M ill probably survive, though it is is one of the most valuable dessert Apples in 

cultivation. In habit it is somewhat straggling 

and slender, horizontal or espalier training 
answering best, though fairly good bushes, 
pyramids, and standards may be grown. It is 

one of the surest bearers, the fruit being of 

medium size, much flattened, and very distinct. 
When ripe it is fairly attractive in appearance, 

of excellent quality, and keeps admirably. 
The season extends from November till late in 
April. 

Court ok Wick, a .Somersetshire Apple, and 
at one time a favourite variety, is now much 

less grown, owing, doubtless, to the smallness 
of fruit. It is a pity, however, that such a 

pretty and richly-Uavoured variety should go 
out of cultivation. It is not a very strong 
grower, by no means fastidious as to soils or 
or position, and a sure bearer. The season of 

t his superior dessert Apple extends from Novem¬ 
ber to March inclusive. 

Golden Knob, of which an illustration is here 

given, is distinctly a Kentish Apple—at any rate, 
I have never met with it much elsewhere than in 
Kent and that part of Sussex adjoining, though 

why its cultivation should be so much limited is 
hard to determine. It is excellent either for 
home consumption or market, keeping good till 

long after most other varieties are over. 

Standard or orchard-trees attain a moderately 
large size and rarely fail to bear well. The 
variety is also admirably adapted for garden 
culture. The fruit is somewhat small and com¬ 

pletely covered with russet, while the flesh is 
yellowish-green in colour, juicy, and brightly 

flavoured. Too often, however, the trees are 
cleared of their fruit before it is fit to store, the 
proper course to pursue being to leave the 

Golden Knob to the very last before gathering, 
a moderately severe frost doing it more good than 

harm. If they are dragged from the trees 

the fruit shrivels badly and is not fit to 
cat at any time. The variety ought to lie 

FRUIT 

501 —. - Heating a greenhouse. 1 have 
used the earthenware pipes for flues 

time, but so far never for hot water. I recently, 
however, saw part of an apparatus taken from a 

house that had been heated in this way, and the 
pipes were all sound and tight. I really do not 
see why it should not answer, and, indeed, 
intend to try it myself one of these days. If 
the joints are carefully made with fresh Portland 

cement tho M'hole M ill be quite tight, and ought 

t° answer satisfactorily, but I should endeavour 
to avoid getting the pipes overheated at any 
time, the water certainly ought never to boil. 

\\ ith tho tank not more than a couple of feet 
higher than the pipes, and one or more good 

sized air-pipes, there M ould be no pressure in t he 

SOME GOOD DESSERT APPLES, 

many a | Personally I am strongly of opinion that 

dessert Apples approaching coarseness are 
objectionable, and certainly do not give the 

greatest satisfaction on the dining-table. 
Coarseness, I know, is a term that can rarely be 
applied to Cox's Orange Pippin, Margil, Ross 
Nonpareil, Fearn's Pippin, and such like, but 
Ribston Pippin, Gravenstcin, Blenheim Pippin, 

Adams’ Pearmain, King of the Pippins, and 
other popular varieties that could be named are 

frequently seen in prize-winning collections of a 
size qualifying them for cooking rather than for 

dessert. There are plenty of really good 
medium-sized to small-fruited sorts available 
for cultivation other than the dozen or so 

varieties on which there has been such a great 
run during the past decade, to a few of which I 

will direct attention, taking them someu’hat in 
alphabetical order :—■ 

Aromatic Russet is largely grown in the 
south-western counties, but, according to rav 

experience, not often met with elsewhere, yet 
it is a first-class variety. It succeeds well 
under any form of training, good pyramids 

being easily grown, while there are few more 
reliable as regards free bearing. The fruit is of 

medium size and nearly covered with russet, 
therefore not particularly attractive in appear¬ 

ance, being, however, of excellent flavour, anil, 

actual frost, if a low outside temperature pre- 
vails for several weeks, that M ill make all the 

difference in the consumption of fuel. 8o wil' 
also the form of houses, especially if they are 

high ones, and the span-roof form is more ex¬ 
pensive to warm than a lean-to. “ Scotia ” M ill 

understand that the superficial area to be heated 
is a consideration that cannot be ignored in 
framing an answer to his question. Employers 
of gardeners often think that more fuel is con¬ 
sumed than is necessary ; but a little considera¬ 

tion will show that they are mistaken, because 
if a higher temperature is maintained than the 
Plante require it would do them injury, and no 

skilful man would so act against' his own 

1(1111» fine of angle iron back anil front of the stage 
for the corrugated iron to lit into. .Sand or fine gravel 
will do to stand the pots on.—E. H. 

—— You could use corrugated iron, and it isdone under 
such circumstances. Hut the plants upon shell or small 
stones, which will retain I ho moisture fairly well. During 

fully deserves that distinction. It is 

amenable to any form of training, and 
seldom fails to bo productive. 

Limb Abbey Pearmain.—This, a few 
years ago, Mas usually included in most 

selections of dessert Apples, but, being 

small fruited, I am afraid it is likely to 
drop out of cultivation. The variety is adapted 
for either orchard or garden culture, and for 

any form of training. Tho fruit colours prettily, 
and when in season, or say from mid-winter 

till April, is decidedly superior in point of 
quality. 

Loud Buiuihley is much less well known, but 
is equally worthy of being largely grown. Tho 

tree is inclined to canker somewhat on heavy 
soi!g)r^mf.|-1m| this failing it should be 

given axrial everywhere. It can bo trained as a 

JtfWpM. ©MtHe|>N©’H3 Wjarf or cordon on 
tbe P.-qadisc-ao.-k^ AVith me it seldom fails to 

... peim .... uruunu, II,rilling altogether beautiful objects, 
laist season I saw some magnificent liaskefs of this plant 
in the large winter garden at Witley Court.—A. 

.^--An unheated frame.-" Lady's Slipper " 
will find the following Orchids do well in an indicated 
frame : Cyprijiedium calceolus, C. spectabile, C. niacran- 
ilium, and Epniuctis gigantea. I have had plants of the 48 11 
above in a similar position for the last five years, and they comr 
grow well and bloom well.—Ax Obciiid Loveh. jjc8|l( 

•3018.-Hoya and Dracaena, &c.—Sup- the f 
posing that the Hoya is the ordinary H. carnoaa, tougl 

or Wax-flower plant, little difficulty should lie Deoe 

experienced in wintering this in a sitting-room ; Be 
in fact, it makes an excellent window plant, same 

It should be kept nearly dry nt tho root until Appl 

growth recommences in the spring, and, iiubw*l, favot 
in severe weather, if allowed -o hocnmefquitf 4lr. ’ 
.Irv, will be all the safer, Ulflt 'iiWWireVkavV JaV.l i 

to bloom freely next season. Droctemi terminalis, | raids 

Fruiting-liranch of Apple "Golden Knob.1 
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bear well, ami if not gathered too early will 
keep fresh and good till most Apples are over. 
The fruit is somewhat dull in appearance, but it 
is very juicy and of good spicy flavour. 

I’karson's Plate and Sam Youxo are both 
good growers, very prolific, small-fruited, and 
of excellent quality. The latter variety is in 
seison from November to February, while the 
former lasts about a month longer. 

Skek-no-Fi kthkr is not often met with, but 
it is quite deserving of being preserved. It 
forms a medium-sized tree, its habit suiting 
small gardens well, and in most favourable 
seasons crops satisfactorily. The fruits are 
somewhat conical, very richly coloured, and 
tender and pleasing. Carefully stored, the 
season extends from November till March. 

W'ykkn Pippin is generally recognised as being 
a v ery reliable and good Apple, but its smallness 
militates against it. The tree grows moderately 
strongly and may be grown under a variety of 
systems. Though not particularly showy, a 
well-selected dish looks well on the dining- 
table, and no fault can bo found with the 
quality. It is in season from November till 
April. _ W. I. 

.vrj3.-Pear-trees not growing.—One 
sentence you use in your inquiry appears to me 
to explain the cause of your trouble. You say 
tw i years ago you had the meadow trenched up. 
Now, as the word trenched is understood by 
gardeners, it means that you placed the good 
surface soil at the bottom and brought the 
inferior to the top. If this is what you have 
done, it is suliicient to account for the trees not 
growing ; the soil is too poor for them. To 
make a permanent job of it, you cannot do 
better than trench over the ground again, and 
bring the good soil to the top. Probably a 
heavy dressing of rotten manure placed on t he 
mots after the surface soil is laid on one side, 
will start the trees into growth, but you will 
have to repeal this operation every year in r 
sandy soil until the roots have found their way 
down to the turfy soil below. You have acted 
wisely in not pruning the trees, nor should you 
do so until they have made sufficient growth 
to require it ; not, tit fact, until it gets crowded 
or unruly in length. -J. 

Ojv.' tli- tVir trees a psul top-ftressinir ft rich 
Mttiiiiro, Thr\ r quire Miiwtliiiij; better Hum Hand to 

jw. K. II. 

.vi111.- Treatment of Cherries —Prune 
the shoots liack to within five eyes of the base 
where it. was budded ; this will allow of two 
branches being made ou each side and a leader 
in the centre. By this means the trees will be 
furnished with brunches properly from its base. 
U lieu maiden trees, such as the one quoted by 
*• Pine," arc not cut hard baek the first year, 
the tree eventually becomes leggy, owing to the 
non development of the buds nearest the base, 
consequent upon the How of sap going direct to 
the upper part of the tree.- !S. P. 

The Cherries slioukl have been cut hack before. It 
wonM have I.. belter »t '|i|ieil when about 18 inchi» 
Imdi. and the laterals made below laid in. However, cut 
lia jt now to within half-a-dozen hnd-i of the hoitoin, and 
next summer train nil the shoots in. K. It. 

Vine snags.—It is difficult to find a more 
appropriate designation for the long, crooked, 
and ugly spurs found so frequently on old Vines. 
There seems to be no reason why these long 
spurs should bo left on rods, but it seems to boa 
practice with many growers. In time the pro¬ 
duct is small, thin wood and very poor hunches. 
It the process of pruning compels the formation 
of these long spins after a few years' fruiting, 
would it not be better ere the evil gets too great 
to carry up new rods from the base of the old 
ones, more frequently cutting away the whole of 
the spurs one-half or one-third the"length of the 
old rod, according to the run of the roof, tying 
the new rod in to fruit where the spurs have 
been taken oil, and so continuing to extend it 
t he following years ? Thus instead of seeing, as 
is so often the ease now, Vines all snags, tliese 
old rods would he replaced every few years._B. 

4478. F1103 on fruit-trees.—Syringe the wan with 
a strung solution of Sunlight soap, 3 on. to the gallon, 
ii'l'lbiy a winejrlaKsful of parafliii-oii to each gallon. The 
mixture will not injure the trees. -E, II. 

n .r. Worms on a lawn-tennis ground.— 
Saturate the zrounil with lime-water mule from fresh 
time. Hcpeat as often a* necessary. Aiipftmr plan ot a 
more perm uient i haru ter would In- to /like uic*hc 

“JtuhJ'ijl 

THE MAIDEN’S WREATH (FRANCOA 

RAMOS A). 

The subject of the accompanying illustrations 
should be found in every collection of plants of 
any pretensions. It is as valuable to the 
amateur with only a small greenhouse as it is 
in larger numbers for decorating conservatories. 
By some it is found to be tolerably hardy, but 
the position chosen for it in the open air should 
be a protected one as well as fairly dry. 
In the milder parts of the country it may 
with these precautions be depended upon in 

Mai leu's Wreath (F. ramosa) in a pot. 

verage winters. It is it Chilian genus be- 
ongitig to the Saxifrage family. As a deco¬ 
rative p'unt for grouping it is peculiarly adapted 
whilst in flower. Spike succeeds spike, mid 
these as a rule send forth laterals, thus keeping 
up a Ion j succession of bloom. My practice is 
to grow it in a cool-lmuse all the season ; this 
is not necessary when not in flower. A cold 
frame or nit will do provided there is not an ex¬ 
cess of damp during the colder season. At 
other times it may be stood out-of-doors with 
safety, but when in flower it is better preserved 
in good condition if under cover. In my ease the 
temperature frequently falls Itclnw 40 dege. in 
the winter, and the plants are usually a long wav 
from the glass, yet they do remarkably well 
under this latter unfavourable condition. The 
plants can lie kept in good health for some years 
at a stretch, and us they increase in size they 
will ho found equally useful for large houses. 
A fresh potting each spring should lie given. 
The soil should consist chiefly of good friable 
loam with leaf-soil and sand. ’ Firm potting is 
preferable to a loose condition of the soil, keep¬ 
ing the plants in a healthy state for a greater 
length of time, Propagation can be effected 
either by cuttings or seeds. Cuttings, I find, 
strike best in the early spring, each one being 
placed singly into a 24-inch pot, with a liberal 
amount of sand. In a gentle warmth, hut not 
too close or moist, tliese cuttings will soon 
strike. As soon as well-rooted, one shift ought 
to bo given ; this will suffice for the first 

i'. The seetl is now about ripe from plants 
flowered early. To save time this could 

■'ll ut once, and the seedlings 
ixlthg through the winter upon’-h'ViHl! 

the glass. By the spring these will moke nice 
little plants with the possibility of a spike or 
two ot flowers in twelve months. The best dis¬ 
play will, however, be from plants at least two 
years old from seeds. Insects, to all appear¬ 

ance, do not trouble this Francoa, and it is 
fortunate this is so, for the foliage, being hirsute, 
is not easily cleansed. The plants when grow¬ 
ing freely and showing flower will take a liberal 
supply of water, with a dose now and then of 
liquid-manure as an assistance. The illustration 

on this page shows how well the plant will grow 
and flower in a pot. The spikes when cut are 
useful for trumpet vases, and also as a wreath 
fora loily’s hair (see cut, page ."Mil), lasting well. 

Other Francoas worth growing are F. append!- 
nlata, with deep-coloured flowers, and F. 

sonchifolia, rose-coloured flowers. H. 

ORCHIDS- 

ONCIDIUM SPHACELATUM. 

It is now some long time ago since I 
promised “C. Cameron " I would say a few 
words upon this species. When I received the 
flowers from him in the spring of the year I 
was much put aliout to furnish all the informa¬ 

tion asked for, and so the request was over¬ 
looked. I quite agree that the species abive- 
named is a very pretty and showy one, and 
the flowers sent by “C. C.” represented a very 
good one, reminding me of a form which I 
used to grow years ago, which was called 

Phelpsianum ; hut this, I think, was only a local 
name, and 1 do not see it recorded anywhere. 
O. sphacelatum is a very free-growing plant, 
and it was sent to this country from Guatemala 
more than fifty years ago, and I do no think it 

lias ever been lost to cultivation since. As 
“C. C.” says, it is a splendid Orchid for 
growing with other stove-plants, as it thrives 
well in such situations, and flowers in profusion. 
Now, I like to so grow the majority of Orchids, 

for why they should require a separate house 
to grow in t cannot think. The only thing I 
have to say against the growing of these plants 
in a house with a mixed collection is that they 
are apt to get overshadowed and smothered up 
by the foliage of the other things that are not 

Orchids : but this can lie obviated by the owner 
if he takes the leust trouble with his plants. 
As I have before remarked, 0. sphacelatum is 
a free-growing plant, and it soon attains to 
considerable dimensions, and if it grows to an 

inconvenient size in the course of a few years, 
it can easily be cut through anti dix'ided, 
whereby two or three specimens are produced. 
These should be potted in well-drained pots, 

and lie placed in a compost consisting of 
fibrous peat and Sphagnum Moss. It likes 
an abundance of water when growing, 
and even when not in an active state it should 
have sufficient water to keep the bulbs in a 

plump condition. This is a point that wants 
watching, for if this is done it is surprising the 
difference that will l»e seen in two plants that 
have lieen treated in the two different ways. 
When I was a young man amongst Orchitis it 

was always the right system to give the Orchitis 
a thorough good drying as a resting season, but 
as 1 grew to be my own master amongst the 
Orchids I determined to see if better treatment 
would not make these nluuts present a more 

pleasing amiearanee, which I did, and here 
record it for the benefit of my readers, and a 
fair amount of water through the winter mouths 
will prevent the bulbs putting on that starved 
anti wrinkled aspect which they ussumed under 

the dry system which used to be given thorn 
some few years ago. This is a plant which is a 
special favourite with ladies on account of the 

long spikes being much branched, anti the short 
branches forming such elegant little gems for 
their own cutting, and this I would always grow 
a plant or two for—it makes such a’ lot of 
difference if a lady can out her own flowers. 

Matt. Bramble. 

CATTLEYA WALKERIANA. 

The statement made to me by “ Janies Walker ” 
only goes to prove that he is either a young 
grower of Orchids or that he has not mode them 

a yiu«y, torne says, in sending me a flower of 
"'hat isvtite cause of it going 

’’’ Well, “J. W" 
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plants should be carefully and frequently looked 
over to prevent slugs and snails from eating and 

defacing the fronds, and in the open fernery all 
sorts ot things should )>c laid down to trap 
them. The following kinds are all beautiful. 
I cannot give any description of these, because 

it would be too similar ; but any person having 
a good collection would soon recognise them. 

The following firms keep the best collection's of 
Ferns at the present time : Backhouse, of 
York ; Birkenhead, of Sale ; Bull, of Chelsea ; 

Mav, of Tottenham j Veitch, of Chelsea ; and 
Williams, of Holloway. The following two 
dozen kinds are all good" and worthy of general 
cultivation : S. capitatum, contraction, Cousinsi, 
corymbiferum, crispum, cristatmn, crispmn 

fimbriatum, cristulatum, digitatum, grandiceps, 

jugosum 
Malcolmsoni, 
ratno-marginatum, ren 

must know that this is a feature of the species 
which used to be considered peculiar to this 

plant, only the same as I have pointed out is the 
case with Epidcndruni Standfordianum ; but 

one or two others have appeared which have the 
same peculiarity. The flower sent to me is a This plant in its normal condition cannot be 
very deep-coloured one, almost as deeplv mistaken for any other Fern. One species 

coloured as a good form of C. nobilior, which only inhabits Britain, but this is very widely 
flowers in the same manner on a small and weak distributed. It crops out more frequently 
leafless growth, and which dies away soon after in spots where chalk predominates in the soil, 

t he blooms. C. Walkeriana is one of the finds of It has broad, simple fronds, which vary from a 
Gardner, when collecting in Brazil, now upwards few inches to some 2 feet or 3 feet in length ; 
of fifty years ago, near the diamond district , and and only the other dav I had a specimen sent 

wfiich became known in English gardens by the me by a friend which 1 had not before seen. It 
mime of C. bulbosa, and which it was long called, was the variety reniforme, having fronds 
It is a free-flowering plant when grown well, about 3 inches long by . 2 inches in breadth, 

the curious shoots upon which the blooms are This is one of the innumerable varieties into 
produced usually bearing a pair of flowers each, which this Fern has passed) many forms having 
and these last a long time in full lieauty if ordi- their fronds ramified anil crested quite out of 
nary care is taken to prevent water from the all conception ; and it is to the beauties of many 

syringe falling upon them; the colour of the of these forms ... 
sepals and petals being rich rosy purple, 

petals much broader than the sepals ; the three- they 
lolied lip is panduriform, the side lolies being fronds 
reduced to small, erect, ear-like ap|iendages, the open fer 
which cover the column only at the base ; these tion ; L-L 

are deep rosy-purple, the stout column being of tested from the 
the same colour, tne front lobe of a rich ami 

purple, streaked with deeper purple, and at I presenting a c 
the Iwse it is of a pale-yellow. This is | as j—‘ 
an Orchid that requires to l>e kept warm 
all the year round, and to have a gixxl | tion 
moisture in the air at all seasons : of course, 

what is considered a fair amount in the summer 
season would be too much iii the winter; but as 

PERNS 

miguate furcuns, Kelwai 

maximum, ramo 

i am. ii. m iu me uibuiicui ---B— .— iformc, sagj 
which I would draw the attention | turn, Stansfieldi, Morgani, variahih 

the | of my many readers. At this season of the year 
are specially to be considered, liecausc their 

i are persistent and evergreen, standing in 

rnery without the slightest, protec- 
but this suits them better if slightly pi 

w north and east winds. T 
lethyst- | bright and shilling green of their fronds always 

iheertiu appearance, whilst if grown 

pot plants they are equally beautiful, and are 
always available for hall and room dccora- 

and they may be used with a good 
deal of propriety tor the ornamentation of 

window-boxes during the dull, cold days of 
winter, when their roots are protected from 

the plant grows near streams of water, and as its the sharp frosts. I think the only position in 
roots are thrown out a good bit from the stem which I dislike to sec these Ferns is the outside 

upon which it grows, it derives a certain of a window in the wintor as pot plants, for in 
amount of nourishment even in the resting such a situation they stand but a poor chance 
season. I have found the plant to grow and of thriving long. The frost kills their roots, 
do best upon a bare block of wood, not the thin and the fronds liecome crippled and torn, 

pieces of wood which nowadays are too often and they are no longer an ornament in the 
used in trade collections, but on a good-sized position named, and have to be cast on one 
block of wood ; it does not so much matter side. Now, some of my readers may be some¬ 

what kind of wood, but I think Willow is the what astonished at this and say that being a 

DECIDUOUS FERNS. (V'ja 

,ro. | More attention might very advantageously Ikj 
The given to this section ; most of them die Oil' to¬ 

wards the winter, thus allowing more room for 
other things—in itself an advantage in many re¬ 
spects. These Ferns are not probably so abun¬ 

dant as they would otherwise he, simply because 
they are deciduous. This may be attributed in 
some instances no doubt to non-attention when 
they become shabby ; not that they want a great 

amount of care, but they should not be allowed 
to get too dry. If the soil be kept in a happy 
medium the plants will be right enough, anil 
will after a rest start with renewed vigour. 
Any attention that may lie needed iu the way of 
potting should be seen to as soon as the young 

fronds liegin to make a move ; if. however, any 
increase by division is necessary, that should be 
done a little sooner, so as not to cause any in¬ 

jury. As the growth begins to rise away from 
the soil see that the plants are kept well up 
to the light to prevent the stems drawing up 
abnormally long and slender. When the first 

fronds are more fully developed the majority of 
these Ferns will take water very freely, all'ord- 

LADY’S SLIPPER ORCHIDS (CYPRI- 

PEDIUMS). 

The Cypripcdiums are plants well suited to the 

wants of amateur gardeners, for they do not 
require any great amount of artificial heat or 

anythiug more than ordinary appliances to grow 
them to perfection, and they flower very freely, 
and last a long time in good condition, and few 

flowers find a readier sale. Many gardeners in 
private places where the surplus produce is sold 

have told me that they get. more inquiries for 
these than any other flower they grow. Cer¬ 
tainly, some of the new kinds are expensive, but 

the older kinds, such os C. insigne, C. barbatum, 
and others are not only reasonable, but are 
readily increased by division. They do well in 

pots or pans, in a mixture of peat, Sphagnum 
Moss, and charcoal, and may be grown well 
under the shade of Vines or other fruit-trees, anil 

at this period of the year, when a good many 
will be in flower, they are quite at home in the 
conservatory or stove-house, where rather a dry 

temperature is maintained. There is something 
of charm about the culture of Orchids, and many 

amateurs would like to embark in their culture 
if they were not deterred by exaggerated notions 

of the expensive appliances in the shape of 
tropical stove-houses, hanging-baskets, &c. ; but 

these are really useful plants that repay any 
care lies towed on them, with handsome, lasting, 
and beautiful flowers, and doubtless many 

growers have been disappointed with their first 

experience of Orchid growing, for all Orchids 
are by no means suited to amateur cultivatKin, and* 

can only yield disappoiiitmint W anyoBajiat 

embarks in their culture. J. 0., Hants. 

unprotected state. It is beyond a plant’s cn- class is 

durance, be it ever so hardy ; for its roots, Davallia Bi'i.i 
which in a state of nature live in the soil, here, one of the prettii 

in a state of cultivation, become frozen and die. one which shout 
They are admirable ornaments in the cool collections. Tilt 

fernery, slightly protected, but without any Fern, is easily gr 
heat whatever. The best soil to plant them in is division. It is 
some good friable loam, mixed with some sand and fernery for growi 

with some calcareous soil in it. They should may be cultivate 
be potted firmly, leaving room for a good soak pots or pans, fli 

ing of water, of which they like a goodly quantity dennejd. j pThiSj-f 
idui iMjB h£>growi ng time, os well as frequent the way of top-i 
hghe&ilrtwgings overhead; but dui-inU\J|ljl^ 0£rs|jv 

timvdf they stand out in the frames, the pot ever should be 
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with the older rhizomes in the process. In 
small pots it is a very suitable Fern for decora¬ 
tion, whilst for supplying cut fronds it is one of 
the best that can be grown, the fronds lasting 

well in tile young as well as in the mature slate. 
The smallest fronds make capital material for 
backing up button-holes. 

Davai.ua disskcta is another good Fern of 
this class, particularly as a decorative variety 

for clothing walls, for baskets, and for cutting, 
giving a good supply of fronds in the autumn. 
I.ikc the foregoing, it may l>e grown in the 

temperate-house. 1). bullata I have kept safely 
enough when at rest in 43 dogs., with 10 degs. 
or 1.3 degs. more when growth commences. 

Amongst the Adiantums there are some which 
come under this category also. 

AoiantI'M I'OSI'INNIM, a gem amongst the 
Maiden-hairs when well grown, does best when 

treated as a deciduous Fern. This species is not 
nearly enough grown; in fact, it seems to 
escape notice almost entirely, whitest the larger 
form, A. eoncinnum latum, comes in for a much 

larger share of attention, although in my opinion 
it is not nearly so beautiful ; it has size in its 
favour—that is all. Both of these, but more 
particularly the type (A. eoncinnum), do best in 

the warm-stove, where this species makes a 
beautiful basket-plant. 

A. ASTHIOPKTM A SSI.milk is another very 
charming deciduous Fern, casting its fronds in 
November, and starting into fresh growth again 
in March. This is essentially a Maiilen nair 

Fern for the many, being easily cultivated in a 
cool-house ; in fact, it lias been known to live 
out of doors through the winter. It makes a 
very pleasing basket-plant, thccreeping rhizomes 

appearing round the sides and the bottom. The 
fronds arc pale-green in colour, but do not last 
well in a cut state. 

A. AMAUII.K, also known under the name of 
A. Moorei, makes a beautiful basket Fern, 

having in this respect the properties of the fore¬ 
going species, but possibly in a more marked 

degree. It is a rapid-growing Fern, nearly or 
quite (according to the temperature) losing its 
fronds in the winter. It can be kept in a tem- 
p -raturcof 45degs.,but issafer in lOdegs. higher, 
in the stove it makes one of the very finest of 
basket Ferns. 

A. LUNCLATl'M is another deciduous species 
one also that is of very slender growth. It 

should be grown os a basket plant, or at any 
rate suspended if in a pot. Having the property 
of reproducing itself from the extremities of the 
fronds, it soon makes a good growth when once 
it is started. This is also one that requires a 
liberal supply of water ; even when dormant it 
should not lie allowed to dry up. This list of 
Adiantums would not be complete were it not 
to include 

A. I’KDATDM, one of the prettiest of all, 
particularly whilst the fronds are still young. 
This species may lie safely wintered in a cold 

frame or out-of-doors, even in the more favoured 
localities. In its wild state it is found in both 
hemispheres, being widely distributed. For 
planting out in the cool fernery it is strongly to 
lie recommended. Its hardiness has been well 
tested in some localities, but I am disposed to 

think too much exposure as a rule would not be 
Itenefieial. Shallow planting in particular is 
not advisable, particularly in cold situations. 
As a pot plant it can lie strongly recommended, 
lasting a long time in good condition. 

Lyuodii'm scan duns does best when treated 
as a deciduous Fern, thus affording a suitable 
opportunity for making a wholesale clearance of 
any insect nests to which it is oftentimes predis¬ 

posed. Seale and thripsare the enemies inthis re¬ 
spect, and these cannot always be cleared out of 
such Blender growth. As growth ceases in the 
autumn the plants should 1* kept fairly dry, 
then after a time ns the fronds become shabby 
they may all be cut off. By this time, for in¬ 
stance, this may be done, only pot room is then 

required until young fronds appear again. 
Wlien required mainly for cutting the belter 
way is to train each frond up a slender string 

from thoearly growth, keeping each one to itself, so 
that it can l>o readily taken off' when wanted. 
For twining round tall vases, rustic arches, &c., 

these fronds are extremely useful, particularly 
when the fertilo ones are fully developed. I 
have seen it grown well upon tho back wall of a 
vinery. This was at Normanhuwt'Court. the 

name of L. jnponicuin. The list of deciduous tutiou of the skin all over my hands and lingers. 

Ferns might be further extended, but sufficient and to all appearance I was undergoing a severe 
have been named to draw attention to a class attack of eczema. I tried all possible remedies, 
which does not receive in very many instances treating it ns eczema ; but it became worse and 
that notice which they deserve. One would worse, till one day a friend calling, I apologised 

be almost inclined to think that the opposite for the dreadful state of my hands. She said : 
would be the case when so many and varied “ No wonder, with all those plants in the room.'’ 

plants are now wanted for decoration. Cer¬ 
tainly they may lie cultivated much more, and 

that with advantage. F. 

I said : “ What do you mean?” .She replied: 
“ Why, of course, I mean all tluxse Primulas, 
and if I touched one 1 should be covered with a 
rash before I got home.” She continued : 

“ Remove all those plants to-night, and in three 

issues of Gardenim: selections have been given those plallU, unless by chance in watering them, 

for all purposes, and you must refer to them. „„ evidently to some ‘persons they must emit a 
Azaleas are oeautiliu, A. Uorsig, Dcutselie poison iu tl wuy not easy to explain, and since 

Perle, the old ladders White, Chamer3 Car- this dire experience I have been afraid to enjov 
mine, and Due dc Nassau. The old Double the comimn.onship of even one of these lovely. 
White Camellia, and the varieties Donckelaari, innocent-looking Primulas, which are, too, so 
Marchioness of Exeter, and the white fimbriate 8uiuble for aluf cll8V to koop in a roo„,. Our 

are useful. JI hen select also Fuchsias, Polar- gardener told me he‘also knew a man who could 
goniuins of all sections, Prench and Zonal, the not keep them, as he iuvariablv “had a rash ” 
Tuberous Begonias, which will keep the green- whc|1 W01.killg almmg thorn. -G. G. O. . . ... - „„.'king among them.—G. G. 0. 
houso gay throughout the summer. Bouvardias, ____ 

particularly the double Alfred Ncuner and 
President Garfield, Herbaceous Calceolarias, OUTDOOR PLANTS. 
Tree-Carnations, the Crimson Winter Cheer in - 

particular, a dwarf, bushy, free-growing variety; IMPROVEMENT OF SOILS. 

Cinerarias, Cyclamens, Erica hyeinalis, the most Rkcentlv I gave a few notes upon liquid- 
useful of the Heaths, Epacris, Heliotropes, manures, and I now follow with a few practical 

Veronica Andersoni variegata, Salvias, and the hints upon the above. The average amateur 
winter-flowering Begonias. Of climbers you does not posscssu favourable garden soil, and until 
may plant Marcchal Niel Rose, Plumbago tins is remedied satisfactory results are not easily 
capensis and the variety alba, and the lieautiful Kecurcd. It is not that the soil was naturally 
Lapageria alba and L. rosea, whose waxy had in the first instance, but it has been almost 
flowers arc very beautiful. On tho wall Ficus ruined by the builder. The clayey or gravelly 

repens is very pleasing, forming a perfect mat 8Ubsoil, broken bricks, old mortar and cement, 
of rich-green leaves, and do not forget a variety and other builders' rubbish unnecessary to par- 
of Ferns may be grown, such ns in the basket ticularisc, makes a soil that would fully account 
the graceful Nophrolepis exaltata, and in pots for the many failures unless a little common- 
the most useful of all Maiden hairs, Adiantum 8ense be devoted to its improvement. If what 

cuncatum, and Asplenium bulbiferam, Cyr- was once the surface-soil is naturally of a light 
tomiiim falcatum, Duvall in cnimricnsc, a small character, the clayey portions may lie left; but 
Dicksoniu antnretiea, Pteris scrrulatn cristata, jf t|,c. contrary should bo the case, get rid of tho 
r. creticu and its variety allKJ-lineata, and P. clay as much os possible. Collect the brickbats, 
treinula. 1011 may brighten the structure in stones, clinkers, &c., and empty them upon 
winter and early spring bv potting a lot of paths, or else as a drain. They may be placed 
forced bulbs, such ns the I olyanthus-Narcissus, lu tt k(.ap ju some damp corner, when with a few 

Tulips, Daffodils, Snowdrops, and Chionodqxas, larger pieces, and a little suitable soil, u very 

* lc Prctt-V ^ bucilue and C. sardensis.— showy collection of hardy Ferns may l>e grown. 

L T. Presuming we have arrived so far, the next 

488(1. Primula obconica. —To my mind, things are trenching and manures. Upon u soil 
neither of your correspondents on page 534 have of medium nature any manure will do ; but if it 
any idea of the poisonous nature of Primula ob- is stiff, then use Boot, a little lime, road-grit, 
conica. A few years ago I was in a market leaf-mould, and others of n light and opening 
nursery where it was largely grown. It showed character, reversing this for n light and porous 

no respect of persons; everyone who had the soil. Thoroughly mix the whole while trench- 
care of it in a shorter or longer time suffered ing, and use a little judgment whether the 
from its poisonous properties, until it was iin- whole, or only a portion of tho lower soil, be 

possible to get anyone to undertake the charge, brought to the top. Bear in mind that a stiff 
and tho stock was got rid of. It is not that it soil of a fairly rich character does not need much 
causes or aggravates erysipelas in those who are inanuro, and will soon get overrich in humus if 
subject to it, but it produces a kind of blood- so treated without being heavily cropped ; 
poisoning and eruption of the skin, which is dis- whereas a gravelly soil will take double the 

tinct enough for a medical man who has once amount of feeding with excellent results, 
had a cose before him to recognise it again. It P. lb 
mostly attacks tho hands, arms, nose, and lips, the 

chief danger being in gathering the flowers. I A Carnation note.—I was told I lie other 
Is-licve the poison to be contained in the fine day that Carnations were the coming flower, 
hairs that cover the flower-stems and leaves, meaning that they would bo the most popular 

but a doctor who had attended n number of flower grown. While not thinking they will 
cases stated that the very atmosphere of the stand before Roses, I certainly think they are one 
house where t hey were grown was sufficient to of the most dangerous rivals tho Queen of flowers 
continue the irritation. I succeeded in potting possesses. Many readers have doubtless got a 
a large number of plants without injury by few plants of the treo or perpetual-flowering 

taking the precaution to rub iny hands and arms Carnations. These nresogcncrnlly grown for their 
well with tallow before starting. I do not think grand winter-blooming qualities that they form 
there is any harm in having a few plants, lint a great feature among winter flowers, and 

the danger is when anyone constantly handles should be in every collection of amateurs' plants, 
them, as is necessary where they are grown in It will be necessary to keep a sharp look-out 
quantity for market. If this is tho intention of for maggots, aphis, and damp at the collar. 

" Constant Reader," my advice is “ Don't !”— Watering is of special importance in cultivating 

Kitt' tho Carnation, more particularly at this dull sea- 
■—■ »> ith regard to the poisonous nature of son. It is too late to strike any cutt ings this year 

this plant, and tho very diflerent opinions given os they should he done in .September or October, 
by correspondents in answer to “Constant But if a special favourite is wanted in greater 

Reader,” Nov. 11, allow me to give my own expo- number, a few cuttings may be taken on early 
neiico in the matter. In 1892, when I was matron in February. Some pull them out in preference 
of a large charitable institution, I always had a to cutting them off of tho plant. There is not 
variety of plants, &c., from the conservatory in much choice. Either way they need the base 
mvHittmg-rooni, and among others five or six of |thd (fatting slit for a quarter to half of un 

ntiiA^specimens of Primula obcimica in. nqt.sr mcli upwards. a* Hie v .root more fro41y when so 

s^BeVre long I began to suffer fromlirs atpffiHrJi- trcwccl. I LA acrv1 wildv soil should be used, unri 
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not too dry and hot, dwarf Phloxes, masses of 
flower of varied colour according to the variety, 

three months, so that these two flowers afford a 
grand show over a long period. Both of them 

will grow in almost any soil; but if a deep, rich 
loam can be provided the results are much more 
satisfactory. The Hollyhock in particular iB a 

deeply-roqted plant, and derives moBt benefit 
when the manure is placed some 1 $ feet to 2 feet 
deep. When growing near to established shrubs 

or trees, especially during a dry season like the 
past, the labour of watering will be amply repaid. 
Thorough soakings should be given, or none at 

all, one good watering being far more effectual 
than many of a half-and-half ehaructcr. 

P. U. 

pressed firmly around the cutting. Place 
them under a bell-glass, and in a temperature 
of 60 degs., if a very gentle bottom-heat can be 

given so much the "better. Another good plan 
is to plant out the stock plants and layer the 

shoots at their base. These make the strongest 
plants, and may be lifted in August, potted, 
and stood in a cool frame. The greatest 

mistakes amateurs make with winter-flowering 
Carnations are too much heat, too much water, 

and not sufficient ventilation during open 
weather.—P. U. 

but all are good, except those of a purplish- 

inagenta tone, the white-flowered Pyretlmini 
Tchihatchewi, Saxifrages in great variety, par¬ 

ticularly the Mossy Saxifrage (S. hypnoiaes), 
Sedums in variety "(S. Ewersi, S. Siebokli), and 
Stonecrops, Senr 
Veronica saxatilus, 

saxatilc, which lias .... . 
the Thrifts (Armeria vulgaris 

ler growing 
codium verntun, which is 
carpet plant to beds of deciduous shrubs, the 

Crocuses, 

Winter Aconite, the variegated Dnctylis, Kry 
throniums, better known os Dog’s-tooth Violets, 

dwarf Iris, and Scillas. You may get many 
pleasing contrasts of colour with dwarf plants, 
the golden-leaved Creeping Jenny being very 

charming when covering the ground, and such 
things as Fuchsias used to break the surface.— 
C. T. 

Mossy lawns.—These are almost always 

caused by poorness of soil or wet, either from 
soakage or lieeausc the ground is naturally of a 

close nnd retentive nature. Unless this bo 

remedied there is no permanent cure for the 
mossy patches so disfiguring to a lawn. The 
drainage must lie attended to, but ns no Moss 
will grow upon good soil, the judicious use of 
manures is very important. Farmyard manures 

are apt to produce too strong u growth, even 
when a good selection of lawn Grass-seed has 
licen used. I prefer soot and wood-ashes, also 

the sweepings of roads. Before applying these, 
rake oil' as much of the Moss as you can. In the 
early spring give the lawn a good dredging with 
rough boughs, and sow a little seed on the I wire 

and thin places. This will usually ensuro n fine 

soft Grass, and if a little of the small white 
Dutch Clover lie added a great improvement 

will lie seen.—P. U. 

ticularly the Mossy Saxifrage (S. hypnoiaes), 
°-J--\° v-- * O:eboldi), and 

irvivums, Thymus lanuginosus, 
Tufted tansies, Alyssum 

a brilliant mass of yellow 
flowers in spring, 
and the taller growing A. cophalotes), irulbo- 

very pretty used as a 

CORN POPPY (PAPAVER RH.EAS). 

In reply to inquiries, the Carnation, Picotec, 
and Ranunculus Poppies are double forms of 
the common red or Corn Poppy (see illustration), 

possessing almost every colour except blue and 

flowers being produced in spring, 

&e. Thero ure many varieties, embracing 

almost every shade of colour now in cultiva¬ 
tion. Brenchleyensis, bright scarlet, is one of 
the best to plant extensively for garden decora¬ 

tion. If exhibition spikes are required, special 
attention as to cultivation, &c., is necessary, 

and a few hints on this subject may prove 
useful. Choose a good open situation, unci pre¬ 
pare the land at once l»y trenching it to the 
depth of 2 feet, mixing a liberal quantity of old 

hot-bed or well rotten cow-manure with the 

yellow, some being self-coloured, while others soil. In March plant the bulbs 3 inches deep 
are beautifully variegated. They are also and 1 foot apart. When the plants are about 
known as French and German Poppies. The 1 foot high, spread a good layer of half-rotten 

very beautiful Shirley Poppies originated in manure over the ground, which will promote 
carefully-made selections from the Corn Poppy, strong, vigorous growth, and put a neat 
Being hardy annuals, the seed can lie sown stake to each, nnd tie as they advance 
where they are to bloom. Sow thinly,and thin in growth, which will prevent the spikes 
out the plants to 6 inches or 8 inches apart, lieing damaged by the wind. As soon as 
They are also excellent flowers for a semi-wild the flower-buds appear a close of manure-water 

place, as at a distance their effect is striking applied to each plant about once a week will 
and brilliant in the extreme. G. work wonders in developing the size und colour 

__of the blooms. I shall be pleased to give a list 

HOLLYHOCKS AND DELPHINIUMS. of tlic^best show varieties at some future time. 

In a mixed shrubbery, or on the skirts of a lawn, ‘ ’ _ 
many giand herbaceous perennials can be grown, >>020.-—Plants for carpet bedding.— 
but those most suitable for smallholders and Hemiana glul.ru is one of the best of low-growing 

gardens are not of sufficient size for creating the planta for this purpose, bed urn glaueuin, S. 
best effect where more space is available. Short- Lydium, and S. acre elegans are a so desirable 
irmwinv MiiViiectii lu»-e i> somewhat. fnnnv amiPAe- subjects to plant, and so me the different 

Flowers of (lie Corn Poppy 

ORNITHOGALUM NUTANS. 

In reply to “ J. G.," “ H. R.,” and others, this 

is a very popular species, and one of the most 
easily-managed of all the Ornithogalmns. In 

Drooping Slur of Bethlehem (O. nutans: 

bloom for the best part of | vai 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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5020.—A bed of Lily of the Valley, 
&C.—The Lily of the Valley may be grown well 
In a half-shady spot which is moist. A border 
overrun with roots would not do at all, as the 
plants would soon be starved in such a place. I 
should say that in the position mentioned the 
plants would thrive to perfection, and in a south 

aspect one gets earlier flowers. The great thing 
is to have a well-manured loamy soil, and kept 
moist during the growing season. It is really 
too late to plant now, the early autumn being 
the best time for the work—that is, when the 

leafage has died down. Too often beds are left 
until they become so crowded up with plants 

that they get weakly, and the flowers few and 
far between. Carnations should have a good 
loamy soil, with which is mixed plenty of well- 
rotted numure. Elaborate composts are not in 
the least necessary. It is too late to plant now, 
and the layers must be kept over the winter in 

pots. Put them out in the month of March. 
As regards planting new beds, be careful to see 
that the soil is not infested with wireworm. 
This pest is very destructive. During the 
following summer after planting keep the Car 

nations well supplied with water.—C. T. 

- This is a very simple matter, ad that is 
necessary Wing to dig the ground over well and 

add a fair dressing of either good leaf-mould or 
well-decayed manure. The plants enjoy some 
shelter and a little shade, but not too heavy. 
Beds for Carnations should also bo well dug, if 
possible to the depth of two spades, working in 

a moderate quantity of old flaky hot bed 
manure and some burnt earth ; old mortar- 
rubbish and a little soot are also very beneficial. 
If tho soil is naturally heavy and damp put 

plenty of broken bricks, rough lsdlast, or the 
like in the lxittom of the trench, and, if necessary, 
a drain also, and in this case plenty of sand 
may also lie added with advantage. In other 
words, good sandy loam and leaf-mould, with 
some burnt material and mortar-rubbish, suits 

these plants ns well ns or better than nnything 
else, either in the open ground or in pots 
Always make the soil firm.—B. C. R. 

4945.—A garden in Surrey.—Having 
had to deal with a similar soil to this one, I 
give my experience. Ten years ago I took 
charge of this place, which at that time was 
mostly Common or Heath land, the soil being a 
dirty white sand to tho depth of from 1 foot to 
•2 feet, then black or yellow rock, commonly 

called iron-rust about here, under which is a 
very good yellow subsoil (sometimes gravel to 
the depth of from 0 feet to 10 feet), this yellow 
soil reaching to the depth of 30 feet, or more, 
according to elevation of hills ; then we reach a 
running sand containing water. I will tukc 
first the surface-sand. Nothing will grow in it 
but Scotch Fir, Birch, and Heather, it being so 
very poor : it will hold no moisture, and in hot 

sunny weather it gets so hot that I have seen 
plant's burnt black, and as to water, I might use 
the old proverb of pouring it on a duck’s 
back. Next I take the iron-rust. It is gene 
rally nbout 1 foot thick, and just like a bed of 

concrete, and from I foot to 4 feet under the 
surface, and no moisture can either rise or per 
eolate through it in any way, nor yet the roots 
of trees, it being so hard that it requires a pick 

to break it, especially if mixed with gravel, or 
overlaying gravel. ()ccasionally we find some 
that can be broken with a fork when overlay 

ing tho yellow subsoil, but that is not often 
Now I come to the yellow sandy subsoil which 

is very good when brought to the top, and will 
grow anything ; but I must hero say that the 
rust must bo thoroughly broken, and if exposed 

to the weather will fall almost like lime, and 
when mixed with tho yellow subsoil forms very 

good soil for a garden, and when cultivated ill 
the usual way will grow very good fruit, flowers, 
and vegetables, but must have plenty of good 
manure. I may say 1 have al>out thirty acres, 
some trenched from 2 feet to 0 feet deep, and 
ploughed from 2 feet to 3 feet, and with plenty 

of manure I have hod very good crops of all 
kinds, and Conifers and flowering shrubs grow 

amazingly, so that if “ M. D." wishes to have 
a good garden I should advise him to have his 
ground trenched two good spits deep below the 
rust ; but he must see that the rust is tho¬ 
roughly broken up, as I am sorry to say I have 

had a lot of trouble through somoyjf tho work 
being shirked^ > Hpceiully^who#} tUefTIWt 

back to its naturul state. I should advise 
M. D.” to take up his fruit-trees and replant 

them in trenched ground. The border should 
be trenched the same way and well manured. 
* have some hundreds of yards of borders done 
in the same wav, which are giving every satis¬ 

faction, some from 2 yards to 10 yards wide, 
planted with herbaceous plants of almost all 

inds.— Fox-Hills. 

very hard, and 

NOTES ON BEGONIAS. 
These charming flowers have been on the whole 

somewhat disappointing during the past season, 
both out-of-doors and, to some extent, inside 
also. The extreme and continued drought and 
heat were, in fact, too much for the plants, which 
dislike extremes of all kinds, and never thrive 
so well as in a temperate climate, and under 
conditions modoratc in all respects. If there is 

one thing of which they can scarcely have too 
much—at any rate, when growing in the open 
ground—it is moisture. I shall never forget 
low they throve, even in my stiff, clayey soil, 

luring the mild, but wot and stormy, autumn 
of 1891. I have never seen them grow and 
bloom as they did then before or since. No 
amount of artificial watering appears to have the 
same effect upon tho growth as the natural rain, 
but unless the plants, ami seedlings of the same 
year in particular, are frequently and copiously 

watered for some time after being planted out, 
and until thoroughly established, they sustain a 
severe check if the weather proves dry, and fro 
quently fail altogether, or refuse to make satis 
factory progress afterwards. But even with the 
greatest care seedlings planted out in June made 

very little progress until the dull and showery 
weather we had in July set in. This gave them 
a start, though some of my beds were not planted 
till about this time, the seedlings not having 
grown quite so fast as usual, owing to the heat 
and drought : but these did, in the end, nearly 
or quite ns well as those planted earlier. The 

intense heat in August again proved very trying 
to the plants, and on one or two of the hottest 
lavs (the 17th and 18th, I think) plants in beds 

fully exposed to the sun were literally scorched 
by the burning rays of tho sun, not only the 

blooms, but many of the leaves being shrivelled. 
However, I took the precaution of shading 
all the best beds with thin canvas, and 
saved most of them. The rains that set in about 
tho middle of September again refreshed and 
helped the plants considerably, but the weather 
at tho time was too cold, and on the 8th of the 

month a sudden and very heavy hailstorm cut 
tho plants about liadly, and chilled them as 
well, os we had literally to scrape the hailstones 
from round and between the plants in pailfuls. 
About this time, too, wo had several frosts 

sharp enough to touch the blooms and tops of 
the plants where unprotected, but by covering 
the beds roughly with a light framework of 

laths and tiffany, &u., more than a very slight 
damage was avoided. This is a point that 
seems to call for more particular notice. It 
very frequently occurs that some time in the 
early part of September we yet one or more 
nights sufficiently frosty to injure such tender 
subjects as these, while the weather afterwards 

often for several weeks, is so mild that, if pro 
tected in some way during the critical period 
they then remain in lieauty for some time longer 
Such was the case hero in Sussex, at least, this 

year, and by simply protecting the beds the 
plants were kept on blooming beautifully until 
nearly the end of October, the frost that finally 
settled them occurring on the night of the 39th 
of that month. My Begonias, indeed, were far 

finer and gayer during October than at any 
other period of the year, one bed in particular, 

filled with plants raised from quite small tubers 
no larger than l’cas, kept over from the previous 
season, liciug quite a sight, and many of the 
blossoms 5 inches to 0 inches in diameter. 

Under grass, too, the heat was altogether too 
much for these Begonias. Here, on tho Wealdeu 
clay, tho heat is ns intenso in the sununeras the 
cold is in w ntcr, and the thermometer on Beverul 
occasions rose well above 90 ilegs, in the shade 

This so distressed the indoor plants that at 
last I turned most of them outside, standing 
them on ashes in tho shade of trees, where 
they did not require nearly so much water, 

md gained strength considerably. Under mch 
must uncos tho only way to keep these plants 
cuith under glass is to s. 

heavily (from actual sun only), and admit air 
as freely as possible by night as well as by day, 
few would credit how greatly night air 
strengthens these and nearly all plants in very 

hot weather. Water must be abundantly sup¬ 
plied, and the plants be syringed overhead at 
east twice daily. Just after the hottest week 

in August I was going through a nursery where 

largo quantities of Begonias are grown, and 
found scarcely one in a hundred carrying any 
bloom to speak of, both indoors and outside, but 
in the houses they had evidently been insuffici¬ 

ently shaded and apparently overwatored as 
well. At least at one of the metropolitan 
exhibitions held in August there was also not 

single Begonia staged, a fact which tells its 
own tale. The system of planting out the Tuber¬ 
ous Begonias under glass is beginning to be 
adopted by some growers. Years ago I saw 

them thus put out in low pits or frames, and 
have indeed grown them in this way myself, 
but quite recently I saw several hundreds 
planted out in the side-beds of the .ordinary 
span-roofed houses at Swanley, and the plants 

wero doing well. In this way they grow 
foster and stronger than in pots, and do 
not require half the care and labour in watering. 
In the way of soil, there is nothing better, if 
to equal, good friable or fibrous loam, whether 
the plants are grown in pots or planted out. 
Mix it with half, or a third, the quantity of 

good flaky leaf-mould (not too much decayed), 
and a good dash of sharp or coarse sand, and 
they can scarcely fail to thrive, and will make 
shorter and stockier plants than those grown in 

peat or any material of a lighter description, 
while the flowers will be large and of great 
substance. The choice new erect-flowered 
doubles, with a dwarf habit , do not grow as 
freely as the older and commoner kinds, and 
these may have a third or so of peat added also, 

especially if raised from cuttings instead of 
seed, but for the ordinary run of seedlings, both 
single and double, I find them do better in a 
sound loamy compost than any other, and at 

any rate, when potting the plants into the 
flowering sizes, the soil should be mude quite 
firm. For drainage I use either fresh coal- 
cinders or nodules of ballast (burnt clay) with 
excellent results. Those who can obtain spent 
Hops I can strongly advise to try this material 
for Begonias, whether planted out or in pots. 
Let them lie for two or three months, turning 
the heap over occasionally to sweeten them, and 

to two parts of loam add one of the Hops (well 
pressed down), for pot plants, or dig them 
freely into tho ground before planting. They 
also form a splendid mulching material, 
Lastly, the erect-flowered kinds, both single and 
double, should be cultivated almost to the 

exclusion of those with drooping blossoms, 
which, except for baskets, Ac., are poor, ineffec¬ 
tive things compared with the others. I gen¬ 
erally save my own seed, taking it from erect- 

flowered plants only, and could not help 
noticing that in tho bed of last year’s seedlings 
referred to scarcely a pendulous flower could lie 
found—all stood up well on stout stalks, and 
looked you straight in tho face ns if not at all 
ashamed of themselves. The same remarks 

apply with equal force to the double-flowered 
kinds—one that stands well up and looks sky¬ 

wards is worth half-a-dozen drooping blossoms 
to my mind, and I wonder that more importance 

not attached to this valuable trait. Of 
course the huge deep, many-petallcd or many- 
centred double Mowers cannot possibly stand 

upright—no stalk could carry themthus—but we 
are gradually getting a race of shallow, single- 
centred flowers with a few broad and well 
rounded petals only, and with the proper habit 

of plant these can be held as erect ns the singles, 
while they possess the important advantage of 
lasting very much longer, and blooming almost 

as continuously. B. (J. R. 

S010.—1Treatment of Petunias.—Young cutting* 
are much the host, and to obtain young shoots the plant* 
must be shortened back now or earlier.—E. H. 

Injury to Beech-trees. — You may possibly 
remember I bat I wrote to you about widespread injury t o 
Iluceh-trees In Ibis neighbourhood. 1 found it was due to 
the larval of a small beetle, which 1 have watched from its 
early singes to the perfect insect. 1 have learned that its 
name is Orehcstis fagi, a weevil. It lias done much mis- 
llhkf) #0U (-.apprehend, In an economic point of view, but 
tWMre l&vm of the country, the Beeolic* soon losing their 

the rest of the year,-It. L. 
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THE KITCHEN GARDEN. flatter in form than the Mousetails and with a up, and those tit for use should have some litter 
_ coarser tap-root. I do not care for it for summer put over the tops, if severe frost sets in, not 

NOTKS ON" TURNIPS use, but it is good for winter. It is largely grown only as a protection, but to enable the lifting 
1 * * in Essex for the supply of the London markets, to be done in spells of sharp frost. 

There are now several more or less distinct and is a good form for sowing late for the supply Lettuce, if tit for use, must hare protection 
varieties of Turnips in the different sections, of Turnip-tops in theearlyspring. The green-top of some kind from severe frost, or lifted and 
Take the Snowball (see Fig. 1) type, of which we Stone is also liked by some people for winter, replanted in frames. A good supply of plant s 
have numbers of supposed good selections, but it is more favoured by cottagers. Last, but should be lifted and replanted under hand- 

Quality in many Turnips is more a matter of not least, is Chirk Castle Black-stone (Fig. 3). glasses or in frames, as they suffer severely 
culture than anything else, the nature of the This is certainly not a very inviting-looking when overluxuriant as they are at present, 
soil making all the difference. Of course age in variety, but has a remarkably white flesh and Parsley, which is in daily demand, should 

is very hardy, being, in fact, the hardiest of all, 

although I must say that 1 have found Orange Jelly 
jjfe. rj “or Golden Ball equally hardy. When not too . jC£-, 

' large, any amount of frost which we are likely ► & aCajjg’g r 

fflS&NL. .aV"; >\ to experience never harms them. As a pro- , • C 
. r-’-'t1 ~ caution, however, a little soil drawn over them 

\ removes all risk, us the quality is better when 

jB/SSjgmBtSfrAF \ left in the ground. A. /V'y 

KITCHEN GARDEN WORK. 

After one of the longest summers on record, 

wc have now fairly settled down to our winter’s 
work, and at the commencement a good many 
crops need special care, for the exceptional heat 
of summer, followed by mild autumnal days, 

caused a luxuriant growth in all kinds of green 
vegetables, and in pluee of a scarcity there is 
absolutely an overabundance of green crops, 

and, above all, they are too gross to with- 

the* roots ofttn makesJa difference,' but not’to stand very severe weather, if it should set in 
such an extent as soil. The Turnip delights in suddenly. The following crops need attention 
what we may term a calcareous soil, but this at once— 

must not be poor, or the roots will fail to make Asparagus-beds should have the old tops cut 
much headway. The best quality Turnips I ever off, the surface soil st irred, and lightly pricked 

lunl were in a garden near the sea. The soil up with a fork, and a dressing of Seaweed or 
was rather deep and on the limestone formation, manure spread on the surface and left until 

Where Turnips do not succeed, a dressing of spring. 
kainit should bo given, a little salt also being Beetroot, if not already done, should be 
applied, say half an ounce to the square yard. It lifted very carefully and placed in a cool shed 

was after noting what beuefical effects the sea out of the reach of frost. 
spray had upon the Turnip crop that I was led Broccoli, when overluxuriant, will lie greatly 
to apply the salt. Burnt soil is also admirably benefited by digging out the soil on the north’ 

adapted for the Turnip crop, it being a usual side, then press the plant dow 
thing for farmers to “soil-burn ” for this crop, soil from the next plant 
small fires being kept going at intervals over the this is the most 

piece intended for the crop, the ashes being 
afterwards dist ributed over the land. Old garden 
soils arc often unsuitable for the growth of 
Turnips, and in these cases a dressing of fresh 

slaked limo would prove of marked benefit, and 
also help to destroy the disease termed ambury, 
or finger-and-toe. These soils are generally 
overrich in nitrogenous matter, and deficient 

in those mineral elements needod for the crop. 
Commencing with the 

Early varieties, I find the Early Milan is 
the best. This variety I consider the*most use¬ 
ful of what are known as the strap-leaved. It 
is undoubtedly the most useful for early sowing 

in the open air, and also for forcing under glass. 
The Red American Stone Strap-leaf (Fig. *2) 
forms a very good succession. The Early 

Munich is not worth growing. Certainly it was 
useful, as it was introduced before the Early 
Milan, and was more to be depended upon than 

the selections of early strap-leaved that used to 
be recommended for this purpose. Two or three 
years since I got together what supposed early 

varieties I oould, both the English and the Paris 
market forms, but I found for open-air culture 

in this country they could be very well dis¬ 
pensed with in favour of the Early Milan. If 
desired after this, the Early Red American 

Stone may be sown, but I prefer a good selection 
of the Mousctail, the selections of Snowball 
coming under this head. So much are the 

Snowball types liked by many people, that no 
other is grown. If I was bound down to three 
varieties, it would bo the Snowball, Early 

Milan, and Orange Jelly, selections of the last 
now being known as the Golden Ball. This 

latter is a very hardy Turnip, keeping well on 
to the early spriug in the open ground, and 
coming into use after the Snowballs are all used 

up. Some peoplo profess to liavo a liking for 
yellow-fleshed Turnips, but I do not think they 

will ever beconie popular. In the north of 
England and Scotland they appear to have a 
greater hold upon the public, but for table use 
their colour is against them, howovor good they 

may be for flavouring. A good oarly yellow- 
fleshed, variety will bo found in Petrowski. 

Veitch’s Red Globe is a well-known red-Ionpcd 
Turnip, good alike for summer and /ost 

cellent for whiter use. LXltJdlhfiStClcO^ieVjSiit) 

is termed tho White-stone ted ion. Tim is 

Fife'. I.—Turnip “Snowball, 

p “ Chirk Castle Black-stone, 

have somo thatched hurdles prepared for its 
protection, so that if snow falls heavily it may 

be got at readily. A few roots in boxes are 

very useful. 
Turnips of white kinds are now abundant. 

A good quantity should bo lifted and laid in 
trenches, covering the roots right over with 
soil, leaving the tops out, so that they can lie 

readily got at when needed. 
Sbakale and Rhubarb-roots lifted now and 

planted in any warm, dark place will yield fine 
blanched dishes in January, when anything in 
the way of forced vegetables is much appre¬ 

ciated. 
Small salads, such as Mustard and Cress, 

should be sown in boxes and set in the green¬ 
house. It is always acceptable, and remains fit 
for use a long time at this period of the year. 

J. Groom, Oofport. 

n, and pack the 

right over the stem, as 
vulnerable part. 

Cabbages that were planted out early have 
Erown very rapidly, and should severe weather 
ollow may sulVer considerably. If good plants 

are available, a successional batch should be put 
out, as they will come very acceptable if the 
first lot runs prematurely to seed or suffer from 
frost. 

Carrots, 
summer, 

If any seed was sown at mid- 

tho roots will now be in excellent 
condition for use, and they are very much more 
tender than those sown early in spring, and if 

a very simple matter to have them in this state 
during the winter months I supply a few hints 
upon the method to be pursued. If you have a 

heated pit or frame, or even a cold one in a nice 
sheltered position, a few roots of Mint and 
Tarragon may be lifted and inserted. I prefer a 

shallow box of light soil, as they grow more 
freely, and can be easily lifted out when spring 
produces plenty of tho same out-of-doors. Or they 
may be stood on somo out-of-the-way shelf in 

the greenhouse, and, provided they are not too 
freely supplied with water until growth com¬ 

mences, a number of very acceptable pickings 
may be obtained during winter months. Parsley, 
Sage, and Thyme are better for a little protec¬ 

tion during severe weather.—P. U. 

fluotl.-Celery for show. -Sow the seeds 
in heat in March. Prick off in rich soil in frame 

4 inches apart as soon os large enough. A 
layer of rotten manure 3 inches thick is usually 
placed in tho bottom, and then 3 inches of rich 
soil on the top of tho manure pressed down with 

a board. Tho plants must always lie liberally 
supplied with water. A little weak liquid- 
manure may be given when the plants are 

growing freely to get the plants as strong and 
robust as possible. From the first everything 
must lie done to have the plants as strong as 

possible. A check from drought or too much 
neat would be ruinous. As soon as the plants 
are large enough to plant in the trenches get 

them out at once. The manuro must bo rich, 

bdt)liio;t l frdsfil ®ri rank, and it should be well 

Sff h«f» IS 

Fig. &—Turnip “Red American Stone Strap-leaf. 
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manure has boon worked into compost with old 
rotten turf and some decayed vegetable matter ; 

the root* take to it better. Plant in single 
rows from 10 inches to 12 inches apart. As the 
plants progress all the small sucker like growths 
which sometimes form on the sides of the plants 
should be removed, anil the plants must never 
be permitted to get dry. When the growth is 
well advanced give liquid-manure twice a week, 

not in driblets, but a thorough soak. About 
six weeks before the Celery is required wrap 
some paper round the bottom, say about 5 inches 
or 6 inches up, rather loosely. This will hold 
the plants up a little and commence the blanch¬ 
ing. In another fortnight or so add more paper 
higher up, drawing the leaves a little closer in, 
but still leave room enough for growth. If 
several thicknesses of paper are used, the Celery 

will not require earthing up. The heads will 
turn out white and free from blemish. As 
regards varieties, good culture and regular 
attention in watering is more important than 
any particular variety, livery good seed house 
supplies good Celery with which prizes may be 
Won if well grown. .Sutton's Stilham Prize 
Pink, Carter’s Incomparable Crimson, Turner’s 
Incomparable White are all good. A good 

■ti'itill of the Manchester Prize and Grove’s 
White arc also suitable.—E. H. 

5025.- Growing early Rhubarb. — Cover the 
erowus with tubs or i>ots, ami .surround them with leaves 
enough to ferment, and the warmth from the fermenting 
leaves will start the Rhubarb into early growth.—E. If 

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS. 

Questions. — Queries and ansirers are inserted in 
Hardening free of charge if eorresjsindents follow the rules 
here laid down for their guidance. All communications 
for insertion should lx clearly and concisely u-ritten on 
one tide of Ihr jsiper only, and add rested to the Editor if 
Hardening, -17, Snuthamptnn-street, CuOent-garden, Lon 
don. letters on business should hr. sent to the Pihlisiikr 
The name and address of the. sender are required in 

addition to ami designation he mag desire to be used Cn 
the paper. When more than one query is sent, each 
should be on a separate piece of paper. Unanswered 
queries should be repeated. Correspondents should bear 
in mind that, as Uakdxxikg has to be sent to press some 
time in adeance f date, they sannot aheays be replied 11 

in the. issue immediately following the receipt of their 
communication. 

Answers (which, with the exception of such as cannot 
ST’llbe classitted, will be found in their different depart- 
mints) should aheays bear the number anil title placed 
against the qnsry replied to, and our readers spill greatlft 
Oblige us by adoising, as far as their kmwlcslje and 
obsecrations permit, the correspondents who seek assist¬ 
ance. Conditions, soils, and means wiry so infinitely 
that seesral answers to the same question may often be 
eery useful, ami those who reply would do well to mention 
the localities in which their experience is gained. Corns- 
p indents who refer to articles inserted in li.vnOKNI.su 
should mention the number in which they ap/wared. 

.VIM.—Laurels. Will someone please tell me If I can 

point hack Ihe lops of Laurels now?—Constant Kkaukk. 

■Vi.VJ.- Plcea alba latlfolla.—Will someone kindly 
give me a few hints as to the treatment of this plant?— 

L. L. 
5053.—Replanting Seakale.—Is this the host time 

to replant Seakale, und now should it tic do nr ? Please give 

particulars of soil to he used, &c.?—M. A. 11. 

soil.—Plumbaso capensls.-If I put a two-year- 
old plant of Pluinlsigo capensiH in a js.t t wo sizes larger in 

spring will it stop il from flowering?—Plumbago. 

5035.- DractBnas In a room. I)o Dracnmas (kept 
in u room) require much water at this time of the year 
Any hints on the subject will be acceptable.—M. H. K. 

flaw. Names of Chrysanthemums. -1 shall be 
obliged if anyone will inform me if "Source d'Or" and 
'• Houle d'Or'' are one and the same Chrysanthemums ?— 
lsqtTHr.R. 

6057.—Best Carnations.—1 shall he greatly obliged 
if someone will give me a list ol the newest and best 
t tarnations * ith colours ? I want to get a good collection 
—C. Nation. 

saw.—Early Potatoes and Brussels Sprouts. 
Will someone kindly infonn me the proper distance to 

plant early Potatoes apart in the rows, so that Brussels 
Sprouts may go between 1—S. W. P. 

5031).- Pruning a Wistaria.- Will someone please 
tell me it this is the time to prune a Wistaria sinensis on a 
dwelling-house? Should all the long young shoots lie out 
luck close or not ?—A Coxbtant Reader. 

6000. — Treatment of D&rllngtonla call- 

fornlca.- I wish to grow this Darllngtoiiiu in a cold 
frame. Will someone kindly give me lull Instructions for 
doing so? Locality, south-coast.—Piiyllampiiora. 

6001. —Pampas Grass.—1 have n large Pampas 
Crass. I am told to cut it down close to the ground. 
Hitherto I hitve portly done this every year. Will someone 

kindly tell me which is right V—A Constant Kkaukk 

6062.— 
someone _ ..... .... .. .. ._ ... 
striking cuttings of the following: Abutilons. Fuchsias, 
Zonal and large-flowered Pelargoniums ?- Uiturijki 

3083.—Aspidistras.—I find the leajunof my Aspidis¬ 
tra variegata ore always 
What is the cause, and .call anything I 
il ? Any information on tlfc siiriject w; 

- A!. II. K. 

50iH.-Tea Roses for button-holes.—I should 
be pleased if someone would kin-lly name twelve of the 
best dwarf button-hole Tea Roses for a cold house? 

Aspect, west: locality, smoky, Bolton, Lancashire.— 
Amateur Hokakian. 

5006.—Backing for button-hole Roses.-Will 
some reader of Oardknino inform ine of a good plant as a 
lucking for button-hole Roses, which 1 could grow in a 

cold-house? I have tried Adiantuiu cuneatum, but failed. 
—Amateur Ros.vri.vn. 

5006.—A vinery border.—Will someone kindly 
advise me as to a long liorder which is in my vinery ? The 
Vines are planted outside. Would il do any harm to the 
Vines if I were lo lilant Tomatoes, or utilise It lor any 

other purpose?—O. F. 

6007. — Pruning dwarf Roses. Scs. — Would 
J. C. C." or "P. if." oblige by telling me when is the 

best time to prune dwarf Roses in the ground, and also 
Tea Roses in an unheated greenhouse? Locality. Newton 

Abbott, Devon.—D. C. 

5008.—Rose-hips.—I have some Rose-hips (wild) sent 
me to sow for stocks. Should I sow now or wait till 

spring? I have also some (Jladioli Colville! allu and The 
Bride. I am anxious lo increase. Which is my best way 

to proceed ?—M. A. Turner. 

soon.—Window plants In winter In London. 
—Will someone kindly stale how best to keep window- 
plants in health in London during the winter, and Ihe best 

plants to obtain lor such a purpose?—Mrs. E. C. IL, 
Sloane-squnre, Ch-tsea, .S'. IP. 

5u7n.—Chrysanthemum cuttings. I have some 
strong, well-grown shoots from the ground in my Chrys¬ 
anthemum-pots quite big enough lor cuttings. Should I 

do wisely to make cuttings now or wait two months? 

—E. Fuk’rk, Chantry, Xorteich. 
5071. -Using a lawn-mower on tennis- 

courts.—will anyone have the goodness to tell how 

frequently the lawn-mower ought lo he used for tennis- 
courts, tin., and flic roller also, and how long their use 
should be continued after the summer ?— It. L. A. 

5072. -Disbudding Chrysanthemums. -- In 
disbudding Chrysanthemums is it proper to remove the 
three bulls round the centre one, or to leave those and 
take out the centre one. in order lo get fine flowers ? Can 

I get fairly large flowers on dwarf plants ?—C. B. 

507II.—Rose Baroness Rothschild.—I have a 
rooted cutting of Rose Baroness Rothschild about 0 inches 

in length. Cun 1 grow it as a standard ? I have rubbed 
off ail the lower buds, and there is a little shoot near Ihe 

loii with several buds. Can I train that into a " head T— 

C. B. 

5074. —Seeds or Clematis Jaokmanl, Ao.— 
Would " J. C. C." or " B. C. It.," or someone else kindly 
say how I am to sow the above sieds now ripe? Also, Ihe 

seeds of the Star, or sweet-scented Clematis, that flowers 
in autumn? Also, Apple and l’ear seeds ?—Skvsidk, 

Dublin. 

5075. Crlnum ornatum. Will someone kindly 

inform in • how this bulb should be treated during Ihe 
winter? 1 have a flue bulb which I imported in the 
spring. It has grown very slowly, and has not bloomed. 

Ought I to keep it green, or let it dry and repot in the 

spring ?—Cavrvuu. 

5t)7t). — An Indian vegetable.—Will someone 

kindly tell me the correct name of a vegetable known in 
India as " Lady's Finger?" Also, how lo grow it ill this 
country ? The seed is green, anil the size of a small l’ea. 
I shall he pleased to send anyone a few sets Is to try. 

Address witll editor.—K. N. 

5077. —Pruning a pot Rose. Ac.—I have in a cold 
greenhouse a pot Rose, anil do not know how to prune it, 
and 1 sec mentioned in Oardkninu of November 26th that 
pot Roses ought now lo lie pruned. I have also growing 
ini the roofs iwo Mareehal Kiel Roses ill pots. Ought they 

also lo he pruned now ?—Constant Header. 

5078. -Chry3anthemum suckers.—Would not 
the rooted suckers that come up at the bottom of Chrys 
antheiimiiis he quite as useful to make good plants next 

year if they were taken up and planted with as much root 
possible, instead ot going through the troublesome 

linens of taking cuttings from them?—C. F. 

C2.—Propagating greenhouse plants.-Will 
cone kindly say what is the proper time of year for 

business of taking cuttings 

5070. -Trees, Ao.. for a Derbyshire garden.— 
I am about to remov e to a new house in Derbyshire, which 

is 1,000 feet above the sea. and should be glad to know what 
trees, shrubs, and plants would be likely to do well, and 
make the garden look bright, us I do not intend to bod out 
much ? The winters arc long. —An Amateur. 

6080. Treatment of a Schubertla. Will anyone 
kindly tell me howto treat aHchubcrtin now? ft is at rest 
all winter, ami in a dry state. Should it lose all its leaves, 
and what is the best soil to grow it in ? There is only one 
pip opens on every trust at a time. Is this usual, or 

should the truss ull open before gathering?—L. C. 

5081. —Unhealthy Polnsettlaa.—Witl anyone tell 
me wtiat is the matter with my Poinscttias? The leaves 
are continually shrivelling up, and they do not grow in the 
least. They are in u house with Coleus and Iresinc, which 
are doing very well. Ought they to be syringed daily now, 

as I understand they should lie in summer?—As Amateur. 

5082. —Making a window-box. Ac.-I am 
anxious lo have a window-box made. What depth should 

it be, anti ought there to be any holes in the bottom for 
drainage ? I should lie much obliged lor any hints ns lo 
the soil fo use, and also the best plants to make it look gay 
from April fo September ? The window has a west uspect. 

—Fox. 

5088.—Rose in a greenhouse.-I have a Rose 
(Reino Marie Hcnricttc) which has been especially trained 

for the roof of my greenhouse, having a stem of 10 feet or 
II feet long with small 1-incii side-shoots, which I have 
repotted in about u 0-inch pot. Will this rcquircany more 

than Ihe ends ol the main stem and shoots removing in 

spring ?— Plumbago. 
5084.—Pot-Vinos.—I have three pot-Vines raised from 

eyes put ill Inst January. They have each a rod of aliout 
feel long. 1 want to fruit them next year. Should 

a roils he shortened ? If so, what length should they 
lilt back to ? A few hints as to phlaiu. a Jew good, 

lies would he very acceptably'' UlwVte^RwMi 
forcing then). L. I 

6085.—Name of a Lily.—Will anyone kindly tell me 
the name ol a beautiful Lily that I saw growing in gardens 

last summer at Coniston ? It was not unlike auratum, but 
had crimson where that has gold. I was told that in dull 
summers it did not flower in time to be safe from fiost: 
but perhaps it would under glass. The plants were over 

3 feet in height.—C. B. 

5086.— Fuchsia In a greenhouse.—I have Just fmrehosed a Fuchsia in a 0-inch pot, the roots of which are 
list coming through the bottom of the pot. 1 purpose 

forming an arch in my greenhouse with same. \V oufd it 
stop it flowering if I put it in a pot one size larger in 
spring? It has about two shoots coining out of the main 

stem, which is hard wood, and 8 feet high ’—Plumbago. 

5087.—"Paris green" and Pear-trees.-How 
should “ Paris green1’ be used on pyramid Pear-trees to pro¬ 
tect them from the reappearance next spring of grubs and 

caterpillars, which, for the last few years, in spite of 
frequent handpicking, have very much injured the crops 
of fruit. Should the “ Paris green ” be applied now. whilst 
the trees are in a dormant state, and if so, in what porpor 

lions?—E. B. 

5088.—A plague of sparrows.—I am swarmed 
with Sparrows through keeping poultry, and being anxious 
to destroy them on account of the nuisance and expense 
they cause by (each spring) building in the spouts, will 
anyone ol your readers assist me in saying how I can trap 
or destroy them? I cannot shoot, •being ndjojning a 
public road, and do not like lo potSbn on account ol a 

favourite cal.—J. T. 

5*183.—A small greenhouse.—1 am about toerv-l 
a small conservatory ot the lack of my house, with an 
entrance to it from the drawing-room on the ground floor 
The house faces due south, amt so we gel little or no sun 
in the back, where the conservatory will be. Will someone 
kindly inform me what plants would be most suitable, 
including a couple ol creepers, and would any kind of 
Rose thnve? I suppose Ferns would do best of all, and 

may say that I wish to curtail the expanse as much as 

possible ?—Alerkdal. 

6030.—Rats In a garden.-Will anyone kindly Ull 

me how to get rid of rats in a garden ? I am very much 
troubled with these pests, and now, when there is little 
lood to be got, they lmrrow where the bulbs are, and 

either eat them or leave them on the top of the soil. I 
have set traps, but it does not seem to lie of any use. The 
trails lately have heon set with Sunflower-seed, which I 
heard rats' are fond of, but I luave not caught one. I 
ought to say our garden adjoins a wood, and the rats come 

from there.— M. L. Williams. 

603L—LUlum auratum. Ac.—Arc home-grown 
LUiuntfturatuiii bulbs* tobepreferred to imported onw i I v «■ 
them advertised at a higher price, hut 1 have always found 
that the bulbs decrease In size year by year. I intend 
buying some auratum* and speciosums for planting out 
of-doors in borders. Is it safe to plant at once with the 
bulbs in the more or less soft, flabby state as imported 
I lave generally potted them and kept them pretty dry for 
some time, anil then carefully planted them out in earl* 
spring. Will Liliuni Harris! do out-of-doors? A reply 

will much oblige.—Auratum. 

50(2.—Pot-Roses.—My pot-Roses. of such kinds as 
Mareehal Niel, Duke and Duchess of Edinburgh, The 
Bride, Etoile do Lyon, La France, fSc., in a cold (and in 
winter), sunless greenhouse, look more like March than 
November. They are in full leaf, all new foliage, and one 

or two have buds on. What shall I do with them ? I 
lave cut them, but not very much, since the fresh foliage 
came out. Some arc small plants Hat would scarcely War 
more cutting. The Marshal NIcl does not look quite >•• 
well as the rest. I should like to train it, but it grows in 
a sort of straggling bush, and not with long shoots.—C, B. 

6033.—Seaweed as a manure In the vege 
table garden.—I should feel very much obliged by 
anyone favouring me with a few hints on Ihe above sub 
feet. Mv residence is on the sea-coast, so that I have 
every facility ol obtaining the article in question. Hitherto 
I lave never applied it, except as a thick covering in 
winter to the Asparagus and Rhubarb-beds ; hut my prv 
sent gardener is desirous of using it as a dug-in manure lo 

other crops, and I am anxious to know to what crops tit 
any) generally, or particularly, it would lie suitable? 1 
may mention my garden is a good loamy soil.—Rev. 

Leonard Siiakto Dude. 

6091.—Soil for Roses, Ac.-I should he mil.* 
obliged if •• P. I'.," "J. C. V.," or other rosanans to whom 
f am already much indebted, would advise me on the 
following point? My soil is aliout 2) feet deep, roUirr 
light, with gravelly bottom, so that it soon drives up, as 
garden runs north and south. In the western border I 
have twcntv-Ihree standards, eight of winch are Teas and 
also a few dwarfs and II. P.'s (planted Jan. 4th). I used 
liquid-manure (home-droppings ami soot) throughout the 

season, and al beginning of month mulched with Mos- 
litte- und stable-manure. Three dwarfs died and two 
standards, rest bloomed fairly well. Three weeks ago I 
planted some fifty dwarls on Seedling Brier round tlicceuu al 
plot, protected and mulched. Thinking to make the sod 
heavier last week I hail two loads of stiff clay spread on the 
beds about 3 inches deep on the manure, and intend lo let 
il lie there till next March, when I mean to fork 
it in with manure. Will they kindly tell me whether 1 am 

doing right, and, if not, what 1 lad better do?-Ax- 

minster. 

5095.—Hardy Llly-bed.-i am laying out a new 
border, aspect, south, near a 9-feet wall, soil good gravelly 
loam, climate cold and dam]), but garden very sheltered 
and sunny. I want to plant a lied of hardy Lilies, whu-n 
I wish to'be permanent, and can make the soil suitable 
with peat and rotten cow-manure; hut I should like a 

succession of bloom throughout the summer an J autumn. 
Would it answer to lill the bed on top of the Lily hull s 
with Anemones or Ranunculi, or. il not, are there any 
other lilants which can he grown aliove the Lilies, so ns lo 
cover the bare ground, and flower when they are not n 

bloom, and protect their young shoots from early summer 

eyes p 
a feet 

m ly Ulles to lie obtained at a 

ah should Lilies he planted 
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bulb from bulb, and bow deep, ami la horse-manure 
0 inches or a foot below the bulbs injurious or beneficial t 
is it best to prow Lilies in a bed by themselves or in 
clumps in a mixed herbaceous bonier?—LMctsrKK.siiiKt. 

REPEATED QUERY. 

fiono.—1Treatment of Oape bulbs.—I should be 
much obliged if " J. C. C."(who kindly advised me as to 
treatment of Cape bulbs in spring) or anyone else who 
could tell me how to treat "Crimim asintieuin,'' which 

was supposed to be "aqualicum," and placed in a pond all 
summer? It flowered well and bore seed, which was 
planted in i>ots in a Conservatory, and they have come up. 
Should the tinv spears he repotted now to give them more 
space, anil should the old plants lie still left in water (they 

are now in a tank under glass) or allowed to dry ?—Till. 

To the following queries brief editorial rejtlies 
are given ; but readers are invited to give further 
answers should they be able to offer additional 

advice on the various subjects. 

5097.- Odontoglossums (C. Drinbnatc.r).—Perhaps 
the following would suit you : (). Andersonianum cuspi- 
dntuin, Cervantcsi, llalli, hastiluhiuiu. luteo-piirpureum, 

.'lulus, nebulmum, Rossi mujus, Roezti, Itoezli alhtim, Uro- 
skinner!.—M. H. 

5008.—CtBlogyne criatuta (George Elliot).-This 
should he kept moist and in (air heat, but you must lie 

-autioiiN not to keep it too wet, or you will stand the 
chance of loosing the spikes entirely.- M. |l. 

rem. — Odontoglossum Harryanum. — II. 
IIaidu sends me an excellent variety o( this fine plant, hut 
l appears to have the universal tailing of the species, and 

that is, the petals close over the lip loo much. You should 
put your thumb between the petals anil spread them out. 
- M. B. 

510,). Lapa^erlaa from seed ('I'. II.).-Sow the 
seed ns soon as ripe in well-drained pots or pans filled with 

sandy peal, lightly cover the seed with 11 little of the same 
soil, and place pans in shady part of rather warm green¬ 
house. Keep soil moist. 

Mill,-Worm casts on lawns (S’. T.).—Brush 
the casts off. You hail belter nut kill the worms, Im if 

you decide to do so there is nothing better or safer than 
clear lime-water. A bushel of ipiicklimc will do for 
5o gallons of water. Stir it up and let it stand until the 

lime settles lo the bottom, leaving the water quite clear. 
Use this dear water to water the lawns, and the worms 
will either conic up to (he surface lo die or will die under 
groun.l. 

NAMES OP PLANTS AND FRUITS. 

Any communications respecting plants or fruits 
sent to name should always accompany the jmreel, which 
should he addressed to the EuiTtilt of UAKUKNIMO Ili,i.h- 

tratkii, .17, SoMhampton-strcel, Strand, London, W.V. 

Names of plants. -J. Edmonds, i, L-elia nnoeps ; 

2, Cuttleya labrnln ; tl, tlvpriinsliuni liarhutmn ; 4, Cypri- 
iiisllmu eanlinule.-it*. It. — Mohria thnrifragu ; 2* 
Nephrolepis I»uHI; 3, Jlicrolepia Novsi Zelumliic.-C. 
James.- l, Sophronltcs violaecu; 2, ndontoglossuiii liar- 
rv annul.— ti. Cosset I. We eannot underlake lo name 

Chrysanthemums. Send them to a large grower.-it. M. 
-Adiantum tenerum; 2, Ailiantum gr.teillimum; 3, 

Cheilanthes argyrea. —C. Jf.—OdontogloHsuni oiloratum, 

pale variety.-S. It. —The flowers of Chrysanthemums 
sent were crushed out of nil recognition.-L. Policy,— 
Chrysanthemum "Judin des l’lantes."-Deolali.—-1, 
Sparnmtmia afrii-anii; 2, Send fresher specimen ; 3, Acacia 

lophantha.-J. /'.—Ailiantum eoncinmmi latum. 

Naming fruit.—Headers who desire our help in 
naming fruit must bear in mind that several specimena 
of different stages of colour and size iff the same kind 

greatly assist in its determination, ll’s ran only under¬ 
take to name four varieties at a time, and these only when 
the above directions are observed. Unpaid parcels will be 
refused. Any communication res/weting plants or fruits 

should always accum/iany the /street, which should be 
addressed In the Editor of GaiiIikxinii IlM'NTKATKD, .17, 
Snutha mjilon-slreel, .Strand, London, II’,C. 

Names of fruit.—0. Pear Beurre dc Copiau- 

niont.-Mrs. Ilrll. Small highly-coloured Apple, ap¬ 
parently King of the Pippins. Ollier one, Five-crowned 
or Loudon Pippin. Please number specimens in future. 
-//. .'/.. Lynn-mad, Wisbech.—Apples: Royal Russet; 
2. New liaw'thorndcn. Pears: 1, Althorpe Crassnne; 
2. old Crassane.-.S’. II.— Apples: 1, Not recognised; 2, 

Warner’s King; 3 and 0, Yorkshire Beauty ; 4, Lemon 
Pippin ; 5. Five-crowned Pippin ; 7, Not recognised ; 8 anil 

$i. King of the Pippins ; 10, Royal Russet: 11, Cox's Orange 
Pippin ; 12 and 13, Rotten. These were all had specimens ; 

and in future please only send six kinds for nnniiug.-I 
Mr. II. S. Tmirer,—Apple too much shrivelled to name. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
IPs should be glad if readers w mid remember that ire 

do nut anitver queries by post, and that we eannot under¬ 
take to forward letters to cnrrespunih ids, or insert gurries 

that do n d contain the name and address of sender. 

Chestal. —Apply lo Messrs. Richard Smith k Co., High- 
street, Worcester. Enguirsr.—\'\ease repeal queries, 
and write each one on a separate piece of inner, anil on 
one side of it only.-Constant header, llclenshiugh.— 

Mr. B. C. Ravens.-roft’s address is Iflelil Wood, near Craw¬ 
ley, Sussex. 

POULTRY AND RABBITS. 

50)1.—An Incubator.—Will anyone who has hail 
practical experience of an incubator kindly give me full 

particulars os to cost, management, 4c.?—Vicar, Btack- 
m »..<*, 1‘eterlfleld. 

Drawings for “ Gardening."—Readers wilt 
kindly remember that we are glad to get specimens of 
beautiful or rare flowers and gi'md fruits and vegetables 

for drawing. The drawings so made will be engnmed in/ 
the best manner and will 

G.1RDF.NINO ILLPSTRATKD. 

FINAL OFFER. 
ENORMOUS CLEARANCE. 

"| O DOUBLE HOLLYHOCKS, Is. ; .10 for 2a. 
50 Wallflowers, mixed colours, is.; 100, Is. 9il 6 New 

Yellow Marguerite Peter the Great, Is. 6d. 50 Violet-roots, 
for Christmas blooming. Is. 3d. 50 Cornflowers, blue,.pink, 
white, Is. 3d.; 100, 2s. 50 Punsies, Is. 3d.; 100, 2s. 50 Com¬ 
pacts Double Pink, Is. 3d. 12 strong Cinerarias. Is. 50 Blooil- 
rod Wallflowers, Is. ; 100, Is. 9d. too flue strong Cabbage- Elanta Oil.; 1,000, 4s. 100 Lettuce, Cos or New Tennis Bsll, 

1. 20 Honesty, white anil purple, Is. 20 White Foxgloves, 
Is. 30 mixed Foxgloves. Is. 300 Prize Onions, fortransplaut- 
ing, Is. 6d. 30 Sweet-scented White and Purple Rocket, Is. 
All above are good stuff, to la- sold at once. All carriage 
paid. 2 flue plants New Marguerite given gratis to all enlers 
from 2s. and upwurda. 

O. F. LETTS. WEST HADDON, RUGBY. 

fJARNATlONS ami P1COTKKS, from line 
double strain. Fine transplanted plants. Is. fid. dozen, 

free. <’. SHILLING. Nurseryman. Wmebflelil, Hants. 

nilINKNE .SACKED LILY, grown in drawing, 
sitting-room, or parlour in bowls of water. Very beau¬ 

tiful. Rne large bullis, lust received from China. Is. each, 
orO for la tkl., free. C. SHILLING, Nurseryman, Winchflcld, 
Hants.___ 

"DALMN.—Six lieautifnl Puling, large plants, 
-*- 13 inches, high for 2s. 6d. ; 3 for Is. 6d.. carriage paid. 
Smaller, 6 for Is. fid. Hardy kinds. -C. SHILLING, Nur- 
seryinaii, Wlnelifleld. Hants_ 

T AZALEA MOLLIS, 1 Azalea indica, anti 1 
Camellia, cash a perfect plant, covered with hlonxnbuila 

The three plants sent, carriage paid, for 5s. 6il.-C. HHIIe 
LING. Nurseryman, WiuehfleTd. Hants._ 

ip Handsome evergreen shrubs. 
A-CI Assorted Hardy kinds for polk, winilnw-boxcs, or 
Iwils in winter, 2s, 6.L, carriage paid; 24 for 4s, fid.—C. 
MULLING. Nurseryman. Winihtiefd. Hants.__ 

on FINK EVERGREEN AND DECIDUOUS 
hjyJ TREKS AND SHRUBS, in about 10 useful kinds, 2 
to 6 feet high, carefully packed unit sent tier rail for 5s. C. 
SHU.LING. Nurseryman. Wlnelifleld, Hants. 

"DOSES. — P2 strong Bush Roses in 12 of the 
A-b most popular kinds in cultivation, correctly Inls-lled, 
carefully packed and carriage paid for 5s. Sal. ; 6 for 3s.—C. 
SHILLING. Nurseryman. Wlnehllelii, Hauls. 

"DOSES. 12 strong Bush Rosea, many kinds, 
mixed, without name*, for 3*. Oil. ; 6 for 2*. Uloire de 

Dijon, extra Htronu plants, In. 3*1. eiusli. carriage paid. (*. 
HIlIIJ.INli. Nunwryinaii. WiiirlirtcM, Haul*. 

TREES, SHRUBS, RRUiT-TKEKS, and all 
A- kinds of nursery stock lit cheapest rates. Write for Cat¬ 
alogue null estimate la-fore buying elsewhere. Hundreds of 
Testimonials I'.SHILLING Nursoryninn.WIm-lillcld. Hunts 

"pRUIT-TKEES, Special offer of line young 
A- Pyramidal Apple-trees on Paradise-stock and IVurs on 
Qnlnce-stouk for early fruit prialuetion, All the liest varie¬ 
ties. Is. 3d. each; 12s. dozen. C. SHILLING, N'urneryiiian, 
Wim-hflel.t. Hun's. ___ 

TM PORTANT. -in order to show quality of 
goods I sell to new Customers, and as a Christmas and 

New Year's Gift to old ones, 1 shall, during l>cconil>or, only 
send out n parcel nf goods containing 12s. worth nf Meets. 
Bullis, Roses, Fruit-trees, Plants, ke„ all good useful and 
reliable stuff. The price of each parcel will la* 5s. fid, und 
will Is. seat |H.r rail, and the selection in every case left to 
myself. Order atonic. -C. .SHILLING, Nurseryman, Winch- 
field. Hants. ___ 

SPECIAL OPPORTUNITY. 
T ILIUM AURATUM.—Ex. Steamer Ancora, 

from Japan. 100 cases. .Splendid bullis 9 to 10 inches. 
For a few weeks only will send these, carriage |sild, 4s. 6d. 
per dozen; 50 for 16s.; or 32s. 100, carriage paid Hecuru at 
once os prices are sure to go higher. C. SHILLING, bulb 
.Merchant. Wlnelifleld. Hants. I 

GOOD NEWS FOR 1894. 
JOHN GREEN, F.R.H.S. 
Has great pleasure in announcing that his Illustrated 
Annual Guide will be published first week in January. 
It will be found very much enlarged, and contains mat y 
very valuable Novelties in both Seeds and Plants, price 
Is., post free; but all who send me their address together 
with eight penny stamps during December will receive a 
copy at that price, this may be deducted from find order 
over 20s. 

Chrysanthemums, all the best.—Price Lists of 
plants and cuttings now ready, post free, Id. 

Pansies.—Grand hardy plants, will make a fine 
display early. Giant French, is. tloz.; Best German. 
l-.3d_.lo," free for rush with order. 

Fruit-trees and bushes. - Gooseberries, best 
sorts, 4s. doz. ; Red Currants. 3s. iloz.; Blaek Currants, 
3s. do/-; Kuspbemes, 2s. dor.; Apples. 2s, tkl. each; 
Fears, 2s. fid. each ; Plums. 2s. fid. each, He., Ac. Bush- 
trees fruiting sire. 

Rosos. Very flue standards, 2s. each; smaller. 
Is. fid. each ; very flue dwarfs. 8d., 10il., and 1*. each. 

Strawberrlos. — Best aorta, J. O.’s selections. 
Is. per doz.; 5s. 100. 100 in 4 best sorts for succession, 
frw for 5*. 

JOHN GREEN, JSSfc DEREHAM. 

HYACINTHS. 12 muned.Tirst size bulbil', in 
12 kinds, carriage fern. 2s. 6.1.; 6 for Is. fid.-C. MHIL- 

I.ING. Bulb Men hunt. Wlnelifleld, Hants, SURPLl 

Boxes of choice cut blooms, unkl7, 
2s. fit!., and 5a. Buttonliole Bouquets. 7*1. each. Ladies Suillav* i Air 

Sprays, la. each. Free by post.-C. SHILLING, Wlnelifleld, 54 ,!lants 4*“ 

Hnntq--panosyum B 

(1LADIOLI. —Shilling’s Exhibition Hybrids, head oaf 
vd immense bulbs, flncat ever offored, aplendid mixture, 2s. flH K YS/' 
dozen. Second size, equal to thosv generally sold us tlrsr, \J 1illl,illlf., 
Is. fkl. dozen, carriage free. Secure at once.—C. SHILLING, vS, 
..Ismail. Wiimhflcld. Hants.__ rkmp' Narcissus ! narcissus i Must clear, arc hid 

Pheasant-eyed, 5s. per 1,000 Double White. Is. per 100 U ,nrli 
Few Daffodils. 2s. fid. per 1,000. Plunt now. C11GH8. 
Ganlr-lier.Wlabech__NtMffj 

TJAMSONS fOK HEDGES.—Best variety, T I LIES 1 
AA very cheap per 1,000 - TAYI.KR, Nurseries, Hampton, Jj (niltsablo 
MlililluRox._ _ _ HIMMONH I 

IIYagiNTHS.—12 Exhibition, Macaulay, I.a qtkaU 1 
Grundcaw, Czar Peter, 4to.. carrlure p'1’!. is. Oil. (worth O r * ... 

*"•): 2 dozen, 4s. fid HANCOCK. 4i, AI-xumlrastre.it, 
Soul bend-oil-Sea, List free.__7a tb l 1 OOu' 

nHRYSANTHKMUMS a Speciality.—23 cut- foroln»,*S5»b| 
tings, very strong, new and exhibition varieties, truly AVVN-RC 

nftincil. (nclndiriK Hoauty of Kxinouth. Wabnn. <*tc., imihI frv*-, \J 
\* W. I.E-r of vuri. fi. s S F KICIIMOND. (his. lt, Yorks Mario Van I PRICE per lUG for tiie following bullis:— moz, 5s. doz. 

Crocus, blue, yellow, or white, in separate colours or cash with ord 
mixed, Is. Single Daffodils, Is. Scilla aibirica,2s. Aconite. ()i CHR' 
la. Double White Nareisaus. 4s. MixedTulipa, 3a. 6sl. Lily ..rimi 
of Valley for planting, 3a.: ditto, for forcing, 5«. Price per u.u 
dozen for the followingAnemones, double white, Is. : "«■ okaw 

1J 6- DOQFQ Carriage 

and 1 For dozen. nV/WUWi Paid. 

.“hhiic 30,000 Grand Bushes to select from. 
__ HplentlUl-rooto<1. many-ahootiMl, tmly imnio«l, in all the beat 
“iU BS. Exhibition vurietifi In cultivation. 

’‘w'-c Sample dozen free for 6s. 
Purchaser's Selection. 7s. per dozen: 50, In 50 varieties, 20s., 

yTTTTU 30s., anil 40s. per 100. 

kinds 2 CUMBItyC ROSES. Extra strong Marfiohal Nlel, Glolrede 
r 5h Dijon, W. Allen Riehanlson, Chesnunt Hybrid. Bouquet d'Or, 

R5ve il'Gr, So., 3-ft. shoots, Is. and Is. fid. each ; fi for 5s. ami 
-V—.— 7a. 6d. Worth double. 

laheitnf Lovely Tea Roses, 12s. per doz., 
r 3s.—c. 6 for 6s. 6d. 
, ,—5— Catalogues, with full cultural directions, gratis. 

“£_£ A. J. & C. ALLEN, 
ROSE CR0WERS, HEICHAM, NORWICH. 

II GOOD CHRISTMAS PRESENTS 
WM. CUTBUSH & SON 

eryii'an' Offer the following tut useful uinl uixM-ptahle presents: - 

—. Colloctlona of Hyaolntha, Tullpz, Narolsaui. 
ity of IrlB, tea., ’SKI Bulbs In all, 21s. Half the alMivequan- 
nas and tlty, 10s. Gd. Quarter the above quantity, 5s, 6d. 

r'sr-e'i'u Collaotlona or 30 Dwarf Roioa of good hartly 
-fid and s°rili- 21a Hulf the above quantity, 1(M. fid. 

tkl. and Collootiona of IS Fruit Trooz. 1 
to 4 Standards, 4 Pyramids, 4 suitably trained lor !• 21a. 

walla ) 
Half the aliove quantity, 10s. fid 

The aliove will be carefully packed and sent carriage free to 
any address in England, Ireland, Hcotluud, or Wales. Cosh 
with order. 

Hlghgato Nurseries, London, N.; and Barnot 

Nurzorlez, Herts. 

rjHRYSANi'HEMUM CU'lT'lNOH.— My Col- 
B|)len- \J lection contains 22 now vur. of 93: Baron Hirech, Beauty 
Croeus, of Exmouth, J. Bhrimpton, Iawly Brooke, Thos. Hewitt, 
tedding. White L. Boehmcr, W. H. Atkinson, anil Wm. Seward, 8d. 
d value each. Chas. Blick, Chas. Davis, ami Hobt. Owen, Is. ea.; 

Col. W. 11. Smith, 4d. ea. 60 vur. of 90, '91, 4t 92. from 2<1. ea : 
lhn in *u oldor var., la doz. List free—H. WOOLMAN, 
HHIt Tysi ley Nur-ery. Acoek s-green. Birmingham._ 

_ CSURPLU8 PLANTS.—4 line Winter Begonias, 
„ it,I ^ 4 Marguerites, 0 Primulus, 6 Frnncous, 6 Primula ols-onli a, 
; ’ 4 Fuehslas, 4 OyporuB, 4 Geraniums, 3 Ferns, 2 Abut lions. 4 
wi I ? Hmilax. 2 Agnthaius, 2 Justieiaa 1 toolupls. 1 Hoys eurnara, 

ichfleld. 54 plants. 4a 6.1., free. 1 Palm, 1 '-eautiful new plant (Hie- 
_ panosyum Bakeri), worth 2s. 6x1. gratis with each order.— 
britia, HEAD GARDENER, 46. Warwick-roiel, Banbury. 

nilKYSANTHktolJM UUTTiNUS.--For pro- 
^ iluciiitf iimHurr of U'auMful bloom : HuHiornc, DvctriuiiK*'. 
Kunille, Dixon, Holim-ff. and Sourer d'Or, 90, \n. 3«1., free. 
KEMP, II. nth rO»l Norwich._ 

AKCHIDS.—.Small Collection for sale, aliout 
ten varietieH : mnne verv uood niecei»and wi'll eHlnbliffhed. ^ ten varietU'B ; mnne very «o<n1 nieeeitnnd well eHtabliithed. 

For liartirnlarK apply to K. KNKiliT KAMKS, Fullwell 
Nureory, Ttrlckenlinm. Middltnex._ 

TIL1KS OF THE VALLEY.—Strong crownr, 
-LI suitable for pots or bedding, Is. fid. 100, freO - A. 
SIMMONS, 05, Kttst-rtrect, HorncuMlc. _ 

STKAWBEKRiES ! STRAWBERRIES ! !— 
Ioante Btrong pluntx from BeliK'ted ltroliHe crowna of 

Noble, Competitor. Isuxton, Prenident. ana J. Veit oil, la. 1(X): 
7b. 8d. 1.0UU. on mil. Rhubarb roola. Biiituble for immediate 
foreiuR. '3>h* per 100. on mil. K HKA1), lianbam. Hrisiol. OWN-ROOT TEA ROSES.—Ollivier, Mennet, 

Aline Sisley, Ooubault, Poet ole. Margottin, Nabonnand, 
Marie Van Houtte, Henrictte, Govatt, Glazenwotxl, Wilier- 
moz, 5s. doz.; 30a 100. Purchaser-selection. •>. doz., free for 
cash with order. -DAWBKR. RuetteBrqye Izntgc, Guernsey. 

oA CHRYSANTHEMUM Cuttings, exhibition 
trx. varieties. 2s. Winner of the N.C.H. Amateur Medal. - 
WM. CRAWSHAW, 12. Hazcl at.. Rainahottom, Lancashire. 

P)R SALE.—Grand specimen Daphne indica 
ruhra, 5 feet through, in lLtnch pot. latlen with flower- 

huds. Also few speelnien Camellias. All cheon, in-i'Ci'tion 
invited. Room wanted. For price and particulars apply— 
JOHN STOTT Junior. Wood-ale Cottage. Todmoiden._ 

T’O ROSE .GItOW EKS. — Bud your own Roses. 
-J- —Good KK1ERS, three feet long, 50 for 4a ; 100 for 

HAtcHER’ 

ditto, Scarlet, lOil. ; ditto, -ingle Scarlet, 4d. ; ditto, single 
French, or Poppy, la : ditto, fulgena Is. 6tl. Chionmloxa 
Luelllie. 9d.; ditto, sardensls, 9il. Iria Spunlsh, flnunt mixed, 
M.; ditto, English, 9d. Itanuneulus, Fi-eneh, flnest mi veil, 
fid.: ditto, Dutch, fill. Hyacinths, mixed, all colours. Is. 9U 
Tulips, mixed, 6d. Narcissus, double white, 9d. Polyanthus 
Narcissus, liixetl, la For oGier bulbs «ce Illustrated 
\'r tal wijOo-t free on application. Orders over 5s. sent 
fs koj^spJk\pJago free. BARKER 4 CO., UrowtjrikMth,/ 
rrampst™ Boston, Iancolnshire. UlvIV 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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DESIDERATUM 

«WMR 

HfiCl8C 

RADIATING HEAT GENERATOR WORTH Cl each.—To lie given away by sencl- 
V V ing this advt.: Olio of our Amateur's Garden Guidos 

with every order. __ 

H KKEXHOISK COLLECTION.—12 plants, 
CT ]= m Camellia, Arnlia. Cineraria, Prim., Lily, Fern, 
- niea, Hydrangea. Ho.-.', Solomon. IIabro.,_Agapantbus. 

A MATEUR’S COLLECTION. — 250 bulbs, 
ft 2a. 6d.: half. Is. Gd, G Hyacinths, 25 Tulips, 25 Crocus, 
■■0 Smllas. 50 Dalfodils. 60 Narcissus. 20 mixed bulbs._ 

An nnn maiden hair ferns. — s 
JU.UUO plants. Is.3d.;50fronds, Is. 30. 1 largeMdhr., 

1 ■ in1. 1 3*1. 25 miv«‘«| l-cniH. 1«. 3-1. 

WONDERFUL VALUE.— Having to clear 
a lnrcc lot of bulbs, Is. 3d. 100, carriage paid, 10s. 1.000 

I.ily of Valley. Crocus, Tulips, dble. white, PhU Eye. and 
l’nfythus Narcissus. Daffodils, Ac. Gnamed Hyacinths, Is 3d.. 
12. mixed. Is. 3.1. tl named Gloxinias, Is. 3.1. 2o Gladiolus 
The Bride, Is. 3d.: 0 best named Gladiolus, Is. 3d. 2very 
tine 1.ilium llarrisi. Is. 3.1, carriage paid.___ 

70 nnn NKKULlXti CARNATIONS, 25, 
/ U,UUU 1,. 3d.; 25 Pansies, Is. 3.1- Amateur's Gar- 

.1. I, Guide. 7d . fn ■ Tl 'UXER. Tlintto lieutll. St. Helens^ 

Own-root tea ami noisette husks. — 
Stondard sorts, to name, 5s. per dor., my selection. 

Purchaser's selection from List. lis. Cash with order to— 
\VM DAWHER, Ritetlo Braye Lodge, Guontsey._ 

■ROSES.—Extra strong trees, from 3J to 5 feet 
lb higl.; Bfive d Or, Mine. I. Perrlore, Oheshunt Hylirid, 
W. A Riclmrdson, Reine Mario Ilenriette, Sir J. Paxton, Ac., 
Is. 3.1. each; G for fis.: 12 for 10s. Packing free. — J, 
DERRICK, Portlahoad.____ PALMS— PALMS — PALMS.— An immense 

stock of l>est varieties from 3n. 6.1. to 18s. per doien, 
Roses, choicest sorts, Including M. Noil, Gloiro, Nlphctos. 
Her Majesty, Duke of Fife, W. A. Richardson. Ac., In 48s, 
G for 7s Gd., 12 for 14s.; in G to 8-lnch tails, 2s. Gd. to 3s. Gd. 
each. Vines, planting, B. Alicante, B. Hninbro, GroaColman, 
Muscat, Lady Down.-s, and many others, 2s. 6d. each. Fruiting 
Chios, 5s. ea. li. Crotons from Is, Gd. each, very host sort*. 
Kerns of all description. Very el on Cut Flower* from 
Is. Gttperhox. Wreaths and Cross, s trom Co. to £2 2s. oach. 
Ricked free on mil for cash with order, by II. FOLLAND, 

For Con»enrfttorle», Libraries, Bedrooms, &c 

CONSERVATORIES, 
V GREENHOUSES, 

f CUCUMBER FRAMES 
L ‘HOLLOWAY’ 
ii BOILERS. 
fc! Complete Apparatus, with 

4-In. pipes, flow and return, 
J8> along one side cut and 

Economical, Portablf, Clean, Efficient 

TREGGON & CO., BREWERY ROAD, LONDON, N., 
_And 19, Jkwin Street. E.C 

THE MOST SUCCESSFUL WATER HEATER OBTAINABLE. 
Mr. JAME8 WOOD. Ourdener to Colonel Angm«, Fenhani 

Hall, Neweantlo-on-Tyne. write*: The No. 2 Boiler tupnlled 
by you (in place of two saddle* previously u*ed) in giving 
even- wit infliction. Beside* Having 50 per cent, of fuel, I am 
get ting any amount of heat, which i* cnhily regulated. Altei 
2D year*' experience your Red llono Boiler i* ctuUinly the 
beat I have ever *ccn. 

IRON FOUNDERS, STOURBRIDGE. 

tb a-c*? 3 B 

IMPORTANT NOTICE. Monthly pay- 
monttt acooptod for thoso Bollors, and also for 
Piping. Full particulars on application to 

RED ROSE BOILER COMPANY, Ltd., 
C HESTER-LE-STREET. 

Made el Prepared llair ml 
Wool, a perfeet protection to 
all Plants, Blooms, Cheaper 
than any kind of mat, and 

will last for years. 

To 6e hail /nun all .Vor./ry- 
rats unit .SVrifsmm. 

iFOR PRICE LIST A PARTICULARS 

FRIGI DOMO 
CANVAS. 

{Supplied with variou* urinngement* of Pipe*. 
For < ’•reenhoUM*, Ac. Catalogue free. 

.Tone*' Treatise. “ Heating by Hot-water," 120 Pajcs, 
50 engraving*. Cloth. 2*_ 

HEATINC APPARATUS 
From £4 4s. and upwards, 

London Bn/dge 

SOLUBLE INSECTICIDE. 
The most pleasant and reliable of all Insert irIdes for do- 

st roving inser ts on plants, animals, and birds. oi 
testimonial" r.-e«iveil front all —. * “ 
Is 6.1.. 2s. Gd.,4*.. 6.1,7s. Gd. 1 
with full directions for use. 

irjkofraalr /rum all I 

i. CRIFFITHS HUCHE8, Vie 

NF.W YORK It< 

Thousands of 
.orld. Bottles. 
in hulk, 11s. is-r gallon, 

.mnnho/ 

Full Particulars and Local Agent s Address from 

R. JENKINS & CO.. ROTHERHAM. 

FIRST-CLASS SILVER BANKSIAN MEDAL 
Awarded by the Royal Horticultural Society, 1333. 

Ilnur firs 

This Is Hayward's No. 1 and No. 2. 
No. 1 Span-root and No. 2 Lean-to Greenhouses «'V pre¬ 

pared especially for amateurs, mode of Rest Roil 1K H, 
thoroughly seasoned, complete with Ventilators, Door.Stagis 
for plants. Painted one emit, 16-oz. Gians, all necessary Iron¬ 
work. Delivered and packed free tin rail* at the following 
prices, satisfaction guaranteed. Write for .V'w List. 

Not Snaii-roof. No. 2 Lcail-to. 
7 ft. long 5 ft.Wide .£2 16 0 7 ft. long 5 ft. wide £2 8 0 
■I ft 6 ft- . -I 0 <1 I 8 ft. 5 ft. „ 2 16 0 

Iff ft. ” 7 ft. .. 5 0 0 10 ft. 7 ft, „ 4 10 0 
12 ft. 8 ft. „ G 0 01 12 ft. ., 8 ft. ,. 5 10 0 

For olhrr sixes ami prim re rile /or lllurtralnl IM to 

AMATEUR'S FRIEND. 10*. 
A MATKUR S ASSIST A N'T 20s. 

PRINCESS APPARATUS ..23a. 
DUCHESS APPARATUS ...,30s. 

CHAMPION A PERFECTION BOILERS, 
PROPAGATORS, FRAME HEATERS, 

FOG ANNIHILATORS, Ac. 

Sk.nd O.nk Stamp for 
I.ATRHT lt.I.IL-eTKATEU CATALOHITK. 

COMPLETE SATISFACTION CUARANT 

BROCKLEY ROAD, BROCKLEY, S.E, C. TOOPE & SONS, 
Stepney Square, London, E THE CONICAL BOILER a is the Cheapest, most efficient, and Eco 

inimical Boiler ever invented. For heating 
Greenhouses. Conservatories, Warehouse", 
Churches, Chapels, anil for Amateur 
Gardener*. Requires very little attention. 
Will bum any kind of fuel, and cannot 
burn hollow. Sole Makers; 

ummgm newsum, wood, & dyson, 
lit- f rail BEE8TON ROAD, LEEDS. 

Prim and Tenllmoniah na application, 

PROTECT YOUR PLANTS from FROST. 
The RUSSIAN MAT IMPORTERS' OO. arc Now 

Selling for Cash with Order— 
NEW SEASON S ARCHANGEL CARGO MATS, at 100s. 

-w tM-r 100 or 10s. Gd. per bundle of 10. ~ 
V-T-Vmii'l' PETERSBURG CARGO MATS, at 50s. per 100,. 
1 I (of5". Gd. per bundle of 10. ,rr,ei 
4 LV_ (Special Quotations for Large QuantilfWiOWp D C 

J 40, GREAT TOWER STREET, LONDON,1 Eft 1 '1 

TERRA-CunA-PORTABLE-FOR COAL. 
Grffniiouhes lmated 21 HOURS for about ONE PENNY 
wilhoiR11 attention01 ROHERTS'H (IMPROVED) PATENT 
PORTABLF. TERRA-Ci/rrA STOV ES for COAL giro pnro 
and ample heat with common coal, or coal anil coke. For 
GREENHOUSES, BEDROOMS, Ac. Pamphlet*. Drawings, 8 foot over all. 

Improved Condensing Greenhouse Heater. 
for Gas, 36s.; for Oil, 41s. 

t«Bi! LAMP MANUFACTURING CO., 
12 and 14.Leonurd-slroot, City-rood. 

Fl^llSSSta Inventor—JOB 
Stamp for List 
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INDEX. 
Ariuin'n Nwillf (Yiio a 
KlorioM). 

AspiiUntruN 
Begonias, tihnms rool.il 

for a room 
TJinls r. fruit-burin 
Bull*. Cape, treatment 

of .. . 
Calceolaria* 
Carnations, Been ami .. 
(.'a r nut ions. best.. 
Cattleya Sanitarian:* .. 
cherry, a " Morullo ' .. 
(lirrncs, treatment of.. 
thiysunthiiniim cut- 
, t»ng» . 
< 111 > hjui t hmium cut¬ 

tings. striking .. 
t 'lirysantln uiihiih, riin- 
Luririing. 

< 'hrynumlioniuniH, Ja|>- 
nmw . 

OhrysAnllvemuma. names 
of. 

Chryiwnthoraumfi. pre¬ 
paring for next senson 

Chrysanthemum suckers 
Cinerarias. 
Clcmnt is Jackmani, seeils 
of. 

Conservatory 
Cucumbcni, early 
Daffodils, forcing 
Daisies, greenhouse 
Dove-plant, the (Peris- 

teria elntu) 
Dracienim. 
Druc:enus in a room 
Flowers, cut, for the 

house . 
Flowers, woodland 
For. i iik-house .. 
Fowl**, feeding .. 
Frames, wild 

Fruit garden 
t Fruit-trees, staking 

Fruits, linnly, notes on 
I Fuchsia in a greenhouse 

Fuchsias in baskets and 
on arches 

Carden work 
I Crass, rumpus .. 
I Greenhouse, a new 
Greenhouse, a small 
Herbs . 
Ivy edgings and eun>et- 

ing* . 
Kitchen garden. the .. 
Laurels . 
Lilium auratum, etc. .. 
Lily beds, hardy.. 
Lily, name of a .. 
Lily of the Valley Bush 

(Andromeda ttari- 
bunds). 

Loam, definition of 

Michael mu.* Daisies 
(Asters). 

Mushroom-Ionise 
Oneidium. the Birds 

Beak (O. omithorbyu- 
chum).. 

Orchid, an autumn- 
flowering.. .. 

Outdoor garden .. 
Peaches in pots .. 
Pears, good late 
Peas and their culture.. 
Pelargoniums, Ixy-loav- 
od. 

Plants, cool greenhouse 
((Vision). 

Plants, grecuhouse, pro¬ 
pagating . 

Plants, hardy, trans¬ 
planting .. 

Plumbago eapensiB 
Plum, the no*-! popular 

Potatoes, early, and 
I(rusM-ls Sprouts 

Poultry and Babbits .. 
Ouestious and answers 
Rhubarb, early, growing 
Row " Baroness Roths¬ 

child" . 
Rose-hips. etc. .. 
Rose in a greenhouse .. 
Rose, pot, pruning a .. 
Roses, tracking for 

button-hole 
Roses, dwurf, pruning .. 
Roses, etc., soil for 
Rows In an unhealed 
house. 

Roses, inn .. 
Tea, for button- Roses, 

holes . 
ricukuta, replanting 
Hhnilis, digging among 
Kpurrows, a plague of .. 

ftoIannniH and Poin¬ 
sett ins . 

Speedwell, ahrubtiy New 
Zealand (Veronicas) .. 

Stock Mauve Beauty .. 
Stove . 
Town garden, work in 

tliu . 
Trees, etc., for a Derby¬ 

shire garden 
Vegetnble garden 
Vinery bonier, a.. 
Vines, pot. 
Week's work, the com¬ 
ing. 

Window-box, making a 
Window gardening 
Window plants in winter 

in l/ondon 
Winter-green, large (Py- 

rolu rotundifoliii) 
Wistaria, pruning a 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

PREPARING FOR NEXT SEASON. 

A niFFKRKM’K of opinion exists amongst growers 

of Chrysanthemums for large blooms as to the 

proper time to insert the cuttings to obtain the 

best resells. Many aver that the early part of 

.March is soon enough, but seldom are these advo¬ 

cates of late propagation seen occupying a fore¬ 

most position on the exhibition table. To culti¬ 

vate Chrysanthemums really well it is abso¬ 

lutely necessary that the plants have a long 

season of steady, uninterrupted growth, ami 
without the cuttings are inserted in good time 
it is not possible for the plants afterwards to 
have this. If the plants are struck late, and 
hurried on by lea]>s and bounds, os it were, to 
make up for lost time, bow can the growth be 

matured? And it is from plants with mature 
stems that the finest blooms nre obtained. 
Plants that are strong, yet soft ami sappy, may 
give blooms of great width, but they will lack 
the most essential points of quality -viz., depth 
and solidity. Without these two latter the 

blooms are not perfect. Especially is the 
Incurved section afleoted in this way. Take, 
for instance, any member of the (jueen of 
England family. Certainly this is the 
finest type of an Incurved Chrysanthemum wo 
have. Plants immature in their growth 

never can produce blooms of representative 
quality ; more often than not the petals reflex 
instead of incurving toward the centre as they 
ought. In nine cases out of ton this is the 
result of not striking the cuttings early enough. 
From long experience and close observance of 

other people's practice I am convinced that 
there is no better time to take the cuttings than 
from the middle of December to the same time 
in January. The former month is preferable, 

but it so often happens that cuttings are not 
available just then. Where a cultivator pro¬ 
vides hia own stock, there is no reason why the 
cuttings should not he in readiness at the time 

stated, except, of course, in a few stubborn 
instances. If my instructions on page f>l(S, 
relating to the preparation of cuttings, were 
carried out, the suckcr-like growths from the 
base of the old roots will now be arriving at a 

state of fitness. Where too many growths have 
started remove those that are weakly, admitting 
more space for the others to become stocky. 
Attend well to cleansing them from aphides, 

both green and black, by a free distribution of 
Tobacco-powder. Provide the plants with 
abundance of air, and not too much water at the 

roots, or paleness of the leaves will lie the 
result. The necessary number of 2$-inch 
pots can be got ready by washing them 
quite clean. I am not an advocate for the 

employment of dirty pots, not only from 
the appearance point of view, but from the 
cultural value of clean pots. When plants 

are placed in pots that are dirty inside 
the roots adhere firmly to the pot, andj^hen 

the plant is turned out of.the.same, wit|a views 
to transferring it to a lar^jftkDftPtB^ Agtgpkc, 
very often broken by their adhesion to the pot. 

Anything like this is liable to give a check to 
the growth of the plant, which is bad for its 
ultimate success, but very much worse when in 
its infantile stage. If the pots ami crocks are 

got read}-, and the compost, loam, and leaf- 
mould placed under cover, so that when used it 
will be in a fit state to handle, the work of 
inserting the cuttings will be much facilitated. 
In tlie next issue i>f Garden ini; I hope to give 
definite instructions as to the best method of 

propagating the plants, as in this phase of the 
subject I fear many amateur cultivators are 
lacking in knowledge. Without a fitting 
foundation is laid it is hardly possible to expect 
satisfactory results. E. Moi.ynkfx. 

5070. -Chrysanthemum-cuttings.—It 
is wise, after this season, never to lose a strong 

cutting of a good variety. They are not much 
trouble to strike if the frost is kept from them, 
ns they require no artificial heat. To obtain 
large blooms it is necessary to strike early ; but 

for ordinary decorative purposes cuttings rooted 
in February will do very well, bearing in mind 
that strong, healthy cuttings should not lie lost 
sight of.—E. H. 

- ft the plants nre to bo nillivatcil with a view lo 

[•mince larye exhibition bloom", the cuttiiiftH xhoul'l lie 
inerted any time (luring the present month, with u view 

to allowing ample time lo moke a steady growth. 11 a 
quantity of blooms are preferred to individual quality the 
flrHt two weeks in January will lie early enough for this 
purpose.—E. M. 

-The cut lings should be put in now. I And they do 
well In a moist place, and the best position is the cool 

Orchid-house. They are placed singly in small flower-pots. 
Plant each one singly and firmly in the fine sandy soil, anil 
place some sheets of glass over them at first to prevent 
their flagging. A few of the fneurvetl varieties may be 
put in early in January.—.1. D. E. 

■>072. — Disbudding Ghrysanthe 
mums.—As a rule, it is proper to “ take” the 
crown buds to obtain large flowers, bnt there is no 

rule without an exception, and with Chrysanthe¬ 
mums the rule may he frequently broken with 
advantage. This matter requires both study 
and experience. Good blooms of certain 
varieties can only be had from the crown-buds, 

and in these cases the side shoots should he 
pinched off and the crown-buds left, if they do 
not show too early, which sometimes they do. 
There is a certain best, time for taking the* bud, 
as it is termed (though it virtually means 
leaving the bud and taking away thesitfe shoots), 
and if these come too early the bud is re¬ 
moved and one or perhaps two of the side 

shoots left, and (he best terminal bud token. 
On the other hand, there are a few varieties, 
including some of the Incurves, where it is bettor 

to pinch off the orown-buda and trust to a good 
terminal. Good flowers are and can be obtained 

from dwarf plants by two methods: first, by 
cutting down in May and taking tip one or two 

shoots with one flower to each ; and, secondly, by 
striking the leading; shoots in August in a close 

frame where there is a little bottom-heat. Ry 
the last plan very dwarf plants may be obtained, 
but only one bud on each shoot should be left.— 

E. H. 

TT blooms are wished for, remove 
.11 AdslAikthe central one on each shoot1. J fijllME 

budCprodnco finer blooms than any of tlioee 

coming from the side of the shoots. Fairly large 
blooms can be had from plants made dwarf by 
cutting them down, but they lack solidity anil 
depth as compared with those produced from 
pluuts more naturally grown. Varieties that 
are of a dwarf habit of growth, as. for instance, 

Mrs. Falconer-Jameson, will give excellent 
blooms from plants hut .1 feet high. If exhibit¬ 
ing is the object of cultivating 1 advise that the 
plants l>e managed so as to each produce three 
stems and the same number of blooms. — E. M. 

5078.—Chrysanthemum-suckers.— If 
the suckers can l>e taken up with a few roots 
altached to each towards the end of the mouth 
and put into small pots they will succeed quite 

as well os cuttings taken off in the orthodox 
manner. When the suckers push through the 
soil a few inches away from the stem, they can 
bo taken off with roots attached, but, when 

they spring direct from the old stool under the 
soil it is seldom that they have roots attached. 
—E. M. 

-The suckers at the Imltom of the old plants nu.y he 
lakes up with rools and treated tile same us rooted rut- 
tings.—E. II. 

5050.— Names of Chrysanthemums. 
—Although both varieties belong to the Japanese 

section they arc quite distinct. Source d'Or : 
This is the most popular variety grown for 
decoration, either in a cut state or as a plant. 

The colour is bright-orange, shaded gold, with 
semi-drooping florets. 1-lowers rather under 
medium size. Houle d’Or : Three or four years 
ago this was one of t he most popular varieties 
for exhibition, but l>eing rather difficult to cul¬ 

tivate roally well, it is not nearly so much grown 
at the present time. The blooms are large, 

florets broad, long, and partly twisted. Colour, 
yellow, striped bronze.—E. M. 

- The varieties Boulo d'Or and Source 
d'Or are quite distinct from each other, and 
both are very useful and handsome kinds. The 
former produces very large flowers, with broad 
petals, rich-yellow, twisted, and striped bronze, 

whilst those of Source d'Or are rich-yellow, 
shaded in the lower florets with chestnut-red. 
This is the great market Chrysanthemum, and 
one of the freest varieties in cultivation, the 

flowers being produced in graceful sprays. It is 
largely grown for market, and is always wel¬ 
come for its freedom and rich colour.—C. T. 

- Sourer d'Or and lioulc d'Or are very distinct; tlie 
first is more of n bronze than golden, Boule d'Or Hmvrrs 
later.—E. H. 

5014. Japanese Chrysanthemums. 
—The following would make a very good 
selection, and ml were shown well at exhibi¬ 
tions (luring tlie past season : Colonel H. 

Smith, a big flower, like all the remainder, 
and bronze in colour: J. Stanborough 
l)ibl>en, E. C. Clarke, G. C. Schwabe, Beauty 
of Castle Hill, Avalanche, C. H. Wheeler, 
Viviand Morel, John Shrimpton (deep-crimRon), 

W. Seward, Sunflower, Avalanche, C. N. 
Wheeler, W. W. Coles, Mile. Marie Hoste, 
Alberie (a fine deep-crimson flower), Eda Prass 

(one of the, most recent novelties, white, and 
touched1 xvith fP 'delicate rose colour), Charles 

sport from Viviand 
El ‘ Molvneux, W. lose i iuoiei), i. 
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Trirkcr, W. H. Lincoln, Mrs. Hnt-ilinu Payile, 
Violet Hose, Miss Dorothy Shea, Mile. Tlierese 
Rey, and Lord Brooke. Everyone of these, 

almost without exception, is new. Of the 
Incurved you cannot do better than select 
M. R. Bahaunt, the new purplish rose-coloured 

Incurved, the flowers are large, coarse, and not 
to my mind attractive, but still they are to 

lie seen in nil leading collections. Empress of 
India, Princess of Wales, Lord W'olsclev, J. 

Lambert, Mrs. Robinson King, Ami Hostc, 
Novelty, Alfred Lyne, Queen of England, 
Jeanne d’Arc, Baron Hirsch, Mine. Harrier, 
J. Doughty, Alfred Salter, Miss Haggas, 

tioldcn Empress, J. Doughty, Mrs. Heale, 
Novelty, and R. I’etfield. These kinds embrace 

considerable variety in colour, and include the 
finest of the more recently acquired sports and 

seedlings. —C. T. 

3008. — Striking Chrysanthemum- 
cuttings.—It is possible to strike the cuttings 
in an unbeated greenhouse, but actual frost ought 
be excluded by some means, such as covering to 

the glass, Ac., or they will lie a very long time 
before emitting roots, and may fail altogether. 
Without a little artificial warmth damp is 
always very troublesome, at least until the days 
become appreciably longer and the sun gains 

more power. The most suitable temperature in 
which to strike cuttings of these plants is a 

range of 43 degs. to 30 (legs., or 33 dogs. They 
will root readily in a compost of three parts of 
sandy loam, mixed with two of leaf-mould and 

some sharp sand. —B. C. R. 

GARDEN WORK.* 

Conservatory. 
Tlieie is no lock ot flowers for Christmas decoration 

Tin- most lasting and, therefore, the most useful Mowers 
are the Chrysanthemums, of which there are still plenty. 
Christinas Hoses are also very useful, uud large dumps In 
good-sized |iot« will yield many Mowers tor cutting. 
Double White l'rhmilas are now full of blossoms. The 
large-flowered whites are I he most useful, as the blooms 
when mounted on wire, eon he used in various ways, 
Homan Hyacinths, Tree-Carnations, Bouvardias, Miguon 

cite, Zonal Pelargonium* (the double are the most 
lasting), Cyclamens, Heaths, Azaleas, Arum l.ilies, W., 
can lie had in quantity now, when the requisite means are 

allowed, Foliage is often a weak point at this season. 
Maiden-hair Kern, unless if row n rather cool and in n 1 i IT 111 

position, is not very lasting. The fronds of Pteris erotica 
and its varieties come in useful now, and some of the out 
door trees and shrubs may lie used. The Evergreen Bar 
berries in variety, including Dorwini, dulcis, cmpetrifolia 
and Aqllifoliuin are nit useful for decoration purposes 
The Ivies and Vincas, especially V. eleaantisslnm, (rill 

yield a (food many drooping sprays. What is really required 
h something that will last several day*. I have often used 

Vinca elcKantlssima In |*>ts for Ailing Isi-kot*. and a good 
stock of well-furnished plants has considerable value just 
Mow. The same may be said of the various forms of carle 
gated Kuonymus, which may ho grown in a cold-house, 
the hardy Bamboos, and there Is u striped-leaved Pampas 

liras-, rather nice when well-grown in pots for decorative 
work at Christman. Tender forced things are soon used 
up at this season, and something tolerably hardy is re 
qaired to form backgrounds. If there is plenty of graceful 
loliage to set off Hie flowers one docs not mind so much 

even if the latter are not present in such immense hanks of 
bloom a* we had in the Chrysanthemums a short time ago. 

A well-grown Camellia forms an excellent centre-piece for 
a change; but it is always more or less stilt, :u>d a series 

of centres of this kind would he rather too stilt and formal 
lor our present, day ideas. Palms and Tree-Kerns ure 
always appropriate lllliiig-in material; tint- such things are 
expensive to purchase, ami they soon get too large for the 
small conservatory. There is not much potting lodo now, 
and what work of this kind there is may he put hack till 
the day* begin to lengthen. Ahutilons are very useful in 
large houses where they can lie planted out and trained 
up somewhere. In small houses they do not meet with so 
much favour. A slock of loam, peat, and leaf-mould may 
Is- got in to ho ready when required. 

Stove. 
Foliage plants will come out strongly now, and are 

among the most useful things for table and other decora 

live work indoors. Crotons. Draco-mu, Aralias, Pandumis, 
Hie variegated C.vperus ulternitoliu* Is a (‘banning thing 
when well grown, being so light and elegant. Asparagus 
pluiuosa and its varieties is a beautiful thing when well 

done, and anyone con easily have it in good condition, and 
it does not require much heat. The Intenuediate-houwi 
will suit it better than the stove. When a plant gets 

shabby from any cause cut it down, and In a short time a 
new and Iwlter growth will spring up from the bottom, 

For furnishing long sprays for cutting the planting-out 
system should be adopted. A small house with a dozen 
plants in it trained up wall or rafters would be a Joy lor a 
\ ery long time at a very small amount of trouble. 

Mushroom-house. 

This structure cannot lie too large, a* so many tilings 
may at this season he grown ill It. Besides Mushrooms, 

Xea'kale and Khuhurh may he brought forward in quantity, 
and Chicory, Dandelions, and Endives may he blanched as 
required, 't have often started Lily of the Volley in the 

Muslirooin-houso, and Asparagus, when grown in small 
quantities in boskets or boxes, will come on very well in 

Hit- genial temperature without light, and the more Mush¬ 
room-lasts made up the better, as when beds ure made lip 

in succession the fermenting manure will keep up the 
temperature of the building without much flre-neat. t>f 
course, none of the things named will grow without heat, 
hut when a number of beds are coming on in different 
stages, if the house has been well constructed, very little 
flre-heat will lie required. Where Mushrooms are grown 
on a large scale there is no time to he so particular about 

the fermenting of the manure, os is commonly done in 
irivate gardens, and neither is this necessary. If the 

ingest litter is shaken out and about one barrowful of 
good loam is added to every four or Mvc of manure, 
the whole well blended together, and the hed made up ns 
soon ns termentation sets in, there will tie no cause to 
complain of the crop if the spawn is good. 

Early Cucumbers. 
Seeds should he sown now to obtain plants to cut fruit 

from early in March next. Sow one seed in each small 
pot and plunge in a propagaling-case in a warm-house 

where there is a brisk bottom-heat. As soon as strong 
enough shift into larger pots and have the pits made 
ready for their ■ c (option. Do not crowd the plants. In 

Hie long run more (ntits will he cut from plants 0 feet 
apart than if nearer together. It is a good plan to place a 
lover of good manure over ilia bottom-heat chamber, amt 
the same thing may he done if the bottom-heat pipe* arc 
laid in rubble. This layer ot immure (I always use Moss- 
litter manure) is a great source ot nourishment to the 
plants all through the season. 

Forcing-house. 
Vines in pots may Is- started now to produce ripe 

(•rapes in June. The best forcing varieties are the Itlaek 
Hamburgh and Foster's Seedling. I'lunge the pots in u 
bed of leaves, if (aslihle. The roots (rill work out into 
the hed, and there will he a chance of feeding them there 

without deluging the pots of soil with strong liquids that 
have a tendency to make the soil sour. Bend the cane* 
back to make tliem break well, and it this does not suffice 
give the sluggish starters a twist by taking the end of the 
cane in the hand and twisting it until pressure is brought 
to hear upon the tissues all down the stein. So far ns my 
experience goes this never tails to liberate and set the 

sap in motion. 

Window Gardening. 
Chinese Primulas. Cinerarias, and Cyclamens nrc very 

effective Christmas flowers. Solumims, Ardisias, Aucuhor, 
and I’ernettyas will furnish a lot of bright-coloured herrle-. 
Human Hyacinths and other bulbs will do very well in the 

warmest room. The early --potted Frcesins are now showing 
flower, and with me they nrc stronger than usual this 
year, 

Outdoor Garden. 
laurels and other evergreens mar he pruned now—so 

far, at least, as the knife can do so; but if old laurels 
require to tie cut down the work should he put ol till 
Man'll, otherwise severe frost may kill old shoots. The 
round-leaved laurels, when kept iii condition hy annual 
pruning, makes a desirable evergreen for plunting under 
trees where the shade is not too dense. They are also 
suitable for planting on sloping lmnks, to lie kept low hy 
pruning. The common green Molly is a good shrub to 
plant III shady places; hut in all cases wiiere planting 
under trees the ground should In- broken up and some 

fresh soil placed on as a top-dressing. Herbaceous liorders, 
especially those containing bulbs, should he mulched with 
old manure, or a mixture of manure and rotten leaves. 
Continue to remove weed* from lawns, null if the Crass Is 

weak and thin apply a manorial dressing of some kind. 
Mane lawns have scarcely recovered from the scorching 
received lust summer. It is getting loo late to plant bulbs 
now, hut if there are anv Crocus, Snowdrops, or Daffodil* 
still out of the ground i-lant them in the Crass, at the foot 
of trees, or in sheltered nooks on the lawn. Where this is 
done freely the effect is very good. Mulch all newly- 
planted Hoses and shrubs, and sec that all lull things are 

properly staked. Take up and replant Box-edgings. The 
small-leaved Iv.v may lie used tor edgings when rut In 
occasionally. It forms n very neat edging. I have seen 
the common Evergreen Mahonia used in a similar way. 
Small plants arc very cheap, and these thing's afford a 
pleasant change from Box or tiles. Clean the Is. I loin of 
evergreen und other hedges. 

Fruit Garden. 
If the pruning and training of wall or other fruit-trees 

should Ih- in arrears make every effort now to overtake 
the work. See that Figs are properly protected before 
severe weather sets In. Figs are not wife without protec¬ 

tion. Anvwherc away from the smith const Strawberries 
may now in- prepared for forcing hy top-dressing and dip¬ 
ping in a solution of (ilshurst Compound. The dipping 
will not take long, nnd it may save some trouble from 
inscclH Inter on. Tile egg* of red-spider, after such n hot, 
tning season, may Ik- on the leaves, and at any rate a dip 
Kill do good. See that the borders of the early Peach 
house are thoroughly moist. This can only tie done by 
stirring the soil here nnd there with the fork, anil if found 

dry moisten till- soil with liquid-manure. Soot-water is a 
good thing to use When a Peach-border gets overdry It 
is Just possible fungus may he found in the border, and, if 

so, it must be drowned out, and a little soot in the water is 
a good thing. It Is difficult to moisten a bonier properly 
when dust dry, and it is not unlikely there may lie more 
drv sjiots than usual after such a dry season. Houses 
built on the old-fashioned principle with movable light* 
may have been thrown open to Hie weather, nnd in such 

eases there will he less cause for anxiety. All late Crapes 
may he cut now and bottled. This process has been often 
described, nnd Crape* will keep hotter inadry, cool-room, 

or, say, n steady temperature of 48 deg*, to 60 degs,, than 
in a house where the fluctuations are greater, and, where 
possible, plants requiring water are stored. Keep jiot 
Vines Just started in a genial temperature of 50 dejfs. at 
night, with, on the average, n 10 degs. or 15 degs. rise in 

the daytime. Keep the canes bent back to induce nil the 
buds to break 

to u oiler “ flnrdni ,11’ork 

a for!night later 
reunite. 

•n Work " mag lie doiffronytru da, e/rn I TJJe 
I him ii her, ind-Vcfc^-t'ffr |gu|i '■/ <iM Jktjjuili 

should be plentiful from open-air beds, as well os froltt 
beds made up in Mushroom-sheds und cellars. In making 
arrangements tor new houses for Mushrooms, have tliem 

ns much as possible below the surface ; the Mushrooms 
will do better, and less artificial heal will be required 
Mushroom-beds may be watered freely with weak liquid- 
manure. After gathering commences autumn and winter 
salads require a good deal of watching. A full-grown 
Lettuce is soon destroyed if exposed to frost, and Endive 
is not much hardier; shelter of some kind is absolute!! 

necessary; the same remark applies with equal force to 
late Cauliflowers and early Broccoli. Veilch's Autumn 
Self Protecting is a very useful Broccoli, never disappoints, 
hut though in a sense self-protecting, in the arrange¬ 
ment of the leaves over the hearts it is not wise to expose 
il to frost after this date. It is a very easy matter to 
protect them by stripping off a few of the bottom leaves, 

taking the plants up with halls, and planting them in 
trenches with heads lying over to the north. Where 

frost is expected cover with mats or litter. lade sown 
Horn Carrots must lie protected from frost. They will 
keep very well in the ground it covered, and they are 
better fresh drawn than taken up and stored, and it the 
weather keiqi* open they will make a little more growth, 
hut it should Ik* Isirne in mind that frost will spoil them. 

A little dry Fern scattered over them (rill keep them sat- 
for some time—at ally rate, und if very severe weather 
comes, cover with burnt earth or ashes over the litter or 
Kern. Where old plants of Tomatoes are kept on to rijs-n 

late fruit, if the white-fly appears deal with it promptly 

hy fumigation. K. llostiAV. 

Work in the Town Garden. 
Now that the days are at their shortest, and the growth 

and vitality ot plant* at the minimum, bedding and green 
house subjects of most descriptions ought to be kept a-- 

quiet as possible, and not excited by means of an undue 
amount ot warmth. In the murky atmosphere and defec¬ 
tive light of a large town any considerable extension made 
at this season will he devoid ot the necessary substance, 
and hence exhausting rather than augmenting tin- 
strength ot the plant. Ot course, such things as Homan 
Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissi, Cyclamens, Kpaeris, and 
others now coming into bloom may have, and will, indeed, 

be all the lietter for, a little extra heal, and in practice I 
hove found it advisable to keep even the commoner kinds 
of plants grown under glass rather warmer in town 
gardens than is necessary in an open country place, 
because, possessing less vitality and vigour, they require 
greater care and more favourable conditions in all respects . 
but, in any case, the night temperature nt the greenhouse 
proper ought not to exceed 45 degs. for the next six or 
eight weeks at least. The watering too must Is- 

very carefully performed now. In a low tempera¬ 
ture too much moisture at the root is worse than 

loo little; hut though it is all very well to 
keep plants comparatively dry In cold weather, it carried 
to excess this often doe's a lot- ot harm, for the londt-i 
rootlets soon perish in a really dry medium, and then the 
plant suffers. In warm houses, where mill'll artificial heat 
IS used, it Is a great mistake to Ik- too snaring with the 
water-can, this quickly leading to enfeebled growth and 
hosts of insects. No rc)xitting should lie done now. for 
to disturb the roots, or present them with amass of inert 

soil to penetrate in their present *uq;nailt condition would 
In- dangerous in the extreme. Wait until the days gain 
greater length, nnd the suit more power again for all 
work of this kind ; tint in the meantime composts may l«- aiarei! und placed mi ler cover, pots washed and dried, 

boxes made or repaired. Insert Chrysanthemum- 
cuttings, certainly of the Japanese varieties, ns fast a* 
they can Is- obtained ; the first cuttings are often the 
strongest, and even if a plant is too forward for show 

purposes, it can he pinched twice or thrice, and will make 
a flue decorative specimen, or be utilised for the produc¬ 
tion of cut-flowers. Do not keep the cuttings too waim, 
nor, oil the other hand, allow tliem to experience the 
least touch of frost, and prevent flagging by every passible 
means. Obtain and jsit roots of Splnen japomca, and 
S. pahnatn. Hydrangea paniculata, l.ilies of the Valley, 

unit also of L, aural utu. I., lancifolimn, L. longitlonim. etc. 
B. C\ K. 

THE COMING WEEKS WORK. 

Extracts from a t/arilen Diary from December 
1(1 th to December '2<trd. 

Moved shrubs, Hpiricas, Idly of the Valley, bulbs, Ac., 

Into a forcing-house. I’ut in more cuttings of Chrysanthe 
mums. I ant striking the cuttings in single pots in a 
frame in a cool-house, where the Irost is only just kept 
out. Carted loam lo,- remaking a Vine border. Shall lift 
the Vines nnd rearrange the borders next February, and 

In the meantime the loam will lie nnd hcnefll from 
the exposure. Cut Into (Impes and bottled them. 
Pruned and cleaned Vines. Rubbed off loom- tiark. ainl 
(cashed the rials witli (tisliurst ConqKiund, 0 ounces to 

till- gallon. This strength will kill all insects, both in the 
shape of eggs or larvai. Turned over a gravel walk that 
had become green with Moss front being overhung with 
trees. This turning, with a little fresh gravel on the top, 
will give us a bright, clean, Arm walk for some time. Tin- 

roller (rill he used (ill the surface of the walk is hard atsl 
firm. Took up nnd renewed worn turf on tennis lawn. 
Mulched beds and borders of bulbs with old leaf-mould. 
Dipped Pelargoniums in a solution of Sunlight Soap and 
Tonncco-powdcr. Put small stakes to Freesias Ju-t 
showing bloom. My Freesias arc tutter than usual this 
season; the bulbs larger and hotter ripened. On tin- 
other hand, the Spineas are not so strong. The sunshine 
which ripened the Freesias checked the growth of the 

Spirant*. Repotted a few early-starting Gloxinias. The 
bulbs arc starting into growth, nnd there is no advuntage 
In prolonging the rest when the plants are restless. The 
till lb* starting now will tic in bloom In February. There 
is no difficulty in flowering Gloxinias so soon. It is 
only a question of resting early, and keeping the bulbs 

cool when at rest. Many so-called stove bulb* ore kept 
In odd or northern diet riel* the ovrraHoni referred 11 Vegetable Garden. Q.-i (oq-hbtfaod.tqo dry when at rest, and the growing powers 

..—■ •»--* I ■ forcing gardener will he busy now. Asparagus, | M M weakened thereby . Caliidiuin* sometimes get the dry 

Moved 
They 

ale, and Rhulmrh may ho hod in q'mjtlty./ mn>(only! rot -tpiu the dryfheit itiAWhich they are rested. 
; (rill he space and suitable roots.'-1 il-usItrooinU ilso I-the first baton "ot'ewiwoerries into forcing-pit. 
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will In- brought on steadily at first, night temperature 

SO deg*. lor the first fortnight, and not too much water 
given. If watered too freely the plants rush into foliage 
at the expense of the spikes of blossoms. If there are 
any suspicions of red-spider or green-fly the plants are 
always dipped in a solution of Sunlight Soap. This is a 
grand cleansing agent, anil so cheap, too. Busy pruning 

and nailing wall-trees. Want to get os much of this 
work done before Christmas as jiossibie; so many other 
things are waiting for us niter Christmas. Rearranged 
rubbish yard, and mode a lire of a lot of cuttings, and 
afterwards, when the lire bail got a pretty firm hold, other 

less combustible rubbish was placed on the heap. The 
heap will probable be some days before it is burnt out, 
fresh material being placed upon it daily. Placed a lot 
of early Potatoes in Isixes in heat to gel them sprouted 

ready for planting in frames shortly. Started a fresh lot 
of French Beans in tl-inch pots, live Beans in a I Hit. 

Planted more Cucumlier-seeds in single pots in heat. 
From this onwards 1 shall not he without strong 
Cucumber-plants for making good blanks in houses, or 
lo plant fresh houses if desired. I expect it is only fancy, 
but sometimes I think when one has a surplus of young 

vigorous plants, those set out seem to start away and do 
better. Sow Tomato-seeds of sev eral approved kinds, in¬ 

cluding Ham tlreen Favourite and a good strain of old 
lted. _ 

THE KITCHEN GARDEN. 

PEAS AND THEIR CULTURE. 

Varieties of Pens, like all kinds of produce for 

which there is a large demand, are continually 
increasing, so that to make a selection from 
catalogues has become a hopeless task. Starting 

with early kinds, except for the first few 
gatherings, the earliest section of Peas is scarcely 
worth growing when compared with the rich 

ineltin" flavour of the Marrows that come in 
later ; but as the aim of most growers is to get 
Peas as early as possible, a sowing is generally 
made of one or other of the small round kinds 

about the middle of January. My favourite is 
Ringleader, which, although an old variety, is 
still one of the earliest and best, a good cropper, 
and very hardy. Laxton’s William I. is early, 

and, being of good quality, it is a desirable Pea 
to cultivate. American Wonder (here figured) 
is an excellent kind. Asa dwarf-growing, free- 

bearing, compact Pea for sowing on a warm, 
sheltered border, Maclean’s (iem is unsurpassed, 
for not only is it a most prolific ltearer, but it is 
everything that can be desired when cooked, 
and it has nil the good qualities which a dwarf, 

early sort can possess, and from not lieing more 
than about 2 feet high, a few twiggy si inks suf¬ 
fice for its support, a consideration near towns 

where Pea-sticks are difficult to obtain. For 
sowing in open quarters to succeed the first 
earlies, there is nono that equals the old Ad¬ 
vancer, which is really, in every respect, a first- 

class Pea. This variety grows to the height of 
about 3 feet, branches freely, and Wars nearly 
up the entire length of its haulm a number of 

well-filled pods, the Pens in which are of good 
colour and delicious flavour. To follow on the 
heels of this, a sowing of Veitch’s Perfection 
should be made about the same time, and, where 

a regular supply is wanted, continued at in¬ 
tervals of a fortnight till the middle of July. 
Take it all in all, this is by far the l>cst dwarf 
Pea in cultivation; but one mistake which 

many make is sowing it too thickly, a circum¬ 
stance which, on account of its robust, free- 
branching habit, causes the haulm to become so 

thick and crowded as to spoil the crop. In 
good, 

Rich, beep soii.s—and, if it can be avoided, 

Peas should not be grown in any other—this 
variety should rather lie planted than sown, ns 

the seeds ought not to be nearer each other than 

from 1 inch to 2 inches. Unless collections are 
desired, the kinds just named are sufficient, as 
far as dwarf sorts are concerned, for any garden; 

and they arc varieties which will be sure to give 
satisfaction ; but where room can be spared and 
stakes obtained, then 1 would recommend every 
one to grow Ne Plus Ultra, a truly grand Pea 

and perfect in every respect. This, too, should 
be sown thinly, and, if possible, at intervals of 
111 feet apart, as then both sides of the row get 

plenty of light, and heavy crops of lurge well- 
filled pods are the result. Besides the conveni¬ 
ence of gathering and a great increase in the 
yield, raising Peas at wide distances apart has 

other advantages, such us affording suitable 
shade to Celery, Cauliflower, uud Lettuce, that 

always succeed much better when so treated 
than when grown in any other position. As 
before observed, Peas require a deep, piel^soil, 

and in order to spare unnecessary |ibouix~'I 
make, it a rule to soxMfflW^flor4yC«ci^\iJ 

been growing the year previous and i'Ire irrsti. 

The advantages of this will bo obvious at a 
glance, as the one. prepares the ground for the 

other. To grow Celery well the trenches must 
be heavily manured, of a portion of which the 

Peas get the benefit, and the deep digging 
necessary for its cultivation and in taking it up, 
is just what the after crop requires, as the 
roots can penetrate far down and be in a 

measure independent of the weather or 
other aids for a supply of moisture. The 
readiest way of getting early Peas is to sow 

in boxes or pans of finely-sifted leaf-soil, and to 
place them in any vacant situation under glass 
where they can be kept close till they germinate 
and get fairly up, when they must bo set well 

up to the light and have plenty of air to prevent 
them from becoming weak or drawn, which 
they soon would do if at all Ihick. Various 
other plans have been adopted in raising early 

Peas, such as sowing on strips of turf and in 
drain tiles filled with soil, but both laku up 
much more room, time, and labour, and are not 
one whit better, as l’cas transplant just as 
readily and safely from the leaf-soil us when 
treated in any other way. By the middle of 
March, if the weather be anything like favour¬ 

able, Peas sown in January as just recom¬ 
mended may lie safely ventured out on any 

‘ American Wonder." BngruM-d fn.ui a pbotogr.qb 
sent by Mr. Nornun Blake, Bedford. 

sheltered border or quarter, where they may 
easily be put into rows by drawing a deep drill 

by means of a hoe or chopping one out with the 
spade so as to admit their roots without being 
cramped or doubled up. The tint ness of the 
leaf-soil will admit of their lieing divided to any 

extent without injury, so that they can be laid 
in thinly at the time of planting, and when this 
is done they should lie protected by having a 
few sprigs of small-leaved evergreens stuck 
along one side of the row to break the force of 
any cold winds that may occur. 

Sparrows do much damage to Peas just after 
they emerge through the ground, or when 
planted out in this way, nipping off each leaf as 

it appears till the plants are entirely crippled, 
unless some effectual means lie adopted to pre¬ 
vent their attacks. Nothing unswers the pur¬ 

pose better than the galvanised wire Pea-guards 
that are now sold so cheaply by most iron¬ 
mongers, as these put them quite at defiance, 
and if taken cuie of when out of use will last a 

lifetime, so that the first cost ought scarcely to 
be a consideration, as they do away with all 
annoyance and disappointment in securing a 

crop. In eases where these are not at hand, a 
bull oral wo of common black cotton run up and 
d W W three times, just above the heads of 

ktliGfciaSkof l’eas, and supported in tha 
bjQew small sticks, wiil generally k'feoV*'(1 

at bay, as they become alarmed when they 
alight and find their wings entangled ; or the 
tops of Peas may be made disagreeable to their 

palates by sowing some dry soot over them 
while the dew is still on them, an operation 
which will also answer the double purpose of 
preserving them from slugs, which this year are 

more than usually troublesome, and will be so 
unless we have some sharp frosts to come upon 
them unawares before they have time to bury 
themselves in the ground. Besides the above, 

growers of Peas have other enemies to contend 
with, the most formidable of which are rats and 
mice. After trying many remedies for these, I 

find nothing equal to paraffin oil, a tablespoon¬ 
ful or so of which is sufficient lo soak a quart of 
Peas, which, when so treated, are left un¬ 

molested, and are not in any way injured. It 
may not be generally known that the 

S'ounii (iRKKX tops of Peas make delicious 

soup, a luxury that may be enjoyed all through 
the winter. Of course it will not do (o sow 
choice sorts for purposes of this kind, as that 
would make the soup come rather dear ; nor is 
it necessary to do so, as any common cheap Pea 

will do equally well. The best way to treat 
them is to sow thickly in boxes or pans contain¬ 
ing light soil ; and if wanted quickly, to stand 

them where they will get a little heat, when 
they will soon lie up ready for use, which will 
be directly they are about 1A inches long. If 
allowed to get more forward than this they lose 
much of the delicate Pea flavour, and do not 

become incorporated with the soup so readily as 
when they are young and tender. S. 

502-5.- Growing early Rhubarb.—Pro¬ 
vided the roots are strong, “ Novice ” will have 
little difficulty in getting good early Rhubarb. 

Place the pots or tubs over the crowns, then 
cover with a good depth of leaves. They will 

soon get warm enough to excite growth, and 
there is no danger of getting too much heat so 
us to injure the crowns, as is the case when 

stable-manure is employed, and I think the 
flavour of the produce is better when leaves 
alone are used; if placed on at once the 

Rhubarb will lie lit to pull about the end of 

January.—J. G. H 
SOM.—Early Potatoes and Brussels Sprouts. 
If it is intended lo put out Brussels .Sprouts between the 

rows of Potatoes it will lie highly desirable that they be 
planted SO inches asunder. To obtain good Brussels 

Sprouts they should not be planted closer than this, and 
the same distance asunder. To get good early Potatoes 
lliev require rich, good deep soil, and this is also the best, 

for Brussels Sprout*.—J. D. E. 

- If it is intended to plant Potatoes and Brussels 
Sprouts alternately, the rows should not be less than 

:K) inches a|>art, bin I have frequently the early short 
topped Potatoes 2 feet apart, and then planted a row ot 
Brussels Sprouts between every second of Potatoes, and I 

rather like the latter plan best.—E. If. 

-I suppose you mean the distance between the rows, 
not that from set to set in the rows. To allow ot the 
Sprouts being planted between, and (he Potatoes conve¬ 
niently lifted without disturbing them, a distance of 

2} feet to 8 feet ought to be allowed, preferring the latter, 
if possible. But if you can dig the Potatoes early in June 
it will be time enough to plant the Sprouts altcrwards.—- 

B. C. R. 

5053.—Replanting Seakale. — Seakale 
may lie replanted now, but it will (lo its well if 
the cuttings ate laid in damp sand or earth till 
March and then replanted. I always use the 
thongs or roots cut from the forcing crowns lo 

make new plantations. The crowns are lifted 
now for forcing, and the side roots trimmed off. 
These latter will he laid in damp sand till 

March, by which time new crow ns will he form¬ 
ing. They will then be planted with a dibble 
in w ell prepared ground in rows 18 inches apart , 

and 1 foot apart ill the rows. Any good soil 
well manured and cultivated w ill grow Scuknlc. 

-E. H. 
- Seakale may lie replanted any time 

before it starts into growth in the spring. Riant 
in rows about 18 inches apart, and allow a foot 

or so between each plant iu the rows. Seakale 
does best in an open garden soil, deep and rich. 
I find it does not succeed well in clay loam, 

unless plenty of opLii soil, such as road-scrapings, 
siftings from the potting-shed, 4c., is placed 
around the i-oots. Even coal-ashes is excellent 

material to mix with clayey loam for Seukulc, 
and for such soil plenty of good stable-manure 
in a decayed state should be used, and some 

ashes around the roots is beneficial.— J. D. E. 

QlIgilffiM^WI'IMarch i" 11 good time to re- 
ittJTtvSrabilft i RgH/pfauld he trenched 

ing some pal lly 
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rotted manure to the top spit of soil. It is 
useless to bury it deeper than this, as the roots 
would lie encouraged deeper in search of it. If 
the soil is heavy and retentive of moisture the 
top spit of soil should be kept in the same posi¬ 
tion after trenching, thoroughly breaking up 

the soil at the bottom of the trench and leaving 
it there. Dig up the roots carefully, cut off the 
crown just below whore the leaves spring from. 

This is done to prevent the growth developing 
a flower-head, which weakens the crown for 
future use. lly cutting off the tops extra 
crowns are formed, which gives more produce. 
When planting, fork over the ground and chop 
out a trench with a spade to enable the roots to 
be laid carefully in it iu rows IS inches wide, 

allowing a spaue of |."> inches from plant to 
plant.—IS. I'. 

HKKHS. 
As a rule, these very useful plants are but little 
cared for until tlu-y are wanted, and then it is 
bv no means rare, even in gardens of good 
size, to tiud but very scanty provision for the 

supply of herlut. It appears as if the great care 
bestowed on some crops militates against such 
humble every-day plants as these receiving even 
the little attention they require. The following 
herbs are very useful, and can be easily grown 

in any ordinary garden—viz., 
Bash. (" Sweet ”) is a herb of annual growth, 

easily raised from sued; if required early iu 
spring or late in autumn, seed sliould bo sown 
in pots or Isixes under glass; but during the 
summer months it grows freely in open air. A 

small patch sown in April, and another in .June, 
will supply a good-sized family. 

RouteK is a much hardier herb, and grows 
freely out-of-doors, and reproduces itself abund¬ 
antly by seed. Some of t he seedlings should bo 
potted up in October in ease of very severe 

weather ; but the greatest demand for it is in hot 
weather, when it is plentiful out-of-doors. 

Fennel is iu considerable demand for fish 
sauce. It can be increased from seed, and the 
roots last for years. Some plants should be cut 

down when it starts to send up (lower-spikes, so 
as to keep a full supply of green leaves. 

Mint is in demand all the year, and to get 
green Mint very early in the new year roots 

should bo lifted in December ami placed in 
shallow boxes of lino rich soil, placing them in 
any warm-house. Out-of-doors it grows freely 
in any light well-drained soil, but should be 
reiilantod every alternate year, or it dies away 
it left in one place too long, although it uuturally 
seeks fresh soil by pushing out all round the 
outer edges of the boil, while the centre, or old 

part, will get quite bare. For dry Mint the 
tops should be cut in July and tied in bunches 
after careful drying. 

Marjoram (“Sweet") is a very hardy and 

useful herb ; it can be increased by division, or 
by cuttings, and grows freely in any garden 

soil. 
Parsley is oneof the daily wants of a kitchen, 

and unless a guud supply be on hand it causes a 
deal of trouble. A good sowiug should be 

made in Murch, and another at midsummer. 
For winter and spring use the latter Bhould be 
iu a position where shelter can lie easily given. 
Thatched hurdles are best protectors from snow. 

Sauk is used lmtli in a green and dried state ; 
for the latter it is cut in July and hung up in 
bunches. In a dry airy place it is a very hardy 

herb, and can be cut green all the year round, 
and the plants are benefited by cutting back. 

Tahhaoos is much prized by some kitchen 
authorities, but it will not grow freely in all 
kinds of soils. I find old mortar-rubbish and 

road-grit mixed with the soil suit it well ; it 
forces readily in gentle heat. 

Thyme and Lemon Thyme are much used, 
and should be grown in every garden. As they 
are of easy culture they increase readily from 

- heed, or by division of the roots, and require 

trahsp}ft»tiBS—every alternate year, or the 
branches get long and straggling. Cutting back 

should be done at midsummer so a» to get a 
good head of shoots before the winter sets in. 

J. Groom, Gosport. 

Mso.—A plague of Sparrows.—Find out where 
they roost at night, and go after dark with a bat 
fowling-net. Tho number* may soon bo reduced in this 
way. They trequeuL Ivy.clad wails ft nightv ini 

also under tho t-avvDttjICbBSiwoliy i1VLJTwiliz-At 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

LILY OF THE VALLEY BUSH (ANDRO¬ 

MEDA FLOUIBUNDA). 

Tuts is one of the best of dwarf shrubs, looking 

neat and well furnished throughout the year. 
Tiie flower-buds are formed and considerably 

developed in the late autumn, so that the little 

Kl-overs of Lily ot the Valley Bush (Andromeda Moribund.!). 

shrub looks throughout the winter as if about to 
burst into flower. Tho blossoms expand to¬ 
wards the end of March, and remain in Inanity 
throughout April. It is an excellent shrub for 
a rock garden. The single sprays are valuable 

for cutting, lasting long in water, and looking 
well alone or with almost any other flower. It 
sliould also he home in mind that this shrub, if 

potted up early, will bear gentle forcing well, 
and tlie (lowers then come of a very fine white 

flour,' _ J- 

DIGGING AMONG SHRUBS. 

That there are various opinions upon this 
poipt of culture I am fully aware. Now, how¬ 
ever, tliat tho time 1ms arrived for cleaning 
out (or digging in the leaves?), thinning out 
the plants where overthiok and cutting out 
tho dead wood, it is, in my opinion, a sub¬ 
ject which may he discussed with profit and 

advantage. I liave thought the matter over 
year by year for some considerable time, and 
am myself in favour of light digging among 
the .shrubs as soon ns tlus leaves have all 

fallen. I might, however, alter my mind 
if I laid to cultivate a clayey soil. In my 
ease it is a fairly light soil with a gravelly 
subsoil; hence, in only moderately dry seasons 

the shrubs suffer considerably. By stirring 
the surface, not deeply, but sufficiently so to 
bury the fallen leaves, facility is afforded 
for all the rainfall to percolate tho soil in an 
equable manner. With a smooth (or nearly so) 
surface, the result of its being left alone ful¬ 
some years, the water cannot penetrate the 
ground equally, but consequently runs away 

to the lowest parts. This, I think, cannot hut 
he prejudicial to the shrults in course of time. 
Besides, by raking out the leaves and supplying 
no manure in its place, we deprive the plants of 

a natural source of food which must he of ultimate 
good to them. Another point, too, 1 think, iu 
favour of breaking up the surface is that of the 

ground not freezing so deeply there as where it 
is not disturbed at all. This can he noted by 
anyone during ground work in frosty weather. 
The disturbing of the surface roots may be 

advanced against the practice, but I do not 
think it is at all material, but rather tends 
to their good, more fibrous roots supplying the 

place of grosser ones. If 
Left undisturbed for a few years, the 

surface becomes in a measure hardened ; then 
in the summer-time, when copious rain¬ 
falls—as in thunder-storms—take place, much 

I lost must ensue to those shrubs not favour? 

iSih^iluateU lo receive the water. If 1 
uCf.V-i0 water shrubs in dry ^W|»VfE R*§) 

tlie surfacu is bard, I immediately break it up 
to direct the water to the required spot. Thai, 
some things do suffer through the surface being 

hard is an undoubted fact. Take, for instance, 
some of the coniferous trees planted upon lawns, 

but elevated rather than kept level. These in 
course of time get excessively dry, and that 
to their detriment. They would not do so if 
the surface were broken up. The better plan 
would be to plant on the level and provide for a 
contingency by means of drains. In some cases 
tlie leaves in shrubberies are not disturbed. 

This, I think, is much better than the raking- 
out process after the fall of the leaf, only it docs 

not look so tidy at tlie front. In my case I 
rarely rake out any leaves, but merely turn I he 
soil over lightly, so as to bury them. This 
leaves all fresh and tidy-looking, a walk round 

the shrubberies afterwards being quite enjoy¬ 
able, despite the bareness of the deciduous 
slirulis. It may be urged by sonic gardeners 
that the work takes time. It docs, like every¬ 
thing else with respect to garden culture, bill 
I consider it is time well spent. The let-alone 
policy with respect to shrubs ill general will in 

course of time leave its mark. Whilst tho 
digging is going on any necessary pruning cun 
be attended to easily, whereas otherwise it 

might possibly escape notice. 1L 

Ivy edgings and carpetings. -Where 
it has been found necessary to renew turf verges 

and plots under tlie shade of t rees by reason of 
the Gross dying off year by year, tlie use of Ivy 
in tlie form of edgings between tlie walks and 

shrubs will bo found an excellent remedy, us it 
will also upon bare patches under trees. To me 
it seems an utter waste of labour every autumn 
or spring to returf such spots with the prospect 
later on, when dry weat her sets in, of having to 
water the turf to make it even presentable. I 
am aware that to the mowing-machine must lie 

attributed some of the bad appearance whore 
the Grass is weakly if so ho the mowing is 
thoughtlessly persisted in after a rainfall and 
whilst still wet upon the surface. The Grass at 
such times will l>e smeared down and the weakly 
plants further crippled. For such times and 

places the scythe is still preferable. To 
revert, however, to the Ivy as an edging 
1 would say that it is not necessary to pur¬ 

chase tho "plants in pots for this purpose ; 
these, of course, make more show for a little 
time, but smaller ones well rooted, but 
lifted without hardly any soil, answer quite as 
well. I have, in fact, taken tho shoots from 
plants trailing on the ground with but a few 
roots to them and dibbled these in as an edging, 

pegging them down close to the soil, very few 
failing to grow. One or two waterings after 
planting may ho necessary. The Irish Ivy 
makes tlie best broad edging, but the sinallcr 
leaved forms of the common or English Ivy arc 

preferable for narrow margins. This latter may 
be chosen from several varieties, os Hcdcra 
Helix digitata, H. H. lobata major, and H. H. 
lueida, or from tho variegated kinds. For mass¬ 

ing on bare patches, besides tlie Irish there is II. 
H. dentata, a splendid Ivy with massive looking 
foliage. Tlie latter looks best, however, when 
slightly elevated on old roots. One great 
advantage with these Ivy edgings, &e., is the 
saving in sweeping ; the wind cannot blow out 
the leaves, nor can the birds scratch them out 

on tlie walks,in itself no small consideration.—A. 

MM.—Pruning a Wistaria. If the wall Is 
quite covered with I lie branches ot Wistaria, prune away 
ail tho growth of the current year to within a couple of 
eyes or ho of the lm.se. No lime is better (or this to lie 

(lone than now. Ttiis close pruning in ot the young 
shoots induces tlie (ormaliou nt spurs, and (rum these 

flower-racemes are produced.—8. 1*. 

- The Wistaria may be pruned at any time before the 
buds start. Do not cut Hie young shoots close back, but 

spur them in to two inches or so. The Wistaria often 
blooms on the spurs.—E. II. 

51*79.—’Trees, etc., for a Derbyshire 
garden.—There would, I think, be no diffi¬ 
culty in getting a good garden of plants, pro¬ 
vided the soil and situation are favourable. But 

about these two important matters you are 
silent. Get plenty of good flowering trees and 
shrubs, such as the beautiful kinds mentioned. 
Hardy Azaleas in a more sheltered position are 
very handsome, the spreading branches 

smothered Avit.h flowers that are very varied in 
colour, from white through shudes of rose, 

^Yn#F 15° A¥eP€Bt orange-so irlet. 
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erv tory they have n future before them, ami have 
inti already been used with advantage ; the variety 
hat in liabit and size, as well as the various hues of 
non colour, give them an interesting as well us an 

; in ornamental appearance. If cuttings are put in 
icus in the autumn they will root freely and make 
gy- good specimens by the second year. For the 
uti- lock garden I have found them very useful, 
arc V. Lisdi.kyana is one of the oldest plants in 
>rv- cultivation, having been introduced many years 

ible ago, and undergone vast improvements. Ander- 
erv soni, kermesina, versicolor, linariiufolia, macro- 
lest earpa, Ac., either hybrids or improved forms of 
ile- this species, are largely used in the conservatory 
rith and greenhouse, and where space admits of 

hen their being planted out they make beautiful 
fee, specimens in a few years. 
olia V. sAi.iniol.lA, a line, shiny-leaved shrub, 
,rge bearing numerous spikes of white liowers, 
llie variable, and generally longer than the leaves; 

row V. parvillora, a small-flowered, very graceful 
not species. Other allied forms are V. Kirki, 
ock speciosa, earnea, Ac. Amongst the latest intro- 
illy duetions are V. Lyalli, Hulkeauu, Cataract,’e, 
i1- clmthainicu, vernieosa, hevis, anomala, clliptica, 
ible Colensoi, amplexicaulis, pimelcoides, cp.ieridea, 

inia Haasti, Ac. 
cies V. Tkavhuhi (here ligured) is one of the old 
mm ones, having been in cultivation many years. It 
its is amongst the hardiest of the shrubby Speed- 

tied wells, and is certainly one of the most beautiful 
you and useful in a garden. Unless after an un- 
"do usually severe winter, it never fails to produce 
uli- freely its pretty while clusters of liowers, which 

ich- in contrast with the dark sliinv leaves make a 

•I feet high, bearing numbers of its globose, 
waxy liowers, so that the plant becomes un 
object of much attraction. Now, for the non- 
flowering, which my renders complain about. 
1 am somehow led to the conclusion that some 

of these having invested in a Dove-plant, no 
sooner get home than they begin to look about 

and want to see it flower. This is reasonable 
enough, but they entirely forget that if their 
plant is not strong enough to bloom it will not 
do so, anil all the wishing for it is not of the 
least avail. 1 am quite willing to admit that 
tliero are shy-dowering varieties of the Dove- 
plant ns well as of many others. I had one 
upon one occasion, and it was given me to 
try and flower. The plant had been bought at 
the sale of the celebrated collection gathered 
together by Mrs. Lawrence, of Kaling-park. 
It laid been kept for a few years, and it never 
produced a flower-spike, nlthongh it had larger 
bulbs than 1 ever remember to have seen P. 
elatu with to this day, and for four years I grew 

it, treating it just in the same manner that I 
didanothersmaller plant that flowered annually; 

in fact, it always occupied a place within a yard 
of it, but never presented the sign of a spike. 
Here then, I say, was a striking example of a 
free-llowcring variety and a shy one, and as I 
could not derive any pleasure from it I sold it 
in London, and its large growth caused it to 

. realise a good amount, and I hoped with a 
charming picture. It is an excellent plant for change of situation it would turn over a new 
the rockery, where with a little shelter it forms leaf and flower with profusion. From the con¬ 
fine bushes full of interest both in summer and duet of this plant it is not right always to say if 
winter. Other varieties arc urborca, pingui- your specimen is strong enough it will be sure 

folia, carnosula, diosnuefoliu. K. to flower. The plant should be treated as a 

_ terrestrial one—that is, not placed above the 
pot’s rim, but rather an inch or two below it. 

COLD FRAMES. The pots should be well and thoroughly drained, 

Since the introduction of hot-water pipes cold and this covered with a layer of Sphagnum 
frames have fallen into disrepute—at least, Moss, which does not rot away quickly, and 
during the winter months they are still used for prevents the soil percolating into this material, 

sheltering half hardy plants. I suppose very The best mixture is sound turfy loam in good 

- This is not the bent lime of (he year lo cut, hack 
laurels. Heller leave il until tin* spring, just before they 
start into growth.—J. 1>. K. 

SHHUBBY NEW ZEALAND SPEEDWELLS 

(VERONICAS). 

Ok the numerous plants introduced of late years 
shrubby Speedwells take the lead in point of 
numbers, over sixty distinct species (not in¬ 
cluding varieties or forms), according to the 
latest botanical authority, being found there, 

and of these, perhaps, half are in cultivation in 
our gardens at the present time. The only 
thing urged against their being largely planted 
is their liability to bo disfigured during severe 
winters; but I believe tins is true only in 

certain localities, and under adverse con¬ 
ditions. When hurt at all it seems to be 
our damp climate rather than the cold that 

does it, and if planted in well-drained soil 
where they can receive a slight protection 
and lie kept comparatively dry during the 

winter season, there is little fear of their 
being injured. Such, at least, is my experi¬ 
ence in the neighbourhood of London, where the 

damn atmosphere, fogs, Ac., carry oil' a greater 
number of this class of plunts than the cold. It 
is not unusual, when duplicates are planted in 

New Zcul.ni l Speedwell (Veronica Trnvcrsi). 
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enjoys good exposure to’the sun and light, a 
slight shade is necessary just at the very hottest 
time of the day, for it must he borne in mind 

that the plants are under glass. 
Matt. Bramble. 

AN AUTUMN-FLOWERING ORCHID. 

Cattlkya Sanheiuana. 

“This line form of C.gigas,” says “H. H.,” “has 
just opened the first of seven flowers, which it lias 
eoming. It has bloomed with me for three years 
in succession in the month of December, so that 
it is quite a late flower ; more especially is this 
the case after the exceptionally hot summer we 

have had.” Yes, my friend has a very good 
form of the plant and it is an exceptionally late 
bloomer, and it should have the name of 
autumnalis attached to it, which name is very 

foolishly tacked on to the true C. labiata by 
many amateurs, because the labiata named by 
Lindle y was an autumn bloomer ; consequently, 
it does not require to be so pointed out by a 
specific name being coined and added to it. In 
the case, however, of C. gigas, which may be 
called a late summer bloomer, a variety which 

appears year after year in the month of 
December, what can we do otherwise but call it 
an autumn-flowering variety I may udd that 
at the present time I know of some three places 
round about that have u form of this variety 
flowering, and only one of these is a good one. 
I know the flower of " H. H.," he having sent it 
to me last year, the sepals and petals being 
broad, and of a rich rosy hue, the large lip being 

much undulated round the margin, of a deep 
crimson, shaded with purple, and with a pair of 
large rich-vellow eye-hke spots, standing one on 
each side of the throat. The plant will require 
careful finishing oll'nftcr blooming, and it should 
i>e kept drv and coid until it commences to grow 
afresh, when it may be either repotted or 
resurfaced, and again liml its place in the 
t'attleva-house. M ATT. BkamrI.E. 

THE BIRIVS-BEAK ONUIDIUM 

(O. ORNITHORIIYNCHUM). 

Is reply to “(t. J." and others, I must sty a 
few words about this Oneidium, which was 
always a favourite with me, although a small- 
flowered one, because of its fragrance. In colour 

it is slightly glaucous, producing a branched 
arching spike, which is heavily laden with its 

rosy-lilac blossoms, which are relieved with a 
rich yellow crest. It blooms through the 
autumn and winter months, its sweet perfume 
making the house smell delightfully. The 
variety album is a charming nlant, having pure- 

white flowers, relieved only by the yellow crest 
on the lip, and having the same delightful 
odour. It still remains a scarce plant, and 

realises n big price. This is an Orchid which 
thrives best in the cool-house, but just at its 
flowering season it is all the I tetter for having a 

few more degrees of heat than it gets thcro. It 
should lie well drained, and planted in either a 
pot or hanging-basket ; in the latter I think it 
is most ellcctivc. When its flowers open it 
should be bung lower down to enable the Indies 
of the establishment to cut some sprays without 
committing any damage, for the perfume will lie 
sure to cause them to appropriate a piece, and 
this want should lie accommodated as much as 
possible. For soil use good brown peat libra 
and chopped Sphagnum Moss. Water freely 
when growing, and do not let the plant sutler 
for water through the winter, but it must lie 
given with greater care at this time. 

Matt. Bramble. 

IVY LEAVED 1*ELAR(IONIUMS. 

These useful plants may be grown like other 
Pelargoniums, with the support of four dark- 
green sticks, round which the long shoots are 
trained, or used us trailers for window-boxes, 
or even as basket plants, in all of which positions 
they do well. These Pelargoniums are also 
suitable for window culture, and may lie grown 
to great advantage placed on brackets m the 

woodwork of a bow-window, from whence they 
trail downwards, showing their beautiful blos¬ 
soms to great advantage. An old plant, slightly 
cut back and repotted in sprif[gr*wjjl go o’ 
blossoming for 1..1 

another shift and the removal 

lengthy sprays to start ugain later on. They 
are thus almost continuous, flowerers, anil they 
will bloom even in the depth of winter when 
grown in slight heat with a sunny aspect. 

The double and semi-double varieties are con¬ 
sidered the best, many of the blossoms 
rivalling in beauty those of the French varie¬ 

ties from which they derive their descent. 
Those of a magenta tint are not so desir¬ 
able as the clear rose and carmine shades, 
which harmonise so much better with the rest. 
Magenta is a singular colour in this, that no 
other shade of red or blue looks well with it. 
Unless a plant with flowers of this tint can be 

grown alone, it is, therefore, best avoided. 
Among Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums the following 
will lie found the best: Mine. Crousse (pale-rose 
and maroon), Louis Thibaut (clear bright rose 
colour), Mignon (a dwarf variety with salmon 

flowers). Souvenir de Charles Turner (brilliant 
pink and violet), Beauty of Castle Hill (salmon, 
shaded with rose, very tine). La Rosiere (very 
double, soft-rose(, Liberty (bright-cerise, with 
large flowers), Prince of Wales (shaded-purple), 
Murillo (velvety-purple, with large flowers), 
Newton (tine vermilion-red), Galilee (large 

trusses of bright pink flowers), and Sarah Bern¬ 
hardt (pure-white, with maroon veinings). Ivy¬ 

leaved Pelargoniums are easily propagated by 
cuttings or slips during the summer, and should 
be grown on into large plants, repotting them 
in good ordinary compost ns necessary. As the 

(lowers are borne mostly at the terminal points, 
it is well to cut these back after flowering to in¬ 
duce the side-shoots to break freely. Liquid- 
manure or soot-water, during their flowering 
season, will hcnclit the plants and keep the 
foliagu handsome. Directly the leaves begin to 
turn of a lighter shade of green, the plants will 

require repotting or a liberal top-dressing. 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

ADAMS NEEDLE (YUCCA GLORIOSA). 

Tilts is a large and imposing Yucca (see illus¬ 
tration) of distinct habit and somewhat rigid 
aspect. Its flower stem is over 7 feet high and 

m ich branched, and it b ars an immen. o 

good recommendation, as the greater variety of 
line form we have the better. Its chief varie¬ 
ties are Y. g. longifolia, plicata, maculata 
('laucescens, and minor. The soil for it should 

•e a rich deep loam. It is a native of North 
America. Cl. 

Adam’s Needle (Yucca gloriosa) in (to 

pyramidal panicle of large flowers almost white. 
Its numerous leaves are stiff and pointed ; it 

of the noblest plants in our gardens, dddi 
__ iTiituble for 

verv much when grown from st 
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TRANSPLANTING HARDY PLANTS. 

Ik you want hardy plants to show the full 
beauty of which they are capable, you must 
not let them stand year after year in one place, 
for tlie very obvious reason that they are strong 
rooting and gross-feeding subjects, and soon 
exhaust all the available food within their reach. 

Now, although this can lie partially remedied 
by rich ton-dressing, or applications of manure 
iu liquid form, it does not have the same effect 
that transplanting to fresh soil has. I grow 
hardy plants for the sake of cut bloom, and grow' 

each kind by itself in beds about 6 feet wide, 
with alleys between for convenience of cutting 
the bloom, and certainly in no other way can 
liner blooms he had. During the past excep¬ 
tionally dry season we had ample opportunity 
of observing the difference in growth of plants 
of the same kinds that had been transplanted 

on to fresh soil, and there left on ground 
occupied for one or more years previously. And 
I need only mention one or two—viz., Helian- 
thuses, or Perennial .Sunflowers, and Michaelmas 
Daisies ns types of the whole. These trans¬ 
planted to fresh soil grew away strongly and 
flowered freely j but those left in old beds 

could hardly make any headway against the 
drought, and the Ilowor-stalks were very short, 
and the individual flowers very small. The 
following are types of many kinds—viz : 

Anemone japonioa (Autumn Anemones), 
whito and pink, are strong-rooting subjects 

that soon exhaust the soil, and should not 
stand more than two seasons if tine blooms are 
desired, ami spikes to attain .r> feet or ti feet 
high. 

Achillea Ptarmica, a lovely white flower, 
very useful for wreaths, blooms nearly the whole 
summer. The underground roots spread out 
and make line clumps, hut if left long in one 
place it dies away altogether. 

C’hrvsantiikmcm maximcm, one of the finest 
of Marguerite-like do we is, should lie divided 
and replanted on to fresh soil every year if jms- 
sible, as there is no comparison between the size 

of the blooms, even the second yearafterplanting, 
with those on newly-planted beds. 

Carnations require and repay for replanting 
every year. Not only do they flower more pro 
fusely, but the plants die away if allowed to stand 
long in one place. 

Hhlianth 1'he.s (Sunflowers) in great variety: 
arc very strong-rooting plants, amt soon exhaust 
the soil. Half-a-dozen clumps on fresh soil will 

bring more flowers than treble the number left 
over two years. 

Michaelmas Daisies arc such useful plants 
for cutting that they ought to have good culture. 
All their wants are supplied if you divide ami 

replant on to fresh soil every alternate year. 
Phloxes of herbaceous kinds are very similar 

in their growth, and need good rich soil to do 
them justice. 

Pyrkthku.M I'l.liilMiSlM is a splendid plant 
for late autumn blooming, but unless it cun gel 
abundance of food for its roots it is of little use. 
Divide, replant, and feed well. 

Pinks, if left more than two years, get long 
and straggling, and die away in the centre of the 
clumps. Divided in the autumn, every piece 
makes a good plant. James Groom, Ooijiorl. 

5095.- Hardy Lily-beds. -Your query 
entails a rather lengthy answer. The best 
way of all, if you are in a position to do 
it, is to plant the Lilies amongst shrubs, and 
it is in this way that one gets such 

splendid effects in the autumn. L. aura turn 
amongst Rhododendrons, or L. speciosuin 
amongst Kalmias, create delightful picture;. 
I remember once seeing the pure-white L. ean- 
didum planted against the Purple Beech, and 
the contrast was most effective. Well, first, os 

to the soil and position for Lilies, as they do not 
all require the same treatment, some preferring 
UlMifyaoIl, others peat. As regards position. 
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sometimes called L. davuricuin, may be planted 
amongst Heaths. If one wishes to make a Lily- 
bed one must choose alight, getting those 

together that prefer loam and those peat. 
The Martagon Lily will not thrive in peat, 
but in loam, but the Tiger Lily is not 

particular, succeeding in almost any garden 
soil. The beautiful buff Lily (L. testaceum) 
requires loam, also L. pardulinuin, the 

Scarlet Martagon, or Turk’s Cap Lily (L. 
chalccdonicum) the Orange Lily (L. croceum), 
and L. davuricuin. It is a pity that L. croceum 

is not more seen, as it is a line old kind, and one 
of the easiest of all to grow. L. tigrinuin 
splendens is a noble (lower, deep-crimson with 

richer coloured spots, very free, and vigorous. 
The white L. candidum is often one of 
the most refractory of Lilies, from the 
experience of many people. Imported bulks 

•lower well the til'st season, but afterward, 
as a rule, fungal disease attacks stem and 
leaves, and both dry up and wither before the 
(lowers open. This, I think, is a general 

experience, but the finest mass of this Lily 1 
have ever seen was in a sloping garden at 
Bath, hot, and apparently very dry. This 

mass I have never seen equalled. Another good 
Lily is L. longillorum, the flowers very large and 
ivory-white. It is usually grown in pots, but 

well worth planting in the garden, anil re¬ 
planted every third year. As regards peat- 
loving Lilies, L. nurutum must be first men¬ 
tioned, and ono gets a splendid mass of colour if 

• ho bulbs arc good. Much line importations 
come over from Japan that there is no reason 
for getting poor stuff. Two charming little 
Japanese Lilies are the scarlet L. eoncolor and 
the yellow L. Coridion, the (lowers very neat 
and showy. I.. elegans and L. super bum may 

be also included. All the above kinds are cheap, 
and you can plant single bulbs, putting them 
(airly close together t o gel a rich effect. Manure 
is neither necessary nor desirable for Lilies j it is 

hurtful to them, except L. auratuni, and in this 
ea -e need not be given. L. superbum is a 
splendid species, very tall, the stems rising 

to even a height of 7 feet, and bearing 
flowers of intense anil va ried colours. By plant¬ 
ing the foregoing you will get quite a succession 
of bloom, L. candidum being one of the first to 

open, finishing with L. speeiosum and L. 
tigrinuin late in the year, usually about 

October, although in some seasons, as last, for 
instance, they were much earlier tlmn usual. 
N on might plant the bulbs named above the 
Lilies, but be very careful not to disturb the 

bulbs. I should prefer to grow them in clumps 
rather than apart. A mixture of Lilies in a 
bed would not be very enjoyable, ns they differ 

so greatly in height, aspect, and the colour of 
the llowera. Plant them in clumps in the 
liorder, keeping them distinct, if you have no 
shrubs to plant them amongst as suggested.— 

5061.—Pampas Grass.— L)o not cut the 
Pampas Cross down, trim off the dead leaves 

for the sake of tidiness, but nothing more. If 
the plant does not flourish os well as could be 

wished, remove the surface soil 3 inches deep 
for 3 feet all round, and rcplaco with better, 
giving • it a good dressing of partly-decayed 
manure, at the same time forking it in amongst 

the surface roots. Should the weather lie dry 
next summer give the roots several good soak- 
iugs of water to encourage a free and vigorous 
growth.—S. I’. 

- The fact that you are in doubt whether 

I lie Pampas (Irass should be cut down or not 
shows that you know more about its proper 
treatment than your advisers. It should not be 

cut down, as the old foliage affords some pro¬ 
tection against severe frost and cold wind. In 

April the tops of the old leaves may be shortened 
back, and nothing more should be done to it. 
In the case of old plants it is a good thing to 

clear out the centre once a year, as dead leaves 
and other matter accumulate .■( (lint point and 
hold the moisture, and then very hard frost 

has more effect on it.—J. C. C. 

- In some districts the Pumpas Grass suffers during 

severe winter, amt if cut tack nowand cold weather comes 
• hortly the plants might die. It is much safer to leave the 
. iiltmg buck till May. All the old discoloured leaves may 
be cut away, but I should hesitate about cutting down 

close to the ground.—E. H. 

.Mjo7.—Bees and Carnations, T-IJiajiJiivliJ 
injure certain flowers, I have libP ToUivl 
njurious to Iioses and Carnation*. — t II. 

WOODLAND FLOWERS. 

Larue Wixtep.-i.reen- (Pvrola rotpxdifoi.ta). 
There is a charm about the modest beauty of 
some wood plants that cannot be equalled by 
the most brilliant of our own border (lowers, 

and their wonderful liarmonv with the senti- 

Lnrge Winter Green (I’vrola rotundifolia). 

ment of poetical mystery that reigns in wood¬ 

lands cannot fail to impress every true lover of 
Nature. Such gems as the little Twin-llower 
(Linmea) Trientalis, and the Winter-green 

might escape notice in the full light of an open 
place, hut in the half light of their shady world, 
set in Moss, and amid Uie rich, quiet colourings 
of forest-earth their little bells and stars have 
the value of precious jewels. These woodland 

plants also do well on the shady side of a rock 
border. J. 

Stock “ Mauve Beauty.’’—There is no 
more distinct and beautiful variety among the 
Ten-week Stocks than this. In habit of growth 

it is a model of what a Stock should be ; com¬ 
pact, yet free branching, (lowering freely, and 
throwing up a centre and several side spikes of 

charming double flowers. In colour it is soft- 
pink, deeply flushed with mauve : it is Very 
double, and there arc but few single varieties 
among it, and it is this characteristic which 

tends to make the seed so very scarce. It 
belongs to what is termed the pyramidal Ten- 

week Stocks. It is a typo of Stock well 
adapted for flowering in pots, because of its 
compact, handsome growth. The seed can be 
sown early in spring for summer flowering, or it 

can be treated as intermediate, sown in July 
and August for blooming in pots in the following 
spring. Mr. Samuel Barlow, of Manchester, 

used to make lawn beds of this and a fine 
crimson-flowered Ten-week of a good habit, 

which wo.; known locally aa Dyson’s Stock — 
sowing the .ceils m June and July, growing on 

the plants in pot;, all the winter, uhiftiug them 
two or three times to get them into size, and 

then planting them out in April and May. when 
they bloom grandly and are most effective.—D. 

Drawings for “ Gardening.Read*™ will 
kindlg renumber that ue are glad In gel specimens nf 

rare flowers amt fruits and vegetables 
i/lj.'CJ I dra rings sir , I c a i i lie enjr^ 

and trill appear in dttt ea 
G.uiutiiss II.I.CMIl,MU- 

ROSES. 

ROSES IN AN UNHEATED HOUSE. 

Of all climbers for indicated houses, I think the 
Rose is the most suitable. When we bear in 

mind how well they grow upon a wall or fence 
in the open, it is evident that tho further pro¬ 
tection of a eool-houso may lie used to great 

advantage. There are two points which should 
be home in mind and acted upon—careful ven¬ 
tilation, so as to secure a more uniform tem¬ 
perature, and to keep the plants ns backward 

us possible during January and the early part 
of February. Where other subjects are grown 
they will, of course, bo those which need some¬ 

what the same treatment, seeing it would never 
do to cultivate any which could not stand a 
few degrees of frost at this period. I may re¬ 

mark here that my experience proves plants 
will stand a few degrees more frost when under 
cover than the same plants would be able to 
battle against in the open air. In a cold-house 

of this description wc get tho full benefit of 
early spring sun free from the checking influ¬ 
ences of cold winds and night uir, and things 
come on very rapidly—too much so, in fact, 
unless steadied as much as possible during the 

early part of the year. We must not forget 
that if we encourage early growth wo have not 
siillioient means of keeping a spell of cold 
weather from them, and such often occurs 

during March. But to get to our subject more 
closely, all of the Roses should lie pruned at 
once, very little of this being necessary with 
climbers, if the instructions about 

Summer i-runini: have been carried out. We 
must remember that, being under cover, the sap 
will rise more early than if exposed, and wc 
also have the means of keeping cold weather 

from the young growth when once we have 
allowed it to start freely. It is this latter fact 
which is the cause of such grand Roses being 
produced in cool-houses. The frost which 
cripples the early growth of those out-of-doors is 

not sufficiently severe to affect that under glass, 
provided the latter have not been allowed to 

start prematurely. Reckoning wo get a good 
crop of Roses in the open border by the end of 
June, we shall have u. crop of bloom in April 

under glass. 
Ventilation is a somewhat difficult matter, 

because wc so often have a bright sun, which is, 
so fur as outdoor Roses are concerned, tempered 
by a keen wind. The action of sun upon the 

gloss speedily raises the temperature, and we 
cannot give ventilation to reduce this unless 
there are ventilators provided upon all sides. 

Always give it upon the sheltered side, and avoid 
lowering the temperature too suddenly. This is 
very injurious, and conduces to serious attacks 
of mildew more than any other one thing. Upon 
such days give a little uir early in the morning, 
gradually increasing it ns the sun gains in 

power. The same tactics should lie adopted 
when closing the house. As the plants begin to 
grow freely a moister atmosphere will ho bene¬ 
ficial. This can be secured by damping tho 
walks and walls during the afternoon and early 

in the day. Do not damp down too freely at 
night. Ke'eping the syringe going uponnll bright 
mornings, especially it a few aphis are about, Tins 
much to do towards success. As the suu gets 

more powerful, it will be necessary to afford a 
slight wash of some kind, so os to avoid the 
burning propensities which often injure tho young 
foliage. Let this lie weak, becauses Roses enjoy 
plenty of light. I use a weak wash of whitening 
and milk. This keeps on well, and yet is not 

loo tenacious, generally being washed off by the 
time we need the glass clear again. More air 
will lie necessary ns summer advances, and the 

plants should receive a generous treatment, so 
as to secure good wood for the following season. 

Marechal Niel and kindred varieties only 
afford us one full crop ; but tho dwarfer kinds, 
such os General Jacqueminot, Catherine Mermet, 

and Madame Ealcot will bloom freely all the 
early suminer. After this they should be stood 

out-of-doors to ripen their wood. When train¬ 
ing the climbers see that tho wood is at least a 
foot away from the glass, or the young growths 

will soon’ be against it and Vie much more liable 

to injury from frost. P. U. 

Roue '‘Baroness Rothschild.’’ 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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ia possible to do so. I would advise your 
cultivating strong growth in a natural manner, 
and so encourage a stout shoot from the bottom. 
This can then be disbudded anil the remaining 
growths cut away. I saw some plants this 

season which had made growth about 4 feet 
long, and these could easily have been formed 
into standards; but, as I remarked earlier, 
Baroness Rothschild is a most unsuitable variety, 
as a rule, and I would not attempt it.—P. U. 

5083.—Rose in a greenhouse.—“ Plum¬ 
bago ” has got a line plant of this, and provided 
it lias boon growing in a pot all the past sum¬ 
mer—has, in fact, made the shoot he mentions 
in a pot—and has not had its roots seriously 
disturbed, it will undoubtedly bloom well and 
please. Do not prune it, except to remove a 
very small portion off of the end of its main 

stem. When it has flowered you may cut it 
back and g"ow on again as strongly as iiossihlc. 
-P. U, 

«W4.- Soil for Roses, &c. —The appli¬ 
cation of a dressing of clay for the light soil is 
the best thing you could do for it, and votir in¬ 
tended way of treating it is ipiitc right; but 
for the future do not dig amongst your Roses 

more than 3 inches in depth, and that only once 
a year in the winter. l)o not apply any manure 
to the Htirfucc until the spring, and no liquid- 
nianuro until you see signs of young growth 
being ma le. Manure laid on in the autumn or 
early winter has all its goodness washed down 
below the roots. When the under stratum is 

composed of gravel give a thick mulch of half- 
rotten manure after the Roses arc pruned in the 
spring, by all means, and manure-water after 
the flower-buds are formed.—J. C. C. 

- I do not like the idea of making a soil 
still'by using clay as a surface dressing. You 
would have b'scn much wiser to mix it in 
previous to planting. It is at the lower part of 
your soil where the clay would have been most 

valuable, and when mixed with a gravelly sub¬ 
soil and generously manured, might have been 

of service. A little thought will show you it is 
difficult to fork it in deep enough to be of any 
practical use, as yon would Is- disturbing the 

roots. I do not like disturbing the plants after 
a few weeks in their fresh quarters, especially 
ns they are mulched and protected, but it might 
he a good plan to lift them, dig the whole over 
again, and replant. If done expeditiously there 
would bo no harm, but it seems such a pity to 
move them.—P. U. 

.Wifi. - Pot-Roses. — You have certainly 
kept the house too close, or in such an aspect 
the Roses would not be in the condition you 
describe. You must ventilate the house more, 
and over a longer time during the day. It was 

a mistake to cut in the small plants with a view 
to cheek growth. With regard to the plant of 
Man-ehal Niel, vou must have patience with it. 
If it does not choose to grow long enough for 
training, no sort of pruning or coaxing will 
make it. It was similar behaviour to this of 
some plants a few years ago that, made Borne 

people think there were two varieties of it— u 
climber and a non-climber ; but that has been 
proved to he wrong. The Marechal is a per¬ 
sistent and disappointing Rose sometimes, and 
your ease is not worse than many more that have 
come under my notice.—J. C. C. 

- I have not much doubt regarding the 
euuse of your Roses being in the state you name. 
You probably have several other subjects in 
the house, and have been keeping it too warm 
and close during the latter part of .September 
onwards—at least, for Roses in an indicated 
house. The plants should have been out-of- 

doors during the autumn, and only housed now 
ius a protection from severe frost. Y’ou had 
lictter keep them inured to air and light as much 
as they can bear, and then prune early in 

January. The house you describe is suitable for 
Roses, but I am afraid you have coddled them 
too early, and will now be unable to keep frost 
from them during the remainder of winter. 
The Marechal Niel will probably produce a 

strong shoot during the coming season.—P. U. 

5068.—Rose-hips, &c—Place the hips in 
sand until spring; keep the sand moist, but not 
wet. In the spring (March) rub the whole 
through a sieve in order to break up the hips, and 
then sow sand and seeds in shallofdTi Us. 
a prepared soil (©Jmf^onidp'Wafc, 

A* you probably do not need many stocks i 

will be better to sow in a liox or pans. Place 
this in a pit or frame, keep dark for a time, 
until the seedlings show, then admit light. 
They had better remain in the 1h>x two summers. 
Y’ou must keep a sharp look-out against birds, 
mice, &c., while the seeds are germinating, and 

against a species of land-llea when they are 
■routing freely. I believe Colvillei alba and 
The Bride ” Gladiolus to be synonymous. 

They increase very readily from offsets, much 
more so than any other Gladioli.—I’. U. 

-- Place the ltOHc-hips In niiiiI now unit sow In 
February. The (iltullolus will increase in the usual way 
such bulbs ito ; hut to work up a stock quick save seeds 
and sow in drills in spring.—E. H. 

8063. — Backing for button-hole 
Roses. -You inquire for a good plant suitable 
for the above purpose. The Maiaen-hnir Fern 
you have already tried, ami failed. What more 
ean be needed than Rose foliage ? The Fern 
you name is altogether out of taste. If you 
must have Fern, choose the Davallin Imllata or 
some similar kind. I like t he Rose foliage best, 

and nothing can be moro beautiful or more in 
keeping than this. When the pink and green 
Bhoots are made up with a clean Rose-leaf they 
arc perfection. The next, foliage in my estima¬ 
tion is that of Primus Pissardi ; this has a 

slight resemblance to the deep-coloured shoots 
of Rose growth. Grow a few of the Fairy 
Roses, and use their growths if you do not like 
to cut that of the plant the button-hole is culled 
from.—P. U. 

-- No greenery is more suitable than their 
own leaves, adding to each a spray of Aspara¬ 
gus plumosus, which will succeed in a cool- 

house, provided it is planted in a compost mainly 
of peat, and leaf-soil. If during the winter 
months Rose-leaves arc difficult to obtain, small 
Ivy-leaves are a good substitute ; they are last¬ 
ing and easily made up by the aid of thin bou¬ 

quet-wire. Those that are coloured from the 
eff ects of t he weather, such as are found growing 
against, trees, are preferable to green ones, ns 
they contrast so beautifully with the various 
tints of the Roses. If these arc objected to, 
Clioieya ternata might be grown easily in a cool- 
house for the purpose. S. I’. 

- Failing the Maiden-hair, a small frond 
of the black Maiden hair Spleenwort (Asplenittm 
Adiantutn-nigrum). This, which is really the 
same thing as the “ French Fern ” of the florists, 
is a hardy British species, and may be grown 

easily in any cool, moist, and shady spot, or in 
a cold frame. A tiny bit of Adiantum cuncatum 
or of Asparagus plumosus as well is, however, 
an improvement. Another plant of which the 
leaves are very useful for this purpose is t he old 
Oak-leaved nr Pheasant’s-foot Pelargonium.— 
B. G. R. 

.’>"77. Pruning: a pot Roso.—If your 
Rose is large enough to require pruning, now is 
the time to do it; out to tell you how to do it 
without knowing what soil of Rose it is, and 
how large, 1 cannot. As a rule, amateurs prune 

too much, especially when they want early 
(lowers. If you ean send more particulars about 
the age and size of the Marechal Niels I will 
gladly help you, hut with such scant particulars 
it is impossible so advise you in a way that 
would be satisfactory. I know plenty of plants 
of this Rose that look so unhappy that if 1 was 
asked to advise about them I should say cut 
them down to within 1 foot of the soil.—J. C. C. 

- As stated in Gakdknisii, on Nov. 25th, 
pot Roses should lie pruned now. The style 

and amount of pruning depends entirely upon 
the variety you possess, and, unfortunately, 
you do not say the name of the first in your 
query. I will suppose it to be ono of the ordi¬ 
nary growers ; in that case, you may cut back to 
within 4 inches to 6 inches of where each shoot 

started from last year, entirely removing the 
weakly shoots. The Marechal Niel will require 
a different treatment, as this grand Rose blooms 
most profusely from the long maiden growths 

of the previous summer, therefore the sole 
object in pruning is to leave as much of this 
growth as possible and remove the remainder. 

-P. U. 

5064.—Tea Roses for button holes.— 
I find that taste differs a good deal in the 
choice of Roses for button-holes. Some people 
like large flowers and others small ones- 

m Allan Richardson, which, by-the-by<v| 
_a Tea, I find to be a great 
ly on account of its colour—dee- 

because the half-open buds are about the right 
size, and when a single bud is not large enough 
two or three can lie used. Ma Capucine (Tea) 

and Pcrle d'Or (Miniature) are pretty much the 
same colour and exceedingly pretty. My next 
favourite for this purpose is Celeste, which 
appears to be as hardy as the Dog Rose, and if 
£;iven good soil grows freely, and produces a 
urge numbdl- of exquisitely formed fragrant 

flowers, which when in a half-oj>ened state are 
pleasing beyond description. Niphetos (white) 
is not too large for some people. Others suit¬ 

able are : Anna Ollivier, Mario Van Houtto, 
Mine. Lamlninl, Catherine Mcnnet, Devoniensis, 

Luciolc, Safrano, and Grace Darling.—J. C. C. 

-- The following twelve Roses areas likely 
to do well with you as any 1 am acquainted with, 
but a smoky, manufacturing town is not an 
ideal locality for Roses: Homcre (pink), Safrano 

(buff-orange), Madame Falcot (apricot), Sunset 
(apricot and orange), Isabella Sprunt (pale- 
yellow), l’erle des Jardins (deep-yellow), 
Niphetos (white), Souvenir de Thcrosc Level 
(crimson), Sappho (fawn), Madame Host® (pale 
straw), Anna Ollivier (peach and buff), Madame 

Cusiti (deep-rose anil violet). All of these arc 
reliable and produce a large number of neatly 
shaped buds. —I*. U. 

—— If you wish for dark-coloured Roses you 
cannot do better than select a General Jacque¬ 
minot, Prince Camille do Rohan, or Charles 

Lefebvrc, which arc all good button-hole flowers. 
Personally, I much appreciate these darkly- 

coloured, riehly-fragrant varieties, although the 
Teas and Noisettes are more used for this pur¬ 
pose. The following arc good Teas : Luciole 
(carmine-rose, suffused with yellow), Ma Capu¬ 
cine (one of the most popular of all, the (lowers 

copper-yellow in colour), Mine. Chodnne 
Gitinoisscau (yellow), Mine. Falcot (apricot, a 
delightful bml), Mine, lloste (delicate yellow), 
the well-known Mureclial Niel, Niphetos 
(while), and Safrano (apricot, shaded lmff). Of 

the Noisette Roses L'ldtSul is one of the best, 
the (lowers coppery-red in colour; a very dis¬ 
tinct and lieaut iful kind for lmtton-holes. Their 
flowers must lie hunched together, as it is a 

small-flowered Rose.—Cl. T. 

5)107.- Pruning dwarf Roses.—I will 
answer the latter part of your query first, as 
you should prune the plunts in the unheated 

greenhouse at once. It may he well to remind 
you that none of the climbing varieties should 
tie pruned hard—in fact, their long growths 
must lie left entire. The plants in the open 

ground should he left until March or early in 
April. Much depends upon the season ; but 

there will probably lie a short general article 
uiion this subject in due course.—-P. U. 

Answering the Utter )wrl ol your question first, 
vou nmy prune Ihe Tea Hoses in the house at oiwe, 
knowing vour locality pretty well, f shoul'l no! hesitate 
to prune dwarf Hoses in lheo|H>n ground ill the second 

week in March. .1. C. 

5<>74.~ Seeds of Clematis Jackmani, 
&C.—You had better keep the seeds in a cool, 

dry place until next March, and then sow 
them in pots and raise the plants in a green¬ 
house. Both kinds of Clematis may lie raised 
in this way, but you must have patience, as 
sometimes the young plants are many weeks 
liefore they come through the soil. Apple and 
Pear pips may be raised in the same way if you 

have only a few of them. When there is any 
quantity they nre sown in the open ground in 
the spring, and transplanted the next year.— 

J. C. C. 
4074.—Definition of loam. The won! 

loam generally implies a soil that is easily 
worked at any season, being sufficiently retent ive 
yet not so much so as to hold water. Maiden loam 

is u term used often among gardeners to describe 
the fat earth forming the top spit of a pasture 
ground, and is used by them for different com¬ 
posts. That with a yellowish-brown colour is 

most preferred. Sandy loams are the easiest 
worked, and yield the earliest produce. Chalky 
loams, if the chalk does not abound too much, 

are early and fertile ; in fact, no soil will con¬ 
tinue good without some calcareous matter in 
it. Clayey loams are bad to work either in 
wet or dry weather, being wet und sticky i i 

one ease, and dry and cracking in the olhe.-. 
Vine late crops, however, are produced from 

%il6p Specially when the surface is kept 
clacking in dry weather. — 
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FUCHSIAS IN BASKETS AND ON 

ARCHES. 

The end of March and in April arc good times 
to put young plants of Fuchsias into baskets, in 
order to obtain a good display late in summer 
and throughout the autumn. Varieties of 
slender habit are best adapted for the purpose, 
and if tlie shoots be kept persistently stopped 

the plants will form dense bushes, which will 
cover the bottoms and sides of the baskets, ami, 

are Almira, Annie Douglas. Agnes Chambers, 
Aurora. Chrysolora, Countess of Jersey, Lilian, 

Mrs. Henwood, Mrs. Walford, Mi's. Whit- 
bourn, Mrs. Robert Sydenham (the best yellow), 
Remembrance, and Undine. The best self- 
coloured Carnations are Abigail (carmine rose). 

Aline Newman (deep-red), Lady Gwendoline 
(rose), Mrs. Louise Jameson (rosy-red), Niphctos 
(white), Oriflammc (scarlet), King of Crimsons 
(deep-crimson), Snowdon (white). Duchess of 

Teck (deep-rose), (iennania (deep-yellow), King 
when suspended from the roof of a greenhouse of Yellows (pale-yellow), King of Scarlets, Mrs. 

Muir (white), Mrs. Reynolds Hole (apricot). The 
Governor (blush). Ruby (bright-rose), Mrs. 
Apseley Smith (scarlet). Ketton Rose, White 

Lady (pure-white), Mrs. Fred (the best formed 
Good rich loam, plenty of pure-white). Fancy varieties : A few good ones 

are Victory, Terra-cotta. Old Coin, Lord 
Rendlesham, S tad ruth Bail, Madame Van 

Houttc, Ada Wallington. The uliovo have 
yellow or terra-cotta coloured grounds variously 
Halted ami spotted. J. D. K. 

or conservatory laden with bloom will form 
Mtriking objects. The flowers, indeed, are shown 

off to greater advantage in this way than when 
the plants are grown in pots and trained in a 
pyramidal section, 
water, and timely attention to stopping the 
shoots so as to obtain a dense pendulous habit 

at first are all the plants require to bring them 
to a high state of perfection (see illustration). 
The Fuchsia is nlso admirably adapted for 

training over an arch in 
any glass - house ; each 
branch is then brought by 
the weight of its blos¬ 
soms to display its beauty 

in the most effective way. 
No plants are more effec¬ 
tive on arches than Fuchsias 
properly managed. By 
stopping the shoots at 
different heights, and train¬ 
ing them over with some 

care, the entire arch may 
be wreathed all round with 
almost an equal amount of 
beauty. It is surprising 
that the Fuchsia is so sel¬ 
dom used for this purpose. 

A glass corridor arched 
over with Fuchsias would 

prove a charming addition 
to many gardens, costing 
little to plant and less to 
cultivate. B. 

5057. - Best Carna¬ 
tions. —A complete list 
of the best Carnations in 
all the classes would com¬ 

prise a very large number 
of varieties ; and even in 
garden catalogues the 
colours are not described. 

Ah regards the flakes, 
bizarres, and Pieotces, the 

class to which they belong 
describes the colours. For 
instances: Scarlet bizarres 

have scarlet and maroon 
on a white ground, and the 
best in this class are Ed- 
ward Adams, Fred, Joseph 

Crossland, Robert Houl- 
grave, Robert Lord, and 
Squire Potts. Crimson 
bizarres have a crimson 
and purple stripe or flake, 

and the best arc Pluebe, Ors 
Edward Rowan, Harrison 
Wier, Virgil, John liar- 
land, ami William Wardell. 

The liest pink and purple bizarres are Harmony, | 

Autocrat,Sarah Payne, Niobc, William Skirving, 
and Mrs. Gorton. The liest purple flakes, flowers 
ore flaked or striped purple on a white ground : 
Charles Henwood, James Douglas, Florence ] 
Nightingale, Mayor of Nottingham, Squire j 
Whitbourn, and Sirs. Douglas (Dixon). Scarlet ' 
flakes: Alismond, Cannell Junior, Miss Con- I 
stance Gruhume, Gregorius, Sportsman, Mata¬ 

dor. Rose Hakes : John Keet, Lady Mary 
Currie, Rob Roy, Thalia, Tim Bobbin, and 
Rosa Mundi. Picotees are classed as 
red, purple, and rose, or scarlet-edged, and 

the nest of the red • edged varieties are 
Brunette, Ganymede, J. B. Bryant, John Smith, 
Mrs. < iorton, Princess of Wales, Violet Douglas, 
and Thomas William. The best purple-euged 
are Ann Lord, Calypso, Clara Penson, Jessie, 
Her Majesty, Mrs. Chancellor, Muriel, Nymph, 

Silvia, and Zerlina. Of rose and scarlet-edged 
varieties the best are Constance Hfijon, 
<'ordelia, Ethel, Liddington's Favourit^Mrso 

IMyne, Miss Leo, MrOCSjfcigp^ fcfyil^ rf y 

Royal Visit, The best yellow ground Picofees 

Uk.mikiik' I1.1.1 sTHAtioxs: Fuchsia " IH-liglii " in a buskcl. Knuravul tor Gmuikxi.mi 

IUiI'stiutkii from a photograph sent by Mr. I*, (loodcrhum, INoHvhI Mall, Norwich. 

The following will he found a good selec¬ 
tion of the best Carnations. The tirst-nnmed 

dozen have lieen growing and flowering freely in 
the open. The last-named six arc good for 
winter flowering. Raby Castle (clear soft 

salmon-pink), The Governor (blush-white), Mrs. 
Reynolds Hole (salmon-apricot, shaded amber), 
Lord Salisbury (pure-white), Alice Avres (pure- 
white, centre petals delicately-marked carmine), 
Daniel Delworth (clear-purple), Mary Morris 

(rose-pink), Tom Power (scarlet-bizarre), James 
Douglas (purple-flake), Joseph Lakin (crimson- .. 

bizarre), Robert Connell (scarlet-flake), Tim the be 
Bobbin (rose-flake), Lizzie McGowan (pure- 
white, deliciously sweet, free-flowering), Pride 
of Penshurst (yellow), Germania (canary-yellow). 

Winter Cheer (scarlet, shaded crimson), 
Sacchurissa (primrose, striped and edged soft- 
pink), Miss Joliffe (soft-pink).— S. P. 
- There is now a good list of Carnations, 

and I advise you to get the best self varieties. 
Tlifiru^arty-^ number of very beautiful French 
iiiyfcjAjji^which are not, I believe, inti 

although I nope they soon will be. A veVyjJddfl 

selection would compr se Countess of Paris, 
a robust, free-growing kind ; the flowers large, 
beautifully formed, and blush, almost white, 
whilst they are produced freely on tall, stout 
stems. Germania is the best of yellow, but I 

recommend more of this class, as the plants 
grow very weakly. They are most conspicuous 
in this respect. Horace is a good kind, the 
flowers, unfortunately, rather given to splitting, 
but they are brilliant-scarlet in colour, lull, and 

very bright. The lmhit of growth is vigorous, 
and it is not necessary to have a profusion of 
slicks. Ketton Rose, rose, very free: Mrs. 
Frank Watts, pure-white, a good grower ; Mrs. 
Reynolds Hole, apricot colour, but there is an 

improvement on this not yet in the trade, with 
flowers that do not split so much ns (hose of 
this variety; Alice Ayres, pure-white, with 
stripes of carmine on the petals ; Mary Morris, 

rose-pink; Napoleon 111., rich scarlet, u very 
brightly-coloured kind ; Raby, salmon-pink, flic 
Mowers fringed, a delightful variety where cut, 

bloom is desired, and, of 
course, the Old Crimson 
and While Clove Carna¬ 

tions. These will form the 
foundation of a good col¬ 
lection, and others may Is; 
added us they appear and 
arc worth consideration. 

The great thing is to get 
varieties with flowers that 
do not split. Those that 
burst are very objection¬ 

able, Hinging their petals 
about in a way that is 
neither beautiful nor in¬ 
teresting. Very few Car¬ 
nations, indeed, aro free 
from this great blemish, 
and raisers should aim at 

gelling kinds that do not 
in the slightest split their 
calyx. Very important 
also is a good stout stem 

to support the flower, ami 
also ample “grass," as it 
is called, which, however, 
simply signifies growth. 
The flowers should also be 
of good decided colours, 

not objectionable shades 
of poor effect in the garden. 

—C. T. 

3091. — Lilium aura- 
tum, &c.—Only for the 
first year have 1 found Eng¬ 
lish-grown bulbs to be better 
than imported ones; after 

that they decline instrength, 
like the others, and dis¬ 

appear altogether. I do 
not think it wise to plant 

in the open at this time of 
year imported roots; you 
had better continue your 
previous treatment. I can¬ 

not, however, advise you 
to invest largely in either of 

the Lilies you mention for 
open-air culture until you 
have tried them on a small 
scale for t hree or four years, 

as I know to my cost t hat there arc some soils in 

which they will not thrive, not even when tho 
positions arc prepared for them with apparently 
tho moot suitable compost.—J. C. C. 

500(1.-Treatment of Cape bulbs. - 
Crinum asiaticum is not considered to be an 

aquatic, and you surprise me when you say 
it lias done so well in your pond. I should con¬ 
tinue the same treatment, especially as you have 

the young ones to depend on. With regard to 
the latter, they had better be allowed to remain 
in the pots they now c.cupy to get stronger ; 

of March will he soon enough to 

give them more room. Arc you aware that 
Crinum asiaticum is called the Poison-bulb, 
which appears to refer to its possessing some 

poisonous character ? I do not wish to alarm 
you, hut it is as well that you should know this. 

-J. C. C. 

£085.—Name of a Lily.—The Lily not unlike L. 
all rat mn with crimson down the centre o( each petal was 

probifitG KlcMiralGtiV Var. rubra vittatum ; that is the 

dimeter, oLHlis .Vullc,'“ °* 

Mvmniwmtiln ruhrom.- E. II, 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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HOUSE & WINDOW GARDENING. 

FIBROUS-ROOTED BEGONIAS FOR A 

ROOM. 

There are now so many handsome varieties of 
tin- liUroiiH-rooteil Begonias, liotli of the large- 

leaved Rex typo anil of the more profusely- 

Dowering winter varieties, that we neeil not be 
without some specimcu.s of the Begonia tribe 

throughout the year. The splendidly-coloured 
foli ige of Begonia Rex shows well in a window 
where the light fulls upon the upper surface of 
the leaves, and shines through them in rich tints, 
and these plants will stand well for many weeks 

in a room, if carefully tended, their leaves Ijeing 
kept free from dust by sponging with tepid 
water, or placing them out-of-doors in mild rain 
for an hour or two. The deep rich shades of 
1-misc ('loson, a foliage Begonia of great beauty, 

are also extremely decorative, crimson and 
maroon being blended in them in such dark tints 
as arc not often seen in foliage. Another hand¬ 
some large leaved Begonia is Arthur Male!, with 

pink horseshoe markings on the leaves, silvery, 
too, in clFcet. Although all these plants enjoy a 
damn, warm atmosphere in summer, without loo 
much o! the direct rays of the sun, they will stand 

for a long time in winter, when their leaves arc 
fully grown, and almost dormant if placed in a 
si'ting room. They should not be watered too 
often, allowing the surface soil to become too 
dry before giving them more water, which 
should, however, be then supplied lukewarm, in 
sullicicnl (juautilieu to run I hrough the pot,their 

si.is being emptied half an hour afterwards. 
Another class of winter Begonias altogether is 
i lr l of w hich B. ( arricri is a t vpe, bearing masses 

ot rather small but pretty blossoms mi every 
• pray, with smaller leaves, too, being bushy jn 

growth. These plants form charming winter 
decorations, and will flower well in a warm 
window, but they need to be replaced in the 
conservatory at night, if a succession of blossom 
is desired, as they require a temperature of 

about lit) deg*, to enable them to produce their 
buds in winter. The new kinds, Winter <!cm 
and John Ileal, with carmine blooms about 

inches across, are a singular improvement on 
the older types, the (lowers being nioie like 

those of the tuberous-rooted varieties in size 
and colour, while they are very long lasting, 
some blooms having been observed to keep open 
foi--i>. weeks in w inter. A very beautiful plant, 
combining the charms of handsome foliage with 
hnely pink and silver blossoms, is B. metallion, 
which may be had in blossom at almost any 
period of the year, making an excellent decora¬ 
tive plant for the table or drawing-room. 
• iloire do Nceaux, too, is very lovely, with 

bronze foliage and bright rose-coloured blooms ; 

it flower* best ill the early spring, from Christ- 
mis to Ea.-.ter, and should be placed until the 
end of the year in a warm green house to form 

it i blooms. Nitida allu (white), and Nitida 
l'os'.;.; (pink), are very Auriferous, and easily 

managed ; and so is Begonia Cat fieri, which 
brings an astonishing number of pure-white 
bloom* throughout the winter. These three 
last can be grown in tbo sunny window of a 

... with a constant lire without much diffi¬ 
culty. I.. 11. 

d"S2. Making a window-box.-A 
good and Hiillicicut depth for a window-box of 
ordinary size is (i inches (inside); even ft inches 
will do nicely if it is not very wide. Holes of 
aliml I inch in diameter should lie made in the 
b it tom say, throe in a box 3 feet long. A 
mixture of three or four parts of good garden 
soil, with one of leaf-mould, or old, rotten 

manure, and some sand or rough grit, will grow 
must plants well. Some rough stiill' must be put 
in the bottom for drainage. Ordinary “ Gera¬ 
niums,'’ Fuchsias, Petunias, Calceolarias, Lobe¬ 

lias, Begonias, and Marguerites arc good window- 
plants. -B. C. R. 

—- Tho box should be at least a foot deep, 

with holes in the bottom for drainage, and tilled 
with a good moderately light roil; an elaborate 

compost is not necessary. It is far bettor, 
however, to Lave the plant* m ordinary pots, as 
then a mass of moist soil is avoided, and the 
boxes last much longer in good conddjou. You 
must rely upon such things as I’/mr£ii»hii>'.;\ 

Fuchsias, OeiiisUsDt j^tiS^tit^JLdTl(yieto) 
having the box edged with an Try-leaved 

Pelargonium like Mine. Crousse. Calccolurias 
are garish, but mav lie used if not overdone.— 
C. T. 

CUT FLOWERS IN THE HOUSE. 

Michaki.mas Daisies (Asters). 

One of the most important groups of autumn 

llmvers, and invaluable for cutting, is that made 
up by tlie Michaelmas Daisies. These have 
been much improved of late years, ami there 

lliutli-likc Mlrhai-liunx Daisy (Aster crieoiili»). 

no need now to use tho wild weedy 
kinds, which lake up a lot of room, and give 
Imt little return in the way of llowors. It 

very easy to plant them freely without, 
introducing sameness of view. They do well in 

a variety of positions, and produce a most happy 
ell'ect when in company with Rhododendrons 

and Azaleas, the elegant arching growth laden 

with hlooms spreading over the shrubs in a 
wild, natural manner. They would form a suc¬ 
cession to the gorgeous flowers of L. niirntum, 

with which Rhododendron-beds are now made 
gay in late summer. I have seon the dwarf 
A. bessarnbicus, a fine variety of the well-known 
A. Amelins, on the rockery, and there arc few 
better plants for such a position, as the Dowers, 
of a rich purplish-blue, are large, and borne in 

elegant spreading panicles. It does not grow 
more than about2 feet high, and may, therefore, 
he planted with excellent effect. Tito type is 
also dwarf and neat. Dowering freely in Septem¬ 
ber, and making a most useful plant for odd 
spots in tho garden, tho border, rockery, or a 
round bed. Discolor is a variety 1 think 
highly of for conspicuous positions, as it forms 
a neat, dense hush about I foot in height, tho 
stem being crowded with white Dowers which 
change to rose with age. I have seen this used 

for bedding, and during October such a feat ure 
in the garden is most welcome. Ericoides, which 
is hero figured, is another variety that may he 
recommended for its neatness, and it does well 

as a background to a small border, the plants 
attaining, when in good soil and position, a 
height of 3 feet. The lionets are small, very 
freely produced, and clear white witli a yellow 

eye. Formossimus is a distinct kind, 4 feet 
high, and with rosy-purple flowers. A good 
specimen in full bloom is remarkablyornamental. 
A very pleasing dwarf variety is longifoliua 

formosus, which forms dense bushes about 2 feet 
in height, and is smothered in the autumn 

with rosy-coloured Dowers. It is tine 

(islv on the rockery adds be; 

this portion of the garden. Novie-Anglia: and 
Novi-Belgi are two strong growing perennials, 
excellent for tho background of a wide liorder, 

or for half-wild spots. They are too robust for 
small gardens. A. Town send i produces u mass 
of rich purplish Dowers, and grows freely in 

ordinary soil, Turbincllus is a free-blooming, 
late summer and autumn Aster, the flowers of u 
love shade of mauve, and borne in spreading 
panicles, it grows about 3 feet high, and 
associates well with handsome border plants. 
Aster neris is in autumn a mass of Dowers, 

which quite hide the neat foliage. It is one of 
the best. The lute-blooming A. gruiidilloms 
and la-vis, Uhapinuniii, panieiilatus, Koevsi, 

versicolor, and Rliorti are also worthy of culti 
ration. There are few plant* of more easi 
culture than the perennial Aster, though some 
of the varieties arc slow of increase. The soil 

should lie well prepared in the first instance, 
and the plants must not ho left loo long in the 
same position, as they are apt t-> become untidy 
and weak. The best way to propagate is by 
division of the roots, which should be done 
when the plant* are just commencing to make 

new growth in tho spring. They arc also 
readily raised from seeds, and in France the 
latter are sown in the spring, the plant* flower¬ 
ing the same autumn. One thing must lie 

avoided in growing these plant*, and that is, 
not to stake them in a stiff and formal manner, 
as then their elegance and natural appearance 
are destroyed. To those who require plenty of 
cut Dowers the finer kinds of Michaefmu* 

Daisies may be strongly recommended, ns the 
graceful sprays work in well amongst choice 
decorations. A bouquet of autumn flowers is 
incomplete without tho Daisy-like Dowers of the 
Starwort, and they make very pretty arrange¬ 

ments ; in fact, for room decoration long spiny* 
of these Dowers are superb. E. 

•vim. Dracrenas In a ro-m. The root* 
of I hwicnns, especially the green-leu veil varie¬ 
ties, must he kept moist. Bill at this season 

there is not much cvajioration, and consequently 
the plants will not require water very often 
twice a week will he sufficient, perhaps once 
might do in cold weather. A good deal depends 

upon the temperature of the room. Sponging 
the leaves occasionally will tend to keep the 
plant* in condition. When the plants are 
watered enough should he given to moisten the 

whole ball.- E. 11. 

- These require careful attention in rooms, 

otherwise they soon lose their leafage. The 
great thing (luring the winter, ns well as 
summer, mouths is to keep the leaves quite fr .■ 
from dust, sponging them occasionally—sat, 

once a week—witli tepid water. Be careful in 
doing this not to bruise them in any way, as 

they quickly lose freshness and beauty then. 
The soil must be onlv moderately moist, not too 
dry, and water should not stand in the saucers. 
It is best to remove them from the room Rt 

night when the gas is lit, and put them in the 
!;reenhouso, unless, of course, they are required 

or table or other decoration* at night. If in a 
room in which fires are not often lighted they 
must be placed in the centre away from the 
window in the event of sharp frost occurring. 
Very good kinds fora room are indivisa, D. 
terminalis and its variety alba. If not exposed 

to sudden changes or neglected Drne;enas last 
long in excellent condition. C. T. 

.muo.—Window plants in winter in 
London. It is not an cosy matter to keep 
plants in health in the window of an ordinary 
Loudon sitting-room at this season, particularly 

if t ho neighbourhood is a very crowded or 
smokv one. Still, it is by no means impossible 

—at least, with a suitable choice of subjects ; 

and tho great secret is constant aud regular 
attention and core, particularly in watering. 
The room ought not to be either too hot or very 
cold. If a strong fire is kept constantly burning 
and much gas used at. well, the plant* will dry 
very rapidly, and unless very carefully and 

rather freely watered, will suffer seriously. 
Again, if there is much traffic in the room the 
foliage will become covered with dust, which 
will choke the pores, and prevent the leaves 

performing their functions properly. This must 
n£jtfiequfnBRl removed by careful sponging of 

-Jor u,id “d irve^5‘ty this account plant - 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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with smooth leaves that can be readily cleansed 

in this way should bo preferred, and will thrive 
best. Again, the plants ought always to be 
either removed from the room, or at any rate be 
covered with a newspaper or light cloth while the 

room is being swept and dusted, and they should 
also be removed, or at least stood down on the 
floor as soon as the gas is lit in the evening. 
The less gas is burnt in the room the better, and 
the plants will be found to thrive vastly better 

if only oil-lamps or the electric light are em¬ 
ployed. Thorough draughts are very injurious to 
plants of all kinds ; hence, whenever the window 
is opened it should be at the top, not tlte bottom. 

On frosty nights a double thickness of news¬ 
paper laid over the plants and between 
them and the glass will render them compara¬ 
tively safe ; but if the frost is very severe 

they ought to bo removed farther in the 
room, placing them by preference on a table 

or stand, and not on the floor, where there is 
generally a cold draught, and hard frost often 
strikes through the flooring first. In the 

spring and early summer, while in active 
growth, most plants are benefited by being 
occasionally, even daily, lightly sprinkled over¬ 
head with a very fine-rosed can, small syringe, 
or even a brush dipped in water will do. As 
regards watering, the best general rule is to give 
none till the soil is nearly ary and the pot rings 

hollow when rapped, then gives thorough supply; 
but when in full growth and bloom most tilings 
may be kept almost constantly moist at the 
root, though with a few exceptions, hucIi as 
Spirseas, Arum Lilies, and the Umbrella-Grass, 
or Cyperus, plants ought nover to stand in 
suucers of water for more than a few 

minutes. When at rest in the winter keep 
everything comparatively dry, but evergreen 
subjects need moro moisture even then than 
those of a deciduous nature. A little manorial 
stimulant should be given occasionally, but 
only while plants are in full growth anti bloom, 
and not for some time after being repotted. 

Just enough good guano to colour the water, or 
a little Albert's manure once a fortnight is a 
good thing, or a pinch of sulphate of ammonia 
may be added to the water (A oz. to the gallon 
is tile right strength) every throe weeks (hiring 
the summer: for Ferns and foliage plants 
nitrate of soda is better. Rain-water is prefer¬ 

able to that from the mains, und if slightly 
sooty so much the better. Insects must be 
kept down by means of a little Tobacco-powder, 
by fumigation, only dipping in weak Tobacco- 
water or in an infusion of Quassia-chips with a 
little soft-soap. Some of the best plants for a 
town window are the ordinary “Geraniums ’ 

(white, scarlet, pink, &c.), and even the large 
flowered Pelargoniums (the market and 
“ French ” kinds are the best) may be managed 
with a little extra care, Fuchsias of vigorous 
growth, White Marguerites, Petunias, single 
and double, ordinary Yellow and Brown Calceo¬ 

larias, Arum (or Calla), Scarboro’, lancifolium, 
and other Lilies, Begonias, especially B. Wel- 
toniensis, and some of the older, free-flowering 
kinds, Musk, Persian Cyclamen, Strcptocarpus 
hybrids, Chrysanthemums (dwarf). Plumbago 
capensis, Chinese and other Primulas, and a 
few others. Roman and other Hyacinths, 
Tulips, and other bulbs also thrive admirably. 

Foliage plants arc even more easily managed, 
the best Iteing the Aspidistra, common green¬ 
leaved Dracamas, India-rubber-plants, Arau¬ 
caria cxcclsa, Myrtles, Camellias, Orange and 
Lemon-plants (easily raised from seed), and 
such Ferns as Pteris cretica, P. serrulata, P. 

tremula, Asplcnium bulbiferum, Ac.—B. C. R. 

- The best plants for a window in London 
are the Aspidistra lurida variegata, the finest of 
all, Araucaria excelsa, very pleasing when 

small, Pteris cretica albo-lineata, India-rubber 
plant; and such Palms as Corypha australis, 
Rhapis flabelliformis, and the handsome Cyperus 
alteruifolius, must not be forgotten, this suc¬ 
ceeding well in a moist position. It will be 

more necessary to take care the leaves of those 
plants that are leathery and smooth on the sur¬ 
face must be kept well sponged two or three 
times a week with tepid water, otherwise they 

quickly get coated with dust and dirt. Give 
water only when required, and do not let it 

stand in the saucers. Between window plants 
in towns and those in country there urpsacti- 
<:ally no other necessity) tj^eatju^i^ 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

GREENHOUSE DAISIES. 

There are several plants with Daisy-like flowers 
useful for the greenhouse, and amongst the best 
are the Marguerites (Chrysanthemum frutes- 
cens), and I do not think that I overestimate 

the merits of these plants when I say that 
overyone huving space for a score of plants 
should include them in their collection. The 
yellow variety Ktoile d’Or especially is one of 
the few things that bloom in winter in a house 

which is only heated to keep out frost, and for 
this reason it should be valued by those who, 
desiring flowers in winter, havo no warm-house 
in which to bring them along. There is scarcely 

a plant in cultivation that can equal this Mar¬ 
guerite in continuity of bloom ; the same plants 
will flower uninterruptedly during nine months 
of the year, but this is, however, more than 
should be expected of them. Plants intended 

for winter blooming ought not to flower in 
summer, but should have the buds picked off 
until the end of September, after which time they 
may be allowed to develop, and will open from 
the beginning of October onwards through the 

winter and spring. Cuttings strike with the 
greatest freedom either in warmth in early spring 
or later on in a cool-house or frame, and, growing 
freely, will come into 4 J-inch pots early in autumn, 
In tlio form of bushy specimens, clothed with 
healthy foliage and full of bloom, this Paris 

Daisy is very attractive, but its great value lies 
in the fact of the flowers being so admirably 
suited for cutting. They aro symmetrical in 
form, and have long, slender, but strong foot¬ 
stalks. Thoso who need plenty of cut flowers 
should grow this plant in quantity, os if kept in 
a constant temperature of from 50 degs. to 
55 (legs., the beautiful clear soft-yellow blooms 
will be continuously and freely produced all 

through the dullest months of the year. Other 
beautiful Daisy-llowored cool greenhouse 
plants are the Arctoti, of which ono of the Itcst 
is here figured (A. asperula arliorescens). 
Other good kinds are A. aureola, A. gruudiflora, 
a very line kind, A. replans, and A. speciosum. 

All the species thrive well in a compost of loam 
and leaf-soil, ami they may Ire easily propa¬ 

gated by cuttings at almost any time of the 
year. These cuttings should be' put in in pots 
of sandy soil and placed in a gentle warmth. 
They must be kept moderately dry or they 

will damp off. In addition to their great value 
as eool greenhouse plants they thrive well out- 

iljau sponging the leave 

A greenhouse Daisy (Arctotis asperula arborescens). 

of-doors during the summer months in sunny, 

dry positions. 

Acjathaoa (.(ELESTIS has a delightful Daisy-like 

blue flower, most useful for cutting, for which 
purpose it is largely grown for Covent-garden 
Market. There is also a pretty variegated form 

of it. It is easily propagated by cuttings in 
spring or autumn in slight heat. It may also 
be raised from seeds. It is also useful as a 
bidjnjhl f®mt. Of course, in this short selection 

>it ifymfi'rruse Daisies t|to great- utcrligl 

many single Chrysanthemums must not be over¬ 
looked, and almost any nurseryman's catalogue 
will furnish a good list of the best kinds. B. 

FORCING DAFFODILS. 

TltESEgorgeous flowering bulbs naturally blossom 
at a very early period of the year—in fact, they 
are generally known as Lent Lilies, and the 
season of Lent always brings some very cold 

weather, for no matter how mild, or how severe 
tlio winter may have been, the early spring 
brings cold, cutting winds and sharp frost, and 
it is no uncommon thing to find tlio blooms of 

the Daffodils bending down as if killed by cruel 
frost; but with the warm rays of the spring 
sunshine they soon recover, and stand erect and 
gorgeous as ever; but if protected by a gloss 
roof, a few pots or boxes of Daffodils are very 

effective ornaments to the conservatory or other 
glass-houses, and anyone having some good 
established clumps in the open ground may 
with very little trouble have them in perfection 
by lifting the clumps and dropping them into 

pots, filling around them with rich soil, and 
giving a good watering to settle the soil 

firmly about them. Set them in a cold-house 
or frame until the roots are well established, 
then remove to a little gentle warmth, keeping 
them close up to the glass, and they will soon 
expand a fine lot of bloom. Pots about 7 inches 
in diameter are very useful for decorations, and 
a good clump of roots will give at least twenty 
large heads of bloom, and prove quite as effec¬ 

tive as many of the most expensive bulbs in 
cultivation. After the bloom fades gradually 
harden off, and replant in tlio open air again ; 
they will be little the worse for their short term 

of pot culture.—J. G., Jfan/n. 

CINERARIAS. 

A FEW amateurs grow these remarkably well, 
while others only succeed in getting puny plants, 
much infested with aphis and mildew. Unfor¬ 
tunately they are much subject to the first of 

these pests ; but if kept clean at the commence¬ 
ment it is much easier to grow them satis¬ 
factorily. It is very annoying, not to sny 
prejudicial to other occupants, when the dozen 
or so Cinorurias which most amateurs like to 
have for carly-spring blooming are so susceptible 

to attacks from greenfly. Probably only one or 
two subjects need fumigation, but if this is not 
attended to in time many others are soon 
troubled with the aphis. In this respect the 
amateur has a much more difficult task than 
professional growers, because his house of mixed 
subjects require various treatment. One docs 
not care to fumigate the whole house for the sake 

of a few plants only, and the little delay caused 
by this frequently has disastrous effects. 
Instead of fumigation prepare a little insecti¬ 

cide exactly us if you were going to nsc it for 
syringing purposes. Let tins be in a vessel 

sufficiently deep to allow of the plant being 
dipped into it. Before dipping the plant see 
that all loose soil is removed from the surface, 
or this will make the underpart of the leaves 
dirty. If taken in time the unpleasantness and 
expense of fumigation may be avoided to a great 
extent, and the same solution will serve foi- 

dipping into several times, if allowed to stand 
in the house long enough to ltecome of the same 
temperature. After dipping several plants let 
the solution be strained through a piece of fine 
muslin, when it will do very well for syringing 
any plants which may require it. These 
remarks about dipping are equally applicable 
to many subjects, and are worthy of more prac¬ 

tice by the owners of mixed houses. By 
all means keep the plants thoroughly clean 
previous to blooms appearing. Cinerarias 

enjoy a fair circulation of air, plenty of light, 
a rich loamy compost, and to be assisted with 
weak liquid-manure as soon as the pots are full 
of roots. Should dipping be objected to it is a 

good plan to place the plants needing fumiga¬ 
tion into a close box or case, ns this method 
obviates the necessity for more Tobacco-paper 
or rag than is absolutely necessary, besides 
avoiding the unpleasant smell penetrating from 
the conservatory to the dwelling-house. Due 
consideration must be given to the amount of 

cubic spaco the smoke is to occupy, or dire 

I resulis to the plants may follow. Par better 

Ri§^V> «tj [t£|ft $95 ^overdo It once, 
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Finish puttingall plants into theirllowering pots 
now, and avoid too dani|i a t emperature if still in 
cool pita ; the loss of tiie lower leaves spoils 

their appearance. As there are often a few 
plants of exceptional merit, and it is impossible 

to preserve the same colours from seed.it may 
lie well to close this note with a hint regarding 
t heir propagation from cuttings. As soon as the 

(lowers arc going over cut the stems down to 
within a couple of inches of the soil. Young 
growths will soon start from the liasc. These 

may he struck frcolv, or, better still, a littlo 
sandy compost plaeeil around them will result 
in roots being formed, and they may then be 
removed and placed in small pots. 1’. L*. 

.500:1.— Aspidistras. Even if the leaves 
should turn yellow through bad management 
that is no reason why they should split. 
That is prohahly caused when the leaves are 
being washed to remove dust or insect pests. 
The Aspidistra is one of the easiest plants to 
grow, and ought not to get into bad condition if 

planted in good soil and well drained flower pots 
are used. Idle plant makes the best growth and 
succeeds best in a hot-house, lmt it is one of the 

best foliage plants to place in a dwelling house. 
The leaves would turn yellow if infested with 

red-spider, or if like plants had exhausted the 
soil in which they arc growing. In that ease they 
should In- broken up and repotted. J. I>. E. 

This is due, one would think, simply to 

the leaves gelling old and splitting, or it may 
lie attributed to careless handling or being 

brushed against. You evidently do not treat 

the plant properly if all the leafage turns yellow, 
as tlie Aspidistra is one of the easiest things to 
grow well. Perhaps repott ing is necessary. If so. 
give a shift into a si/.e or two larger pot, and use 

a good loamy soil, with a few crocks in the 
bottom for drainage. So much, however, has 

been written of late about Aspidistras that 
further reference to them is unnecessary. He 
careful always to sponge the leaves with tepid 

water at least once a week, and do not give too 
much water. ('. T. 

I’iiI in rallicr lijilili-r suit iiiul n...- more wnl. In 

dll |>iiil«iliilili lIiik will slop tin- splitting unit ills ••■loin- 
1... the leaves. K. II. 

.511.54. Plumbago caponsis. This is a 
five-growing plant, and wifi require tt shift into 

a larger not in the spring, and two sizes larger 
will not lie too much. Not only is P, cilpcnsis 
free growing and free flowering, but when it is 

planted nut in the open Izirder it thrives with the 
greatest, freedom, and the more it grows the 
better it flowers. 11 is equal lylgood as a pot-plant, 
and requires good loam, leat inould, and a little 

decayed manure with free drainage.—1). E. 

, tty rc|mUing n plant of I'luintmgo in n pot Inn 
»i«-s larger, il tin- plant is well rooted, its flowering 
capacity should Is- improved.—E. II. 

50.5,5,—Drac terms. —Those plants, being 

evergreen, ought not to he allowed to become 
very dry at any time, but the variegated-leaved 
varieties must lie kept drier than the plain or 

green-leaved forma, as they are of a much more 
tender nature. Much depends also upon the 
temperature of the room. If a tire is constantly 

burning, and the atmosphere is, consequently, 
warm and dry, a good deal more water will lie 
i' pnred than by n plant standing in n compnm- 
llM-ly cool apartment, where there is little or 
no tire. A good general rule with plants of this 
nature is to give at Ibis season just ..ugh 
water to keep the foliage fresh and the soil just 
moist, lint no more.—B. R. 

uiHi'i. - Propagating greenhouse 
plants. -Early in March is the best time to 
insert cuttings of those plants named ; even then 

they strike all the quicker if a little bottom- 
heat can be given them, placing the pels at the 

same time under a hand-light or in a propa- 
gating-case, where air is excluded from them. 
The light should be removed for an hour each 

morning to dissipate condensed moisture, which 
settles upon the glass during the time the frame 
is closed. If attention is not paid to this detail 

the cutting., will be liable to damping.—S. P. 

- Eiuly spring is the best time for this 
work, and the cuttings may be easily got from 

old plants placed in gentle beat to stimulate 
growth. Cut oil'the snoots just under a joint, 
and insert singly in small pots filled with light 

noil, or several together round thuifiiTlSt 48 or 
5-inch size. fe* |ff 
and stand in a warm3 greenhouse. 

at first, hut as they get established more may 
be admitted. If you make up a hot-bed in the 
spring the cuttings may be struck upon Ibis, 
and il will also suffice for raising .seedlings and 

various other purposes.—C. T. 
- The large-flowered l,<-lai"enimnsi:u,e usually pro¬ 

pagated when the plants are cut down niter tlowerinn 
nlioiit the middle nr end of July ; hut euUiligx may he 
taken any time when they ran he oht.encd. Allot iloiH, 
Zonal Pelargoniums, and fuchsias may ell her l>e propa¬ 

gated hi August or early in spring. I generally propagate 

at ladh seasons. K. II. 

COOL ohkhnhou.se PLANTS. 

(-ki.si as. 

Two capital cool greenhouse plants me Celsia 

eretiea and 0. Areturus, an evergreen and 
herbaceous in habit. The latter can be raised 
from seeds sown in spring in an ordinary hot¬ 

bed or greenhouse, and when large enough 
potted oil singly and grown on with greenhouse 
treatment, mid it will thrive well in either 

a peat or loam compost. It hears yellow 
Mowers during spring or summer. Celsia eretiea 

(hero figured) may be treated with success in un 
almost similar manner, and ii may also lie used 

as a luilf-lnirdy annual in the open ground in 

good soil in summer. Theso Celsius are occa¬ 
sionally attacked by limps, and should then lie 
carefully fumigated with Tobacco; uml during 

('retail Mullein (CcUla creliia). 

the summer syringe the foliage on the underside 
to keep down red-spider. Manure-water is useful 

when in active growth. 13. 

508!). A small greenhouse, —l-'enw and 
foliage plants, such ns Aspidistras, Dracienas, 
the hardier Palms, Phoriniuin tenux, Aralia 
Sicholdi, &c., will certainly thrive beat in such 
a shady at met tire, though in the height of sum¬ 

mer ordinary “ ib raitiums ” will bloom and last 
longer than in a sunnier position, and Fuchsias, 
Itegonias, and a few others would do well. 
Camellias also are nice plants for a shady house. 

In the way of elimhers, nothing will thrive ho 

well as Liqiagerias, white and red, and Ficus 

to the wall. No use lit try repens, clinging 
Roses,—H. C. R. 

-- The most suitable creepers are the Red 

and White Lupagerias. Plant in a good, well 
drained bed of peat, with a little turfy loam, 

and a few bits of charcoal. The general furni¬ 
ture of the houso should be Ferns and foliage 
plants, but flowers may he hail in summer. It 

will he better to trust to such things as 
Fuchsias, Tuberous Begonias, and those plants 

which can go to rest in winter. Gloxinias 

may do very well in summer.—E. II. 

- Yon will not be able to do great tilings 

in the conservatory as it is so dark, but Ferns 
will enter largely into the selection, such kinds as 

Adiantum enneutum, A. decorum, A. gracilli 
ilium, A. Victoria;, Asplenium bulbiferiim, 

lia lijictisis (the two last-mentioned in 

iMMr being adapted for hat: 
cplTrolepis exultata, a good Fen 

pa© I ii 

Ouychium japonicuin, Pterin eretiea all-o- 
lineata, P. e. Ylayi, P. cristata, I’, tremula, 
P. t. Smithiaiui, and Sclaginella Kruussiana 

and its golden-leaved variety. Two good 
creepers or elimhers arc the Mardehal N’iel 

Rose and Lapugcria alba and L. rosea, which 
liear white and red waxy flowers respectively. 

A good peat bed must lie made up for these, and 
the rising shoots each protected with a lump- 
glass, to prevent slugs devouring them. Pelar¬ 

goniums, zonal ami French varieties, Fuchsias, 
Cyclamens, Chinese Primulas, Cinerarias, and 
such Primulas as I’, oheonieaand P. floriliundu 

may also lie mentioned. At this season it 
might lie furnished with the Heath Erica 

hyemalis, Epam.s, the Winter Cherry (Solatium 
cupsicustriini), and various forced bulks, as 

Tulips, Hyacinths, Daffodils, uml Crocuses. 
Other things may lie added, ns Kupatoriitui 
ripuriuni, Lily of tin- Valley (forced), and later 
on the yellow llowcrcd Cvtisns racctuostis, 
Dcutzia gracilis, I>. crcnalu ll. pl., Spirn-n 
japoniea, Azaleas, and Auviiba jnponiea, getting 

well berried plunts. Mix with these such plants 
for t heir foliage as Ktionynilises in variety. Ktirvu 
latifolia vanegata. Coronillu glaucu vuriugatu. 

Aralia ja|ioniea, Yueuas, and Cunuus. None of 
the plants mentioned are expensive.—U. T. 

5023. A new greenhouse. -A width of 
8 feet only is not much in which to group plants 
eUectivcly and allow for a broad pathway ns 

On the whole, L think the best plan 

would be to make a narrow border, 1 foot or 
IS inches in width, at the base of the back 
wall, and plant therein Camellias, and perhaps 

a few Oranges, Plumbagos, Ace., to be trained 
on the wall, with some dwarf plants, such as 

Primulas of sorts, towards the edge. Then 

over flic pipes along the front of the house 
have a simple ladder stage, low, and consisting of 

not more titan two or three wide shelveson w hich 

to stand plants in pots, the larger ones behind, 
and the smaller and dwarfer ones in front. If this 
is considered too still', the staging muv lie dis¬ 

pensed with altogether, merely standing the 
plants in more or less it regular groups, on the 
Moor itself. Sueh plants as Camellias, Myrtles, 

Azaleas. Spurimumiu africaua, Fuchsias, ordi¬ 
nary “ Geraniums,” New Zealand Flax (Phor- 
niiuni), Sent horn’ and other Lilies, hardy (green- 

leaved) Dracienas and Palms, Alalia Sieboldi. 
hardy and cool-house Ferns, will lie most suit¬ 

able for such a structure, and for the majority, 
large plants will thrive better, and need less 

eire than small ones.—1!. (J. R. 

M'Mi. Fuchsia in a Rreonhouse. Re;*)! the 
KuchMii in Kobniury, «»r, bettor hi ill. plant it in the border 
ii tin* I'lcovil ion*G, and the arch u ill non lie co\ cred.—E. If. 

Solanums and Poinsettias. - Tun¬ 
bridge Wells Chrysanthemum Show is remark¬ 
able for the grand specimens of these useful 
winter plants. I tin not know w hich are ex¬ 

hibited in thu greatest perfection, both being 
wonderfully well-grown. A good Solatium, 

capsicnatrum — sometimes called the Winter 
Cherry—is one of the most showy winter-berry¬ 

ing plants grown. Provided due attention i. 
allot ded in keeping them well supplied with 
water while growing, few insect nests attack them. 

They like rich soil, and a further aid of liqttid- 
m-inure is beneficial. If oner allowed to suffer 
for water, or half starved, they never present 
tin- same pleasing appearance until another 

season. An ordinary greenhouse temperature 
will grow this Solatium well ; hut the Poinsettias 

need a moist stove atmosphere during certain 
stages of development, and come with much 

brighter bracts in fairly strong heat. —P. U. 

Calceolarias. — Where these have been 
struck in cold frames or pit, considerable judg¬ 

ment is necessary In carry them through an 
extra severe or a mild and wet winter. In case 

of the former, lay a mat or a few old sucks over 
the frame, and do not open until the frost 
breaks. Should it be sufficiently severe to 

freeze the Boil the cuttings ate in, the steadier 

they are allowed to thaw the better will they 
conic through the ordeal. During all open 
weather admit a little air, and if mild, remove 

the lights for a short time duritig mid-day. 
Coddling, too much wot. and not enough air 

upon suitable occasions are the chief causes of 
failure with these. If you can tide over the 

sharpest part of winter, March and April will 
iiGfffTafcifrl£><lhing rapid growth, when they should 

.lw»llv, jourea- to-Jull exposure, so us to 
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FRUIT. 

NOTES ON HARDY FRUITS. 
Purnino Pkars.—Those who have not com¬ 

menced this work may now do so, and perse¬ 
vere witli it whenever the weather permits, or 
ot herwise there will most probably be too much 
to do in the spring for all to ho properly per¬ 
formed. The start should be made with Veers, 
and if there is not a mulching of ashes or strawy 
litter in front of the trees, let boards lie used for 
standing upon, unduly trampling upon wet fruit 
borders having a most injurious effect. In the 
case of strong, well established trees, and which, 
say, have covered nearly or quite as much wall 
space us they will ever do, pruning js a very 
simple operation. It is these trees, however, 
that very often are too lightly pruned. If owing 
to a too sparing use of the knife the spurs are 
allowed to project 0 inches or more from the 
main branches, then much of the benefit that 
ought to Ihj derived from the walls is lost. 
The fruit spurs ought to cluster round the 
branches and spring out not more than 3 inches 
from the wall, and in consequence lie less liable 
to injury from frosts, the fruit also attaining a 
larger size and ripening better. Trees largely 
furnished with long, ugly spurs ought to cither 
have these gradually sawn off to within 1 inch 
of the branches or else foreshortened to a back 
break much nearer the wall. In most instances 
this would be duly followed by a strong break 
of young shoots and fruit spurs, and which the 
cultivator should take good care to keep more 
within bounds in the future. Supposing the 
trees were summer pruned, spurs being left to a 
length of about 2 inches, tho latter ought now 
to be further reduced to a length of 1 inch, in 
some instances, or where short spurs already 
exist in goodly numbers, to lie cut quite hard 
liaek. Nothing is gnined by crowding the 
spurs ; therefore thin out where they smother 
each other when in leaf. If fruit-buds are 
scarce, leave some of theshortshoots there maybe 
with a fruit-bud at the end intact, cutting 
these l>ack after the fruit has been gathered 
from them next season. Where there are anv 
strong shoots available for furnishing blank 
space, lay these in to their full length. Ordi¬ 
nary shreds are of little service in securing 
strong Pear branches to the walls, those made of 
Bedford cord, buckskin, leather, and other 
trimmings being far more durable. W'rought- 
iron nails are also lie preferred to the ordinary 
brittle cast-iron wall nails. 

You no Pkak-tkkes. —More judgment hus to 
lie exercised in the treatment of these. It is 
possible to be too free with the knife when 
pruning these, though not when the spurs are 
operated upon. For reasons already given, all 
single growths not required for laying m should 
lie freely cut back to a bud within 1 inch of the 
branches, the aim being to cause a good break 
next season. Where lliis was done last winter 
tliin out the shoots resulting if at all crowded, 
leaving any which promise to develop fruit- 
buds to their full length and the wood growths 
1 inch long. Older spurs should be treated as 
advised in the case of old trees, unhesitatingly 
foreshortening any that come out too far from the 
wall. All those horizontally trained should have 
tho leading growths laid in to their full length, 
the only exception lieing thccentral growth. The 
latter should lie shortened to a well-placed bud 
three courses of bricks from tho last pair of side 
branches, and next summer it ought then to lie 
possible to select and lay in two more side shoots 
and a central one for extending the lead 
upwards. Also freely shorten the leaders of 
fan-shaped trees wherever more branches are 
required for furnishing blank space. It is a 
mistake to shorten tho leaders of cordons gener¬ 
ally, unless very small and one or two more 
growths are required for laying in. If the 
young shoots are pruned at all, it must be done 
lather severely or to about one-third of their 
length, or the chances are the lower parts will 
be naked. Not pruned, they will break regu¬ 
larly throughout their entire length, and a fair 
percentage of the breaks may develop into fruit 
buds. Young treos swell very rapidly ; there¬ 
to e remove all old shreds that pinch or unduly 
press against the bark. Horizontally-trained 
trees in tho open and also cordons should be 
treated much as advised in the cas</'oJ>wall 
trees. Pyramids aijdira&gdfflhteyslJpuW 0* 
pruned similarly to Apples. 

Apixks. —Moreof theseare grown against walls 
than formerly, especially where extra tine exhibi¬ 
tion fruit is desired. Horizontally-trained, fan- 
shaped and cordon trees should bo pruned as 
recommended in the case of Pears, the advice to 
keep the spurs well back to the branches in par¬ 
ticular being acted upon. Very fine fruit is fre¬ 
quently lmrne on the points of short shoots, and 
all these, therefore, should lie closely examined 
before cutting t hem off. The topmost branches on 
espalier-trained trees are very apt to become the 
heaviest, a thicket ofspursquitc smothering those 
on lower branches. Keep these within Winds on 
the younger trees, and freely thin out the spurs on 
older trees. Till the trees'are well formed it is 
advisable to keep pyramids carefully staked up¬ 
right, theleader also lieing kept straight. Shorten 
the latter toaboutonc-thirdofitslength ; thiswill 
lead to the formation of more side shoots and a 
fresh leader. Side branches should lie shortened 
back if more shoots are required, otherwise they 
had better be left to their full length, only those 

not required for furnishing being cut back to a 
length of about 11 inches. Young trees kept 
hard pruned require to lie root-pruned rather 
severely in order to bring them into a fruit- 
liearing state ; whereas those allowed to develop 
more naturally seldom require this treatment. 
Pears are more easily grown in a strict pyramidal 
form than are Apples, but varieties differ con¬ 
siderably in their habit of growth, pegs and tar 
twine lieing frequently used for bringing some 
of the branches down to a more horizontal 
position. Bush-shaped trees are. the most easily 
trained. (Jut out the leader of a pyramid us 
received from a nursery, and allow the side 
branches to grow more upright. The latter 
would soon commence Wiring fruit if not 
pruned, but in some instances would not lie 
stiff enough to support a heavy crop. This 
difficulty can lie got over by using a few 
stakes, or if preferred tffc branches could 
be pruned to aliout half their length and 
allowed to extend more gradually, lieing stouter 
accordingly, but they would be much slower in 
coming into bearing. Keep the centres of all 
the trees, whether young or old, open, thinning 
out the branches -where they cross and unduly 
shade each other, most of the lateral growths 
being freely out back. Trees that ore large 
enough and in a fruitful condition should have 
all leading branches cut hard liack, but where 
hard pruning is constantly followed by thickets 
of wood growth, leave all the best placed young 
shoots, and early productiveness will lie the 
result. Leaving young shoots to their full 
length thinly nil over either unproductive or 
stunted old trees will put new life into them, 
that is if there is any such thing ns accomplish¬ 
ing this. A considerable number of large old 
trees there are of varieties not worth growing, 
and these ought either to make room for young 
trees of superior sorts, or else lie headed down 
and regrafted. W. I. 

THE MOST POPULAR PLUM. 
If the truth could be arrived at as to which is 
the most popular Plum in cultivation the 
verdict would lie given in favour of Victoria. No 
other variety possesses so many good qualities 
as this lino old Sussex Plum, and it is very 
certain that it has been bv far the most exten¬ 
sively planted during the past ten years, or, say, 
since the fruit-planting fever has set in. It is 
a veritable rent-payer. While the other varie¬ 
ties arc growing into larger and scviceable 
trees the Victoria is producing enough fruit to 
help, if not to wholly meet current expenses. 
In common with other early and heavily pro¬ 
ductive fruits, trees of Victoria rarely uttain a 
large size, nor arc they ever likely to do if 
allowed to bear as much fruit as may set on 
them. In the orchards it forms a medium-sized, 
somewhat spreading standard, and for this 
reason, and also from the fact of its precocious 
habit of bearing, it is just the sort to plant in 
rows midway between varieties and kinds that 
attain a much larger size and are slower in com¬ 
ing into full bearing. It is as low or medium 
height standards that this variety should be 
grown, the habit of growth not readily lending 
itself to bush or pyramidal training. The Vic¬ 
toria is also well worthy of a place against 
walls of any moderately warm to comparative 
coolasjiec^, a long succession, lasting, say, from 

it I XmiJ^tc of August till the middlo of fpppte 
I berpNvinghad by varying the sites of " 

As a poor man's Plum it hus no equal, and if 
landlords are called on or feel disposed, as I main¬ 
tain they ought to do, to provide the poorer 
tenants with fruit-trees, a trained tree of Vic¬ 
toria for the cottage walls and a standard for the 
open should be among the first selected. Here¬ 
abouts the trees seem to thrive fairly well 
everywhere, a moderately strong loamy soil 
evidently suiting the variety. It is not parti¬ 
cular, however, as to soil, only the trees ought 
not to be impoverished at tho roots, or an early 
failure is inevitable. Overcropping is the mis¬ 
take most often committed with this variety. 
If there is any fruit at all, and it is not often it 
fails, this is almost certain to set in great 
clusters. The fruit ought to be early thinned 
out, this operation being rather severe if tho 
crop is heavy and should not lie delayed till the 
natural process or premature dropping com 
menccs. One thinning is not enough. When 
the Plums arc changing for ripening some ought 
to be used in pies, and when colouring, a heavy 
thinning should take place, the fruit then being 
quite saleable and fit for making into preserves, 
Not being overladen, the trees will swell the 
reserved fruit to an extra large size, the quality 
also being far superior to that of fruit gathered 
from heavily cropped trees. Fully-developed, 
well-ripened Victoria Plums are really quite 
good enough for dessert, and will always sell 
readily. H. 

BIRDS VERSUS FRUIT-BUDS. 
At this time of year a great many small birds 
arc destroyed with a view to the protection of 
the buds of fruit-trees, but I question whether 
a good many of these supposed feathered foes 
are not really the friends of the gardener. I 
have lately watched both tom tits and sparrows 
busily engaged on fruit-trees, but certainly 
they did not hunt the buds, but were picking 
oil' insects and the eggs of various kinds of 
pests that prey on fruit-trees. The tits were 
especially active in searching about the shreds 
and fastenings of the fruit-trees where either 
insects or their eggs were apparently safely 
hidden away for tho winter, and where it would 
lie difficult to dislodge them by any other 
means. Sparrows arc unfortunate in having a 
very laid name; certainly they do some 
mischief at times, but I think they do a deal of 
good at times as well, as during the past 
summer I noticed them frequently hanging to 
the tips of the shoots of fruit-trees picking off 
green and black-Hy, and carrying them away to 
their young ones, and the quantity a few birds 
would clear off is incredible, and doubtless we 
should have suffered a good deal more than we 
did from insect pests during the drought if birds 
had not come to our aid. Tho Bullfinch is, in 
my opinion, the worst enemy we have to fruit- 
buds, as they come out of the woods in winter 
and spring, and pick out the Dower-buds in a 
wholesale manner, anil unless checked will 
soon destroy all chance of a crop, and with 
fruit-bushes they spoil the bush entirely, as 
they leave the centre clear of all growth, and 
only a few buds at tho tips of the shoots that 
are really useless for making a crop of fruit or 
shoots for future crops, and in the winter they 
work much more quietly than in the spring, 
when they make a piping noise, and anyone 
valuing their fruit-trees should keep the 
Bullfinch at a distance, but rather invite the 
other birds. J. <1. H. 

Staking fYllit-trees. —I have seen many 
market plantations of trees which have been left 
mistaken, and I have never found that any good 
results followed. In most cases the stems be¬ 
come unduly warped, the heads lop-sided or 
injured, and the whole plantation has worn a 
very wretched aspect. The old notion of plant¬ 
ing deeply to secure for the roots a good grip of 
the ground, trampling in on them several inches 
of soil, and making it as heavy and hard as 
possible, is happily an exploded one. It is far 
wiser to plant comparatively shallow and give 
the tree proper support than to trust to such 
methods. Happy ore those planters who have 
at command a largo quantity of stout Ash, 
Hazel, or Larch stakes to make into tree 
supports. These, if sound and new, should 
endure at least two years, by which time trees 
willIifi+B fidchred good root-hold of the soil. If 
these; lie q.iijqpcj'ly , pointed and smoothed off at 
thU iliottoiiis, I Utolrl lorohjpilnto the soil can 
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hardly be productive of harm to the roots. It 

is l>est to have the stakes a couple of inches 
from the stems, so that the ties may he rather 

loose, and have for the first year, to‘wedge them 
slightly, a wad of hay or Grass. The heads in 
that way secure a little play—indeed, quite 
enough lor motion without inducing friction. 

—A. 

A “ Morello" Cherry. —This variety is so 
often grown on walls and on northern aspects 
that it is only of late years any attempt at 
growing in quantity in any other form has been 
made. The Morello does well as a hush or 

standard, and one great advantage it possesses 
over sweeter kinds is that birds will not attack 

them so long as they cun get other fond ; they 
also sell readily, and, unlike many other fruits, 
they will keep', so that when there is a glut of 
other fruit Morello Cherries can he kept and 
sent in as required. To the market gardener 
and private grower this fruit is of great service, 
as when well ripened and nearly black they sell 

readily late in the season as dessert fruits. 
When grown as hush trees Morello Cherries arc 
readily managed, and may he planted between 
other taller trees if not too much crowded. As 

a standard the Morello is equailv useful, hut not 
so easily gathered, and is more "liable to injury 

from rough weather, wet, ami early autumn 
frosts, which crack the fruits and render them 
useless, so that the hush form has much to 
recommend it, and is preferred by large growers. 
Kentish Red is also useful grown as a hush, and 

is valuable for tarts, or preserving, or for using 
before the Morollos are ready. When the 
Morello is grown in this form, thinning of the 
shoots should ho attended to during the summer 
months, as this greatly improves the size of the 

fruits and allows those left to get well ripened 
by exposure to the sun. When grown in hush 
nrin, should birds attack them they are readily 

netted, if kept of moderate size.—G. 

Peaches in pots. 1 have often nlwerved 
in the ease of pot Peaches that the bloom-buds 
fall early, leaving a very thin set of fruit. This 

failure was ascribed to various causes, but I am 
disposed to think that sufficient water is not 
given to pot trees in the winter, the presump¬ 
tion being that with trees at rest water is hardly 

essential to existence. And yet Peaches go to 
rest just as much when planted out in the open 
ground, and, as a rule, whilst so at rest obtain 

naturally the chief of their water supply. If 
that lie so, is it not very probable that with the 
roots comparatively dry in the pots for several 

weeks the buds must materially suffer ? To have 
kept the roots moist would have kept the buds 

p ump.—A. 

GOOD LATH PEARS. 

There is an abundance of good mid-season 
Pears, but when you conic to tho really late 

keepers there are not many reliable kinds, for 
all Pears do not flourish in one locality, even 
though it lie a favourable district as far as soil 

and climate grows, for we can grow the majority 
of Pears here with little trouble, but certainly 
some of the late soils are by no means sutis- 

croppcrs of any Pear, requires thinning for the 
fruit to attain a good size. It is of a peculiar 
and very agreeable flavour, and does well in the 
South of England us a standard or bush-tree. 

Knight's Monarch, one of the best of winter 
Pears, requires a wall to do it well. Its greatest 
fault is that of casting its fruit during the grow¬ 

ing season : gives a long succession of ripe fruit. 
Xk Plus Mecius (Fig. 3), a very free crop¬ 

per, the fruit rather small, but a reliable sort. 

Bcurrt fiance." 

The crop needs thinning, as it sets in large 

clusters. 
Winter Nki.is, a rather weakly grower, but 

free cropper, and tho fruit of the finest flavour ; 
requires a wall, even in the south of England, 

and well repays good culture. A russety Pear. 
Glou Mokckait.—This is one of the best of 

late Pears, especially after a warm season like 

the last summer was. It is now probably the 
best flavoured Pear brought into Covent-garden 
Market. It is a free-bearer and does well on 
most soils, excepting those that have cold clay 

beneath. J. Groom, l/ox/iort. 

Fig. 1.—Poor “ Josephine <lc Malinea." 

factory. The following are the best with me— 

viz. :— 
Josephine he M alines (Eig. I) with me grows 

freely and crops regularly, but not very heavily, 
the fruit being clear-skinned and handsome, and 
of good flavour, and is quite as good*fronj open 
bush-trees as from wall-trained ones. 

Bevrre Range (Fig. 2), a fine, old variety, 
attaining a good size, and greut 1 ue-b*nefitcd by 

Cll.u MONTi'L, one of the most regular and fit 

soil). Treatment of Cherries.-If the 
Cherries are meant to lie trained in the usual 
fan shape they must be eut down to within 
half-a-dozen buds of tile base, and from these 

buds shoots will bo produced next spring thot 
will form the future fruiling-branohes of the 
trees. They must be trained to stakes during 
the summer, so as to keep them in tho exact 

shape needed for flic wall, as it is on the proper 
laying of tho foundation of tho tree that its 
future qualities will depend. An evenly- 
halaneed head of shoots is of the greatest 

importance to a wall-tree.—J. G. II. 

50.S4.—Pot-Vines.—If the Vines are strong 
and well-ripened they ought to carry a few 
bunches of fruit. Although the length is not 

always a criterion as to what they are capable of 
doing, eut back now to fi feet, and keep inside, but 
do not let the roots get dust-dry. As they are not 

to be forced, and if they are Black Ilamburghs, 
or some other free-insuring varioty, they will 
probably show half-a-dozen bunches or so. The 

Vines may be top-dressed just previous to start¬ 
ing, mixing a little of Thomson’s Manure or 
some other good artificial with the turfy-loam. 
The Patent .Silicate Manure I have used for 
Vines in small pots with good results. As soon 

as the Vines get fairly into work, and the 
bunches have shown, enclose the pots in wire 

netting and till the netting in with rich compost — 
/.€., place each pot in a heap of rich compost, 
and encourage the roots to come out to feed. 
Pot-Vines must have plenty of nourishment, and 

it is better to give it in this way Ilian to deluge 
the soil in the pots with strong liquids.—E. H. 

-I would not shorten the rods more than 
1 foot, not that you want the whole of the re¬ 

maining length to furnish bunches of Grapes, 
but because the more eyes you have on them, 

the more leaves they will produce, and the more 
leaves you can secure the larger the bunches of 
Grapes will be. You had 1 letter shorten back 

tho rods at once, and stand the pots on a cool 
floor or border, and during the winter keep the 
soil about the roots regularly moist. When 

you see indications of the eyes starting into 
growth in the spring, place tho pots up to the 
night, so that the rods can be trained 14 inohei), 
' from tl}e glass, but until the shoots appear 

them (the rods) in a horiz4jJ^jl|bt@M<S|; 
Vvin if t|,c end of the cane is below i lie.run. of 

the pot it is better than 1 icing above it. as the 
buds will break more regularly for the rod 

beiug so placed. Allow all the bunches to 
remain until you can see which is the largest, 

and then remove all but six on each Vine. 
Water the roots moderately at first, and as soon 
as the berries are formed give liquid-manure 
regularly, and suflicient each time for it to run 

out of the bottom of the pot. At this time you 
should also stand the pots on pans or shallow 
boxes filled with good rotten manure, and at 

the same time pile up a layer of manure on the 
top of the pot 3 inches thick. Some growers 
place a ziuc hand round aliove the pot to confine 
the manure, others use pieces of slate. In any 

ease, stimulants of some kind the Vines are 

bound to have, or both bunches and berries 
will be small. You will have to give them 

water twiee a day in very hot weather after the 
berries are formed, and do not be tempted to 

leave a greater number of bunches than I have 
named.—J. G. 0. 

- Cut the rods hack to within 5 feet of 
their base any time this month. From this 
length of rod half-a-dozen bunches may be taken 

next year, and especially if the Vines are not 
forced. Pots 11 inches in diameter should be 
employed, this size affording ample root space. 
A compost of loam and partly-decayed horse- 
manure—three parts of the former to one of the 

latter. Add to this finely-ground lames at the 
rate of one quart to every bushel of the com¬ 

post. Pot firmly any time during next month. 
From now until then place the Vines out-of- 
doors in a sheltered position, protecting the pot" 

from frost.—8. P. 

506«.—A vinery border.—As the Vines 
are planted outside, it is not likely there are 
any roots inside. If there he, I should say do 

not crop with anything else. This may be 
easily ascertained, anil in any case Tomatoes 
might be grown in I sixes or large pots if they 

will get light enough under the Vines, ns in 
summer they are frequently so grown in vineries. 
I should be disposed to plant the Tomatoes in 
pots or boxes trained to stakes, and then in 

July take them outside to ripen ; this will 
relieve the vinery at the time when, if left in, 
they might do harm, especially if disease should 
attack them. I always think by July, at any 
rate, if the Vines are worth anything at all they 
should have the house to themselves.—K. H. 

- If the roots occupy the whole of the 
inside border they ought not to be interfered 
with by planting other subjects in the name, 

because tile Vine-roots ought to lie close to the 
surface for the benefit of the Vines. If they are 
there nothing could be grown on the border 
with satisfaction. Besides, if Tomatoes, for 

instance, were planted on the border, the Vines 
growing aliove would rob them of all light. It 
is impossible to cultivate Tomatoes in such a 
position as this with any prospect of success. 

If the border is not occupied by the roots of the 
Vines, the outside border being large enough to 
afford sufficient space and nutriment for the 
Vines, there is no reason why such things a* 

Winter Lettuce or Cauliflowers may not lie pro- 

Fig. 3.—Pear “ Nc Plus Meurls." 

and planting't.hc roots in theborJcr. By pi. lit* 
iug Potatoes at Christinas a crop of early tubers 
might bo got off if tho Vines are brought i no Srowth slowly afterwards with the aid of aok\r 

eat only.—S. P. 
- Planting a few Tomatoes on a vinery border xvouM 

not, floivery.. much harm, even if the roots were inside ; 
nut asl the vines, and consequently the routs, arc outside, 
♦hey-couldinpti j<yrt>y>ir«i,r If the roof is covered wiili 
ViiAddsviM_ llWMfoniaLi'-eAM'1"i M not do much coo l 

Campaign 
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RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS. 

Questions. Queries and answers are inserted in 
Gardeki sa free of charge if correspondents )Mow the rules 
here laid down for their guidance. All communications 
for insertion ehould be clearly and concisely written on 

one side of the jtaprr only, and addressed to the Editor of 
1I\huesIM», .17, Southampton-street, Covent-fiarden, Lon- 
</ m. Letters on business should be sent to the Publisher. 
The name and address of the sender are required in 
addition to any designation he may desire to hr used in 
the paper. When more than one query is sent, earh 

should be on a se/mrate piece of patter. Unanswered 
queries should be re/ieated. Correspondents should bear 
in mind that, as Gaudeninu has to be sent to press some 
time in adcance sf date, they cannot always be replied to 

in the issue immediately following the receipt of their 
communication. 

Answers (which, noth the except ion of such as cannot 
wit lie classified, will be found in their different depart¬ 
ments) should always bear the number and title placed 

against the query replied to, ami our readers will greatly 
oblige us by advising, as far as llieir knowledge and 
observations permit, the correspondents who seek assist¬ 
ance. Conditions, soils, and means vary so infinitely 
that several answers to the same question may often be 
eery useful, amt those who reply would do icetl to mention 
the localities in which their ex/ieriencr is gained. Corres¬ 

pondents who refer to articles inserted in Gakdrnino 
should mention the number in which they appeared. 

r.102. — Japanese Chrysanthemums. — Will 
someone tell ine the names of the purest-red Japanese 
Chrysanthemums?— H. M. I’. 

."let. - Scale on Ferns. Would someone kindly 
tell me how to destroy scale on Ferns and how to prevent 
it coming, il it can lie done?—H. W. 

6104.—Size of Tomato-house. -Will someone 
kindly inform me the best sine lor a Tomato-house, more 
es|»ecially as regards the width ?—Axxtoi's Use. 

51(15.—Llllum Kramerl and auratum.—Will 
somebody tell me how ami when to plant the above l.ilies, 
and how many in each pot, Arc.?—O. H. Biller. 

•lion. -Creeper for a greenhouse. -Will someone 
name a good creeper for a small greenhouse (warmed), not 
loo luxuriant, the space being small ?—11. S. II. 

5107. Grafting a Cherry-tree. 1 have a fair- 
si sell tree, which Iwars only small wild Cherries. Will 

some reader please inform me when to graft this? F. C. 
SlLMON. 

6108. — Single Chrysanthemums. - Would 
“ K. M.” give me a few hints as to the general culture of 
single Chrysanthemums for file prod notion of plenty of 
bloom? If. It. 

.'.ion. -Growing Mushrooms. Will anyone kindly 
loll me how to grow Mushrooms, as I want to send the 
paper on to a friend of mine in America who tins begun 

gardening ? W. (1. 

61 10.—Plants in Rhododendron-bed?!. Will 
anyone kindly let me know what Mower or nowers will 

grow in peat-beds with Rhododendrons? I want to fur¬ 
nish up these beds. K ENT. 

Mil. Cyphomandra betacea. Will anyone 
give me any information of the fruit vis., as to its adapta¬ 
bility for a town garden or if it requires to lie grown in 
beat, and if easily grown Y—Soiitiihea. 

M 1st.—Aoalypha macrophylla.-Will someone 
kindly tell me how to treat Ibis plant V I have gol it in 
a greenhouse (heat about 46 (legs.), mid all the lea\ es have 
withered and fell of. -Constant Header., 1‘urlry. 

Mid. Sun-dials. Wlml is a good book on sun-dials 
besides Mr. (laity's? If with illustrations so much the 
better. And where is the best pla-e to get a sun-dial ? I 
want one to stand in the middle of a small lawn. A. A. 

.1114.—A forcing-house.-1 purpose creeling a 
forcing-house, f hree-qunrtcr span, .'Hi feet long, 10 feet 
wide. II feel high (on 2 feet 0 Inches or 8 feet walls), and 
shall Is- glad lo know which Isiiler is best for heating it?— 
Tom. 

MM.- Rooting cuttings of fruit-trees. -I 
should be thnnkftil for u feu hints on rooting ('berries, 
including Governor Wood, llaronnc I’revost, Morcllo, .May- 

duke, Knight's Black, also Pear-tree cuttings? I,ka Hi hr, 
Dublin. 

Mill.—“ Moss" RoseB.—I wish lo make u bod which 
lias | legged-down Moss Roses bright ill I he spring and 

autumn. For next spring I have pul "Glory of the 
Smiw" through the lied. Will they hurt the'Roses?— 
Tcli.vsai.lv. 

r.l 17. Treatment of Agapanthus. Mine do 
very badly. I have hail llic plants about four years. They 
are alive, hut have made no progress, I have them in a 

cool-house at 4.1 dogs, to bo (legs. What course shnll I 
pursue?—E. II. 

fills.- Begonla-eeed. I shall feel obliged it some¬ 
one will tell me what time Begonia-sued should he sown 
if on bottoin-lieal, or in a cold frame, and general treat¬ 
ment of plants with a view to blooming them out-of- 
doors next summer?—Beltast. 

MB).- Pompon Chrysanthemums. Can Pom¬ 
pons lie otherwise than Incurved ? I have seen some 

t 'lirysanthemums which are large and round like a hall, hut 
the petals more like Japanese. Will someone please tell 
me the name of these ?—B. M. P. 

MHO.-Best Raspberries. Will someone kindly 
give me the mimes of two of the best varieties of these, 
licst eropiMirs, and for general pur|Kises, suitable for the 
North of Ireland ? As I only grow nlioui forty stools two 

kinds will be sulllcieiit.—Bklpast. 
5121. —Peat-Moss-Utter.—I use Peat-Moss ill my 

stable. For what can f use it with advantage in my 
garden after it lias served its purpose in Ihe stable? Is 

Peat-Moss a non-conducting material suitable for plunging 
pots into in a cold frame ?— H. 8. B. 

5122. - Dressing for a tennis-lawn. -tVilljome- 
one kindly say if it is sate to use “soot" oil l/Ucrflues 
for the top-dressing of a temifBjlawn ? The Hoot ilnolnr/M 
ordinary black colour, hut is unite brown, as%—ii!iw<r 

with iron, and I am afraid to use it on chance ?—Soot. 

5123.—Tuberous Begonias. -Will someone kindle 
advise me on (lie treatment of Tiiberous Begonias? I 
bought a few tubers last week, anil do not know whether 
1 ought to pot them now or leave them till the spring, and 

as they are marked ver.V choice i am rather anxious about 
them,—IlKSttv If. Mt'.NDv. 

5124 — Chrysanthemums for South Africa. 
—One of my neighbours wishes to “end some Chrysanthe¬ 
mums to South Africa, and I should feel much obliged if 

anyone would tell me how they should tie packed, and 
when they should lie sent, and also whether plants or 
rooted cuttings are best for the purpose?— A. II. M. 

.1125.—Planting a Vine.—Will anyone tell me when 
to plant a Black llamburgh Vine? It is three years old 
and in a 12-inch pot. It (lowered this time, but did not 

fruit. 1 want to plant it in a tub 3 feet across and 2 feet 
deep to be grown tu a cold house. Any bints on growing 
it will oblige ?-W. O. 

5120.—Espalier fruit-trees.-Will anyone kindly 
give me instructions for making wooden Espalier frames 
for fruit-trees ? They ure lo lie used in a square plot of 

ground to separate the Hower-ismler from the vegetables 
ill the centre. I want them to form an ornamental s reen, 
and incline to have them painted.—A. A. 

5127. Monarda dldyma and Tlarella cordl- 
folia.—Are these plants difficult to grow, and do they 
object to some soils ? I have purchased plants of them in 1 
autumn and in spring, and on both occasions they have 

died down, anil never reappeared. Perhaps the sea air 
does not suit them? Will they grow from seed ? Si x- 
SLOWER. 

5123.-Orchids for a cool greenhouse.—I 
should like to have a few Orchids in my cool greenhouse. 
I cannot afford any expensive ones. I should he much 
obliged if anyone would name half-a-dozen of the c heaper 
sorts, and where to get them? I thought about buying 

them next February. Locality, Jamaicu-street, London, E, 
—H. J. H. 

512D.—Planting Tea Roses.—I should lie pleased 
if some reader would kindly inform me which would be 
the best time to plant Tea Hoses? I have a bed of H.l’.'s 
that have done \ er.v well. M.v garden faces sou Hi, and is 

pretty well sheltered. What soil would suit best? I have 
one part rather heavy, and the other pari rather light soil. 
—North Lancashire. 

6130. —A north wall. —I have a I are wall facing 
north, near a pasture whereeaftle ami horses are turned out 
all the year round. Can anyone recommend a fairly 
quick-growing evergreen creeper other than Ivy which 

will cover my wall, and which will not tempi cattle • II 
suggestions are limited to Ivv, which In is llic quickest 
growing ?~H. S. II. 

6131. A large Tomato. Will someone kindly give 
me some information about a Tomato named " Rosa 
Pomlerosa V II is described lo me os being it Inches in 
diameter, anil shown during the last summer in Kent. I 

should be glad lo know something more uliaul Ibis 
ponderoui fruit, and I daresay many others of umr 
readers would also.- J. I!. T. 

6132. Forcing Strawberrlos. 1 have about 2nu 
Strawberry-plants for forcing. They are well rooted and 
have got g.sid crowns. I have jiist'tukeii them in under 
glass. Will someone kindly tell me when is Ihe rigid 
lime to get the fruit in? I am told some fancy prices 
can be mode if they can lie got at the right time. I have 
got a good heating apparatus. -Amateur. 

6133. Roses for an arch. Will someone kindly 
tell me the two he.l Hoses (Pcrpctmils) to grow over ah 

arch made of wire, which surrounds my door ? I hate 
already a (lloire do Dijon growing one side of the door 
against the wall, anil Waltham Climber No. 1 Ihe other 
side, and waul something for a contrast with these. I 

prefer a compocl inudc Rose rather Ilian a vert open, loose 
Mower.—S. .1, 

mm. Outdoor Chrysanthemums. When is 
Ihe right lime to take cuttings from outdoor chrysanthe¬ 
mums? Should they lie cut down after flowering? How- 
late ran they lie cut down in the summer to prevent them 
growing very lull before flowering? Kindly give some 
names. Should the rutlings lie taken at the roots or 
otherw ise, and should old plants lie transplanted after u 
few years? M. C. 

6135. Early vegetables. To have vegetables 111 
for use in January, February, and March, wlml arc the 
best kinds and hardiest to sow. and when should it lie 
done? I sowed some Cabbages and Cauliflowers in April, 
Sutton's Earliest and King of Cauliflowers. The Cabbages 

are over about two months, and Cauliflowers also, Would 
some practical reader answer and pill me right unothcr 
year ? - Irish Saxon. 

61311.- A border of Gazanlas. 1 have a border of 

Gazanloa whii-ll are still In bloom. Cp In Iasi week lliev 
worc ill full flower, hill the sharp nights of the 1st and 
2nd Inst., cut them slightly. They are still, however, 
quite gnv, and have been in blooni ever since June. I 
may udd llmt we have bad many frostv nights tins 
autumn, and that though I live In Devonshire the climate 
hero is cold, and the liorilcr the most exposed In my 

garden. Is this flowering not rather unusual ? E. 

6137. Culture of Seakale.—I should !«• very glad 
of u few hints on thin matter, as I am thinking of making a 
lied? When is the proper time tor planting Ft? And the 
best aspect for a lied? When might I cut from it? My 
soil is rather heavy, with a clayey subsoil, and I have been 

told that it thrives best ill light soil, Would plenty of 
rood-scrapings improve it? Does il require deep cultiva¬ 
tion and any manure at planting? Wliat would lie the 
right distance from row to row, and from plant to plant in 
the row Y—Gkoruk. 

8138. — Chrysanthemums In the open 
ground.—Will someone recommend me a list of gissl 
Chrysanthemums for growing entirely in the open 
ground? I knew a garden lint was unite a sight in 
autumn with outdoor Chrysanthemums, but the present Krdencr, preferring to grow under glass for exhibition, 

s lost them all, and can give me none. Some good 
yellows and reds wanted especially. Should I grow from 

cut tings,I strike now, and plant out in spring? Flense 

UbY. | 

^jSVA'sgardon pit.—I am having a brlcW Ft Will 
in iVtfardoi, 24 feet long, by Ufcet wide, with slights, hir 

growing Cucumbers and Melons ill summer, and for 

keeping “Geranium " cuttings and other half-hardy things 

in over the winter. I bare no fermenting material of uuy 
sorl, so that 1 must entirely depend on either a flue or 
hoi-water apparatus. I should be very much obliged to 
" J. C. C.," " B. C, R.," or any oilier person who would 
kindly let me know- how to make this pit properiv. and 
also how to heat it?—Thanks. 

5140 -Treatment of a Lemon, &c.—I have a 
Demon growing in a vinery which will only he heated 
sufficiently during the winter to keep out frost. The 
tamon is full of mealy-bug and scale and sieklv. I intend 

10 cut it back and give it a dressing of paraffin-oil, letting 
it take its chance of living. 1 intend to kill or cure it. 
Would someone kindly say when would be best lodo this, 
and when 1 might, should it survive, expect it to flower, 

the house to be started about March? I have the Vines 
now outside the house. Is this a good plan ?—Irish Saxon. 

6141.— Marechal Nlel Rose In a greenhouse. 
- I planted a Mank-lul Niel Rose in one end of my green¬ 
house last January ; it has made enormous growth. I 
measured one shoot, which is 19 feel 5 inches, anil another 

13 feet in length ; out of these shoots have come side- 
shoots, measuring each 4 feet to 6 feet long. A 
great quantity of the wood is unripe. I have 
pinched one or two flower-buds off. I should lie very 
glad if someone would tell me bow to treat the plant iii 
future, as I should like to get a good mtanlity of bloom 
next season? The greenhouse is heated with a flue, and 
I -kin only keeping up sufflcieiil lieul to exclude frost. I 
have a mixed collection of plants in the house.—W. II. 

5142.--Making a garden, &c. I am building a 
villa, and at present time trenching half an acre which I 
intend for a garden ; the hack or lower |iart of it is to the 
south and slightly shaded liy trees, the house-lawn and 
shrubbery will occupy another half ncre ; the whole is 
enclosed by wire-fence planted with Thorn and Privet, in 
the garden down the fence, facing west, I intend to plant 

fruit-trees, trained on parallel wires from the enclosing 
fence, across a 12 feet border. What are the most suitable 
low-growing sorts for this purpose on south side which is 
shaded by trees? I intend planting bonier of Raspberries, 
trained on cross wires in same way across border; will 

this do? The ball acre of garden ground is ulncst 
square. What is the best plan to plant with fruit-lreis, 
reserving poriion lor flowers? IIku ast Scbscriiikr. 

.11-13.—Oytlsus plants in a drawing-room.-1 
shnll Is- much obliged to anyone who w ill ti ll me why my 
t'ytisus plants in the drawing-room do not develop'tliei'r 
flowers, and what I can do to get them lo do so? They 

were perfectly healthy plants, and covered with spikes of 
llower-lmds when I took them out ol the lied where they 
were plunged during the Hummer. I set them for a few 
days under a sheltered wall, and I hen brought two into 
the house, and in a short time Ihe leaves nnd lloweis 
began to wither anil drop off. and the plants looked so 

bad that I put them Inin the grctllhouse and brought ill 
another one which I thought ought lo have been acclima¬ 
tised, and which was partly in bloom, duly a few leaies 
of Ibis one dropped, Iml the flowers ami buds are williet- 

ing, and (here is not one open or about to open on il. 
The same tiling has happened to a Primula dciitk-ulata ; 
the flowers will not develop and gradually die off; it is 
must disappointing, the leaves die, loo. I found olio 
(lower-stalk quite decayed at the bot tom. Dai-iink. 

-ini.-Growing two crops of Tomatoes. I 
should like to know if I can grow two crops of Tomatoes 
next year under Ihe following conditions? I have one 
lions.', 1.K1 feet by 16 feet. 4-foot eaves, (l-foot ridge, with 
two 4-ineh pipes on each side, and another 60 feet by 

11 feet, with 0-foot ridge and 4-foot sides, having time 
4-inch pipes on one side and I wo on the other. I propose 
to sow seed first week In January, grow them as long as 

the sluice will admit in Ihe siunllcr iumse, und lor friiiliug 
plant mil in the floors of luillt houses. Can I have fruit 
early in May ? If so. the llrst crop should lie off by. say, 
the end of July? The way I propose getting a second crop 
Is to take cuttings curly in June and to grow them on out¬ 
side, as I have tin oilier glass of any kind, transplanting 
them to the houses when the llrst crop is off, and by ibis 
means fruiting them from, say, September fill end of year. 

Is this the best method I rail adopt ? There are one or 
hvo other |ioints I should also lie glad of information on 

1st. Is there any great- gain in using pots for Tomatoes - 
I grew some last year without any pots right from mil 
onwards, and they were quite ns curly and much sturdier 
than others that I grew on the pot system. 2nd, Shall I 
have sufficient heat to fruit the second crop ? 3rd, Is a 

second crop nfTnnialocs likely to lie us remunerative us a 
crop of late Chrysanthemums Y I may sa.v I cut down 
some Tomato-plant* after fruiting ul the end of September 
this year to within 4 inches of soil, lint they did not, as I 
hud expected, produce any fresh growth, so that I presume 

cut lings will answer my puniosc better than Hint met lied. 

-G. W. I).___ 

To the following queries brief editorial replies 
are given ; hut reaslers are. inmletl to give further 

answers should they be able to offer additional 

advice on the various subjects. 

5145. - Oyprlpedlum oen&nthum (C. Beech- 
cruft). -Yen ; this is a very pretty form of this plant, bill 

I cannot see that il has anything to do witli the variety 
known as superhum. 11 is’a magnificent Slipper Orchid, 

one of the very last hybrids we have Imd sent out. Both 
were raised by Hie Messrs. Vcitch, who, if they had raised 
nothing else, would deserve the praise of every Orchid- 

grower in the three kingdoms.—M. B. 

.114(1.- Oncldium varlcosum ((I. Ilanwr).-You 
may depend upon il the spike of this will lie open at 
Christmas, and it will remain gay for a month or more 
afterwards. I am very pleased that you should have lieen 
so successful with this plant and with O. tigrinuni, the 

latter plant huving twelve flowersojieii.yielding a delight¬ 
ful fragrance. Yes; they will last a long time yet, not¬ 
withstanding their linving been open a fortnight.—M. B. 

M4 7,—Fancy Orchids (G. It.).--The flowers sent 
are vaHeClcs of Ffeurothallis, Stella, and Octoincrlae, none 

questions from various corresiiondeiits I might endeavour 
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to name them tor you ; but il Would take me a long tunc. 
1 advine you to send better specimens than you sent to 
me. and in a more ported condition, to Hew, asking them 

to kindly name them. —M. II. 

113. -Odontoglossum blandum (II Tumor). 
This flower sent for blnndum is nothing like it, but it 

is simply O. Alexandra', a small form and pure-white, 
whi' h is the true form of the plant os figured by Bate¬ 
man. Thu spotted form being called O. Blnnlt by 
l:ci< honbach, and lie used to always assert that he could 
ti ll the difference, but there is really no difference. O. 
hlamliim, however, is a very different plant with smaller 

fli.wers and a deal more colour.—SI. II. 

din, Epldendrum clllaro (II. Turnnr).-Tb\s 
plant is very preltv. but your friend was quite right when 
he told you* there was no demand forit; bill, nevertheless, 
w hen one gets it as i on dill you can pul tip with it. but when 
it i, collected with Cattleya plaids of, perhaps, a rare 

lariety, and is sold for it. when it cornea to flower it is no 
wonder the ow-ner gets disgusted with it. The plant was 
111st introduced upwards of a liutidred years ago, and it is 

w idely spread over tropical America.—M. B. 

;.i .ii.-Balantlum culclta.-T. Gilmn sends a 
specimen "f this plant which comes from Mideira and tho 

Azores Islands, lint some lew years ago Mr. 1.0W, of the 
Clapton Nurseries, assured me it was getting to lie a rare 
plant in its native habitats, ft makes a bold and haiiil- 
■111111' plant in a cool fernery, differing very slightly from 
Incksoiiin, saving ill hating n decumbent stem instead ol 
an elect one. The pots m which it is planted must bo 

well drained, using for soil loam, peat, and sand well 

mixed.—J. .1. 

MM -Calanthe Veltcbl and O. vestlta (<}■ 
/■■.sfcii).—Yes; these aro very pretty, and you maintain 
the reputation of the Lancashire lads in growing them. 
When I us.sl to he a frequent visitor to gardens in that 
county I observed how well these plants were done there, 
line tiling I must point out in your samples of C. Veitchi— 
lhat you have by no means the best variety, the flowers 
being very dull 'coloured. You should look to this; but 
your C. vestitas are excellent, both the yellow-eyed and 

tin- crimson.—M. B. 

MV!. Vnndn Ameslana (<'. M.).—You should 
l„ '-p this plant in the warm end of the ndnntoglosinni' 
I, . You could not expel them to grow fast at this 
season of the > ear. The atmosphere of the house will lie 

' Iillieicutl) moist for il if il is maintained right for the 
oilier inin.dee le t mi' know when you have the plant in 

II. wr. and I si.Id like to see a single bloom. I am very 
curious about I Ids species. I want, if I can. to see the 
plod as good a i it originally appeared with the Messrs. 
1. >w, of Clapton. M. It. 

M.vi.- Oypripedium Chorlesworthl (<!. T.).— 
I must acknowledge that I have not yet seen this plant, 
which evel'vone that has tells tile il is a great beauty. 
I'd baps, Il the Messrs. Charlesworlh, who arc selling it so 
freely, have a spare bloom, they would send tile one to 
cheer me up in this dull time. I know enough of it, 

how ever, to advise vim to add it to your collect ion,"if you 
can afford it, I cannot tell you its price, but you could 
e.isilv know bv applying to Messrs. Charlesworth anil 

h it'llewnrth. Bradford. M. It. 

MM. Cyprlpeilium lnslgno (Orchiil hirer).- 
Toe flower you send I have no doubt makes your house 
look verv gay ; Imt I am very milch surprised that in your 
i it i you should have people that sell you tills variety for 
t'. Inslgne Chant ini, for evert had it been a good form of 
ill,'si.. it should have a far heavier white top to the 
sepal ; tint in tin' variety Clmnllni nearly half of the dorsal 
sepal should lie white, beautifully spotted with purple. I 
am glad you find so milch pleasure nml enjoyment from 
your flowers. I, like you, could mil live without flowers 

to cheer me up.—M. It. 

mv,. Zygopotalum Maokayl. •/. (lidding says 
he Ins a plant of this species coming into flower with seven 

spik. s, Imt he finds the uppermost buds aro turning 
,,'llow. and will fall away. What is the 1x11180 of tliisY 
'.Nmv, without knowing anything more about iho plant, I 
should say at once something is the matter with the roots. 
I'ptlinr yon have got the drainage slopped nr portinlly so. 

and the soil has I.nine soured, or, on the oilier hand, 
mu are starving il for want of water. Attend to iuwanls 
which ever way il may nooil it. and do not lose nil these 
be lUtifnl lloweis with lllelr delicious fragrance.—M. 11. 

r,lM. Odontoglossum Rossi Ameslanum 
(II. Ilrwiir). This is the name of the variety you send 

flowering at a very unusual time, for il usually blooms in 
llie spring months; however, perhais* yon are alsiul to 
h ive ,1 vnil,'|y which will flower twice in the season. But 
ibis will be in bloom certainly nt tho Christmas and New 
V . at'stim,,, at which timesflowerslike this, lhatcan lie Used 
lor purposes of personal embellishment arc always 
welcome. This variety has much more nlicslnut-brown in 
II iban 111,, typical form, and il. like tho ty pe species, is 
one ot Iho coolest of the cool Orqliids, and It should ho 

grown by everyone.—M. B. 

,K,7. Rodrlguezla secunda (II. Tumor).— 
This is tho ii une uf the pretty little rose-colour,si flower 
you send, and which you sav you received from the West 
Indies. II is an elegant little plant, which thrives well 
iqsin an almost bare block of wood. It appears to have 
been Introduced many years ago, and was ,-onsldcred an 

old species when I was a hoy, This plant, with some 
others, has been shifted about from one genus to another. 
The most' fashionable craze at the present time is to call 
|, Biirlingtonia : but the above name was given it: but the 
next arrangers of these plants will, perhaps, Hurt a fresh 
re,VIII for altering II, and shift It to some other family 

M. B. 

MW. MUtonla vexlllarla (II. Tumor).—\ am 
s,rrv tills plant did not flower with you tills season, and 

still’ more grlevud to hear the plant looks rather needy, 
because this does not appear to be promising tor next 
veir ; but pul the plant into a temperature which does not 
fall In-low no degs., and soon after the turn of the year 
repot It Into some good brown iicat-flbre and Sphagnum 
Moss. Pick away from the old soil any sour or decayed 
pieces, ami do not over-pot; keep the atfffbsjrliorc moist 
about it to prevent tire.alUeks of,blacktlf'lpa.JatffV II" 
season advances give-'UIspMitkHng'of Vitel Voni lift 
syringe daily, and lei me know it you xavetne plant am' 
succeod in flowering it in lkdt.—M. B. 

r.iso. Coelogyne crlstata; J. (iMtng writes. 
saving lie has a plant with over two hundred buds ui>on tt, 
and he would give anything if he could get it out by 
Christmas. Well, if my friend's blooms arc forward 
enough for him to count I should say there Is very little 
fear of their being open and well set up by the time men¬ 
tioned. I should advise him to put the plant in about 
65 degs. ol heat, and to keep the atmosphere nicely moist, 
but avoid a great excess ot wet, keeping the plant duly 
watered at the roots. As theso flowers last a considerable 
time after they have opened, my friend will have a very 
grand ornament both tor the Christmas and the new year 
also. The plant is flowering early.—M. B. _ 

Moo. Odontoglossum grande (II. Tumor ).- 
Tho plaids should lie kept as dry as von can keep them 
now, without shrivelling the liulbs and leaves, and keep it 
a little warmer than the rest of the genus, and in about 
two months' time they may he potted in some goo,I fibrous 
pent ami Sphagnum Moss, the |<ot« well drained, anil they 
mav ocenpv the warm end of the odontoglossum-house, 

and be kept fairly moist. Now, this is a species Hint 
enjovs a good circulation of air more than most of the 
Odontoglots, so let them always have air, which will 
induce them to make good Anil leaves of the consistency 
of goo,I leather aprons, and produce goo,I spikes ot bloom. 
Treated in this manner I cannot see why amateurs fail 

with this beautiful species.—M. If. 

5101. Orchid - house temperatures (Orchid 
hirer). I am verv pleased lo see what you have in 
flower. I think, however, you arc keening them somewhat 
too cool, and for some of the plants I may say much too 
low, which will impoverish them and tend to prevent them 
growing strong enough to flower next season. There Is 

another thing which is absolutely wrong in naming 
Cattlevn lahiata. You should not add any determinative 
point.’ It should neither have autnmnalis, vernalis, or any 

other definition, because the C. lahiata, as named by 
Mndlev, was an autumn flowercr, and this is the one you 
have flowering now, or some variety of it. I am also glod 
to find vou include the lovely Indian Crocuses in your 

collection. They are exquisite things.—M. If. 

5162.-Odontoglossum eugenes (?) (B. B.)—\ 

can scarcely tell what ' • • -'-ally is from the crippled 
ami deformed flower sent me, but ns you say you have 
but another similar one, I advise you lo cut It, and lo 
mark il as above, to which I think, perhaps, It may come : 
it so, when you get it established you will have a grand 

variety. You sav it was iiiqiorlcl recently with O. triiilu- 
pbans’, nml Ibis species is supposed lo be one of ils 
parents; the oilier one is sel down ns O. Pescatorel, for 
it is n supposed natural hybrid between those two plants, 
and the guesses of the parents of other genera have 
proved tolerably correct. 1 shall soon, however, get some 
verification ol these natural hybrid Odoiitoglossums when 
the seedlings raised liy Mr. Kcden, Maynard, and some 
others when they open their blossoms. But you have a 
plant 1 Imt w ill liim out n beauty, so take care of it. —M. II 

5UU.—Davallla pallida (Aralanehe). This Is the 
name of vour specimen marked with all; it is sometimes 
cull,si ll.’Mooreaiia ; hut Hr. Melteiiius told me before his 
Iasi illness that he had dearly made it out to Ik- this 
species, ami so I have ever called il. It has an under 

ground rhizome which brings young plants of tills species 
to havo very milch the appearance of Leueoslcgia Ini- 
niersa, hut as it grows Into strength the fronds attain a 
size never seen in that plant. They arc pale-green and 
persistent, and I have seen a plant fully occupying a 
siKice 6 foot or more through ; Ibis will give one some 
idea of tho size it will obtain, and In such eondlllons II 
slinplv looks majestic. It should he pot tel in good light 
yellow loam, mixed with fibrous pent, chopped up with 
a spade ami not silted, mixed with a good hit of sharp 
silver-sand, the pots to receive It living thoroughly well 
drained ; and U likes a very liberal supply of water during 
the growing season, and even III winter It "ill ho found 
a thirsty subject. Il likes also the temperature of a 

warm stove, ond to he treated to a liberal amount of shade. 

-J. J. 

5161.-Insects and Cyclamen-bulbs (Jar. rike 
amt.him Cotlh:i)ie). - The insects attacking tho roots of 
your Cyclamens, Ac., are the grubs of the Black Vine Weevil 
(t >tiorrh,vncu8nuleatils)or another Bpecies of the same genus. 

As far as I know there is no means of destroying the grubs 
hut picking them out from the roots of Hie plaids. The 
weevils are nearly black In colour, and alKiut half an inch 
long. They are very injurious lo the foliage of various 
plaids. They are very difficult to And, ns they hide them 
selves in tho’ most cunning manner during the day, only 
_ lining out at night to feed. Plants in [Mils should, when 
it is dark, ho shaken over a white sheet, and then lie care- 

fully searched with a strong light. Plants grown in (men 
lionlers are more difficult to protect from these beetles 

hut any stones or rubbish under which they might hide 
should lie removed. There is another weevil Iwlonging lo 
the same genus, otlorhynehiis picipes, which Is of a pale 
greyish-brown colour, whose grubs arc quite os destructive 
as those of the speelos described above. The beetles 

generally make their appearanco In May.—0. 8. .3. 

5165.- Cankered Apple-shoot (Mrs. Ilopkins), 
The Apple-shoot you sent is certainly very I sully cankered 
Canker Is rather a mysterious disease. It is generally 
supposed by fruit-growers to lie caused by the ro ts 
having tfrown Into Nome soil that does not suit them ; but 
according t» Mr. If. Marshall Ward, who Is one of our 
best authorities on tho diseases, canker is duo to local 
Injury or destruction of the cambium, the outer layer of 
the wood (that lust lieneath tho bark), which may bo 
caused by a parasitic fungus, or by Injuries caused by the 
weather Or Insects. Anyhow, us far as I know, it is 
incurable In most Instances. In some coses much benellt 
has been done lo tho trees by taking out the soil near the 
growing roots and Ailing in with fresh. "The wing 
less grub" which vou found on your Espalier-tree was the 
wingless female of the Mottled Humber Moth (Hybernla 
dc(olarlu). The caterpillars of the moth are most injurious 
to the voting foliage of Apple and other fruit-trees ; in dis¬ 
tricts where this Insect is common, means should he 

prevent the females (which arc always wingless) 
ding up Iho stems of tho tree* to lay their oggs 

_buds. The best means of accomplbibifiy this is 
n band of some sticky material wliioIi'HhS tnioou 

cannot crawl O'er, round the stems of th# tre^Sj 

*obi from the ground. The sticky material should not 
lie painted on to the hark, as that would be injurious 
to the tree, but should be placed on hands of |«ipfr 
not less than 6 inches wide, which are grease proof, 
and t hey should ho so carefully fastened round I lie 
Stems as to prevent any of the’ moths from crawling 
underneath. Various sticky compositions have been used, 
tar, cart-grease, and Davidson's composition, or a mixture 
ot cart-grcose, soft-soap, and train-oil. Whatever is 
used, care must he taken to renew it as soon as the 
composition ceases to lie sticky enough to entangle (he 
insects —O. S. S. 

NAMES OP PLANTS AND FRUITS. 

Any communications respecting plants or fruits 
sent to name should aheays accompany the parcel, which 
should be addressed to the Kuitok 0/ Uardknixo Ilur- 
TRATKD, .17, Southampton-itreet, Strand, London, W.C, 

Names of plants —A ralanehc.—1, l’olystichnm 
aiigularo prolifenim ; 2, :t. and 6, Varieties of Pteris serru¬ 

late cristate ; 4, Ncphrodium Hookori; 0 and 7. Adiantum 
fonnosiim; 8, Polystichum nngulare Wollostoni; l», 

liavallin pallida.-.1. Denning.—Cattleya pumila. —J. 
Maynard.—1, Cvpripedlum Lcenimm; 2. Bra««nu>ln 
glauca ; .3, I Julia nnceps Hilllann.-/,. Webster. — 1. 
Davallia elegnns; 2. Odnntosorln aculmta; ,1, Adiantiim 
Wlllesinmim ; 1, Diplnxiiim lanceiini; 5, Asplonium mo- 
nanlhomtim.— D. l'rcitl.—\, Adiantiim telmphylliun: 

Adiantiim tinctum; a, Adiantiim Morilxiammi; 4. 
Adiantum nssimiio ; 6. Adiantiim amablle ; 0, Adiantum 
hispidulum.-Olirer llayusmt.- Oncidium varicosinii. 
-T. 0. II.— 1, Niphobolus pertusus; 2, Colysis mom- 
branneva ; a. Phymntodos nigresoons; 4, I'liojK-ttis squa- 
mate; 5, Stcnosomia aurita; 0, Woodsia poiynlirhoides. 
-T. (lihsnn.—Balantium onlcltn.-.V. II.—Single 
Chrysanthemum Yellow .lane.-M. B.—Cypripedinm 

insigne. h'ane.—Erantlicmmn pulchelliun.—-John 
Thurlaway,—Aloe Sliccotrinn. Though not often seen In 

bloom, It is not nn unusual occurrence forit to flower -- 
II. //.- Chrysanthemums: 1, Potter Palmer; 2. Solid 
levant; a, Hereward ; 4. Alfred Salter; 5. I.' (sic des 
Plnisirs ; 6, Empress of India.-X" Xante.- 1, 4. ami 5. 
Specimens Insufficient ; 2. Pteris erotica ullio-lim-alu; a. 
Adiantum grncillimiim : 6. Pteris serrulate ; 7. Lygndiiim 
sei-undeiis. In future please solid better specimens. 
./. A'. Lmnlcy.—Chrysanthemums. The blooms were in 
had condition ; however, they were sent In an export to 
name, who names ns follows ; 1, Mine. C. Andigtiier: 2, 

Decayed, cannot name : a and M, Identical, Alfred Salter ; 
4. Vi viand Morel ; 5, (iloire dll Pischor: 6, James Salter; 
7. Mile. Lacroix ; 8, Queen of England ; 10, Proliahly C. 

Underwood. 

Naming fruit.— Headers trim desire our help in 
naming fruit must bear in mind that several specimens 
of different stages of colour and sice of the same kind 
greatly assist in its determination. BV can 011/1/ under¬ 
take tii name four varieties at a time, amt these indy when 
the above divert ions are observed, f.'iqxi id parcels will be 
refused. Any communication respecting plaids or fruits 
should aheays aecom/Htny the parcel, irhich should be 
addressed to the Kdttor of Uaiiukkimi 1 u.istnatkij, JJ, 

Southampton-strret, Strand, IsnitUm. W.C'. 

Names of fruit.—■/. />.—Apple may ho Wvken 
Pippin, hut specimen much shrivelled.-!■' Cornu. 
—Apple Whiter Pcnnnain.-II’. A. A.—Apples ; 1. War¬ 

ner's King; 2, Itoynl Russet; a. Roundway Magnum 
Itoiiiim : 4, Probably Five-crowned or I-ondon Pij.pin ; 5. 
Fruit shrivelled up,-it. M.—Pears: 1. (lion Morccfcti; 
2, Vicar of Wlnkfldd.-./. /’. Wink/ltid.—l’enra: 1, Pit- 
mnston Duohcsse : 2, Ileum' Rnnce.-Krerctt Dart ridge. 
—Nos. on fruit sent all del ached and mixed up so that we 

could not name them. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

BV should be glad if readers would remember that ice 
do not answer gurries by /nisi, and that ire cannot under¬ 
take to forward letters to correspondents, or insert gurries 
that do not contain the name and address of sender. 

II. JJ.—Apply to anv dealer In artificial manures.- - 
Lit,,. Apply to Mr, T. Jaiinoeh, Lily Nursery. Horsing 
Imin, Norfolk. A. .1. S.-Viv know of 110 hook Hint 
will help you so well as (IakiikVIXO ; send on cilleries. 
Thro. Alderman.—Apply b> the Publisher at this office. 

/,. II. Wharfdatr. - A pretty,hut not unusual form of 
Chrysanthemum. 

POULTRY AND RABBITS. 

Feeding fowls (Il.).—h\ feeding fowl* 
give them just as much food ns they Will pick 
up with evident relish, and to discontinue 
throwing down any as soon fta they have had 

enough. The querist does not give his Birds 
nearly enough to my thinking. A bushel of 
corn per week amongst eighty birds does 
not allow a very heavy quantity lor each feed ; 

indeed, the latter amounts to only a little more 
than half a gallon per meal for all—a ridiculously 
small allowance. It is no wonder that the fowls 
are constantly hungry. If bettor results are 

hoped for, extra food must lie given, harly in 
the morning tho birds should receive an allow¬ 

ance of meal mixed with boiling-water, and fed 
as hot as the fowls will eat it. Then in the 
afternoon, just before the birds are going to 

roost, give an allowance of hard corn. On no 
acc-mint feed between the regular hours. It is 
this which makes fowls disinclined to work for 
]tVe#flv[b|^ ffl^yn\rjCudy to run after any- 

*-u~ chances to walk amongst them.—L. 
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ROSES. 

.SHOULD ROSES BE PLANTED IN 

SPRINO OR AUTUMN ? 

1 am often tutketl my opinion upon the above 

question, and will try and give a brief note 

respecting it, with my reasons for arriving at 

certain conclusions. It is certainly best to 

plant Roses in the latter part of October or 

early in November on all kindly soils—i.e., such 

as light porous soils, or those that, although 

somewhat stiff, still have good drainage. On 

such soils Rosos will commence to root at once, 

and so get partly established in their new 

quarters Instore the rigours of winter are upon 
them. In soils that are naturally wot and 
heavy, in spite of a fair amount of drainage, I 

would prefer spring planting. In this ease I 
would plant timing February. Should very 
drying winds set in during March and April, 

spring-planted Roses arc helped very much by 
a sprinkling overhead once or twice a day. The 

wind dries the sap of the wood, and as the 
plants have not got their roots sufficiently 
established to lie able to draw plenty of extra 

moisture from the ground, tho strain upon thorn 

is too severe ; consequently tho wood shrivels, 
and in many cuses dies altogether. An 
occasional sprinkling at suitable times would 

have avoided this. Most amateurs must have 
noticed how very soon Roses form roots after 

1 wing taken up and relaid in the ground, more 
especially if the soil he of a light and porous 
nature, Generally speaking, these roots get 

torn off or very much inangled during the 
operation of replanting, and this is another very 
good reason for autumn planting. 

Moving thk Roses during autumn will also 

check the sai> and growth of any sappy or pithy 
shoots that do not promise to ripen up well or 
nuiekly enough to be safe during the winter. 

These facts, in conjunction with tho better 

Drainage of freshly moved soil, are all advan¬ 
tages in favour of autumn planting. Roses that 
have been planted early will give better flowers 

t han those planted in spring upon light ground. 

During some autumns, and when the Rose is in 
particularly good condition for early trans¬ 
planting, wo occasionally find the soil too dry 
tor the operation. In such coses either water 

the plants well before lifting and again upon 
planting, or else wait until rain comes. If the 

first plan is adopted you are certain to get your 
plants partly established during tho time the 

ground still retains a little of its summer heat. 
TVot the least advantage of early planting is the 

fact of being able to secure better plants and of 
tho variety you wish. It is also an excellent 

plan if your ground be wet and stiff to purchase 
the plants you require, and then set these in 

somewhat thickly, choosing a sheltered situation 
and using nicely prepared soil. By placing 
your Roses under trees you secure a dry soil for 

t heir roots, and at the same time obtain a great 
< 1 ea 1 of natural protection. You can transplant 

to the permanent quarters at the mosYogltaM 
r tmo, and the root* also itfeacMyan' 

being fresh and free from drying air: .-new 

minutes of the keen drying winds that arc often 
experienced do a vast amount of harm to t he 

roots of newly-lifted Roses. R. 

Tea Roaea “ Sappho ” and “ Mme. Jo¬ 
seph Godier.” -These comparatively now Tea 
varieties possess the sweetest scent to he found 

among these flowers, excepting Socrates. They 
are both fairly good growers and flower freely, 

while their colours are particularly soft and 
{(leasing. As pot-plants they have done cxcel- 

ontly with me since their introduction about 
three years back. Sappho lasts well when cut, 
and I have had it quite fresh eight days after 

having been cut from the plant. The chief 
thing in keeping cut-flowers in a fresh state for 

any length of time consists in cutting off the 
bottom of their stems afresh, using a sharp knife 
that will leave the cut clean and the cell pores 

open to allow of tho water asoouding freely. 

Flowers simply nut into water after being cut 
oft'tho plant will not do nearly so well as if they 
are recut before placing them in tho vases, &c. 
It isastonishinghow very Bhorta time will suffice 

to tlry up the bottom of the flower-stein, and 

while in this state very little, if any, support can 
be carried to the flowers from the water they are 
placed in. I also make a point of changing the 

water every day and of cutting a small portion 
off the stem at the same time. Hard water is 
hotter than soft for keeping cut-flowors.—R. 

5129.—Planting Tea Roses. These may 
l>o planted now unit onwards until March, pro¬ 

vided the weather keeps open ; but the Itest 
time is past. November is tiio best, month for 
planting Roses. From your description Teas 
should do very well with you, and I would plant 

in both soils. By this means you prolong the 
season of blooming, and would have no blank 

from the middle of June until sharp frosts are 
here again. If only one spot is chosen it does 

not matter which of your two soils it is ; all 

depends upon the manure you apply. Light 
soil needs close manures, heavy soil tho 

reverse. Twelvo good Teas for your district 
would be found in Anna Ollivior, F. Kruger, 
Perlc des Jardius, Souvenir d’un Ami, 

Souvenir do S. A. Prince, Mme. Falcot, 
Xafrano, M. Van Houtte, Edith Gifford, Mine. 
Hoste, Dr. Grill, and Mme. Lambard.—P. U. 

- Under the circumstances, I think you 
might safely get the plants in at once, if the 
present mild weather holds, protecting them 

with some dry litter or Fern if severe frost sets 
in. In a cold or exposed situation, or on heavy 
or damp soil, it woiild bo wiser to wait until to¬ 

wards the end of March. Tea Roses prefer a 
moderately light soil, if deep and rich, to a very 
heavy one, though something depends upon the 

stock on which they are worked. If on tho Brier 

they will do on stiffer ground than if the Manetti 
were employed.—B. C. R. 

-You may plant at any time in the 

autumn or winter when the weather is favour¬ 
able, but early autumn is as good a time as any, 

or tho spring. A lather warm and sheltered 
position should be selected for them, and heavy 

.or ’veL^clltH} rained well, as Tea Roces will not 

. Jicc ■ v?-dcr such conditions. £u 

howt^u), mr/bo Pghtentd by the addi' 

of road-sand. Tea-scented Roses are 

tardier than many would suppose, but in very 
severe weather it is wise to protect the plants 

with Furze or Bracken, or another excellent 
way is to mould up the plants with soil about 

0 inches in depth. Yon should succeed well 
with this section, as the garden faces south, and 
is fairly well sheltered, whilst the soil is light. 

—C. T. 
5141. — Marechal Niel Rose In a 

greenhouse.—Your plant is certainly grow¬ 

ing with wonderful vigour. Cheek its growth 
by stopping its water supply a little, and give 
os much air as you possibly can. You will get 

good bloom from the long growths if they can 
be matured, but not without this desideratum. 

I am afraid it is growing rather too late ; but 
ripen it as far as possible, and then out away 

the unripe portions. Next year try and get 

its growth matured somewhat earlier.—P. U. 

- It is unfortunate that the two strong growths on your plant should be the side shoots ; 
ut there is no help for it—it is just what many 

other vigorous-growing Roses uo. It is unfor¬ 

tunate, because, as you say, this late made 
Srowth is not well ripened. It may, however, 

ower later titan the main shoots ; at least, my 
plants do when they are in that condition. It 

will, however, he advisable to cut away at once 
this unripe growth, and another year pinch off 

these late shoots when they are 3 inches long. 
This will cause the main branches to extend. 

With such a vigorous plant you cannot do belter 
than to cut all the growth back to a suitable Iioint when the parts left are well up to the 
ight. Do this as soon as the flowers are over, 

and you will have for the next year's flowering 
many long anil vigorous shoots ; but do not get 

anxious if tho cut-buck parts do not start into 
growth again directly. They will lie sure to do 

so all in good time to make good flowering wood. 
—J. C. C. 

5138. — Roses for an arch.—You name 
Perpetuals, but I do not imagine you wish to be 
confined to the Hybrid Perpetual class. The 

real Perpetuals are found out of this section. 
Choshunt Hybrid, Bardon Job, Turner’s Crim¬ 

son Rambler, Mme. I. Pertere, and Climbing 
C. Lefebvro will all give you a great contrast to 
those you have ; all of these are dark. Mine. 

Be ram, L'ldoal, and William Allan Richardson 

are also distinct, and good for your purpose. 
These last are different shades of deep orange- 
yellow and apricot. L'ldeal is particularly 

sweet scented.—P. U. 

- If you would like a sweet-smelling 
White Rose, with clusters of neatly-formed 
flowers, you may choose Mme. Plantier. It is 

quite hardy, and not such an unruly grower as 

some others. Mme. Gabriellc Luizet is 4 good 
Rose, and quite a change in colour, and will 
make all the growth you want for your purpose. 
A good dark-crimson Rose will be found in 

Climbing Victor Verdier. If you want a good 
yellow you may select L’ldeal.—J. C. C. 

5116.—“ Moss Roses.”—'The Glory of tho 
Sno©refill cjibtriii liny way interfero .with the 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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Violets, Snowdrops, Winter Aconite, and similar 
dwarf bulbs, if you take care not to plant too 
close to the roots of the Roses so as to injure 
them, as the bulbs, take very little nourishment 

indeed out of the soil. The most beautiful 
garden 1 have ever seen for colour was planted 
with Carnations or Roses, both classes in 

distinct groups, and you may use also Tufted 
Pansies, or such annuals as Mignonette. In 
many of the parks one sees the latter used, 
and nothing is sweeter ami prettier than this 

old favourite.—C. T. 

— For autumn you might have the Autumn Crocus in 
variety (Sternbegria lutca). The Chinodoxa (Glory ot 

the .Show) is a charming thing in spring. Neither these 
or' the autumn flowers mentioned abovo will hurt Die 
Hoses.—E. H. 
-"Tuliynally" may safely put any bulbs among 

these, but I would only choose those coming into bloom 
early. By this means he will secure his crop of them 
I adore Die leaf on the Roses is loo dense to allow of their 
full beauty being seen.—P. II. 

MHW.-- Backing for button-hole Roses.—The 
most |K»pular plants used for backing Roses are Ailian- 
turn cunextum and Asparagus ntumosus; but these 
require some amount of heat. I nave seen very dainty 
lmtton-holes of tho Mahonia and Roses, Just a little of 

the bronry-chocolate 1-stage of the former, to bring out 
the refined and beautiful colours of the flowers. Roses 
are always charming when their own leaves are used, and 
this re-mark applies to flowers in general. l\ T. 

GARDEN WORK.* 

Conservatory. 
The Chrysanthemums arc now thinned out considerably 

lvidv Trevor Lawrence is a very useful white for Christmas 
cutting when cut down in May or June, and kept cool 

after housing in October. Good whites are always in 
demand. The groups of Chrysanthemums gradually 
gelling smaller, there is now plenty of room for other 
subjects. A group of cool Orchids, where Orchids arc 
grown, will be a very attractive feature. Bulbs are now- 
coming In plentifully, and good specimens of Arum Lilies 
are very effective, and in the buoyant atmosphere of the 
conservatory are very lasting. C.vtisus or Genistas, (-'.anted out in the bonier, soon make dense hushes which 
lower continuously from October to March, when, if they 

ar - c it into shape, they may have all the summer to make 

an 1 ripen growth. Tho Genista makes a good wall plant, 
an I I have used it to form arches In the conservatory, 
waich, with a little trimming and trnining, were very 
cfestive. One of the features of this class ot plant, when 
set out In the bonier, is their exuberant health anil 
treed >m of blooming. The old Coronilln gluuca is not a 
fashionable flower, but it Is very useful at this season, 
nevertheless. Camellias are now very bright, and the old 
Double White is still one ot the best for cutting ; flnibri- 
ata alba is also a good white. White Azaleas are now 
to be bad in quantity where the plants have hod their 
growth well ripened. Deutsche Perle soon opens its 
bulls in a temperature of Ik) degs. to OJ dogs., and at this 
early season the flowers will keep a long time. The 
watering now will require Judgment and care. Certain 
clawos of plants require liberal supplies. Cinerarias and 
Camellias, tor instance, must not he allowed to get dry, 
and weak stimulants may be given to plants coming into 

flower, or with many buds still to open. A night 
temperature of 6ll degs. will now do very well. There 
may, of course, be a little fluctuation around Dlls figure, 

but we will take BO degs. as tho minimum. The day tom- 
IH-ralure must, in a great measure, depend upon the 

amount of sunshine we an- favoured with, as I should not 
recommend strong Arcs for the purjiose of keeping up a 
very high day temperature. Chinese Primulas should he 
kept iu a light position, and not watered too much, 
t'n-laniens will do well under similar conditions. Bouvurillos 
should ho placed at the warmest end. If starved the 

plants soon get shabby, anil when that condition arrives 
belter dry them oil and cut down. Poliisettins, when they 
cease to no effective, should lie gradually ripened off by 
withholding water, and may then tie taken back to the 
cjo! stove. 

Unheated Greenhouse. 
Tills house will not yet be without flowers. In spite of the 

one or two rather sharp frosts we have a few Chrysanthe¬ 
mums still in good condition. Christmas Roses are 
charming, and hushes of Laurustinua and the Naked- 
flowered Jasmine are as tresli as possible. Another useful 
little shrub is the Andromeda flnribundn ; the little white 
boll-shaped flowers are very- lasting. There is a good deal 
of decorative value in the Kiionymus family when grown 

under glass. If the frost comes very severe the )>ots must 
bo protected with Cocoa-mit-flbrc or something©!.©. I>o not 
forget when the frost comes to stay for two or three weeks 

that covers on the upright glass and also on the root will 
tend very much to the comfort and safety of all plants not 
absolutely hardy. Water, except for the Laurustinus and 
other hardy subjects, will not be much required. 

Stove. 
Dcnilrobiums, Cypripcdluuis, end other Orchids will he 

more or less in evidence now, and very charming they arc. 
j-d in a well-furnished stove, with a night temperature of 
i>- degs tot: degs . there will he man-.- other interesting 

ikiugsin blossom. ThcCcntradcnias roses and floribunda, 
l--ntas carnea and rosea. Plumbago rosea, Euphorbia 
tplendensand jacquininflora. Begonias in variety, Justiciae, 

and many other things, both hard and soft-wooded, arc now 
yielding'blossoms for cutting and other decorative pur¬ 
poses. Gloxinias have, in many instances, started, and 

are now making leaves, and will shortly show flower in a 
warm, moist atmosphere. Watering is always a work ot 
earoat the. season. Never water any plant without rapping 
the side of tbe |x>t. This is the gardener's best Wat when 

• /ft cold or northern district* Hit ODfraJJone referred 
to under "Harden Work" mail loi ilonjf/rnmUailcyt 

in doubt. The condition of many things may be instinctively 
known without this test, but no one should water ant- 
plant about the condition of which there is the faintest 
kind of doubt without tapping the side of the pot. 

Orchard-house. 

At the present time the trees will be outside, and the 
house occupied with the Chrysanthemums ; hut these will 
soon be over, and after the cuttings arc secured, and the 
plants cut down, the latter may lie moved to a cool pit, and 
the house got into condition for the return of the Peaches 
and other fruits which are grow n in pots. For the most 
part the necessary potting and top-dressing was done, or 

should have been done, in autumn, before the leaves fell, 
and the roots will now- tie working into the new soil. It is a Sreat advantage to do all this kind of work before the leaves 

avc lost all their influence upon the roots, as the impulse 
then given will be continued steadily throughout the winter. 
Peach-trees amt other fruit-trees in pots which are well 

managed should not require much pruning now. There 
will tie the usual shortening of snags, and the removal or 
shortening of superfluous shoots. A good knifeman passing 
through a lot of trees always leaves things better than he 
found them, even though much is not required. Alter the 
pruning wash every part ol the tree with an insecUcide of 

sufficient strength to destroy all insect life. 

Ferns under Glass. 
Keep the plants free from deads fronds. The glass 

cannot be too clear over Ferns now, as although at the pre¬ 
sent time there is not much risible growth movement, the 
buds at the Imio will soon be nil Die move, and light is un 
important factor in giving them a good start. Young Slants of tho hardiest Ferns in a|>ot-bouiid condition may 

avc a shift now ; but, osa rule, all mayremain os they arc 
for another month or six weeks without injury. Then the 
collect ion must lie gone through, and whatever polling or 
dividing is required should have attention. Ferns should 
not, as a rule, lie dried off. There are exceptions to this, 

like all other rules, but very few Ferns are the belter for 
drying off. Maiden-hairs nmy occasionally bo cut down, 
but llio now growth will start away dircctl). 

Window Gardening. 
The main thing to keep in mind is to be ready for 

sudden frost, and to this end water should tie sparingly 
used. By this I do not mean that onlv a little should lie 
given, os'all plants when watered should have enough to 
moisten all the soil, but no more should be given till the 
plant really requires it, whether that time remains a week 
or longer. ’ Everybody has to make the best ot their means 

about Christmas and the new year, and something may lie 
done with hardy things, such as shrubs, An:., with a lew 

flowers in the salient points. 

Outdoor Garden. 
Cover Christmas Roses with hand-lights or cloches. The 

plants ill dry borders arc not flowering so finely this season 
in consequence of Inst summer's drought. Make new beds 
of Lily of the Valley. Work in plenty of leaf-mould pre¬ 
cious to planting, and mulch with rotten manure afterwards. 

Violets arc not likely to flower so well this season where 
the water supply has been short, the red-spider haring 
injured the foliage. A note should he made of these 
matters (or future guidance. Bee that standard Roses are 
securely staked, and mulch all newly-planted Roses with 
good manure. Deciduous flowering shrubs may be planted 
in open weather. The ground should lie well broken up 

to give them a fair start. Rearrange old shrubberies. 
Old overgrown Lilacs, Syrlngas, and things of like 
character, should lie grubbed up, and young plants of 

hotter varieties set out in their places niter the ground 
has been trenched up and manured. There is plontv' ot 
room for improvement in old places. This is not the best 
season for pruning flowering shrubs, os hard pruning now 
will cut away next season's flowers. The best time to finino deciduous flowering shrubs is Just as the flowers are 
nding. The new growth will soon till up, and w ill have 

plenty of lime to ripen and produce blossoms, flush or 
tree Ivies are verv ornamental now, especially if of large 
size. Time is required to produce a large bush. Imt when 

once established the growth of the green-leaved varieties 
is very rapid. They are easily propagated from cuttings. 
Sctxls are of no use, os most, If not all, Die seedlings will 
go hack to Die type. Manure and dig vacant flower-beds, 
though it is a question if there slioulil he any vacant beds 
now. Fewer beds and always full should be the order of 
the day, ami to this we are working round. A bed full of 

Wallflowers or Bromplon Blocks, the seeds for which cost 
next tuiislhing, are better thou nakedness. Then there 
are Primroses, Tufted Pansies, Daisies, Forget-me nots, 
Silenes, and other tilings, all ot which can he propagated 
at home to make tho beds and borders bright in spring, 

when everybody is hungering alter flowers. 

Fruit Garden. 
Hurry up arrears in pruning, and apply a dressing for 

insects. Fresh lime is cheap, and is not halt enough used. 
Nothing stimulates a tree more Dion a dressing of fresh 
lime, where the hark lias a tendency to Moss formation. 
Apply it when the branches are damp, so that most of it 
may stick. It will ultimately wasli down to the roots, and 
so a double beneflt will be obtained. In nailing or 
lying the brunches of frees to wall or trellis leave room 

tor Die brandies to grow. Much injury Is done by tight 
ligatures. Cut off suitable wood to form grafts. Ail who 
have a good collection of hardy fruits should do this, as if 
all are not required at home, there is always Die chance of 
having the pleasure ol supplying friends who have inferior 

varieties to graft. Get tnc early vinery and Pcach-liousc 
cleared, theborders top-dressed, and all made ready for 
starting. Pot-Vines may he started at once with a night 
temperature of 60 degs. Figs intended to bo forced early 
should be pruned, cleaned, and trained. If grow n iu pots, 
apply a rich top-dressing, or, if necessary, repot. Figs 

in large pots may be carried on for a long time with rich 
top-dressings and liquid-manure during growth, and when 
weakness sets in, prune hard back and reduce the root# 

and start again. Figs in a pot-bound state may have large 
slices pared off the nails with a knife with advantage, as 
thev soon make new ruols. Keep full-grown succession 
Pines rather dry at the roots for a lime to induce starling. 

It in pots, lifting the pots out of tho plunging-bed will 
administer the necessary check to cause tho fruits to surt , 

hen the warmth and nioisturo is applied again ; hut this 

yiig treatment must not he continued too loug, or tno 

Vegetable Garden. 
Hitherto there has been no stoppage in the work through 

stress of weather, and the winter Greens have profited by 
the mild weather to make & lot of growth, which in the 
event of sharp frosts will suffer considerably. To save 
the Broccoli in a season like the present they slioulil be 
heeled in, and where this lias not been done it would be 
wise to see to it at once. Autumn Cauliflowers and 
Broccoli have been very fine, and those still uncut must be 

protected when frost is expected, or they will be spoiled. 
Mint, Sorrel, and Tarragon arc now required hi a green 
state in good establishments, and to keep up a succession 
there must be a command ot heat, when relays of roots 
may be placed in os required. There must also be the means 
of protecting Parsley and Chervil to ensure a supply in 
the case of bad weather setting in suddenly, llo not 
overw-ater Lettuces in frames, or the leaves and hearts 
will not. The demand for moisture in cold frames is now 
of the slightest, especially where air is not given freely. 
Celery and Cordoons must lie protected from frost. Take 

up Asparagus-roots for forcing in anticipaUon of frost, 
and lay their roots dose together and cover with long 
litter, to be ready when wanted, so that there may be no 
break in the supply. When the new year comes in 
Asparagus may lie forced in the open ground, if there is a 
good stock ot fermenting materials. When grown in 
single rows trendies can be opened between the row* 
w hich are filled with manure ana leaves, the row of plants 
being covered witli movable boxes. The trenches need 

not tio verv deep, as the fermenting material may be built 
up above the surface by the sides of the boxes. Usually 
some soil is taken from between the rows for blanching 
piii-]K)8cs, and this can lie levcjled down again after cutting 
ceases. The advantages of this kind of forcing is it does 
not destroy the plants. After a couple of year* it will 

force again if desired. E. Huhuay. 

Work In the Town Garden. 
Many Orchids succeed fairly well in the atmosphere of ; 

moderate-sized town, or in the suburbs of London, Aic.a 
indeed, I know more than one grower who manages a 

selection of these interesting and popular plants with really 
wonderful result in quite the heart of the East-end. Such 
kinds ns Odontoglossum Alexandra- and others, Dendro- 
biums of sorts, most of the Oypripcdiums. amt notably the 
beautiful Cailogriic cristate, which flowers at mid-winter 
with a very moderate amount of warmth, thrive with a 
reasonable amount of care, ill even the most unlikely 
places. The majority ot those mentioned, as well as 
many others, succeed best in what may be termed our 
intermediate-house—that is to say, iu a house or pit where 
the heat seldom falls below SO degs. in Die winter time, 
and never below tf> decs., rising to 66 degs. or 00 degs 
during Die day, amt with a summer range ot 00 degs. to 

#1 degs. or so.’ A constantly humid atmosphere is a neces 
sity—atany rate, during the whole of the growing season— 
and ventilation must be cautiously, anil, os a rule, s|wr 
ingly given, and with a due supply of water at the root, 
the failures will tie few. Consequently, the plant.-, 
associate well with the more tender description of Ferns, 
Palms, and other fine foliage plants—Dracnmas, Gloxinia*. 
fee. — and, indeed, in a town garden a house full of this 
class of plants, it carefully tended, will often give more 
satisfaction than a greenhouse proper. Now that the plants 
are, (or the most )mrt, at rest, is a good time to 

buy Orchids, anil then they liecomo accustomed to 
their new surroundings and treatment from the very 

commencement of growth. On the other hand, w-hat un¬ 
known as "hard wooded" plants, including Heaths, 

Boronias, Chorozemas, Aphlexis, Eriostcmons, Oenetyllis, 
Thibaudias, and Olliers that were far more commonly 
grown half a century ago than now, do not as a class, 
thrive at ail well in Hie murky atmosphere of a large 
town or city, anil should consequently be avoided. Odiili 
enough, Camellias are however, capital town plants, and 
so arc the charming mid most useful forms of Epacri*. 
with Bouvardins, Myrtles, and even the quaintly prrtt.i 

Australian Correas. Common Frimroses, grown in pot*, 
arc now in full lilooin in either a cool greenhouse or a 
frame, and at once sweet anil suggestive of future possi - 
tiilities ot spring. Violets, however, arc useless in town 
gardens, liotti indoors anil out, and the same may lie said 
ol Roses, while Pansies do not thrive os in purocountn 
air amt soil. Seed catalogues will soon be coining in. and 
making out the seed order for next spring is a nice occupa¬ 
tion tor one or two of the long evenings. Always depend 
chiefly upon well-tried favourites, with a few small packets 

of something new by way of trial only. B. U. R. 

THE COMING WEEKS WORK. 

Extract* from a Garden Diary from Decem¬ 
ber iiJrd to December 30th. 

Potted another batch of Tuberoses and plunged them 
In Cocoa-nut-fibre to make roots in cool-house. Mm ol 
plants of various kinds to fim-lng-hoiis -for early flowering. 

Filled a small pit with Strawberries In pols. The night 
temperature will be about 60 degs. Put in more cutting, 
of Chrysanthemums. AU those Chrysanths going out of 
bloom have been cut down, and many of the duplicate 
have been thrown away; as they will not be required it i* 

useless keeping them. If a wet day comes the pots will 
he washed and packed away till next season. Pruned, 
cleaned, and trained Peaches in a late house. Borders 
inside have had a good soak of soot-water. It is stir-c 
lating without encouraging gross growth. Looked ov.r 

the choice alpincs on rockery, and placed a thin mulch of 
Cocoa-nut-flbrc round the root* of a few which appeared 
to ncod a little protection. A few tiling* have been 
sheltered by placing clOchce elevated on stones to keep off 
heavy rains, and vet permit ot a free circulation of air. 
Alpincs in pots, of which a few arc grown as duplicates, 
have been plunged in a bed of ashes up to the rim in a 

cold pit. Lights will he drawn off on every favour¬ 
able opportunity. Pruned and trained hardy climhin - 

plants on walls. Tender things, such as Ccanothu* 
will be leit unpruned till spring. Herbaceous bordi r. 
have all been mulched with snort manure. Finish- . 
pruning hardy fruits, except Peaches, Apricots, 
and Figs; the latter aro at present covered over wit), 
$pnu4o T-ISt brunches, and will remain so till the end . ! 

iked over,fruit stores to remove decayed fni.t 

iiidJbsM’iniiWMTO Mid Beans on south border. 
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1’lantetl more Lettuce and Cabbage-plants. Made up new 
Mushroom-hods. Clearest out one exhausted bed anil filled 
space with Senkak-root.s. I’lanteel a house with Cucum- 
tiers to como in about next Easter. Lookcel over a house 
now In bearing to stop and retaliate growth ; very little 

knife work is required where the plants arc looked over 
once or twice a-week. Plants which are permitted to 
run will not hear so freely as when every shoot is pinched 

one leaf beyond the fruit; but every shoot which shows 
will not be permitted to remain on now Moved a few- 

late Poors to a leniperatiiro of <10 dens, to bring up flavour 
and make the flesh more melting. S|«nt half-a-day in 

dusting lime over Apple-trees in orchard. More lime 
might fie used, or rather It might be used more frequently : 

it cleanses and brightens the bark. Made up a range of 
hot-beds for Asparagus, Potatoes, and Horn Carrots. 
Trenched and manured a piece of ground for Onions next 
season. Turned over compost heaps. Moved a lot of 
early Broeooli to a deep, cold pit. Shall cover with mats 
and dry litter should frost occur. This fpit twill 

secure a supply for a long time, as In many plants the 
hearts are only Just forming, and as Hie check given has 
been slight the hearts will continue to grow, and they may 
be cut as required. Put new stakes to standard Roses 

where required. Re planted Box-edging where it hail 
lioeomo a little patchy from using weed-killers. Rain 
came unexpectedly shortly after the weed-killer was 
used and the Box suffered in several places, tbmailed 
Peaches on walls. Pruned laitirels anil other evergreen 

shrtths, where used for undergrowth, to keep Inittoms 
well clothed with leaves. When permitted to grow up 
the bottoms get thin. 

country call Whitewootl. The ad van t ago of 

tliefic withes is that the stake can be kept at 
least 6 inches from the tree, which effectively 
prevents the stake rubbing the tree, tut in the 

case when tar cord is employed. The stake is 
driven firmly into the ground, a thick wad of 
straw is placed on each side of the fruit-tree- 
stclli, to bo made fast to the tree by fustening 

the withe around it by means of the loop which 
should be made at the end of each. A turn is 
then taken round the stake, another round the 

tree. The end of the withe is then made fast 
half-way between the tree and the Htake by 
winding it round the parts which stretch from 

tree to stake ; the end of the withe is tucked 
through the twisted parts and made fast. It is 
not possible for the tree alone to he moved by 

the wind; therefore, if the stake is driven 
firmly into the ground, the tree must lie secure. 
These withes last a year, the stake, two, as a 
rule. Simply renew the withes and the trees 
are again made secure. In aU country places 
these withes can be hod without much trouble, 
but, failing them, No. 8 galvanised wire would 
answer very well. Sometimes the ties slip 

down the stem of the tree and the stake, owing 
to the constant pressure put on each during 
windy weather. A tack into the stake will 

remedy this.— H. 

STARVING FRUIT-TREES. 

Thf return of the winter, when pruning and 
manuring is usually performed, offers a favour 

FRUIT. 

GOOD MARKET PLUMS. 

With me, in the South of England, the follow¬ 
ing varieties are generally the best—viz., Rivers' 
Early Prolific, one of the best of very early 
Plums, being fully ripe at the end of J uly on a 
wall, and very little behind this 

on bush-trees. Early Orleans, 
another excellent early sort that 
succeeds well as a bush tree, 

very prolific, and good for any 
purpose ; makes a good succes¬ 
sion to Rivers' Prolific. Vic¬ 

toria, too well known tonecd any 
description, is the very best 
Plum in cultivation for crop¬ 

ping anrl for any purpose for 
which Plums are grown ; as a 
cooking Plum it has no rival, 

the flesh being thick and tho 
stone small, and when full}- ripe 
it is also a very excellent dessert 

Plum. Jefferson, a beautiful 
dessert fruit, very rich in fla¬ 
vour, and, I think better than 
bush or pyramidal trees than 

from a wall. Pond’s Seedling, 
one of tho largest of Plums, 

with very handsome fruit, ex¬ 
cellent for kitchen purposes. 
Coe’s Golden Drop, one of the 
finest late Dessert Plums in cul¬ 

tivation, being most delicious 
in October, as it will bung until partially sliri- I able opportunity for calling attention to the fact 

veiled on a wall, quite ripe to the end of | that fruit-trees are starved in many ways, be- 
October. Green Gage is still one of the best sides that of withholding the necessary applica 

I'lum ' Gisborne'*." Engraved Irmn a photograph sent by Mr. J. 
Mayle, 1.13, Parliament street, Derby. 

flavoured of all Plums, and a good liearer, 
and Gisborne’s (here figured) is a capital 
medium • sized kitchen I’lum, of a greenish- 

yellow when ripe. The tree is an early and 

abundant bearer. H. 

Staking fruit-trees.—It is quite true 
that a lot of fruit-trees are planted and not 
staked. More is the pity, lieeause it is not pos¬ 

sible that standard trees can stand erect 
with but a more handful of roots in some cases 
to balance the head. I make a practice of 
staking all standard fruit-trees the same day 
that they are planted. Some persons, I know, 
leave them until a favourable opportunity 

occurs. In the meantime most likely a strong 
gale of wind springs up, accompanied with 
heavy showers. No matter how carefully the 

roots may have been spread out when planting, 
it is impossible for them to remain so for any 
length of time when the trees are being blown 

about by the wind ; some, perhaps, are blown 
quite down. The old-fashioned plan of placing 

the stake close to the tree, or at least an iucli 
or so away, then binding a piece of sacking or 
straw around the tree-stem, to l>e after secured 

o the stake with the familiar tar cord, is a plan 
not to be recommended nowadays. There is 
nothing to equal a withe made from a sapling ; 

either Hnzel or nlmost any kind of/eo^mce 

wood that will twist Bdl! AOBVverjjyN^thmiil 
better than the shoots of the commoiTwuU 
Guelder Rose, which many persons in the 

tions of manure, without which it is impossible 
for any time to keep on producing heavy crops. 

It has been proved over and over again that 
cnipping Vino-borders is ruinous to tho Vines, 
and not a profitable proceeding to the owner, 

for the simple reason that more is lost in the 
crop of Grapes than is gained by any produce that 
can be grown on the border, and this is applic¬ 
able to other fruits os well, and it may be laid 

down as a general rule that as the roots will 
extend quite as far from the stem as the top of 
the tree reaches in height that this distance 
should be kept sacred to the roots, and mulched 
and tended like a good Vine-border, if fruit of 
the finest is to be grown. Yet what do we find, 

as a rule, in small gardens ? The vegetable 
crops are planted right up to the stems of the 
trees on the plea that they cannot afford the 

space necessary to give the fruit-trees a chance 
of having their surface-roots undisturbed, and 
it is no uncommon thing to see the soil being 

dug over when the tree needs every root to 
swell up its crop, and the best surface-roots are 
cut oil' or rendered useless by reason of being 

mutilated when they ought to be undisturbed. 
Some vegetable crops are not so bail as others, 
but almost any of the Cabbage tribe arc so 

strong rooting and gross feeding that they will 
soon starve any fruit-trees into a weakly, 

debilitated state, from which it is no easy 
"latlfil recover them. If you point 
oi A^lJirjilun of starving fruit-tree 

' oh^Jct, tlie preliabilities are that vo 

metby the reply that it is done in much 

gardens than theirs, and must be right, but the 

fact of its being clone by people wbo otight to 
know better proves nothing more than its being 
an established custom that takes a long time 

to overcome. Mixed flower-borders hitve much 
to answer for iu starving fruit-trees ; if you pass 
along some garden walks you will note that fruit- 
trees, either as espaliers, bush, or pyramids have 

lieen planted a few feet from the edge, and 
(lowers of some kind have been planted to make 
the garden gay ; but it is all ut the expense of 

the poor fruit-trees, for, ulthough they grow 
away finely together for a few years, it is only 
a question of time when the strong herbaceous 
plants will get the mastery of the fruit-trees. It 

seems odd that a tree should lie starved by a 
plant, but it is all a question of rooting power, 
and u bed of Chrysanthemums under an Apple or 
Pear-tree will soon starve it to such an extent 

that the fruit will he useless. If you wish for 
fruit of the finest that can be grown, plant your 
t rees on good soil, and keep it solely to their use, 

for it is the worst economy to attempt to grow 
two crops on one plot of land, and to do this pro- 
Krly the fruit garden should be quite distinct 

im the flower or vegetable garden. If inter¬ 

mediate cropping is done at all it should lie at 
such a respectful distance from each other that 
the roots of the (lowers or vegetables cannot rot 
the fruit-trees, or ussuredly the fruit-trees will 

get tlie worst of tho contest. 
James Groom, Go*port. 

5132.—Forcing Strawberries. — Tlie 
demand for forced Strawberries lias of late years 
been very errat ic, and the fancy prices generally 
fall to those who are close to and understand 

the market. Of course, the oarly fruits, if good, 
fetch the best price, but they nro perishable 
goods, and want very carefiil packing, and 
should not be too ripe before gathering. The 

same tiling depends upon what variety they arc. 
For sale large fruits are best. Good British 
Queen always sells well. Try and find a customer 

before the Strawberries are ripe.—E. H. 

- If you can get the fruits ripe towards the 
end of March or early in Auril, you may possibly 
make 8s. to I Os. per pound of them ; but to do 
so reouires a lot of heat and great experience 

and skill, while the plants will only produce a 
few fruits apiece, and the rigiit sorts must he 

employed. Much depends, too, upon the size, 
quality, and colour of the fruit. To force them 
til us early the plants ought to be started very 

shortly now ; but you must not push them very 
hard, or give too much water, until the flowers 
expand.—B. C. It. 

5125.—Planting: a Vine.—Plant the Vine 
early in March, when the buds are moving. 
Dram the tub by putting from 4 inckei to 
(i inches of broken bricks or other rough 

material in the bottom. The soil should be old 
rotten turf and a little old manure, mixed with 
a little bone-meal or Thomson’s Manure. Tho 

Patent Silicate Manure is cheaper, and Vines 
do well with it. A couple of pounds may be 
mixed with each bushel of soil.—E. H. 

5120.—Best Raspberries.—Carter'* Prolific and 

Baimifortli's Seedling are excellent varieties. Both crop 
freely, and have a good constitution. It an extra large 
fruited variety i* preferred, cut out the latter and siitaii- 
tnte Northumberland FiUliasket.—8. I*. 

- A splendid Raspberry—profitable, free-hearing, anil 
producing large fruit*—is Superlative, and thl* should 
certainly be one, whilst of the others select either Baum- 
torth Red or Red Antwerp, cs both are good.—C. T. 

-Faatolt, though smaller than some of the more 
recent introductions, is a very free hearer, and is still 

largely grow. Hornet, Norwich Wonder, and Superlative 
are large-fruited kind*.—E. H. 

3107.—Grafting a Cherry-tree.-Chcrry-tree* are 
generally budded in July or August, but they may be 
gritted early in April, when the sap is flowing freely.— 

5090. — Rats in a garden —“ M. L. 
Williams” should write to McDougall & Co., 

Manchester, and ask them for their preparation 
for rats. The next step will be to find out the 
rat-holes, and apply the preparation as directed 

There is really no excuse for those who are tor¬ 
mented with rats in gardens, when, as in the 
present case, they seem to burrow in the open 

proraifldlHIt. is #Hen they take up their quarters 

J L * ' sesi <rnd\ strains that extei - 

lomes a/serious matter.— 

‘"WTBWWeHAMPAIGN 
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THE KITCHEN GARDEN. 

LATE POTATOES. 

"W. H.” and “ R. S.” enquire as to the char¬ 
acteristics of the Scotch Champion Potato, and 

also ask for the names of other good late kinds ? 

In general qualities the first named (see illus¬ 
tration), when true, comes between the Scotch 

Regent and the Irish Rock, embodying the good 
flavour of the former and the hardy constitu¬ 
tion of the latter. Like other Potatoes, the 
eating quality varies much, according to circum¬ 
stances as regards soil, climate, and cultivation ; 

but it may be safely classed among good table 
sorts. Occasionally, when the locality 
and season arc alike favourable to its 

development its table qualities are quite 
first-class. The Champion is a strong, 
rank grower, and should be allowed a 
fourth more space between the rows and 

sets than that which ordinary kinds 
require in planting. It is, perhaps, the 
latest field Potato to ripen, the haulm 
remaining fresh when that of all others 

is withered: it should, consequently, be 
planted earlier than is usual for late 
sorts generally in order to do it justice. 
It will grow and yield remarkably well 

on poor soils where other kinds would 
not succeed, and, altogether, is to be 
highly recommended for a main crop in 
every garden and farm where large 
breadths of Potatoes are grown. It 
cannot, however, l)e too prominently 

kept in view that, to fortify its disease- 
resisting properties, and also to secure 
at their best its other good qualities, a 
thorough change of seed should bo made 
each season. Other good late kinds 

are as follows : Magnum Bonum, Dun¬ 
bar and other Regents, the old Pink 
Eye, a capital Scotch Potato, ami School- 
master. It, 

KITCHEN CARDEN NOTES. 

At this season of the year draining, trenching, 
where it may be curried out, the turning out of 
old rubbish-heaps, and burning coarse refuse 

may be attended to. Burnt refuse, of which 
there cannot be ton mush in any garden, is a 
most valuable fertiliser, as well as a capital pre¬ 
ventive against, insect pests, especially those of 

a root-outing nature. Instead of allowing all 
such coarso refuse to lie in n heap to decay, and 
perhaps be an eyesore ns well, the quickest and 
best method is to burn it, not only to get- it into 
a smaller compass, but for its valuable propor- 

ties when so reduced. For heavy soils its value 
especially cannot be too highly recommended 

for pointing into the surface immediately preced¬ 
ing cropping. 

DrainiNu.—If the soil is to prove productive 
it must bo in an efficiently drained state, so that 
aeration may follow, as without this the crops 

cannot thrive. A badly drained soil on account 
of its coldness attracts frosts, especially lute 
spring frosts, which often prove so destructive 
to tln> tender crops in low-lying positions. As 

a guide to go by, trial holes should be dug 2 feet 
or 3 feet deep, and if water collects in tTieso it 
is quite evident that draining is necessary. 
I training need not be a costly undertaking— 
that is, if there is an outlet for the water us it 
collects in the drains. To gauge the number of 
drains required it is liettor to lay out a certain 
number first, say Iti feet or 20 feet apart, and 
upon the completion of these other test holes 

should be dug intermediate between them, and 
if the water stands in these instead of draining 
away, it is evident that more are needed. The 
drains should be cut straight, taking out the 
soil with proper draining tools, commencing 
wide at the top, at least, in comparison with 
the depth of the drains, tapering down to there 

living just room to lay the tiles. This narrowing 
down is very important, as if the bottom should 
be wider than the tiles these latter roll aland, 

and cannot be properly fixed in their places. 
All cross drains should run into a main drain, 

which should be lower than the rest, and have 
an outlet to drain the water right away. The 
drains are best left open until the whole are 
formed, so os to note moro clearljytln* drawing 

off of the water. rWben-alLis, reatly, a • (jf( 
ballast or small Minkerfj should iVfifcVplaoc-cL 
over the tile before filling in the soil. 

Soil.-BVRNISff.—The benefit of burned soil is 
j well known. Of course, this has reference to 
clay land, which often needs some such addi- 

1 lion. Hard-burned material is of little value, 
excepting for ballast. Do not attempt large 

heaps, as these are the more likely to become 
hard burned. Email heaps are the liest. To 
proceed with the work first prepare a fire with 
small coal, and when well alight this will act as 

a feeder to the smaller tires. A ring of clay 
should bo formed about .1 feet over, and within 
which place the fire, taken from the larger fire 
(irepared for the purpose. When a body of fire 
ins been formed draw some lumps of clay 

around, sprinkling small coal amongst them, 

Potalo “Scotch Champion." 

and ns these became alight add other clay and 

small coal until the heap is formed. This may 
lie about .'l feet in height, which is quite large 
large enough for garden purposes oil a small 
scale. If so desired the heaps may stretchout 

to several feet in length. No chimney is 
needed, as tins would defeat the end in view, 
but if at any time it should burn through at 
the sides this must be promptly put right again. 

Directly t he heap is sufficiently burned it must 
lie opened out. 

Cl.KARIXC OUT RUBBISH-HEAPS.—When, the 
ground is frost and siiow-IkiiiiiiI this is good 
work. Not that rubbish-heap material forms 
very good manure, but it is useful for heavy 
lanil, opening it up and adding humus, whielt 

this class of soil is so deficient in. It should 
be well worked over, forking out all the coarser 
refuse and burning it, returning the ash to the 
bulk. Some freshly slaked lime may also lie 

added, not merely for hastening decomposition, 
but for the destruction of the pupa1 and larva) 
of insects. After adding the lime allow it to 
remain for a week or two, afterwards again 

turning it well over. This material comes in 
very well for dressing ground intended for 
Potatoes. V. 

til04. Size of Tomato-house. —The 
length of a house for Tomatoes may lie anything 

from Hi feet or 12 feet, long up to that of Mr. 
Ladd's hugostructureut Nwnnloy, which stretches 
nut to no less than (ISO feet, though generally 
speaking the larger the better, as Tomatoes 
tiirive liest where there is plenty of space and 
air. As regards the width 1 consider that from 
20 feet to 25 feet, or even 110 feet, is liettcr than 
less, as it permits of two pathways living made, 

with two narrow side lieds or borders, and one 
wide central one, and in this way one can get in 
among the plants liettcr to train and trim them, 

or gather the fruit, while more light and air is 
nlso admitted among the plants. Again, a 
Tomato-house should be moderately lofty, for 
plants of most varieties will attain a height of 
ft f.-et to Iff feet, or more, during the season, and 

on this account also it is liettcr to be compara¬ 

tively wide.—B. C. R. 
-If profit is the main consideration the larvcr the 

house the better, ns a large house can be built cheaper in 

proportion to size than a small one. A useful size would 
be 24 feet wide and too feet long, .i feel to caves, ami 

| 14_fcet to the ridge. A path should run all round/*. 
LAIwtajjjtre tied may lie 10 lect wide, and the Bide lusts' 

\ Tiro —Growing two cropW 
"toes.—You can certainly do as you sugg*^0.^\ 

by taking the cuttings early—say, in May—and 
growing them on in 6-inch or 7-inch pots out¬ 
side, ami planting them in the houses directly 

you pull the first batch out there should lie a 
break in the supply of not more than two or 
tli ree weeks. Plants from seed sown early in 
January ought certainly to produce ripe fruit 

early in May, if kept moving on all the time. 
But by means of judicious “feeding” the same 
plants may be kept on fruiting right through 

until the end of October at least, especially in 
moderately lofty houses, such us these. Not 
long ago I saw a lot of plants that after fruiting 
from the beginning of May until July, and having 

roached the top of the house, which was low, 
were untied, bent down at the bottom, and then 
trained up again, and were thus kept going 
until the end of October—with plenty of nourish¬ 

ment, of course. Except in thedepth of winter 
the plants do better planted out than in pots, 
while the labour of watering is also vastly less. 
After the end of October a good deal of heat is 

necessary to ripen Tomatoes properly, though it 
might be just managed in the smaller structure, 
which I imagine would he warmer than the 
other. A hatch of late Chrysanthemums would 
probably lie more remunerative on the whole. 
When cutting old plants down, the liest way 

is to secure a young growth or two from the 
base previously, then cut away the old stein, 
ami with a genial temperature and a light top- 

dressing they will grow away all right.—B. C. It. 

5137.- Culture of Seakale.—Early in 
March is a good time to plant the roots. Strong 
plants can lie bought for about His. per Kill. 
These would give u supply of Kale the following 
year. Smaller ones wotdd do, but more time 

would he required to have them ready for forcing. 
Raising a stock of plants by sowing seed m 
April is very often practised. This is the 

cheapest way : hut two years are required before 
satisfactory results arc obtained. If this latter flan is adopted sow the seed in shallow drills 

3 inches apart. The year following treat the 
roots as advised subsequently. Seakale is a 

very accommodating vegetable ns regards the 
soil'. It will succeed in nnv good garden soil, 

K-ovided it is deeply dug and liberally manured. 
eavy soil should he prepared at once, so as to 

lie in good order by the time planting is done. 

Trench the ground 2 feet deep, leaving the clay 
at the bottom of the trench and retaining the 
top soil in its present position. Work in as 

much decayed vegetable-refuse and rood-grit as 
is possible within 1 foot of the surface. When 
the roots are received early in March cut off the 
crown just below the junction where the leaves 

spring from. If this is neglected the roots will 
throw up n truss of bloom from each crown, and 
the development of this will interfere with the 

future crop. Tho whole energy of the roots 
should lie concentrated in the free growth of 
leaves and a crown in the centre, front which 
the succulent leaves that are edible the season 
following are procured. When the crown is cut 

off', t wo, and sometimes more, shoots spring from 
just below where the severance took place. 
These growths should he thinned down to one, 

choosing the strongest, of course. Plant the 
roots in rows 18 inchos apart and 15 incites in 
the rows, if it is intended to take up the roots 
for forcing in the greenhouse, stoke-hole, or any 

such building that is fairly warm and can lie 
made dark. If the roots are to give thoir pro¬ 
duce upon the ground where grown by covering 
them with pots and manure, three roots should 
he planted anglewisc, 6 inches apart, allowing 
2 feet 6 inches lietween each clump. In planting 
it is a good plan to fork the ground over again, 
leaving it loose when finished. Cover the heads 

a ith 2 inches of soil. The ground must he kept 
free from weeds during the summer, and con¬ 

stantly stirred with a Dutch-hoe. This accele¬ 
rates growth, and the more this is encouraged 
the better are the prosjiocts of success.—S. P. 

5100. - Growing Mushrooms. —To oven 
five harrowfuls of fresh stable-manure, after 
the longest straw lias been shaken out, add one 

h irrowtul of sandy-loain, and thoroughly blend 
the whole together. It will lie better to collect 
sufficient to form a lied at the same time, and 
when the heap has got warm turn it over and 
intermix, ana make up the lied, building it 

solid cl I Ttelfeize and depth of the bed should lie 
1gneatev-if madoiii| au juihcated building than 
Iw'hererailtlincliul ia used. If made against 

1^^^^ width will he 3 feet, 
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15 inches deep at the back, and one foot at the 

front. When made on the floor of the building, 
make the bed in the shape of a ridge, 3 feet 
wide at the base, rising to 2J feet, the sides 
being made round. This gives a good deal of 

surface for the production of Mushrooms, and 
such beds retain the heat a long time, and are 
easily covered should covering be nccssary. 
Bury the loam, then there is not much danger of 

overheating, and the l>eds are more lasting, and 
time is saved in turning and fermenting the 
manure by tlio old system. When the tempera¬ 
ture of the bed is steady at 80 degs. to 85 (legs, 

it may be spawned. This is usually done 
by breaking up the spawn into pieces about 
1 j inches in diameter, and placing them just 
under the surface of the manure about 9 inches 

apart, all over the surface of the bed. After 
spawning make firm again, uml when the spawn 
is running freely place 1 h inches of sifted loam 
over the surface of the lied, and beat down flat 

with the spade. A light covering of litter 
will check evaporation, and if the peat declines 
too fast the covering may be increased for the 
purpose of keeping in the heat. The spawn 

must be good, and if several beds ore at work 
in the building at one time there will lie 
warmth, except in severe weather, without lire- 
lieat ; but it is always desirable to have some 
means of heating, as Mushrooms cannot begrown 

in a lower temperature than 55 (legs. K. H. 

4927.—Early Tomatoes for market. 
—Respecting “Mr. H. Drury's” reply to the 
above query, I have no doubt but that this 
gentleman's scedliug from Iforsford’s Prelude is 

a like variety to the well-known and highly- 
esteemed variety Conference, which latter was 
raised from Prelude. I grow Tomatoes by the 
ton, and have them going all the year round. 
I also give the greater portion of new varieties 

that from time to time appear a trial, and I 
could a tale unfold concerning many of recent 
introduction, which would not, 1 fear, please 
the raisers. There is, however, a variety which 

was sent mo for trial by Mr. 15. Rnvcnscroft, 
of Iflcld, Crawley, Sussex, named Ifleld <lem,and 
1 have no hesitation in saying that it is the very 
highest type of excellence in the Tomato way 
that has yet come under my notice. The plant 
is a very close grower, and appears to do even 
lietter in pots or boxes than planted out. Kven 

now (December 7) 1 have plants on slight 
bottom heat not 3 feet high, with four and five 
trusses those not (i inches apart—setting freely. 
The fruit is borne on single and double-branched 
racemes, 1 (earing from five to nine fruits each, flat - 
tish-round in shupc, weighing from Sox. to8 ox. 

each. The colour is grand, being a glossy 
brilliant crimson, and the fruit is solid anil 

weighty. The flavour Ls not by any means the 
least point, and 1 can say that it surpasses all that 
I have ever tasted, and" for eating in a raw state 
its refreshing sub-acid flavour is pleasant indeed, 
in addition to the above-named qualities it is 

early and comes on very quickly. In April 
this year I cut from this variety a fow days 
sooner than from Sutton's Karliost of All, and 
t ho appearance was so far superior to the latter 
that I intend planting Ifleld (1cm in all my 
early houses the coming season. I believe it 

is a seedling from Conference, crossed with a 
targe-fruited American sort, and much resembles 
Conference in foliage, but of thicker sulistanee, 

mid the leaves havethe peculiarity of standing out 
from the stem in a stiff horizontal position. As 
regards raising Tomatoes for early work so 
ns to have fruit ripe in April, seed" should lie 
sown at once on slight bottom-heat, uml when 

well up removed to a shelf near the glass in a 
temperature from 55 degs. to 00 degs.— 
3*. F. L. «., Jrnuy. 

5003. Seaweed as manure. -In reply 
to this question, allow me to say that Seaweed 

is one of the very best manures that can lie 
used, not only for the purposes named of a top- 

dressing to Seakale and Asparagus-beds, both of 
which naturally grow by the seaside, but also 

for the general run of kitchen garden crops. 
In this locality it is used extensively, ns we 
have a good many allotments let to cottagers 
favourably situated for collecting Seaweed, as 
the tide ebbs and flows in creeks close by, and 

leaves a great quantity of Seaweed, that is 
collected at low woter., and dug ii/o the 
land when quite fresh, IftWd’Gf hiivV blAi 

assured that not only are tin crops finer than 
where ordinary manure is used, but that root 

crops, such as Carrots, are much less attacked 
by wireworm, and the slugs do not appear to 
like the saline properties of the Seaweed. As a 

dressing for flowers it is highly spoken of, and 
on light soils it retains the moisture for a long 

time.—J. G., Go«]>orf, 

50.53.—Replanting Seakale.—You may 
safely transplant this now, or at any time, 
up to the date it commences to grow, but, except 

for forming new beds, it is not necessary to 
transplant Seakale, for if it is strong it can be 
lifted and forced ill heat, or covered with Sea- 
kale-pots, and then with fermenting material; 

but it the object is to form permanent beds for 
forcing in the open air it is now a good time to 
perform the work. Any good kitchen garden 
soil will grow Seakale, although it naturally 
grows in loose, shingly soil by the coast. Young 

one-year-old plants arc the best for planting to 
form permanent beds. Seakale is readily in¬ 
creased by pieces of the fleshy roots cut into 

sets, and allowed to form crowns before planting 
in open air in April.—J. G. II. 

rust.—A large Tomato.—Vos, there is a lingc- 
fruiteU variety of this name, but it is a great coarse tiling, 

useless for market purposes ami but little Rood for any- 
Ihintr lull curiosity. From what I have seen of it I would 
not give it house-room.—B. 0. R. 

ORCHIDS. 

f'ATTLF.YA WAP.St KUTC'Zr. 

In reply to several enquirers, “ B. ('. D.,’- 

“ H. It.,” &e., this plant is doubtless more 
familiar to some Orchid growers as (,'attleva 
gigas, a name it obtained in Belgium when flrst 
introduced in a living state, and before it was 
recognised ns being identical with the C. 

Warscewiczi, of Retehciiltach, which had been 

('attleya Warscen iexl. 

discovered by the grand old collector, whose 

name it bent's, as far back as 1848. It is a 
native of the province of Medellin, in New 

Grenada, where it is said to grow upon the 
branches of the forest trees, which are well 
exposodio sun and air, and which grow in the 

nciqhlwi rlnyul of water. It is one of the 
|l oKBrfjiWmg and most magnificent (yillovap 

who^'ufl bloom that lias yet been discovered, 

but it hns not hitherto proved to be so frtaU 

flowering as many others of the lubiata section. 
Neither is robustness a sure indication or 

guarantee of flower to follow, for I have seen 
very many more plants blossom which lmd made 
medium-sized bulbs than I have of the very 
large and robust form. It lias stout pscudo- 

lmlbs, which support a large single oblong- 
obtuse leaf, which is very thick and leathery 
in texture and deep-green. The scape (sec illus¬ 
tration) rises from between an oblong Bpathc 

and bears from throe to five flowers, which 
measure from 7 inches to 8 inches in breadth 
and some 9 inches or 10 inches in length ; sepals 

and petals soft-rose colour or rosy-mauve; lip 
very largo j the sides erect, rolled over the 
column ; t he front portion large and spreading, 
crisp at the margin, and of a rich purplish- 
crimson, flushed with violet in front, and bear¬ 
ing an cye-like blotch on each side of the throat, 

which is usually sonic shade of yellow. It 
appears to generally flower during spring and 
summer, but I have seen it blooming in Novem¬ 
ber. The variety Snnderiana is found in the 

district about La Palma, and affects the same 
positions as the typical plant. The large spread¬ 
ing front lobe of (lie flower is rich purplish 
magenta. Its treatment should be the same 

as that so often recommended for C'attleyus of 
this section, but it appears to enjoy a slightly 
higher temperature than most of them. 

M. II. 

ONCIDIU M FL KX UOS L'M. 

In reply to the earnest entreaty of “Orchis,” I 

append the following reply, also to the appeal 
ot “A Perplexed One.” Both my friends 
appear to have succeeded in a fair way with the 
cultivation of this Oncidium, as the first- 

named one has the plant now flowering. My 
other correspondent lias it showing flower, hut 
one of his perplexities lies in his finding some 
buds in the morning eaten oft' and lying upon 
the stage, and he has kept a careful watch and 

ho does not think there is anything to eat them 
off in the two houses. Weil, that may lie all 
true enough, but my friend says nothing about 
the cockroaches. Has lie, too, kept a careful 
guard over t licsc pests? If so. why then I give 
his problem up; but if not, set about the 
extirpation of the cockroaches speedily. It is 

not often they trouble themselves ulxmt such 
an Orchid as Oncidium tlexuosum, hut generally 
select somo finer and lietter tiling, some plant 
that the owner sets more store on. Now at 
once get some phosphorus paste and put it down 

on and about the plants ; also search and look 
in any and every empty (tot there is in the 

house, go carefully through your plants hanging 
in eurthenwaro baskets, and all those occupying 
standing pots, especially those with slits or 
openings in them, and efip them carefully and 

thoroughly, and any cockroaches that are 
dislodged kill by crushing them under your 
foot. It is quite astonishing what destruction 
is wrought by these things, when one only hns a 
fow flowers as at this time of the year, which 
perhaps would not be noticed in the fuller 

flowering season, or it would not give so much 
concern, while the enemy is growing both in 

size- and numbers. Now for my friend 
“Orchis," and his entreaty. He says his plant 

is flowering, but that it isWnt in what 1 used 
to call a sprawling manner, and the roots front 
the bulbs Bprciui out into the atmosphere. 

When these plants want repotting, should he 
put.the roots down into the soil? Well, no. 
I should take a fair-sized branch of wood and 

put into the pot with the plant, and so bring it 
upright by tying it with bass, and allow the 

roots to be quite free if they so liked, and when 
I repotted it still allow tlie roots to rove at 

liberty, if they feel so disposed. I never 
knew thc roots of Oncidiums, t'attleyas, or any 

other Orchids to take kindly to the soil into 
which they were forced. Train them over the 
soil and give them an opportunity of going in if 
they choose, but do not bury them by force. 

Matt, Brambi.f.. 

DENDROBIUM KINGIANUM. 

“Bf.merton” asks for the habitat and right 

treatment of this pretty little Australian 
smtrow^I liiivlihad some largo specimens of 

* ‘' ' growers of 

the plant, 
HUM- IlllVe 
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not. seen it, and therefore have no idea of what rajemcs of bright-rose, and requires more heat 

it is like. This Dendrobe was discovered by I than the others mentioned. It is not very 

Bidwill in South Queensland just about lifty j diliicult to grow, and produces its scapes from 
years ago, and sent to Kew, and named by him the base of the pseudo bulbs without leaves, 

in honour of Captain King. The plant is very I You may also have C. vestata. Cattleya Triame 

distinct in growth, which makes it all the is a lovely Orchid, and suitable also for a cool- 
botter remembered, being erect, with the bulbs bouse arc such Odontoglossums as O. crispum 

clustered. These are each about 3 inches high, or O. Alexandra-, which are really the same, O. 

swollen at the base, becoming smaller towards 1’escatorei, and especially the cheery little 
the top. Upon the top are borne the leaves, O. Rossi maj us, which varies in colour, sometimes 

which are usually in pairs, though sometimes with more rose on the lip. The sepals are, 
more than double that number are found on however, as a rule, pure-white, also the petals, 

them, and these are of an oblong-lanceolate except that the latter are barred with crimson- 

shape, and thick and leathery in their texture, chocolate, the lip being white. The flowers last 
They are persistent, lasting for several years, a very long time in full perfec ion. Codogyne 

the colour being of a rich deep-green. The cristata is one of the most popular of all Orchids, 

raceme comes out from the top of the stem 

between the leaves, and is slender and free- 
tiowered, the flowers being about an inch across, 

and of a dull purple shade of colour, varying 

its flowers are pure white, except a little yellow on 
the lip, and borne in racemes. Then you may also 

select Dendrobium nobile, Lycaste Skinneri (a 

very useful species, the flowers large and pure pui. 
somewhat in different individuals, but in none white in the more expensive variety alba), 
so much as to make it a showy plant, although Masdevallia tovarensis (pure-white, flowering at 

inidi it does belong to the Speciosa section of the 

genus, to which such kinds as 1). bigibbum, 
I). Phala-nopsis, D. laminum, I). superbiens, and 

several others that could be named also belong, 

and these are tine ornaments in our stoves. 
Rut to ret urn to D. Kingianum. The flowers last 
a long time in perfection, and thus tend to make 

amends for other shortcomings, blit I recently 
saw in Mr. Smee's garden a tine white form 

with much longer spikes, having racemes about 
a foot in length, and bearing many pure white 

flowers. It is called album, and is very well 

named. There are other forms with whitish 
flowers, but near the typical plant in size and 

in the length of raceme. Now, a little about 
the culture of this plant, which may be grown 

on a block of wood, but this is only in the young 

state, for this its tufted habit suits it capitally. 
In a pot it succeeds well if the receptacle is well 

this season), Mesospinidium sangnineum, Onci- 
dium tigrinum (the flowers richly fragrant like 

Violets, the lip yellow, sepals and petals barred 

with chocolate colour), and Orchis foliosa, a 
splendid Orchis for pot culture. The last 

mentioned is quite hardy, but does well in pots. 

It bears a bold spike of bloom. C. T. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

THE MISTLETOE. 

With the approach of Christmas and the general 

use of this parasitic plant (see illustration), 
a few of my readers may like to have a 

note upon its propagation and culture. 

Viscum album is the botanical name of 

the Mistletoe, and it has been used upon 

drained, keeping the plant well up to the glass festive occasions for centuries past. It^ is a 

in order that it may have the full benefit of the native of Europe, and also grows wild in Great 

light and all the sun that shines. I have, and Britain. A great many ancient superstitions 
many others besides me also have, kept these have been associated with the Mistletoe, and at 

plants cool, in fact, quite cold, because they one time it was supposed to possess considerable 
(•nine from Australia, out we have found by medicinal virtues. Rut I will get closer to my 
experience that this was very wrong, and where j subject, and first of all state that this parasitic 

we have had the plant to thrive the best was in plant prefers the Apple as a host plant. It may 
the Cattleva house. Pot in good peat-fibre and be grown upon several others, and the following 

chopped Sphagnum Moss, and rest the plants represents the order in which they are esteemed 

in the temperature of the cool-house. They by this shrub : Poplars, with tke exception of 
bloom during the winter and early spring the Lombardy variety, Crata-guses, Limes, 

months. Matt. Bramble. Maples, and the Mountain Ash. I think its 
rareness upon the Oak, combined with the 

| religious ceremonies already associated with 

5123.—Orchids for a cool greenhouse that tree, had much to do with the Druidical 
—The following will succeed well in a cool worship accorded to it. In France, and also in 

greenhouse, and the best of all for the purpose the fruit districts of Herefordshire, the orehards 

is Oypripcdium insigne, which produces a wealth are much infested with it, and a regular trade 

of bloom at this season 

of the year. It is cheap, 

easily grown, and will 

thrive well in an ordi¬ 
nary greenhouse. It is 

a native of Sylhet, and 

there are many varie¬ 

ties, Maulei being one 
of the principal, but if 

you get the ordinary 

formit willsuflice at pre¬ 
sent. During the summer 
the plants require no 
artificial boat whatever, 

and Orchid growers, as 

a rule, keep them in far 

too high a temperature. 
The flowers of the Lady 
Slippers last long in 

good condition after 
being gathered fully 

three or more weeks, 
and are proof against 

fogs, which is a very 

important point in your 

case, as you live in a 
town. Adaaurantiacais 

a useful species. It is a 

compact growing, ever¬ 

green kind, the flowers 

bright orange-scarlet in 
colour, and blooms freely in t he autumn and early 

spring, when it makes a bright show in the 
house as the colour is so distinct and vivid. It 

also lasts a long time in beautv^^ Bletia 

hvacinthina has rosy-nurnle flowers,irequu-iag a 
good loamy soil and jdVh A4/fWiitferViifiitA.: e 
growing season. Calanthe Veitchi produces 

Mistletoe on an Apple-tree branch. 

is carried on eacli year. Some authorities state 
that no harm accrues from its presence, but as 

it derives the whole of its nourishment from 

the-jhost plant, with the exception of what it, 
ofjfain atmospherically, 1 do not think this 

httdiVLwill hold good. HoweveHK'|W|®£n§|I 
tittle harm that my readers need not feat to. 

grow a tuft or two of their own. The berries 

arc not ripe at Christmas, and to Ik; successful 

some of them should be saved upon a branch 
either stuck into damp soil or placed in water 

until the early part of March. A better plan 

still is to procure a few from a growing plant; 
but 03 the birds arc very partial to them there 

is some little difficulty in this. The bark of 

a young shoot between two and three years old 
is best to place them on, and although they may 

be simply crushed upon it by the fingers, it is 

much better and safer to proceed as follows: 
Make a couple of cuts in the bark of this shape 

It is of importance that the top of 

these cuts face to the centre of the tree ; why, I 
do not pretend to say. Lift the tongue of hark 

gently, and press the berry beneath ; the tongue 

will retain the seeds until they germinate. 
Perform the al>ove operation upon the lower 

side of the branches. There are two reasons for 
this ; first, it is more protected from birds and 

sun ; also the water from a succession of wet 

days will not put a stop to germination. 
During early summer, when the seed has pro¬ 

duced a couple of leaves, bright sun will often 

wither them up before sufficiently established 
upon the host plant. This is avoided to a great 

extent by placing them on the under part of the 

branch, and birds are kept away by a little 
muslin being fastened around the spot. There 

is no harm in trying several, because the 
majority of them will perhaps succumb during 

the summer ; if not, any overabundance can be 

reduced by tearing them away. P. U. 

FORCING SHRUBS, ETC. 

After the turn of the days it may be deemed safe 

to introduce into a moderate warmth a few plants 
each of the hardy shrubs which have been duly 

prepared for early forcing, by correspondingly 

early potting in the case of home-grown mate¬ 
rial, if not already established and previously 

forced, or by using imported plants for first 

early work. One of the most reliable of all 
shrubs for the earliest use is 

Lilac Charles X. : it will force wall in a 
fairly brisk heat, although I would not advise 

undue haste when it can lie avoided. Another 
Lilac of which I am disposed to think we shall 

see a good deal more of is that called Mme. 
Marie Legraye ; it is not apparently quite so 

dwarf as Charles X., but it flowers very freely 

whilst still of small size. Being a pure-white 

it is an excellent companion to the first - 
named. These I start early, on a bed 

of leaves with a gentle bottom - heat 
under pot - Vines already breaking. The 

moisture thus obtained will assist an early 

break without the foliage getting too much 
in advance of the flowers. Large plants 

of Lilacs which are still in the open ground, but 
are intended for forcing, had better be lifted 

and stood in boxes or baskets in readiness with 

some soil pressed firmly around the roots, but 
unless compelled to do so I would not start these 

p hints too soon. Next to the Lilacs, note should 
be taken of the 

Early Rhododendrons ; those which flower 

naturally whilst the weather is still cold are the 
best kinds to select for early flowering. Of these 

the various forms of R. Nobleanum in scarlet, rose, 
and light shades of colour can hardly be said to 
require forcing, flowering so exceedingly early 

in a natural manner. I have often wondered 

why more use has not been made of this 

valuable early Rhododendron. Then there are 
the varieties of R. pra-cox and also one called 

Early Gem ; these lining dwarf kinds do not 

occupy too much, whilst they flower profusely, 
being useful either for cutting or in the 

conservatory. Of theearlydeciduous Azaleas, the 

mollis section are by far the best; where these 
have prominent budsand a good number of them, 

they should be started with the Lilacs. For 

the earliest blooming, I prefer those plants of 
A. mollis which have been potted up for one or 

two years and have plenty of roots without any 

of the check consequent upon lifting anil 
potting. Of 

Roses, only t hose which are thoroughly estab¬ 

lished should lie started early, and these even 

should not have any undue amount of heat. In 

private gardens tne Peach-house just about 
.started .-will, suit them to a nicety. A few 

pants of the1 Guelder Rose duly prepared can 
j"li)ce0ijie | .s&o^i. Of plants which 1 

consider if. advisable for the present to defer consider it advisable 

A-CHAMPAIGN 
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placing in heat are the Deutzias, Prnnus sinensis 
ftorepleno, Kpir»a confusa, Andromeda flori- 
bunda, and kalmia latifolia. In a few weeks 
these will give much better results, taking 

them then in successional order as quoted. 
What is really needed when dealing with these 
early-forced shrubs is plenty of moisture to 
induce them to start into growth kindly. 
Three or four syringings during the day, with 
another at night-fall or in the evening, will be 

none too much. I)o not allow them to suffer in 
the slightest at the roots from want of water. 
Where it is possible to accommodate them all 
upon 

A p.f.d of i.eaves with a gentle warmth, mois¬ 
ture also arising therefrom, they will do mneli 
better than if stood upon stages or on a 
dry bottom. As to sueeessional batches, it is 

USEFUL SHRUBS. 

St. John’s Wort (Hypericum). 

This genus contains some handsome plants, for 
the most- part shrubs and under-shrubs, but in¬ 
cluding a few herbaceous perennials and annuals. 

The Rose of Sharon (H. caiyoinum) is probably 
the most familiar ; but there are other shrubby 
species of much beauty. Some of the perennials 
are good border anil rock-garden plants, and the 

best of these is H. olympicum, one of the 
largest-flowered kinds, though not more than 

soil is very suitable, whilst the rising shoots 
in spring receive sufficient protection from frosts. 

If the plants arc not large you may have Borne 
of the dwarfer Lilies ; but you will find all the 
information you need in the notes referred to.— 
C. T. 

The Laurnstinufl.—Having regard totho 
extreme paucity of hardy plants that bloom 

naturally in the winter, it is somewhat surpris¬ 
ing that Laurustinuscs arc not much more fre¬ 
quently grown. How much moro pleasing in 

form and beautiful now would 
flue bushes be on lawns than are 
no many of the dark, dingy, 
Howerlesa PiiuiMCK so common in 
small gardens. 1 have seen 

several fine bushes of t he Laurus- 
tinus blu,iming must profusely 

, . J ubuut Surbiton, and in front of 
■n one garden was an old hedge 

kept in place by annual pruning, 
almost the entire ton and front 
of which were full of bloom. It 

is is really a wonder that small 
Laurustines are not commonly 

'4 \ grown in pots for greenhouse 

\ ) decoration during the winter, 
especially in comparatively cool 
houses where tender plants fail 

Ax /t, to flower.—D. 

"it 13. — Sun-dials. I am 
not acquainted with any book 
on the subject of sun-dials, and 

1 do not see how any one is to 
gel practical matter enough to 
make a liook on the subject, 
seeing that with a suitable dial 

and a compass it is not a difficult, 
matter to fix them. Once in 
my time I hail to assist in set¬ 

ting a sun-dial. The fixing of 
flic base of stone was a simple 
matter for a practical stone¬ 
mason to do, the only difficulty 
being to get a perfectly level 

one foot high. It is known by its very glaucous surface for the under side of the dial to rest 
foliage and erect single steins, with I,right yellow upon. It was not so easy, however, to sot the 
flowers, each about 2 inches across. It forms dial accurately, for the work was done in the 
handsome specimens that flower early, and its autumn, when bright sunshine did not. occur 

value as a choice border plant can scarcely lie every day, without which, and the assistance of 
overrated. It may be propagated easily by a compass, it is impossible to fix them in a 

cuttings, which should bo put in when the reliable manner. My instructions from a clever 
shoots are fully ripened, so that the young London optician wero to liavo the dial fixed 

plants may become well-established before punctually at noon when the sun was shining 
winter. H. Klodes is a pretty native plant bright, and when the compass indicated its 
suitable for the banks of pools and lakes. H. correct southern position. This would bo at 

nummularium and humifusnm, both dwarf twelve o’cloc ’ 
trailers, are also desirable for the rock garden, days for the 

WORK IN SHRUBBERIES. 

Now that the shrubs, after the leaves of the 
deciduous plants and trees liavo fallen, arc being 

cleaned up and put in order, there arc also a 
few additional items worthy of notice. Of 
course, the cleaning up and making tidy can be 
done in a perfunctory manner and ’ nothing 
further attempted, but by taking note as the 
work proceeds, it is often possible to improve 

the appearance by removal here and there. 
Whcro shrubs arc overcrowded (and who has 
not seen them thus':) it is thus easy to remore a 
smaller one that is being overgrown by a larger. 
If this kind of work lie left until 

A SI. John's Wort (Hypericum ohlonsifnliuni). 

a more 
favourable opportunity, that, will not come for 
jxissibly another twelve months ; so my advice 
is to do such removing at once. As the work 

proceeds it will not be a difficult matter to 
find room for these surplus plants; at lenst, 
I do not find it so. Deciduous shrubs 
should also be pruned where found necessary, 

but by all means avoid the clipping process as 
illustrated in a practical, but ugly manner 
oftentimes in our public gardens. I have a 
strong aversion myself to the shears. On the 
other hand, by the judicious use of the knifo or 
pruning scissors in thinning and regulating the 

growths, a deal of good may bo done; and if 
this work be always followed up, the shrubs 
will always bo kept in order. These remarks 
have also an equal bearing with evergreen 

shrubs. In doing the work, however, in any 
case the flowering proclivities of the plants must 

be duly considered. At this time also there is 
another item worthy of notice. It is that of 
layering such as the Auculias, the common and 

Portugal Laurels, or anything else available 
around the margins. This can be done 
easily by having a few pegs always at, hand, 
doing the work so as not to make it unsightly. 
No further attention will bo nenessarv, but 

in twelve months’ time there will ' be a I Rhododcndron-lnals. 
lot of useful little plants at hand, which 1 
without, doubt can lie put to a gixid use. 
If so be they are not wanted at once, they can 

lie liedded out in rows, to remain thus until a 
place is found for them. In this way I have 
propnguted numbers of those shrubs, which are 
now large plants serving a good purpose, where 

otherwise the ground must liavo remained liare. 
Ill some spots seedling Hollies and Rhododen¬ 
drons conic up spontaneously ; so also do Yews. 
These can lie placed in more favourable ground 

and left for a year or two. Laburnums I have 

also from seed now of a flowering size, which, if Aniiroiii'eilaH.^'&a 
left where they germinated, would probably Oypripediums. Ac 
liavo succumbed liefore now. Commoner things, - If you 
as Horse Chestnuts, Sycamores, Ac., f 

trouble to secure where .found neecssi 
one way or another it. itFfldltl^iiiiksiw 

the shrub presentable without any 
expense. 

trailers, arc also desirable for the rock garden, days for the sun to appear to show its position 

Owing to their dwarf compact growth, several at that particular hour. The slightest inove- 
of the shrubby species are well suited for the ment of the dial after it is once placed in posi- 
rock garden. Of these, the best are II. icgyp- tion would, of course, niako it inaccurate as 
tiacum, barbariouni, empetrifolium, Cons, regards indicating the correct time. In the 
pat,ilium, uralum, and oblongifolium, the one case to which I refer a thin layer of Portland 

hero figured. The last three are larger than the cement was spread on the stone liase to receive 
others, but as they droop they have a good the dial. This work was left to the lust 
effect among the boulders of a largo rock garden moment, when the dial was put on and after- 
or on banks. H. Hookerinnum, triliorum, wards adjusted at the right moment of time to 

aureum, and oricutulu are among the kinds its proper position. It was then weighted for 
having some beauty; but the species from an hour or two to allow the cement to set before 
wanner countries than ours are apt to disappear the work of cleaning off the stone was completed, 
after hard winters. (1. If you apply to an optician you will have no 
- difficulty in gett ing one. Messrs. Negretti and 

Til in. Plants In Rhododendron beds. Zainbra, of London, supplied the one to which 

—Lilium aura turn and some of the hardier I refer.—J. U. C. 

forms of lancifqlium wi^"lrnes do wed ffi r(0Sr,._Name of a Lily._i h|u>uM 

there is a doubt about these, you l.ad'bctter say that the Lily mL. sneciosum, 
plant the double and single forms of the Tiger aomet.mea called L lancifohurn. The bulbs 

Lily (Lilium tigrinum). These are quite har.lv, shou.ld ? replanted ex cry two years, re¬ 
am! not so particular os regards soil ns many of the H.nall bulbs, and if you have low 

the other forms. For Rhmlodeudron-bcds you shn‘ «“h “ Kdinua, plant amongst then., 
want erect-growing plants, and those that flower this Lily likes a pent soil, and Hie richly 
after the Rhododendrons are over. If there is ■;oloure«l flowers are a strong contrast to the 

sufficient room you may choose (lladiolus ‘‘^P'Y “l0/1™1 foliage of «Jie Kol ia. H ere 

gai.davcu.is, as these grow erect and flower : "“l» “ “ , 
r,.„ ,i.i <• f Knetzen, is pure-white and very beautiful, 

. ' .. . .... ... whilst Melpomene is deep-crimson, with deeper 
.--This is the best_i<OH»ilile potiboii for Lilies of all coi„l|red 8j£u . .sen..., rose ; and punctatum, 

white, spotted pink.— C. T. 

tarn- Treatment of Darllngtonia califor- 
nlea.—This is a marsh plant, and succeeds best tn pent 
and Npbwuiin Mow. I pot the plants or place thorn in 
prills, Wi-nilrniiWdJ tout mix with the peat and Sphagnum 
♦ifo shouldM', .wod.flbrons peatYjoniOpCoame sand. Pot 
jfwiU'lt'rn.i.v I. r$(d 'kvi'tWvFVOst»W™11 ni lo crow on 
the surface. The pots imouklho plunged to their rins in undue 
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CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

NEW VARIETIES OF CHRYSANTHE¬ 
MUMS. 

With a view of keeping the amateur cultivators 

well posted up in the matter of new kinds of 

approved forms, I purpose describing them as 
they appear. An early notice of desirable 
sorts enables the Bmall grower to make space for 

t he new comers by discarding an equal number 

of older varieties where the convenience for but 
just a certain number exists. I know of no 

body of cultivators that are more keen after new 
■sorts than the amateur, and where exhibiting is 
prin t ised it is an advantage to be in possession 

of new and fine kinds as early as possible. 
I do not pi-opo.se to employ the terms used in 

catalogues for the description of all the varie- 

t ion, because in some instances I find a difficulty 
in making them agree. I prefer to use my own 
terms in describing the flowers, and (I make a 
practice of not accepting a recommendation of 

any particular variety, except in cases where 
t here exists no room for doubt whatever. The 

following belong to the Japanese section : 

M MK. Therese Rey is at once the finest white- 
flowered variety in existence. Well-developed 

blooms measure 8 inches in diameter, and of 
corresponding depth ; the colour is white, with 
a faint tinge of cream, the florets are of medium 

width, and semi-drooping in habit, the growth 
is all that is desirable. 

Du. Mrs. Ward.—This is an American raised 
variety, with broad Horots, which are hirsute, 

the colour golden-amber, edged with brick-red ; 
is pleasing. 

President Borkl. —Asatlat-petalled.Tapancsc 
of brilliant colour, this variety is charming 

(rose-magenta, a very warm rose,‘the .everse pale 
gold, which is visible as the flower expands). A 
variety possessing much merit. 

Eda Prams.-—An Incurved Japanese of a 

pleasing shade of colour (warm-peach). It is a 
full, solid bloom, of good quality. 

Louise.—For the amateur especially this is a 

deserving variety, producing splendid blooms on 
plants but 2 feet 6 inches high ; the colour is 
flesh-pink, the florets are broad and massive, 
incurving neatly. 

Mdme. Edouard Rey.—This Japanese is 
influenced in its colour by tho time that the buds 

are "taken.” Those developed from early 

“ crowns” are pale-lilac, while those later are a 
pleasing warm pink. The florets are broad and 
incurve at the tip. 

Lk Prince du Hois.—The colour of this 
Japanese is rich-yellow, fading with age to a 

softer shade. The florets are narrow, twisted, 
and have a drooping tendency. A vory pro¬ 
mising English raised seedling. 

Kentish Yellow is one of the best of yellow- 

flowered JaiNtncse varieties, having a rich 
appearance ; it is most striking tut varieties of 
that shade are none too numerous. 

Mims Muriel Scott.—Tho florets of this 
Japanese nro narrow, Hat, and full ; the blooms 

are not of large size, but of excellent quality ; 

the colour is golden-primrose, with a touch of 
bronze at tho base. 

Mrs. Charles Cox is a bronzy sport- from 
M. Poniard, possessing all the characteristics 
in form of this Japanese, which to the exhibitor 
is important. 

Pori-KK Pai.mkr.—This Japanese was sent 
mil lust year, but not inucli exhibited. It is a 
while of the purest class ; the long sword like 
florets make a full, bold bloom. 

I'iios. Hewitt belongs to the Incurved section 
of Japanese. The colour is white, with pink 
stripes and mottles over the surface of the 

florets. A very desirable kind to grow owing 
fo its excellent keeping qualities. 

International.—This Is an extremely large- 
flowered Japanese variety ; the florets are flat, 
broad, and semi-drooping ; the colour is lilac, 

with purple stripes ; a liold, substantial flower, 
and for exhibition most, promising. 

Royal Windsor.—This bills fair to lie an 

excellent decorative variety, belonging to the 
Japanese section ; tho floret* arc flat, pinky- 

white, with cream centre, us the flowers develop 
this tint passing away with age. 

E. Miija-nkux. 

5072. — Disbudding Clfl-y&ffntiie-! 
mums.—The usual practice is to remove the 

three buds from rouud the centre one, unless 
perchance the centre hud is malformed or 

injured, when the strongest of the outer buds 
should he selected, ana the others removed. 

Large flowers can he obtained on dwarf plants 

by cutting down the plants to within 3 inches or 
4 inches of the soil about end of May, and 

taking the first bud that appears on the new 
shoots. Dwarf-growing varieties that do well 

on a crown bud are best for this purpose.— 
F. B., Winchester. 

5 134 k 5138. - Outdoor Chry santhe - 
mums.—Two correspondents inquire almut 
outdoor Chrysanthemums. 1 am pleased to see 

that great attention is being taken in this 

interesting and important class of garden 

flowers, and wit h a proper selection one may have 
them in bloom from midsummer until Novem¬ 
ber. The less the plants are “ coddled " so much 

more satisfactory will lie tho result, us the 

Chrysanthemum is quite hardy when grown in 
the open, and ordinary soil will suffice. I do 

not care greatly for the summer-flowering varie¬ 

ties, as we have then plenty of other showier 
things in the garden, and Chrysanthemums 

practically all the year round arc a little too 
much. It is always a mistake to overdo a 

thing, as when the proper sea ton for the flower 

comes round one has h st much interest in it. 
Firstly, as regards the soil; this must be rich 

and well prepared, and if you propose to grow 
the plants really well, make the soil ready at 

once, ami leave it rough for the weather to 
pulverise, and, so to say, sweeten. flood 
Chrysanthemums may be got from vigorous 

suckers, which will make strong plants. Late 

spring is a good season for replanting, and each 
plant must lie firmly staked. Disbudding, if 

not carried out to an extreme, is important, but 

only remove a surfeit of buds, as then the 
flowers remaining will be larger. The following 

varieties bloom in early autumn, and are all of 
good colour. This is of the utmost importance, 

washy, delicate tones being quite out of place 
in tho garden where one wants a bold effect. 

Alice Butcher, a sport from a well-known out¬ 

door variety named Lyon, bos reddish flowers, 
shaded with orange. It is Pompon, like all 
those mentioned, and the reason for prefer¬ 
ence for this class is that the flowers throw off 

the rains liettcr. Golden Shall (is a Bplendid 

yellow), Lyon (rose-purple), l’icrccv'a Seedling 
(bronzy-yellow, and a good sturdy variety). 

The following arc Japanese kinds : Alex Dufour 
(rose-purple), Arthur Crepey (light-yellow), 

Comtesse Fouchcr de Cared (bright-orange 
shade), Feu de Bengalc (orange, touched with 

crimson), Mine. Desgrange (a really indispen¬ 
sable kind). La Vierge (pure white, a lovely 

variety of bushy habit, and smothered witli 
pure-white flowers), Mrs. J. R. Pitcher (blush- 

lilac), Mona. E. Pynacrt Van Oeort (yellow, 

suffused with red), Rio ilea Precoces (deep- 
crimson), Souvenir de M. Menier (crimson-red), 

and amongst the November kinds the purplish- 
rose Jules Lagravcro, the bright-yellow Jardin 

des Plantes, and the old Emperor of China, also 
called Cottage Pink, a very free and graceful 

variety. If you plant plenty of these tho 
garden will not want for colour at this dull 
season of the year.—F. P. 

5138. Chrysanthemums in the open 
ground. \\ lien a proper select ion of varieties 
is obtained a grand display can be hod in the 
open, provided, of course, the plants art well 
attended to during the summer in the inntter 

of cultivation. It is useless, however, to expect 

those sorts that tisuully are flowered under 
glass, such as the Incurved section, and the 

largest of the Japanese to give flowers any way 
near what the same varieties would under 
more favourable conditions. A proper selection 

of sorts that are best adapted fo t his form of 

culture should lie chosen, the cuttings inserted 
early in January in a cool-house or frame, 

growing the plants on steadily, and planting 

them out in the spring in well-prepared soil. If 
the weather is hot and drv during the summer a 

, mulching of half-decayed manure laid on the 
surface for at least one fool around l lie stools 

, or roots will assist the growth by maintaining 
the soil in a moist state. If some old roots 

could lie obtained divide them into pieces, each 
hiding four or six shoots springing from tl© 

l ?Tv Yhe month of March is a good, ttmq 
r Vialor a new plantation from nliV rootS-L rj'Be 

rHollowing will lie found a good ^ej^fgi^ , 

Mine. C. Desgrange (white), Mrs. Hawkins 
(golden-yellow), G. Werinig (pale-yellow), Mrs. 

Buncll (primrose), Mile. Loom Lassali (creamy- 
white), M. Gustave Grunerwald (silvery-white), 

L’Aini Corderet (sulphur), Blushing Bride 

(rosy-blush), Precocity (golden-yellow). Mine. 
Piccol (light rosy-purple), Lady Selliorne 

(white), Emperor of China (silvery-white), 
President (amaranth), Solomon (rose-carmine), 

Alexander Dufour (rose-purple), Sceur Melanie 
(white), Ruby King (rich reflexed), California 
(yellow), La Vierge (white), Piercy’s Seedling 

(bronze-yellow, golden-lilac), and White Oedo 

Nulli, Flora (yellow), L'Ami Conduchet (pah- 
yellow), Crimson Prtkiooitc, Maud Pitchpr 

(bronze, free-flowering), Source d’Or (orange, 
gold-shading), and l.eon Collin (bronze-yellowi 

—K. M. 

5102. — Japanese Chrysanthemums. 
—The following arc the names of a few kind* 

which have flowers of various shades of crimson 
and red, and this colour to me is the most 

pleasing of all, being so rich and decided : F. 
Harks (reddish-maroon, u tine shude), J. 

Shrimpton (crimson-scarlet, very fine, one of 

the best of all Chrysanthemums, both for form 
and colour), Vice-President Calvat (crimson-red, 

the reverse of the petals gold colour), William 
Seward (rich crimson, a deep, lustrous shade), 

G. C. Schwabc (carmine-rose, the florets long 
and twisted), Allieric Luuden (velvety-crimson 

and carmine, a very tine flower), are shown well 
at several exhibitions this season. Cesare Costa 

(deep-red. the florets broad and of groat length), 

Edwin Molyneux, (rich reddish-maroon), Jules 
Toussaint (bright reddish-carmine), M. Delniix 

(red-crimson), M. H. Jacotot (crimson), M. 
Monssillac (crimson-red), M. N. Davis (deeper 

shade of the same colour), Mr. C. Orchard 
(carmine-red), Stnnstcad Surprise (crimson, 

silvery reverse to the florets), and W. W. Coles 
(bright-red, the florets long and broad).—C. T. 

—— The nearest approach to tho colour (red) 

that I know is to lie found in the following. 
They arc more crimson, however, than red. As 

far os I know a pure-red variety has not yet lieen 

obtained : G. W. Childs (dark velvety-crimson), 
Elinor 1). Smith (cardinal-red), Cesare Costa 
(dazzling - red), Mohawk (maroon - crimson), 

Triomphe du Nord (crimson - maroon), M. 
William Holmes (chestnut-red, faintly tipped 

gold), John Shrimpton (dark velvety-crimson) 

—E. Molyneux. 

roo7.—Names of Chrysanthemums. — Thr-w 
varieties are quite distinct, Houle d’Or being a strong - 
growing, targe-flowered Japanese variety, with twisted 
vellow florets, while Source d'Or is a smaller-flowered 

Japanese variety ol a lovely bronze colour, oneol the most 
decorative varieties in cultivation.—E. B., WineheMer. 

511!).—Pompon Chrysanthemums. - 
The varieties representing this section do not 
have incurved blooms. The true Pompon has 

short flat or fluted florets, which spread 
regularly or stand erect. Those which arc 

round like a lmll and of large size, smooth in 
their petals, belong to the Incurved or Chinese 

section. Those with loose incurving florets, 
but broader and longer, belong to the Japanese 

section, but are distinguished from the ordinary 
type, of which Avalanche is a specimen, and are 

termed Incurved Japanese.—E. M. 

—— One cannot judge of the names of the 

varieties from your vague description ; bui 

Pompons are not necessarily Incurved, rather 
(lie petals stand out stiffly, ami form a hall-like 
bloom, never, however, like the Japanese when 
grown for exhibition. Under more natural 
conditions they lose that stiff, formal character, 

and are then far more pleasing, such as Mile. 

Mart-lie, a very lovely flower of purest white. 
You may mean the Reflexed varieties, which 
arc much freer than the Pompons, the flowers 

ball-like as a rule, but free, nud, its a rule, of 
handsome colour. Putney George, tho well- 

known Cullingfordi, and Elsie, one of the most 
beaut iful Chrysanthemums in cultivation, belong 

to this section,—C. T. 

-Pompons are not Incurved; bill several ol the 

Japanese, including Count do (lerniiny, llrs. Wheeler, ai d 
others are Incurved,—K. II. 

5124.- Chrysanthemums for South 
Africa.—Plants for des)iatc|iing to foreign 

countries need properly preparing, or else the 

chances of their reaching their destination alive 
WjOHyiMflWmb. If the cuttings are inserted in 

! .Januiuty aiid grqwnim in cool quarters, thoroughly 
lharuililntt.lt5e«iJoHl Aliby will ho ready for 

,KUl ofApril- Sh"l*e thc 
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bulk of the soil from the roots, pack them ill 
• lamp Mohs, and hind each one in a separate 
piece of oil silk, which prevents the evaporation 

of moisture, l’lace the plants firmly in a box, 
with the leaves exposed to the light, and hand 
them to the care of the captain of the ship with 

instructions to give them water occasionally.— 
E. M. 

r>108.—Single Chrysanthemums. —In¬ 
sert the cuttings singly in pots 2.1 inches' in 
diameter in sandy soil the first week in January, 
placing the pots under handlights in a cool- 
house. Keep the frame dose until roots are 
formed: except for an hour or so every morning, 

when the light should be removed to disaipateeon 
• l.-nsed moisture on the glass. When the plants 
are established in these pots remove them to a 
position near the glass, still in the cool-house. 

Here they will grow stocky by obtaining more 
light and air. When 5 inches high pinch out 
the point of the shoot to induce the formation 
of side-shoots. When these have grown another 
.*> inches long take out the point of each again. 
Afterwards do not interfere with the progress of 

the shoots, but allow all to grow away uninter¬ 
ruptedly. Numerous side-shoots will push from 
the nodes of the main stems for fully 1 foot 
downwards. These will give a quantity of 

flowers, and enable the cultivator to cut sprays 
from 1 foot to 2 feet long, Binothered 

with blossoms. Shift the plants to 
larger pots os the roots reach the 
sides until the strongest are in 
!)-inch pots and the remainder in 
7-inch and 8-inch ones. A compost 

of three jiart a librous-loam, one part 
of partly - decayed horse - manure, 

with an additionofsharpsilver-sand, 
according to the state of the loam, 
heavy or light. To every bushel of 
t he compost add 1 lb. of Thomson's 

Vine-manure. Pot the plants firmly 
toinduce them to make short-jointed 
and firm wood. An open position 

during the summer out-of-doors, 
where the plants will receive all 
available sun-light, is necessary. 

.Strict attention to supplying tfie 
roots with water is a point to ob¬ 
serve. If the plants suffer for want 
of it the foliage will decay prema¬ 

turely, thus spoiling their appear¬ 
ance as decorative plants. When 
the pots in which the plants are to 
flower are full of roots a stimulant 

of some kind should be given, such 
tut liquid-manure from the farm- 
tank, or that made by placing sheep, 
cow, or horse-manure in a bag in a 

tank of water, adding a small quan¬ 
tity of soot. In the absence of 
these things sprinkle a small quan¬ 
tity of any one of the many arti¬ 

ficial manures advertised on the sur¬ 
face, watering it in with clear water. 
I)o not, however, err on the side of 
too strong a dose or the roots are 

liable to be burnt, thus causing in¬ 

jury to the plants. A stout stake placed to 
each will lie sufficient to support the branches, 
these Iteing tied loosely to the stake. — K. M. 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

LILIES IN THE GARDEN. 

These noble garden flowers have only within 
recent years been planted largely in the best pos¬ 
sible way, and that is among shrubs. Atone time 
it was considered suitable for pots alone ; but 

under these conditions the finest growth and 
bloom were never obtained. Planted in the 

open, however, among Rhododendrons it is 
thoroughly at home. I was once much struck 
by the appearance of L. elegans, or L. Thunbergi- 

anum, as it is more often called, planted among 
dwarf, dark leaved shrubs, Kalmias, Ac. The 

contrast of leafage and flower was delightfully 
rich and telling—an unusual association of colour 

that is not seen in many gardens. W o may 
make use of almost every Lily in this way, oven 
L. longiflorum, which is often supposed to suc¬ 
ceed only in a pot in the greenhouse. 

L. ki.kuans is a splendid early Lily, and now 
cheap, while there are many varieties differing 
widely in habit and colour of the flowers. The 

tallest should be planted atuung the shrubs, and 
in large spreading masses there are always 
openings through which can ascend the stately 

spikes of brilliantly-coloured flowers, reserving 
the dwarf kinds, those that grow only 

Orn Rr.AnKtm' Iu.i sthatkisk : Lilium If-st.veuin. Engraved for Garcksixii 

Ii.m'hthatku from a photograph sent by Mr. F. Baden Ilenger, "The 
," Kmitsford, Cheshire. Orange,' 

,V)7l. — Using: a lawn mower on 
tennis-courts. It is well to give the lawn 
a light cutting and rolling now or rather earlier, 
hut during the. winter very little attention is 

necessary, practically none at all. In the spring 
and early summer, however, there is much work 
to be lione, rolling it occasionally, and mowing 

when necessary. It is not wise to let the Grass 
get too long, as is sometimes done. At that 

time, before beginning to mow regularly, it is 

well to go over the Gross very carefully, and 
remove Dandelions, Daisies, Hawkweetl, and 

such like things, by spudding them out. This is 
t he Iwst and most effective method of dealing 
with them.— C. T. 

-After OcloU-r the lawn-mower should lie donned 

ami out away for llic wittier. At other seamns the lawn 
should Ik- mown os uflcn tot is necessary, Generally 
speaking, once a week w ill do; hut when the (irass grow s 

very fast in warm spring weather it may re<|uiro to be 
.-ill twice a week. Tile roller should be used frequently, 
especially during spring.— E. It. 

5121.—Peat-Moss litter.—Post-Moss litterfnfter lb 

has Is-en use.I jn the stable ii|i| yyry ic>f*(l fur ilnimulg 
poor land. Pent-Moss litter may Ik- used for pbmjflnV 

I mis in in a cool frame before it is used in the stable, but 
not before.—E. tl. 

from 1 foot to 18 inches in height, for 
the outside. Such varieties as the apricot- 
coloured nlutaceum aim - sanguinettm (deep- 
crimson, height 1J feet), Van Houttei, fulgens, 
citi-inum, or Prince of Orange (orange), anti 

omentum (crimson), ure all of dwarf growth, ami 
adapted for edging peaty beds filled with shrubs. 
I11 growing the Lily in this form there is very 
little trouble occasioned. The soil that suits 

such shrubs as the Rhododendron also agrees 
with the Lily, and the growth protects the ten¬ 

der rising stems in early spriug, when, except 
for this protection, they would suffer from 
frosts. A top-dressing of manure each year 

will keep both shrubs and Lilies in vigour, but 
it must not. be dug in. 

Lii.itm testacnrm (Nankeen Lily), figured 

above, is a distinct and fine Lily that docs well 
in the soil that will suit Rhododendrons. The 

best Lily, however, for planting in this fashion 
is I,, auratum, nnd I have seen it very tine at 
Kcw Gardens in the autumn months, as I here it 
has been made liberal use of for the enrichment 
of the scenery. The large masses of Rhododen¬ 

drons on cither side of the main walk arc gener¬ 

ally a picture of colour in autumn, the hold 
sj.;ko!*w,J thjs Japanese Lily appearing in pro 
'fcus'.mjt |]lg_J!owers large, numerous, an' 

colnCxlM, finer far than anything we can' 

in pots. It is under these conditions that (Ij 

full lteauty of the variously coloured flowers is 
obtained. The bulbs are in the soil that suits 

them, and the growth is screened from heavy 
rains, cold winds, and late frosts. Those who 
have no large clumps of shrubs to plant it in 
should choose a sheltered situation for its posi¬ 

tion, not exposed to the full glare of the midday 
sun, and where the soil is rich and well drained. 
It will succeed in ordinary garden material, if 

this is well manured, hut it likes best an admix¬ 
ture of peat and loum. The finest results with 
Lilium auratum have been obtained by planting 
it among Rhododendrons, and when once 
established amongst them there is no need 
to disturb the roots for several years. Varie¬ 

ties of Liliunt auratum are many. There 
are so many beautiful gardens in England 
unadorned with Lilies planted in this way that 

it is important to make special allusion to it. 
Rhododendrons, or clumps of some kind, abound 

in every garden, hut present a monotonous effect 
when their season of flowering is over, unless 

relieved by a rich display of bloom, as here 
advised, it relieves the scenery of tameness 

and gives colour in the autumn. Some thought 
is now given to the autumn season of the year, 
and rich effects are gained by the free use of 

Michaelmas Daisies and Lilies. Writing of 
Liliums reminds me that the common 

L. can in dem seems to have re¬ 
covered in part from the disease 
that threatened to obliterate it, and 

the finest results have been obtained 
through massing the clumps to¬ 
gether. In one West of England 

garden tlint I remember, placed on 
the side of a hill and fully exposed, 
there were large colonies presenting 
a sheet of purest, white, and very 
beautiful on a cool July dar. Such 

an effect should be repeated in large 
places whore there are ample scope 

and opportunity for bold breaks of 
colour. It is a common and miser¬ 

able plan to dot the Lily here and 
there in borders. A single spike 

gives little notion of the full beauty 
of several together ; and if it is not 
possible to plant them among shrubs 
form distinct groups of them in 

large beds near the house. Two 
or three years ago, when in a fine 
old Sussex garden, I saw a mass of 

the Swamp Lily (L. superbum, a 
stately North American species), 
and this was delightful. It is very 
tall in growth, fully I) feet or more; 
the stems are purple in colour, a 
rich contrast to the gay flowers, 

borne in a terminal cluster, and 

• lancing in the breeze. This Lily 
may be grown among shrubs, enjoys 
a peaty soil, and is charming by 

itself. 
The Canadian Lii.y (L. enna- 

dense) is more common than for¬ 

merly. Itsorange and brown spotted 
flowers, borne on slender stems, are 

a late summer, especially when 

appearing from amongst an undergrowth of 
shrubs. It succeeds well in London, and should 
Ik- made use of in the parks and open spaces, 
which require colour itt the declining days of 

summer. The Orange Lily, L. davurinum, L. 
gignnteum, and L. chalcetlonicum are good 
garden Lilies, hut the last of the trio is best seen 
ill northern counties or Yorkshire, where it is 
common in cottage gardens, and of finer growth 

than in more southern districts. Few Lilies 
thrive more freely than L. Martagon, the variety 
dalmaticum in particular. It is an exceedingly 
beautiful form, very telling when allowed to 

form a large clump, or establish itself in the 

wilder parts of the garden. Album is a suitable 
companion to it, and, like all the forms of the 
Martagon Lily, quite hardy, very free in growth 
nnd bloom, preferring shade, but not refusing 

to grow in the sunlight. I have referred above 
to I,, longiflorum, and another reference to it 
may here be made to tlispel the idle talk that 

one so frequently hears as to its thriving only in 
pots. I have seen bulbs planted among dwarf 
shrubs that were flowering remarkably well, 

and had been t ransferred two seasons previously 
fronTplfliJci WPfirst, year, of course, there were 

-<F | (QT^pet-slmpetl blooms, 

welcome 
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quite as line and as pure as, even more so, 
than those from under glass. This is an 

instance of the adaptability of the Lily 
for tho open garden, and a good way to use 

what is always regarded asof value for pots alone. 
It is neither necessary nor desirable to give 
merely names, but there are a few groups that 

should bo considered when planting Ldies in 
the open. These are the handsome Californian 
Panther Lilies—formerly L. pardalinum (Fig. 3) 

—stately, bold, and graceful kinds, with stems 
rising to a height of 8 feet, displayed to best 
advantage with shrubs as a ground work. It 
would be unfortunate to place such a type as 
this on a bare border : its characteristic growth 

suggests other conditions. The little Turk's- 
cap Lily (I,, poniponium), (Fig. 1), must not 
lie forgotten. It is lovely. The forms of 

L. lancifolium, as it is more often called, are 
charming in the autumn, often grown in pots, 
but adapted for planting amongst shrubs. There 
are several varieties, the white, called Knetzeri, 

anil many spotted forms. The variety rubrum is 
illustrated on p. f>95(see Fig. 2). The autumn is 
the season for these, and, treated as advised forL. 

auratum, except that theyshould beamongdwarf 
shrubs, thej- have a unique effect by reason of t he 
bright rose shade in the flowers. They are not 

so vigorous nor so hardy as some, but may well 
be trusted to full exposure. Select a sheltered 
spot where winds will not damage the rising 

stems, and use for soil loam anil peat. I have 
noticed that they remain longer in bloom than 
almost any Lily, commencing in September, and 
lasting several weeks in beauty. A gay succes¬ 

sion is kept up by another splendid group, of 
which the Tiger Lily is a good type. This tine 
favourite, the delight of the cottager and all 

w ho love flowers, grows freely in ordinary loamy 
soils, likes a little shelter, and is adapted for 
planting among dark-leaved shrubs, us these 
afl'ord the richest association of colour. All the 

varieties arc good, and the season opens in early 
September, lasting on for many weeks. 
Nplendens is one of the finest, while the double 
flore-pleno is also rich and striking with its 

showy flowers, which appear later than those of 
the other kinds. F. 

HERMAN 1 RISKS. 

Is all gardens, whether large or small, this type 
of Iris should be grown. They are splendid 
town flowers, and do not mind smoke and an 
impure atmosphere. The family is nearly 
allied to the fascinating Orchids. It comprises 
a wealth of distinct ami beautiful forms, vary¬ 

ing from the golden English Flug, that colours 
the stream-side and brooks with flowers in 

summer to the white I. Robinsoniana, late, 
stately, and a picture of late arching, glaucous 
leafage. Rut in the town garden the selection 

is limited, and should be confined to the 
“Herman" group, of which the Purple Flag may 

be taken as the type. The enthusiast in Irises, 
he or she w ho wishes to grow many kinds, may 
with reasonable prospect of success, take Irises 
in hand, and in a garden of mv acquaintance in 

Islington they find a comfortable home, thriving 
with vigour, and giving each year a lull return 
in the way of beautiful flowers. There is a wide 

selection of varieties, some with flowers of 
strange colours, u-sllu-tic, and scarcely agreeable 
in their dusky hues, others bright and distinct. 
It is varieties of the most pronounced tones 

that should receive special attention, anil the 
finest arc the common type, distinguished by 
the rich colour of the faces and lighter stan¬ 
dards. Here 1 may remark that the Iris bus 
[i° petals in the common acceptance of the term. 

The erect central segments, as a rule narrow 
aiul bright in colour, are called standards, and 
the outer ring, those that are broader 

and richer in colour, are distinguished as 
‘ fulls," a not inapt description, as they have 
generally a drooping tendency. Possessing 
probably all the common germunicu or one of 
its improved forms as Purple King and 

utropurpurea, in which the flowers are larger 
and richer in colour, one may proceed further 
nnd enumerate a few other kinds of distinct 
shades. Madame Chcrcau is the great market 
Iris, the flowers always in demand by reason of 
their colour, white, cut into with ^atlreiw lines 
of lilac. guc.;nqf)!thu,\I,:»yl iy, o.4oU0 tort) 

beautiful of Irises, tlie flowers TtnflM’ose its 

cdo ir. Gazelle has the standards white, with 

a lilac-blue fringe, the falls also white, but with 
a violet margin. Victorine, white and violet; 
Celeste, a glorious flower, bold, large, and of a 

delicious shade of blue ; Dalmatica, lavender, 
the falls also of this colour, but with a sus¬ 

picion of rose ; Mandraliscte, lavender-purple, 
rich and handsome; Rigolette, yellow, except 
the falls, which have a primrose-coloured 
ground, reticulated with deep-brown ; and 

Florentina, white, blooming just before the gay 
procession of germanica Isinds begin. The 
finest is the noble I. pallida, which grows fully 

4 feet in height, the flowers very large, and of a 
delicious mauve, but the delight of the artist. 
Ingrowing all those that have been mentioned 
no great difficulties have to be encountered, 

which cannot unfortunately be said of the great 
Iris family in general. They are splendid 
border plants, relishing a light well prepared 

soil and warm, sunny position. .Many plants 
are killed with kindness, ami the Herman Irises 
will suffer if disturbed much, ns disturbance at 

the root will most certainly result in death. 
The amateur gardener of small experience has 
unfortunately a desire to continually upset the 

plunts he wishes to grow to full perfection by 
removing them to another portion of the 
garden to give a fresh soil, or by digging about 
the roots as if a firm surface to the ground was 
necessary. It is a golden rule to leav e plants in 

enjovmeut of robust health alone. Irises need 

not do disturbed under five years, and then the 
operation becomes necessary by reason of the 

matted condition of the growth, and gradual 
alworption of the nutriment in the soil. In tho 
flower garden, where there are opportunities o. 

Kig 1 —Flower of I.ilium poni|>oniuin. (Sec article 
“ Lilies in the Garden.") 

creating rich effects, the Herman Irises may be 
naturalised in half-wild spots, and the effect of 

the bold masses of flowers against the deep 
greenness of tho leaves is delightful. Blue is a 
colour that agrees hupnily with the varied tones 

of green supplied by shrub and tree. F. P. 

PLANTS FOR A SMALL HARDEN. 

Several correspondents of late have inquired 
as to the names of a few good hardy things 

for a small border. 1 have jotted down 
the names of plants that will thrive in 
all gardens, as a rule, whether suburban 
or otherwise, and hope this small selection will 

prove useful. They are all of vigorous growth, 
require ordinary soil, and flower over a long 
season, ns will be seen by the accompanying 

remarks. A mistake commonly made is growing 
plants that are difficult to establish, or are not 
really hardy. It is idle to copy gardens one 
secs in holiday times, as, in the southern counties 
of England especially, many beautiful shrults 

and perennials attain to luxuriance, but these 
arc not often fitted forsuburban or more nort hern 
places. The selection is us follows, aud all 
are hardy, requiring ordinary soil, whilst good 

plants can 1h> purchased cheaply : Krigeron 
speciosum (mauve-purple, summer and autumn), 
Rudbcekiu speciosu (yellow, block centre, same 

season), Pinks (purticmurly Mrs. Minkins double 
white), Carnations, Picoteoa, Asters, or Michael¬ 
mas Daisies, (in variety), A. amellusliessarabicus, 
A. lievis, A. Novi-Belgi, nnd A. Novie-Anglia- 

ipliuuiy varieties, Perennial Sunflowers (SeptettQ I 
Vf£Jhd October), Chrysanthemum .maximum 
Svlutfc), Halega officinalis alba (Wliit )•>{ tweutn I 

hi niatum (orange-scarlet, summer), Rj>^g)^-J 

ticularly Hloire de Dijon), double and single- 

flowered Pyrethrums, Ranunculus aconitifolius 
fl.-pl., (Fair Maids of France) (early summer), 
White Day Lilies (summer), Double Soap- 

wort (Saponaria officinalis fl.-pl., rose), 
Campanula macrantha and C. glomerata 
dahurica (rich-blue, summer), German Irises, 

Achillea Ptarmica fl.-pl., (summer, double 
white flowers), Adonis vernalis (yellow, spring), 
Hollyhocks, Alstru-meria aurantiaca (orange, 
dry sunny spot, summer), Alyssum saxatile 
(yellow, spring), Anemone japonicaalba(autumn, 

{lure white), Winter Cherry (Physnlis Alkc- 
:cugi) (for its orange-scarlet fruits in winter), 

Arabia alhida (white, spring), Centaurea tnon 

tana (summer, flowers from while to red). 
Delphiniums (summer), lhironieurn plants 
gineum excelsuin (yellow), Punkia ovata 

(splendid leaves), White Everlasting Pea (sum 
mer), I.ilium croceum (summer). White 
Perennial Lupine (summer). Common Evening 
Primrose (summer), Iceland Poppies (summer 

and autumn), Rudbeekia purpurea (autumn, 
purplish flowers), Sedum speetabile (rose), 
Common Globe-flowers (yellow, summer). Hon¬ 
esty (for its silvery seed-pods). For the 

shady ltordcr the orange-red Hieraeium 
aurantiacum is of note, the Evening Primrose, 
Solomon’s Seal (early summer), Saxifrages, not 

forgetting the London Pride, Soil la cainpanulata 
(blue, white, and shades of rose, spring). 
Camnanulu lactiflorn (summer), Perennial 

Sunflowers, especially the branching kinds, au.l 
Sedum speetabile. The liest climbers are 

Clematis mnntana, C. Jaektnani, •lasniinum 
nudiflorum (winter-flowering, yellow), Foray - 
thia suspense, and Crata-gus Pyracantha (the 
Fiery Thorn, north or east aspect), amongst 

those that flower. I hope this selection will 
help those now planting small gardens. 

SWEET PEAR. 

Few plunts that are raised from seed have 
increased in demand like Sweet Peas, and the 
great advantage connected with growing them 

for market as cut flowers is, that t he closer you 
keep the expanded blooms cut, the more 
successions! ones there are produced. Nothing 

checks late flowering so much ns leaving some 
of tho first blooms to produce seed—in fact, 1 
find it by far the best plan to grow a few 

especially for seeding, and see that all flowers on 
the rows devoted to cutting are kept closely 
«;atherad directly they are expanded. For a 
ong spell of bloom the soil must be deeply- 

cultivated and lil>erally manured. I usually 
sow the first crop in November in drills, 
keeping the rows about 5 feet apart: as soon as 
they begin to push through the soil some soot 

is dusted over them, and soil drawn up on each 
side of the rows, nearly covering them, and 
some brushy stakes are placed on each side of 

the row. Tho next sowing is made in February, 
in small pots, altout a dozen seeds being placed 
in each pot. They are set on a shelf near the 

glass, in a cool-house or frame, when they soon 
germinate, and will lie fit for planting out in the 
open ground in March. • They must l>e gradually 
inured to the cold winds by liuving them in a 

frame from which the light can be drawn off ull 
day, and when finally planted out should have 
stakes put on each side of the rows at once, anil 
some evergreen branches to break the currents 

of cold air. In May they will commence to 
bloom, and should t hen have a good mulching of 
manure placed over the roots, and in dry 

weather plenty of water and liquid-manure, the 
quantity of bloom being in proportion to the 
supply of food available for the roots. New 
sorts are up|>cnring every year, almost every 

colour being well represented, and the delicate 
tints of some kinds arc very remarkable. 

James Groom, (!o*jx>rt. 

M:to.-A north wall.—All the cliinln-rstli.it would 
suit otherwise are not evergreen, andt ou cannot do letter 
Ilian choose the Ivv, particularly Emerald Uetn or the hi;“ 
leaved dentala, which ha« Immense foliage, hut the foriuir 

1st he neater and quicker growing of the two. Ivy cling* 
well to the wall, and in finer in winter than summer, 
and insects do not eat the leaves,—C. T. 

Ivy.in some form is the most suitable plant for 
bcWf-i-iiii: the hhrth wall. The Irish Ivv grows ten- fast, 

but Emerald (lent makes a neater and better covering. I 
hiv<(jlicvef fouudjanj'l ajtt(t-\ljty uith horses and cuttle 

eating Ivy, buFsncep are very troublesome, and would soon 
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THE CLOVE CARNATION. 

The most familiar Carnation is tho “Clove,” 
and it is a charming town flower, flourishing year 
after year in the heart of London, ami appar¬ 

ently enjoying a coating of sooty deposit on its 
glaucous leaves each autumn. The winter of 
1800-01 was memorable for the density and 

frequency of the thick, yellow, sulphureous fogs 
that often make London a city to get out of in 

tho autumn and winter. From November 
until the warm rains occurred, the leaves were 

Fir. 2.—I.lllum spei'iiMuni var. ruhrum. (See article 
■' I,Hies in the Garden," page M)4). 

black with soot, but in spite of this covering 

and months of hardship from frost, the plants in 
the following .Inly blossomed forth sweetly. 
One of the happiest homes for the Clove Carna¬ 
tion in London is in the Embankment-gardens 
at Charing-cross, where it is planted largely, 
and the bold clumps, spreading out into large 
masses, give a glorious display of flowers. There 

is also the White Clove, known by the name 
of Gloire de Nancy, probably a sport from the 

crimson, and it is a good companion for the 
type, possessing the same vigorous consti¬ 
tution, and providing handfuls of flowers, 
rich in scent, and a mass of petals. In many 

large gardens there is a reserve bonier of 
Carnations of the self varieties to supply cut 
bloom, as the spikes of Carnations are of the 
f;reutest use for tilling glasses and bowls in the 

louse. Ordinary soil will sullice ; and it is 
pleasant to see the plants in large clumps at 
intervals in the border, and also to find that 

the colours are self—that is, confined to onu 
shade alone, as tho deep telling crimson of tho 

Old Clove. During recent years there has 
lieen a marked advance in the improvement ami 
cultivation of tho border Carnations. At one 

time it was considered as u florists' flower only 
—that is, grown for exhibition under glass, or if 
not under glass, at least brought under cover 
before the flowering season. But pot culture is 

not the only method to adopt, and each year 
the Carnation grows in importance as a strictly 
garden flower. Several new varieties of 

exquisite beauty have been added, and tho list 

is steadily growing. A variety of distinguished 
merit should have a strong constitution, 
producing a wealth of foliage, or “grass,'' 
as it is technically called, and carry u 

spike of flowers of one decided colour 
or shades of one colour, large, sweetly 

scented, and not splitting the calyx or pod. The 
great fault of the older kinds and some of the 
newer acquisitions is the fatal characteristic of 
splitting tho pod, thus letting free tho muss of 

jietals, which dangle about and present to view 
a bedraggled, useless bloom. I have seen 

borders almost filled with such varieties as 
Kaby Castle, a lovely pink, wonderfully free, 
and "with flowers of neat shape, held well within 

the slender calyx. With the rise of the/arhiu. 

tion as a plant for thcfi^ulfyrh^i tetyo\nnf ^ 
better conception of its capabilities for resisting 

frost. It is quite hardy, os hardy as the Rose 

or the Honeysuckle, but upon some soils it has an 

unfortunate disposition todiein winter. In good, 
well-drained ground it will thrive, and several 

laigc collections went through the recent pro¬ 
tracted winters without suffering the least in¬ 
jury. One great point is not to coddle the 
plants by pampering them in frames or 

houses. Let them take their stand in the open, 
exposed to wind, showers, sunshine, and 
frost, thus raising up a raci of plants of a 

strong, hardy constitution. It is a great thing 
to plant out early—that is, some time in early 

September, to enable the layers to become 
thoroughly well established before winter, and 
this is a far better plan than keeping out the 
young plants in pots in frames, transferring 

them to the open ground in March. It is then 
that they are troubled with keen winds, which 

seem to dry up the moisture from the leaves, 
and prevent their full establishment in their 
new quarters. The result of this is that the 
flowering season is late and poor. In some of 
the London parks the prettiest beds are planted 

with Carnations, Clove and otherwise, one var¬ 
iety to a bed, and the surface of the soil 
carpeted with the spreading Tufted Pansies or 

the fragrant Musk. E. P. 

r»139.— A border of Gazanias—I am not 
surprised that you should feel interested in the 
behaviour of the plants in the border devoted 
to Gazanias, not so much from the fact that it is 
not unusual for them to do so in some places, as 

I have frequently seen them in flower in Novem¬ 
ber after a sharpish frost both in Devonshire and 

Somersetshire j l>ut it is strange that the flowers 
should remain open longer during the day in the 
autumn than in the bright days of summer. 1 

do not know if you have noticed this. I think, 
however, you must have done, or yon would 
not have been so struck with their behaviour at 
this time of year. It probably wants another 

Darwin to toll ns how it is that the flowers of 
the Gazania close earlier in the day in summer 
than they do in the autumn ?—J. C. C. 

I do not sco anything Very unummi in these Dower¬ 
ing on unlit tho severe frost of a week or so ago; after, 
doubtless, the note was written, we have tuul no frosts 
of great severity. 11 Mamins produce much HUccessional 
bloom when in a suitable position.—C. T. 

/»122.-Dressing for a tennis-lawn. 
No, do not use the soot'from a boiler flue, unless 

it is pure coal-soot and of a deep-black colour. 
The grey soot you mention contains a good deal 
of phosphorus, and is not a safe fertiliser. 

Either use good soot or wood-ash os. Scrapings 
from the roadside are also excellent as a dres¬ 
sing. If manure is used, avoid that made from 

rotten weeds, as it will probably contain much 
seed, and it is ustonishing how full of vitality 
weeds are in this respect. A good dredging 
with rough boughs will do an immense amount 
of good after the dressing has been applied a 
couple of weeks.—P. U. 

-Better throw this away. It is not soot at alt, but 
chiefly (burnt) coke-dust, or lino ash, and nasty poisonous 

stuff, It would tie much wiser and tiettor to buy a little 
good soot.—B. C. It. 

-The brown dust taken from a tioiler flue Is simplv 
flno ashes earred up bv the draught, and has little or no 
value as manure.—E. II. 

M27.-Monarda dlclyma and Tiarella. Tin 
first-named is a hardy herbaceous plant, commonly culled 

Bergamot. It grows to a height of S feet, and will thrhc 
in any ordinary goal garden soil. It is readily increased 
by division of tliu old stools in the spring. Tiarella is also, 
I beliese, quite hardy.—J. 0. C. 

.W57.—Best Carnations.—There are so 
many good Carnations that it would take up 
considerable space to enumerate oven a fair |n»r- 

tion of them. The following short list contains 

some of the best border varieties : Germania 
(yellow self), Sybil (rose-flake), Mrs. R. Hole 
(apricot), Will Threlfall (yellow), General Bou¬ 
langer (scarlet), Ivetton ' Rose (rose), W. 1’. 

Milner (white), Merry Maiden (rose-flake), 
Pomegranate (rose and scarlet), Mrs. F. Watts 

(white), The Duke (scarlet), Blush Clove, syn. 
Satin Queen (blush), Showman (crimson bizarre), 
Queen of Bedders (rose), The Governor (flush- 

pink), Mrs. Henwood (yellow anil red), Firefly 
(rose and scarlet), Purple Emperor, Old Clove, 

Rose Celestial (rose-pink), Alice Ayres (white 
and carmine), Countess of Paris (white), Rosetta 
(pink), Old Coin (yellow, flaked rose), Comte de 
Cliandmill Gireamy-whitc), Safrano (pink and 

YtsoifiOlllv’ Morris (deep-pink), Baby i (lWIiy 
(rose(\iTrs, Muir (white), and Mrs. GtlftM 

(white);—F. B., iVincheiler. i n 

PERNS. 

FERNS IN TOWN GARDENS. 

Fkhns are delightful in the town garden, for 

tho simple reason that they will grow, and are 
not always showing signs of distress. I would 

rather have a healthy Fern titan a sickly 
exotic, nursed into condition by much care and 
attention. And to the Londoner, or whatever 

largo town tho amateur gardener may live in, 
the Fern is a friend ; it grows under conditions 
totally unfitted for plant life in general—that is. 
damp and partial shade. I once hail a border 

of Ferns running by the sido of a high wall in 
a suburban garden of the orthodox type, 
crowded, unwholesome, and ill-fitted to produce 
gay flowers. The soil was composed of the 

various medley left by the builder, and hail 
become sour and hard through want of turning 
up and exposing to the sunshine and rains. 
Before planting the Ferns, much of this was re¬ 
moved, and some good loam and peat substi¬ 
tuted us a foundation for the plants, clumps of 

moderate size were obtained, planted, and in 
the new staple quickly made headway, enjoying 
tho shade and moisture, and giving joy to the 
owner by sending up stately fronds, creating a 

mass of refreshing greenery on a summer’s day. 
One of the finest of all Ferns for this purpose is 
the Ludy Fern (Athyrium Filix-fceminu), of 

which there are several interesting variations, 
and Fern fanciers, those who are charmed with 
the many departures from the normal form seen 

in the different genera, may make an interest¬ 
ing hobby of this class of plants alone in a 
suburban garden. Whilst making growth 
moisture should he given in abundance, not in 

drops, but in plenty, over the fronds as well as 
at the roots, to remove accumulations of dust 

$ fid 

UfT 

Fig. D. I.ilium pnrrialinuin. (See article "Lilies In the 
Garden," page CM.) 

and the outpourings of chimneys. Of course in 

t he winter, when tho plants are at rest, it is 
not necessary to give artificial watering, as the 
Sround is usually sufliciently moist to prevent 

oeay. One of t ho finest varieties of tho Lady 
Fern is A. F.-f. plumosum, the fronds feathery, 
like a graceful plume, and of a fine green colour. 

ThelDnt^al/riP'l'iT. Victoria?, a noble variety, 

suiWoFe'fiV The'-W'l\Hc-qii*?d€h' is Lostrea or 

recommond th° 
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Aspidiums in general its town plants, as they 
live and flourish in contined gardens if given in 
the first place a good soil for a foundation, 

and plenty of water during the hot summer 
months, when all vegetation thirsts for moisture. 
There are many varieties, some curiously crested. 
If the love of the Shield and Male Ferns grows 

on acquaintance, it is very easy to pot up a few 
to adorn the greenhouse, the window, or the 
apartment. The Hart’s-tongue Ferns are a host 
in themselves. The common Scolopendrium 
vulgare is a familiar type ; it clings to old ruins, Samuils many an old’ abbey with verdure, and 

oes not disdain the humble quarters of a 
suburban plot. A large, brouil clump is as rich 
and handsome as anything one can have in the 

Fern way, and lives in ordinary soil. A border 
might lie filled with this Scolopendrium ami its 
numerous forms, some finely crested, others 
differing from the type by reason of their 
statelier fronds. The Hart’s-tongue like a 

shady position, and, therefore, may have a place 
in our itorder of hardy Ferns, hut "t he important 
point to consider is’ the soil, which must be 
good, using that composed of loam and pent, 
with sharp silver sand added to make it tho¬ 

roughly light and porous. As in the case of the 
other f’orns, syringe the fronds in the summer 
to remove dust, and they may also be grown in 
pots, the choicer varieties deserving this treat¬ 
ment. There are hundreds of varieties described, 

amongst the finest 8. latifolium, S. pinnatitidum, 
S. Kelwavi, and 8. ramosa marginatum. 

_ V. C. 

5103. —Scale on Perns.—You should have 
given the names of the Ferns attacked, as in 
some cases it is not safe to apply any insecticide, 

as the majority of the Maiden hairs, Glcichcnios, 
ami Uymnogrnmmas. This type of Fern is 

severely injured by strong insecticides, and the 
remedy is worse than the pest itself. In such 
ruses go carefully over the stock, and remove 

those fronds badly infested, and picking 
oil' those on the younger fronds with a 

pointed stick. It is a tedious but necessary 
work, and this is the best time of the year for 
it. You will have to take the utmost care of 
the collection at ull times, as scale is simply due 

to neglect. For the hardier kinds of Ferns a 
very good insecticide is soluble paraffin-oil, and 

have it very weak, about half the strength 
advised by the makers. It is tvgood plan to take 
off a frond or two and dip in the preparation 
to see if injury is inflicted, if not, then you may 
proceed and syringe. I do not care for paraffin, 
us a rule. It is a dangerous material in the 
bunds of amateurs, but a splendid remedy in bad 
cases.—C. T. 

- Unless the Ferns are valuable kinds, and 
the scaly insects few in number, the best course 
is stamp them out by burning the plants, and this 
alone will prevent them coming again. If it is 

decided to make an attempt to destroy them 
without sacrificing the plants, mix up a strong 
solution of Gishurst Compound, and sponge the 

plants over, dislodging any scales which cling 
close with the finger-nail ora thin bit of wood. 
Several washings will lie required to clear them 
off; in fact, when brown-scale gets on to n 
collection of Ferns it will take a good ileal of 
time and patience to get rid of them. I should 

certainly throw out tlie worst plants, anyway. 
Three ounces of (iishurst to the gullou of water 
« ill 1* strong enough.—K. II. 

5H7. Treatment of Agapanthus. - 
You have evidently seriously neglected the 
plants, as the Agapanthus is’ not difficult to 
grow. You should repot or retub the plants, 

using a rich loamy soil, and give moderate 
drainage, as during the summer season plenty 
of wuter is necessary. Judging from your 
description, the plants are evidently thoroughly 
root-bound and starved, so to say, which is 

only remedied by giving fresh soil and making 

n new start. —C. T. 
-These arc very easily grown. They do 1«-«| turned 

outside In the summer. Better see how the roots are; 

perhuiM they are pot-hound. They are strone-roolinir 
things. Certainly they have been neglected in some way, 
but without particulars it is impossible to say how or 
where.—H. If. 

Drawing* for " Gardening.V-fifoders will 
kitully remember that ire are glad irpeeivit 
If dutiful nr rare /A«wi uwt fliiodj/rulf* luai 'at 
fur drawing. The drawing* M maae’wilSbe^/tgtriiid V, 
the beet manner and will appear in due course 
OAMUtNlXO iLLt'STKATKD. 

HOUSE & WINDOW GARDENING. 

CAMPANULAS FOR WINDOWS. 

These succeed admirably in pots as window- 
plants. There are many beautiful varieties, of 

which the following are the most desirable for 
the purpose under notice: C. Barrelieri, a 
drooping kind with a profusion of star-like, 
bright-mue blossoms ; its shoots hang down for 

about a foot in length, rendering it very suitable 
for suspended pots or baskets. C. carpaticu, 
blue and white, both very elegant, growing 
about 8 inches high, with numberless blossoms, 

extremely pretty for pots cither in or outside of 
the windows ; requires care in town gardens. 

C. (Platycodon) grandiflora, another drooping 
kind, but having far larger and more substan¬ 

tial flowers than C. Barrelieri, droops sometiijies 
2 feet, grand for hanging-pots or baskets in¬ 
doors. C'. isophylla and its white variety is a 
delightful trailing pot-nlant for a window inside 
or out, and does well also if grouped on a stage 

in front of a window or in a greenhouse. The 

Campanula rolundifolia. 

pretty little C. rolundifolia (here figured) 
also makes an excellent window-plant in a 

cool room. C. pyramidalis, erect and branch¬ 
ing, as its name implies -in fact, greatly 
resembling a Canterbury Bell, only the 
blooms are much inoi-e opened and flattened ; 
this Campanula does well in pots for window 
decoration. Campanulas delight in a light rich 
soil ; equal parts of loam, peat, and leaf-mould, 
with plenty of sand added, suits them well. Do 

not pot very firmly, and give plenty of water 
when in growth and in (lower. Keep rather dry 
at the root during the winter, and divide and 
repot in the spring as soon as growth commences. 

The drooping kinds do best in slight shade. A 
5-inch pot is large enough for each plant of the 
drooping kinds, and the pots should be suspended 
by means of wires, and the shoots allowed to 
droop over regularly all round. Use the same 

soil, but pot firmer for C. carpatica, and the tall 
pyramidal kinds, which grow 3 feet high some¬ 
times, should l>e treated in the same way. It 
is, perhaps, best to divide and pot these in 

iitunn, and when getting pot-lionnd in spring 
i\jt on into (1-inch and 7-inch potsj MUMpunicnei 

loamy soil and some old manure ror tneinr 1 J 1 1 

URBftN 

TABLE DECORATION FOR CHRISTMAS. 

Having long been an advocate for simplicity 

and lightness in table decoration, I would 
venture to offer a few remarks on the subject. 
There seems a natural tendency to run in excess 
in this matter. Many think that the more rare 

or beautiful plants, flowers, or leaves there can 
lie piled on a table, the better the decoration. 
There can hardly be a greater mistake. As an 
illustration, I once saw a decoration in progress. 

Three light March glasses occupied the centre of 
the table ; they were tastefully and sparingly 
tilled with a light hand, and fringed with light 
Fern fronds, reclining on the damask cloth. 

.Spraying out from these towards the finger- 
glasses, which were tilled with choice flowers, 
were light, delicate sprigs of Ivy, so thin as to 
end in mere points of verdure. These were 

sparsely used, and the effect was charming—a 
perfect* blending of lightness and simplicity. 
Strolling in an hour or two later, the decorators 
were stiff at work finishing—i.e., utterly spoiling 
their work. At the points where the graceful 

twiglets of Ivy vanished towards the finger- 
glasses a still' continuous double line of Coleus 

leaves had been laid on the cloth ; and all 
among the Ivy, Chrysanthemum blooms in 

threes and in single flowers had been workediu 
us rosettes ; similar rosettes were then stuck on 
at the corners. This tendency to overcrowding 

is generally rampant at flower shows. Again 
and again "have I seen the most chaste decora¬ 
tions absolutely spoilt because decorators did 
not know when to stop. Sprays of the mast 
exquisite grace, finishing touches, choice com¬ 
binations that would have been the envy of 

artists, have been overladen until completely 
hidden out of sight. Not only is 

Too much material used, but the material 
is too much mixed. Nothing tends to produce 

monotony so effectually as the employment of 
all kinds of plants and flowers at-once. It is 
hardly too much to say that each decoration 
should consist of one or a few homogeneous 

plants only. Not that only one flower may 
lie used, tfiough that often produces the most 

satisfactory results, but the flowers, foliage, 
and plants employed iu any given decoration 
should develop into harmony through their 
coiigruitv. Many flowers, however, are strong 
enough to stand alone, such, for example, 
as Roses, Camellias, Heaths, Lilacs, Valley 

Lilies, Lilies, Snowdrops, Primroses, Forget-me- 
nots, Spirivas, Deutzias, Cyclamens, Anemones. 
Ijipagerias, Tocsonias, Stcphanotis, Passion¬ 
flowers, Gardenias, < Idoutoglossums, Dendro- 
hiums, and hosts of other plants and Orchids. 

With abundance of their own foliage and a few 
Ferns or Palms for extra greenery the most 

exquisite table decorations may bo formed. The 
Smre-white flowers may need o little support 
rani' others, such ns Squills with Snowdrops, 

Forget-me-nots with Spineas or Deutzias, 
Purple or Scarlet Bouvardias with Stephanotis, 
&e. Rut with abundance of verdure it is 
astonishing how effective even white flowers 

may appear on a dinner table, especially as they 
may readily be fringed with bright Coleus. 
Iresine, Alternathera, or other leaves. In 
harmony with their leaves what better table 
decoration for Christmas than thickly-berried 

sprays of Holly and Mistletoe, supported with 
bunehlets of leaves and sprays of Ivy of different 
eolours. For rosettes on the table Christmas 
Roses and Camellias might alternate. The 

vases might be either tilled with leaves and 
berries, to harmonise with the other deeorat ions, 
or with bright flowers of promise of the coming 
beauties of the spring, such as Valley Lilies, 

Spineas, Lilacs, Roses, Cyclamens, or Primroses, 
not all mixed, but any one of them ; or more 
choice still, Calanthes, Phahenopsids, Odonto- 

glossums, or other elegant Orchids. Or, still 
more in harmony with the season, small 
plants of variegated Holly, Golden Yews, 

Rctinosjioras, Lnurustinus, Cnpressus, or other 
variegated or green folinged or flowering plants 
could be used instead of vases or rosettes of 
flowers. Such hardy plants are far more effec¬ 

tive for Christmas decorations than the more 
tender Ferns, Palms, Marantas, 

Crotons, Draca-nos, Ardisias, &c., so gener¬ 
ally used for such purposes. And besides, the 

JjWrdj^ plaffUi in pots are within reach of all; 

.young Spruces sand Silver Firs are aliout as 
nea-imfu fan11 *neotivd'in a young Btnte an the 

<rcp*or <‘3t0’ic 
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is the taste in the arrangement, not the cost nor 
the mass of material employed, that tells in 
Christmas and other decorations ; and it may l>e 

added that the higher and purer the taste, the 

more sparing of material, and Wee rend. A few 
touches of the pencil suifleeth the painter with 

genius, but tho mere dabbler's brush is ever in 

motion between the palette and the canvas. 
It is very much so with table decoration. A 

few bold touches please, while a multiplicity of 

intricate details land us in confusion and disap¬ 
pointment. And what is true of dinner tables 

and rooms is even more so of churches. The 
amount of “love’s labour” absolutely lost 

on these at this festive season is appalling. 
Destined to bo viewed chiefly from a distance, 

the greater part of the labour involved is seen 

imperfectly or not at all. .Simple designs 
executed in durable material are by far the 

most suitable. Holly, Ivy, Mistletoe, Yew, 
llox, should form the staple, the warp of them 
all; while more perishable or scarce materials, 
such as flowers anil berries, may be used more 

sparingly as the woof to show up prominently 

in inscriptions or designs. For the furnishing 
of fonts, Ac., there is no more useful plant than 

the Ethiopian Lily in flower, used with 
abundance of its fine leaves. It also has the 

merit of bearing the cold and draught of 
churches better than almost any other plant. 

Pyramidal or spiral plants in pots, as Yews, 

Hollies, (Jupressus, Retinosporas, Laurustinus,. 
Kuonyinus, Box, Bays, Myrtles, Acacias, Hum- 

trees, Ac., are also invaluable, as well as the 

more hardy Palms, Yuccas, Aloes, Ferns, Ac. 
In wanner churches, Azaleas, Camellias, forced 
Rhododendrons, Lilacs, and any other green¬ 

house or stove plants may bo used. Fow plants 

are more effective than good specimens of 
Heath and Epacris ; while Chinese Primroses, 

Bouvardias, Cyclamens, and forced Hyacinths, 
Tulips, Narcissis, Crocuses, furnish any amount 

of colour that may bo needed. But to mix all 

these in one church arrangement would to 
invite failure. Chrysanthemums are not named, 

as though several of the later dapanese anil 
of her variet ies may still be in flower at 

Christ nuts, they seem to suggest a dead past 
rather than a joyous present ora hopeful future. 
This may bn a mere fancy, and it must bo 

udmitted that Chrysanthemums last long and 

are showy in Christmas or other decorations. 
But a decoration of leaves and berries only is 

far preferable to one in which flowers already 
part ially faded form any part. 1). 

PERSIAN CYCLAMENS FOR A WINDOW. 

The splendid effects which are now to bo had 
from these plants arc far superior to tho smaller 

old forms, being finer both in foliage and 

bloom; and they aro not difficult to manage 
in the sunny window of a room with a constant 

fire, unless gas be burned, which destroys them. 
Few room plants lost so many weeks in blossom 

during the winter, throwing up their sweet- 
scented flowers continually for' months if well 

supported. Plants whieh have no.t been too 

severely forced can now bo procured covered 
with buds, and these will open well in a south 

window, the plant being copiously supplied with 

tepid water, but not allowed to stand in it, the 
saucer being empt ieil half an hour after watering. 

Cyclamens should never becomo very dry, even 
after flowering they must not be “ dried off,” a 
process which results too often in their destruc¬ 
tion ; but they do not like stagnant water, 

which rots their lower roots, nor can they en¬ 
dure a sharp draught. If the window l>e opened 

in tho early morning in the room in which they 
stand, the buds arc apt to got a chill and wither 

away ; tho plants aro therefore best removed to 

a bedroom at night until the necessary sweeping 
process has been gone through and tho window 

is again closed. Or they may be placed in a 
sheltered corner and covered with double news- 

>aper, which saves them from dust as well as 
rom chill at night during the winter months. 

Sponging their foliage with luke-warm water 

whenever dusty is very beneficial to them, and 
if green-fly or thripashould attack them, a little 

Sunlight soap will be found an excellent insecti¬ 

cide in the water. A mulch of fresh, green 
AIoss placed round tho tubers (which are^TBTially 

considerably above theg^Hjpyijlh^th aid to£li^ 
nppcarance of the plants, and keeJK-fhem 

pleasantly moist, thus helping them much. 

The pure-white Giant Cyclamen is very elegant, 
White Butterfly, with marbled foliage of green 

and white, being specially handsome. Vulcan, 

an immense flower of the richest crimson, 

makes an excellent contrast to the pure-white ; 
While the pink-tipped varieties, and those with 

a crimson eye and white petals, are quite as 

beautiful in their way. After flowering Cycla¬ 

mens should still be sheltered indoors until 
frosts are safely past, keeping them fairly moist, 

although they will not need so much water as 
when in bloom ; they can bo turned out of their 

pots into a half-shady border in June, where 
they will rest until the autumn, although they 

must not be allowed to become too dry during 

hot weather. They should never completely 
lose their foliage, and if given a little soot-water 

or other weak liquid-manure once a week they 
will become strong for the next season, and can 

be potted up in September, placing them then 

in a sunny window, as near as possible to the 
glass, to form their flower-buds. Good drainage, 

and a light, rich compost of loam, leaf-mould, 

soot, and sand, will suit thorn ; and the tubers 
must be placed well above tho soil, only half 

covered, leaving an inch of space empty at the 
top of tlie pot to give room for thorougfi water¬ 

ing. Treated in this way, a Cyclamen will do 
well for several years. J. L. R. 

5055. - Dracoenas in a room. — The 
amount of water needed by these plants in win¬ 

ter is not usually so much as in the summer ; but 
it differs greatly according to the vigour of tho 

plant, and the temperature at which the room 
is kept. The right time to water any plant 

may always be known by tho state .of the soil 
on the surface ; this should be deoidodly dry 

(not wet enough to soil the fingers) before water 

is given. Then, however, tho plant must have 
a thorough supply, after which it will want no 

more until the surface Boil is dry again. The 
Water given to pot-plants should always be a 

trifle warmer than the utmosphere they "live in, 

and rain-water is preferable to hard water for 
plants. The health of room-plants depends 

much upon their being kept very clean by 
sponging the leaves, or giving them a douche 

from a rosed pot or syringe when they need 
water, first placing them in a bath or tray. If 

the surface soil be sour or green, it should be 
removed to the depth of an inch or two, raising 

it carefully with a small stick without injuring 
the roots, and a little fresh sandy compost laid 

in its place. This often helps a plant greatly, 

especially if a teaspoonful of soot be added to 
tho new compost. - L. R. 

5082.- Making a window-box, &c.— 
These should lie at least 10 inches deep, and 

12 inches will lie better for the plants, as it will 
allow for drainage, and also give an inch of room 

for watering at the top. Holes arc not necessary 

in the case of wooden boxes, though they are 
needed when china or zinc is used. The box 

should be of the length and breadth of the win¬ 
dow-sill, and have a small graduated piece of 

wood nailed on at each end and in the middle 

to allow air to pass under t he box and to make 
it stand level, as window-sills usually slopo 

downwards. No great ornamentation is "needed, 

for the box should be covered with trailers. 
Neatly cut notches at the top, and two coats 

(outside only) of dark olive-green paint will lie 
sufficient to make it neat. After placing a few 
crocks and ashes at the bottom the box should 

bo filled with a good, rich, light- con most of 
loam, leaf-mould, sand, and manure. This can 

be bought ready mixed under the title of 
“potting compost,” by the bushel, at a good 

nurseryman's. Before using it a twentieth 

part of the whole in soot brushed from the flues 
of the house may bo added with advantage. 

This is a strong chemical manure, and also has 
the effect of driving out all insects. Small 

plants of Mahonia (Berberis) Aquifoliu in berry 
and bud, Laurustinus in bloom, and Aucuba 

japonica, with coral berries, look well in boxes 

for the winter; but these should have their pots 
sunk in tho soil to protect them from frost, and 

can be taken out in early spring, when sturdy 
dants of Wallflower, with deep crimson or 

irown blossoms, and an edging of Forget-me- 

not rail bosubstituted, with pink double Daisies, 

A ‘©‘fv^nnd Primroses. These should .keen- 
ih^-ftyx Bright until the end of May, theW 

areTuunberless half-hardy plants to put out i fair 

the summer, notably, Tuberous Begonias, Mar¬ 
guerites, Blue Lobelia, “Geraniums,” Calceo¬ 

larias, Ac. ; but other notes on the best selection 
for creepers, trailers, and upright plants will be 

given in time for that season. It is now rather 
late for putting in bulbs, but a selection of these 

can easily be made from the advertisement 

columns and put in at once either between the 
shrubs or without them, such as Hyacinths, 

Daffodils, Crocus, Tulips, Ac.—R. 

50«9.—Window plants in winter in 
London.—It is by no means an easy task to 
keep plants in health during the dark foggy 

days which are too common in London in winter. 
Especially so where gas is burned ; and in this 

case no flowering plant will bloom, although if 
may possibly survive il for some time if already 

in blossom. The best selection of plants under 
these circumstances is the following: Ficus 

clastica (the India-rubber-plunt), with fine broad 
leaves, .Seaforthia elegans (the Bungalow Palm), 

Corypha australis (the Cabbage Palm), Pho-nix 

daetylifera (Date Palm), Chanuerops data and 
C. lmmilis (Fan Palms), all most handsome. 

Dracama inilivisa (the Dragon-tree), and D. 
congests; Latania borbonica, and Aspidistra 

lurida variegatu (the Parlour Palm, so called, 

though not a real Palm); this last is a vert’ 
hardy and useful room plant. All these depend 

much upon the care they obtain for their health 
in winter, and specimens now procured should 
not come out of a forcing-house, or the cliange 

of atmosphere will prolwibly kill them at once. 

They should not- be watered indiscriminately at 
stated intervals, for they should never receive 

water when tho surface-soil is dump enough to 
stain the finger placed upon it ; while at the 

same time they should never lieeomo dust-dry. 

Tepid water, given only when necessary (and 
this can be. ascertained only by daily attention 

to each plant separately), should be supplied in 
sufficient quantity to run through the pot, the 

saucer being emptied half an hour afterwards, 
for stagnant water will rot the lower roots. 

Never give a few teoapoonfuls daily ; this too 
common plan is fatal to many plants, for it. 

results in the starvation of the large roots 
below, while the fine surface roots are rotted. 

The foliage of those plants should be kept very 
clean by the use of a bit of soft old sponge and 

warm (but. not hot) water. The India-rubber- 
plant leaves, and those of the Aspidistra lurida 

luke on a fine gloss from tho use of a little warm 

milk and water when dusty. During very cold 
weather it is well to place "a newspaper at night 

over each plant to protect it from the biting 
winds which are apt to blow through the room, 

while it is brushed out in tho morning : or the 

plants may be placed together on a side table, 
and covered with some light woollen material 
at night. If a warmed bath-room bo available, 

and the plants can stand there at night, a little 
steam being added to the atmosphere by turning 

on the hot-water tap for a few minutes occa¬ 
sionally, this will bo a most desirable place for 

nlants at night, and by means of keeping such 

Ferns as Pterin serrulata, Pteris erotica, P. 
trcmula in this moistened air from the time 

just before the gas is lit until the next day at 
noon, they may be made to do well, even in 

London, and arc thus made available for the 
afternoon decorat ion of a drawing-room. Plants 

in bloom will not. stand long, except in houses 
where electric light lues superseded their great 

enemy—gas ; for the deadly effects of this last 
lightare such t hat overy blossom of such things as 

Primulas, “Geraniums," Ac., fall at once on 

being exposed to it. Hyacinths, Epacris, 
Daffodils, and a few other flowers may lie 

tried ; but all should lie removed to a spare 
room, or a bedroom, where there is no gas 

burned, before four o'clock p.m. at. this time of 
year. Cut flowers, with plenty of foliage plants 

as above, will be found to succeed best.— 
J. L. R. 

514:1.—Oytisus plants In a drawing¬ 
room.—The plants have either Ix'cn kept too 

wet or too dry, and a dry atmosphere will also 

account for their behaviour. It is most provok¬ 
ing, I know, but the change is very radical, and 

the fact that the flower-stalk decayed points 
to a too wot condition of tho soil. The only 
thing you can do is to keep them in the window 

ofiirti^he flxitn, heated at as nearly os possible an 

evemtemperatiire. land-take-special care with 

the WatWfcgtLlGilsWi^re«!t enemy to plants. 

AM-CHAMPAIGN 
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INDOOR PLANTS. 

LAPAGERIAS. 

Tiik culture of Lapagerias in better understood 
than a few years ago, but, judging from what 
lias come under my observation, the simple 
needs of these glorious climbers do not in all 
cases appear to be fully realised. A mistake 

frequently made is that of giving them too 
much artificial warmth. I have seen some few 
plants both in pots and planted out ; these were 
kept through the winter in an average tem¬ 
perature of 55 dogs., but not one of them looked 
thoroughly happy. Lapagerias are like Camel¬ 
lias. cool-house Orchids, and many other things ; 
the rich healthy leaf tint natural to them soon 

disappears if a certain temperature is exceeded 
during the winter months. They are, indeed, so 

hardy that in all but exceedingly cold winters 
1 am convinced they will come through as well 
without artificial heat as with it. I have a 
plant in a large pot which for some years has 
stood at the east-end of a lean-to house. As all 

know, some winters are marked by periods of 
severe frost, and during one of these the heating 
apparatus gave way, so that the soil in the pot 
was frozen as hard as a brick and remained 

thus for quite a week. Not a leaf was injured ; 
even the young shoots that are generally pushed 
up from the crowns, and which were then quite 

succulent, sustained no damage. The plant is 
still in perfect health, and bears a quantity of 
well-developed blooms and also a numlier of 
unexpandod buds. When any plant sustains 

such nard freezing with undiminished vigour, it 
is worse than useless to give it much artificial 
warmth in the winter season unless except in 
the case of such things as have to be forced into 

bloom. 1 havo heard of Lapagerias being suc¬ 
cessfully grown in the full sun, but my experi¬ 
ence of them is that the foliage loses’the rich 
green natural to it under the influence of bright 

sunshine, and that there is considerable danger 
of the 

Older leaves dropping prematurely. Ido not 
know how long the leaves remain green under 

favourable conditions, but for several years at 
least, so that if they drop withinayearor two after 

formation, it is a sign that the atmosphere has 
been too dry. The first Lapageria I hail did 
not thrive well for several years. Every summer 
many of the leaves turned brown and dropped, 
and the young growths from the crown withered 

at their points. I was much puzzled to account 
for this, as every year the plant broke freelv from 
the old wood, and the young growths pushed up 
strongly from the base. A canvas blind, however, 
appeared to afford the necessary amount of shade. 
At length it occurred to mo that the injury was 
done in the early part of the morning. The east 

end of the house was not shaded, and the sun 
shone fully on the plant up to 10 o'clock, and in 
dune and July the power of the sun is often great 

at that early period of the day. As soon as I 
shaded the end of the house the discoloration of 
the foliage ceased, and from that time the plant 
did remarkably well. Lapagerias are, of course, 

seen at their best when they havo a free root 
run in suitable soil, and in the case of houses of 
tolerably large dimensions this is the most satis¬ 
factory way of growing them. The greatest 
care must be taken in the formation of the 
border, especially os regards ensuring perfect 
drainage. The fleshy roots so quickly suffer 

from stagnant moisture that unless there is a 
free outlet for water the health of the plant is 

certain at some time to suffer. For a bed of soil 
say 2 feet in depth there should be 6 inches of 
drainage. This is by no means excessive, and 

will allow of copious waterings in the growing 
season without danger of souring the soil. 
Good peat with a little leaf-mould, a sprink 
ling of fibrous loam, with a liberal addi¬ 

tion of coarse silver sand, is, I consider, the 
best compost that can lie employed. Some 

crushed charcoal may also be added ns giving 
additional security against stagnation. There 
is. 1 think, no belter time for planting than the 
present. The young growths that annually push 

up from the base are beginning to uppear.’and if 

these come into full growth they are liable ot 
sustain a check in planting. In the case of 
plants that have become root-bound it is indis¬ 
pensable that the compost be atari? vary firr 

round the old lull, otlsi t w ho Wiety^sJ;m ■ 
danger of the old soil getting dtyTand whe^_ 
this is the case there is some difficulty in getting 

it thoroughly moistened again. For this reason 
I do not consider it advisable to employ large 

specimens, especially if they have not been 
potted for some time. The roots form a thick 

mat, through which water docs not so easily 
penetrate. Neither is it advisable to use small 
plants, as there is some danger of the soil lie- 
coming close and sour before the roots have 

taken possession of it. Although there is no 
'oiii|iui'isou in tlie growth of plants that can 

enjoy 
A free root-res in good soil, and those that 

arc confined in pots, a very fair amount of ruc- 

Double-flowered form of Lapageria. 

cess can lie had by pot culture. I have a plant 
in a 12-inch pot that lias had no fresh soil for 

five years. This season it gave more blooms 
than in any previous year, and the foliage has 
the rich-green hue that indicates good health. 
Naturally with plauts in such a root-bound state 
high feeding is indispensable to keep the old 
leaves in good condition, and to encourage a 

certain amount of growth annually. During the 
growing season I top-dress aliout once a month 
with concentrated manure, and this, with abund¬ 
ance of moisture in hot weather, promotes a free 

growth. Frequent syringings are necessary, 
Doth as a means of creating atmospheric moisture 
and keeping off red-spider, which is sure to come 
when the iur remains for days in an arid con¬ 

dition. Slugs arc apt to be very destructive to 
the young growths that push from the base. It 
is a good plan to lay some Cabliagc leaves about 
round the plants through the winter and 
examine them late in the evening, or, better 
still, smull heaps of bran. On mild evenings 

the slugs will come out to feed, and most of them 
will he caught by the time growth is lieing 
actively mode. Lapagerias sometimes produce 
double flowers like the one here figured. 

_ n. 

51:10.—A garden-pit.—The pit may be 
heated ouito easily by means of either a 

flue or a hot-water apparatus. The former will 
come rather less expensive in the first place, and 
he somewhat safer in the long cold winter nights 
than a small boiler, but, on the other hand, it 

will consume rather more fuel. Make the first 
5 feet or ti feet—say across one end—of brick¬ 

work, and tho rest may consist of G-inch drain 
(socket) pipes, jointed with cement. The flue 
should slope gentlv upwards all the way, and 

the chimney be 0 feet or H» feet in height. If 
hot water is preferred, a single row of 2-inch Siping all round the pit will suffice. Place the 

ow pipe along the front, and have u small 
“Star" or a plain coil boiler, set in the brick¬ 
work ; either would do equally well.—B. C. R. 

till. Cyphomandra betacea.—This plant, which 
[known as the "Tree Tomato" (though quite distinct. 

”oinato de IAvr. which also goes by the same name); 
best in an intermediate-house or 

5Irtfi.—Creeper for a greenhouse. - 
You could not do better titan get Plumbago 
capensis, which will succeed well planted out in 

the house in good loamy soil on a well-drained 
lioidcr. It is very free-growing, producing 
masses of flowers when in a warm greenhouse, 
and these are of a lovely shade of blue, borne in 

great profusion. You could also have the white 
variety, which is exactly the same as the other, 
only that the flowers arc pure-white. 'Hie 

Plumbagos arc not too luxuriant, like Passion¬ 
flowers.—C. T. 

-Clematis indivisa lobata is a very pretty white 
flowered creeper. lvv-Ieaved 1‘elarjronium Mine. Crousse 
is good also. A Tea (lose, such os Climbing Niphetos or 
Climbing I’erle des .lurdin*. Plumbago capensis, ilahm- 
ihiininiis slogans, are all more or less suitable for a green 
house,—K. H. 

5112.—Acalypha macrophylla. -This 
is a stove plant of a semi-climbing habit that I 
rememlter as being valued for its large dark 
green leaves, with sometimes a vein of crimson 
in them. The correspondent who sends this 
inquiry i* not likely to do any good with it in a 
winter temperature of 45 (legs. ; even if he could 

do so there are many more beautiful and 
interesting plants worthy of the room than this 
one.—J. G. C. 
- Forty-five (legs, is too low. Clive it a temperature 

of Bodega.—E. H. 

5114.—A forcing-house.—For a house of 

this size you will need about six rows of 4-inclt 
piping, equalling altogether, with connections, 
Ac., nearly 200 feet run. If expense is not an 

object, a small plain saddle boiler, set in brick¬ 
work, will be found as good as, or in the end 
liettcr than, anything else, hut one of the up¬ 
right independent cylindrical boilers, of the 

“ Star ” type, will come much less expensive, 
will require no setting, and work steadily and 
well, though it will not last so long as a saddle. 
It may be as well to add that a height of 9 feet 

is rather lofty for a forcing-house, unless, of 
course, you intend forcing Vines or other large 
or tall plants, and if you could make it 1 foot 
or 18 inches less you would find a considerable 

Baving in fuel, as well as the plants do better, 
lieing nearer the glass.—B. C. R. 

5123. —Tuberous Begonias. —Do not pot 
the tubers now, or they may decay ; the end of 
January (if you have a warm-house or pit to 

start them in), or any time up to the middle of 
March will bo time’ enough to do so. Keep 
them for the present in a pot or small box with 
a handful of half-moist Cocoa-nut-fibre below 

and over them ; or if marked singly, sepa¬ 
rately in small pots, and in any case safe from 
frost or damp.—B. C. R. 

5140.—Treatment of a Lemon, &c.— 
I should begin cleaning the plant at once ; every 
week's delay will only make it worse. Scrape off 
as much of the scale as you can, then brush the 

whole well with a strong solution of Gishurst 
Compound, and just totudi the mealy-bug with 
benzoline or paraffin ; but if you use too much 

of the latter you will kill the wood. Cut it 
back, not too hard, in March, and then keep it 
warm and close, syringing frequently overhead, 
but giving water only sparingly at the root 

until well in growth again.—B. U. R. 

5l 18.—Begonia-seed —It is quite possible 
to sow the Beed and raise plants in a cold 

frame, but if this is done you must wait till 
quite the end of May, and then the plants will 
not flower till the following season. In order 
to get good blooming plants the same season the 

seed must lie sown in January or February, in a 
steady moist heat of at least 60 degs. to 70 degs., 
and the seedlings be pricked off and grown on as 

fast as possible, hardening them off in May and 
planting them out in June.—B. C. R. 

-Sow this in February ill a temperature ot 70 degs. 
Do not cover the seed witli soil, but place a sheet of glass 
over tile pan or pot, and keen it dark until germinated. 
Then stand on a shelf and prick off into leaf-soil and peat 
a* soon as they can be handled. Keep them growing 
freely, and pot on to a rich, loamy compost. In June they 

msr lie kept more exposed to air, and eventuallv planted 
out' in July.—P. U. 

-To bloom out-of-doors next summer the seeds 
should be sown in the hoi-bed in February, and be pricked 
off when large enough to luindle, so as to" have nice little 
plants in single pots, or pricked out in boxes ready to turn 

out next June. To do this they must be grown on in 
artificial heat till the middle of May, and then placed in a 
cold frame to harden previous to planting out in the bed*. 

WftfrTi&it o(Pthe bulbs he mentions!? grown the r. 
us. grown,, i, w'Sild probable XESff^ " 

i01 kMpl",f in ,,ou ancr 
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THE CAMELLIA AND ITS CULTURE. 

Soil-—Many years ago Mr. W. Paul gave an 
interesting lecture on the Camellia at South 
Kensington, and some discussion took place as 

to the best soil and other treatment necessary 
for it. The compost used at the Waltham 
Cross Nurseries, where very successful results 

were obtained, was one of good turfy peat anil 
yellow loam. The late Mr. Pearson, of Chil- 
well, considered that loam without any peat 
was better for the Camellia than any mixture, 

and he preferred it cut from an old pasture and 
used at once. Since that time I have tried 
many experiments with the Camellia, and 
amongst them the system of cutting turf from 

an old pasture where the soil was a light sandy 
loam. In this the plants did well for some time, 

but afterwards the growth was not satisfactory, 
and the foliage had not the dark glossy green 
hue so much desired. There is also a black sour 

peat obtained from und rained boggy soil which 
is even more unsuitable than some loams. 
Sandy, turfy peat, on which Heaths grow freely, 
two parts, and about one part of good turfy 

loam, which grows Brackens and in which the 
Rhododendron will thrive, are the best. Add 
to this some crushed bones and rotten stable- 
manure. This com]K>st is of a lusting character, 

and in it roots are formud freely, and do 
not perish if the plunts are judiciously watered. 
The young roots of the Camellia are white, 
brittle, and easily injured. In repotting the 

plunts, if these are in ^ood condition, they ought 
not to be disturbed ; it is not enough merely to 
remove any loose soil from the surface with 
a pointed stick ; the broken potsherds should 
also be carefully removed from the base of the 

ball. Select pots 2 inches or 3 inches wider 
than those in which the plants were growing 
Sreviously, and let them be clean and well 

rained, and press the compost in moderately 
firm. It is well not to give any water for a day 
or two after repotting. 

Camellia-houses.—The form and style of 
house in which Camellias are grown has also 
something to do with their success. The modem 
system, with a large extent of gloss surface ex¬ 
posed to the sun, large squares, and light bars 

in the roof is not the best. Such houses look 
well from an architectural point of view, but for 
the purposes of Camellia and Orchid-culture the 
closel)*-placed bars and small puues of gloss are 
better than very largo squares. One of our best 

practical gardeners near London once told me 
that it was his belief that the modern system of 
hot-house building hud killed nearly all the fine 
old Camellias in the neighbourhood of London, 
In the old style of house so much shading was 

not required, the lightest material being the 
best, and its use was required during the hottest 
part of the day only. It is ulso believed by 
many that the small panes caused a purer at¬ 
mosphere in the house, by promoting a healthy 
circulation of air where the panes joined. Wo 

have some evidence that this is of considerable 
importance in maintaining the health of the 
plants. To do the Camellia well a house with a 

west aspect suits it best. It should cither lie a 
lcan-to or half-spun. If a whole house can be 
given up to their culture it is comparatively 
easy to grow them well. They require an airy 
greenhouse temperature all the year round, ex¬ 

cept when they are making growth during the 
early summer months, when a close, moist 
wither warm atmosphere suits them best. If 
Camellias have to be grown in a greenhouse with 

other plants they ought to be removed to 
another house while making their growth. 
When the buds are formed it is then a question 
what is to be done with the plants. If there is 

room under glass I would not think of placing 
any plants out-of-doors, but sometimes there is 
no alternative ; then it is us well that they be 
partially shaded from the midday aud afternoon 
sun, and also from heavy rains. The best place 

for them is a shady part of the greenhouse or 
conservatory, and they do well as grocnhousc 
wall plants (sco illustration). 

In ronciNij the Camellia in order to obtain 
early flowers, put the plants into the forcing 
house early in the year, and let them remain 
until the buds havo swelled considerably. I 
could often have cut plenty of Sowers a month 

before Christmas, ana had a succession until the 
end of March. The latest floworing plants are 
never taken out of the greenhouse, 

remain wfcjlo making jthoiTTWd. by 

Buns iiKiHTiMi. Camellia buds have a ten¬ 
dency to drop oil- if they are subjected to a 
change of culture when the buds are advanced. 

For instance, the plants remain out-of-doors in 
a partially-shaded place until the end of Septem¬ 
ber, where the leaves are alternately drenched 
with dews and rains. At that time they are re¬ 

moved into the comparatively dry and warm 
atmosphere of a greenhouse or conservatory, 

with the result that many buds will drop unless 
the change is made gradually. This can be done 
by admitting rather more air than usual and 
syringing the Camellias overhead once a day. 

The size of plants purchased, if any, may be 
according to requirements, but it is essential 

that they be healthy and free from scale. 
Young plunts get into laid health from various 
causes, the most common thing being inattention 
to watering, and allowing them to remain so 

long in their pots that they become pot-bound. 
When a Camellia gets into this state it is diffi¬ 
cult indeed to bring it round into good health. 

The best plan is to repot after removing the 
dead roots and useless soil. This should be 

done liefore the plants start into growth ; they 
should then lie put into a house or pit in which 
there is a moderate heat, and be dewed overhead 

twice a day, taking care not to overwater at the 
roots until fresh ones are formed to draw up 
the water. They must lie well shaded from the 

sun until they start into growth. 
Camellias planted out.—Although most 

persons must lie content with Camellias in pots, 

Camellia In flower on a wall. 

after all this is not the best system of culture. 
They succeed best planted out in a prepared 
border of good soil. I havo seen them do 

remarkably well planted in the inside border of 
a vinery, or rather a greenhouse and vinery 
combined. The Vines were planted outside and 
did not quite cover the glass roof, and the man 

ugement was such t hat the Camellias did not 
interfere with tho Vines nor the Vines with the 
Camellias. There was annually a good crop of 

Black Hamburgh Grapes, and in the case of the 

th ~ .. 
D 

iroduced hundreds of blossoms annually. Thu 

ines were not forced, und the roots did not 
run into the space given up to the Camellias ; 
and, moreover, they were thoroughly drenched 
with water—root and branch—during the grow ¬ 

ing season. 
The varieties of Camellias are very numer¬ 

ous now, but the double white and timbriata are 
the most grown. Imbricata is a good red variety 

when that colour is required, and the American 
varieties sent out by Mr. Hovey should be in 

every collection. J. 

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS. 

Questions. - - Queries and answers are inserted in 
Gahpkmno )rer. of charge if correspondent* follow the rule* 
here laid down for their guidance. All communications 
for insertion should he clearly atul concisely written on 
one side of the paper only, and addressed to the Editor of 
Gardemno, .'.7, .Southampton-sheet, Coccnt-garden, Lon¬ 

don. Letters on business should he sent to the Publmiikk. 
The Flams and address if the sender are featured in 
addition to any designation he may desire to he used in 
the paper. When more than one query is sent, each 
should be on a separate piece of pajier. Unanswered 
queries should be repeated. Correspondents should bear 
tn mind that, as Gahifrxiko has to be sent to press some 
time in advance of date, theif cannot alicays be replied to 
in the issue immediately following the receipt if their 

communication. 
Answers (which, with the exception of such as cannot 

well hr classified, will he found in their different depart 
meats) should alicays bear the number and title placed 
against the query replied to, and our readers will greatly 
oblige us by advising, as far as their knowledge, and 
observations permit, the correspondents who seek assist¬ 
ance. Conditions, soils, ami means vary so infinitely 
that several answers to the same, question may often he 
very useful, and those who reply would do well lit mention 

the localities in which their exiterieiwe is gained. Corres¬ 
pondents who refer to articles inserted in Garuk.XI.xo 
should mention the number in which they appeared. 

510C.—Lobelia for a basket.—Which is the best 
Blue Lobelia lor a hanging-basket?—L. P. L. 

167.—Polnsettlos.—Should old Polnaettias be cut 
down now, und w ill they then throw out shoots 1— Novicr. 

rdiss.-Drooping Fuchsias.—Will someone kindly 
tell me the best drooping fuchsias for a greenhouse ?— 

L. P. L. 
:> 1U9.- Dahlias for show.—I should be pleased if 

someone would name twelve at the best show Dahlias I— 

Dahlia. 

517o.—Chrysanthemums for bush culture.— 
Will someone kindly give names of twelve best Chrys¬ 

anthemums for bush culture?—Hbnkx. 

6171. -Treatment of Vallotaa.-Will someone 

kindly tell me the treatment of Vallotae? I have some in 
pots,'but they have not flowered for years.—E. C. M. 

6172. — A scented Fern.—Will someone kindly tell 
me the name of a Kern that smells like new hay. where it 
con be got, and if it will do well on a shady rockery in the 

garden l—West Hi’RRKy. 

6173. —Cooking green vegetables.—Will any¬ 
body kindly tell me how to cook green vegetables Sprouts 

ami Cauliflowers, Ice,—without making a horrible smell 
all over the house ?—Astoria.n. 

6174. —Peat-Moss litter for stiff land.—Will 
someone kindly inform me if Peal-Moss litter is a good 
manure for stiil land, to dig in, and ns a mulching? Also, 
if It will <lo for a hot bed IS. H. 

5175.—Gloxinias.—Can these be grown in a window 
of a room that has a tire in it every day ? If so, will someone 
tell me the treatment required, and also when to plant? 
I have no garden or greenhouse ol any kind.—AmatkI'K. 

6170.—Gladiolus "The Bride."—Will someone 
please to toll me the proper time to plant Gladiolus The 
llride, as I see "J. Groom, Gosport," mentions in page 555 
that he plants this kind when he lilts other sorts. Will 
the frosls hurl them ? K. S. 

5177. Michaelmas Daisies.—I shall be greatly 
obliged if someone will give me tho Fiutnes of six of the 
tn-st Michaelmas Daisies, different colours, not more than 
30 inches high, and where 1 ran gel them? Please inline 

only Ihu number required, as more ionises contusion.— 

'5178. Potting LUlum auratum, dec.—I should 
he glad to know whether Ihu bulbs ot Lilium auratum, 

cultivated in a cool greenhouse, should In- often re|H>lted, 
and at what time of the year ? Any other notes as l<> 
treatment during period of rest, watering, etc., would be 

esteemed.—E. B. 

5170.—Good Chrysanthemum.—I should like to 
know the names of about eighteen Chrysanthemums that 
flower best on tho terminal IiiiiIh, and those Ihutdo best on 
the crown buds? t have found out Ibis year that Margin 

blooms best on the terminal buds, und Avalauchc is bisL 
on the crown bud*.—Amaicif. 

51S0.—A cool lean-to vinery.—1 have a coo! lean- 
to house 10 fee! by 6 feet high. I want to grow a Vine 
against Iho back w*U. Which kind would succeed bast 
The house is healed lo keep out frost in winter, and 1 w ish 
to use the front staging for plants, lie., as well. Will the 

two succeed ?— Henry K bates. 

5181—Osman thus.—Some large bushes of Osman 

thus ilicifoliub variegatus, which have been in my garden 
for many years, are now (December), for the llrst time, 
covered ’with small while flowers, l-untl" sweet seen led. 
Is this unusual, and will they bear terries, aud, U so, ol 
What colour?—CAI<>uRTllr.x;,l^;Rl.. 

5l^..—Greenhouse Amaryllis. — Will anyone 
kindly tel! me the proper treatment for soma choice 

greenhouse Amaryllis, what heat and soil they require, and 

fUMtgd tb* Old Double White, eac^j^ M i H. 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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Mss. — Chrysanthemum suckers. — Is it 
necessary to remove all suckers ami cuttings during the 
period of growth, and during the time the plants are in 
flower, as 1 find on examining plants exhibited at Chry¬ 
santhemum shows no trace of the least sucker or cutting, 

cither on l'omponcs, Japanese, or Incurved varieties.— 
Amateur. 

MW.- Tea and Noisette Roses. -1 have thirty 
Tea ami Noisette Roses, and would like to know if 1 call 
have a continuance of bloom all the year round, and, if 

so, will ".I. C. C." or “ I*. C." inform me the best possible 
way of succeeding? l,cnti-to greenhouse, with from 
•'i.i degs. lo 00 (legs. of heat at command during winter.— 

Anmovs Kkauiw. 

ds... Treatment of Tuberoses.—Would anyone 

kindly inform me how 1 am lo treat Tuberoses that nave 
been potted about a fortnight and placed in a dark box in 
a temperature of between 10 degs. and 55 dogs., and also 

kindly tell me whether that temperature is sufficiently 
high ; in fact, how ought I to treat them to get them fo 

bloom as early as possible?—R. B. 

518®.—Roses and Carnations.-1 have a small 
house in which I should like to grow the ahovo for early 
flowers. Will someone kindly inform me if I can do so 

successfully, and whether the Hoses would be best planted 
outside the house, or in a bed inside, or grown In pots, 
and what temperature would have to be maintained during 
the early months of the year?—DiAntiiis. 

5187. - Arum Lilies.—I have some Arum Miles that 
hat e been in bud this six weeks. Will anyone tell mo why 
it is they remain in bud and not open ? I hail the same 

experience last winter with them, but since then they have 
been out in the garden all the summer. They are now 

kept in a window well exposed to a good light, no fire. 

Are there any means of forcing them to open?—Amateur. 

5188. - Pear-trees not fruiting-—I have some 
I'ear-lrces growing on a wall faring the west which have 
not yielded any frulf for several years post, although they 
are finite healthy. They were root-pruned four years ago, 
but that did them no good. Three of them are Jargonelle, 

but I don’t know what the others are. Will anyone kindly 
tell me what to do with them in order to get them to bear 
fruit?-M. L. 

5189. —A steep border. I have a bonier 12 yards 
long, sloping steeple to a pathway, with southern aspect. 
II. is too steep; the rain washing (he soil away. I nave 

just had an edging of red sandstone put to it a foot high, 
the same wide, to Istuk it up and make it more level. Will 

someone kindly recommend me what to plant the inter- 
Htlecs of the sandstone with? The situation is suburban, 
and not free from smoke.— Okntrian. 

.‘dim.—Forolng Roses for cut bloom. Will 
someone kindly give mu the following information ? I 

Imve six houses, each 40 feet by 10 feet, eaves 9 fectl! inches 
from the floor, heated with a 4-inch How and return pipe. 
These houses are occupied with Tomatoes ill summer. 
What I w ant lo know is ran I grow a crop of Hoses and 

have the houses emnlv or ready for Tomatoes by the end 
of April ? If so, what kinds ought I to grow, ami when 

ought they to he put under glass for forciug? What tem¬ 
perature should 1 want?—M. E. 

M91.—A span-roofed greenhouse.-! have built 
a span-roofeifgreenhouse, 30 feet long, w ith a glass parti¬ 
tion in the middle. The first 16 feet for llowers, the 

second for Vines. In the latter I have placed troughs of 
slate, about 14 feet long, 2 feet wide, and l foot deep. 1 have 
put in tlie bottom of each 3 inches of ashes. He., for drain¬ 
age, and o inches of good mould and manure. I purpose 

growIngCucumliers in them and early Tomatoes, and shall 
try a few Strawberries. Kindly tell me how I may further 
utilise Ihem for Mowers or planls? llol-water pipes are 

below the two troughs on each side of the Vine-house. - 
<1. I’. 

519J.- Pear-trees not bearing. Against a 
kitchen wall with a E.N.E. aspect, e.x|>o.xcd at times to 

cutting winds from the sea, I have a I'ear-lreu in (appar¬ 
ently) vigorous health. Each spring for the last three 
years it has shown quite a remarkable supply of blossoms, 

which lost spring wo ineffectually triod to protect. The 
tree does not hear fruit; if a few Mowers give promise of 

fruit they soon fail and fall. The roots of the tree are in 
a narrow border of soil adjoining a gravel walk, under 
which lie the pipe* of the main drainage of I ho house, and 

other pipes conveying warm water to a conservatory. Can 
I do anything to make the tree fruitful as well as blossom 
hearing?—Conubkvb, Moreen, Torquay. 

6193. Roses In a small garden. -! have a small 
garden at the back of my house, due south, nnd so it gets 

the sun all the year round. I should like to grow some 
Hoses. The soil is rather light, and tilings arc very much 

punished by the south-west wind. It blows against the 
hack of the house and rebounds and tears the things to 
pieces Will someone kindly tell me the names of twelve 

Hybrid Perpctuals and Tca-sccnted Hoses that would 
answer best with me? I want those easy to grow, making 
n good show of bloom from spring to winter. Also the 
best artificial manure for Hoses with my soil, as 1 fear 

horse-manure is too light, and cow or pig-manure is 
difficult to get with me?—A New Beginner. 

6191.—Climbing Roses.—I have flveclimbing Roses 
(Niphetos, W. A. Richardson, K. M. Hcnrietto, Si. Kiel, 
and Slme. Carnot) planted 12 months ago on a bonier in 
my unheated span-roofod house, devoted entirely to 

Hoses. In May the SI. Niel was cut back to within 3 inches 
on the old wood. The others have grown at will. With 
the exception of W. M. Richardson (which has only made 

three shoots about 3 feet long), thev have all made 
several rods from 3 feet to 8 feet in length, and many short 
shoots. The long rods are strong and well ripened and 

trained on wires It inches from tho glass. 1 have also a 
quantity of Tea Roses in pots, part purchased lost vear, 

and now in 10-inch pots, part purchased about a month 
ago, and repotted into 6-inch pots. I want to keep them 

all as backward os possible. This year many of tho earliest 
buds were cut off by frost. How and when should the 
• limbers and others he pruned? Do they require one 

thinning’ I propose removing an inch of "the soil,from 
‘•o'h pots and. bordpr and.replacing with a mixture, of 
■ or manure, hot'-at*!. and loam. !s th'/SP>nt the 

'AW *• •“'rtdlBrfMKaOK 

To the following queries brief editorial replies 
are given; but reader* are invited to give further 

answers should they be able to offer additional 
advice on the various subjects. 

5195. — Oape bulb (It'. A. Dunne).—I do not recognise 
it by the specimen sent. I generally get a better speci¬ 
men, with some recognised point u|ion it. Here there is 

none.—J. J. 

5196. —Bulbophyllum Lobbl (-7• II. M. n.).—This is 
a very old plant, first sent home bv Cobh nearly fifty y ears 

ago. ’ Tho flowers are of a pale-yellow or buff colour. It 
may he new to you, hill it is anything but a new plant. 11, 

wants treating something like a Dcndrobium, but docs not 

want so much drying.-- >1. 11. 

6197. Masdevallla lgnea. II. -V. sends a flower 

of a very good variety of Hus plant. Not at all an unusual 
season for its blooming. If you had taken it for any other 
species, you might havo been more surprised, but the 

dorsal sepal will always distinguish it. This is always 
subulate and deflexed.—M. B. 

5198.-“ The Fern allies "(/•'■ I.- SJ.—This is a book 
published by Raker, of Kcw, and would he what \ oil 
require, I should think, and is a s\ nopsis of the genera 

nnd species of Kquisitncai, Ryeopodincai, Hclnginellaceic, 
and Khiso-carpca'. May i>o obtained of George Hell and 

Hons. York-at reel „(,'o\enl-gnrden.—J. J. 

6199.—The Hart's-tongue Ferns (A. Reynolds). 
—I think if you are ns fond of these Kerns ns you say, you 
would know some of the varieties, and should know some¬ 

thing of what you might expect. I have given you the 
names of several good tradesmen of whom you may get 

them, so 1 think I have done my duty.—J. J. 

flam. - Bpldondrum myrlonthrum dim 
Marsh).—You have got a very line species here, and y ou 

have liccn growing it unite right ill the cool-house, hut I 
used lo move it into a house about 5 degs. higher in the 

winter, which I think is the correct tiling to do with it, 
and I advise you to do the same with your plant.- M. It. 

flail. Odontoglossum Harryanum ((■' U. M., 
Liverpool).—Tho flower sent is a very fine variety, ana 
when fully established, I should like lo see it. again, nnd 
so llnd out If it hears out my expectations. You should 
put your thumb down hard at the base of the petals. You 

will not injure them, and you would have more pleasure 

with the flower.—M. B. 

5202.—A species of Hvpnum (A Subscriber).— 
The specimen In some kind of Hypnuui. 1 remember seeing 

it used by Mr. Hander some years ago for Orchids; hut he 
soon discontinued It, finding that it was of no use. The 

best that I have found for Orchids is .Sphagnum obtnsl- 
folium, S. cuspidatum, and H. intermedium. These should 
(some of them) be found in your neighbourhood.— J. J. 

6203. Ooologyne leutlglnosa (./. A'.).—I fear 
you have made some mistake with the name, hut the plant 

Ion ask about flowers some time in the autumn months, 
lit la a mnall-flowered, and not a showy species. How¬ 

ever, you may not grow all showy kinds, hut porlmim have 
some of the other kinds for contrast. Yes, you may keep 

It in tho Uattlcya-house during the winter, hut it likes a 

warmer position when growing.—M. B. 

6201.—Oyrtopodlum punctatum (J. It.).—it It 
has not flowered with you, how do you know that is 
punclatum ? It may ho Andersoni, which is a much shyer 
bloomer. They are all deciduous, nnd lose their leaves in 

the winter, at which time they should he kept cool and as 
dry as possible without injury lo tho bulbs when growing. 
They should he started In the East Indian house, You will 

soon see if it is to flower, hecansu the spike comes out of 

tlie voung growth.—M. B. 

5205.—Ocelogyne barbata (J. HJ.—Yes, the horn c 
you have it in is unite hot enough for It. Perhaps you 

have formerly kept It loo warm, which may have been the 
reason of lls falling to bloom. I quite agree with Dr. 
Uiidh-y in saying it is one of the very finest of the genus 

for winter blooming, hearing a tail, erect spike, with the 
blooms of tho purest white, the lip ornamented with black 

and brown shaggy hairs, and measuring about 3 Inches 
across. They last several weeks in full perfection.—M. B. 

5206.—Orchid Importation (F. Mordeiuid).—U 
you havo plenty of time and money to spare you can start 

importing Orchids ; hut from my own ex|>ericnco with it, 
1 did not find the game was worth the candle. Home of the 
most lieaut iful of the kinds abound in this country already, 

and everyone has them, or can get them for a shilling or 
two each. The rarer kinds take a lot of searching for 
and trouble lo get, and then you musthave a man collect¬ 

ing them who has a tolerable knowledge of what is already 
in the country.—M. B. 

5207. — Oneldlum crlspum (A'ebo).—This plant 
should he rested quite cool and not dried much. You 

should hang it up in the house with the Odontoglots, 
giving it Just water enough to keep the bulbs from 

shrivelling. I do not know if this treatment will cause 
your plant to flower next year, but I should think you 
have a chance if you follow my advice. The plant you 

have flowered I should think is a variety of O. crispum, but 
cannot say without seeing it. I am glad you have found 
benefit from my instructions.—M. B. 

5208.—Ocelogyne crlstata (Xebo).-l have seen 
this plant growing and standing all the year round in a 
warm and sheltered spot in the greenhouse, and It flowered 

well, but this was not in a greenhouse with “Geraniums" 
and Fuchsias, and I do not recommend you to try it. I 
rather like the warmth of the Cattleya-housc for it. Give 

it a fair amount of water when growing, and in the autumn 
I give them a little more warmth to flnish them off, and 

the spikes will come up from the bul-1 where they stand. 
Do not dry them off, but water carefully and sparingly.— 

M. B. 

5299 — Odontoglossum cltrosmum (J. R.).— 
These plants should have been placed in the cool-house long 

ago, and kept very dry, but not so dry as to cause the bulbs 
to shrivel. Upon tho slightest indication of this occurring 
the plants should be removed, have a good soaking of 

water, and when thoroughly drained, replaced, and they 

should be so kept cool and dry until,the .flower-spikes 
show their, nibs then give a little more water; and a 
little more warmth, and when they hacr got a little further 

ad^rle^Jf you havo a’.ink o*.water in tho house, bang 
this, as ! think it his the effect of 
vn. I am very pkistt you ha 

kinds doing so well and flowering, but I would advise you 
not to give them too much heat.— M. B. 

6210.—Orchids In a cool-house (J. /. r.).—t 
think you arc sailing pretty close to the wind when you 
talk about a house at 45 degs., because then at sonic lime, 

when there comes a cooler night or day, it may suddenly 
drop 5 degs. or 10 degs. lower. When I say 45 degs. is tho 

lowest temperature that epiphytal Orchids should tie sub¬ 
jected to, I have known them to submit to a lower tem¬ 
perature, hut 1 never hut once saw the result. This was 

in a house which was under my suiieriiitenderife, and the 
plants got ice formed on lheir lealcs. They turned of a 
purple colour. The man in charge, when spoken to about 
this, said, in a laughing manner—“ Don't you tie afraid ; 

that is the colour I like to see them." But in a month or 
two afterwards the leaves were all off the plants, and then 
ft was my turn to speak, nnd I said- “ What o 'lour would 

you like their next leaves to be f And he said—“Green, 
and I will lake good eare to keep the frost away next 

w inter." I like to have the Odontogloasum-housc at about 
48 (legs., and 46 degs. at the very lowest. If my friend 
will write again, I will give a list uf a few things he can 

grow.—M. B. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
BV should be glad if readers would remember that i/m 

do n/pf answer queries by post, aiul that we cannot under¬ 
take to/orieara letters to correspondents., or insert queries 
that do not contain the name and address of sender. 

1‘erennial.—Please repeat queries, and write each one 

on a separate piece of paper, and on one side of it only. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 
Naming fruit,—Readers who desire our help in 

naming fruit must bear in mind that several specimens 
of diferent stages t\f colour ami size of the same kind 

greatly assist in Us determination. We ran only under¬ 
take to name four earirtirs at a time, ami these only when, 
the above directions arc observed. Unpaid parcels will be 
refused. Any communication rcsqiecting plants or fruits 

should always accompany the parcel, which should ha 
addressed to the. Kditor of GariiENINO Ii.luntratei>, 
Soulhainpton-street, Strand, London, B’.C. 

Names Of fruit.- C. J. J. Ilnyhrs Apple Ryiuer. 
Good specimens of a very excellent kitchen Apple. 

POULTRY AND RABBITS. 

5004,— An incubator.—It is impossible lo 
answer “ Vicar’s ” query as to cost unless one 

gives the catalogue prices of several makes, 

and this would bo equivalent to a free adver¬ 
tisement, for which the query columns are not 

intended. Tho cost of an incubator depends, t o 
a great extent, upon its size, the larger tlie 

machine tho more It will cost; but the smaller 
ones are in reality tho dearest—that is, as re¬ 
gards hatching power. It is altogether impos¬ 
sible to comparo the machines of any two 
makers, so that it is unsafo to ho guided entirely 

by price, (iootl incubators to hatch fifty eggs 

can be bought for four to six guineas; other 
makes are dearer, whilst some are less costly. 
Larger machines are worth more money, but 

their prices do not rise in proportion to their 
hatching powers. In the selection of a machine 

“Vicar” must lie guided principally by tho 
amount ho is prepared to spend ; he should, 

however, take into consideration the merits of 
the machine and the amount of attention it re¬ 

quires. A good incubator should need but few 
visits during the day, although, in case of acci¬ 

dent, it is best to notice it now nnd then to see 
things are progressing satisfactorily. My ex¬ 

perience is that the best results are obtained 
From the machine which works the steadiest ; 

and when irregular working is tlie rule, the 
broods are the smallest. With regard to man¬ 

agement, the directions sent out with each 
machine should in all oases lie closely followed ; 

when it is otherwise, it is useless to expect 
good returns. If the secret of success in incu¬ 

bator management can be summed up inoneword, 
the expression used should bo “ regularity,” for 

on this I fully believe everything depends. It 
is utterly useless to stick closely to the machine 
for one week and to neglect it the next, ns many 

are inclined to do. Another thing is to use 

fresh eggs, and to put them in as near as possible 

at the same date. If there is anything else I 
can advise “Vicar” upon, I shall be happy to 

do so. —Doulting. 

“ Gardening Illustrated ” Monthly Parts. - 
Price 3d.: post free, 8d. 

“ The Garden ” Monthly Parts.—This journal 
is published in neatly bound Monthly Parts. In this form the 
coloured plates are best preserved, and it is most suitable for 
reference previous to the issue of the half-yearly volume.'. 
Price Is. 6d. . post free. Is. 9rf. Complete set of isjtwtf.i of 
The OARDEV/rom Its commencement to the end of 1892, forty- 
tu-o rob., price, cloth, £30 12s. 

“Farm and Home" Monthly Parts.—This 
journal is published in neatly bound Monthly Parts, in which 
form It Is most suitable for reference previous lo the Issue of the 
yearly volumes. Price 3d.; post free, 8d. 
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UtSUDIEDIXS 
Arm la linouln 
Achillea millefolium 

rosea . 
A<lmntuni.H in winter .. 
Alder for tunin'*.. 
Apple*, COoklllK, KOIlHr 

KtJpd . 
Azul.-a*, Imlimi, for fore* 

*■». 
Bees. 
Begonia iced 
Begonias, Tuboron* 
Begonias, winter-Hower- 

ll'irl'r, a steep .. 
Cnhhages ami thvir cul- 
, t«re . 
Culls K'thiopiru (Anini 

Lily) (or u room 
Chrysanthemum A nivrirn 
Chrysanthemum - cut¬ 

tings, striking .. 

I 'liryMint hrmumsuckent ml 
Chrysanthemum tv. II. 
Lincoln.001 

Chrysanthemum* for 
liuiili culture .. 001 

rhrynunl lie iuuuis. goml 001 
Chrysanthemums, out- 

iloor .001 
Conifers, small, for a 

i-olil house .. .. 003 
Conservatory .. 002 
Creeper for a greenhouse 013 
Cylisiis plants In a ilraw- 
iuu-mom.015 

Dahlius for show.. .. 000 
Daisy llnsli (Oleurili) .. 003 
Daisies, Miehaeluius .. 015 
Kern, a BcenteJ .. .. CU2 
Ferns .607 
Kerns. Dlril'S'iiest .. 007 
Kerns, liarily, iu winter 507 
Forcing-house .. .. 002 

Flowers, horily, agunlen 
of. 

Fruit garden 
Fruit-trees and drought 
Fruit - trees, worthless 

grubbing .. 
Fuchsias, drooping 
Carden pit, a 
Carden work 
CludiolusThe Bride .. 
Gloxinias. 
Crafting, preparing for.. 
Greenhouse, a span- 

roofed . 
Ground, plunting ex¬ 

posed 
Holly and Yew, the 
Ilot-ls'ils, making 
Jasmine, winter .. 
Leaves for table decora¬ 

tion . 
Lihonia floribunda 

Lilies, Arunr 
Lilies, Plantain (Fun- 

kius) . 
Isrlw-lia for a basket 
lss|uat. the lEriobolrya 

japonicu) 
Manure, a free use of .. 
Marrows, Bush .. 
Minmlus maculostis 
Orchids for cool green¬ 

house . 
OsmonthUH 
Outdoor garden .. 
Palms, watering 
Pear-trees not bearing.. 
Pear-trees not fruiting.. 
Peat-Moss-litter for stltf 

land . 
Pink, the. 
Plants, a few useful 
window. 

Plants, labeling ., 

Plants, bedding, from 
seed .612 

Plants in a Khododen- 
dron-bed.GW 

Plums, late .. .. 606 
Poinsett ins .. .. 613 
Polygonums! Knot weeds) 016 
Potutoes, early, and 

Brussels Sprouts .. 610 
Potatoes, seed, in win¬ 
ter.611 

Pot vinery.602 
Questions and answers 616 
Hoses anil Carnation* .. 603 
Hoses, climbing .. ,. 609 
Buses for cut blooms, 
forcing.C03 

Hoses, for pillars, 
arches, and pergolas .. 60S 

Roses in a small garden 60S 
Hoses, Tea and Noisette 609 
Seeils, saving .. .. 615 

.Satin-flower, Crimson 
(llrovoortiu cocciuea) 610 

Khrulw, choice .. .. 603 
Tomato, a large .. .. 611 
Tomato-grrtwinginboxes 610 
Tomuto-house, si/e of a 610 
Town garden, work in 

tho .602 
Trees, nurses for.. .. 603 
Tuberoses, treatment of 613 
Valiums, treatment of.. 613 
Vanda suavis .. .. 604 
Vegetable garden .. 602 
Vinery, a cool lean-to .. 606 
Vines. potting, and 

planting the canes 
Week's work, the com- 

603 

C02 lug.. . 
Weigela for suburban 

gardens, the .. ..603 
Wind on trees, effect of 603 
Window gardening .. 602 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

.STRIKING CHKYSANTHEMUM 

CUTTINGS. 

Having got ready the soil and the pots in which 

the cuttings are to be inserted, the work of put¬ 

ting these in is much facilitated. A compost of 

half loam and leaf-mould, with a plentiful ad¬ 

mixture of sharp silver sand, is the best for 

striking the cuttings. Pass the whole through 

an 4-inch sieve, and again sift some of it with 

a finer sieve still. The object for this is to 

separate a little of tho rougher parts of tiiecom- 
i»ost for placing over the single crook at the 
bottom of the pot as a means of supplying suffi¬ 

cient drainage. Fill the [sits firmly with soil. 
On tho top sprinkle a small quantity of sand to 
be carried down to the bottom of the hole with 
the point of the dibber for tho cutting to rest 
upon, the rooting process being quicker in sand 
than soil. The soil should ho pressed firmly 
around the cutting, particularly its huso, and a 
gentle watering given through a line-rosed 
water-pot to settle the soil and sand about the 

cutting. I omitted to say that the cutting 
should be taken oil' as far away from the old 
stool as possible and be about .3 inches long, re¬ 
moving the lower pair of leaves and cutting 

square across below a joint. 1 prefer a cool- 
house to strike the cuttings iu to any other 
structure or frame out-of-doors. What I menu 

l»y a cool-house is one where the temperature 
docs not fall below 411 dogs, nor rise above 
r>(» degs. This range of temperature prevents 

the frost cheeking the progress of the cuttings, 
neither is it too high to induce them to grow 
unduly fast. Some persons strike their cuttings 
iu a cold frame, but my reason for preferring a 
cool-house is that much time is often lost in a 

frame through severe weather. I have seen 
them frozen hard, which will not. kill them; but 
while in this state they cannot he making pro¬ 
gress, therefore must be losing I ime. In a cool- 

liouse they are not nearly so liable to be affected 
by damp as they are in a frame when kept 
covered up for any length of time, as they must 
nt times when the weather is severe. Tite best 
of all methods is under lmndlights, or in u pro- 
pagating-frame placed on the side stage. If 

lmndlights are not available hoards affixed in 
the shape of a frame with laths across at suit¬ 
able distances to support loose squares of glass 

will sulfice. These home-made appliances 
answer very well os long as t hey are air-tight or 
nearly so. Stand the pots on sifted ashes for 

securing a cool, moist bottom and excluding air. 
The lights must be kept closed until roots are 
formed, with the exception that they may he 

taken off for an hour in the morning for tho dis¬ 
sipation of excessive moisture, and in tho even¬ 
ing the glass should be wiped dry. Shading 

will not be required if the leaves ilo not Hag. 
In about a mouth some of the cuttings will lie 

rooted. The strongest-growing sorts beinethe 
first to emit roots, a little air should \fn 

given by tilting the ligh0|«ljgb%i dtyfilt 
i ncieasnig until they can be safely removed! 

K. Molynkux. 

Chrysanthemum W. H. Lincoln. - Ii 
may not generally be known what a capital 
variety this is for late flowering. I nave 

plants of it now (December 18th) which have 
not yet fully expanded their blossoms. Yellow 
flowers, are as a rule, valuable, this one especially 
so, owing to the richness of its colouring. The 

nuttings were inserted toward the end of Decem¬ 
ber, and their tons pinched out of the shoots 

t wice. Afterwards all shoots that formed were 
allowed to grow and muture their blossoms at 
will. Those who have not yet grown this Jap¬ 
anese kind for late flowering should lose no time 
in adding it to their list for the coming year.— 

0183. - Chrysanthemum-suckers. — 
The plan generally adopted by cultivators of 
plants for large blooms is to remove all sucker 

growth during the summer and when the plants 
are housed. After that period, if the shoots 
springing from the base are unmolested, they 
will be in the right condition for cuttings when 

the proper time arrives December—for insert¬ 
ing them. Many cultivators of new and choice 
varieties remove the suckers from tho plunts 
just previous to taking the plants to a show 
for obvious reasons.—K. Molynkux. 

- Yes: if the best results are to be secured, afl 
growths from I lie base should bo removed as soon as they 
appear throughout the season. In the ease of new or 
senroo varieties the cuttings so obtained are extremely 
useful for Increasing the stock.—II. C. R. 

-These are always removed during the period of 
growth bv the best growers, as the production of suckers 
robs the flowers of some of their nourishment: but ns soon 
as the flowers are full} expanded the suckers should he 

F ll*° ‘{rmV' °r lhoro wil1 1,0 “ scarcity of cuttings.— 

Chrysanthemum America. — This 
single-flowered variety is valuable for its late 
blooming propensity, tho long white florets, 

which arc faintly tinged with pink, coupled with 
the largo yellow disc or “ eye,” make a capital 
display when growing on the plant or in a cut 
state. Spikes of bloom, 18 inches or so long, of 

this variety are no mean object for decoration, 
surmounted with a bunch of flowers at the top. 
The length of the petals gives a grace to the 
flower that those sorts with short petals arc 
devoid of. K. M. 

"ilTii. — Chrysanthemums for bush 
culture.—The following are well suited to this 
form of culture, being of free growth, yet not 

too tall, but having stout steins, which are 
desirable to support upright the clusters of 
flowers borne on each : Airs. Hovil (refluxed, 

I>alo primrose-yellow), Source d’Or (bright- 
orange, shaded-gold), Kvnsford White (pure- 

white), W. H . Lincoln (rich orange-yellow, good 
for lato flowering). Bouquet Fait (soft rose-pink). 
Potter Palmer (white, late), Gloire du Rocher 

(bright orange-amber, Hushed-crimson), Florence 
Davis (white, tinged with green as it opens), 
Mine, do Sevin (rosy-purple), Kdwin Molyneux 

(crimson and gold), M. William Holmes 
(crimson, tipped gold, early), Val d'Andorre 
(chestnut, shaded-orange).—E. Molynkux. 

.. ®oocl Chrysanthemums. — 
*J-;>'desiJU)0ii, Condor, Viviand Morel, Charles 
J*m iSjAMia Boehmer, Stansteud White) KlWW 

Bac<\J5. Beckett, J. Delaux, Puritan, Beauty 
of Kxmouth, Mrs. W. H. Fowler, and wSjf 

Seward are some of the best Japanese varieties 
that come as well or better on the ter¬ 
minal bud than the crown. In the Incurred 
section the whole of the “ Queen of England ” 
family do well grown on this system, as do also 

Lord Wolscley, Prince Alfred, Mrs. W. Ship- 
man, and Jeanne d’Arc. With these exceptions 

nearly all the other exhibition varieties produce 
the finest flowers from crown-buds.— B. C. R. 
- The first named eighteen varieties flower 

well from terminal buds, and the remainder suc¬ 

ceed upon crown-buds : Alberic Lunden (dark 
carmine, shaded crimson), Bertier Rendatler 
(orange, shaded yellow, flushed with bronze), 

Baron de Prailley (rose-blush),Cleopatra (white), 
Etoile de Lyon (deep-lilac rose, shaded silver), 
Leon Fraclie (silver-white, shaded rose, passing 
to white, good late-flowering variety), Gloire du 

Roelier (orange-amber, flushed with crimson), 
Kvnsford White (pure-white), Lilian B. Bird 
(flesh-pink), Mine, de Sevin (rosy-purple), 
Bouquet Fait (soft-rose), M. Bernard (violet- 

amaranth). The above all belong to tho Japan¬ 
ese section. The next three are Incurved 

varieties: George Glenny (primrose-yellow), 
Mrs. G. Bundle (white). Mrs. Dixon (clear- 

yellow), Cullingfordi (crimson), and Mrs. For¬ 
sythe (creamy-white), belong to the Reflexed 
section, while Sieur Dorothee Nouille, a very 

free-flowering variety, belongs to the Anemone 
Japanese section. By cultivating all these 
sections “Amateur” will have more variety 

than though ho restricted the list to one section 
only. The following succeed best on crown 

buds, the plants being cultivated with tho 
object of producing large blooms, their number 
being restricted to three on a plant, the first 
twelve are Japanese: Avalanche (white), 

Viviand Morel (blush-mauve), Charles Davis 
(rich rosy-bronze), Boule d’Or (golden-bronze), 
Kdwin Molyneux (crimson and gold), William 

Seward (dark velvety-crimson), vV. H. Lincoln 
(orange-yellow), Mrs. Falconer Jameson (orange- 
bronze, roverse pale-yellow), Lord Brooke 
(bright bronze-yellow) shaded red), Col. W. B. 
Smith (old gold-yellow, terra-cotta tinged), 

Mile. MarioHoste(creamy-white, faintly flushed 
pink), Sunflower (rich golden-yellow). The next 
three are Incurved, the following two Reflcxcd, 
and the last belongs to the Anemone section : 

Princess of Wales (blush, tinted rose), Mrs. S. 

Coleman (lower part of the flower golden-bronze, 
shaded rose, upper part yellow), Miss M. A. 
Huggas (clear-yellow), King of Crimsons (rich 
bright-crimson), Golden Christine (golden- 

yellow, striped bronze), Mrs. Judge Benedict 
(grand florets, opening light blush, changing to 

white, lemon centre).—K. Molyneux. 

Outdoor Chrysanthemums.- Several 
correspondents, I see, have been making in¬ 
quiries about this useful class. It is a defight¬ 

ful subject for the garden, flowering gaily even 
in November. Several varieties will brave the 
open air, and amongst them the following, which 

liolong chiefly to the Japanese section, the Pom¬ 
pon, Reflexed, and a few only of the Incurved, 
simpjyi flowers of the three first- 
montioned sections throw off the rains, whilst 

tlHiy^iYrAljreiai'i tn<Kst(ife within their globes 

ers.are not recommended, 
liUlld, Beverley, and Mrs. 
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Haliburton arc worth noting for outdoors, whilst 

amongst the red-floWered varieties Jules 
Lagravero is considered good, also the old 
Triomphe ile Nord. Kvery garden should he 

brightened with Jules Lagravere. It is the best 
of all outdoor Chrysanthemums for November, 

resisting fains, frosts, and fogs well. It is used 
largely and well in the public parks, anil even 

in the metropolis puts on a brave aspect, when 
its companions in the greenhouse are in full 
beauty. More of a purplish tone are Progne and 
Prince of Wales, whilst of the golden-coloured 

kinds. Golden Beverley and Jardin des Plantes 
may be noted. To tfiis small list I may add 

Cottage Pink, very bright rose-purple, the 
flowers reflexed, anti throwing oil' well autumn 

rains.—Am atkur. 

•ipened woo;I, 
I. Iiolll ill |VOt> 

OhrysanUic 

till' NCONOII I* 
full progress, 

mill tin 

lie prepared 

sinking it in large tun 
water Is ln'sl. Stir the so 

week, anil then clarify by 
fresh lime—two or three 

villi a well-made 
raising of y oung plants, 

mens, tic., as well as for 

GARDEN WORK.* 

Conservatory. 
Frequent rearrangement is very desirable now ; there is 

not much in the way of flowers outside, and I want to 

make the most of things under glass. Roman Hyacinths, 
even where there is no forcing-house, should be plentiful 
now ; Krccsias. also, are generally good this year, and witli 
II very little forcing, if potted early, will now lie in blos¬ 
som ; half-a-dozen bulbs make a idee mass in a feinch pot, 

hut a dozen ill a 0-lnch |s>t, the plants supported with 
neat slicks, will make a nice specimen ; mid for conserva¬ 
tory work even larger pots, if well furnished, will Is- desir¬ 
able. Mnreehal Kiel and other Roses planted out in the 

beds or borders may lie pruned now, thinning out weakly 
shoots anil shortening other shoots luck to llrm wood, 
other Roses in pots Intended to flower under glass should 
have what pruning is required, if not already done. Re¬ 
move the weakly slusits which are not strong enough lo 
produce llowcrs) and shorten hack the stronger growil 

far as possible to dormant buds in the.well-ri 
Rich top-dressings are always useful to H 

and also when planted out. There will still he a few 
n« in bloom : hut for most of the varieties 
er, and the work of propagation is now in 

Dll the whole, the season has been a good 
lumber of new varieties that will he d's- 

trihuted next spring will he made next year still more 
Interesting as there will he much to balk forward lo. The 
big Mowers still bold the front rank, and all those who 
hope lo make any mark ill the exhibition-room must gel 

them. All this helps trade and causes money lo circulate, 
and therefore to u certain extent benefits somebody. 
Look sharply after thrips on Azaleas and destroy them 
before the Mower-buds begin to open. The i-lu-.iin-sl wliy 
of doing this in the ease of smallish plants Is to dip them 

in a clear mixture of soot and lime; the soot-water may- 
si by tying op a peek of fresh soot in u tsig amt 

ol water, say, Mil gallons ; rain- 
oot-bag daily with a stiek fora 

dropping in a lump or two of 
IHiiinds will suffice ; water will 

_nly carry a certain amount of lime- all in excess will lie 

precipitated, and will carry with it nil impurities con¬ 
tained In the soot, leaving the liquid of a pale slu-rry 
colour, Imt quite clear. A pint of this clear liquid in a 
gallon of water should lie strong enough to dislodge 
thrips and most insects, except perhaps mealy-bug. There 
are at the time of writing indications that a cooler change 
Is likely to m-t in shortly, and boiler Hues should always lie 
kept clean and free from soot. There is much loss of heat 

through neglecting to keep the Hues well swept out with 
a brush. If there is a leakage in any of the pipes have it 
seen to at once, os, apart from the loss of water, it inter¬ 
fere* with the circulation of the fluid in the pipes. Move 

l'oinsuttioH and llomardias which are past their hext to 

another house where there are regular llres to ripen the 

growth before cutting down. 

Forcing-house. 
This department will he in full swing now, as, besides 

the forcing of Mowers for the conservatory anil for cutting, 
there are other things, such as Strawberries, French Beans, 
and Tomatoes, to he thought of. Young plant* of the 

latter will soon lie in demand for filling warm houses. 
Some of the things which may he forced now are Tuberoses 
anil l.ilv of the Valley, both of which may he placed in 
heat if it should lie necessary to push them on. Azaleas 
with well-developed buds, both Indian anil llu- deciduous 

species, may be helped on now. The old Azalea pontiea 
forces well and is well adapted for cutting, being so very 
fragrant. If a pit containing a bod of warm leaves could 
lie given up to Roses the blossoms would be very superior 
In both size and colour. The genial atmosphere .-reared by 
a bell of fermenting materials being placed in a forcing- 
house is of great value in encouraging healthy growth. If 
Lobelias have not been sown for summer bedding no time 

should he lost, as plants brought on by cool treatment arc 
the strongest and best. Any plants required to produce 
cuttings should have a warm up now. A Hoft young shoot 
will strike when a hard one would damp oil or fail to root 

quickly enough. The night temperature now should no 
fall below GO ilegs. ; under ordinary circumstances in 
ventilation will lie required for some time to come. 

Ferns. 

The days will soon begin to lengthen, and new vigon 
will he apparent in old plants throwing up new fronds 

Old plants of Adiantum i-uneatuin which have been used 
to supply fronds for culling may In- rut down and kept 
rather dry and cool for a lime ; as soon as there are signs 
of growth shake out, divide, and start in smaller |>ots 
according lo size of root. Isms water will lie required after re¬ 

potting ; too much water when the root* are inactive will 
make the soil sour, anil the roots will not take kindly to 
it. (food loam will form the main staple of the Kern 

• In cold or northern dietricU the o, 
to muter " Garden H/iJf.'c'I|l/dij/(t>r [dnio 

a /ortnight later Ilian it' here indicated 
remit*. 

The Vines 

fairly broke 
overwater, i 
of leat i will In- reou 

ml what little 
enclosed in the bolls 

stop all young shoo 
i-tiincs only one leaf 

composl. Some kinds, especially Adiantum Korleyeiisc, 

will grow' in pure loam, hut it must lie of the Very libst 
quality and not too light or sandy. Do not let the ever¬ 
green Kerns get too dry : this is a mistake often made at 
this season, especially when Kerns are grown in mixed 
collections of plants in the greenhouse. When Maiden¬ 

hairs and other Kerns are taken to the rooms they are 
more commonly overwatered ami the roots injured. 
When this happens the best course is to gradually withhold 

water until some of the mischief has been repaired, and 
then repot, reducing the ball as much as can he done with¬ 
out injury to the remaining root, placing them afterwards 

in smaller pots. A temperature ol 50 degs. will suit not 
only the greenhouse Kerns now for a few weeks, hut a good 
many of Ihe stove species will he safe also. Many people 
grow stove and greenhouse Kerns together, and it is desir¬ 

able Just now to hat e a temperature that will, until the 
time comes for the general repotting, suit all. 

Making Hot-beds. 

Very much useful work can he dot 
hol-lied or two, especially in the 
such as Tulierous Begonias, Cyclamens, «< 

forcing vegetables, including Cucumbers and Melons. The 
best and most lasting beds are made with a mixture of 
tree-leaves ami slahle-mamire ; the proportion of leaves to 

manure may vary from one-half to one-fourth; the whole 
should lie thoroughly blended uud thrown into conical- 
shaped heaps. If there are leaves enough to hold the 
strong heat of flu- manure in cheek the bed may he made 
up with only one liirulng. watering any dry spots as Un¬ 

tied is being made up. Use sufficient pressure equally 
over the bed to make the heat steady and lasting; live 
pressure hy driving out live air acts as cheek upon rapid 
fermentation, ami so keeps down the strong heat. When 

the beds are made altogether with stable-manure the 
fermenting process must lie carried on longer lo get the 

manure into a sweet condition before the lied is made up. 
At this season for forcing and propagating pur|>osca the bed 

should be 2} feet to M feet longer and wider than the frame, 
and not less than I feet lo 4) feet high. As soon ns the 
heat rises in the lied, if the construction has lieeu right, 

the work of propagation, tee., may begin. 

Pot Vinery. 
should be tied up ns soon as Ihe eyes have 
i ami all surplus shoots removed. Do not 
pocially when the plants arc plunged in a bed 

vs. very little ventilation will In- required Just 
now. I want the plants to grow, ami what little sunshine 
there is will benefit even if all is 
besides, then- is no house air-tight 
two leaves from the hunch ; sou 
left, Imt two are heller. 

Window Gardening;. 

If green-fly should appear on I’elnrgonluiiis or any oilier 
plants wipe them off with a small sponge, moistened with 
soapy water. This might he Impossible on u large scale, 

Imt is quite feasible when applied to window and room 
plants, especially when taken in time. Bedding plants in 
qx-ire rooms should Is- kept dry. It is belter to trust lo 
varm coverings than have a fire in the room ; fires often 

go out when most required, Imt warm coverings are roll- 

hle uud cost so little. Hyacinths uud other Imihs coming 
n in Ihe durk should have light when roots are moving 

actively. 

Outdoor Garden. 

Weedy lawns may Is- cleaned now. When a lawn is 
very full of large, deep-rooted weeds the best plan is to 
cut up the turf rather thinly. Dig or fork over the 
ground, and pick out all the roots of weeds. Make the 

surface level and firm it a bit,then weed the turf and lay 
it down again. When the turf is cut then llu- weeds come 
out easily, ami digging over the ground extracts the roots in 
much less time than weeding can do. I have lately seen 
several lawns that were treated In this way a year or so 

ago, and there is not a weed in them. Of course, it is only 
the lawns which were much infested with weeds that 
would be treated In this way. If there were only a few 

weeds it would be cheaper probably to dig them out. 
Weakly lawns may he manured now ; a dressing of farm¬ 
yard-manure would he both cheap and effectual, but if 

near the house it would perhaps lie objectionable. Bone- 
meal, soot, and most artificials may he used where stimu¬ 
lants are required, Bone-meal is more lasting in its effect 
than most things. Wood-ashes mixed with earth forms a 

good top-dressing. In making lawn-temiis-grounds when 
altering levels some of the good surface-soil should be 
laid on the new surfoee to lay the turf on, and n layer 
of sifted ashes placed Just under the turf will keep 
down worms and give a dark-green colour to the Grass. 

Fuchsias in the borders should have a mound of ashes 
placed round the collar of the plants high enough uud 
wide enough to keep the frost from killing the Imsc of the 

stems. The so-called hardy Fuchsias Kiccarloni and others 
often suffer a good deal in severe winters in some 1-iirlM of 
the country, although on the south coast they are hard 
enough to do without protection. The gales of wind hav 
placed havoc among newly-planted things where not lire ti-rly secured. Mulch Tea and other Roses ; slumlord 

eas should have a little Bracken drawn through the 
heads 

Fruit Garden. 

I n a forcing establishment t he gardener now has hishands 
full. Early .suaveberries must now Ik- looked over, cleaned 

the surface-soil made firm in the pots, with a top-dressing 
added if needful, and if there is any reason to fear red 
spider or green-fly, dip the plants in a solution, 2 oz. to 
the gallon, of Sunlight-soap. I have tested this in various 

ways, ami find it a very cheap and effective insecticide. 
Early vineries. Peach-houses, and early Fig-houses will now 

tie ready or starting possibly in some instances. Peaches 
are now on the way, and the pot-Vine-hou«f started several 
weeks hack. There is less demand for early Grapes now 
than there was thirty years ago. This is owing to the in¬ 
troduction of the late-keeping sorts—lady Downe's, Ali- 

and One Colinan. Barbarossa seems to ha cante, 
pretty well disappeared, having made way for the more 

comivact-bunched Gros Colinan. There is a large trade in 
It Vines both for planting and fruiting ill pots. Those Spin- the Vines at home will soon Ik- thinking of put- 

n the eyes. When raising Vines ft 

Smin. 
eyes thrust firmly into sods and covered with » ,ljtt 

eoiiqmst. The turves may lie 5 inches or 0 inches sounre, 

pAcki-d close together In boxes, and the boxes placed on a 
hot-bod or placed on the hot-water pipes. Top-dress 
borders and ts-ds of bush fruits with good manure. These 

fruits rarely fail lo produce a crop, and should have mon- 

support given them than they generally gut. I-ast season 
w as so hot and dry that a little extra help may be required 
now. When the manure has been spread over the surface 
the borders may be forked over and left for the winter. 

Vegetable Garden. 

To obtain early Lettuces they must be grown under 
glass. They will do planted in the borders of cold 

Tomato-houses, the ground being thoroughly prepared 
before planting, and the spaces for the rows of Tomatoes 
being left uncroppod. Lettuces do not take much out of 
llie land ; but it should be borne in mind that lettuce*, 

after they make some growth, at any rate, are liable 
to lie injured by frost, ami even in cold houses, if unpro¬ 
tected, they sometimes suffer. A glnss roof is not alwav < 

sufficient protection. Ttierefore, when the thermometer 
falls very low cover the Lettuces at night with mats. I 
have Haved them by spreading sheets of paper, such as old 
newspapers, over; this not only keeps off frost, hut it 
shades troni Hie sunshine during the day, which often does 
as much harm us the frost at night. Where there are 

plenty of tree-leaves collected, or hot-beds, probably a lied 
may 'be spared lor forcing Lettuces, or the beds which 
have been used for Asparagus will come in very useful for 
Ix-tluces or to sow early Radishes or Horn Carrots, though 
hut little progress is I icing made with such things yet, the 

time is close at hand when something must Ik* done. The 
early l’otutoes must Ik- looked over, and if the set* are not 
already placed in boxes or trays to get the crown-ryes 
planned, the matter should he seen to at once. Vacant 

ground, if any, Nhoiild lie trenched, ridged, or dug up. 
With a rough surface cxjiosed. Works of drainage may lie 
chme now wherever required, and Box and other edges 
made good. Un frosty morning! wheel manure wherever 
it is required. Trenches may lie prepared In warm silua- 

alions, such as close to a south wall, for early Cauliflowers. 
When u spot is specially prepared for a crop, especially an 

early one that is cleared quickly, I always plant nearer, 
and the early border is always cropped more thickly than 
other spot* in the garden, if a trench in a warm spot is 

prepared for early Cauliflowers they will produce very good 
heads when only a fool apart and in a single row. 

E. HOBDAT. 

Work In the Town Garden. 

Plants of the pretty variegated-leaved Coleus, though 

easily grown in the greenhouse during the suuiim-r, re¬ 
quire! as much heal to keep them alive through Ihe winter 
as most stove plants and more than some. If the night 
temperature frequently falls below till (legs, they will soon 

show signs of distress, and will shortly collapse, the proper 
range being nlsiut 05 degs. to 70 degs. This will keep 
them slowly growing, and as long as they do that they an- 

all right. The best place for the plants is on a high shelf 
or stage within a couple of feet or so of the glass, and they 
should he rather s|iariiigly- watered. Young plant* from 
cuttings struck in July or August, ami kept in rather 
small pots and poor soil, usually stand the winter best, 

and once they begin lo grow again in the spring they pro¬ 
duce quantities of cuttings, which ure very easily rooted 
in a moderate warmth. The coloured-leaved Alto man- 
Iheras and Ircsines so much used in carpet bedding also 

require a genial temperature during the winter, and the 
best way to manage the former at any rate is to lift and 

pot seme of the old plants in September. In March and 
April cuttings may be taken in considerable numbers, ami 
these will soon root in a brisk hot-bed, and make nice 
plants by the middle of June, Orange and Lemon-plant* 
are both very nice subjects for the town greenhouse or 

window garden ; their glossy evergreen foliage Is at all 
times handsome, and being so smooth is easily cleansed at 
am time with a little warm water and a bit of sponge. 

The flowers, too, are both iK-autiful and fragrant. Both 
are easily raisisl from the plump pips of ripe fruit (the thin 
seeds are useless), and a gmsl lime lo sow them is ill 
March or April, when there is usually a hot-bed of some 
kind at work, and then the plants become nice and strong 

by the following winter. Of course, seedlings are a long 
tune before commencing to bloom—10 or 12 years at the 
least; hut the foliage is nlways.niec, and, If grafted when 
three to five years old, they will produce both (lowers and 
fruit almost directly. Pots of Snowdrops and Crocuses ure 
expanding nicely now in cool greenhouse temperature—in¬ 

deed, neither of them will hear nitieli foreingat any tiine.and 
should remain in a cold frame or pit until the flower-buds 
eau be seen, when a very gentle warmth will cause them to 

expand more rapidly. Continue reinsert cuttings of Chrys¬ 
anthemums as they become reads, bearing in mind tliat 
the majority of tile JajKUiese varieties ought to Ik- got to 

work a month or so earlier than the Incurved kinds. In 
almost all cases the cutting* formed of suckers that spring 
directly from the soil will give much better result* than 
shoots proceeding from the stem. B. C. R. 

THE COMING WEEK'S WORK. 

Extract* from a Garden Diary from December 

30/h to January 6th. 

Mode up hot-beds for Asparagus and Potatoes ; Radishes 
will he sown among the Potatoes to come off before the 
Potatoes will require all the soil. All the Seakale roots 

have been lifted for the winter's forcing, the thongs cut off. 
and the crow-ns, with some 7 inches of skin attached, laid 
in a border, ready for forcing when required. They will be 
covered with litter if the frost sets in, so that they will he 

available any lime. Mushroom-beds arc made up a* room 
can be found for fresli lieds in the house. The warmth of 
a new lied is a great help to the temperature of the house; 

therefore, as soon as an old bed is past its best cropping 
jvovver it is removed, the site filled with a now bed, and if 
a fi urt'i or fifth part of loam is mixed with the short 
mam re, there is not much lime wasted in fermentation. 
Usually Ifii; ,«pj| and manure are thrown into a heap in an 

ojicmsmsf, and'when the materials nre warm and steam is 
'or tilantiugduring ! arlsimffJ rcpi thpJtcap, ihe whole mass is turned over again 

g season there is no better wayUJim hUffing Xh» I dndvAnc ilkeL ItWtfiJ Alp Mushroom-culture nearl 
ds upon having good spawn, and if a 
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stock of spawn is purchased and kept in a cold, damp place 
it soon spoils. Keep the spawn dry and warm and it will 
not deteriorate in an.v reasonable time. Took up a lot of 
Veitch's Broccoli, of which a considerable number are still 
left, most of which arc starting up, and laid them in a 
deep trench, with Just the hearts above the soil; mats and 
litter will be in readiness to protect them should it be 
necessary, as one night's sharp frost will spoil the lot. 
Still looking after Chrysanthemum-cuttings. Some of mv 
town friends havo finished putting in their cuttings; they 

say the plants in dull town atmosphere require more time. 
There may be something in this; the ripening process 
may be slower than in the bright sunshine of the country. 
There are still a few Chrysanthemum-blooms left for cut¬ 
ting, of course, and one's interest, if it were not for looking 
after young stock ami making the necessary purchascsof new 

varieties, would begin to flag. Seven and sixpence seems 
a long price to pay for a new Chrysanthemum, which may¬ 

or may not bean advance on the varieties we possess already; 
hut we must havo these new varieties if we arc to keep in 
the front rank. I am sometimes inclined to doubt If the 
front rank men, all things considered, have the best of it. 
All men, 1 suppose, act according to their lights, and the 
excitement of public competition is, in the estimation of 
some people, the only thing worth striving for. Moved 
more bulbs. Spirions, I.ilacs, 
Azaleas, &c., to forcing - house 
for early blooming. I think mv 
Frccsias were never better than 
they arc this year, and good pots 

of Frccsias are charming things 
both for the greenhouse and tile- 
rooms. They are just ns easy to 

grow in the window of a long room 
ns in a greenhouse for early 
hlooming without forcing. Thc'v 
should be potted not later thaii 
September. They may stand out¬ 
side at first till they begin to grow, 
and then be taken to the window 

or placed on the greenhouse shelf 
in the lightest position available. 
This is a good time to plant 

Cucumbers in forcing - houses. 
When a house cannot be given up 
to them they may lie grown in 
boxes, if only a few fruits are re¬ 

quired. Sowed Tomato-seeds of 
several varieties, including Old 

lied and Ham (Ireen Favourite. 
These will he grown on near the 

glass in a warm-house, and every ¬ 
thing done to hasten their pro¬ 
gress. Finished unnailing Peach- 

trees on walls. Moved Roses in 
pots into span-roofed pit contain¬ 
ing a bed of leaves, in which the 
Roses will be plunged. The plants 
invariably flower well under this 
treatment. 

Effect of wind on trees —Trees which 
grow in exposed situations have their tops 
always leaning away in the opposite direction 
from the prevailing winds, and the 

observer conoludes that the branches have bent 
by the constant pressure of the wind and re¬ 
tained their position. Now, although such trees 

have the appearance exactly of trees bending 
under a gale, still it is not pressure in that way 

which has given them their shape. The fact is‘, 
they have grown away from the blast and not 
been bent by it after they grew. Kxamiuation 

of the branches and twigs will show this. We 
hardly realise the repressive effects of cold wind 

upon tree growth, which it partially or alto¬ 
gether arrests, just according to its prevalence. 
Conifers show the effects of this more distinctly 
than other trees. Owing to the horizontal habit 

of growth of the branches, they point directly 
in the teeth of the gale from whatever direction I 
it comes, and cannot, like the Oak, lean over j 
and grow in the opposite direction ; hence coni 
ferons trees growing in exposed situations pro¬ 
duce good long branches on their leo side, while 

on the windy side tho branches retain their 

the permanent plants on all sides, without 
actually touching them. The function of these 
nurses is to help the other trees to grow, just 
as ours taught us to walk. But in ahoreal 
matters tho nurse is often allowed to grow over 

and smother the tree it was meant to help ; and 
so there has been a rebound against the whole 
system of nursing, and wo constantly see trees 
of rare form and surpassing beauty set down in 
the open teetli of the wind. Is it any wonder 
that, thus exposed, they refuse to grow, 

become stunted, or die'! Good nursing is the 
secret of tree as of animal health, but when the 
tree or man is once vigorous enough to grow or 
walk alone, nurses must be dispensed with.— F. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

CHOICE SHRUBS. 

Daisy Bush (Olearia). 

These arc Australian and New Zealand shrubs, 
mostly evergreen, some of which, are quite 

hardy without protection. O. Haasti is the 
most valuable, being the hardiest and most 
beautiful when in flower, and it blooms in early 
autumn when most other shrubs are flowerless. 
It is a dense compact bush, 2 feet to 4 feet high, 

wHh small round pale-green leaves, very thick, 
and not unlike thoso of tho large-leaved Box. 
Its small white Duisy-like flowers are very 

abundant, and are borne in broad flat 
clusters, the whole bush generally being 
covered with bloom. It bi igins to flower 

early in August, and continues 
in bloom for a month or 

longer. It is of quick growt h, 

flourishing everywhere in light 
«oll • drained soils, and it 

makes a beautiful lawn- 
shrub. A very effective 

mantis Spruce growing in a position fully ex¬ 
posed to the north and south. One branch on 
the north side of the tree had fifteen annual 
nodes or growths and was 7 feet long, and its 
opposite, had the same number of nodes, being 

of the same age, but was nearly 2k feet longer, 
or 94 feet, and all t he lateral branches wore 
proportionally long and well furnished.—X. 

Nurses for trees.—With good nursing 
almost any shrubs or trees mav be made to grow 

anywhere. Without it there are hundreds of 
places where it is hopeless to attempt to grow 
rare coniferous or common trees, such as Oaks, 
for instance. Whatever docs best in the 

neighbourhood—whether it lie Larch, Spruce, 
Scotch Fir, Birch, or even Broom—that is the 
best plant to use for nursing and sheltering the 
trees or shrubs we wish to ultimately pre¬ 

dominate. Plant choice trees in the pqfdtilin. 
and at the distances woQfh|GIfco/o' 

but plant the nurses everywhere. Let 

Spray of a Daisy-bush (Olearia (Eurybla) ranmlosn). 

planting several specimens together and 
intermixing the scarlet Gladiolus Brenchley- 
ensis, which flowers at the same time. Tito 
other Olearias now in gardens, though not 
hardy enough for the open, make capital wall 

shrubs. O. Gunniana (called also Kurybia 
Gunniana) is an evergreen, bearing a profusion of 
white flowers in early autumn. Other good 
kinds are O. ramulosa (here figured), which 

bears an abundance of small white flowers, O. 
Forsteri, and 0. dentate, excellent for adorning 
warm walls with white blossoms in autumn. In 

the southern counties and warm coast districts 
all the half-hardy Olearias may he planted out 

in the open, and only require a slight winter 
protection. 0. 

hold of the soil; but the Yew occasionally 
suffers owing to the roots spreading out close to 
the surface. Hence the benefit trees growing 
on lawns and other exposed places receivo 

from top-dressings, which should bo placed 
over the roots as far as they extend. Still, 
though thero are trees that prefer a dry, and 
others a moist situation, as a rule all timber 
trees prefer a soil free from stagnant moisture ; 
hence the necessity of drainage in planta¬ 

tions, which may be carried out by means of 
open drains to a considerable extent, if tho 
drains be cut in parallel lines at regular dis¬ 
tances apart and kept open by periodical clean¬ 

ing. I havo known extensive woods drained in 
this wav, when doing it otherwise would have 
entailed much expense.—S. 

The Holly and Yew are two valuable 
trees. They will grow tolerably well in the 
shade and in almost any ordinarily good soil ; 

but in a rather dry. strong loam both do best, 
.the IbiUa nw-ticularly. Though a difficult sub- 

tyMsplunt, I never remember thq Hallv/ ft 
to htfvl shown any signs of distress 5frt>m q r\\ «i • i • * . — —: i ‘V'y Biuun ui uioirusff ironi 

bll all the intervening spaces, almost embracing I drougHt if the roots had had time enough to 

SMALL CONIFERS FOR A COLI) HOUSE. 

In reply to several queries, this is a difficult 
subject to advise upon, as there are really few 
conifers of the size and habit desired by your 

correspondents that are available for such a 
purpose. Tho delicately beautiful conifers of 
the Larch tribe alluded to puzzles mo, as there 
is really no conifer to which the description 
would apply. Most conifers whose normal 

height is from 2 feet to 4 feet are broad and 
bushy in outline, while at the end of an unheated 
structure it will be necessary to have quite 
hardy subjects. Cupressus Lawsoniana erecta 
viridis will in pots lie some time before it gets 
too tall, but this is of a dense columnar habit of 
growth. The little narrow pyramidal-shaped 

Kctinospora leptoclada with its greyish-green 
foliage is very pretty and will retain its fresh¬ 
ness for a long time in pots ; while the Huon 
Pino (Dacrydium Franklini), with its slender 
partially pendulous branchlets, might, if tho 

winters were not too severe, serve for such a pur¬ 
pose. If a slim habit of growth was not abso¬ 

lutely necessary, I should be inclined to name 
Prumnopitys elegans, a pretty little Yew-like 
bush that is fresh and cheerful at all seasons, and 
Thttjopsis dolabrata, a very chaste Japanese 
conifer. A smaller form of this—lictevirens— 
like one of the .Sclagincllos, but of a low, rather 

spreading habit, is a very beautiful conifer for 
pot culture. Of plants other than conifers may 
no mentioned the Chilian Azara microphylla, 
whoso regular frond-like branchlets are clothed 
with small roundish leaves of a deep-green hue. 
The smallest evergreen Cotoncasters, such as 
microphylla, thymifolia, and congests, which in 

winter are lit up by their little brightly-coloured 
berries, are very pretty ; whilo some of the 
Japanese evergreen forms of Ruonymus might 
bo of service. The same may be said of that 

curious Privet (Ligustrum coriaccum), whose 
very thick leaves are of an intense deep-green 
lute. After all, perhaps the best results would 
be attained by using some of the choicer and 
more moderate growing Ivies, as secured to a 
slight trellis they form very pretty screen plants, 
whilo there is a considerable amount of variety 
among them and all are thoroughly hardy. 
Unless in especially favoured (listriots, tho 

Norfolk Island Pine (Araucaria excelsa) would, 
I am afraid, be too tender to winter in a satisfac¬ 
tory manner in an indicated house. H. 

The Weigela for suburban gardens. 
—This is a delightful shrub, graceful in growth, 
free in flower, ami quickly making a respectable 

bush. Their popular namo of Bush Honey¬ 
suckle is in allusion to their bushy habit and 
somewhat Honeysuckle-like character of their 
masses of dolicately-eoloured flowers. There 

arc many varieties—the parentage either YV. 
rosea or \V. Iloribunda—and in a good selection 
a charming variety of colours may Iks obtained, 
some dark-crimson, others almost white. But 
for proximity to towns, kinds bearing richly- 
coloured blossoms should be chosen, these always 

appearing in a better light than the more 
delicately tinted kinds, that seem to sigh for the 
purer air of the country. W. rosea and YY. 
floribunda, or any of the' forms with flowers of 
decided colours, may bo chosen. Their likes and 
dislikes are few, but all agree in preferring a 
light soil and moderately open position to pro¬ 

mote a full growth ; avoid tiio pernicious fancy 
for overcrowding, cramming three plants into a 
space 11*likrean'oliwlpropcrly contain one. It is 

iltei»Tiso|atpl,| I allowed i drea yplay, that the 
Dngela dinplays-tts'inaiiy-’auVlictions, and the 

,hould con8ist in 
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removing weakly branches or shoots. I know of 

bushes of Weigela upwards of 6 feet in height, 
flourishing in spots that one would consider fit 
only for rank weeds ; but they yearly hold their 

festival of blossoms, which takes the form of 
dense clusters of tubular flowers, so thickly 
crowded on the graceful branches as to almost 

hide the leafage. Weigela is their common 
name, but I see that they are classed in some 

catalogues under the title of Diervilla. —C. T. 

WINTER JASMINE. 
The Winter or Naked-flowered Jasmine (a sprig 
of which is here figured) is a very distinct and 

handsome species of a trailing habit of growth ; 

ORCHIDS. 

VANDA SUAVIS. 

This plant when it flowers at this season is 
particularly charming, because of its beautiful Serfume, and the long time which the individual 

owers last in perfection. “ Lancashire Lad ” 

sends me a flower from a plant which he says he 
has in bloom, with two spikes having fourteen 
flowers in all, and he farther says another plant 

about the same size has also two spikes just 
ready to open, so that my friend can skip and 
dance with joy and pleasure at having two of 

these Vanda suavis with two spikes on each 

plant, neither of them exceeding 2 feet in 

l>eing nearly equal; the lower ones are, however, 

a little the larger of the two, anil when fully 
expanded the petals are twisted when they are 
quite open, and they show their peculiar china- 

whito back-ground to the front, which is with¬ 
out spots or stain of any kind, but in the front 

are a lot of streaks, spots, and blotches of a deep 
rosy-purple. The lip is of a deep rosy-purple, 
speckled with rose in front and deep-violet at 

the sides by the base, and, in addition, it is 
most agreeably perfumed. I think 1 have 

reason to speak in enthusiastic terms of these 
Vandas, and to recommend them to the attention 
of my readers. The heat is not great to retain, 

and they will not take much trouble to keep 
them in a nice growing condition. They require 

good drainage to carry away any and all super, 
fluous moisture, and to be jotted in good fresh 
and clean Sphagnum. When growing the plants 

delight in a humid atmosphere, and so that it 
will be seen they can be kept dry in the winter ; 
but I like to keep the temjjerature a little 
warmer, so that they may be kept growing and 
give some of their fragrant flowers during the 

winter months. Matt. Bramble. 

6128. — Orchids for cool greenhouse. - 
"II. J. H." asks for six ; he cannot do better than try the 
following : Odontoglossum Rossi mujus (in bloom now), 
Co:logvne criBlnta (in spike), Lyeastc Skinneri (in bud), 
Cvmbidium Lowianum (in spike), Cypripcdium msignc (in 

bloom), Dendrobium nobile. These will do well if th« 
thermometer docs not fall below 40 degs.—Orchid Lovkr. 

Indian Azaleas for forcing.—The most 

promising-looking plants of the best kinds for 
early forcing may now be jilaced in warmth. 

They can thus he had in flower by tlie end of 
January or early in February without any undue 
haste. The florists I know have been cutting 

Azalea flowers for some little time jiast, but as 
far as this pertains to private gardens, there is 

uo practical utility in it. In these latter a 
succession is more what is wanted, whilst in the 

the stems are from 10 feet to 12 foot long, height. Now, I am glad to find that my friend former it is more a question of getting the best 
slender, very numerous, and much divided into has found that Vandas can be flowered well by price for the blooms. I do not favour bottom- 
small twiggy branches. In the warmer parts of even a “ Lancashire Lad ” when they are stiil heat even of leaves, hut have no objection to 
China (whence it was introduced here), and small, not that Incoming of a good size standing the plants over fermenting material, 

under glass in this country it is sub-evergreen, detracts from their beauty in the least. If you the moisture arising therefrom being decidedly 
but in the open air it is invariably deciduous, want to grow these plants well they must not beneficial in encouraging the buds to swell 
The flowers are large, bright-yellow, and borne have excessive heat. You will then preserve the freclv. Too much water at the roots must l>e 

Spray of the Winter flowering Jasmine (Jasminum 
nudiflorum). Mowers bright-y ellow. 

hut in the open--..- .— - --.---- „ 
The flowers are large, bright-yellow, and borne have excessive heat. You will then preserve the freely. Too much water at the roots must lie 

in great profusion along the sides of the young lower leaves, and you must not fumigate them guarded against, but the plants must not sufler 
shoots. In mild seasons this tine shrub begins with Tobacco, as that has the effect of making front the opposite extreme. By plying the 
to develop its showy blossoms as early as them lose their leaves, and they then get leggy syringe freely, thrips, &c., will be kept down, 

December, but the usual time is from the and lanky. Whilst I have frequently seen whilst it will also save watering. When plants 
beginning until the end of January, the flowers plants of these Vandas (lowering about tiie size have been forced a few seasons they will quickly 
continuing to expand for nearly a month. When \ given by “Lancashire Lad,” and have thought respond to a little warmth about now : in fact, 
in full bloom it is a beautiful object, and the in years gone by that these were the tops at times they will flower almost without any 

blossoms are all the more appreciated for their cut down from tall, leggy, old plants, additional warmth. I have noted this in the 
apjiearuneo when there is, out-of-doors at least, and that the bottoms were stood away to ease of Roi Leopold and Deutsche Perlc, particu- 

an almost entire absence of floral beauty : it is break and to form bush plants, but as I grew larly the latter. The old white “ alba and 
also worth cultivating for the sake of its leaves up and began to learn more about plants I Fielder's White with Deutsche I’erle are about 

alone. Its free-growing habit makes it knew better. Now, at the present moment, I the three best of their colour. Of the striped 
peculiarly suitable for covering walls, and as it have in my mind one collection of these Orchids varieties, Hoi Leopold alba, punctata rosea, and 
is very hardy it is equally valuable for jilanting which are finely grown and freely flowered, and vittatn clegans are all reliable, the two latter 

on bowers or trellis screens. It is also spoken these plants are kept in a temperature which hardly wanting any forcing. In the reds, Roi 
of as a good town plant, enduring London smoke fell to 55 degs. in the winter which, however, I Leopold is still one of the most reliable to force 
very well. B. do not agree with. As these Vandas grow early of the large-flowered type : calvciflora. a 
- through the winter months they require some bright salmon-red, larger than, hut somewhat 

-pL- little warmth to keep them moving, and as thev similar to amojna, is a tree-growing and as free- 

• also need some little warmth to keep them flowering a variety as that old kind, which 
ing \w i grea rem g doing, they must be kept warmer than 55 degs. should also be included. Another fine old kind 

and early winter in to in.luce this growth; but the plants that I is obtnsa, a variety that is, in spite of its age, 
no v ci g , i 1 ’.V k j allude to are kept dry now, or next to it, at the not nearly enough grown. The foregoing as the 

heat and drought of the jiast hciisoi . I he that t|ie flowers that are so welcome earliest are about the best to choose, as expensive 

f arc only produced sparingly, and therefore kinds are not desirable.—rf. 

pamlv charms in this wav although much the collection is bare ol bloom"for about half the . 
»h« rich v»«l,,cc year. I myself look upon Vandas of the tricolor Libonia fioribunda—3 his is a plant that 

PP-, | )' i i ,.1 „ ' * . j f section as being amongst the most ornamental all amateurs could grow with the greatest ease. 

« „V„!nYis,ni„hh„r Ulicifchnu ,.,,?! itTv!,,-i^ plantain the whole order, for even when not and yet we very seldom ace it in their collections. 
' j * ■ , • i . * hem iu \ , i „ tv i flowering they present a sight which cannot he It only needs a cool groenhouse or frame during 

'^mc which n,aklT ' smallPtrT rivalled'1>y any other genus with their dark- the latter part of autumn, and will then come 
’ j » .. ,. , . - ’ green leaves, and for this alone I would advise into flower and hist until long after the new 

flowerH, and h»irs put pic fruits which contain a ^ q{ (;ari>KNIN(, who havc Htove year. It is good for tho conservatory or room. 

nut that is said to be edible. A. II. plants to get a few and grow them also. They and if carefully watered will keep showy for 
-In Devonshire this shrub may occasionally he soon in lnftko a littlo more work in the stove to keep several months. All through the summer they 

never seen iTteoSing 'either" outside T'thst’"<!Jnty.- them clean and to prevent the foliage plants from are much best out-of-doors, and us they are 
j. c. C. smothering them up; but the flowers will be hungry plants an occasional dose of litjma 

-produced at different seasons—that is, if several manure, especially when the pots are full of 

silo. — Plants In a Rhododendron-bed.— plants are kept—and os these blossoms will roots and the bloom buds are setting, will amply 
I <lo not understand your query, but I will name last for a month or six weeks, and, moreover, repay the little extra trouble. A sudden change 

LnJ2£rS£2: these Vanda flowers can be had for nearly all of temperature, or drought, will cause the 

once above the deep-green of the Rhododendron™ If the season, with their delightful aromatic odour leaves to drop off; hut if tlieso points beat- 
these are too tall, then plant the Lilies jjt&pnt of them, .pervading the whole structure. The blooms -of tended tp there is no reason why all should n»t 

The Ghent Azaleas also. Azalea mollis/wlll gi*\« S-xjU Ihe^nndas towhich thovariet v V. suavis belongs I 'have a plan! or two well furnished with bloom 
these are too tall, then plant the Lilies io-f^pnt 
The Ghent Azaleas, also Azalea mollis/wlll glv. 
variety ol colour, ffidinia ktifp)!^\Adfcroiiipfla 

1’ornottya*, and almost air '• American '**pWb(Y 
thrive.—P. U. 

Eding the whole structure. The blooms t 

andas towhich the variety V. suay’is belong 
tccdingly showy, being spr^MIrik/f.ni cap 

1 nearly 3 inches across, the sepals and pqta lt ,,,ake*‘* 

A-CHAMPATGN 
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shire Foundling, both being large and first-rate 

in quality. Many other names of cooking 
Apples might, of course, be easily given, but it 
is better to have several trees of one kind than 
to plant too many sorts, as the result of growing 

a great number of kinds is rarely, if ever, a 
satisfactory one. D. 

is the best thing to do ? Well, if the trees are 
young and vigorous you may cut them down 

and graft with some other good sort in spring ; 
' but it at all old, or with any kind of disease such 

1 fruit-trees, as canker on tho wood, the best t hing to do with 

>w make the them is to grub them right up and make firewood 
i is dormant, of them. Root-pruning is very well for those that 
ittlc above can afi’ord to experiment on their trees; but 

>m, and by when profit is tho object I look on root-pruning 
:>f scions, so as a very doubtful source of revenue. It is sur- 

fting arrives prising how many trees may be taken out of 
gardens, all even well-managed orchards or fruit-gardens 
ides of pro- without reducing the average crop, for 1 look on 

ius forms of any tree that produces fruit that are not salc- 
_ . will, as a able as quite as useless as the one that refuses 

rule, be found the best. (Standard trees that to crop at all, and certainly it is more difficult 
have attained considerable size, but which arc to prescribe a remedy, and although my trees 
not of a kind that find a ready sale, are headed are all comparatively young I never miss a 

down and regrafted in great numbers in Kentish winter without taking out a goodly number 
fruit orchards, and they do not now head them that do not come up to the standard required, 

down so low as was tho case a few years back ; It is a fallacy to suppose you have to wait long 
but the branches arc sawn off when they are sub- for a return from young trees, for they coin- 
divided, or about the size of a man's wrist, so mence bearing at once, if of the right sorts, and 
that a good-sized tree will take from 50 to 100 if they require any great inducement to do so 

grafts, and then a good head of bearing wood it is the liest remedy to start afresh, 
is very quickly formed, so that in three y 
from regrafting a 
(fathered. Dwarf t 

ow down as sufficient branches can be got of 

the right size, but it is highly desirable to get 
several grafts on a tree, so as to quickly form 

a head. Espaliers or Cordons must lie cut back 
close to tho junction witli main stem, and one 
scion put on each shoot; whereas on all trees. a 

that form a head two or more scions may be put 
on each. The scions when cut off should be 
correctly labelled and buried quite half their 
length in moist soil, so as to keep them fresh 
and plump, for if dried and shrivelled they are 
quite useless for grafting. J. <». H. 

FRUIT. 

POTTING VINES AND PLANTING THE 

CANES. 

The potting of Vines is often done in much the 

same way as that of any other plant, but from 
close observation the reverse treatment is re¬ 
quired, and though the canes may not be 

required to force, equal care is necessary to get 
hard, short-jointed wood. It may be asked, 
what is there in the potting to create a short- 
i'ointed growth, as this latter is chiefly caused 
iv the after management, or during the growth 

of the canes; but I contend much of it is due 
to the way the plants start and are potted, and 
not so much to growth afterwards. Of course, 
if the Vines are plunged in strong heat or grown 

in a hot, moist atmosphere, the growth will bo 
pithy, with long joints and soft or hollow canes, 
no matter how potted ; but to get the liest 
results, such a course as this will be avoided, 
and the treatment given will avoid extremes in 

heat either at the root or top. It will bo found 
that few growers of pot-Vincs now depend upon 

canes struck one year and forced the next. I 
am well awaro it has been done, but it rarely 
occurs ; indeed, the circumstances must bo most 
favourable to admit of its being done success¬ 
fully, and when such good results are secured 
by striking tho eyes one season, that is, as early 

in the year as possible, and growing on into 
8-inch pots or larger, cutting back and repotting 
the next season, say, in January, so as to get 
the canes hard anil well ripened, there is a 
greater certainty of success and less trouble than 

with Vines grown one season and fruited the 

next. If 
The 1'i'Ki hasek ok pot-Vinks examines his 

canes when bought from the liest establishments, 

he will find this cutting-back system the one 
carried out, and therefore the most successful. 
Unfortunately, all do not practise the same 
system of culture, as at times one sees very fine 
canes ; but if closely examined a gross growth 
docs not mean a heavy crop. I would prefer a 

smaller cane, short-jointed and well ripened, to 
a large one full of pith, and when started pro¬ 
ducing a lot of long shoots with few bunches. 
Of course, if a large, well-ripened cane can lie 

had, it is liest and gives tho greatest weight of 
fruit. Tho purchaser should secure well- 
ripeued canes as descrilied if hard forcing is 
resorted to. I have included planting canes in 

this note, as it is equally important to get these 
in the liest condition for the work as when 
fruited in pots. Of late years I have noticed 
larger canes are sometimes used, so that equal 

preparation is necessary, as Vines planted with 
tho joints far apart and full of pith rarely swell at 
tho Imse, the bottom of the cane is contracted 
and therefore unsightly, and in time fails to 
produce fruit at tho lower part of the house, tho 
reverse licing thecase withthe Vine in full vigour, 

tho whole lengthof stem then bristling withshoots 
all up from tho ground. I would add I do not 
like the system often practised of rubbing oil- tho 
eyes of Vines in a young state when, say, several 

feet of stem is required ; I think it prevents the 
rods growing or swelling at the base, and would 
prefer to stop after a few inches of growth have 
licon made. Of course, in some cases it may not be 
convenient, but wherever possible I think it 

advantageous. This note refers to Vines grown 
on tho two-years’ system—that is, Vinos struck 
one season and potted on into 8-inch pots and 
cut back the next. With Vines grown in one 

year it is not applicable, but, as I have pre¬ 
viously stated, I consider tho two-year plan tho 

liest. When 
Repotting or shifting the Vines into the 

fruiting pots after being at rest, I advise a 
thorough shaking out or removal of soil and re¬ 
potting into fresh compost. By so doing, a 
much better growth, with shortiointed wood 
and as hard as possible, is obtained. There is a 
freat difference in Vines potted as advised. 

wo years ago I tested it, and got much better 
results from the shaking-out system, and 

whe^iqurfiMlyfidPi1!*? nnf* the roots spread out 
as the pottirm.pfq^eds^thCTis no danger 

.'ears J. G. II. 
good crop of fruit may bo - 

roes should bo sawn off ns SOME GOOD COOKING APPLES. 

be got of q’|IR jjrKt Apple fit for kitchen use is Lord 

Suffield, which is of the Keswick-Codlin type, 
but larger and better, as it is a splendid cooker, 
and goes to pulp quickly. Following on the 
heels of this comes Warner’s King, which is also 

big, weighty Apple, ovate in- shape, and when 

ripe having a skin of a rich yellow colour. To 
succeed this none are equal to Blenheim Orange, 
as not only is it first-class for dessert, but it is 
the liest of the cooking kinds ; it is also a 

capital keeper. Wellington or Dumclow’s 
Seedling (here figured) is an Apple in high 
favour for market purposes, but the acidity is 

Fniiliiitf-limncli of Am>lp " Wellington 
" Ihimclowm .Sculling.” 

the roots seem 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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to revel in the new compost, and the cultivator 
need not fear the consequences if the work is 
well done. I am well aware such potting or 
shaking out requires more time anil a certain 
amount of skill, us it would not do to do the 
work in a slovenly manner, hut it is time well 
repaid in the end. It may be thought that 
l>ottom-heat is necessary to start the newly- 
potted plants, but with careful watering and a 
suitable temperature the growth will be all that 
can be desired without bottom-heat. (Jood pot¬ 
ting material is important; this should consist 
of good fibry loam. I prefer that which has 
been stacked some time, with a layer of manure 
between the turves. Some mortar rubble and 
quarter-inch lames should be mixed with the 
soil, and during the growing season frequent 
dressings of Thomson's Vine Manure be given. 1 
need not go into the composition of soils or man- 
uses, as each one should be allowed to use what 
ho thinks l>est. Soils often differ greatly both in 
quality and texture : some require more feeding 
or addition than others, some require charcoal or 
bones, others are not deficient of lime and do not 
require limo rubble, but in all coses it is impor¬ 
tant to have the compost mixed some days pre¬ 
viously to using to get it of a suitable tempera¬ 
ture and in a dry usable condition. In a few 
instances Vines are cut back the third year, 
and of course then require much room, but this is 
not the system usually carried out. If a lot of 
fruit is required I would advise potting on the 
first season into 10-inch pots, thoroughly shaking 
out the next and repotting finally into lti-inch 
pots. Of course to do this the eyes must 1h> 

Struck early, the strongest plants selected 
for the potting on during the summer, and the 
ripening of the canes attended to, and the Vines 
started as advised the next January to get them 
well matured. Tho system of planting young 
canes struck from eyes the same season is 
often carried out here ; the roots have little or 
no cramping in pots, os before tho roots get 
matted they are planted. This cannot be prac¬ 
tised in some houses, and in these cases where 
strong Vines are used they require the same 
preparation as pot-Vines, I would also adopt 
the same principle in planting that is, to 
t horoughly shake out the old soil and spread out 
the routs in preference to planting the ball with 
roots matted all round it. By the hist system 
growth, no doubt, is quicker at the start, but 
tho roots spread out as advised will furnish a 
ljettcr and stronger cane at the end of the 
season. I have often seen Vines planted with 
Kills intact refuse to swell, and remain in a poor 
condition if tho resits are in an impoverished 
state, having lieen in the pots for a long time. 
When selecting eyes either for pots or planting 
the same judgment is necessary, as when secured 
from hard, snort-jointed ripened wood a good 
start is secured ; all wood of a coarse pithy 
growth should be rejected. During growth the 
use of liquid-manures should be omitted till the 
pots are full of roots, and excess of manures in 
the potting-soil causes a rank growth, so that 
this should lie avoided. I prefer it incorporated 
with the turf tho previous season. W. 

MHO. A cool lean-to vinery.—Work 
Hamburgh, Black Prince, or the Buck land 
Sweetwater any of these would bo suitable ; 
but on the whole I should prefer tho latter ns 
more likely to do well so far from the glass. 
You can grow a moderate number of pot-plants 
in the front stage as well as the Vino success¬ 
fully, but take care to keep them perfectly 
clean, healthy, and free from insects, and do 
not employ more heat during the winter, while 
the Vine is at rest, than is actually necessary. 
- B. C. R. 

- If by the front staging you mean that 
which runs along the front of the house, you 
may hope to succeed with a Black Hamburgh 
Vine on the back wall: but if the staging runs 
near to the back wall you are not likely to do 
any good with any soi l of Crape. Black Ali¬ 
cante will do better than any of that colour. 
Its flavour, however, is only third rate. The 
Dutch Sweetwater is far preferable in regard to 
flavour, only t he hunches and berries are small, 
but it will do better on a buck wall than any 
other White drape.—J. C. C. 

- The Black Hamburgh will answer the 
purpose best. If planted against l4wt,l)ack wall, 

(and there appears to be room for two if a part 
of the roof can be given up), the Alicante would 
do, and would give Grapes later. Plants are 
and may be grown in vineries. There should be 
no dilliculty in your case.—E. H. 

THE LOQUAT (ERIOBOTRYA JAPOXICA). 

Although seldom grown as a dessert fruit, 
this Japanese shrub is well worthy of culture 
wherever space can lie afforded it in a cool- 
house, for being nearly hardy it only requires 
slight protection to keep it safe through the 
winter ; in fact, in mild districts it might safely 

Flowers anil fruit of the “Loqunt." 

lie grown on open walls in ordinary winters: 
but, like most of our fruit-bearing trees, it 
flowers early in the senson and would probably 
require protection from spring frosts as much ns 
from tho cold of winter. I once had a large 
tree planted in an orangery that every year 
produced perfect fruits, ripening well, and they 
form an agreeable change in the dessert, as it is 
very pleasant to the taste. Apart from its 
fruit, the Louunt is well worth cultivating as a 
tine foliage plant, the leaves being very hand¬ 
some, and as an evergreen for a cool-house. It 
thrives in a soil such as Oranges arc usually 1 limited in. and the two may be grown together, 
t is an excellent subject for covering a wall in 

a glass-covered corridor, and would doubtless lie 
very fruitful in such a position if it could get 
light and sun-heat. Tho flowers are white, 
borne in bunches at the top of the shoots, and 
they usually set from three to five fruits in a 
bunch; each fruit contains a large seed like a 
Bean, by which means it may be propagated, or 
it may be grafted on Quince-stocks like a Pear. 

.-»188. — Pear-trees not fruiting;.—Pear 
trees are so often in the same condition as yours 
when trained to walls, that it is a perplexing 
question to answer in a satisfactory manner as 
to the cause of their unfruitfulness. I believe 
the only explanation to be that the position is 
not suitable for the variety grown in it. As I 
have known when such trees have been regrafted 
with another soil that they have been ns fruit¬ 
ful as anyone could desire, and when this 
process fails to convert barren trees into fruit¬ 
ful ones, they should bo taken away and some 
other kind of fruit-tree put in their places. 
J. C. C. 
- If the root-pruning four years ago did no good it 

was carried far enough. Root-pruning rarely fails to 
throw the trees Into hearing when properly done. The 
Jargonelle on some soils is rather a shy bearer. The main 
roots are probably deep now ; these roots must he got at 
and shortened.—E. If. 
- Perhaps the runt-pruning was not satis¬ 

factorily carried. It is useless doing this if 
the tap-root, which grows direct from the base 
of the tree in a downward direction, was not 
severed. The end of September is the best time 
for root-pruning, but it would be better to do it 
now than not at all, or even wait until next 
year. If the trees are largo take out a trench 
•I feet away from the stem, and as wide as will 
admit of a man working in it comfortably. Cut 
off all roots come in contact with, and 
gradually work under the tree at the bottom of 
tjio roots until the wall is reached, to makesm^1 

dliA>rce has no tap-root. Fill in the trench, 
.wSading the soil tirinly if it tsnoUMVgNSti 

to run together. Perhaps the trees were planted 
too tleep ; in that case it is useless going to the 
trouble of root-pruning ; better to replant them. 
If they are too large for this, raise the roots 
within a few inches of the surface. Do not mix 
manure with the roots, but lay it on the surface 
as a mulching, 3 inches thick, if the tree is 
replanted, but not if it is only root-pruned. 
Are the blossoms protected from frost'! If not, 
that would be sufficient to account for the 
absence of crop perhaps. It is always wise to 
afford protection to wall fruit-trees when in 
bloom, either by bunging a double lish-net in 
front or a temporary protection of evergreen 
boughs suspended to the front of the wall, just 
while the trees are in bloom.—S. P. 

S102. -Pear-trees not bearing.- The flowers are 
imperfect Irom some cause. Is the position a dry onef 
The mention of hot pipes lias raised the thought that 
the roots arc at times too dry. I should he disposed to 
try some liquid-manure. There is weakness from some 
cause.—E. It. 

LATE PLUMS. 

Plums get into bad repute with those who grow 
for profit by glutting the market whenever there 
is a good crop, and the prices going down so 
low as not to pay the expenses of gathering; 
but this only happens with tho mid-season 
k intis, like Victoria, that urc so excessively 
prolilic that they cannot be consumed all at 
once ; but I never knew a glut of late Plums, 
anil tho following kinds may safely be relied on 
as tho cream. 

Cob’s Goi.den Drop is probably one of the 
richest-flavoured and liest Plums in cultivation, 
and no matter how plentiful early Plums may 
be, there is never any difficulty in getting a good 
price for these. With us they fruit well as bush- 
trees, but will repay for a wall, and require to hang 
at least until October before they are fully ripe 
to get their liest flavour, and they keep well if Sat lie red anil stored in a dry, cool place. A good 

mil of Coo's is a great point in collections of 
fruit at Chrysanthemum and Fruit Shows usually 
heltl early in November. 

Grand Duke is one of Messrs. Rivera’ 
additions to tho list of late Plums, a good frower, ami very prolific; a rich-flavoured 

'luni ; makes a good companion dish to Coe's 
Golden Drop. 

Imckratkkt; (blue), one of tho good old kinds 
that require a wall, when it may be kept very 
late by placing tiffany over the trees to keep 
off early frost. It is best when partially 
shrivelled. 

Rivers’ Late, a round black Plum, of medium 
size, very juicy, and rich flavoured, a very useful 
kind for kitchen or dessert purposes. 

WykdaLE is probably one of the latest of all 
Plums. I was surprised to see good fruits 
hanging on a tree after the severe wintry 
weather wo experienced on November 18th, the 
fruits being still plump, and excellent for 
kitchen purposes. The tree Imd yielded nu 
enormous crop. J. Groom, O’oijiort. 

.-.1(10. Dahlias for show. -A good 
selection of twelve show Dahlias would comprise 
the following : Bendigo (a well-shaped flower of 
a purple-crimson colour), Canary (yellow, very 
pleasing), Ethel Britton (blush, witti an edge of 
red-purple to the petals), George Rawlings (rich 
maroon), J. T. West (yellow, the petals Lipped 
with purple), Harry Keith (rose-purple), John 
Wyatt (rich scarlet-crimson colour), Mrs. Glass¬ 
cock (pure-white), Mrs. Gladstone (a lovely 
colour, silvery-pink, very pleasing), Queen of 
tho Belgians (cream colour, the inner surface of 
tho petals delicate pink), Rev. J. Gooddoy 
(maroon, with purple suffusion), and Win. 
Ruwlings (crimson-pur|ilo, a rich shade of 
colour).—('. T. 

8174. Peat-MoHH-lltter for stiff land. Vet; 
on the heavy clay we have to deal with here I limit his even 
superior n> tin1 ordinary strawmonure, either worked into 
lltu ground or upptied at> u much. I have not lined it u> 
any extent tor hot-beds, hut ilo not set- why il should not 
answer tor lltin purpose also. - IS. C. It. 
- I’eat-Mois-lit tor-manure is good for slid land, hut 

is not. so well adapted for hot-beds, as il contains nothing 
to hind it together. Will do vciy well lor tilling pits for 
Cucumbers or Melons.—E. II. 

fdltS.—Drooping Fuchsias. The old Mrs. Mar¬ 
shall (white ana rose), Covent Cordon (white), Mrs. Orote 
and Diadem (all light-coloured singles), with (ten. Roberts 
(dark ;<itiele). and Mir-. I.. Kmiss, I'rau E. Topler, and 
(fjlbrw King <<lottble», with white or blush colour) are 

Mroul'i"t hublt 01 irowth- 
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PERNS. 

ADIANTUMS IN WINTER. 

These Kerns require a period of rest, and in 
none is this more evident than in A. omentum. 
Plants which have been growing freely during 
the latter part of the summer and autumn should 

l*c well exposed, and when the fronds are well 
matured tlie cooler the plants can be kept the 
better. If gradually hardened off and kept 
fairly dry in the pots, they will keep well where 

the temperature does not fall below 40 degs. 
Fahr., t he fronds changing to the pale-green hue 
which is now so essentiul, or, rather I should 
say, which florists consider essential. It is no 
doubt owing to the fact that they have found 

the pale-green so much more durable than the 
deeper green fronds that the change has been 
brought about. For early spring use another 
batch of plants should be grown ; these should 
be kept in cold-pits and us dry as possible 
without injury to the roots. They may then be 

started in warmth late in the autumn, and under 
fair conditions will make good fronds, and either 
for cutting from or as pot plants will come in for 
use about February and March. Like those for 
autumn use, these should be hardened off after 

the fronds are well matured. I find it is of 
little use to trv to get good results from plants 
which have been kept in a growing state 
throughout the year; the growth these will 
make during the last three months of the year 

will bo weak and imperfect, and they will also have 
become so exhausted that it will be late in the 
spring l>efore they will make any good progress. 

All Aihantums should be kept moderately 
cool ami dry at this season, and will then, if 

given a little more warmth, start away and 
make good growth as soon ns the days begin to 
lengthen. Whore the pots are woll filled with 
roots a littlo artifical manure may bo given 

occasionally while they nro growing. Although 
A. cuneatum still holds first place among 
Maiden-hair Ferns for decoration, there are 
several others which are for many purposes 
preferable. A. elegans, which has large and 

more spreading fronds, is now extensively 
grown. It appears to he hardier than cuneatum. 

Young plants are a little loose and straggling 
in growth, but the second year they fill up and 
mako fine plants, growing taller than cuneatum. 
A. Williamsi is also a valuable kind for cut¬ 

ting from when grown under cool treatment, 
but in warmth the fronds run out too long and 
thin. Of course, for cutting from the fronds 

should be woll matured, but if too old, the 1>innulcs dron off soon after the fronds are out. 
often wonder that A. scutum does not come 

more into use for cutting, the largo spreading 
fronds being very effective and also lasting 
longer than those of most of the Maiden-hairs. 
In the spring this makes a very pretty plant 
for decoration. Plants grown in a light open 

position have a very pretty tint in the young 
fronds. There are two varieties, one having a 
pale-bronzy tint with only the slightest shade 
of red, whde the other has a beautiful rosy-red 
tint, and with age the fronds change to a deeper 

green. Though this is generally known as 
scutum roseum, I believe it is identical with the 
true A. tencrum. 

A. Lathomi, which is closely allied to the 
above, but has more drooping fronds of a pale 

shade of green, may be recommended, but is not 
so easily propagated as most of the Ad inn turns. 
Of the smaller-growing Maiden-hairs, A. tnun- 

dulum is the most useful. It makes a very 
compact and pretty plant, and the fronds are of 
a useful size for button-hole bouquets or any 
other purpose where perfect littlo fronds are 
desirable. This is sometimes confused with A. 

Pacotti, but it is quite distinct, the fronds having 
Hinnller pinnules, which do not overlap each 
other as in A. Pacotti, which is sometimes 

recommended, but is too dense and heavy for 
most purposes, though it, makes a very pretty 
pot-plant. In winter this requires some care, as 
it is much inclined to damp off. The plants 

should be stood up on pots and have sufficient 
room for the air to circulate among them, and 

in watering care should be taken not to wet the 
fronds. F. 

BIRD'S-NEST FERNS. 

These plants arc easily grown into large, hand¬ 
some specimens ; their roots require good and 
careful drainage, liceausc if this becomes clogged 
the chances are that the plants will throw up 
deformed fronds, which spoil their beauty, and 
render them eyesores instead of ornaments. 
The soil must be made sandy, and should 
consist of light, turfy loam and peat, with some 
leaf-mould and good sharp sand. 

A. Nidus (Thumnopteris Nidus, Neottopteris 

Nidus).—This is an interesting East Indian 
species, which is popularly known as the Bird's- 
nest Fern, from the remarkably peculiar manner 
of its growth, produces entire fronds about 

30 inches in length and 4 inches in breadth, 
which rise up from the crown, leaving quite a 
hollow centre at their base, formed by the fronds 
of oqual breadth throughout, growing horizon¬ 
tally at first before taking up their upright 
course, thus leaving a large, open centre. 

A. Nidus austkalasicu.m.—This fine ever¬ 
green plant (here illustrated) is a native of New 
South Wales, and may possibly be only a variety 

of the preceding species, from which it differs 
greatly in its fronds being of larger dimensions and 
of an elliptic lanceolate shape, instead of being of 
a uniform breadth. Besides the above characters 
there is one point essentially distinct ; the 

fronds, instead of growing horizontally at first, 
are produced all round the rhizome and take an 
upright direction at the first start, bo os to leave 
the crown elevated and exposed, thus making 
the hollow centre more funnel-shaped. Both 

this plant, and the above species are wonderfully 
well adapted for vases, for which they make 
splendid objects. Although requiring stove- 
heat to grow and develop properly in during the 

best part of the year, A. Nidus australasicum 
will stand very well outdoors in the summer¬ 
time if not exposed to the full sun. Great care 
should be taken to keep away slugs and woodliee, 
which are exceedingly fond of the young fronds ; 

the best way to prevent these pests getting at, 
the plants is by placing the latter over a pan of 

protection in winter and suitable material for 
the new roots to start into in spring. Grasses 
and other herlnge also assist in protecting the 
crowns during the winter. It appears to me 

that many who try to cultivate hardy Ferns 
forget that they are depriving them of the pro¬ 
tection they find under natural conditions, and, 
consequently, do not succeed. Of course, it is 
not necessary to allow (trass and all kinds 
of weeds to grow up among the Ferns, yet 

something should be done in the autumn to make 
up for this deficiency. A good mulching of 
leaves may ho recommended ; either new leaves 

or those half-decayed may be used. I prefer the 
latter, as they provide more nourishment for the 
young roots in spring. And besides this, if the 
plants nro much exposed, they should have a 

covering of dried Bracken or other light 
material. Bracken is about the best tiling that 
can be used, as it will gradually decay, and by 
the time t he Ferns start into growth the young 
fronds will lie able to push through. Spring 
frosts are often destructive to hardy Ferns. 
Many of our Brit ish Ferns nro worthy of culti¬ 
vation under glass, more especially the bcuutiful 
varieties of the Lady Fern. The exquisite 
beauty of Athyrium (Asplenium) Filix-founina 

plumosum is not excelled, if equalled, in any of 
the exotic Ferns. When grown under glass care 
should be taken not to excite them into prema¬ 
ture growth. Although a little heat will do 
no harm in the spring while they are making 
their growth, giving them warmth during the 

autumn and early part of the winter will excito 
them and materially weaken them. Some of 
the hardy Ferns may be kept in warmt h during 

the winter without suffering much. I find that 
many of the hardier exotic Ferns will also suffer 
much if kept too warmduringthe autumn, though 

they will grow well in the stove during tno 
spring ami summer. H. 

Alder for hedges. -As a hedge plant, 
fhu Abler is not so good as the Poplar. It 
delights in wet, swampy lands, and will grow 

5172.—A scented Fern.—This is a native 
known as Lastrea Simula, or by some botanists 
dium lemulum, a sub-variety of A. splnulosuins It isj 
believe, to be found wild In sdaWiiartabi'tna country .Tin 
van bs obtained from mast hardy plant nurseries.— 

The Australian lllnl's-ncst Kern {As)>lcniuiii Nidus austmlosicum.) 

water on three inverted pots, so as to prevent 

the bottom of the pot touching the water, but 
at the same time leaving a liquid barrier of 
2 inches all round to keep off all intruders. ^ 

HARDY FERNS IN WINTER. 

Many of our most beautiful hardy Ferns suffer 
if fully exposed during the winter. When under 

ciiltivaXilnjt often occurs that they do not get 
e )4r5f£(i£n they find in their natural h ' 

TheVre^vesTrom deciduous trees provi. 

tolerably even in the water. The plants (for 
fences should lie four years old, not more, (localise 
when older they are generally devoid of branches 

at the bottom, They may be set at a foot 
apart, ami treated in every respect like tho 
Poplar, trimming the fence with a hedge-bill, 

and keeping it at the height of 5 feet. The 
Alder will make a strong, branching fence, 
though not very close, and if pruned regularly 
as directed, it has a neatness much beyond what 

is gfihetlill'p I believed of it. Few have the 
it. in.subiectiqry being a tree of 

e* 
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ROSES. 

ROSES FOR PILLARS, ARCHES, AND 

PERGOLAS. 

There are forms of culture where the extrastrong 
Roses show to great advantage—when used for 

the purposes suggested by the above heading. 
Roses grown for this purpose are much 
exposed to the extremes of heat and cold, 

unless they are in some well-sheltered spot. 
Although all of the hardier varieties are suitable 
for sheltered situations, there are a few which 
are much choicer in colour and scent and that 
may be safely grown in warm localities. A 

pretty effect is gained when a well-planned 
pergola is covered with suitable Roses. We 
have two points to aim at—a gorgeous display 

during one month only, or a successive display 
of less splendour more or less for six months and 
upwards. Which is it to be? All depends 
ii|K>n the selection and pruning, and more upon 

the former than the latter. My own taste goes 
towards a continuous feast, when the full 
beauty of the several types can be enjoyed. 

However, as we do not all share the same opinions 
I will name a few sorts suitable for both results, 
and in order to assist in their colour arrange¬ 

ments will add their predominating shades. 
This is well worth a little attention, as the 
effect is considerably heightened by judicious 

contrasts. As I have already noted, we must 
choose our sorts according to the position of the 
pergola, and as the same remark applies to those 
growing upon pillars, arches, or walls, 1 will 

proceed to name a few of tile hardiest varieties : 
(’heshunt Hybrid, Heine M. Henrietto, Brunette, 
Brunete Fridoiin, Climbing C. Lefebvro. Mine. 

I. I’oridiro, and Gloire de Margottin, are all 
reds of various sluules. Whites may be found 
in Miss Clegg, Aimtie Vibert, Blanche de Forco, 

Boule de Neige, and Coquette des Blanches. 
The following are yellows in shades varying 
from that of the old Dijon up to an orange or 
apricot yellow as found in Win. A. Richardson. 

Both of these are hardy and may lie supplemented 
by Madame Berard, Bouquet d’Or, Ilenriette de 
Bcauvcau, Climbing Perle desJardins, Kaisciin 

Friedrich, Emile Dupuy, Belle Lyonnaise, 
tiloire Lyonnaise, Duchesse de Meeklen'bcrg, but 
Rove d’Or, Marrithal Niel, and the Bonksians 

need a more sheltered position. All of these 
will do for all purposes named, but for pillar 
Roses I like to get a few more of the brighter 
coloured H. Perpctuals, and such ever-blooming 

Teas us Marie Van Houtle, Anna Ollivier, Ac. 
These will soon cover a pillar, and are equally 
hardy with the Hybrid Perpctuals. Strong 
growers naturally need more support as regards 
fertilisers, and the soil should always be rich, 

either from suitable dressing or naturally. 
Pruning docs not consist of much spring work, 
except the removal of any dead or frost-affected 
wood. During the summer a few of the branches 

which have already bloomed may be cut away 
to make more room for the succeeding growths, 

but this will not be so necessary as when upon 
walls, where we have only one side to consider. 

The growth over a pergola will also be pleasing 

in itself, and often prevent much knife work, 
except to do a little judicious thinning in the 
autumn when dealing up for the winter. 

P. U. 

.11 so.—Roses and Carnations. Unless 
you can give the house up entirely to the Roses, 
it will be better not to plant, those out, but grow 

them on in good-sized pots,removing them outside 
for the summer. The Carnations will, of course, 
be grown in pots, and the Tree or Perpetual 
varieties will lie found more suitable than the 

ordinary kinds. As regards temperature, the 
more heat (in reason) is employed the earlier 
will the Roses produce their flowers—that is, 
provided the plant* have been properly pre¬ 

pared ; but if the night temperature ex¬ 
ceeds about 55 degs. at night it will be too 

much for the Carnations, so that this should not 
be exceeded, if possible.—B. C. R. 

- Certainly these may be grown together, 
but I would not advise your trying to get early 

bloom of both at the same time. To do this, 
it would lie necessary to provide a much 

stronger heat for Roses than the Carnation 
would approve. For your guidance'll will de 
scribe a small liwij?, ifdiayflyfillLl wi/hYol n 

All arc in pots. 1 Hiring August and\efflohrbei al 

were out-of-doors. In October the Carnations 
wero housed. These consist of the Tree or Per¬ 

petual-flowering section. In November, and at 
present, they produce good flowers, and will 
continue until February and March. My house 

had all the air I could afford, and was only 
partially closed upon bad weather. Even when 
frosty there was a little top ventilation afforded, 

with just a dash of fire-neat to keep the air 
rather dry. My Roses are now pruned and 
brought into the same house. They stand rather 

thickly in the centre of the benches, being sur¬ 
rounded with the Carnations. A very gentle 
fire-heat will be kept up for a short time longer, 
then gradually increased until it reaches 55 degs. 

to 00 degs. by the early part of March. By this 
time the bulk of the Carnation flowers will be 
secured, and I shall stand the plants into a pit 
or frame until thoy can be turned into the open 

borders in May or June, when they will be 
layered and grown on for potting up in Septem¬ 
ber, ready to go through the same routine again. 

By the time the Carnations are moved, the 
Roses will need all the room and be in flower in 
a week or two. The fumigation and syringing 

necessary for Roses while making their growth 
is just the thing for the Carnations before being 

removed from the house. The two also work 
well together as regards heat, a cool tempera¬ 
ture being best for the Carnation and also for 
the Rose while starting into new growth. When 

the former are out stand the latter farther 
apart and allow a rise of 10 degs. This, with 

careful syringing, will give you good Roses in 
quantity during early spring. In August stand 
the Roses outside, and do what potting may be 

necessary. Then place in a pit until the begin¬ 
ning of the year. I know of no two flowers 
which work together in this way better than 
Roses and Carnations. —P. U. 

5190.— Forcing Roses for cut blooms. 
—In the first place, I do not see how yon are to 
force Roses early with only a flow and return 

4-inch pipe in a liouse 1(1 feet wide ; that quan¬ 
tity of piping is barely enough to keep out frost 
in severe weather, much less maintain a forcing 
temperature, as it is not unusual to get 10 dogs, 

of frost in the month of March. I should say 
thc middle of February is as soon os it will be 
safe to begin forcing. The next point is the 

way in which you intend to grow the Roses. 1 
gather from the information you send that you 
arc thinking of growing them in pots. But are 

you aware of the amount of labour that involves 
the whole year through in watering and other 
details ? In such a case as this either the Roses 
or Tomatoes should take a secondary position, 
whichever is likely to pay best. I work my 

houses on these lines. All my Roses are planted 
out in borders inside the house, and as soon as 
the first lot of blooms are over on the Roses the 

growth is cut down to near the stem, and then 
the Tomatoes take their place on thereof. You 
must, however, understand that I do not get a 

full crop from the latter, because the growth has 
to be gradually cut away to allow of the young 
shoots of the Roses being trained under the 

glass as before. My houses are, however, effi¬ 
ciently heated, and the warmth given to bring 
the Roses into bloom by the mi< Idle of March is 

sufficient to get the Tomato-plants in flower 
early in April. I do not know of a more 

economical way of growing these two subjects 
in the same house, as you will understand that, 

except to thoroughly moisten the border in 
which the roots are growing, my Roses are 
really not much trouble.—J. C. C. 

- The greatest difficulty in occupying the 
houses with Roses and Tomatoes will lie found 
in getting wood of the former sufficiently 

vigorous and finished licfore you need the space 
for the latter. You want Roses during the 
first quarter of the year, and Tomatoes in the 

houso by April. If your houses arc fit for 
Tomatoes, they would be more suitable for the 
strong-growing climbing section of Roses than 

for those of Mine. Falcot and Catherine Mcrmet 
type. To have the former good year after year 

it would be necessary to keep the young shoots 
from the base growing freely and vigorously 

until July at least; therefore, it would be 
prejudicial to shift them to the open so early, 
as would be needful if Tomatoes are to occupy 

this space by April. I note that you have six 
lifcuges, each40 feet by Iti feet. \Vhv not devote 

them towardHfinishingoffthe.f^osegmwtli, 
shelter to the Rose-pluntUVteHiiSit 

six weeks after lieing restarted ? I would 
suggest the following routine. Consider your 
Roses have bloomed by the early part of April, 

then cut back the wood which bore flowers and 
remove the whole of the plants to the two houses, 
growing the young rods up the roof much in the 

same manner as Vines. You cau thus attend 
to their wants and secure really valuable wood 
for next season’s forcing. The advantage of full 

ventilation can be afforded for a short time 
previous to removal to the open as a finish to 
their ripening. In October they should be 
housed again and started as steadily as possible. 

Here they will push into growth of an inch or so 
by the end of the year, by which time the other 
houses will be quite clear of Tomatoes and ready 

to receive their quota of Roses. It is while 
growths with blooms are produced from each 
side of the long summer growt hs that this section 

of Rose requires ample room, and yon would lie 
able to fill all six houses to advantage, working 
young plants of Tomatoes on in the meantime. 
A steady temperature until the days have 

turned, and then an increase when your plants 
are in their flowering positions, will soon give 
you a valuable return, and avoid the long spell 

of emptiness experienced when Tomatoes only 
are grown. I would coniine myself to the 
following six Roses : Marechal Niel, Climbing 

Perle des Jardin, W. Allen Richardson, Reine 
Marie Henriette, Climbing Niphetos, and 

L’ldcal.-P. U. 

— Yes; properly-prepared anil well-ripened Roses in 
:s may be flowered and got out ol the way by [he end 
April. The Tea-scented kinds would be most suitable 

(with Mart-chill Niel and one or two other Noisettes), and a 
temperature of 80 depi. to 70 dogs, would lit- necessary 
front soon after the turn of the year.—B. C. R. 

5193.—Roses in a small garden.—It is 
hardly the correct thing perhaps to advise 

pegged-down Roses for a small back garden, 
yet for a position that is so much exposed to 

rough wind ns this inquiry refers to, it is 
certainly the only form of growth that appears 
likely to give satisfaction. I think n few strong- 

growing Hybrid Perpctuals, like Charles 
Lefebvre, General Jacqueminot, John Hopper, 

Mine. GabriclleLuizet, MngnaCharta, Jules Mar¬ 
gottin, Mine. Charles Wood, Etienne Levet, 

lluchesse de Vallombrosa, and Prince Camille de 
Rohan, with their stronggrowths pegged down on 
the ground, would suffer less from the offects of 

the wind than fiiiy other form that you can grow 
them in. If this does not meet witli your views, 

vou had better select sturdy-growing H.P.’s, 
like Baroness Rothschild, and grow them os 
dwarf bushes. Others belonging to this type 
are : Captain Christy, Merveille de Lyon, 

Crimson Bedder, Victor Hugo, and Ulrich 
Brunner.—J C. C. 

- I do not recommend Roses to lie grown 

in a very small garden—at least, not the Tea- 
scented varieties. Apparently everything in 

vour garden seems to get blown to pieces, and 
’.Tea-Bcented or any other Roses will not stand 
this kind of treatment. I will, however, give 

von my experience of Roses in a small garden. 
1 planted a bed of them last autumn in a garden 
situated similarly to yours, but the wind does 

not play such pranks as recorded by you. A 
good loamy soil composes the bed, anil in the 
early summer a liberal mulch of manure was 
given. Throughout the summer the plants 

were freely watered when necessary, which was 
pretty often last year. All the following 
varieties succeeded well, and I hope this small 

selection may be of use to you, the plants being 
dwarfs on the Brier-stock. \V. A. Richardson, 
well known for its exquisite apricot colour. 

This variety, contrary to mv expectations, 
flowered remarkably well, and tlie plant is very 

strong. Of the Hybrid Perpctuals Duke of 
Edinburgh (crimson, touched with maroon, a 

full flower), Mine. Isaac l’oriere (rose-carmine), 
Boioltlieu (cherry-red colour), Eugene Appert 
(crimson), Mine.' Gabriclle I.uizet (pink), Mrs. 

John Laing (pink also), and Lady Arthur Hill 
(rosy-lilac). These have all succeeded well with 

me m a very small plot. I may mention that a 
Gloire de Dijon Rose planted at the same time 

lias made splendid growth. This is a really 
lovely Rose, and indispensable in the smallest, 
collection.—F. P. 

- Your description docs not sound very 
favourable for Roses. Can you not devise some 

sliglill protection against the strong south-west 
yyiiyijij-? . .A (bnujii. liaivly. H. Perpctuals will lie 

'ini GeneBaUJofcqronninot, Jules Margottin, 
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Baroness Rothschild, Annie Wood, Mrs. J. 
Laing, Ulrich Brunner, Duke of Edinburgh, 
Charles Lefebvre, Fisher Holmes, Comtesse 
d’Oxford, La I'rancc, Alfred Columb, and Dupuy 

Jamain. Teas : Marie Van Houtte, Anna 
Ollivier, Madame Lainbard, Homere, Dr. 

Grill, Ernest Metz, Comtesse Riza du Parc, 
Souvenir d'un Ami, Gouliault, Sunset, Safrano, 
and Perle des Jardins. If possible get a little 

clay or stiff soil and mix with your own, then 
apply whatever manure comes to hand, with 
the exception of soot.—P. U. 

5194.— Climbing Roses.—If the long 
shoots on your climbing Roses are 9 inches 

apart they do not require to be thinned out. 
\ on may, however, take off a few inches of the 
soft tops at once, and at the same time cut back 
to the second or third eye the short growths. 

The plants in pots may be primed now if they 
require it. The harder you prune the later 
they will flower. Probably the younger plants 

will be all the better for being cut down to 
within 9 inches of the pot. You had better 
keep the pot-plants on the floor of the house, 

and with a view to retarding them keep the 
house well ventilated both night and day, except 
in very severe frost—as a matter of fact, a few 

varieties of Roses you have. Some of the 
Noisettes are not suitable for you, especially 

those that flower in large clusters, like AinnSe 
Vibert. I should prefer to confine my selection 
chiefly to the Teas, and if given good culture, some 

of the old ones remain unbeaten for continuous 
flowering, such as Adam, Alba rosea, President, 
Lctty Coles, and Isabella Sprunt. The greatest 

difficulty will be in getting flowers during the 
months of November and December. They are 
1 letter obtained from plants that are rested in the 

open air from the end of July to the end of 
September. Before they are taken outside let 
them be pruned into shape, if necessary, and 
given larger pots. Until they are taken under 
cover again all the flower-bud's should be piekod 

off'. The plants that are to flower after Christmas 
should remain in the open air, with the pots 
plunged in ashes until the end of November.— 

J. C. C. 

- With thirty plants of these it is certainly 
possible to have bloom all the year round, but 

not in any quantity. I would arrange them in 
three batches, and in order to make the follow¬ 
ing notes more clear, we will suppose that at 

present they are all established in pots and 
quite dormant. Select the ripest plants of such 

A GARDEN OF HARDY FLOWERS. 

The outdoor garden at Edge Hall is remarkable 
for its tine collection of hardy plants. The hall 
stands on the side of a hollow watercourse worn 
in the stiff clays which in Cheshire often lie over 
the sand rock. The open space round the house 
is covered all Hummer with a dense forest of 
herbaceous plants—every ornamental kind 
which will thrive in the cold and damp soil on 
which the house stands being cultivated here. 
As for the rest of the garden and the many little 
rockeries on which choice ulpines get unremit¬ 
ting attention, much information about them 
has from time to time been afforded in various 
gardening papers. The illustration herewith 
given shows well the beauty and value of bold 
groups of hardy plants. 

Mimulus maculosus.—I would like to 
remind readers that although seed of any choice 
strain of Mimulus is very small and may be 
thought tender, yet it is a very hard seed and 
rarely suffers from cold or damp. I always 

found that, sown either in December or January 
in a shallow pan, literally on the surface, of tine 
sandy soil and protected by a broad, clean 

piece of glass, germination even in a cool-house 

Our Rkmikrh* Illustrations : The Garden at Edge Hall, Mnlpas. Cheshire. Engraved for Gardkmko Ii.i.cstiiatkd from a 
photnt;rii|>h sent hy the Ke\. C. Welle) Dud, 

days of frost from now to the end of February 

will do them more good than harm, as it will 
keep them from starting into growth so early. 
With regard to the top-dressing of the border 
and those in pots the present time is very suit¬ 

able for the operation.—J. C. C. 

- You hare grasped the right idea 
when growing Roses in unheated houses—viz., 
to keep them as backward as possible. As 

you truly remark, late frost, combined with 
damp, are often tho cause of failure unless 
kept backward. It is a very good time to 
do the mulching as you propose. Cut away 

the side growths, and thin out any of the 
stronger ones whero unduly thick. Next 
season confine each plant to two shoots, or, at 

most, three. The ordinary growing Teas may 
be pruned fairly hard, and then allowed to conic 
on at will, but being subjected to the same cool 

treatment. I think, and sincerely hope you 
will be successful, as you are evidently well in 

the right track at present. Shall be glad to 
hear next spring.—P. U. 

5184.—Tea and Noisette Roses —By 
skilful management you may succeed itisl^ng 
what you want, only from thirty .plains yqtr. 
would not get any grcatlq Iftntliil? Oaf1 flo\ersl Xl . 
any onetime. Something will also depend on the 

varieties that produce thin or few-petalled or frame would result in ten days, and that it 

flowers—Madame Falcot and Safrano are was I Inis he easy to have literally hundreds of 
examples also one or t wo of the strong eliinliers seedling plants to put out in the open ground 
which bloom most freely, say Marcchal Niel and for summer blooming so early as the middle of 

Rcine Marie Hcnriotte. These will he more 
amenable to hard forcing than others, and will 
soon come into bloom under such a temperature 
its you possess. This batch of ten or a dozen 
wifi llower during March, and must be grown 

on freely during that time and until June or 
early in July. If grown in the open air steadily 
for a tune, anil then encouraged to ripen early, 
these same plants may be introduced again in 
October, and should then be in flower during 

.January of the next year. The second batch 
may be brought into heat about February this 
first season, out should be started about now 
after the first year. They will then come in 
when the late autumn-started plants arc failing. 

Keep the third batch backward, anil get them 
in bloom late enough to still throw a fair 

quantity until Christmas. With Tens this is 
not difficult, because they are late and almost 
perpetual llowerers. As the latter will be 
growing late, thev can rest in a cool pit until 

late agiuti the following spring. There will l>c 
Hrait-sKed-^or strict cleanliness if Roses are to 

AccliW ikAUious.- from one end of the |y 

thefcOler.—P. U. 

April. It is but needful to prick out the 
seedling plants thinly into other pans or shallow 
boxes when the seedlings are large enough to 

bundle. In a month, perhaps, they will need 
still more room, and are then best planted out 
4 inches apart in a cool frame. Here, protected 
partially from frost, the plants will mukustroiig 

growth, and will be largo clumps of several 
shoots ready to plant out in the open ground 

early in the spring. Really these Mimuluscs 
arc naif-hardy.- 1). 

Labelling plants. —A great deal of annoy- 
nine is often caused through the omission to 

make sufficient note of the whereabouts of bulbs 
and the smaller herhnccous perennials. I do 
not admire a lot of conspicuous labels : but neat 
ones with the names written plainly thereon 

will prevent the roots being disturbed orotherwise 
injured when forking over the border. Not 
only will you derive greater pleasure and interest 
from knowing the correct name, but a glance 

will show you where it is allowable to dig and 
where91ft01 "Mklfly a future erop of some 

d through the 

P. U. 
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THE KITCHEN GARDEN. 

A FR HE USE OF MANURE. 

Tiiosk private gardeners who havo not pre¬ 
viously seen but little of what is going on in the 

market gardens and farms round London and 
other large towns are invariably impressed with 
their first glimpse into the ways of those work¬ 

ing these. Especially aro they surprised at the 
quality and quantity of manure that is used. 
As a rule, private gardeners fail to got enough 

solid manure, and in very many instances havo 
to Is; content principally with what has pre¬ 
viously done duty as hot-bed material. Very 
poor stuff the latter is, or little hotter than a 

mass of humus, and such ought always to bo 
supplemented with fairly liberal supplies of 

chemical manures, that most generally needed 
being potash in some form. To all appearances 
market growers apply their cheaply-obtained 
and really good animal manure—the principal 
fertilising properties not being either washed 
out by rains or dissipated by undue fermentation 

-at the rate of not less than .'10 tons, and not 
unfrequently nearer tons to the acre. The 
ground being in a good condition for receiving 

this, it both can and does produce enormous 
crops in close and rapid succession. 

< loon STABLE-MANURE, such as can bo obtained 
in the neighbourhood of large towns and also 
any from a mixed farmyard, more especially 

where the fattening of beasts is going on, is as 
near perfect as can be mentioned. In this case 
it appears next to impossible to overdo the 
ground with this in a semi-decayed stato, always 

provided the cropping is eloso and heavy. It is 

very different with the rotten stuff that has to 
do duty in very many private gardens. This 

contains but few constituents of a plant-sustain¬ 
ing nature other than moisture, and which 
humus both holds and absorbs from the atmos¬ 

phere. In the course of a few years this kind 
of manure sours soils, especially those of a 

clayey nature, and this can l>cst be corrected 
by a dressing of lime instead of manure applied 
at t he rate of two bushels per square rod. The 
lime most to Is- preferred ih that obtained from 

the magnesia limestone rock, and this ought to 
Ihi applied diroot from the kiln. It can bo 

most simply slaked by being laid in small heaps 
and covered with soil for a few days, anil should 
then be spread over the surface of the previously 

dug ground and forked in. The effect of this 
dressing on manure-sick ground is almost magi¬ 
cal. It has the effect of liberating food pre¬ 

viously locked up, and enters into combinations 
with other constituents required for the in- 
vigoration and sustenance of vegetable life 
generally. It was not, however, my original 
intention to discuss the nature of manures, but 

rather to touch upon what crops stand most in 
need of—rich food at the roots. All things con¬ 

sidered, the most lilieral use of solid manure is 
advisable in (he case of 

Globe Artichokes and Rhubarb, as it is 
scarcely possible to grow these too strongly. 

On dry, hot soils and poor ground generally, 
the former fails badly in a dry season, and at 
no time are the heads so large and succulent as 

desirable. For these crops, resort to trenching 

or double digging, mixing manure freely with 
both spits, while if the nature of the ground 
renders trenching impossible, increase the depth 
of surface soils by means of additions of com- Ct in which strong loam and manures figure 

;elv. In my case tilolie Artichokes aro of 
such importance, that I would deny any other 

erojis solid manure in order to let the former 
have plenty both mixed with the soil and in 
the form of a mulching. Rhubarb is not nearly 

of such importance, but pays well for liberal 
treatment. Onions if wanted of large size must 
have plenty of solid manure in the soil in 

addition to soot and other manorial dressings, 
and even if medium-sized to small roots are 

preferred, it is advisable to make the ground 
rich, firmness of soil and thick cropping doing 

the rest. Soot, in addition to being a good 
fertiliser, is also, to a certain extent, a preventive 

of Onion-grub. It pays well to well fork in 
half-a-bushcl to the rod now and to apply 

another somewhat lighter surface dressing just 
prior to sowing the seed. It is an old custom 
to sow 

Onions in succession to Ge 1 eo—lat 
being supposed to ^titbeWrbbhiXjn^lcJUpt 
condition for the reception of the former. Sue 

may be the case in some few instances, but, as a 
rule, Celery exhausts all the manure placed in 

the trenches, and the apparently finely divided 
state of the surface of the ground when levelled 
is altogether misleading. The surface may be 

perfectly fine, and just underneath patches of 
soil closely run together wet and cold be found. 

It answers my purpose to devote ground pre¬ 
viously cleared of early and mid-season Celery 
to Onions, but advantage is taken of a frosty 

morning to wheel on a good dressing of manure, 
rough digging following as soon as practicable. 
Thus treated, the soil breaks down admirably at 

sowing time, invariably producing a good crop 
of medium-sized, firm Onions, and when the 

latter are cleared off very little further prepara¬ 
tion is needed for spring Cabbage. If Carrots, 
Beet, Nalaafy, and sucli like, were to follow 

Celery, I would yet advise digging the ground 
deeply after the levelling has taken place, 

no animal manure being given, however. 
Contact with the latter anil nlso masses of wet 
trampled soil buried well below the surface by 
the levelling process causo tap-roots to fork 

badly. These, therefore, should have a finely- 
divided deep root-run, and if solitl manure is 

applied it must be buried not less than a foot 
deep. It is a mistake to lie too stingy with 
manure as far as 

Potatoes are concerned. Doubtless market- 
gardeners somewhat Overdo their dressings, 

contact with ho much strong manure having the 
effect of impairing the quality of the crops. If 
such is not the caso, how else aro wo to account 

for the bad quality of the bulk of market Pota¬ 
toes as grown in the vicinity of large towns? 
If good, solid manure is applied at tho rnto of 

30 tons to tho acre, this being dug in now where 
the land is of a hoavy nature, and not distri¬ 
buted market farmers’ fashion along tho drills 

at planting time, the Potatoes will got tho full 
benefit of this, and leave the ground in splendid 
order for any memlier of the Brassica family or 

Strawlierries. Gardeners having nothing but 
poor rotten manure to wheel on to their 

Potato ground ought to supplement this at or 
near planting time with cithor soot, guano, or 

su|>crphosphutoN and kainit. Well-decayed 
garden-refuse, to every five loads of which one 
load of fresh lime has for some time previous 

been well mixed, is one of the best manorial 
dressings that can be applied by way of a change 
to Potato ground. 

Peas, runner and Broad Beans must have 
plenty of manure under them, or they are 
liable to fail badly in hot, dry weather. Tho 
manure dug in ought also to fie only partially 

decayed, as I havo repeatedly found that where 
old hot-bed or very rotten manure has been 

used, the former especially hies been badly 
attacked at the roots ny eelworms. When once 
the latter make their home in the roots these 

become greatly swollen, and both root-action 
and top-growth aro quickly paralysed. Wood- 

ashes mixed with the manure ami very lightly 
sown with the seed is a preventive of insect 
attack at the roots, and also acts as a powerful 

fertiliser. Sown too freely with the seed it is 
liable to cause the latter to decay, and the soil 

in the drill ought only to be just whitened >•>' 
dry wood-ashes at sowing time. Kidney Beans 
will thrive well for a short time on unmanured 

ground, and produce heavy crops if they succeed 
a crop for which manure was freely dug in. 

Cauliflowers revel in a rich root-run, the 
si rong fresh manure dug or ploughed in by 
market growers suiting them well. To have 
them extra fine, or say fit for exhibition, manure 
should be freely dug in and liquid manure given 

in large quantities when the hearts are forming. 
If Brussels Sprouts are given good room and a 

moderately firm root-run there is not much 
likelihood of too much manure being applied at 

the roots, and the same remarks apply to 
Borecole generally. Broccoli, Chou dcBurgnley, 
and Savoys I prefer to plant in succession to 

Leeks, Strawberries, or any other crop for 
which manure was freely used, a moderately 

rich, yet firm root-run best suiting this class of 
winter vegetables. H. 

3104.—Size of a Tomato-house.—As 
to length it all depends upon the quality of 

plants you require ; but a small house might be 
l'2|feet long, 6 feet wide (lean-to house', back, 

high; front, 2 feet high, with bottom' 
to open. Tlte steeper uprjght IthE Stottfl 

o better it answers. I saw a house this season 

of the above dimensions completely loaded from 

bottom to top with very fine fruit, some ripe 
and others green. The plants were planted 
one foot apart, and trained up roof on a single 

stem.—E. Yokes, Kiiiyxworthy. 

TOMATO-GROWING IN BOXES. 

There is no denying that the demand for good 
home-grown Tomatoes still increases. It is true 
one sometimes sees a good crop in the open air, 

but this is oftencr the exception than the rule. 
This being so, I contend that everyone who has 
a demand for Tomatoes should endeavour to 

grow as many as possible under glass. During 
the last four yearn I have had a regular supply 
of Tomatoes from under glass from May to the 
following February. This hus been accomplished 

in a largo degroo through adopting tho plan of 
growing these in boxes, which have many 
advantages. First, they can lie placed where 

pots often cannot. Every season I grow a good 
many in old wine cases. These are placed on 

shelves of vineries or other fruit and plant- 
houses, where often pots could not be used. 
Early in the autumn I sow a pot each of two or 
three reliable kinds. As soon as the seedlings 

are an inch high they are placed in a tempera¬ 

ture just high enough to keep them moving. 
Early in the year they are potted off. When 
large enough,' about tho middle of March, two 

or throe plants aro put into an old wine case ; 
these cases aro placed on shelves of vineries 
wherever room can l>e found. As the days 
lengthen it is astonishing how they thrive in 

such positions. From these plants I usually 
gathor early in' May, and often afterwards 
continuously through the summer and autumn. 

I havo a long Peach case. It is high, but 
only 8 feet wide; the lights push open 

in front. In this house I used to plant out 
Tomatoes wherever I could find room fora plant. 
When treated thus it was seldom I got any 

fruit to speak of; the generous treatment the 
Peaches received was too good for tho Tomatoes, 
as they grew all to wood, and what did set was 
often too late to ripen on the plants. I-ast year 

I resolved to grow them in these shallow boxes. 
In this house I htula splendid lot of fruit, and 
when the weather became so cold that it 

was not safe to allow them to remain 
there any longer, I removed them into a late 
vinery, standing the boxes on the ground and 
placing a string strained to some sticks to tie the 

growth up to. Here they ripen oft' grandly and 

continue late. Some few years ago 1 remember 
calling at a market nursery near Famhnm, 

Surrey, and here I saw two or three long span- 
roofed houses that were used in winter for 
storing bedding plants. In summer these were 
used for Tomatoes, which were grown in shallow 

boxes, 1 believe old egg cases cut in half. I am 
convinced that it is a mistake to grow Tomatoes 

in too much rich soil. I use nothing but heavy 
loam and burnt earth, at planting time just 
milling a few leaves at tho Ixittom of the box. 

When the plants have set a crop of fruit, then 
I begin to feed, continuing it all through the 
season, changing the manure occasionally and 

sometimes adding a little fine soil with just a 
sprinkling of artificial manure. The boxes I 

use are of various sizes and depth, but the most 
of them do not exceed 10 inches to 12 inches. 

•T. 

5058.—Early Potatoes and Brussels 
Sprouts.—The distance apart at which the 
rows of Potatoes should be planted, depends on 

the fertility of the soil and the quantity of 

haulm natural to the variety. Some kinds 
with very dwarf haulm, such as Sutcon's Ring¬ 

leader, need not bo planted more than two feet 
apart from row to row. In this case the Sprouts 
should be planted two feet apart in the rows, 

other kinds of Potatoes, such as the White 
Hebron, when the soil is rich should have the 

rows placed four feet apart. This last season 
I made a bed of Brussels .Sprouts and Potatoes 

in which the rows of Potatoes were four feet 
apart. I never had a finer bed of Brussels 

Sprouts, and as to the Potatoes, I never before 

crew any nearly so large. Under one root I 
found two tubers that weighed 3 lb. 10 oz. and 

3 lb. 8 oz. respectively. I should state that 
these tubers were of bad form. The heaviest I 
imtvflt forlthe exhibition-table, was 2 lb. 6 oz. 

in£w 
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thorn. I bastard trenched the land, putting a 

thick layer of material from the rubbish-heap 
on the bottom of the lower spit. When I 

planted, I used whole tubers about the size of 
hen's eggs, having first removed all the eyes but 
one from each tuber. I placed them about 
three feet apart in the rows. When they were 

ready for earthing up, instead of doing this, ns 
the weather was so very dry, I put on a layer 
of rotten manure about 2 inches thick over the 
whole bed.—L. C. K. 

CABBAGES AND THE1K CULTURE. 

The cultivation of spring and other Cabbages, 
however simple it may appear, concerns the 

majority of gardeners who have to supply a 
household. Coming in when other vegetables 
are scarce, the eurlicst heads are anxiously 
looked forward to, and rarely afterwards, where 

abundance of choicer vegetable arc grown, are 
Cabbages allowed on the dining-table. Not 
that later batches should lie despised in the 
smaller gardens, us during a genial growing 

season the quality is anything but unsatis¬ 
factory. The smaller side sprouts after the 
main head has been cut are generally, where 
growing on well-manured and worked ground, 

of the highest quality, being very tender and 
of delicious flavour, and are often preferred 
by many people to even the main heads them¬ 
selves. With our improved early varieties the 
cutting is quite a month or six months earlier 

than when wo had to depend upon the larger- 
growing varieties This is not the only advan¬ 
tage, as the sowing is even carried out a month 
or three weeks earlier, which is another advan¬ 

tage, as the plants can be put out earlier and 
become well established before the cold weather 
sets in. On 

COLD CLAY soils this is of the greatest 
benefit, as those who may have to deal with 
such ground are well aware, as upon the advent 

of wet weather plant ing is carried out with diffi¬ 
culty, and often seriously delayed. When such 
as this happens the plants cannot become estab¬ 
lished, and upon a spell of frosty weather the 

plants are often killed outright. As regards the 
quality of even any of tho varieties, there can¬ 
not lie any comparison between those growing 
on well-manured and worked ground, and others 
on soils of tho opposite description. Some 

people think any kind of preparation will be 
suitable, with the result, if tho ground should 
lie in a poverty-stricken condition, that the pro¬ 
duce will bo very )>oor in quality, consequent 

upon the lengthened time tho heads toolt to 
come to maturity. Under such treatment Cab¬ 
bages are condemned, anil probably rightly so, 

but given a generous diet and a well-worked plot, 
the quality should suit tho most fastidious. The 

midale of July is now looked upon as being a 
suitable date for sowing for the earliest cutting, 

Fig. 1.—Cabbage " Large York.” 

an extra week or fortnight's limit being allowe 1 
in the earliest districts. 

Special dates for sowisi; in many instances 

die hard, and from August 1(5 to 20 is by many 
considered the best time for sowing. No doubt 
this would be correct if the older varieties were 
relied upon, but not those previously named, or 

even other good recognised varieties. The 
value of a bed of spring Cabbages is gauged by 
its earliness. As a safeguard against accident, 

plants from a sowing made about August 20 
will be secure against any frost we are likely to 
experience and come in for making gi 

jgaps or even for sumQtaj$^bgjg£>, 'the 
Like is often made of not raising nearly 

plants for planting out, with the result that 
very small plants have to lie used and which 
are in danger of being devoured by slugs. 

Seed is cheap, and a seed-bed need not occupy 
a great extent of ground. I do not favour 
thick sowing, as I consider this very unwise, 
and generally the forerunner of mishaps 

later on in the season. Bolting may be 
laid more to this source than sowing curly. 
Nor do I favour sowing on poor ground, for 
the seeds are so slow in germinating and the 

aftergrowth so slow, as to cause a considerable 
chuck. Tho seeds being sown thinly in wide 
drills, sturdy plants are forthcoming and in 

Fig. 2.—Cabbage “ Winnlngstrll." 

-ondition for making a satisfactory aftergrowth. 
On some soils, especially in old gardens, club¬ 

bing is very prevalent, and whore preventive 
measures are not taken, whole breadths, if not 
exactly cleared off, are considerably weakened 
by the attacks. In all cases a change of site is 
beneficial. Cabbages follow well after Onions. 
In those gnrdens which are subject to attacks 

of clubbing tho old stems or clumps should all 
be cleared away and burned, thus destroying 
great numbers of the larvae. 

Digging in this old refuse is often resorted 
to where manure is scarce, and often where 
there is sufficient otherwise, but it is of more 
value when burned and the ash returned to the 
ground. Slugs and all such marauders as well 

as the larvio of root-eating weevils have their 
strongholds thus considerably weakened by 
this course of action, Good cultivation with a 
change of site is the panacea for this destructive 

pest amongst IlrussicuB. A free use of soot and 
lime is also a good preventive measure and 
should be resorted to, this being lightly forked 

into the ground previous to planting. Dusting 
the young seedlings with wood-ashes or 
powdered charcoal is also a commendable 
practice, and, previous to planting, all 
excrescences should lie pinched oil’, these 
invariably holding a maggot. Tho pre¬ 
caution of dipping the roots in a puddle 

formed of soot, lime, and soil in equal parts 
should also be taken. Any plants left in the 
seed-bed for future planting should also be 
lifted and undergo the same process. When 

ready for plant ing, the smaller-growing varieties 
should be set out 18 inches apart in the rows, 
with the same distance between. In tho ease 
of the larger growing sorts 2 feet is necessary. 

On light soils 1 prefer planting in deeply-drawn 
drills, but on heavy soils on the level. A free 
use of the hoe will greatly assist in forming a 
good plot of Cabliages. Upon the approach of 

the early spring months, when growth is recom¬ 
mencing, a little guano sprinkled about cadi 
plant and hoed in will hasten growth consider¬ 
ably ; so will also a light sprinkling of nitrate of 
soda, this latter being an excellent stimulant. 

The least sign of a blue tinge appearing in the 
foliage is a sure signal of assistance being 
needed. Excellent sorts to grow are Ellam’s 

Early, Large York (Fig. 1), Nonpareil, Enfield 
Market, Winningstadt (Fig. 2), and St. Denis 

(Fig. 3). _ A. 

5131.- A large Tomato.—I grew the 
Tomato Ponderosa last summer. From one 
plant I gathered a fruit weighing 1 \ lb. I did not 
have the plants sent me till very late in the 

season : but you must not expect a quantity of 
fruit this size from a single plant. I grew it in 
a pot in a cool Uucumber-frame. I believe if 

planted early it would grow very much heavier 
than the one aliovc stated. Colour, a light- 
salmon.l Fruit contains but a very few seeds. 
( i i^^hpfrriine seeds in three fruits.—E, V'okks. | 

1 K.iu 

SEED POTATOES IN WINTER. 

A good deal of discussion goes on as to whether 
wc should use whole or cut sets of Potatoes, but 

my impression is that a good deal more depends 
on how these are kept during the winter. 
Potatoes for seed must lie kept out of the reach 

of frost, but need not be excluded from light or 
air, as is tho ease with Potatoes for cooking ; 
but the difficulty is to get space for storing a 
sufficient quantity of seed, where it is safe from 
frost, and yet not bo warm as to excite growth. 

I keep a quantity of both early and late sorts, 
and the early kinds, when quite ripe and 
fit for storing in July, and unless great care 
is taken they will grow out prematurely, 
and a good deal of the strength of the tuber 

will lie lost. I have lately sorted them all 
over, picking out all the sprouts and bad 
tubers, and then spreading them out as thinly 
as possible on shelves or Hours of stores, keeping 

them open in mild weather, but covering with 
mats or litter if very severe frosts prevail. As 
a rule, I only pick seed Potatoes over once, for 
there are scarcely any diseased ones at all this 

year, and the sprouts they niako after this date 
will not be any too much advanced for early 
planting. It is only when packed together 

thickly that there is any danger of the sprouting 
doing much harm, for if spread out thinly they 
will remain in a fit state for planting for many 
weeks. Keeping quite dry, as well us quite cool, 

is of the greatest importance. Anyone having 
only a small quantity of seed to winter in a 

small space cannot do better than pack them 
into shallow boxes, with not more than three or 
four layers of Potatoes in each, and set the 

boxes oiio on the other. They will keep dry, 
and the air will circulate freely amongst them, 
anil in case of severe frost a mat will cover a 
good many boxes. J. ({., Gosport. 

Bush Marrows.—Although these varie¬ 
ties of Marrows are rarely found in ordinary 

market gnrdens, yet I have seen them in 
some small cottage or amateurs’ gardens, 
where they are esteemed because they occupy 

but comparatively little room and are fairly 
prolific. No doubt one of the best is the 

once so highly favoured Custard Marrow, or, as 
sometimes called, the Elector’s Cap. This is 
small, and most resembles a round pie made in a 
small basin or a deup saucer. It has thick, 

pleasantly-flavoured flesh, and should be cooked 
when the*skin is quite tender, as it is not easily 

removed, owing to the peculiar shape of the 
fruit. The Geneva Bush Gourd is also prolific, 
and excellent cooked young. The fruits are 

round, flattish, and lobed, with green rind. It 
is a matter for surprise that by intercrossing 
with Pcn-y-byd, Moore’s Vegetable Cream, or 
some other of the best and most prolific of the 

Fi*. 3.—Cabbage* “3:. Denis." 

trailing varieties, some intermediate sorts have 

not been produced that are worthy of general 
cultivation.—A. 

“ Gardening Illustrated " Monthly Parts.— 
Price od.; pout fret, 8•!. 

“ The Garden " Monthly Parts. -T/h'h journal 
i* vublUhnl in neatly boiinil Monthly Parte. In thU form the 
coloured platen are beet nrc/Hired, and it U moet Anliable for 
nfrrenee jtrrviotL* to the wue of the half yearly coin no* 
Price 1«. iW. ; i»*t free, 1*. '.*</. Complete Met of rolitmen </ 
1*11 K CiAKDKK from iU eanuncncfmfHt to the nut of forty- 
tiro rot*., price, cloth, £30 12d. 

“Farm and Home” Monthly Parts.—77«»< 
journal U published in neatly hound Monthly Parte, in which 
.form it is imwl suitable/or reference previous lo Ou ue of the 
pearl p nihtmes. Price bit.; posl/rte, 81/. 

“Hardy Flowers."—Girina description* of t/;,- 
wo>:<L 1/jf/.irt'fenr hntfdreil of the most oniomentol specie., 
with directions fitt their arronprment, culture, Wc. Fifth on.I 

Strand, W.C. 
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PLANTIN'!I EXPOSED (iROUND. 

Cuoick OF TREKS.—Next to the best method 

of planting exposed and hillside ground, the 
kinds of trees best suited for withstanding pro¬ 

longed storms and the greatest amount of cold 
will be a matter of first importance. What 
should be aimed at first is to have the outer 

boundaries of the plantation composed of trees 
that have proved most suitable for doing battle 

with the wind. The southerly and south¬ 
western boundaries are usually in this country 

those that sutler most, but the particular lie of 
the ground and adjacent hills may have much to 
do in deciding this important point. However, 

in any case it is just ns well to ensure partial 
safety bv guarding the woodland from every 

side, anil the l>cst means of so doing will now 
l>e considered. The outer line or lines should 
be composed mainly, if not wholly, of such 
well-tried and valuable subjects as the Scotch, 

Austrian, Corsican, and mountain Pines (P. 
sylvestris, P. austriaca, P. Larieio, and P. mon- 
tana or P. Pumilio), interspersed with the com¬ 
mon Sycamore (Acer pseudo-Plutanus), the 

wingeil Elm (Ulmus nlata), the shaggy Horn¬ 
beam, Elder and such-like trees : while amongst 

these, ami so as to make the ground thick with 
vegetation, the common Corse, Broom, and 
native Juniper will all help and succeed if the 

soil is at all good. How these particular trees 
have succeeded in a plantation that I formed 

on the Hanks of an English hillside, and at 
nearly 1,000 feet altitude, might now profitably 
be discussed, for the old adage that experience 

teaches still holds good in our own time and 
particularly in tree planting. Amongst the 

Three Pines — sylvestris, austriaca, and 

Larieio—there is little choice ; indeed, they are 
all excellent trees for the work under considera¬ 

tion. I tried to make a choice of one over the 
other two, but here the Larieio seemed to stand 
licst, while a little further on a tine green-leaved 

bushy Austrian asserted its right to supremacy 
for planting on the wild mountain-side. Then 

the Scotch stood so well out, even when in the 
very face of the worst storm, that I felt an in¬ 
justice would lie done to place any foreign 

species ahead of our own native and well-tried 
tree. There is something in the fact of one tree 
of a particular species say, the Austrian— 
growing better than another of the same kind 
not a dozen yards away, and where both soil 

and atmospheric conditions must bo exactly 
similar. To account for such a difference is 

indeed puzzling, and one might stand ut the base 
of that wild craggy hill and look long and wist¬ 
fully in trying to solve the mystery why such 

should be the cose. No doubt the peculiar 
constitution of the particular tree has much to 
do with it, and this may bo placed as a first 

reason ; but there is a second that may not have 
occurred to everyone, and which fora few years, 

nt any rate, would materially affect the growth 
of a particular tree—that is, injury to the roots 

before being planted, and which under ordinary 
circumstances it must take a long time to put 
right. There is still another supposition, or 

perhups 1 should use the wont affirmation 
instead, and that is that trees moved under pecu¬ 
liar circumstances, shelter being a prime mover 

in the matter, must and will be affected some¬ 
what by a change to a totally different altitude 
probably so much apart as nearly 1,000 foot. 

This may lie illustrated by a rather curious fact 
that came under my own observation in laying 
out the particular plantation to which I have 
referred. On the ground, or rather growing on a 
hillock at some little distance away, so as t 
ensure full justice being done on all sides, were 

several plants of the mountain Ash, Birch, Gorse, 

and Broom. Just as an experiment I had these 
carefully lifted ami replanted in the plantation, 

whilst alongside these, others from lowland 

ground were inserted. To-day the difference in 
the two is very marked, tlio mountain forms 
having kept ahead of the lowland trees, until 

now they have almost ousted them from the 
situation. There can be no doubt that acoli 

matisation has a great doal tnoro to do with 

plant life than wo give it credit for. The 
sceptical may say that the conveying of the 
lowland plants for such a distance would materi¬ 

ally affect them by loosening and shaking the 
soil from the roots, but 1 may just say that the 
trouble and value of the experimiurtrirere such 

growth lietween plants raised at hijjh altitudes 
sheltered 

itference in growth between a 
and those brought from lowlani 
situations. Thedi 
strong 

Seedling Scotch Fir undone that has been 

planted on the same high ground is truly remark¬ 
able, and leads one to the belief that were it 

otherwise practicable, seed-sowing would be 
preferable to planting out. The Austrian Pine 

is a first-class tree for imparting shelter on ex¬ 
posed ground, its big massive branches thickly 

furnished with wind-defying, shaggy foliage, 
and adaptability to soil of a very poor descrip¬ 

tion rendering it a most useful and valuable 
subject. There is an evil which I have heard 

sometimes spoken about, and that is that the 
tree is easily uprooted. This 1 have only found 

the case where big—too big—specimens have 
been planted out, but where the tree is used 

when only 2 feet or IS inches high, the evil is 
considerably minimised, if not, indeed, got rid 

of altogether. There are few trees, coniferous 
at least, that do not suffer when planted at, say, 
the height of fi feet to S feet, and this practice 
is, unfortunately, too common in small gardens 

and little properties. The Austrian roots 
shallow, we will grant, but so does the Scotch, 

and so docs every Pine for that matter ; but t he 

root-spread is of the widest to compensate for 
the surface partiality. Then it may lie argued 
that the timber of tliis Pine is not of such value 

as to ensure our planting the trees in question in 
any great quantity, and this is an unfortunate 
mistake that many fall into. A tree that will 

grow and live in positions where at times one 
can hardly keep his feet owing to the keen fury 

of the wind must not be condemned, for the 
very fact of its living and thriving on the wind 
ward side allows us to plant other trees that- are 

less valuable in the same way to the leeward of 
it. Once a screen of the lietter trees has been 

got up, the interior of the wood may be planted 
with almost what you like. There can lie no 

question that the Austrian Pine is one of the 
most valuable trees for shelter-giving with which 
wo are at present acquainted, but that it is cit her 

equal to, or superior to, the .Scotch or Larieio I 

do not feel inclined to say. W 

CRIMSON SATIN-FLOWER (BREVOORTIA 

COCCINEA). 

This name is now applied to Brodiica coccinea 
one of the prettiest Californian plants in culti¬ 
vation. It is also a sure and free bloomer. It 

thrives extremely well in dry, well-drained 
Ixirdcrs, especially where deep planting is 
resorted to. It is also a most useful bulb for 

Crimson Satin-flower. 

pot culture, and as it is much showier than 
many of our spring bulbs, it is always an 
acquisition for that purpose. As a cut flower 

it is charming, so handsomely do the flowers 
hang over the edge of the glass in which they 

are placed. The leaves arc about 2 feet long 
narrow, and bright-green. The flower-stalk is 

aliout the same height, and bears an umbel of 
from ten to twenty drooping tubular blossoms 

each about 2 inches long ; their lower half is 
baght-scarlet. abruptly tinted with yellow, ami 

ecurveil lobes are green. It flowers 

,lly in May and Junc. U NIVE R‘S 

uch bnght-scii 

".gfcny 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

BEDDING PLANTS FROM SEED. 

The time for looking over the stock of bedding 

plants is now close at hand, and those who have 
to supply a large quantity from a limited space 

under glass will find it very much to their 
advantage to employ a good many that can be 

raised from seed, as it (foes away with a good 
ileal of work in the early part of the winter, 
when the houses are crowded with Chrysanthe¬ 
mums, and when all the space is required for ot her 

things ; but by utilising plants of an annua 1 
character that can be grown up to a good size 

by May, if sown in February the work is greatly 
simplified, as space can be made in pits, frames, 

&c., as soon as the days get out, and solar heat 
comes to the aid of the gardener. The following 

are excellent well-tried plants— 
AmaRANTHI'S MELANCHOL1CUS RUBER. — A 

beautiful foliage plant for summer bedding, with 
very brilliant colouring ; must not be planted 

out until the end of May. 
Centaurka candidissima.—One of the most 

beautiful of silvery-leaved plants. The seed 
shotdd be sown in pots of light rich soil in 

February, and placed in a warm pit until the 

seedlings germinate ; then remove to a light 
shelf, close to the glass, and pot ofl' in 3-inch 
jMits as soon as large enough. They are nearly 

liardy when full grown. 
Dahlias (Single) are very showy in the 

flower garden, and seed sown in February and Ctted off in March will make tine plants for 

dding out in May. 
Hkuotrofk, although generally propagated 

by cuttings, can in the event of lieing short of 

stock be increased readily from seed. After the 
seedlings arc potted off they should be pinched 

at about 3 inches from the soil to induce a 
dwarf, bushy habit of growth. 

Lobelias (blue and white) increase readily 

from seed, which, being exceedingly small, 
requiro care in Bowing. Fill the pots nearly t-o 

the rim with tine soil and sand, then water 
freely to settle the soil down. .Shake the seed 

on the surface, and cover with abcll-glnss. The 
seedlings will appear in a few days. 

Nasturtiums or Trou/Eolums have of late 
vears been greatly improved, being very dwarf 
in habit, rich in colour, and very tloriferous. If 

the seeds arc kept pinched oil they make a 
brilliant and protracted display. They need 
not be sown before the end of March, and then 

only in a cool frame. 
I’erilla nankinensis, with a very dark leaf, 

makes a line contrast where numerous varie¬ 

gated leaved plants are employed. 
Petunias (Single or Double) can l>e raised 

from seed. .Splendid plants for dry seasons. The 
seed should be sown thinly in pots or lioxes of 

light soils, set in heat in February, and potted oil 
as Boon as ready. They flower continuously 

through the season. 
Phlox Drummondi is a vervfinc dwarf annual, 

anil makes splendid beds, if sown under glass 

and pricked off into boxes of light soil, pinching 
the points out to ensure bushy plants. They 

should be planted out early. 
Pvrethrum (Golden Feather) is one of the 

plants that cannot lie expelled from the flower 
garden, being excellent for edgings and carpeting 

under taller growing plants. It may lie planted 
out early in May. 

Stocks of the Ten-Week kinds are beautiful 

liedders, and should be sown in boxes of rich 
soil, set in cool frames, in March, the seedlings 

lieing pricked off directly they can lie handled, 
or are very likely to damp off. 

Verbenas are very much more robust, if 

raised from seed than cuttings, and if seed is 

procured from a good strain, and sown in 
gentle heat, the seedlings will make fine 
bushy plants by May. They require pegging 

down to make them cover the bed regularly 
before flowering. 

Tahetks sionata, a very small Marigold-like 
flower of rich golden-yellow, very floriferous. It 

is used as a substitute for yellow Calceolaria in 
places where they fail, but is more of an orange- 

yellow than the Calceolaria. 

James Groom, Goxport. 

Acacia lineata.—This is one of the few 
j AjOMiMpWlMch are still fairly well known in 

private gardens in Britain, itssurvival after so 
^i@|jPl4lv4_(|l|4®i^r|fiJlbeing due, no doubt, to 
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its never failing to flower with great freedom 
even in a small state. Commencing to flower 
as it does, too, before Christmas, when the 

Chrysanthemum season is on the wane, its 

usefulness becomes all the more apparent. Like 
most of the Acacias, it has a graceful habit to 
recommend it. The branches are long and 
slender and clothed with small linear leaves, to 

which the specilic name refers. It belongs to 
the section of this genus which is marked by 
having the flowers clustered in spherical heads. 

All the flowers of cultivated Acacias are yellow, 
and differ oidy as to shade, some being sulphur 

coloured, whilst others ure almost golden. A. 
lineata is of a bright and moderately deep shade. 
To get this species to flower freely the pots 
should bo plunged in ashes out-of-doors in a 

sheltered butsunny position during the summer 

months. —15. 

WINTER-FLOWERING BEGONIAS. 

Thesk do not in some gardens find that favour 
which they deserve. It is probably caused by 

the rage existing for what may bo termed cut 
material. They are not the best, I readily 
admit, for this purpose, but they are not bad by 
a long way. They do not travel so well as many 

things, therefore that is also in a measure against 
them. When, however, tho flowers can be 

arranged in water without any delay, they will 
stand very well. Grown as some grow these 
Begonias, in too much heat and moisture, is also 

against them. Even upon the plants then the 
flowers will not last nearly so long, this ensuing 
through the susceptibility to dumping oil'; 

whilst if thesu plants arc used for cutting, the 
flowers will not stand well. These Begonias 
require a drier atmosphere with somo warmth, 
it is true, but not nearly so much as stove plants 

receive on the average. Where Cyclamens, for 
instance, are now flowering well with a gent le 
warmth, there these Begonias would thrive far 

better than in the stove itself. When the plants 
cannot be accommodated in a house to suit them, 
then the better plan is to grow them in pits, 

with a little air on all day in mild weather, and 
even at night also at such times rather than 
excite them with too much warmth. The roots 

must not be allowed to suffer, while, on the 
other hand, too much water must not bo given 
them. Tho best safe-guard is well-prepared 
plants by previous good treatment in the sum¬ 

mer, the plants having tilled their lost shift with 
roots. Late potting und over-potting are two 
decided mistakes, noth tending towards a too 

sappy growth rather than flower. l’lunts more 
than two years old are not desirable unless they 
be grown for special purposes, as the covering 
of tlie walls in lofty houses, places for which 

many kinds are admirably adapted, or for train¬ 
ing up pillars, where the tall-growing sorts are 

quite at home. As 
S.MAi.i, plants to flower well in tj-inch and 

fi-iuch pots, or at the most in one size larger, the 
old-fasliioned B. insignia is still one of the verv 
best. In the smaller pots this variety will 

flower in quite a dwarf state. In tho larger the 
growth will be somewhat stronger, throwing out 

laterals which all flower profusely. Its colour, 
too, a pleasing, soft pink, is most attractive. 
B. Knowslcyana makes a more compact plant in 

the larger pots, being the more disposed of the 
two to branch out at the base. The flowers are 
larger and more of a pinkish-white in colour, 
but the trusses arc generally smaller. This and 

B. insignia can lie readily raised from seed, 
which should be saved earlier, anil lie sown in the 
spring or from cuttings in the spring. B. sem- 

perflorons and B. s. rosea (see cut) both make 
excellent plants for the winter, either cuttings or 
seedlings making good plants, too luxuriant 

growth being specially guarded against. Ano¬ 

ther capital kind is B. Digswellinna, of dwarf 
growth, with its flower-trusses produced very 
freely and well above the foliage. As a decora¬ 

tive plant, this is one of the best for tho winter 
season. B. manicata is one of the best for 
flowering late in tho winter or early in the 

spring, whon it makes a capital plant for the 
conservatory. Cuttings every spring after 
flowering, or old ones kept on for large, plants 

for two or three years, give the most serviceable 
stock. This, too, is a very useful kind for cut¬ 

ting to arrange in slender trumpet-shapptLi’ases. 
B. Moonlight is of a pleasing colour, tjfid .. 

a good addition to thel#inw£0afl^tia^ijAdA' 
this name I am referring to one which was raised 

l 

by Col. Trevor Clarke and grown at Chiswick 
some years ago. B. prestoniensis is more of an 

autumn variety than a winter one. It is not 
much grown now, but some few years ago I well 
remember nice bushy plants of it being exhi¬ 
bited. Its flowers are of a bright-red colour, 

very distinct and sweetly scented. Those 
Beautiful varieties'of the tulicrous-rooted 

section, embracing the species B. socotrana and 

the hybrids raised therefrom, as B. John Heal, 
B. Adonis, and B. Winter Gem, are all ex¬ 
tremely useful, lasting so long in good condition. 

The duration of tho individual flowers is also 
remarkable; in this latter respect they with- 

A perpetual-flowering Begonia (IS. semperflorens rosea). 

stand tho fogs well. Of this section B. Adonis 

is one of tho most profuse-flowering and 
vigorous growers, whilst as a dwarf plant B. 
Winter Gem is simply what its name denotes. 
Tile culture of these Begonias does not receive 

that attention it should. As compared with the 
usual run of Tuberous Begonias, they require 
more warmth ; this of itself is indicated by one 
of the parents—viz., the species B. socotrana, 

which was introduced from Socotra in IS,SO. 
What may bo termed a cool stove will suit this 
section of Begonias very well. I am quite of 

the opinion that it is only tho question of a little 
time Before these will be more extensively cul¬ 
tivated. To flower in the early spring note 
should be made of B. nitida odorata, also known 
under the name of B. suaveolens. This variety 
maybe safely kept, in a moderately warm green¬ 

house, when, of course, it flowers later. In 
warmth it can be included with the winter- 
flowering shrubby kinds. B. nitida itself will 
flower almost all the year round. I have seen it 

very fine in the summer, tho winter, and spring. 
B. mcarnuta purpurea is more attractive, per¬ 
haps by reason of its dark, metallic-looking 

leaves ; tho flower-trusses, however, last a very 
long time in good condition. Besides these, 
there are other kinds which may be used for 
winter flowering ; B. ascotcnsis, for instance, if 

bedded out in the summer will, if lifted early, 
flower well after being repotted. This variety, 
being a tall grower, is chiefly useful for standing 
amongst other and dwarfer plants. There is 
also 11. Princess Beatrice, a semi-tuberous 
variety, which can be had in flower in the winter 

season. G. 

11187. - Polnsottlas. -It is rather too soon yet to rut 
down PoinseUias. (Jive the plants six weeks' rest to get 
the wood firm and well ripened before cutting down ; they 
will break all the stronger.—E. II. 

5175. Gloxinias.—These arc by no means 
good window plants, for they thrive best in the 

moist, warm, and rather close atmosphere of a 
warm greenhouse or cool stove. In a dry 

atmosphere they arc very liable to be attacked 
by thrips, and dust is also injurious by choking 

the pores of the leaves. The only way to do 
them at all in a window is to defer starting 

them until the warm weather commences, ana 
lluHji as long as possiblo, or until they 

no large, standing on some moisitnCoqoa-n 
, cfeep box, with a sheet of glaaa laid '[ 

URB t 

over, or under hand-lights or cloches. About the 

end of April would be a good time to start tho 
tubers, placing them singly in small pots of 
light rich sandy soil.—B. C. R. 

-To do any good with Gloxinia* in a window the 
bulbs must he rested during the winter in a dry condition 
and started into growth early in April; they will then 
flower during summer, when the natural heat is sufficient. 
-E. II. 

5171.—Treatment of Vallotas. -I suit- 
pose the common Vallota purpurea or Scar¬ 

borough Lily is referred to. The secret of 
getting this beautiful plant to bloom freely and 
well is to induco a strong growth during the 
early part of the season, and to ripen it off well 

in August, and then it seldom fails. The plants 
should be repotted in March or the early part 
of April, giving each a pot one or two sizes 

larger than before. Push them on in a green¬ 
house temiterature, with plenty of water, and 
at the end of duly stand the plants out in the 

full sun for a month, and give water rather 
sparingly. These plants do not, however, 
Ilowcr nearly as freely in a largo town as in 

country places.—B. C. R. 

-You do not ripen tho growth. Encourage growth 
now, repot if necessary. I)o not bury the bulbs much in 
the soil, and about the middle or end of June place the Slants in a frame and ventilate freely even to the extent of 

nil exposure in hot weather, and every strong bulb will 
llower.--E. II. 

511)1.—A span-roofed greenhouse.— 
You cannot grow Vines, Cucumbers, Tomatoes, 
anti Strawberries altogether in one house, not to 

mention anything else. Tho cleverest man in 
the country email do no good with such a 
jumble. If you want to do tho Vines justice 

and remember that if a thing is worth doing at 
all it is worth doing well—you must not attempt 
to grow anything else in tho same house (except 
during the winter, when they arc at rest) hut a 

few Ferns, Paints, or Fuchsias in pots. Somo 
Strawberries in pots on a high shelf might bo 
managed after tho Vines were started, but even 
these want all tho light anti sun they can get, 

and will do lmt little good under the heavy 
shade of tho Vine-leaves.—B. C. R. 

Mss.- Treatment of Tuberoses. -Ah soon a» the 
bulbs have made roots in quantity plunge in a hot-bed. It 
is best ill forcing bulbs of all kinds fo allow a little time 
(or rool formation before the bind work of forcing begins, 
-E. II. 

filitn.—Lobelia for a basket.-1 do not know of a 
good blue-flowered Lobelia for a basket; but I may men¬ 
tion, ill ease you have not got it, that Miss Hope is one of 
Hie most delightful varieties of all for a basket. The flowers 
are not blue, but pure-white, and are produced on slender, 
graceful, pendent shoots, which trail down over the 
basket. It is a veritable gem, and well worth growing in 
every greenhouse. T. 
- A good strain ol speoiosa is suitable.—E. II. 
-Lobelia gracilis is decidedly the best lor basket 

work, possessing as it does a long and gracefully drooping 
habit of growth. It is easily raised from seed, which 
should lie sow n in January or February, and may Is- had 
in separate colours, us blue, white, rose, Ac,— II. C. It. 

5123. Tuberous Begonias. — Store 
the tubers in silvcr-saml in a dry, hut 

not too warm place, where they will lie 
safe from frost. The best time to pot them 
is early in the vear, using a light, loamy soil, 

and place them in a warm frame or greenhouse. 
Keep them syringed frequently, nnd do not let 
the soil he too wet. As the young shoots rise, 

shade very carefully from the sun, as, if too hot, 
tho foliage will most assuredly got scorched. If 

in a frame, tho plants may he removed to a 
greenhouse when the shoots are making head¬ 

way, ns a warm, stewing temperature is not 
required. Stako the stems carefully ns they 

make headway to prevent them getting broken. 

—F. P. 
- I,ct the Begonias remain as they are till February. 

By that time there will be signs of growth, and the tubers 
should then lie repotted.—E. H. 

f.ioii. — Creeper for a greenhouse.— Nothing 
is better than Glolrc do Dijon Rose. Tills can be 
pruned in fairly dose, and flowers all tho year 
round more or less. Isinlcerasemperflorens Is good where 
Roses are not approved of. The orange and red blossoms 
of this latter climber arc produced in quantity, and are 
most useful for furnishing flowers for vases.-8. I*. 

5139.—A garden pit. — Seeing that you 
want to grow Melons anil Cucumbers in 
the pit during the summer, and have no 
fermenting materials, and with tho prob¬ 

ability that you would like to have theso 
two subjects rather early, you cannot do better 

than heat the pit with hot water. A small 
boiler, fixed at one end, and a flow and return 

3-incb pipe placed one over the other along 
ftaffiitfWelfrStftl wall, with the top pipe up level 
with/th«rwiF,n-pl(Vte>| | will-give you sufficient 

warmtlr 

\NA-CHAMPAIGN 
and enable you to 
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start growing Cucumliers and Melons early in 
March. The front wall should be 18 inches or 

2 feet above the ground level, and the back wall 
1 foot higher than the front. To enable you to 

keep “ Geraniums ” in the pit during the winter 
a ventilator, 12 inches long and 6 inches deep, 
should be provided in both back and front walls 

in the contre of each light. For such a purpose 
as yours a span-roofed pit would bo more con¬ 
venient, with an interior width of 5 feet, and 

the walls 2 feet above ground all round, with 
the angle-ends tilled up with glass. For such a 
pit a 3-inch hot-water pipe all round and with a 
small “ independent ” boiler fixed at one end, you 

will get ample warmth. In either case you 
should provide a movable trellis for the plants 

to stand on during the winter.—J. C. C. 

5118. — Begonia seed. — This is the 
best of all ways of propugating the Tuberous 
liegonia, whether the plants are for pots 
or the open ground. The practice of air. 
Luing, the well-known Begonia grower, is 
to sow about the third or fourth week in 

January ; and those who have tire-heat at com¬ 
mand arc recommended to choose this time. 

Some sow in the summer months, but the seed¬ 
lings then arc apt to damp oft'. Sow the seed* 
in shallow pans tilled witn a soil made up of 

good leaf-mould, a portion of loam, and sharp 
silver-sand. Sprinkle over the surface some line 
soil to make a good seed-bed, so to say ; press it 

down firmly, and dip the pan in water careful!}’. 
Place the pan or pans on a good bottom-heat, 
and when the seedlings arc of sufficient size prick 
them oft' into other pans or boxes. They will need 

transferring two or three times, as the seed, if 
good, comes up freely. A small, finely-pointed 

stick of wood will do well for pricking them out 
with. Marly in May commence to harden them 
oil', os they must not be in the least tender when 

put out in the ope:. Previously, however, the 
position in which :hov arc to bc’planted must be 

well manured, and dig it up at once, so as to 
get it thoroughly pulverised and sweetened by 
frost. This year Tuberous Begonias were not a 

success—at least, until very late—owing to the 
unusual dryness of the weather.—C. T. 

Watering Palma.—These princes of t he 
vegetable kingdom often sutler from one of two 

causes. If it be not that of sufficient warmth, 
it will possibly be that of insuliicient moisture 

at the roots. When the plants arc well rooted, 
as they should be at this season, they will still 
take a liberal supply of water. To allow them 
to become dry at the roots is simply a slow 
process either of killing them or of rendering 
them so unsightly as to be of but little use. li 

is in the stove where the plants will dry 
tho quickest, and if so be they are very much 
pot-l>ound, they must be looked after dailv, 

seeing at the same time that they arc thoroughly 
soaked. Once watering them is not in many 

cases sufficient for this purpose, for it may 
happen that the roots have forced up the soil, 
so that no uverago amount of water can be 

given at any one time, l’alms, unlike Tree- 
Ferns, do not at once show the results of nn over¬ 
sight in watering, but it will appear in due 

course all the same. There need not be any 
fear of injury by keeping them watered liber¬ 
ally so long as they are healthy at the roots. 

Although in most cases any stimulating agent 
in the form of natural or artificial manures is 
not advisable whilst but little growth is lieing 
made, in the case of Palms it will be found an 
exception to the rule. These plants require it 
to sustain them in health ami vigour, more 
particularly when they have drawn out the 
chief virtues of the soil. For this purpose I 
have used “Standcn's Manure," a compound of 

a highly concentrated character. A dusting of 
this over the surface of the soil about once a 
week will greatly assist them, a pinch between 

the thumb and two lingers being enough for the 
largest plants at one time, others that are 

smaller being treated in proportion. When this 
is applied the next watering should be done 
steadily through a pot with a line rose upon it. 

Greenhouse Palms may be treated in a similar 
fashion, but these will not take quite so much 

water ; nevertheless, do not let them suffer. 
Where plants for special reasons arc retained in 
extremely small pots, then I would prefer to 

stand them in pans as a safeguard against 

Junft 
splendida, or any other tMp’- -d Palm* should 

look to it that they do not suffer bv a low tem¬ 
perature ; for these, 6'.l degs. at nignt should be 

the very lowest. —J. 

HOUSE & WINDOW GARDENING. 

LEAVES FOR TABLE DECORATION. 

During the past autumn months I have found 
coloured leaves most valuable for dinner-table 
decoration. A few of the best I used were thoso 

of Rosa rugosa, which wore of a very rich-yellow 
hue. On some bushes in a shady situation they 
were far better than in the sun. '1 he leaves, again, 

from a Maple I have in the pleasure grounds 
died off a particular shade of crimson and yellow, 
and tho Silver Maples are also valuable for room 

decoration. Ampclopsis Voitchi has been used 
with good effect. I find the leaves of some 

plants of this are far brighter than those of 
others, although growing side by side. The 
foliage of Ampclopsis lloggi dies off bright- 

yellow, and may be worth planting beside A. 
Veitchi for contrast. Strawherry-leaves I used 

Leaves ot n Silver Maple. 

with very good results: Keen’s Seedling leaves 
generally turn to a beautiful crimson and 

yellow, with black spots on them. These I 
placed two or three together with a single 

iiloom of a Chrysanthemum of the same shade 
of colour in tho centre. J. 

Eyresi) and others of the same family will 
bloom freely. I have also noticed Epipnyllum 
truncatum enlivening a window all through 

early spring. The grand Double Petunias 
which used to be grown by cottagers are by no 
means so frequently met with as formerly ; but 

there is no reason for this, as they are still 
among the most suitable. I have heard them 
objected to on account of being so subject to 

green-fly, but I do not Irelieve they are a wit 
more so than in former years. All plants hove 
their enemies, but the window gardener of 

to-day does not pay sufficient attention to the 
early "application of remedies. With the Petunia 
it will be best to brush the insects off as much 

ns possible, and then syringe with clean water. 
A great deal towards cleanliness might be accom- 
?lished by removing insect pests in this manner, 

'he Giant and Common Musk, the Monkey- 
flower, Campanulas, Fuchsias, Primula oliconioa. 
Arum Lilies (especially the dwarf type now intro¬ 
duced), various bulbs, the .Scarborough Lily, 

Polyanthuses, Pansies, and many more cheap 
and easily procured subjects are well adapted 

tor window culture. Among foliago 
Iilants we have the Milk or Parlour 

'aim (Aspidistra luridn), the India- 
rubber-plant (Ficus clastica), a large 

variety of hardy and hnlf-hnrdy 
Ferns, kc., which space will not allow 
of enumerating. The chief points 

are to select plants of simple cul¬ 
tural requirements, avoiding all 
which necil a warm greenhouso or 
stovo temperature. A most impor- 

tant element towards success is care¬ 
ful and thoughtful watering. At tlie 
present time, too, much depends upon 

the plant l>eing removed from the 
window at night. When the blinds 
are drawn, either lift tho plants out 
and stand on the floor or else place 

a newspaper between them and the 
(;!ass. Which of these plans is to 
»e adopted must depend upon the 

weat her and also upon the subject 
you are growing. Givo the plants 
as much light as possible, and 

syringe them oftener than is gener¬ 
ally the practice. A wash freshens 
them tip to a wonderful extent, and 
keeping the pores open is a greater 

element towards success than is 
realised by many would-be cultiva¬ 
tors. I would also earnestly warn 
against the extreme change plants 

often have to bear when windows arc 
opened upon a brisk, drying day. It 
is this sudden change in temperature 

and atmospheric conditions which 
often affords them an injurious check. 

P. U. 

A FEW USEFUL WINDOW PLANTS. 

Most lovers of flowers must have been struck 
with the superior manner in which plants thrive 
with one person to what they do with another. 

There are few sights more pleasing than a 
cottage window well tilled with flowers, and as 

success depends to a great extent upon a 
judicious selection, this note may be welcome 
to some readers of Gardening. Probably the 

most generally useful window plants are the 
Zonal Pelargoniums, or “Geraniums,’’ as they 
are more commonly called. '1 hese have been 

immensely improved of late years, and it is pos¬ 
sible now to have a great variety of colour with 

equal freedom in blooming to that possessed by 
the old Vesuvius. Very grand trusses of large 

blooms are easily secured. The varieties are 
fan too numerous for me to name. All the}H|i 

.. good soil, careful watering, und occa- ' 
pinching out of the pointsljf^\$tT$i§| 

ts. The Hedgehog Cactus 

Calla rethiopica (Arum 
Lily) for a room.—There are few 

more stately plants than a well- 
grown Calla, and ns they do very 
well in a room-window (without 

gas) they should more often lie 
seen as a drawing-room decoration than they 
are. Coming into bloom in December, just 

when other flowers are failing us, they are 
specially valuable too, and each bloom lasts ten 
days or more at this time of year in full beauty. 

Plants that have been well-tended throughout 
the summer arc now very strong, throwing up 
thick Bputhes of handsome shining leaves and 

ivory buds, and these will now need plenty of 
water. The Calla is, in fact, a semi-aquatic 

plant, and must never become too dry, while at 
this time of year when it is in full growth it 
should statu! in a saucer of water, or, still 
better, soot-water, in a thin clear state, as it is 

a hungry feeder. Any neglect in supplying 
water will result in a bad attack of green-fly, 

while well-fed plants seldom suffer in this way. 
The plants may be much helped by a mulch of 

rich soil around their stems, for they form their 
large leaves and flowers so rapidly that the soil 
often sinks an inch or two from the top of tilt- 

pot after they have started in September, and 
this should be tilled up with more good soil 

when necessary. A bit of soft sponge and a 
little luke-warm water should be constantly 

rrafqfrteW them perfectly clean, as their 
uty depends so greatly upon the purity of 

eiQfrc|ijiijy|^Mi-fTi-s. and the slightest 
f. illfCCsfix (which often attacks the 
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smaller foliage near the base before reaching the 
flower) should be removed with soup and water 
without loss of time. The plants should be 

constantly turned round, so as to expose each 
side equally to the light, and will then grow 
into very handsome specimens. After flowering 
—i.e., at the end of May—they are best placed 

in a half-shady position out-of-doors, and 
supplied (if kept in their pots) with a mulch of 
gooil soil, and plenty of water through the 

summer. They can, however, be planted in 
good garden soil, when they give less trouble to 

keep them watered, in either ease being divided 
and repotted in rich stuff in September. 

_ I. L. R. 

5143.--Oytisus plants in a drawing¬ 
room.—“IJaphne” does not say whether gas 
is burned in the drawing-room in which these 
plants are placed ; if so, that would account for 

the leaves and buds dropping oil'. (!as not only 
dries the air extremely, but gives out highly 
deleterious guses, which destroy flowers at once, 

and injuru most plants. Those who bum gas 
must content themselves with foliage plants, 
such as some of the l’alms, the India-rubber- 
plant, and one or two of the Dracamas, with a 

few Pterin Ferns, but even these will not look 
happv if kept long in the fumes of gas. Another 
possible cause of the flower-buds failing is the 
colil sharp draught caused by opening windows 
and doors in the early morning to brush out 

the room. Plants are best removed into the 
greenhouse at night, or, if this is not feasible, 
they should be covered with a newspaper on a 
side table, to protect them a little from the 
dust, as well as the icy blusts in the morning. 
A lietter plan is to remove them into a 1 tea¬ 

room, or a bathroom in which there aro hot- 
water pipes always warm, turning on 
the hot-water for a few minutes to moisten 
the air, and they should be allowed to stand 

here until after breakfast on the following day, 
being replaced in the bathroom before the gas 
is lighted. This is an excellent arrangement for 
Ferns and foliage plants ; but where flower-buds 
are on the point of opening they must have sun 
shine, or they will fail from that cause. If they 

can be lifteil into a sunny window in the morn¬ 
ing they will lie much assisted, and they should 
be placed as near the glass as possible. Cytisus 
plants, and, indeed, all plants in bloom, require 
plenty of water, and this should be given tepid, 

whenever thesurface-soilin the pot is dry. Never 
water a wet plant, however, especially if it be a 
Primula, as these damp off easily, just at the 
point where they emerge from the soil, espe¬ 
cially if they have been chilled beforehand. A 

stand or table, covered by a zinc tray full of fresh 
Moss (which should always be kept damp), is a 
good place for room plants if standing in a sunny 
window ; the slight moisture always rising from 

the Moss prevents the bad offocts of dry tire- 
heat, ami helps to nourish the flowers and 
foliage.—I. L. R. 

5187. — Arum Lilies.—The window is too 
cold for the Arum Lily at this time of year, ns 

even in a room in which there is a lire 
constantly the flower-scape does not unfold satis¬ 
factory. The whole secret of the trouble is that 
you have not heat enough. This Lily requires 

a steady temperature of 60 degs. in winter to 
get the flowers to open properly. The summer 
treatment is right enough, but another year you 

may try planting them out earlier or about the 
eml of May. You may then find them showing 
flower in the autumn before the weather gets 
very cold.—J. C. C. 

-The temperature is too low. Arum I.ilies want 
heat to open their flowers in winter. Should suppose the 
roots are healthy and sufficiently numerous.—E. H. 

-It is simply more heat that is required. At this 
season the flowers will not expand kindly in a lower tem¬ 
perature than 00 degs. to 70 degs.. with plenty of moisture 
noth at the root and in the atmosphere. In a stove or 
oreing-house they would soon open.—B. C. R. 

Saving seeds.—Many people, especially 
amateurs, save their own seeds, and thev 
wonder why the produce from such seed's 

deteriorates. The reason is simple enough, as 
there is no attention given to the selecting of 
them during the stages of their growth. For 
example, Peas are picked till only the poorest 

pods are left. The poorest roots of som^ vege¬ 
tables aro often saved, for seed, l’otiaoes oftwr 
are so treated, and tlmt: is 4hh' re^oV-wiVlftL 

progeny is frequently so poor. Some time ago I 

saw a member of a large seed Arm selecting his 
stock of Turnips ; he travelled through the im¬ 

mense breadths of bulbs, examining carefully 
those which were to supply the seed which has 
kept up for long the fame of their establishment. 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

THE PINK. 
This is one of the sweetest of hardy garden 
flowers and more easily managed than its near 
ally, the Carnation. Near where 1 write Pinks 

are grown by the acre to produce cut flowers 
for the markets in the East-end of London. A 
variety with whito fringed flowers is the most 

popular. The flowers are not more than semi- 
doulile if compared with the large full blooms 
of the show Pinks, but they are produced in 
great profusion. The plants would grow larger 
and better flowers if more care was taken with 
their culture ; but the object is to make a profit 
out of the cut flowers, und this cannot be done, 
it seems, unless the plants are merely laid in as 

the ground is ploughed. And this pusses for 
planting, and the farmers are satisfied if they 

cun obtain Is. 6d. for a dozen bundles. Each 
bunch is a good handful. 1 have grown this 
same fringed white variety in my own garden 
and like it better than the varieties with full 

flowers, which burst the calyx and are quite 
useless for cutting. The coloured border Pinks 
are very pretty, and may either lie grown as 
hardy border plants or lie specially prepared 

for forcing. The fringed white is a good one, 

and 
Lady Blanche, which I cultivated for twenty 

years, is the prettiest of the white varieties, but 
it seems to have much declined in vigour. I do 

not like the over-full flowers of such a variety 
as Mrs. Sinking. Lord Lyons, is, 1 think, the 

best of the rosy or pink-coloured varieties with 
dark centres, the older variety of this typo, 
Anne Boleyn, having larger and less pretty 
flowers. Derby Day is distinct from the aliove, 

these three being good type flowers. It is not 
well to force them on early in a very high tern 
peraturo, but with care' .id a little gentle 
forcing they flower profusely in April anil May. 
April is a good month in which to strike the 

cuttings. The small side growths strike more 
readily than Carnation cuttings in a forcing- 
house or hot-bed, and they must be planted out 
in boxes soon after roots have formed, and be frown on in frames to lie planted out aliout 

foot asunder in May or early in June. Keep 
the hoe at work amongst them in summer, and 
water when dry, hot weather sets in. About 
the last.wook in September or early in October 
the plants may be taken up and placed in 6-inch 
or 7-ineh flower-uots, according to their size. 
They may be placed close together in cold 
frames ready to bo transferred to a gentle 

heat at intervals from Christmas. A few 
plants should be put in every two weeks. It 
is not necessary to have special forcing-houses 
for Pinks ; they can be placed in an early vinery 

or Peach-house when started, and as the flowers 
begin to expand, place the plants in the green¬ 

house, where the flowers will open well and 

remain longer in good condition. (Irecn-lly may 
attack them, but in other respects they arc 

easily grown, and the aphis tribe may be 
destroyed by dipping or fumigating. The 
plants may not all lie wanted to force, but they 
winter well out-of-doors if planted in October 
The 

Snow Pink is not adapted for forcing, not 
that the plants are not amenable to culture 

under this treatment, but their individuality 
consists in what the fanciers term lacing—that 
is, the marginal colour, which disappears wholly 
or in part if the plants are forced ; moreover, it 
will be found that if the plants are kept in boxes 

and planted out in the spring the lacing is 
almost sure to be imperfect. The details of the 
management of laced or show Pinks may lie 

summarised as follow0.: It is a good thing to 
get the pipings in early, say as soon as they can 
be obtained after the middle of June. 1 used to 
propagate Pinks very well at a time when I 
neither had frames, hand-lights, nor glass struc¬ 

tures of any kind. My plan was to prepare a 
piecejof ground in a shady place by mixing with 

* iai»arse sand and well-decayed leaf-mould. 

tVc-pipings off on a wet day, JMjeiji 
round is wel. I do not use a stick To 

put them in, but simply press each piping into 
the ground with the first finger of the right 

hand. They will form roots out-of-doors, and if 
wet weather sets in for a time scarcely one will 
fail. If the weather is dry and sunshiny, they 

must lie shaded, and sprinkled with water once 
or twice a day. They strike more readily, of 
course, if planted in boxes and placed in a 
gentle hot-bed. When the pipings have formed 

roots and have grown a little, they must lie 
planted out in a favourable place out-of-doors 
about 4 inches asunder, to be planted again aliout 
the end of .September in an open position and in 

good soil. The soil should be well prepared 
previously, and be in good condition at planting¬ 

time. If it should happen to lie very wet and 
the rain continues, it is a good plan to dig out 
the soil where the plant is to be placed with a 
trowel, replacing the wet material with some 

nice dry compost from the potting-shed. This 
Sivos the plants a good start, and a chance to 

ecome well established. 

Good htkonu plants may be set out about a 
foot asunder. The l’ink has a moro slender, 
wiry stom than the Carnation, and is not quite 
so readily destroyed by wireworms ; but this 
pest will attack and kill many if it is in the soil. 

The leather-coated grub buries it.elf in the 
ground by day, and, venturing out at night, it 
cats the leaves voraciously, retiring under¬ 
ground when satisfied. It can generally be 
detected feeding at night with a light, or if the 
ground is scratched to the depth of an inch or 

two it may lie found, or by the pieces of Pink 
leaves they have tried to drag under ground. 
Slugs aro also troublesome. Alternate frosts 
and thaws also throw the plants out of the 
ground, and it is necessary during winter to look 

over them several times and make the plants 
firm by pressing them in with the fingers. They 
seldom suffer from the effects of climate in 
Britain north or south, but it is well to raise 

the ground where the plants are aliove the sur¬ 
rounding level in wet districts. J. 

5176. - Gladiolus The Bride.—It isquite 
possible that this Gladiolus is sufficiently hardy 

to pass through a severe winter unharmed on 
the south coast, but here, in Somersetshire, it 
cannot be depended upon to do so, only in very 
sheltered positions. The corms do not get 
injured if planted in the autumn, but as they 
begin to grow directly they are planted the frost 

injures the leaves, and, ns a consequence, they 
bloom very sparely, and sometimes not at all. 
I have put the bums in pots in the autumn, anil 
keep them in a cold frame, and plant- them out 

about the middle ef April.—J. 0. C. 

- You may plant bulbs of this in the 
autumn for early summer-flowering, and unless 
the position is very cold, or badly drained, the 
bulbs may lie left in the ground throughout the 
winter, with a covering of coal ashes or similar 
protection. But this type of bulb is best grown 
in pots, and is very suitable for gently forcing 

into flower. At any rate, as regards the open, 
if the position is warm, the soil light and well 
drained, and the bulbs protected if thought 
necessary, they may remain in the ground 

through the winter months.—T. 
-The race of illa.lioli from which The Uriile is 

derive ! is hardy enough to stand the w inter outside in 
warm soils, anil may, of course, he planted in autumn. 
Being an early blooming kind, that is the iintural season 
for it; hut in unfavourable situations it would be safer lo 
pot the bulbs and keep in a sheltered place, plunged in a 
cold pit, for instance, and plant out in March. -E. II. 

5177. Michaelmas Daisies.—The two 
best dwarf varieties are Aster acria and A. 

amellus. The former grows about 2 feet in 
height, and early in the autumn smothered with 
lilac flowers. It is a vigorous and handsome 

variety, not grown half so much as it deserves 
in gardens. Mixed with Chrysanthemum 
Mine. Desgrange, and a charming effect is got. 
A. amellus has rich purple-blue flowers in pro¬ 

fusion, large individually, and creating a wealth 
of beautiful colour. This grows about 2 feet in 
height, a little taller than mentioned by you ; 
but such varieties ns these must not be excluded. 

A. alpinus is one of the first to bloom, and is 
a beautiful mountain flower, appropriately 

called the Blue Mountain Daisy. The flowers 
are large, and there is a white form. It does 
iiqt grqw ,affoot in height, and is not trouble- 

s<7rtifei to°llloJiin1 well. Hybridus nanus, grows 
alkiiit-' lSMBchM imhckdtt, Grp growth neat, and 

-ck to '‘forms quite a Tittle^ biiaii, smothered with pink 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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and white flowers. A very fine kind is longi- 
folius fonnus, the plant growing 2 feet in height, 

and tlie flowers of a rose colour in profusion. 
It is a very useful kind, and you may also 

select discolor, which attains a good height, tho 
flowers white, passing to a pinkish colour. These 

dwarf kinds are very fine when massed together, 
especially A. aniollus. I may mention that 

there is a variety called in catalogues amellus 
liessarahicus, but there is no difference between 

this and the type.—C. T. 

- The six very best dwarf kinds arc Aster amellus, 
the form known okIn-ssarabiriiH. Axlcr arriMiui<l acris nann, 

A. lontfifoliiin formoxuM, A. veraioolor (dwarf form), ami A. 
triroicieH var. Cleo. Them* ran hi* obtained trill* to name 

from Mr. Harr, of Kin^-Htrevt, Covont-icardrn.- A. II. 

5180.— A steep border.—The edging of 
red sandstone gives a good opportunity for 

growing many pretty things on tho margin of 
the border, and among them the good old Arabia 

albida, Yellow Alyssum, Aubrietias in variety, 
Thymus serpvlluin and lanuginosus, Saxifraga 

hypnoides, Phloxes, such as anuena and subulata 
and its varieties, and above all Campanula 

pumila in blue and white forms a thing of beauty 
the whole summer through.—A. H. 

There uro plenty of plants suitable for 

ig in the stone bordering of the border. 
Tufts of the Mossy .Saxifrage and several other 

forms of Saxifrage, including the London Pride 
(S. umbrosa), which grows and flowers so well 
in the smoke, Seilum Sieboldi, Houseleck in 

variety, including the Cobweb Housclcek. 

Among early-flowering plants, Aubrietias and 
Arabia albida are very pretty. Something 

might be done with common hardy bulbs that 
would grow through the foliage of other plants, 

tho variegated Ivies, for instance.—K. H. 

-There are boils of things suitable for such a posi¬ 
tion- among stones on the edge of u bank of soil. Aubrle- 

tias in variety, the White Arabia, Alyssum aaxatlle, 
I .on*Ion I’ride, and a number of other Saxifrages, Seduma, 

Thrifts, He., will all do well here.—U. I.'. It. 

Achillea millefolium rosea. —This is 
also culled the Rosy Yarrow. It is a beautiful 
member of an interesting family, the flowers 
almost crimson, large, nnd showy. It will live 

in almost, any soil, grows freely, and has a 
bushy habit, the height 2 feet. A. ptarmica 
II. pi. is another vigorous species, a most useful 

border plant-, bearing a profusion of double 
white flowers that are acceptable when cut for 

decorations. Its proper name is the Double 
Snec/.ewort, and it will grow in ordinary soil.— 
!•'. P. 

Polygonums (Knot weeds).—These are 
troublesome but beautiful perennials -trouble¬ 
some for the reason that once established in a 

garden it requires patience to prevent the plant 
running into every nook and corner, ami ousting 

many fair favourites from their rightful position. 
The most familiar species is P. enspidutum, a 

native of Japan, and the tender shoots that 
peer up through the ground are considered a 

delicacy by the Japanese, hence the name 
-lapanexe Asparagus sometimes given to them. 

It will grow in any soil and any position, but to 
derive full pleasure from its graceful stems, 

smothered in summer with clusters of white 
flowers, it must not lie too much shaded. 
Isolated by itself in clumps, or planted by tho 

waterside, as in St. James’s-park, tho nut-brown 

stems standing out clearly in the winter months, 
it has a distinct and fascinating beauty. A 
variety of it named compactuin is dwarfer, and 

the leaves more wrinkled than in the parent 
form.—F. P. 

Plantain Lilies (Funkius). — These are 
delightful Japanese plants, allied to the Lily, 
and of value for the broad, healthy leafage, in 

some species accompanied by flowers of great 
beauty. The most suitable for our purpose is 

F. ovata, which has wide, deeply-coloured 
leaves, remarkably handsome by reason not 

only of their rich abundance, but shining, 

pleasant colour. A very favourite way of grow¬ 
ing it is in a tub, and here, even in the dark 
alley, absolutely fatal to flowers in general, it 

will increase year by year, growing in beauty os 

it advances in age. The flowers are individually 
small, but in the aggregate have a charming 

beauty, tho lilac colouring being at once distinct 
and pretty. This Funkia will endure hardship, 

nnd if variety is desired, there is a variegated- 
laaved form, just as hardy and vigorous as tho 

tion.—F. P. 

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS. 

Questions. -Queries and ansurrs are inserted in 
Gardkninu free u/ charge if correspondents /Mote the rules 
here laid doicn for their guidance. All communications 

for insertion should be clearly and concisely written on 
one side of the paper only, and addressed to the Editor of 
Uardksino, 37, Southampton-sheet, Corent-garden, Lon¬ 

don. Letters on business should be sent to the Pibuhiikh. 
The name and address of the sender are. required in 
addition to anu designation he inay desire to be used in 
the paper. When more than one query is sent, each 

should be on a separate piece of pa/ier. Unanswered 
queries should be repeated. Correspondents should benr 
in mind that, as Oakdksisii has to In" sent to press some 
time in aaiance of dale, they cannot always be replied to 

in the issue immediately following the receipt of their 

com m u nica t ion. 
Answers (which, with the exception of such as cannot 

well be classified, will be found in their different depart¬ 
ments) should always bear the number and title placed Xinst the query re/ilied to, and our readers will greatly 

ge us by advising. (i« far as thrir knowledge and 
observations permit, llie correspondents who srrk assist¬ 

ance. Conditions, soils, and means vary so infinitely 
that several answers to the same question may often be 
very useful, and those who reply would do well to mention 
the localities in which their experience is gained. Corres¬ 

pondents who refer to articles inserted in Uakdkninu 
should mention the number in which they appeared. 

5211.—Rose for a wire arch.—Is the Hose W. A, 
Richardson suitable (or a wire arch ?—A. O. M. 

5212. Wliltlavia grondlfloro.—1 should like to 
know- i( Wliltlavia grandiflorn will make a nice pot-plant? 

—Pl'ZZLKD. 

0213.- Andromeda florlbunda. I would like to 
know how Andromeda llorihundu is host propagated ?—M iss 
Brows, llendon. 

5214. — Humea elegans. — I have some liumea 
elcgniis seedlings, aliout 1 inch high, in a pun now. llow 
shall I treat them?—Constant Kkadkii. 

5215. Tea Roses. -Will someone kindly tell me the 

names ol six good Ten Roses that will thrive well near the 
sea, and best time of planting?—Anxious. 

52irt. Grafting a Holly.—1 wish to know if a 
Variegated Holly can he grafted on to a Green one ? At 

what season should it he grafted?- Miss Brown, Hendon. 

5*17.—Rose Charles Lefebvre.—Will someone 

kindly tell me if the II.I'. Rose Charles l.efebvre is one 
which call he depended upon for free lilooming, also if It is 

hardy ?—Anxious. 

5218. Gladioli for show. Will someone kindly 
tell mu the most effective wav of showing Clniiioli-spikcs, 
sav, for about 4s varieties? I want to make a stand at my 

leisure.— 0 i.adioli. 

5219.-Yew from cuttings.-1 should feel much 
obliged if soiiit'om* would kindly tell me if the common 

Yew could Ik* grown well from cutting*?—Atiilo.sk, Co. 
K it it a i'f, I rein mt. 

5220. Plants In a small garden. I should he 
gliul to know If the Japanese Maple, Chinese Uudfler 
Rose, and Spina Tlmnbergia arc suited for a small 

garden?—A. <•. M. 

5221. Daisies, iStc.. on a lawn Will someone 
kindly tell me how to free u small lawn from Daisies uud 
other weeds ? Are any of the weed-killers sold (or the 

purpose useful?—J. F. 11. 

5222.—Pears and Plums.—Will someone kindly 
oblige mo with the names of the best six Pears ami Plums 

(dessert) for succession, and also a good baking Pear?— 
Constant Kbadkr, St. Scots. 

5223,—Planting a branch of a Mulberry-troe. 
I have a branch of a Mulberry-tree blown down. Is it of 

any use to plant it? Will cuttings of it grow, and when 
and how should they be planted ? Mrs. Or uiam, High- 

gate. 

5224. Allanthus glandulosa. &C.—1 have pur¬ 
chased plants of Ailantlms glandulosa and Dlmorphniithus 

mandschuricus. Will someone kindly tell me when the 
stems should Is* cut over, as it Is recommended to *lo so 

annually ?—W. It. 

6225.- Destroying; mealy-bug. will someone 
kimlb tell me Hu* best way to get rid of mealy-bug on a 
Tocsoniu ? What would he the best dressing to use? 

Would it he advisable to cut the plant hack and let it 

start afresh ?—J. 11. 

6220.- Tea Roses In pots. -1 should he pleased It 
someone would kindly name twelve dwarf Tea Roses, free 
bloomers, to grow in pots in a cold greenhouse, district, 
8 miles north of Manchester Y Would it be best to buy 

them in pots or otherwise?—11. 8. 

5227. Propagating Chrysanthemums, 
llow are those varieties to he propagated which do not 
send up suckers? For instance, I have a plant of Edwin 

Molyneux, which has Just gone out of bloom and has no 

uprising shoot from the clay nor sign of one.—T. D. L. 

5228.—Cutting back Hydrangeas. It is some¬ 
times recommended, I believe, to cut back plants of 
Hydrangeas. I have bought some specimens of H. panicu- 

luta gmndiflora. When should they lie cut over, and how 
near to the ground? Should 11. hortense be treated in the 

same way ?—W. K. 

5229.—Hot-bed.—Having lately taken to use Peat- 

Moss-litter in the stable instead of straw, please inform me 
how 1 can make a hot-bed for a frame? My gardener snvs 
it cannot be done without straw. 1 have plenty of leaves. 

Would these, mixed with the Moss-lillcr from the stable, 

generate heat?—W. K. It. 

5230.-An old neglected garden. — Advice 
wanted for heavy day garden ? What vegetables, flowers, 

and shrubs arc best planted in an old neglected garden with 
law fine trees surrounding!!? A gardener kept. 1 want 
BspIciaUv advice ns to planting shrubs under shady trees 

tMttfll up gaps? -Svuknham. | | M LUC DC 

-Aval.- Anemone roots and worms. IfliBJlraat 
"tr quantity of small white worms are 

Anemone roots. Could anyone kindly say what they a re 
nnd suggest a remedy? I would wish to try salt, but am 
ignorant of the quantity required per yard, and would he 

grateful for information on the subject?—ATHLONK, C'o 
Kildare, Ireland. 

6232.—Gold fish.—Will anyone kindly tell me whs 
is the best food for these fish in a conservatory ? My 
hasin holds about 10 gallons of water, and the fountain is 
constantly running to keep the water fresh. I bale given 

my twelve fish some worms cut up and roarer oatmeal 
but four have died and are misshapen bv swelling In the 
middle.—X. V. 7.. 

5233.—Herbaceous Calceolarias, Ac.—I have a 
number of Herbaceous Calcoolarioa in (t-incll pots, anil nil 

the leaves have turned a variegated colour; anil I have 
also some plants of Primula obconica the same, the leaves 
go white ami then die. What is the cause? I have some 

Chinese Primulas and Cinerarias doing well in the same 
killd of soil.—PI-XZI.KD. 

6234. Carnation Souvenir de la Malmaison- 
—I had a lot of Souvenir dc la Malmaison Carnations last 
summer, but most of the bloomH were affected with a kind 
of damp on the outer petals. I cannot account for it, as 

my house is an airy one, anil I am sure I did not keep 
the plants too wet at the roots. I fed them with some- 
patent manure. I wonder if that would cause it?—Rkiitro. 

6235. —Tuberous Begonias.—I have just procured 
one dor.cn Double Tuberous Begonias, The names of them 

are : Althiflora, Sultan, Marquis of Stafford, Mens. E. 
Forgoel, Lorna Doone, Diamond, Mons. Oseris, Mauvetle, 
Virginalis, Toison d'Or, Mine. Arnoult, Mme. Comessc. I 
should like to know if the above are good varieties, and 

Die colour of the flowers? Should 1 pot them now, or 
wait until spring ?—Hkuonia. 

5236. —Propagatlng-plt.—I have a brick pit in my 
cold greenhouse. 2 feet 9 inches by 2 feet II inches. There 

is a frame with light over it. I wish to turn this pit into 
n propagator. I should he very much obliged to " It. ('.. Ft, 

“J. 0. C.,” or any other person, if they will give me 
instructions how to lit it up with oil-lniup, hot-water pan, 
and all linings In make it work successfully? I wish to 

strike cuttings and to raise seeds in it in the spring.— 
PlIOPAllATOII. 

5237. —A span-roofed greenhouse. I have a 
span-roofed greenhouse, aliout 7 yards long, 10 feet wide, 
and aliout 8 feet or 9 feet high. Will anyone kindly 
furnish me with a list of Chrysanthemums, of varied 

colours and kinds, that would make a good display next 
winter? How many plains hIioiiM I grow in the house? 
Perhaps someone would he good enough to state the 

colours and the class to which each belongs? Of course, I 

do not purpose going ill for the very high-priced ones. - 

6238.—Cutting down greenhouse plants.—In 
my greenhouse 1 have a number of plants which need cut. 
ling down, including Fuchsias, ticraniums, Begonias, 
Heliotropes. Ahiililous, He. When is the lies! time to 

do this so that 1 may lie able to strike a lot of cuttings 
from the new wood ? I have also a Passion-flower trained 
round a globe, which I wish to climb round n door. 

Will it need culling down ? If so, when and hoiv ? What 
kind of soil will it require, and should it he repotted every 

year?—C. M. 

5239. Hoya carnosa.—In a greenhouse I have 
recently purchased there is a Hoya carnosa, probably four 

or five years old. It is planted in an Inconvenient place, 
and I am thinking of moving it and placing it in a box 

over two 4-inch heating pipes ami training it along the 
roof. Is this treatment advisable, and il I move it during 
the next two or three weeks is it likely lo bloom well in 
the spring or summer? What kind of soil should it In- 

planted in, and vvliat kind ol drainage is necessary? 
Should it bo cut down, and liovv ? Borne of the slioots may¬ 
be 8 feet to 10 feet long.—C. M. 

5240. —Propagating Chrysanthemums.—Will 
" K. M." or someone else kindly stale what is I lie best 
course to take when suckers do not grow up from tlie 

base of the plants so that they may raise fresh plants for 
another year? I have got nearly all my cuttings struck, 
with the exception of those from which I am unable to 

procure any. I have cut down the plants to within 
4 Inches of the hose, and pul new soil on the top; hut 
none appear to grow as yet at present. Will it Ik of any 
use taking some of the side slips to propagate from, or 

will it be waste of time, as I have been informed they 
make plants hut they do not flower?—Anxious ExquiRKR. 

6241. — •• Bush'' Chrysanthemums. — Wil 
"E. M." kindly give me the names of six coloured and 
three white Chrysanthemums for growing on the bush 
system, but only allowing the crown-bud on each branch 

to bloom ? I want them to he Jagum-sc. I have the 
following: Source d'Or, Mons. Bernard, Peter the Croat 

roseum superbum. Maiden's Blush, William Robinson, 
Val d'Andorre. and Bouquet Fail. These lost two have 
done very well with me in 7-Inch pots, so I should be glad 

il “ E. M." would say which four would do in the same 
sized pots? 1 should like as much variety of colour as 
possible, and not too tail-growing sorts, arid all to bloom 

about the same time.—D. II. Wki.lkr. 

5242.—Lily of the Valley.- I have four poU of 
Herman dumps of these, which 1 have plunged in Cocoa- 

nut-fibre in a little frame in a stove; there are hot-water 
pipes underneath the frame for bottom-heat. I maintain 
a temperature in the house of from 55 (legs, to 60 dogs, at 

night, with a rise of 6 ilegs. to 10 Begs. In the day. I 
covered the tops of the crowns with Moss, which l kept a 

moist by using water from a syringe. After the Lilies nail 
made aliout 2 inches of growth I removed the Moss, and 
placed an empty flower-pot over the crowns for about a 

week, which brought the flower-spikes up ; hut I can see 
no signs of there being any leaves. How is this, and how 

should I proceed in future, ns I have six more pots to 
force?—Lily. 

Drawings for “ Gardening."—Readers will 
kindfy ,remember that we are glad to get specimens of 
beautiful or rare, flowers and good fruits and vegetables 
/or drc.tcinnj Thedrawingssc,made will be engraved in 
the belt wUnbfii NUaEl M&K appear in due course in 
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NEW PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPE¬ 
TITION FOR 1S93. 

LIST OF AWARDS. 

Class /.—Flowering Plants : The Piize is 
awarded to Mr. 8. IV. Fitzherbert, I.a ttfctiiithr 

House, Gorkiwjltm, Tart]nay, for a series of 

excellent photographs of many beautiful 
garden scenes. 

Class If.—Best Garden Fnurrs : No suffi¬ 

ciently good photographs were sent in to 

justify awarding the Prize offered. In the 

extra Prize List below will be found some 

photographs that have been chosen. 

Class ///.—Best Vegetables : The Prize 

is awarded to Mr. Norman Blake, Bedford• 

This is the best collection of photographs of 

vegetables that has been sent in for any of 

our Competitions. 

Class IV.—Autumn Flowers and Leaves : 
The Prize is awarded to Mrs. Martin, Bonin- 

brook Hall, Birmingham, for photographs of 

prettily arranged autumn flowers and leaves. 

EXTRA PRIZES. 

Mias Armstrong, 5, Clifton-terrace, Monks- 
town, Dublin. Silver epergne arranged with 

White Nicotiann ; a hungingduisket of Passion¬ 
flowers ami fruit; and a basket of Double 
Geraniums and Heliotrope. 

Lady Eleanor Stopforil, Courtown, Corey, 

Ireland. Belladonna Lilies ; African Tuberose ; 
and Potato “ Imperator.” 

Mr. F. M. Ramell, 114, High-street, West- 
end, Sittingbourne. Honesty in a vase: and a 
bouquet of Water Lilies and Grasses. 

The Countess of Antrim, Glenarm Castle, Co. 
Antrim, Ireland. Arch of Kscallonia ; and 
l>order of Poppies. 

Mrs. Marion Porter, Bloomfield Lake, San- 

down, I. of Wight. Grape “ Bucklaml Sweet¬ 
waterand Apple “ Emperor Alexander.” 

Miss Alice Worsley, Rodney Lodge, Clifton, 
Hristol. Pear ‘‘Easter Beurriiand Pear 
“ Beurre d’Arembcrg.” 

Miss Ethel Fit/.-Roy, Forest Farm, Balcombe, 
Hayward's-heath, Sussex. A Lily Garden ; and 
Nympluea ilentata. 

Mr. E. B. Burrowes, Moreton House, Buck¬ 
ingham. White Sweet Sultan ; and White 
Moccasin-flower. 

Mr. H. Keens, 24, Herbert -road, Lewisham. 
A Giant Gourd; and Greentop Stone Turnip. 

Mr. I. Goody, Belchamp, St. Paul, Clare, 
Suffolk. A Musk Meh m; and Japanese 
Cucumber. 

Miss Rawson, Millhouso, Halifax. A basket 
of Pears. 

Mr. Cecil Shaw, 14, College-square, E. Bed¬ 
fast, Ireland. Chrysanthemum “Vivinml Morel.” 

Mr. T. Wight, Trysull Green, Seisdon, 

Wolverhampton. Cottage-porch, covered with 
creepers. 

Mr. George Capes, Yew Bank, Caistor, 
Lincolnshire. Border of Chrysanthemum Mine. 
Desgrange. 

Mr. Leonard M. Powell, Bayford G range, 

Hertford. Group of Aafcors ami Pyrethrum 
uliginosum. 

Miss Mabel Gaisford, The Grove, Dunboyue, 
Ireland. Vegetable Marrow “ Large White.” 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 

Any communication* respecting plants or fruits 
sent to name should always accompany the parcel, which 

should lie addressed to the Editor if Uahiiknino iLbtm- 
tkatkd, 37, Southampton-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Names of plantB.—Mrs. Cameron,—The Sedum is 

Scdiini Kwcrai; other plant with spotted leaf is Karfuijiimi 
Vramie. J. T.— Fern Ptcria nrgyroncura. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
We should be glad if readers would remember that we 

do not answer oueries by post, and that wc cannot undue 
take to forward letters to correspondents, nr insert y dr riel 
that do not contain the name anifi^drrsK^ffttfi\4er. I 

A. /’., Shanklin, I.W.—Apply to Messrs, Ueorve 
man 6t Hon, Woking, .Surrey. 

EVERYONE WHO HAS A GARDEN. GREENHOUSE. 
OR WINDOW BORDER SHOULD READ A 

PAMPHLET, POST FREE. 

HOW TO INCREASE 
THE 

FRUITS OF EARTH. 
liy G. H WITH, E R A S., F.C.S. Trinity Col., DulAtn. 

Contain* full particulars of very remarkable discoveries 
relating to Plant Life. Shows how crop* of vegetables may 
be largely increased, lovely flowers grown to is-rfection, and 
fruit-trees made U> bear in abundance. Helectiuna from 
Hundreds of Testimonials. Post free from 

JAKE MAN de CARVER, Printers, Hereford, 

THE CHALLENGE ~~ 

HOT-AIR & WATER HEATING 
APPARATUS. 

Adapted for Oil, Coal, and Gas. Twice as effective as the 
best ever offered to tho Publio. 

Consists of 18 ft. 21, 21 ft. 21. 
anil 4 ft. 3i pipes. Equal to.i0ft 
of 2-in. hot-water pipe. Will 
burn 1 gallon in 48 hours only, or 
4 ft, of gas per hour. Price 
from 21s. Send for particulars. 
Hundreds of unsolicited Tosli 
inonials. 

W. POORE Sc CO., 

Hot-water Engineers, 130, CHEAPSIDE, E.C. 

SIMPLEX LEAD 
GLAZING 

1 C 
JLr" 

Roofs, Skylights, 
- - Wo 

NO ZINC, 
PUTTY 

ANY QUANTITY SUPPLIED. 
Over 750,001) superficial feet in use 

on 2,000 Structures. 

CROVER & CO. (LTD.), 
Engineers, &c,, 

BRITANNIA WORKS, 
RD, CITY RD 

Write for /Uustrntb 
nials, and full particulars 

t uml fi/iAt fr<f). 

Horticultural Work. 

So Special Contract required. 

IRON, OR 
USED. 

and 

IU. IL I U.l, —c — 
ors, &c.. f.w; •!. [1-w. 
'OUKS.WIIARFR:.- .tggjdi 

LONDON, N. P.;-'-■!>.? - 
rations, Testimn- gj-V' h ' — - 2 ~- 

STOVES 
TERRA-COTTA-PORTABLE-FOR COAL 
Gkkkxhovkkh heated 24 HOI'US for about ONE PENNY 
without, attention. ROBERTS S (IMPROVED) PATENT 
PORTABLE TERRA-COITA STOVES for COAL give pure 

like. ” and ample hi nt with eommon coal, or ooal and c«>ko. 'For 
GREENHOUSES, BEDROOMS. Ice. Pamphlet*. Drawings, 
ami authenticated Testimonials sent. See in use at Patentee s 

T. ROBERTS, 34. Victorla-st., Westminster. 

FIRST-CLASS SILVER BANKSIAN MEDAL 
Awarded by the Royal Horticultural Society. 1883. 

N- I PATENT CMAMrioTntMTEfrr'pIpCS 

AMATEUR'S FRIEND. lfi*. 
AM ATE!'It s ASSISTANT 20s. 

PRINCESS APPARATUS . ,25s. 
DUCHESS APPARATUS ... ,30s. 

CHAMPION * PERFECTION BOILERS. 
PROPAGATORS, FRAME HEATERS. 

FOG ANNIIII I.ATtIRS, Ac. 

Huso Onk Stamp pur 
Latent Illustrate!! Gatalouue. 

u 
* 

COMPLETE 

C. TOOPE & SONS, 
Stepney Bqi'Aitp., I/ondon, ! 

FORCING-HOUSES.—Prepared timbers, with 
door and frame and roof vcnlllstors, fur house* 2U fi. by 

12 ft.. £J lUa.; 30 fl. by 12 ft.. £4 12s. 0.1 ; 40 ft. by 12 ft,. 
£6 h>s., on rail Rciuimg. Filled and ear. paid, 20 It. by 
12 ft.. £5 2b. : 30 ft. by 12 ft.. £6 lfia.; 40 ft. by 12 It., £8 10b. 

I! A. PARSONS. 217. Oxfnrd-rnad. Reading._ 

CAMPDEN HILL, W. — To be Sold, the 
valuable la-are of a very attractive Hottre, with reuth 

aspect and standing in it* own grounds, with greenlinuitca, 
conservatory nml exeeilent Btabliug, comprising live stall*, two 
loose I Mixes, two coach-houses, hurness-ronm, living-room, and 
butler’s bedroom. Tim bouse lias reeemly been remodelled 
and artistically decorated, anil ineludes large drawingroom, 
dining and fitted library (all panelled), seven bedroom*, 
bath-room (hut and cold), lady s pantry, billiard-room ami 
excellent basement with extensive wine, beer, and coal 
cellars. Oak flooring on ground anil MrHt floor. Lawn- 
tennis ground. The property is In la-rfeel order and ready 
for immediate occupation and tin-drainage ispeifeot. Term 
about 34 years.—For particulars and cards to view, apply In 
M moots CHESTERTON A SONS. 22, Iswer Philllmore- 
piacc, W. _ 

AGE NTS IV A N T K1 > tor I hit S A LK of NATIVE 
Gt ASSil/BYo Best and Cheanoat MANURE for all 

aMtAkDEN CROPS. Tile NATIVE Gl 
(XIMl'ASTTOMM1TED. 29, New BH.lgc-street, Illac-I 
Isindull, E-C 

NO FLUE REQUIRED. 

8 feet over all. 
Improved Condensing Greenhouse Heater, 

for Gas, 35s.; for OU, 41s. 

THE LAMP MANUFACTURING CO., 
12 and 14, Ix-onard-street, City-rood. 

Aoknts : — KKNETFINK A CO.. Cheapsld®. and all Iron- 
mongers throughout the kingdom. Writu for Prospectus. 

IRONFOUNDERS, STOURBRIDGE. 

Supplied with various arrangements of Pities. 
For Greenhouses. Ac. Catnlugue free, 

Jones Treatise, " Heating by Hot-water," 120 Pages, 
50 engravings. Cloth. 2s. 

PEARCE & HEATLEY 
WINTER CARDENS, 
CONSERVATORIES, 

See., See., 

IN ALL STYLES. 

Plans and Estimates on application. Surveys made, 

“HOLLOWAY” BOILERS. 

CUCUMBER FRAMES. 
Nos. feet, £ s. <1 

1 .. 4 by 3 .. 18 0 
5 .. 4 „ 4 .. 1 is s 

6 „ 4 .. 1 18 0 
12 „ 6 3 10 0 

Now Illnstratod Cataloguo 3 stamps. List free. 

tAT BEST WORK ONLY AT REASONABLE PRICES. 

The North London Horticultural Works, 

HOLLOWAY ROAD, LONDON, N. 

Painted and Glazed 
with 21-or. glass. 

As Flower and n I 6" long x •in 1 6100 
Tree Supports In 

D 
2 II X •in 2- „ 

Garden and Groon- 2 3’ II x -in 23 .. 
houso arc un- 4 ii X -in 3,- „ 
equalled. They are A 4' „ X -in 5/- „ 
Strong, Durable,tl-Cheap M 6 x -in 12 6 ,, 

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. 

Can be supplied in Nixea 

from '1 to U6 feet. M 
6’ 
5’ 
6' 

•1 X 
1. X 
.. x 

•In. 
-in. 
•in. 

15/- .. 
20 , - „ 
13/- „ 

O' II X •in. 17/- .. 

BAMBOO Yacht Masts 
BAMBOOS for Tennis- 

court Enclosures 
BAMBOOS lor Furniture 

Making 
BAMBOOS for Curtain 

Poles 
BAMBOOS for Garden 

Arches 

Prico List fTco. 
Terms: Cash with order. 

100 X 1-in. 25/- 
in. 16/- 

X 1-in. 20 - 
X 1-in. 30/- 

SPECIAL OFFER. 
Onr Popular 5s. 

Bundle, containing 

150 Bamboos, asstd. 
sizes from 1 It. 6 in. up 
to 7 lect long. 

THE BAMBOO COMPANY, 
(Late trailing as A. Evan Davies), 

Star Works, Groat Sutton Street, E.C. 

PROTECT YOUR 1‘I.A NTS from” FROST. 
The RUSSIAN MAT IMPORTERS’ CO, are Now 

Helling for Cash with Order— 
NEW SEASON S ARCHANGEL CARGO MATS, at 100s. 

per 100, or 10s. lid. tier bundle of 10. 
NEW ST, PETERSBURG CARGO MATS, at 50s. per 100, 

or 5s. lid. per bundle of 10, 
(Special Quotations for Large Quantities). 

40. GREAT TOWER STREET. LONDON. K.O. 

fl ARDEN NECESSARIES. — Virgin Cork, 
VJ tinest, 112 lb., 17s.; 56 lb.. 10s.; 28 lb., 5s. (SI.: 14 lit., 3s. 
Bamboo canes, 4 feet, 3s. per 100. Tobacco-paper, strong, 
1a per lb. Va|«mr cones, tkl., Is,, and Is. lid. each. Kntlla, 
Is. per 111. Cocoa-fllire, Is. 3*1. suck. Manures. Mats, Garden 
Stieksaml 1st bids, Hand. IVat, Ac. Price Liston application — 
WATSON * aOULL, 90. Lower Thanies-alrcsl. London, E.C. 

•JX) GARDENERS.—A Good Opening for 
pushing man. One Greenhouse, s|iun-roof, 90 ft. long 

(two divisions), well healed, three others lean-to, and good 
Collection of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Four Piggeries, 
live Out himre. Giirii|cnFrai.c;‘, Tools. Ac Sixty-four roll* of 

’ planted with Fruit-trees, Roses, etc., rent of 
" 'tsion of deceased 

.Price £80. -Apply 
d, Cheshire. 

land, chiefly . 
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BEAUTIFUL 

COLOURED PLATES OF FLOWERS 
FOR SCREENS Ac SCRAP BOOKS. 

From drawings by th® best flower painters, finely reproduced in colour. Per dozen, 2s. 6d. ; per twenty-five, 6s. ; per fifty, 9s. ; per 

hundred, 15s.; post free. Well assorted or customers’ own selection. Set of 400 (each different), £3, post free. P.O.O. to T. Spanswick. 

Specimen Plate, post free, 3d. 

Abutilon vexillarium 
r .U-nooarpus decorticans 
Aeridce Ijiwrenciro 
.Ethionema pulohellum and Anemone 

vcmalis 
Agonls llexuosa and Kennedy* coedne* 

AUanukiida grandiflora 
do. violncca 
do. Williams! 

Alstrcomeria, hybrid 
Amaryllis Belladonna 

do. Nestor and splendent 

Ami-lanohier canadensis 
Andromeda fostiglata and Veronica pin- 

guifolia 
Androsace lanuginosa 
Anenome alpina Bulphurea 

do. Fannini 
do. Japonlca, pink and whits 

Japanese 

do. nemorosa (forms of 
do. Pulsatilla, the Pasque Flower) 
do. ranunouloides and A. lhaile- 

troldcs 

Angrmcum caudatum 
Auniganthus breviflonts 
Authurium atrosanguineuro 

do. Rothscnildlanum and vara. 

Antirrhinums, group of 
Aquilcgia Stuart! 

Arctotis acaulis 
Arenaria baiearica 
Arlstolochia clegans 

Aster acris 
do. Amollus and A. llnarifollus 

do. Stracheyi 
Auricula Golden Queen 
Auricula, groups of 
Aralea Deutsche l’crls 

do. Ilex* 

Beaufortia splendens 
Beaumonla grandlflora 

Begonia Hangcana 
do. John Heal 

Begonias, two tuberous 
Benlhamia frogifera 
Herlteris vulgaris os|>ernia 

Bessera elegnns 
Bignoniu stieclosa 

do. Twecdlana 
Pillliergia vittata 
lllandfordia Cunningham! splendens 

Uomnrca conferta 
do. frondea 

do. oculala 
Boronia heterophylla 

Bougainvillea speotahilis 
Houvurdia l’resident Cleveland and B. 

Mrs. It. Green 
Brer, Austrian Copper 

Briers, Scotch 
Biowallia Jnmesonl 

Ih.ddlela Colville! 
Burtonla senbra, vtllosa and Johnsonla 

lupulina 

C ' salpinia Japonlca 

Cidantlio Veitchi 
('..iauthes, hybrid 
Calceolarias, a new race of 
Callioarpa purpurea 
Callisteinon rigidus 
Culochnrtus lluvus 

do. Kennedyl 
Calthn leptosepala and Alyssum mon- 

tanum 
Camellia reticulata 
Camellias, two new Japanese 

Campanula pulsilla var. ocspltoaa 
Cunna Louis Thihuut and Victor Hugo 
Carnation Harmony 

do. Kclton Uoae 

do. M. Borgondi and Mile. Rousscll 
do. Queen 
do. Tree Mrs. A. Hemsloy 

Carpcntcrla California* 
Catasetum BungerotRl 
Cattleya Percivaliana 

Celsia cretlca 
Cerda siliquastrum 

Cereus Lemairi 

Ceri nthe rctorta 
Chimonanthus fragrans 
Chionodoxa Lucilim var. glgantea 
Chryiiaiitheuium America and C. Lady 

Brooks 

Chrysanthemum Elaine and Solell d’Or 
do. a single 

do. (single) Jane and its 
yellow var. 

Chrysanthemums, Japanese Anenome- 
flowered 

do. two hardy 
Cineraria aurita 

Ciatus crispus 
do. formosus 
do. ladaniferus var. maculatus 
do. purpureus 

Clarkia elegans fl.-pl. 

Clematis Stanlcjl 
Clerodendron Krmpferl 

do. trichotomum 
Clianthus Dampieri marginatus 

Cohurgia trichroma 
Omlogyne cristata maxima 

Convolvulus mauritanicus 
Conius Kousa 
Cosmos bipinnatus 
Crata-nis tanaectifolia 

Crinum Powell! 
Crocuses, group of autumn 

Crossandra undulaifolia 
Cyclamen Count and C. Atkinsi 

do. repandum and Rosa alpina 

Oypripcdiuin acaule and C. pubes cans 
do. Chamberlain! 

do. Dominianum 

Cytisus nigricans 

Daphne Gcnkwa 
do. Mezereum autumnails and Cy- 

donia Japonica Moerloosei 

do. Mezerum vars. 
Dendroblum l'haiainopsis Schrosderia- 

nmn 

do. thyrsiflorum 
Dianthus alplnus anil Krodlum macra- 

denlum 

do. negleotus 
Dlctamnus Fruxincllu var. alba 
Dlctcs Hut ton! 

Digitalis, spotted variety 
Dimorphotneca graminifolla 
Disa rocomosa 
do. Veitchi 

Echluin callithrysum 
Kheagnus parvifolia 
Kliuoearpus cyaneus 
Kmonecon chionanlha 
Epidcndrmn macroohllum album 

Ercmurus Bungei 
do. rohustus 

Erica hycmalis and E. h. alba 
do. propendens 

Erigeron aurnntlocus 
Erysimum pumilum and Sedum spatuli- 

folium 
Erythronium Dcns-canls 
Eucalyptus leucoxylon 

Eucharis amozonica 

Forsy thla suspense 

From iscea calynina grandlflora 
Frilillarla aurea 

do. Meleagris var. 

Fuchsia dependens 
do. triphylla 

Genista sitnensls 
Gentiana bavarica and Aqullegia glan- 

duloea 
Gerliera Jamesonl 

Gesnera oardinalis 
do. longitlora 

i Ovum lninraluin 
Gladioli, new hybrid : 1, La France ; 2, 

L'Alsace; 8, Masque de Fer 

Gladiolus sulphurous 
Gloriosa superha 

Gloxinias 

Gri lllnia hyoclnthlna 

Ilalienaria miiltarls 

llalierlra rhodopensle and Campanula 
turhlnata 

Hahrothamnus Newell! 
Hamamelis arliorea 

llelenium autunmale pumilum 
Heliauthetnum algarvense 
llemcrocallis Dumortleri 

Heuchern Bonguinea 

Ilibbertia dentata 

Hibiscus Hugeli 

do. Rosa-sinensis fulgena 
do. Trionum 

Hunnemannia fuumritofolia 
Hyacinthus azureus 

Hybrid Sweet Briers 
Hypericum obiougifolium 

do. olympicum 

do. tnflorum 

Blicium floridanum 
Impatiens Hawker! 

I pom,no UorsfalliB 
Iris aurea 
do. histrioides 

do. Histrio 
do. ochroleuca and I. Monspur 
do. pallida 

do. parodoxa 
do. pavonja and I. pavonla cterulea 
do. susiana 
do. lingilana 

Ismene Andreana 
Ixora Wasti 

Kmmpferia rotunda 
Knipnofla aloldes var. glauoesoeni 

do. caulesccns 

Lailia alblda 

Lathyrus grandiflorus 
Leschenaultia biloba major 
Lewisia redivlva and Mioromerla Pipe- 

rclla 

Lilium canadense, red and yellow forms 
do. Henry! 

do. Ja|>onlcura 
do. nepalense 
do. nepalense var. ochroleucum 
do. speciosuin rubrum 
do. Bti|>erbum 

do. Sr.ovitzianum 
do. Thunbergiauum Alloe Wilson and 

Van Houttef 
Limnocharis Humboldt! 
Linaria alpina and Fhyteuma humile 

Limim arlioreum 
Loniccro sempervirens minor 
Luculia gratissima 

Magnolia consplcua 
MaFva latcritia 
Marica cterulea 

Maxillaria Sanderlana 
Miltonia spectabilis and var. Moreliana 
Mina lobata 
Montbretini, new hybrid 
Mutism Clematis 

do. dccurrens 
Myosotidium noblle 

Narcissus Broussonettl 
do. triandrus var. albus and N. 

cyclamincus 
Nelumblum speoiosuin 

Nemesia strumosa vara. 
New Narcissi: 1, Albatross ; 2, Seagull J 

8, Seedling l'heosant's-eye 
Nymphwa Marliocca (Canary Water Lily) 

Odontoglossum Harryanum 

do. Wattianum 
Olearia insignia 
Oncl'litim Croesus 

do. Joncsianum 
do. l'lmlsmopsls 

Onoooyolus Irises : 1, Gates!; 2, Lortetl j 
8, lupina 

Ornithogalum nutans 

do. pyramidale 
Orohus caneseeiis 
Ostrowskya magnifloa 

Oxnlla Bowieana 
Oxera pulohella 

Oxytropis Lambertl and Aoantholimon 
glumaceum 

Pnionla alblflora Adrian 
do. decora elatior, P. lobata, P. 

anemomeflora 

do. Moutan var. Reine Elizabeth 
do. Venus 
do. Whitley! 

Peony, Blngie white Moutan 

Pansies (tufted) Duchess of Fife and 
. Hartrce 

do. Quaker Maid and Jackanapes 

Pansy (tufted) Violetta 
l’apaver orientale 
Pasaiflora cutrulea Constanoe Eliott 

do. racemosa 

do. Watsoniana 
Paulownia impcrialis 

Phalamopsis gloriosa 
Phlox Drummondi (some good vara, of) 
Phyllocactus delicatus 
I’inguicula grandlflora and Viola pedata 
Pink Her Majesty 

Polygala Chauwbuxus purpurea 
Primrose College Garden seedling 

do. Oakwood Blue 
Primula floribtinda 

do. impcrialis 
do. minima and Epilobium obcor- 

datum 

do. Sieboldi, white and light vara. 

Primus Pissardi 
do. trilohus 

Ramondia pyrenaica and Omphaiodea 
I.urilim 

do. pyrenaica alba 
Ranunculus Lyalli 

Reinwardtia tetragynum 
Rhododendron Ceres 

do. kewense 

do. multicolor hybrid 
do. nilagirlcum 
do. raceinosutn 

Rhododendrons, Hybrid Java : 1, luteo- 
roseurn: 2, Primrose ; 8, jasmini- 
florum carminatum 

Rosa indica var. 

Rose Anna Ollivier 
do. Comtesse de Nadalllao 
do. Innocent* Pirola 
do Jean Pernet 
do. Laurctte Messimy 

do. Mmc. de Wattcvilie 
do. Mine. Nabonnand 

do. Marquise de Vivens 
do. Marie Van Houtte 
do. Mrs. Paul 

Rudbeckia purpurea 
Ruella macrantha 

Soccolablum beliinum 

8arraccnias, new hybrid 
Baxifraga Boyd! 

do. Fortunel 
Scabiosa caucosica 
Sehubertia grandlflora 
Bcnccio macroglossus 
Smilucina oleracca 

Snowdrops and winter AoonitS 
do. eight kinds of 

Solatium Seatorthianum 
Stanhopiu piatyocras 
StcrnlH-rgia lutea and S. angustifolia 

Stigmaphyllon ciliatutn 
Streptocarpus Qalplni 

do. vara of 

Streptocarpi, hybrid 
Stuartia pseudo-Camellia 
Sweet Peas, Hill, Stanley, Mrs Eekford, 

Orange Prince, and Dorothy Tennant 

Tea Rose Corinna 
Thallctrum anemonoides and Saxifrage 

oada 

Thun'icrgia grandlflora 
do. laurifolia 

Tufted Pansies: 1, Ruvenswood ; 2, 

Edina; 3, Rothes 
Tufted Pansies Sylvia and Bessie Clark 
Tullpa vitellina 

Tulips, old garden 
do. southern tT. australis) 

Tydiea Mme. Heine 

Urceolina pcndula 

Vanda teres 

Wahlcnhergia pumlllorum 
do. saxioola 

Waldstvlnia trifolia 

Xerophylium asphodeioide* 

Zauschneria californlca 
Zephyr Flower (Zephyranthes Atamasw) 

Zophyranthea Candida 
Zygopetalum crinitum 

37, 
Digitize 

SOUT 
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INDEX. 
Ailantb»wgUnduloKft,etc. 630 
AinlrouioU* floribumls 623 
Aiiomone, JaiianoM*, the 623 
Amlmriuin Andivumun 622 
Auricula, the allow an«l 
alpine.G22 

ltaiviboon, hardy .. .. 631 
win. 

«*Konia Winter (Join .. 
Begonias, Tulteroua 
H«>'oniu8. Tulieroua, rais¬ 

ing. from b«hmI .. 
Hnavoli, winter .. 
C'lilccolaiioK, etc., her- 
larcoii*. 

ChrynMiiLhcniunia nltout 
4 iinwlin:i.i lime 

Conaerratory 

Chry*amhcmuinR after 
(lowering 

C h r y a a n • li e in u in 8, 
" bush ". 

Chrysanthemum* for 
biiitli culture .. 

Chryiuuithcuimiin, good 
late . 

Ohrynaiitheinuma in the 
ojicn ground .. 

Chrysanthemum*. note* 
on. 

('hrywuilhciniiuui, out¬ 
door . 

Chrysanthemum*. pro¬ 
pagating. 

DniaicH on a lawn 
llal urn (Brugmuiirfia) .. 

ROSES. 

FORCING ROSES. 

It is not often that wo meet with Rosas that 

are being forced for early )dooms growing in the 

-sainc healthy and pleasing manner as plants 

that are not started until February. And yet 

there is little rooaon for this, provided one com¬ 

mences with properly matured plants and con¬ 

tinues to treat them on the right lines. Per¬ 

haps there are few plants more disappointing 

than early forced Roses when badly grown. 

Partially ripened plants soon push into new 
growth, but it. is almost always of a weak and 

puny character. Needless to say, it is impos¬ 
sible for such to produce blooms of satisfactory 
quality. To secure good Roses under the 
strain of early forcing, it is absolutely necessary 

to commence with well-matured wood and 
established plants. When either of these essen¬ 
tials is .wanting the results are certain to be 
disappointing. There is a further essential in 
forcing Roses successfully ; that is, to start 

theni gradually and with ns little unnatural 
excitement as possible. If started in too hasty 
a manner, the sap in the wood is excited and 
put into premature activity. This should not 

lie until tlic roots are able to produce a further 
supply. If you exhaust the sap in the wood by 
the production of a new leaf-growth, you must 
expect a chock of greater or less severity accord¬ 
ing to the state of the roots. 

Too Mirru IMI'ATIKNCK in starting Roses and 
too high a temperature in the earlier stages arc 
the chief causes of so many partial failures. 

Nor should one attempt to force weakly plants, 
as unless they have a good constitution it is 
hardly jHissiblo for them to produce blooms of 
any merit, especially when under the strain of 
early forcing. There is also a great deal in 

making a judicious selection of varieties, always 
choosing those that are naturally free-lloworing. 
It is also wisest to select kinds that are not too 

double, as they will expand more freely, and 
are much less liable to damp in the centre or 
to produce what are styled gummy buds. Many 
Roses that are practically useless during the 
summer, owing to their Hying open so rapidly 

and possessing few petals, make the finest (if 
all Roses for winter blooming. During this 
time they will not expand too freely, and will 
retain a close and pleasing shape for a long 

time. Of all flowers perhaps Roses in winter 
are the most appreciated, and with a little care 

and consideration it is by no means difficult to 
have them. I will not give a selection of 
suitable varieties, as they arc now very 

numerous; sufliee it to say that all free 
bioomers, of not too double and globu¬ 

lar character, are well adapted for early or 
winter forcing. I have known many batches or 

good pot-Roses spoilt for early forcing by being 
pruned and then,stood in the forcing house at 

once. A very little thought will show the 

folly and unuaturalness of this. Summer does 
not burst upon us in a day. And yet that is 
practically what such treatment amoun 

Fern*, ItirdVneHt, tho .. 
Fern*. Imnly, two good 
Ferns under ghww 
Mowers for a room at 

ChriNtniM-liiiio 
Flower* for iirotlt 
FmiiifH, eold 
Fruit garden 
Garden,an old neglected 
(harden work 
Gladiolus “The Bride ’ 
Greenhouse, a «pan- 
roofed. 

Green house, unhealed.. 
Ilnirhi lls, window (Cam- 
liniiulit). 

I(edge* ornamentaland 
usoful . 

Holly, grafting a.. 
llot-bod. 
Hoyacumosa 
Hut next elegan* .. 
Hydraiigeus.cuttinghark 
Ixomsiuid their culture 
.Ian*, oil, use of .. 
Is'onotis Id'onurus .. 
l/oln-lia, hint* 
Mallow. Indian, and the 

African Hemp.. 
Mealy-bug, destroying.. 
MullMTry-hrniieh, plant- 

lug a . 
Nurses for plantations., 
Outdoor Harden .. 
I’ii**inies. herhaoMiu* .. 
Pear-tree*, standard .. 

630 
621 
623 
623 
628 
633 
625 i 
623 
627 

62*. 
621 

621 
633 
63) 
623 
621 

621 

pruned without delay if not already done. By 
standing them in a close pit for a month or six 

weeks previous to removing them to the 
forcing house, you get the eyes plump and for¬ 
ward, and the sap about equally in action with 
the? roots. A very little 

Aktikhtai. iikat is needed during the first 
month of forcing, letting the temperature 
increase gradually, and never exceeding 65 degs. 
to 70 (legs. The latter is quite high enough for 

Roses under the most highly forced conditions. 
Great care and attention will he necessary in 
t he application of water, and |»erfect cleanliness 
must lie secured. Drought al the roots, a few 
insects, or a slight attack of mildew make 
great havoc among early forced Roses. As the 
plants retain a fair amount of leafage, liquid- 

manure is very beneficial and in many eases 
almost a necessity. Much better results will 
lie secured if Roses are not forced until the days 
are well turned. Those possessing only a few 

ordinary greenhouses that arc doing duty for a 
miscellaneous collection I would not advise to 
force Roses at all. Their best plan would lie to 
wait until they come on in a more natural man¬ 
ner, simply alibi-ding them the heat and protec¬ 
tion accorded to ordinary greenhouse plants. 

_ R. 

•4211.—Rose for a wire arch.— 
‘‘A. 0. M.” may safely plant William Allen 
Richardson upon an arch. It is a strong grower, 
as a rule, but a plant will sometimes linger about 
one size for two or throe years. When such is 

the ease plant another specimen. I mention 
this freak of W. A. Richardson because more 
than one lias descried it as a climber simply be¬ 
cause their own specimen did not happen to do 
well. For the past five years I have tried to 
account for this peculiarity, but without the 
least result so far. Neither soil or stock seem 

the cause ; if they arc, it has batllcd mo to de¬ 
cide in what way. I have left a plant undis¬ 
turbed and placed another by its side, and 
although in the same soil and upon the same 

stock, the second plant lias grown away ram¬ 
pantly. I find a similar peculiarity in Mareelial 
Niel; and this, with canker, are at present im¬ 
perfectly understood.—1’. U. 

This Rose does well as a standard in the 

West of England, hut I do not remeinlier having 
seen it trained on an arch. In a fairly good 
limatc I should not mind risking it. The 

growth, however, is rather slender, so that the 

wind would probably do it more injury than 
lkl. Trained to stakes about 4 feet high in 

the form of a hedge it does well with me on a 
sheltered border. The plants are oil their own 

roots, and make Splendid growth.—J. G. C. 

W. A. Itiehardiioii will do very well on an nreh it 
not exposed lo cold winds, so also will Oloirc de IHJon 
nod most of the IliJonTens. Clieshunt Hybrid is n beau¬ 
tiful covering for an arch. K. II. 

5217.—Rose Charles Lefebvre.—Yes, 
this is one of the hardiest and most reliable 
bloomers we have. In a former query you ask 
about Tea Roses by the sen, so 1 presume this 
Rose is intended for the same position. There 
is a climbing variety of it which will produce a 

deep velvety blooms in great 

Pears and l'lums.. 
l'elurgonium " Hollis- 

son’s Unique . .. 629 
Perennial*. planting .. 624 
Plants, U-dding .. .. 620 
Plants, rutting flown trvrnhrmso .. .. 623 

inis in a ninull garden 623 
Potatoes, fort-ing .. 626 
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It may he of serx-ice to name half a dozen good 
dark velvety-red Roses as a counterfoil to the 

Teas already mentioned in Query 5215 : General 
Jacqueminot, Fisher Holmes, Mine. V. Verdier, 
Prince C. de Rohan, Dr. Kallion, and Duke of 
Edinburgh.— P. U. 

-Yes, this Is a really splendid variety, hardy and 

vigorous in growth, and remarkably frec-Howcriug, the 
blossoms Iwing of a rich velvet? crimson colour. It is 
frequently included in the •* best dozen " of this class.— 
If. 0. It. 

5215.—Tea Roses.—A good six varieties 
for your garden would lie Anna Ollivier, one of 
the most beautiful of all Tea-scented Roses, the 
lloxvers very full, and a rosy shade, touched 

with flesh, and hud', whilst the plant is vigorous 
in growth. Dcvoniensis is a very fine flower, 
creamy-white, large, full, and of beautiful form ; 

it is an old but first-class variety. Mine. Iloste 
is a well-known Tea Rose, the flowers of a pale- 
yellow shade, deepening iu the centre, and of 
very fine form ; it is in every sense of the word 
a valuable kind, hurdy, a good grower, and 

blooms very freely. Mine. Lamlmrd is one of 
the most useful of all, a hardy, free, and distinct 
kind, the flowers varying in colour, usually of a 
rosy shade. Mario Van Houtto is one of the 

most popular of all Tea-scented kinds, the 
flowers being produced freely, and of a rich 
canary yellow colour, deepening in the centre, 
the petals margined with a bright-rose shade. 

Another old variety is Souvenir d'un Ami, raised 
in 1640, the flowers, as doubtless you well know, 
being shaded witli rose and salmon, large, 
double, well-shajicd, and borne freely, whilst 

the leafage is extremely fine. Those mentioned 
are by no means new, hut nil indispensable in a 
small collection.—C. T. 

- If “Anxious” had boon more (Hirtirular 
and told us his situation respecting ex|Histtre to 
wind from the sea, his query could have been 
more definitely answered. 1 know many gar¬ 
dens in Hrighton and Eastbourne where Roses 
do well, others where they are failures : in fact, 
it was only courting failure to plant them in 

such. It does not matter how near the sea your 
garden is so long as the unbroken winds do not 
play direct upon the Roses. Very few gardens 
do face the sea-breeze ; hut 1 have seen many 
attempts to grow climbing Roses upon the ex¬ 

posed fronts of houses. This is utter folly ; the 
sea-breezes are too much for them. Rut if in n 
sheltered back garden, then the following six 
Roses will do very well : Anna Ollivier, Marie 
Van llouttc, Sufruno, Dr. Grill, Mine. Lam hard, 

and I’erlo dcs Jardins. “Anxious" does not 
stato if they are wanted as climbers or not. Six 
good climbers would be W. A. Richardson, 

LTdcal, Climbing Pcrlo dcs Jardins, Gloire do 
Dijon, Chcslmnt Hybrid, and Mine. Herard.— 
1*. U. 

-Gloire do bijou, Ilomirc, Souvenir d'un And, 
nolle I.yonnaise, Mario Van llouttc, and Mdnie. Ilcrnni 
nre all Roses of rohust growth that thrive well near the 

sea. October is prohahlv the best month in which to 
plant them, certainly if the soil in moderately light and 
warm, and the position not too exposed or cold.—It. C. It. 

5226.—Tea Roses in pots—There are so 
many good Tea Roses suitable for growing in 
pots that no two peoplo are likely to mention 

the saBekoMieirOlMy choice, however, would 
*- • 2-- > . »«—>- 'ran 

-. mt|<TTX I quantify l>f tie 

All Roses intended for cup-Jyjfppjijug (cji tn 4J<|^r6 Teas I previously rocommeijtjtj^j. ^i|li|e^^^c||)le,||^i^^a^(i>t, Mario V 
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Houtte, draco Darling, Safruito, I’erlo lies 

■lardins, Lettv Coles, Catherine Mermet, The 
Hriile, Mule. Lainbard, and Anna Ollivier. You 

do not say how large your greenhouse is, or the 
size pots you intend growing them in. My 
advice to all amateurs, however, is that they 

continue giving the plants two sizes larger every 
year until they reach those 12 inches in diame¬ 
ter, even if a less number of plants be grown, 
as large plants are not only less trouble in 
watering, but in comparison to small ones a 
much greater number of (lowers are obtained. 

A strong plant of Niphetos in a 14-inch pot will 
tlower more or loss from early spring to late in 

autumn. —J. C. C. 

-- You will liixl it bust to purchase plants 
in pots. These will give you a good crop the 
lirst year, which plants potted up from the open 

would not. I would suggest you purchase them 
iu 6-inch pots, and send the following eighteen 
names, with permission to the florist to send 
which ho has host plants of : Anna Ollivier, 
Mine. Lainbard, Kubelik, Mine. Falcot, Niphetos, 
Jean Duelier, Kditli (litt'ord, Catherine .Mermet, 
The Kride, Sunset, I’erle desJardins, Mine, tie 
W'atteville, La Houle d'Or. Franyisea Kruger, 

Dulce Holla. Comtcsse dc Nadaillac, and Mine. 

Hoste.-P. U. 

GARDEN WORK.' 

Conservatory. 
With the lengthening Jays will conn- the need lor more 

water al the rools of plants in (lower or in active growth. 

•• As the days leniclllen the colli will strengthen," is an old 
familiar Ullage licit will perhaps lie exemplified tills 

season, and this will render necessary more Hre-huat to 
keep up the requisite temperature, and more fire-hent 
unless a watchful eye is kept, will stimulate the production 
of insect nests, and all this tends to prove that a gardener 
has very little leisure for anything beyond Ills daily round 
of duties. Perhaps it is as well that it should lie so. Men 

or women with duties to perform are always better uud 
happier in harness. Forced flowers arc coming freely now, 
and will include bulbs iu considerable variety. Krecsiax 
are charming now, and are so easily grown that everybody 
siioul 1 have them. Mav ho grown iu a light window. 

Our first bitch, now iu flower, were potted in August, uud 
they have been growing in a house where fires were only 
used occasionally, when the nights were cold anil damp. 
It is very important to keep them near the glass, as light 
is essential for the formation of a sturdy habit. Pelar¬ 
goniums should now Is- placed in the flowering pots. 
1 food loam, fairly enriched, will do them well. The pot 

must he well drained, ami tile soil rammed in firmly 
Firm polling induces a sturdy habit, nnd increases the 
number of Dower buds. Strong shoots should have the 
tcrininul hud rubbed out. All plants, when they begin to 
grow freely, an- the better for a little pinching to secure u 

bushy habit. Tall lanky shoots need staking, and lead to 
nakedness at the base. Young Fuchsias that were struck 

last August, uud which have been kept moving all winter, 
will be reaily now for A-inch pots, in which they will bloom 
early, or if larger later-flowering plants are required, they 
may have a shift early In March into 7-inch pots, stiil 
keeping them in a house where fire-heat is regularly used 
plying the syringe freely over them on line sunny days. 
As soon as the berries (all from Solanums, shorten Isu-k 

uud |iut iu cuttings if more stock is required, or sow seeds. 
Iieulzia gracilis, when well grown, is a very effective 
plant, and is so very easily managed, strong plants lifted 
from the border and iilucisl in pots that will Just hold Un¬ 
roots will llowcr well the same season, though it would 

hanlly be advisable to force hard, or tile flowers will be 
small. For earlv forcing the plants should be established 
in pots, and this refers to many other subject*. Itut 
Ithislislendroiis liftisl from tile beds with twills unruducixl, 

force well without any prejNtratory treatment, and tin 
same may lie said of Azaleas ; the roots form a dense liall 

uud moving does not give any check. Ihi not overivater 
Primulas. A collection of the Iambic Primulas will tie 
effective now. They are not difficult to grow if they 

receive cold-frame treatment all summer. 

Unheated Greenhouse. 
Kvoii when furnished with hardy, nr nearly hardy, plants 

alone, there may he flowers. A collection of Helleborci 
(Christmas Hoses) w ill Is- interesting now to most people 
The Christmas Itose is known only by its common repre 
scntulive, IfellclMirous niger, but improvements have been 
effected in this family, as iu most others which have come 
under the hands of the hybridist. There are several 
varieties of II. niger with larger flowers, ami which are 

better adapted for pot or tub-culture than the type, and 
besides there are Hellebore* with red flowers, or, at least, 
in which rest predominates. The owner of the unhealed 
house might do worse than get a collection of Hellebores. 
In the summer they could Is- placed outside to make room 
for the Tuberous Begonias, Lilies. Fuchsias, Ac. There 
arc several varieties of Laurustlnus which flower freely iu 

winter In tubs or large pots, and the Naked-flowered 
Jasmine would lie bright and useful. 

Stove. 

The principal work here Just at present is to thoroughly 
clear out mealy bug and other insects. If this is not done 
now, by-and-hye the work will so increase it will lie im 
possible to do il. The only way to make sure work is to 

hunt them up, not only on the plants, but in every crack 
and crevice aliout the house, anil when ull tile plants have 

In cold or northern district* the veafUion* referred 
launder "Harden Work" man be dorf frtimjen ilayi 

'ifuA a fortnight later thftfi {U |^rj, fiirtiw-td 

been cleaned with the sponge and whatever insecticide is 

used, go over the paint and walls, and if the bouse contains 
a plunging bed, clear that out also, and refill with fresh 
litter, or leaves, or sawdust, or whatever is used. The 
iecidtious and other creeping plants which are partially 

dried olT during winter may soon be pruned Isick to ripe 
wood, and as sisin as there arc signs of growth repot. 
No stove is properly furnished without an Allamanda or 
two, and they flower best when trained near the glass. 
They will do very well in a large (sit or tub fixed on a 
side stage over t he hot-water pipes, i it her useful climbers 
are the lliplndenias, Clerislcndrons, Bougainvilleas, and 
Stephanotis, all of which do well under somewhat similar 

treatment; 00 degs. of heat need not be much exceeded at 
night for the present. The bouse will still lie gay with 
Orchids, Uardcnina, Itcgouias, Kuphorbiiis, I’oinsetlias. 

ice. 
Ferns under Glass. 

Siw stsircs now in pans or boxes, uud place in a dark 
•orncr, where the sun will mil reach them. Il w ill lie an 

advantage if the pans or h xes arc covered with squares 
of glass. If kept constantly moist, without much water 
ing, the good seeds will all grow. Iu a house dcvolcd lo 

Ferns, the seedlings spring up everywhere, in coal-ash 
beds as freely a* any where, showing that if the seeds art 
good, and they fall on a moist medium, they are sure l< 
grow. In another part of the same house the ground ha 
been lowered till the clnv is reached, and here, on a thin 
stratum of ashes, the Ferns come up as vigorously uauny • 
where. One of (lie most useful Ferns for rooms and 
general furnishing is I’leris Ircmulu, and this also comes 

freely from spores. It will be as well lo look after tile 
soil (or |iotting. Hood loam should form the main staple. 

Bedding Plants. 
Any plants required to furnish a large sbs-k of cuttings 

should lie placed in beat, but the majority of bedding 
largonium* will do iu a cool-house for the present, well 
■diluted, and not watered too froclv. Ueraniinus will 

go for a long time without watering when the temperature 
is low. t'ulccolarius are well rooted now in the cold 

frames, and may have the lights opened every day. 

Gold Frames. 
Damp is all we have to contend against up lo the 

■resent, and this mav be met by increasing the ventilation, 

lardy plant*, such as llronmlnn Stocks, Double Wall¬ 
flowers, I’cntstcmons, Antirrhinums, and other things, 

may lime the lights opened wide every day. when mil 
freezing or raining. Violets, also, must be freely venti¬ 

lated. 
Window Garden lnK- 

Asparngus plumoscs is a very ornamental room-plant, 

and is not difficult to keep in good condition, nnd when 
the fronds lose colour, if the whole plant is cut down l 
the ground a new beautiful growth will spring up 
immediately. Very few plants now will require watering 
more limn twice a week, unless they arc placed in a warm 

position, but the foliage must Is- kept free from dust. 

Outdoor Garden. 
The early planted Carnal Ions will now lie well established 

and frost, if It comes, will not disturb them injuriously 
Those planted late often get lifted bv frost before they Or¬ 
well established, and the drying effect of the frost doei 
much harm. During frosty weather Hie laic planted 
things will be much lienellted by a mulch of old polling 
soil. Up to the present we lime not had much Irost ; but 
there lias been plenty of wind nnd water, which has made 

the planting operation* on heavy land rather sticky work 
In planting 'anything we wisli lo succeed, il is.ago.sl plan 
lo have a heap of dry stuff In the compost yard, so us t 
have a shovel or two lo shake ill among the fibres, and 

then gently shake the tree or shrub to settle il befor 
trending it In. When the soil is very ivcl, the trending 
may be left fill the surface has dritsl somewhat. Wccdv 

or Mossy walks should be fumed, and then mode Drill 
again. This is flic cbea|M-st and best way of removing 
the surface of worn or weedy walks ; if convenient, a lit lb 
fresh gravel may be placed on flic surface at the finish 
Draining may lie done now. It is icry important that 

potdlions for Itoses should lie drained if the soil is beaty 
and damp. Among evergreen hedges Yew is both cheap 
to plant and easily kept in order. It is not suited for a 
boundary fence, because it is poisonous to sheep and 

cattle, hilt for an ornamental feint- or division line in a 
garden It is very suitable ; and what a grand shelter il 
makes. In a garden I know of, sheltered by Yew budges, 
.-old winds never enter, and Itoses and other flowers may 
lie seen in Hie highest state of |n-rfection. A garden 
without shelter is often in a dilapiilnled condition. 

Fruit Garden. 
Cut nil late (irnpen nnd bottle them ill the tirape-r- 

which should be kept at an even temperature at about 
4A degs. Hive a look round once or twice a week to 
remove decaying berries, if there arc any, but drapes will 
not waste wi much in the drape-room, if the conditions 

are suitable, ns they will banging on the Vines, especially 
if plants in pots are kept iu the house. When the drape- 
arc all gathered in the Vines should be pruned, tin- loosr 
bark removed, ami the r-sls washed with a strong insn ti 
ride. Every gardener has llis favourite mixture; thorn 
who have not may usctSishurst Compound, to/., orfioz. to 
the gallon. Apply It warm with a brush. The inside of 

the vinery should either be painted, or the paint should 
Ik- cleaned with soap and water, and the wall surface white 
washed, and when tile insldu borders arc top-dressed lb- 
house will lie ready (or work again. This annual cleansing 
is very necessary in fhe case of ull forcing-houses, and il 

a great mistake lo Is-grudge a little paint. Harden 
assistants, if they are worth their salt, can. if need be, d- 
iuside pointing. The trees in the orchard-house should 
Is- pruned and dressed soon, as the buds will very soon be 
on the move. Notwithstanding wlial lias been said un¬ 
written against, potted trees, the demand for them i 

increasing, anil I hope may continue to increase, for it is 
a most interesting way of growing them, especially for 
amateurs, who do not require tohuve large quantities of 
fruit at once. Keep a steady temperature of 4,'. -legs. t. 
fill degs. in the early Peach-house. Figs in pot* w ill -I- 

with «I -legs, to 5fi -legs. Vines breaking into leaf should 
June 55 -legs, to tin -legs. This refers to night temperature. 
Inli. The rise iu the-lay time mat be from In«legsO|b| 

ffir b^v,uuiX,^rn VMy 

Vegetable Garden. 
If I’eas and Beans have not lieen planted, the first 

favourable opportunity should Im- taken to get in a few 

rows on the early bonier. Dress the setsls with rid lea-1 
before sowing, anil neither mice or rats will touch them. 

Those who have no special favourite among l’ea* mat 
limit American Wonder ami William I. The dwarf 
lent Bean is very g-ssl for live small garden, ami the 

Karly l.nugp."! is betterthuntin- Ma/ugun. Where there 
'* plenty Ilf glass, I'eas anil Beans may In- started iu jiots 

•r in some other way. Beans transplant very well out -if 
boxes. Bow Cucumbers to plant iu warm-houses. Oet 

hi with the digging, trenching, and ridging :ls soon as 
land becomes vacant, (let all early seed Potatoes 
spriiufed by placing them in a light 'position. Those 
intended for frame-planting shoiil-l lie placed iu In-at 
Make up hol-tieda to meet all forcing needs, and they will 
be heavy now. Mushroom-beds also should Im- made up 

in sm-cession. As soon as a bed is exhausted, out w ith il, 
and llll the place with fresh material. Happy the 
gardener who has a g-ssl roomy Mushroom-house, as so 
much can Ik- done with it. More Seakale and Hhuliarb 
should In- workisl on for succession, Chicory -roots also for 
siliid. I .ate Endive will soon blanch in the genial 

t -mperature of the Mushroom-house. Mint and Tarragon 
will H-Hiii be wanted in quantity now. Scv that stock 
enough is at hand for forcing. Sow a few setsls of Sweet 
Marjoram and Basil; it will come in useful. Have a good 
l-cd of Parsley where it can be easily sheltered. This has 
been a gissl season for early Broccoli. Those plants not 

yet protected had better be lifted, a few of the bottom 
leaves removed,and then laid in somewhere where shelter 
can lie given. K. llolili VY. 

Work In the Town Garden. 
It is very seldom indeed that we get such a mild Christ¬ 

mas as the one Just past, and, considering tin high price 
Ilf fuel of all kinds, il is extremely fortunate that it is so. 

But l bough the weather is more like that of spring than 
winter, this is not altogether favourable to plant life 
under glass, for tin- unusually muisl atmosphere is quite 
as trying lo many things ns cold, and ill order lo prevent 
serious damage from this cause it is necessary to use a 

go-sl deal of tire-heat almost as much, indeed, us if the 
weather were moderately frosty . In sunless houses and 
garden* the damp is extremely trying, and ill order to 
keep " Hcraniums ' and others of this class in health it i* 
necessary to keep Hie pipes almost always warm, opening 
the lent Bator* widely ul the same time on mild dais, and 

even leaving a little air on at the rmif when the night i* 
warm and still. Fuller present i-in-umstance*, also, it j. 

adiisable to clean and set over the stock of Inkling uud 
other plants frequently, re.ving ull ileud or decaying 
leave*, nnd in tile ease of •'Ueraniums" even the 
stipules also alight to be taken oil as soon ns they 

turn colour, as lln-v are very apt to collect damp and 
mildew, and not infrequently cause the loss of a brunch, 
if neglected. Such plants as Chinese Primulas, I 'iueraria-., 
nnd Calceolarias, however, enjoy the damp mild atmos¬ 

phere, and are now growing apace. There will soon In- a 
little more daylight again, and this reminds us that a 

fresh routine of work for the coming season will have to 
be begun. The effect of Hie lengthening days i* not so 
quickly visible on Indoor plants in large towns as iu open 
country places, though a good deal tlepemls U|kui the 

position "f the house, and also upon the temperature. 
Except III the very outcrmosl suburbs, and where there is 
plenty of beat available, I do not, however, adiisc any 

repotting, Ac., to lie done before February at the earliest ; 
but seeds of several kinds will have to be sown very shortly, 
stock plants lie placisl in heal to supply cuttings, nnd *o 
forth, -lamiiiry is the best month in which to sow 

Tomato-need for an early summer crop, though except 
in very open nml airy places the end of the mouth will 
be time enough, and in smoky places the middle of 
February is better Ilian attempting to start loo soon. 
Seed of the Tuberous Begonias should also be gut iu 
from the middle to the end of the month, if the plants 

are to hlmiiii well this year, and such perennials as 
Hollyhocks, Delphiniums, l.upines, and I'yretlirums sown 
now will also flower this season. B. C. K. 

THE COMING WEEKS WORK. 

Extract* /rum n Garden Diary from January 
lilli Iu January Ulh. 

Finished tying I’eaches in late house. Stirred up and 
watered the border* where dry. Cut all tile Uros ('olluaii 

mill l.aily iHiwne's Crapes fur the Hnipc-rooin. I'rum-d 
the Vines. Shall give all the air |sis*ible for some lime. 
Sowed Tomato seeds of different kinds. I often wish then 
were fewer varieties of Tomatoes. One friend says ion 
must grow this, and another bothers one nlsiut another 
A I sort, and then we have our own favourites, which, 

having been found reliable, cannot lie dim-anlisl ; and so 
iu the end we flint ourselves in misscssion of more kinds 

than we care to have. The old Red, when well selecusl. 
come* icry nearly smooth, and it is a very free setter. 
Then, again, a gissl true strain of Carter's Market 
Favourite, such ns I saw il Inst year, wants a gissl variety 
to beat il. Ham Urecn Favourite I tried when it was flrd 

introduced, anil still retain it, and Perfection, of couns.*, 
must lie grown for the main crop, though it is not auitabli- 
for early work. Bowed a few Melon-setsls. I am still 
putting in cuttings, as they come ready, of ('hrvsnnth- 

mums. The worst feature of the Chry santheniuni craze is 
the necessity to grow so many varieties, so as not to leate 
out those which are really gissl, and at the same time in¬ 
troduce a few new varieties. When a |H-rson's mind 
becomes unhinged ill the matter of (lowers, he is sure to 

In- overstocked with varieties. There are certain lust 
times for striking cuttings of the different varieties, au-l 
that best time is not the same everywhere; and this ha* 
to be found out. I am referring, of course, only to exhi¬ 

bition sorts, and to llnd this out means that several plants 
of each sort must Is- grown, and the date when the cut¬ 
ting* are taken marked on the lals-l. All this is of inlcmt 
only lo oneself or to others under like circumstances. 
Put iu a lot of Vine-eyes, some thrust into turves anil 

others in pots. The turf system is the best for planting 

IK-IQ-t- W>0 Will- present season, as eyes put in now will 
in- strong enough lo go out in June, and will till a long 

Yra0fdtp£n^ ||l(j (n)-p§l jfi^on. Moved a lot of plant* 
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from which cutting-tare required inlo heat to warm them 
up ; also moved to forcing-house alot of Spineas and oilier 
Inings for nil llowera and to come on for the conserva¬ 
tor}. limited 1'ntatoei on hotbed, the variety Iwing 
Sharpe's Victor. Killed a warm pit with .Strawberries in 
pots to brinit them on. as I want ripe fruit by the end of 
.Mareh. Sowed early I’eas and Beans on south border : 
slmll also sow some in pots to make sure of a crop. Shifted 
on young Fuchsias that were struck last Annual, and 
which have been growing on since. Made a new planta¬ 
tion of Raspberries, chiefly Superlative, Home's, and 
other large sorts. This is a day of big things, and every¬ 
body likes big Raspberries. Planted a trellis with some of 
the best of the Lancashire Gooseberries. Those who neglect 
these lose a good deal. All they want is to be trained 
thinly mi a trellis in the sunshine, so as to get them well 
ripened. Trained Heaths and other specimens of hard 
wooded plants. I do not believe in tilling the pots with 
sticks, but supfiorts are necessary for specimen plants 
when they get large. Azaleas also have been gone 
through, and what tying is required bos been done. 
Looked through the Fern-house; rearranged, picked 
dead ami discoloured fronds. Some plants which have 
been used a good deal for cutting have been cut down. 

5220. -— Hot-bed. —The gardener is t|ttilc 
right; the Peat-Moss-lit ter front the stable is not 

FRUIT. 

STANDARD PEAR-TREES. 

One of our very best Pears is Marie Louise, and 
so good a variety ought also to lie included in 

quite limited collections of either hush, pyramid, 
or standard trees. It is the freely or naturally 
grown pyramids and standards that give 
the I test results, and I need hardly add that 
the latter should ho on the Pear-stock. On 
poor soils the growth is scarcely vigorous enough, 
a fairly strong loam liest suiting the variety. 
Unless this can be given, the trees are apt to 
become stunted and flower far too freely to lie 
productive, there being such a thingas having too 

too much blossom. The season lieforc last the 
trees generally flowered most abundantly, hut the 
flowers being stronger than usual there were 
fewer failures to set owing to any inherent 
weakness, though severe frosts worked sail havoc 
among the trees. In the case of the tree 

. -Alfa . Wf. 

' ■... :• . ( ■ 

' V .. 

“ Standard Pear-tree " Marie Isiuisc" in (lower. 

a gre 
declin 

k'iv 
reat heat for a few days and as suddenly 

third of Moss to llio remainder of tree-leaves 

it wil do very well, hut if I had plenty of the 
later I should not use the Moss at all, as the 
leaves alone will give a longer and steadier heat 
without it. You may, however, use the Moss- 
litter from the stable as a manure for all garden 
crops, and the sooner it is dug in the ground 
the more good it will do.—J. C. C. 

- Yes, n mixture of equal parts of Moiu-littcr-mnnure 
amt tree-leaves will make a very good hot-lied.—II. C. II. 

-Moss-liUer-mamirc and leaves will make good 
hot beds. They arc more dilllcull lo construct ln-.aiiso 
neither the leaves or manure bind together well, but with 
patience II can la- done. Cuttings of c'crgm^i* are 
i Itcu plentiful at this season, arid a few of/lb*-»c um 
be worked on round flip ni[lMtW tiu'yd^r-v -jlilj 

figured there arc no apparent signs of want of 

vigour, vet the blossom was most abundantly 
produced, the tree when photographed present¬ 
ing a most beautiful sight, and that, too, in 
spile of the cotn|Ntralive smallness of the flowers 
of this variety. When standard Pear-trees are 
in the happy condition shown in the engraving 

something is necessary in most cases to he done 
towards sustaining their vigour. Where good 
loam is available, it pays well to add one half 
hundredweight of half-inch hones to every 
heaped up cartload of it, and to place this in a 
trench well within reach of the roots. Especi¬ 

ally are such additions to the border necessary 
where it is desirable that the trees should con¬ 

tinue to grow strongly without their produc 
titxmJs Jjf-ing imimiieil. The next best tiling 

’ tho surface roots, returning tjhiwiil 

to the top of a good dressing of solid manure. 
There are various other manurial dressings that 

might be substituted, but I have most faith in 
manure obtained from mixed farmyards. Not ttn- 
frequently the best-flavoured fruit, if somewhat 
scrubby in appearance compared with that 
produced by wall-trees, is obtained from pyra¬ 

mids, standards, and espalier-trained trees, hut 
this would be less often the case if the former 
were kept better attended to at the roots. 

Marie Louise keeps better than most varieties 
after it is ripe, the natural season extending 
from the middle of October to the second or 
third week in November. This can be improved 
upon or lengthened considerably by gathering 
the fruit at different or say at fortnightly in¬ 
tervals, ripening that first picked in heal, and 
keeping some on the trees as long as they will 
hang. Marie Louise d’Uccle, which also does 

well as a standard, is quite distinct from the 
variety under notice, and, though more pro¬ 
ductive, is inferior in point of quality. Other 
food kinds for standards are the following: 
[esslc, Williams' Bon Chretien, Josephine do 

Malines, Swan's Egg, and Pitmaston Duchess. 
W. 

5222.— Pears and Plums.—Six is not “ 
very large selection of Pears, but the following 
are all good, commencing with the well-known 
Williams' Bon Chretien in August, Ileum- 
d'Ainanlis in Septemlier, Louise Bonne of Jersey, 
October : Marie Louise, Octolier and Noveni- 
l>cr ; Winter Nelis, November and December ; 
1 kiyenne du Coinice, Decemlicr. The l’l inns 

are, for the most part, in season in September, 
hut you may commence with Rivers’ Early 

Prolific, the fruit of medium size, deep-purple 
in colour, und juicy ; Orleans, rich purple, very 

richlv flavoured, August; Coe's Golden Drop, 
a well-known and delicious variety, end of Sep- 
tember ; Pond's Seedling, and the Green Gage- 
flavoured Reine Claude tie Bavay, in Septemlier ; 
also the juipular and free-hearing Victoria, 
which, when fully ripe, is excellent for the 
dessert. You cannot do better as regards 
linking Pears than select Uvedale's St. Germain, 
a very large and solid fruit, useful only for 

baking.—C. T. 

- Six good Pears for dessert for succes¬ 
sion : Clapp's Favourite, Williams’ Bon 
Chretien, Be urn! Supcrfin, Louise Bonne of 
Jersey, Marie Louise, Pitmaston Duchess, anti 
Doyenne du Cornice. Six good Plums : Green 
Gage, Coe’s Golden Drop, Kirke's, Jefferson, 
Transparent Gage, and Belgian Russet. The 
Victoria, if not overcropped, is good enough for 
dessert. Catillac is a good stewing or baking 
Pear, and most of the dessert Pears will liake 
well when green. The Swan’s Egg Pear, 
which makes a large orchard-tree, is a good 

linker.—E. If. 

- The following Pear* anti Plums will he fount! to 
j;ive a succession of fruit, ripening in the order here given : 
Jargonelle, August: Williams' Hon Chretien, September : 

Ionise Bonne tie Jersey. September; Brown Ik-urrc}, 
October; Marie lionise, November ; Hoyennd tlu Cornice, 
Hccember. Plums : Green tinge, August: Kurlv Prolific, 
August : Jefferson, September: Kirke's, September; 
Purple Gage, September ; Coe's Goltlen Prop, October.— 

S. P. 

5223.—Planting a Mulberry-branch. 
—It tlepends on the size of the branch whether 
it will grow or not. If it is not more than 
li inches in circumference there is no doubt but 
what it will grow. I once knew a branch of 
the Mulberry to grow that was used as a stake 
to Bupport another kind of tree, anil it developed 
into a fine, handsome specimen. If such large 
branches will send out roots it is pretty safe to 
conclude that small ones would do so if they 
are taken off at once and il inches of the stem 

buried in the ground.—J. C. C. 
-Truncheons cut from old Mulberr.v-1 rccs, planled 

flrnilv in the ground in the shade of a wall, will form roots 
if well watered and mulched, and this is the only wav of 
getting voting trees that will Ix-nr early. Mulberry-trees 

arc obtained from cuttings and layers. K. 11. 

5225.- Destroying mealy-bug. 
the Tacsonia hack to firm wood, and dress it 
with a strong solution of Giaburst Compound, 
3 oz. to the gallon. It is not difficult to kill 
mealy-hug on the Tacsonia now, hut other things 
in the house are probably infested, including 
the woodwork, the crevices in the walls, and 

oven the soil in the border, and unless the 
work of cleansing the collection is thoroughly 
(UthbigHed \Vill M plenty of Imps next year. 
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FERNS. 

TWO OOOT) HARDY FERNS. 

Stai,k Fkisn (Ccterach ollieinanim).—In reply 

to “Fern-lover-’ and “Filial,” this is a dis¬ 
tinct and beautiful little native Fern (sec Fig. 1) 

admirably adapted for rock or alpine gardens, 
as is thrives best when planted between the 
chinks of rocks or stone walls. It is a Fern 
that, unlike most other varieties, dislikes a 
confined, damp position ; hence it can be planted 

in the most exposed places with good effect, 
and, with a little careful attention 
to its simple requirements at the 
outset, witli almost certain success. 
The chinks and crevices wherein it 
is proposed to plant this Ccterach 
should lie filled with a mixture of 
sandy peat and pounded limestone. 

It might be associated in such 
positions with some of the little 
flowering Sedums, and various other 
plants for walls ami stony places. 

Maiiiks-iiaiii Sri.KKNwouT (As- 
ploniuin Trichomanes) (Fig. 2). A 
perfect little gem is this evergreen 

among British Ferns, and one that 
should bo grown in every collection. 
It grows naturally in the crevices 
of walls or rocks, I have never met 
with its two or three varieties wild, 
including incisum and eristatum, 

although I notice them sometimes 
offered for sale ; this little species is well suited 
for Wardian-cases on account of its size, and, 

contrary to the usual rule, shade is not essential, 
although preferable. 15. 

The Bird's-nest Ferns. —Those are 
markedly distinct Ferns, and when well 
!grown are splendid ornaments cithor in the 
emery or when seen amongst other plants. 

There are two dist inct varieties of this Fern, 

one having comparatively narrow fronds with 
the growth more spreading. The other 

much broader fronds and is of 
growth. The first-named is eatal 
Tliamnoptcris aust ralosica, the other 
both being also found under tho genus Aspic- 
iiitiiu, to which in all probability they lielong, 
one being a form of the other, but markedly 

distinct. The last named (T. nidus) is by far 
the better kind to grow. It is whilst Mtill in n 
small state quite an ornamental plant with its 
broad, massive-looking fronds. 1 have grown it 

that Sir Trevor Lawrence lias gathered together. 
It was awarded a first-class certificate by the 

Royal Horticultural Society under the name of 
A. Andreanum sanguineuni. One of the first 
hybrids in which A. Andreanum played a |>art 

was A. ferrierense, which still remains among 

the best of its class.—I’. 

THE AURICULA-SHOW AND ALPINE. 

Tills pretty spring flower begins to get very 
interesting soon after the new year comes in, 

cs[>cciully if a good collection of the liesl show 

*»»2S22-JS 

Kilt. 1.—He lie Kern (Colorarli ollleiiinnini). 

varieties is grown, for if tho plants are grown 
in a heated house the leaves slowly unfold soon 
after Christinas. There is considerable differ¬ 
ence oven amongst the best cultivators as to the 

treatment of these choice alpine plants. 1 was 
once talking to a good grower and successful 

exhibitor of Auriculas, their winter treatment 
being the theme, and my friend seethed quite 
surprised when 1 stated that I liked to expose 
tho plants to a good hard frost. His treatment 

was the very reverse of this, for lie hurried 

delicate flowers when tho air is dry, for I am 

careful to see that the atmosphere is dry when 
a low temperature is expected. At this season 
of the, year the plants require very little water 

indeed, and it is usually applied to them early 
in the day, so that the paths, Ac., may be dries' 

iqi before the house is shut up in the afternoon 
Artificial heat should be applied very carefully 
and only to keep out frost. An important part 
of the cultivation of tho show Auriculas used to 

lie the surface-dressing, which was always con . 
sidcrcd an essential part of their culture, > 
and no good grower would venture to leave 
this out of the year's work. I regularly sur 
face-dressed my plants for years, and generally 
found that few or no roots were found in it at 
the time the flower-trusses were fully developed. 

I examined plants in other gardens near Man¬ 
chester where very much richer dressings were 
used, and found the results the same ; so it was 
gradually dropped, and the plants seemed to do 

just as well without it. 

Gukkn-ki.y is the most troublesome parasite 
we have to (leal with amongst Auriculas ; it is 
more partial to the green-leaved varieties, not 
caring to attack those with the farina densely 
powdered upon the leaves, although they arc 
not exempt from it. The line grey-edged 
variety (leorgo Liglltbody is most frequently 

attacked, but Prince of Greens, Rev. F. 1). 
Horner, and other green-edged varieties are 
much injured unless the pest is destroyed on its 

first appearance. It is well to fumigate the 
plants in the house as soon ns they have made a 
little growth, and this will destroy any that may 
yet bo invisible to the naked eye. The trusses 
and leaves are apt to become drawn up in a 
heated house, therefore see that plenty of air 

is admitted, but care should be taken to shelter 
the plants from frost winds from whatever 
direction they may blow. The trusses must also 
lie shaded from bright sunshine, which would 
soon curl up tho petals, especially those of the 

seifs, which, curiously enough, are much more 
susceptible of injury from sunshine or cold 

’he other has ! plants into a heated house as soon as frosts set winds than those of the grey, green, or white- 
a more erect | in, and did not like them to lie exposed to a edged varieties. In the early spring months 

catalogued as lower degree of cold than about .'55 (legs. Fahr., the seedlings just pushing out of the ground 
icraxT. nidus, | this overcarcful treatment making them quite j demand attention. It is better to place the 

greenhouse plants. I find when the plants have [ seed pans 
been exposed in cold frames to a rigorous varieties, 

winter we have very little of tho woolly aphis, 
suums rather tender, and cannot endure being 
frozen for a week or two at a time. 1 fancy if 
Auricula fanciers were to return to the old- 
fashioned way of frame culture entirely, never 

as an exhibition plant on from the small state i allowing the plants to go into a greenhouse, we 

until the fronds measured quite ti feet in length, might have less bother with this troublesome 
It does best in the warm-lioiisc, a stove being I parasite. The great advantage of a heated 
much safer in tho winter than a greenhouse, j house for Auriculas consists in the facility with 
Shade is also needed, whilst slugs and snails, as which the plants can be protected when they 
well as black tlirips, must lie very closely j arc in blossom. The flowers of these garden 
watched for and destroyed. A peaty soil and 

moderate potting suit it best. Tho soil should 
Ik1 rough (as used for Orchids), with some 
charcoal anil broken crocks when it is not full of 
fibre ; a liberal supply of water is also needed. 

—F. 

Anthurlum Andreanum.—This An¬ 
thurium has never attained the degree of popu¬ 
larity that was anticipated at the time of its 
introduction, but, for all this, it must by no 
means be passed over, for it is a wonderfully 

showv flower, and one that will remain bright 
and fresh for months. While its flowering sea¬ 
son can scarcely be described as limited to any 
particular period of the year, where a few plants 
arc grown some of them can lie depended upon 

to flower during the winter, and just now I 
have several examples in bloom which will 
remain fresh till spring. The loose, somewhat 
scandent habit no doubt detracts from the 
popularity of this Anthurium, but with regard 
to this feature, individuals vary greatly, some 

being far more tufted in growth than others j \ favourites nrc more fragile than one would sup 

idl] 

Kig. 2. Maiden-hair Spleemvort (Asplentuui Trichomancs). 

the house with the flowering 
they conic up more freely and 

grow more rapidly, but they do not make very 
much growth at first, and it requires some pat icnco 
to prick out tho tiny seedlings which may have 
just made their first leaves after the two seed 
leaves. A dozen of these minute plants may lie 

put into a 3-inch pot. Tho soil must not lie 
aullercd to liecomc dry, or the plants may dis¬ 
appear. Tho offset* put in last autumn will 
also require to be potted oil'; some of them arc 

so small that they must bo planted in 2.5-inch 
|lots, and it is well to repot the whole of 

them in February whether they 
bo large or small, as they start 

away more freely in tho new soil, 
which should lie a little lighter 
than that used for the flowering 

plants. 
Ai.i'Ink AnuruLAH of the 

choicer named varieties do better 
in pots and treated very much 
the same as the show varieties, 
but the flowers are altogether less 
liable to injury from cold winds 

or from frosts. They are nearly 
all well adapted for planting in 
the rock garden or for the front 
lines in herbaceous borders ; they 
like well drained, good soils, 
moist in summer. The potting- 

soil for Auriculas is not quite so 
important as some fanciers would 
lead people to lieliove. 1 have 

tried them in tho most approved 
composts of the old growers, uml 

generally i 
lily in the 

_ . find that they were much in error in tho use 
still, the finest flowers are as a rulo Isirne by tho | pose. They sullor sadly from damp, and frost they made of rich, stimulating manure, 
strongest growing forms. It ripens seed freely, I is ruinous to them. From an ordinary garden The plants, if overfed, arc generally short - 

from which young plants can lie readily raised, frame frost may lie kept out by double mats, 
while it luw also been employed by the hybridist, but these encourage rather than defy damp; 
and, in conjunction with the wlute-flowered A. whereas in a heated house or pit the blossoms 

are not in the least injured either by the damp 
or the cold. About the middle of January, or 
at least not later than the first week in Feb¬ 

ruary, 1 place my plants in a pit heated sufli- 

ornatiim, has given us a race of pinkish-flowered 

forms, which, though pretty and useful for 
their free-flowering qualities, are not nearly so 

showy as a good form of the typical A. Andren- 
nuin. One of the best coloured flartvSYs of this 
Anthurium that tausve* gpjnta ui Ac in it i 
was shown last spring from thc'grirhd^coHectio 

lived. They thrive admirably In the same 

soil I use for Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, and 
plants of that kind, such as four parts of 
good loam, one of decayed cow or liorse- 
manuro, one of Icuf-mould, and a sufficient 

allowance of coarse white sand. The flower-pots 

r„. . should lie well drained, and the plants may be 

[ently to keep the frost out, but I do not miifij|; (rep^jaftsW0 a year during the summer months, 
^imporature falling so low as the frMziog.--lDreat- attention shouULbc paid to watering, 

, as this I lind does uo injuryJ ftiil MiE ITOiSt II taKing c;ii;4_|e''Jl4»|cfreteIfrom drought. J 1 
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OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

LEONOTIS LE0NURU8. 

Tins rare and curious plant is a native of South 
Africa, and although the precise date of its 
introduction to this country cannot be given, it 
is probably nearly two centuries ago ; at any 
rate it was grown by Philip Miller in the 

Botanic Garden at Chelsea in 1712. Although 
when well grown it is a very handsome plant, 
it do.s not appear to have ever been much 
cultivated, and until Mr. Lynch re-introduced 
it from Client about twelve years ago and 
flowered it in the Botanic Carden at Cambridge, 

it was apparently entirely lost sight of in this 
country. Plants of it are now flowering in the 
large temperate-house at Kcw. Until cultiva¬ 
tion here it is of herbaceous growth, although 
very old plants would doubtless become woody 
at the base. The flowers are produced in whorls 
Irom the axils of leaves towards, but not quite 
mi to, the tops of the previous summer’s shoots ; 

tiny are very brightly coloured, being orangc- 
scavlct. The Leonitis, like the Dead Nettle of 
our waysides, is a member of the Labiate 
family, and the flowers have the same two- 
lipped structure. In this instance they are 
given a singular appearance by being covered 
on the outside with short hairs. Each flower 

is about 2 inches in length, and about forty or 
Hftv of them are borne in a single whorl. The 
mere growing of this plant is the simplest mat¬ 
ter, but, in the neighbourhood of London at 
least, it is not always so easy to flower. Coming 
into bloom at a time when fogs become frequent, 

and, being very susceptible to them, it is not 
unusual for a plant instead of being in flower to 

lie denuded both of loaves and blossoms at this 
soasou. But in districts with a clearer atmos 
phcrc this danger has not to be feared, and 
there is no reason why this species should not 
become ns generally known as its beauty ami 
interest entitle it to be. Plants may be grown 

on front cutt ings each year, or they may be kept 
for two years, but after that period the stock 
should be renewed. Plunged in a slight bottom 
heat, cuttings taken in spring root as readily us 
Verlienas. They should lie potted on as required 
until they fill 10-inch pots. It is quite necessary 
to place them out-of-doors in a sunny position 

during the summer if sturdy-flowering growth 
is to lie obtained, housing them in a cool, light 
greenhouse towards the middle of September. 
Strong shoots 3 feet or 4 feet long should 
bo sought after, these producing larger and 

more numerous flowers. There is, indeed, a 
danger, in endeavouring to secure bushy, well 
furnished plants, of stopping the shoots too 
often, and thus rendering the growths so weak 
as not to be able to flower at ail. Like so many 
of the sun-loving plants from the Capo of flood 
Hope and Australia, this species succeeds to 

perfect ion on the French Riviera, and it is also 
said to be quite a popular garden plant in 
Turkish gardens near Constantinople. Both the 
generic and specific names refer to the con¬ 

spicuous hairiness of the flowers. B. 

filTfi. - Gladiolus “The Bride.”— 
" F. S." is doubtful alsmt taking my advice to 
plant bulbs of this Cladinlus at once. Let me 
assure him that his bulbs will certainly lie 

greatly weakened, if notquite spoiled, as far as 
next season goes if he keeps them out of the 
soil until the danger of frost is past. My reason 
for planting in t he autumn is from observing 
that any bulbs left in the soil all the summer 

start to grow above ground about November ; 
mine are now six inches high, and that even if 
the tips of the leaves get browned by frost they 
continue to grow away on the return of milder 

weather, and llower much stronger than those 
planted in spring. “ F. 8.” will doubtless have 
observed that this variety not only flowers much 
earlier in the open ground than (1. Brenchley- 
ensis or any of the hybrid kinds, but it also 

goes to rest much sooner, so that its season of 
active growth has fully come in November, and 
trying to “ improve on Nature” by keeping the 
bulbs out of the soil for months after they ought 

to lie growing is a very doubtful experiment. I 
do not- wish to mislead growers in northern. 
districts that they can grow the same things 
fully exposed that t licWd ottIthiKscltith VaS| Vjijl, I 

but ! think they will get little success with The I 
Bride out-of-doors if they do not plant by' 

Christinas and cover the beds with litter to pro¬ 

tect from frost, or else start the bulbs in small 
pots in cold frames in November, and plant in 
March or April. I limy add that a rather dry 
position, such as at the foot of a wall where no 
stagnant water can accumulate, is the best place 
for this sort of plants, or else the beds should 

be raised well up above the ordinary level, so 
that it is impossible for water to lay on or about 
the bullis. “ F. S.” should try a few both 

ways and compare the results.—J. Groom, 
Gosport. 

HERBACEOUS P.E0N1ES. 

In reply to several queries, to grow these well 
they must have plenty of room for the spread 
of their foliage, and a great depth of soil for 
their roots. A good, moist loam, particularly 

when enriched by the addition of cow-manure, 
is the soil best suited to them. They can be 
planted at almost any time from October to 
April; but, generally speaking, the best timo 
is in the spring, just as the crowns are moving, 

when a division may be made by cutting them 
through, as they increase in the same way os 
Dahlias, the Pieonios being very like them in 
the formation of tubers, which some of them 
produce in quantity, and grow to quite a large 
size. The most suitable situation for these her¬ 
baceous Piconics is at the back of flower-borders, 

or in front of shrubs, ns there tliev get shelter 

White Pmony (P. nlhlltora). 

and show oil to the greatest advantage. They 
also look well as isolated plants on lawns ; but 

wherever placed they must have support by 
being staked and tied, us their big blooms arc 
a great weight, and bear the shoots down to the 
ground. Instead of cutting these oil' when the 
plants have finished flowering, ns is often done, 

they should be left to ripen and die away 
naturally, the foliage being necessary, as long 
as it remains green, to feed and finish the 
crowns. The common P. officinalis is the typical 
European kind, and from it the hybrid sorts 

have chiefly been obtained, and albillora, sinen¬ 
sis, and edulis, Chinese species, the forms of the 

latter being particularly line. The European 
varieties flower early and tho Chinese late, so 
that the flowering season is considerably pro¬ 
longed. Amongst tho hybrid varieties there is 

an extensive variety of colours—white, pale- 
yellow, salmon-flesh-coloured, and a numerous 

intermediate series between pale-pink and the 

brightest purple. Among tho oldest varie¬ 
ties the following arc the most remarkable 
—vi/.., grnndillorn (double white), Louis Van 
Houttc, najxiverillora, rubra triumnhnns, sul- 
phuren plenissima, rosea superba, Zotl, Mdmo. 
Calot, Gloria Pairin', and Prince Troubctskoy. 

Some of the most beautiful among those of a 

more recent date are : Arthcmise atro-sanguinea, 
Virgo. Maria, Mdme. Lemoine, L'Esperanee, 

•,W,I,lo> do (’Exposition de Lille, Jeanne 

<^W:|AUgene Verdter, and Mdme. Ijennfinier.r 
ttiCJbnongHt others most wort hy of notice lhuy1 

be named Mdme. Lebon, Mario Lemoine, Ift^ij 

Laurent, Mdme. Jules Elie, multicolor, .Stanley, 
Charlemagne, Mdme. Geissler, Bernard Palissy, 
and Van Dyck. Besides these, there arc many 
other commoner varieties—for example, the 
varieties of P. officinalis (such as anemomeflora, 

rubra, and Sabina), and the varieties of P. albi- 
lloru, peregrina, paradoxa, and especially the 
small-growing tenuifolia, with feathery foliage 
and large red blossoms. There is also a large 
double variety of this species ; these, as well as 

the varieties, are perfectly hardy and need no 
care in winter to preserve them from frost, how¬ 

ever severe. Y. 

r>221.—Daisies on a lawn. — The surest 
way of getting rid of Daisies is to dig them 
out. Weed-killers are not suitable for lawns ; 
they are intended for killing weeds on walks. 
Lawn-sand is sometimes recommended, but so 

far as I have seen it used, it acted more ns a 
stimulant to the Grasses than to directly kill 
the Daisies. Poverty in the soil in many in¬ 
stances is the cause of tho Daisies spreading so 
much, and in such cases a stimulant is bene¬ 

ficial.—E. H. 
-Why, I have frequently mentioned before, not 

spud out the Daisies, or use an old knife to remove them? 
One nets rid of them once for all, and no danger exists. 

Rut vou will Hud various remedies advertised for killing 
Daisies on lawns. When spudded out a hole or patch 
may lie left, whieh can he easily filled up with a new 

piece of turf.—C. T. 

iS22t». Planta in a small garden. - 
All the plants, or rather shrubs, mentioned may 
lie grown in a small garden—at least, in a 

garden of fair sizo. It all depends wlmt you 
mean by a “ small garden." The backyard of a 
“ suburban residence,” for instance, would not 
do for them. 1 admire your choice. The 
Japanese Maple and its forms ate very benuti- 
ful dwarf shrubs, for the colour of their leafage, 
deep-crimson in particular, a glowing, effective 
shade, whilst they are quite hardy, much more 

so than is usually supposed. The Chinese 
Guelder Rose (Viburnum plication) is best when 
planted in a bold mass, the shrub being com¬ 

paratively dwarf, and charming when wreathed 
with the ivory-white flowers that stand out 
conspicuously against the deep-green wrinkled 
leafage. Spiraea Thunbergi is a useful shrub, 
t he leafage turning to a splendid crimson colour 

in the autumn, whilst the flowers are pure-white, 

and produced very freely.—C. T. 

- If you live in a district free from smoko 
you cn ild not plant anything prettier than tho 
Japanese Maples j but they require to come 
immediately under the eye to enjoy the full ex¬ 

tent of their lieauty, and they should not lie 
associated with any other plants or flowers that 
are remarkable for brilliant colours. For (ho 
front lino of a well-kept shrubbery border they 
are exceeding pleasing. If you get the true 
Npinea Thunbergi you cannot have a belter 
plant for a small garden. Thcro is, however, 
such a confusion of names amongst the Rpira'as in 

English nurseries that I do not know where to 
get tho one you mention. To make sttro of get¬ 

ting what I wanted, I have inqiortcd a lot this 
autumn from Holland, which I knew at once as 
being correct by its wiry, arching growth and 
long, narrow leaves. The Chinese Guelder Rose, 
if I remember rightly, is not a very choice sub- 

jeet, although the flowers arc sweetly scented ; 
tho height, however—about 3 feet—would suit 
your purpose. Tho Spanish Gorse would, I am 

sure, please you, as it is dwarf in growth, and 
continues in flower a long timo ; and so would 
the various forms of Pcrnettya, which licara 
various-coloured fruits.—J. C. C. 

_Certainly the slirulw named arc suited tor lioth 

small and InrKc’gardcns.—K. H. 

The Japanese Anemone, and its 
variety Honorino Jobcrt, or alba, whieh bears 
white flowers, are amongst the most useful 
C* ts to grow to give flowers for cutting. I hey 

attain a height of over 3 feet, but not neat- 

towns. If it is found that they succeed well 
plant more of them, the white variety in par¬ 
ticular, as this will supply more than one hand¬ 

ful of flowers to fill the opergno. Give them a 
wet soil and open position. It is essential not 
to starve the roots, and a mulch every winter 
will la- advisable to maintain their vigour. In 
the summer copious supplies of water are re- 

.itdffcgj Bifti \GiCiilthc heart yearns for more of such 
i prcvioiis treasuies,|.i|t,ia1Mim«le matter to divide 

'till! I roowjevery Biv makiligl in due course, a 

from the town this 
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Anemone will develop into finer proportions; 
the rose-coloured Mowers of the type will deepen, 

anil the white of the variety licconie clearer. A. 

japonica is one of the richest gems sent to us 
from the land of (lowers. It is well to form, 
besides a clump in the beds, a distinct mass in 

another spot in the garden, in order to cut 
from, then leaving the specimen clump to bloom 

in its own way. I think so highly of this fine 
Anemone that it would come into my list of 

the best twelve hardy perennials.—Amateur. 

VERBENAS. 

Owiv<) to a very destructive disease appearing 

among these old favourites some years ago, wo 
very seldom see the gorgeous displays which 

used to be quite common. Like other diseases, 

mm 

Flowcru of hv brid Verbenas. 

this seems far less prevalent among seedling 
plants than those raised from cuttings, and as 

the seedlings will bloom quite as free when 
treated as tender annuals, I propose giving a 

brief outline of the method successfully practised 
by me. It is possible to gel seed to produce 
(lowers of various colours, and thev come fairly 
true, so that we can plan for beets of scarlet, 

white, purple, and several intermediate shades. 
Should an interloper show among them it can 
bo pulled out without any serious disarrange¬ 

ment of the bed, for the surrounding plants can 
be pegged so as to cover the space at once. Sow 

the seed by the end of January, either in pans 
or Ihixcs. Use a sandy compost of leaf-soil, sow 

thinly, and place in a warm greenhouse 
temperature. Prick the seedlings oM' into other 
boxes as soon as they can bo handled nicely, and 

when settled in the new soil pinch out the 
points. A distance of ‘2J inches between the 

seedlings will do very well. We shall now be 
well into March and soon have a spent hot-bed 
at liberty. Nothing I letter can lie found for the 

Vcrliena. Place a little more rich loam upon 

the lied, and very slightly fork over a little of 
the manure so that a rich light mixture is 
obtained. The slopping of the seedlings will 
have formed them into little bushes, which may 

now be planted into the frame about 4 inches 
apart each way. Shut up warm for a few days 
after having settled the soil around them with 

water, and then keep them growing freely, but 
still affording a fair amount of air. Pinch them 

back once more, and, as the warm days of May 
approach, remove the lights entirely during fine 
weather. Healthy, sturdy growth will lie the 
result of this treatment. Verbenas are not so 

tender as many bedding plants, and may be 
transferred to their quarters during the middle 

of June at the latest. Fifteen inches to 18 inches 
apart is a suitable distance, and if they aro 

thoroughly watered a short time previous to 

being lifted from the frame, they will come out 
with splendid balls of roots, in much better con¬ 

dition forquick, healthy growth than if they hail 
been confined to pits. There is also the great 

advantage of avoiding the most injurious check 
which neglect as regards water would cause, than 
which I know of nothing more detrimental to 

satisfactory groxvth in the Verbena. Planted 
in a deeply-moved and rich soil they are more 

certain to please than anv other subject at the 
same cost and trouble, they will r/n'Ml_ovor 

| he lied, and vet [j)igitlreet»trf'\vj|'V3 U' 

bounds, while the profusion of bloom from the 

end of June until frosts are prevalent is most 

pleasing. The chief enemy of Verbenas is 
green-fly, but these may be killed by fumigation 
while in the frame, and also by a little care in 

dusting the affected parts with Tobacco-powder. 
I quite believe that Verbenas enjoy Tobacco in 
comparison to other plants. Unchecked growth 

will almost invariably be clean and healthy, so 
that early measures are particularly advisable. 

Generous treatment, care that they do not suffer 
from want of water, and freedom from insect 

pests are all easily assured if a little attention is 
given them. When outside, they will need no 

more labour, except to water if an exceptionally 
dry season prevails. At such times, liquid- 
manure applied copiously will lie well reptid in 

the greater show of bloom. P. U. 

S230.'—An old neglected garden.—The 
first thing to do is to thoroughly work the soil, 

incorporating plenty of lime, road-scrapings, 
and similar substance with it to lighten it, and 
at the same time to enrich it. It is impossible 
to get good results unless the soil is in condition, 

and the frosts anil rains of winter will sweeten 
it. Of vegetables you can get all the profitable 

kinds, Runner Beans, Ac., and as you write 
that a gardener is kept, he will know what to 

get; besides, you have your own “ fancies,” so 
to say, in this respect. Herbaceous plants of 
many kinds may bo planted in the spring, and 

recently several lists nave appeared in GakdeN- 
ino, so no further mention of suitable plants is 
necessary. If you wish to go in for shrulis the 
following aro good kinds, but will not do in a 

shady place : Hardy Azaleas, in many colours, 

which are, however, better for a rather shady 
position, screened from cold winds; Coton- 
casters, Cytisus priecox, the White Spanish 

Broom, Daphne mo/.creum, I teutzia gracilis, very 
pleasing in a light soil; Escallonia macranthu, 
the flowers of which are roddish-crimson, anil 

the leaves deop-green anil glossy; Mahonia, 
Pearl Bush (Exocliorda grandiflora), the shrub 

aliout 10 feet in height, and bearing a profusion 
of white flowers; (iarrya elliptica, more often 
seen on a wall than as a bush, but welcome in 

the latter form ; it flowers in winter when the 
weather is mild ; Hibiscus syriacus, flowering in 
late summer anil autumn ; there are several 

varieties, but I care little for those with flowers 

of dull colours ; Hydrangea pnniculata grandi¬ 
flora, which produces immense heads of white 
flowers, a very valuable dwarf shrub ; Isiyees- 

teria formosa, Magnolia conspieua, flowering 
early in the year, the flowers white, cup¬ 
shaped, and borne on the leafless branches ; 

Olearia Haasti, Philadclphns microphyllus, a 
beautiful dwarf 11 Muck Orange," producing a 

wealth of .white fragrant flowers; Flowering 
Currants, the Rose Acacia (Kohinia hispida), 
Spiriea ari.-cfolia, the beautiful dwarf-growing 

K. japonica or S. callosa, and S. Lindleyana, 
Lilacs, the Guelder Rose, and the Chinese form 
(Viburnum plicutum), and Wcigelas.—C. T. 

- I should regard such an undertaking as 
yours as one of the pleasures of a lifet ime. Few 

things can lie more interesting than the renova¬ 
tion of an old garden where fine trees alrcody 
exist. You have the body of the picture, so to 

speak, already completed, and all you have to 
do is to fill in the foreground ; and if you do 
this judiciously you will not have long to wait 

for results. If I had the work to do I should 
first take notice of the kinds of shrubs that had 

made the best growth in the soil previously, and 
for future planting confine the selection chiefly 
to the same, os it is only on such lines that you 

can hope to succeed. There is a good number of 
evergreens that do fairly well under trees, when 
the soil is of a friable character, but all will not 

thrive in a heavy clay garden such as you dcs- 
crilie. The common t Ireen Holly and English 

Yew aro as reliable as any for your purpose, so 
is also the green leaved Euonymusand Mahonia 
Aiiuifolium. The White and Yellow Broom 

will probably succeed if you attend to them well 
until they get established. Where the soil is 
the lightest you may try the Aueulias and 

Portugal Laurel. In any case you must lie pre¬ 
pared to break up the old soil liefore planting 

to a depth of !l inches, as that will not injure 
the roots of the large trees materially, and to 

incorporate with it some fresh earth, so as to 

Otg new plants a fair start. With regard 

l’w*WcirMi only strong-rooting subjpipWi iwyjH [W 

likely to thrive, and if you want Roses you had 
lictter select the dwarf standard form, as the 

Brier-stock is the best of any for a day soil.— 
J. C. C. 

- Give the old garden a good clear up, and 

trench up the borders and quarters ‘2 feet deep. 
Apply manure if necessary. Perhaps a dressing 
of lime will do good. When put into a proper 

state of cultivation old gardens will grow good 
crops of all kinds of vegetables. There are no 

better shrubs for planting under trees than 
Hollies, Yew-trees, Boxes, Aueulias, and the 

Oval-leaved Privet. Where the shiulo is dense 
St. John's Wort, Periwinkles, and Ivies will 
hide the bare ground. Hardy evergreen Ferns 

may lie planted in the shady spots. Do some¬ 
thing to deepen the soil liefore planting.—K. H. 

- A few shrulis that would thrive liest 
under the circumstances dcscrilieil are the 

Common, Caucasian, and Round-leaved Laurels 
(of thesethe last two arc at once hardier and more 
handsome than the first), Aueulias, common 
Hollies, Box, Sweet Bays, common Rhododcn 
ilrons, Lilacs, Privet, Syringas, common anJ 
Tree Ivies, and Berberis Aquifolium, and otheis. 

Among things of lower growth, the Rose, of 
Sharon (Hypericum), Periwinkles of sorts, the 
small-leaved Ivy, Creeping Jenny (Lysiinachia), 

Lilies of the Valley, the Yellow Fumitory, 
Hardy Ferns, Ac., are extremely useful, 
especially among rock work, Ac. Such herbaceous 

plants as the Spirieos, Primroses of sorts, 

Ancmoncsof many kinds, including the Japanese, 
Aquilegias, Myosotis, Doronieums, Digitalis, 
Iris, (Enothcras, Funkias, Asters, Cell ins, 

Lychnis, Helianthus, Doronieums, will also 
thrive. Of vegetables, Kale of sorts, Rhubarb, 
Seakalo, Leeks, Lettuce, Endive, and Jerusalem 

Artichokes will succeed better than most 

others.—B. C. R. 

Planting perennials.—For «omo plants, 
particularly such as flower in the early spring 
months, it will be obvious that to plant these 

the moment they are in flower, or expected to 
flower, is altogether wrong, as not only docs it 

completely spoil the season's blooming, but it 
likewise overtakes the energies of the plant at a 

wrong season, while if the planting be dono 
when growth anil flowering are completed, the 
strength of the plant may bo all directed to one 

important particular—namely, that of becoming 
established. Nor is this all, for invariably in 
the autumn there is time for such work to lie 

done well, but in the springtime there is a 
greater demand upon one's time—so much so 

that the work is often dono hurriedly and too 
often thoughtlessly, and has to be done over 
again. Just such an instance occurs to my 

Ilwnrf Verbena tor betiding. (See article “ Verbenas.") 

mind. A newly-made liordcr of licrliaceous 

plants was planted last spring. It was about 

ISO feet long and li feet wide. Unfortunately 
the plants came to hand at a busy time, but as 
the imrder was ready, the plants were unpacked 

and planted in the course of an hour or so, or 
rather they were put in small holes and a little 

earth placed rounit them, and the owner lioasted 
of the rapid way in which the work had lieen 
done. Tho result of all this was that this 

Isinler was an eyesore all the summer, and only 
the strongest and most vigorous plants made 

any attempt to grow. Singularly enough I 
paid a visit to this very garden tho other day, 
and found it all topsy-turvy, and a couple of 

men digging up the 3-'feet-high plants from near 
the Grass verge, and changing their places with 

those whose stature was only some ti inches, 
*irt)il<VblloHQH^the hurry and bustle had been 

lirY'O’P’l L'lTIflf0fScAf '"'n'or' K 
URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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FLOWERS FOR PROFIT. 

No doubt many rentiers of Gariieninis grow 
flowers for the double purpose of pleasure ami 
profit, and perhaps a few notes on kinds that 

do yield a profit may be acceptable to many. 
The majority are such os grow entirely in theopen 
air, or at the most do not need any special appli¬ 
ances or knowledge to bring them to perfection. 

Asters (China) are most beautiful late 
summer flowers, anil to have them in perfection 
the sued should be sown in pans or boxes in 
March, setting them in cold frames. They will 
need pricking off singly into boxes or frames, so 
that they may make line sturdy plants by the 
end of April, when they should be planteil out 
in beds aoout 1 foot upart. They may be lifted 
and sold either in pots or with a good ball of 
earth to the roots, or as cut flowers they sell 
readily. 

Cai.i.a AmiiorifA.—This sells readily at all 
cl ureli festivals. Plants clo best as single crowns, 
poited in fi-inch pots and grown in low houses, 

or jits eloso to the glass, and for flowering at 
Easier they require very little artificial heat, it 
being the natural time for their flowering. 

Chrysanthemums (earlyand late).—The early 
varieties like Madame Desgrungo sell readily as 
pot plants, or as cut flowers, there then being a 
dearth ef good white flowers. About August or 
September they flower very freely planted in 
the open-sir licds. 

Late varieties that flower during December 
are more profitable than mid-season kinds. 
They must he kept very eool and freely venti¬ 
lated, so us tr. get them at their best for Christ¬ 
mas murkots. Kinds that naturally flower late 

are preferable to those cut down late in the 
season, as this weakens the plants very much. 

White, yellow, and the very dark crimson sell 
the best, decided colours I icing most effective in 
floral decorations. 

Carnations are very popular flowers, as they 
arc much in request for button-hole bouquets. 
When the soil is naturally well-drained Carna¬ 
tions succeed admirably, and are longer lived 
than in heavy soil, but a good stock of young 

!>lants should be layered every year to make up 
or losses, old plants going off after severe 

winters, while young stock plants eacupo. Tree- 
Carnations for pot-plants to flower in winter and 
spring are profitable. A kind called Grenadier, 

that is readily increased from seed, is very 
useful. 

Lilium caniiiiium.—The common White Lily 
is a good market flower, the long spikes, if cut 
before the blooms get fully expanded, selling 
readily to florists and flower hawkers. 1 trans¬ 
plant the roots about every fourth year, August 
is the best month for the operation, the roots 
being then dormant. 

Lily or the Valley is such a universal 
favourite that even when the flowers are most 
plentiful a sale can bo effected. The best way 
to make Lily of the Valley pay is to grow good 
large beds, and lift a portion every year, picking 
out all the flowering crowns for pots or boxes, 
and planting all the smaller crowns out in rows on 
rich soil, where they quickly develop fine 
crowns ; the portion left undisturbed will give 

a good supply of bloom for gathering from the 
open air. 'They sell best tied up in bunches, wit h 
a few leaves mixed with about a dozen bloom 
spikes. 

Marguerites.—Both white or yellow kinds 
have of late been very popular as cut flowers. 

They sell freely in the early months of the year. 
From old plants grown in cool-houses during 
winter, and in the open air good strong plants 
should be put out in May. The white varieties 
are the quickest coming into flower, but the 
yellow, which grow more strongly, make up for 
loss of time by producing an enormous quantity 
of fine blooms late in the season. 

Narcissi of several varieties, such ns 

Pheasant’s-cyo, Double White, and others, 
although imported in great quantity, are over 
before home-grown ones become ready from the 
open air, and sometimes realise better prices 
than those forced under glass. Beds of bulbs 
succeed well planted between rows of fruit-trees, 
as the shelter is favourable to them in early 

spring. 
Roses in open-air beds are much griumyas a 

market flower, but t lie-aim, pf those win cxi|C3| 
profit should be to grow1 vivVi'eRtk like \luaJiNie 
Dijon that (lower more or less the whole season, 

for during J line thero is sometimes such a glut 

of Roses that very low prices arc obtainable, but 
by the end of July or August very much higher 
prices prevail. A good lot of Souveui r do la Mai- 

■unison and other good autumnal bloomers pay 
as well as any under glass. Mareehal Nicf, 
Niplictos, William Allen Richardson, flloirc de 
Dijon, Ac., arc extensively grown. Great 
quantities arc sold at Easter, and there is always 
a demand for button-hole Rose-buds. 

Sweet I’kas tied in bunches are good things 
to grow. Deep cultivation and picking the 
blooms as fast as they expand, so that none go 
to seed, are the main items to make them profit¬ 
able. 

Violets of the single kinds are a speciality 

with many market growers in the South of 
England. They require transplanting every 
year in April on to extra good decply-oullivated 
soil, and plenty of water in dry seasons. Red- 
spider is their greatest enemy ; it is easier to 
keep it away than to cure it if once established. 

James Groom, Gon/iorl. 

USE OF OIL JARS. 

The great handsome jars used for bringing 

the finest oil from Italy to London may be 
made good use of in the garden. We saw a pair in 

Italian oil-jars usd for half-hard)' flowers. 

Mrs. Earle's gardens at Woodlands, G'obhum, 
used with very good effect—one on each side of 
the garden door. The best things to put in 
them would bo half-hardy plants, like Myrtles, 
large Heliotropes, or Oranges, which could be 
taken intact into the cool greenhouse or con¬ 
servatory at the approach of frost. — The 
l/aii/tn. 

INDIAN MALLOW AND THE 

AFRICAN HEMP. 

These are two very useful greenhouse shrubs 
that are not sufficiently known to the amateur, 
although both are cheap, easily crown, and of 
considerable beauty ; the Indian Mallow 
(Abutilon) having been grown in this country 

for upwards of fifty years, and the African 
Hemp (•Sparmunnia ufricana) coining from the 
Cape of Good Hope in 1700. Both need the 
same treatment, and will form one of the best 
winter-flowering subjects it is possible to have. 
In the Indian Mallows we have a vast range of 
colour; Emperor, Violet Queen, and purpurea, 
are three good purples of different shades, while 

good reds may be found in Crimson Banner, 
Fire lying, and Scarlet Gem. Some of the 

and clear, Canary volloR'l also showy ai 
Ihmttlifcon of the Yellows, i 

bemgzthe best with me ; whi 
and Couro^fkjJ 

.ut-dBoui. a. A'oinc. nt 

rosiellorum, and Princess Mario from the rose- 

coloured section, we have a grand collection of 
varieties. The Sparmunnia has a peculiarly 
distinct flower. The petals are white with a 
little maroon at the base, the stamens are also 
maroon-coloured, and the anthers heavily laden 
with showy golden pollen. Both of the plants 
now under notice arc perpetual flowering, but 
as we value an oxtra show of bloom in the 
winter, I propose describing my method of 
culture with this object. Cuttings of young 
wood may be struck with other greenhouse 
subjects in the spring, und grown on in rich 
loamy soil until July, when they may be stood 
outside in the sun until the end of Septomlier. 

Pinch out the growths occasionally, or a bushy 
habit will not be secured. They both com¬ 
mence flowering directly, and it aeeds deter¬ 

mination for the amateur to remove the 
flowering points ; but this will lie fully repaid 
by the greater show during winter, when each 
shoot will carry immense numbers of blooms 

until spring. A temperature of 45 (legs, to 
fill ilegs. is sufficient, but if a greater flush of 
bloom is required it may be had by giving a 

slight increase and a little liquid-manure. In 
early spring withhold water somewhat, cut them 
back, repot after removing the old soil, and 

grow on as before. By treating 
them thus you are certain to have 
a grand winter display, and os both 
are unique in character, they are 
a pleasing addition to our winter 
flowers. They are readily grown 
as standards of four to six feet. 
It only being necessary to confine 
them to one snoot until the required 
height is reached, and then head 
them to form a top. 1 have seen 
grand standards grown in a single 
season, and they look very well 
among late Chrysanthemums. 

_P. U. 

5113. — Sun-dials. — To set a 
sun-dial so as to obtain from it ac¬ 
curate time is not difficult, but it 
requires some preliminary trouble 
and careful adjustment. First have 
the dial levelled carefully with a 
spirit-level, then see that the 
gnomon is properly angled—t.r., set 

at an angle to the plate proper to 
the latitude in which the dial is 

situate. This angle is the same 
as tho latitude; for instance, in 
lat. 54°, the gnqnion must have its 
upper edge at an angle of 5-1' to the 
plate. This is to be found by a 
protractor, and as a protractor is 
usually small, I advise that tho 
angles bo extended from it on a 
piece of cardlmnnl so as to obtain 
greater accuracy. Having angled 
tho gnomon aright, the next thing 
to do is to orientate it, otherwise 
to point it due north ; I did this 

with a magnetic compass, remembering that the 
needle at present pointsSKJ'W. of N. When I had 
carefully arrived by this means at an orienta¬ 
tion, I tested its accuracy by binding a perfect ly 
straight-edged 4 foot piece of wood to tho 
upper edge of the gnomon, ami trying on a 
starry night if the straight-edge pointed at the 
North Star. All this being accurately done, 
the dial will tell solar time ; but solar time 
differs from earth time, in a variation which 
alters daily, and the two times agree only four 
times a year. This difference between clock 

and sun can lie foundin " Whittaker’s Almanac,** 
and if a card lie hung near the dial, with a 

table on it of these differences, " Querist ” 
will have an accurate means of setting his 
timepieces to the minute. His dial, after 
all has been done, may be 2" or 3" wrong, 
but he can find how much the error is, and 
keep a note of it. Of course the time it shows 
is local, not Greenwich time, and to obtain this 
latter, another little memorandum must be re¬ 

corded on his card.—T. D. Lawson. 

Drawings for "Gardening."—Readew trill 
Idtftjtu r ( we are glad to get epeeitnene of 

bennli/iit vr ran flown and guud /ruiti and vegetablet 

H'iu ** "Waved in 
tpear in due ecu rue in 
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THE KITCHEN GARDEN. 

WINTER BROCCOLI. 

Conn Winter Broccoli are invaluable where a 
continuous supply of vegetables is required ; for, 
although where efficient means of protection are 
at hand Cauliflowers or Snow’s Broccoli may be 

hail in good condition up to Christmas, there is 
still a long interval Indore the so-called early 
spring kinds can be relied on to come into use. 
Veitcli’s Autumn Broccoli is. as is now well 

known, a most useful early-winter vegetable, 
for if planted in succession it continues to pro 
duce heads from November onwards, 
rally set out a large quarter of 

this and Snow's After Early l’eas. 
1 do not dig, but merely level 
the ground and draw deep drills 
2 feet ti inches apart, making the 
holes with a crow-liar 2 feet 
asunder in the rows; strong 
plants arc then inserted with the 

roots a good dept h in the ground, 
and one good snaking of water 
starts them into active growth. 
They do not suffer from drought 
in soliil ground nearly so much 
as in loosely dug soil, ns the 
evaporation is reduced to a mini¬ 
mum ; the growth is also more 
soliil and robust, and lietter calcu¬ 

lated to withstand sudden varia¬ 
tions of temperature. I also 
make later plantings in a similar 
manner, but in smaller quantities, 
as in mild autumns they continue 
to grow very late ; in fact, Snow's 
Broccoli has oftener come in too 

soon than loo late ; but in cold 
weather Broccoli heads may be 

kept in good preservation by 
laying and covering with Fern 
fronds or litter, which I consider 
preferable to lifting and storing 
in pits or houses, as a confined 

atmosphere soon deteriorates the 
flavour. Walehercn Broccoli (here 
figured), when of a good stock, is 
one of the best winter vegetables in cultivntiou, 
There are now also several other good late kinds 
in cultivation. The names can be seen in any 

good vegetable catalogue. <i. 

for a little top-dressing later on. If the soil is 
in a fit state no water will lie needed until the 
tops are through the soil, and then only but very 
little. During the early stages it is much better 

to allow the soil to become fairly dry before 
giving water. The main essential for a free, 

healthy growth is keeping them well exposed to 
the light, with neither too high a temperature 
nor too moist. Ours are placed in the Peach- 
houses or vineries which are being started, and 

where they remain until thev become too warm 
or shaded, when they are shifted into another. 
Later on, ns the haulm grows, it will be neces¬ 

sary to place two or tlirco small sticks around 
the sides of the pot and tie with matting. 

FORCING POTATOES. 

Forced Potatoes arc much appreciated by 
many, 'not that the quality can be considered 
so very good when secured very early, but 
they come in for a dish when the prefix 

early gives them the p.issport, Of course, any¬ 
thing like a regular or daily supply of very 
early Potatoes is seldom looked for, as if so, 
long lengths of heated pits would bo needed. 

For producing these very earliest dishes I have 
now for some years relied exclusively upon 
t hose grown in pots. Tho pot culture of Pota¬ 
toes is very simple, and they grow to a usable 
sine, and if not earlier, at least quite as early ns 
any planted out in heated pits, and the quality is 
generally better on account of their being 
enabled to lie dried off at a time when this pro¬ 

cess is the most desirable—i.e., a week or so 
Indore being required for use. By also growing 
them in pots it sets tho frames at liberty for 
Intercrops. If 

Tin: skts arc not far advnnccd, or at, least not 
sufficiently so to need immediate planting, the 
best course is to start them in Imxes. The sets 
should lie laid in in a single layer on leaf-soil, 
with a little of the same material sprinkled 

amongst them, and if kept fairly moist and also 
placed in a warm structure the sets will not lie 
long in making a strong and sturdy growth. 
For early pot work 9-inch or 10-inch pots are 
quite large enough. Free drainage is very 

essential, for if this should become at all choked 
the haulm will turn yellow and collapse before 
the tubers have barely formed. The soil also 

must be fairly rich, light, and open. I use three 
parts light loam, one part leaf-soil, and some old 

Mushroom-tied material with a little charcoal. 
When ready for tho tubers tho pots are taken to 

the structure it is intended to grow them in and 
t here prepared. The jiots are about half filled 
with soil, placing two sets in each B<TF7,t:overing 
t hem wit I, 2 inches 

Broccoli “ Walchcrcn." Engraved for Gardrniko Ilm-stratud from 
a photograph sent by Mr. Norman Blake, Redford. 

The rest variety I have tried for pot-work 
is Sharpe’s Victor. Mona's Pride, when it can lie 
had true, is also good, the quality of this being 
preferred by many. Sharpe's Victor, however, 
on account of its short top and early tuber- 
forming, is a reliable kind. Beds formed with 

fermenting material arc liable to lose heat very 
quickly during cold weather—that is unless the 
temperature is well maintained with linings. 
The low brick frames or pits heated with a flow 
and return pipo are the best. Not that fer¬ 
menting litter or leaves should be dispensed 

with in these cases, as a body of quite 
18 inches or even 2 feet should be packed into 
the frame in order to cause a genial heal. Ten 
inches or a foot of light amt fairly rich soil 
should also be provided for the Potatoes. 
Drills 4 inches in depth should be struck out a 
foot or 1.1 inches apart, in which place the tubers 

fl inches asunder. In tho meantime between 
the rows of Potatoes a few rows of Radishes 
may be sown, or rows of Lettuce planted. Early 

Paris Market Lettuce may besetoutflinohesapart, 
when the plants would grow and bo fit for use 
before living smothered up with tho tops of tho 

Potatoes. A little ventilation more or less, 
according to tho weather, is very essential to 
ensure a sturdy and healthy growth. Plautcd- 
out Potatoes may easily lie kept too wet, and 
there is also tho danger of keeping them too 

long without water. Tho soil must be kept 

fairly moist, and this anyone can easily gauge 
by grasping a handful of soil just beneath the 
surface. I have seen people keep the soil so 
dry that upon a spell of bright weather 
occurring in March the tops have collapsed when 
the tubers should have lieen swelling off. In 

the majority of instances, however, the forcing 
of Potatoes has to be carried out by the aid of 
hotbeds. In my own case I have plenty of 
deep brick frames for vegetable forcing, and by 

filling these with fermenting material there is 
not the likelihood of the heat being so quickly 
blown out during cold, windy weathor. A. 

5076.—An Indian vegetable. — Tho 
jpal uamo is Hibiscus csculentus. and ii{ 

it is called I lamia, More tl^t^l^^jVi 

not know. I succeeded pretty well this summer 
in an unheated frame with that other admirable 
and (in England) undeservedly neglected Indian 
vegetable, the Dringal or Purple Egg-plant, so 
I would lie glad to try “ Lady’s Fingers ” next 

summer. I should, however, expect it will 
want fire-heat in the earlier part of summer, 
which I cannot give it. The Egg-plant, though 
a vigorous-growing plant, would have done 
better, anil I completely failed with Capsicums 

for want of it.—D. S. S., Gutrmey. 
- Binriec, known as Okra in West Indies. (1) Re¬ 

move seed and boil like Peas, and serve with pepper and 

butler on buttered toast. (2), Boil whole, and serve ns 
lietore. (H), Curry. The trait may also be used to thicken 
soup. Hibiscus esculentus is the Latin name. If “li. N." 
should care to spare me a seed, will he say whether from 
India or West Indies?—81-rorok-QkxrraIi* Cattkll, Sun- 
mount, Cork. 

SOWING VEGETABLE SEED UNDER 

GLASS. 

A good deal may be done, by the aid of glass, to 
hasten various crops, even without artificial 
heat, for as soon as the new year arrives we 
invariably get brighter, even though it may Iks 
colder weather, but in closely glazed houses .or 
frames a good deal of solar heat may lie enclosed, 
which is enough to excite vegetation in seeds, 
and by the time they are well above ground 
there is a great lengthening of the hours of sun¬ 
light, and careful cultivators who make the 

most of solar heat can manage, by tlie aid of 
external coverings, to keep the seedlings safe 
until they can be trusted in the open air. The 
following may be sown at once— 

Broad Beans, sown in small pots or boxes, 
soon vegetate, and if carefully hardened off, 

may be planted out in sheltered borders about, 
the end of March. The Early Longpod and 
Beck’s Dwarf Green Goin arc good sorts for the 
first sowing. 

Brussells Sprouts.—One can hardly get the 
plants too early, for, unless they have time to 

make a strong growth, tho Sprouts will not bo 
so large, or ready soon enough to fetch the 
highest price in the market. A box of seed sown 
now, anil pricked off into other boxes os soon 
us lit, will give plants enough for the first crop. 

Cauliflower.—When the supply of autumn- 

sown plants is deficient, no time should be lost 
in sowing a box of early Snowball, and pushing 
tho plants on so as to get them put out in April. 
They will be fit for use very soon after the 
autumn-sown crop. 

CELERY for the earliest crop should lie sown 
at once, as it takes a good while to get plants 

fit for putting out, and they do not germinate 
so rapidly as some seeds j but as solar heat 
increases they will grow more rapidly, and as 
soon os large enough tt> handle must be pricked 
out singly in boxes, about 3 inches apart. Well 
prepared plants have a great effect on this crop. 

Carrots.—Young crisp Carrots are greatly 
prized early in the season, and to get a good 

supply a frame should lie filled half full of fer¬ 
menting manure, and trodden in tight to ensure 
gentle and lasting heat. On this place about 
0 inches of fine rich soil, and sow the seed in 
drills I foot apart. They will soon germinate 
if kept close, but must have plenty of air on all 

favourable occasions until they are ready for use. 
Lettuce.—A box of Cos and Cabbage kinds 

should bo sown at once, as they make a quick 
succession to the autumn-sown plants, and at 
no time of the year are Lettuces in greater 
demand than during tho early spring and 

summer months. 
Mustard and Cress are always welcome. A 

box of cuch sown at Hint once a week keeps a 
good supply. 

Peas, if sown in small pota or on pieces of 
turf, will lie considerably advanced. They grow 

rapidly, but require full exposure on all line 
days to harden them well lie fore planting. 

Radishes come on splendidly if sown in a 

cold frame, and are then beautifully crisp and 
tender, with or without bottom-heat. The 
French Breakfast is a capital sort, also Wood 
Scarlet Frame Radish. 

Tomatoes should lie sown early, for unless 

the plants are strong when put out, they will 
not be in time to perfect a crop before the early 
frost stops their growth. Sow early, and grow 
the plants on in cool quarters to get sturdy 

plants. They will do far lietter when planted 

offt: th-Vn[those rushed pp in strong heat later on, 
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INDOOR PLANTS. 

BLUE LOBELIA. 

This plant is indispensable where bedding-out in 
the usual form is pursued, for it is so dwarf, and 
such a continuous bloomer, and of the most 
intense blue, that no substitute is likely to be 
found for it ; and to have a good supply of 
strong plants in spring is the aim of all gar¬ 
dener's, and many are the plans adopteil for 
attaining that end. As Lobelias are easily raised 

in any quantity from seed sown in heat quite 
early in spring, and grown on in pots or boxes 
until the time for planting out arrives, this 
plan is very largely followed; but as the plants 
must get more heal to push them on to planting 

out size than what is necessary for plants grown 
from division of the old plants, or cuttings 
struck in the autumn, it hardly needs any argu¬ 
ment to prove that the cooler plan will produce 
the strongest plants, and is the one 1 always 
adopt in preference to that of raising seedlings. 
The way I like to get a stock is to pot or l«>x 
oil'a good lot of the latest struck plants after 
bedding-out is finished in June; these are set 
out-of-doors, and allowed to grow freely until 
August, when their tops arc clipped closely off, 
about 1 inch above ground. They are kept 
moderately dry until they start to grow again, 
but by the end of September they will be 
covered with healthy young shoots, and may 
then lie shaken out of the old soil, divided, and 

dibbled into boxes of fresh soil. They may be 
left out-of-doors until the middle of October, 
when they should be placed in a cool-house or 
frame—in fact, the cooler they are kept, the 
healthier and sturdier they will be and in Feb¬ 
ruary they may lie divided again. Every little 
piece will make a good plant, for as soon as they 
get rooted and start to glow the points of the 
shoots should lie pinched out to induce dwarf, 
bushy plants If this be repeated t wo or three 
times a stock of dwarf, bushy plants will l»- 

assured. J. (!ROOM, (losjiorl. 

shrivelled, not handling plump, they may with 
advantage lie soaked in warm water for an hour 
or two; this will be far better than watering 
freely before roots are formed. When well 
rooted plenty of water is required, with fre¬ 
quent doses of liquid-manure, or soot-water will 
answer in its place. A weak solution of this 
latter will also greatly help to check any 
development of the red-spider, an insect lo 

which the Tuberose is very subject. For this 
reason it is never advisable to have it in 
vineries, or amongst Cucumbers or Melons even. 

The free use of the syringe is for this insect on 
the Tulierose the liest deterrent. II. 

DATURA (BRUCMANKIA). 

Amonost flowering greenhouse plants t hat grow 
to a large size the Brugmansias stand conspic¬ 

uous. Strong and vigorous in habit , they re¬ 
quire a considerable amount of root-room unless 
the object- is to restrict their size, a course of 
t reatment to which they submit better than most 
ilants that grow large naturally. They produce 
urge funnel-shaped Mowers, varying in colour 
from the white It. Kliighli, the double llowcred 
form of which is here figured, to It. liicolor, the 
Mowers of which are sanguine-red. They can lie 
grown so as to bloom well ill pots or t ubs, but 
they arc seen to advantage when planted out so 
ns to form a standard, or, still better, where 
there is room for the growth to extend, us at the 

cud of a large greenhouse or conservatory, where 
the light they get through the glass, to which 

the snoots are in close contact, matures the 
wood and induces the freest disposition to bloom. 

If in such a position provision can be made t" 
plant them in an outside border as Vines are 
usually planted, taking the stems inside, low 
down, and there is enough room for the bead I" 
extend, the effect they produce when covered 
with their large Mowers is very line. Brugnian 
sias increase freely from cuttings made of the 
mints of the shoots, about J inches or I inches 
ong, taken off in spring. They should be 

4 feet 5 feet in height; the first season the 

growth should lie directed so as to form this 
erect stem, and to get them up to a handsome 
size without loss of time. In the autumn 
when growth has ceased give less water, using 
no more through the winter than is sufficient to 
keep the soil from netting quite dry ; during 
this time warmth such as is kept up in an ordi¬ 
nary greenhouse will suffice. About the begin¬ 
ning of March turn them out, remove all the 
soil, and put them in 1'2-inch or Id-inch pots, 
cutting the point of the stem back to induce 

their breaking several shoots so as to forma 
head. When they push into growth remove 
such shoots os are not- well placed. Keep the 
plants in a greenhouse through the spring and 
summer with plenty of light and air, syringing 
overhead daily; they may be expected to 
flower about the beginning of August and Sep- 
tomber, when they can be placed in a conserva¬ 
tory, where they will lie attractive for some 
weeks. Brugmansias are gross feeders, and 
must have plenty of water whilst growing, and 
during the time they arc in flower. Through 

the winter treat as before : each spring turn 
them out of the pots, reduce as much of the ball 
as can be done without disturbing the roots, re¬ 
place it with new, and give larger pots or tubs 

as the plants increase in size. Every spring 
before growth begins the branches should be 

well cut in so us to keep the heads within a size 
proportionate to the place they arc to occupy. 

When they arc to lie planted out it is better to 
grow them for the first year in pots, turning 
them out the following spring before growth 
begins, and cutting back the stem to induce the 
formation of shoots. These latter must subse¬ 
quently be stopped and trained as rciiuircd to 
furnish the space destined to be covered. Red- 
spider, aphides, and most of the other leaf para¬ 
sites tliat prey on plants, will thrive on Brag- 
mansias ; much will be done to keep red-spider 
and aphides down by the regular syringing 
already advised. If mealy bug or scale make 
their appearance, sponge and wash with insccti- 

THE TUBEROSE. 

Tilt: December importations id this bulb should 
no longer be lost sight of. If the lirst batch has 
not yet been potted attention should be given 
to tlic work, for it is these which will prnvi 
very useful when in Mower as a change to tin 

earliest Gardenias and Rose-buds for coat 
flowers and sprays as well as for Imuqiiel work, 
For the Tuberose I have a liking myself for the 
tall pots its used by some Hyacinth growers 
these pots give dept,Ii, which in the case of this 

bulb is of importance. In potting, I prefer to 
keep the bulbs nearly covered, us in the case ot 
Hyacinths, making i lie soil fairly firm, This 
latter may very well consist of good turfy lo.im 
and leaf-mould, or, failing this, some spent 
Mush room-manure worked through a coarse 
sieve ; road-scrapings can also take the place ol 
silver sand if this latter commodity is scarce oi 
troublesome to obtain in quantity. A moderate 
warmth may at once be given, but no undue 
excitement until the roots be well advanced, 

otherwise the foliage is drawn up weakly ami 
the bulbs in a measure weakened also before 
the spikes appear. After one good water'iig to 
settle the soil no more is needed for some little 
time, the surface being meanwhile covered with 

a light dressing of Cocoa-nut-fibre to save 
watering. A dry place whereon to stand the 
riots should la- avoided ; a gentle bottom- 

heat, as from leaves only, in a pit devoted 
to the early forcing of shrubs, Ac., would, on 
the contrary, be a suitable place, but then even 
too much moisture from the syringe should lie 
guarded against. By netting up a fair number 
a succession can be had later on, for it seldom 
happens that they all come into flower at one 

time. As the spikes appear these plants can be 
drafted tollhouse or pit with additional warmth. 
Those not potted up at once should not lie left 
in too cold a place, nor be exposed to a drying 
atmosphere. The better way to keep them is 

either in Cocoa-nut-fibre or sand where a tem¬ 
perature less than 45 degs. is not the rule. 

Rather than expose the bulbs 1 would pot all up 
at once and regulate the succession afterwards. 
For pots of the size named above one bulb is 
sufficient, but if ordinary 8-inch potydissused 

Ocr ItRAiiKRS' Iwstbatioxs : Double Datum (BniyiimnxliO Knfgliti. Kneravedfor 
Oaktiksiso Iu.istkatsii (rum a phon-i-mi-li scut by Miss Aiiuslrouji. .-, Clifton 

Termer, Monkstown, Dublin. 

nut singly in Rmall pots filled with sand anil 

loam, anil planed in heat, where they make 
roots in a few weeks. Then they should 
be moved into pots two or three sizes larger, 
with good ordinary loamy soil, to which a 

moderate quantity of rotten manure is 
added. After the plants get to growing 

freely treat in every way as for ordinary 
greenhouse stock, giving a moderate amount 
of air in the day with plenty of water ami 
a free use of the syringe daily through the 
growing season, By the end of Juno they 
should have mode enough progress to require 

moving into 8-inch or ID-Inch pots. The usual 

wjtfTllowing them is in the 

tide. The undermentioned are all fine kinds : 
If. bicolor, Mowers red ; a large grower ; Peru. 
B. floribunda, orange-coloured flowers; South 
America. B. Knighti, a very handsome w hite- 
flowered kind. B. suaveolens, has immense, 
drooping, white, trumpet -shaped flowers, which 

it produces freely ; a native of Peru. B. Way- 
muni, a dwarf growing, white, and purple- 
flowered kind ; from South America. B. 

.Vi'.','!.- Herbaceous Calceolarias, Ac. 
—Now and then even a healthy plant will 

btrnW-WlltiTOlves of an entire batch become 

HMAkt. STANDARDS on ht((b(lWIV€R'S'^cW>l@:Fff|tlL’'IW©llS'’AT1'1'' t,"'n' 5<’"U' 
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thing wrong at the root. Either the soil is of 

nn unsuitable character or too much or unwhole¬ 
some water has been given to the plants. I 
should advise you to keep the plants rather dry 
(but not so much so os to cause any of the roots 
to perish) for a time, and then to dissolve just 
enough soot in the water to give it a blackish 

tinge at, sav, every other application, and a 
very little lime also would probably not be 

amiss. Jf anything will cure them it is this. 
The <|Ualily of the water supplied to pot-plants 
has a much greater influence on their health and 
vigour than many would credit, and accounts 
for numerous failures. This is one reason why 
growers in and near London and other cities are 
able to secure such good results—the water from 
the mains, though generally a little hard, is 
always pure and of the same ipiality. Chinese 

Primulas are very robust and vigorous subjects, 
but it is strange that the Cinerarias are not 
similarly affected, these being of a decidedly 
sensitive, if not exactly delicate, character.— 
IS. C. K. 

RAISINO TUBEROUS BEGONIAS FROM 

SEED. 

Amatiu'ks very often fail in raising plants of 
this section of ilegonias from seed, because they 
sow too early in the season before they have 
sufficient heat to bring along the young seed¬ 
lings. It is not dillicult to gel the seed to 

vegetate in a propagator or on a hot-bed even in 
January, but it is useless at that time to get the 
young plants up, unless there is a suitable warm 

structure to place them in as soon as they want 
more room. Anything less than 70dogs, of heat 
is not enough at any part of the season, and it 
is more necessary early in the year than later, 
if the seed is sown and placed in less warmth 
than I have stated it will rot before it has 
time to vegetate. Anyone having a stove or 

forcing-house may sow at once. Rut where 
there is not this convenience they had bettor 
wait until the middle of March or early in April. 
Another source of failure is leaving the seedlings 
too long before they are pricked off. Waiting 
until they are large enough to handle is time 
wasted, as the seedlings make but slow progress 
when left in t he soil in which the seed was sown. 
The fact is, t he surface soil gets socloso and caked 

over that the plants cannot grow. A stranger 
to the work no doubt would think that they 

are not lit to move as soon os you can see 
them. That, however, is just the right time to 
move them, and if the handling is done with a 
pointed stick and thu little things gently 
pressed into some fine warm soil, they will 
grow away rapidly. Bottom-heat is not neces¬ 
sary after they are pricked off, but they must 
have a close warm-house, and lie shaded from 

bright sun. I do not, however, advise anyone 
who is not well up in their treatment to sow the 

seed before the beginning of March, even if 
they have the most suitable appliances, as the 

dry air of a forcing-house is not quite the 
thing for these Begonias when so young. 
Plants obtained from seed sown early in March 
and pricked out in a cold frame about the 

middle of June will make handsome little speci¬ 
mens by the autumn, and give a good quantity 
of (lowers. J. C. C. 

."•-MS. Cutting down greenhouse 
plants. If it is intended to strike cuttings 
from the new wood the plants named should lie 
cut down at once, and placed at the warmest 
end of the house. Another way would lie to 
leave t he cutting down till March, and then use 
the ends of the shoots as cuttings. If the 
lbvssion llower is cut back to where the wood is 
tirm will be sufficient. Iziain anil leaf-mould 

will grow Passion-flowers. They need not bo 
repotted every year. Use stimulants when the 
plants are growing.—E. H. 

- If the greenhouse is well heated you 

may cut down all the plants mentioned towards 
the end of this month (January), and if you keen 
them as warm as possible subsequently, ana 

frequently syringed overhead, they will soon 
break into new growth all over, and the young 
shoots so obtained will make the best of cut¬ 
tings. In a cool temperature a month later 

would be belter. The Begonias, h«fweX-iqibmii- 
posing the w •'der-^w^g,q),ij3^.t^,„.Alli:,(,l( 

are referred to), need slightly ditlmrnt Trem. 

ment. Of these cuttings formed of the growth 

made during the autumn and winter should be 
taken in February or the beginning of March, 
and inserted in a brisk hot-bed, the old plants 

being thrown away. As regards the Passion¬ 
flower, if you cut it down, you will lose one or 
two seasons' bloom ; t he best plan would be to 
retain and train up a few of the strongest 

shoots, and thin out the weaker ones altogether. 
Plant it in good but not rich sandy loam, with 
good drainage, but not before the beginning of 
May. The plants will do far better turned out 
into a border of soil than in a pot, but if this 
cannot lie done, plant it in a large box. Any 
pruning or cutting back may be done in March. 

—B. C. R. 
5239.—Hova carnosa.—ThiH plant may 

be grown well in a good-si/.cd box, or even in a 
pot, as it requires comparatively little root- 
room, and with plenty of warmth and moisture 
during the season of growth will grow freely in 
a very small quantity of soil. But there is no 
need to place it over hot-water pipes, and, 
indeed, I should prefer to stand the box or pot 
on the solid ground in any out-of-the-way 
corner. A light porous mixture of loam, leaf- 
mould, peat, sand, and brick or mortar rubbish 
in nearly equal parts suits this plant best. Keep 

it almost dry during the winter, and give plenty 
of water and weak liquid-manure during the 
growing season.—B. C. R. 

3228.- -Cutting back Hydrangeas. - 
February is perhaps the best month in which to 
head back the growth of these plants, the treat¬ 

ment being similar for both the varieties men¬ 
tioned. (Jut back thu strong shoots that have 

flowered back to a plump eye near thu base of 
each, and remove any weak growths altogether, 
(irowth should afterwards lie encouraged by 
means of a genial temperature and frequent 

overhead syringing.—B. C. R. 

235. —Tuberous Begonias. — Marquis 
of .Stafford is a fine crimson-flowered variety, of 

a capital dwarf and erect habit of growth. 
Virgmalis (white) and Mine. Comcsso (salmon) 
arc old sorts now hardly worth growing, and 
Mine. Arnoult (rosy-pink), though a good kind, 
with a fine erect habit, is also by no means new. 
The others I do not know, but should doubt 

their being first rate. If you have a well- 
heated house or pit, or a hot-lied, you may pot 
and start the tubers early next month (February), 
if only an ordinary greenhouse, a month later 
will do nicely. In the meantime keeji them safe 

from frost and moderately dry in Cocoa-nut- 
fibre. -B. C. R. 

5230.— Propagating-pit.—At a sufficient 
depth below the sash to allow of 3 inches of 
Cocoa-nut-fibre being placed on it, in which to 

plunge the pots or pans of seeds or cuttings, &c., 
you must fix a piece of finely-perforated tin, 
galvanised iron, or zinc, duly supjiortcd by cross¬ 
bearers. Below this must be a chamber 0 inches 
or S inches deep, containing a metal pan 3 inches 

or 4 inches deep, and It) inches or 1‘2 inches 
smaller than the interior of the pit each way, 
supported on pieces of thick tile, or the like, 
2 inches from the bottom. In the centre of this 
bottom* which may lie of either wood or iron, 
and solid, a hole rather larger than the top of 
chimney of lamp must be cut, and this project 

through about half an inch. Fill the lamp and 
the tank (nearly), and regulate the wick by 
means of the button, and in a few hours there 
will lie a nice bottom-heat. Keep the fibre 

always moist.—B. U. R. 

-If I knew whether the light which covers 
the pit is in the form of a span or flat, I could 
answer your question much easier. In the first 
place, the more space there is aliove the hot- 
water pon, the more costly it will be to heat it. 
The most economical way of working a propa¬ 
gator is to have the glass-light only just high 
enough to receive a pot of cuttings. A space of 

9 inches is the most I should allow above for 
this, as the more air there is to heat in this 
space the more oil you must bum to keep up 
tne temperature. To convert your pit into a 

propagator is not difficult. You must have a 
zinc tray the exact- size of the inside of the pit. 
This tray must be 1 inch deep, and covered with 
a perforated sheet of the same material. Bear¬ 

ings for the tray will have to be provided by 
fixing strips of wood on to the brickwork with 

two cross-pieces to support it, and fixed(| 

ve already suggested, so us tool' 
if 9 inches between the toplolN 

d the covering of glass. This dono y- 
WTCWA- 

take out three or four bricks from one side to 
enable you to place the lamp under the tray, 
and over the hole so made in the brickwork a 
door or slide must lie provided to confine the 

warmth. Half an inch of water iu the tray is 
quite enough, and a covering of Cocoa-nut-fibre 
of the same depth on the perforated zinc com¬ 
pletes the arrangements. I may mention that 
the glass covering should incline a little to one 

side, so that the condensed moisture can drain 
away. If at any time you get too much mois¬ 
ture iu the frame you may take thu water out 
of the tray for a day or two. You will gain 
nothing by commencing propagating or raising 
seedlings before the beginning of March, unless 

you heat your house up to 00 degs.—J. C. Cl. 

5237.—A span-roofed greenhouse — 
For your purpose some of the older varieties 
will be just as good as, if not better than, the 

newer introductions, and naturally less expen¬ 
sive as well. What you want is free-blooming 
varieties of a robust habit of growth, and for the 
majority the Japanese kinds will be most suit¬ 
able, such as Elaine, Mdllo. Lacroix, Avalanche, 
Mine. Louise Leroy, and for late flowering Fair 
Maid of Guernsey (all white), Sifti(lower, Mr. 

(•amor, Thunlierg, W. H. Lincoln, and Fulton 
(shades of yellow); Sarah Owen, .Nil's. L. Jame¬ 
son, and Boule d'Or (bronze): Etoilo de Lyon, 
Condor, and Viviand Morel (mauve and lilac); 
Ed. Molynoux, (lesare Costa, and Carnet (red); 
Mine. J. I-zaing, Mine. Haco, and Bouquet Fait 
(pink); Mme. de Sevin (rosy-purple), and J. 
Dolaux, Win. Seward, and J. Snrimpton (deep- 

crimson, the last two being new); J. S. Diblien 
(bright-yellow, now), Boule d’Or (golden 
orange), and a few more will also lie found 
very useful. In the Incurved section the 
most desirable for ordinary decorative purposes 

are: Mrs. G. Bundle (white), Mr. G. Glenny 
(primrose), Mrs. Dixon (golden-yellow), auroum 
multifloruin (rich-yellow), Miss Haggas (ditto), 

Lady Dorothy (browny-aprioot), and Princess of 
Took (pearl-white), and Mrs. N. Davis (rich- 
gold), for late flowering. Several of the refioxed 
section would also be desirable, notably Culling- 
fordi, Hetty Dean, R. Smith, Klric, A. J. 

Banks, Chcv. Domage, La Vicrgc, and Win. 
Holmes.—B. C. R. 

S213-—Andromeda florlbunda grows lust from 
layers in n bed of peat. - k. ii. 

.'•211. Humea olegans should bo pricked off 
either in single puls or in puns or boxes, nmi potted singly 
by-aml-bye, awl shifted on into larger pots as more spa-s¬ 

is required. Harden off, and planl out end of Mat or 
beginning ot June. Tbe Htimeu makes good centres (or 
lieds ill tile (tower garden, or looks well planted singly in 
the borders.- K. II. 

Begonia “Winter Gem.”—This is one of 
the most brilliant of all winter (lowers. The 

extremely dwarf habit of the plant, with its 
bright-green habit and spikes of bloom suffi¬ 
ciently raised above the leaves to lie seen to good 
advantage, arc excellent features. In the stove 
—not tho warm one where such as Ixoros and 

Nepenthes thrive, but that where the ordinary 
run of winter-flowering plants, as other Bego'- 
nias, Poinsettios, and the like, nre grown in a 
satisfactory manner—this choice Begonia will 
find a congenial homo. It has, in common with 
those hybrids which have preceded it from 
Messrs. Veitch and Sons’ establishment, that 

highly important and noteworthy feature of re¬ 
taining its flowers in good condition for several 
weeks. From three to six weeks these flowers 
will last in good order. This lasting property 
makes them all the more valuable for cutting 
from, whilst they may also lie grown very suc¬ 
cessfully within the fog and smoke radius, as I 
have myself proved. The other two alluded to 

above are John Ileal and Adonis. This trio 
should be taken more note of by those who are 
seeking for further and valuable accession to 
winter-flowering plants.—H. 

“ Gardening Illustrated " Monthly Parts.— 
Price 5d.; pout free% M. 

“ The Garden " Monthly Parts.—Th is journal 
i* publish'd in neatly bound Monthly Part*. In this form the 
coloured plate* are bent pre*enrd, and it i* most suitable for 
re/rrmcr previous to the i**ue of the half yearly t'olume*. 
Price In, **/. ; post free, 1* %l. Complete net of rsdunu-* «•/ 
Tier. <»AIU>r.N/rrtm it* commencement to the end of 1892, forty- 
tieyi ixd*., price, cloth, €30 12«. 

•Farm and Home" Monthly Parts, r/o* 
journal i* pidtlish'd in neatly learnd Monthly Parts, in trhich 
form it l* mast *uitahlcfor reference previous to the issue ,f the 

ivlumc*. Price oel.; post frt'e, M. 

s&y!'Mbwers.”—Giving descriptions of up- 
f, frytyirrf. of thr numt ormimmtnt spades, 

praqif. cutlurr, <*<-. Fifth nnd 

' on-stmt. Strand, W.C. 
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HOUSE & WINDOW GARDENING. 

WINDOW HAIRBELLS (CAMPANULA). 

No more beautiful window plants can bo grown 

than these. They are easy of culture and, 
flowering with the greatest profusion, the 
wonder is that they are not more often Been 
than is generally the case. Plants placed in pots 

or baskets in a good ordinary loamy compost 
are almost sure to thrive well if provided with 
ample drainage, as when in active growth they 
reouire an abundance of water to the roots. 
Wlien grown in a window these plants greatly 
enjoy a washing from a warm and gentle shower 
of rain, and when such occurs they should 1* 
set outside to enjoy it. One of the best window 
Campanulas is figured below. 15. 

FLOWERS FOR A ROOM ABOUT 

CHRISTMAS-TIME. 

Ka«'H year brings an enlarged list of flowers 

which may bo bad about Christmas-time, and 
many of these are easy to grow, even for an 
amateur, if properly managed. 

Roman Hvacintiis, for instance, need only to 

be potted early, and taken in the shelter of a 
sunny window when they begin to grow, to 

no cheek in the way of cold draughts or want of 

water to do well. 

Liijes ok thk Vai.i.ey, too, can be bad by 
Christmas, but require thoroughly good manage¬ 
ment if they arc to have leaves as well as flowers 

by that time. 

SciLLA sibirica brings its lovely little blue 
flowers to add to our store, and blue is rare at 
this time of year. These bulbs are quite hardy, 
but will bear slight forcing to bring them on for 
Christmas without injury. 

Sai.via splendenh, with masses of brilliant 
scarlet blossoms, can easily be brought on in 
gentle heat to flower by tlie end of the year, 
and these with the bright-crimson blooms of S. 
rutilans (the Pine-appTe-sconted Sage) are very 
useful for cutting now. Small neat plants of 
both these Salvias are preferable to large old 
specimens, for their flowers are out of propor¬ 
tion to a large plant, though they make pretty 
decorative specimens when about 18 inches 
high. It is, however, a good plan to keep a few 
old plants of Scarlet Salvias to utilise for cutting 
from, so that plenty of flowers can lie had for 
the table. Large plants, potted up from the 

borders in October, of 

MaiuiUERITES, both white and yellow, if 
placed in a box or pot of good soil, in a warmed 

Campanula garga'ilin. Kiijiraved from a plmlograpli sent liy Mini Woll'-.v Mod, 

Edge llall, Mnl|K»<. 

flower from the end of November, if desired, 
those potted in the second batch i.r,, a!tout the 

first week in September—being in bloom at 
Christmas. One of the great secrets in getting 
bulbs to flower early is to utilise to the full the 
sunshine of autumn, which starts them far lictter 

than any fire-heat can do. 
Roman Narcissi, too, double, and very 

richly coloured, should lie grown by all. They 
and also the Paper-white Narcissus are easily to 
be had from November onwards, if potted in 

relays from the end of August each fortnight for 
six weeks. The variety gramliflorus is by far the 
handsomer kind of this Nareissus, the flowers 

being much larger than the ordinary Paper- 
white, although these last are very delicate, and 

extremely suitable for cutting for Christmas 
table decoration. 

Van Thoi. Tulips, too, can be grown to 
flower by Christmas if potted early, and brought 
on after the first three weeks in moderate 
warmth, with an abundance of tepid water. 
The best plan to grow these is to place them in 
light sandy soil in a well-drained box, about 
8 inches clocp, lifting the Tulips just as the 
flower-hud shows colour (and not before), and 
placing them in pots or bowls, with as much of 
the soil as possible adhering to their roots, and 
keeping them warm and damp until the blooms 
are open. In this way, the Tulips which 
happen to open first are utilised together, while 
those which are later make succeeding ifrqups ; 

they oan lie packed into china howls, Auth wet 
\|oss, if preferred to |Ultiii^?fifit 

■ greenhouse, will supply a quantity of b'ossom 
I for cutting throughout the winter, m ml useful 

for vases at all times. One of the best table 
plants for bright colour at this time of year is 

Libonia KixtRiBUNPA, which is now a mass of 
red and yellow flowers, which, with its pretty 
neat foliage, make it a highly decorative plant, 

i The Libonia must never lie short of water, or it 
will shed its leaves. It should stand out-of- 

doors in the sunshine from dune to October to 
ripen its wood, and be potted on both in the 

| spring and autumn, for it needs plenty of 
nourishment. Libonias are not very delicate, 
and will stand a few degrees of frost if well 

[ hardened ; but for early blooming they should 
be put into a warmed conservatory in Sep- 

I tember. 
| Arum Lilies are not difficult to get hy 

Christmas if they are not only started early in 
September, but also allowed to go to rest at the 
end of May. Many growers keep them in bloom 
till the beginning of July, and plants which are 
treated thus will not bloom early. They should 
be turned out of their pots into good garden 
soil before June begins, where they can rest till 
the end of August. Potted up then, and well 
supplied with tepid water, they can easily be 
brought on, even in a sunny window, to bloom 
by the end of the year. Those who grow 

flowers for winter should include 
Zonal Pki.akiioniitms, especially those with 

doubly or semi.double flowers, which stand 
ipiudj Jinaor than the single blooms, both in the 

r-jW«4iV)vl|eii out, Their bl ight s !ai|hj|\|tji^tj5 

aro very useful to mix with the white flowers 

which are most common at this time of the 
year, F. V. Raspail being one of the best for 
winter blooming. Cuttings taken in spring, 

and grown on through tlie summer without 
being allowed to blossom, give the best results 
in winter. They should be placed in September 
in a warmed greenhouse, however (or the sunny 
window of a sitting-room with a daily fire), 

to open their blossoms satisfactorily during the 
cold weather. There are, of course, a large 
number of other flowors which can be induced 

to bloom in the dept h of winter with the aid of 
a hot-house ; bill the above list is compiled for 
those who have not more than the ordinary 
warmed greenhouse or conservatory, which is 

now so general. Even in a cold greenhouse 
late Chrysanthemums (such as Snowflake) can 
l>e had now, and also plenty of Violets in pots 
or boxes for cutting. Early bulbs, too, Biioh as 
those mentioned at t he beginning of this article, 
will blossom here without neat from November 
to January, with Auriculas, Tulips, Hyacinths, 
and Daffodils to follow on earlier or later, accord¬ 
ing to the amount of sunshine which the green¬ 

house attracts. L. R. 

Pelargonium “ Rollisson's Unique." 
—These plants years ago wore generally culti¬ 
vated, but. are now seldom seen. The beautifully 
cutfoliage of the various formswith their pleasing 
fragrance caused them to lie necessary adjuncts 
to the old-fashioned posy, but the superseding of 

this by the modern bouquet has done much to de¬ 
stroy interest in many good old-fashioned plants. 
Among the scented-leaved Pelargoniums the 
Unique class form a group by themselves, the 
members of which are characterised by less- 
divided foliage than many of the others, a loose, 

rambling stylo of growth, and above all by their 
beautiful brightly coloured blossoms. The finest 
of this class is that known as Rollisson’s, with 
rich purple-coloured flowers, while besides that 

we have also the Lilac and the .Scarlet Unique. 
The long clear stems of these Pelargoniums 
serve them in good stead when used for cutting. 
They are very beautiful basket-plants, and for 

furnishing a pillar also well suited, while secured 
to a trellis or supported hy a few sticks they 
form very effective specimens. Like the Zonal 
section, they are rarely without blossoms, but 
to flower them well at this season the plants 
should be thoroughly exposed during the sum¬ 
mer and the buds removed. The result will lie 
good, sturdy, well-ripened wood, which will 
produce an'ample supply of blossoms if the 
plants are kept in a warm greenhouse through¬ 

out the winter.—’I’. 

Streptocarpus hybrida (The Cape 
Primrose). The order Gcsneracea is a very 
largo one, ami is extended over the greater part 
of the globe. There are no less than seventy- 
ono genera and over seven hundred species. 

When we remember that these include the 
Gesnerias, Gloxinias, and Streptocarpuses we see 
what an extensive and important order this is. 
The genus I am now treating upon has been 
wonderfully improved during the Inst few years, 
and the many grand hybrids, ns well as their 
ready cultivation, lias inode them one of the 
most popular flowers we have where once they 
have oecn grown. As the flowers last a long 
time, both upon the plant and as cut bloom, and 
also from the fact that they flower with exceed¬ 
ing freedom for quite four months, they can 
safely be recommended as one of the most 
satisfactory plants it is possible to grow. The 
leaves are handsome in themselves, while the 
grand variety of colours borne by the Gloxinia- 
like blooms make a show that is difficult to licat. 
Where a brisk heat can be commanded t hey aro 
easily raised from seed. Amateurs had better 
purchase a few small plants, and grow them on 
an I will now endeavour to deacrilK.*. I lie Haim? 

compost which suits Primulas and Gloxinias 
will suit the Streptocarpus. Like the above, 

they do not care for large pots. A warm green 
house temperature will suit them admirably, it 
being only in the seedling stage when they need 
a stove heat. As they go out of bloom do not 
afford quite so much water, but never dry them 
off so hard as the Gloxinia. Nearly every shade 
of colour is represented among the seedling 
hybrids from pure-white to deep-purple an<! 

nu'igl)Kt|iiri Swift® I there are many ami various 

teitrty^'furWfs J\f' 
URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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height being, unless under unusual circum¬ 
stances, quite big enough. In some eases, how¬ 
ever, as in the embellishing of a new properly, 

the getting up quickly of shelter and screen is 
the first consideration, and in such eases the 
quicker the growth and the larger the trees 
used so much the 1 letter. So much depends on 

the site of the house, and whether this is open 
to severe winds and to the nature of the soil 
that the planter will have to lie careful in his 

■s, the sites they are to occupy, 

.. ' ' ' ' ‘t. 

It is, of course, unnecessary to say that in the 
dips of the ground and where uatural shelter is 

' 1 ; whereas 
or excised positions smaller, more 
ing and better rooted subjects must 

First of all, after having arranged 
— .'..j various clumps, lielts, or 

CLIMBING SHRUBS. 

Vinks (Vitis). 

In reply to several queries: As ornamental 

climbing shrubs some of the Vines arc useful in 
the garden, especially for trailing over trellises, 
arbours, pergolas, and pillars. There is a 
similarity in the foliage of most of them, and, 

therefore, it is unnecessary to describe them in 
detail. The Isabella Grape (V. Labrusca), 
known also in gardens as V. Thuubcrgi, lias 

choice of tree 

and the way in which the work is carried out. 
unnecessary to say that in the 

aflorded the largest trees may ho used k! Tub hoi.es or iuts should lie formed of about 
sullicient size, or larger is still lietter, for the 

roots and balls of earth that it may lie intended 
to insert. In some casos, however, and I have 
found the arrangement to work well, it is advis¬ 
able not to make the pit until the specimen has 
licen brought on the ground, and then by taking 

into consideration its size and shape, the placing 
of the trees to advantage can lie readily done. 
Another equally good way is to examine the 
tree Dial, it is intendud to remove, and by 
taking into account its size and branch-spread, 
the place for its final planting can lie readily 

decided and arrangements made for opening up 
the ground for its reception. These methods 
of planting large trees can, however, only lie 
successfully practised whore the specimens arc 
one’s own or being brought from one part of 

the estate to another for the purpose of quick 
embellishment. Where the trees have to lie 
liought from the nurseryman the case will lie 
entirely different, for then the specimens will 
generally lie of about equal size, and forming 

tl o pits for their reception will lie fraught with 
no great skill or umount of designing. It is 
needless to say, perhaps, that the work of 

plant ing for immediate oll'cct can lie much more 
satisfactorily accomplished where the trees can 
lie lifted from one’s own grounds as then a 

, , . specimen of any particular size and shape can 
ret- silourol \ me. 1* chosen. Alxiul the making of the holes for 

the reception of the specimen trees little need 

rusty-coloured beneath, and be said, the size of the ball of earth and roots 

lit shades of crimson in being a safe guide as to the depth and width of 
blia (also called V. riparia) 'be opening. But it is much better to have 
n Vine of rapid growth and 'be hole larger than is necessary, and the 
• North American kinds are "idea and Ixittom well picked up ami loosened, 

nmmer (irape), and V. vnl- f°r the free spread of the roots afterwards. 
Should the soil be stiff or of inferior quality, 
the addition of a little good loam or leaf-soil, 
as the case may lie, will be found of great 

lienefit for the newly-planted tree. In lifting 
the tree a 

Goon I1KK1’ TRKN01I should lie opened just 
outside the root-spread, and to the depth that 

the roots are likely to penetrate, and the soil 
from this gently picked away and inwards 
towards the stems of tho tree, until the nuiio 
portion of tho rooted mass is arrived at. Then 
liy undermining the mass of roots and working 

either plunks or mats beneath the liall, the 
whole can lie successfully shifted from one 
position to another. When the liall is not too 
weighty, n new boss mat sewn, ns it weie. 

beneath tho ball and the ends gathered up 
firmly ami tied to the stem, will be found au 
excellent method of conveying trees from, one 
place to another. In any case matting the roots 
and ball is an excellent plan, and greatly 
minimises the risk of breaking up the mass win s 
1>eing conveyed to the place of planting. I 
have found the junker on wheels the best inode 

of transit where heavy specimens have 
to ho dealt with, but the size, weight, nisi 
distance to bo conveyed have much to do 
with the method of removal. A small stqut 
truck placed on wheels nlmut 18 inches high; 

and which do not come above the level of the 
liody of the truck, has done good work in the 
removing of heavy trees from one place .to 

and cflicicnt. It thrives well by the coast. 
Lvi'kki., I*oth common and Portugal, quickly 

makes a good hedge, and the bright, shining 
leaves are highly ornamental. If cut with a 
knife, instead of shears, it is far less still' and 
formal in outline. 

.Irsil'KRfs vt Kill man A makes excel lent hedges, 
and stands removal well ; makes one of the most 

feathery and light looking screens, with varied 
silvery tints. 

1'iu‘vnr oVAl.lKol.lt,'M (the large-leaved ever¬ 
green l’rivct) is one of the most rapid growing 
of all hedge shrubs; grows freely in any soil 

against the house and trellises. 

TRANSPLANTING LARGE TREKS. 

ANTINO for immediate effect has of late years 
nine a common practice, and in so doing the 
ger the tree that can bo successfully moved 

greater the credit to the planter. For 
cwul reasons that will he explained here- 

,boil’d neccssit 
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contact with the wheels. Being very low from 
the ground is another advantage in lifting the 
specimens on to the truck. But there are many 
ways and means of transferring large trees 
which will occur to the intelligent planter. 
Having conveyed it to the destined position for 
planting, the tree should l>e slid gently from the 
truck and into the hole prepared for its reception, 
which can have been arranged as to depth and 
diameter while the tree is still on the carriage. 
The soil is then tilled in and firmly trampled and 
the tree staked, this completing the operation of 
plnuling. 4>. 

HARDY BAMBOOS. 
In reply to “ J. B.,” “ R. S.,” and others, there 
are many more hardy kinds of Bamboos than 
people suppose. There arc certainly not less 
than a dozen ijuitc hardy and distinct. The two 
great essentials to successful Bamhoo-culturc 
are shelter from cutting winds anil plenty of 
moisture during the growing season. Bamboos 
arc unalfcotcd by the severity of frost, which 
often intensifies the rich-green colour ; but a | 
few days of sharp cast wind often suffice to | 
brown all the foliage and sadly disfigure them, j 
There are, however, especially in large gardens. | 
many sheltered spots where Bamboos will 
thrive, but generally it is by the water-side that 
they attain to their greatest stature and display 
their fullest grace. In all situations Bamboos 
are ornamental, whilst, 1 icing evergreen, they | 
are especially valuable, for we can enjoy theiri 
beauty the whole year round. There are giants | 
which also grow into trees, and also lowlier I 
kinds which form huge spreading shrubs. In 
thu minds of many, Bamboos are associated 
with the tropics and a tropical heat ; but 
the tropics do not contain one-half the mem¬ 
bers of this beautiful family. North China and 
Japan have given us the best kinds now avail¬ 
able for the garden, and these are perfectly hardy. 
With these we may have all the luxuriance and 
grace of tropical vegetation in summer and 
winter. The French have paid much more 
attention to the Bamboos than the English. 
Many of the Bamboos made shoots 10 feet long 
in about a month in summer, and some strong 
shoots upon B. Mitisgrow as much as 4 inches 
and (5 inches in twenty-four hours, as proved 
by actual measurement upon several successive- 
mornings. The following are the best hardy 
Bamlxios that liavo os yet come under my 
notice:— 

B. Mktakb.—This (here figured) is the com¬ 
monest, hardiest, and most accommodating of 
all the Bamboos. It is a strange-growing, large- 
leaved kind, attaining a height of from 4 feet to 
8 feet. Its foliage is the largest of all the tall 
kinds, the leaves being each about 10 inches 
long and 2 inches broad. Its stems are very 
erect, and the branches cluster round them in 
thick tufts. It is a native of Japan. 

B. Raoamowski is a dwarf species. It might 
almost be called a dwarf Metake, as it much 
resembles that species, but is even handsomer, 
the leaves growing a foot or more in length, and 
attaining a breadth of as much as 3 inches. So 
far as I nave seen it docs not grow more than 
2 feet high, but suckers freely, spreading out 
into wide tufts of ample and rich foliage. Used 
as a groundwork to taller kinds or in broad 
masses in front of them, it would be very 
effective. It is a native of China and Japan. 

B. Simoni, also from China and Japan, is a 
distinct anil handsome kind, forming huge tufts 
about 10 feet high. In a young state its habit 
much resembles that of li. Metake, but it is 
readily distinguished from that species by its 
narrow leaves, which rarely exceed 1 inch in 
breadth, but are about 10 inches in length. Its 
habit is very erect, anil the clusters of branches 
upon the canes are very dense. Under the name 
of B. Sitnoni variegata is sold a form with 
narrower leaves, which are striped with white, 
but so far as I have seen the whole tuft has a 
half dead appearance, and I should not recom¬ 
mend it, es[>ceially as there arc one or two really 
line variegated kinds. 

11. vtiUDK-iii.Aui.'Bsi'kns is the most graceful 
of all the hardy Bamboos. It is vigorous in «;rowth, perfectly hardy, and surpassed by none 
or elegance or lieanty. In the “ Dictionary of 

Gardening ” it is made a synonym oL4S, nana, 

house.” This cannot apply to B. viride- 
glauceseens, for there is no nana about it, and 
it certainly is not tender. Moreover, it is said 
B. nana grows from ti feet to 8 feet high, but 
viride-glauceseens grows 12 feet high, and 
spreads over a lot of ground. The young shoots 
are of a purplish-green, but with ago Become 
yellow. The branches aro inserted at right 
angles, and arch gracefully, the leaves being 
about 3 inches long and about three-quarters of 
an inch broad. Young tufts of this Bamboo aro 
exceedingly light anil elegant in appearance, 
and the old canes have such feathery clusters 
of foliage that they have been compared, and 
not inaptly, to a group of finely cut Chamie- 
dorcas. This kind should be included in the 
smallest collection, and if it were only possible 
to grow one kind, I would have this one in pre¬ 
ference to all others. 

B. Mitis is the giant of hardy kinds. It is a 
native of China and Japan, where it is said to 
attain the height of from 40 feet to 00 feet; but, 
of course, it will not attain anything like that 
height in England, although it will grow 10 feet 
high. It docs not spread much, but the canes 
sining up in close proximity to one another. 
They are large, and gradually taj>er to their tips. 
The branches, which form a slight angle with 
the stem, are clothed with an abundance of 
leaves, which arc each about 2 inches long and 
.J-iueh broad. It is one of the smallest-leaved 
Bamboos. 

B. auhka grows both in Japan and China. It 
somewhat resembles B. Mitis, but is of a more 
erect and rigid habit, and the leaves are rather 
larger. The canes are yellow, as the name 
implies, but this colour is only taken on with 
age. It is a very ornamental species, and somc- 
wnat variable. What is known as B. sulphurea 
is probably only a variety of aurua, and there 
may lie many other slightly varying forms of it 
which have given rise to the somewhat confused 
nomenclature of the genus. 

B. QuiLIiu is a magnificent Bamboo. It is 
said to be one of the hardiest, growing 12 feel 
high. The canes are like those of B. aurca, 
but the leaves arc altogether larger, especially 
in a young state, when they are us much as 

which is said to bo ‘.‘a. rather,tender smtAio, 
requiring to lie growQ5ttZ$i@ Bi6vVfirI§ceci-- 

A liarly Bamlioo (Ilniuliusn Metake). 

5 inches long and 1 inch brood, whilst the 
clusters of hairs beside the leaf-sheath aro larger 
and more conspicuous in this kind than in any 
other of what may be called the aurea type. 

B. FAU ATA.—This is often called Arutulinnria 
fulcutu. It is un Indian species, and p reliably, 
next to B. Metake, the commonest Bamlioo in 
gardens. It grows from 3 feet to (i foot high in 
gardens generally, but in favoured situations it 
ofte» attains to double or treble that height. 
Trh® pains are slender, bu» ifrcely branched, and 
<\nscl)Lclothod with a profusion of|J|^je|d^{3^ 

leaves, which are of a light-green colour. It is 
not thoroughly hardv. 

B. (iUAcii.ls is made a synonym of the above, 
but it can hardly be so, as it is still more tender ; 
at least, the shoots, being made late in autumn, 
are usually cut down by frost. But if treated ns 
an ordinary perennial plant, and cut down to 
the ground each spring, other shoots soon 
appear, and form graceful tufts of grassy 
foliage, which looks fresh and beautiful all the 
summer. 

B. Hknonis, or B. Hachiku, is a Japanese 
kind, which came from M. Latour-Marliac, and 
itisdestinedtoliecomc popular when well known. 
It is vigorous and hardy ; in fact, last spring it 
looked os well as any other. It is an exceedingly 
graceful kind, as the slender canes, arcliing out¬ 
wards, branch freely, and the branchesare densely 
clothed with rich-green leaves, which vary in 
length from 1 inch to 3 inches, and arc about 
half an inch broad. It is well known that 
several seasons must elapse before a Bamboo 
reveals its true character ; therefore B. Henonis, 
although already exhibiting high qualities of 
vigour, hardiness, and grace, may yet bccomo 
still more beautiful. Certainly it is a valuable 
addition to hardy kinds. 

B. Mura is a graceful species and a native of 
Japan. In a mature or full-grown state the 
canes aro of a shining jet black lino, but in a 
young state they are green, and ultimately 
change to brown. Those fine black canes ob¬ 
tained from this species for umbrella and other 
handles will hardly lie made in England, but, 
nevertheless, it is a free and graceful variety, 
with arching shoots and an abundance of small, 
rich dark-green foliage. 

B. vtoLESCENS is so called from the violet- 
black tint of the young canes. It is a Chinese 
kind and a vigorous grower, attaining to the 
height of B. viride-glauceseens and proving 
quite as hardy. The canes are freely branched 
and well clothed with rich foliage. In a young 
state the leaves are each 5 inches to 6 inches 
long and 1.1 inches brood, but upon the mature 
or older canes they are shorter and narrower. 
The clusters of black hairs around the leaf- 
sheath are very conspicuous in this species. 

B. Fortunki is a Japanese 
siiccies which never grows more 
than 2 feet, high ami has a 
slender stem. It might almost 
be taken for a vigorous native 
Grass, but it is a valuable plant, 
nevertheless, and useful for as¬ 
sociating with the taller kinds. 
It is oidy found in gardens in 
two variegated forms, which are 
named respectively B. Fortunci 
argentea and B. aurca. These 
are the only variegated Bamboos 
worth growing that I have 
seen. The first-named kind has 
long narrow leaves, which aro 
striped with white, and the 
variegation is effective, constant, 
anil very enduring. The variety 
aurca has broader yollow-striped 
leaves, and the colour is apt to 
fade towards the end of the 
season, but in spite of this it is 
a handsome foliage plant and 
well worth cultivating. The 
following somewhat new hardy 
kinds are highly spoken of : B. 
Boryana, B. Marhacea, and B. 
Castilloui. The last-named kind 
is especially interesting, as it is 
one of the curious square-stem¬ 
med varieties, two sides of the 
stem being green and the other 
two sides yellow, whilst the 
leaves aro striped with yellow, 
the variegation proving belli 
regular and constant. It is a 

vigorous grower, and should soon become 
common in gardens. H. 

.'>21!!.-Yew from cuttings.—The com¬ 
mon Yew may be propagated from cuttings. 
Make up a bed' of sandy soil in a shady place. 
Place a frame on it—n hanillight will do and 
only a few cuttings are put in. The best time 
Js.the end of August or beginning of September, 

j anipthe fu rtfier we get away from that time the 
fi^r (f)f chttiri&i ithiCwtlfrroot. —E. II. 
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CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS ABOUT CHRIST- 
MAS-TIME. 

A supply of Chrysanthemum blooms nliout this 

time is perhaps more appreciated than at any 
other period of the year. Apart from the value 
of the flowers in the conservatory, thev are 
almost indispensable in a cut state for church 
ornamentation. No flower will withstand the 
change of temperature with impunity so well as 
the Chrysanthemums, and for that reason they 
arc doubly valuable in n cut state for Christmas 
decoration. Now is a good time to make a 
selection of suitable varieties ; given this and a 
structure to flower them in that is damp-proof, 

and there need bo no difficulty in having a 
quantity of flowers when Christmas in 181(4 
comes round. It is perhaps less easy to culti¬ 
vate the plants on the large-bloom method, and 
retard the expansion of the blooms so as to have 
this class of flower in at the time named, but if 
the plants are managed on what is known os 
the “ bush ” system, there need l>c no difficulty 

at all to have flowers in quantity. The cutt ings 
should l>o inserted without delay, so as to afford 
the plants n long season of steady growth, so 
that tlie stems may liecoine thorong'ldy matured. 
Pinch out the point of each plant when about 
4 incites high, repeating this operation when 

it inches more growth has been made. Afterwards 
allow the plants to have undisputed sway, encour¬ 

age them to grow freely by maintaining the roots 
in a proper state, never allowing them to suffer 
for want of moisture ; neither should they have 
too much re|)catedly. Freedom from inscet 
pests is decidedly in favour of succors. It 
is ini|>os8ible for a free growth to lie mode if 
green and block-fly hold sway over the points of 

the leading shoots. Mildew also must not lie per¬ 
mitted to obtain a foothold upon tho foliage. It 
is the flowering of the plants from what are 
known as terminal buds thut retards their 
development as compared with tho plants 
managed to give large hloouiH. These " bush” 
grown plants supply flowers not only in greater 
profusion, but they can lie cut with long spikes, 

each having a cluster of flowers at the end, and 
which is so much more convenient for arranging 
in vases. If a few blooms are required of larger 
size for any special purpose these can be had by 
thinning the flower-huds that cluster around 
the central one, thus giving additional opjior- 

t unities for the single bud on each shoot to swell 
to a greater size, and finally to develop larger 
blooms. Tho following sorts I can recommend 
to provide blooms and colour in variety as 
circumstances require by individuals. \\ bite 
flowers arc perhaps more sought after than 
any other kind, therefore I give these 
the premier notice. Mine. Mezzard (sword- 
like petals, free blooms, free flowering), 
lady Lawrence (creamy-white, slightly in¬ 

curving florets), l’liean(long florets, pure-white), 
Potter Palmer (snow-white, very free, long 
florets), Florence Davis (opens with green 
centre, which posses away with ago), Beauty of 

Exmonth (recurving florets, ivory white), Ethel 
(stout erect petals, pure-white), Fair Maid of 
<.nornsey (long florets, still' habit of growth), 
Stanstcad White (incurving petals, pure-white). 
All the al>ovc belong to the Japanese section, 
the following also are white flowered arc of the 
incurved typo: Princess Teck (opens pink, 
passing with ago to white), Lord Eversley 
(a sport from the preceding, pure-white), Miss 
Marehatix (a loosely incurved flower), W. H. 
Lincoln (one of the best of yellow flowering 
varieties, dwarf and fiee), Peter the Great 
(pale-lemon), grondiflorum (incurving florets, 
orange-yellow), Mrs. A. F. Spaulding (bronze- 
yellow, free and effective), Boule d’Or (yellow, 
tipped-bronze). Beauty of Castle Hill (long 
wiry petals, pale yellow), E. G. Hill (quite one 
of the licit, orange-yellow), Leon Frache (blush- 

white), M. E. A. Carricre (pale-pink), Mrs. E. 
Beckett (rose-pink), Louis Boehmer (silver-pink, 
hirsute florets), Etoile dc Lyon (as a bush the 
flowers arc pale-lilac, very free, one of the best), 
W. AN’. Coles (bronzy-red), Comte F. Lurnui 

(silvery-pink). All the aliovc coloured varieties 
are of the .laiiancsc section, the following, free 
flowering apricot-yellow, Golden Gem, is more 
a reflexed variety. E, M. 

.1134. —Outdoor Chrysanthemums.— 
You can take curings off .npw 

during the next two months. The suckers 
which eomo up through the ground some 
distance from the stem make first-rate cuttings. 
After they are struck and growing on in pots or 
lioxes they may be pinched once or twice, which 
will make them dwarf and bushy, but they will 

not require to be pinched after lieing planted 
out about the end of April, instead of trans¬ 
planting them, the licst plan would be to take 
cuttings every year. The following will be 
suitable : Alice Butcher (red, shaded orange), 
Blushing Bride (bright rosy-lilac), Flora (deep 
golden-yellow), Frederick Piilo (deep-crimson, 

tipped gold), George Werinig (primrose-yellow), 
Lyon (deep rosy-purple), Mine. Dcsgrange 

(white), Mrs. Hawkins (golden-yellow), Mrs. 
.1. R. Pitcher (blush-white), Piercy's Seedling 
(orange-yellow), Preeocitd (golden-yellow), Mr. 
Win. Picrcy (red, changing to bronze-brown). 
—Fife. 

GOOD LATE CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

Many kinds are grown for late blooming, but 
the following are specially adapted for that 
purpose: Airs. Murchant, a pure white, very 
fine incurved flower, very much like the tnucli- 
praised Mrs. Alpheus Hardy, but of a much 
iietter constitution, flowers very freely, and fine 
for exhibition. Ethel White, a splendid large 
flower, Immo on long, strong foot stalks, very 
free flowering, and very late ; the only defect is 
that it shows the centre of the flower rather 
prominently. Snowflake, a very pure whito, 

with ouillcd petals, of dwarf haliit, and excep¬ 
tionally late, at its best under ordinary treat¬ 
ment about Christmas. Snowdrop, a pure- 
white Pompon : its little bunches of pure-white 
little button flowers are very useful in decora¬ 
tions, very easily retarded until Christmas. 

Glorio8Uin, a lemon - coloured variety with 
quilled (ictals, extremely floriferous; a 
rather dwarf variety that makes splendid 
pot-plants, and excellent for cutting. Mrs. 
Jones, or Yellow Ethel, is the exact 
counterpart of White Ethel, except in colour ; 
one of the best for long-stalked yellow flowers. 
Mrs. Hill, a fine, bronzy-yellow, very strong 

growing; makes splendid specimens for the con¬ 
servatory. Cullingfordi, one of the best dark- 
crimsons in cultivation; a reflexed flower of 
great merit, very hardy, and lasts a long time 
when in flower. Madame Lacroix, a beautiful 
pure-white fringed Japanese flower. It is not 
naturally so late os the preceding, but by 
the plan of cutting down in Juno, it is made to 
flower very late ; in fact, it is one of the sorts 

most extensively grown for Christinas bloom by 
many market growers. Bello Paul, a tall-grow¬ 
ing Japanese kind ; a good late variety, with a 
pale-pink flower. Lady Lawrence, a broad- 

jHitalled, waxy flower, of great sulistancc, pure- 
white j a naturally very late sort. 

James Groom, Oofjmrt. 

growth on them, anil allowed to grow right 
away without stopping, they make fine bushes, 
and flower earlier than plants grown from 
cuttings and pinched to induce a well furnished 
head of shoots. J. G., Oox/iort. 

CHR YSA NTH EM U MS AFTER 
FLOWERING. 

Althouoii Chrysanthemums may lie called 
hardy plants, a great percentage die off during 

tho winter if left in the open ground. I do not 
think it is from actual frost, for here, in the 
(South of England, they appear tosuffer more than 
in places where they get very much more frost, 
and 1 always as a precaution keep a few plants 
under cover (even of the hardiest kinds) that I 
wish to preserve. Some kinds of Chrysanthe¬ 
mums throw up a great quantity of root suckers 
much earlier in the season than others, and 
these are comparatively safe ; but it is these that 
are late in sending up young growth that require 

great, care, for if left in the open ground, or if 
grown in pots, set out exposed to all weathers, 
there is considerable doubt as to whether they 
will throw up at all, for in mild open winters 
slugs are very active, and if they cat off two or 
three of these suckers, even licfore they appear 
aliove ground, there is a great chance of the 
plant going off altogether, and these sorts 
should he kept in a little warmth until some young 
growth is visible. When some cold frames are 

available, the pot plants as soon as cut down 
should be set closely together in them, for even 
if only required for plant ing in the open ground 
they well repay the shelter of glass until the 
end of March, for when a stock of cuttings is 

secured many pitch the old plants away ; but 
forjoutdoor flowering old stools are much tho 1 torsouttl gFe 

NOTES ON CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

Chrysanthemums at exhibitions. — It iR 
interesting to notice how greatly Chrysanthe¬ 

mums shows are changing. At one time every 
flower was either shown in the usual way on 
boards without leafage of any kind, and in a 
group, cramped together in a very soliil way. 
Now we see a different style, and one that it is 
to lie hoped will lie further developed. The 
flowers are arranged in vases, one kind to each 
vase, and in one case, set off with the foliage of 
the Mahonia, the best of all for the Chrysanthe¬ 

mum, especially if of orange or bronzy’ shades. 
Twigs of leafy Beech nr Elm nrc full of beauty 
when used with the flowers, and by no means 
less than when such orthodox foliage as that of 
the Maiden-hair is chosen. One danger noticed 
is to go too far, and crowd the Dowel's together 
in lumpy bunches. This is not wlmt is wanted. 
Every flower should tell. Let it lie seen, so 
that its individual beauty may give pleasure. 

Single variety Jane.—This is one of the 
most beautiful of all Chrysanthemums, and if 
the enttirtgs nrc struck late, flowers are produced 
far into the winter. It requires very little 
disbudding and the objectionable plan one sees 
at showa of getting the single varieties very 
large deprives them of all characteristic beauty. 
They are far prettier when seen in graceful 
racemes on the shoots, and arc of the purest 
white with numerous narrow florets. 

Classes for Jai-anksk kinds.—The aspect of 
the Chrysanthemum, as far as shows are con¬ 

cerned, is gradually changing. NVe now get 
incurved and reflexed Japanese, in which tho 
charming narrow ami elegant florets are lost. 
Positively some of the newer kinds, like Ixird 
Brooke, are as much incurved ns Japanese, and 
the reflexed tyqie is objectionable—the florets 

lumped together, short, and utterly devoid of 
grace and beauty. Then, again, not a few are 
very coarse-petailed, broad, ugly florets, fit 

neither for decoration nor to wok at on the 
plant. 

Chrysanthemum Mr. Jas. Carter.—Those 
who wish for a pretty little flower for table 
decoration or filling small vases should make a 
note of this. The flowers are composed of very 
narrow florets, and nrc not unlike a Centanrea. 

The colour very soft primrose-yellow. It is 
free, and when UHed with graceful Grasses or 
Fern is very pleasing. Writing of Chrysanthe¬ 
mums reminds me of the beauty of Lilian Bird, 
which may Ik: descrilicd as one of the Catherine- 
wheel class, the florets narrow and shrimp-pink 

in colour. It is not necessary to disbud—at 
least, very little—as the desire is to get sprays. 

The peculiar form of the flowers lends itself to 
decorations. F. P. 

5241.—“ Bush ” Chrysanthemums — 
Avalanche, Mile. Lacroix, and Kynsford White 
are three of the best varieties to grow on the 

bush principle, where but one bud is left to each 
shoot. They are all white-flowered and fairly 
dwarf in growth. The first two are especially 
so. In addition to those already in stock the 
following six coloured sorts are suitable : Col. 
W. B. (Smith (old-gold yellow, shaded terra¬ 
cotta), Excelsior (bright orange cerise), Gloire 
du Rocher (bright orange-amber, flushed crim¬ 
son), Miss Watson (a lovely high bright-yellow), 
Viviand Morel (deep-mauvo), and Edwin Moly- 
neux (crimson, gold reverse). Of the new sorts 

and those already in Btock the following four 
would do in 7-inch pots: Avalanche, Source 
d'Or, Viviand Morel, and Bouquet Fait.— 
E. M. 

5138. Chrysanthemums In the open 
ground.—The following varieties will lie found 

suitable for flowering in the open ground : Alice 
Butcher (red, shaded orange), Frederick Pelii 
(deep-crimson, tipped rose), George Wcrmig 
(primrose-yellow), Mrs. Hawkins (golden-yel¬ 
low), Flora (deep golden-yellow), Air. NYni. 

Picrcy (red, changing to bronze-brown), Piercy’s 
Seedling (orange • yellow), Precocitc (golden- 
yellow). Cuttings may be put in now and up to 
end of February ; after they arc struck grow 

ip pplf or boxes, and plant them out 
if planted out with it good head nft'aMlt'flie emf'of April. There ere other varie- 
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ties, MUrli us Kui <le Precoces (rich ilark-criiusou), 
&e., which ilo very well in the south ; but, us a 
rule, they will not Hower here in one of the mid¬ 
land counties of Scotland. They are later than 

the ones mentioned above, and generally get de¬ 
stroyed by frosts ere they come into flower.— 
Fife. 

5227. — Propagating: Chrysanthe¬ 
mums. —If no cuttings push from the old 
stool or root “ T. 1). L.” must procure some 
from another source. Sometimes varieties are 
stubborn alsiut sending up suckers from the 
Isisc. The only thing that can be done is to 
cut the stem down to within 2 feet of the soil, 
(dace the pot in a gentle heat, and syringe the 

stem twice daily, withholding water from the 
roots otherwise than simply giving sutKcient to 
keep the soil moist.— K. \l. 

- The fault of stem cuttings is that they 
do not make growth free enough. They are so 
much disposed to make buds in their initial 

stage, which is a check to freedom of contract. 
Rather than depend entirely upon these for the 
stock of any particular variety, I should advise 
"Anxious Knouirer” to obtain some fresh 
cuttings from elsewhere, so as to make sure of 
having some healthy plants. At times stem 
cuttings do grow out of the frequency to bud, 
but they are not to be dcjicuded upon. If the 
old roots could be placed in a little warmth, and 

have their stems syringed twice daily, keeping 
the soil rather on the dry side, growth would lie 
ajl tho quicker in starting from the base.— 

-Some varieties are uatmully later limn others, ami 
all lliat can lie done is to give them a little lirat, and 
syringe the pots overhead frequently. If the cuttings do 
not appear in time, hotter purchase a few young plants. 
The stem-shoots of some varieties make good cuttings 
anil lilunts, hut as a rule they form too many flower huds, 
and UO not grow freely. See also reply to 6247.—II. C. K. 

If the jilauts are healthy and well-grown very little 
dittlcully ought to he experienced in obtaining cuttings, 
more or less, though some varieties are naturally much 
shyer than others. I have always found K, Molyncux to 
product* plculv of cuttings, though they are often later 
than ntunv other kinds. All you can do is to put the 
plants into a gentle heat, top-dress with rich soil, anil 
syringe them overhead on fine days, and cuttings are 
almost sure to appear, sooner or later.—It. C. It. 

There is nothing for it hut to wait patiently, (live 
the old plants a little heat. To get good cuttings early 
lie content with fewer Mowers. When a plant has 
exhausted it hy Hollering freely, the cuttings Of E. Molv- 
neux unit some others start very slowly, and not infre¬ 
quently come weak.—K. it. 

•">170. Chrysanthemums for bush 
culture.—Presuming they arc wanted for 
general purposes, the following twelve will suit. 
They will furnish hlnnum from October until 

January. Roi tie Prccoccs (rich bright-crimson), 
Alexandre l)ufour (rosy-purple), O. .1. Quintus 

(pink-mauve), Moiis. Win. Holmes (rich-crimson, 
golden reverse), Margot (rose-eliamois), Lady 
Selhorne (white), James Salter (lilac-mauve), 
Source d'Or (bright-orange, shaded gold), 
President Hyde (bright-yellow), Mons. Bernard 
(bright- purple-violet), L'Adorable (dark canary- 
yellow, Hltadcd violet), Florence Percy (waxy- 
white).— Fife. 

IXORAS AND Til KIR CULTURE. 
For some reason or other Ixoras are not 
cultivated nearly so much as they deserve to be. 
There is, 1 think, a popular notion that they are 
fur more difficult to manage than they really 
are. IF it is thought that bottom-heat is 

essential, that may lie dispensed with, for I 
have grown them here very well without it, and 
seen others do the same. Roltoin-hcal is, 1 am 
aware, an accessory, but not indispensable. If 
the idea exists that growing Ixorus means 
increased trouble with the mealy-hug, that also 
should he cast to tho winds, for there are worse 
plants titan the Ixoras for this pest, the Dipla- 
tlcnius to wit. As regards other insects, there 

is no extraordinary trouble, nor need any fears 
be apprehended from either the one or the other 
if a determined set lie made against- their 
increase. The best time to commence the 
culture of Ixoras is in the spring, with stnall 
plants well furnished in nothing larger than 
ti-inch or 7-inch pots. The best season for pro¬ 
mgating is from now onwards to the end of 
March at least, I find this to lie the time when 

I can succeed host. The additional warmth all 
through the winter in tlie pipes gives a reliable 
liottom-hcat for striking. I primer'*tic take 

cuttings of the eiigt|pjtj|j^ji(iig| wi^sSt ha 
is semi-hardened being preferable ufr'TTuu'fuliy 

matured. The cuttings should be placed firmly 
and singly in ‘iUincn pots. If the room be 
short, the cuttings will lie found to strike very 
well in water, lieing potted when rooted. The 

former plan is, however, preferable, as another 
small shift can he given without any check 
at all. 

The cuttimoh should not lie allowed to droop 

hy exposure ; this they will not do in a close 
pit with warmth. For the first year the aim 
should he to secure a good well-furnished base 
rather than attempting to flower the young 
plants. By a few stoppings a good groundwork 
will lie formed ; the shoots should also lie drawn 
outwards in a semi-horizontal manner. This 
will encourage I nick breaks. For whatever pur¬ 

pose the plants are intended, the foregoing 
plun is u good one, us bushy plauts are in any 
case the best. After potting from the 3-inch, 
(Kits must lie regulated according to the pro- !;rcss that is being mode. When this is satis- 
uctory, the plants should lie good bushy ones 

in ti-inch pots in twelve months from the time 
of striking. If struck in tho autumn or winter 
anil kept growing, they would lie fit for 4.J-inoh 
pots hy April and for ti-inch (Hits hy July, in 
which pots I would prefer to winter them, 

giving the next shift about February. The 
following summer they would give a good crop 
of flower - a dozen heads or trusses to a plant. 
They may be grown very well us decorative 
plants in smaller pots. I have hud them thus 
in 44-inch and ti-inch pots with six and eight or 
more trusses, thus making very attractive 
plants whilst in flower. An excellent plan is 
to continue striking a few plants fresh every 

year, so that a successive supply is always on 
hand. If it is wished to grow on the plants to 
half or 

Speltmen size, I would not let them flower 
the two first seasons at all, making the chief 
object that of growth entirely. As to soil, 

there is a difference of opinion. For my own 
part, 1 prefer the best peat I can get, full of 
fibre and of lasting character, such as one would 
choose for New Holland plauts or Cape Heaths. 

To this 1 would only add silver sand in a liberal 
manner. If the peat is not- first-rate, then a f;i»>d addition is some nutty charcoal or crocks 
•roken up finely. Hood leaf-soil from the 

Beech or Oak is very good, but if used to any 
extent is not easily made so firm in the (Mitsui 
petit; with this I would use gissl fibrous yellow 
loam ; this would inaku a very good mixture 

witli sand. I have seen I. coccinca su|>orbu 
thriving very well in nearly all loam, but the 
foliage is not usually so deep in colour as when 
in peat, nor do 1 think the plants would last so 
long in good condition. Kirin (sitting I firmly 
lielieve in ; I mushier it one of the essentials to 
success, for if a plant is to last well it must he 
polled well. W hen loosely potted, the stem in 
time will liecotne loose and the soil far too 
(Mirons. Overpoltiug is not desirable. When 
the plants are (Mit-lsmud ami showing for 
flower, some weak liquid-manure will assist 
them not, however, too frequently. In order 
to flower plants at any given future time, tho 

treatment must be regulated accordingly. If 
they are needed in bloom in May or earlier, the 
growth must in a large measure have been made 
the previous summer anti autumn ; then after a 
short spring growth they will thus set for 
flower. If I remember rightly, Mr. Baines kept 
his (ilants of I. coccineu growing in a brisk 

temperature all the winter, showing them 
grandly in May. For 

Later fu weuinc, early spring pruning 
followed by fresh breaks will 1m; the best plun to 
pursue. In some cases, as when growing on 

young specimens, merely topping the shoots 
would Iks all that is necessary. Tlie other 
plauts that would flower in May would, as far 

as any pruning is concerned, have to receive 
attention the previous summer rather lute. If 
plants are needed in flower in August or Sep¬ 
tember for any given purpose, they should on 
nil average, taking one sort with another, Ims 

stopped all over at one time about sixteen weeks 
before they are wanted in bloom. Thus if 

stopped at the middle of May, they would 
flower about the middle of September, and so 
on. In any case the stopping is a safe plan to 
adopt if autumn flowering is the main object 
del red. As regards 

i-KKATruEs, I find that so long, as IMldews^- 

luT minimum at night duringQhe I wfctfwy 

preferring, however, that it should Ims nearer 
65 degs. than 00 decs., 1 can grow them most 
satisfactorily. By the end of February I would 
aim at 70 degs. at night in fair weather ; less 
when severely cold, say 05 degs. By the end 
of March or the early part of April, 70 degs. at 

night ought to he maintained. The day tem¬ 
peratures should range from 10 degs. to 15 degs. 
higher according to the weather. Higher than 
this even will do no harm ; even 00 degs. and 

95 degs. at closing-time in the summer is only 
congenial to them, especially the Javanese sec¬ 
tion, under which most of them are included. 
The higher temperatures cannot always lie main¬ 
tained in a mixed house of plants without some 
detriment to other plauts. Where, however, 
all are calculated to do well under it, rapid pro¬ 
gress cun Imj made. In my own case I am grow 
ing them in a pit formerly used for Pines with a 
fair command of heat, to maintain lio degs. or 

05 degs. being comparatively easy in the winter, 
whilst in the growing season the duy tempera¬ 
ture would more often than not toueh 9u degs. 
at closing-time with about 7" degs. at night. I 
have already alluded to liottom-hout. In tho 
spring when starting the plants into fresh 
growth it accelerates root-action, and thus 
assists tho top growth. 

You St! ft. a sts also can he grown on more 

speedily when plunged in u brisk heat or tem¬ 
perature of SO degs. or 85 degs., which is high 

enough in any case. But rather than have the 
(ilants plunged in any material which Ims a 
tendency to become soddened, 1 would infinitely 
prefer to let them stand over rather than in fer¬ 
menting material. 1 have grown them in 
hot tom-heal ami out of it, ami have lieen satis¬ 
fied with the results in both instances, in the 
former, however, the plants will not take nearly 
so much water ; in fact, as the season progresses 
it must he given with some considerable caution. 

In the latter manner more water can W given 
at the f(M>ts with safety. Taken all ways, I 
think bottom-heat for starting into growth and 
hastening on young stock is the best, but ns 
growth becomes well advanced I would prefer 
to dispense with it. The syringe should he 
freely plied at all times ; this, whilst it assists 
the plants greatly in making their growth (a 
humid atmosphere being most congenial), at the 
same time stMldens the plunging material. By 
a free use of the syringe also the insects to 

which they are subject can he better kept in 

subjection. 

Cleanliness from all insects is most essen¬ 

tial. mealy-bug, thrips, scale, and fly all coining 
within the category. Wo can control all the 
three last-named by the syringe, the sponge, 
and occasional fumigations. The Ixorus, being 
evergreen (ilants, should not Ihi kept too dry 
during the winter, even if no growth is in pro¬ 
gress ; sufficient water must be given to keep 
the foliage fresh. 1 well remember an old plant 
grower who was fond of Ixoras, but who erred 
in keeping the plants too dry in the winter ; 
hence thrips were troublesome, whilst some of 
the wood would die and the plants be consider¬ 

ably weakened, fresh growth coming away 
weakly in the spring. Specimens do not, of 
course, sutler so soon os smaller (ilants, by 

reason of the larger amount of soil, unless they 
happen to 1m; pot-liound. As to names, if I 
were limited to half-a-dozen kinds, I would grow 
I. cocoinea superba, I. Frascri, I. Prince of 
Orange, I. Wcsti, I. Williamsi, anti 1. Pilgrimi, 

with I. mocropbyrsa as a special variety for 
specimens. H. 

Nurses for plantations. -The use of 

nurses in plantations is a subject deserving of 
notice. How seldom do wc find those planted 
sufficiently thick or of adequate strength to give 
the necessary shelter to the main crop ! The 
extent to which they should Im> used must 
depend upon the exposure. Where this is great 
they may be filled into within from 30 inches 
to 3ti inches of the standards anil of each 
other. Upon more sheltered sites they may lie 
from 4 feet to t( feet apart, an.l when thinned 
out, they will have attained useful sizes. The 
Mountain Ash is second only to the Larch for 
use in bleak situations, and the Spruce will 

afford a better shelter upon a less space than 

ithei|Jr\fi‘l>t#0 rffine. The Sycamore, Norway 
le. JL’inasUic,. atuLtUu_Khler arc very ser- 
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RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS. 

Questions. — Queries and answers are inserted in 
Gakokni.no/iw of charge if correspondents fallow the rules 

here laid down for thrir guidance. All communications 
for insertion should he clearly and concisely written on 
one sole of the ;taper only, and addressed to the EtUTOR of 
Gakoknino, Hi, Southampton-street, Corent-garden, Lon 
d ot. Letters on business should he sent to the Puri.isiikr. 

The name and address if the sender are required in 
addition to any designation he may desire to lie used in 
the yager. When more than one query is sent, each 

should he on a separate piece of jHtper. t/nansirereii 
queries should be repeated. Corrcsmnidents should bear 
in mind that, as Gardknino has to be sent to press some 
time in aitcance of dale, they cannot ahcays be replied to 

in the issue immediately following the receipt if their 

communication. 
Answers (which, with the exception of such as cannot 

well be classified, will be found in their different depart¬ 
ments) should ahcays bear the number aiul title placed 

against the query replied to, aiul our readers will greatly 
oblige us by ml vising, as far as their knowledge and 
obsecrations permit, the currespomlents who seek assist¬ 
ance. Conditions, soils, and means vary so infinitely 

that several ansieers to the same question may often be 
very useful, and those who reply would do well to mention 
the localities in which their experience is gained. Corres¬ 
pondents who refer to articles inserted in Oardkninu 
should mention the number in which they appeared. 

Mia. Potatoes for show. -Will someone kindly 
name the bent two Potatoes, Round ami Kidney, (or 

show?—Cl-'MItO. 

Bill.—Showy Hibiscus. Will nomcono give me 
the name?* of two or three of the most showy llihis-'iis, 
'• Altluea frutexPauyh. 

Bits.- Treatment of a Hydrangea. I have a 
plant of this, which (lowered well, llow shall I prune it, 

us I am told it should lie cut down?—F, J. 

Bill'. Veronicas In pots. I wish to «row plants 
of Veronicas in )Kits. W.ll someone please describe their 
culture, uml do they rcipiirc moro than the ordinary 
greenhouse temperature f—K. J. 

Bit'. Rock plants. I am Just now building a 
rough nail of large stones at the I’d I of a lauii, ami shall 

feel greatly obliged if anyone would give me Lite names of 
a variety of rock plants suitable for plunting between the 
stones? II. K. 

Bits.- Poa and Bean for show. -Which is the 
lii'st variety of I’oa and the best variety of Uean for 
exhibition, and when should they lie planted, and How 

should Ihcv be grown, to have them readv for showing in 
August f-K. II. 

Bill*. Growing Cucumbers and Melons. 
I should like to know if I can grow these in large pots as 

well as by putting the soil loose on the stage In a small 
■love, as I think it would lake less room ? -A COXSTAXT 
Ukahkii, nirmingham. 

Bifid. Hydrangeas In pots. Will someone kindly 
tell me the proper treatment for Hydrangea']dants in 

pots? I have some that have been at rest, and all their 
leaves are off. I would like to have them in flower in 

August or September next.—Jack. 

BiBl. Open-air Chrysanthemums, winsome- 
one kindly recommend the best Chrysanthemums, of 

various colours, most suitable for cultivation In llu-open 
ground, six for each of the autumn mouths of Heptemlx-r, 
November, and December?— Dki/ta. 

B2hi. Kidney Potato for show. I shall he very 
thankful it someone will give me the name of the best 
Kidney Potato for show, also the name of the best round 
variety for the same purpose, and how ought they to lie 
grown to get them in enudition for showing by the last 
week in July?—R. II. 

BiB:l. Pruning Vines. -Will someone kindly tell 
me tile best mode of pruning Vines, having several in a 
house, lint have not pruned any before myself? Should 

I hey In* eut close in, or one or two of the eyes left on? 
Full information as to cutting, and when Is the pro|ier 
time, will oblige?—Griiwkk or (Srai'Kk. 

Bivt. Cutting bock a Magnolia. -I should is? ('leased to know how much, and when, I may eut a 
Ingmdia liai k? It Is nearly MO feet high, and II feet In 

width, and grows very strongly, and is getting too large for 
the s|>oec. Can I strike cuttings, or how is it best in¬ 
creased, its 1 wish to get a small plant or two? A Rkaiikk, 
llilshry. 

B’BB'. Auriculas In a garden.—I have Just taken 
charge of a garden where there are a lot of Auriculas. 
They were nearly covered with leaves that the wind hail 

blown among them. I have cleaned them all off. They 
now have a very ipioer look, with long legs and very 
■mull tops. They hail damped off a groat deal. (Jan I do 
anything more to help them now, or must I wail till 
winter is over?—Kawckti. 

B2BC. Mistletoe. -I had very much pleasure reading 
the article recently in Garhknino on Mistletoe. This is a 

plant very little known in this country except when it 
come* to the Christmas markets from abroad. I should 
like to grow some, and would Im? very much obliged to 
any of your Herefordshire readers who would supply me 
with some ripe berries In their season? II. Gikhon, 
Utillygmnaslin, llrtfast. 

64.W.- Cabbage for show.-Will someone kindly 
tell me which is the Itest variety of Cablxige (liolh red anil 
while) for show puriKwes, and when should the seed lie sown, 
and how should they Ik? treated to have them really for 

exhibiting in August? Also which is the licst variety of 

Cauliflower for (he same purpose, arid when should the 
seed he sown, and how ought they to be grown to have 
them lit for getting at the same time?—II. If. 

B-JBs.- Solatium capslcastrum. -Last spring I 
raised some seedlings of these in my greenhouse. W(ien 

Hie plantM were large enough I planted them outside in a 
prepared Iml, They grew strong and flowered freely, 
lull did not set any berries, although they were well 

watered. I have now cut them down to within I inches 
or B inches in the ]iots. anil they are starting iiwny How 
shall I (real t hem in Older Jo have them well /moil m-%t,| 

H.Muon? t. j. Digitized by VjO i 

f.-iv.).—Poplars.—Will someone kindly lot me know if 

Poplar-trees can he topped without injuring them, and if 
it does not increase their root-growth, and consei|uently 

take still more goodness out of the soil; also as to the 
best time for the operation? The trees are about 40 feet 
high, and about |n feel apart, and are pressing against the 

garden fence. I have been told that lopping would 
decrease this, and at the same time make them more 
bushy.—Poriitcs. 

B-’iio. Best Carnations.—On page BOB (December 
2:lnl) there is given a list of about three dozen of the best 

border (tarnations. I should lie much obliged if " F. II.," 
or anyone else who has grown them, would kindly say 

which of these they have proved to he “non-bursters," as 
so many of the bonier Carnations have the fatal charac¬ 

teristic of splitting the calyx, rendering them almost 

useless? Keen a small list of non-burster* would be of 
great service.—K. C., Yorks. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

We should be glad if readers would remember that we 
do not answer queries by post, and that we cannot under¬ 
take to forward Utters to correspondents, or insert queries 
that do not contain the name aiul address of seiuler. 

Hichanl licit. -Apply to Messrs. J. Doing and Sons, 
Forest-hill, l.oildon, S.W. 

Catalogues received. Pansies, Carnations, .(•*• 

Mr. John Sinellie, lliish.v, near Glasgow. Harden Seeds 
,(-i-. Messrs. J. It. Pearson and Sons, Ohilwcll Nurseries 
Notts. Flower, Vegetable, unit Farm Seeds. Messrs 
William Cuthush ami Son, llighgatc, London, N. -- 
Vegetable and Flower Seeds. Mr. It. Sydenham, Tenby 

street, llirmingham.-Seeds, .l-c, Mr. M. Cllthhcrtson, 
Rothesay, N.It. Seeds, ,(-c. Messrs. Cooper, Tuber, ami 

Co., Ik). Southwark-street, London, S.K. 

BEES. 

SEASONABLE NOTES. 

Adopt this time Bees require but little 

nttoiiliou beyond seeing that the floor-boards 

and entrances of hives are kept clear, to ensure 

ventilation, and carefully guarding against 

dampness within the hive. 

Backing iiivks for travelling.—Excepting 
during a hard frost colonies of Bees may now 
ho moved long distances with safety. Care is. 
however, necessary in packing, so as to avoid 

the breaking away and falling of the eoliths, 

such a calamity being almost a certain destruc¬ 
tion to the Bees. The secret of success in 
moving colonies of Bees is the admission of 

plenty of air into the hives. The excitement and 
commotion of Beeson being removed greatly in¬ 
creases the internal heat of the hive. In pre¬ 
paring straw hives for travelling, they should ho 
inverted, and placed in checso-lxixcs, having some 

hay at the bottom to prevent jarring. Before 
inverting the hive a little smoke should he 
blown into the entrance to drive the Bees up 

amongst the combs. Thu hives should then lie 
turned up, ami coarse sacking or canvas tied 
over to confine the Bees ; they thus got abun¬ 

dance of air, and in Hint respect travel safely. 

To prevent the combs breaking down, a sharp- 
pointed st ick should he passed through the sides 
of the hive, so as to pierce each comb. This 
should he done a few days before removal. The 

Bees will fasten the combs to the stick, and so 

greatly iucreosc their firmness. Another way to 
keep the combs steady and firm is to push 

wedges of crumpled paper between the combs. 
These paper wedges, being elastic, prevent the 
jarring of the combs. In cool weather there is 
not so much risk of combs fulling, and the 

inverting of the hive is not so necessary. Hives 

of old, tough comb, witli sticks passed through 
them, may be safely moved by first nuiling 
them to their floor boards, covering the en¬ 
trance uml crown-hole with perforated zinc, and 

lying them with cord to their boards. In mov¬ 

ing bur-frumc hives the frames should he fixed 
quite firmly by notched strips of wood nailed 
to the floor boards, ami placed at each end of 

the frames. The Bees should he confined to the 
hive by perforated zinc nailed over the entrance, 

and also over the tops of the frames, in place of 
the quilt, the perforated zinc being so placed 

as to allow the Bees to pass freely between it 
and the tops of the frames. In t his way they 

gel more air than they can if the zinc he fixed 
close to the tops of the frames, and some of the 
weight of the Bees is thus taken off the 

combs. As soon as the hivos arrive at their 
destination they should he placed where they 

are to stand, the zinc on their tops removed, the 
quilts and roofs put on, and the entrances 

opened. 
Bkks’ enemies.—The chief enemies to guard 

against at this season are mice and birds. The 

V 
v 

good Bee, as other good people, hath many had 

enemies, which she herself cannot overcome 
without the assistance of man, for whom she 
labours, and, therefore, the wise Bee-man will 

take care to destroy the enemies of his friend, 

the Bee, whose enemies are : The mouse (whether 
he he of the field or house) is a dangerous enemy, 
for if he gets into the hive he pulls down the 

ootnbs, makes havoc of the honey, ami so 

starves the Bees. Some gnaw a hole through 
the top of the hive ; some keep their old homes, 
and come to the hive only for food ; and some 

make their abode between the hackle and the 
hive. To prevent this take care that your hives 

he well anil closely wrought, for if the straw Ikj 
loose and soft they will tho easier make their 

way through the hive. The Woodpecker and 
Sparrow are both enemies to tho Bees ; tho 
Woodpecker with his long, round touguo 

draweth out tho honey, hut he does more 
mischief to wood Bees than to those of the 

garden j the Sparrow doth devour the Bee from 
tile time of the first breeding till the Wheat lx? 
kerned. The Titmouse is another enemy, of 

which there are three sorts. Tho Groat Tit¬ 
mouse, from his black head and breast, is tho 

worst enemy of the Bees. He always watches 
at the hive for the coming and going out of tho 

Bees. Ho will stand at the door, and thero 
never leave knocking till one comet It to see who 
is there, and then, suddenly catching her, away 
he flies with her ; and when ho hath eaten her 

lie Hies hack for more. Eight or nine will scarce 

serve his turn at once. If the door he shut that 
none can come out, he labours to remove the 

bar. If that he too heavy, ho falls to under¬ 
mining the door for a now way; ami when 
these devices cannot get them out, some have 

the skill to break the daubed walls of the hivos 
above over against the place where they lie, and 

there they are sure to have their purpose. Tho 
little Russet Titmouse in the winter foedeth 

only on dead Bees, hut in the spring lie will 
take part with the great ones. The little Green 

Titmouse can only lx? accused of eating some 
few dead Bees, and that only in some hungry 
time.” G. 

gainst at this seosa 

.IM .ua.,.taint re 
WA«£\nearly two 

remarks on the subject were 

hundred years agos iHTtpr 

fctfll. Management of Bees. Having casually 
bought four hive* of Hues this week ut n mil*?, will some 
kind friend tell me u-hat 1 am to do with them through 
the winter ok to tho management, he. ? I may mention 

two of llu* hives are soim-M-liat heavier than the others. 

Do they want feeding, ami tvhol, and how to give? Wli.vl 
Ih the best position? Should it lie due south? I mar 

men lion the hives are straw, with a small aperture en 
top with a movable cap to allow another hive to be 

placed over if necessary. Any information as to the above, 
anti also wlial are the host hives for use, will greatly 
oblige?— Yoe.xo IlKIIIXNKK. 

POULTRY AND RABBITS. 

REARING DUCKS. 
If young Ducks got their liberty they will wander 

far and wide in search of slugs, worms, &c,, and 
cause no slight anxiety to their owner ; or, if they 

once obtain access to water, which it is desir¬ 
able to keep beyond their reach, they will never 
rest satisfied unless they can enter the pool or 

stream whenever they choose. It is this wan¬ 
dering propensity on the part of Ducklings which 

causes so many of them to fall victims to rats 
and other enemies. Many a promising brood has 

been entirely swept away by rats. I have 
known the latter to enter a coon at night ami kill 
the whole hatch. They will also lie in wait on 

tile sides of a ditch ami swoop down upon the 
ducklings as they arc revelling in the mud Inflow. 
Some years since, out of a lot of seventy Duck¬ 
lings, I did not get forty fit for market, nearly 
tho whole of the remainder being captured by 

the rats in the manner just described. The 
reader, then, will understand that there are 

situations, such as near tho hanks of a stream, 
or in the neighbourhood of old barns and rick- 

yards, where the Duck-breeder must lx* very 
careful or his profitable seasons will he few and 

far Ixstween. It is not enough to hatch good 
broods—they must he reared. I, therefore, 

advise anyone who contemplates Duck-brccding 
to take a good look round before he continences 

operations, and, if the visits of rats are feared, 
let him adopt chicken-rearing instead. As 
Ducks consume 

A large quantity of food, it is necessary, 
if profit be the end aimed at, to hatch the Duck¬ 

lings as early in the season as possible, so that 

tWfgirBdn&fttraf the high prices which prevail 

<*>i Y’f 11,0 bir‘,s’ to°’ 
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DESIDERATUM 

EVERYONE WHO HAS A GARDEN, GREENHOUSE, 
OR WINDOW I (ORDER SHOULD READ A 

PAMPHLET, POST FREE. 

HOW TO INCREASE 
THE 

FRUITS OF EARTH 
CRYSTAL PALACE HORTICULTURAL WORKS, 

OCA nnARifi rv nnan nn/iAKi . ....... ' 
369, BROCKLEY ROAD, BROCKLEY, LONDON. 

8, Park-et, Stoke, Dcvonport, Nov. 17th, 1893. , , . .. Dear Sir,— 
In answer to yours of the !5th soliciting an onlor, I (.< « In 
inform yon I wrote for the Price Dim of Gn-cnhoiises for 
Mm. II. Ilclmont-plaoe, Stoke, uml persuaded her to 1-iir- 
elmee the small greenhouse which you Mint her. This is not. 
-he linit greenhouse I have hail sent from Ixmilon, but I nnuit 
say this is the prettiest anil liest hi 
Any customer of mine requirim 

By O. II. WITH, F.R.A.S., F.C.ft. Trinity Col., Ihihlin. 
Contain* full iiartieular* of very remarkable iliseoveriee 

rein tiny to Plant l.ife. Shown how crops of vegetables may 
Iki largely increased. lovely flower* grown to iierfcction, anil 
fruit-tree* uiailu to lienr in nbuntlance. ^election* from 
Hunilreils of Testimonials. Pont free from 

JAKEMAN & CARVER. Prlntora. Horoford. 
a greenhouse or frames I 

lomy best to semi you tli* order. The little Tower 
r answers splendid.—1 am yours truly. J Htkves*." 

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LISTS FREE. SIMPLEX LEAD 
I GLAZING 

r Roofs. Skylights, and 
Horticultural Work. 

No Special Contract rei/nired. 

OK 11 V 04111 V/, 1AW11, 

PUTTY USED. 
ANY tjUANTITY SUPPLIED. 
Over 760,OKI superllelal feet In use 

on 7.000 Structures. 

CROVER & CO. (LTD.), 
Englnoors. &c., 

BRITANNIA WORKS, WIIAItF 
RI) , CITY RD.. LONDON, N. 

Il'rit' for Illuatrutions, Teetimo- 
null*, ami full fnirticulnra 

This Is Hayward's No. 1 and No. 2. 
No. 1 H|»nn-roof and No. 2 Lean-to Greenhouses are pro- 
ired especially for amateurs, mailo of Brut Roil Iron!, 
lorimghly seasoned, complete with Ventilator*, Door, Stages 
ir plants. Painted one coat, lfi-or_ lilass. all ms-essary Iroti- 
ork. Delivered and paeked Ine on rails at the following 
rices, satisfaction guaranteed. Write for New List. 

No. 1 Spun-mof. I No. 2 Lean-to. 
f ft. long 5 ft. wide £2 18 0 7 ft. long 5 ft. wide i.2 8 0 
* ft. 6 ft. .. 4 0 0 | 8 ft. ., 5 ft. ., 2 HI 0 
I ft. 7 ft. „ 5 0 01 10 ft. „ 7 ft. ,. 4 10 0 
1 ft. ., 8 ft. ,. 8 0 01 12 fL „ 8 ft. „ 5 10 0 

For other alzea and prim write for Illuntrated Hat to 

359, BROCKLEY ROAD, BROCKLEY, S.F. 
SILVER MEDAL HORSE-SHOE BOILER 

TERRA-CUTTA-PORTABLE-FOR COAL, 
OUKKNIIOTKKM heated 24 HOURS for about ONE PENNY 
. ROBERTS* (IMPROVED) PATENT without, attention. ROBERTSS (IMPROVED) PATENT 

PORTA RLE TERRA ttllTA STOVES for COAL give pure 

Pamphlets. Drawings. 
ami ample heat with common coal, or coal and coke 
GREEN I It lUSES. BEDROOMS, Ac. P.:.i....... 
and authenticated Testimonials sent. See in use at Patentee s 

Westminster. T. ROBERTS, 

Patents 10,398. 

» 10,674. 
H-l PATENT CHAMPION HEATER * PIPES 

Ftwtion of Boiler and I'i|>o,' showing notion of hot Mast and 
Automatic Regulator, awarded the SILVER MEDAL (1st 
PRIZE) by the It. II. Society in 1883; still stands without 
rival for POWER, EFFICIENCY, and ECONOMY. 

C. P. KINNELL A CO. hold one of the LARGEST 
STOCKS of hot-water appliances IN THE COUNTRY, 
including every Boiler of known merit and excellence. 

New Illustrated Catalogue (containing guide to amateurs 
till the hot-w ater apparatus) free on application. 

CHAS. P. KINNELL & CO., 
1 RONFOUNDEBS AND BOILER MANUFACTURERS, 

65, Southwark Street, London, S.E. 

AMATEURS FRIEND Ida. 
A M ATEUIt S A SSI ST A NT 20s. 

PRINCESS APPARATUS . .*«. 
DUCHESS APPARATUS ...,30s. 

CHAMPION A PERFECTION BOILERS, 
PROPAGATORS, FRAME HEATERS, 

FOG ANN III1 LATOltS, Ac. 

Sknii Onk Stamp roll 
L.tTF.HT lU.l'HTIlATKII CATA I.OII1IR. 

COMPLETE SATISFACTION CUARANTflEB 

C. TOOPE & SONS, 
Rtkpnkv Square, London, E. 

ORCHID PEAT 
Seasonable notes. —The last month of 

1893 having run its course, it is time for the 
poultry breetler to look forward, anti Ircgin to 

make arrangements for the next hatching 

season. If fresh hlood he wanted,cooks or cock¬ 
erels should lie purchased without delay, so that 
the breeding-pens may be at once made up. 

This is particularly necessary where very early 

chickens are required for exhibition purposes. 
Even umong ordinary stock kept to supply eggs 

and fowls for home consumption the same fore¬ 
sight is needful, for if eggs are to lie forth¬ 

coming next November and December pullets 
must bo hatched in March and April. The 

birds which are now laying should lie well foil, 

and kept warm at night; attention should, 
therefore, l*e given to the fowl-house. All birds 

not wanted, whether cockerels or pullets, should 
be killed or sold at once, so as to get the 
chicken-runs in good condition for the spring 

broods. If the cockerels run with the ordinary 

stock there is the more reason for parting with 
them, for they worry the pullets, and lose ilesh 
themselves.—D. 

SELECTED, lit blocks, w ry fibrous, 8s. per sack : 5 for 
37s. 1st. SECOND DUALITY,5*. |» r nark ; 5 for 22*. 6.1. 

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT for Azaleas, Rhotlotlendrons. 
Ferns, 4s. per sack ; 5 for 18s.; anil 3s. per sack : 5 for 12s. til. 

PEAT-MOULD, LEAF-MOULD, and FIBROUS LOAM, 
each 2s, 6,1. |» r sack ; 5 for 10s. PREPARED POTTING 
COMI'OST, 4s. per sack ; 5 for 18s. All sin ks Included. 

Scud Postal Order for Sample Suck. For Price List apply to— 
The Forester, Joydcn Wood, near Bexley, Kent. 

1 * PI AKDEN IJl'NS," lift. .'id. ; extra powerful, 

xA 3s. 3d. : kill birds, rabbits, Ac. "Garden Rillcs," lire 
noiseless cartridges No. 1, 9s,; No. 2. 12s, fid. each. Sparrow- 
Traps, Is. 3d.; Mole Trails, Is. 3d.: Rat Traps, Is. fid,: Pro¬ 
pagators, las. each, carriage paid. Lists. Id. — JOHN 
MiGI.KSTOX, Nuhiniliril. Snmlrrluml._ 

CAMl’DEN HILL, W.—To )>e Sold, the 
valuable I/tumii of a very uttractivo lloiutc, with iu>uth 

a*I>cct an«l standing in it** owd grounds, with greenhnutics, 
conservatory and excellent stabling, comprising five stalls, two 
loose 1k»\ck, two coach-houses, harness-room, living-room, ami 
butler's I-d room. The house lias recently been remodelled 
and artistically decorated, and incltidofl large drawing-room, 
dining and fitted library (all panelled). 

Hupnlled with vurioua arrangement* of Pipes. 
For Greenhouses, Jtc. Catalogue free. 

Jones' Treatise. " limiting by Hot-water." 120 Pages, 
_ 50 engravings. Cloth, 2s._ 

THE CONICAL BOILER 
is the Cheapest, molt efficient, and Kco- 
noinical Boiler ever invented. For heating 
Greenhouses, Conservatories, Warehouses, 
Churches, Cha|>els, and for Amateur 
Gardeners. Rc«iuiros very little attention. 
Will hum any kind of fuel, uml cannot 
1mm hollow. Sole Makers: 

NEWSUM, WOOD, & DYSON, 
BEESTON ROAD. LEEDS. 

Price* iitul Tentinionuil* on aiiplicntioH. 

[rooms, 

excellent basement with extensive wine, beer, uml coal 
cellars. Ouk flooring on ground and first floor. Lawn- 
tennis ground. The projHrty is in perfect order and ready 
for immediate occupation and the drainage is perfect. Term 
about drears. -For particulars uml cards to view, apply to 
Mkhsk*. CHESTERTON & SONS, 22, I*ower Phillimorc- 
plaec.W._ 

Ac; ENTS W A NT K D for t he S A L K of NAT IVE 
GUANO. -The Best and Cheapest MANURE for all 

FARM and GARDEN CROPH. Tho NATIVE GUANO 

IN STOCK SIZES. 
12 by 10. 18 by 12. 18 by 14, 24 by 14. 
14 by 12. 20 by 12. 18 by 18, 24 by lfi, 
10 by 12.16 by 14, 20 by 16,24 by IS. 4c 
Sash Bar at 5/- per 100 feet. 

_... ___:u. Matching, 4/9; 2 by 4, lit |il. per 
; nm; 2 by 7, at lil. Ironmongery, Paints, 4c. 

Catalogues Free. 

;g»21 THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY, 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 

• 6262.—Poultry keeping.—Will someone kindly 
tell me whether it is injurious for hens to be kept in the 
dark when sitting, and also which is the best fond for 
laying hens al Ibis season of the tear? My fowls are left 
to go where they like in a field, but at night one of the 

hens refuses to come back to the poultry-house. MltaY is. 

the remedy for this, as the heirtnouestmri Isithenlxpoacf 
to the cold night air 7—Krrrv iliKLfiowv. u UJ \JV ulcr of each order ehouid be writti 
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*«Urruna-“ COVEZKVATOKIEE,” LORDOW. Telephone, It. «,MB. 

NOTICE to Builders, Nurserymen, Market Gardeners, Timber Merchants, 
and the Trade generally. 

WML COOPER’S 

SEVENTH ANNUAL CLEARANCE SALE 
RELIABLE BARGAINS. NOT SECOND-HAND GOODS. 

Office: 755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.' 
Works ( W?ork» in tha World ) * 747 to 755, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E. 

Show Ground t DEVONSHIRE GBOVE (Adjoining). 

Being the end of the Season. I am again induced to offer my stock on hand at ridiculously Low Prices, to 
make room for my SPRING STOCK, for SIX WEEKS ONLY, COMMENCING DECEMBER 4th. 
LAST DAY OF SALE, SATURDAY, JANUARY 13th, 1894. 

CONDITIONS OF SALE. -Goods are offered subject to beiug on hand on receipt of reply. Cash to accompany ail orders, and prices 
to be atriotly nett. All orders will be executed in rotation, and carefully packed and put on rail, except those otherwise stated. 

P.0.0, jay able at 794, Old Kent Road ; Cheque* c.roxneil " L. and S. IK. Rank" 

SPECIAL NOTICE. 
I respectfully beg to Inform all readers of this paper that my Revised Price List, elegantly bound In cloth, gold 

lettered front, consisting of 400 pages with about 1,200 illustrations, is Now Ready. I shall have much pleasure In for¬ 
warding, upon receipt of One Shilling, a Copy, post free, of one of the most Complete and Descriptive Lists of Horticultural 
and Garden Requisites, and also Poultry Appliances, extant. 

GREENHOUSE DEPARTMENT. 
THE AMATEUR FORGING HOUSE. 

T K N ANT'S FIXTURE (9 r A ■ - aoo r). 

These l^jimes am offered at 

glanmi. t. IM.U. a structure oon.tnntly in raqoost bnt almost hitherto onicnowii. 
N1* a fixation. framework substantially eimstrncted of rod deal; llio whole of .Idea, 

and * It. 8 In. of eud , boarded with well-reasoned tnugned and grooved matelilumnls. 
Half g ass door, complete wltli rim look and brass fittings, in 11110 end j glass 16 o«. 

throughout, English out. Ventilator, suppl ed aoeording 1o tire of house, and .lay. 
nccet ary fur opening »»mo ; stagos for plant. each .ido of liou.o, all woodwork 
painted one coat of ifood oil paint, and tlia whole sir lotnre seouruly p oked and 

U-tial Prion. Sale Pride. 
Height. Puck.sl nn rail. Packed on rail. 
7 ft. ... AS III 0 ... AS 0 0 
7 ft. ... S U 0 ... 2 5 0 
7 ft, S'o. ... S 10 0 ... 2 10 0 
7 ft. 0 in. ... 4 10 0 ... 5 10 0 
8 ft. ... 5 10 0 ... S 15 0 
8 ft. 6 in. ... 7 15 0 ... 5 10 0 
9ft. ... 10 16 0 ... 7 10 0 

Oft. ... 15 5 0 ... 10 0 0 
9 ft, ... 27 0 0 ... 20 0 0 
0 ft *5 0 0. 25 0 0 

Length, 
7 ft. 
8 ft. 
« ft. 

10 ft. 
12 ft. 

15 ft. 
20 ft. 
25 ft. 
50 ft. 

Width, 
5 ft. 
6 ft. 
Oft. 
7 ft. 
8 ft. 

10 ft. 
10 ft. 
10 ft. 
10 ft. 
in n 

SPAN-ROOF VILLA CONSERVATORIES. 
A.la.i.l.ln fr.i .he l.wn u( , ,1U« mlilnu,, boln, .i'll .txl 

Lot. Long. Wide. High. To Eaves. 

Umial Price. 
I’lM-hed 
on rail. 

Bale Price. 
Packed. 
on raiL 

513 to 531 9 ft. Cft. 7 ft. 4 ft. 6 in. .. £7 10 0 ... .. £o 10 0 
3.2 to 358 12 ft. 8 ft. 8 ft. 5 ft. 6 in. 10 0 0 ... 7 0 0 
3.9 to 363 15 ft. 8 ft. • ft. 6 In. 5 ft. 6 In. .. 12 0 0 ... .. 8 10 0 
361 to 371 20 ft. 9fL 9 ft. lift. .. 1C 10 0 ... .. 12 0 0 
372 to 377 25 fU 9fU 9 ft. Cft. 21 0 0 ... .. 16 0 0 

— 
21 or. for Roof 5 per cone. •Ur*. 

AMATEUR” SPAN-ROOF AND LEAN-TO CREENHOUSES. 
Tenant’s Fixtures. 

Made especially for Ama¬ 
teurs at a nominal figure, 
thereby coining within reach 
of those who require a slronif 
hut inexpcnslvo structure, 
mill heinif eoustrticted in eom- 
plute sections, arc crvetuble 
by uny bandy man or gardener 
iu u few hours. Framework 
in substantially constructed 
of red deal, the lower part 
lieiiiK filled in with well- 
seas o n e d tonifuod and 
uroared iiiiileliboards. The 
house is III till with door 
eomplete. with rim link and 
brass furniture, pmnled one 
eout of good oil eoloar, snp- 
plied with all ueeeMUtry iron¬ 
work ami smses for eaell Sldo 
mid so*si 10 or., sins* throuifh 
out. All part*securely packed 
mid pul on rail. Triers: 

8I'AN KOOK 

Usual Prioe. 
Packed 

I*«T Long. Wido. High, To Rare.. on rail. 
57 to 71 Span roof 7 ft. 6 ft. 7 ft. * ft. ... A'2 111 (I 
72 fo 70 „ 8 ft. 5 ft. 7 ft. 4 ft. ... S 10 0 
77 to 108 „ Oft. 6 ft. 7 ft. !l in. 4 ft. ... 4 0 0 

109 to 121 „ 10 ft. 7 ft. 7 ft. Bin. 4 ft. Oin. 6 0 0 
122 to 149 „ 12 ft. 8 ft. 8 ft. 5 ft. ... 6 0 0 
150 to 170 „ 15 ft. 10 ft. 8 ft. 6 in. 6 fr. ... 8 10 0 
171 fo 176 „ 20 ft. 10 ft. 9ft. 5 ft. Gin. 12 0 0 
177 Ui 184 „ 25 ft. 10 ft. 9 ft. 5 ft. 6 in. 17 0 0 
185 to 189 „ 50ft. 10ft. 9ft. 6ft. Uill. SO 0 0 
190 to 197 „ 1(10 ft. 10ft. Oft. 6 ft. Oin. 60 0 0 
199 to 201 SO ft. 10 ft. 8 ft. 6 in. 5 ft. 20 0 0 
202 to 211 Lean to 7 ft. 5 ft. 7 ft. 4 ft. ... 2 8 0 
212 to 221 „ Oft. 6 ft. 7 ft. Sin. 4 ft. ... S 10 0 
222 to 225 ,, 12 ft. I ft. 8 ft. 5 ft. ... 6 10 0 
220 to 228 .. 16 ft. 1U ft._8 ft. 6 ill. 5 ft. ..._8 0 0 

SPAN ROOF FORCING HOUSE. 

Bale Price. 
Packed 
on rail. 
4.2 5 0 

2 15 0 
S 0 0 

For full specification of Sale see three page advt. in “ Gardening Illustrated,” Dec. 2, 1893. 

SALE CATALOGUE POST FREE. 

WM fafS'ft747 ROAD, 
vvivi. LfVJUrLn, 'London, s.e. 
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ihsudieix. 
Alliuiiiw ulumlulnsa ., 631 
Anemone - root* anil 
vroniui.643 

Applc-tret-8, canker in .. 618 
Apple - trees. pruning 

newly-plunleil .. ..649 
Anrii-ulas In a garden .. 642 
Beetroot, a note on .. 648 
Begonias, tuberous-root- 
«1.644 

Cnbbkgn for show ,. 648 
Cull* lethiopieu " I.itlle 
(lorn".644 

Caniiianula itersieifolin 
alto .C42 

Carnation Souvenir dr la 
Malinaison .. ..641 

Conservatory .. ..638 

Cattleyn amethysto- 
glossit.641 

Chimonanthus frugmns 
KrundiHoms .. .. 661 

Chrysanthemums, natu¬ 
rally-grown .. ..637 

Chrysanthemums. opcll- 
alr.637 

Clematises in pots .. 640 
Cucumber* and Melons, 
growing.648 

Currants, lllnek ., .. 649 
Dahlias, single Cactus.. 644 
Evergreens, the rutting 
of.660 

Fern, true Maiden-hair (Vi6 
Ferns, repot ting . .. 646 
Forcing-house .. ..638 

Fig-trees on walls, pro¬ 
tecting . 

Frames, cold 
Fruit garden 
Carden refuse .. ., 
Carden work 
Grape for a cool green¬ 

house . 
Hazels, the Witch 
Hibiscus, showy .. 
Hydrangeas in lsits 
Hydrangeas, treatment 
of. 

.fasmintim uuditlonun .. 
I.ilies, Day, in pus 
Isixograinmus .. ,, 
Magnolia, cutting buck 

' Mezereuni, the .. .. 
619 Mignonette in pots 
638 Mushroom-house 
638 Orchid, a good sins- 
641 i tours . 
638 Orchard-house ,, .. 

Outdoor garden .. 
619 t'anieum varlcgatum .. 
650 Pea and Bean for show 
651 Pens, early. In pots, for- 
639 I warding. 

Peas m jsits, sowing .. 
636 Pelargoniums, Zonal, for 
651 winter Dowering 
638 Plant, a hardy foliage .. 
646 Plants, greenhouse, from 

| Reeds . 
651 Plants, rock 

I Poplars .. .. ,. 
I Potatoes for show 

Durations and answers 
I Rockeries in small gar¬ 

dens . 
. Roses and Clematises .. 
] Roses, Chrlslmn*(Hellu- 
borus). 

Roses, Noisette .. 
Halsafy and Bcorzonera 
Shrubs, a few good 

dowering 
Holnnum Ca|>sirastruni 

| Ktrnwberry-trcos (Arbu¬ 
tus) . 

Tomato-house .. 
Town garden, work in 

' the ,, .. .. 

Tomato-plants, strong.. 646 
Tree of Hcavun (Allan- 

tu») .651 
Tulip* as window plants 644 
Vegetable garden .. 638 
Vegetable*, cooking .. 647 
Vegetables, neglected .. 647 
Vegetables, two good 
winter.647 

Veronicas in (Kits .. 640 
Vines, pruning .. .. 619 
Vines, pruning and dres¬ 

sing .648 
Week's work, the com¬ 
ing.638 

Window gardening .. 638 
Wimldnwers, tnll-grow- 

I lug .642 

GREENHOUSE PLANTS FROM SEFJXS. 

Thkkk tire several very useful greenhouse und 

half-hardy plants which do not come to perfec¬ 

tion during the first season unless sown early 

in the year. The following may he named 

among others: 1 legmens, Streptoonrpusc.s, 

Lobelias, Petunias, Gloxinius, Torenias, Ver¬ 

benas, and Amaryllis. Unless sown early we 

do not get these in their full lieauty until the 

season is waiting. Too much stress cannot be 

laid upon the benefits urising from tho use of a 

good strain, whatever the subject may be which 
we are wishing to propagate. Nor can 1 call 
too much attention to the value of thin sowings. 
When sown thickly the resulting seedlings 
crowd one another and often damp oil' a short 

time before gelling sufficiently large to handle. 
Jt is a good plan to make more than one sowing, 
or, at any rute, to divide the seed and notice 
how tho first lot germinates. If you cannot 
afford to pay the price of good seeds from the 
choicer strains, try and persuade a friend to go 

halves witli you, ami so secure a small quantity 
of the best. A very little seed will produce a 
large quantity of plants if treated carefully. 
Inferior strains need quite as much attention 
and labour, and do not give nearly so much 
satisfaction as tho results from a small number 

raised from a choice and carefully-selected 
stock. Most of the subjects I have named have 

very minute seeds, and much care will ho needed 
when sowing them. (!o over your ground more 
than once, scattering tho seeds very thinly 
indeed. You will tlius secure a far more even 
sowing. Lobelia, (Jloxinias, begonias, Petunias, 
und seeds of similar minuteness will be better if 

not covered with soil. Others, like Verbenas, 
Mignonotte, &c., will need a very slight covering, 
more or less, according to si/.e. It is a fairly good 
rule to cover them to a depth of about twice the 
diameterof the soeds. Those not covered must be 
kept dark until germinated. This is a great 

airt, is safer, and avoids the sudden and fatal 
drying up of tho very young plant when a few 
minutes’ sun or a little neglect in watering 
occurs. In short, even the larger seeds are 
benefited by being covered over witli some 
darkening material, and then gradually exposed 

to fight after germination is complete. I always 
place a sheet of glass over such fine seeds as 
Begonias and Gloxinias, and then darken this. 
Very gentle 1 sit tom-heat will aid, and is 
necessary for these when sowing early. You 

cannot supply too much fight to the young 
plants as soon as roots arc penetrating into the 
soil freely, and it is a good plan to place them 
close to the glass, thus ensuring a sturdy 

growth. Half of the failures with seedlings 
really occur in their early stages ; either from 
being crowded, or drawn up too quickly. 
Amateurs are also too prone to supply a rich 
compost. The tender little seedlings cunnot 

assimilate strong food ; we must wait until they 
ore a trifle larger before affording them rich 
composts. Almost all seeds like the following 
mixture : Sand, loam, and leaf-mouldjn about 
equal proportions. Sec that good /fnuiuqje is 

provided, and pay c(Sii.‘udeittti!(;i aUcn\pir^VTjb v 

the pots or pans are filled. We must remember 

that it will be necessary to lift the seedlings 
directly they can lie handled with facility; 
therefore, coarse and uneven soil will not be 
suitable. My own plan is to use a couple of 
different sized sieves or riddles. The remains 

after running the compost through tho coarsest 
ono arc placed in the bottom of the pans, and 
the remains from the smaller sieve placed upon 
that, finishing off with a well-mixed and uniform 
compost. When lifting tho seedlings out wo 

have no fear of breaking the roots—in fact, they 
come away with little halls, and move without 

much appreciable check. I have had green¬ 
house subjects more particularly in mind while 
penning these notes, but it will pay well to 
follow the list of them when sowing Asters, 

Stocks, or any other seeds. I’. U. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

Naturally - grown Chrysanthe - 
mums.—No doubt there are different ways of 
defining a naturally - grown Chrysanthemum 
plant, lmt what I especially allude to now are 
those plants which are allowed to grow un¬ 

checked without topping the shoots or in any 
way limiting their number. .Such plants as these 
are seen at tho shows in Belgium, and very 
effective they arc, being as suitable for the home 

decoration of the conservatory us they are for 
forming groups at an exhibition. The height of 
such plants varies according to tho variety, 
ranging from 3 feet to (1 feet. I do not remem- 
ber to have ever seen plants of this class at an 
English show, where I am sure they would lie 
welcome if of the same quality as those grown 
in Belgium. The only point about these that 
interferes with their strict natural growth is 
that tho flowers are limited to one on a 

shoot, the number of blooms to each plant 
varying from thirty to sixty. Varieties like 
Elaine, Val d'Aiulorre, or, indeed, any of the 
reflexed Japanese, are the most suitable for this 

form of culture, they being, as a rule, of dwarf 
and medium liciglit, generally with stout 
stems. 'I’he blooms are also self-supporting, 
having stout peduncles. Pots 9 inches and 
10 inches in diameter are largo enough for 
any variety. Cuttings should lie rooted early 
in the year, the plants shifted into larger pots 
os required, and given abundance of room for a 
full development of tho foliage and shoots. 
When the plants make their first natural break 
in April or May, according to the variety, 
instead of restricting their number to three, as 

in the orthodox method, where three large 
blooms are required, the whole of the shoots 
except the very weakest at the bottom are 
allowed to grow. Again, in August, when the 

second break takes place, the number is again 
increased. Each shoot is then allowed to carry 
one bloom, which will be a terminal one, or if 
more are required, the buds need not be re¬ 

moved, as man}- will cluster at the tips of the 
shoots. If fairly largo blooms arc wished for, 
one on each will be quite enough. One stout 
stake to each plant will suffice as a support for 

li*V,l!,£9*c'n8 these be loosely secured, it being 
so tie them that the hemdj^v|iy 

have a formal appearance. It is most essential 

that the foliage ho preserved in good condition, 
as upon this much of tho appearance of such 

plants depends.—E. 

.Viol.— Open-air Chrysanthemums.— 
I have recently dealt with this subject, but give 

again a brief selection. For September six good 
varieties would be, first of all, Mine. Dee- 
grange and its sports (but commence with t he 
type, a very free and beautiful flower), M. 
Gustave Grunerwnld (delicate pink, passing lo 
almost white, a new and very charming kind, 
which has not been inaptly called a pink Mine, 

Desgrange), La Viurgc (pure-white, dwarf, nml 
very free, tho plants quite a mound of bloom), 
Alice Butcher (red, Blinded orange), Golden 
Shah (yellow, a hybrid Pompon kind), Lyon 
(deep rose-purple), Mine, la C.omtesso Foucher 

do Cared (orange-red, a very free and pleasing 
variety), and Win. Holmes (crimson). These 1 
have seen all succeeding well in tho open, as I 
have mudo special note of kinds for this purpose 
during recent years. November and December 
may lie grouped together, as few kinds bloom 
naturally in Dcoomber, and these are really 
November varieties. Select, first of all, Cottage 

Pink, a kind one sees largely grown in cottage 
gardens, tho flowers light-purplish in colour, and 
produced with great freedom, a sturdy, vigorous 
Kind, resisting well rains anil fogs even ; .Tardin 

des Plantes (yellow, a bright and showy flower), 
Jules Lagravero (deep purple-rose). Mrs. 
Bundle, the old Triomphe du Nord, and Golden 
Beverley are of noto. Not many kinds really 
succeed well late in the year, and then the plants 
must l>c grown always in the open. The highly- 
fed plants in greenhouses soon suffer when 

exposed to tho weather.—C. T. 

- Without some protection Chrysanthe¬ 

mums cannot be depended upon to flower out- 
of doors during the months of November and 
December. Last season proved this fact very 
conclusively, the severe frost which occurred on 
the night of November 17th just about crippled 
the flowers for the year. During somo seasons 

the plants go on flowering quite up to the second 
week in December; but, of course, these arc 
exceptions. Undoubtedly a wall with a southern 
aspect affords the greatest security from frost 
for plants wholly grown without glass. Where 

nothing but the open border is depended upon, 
the best plan is to select early-flowering varie¬ 
ties, and obtain from these a full crop of flowers. 
It is almost useless to attempt to grow the 
Incurved section, the natural formation of their 

florets is all against their withstanding adverse 
weather. The incurving petals are natural 
receptacles for the collecting of moisture, and in 

this state the blooms are more easily injured by 
frost than when they are comparatively dry. 
Varieties belonging to the Reflexed section are 
the most suitable, the natural imbricated form 

of their petals prevents moisture collecting 
amongst them. The following varieties are 
suitable for the purpose indicated : Mme. C. 

wfiffli while expanding), Blushing 

[yitje 0pgl[i^jo^|a^ facing to blush), Alice 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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llutchcr (red, shaded orange). Flora (deep 
golden yellow), Lady FiUWygram (white, 
dwarf habit), Mrs. Cnllingford (white), Presi¬ 
dent (maroon), Emperor of China (silvery-pink), 

Golden Christine (golden buff), Temple of Solo¬ 
mon (yellow), La Vierge (creamy-white), Elsie 
(canary-vcllow), M. E. Pynaert Van Geert 
(deep-yellow, flushed red), l’icrcy's Seedling 
(bronze, passing to yellow), Precocity (yellow), 
Win. Holmes (red, tipped gold), Alexander 

Dufour (rosy-purple), M. Gustave Gruncrwahl 
(soft pink, passing to blush white).—E. M". 

GARDEN WORK.* 

Conservatory. 
It is a very great advantage, liotli for the welfare of the 

planls and also for effective arrangement, to cliange the 
position of all the plants occasionally, anil as far ns possible 
group the various families together. A Cyclamen or a 
lieiitziaora Hyacinth is not much alone, hut a group ol 
either of the plants named, set off with appropriate foliage, 
attracts attention at once, and graceful foliage is as 
necessary as flowers. Most of the Acacias have pretty 
foliage ; Camellias have good foliage, though there is no 

grace or elegance in Camellia-leaves. There is something 
striking about healthy, well-grown Camellias ; but they are 
under a cloud at present; they will come back In favour in 
the future. The places of the Camellias anil Oranges have 
been taken by Palms and Tree-Kerns. How very pretty 
and fragrant a good-sized group of Kreesias ure now mixed 
with a few Maiden hair Kerns in 6-Inch pots! Luculia* 
have flowered well, both trained on the wall and also as 
bushes in the border, anil a good-sized plant makes a grand 
show for several weeks. 1 have been cutting u few Tea 
Hoses, including an odd MaKs-lial Niel or two, the flowers 
being much deeper in colours than is seen in spring. Ten 

Roses planted in a large, lofty house, where there is room 
to strike out, are never altogether without flowers ; and 1 

have noticed they grow and flower freely in the beds pro- 
(Sired for Camellias, in which a good deal of |ieut and leaf- 

mould has been mixed with the loam, the latter being very 
turfy—in fact, only the turf skimmed frot- the meadow 
for this special purpose. In making new beds in conserva¬ 
tory, if leaf-mould is used it is necessary to pick out all 
fragments of stick ; the best way is to pass the leaf-mould 
through an (-inch sieve to take out sticks and stones, if it 
contains any. Stones may lie harmless, but bits of wood 
fre.|uently introduce a fungus among the roots which often 
does serious harm. It lakes some time to work plants 
round into condition again after having the roots attacked 
by fungus in the bottler. To gc”. rid of fungus In a border 
thoroughly saturate the soil with weak soot-water. More 

than one or two waterings will be necessary. 

Forcing-house. 

It isamlstake to use too much heal, especially at night, 
during the very short days; On dogs, at night will lie high 

enough for all kinds of forcing. Tuberoses should lie 
plunged in the hot-bed as soon as the bulbs have madesome 

roots; without the liottom-heat the flowers will not lie so 
fine or quite so fragrant, Propagating may begin as soon 
uscultings of the various plant* required can be luid. Cut¬ 
tings of the young shoots of Tree Carnations will not now 
in almost sheer sand bo kept unite moist, but must he 
potted off as soon os rooted. Keep young Cucumbers, 
Melons, anil Tomatoes steadily moving on, The bunches 
of llrajies on Pot-Vines must lie reduced in number, leav 
Ing aluiut six hunches on a strong Vine. Thin the berries 
os soon os it can lie seen which are taking the lend. Vines 
in bloom must have a little assistance In setting; shaking 
the roil or drawing the hand gently down the bunches w ill 
disperse the pollen. l>o not give stimulants till the berries 

are set and swelling ; liquid may be given to Hoses in (Hits 
as soon os the blossom-buds are visible. If the syringe is 

used freely there will not lie much trouble with insects. 
Dual the first spots of mildew with black sulphur. Cut 
down Houvardios which have done hlooming, and kce| 
rather dry till the buds break. Young shoots make good 

cuttings. 
Tomato-house. 

Everything in the house must be perfectly sweet and 
elean. If Tomatoes have been grown in the house before, 
sulphur fumes, raised by heating a plate of iron red-hot 
ami scattering a handful of sulphur over it, will destroy all 
fungus spores ; but the house should contain no plants 
when sulphur is burnt, as the fumes will destroy every 
green leaf and shoot. H the house is intended to lie 
forced, the border should lie trenched up and got ready for 
planting. All Tomato-houses should he heated; the crop 
will pay for it, as when the season advances fhe price soon 
dro|is. Tomatoes have been grown several years in the 
same beds without changing the soil, but alter the third 
year some ol the soil should lie changed, if possible, though 
a good dressing of soot. lime, and salt has a purifying and 
invigorating effect. When boxes arc used to set the plants 
the soil will be changed annually. 

Orchard-house. 
If not already done, the trees in pots should all lie rc 

returned to the house and have the necessary pruning and 

cleaning. Any trees in small pots may lie shifted into 
larger ones, hut such work should be done in autumn. 
More trees may lie started in the house than there will he 
room for; in summer some ol the late Plums may be 
plunged outside to ripen fruit end of June. 

Mushroom-house. 
Continue to make up new beds to replace those which are 

exhausted. Very often an apparently exhausted bee may- 

lie revived by a good soaking of warm liquid-manure, 
in which a little salt has been dissolved. On cold nights 
now, if the temperature falls below 50 (legs., fires must be 
lighted ; up to the present very little fire has been required, 
firing on fresh hatches of Seakalc and Rhubarb roots as 
required. Chicory will also lie required now._ 

• In coId nr northern district! the operatfont referred 
to unilrr “Garden Work" may hr done /mm teiydjtj/' u 

(i fortnight later than (d Kerr iii:!icU"l u iV rTfwMlb 'od 
retulU. ^— 

Cold Frames. 
Calceolaria-cuttings will lie quite sale covered with mats 

or a little loose litter scattered over the frame. Frames 
Containing bulbs plunged in hshes should lie sheltered id 

severe frost, so also must Auricula ami Carnation-frames. 
Remove all decaying leaves or other matter from Auriculas. 
In damp frames a few dry, sifted ashes scattered about will 
lie useful. The plants will not require much water now ; 

whatever is done in watering should he done on a mild 
morning, when the lights eon be left ofieii for some hours. 
To winter tender plants in a cold frame requires very great 
care ; I do not say it cannot tie done, but the average per¬ 
son fails. Damp is more to lie dreaded than frost; it is 
.-oinparatively earn- to keep out frost by increasing the 
weight ol covering, but damp is an insidious tiling, and 

iestroys Hie tissues without any warning. * 

Window Gardening;. 

Cleanliness is always important, but more especially so 
Just now. Moss or weeds in pots are evidences ol neglect; 

dust on the foliage tells a similar tale. The more pain one 
takes with window plants the more they seem to eider into 
and form a part of our lives, and it is here where the 
'Measure and Interest ol plants in rooms and windows come 

Very little water is required now, and nolle should be 

given during severe frost. 

Outdoor Garden. 
Sparrows, where numerous, often do a good deal of 

mischief, especially to Carnations. Sometimes it is neces¬ 

sary to net the Cafnation-bcifai, or run eol ton threads over 
them, to keep off the sparrows. White I’inks, both Mrs. 

Sinkins and others, may he pulled to pieces ami replanted 
any time during ojien weather ; but the sooner the work is 
done now the better. In planting the slips or pieces cover 
all the old stems, and press the soil dimly around them. 
Old stools ol Carnations may he treated in tho same way, 
The important matter is to make firm and cover all the old 
stems. A mul-li of old leaf-mould, or old Mushroom-ls-ds 
broken up fine, will bo a great help; this mulch will be 
very useful to many things, such us Hose-cuttings Dial 

were planted early in autumn, and which are now getting 
calhiNod, and will soon he forming roots. Cuttings of 
Honeysuckles, flowering Currants, -lasmiuums, and most 

deciduous shrubs will strike now- if planted firmly in a shaded 
border. If it Is not convenient to plant finally yet, prequire 
the cuttings and lav them in till they can lie planted, the 
wounds will la- healing, This is a slow process, and can¬ 
not lie hurried. This Is the reason why late cuttings often 
fail, the March winds blow before the cuttings arc 
-alluscd, and the cuttings die. 1 notice in one of the seed 

lists Just to hand that seeds of the I’olvantha Hoses arc 
offered. There is a future before these little Roses, not 
for exhibition, hut for grouping in the garden. They are 
always in blossom, and a lied thick enough to cover the 
ground would lie always interesting. 

Fruit Garden. 
A good deal of jiruning still remains to be done, hut I 

see many tire making efforts lo fetch up arrears. One of 
the greatest mistakes the primer can make is to cut aw av, 
as I see some are doing, all the young wood, l'ymmm 
Apples and Hears atunqicd right luiek to the old wood an- 

nuully cannot bear good fruit year after year. They 
produce blossoms, hut the blossoms or young fruit always 
ail, and if perch inee one or two fruits hang on till the end 

of the season, there is no flavour ; one might ns well eat a 
Turnip. How can It he otherwise, when every hit of new 
wood is stripped from tile tree by the man with the knife 
or shears? This is no fancy picture ; in spite of nil that 
has been written of the folly of over-pruning, it is still 
done to a very great extent, especially in villa gardens. 
In dressing Vines and vineries, in which there might have 
boon a littlu mildew present last spring or summer, it 
would be advisable to liiirn a little sulphur In the house, 

if there ore no plants in the house. Of course, the fumes 
uf the burning sulphur will kill every green tiling, though 
it will not Injure the Vines if the canes are well ripened. 
If the sulphur remedy cannot lie applied liy burning, paint 
the house inside or clean the plant with soap anil water, 
and apply hot lime-water, in which half-a-pound of 
sulphur hits been mixed, to the walls, and then |iaintlln 
nsls with the following mixture ; Sulphur, half-a-pound, 

one pound each of lime und soot, and sufficient clay to 
make it stick. Make it into a thin paint with soft snap and 

water, or Sunlight-soap will ilo as well. 

Vegetable Garden. 
No lime should lie lost now in sowing early I’eas and 

Iteans. if the weather anil the soil are both suitable. 
Select the warmest site available—the south side of n 
wall or building is the best place. Where there are liorders 

in front of lenu-to forcing-houses, they are excellent 
positions for bringing on early crops of vegetables, Hitch 
as Peas. Potatoes, Horn Carrots, Radishes, Cauliflowers, 
Uttuoes, Ac., and i( there is a garden anywhere without 
its early lionler, set aiiout making one without delay 
Shelter is a great deal, hut it is not everything. There 
must lie depth ol soil, anil the soil, the whole ol its depth 
must lie rich, bright sunshine may not lie a good thing 
if the roots are starved, anil it should lie the cultivators 
object to sec that the roots have all the food they require 
We are well on in t he new year, and Cucumber and Melon 
plants will soon lie required of plants in warm-houses, and 

pits, ami frames. Ixickie's Perfection is one ol the best 
Cucumbers to grow both for a priv ate garden and also for 
market. The Telegraph is undoubtedly ot first-class 
flavour, und hears freely, hut It will not continue to bear 
so well all through the season as Lockic's Perfection. The 
Telegraph will be showing signs ol exhaustion liefore 
Ixiekie's has half run through its energy. Sow Tomatoes 
(or planting in warm-houses, or strike cuttings from plants 
in bearing, though I am not much in favour of cuttings 
at this season. There is never too much vigour in a 
Tomato, unless too much manure has been used. Sow a 

few lettuce seeds under glass. E. Hobday. 

too low frequently, even though Irost lie excluded, (or 
town-grown plunts do not (losses* the vitality ol those 

reared in the country; while, on the other hand, any 
excess ol heal excites an undo- amount of growth in com¬ 
paratively hardy subjects, which weakens them consider 

ably. In the town greenhouse an average temperature of 
45 degs. lo 50 ilegs. will be found most suitable for the 
majority of greenhouse and bedding plants at this season. 
As regards watering, the liest rule to go by is to keep 

tilings comparatively dry in cold weather, and more espe- 
cialh so in a low lenqverature ; hut when much fire-heat is 

used evaporation is almost as active in some houses ns i( the 
sun shone, and unless a lair amount of nioisture is 
supplied many plants will booii suffer. It is almost 
too soon yet to begin propagating where there is 
iiiiu-U smoke ulioiil, lull stock plants ol Fuchsias, Helio¬ 
tropes, A bullions, and others should lie placed in heat lo 
furnish cuttings. Prune them lightly into shape before¬ 
hand, and keep them rather dry at the root until fairly 

started, hut syringe them frequently overhead in line 
weather. llouvardioH that flowered early and have had 
sctcrnl weeks' rest ill u temperature since may lie similarly 
treated with a view to secure some early cuttings ; hut any 
that may have been kept in heat to bloom until Christmas 

must not lie excited again Just yet. Take cuttings of 
Ixils-lias as fast as they can lie obtained, for if left too long 
the plants frequently die away altogether ut this season. 
Even if the slis-k ol old plants is lost it is an easy matter 
to raise a fresh one from seed, and Sutton's dark-little 
IxilH-lia comes as even, true, and good from semi as any 
named kind. This is a good time, where there Is a nice 
hottum-lieut lied, to take root eutliugs ot the gnn-clul and 
useful Draemnas, ol which the green-leaved varieties, such 
as I). Indivlsa, I). australis, Ac., are excellent town plants, 

and will stand almost ns much smoke, dust, ami neglect 
as the notoriously hardy Aspidistra. Fern spores sown 
lids month or next usually suoceisl better than if loll till 
later, anil such semis as those of the Holden Feather 

Pvrcthrum, Centnurens, and Mimuhis ought also to lie 
started in good lime. B. C. It. 

THIS COMING WEEK’S WORK. 

Extract! from a Garden Diary from January 
1 3th to Jan nary 2wh. 

Mailc up liot-luxl* for Potatoes and other things. I 
generally make these up in blocks, a block being wide 
enough to carry two lines of frames. Cucumbers, Melons, 
und propagating may be done in the frames at the liook 

where the lied Is liighesl, and the frames ill the front call 
lie used for Potatoes, Carrots, Radishes, I-ettuces, Ac. 

This economises the heat, ami the beds are more lasting. 
Finished laying out the seed Potatoes to sprout. A few 
rows of Sharpe's Victor, a white early kidney, have been 
planted on uii early border of front of a forcing house. 
Where some warmth is Isirrotvcd from the house the 
Potatoes will lie protes ted when they come up. I have 
generally dug early Potatoes from this Under liefore the 
frame Potatoes arc all finished. The autumn-sown Peas 
have profited by the mild weather, and have come up. 
and nt present liiok strong. Ulhor Pea* have been planted 
lor succession, and I have generally used some in heat lo 
make sure. Repotted a number o( Uloxinias, which are 

Just starting into growth, and placed on a shelf at the hack 
of stove, They always start away well on this shelf, the 

warmth Just suiting them. Put in more Chrysanthemum 
cuttings. Tlie earliest cuttings are now rooted, and are 
taken out ol the propagating Irame and places! on a stage 
in a light position. Only lire enough is used in the Chrys¬ 
anthemum-house to keep out Irost, as I want the plants 

to bo sturdy ami dwarf. Stirred the soil among the spring- 
tlowcrlng plants in the lied*. The Irost does not lay hold 
of a loose surface in the same way it does a hard-beaten 
crust, ami has not the same lifting |iower, consequently, 
does notdo so much harm. I have still plenty of Veitch's 
Self-protecting Autumn Broccoli stowed away safe from 
frost. Filled In beds in Cucumbcr-house with tv arm 
manure : the plants are ready, ami as the soil is wormed 
through (he plants are set out. Ixiekie's Perfection alone 
will In- planted in the house. Sowed more Tomatoes. 
Pricked nil Cyclamens sowed Inst August. Cleared out 

plants from the conservatory, and filled up with plains 
from the forcing-house. Many things are coming on now, 
including a large lintch of Frecsins and other bulbs. 
Manured ami ridged ground lor Onions, and trenched up 
a piece of ground for early Potatoes, to he followed by 
Straw lierrie*. The latter will lie planted early in August. 
Trenched a piece ol ground to he laid out os a shrubbery, 
one of tin- prim-i|ial objects being to create a blind that 
will quickly hide some uglv building. Helaid Box-edging 

ami turned over gravel paths. Cut down ami removed 
several Sycamore and other trees which are injuring plants 
and other better trees growing near, and thus involved a 
rearrangement of the undergrowth. Instead of planting 
in mixtures, the Laurels, Yews, Boxes, Aitculius, Ber¬ 
berries, Hollies, Ac., will lie grouped together. This will, 

1 think, make a desirable eltange. I'otUsl more Tuberoses. 

Work In tho Town Garden. 
The advent of the New Year has been marked by a change 

to severer weather, which, if it continues, will put a stop 
to all outdoor work, and render the most important part of 
thejkidoor routinelhatof keeping up a genial temperature 

■jleal of experience or skill is also necessary to en 
jo to hit the right mean ill the maltfnkqfibeqtnMi, 

itslure. It does not do toallow the thermometer to lull 

Day Lilies in pots.—Whore ft greenhouse 
or conservatory has to ho kept gay at all seasons 
as much variety as possible consistent with a 
good display of bloom is generally the object 

aimed at, and among plants that give very little 
trouble und at the same time afford a pfeasing 
variety to the usual occupants of the greenhouse 
mav he named tho ditlerent forms of Hemero- 
caliis or Day Lilies, more especially the clear 
golden-yellow H. Hava, which is such a general 

favourite. Good flowering tufts of this reach a 
height of about a yard, and though the indi¬ 
vidual blooms only last a short time, a succes¬ 
sion is kept up for a considerable period. The 
dwarfer-growing H. Dutnortieri, whose flowers 

are of a deep-orange hue, tinged on the exterior 
\vjt’l)|b^pt^eij; ip] also well suited for this treat- 
merit, anil so is 11. Thunbergi, the blossoms of 
i\(-h(c£)*jre those of H. flava. 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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The stronger-growing kinds, such as H. fulva 

and H. Kwanso, with their double-flowered 
forms, are not so useful for flowering under 
glass. The variegated-leaved variety, when in 
good form, is, however, wonderfully pretty, and 
with a little protection the variegation is very 
clear and decided. For flowering these Day 

Lilies under glass very little preparation is 
necessary, for where there are clumps estab¬ 

lished in the open ground they may be lifted, 
potted into suitable sized pots, and placed in a 

cold frame, all that is needed licing to water 
when necessary. As the roots get active a little 
liquid-manure will be beneficial.—H. 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

ZONAL PELARGONIUMS FOR WINTER 
FLOWERING. 

It is very easy to strike cuttings too soon in the 

case of these ‘‘Geraniums” (a name which I must 

struck in 2.j-inch pots, which are quite large 

enough, the first shift should be into 3-inch 
pots, which will give ample room for a good 
start. As soon as these are filled (not pot- 
bound) with roots, 4.\-inch pots should be the 
next shift, and thenco into 6-inch pots, and the 

largest into 7-inch pots later on if desirable. In 
any case, however, the pots should be thoroughly 
well filled with roots by the end of August, 

leaving September for the ripening of the wood 
in an exposed position. By the end of the 
latter month the plants should be brought 
under cover into a dry house or pit where 
ventilation can he given as freely as possible by 
night as well as day. When there is the 
slightest suspicion of damping, or the atmos¬ 
phere ap|)ear8 to be moisture-laden, some 
warmth should be applied to keep it dry and 
buoyant. This warmth will also assist in the 
development of the flower-trusses, and is really 
necessary to obtain the best results. A night 

temperature at that time of from 45 degs. to 

White Zonal Pelargonium " Niphetos." 

confess I still prefer to that given as the heading) 
in more ways than one. Firstly, when pro¬ 
pagated early, the growth is made under less 
favourable conditions and is no real gain in 
point of time j secondly, in striking them early 
therc is every possibility (in private establish¬ 
ments at least) of the young plants lteing 
crowded together through want of room by 
reason of the bedding plants taking up so much 

space. In this way all receive similar treat¬ 
ment, whereas those now under notice should 
have as favourable a position as can be accorded 

them, even from the time of striking the cut¬ 
tings. In striking the outtings, it is better to 
insert each singly in a small pot to prevent the 

earliest growth from becoming drawn, as well 
as to avoid a check in the first potting oil'. 
A frame or pit with a moderate warmth, and 

not any excess of moisture, will do well for pro¬ 
pagating, or they may lie struck in houses on 
shelves where a little shaded. When safely 

rooted, a lower temperature will ljffi*tter in 
every way. Suppingn 

50 dogs, will give a good return in flowers, 
allowing, of course, a corresponding rise during 
the day. “Geraniums,” it should be borne in 

mind, do best in a dry atmosphere. They 
are also found to do in chalky soils out-of- 
doors. This should point to the fact that some 
lime rubble broken up finely and mixed with 
the soil is good for them. Failing this useful 
article, some l>one-ineal will do almost as well, 
being easily assimilated by the plants, although it 
docs not keep the soil quite so open. As to soil, 

nothing can surpass good fibrous-loam and the 
best of leaf-mould, one-fourth of the latter to 
three-fourths of the former being good pro¬ 

portions. Firm potting is decidedly the best, 
as it keeps in check any tendency to rank 

growth, which ought to be avoided. In the 
early summer, as soon as all danger of frosts is 
over, the plants should stand ont-of-doors in a 
sunny spot upon a bed of ashes at a fair distance 

apart, os in the case of forced Strawberries in 
” th, Two stoppings at least will be needful j 

'ants have progressed in the' 

three will be better. This should give from ten 
to twelve good blooming shoots ny the time 
they are required. In any case, rather than 
have to pick out the first flower trusses when 
formed too early, it is much better to stop once 
more, provided there is time, than thus to 
waste the energies of the plants to no real 
purpose. Any assistance in the wav of 
manure should be deferred until the plants 
are showing for flower. In this there is one 
essential object to be aimed at which often¬ 

times is lost sight of by cultivators ; it is that 
of keeping in check a too rank development 
of leaf growth, which serves no actual good. 
There is such a host of varieties in cultivation 

that it is a difficult matter to really select just 
a few as the very best of each colour. Niphetos, 
the white variety now illustrated, stands out, 
however, as one of the very best of the pure- 
whites. The growth is dwarf and compact, the 
leaves never large under careful treatment, 
whilst it is a profuse-flowering kind. It is also 
well suited for liedding ont-of-doors in dry 
positions. Swan ley Single White is also a good 
variety of dwarf branching habit. Of the crim¬ 
sons Lord Rosebery and H. Cannoll Junior arc 
two of the best; Lord Chesterfield, a soft 
magenta, is a grand variety. In the salmon 
shades, Mrs. Robert Canncll and lady R. 
Churchill can be strongly recommendoi. As a 
dark pink Maud of Males should be noted, sh 
should Mrs. Wildsmith of the rose-pinks. Of 
the blush-coloured kinds, Lady Brooke and 

Bridesmaid are two capital kinds. Another 
good one to complete a dozen is Marquis of 
Duflerin, a crimson-magenta, also a free-flowering 
variety. Niphetos (here figured), belongs to the 
Nosegay section. As its name implies, the 
flowers are pure-white, never becoming tinted 
under the strongest sun. It is the freest and 
most persistent bloomer of the whole family. I 
have had plants in bloom continuously for two 
years in 6-inch pots, with an occasional top- 
dressing of some plant food. G. 

5250.- Hydrangeas in pots.—There will 
be no difficulty in flowering these by the dates 
you mention. They are naturally deciduous, 
so, of course, you lose the leaf, as you describe. 
Cut them back to the sound eyes near the base. 
■Some will be more prominent than others, and 
it is these which will carry the finest heads of 
flower. Feed them well when growth is active, 
but do not repot, unless in very small sizes now. 
Plenty of water, light, and an ordinary green¬ 

house temperature will grow them very well.— 

1*. U. 

-These should be pruned rather severely (see reply 
lo 5215). Alter pruning keep them rather dry at the root 
tor a time, but place them in n genial wnrmth, anil syringe 

frequently overhead. When well in growth re|>ol them, 
and push them on with plenty of water and liquid- 
manure. Thev require tree ventilation and abundance ot 

l-rht.-B. C. R. 

5245 and 5250.- Treatment of Hydran¬ 
geas. — These plants make their growths 
and the flower-shoots the year previous to 
flowering; if they are weak no flower-heads 
will lie produced. Although the flower-heads 
are produced from the growths of the current 
year, they will not flower if the wood is not 
vigorous and well ripened. Some persons have 
an idea that the pruning-knife is essential in the 

culture of all kinds of plants and trees, taking 
much pleasure in cutting and slashing. A well- 
grown Hydrangea makes stout, short-jointed 
young wood, and if it is too crowded cut out the 
weak growths in summer, but do not use the 

knife at all in winter.—J. D. E. 

- Supposing the plant to be in a pot, and 
of large or moderate size, all the weak shoots or 

spray should he cut out altogether, and the 
st rong shoots (of last year) be cut back to wit hin 
two or throe strong eyes of their base. If a very 
large specimen is wanted do not prune quite so 
hard, leaving the principal shoots about a third 
of their present length. Plants in the open 
ground may bo treated somewhat in the samo 
way, but as a rule they do not require nearly so 

much pruning as pot plants.—B. C. R. 

_ Your plant will need no more culling down than 
the frost will effect. Simply trim back lo the sound wood 
in March. We should not get the grand specimens found 
in the southern counties it they were cut down to tho 

ground annually.—I’. U. 

- Hydrangeas form flower-buds on the ends of tho 

shoots, and it the plants are cut down there will tie no 
CflWvtlM.l amtits OTktraggling, untidy habit may be pruned, 

^l^-irfrW'TL'&Rois AT 
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CLEMATISES IN POTS. 

Wk ilo not often seo these grown in pots now. 

Why, I cannot say. I remember some grand 
collections at the Royal Botanic Society’s 
exhibitions, held some years l>aek in Regent's- 
park, hut for the last six or seven years an 
occasional well-grown plant is all I have seen 

in private collections. It is difficult to account 
for this when we bear in mind how easily the 
Clematis is grown, and how certain a bloomer 
it is. If the individual (lowers do not last long 

in the open air, and show signs of being weather¬ 
beaten whon wind anil rain prevail, we can 
remedy this by growing t hem under glass. The 
double varieties will keep fresh for weeks, and 
are very useful as cut flowers during early spring. 

•Some of the varieties found umoug the l’atens 
and Lanuginosa classes aro grand in size, form, 

and colour, while more than ono of them are 
exquisitely scented. I think we may safely say 
that few plants will give more show for the 
same amount of trouble ; nor can the amateur 
with an unheated or Imrely frost-proof house 
find a genus more suitable for soring and 
summer blooming. I am dealing witn plants in 
pots only, so their grand qualities as climbers, 
both inside and out, must be left for a future 

note. One most 
Important item when cultivating the 

Clematis is knowing to which class or section a 
variety belongs. Until we understand the 

characteristics of each section, we shall not be 
certain of success ; therefore, wo will look into 
this point at once. Clematises are divided into 
several classes, but the four most suited for pots 

arc the Patens (see cut), Jackmani, Florida, and 
Umuginosa groups, and I propose giving a note 

upon each. The Patens and Florida groups (lower 
upon tho matured wood of the previous season, anil 
this must bo borne in mind whon pruning. Roth 
of t hem produce long growths from the base ufte 
having (lowered. In order to increaso tho 

strength of these shoots it is well to cut away 
tho two-year-old wood as soon as tho blooms 

have been secured. It is a good plan to train 
tho two or three long growths up the roof of tho 
house. I tie them to a picco of string stretching 
from the pots to a purlin running through my 
house. 'I hero would lie a considerable amount 
of attention needed to train the growths over a 
wire globe or trellis work as they grew, anil I 
find the above plan much easier, besides afford¬ 
ing more light to mature tho wood. At any 
convenient time during the winter the plants 

aro repotted and the wood trained around glolies 
or not as desired, this lieing cut away after it 

has bloomed, and more young growths trained 
up the strings as before. If tile room should lie 
needed for other puiqioses, the Clematises may 

lie stood out-of-doors after the middle of .June, 
where they will finish their growth equally well 
l)o not stand them against a hedge and allow 
tho growth to ramble among it, or you will 

proliably have much difficulty in clearing tho 
wood later on without injury. ’ 

A FEW ORAM) varieties among tho Patens 
class are Albert Victor (deep-lavender), The 

Queen (delicate-lavender), Miss Bateman (white, 
with deep-chocolate centre), Fair Rosamond 
(blusli-whitc), and Lord Londesborough (a deep- 
mauve). These aro all single and vory Inrgo 
blooms. On the other hand, we find all doubles 

in the Florida class, and alt hough we liavo Beauty 
of Worcester, from the Lanuginosa section, pro¬ 
ducing hothdoublc and single blossoms of abluish- 
violet shade, the bust double are Belle of Woking 
(silvery-grey). Countess of Lovelace (lilac), anil 
Duchess of Edinburgh (pure-white). The last 
named is particularly sweet scented and pure. 
In the .Jackmani section we have a group which 
flower from the wood made early in the spring. 
The growths arc long,like the Patens and Florida 
sections, but aro produced earlier, and when 
t heir length is attained they commence bloom¬ 
ing from the point backwards, giving flowers 

from almost every joint. When (his growth 
has bloomed it is of no further use, and may lie 
cut down. In tho meantime the plants may 
stand in any odd corner until their next lot of 
growth commences from the l>use, when they 

should be grown on ns before. An enormous 
lot of bloom is produced by this class, and an 

8 inch pot will carry enough wood to completely 
clotho a globe 3 feet or 4 feet in diameter. 
Jaekmuni superba (dark-purple), Jackmani alba 
(whito), Jackmani "Smith’s Snow White" i* 

It grand addition «on^i^Lty<^<^r*'V^*nJt-U 

and Co., Worcester; Alexandra (pale-reddish 
violet), Gipsy Queen (velvety-purple), and Star 
of India (deep-reddish-plum) are only a few of 
the gems in this section. Treat this class as 
herbaceous perennial climbers. 

The Lanuginosa section make growth not 
quite so strong as the Patens and Florida varie¬ 
ties, but instead of flowering like them they 
bloom in succession upon short laterals from 

the long growths. We sue that the Patens and 
Florida classes bloom on- the wood made the 
previous season, after which it is useless. The 

Flowering-spray ol Clematis patens. 

wood of the Jackmani class carries a crop 
of bloom the samo year, and may then 
be cut down; but that of the Lanuginosas 
merely needs a few of the weakest growths 
to lie cut away each spring, tho stronger 

growths being left permanent. Otto Fra-bel is 
a sweet-scented white of immense size ; Henryi 
is also large, perhaps the largest blossom in the 
whole genus. Allia magna (puro-white), the 
Gem (deep-lavender), Blue Gem (a sweot. ca-ru- 
lean blue), anil Beauty of Surrey (soft greyish- 
blue) aro but a few of the numerous grand 
varieties to lie found in this section. Grand 

new Clematises aro lieing introduced yearly, 
nnd it is quite impossible to name more than a 
fow in each of the above sections. I hope these 
few notes will have shown the immense import¬ 

ance of correct pruning when cultivating the 
Clematis, so I will close with a general hint or 
two on the wliolo genus. If small plants arc 
purchased from the trade growers they may be 
shifted into (J-inch (Kits at once, using good 

drainage and a rich, loamy compost, having a 
fair sprinkling of .-(-inch bones and soot. 

Clematises are very ravenous feeders, and will 
benefit from liquid-manures when growing. 
They also like plenty of moisture from the time 
new growth commences until their wood is 

matured. The pots soon become crammed 
with roots, and unless a heavy mulching can lie 
applied it is a good plan to repot them each 
other year. When this is being done pick out 
as much of the soil from tho mat of roots as 
possiblo ; nor need we hesitate to cut a good 
deal of their roots away where matted so extra 
thickly, as we often find them. The tempera¬ 
ture of a cool greenhouse will suit them admir¬ 
ably, but they are also at home in almost a 

stovo-hent. Few insects attack them, the chief 
pest being aphis, nnd these only when surround¬ 
ing subjects are also troubled with them. 

_P. U. 

.r)24fi.—Veronicas in pots —These plants, 
when grown in pots, do not require more than a 

cool greenhouse temperature. In fact, some of 
them uro hardy enough to stand through tho 

winter in the open air in England. Their 
oulturo is very easy, as they aro froo-growing 
nja^t^1/-jpnking masses of fibrous roots when 

and they must bo shiftodyf^^oneJ 

flower-pot into another before they become 
what gardeners term pot-bound—that is, tho 
roots matted round the inner surface of the 
(lower-pot. The licst soil for them is a compost 

of two parts good fibrous yellow loam to one of 
peat; a little decayed manure and sand should 
be added ; not much, as the plants are likely to 
grow too rampant. Leaf-mould may also lie 
used in tho place of peat, if the latter cannot lie 

obtained,as the Veronicas arc not over particular 
as regards the compost used to grow them in.— 
J. D. E. 

- These do not require more than a green¬ 
house temperature, and are excellent plants for 
the amateur to grow, as they aro not difficult 
to cultivate, whilst they bloom freely through 
the autumn and early winter months. It is a 
pity that more interest is not taken in this 

class, as there is no lack of variety, many with 
flowers of beautiful colour. One of the iiest is 
V. Andorsoni, which has dark-green leaves and 
blue and white (lowers in dense spikes, whilst 
the variegated form is quite a foliage plant, the 
leaves green, variegated with creamy-white, a 

very distinct and handsome variety. Blue Gem 
is dwarf, free, and tho flowers bright-blue. 
Celestial (sky-blue), Imperatricc (rich-blue), 
Marie Antoinette (pink), Eveline (rose-lilac, the 

habit of the plant in every way good), Diainunt 
(deep-red), and Reine deslBlanches (pure-white). 
In the more southerly districts of England, in 
Devonshire nnd sheltered parts along tho 
Cornish const, tho plants are quite hardy, but 
otherwise must have the protection of a green¬ 
house. The best results are got from plants 

planted out during the summer months, and 
lifted whon frost approaches and transferred to 
pots, keeping up a gay display in tho green¬ 
house until Chrysanthemums arc in full bloom. 
Supjioso one is going to commence with cuttings, 
gut these from half-ripened wood in the late 

spring or earlier. They will strike readily with 
a little artificial heat, and flower moderately 
well tho first year, but really well the second 
season. If you have no opportunity of planting 
them out during the summer, they must, of 
course, be kept in the 5-inch or 0-inch pots in 

which they were placed at the final shift, but 
very careful attention will be necessary to keep 
the soil moist. If possible, plant them out in 
early .June, loosen the soil a little round the 
ball, and plant out. in rich, light soil, the best 
way of promoting a vigorous growth, and plenty 
of fibrous roots. One or two stoppings of tho 

chief shoots may lie given, but not after the first 
few days in July. At tho latter end of August 
or early ISepteuibur, take up the plants and put 
them into as small pots as possible without 
unduly cramming in the roots. .Six-inch, or even 
5-inch, will, as a rule, lie sufficient size for 
amateurs with small greenhouses.—C. T. 

- - These pretty plants (tho shrubby 
varieties) are of the easiest possible culture, anil 

succeed admirably with a minimum of heat, or 
even in a cold house, in cither country or town 
gardens. Cuttings of tho half-ripened shoots 
will strike readily in sandy soil in a very gentle 

warmth, or even under a cIobo cold framo or 
handlight, at any time during the summer, or 
when a little harder they may no inserted in t he 
autumn, and will mostly form roots if only frost 
is kept away. The following spring they should 
bo potted singly into 3-inch sizes, using good 

fibrous or sandy loam, with half the quantity 
of leaf-mould or peat; grow them on for a time 
under glass, but with plenty of air, pinch out 
the points once, shift into 5-iuch pots when 
broken into growth again, stand them out of 
doors in August, and they will bloom beautifully 

in September, Octolier, or later. 1 have some 
beautifully in bloom now (January 2) in a house 
from which frost is only just excluded. They 
thrive best with firm potting nnd free drainage, 
watering abundantly in hot weather, and not 
allowing them to become very dry even in tho 

winter, as they are of an evergreen nature, and 
nearly always in either growth or bloom, more 
ir less. Old plants should lie moderately 
pruned in the spring, and repotted when they 

rcak into growth again.—B. C. R. 

- These are easily propagated from cut¬ 

tings, and grown into flowering plants in 5-inch 
pots in one season, if the cuttings are taken 

earl}- in spring. The New Zealand Veronicas 
are fairly hardy In sheltered places, and the 
fitfiWl*iVc(!iei,(tlt'which Andorsoni may lie taken 

^0t|<^vi^ipa cool greenhomqi. 
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In a mild season they will live through the 
winter outside. The same soil and treatment 
that will grow a "Geranium” or Fuchsia will 
grow the greenhouse Veronicas. Old plants 
may be cut back in spring and repotted when 
the lnuls break. These will make large bushes 
and flower to the end of summer and autumn, 

whilst the cuttings rooted in spring will flower 
in smaller pots.—E. II. 

- A cool Krccnliouso temperature Is very suitable for 
tlii'se, ns they are not i|iiite hardy, unless in a very warm 

anil sheltered locality. Veronica Trnvcrsi is about tile 
hardiest. A rich, loamy, compost will do them well. 
Keep them frcipicntly syringed while not in bloom, and 
avoid too much bent with close atmospheres. Treat like 
other half-hardy shrubs.—I’, t.'. 

•r,-',K- Solanum Capsicastrum.—The 
shoots must be well thinned out, for if much 
crowded they will be too weak to fruit freely. 
•Stop the growths in May to mako them bushy, 

and in Juno either plant them out again or shift 
them into (i-inch or 7-inch pots, and when a 
little established stand them on ashes in the 

open air. They mako the best plants in this 
way, as the lifting checks them sadly. Give 
them plenty of water and liquid-manure in hot 
weather, and in September prick out the point 
of each strong shoot. Needling plants never 
berry to any extent until the second or third 
year.—B. C. R. 

5.71'-, 9aVnat,0,n Souvenir tie la Malmalson. 
— rhe dcli'Mtu petals of this beautiful flower are easily 
scalded by the sun when under glass, especially so when 
the flowers are rendered soft by the use of strong manures. 
Water will also cause this if allotted to get on the petals 
from drip or from syringing.—K. H'rVArsfrr. 

MIGNONETTE IN POTS. 

Mignonette for early spring flowering may now 
won lie sown. Where only a limited quantity is 
required, a shelf close to the glass in a house 

where just suflieient heat is given to keep out 
frost will bo the best position, or a mild hot-bed 
in a pit will bring the seed up quickly. In the 

neighbourhood of London or any place whore 
fogs prevail, it requires some care to keep the 
early sown Mignonette from getting spindly and 
sveuk, and it is liable to dump oil' while in the 
seed-leaf. During bright weather a little 
warmth with plenty of air will be beneficial, 
but in dull, foggy weather it should lie kept as 
cod as possible. Although the early-sown 
Mignonette requires a little extra care, it will 
well repay the trouble, for itwill comeinto flower 
at a time when it is most appreciated, and last 
better than that which comes into bloom after 
the weather is warmer. Any plants that gel 
too thin or straggling for flowering in pots will 
be useful for planting out. In growing Mignon¬ 
ette in pots it is essential that the pots should 
be filled firmly with a good, loamy compost, 
with which may bo mixed a good proportion of 
well rotted manure. 

Soot should bo mixed with the manure 
before adding it to the other compost ; this 

will kill any worms or other insects. Old 
lime rubbish is also a valuable addition, 
especially for the early sowings, as it helps 
to keep the soil sweet. The seed should 

bo sown fairly thick, and as soon as the plants 
are large enough they may be thinned out, but 

not too much at first. From six to nine plants 
in a 5-inch pot will be sufficient after the final 
thinning. Plenty of light and air is essential, 
but cold east winds are very damaging, and it 
will be better not to give air than to expose the 
plants to a direct east wind. As soon as the 
plants are large enough to require it they 
should have more room, and when they are an 
inch or from that to 2 inches high liquid-manure 
may be used, commencing with it well diluted 
and gradually increasing the strength. Great 
care should be taken that it is used in a clear 
state. I find a great difficulty in making young 
men understand that all liquid-manures should 
lie allowed to settle down and never bo used 
except in a clear state. Thick, muddy manure 
not only stains the foliage, but it forms a coating 
over the surface of the soil and effectually pre¬ 

vents evaporation and absorption. There are 
some 

Very distinct varieties of Mignonette, 
but names are rather misleading. The varieties 
may be divided iuto three distinct forms—viz., 

red, white, and yellow. In the red varieties 
the colour is given by the numerous anthers, 
the petals being of a greenish-white and'Rfcon 

ppiouou*; in the yellov^^^^r^^yo 

and in the white varieties the petals are much 
enlarged, and the anthers nre very small and 
sometimes entirely absent. Parson s White was 
the first distinct white variety, and although 
there are now many different names, I have not 
met with anything better than the original. 

The best and most distinct red variety is Vil- 
morin’s grandiflora. I do not know the history 
of the yellow variety, Golden Queen. All the 

above may be obtained under various pet names. 
I may mention Mnehet as another distinct form ; 
this has very thick spikes of bloom of a greenish- 
white. This and Vilmorin's are the most 
popular for market work. While speaking of 
varieties I may allude to the curious double 
variety shown by Messrs, Balchin and Sons a 
fow years ago. In this variety the seed-vessels 
were superseded by lateral spikes of bloom, the 
lower ones running out to some length, the 
original petals much enlarged and white. A 
most interesting variety, but it can only bo pro¬ 
pagated from cuttings. II. 

ORCHIDS. 

CATTLEYA AMETHYSTOGLOSSA. 
The first plant which I ever saw of this was in 
the gardun of II. P. Rcichenheim, in the Tein 

Garden outside Berlin. This was thirty years 
ago, and 1 afterwards saw it as a unique speci¬ 
men in England in Mr. Warner's collection. 
Soon after this the Messrs. Low and Co., of 
Clanton, received a fine lot of it ; but not many, 

1 think, equalled Mr. Warner’s plant. The 
Messrs. Low have every now and then large 
consignments of this Orchid, which keep it well 
before the public, for the beauty of its flowers 
commends it to everyone, and it appears to exist 
in very great quantities in its native place, so 
much so that I do not think this a variety of 
C. guttata, as some authors call it var. Prinzi. 
I rather here adopt the name given it, I believe, 
by Linden. The plant certainly has some 
resemblance to C. guttata, yet I think it is quite 

distinct. It has somewhat slender, erect, stem- 

C'at!leva Amethysloglossa. 

like pseudo-bulbs, which usually attain a length 
of 2A feet, and I have seen the bulbs reach 
3 feet and more. These bear upon the points a 
pair of large leathery leaves, and from between 
these the scape appears, bearing many flowers, 

which vary much in size and colour in different 
plants. I his might be expected from a plant 
that seeds freely and evidently grows in a spot 
well suited to the development of the young 
seedlings. The flowers each measure 5 inches 

or more across, the sepals and petals being 
nearly equal, thick and waxy in texture, 
creamyImto, suffused with a tinge of roso and 
tpt fo/lj^rore especially near the marginsj,^^ijj; 

numerous spots (not blotches) of rich rosy- 
purple. 

'I he side lobes of the lip are erect, in colour 
about the same as the ground of the sepals and 
petals, the tips reflexed and of a rich amethyst- 
purple. The middle lobe is of a rich and bright 
amethyst-purple. The flowers last in full beauty 
for a month, and they do not injure the plant if 
allowed to remain on for that period. I like to 
allow the plants to remain in the house in which 
the flowers open far better than to remove them 
to another, which is sure to be moister or drier, 

and to have some variation in temperature, 
either of which affects the duration of tho 
flowers to a surprising extent. Its usual tinio 

of flowering is the spring months, but I have 
seen its flowers at all seasons. Last season 
I noted a very distinct and handsome variotv 
flowering with Mr. .Sander, of St. Albans, anil 
this was not a recently imported plant cither. 
It M-ould bo a desirable acquisition if wo could 
onsure its flowering regularly at this dull time 
of the setuion. To grow this plant so that it 
will continue to make bulbs strong enough to 
bloom annually has somewhat puzzled the 
majority of growers. I usually find that it 
liecoincs smaller after about two or three seasons, 
and I am of opinion that it does not like such 

cool treatment as most of tho Cattleyas are 
subjected to. I think the liest place to winter 
this is M’ith plants of Ladia slogans in a house 
that does not at any time fall below 60 (legs. If 
at any time the plant appears to lie inclined to 
move too soon, it should lie set where more air 
can play upon it, and it should lie kept a little 
drier ; but 1 am totally opposed to the roasting 
system which used to lie applied to this family. 

__ G. 

A good amateur’s Orchid.—A really 
good Orchid for an umutour to grow in his 
collection is Odontoglossum Rossi majus, which 

will succeed well in either a pot or a basket. It 
is easily grown in the cool-house, anti the flowers 

last in beauty for many wooks during tho 
winter. They vary considerably in colour, but 
tho variety majus is as good as any, tho flowers 
borne in pairs, with white petals and sepals 
spotted with purplish-broM-n, whilst the lip is 
largo and white, tho crest yellow. It is an 
excellent Orchid for cutting, each of these richly - 
mnrkcd blooms making a good flower for the 

coat. In tho smallest collection this should be 
grown for its 1 (canty and easy culture.—0. T. 

GARDEN REFUSE. 
The above term includes all that is supposed to 
lie of little value in the garden, but which often 
gives the groncr of choice vegetables and fruit 
just the materials required to mix with un¬ 
suitable soils. At no season of the year than 
now is there a better opportunity to secure theso 
aids to enrich the soil, at the same time tloing a 
vast amount of good by the removal of useless, 
often unsightly material. One of the best man¬ 
ures M’o havo is wood-ashes, which most plants 
in a vigorous state like. At this period the 
quarters occupied by last year’s crops will 
require to bo got in readiness for tho next 
season’s crop, and in gardens of any ago 
with plentiful supplies of manure failures 
often occur by clubbing, wireuorm, and 
other insect pests. There is no better 
remedy than stopping tho supply of animal 
manure and treating the soil to liberal dress¬ 
ings of wood-ashes, lime, or burnt garden 

refuse. In case any doubt exists as to the ricli- 
uess of the soil, wood-ashes may be used, adding 
a liberal quantity of guano, or the latter may 

with advantage be applied as a top-dressing. 
There is ahvays from this date till late in tho 
spring a wealth of material that may bo con¬ 
verted into charred refuse, as all prunings, 
useless growth, stalks of Cabbages, Cauliflowers, 
or any of the Brassiea tribe may be utilised 
for this purpose, and if a large quantity 
cannot be secured, certain quarters may be 
attended to, doing the worst each season. 

It is surprising what a mass of suitable 
material can be secured when means are taken 
to collect and prepare for this purpose. There 

is no better fertiliser than charred refuse for 
soils badly infested with wireworm, adding a 
small quantity of gas-lime. For Asparagus-beds 
in heavy olay soil the garden refuse, after having 
bee.-.1 olaefeciniil! heapb with a liberal quantity of 

-.e^ |^«^(^^iplly,is of greal 
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value. Leaves, which are often very plentiful, 
may always he turned to valuable account. 
They decay rapidly if placed in sunken pits or 

covered with soil and saturated with liquid- | 
manure. Mortar rubble from buildings should 
always be utilised for fruit-trees, and if not re¬ 
quired at the time should be stored for use when 
required. If there is any surplus matter that is 
not sulliciently decayed, allow it to get all the 

moisture possible, giving liquid-manure or 1 
drainings from manure heaps. This will soon 
be in condition, and may be used to advantage 
for such crops as Beet, Carrots, Parsnips, &c., 

later in the season. G. 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

TALL-GROWING WINDFLOWERS. 

Amongst the hundreds of hardy flowers grown 
in gardens, few genera are more popular than 
the Windflowers. They are pretty evenly dis¬ 
tributed in temperate regions all over the 
world, and from the liny vernal Windflower (A. 
vcrnalis) of our high Alps to the gigantic A. 
Fannini, recently introduced from Natal, 
where it blossoms from Septemlier to Decem¬ 
ber, wc have almost every gradation in height, 

habit, size, and colour of flowers. From the 
dazzling A. fulgens, through the magnificent 
and varied shades in A. coronaria, to the insig¬ 
nificant A. pennsylvanica, wo have yellow, 
purple, blue, Ac,, all of them with a distin¬ 
guishing character. The new A. Fannini has 
large, white, fragrant flowers, 3 inches in dia¬ 
meter, its leaves, when full size, measuring from 

1 foot to ‘2 feet in diameter. It is said to have 
stood our winter in the open air, but we are 
not aware of its having flowered outside yet. 
It is, however, likely to prove a useful flower¬ 
ing plant in the cool conservatory, where it 
should be planted out in a light place and (lentv of room allowed for development. 
Vindflowers, as a rule, prefer deep, rich soil, 

light and gritty for the running kinds, and 

rather on the moist side for those from the 
high alpine pastures. If avoidable, 

they should never bo disturbed. The 
majority of them are readily propa¬ 
gated by root division and liy seeds, 
which they ripen freoly in most sea¬ 
sons. These should be sown as soon 
as gathered, when they will quickly 
germinate, and a season thereby bo 

saved. The following notes refer only 
to the tall-growing species known to 
us in cultivation :— 

Ai.riSK WiNDH.owKii (A. alpina), 
although one of the very commonest 
species in alpine districts, being found 

on almost every mountain in Southern 
Europe, is by no means so plentiful 
in gardens os one would suppuse. This 
may in a measure Ikj accounted for by 
its slow growth, its dislike to lieing 
disturbed, and the probability of its 
being what, we call a short-lived plant. 
It is a variable species, anil lias a 

large and complicated synonymy, so 
many botanists having named the 
merest varieties and classed them as 

species. The most distinct variety 
known to us is one called sulphurca, 
A. alpina var. apiifolia of the botan¬ 
ists. The flowers in this plant arc 
palo-leinon or sulphur. It makes a 
charming Iwrder plant, beautiful in 
flower and also in seed, the bunches 
of long feathery tails lieing very 
effective in autumn. The type grows 
from 1 foot to 2 feet in height, form¬ 
ing long strong roots, which require a 

deep soil well drained, and with a 
quantity of old mortar mixed with it. 

Th-J flowers are white, pale-purplish outside, 
distinct, and showy. The leaves of both arc 

deeply cut. Fern-like, and effective when 
grouped. It flowers in April and May. 

Tiib Japan Wisdflowkr (A. juponica) is 
decidedly the finest of the tall-growing Anem¬ 
ones yet introduced, and one of our best autumn¬ 
flowering hardy plants. It is a native of damp 

woods on a mountain called Kifune, in the 
neighbourhood of Miuho, Japan, and was first 
introduced into England by Fortune. It has 
lately been found inBurmah, how/ve?, ami may, 

have a still widfc>i ^teiobultllotj 

posed. If disturbed, the Japan Windflower takes 
a long time to become established again, two or 

even more years being required to overcome 
interference unless very carefully handled. My 
plan, which I think a good one, is to establish 
offsets in shallow boxes, and plant out the whole 
without breaking the soil. The white variety 
alba or Honorine Jobert is particularly hand¬ 
some and easily managed ; the great secret seems 

to be to prepare at first a good deep lied of rich 
heavy soil and to leave the plants alone. A. i’. var. hybrida or elegans is said to be a cross 
ictwcen A. japonica and A. vitifolia, a nearly 

allied Himalayan species. We have no means 

of either disputing or verifying this statement, 
but from our knowledge of A. vitifolia we would 
doubt very much its being one of the parents ; 
the probabilities are, os in the case of llonorinc 
Jobert, that it is a break, or sport, or else a 
seedling. When fully established, and showing 
signs of degeneration, supply the needful in the 

shape of a heavy top-dressing, and this left on 
the ground all through the summer will lie found 
beneficial. 

A. nahi’issikizira, of which the illustration 
represents the flowering stem, is a charming 
hardy species distributed in the Alps of Central 
and South Europe, Western Asia, Siberia, 
North-west America, and also in the Himalayas. 
It is by no means a common plant in gardens, 

although a very useful and showy species. It 
is one of the freest, flowering in the group, each 
stem carrying (sec cut) a largo head of tine deli¬ 
cate white flowers in a setting of bright green 
leaves, and making in itself quite a charming 
bouquet. It does well in the ordinary border, 

requiring a sunny snot and rich light soil. It 
■mikes a fino display in early summer when 
doing well. It is said to be allied to A. 
poly an tiles by intermediate forms, none of 

which are known to us in cultivation at present. 
A. nurcissiflora rarely exceeds a foot in height: 
the leaves are palmatcly five-parted, and the 
divisions deeply cut into narrow linear lobes. 
It deserves a place in choice collections. 

A. I'oi.yantiiks. This is one of the most 

Am-inono narcissitlnra. 

charming and, so far as my knowledge of Hima¬ 

layan Windflowers goos, one of the worthiest of 
a place in the flower border or rockerv. It is 
found at an elevation of 10,000 feet to 1*2,(KM) feet 

above sea level, and is quite hardy enough to 
withstand all the vlcist-'.tudcs of our severest 
winters. It is not at all particular appatently 
either as to soil or situation, and flowers with a 
profusion only surpassed by the Japanese 

species. It usually blooms in June and July, 
lining in between the earlier and later forms. 
uiUpuing in flower until succeeded by A) 

giRgnbu- In partially-shaded 

higher than in the open, varying from 1$ feet 
to 3 feet, and bearing an abundance of flowers 
quite equal to any of the other species. It has 

been confounded with A. obtusiloba, a species 
with golden-yellow flowers, not, so far as I 
know, in cultivation at present. In A. poly- 
anthes the stems and leaves are densely silky, 
the latter five to scven-lobed, about 4 inches in 
diameter, anil having long petioles. The flowers 

are about 2 inches across, many in un umbel, 
white or tinged purplish on outside, and very 
showy. It is increased either by seeds or divi¬ 
sion. The seeds sown when gathered give no 
trouble. 

A. RIVULARI3.—This is a well-known garden 
plant, and a good second to polyanthes and 
others of the tall-growing section of Wind¬ 
flowers. It is perhaps 0110 of the easiest to 
manage, making an excellent border plant, and 
not being at all particular as to situation. The 
roots do not run so much as in some of the other 

species, and it is, therefore, not so troublesome 
to keep in its place. The rootstalk is Btout, the 
lower leaves three times divided, the segments 
lolied and evenly serrated. It generally growH 
from 2 feet to 3 feet in height, bearing flattened 
heads of many flowers, star-shaped, 1 inch to 
2 inches in diameter, white, and often purplish- 
tinted outside. It flowers in summer, and is 

perhaps the commonest Windflower of the 
temperate Himalayas. Increased by seeds and 
division. 

Thk Snowdrop Winofu>wbr (A. sylvestris) 
is not, strictly speaking, a tall-growing species, 
and should hardly be included here were it not 
for its charming free-flowering habit, its woolly 
seed heads in early autumn, and its adaptability 

to the wild or natural portions of the garden. 
It should be naturalised in quantities, both in 
our woods and shrublierics, wlicre, if the ground 
is free from strong weeds, it will soon establish 
itself and form large groups, under which con¬ 
dition it is always seen to best advantage. It 
flowers in May and June, the blooms being 
followed by the woolly socd-hcads, which hang 
loosely together for a long time. The flowers 

arc large, white, and in the bud state droojiing 
anil somewhat resembling Snowdrops, hence 
the common name. It is easily propagated by 
offsets, which may lie planted as desired when 
taken off. It is a native of Central Europe and 
Siberia, and should lie in every collection. 

A. viroiniana.—An American species of no 
mean beauty, but unruly in habit, and onlv 

fitted for the shrubbery border or the woodlantf, 
where it can run at will and take care of itself. 

The flowers, which arc pure-white, are produced 
all through the summer. Its near ally, A. penn¬ 
sylvanica, is a weed that never ought to find a 
place in the garden. Also a native of North 
America. 

A. vitifoua.—A rare and lieautiful species 
from Ncpnul, where it is said to lie one of the 
commonest of native flowers. It is one of the 
reputed parents of A. japonica var. hybrida, 
and although much resembling A. japonica, it 
is readily recognised from that species, and 
flowers much earlier. It thrives best in a some¬ 
what shady spot, or wlioro tho soil is stiff ai d 

rich it will do well in the open. It gets damagi d 
in severe winters and should lie protected whi 11 

tho weather is at all severe. It grows from 
I foot to 3 feet in height; the lower leaves are 
from 5 inches to 8 inches in diameter and deeply 
five-lolied. They are smooth aliove, but densely 
covered with a thick tomcntiim lieneath. Tho 

flowers are borne in decomposed flattened 
panicles, pure white, and about 2 inches in 
diameter. It may lie increased by division or 
seeds. D. 

Campanula perslclfolla alba. -This useful, 
well-known herbaceous plant was well to tho front last 
season 111 spile of the drought. It is one of those plants 
which grow so easily that it is often neglected for that 
very reason. It is a plant which Amply reply* liftcral 
treatment, and should be taken up and replanted every 
two or threo years, and should get a good dressing of 
manure every spring.—K. It., WincArtlrr. 

5253.—Auriculas in a garden.—These 
flowers are like everything else, they cannot lie 
expected to do well if they are neglected. It is 
the nature of tho plant to lose many leaves in 
the course of the season, and os it grows and 

the leaves fall off, tho plants stand well out 
of tho ground with naked stems. This, of 

course, would not happen if they had been re- 
i^Jhlft&JdfhaiiUally, as they ought to have been ; 

-y, ^ ||h^r Ranted, fresh soil ought 
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to have boon pub amongst tho stems. The 
leaves being amongst them would have been n 
sort of natural protection, and if the tops were 
clear of the leaves it would have been better to 
let them remain. The best thing to do now 
will be to surface-dress them with rich soil, and 
put on sufficient to cover tho naked stems.- 
5. D. E. 

- All that can be done at present is to 
heap some tine sandy soil or coal ashes round 
the bare stems of the plants, as this is a vulner¬ 
able part, and the probable reason of so many 
dying off. In the spring you will be ablo to see 

which are worth keeping and which not, arid 
the best should be divided and replanted as 
soon as tho (lowers are over, planting them 
deeper, and putting any small or unrooted oil 
sets into sandy soil in a cold frame or under h 
hand light to gain strength.—15. (J. R. 

-Give them n top-dreminff ot leaf-mould, loam, nml 
sand. It will shelter and protect the stems, awl they will 
soon form roots in it, and in spring they t 

and replanted.— E. II. 

MSI.- Anemone-roots and worms.- Tho worm- 
arc probably the Snake Millipede. The heat remedy I can 
dud, when it is not possible to remove the plnuts attacked 
is to annu l the worms into some other substance, such 
as decaying Apples, pieces of Potatoes, Ac., buried in the 
soil and left a few da) s, when they will he found swarming 
with them ; they are then collected and destroyed.— K. II.. 
tt'inchestrr. 

5247.—Rock plants. Many plants are 
suitable for the purpose, but you must remem 
her good treatment is necessary. If the rockery 
is well constructed, plenty of rich, fibry soil and 
comparatively few stones, and the position is 
not, as too often the ease, near to trees, or even 
under the shadow of them, tho following ptunU 
would succeed : Aciena microphylla (which b 
quite dwarf, has crimson spires that give coloui 
to the plant, the flowers I icing inconspicuous), 
the golden-flowered Alyssum saxatile, Audio 
sace lanuginosa (in warm, light soil), Alpine 
Anemones, tho beautiful Vinariu vulgarit 
peloria (a really showy ami interesting flower, 
pale-yellow, orange at the apex), Arabia alhidu 

(which is, however, a little too rampant, hut will 
do for the rougher parts), Arcnaria balcaricu (a 
creeping herb, which coats the facings of the 
stones with greenery, spangled with white 
flowers in summer), Thrift, l)warf Bellflowers 
(such os the deep blue-purple Campanula pallu, 
the White C. pumiln, C. inurulis, ami others), 
Cyclamens (for blooming in winter, C. ibericum 
and varieties), Alpine Pinks, Dryas octnpetala, 
Hardy Heaths for tho rougher parts, Centum- 

ella and Oentiana ocaulis (the flowers in both 

cases of deepest-blue colour), Cypsophilapanicu- 
lata (a spreading plant with a wreath of small 
flowers, very charming for cutting), Christmas 
Rose, Iberis (I. gibraltnrica, I. semperflorens, 

and others), Dwarf Irids and the beautiful 
bulbous kinds (as I. reticulata, which luus deep- 

purple sweetly-scented flowers), Edelweiss, 
Lithospermum prostratum (deep-blue flowers in 
early summer), (.olden-leaved Creeping Jenny, 

0olden Drop, Onosma taurica, Dwarf Phloxes, 
Alpine Primulas, Mossy Saxifragas (as S. hyp- 
noides), Scillas of kinds, Sedums, Thymes, 
Trillium grandiflonim in a shady and moist 
corner, and various dwarf bulbs. With these 
plants, or any of them, you may get a very 
interesting rockery.—C. T. 

- Acanlholimon glumaceum, Ajuga rep- 

tana atro-purpurca, Alyssum alpcstris, A. 
inontana, A. saxatile compoetum, Antcnnaria 
tomentosa, Arabia alhida, A. a. variegata, 
Arenaria balearica, Aubrietia ileltoidca grandi- 
flora, A. Hendersoni, Campanula carnation (blue 

and white), C. garganica, C. isophylla alba, C. Suinila, Daphne Cneorum, Dmntmis alpiuus, D. 
eltoides, Oentiana acaulis, Hutchinsia alpina, 

Lithospermum prostratum, Liuaria pallida, 
Linum flavuin, Lysiinuehia Nummularia aurea, 

Oinphalodcs verna, alpine Phloxes in variety, 
including P. nrocuinbons, setaeoa, utro-purpurca, 
Bride, grandillora, <to., Silcne acaulis, S. grandi- 
flora, Saxifragas in variety, including S. 
Biirscriana, longifolis, rose laris, umhrosa, 

(London Pride), hypnoidcs, Wullacei, oppositi- 
folia. Then the Sedums and Sempervivums, or 
Houscleeks, are all suitable, and will give but 
little trouble to establish. Veronica prostrata, 
V. repens.—E. H. 

Drawings for " Gardening."—Readers will 
kindly remember that we are glad to get specimens of 
bemUxful or rare flowert and good fruit» and/SifStnbles 
for drawing. The drawing* *., niade wiU he e,trace, 
the beet wanner and uriWI6Mj&e&f 
QASOBSIXO IU,l-«TRATtD. 

CHRISTMAS ROSE (HKLLEBORUS). 

The White Christmas Rose is one of our most 
valuable hardy perennials, flowering, as it does, 
in the open air in the dead of winter, when 

little else is in bloom, coming in particularly 
useful for Christmas, when flowers arc wanted 
in plenty, hut are somewhat scarce. But, ns a 
matter of fact, the season of the Christmas 
Rose extends from October into April. It com¬ 
mences with the white-flowered kinds, of which 

H. niger is typical and best known, and it closes 
witli the red-flowered sorts, the finest of which 

is H. colchicus. These last are often called 

stagnant kind, and partial shade is an advantage, 
such as would lie afforded by a wall or a 
shrubbery. Only in this last, ease on no account 
should the roots of the shrubs he allowed to run 
through the soil and exhaust it, or the plants 

will certainly fail. It is much 'letter in tlie case 
of these Hellebores to devote a small bed or 
border to them exclusively, ns then their little 

cultural requirements can lie t he better attended 
to. Planted in a soil and situation such as 
advised above, they ought to thrive, and nothing 

more remains hut to advise the placing of a thin 
mulch of Moss, or some clean material, among 
them ns tho flowering season commences, as 

Fine Christman Rose (Hellebores Coinimjrzienr.ith (See page t'tt.) 

Lenten Hoses—hut more of them later on. Wc 
will take them in the order that they come, and 
glancing at the white-flowerud Boris, detail 
their merits, many uses, and most successful 

Method of cultivation and increase. H. 
niger is easily known by its thick glossy leaves 
and white flowers. No plant better deserves, 
or better repays, good cultivation, but some are 
not successful with it. Plants of this kind are 
imported by tens of thousands, and are offered 
at a most alluring rate to induce nmatcurs to 
buy them. My advice is, do not buy. These 
plants are collected front their mountain homes ; 
they arc ruthlessly torn up without regard to 
tho roots, the leaves are cut ofl', they are packed 
closely in boxes, and forwarded by the collectors 
to agents, who distribute them. They have a 
long overland journey, and often get heated on 
the way, nnd yet another long journey by land 
and water before they reach England. They 
are described as being full of tiower-buds, and so 
they are, but few (lowers may lie induced to open. 
Tho plants may l>c planted, and the majority of 
them will die. 1 once planted 1,(MJH, and did 
not save 100 of them. It is better and infinitely 
more satisfactory to obtain from some good 
English nurseryman healthy, home - grown 
plants, and these, if planted with care, are sure 
to succeed, and give good flowers in abundance 
the same season. Christmas Roses will thrive 
in any 

Ordinary garden soil, hut do better iu a 

prepared site which lias had some good fibry 
loanijujl well-rotted manure dug into it, whilst 

fibrous peat will not come amiss, 

fair amount of moisture, butiljos WlC 

| tliis will greatly aid to keep the blooms clean, 
j by preventing the rain from splashing the soil 

upon them. These Christmas Roses may lie left 
for years undisturbed, and will then grow into 
great tufts, but the time will come when they 

need 
Dividing, whilst some may wish to perform 

this operation in order to increase their stock, 
or it may be necessary to transplant some of the 

plants to fresh sites and gardens. Transplant¬ 
ing large specimens is almost sure to end in 
failure and, perhaps, entire loss of tho whole 

! stock. When big plants are lifted they should 
lie most carefully divided into small pieces, each 
one with a few roots attached, and these, if 

| planted firmly in good light soil, soon put forth 
fresh roots and grow away all right. This 

: should lie done in spring or summer, as that is 
the plants’ growing season, and the divided 
pieces take more readily. If done in autumn 
and winter the flowering is interfered with, if 
not quite destroyed, and the divided pieces may 
perish before they commence to grow. Of coursi, 
it is important if dry weather follows upon 
division that the plants be occasionally watered ; 

but if the site is a shaded one the need of this 
i will not lie frequent. All the above applies to 
! Christmas Roses in the open ground, and from 

tliis system of culture good and pure flowers 
may lie had in the greatest profusion ; but these 
lovely Christmas Roses are beautiful in pots or 
tubs," for which purpose they may be taken up, 
grown, and brought on into bloom under glass. 
Aft>ri thfi (flhjTj^unthemuins are over tho house 

*•—.Rh, jQlKritimMU-Roseg, and there 
utelv pure and 
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unsoiled. Of course, they cannot bo annually 
lifted and replanted, as this would soon spoil 
them; but the Christmas Rose is so well 

adapted for 
Pot or tub culture that this method of 

growing it might be extended. Strong plants 
may l>c potted, or several placed in a tub. They 
may stand outside in a partially shaded spot all 

through the summer—in fact, for the greater 
part of the year—only being brought in under 
glass as they come into (lower. If they are 
treated generously and well looked after they 
will flower equally as well and freely as the 
plants in the open ground, and the plants being 

tinder glass, flowers can be cut at any time. The 
beautv of fine specimens in pots or tubs must be 
seen before it can be fully appreciated, for cer¬ 

tainly no other hardy plant better repays good 
culture in this way. Helleborus niger itself is 
extremely variable. There are some inferior 
forms of it, and others remarkably fine. H. 
ultifolius is a magnificent kind, larger in all its 
parts than H. nigor, its leaf stalks being 1 foot 
or more in length, and the blossoms Ixirnc on 
similar long stalks are sometimes as much as 
5 inches across. It is probably the finest Christ¬ 
mas Rose in existence, and, moreover, com¬ 

mences to bloom as early as October. Other 
fine forms of H. niger are known respectively 
as the Rivers ton and the St. Brigid varieties, 
both of which bloom at the same time as the 
common form. H. olympieusis a slender-grow¬ 

ing, white-flowered species, flowering from 
January to March. The flowers vary in colour 
from pure-white to a greenish-white hue. 

Red-flowered kinds are interesting and 
pretty, though not so valuable as the white 

ones. The best is certainly H. colchicus. It is 
very vigorous, the plant making a mass of rich 
dark-green leaves, 1K feet to 2 feet in height. 
The flowers arc of a dark purplish colour, borne 
on long stems above the foliage, and appearing 
from January almost into April. Several very 
fine hybrids have lieen raised by crossing this 

species with other kinds. Some of the best are 
Colchicus coccineus, fino rich colour, brighter 
than the type Commerzienrath Benary (see 
page 643), white, spotted with crimson, a lovely 
variety. F. C. Hoiiiemnnn, a spotted reddish- 
purple, and Olban Otto, white. These succeed 
under the same culture as the common Christmas 

Rose, and, ns before said, their value lies in the 
fact that they considerably prolong the season 
of this lovely flower. However, when we think 
or speak of Christinas Roses it is the charming 

pure-whito flowered kind which flowers at 
Christmas that is uppermost in the mind. 
Although a well-known flower, it cannot bo said 
that it is cither extensively or well grown in 
gardens generally. It is ill adapted for dotting 
about in the sunny and oft-disturlicd mixed 
Isirdcr, but if those who desire to have its pure 
blossoms in quantity for personal, house, or 

church adornment at the great festival of the 
year, will only take a little trouble, and give 
the plants special culture in some suitable 
situation and well-prepared border, white 
flowers at Christmas, instead of being a scarcity, 
as now they too often are, will lie profuse and 

plentiful enough for all purposes. H. 

Rockeries in small gardens. -Rock 
erics in gardens of moderate size are usually 
sorry affairs, but they need not be, although, as 
a rule, even a well-constructed rockery is not 
seen to advantage in a small place. But where 

one is really wished for the first thing to 
remember is to have plenty of soil, avoid 
climbers, bits of china, and such like refuse. 
A few good Htones, well laid, with ample soil 
between are sufficient, as the plants must grow, 
which is impossible where there is only a spoon¬ 
ful of soil for them to root into. This note is 
prompted by a rockery just constructed in a 
tjinall garden, and it was found that the soil had 

sunk so that the stones were left practically 
dry, and the roots of the Ferns and the plants 
chiefly used without any soil whatever. In the 
spring when growth commenced—if it ever did — 
the results of sucli abominable planting would be 

soon evident. Rockeries under the drip of t rees 
are invariably a failure, even when planted with 
Ferns, which do not like drip, although prefer¬ 

ring moisture. Drip quickly destroys the 
tieauty of tho fresh green fronds. Far better 

is it to plant tho space with border-perennials, 
which make a show of colour if a jiHiokmavioi - 

lion is made for sj nbg imm'tiie auWflhV* - T. 

HOUSE & WINDOW GARDENING. 

TULIPS AS WINDOW PLANTS. 

Early Tulips make excellent window ornaments 
(see illustration). They do best when planted 
early in the autumn in boxes and placed in a 

dark cupboard or cellar, or in tho open air 
covered with Cocoa-nut-fibre. As they come on 
for flowering, pot off, placing four or five Tulips 

A "market" |>ot of Tulips. 

in a small pot. This is a very popular plan in 

Covcnt-garden-market, where enormous numbers 
of them are sold. B. 

Calla eethiopica “Little Gem.” — 
Those who object to the ordinary Arum Lily on 
account of its height as a window plant, will do 
well to try the new dwarf variety “ Little Gem,” 
which is an exact miniature copy of tho ordinary 

Arum Lily, and does well under similar treat¬ 
ment. If early flowers are required, then the 
plants should not lie set out in the open ground, 

for as a rule those which arc so treated do not 
flower so early as plants kept in pots.—F. B., 
Winrhcutcr. 

TUBEROUS-ROOTED BEGONIAS. 

TilF.SK. are so largely used for bedding-out pur¬ 

poses, and have proved themselves particularly 
useful during a wet season, so much so, that 
most gardens will lie using a few in future. In 
a wet season the Zonal Pelargonium is almost 
useless. Not so the Begonia, for although the 

fleshy flowers bruise easily, the Blight drooping 
tendency they have, together with a fairly long 

peduncle, allows the flower to turn from rain 
sufficiently to avoid the complete shattering 
“Geraniums” and many others experience 
during thunder showers. In Preston Park 
(Brighton) I have seen grand beds of Begonias 

both 'during dry and wet summers. In Queen’s- 
gardens, also on the front at Eastbourne and 
other seaside resorts, this flower does well. 
Even if we look at the other extreme, the 

London parks, we still find the Begonia one 
of the most showy and reliable bedding plants 

among large collections. Nor is it at all 
necessary to confine them to such purposes, as 
they are equally grand when grown in pots. 
All through early summer ami autumn we find find groups exhibited by the Messrs. Canned, 

Laing and Sons, besides others too numerous to 
name. With these few opening remarks in sup- Ert of the great and universal use of the 

gonia, I will pass on to its culture, a note 
upon which will lie more seasonable than might 

appear at first sight, seeing that now is the best 
time to sow seed, and which will, if properly 
treated, give us good serviceable plants for the 
ensuing summer, both indoors and out. There 

are four distinct methods of propagating the 
Begonia : From cuttings, leaves, seed, and divi¬ 
sion of their roots. Seed should be sown now 

(January), using a sandy oompost of leaf soil and 
loam. Avoid peat; this does not suit seedlings 

sotwell as the loaf-soil, and has a tendenoy to 
~*~''“.es of drought and moisture at the surface, 

preparing the pans is well 

drainage, with an even surface of rather fine 
soil, having much to do with tho successful 
raising of seedlings. Thoroughly moisten the 

soil previous to sowing, as any watering until 
germinated is not advisable. A very small 
quantity of choice seed is certain to give much 
better satisfaction than the same sum expended 

upon a larger quantity from inferior strains. It 
is not absolutely necessary to sow in January— 
February and Starch are the times chosen by 

some—but when we bear in mind that early 
sowing will give us grand plants for the first 
season's use it is worth while taking the extra 
trouble. Never cover the seed with soil. A 

sheet of glass over the pan, and this darkened 
with Moss or paper until the seed has ger¬ 
minated, has proved most successful with me. 
Stand the pans in a heat of (15 degs. 

to 75 degs., and if they can be half 
plunged for a time, so much the better. This 

avoids the too early use of water, the soil 
keeping uniformly moist for a longer period. As 
the seed germinates rather irregularly it will 

be well to keep it partially shaded as long as 
possible without injury to those seedlings which 
sprung up early. The seeds not being covered 
with soil, they are easily injured by too much 
light lieing admitted prematurely ; therefore, 
we must avoid this as well os the necessity for 

overhead watering until they are safely rooUd 
into the soil. Under proper management it 
should not be necessary to water for some time ; 
but when this becomes needful, stand the Kn in water and lot it alisorb tho moisture. 

rectly the forwardest seedlings can be 
handled, lift them out upon the point of a 
label, and placo them in jiaiis or boxes. 

Keep them in the sume heat until settled 
to tho now soil, after which they will be 

liettcr on a shelf in ordinary greenhouse 
temperature. Liter on they may lie potted up 
into 3-inch and 4-inch sizes, giving them a little 
richer mixture when shifted into (l-inch pots. 
When intended for bedding purposes a partially 

spent hot-bed will suit thum well. In this case 
1 placo a layer of loam, leaf-soil, and a dash of 
sharp sand over the bed, about 4 inches deep. 
Instead of potting the seedlings after they have 
made sturdy little stuff' in the pans or boxes, 

they are planted from these into tho frame. 
Until the middle of May they can bo growing 
freely, and it is cosy to accustom them to more 
air liy tho planting-out season, say the end of 
June or earlier according to the season. A 
thorough watering before 1 icing lifted will 

ensure good balls of soil, and they are very 
little trouble when grown in this way. The 
other methods of propagation are used to increase 
a certain variety which is either valuable on 
account of its peculiar colour, size, or a combina¬ 

tion of both. As many would doubtless like to 
increase some of their best Bcedlings I will touch 
as briefly as possiblo upon these methods. 

Cuttincib are readily rooted in tho spring, 
and should consist of young growth* taken off' 
with a small portion of the old tuber bb a heel. 

A very sandy compost, and care regarding 
water, will ensure success in a temperature of 
65 degs. to 70 degs. It is also very interesting 
and easy to propagate from fully developed 

leaves. These are cut through their chief veins 
at a few places, and then laid upon a pan of 
sandy leaf-soil. As the cuts callus over they 
will form into small bulbils and root, eventually 
throwing up leaves and making a quantity of 
healthy plants. A brisk bottom-heat assists 
this method largely. Division of the roots is an 

excellent plan when only a small increase is 
wanted, and can be liest done in the early spring 
as young growths are starting. This will make 
it cusy to divide them into pieces of more equal 

strength. There is nothing difficult in the 
culture of Begonias, and it has been fully treated 
upon in these pages more than once, therefore, 
I will confine myself to the above seasonable 
note. P. U. 

Single Cactus Dahlias —This is a new 
class ot Single Dahlias, and not without beauty. 
The flowers are quite single, and they get their 
name "Cactus” from the distinctive twist in 

the petals, like the ordinary Cactus type. They 
are a charming race, as far as I have seen them, 

especially one variety, which, if anyone cares to 
get, will find useful for outting. This is named 

iQflifl^apnering. It grows quite 0 feet high, 

and produces a wealth of flowers, large, but not 
ungainly,Iajidl yHiiejotfttllied with rose, the base 
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ROSES AND CLEMATISES. 

I am under the impression that I have previously 

drawn attention to the very useful and pretty com¬ 
bination formed hy planting these two lloweis, 

hut as the time for commencing such a bed is 
with us, I propose naming a few Roses which rre 
most suitable. All of them should lie extra¬ 
strong growers, so as to ho amenable to the 

pegging-down system, and to cover the ground 
without needing to he planted thickly. A 
second reason for extra strong growers lies in 
the fact that owing to the Clematis growth it 
will l>c impossible to remove the wood us so< n 
as it has flowered, consequently, a great deal ol 
the plant’s energies will be withheld from the 
strong maiden growths issuing from the linse of 
the Roses. With an extra vigorous variety we 
get sufficient growth of the desired character in 
spite of this seeming waste. It may be well to 

add a brief outline of how to combine these two 
most charming and varied flowers. Strong 
Roses should be planted at given intervals, sav, 
8 feet apart, if in a single row, such as on tfce 
outskirts of a lawn, by the side of paths, &c., or 
a distance of 6 feet each way if in a bed. A Cle¬ 
matis may be planted alternately with the Roses, 
when these will also be 6 feet or 8 feet apart. 
As each flower thrives well under the same 

treatment, if the following suggestions respect¬ 
ing pruning arc carried out the result will be 
surprisingly pleasing. Lute in the autumn, 
when Clematises are out of bloom, and the 
Rose-wood is more or less matured, cut 

away the wood of the latter which bore 
blooms during the early Binnmer/TtStyu) 

the uprights shoot Oibii?iz®pVi^g wonsltl 
i of the stool intact. In cutting a base 

Ocs KKAHr.ua' I lustrations : I'niucum vnncyauini. Kngravcil tor (Iarbknino Ili.chtiiatkd from n 
sent by Mr. W. Bell, I.iieesUr. photograph sent 

is I y * 

fiom the bottom. For this I apply a dressing 
of soot and lime around the Clematis when 
pegging down the Roses. The Clematis shoots 
will intertwine among the Roses, and have a 
very showy and bold appearance all through the 
autumn. For all practical purposes the Jack- 
mani Clematises may be considered herlmecous, 
and each season’s growth can be removed with 

the superfluous wood of the Roses in the autumn. 
The following are all suitable for the purpose I 

have endeavoured to describe—H. Perpetunls : 
I)u)<eloU Edinburgh, Duke of Teck, Eugene 
HKpjMenry Bennett, Mme. GabriellejLuizet,, 
Mflrkaret'Pickson, Ulrich Brunner, antvtienVi&if 

A hardy foliage plant.—A foliage 
plant in winter is the Common Hellcborus 
fa-tidora, a native of England, and too little seen 
in gardens. It is Avorth planting for th« sako 
of its fine leafage also, this being of a pale 

deep-green colour, leathery, abundant, and 
forming bold tufts, so to speak, quite as rich and 
ornamental as many thing grown in stoves for 

their foliage alone. Early in the spring one 
gets the greenish flowers produced in abundance, 
and in association with tho dark-coloured leaf. 

aiOipWa^iitg.i'i A clump of this Hellebore on 

■ iry at the,end,of tbejiorder is a feature 

ret 
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yellow. Its peculiarly soft pleasing colour, 
freedom, and elegance are its chief character¬ 
istics. There are other kinds in this group, but 
tho colours are more of a rosy-purple and 
magenta type, which do not please me. —C. T. 

ROSES. 

NOISETTE ROSES. 

The National Rose Society class these with the 
Tea-scented varieties, and from tho great simi¬ 
larity existing between many from each section, 
as well as the complete mixture which seems to 
have taken place in tho chief characteristics of 
tho two sections, it would he well to lump the 
two classes in future. What is the difference 
between a Tea and a Noisette Rose? IIow 

often I am asked that question, and how diffi¬ 
cult—nay, impossible—it has become to state 

the distinction in a definite manner. If I reply 
that the Noisettes bloom in clusters, and my 
attention is called to such varieties as Mme. 
do Tartas, Mme. Cuaine, and others, which 
certainly flower in trusses to a far greater extent 
than many recognised Noisettes. As a second 
guide, I say that the Noisettes originated from 
a cross between tho old Musk and tho Common 
China, anil developed a peculiarly strong, 
rambling growth. Still, the distinction is not 
sufficiently reliable. We have Aimeo Vibcrt, 
I.’Ideal, and Marcchal Niel, very good so far. 
But what about Uloirc do Dijon, Gloiro do Bor¬ 
deaux, Emilio Dupuy, and others? Are they 
not equally strong and rambling in growth ? 
Then my attention is called to Caroline K aster 
and Narcisso. Whero is the strong growth in 

the lutter variety, ono of the shortest-growing 
Roses wo have? I have headed theso notts 
Noisette Roses, hut I think wo have already 
noted how mixed these two classes are, and to 

save the necessity of forming an intermediate 
class under the name of Dijon Teas, I think the 

N. R. S. did well to throw them together. It 
is liettcr to do this than to croate a new class. 
It is os climbers that this class of Rose shows to 
tho best advantage, and I may name the 
following as particularly lmrdy amt rampant in 

growth—Whites: Aitnee vibcrt ami Miss 
Clegg. Yellows: Revo d’Or and William 
Allan Richardson. Reddish-yellow : Fortune’s 
Yellow, L’ldeal, and Bouquet d’Or. I have- 
not grown Comtessc de Bouchard, hut I under¬ 
stand it is a decided improvement upon Keve 
d’Or. All of the above need pruning upon the 
long-toil system I have frequently recommended 
in tn. 

wood, you will naturally remove the Clematis 
growths at the same time, and the ground will 
be clear enough between the plants to allow of 
all necessary forking and manuring being done. 
This trimming out will also allow the plants more 

air, and tend towards sounder ripening of the 
Rose-wood. When the time for pruning Roses 
arrix-cs, there will he very little to do in these 
beds except to dress over the ground as required, 
and to peg down the long growths as before, 
either to right and left if in single rows, or in 
such a manner as to most evenly clothe the 

ground should they lie grown in a bed. The 
Itoses will bloom very freely from midsummer 
until the first or second week in duly, when their 
chief show will lie over for t he season, as these 
extra-vigorous growers seldom produce more 
than ono good crop. It is here that the full 
benefit of the Clematis comes in, fur if wc plant 
varieties of the Jackmani type we shall soon be 

favoured with a gorgeous snow of colour, and 
which may now lie had in considerable variety. 
This class of Clematis makes strong growth and 
blooms upon the same during late summer and 
autumn. They arc quite as lmrdy as Roses, lml 
are more subject to the attacks of slugs during 
early spring, when young growths arc pushing 

Jacqueminot. Teas and Noisettes: Bouquet 
d’Or, ClimbingPcrle dcs Jardins, Emilio Dupuy, 

(Moire dc Dijon, Henrictte do Bcauveau, L’ldeal, 
Reine Marie Henrictte, and William Allan 
Richardson. I also like the following, chosen 
from various other classes : filoirc Lyonnaise, 
Bedford Belle, Tho Waltham Climbers, Mme. 
Isaac Perier, Blanche Moreau (White Moss), 
and the Austrian and Persian Briers. It is not 
necessary to name the Clematises, liecauso all in 
the class I have recommended are about equally 
suitable. P. U. 

PA NIC U M V A RIECJATU M. 

Where indoor decoration has to ho provided 
plants of a trailing or pendulous habit of growth 
are necessary for furnishing the edges of 
jardiucltes or stands, and this is an invaluable 
plant (sec illustration) for the purpose, its habit 
of growth and beautiful variegation licing in 
every way perfect. I insert three cuttings in a 
small pot, and as soon as they get a few inches 
long, peg them down close on the soil, when 
they throw out a number of side-shoots, and 

form excellent plants without any further 
(raining. J. 

Iiese pages. P. U. 
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PERNS. 

REPOTTING FERNS. 

Now that we have a new year with us most of 

our greenhouse occupants will l>e needing an 
overhaul, more especially the Ferns. A few 
things which may be clone and a few which 

should not Ice are what I propose incorporating 
in this article. One of the most important 
points in potting Ferns is to wait until they are 

just moving into new growth again. We want 
the roots in such a state that they will take to 
the new soil at once. Without this we get a 
stale compost very early, and it is seldom 

advisable to water them until their roots are 
well into the new soil. A too free repotting, 
or too large a shift is also less beneficial than a 
slighter one ; and the annual repotting of these 

favourite plants was responsible for many 
indifferent results. A plant which is tightly root 

bound, may be improved by repotting, but when 
barely filled with roots they do not appreciate 
disturbance, provided the soil is well drained 
and suitable. Of all the vast number of Ferns 

now in cultivation, the Maiden hair (Adiantum 
cuneatum) is far more popular and numerous 
than any other. I find it an excellent plan to 

ct|t down the whole body of fronds from a few 
of the shabbicst-looking plants, stand them in a 
warmer temperature until new fronds are 

moving freely, repot those needing it, and keep 
them in the warmer quarters until the new 
fronds are almost developed. If a small stock 

of plants are looked over and then treated thus 
in two or three batches, we shall soon have a 

nice show of healthy and well-furnished stuff. 
Some Ferns, the Maiden hair among them, may 
be divided when potting, but I like all 
Ferns best when raised from spores. In 

a general article of this nature it is 
not possible to give the best compost for a 
large number of genus and species, so I can 

only name one which is suitable for almost all 
Ferns. The fibrous turfy loam so generally 

recommended for all pot work is the very best 
loam you can have for these plants ; but it is 
difficult to get in many localities. In that case 

get the nearest approach toit you can. Iknowan 
amateur who cuts up pieces of turf by the road¬ 
side and stacks for his small collection. Not 

many years ago it was considered necessary to 
have peat for Ferns, but I venture to say that 
less than a quarter of this is used for the 

same purpose in the present day. Still, we do 
not want to forego peat entirely. Turfy-loam, 
peat, and leaf-soil in equal proportions, with a 
dash of sharp sand, will be grand for almost 

any species of Ferns. Mix these thoroughly, 
and have the whole just moist enough to 
allow of firm potting, without “cakiness” or 

drying hard, as if the compost had once been 
mud. Never pot into soil of loss temperature 
t han the Ferns arc growing in. Non-attendance 

to this has caused many disappointments, nor 
can this bo wondered at when the roots of a 
plant just pushing into fresh activity are 
immersed in a compost some 10 degs. to 20 degs. 

colder than it already occupies. To make the 
soil firm around the ball of a plant which has 

recently been occupying a pot almost as large 
needs care. Add a small portion of soil at a 
lime, and ram this down fairly firm with a stout 
label or potting-stick. Unless this part of the 
operations lie done properly water will percolate 
through the new soil too freely to allow of 

any moisture reaching the old ball without 
an undue amount . being supplied, and 
there are few things in the culture of 
Ferns more injurious than this. Drainage is 

another item which needs attention. Asa class, 
amateurs look upon Ferns as needing a good 
onantity of water: this is* often overdone. 

Wi h a few exceptions we do not find Ferns 
growing in wet soil while in their natural state, 
i f we pass over the Osmunda wo do not find 

any of our own varieties growing in wet soil ; 
they are in sandy loam, and generally upon a 

bank. A dry, arid soil does not suit them any 
more than a wet one ; what we want is a quick 

drainage with a soil of that medium moistness 
spoken of as cool. One or two good crocks fitted 
over the drainage hole with care, and then a 

sm ill quantity of cinders on top of these will 

provide safe drainage, with the loss of little 
time ami trouble. Shake away agiwijljit of the 
old compost, use clean pots, and a/oirt expos'.:;'1 

t)<c roots for any l©i$itk£fattnay V yI,1a I 

TRUE MAIDEN HAIR FERN. 

This pretty hardy Fern (Adiantum Capillus- 
veneris) is admirably suited for cool houses. I 

have seen it thrive luxuriantly on walls on either 
side of such a house, and it is admired by all 
who see it. In a plant-house at Hammersmith 

I once saw it growing well ; it is grown on a 
wall about 3 feet high, which is thickly clothed 
from top to liottom with its beautiful fronds. 

Being a surface-rooter it is better adapted for 
this kind of ornamentation than most other 

varieties, and when grown in this way it is, in 

Fronds Of I rue Mniriun-hnir Fern. 

addition'to having a fresh and dressy appear¬ 

ance, most valuable for cutting for bouquets, 
kc. If the fronds, when they begin to gel 
shabby here and there, are cut off, a constant 
succession of fresh young fronds may be ob¬ 

tained. W. 

LOXOGRAMMAS. 

I have some dried fronds of this Fern from 
“ W. M.," which he says lie received from the 

Neilghorry Hills amongst some Orchids. He 
has pegged the rhizomes down, and he thinks 
he may get somo of them to grow, and he wishes 

me to say a few words about them. The names 
of the species is L. involuta, but I can scarcely 
say anything about the plants belonging to this 
genus in a cultural manner, because this is a 

Sonus which I have nevor seen in a living state ; 
ut from the specimens which I have, 1 should 

imagine they would be very interesting and 
handsome Ferns, and many a time have I 

received rhizomes of theso plants home by post, 
but I nover could induce one to grow. These 
are Indian Ferns, which appear to come near to 

Antropliyum in their manner of growth, but 
they differ from them in forming linear sori, 

which cross the junction of the little veins, 
which are hidden in the leathery texture of the 
fronds. I have tried to grow these plants by 
affixing the rhizomes to the Orchid blocks, but 
in this place never succeeded in getting them to 

grow. I also havo pegged them down on somo 
Orchid neat and placed them in the cases with 
Filmy Ferns, and here I got several to start 

growing, but they soon died. I imagine too 
much moisture and too closo an atmosphere was 
the cause of this failure, and I am not aware 

that they have been successfully established in 
any gardens in the country; if so, I should 
like to hear from the parties having them. 

The following kinds arc the best known ; 
there may be many more species, but as 

great differences of opinion exist ns to what 
constitutes a species, and we have not yet 
included them amongst our garden plants, I 

will leave them with the heartiest wishes for the 
success of “ W. M.” in his undertaking. These 

plants, although natives of India, all of them, 
grow at from 2,000 feet to 7,tMXl foot elevation, 
so that they do not requiro great heat. 

L. involuta.-—This is the plant sent by 
“ W. M.," and it is a somewhat common Fern in 
many parts of India. It has a stout creeping 

rhizome, which bears fronds some 12 inches oi¬ 
ls inches high, and 1 inch to 2 inches broad. 

These taper at both ends and bear linear cross 
sofi, which spread outwards from the midribs 

,nd leathery in texture, and pale-green in 

smoot h on both sides, U NIV E R 51 

L. lanceolata is a very similar plant to the 

last named, the rhizome is creeping and the 
fronds seldom exceed a foot in height and an 
inch in breadth, and the sori are more oblique, 
often, indeed, parallel with the midrib. They 

are coriaceous in texture, smooth on both surfaces 
and of a rather deep-green in colour. 

L. avksia, another pretty species, but less 
coriaceous in texture ; its rhizome is creeping, 
and thej- grow to some 18 inches in length. 
They are broader than the other two kinds, nut 

taper gradually to the base. The sori are 
numerous, in oblique lines not touching the 
midrib, and falling short of the margin. This 

comes from the Malay Peninsula and the Malay 
Islands. (I. 

THE KITCHEN GARDEN. 

STRONG TOMATO-PLANTS. 

There seems to be a prejudice against strong 
young Tomato-plants. At one time they wero 
objected to because it was thought those less 

vigorous were not only the lirst to produce fruit, 
but were also the heaviest croppers throughout. 
■Some old-fashioned gardeners did not believe in 

seedlings, being under the impression that 
these were far too strong growing to become 
quickly and heavily productive, and in order to 

counteract this supposed unfruitful habit of 
growth it has fallen to my lot to have to strike 
the tops of strong seedlings and to throw the 

plants or stumps away. Even in those days, 
this being when Tomato growing under glass 
was in its infancy, 1 felt that this was so much 

wasted laliour, and nearly lost my situation lie- 
cause I protested against striking the tops a 

second time. Cutting-raised plants are not one 
whit more precocious in producing fruit than are 
seedlings, nor do they, as a rule, fruit any nearer 

the ground than do those raised from seed and 
properly prepared. When the scare caused by 
the new form of disease most generally known 

as Cladisporium was at its height, ono preven¬ 
tive measure to which much importance was 
attached was the preparation of extra hard- 

stemmod plants, subsequent culture also tending 
to keep them from becoming so vigorous as 
they are apt to do when planted out in rather 
strong soil. Undoubtedly, the disease does aet 
most fatally in the case of Tomato-plants in a 

luxuriant condition, more especially when this 
is brought about by means of a rich root-run, 
strong heat and moisture-laden atmosphere, but 
though it is most advisable to avoid the latter 

error, it is not wise to start with stunted plants. 
Stunted plants too often mean legginess, the 
hard stems also failing to ever swell properly. 

By far the most profitable plants are those which 
produce a strong first cluster of fruit, this 
reaching down so as to nearly or quite touch the 

ground ; whereas, in the case of starved, leggy 
plants the first bunches of fruit are both feeble 
and formed from 18 inches to 2 feet from the 

soil. I hold that Tomato-plants should never 
be nlaoed in small pots. Once they become in 

The least bit root-bound the growth is 
spindly and weak, and is with difficulty recovered 

to a more robust state. The seed should lie 
sown thinly in pans or pots filled with fine 

sandy soil. Thin sowing is recommended 
because the seedlings if crowded quickly weaken 
each other, and there is no sense in raising very 

many more of them than are needed, while fine 
light soil ought to be used, as it is only out of 
this that the tender young roots can lie shaken 
or lifted without experiencing a severe check. 
Tomato-seed germinates very quickly and 
surely in a brisk heat, and directly the seed¬ 

lings are well through the soil they ought to be 
raised more up to the light, a shelf near the 

glass suiting them well. When well into the 
rough leaf they should lie {Kitted off. Prepare 
a heap of light loamy compost, and warm this 
thoroughly l>y means of heated bricks plunged 

in it. The pots to bo used ought to lie cither 
5 inches or fi inches in diameter, clean and 

lightly drained, and the (Kitting should lie 
done in the house where the seedlings are 

growing, a few minutes in a cold potting-shed 
cheeking them badly. Place a little rough 
soil on the drainage and fill up to the rim 

with the soil. The seedlings should be care¬ 
fully shaken clear of each other, and be then 

sunk up to their seed leaves singly in the 

smaller sized pots or in pairs againBt the sides 

?T WHt&l iarrin« <lown 
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soil being all the fixing needed. Place them in 
a warm, light position, shade from sunshine, 
and water gently if the soil is at all dry, water¬ 
ing somewhat sparingly afterwards. Directly 
the plants have recovered their healthy colour 

expose them to the full sunshine and raise well 
up to the glass. It will not l>e long before 
they commence rooting—the buried stems freely 
emitting roots—and growing strongly, their 
sturdiness being most marked. If kept long 
enough in these pots for the first bunch of 
flowers to be well developed, the stems will 
soon begin to elongate unduly, and the final 
potting or planting out should be done before a 
root-bound state is arrived at. There is little 
or no likelihood of plants thus well prepared 

failing to show strong bunches of flower before 
they arc 1‘2 inches high, and it will be largely 
the fault of the cultivator if they subsequently 
fail from disease or other causes. Now is a 
gooil time to sow seed if an early crop of Tomatoes 
under glass is required, but for greenhouse and 
open-air culture from the middle to the end of 
March is quite soon enough to raise plants. 

_ W. 

FORWARDING EARLY PEAS IN POTS. 

There cannot be any question as to errors 
of culture in this phase of Pea management, and 
the truism, the more haste the less speed, is very 
evident in the raising of early Peas in pots. Now 
that the practice of sowing Peas in Novemlier or 
December is not practised so largely as in days 
gone by, many people appear to be in too much 
haste at the turn of the year to forward them 
as much as possible by sowing in pots and 

boxes and placing them in heat, with the result 
that they become drawn and tender, and also 
v-'ry much pot-bound. Economy now being the 
order of the day, it also has to l>c extonded to 
the seed list, and if no more seed of the earliest 
Peas were ordered than would be sufficient for a 
first sowing, and these should have happened to 
have been sown in heat early in the year, it is 

very evident the plants would be poor when a 
seasonable planting time arrived. It having now 
become the practice to rely for a first crop on the 
dwarf earlies, such as Chelsea Gem, William 
Huret, anil English Wonder, these arc not so 
apt to show outwardly the ill effects of early 
sowing, like William I. for instance. 
Being dwarf growers, they do not grow 
very high whilst in pots, or at least not 
much above a coujile of inches, but the pots 
will l)e filled with roots, and after the 
plants are set out they grow but very little 

afterwards—in fact, many people aro often 
surprised at their showing for bloom when only 
a few inches high. The taller growers will 
become spindly and fall about, and very often 
need sticks for their support before it is safe to 
plant them out. By not sowing the seeds 
before 

Tiik bsd or January or the first week in 

February, the conditions by planting time will 
be quite different —that is, of course, if not 
hurried on in heat, as even at this time there 
are ample opportunities for their becoming 
spoiled if this latter praetico is indulged in. 
Being brought on under cool treatment, the 
plants grow along sturdily, so that they are in 
fine condition for planting. Even if incloincnf 
weather should occur afterwards they are no! 
likely to receive much of a check, and with the 
return of fine weather they grow away freely 

and strongly. I look upon small pots for 
sowing the seed in as an evil. I have always 

been an advocate for sowing in 5-inch pots. 
Whenever the weather ana soil are in a 
suitable condition the Peas aro planted 

out. If they are dwarfs, they will well 
repay the shelter of a warm south border. 

These early south borders generally have 
extra attention bestowed upon them in receiv¬ 
ing additions of other material, so as to 
m ike them as fertile as possible. A dressing of 

well-prepared manure and wood-.ashes should be 
applied in all cases where support is needed. In 

planting, turn the plants out of the pots care¬ 
fully, and set them 0 inches apart in the rows, 
drawing some of the best soil about the Stalls, 
also seeing that it is well pressed about the 

roots, this assisting the plants to take readily to 
the soil. After the Peas are planted draw the 
soil up on each side as a means of protection, af 

the same time plaolng soma shprb gAfty slfRbt 
round them. Some r.aoiM TkiiW, tVlujl V*- 

waste of time to place sticks to dwarf Peas, but 

the advantages fur outweigh any supposed dis¬ 
advantages. A. 

TWO GOOD WINTER VEGETABLES. 

It is an easy matter to have plenty of vegetables 
during the summer and autumn months, but 
this is not so from November onwards. To 
meet this demand I grow a large breadth of 
Couve Tronchuda. This I find most useful from 
October onwards, and it is much sought after 
by the cook. When the heads are large and 

the leaves havo big midribs, then it is that it 
docs us good service. In my case only the mid¬ 
ribs are used and dished up like Seakale. To 
obtain the best results I find it liest to sow a 
little seed under a haiullight early in the year. 
Some people complain that this Cabbage is not 
hardy. Be this as it may, I find it as hardy as 
other Cabltage. After the heads are cut I find 
many of the stumps live through the winter and 
give some beautiful tender greens all through 
the spring. Chou dc Burghley, although severely 

condemned by many cultivators when first sent 
out, is also valuable when it is taken into 

consideration how hardy it is and that it comes 
in from the beginning of the year onwards, and 

that the heads are very white and tender. To 
have it in this stale and at this time I sow it at 
the same time as Broccoli and plant at the same 
time. At the present time (Jan. 3) I have a 
fine lot growing on a piece of land from which 
Strawberries had been cleared. F. A. C. 

NEGLECTED VE(lETABLES. 

Salsafy and Scorzonera. 

The first-named vegetable, when well grown, 

should be crisp and white in flesh, like the 
Parsnip, and it requires a deep, rich, and well- 
pulverised soil that has been well manured for 

some other crop the previous year. The seed 
should be sown the first week in April, in drills 
drawn 1 foot apart, and it should be dropped 

into them thinly. After the plants have 
appeared above ground they should be thinned 
in the rows to about 9 inches or 1 foot from each 
other, and the ground should be kept well 

A market hunch of Scorzonera. 

surface-stirred and thoroughly clean all through 

the following summer. The return for this 
attention will be the production of a good orop 
of long, clean, straight roots, often as large as a 
moderate-sized Surrey Carrot. Although a 
useful and excellent vegetable that has boon 

long known and used in this country, it is i ot 
nearly so much cultivated as it deserves to l.e. 
It is (ylmlrnhle served up to table as a second 

ith white sauce, throughout tie 
nd wint ir. It is one of the iWwi wfcj 

able substitutes for the Potato, and a heavy and 
weighty crop can be produced from any kind of 
soil. A few rows sown in an odd corner would 
produce many a good dish of wholesome food 
throughout the winter. The roots can be taken 
up in autumn and stored as Parsnips or Carrots 
are, or be left in the ground and mulched in 
winter. When lifting the roots care should be 

taken not to injure them in any way, as they 
quickly bleed, and loss of flavour to the root is 
the result. Scorzonera is grown for the root, as 
in the case of Salsafy, but the root has a different 
appearance, inasmuch as it grows longer and 
more slender than Salsafy. It is also more apt 
to run to seed. They are both worked in the 
same way, and the mode of culture recommended 
for Salsafy will answer perfectly for Scorzonera. 

SOWING PEAS IN POTS. 

At this season there are various means adopted 
to secure a few dishes of Peas in advance of 
those sown in the open ground early in the year. 
I am fully alive to the fact that Peas sown out¬ 
side at the end of Novemlier or early in Decem¬ 
ber will give a few early dishes, but on heavy 
land it does not pay. A sheltered border is also 
necessary, and there is continued warring 
against mice and birds before a crop can bo 
secured. I am aware that sowing in pots causes 
a certain amount of work, but it gives a fair re¬ 
turn, and a good dish of I’eas is always appre¬ 
ciated. I do not liko sowing Peas in pots in 
strong heat a month or six weeks before they 

are wanted to plant out; I believe this to lie 
the cause of many failures. In the case of Peas 
sowing may tako place towards tho end of 
Decemlter—that is, if the plants can be given a 
warm border in March. I usually sow from the 
18th to the 30th in cold frames, using 5-inch 
pots and not sowing too thickly, also using 

good loamy soil not too light, as if at all light 
and porous the roots do not take such a firm 
hold. Some fine or lighter soil may be used for 
covering the seed. If the soil is damp, one good 
watering with tepid water at the time of sow¬ 
ing will often Vie sufficient till the seed has 
germinated. It may be objected to that early 
sowing causes weakness by the seed being so 
long in the pots before planting out. Such is 
not the case, but the reverse, us the growth is 
alow at the start, and therefore when the seed 
has germinated, tho Peas aro as good as thosu 
sown in the open in March and above ground 

in April, and lieing raised without heat there is 
no fear of collapse, provided duo attention is 
paid to moisture and keeping as near as pos¬ 
sible, and giving free ventilation by removal 
of lights in favourable weather. It will also lie 
observed I recommend larger pots than is 
usually employed, thus allowing more root 
space, also good loam in place of leal-mould, 
this adding to the strength of the roots and 
tops. Early Pens raised in this way suffer 
little injury if planted at tho time named. 
Cold east winds are more harmful, lint these 
may be minimised by placing branches with the 
foliago on to break tho wind, also by draw¬ 
ing up the soil against the plants and well firm¬ 
ing the ground when turning out of the pots. The 
variety to be sown is also important. I do not 
think it necessary to sow the small round White 
Peas in pots, as though a few days earlier they 
give a poor return. Of course, if earliness is tho 
important point, they are valuable, and even 

when this is not essential, a few rows planted out 
as advised will givo a dish or two in advance of 
the wrinkled kinds. For general ciopping, 
Chelsea Gem is in advance of other kinds, and 
when sown in pots can be had fit for table tho 
first week in Juno. I would also ail vise a trial 
of the larger Peas, such as Duke of Albany. 

They do equally well, and though termed 
second early, are but a few days behind tho 
earliest. Last year I sowed a fair portion of 
the Duke, and got a fine lot of pods ready for 
use on June 10. When sown for early work 
they arc much dwarfer, not more than 3 feet; 
indeed, I topped somo 2J feet, and when grown 
thus there is little trouble with stakes. 1 ho 

[toils being fine aro much valued so early in the 

year. -- 1 ’ 
3172.—i vegetables.—wiu-n cookinx irrcen 

'RXdatik:" ins imolL aWs puts a quarter of a slice °f 
. hWil III1 tli'ii siiu.'ipWii. There should nev it be any smell. 
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A NOTE ON BEE TROOT. 

Am, things considered, Doll's Crimson is the 
best Beet in cultivation, ami as a consequence 
the synonyms are particularly numerous. The 
former may Imj purchased say at the rate of Is. 
pern/.., hut when the seedsman honours (?) it 
with his own particular patronymic, then the 

price goes up another (id. Unless 1 am greatly 
mistaken the rage for novelties in the way of 
vegetables is less pronounced than formerly, and 
the time may not he far distant when the well- 
tried ohl forms will bo most preferred, tho 

glowingly described and presumably new and 
distinct forms being taken little heed of. My 
advice to those wlio have found a variety of 
Beet that succeeds well on their particular soil, 
the roots being of medium size, well formed, 
richly coloured, tender and sweet when cooked, 
is to grow no other. On our rather strong soil, 
Crimson Ball, a good form of tho Turnip-rooted, 

is the best for early use, but by far the most 
space is devoted to Dell's Crimson. The latter 
may be sown early in April without much risk 
being run of the roots becoming coarse, though 
I find tho end of tho month or even early in 
May answers better. In the case of I’ragnclPs 
Exhibition, early sowing would result in the 
growth of roots more resembling Mangold than 

licet, and in most seasons the roots are loo 
large, even when late sowing is resorted to. 
Exhibitors nowadays favour large roots, anil 
while this rule holds good l’ragnell’s variety 
will be most shown. Cheltenham Green top and 
Omega also grew too largo each time they were 
tried here, but all three might yet give satisfac¬ 
tion in other gardens. Crimson Ball would be 
the best for shallow ground resting on gravelly, 

hot subsoils. 1 could, if so disposed, give a 
fairly long list of what I consider synonyms of 
the best types, but am of opinion that this 
should come from “ head-quarters” or where 

there is the least likelihood of mistakes being 
made. If. 

Cabbage for show. Seeing that 
tho best prizes are frequently given to Cabbages 
that are so large that they arc only lit to feed 
c ittlc, your question is much more dillieull to 

answer than many people would suppose. Per¬ 
sonally, I should prefer a rather small Cabbage, 
such as the Little Dixie. Wheeler's Imperial 
is somewhat larger, and when well grown very 
suitable for exhibition. For a Red Cabbage 
von may select the ordinary sort. You must, 
however, obtain plants raised from seed sown 
in tho autumn, as unless you get heads large 
enough to require a wheelbarrow to take it to 
the allow, you will not please tho majority of 
our judges at vegetable exhibitions. The White 
('abba go seed maybe sown in March, and the 

plants put out in well manured ground and 
given plenty of room. The best Cauliflower 

for exhibiting in August is Witch's Autumn 
Giant. You cannot, however, depend on it to 

heart in time from spring-sown seed in the 
open. If you can raise a few plants under 
glass by sowing the seed in February—even if 
it. is a cohl frame you will lie safer, as to 
obtain heads that will bo large enough to stand 

a chance of winning a prize, the plants must be 
unusually strong. Like the Cabbage, the 
I 'mlillower must have rich deep soil and plenty 

of room. 1. C. C. 

-Wheeler's Imperial is a good variety, so 
also is Carter's Heart well. Seeds sown middle 
of August, left in the seed-bed all winter, and 
planted in April will not bo far out ; or seeds 
may be sown in a box under glass in February 

and planted when ready in good sand. The 
Blood Red is a good Red Cabbage. The most 

reliable Caulillower in August is Vcitch's 
Autumn Giant, but it must be sown early. I 
always sow in autumn ; but a few seeds sown 
in heat in February will be time enough. The 
Walehcreu is a good Caulillower for August on 

u cool border.—E. II. 

.■(2is.- Pea and Bean for show.—The 
largest and most taking Pea for show in the 

month of August is undoubtedly Jubilee. You 
must, however, understand that in the case of 

Peas it is not always the largest that obtains first 
honours. It is those that are in a fit condition 

for table that more often than not decide the 
question of merits in tho month of Arryiat, as it 

| • sometimes 

dish of Peas at that time. For that reason you 
must plant the Peas .'1 inches apart in deeply-dug 
and well-manured ground. You had better 
make one planting about the middle of April, 

and another three weeks later, so as to extend 
the t ime of (tearing. The licst Runner Bean is 
the Champion. This has thick, handsome nods 
which for table quality are far preferable to those 
sorts which have wide and longer polls. The 

beginning of May is soon enough to plant 
Runner Beans. I)ig out a trench !) inches deep, 
then put in the bottom 4 inches of rotten 
manure, and put half of the soil back on the 

top of it, and set the Beans !) inches apart in the 
middle of the trench.—J. C. C. 

- Culture has something to do with it. 
Duke of Albany is a good Pea; Sutton’s 

Giant Emerald Marrow also comes out well. 
These large-podded varieties which do not fill 
up till tho pods lose colour arc not of much use. 
For the same reason I do not care much for the 
Seville Long-pod Bean ; it is difficult to trim 
it right. The Giant Long-pod, although not so 
large, is more reliable. Hardie’s pedigree 

Windsor is a good Broad Bean. Both Peas and 
Beans should Tie sown by the middle of April.— 
E. If. 

5249. — Growing Cucumbers and 
Melons. -These can be grown very well in 
flower pots ; indeed, almost, if not quite so 
well as by 11 putting loose soil on the stage ” to 
grow them in. The best way to grow them is 
not to plant them from, say, a H indi or 4-inch 
pot into the one the plant is intended to fruit 

in, but repot from a 3-inch or 4-inch into a 
7-inch ; from that into a 9-inch, and ultimately 
into a 12-inch, in which they will bear their 
fruit. They both require good soil. Yellow 
loam three parts, decayed manure one part, ami 
an 8-inch pot fill of powdered bones. Pol 

firmly, and leave 2 inches upon the surface to 
bo renewed by surface-dressing ; that is, at the 
last potting the soil ought to be 2 inches below 
the rim. This space may be filled up when the 
fruit is formed with a compost of equal parts 

loam and manure.—J. I). E. 

-If you are growing stove plants in the 
structure you allude to, you will not lie wise in 
attempting to grow Melons ill the same house. 1 
do not say it cannot be done, but as Melons 
require a dry air when the fruit is ripening to 
bring up the flavour, you will run tnc risk of 
getting your flowering and foliage plants in¬ 
fested with red-spider, which every good 
gardener regards ns n deadly enemy. \ ou may 
grow a Cucuinbor-plant ortwoearly in the season 
without much risk, but if you value the per¬ 
manent occupants of tho house you will root 
them out by the middle of May. Lockio's 

Perfection Cucumber is a capital sort to fruit 
in pots, and if ydu put one plant in a pot 
16-inchcs in diameter, and well feed the roots as 
soon as it begins to swell oil'the first fruit, you 

may obtain a fair supply up to the time that 
you may get them in a warm frame or pit. 1 
have many times had good crops of Melons 
from pots of the size above mentioned, with the 
growth trained along the front of a Pine stove; 
but the air of a fruiting Pine-house in the 
months of July and August is generally much 

drier than that of an ordinary plant stove. 

.1. C. 0. 

— Both these may lie grown in pots from It inches 
lo IS inches across, lull, o( course, in this way they require 
greater amt more skilful attention in watering ami feeding 
than when planted out. Melons especially often do re¬ 
markably well in large pots of good sound loam, not ton 

rich, and made linn ; Imt Cucumbers require a richer and 
lighter soil and more liquid-manure.—B. C. R. 

- These may bo grown in large pots, say 10 inehe3 or 

is inches over. Leave space for top-dressing, and give 
liquid-manure when required. Both Cucumber* and 
Melons have been well grown in ]>ots. Requires more care. 

—E. II. 

5243.- Potatoes for show.—Two excellent kidney 
Potatoes for exhibition are Snowdrop for the carlv shows, 

and Satisfaction for the later, both varieties of handsome 
appearance, and used more than any other kinds for this 
purpose, Reading Russet, of the round kinds, is good. 
It is red, and a very line exhibition variety, whilst 
Beauty of Ilcbron is also useful for shows.—C. T. 

- As a white, round Potato, inclining lo the pebble 

shape, Sitisfa.lioii (button's) is one of the largest and most 
handsome varieties I have ever grown. Good examples ol 
white Beauty of Hebron will be hard to heat in the Kidney 
class; but if the highest form and llnish is desired, the 

International Kidney or Sutton’s Pcrteclioil would be pre¬ 

ferable.— B. C. It. 

FRUIT. 

PRUNING AND DRESSING VINES. 

Tun fruitfulness of the Vine has long l>ecn a 

proverb—in fact, if wo want to describe or 
illustrate fertility, the Vine is pretty sure to be 
selected for the illustration, and a perfectly true 
one too. For under any sort of culture it will 
at least put forth any number of bunches, even 

though it ho quite unable to perfect them ; hut 
there is a vast deal of difference in the size and 
kind of bunch that Vinos will produce under 
difl'eront kinds of culture. But what 1 want 
especially to bring home to your readers is this— 

viz., that there is a great deal depends on the 
mode of priming as to whether the bunches will 
lie numerous and fine of their kind, or whether 
they will he less abundant and small of their 
kind. Now, I think it is pretty generally con¬ 
ceded that the spur system of pruning is the best 

for the majority of varieties of Grapes ; and by 
the spur system I mean single rods allowed to 
extend, more or less rapidly, until they reach 
the top of the house, and the side or fruiting 

branches cut in every year to one or two eyes, 
the number of years it takes to furnish the house 
from liase to summit depending a good deal on 

the strength of the Vines. Under this system 
excellent crops arc produced for several years ; 
but, as a rule, after ten or twelve years' hard 
cropping the bunches, although they may con¬ 

tinue to lie ns plentifully produced, w ill gradu¬ 
ally get smaller, which is only a natural conse¬ 
quence of the spur getting harder, and the sap 
flowing more freely into the younger wood at 
the ext remit ics. The same t hing occurs in ot her 
fruits, notably in large standard Apple-trees, the 
finest produce being invariably found on the young 

wood at the extremity of the branches, and then 
tho question arises- How are we to replace tliu 
old rotls without the loss of a single crop of 
Grapes? Well, I find the best plan is to take a 
few voting rods from the very lowest part t hat 
can iie got, and train them for the first year be¬ 

tween the permanent roils, keeping them close 
Up to the glass, so as to get the wood well 
ripened at the next winters pruning. They 
will he cut back according to their strength and 
ripeness of wood ; and the rod which they are 

intended to replace is not cut out at once, hut 
ail the. ohl spurs are cut clean off to the height of 
the new rod, which is trained over it, and tho 
lop spurs are allowed to fruit for another year 
or two, or until tho new rod has filled the space 
with new wood ; and it is surprising how much 
tho Vines, even if quite old, appear to lie 
strengthened by the laying in of young wood. 

Some kinds of Grapes, such as Barnarossa, will 
become almost barren unless young wood is iniro- 

iluecd, and all arc greatly benefited thereby. 
Printing should lie finished by the end of the 
year, for bleeding is caused oy lute pruning. 
Clean the rods at once, and itress with some 

kind of insect destroyer that is safe and sure ; 
one of the oldest and best is Gishurst Compound, 
for it destroys insect life and docs not injure t ho 
buds. Anything of an oily nature is dangerous 
in novices' hands because of it not mixing with 
water readily. Many Vines arc spoilt by care¬ 

less dressing. Jambs Groom, Go*/iorf. 

Canker in Apple-trees—Canker in 

Apple-trees is, I think, very much aggravated 
by the conditions of the soil and the manner in 
xvhich the trees arc managed. Some x-aric-lics 

are much more liable to canker than others. It 
is idle to say that all sorts of Apples will grow 
in any soil, no matter how favourable the situa¬ 
tion may be as regards the climate, shelter, &c. 

I have here many instances of this. Ribston 
Pippin os a standard. Scarlet Pearman as a bush, 

atnl Gloria Mttndi grown in the same way 
exemplify this too well. The first has been 

planted fourteen years, and during that lime the 
tree has lieen planted at least three times in 
various kinds of soil; the stein is thicker, of 
course, but the head does not cover a bit more 
space now than it did when first planted. 

Growth has lieen made at times freely, owing lo 
the change of soil, but flic succeeding winter 
has laid the foundation of canker, which was 

fully developed the next season. Many ex¬ 
amples might also be quoted of trees that 

showed decided signs of canker at one time, as 
Ulij)rVStjuJtiCflpt of deep planting, but of a system 

Windsor Castle, White Round, and Snowdrop, i 

Kidney ore good varieties, not only good tor shonUT.-- , , 

Ur,hM0v-F..Hr UNiVERsrn^hLLWyfe aY ron nt “Q 
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the soil of manure and other materials raised the 
soil about the trees so much that the roots were 
deeply buried, canker in the branches quickly- 
following. The spread of this was checked 
directly the trees were lifted, thoir roots brought 
nearer to the surface, and instead of the ground 
between the trees being cropped with vegetables, 
it was laid down to Grass. Soil that is heavy, 
therefore retentive of moisture and consequently 
cold during winter and spring, is conducive to 
canker in some sorts of Apple-trees, particularly 
if the roots are deep and away from the influence 
of the sun. Shoots that are not ripened owing 
to the causes above named are almost certain to 

1)0 affected with canker. With such a largo 
number of varieties, it is possible to make a 
selection suitable for any soil, but the difficulty is 

to know the offending sorts when making the 

selection.—K._ 

GRAPE FOR A COOL GREENHOUSE. 

Tiik Chassclas do Fontainebleau Grape may 
l>e seen in the Paris markets, packed in small 
boxes or circular Imskets. This varioty is not 
unfrcqucntly grown as an early Grano in this 
country, under the name of the Royal .Muscadine j 
but it is not so delicious when forced in our hot¬ 
houses as when ripened under warm sunshine 

on the white-washed walls of Thomery and Fon¬ 
tainebleau or St. Cloud. There uro several 
varieties of Chosselos grown in French gardens, 
all of which are of excellent flavour ; but this is 
the best of them, and the one 
most generally grown, as a des¬ 
sert Grape, for the French 
markets. The Vino is moder¬ 
ately vigorous in growth, and is 
easily recognised, even when not 
in fruit, by its peculiarly blunt- 
lobed rounded leaves. The 
Vmnchc8 are generally small, 

rarely exceeding a pound in 
weight, even when grown indoors 
in this country, and grown out- 
of-doors in French gardens the 
clusters are smaller still. The 
berries are round and of a clear 
greenish-yellow colour, acquiring 

a pink or amber lint on the sunny 
side when fully ripe. Being of a 

peculiarly sweet, juicy flavour, 
and producing a crackling sensa¬ 
tion when eating, it seems singu¬ 

lar that this delicious little Grape 
does not more frequently find 
its way to our London markets, 
as it can bo imported ouito as 
cheaply as the Spanish Cnassolas 
and Sweetwaters, and it is greatly 

superior to them in flavour. It 
bears packing and carringo well, 
and the only drawback is that 

it must be sold as soon as it 
is ripe, as it does not keep longer than a week 

after being cut, and this is, doubtless, the reason 
why our London fruiterers do not care to 
import it. As brought to the French markets, 
the bunohes are wedged tightly into oblong 

deal or Poplar wood boxes, without any pack¬ 
ing, each box holding from 3 lb. to 5 lb. ; and, 
in fruitful seasons, these boxes may, as a rule, 
be bought at prices varying from ’is. to 3s. each. 
It is an excellent Grape for a cool greenhouse. 

PRUNING NEWLY-PLANTED APPLE- 

TREES. 

Some writers advise that newly-planted trees 
ought not to be pruned the same season as 
planted ; others, again, say that instead of cut¬ 
ting them hard back, the points only should be 
taken oil'. My experience leads me to Bay both 

these plans are wrong, as I will endeavour to 
explain. Take, for instanco, a standard Apple 
of any variety, but, for the sake of argument, 
suppose we name Ecklinville, which is one of 
the best sorts for this form of growth. If the 
tree is not pruned the first year, but cut hard 
back the second, we lose a whole year’s growth. 
The argument against pruning the same season 

us planting is that it is unwise to give two 
checks to a tree at the same time. The tree 
received one at its roots when being planted, 
tujd to cut the brandies would be giving a 

jtecqnd. The fallacy of this reasonimflffieasil 

shown. The tree, in ^(W^gjp^ta# t 

? . . 
from all the buds the shoots contain. The sap, 
as a natural consequence, rushes to tho tips of 
the shoots, a weakened growth being pro¬ 
duced by the extreme eyes, while thoso 
buds nearest the base of' tho tree remain 
quite dormant. The result is that the tree 
at that part always has a bare stem. Now, 
if the tree hail its weakened energies concen¬ 
trated into a limited space of say (i inches or 
even 8 inches in strong shoots, a much moro 
satisfactory growth could be expected the first 
year. Tho plan of cutting off the points of the 
shoots, say a couple of inches from each, will 

result in only a few inches of new growth lieing 
added—porhajis a couple from the stronger and 
hardly any from the weaker ones. Several 
eyes at tho base will remain dormant, while 
those that do push at all, with the exception of 
the leading one, will form fruit-buds. I suppose 
it will be allowed by all that tho first object in 
a standard Applo-trce is to encourage growth, 
and not the formation of fruit-buds at so early 
a stage of the tree’s existence. Tho simple 
topping of tho shoots docs that which is not 
required—the 

Formation ok kiiitit-trkbs instead of a free 
growth. The following year even these prema¬ 
ture flower-buds will expand and probaoly set 
fruit, thus again weakening the growth of the 
tree. The proper method then that I consider 
gives the best results is to cut the 6hoots back 

Crapo (Royal Muaeailinc) Chamolas do ronUlni'Mniii. 

to within (> inches of tho base in the case of 
weakly grown trees, allowing a couple or so 
more inches to tho stronger, selecting, of course, 

an outward bud to cut to as being the best 
means of maintaining the dosirod shape of the 
tree. The result of this pruning will bo that 
shoots from I foot to 2 feet will be made the 
first year, thus laying not only the foundation 
of tho future tree as regards its proper clothing 
with branches from the base, but providing 
space for a full crop of fruit in a few more 
years. The first year should surely be devoted 

to the encouragement of growth. Of course, 
much will depend upon the manner in which 

tho trees wore planted and how they uro man¬ 
aged the summer following the pruning. If 
they aro allowed to suffer from want of moisture 
at the roots in consequence of a scarcity of 
mulching material or a scarcity of water, growth 
like that named will not be forthcoming. All 
newly-planted trees ought, however, to be 
mulched the first year ; it not only saves time 
in watering the trees, but it keeps tho roots 
cool and moist during the hottest weather. 
When the soil is dry it cracks, and allows what 
little moisture there is to escape by the action 
of the sun upon the soil drawing up the mois¬ 
ture through the cracks. The early part of 

February is a good time to prune newly-planted 
trees ; no matter whether they be standards or 
bushes, the treatment should he the same in 
this respect. The only point of difference is 

that Ihe shoots oannot always be cut to one 

ul»Ij£*longth as in the case of 

some branches on the bushes require a greater 

length of shoot to be left in some parts to give 
the tree the necessary shape. E. 

BLACK CURRANTS. 

When well grown, the Black Currant is not 
only one of the most useful of fruit, but also one 
of the most remunerative. Of late years some 
growers have had a serious evil to contend with 

—viz., the Currant bud mite. Bushes or buds 
affected are easily noticed in the early spring, 
the buds having a rounded or swollen appearance 
instead of bursting out into leaf. Tho remedy 
for this is either to pick off the swollen buds 
and burn them or cut off the affected shoots. 
Syringing the bushes in the autumn with some 
insecticide is also resorted to as a safeguard. 
Happily, however, this pest is only local, so 
that it is within the grower’s power to stamp it 
out. The Black Currant will succeed well on 
almost any soil and situation ; it has also its 
likes ami dislikes in this respect. For instance, 
in the West of England it may l>o seen thriving 
to perfection in the valleys of the Severn and 

the Temo. I have often been struck with tho 
growth there made, tho annual shoots from tho 
bottom partaking more of the character of 
Willows. The above proves that tho Black 
Currant is a gross feeder, and where it does fail, 
it must be for the want of adequate support or 
faulty pruning. The worst soil to contend 
with is a stiff clay, but even on this the bushes 
will succeed well if attended to as regards rich 

top-dressings. As regards 
Pruning, all that is necessary is to thin out 

any old bearing wood to allow room for tho 

younger, which should be encouraged to grow 
right from the bottom. In the case of the 
Black Currant, all the lower buds are retained 
when tho cutting is made, so that tho future 
bush will partake of the character of what is 
termed a “stool.’’ To produce a good stool, 

the bushes after planting should be cut down to 
within 2 inches or 3 inches of the ground level. 
I have renovated old bushel by completely 
cutting them down to within a few inches of 
the ground-line, and with the assistance of a 
good dressing of manure and burned garden 
refuse the after growth has been remarkably 
strong. The burned refuse and manure form 
good material for top-dressing, which is very 
important, merely laying it on the surface to 
the depth of 2 inches, not forking it in in the 

least. It is not often that time can bo afforded 
to apply a soaking liquid-manure or sewage, 
but where it can be given, there cannot be any 
question as to its value. I have often l>con 
struck with the heavy crops of fruit sometimes 
seen in cottage gardens where the bushes aro 
growing on tho brink of a brook or ditch. 
Where there is a choice of position, that which 
is low and moist and partially shaded is the 
best. Tho varieties of Black Currants art; not 
many, Leo's Prolific being, perhaps, the best of 
any. Carter’s Black Champion is also good, it 
also having tho merit of not dropping so quickly 
after being fully ripe. Black Naples is also a 

good variety. Y. 

Protecting Fig trees on walls. -In 
the most sheltered parts of the country tho 
covering of tho Fig-trees on walls may not Iks 

necessary, but to ensure a good crop it is essen¬ 
tial to protect tho trees in many districts. I 
find Bracken well packed among the branches 
an excellent protection. Of course it is neces¬ 
sary to unnail the leading or scattered branches, 
bring them closer home, and then cover with 
tho Bracken. I prefer Bracken cut green and 
allowed to dry, covering all over with mats to 

keep the protecting material neat and from 
being blown al»out. If the Bracken is allowed 
to die down before being cut, it is brittle and 
worthless as a protecting agent. Figs are not 
readily injured when the wood is kept thin in 
the summer, and a good ripening season follows. 

It is aftur wet autumns that the trees suffer 
most, hence the necessity of protection. 
It is also advisable to cover with decayed 
manure the roots of trees requiring it. Those 
which are too gross should be mulched with 

leaves or dry litter.—G. 

0233.— Pruning Vines.—Years ago two 

systems of pruning were advocated—the long 
spgii amjjitjhft shqj-t spur system; but all good 

rune .their Vines upon the lntuy 
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system. The morliu operaiuli is this : Train a 
rod up from the bottom to the top of the house; 
but the first year it is simply cut hack to (i feet 
or 7 feet from its base, all side laterals to be cut 

clean out. When the buds start in the spring, 
train the top one up as a leading growth and the 
lower buds as lateral growths, but remove each 
alternate growth, as they would l>e too crowded. 
One or more bunches of Crapes will show on 

each lateral. At the end of the season cut back 
to a good eye, as near as possible to the base of 
the lateral.—J. D. E. 

- Prune the Vines at once—the sooner 

the better. The rule is in spur pruning (which 
is the system generally adopted) to cut to a 
good bud. Hut Black Hamburgh, Alicante, 
Muscats, and Cros Oilman nearly always show 
plenty of bunches, and no harm will be dono if 
they are cut back to one, or at the mast two 
buds. There arc cases where the roots have 
wandered away to deep, damp soil when the 

wood does not ripen up well, that a little longer 
spur may be left till time can lie found to lift 
the roots.—E. II. 

- Shorten back all the young growths of 
last year to within two or three eyes of their 
base, or in other words to the lowest strong or 
plump eye. Market growers of Crapes do not 
as a rule prune their VineB so hard as private 
f;ardcners, and obtain heavier crops and finer 
lunches in ccnscqnence. The reason of this is 

that the third eye is often much stronger than 
the second, and the fourth sometimes a better 
one still. When the spurs get ragged and 

snaggy,” the simplest and best plan is to cut 
the rod out, and train up a fresh cane from the 
base. Pruning should lie done at once, before 

the sap begins to move again, especially where 
much neat is employed. -B. C. H. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

THE CUTTING OF EVERGREENS. 

About Christmas-time and early in the new 
year there is usually a demand for Evergreens 

to use in various ways for festive decorations. 
It is not of their use that I now refer, but more 

particularly to the cutting of them. When 
there is a choice to a few days, a line day should 
if possible lie chosen. The work of cutting can 
then be performed with far greater comfort by 
the men, whilst at the same time it can also be 

done more carefully. It is a description of 
work that is oftentimes done in a perfunctory 
or haphazard manner, with no real thought 
cither as to the after appearance of tho shrubs 
or their future well-being. Of course, what 
holds good in one kind docs not always do 
so in another, whilit varied forms and styles of 
growth should also lie considered. In mv own 

case I have for several years licen aiming at 
cutting Hollies so as to got the trees (for trees 
they aro) into more of a pyramidal shape, not 
formal, as in clipped trees, but so much so as to 

give every opportunity for the lower branches 
to spread out and not lie ovei-skadowed by the 
branches above them. In this way I have under 
my care a number of well-furnished specimens 
from *20 feet to 30 feet anil even more in 
height. These consist of the common Holly, 

the silver variegated, and the yellow-fruited 
kind. The soil, a light one, resting on gravel, 
suits them very well. AucuKis I find do best 
when they have plenty of room to develop into 
dense bushes : these when too tall are lieheaded, 
‘2 feet or 3 feet being taken off the tops. Young 
growths will follow in due course. With Laurels, 
a medium course of cutting is better in my 
opinion thaneithoroftho two extremes- viz., that 
of constant summer pruning to keep them, as it 
were, in accordance with some arcnitcct's plan, 
or excessive cutting down, as a woodman would 
do it, leaving everything liaro for a time. A 
•leal may lie done with Yews to keep them from 
extending too wide when the space is limited by 

merely cutting out the leading shoots. Rv the 
same process tho Box-trees can lie retained in a 
bushy and dense condition without being in any 
sense formal. When shrubs are taken in hand 

in time by judicious thinning nut here and thoro, 
it will take years lieforu tue}’ arrive at a size 

when a more radical course will lie found 
necessary. This informal kind of pruning 

weakening of the rest, with the consequent after 
results of a bareness both undesirable and 
unsightly also. It frequently happens that 
shrubs are left more to chance than anything 
else in the gordon. As long as they look well at 

the time, lie they ever so crowded, there is no 
thought given as to the future. This is a great 
mistake, the after effects of which cannot be so 

easily remedied. E. 

STRAWBERRY-TREE (ARBUTUS). 

The beautiful evergreen shrub (A. Unedo)should 

be in every well-planted garden, for no other is 
so cheerful throughout the autumn and early 
winter, when its dense mass of greenery is 
mingled with a profusion of flower-clusters and 
ruddy round fruit like undersized Strawberries, 
the result of last year’s flower crop. There is 

no need to describe such a common shrub, which 

Flowers ol Arlmlus Unedo Croomel. 

is mot with everywhere almost, especially in 
warm and coast districts, where it grows tree¬ 

like 20 feet or even 30 feet high, making huge 
globular masses of green. In inland districts it 
is liable to be cut down during very severe 
winters, but this so seldom occurs that no one 
need lie deterred from planting it. If largo 
bushes are killed down by cold, they almost 
invariably send up strong shoots again. When 

young it requires, in order to get it established, 
a slight protection during winter. It grows 
quickly in sheltered places, but dislikes shade, 
and seems to be most at home in a deep, light 
soil, though it is not fastidious in that respect. 
There aro numerous varieties of this beautiful 
shrub, and some are superior to the original. 

One of the best is the red-barked Strawberry- 
tree (A. Croornci) (an illustration of which we 
give), which has longer and broader leaves than 
the common kind. The bark of tho young shoots 
is brownish-red, and the flower-clusters larger 

and deeply stained with reddish-pink. The 
variety rubra has the flowers almost a bright- 
scarlet, produced abundantly in late autumn. 
One variety (llorc-pleno) lias double flowers, 
while others differ from the original in the size 
and form of leaves. Thus there is tho Oak¬ 

leaved (quorcifolia), Myrtle-leaved (inyrtifolia 
or microphylla), Willow or narrow-leaved (sali- 

cifolia), and tho crimpled-leaved form (crispa), 
all of which arc interesting, but not so beautiful 
as tho common sort, or Uroomei and rubra. 
The Strawberry-tree is a native of South Europe, 
and grows wild in the South of Ireland, and the 

peculiar charm it gives to Kitlnrnuy is well 
known. The other 

Species ok Arbutus are not so important as 
flowering trees, though they aro invaluable 
evergreens. They arc more tree-like than A. 
Unedo, making large, spreading mosses of bold 
foliage. A. Andrachne, with smooth, ruddy- 

tinged bark, is the commonest, ami is hardy 
everywhere in tho south and coast districts. It 

reaches, about London, a height of over 15 feet. 
It grows wild in the Levant, and is a very old 
tree in gardens. A. hybrids, said to be a hybrid 
bet ween A. Unedo and A. Andrachne, is hardy, 
and in growth resembles both its parents ; its 

flower clusters are lorger than those of A. Unedo, 
and smaller than those of A. Andrachne. A. 
Milleri is handsome, because its flowers are pink 

and its leaves large. A. prooera (also called A. 
Menziesi), from North-West America, not a 

regulates the growth of the shrubs-msd prevents] cfinmon kind, is somewhat similar to A 

strong shoots '“M >"«%, 

large leaves and grows tall. For a coast garden 
it is most desirable. Other kinds of Arbutus 
named in catalogues—photiniiefolia, magnifies, 
Rollissoni, serratifolia, laurifolia or andrach- 

noidcs— are either identical with the foregoing 
or varieties of them. W. 

The Witch Hazels.—These form a very 
interesting group of winter-flowering shrubs, 
not of great importance perhaps, but Hatna- 
tnclis arliorea is well worth planting in gardens 

of fair size. H. virginim is the best known, 
but not so ornamental as H. arborca, the former 
being a wide-spreading shrub, covered through¬ 
out the winter with a mass of small yellow 
flowers. H. japonica and the allied H. Zucca- 

riniana have pale lemon-yellow flowers, but 
those of H. arborea are rich golden-yellow, and 

stud thickly the leafless shoots. A tree of this 
in full bloom on a late winter’s day is beautiful, 
the petals twisted, and their lino colour set off 
by crimson calyces. This is sometimes descrilied 
as a shrub, but is really a tree, although not 

reaching more than 7 feet or 8 feet in height in 
England, whereas in Japan, its native country, 
it will grow from 13 feet to *20 feet in height. A 
sunny spot must be selected, and the soil should 
lie moist ami sandy. H. arliorea is also useful 
to plant with other things. Small plants, for 
instance, in a bed, the groundwork of which is 

the Christmas Rose, the Hamamclis between 
the clumps, or the dwarf, leafy, rod-berried 
Gaulthcriaproeumben8 makes a pleasing picture. 
I do not recommend the Witch Hazel to lie 
planted lieforc other more worthy shrubs aro in 
tho garden, but in a good garden of shrubs it 
may have a place for the beauty of its flowers in 

winter, and its Hazel-like leafage in autnnin, 
when it takes on rich orange-yellow colouring, 
whilst those of H. virginica are tawny-yellow. 
As regards habit, H. arliorea is not very orna¬ 
mental, H. virginica being more of a bush.— 
F. P. 

A few good-flowering shrubs. —It is 
a pity that in comparatively small gardens more 
thought is not given to flowering shrubs, and 
less planted of such common uninteresting 
things os Privet. This note is prompted by 
what the writer noticed recently in a garden, 
in which Privet was almost exclusively used. 
This is a mistake, and one must think that the 
reason is good-flowering tre.s and shrulis aro 

not well known. Tho Barberries, Thorns, 
Weigelas, the beautiful Rose Acacia, A. hispida 
(which produces a profusion of rose-coloured 
flowers), The Quince, Daphne mezcrcum. Pearl 
Bush (Exochorda grnnditlora), Garrya elliptica, 
the Syrian Mallow, Hibiscus syriacus ami its 
varieties, Hydrangea paniuulata grandilloro 

(which (tears huge masses of white flowers), 
Magnolia conspicua, Olearia Haosti, Mock 
Oranges (Philadelphus, especially the dwarf¬ 
growing I’, mierophyllus, which produces a 
wealth of pure-white fragrant flowers, a lovely, 
free-growing shrub), the flowering Currant Ribcs 
sanguines, the yellow-flowering Currant R. 

uurcum, hardy Spira-as (particularly S. ariiv- 
folia and the Jwarf-growing S. Bunialda, or (he 
deep-crimson variety Anthony Waterer, S. 
Lindleyana), Guelder Rose, not forgetting the 
stiffer-growing Viburnum plicatum, that has 
deep-green wrinkled leaves and abundance of 
white flower bands. These are tho names of a 
few leading kinds, but then we have Lilacs and 

other well-known things. There is, therefore, 
not tho slightest reason for always planting 
evergreens of common sorts when we have a 
wealth of beautiful hardy-flowering shrulis, 
attractive for their flowers, and, in many cases, 

for tho rich colours of the autumn leafage.— 
F. P. 

The Mezereum.—In mild weather the 
Daphne Mezereum, the "Mczereon" of cottage 
gardens, is in bloom in late winter, but is often 
kept back by frosts until the early spring, when 
the flowers send a sweet fragrance over tho 
garden. This is a shrub for all gardens, largo 

and small, and in the smallest garden should be 
planted. If it is a friend of the cottager, why 
not of the amateur gnrdoner, who goes without 

many beautiful things apparently bcoauso they 
are unknown to him 1 The Mezeioon will grow 

almost anywhere, and requires a sunny spot. I 
know of an old bush that has flowered splen- 
,djtfly, | f(ir!;many years past in a small front 

'side. The flowers are mn itia?? 
URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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pubple, deliciously fragrant, anil stud thickly arc more beautiful, the shoots covering walls or 

tlie leafless shoots. There are, however, several fences and laden with bright yellow flowers in 
varieties, the flowers varying in colour from late autumn and throughout the winter even 

pink to white, and also an autumn-blooming when the weather is mild. Such a climber is 
variety, named autumnalis, which has deep- worth far more thun ordinary treatment and 
purple flowers. Besides the type, however, a certainly gains in beauty when the shoots of Ivy 

favourite of mine is the double white and the are trained amongst those of the Jasmine, the 
single white, which are all asif covered with snow deep-green and yellow mingling in a pleasing 
when in full bloom. They flower just a little way. The Jasmine will grow in ordinary soil 
later than the type, and in large gardons are and the most exposed positions, but is always 
worth planting a good deal, either in a group or freer in bloom and growth when the more 

to fill a distinct l>cd.—C. T. sheltered spots are chosen, as the flowers do not 

5'2.1-t.—Cutting back a Magnolia.—If get cut about by inclement weather.—C. T. 

t here is no more room for the branches of the Chimonanthus fragrans grandi- 
Magnolia to extend they may be cut back, but florus.—The sweet-smelling Chimonanthus is a 
do not do so until all danger of very cold wind very old friend. It was introduced here as long 
is past. The end of April is quite soon enough ago os 1770 from Japan, and the variety grandi- 
to prune it. I do not like cutting away any of florus is the best to grow, the flowers being 
the front shoots, as there is danger of removing much larger than those of the type. They 
some that would flower. The main-stem should appear without the leaves on the twigs, and are 
lie secured to the wall with strong nails and tied rather inconspicuous, us the white-yellow colour 
with tar-cord ; to theso the smaller branches is very pale, but atoned for by the delicious 
may be tied so as to cover the whole of the space perfume. It is unquestionably one of the, if 
with foliage. Never mind about the shoots not the, most fragrant shrub in gardens, and 
crossing each other, or their being four or five a few sprays cut for the house are a welcome 
thick, liecause if any of them close to the wall addition to the winter posy. Thu soil in which 
die they can be cut out. The object should be this shrub is planted—for a shrub it is, rather 
to keep the plant well clothed with foliage, and than a climber—should lie rich and deep. Keep 
then plenty of flowers generally follow. You the growth nailed carefully to the wall, an?, 
cannot strike this Magnolia from cuttings ; it is after the flowering period cut back each year 
increased by layers. Even this, however, is a those shoots that have bloomed, except the 
slow process, as it takes two years for the layer chief ones, which require little shortening. The 
to make sutlieient roots to bear being moved, new growth will bloom freely the following 
Layering is done by bringing the branch down year. I sometimes see questions in Garden- 

on the ground, burying a part of it 3 inches in<i about the propagation of the Chimonanthus, 

below the surface, and fixing it there with a which is best done by layering in the autumn 
strong peg. Make a small mound of earth over months. There are several good sp-.cimens in 
the part buried, and fix a stick to the end of the England, one at Syon House, Isleworth, which 
branch, so us to bring it up in an erect position, covers a large space on an old high wall, and 
there is then nothing more to be done but to gives plenty of the flower-laden shoots to fill 
wait. — J. C. C. the winter bowl. —C. T. 

-The Magnolia may he cut back, hut not now ; wait 
till spring. If the plant Is healthy it will hrenk out of the 

old wood. May he rooted front cuttings under glass in sandy 
soil, kept close, though layering is a hotter plan.—E. H. 

— Poplars. -You may safely reduce 
the height of your l’oplar-trees to anything you 
like. It will not, however, materially decrease 
the root action, as they will soon Itegtn to grow 
again. .Seeing that they are pressing against 
the garden fence, and that you do not want 
such high trees, you had better take of! their 
tops at once, and from these take some of the 
young straight branches and plant them between 
the existing trees. The branches may be 4 feet 
long, which should bo planted in a trench dug 

out i foot wide ami the same in depth. If you 
press the soil firmly uhout them they will form 
roots, and before the end of the summer will 

make some top growth, and in a few years 
develop into trees. You can then remove the 
old trees altogether. You will, of course, plant 
the young ones farther from the fence than the 
existing trees.—J. C. C. 

-Thom' trees will hear cutting bock to any reason¬ 
able extent without injury, though it »)Kiilx t he appearance 
ol the Umiburdy variety, of course.—11. C. It. 

- tapping 1'oplurx will not injure them, and it will 
decrease rather Ilian increase the root uction—for some 
time, at any rale, bopping will reduce the wind power, 
and they will consequently not press so much against the 
garden fence. The Poplars are probubly the tamburd 
species.—K. If. 

5244. -Showy Hibiscus -All the varie¬ 
ties of the hardy Altluea frutex or Hibiscus 
syriacus are good, except those with striped or 
clingy coloured flowers. Avoid tke horrible 
purples one sees in gardens, and Select such as 

Celeste (blue), carnco-plcnus, albus plenus 
(double white), and leopoldi. This is a tine 
shrub, far too neglected in gardens, although 
quite u treasure, blooming late in the summer 

when very few shrubs are in flower. It depends 
upon the soil to what height the tree grows, in 
moist, deep ground, growing many feet high. 
I have seen several examples in Battcrsea-park, 
thus showing that it is a good tree or shrub for 

town gardens. Remember that it requires a 
good foundation, so to say, this being a deep 

soil, otherwise the results will be far from 
satisfactory. It is a good shrub to make a group 
if on the outskirts of the lawn, or to plant in 
front of shrubs with deeply-coloured leaves, these 
bringing into bold relief the large, handsome 
flowers.—C. T. 

Jasminum nudiflorum. — This is 
common enough in gardens of all sizesybrri it is 

never grown in a real lav good 4VM- uJtrn leftAoh 
much to itself, but when v.eii grown feuNliUlWa 

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS 

Questions. —Queries and answers are inter led in 
Oakdkkixu jeer of charge if corrrspoiutents follow the rules 
' ‘ '* ' " ' communication* 

it iid concisely written oh 
, .. dddiissed to the Editor of 

... , 37, Southampton *!re t, CoveUt-garden, Loti’ 
don. Letters on business should be sent to the PiUiLisiikr. 
The name aiul address if the sender are required in 
addition to any designation he may desire to be Used fa 
the paper. When more than one gurry is sent, each 
should be on a sejraratc piece of paper. Unanswered 
queries should be repeated. Correspondents should bear 
in mind that, as CIakiiknino has to be sent to press some 
time in advance of date, they cannot aheays be replied to 
in the issue immediately following the. receipt of their 
communication. 

Answers < which, with the exception of such as camu't 
well be classified, will be found in their diferent depart¬ 
ments) should aheays bear the number and title placed 

against the query replied to, and our readers will greatly 
oblige us by advising, as far as their knowledge and 
obsiroationx permit, the correspondents who seek assist¬ 
ance. Conditions, soils, and means vary so infinitely 
that several answers lo the same question may often be 
very useful, aiul those who re/dg would do well to mention 
the localities in which their experience is gained. Corres¬ 
pondents who refer to articles inserted in Uardksi.no 
should mention the number in which they appeared. 

( Questions. 

here laid down for their guidance, 
for insertion should be etearli 
one side, oft' 
Uardksinii, 

r.-'fUJ.—Tomatoes under glass.—At what distance 
should Tomatoes be grown trom the glass?—J. K. P. 

52»U.-Oll-Stove.—Would it he injurious to plaids to 
put an oil-stove in a conservatory to heal ilY—A. It. C. 

5266. - Pancratium fragrans. - Will someone 
k iinlly let me know how lo treat Pancratium fragrun* alter 
flowering?—qt'KHTAKT. 

MOO Colous cuttings. When is lire right time lo 
strike Coleus-cuttings, what compost is most suitable, anil 
how should they be done?—J. F. P. 

r>207.—Vegetables for show.—Will someone please 

to inform nre tire time it lakes lo grow licet, Carrot, 
Parsnip, to perfection for show ?—T. W. 

f>208.—Gloxinia bulbs.- Ought Gloxinia Imlbs to be 
allowed to get soft in tire winter? And if not, what is the 
cause, consequence, and cure?-A. E. W. 

5209.—Privet from cuttings.—Would someone 
kindly inform me the best time to put in cuttings of 
Privet, as I have a young hedge I am aliout to cut down ? 
-I. P. R. 

5270.— Tomatoes. &c.. In a greenhouse. In a 
greenhouse (span-root) U feel by 0 feet, would it he )>Ohsihlc 

to grow Tomatoes anil Cucumbers? If so, how mam of 
each ?—J. K. P. 

f>271.—Older refuse.—Is Cider-muss (the refuse from 
Ciilcr-making) when thoroughly rolled and reduetd lo 
(black) soil, a good substitute for leaf-mould? It is ex¬ 
tremely light.—J. K P. 

5272. —Ipomcoa pandurata. Ac. -Will anyone 
kindly give mu some information as to the treatment of 
Ipomu-a nuuiluratn and Childs' Manly Hibiscus? I can¬ 

not get them to blossom or even flourish. Tlu-y Just live. 
-A. II. 

5273. —Cinerarias. — The leaves of many of my 
Cinerarias curled up Ibis autumn. They were kept in u 

cool-house, with moderate watering, dusted with sulphur, 
without much effect. What wire tire cause and cure?— 
A. K. W. 

5274. —“ Geranium "-cuttings.—My “Geraniums'' 
in a greenhouse are making quick growth. Would this 
soft young growth if inserted now in a tcmpcrulnrc of 
55 ilegs. as cuttings make good pluuts far summer Iredding, 
and would the old roots make new growth aiul blossom in 
summer?—J. F. P. 

5275. -Trea tment of Perns.—Ilow ought Ferns to 
he treated who n rtqiotu-d ? I do it as follows : I cut olf all 

the leaves, many of which are deoil, and halve tho roots, 
which have usually formed a hard mass, and IIIIinI lire 

p<ts. I then shake away the rest of the mould, repot 
in a sound mixture of loam and leaf-mould, and give 
a copious watering. Is this right?—A. E, W. 

5270.—Making a propagator.—As the lime will 
soon arrive when the use ol a propagator will he required 
by amateurs to raise such things ns Tomatoes, cuttings, 
Ac., it would he a real benefit if someone would kindly ad¬ 
vise how to construct a simple contrivance to he heated by 
a small lump, and state what kind ot oil or spirit should 
he used (o avoid the collection of carbon above tire Hume? 
—W. O. T. 

5277.—Osmanthus.—In my garden in Hampshire I 
have lour iilunls of Usinunthus. They never have blos¬ 
somed until this year. One ol the shrubs was moved and 
planted to the north. It was a mass ol bloom in Septein- 

Tree of Heaven (Ailantus). 

ing into an irregular head. Vigorous young 
plants and suckers in good soil will produce 
handsome arching, elegantly divided leaves 
f> feet to 0 feet long, not surpassed by those of 

my stove-plant. Propagated easily by cuttings 
of the roots. It is a native of China and Japan. 

5224.- Ailantus glandi 
one of the above trees, but 1 
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Aii«1 would it lio hotter to train tho tree* by tying them to 
wire* strained along the wall after "pointing up’’ami 
stopping the existing holes? 11 so, how lar apart should 
the wires lie? The trees are Peaches, Apricots, and Green 

Gages.—H. U. H 

5281.— Growth on pots.—1 have been troubled 
lately by a white growth on some of the pots in my green¬ 
house like the white mould on a damp cncesc. Tempera¬ 
ture of the greenhouse averages about oOdegs. It does 

not appear to route from overwntering, as some of tho 
plants have been allowed to get quite dry, and yet have it. 
I use lehthemic Guano liberally at times. Can it come 
from this; and if so, is there any prevention? Or is it that 
there is not enough sand in the soil ?—A. K. W. 

.*.i>*2. —Shrubs in a garden.—1 have an old house, 
which is surrounded with grounds planted with Rhodo¬ 
dendrons (fancy and common), Yews, Hollies, Portugal 
anil common Laurels, and llox, all of which have grown up 
into a neglected moss—the Rhododendrons being 0 feet to 
s feel high ; the Yews spread out into great awkward 
bushes ; the Hollies with a dozen leaders ; and the Portu¬ 

gal and other laurels are 10 feet to It! feet high, and with 
great branches as big as one's arm—in fact, all tangled 

together and spoiling one another. I am told my only 
plan is to cut them nil down to about 2 feet from the 
ground in the spring, and that they will then shoot into 
round bushes, and I shall ill the autumn be able to move 
many. Will someone kindly tell me: 1, Is tills correct ? 
if. What is the spring month best to cut them In? 3, Can 
they he moved ill the autumn of the same year that they 

are cut ? V. A. 

To the following queries brief editorial rejdies 
are given ; but readers are invited to give further 
answers should they be able to offer additional 

advice on the various subjects. 

5283.—Ccelogyne Dayana grandls. nsks 
for the proper treatment of this plant? .Mr. Curtis found 
this species in Romeo growing upon branches of trees near 
the streams in the hot lowlands. I should say it neither 

requires cool treatment nor drought.—M. li, 

S28L- Cyprlpedlum montanum vara. -I'amta 
asks for details of the management of these fine Orchids? 

They will grow ispially well under cool or hot treatment 
with the other forms of this species. I prefer the former, 

however, for it, using a little loam in the soil.—.M. II. 

52S5. - Odontoglossum Nebulosum -J. IP. and 
I''. T. both send me flowers of this spades, which appears 
to lie a somewhat singular time for them to lie blooming. 
They nre, howe'er, good, sound flowers, and speak well of 

the utmosphere about London this season ; bill if we had a 
continuance of the fogs of last Saturday night, they would 
have stood a chance of being cut oil, I am thinking.— 
XL H. 

52Sti. Dendroblum Buclophotum (<:. Myers). 
-This is the name of the plant, and a very long time It 

remains in flower. 1 believe it was imported some few 

years ago from the Malay Archipelago by the Messrs. 
Vei eh nnd Son. It has a somewhat fanciful name, but it 

has prettily seeund racemes of pure-white flowers, which 
nppear to Is1 at a lime when very few Dendroties nre 
flowering. M. U. 

Bpldendrum amblguum (J. neuter.).— 
Yes, this is a very sweet flowered plant, and yours is a 
very good form of the old species, with the lip of a nice 
straw colour, and which I like far before the form having 
a white lip ; both, however, have tho blooms excessively 
sweet. It thrives best when grown on a block of wood, 
with a little Sphagnum Moss, and hung up at the warm 

end of a cool-house.—M. !■'. 

f.iss. - Dendroblum densiflorum and D. 
Ci'ASSinode (T. I.).—These are plants which both re¬ 
quire to be kept cool and dry; the first-named is, how¬ 

ever, an evergreen plant, nnd does not require so 
great a drying ns the last named, which is n deciduous 
plant, nnd which should now lie about sending up their 
flowers, and In which ease they require more water anti 
greater heat, and more water os they arc beginning t» 
move again, whilst ll. densiflorum must be kept dry and 
cool for some months later yet,—M, B. 

6289. Ctlttleya TrlantB is a flue flower which came 
to me on Christmas Eve, so tluil I may say, with a great 
deal of truth, tliat I have never been without a flower of 
some of the labiata section for more than a week at a time 
lor the whole season. The photograph sent by Mrs. 
Ilarton appears to lie of u very good variety railed delicata, 
which is very Is-autiful, nvd is preferred by many to the 
absolutely pure-white form railed alba ; but this does not 

hold gissl whenever it comes to a matter of sale or pur¬ 
chase, for then the pure-white flower has the ascendency. 
- M B. 

M90.— 0dontofflos8um Uro-Skinnerl (J. 
Jetdrin).— Yes ; I know a good many Orchid growers who 
have a great aversion to such freaks ; but it- will lie not of 
the least consequence after the plant has done blooming. 
The right way lor this plant to adopt is for the spike to 
rise up from the side of the bulb near the luuie, but at 
other times they do proceed from the apex of the bulb, 
but It is not so injurious as when it occurs to Yundas, 
Saccolahiums, upon which I have seen it oixair, when its 
growth is stopped, and that stemgrows no more, but some 
side shoots.—M. II. 

“ Gardening Illustrated " Monthly Parts.— 
Frier ad.; ifoal/ret, 8if. 

“ The Garden " Monthly Parts.—This journal 
is published in neatly bound Monthly Parts. In this form the 
coloured tdates are best preserved, and it Is most suitable Joe 
n/erence previous to the issue oj the hat/ yearly column 
Priee l», tId. ; post free, 1s. 9d. Complete set o/ rot units nf 
Till! GABORS'/non its commencement to the end o/ 1892, /orty- 
l,CO vis., price, cloth, £30 12s. 

"Farm and Home” Monthly Parts.—This 
joiinml is pnlilishal In n.ally bound Monthly Parti, in which 
/arm it is most suitable /or re/erenre previous to the issue o/ the 
yearly volumes. Price 5d.; post free, M. 

"Hardy Flowers."—(living descriptions of up¬ 
wards oj thirteen hundred o/ the most ornamental species, 
with directions/or their nrrnnvrmrnt, culture, /fcT>Fi/lh and 
Popular Edition, 1«.; P0p/ree,.\s,3d., i, w | /A 

London ; 37, SouthstniplidSnel^Strand.-f^C.J 

ROSES. ROSES. 
r E BEST and CHEAPEST in tho WORLD. 

12 acres of Roses. 100.000 grand plant* to select from. 
Forty choice Ferpetuals for 21». Purchaser's selection from 
400 best varieties. Catalogues free. 18 Choice Standards or 
Half-Standard* for 21«. Purrhasor's selection. The following 
are my selection, carriage free, cash with order: 20 choice 
dwarf Teas anil Noisettes, 12s. 6d,; 12 choice Climbing, 7s.; 
12 tiest Hybrid Perpotimls. dwarfs, 7s.: 12 beautiful Teas and 
Noisettes, 0s. ; 6 lovely yellow Roses, 5a.; 6 Marshal Niels. 
5s.; 6 Gloiro do Dfjous, 4s, 51.; 6 choice Moss Roses, 4s.; 6 old 
Cabbage Roses, 4s.; (i old-fashioned Roses. 43.; 6 crimson 
Monthly Loses, 3s. 0*1.; 0 pink Monthly Roses, 2s. 6d.; 6 
white Monthly Roses, 3s. Od.; fi quick-growing Climbing 
Roses, 2s. fid.: 12 Sweet Briers, 3s. My selection, cash with 
order. Thousands of Testimonials. Catalogues free. 

JAMES WALTERS, Rone Grower, Exeter. 

GEORGE BOYES & CO., 
on nnn chrysanthemums. — soo 
UVyjVJvyV/ nulvndid varieties, the very cream of tho 
»M-st : Mrs. J. Wright, Mrs. P. Clinton, Lady Sol borne, llou- Siitfl des Dnmcs, Allwrle I.unden, John I*amlN*rt, Mons. W. 

lolmos. Volunteer, Yellow Sultan, Sunflowi i I 
Puritan. This set strong, well-rooted plunt*, Is. fid. 

6 non PELARGONIUMS 12 good vario- 
jwww 11. .. strong, wetl-rootod planti from 3-In. pot*, 

named, 4m. 

IRHnn BEGONIAS.—One - vear Inborn. 
J-d,UUU splendid strain, blooms 4 Inches in diameter, 
3*. per do*. 

C Ann SPOTL’ED CALCEOLARIAS. Best 
WjWV strain in eullivalion, ationg plants, 2s '1 per 
dor. 

30,000 Vftri* 

All /rtf by )>•’fit for rush with order only. 

AYLESTONE PARK, LEICESTER. 
NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

GOOD AND DISTINCT NOVELTIES. 
HISS SYLVIA BIIEA Hu toil Rn Ibh Soodllni of tho 

year. 7h fid • .»eh 
HOUVENIH DR MMR RULLIKR The Premier dork 

lunrd id »J. W. 

1 crinmou. A 

mdoiir. I.urgu 

variety, hn 
Child. • aeh. 

LE M. L. I>K llltUYN Rich yellow, 
■nperb variety .rM. oiudi 

EDA PR ASS IMinite I*. I. WI.h.noi 
mid handHoiiu'lil«M»ni« ‘J* ; cutting. 1 

UOLDEN WHDUlNii It. M of ully. ll..**, 1* fi.|,. eutting.lM 
Iteauly of Kxiuoiilh. Mine Ciilvut. Iguiiisi', iind .dl other 
van*, in hi l ong. healthy. country grown mUiiigit or plant*. 

W. J. GODFREY, fTr.H.S., F.N.C.S., 
The Nurseries, Exmouth, Devon. 

SEEDS. Q-- 3E».'BULBS. 
GREEN FIELD S PERFECTION HEEDS. Elegant anil 

attractive 32-pagu Heed Guide, profusely Illustrated, with full 
description* of all the very ls-st flowers anil vegetables for the Iarilen, at prices upwards of Id. per pkt., Now Ready, jiost 

reo. A fuuy comprehensive work, essential to every gardener. 
A. B. GREENFIELD. 10. Norlh-st, Waiolswerth. 

TXTALLFLOWKRS, Iriinspluntcil, .’in. lot) ; ‘-’On. 

"" 1,000. Primroses, transplanted, 5a 100; 40a 1,000. 
Bromptnn Htoeks, 5s. 1(10. Alpine and herlraeeous plants, 
unique Collection. Catalogue tkL—8TANHF1ELD BROS., 
Bout hport. 

OH RAP TO CLKAR.—Primulas anti Cine¬ 
rarias, eheicest strains, strong plants, 20 for Is. 4d.; Her- 

Imccnus Calceolarias, Is. Oil. do*.; Tree Oarnatiuns Miss 
Joliffe Improved, ls-st flesh pink, 3 for la 4.1 ; Mrs Moore, 
largest white, 3 for Is. 4*1, Free for cash. — CRANE A 
0 LA It K Ei M arch. Catnlu._ 

TUBEROUS BEGONIAS.—Single, fine one- 
X year-old tuls-rs of our well-known erect, large-flowering 
strains, all enlourv, mixed, 2s. do*. ; 12s. 0*1. per 100. Doubles, 
very floe, selected when In flower last summer, 0 for 3a 3*1. ; 
Ca tier do*. Wo guarantee tho nlstve to give perfect satisfac¬ 
tion. FreO for cash. CRANE A CLARKE, Hillside Nursery, 
March, Oainlts._ _ 

(TLADIOU. BuIIih are very fine thin Heimon, 

YJ and are now really for delivery. Named varieties from 
2», 6d. per do*. A very flue cxhihlilon do*, for 6s., carriage 
paid. Send for Catalogue to ALEXIS. E. CAMPBELL, 
Nuraeryman. Oourook._ 

P.-EONIES ! P.'EI)N 1ES !—Mixed rose, red, 
pink, white, ami yellow. Flower this spring, 5a per 

d*i*i'ii. cash with order. CROSS. Gardener, Wlsls-eh. 

Narcissus ; narcissus Few Thousand 

Pheasant-eyed, must clear, 5s. ts-r 1.000. Liliea white, 
red, anil yellow. Is. 1*1. pi-rib*/. (’ROSS, Gardener, Wisls-eh. 

PANSIES.—My new List of competition var¬ 

ieties now reaily, post free. Seed saved from my un¬ 
rivalled Collection, Is. anil 2s. Gd. per pkt. Winnerof 63 First 
Print* (Including 5 Gold and 12Silver Modal*) In 1803.—JOHN 
SMKLLIE, Pansy Garden*. Bushy, N.B._ 

EVERYONE WHO HAS A GARDEN, GREENHOUSE, 
OK WINDOW BORDER SHOULD READ A 

PAMPHLET, POST FREE. 

HOW TO INCREASE 
THE 

FRUITS OF EARTH. 
By O. H. WITH, F.R.A.S., F.C.S. Trinity Col., Dublin. 

Contains full particulars of very remarkable discoveries 
relating to Plant Lifo. Shows how crops of vegetables may 
1st largely Increased, lovely flowers grown to perfection, and 
fruit-trees made to bear in abundance. Selections from 
Hundred* of Testimonials. Post free from 

JAKE MAN Sc CARVER, Printer*, Hereford. 

A GENTS WANTEDfor the SALE of NATIVE 
-ts-l.UANO Tin- Best ami Cheapest MANURE for all 

hd GAItDEN CROPS. NATIVE GUANO COM- 
,td., 2a, New Bridge-si., Black friara1 IrAjtjOT, El'. 

PEARCE & HEATLEY 
WINTER CARDEN8, 
CONSERVATORIES, 

SCO., Sec., 
IN ALL STYLES. 

Plans and Estimates on application. Surveys made. 

“HOLLOWAY” BOILERS. 
CUCUMBER FRAMES. 

Nos. feet. £ s. d. 

1 .. 4 by 3 IS 0 
5 4 „ 4 .. 1 16 6 

Paintkd and Glazkd 0 .. 6 ,, 4 .. 1 18 0 
with 21-0*. glass, II .. 12 „ 0 .. 3 10 0 

Now Illustrated Catalogue 3 stamps. List free. 
tdT BEST WORK ONLY AT REASONABLE PRICES. 

The North London Horticultural Works, 

HOLLOWAY ROAD, LONDON, N. 

HEATING APPARATUS, 
From £4 4s. and upwards. 

Full l'urtK'ulurH uiul laocnl Agent * AdilrcM from 

R. JENKINS & CO., ROTHERHAM. 

B As Flower nnd 
Troo Supports In 
Gordon and Groon- 
house arc un- 
equalled. They are A 
Strong, Durable,d Cheap. 

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. 

Can ha supplied in sizes 
from 2 to 36 feet. M 

1’ 6" long x 

2 x 
2 3" „ x 
a „ r 
4' „ x 
O' .. x 
0’ „ x 
0' „ x 
V „ x 
8 „ X 

-in. 10100 
•In. 2,- „ 
•In. 2 3 „ 
-In. 3,- .. 
■In. 01- 
In. 12* ,. 

•lu. 15/- 
•In. 20/- ,. 
•In. 13/- „ 
■In. 17/. „ 

BAMBOOS 
BAMBOO Punting roles 
BAMBOO Yacht Masts 
BAMBOOS for Teiinia- 

court Kmtlosures 
BAMBOOS for Furniture 

Making 
BAMBOOS for Curtain 

Pole* 
BAMBOOS for Garden 

Arches 

Prloo List froo. 
Terms: Cask with ortler. 

THE BAMBOO 

O 
O 
S 

long X 1-In. 05/- 
x 4-in. 15/- 
x 5-111.20/- 
x 1-in. 30/. 

100 

| SPECIAL OFFER. 
Our Popular Be. 

Bundle, containing 
150 Bamboos, n*st<L 
size* from 1 ft. 0 ill. up 

to 7 feet long._ 

Star 

COMPANY. 
(I*ate trading a* A. Evan IIavikh), 

Works, Great Sutton Street, E.C. 

PROTECT YOUR PLANTS from FROST. 
X The RUSSIAN MAT IMPORTERS’ CO. are Now 

Helling for Cash with Order- - 

NEW SEASON’S ARCHANGEL CARGO MATS, at 100* 
per 100, or 10s. 6*1, per bundle of 10. 

NEW ST. PETERSBURG CARGO MATS, at 60s. per 100, 
or 5s. Od. per bundle of 10. 

(Special Quotations for Largo Quantities). 

40, GREAT TOWER STREET, LONDON, E C. 

ORCHID PEAT. 
PREPARED, reaily for use, all fibre, 10». per sack: 5 for47s fid. 

SELECTED, In blocks, very flhrous, 8s. per sack ; 5 for 
37s. Oil. SECOND QUALITY, 5s. per sack ; 5 for 22s. fid. 

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT for Azaleas, Khododi-ndrona. 
Ferns, 4s. iter sock ; 5 for 18s.; and 3s. iter sack ; 5 for 12s. Ud. 

PEAT-MOULD, LEAF MOULD, and FIBROUS LOAM, 
each 2s. 6*1. per sack ; 5 f.tr 10*. PREPARED POTTING 
COMPOST, 4s. per sack ; 5 for 18s. All socks included. 

Send Postal Older for Sample Sock. For Price List apply to— 
The Forester, Joydon Wood, near Boxloy. Kont 

GLASS-CHEAP GLASS. 
IN STOCK SIZES. 

ir „„ n r. n.1 f 12 by 10, 18 by 12. 18 liy W, 24 by 14, 
lo-o*., per 100 ft. 8s. M l u by 12i 20 by 12. 18 hr lS 24 by lfi, 
21-0*., .. H“ w-l lfi by 12,1G by 14. 20 by 16,24 by 18,4o 

11 by 3 prepared Sash Bar at 5/- per 100 feet. 
Flooring at 5:9 tier square. Matching. 4,9; 2 by 4, at Id. per 

foot run ; 2 by 7, at Id. Ironmongery, Paints, Ac. 
Catalogues Froo. 

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY, 
72, BnmopsoATK Street Withiw, Losnox, E.C. 

HARDEN NECESSARIES. — Virgin Cot-k, 
VJ finest, 112 lb., 17s.; 56 lb., 10s.; 28 lb., 5s. fid.; 14 lb.. 3s. 
Bamboo canes, 4 feet, 3e. per 100. Tobacco-paper, strong, 
Is. per lb. Vapour cones, 6*1., Is., ami Is. 6*1. each. Rnttla, 
lajperiUtaIQqqow-flbro, Is. 3*1. sa**k. Manures, Mnts, Gartlen 
Sticks and labels, Sand, Peat, Ac. Price List oil application.— 
jV^AjrStd^pA ^l|ljI^^jqwer^Thamcs-street, London, E0 

3 Ml 
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GARDENING ILLUSTRATED. 

No. 776.—Voii. XV. Founded by W. Robinson, Author oj "The English Flower Garden. JANUARY 20, 1894. 

INDEX. 

Auricula* In a Ktinlcn .. 
B0M. 
Bout Cheltenham Green- 

top . 
BuKoniaA, starting 
Bin!* . 
BniMeUt Sprout* Dwarf 

Gi'in . 
RrUM-lfl Sprout*, early 
Carnation*, best.. 
Carnation*, purpcliiol* 

rlnwt-ring 
Cauliflowers, MowiiiK 
Chrysanthemum* sea- 

Honahlo note* .. 

Chrysanthemum*, sum¬ 
mer . 

Cider refuse 
Cinerarias. 
Coleus cuttings .. 
Conservatory 
Crotonsniiiltheirculturo 
Dogwood, a gtKsl varie¬ 

gated . 
Fern* in glass corses 
Ferns, tn-alineiit of 
Fig-hoiUM1*. 
Fruit garden 
Fruit-trees on vacant 

wall space* .. .. 

Fruit-trees trained on 
wall . 

Forest-tree* near gar¬ 
dens . 

Garden work 
Garden*, fruit 
“ Geranium " culling* .. 
Gloxinia hulhs .. 
Grain-*, keeping late 

e, untie Gris-nhoUHe, unhealed .. 0»4 
f/,1 Growth on poU .. .. lx»3 
0V4 Hydrangea puniculnta.. ft.>3 
Gil Ipouutm pandurutu M3 

I D-ttuee* in early spring, 
Gf.l , scarcity of .. .. G38 

Mistletoe. 
Oil-stove. 
Orchids, Slipper (Cypri 
podium*). 

Osmanlhus 
Outdoor garden .. 
Paneratium fragrans . 
Peas, Hweol .. 
Pines . 
Plant* in a room, water 

inn . 
Plants, proi»agating 
Potatoes for show 
Poult ry and ItnMiiU 
Privet from cutting 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

FOREST-TREES NEAR HARDENS. 

Tint kitchen ami fruit gardens should bo kept 

quite distinct, and apart from the ornamental 

portions of the ground, for the former can¬ 

not possibly prodtno fine fruit or vegetables 

if overshadowed by lofty trees, while the latter 

can hardly bo ornamental without them, and 

any attempt to ellect a compromise usually ends 

in failure. Forest-trees arc frequently used for 

sheltering the fruit and kitchen gardens from 

cold winds, but it requires a correct- knowledge 

of the distance the roots of any given kind will 
travel, or a good deal more harm than good may 

be done by tlie shelter, for Ash, Elm, and many 
of the deciduous trees one finds planted close up 

to the kitchen garden will send their roots 
quite as far from the base of the free as they 
will send their branches up in the air, and a full- 
grown specimen will attain from 80 feet to 

101) feet in height, and it is really waste to 
labour and manure to attempt to cultivate crops 
in their vicinity, for although they innki 
feeble attempt to grow, the strongest-rooted 
subject soon gets the mastery, and nothing short 
of grubbing up the trees will remedy the evil. 

Evergreen Conifers do not send out their roots 
to such a distance as deciduous trees do, and in 
addition they give shelter more at the time it 
is really needed, for it is in the early spring that 
bitter winds are so trying to vegetation, and a 
plantation of .Scotch or Spruce Firs gives quite 
an improved atmosphere to a garden ; but they 
must lie at least 50 feet from the boundary, us 
I would rather grow my fruit and vegetables in 
an open field than in a garden that was shaded 

as well as sheltered by lofty trees. 
J. Groom, Oox/tori. 

A good variegated Dogwood. 
Variegated shrubs, as a rule, are not worth 
much, the variegation being sickly and pro¬ 

ducing bad ellect in the garden. Hut 
exception to the rule is the Variegated Dogwood 

(Cornus sibirica spathi), which is not only well 
variegated, but the leaves are not influenced by 
a hot summer sun, as are many things, whilst it 
dies otf in the autumn of a rich scarlet shade. 
The leaves nre of a golden tint in summer, anil 
the shrub is perfectly hardy, growing in ordinary 

soil and a well-exposed position.—C. T. 

Hydrangea paniculata. —There are few 
more beautiful dwarf shrubs than the variety of 
H. paniculata known os grandillora, but much 

disappointment is sometimes caused by pur¬ 
chasers not getting the true form. They buy 
the species, which is far Icsh beautiful than the 
variety, so in purchasing be careful always to 
name the variety. The flowers of H. paniculat a 
grandillora are borne in profusion in large 
massive heads, and when the shrub is grouped 
on the outskirts of the lawn it forms a splendid 

feature at the flowering-time.—C. T. 

5282. -Shrubs in a gardenrf"^Such a 
tangled mass of shrgjgntf^j-toplljhTcitiiaf tiA i- 
ing ; but I should not At all doivn Trr*2 Teet. 

I’l-oiutealor, making a .. 
questions unit answers 
fiord, New Zealand 

(Anuvlo con*|iiciia) .. 
Rose, MarGehal Niol .. 
Ruses, Christmas, ft note 

on.. 
Ruhi-s, forcing 
Roars, single 
liuscs. Tea. tilt- growl li 

Shrubs m ft itanloo 
Kolanuni C,i|isicaslnini 
Si rawla-rries, starting 
forced. 

in 
.Stove 
Tomatoes, kc., 

gm-nhouso 
Tomatoes unitor glass ., 
Town garden, work in the 
Vegetable garden 
Vegetable Marrow cul¬ 

ture for market 
Vegetables for show .. 
Verbonoa. 
Veronieos in (loUl 
Vine weevil, the .. 

. Week's work, the coming 
1 Window gardening 

Win-worm in leaf-mould 

558 
KMI 
G54 
•lit 

GW 
G58 
GW 
655 
0,1 
IM 
G.l 
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For instance, the Yews, Hollies, and Rhododen¬ 
drons may be cut into the shape you want them 
to assume ; the Hollies, for instance, may have 
the number of leaders reduced, but unless naked 

at the bottom they may not requiro ettting 
down. Yew trees, again, may be cut to form 
pyramids, as they will break very well from 
any part of the old wood. Rhododendrons may 
lie treated on the same linos, as may also some 
of the Portugal Laurels. Common I-nurds and 
other common things may be cut down lower to 
form undergrowth. A judicious printer, instead 

of cutting all down to one level, would aim at 
producing a picturesque group, retaining as 
much individuality as possible. In the autumn, 

after cutting down, some may be moved if 
necessary. Cut them back in March.—E. H. 

- On the whole you have lteen rightly 

atlvised about the shruDs. You will, however, 
find that the better forms of Rhododendrons 

and green Box-trees do not respond so readily to 
being cut down as the others. There is no help 
for this, and therefore they should all be dealt 
with alike ; but do not be persuaded to cut down 
some branches and loave some : leave the whole 
of them or none at all, as it frequently happens 
when some branches are cut down and others 
left that those which remain use up all the 
strength of the roots, and as a consequence the 
cut-back parts die. If I hesitated at all about 

leaving any of the shrubs untouched or only 
lightly pruned in, it would be about the choice 
Rhododendrons. If these are not too unruly in 
growth, I might lie disposed to prune them into 
shape, if it can be done without cutting into 
wood not more than two years old. If the gar¬ 
den is much exposed, wait until the cud of 
March before doing t-lio work. In a sheltered 
place the cutting down may bo done three weeks 
earlier. I do not think any of them will be 
ready to move in the following autumn ; cer¬ 
tainly not the Box and Hollies. The latter 

should not be moved at all.—J. C. C. 

-The best (ilan will be to cut all the 
plants hard back in the spring as suggested. 
April will lie the best month, as then they will 
break into fresh growth directly. 1 should not 
cut them all tlowtt to the same height, but leave 

some 3 feet or 4 feet high—the larger plants 
towards the liack, I mean. Early next Novem¬ 
ber go over the borders, digging out any that 
have not broken well, or are not wanted, and 
disposing the rest to the best advantage. If 
the plants are cut round with n sharp spade 
about a month beforehand, they will move 

both bettor and more easily, and by dropping 
in a nice young plant here and there towards 
the front, a very good effect may lie made. In 
case any of the shrubs break very thickly, the 
shoots iiatl better be carefully thinned out— 
that is, unless you prefer “ pin-cushion " plants 

to natural ones.—B. C. R. 

5277.- Osman til U8. —The Osmanlhus ap¬ 
pears to have blossomed in many gardens last 
summer where it had never done so before. 
The explanation lies in the exceptional weather 
we hail last year. Given suitable treatment, 
tinthits might lie available for furc- 

wonld, however, require to 

er glass for a great part of 

ripen up the wood, without which it is very 
ovident it would not always form flower-buds. 

It is, no doubt, a very suitable plant for a cold 
house if it was always kept under glass, us the 
foliage is always presentable.—J. C. 0. 

53<ki. Privet from cutting. - I’rivct ctiuiiijw 
may lie pluntetl at any lime now in open weather, it 
is one ol the easiest plants to strike from cuttings, it 
planted 3 inches or 4 inches deep, and the soil made Arm. 

-E. II. 

-Privet strikes very Ireely from mil tings, and it may 

not lie too late to pul them in now. It is usual lo gel 
good, well-ripened young growths taken oil at a Joint, and 

put them in somewhere in the open garden early in 
November. They seldom fuil lo tlo well. It is necessary, 
or at least best, to cut through the young shouts at a Joint, 
and in pluming tread them m firmly.—J. II. E. 

. _ The early autumn—In October nr November- is the 

best time to insert the cuttings, 1ml it may lie done now, 
or as soon as the weather permits, and if placed in a lander 
that is lightly shaded from the sun, and kept moist in dry 
weal her in the spring, most of them will root yet.— 

if. C. R. 

-The best time is autumn ; but you can pul Ihcni In 
uIhiiiI tile middle of Kobruary with fair prospects of 
success. Make the cuttings about II inches or 13 indies 
long, and plant them in sandy soil three-fourths of llnir 
length. Make them firm, and use tile hoc among tluui 

a few limes in the spring.—P. U. 

Verbenas.—Wliilst very little interest can 

lie found in Verbenas grown in pots and kept 
under glass, or planted out iu frames where they 
may produce line trusses of flower to bo bunched 
for exhibition, there is much that is interesting 
and beautiful iu plants grown in the garden any¬ 
where or anyhow in the summer. Whilst named 
varieties are still grown in some gardens, anti 
last year 1 met with a stock of Purple King, 
Scarlet Defiance, and other old ones at Abinger, 
Surrey, yet the bulk of plants seen in gardens 
now is raised from seed, which Ims so far become 
assorted that plants can lie furnished from seed, 
white, blue, scarlet, and flaked coming fairly 
true to colour. That form of raising plants is 
so simple because no troublo is given to put in 
cuttings in the autumn or to keep them safely 
through the winter. It is rather a surtirise to 
find that with so strong a taste prevailing for 

mixed flower-beds in the summer, especially of 
the kind that has a carpet of creeping plants 
and tall plants thinly disposed, seedling Ver¬ 
benas are not largely employed for carpeting 
purposes. White, blue, ami scarlet hues blend 
very well, ami would make capital groundwork 
for Fuchsias, Cannas, India-rubbers, or similar 
plants. Seed may bo sown in warmth during 

February or early in March, anti will with 
ordinary care give strong, well-hardened plants 

in 3-inch pots to plant out towards tho end of 
May. It is an advantage that, onco well 

seasoned, Verbenas are fairly hardy, much more 
so indeed t han are many other summer bedding- 
plants. We cannot use Begonias, now so much 

the rage, for filling bods everywhere, and \ cr- 
henos nave a grace and elegance about them 

that even Begonias lack.—D. 
6381.—Growth on pots.-The white mould you 

mention certainly does not come from ovcrwnlcrlng. The 
cause lies In the o,.,h,site dlreetion. Your allowing the 
nl-ints to vet dry simply increases it. Soft, or Insufficiently 
burnt, pots torn icreen when wet, and white when dry. ft 
fan certain isign of the state the soil win. » you keep the 
yhAU-tclIuriWjhlti) mould will swell slightly, and soon 

-Wiye (leitreejij i^sjft; fungus. . brought is the sole reason 
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GARDEN WORK. 

Conservatory. 

Keep the fire* very steady in frosty weather. It is a 
peat advantage to have plenty of piping in the house. 
When it is necessary to make Ute pipes very hot in order 
to keep out frost, the hot, dry nir will injure the plants 

near the pipes. I have tried a Rood many others, but 
know nolhinR belter than the improved check-end saddle, 
when lat-RC cnoiiRh for its work, and properly get: hut all 
I Killers are wasteful which require to be worked with the 
dami>er out and liottom doors wide open. It is very 

ini|>ortnnt that the flues lie kept clean. Once a week at 
least the flue brush and small hoc should be used. The 

flues also should Ik- larRo enough, the capacity being not 
less than (I inches wide for large boilers, and the taller 
the chimney the bettor. The best fuel is a mixture of 

gas coke and Welsh coal, using the latter freely when 
making up the lire for the night, Issik after the late 
Chrysanthemum cuttings, riant" which arc slow in 
•starting should bo placed in heal. It is a good plan to 
grow a plant of each sort under a more natural system 
than is usually adopted for producing cuttings. The 
highly-fed plants sometimes fail to produce sufficient 
cuttings, or else they come late. Young plants as soon 
ns rooted should be lifted from the propagating frame 
and taken to a cool light house to ensure a sturdy habit. 
Weak plants always remain to a certain extent in n 

backward condition. Cyclamens, I'rimulas, and Cinera¬ 
rias are making showy groups now. Keep the Cinerarias 

in the coolest part of the house, and look dose after the 
green fly. In warm-houses there will la- flies unless 
Tobacco fumes are occasionally used. The worst of 

smoking in houses of mixed flowering plants, the blossoms 
of some will Ik sure to suffer If the fumes of Tolneeo are 
strong. I.uculia gratissimi arc still beautiful, ami the 
early flowering Acacias are getting showy. A. Drum- 
inonili makes a neat-habited plant for this season. When 
any plants go out of flower is the best time to do what 

pruning is required, amt then the new growth comes 
awnv where required. Kpaerisos when well grown and 

healthy arc bright at this season : they stand a warm- 

house better than Heaths, otherwise they require similar 
treatment- should ho cut back after blooming, and 
placed in a vinery at work to start the new growth. There 
should he plenty of White Azaleas in bloom now, and 
specimen plants elevated on Invented pots arc very attractive 
objects. Arum Lilies arc plentiful now. Liquid manure 
will help them. 

Unheated Oreonhou.se. 
The Chrysanthemums will suffer from severe frost, hut 

if the house is covered the late flowers will keep tolerably 

fresh. Clethra arborea makes a good-sized evergreen 
busli, and prisluccs freely in winter its beautiful white 
flowers, resembling the flower nf the Lily of the Valley. 

It will do very well without fire-heat. I saw a large hush 
in flower the other day in a cold-house, anil wondered 

why it was not more common. I'ota of bulbs must be 
revered in frosty weather. Covers made of paper will do. 
With core In the matter of covering a good many things 
may Ik- grown without tire-heat. Cuttings of Chrysan¬ 
themums should be inserted in small pots of light sandy 

soil, and he plunged in Cocoa-nut-fibre in a small frame 
inside the house. The frame can be covered to keep out 
frost. Keep Auriculas free from dead and decaying 
leaves. A top-dressing may be giv 
pot-lsmnd plants may have a small 
cultivator now uses the complicated 
Auriculas that was forrnem 
sound loam two-thirds, and 01 

on shortly, and'dry 
shift. Scarcely any 
mixture for potting 

thought necessary, flood 
"third old cow manure and 

nake a'good compost 1 will 
either lor polling or top-dressing. 

Stove. 
Let the temperature in frosty weather drop in sympathy 

with the condition outside ; the plants do all the belter. 
Very hot pipes are always more or less injurious hy drying 
the atmosphere too much, and there is also the further 

risk of the boiler or pipes giving way. A split socket 
near the boiler on a frosty night is a troublesome matter 
to deal with. As a temporary remedy I have generally 
called in a blacksmith and got a shackle made to fit the 

socket, and fitted a pail or poultice of red lead, putting 
over the leaky socket, and screwed the shackle down over 
the leak. This will stop the leak, and when the weather 
breaks the faulty socket can ho cut out. Soil may Ik- got 
in somewhere to Ik- in readiness for potting, including 

some good fibrous peat, as climbers planted in bed* nod 
borders will require some renewal of the soil next month. 
Caladiums which have had a good rest may be divided 

anil rc|H>tlcd, also Achimcnes and Gloxinias. 

Fig-houses. 
i are forced the trees should lie now in a 
darting. Night temperature .VIdegs., to lie 

d tin dejrs. as the plants break into 

fig 

do 

Where 
condition f 
Increased t 
growth. When grown in |sits if then- is a hot-bed in the 
house the pot* may be plunged. A little bottom does help 

til - plants, though it is not nlmoluloly necessary : at least, 
g.ssl figs are grown without botlom-heat. The perfect 
ripening of the wo-id has more to do with success than 

bottom-heat. Dae the syringe daily in fine weather, and 
stop the young shoots when live leaves have been made. 

Pines. 
Get a lot of good turfy loam under cover for potting 

and topdressing next March when the weather is settled. 
Plants with the fruit* recently started may have warm 
liquid-manure whenever water is required, which will not 
b? oftener than once a week nt present. A light dewing 

over with the syringe on bright days will l*e beneficial to all 
plants, except’those approaching the ripening stage or 
t hose in flower. Suckers may Ik- taken from old stools any 

tim- w hen there is a brisk heat to start them in. 

Window Gardening- 

Then- is not much movement yet, and the season Is 
young for repotting or prupogaliug. The chief work is to 

keep plant* clean and healthy, and safe from frost. As 

• In cold or northern dirt rich the oper 
to under "Garden Wor£)'j (Jfotajf. ■ 
a fortnight later than it here indicated wit 
results 

soon as fuchsias show signs of growth prune hack to put 
into shape and repot, shaking away as much of the old 
soil as will permit <jf the plants going into the same sized 
l>ots again. 

Outdoor Garden. 
Snow is Nature's own covering, and in a general way it 

is not advisable to remove it, hut when it hangs heavily-on 

evergreen trees, such ns Cellar of Lebanon and other 
Conifers, it should be taken oil to prevent its weight 

splintering the branches, and spoiling the appearance of 
the trees. The Cedar of Lebanon, the Atlantic Cellar, the 
Spanish Silver fir, and Xordmnuu's Silver fir are the 
most reliable of the Conifers for lawn planting, and they 
usually do well on clay soil, where the drainage is free. 

The Cedar of Dotation grows slowly at llrst, but when 
well established the growth is rapid. Some years ago I 
measured some specimens of the Lebanon < 'edar growing 
in heavy day soil in Huntingdonshire that bail been 

planted sixty years, and the average girth 4 feel from the 
ground was in feet. There arc not main- handsomer trees 
than the Lawson Cypress. When raised from seeds there 

s n great variation among the plants, the most distinct 
-f which have been named, and a group of a dozen 
arictics will give character to any place. They trans¬ 

plant Imdly, unless frequently transplanted. Now that 

the majority of the trees in the shrubbery ore leafless the 
Dawson Cvpreas stands out boldly, and gives an idea of 

rinth and shelter that evcryliody can appreciate. As 
soon as the snow goes the work of planting, digging, Ac., 
an go on again, but borders containing bulbs should he 

left undislurbisl till the bulbs arc through, though a top- 
Iressing of manure will he heneliclal. Old Thorn anti 
other hedges may he cut back now. Holly hedges should 
be cleaned anti lop-dresscd. 

Fruit Garden. 
Place more Strawberries in gentle heat to start them. 

Sow seeds of Melon for early work. It will lie a great 
advantage if the pot-Vine house can be covered with frigi- 
domo, fixed on rollers to work up and down. It not only 

economise* the fuel, but it makes the atmosphere of tli’u 
house more genial. When Vines break sluggishly the 
house may be covered for a few days to force the buds to 
break wit h greater freedom and regularity, only, of course, 

this could not be done where other plants are grown with 
the Vines. The second vinery may soon be started: 
everything therein should now be clean and sweet, and 
the border in a moist, healthy condition. When well 

made, I am partial to inside borders. They nre moro 
under control than border* outside, and are more suitable 

for early and late Grapes. Hixty-tlvo degrees nl night will 
he high enough for lllock Hamburgh* ami Sweetwater. 
When in blossom Foster's Seedling is a good forcing Grape, 
but is not, large enough for later cro|w, 1 think more 

might be done with the Golden tjuccn. in appearance 
when well grown it is nearly equal to the Muscat, ami will 
carry a heavy load without injury. The thinning of thu 
branches where too crowded in orchard trees may he done 

during frosty weather, if this frost is not too severe. I do 
not suppose anyone would care to do such work when the 
thermometer Is near zero, hut with moderate frost* such 
work may ho done, and where the trees arc mossy some 
efforts should be made to clear it off. Strong lime-wash 
from fresh hot lime is as good as anything. 

Vegetable Garden. 
Frames being used for forcing vegetables ir inst have 

|k-ratine. A line of 
s' ground, if exposed 
warmth steady. Of 
belter, but Holly or 

plenty of covering to keep up the t 
faggots or Pea-slicks round the frar 
to colil winds, will tend to keep tl 
course, a good Holly hedge will It 

Vew hedges cannot be Improvised, and the shelter of I 
slicks may. Sow Peas and ltcnns under glass in pots or 
otherwise, for transplanting when the weather is suitable. 
Kvcrybody has their favourite early IV.-vs, hut American 

Wonilcr or Chelsea Gem are good for the small garden for 
the earliest crops, and the rows need not be further apart 
than 18 inches. I always think even these dwarf Peas pay 
for a few sticks to keep them off the ground. Winter 
Broccoli, with hearts Just beginning to form, soon simile 

in frosty weather, awl nil such plants should have been 
lifted and placed in a safe place before frost sets In. With 
plenty of covering they arc quite safe laid in a trench, 
with the stems buried up to the leaves. In frosty weather 
clear up rubbish-heaps, turn over compost-hcaps, wheel 

manure on vacant land. See that no harbour is left any¬ 
where for slugs, snails, or other insects. Where there nre 
heaps of rubbish lying about, mice, rats, anil other vermin 
soon congregate. The Mushroom-houses will require a 
little fin -heat now, and will pay for it. as many thi 

besides Mushrooms can he forced thcri 
is a genial temperature. Damp tl 

atmosphere be dry. 

degs. toimdegs 
floors should the 

E. HuliliAV. 

Work In the Town Garden. 
As soon ns the days begin to gain a little in length most 

gardeners begin to think about shifting on a few of the 
best of the autumn-struck plants, such as Zonal and other 
Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Heliotropes, Marguerites, nnd 

Petunias for early flowering. But with a smoky ntmos- Giere to deal witli it is well not to be in too great a hurry 
begin work of this kind, for under the murky skies of a 

large town plants do not feel the effect of the increased 
daylight so soon as in country places, and if shifted la-fore 
a certain condition of activity has been reached there 
will lie mam failures. The situation of thegarden, whether 
open or confined, the amount of sun the house receives, 

and the amount of warmth nt command, are all fnctors to 
lie considered : but, generally speaking, the beginning of 
next month will be found soon enough to commence 

shifting the majority of greenhouse plants. Autumn- 
struck cuttings of bedding plants nlso ought to be potted 
off till next month, It is an excellent plan, especially 
when shifting choice Pelargoniums of the large-llowering 

sections, as well as others, to give them two or three doses 
of weak stimulant (such a* sulphate of ammonia, |-az. to 
the gallon) or goisl guano about ten days beforehand. 

This sets the roots nt work almost directly, and they push 
into the fresh soil at once. Another great aid to newly- 
pottqd plant* of choice descriptions at this early season is 

' ,ttom-heat. This is far better than a high tern- 
rhend, which only excites the toy .growth, 

xrmth below them draws thyj V pK'V 
rd» it. Towards the end of the month a lev 

Gloxinias, Achimencs, and Tydieas may he started for 
early flowering, but it is almost too soon for Begonias 
(tuberous) yet—at least, in towns. I have had 

Gloxinias started beautifully in bloom in April on a high 
shelf near the glass in a warm-house, where there was a 
lot of both smoke and fog to contend with; but the 
Begonias require more light and air also, anti under the 

circumstances aro better if allowed to remain dormant 
until February or the beginning of March. The new- 
hybrid Ktrcplocarpus, though Gexncraccou* plants, like 
Gloxinias, etc., nre of a totally different nature; they do 
not form true tubers, nor yet die down entirely at any¬ 

time, bill remain more or less green through the winter, 
and start into fresh growth in the spring. 1 purposely 
left a few in a house, to which the frost gained an 
entrance, to see what effect it has upon them. Neixls of 
llw-se charming plants, ns also of the Tuberous Begonias 

and Gloxinias, may be sown at any time now in a warm- 
house or pit, ami if grown on freely- the plants will flower 
finely this season. 11. C. It. 

THE COMING WEEK'S WORK. 

Extracts from a Garden Diary from January 

Mill to January '37th. 
Turned over and prepared a bed of Itanunculus. A 

layer of cow-manuro lias been placed in the lsittom of thu 
bed. Without this layer of moist manure It would be 

difficult in our dry district to keep such moisture-loving 
subjects in good condition, but with it they do fairly well. 
Cleaned and top-dressed Auriculas in frames. I never 
use anything but turfy loam and two-year-old cow-manure 
for this purpose; two-tliirds loam to one-third manure 

suits them well. Looked over Carnations in pits to pick 
off deoil leaves, nnd stir up surface soil. Cut down a lot 
of Zonal Pelargoniums, which have been in flower up to 
the present, and put in the cuttings. I want more stock. 
They have not been cut very hard lock, so the plants 
living in heat will soon break, and come into blossom again 

in March. 1-ookcd over stock of Heliotropes nnd other 
things, of which cuttings will be required next month, and 
moved some into n warmer house to induce growth. Sow ed 
seeds of Castor-oils, Wignndias, and other sub-tropical 
plants, as large plants are wanted for turning out early in 

June. The variegated Tree Mallow (I jivatera arborea varie- 
gala) has also been sown, ns to pc useful early in summer 
the seeds must lie sown early. The young plant* conic 
green at first, but the larger leaves come beautifully 
motlhsl with creamy-white. This makes a striking plant 

for tile conservatory when grown in pots, nnd |mrlakc* of 
a shrubby character. Thinned Grapes in pot-vinery, 
chiefly Hamburgh and Foster's Needling. Sowed Kidney- 
Beans to form n succession to those coming into bloom. 
Watered Mushroom-bed* with liquid-manure, and made 
up another bed in the place of one Just removed. A little 

fire-heat is used now to keep the temperature between 
S5 degs. to lit) degs. Keaknlc, Ithuharh, nnd Chicory come 
on well ill this temperature. Fertilised the blossoms in 
the early Peach-house with the camel's-hair pencil. A lew 
blossom-buds hate dropped from the trees of Alexander 

and Waterloo, but the later buds seem to be stronger and 
better, and these generally make up a fair crop. Intro¬ 
duced more roots of Mint into forcing house. Also placed 
in heat a lot of Azalea mollis, Dciitzins, Ac. Wheeled 
manure on vacant land, nnd trenched it In for Onions. 

.Soweil more early Pen*. William I. is the selected variety 
for this sowing. I"inked over Carnations-bcds to fasten 
the soil round the plants after frost, but as the hardy 
border sorts were put out early in October they were well 
established, and the lifting power of the frost has bad 
little effect. Still, a look round is always desirable after 
frost. Sowed and (rained Clematis Jackmani on wire 

arches. Honeysuckle" nlso were attended to in like 
manner. Cut \>nck a Thorn outside kitchen, which has 
got rather thin in the bottom with age. Shall plant a few 

Privet along the bottom to fill lip, nnd this will give an 
evergreen character to the fence, which will improve its 
appearance. Planted warm-house with Cucumbers to 
lK-ar through the spring and summer. Top-dressed w ith 
loam and manure the plants in house now in bearing 
which were planted in September. Invoked over Gra|s-s in 

Grape-room to remove decaying berries, hut the loss from 
this cause is very slight. The room is kept at n tempera¬ 
ture of 45 deg*, to fill degs. by a hot-water pi|>c living run 
through. Moved a lot of potting soil to open shed to get 
ready for potting. Top-dressed inside border* of late 

vinerv, a mixture of turfy loam and the Patent Silicate 
Manure being used for this purpose. 

5271.—Cider refuse.—As there is more or 
less plant nutriment in all vegetable matter, it 
is ipiito reasonable to expect that well-rot te<l 
citler refuse contains a certain proportion ; lmt 

how much or how little I cannot say. I should 
not, however, object to uso it a* a substitute for 
leaf-mould if it ditl not contain any Apple-pips, 
If there is no danger of the pips giving you a 

crop of young Apple-trees, I know of no reason 
why you should not use it, especially as you say 

it is reduced to a black soil.—J. C. C. 

fairly good substitute 
not quite equal to it. 

-slroy germs of fungi.— 

- 1 think you will find this 
for leaf-mould, though, of course 

Mix a little lime and soot to de 

B. C. R. 

52.i0.-~Mistletoe.—I thank 
kind remarks about my note tipi 
know tor certain, but 1 believe- th; 
of Worcester, Messrs. Cranston A Co., Ltd., and Mr. Wat 
kins, of Hereford, would supply Mistletoe-berries in the 

spring. A sprig or two kept in water w ill sometimes ripen 
sufficiently io germinate. There can be no harm in trying 

this plan.—P. C. 

Drawings for “ Gardening."—Readers trill 

kindly remember that tee are glad to get specimens of 
hviufVfHi lob ran flowers and good frtiits and vegetables 
for drawing. The drawings so made trill be engraved in 

'Mr. H. Gilison” for his 
the above. I do not 

at Messrs. R. Smith ACo., 

in due ccvree 
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INDOOR PLANTS. 

CINERARIAS. 

Thk improvement in the flowers of Cinerarias 
has been very marked during the last twenty- 
five years, as they are now much larger, the 

petals broader, and the form more symmetrical. 
While there has been this improvement in form, 
it is somewhat remarkable that there has not 
been any now colours of a definite character 

added. This is the more noteworthy because in 
nearly every other florists' flower great advances 
have been made in this direction. With respect 
to the increase in the size of the flowers, I do 
not find it to be any gain. What is gained in 
si/.o is lost in symmetry, and added to this is a 
loose and ungainly plant that no amount of good 
cultivation seems to improve. I am alluding to 
the Continental strnins of this flower which are 

sent to this country ns superior to any other 
strain. For three years in succession I grew a 
strain obtained in this way, and although plenty 

of the plants produced flowers 3j inches and 

of April is the season when the plants should be 

at their best. In former times the bulk of the 
plants did not go out of flower until it was quite 
safe to turn them out-of-doors in some sheltered 
corner to ripen their seed, but the practice of 
modern cultivators has altered a good deal in 

regard to the time the plants are had in bloom, 
and this has a tendency to lower the merits of 
the flowers. Next to this, as I have incidentally 
remarked, rich feeding is decidedly injurious, 
especially during the early stages of growth. 

Liquid-man uke of any kind, until the plants 
have been put into the pots in which they are 
to flower, should not be given. As a matter of 
fact, these pots ought to lie full of roots and the 
flower-stem rising before any liquid is given. 
As regards soil, there is nothing better for 
them than three parts good mellow loam, one 
part leaf-soil, and a good sprinkle of coarse 

sand. In a coni]mixt like this the plants will 
produce good heads of flowers if they arc not 
subjected to more heat than is good for them. 
The cold-pit is the proper place for Cinerarias, 

while frost can be kept from them by the use 

A gt ml type of market Cineraria. 

more across, the petals were so loosely arranged 

that it wasdiflicult to find a well-shaped flower, 
and besides this there was a great, want of 
variety in colour. All points considered, what 
is known as the Covent Garden strain (sec 
illustration), is the most useful to grow for con¬ 
servatory decoration. The plants arc of good 

habit and they throw up largo heads of per¬ 
fectly formed flowers. The variety of colours is 
also great, and a large and well-proportioned 
head of flowers can bo obtained from a rather 
small plant. The average English strain pro¬ 
duces much larger flowers than the Covent 
Garden, but in the hands of a good many culti¬ 

vators the plants arc made through rich feeding 
to produce such large leaves that the effect of a 
nice head of flowers is spoilt owing to the larger 
proportion of foliage. There is another part 

of t lie management of the present time which 
tells against the possibility of securing shapely 
plants. I allude to the too general practice of 

getting the plants in flower early in tlm-Mpaon, 
which necessitates the stock being bYnigl 

in a closer and warmeMwmpenwure '.hiVua „ 
for them. The middle of Maroh to the middle 

of mats, as they like to be near the glass and 
on a bed of coal-ashes. As they arc very tender 
they should be taken to a heated structure 
when there is danger of severe frost, but not 
otherwise. It is hardly necessary to grow 
named varieties now that such excellent strnins 

are to be had, ns if the seed is obtained from a 
good source, varieties equal to the named ones 
may lie had. In raising a stock of plants from 
seed there is a tendency at the present time to 
sow too oarly when largo plants with good 
heads of flowers arc required. If a fow are 
required to flower early, the seed may be sown 
about the middle of .May, but plants that are 

required to bloom at their proper season should 
bo oV ..-ined from seed sown a month later. 

_ J. 

.->24(1.--Veronicas in pots.—These are 
amongst the easiest of plants to manage, and 
they succeed admirably in a greenhouse tern 

perature ; in fact, on the south coust they are 
I lantill.qwt, and left summer and winter, grow 

! i .ijctfiltVjurgc bushes, and forming al Abtefid'd 
a when in full bloom. They are a, 

excellent habit, branching out regularly, and 
growing in the exact outline of trained specimen 
plants without a single stick or tie. Veronica 
Traversi makes fine bushes, as do most of the 

other sorts, but unfortunately they are not 
hardy enough to stand very severe frost, and 
got cut down or much disfigured, consequently 
they can hardly be recommended for permanent 
planting out-of-doors ; but they do best outside 
from May until October, when several kinds 
will help to keep the greenhouse gay for some 

weeks, as they flower freely in the autumn.— 
J. G., Go*porl. 

PROPAGATING PLANTS. 

TliBKK may not bo in many cases, especially 
with amateurs, sufficient room in a few weeks 
to do all needful propagation, what with bedding 
“stuff” and other things, to keep the proper 

supply of plants for pot-culture. Anything, 
therefore, that can be attended to at once 
should not be delayed. The present is, for 

instance, a very suitable one for propagating 
Causations for next autumn ami winter 

flowering. Where any have been struck in the 
autumn, those now put in will form a good 
succession to them, the former flowering in 
early autumn. The cuttings are not always fit 
to take off at one time, but this will not mat ter, 
being rather an ad vantage than otherwise, two, 
three, or four batches 1 icing the best to secure a 
continuance of bloom. I am more impressed 
than ever with the. excellent properties of 
Winter Cheer. It is a worthy companion to 

Miss Joliffe Improved, whilst as a white, Mrs. 
Moore is strongly recommended. I have now 
got a batch of cuttings of those sorts striking, 
most of which were lateral shoots pulled out at 
the junction with the main stem ; others were 
taken from leading growths simply because wo 
were short of them. These cuttings have been 
placed live or six into 3-inch pots around the 
sides of the pots and plunged in a gentle bottom- 
heat frame of about 75 degs., with a temperature 
in the house at night of 60 degs. to Go dogs. This 

treatment will, 1 think, suit them very well. 
Previous to taking the cuttings the old stools 
were in a night temperature of 50 degs., rising 
by day, so that the difference for the cuttings 
is not'any too much. The soil used for striking 
is about half Cocoa-nut-fibre, the rest loam 
and silver sand. Sheets of glass are placed over 
the frame, but there is a fair amount of ventila¬ 
tion on each side through it not fitting closely. 
I find the crickets a bit troublesome in eating 
the cuttings ; if this continues I shall give 
them some growths from outside to nibble at, 
and then kill them, if possible, with hot 
water. As soon ns the cuttings arc struck they 
will lie gradually inured to the usual atmosphere, 
and soon afterwards be taken to a somewhat 
cooler house. Pipings from Pinks for pot 
culture can also be put in now, not that there is 
any time lost, but I find them strike better 
before the weather gets much brighter. A fow 

old stools of 
Bouvakdias should now be placed in heat to 

start the plants into growth for early cuttings. 
Those who have not thus far taken any note of 

Priory Beauty and M re. Robert Green will do 
well to work up a stock of them. They have in 
either case the free habit of Vreclandi, the 
former a soft-pink, the latter more of a salmon 
shade. Zonal Pelargoniums for next autumn 

and winter-flowering should bo struck now, or 
as soon as possible. With these the better way 
is striking singly in 24-inch pots to avoid any 
after check. A vinery at work will answer well 
for these cuttings, failing a pit that is suitable 
for them. What has to be guarded against in 

this case is an excess of moisture, more so even 
than in that of striking cuttings from bedding 
varieties which have lieen resting more through 

the winter than the others have. 'I ho earliest 
flowering Salvias can also be propagated now ; 
these will do well whero the Carnntions 
are being struck. Of these, Salvia splendens 

and its variety Brunnti, a dwarfer form, and 8. 
Bet belli (rose and white), wit h 8. Hceri (scarlet, 
now in flower) are about the best for autumn 
and winter. S. gesnerieflora being more of a 
spring-flowering variety, propagation should lie 
deferred for a time. Where the old-fashioned 
scented-leaved Pelargoniums are esteemed for 

their iMjjrandSJ1 'and any demand is antici- 
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koep up the Btock. In my own cose I have 
struck iv good number of cuttings during the 
winter on u ledge at the back of some Gardenia 
and Ixoru pits. This has been just the plaec 
for them, hardly a cutting failing. Now on¬ 
wards they will strike easily enough in a fair 
wurmth : the warmth of a vinery that is fairly 
advanced will suit them. 

CllRYSANTII EM I; MS.—If the usual stock hivs 
not been already secured, some more cuttings 
should be put in as soon as lit. In doing this, 
do not lose sight of the usefulness of the early 
autumn varieties as represented by the lies- 
grange familv, La Viergc, and others. In any 
case, if the old stools are still on hand, it will 
not l>e advisable to east them aside just vet 
unless the pots and the room are really needed 
at once, where early plants of Fuchsias are 
likely to Iks wanted, some old stools should at 
once Iks put into a good warmth for cuttings, 
these being taken oil' I adore they get too long 
and then struck in nearly all saint. Only the 
most reliable kinds should be looked to for 
early flowering, for which Mrs. Marshall is 
scarcely beaten yet in its way. Double 1’rimulas 
should now soon receive attention ; it may be 
possible that the plants are still giving a fair 
amount of bloom. Kven if this Iks the case, a 
few should have all the flowers cut oil' them and 

•then be given a little more warmth ; then in a 
week or two the cuttings will be lit to take 
oil'. In the propagation of these, an excess of 
moisture has to be guarded against as much as 
anything. Given a fairly warm house, say 
.Vt degs. to flu degs., they will strike very well 
in such a place upon a moderately dry bottom ; 
a hand-light, with a movable top, will make a 
good place for them. Those who cannot—as a 
rule, strike them satisfactorily should adopt 
the layering process, lirst trimming oil' the older 
leaves and then tilling up close to the young 
growths with Cocoa-nut-libre and sand, or, 
failing the former, some finely-sifted leaf-soil 
will answer the purpose. In either ease, this 
newly-added soil should be kept moist to en¬ 
courage root-action. H. 

5258. Solatium capslcastrum. — I 
would advise “ F. J.” to grow bis Holanum on 
in pots, up till danger of frost is over, then 
plant out in n sunny spot, and keep well 
watered. If lie has already cut his young 
plants down close to the pot, they wilf soon 
push out a thicket of young shoots from the 
Itase. After these have grown a few inches 
they should lie pinched, to induce the formation 
of a number of aide shoots, and if kept under 
glass until the end of April, or early in May, 
according to locality, they will lie well furnished 
with shoots that will quickly Iks covered with 
flower. They must not be pinched after they 
are planted out, ns the object is to get the crop 
of lierrics set as early as possible, or else they 
will not ripen in time to be of any use. Early 
in September they may be lifted and potted, 
placing them in a shaded plaec for a few days, 
until they will bear full exposure without 
flagging, when they may be put on shelf near the 
gloss to finish colouring tlie lierrics.—J. G., 
Oox/tort. 

.72(1.7. Pancratium fra^rans. These 
plants arc easily cultivated, and should be freely 
grown with a good supply of water, and when 
the bulbs arc well formed the plant enters into 
its season of rest, ami at that time docs not need 
much water ; but the leaves should not be 
allowed to flag, and the plant ought to lie kept 
in a greenhouse temperature. When the plant 
has well rested after flowering, and is ready to 
start into growth again, water freely, but do 
not repot unless it is absolutely necessary.— 

- After flowering the plants should be 
encouraged to make new growth by affording 
them heat and moisture. A temperature of 
not less than 00 degs. by night, with a rise of 
HI degs. during the day, should bo provided. 
Now is a good time to repot if the roots are not 
in good condition, but when the drainage 
perfect and the plants in pots 8 inches to 
Hi inches in diameter, repotting should only be 
practised seldom. This Pancratium flowers 
more freely when the roots are a bit crumped, 
providing they are in a healthy state. A com¬ 
post of three-parts filiry loam, witl/TiuS o.L peat 
and leaf-mould, wWjAjif^^jmjxlur 
silver sand and cTiarcoaT to KeejKT 

porous, should grow this plant well. When 
growth is being made give abundance of liquid- 
manure to the roots to promote a healthy, 
vigorous growth. Syringe the foliage twice 
daily with tepid water to keep the leaves clean 
and free from dust. When the leaves have 
reached their full size gradually withhold water 
for a time, so as to give the plants a rest, but 
do not allow the foliage to sutler in consequence 
of dryness at the roots.—S. 1’. 

I'HRPETUAL-F LO WEKING Oil TREE- 
CAR NATIONS. 

TlIK Trec-Camalions, so called from the tall 
straggling form that the old varieties formerly 
grown naturally had, have been sujicrseded by a 

A Tree or Winter-flowering Carnation. 

race of plants that possess a bushy habit of 
growth, with free and continuous disposition to 
flower, so that with a sutlicicnl number of 
plants they may be hail in bloom all the year 
round. Carnation flowers are justly held in 
high estimation for bouquets and other 
arrangements of a like nature. Perfume, 
enduring properties, and beautiful colours go to 
rank them amongst the most attractive of all 
flowers They can be raised in different ways 
from seeds, cuttings, and layers. The seeds 
should lie sown about the beginning of February 
in shallow puns or boxes, in sifted loam, with 
some leaf-mould and sand added, .lust cover 
the seeds with soil; stand in a temperature of 
.Vi degs. or till degs., anil they will soon 
vegetate. Then place near the glass and give air 
in the day so as to prevent the growth from being 
drawn ; ns soon as the young plants have got 
two or three leaves each put them singly into 
small pots, using soil similar to that in which 
the seeds were sown. The increase of sun-heat 
will now do away with the need of life-heat, 
except when the nights are cold. When the 
roots have made some progress the plants should 
be moved to a cold frame and aired freely, so as 
to prepare them for planting out in tlie open 
ground towards the end of May. Choose 

' s open place where the soil is of a goo. 
intuition, and dig in some rotten manure an. 
{[Mould. Put the plants a foil 

Tie more room between the roW 

the points, otherwise they will not be furnished 
with sufficient shoots, and give water in dry 
weather. In September lift them and put in 
6-inch or 7-inch [lots in good rich loam, to which 
add a little leaf-mould, rotten manure, and 
sand ; water moderately, uml stand in a light 
house or pit near t he glass. The plants should 
now be furnished with from four to hulf-u-doz.cn 
shoots each ; those will push up flower-stems 
through the autumn, and come into bloom 
sooner or later according to the warmth they 
are subjected to. When the flower-buds are 
prominent a temperature of 50 dogs, in the 
night will accelerate their opening ; such as are 
required for later flowering must be kept cooler. 
After blooming the plants ought to tie again 
turned out in May, or later in the case of those 
that have been kept back for late spring 
flowering. In all eases cut out the old bloom- 
stems at the lxiltom as soon as the last flowers 
are over ; if this is not well attended to with 
the young plants, as well us with the old and 
large, they get into a tall unsightly state, and 
arc much Icsb manageable. When out 

In tiie open iikounii they must not want for 
water or lie allowed to suffer through the ravages 
of aphides. Again, in September, take up and 
put them in pots 7 inches or 8 inches in diameter, 
and treat as in the preceding season. A portion 
of the plants this second season should not have 
their shoots stopped ; these will coinc into bloom 
early in the autumn, and be succeeded by the 
remainder that have had their shoots pinched 
buck about July. 

ClTTINttS should be struck in autumn, several 
together in 5-inch or fl inch (lots filled with a 
mixture of sand and loam. Stand them on a 
slight hot-bed, and if kept shaded anil moist 
they will soon root. Then they must gradually 
be subjected to more air and a lower tempera¬ 
ture, after which nut singly in small pots, and 
kceji them through the rest of the season in a 
frame or pit. Winter out of the roach of froMt ; 
stop the shoots and turn them out in a bed in 
May, and treat suliscqucnlly as recommended 
for the plants raised from seed. layering 
should be carried out in the summer, about tlie 
same time as in the ease of the exhibition varie¬ 
ties of Carnation. Aphides arc often trouble¬ 
some, but can lie got rid of by fumigating with 
Tobacco or flipping in Tobacco-water. Mildew 
sometimes all'eets them; for this dust witli 
flowers of sulphur. There arc now many gimd 
kinds, a list of which can be found in most trade 
catalogues. II. 

52(18.- Gloxinia bulbs. Tubers of these 
plants may become “soft ” in two distinct ways 
- one when they have been touched by froBt, 
when as simiii as they thaw they go " soft," 
and, in fact, rotten, and for this there is no 
remedy. Again, if kept too dry and warm, 
they become limp, and shrivel to some extent; 
but unless too far gone this does no great harm, 
though of course it reduces the vitality, but if 
surrounded with moist Cocoa-nut-fibre and kept 
moderately moist they will soon plump up again. 
When not thoroughly and gradually rijiened off 
they are much more liable to shrivel in this 
way. The best way to keep them is in half- 
moist Cocoa-nut-fibre in a temperature of aliout 
.70 degs., and then if sound and good to begin 
with they will remain plump and firm through¬ 
out, and start away strongly in the spring.— 
B. C. R. 

-Oloxinin bulbs should not get soft nt any lime. 
Probably the bulbs are rotten, or if badly ripe mil they 
might shrivel it kept in a very high temperature. 
Shrivelled bullis seldom do much good afterwards.—E. II. 
- These generally get a little soft when at rest In 

winter ; but it is a mistake to allow them to go too much 
iu this direction. The best way to treat them is lo place 
the jails on their sides in a hot-house, not a greenhouse, 
and give no water until it is time to start them again in 
the sjiring.—J. D. E. 
- I am afraid your bulbs have either lieen frozen or 

have got dry rot through being kept much loo dry. 
Tliet certainly ought not lo be soil. Tbe consequence is 
death, and su|>poslng my opinion to lie correct, the 
cause and cure suggest themselves. Pot them up soon, 
and in future kceji them in sand that is not sufficiently 
dry to |ierish them.—I*. U. 

5278.- Cinerarias.—I bad a case of the 
leaves of Cinerarias curling up badly in a bouse 
.70 feet long quite filled with the plants, and 
was surprised at it, as such a disaster bail 
never occurred before in a long experience. I 

d thought, it must be mildew, but some of the 
tP lftWeS.I bad ty1 curled inwards, Ik ire no traces of 

j the*TWcre quite free from 
thcrt'nought occurred to me. 
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better beginning from which to start a specimen 
plant; indeed, by making a good selection for 
this purpose a season may thereby be gained. 
My practice is to throw the cuttings into a tank 
of water for an hour or two when first severed 
from the plant, in order that they may absorb 
as much moisture as possible. W hen inserting 

them make them firm in the pots ; and if of 
large size a support or two may lie of service. 
1 generally find them rooted and fit to withstand 
ordinary stove treatment in a month or six 

weeks. 
CULTURE.—As soon as the young plants have 

filled their cutting-pots with roots they should 
lie shifted into larger sized pots. This ought 

not to be overlooked, for if by chance they 
happen to be allowed to suffer from want of 
water at this early stage of their existence, 
they will often succumb to it, or, perhaps, lose 
some of their leaves, and this they should not 
do to any extent if due attention is paid them. 
In fact, it is essential, in the case of small 
decorative plants, that they should be clothed 
with foliago down to the pots. Those intended 
for specimens should be again shifted as soon its 
they require it, in order to maintain a free, 
vigorous growth. I find them do well in a 
compost of good sound fibrous peat (such as one 
would select for Ferns) and turfy loam in about 
equal proportions ; to this 1 odd a fair amount 

of leaf-mould and some half-inch bones or bouc- 
moal. Charcoal is an assistance in the case of 
specimen plants if the loam is of an adhesive 
character. A liberal supply of silver sand 
should be added, and abundance of drainage 
should be given, so that the plants can always 
bo freely supplied with water, of which they 
can take a good deal. They also revel in a moist 

atmosphere are! a maximum stove temperature. 
The syringe should at all times bo plied vigor¬ 
ously among the foliage. I use it at this season 
of the year at least three times daily ; later on, 
when the weather is hot, another turn will lx: 
given them at nightfall. Under this treatment 

ordinary tying material soon becomes rotten; 

contrary, the points of all the shoots should 
project, in order to give as much diversity as 
possible, and admit light to the young leaves. 
.Some kinds do not make much lateral growth, 

and where this is the case pinching must bo 
frequently resorted to. Shading is unnecessary 
even during bright sunshine, unless the weather 
is excessively hot, and it should not then be 
used for any length of time. The l>e8t plan is 
to arrange the Crotons so that they do not 

receive the shade that is necessary in tho 
case of most other ornamental foliaged stove 
plants. Their rich colours will then be intensi¬ 
fied. 

Insects.—Crotons afford a refuge for insect 
pests, against which an incessant war must be 
waged if the cultivator wishes to produce plants 
that will do himself credit In the case of mealy¬ 
bug, brown and white-scale, I use nothing but 
the Chelsea Blight Composition. Other insecti¬ 
cides aro doubtless also effectual, but I adhere 
to the one I,hat 1 have found from experience to 
be so. For black and whitc-thrips fumigation 

will answer, if repeated two or three times in 
rapid succession. Red-spider is also a great 
enemy to Crotons, and I have found another 
insect closely allied to it, but even smaller, to 
give almost endless annoyance for some time, 
causing tho yonug loaves to fall boforo they 
were half grown. Asa remedy for this and red- 
spider, I was advised to keep a bag of soot 
in the tank from which tho water was drawn 
for syringing. This had tho desired effect. 
Having found this reinedy so beneficial, I make 

it a practice to always keep a small quantity in 
the tank from which the water is used lx»th for 

I watering and syringing. Soot is not only 
valuable in a manurial point of view, but a great 
deterrent to many insects, and even the fronds 
of the tendcrest Fern are not injured by it. I 
would strongly adviso anyone to try the soot- 

bag remedy and watch the result. 
Varieties.—There is an immense number of 

sorts now in cultivation, vory many of which 
are so far inferior to others as to make their 

Harnn Franck SeillK-re." 

The following are all rowth unnecessary my practice, therefore, is to use tarred string, 
which lasts longer. In training specimen plants distinct and handsome kinds : C. angustnolius, 

vo found ?. pyramid form to be about the C. Crown Prince, C. Baron Franck beilUdre 
, and in my opinion preferable to that of a (here figured), C. Disraeli, C. Fvunsianus 

formal outline should not be adhered to ; opj A [\|A-£ |-| A |v/| PA | G N 

CROTONS AND THF.IR CULTURE. 

In answer to “ B. H. J.” and others, we hero 
give an article on the subject. 

Propagation is not at all difficult where a 
close pit or propagating-framo is at command, 
with a brisk bottom-heat to induce the cuttings 
to strike root quickly. If young plants, for 

table decoration or other purposes for which 
they are to be used in a small state, arc required, 
select cuttings with clean, straight growth, well- 
developed and finely coloured foliage, and single 
stems. If the object is to grow plants/fit<fspeci¬ 
mens quickly, the be0,^n jji |to Aoou^cA 

tings of a larger size with three or fourgrowths 
or even more; these when struek will make a 

We were experimenting with some new 
fumigating material, anil 1 put that down as the 
cause, only to find out I was wrong again. At 

last it occurred to me that it must lx: the cold 
winds acting upon the soft, delicate tissues of 
the leaves, and this it undoubtedly was. Too 
much air had been admitted on cold days, and 
ever since, when cold winds are blowing, I open 
the ventilators only at the highest point, and 
that but sparingly. The result, no curling of 

tho leaves.—J. 1). E. 

-Cineraria-leave* very often curl up when attacked 
with green-fly, and if this was the cause sulphur would 
not he the remedy, though Tobacco-powder would, or the 
plants may be dipped in a solution of Sunlight soap, 
about half a tablet in 3 gallons of water, used warm, say SO 
degs.—E. If. 

5206. —Coleus-cuttings. — Any bits of 

these plants—side-shoots or tops—will root in 
a few days in sandy soil in a brisk hot-lied, or 

in a stove or propagating-house, in February, 
March, or April. They are, indeed, about the 
easiest things to striku that could be mentioned, 
given only a brisk and moist warmth. The 
cuttings will root all right in sand or Cocoa-nut- 
fibre only, but a mixture of loam, sand, leaf- 
mould, and Cocoa-nut-fibre in equal parts is 

best.—B. C. R. 

-Coleus-cuttings will strike any time in a tempera¬ 
ture of 00 degs. The beat time for working up stock is 
in spring, from the middle of February onwards till May, 
whenever cuttings can be obtained.— E. H. 

6274. — “ Geranium ” - cuttings. — The 
young growths now made in a greeiihouse will 
do very well indeed to put in as cuttings, and 
they will strike root freely and well in a tem¬ 
perature of 53 degs. ; hut a moist atmosphere, 

which would do admirably for other cuttings, 
will not do very well for Zonal Pelargoniums, 

which, I presume, is what is intended by “ Gera¬ 
niums.” Tho old stools will start freely again 
in the same temperature, or in a lower green¬ 
house temperature. Both the cuttings and the 
old plants will do admirably for bedding-out in 
the summer.—J. 1>. E. 

-Yea; the young growths you mention will root 
freely and form suitable plants for bedding out next 
summer. You will And it an improvement if you can 
stand the pots containing the cuttings ii|>on a hot-water 
pipe or flue, seeing your temperature is but 55 degs. 
These cuttings will bear a lot of heat at the root, but 
must be shifted as soon as rooted. The old steins will 
break and be almost as useful as it not cut down, and will 
be more bushy,—P. U. 
- Young shoots of " Geraniums" will strike now in 

n night temperature of 55 degs. to IK) degs. and make good 
plants for summer tieriding if helped on for a time in heat; 
after being potted off the old plants would make new 
growth, anil would blossom weft in summer. If potted 
on they will do well for filling vases or for centres of 
hods.—E. II. 

5279.—Starting Begonias. —I saw a very 
nice bed of Begonias last year obtained from 
tulxirs that hail filled the same spot the season 

previous, and which had kept all the winter in 
a box filled with dry soil, and this was placed on 
the lirick floor of a coal-cellar. Earlv in April 
the lady got other lxixes and after filling them 
with soil put the tubers in them 0 inches apart. 
The lxixes were then taken to an upstairs room 
and placed in front of the window where they 
remained until the end of May. Treated in this 
way the tubers made a display equal to many 

others that had had theadvantage of greenhouse 
treatment. You, however, with your frames 
ought to do better still. The first week in 

April mako up a bed of soil in a frame and 
plant the tubers in it, give no air until growth 
appears, and cover the glass at night with a 
thick mat to excludo frost.—J. C. C. 

-Do not be in a hurry to start liegoniaH intemleil for 
the open air. March will he unite time enough. They 
will start themselves when the season comes round if 
pluocd in a box and the soil Just moistened afterwards. 
They will do in tho cold frame if covered at night, so that 
frost cannot enter.—K. II. 
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EARLY BRUSSELS SPROUTS. 

The value of a few rows of early sprouts is great 
where a variety of choice vegetables is required. 

I am well aware that some persons object to 
early sprouts before the frost has mellowed 
them, as it is termed, but much of this is owing 
to the method of serving or cooking and to the 

way they are grown, as, though we have not too 
much praise to bestow upon cooks in general in 
the way of making the best of the garden pro¬ 
ducts, to a certain extent want of space, insuffi¬ 
cient moisture, and feeding are at times the 

cause of poor vegetables. Early sprouts are at 
ti nes strongly flavoured, often through being 
boiled too long in one lot of water. If when Krtially cooked the sprouts are given fresh 

iling water the strong flavour will be removed 
and a better colour imparted to them. Of course, 
it. is a little more trouble. Not only sprouts, 
but many other vegetables need similar atten¬ 

tion. By sowing early it is also objected to 
that the sprouts are too coarse or large. This 
can be avoided. I do not like largo sprouts, 

though they seem to be much appreciated by 
the market people. Large sprouts soon fill the 

basket, but arc not so good as a smaller, bullet¬ 
like growth —hard, and without waste. To get 
a medium-sized sprout the grower should eschew 
the sorts recommended for size or length of stem; 

they arc no doubt profitable to the large grower 
or for exhibition, but for the latter purpose they 
are now even less grown. When Brussels 

Sprouts are served at table a miniature Cabbage 
is not expected, as it is impossible to serve these 
large kinds to the best advantage, so that 

in private gardens much of the delicacy is 
lost when large coarse kinds arc grown. There 
is very little trouble in securing a few early 
plants if seed is sown at the end of January or 

early in February. I prefer to sow on a mild 
heat—that is, a bed mode up with fresh leaves 
early in the year and allowed to settle down 
before sowing the seed. Others may not have 
similar accommodation, and may only require 

a small number of plants. In such cases a 
single box of seed may lx; sufficient, but with 
the latter greater care is required, as often the 

smaller quantity, if placed in excessive heat, 
is brought on too rapidly, with the result that 

the plants are weakly from the first and cannot 
give a fair return. When sown in cold frames 
the plants are sturdy, and better able to with¬ 
stand our cold winds in the spring. I have 
previously advised a dwnrf variety, and for 
years have grown Paris Market, a dwarf early, 
small, solid sprout of good flavour, but no doubt 

there are others equally suitable. Another 
important point is sowing thinly, as there are 
more plants ruined by thick sowing than any¬ 

thing else. Early transplanting is also neces¬ 
sary, lifting with as much care as possible. In 
exposed positions much can be done in the way 
of shelter by drawing deep drills before planting 

out, in all cases using a trowel to preserve all 
the roots possible. Another equally important 

point is deeply-dug ground with plenty of 
decayed manure. During the early autumn 
months in ease of drought, a good soaking of 
water or liquid manure occasionally will do much 

to remove the strong flavour often objected to. 
I would also advise ample space at planting ; a 
yard between the rows is none too much, and 
18 inches or even 2 feet between the plants. 

G. 

Sowing Cauliflowers.—Many people 
now rely upon plants raised in the beginning of 
the year for their principal supply of early 

Cauliflowers. This being the case, it is now 
time the seeds were sown. The plants must not 
be hurried on, thinking to make up lost time, 

ns if so they will l)e useless, as instead of form¬ 
ing neat little heads, they will turn in prema 

turely, or, as gardeners say, “ button.” It is 
also advisable to sow one of the now recognised 

early varieties, such as Veitch's Early Forcing 
or Snowball, and to follow on select either 

Early London or Dwarf Erfurt. Walcheren 
might also bo sown. If a forcing variety is 

needed to grow on in pits, Veitch’s Forcing is 
very gotHl, although with the late kinds of 
Broccoli now in commerce, these vyttnthe ear¬ 

liest Cauliflowers bridge, oyeri the fcasorf^V at 
is, if the Broccoli should not be kiliSd-SKNffosi; 

The seeds should be sown thinly in shallow 
boxes of light soil, and to ensure quick germi¬ 
nation place the box in a gentle warmth. As 

soon as the seedlings are well through the soil 
remove to cooler quarters near the glass, but 

not where they arc likely to become starved 
through either too cold or draughty quarters. 
Watering must also have careful attention to 
prevent the seedlings damping off. Directly 

they aro large enough pot oft into 4-inch or 
5-inch pots. The soil also should be substantial, 
three parts loam to one each of leaf-soil and 

pulverised horse-manure. Keep close until 
established, afterwards removing to a green¬ 
house shelf, eventually placing in a cold frame. 

The plants mav also be prickcd out into low 
light frames. In this case place a layer of 
rotten manure to the depth of 2 inches on a 
hard bottom, and above this the same depth of 

holding loam and a little leaf-soil, into which 
prick the plants not less than 4 inches apart.— 
G. _ 

POTATOES FOR SHOW. 

Those who ask for the names of the best Pota¬ 
toes to grow for show, I notice want them 
chiefly in the months of July and August. 

These early dates somewhat limit the range of 
choice of kinds, os in neither case are all the 
sorts available so early in the season. For the 

first mentioned month the earliest varieties only 
will do under ordinary treatment. The best of 
these of kidney shape is Rivers’ Royal Ashleaf. 
This is a very handsome Potato, and the tul>ers 
are of uniform size. It is in every way prefer¬ 

able to Mvatt's Ashleaf, as the tubers aro not so 
pointed. Ringleader is another first early kidney 
that is as good for table as it is for exhibition ; 

the tubers aro not very large, but they are 
uniform in size and they are conspicuous for 
evenness of outline. The earliest round variety 

is Sharpe’s Victor, and if care is used in selecting 
the tubers a very handsome dish can be had. 
The cultivator must, however, be prepared to 
grow a larger numlier of stools to select from 

than is necessary in the case of some other sorts. 
Dalmahoy is an old sort that is still retained 

by a few exhibitors of early Potatoes, 
as it rijiens oft' fairly early, amt the tubers 
are of medium size and even in outline. 
It is a white round sort with shallow eyes. 
.Should larger sorts be wunted than I have men¬ 

tioned, Beauty of Hebron and Early Puritan 
may be selected ; but under ordinary treatment 
the tubers will not be ready before the end of 
July. Those who require one dish of round and 

one of kiilneyshape should grow two of each, sons 
to have a choice. They will find it a good plan 
to cover the sets with rotten tan or leaf-soil 

ft inches in thickness, as the tubers will come out 
cleaner from either of these materials than from 
ordinary soil. Thoso who do not want to exhibit 
before the middle of August have a much wider 

choice of sorts, as the second earlies will be avail¬ 
able. Amongst these The Dean is a handsome 
purple kidney, and unsurpassed in its colour. 
Covent Garden Perfection is a white kidney of a 

refined appearance when well grown, as the tellers 
areof fair averagesizc, without the slightest trace 

of coarseness. International Kidnoy grows to a 
large size, and with care in selecting can be 
arranged very conspicuously on the exhibition 
table. Its size and even outline are very 

impressive with some judges; but I would 
not include it in my selection unless I felt 
pretty sure that size stood a better chance of 
winning than high table quality in smullertubers. 
Three good round second earlies will lie found 
in Sutton's Seedling, Snowdrop, and Reading 

Russet. The last named has rather ilattish 
tubers, which are of a dull-red colour. This 
sort makes a very tolling dish in a collection of 

three round varieties. At a country show at 
which I was judging last November, I mado 
note of the following sorts as being exceedingly 
telling dishes : Grampian (red). Main-crop 

Kidney (white), Chancellor Kidney, School¬ 
master (round, while), and Vicar of Laleham 
(round, purple). ,1. C. C. 

5270.—Tomatoes, &c., in a green¬ 
house. — I can quite sympathise with an 
amateur who wishes to grow Tomatoes and 
Cucumbers in a small greenhouse, but the ques- 

0iscs, what else does he exppet to grow } 
Ufafr’fomatoes and Cucumbers woiilMktotwasC 

trained to the roof of the house, and if the seed 
is sown now it would require a much higher 

temperature than greenhouse plants would thrive 
under to get anything like good growt h into the 
Cucumbers. Three plants of each would quite 
cover the roof of the small house, and if light 

was so much excluded by the leaves of the 
Cucumbers and Tomatoes the plants underneath 
would do little good. I would recommend sow¬ 

ing the seed of the Cucumbers and Tomatoes 
about the first week in April, ami by the time 
the plants covered the roof the greenhouse 

plants would do well out-of-doors, and the 
house would be free to give them a hot-house 
temperature, and the entire gloss-roof might lie 

covered with the growths of the occupants of 
the house. It would never give satisfaction to 
grow Cucuinlicrs in a greenhouse with green¬ 
house plants.—J. D. E. 

- By exercising great care you may grow 
a few Cucumbers if you plant them at one end 
of the house, but in such a small structure you 
will find it get so hot in summer that the 
Cucumbers will get infested with red-spider, 

unless you shudu that part of the house anil 
keep the Cucumber-plants well syringed two or 
three times a day. The Tomatoes will do right 

enough if you give them plenty of air in hot 
weather. Five Tomato-plants on a single stem, 
and two Cucumbers on each side, arc as many 
plants as you require. The Cucumbers should 

nave the coolest end if you want them to hold 
on all the summer.—J. C. C. 

-Better be content with either Cucumbers 
or Tomatoes. It may be possible to do many 
things which it is not wise to do ; besides, the 

house is too small for two such crops. As an 
experiment the thing may be done, but it will 
pay better to keep to one crop. The two plants 

require different treatment, and except in 
experienced hands the chances are that one or 
both would fail.—E. H. 

- It has been frequently stated that these 
two subjects do not do well together in the same 

house, the former requiring free ventilation and 
to be kept moderately dry, while Cucumbers 

luxuriate in a warm, moist, and close atmos¬ 
phere. If you must grow both, plant eight 
Tomato-plants on one side, keeping each to a 
single stem, and training them up near the 

glass, and three or four Cucumbers on the other. 
But you will find it far more satisfactory to 
grow one or the other, and not both. — B. C. R. 

52H7. — Vegetables for show. — To 
obtain a few early roots sow Beet and Carrots 
end of March on warm, deep soil. Early Horn 

Carrots and Turnip-rooted Beet may be sown a 
little earlier. Sow Parsnips end of February. 
Something must be allowed for latitude, as in 
a cold district the dates given alxive would bo 

rather too early. I am assuming the show 
would be held some time in August, as this is 
the usual month for holding country shows. If 

the show is later in the season the Beet and 
Carrots need not be sown lie fore middle of April, 

as mere size is not so important as well-grown 
roots, good !x>th in colour and shape.—E. H. 

- You must sow Parsnip-seed in February 
in open weather, and Beetroot and Carrot in 
the second week in April. Dig and manure the 5round at once, stirring up t he bottom soil to a 

epth of 18 inches. All the subjects named 
should be thinned out os soon as the plants arc 
large enough, so that they stand 18 inches apart 
in the rows. All of them will l>c liencfited if 

given soot-water once a week in dry weather if 
the soil is at all poor. You must, however, be 
guided by the condition of the foliage in apply¬ 

ing stimulants, or you will get more leaves than 
roots. If you find the foliage getting too 

vigorous, leave off applying stimulants.— 
J. c. c. 

Scarcity of Lettuces in early 
spring.—After such severe weather as wc 

have just experienced there may be a scarcity of 
Lettuces during the next two or three months, 

os even those plants stored or planted out in 
cold frames when not much frosted have in 
many instances suffered from damp, as it has 

been impossible to udmit light and air. Those 
who have a daily supply of green salad to send 
to table will do well to prepare for fresh sup¬ 

plies by timely sowing in frames, choosing an 
CArjyi ajuick-growing variety of the Cablwige 

IllffllU«e5r£guldkit’ chosen? 
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This forces readily, and is of dwarf, compact 
growth. Harbinger is also excellent for sowing 
in heat in boxes, and cutting in a young state. 
This system is one that could often be made 
available in cases of a deficiency, sowing the 
seed in boxes and cutting in the same way os 
Mustard and Cress. Of course, the produce is 
smalt, but for the salad-bowl it is equally useful, 

and in the early part of the year much appre¬ 
ciated. For tlie supply of single Lettuces, a 
few ptants of the varieties named pricked oil' 
into boxes or in a frame soon turn in.—W. 

regards thinning the overcrowded vines; but 
sometimes the growers mulch the ground with 
litter, which not only enriches it, but preserves 
its moisture, prevents to some extent evapora¬ 
tion, and keeps the fruit clean from grit. As 
soon as the plants begin to bear, every fruit is 
gathered when it attains a marketable size, no 

matter whether they are s> dd or not, for if any were 
left too long it would tend to render the plant less 
fruitful. They are gathered three times a week, 
the gatherers being supplied with l'ruit-collcct- 

ing baskets, a stick, and a knife. With the 

second week in June—much certainly depend¬ 
ing on the warmth of the season. 

Laroe orowers have generally from four to 
six plantations of Marrows, each succeeding 
the other by a fortnight, so that the last plant¬ 

ing is made late in June. The seedlings arc all 
raised on hot-beds, as already described ; but I 

have known instances in which the seeds have 
been sown in June, in clumps of four, where 
they are intended to remain permanently in the 
open fields, and afterwards reduced to two ; this 

plan iB, however, a very uncertain one. Until 0 
the middle of May the plants are planted out on stick they turn aside the leaves of the plants in 

the manure-pits, as in the case of the first sow¬ 
ing ; but less care is necessary for them. Where 
the supply of lights and cloches is deficient, 

Ixmeath them often perish. After the middle 
of May, lines are drawn on the open fields at 

the required distances apart, and the Marrows 
arc turned out of their pots and planted in the 

ground, which received no further preparation 
than that of a slight digging. If the weather 
lie warm and genial, they generally do well, if 
cold and wet many of the plants frequently 
succumb ; but the blanks are made up from a 
reserve stock, which is always at hand to meet 
such emergencies, 
apart of the first planting is 111 foot by 
8 feet, that, of the June plantations is 15 feet by 
III feet or 12 feet, and the intervening crops arc 

plante latcorrcsp Hiding intermediate distances. 

VEGETABLE MARROW CULTURE FOR 

MARKET. 

Vegetable Marrows constitute one of the Iirincipal summer crops in the immediate ncigh- 

lourhood of London, and, where soil and other 
conditions are favourable, they are very pro¬ 
ductive. They require, however, a rich and 
substantial soil, liberally manured, and also one 
that does not readily become parched in sum¬ 
mer ; therefore light and dry soils are not so 
suitable for them os such os are heavier. Early 
in March hot-beds are erected for producing 
Vegetable Marrows, Cucumbers, Celery, and 
other plants from scuds, the Marrows being 
either sown thickly in pots or pans of common 
soil plunged in the beds, or broadcast on a lied 

with a few inches deep of soil placed over the 
fermenting material. As soon as the plants 
show two rough leaves they are pricked out 
into other beds or in¬ 
to pots. The usual 
method is to prepare 
a scries of frames set 

on slightly heated 
hot-beds ; on the sur¬ 
face of these to pluco 

a few inches deep of 
soil, into which 

plunge ti-inch pots, 
filled with common 
garden mould to the 
brims, as thickly us 
they can be stowed 
together, into each 
of these pots two 
Marrow plantsshould 
1)0 dibbled and here 
thoy should remain 

till planting - time, 
hardening them off 
by gradual but in¬ 
creased exposure in 
fine weather. The 
first plantation is 
made out - of • doors 
during the first week 
in April, but the 
plants make little 

progress until the end 
of the month. The ground is marked off in lines | The earliest crop is planted on ground just 
about 10 feet apart, and each plant is (i feet or cleared of Radishes and Celery, or, if the 

search for the Marrows, and they arc thus 
enabled to go over the ground quickly, and 
without much bending of the back. When each the supply ol lights anil cloches is tlcliuieni, without much nenumg or me duck. 

round vegetable half-bushel baskets arc used ; ] gatherer has filled a basket, it is carried to the 
but, unless these are covered with mats or | outside of the .plantation, and emptied into a 
litter, in the case of frosty winds the plants | heap, or into large baskets or a waggon stationed 

there to receive them. The trampling the 
Marrows seem to undergo in the process of 
gathering docs, not seem to injure them much. 
In August some good fruits arc selected and 

marked by inserting an upright peg alongside 
of each, and these are allowed to 

Remain USTouchkii tiw, ripe, when they are 

cut and placed within frames or in exposed 
situations before the sun, so as to become 
thoroughly ri|iened. They are afterwards 

ora Rkaiikph' Ilu stbatioxs : White Vesolahlc Marrow. Engraved lor Cl iiiukxixo Iulistr crr.ii from a 

l>liolo.'ra|>h sent lij Mr. Norman illake, Ucillortl. 

S feet asunder in the row. Where each is to be 
planted, n hole about 20 inches deep, and 
2 feet or 2} feet wide, is dug out and filled 
with fermenting manure, which is covered over 
with the soil that has been thrown out in the 

excavation. Here the plants are planted, the 
contents of one pot being put in every ridge, and 
covered over with hand-lights or large cloches. 
A little earth is at first drawn around the base 
of the lights, so as to keep all close and free 
from cold currents of wind, and, in the event of 
frosty or cold windy weather setting in, mats 
or litter aro also placed around anil over the 

lights. Excited by the heat from the ferment¬ 
ing manure beneath them, and protected from 
colil overhead, they are almost as snug as in a 
hot-bed, and consequently they soon take kindly 
to their new quarters, form fresh roots, and 
begin to grow. When this is the case the 

lignts are tilted un a little on the south side 
by means of half bricks or small flower-pots, 

during favourable opportunities, but shut up 
at night. When growth, however, begins to 
make rapid progress, the lights are left a little 
tilted up at night, so as not to injure the shoots 
that are pushing forward, anil require more 

room than is aflorded under their little glass¬ 
houses, until finally the lights are entirely re¬ 
moved, which will probably be in the laUju^jalf 
of May. This plantation,’ when .it do* begim 

to grow in earnest, gr-oVv^ I rtlbidVKjifcti. 

from it fruit is generally cut in the first or 

Although the distances I placed in a corner in some of the sheds, to await 
-ing is 111 foot by li foot or | a convenient season for extracting and washing 

the seeds. After the middle of September the 
demand for Vegetable Marrows diminishes ; 

consequently, they are not after that time worth 
the ground they oc¬ 

cupy. Sometimes they 
arc cleared off the 
ground at once, and 
at other limes they 
are left, until frost 
completely kills them; 
but in all discs the 
haulm is raked off and 
carted to the iimnuro- 
heap before manuring 
or digging the ground, 

which is usually 
planted at once with 
Colcworts. U. 

Beot "Chelten¬ 
ham Green-top.” 
—I am very fond of 
this variety ; indeed, 
I have often advised 
its use, but when 
sown on good land it 
grows rat her too large. 

I find it best to sow it 
on rat her poorground. 

1 never sow Beet till 
the second week in 
May, and find by so 

doing thut 1 obtain 

just the roots most desired neither coarse nor 
forked. When sown Urn early or on rich land I 
do not know of a worse kind for forking anil 

splitting, but, treated as advised, it is all that 
can lie desired. I consider the flavour superior 
to that of Dell's Crimson and the colour is very 
good. The Cheltenham Green-ton I have 
now grown for twelve years, and find no other 
kind to equal it for flavour. This kind originated 
in one of the large market gardens round 
Cheltenham, where immense quantities are 
grown for the midland markets.—>S. 

5203.- Tomatoes under glass. -Toma¬ 
toes may be grown at a consiilerablc distance 
from the glass, and they will do very well indeed 
if they have plenty of light and air ; but when 
they are grown so far from the glass, and shaded 
by Vines or something else between them and 
the sunlight, they do not succeed well. The 

best crops of Tomatoes are obtained when the 
plants arc within a foot or even less of the glass 
roof ; in fact, the nearer to the glass the better, 
if the plants do not come into immediate con¬ 

tact with it.—J. D. E. 
-Tomatoes will <lo very well traimsl a foot from the 

"Ian, or any "renter distance if not shaded by any oilier 

plants.—E. II. 

-The nearer these plants arc to the irlass the better, 
provided the leaves do not actually touch it. If the wires 
or roils ore fixed S inches or 9 inches from the gloss that 

will do nieclv.—B. C. R. 

,lti inches ill lu.T/hl, and these are 

Jjh^lj4s,'-S,'t solid Sprouts 
* AS ! that are not so strompHavoured as are larw-er ones.-1). 

urbAiTa-champaign 

Radishes lie not cleared at the time of planting, 

the Marrows are planted in every alternate alloy 
between the beds, thus permitting the Radish 
crop to bo removed at convenience. For the 
later crops, ground occupied by spring Spinach, 
Radishes, autumn-sown Onions, Cabbages, or 

Cauliflowers, forms a good medium. 
Space between the rows is not lost during 

the minority of the Marrows, but is cropped to 
within 2 feet of them with Lettuces, in addition 

to which there are generally tltreo or four lines 
of Cabbages or Cauliflowers planted along the 
centre of the space. Turnips also sometimes 
form tho inter-erop. When the Vegetable 
Marrows begin to grow, if the weather be dry, 
little basins of earth are iliawn up to them 

with a hole for the retention of water, of which 
they get a good supply until their foliage covers 
the ground, and thus prevents speedy ovajKir- 
ation from it. The plants begin to fruit when 
the vines are 3 feet or so in length, and 
continue growing and fruiting until frost, 
drought, or mildew renders them useless. In u 

dull, rainy season, provided it is warm, they 
will thrive apace and fruit heavily ; but in a 
hot and dry one they are short-lived and 
unprofitable. When they are growing pieces of 
stone or brick are sometimes placed on the 
advancing vines or they are pegged to the 

.use them to root ut the joints and 
themselves increased 

No care is, however, taken of * 
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FRUIT. 

KEEPING LATE GRAPES. 

The accompanying illustration represents u 

capital glass which is useil by Mr. .Stanton, of 
Park Place, Henley-on-Thames, for keeping 

<trapes. It is a great improvement on the 
bottles generally used, and is very cheap. The 

receptacle is made of clear gloss, and having a 
wide mouth, water can he easily added from a 
small watering-can as required without the 

trouble of taking it down or removing the 
(trapes. Having square sides, too, it may be 
moved along in the racks to suit the size of the 

hunches, as there is no need to lix it, the rails 
being just sulheient distance 
apart to admit the bottles be¬ 

tween, anil lixed at such an 
angle—as illustrated—that tho 
hunches hang clear. The weight 
of the hunch will press the im¬ 
mersed end of the stem against 

the upper side of the bottle, and 
so prevent its slipping out. It 
may he urged that as Alicante 
and Lady Downc’s—two of our 

best late (.rapes- -often produce 
their best hunches near the main 

stem of the Vine, such hunches 
could not. he kept in these 1 Kittles 

through the stem at the base 
being too short; but there is no 
dillieulty in this, as the Grapes 
will keep very well if the termi¬ 

nal end of the shoot he inserted 
in tho bottles. It is always best 
to leave about IS inches of stem 
lieyond the bunch when the Grapes arc cut, as 

otherwise the berries are apt to crack through 
alworbing too much of the water when first 

stored. It is well also to cut oil" the immersed 
end about once in three weeks to maintain a free 

passage for ulisorplion. H. 

poverty-stricken to produce fruit worthy of 
lieing protected from birds prevail in far too 

many gardens, ami more often than not nre 
most apparent where there is no system of 
arrangement. In these days of cheap vegetables 

and fruit these must be well grown, or they 
will not pay for the labour and room expended 

on them, and I would, therefore, strongly ad¬ 
vise the owners, or those in charge of badly- 
arranged gardens, to take steps at once towards 

rectifying the blunders that have previously 
been made. Large bushes of Currants and 

Gooseberries can be moved readily and without 
t he loss of a crop, always provided an ordinary 
amount of pains is taken in lifting them so as to 

preserve a good sized ball of soil and roots. Old 

law. in place ot bottles (or keeping (ira|io«. 

FRUIT GARDENS. 

Amateurs in very many instances display a 
lamentable want of system in their arrange¬ 
ments of fruit-trees and bushes, and not a few 

private gardeners are content to plant pin¬ 

cushion fashion. Vegetables and fruit can bo 
grown together with a fair amount of success, 
but in most instances the results would be far 

more satisfactory if the troos and huslu-s were 
grouped together, the Vegetables also having 

their nuarters wholly given up to them, 'lie 
fact ot tho gardens being on a small scale, or 
sivy half an aero or thereabouts in extent, docs 
not materially niter the case, unless to strengthen 

my arguments in favour of some system of 

arrangement other than that which generally 
passes for such. If either standard or half 
standard fruit-trees of any kind are dotted 

about tho garden, these greatly interfere with 
the cultivation of the ground, and in tho course 
of a few years vegetables cannot be profit¬ 

ably grown under or very near to them : where- 
ns bush or small fruits succeed admirably 

planted as an undergrowth to the roots. The 
ground, living broken up to a good depth, or 
bastard trenched where the subsoil favours this 

proceeding, and in fairly good order m far as 
fertility is concerned, will support the trees 
and Inishes for several years without manurial 
dressings lieing applied, while in after years a 
good surfacing of solid manure forked in or 
otherwise during every second or third winter 
will be all that is further needed. Digging 
among or about fruit-trees and bushes is most 
injurious to these, as it inevitably destroys very 

many of the licst or most fibrous roots. 
Vegetable culture simply drives tho roots of 

fruit-trees down into tho cold, and in many 
cases very poor subsoil, I lie usual result of this 
injuriously deep root-action lieing first a strong 

unfruitful top-growth, and then a gradual 

decline in vigour till they become stunted, the 
crops being of poor quality accordingly. Now 

if 
The trees and bushes arc all grouped to¬ 

gether, preferably in one quarter, or else along 

side tho walks, there is a greater likelihood of 
these receiving fair play, the vegetables also 

thriving far better when they get tjyibill benefit 

of deeply, well-cultivated groun/ amL-oce not 

unduly shadod CbvjifWWir byS^ntj'Vjl '>(*• 
scrubby bushes, ana Strawberries too old an 

dards may be planted more thickly if due regard 
i paid to the hal.it ..f the kinds ami varieties, 

those of strong-growing, spreading habit alter¬ 
nating with those either less vigorous or of most 
erect growth. Plums are admirably adapted 

for alternating with Apples, Pears also as a rule 
requiring less space than Apples. If Apples 

alone arc planted, then ought such spreading 
varieties as Early Julien, Duchess of Oldcnherg, 

'Varner's King, Blenheim Orange, Bramleyji 
ling, Golden Noble, Claygato F'eaonartV/ 

_j-’s Kernel, Pcasgood’a N|0|*,ur\lVJI 6<cls! 
jrange Pippin, Wellington, and 

ing to alternate with the more erect-growing 
Kehlinville, Worcester Peat-main, Keswick 
Codlin, Manks’ Codlin, King of the Pippins, 

Baumann's Reinettc, and Pott's Seedling. 

Under these circumstances, and the ground not 
lieing very rich, the standards may be put out 
18 feet apart each way and two bushes disposed 

lictwccn them in the lines, and two rows in the 
spaces between tho latter ; or if preferred, the 

standards mav lie arranged 24 feet apart, 
pyramids and tiushes of 

Aiti.es, Peaks, and Plums, tho two former 

on dwarfing stocks, being planted 12 feet apart 
midway between and singly in the lines of 
standards, Currants and Gooseberry-bushes 

being also planted singly lictwccn the rows of 
trees and li feet apart in a line midway between 

the latter. When first put out the ground will 
be thinly covered in either case, and there is 
nothing to prevent cither vegetables or Straw¬ 

berries being grown among the trees and bushes 
for two or three seasons at any rate, bulbous- 

rooted flowers, notably. Narcissi, Daffodils, and 
Anemones, also succeeding well for many years, 

or enough to bear well. Apples, Pear*. Plums 
ns long as desirable. If pyramids and bushes 
are planted alongside garden walks, room can 
usually be found for Gooseberries in the anglc.i 

between the trees, Strawberries also succeeding 
fairly well ns a front row. Eit her single groups 

of Rasp!icrry-canes may take the place of some 
of the hushes or they may be planted 15 inches 

apart in rows in tho place of Gooseberries or 

Currants. II. 

Raspberries do not transplant so well, and the 

hotter plan in this ease is to form a fresh plan¬ 
tation of these, preserving the old stock till 
such time as the young canes are strong. 

Cherries that have not been partially or wholly 
lifted during the past ten years cannot lie moved 

so easily or safely, but younger trees or any that 
have been cut round with a view to causing the 
formation of a thicket of root lit ires not more 

than .'1 feat from the stem a distance of 2 feet 
living preferable can be shifted with ease and 
safety. Amateurs, however, ought not to run 
any great risks with what good trees they may 
lie the fortunate possessors of, but there is 

nothing to prevent many of them from making 
quite a fresh start, more especially with young 

trees not interfering with the best of those they 
nlrcody have till such time as the new trees are 
producing freely. Evidently the cost of trees 
and bushes has no deterrent effect on many 
owners of small gardens, though they scorn to 

prefer to buy a few every winter and to drop 

these in promiscuously. Better, far better, that 
a good, well-selected stock be purchased and 
properly planted when the garden is first taken 

possession of, compensation for this judicious 
outlay commencing during the second summer 
after planting, and gradually improving till at 

the end of nlmut ten years, when all would most 
probably lie at nr near their licst. Even when 
the trees and bushes are grouped together at 

one end of a garden mistakes can lie, and not 
unfrequcntly are made, in arranging them too 

thickly. If 
Too MANY STANDARD OR IIALF-STAN DARII 

trees are pkuited, the chances are these will 

soon overgrow and render of little value tho 
hushes among them. What may be termed the 
orthodox distance for planting standards is 
25 feet apart each way, White, Red, and Black 
Currants and Gooseberry-bushes being arrangod 
5 feet apart each way all over the intervening 

spaces. If tho standards are valued more than 
the undergrowth, and there is no mistake about 

their productiveness during an average season, 
it may be thought desirable to have rather more 
of t hese and fewer bushes. In this case the stun- water, dipping every plant lietore placing on 

t ho shelves ; dry sulphur is also useful when 

.STARTING FORCED STRAWBERRIES. 

It is well known tho slower the plants are forced 

the greater the certainty of success, so that those 
who require fruit early in tho season would do 
well to give ample time and force in suitable 

temperatures. 1 lately saw it stated that ripe 
fruits had liccn secured by the end of Deccmlier. 

It would lie interesting to know the promotion 
of fruit to each plant and tho quantity of plants 

forced. Another point worth knowing is 
whether from last summer's runners or old 
plants. I fear whatever system may have been 
adopted no large quantity of fruit would be 
obtained unless the plunts had received a 

thorough rest. The best results in Strawberry 
forcing are really secured from plants started 

curly in the air and given plenty of time with 
abundance of air. The best fruits I ever grew 
were from plants started on shelves in an orchard 

house close to the glass without bottom-heat 
of any kind, and not removed till tho fruit 
was colouring. This could not be termed 

early forcing, and one is not obliged to 
resort to speedier methods to get early fruit*. 
To do this, excess of heat often destroys it good 

prospect of a crop, so that the longer the grow¬ 

ing or forcing season the greater the success. 
Many excellent cultivators do not use bottom- 

heat’ at all, hut in such cases to get carlv 
fruits early runners are imperative, also well 
ripened plants. These latter arc placed in their 

forcing quarters early in December oloso to the 
glass with a free circulation of air, and in such 

positions, provided a low temperature is main¬ 
tained at the start, say 45 ilegs. to 55 dogs., 

with a rise of 12 dogs. Iiy sun-heat, the mini¬ 
mum temperature itt severe weather, and 
45 dogs, to 50 (legs, at night, with ample sup¬ 

plies of moisture, there will bo fewer failures 
and less trouble with insect pests than if a 
higher temperature were maintained. Those 
who have a l’oach or orchard-house ready to 

start may And room for a fow early Straw¬ 
berries. I would advise a thorough cleansing 
previous to their introduction, as Strawberries 
are most, troublesome in fruit-houses when not 

thoroughly prepared. If in a dirty state I find 

nothing lietter than a little sulphur mixed in 
every plant lie fore placing on 

dusted over the'foliage. This checks mildew, 

but does m>t reach spider, so that it is best given 
in a liquid form. When introduced thus early 

Little water is necessary, as tho roots 

will Ik- in a moist condition. Dryness at the 
root is tho commencement of the grower's 

troubles, bringing all kinds of insect prats. I 
also consider the old method of top-dressing the 

roots qf little importance, and here I may be 
SUBeH ftjOtfifik, but I think it a waste of time, a 

id a certain means of 
amount of moisture 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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reaching the roots. When a certain quantity of 
fresh material is added to the surface without 
any roots to absorb the moisture this remains in 
a damper condition than the ball of earth lower 

down. In these days, when there is a wide 
choice of fertilisers that can be used at the 
time the plants require assistance, this removal 
of soil (often roots) is not necessary. I would 
rather advise leaving more space on the 
surface at potting-time, so as to mulch with 
rich soil and manure when the tlowcr-spikes 
are pushing up. When bottom-heat is 
used it should always l»e carefully applied ; 
indeed, in some cases, if proper convenience 
cannot be afforded, I would prefer to stand the Idants on the lied to plunging them. When 

eaves are used, some libre or old leaf-mould 
may advantageously be used for plunging ; if 
stable-litter is the heating agency more care is 
required. Much good may las done by using 
thin boards or racks in case of high temperature, 
and by this means Bavc the plants ; 10 degs. to 
15 degs. higher temperature at the roots over 
the day temperature is ample. When selecting 
the plants for early fruits, let it be remembered 
that the largest kinds are not always the liest 
fruiters, especially for early work. So far I 
have found none better than Vicomtcssc 
Horicart do Thury, La (1 rosso Sucrde, and 
Keens’ Seedling. Early thinning of the blooms 
is also essential, as this hastens the formation 
of the fruit loft. In fine weather a free use of 
the syringe will keen down spider and greatly 

benefit the plants. When mildew is noticed 
maintain a drier atmosphere and cover the pipes 
with sulphur, doing the work in dull weather. 
Liquid-manure should lie used freely after 
setting. I like cow and sheep-manure in a 
liquid state, or a good fertiliser sprinkled on the 

surface. (i. 

5280.—Fruit-trees trained on a wall. 
—Holes made in the avail by nuils do in the 
course of time harbour insects, so also do old 
shreds, and it avould be !>ettcr and neater to 
repair the wall and have it wired. For l’eaches 
and stone fruits generally, I should prefer the 
wires strained diagonally up and down the wall 

so as to form diamonds about 8 inches in 
diameter. This facilitates the training of the 
trees, aud will not be much more expensive. 
The wires can be fixed to galvanised nails driven 
into the wall. — K. H. 
- Undoubtedly the best plan is to have 

the walls wired ; not only can the trees lie more 
quickly fastened than when nailing is practised, 
but the wall is not injured in the slightest. The 
chief point in wiring walls is to avoid having 
too great a space between the wall and wires 
in consequence of causing a draught, and thus 
rendering the trees less successful. Half an 

inch space is sufficient, or just enough to admit 
of the material employed in securing the trees 
to the wires to be passed around the wires, 
(ialvanised driving-eyes an inch long answer 
very well to support the wire, if driven into the 

wall 4 feet apart, with a stouter one at each 
end to make fast the wire. If the wires are 
strained along the joint between every other 
row of bricks that will be near enough.—S. P. 
- It is supposed that the holes made by 

wall-nails harbour insects ; but when we come 
to look carefully into it, and compare trees 
trained to walls that are well studded with 

holes, against those trained to wires, I have not 
found that there is so much difference—in fact, 
there is none. The aphis tribe and red-spider 
are the only dreaded parasites which attack 
fruit-trees, and neither of them lodge in holes 
mode in the walls. Tho disadvantages of wires 
arc these : The shoots being trained to the 
wire, they arc fixed u certain distance from the 
wall, ami a draught of cold air circulates lie- 
tween the shoots and the wall, which will ccr- 

to he galvanised wires, or if galvanised they 
should also be painted.—J. I). E. 

- Yes ; the wiring system is tar superior to that ot 
nailing the growth to the wall in the ordinary way. 
For the subjects mentioned the wires should he fixed 
about 8 inches apart, ami 2 inches or It inches from the 
wall. Always cross the ties between the shoot anil the 
wire, or else wrap a bit of cloth round the latter before 
tying the shoot to it.—B. 0. R. 

The Vine weevil. -The black Vina 
weevil (Otiorrhynchus sulcatus) is a most tire¬ 
some pest. As regards destroying the grubs, 

no insecticides are of any use; those which 
would kill the grubs would l>e equally deadly 
to the plants. The Vines should be repot tell 
and a careful search made for the grubs ; they 
are probably not more than 4 inches or 5 inches 

from the surface, so that searching down to that 
depth would be sufficient. The grubs will 
become chrysalides in the early spring, and the 
beetles will emerge a few weeks afterwards. The 
weevils only feed at night, hiding under stones, 
little lumps of earth, or wherever they can 
shelter themselves from observation. They 
may lie t rapped by laying pieces of slate, lioard, 
or little Imlls of hay about the soil in the pots, 
or in hay tied round the stems, or they may lio 
caught at night by previously laying white 
sheets under the plants, and then suddenly 
introducing a bright light, which will cause 
them to fall ; if it docs not, shake tho Vines 
well over the sheets, secure tho weevils licfore 
they can get awny (they do not move very 
quickly), and put them into Isiiling water.— 
n s « 

FERNS. 

5275.—Treatment of Ferns. - Dead 
fronds may always be cut off Ferns at any time ; 

but it is not generally wise to cut away all the S'rcen fronds when repotting. Maiden-hair 

•’urns are often cut down just previous, say u 
fortnight or so. This starts the new growth 
just a little, and on the least movement the 
plants may lie shaken out and divided, lly the 
term shaken out it is not intended that every 
particle of soil is shaken away, as this implies 
too great a reduction of the roots. When tho 
plants are broken up so very small they are 
often a long time getting established again, and 
require extra care, especially as regards watering, 
and a little extra warmth is desirable. Newly- 
potted subjects should not lie overwatered nt 
first, or the soil may get sour before tho roots 
arc in a condition to enter it. K. H. 

—— A good grower of Ferns would not treat 
them quite us “ A. K. W.” has dono. First, as 
regards cutting off tho fronds, please, not 
“leaves." If they are green and healthy they 
must not bo cut off. Dead or decaying fronds 
should lie removed. If a number of small plants 
are required instead of large specimens, it is 
easy to divide them, but better not to do it by 
cutting. The liest way is to thrust the tine of 
a digging fork into tho centre of tho plant to lie 

divided, and tear tho plant in two. An iron 
implement invented by Mr. (i. F. Wilson, and 
termed the “ Wilson Digger,” is the very thing 

to divide lurgo plants. Two or more plants 
may lie obtained from one. Repot carefully, 

but do not lie too free with water at first. 
Fibrous peat is lietter than leaf-mould to mix 
with yellow loam for potting Ferns. All tho 
old mould need not be shaken away : remove a 
portion with the broken anil bruised roots.— 

- Your treatment appears to lie quite 
correct, but in cutting off’all the leaves there is 
no need to disturb the little embryo fronds, so 

to say. Tho cutting away of dead fronds re¬ 
quires to bo done with great care. I suppose 
you have hitherto had success with your Ferns, 
as you do not ask for advice on any particular 
point. After repotting stand the Ferns in the 

warmest corner of the house, and if the time of 
repotting occurs in the spring, shade them from 
bright bursts of sunlight. \ cry careful water¬ 
ing is required until they get established, and 
then more ample supplies may be given. Unless 

the Ferns are watered judiciously they never 
root properly. This remark applies to all 

Kniit-trcea on tho wall ol an outbuilding 

the vacant spaces between windows, kc... on 
stables uml others outbuildings profitable und 

ornamental. In most cases the system of 
upright training here show n should be adopted, 
and many of the finer kinds of Plums, Pears, and 

Apples, Ac., could be so grown to peufCCVion 
and help considerably jm- the-,(\y»ykOj Croihi/tT 
whether for sale or home consumption'. V. 
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HOUSE & WINDOW GARDENING. 

WATERING PLANTS IN ROOMS. 

look at ray plant and tell 

ist water it ?” The above 
11 Please come and 
me how often I must 
were almost the first words addressed to me 
when making a visit some few day ago, and I 

am afraid my answer gave the questioner a 
very poor opinion of my iloricultural know¬ 
ledge. I simply replied: “I am sure I do 

not know nor did 1. Regularity anil system 
are very valuable in many instances, but not 
among plant life, and least of all when apply¬ 
ing water. For example, let us say we water a 

plant every day. What is the natural result'! 
Sometimes it is sodden, and at others receives 
hardly sufficient moisture. There are stages in 

the existence of all plants when they need 
double anil treble the quantity of water that 
they do at others. Independent of this, 

let us consider how very ehangeablc the 
atmosphere is, and what a vast effect this 
must have in itself. A room has per¬ 
haps not hail n lire in it for some two or 

three days, or it may be weeks. During this Kriod tho plant has felt need of little water ; 
t when a tire is lighted and the atmosphere 

dried up, moisture from tho plant naturally 
evaporates more freely, and in consequence the 
supply must be increased. Again, a plant is in 
a window; while closed there is not much water 

needed to keep tho soil fairly moist; but if we 
open the window a short time wo shall be 
astonished how dry tho soil becomes, more or 
loss according to the draught occasioned and the 

state of the air. Then a plant, say of Arum 
Lily or other water-loving subject, wants much 
more than a Zonal Pelargonium, and this is 
even more marked when growing freely or other¬ 

wise. If we except bog-plants, there are none 
growing in a state of nature which are kept in 
the same state of uniform moisture as many 

endeavour to secure when cultivating them in 
rooms. Nor do they receive regular supplies 
of water in given quantities. It is surely want 

of a little thought and consideration which 
causes persons to ask similar questions to that I 
have commenced with. As a general rule, all 
plants neeil twice ns much water when growing 
to what they do while in a dormant or partially 

doi mant condition. Somo require to bo kept 
perfectly dry for a short time, and then be 
supplied with large quantities. No amount of 
system will ensure uniform moisture under the 

varying degrees of temperature and atmospheric 
conditions our rooms arc subjoct to ; therefore, 
the only plan is to use a little of what my 
country friends call “gumption.” P. U. 

FERNS IN GLASS CASES. 

In reply to “J. R. T. Z.” and others, yes: 
Toden supurlia is not only the most bountiful of 

the Todcns, but one of the most elegant of all 
cultivated plants. This and other allied species 
owe their ability to thrive in rooms where the 

atmospheric conditions are not suited to plant- 
life to their need of always 1 icing kept closely 
confined under a glass covering of some kind, 
either an ordinary liell-gluss or a tight-fitting 

Fern-case, a still, damp atmosphere continually 
in contact with their delicate leaves being a 
necessity of their existence. Another merit they 

present is that they will succeed bettor in a 
room which has its windows facing the north 
than if they were in an opposite direction under 
the influence of the sun. In fact, these Todcns 

may be said to be completely sunless in their 
wants, only requiring a subdued and limited 
amount of light ; beyond this they will liear 
without injury a temperature so low that would 
lie fatal to most plants usually grown in pots. 
Several degrees of frost will do them no harm. I 

remember once seeing a plant of this Todea which 
was placed in a room such as I have mentioned 
facing northwards. The pot ill which if was grow¬ 

ing was plunged in Moss in alarge pan, and covered 
with a corresponding sizes 1 bell-glass ; its largest 

fronds wero then ubout 1 foot long. During the 
summer it mado about a score more fronds, 

many of which were over IS inches in length. 
The plant took a handsome vase like form, the 
fronds from their base for some length upwurds 

assuming a partially erect poaitiunT'fcnA 'then 
arching over wit|l)itftej£(.p<|>i)i,t,» Jlowji(t4 th 
Moss in which it was plunged. This 

ally grew stronger and larger, until it became 
a very fine specimen. All the attention it 

received was to water the roots freely about 
every week or ten days whilst growth was in 

progress, but the top of the plant was never 
wetted in the least. The syringing or 
sprinkling overhead which this Todea is often 

subjected to is generally most injurious, causing 
the fronds to become brown, very different in 

its effects to tho moisture that arises within the 
glass and covers them with a complete garniture 
of condensed pearl-like globules. During the 

winter months it does not require water oftoner 
than every three weeks or so. To those who 

The Kitlarncy Firii (Trichonmnes nulicniis) under n 
Kliws case. 

can see licuuty in a plant without flowers, it is 
not possible to have a more charming object in 
a room. It thrives lietter where there is not a 
fire regularly, and docs not require any artificial 

heat, unless there is more than S degs. or 10 degs. 
of frost, which is not likely to occur in many 

houses. 
Tub Killaknby Fekn (here figured), which is 

one of tho most beautiful of Ferns for glass cases, 
loves a moist, confined ntmospherc. In order to 

grow i t successfully in a room, i t should be enclosed 
in a case, which, when closed, effectually guards 
it against the draughts and the parched, vitiated 

atmosphere which often prevails in such a situa¬ 
tion. The case may bo made of any desired 
form or dimensions, but it is imperative that 
provision lie made for thorough drainnge, one 

way of effecting which is to form a false liottoni, 
made of punctured galvanised iron. The lower 
portion of the case should lie so constructed 
that it may be drawn out at will, thus affording 

means for emptying away any superfluous 
moisture which may nave drained into it. The 
soil should con8i8tof fibrous peat in lumps, with 
which should be mixed somo pieces of sandstone 

and a little coarse silver sand. In planting, 
use the soil in a moist state, and water no more 
than is necessary to preserve it in a moist con¬ 
dition. In hot weather a gentle dewing over¬ 

head will be beneficial ; but from September to 
May syringing must lie discontinued, and water 
at the root must then bo cautiously administered. 

B. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

SEASONABLE NOTES. 

Tub earliest batch of cutting put in for the 
pur|Kise of producing large high-class blooms 

the early part of last month will now bo forming 
roots. Tne recent spell of wintry weather 

would be the means of checking their progress, 
if the cuttings wore not absolutely safe from its 
effects. Even then some care is necessary in 
affording sufficient ventilation to prevent tho 

leaves from dumping during dull and sunless 
weather. After a frost leaves or cuttings in a 
confined space are more liable to be affected by 

damp than at any other time, owing to tho 
larger amount of condensation of moisture that 

is prevalent. If the cuttings occupy a small 
frame or hand-light on the stage in the green¬ 
house or other cool structure, remove the lights 

regularly for at least an hour every morning to 
dissipate the condensed moisture that collects 

"the glass and around the sides of the insidC 
frame during the night, I|; 

ro wipe the glass inside thel 

evening, keeping a sponge handy for the pur¬ 
pose. .Such a precaution minimises the amount 

of moisture in the morning. If any of the 
leaves exhibit signs of decay remove the parts 
affected, as this will prevent, to a great extent, 

the decay of the whole leaf. During the time 
the cuttings are forming roots but little water 

will be required. The soil should lie maintained 
in a moist state and no more. It is a mistake, 
however, to allow the leaves to flag for want of 

water, os this hinders root formation. Directly 
roots are formed a little air should then lie 
admitted by tilting tho lights slightly at first, 

and increasingly until they can lie removed 
altogether ; hut while some of tho plants need 
air the leaves of others will flag. This is caused 

by those |iarlioular varieties not rooting quickly 
and strongly. These should be removed to a 
frame by themselves, where they can be kept 

closer than those which do not flag and require 
more air to retain that stocky growth which is 
such an advantage. When the plants are well 
rootod, and will bear free exposure to the air 
without flagging, remove them from the hand- 
lights and place them upon a shelf close to the 
glass in tho same house where they were struck. 

The temperature should not rise higher than 
-f-'i degs. by night, and not more than 53 degs. 
during the day, admitting abundance of air to 

maintain a stocky growth. The advantage of a 
light position is that it prevents their being 
“ drawn up” weakly. If Chrysanthemums un¬ 

placed in a rathor warm temperature, and some 
distance from the glass also, it is surprising how 
quickly tho growth is weakened. It is so im¬ 
portant in good culture that a stocky foundation 

is laid, without this success cannot follow. If 
the house is not provided with shelves temporary 
ones can easily lie put up by suspending them 
from the rafters by means of strong wire and 

screws. The shelves may bo about !> inches 
wide, according to circumstances, and on each 
side there should be a groove to run the water 

off to one end, which can easily lie done by 
allowing a slight slope in fixing the shelves. 
Any plants standing underneath the Chrysan¬ 

themums are then not splashed by the water 
given the plants overhead. E. M. 

Summer Chrysanthemums. — There 
is so much heard about the Japanese and 
Chineso Chrysanthemums in the autumn and 
winter that we arc apt to forget how much we 
owe to various other memliers of the family at 

other periods of the year. The frutescens forms, 
after all, arc, in a general decorative aspect and 

especially for market purposes, perhaps of much 
more importance than are anv other varieties of 
species, for they bloom under judicious treat¬ 

ment for fully eight months, will make first 
class pot plants at any time, are employed 
in vast quantities for domestic or window 
decoration, for greenhouses, and for bedding 
purposes. They can he propagated from 

cuttings os easily as any greenhouse or bedding filant we have, and the flowers are of the most 
■eautiful kind for ordinary uses when cut. 

This frutescens Chrysanthemum does not lend 
itself to the winning of prizes at shows ; lienee 
we hear so little about it. Of hardy annuals, 
there are the golden-flowered single forms of 

sogotum, the double white and yellow varieties 
of coronarium, all wondrously profuse bloomers : 
the singularly varied and beautiful forms of 

tricolor, some of which may lie said to present 
tlie prettiest of single or Daisy-liko flowers in 

cultivation. All these wo win have from seed 
with the greatest facility ami in bloom for fully 
five months if sown for succession. Then the 
giant Daisies arc also Chrysanthemums, ami 
leucanthemum, maximum, lncustre, and the tall 

uliginosum give of perennial forms a wealth of 
beautiful flowers from June till the end of 

October. Still, of all these forms little is 
heard, little of fuss is made; they give rise, 

happily, to no wrangling, and arc in no danger 
of being strangled by the cruel love of the rule- 

of-thumb florist.—A. 

Sweet Peas.—Quite safe from the attacks 

of both mice and birds are Sweet Peas when 
sown thinly in 4J-inch pots and stood in a 
greenhouse or frame. Perhaps in gardens 

I t}te!i¥lis much to do every little labour 
of this description renders doing it well difli- 
IcultOitilll IhflXSvmi^ wlltHl 4J-iiich pots with 
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soil, sowing in each one several seeds, adding a 
little more soil, watering freely and standing 
the pots on the floor of a temperate house or 

in a gently heated frame does not tako long, 
and once done there can be no doubt whatever 
but that great advantage is gained. If it be 
desired to have extra early flowers some of 
these pot clumps of Sweet Pens may bo shifted 
later into 9-inch pots, and in these be early 
bloomed. If wanted for the formation of 
clumps in the borders, they can l»c turned out 
about the middle of April, when the plants 

are 6 inches in height, and thus having ample 
room and well staked will produce clusters of 
growth and flowers of the most desirable kind. 
If, on the other hand, wanted to form a long 
row or line, the clumps turned out from the 
j>ots may be divided into two, then be planted 
in a shallow trench at 9 inches apart, and in 
that way will soon develop into a beautiful 

hedge of flowers and foliage. A sowing made 
in the open ground just at the time these are 
planted out will give a capital succession for 
late summer and autumn flowering, and will 
then be less likely to sutler from the depre¬ 
dations of mice or birds. When sowing the 
more rccontly introduced varieties it is de¬ 
cidedly the wisest course to sow the seeds in 
pots. There is sometimes danger from mice 
even in houses and frames, but in such cases the 

pests can bo overcome by persevering with the 
usual remedies—1). 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

5280.— Best Carnations.—There are very 
few Carnations that do not burst their flower- IKsls at times, especially when grown in un- 
avourablo positions as to soil, and during liad 

seasons. I have had to discard a good many 
from my collection on account of this fuiling, 
among others that well-known old favourite 
Gloirc do Nancy, which, planted in the open ill 
the calcareous soil here, failed some years to 
produce any flowers that wore fit to use without 

the aid of matting or wire. The list of varieties 
in Gardenin'!! (December 23rd, p. 595) have 
been selected either on account of their colour, 
or because I have found them loss liable to this 
unfortunate failing, and are probably the least 
liable of the several colours to this defect. 
Probably we shall have, in the not far distant 
future, plenty of border Carnations which will 
not only grow in any good garden soil without 
■pod-bursting, but will also near very fragrant 
flowers, and among these will most probably 

be found some improvements on such good 
varieties which we already possess, as the 

Old Clove, Blush Clove, or Satin Queen, 
W. P. Milner, the Governor, the Duke, Itaby 
Castle, Ketton Rose, Rose Celestial, Comte de 
Chambord, Germania, though this seldom 

bursts with me—a friend who treats his 
Carnations very liberally complains that 50 per 
cent, of his flowers of the variety, Mrs. R. 
Hole, are spoilt through bursting. Although 
to some extent a burster, this is a variety wc 
cannot well do without, on account of itH unique 
colour, especially for supplying cut flowers. 
There are, I bcliove, varieties in existence 
which are supposed to be a long way ahead of 
this variety, out till they become 1 letter known, 

ami nro to be had at popular prices, Mrs. R. 
Hole will take a lot of beating. F. IS., H'in- 
cht-ier. 

5272.—iDomeea pandurata —This is a 
deciduous hardy climbing plant from North 

America, which, as far as 1 know, no one in this 
country has over succeeded in getting it to 
flower. I reincmlier some years ago that several 
people tried it, but failed to got any satisfaction 
out of it. The hardy Hibiscus you mention I 
do not know ; but if it is of the same character 

ns those grown in England, I may toll you that 
it is more likely to succeed in a peaty soil than 
any other.—J. C. C. 

5255. —Auriculas in a garden.—If the 
weather permits a good top-dressing would 
proliably be the best treatment for your 

Auriculas. A mixture of two-thirds good 
fibrous loam and one of leaf-mould and well- 
decayed manure, with a good handful—**f soot 
added, would bo prefer red; oiyfaling idife 

Home good garden soil eoutd'biS usedVJfcVlns 

would greatly facilitate replanting after flower¬ 
ing, as you will then know which varieties are 

worth troubling about.—F. B., Winchester. 

A note on Christmas Roses.—It is 
only in soil of a suitable character that it is safe 
to lift these plants every two years and then 
divide them afterwards. Anyone with a soil 
that is naturally heavy, cold, anil unsuitable to 
the quick growth of these plants will find a 
difficulty in managing them in this way, unless 
a large stock of plants is available, so I adopted 

the plan of making a plantation of the licst 
roots on an east border of a size suitable for 
covering with an ordinary two-light frame. I 
took out the subsoil to a depth of 18 inches, 
retaining that on the surface, while the bottom 
was thoroughly broken up to allow of the water 
running away. Loam, peat, and leaf-soil were 
added in about equal portions. Tho clumps 
were planted in tho spring after flowering, and 

now they give a wealth of bloom every year at 
Christmas, with but a tithe of the trouble 
experienced in lifting and dividing the roots 
afterwards. When the last flowers are cut from 
the plants in February, or sometimes it may lie 
in March, the frame is taken away, if tho 
weather is at all suitable. The old flower-stems 
not used when fresh are cut away, and a mulch¬ 

ing of horse-manure is given to the plants. 
When growing, abundance of water is given if 

the weather bo hot and dry, and occasional doses 
of liquid-manure are supplied, inducing good Srowtli, which is all in favour of a full crop of 

owera the next vear. It is surprising how 
soon Hellebores suiter from drought. Tho lights 
are put on in the middle of Octolicr, abundance 
of air being admitted at all times, except in the 
case of cold weather, when the flowers are 
pushing up and it is thought they will not lie 
expanded by any particular date.—E. 

NEW ZEALAND REED (ARUNDO 

CONSI’ICUA). 

This is n capital companion for the Pampas 
Grass, especially in the western counties of 

England, and on good soils. In somo very fine 
deep soils it readies a height of nearly 12 feet, 
and it is well worth growing where its dimen- 

they would root freely from their stems, and | 

New Zealand Heed (Ariuido cOIinpicim). 

sionB are much less. It flowers before the 

Pampas Gross, and is a fore-runner of that 
magnificent plant. It makes a noble specimen 
for tho lawn, where it grows well. It commences 
blooming in July, lasting until the end of 
October. Grown in tubs in a cool greenhouse] 

or winter garden this noble Reed is very hand¬ 
some, and its silky plumes (sec illustration) last 
in perfection much longer than in the open air. 
It likes strong, fibrous, loamy soil, and plenty I 

of water nearly all the year round. It is pro 
1 ifeAtliTBy seeds or division. It requires care- 
luPUftimng, and generally several yea^sf ,h[< 
after transplanting before flowering. G— r 

ROSES. 

MARECHAL NIEL ROSE. 

No doubt this will always be more or less 
erratic in its behaviour out-of-doors. A few 
other Roses are somewhat so, but none to the 
extent that characterises Mariichal Niel. Good 
free-growing, constant-blooming plants may occa¬ 
sionally be met with, but generally its behaviour 
is indifferent, anil it does not always readily 
respond to our endeavours to induce healthy, 
vigorous growth. Although I have not actually 

proved the value of the cutting-down plan in 
the open air after flowering, I have tried an 
experiment in this way, and which perhaps 
was likely to lead to good results. It seemed 
so in my calculations, but I failed to realise 
expectations. In my case six dwarf plants 
on the seedling Brier-stock were planted in a 
very favourable position against a warm wall 
with a south aspect. They were rather close 
togethor, anil as all made a vigorous growth, 
there was not room to train all the slnxits 

proiierly. The idea then occurred to me tlu^t 
perhaps by laying in almost full length tho 
shoots of three plants and cutting tho others 

down to near the ground I might have them in 
succession, assuming that the cut-back plants 
would, as the result of their hard pruning, 
make a vigorous growth to lay in for flowering 
tho following spring. Those that were unpruned 
flowered well and finely, but the cut-backs only 
make a weak, puny growth, and therefore quite 
defeated my object. A variety of circumstances 
has to lie reckoned with out-of-doors that do not 
interfere with or influence culture under glass. 
With so many really reliable first-rate Roses it 
seems almost a waste of time and space to 
attempt the growth of Marikhul Niel at all ex¬ 

tensively. I have had no experience as to 
whether it is long-lived as a standard, but it 

certainly grows very well in this way. A 
number of standard and half-standard plants 
that I have seen in Mr. Frank (ant’s nursery 
on several occasions always surprised me with 
their health and vigour, and they reward hinr 
with hundreds of perfect flowers. Nothing 
like hard pruning is resorted to in spring, but 
the long strong shoots arc brought down more 
or less horizontally and tied to stakes. So 
treated they flower almost their entire length. 

A. 

FORCING ROSES. 

In the early forcing of Roses, endeavour to 
maintain a temperature of 45 degs. to 50 degs., 
then all will lie well ; but do not l>e alarmed if, 

with the appearance of the sun for a few 
nionients, tho temporature rises to 55 (legs, or 
even more. This will bo of lienofit to the 
plants, but on no account admit air. If the sun 
bo more than usunllv strong at this season the 

lire may be steadied for awhile, but bo careful 
this is not too long-continued, as the water 
cools nuickly in such weather, and the tempera¬ 
ture of tho house will rapidly decline when tho 
sun has again disappeared. One very important 
item in tho forcing of Roses early is obtaining 
the fullest amount of light, and to ensure this, 
the glnss will have to bo washed occasionally to 
dear oil' the soot which remains after a densn 
black fog. Nothing short of hard rubbing will 
remove this greasy black deposit, which so 

effectually excludes tho light, and nothing is 
bettor suited for the purpose than tho brushes 
obtainable from any horticultural sundriesnian. 
These affixed to a handle simplify tho washing 
of gloss roofs, having a lad with a coarse syringe 
to damn the glass in advance, and to return at 
intervals to rinse off what has been washed. 
During sevore frosts it is impossible to do this, 

as the water freezes too quickly ; but advantage 
should bo taken of the earliest opportunity, as 
the plants suffer considerably when light is thus 
obscured. Fumigation must be done in advance, 
as it were, to koep insects in check. Once 
they get the upper hand it is almost 
impossible to eradicate them without injury to 
the plants ns well. It will be found better, ns 
a rule, to fumigate twice moderately rather tliun 

attempt the destruction of the pest at one 
strong application. A good preventive measure, 
and pnfi pyj ppmeans so much in vogue as its 
effectiveness and simplicity merit, is that of 

^$$n® l^iib L^'^O^wlder occasionally, 
making th* .solution •everal days before use. 
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Boot is esii valuable in the Carnation- spec wily VI 
nl young i 

overhead with it, particularly if retf spider 

exists. Such simple means as these are too 
frequently overlooked, and those who have not 

tried the above in the way now suggested 
should lose no time in doing so. As soon us the 

buds are well formed and have emerged from 
the foliage, a little weak stimulant may be 
given, starting with soot-water first, and after¬ 

wards about twice weekly, giving some good 
artificial manure in a weak solution. It will be 

found advantageous to apply it in a weak state 
ami frequently, rather than in stronger doses at 
longer intervals. It is also advisable to change 

the food supnlic.-.; when the buds begin to show 

colour stimulants may be discontinued. K. 

THE GROWTH OF TEA ROSES. 

Smut, situations, and local peculiarities deter¬ 
mine a great deal, and in some degree account for 
t he varied experiences of diflerent Rose growers. 
Reading the remarks of another rosarian and 

comparing them with one's own experience 
frequently reveal somcdecidcd differences so great 

as to be almost unaccountable. Observations, 
however, of the dilferent growth of self-same 
kinds upon heavy soil in the south and in lighter 

soil in the eastern comities lead me to suppose 
that we err in trying to grow all the kinds under 

uniform conditions, more especially as regards 
soil. Now that ardent growers, not of Roses 
alone, but of other plants as well, do so much 

towards preparing lor them a site and soil u< 

congenial as it is possible to lie made, I think it 
is quite an open question whether a bed of 

lighter soil than that usually sought after and 
considered the essential for Rose growing might 

not I m3 the remedy for so-called delicate kinds 
and the means of inducing greater vigour. There 

would certainly be increased ability to with¬ 
stand low temperatures, because hardiness is 

very much proportionate to the capacity the 
soil has for retaining water -at least, such is my 

idea. There is, of course, nothing like uni¬ 
formity us regards habit of growth, but there, is 
a marked dilfercnoe bet ween the behaviour of 

Niphctos in various localities. In my previous 
notes 1 have alluded to the fact that, being so 
largely grown under glass, it came to be regarded 

as a decidedly tender, if not absolutely worthless, 
kind for open-air culture, and that this was very 

far from being the truth. In consequence of th-s 
pendulous disposition of the llowers, I made a 

group in a raised border, and a very pretty one it 
b-.-cume. The bushes grew strongly and lluwcred 
most freely. The second lot of llowers came liner 

than the first, and some of t hem were borne quilo 
erect on strong shoots. 1 used to think they 

had much more substance than the cumpaiu- 
tivcly flimsy blooms 1 have seen under glass, 

but, at any rate, especially towards autumn, in 

the cooler days, the llowers were more lasting. 
The plants never showed any extra suscepti¬ 

bilities to cold, ami they have endured the 
rigours of all the winters that have passed since 

they were planted entirely unprotected and 
without suffering. In a less favoured garden 

I have seen Niphctos at the foot of a wall 
growing vigorously and producing line flowers. 

Mr. 1). T. Fish used to praise Niphctos grown 

in this way, and I think the majority of rusarians 
will hardly go so far as to discard it for delicacy 

or poor growth. Souvenir de l’aul Ncyron has 
been mentioned by some as a tender, uncertain 
Rose, but I have always found it the very 
opposite of this, and, growing in its own way 

undisbudded, no kind could give a greater pro¬ 
portion of tine flowers than this lias always done. 
My first experience of Innoecnte l’irola was in 
heavy soil, where it was most unhappy, but 

elsewhere it proved one of the very best Tea 

Roses, and the bushes grew quite a yard high. 
I am not sure of Cleopatra, but Ernest Met/, 

hist year proved that it possessed robustness. 
There is a danger of a fine Rose such as this 

being over-propagated at first, and it is a matter 
of two or three years before it reveals its true 

character. Ethel ISrownlow is held in high 

estimation by the exhibitors, and 1 must confess 

to being astonished with some blooms 1 saw cut 
from standard plants in one of the large Rose 

nurseries last year. With me, growing as a 
dwarf, its shoots have always been of a thin, 
wiry character, and the llqwerrflltougJi we 

formed, were smiQli'ftlitiietJli (bUliy tif gc^tl 

SINGLE ROSES. 

These Roses make such beautiful additions to 
our roseries that they ought to be far more 

generally cultivated than is found to be the 

- l'or instance, they include some of the 
very best climbers—that is to say, climbers that 

are exceedingly hardy, immensely vigorous, 
but little subject to disease, and extremely free 

flowering. Such a one is Rosa polyantha, which 
will grow anywhere to any height almost, and 

hide itself in June under a snowy awning of 

white blossoms of delicious fragrance. It may 
be propagated from cuttings in the open ground 
more rapidly even than Manetti, and it is abso¬ 

lutely hardy. Rosa Rrunoniana (here figured), 
again, though scarcely so hardy, makes a most 

distinguished-looking climber, w ith itsglaueous 
foliage and great trusses of white flowers. Then 

the North Americans, Rosa lucida and Rosa 

nitida, arc always attractive for their glossy 
foliage and brown stems, even when they are not 
covered with bright, rosy flowers or brilliant 

scarlet bunches of heps, and they are as hardy 

and vigorous as possible. Rosa macrantha may 
be regarded as a queen among single Roses, with 

its great, royal-looking blossoms, flesh tinted, 
and crowned with a gleaming diadem of golden 

stamens ; and Hebe's Lip—not a species, but 
generally classed us a hybrid Sweet Brier—with 

large flowers, having a purple margin to each 

white petal, is not less beautiful. There are 

Flowers ol Rosa llrunoniaiin. 

deep, the size of the box inside. Btrips of very 
narrow boards were then nailed on to the sides 
and ends of the box, and 9 inches from the 

bottom, on these strips, the tray rests. The 

tray is then filled half full of water, and on the 
top of it is placed a sheet of perforated zinc, 

and on the sheet of zinc I jilace half-an-inch of 
Cocoa-nut-fibre or sawdust all over. Three 

ordinary squares of glass arc placed on the top, 
and, except the lamp, the propagator is complete. 

I uso an ordinary petroleum-lump with a glass, 
which together is 8 inches high, and the best 

petroleum obtainable. With this simple con¬ 
trivance 1 can get a temperature of 93 degs., if 

I wanted so much.—J. G. C. 

ORCHIDS. 

many delightful forms of the Sweet Brier, but 
most of them are either double or semi-double. 
The Austrian Briers, yellow and so-called (mis¬ 

called) copper, are, of course, amongst the most 
distinct and gorgeous of all Roses, single or 
otherwise, and a great mass of either seen at its 

best is a sight not readily to bo forgotten. The 
Rugosas, white and red, are also very hand¬ 

some, both in flower and in fruit, and well 
known, though they cannot on that account lie 

omitt.d from a list of the best. A single Rose 
which is not often seen is one of the most 

fascinating things in the whole rosery ; it is 
Rosa lierlieridifolia Hurdyi, which throughout 

the summer produces a wealth of blossoms. 
The flowers have clear yellow iietals, with 

a narrow blotch at the base of each, delighting 
everyone who sees it. A bunch of well-grown 

flowers of this Rose is a never failing attraction 

at a Bose show. Anyone who has a rockery— 
for which it is particularly well adapted — 
should grow this charming and hardy Rose. ^ 

327fi.—Making a propagator. I made 

my own propagator, uml this is how 1 did it. 

1 ‘got a box 2 feet long, Hi inches wide, and 
IS inches deep. 1 removed the top, and on one 
ado removed the lower half of the boards and 

too pronounced. 
Kind to close it afterwards 

I warmth. I then secured 

SLUTER ORCHIDS (CYPRIPEDIUMS). 

“Jesse Chapman” wishes to know if I will 
give him a description of about a dozen 

Slipper Orchids? Yes, I will; but he must 

understand that there are many dozens to choose 
from, and the kinds given may not lie just the 

ones he wants ; but they may be added to ever 
as he thinks proper. '1 lie plants all require to 

be well drained ; those kinds which are noted 
as limestone kinds should have a compost of 

all limestone : but for the other kinds use pieces 
of broken pots. The soil for the majority of 

the kinds should consist of about equal parts of 
rough peat, chopped Sphagnum Moss, light- 

yellow turfy loam, and sharp sand ; but the 
species which grow in limestone should l>e 

potted in that m.-.teriul, nnd be likewise 
drained with larger pieces of the same. The 

house should Iks kept nice and moist, an 4 
the plants be well supplied with water 

to the risiis, keeping them in a temperature 
of the East India house, never allowing it to 

fall below about liJ degs. at night in the winter, 
rising to 7b degs.—8b degs. by sun heat in the 

summer. They should be kept warm enough in 
the winter to allow some moisture being used 

about them, so as to keep their foliug- in a 
moist and healthy condition. 

(J. Bei.LATU.UM.—A species introduced by 
Mr. .Stuart Low some four or five years ago, 
nnd it is one of the most charming of its kind. 

The flowers are largu and beautifully spotted, 
and ils foliage is richly marked and large. But 
the plant has not been done justice to, which 

arises in the first place, I think, from wrong 

potting, and no mutter how friends laugh, 1 

advise them being potted in broken lime 
stone uml fine yellow loam, besides jmtting the 

largo pieces of limesti nv on the bottom ol the 
pots as drainage. Tho dorsal sepal and petals 

are very large and round, and they arc in 
colour from jialc-ycllow to pure-white, more or 

less s|Mitted, uml blotched with brownish-purple, 
tinged in some examples with a simile of rose ; 

the lip is small, and is sparingly dotted with 
the same colour as the petals. It is nearly re¬ 

lated to C. Godefroyie, but is much superior. 

C. CONOOI.OR.—This is a somewhat smull- 
flowered plant, the blossoms having a yellow 
ground over which is spread some reddish- 

purple dots. It is a limestone plant, nnd has 
improved very much under this treatment. 

0. Cuktihi is a large-flowered and very 
beautiful form ; the flowers are large, the petals 

dellexcd, with purple dots on a darker ground, 
dorsal sepal vivid-green, with a broad white 
margin. Some very fine forms have appeared 
from an importation made of this kind by Mr. 

Sander, of St. Albans. The flowers of these arc 
not spotted like many of the section to which it 
l»elong8. 

C. Dlll'KYI.—This is a plant found by Col. 

Drury on the Travancorc Hills, quite isolated 

from other members of its race, and there many 
others are doubtless to be found. It appears to 
be somewhat of a sparse bloomer, the flowers 

being rich-yellow, with a broad chocolate band 
down the centre of each segment. 

C. Ei.i.ioti anum is a strikingly beautiful plant 

with large flowers, which are produced four and 
five together at the same time, and which render 

it very beautiful. It- was introduced by Mr. 
Sander. The flowers are large and spreading, 

the ground colour is white or creamy, thickly 
streaked with blackish lines. It appeal's to 

"IC. Stonei, but it is a much easier 

MWS’AT1 "lore effective when in 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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C. Lawkknckianvm.—This is like a very 
gigantic form of C. harbatum, both as reganls 

size and colour, and it should bt1 in every 
collection. Its broad dorsal sepal is very 
conspicuous. 

C. Lowi is an extremely handsome species, 

found growing upon lofty trees in the jungle in 
Borneo. The segments are greenish, having 
beautiful deflexed petals some 3 inches long, 
spathulate, the points being light, the lower part 

yellowish, spotted with black. It has several 
olossoms on the spike. 

C. siveum.—This is another of the limestone 
plants, producing pure-white flowers, dotted 
with purple, which makes it a very desirable 
plant with the ladies. The dorsal sepal and the 

petals are pure-white, saving the fine dots upon 
it. 

C. Stonki.— A superb form, from which 
originated the only plant of the variety known 

as 0. plutylamum. It is a very distinct and 
pretty Slipper Orchid, having broad, white 
sepals, having a few lines of black. The petals 
arc long, slightly deflexed, white near the base, 
becoming yellow towards the middle and up¬ 
wards, spotted with black, the lip rose colour, 

streaked with crimson. 
C. Si'iCBUiANUM.—This is a very pretty and 

telling kind, more especially as it blooms in the 
late autumn months. It has a broad dorsal 
sepal, of the purest white, saving a broad 
centre streak of dark-chocolate up the centre. 

The petals are green, beautifully frilled on the 
edges ; lip also a soft-green. 

U. SUI’EHBIENS is one of the very best of the 
C. harbatum group. It is beautiful in the ex¬ 
treme ; it has bright, tesselated leaves and large, 

light-coloured flowers ; the dorsal sepal is broad 
white, streaked with vermilion. The petals 
are slightly flushed with white, much spotted 
with lines of blackish warts, and delicate at 
the edges ; the lip of good size, brownish-purple. 

C. viu-osiTM. —This is a noble species, having 
very strong foliage, dark-green on the upper 

side, paler beneath, freckled at the base with 
black. The flowers are large, and somewhat 
variable in colour, having a varnished appear¬ 
ance ; the dorsal sepal brown from the centre, 
which is succeeded with a green tinge, the outer 
border white ; the petals arc broadly spathulate, 

having a central vein of brownish-purple, the 
upper half l>eing of a rich chestnut-brown, the 
lower half paler in colour; lip large, tawny 
yellow. There are numerous named varieties of 
this plant which I pass over to a more fitting 

occasion ; but all of them with the typical plant 
require rather less heat than is given here for 
the dozen kinds asked for by “ J. C.” 

Matt. Bramble. 

3278. —Wireworms in leaf-mould. 
The wireworins must have come up out of the 
ground into the leaf-mould, and if it was spread 
out in the winter they would instinctively go 
out of the mould into the ground again to 

escape the frost. I believe if the leaf-mould 
was spread out on frozen ground, and a sharp 
frost set in to thoroughly freeze the leaf-mould, 
it would kill them. If it is required for a 
Potato-bed, I would mix it with good stable- 

manure fresh from the stables ; enough should 
lie used to cause a good heat and steam. I kill 
all the wireworins in our turfy loam in this way. 
A few escape to the outside of the heap, but I 

turn it over again and that kills all of them — 

J. D. E. 

— Oll-stove.— If properly managed an 
oil-stove in a conservatory will not injure the 

plants; but very often such stoves are not 
properly managed. The lamp either gets dirty 

and smokes or something or other goes wrong. 

Some time ago I went into a conservatory 
warmed with an oil-stove, and everything in 
the houso was black from the lamp smoking. 
The stove had been temporarily left in charge 

of a servant who did not understand its 
management, or else was careless about it, and 
the whole thing went wrong. The larger stoves 

should have a pan of water on the top, as this 
keeps the atmosphere genial.—E. H. 

- The danger of oil-stoves is when they 

are neglected, or the wicks get too high, creat¬ 
ing an unpleasant suffocating smoke._When, 

however, the wicks are kept propcrl/trTimned.. 
and the stove atte/ided 'fcd«6rt!f(tl\iij ()tjt r 
respects, there is no risk. Many small green¬ 

houses ai e heated through the winter months 

with an oil-stove, the common form of heating 
apparatus for amateurs to use. A small stove 
will warm a comparatively huge structure. It 
is gas that is so destructive to plant life, and a 

gas-stove in a conservatory is certain to produce 
undesirable results.—C. T. 

- Ail oil-»to\e is not injurious to plants in a conser¬ 

vatory provided the flame is properly managed. It loo 
high we get a Choking smoke ; when not high enough the 
oil ascending tile wick is not consumed sufficiently fast, 
and we get its fumes in the atmosphere. Lamps of all 
kinds dry the air very much, ami detract from its 
(jualities; therefore it is lietler to follow the Russian 

plan and occasionally place a pan of water over the flame 
and avoid too parching a heat.—R. U. 

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS. 

Questions. — Queries and answers are inserted in 
G A HDK.V1SO free of charge if correspondents follow the rules 
here laid down for their guidance. All communications 
for insertion should be. clearly and concisely written on 

one side of the paper only, and addressed to the Editor of 
Gardening, 37, Southamptun-street, Covenl-yurden, Lon¬ 
don. Letters on business should be sent to tlie 1'cblisiikr. 
The name and address of the sender are required in 
addition to any designation he may desire to be used in 
the paper. When more than one query is sent, each 
shmtld be on a separate piece, of paper. Unanswered 
queries should be repeated. Correspondents should bear 
in mind that, as Gakdknino has to lie sent to press some 
time in advance of date, they cannot alieays be replied to 
in the issue immediately following the receipt of their 
communication. 

Answers ( which, with the exception of such as cannot 
well be classified, will be found in their different depart¬ 
ments) should aheays bear the number aiul title placed 
against the query replied to, ami our readers will greatly 
oblige us by advising, as far as their knowledge aiul 
observations permit, the correspondents who seek assist¬ 
ance. Conditions, soils, amt means vary so infinitely 
that several answers to the same question may often be 
very useful, aiul those who reply icuuld do well to mention 
the localities in which their experience is gained. Corres¬ 
pondents who refer to articles inserted in Gardexino 
should mention the number in which they appeared. 

Bail. Rosa rngosa on a lawn. -I have some 
Uosa rtignaa planted on a lawn. Ought the turf to lie 
removed over the roots?—P. I*. 

5292. Grafting fruit-trees.—Will someone give 
me instructions how to graft Pear, Apple, and Plum-trees, 
and the proper period ot the year to do the work ?—BERT. 

5293. - Parsnips for show. -Will anyone kindly tell 
me how to grow these tor show, the liest kind to grow for 
size, and when to sow the seed ? Soil is of a retentive 

nature.—D. T. 

5294. — Cow-manure.-1 put a good layer of cow- 
manure on my Roses, fruit-trees, anil Uhodislemlrons. I 

am told since that it would kill the Rhododendrons. N 
that so ?—W. ll. R. 

6295. — White Chrysanthemum. — Will " J. 
Groom," or anyone else, kindly slate if there is a White 
Chrysanthemum of the same typo In cultivation equal or 
superior to Elaine 1—T. N. 

5290.—Lyslmachla Nummularla aurea.—Will 
someone tell me if the above can b.- raised fr. m seed ; also 
Ule culture of same, and ran the sued lie purchased from 
any seedsman?—II. G. K. 

6297 — Llbonla florlbunda.-Will "P. IV kindly 
say if this plant will flower in a greenhouse without heat 
in winter, and is Liboilia penrhosiuiia the same plant or of 
the same habit?—Liuonia. 

5298. —A hanging-basket.-What would is? the 
most effective way to adorn n hanging-basket, 15 inches in 
diameter, lor a greenhouse ? When and how should the 

work he begun ?—A. E. W. 

6299. Table plants.—Will anyone inform me if 
there ia nrule ill exhibiting table plants as to the height 
of them, anil if so where could it lie liad? I have been 
told there is a rule.- W. M. 

5300. - Plants out-of-doors.—Would anyone kindly 

inform me if they have tried to grow the following, and 
with wlial result (out-of-door* ; they arc Isitii hardy): 
Ipoinaia liaudurala and Childs' New llardy Hibiscus.— 

A. A. 

5301. —Creeper for a window.—Would someone 
tell me a nice Creeper to hang over the sides of window- 
lioxcs? I have got a lot of boxes to 1111 for windows, and 

should lie much obliged to anyone who would kindly tell 
me.—Rich All icon. 

5302. - Treatment of lawns — T should lie much 
obliged if anyone will tell me the heat method of fertilising 
lawns, killing Movs, Ac., anil whether wood-ashes arc good, 
mixed with some phosphate, and if so in what quantities ?— 
ClILOSKI. J. W. WaU.INIITOX. 

5303. Winter Apples, Ac.-1, What is the best 
way to keep dessert Apples in prime condition during 
the winter? 2. How long should Rilistou Pippins, 
King of the Pippins, and HU-nheim Oranges keep good if 
treatsd in the right way V— Hi'liKRT, 

5304. —Pine-apples.— I should he pleased if someone 
would give me the culture of queen Pines, now in U-inch 
pot* and twelve months old last August, and what degree 
of heat they should lie in now, and should they lie potted 
once more or not licforc they fruit?—W. M. 

6305. — Japaneses Chrysanthemums, See. — 
Would '* Mr. E. Molyneux" kindly give me a few hints on 
the culture of the Japanese, Anemone, and large-flowering 
Chrysanthemums, and when they should lie struck, ami 

the names ot a dozen in each class?—W. M. 

-^Treatment of Cannas.-Will 
adr me how to treat Cnnnas raised from 

- Vivuiit to increase my stock of them. Ill 
bit in pvts in the greenhouse, and the leaves 

green. Ought they to be dried off?—H. T. O, II. 
nr 

URB? 

5307. — Asparagtts tenulsslmus, &c. — Will 
someone kindly tell me il Asparagus teuuissimus and 
Asparagus plumosus nanus will do well in a greenhouse 
without heat ? I should also like to have the names of it 
few of Ihe best hardy Fonts for such a house?-- 
Asparaois. 

5308. —A Privet-hedge.—I have planted a Privet- 
hedge. The plants have two to four shoots on each one, 
and are 3 feet high. Will someone please lo tell me il l 
must cut them down, and if so when is the host time to do 
it? I want a good thick hedge right from the bottom?— 
E. II. F; 

5309. —Crickets in a greenhouse.—What can I 
do to destroy, or at least prevent, crickets from doing 
damage in a warm greenhouse? last spring I was sorely 
troubled with them eating sluff off as it came up in seed 
boxes. With me Celery seedlings stein to lie their favour¬ 

ite attract iun.—Fkksiimax. 

5310. -Sowing seed of Callas. dec.—1, When 
should I sow seeds of Calls u-thiopiea ? Will they flower 
next year? 2. When should 1 sow seeds of Genistas? 
3, When is liest time to buy plants of Genistas anil 
Hydrangeas? 4. When is the cheapest and best time to 

buy Calls plants?—Amatkir. 

5311. —Room plants nipped by frost. Will 
anyone kiiullv sav what is to be done with Hare's-foot 
Ferns and Nile Lilies (Callas) which have been nipped by 
tlie frost, and are withered and drooping? Kreesios the 
same. All this happened in a drawing-room, and in one 
night.—Gkkat Disappoint*kxt. 

0312.-Lean-to house fora Grape-Vine. Ac - 
I am about to build a iean-to house over a G-nqie-Viiic. 
Will someone kindly inform me whether a !,.'ipageria, 
(lleanders, and Tea Roses in pots will grow ill the same 
house? It Mill Is- ill feet long 12 feet high by 7 feet wide, 

the situation facing south-east. It will lie a cold house.— 
Maciiixk Minder. 

5313. —A saddle boiler.—Can a saddle boiler, with 
90 gallons of water in the pipes, be heated with gas and 
some other material, which I do not know the name of, 
hut il is largely used in heating stoves, and gives a coot! 
heat ? Could I obtain enough heat for two houses aliout 
10 feet to 12 feet high and s feet wide anil IS feet long? 
Would gas east more than coke, Sc. ?—Gas-bi rxkr. 

5314. - Plants in a cold frame. -1 have a lot of 
cuttings of "Geraniums," Chrysanthemums, and Ferns 
witli other things in a cold frame, which appear to he 
getting very dry, lint in consequence of the severe weal tier 
I have been afraid to water thrill. Will someone plensc 
say how long this may lie put off, and m some cases 

should the pots be placed in water lor o short time? 
—Srci'XDis. 

5315. —Best market Melon, Ac. -Will am one 
kindly tell me the name ot the lu-sl market Melon, and one 
likely to succeed in the following house—low span-roofed 
—heated by a Hue running round three sides of iff Over 
tliis Hue, on a stage, I propose to grow Melons. This flue 

will give bottom-heat and top-heat. The house gels no 
sun till nearly March. Which would pay best- Melons or 
Cucutnliers ?—Mathew. 

5310.—Plants for a bod.—Will someone kindly- give 
me a lisl of plants, and advise me how to proceed to plant 
a bed 50 feet long and 4 feet wide witli herbaceous plants, 
ns I want to make one next spring to supply the house 
with fresh-cut blooms, if possible to have a supply from 
May to tlie end of autumn? The soil is goal, and the turf 

will lie n sandy subsoil. 1 have now some I’cntstcmons, 
so do not need any more of these.—Tiiaxkiti . 

5317.-An old Pear-tree. -Will someone give me 
advice as to what can be done to improve an old Rear- 
tree. the Chaumontel? One of ours this summer bore a 
very large quantity of fruit, hut the Rears were such a 
small size we did not care aliout them. Some ol the tlmst, 
however, I kept to ripen,and found them such n delicious 

flavour that we are anxious if wo can to improve the tree. 
Ought tlie roots lo lie pruned?—Ciiarmoitii. 

5313. — Vigorous Chrysanthemums, Ac. — 
Would " E. M." kindly inform me which of the following 
Chry santhemums are most vigorous and most suitable lor 
growing for decoration : W. If. Lincoln, Avalanche, Mrs. 
K. Jamieson, Loon Fraeke, Albcrie Lit tide n. Lily Bates, 
lloule d'Or, J. S. lliblH-ns, Miss F. Davison. Viviaml Morel, 
Gloire tie Kocher, l’res. Harrison, Edwin Moiymux, Mr. 

R. Brabant. Kindly state which are most suited tor 

cutting down ?—K. B. 

5319. —Early and mid-season Chrysanthe¬ 
mums. -Will "Mr. Molyneux," or someone else, kiwlly 

give me the names of six good early kinds, six mid-season 
or November, and six Into? It is very essential llmt they 
lie dwarf growers, not more than 3 feet if grown naturally, 
and whites must predominate. If such dwarf-growing 
kinds are scarce some information how lo grow ordinary 
kinds dwarf and covered with foliage to the pots will lie 

much apprec'.-.tcd?—11. W. 

5320. —Plants suitable for growing with 
Roses In an unheated house.—At page 57ft. of 
No. 771, " R. II." writes, ill reference to Roses in an un¬ 

healed house : “ Where oilier subjects are- grown they will, 
of course, lie those which need somewhat the same treat¬ 
ment, seeing it would never tlo to cultivate any which 
could not stand a few degrees of frost." Will he kindly 
sav what plants lie would recommend as coming under 

this category ?—Lkwisiiamitk. 

5321. A Strawberry crop.-Would someone 
kiiullv let me know aliout how much fruit a thousand 
plants of Strawberries ought to yield, and which would lie 
the iK-st sorts to grow for profit ? I have been told that 

Rrcsidcnt and Dr. Hogg are tlie lies', that 1 could grow 
oil tlie piece of ground I have two thousand plants. As 
I shall have to make tlie beds in April I am told 1 ought 
not to let the plants fruit this summer. Istliisso? What 

would lie a fair price for the fruit?—A. Fkkdhrick. 

5:122.—Asphalting.—Will anyone who has hail a good 

experience "7th asphalting Is- kind enough to set me right 
with my dilllculty? Two years ago I laid a good deal 
down in winter, which got soft aiul kicked up in summer 
—in fact, even in cold weather il did not set well. My method 

wii* (rtllipntl thi- Wl'nlk'lv, Itoil the tar, mixing all hot. with a 
little warm sand, and after laving down gave an cxlrn can of 

-Url iKtsiflwwell sk injtnnd ft live [mixing. I shall be mtioh 
obliged li any one can leii the reason of it acting as it does? 

Kiwchampaign 
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MS.—Fumigating.— I shall be very triad to receive 
information of a safe anil effectual way to fumigate with 
Tnbm-in-paper in a ttreenhouse containing mixedcollection 
of plants, including Ferns and Heliotropes, Ac., which on 
previous occasions have alwarsheen affected by the smoke? 
The wav I have done before was to place hot cinders in a 

large Mmver pot and the Tobacco-paper on the top, never 
allowing it to blaze. Will saturating the paper in alum 
and water be safer for the plants, and effectual in destroy¬ 
ing green and black-fly ?—Frihuxax. 

4:124.—Fixing hot-water pipes, Ac.—I have n 
lean-to forcing-house against a south wall, 20 feet long, 
,S feet wide, 7 feet high at back, and 2 feet 0 inches in front. 

I have an Eclipse boiler and 30 feet of 4-inch piping, which 
I purpose putting in. How far should I have the pipes 
from the front? I want the house strictly tor Tomatoes, 
which would lie planted in the border", and have no 
staging. How close may the plants lie to the pipes with¬ 
out being damaged by the heat? I should like one row 

between the pipes, and then 1 think I could have three 
rows at the Imek if the width will admit; in all about forty 
plants. Would that do ?—M. 0. 11. 

5323. —Climbing Roses In pots.- I should Ik- 
much obliged for advice on the following subject: I bought 
a week ago two climbing ltoses in pots, 8 inches across, 

for tnv indicated greenhouse. The Marechul Niel I re¬ 
potted into a much larger sized pot, 18 inches across. The 
oilier Rose-, a W. A. Richardson. I planted out in the west 
bonier of greenhouse. Uoth plants have three long shoots, 
the centre ones being about 44 feet long. Ought I to prune 

them, and if so how much? When ought I to apply any 
mulching or top-dressing. They are both planted ill 
garden soil, mixed with a large proportion of leaf-mould. 

Advice will very greatly oblige—NackhaTis. 

.'>328.- Making a Bower garden. -I wish to turn 
into a llower garden, with lawns anil tennis-courts, nearly 
an acre of pasture. 11 is so infested with weeds that on my 

man's rci-oimiicmlation I am trenching it all over to the 
depth of 2 feet that he may plan I it atiout February with 

t),us and dross seeds that both .-fops may come up together. 
The ground could not of course he available as a garden 
till next autumn or perhaps later. Would anyone kindly 
tell me whether the method thus described is the best, 
and what quantities of Oat and Grass-seed would lie 

required? If not the best method, what would In- advis¬ 
able? Soil light and rather poor, gravel subsoil, near 
Farnham, Surrey.—A. C. J. 

.'•127.—Roses In pots.—I have about sixty Roses in 
pots, chiefly H. P.'s. Afler last year's flowering I put 
I hem outside, and kept them out until end of November. 

Finding the frost hail not harmed them then, and that they 
were beginning to show signs of life, I gave them a goo. I 
top-dressing with nice loamy soil, mixed with a small 
quantity of Iclmlior guano, and then placed them inside. 
The house is span-roof; size, 30 feet by 10 feet by 0 feet; 
and I also grow Imlba in the same house Hyacinths, Tulips, 

Ac. Please say did I treat Roses aright, and will the same 
temperature suit bulbs and Roses alike? I have house 
healed with one of Poore's heating apparatuses, which I 
find s itisfactorv.— LoHDONUMtnv. 

Mis. Forcing Roses for cut bloom. -Thanks 
to "J. C. O. " anil “I*. 17." for their kind information. 
In reference to the Roses f should like lo know how mum 
Roses the varieties •• P. V." names (December SO, 1893, 
jiage 808) each house will take planted out and if grown 
In |M.ts? I lake it the Roses will be grown on the one or Iwo 

long-rod system, and lie cut down each season after 
flowering? I might say the houses are built in two blocks 

of three with 20 yards between the two block*. 3 feet lo 
eaves, side ventilators, no |iartition walls,so I can get a 
free circulation of nir through llio three houses. They 

arc going lo lie healed with a 8-teet saddle-boiler with 
WAhcrbar*, so 1 could put more pipes in houses if required. 

.'. it i.—Plants for a small greenhouse.—I have 
a s n ill lean lo greenhouse, facing south-west, no means ol 

heating, except llial a window from a room in which a 
lire is kept daily opens into it. I am a beginner, and 
want to get a few flowers for blooming in winter. I am 
specially fond of (Tarnations nml Violets. Will someone 

oblige by letting me know if I can get them to flower in 
winter in pots, and if so give a few of the best kinds, and 
Hie nam.-s of a few other flowers for winter blooming, and 
the best lime to plant? In this greenhouse there is a 

border of earth about 2} feet wide underneath the stage 
for pits, which Is 4 feet from the earth. What would be 
suilahle for planting there, as it looks ugly in its present 

state? Locality, Kirkwall, N.H.—U. II. 

.'■:i:m. Vines fruiting In pots.—Will someone 
pl-ase give me advice on the foil.living ? I have just pur- 

chased lour pol-Vincs, two for planting ami two for fruit¬ 
ing in pals. The first I have planted outside, Ihe roils lobe 
brought through a hole in the wall. When will it lie 
a Disable to put them inside? The hole In the wall is large 
e lough lo put them Uirough at any time without injury, 
Wn u Icuglll of rod should I leave when shortening hack ? 
The house is 4 feet to eaves, and no side growths will lio 
allowed I "-low that point. The rod* are alsa.it 10 feet or 
1! feet long. The two for fruiting ill pits are in 12-inch pits 
with Ihe same length of rod. Should they fruit in the 
s 111" |K>ts or he pitted afresh ? What length of r.*l should 
h left on these? How many hunches on each rod, and 
wncii should they Ik- taken into the vinery, the tempera- 

t ire "1 which is at present minimum, 44 degs.; maximum, 
II i deg*. ? The kind* are now at foot of a wall outside. The 
v .rietics art- Block Hamburgh ami Foster's Seedling. —A. 
Tl'RXRR, Buck*. 

5HI.- Marechal Niel Rose.-Acconling to " J.'»" 
•t denn-nt recently lit Gakhk.xiko, the only profitable way 
11 grow this Rose is to plant it out in a border, l’erliap* 
this accounts for my not haring any blossoms on mine. I 
bought it last spring in 0-inch pot. It had some buds on 

It I i summer, but they turned yellow ami fell off. I 
unveil a shift into a 9 inch pot. It Ins three rods, each about 
4 feet long, with some young growths 3 indies to 9 inches 

1 ing on the upper part of it (some of the largest ti|is of 
these I have taken off and potted to strike). At the IhiUoiii 
of t ie plant oil the stock the Ixtrk is peeling off, and the 
8. ics looks us if it Is rusty. Ills on the stage hi the cold end 
of a am ill spnii-roofcd house. I could fix a RliuhgrUJarviug 
cover Just under Ihe stage and bring the rod/thrZmg4v if 
th t would he better (whl.jll side of-(l.oilse woUil kuficil 
i .lave pip-s north siueof imsrcnqTir house; IiAnmI sbuth 

side), or I could plant it in a conservatory : then it would 
hav c lo run up a wall 13 feet before it got to the glass. High 

side of lean-to only heated to keep out frost. 1 have a 
comer of rockivork here where it could lie planted. This 
house is north-east, and does not get much sun, as it is 
shaded with trees. Should I lie likely to succeed 7—H. B. 

To the following queries brief editorial replies 

are given ; but readers are invited lo give further 
answers should they be able lo offer additional 
advice on the various subjects. 

4332. —Poor man's record of Orchid growing. 
—Very interesting details. I shall keep them to murk how 
you improve. M. B. 

4333. —Remedy for bug and thrlps.—A. E. 
Should obtain some “Swift and Sure" insecticide, and he 
will receive instructions with it.—M. B. 

4331.-Orchids with greenhouse plants. 
—//. M. must write and tell me what greenhouse plants 
he grows before I can say anything to him aliout what 
Orchids he can manage.—M. li. 

4335.—Plants in a hardy fernery (C. C.).—I 
advise you to let this remain for a month or more. You 
say it is all right for planting, but you bad better let the 

snow and frost get off the ground before you attempt it. 
Please ask your question again in a month's time.—J. J. 

5:138.— Ferns for profit (J. I‘. H". and offices).—I 
do not know what to do aliout advising in this matter. It 
seems to. me rather overdone, ami as others have every¬ 
thing to begin with, and have their houses and pipes ill 
good working order, therefore, 1 advise you to leave it 

alone.—J. J. 

5337. Summer-flowering Oattleya lablata 
(./. Birehington.)—1 do not know upon what authority 
your friend names Cattleya Warncri as this plant, altliougii 

VVarneri is very like the typical flower; the plant now 
called 0. Haskelliana years ago was known as (7. 
labiate pallida, buj was called the Summer-flowering 
labiata; but perhaps your friend was not well enough up 
in Orchids to know that?—M. B. 

5338. —British Ferns for a cool-house (//. (-.). 
—Evergreen kinds arc the only ones which will stand you 
in any service during the winter months. For instance, 
the Hart's-tongue Fern (Scolopcndrium vulgore), of 

which there are Innumerable varieties, will form a splendid 
show, as also does (he Black Maidcn-liair (Asplenium 
Adiaiiltim-nigrum), commonly known in market as the 
French Fern, which is always acceptable. The llolly Fern 
(I’olysticlmm lonchitis) is another very handsome species. 

Any oilier hanly kind that retains its foliage may lie used 
with advantage.—J. J. 

6339. -Orchids for a span-roofed house 
IJ. J. ('., I.yiidhtirst).—Aligulo.i Clowesi and Ruckeri ; 

Cuilogyne harbaUr and cristate: Cymhidiiim elmrneum : 
Masdevallin Chiimura, Tovarensis, Davis!, Humana, 

llouletlinna, Shuttle-worthi, Vieldiiana: Maxi Maria grandi- 
llora, and Sanderiaiia ; (.lilontnglossiiin lllandiim, crispum, 
Cervantes), cirrhosiim, gloriosuin, llnlli, Huunew-elliautiiii 
lutvo-purpurciim, niaculntuin, Reseat Orel, I’olyxanthlnn, 
Rossi niajus, Hnnderlamiin, triumphal!*: Oncidinm con- 
color. crispum, liastatum, inciirvum, inaeranthiini, oral- 
thorrlivncnuni, ligrinum, variocosum, and Sophrouitis 
gramliflora. The ubovu will make you a start. —M. II. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 

•,’din/ communications respecting plants or fruits 

sent to name should at mu* accompany Inc parcel, which 
ihmahl he addressed to the Km roll of Uahuknino lu.es 
rKATKii, Southamptun-slreet, Strand, H'.C. 

Names of plants.—E. Ilarvie.—Begonia Rex <ar. 
Apparently, lull niicIi a poor s|>cciuion is difficult (o name, 
-.Wi*»’/iVii/, Apparently a Selaginella or Club Moss, 
but specimen so minute as to he scarcely visible.-II'. 

Williams.—-Narcissus Tazetla var.-K.—Apparently 
Cryptomeria japonica, hilt vou should send us u heller 
specimen.-Mrs. If. II. Southwell, Schizostylis roccim-o. 
-A. Belton.—Please send ill flower; Impossible louanic 
from a single crushed leaf.-J. .S'. It. A small form ol 
l/ulia purpuruta.-S. IF. A—Looks like u Linuili, but 

limver loo much crushed to name. Send better specimen 
ill a box. -.S', Eorne. — 1, Aspidistra lurida variegala. 2, 
Cannot name. 3, The common Igumistiiiiis. - If. II. 
Arthur.— I’teris erotica albo-lineala. 2, Adiantum 
Ca|>illus-vencrls. 3, I’teris arxyrea. Leaf cannot name. 

-II. Shrub, C.arrva ellijitica. Begonia leaves all 
varieties of B. Rex.-./. Vosman, EotegaU.—1, Crypto- 
mcria Japonica. 2. Taxus liaccalu probably. 3, Cuprexsus 
Lawsoniana. 4, Cuprous us l.-iwsonlana virldis. 4, Hiola 
nrientnlis. (I, lliota elcgantissima. —Lady Amateur.— 

We cannot name from leaves only. It may be llriigmansia. 
Send In flower.-Olliham Clmir. We should like lo see 

specimens again when in flower.-T. Bant. Kplphyllum 
truncatum. 

Names of fruit.—Box of A p/dcs. A’.i name or 
address.—Winter (Queening.-Bex. -Apple : King of the 

Pippins. Mr. tlmmlrhild, Clare. Apples; 1, Wellinglon ; 
2, Norfolk Reeling; 3, Seek-no-Furlher; 4, Rihslon 
Pippin ; 4, Roundway Magnum Boiitim ; 0, Five-crowned 
Pippin ; 7 anil 8, Not recognised ; 9 and 12, King of the 
Pippins; 10, Wellington; II, Bad specimen. Please do 

not send so many in future, and more Ilian one siiecimcii 
of each kind snould lie sent.- 7'. Bant. Apple ; Northern 
Greening. Pear : Josephine de Mallnes.——Buff.—Apple : 
Mt-rcdc Mbnage. —That. Bourne.—Pear : Easter Ileum'. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
We should be glad if readers would remember that we 

do not answer queries by post, and that we cannot under¬ 
take In forward letters to correspondents, or insert queries 
that do not contain the name, and address of tender. 

Hardener,—Apply lo a chemist or oil-store keeper.- 
William drag. -Apply to Mr. M. 0. Ilavenscroft, Meld 
Wood, near Crawley, .Sussex, who is the raiser of the 
Tomato in question.-A. X. Cheshire.—Yes; apparently 

a fnirlyggnod loam, and it should do for polling purposes. 
" wer. -The leaves have been liodly affected with 

u; Fumigate with Toliacco and then isyringe .Hue 

■ ‘III soapy water.-l)isnppoiidedj--i)i'ofWh< 

at (he roots, most likely.-1’. M.—Probably the stove 

is dirty. We cannot tell without seeing it.-Lady A.— 
"Greenhouse and Stove Plants," by T. Raines, pub¬ 
lished by John Murray, Iondou. /.. G..Jersey.— Apply 
to Mr. J. Groom, Scafleld-avcnuc, Gosport, Hauls.- 
Charles l.avingt»n.—Apply to Mr. F„ Molyncux, Swan- 
more I’nrk Gardens, Bishop's Wullliam, Hants.-Mr. 
G. B., South well, —Pelargoniums, gem-rally speaking, 

require liul little water in winter.-Aektam.—Wc do not 
know of a hook that will help you. Send in here any 
queries you wish.-J. M.—No; lamps may he used with 

care in a conservatory.—-Tom-tit.- —Apply to A. G. 
Butler, Esq., The Lilies, 124, Bcckcnham-road, Beckenham. 

BEES. 

5201.—Management of Bees.—Unless 
alwolutely necessary, it is not good policy to 
feed Boos in mid-winter, and the only safe food 

to supply to needy colonies now is sugar-cake or 
candy, which should be placed over the feed- 
hole on top of the skep, and covered up warmly. 

It is mode by boiling about three pounds of loaf 
sugar with aliout half-a-pint of water until it 
will set hard upon being suddenly cooled. It is 

then moulded into any desired form, and in half 
an hour is ready for use. If not inclined to 
make it, a substitute will lie found in the 
ordinary sugar-candy of trade. The amount of 

stores required by a colony very much depends 
upon the manner of wintering it j the less 

adequate the protection from cold the greater is 
the amount of food consumed. Ktraw-skcp.s 

require careful consideration when their pro¬ 
vision for winter is being attended to. Judging 
thecontents by lifting is not always safe, os age of 
combs, probable amount of pollen, &c., has to lie 

taken into account. The wintering of Bees in 
straw-hives is, however, attended with much less 
trouble and risk than in frame-hives, although 

the latter are much to bo recommended in the 
intelligent management of Bees, as in them we 
have complete control over the inmates, we can 

interchange the comlis and Bees from one hive 
to another, examine a stock in a few minutes, 
make artificial swarms, rear queens, remove full 

combs in the honey season, extract the honey 
from them and replace them in the hive to bu 
refilled, and save the Bees the labour of wax Iirodnotion by furnishing the frames with comb 
ouudalion. Any swarms that may leave the 

skeps next season should, therefore, lie put into 
liar-frame-hives, if “Young Beginner’ wishes 
to be up to the times in advanced Bee-keeping. 

A south uajiccl is very goood, but south-east u 
little better, as the Bees gut the morning sun 
earlier in this position.—S. S. U., Stuvminstcr, 
Xewton. 

POULTRY AND RABBITS. 

52H2.—Poultry keeping. -I should say 
that while not being actually “ injurious ” to 

setting hens to be in total darkness, it is bettor 
for them to lie in a small quiet place with light 
and ventilation. The best food for all fowls 
during the winter months is a good hot breakfast 
of boiled Potato parings and table scraps 

chopped, mixed very stiff with Sharp’s, Spratt's, 
or Old Calaliar food, and a little poultry spice 

added about twice a week. Their next meal 
should be of mixed corn about 3.3(1 p.m., and it 
is a good plan to put some corn down after dark 
for the fowls to have as soon ns it is light in a 

morning. The straying hen should he caught 
and penned up for a few days—in fact, in}- 
cxjicricncc proves that fowls arc l>est confined 
to a run during cold weather.—Nance. 

BIRDS. 

4340.—Canaries. Will someone lie kinil cnouch to 
give me a lew hints on Ihe rearing, breeding, ami manage- 
ment of Canaries? Also how I may tell the cock from the 
hen bird?—Burt. 
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SUMMER FLOWERS FROM SEED. 

Thk propagation of plants from seed to assist in 

brightening tho flower garden at different 

seasons of the year is now si general, that a 

sutinn try of tilings required for various purposes 

through tho summer months is an essential 

feature before the dispatch of the seed order. 

I mention for “ various purposes,” because plant* 

raised from seed adapt themselves to many 
requirements—for climbers and trailers, as 
Cohaias and Maurandyas ; for sub-tropical work, 
ns Acacias, Tobaccos, Wigandias, and .Solanums ; 
as substitutes for other bedding plants, as 
Asters, Marigolds, dwarf Calendulas, lobelias, 
anil Phlox Drummondi; for summer and autumn 
cutting, as .Sweet l’cas, Annual Sunflowers, 
Chrysanthemums, and Dahlias; and for bold 
massing in outlying shrubberies, as Candytuft, 
Mignonette, Cornflowers, and Clarkias. Tho 
subjoined list is necessarily somewhat curtailed, 
but I think it will bo found fairly comprehen¬ 
sive, and all plants enumerated therein are of 
easy culture. Not many decided novelties were 

to the fore last season. Probably one of the 
most striking is the Butterfly Pea (Centrosemc 
grandiflora). ft should prove useful for covering 

trellis-work of every description, and if also a 
good trailer, will he grand for tho fronts of boxes 
and the edges of raised beds. Nearly the same 
remarks apply to the variegated Japanese Hop ; 
this will prove a decided acquisition if sufficiently 
pronounced in colour. The now forms of Ice¬ 

land Poppies (both single and double) will be 
valuable for cutting, so also will the two white 

flowers—Godetia White Pearl and the White 

Margarita Carnation. 
Many novki.ties are announced in Sweet 

Peas, but an investment in collections of new 
varieties is rather an expensive luxury, and 

really good things are obtainable from mixed 
packets. Of rather older sorts, Mrs. Sankey 
and Princess l’.eatrice are two lovely flowers. 

Many other things may he found catalogued as 
novelties, of which some few doubtless deserve 
the n nnc, whilst others, although in a certain 
sense new, often represent only a really good 
strain of tilings already in commerce. '! urning 
briefly to the general collection, it will be found 
that among the best bedding annuals aro dwarf 
Marigolds, China Asters, anil the newer forms of 
Calendula, Phlox Drummondi in various colours, 

Double Zinnias, Petunias, and East Lothian 
Stocks. All the larger seeded things can lie 
sown on a prepared bed in a slight warmth ; 
very line seeds, such as Petunia and Lobelia, are 
best in lioxes. The Stocks should bo sown in 

August, transferred to pots or boxes, wintered 
in oolil frames, and if planted out as soon as the 
weather gets a bit settled in spring they make 
a grand tied, and are also valuable in a cut 
state. All the above arc useful for filling beds 

previously occupied with spring flowering stuff, 
and have, with the exception of the Asters, a 

lengthy flowering season, a feature which 
renders them much more usoful for this par¬ 
ticular purpose than annuals of equal beauty, 

but which are comparatively short lived 
In ciioosino seeds for, summer an/ailt 

cutting, Sweet I,eas\0Ul)iti)Mrt'i <ityto.lt t 

place. They should be sown early in deeply- 

dug and prepared ground, be protected from the 
attacks of birds till well up, and during the 
flowering season all seed-pods must bo promptly 
and thoroughly removed. Poppies are now in 
great request, and are special favourites in a cut 
state all through the summer months. I should 
place Gaillardias and tho annual single Chrys¬ 
anthemum! (earinatum) very high on tho list 
for cutting. They are of easy culture and stand 
well in water. The new race of Comet Asters 
is also useful, and a batch of seedling Carnations 
is indispensable. Of stronger and taller plants the 
miniature single .Sunflower and llelianthus 
citrinus are very useful, although gardens that 
boast of grand clumps of the perennial types 
may hardly require them. Dahlias, both single 
and Cactus, are now largely treated as annuals, 

and the flowers are useful for tall vases. Besides 
those things enumerated earlier in these notes as 

valuable for sowing in quantity on shrubbery 
lwrders and more secluded parts of the flower 
garden, may be included Eschscholtzios, Linlim, 
Whitlavia, Nasturtiums, and plenty of Mignon¬ 
ette. Into the question of plants for sub tropical 
gardening it is hardly necessary to enter at 
length : they are used hut sparingly in the 
majority of gardens. Eucalyptus globulus and 
E. citriodorus, Acacia lophantha, Nicotiana 
colossea, one or two Solanums and Wigandias, 
and Ferula gigautea are a few good things 
easily grown. Plenty of Nicotiana aftinis must 

be provided : this is about the most valuable 
acquisition we have had in the last leu years. 
Two fine foliaged plants of ilwarfer habit obtain¬ 
able from seed, and that are always useful, 
arc Dell's Crimson licet and Contaurca ragusina. 

THE LATE SEVERE FROST AND 

GREENHOUSE PLANTS. 

The frost of the night of the 4th of January 
put to tho test the merits of the glass-house 

heating apparatuses in this locality. In a house 
heated by a flue I found in the morning every 

plant frozen, except those actually | nlid'llc"'.^ December, and though during the 
the flue. I put as many as I could under the 
stage, and covered the rest with paper. Al¬ 
though I kept up a good lire the whole of tho 
day, I could not thaw the frozen soil in tho 
pot. On the same morning 1 was in a house 
(belonging to a market-gardener), heated by 
two rows of pipes, which tho owner thought 
(the himso being low) would be sufficient to 

keep out frost. The pots were then frozen on 
the stage, although the pipes were nicely hot. 
Things were all right in other houses with four 
rows of pipes. One remarkable thing in con¬ 
nection with this frost is the exceedingly small 

damage done to vegetation (generally) standing 
in tho open ground. .Stocks, Wallflowers, 

hardy annuals, Cauliflowers, Chrysanthemums, 
and other things that have suffered severely in 
winters when the minimum temperature has not 
sunk nearly so low now show but little effects 
of the ordeal they have lieen through—in fact, 

there is scarcely anything destroyed. How is 
this to be accounted for ? Must I not attribute 

•hi 

from the severity of the frost, as the snow here 
did not begin to fall till after the minimum 
point was reached. It doubtless acted first by 
checking tho action of the thaw by causing a 
more gradual rise of temperature, and, secondly, 
at the same time shielding it from the injurious 
action of light. I am inclined to think that 
paper coverings act much in tho same way. 

When I banked up the fire for the night of tho 
house with a flue above referred to, I put a news¬ 
paper, which I had at hand, over some of the 
Cinerarias in the house. In the morning I found 
them frozen along with the rest, and after the 
thaw I could not see that they were looking any 
better than the rest. There were three dozen 
of them. They all looked the worse for tho 
freezing, but only two were killed outright. A 
dozen had tho growing points nipped. Half- 
a-dozen l’elargoniuins in the most exposed part 
of the house were destroyed, and three or four 
of the Heliotropes, but all the rest I saved. 
During tho hard frost of three winters ago I 
saw some paper put over some rooted “Gera¬ 
nium ” cuttings. When the thaw was com¬ 
pleted it was found that a good number of these 
had survived, while all those “ < leraniums ” that 
were not covered, and everything else in tho 
house except some Indian Azaleas, had succumbed 
to the rigours of the long frost. By-tlie-way, 

I have proved on other occasions that Indian 
Azaleas will stand several degrees of frost. 
Those facts arc another proof of what has been 
so often taught in,GARDi:siNii—that many frozen 
plants might bo saved if treated properly during 
the thawing. R K- 

Winter flowers. — Saturday, January 
13th, was a lovely day here, more like April 
than January. The Bees of my large aj.iary 
were out in full force, humming round the 
beds of Snowdrops and Yellow Aconites — 
planted and blooming in loveliness in the Grass 
—anil crawling over tho drooping racemes of 
bloom on a clump of “White” Erica carnca 

growing near to them. A nice mass of Cycla- 
has been in bloom since tho 

underfill preservation of plant life to the 

■0 the snow! Not that it jdjjeljk )^ 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 

severe frost they lay prostrate, the flowers are 
now bravely erect, no worse, apparently, for the 
visit of tho recent frost. In a corner ill sand 
there is a nice lot of Iris reticulata, which are 
now 0 inches high, and arc very vigorous. Tho 
position is a dry one, and they are growing ill 
sand, such as composes the banks along the sea¬ 

shore <>f Cumberland ami Lancashire, with a 
very little of the staple garden soil mixed with 
it. ' These “ winter ” flowers are indeed precious 
to the lover of the simpler lieautios.—John 
Stormonth jrsR., Ktrkhnde, Sil/oik, Cumber- 
/ami, 

5200. — Lysimachia Nummularia 
aurea. -This is a yellow sport from Numinii- 

laria, and it is doubtful if reliable seed could lie 
obtained. It is true the Golden Feather is a 

sport from the common Green level-few, and 
the Golden Feather comes true from seed; but 

Hie I.vsiuiarliia, in many cases, does not seed 

freely.' At any rate, there is no difficulty in 

gettingdft!f|nfPnW* they soon spread, and may 
be rapidly increased by'division. 

ISITT OF ILLINOIS AT 
K. H. 
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GARDEN WORK. 

Conservatory. 

With a night temperature of SOdegii. there should Ik-plenty 

•>( blossoms in llu- conservatory now. targe-sized Camel¬ 
lias will lie very alt motive in roomy houses. Plants in tubs 
or |«> Is will require copious supplies ol water, ami once or 
twice a week the water should contain some weak man¬ 
ure. Weak soot-water is a good stimulant tor Camellias 

and many other plants, hut it should he itiven in a clear 
slate, or it stops up the pores of the soil. This may he said 
of all mnnurini stimulants; the soil soon gets sour if thick 
liipiid-mnnurc is given. The common yellow Trumpet 
Daffodil will flower now without much forcing, and the 

flowers last a long time, Itulhs may he planted thickly 
in boxes to produce flowers for cutting, to save the plants 
grown in pots to form groups in the conservatory. Itulhs 
potted in September and plunged in Cocoa-nut-Mire out¬ 
side for a few weeks to make roots will flower end of 
January without forcing they will come on if simply 
sheltered from frost in a cool-house. My plants have been 

standing in a Peach-house from which the frost was only 
just excluded, A little more heat would have brought 
them earlier : hut the flowers grown in a high temperature 
arc not so lasting, and these and other simitar things are 
so fresh and pure when grown under glass. With fillips. 
Hyacinths, Kreesias, Srillas, Joss l.illes, and other Nar¬ 
cissus ipiile a show can he made with bulbs alone in ttie 

small conservatory, l-'uehsias now starling into growth 
should he pruned into shape, and as soon as the buds are 

fuirlv started rc|»ut, shaking away ns much ol the old soil as 
will permit of the plants going again in to I lie.same-sized pots 
they came out of. Where a few young fuchsias are raised 
from cuttings annually, some of the very oldest plants 
may he planted outside in the spring. Kuchsias are not so 
popular ns they were thirty years ago. nod some of the old 
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of complaint. Indian Daphnes are freipicnlly 
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n gel sick I), which is a great pity, as the 
ics in the conservatory is grateful and 
I for Daphnes should he very turfy 

old ■il out by placing it ill a si 
otten turf mixed with a little sharp sand and a few ) 

of charcoal will keep the plants In health. Press the soil 
firmly in the pots. 

Forcing-house. 
The propagation of many plants may commence now. 

Anything, in fact, of which good cuttings can lie obtained 
will root now in a brisk temperature plunged in a warm 
bed of Cocna-hUt-flbro. Seeds of sub-tropicals should he 
sown to obtain early plants, lobelias, if the stock of plants 
is limited, may Is- raised from sect I. This is one of the 
plants which i-< lest obtained from cuttings; but where 
the stock of cuttings is insiilllclfnl seedlings may he made 
to do, hut no lime should lie losl in starting them. Reiter 

Ills are obtained win 
id In nghl. 
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oporalurc ; lint it arrears h 
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to he brought up it must la- done by warmth now, and 
unless the pilllls are in single pots. Sow seeds of Ar.ilia 
Nielmldi, (Ircvillc i rohusta, Dracienas of sorts, and Cypi-rus 
altirnifoliuH. old plants of t'.\ perns alleruifulius vnriega- 

lin may lie cut over and divided to make slock. This 
is a very useful subject for table and other decoration, 
hut it requires more heat than the type to have It in good 
condition, It will lie necessary to bring in relays of suitable 
plants nml shrubs for producing flowers for the consenn- 
lory and for cutting, Some of the most useful of these 
are Azaleas in much variety, including mollis and |Htntien, 
the last nnmisl is sweet scented and is very desirable ; Rho¬ 
dodendrons, Roses, DvuUias, Hpirnias prnnifolia plena and 

Japouica, Mines, double flowered Pntnus, Honeysuckles, 
Weigelas, Mil of the Valley. Solomon's Meal, and Dielvtra 

iglit temperature of fill degs. will be high 
gh, as tin- flowers last longer when not pushed loo 

al atmosphere must lie maiutaimsl; syringe 
:er on fine days. II forced in a temperature 
- plants may lie moved straight to (he con- 

ervatory without injury, when the Inller house is kept at 
orlahlc temperature. If green-fly appears on the 

•ung growth of Roses adopt the best means at hand to 
cheek the evil. Syringing with warn soapy water is 

Forcing Vegetables. 
This Is a goesI lime for those of limited means to begin 

forcing in hot beds, as the sun will do a good deal of the 

work. Asparagus ami Nonkale may lie forced now in the 
open ground w here so grown by placingmanure on each side 

of tin- rows of plants, and covering the crowns of Rhubarb 
nml Scakale with pots or tubs. Asparagus-beds can be 

covered with straw mats, or shutters, or glazed lights ; but 
light is not necessary in Asparagus forcing until the heads 

are above ground, but Rhubarb and Seakale should lie 
forced ill ttie dark. This is an absolute necessity for Men- 
kale. Potatoes may be planted now in moderate hot-beds, 
sheltered with lights, covered at night with mats or straw- 
covers. Carrots, Radishes, M-ttnccs, mid Cauliflowers 
uinv be sown now. If only one frame can be spared, 
make the Carrots the main crop,and sow the other things 
thinlv over the surface, to bedrayvn out before the Carrots 
reipure all the space Sow a feyy- Onions and tacks for 
transplanting in pots or boxes. 

Ferns under Glass. 
As soon as the Maiden-hairs that were recently cut down 

are making signs of growth, they may be divided if more 

stock is required. Although as n rule seedlings make the 
best plains, spores of all kinds of Kerns which have pro- 
<lu cl any may be soyvn now in pans, and placed in a close 
dark corner and kept moist; must he covered with glnss. 

Young plants which require more pot-room may he shifted 
on any tine- during February or March. In a low temneru- 
turc it will lie as well not to he in a hurry , as all plants 
alter a disturbance of the roots will do better if a little 

• In old or n irthrrn districts the operations referred 
to under " Garden Work" may be done ffootrten days t 
ofo^bt inter tban^^ 
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Cold Frames. 

Where the coverings were ample the late sharp weather 
has not done harm : it was not of long duration, ami the 

damp which usually rises in frames long covered up yvus 
absent. Ventilate everything freely noyv, and let 11s hope 

the worst of the cold weather is over. 

Window Gardening- 
Wash dirty pots, and stir up the surface soil : sponge the 

leaves to remove dust, and lye extremely moderate with the 

water-pot. Bulbs coming into bloom must not lie allowed 
to get loo dry. Hyacinths in glasses should have the loss 
from evaporation made good. Turn I'clnrgoviums round 
frequently, so that all sides of the plants may have a fair 

share of light. 

Outdoor Garden. 
Herbaceous borders may lie gone through as soon as the 

weather is suitable and the surface works cleanly. Every 
year more attention is being given to hardy plants, espe¬ 
cially those which arc us tut lor cutting, and these will 
include such things as Anemones in variety, many of 
which are charming things for cutting, (tf course, it is 

loo late to plant many of these; the single and Double 

Scarlet, for instance, will how lie working through the 
soil. I have always done lies! with these when planted 

•ly in autumn ; but there are other Anemones (the 1'ea- 
•k and-lapane.se varieties) which may still be planted, 

and dumps of the hardy Anemones, such as blanda and 
thers, may tic planted on shady banks. The Wild Hyacinth 

or Bluebell found in the ivoods will transplant easily, and 
where there is a bit of ground which can lie converted 

at lire wild garden, a group of Bluebells 
arranged in a loose, open manner will be very cll'e- live. 
Primroses in variety, Snowdrops, Daffodils, Winter 

Aconites, nre all charming tilings, which, though isimiuon, 
arc as beautiful and ns much appreciated as plants of 
greater rarity . The Sea Buckthorn makes a good group 
in n semi-wild scene, and is more effectin' in a considerable 

than when planted more sparingly. 1 may say cut¬ 
tings of the young shoots will root if taken now and 

planted firmly in the ground. Roll lawns after frost, 
using a heavy roller, Poor lawns may be manured with 

ny kind of manurn which is handy. Walks may In- 
turned over nml rolled down firm again. Many roads and 

walks are badly- made. 

Fruit Garden. 

I'sc the earners-lullr pencil daily to Strawberries which 
arc opening their blossoms. Most people thin the fruit 
nflcr the? are set, but when the blossoms are numerous it 
relieves the plants more to thin the blossoms, leaving the 
strongest blossoms on the largest clusters lo set. The la st 
time to artificially fertilise is about ten or eleven a.iu., or as 
soon ns the pollen is dry, which can la- ascertained by 
examining the flowers. The blossoms of the early Peaches 
are setting freely where the red-spider was kept down last 

summer. Disbud the young shoots when about an inch 
long, taking off the foreright shoots first, The young 
fruits should l«- thinned, if numerous, when as large as 
Marrow Pens. They are sometimes left longer, lull it 
leads to exhaustion. Peaches on walls may be pruned and 
trained now. Many trees nre injured by leaving in loo 
much wood. Year after year this statement is made and 
vet the same mistake occurs, so difficult is it for those 

who have been long working ill a bad way to get out of the 
old groove. The young shoots of Peaches should not Re¬ 

trained nearer than -I inches, nnd even this space does not 
leave much room for the foliage. Plant Melons lor an early 
crop where there is a warm-house. Very early hot-lied 
culture involves a good deal of labour and care to kc 
temperature right. Karly Melons in a yvarni-houst 

very well in pols, They succeed well in any forcin 
where a night temperature of lift degs. is kept up 
will do better inn house by themselves, lull this 
always lie allowed, mid a few- early fruits may be c 
from pot plants. 

Vegetable Garden. 
The prices of seeds will be found a little higher than 

usual this year in consequence of last season's drought, 
but their growth will, I think, be found all right. I have 

never advocated the purchase of cheap seeds, but in the 
matter of Peas the good old kinds will lie the best nnd 
cheapest lo buy Ibis season. Blue Scimitar was largely 
gtow-11 ns n main-crop kind many y ears ago, and it is n 
good Pea anil must be grown somewhere as it still flnds a 
place in the seedsman's list,'and is minted at a very 
low price. Waterloo Marrow, Hundredfold, Prizetaker, 
taxtou's Supreme, Redman's Imperial, Champion of 

id, anil — - Kngln Kssox Rival, nre all good Peas, though not 
tli 1 those whose purses are slender may buy tl 

advantage. Veitch's Perfection, No Plus l Urn, Duke of 
Albany, Stratagem, and American Wonder, nre dearer. 
Seed potatoes should on the whole Is- cheaper as the crops 

have been good and free from disease. One of tin- best 
early Potatoes is Myatl's Prolific. It crops better Ilian 
Sharp's Victor, or the old Ashloaf, but is a few days later. 
Beauty of Hebron Is still one of the most, useful of the 
American section. Snowdrop nnd Schoolmaster are also 

good, and Magnum Boniim nnd Imperalum still hold their 
own as late varieties, anti sets of these kinds may be 
obtained at a reasonable rate. It is a good plan to buy- 
seed Potatoes, especially early varieties, in good time, anil 

tu>read them out then to get the main eyes strong. 
This is a good time to make up hot-beds for Cucumber ami 
Melons where there is no early house for them. Rods for 
Potatoes may be made now. Horn Carrots, Radishes, 
tatlucos, nml Cauliflowers will soon germinate in the 
hot-bed now. Start Tomatoes nml Cucumbers in the 
warm-house. The trust, though severe, did not last long 

enough to do much harm. E. Hntui.VY, 

Work In tho Town Garden. 

- liot-bed is a very useful thing in any garden durinfc 
I SpKng-time, ami may he started at all 

bwL. If to be used for raising early' 

heat has go 

able amount of heat the Tomatoes and 
leruled a little. Manure is fortu¬ 

nately plcnlitul nnd cheap in towns, and when it is Iiropcrly prepared nml the lied well managed heat of this 
;ind affords excellent results—the very bust indeed. But 

without some amount of experience things are very apt to 
go wrong -the heat is loo strong or fades too rapidly, or 
there is loo much steam and the tender seedlings 'lamp 
off. Du the whole, 1 would just as soon have a nice bis I of 
Cocoa-nut-flbre on a sheet or two of galvanised (corrugated) 

iron, flxed just over two or three rows of hot-water pip' s 
in a ivell-heatcd house, as in this way the heat is more 
steady and damp seldom if ever troublesome, unless serious 
errors in watering are made. The iron should, however, 
always have a good coat of hot lime lie-forehand, as it is ol 

a sour nature and may otherwise do some amount of harm. 
The handy little propagators heated by means of au oil- 
lamp are also very useful in a small wav, but in very 
smoky places do not begin propagating too early. Cuttings 
and dclioatcsecdlingswill usually-do much better in March 

than in January or February either, unless with the best 
of appliances and skilful care. Always place- small 

seislhng plants of all kinds on a shelf within a foot of the 
glass as soon as they are fairly up, to prevent tlirir 111-coming' 
drawn and weak ; and especially if they stand thickly, the 
s.mner they- nre pricked off into pans or Isixes the better. 
II v ery small the easiest plan is lo transplant them in little- 

clumps llrst, and separate them when stronger, h--- p 
all plants in both the greenhouse and windows scriipnlou.xly- 

clcan now, and the glassi-lean also, so as to obtain the 
maximum of light- As inserts will soon begin to incre-as-.- 
again, belter get rid of even n few in good time and thus 
sue endless work nnd bother by -and live. Strong 
Carnations in small pots should be shiftisl into the llowet 

ing sizes as soon nN possible. Hood single plants may In¬ 
grown in the fi inch size. B. C. It. 

THE COMING WEEK'S WORK. 

Extracts from a Gaflcn Diary from .limitary 

-itli to /•'i hntari/ 3nl. 

As one advances in life how the lime seems to fly I We 
have no sooner completed one o|H-ration than others of 
equal importance are waiting. We have scarcely finished 
cutting the late (.rapes from the late Vines when Ihenctvom-s 

on the pot Vines are ready for thinning. Tin- (irape-room 
is a most useful institution, bate Crapes will keep Ik-Hit 
with the ends of the shoots in hollies of water than on the 
Vines, simply because lliu conditions ns lo temperature, 
ventilation, tic., are more regular, null it is nlso an 

advantage lo reduce, tone down, ns it were, the light where 
drapes nre hanging, and then where the Crapes nre cut 
the Vines are pruned, and the borders lop-dr 

le ready for starting in March. If tin- lute 

ff-tl' 
mil 

I w it 

llfht 
le apparatus site even if not otherwise 

along the Peaches and Aprii-ots on the 
tning of these is always left till the bulls are 

moving, because there is then no difficulty in cutting lo a 
wood-bud to insure a leading shoot. Without a leading 
shoot any fruits which set on the shoot will fail and drop 
before they are ripe. The young shoots intended to carry 
this year's crop are left at from I inches to II Inches apart, 

and fi inches are better than -I Inches. Most of us leave too 
much wood on the trees. I have left off painting Peach- 
trees. A wash with a strong solution ( I oz. to the gallon) 
of dishursl Compound answers every purpose. Tins may¬ 

be applied vvltb a soft S|Kingo lo the young branches, nnd 
a brush is us-sl for the trunk nnd the main branches. 

doted the branches are trained, 
nailed lo the wall with shreds, 

lied or nailed care is taken that 
gilt, ns there must lie space for 

11 ns the training is finished it will lie 
that Huy arc in a 

proper condition for use when wanted to shelter tho 
blossoms. Rearranged the conservatory. I have got over 
the time now when there is any danger of a scarcity of 
flowers, forced things are coming in and tin early 

Pelargoniums will soon he showing colour. Years ago t 
used lo grow a hit of an old reil variety limned (-amulet, 
nnd a light i-oloured sort named ullrn multi flora ; hut I 

have lost sight of these now ; other and better sorts have 
taken their places. Tlicreare slill plenty of flowers on tho 
Ivy Pelargoniums trained up in a light part of the house, 
Madame Crousse being the best one for this work, as it 

is not only free in growth, but blossoms abundantly. I 
think I have never had Kreesias better than they nre now, 
and they have been grown without the least fiitofwhat 
may be called forcing. The temperature of the house in 
which they were kept till they came into blossom never 
exceeded degs. These bulbs are invaluable to all 
having a greenhouse. A group now thinly garnished with 
Maiden hair Kerns is very charming, and the fragranc e 

emitted reminds one of spring, fumigated Tea Rose-house. 
Where do tin- green-fly come from? Soft-soap or Sun¬ 
light soap, which ns a cleanser I consider better, has lieen 
used freely over ami among the plant, nml yet us soon ns 
the new growth moves there are flies, and one lias to lie 
constantly 011 the alert lo keep plants clean. 
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lo keep 1 

Ihl*\ , 

erwed nn-1 

cries are 
iipli-.xl, and then 

Tin 

leep the When tin wa- •liiiitf is core 

• will do either ti«sl to the wires c 

•'•house 
. Thev 
eftllllOt 

ihtained 

Whether the' 
tin- ligatures 
urolith. As 

time to look 

1-ranches nr- 
in not too 

soon ns tli 
over the 11 

hoO.-Crickets In a greenhouse.—'There are, I 
traps advertised for catching such pests, 

r used them. I used to kill them, also 
klieetles, ,-y-c., with the rind of Cucumber, 
if ten go anywhere near it, having an 
r apparently of this " bait." Of course, 

-uric stmsi about in basins or small niar- 
enticc a large number. They have a 

pveiul fondness for sweet things.—C. T. 

Drawings for " Gardening."—Readers will 
kindly remember that ice arc glad to get specimens of 

beaut if lit f>r rare forcers and good fruits ami vegetables 
ft/f\9Ymdnt£)\yV‘' drawings so untile will be em/raced in 
"< bes!_ manner and will appear in due course in 

heli.i 1 , certain tra is udx 
but 1 haif never used 
coekronehes, hluekheetles, 

Thev will not oil •n go 
instim live horror! ppare 
Hiiirnn beer or Irca le Ht<N 

nialadf Jars will 1 ntic<- 
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ROSES. 

SCOTCH BRIERS. 

Thk varieties of our native Kosa spinosissima 
are (piite hardy, and if only the ground be well 
broken up and manured when the plants are first 
put in, Scotch Briers are better able to take 

care of themselves than any other kind of Rose 
of garden origin. Climbing Koscs want training 
and tying; Hybrid Perpetuals require pruning 
and mulching, not to mention the Keeping down 
of aphis and mildew : Teas and Noisettes need 
protection in winter, but Scotch Roses, if care¬ 
fully planted at first on their own roots, need 
neither pruning nor protection, training nor 

top-dressing, are vict ims to neither green-fly nor 
mildew, and, in fact, may be trusted to thrive 
without any special attention for a considerable 
number of years. These Roses are not at all I (articular as to soil, but if it is very poor a 

iglit mulching of short manure in November 
will keep them in good condit ion. They should 

lie planted in a place by themselves, when they 
will throw up their spino-eoverod suckers freely 
from the Imsc, and soon entirely cover the 
ground, and as they do not grow more than 
•2 feet, or at most .'1 feet, in height, they thus 
make a very ornamental mass, flowering freely 
at every joint. Indeed, their freedom of 

flowering tends indirectly to render them 

maintained in the globular flowers of the more 

double varieties, while in soils and situations 
where the successful cultivation of most other 
Roses would be hopeless, flourishing plants and 

flowers in abundance may be had of the .Seotch 
Briers. G. 

.->32.-). Climbing Roses in pots. -You 
need do simply nothing to the plants, either in 

the way of mulching or pruning. When the 
shoots you mentioned have bloomed, cut them 
back to about ti iuchcB from the latsc and keep 
the resulting growths us clean and healthy as 
you can. They will then bloom well the follow¬ 
ing year. Always avoid heavy feeding, in the 
form of mulohing and liquid-manures, until the 
soil is somewhat exhausted. Plants thrive 
better when their food is assimilated almost as 
applied, and the overabundance too many ama- 
tcui's atlect is often the cause of partial failures. 
-P. U. 

3331.—Marechal Niel Rose —A pot 
0 inches in diameter is not large enough to get 
this Rose to flower in satisfactorily, nor will you 
get a full measure of success from one 3 inches 
larger. You would do better by putting it into 
a large Rhubarb-pot, as you suggest, if you can 
find room for it in any other position in the 
house than under the stage. With regard to 
the st ick losing its bark and looking rusty, 
that is not of much consequence. It will be 

Rose "S.-otcIi Brier." 

essentially garden Roses, as opposed to Roses 
for cutting, for in addition to their innu¬ 

merable thorns, which make them some¬ 
what uncomfortable subjects to handle, the 

flowers are so freely produced that they are 
liable to be inconveniently short-stalked, unless 
an entire wreath bo gathered. It is true that 
the Scotch Briers are only summer-flowering, 
But then their delightfully fragrant flowcm 
come so long before the generality of garden 
Roses that they are especially welcome. More¬ 
over, 

t )n k ok tiik prkttikst and most sweet-scented 
varieties is a perpetual, blooming a second time 
in autumn. This variety was raised at Stan- 
well, and distributed under the nnmo of the 
Stnnwell Perpetual. In habit and appearance 

it is not very different from the summor- 
flowering varieties, but its pretty globular blush 
flowers, of a most delicious fragrance, are freely 
produced both early and late, it I icing no un¬ 
common thing to find them in good condition 
during October. Numerous varieties have been 
distributed at various times. These Roses are 

now hardly ever referred to or even obtainable 
by name, being, as a rule, merely described 
according to colour, as white, pink, yellow, Ac. 
There arc, unfortunately, in cultivation many 
very dingy-coloured varieties, which have got 
these Roses a bad reputation from a decorative 
point of view. Nothing can be more charming 
than a mass of these dwarf, delightfully frq^rant 
and very hardy Roses, whose.budg ara in 

turc the perfection of form,-aLquality Jw 

better, however, if when repotting it you bury 
the whole of the stock and about 2 inches 

of the stem of the Rose. If you make a border 
for the roots you may plant it in the conserva¬ 
tory, ami the growth may lie trained to the 
wall until it reaches the glass ; but whether the 
growth on the wall will flower depends on how 
much light and air reaches it to ripen it. There 
is no reason, however, why you should not suc¬ 
ceed with it in the span-root house if you give 
the plant more root space in a fairly light posi¬ 
tion. I may here tell you that 1 quite agree 
with “.J.V statement that the only profitable 
way of growing this Rose is to plant it out in a 
border of good soil.—J. C. U. 

f>221.— Rosa rugosa on a lawn. -1 sup 
jiose from your query that you lire doubtful 
whether it would do to allow the turf close up 
to the stems of the Roses. The roots of Grass 
jicnetrate to an almost incredible depth, so that 
they naturally rob the soil to the disadvantage 
of the Rose. A further reason why I would 
not, have the turf quite close to the plants lies in 
the great benefits accruing from slight surface 
culture ; this is obviously impossible without 

injury to the turf; therefore, keep a neat and 
well defined edge around the plants.—P. U. 

- This Rose would tnko no harm from 
having the turf up to the stem, but it would be 
better to have a space of soil round the bush, ns 
then a tot-dressing of manure or a good soaking 

ijp be given during the summer 

lie case of all trees, the bett^tj 

is to let there lie no Grass immediately round 

the stem, and the reason is obvious, as turf 
keeps away light, the freshening influence of 
rains, and deprives the roots of a certain 
measure of sustenance. (J. T. 

-This is such a vigorous-growing Rose Hint it docs 
not mailer much whether tort should be removed from 

over the roots or not. In Hie ease of any other Rose it is 
desirable to do so. - J. C. C, 

- When a good-sized hush has been formed the roots 
may lie turfed over without injury ; hut lo guard against 
injury from the mowing-machine it may |ierhn|>a not lie 
advisable to lurf (dose up lo the stem.—K. II. 

5327.—Roses in loots. —The Roses will 
not take any harm from the treatment,although 
they would have been all the better if they had 
heen left out in the open for another two 
months, if the frost had been kept from the 
pots. The top-dressing, at the time you state, 
with guano was a mistake. If you had waited 
until they had shown their flower-buds it would 
have done more good. I like to prune and 
top-dress II. P. Roses growing in pots, that are 
not to bo forced early, about the middle of 
December, and unless they tail have quite a 
cool-house, they are heller in the open air. 
The bulbs and the Roses will do very wel 

together.—J. G. C. 

- 1 do not see how “ Londonderry ” could 
possibly have done bettor than he has. Roses 
and the bulbs lie names are eminently suited for 
the same temperatures. Avoid too great, heat 
for a time longer, and then attend to watering 
and syringing the young Rose growth, and 1 feci 
sure lie will realise a highly creditable and satis¬ 
factory crop of bloom. 1 would keep as near lo 
the following temperature as possible : Night, 
•in degs. to 50 degs. : day, 50 dogs, to (15 (legs. 
Much of this must depend upon the weather, the 
higher points being reached upon mild and 
blight periods.—P. U. 

532N.—Forcing Rosea for cut bloom. 
—Unfortunately 1 cannot put my hand upon an 

issue for Dee. 30, so cannot answer “M. H.’s” 
query so fully ns I would wish. Under these 
eireiimstancts I can only ask him to kindly 
repeat his query if the following does not sulliee. 
('limbing Roses of the Marechal Niel typo may 
lie planted (i feet or N feet njiart, and limited to 
three rods each. This will give 2 feet of rooting 
to each rod. When in pots or the side borders, 

I would arrange them so as to alibi'd this space 
to each rod ; hill in the ease of pot plants one 

rod to each would lie sufficient ; thus needing 
about three linns the number of plants.— 

P. U._ 

5276. Making a propagator.—A cheap 
and simple propagator for raising seeds, Ac., 
may lie mode in the following way : Take a 
naekiiig-easc about 15 inches deep ; remove tho 
lid, and nail a piece of sheet iron (which can ho 
bought from any ironmonger's) in its place. 
Next cut a piece out of the side of the box largo 
enough to let the lamp pass in and out; this 
must bo covered over with a door to keep the 
warmth in, but holes must be bored round tho 
top of the box for ventilation. On the top of 
this another box must lie put the same size, or 

smaller than the first, 7 inches deep in front, 
and sloping slightly up. This must lie covered 
by a light, which can lie made by anynno with 

a saw, a screw-driver, and some screws. To 
make it cut some strips of wood (port of the lid 
of the 1k>x would do), two strips 2 inches wide 

and the same length as the box, add two more 
strips 2 inches wide, and 2 inches shorter than 
the width of the top of the box. Next cut two 
strips I A inches wide, and 4 inches longer than 
the end strips, and one strip, l.\ inches wide, 
•Screw t hem together (irmly, and hinge the light 
on to the top of the propagator. If the space 
seems too big to be Idled by one pane of glass 
or more, sash-liars may bo liiado of two 
strips. The lamp for the propagator should 
have a low tin tank, a duplex burner, and a 
glass chimney. It would cost about 3s. 6d. at 
an ironmonger's. Ordinary paraffin lamp-oil is 
the best to use, and if any carbon which has 
collected on the sheet iron is rubbed oil’ when¬ 
ever the lamp is trimmed it will do no harm. 
The top box of the propagator must be filled 
with sand, Moss, Cocoa-nut-fibre refuse, small 
pieces of turf, or anything that will hold mois- 

turo (fyn tog-,1. for seeds, Ao„ must be 

iteKfelLLINoTrM *’■' p 
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HOUSE Sc WINDOW GARDENING, autumn they must betaken into the greenhouse, 
_ and in due time the berries will assume their 

5301. —Creeper for a window —The proper brilliant colour. 11. 

dwarf forms of Nasturtiums are wonderfully - 

showy when hanging over the front of window- 5201).—Table plants.—There is no general 
boxes, as also arc Petunias. As you want a rule as to the height of these now. Many years 
variety the Canary Creeper is very suitable, so ago, when prizes were offered by the Royal 
is the little evergreen Virginian Creeper. Horticultural Society, the rule was for the plants 
Nieremborgia gracilis is exceedingly free to be grown as standards with 18 inches of clear 
flowering, and quite a change from other plants, stem, so that the guests coidd see each other 

Convolvulus major in variety is frequently used beneath the foliage; but such plants were 
for this purpose, and in sheltered windows the gawky and inartistic, and nobody of any weight 
drooping forms of the Tuberous-rooted Begonias followed the lead, and the most useful plants 
will not fail to please you. Add to these the now are Feathery Palms, with small variegated 
trailing forms of Ivy-leaf Ccraniums and you Grasses, and similar light, graceful things of 

have a good variety.—J. C. C. different heights to suit different tables and 

-Creeping Jenny (l.yulmachla Numimilnria) is a positions, and a good deal is done with foliage 
capital plant tor coverin',; the fronts of boxes in towns. Ivy- and (lowers on the clothes. In growing table 
leavol Pelargoniums, Lobelias, and Nasturtiums are all plants for exhibition sometimes the schedule 
useful.—b. II. *. . .» i*i .1 iii 

. . , states the size which must ho exceeded, or else 
T“® best of all flowortng plants to hang thcy arc Co„iin„l to a p.riicukr aim of pot 

over the sides of a window-box is the Ivy-leaved Tho poUj U8„ally selected for table plants are 
Pelargonium, which is well adapted for the jnchcs in diameter, but H is often found that 
purpose, its long shoots being wreathed with Maiden-hair and other Ferns may be used in 
flowers through the boat part of the season. It is stiU smnHor |)0ts with great advantage, and such 
most satisfactory in every way. J he Creep* things as Fittonisus and Mosses mav he used in 
ing Jenny is another good plant to use, and if pans for a rhangc — K II 
you plant good pieces they will grow quickly, __ Ym, Illli<u. ,.(ltir,.lv iri „ 
and hang down over the box; their green shoots Ag (nr as , kll„w, and I am a-iimim-l wiili il„- 
are enriched with yellow flowers in the summer, majority of societies, th. ro is no - o h rnlo, Imt many 
Or you could get some of the small-leaved Ivies, societies have their . haraotoristio.-. n would he well 

and these arc less stetvotvp,. There arc also 

Campanulas, as C. tsopltylla alba, C. carpatica are a bindrat. to conversation between guests al 
alba, orC. garganica ; but these will not grow so dinner.—0. T. 

quickly nor make such a perennial show, so to - I never heard of any rule limiting the 
say, as the Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums.—C. T. height of table plants, although it is well under- 

Mil.—Room plants nipped by frost.-Take tho stood by good judges that they should not lie 
plants to a warm greenhouse if there is one for a time till too dwarf or too tall. Twelve inches above the 
new growth u obtained. If no such convenience exists , • f .,i . f,,11,•pi,,, „ 
keep the roots Just a little drier and wait patiently. Tho P°t “ a. sale rule t o follow. 1 lie safest plan t., 
plants will prohal.ly shoot up again from the Imt tom if not adopt is to consult the rules of I ho particular 
too Isidly frozen.—B. II. show you intend to exhibit at. If no height is 

- 1 am sorry for your mishap, as I am given you may follow your own inclinations. 
afraid that tho prospect of a good bloom is You must, however, understand that there arc 

destroyed. Your only plan is to remove tile other points beside^ the height that have to be Idants, if possible, to a greenhouse, moderately considered. J. C. C. 

tea ted—sullieiently so, at any rate, to keep out - I have not heard of any rule as to the 

frost. They will start again, and it depends height that table plants shall lie at any exhibi¬ 
tion to what extent they were damaged as ro- tion. This is a matter always left to the discre- 
gar.ls future blooming. From your query I am tion of the exhibitor. Koine judges favour very 
afraid it is hopeless. Remove the dead leaves, small plants, not more than !) inches high from 

INDOOR PLANTS, 

CAPE PELARGONIUMS. 

Wk very seldom meet with these most useful 
winter-blooming plants now. Some ten years 
ago I had a fairly good collection, and I have 

seen them in fine form at Messrs. Cannells’ 
nursery a few years batik. I do not remember 

just how 1 lost my own, but they are all gone 
now. Their extreme usefulness was very 
forcibly brought to my mind when looking over 

Capo Pelargonium " Pretty Polly 

a neighbouring garden at Christmas. In every 
respect these are unique and showy little 
plants; they arc bulbous rooted, have very 
pronounced prickles, and the foliage is almost 

as strongly perfumed as the Oak-leaf and other 
scented Pelargoniums. P. ochiuatuin, the 

type, was introduced from the Cape of Good 
llope about a century back, and lias trusses 
of white flowers, spotted and striped with deep 
maroon upon the upper petals. A variety of 
this under tho name of Spotted Gent has roay- 
inagenta as a ground colour, and is spotted with 
deep-crimson. 11 is a more compact- truss, but 

not so close habited a plant. Pixie. Beauty, 
Ariel, and Pretty Polly (here figured) are till 
distinct and good. I do not know how to 
describe the flowers of Ariel better than liken¬ 

ing them to trusses of the old Unique, only 
more chaste iu form and colouring. All 

through the late autumn and winter these Pelar¬ 
goniums arc most profuse flowering. When 
spring flowers are plentiful, strike the young 
growths like the ordinary Pelargonium, and 
grow them on freely. I used to stand 

Berried Solatium. 
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varieties, Chimonanthus fragrans, Myrtles—in 
fact, a vast number of subjects are quite suit¬ 
able for an unhcated house and will form 
attractive companions to the Roses. The 
liouvardias, for instance, would make new 
growths from older wood which was sufficiently 
hard to stand a slight frost.—P. U. 

5313. — A saddle boiler.—By “some other 
material, ” I suppose you mean asltcstos ; but I 

do not think -in fact,' I am sure—that it is im¬ 
possible to heat a saddle boiler satisfactorily in 
this way. A properly • constructed copper 
boiler would give far better results, however, at 
much less cost, certainly, when the cubic con¬ 
tents of the houses exceed a thousand cubic feet, 
as in this ease. You had better get a good 

catalogue of gas-boating apparatuses. —B. (J. K. 

- Probably with a very great waste of heat 
any sort of boiler could l>e heated with gas, but 
the proper thing is to have a boiler constructed 
on purpose for gas. 1 cannot, however, advise 
you t<» attempt the use of gas in this cuso ; it 

would be much too costly. With a saddle boiler 
properly sot and good coke or anthracite coal 

you can heat the two houses more economically 
than by any other means. You had better call 

in a skilful engineer in the first place to advise 
you about the position for the boiler and pipes. 

5266. — Coleus-cuttings. — These wil1 
strike freely at any time of the year; but if 
wanted for the summer conservatory decoration 
I should advise " J. F. J.” to take his cuttings 
in the middle of the following month (February), 
as they will strike quicker and make better 

specimens than if inserted now, for if taken too 
early, one stands the risk of losing their under- 
loaves, which spoils the appearance of the plant. 

Coleuses thrive well in a compost of one-half 
good loam, one-fourth thoroughly rotted cow- 
manure, and one-fourth good leaf-soil, with 
addition of a little sharp sand to keep the whole 
porous. (irout care must be taken that the 
plants nevor sutler for want of water. Cuttings 

are best inserted separately in small pots, 
placcil on a bottom-heat of 7< > degs. As soon as 

the roots touch the side of the pots they may be 
shifted into larger ones, pinching out tlie end of 
the shoots occasionally to sccuru bushy plants. 
When well established a little liquid-manure is 
very beneficial.—F. T. 

5305.—Treatment of Oannas. — Turn 
the plants out of the pots, remove all the soil 

from the roots, and divide them. By pulling 
them into pieces, every bit with a root attached 
will grow and make nice plants in a few months' 

time. Place each piece separately in pots of 
suitable size ; those in which the roots will go 
comfortably are large enough. A compost of 
loam and leaf - mould failing this latter, 
horse-manure will answer with a little peat 
added—three parts of loam to one part of the 
leaf-mould, adding sharp silver-sand, according 
to the state of the loam, heavy or light. .Stand 
the plants in the greenhouse, giving just suffi¬ 
cient water to prevent the soil becoming quite 
dry until growth is fairly on the move, when 

abundance of water will be advantageous. Do 
not dry them off with the idea of losing their 
leaves; the plants cannot carry too much 

foliage. When the slants arc freely growing 
during the summer syringe the leaves once a day 
at least ; this will keep them healthy, uud free 
from dust anil insect pests. S. P. 

- Divide the roots into pieces consisting 
of one strong crown, or two or three smaller 
ones, pot them singly in 3-inch or 4-inch pots, 
using good rich sandy loam, and start them in a 
gentle hot bed, or in any warm-|iousu or pit. 
Shift on as required, harden off in May, and 
plant out early in June in deep, rich soil and a 
sunny situation. The plants would have been 
all the better for going to rest for a short time, 

but it will not make very much difference to the 
growth. There is time enough to divide them 

yet. March will be quite soon enough, especially 
if you have not much heat at present.—B. C. It, 

5314. —Plants in a cold frame. -I 
wonder you have been able to keep “Geraniums” 
in a cold frame without artificial heat, unless 

you protected well, but take care in the future. 
S ou must not let any of the things mentioned get 
dust-dry, particularly the Ferns and Chrysanthe¬ 
mums. On mild days, such as the yJSrSBent, 

dry for any length of time they never recover Ac. In the latter we get a strong tinge of 
satisfactorily, and always feel the effects of this tropical verdure to the arrangements by 
neglect. Still, be careful not to go to the other employing Palms, Pandanads, Strolitzias, 
extreme, and splash the water about anyhow, as Brownias, Ac. ; some of the Tree and other Ferns 
this engenders damp, which mcaus, in the winter can be tried. The great mistake made in 
in particular, decay.—T. winter gardens is overcrowding ; it is often just 

5310.-Sowing seeds of Callas, &c. Lhu 8an,,e hu.re “ in ou‘dof>r planting, thinning 
-The seeds of the Callas may be sown in the » not done in lime, and the whole degenerates 

hot-bed utany time now. If wollgrown they may mto a T?'T Uinfe'le' .Ultimately something 
flower next year, or some of them. I have had ’n“t 1m: lak.en a'vay> .wi.tJ' resu!1 °f more 
them flower in twelve months from the seed, fulV, CXP°“'« debilitated specimens. So 
but the flowers arc generally small on seedlings avo,tl overcrowding and plant well in the first 

at first. Seeds of Genistas mav lie sown in the 'usll,l"c?1,n ?«>'>• It is scarcely necessary 

hot-lied or in a warm greenhouse any time lo. * wcl1 l.he woa and advantages of a 
during spring. All the plants named may lie "'lnter. garden ; its name sufficient ly indicates 
bought cheaply now._F. II j the end and aim of its existence—a place of resort 

® ., “ . when inclination, health, or weather forbids 
- -Sow the seed at any tunc now in a pan wandering far from home. The annexed illus- 

of sandy loam and peat, placing m heat and trillion gives a good general idea of the arrange- 
keeping moist. I lie plants wilT probably not ments of a small winter garden. ' C. 
flower till the third year at least. Scuds of the 
Genista should bo sown in March or April, using 
sandy loam and leaf-mould ; seedling plants do LlDOma fiorlbunda ion would 
not bloom so soon or so freely as those from scarcely succeed with this in an unheated 
cuttings. If vmi want a large or considerable house as regards winter blooming, To get 

number, the best time to buy them would pr .b- I|,1H wc '"'cd a temperature of 5X1 .legs. In 
ably be in the autumn, when such things can 'legs. It will bloom in the early spring with- 

often be picked up at the large trade sales very lcl"- penrhosicnsis (or penrhosiana) is 
reasonably._B. (J. K. by no means the same as L. flonbunda. The 

leaves are more acute, and the whole flower 
much brighter than the one heading this note. 

WINTHlt GARDF.N.S. In the winter it is a deep fiery-red, and at no 

Nothin.! is more pleasing in the whole range of >>»><• yc",,w oran8® f""1"1 '» 
gardening than the effects which may bo pro- “• "onbunda. 1 . U. 

duccd in a tastefully-arranged and well kept 5323. —Fumigating.—1The best of all 
winter garden. We are therein enabled to give fumigators is an old sieve, having a coarse mesh 
some slight idea of the general aspect of tropical through which the air can easily blow when 
and other vegetation. The house itself need ! the sieve is placed on two 6-inch pots on 
not necessarily be a large one ; indeed, one of the floor of the house. The advantage of a 
the prettiest winter gardens I ever saw was very , sieve over any other utcnBil is that a greater 
small. It had been built for a lady in infirm area is employed for the smoke to ascend from, 
health, and was attached to the dwelling-house. If a few hot cinders are placed all over the 
In it was nothing rare or tender, but the sub- sieve and covered with Tobacco-paper, slightly 
jects wore suitable, tastefully arranged, and the damped, a large body of cool smoke will issue 

hands of the owner herself sept them healthy from the sieve and oiiickly fill a large house, 
and clean by means of frequent washings and The point is not to allow the Toboceo-naper to 

spongings. Many an hour was thus pleasantly blaze : if so the smoke becomes heated, and is 
spoilt in the exercise of a loving care which had t hus injurious to the foliage operated upon, 
its reward in the bright appearance of the While fumigating a house water should always 

bu handy; in fact, it is 
best to have a small 

water - pot handy 
w th a fine rose on 
it, und upon the 
first sign of the 
Tobacco-paper blaz¬ 
ing sprinkle tho 
whole with water. 
Covering the To¬ 
bacco when burning 
with freshly-gather¬ 
ed damp IVfoss is 
a good preventive 
from burning. Thera 
is nothing so effi¬ 
cacious as thorough¬ 

ly good Tobacco- 
paper bought at a 
reasonable price; 
that which is sold 
at a low figure is 
seldom of much use. 

S.'l*. 

■- You should 
not have accidents 
with tho flower-pot, 
if you tnko care; 
but tho way I used 
to fumigate was to 
get an old can and 

make a fair - sized 
hole at the bottom in 

, . tho side. If tho 
Mew in » winter Knr.l.-... Tobacco - paper is 

not too dry it will 
plants. Winter gardens may lie placed i not flare up, but there is a special contri- 
in two categories viz., those in which vanee. now which you can purchase, I believe, 

lieat is only applied to exclude frost, cheaply. You inako everything right before- 
and those wherein a regular comfortably warm hand, put it into the house, and leave it 
temperature is maintained. It will naturally there, without fear of mishaps. Of course, in 

View in a winter gnr<U-ii. 

plants. Winter gardens may 

in two categories—viz., those 

bo seen that the plants used for the two places 
must be somewhat different in character. In 
the former we must rely upon the inhabitants 
of temperate climes, but which we cannot well wholesome.—C. T. 

the case of tho old-fashioned can or pot 
attention is constantly required and entering 
a houseful of smoke is neither pleasant nor 

a good opportunity is|gjye^i2%^’s(t|erifc 
If the Chrysanthemums are permitted to) 

giwt^ear through in the open air in this JUSTUS 

tCaZr/iit i...- - * i Ferns, Camellias, Azaleas, 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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FRUIT. little ; hut if there is no “bock-hone” to the 
border, or, in other words, the soil is of a light, 

lion-retentive character, a partial or complete 
failure soon results. A mistake very commonly 
made is the selection of what promise to 1st 
large hunches, but which only too frequently 
end in liecoining mere frameworks. Instead of 

selecting the largest bunches that show, the 
wiser plan is to cut these oil' and save others 
considerably smaller. Better have a fairly 

:.~.'V crop of bunches from 1 k lb. to 21b. in 
weight than a small number of great clusters 
badly furnished with fully-grown berries, and 

which are therefore an eyesore rather than a 
pleasure to the grower. Occasionally 

Extra i.Aunt:, wei.t.-skt hunches may lie 

met with, but, as a rule, the berries are nearer 
red than black in colour, while the majority of 
large clusters give signs of having had far too 

many small or stoneless lierriescut out of them. 
The small hunches, besides setting and colour¬ 
ing the most surely, are the least liable to 
shanking—another had failing of the variety. 

There ought, then, to lie no hesitation about 
either cutting away the large branching clusters, 
or reducing them considerably, this being done 
liefore the flowering period arrives. While 
they arc in flower, a somewhat high night 

temperature, or, say, not lower than (Id degs., 
should lie maintained, and towards midday 

artilicial fertilisation ought to be resorted to. 
Supposing the Vines are in a house with Black 

Hamburgh, Madresfield Court, Black Alicante, 
or other free-setting varieties, some of the 
pollen from these may well be transferred to 
the stigmas of the Muscat Hamburgh flowers, 
this being done either with the soft palm of the 
hand, or, if the hand is too rough and hard for 

this to lie done in safety, a rabbit's tail may bo 
used instead. If the roots are kept active near 
the surface and overcropping is avoided, these 

medium-sized to Binall bunches will colour per¬ 
fectly in an airy house and no shanking bo 

CRAPE MUSCAT HAMBURGH, 

nneli to be regretted that this high-class 
is often unreliable. At its best it is of 

; appearance, and is so much appreciated 

would rightly l>e placed before anv other 
variety in open competition, the Muscat 
r and aroma l>eing even litoro pronounced 
n the ease of the Muscat of Alexandria, 

nrron in his “ Vine Culture under (>lass ” 
that it is a very old variety. For a t ime | heav 
lost sight of, 'but was again brought into 

tence by Mr. Snow, who named it Snow's 

A little chaff mixed with the clay in the temper¬ 
ing will make it hold together and prevent 
cracking. Successful grafting or budding is 
very much a matter of selecting the right 

time. The best time for grafting is just after 
tin- sap has commenced its upward movement in 
March. Nome seasons grafting may lie done 
early in March, and occasionally it mav lie done 
to bet ter advantage in April. Meet tfie sap in 
its full flow, ami very few grafts will fail. In 

the grafting of large frees the tops should lie 
sawn oil to within a foot or so of the place where 
the grafts will jie inserted before the sap begins 
to rise. For instance, all trees intended to be 
grafted this coming season should be cut back 
now, and tlm scions should be cut from the trees 
intended to lie used as grafts and laid in under 
a north wall to keep the buds from starting, as 

it is better for the stock to lie in advance of the 
graft. Whip-grafting is not suitable for large 
trees to meet such eases. Cleft, wedge, or rind- 
grafting is adopted ; and usually two or more 

grafts arc placed on each branch according to its 
size. In wedge-grafting a niche is cut in the 
top of the stock across its centre downwards. 
The saw should lie set wide for this work. The 
grafts are made in the shape of a wedge, and 
may lie of more than one year’s growth, and are 

driven in tight, one on each side of the stock, 
with the bark of each in contact. In rind- 
grafting the grafts are cut smooth on one side, 
the bark is removed on the other, and the 

grafts are then thrust down lictween the liark 
and the wood, the smooth, flat side being next 
the wood. In windy places it is necessary to 
secure the grafts with sticks us soon as they 
begin to grow, ns the wind may dislodge some 
of them. —E. H. 

.~:t17.—An old Pear tree. -As the tree 
bore a large quant it v of fruit the roots cannot 
require pruning, which is the usual remedy to 
adopt when fruit is sparsely liorne. Nome fresh 

soil and manure ought to he worked carefully in 
amongst the roots for at least in feet away from 
the stem. If available, liquid-manure should bo 
poured on to the roots in quantity any time be¬ 

tween now and before the tree comes into bloom, 
choosing dry weal her for the work. From fifty to 
one hundred gallons would not he too much togive 
I lie tree at once ; all the roots have then a chance 

of being stimulated in consequence. The tree 
should receive nourishment also when the fruits 
are swelling. If the weather Is- dry and liquid- 
manure not available, cover the ground for 
several feet away from the stem with half 
decayed horse or row manure, and give the tree a 
i borough soaking of clear water. The juices 
from the manure will then he washed down to 
the roots. -S. I’. 

.".:M2.—Lean-to house for a Grape- 
Vine. Presuming that the Vino is growing 
against the buck wall, and is to remain there, 
Oleanders and Tea-Hoses may certainly be 
grown in the front part t but it will lie too hot 
ami sunny for a Lapageria to do much good, as 
this plant revels in shade and moisture. If the 
Vine js trained over the roof neither Hoses nor 

Oleanders will do much good ; but Lapagcrios 
or Camellias may then be grown on the back 
wall.—It. C. H. 

.'1:11:., Best market Melon. My whirr. on 
1 Ap. rii-niT, js nut to Imre* nnytlilug I" 'In with Melons 

ncrtiot. Tlit-j ,,rc ini|s>rtisl in immense quantities 
far '-In iqn-r than we can crow- litem. In nine eius-s out 
■ ■I ten (JueuinU-n will |U> Iwitvr. It. C. It. 

;• t" 1 Winter Apples. After tin sweating process 
is "'er. wmp ru-'li Apple in soli i>ii|s-r, amipaefc in barrels 
nr boxes, ami plm-e tin- Isirn-ls in a <lr» ./TTafr nr in anv 

■>304.—Pine-apples.—Queens of the age 
named should fruit this summer. As regards 
repotting something depends upon their con- 

.... Jition at the roots. A 0-inch is not a very 
Muscat Hamburgh. Being well advertised, if large pot for a strong Pine, even of the Queen 
I remember rightly, by Mr. A. Henderson, of family, which can generally lie grown in 

the old Pine-apple Nursery, there was a very smaller pots than other varieties. But if they 
great demand for planting Vines, and it was are to have a shift they should soon have it, ns 
thought that overpropagation was the principal some of them will probably soon show fruit, or, 
cause of the variety failing to do well at the at least, they could soon he made to show fruit 

outset, but a longer acquaintance with this now by lifting them out of the plunging-bed 
Muscat Hamburgh demonstrated only too con- fora time, and cooling them down, giving all 
clusively that no reliance whatever could he the extra heat afterwards: but under any 
placed on it. Hatlicr more than twenty years circumstances 65 (legs, at night need not Im 
ago, Mr. \enn, living near Bristol, caused exceeded at present.—K. H. 
some sensation among Crape growers bv show- .... 
ing repeatedly very superior hunches of a black 5321.- A Strawberry Crop.—It tssimjdy 
Muscat-flavoured Crape under the name of impossible to answer this question satisfactorily. 
Venn's Seedling. Each time I saw those The yield obtainable from 2,000 plants depends 

exhibited I was much impressed with them, not 011 O' "I*"' the soil and season, but upon 
the bunches lx-ing medium-sized and compact, your experience and treatment as well, and tho 
the lorries fairly large, oval in shape, perfectly [""notary return will lie influenced immensely 
Hack, and richly flavoured. Evidently nuiner- by the season, the kind of market you have, 
oils other gardeners also formed an equally the svstom of packing, the1 distance, ami, above 
good opinion of Venn's Seedling, as large all, the time you get tho bulk of fruit into tho 

numbers of Vines were bought, planted, and market. President and Dr Hogg arc good 

in the course of two or three seasons out out *ini'8i *ml ,MOI'° "f ^'r Paxton than the 
again owing toils soon being discovered that former are grown for market, and Noble is just 
it was an old acquaintance under a new name, now prime favourite, on account.of its curliness. 

That the true ..1,1 Muscat Hamburgh can he grown »«»*. and colour, which for market work counts 
to perfection in some few places there is no gain- far more than flavour, further, on some soils 
saying, and if we can discover what conditions '-ortaiii varieties succeed host, on others, others, 
are most suited to ' our best plan will bo to try half-a-dozen at 

Its UKqriKKMKNTS this will be a step in the h-ast of the best kinds, and sec which thrives 

right direction, os them lire iiumcroiiM gar- However, you like to send un exact 
dencre who would l»e only too pleased to description of the kind of soil you have to deal 

succeed with the variety. Mr. Coo.lucre at with, I will tell you what varieties are most 

Elvoston Castle, near Derby, has been the likely to do well.—B. C. R. 

most consistently successful with this fickle 5330. Vines fruiting in pots.—I should 
Crape, and both in his and other instances place the Vines that are planted in tho outside 
where it has done well the soil is of a some- border inside tho vinery toward the end of 

what strong, retentive character. Tho latter February, which would lie early enough for 
alone will not unsure success, hut it is an them to start into growth. In the meantime 
important factor in the matter. The variety is the house can he utilised for growing plants in, 

t-rnpu ".Muscat llnmlmr^li 

will •‘OHIO out III H|lll*l|( 
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the eaves, thus laying a foundation for the 
future fruiting of the Vines. All growths 

below the .eaves should lie rubbed off ns they 
start, thus concentrating the energy of the Vine 

into the three selected shoots. Pruning may lie 
done at once, measuring the length of stem 
required to bring it the required length above 
the eaves. No fruit should be allowed upon the 
canes this year. The pots in which the canes 
are that ore intended for fruiting at onco are 
quite large enough. A piece of turf 2 inches 

thick maybe placed around the inside edge of 
the pot to provide space for a top-dressing of 
half loam and horse-manure, with a handful of 
linely-ground bones added. Prune t he canes at 
once to within 5 feet of their base. Half-a-dozen 
bunches will lie quite enough for the Vines to 

sustain the first year, allowing but one bunch 
to each shoot. The end of February will lie 
soon enough to place the canes in the house, 
giving them a position near the front where 
the rods can lie trained up the wires at the 
front. Pinch the point out of each shoot two 
joints almvo the bunch, removing all super¬ 
fluous bunches early.—S. P. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

5300.—Japanese Chrysanthemums, 
&C.—No time should lie lost in inserting stout 
sucker-like cuttings singly in 24-inch pots in 
sandy soil, placing the pots under a hand-light 
on the stage of a cool-house. If the stage is of 
the ordinary batten type cover it with slates 
or tiles, laying on those half an inch or so of 
coal-ashes to exclude air, and provide a cool base 
for the pots to stand upon. Remove the lights 

for an hour or so every morning to dissipate 
condensed moisture from the glass and the inside 
of the lights, which is a means of preventing the 

cuttings from damping. .Shift the plants into 
larger pots as required until those fl inches in 
diameter aro reached. In these the plants arc 
to flower. At all times provide ample space for 
the plants, so that the growth will be stocky, 
and not in any way be drawn up weakly. Do 
not top the plants, but nllow them to grow 
uninterruptedly until the first natural break is 
made by the formation of a flower-bud at the 
point of the leading shoot. Remove this bud, 
and reduce the shoots which will h^vo formed 
about the bud to three, selecting the strongest, 
which are t hose nearest the apex as a rule. Pinch 
off all other growths so as to concentrate the 
whole energy of the plant into the three selected 
shoots. Place a stout stake to each plant, but 
some distance away from the stem, bo as not to 
interfere with the roots no more than is 
absolutely necessary. To the stake secure the 
growths loosely. The bud showing at the point 
of each shoot , if not before the middle of August, 
will give the best blooms. With a view to 
strengthening the selected flower-bud and assist¬ 
ing in its progress all shoots that spring from 
the nodes below must bo promptly removed ns 
soon as they aro largo enough to handle. 

A fairly rich soil, pressed firmly into 
the pots, and abundance of water both at 
the roots and overhead aro points in culture 

that must not Is; omitted. The following 
varieties nan be depended on to givo good 
blooms -Japanese Anemone: Queen Elizabeth 
(silvery-blush, rose centre, tipped yellow), Sir 
Walter Raleigh (guard florets palc-blush, disc 
deejicr colour, tipped yellow). These two are 
quite new, but deserving a place in any 
collection. Duchess of Westminster (long 
drooping guard florets, silvery-blush, centre very 
full, rosy-bronze), Kieur Dorothea Souille 
(blush, white centre, guard rose colour), Fabian 
do Medians (deep-lilac, shaded purple and gold), 
Jeanne Marty (guard florets, rosy-peach, centre 

florets tipped white), Margaret Villageoise 
(centre white, shnded rose, guard blush), Nelson 
(rosy-crimson), M. C. Leliocqz (citron-yellow), 
Mens. Pankoucke (reddish-orange, bronze- 
tipped), K. 0. .Jukes (lovely rose colour, guard 
petals deeper shade), James Weston (canary 
yellow centre, guard florets, white), Large- 
flowering Anemone : John Runyan (lemon. 
< oloured guard florets, centre rich-yellow), Mrs. 

Judge Benedict (opening light-blush, changing 
to pure-white, lemon-coloured centre), Sabine 
(sulphur-yellow, guard florets prinirostgxellow 
disc), Miss Annie Lowe (bright yello 

Margaret (white), CSlHdyiil/dSpalibii _ 

brassy-yellow), W. G. Drover (purple-carmine), 

Delaware (guard florets white, centre pale- 
yellow), Georges Sand (bronze-red), J. Thorpe 
Junr. (rich-golden-yellow), Laing's Anemone 
(deep rosy-purple, guard florets lilac-rose disc), 

Mdmc. Nathalie 15run (pure-white). — K. 
Molynecx. 

5318.—Vigorous Chrysanthemums.— 
W. II. Lincoln (yellow) is an excellent late- 
llowcring variety when grown as a bush for 
decoration. Avalanche is not so good, except 
when the flower-buds arc reduced to one on a 
shoot, and then it answers very well. To 
flower this variety profusely is to spoil its 
appearance, liecause the flower-stems of the side 
buds are too short to give a graceful appearance 
to the plant. It is, however, an excellent 

variety for cutting down. Mrs. F. Jameson is 
another that is amenable to the cutting-down 
method, but it is not so well adapted for decora¬ 

tion when flowering in a mass. Leon Fracho 
is one of the licst late-flowering Japanese kinds 
we have if cultivated in the following manner : 
Top the plants when 5 inches high, afterwards 
allow all growths to develop buds at will, not 
interfering with them in any form. Albcric 
Lundcn is suitable for either cutting down or 
growing as a bush for decoration. Lily Bates 
is a free-flowering single variety, good, like all 
single-flowered sorts are, for culture ns a bush. 
Route d'Or makes a capital late-flowering bush, 
but is not. so good for the cutting down method. 
.1. 8. I)ibllens may lie utilised for the last- 
named method of culture. Viviand Morel is 
one of those free-growing and flowering 
Japanese sorts t hat under any method of cult ure 
is a success. Gluire du Rochcr is free- 
flowering and lietter adapted for bush culture 
than for cutting down. E. Molyneux is 
suitable for either method. Mr. R." Bahaunt 
is like the bulk of the Incurved section, better 
suited for cutting down than it is for decorative 
use. President Harrison is free-flowering, there¬ 
fore suitable for decoration. Miss M. Davidson 
I am not acquainted with.—E. M. 

^ 5205. — White Chrysanthemum. — 
Elaine is a very good variety in its season, espe- 

oxcellent dwarf-growing sort, but not more than 
one bloom should I10 allowed to develop from a 
single shoot. As a late-flowering variety L. 
Gunning cannot well be surpassed. Lady’ Sel- 
borne is quite equal to Elaine for flowering early 
in November. Mile. Lacroix is a capital sort 
where st iffness of flower is objected to, ns in the 
case of Elaine. Beauty of Exmouth, as a frec- 
ilowering lato sort, is not surpassed.—E. M. 

—— As far as I know there is nothing exactly 
similar to Elaine, and certainly none that are 
more free or lietter for cutting purposes. The 
nearest, in form and colour is, I think, La Yiergc, 
an early flowering variety of extremely dwarf 
habit. Mine. I-ouise Leroy is also somewhat 
similar, and a most useful variety, but rather 
later than Elaine, and Mile. Lacroix is another 
capital kind for cutting, flowering about the 
same time. The now Mine. Thcrese Roy is 
said to be the finest White Chrysanthemum 
extant, but whether it will prove as generally 
useful ns Elaine remains to be seen. As a lato 
pure-white kind I consider Fair Maid of 
Guernsey still equal to any. - It. C. R. 

- Elaine is very diflicult to beat amongst 
White Chrysanthemums, and you cannot do 

better than select this. There arc, however, a 
number of good ones. Avalanche is a splendid 
white, free, and useful to cut, also Eynsford 

White, which is even finer, anil a lovely kind 
for cutting is Jane, or Snowflake, a single 

variety, with large, free, graceful flowers, nar¬ 
row florets somewhat twisted. It produces, 
when not too much stopped, sprays of bloom. 
Ethel is a good late white, also Fair Mnid of 

Guernsey and Milo. Lacroix ; but in spite of 
many good novelties amongst white-flowered 
kinds, Elaine ranks one of the best.—C. T. 

5:119.—Early and mid-season Chrys¬ 
anthemums.-The following varieties will 
be found suitable by “ H. W.” for the purpose 

Desgrangc 
Leonio 

lerge (wlilto, cream centre), 
Lady Fitzwygiam (white), M. W. Holmes 
(crimson, tipped gold). Mid-season : Avalanche 

(white), Viviand Morel (blush 
mauve), Mrs. F. Jameson 
(orange-bronze, reverse gol¬ 
den), Comte F. Lorain (rose, 
frosted while), Mile. Lacroix 
(white ; pinch the point from 
l lie shoot when 4 inches long, 
and again when (i more inches 
of growth has been made), 
Charles Davis (bronze-yel¬ 
low). Late varieties : W. If. 
Lincoln (yellow), Boulc de 
Neigc (iiurc-wbite). L. Can¬ 
ning (white), Golden Gem 
(rich bronze-crimsin, chang¬ 
ing to yellow), Princess Teck 

(blush - white, changing to 
white), Mine. Mezzard 

(white).—E. Molyskux. 

nc ioumi suitame ny -n. tv. ior uie p 
named. Early flowering : Mine. C. Dos 
(white), G. Wermig (pale-yellow), Mile. 

Liissalli(white), La Vicrge (white, cream c 

ARCHES IN GARDENS. 

TllH annexed illustration 
gives a gooil idea of the 

pretty effect of a stone arch¬ 
way in a garden when covered 
with climbing plants. Ivies, 
Virginian Creeper, Roses, 
Honeysuckle, Clematis, Ac., 
may ull be used for this pur¬ 
pose with excellent results. 

Very effective garden arcl.es 
over walks, Ac., may liemade 

with bent wood or iron rods 
(painted), and covered with 
Roses, Honeysuckle, Ac. 
These arches arc also highly 
ornamental and profitable 
when covered with fruit- 
trees, such as Apples, Pears, 

cially for cutting, and it cannot be dispensed I or Plums. A Vine-clad arch or nrchway in a 

with. But there are better whites than Elaine I garden forms a picturesque object and very 
now. Duly T. Lawrence, Stanstcud White, and agreeable shade in hot weather. 1>. 

A .... I...... I. .. .. .... I...I ian i linn ll' I ■> i if ul'lil II III I __^ -- 

in r Ukaukrs' iLirsTllATioxs: Archway in the garden at "Otenwood," 
Leicester. Engraved tor Oaruicxino Im,I'stratm> Iroin a photograph 
sent by Mr. A. Newton, 111, Helvoirstreet, Leicester. 

Avalanche’ are better than Elaine if size and 
build of flower counts for anything ; but the 
varieties named are later, and. therefore, would 

not compete with Elaine. -K. If. 

—wIt is diflicult indeed to name a variety 
,1 than Elaine, and ns easily grown. 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 

5:102. Treatment of lawns. — Wood-ashes aro 
very good for tnp-drossing lawns. From III*, to 2 ll>. per 
bushel ot phosphates might lie added, and Ihe mixture 
mav he used at ihe rate ol 1J bushels to 2 bushels per square 

r°0|i|^[ qiixlnfreffltfpld polling-soil or rond-sernpings. 

well-decayed manure or leaf-mould, with a little sool and 
leasing. Siipcrphcv 

re is useful.—D.C.K. 
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PERNS. 

A LACE FERN. 

Gleichenia dicakpa. 

In reply to “ R. H.” and others, this is one of 

the most elegant of all theGleichcuias.and it may 
be grown successfully in a warm greenhouse. It 
has long, branching fronds of a deep-green 
colour. Good specimens of it sometimes measure 
from 2 feet to 4 feet in height, aad about a yard 

in diameter. It is a Tasmanian species, and 

Fronds of a Race Kern (Gloichcnia dii irpa). 

being a good grower, and one of the liest of the 
section to which it belongs, it well deserves 
extended culture. It thrives well in a compost 
of good tibrous peal and coarse sand, stone grit, 
or well washed road or river sand. Drain the 

pots well. T. 

5275. — Treatment of Perns. — Only 
the fronds that arc really dead or past 
work ought to bo cut off. Otherwise your 

method of procedure is not far wrong ; but it is 
not well to water them too heavily at first, 
though if kept in a warm-house this will not 
matter much. You will also find that in the 

case of most varieties with clustered crowns, 
such as tlie Maiden-hairs, they will do better if 
divided into quite small pieces, placing them 
singly in small pots and shifting them on by 
degrees when established. The soil you name, 

with the addition of some sand, is right, and 
after potting they should be placed in a close 
warm-house or pit, and cleaned overhead with 

the syringe almost daily, but water sparingly at 
the root until these begin to occupy tho fresh 
soil. —B. G. R. 

The herbaceous border in Feb¬ 
ruary. Both during the autumn and early 
spring there is frequently so much to do that 
many worthy herbaceous plants do not get due 

attention at the proper time. So many of our 
herbaceous favourites are benefited by an 
annual or biennial division that a few notes may 
be of use. Unless the operation can be done 

earlv in the autumn, so that a few new roots are 
mufc before the soil gels cold and wet, it had 
far better be delayed until the latter part of 
February or March. I prefer tho former time 

if the season has boon fairly mild. Delphiniums, 
Michaelmas Daisies, Phloxes, Monardas, 
Dicontra speclabilis, Doronioums, Pyrethruins, 
Ac., arc all much benefited by division and 
replanting upon fresh soil that has been deeply 
moved and richly manured. These anil many 
others, arc very hungry feeders, and cannot be 
provided with food in abetter way than replant¬ 
ing. They also produce better flowers when so 
treated ; but if the operation is delayed too late 
in spring, a dry time is much against them, and 
shows its effects more or less all through the 

summer.—P. U. 

" Gardening Illustrated " Monthly Parts. 
Price 5it: post free, 8.t. 

" The Garden ” Monthly Parts.—This journal 
is published in neat/y bound Monthly Parts. In this form the 
ootoured plate: nre beat preserved, and it ia moat suitable for 
ref-ren v previous to the issue of the half-yearly volumes. 
Price li. lei. ; nail free, 1«. 9<f. Complete art of volumes of 
Tor. Oaiidks from its commencement to the end of 13M. forty- 
two rots., price, cloth, £10 1 Is. 

"Farm and Home" Monthly Parts. -77m 
Journal ia published in neatly bound Monthly Parti, is which 
form it ia in at suitable for reference precious to the issue of the 
yearly oil nines. Price 5d.; post free. M- 

"Hardy Flowers.”—Givinj deserhdinne of up¬ 
wards of thirteen hundred of the mist onfftni^ht-ilsneciri, 
with directions for thei 
Popnlir Edition, 1«.: 

London: 37, Soulhttmp' * 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

WILLOWS IN' WINTER. 

Some of the fairest and most beautiful trees for 

adorning our gardens whore soil and situation 
favour their growth are the Willows; but, 
unfortnnately, one rarely sees them. Perhaps 
they are not adapted for such general planting 

as many other trees and shrubs that exist in 
most gardens ; but even then, if only planted 
where they would grow, how many places 

would gain in beauty, and what a lovely scries 
of pictures would be the result ! The meagre 
assortment of trees and shrubs that are common 
in gardens, their monotonous repetition at all 

times and in all places and districts is one of the 
worst features of gardens at the present day. 
This is the result of the want of knowledge as to 

what to plant, for there is no lack of material. 
The Willow in its summer dress is one of the 
loveliest of British trees, and nothing in our 
land is fairor to soo than the groat White 

Willowsof the r'vorside ; but the Willows I wish 
to draw attention to hore are those which, 
whilst pretty in summer, arc infinitely more so 
in winter, for some of thorn have coloured bark, 
which is brightest in the depth of winter, ami 

glows in the landscape, then producing an effect 
that simply astonishes all who see it for the first 

time. Winter is regarded as a 

Dead, somiiiie season in gardens, and so it is 
when they are filled with poor evergreens to (ho 

exclusion of all summer-leafing trees. But 
some things are most beautiful ill winter, and 
this is certainly true of the Willows here men¬ 
tioned. Among native or exotic trees and 
shrubs, excepting tho Siberian Dogwood, there 

is nothing grown in our gardens that can bo 
compared with them. The two very best arc 

the Yellow and Cardinal Willows. Tho first 
one, botanieally, is called Salix vitcllina. It is 
much grown in nurseries, being very tough, and 

therefore valuable for tying. Its bark is entirely 
of a yellow colour, which in winter becomes 
very cloar and bright, and a single tree or a 
group of troes has a charming and most con¬ 
spicuous effect. It is surpassed in beauty, how¬ 

ever, by the 

CAiiDiN.tr, Willow. The popular name I give 
hero is that by which tho Surrey nurserymen 

about Woking call it, anil some of them grow it 
largely for tying. 1 remember one day in 
January, several years ago, I was in the district 
of Woking, and saw a wonderful mass of colour 
in the distance. It was a bed of this Cardinal 
Willow, with a forest of young shoots, each one 

of a brilliant red colour, and the effect of the 
whole was simply indescribable. In these nur¬ 
series tho stools are cut close every year, but 
since that time I have planted a fair quantity 

of this same Willow, anil some are now trees 
2d feet in height, tho prettiest and by far the 
most interesting trees in the place throughout 
the winter months. The Cardinal Willow is 
supposed to be a variety of S. vitcllina, and 

bears the varietal name Britzensis. Whilst 
these two are tho most brilliant in colour, they 
are likewise the toughest and most useful in 
other respects. Their shoots can be tied into 
knots as tightly as string without breaking. 
All who have a moist corner, a ditch, stream, or 
lake, should plant these two Willows in quantity 

if space permits, and associate with them the 
Siberian Dogwood (Cornus sibirica). In a very 
short time they will see the absurdity of the 
practice that some pursue in excluding from tho 

garden the summer-leafing trees. S. daphnoides 

is another pretty kind, and very different from 
the preceding ones. It has long, slender shoots 
with bark of a dark-violet colour or almost 
black, and over this a white mealy coating, the 
shoots looking as though covered with hoar frost. 
Yet another kind, the name of which I am not 
sure of, has this same white substance on the 

bark. It makes a large tree, with long, straight 
shoots, and its effect is novel and beautiful. 8. 

laurifolia, 

The Bay-leaved Willow, has rich nut- 
brown bark, and besides these there are many 

more that have been recently planted and look 
most promising. These Willows are a perfect 

revelation of beauty of a new kind. Everyone 
isihannad with their splendid effect, and tlio^e 

them for the first time are astonished. 

5308.—A Privet-hedge.—If the plants 
were put in this autumn I should advise their 
being cut down to within (i inches of the ground¬ 

line ; but if tho hedge has been planted a year 
the plants ought to be cut down to within 
!) inclies. By so doing strong, vigorous shoots 

will lie forced from tho lower part of the plants, 
establishing a thorough foundation for a good 
hedge. If the plants are left at their present 

length the hedge will always lie thin at the 
bottom. Two or three times during the coming 
summer the hedge should be clipped to induce 

a stocky growth to be made.—S. P. 

- If 1 wanted to plant a hedge, no matter 
for what purpose, the very last thing that I 

should think of would bo the Privet. If the 
hedge is to ho an ornament the Privet must be 
excluded, for it is one of the least ornamental 

shrubs that ever came into our gardens. If a 
strong barrier is required, then again the Privet 
is useless, for it oilers no resistance to any 
marauder from the size of a cat upwards. To 
go into nurseries and see the great breadths of 
Privet and Laurel one would think there was 
nothing better for our gardens, whereas if we 

could get rid of these two things those who had 
planting to do would then have to look about 
more, and then, perhaps, by accident they 
would bring into use some of the numerous and 

pretty things that are beautiful ns well as use- 
till. Then, too, there would be more variety 
instead of the monotonous repetition of t wo or 

three things throughout a thousand gardens.— 

A. H. 
('ill llie Prhi.'l down In within 1 fool or l.S imdios 

of tlie ground I" make the bottom strong and full. —K. II. 

ALLSPICE-BUSHES (CALYOANTHUS). 

These are American shrubs with handsome 
flowers of pleasant fragrance. U. oocidontalis 
(here figured) grows from 0 feet to 8 feet high, 
with large maroon-crimson flowers of powerful 
fragrance. A lino shrub, worthy of cultivation 

iu every garden, it requires ample room to 
spread. * ft also docs well ou a wall. C. 

Flowering-shoot of Western Allspice (Cnlycanthus 

occidcntalis). 

floridus is smaller anil not so dense, with 
purplish-red flowers, strongly scented. The 
names in catalogues, such as C. glaucus, ltevi- 
gatua, oblongifofius, and macrophyllus represent 

forms or varieties of either tlie eastern or the 
western species. Tlie two described are hardy, 
the Carolina species having been grown since 
1757, while the Californian has been cultivated 

over fifty years. Their place in the garden is 
near a moist and shady walk, not in the op an 
shrubbery, as they flourish best when over 
phatlaWedrby^other trees and where the ground 

. is* damp. Atiey grow wild near streams and wot 
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SOMK OF THK HARDIKR PALMS. 

ClIAM.KROPS. 

Pai.ms are so suggestive of the Tropics that it is 
generally believeil they all require a tropical 
temperature, anil in the case of the greater 
number this is undoubtedly correct. There are, 
however, considerable numbers of species whose 
hardier nature renders them capable of cultiva¬ 
tion in an ordinary greenhouse. Nothing gives 

a plant-house a more striking appearance than 
Palms, and the ease with which they may be 
cultivated renders them doubly valuable. The 
kind here figured is perhaps one of the best 
known of the many Palms which we possess, 
though its fitness for greenhouse culture is not 
generally understood. 

Cham At hops Hl'Mll.ls is the only Palm that is 
truly European, the Date Palm (Phamix), so 

extensively cultivated in Southern Europe, 
having been introduced from North Africa. 

Although the specific name of this plant implies 
dwarfness, it is known to reach a height of from 
20 feet to 30 feet, a fact confirmed by the line 
specimens of it at Kew and elsewhere. It has 
been cultivated in this country since the year 
1731, when it was grown by Phillip Miller, in 
the Apothecaries’ Garden, at Chelsea. It is one 

of the few plants which produce offsets from the 

blade, too, is of a more graceful character than 
that of that species, and is divided into about 
forty segments, which are again less deeply split 
than in C. humilis. This description will answer 
for another supposed species named 

C. F.xoKl.sA, which is also a native of China, 
and to all appearances identical wit h C. Fortunci. 

The plant sometimes met with under the name 
of arborescens is considered to be oidy a form of 
C. humilis, and C. tomentosa is an Indian 
species also resembling in its young state C. 

humilis. Other less common species which 
resemble one or other of the above are C. Mar- 
liana and C. Kitchiana, both Himalayan kinds ; 
C. elegans, a very beautiful plant, the younc 
leaves of which aro covered with meal-like 
scales ; and C. hystrix, the only true member of 
this genus found in America. It is a native of 
Georgia, and has a creeping trunk, and spines 
sometimes 15 inches long. ]}. 

ORCHIDS. 

ODONTOOLOSSUMS. 

I AM much obliged to “Mrs. Cochrane” for 
sending inc an assortment of Odontoglossum 
(lowers, and also 1 am delighted to find her 
succeeding so well with their cultivation. The 
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autumn, and now they are rooting and grow ing 
finely, the soil being composed of about equal 

parts of good fibrous peat and chopped Sphag¬ 
num Moss, the pots being well drained. These 
things, having been well done at the time, will 
carry the plants along for a twelvemonth, so as 
to avoid potting in the dry, hot weather. 

Matt. Bramble. 

AERIDES. 

I am requested by “G. P.” to toll him a little 
more about the East Indian Orchids ? This I 
am the more inclined to do because I find from 
his different letters to me that he has sufficient 
heat and general accommodation for their 
management. It is not advisable to restrict 
amateurs as to what they should grow, because 
they take such curious whims in their heads. 
I recently noticed one of these, who hud taken 
Phalnnopsis under his wing for a pet ; another 
at the present moment is writing, urging the 
claims of Vanda. Others, agftin, I have calling 

upon mo for information respecting the cool- 
house kinds, whilst numbers are devoting their 
time and attention to Slipper Orchids or Cypri- 
pediums, all of which indicate most assuredly 
that the cultivation of Orchids is spreading 
throughou11helengthand breadth of theland. In 
answer to “G. P’s.” requests, I shall commence 
with noticing some of the most charming kinds 
in this beautiful family of Orchids. The genus 
Aerides was established by Louveiro upwards 

of a hundred years ago. They are widely dis¬ 
tributed in India, but seldom exceed six or 
eight years' growth. They are best grown in 
pots having ample drainage, the only material 
requisite for surfacing being clean white 
Sphagnum Moss. They should lie kept in a high 
temperature—that is to say, 80 degs. in the sum¬ 
mer-time and 60 degs. in the winter. There should 
bean abundant supply of moisturo in theutmos- 
phere, and with an abundance of fresh air they 
must not be dry in the winter, but lie kept mode¬ 
rately moist. When growing again, about the 

end of February, the plants will require to 
have new Moss applied, and to see that the 

drainage is sound, anil good advantage should 
be taken at this time to cut back the stems at 
bottom of any plants that have lost their lower 
leaves. From this time forward more heat and 
water should be given. The following are a 
few of the best kinds :— 

A. CRISPUM is a beautiful plant, with dull- 
violet or blackish-purple stems, stout leaves, ar¬ 
ranged in atwo ranked fushion, each somefl inches 
to 8 inches long, and 2 inches broad. The 

spike iB racemose and many flowered, the blos¬ 
soms are large and sweet-scented, each being 
upwards of 2 inches across, waxy-white in 
colour, tipped with rosy-purple. 

A. crassifoi.ia is a' plant with thickly-set, 
fleshy leaves, the flowers being rather smaller 
than the last named, all of a bright rosy- 
purple. It is a superb plant. 

A. FALCATUM.—Foliage of this plant some¬ 
what glaucous on the other side, paler beneath, 
and some 0 inches and it inches long ; racemes 

longer than the leaves; flowers waxy-white, 
tipped with light-purple. 

A. Fiemunci (the Fox-brush Aerides).—This 
is a stout, robust-growing plant, with a blackish 
stem ; it has flower-spikes, which are branched 
at the liase, some 18 inches long; but 1 have 
seen them nearly 30 inches, many flowered ; 
sepals and petals arc white, tipped w ith purple, 
lips tipped with bright-purple ; a superb plant. 

A. Hot’i.i.ktianrm is a grand plant, the sepals 
and petals, as well as the lip, lieing of a light 

tawny yellow, tipped with bright-purple, it is 
called in French gardens A. pieotianum. 

A. Law it e.n ci an l’M is a gigantic and superb 
form of A. odoratum, sepals and petals white, 
tip|ied with rich purple. This plant is still 

somewhat rare, but so beautiful withal it could 
not be omitted. 

A. maitmisi’m. —A very pretty plant. The 
s likes are a foot or more long, much branched, 
1 io flowers are numerous, and of good size. 
They are white, spotted with rich-purple. 

A. oiMlltATl’M.—This is a species first found 

by Louveiro in Cochin China, and which is still 
amongst the hardiest of its kind ; w hite flowers, 
deep purple lips, which are very fragrant. 
Amateurs should select plants with the longest 
raiiemcji1 wPviMewcls of this spoeies, as there are 

™ " s~... 

Chaniwrnps Fortunci. 

base, by which it may be readily propagated. 
In the South of England it has stood out-of- 
doors for many years without any protection 

from frosts other than that afforded by a mat, 
and has a very distinct and gruccful appearance 
growing amongst other outdoor vegetation. If 
in tubs it may be placed outside in summer, 
sinking the tubs below the ground level; in the 
winter a place in a cool greenhouse may be 
afforded it. Grown in this way it has a much 
resher and more graceful appearance than when 

permitted to stand outside nil winter. In pots 
it also forms a lieautiful plant. A light rich loam 
well drained is the kind of soil in which this 
plant delights, and for young plants a little 
ieaf-mould may be added ; manure-water given 

now and then will also be found of benefit to it, 
especially when large. The petioles of this 
species are clothed with sharp brown spines ; 

the leaf-blade it fan shaped, rigid in texture, 
and divided into from twenty to twenty-five 
deeply-split segments. This species is what is 
generally known as the Dwarf Fan Palm. 

G. FortI'NKI, of which flic annexed is a 
representation, is a native of Northern Chinn, 
from whence it was introduced into this country 
by Fortune in 1844. It is quite as hardv>ai^ the 

species just-described, from which it/may Inv 
distinguished by the absence of spines fanfiAiJ 
petioles, which are slightly serrate. The leaf- 

llowers sent do not, however, represent a very 
fine type, and without wishing to discourage 

her, I can only say that there is scarcely a really 
good flower amongst them. Those she calls <). 
Alexandra1 are not of the true species, but some 
natural hybrid forms of O. Ruokerianum, O. An- 
dersoniauum, and other crosses inferior to the 
typo ; indeed, they appear to me to be plants 
that have been selected by an unprincipled 
dealer, and sold after blossoming as unflowercd 
specimens. This is frequently done, and I 
advise my renders who may bo desirous of 
obtaining now forms to purchase them first¬ 

hand when imported. It may be said why am 
I so sharp on this matter ? Because f am 
only exposing one of the tricks of the trade. 
“ Mrs. C." seems delighted with her plants, 
and no doubt they aro very acceptable 
now, and will provide her with blooms for a 
long time ; but 1 think I may safely say that in 
the course of a year or two she will not look 
upon such flowers with any degree of favour. 
The cultivation of the plants appears to lie 
correct, the temperature not being excessive, 

and the minimum point not too low. 1 quite 
agree with “ Mrs. 0.” in keeping the plants in 
n limisii with a northern aspect, lor this I main 

b. bvij Ihejonc best suited for the growth of a'l 
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having bright-green leaves a foot long, ami 
racemes exceeding that; the sepals and petals 
white, lipped with bright-purple, tho lip having 
an incurved horn and a grand spur the same 

colour as the sepals and petals. 
A. Savageianum.—A species introduced by 

Mr. Sander some four or five years ago. Tho 
flowers are individually somewhat small, are of 

a rich crimson-purple, white at the base, freckled 
with crimson-purplo. A very choice variety. 

A. BUAYI88IMit.m. —This plant somewhat re 
scmbles A. odoratum ; the racemes, however, 

arc considerably longer and flowers more rightly 
set. The sepnls and petals are white, each 
tipped with lilac ; in some forms it Vicars branch 
ing spikes, and is then called nobile. A very 

fragrant plant. 
A. VIRENS. —This is a moro thickly-set plant 

than A. odoratum, to which it is closoly allied. 
Racemes are longer than the leaves, bearing 

many flowers, having a white, waxy ground 
rich-purple tip. 

Many more species and varieties might be 

added, but tho above dozen will lie sufficient for 
“ (i. I’.” to mukc a start with ; but ho can have 
descriptions of moro should he want them when 
he has established these. Some of the rarer 

kinds are purposely omitted. 

Matt. Brambi.k. 

THE ELEPHANT STRUNK PHAL.KNOPSIS 

(P. LOW I). 

This Phahenopsis is certainly a very beautiful 
species, but yet it has not the purity or bril¬ 

liancy of some others—for instance, such as P. 
Aphrodite, P. grnndiflorum, Ac. It has, how¬ 
ever, been one of the Orchids which I have 
always failed in managing, seven being the 
highest numlier of flowers 1 have got upon a 

scape ; but 1 have seen fifteen blossoms on one 
spike, and when in this condition it is charm¬ 
ing. It was generally in its deciduous state 
that I experienced the most difficulty, but it 
was from tho error in making the resting season 
too long, ami in keeping tho temperature too 
high, that I think was tho cause of my failure. 

Now 1 have ascertained that two months arc 
quite long enough to keep them under the dry 
system. P. f»wi is a species that delights to lie 
grown in pure limestone rocksoil, and upon this 

i would recommend it to lie placed in preference, 
as they seldom thrive in any other material. 
When in first-rate order this plant is exceed¬ 
ingly 1 icautiful with its white flowers, which are 
suffused with violet. It also hits a strange 
rostrum, from which it takes its vernacular 
name. I would have given the names of a few 

others which would thrive well under the same 
treatment, but I must delay them until another 
time. Matt. Bramble. 

THE KITCHEN GARDEN. 

HOOD SAVOYS. 

Savoys are most valuable late autumn and 

winter vegetables, and if given generous treat¬ 
ment—like other Cabliages -well repay for the 
trouble. The following arocxcelleut kinds : The 

Dwarf Early Orcon-curlcd (Fig. 1) is one of the 

Fig. 1.—Dwarf Early Green-curled Savoy. 

best for a general crop, forming, as it does, close, 
compact heads. The Long-headed Savoy (Fig. 2) 
is an excellent moderately early variety, of good 

quality, and it yields a large crop on a small 
space of ground, as on account of its upright, 
compact habit of growth the rows of it can be 

planted rather close together. It also possesses 
the good property of heading in well in the 
latter end of the autumn, so that it orCfTbc sown 
to advantage rathepxdata4 R (-»%./W 

Drumhead is a largo-growing sort' 

quality, suitable for large gardens. The Golden 
Glolie is a good, useful, yellow-hearted kind, 

hardy in constitution. Early Dwarf Ulm is the 
best dwarf variety. Its flavour is good, and it 
is very hardy, standing even severe frosts well. 
Tom Thumb, a small variety, is also crisp and 

good, and very hardy. C. 

52(13. — Parsnips for show. — This 
vegetable requires a deeply-moved soil, so 

that the root can penetrate easily 2 feot 
deep. If the soil is not deeply dug and 
not well broken up, or mixed with large 
stones, the Parsnips, instead of having one 

long straight root, will have a number of 
smaller ones which spoils them for exhibi¬ 
tion, of course. The ground ought to be 

trenched 2 feet deep in the autumn, which 
allows time for the soil to settle down into its Silaco before the soed is sown early in February 

allowing. Before sowing the soed, however, 
the soil should lie forked over a good depth, 
breaking up any rough parts. Instead of sowing 
the seed in drills in the ordinary manner, make 

holes with an iron bar 2 feet deep, filling up 
the hole with prepared compost, decayed vege¬ 
table refuse, wood-ashes, sand, and old potting 

compost, well mixed together ami sifted. These 
holes, made 15 inches apart in the rows, the 

rows IS inches wide, will allow plenty of space 
for tho leaves to develop fully. Sow three or 
four seeds in each hole, covering them lightly 

with a little of the compost. When the plants 
are large enough to handle, pull all out but the 
strongest. .Student, and Hollow Crown are the 

best sorts to grow. —S. P. 

5324. Fixing hot water pipes.—I 
should advise you to fix one row of pipes close 
against the front of house near the eaves—and 

I ho return along the path, say 2 feet from (he 
flow. Plant one row of Tomatoes between the 
pipes, and two moro at the back ; this is all there 
is room for. Or you might fix the flow and 
return pines ono over the other close along the 

front, ami the plants behind, with equally good 

results. 15. C. U. 

-In a houso only 5 feet wide, tho propur 
place for the hot-water pipes is dose to the 
ront wall. Your first row of Tomatoes may 

then be I foot from the wall. Your proposed 
arrangements of the rows of plants do not, how¬ 

ever, appear to me to lie right, ns t he height of 
the house in front is only 2 feet (i inches. You 
had liettcr fix some wires to tho roof 8 inches 

apart, and 1 f«mt from the glnas, and have ono 
row of plants along the front to lie trained lo 
wires. You will then lie able to attend to the 
plants with comfort, and if you sot out 1 foot 
apart, and train them to n single stem, the ono 
row will fill up the space on the wires. You 

may, however, try a row of plants on the 
back wall. They will bo all right for a good 
part of the season if you do not allow those on 
I he wires to shade them too much. You may 

depend upon it, if you crowd the house with the 
number of plants proposed, that you will make a 

mistake.—J. C. G. 

Gloxinias —These aro not so generally 
grown by amateurs as they deserve, more 

especially now that a good strain of seed will 
produce plants of infinitely better quality than 
those formerly secured in this way. 'I he Gloxinia 
is ono of the plants which the hybridiser has 

taken in hand with remarkable success, and ns 
the seedlings are more healthy in growth and 
less liable to disease than any propagated in 
other ways, I would strongly advise one or two 

of my amateur friends to go shares in a small 
packet of some reliable strain. Leaf-soil and 
sand in equal proportions, and only a small 
layer of this over a well-drained and rough 

compost will answer very well. .Sow thinly, 
and do not cover the seed. In a former note I 
gave directions for sowing seeds under glass, 
and they apply to Gloxinias equally with other 
subjects. Sow in February, and prick off into 

thumb-pots in May. Never let the seedlings bo 
checked and grow as near to the glass ns possible. 
A moist stove heat during the earlier stages, 
followed by that of a warm greenhouse later on, 

with plenty of light and water, will generally 
lie successful in raising good plants. Good 

•Inii^age, and a compost of turfy loam, leaf-soil, 
aure, with a dash of sharp sand. .shaubl( 
•1 accorded them as soon ak J InAkeiuatl.. 

pots are full of roots. It is also much best to 

place them into their flowering-pots direct from 
the small ones, tho leaves being easily injured 

and retaining any dirt which may come into 
contact with them. They have a more or less 

tendency to recurve over the sides of their 
pots, and this renders futuro shillings dillicult. 
Gloxinias enjov a generous treatment, and will 

benefit from liquid-manure when tho pots are 
full of roots, but care must lie taken that it 

Five. S.— Savoy, (8c© ArlMc “Good Savoys.” 

does not touch the foliage, or their woolly 
character will cause them to remain disfigured. 

—P. U._ 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

5310. Plants for a bed.—Judging from 
the reference to turf in the inquiry, 1 gather that 
this is growing on the site for the border, or lias 
been. This should be dug in, but not too 

deeply; if more than I foot from tho surface 
the roots will fail to reach it before it has de¬ 
cayed, and Ihcrrforcit would be lost, lt isalways 
a good plan to trench tho soil IS inches deep 
before planting hcrliaecous subjects. No time 

should lie hist in doing this, to allow time for 
the soil to sqttlo down into its place beforo 
planting is done early in March. With the ex¬ 
ception of burying the turf ns suggested, tho 
surface-soil ought to lie kept in the same posi¬ 

tion, leaving that from tho bottom in the same 
place, but thoroughly breaking it up to admit 
of a freo percolation of the water from heavy 

rains. If the plants arc put in angle-wise four 
rows can lie accommodated. Tho back row 
planted at 3 feel ti inches from the front will 

admit of the others coming in very well. 
Allowing on an averago of 3 feet from centre 

to centre of tho plants in t he liack row, seven¬ 
teen will lie required. The following will lie 
found suitable. I append the height which 
each grows, varying, of course, according to 

circumstances. llelianthus communis, Noliel 
d’Or, 5 feet, H. multiflora, 7 feet, llocconia 
cordata, (i feet, Chrysanthemum latifolium, 4 
feet, Achillea millefolium roseum, 3 feet, Pyre- 

thrum uliginosnm, 6 feet, Delphinium, one double 
and ono single, 4 feet each. Phlox hcrliaecous 
type, at least two sorts, 4 feet, Spinea Aruncus, 4 
feet, Siiira-a venusta, 4 feet, Double l’feony, albi- 

llora, Aline. Vilmorin, 3 feet, Lychnis chalce- 
donica, 3 feet, Tritoma glaucescens, 3 feet, 

Aster Novm-Angliie (deep-red), 3 feet, Noyi- 
Bclgi elogantissimus, 3 feet,. For the rows in 

front tho following is a good selection : Alyssuin 
saxatile, 1 foot, Anemone fulgens, ti inches, A. 
japonica altia, 2 feet, Aubrietia Oampbc-lli, 4 
inches, Buphtlialmum salicifolium, 2 feet, Cam¬ 
panula pcrsicifolia alba, 1 foot ti inches, C. p., 

2 feet, C. murulis alba, 4 inches, Carnations, 
Dianthus cliinensis hybrida, 1 foot, Erigeron 
aurantiacum, !) inches, Lychnis viscaria 

splendens, 1 foot, Gnillardia grandiflora, 1 foot, 
Helenium autumnale, 2 feet, H. pmnilum, 1 foot, 
Heuchera sanguinea, 1 foot, Iris pallida, 2 

feet,Chrysanthemum maximum, 1 foot, Monarda 
purpurea, 1 foot (i inches, Orobus vernus, 1 foot, 
lludbcckia Newmani, I foot, Spiriea astdlioides, 
2 feet, Zauschncriu ealifornicu, 1 foot, Trollius 

europa-us, 2 feet, and Tiarella cordifolia, 9 

inches.—S. P. 

- You should have the following : The 
best self-coloured Carnations, not forgetting the 

£Wdfn#‘fodiV?v<’. nnd the white variety Gloirc 

tHImwdg tFi£5& i ss 
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such varieties in particular os Mrs. Sinicins, 
a large, fine white Kind, very free, but too apt, 
unfortunately, to burst the calyx. For June 
and July also Lilies, L. candidum, followed by 
L. auratum, the Tiger Lilies, and varieties of L. 
spcciosum in autumn. L. speciosum album is a 
very beautiful flower, and of purest white. 
Delphiniums for summer and the Irises will 
give a splendid lot of cut bloom, tho Dorman 
kinds in particular. Queen of May (rose lilac, 
the falls veined with yellow), Aurea (golden- 
yellow), Celeste (lavender), Florentine (nearly 
white, free, and sweetly-scented), Gazelle 

(lavender, with the standards marked with 
white), Mme. Chereau (white, the standards and 
falls edged with violet), dalmatica (lavender), 
Kigolctto (golden-yellow), and Victoria (while, 
with blotches of purple-blue). These are the 
finest for colour. You could also have a few 
Spanish and Knglish Irises, bulbous kinds, 
which have very fine flowers, displaying con¬ 

siderable range of colours. The Tufted Pansies 
in variety will prove helpful, and an edging 
might be formed of them to tho bed. There 
are many varieties, the flowers ranging from 

purest white to almost black. Pyrethrums for 
early summer, particularly the single and double 
whites. Scabious, Blue Cornflower, Stocks, 
Zinnias, very fine in the autumn, Daffodils for the 

spring, the White Poet's Narcissus, and double 
variety blooming in May ; Campanulas, C. per- 
sicifolia alba, Canterbury Bells : Chrysanthe¬ 

mums in September, especially Mine. Dosgrangc 
and its sports ; Dahlias in variety, Perennial 
Sunflowers for autumn. Michaelmas Daisies for 
the snmeseason, < iaillardias, Everlasting Flowers, 

Christinas Boses for winter, besides otliei 
things; but you have quite sufficient for the 
bed, and they will give plenty of bloom from 
early summer until the frosts occur.—C. T. 

532<S. -Making a flower garden It 
appears to me that you are going to a lot of 
unnecessary expense in trenching up the ground 
in the way stated, except where there arc to 
be flower-beds or shrubberies. You would have 

done better if you had sought the advice of a land¬ 
scape gardener and got him to have given you a 
plan of tho ground to lay out in the way you 
would like it best. You would then have seen 
at a glance where to trench and where not, as 
the space that is to be devoted to-lawns certainly 
does not want trenching. Nor is it necessary to 
wait until next autumn before you begin forming 
the flower garden. If you decide to do tho 
work without any further help than from your 
present advisers, mark out tho walks in tho 
first place ; then do tho same with the borders 
for shrubs and trees, and decide on tho number 
and size of the beds for flowers. For the two 
latter you may trench the ground, but except 
to bury the turf 1 foot deep you must not bring 
the bottom soil to the top, but after stirring it 
up leave it in the bottom of the trench. With 

regard to the walks, the top soil, after the turf 

is removed, may bo used to the depth of flinches 
for other purposes. Do not be persuaded to 
trench up the remaining space. Take off the 
turf to the depth of inches, and convert it into 
ashes by making a slow fire ; then dig over tho 
ground an ordinary spit deep at once. Early in 
March fork over the space again, anil then 
spread on the surface the ashes from the turf. 
Another light forking over to mix the ashes 
with tho soil early in April, and a roller run 
over tho ground a few days after when tho sur¬ 
face-is dry, and you will have a capital bed for 
tho reception of Grass-seeds to form your lawn, 
and at tho same time keep all your good soil 
near the surface to benefit tho Grass, whereas 

in ordinary trenching you bury the good earth 
and bring the inferior to the surface. -J. ('. ('. 

- It is rather difficult to see what can be 
gained by sowing the land with Oats and Grass 

if it is badly infested with woods, for these crops 
will neither charm the weeds away nor destroy 
them. The right thing to do is to clean the land, 
and as sowing tho crops will prevent this tho 
proposed plan would hinder operations. I should 
take advantage of spring and summer to clean 
the ground thoroughly. The weeds may then 
be materially reduced, and all the worst of them 
got rid of by early autumn. The ground would 
also be in good order for the carrying out of tho 
permanent plan. The lawns could lie made 
in tho autumn. If the Grass is to hs'STIWinthis 
should bo done ubijg^gGie l^yfl 

or the first week in September,-’ anw-tfle)r the 

young Grass will make a little growth before 
winter, and soon make a good turf the following 
spring. If ajl tho land has been trenched up, 
that to form the lawns should be well rolled and 
trodden previous to sowing, or there will bo 
unequal settlement, and a lawn not at all lit for 
tennis. The llowers-beds, and borders, too, 
could all bo prepared during summer, and they, 
too, would then be ready for planting in autumn. 
I think I have said enough to mako it clear to 
“A. C. J.” that by taking a crop he is only 
hindering operations and depriving himself of 
the opportunity of doing the work thoroughly 
at the most favourable time and in the best way. 
—A. If. 

TlfK ASIATIC RANUNCULUS 

(R. ASIATICUS). 

This beautiful old plant produces neat, dressy 

doublu flowers of almost every colour of the 
rainbow. Its innumerable varieties arc divided 

into sections, such as the Dutch, Scotch, Per¬ 
sian, and Turkish, each representing a distinct 
race, but all beautiful, and well deserving any 

amount of care and attention, for they look 
well anywhere or in any position, but are best 
where they can be seen in bold masses. The 

culture of this Ranunculus, though usually con¬ 
sidered somewhat difficult, iu simple enough if a 
few essential particulars arc observed. The 
situation should be open, but not exposed, ami 
the soil a grid loam, thoroughly mixed with 

Aniutic Ka nin :ul(M. 

decayed stablc-nvinurc, equal to a third of its 
bulk. About a month previous to planting, the 
bod should be prepared to a depth of 15 inches,, 
and planting should take place in about the 
last half of February, but in some seasons it 
may take place in O.tober, though such an early 
date is not advisable. I trills about 5 inches apart 
and 1A inches deep should be made with a small 
hoc ; the claws of the roots should be placed 
downwards, and be firmly pressed into the soil, 
which should bo raked over tho roots, and a 
top-dressing of about tl inches of good loam 
given. If the soil is very light it may bo 
gently beaten down with a spado in order to 
obtain a firm surface, and this may bo repeated 

just before the foliage appears, say about 
a month or six weeks after planting. As 

this Ranunculus delights in moist soil, water 
should bo plentifully supplied if tlicro is 

a scarcity of rain, and in no case should 
the roots bo allowed to becoino very dry. 
A light top-dressing of artificial manure 
or guano just as the foliage is developed 
will be lieneficial. When the flowers are 
past and the leaves have fad'd away, the roots 
must be taken up and dried and stored in a cool 
place in sand till the next planting season, for 
roots left in the ground are often injured by 
rains and are never strong. The Persian 
varieties arc the finest as regards colour, com¬ 
pactness, and symmetry of growth ; but tho 
Turban varietes are of hardier constitution and 

of fleer growth than tho edged and spotted 
id therefore arc hotter sui 
nil masses. The Scotch 

varieties arc also lino for masses in beds being 
all of highly cllectivo colours. It is useless to 
enumerate the different varieties, as they are 
usually sold according to colour and are 

mentioned in nearly every bulb catalogue. Tho 
large semi-double French (de Caen), and the 
Ital ian forms of this plant are good additions. 

_ G. 

TUBEROUS BEGONIAS IN DISTINCT 

BEDS. 

Each year the Tuberous Begonia advances in 
favour, and it is a common practice to have dis¬ 

tinct beds of the plants one colour, or shades of 
one colour, to each lied. This is commendable, 
as new effect is gained. Of course, one does not 
require too many beds of this character, other¬ 
wise the aspect of the garden will bo garish and 
uninteresting. I noticed last year in the Lon¬ 
don parks, and also some of the parks in the 
North of England, that tho Tulicroiis Begonia 
was planted in this way, in oneinstaneo the bed 
being composed of a pure-white variety, set olF 
by nn edging of Dactylis glomerata variegata, a 
very charming, because graceful, plant to asso¬ 
ciate with the Begonia. This plan is rendered 
easier now that seed of Tulicrous Begonias in 
selected colours can bo raised true to those 
colours. During the past few years the Tuberous 
Begonia has undergone a great change, and its 
usefulness for bedding-out increases each year. 
Tho plant is now of dwarf, compact habit, 
the leaves almost resting on the soil, sturdy, 
anil without the scraggy aspect of the 
older types, whilst, in the form and colours of 
the flowers we can see tho samo advance, tho 
flowers being broad and very pale in the case of 
the double kinds, the colours ranging from 
purest white to intense shades of orange. Tho 

Tuberous Begonia is finer for bedding than the 
fibrous-rooted types, but we may mention that 
Princess Beatrice is a gem for edging, the small 
pink and white flowers appearing in profusion 
and utmost hiding the leafage from view. This 
is the season for raising Tuberous Begonias from 
seed, and in all gardens where effective colouring 
is desired in tho summer months good use 
should be mode of this flower. < let a good strain 
of seed, in which the colours are decided, tho 
form and size of the flowers all that can be 
desired, also tho habit of the plant. They 
succeed better in cool, moist seasons than when 
the weather remains hot for weeks, as in the 
year 1HH7, but it is not often that they fail 
absolutely, which is more than can bo said for 
the Zonal Pelargonium. A moderately light 
soil, inclined to be peaty, is the best, and during 
the summer give the beds lilicral waterings if 
tho soil is dry. At Hulton, Lord Rothschild’s 
residence, the Tuberous Begonia is used by tho 
thousand, and produces rich pictures of strong 
colour, not so garish and formal as in the case of 
the Pelargonium or carpet plants. G. 

Callas. —Whilst there seem to be differences 
of opinion as to whether it is wisest to plant out 
Callas in the spring for the making of good 
summer growth, or to retain the plants in pots, 
I find very many growers adopt the plan of 
keeping all their stoutest ones in pots, only 
turning them out at the proper season, remov¬ 
ing side shoots, rubbing down thu balls of soil, 
and repotting in ns small ones as well can be at 
the first, keeping them in tho pots all the 
summer, and pushing them along by housing 
oarly for the production of early flowers. In 
many cases a further shift into rather larger 
pots becomes needful during the summer. 'The 
market growers regard this as the best course 
where Callas have to bo forced. That the 
wcukor or smaller Btcins or offshoots when 
planted out into highly manured ground do 
relatively make tho strongest growth there can 
be no doubt, but as these, even if the stems and 

leafage have become ever so stout, still being 
newly potted in the autumn are less fitted to 
stanil early forcing than are those which have 
been kept in the pots all the season. It is very 
important, however, especially seeing that Callas 
are of a semi-aquatic nature, that very ample 
waterings lie given, especially to pot plants, and 
also that tho pots stand on a bed of ashes or 
Cocoa-nut-fibre refuse. Liquid-manures nrc of 

more service to pot plants where the roots are 
ilenaelyfpj'dtYdp ‘ Gum to plants outdoors, where 
because of ample manure anil root room the chief 

iWlfotl B-sslaer>icplfiiilty of moisture.—A. 
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LILIUM AURATUM. 

Til hub is nothing in the way of lmllw with 
which I have hail to deal which has disappointed 

mo more than Lilium auratum. I grow it first 
in pots, and on the whole this system has given 
the greatest satisfaction, as the bulbs have lived 
longer than when planted in the open. I think 

they would have lasted still longer if I had used 
greater caro in preventing bright sun from 
reaching the foliage when it was quite young. 
The leaves may perhaps hear the full force of 
the sun when they are growing in the open uir, 

hut it is very dilforent when it reaches them 
through the glass, anil they are at the same 
time surrounded with a hot and dry atmos¬ 
phere. It lias boon nftor passing through such 
an ordeal t hat 1 have found the leaves more or 
less scorched, and ultimately turn black. This 
last condition would make them susceptible to 
attacks of insects or fungoid growth, to which 

some people fancy they can trace the cause of 
failure ; but I think the presence of insects or 
fungoid growth on the injured leaves is the 
effect and not the cause. The longest time I 

have kept a bulb of this Lily in u satisfactory 
condition was six years. This was one that was 
very promising the first year. It sent up a 

strong stem, which was well studded with 
leaves and showed seven ilowcr-buds. These I 
reduced to one ns soon as the buds could be seen. 
The reduction of tho number of flowers had a 
greater ell'cct on the character of tho growth 
than I anticipated, as this plant was conspicuous 
amongst tho others for its stately stem and largo 

and handsome leaves; hut, strange to say, the 
one flower left came deformed. The next and 
three following years tho bulb so treated was in 
every way far more satisfactory than the others. 
It is about eleven years since 1 planted the first 

lot of bulbs in a bed amongst Rhododendrons, 
but they all disappeared in about four years, 
and the same thing occurred with others planted 
in a well-prepared soil in a mixed flower border. 

Five years ago, when 1 made a new gnrdon, I 
started growing this Lily again in tho open uir. 
this time with Kuglish-grown bullis, which came 

to hand apparently full of life and vigour. 
They, too, huvo disappeared, and that in a garden 
where everything else thrives in the most satis¬ 
factory manner. I certainly hoped for better 
tilings when I grew bulbs in a maiden soil. 

J. 

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS. 

Questions. — Queries and answers art inserted in 
ntRDKXlsa free of charge i/ torres/tond'iUs follow lltc rules 
htrt laid down for thrir guidance. All communications 
for insertion should hr efrarlg and concisely written on 
one tide of the ;«ir null/, and addressed to the Editor oj 

Gakdknino, .??, Southnmpton-slreet, Cot'ent-garden, Lon¬ 
don. Iwttrr* on husiness thmtld he tent to the I'chmsiikr. 
The name and adderss of the tender are reguirrd in 
addition to ami detignation he. meg detire to lie need in 
the paper. When more than one gurry it tent, each 

thould he on a teparate pieee of pa/ier, Unantieered 
gurries thou'il he re/ieitled. Corretponilentt thould bear 

in mout that, at Garokniso hat to he tent to prett tome 
tim* in adr-inee nf date, they cannot alteayt he replied to 
in the unite immediately following the receipt of their 

communication. 
Answers (which, with the ezcejilion of such at cannot 

wit be clattilied, I pill he fou/ul in their different depart¬ 

in'n't) thould at wage hear the number anil title placed 
against the gurry replied to, aiul our reailert will greatly 
oblige us by advising, ai far at their knowledge and 
observations permit, the correspondents who trek assist¬ 
ance. Conditions, soils, an t means vary si infinitely 
that scn-ral ansteers to the same gnrstion may often be 
very useful, and those irh i reply would do welt to mention 
the localities in which thrir r rgcrieoee is gained. Corres- 
poolriiis who refer to articles inserted in Gardknino 
should mention the number in which they appeared. 

■Mil.—Wlreworms.—Will someone kindly tell me 
what are wire worms ?—Atm A. 

•M42.—Gloxinias from seed. -Will someone kindly 
inform me how lo raise (IloxiniuR from seed ?—S. I). 

ftMS.—Heaths after flowering.— I should tie glad 
to know how lo treat Heaths that have done flowering ?— 
J. It. 

Mil.—Preserving Green Peas.—will someone 
kindly line a (rood recipe for preserving Green Peas tor 
winter use Y—BalmacaiiROX. 

.VII V Striking cuttings or Golden Elder.— 
Whal is the licsl time tostrike cuttings of Golden Kldcr in 
the open irround ' KalmacaRKO.x. 

vuu. Treatment of Chinese Primulas. Will 
someone kindly inform me as to treatment ol Chinese 
Primulas, and the best time tor sowihr the seed ?—J. It, 

.•visit.— Early Lily of the Valley —Will someone 
kindly ti ll me how I ran best (ret Lily ol the Valley to 
flower early? I have a frame, but no hot-house.—T. 
If .in v I r. 

5348. -Luculln gratlsslma.—will oaj^im- kindly 
inform me the best means for sinking cu]fings otdjir'j’.'v 

^‘7;,1 h*'c !■»" 

6349. Best Lilies.—Will someone kindly tell mo the 
names of some of the best Lilies (white preferred) for out¬ 
door cultivation, the times to plant, and the months they 

bloom in?—W. U. L. 

ft IV).—Making a Tomato-house.—I have some 
trarden frames which I want to make into a lean-to house 

for Tomatoes. 1. What height must it bo? 2, What width 
from the wall?—H. B. 

5351. —Ashes for the garden.—I have a receptacle 
under my lirc-plnee to receive the dust or small ash from 
the (lru. Gan I use them to advantage for the garden, and 
it so. how ?—John Parkkr. 

5352. — Using Pigeon-manure. — I have some 
Pigeon-manure. Will someone kindly tell me haw I con 
use it to the best advantage? Can I use it tor vegetables, 
and It so what kinds ?—11. It. 

r.:t »3.—Aspidistras In pots.- I have some Aspidis¬ 
tras in pots, which arc crammed full of roots. The new 

leaves are a smaller si/.c than last year's. Is it that they 
have not enough room to grow?—It. 8. 

MM. Tomatoes under glass.—Will someone 
kindly tell me the name ot the best Tomato for growing 
under glass for market? Also the name of any book on 

Tomato-growing for the market?—S. I). 

5355. — Salt for an Asparagus bed. — Will 
someone kindly inform me what quantity ot salt is 
rctiuiri-d per yard for an Asparagus-bed. and which is the 
best time to apply it?—K. ItrsBY, Surrey. 

5350,—China Asters. &o., from seed. —Will 
someone kindly tell me If China Asters and African an4 
French Marigolds can he raised from seed in a cold frame 

to make good results, and when to sow?—IIaxks o' 
Twr.ru. 

5357. Ferns for a bank.—Will someone kindly 
tell me whal Ferns would best, grow on a hank at the 
bottom ot the garden ? Some of our neighbours' frees are 
overhanging it, lint it gets the sun in the afternoon.— 

J. M. It. 
MVS. Flowers for Christmas. What flowers 

are there I could have to blossom next Christmas (white 
preferably), cither ill the open or under glass? A tew 
brief hints ns to mode of cultivation would much oblige? 

-.1. F. P. 
5350. Tomatoes In boxes. - What would he the 

best si/.c to have lioxes lor Tomatoes under glass ? Please 
give depth, width, anil length? Would it lie best to have 

one plant only in each box, or I sixes largo enough to hold 
several?—J. F. P. 

5100. Plants for a greenhouse.-I should he 
much obliged If anyone would give me some advice as to 

how to All a greenhouse (si/.c 15 teet by 7 feet) with plants 
that would not require much skill to manage?—Ax 
Amatkcii, Stotfold Vicarage. 

5301. White Cluster Rose. -Whal is thonanienl 
the White Cluster Bose so often seen in the country, both 
ns a climber up the trout of cottages, anil as a standard, 
witli small, pointed, dark-green, very glossy leaves, anil a 
sweetalmontly scent?—M. G. W. 

5302. Drooping plants.—What sro the names ot 
two or three good drooping Fuchsias anil drooping Bego¬ 
nias tor hanging-baskets? Also anv other plants that 
will hang down and cover a basket (not Campanula or 

Mother ot Thousands)?—M. G. W. 

5.301. Rooting cuttings of fruit-trees. -Will 
".I. C. C.V or '‘.I. I>. K." kindly give me a few hints on 
this, especially Cherries, includin’gUovernor Wood, Baron lie 
Provost, Morollo, May Duke, Knight's Black, also Apple 

and Pear-cuttings? Seaside.—Iiiklaxd. 

.'•lot.—1Tomatoes In a greenhouse. If I sow 
Tomato-seed end of this month, would it he possible to 
keep my " Geraniums" and other halt-hardy annuals in 
the same greenhouse until bedding-out time? It so, which 

would lie the best way to manage ?—J. F. P. 

5Ht5.-Yield of Tomatoes. -What is the average 
yield ot Perfection and Ham Green Favourite Tomato- 
plants under good cultivation in a greenhouse? When 
would plants (seed sown end of January) commence fruit¬ 
ing, and how long would they continue fruiting?—J. F. I“. 

5 i'id.- Manures for Cinerarias and Calceo¬ 
larias. Would someone give me the names of good 
manures tor Cinerarias and Herha.-eous Calceolarias? 

Perhaps “ B. C. It." would kindly help me in this matter, 
as I have some fair plants and should like them to flower 

well ?—G. T. 

6307.— Length of a Tomato-plant.—What is tho 
average length of a Tomato-plant (Perfection and Ham 
Green Favourite)? In a greenhouse 0 feel high (span-roof), 
would it lie Ih-*I to grow them in pots or boxes raised 
0 inches on the floor, or on shelves like " Geraniums," Ac., 

are?—I. F. P. 

5 t'ts.—'Wire-netting for Peas, dee. — Will an 
experienced cultivator ot Peas who uses wire-netting 
kindly give myself and other readers an account ot his 
work ? Hoes he find any trouble with (o) Garden Peas 

nr (li) Sweet Peas? Is a double row preferable to a single 
one?-A. D. M. 

5303. - Tea Rose cuttings.—Last- O.do’icr I had a 
few Tea Rose plant* and cut up a few broken shoots and 
stuck them in round the edge of a large not. Some of 
them have rooted and are growing. Should I leave them 
where they arc, or pot them oil into small pots of good soil 
now ?—Kinross. 

5370.—Corrugated Iron for stages.—In a recent 
issue of Garokniso corrugated iron was recommended as a 
covering for staging over hot-water pipes to be coated with 
hot lime-wash. Should both sides of the iron lie covered, or 

only tlio one next Hie pipes, and should the lime lie freshly 
slaked?—Exqiurkr. 

.5371.—Clematises.—Will “ l\ IV kindly tell me if 

anv ot the Clematises mentioned inG.vRDK.xixo, January 1.3, 
have only four petals, as I do not- wish to get anv cruci¬ 
form varieties? Can I raise them from seed, and where 

can I gel it with the various orders kept separate?— 
C. J. B., Market Harbnrrt. 

5372. Ferns for a case. I have a glass-case and 
wish to know what would lie the most suitable Ferns for 

It is in a room (ill which a Are is burnt daily) in 0 
house. 1 have nn upper frame, movable for 
an, and wish to know how much 

er hints would oblige.—A. D. C. 

5373. — Moss on a tennis-lawn. — Will some 
practical person kindly tell me how to get rid of Moss on 
a tennis-lawn? It has liccn raked ol? and leaf-mould has 
been spread over it and seed sown, hut Hie following year 
it is as liad as ever. The soil is very sandy and light, so 

that lime makes it very hot.—S. 8. 

5374. —Cutting back Rhododendrons. -Will 

someone kindly tell me the proper time to cut back Rho¬ 
dodendrons? 1 have some 7 feet anil 8 feel high, and I 
want to cut them down to within about 8 feet of the ground. 
If I cut them down next month will they shoot again tho 
same as the common Laurel ?—T. Lloyd. 

5375. - Raising plants from seed.—Will the 
following plants raised from seeds if sown now come to 

perfection this summer, or, if not, when should they have 
Been sown?—Phlox Driimmondi, Scabious, Cyamis, 
Mikado Poppy, Sunflower, Antirrhinum, Clarkia, Coreop¬ 
sis, Escliscnoftzia, and Verbena?—31. G. W. 

5370.—Climbing llowerlng plants.—I should he 
extremely obliged to “ J. C. C." or “ II. C. It.” if they 
would tell me what kinds nf climbing flowering plants 
would grow in a border facing west, and that gets no sun till 
noon ? I want them to grow up my house window, and 
plants that do not die down every year.—0. It. 

5377. —Tuberous-rooted Begonias. I have some 
bulbs of these Begonias, mid would like very much to 
increase them liy division of the roots. Can I cut the 
bulbs In two like Potatoes, an t is it tiest done before or 
after starting them? Also, will it weaken the flowering in 

any way, as I want to have some good flowers ?—KSXT. 

5378. Datura cornucopia -"'ill anyone kin lly 
tell me if the new American plant Datura cornucopia is a 
delicate one, and requires heal during the winter ? I have 
had some plants which flowered well this summer, and 
these were housed in the end of September, but failed 

quite In November, and are seemingly dead to the roots. 
—Vim a. 

6373. Heating a vinery, &o.—Would someone 
kindly inform me—I, Whether it is more economical to 

heat a vinery or proposal iiig-housc by means of a boiler 
and hot-water pipes or by flues? 2, It there are, say, three 
houses to tie healed, I presume it is inon; economical to 
have them all heated by one fire, if possible. Locality 
Isle of Man?-STKLLARIA. 

5380. Rhododendrons dropping their buds. 
—Will someone kindly tell me the cause ot sweet-scented 
Rhododendrons dropping their buds? I have five plants 
rathir large anil one small one. The large plants have 

lost the majority of buds, while the smalt one Is all right, 
the buds swelling nicely. The buds go black ami rotten 
inside while the outside appears to lie all right.—G. T. 

6381.—Flower farm In the Riviera.—Which Crlof the llalian Riviera between Ventimiglia and Leg- 

rn is most suited for a flower farm ? Does it require a 
large sum of money to begin with, ami about how much ? 
Which would he tho best market tor the sale ot the 
produce? Could a practical man to undertake the heavy 
work lie obtained by advertising in Gariikni.no?— q. 31. 

6332.—Heating a sitting-room.—I am desirous of 
obtaining a heating apparatus suitable tor a sitting-room 
13 feet Hquarc, 11 feet nigh, in order to protect my plants, 
which are in the bay window, from frost. Will some kind 
reader say a good apparatus, either oil, or coal, or coke? 
Someone’s experience on this matter would no doubt 

interest many ot your readers. It is, I am sure, much 
needed Just now.—A. Sai'.nukks. 

5383.—Good blue annuals, Ate.—Will someone 
kindly give in- the names of some good blue annuals, 
which will bloom well during the summer? I wish to till 
in a bonier at the back ol which there are dwarf Roses, so 
require some flower in front which will not glow too high. 

I thought of a carpet of white Nasturtiums with some 
taller blue flower, but any suggestions would be gratefully 
received, Also if the while Nasturtium is as good a 
bloomer as the ordinary red ? The border is about ;IJ feet 
wide in front of (be Roses,—I'acl I'rv. 

5384.—Pruning Vines.—I have in my vinery some 
old Black llamhurghs growing for a number of years, and 

pruned on the spur system. These spurs are nearly 1 fool 
in length (from the main rod) from cutting them luck 
every year lo 1 inch or 2 inches. I have been told by a 
friend of mine to cut these old spurs all away clean into 
the lender, ami that they will break out again and bear on 
the young shod* this year. I would be much obliged to 

anv person that would kindly let me know if this would 
be a good course to pursue?—Kbxt. 

5385. Treatment of Carnations.—I have about 
150 last year's layers of Carnations, chiefly Malmaisons, in 
small pots, now in a cold frame. When should they be 
repotted, into what sized pots, and also best compost for 
sime? I have some "market" pots 4) inches. Are these 
large enough? After repotting I purpose standing them 
in an unhealed span-roofed Rose-house. Will this be 
suitable ? Last year my plants did very badly. 3lany ot 
the buds failed to open, others were vsry small. I 

thought this was caused by having them in pots loo large 
for them—o inches. Shall be glad of any information re 

above, anti any hints lor after treatment will lie welcome ? 
I am much obliged to " J. C. C." and “ I*. U." for their 
instructions re Roses.—8. II. 8. It., Birmingham, 

5'3S8.—Window-boxes.—I wish to have boxes matte 
to flx on to five windows, with stone ledges, in front of mv 
house at Addtscouibe. The situation is north-east. What 
is Hie best material to use, and what should be done to 

ensure proper drainage without danger of draught ? 
What breadth ami depth should they he, and what ought 
to be the cost, allowing about (I feel for each box ? With 
what sort of soil should they 1m- filled, and what would he 
the best kinds of plants to purchase to obtain a constant 
supply of bloom from spring till lateautumn ? What kinds 
of creepers would look well either to climb up the sides 
of windows or hang down the front ot boxes? And should 

separate boxes lie m ide to fix 011 front, and side of bow 
windows, or would a continuous box be better?— H. 

Ormo.mik. 

5387.—Plants In Rhododendron beds. I am 
much obliged to “J. C. C." and others for their kind 

replies to the above query of mine(see Gariikm.no, Decern - 
IsiWlJ pig*? HM). I should he further obliged to any or 
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with the Lilies. Would Loliclia, Golden Feather, Pansies, 
Orastium tomentosum, or any of these hardy low-crowing 
plants do in the peat ' I want to furnish up the hells as 

they look so hare. The beds arc 10 feet by 10 feet and 
2 feet deep, a Rhododendron 1 foot high planted in the 
c entre of each in a wood open aspect. I would also like to 
know if the Gladiolus hrenohlcyensis will grow in the peat 
ns well as gainlavensis mentioned by •• J. U. C." A definite 
answer will be highly esteemed by—Kkxt. 

5SsS.—Name of a bulb.—I shall feel greatly obliged 
if anyone will kindly tell me what is likely to he the name 

of a bulb which 1 must have received by mistake with some 
others from England a few years ago. When grown it had 
long narrow leaves somewhat like a Narcissus. The 
flowers were pendulous, like yellow stars, and reflexed 
when open, the outside and buds a deep orange, almost 
retl, the flowers aliout the sine of a shilling, and there 

wore black spots somewhere, but I cannot remember 
whether on flowers or leaves. It was raised in a slightly 
heated frame and flowered in June. The nearest approach 
I can find to it in any catalogue is Tritonia aurea, but this 
is given as Crocosma aurea, which is said to be the same 
as Montbretia crocosmaillora, which I have grown, but it is 
not the kind of plant 1 had before.—M. 11., Helensburgh. 

rat®.—Growing Dlanthus.—Will anyone be good 
enough to tell me the best way to grow bianthus? I am 
most anxious to have them in my garden, but they seem 
most difficult and tiresome to grow. The year before last 

1 sowed them in a shady liorder in August or September, 
but nearly all of them (lied away. The few that were left 

bloomed very well. I took seeds from them, which have 
not come up. Then I got some seeds from one of the best 
seedsmen in England, and sowed them in a box, putting 
them in a sunny gallery in the house, as 1 have no heated 
greenhouse. They came up, but now they seem to grow 
very long anil thin, ami then dwindle away. What can I 
do? Shall 1 put them in little pots? They arc 2 inches, 
!1 inches, and 4 inches long. If I sow some out-of-doors in 

March or April, will they flower this year, or could I get 
plants of bianthus?—C. M. 

5300. —Evergreen hedges. -Two or three weeks 
ago there wils an interesting paper in Gardkxino on 
"Evergreen hedges for shelter," either by "J. C. C.” or 
“ J. Groom, Gosport," both of whose articles I always rend 
with great interest. I should be grateful for instruction on 
one point -viz., when to plant laurels (common and 
Portugal), Cupressus Iawsoniana, and Hollies ? Should not 
the latter especially be planted in April or May, and not in 
autumn ? I have a large kitchen garden, sloping south, good 
soil, loam over chalk, but much swept bv the south-west 

winds which prevail on this coast (near Weymouth). It is 
surrounded by a high Thorn hedge, getting thin at the 
bottom, and I want to plant evergreens inside to thicken 
it without cutting down the Thorn hedge. How near may 
they be plant.'4 ? Hollies are hardy here, but very slow 
growing, as it is apt to lie very dry in summer.— 
Si. t. s. 

5301. —Construction of a propagator.—I am 
about to make a propagator, heated with a paraffin-lamp, 
and build pretty much as follows, llo.lv boxed inclose 
and mode of J-inch match-boarding. Tin pan for water, 
2 inchesdeep, over which is a plate of corrugated galvanised 
iron, punched full of holes. Cocoa-mit-llbrc refuse on top. 
l’ots of cuttings, &c., in this, and a glazed and hinged lid 

flush with the top of boxing and sloped desk fashion. A 
small sliding door at one end to put the lamp in and out. 

What height should the tin pan by ofT the top of the lamp 
chimney ? Should there l>e a tin chimney constructed to 
carry the draught up by the end of the propagator opposite 
to that at which I introduce the lamp, or will there be 
enough draught by letting the heat (and presumably the 
fumes too), ascend up between the sides of the box and the 
edges of the tin (van, ami so through the perforations 
and info the Cocoa-nut-flbre ? I want to start seeds, 
cuttings, Ac., for spring.—T. II. Buowxrioo. 

To the following queries brief editorial replies 
are given ; but readers are invited to give further 
answers should they be able to offer additional 
tulvice on the various subjects. 

5392. —Standen's Manure.—Mrs. Watson should 
ook into the advertising columns, where she will find all 
she requires to know.—J. J. 

5393. --Oyprlpedlum lnslgme (Guernsey Carres- 
p indent).—Pot in aliout equal parts of jx-at and loam and 

chopped Sphagnum, adding a little sand.—M. 11. 

53!U.~ Ansellia afrlcana (T. I).).—The flower sent 
under this name appears to me to come near to the plant 
known now as Ansellia confusa, which is of a lighter yellow, 
smaller flowers, and is not nearly so brittle as the typical 
plant.—M. 11. 

53)5.— Pholldota lmbrlcata (T. J.).—This Is a 
plant 1 used to grow with the greatest ease potted in 
Sphagnum Moss, mixed with a little peat, and given a 
largo amount of heat. I do not, however, think it is 
worth the trouble.—M. B. 

530(1. -Gymbldlum Lowlanum Mandlanum 
(C. J.).—This is a rare plant and should lie well taken 
care of. Thellowersareof a huff-yellow, with the lip a bright 
yellow. It requires just the same treatment as the typical 

plant. There is much controversy about the beauty of this 

Orchid.—M. 11. 

5397.- Orchids in a drawing-room (Mrs. H’. ).— 
I do not think you would succeed ill growing any of the 
six Orchids mentioned in the drawing-room, neither do I 
think you would Bud much bettor success with them in a 

cool greenhouse, but you might manage Cypri|Hxlium 
insigue.—M. B. 

539S.—Moorea lrrorata. — J. B. askstor information 
respecting this plant: hut the truth to tell, one knows very 

little about it, it having been imported a few years since 
from Peru. The Mowers are produced upon an upright 
spike anil are reddish-brown in colour, with a pale centre, 
and it is named in honour of Mr. Moore of Dublin.—M. H. 

5399.—Plant questions (T. Easllakel^l really 
cannot comply with your requests, for yogripiestjons 
would make a jierfect dictionary. While; quite vvi]l/iig|t > 
give all my readers every infiinnatlofi tney VA. 
same lime they should certainly remember a good old 

403.—Oyprlpedlum Leeanum superbum (A. 
nut).—A grand flower of this hybrid and it quite deserve* 

saying that Providence helps those who help them 
selves.—J. J. 

5400.—Orchids In plant-house (E. T. Clark).—I 
quiteown with you that Odontoglossum Rossi majusishv no 

means a warm-house plant or a difficult one to manage, 
but all are not of such an accommodating disposition 1 
fear you must get someone to answer your numerous 
queries who has had proctice with a gas-stove, and knows 
more about its effect on Orchids than myself.—M. B. 

Mol.—Ocelogryne cristata (C. J. r. F.).—Your 
plain appears to have made a good lol of new bulbs. They 
are all, however, of a small size, and you cannot e\|«-ct 

any llowcr-spikes from them. The fact of keeping to 
the Odontogloosums should not lead you to expect Mowers 
yet, and being so treated 1 do not think it could have 
Mowered so early as Christmas in any season.—M. B. 

5402. —Gymbldlum sinensis (A. IF. SJ.—Yon. 
like the rest of amateurs, appear to be much troubled 
about repotting. This plant requires rather a large pot 
for its size os the roots are thick anil Meshy. The soil 

should be two parts good turfy loam and one part peat, 
well mixed. The plant may lie potted now as soon as it 
has done Mowering. The temperature will do.—M. B. 

5403. -i 

Gra 
the name of superbum. It is a very bright and showy 
kind. It was Mrst raised by Messrs. Veitch ami Son, since 
which time many others have obtained seedlings of a 
greater or lesser degree of excellence, yours living a very 
line one, but still it must retain its original name.— 

M. B. 

5101.—MaxiUaria tenulfolla. — II. II. sends 
Mowers of this species, asking if it is a now plant, saying 

he hail never seen it before? This Orchid was sent home 
here nearly sixty years ago, and has liven largely culti¬ 
vated ; therefore, I think "II. H." must be a young 
beginner in Orchid-growing, or he certainly would have 
seen it before now. I should advise " II. H." to grow the 
plant, which has narrow dark-green leaves and Imllis, and 

bright richly-coloured Mowers produced in abundance.— 
M. B. _ 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
We should be glad if readers would remember that tee 

do not answer queries by post, and that we cannot under¬ 
take to forward letters to correspoiuh-nts, or insert queries 

that do not contain the name and address of sender. 

C. J. II., Market llarboro'.—Apply to Messrs. Richard 
Smith and Go., Worcester.-Mrs. Fnllagar.—Apply to 

51 r. T. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, 
London, N.-E. M. I’.—The better plan would be to 

grub up the fruit-trees and plant young ones.-A. B. G. 
—The Roses are affected with grcen-Hy and brown-scale. 
Fumigate with Toliacco and then wash with soapy wafer, 
applied forcibly with a syringe.-Ignoramus.—Your 
besl plan would lie to get a good local gardener to come in 
and look at your tree and advise you as to pruning, 

cannot do so without seeing it. 

outside the division-boards and over the frames, 
being stuffed with Cork-dust and sewn through 
and through to keep them in shape, all draughts 

are excluded, and with plenty of stores the 
Bees winter very comfortably. 

Winter treatment.—During the winter the 
hives should bo kept at os regular a temperature 
as possible. Bees, os a rule, do better in cold 
winters than in mild ones, In cold weather 
they cluster into the centre of the hive, and in 

the severest weather become dormant; there 
thus being but little wear and tear, they live 
well into the spring. When snow falls it should 
lie swept away from the neighbourhood of the 
hives as much as possible, or the fronts of the 
hives shaded from the rays of the sun, because 
when the sun shines upon snow numbers of Bees 

leave the hive, and, settling upon the snow, 
become chilled and unable to return; thus 
great loss is sustained. It is, therefore, a wise firecautiou to place something in front of the 
lives, on the appearance of enow, to form a 

shade from the rays of the sun. A good shield 

to use with the bar-frame hive is in the form of 
a hinged porch, which, when unsupported from 
below,leansouto thealightiug boardatadistance 
of about 2 inches from the hive front, leaving 
easy means of exit at both ends. In front, 
opposite the entrance, there are two i-incli 
openings, cut out of the lower edge of the porch, 
which gives easy access to life Bees alighting at 
their usual place. Other hives can lie shaded 

by fixing before them, aliout 1 foot away, it 
wooden screen, nailed to a post sunk into the 
ground, and large enough to shade the whole 
front from the rays of the sun. Many of the 
old Bees of a colony die during the winter 
months, anil are, as a rule, cast out of the hive. 

In very cold weather, however, the Bees are 
unable to cast out their dead, and in con- 
scquenco it sometimes happens that the 
entrance of the hive becomes blocked ; it is, 
therefore, good policy to pass a searching wire 

round the door-board occasionally, with a view 
to removing any dead collecting there. If on 
inserting the searching wire into the entrance 

We I healthy Bees are disturbed, and they show 
great activity, it may lie taken for granted that 

NAMES OP PLANTS AND FRUITS. 

',* Any communications rcs/iecting plants or fruits 
sent to name should always accompany the parrel, which 

shombl be addressed to the Editor of Gabiikninu Illi'n- 
tratkii, 37, Southampton-street, Straml, W.C. 

Names of plants. — D. Bull.—I, Cyprlpcilium 
Spicerianum ; 2, Cypripixliuni barbatum ; 3. Cypripcdium 
veniutum ; 4, Onculium Hexiiomnn.--J. Itunaler.—Die- 
lyograuima Japonioa.-Hanson Burton.—1, 2, 3, arc 
very strange forum ol Boolopviulritim vnlgare, which wo 
Hhall be very glail to see again Irom this year’s fromls ; 4, 

1 .a*troa podophylla apparently, send again when fertile : 
5, Looks like Lostrea amahile, send when fertile; 0, Can¬ 
not determine.-O. B.—Cannot name from leaves only. 
-Miss Morrison.— 1, Asplenium gerniaiiiciiin ; 2, Ail inn- 
tum Cnplllus-vcnoris; 8, I’terls scrrulafa cristata; 10. 
Sediim H)>ecies; 13, I’olysticlmin angularai proliferum. 
Would have named the remainder hail they not been 
such very little pieces.-G. Bennett.—Calhpteris pro¬ 

lifers ; 2. Adiantiim mncrophylhim ; 3, Cheilanthus s|«s-- 
faliilis ; 4, I’ol.vsticlnim Iriangiilnriini; 5, Coningranima 
Javaniea; O.Gonioplilebitmi harpeodes.-Henry Thomas. 
—l,()dontoglo8Bunitriumphttiis;2,OiU)nfi>glossiinicris|mm, 
fair var.: 3, Onciiliuni triquetrum ; 4,Oyj>ripediiim Meirax ; 
5, Izelia autiimnalix Arnoldiaiia ; 0, Ladia slbida bclla.- 
G. l‘igyott.— \. Trichomanes humilc ; 2, Humata alpina ; 

3, Lcptopteris mipcrba; 4. Ccterach otllcinarum; 5, 
Adiantum firmosuni; 0, Nephrodium venuslum.-—-It. 
Boss.—1, EranUiemum pulcliellum ; 2, Cvtisus raeemosus ; 

3, Bad specimen ; 4, Plumbago capcnsis; 5, M aranta 
zebrina ;0, Ophiopogon Jaburanvariegatum.-Jtosemary. 

—1. Crat logos Pyracantha; 2 and 9, are apparently 
varieties of the common Evergreen Oak ; 3, Send In Mower : 
5, Biota orionlalis ; it, Stocliyslanata (Grey Wound-wort). 
Other specimens of Conifers send again when bearing rones. 
Please give your name and address next time and send 
good specimens. 

BEES. 

SEASONABLE NOTES. 

The wintering of Bees in straw hives is 
attended with much less trouble and risk than 

wiien wooden hives are used. When the combs 
do not touch the sides, ns in the case of the bar- 
frame hive, the heat escapes round the ends of 

the combs, and extra precaution is required to 
lie taken by the Bee-keeper in order to maintain 
the right temperature within the hives. If, 

however, the Bees in frame hives are crowded 
into as small a space os possible by means of 
division-boards, one on eithur side of the frames, 
aniLtlie-^pace between the division-boards anil 

W f|4es of the hive filled with chaff ior |Cprkn 
<l((ts), or, better still, small eushionS-arW used 

the hive is in a prosperous condition, and atten¬ 
tion need only bo given to keeping entrance 
clear to promote ventilation ; but if on with¬ 

drawing the wire dying Bees are discovered, it 
may be concluded that the colony is suffering 
from hunger or disease. The best thing to do 
in this case is to stop the hive entrance with a 
piece of perforated zinc, and carry it into u 

warm room, and supply the Bees with some 
warm syrup, so that they may get immediate 
relief. Upon their showing signs of returning 
life and activity the hive may be returned to 
its stand, and as the Boos become quiet from 
the excitement of feeding, the entrance may he 
unstopped, a cake of candy placed over the 
feed-hole at the top of the hive, and the whole 
covered up warmly. In the case of a liar-frame 
hive a feed-hole may be cut through the quilts 

over the frames. 

Keeping hives dry.—Roofs of bar-frame 
hives should lie examined, and where there is any 
doubt tvs to their being quite weather-proof 

they should lie painted, barred, or covered with 
roofing-felt. Where hives are in exposed situa¬ 
tions precautions should be taken to guard them 
from the full force of strong winds. Roofing- 
felt makes very excellent covers for straw skeps, 
being very durable and impervious to water. 
Beneath tliese outer coverings plenty of warm 
material should be used. Outer cases of wood 
are also very serviceable for straw hives, and 

have the appearance of square bar-frame hives. 
Bees suffer from dysentery, which is brought on 
through dampness of hive, cold, and partaking 
of unsuitable watery food, such as unripe or 
fermented honey. All unnecessary manipula¬ 

tion and disturbance of Bees during the winter 
causes excitement within the hive and an undue 
consumption of food, and tends also to bring 
about this disense. Hives found to be foul with 

dysenteric discharges may have the combs and 
Bees transferred to fresh clean hives during 
mild weather, all soiled frames being scraped 
and washed over with a weak solution of 

carbolic. The Bees should he supplied with a 
cake of candy, or a eomli or two of sealed stores, 

Ul61djLVWiiu boards moved so as to reduce the 
Hioe of the-hjye to the number of combs covered 

' the ®esj UW ipAeUsailreil up with chaff or 
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FAWKES’ SL0W-C0MBUSTI0N 

HEATING APPARATUS 
Cork-dust, proper ventilation given, the hive 

well protected from cold, and the Bees disturbed 
as little as possible. 

S. S. G., StunniiiAter Nation. CRYSTAL PALACE HORTICULTURAL WORKS, 
359, BROCKLEY ROAD, BROCKLEY, LONDON. 

Most Effletont and Cheapest 
in Exlstonco. 

Requires no sunk stokehole anti no brick sot¬ 
ting. Will last all night without at tention. 
Will burn house cinders, therefore costs next 
tonothinit for fuel. Anyone can tlx it. A 
domestic servant can stoke it. 

SUCCESS GUARANTEED. 

POULTRY AND RABBITS "8, Park-st., Stoke, Dovonpnrt, Nov. 17th, 1803. Dear Sir,— 
In answer to yourw of tho 15th ftolicitin# an order, 1 tog to 
inform you i wrote for the Price Lint of OrcenhouwH for 
Mm. 1*., Jlcliiionl-pluc?, Stok«*. and persuaded her to pur- 
chaso the hiiiuII grccnliouHe which you sent her. This is not 
the ttret greenhouse I liuve had sent from Isomlon, but I must _ 
say this is tho prettiest and tost house 1 ever saw for the money. Enonnoiu num- 
Any customer of mine requiring a greenhouse or frames J her* in uhc all 
shall do my tost to wild you tho order. The little Tower overthe country. 
llcuter answers splendid.—1 am yours truly, J. HTKVBN8." ■■j.j ^ ^ 

COMBUSTION 
APPARATUS 
OKTI1K KIND 

CA UTIOW.— 
Beware of ineffi¬ 
cient, inrom- 

apjianilUM 
U'hirh trill not 
huit all uiiiht. 

Full part leu- 
laia ami prices 
of every sized 
npiMiratiin and 
numerous lei li- 
iiioiiiuls for last 
ftvo seasons, 
showing enor¬ 
mous success, 
post free oil ap¬ 
plication. 

.V2.V2.—Poultry-keeping. -It certainly is 
not injurious to keep a hen in darkness whilst 
she is sitting, but is rather to he desired than 
otherwise, for in my opinion hens sit more 

steadily anil the broods are more successful when 
they are out of sight in as secluded a spot as 
can lie found. Of course “ Kitty Bellows ” will 
take care that there is some fresh air obtainable 
and will not sit the hens in a small box and 
close the lid, so to speak, upon her. With 

regard to feeding tho laying liens at this time of 
year, I prefer to use sharps and Spratt’s meal 
mixed with hot water for the first feed in the 
day. I occasionally add a little cressel or 

minced meat, and should the mornings he very 
keen I should give some cardiac which answers 
much the same purpose as cayenne. Shortly 
after dinner the fowls are fed with hard corn, 

Buckwheat or Wheat for choice, but now and 
then I may give a feed of Barley. I never use 
Indian Corn. If a hen will not roost with the 

others, but gives a lot of trouble, I should 
certainly send her to the kitchen, unless she is 
extremely valuable for breeding purposes. It 
must be remembered that the cost price of an 
ordinary hen is not as a rule very high, and 

therefore it cannot pay her owner to spend 
much time upon her. To sell or kill the 
oll'cnder would thus appear to be true economy. 

—Duri.Ti.su. 

Fresh eggs at Christmas. -If there is 
one thing which causes a poultry-keeper to feel 
annoyed with his birds and everything around 
him during the winter months, it is tho fact 

that while his fowls are doing nothing what¬ 
ever towards earning their koep, his neighbour's 
poultry are laying freely, in spite of frost and 
snow, or rain, as the ease might be. The case 
is doubly trying when good housing, tho liesl of 
feeding, and careful selection of slock arc all 
attended to, for the owner has then good 
reason to feel disgusted with his stock. One 

important uoiut remains, and it is to the 
neglect of this simple matter that so many owe 
their failure to procure eggs at midwinter: it 
is to hatch at the proper time. It is out of the 
ijiifstiou for pullets to lay at the beginning of 
(lotobcr, unless they are fully six months old, 
yet this is what many expect them to do. What, 

then, I would urge at this moment upon the 
readers of Gardening, is that they should take 
time by the forelock, and contrive by sonic 
means or other to have some chickens out by the 

middle of March. Then they may look forward 
to an abundance of fresh eggs from October 
onwards, and for once in tneir lives lie in a 

position not only to supply their own wants at 
a season when fresh eggs are scarce and a luxury, 
hut also he able to meet the demands of their 

Boulting. 

Complete 

Apparatus 

from 
£1 12s. 

This Is Hayward’s No. 1 and No. 2. 
No. 1 Span-roof anil No. 2 Lean-to Greenhouses are pre¬ 

pared especially for amateurs, made of Rust Red Deal, 
thoroughly seasoned, complete with Ventilators, Door. .Stages 
for plants, Painted one coat, 16-oz. Glass, all necessary Iron¬ 
work. Delivered anil packed free on rails at the following 
prices, satisfaction guaranteed. Write for New List. 

No. 1 Span-roof. I No. 2 Lean-to. 
7 ft. long 5 ft. wido £2 10 0 7 ft. long 5 ft. wido £2 8 0 

Price £3 10s. |«-r Ion. in bags. Lots under lOcwt., 
4s. Iier cwt. : lr«l. Sample Bag sent Carriage paid to any 
Station in England, on receipt of P.0, for 5s. 

Extracts front 18th Annual Collection of Reports 
NATIVE GUANO roll POTATOES, VEGETABLES. .V' 

II. Bkiskwoiitii, Potato Grower, Reading, used for 
Potatoes. Onions, and Carrots; results: "Very good; 
never bail heller crops, ' A. .1. A I. MU'. Gardener to Is.rd 
Portumu : " A Is-tler crop of Onions I don't wish to have I 
can thoroughly recommend it as a valuable manure for 
Vi'gi’tHhlt'H. 
NATIVE GUANO K.»u FKU1T. KOSF.S. TOMATOKS, 

li. Mi l NT*isll, Gardener to E. T. ('oblsild, Esq., Felix 
stowe: " Eor ('uriiinliers, Melons. Peaches, and Vines, it is 
my favourite manure. Eor Violets in frames, Chrysanthe¬ 
mums. and nearly all kinds of plants, we use it with excellent 
results. " G. ifli'Kman, Gordon Road Nursery, S. Woml- 
furtl: —" Used for some years, and am satistied it is the 
lies! manure at the price I ever had. Specially good fin 

REST CONSTRUCTED and CHEAPEST Greenhouses, 
eurcing Houses, Pits, Frames, Plant Protectors. Potting 

Shells, Tool Houses, Ac. 

IliuMraled Priced CaUiloyuc post fret from 

CROMPTON & FAWKES, CHELMSFORD. 

FIRST-CLASS SILVER BANKSIAN MEDAL 
Awarded by the Royal Horticultural Society, lS'.C. 

.Jk THE DUCHESS nma 

HOW TO INCREASE 
THE 

FRUITS OF EARTH 
By O. H. WITH, F.It.A.S., PCS. Trinity Cot., Dublin. 

Contains full particulars of very remarkable discoveries 
relating to I'lnnt Lifu. Shows how crops of vegetables may 
lie largely Increased, lovely flowers grown to perfection, and 
fruit-trees made to hear in abundance. Selcetiona from 
Hundreds of Testimonials. Post free from 

JAKE MAN tc CARVER, Printers, Hereford. 

flARDEN NECESSARIES. - Virgin Cork, 
vT 112 lb., 17S.; 5B lb., 10s, ; 28 lb- 5s. id. ; 14 lb- 3s. 
Bamlmo canes, 4 feet, 3s. per 100. Tnbacco-paiier, strong, 
Is. ]>cr lb. Vapour cones, fid- Is- and Is. fill. each. Hatha 
In. per lb. Cocoa-fibre, Is. 3*1. sack. Manures, Mats, Garden 
Sticks and Label*. Sami, Peal, Ac. Price Liston application.— 
WATSON S SCULL. 'JO, Lower Thames'street. London. E G 

T OOK f LOOK ! ! LOOK !! !—Greatest Bar- 
j-l gain on Earth. 10,000 WATERPROOF HOODS and 
CAPES t Purchased from the Government. Cost 7s. (si. 
each. I will send a Hood and Cape for 24 stamps, nnst freo. 
Ouito new. hut put out of service, HY. JOHN GASSON, 

neighbours. 

WINTER CARDENS, 
CONSERVATORIES, 

Ac., Ac., 
IN ALL STYLES. 

Finns and Estimates on application. Surveys made. 

HOLLOWAY” BOILERS. 
CUCUMBER FRAMES, 

RUGS! HUGS!! good, allwool ; 8 ft. long, 
0 fl. wido. mid weigh fiver 4 Hi. ; Government grey; oillv 

been ujhm! it little: much totter than common new.—I will 
tt-* lit I one i»oHt frvo for3«. from II. J. UASSON, Government 
tfontraclor, Ryo. 

PLOWER POTS. 12 8-in., 20 8-in., B0 8-in., 
-L >l 4-in , 50 3-In- pin ked in cast s and rent to rail for7s. fid. 
Cadi H GODDARD. Pottery. Dennett road, Peekhntn._ 

PROTECT YOUR GAith'KNN. -Garden net¬ 
ting. oiled and dressed : will not rot if left out in all 

weatle r* IU0 yard* by 1 yard, 3* ; 10U yurd* by 2 yards, 
II, ; I0J yards by 3 yard*, 'J*. Or so on to any width. Car¬ 
rs : • paid on all orders over 5s. I do not require payment 
till you have received and Approved of lb,' netting from- 

f- 'fOk " j lLWit 4 by 3 .. i IS l 

PAINTKP ANUGI.A7.KO fi 2 Light. 0 ,, 4 .. 1 |S 0 
with 21-ox. glass. II 3 Lights 12 „ 0 .. 3 10 C 

Now Illustrated Catalogue 3 stamps. Litt Jrct. 

tar BEST WORK ONLY AT REASONABLE PRICES. 

Tho North I/indon Horticultural Works, 

LONDON, N. HOLLOWAY ROAD 

Intending purchasers should send for our Illustrated 
Price List of Greenhouses, Ac- complete from 48s- post free, 
2 stamps.—S. HARTLEY & CO- Horticidtural Builders, 
Valley-street, Windhlll. Sliipley^Vnrkshtre. _ _ 

AilKNTS > V.' NTKDforlhit SALK Itf NATIVE 
GUANO It. st and Cheapest MANUIIKfor all FARM 

am GARDEN < to ’tu Kvhvi, GUANO COMPANY 

>RD, 35, H:\nk nt., MuuUtouo! 1 
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PERNS. 

EASILY-GROWN FERNS. 

As the season is approaching when Ferns are 
purchased, it may he useful lo point out a few 
of the vigorous, easily-grown Ferns that will 
thrive in a greenhouse not much heated. Those 
mentioned will also succeed in a room, resisting 
better than any others the trials of such a place. 

Tiik Ptkkikks afford much variety, and all 
the kinds enumerated arc of vigorous growth. 
I’, erotica is one of the heat, and should come 
into the smallest list of Ferns for the green¬ 
house or room. There are several varieties. 
One is named albo-lineata, the central line of 
white running down the frond adding much 
to its attractiveness. Another good variegated 
variety is I’, c. Mayi, which is very hnely 
marked with silvery-grey, and is not less 
strong in habit Ilian the type. Crested 
Ferns, as a rule, arc not beautiful, nor 
has the variety named nobilis, a crested 
form of P. erotica, the elegance of the parent; 
but it is a good sturdy variety, the habit is bold, 
and the created fronds stand up well. But, 
firstly, get the type P. cretica, and then the 
variety albo-lineata, as these are cheaper than 
the others, whilst the latter may 1* added as 
the interest in Ferns deepens. P. tremula is a 
thoroughly useful Fern. I have kept a speci¬ 
men in full beauty for several years in a room, 
standing it out in warm weather to get the ad¬ 
vantage of gentle rains. The plant is elegant 
in habit, and the fronds of a light-green colour. 
Two forms may lie noted as of nni>ortance—one 
is called Kmithiaua, a very finely-crested Fern, 
vigorous in habit, each frond lieing split up into 
what we may call frondlcls, which individually 
terminate in a dense tuft, not ugly by any 
means, as in some of the curious, not to say 
fearful, monstrosities of the Soolopendriums or 
Hart's-tongues. There is also a variegated 
variety of P. tremula named variegala, similar 
to the type in habit, but each of the pinna- is 
marked with a linear line of silvery white. P. 
serrulata is not so well adapted for rooms as the 
ot hers, but it will succeed well in a warm green¬ 
house, ami the crested variety of this is well 
worth noting. It makes a quick, vigorous 
growth, and is in every way a thoroughly useful 
Fern. I’, t. Sinithiana is a heavily crested form. 

The Nephkolepis for baskets are difficult to 
beat, ami N. exaltala is the cheapest and best 
known. It makes a splendid basket Fern, the 
long fronds hanging down over the same in a 
graceful way, but it requires the temperature 
of a warm greenhouse and plenty of water in 
summer months. Basket plants require soaking, 
or the water, if the drainage is in good order, 
quickly runs away. 

AntANTfM citnkatum is the most useful of 
the Maiden-lmirs, especially for cutting, the 
fronds lasting extremely well. It is needless to 
describe this Fern, which is unquestionably the 
most popular in cultivation. A very IjCautifgl 
Fern is t he variety °t) W)ft i^S'd.'IA 
veneris named Mariesi, tliC fronds of a nttFriim 
green colour. Of course, there is a host of 
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lovely Adianlums, but they require heat, and 
the object of these notes is to mention merely 
those to form the nucleus of a collection or one as 
easily grown as any kinds. The same remark 
applies to the 

Asi-i.ENirMs, of which A. butbiferum is the 
most readily managed. Other useful Ferns arc 

Cyrtomium kau atum, an excellent kind for 
rooms, the fronds quite feathery in texture and 
deep-green, the Hare's-foot Fern, Davallia 
canaricnse, Lastrca aristata, and its variegated 
variety, which has deep-green fronds, each 
marked with a yellowish linear stripe, so to 
speak. 

Onychiom JAFOKiruM is a useful Fern, and 
difficult to kill. I do not mean by this it is 
happy under any treatment, but it is a 
thoroughly vigorous kind. Many of the 

Hariiy Ferns are well worth growing in pots, 
especially varieties of the Lady Fern, as Athy- 
riurn Fillx fiemina superbum and plumosum dis- 
sectum, which are new kinds, as yet rather ex¬ 
pensive at least, plants cost about half-a-crown 
each. The fronds of the flower are finely 
crested, and those of the latter delicately cut. 
A very beautiful variety of the male Fern is 
Lastrca pseudo-mas cristata fimbriata, the fronds 
of quite a delicate texture, and tassellcd in a 
charming way. There are several good forms 
of the Hart’s-tongue also, one named capitatum 
having handsome, tassellcd fronds. It is a com¬ 
mon mistake in the winter months to keep Ferns 
in the greenhouse and rooms too dry ; the soil 
should never go dust-dry, hut less water is re¬ 
quired than in the summer months. More 
failures result from this mistaken management 
than from any other cause. Amateur. 
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Klllarney Fern. I have had a root of this Fern for 
some years. I have kept it in a dark corner of the hall, 
ami have watered it very little at the root; but it has had 
almost daily h\ ringes from u throat-spray over the leaves. 
It is planted in peat, and has a bell glass always over it.— 
M. C. II. II. 

r»:i72.—PerilR for a case. - The Im'hI Ferns for ft caw- 
in a town arc such hardy kinds as Pterin cretica cristata, 
P. c. albo-lineata. P. aermlaU, with an Adiantum or 
two, such as A. elegant*. Along the front of the case 
Pteris Immila floes very well, hut soon gets too large. 
Cyrtoniluni fnlcatum thrives well, ami has dark-green 
Muliom.vlikc fronds. It is somettines called the Holly 
Fern.— K. H. 

5357.— Ferns for a bank. -You might 
grow many charming Ferns in the mentioned 
positions, such ns forms of the Lady and Male 
Ferns, Scolop'-ndriums (Hart’s-tongnes), the 
Blechmnns, and all the commoner kinds, if they 
arc not exposed to drip. Ferns do not like 
drip, and the fronds soon wear an unhealthy 
aspect if exftosed to it. In ahadv places Ferns 
are the host things that can be planted. I had 
once a corner against a wall where nothing 
would grow through absence of sun. and gene¬ 
rally unpleasant surroundings. Ferns were 
tried, ana the soil made good by incorporating 
with it plenty of peat. Good clumps were 
planted, and in time with careful attention, 
copious waterings through a hot summer and 
gentle fringing of the fronds occasionally, they 
jui 0ljif?einarkably well, spreading out” .into l 
iMfidrfcfumnt masses. This was altainetL loot] ft, 
in aStfburban garden where little could be got 

thrive. As it is a bank, it is all the more neces¬ 
sary to take care that during the first summer, 
at least, water is freely given.—C. T. 
- Any of the hardy British Ferns would 

do admirably hero, if planted in suitable soil. 
Ferns do not require much sun, and, in fact, 
succeed best, as a ride, in moderately shady 
places. A few suitable ones would l>e the 
common Male and Lady Ferns, the Basket Ferns 
(Lastreas), the Shield ferns (1’olystiehums), the 
Polypodies, the Hart s-tonguo (Scolopendrium), 
Ac. -B. U. It. 

5322.—Asphalting. —“ Bert” put ton much 
tar to the shingle ; he ought also to have mixed 
about one-eighth weight of mineral pitch with 
the tar—say, 14 1b. pitch to 112 lb. tar. Boil 
them together until all the pitch is dissolved, 
stirring it well to prevent it boiling over, as it is 
likely to do unless kept well stirred. Mix the 
shingle after drying it well, as moisture will not 
unite with tar, and lay it down as hot as possible, 
and roll it well, throwing a little wet sand on 
the roller, as it turns round. By following this 
plan he will get a good walk for several years. 
Take the loose material up and reboil it, adding 
the pilch as above.—R. N. M. 

5375. Raising plants from seeds.— 
The plants raised will all come to perfection 
this summer raised from seeds. It will l>e better 
to sow l’hlox Drummondi, Verbenas, .Scabious, 
and Antirrhinums under glass in a little heat to 
flower early. Any time during February or March 
will l>e time enough to sow. Sow ('yanns, Pop¬ 
pies, Sunflowers, Clarkias, Esehscholtr.ias, and 
Coreopsis outside in March. The other plants 
named, if there is no glass, may also be sown 
outside in a warm, snnny border end of March 
or beginning of April, according to thescasou.— 
E. II. 
- By Cyan us I presume you mean the 

Cornflower. This and all the ot hers, except the 
Antirrhinums, may he sown in the spring for a 
summer display. The Phlox must he sown 
under glass, and it is a splendid flower for the 
garden, well worth making even a distinct bed 
of. A good catalogue will show you what a 
variety of kinds there are, the flowers present 
mg considerable diversity of colour. All the 
others may lie sown out-of-doors. Sow thinly, 
and give each plant sufficient space to develop 
its one natural beauty, impossible when crowded 
up into a mass. The Antirrhinum is a biennial, 
and may ho sown in the summer or ns soon as 
the scctl is ripe in the open. It is very readily 
grown, as may lie surmised. Avoid the pigmy 
plants, dwarfed beyond recognition almost, 
which some are pleased to admire and praise. 
They are the most horrible things I have seen 
amongst so-called novelties. C. T. 

6356. China Asters. <5tc.. from seed. - <Vr- 
tninly ; both Asters and Marigolds ma.v lie raise.I m a void 
triune with perfect sueeoss, if plaecd in a warm and 
sheltered position. Sow the seed from the middle to the 
end of April, according lo the locality and the weather, 
throwing a mat or two over the glass on eolil nights. 

.:ildn may he raised in a i 

m fit en,"hcn yo,,n*"E- “• 
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GARDEN WORK/ 

Conservatory. 

Ten Mid Noisette Roses will now be showing flower, 
Mid must lie kept tree from inserts. Tobacco-powder is 
useful when it is not convenient to fumigate. Syringing 
and dipping may also lie resorted to with success. 
Soapy.water, witli a (lash of Tobacco-liquor mixed there- 
with, makes nu effectual wash, and on bright days a good 
deal may be done with the syringe and clean wafer. All 
the Byringing should he done in the forenoon, so that the 
leaves may lie dry before night. The Chrysanthemum 
cuttings, for the production of large blooms, will now be 

pretty well all in, and the early cutting* are all rooted and 
placed on a stage in alight cool house to keep them strong 
nnd sturdy. For general decorative work cuttings may 
still he taken, and if the plants are grown on without 
check they will do good work. Fuchsias starling info 
growth should he pul into shape and repotted, shaking 

away n gcssl deal of the exhausted soil, and shortening 
hack a few of the largest roots. A vinery at work will be 
a good place for Fuchsias now. .Specimen Pelargoniums 
will now have hail their Anal shift, and must have a light 
|Hisilion near the glass. The early blooming varieties 
will soon he show ing buds, hut late sorts may have the 
strong shoots stopped once more. Zonal Pelargoniums 
w-hicb have exhausted themselves by flowering through 
the winter may be cut lack, nnd the cuttings put in. The 
plants struck now will lie useful for flowering next 
winter. Primulas, Cinerarias, and Cyclamens are now- 
very bright and effective. (Calceolarias should have a 
final shift into 7-iuch pot*. If large plants are required 
keep these plants in n cool place not much exposixl to 
sunshine. They will do well in a north house. If exposed 
to sunshine the leaves will probably lose colour. All 
well-rooted plants coining into flower may have liquid 
manure occasionally. Mignonette Just showing flower 
will lie improved by an occasional dose of some stimulant. 
Heaths which have done blooming may hav e the young 
shoots shortened Isvck, and lie taken to u house where 
a little warmth is kept up, to encourage growth ; but the 

night temperature for them need not exceed 15 (legs. 
Bulb* of all kinds coming Into bloom may have liquid 

manure, as may also both Indian nnd Japanese Axaleas, 
but It should be weak and clear. Tree-Carnations should 

have a temperature of 50 (legs, lo 55 degs. to bring out 
the colours well. As soon as the Luculia* have done 
flowering shoots should In- pruned bock to about three 

buds. This plant is not considered an easy one lo propa¬ 
gate, but the young shoots, when almnt 3 inches long, 
taken off with a small heel, will root under a Is-ll-glass in 
sandy- peat. The bell-glasses must lie wiped dry every 
morning to prevent damping ; and this refers to the pro¬ 
pagation of all plants under bell-glasses. Begonias, 
Just Idas, Poinsett las, and other plants taken from the 
stove will now lie past their best. Some may be thrown 
nut, and a few of the I vest only reserved for cuttings, which 
should lie rooted now as soon as (lossible. There will be 
a constant stream of forced flowers coming in now from 
the forcing-house, nnd to meet the want* of these the 

veutdation must be carefully managed, avoiding cold 
draughts. 

Stove. 
Cuttings of many things may lie taken now. Where 

there is no regular propagating house n case for striking 
cutting* and raising seed* may easily lie Improvised over 

the hot-water pipes, a plunging lied of Cocoa nut-fibre 
being made inside, (iardenias arc beautiful things, though 
I think hardly so popular as they were. They arc easily 
grown in a warm house with a moist atmosphere. The 

greatest difficulty In their culture is lo keep them free 
from mealy bug. Wherever tills insis t is present an 
effort should lie made to clear them out Iwfore the flower 
buds get prominent. Cuttings of the young shoots will 
strike any tune In a close frame with a brisk bottom-heat, 
and small well furnishixf plants In 5-inch pot* will prisli. 

several flowers. Allamandn* anil Bouganvillms should 
receive what pruning is necessary, ami in the course of a 
fortnight should lie rcjioltcri. ixnra* and other hard- 
wooibsl stove plants may soon have a shift if required. 
The night temperature now may range from (It)deg*, to 
IV. degs. As Iho days lengthen more wa'cr will Is- 
required at the roots of the plants, and also in the atmos 

phcrc of the house. Early flowering bulbs, such ns 
(iloxima* and Achimencs, may lie started. Koine of the 

former will now lie showing flower-buds if started earlv 
enough. Amaryllises that require repotting may now have 
attention, and no water should lx- given till the plants 
start into growth. They will do liest plunged in a bed of 
Cocoa-nut-tihre on a lied or stage not far from the glass. 

Ferns under Glass. 
This la the liest season for repotting Ferns, beginning 

with the hardiest varieties first; but it is not advisable to 
let the young growth advance much bufore repotting, 
especially if the plants are intended to be divided to make 

stock. Young growing Ferns may be repotted anv time 
when a plant is merely shifted from a small pot to a larger 
one ; but wherever division is necessary- it is best done 
Just as the new growth is making a start in spring. Loam 

is used more for I-ern growing than was the casein the 
past, and the Plant* do (letter in good loam lightened 
with leaf-mould and sand, than altogether in a lighter 
compost. Spores may be sown now to raise young plant* 
Small plants in thumbs and small BO* arc a good deal 
sought after now for filling small vases to stand on the 
drawing-room table, and small well-grown Maiden hairs 
are useful on the dinner-table. Ferns are charming 
basket-plants, and no fernery is properly furnished with¬ 
out a few well-filled basket*. Some families arc well 

adapted for baskets. All the Nephrolepis and Davatlias 
do well in bosket* either of wood or wire, hut I prefer the 
home-made wire, the wires being well covered with Moss 
nnd creeping plant*. 

Cucumber House. 

Strong plants set out now in a warm house where there 

is a comfortable bottom-heat will soon make rapid pro- 
gress. Bottom-heat of some kind there must be, though 

In cold or northern diet riels the operations referred 
to under " Garden Work" matt ft* dnneffroin ten dr.-- to 

fAax IS; Jler* (fr^iixyt.-dWiy^f, g, r- 

it need not lie hot-water. Very good crops of Cucumbers 
are grown in houses where the narrow pits in which the 

Cucumliers are planted are filled with stake manure, the 
Moas-litter-monure being the liest. It must, of course, 
be fed from the stable so that a brisk heat will lie main¬ 
tained a* long as the Cucumliers require It. I have 
one house, the only liotlom-heat of which is (lennati Moss- 
litter-manure, and the plants do so well that I should 
incur the expense of pipes in any house planted in 

February or later. The top-heat would, of course, be 
regular and steady from hot-water. In raising Cucumbers 
or Melon-plants at this season it is well to have a dozen 
or two of plants to spare rather than plant weaklings. 

Cold Frames. 
.Many of the cold frames will now Ik- placed on 1h-(Ib of 

manure to force various things in. For wintering plants 
which require protection a turf pit Is better than a 

wooden frMne, or even a brick pit, so far ns regards 
keeping out frost. Anyone can build the walls either 
with clay soil or turf rut from an old paature. In the 
course of a few years the banks may la- taken down, and 
the product used os (lotting material, and a new pit built 
with fresh soil. 

Window Gardening- 
Genistas in flower are now common, and If the flowers 

are to hold on well the plunls must lie well watered, and a 
little stimulant will lie useful. In towns the gas has licen 
the greatest difficulty to plant growing, but this will 
soon he altered now as the electric light is coming Into 

general use, anil it will then be the fault of the grower if 
the plant* die Suddenly. The lies! plants to stand the gas 
arc Aspidistras, fimcicrias (green-leaved sorts), Palms, 
India-rublK-rs, Cacti, Aloes, and Mesembryanthemums. 

Outdoor Garden. 
The early flower* will soon Is- showing colour; some 

are, in fact, i ow in bloom— Knowdrops, Aconites, Prim¬ 
roses, nnd the early white-flowered Arabianlbida—and Iris 
reticulata is throwing up it spikes on the sheltered 

rockery. Wallflowers arc in bud and will soon scatter 
their sweetness in many sheltered gardens. Wallflowers 
(trow nnd flower best in hard flrni ground. The growth 
is firmer, nnd is less liable to injury from severe frost. 
.Some of the double Wallflowers are very fine, but they 
w-ant sheltering in cold weather. I am growing them in 
(Kits in a cold frame. A few will lie (Kitted immediately 
into 5-incli nnd 6-inch [sit* for the conservatory, anil the 
remainder will be planted out. Turf goes down well now 
ami the root* will soon get to work. Box-edgings may In- 
planted, nnd deciduous trees and shrub* of all kinds will 

transplant safely. Some of the things which everybody 
ought to plant are Acacias in variety, Almonds, Double 
Cherries, Primus Pissardi. This Primus and the Silver 

Maple In mixture makes a very pretty division line or 
hedge in a garden. .Such a ledge had a very striking effect 
in Messrs. Paul and Son s nursery at Broxliournc last 
summer. Their nursery also contains much in the way 
of hardy plant* that is worth a visit, nnd the plant* both 
on the rockery and the border can lie seen in masses, and 

this gives a belter Idea of the effectiveness of the different 
plants. I was asked the other day when was the best 
time to move llepntlons? I have moved them at all seasons 
with a fair amount of success, lint I suppose there is a 
liest time, which I should lake to Ik- October ; in fact, I 
think all early-flowering subjects should Ik- moved in 
OctolK-r. They then get established before cold weather 

set* in, and are in a condition lo support the blossoms 
when they expand. What n charming thing Primula 
rosea is! A shady nook in the rockery is the place for it, 
anil all Primulas In foci. 

Fruit Garden. 
Those who intend to do any grafting should secure the 

graft* at once and lay them in a cool position on the north 
side of a wall till they arc wanted. Finish training Plums 
nnd Apricot* on walls. Peaches also may lie pruned and 

trained, though in some instances the training is delayed 

with the view of retarding the blossoms. If there has 
liecn any trouble with insects In the past season give the 

trees n good washing with (lishursl Compound, 4 or., to 
6 ox, to the gallon. The ls-st and most economical way of 

using the wash is to use a brush for the large branches and 
a *|M>ngc for the young wood. This dressing will carry 
the trees well through the blooming ncriisl, nnd a little 
Tolsieoo-powdcr will keep them clean tdl nfter the covers 

are removed, nnd then tho garden-engine nnd the soap¬ 
suds from the laundry may be used, or Sunlight Soap dis¬ 

solved in warm water (an Is- used. The present genial 
weather is good for the Strawberry-forcer, as it permit* of 
air being given. The eamelVImir, or some other means, 
must Ik- adopted |o induce the blossoms to sef well, ami 
the thing should lie done as soon as tho best shaped and 
largest fruit can be selected. Preparations must soon be 

made for overhauling the Pines, where thoy aro grown 
extensively. Many have discontinued growing Pines, 
which I think is rather a pity. It is perfectly true fuel is 
expensive, but the Pine-stove is generally used for other 
forcing purposes. Flowers for cutting, French Beaus, nnd 
other things may be grow n on shelves to help pay for fuel. 

Tho early vinery, with the Grape* Just ready for thinning, 
or, perhaps, Just being thinned, should have a night 
temperature of 00 (legs, to 65 (legs., the lowest point being 

usually reached about sunrise in the morning. Do not 
crowd the young wood. Thore is a great temptation to 
lay in too much wood, and tin- foliage, in consequence, is 
small, nnd this in turn react* upon the fruit. Errors have 
very often a far-reaching effect. 

Vegetable Garden. 
Autumn-sown Pens, which arc now up, should Ik-slaked, 

a ridge of soil being drawn up on each side before starting. 

We aro not yet out of the wood as regards frosty weather, 
and it might be advisable, where there is the means to do 
it, to sow a quart or two of a good early kind in (Kits, to 
lie planted out in March, or when the weather is settled. 
There are plenty of early Peas to select from now. and good 

selections of'thc old sorts, such as Ringleader, William I., 
Dickson's First and Best, Kentish Invicta, and others will 
not disappoint. Keep up a successions] supply of forced 
Sexkale, Asparagus, Rhubarb, and Mushrooms. These are 

necessary in a first-class establishment, and many, 
'-class places have thorn in considerable abundance 
It is only a question of providing the, means: rfflake 
e, for instance ; it is much easier1 (■((iddiCd'thali 

As(iaragus in winter, and the beds need not lie large to 
produce a moderate supply throughout the wiutcr months, 
either in the old-fashioned way (covered with pots sur¬ 

rounded with fermenting materials), or the roots lifu-d 
and planted 3 inches or -I inches n|*vrl in the Mushroom- 
house, or nlnnted in deep Isixes nnd placed in a warm 
corner under tho stage in the greenhouse. I have seen 
Asparagus forced in lioxes and baskets, the roots lieing E.-ked closely together in the kaskets and covered with 

hi rich soil, the baskets being placed in the vinery or 

any house where there was sufficient beat to start the 
plants into growth. There is abundance of Winter Greens 
of all kinds as the plant* made up their lost time in the 
autumn, and the frost since Christmas, though rather 
sharp whilst it lasted, has done but little harm. Early 
Cabbages on warm liorder* will noon be turning in, and 

the forwnrdcst may bale a string of matting placed round 
the hearts, drawing up the leaves loosely. Do not forget 

that the early liorder may lie cropped a* Boon as the soil 
works well. E. Hobhay. 

Work In tho Town Garden. 
No plant thrives better in the smoke and dust-laden 

atmosjihero of a large town or city than the Vine, nnd 

though It* near relation, the Virginian Cree(K-r, also 
succeeds equally well, on the whole the foliage of tho 
Vine Is the more handsome of the two; nnd then there is 
a chance of getting a few bunches of Grapes in a line, 
warm season. For covering Imre and ugly walls nnd 
fences outside there is no better subject than a Vine of 
some hardy variety, such as the old Sweetwater, the 
Royal Muscadine, Chasselas Vibert, or tile Black Cluster, 
and even if no fruit is produced, the foliage is most grate¬ 
ful to the eyes. As a climber for covering the roof of the 

town greenhouse a Vino is equal or superior to anything 
else, and even within a very short distance of London 
Bridge I have succeeded in obtaining very decent bunches 

of Grapes from such varieties as the Black Hamburgh. 
Foster's Seedling, and the Dockland Sweetwater. If tin- 
growth is kept thin the shade afforded by the leaves is 
grateful rather than otherwise to plants in pot* beneath 
(luring the summer-time—certainly to such thing a* Ferns, 
Palms, Fuchsias, Begonias, nnd others -and with ordinary 
care a very decent crop of Grapes may be obtained. Where 
the Vines have not yet been pruned this should lie done 

at once, as if any artificial heat is emiiloyed the sap will 
be beginning to move again very shortly. Tile rule is to 
cut back all the young Bhoots of last year, whether they 
boro fruit or not, to a good plump eye near the liase. 
Sometimes tho second bud will lie sufficiently strong, but 
the third is often a better one, nnd If you want line 
bunches it is better not to prune too hard. When the 
spurs get long and snaggy it is an easy matter lo cut the 
rod right out and run up a young nnd vigorous one from 

the base. The best lime to plant Vines, whether indoors 
or outside, is Just as the buds are beginning to plump up, 
and on the |Kimt of starting in the spring. Get plenty of 
boxes, (iot*, soil, fat, ready to liegin sowing seeds nnd 
striking cuttings of many subjects very shortly, and the 
seeds at hand also. Seedlings sown in February or the 
beginning of March often do belter than those started 

earlier, especially if the amount of heal at command is 
limited, or the situation is very smoky, or lacks sun. 
Such things ns Lobelias, " Golden Feather," Pyrethrum. 
Mlmulns, Petunias. Verlienas, Ccntauro-os, Cineraria marl- 
Uma, Ac., always do hotter, however, when sown reason 
ably early than when left till later, and having to he 
(lushed on rapidly in heat. Cuttings of Zonal Pelargo¬ 

niums may Ik- inserted at any time now in a ratlu-r dry 
Heat. II. C. It. 

THE COMING WEEK'S WORK. 

Extract* from a Gaitle.n Diary from FrUrttary 
iliil to February loth. 

Put, in cuttings of many things, including various 
Instiling jilant*, soft-wooded stove plants, and other 
tilings suitable fur the conservatory III winter. Kalvias 
are very useful when one has a large house to fill in winter, 
and cuttings rooted now and planted out early in June 

will make large bushes by September. It is very impor¬ 
tant to get the cuttings of all plants intended for winter 
blooming in early, including Zonal Pelargoniums; but 
those will do best in a dry heat. I generally strike mine- 
on a shelf over the hot-water pipes, where they w ill lie 
kept moist, and the soft young shoots, of which plenty 
havo lieen produced by Ul* plant* which have been flower¬ 
ing all winter, will strike with the greatest certainly ; but 
other soft things will be rooted in the hotlxsl, the boltoin- 

hcat lieing aliout SO (legs. Put in cuttings of Tree- 
Carnations. Thcso also are rooted freely in sandy soil 
kept moist in a brisk bottom-heat. Potted off Tomatoes. 
I want to get these Blrong to go out into a house now 
lieing prepared for them. It is a mistake, I think, to turn 
out pot-liound plants. A* soon as the root* have po»scd 
through the soil, nnd can hold it together, tho plant* 
should go into the border, or the boxes if boxes are used. 
For an early crop 1 like boxes, but for summer and 

autumn gathering the plants are bolter with more root- 
room, and involve less labour in watering. Cucumbers 
set out Just after Christmas are now running freely, but 
will not tic stopped They have travelled some 1 feot or 
5 feet up the rafters. Early stopping may give a few 
fruit* earlier, but it detracts from their vigour. I believe 

if we could wait till the main stem was 6 feet up the 
rafter before stopping there would lie a gain in the long 
run ; but when Cucumbers are wanted the only means of 
getting them must be adopted. Sowed more early Peas, 

and planted more early Potatoes. The Beauty of Hebron 
typo does well with me, and ns it is a good cropper that 
variety is planted largely. Myatt's Prolific is another sort 
which always gives satisfaction. Earlv Potatoes are 
always planted on well-manured land, and when the Pota¬ 
toes come off the land is ready for another crop immedi¬ 

ately. Sometimes Turnips are sown, or Strawberries 
planted at once, or Brussels Sprout* are planted between 
the rows of Potatoes whilst the latter are still growing. 
Potted more Chicory. The blanched leaves come In useful 
as a,ea!adt . ,y,succession of Mustard and Cress Is kept up 
by Bowing W boxes twice a week in heat. Radishes sown 

MK&. and 
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BOO"a® th® Asparagua-roota are exhausted and removed grows from 4 feet to 7 feet ill height, forming a that are likely to be in flower at the same time. 

^iP„0^ perfect pyramid, extremely beautiful in fttll “ Thankful /will find a good and vari 
other crop will be planted, such aa Cucumbers, Capsicums, nower, the drooping roppy blooms, of a hne pale- of useful herbaceous perennials suit 
or Tomatoes, ho that each bed carries three crops, and the blue colour and perfect in shape, being always supplying cut flowers in the following list: 

being'uirned'nincMnSnntxwed^'b«l ot liuT Gwen The flowers first open at the top or AchilleaI’tanniea fl..pi. (1A foot, double white) 
Onion. Though not large it turns in early, and is Jwayt cn<ls °* thc branches, continuing until those A. Ptarmica I lie Pearl” (larger variety of 
useful. Sowed a box each of Sweet Basil and Marjoram nearest the main stem have opened. Although, preceding, 3 feet), A. Mongolica (2 feet, single 
to have it early. Mint, Tarragon, and Chervil are required as a rule, not more than about twenty flowers white, summer flowering plants, very free and 

the* averag*01wi n ters ° hu t * ft i’^olway"'^''^'1^ uThav" are fully open at one time, there is something useful), Alstm-meria chilcnso (1 foot, colours 
some inside to provide for bad weather. Stirred the soil fascinating about M. Wallichi in full bloom various), Anemone japonica (rose)and A. japonica 
among spring flowers in the beds and borders. Bulbs are that attracts those not even specially interested alba (white, 2A feet, autumn flowers of great 
these."8 lhroush’ an< caro 1S nc':ca8ar>' ,l0t M disturb jn piant8, gta curious, deeply-cut leaves, the beauty), A. sylvestris (the Snowdrop Anemone) 

-- conspicuous long red bristle-like hairs, its (1A feet, will grow almost anywhere, flowers 

nnmnnR PT ANTR general habit, Ac., all tend to mark it out white, flowers in spring), Calystegia pubcscens 
_ ‘ \ among its fellows for special attention. It was plena (the Double Bearbind) (3 feet to 4 feet, 

first discovered in Sikkim try Sir J. D. Hooker, needs support, flowers from June till October), 
MECONOPSIS. and seeds sent home produced plants that bloomed Uampanulapersicifolia (blue) and persicifolia alba 

The most familiar of this genus is our Welsh in thc Royal Gardens, Kew, in June, 1852. It (white, 2J feet), the perennialCornflowors(white, 
species, M. cambrica, a true perennial, while the | forms a rosette of large leaves, 12 inches to yellow, and blue forms are very free, 2 feet), 

ethers, natives of Northern India, two of which 18 inches long, deeply cut, and so brittle that, Chelono barbata (scarlet), Chrysanthemum 
only aro found in general cultivation, maximum, the best hardy Marguerite (1A feet), 
art only of biennial duration. They Coreopsis lanceolata (yellow, 2J feet, flowers 
are all, I believe, quite hardy, but 
require considerable attention on ac¬ 
count, of their biennial duration, as 
they have to be raised annually from 
seed, the seedlings requiring great care 
in handling while in a young stage. 

They are also difficult to please as 
regards position, and strong, vigorous 
plants aro almost impossible, unless in 
rich, deep, light soil and a partially 
shady situation, where they can have 
abundance of moisture without its 
becoming stagnant. Thc hotter way 
in handling seedlings is to grow them 
in pots during the first winter, plant¬ 
ing out early in spring, when the 

stronger plants may Iks expected to 
show flower in July. The smaller 
ones will go on growing, forming largo 
rosettes which will make robust speci¬ 
mens thc following summer. Unless 
under the most favourable conditions 
a slight protection will be required 

in wot autumns and winters, this 
being best effected by squares of glass 
raised a few inches above the crowns. 
All thc species usually flower the 

second year, and the grower’s aim 
should be to get aa inuen vigour into 
them in that time as possible. 

M. AOULKATA is usually a smull 
plant in gardens, but capable under 

proper and liberal treatment of forming 
bold, massive pyramids of purple 

flowers, ft is a singularly beautiful 
iilant. The leaves are cut up as in M. 
Wallichi, and thc flowers are produced 
much in the same way. It is a bien¬ 
nial also, ami a native of the Hima¬ 
layas. 

M. CAMBRICA.—For the truly wild 
portion of the garden, for thc rock 

garden, or for the the flower bed the 
Welsh Poppy is one of the most 
charming and useful. On old crumbling 
walls wherever it can get hold its 
ample Kern-like foliage and uliundanco 
of orange-yellow blossoms aro striking 
and attractive. It will grow almost 

anywhere. It requires no attention, 
unless that of thinning out occasion¬ 

ally, as it is a free grower and will - - Jackman"! and other "kinds of Clematis; Rose 

overrun almost anything. On the other Wallieh’s Giant Blue Poppy (Meconopsis Wallichi). Gloire de Dijon, the best of all climbing Roses ; 
hand, whore it can be allowed space Jasmines, particularly the Winter-flowering J. 
in out • o - the- way cornets, stony nudiflorum, which bears a profusion of bright- 
ground, or even the edges of gravel paths, it although well able to stand our winters they yellow flowers on the naked shoots throughout 
flowers freely. are apt to be damaged by snowfalls, heavy the winter when the winter is mild. These will 

M. NEPALKXSIS, the commonest Indian species, coverings, Ac. The plants naturally like a aU 8UCCeed in tho position mentioned—C. T. 
found in gardens, is altogether smaller than M. moist situation in a rich, deep, peaty soil, and _ 
Wallichi, l>ut withal a pretty fine-foliaged plant, partially shaded from the midday sun. It is 5373. — Moss on a tennis-lawn. — It 
and on this account alone should be much oftener biennial, and to keep up a stock, seed should be 8eemB to nle that the best remedy is to thoroughly 
seen in collections of hardy plants. The soft yel- sown annually, and this as soon as gathered, overhaul the lawn and put down fresh turf in 

low-green leaves form dense rosettes, which are In strong plants and from the first flowers the 4h® P™06* where it is needed. Your patching- 
said in a young state to close up or fold over as a seed is invariably good and sound. It is an UP process will not make a lawn fit to play upon 

protection to the tender crowns. The flower- interesting and conspicuous rock plant (sec lbe coming summer. Get some good turves, 
stems vary from 3 feet to 5 foot high, producing accompanying figure). The varieties fusco-pur- ant* y°u are not able to do so yourself, get a 
numerous nodding blossoms 2 inches to 3 inches purea and purpurea are not so dcsirnblo as thc competent man to lay them down, line will bo 
in diameter, and of a soft golden-yellow. It is type, and when allowed to grow together, spoil ^ar th® better plan in the end and save much 

also biennial, requiring a rich deep soil and the fine blue of the old form. D. vexation—C. T. 
partial shade. A native of Nepaul. - -There arc two causes ot Moss on lawns—viz., damp 

Waluch’s Giant Blue Poppy (M. Wallichi) 9816—Plants for a bed.-Thc most and^rrcnne«. Inyour c« thesoll.ap^rs to iwpoor, 

is, perhaps, the finest of the Poppy-worts in satisfactory system of planting an herbaceous ™ . i m 
cultivation. It is a truly handsome Wbaccous border, to my mind, is to set out a good bold group _ 5380—Good blue annuals. Two of the 

biennial, remarkable inasmuch as i/ifTone of oVjy-qpc thing, keeping the tall subjects to the RW fRWW’'8 Jhat 1 can suggest for this 

tho few, if not the only truly yblVe-i UdJVof the border, with a due, negfwt tJX HfQW'PPf t • 
Poppy iu cultivation at thc present^tlme. It I @angement* of colours of the variUtSMjlumpe MtWSnithe ann.ia!! Larkspur. The Lupin is 
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varied choice 

suitable for 

Wallich’s Giant Blue Poppy (Meconopsis Wallichi). 

maximum, the best hardy Marguerite (1A feet), 
Coreopsis lanceolata (yellow, 2J feet, flowers 
nearly all summer), Delphinium (hybrid varie¬ 
ties, 3 feet to 5 feet, various shades of blue), 

Dielytra spcctabilis (2 feet, early summer), 
Doronicum austriacum and D. plantagincum 
(Harpur-Crewe) (1J feet, yellow spring flowering 
plants), Gaillardias (2.J feet, shades of yellow, 
orange, and crimson, very showy and useful, 
and with a long-flowering season), Galcga offi¬ 
cinalis (blue) and G. officinalis alba (white, 
3 feet), Gcnm coccincum and G. ntrosnnguincum 
plena (bright-scarlet, 1J feet to 2 feet), Gypso- 
pbylla paniculata (24 feet, very small starry 
flowers, borne in great profusion), Ilclianthus 
rigidus and H. multiflorus major, and several 
other perennial Sunflowers (yellow, 4 feet to 
(i feet), Hemeroeallis (Day Lilies) (yellow, 

21, feet), thc Everlasting Peas (Lathryus Inti- 
folius and L. alba), (4 feet, are very proliferous if 
not allowed to seed). Of Lilies probably L. 

candidum, the Madonna Lily (white), L. 
croccum (orange), and I,, tigrinum arc the 
most satisfactory without special treatment. 
Lychnis chalccdonica and L. Haagcana (scarlet), 
\falva moBchata (pink) and M. moschata alba 
(white, 24 feet), Matricaria inodora plena (white, 

1J feet), the Iceland Poppies, P. nudicaulo 
I foot (this can lie had in distinct colours— 
yellow, white, bronze, and rose), Perennial 
Phloxes are very numerous, and can lie had in 
various heights. Pyrethrum uliginosum (a tall, 
autumn flower, white, 4 feet to ti feet), Hybrid 
Pyrethrum (double and single, about 14 feet, 
arc very valuable, can lie obtained in any 
shades of colour required), Ranunculus aconiti- 
folius plena (2 feet., double white, spring flower), 
Kudbeckia Ncwmani (l.J feet, yellow, with 

black eye), Scabiosa caucasica (2J feet, mauve), 
Solidago or Aaron’s Roils (yellow autumn flower, 

several varieties vary in height), Spirica Filincn- 
dula plena (white, I foot), S. japonica, 1A feet, 
white), IS. palmata (2 feet, rose). Then we 
have Pinks, Carnations, a great variety of 
choice of Gladiolus, from early summer flowers, 
like G. Colvillei alba, to the later-flowered 
hybrids of gandavensis ; nor should wo forget 

the newer race, Lemoine’s hardy hybrids, showy 
biennials, like tho Canterbury Bells, and a host 
of hardy annuals.—F. B., Winchester. 

5370. — Climbing flowering plants— 
You could select Honeysuckles, which arc very 
charming growing against a wall; Clematis 
Jackmani and otlier kinds of Clematis ; Rose 
(iloire de Dijon, the best of all climbing Roses ; 

Jasmines, particularly the Winter-flowering J. 

o , , , , . : * I y cuu n uunwo on euo uaavii ouwwo imwucnuuu 
are apt to be damaged by snowfalls, heavy I the winter when tfee winter is mild. These will 

y mind, is tosetoutagood bold group ^ uooa ome annuals—1 wo 01 rne 

ling, keeping the tall subjects to the ®W6lMtffWnP» rlhat 1 can ^'gg^t for this 

e birder, with a due, negarifc te, PCTAYCTfr“nUB^!d J1" Wue 
a of colours of the variWfif^SWtWnUttlikU^ Ibai'Mpur. The Lupin is 
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ft very pretty and continuous blooming species, japonica (also called L. Halleana) is one of the 

Its flowers are really blue and white, but its loveliest of all, being very elegant in growth 
effect is that of a blue flower. These two things and profuse in bloom, 
would come in at the back of the Nasturtiums, foliagi 

as proposed ; but I may say there is no tn ' 
white Nasturtium, and the nearest approach 
a very poor thing in colour, not a plant to 
made much of in front of a border. Two otl 
yood blue annuals that would be charming 

various forms of Heaths. They are much 
neglected, and yet as charming as anything one 

can get in a garden. A peat bed is exactly the Cl ace for them. I have usually seen Gladiolus 

rencldeyensis in a good loamy soil, but possibly 
it would succoed well. It is a glorious Gladiolus 
forplantingjin a mass, none bettor—fur preferable 
than many of the high-priced hybrids for this 
purpose. A good clump of this scarlet flower in 
the autumn is a gay picture.—C. T. 

- Seeing that your beds have only a single 
plant of Rhododendron in the middle, and this 
only 1 foot high, you have a good space of un¬ 
covered ground to lill up. For the summer you 

may All up between the Lilies and Gladiolus, the 

very elegant in __ 
It has broad, pale-green 

foliage, and its deliciously-scented flowers are 
first white and then pale-yellow. It is an ex¬ 
tremely vigorous grower and free bloomer, 

continuing in flower for several weeks in July 
and August. L. etrusca, with very sweet- 
scented flowers of a yellow and purplish hue, is 
a strong twiner, anil so is the 

North American L. fi.ava, the flowers of 
which are a rich-yellow, though it requires the 
warm shelter of a wall. A variety of L. 
flexuosa, having foliage netted with yellow 

veins, is called aureo-roticulata. It is an 
elegant and effective climber, but not so desir¬ 
able a flowering variety as the typical flexuosa. 
The North American Trumpet floneysuckle (L. 
sempervirens) (Fig. 2), though usually grown 
as a greenhouse climber, is quite hardy enough 
for open walls in the south, ami a very cheerful 
elimlier it is throughout June when covered with 
an abundant crop of orange-scarlet flower 
clusters, which are often borne again in Septem¬ 

ber. It must have a light warm soil, and grows 
admirably in sandy peat. The commonest 
variety of it is that called minor, which blooma 
more freely than the type. A little known, 
but elegant Honeysuckle is L. acuminata, from 
the Himalayas, a tall, strong shrub with large 
leaves, which bears large put pie flowers in 
pairs from the leaf axils throughout July. 

Resides the twining Honeysuckles, there is a 
group of them which do not climb, these are 
called Rush. They are numerous, and several 
are worthy of attention. The winter-flowering 
L. Standishi and fragruntissima lielong to this 

group. Though strictly non-climbers, they are 
usually grown against walls or trellises. Their 
very fragrant white flowers, sometimes produced 
in mid-winter, make them most desirable for 
the walls of a house or garden, where their 
fragrance may lie enjoyed ; or they may bo 
grown as bushes in the open shrubbery. L. 
Ledebouri is a common Rush Honeysuckle of 

strong, wide-spreading growth, bearing in 
summer an abundance of yellow and red-tinged 
flowers, and, as it rapidly spreads in a graceful 
mass, is an admirable lawn nr bank Bhrub. L. 
tatarica and Xylosteum are common shrubs, 
not so important as the foregoing; the first 
lieais pink flowers, the other, a native plant, 

has white blossoms. G. 

front of the border are Nolana atriplicifolia and 
l’hacelia campanularia. If one was not restricted 
to the use of annuals the old Blue Salvia and 
the Blue Daisy (Agathiea co-lestis) are quite two 
of the most beautiful things. They can lie 
bought cheaply and planted out in May. —A. II. 

-One of the last blue annuals, Phacelia campnnu- 
larin, would probably be too dwarf, as it only grows a few 
inches high. It would look * 
White Nasturtium. Ncmop 
will hardly last all the season, 
edgings of' 

during summer. 

nis is pretty, but 
to have beautiful 

'iota cornuta. Seedlings raised now will flower 
K. If. 

5389.— Growing Dianthus. 
aricties of the Chinese or Indian 

I presume 
you mean the___ _ 

rink (Dianthus Hoddewigi), the seed of which 
must lie sown under glass in the early spring. 
You do not appear to have been very happy in 

TREES AND SHRUBS 

HONEYSUCKLES (LONICERA). 

These graceful, fragrant, and beautiful plants 
may be made a charming aid to the flower 
garden or pleasure-ground. Whenever pictur¬ 
esque gardening is attempted they are beautiful, 

if isolated and allowed to ramble as tufts in their 
own way, while occasionally in bold rock 
gardening, on banks, in groups, or in tufts, they 
would be charming. The common native Wood¬ 
bine or Honeysuckle (L. l’ericlymcnum), par¬ 
ticularly its fine varieties, the Dutch (see Fig. I) 
and Late Dutch), arc as beautiful as any. Both 
varieties bear dense clusters of fragrant red and 

yellow blossoms, and arc vigorous ramblers. 

Fig. 2.—North American Trump 
(L. sempervirens) 

Honeysuckle 

5808.—Cutting a Privet-hedge.—If you want 
a Ihick hedge cut it down within one fool of the ground in 
Man'll. If you state the height vou require it to be I will 
lie able to give you more instructions.- P. O. I>. 

5435. Striking; cuttings of Golden Elder. 
Cuttings 8 inches or 10 inches long of (he ripened young 

•shoots, planted firmly in the ground, will soon moke good 
plants.—E. II. 

.‘•371.- Clematises. The fewest |ietallcd Clematises 
in the list I gave on page 010 are in the Jackinaoi 

■action. The old Jackman! frequently only carries four 
petals, but this is not hard and lost rule.—1’. U. 

6374. — Cuttingback Rhododendrons. 
—You may cut down your Rhododendrons to 
any height you like. You must, however, 
understand that the lower you cut them the 
harder the wood will be ; consequently, the 
longer it will lake them to start into growth. 
Old wood makes very feeble shoots the first 
year and does not quite recover until the end of 
the third season’s growth. Something depends, 

however, on the condition of the roots. If these 
are in a deep lied of natural soil the growth will 

lie fairly strong the second year. If the plants 
are in a prepared lied, not more than 18 inches 
deep, you hail better give the lied a surface¬ 
dressing of peat or suitable loam 3 inches thick 

to help the roots. If these materials are not 
available, make up a mixture of rotten turf, 
leaf-soil, and sand, and lay it on the bed. The 
end of March is a good time to cut them down. 

-J. C. C. 

- If cut hack in March they w ill break and gel green 
during the following season, bill the wood in harder than 
that of Iaiurels, and the buds will consequently be longer 
in breaking.—K. II. 

6387. - Plants in Rhododendron beds. 
—Please avoid such commonplace things as you 

. , have mentioned. Such a position gives ample 
'ngliuui, makes a beautiful opportunities to plant the liner kinds of Heaths, 

l is a good deal like the which are delightful in such a position ami 

A very charming climber succeed remarkably well, and you may have the 

Japan. It can Ixhjays lie pretty Dojj’s-tooth Violets, Grape Hyacinths, 
irk purple sten^Tand^-wry tbeTjfi^leia (spring Star-flower), Glory of the 
Jlhi.uieSfeO The fi many other flowers. Thejydirtrf»i 

very swe.-t scented. L. I Cjjds of Lily would do also, but I shouldplanttne 

Fig. 1.—Flowering-spray ol Il.it h Honeysuckle 

r in due course in 
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INDOOR PLANTS. 

5346. -Treatment of Chinese Primu¬ 
las. —Those arc among the easiest of all green¬ 
house plants to manage, and at the same time 
some of the most useful, flowering continuously 
for six months at a stretch, anil often longer 
'till. To obtain nice plants in bloom by 

Christmas or even earlier, the seed should lie 
sovn early in April, though for late or spring 
Severing a month lator will do. If large plants 

in 6-nch or 7-inch pots are wanted better sow in 
March. Any well-drained [>an or lx>x will do to 
raise die plants in, or pots may lie employed, 
though these dry too quickly to please me. 

The best soil is a mixture of lino loam and leaf- 
mould in equal parts, with plenty of sand and a 
little siftol Cocoa-nut-fibre to keep it open ; 
drain well, press the soil gently to an even 
level, sow the seed, water in well, and just 
cover the seeds with a little sifted leaf-mould 
(or Cocoa-nut-fibre will do almost as well) mixed 
with a fourth oi sand. Place in a temperature 
of about 60 degs. (I have often raised the plants 
capitally in an unlicated house in May and June), 
and keep regularly moist and shaded from sun. 
Prick the seedlings off when fit, and pot them 
first into small 60 pots, and afterwards into 
dj-inch or 5-inch size. Grow on till October in 
a cold frame, lightly shaded, but with plenty 

of air, then house. These charming plants are 
much hardier than many suppose, and when 
hardily reared will endure several degrees of 
frost uninjured.—B. C. R. 

5385.—Treatment of Carnations. —The 
plants now in small pots should lie repotted 
into 6-inch ones in February. These arc not 

anything too large for single plants of “Mal- 
maisons.” They would cto very well in an 
unheated Rose-house if the plants are placed 
near the glass-roof and kept clean. Some of my 
last year’s layers of Mulmaisons are so large that 
they will be potted to flower in 7-inch and 8 inch 

fiower-pots. The pink-flowered one is stronger 
in growth than the blush.—J. D. K. 

5343. — Heaths after flowering. — 
Harden the plants off slightly (especially if they 
have flowered in a warm-house in the winter), 
and give rather less water than usual for a time, 
then prune them moderately, cutting out most 
of the weak spray, and shortening the stron 

their length. Afterwards keop close in a warm 
house or pit and use the syringe freely overhead, 
but give water at the root only, so as to prevent 
the soil becoming really dry. As soon as they 
have fairly 11 broken ” again give more water 
and thin out the shoots a little, if necessary. 
When these are an inch long givo the plants a 
moderate shift, using good sandy peat mode 

quite firm. Keep moderately warm and close 
for a timo until well in growth again, when the 
best place for the plants of most varieties is 

standing on ashes in the open air ; at least, until 
the middlo of September. The hard-wooded 
kinds will not bear so much pruning as those of 
a comparatively soft growth, such as tho well 
known E. hyemalis.—B. C. R. 

-Pick oft all ile.vl flowers, anil shorten back all long 
shoots. The soft wood Heaths such as llyemalis gracilis, 
Melanthera, fir., will be lamented by a little warmth a/ter 
pruning, till they break into new growth. When the 
youn^shoota are fairly started the plants may lie repotted, 

5353.—Aspidistras in pots.—Doubtless 
the reason why theso plants are not making 
such strong healthy leaves as heretofore is owing 
to the plants having exhausted the soil in the 
pots in which they are now growing ; the only 
remedy for this is to repot tho plants into largo 
flower-pots. Good yellow loam, leaf-mould, and 
decayed manure is the compost they thrive best 
in, a little coarse sand added serves to keep tho 
compost open. If it is undesirable to have the 

plants in larger flower-pots than those they aro 
now grow in they may be broken up, and the 
plants can be replanted in smaller flower-pots. 
They are easily grown plants.—J. D. E, 

HERBACEOUS CALCEOLARIA*. 

These plants come in capitally to succeed the 
Cinerarias. The flowers in a cut state do not last 
a long time, but tho plants when used for the de¬ 
coration of the greenhouse or rooms, and placed 
so that they receive a fair amount of light, are 
very showy and most interesting, as the colours 

vary much when seed is procured from a 
good strain. The habit of growth, compared 

to what it was a few years ago, is also 
so much improved by careful selection as 
to render this plant much more desirablo in 
every way. The accompanying engraving shows 

an excellent type of plant—dwarf, bushy, and 
one muss of bloom. To have the plants in full 

flower by the end of April or early in May, 
tho seed should lie sown thinly in large pans 
about the first week in June, using a compost of 
half peat and leaf-mould, adding to this a 
plentiful supply of silver sand, the whole passed 

through a fine sieve. Sow the seed thinly. If 
the soil is moist no water will be required for a 
time ; but when water is required it should be 
allowed to soak through the bottom of the pan 
until tho whole mass is thoroughly moist, care 

being taken not to wash the seed off the surface. 
Thoroughly drain the pan by filling it three- 
puts full of crocks, ami over these place a layer 

pots 2.J inches in diameter, using rather more 
loam and not sifting the soil so tine ; return 

tho plants when potted to the frame. By keep¬ 
ing the 

Frame under a north wall during the sum¬ 
mer months shading is dispensed with—an im- 
)Kirtant item iu tho culture of these plants, as it 
often happens that when the frame is placed in 
a sunny position sufficient moisture is not main¬ 
tained without the plants, and they fall a prey 
to green-fly, which, if not quickly eradicated, 

soon cripples tho plants to such an extent that, 
they liurdly ever retain that vigour which is 
essential to success. During the summer months 
a damp atmosphere within the frame must lie 
preserved, the plants standing upon a thick lied 
of coal-ashes. As soon as the roots reach tho 
sides of the pots, anil before they are in tho 
least pot-bound, shift them to a larger size, 
according to the size of the plants, until they 
are in their flowering pots. Those plants in 
6-inch pots are the most, useful. After the 
first shift the soil may have more turfy 
loam and a small quantity of partly decom¬ 
posed horse-manure added to the previous 
mixture, and leaving out some of the peat. For 
the tinul potting, which usually takes place in 
January, when tho plants are in their winter 

-Your plants arc evidently in a starved condition, 
and require to be repotted. Give them a tew doses ot 
weak gu ano or soot-water, and in a month or six weeks' 
time shift them intoother pots (cl can and dry), 2 inches or 
3 inches larger across the rim. Use a mixture ot loam (or 
good garden soil) with a third as much leaf-mould, and 
some sand ; drain the pots well, and make the soil quite 

Arm.—B. C. R. 

cr^^roT-U^thMtem'kaOi 
larger pots, or give liquid-manure.—E. H. 

A good type of Herbaceous Calceolaria. 

of rough leaves, pressing tho soil firmly in tho quarters, should bo well prepared. About tho 
pan and maintaining an even surface to within middlo of September, or sooner, should tho 

half an inch of the run. Upon this surface sow weather be cold and dull, they should be placed 
tho seed thinly, gently pressing it down and whero they will obtain more light und a little 
covering the whole with white sand, which sun. A cool-house from which frost is excluded 
induces a quick rooting of the plants. Over tho suits admirably. They will need but little tire- 

surface of tho pan placo a square of glass, heat during winter. 
covering the same with Moss, which assists As the spring advances and the pots become 
in retaining tho moisture in the pan ; or a filled with roots a little weak sheep or cow- 
piece of slate, which preserves the moisture manure three times a week will be very 
better than glass, may be placed over the top of beneficial. Early in March tho flower-stems 
the pan. Place tho latter in a cold frame lie- will begin to develop above the foliage, and 
hind a north wall. The seed will quickly they will each require the support of a small 
germinate, and as soon as tho seedlings appear stake. When in flower in April and May a 
above tho soil admit air by slightly tilting tho slight shade from hot sunshine is required, 
glass on one side and removing the shading, and Mind, if the plants arc allowed to become pot- 
if slates have been used substitute glass. As bound or over-dry at the roots they seldom 

growth progresses remove tho gloss entirely, and regain their natural vigour. When there are 
give a little air to the frame. When the seed- any signs of green-fly on the leaves Bmoke tho 
lings are large enough to handle transplant them plants carefully with Tobacco iu the evening, 
carefully into other pans about 1 inch apart, and again in tho early morning, as the second 
using tho same kind of soil, with the addition application will gcncraljy effectually destroy 
of some loam, sifting all fine as before. Return any that may be left alive from the first fumi- 

thein to the frame, and keep close for a few gation. After this give the plants a good 
days until the roots have taken to the new soil, washing with the syringe. B. 

Gentto dew the plants overhead with tepid • • “ ~ 
[ Ajid admit air gradually as growth pro- 

[ ViVhcn the leaves touen each I tffrhiiftytlhffl 

i will be ready for their first Shift into' 

O&SSk^frlcwers for Christinas. —There 
curB-few-flowerai that-will open their blossoms in 

■flW IpW' af A W''HWfitifikS. The Christmas 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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Hose (Helleborus niger) will do bo. The best 
variety is that with pinkish flowers named 
major. It is also grown in gome districts under 
the name of altifofius. There is a pretty variety 
later in flowering, but with whiter flowers, 
grown as augustifolius. Under glass the best 
white flowers aro the handsome Arum Lilies, 

Homan Hyacinths, Double and Single Dutch 
Hyacinths, Double and Single White Azaleas, 
Eucharis amazonica, and the tall spikes of 

white-flowered Calanthes.—J. D. E. 

5308.—Plants for a greenhouse.—You 
could begin with a few good vigorous-growing 
Ferns, such as Pteris cretica, its variety albo- 
llneata, P. tromula, Onychium japonicum, 
Cyrtotnium falcatum, and Adiantum cuneatum. 

These are not at all troublesome to manage, and 
may be brought in, when so desired, for room 
decoration. Then you could have Aralia 
japonic.!, Aspidistra lurida variegata, both good 
easily-grown things, Cytisus racemosus, produc¬ 
ing a wealth of yellow flowers, bulbs in variety. 
Hyacinths, Tulips, Ac., Campanulas, as C. car- 
patina anil the white C. isophylla alba, or C. 
mural is, very charming in a basket, Zonal Pelar¬ 
goniums, and Ivy-leaved varieties particularly, 
the salmon rose-coloured Mine. Crousse, Cine¬ 
rarias, Chinese Primulas, the sweet-scented 

Tobacco-plant (Nicotians afliuis), a very useful 
)>ot-plsnt, bearing a profusion of large ivory- 

white, sweetly-scented flowers, Mareehal Niei 
Hose planted in the liordor, and the graceful 

< Irovillca robusta. Amongst flowering plants 1 

should rely chiefly upon the Pelargonium, which 
is very easily grown, as possibly you arc aware, 

and there are a number of splendid varieties, 
both single and double.—C. T. 

3348.—Luculla gratissima. -After the 

plants have all been pruned back young shoots 
will break out, and when the smallest of these arc 
3 inches or so long take them off with a sharp 
knife, cutting a small heel of the old wood with 

each cutting. Dibble in pots of sandy peat, a 
layer of sand lteing placed on the top. Cover 
the cuttings with a bell-glass, and shade from 

bright sunshine. Wipe the liell-glass dry inside 
every morning.—E. H. 

- The ruUingn should be inserted in March, In well 
drained poU of sandv peat, surfaced with pure sand, 
covered with a bell-glass, and placed in a warm-house or 

propagatinv-pit They must never Iw allowed to Nag, or 
they will fail to root. Of course, the condition of the 
ciit'linga is a nutter of considerable Importance. - B. C. It. 

5312. -Gloxinias from seed.—Those 
plants are very easily raised from seed ; but the 

Gloxinia is a hot-house plant, and the seed, 
which is small in size, should lie sown in fine 
soil, and slightly covered with the finest 
particles, which should contain a good deal of 
white sand. The seed vegetates most freely if 

sown in pots or pans, and they ought to lie 
placed in the forcing house or plant stoves, and 
I he seed will vegetate all the more freely with a 
little liottom-heat. When the small plants have 
formed the first loaf or two nfter the sood- 
leaves they may lie pricked out into other pots 
or pans, and nfter making good growths they 
may be planted singly in flower-pots, and if the 

seed is sown now and the plants grown on 
freely in a hot-house, they will flower well 
during the ensuing summer and autumn, uud 

well into the winter.—J. 1). K. 

5329. - Plants for a small greenhouse. 
The fact that the window of a sitting-room 

opunainto this greenhouse would not lie sufficient 

to keep the frost from it in severe woathcr, but 
with due care Violets might be grown well in it, 
and many other plants, such as Auriculas, 
Hoses, anil Carnations. These, however, will 

not flower in winter except in warmth, but they 
■night do well in spring and autumn. Climbing 

Hoses, such as Niphctos, William Allan 
Richardson, Oloiro de Dijon, aud Heine Marie 
Henriette, may l>e plan toil in the border, and 

thi« edged with English Ferns, especially Hurt’s- 
t mguc (Scolopendrium yulgare), Aspleniuin 

Adiantum-nigrum (sometimes called French 
Fein), and Holly Fern (Polystichum lonchitis), 
wli eh are all evergreen, and therefore arc 

decorative in winter as well as summer. Small 
hot-water arrangements for heating are now so 
attainable that “ B. B.” might easily keep the 
frost out, and have more flowers In winter. 
Bullis of many sorts can lie grown, however, 

without heat -Tulips, Narcissus, Ffygcinths, 
Ac., and Wallflower* Forget-me-not! and /Pairn- 

HOUSE & WINDOW GARDENING. 

CUT-FLOWERS IN THE HOUSE. 

Narcissi. 

Wiikrk cut-flowers of these are desired they 
should lie planted in bold groups on borders, in 
beds, or on Crass sheltered by hedges or shrubs. 
The first crop of blossoms can be obtained from Eta or boxes in the greenhouse, and these will 

quickly followed by fully formed and 
bursting Duds in sheltered and sunny places. 
These buds will open large, fresh, and fair if 
placed in pots of water in a warm greenhouse 
or a sunny frame or window. In cutting 
Daffodils or Narcissi for indoor decoration, cut 

the flowers when the buds aro opening or even 

Our Rkadkrm’ Im.i'mtrationn : NnrviHmm hiflorus. 
Kiifrraveil for Oariirnimi Ii.uhtr atkii from a 
nhntOi(i-a|>h sent by Mr. J. It. IVaroon, Chilwcll, 
Notts. 

just before, and let the stalks lie long, as the 
flowers group better with long stalks. Do not 
out the leaves of ehoico kinds, but use the foliage 
of common sorts with choice flowers. Put each 
kind in a separate glass. Put toget her as many 
of the same kind as you like, blit always avoid 
overcrowding. Among the many kinds of 
Narcissi useful for cutting, the creamy white, 
N. biflorus (here figured) is valuable. It is one 

of the easiest of all kinds to naturalise, spreads 
rapidly and flowers freely. B. 

Ac., and Wallflower,Forget-me-not! anil /PW jn- 
roses used to make jepKfig1 showVjliVc/oe" 
Begonias can be grown here in summer.—J. !,. R 

5311.—Room plants nipped by frost. 
—These plants should not bo placed in strong 
heat or sunshine, but be syringed overhead in a 
moderately warm place when frost-bitten. 
But by this time they will have probably 
partially recovered, and will lie useful next 
ycai although their licauty is spoiled for the 
season. The Cullas must be kept safe from 
frost until the end of May, aud then turned out 

of their pots to gather strength, in iv rather 
shady border, until September ; placing them in 
good soil, and giving them an occasional 
drenching with water or liquid-manure in dry 
weather. They should be potted up in Sep¬ 
tember, and brought on, in alight heat, to 
flower by Christinas, giving them abundance of 

water, but carefully sheltering them from frost. 
The Hare's-foot Fern will recover liestin the damp 
warmth of a fernery, where it will throw out 
new fronds in time ; and the Frocsius should be 
kept in their pots until their green lias quite 

turned to brown, and repotted in July ; then 
placed in a warm sunny position out-of-doors to 
start. The liest way to save room-plants from 
the frost is to remove them at night to a heated 
greenhouse ; if this is not feasible, tako them 
away from the windows, and place them 
together in a corner near the fireplace, covering 

them at night with several newspapers, which 
aro light, but keep out a good deal of frost. 
During intense cold, the fire should be banked 
up and left burning, with a guard on ; a lamp, 
0*Jtf®.ed on the floor between the plants apd 

m{clVindow, prevents the air fneeNng/DW 
IWrent of bot air rising between) and it the 

lamp be placed in a metal tray it will be safe 
from accidents. A bath-room, where hot-water 

pipes arc constantly warm, is a good night 
refuge for plants in frosty weather; but if 
placed out of all draughts, and well covered 
with newspaper, they are safe in ordinary 
weather. This covering should not lie removed 
until after the room lias been aired and brushed 

out in the morning ; a most dangerous time fa' 
delicate plants in pots, or during the prevalent*) 
of cutting winds.—I. L. R. 

538IS.—Window-boxes. — The window- 
boxes should l>e made of wood, painted green or 
other suitable colour, which may be left to indi¬ 
vidual taste, but avoid anything conspicuouf. 
Each box should lie about 1 foot in depth, and 

have two or t hree good-sized holes in the bottom 
for drainage. As regards the breadth, the box 
should fit the window, and a local carpenter will 

f;ive you an estimate. An ordinary window- 
>ox should cost little, but it is better to have 

them substantial in the first place. If covered 
with virgin Cork they will look ’ess formal, but 
this is a matter for you to decide. In my own 
ease I have little separate boxes to fit into the 
side windows, but perhaps a continuous box, so 
to say, would l>c better, as then you could get a 

regular fringe of flowers. Fill up with ordinary 
sou, such as used for Pelargoniums and green¬ 
house plants generally. Put in a few large 
crocks in the bottom, and then somcUakey leaf- 
mould to prevent the fine soil from running 

down anil clinking up the drainage. You must 
make good use of the Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums, 

which aro numerous ; lint 1 like I ho salmon 
rose-coloured Mine. Crousse as well as anv. It 
is a very charming variety, and will lilooin 
throughout the summer and until cut by 
frosts. There is really nothing better than 
this class of Pelargonium for the summer, 
and for growing up the sides of windows you 

have tlie quick-growing Virginian Creeper, par¬ 
ticularly the variety muralis, the leaves changing 
to line colours in the autumn, or you can make 
good use of the annual Convolvuluses, very 
pleasing with their gay-coloured flowers. Ivies, 
particularly the pretty variegated kinds, could 
lie also trained up the window,or the gay ycliow- 
tiowercil Canary Creeper, which is a remarkable 
free bloomer, with its pretty light-green growth 
and bright-yellow bloom. Then you may make 
use of t he climbing Nasturtiums. To fill up the 
centre of the boxes you may use Lobelias. 

Musks, Tuberous Begonias, Night-scented 
Tobacco, Zonal Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, anil 
similar things.—C. T. 

-Although the metal boxes are lighter and 

occupy less spaeo, I consider the wooden ones 
superior in several respects. They are easily 
made of flooring-boards, which run to 6 inches 
to CJ inches wide, and about jj inch thick — 
these for the sides j for the bottoms use t,he same, 
or those flinches or 10inches by 1 inch thick aru 

sometimes more convenient. The front can be 
ornamented with either the glazed tiles now so 

common or pieces of virgin Cork nailed on. 
Make them the full width of the sills, so as to 
have two or three rows of plants instead of one 
if possible, uud u depth 11 inches (inside) is quite 
sufficient. For bow windows three boxes will 
lie necessary, each made to fit its place as nearly 
as possible. Bore five or six 1-inch holes in the 
bottom of each for drainage, and place 1 inch of 

broken bricks or ashes in the bottom, with some 
rough siftings over. Soil, three parts of good 

loam to one of leaf-mould or well-decayed man¬ 
ure, some sand, and a little soot. The best 
plants are. ordinary “ Geraniums," Fuchsias, 
Calceolarias, Marguerites, Begonias, Lobelias, 
Ac. ; for the front Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums and 

Fuchsias. —B. C. R. 

5382. —Heating a sitting-room. -Why 
not heat your sitting-room at night with 
one of the oil-stoves, like Toope’s or Rippin- 

gillc’s, either of which would suit you admirably, 
as if there should lie any smell to them the 
fumes could escape up the chimney ? It is when 
there is no escape for the injurious fumes that 
they are objectionable. The main point, how¬ 

ever, is, in such a ease as yours, to light the 
stoves only in frosty weather. Placo a thermo¬ 
meter on one of the pots nearest to the window, 
and when it gets down to 35 degs. light the 
jtoy|e,and put ,il out again when the same instru¬ 
ment 'indicates 45 degs. - J. C. C. 

11 1-^-0IS filing-room of fair M/.e 

jrtfe TOwrav i 6 f\)8urpri8ing lhp perfect ion 
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to which the oil-stove has been brought in recent 
years, and when the wicks are kept properly 
trimmed and the bowl, so to say, not too full, 
no smell arises, except perhaps a little when 
first lighter). Light the stove some time before 
the room is aired, and if stood in the centre, the 
whole place will soon get comfortably warmed. 
An oil-stove in a bedroom or bathroom is of 
great service.—C. T. 

- I should say that one of the numerous 
stoves on the slow-combustion principle, and 
preferably one cased with terra cotta or porce¬ 
lain, would be very suitable, us they give off a 
nice gentle warmth for many hours without 
attention, and at a very small cost for fuel. 
Or one of the small hot -water apparatuses, heated 
by either gas or paratlin-oil. such as are adver¬ 

tised, would do ecpially well if fixed in the win¬ 
dow beneath or near the plants. These require 
next to no attention, and give oil' a perfectly 
steady heat. —15. 0. H. 

I)0U BLK FL< )\V RRKI) FUCHSI AS. 

Fuchsias make admirable window-plants, and 
can lie so grown to great perfection. 
Though opinions may differ as to whether 
single or doublc-llowcrcd Fuchsias are the 
more beautiful, there can be no doubt what¬ 

ever that the double (lowers are admired by 
many, and the demand for them is, I think, 
greater than for the single forms ; consequently 
among the new varieties sent out within the 
last few years there is a preponderance of 
double-flowered kinds. Some of the earlier 
doubles were rather apt to run up tall, and were 
therefore not so well suited for growing in the 
shape of little bushes useful for room- as many of 
the single ones ; but this cannot now b« urged 

against them, as the accompanying illustration 
of Frau Kmms Topfcr will show. Few classes 
of plants lend themselves to so many different 
inodes of treatment as the Fuchsia ; for instance, 
they may lie grown as hushes, pyramids, or 
standards, employed for covering roofs and 
furnishing pillars, or for beds in the open 
ground. For all these varied purposes suitable 
varieties with double blossoms are to lie found 
among the numerous forms now in cultivation. 
These, double-flowered Fuchsias are not so 
populnr with the market grower nor for exhibi¬ 
tion as the single forms, for, owing to the 
blooms being much heavier, they arc far more 
liable to drop when shifted ulsnit than those ol 
the singhs-llowered varieties are. in making a 
selection of the liesl double-dowered Fuchsias, 
1 should lie inclined to give a place to the 
following with light-coloured corollas : 

Frau Kmma Toukkii, a free-growing, freely- 

branched variety, with a very large corolla, of a 
kind of pinkish-white, deeper towards the base 
of the petals. The sepals of this are coral-red, 

and, in common with many large-dowered varie¬ 
ties, they do not appear of sufficient size for the 
huge corolla. The blooms of 

Miss Livy Finnis (a spray of which is figured 
on page ti-SS) arc something in the way of those 
of the lust, except that the corolla is pure 
white and the plant is not so free in growth. 
This when first sent out (about sixteen or seven¬ 
teen years ago, 1 think) attracted u large amount 
of attention. It makes a good pot plant, but 
as the branches are weak and the flowers heavy, 
ample support must be afforded them. It is 
hugely grown for ('ovent-garden-market. 

Mm’e. Jclks Chretien forms a fine large 
specimen and is suited for furnishing a pillar, as 
it grows quickly, while the flowers are bold and 

effective. The corolla is large and pure-white, 
and the sepals are more conspicuous than in 
either of the preceding. 

Molkswoktii is a good variety for any pur¬ 
pose, and one that has become popular with our 
market growers. The corolla is large and pure- 
white, while the bright coloured sepals are of a 
proportionate size and rellcx in a very pleasing 

manner. 
Buffos, asoinewhat upright-growing variety, 

is noteworthy from the peculiar pinkish-tinged 
corrolla. The last variety to mention of those 

with white corollas is 
Duchess ok Koinbukhii. Of this I have had 

but a limited experience, but still sufficient to 

lead one to think it will turn out one 

very best of this section^llflMTWrKwl 
George Rundle, so well known in conn 
with the Fuchsia, ami was announced as a croa* 

lictwecn Molesworth and Mrs. E. G. Hill (one 
of Lemoine’s varieties). It is a large bold 
Hower, while the petals are unusually thick and 
wax-like. 

Of dark-flowered varieties there is a great 
number, many of which differ in little else but 
name from each other, though of course there 

are some very distinct forms :— 
Avalanche, which was sent out about 

twenty years ago, is still one of the best, the 
habit being good, while the flowers are freely 
borne. 

Phenomenal flowers profusely when small, 
yet t'-e blooms are, with one or two exceptions, 
among the largest of all Fuchsias. The corolla 
of this is of a deep violet-purple colour, marked 
with rosy-crimson at the base. It is a good 
variety for growing in the shape of little bushes. 

Nouveau Mastodonte has a large purplish 
corolla, flaked more or less with red. This 

latter feature renders it when well marked very 
attractive. 

Comte Leon Tolstoi is notable from the 
closely-packed corolla being of a deep bluish- 
purple, without markings of any kind. The 
habit of the plant loo is very good. 

La France Inis large, well-reilexcd sepals and 
a distinct t illicit corolla, which has been described 
as blue, and though a long way from that colour 
it is a very distinct shade. 

Sir Garnet Woi.sei.kv is a good variety for 
any purpose, with a largo plum - coloured 
corolla. 

Gustave Flaubert, one of the newer French 
varieties, is of good habit, free-flowering, and 

it received a certificate from the Royal Horti¬ 
cultural Society in 1875, but it is now not much 

grown. About twenty-five years ago a variety 
was sent out under the name of Norfolk 
Giant, that attracted a good deal of attention 
from the size of its flowers, but it was 
much inferior to Champion of the World, 
although from the many points of resemblance 
there is, I should think, but little doubt that 
this last was a seedling from the older one. Of 
light-flowered Fuchsias, that is to say those with 
white tube anil sepals and coloured corolla, there 
are, os far as I am aware, none with double 
blossoms. The Fuchsia is a good illustration of 

the varying fashions in flowers, for from 1880 to 
the present time only three garden varieties 
have lieen noticed by the Royal Horticultural 
Society—viz., Mine. Galli Marie 1880, Mi's. 
Rundle 1883, and Dorothv Fry 1889, while in 
the ten years previous to that no less than forty- 
two varieties received certificates. H. 

5301.—Creeper for a window.- The 
Tropieolum family undoubtedly furnish the 
prettiest window creepers, having both bright 
iloweis and neat foliage. Tropieolum canari- 
ruse is one of the best for this puiqioMc, bearing 
masses of yellow flowers in luxuriant sprays, if 
well cultivated. Seed can be put in during 
March out-of-doors, unless in a very cold 
situation, when it may be raised in a pot inside 
the window, and planted out in May. Tropieo¬ 
lum l-obbianum, too, in several handsome 
varieties, with brilliant scarlet flowers, is vciy 

(ii k Rkaiikiih' Ii.i.rxih viiiinx : I>oi|l)le-floweml Kurlixia " frail BmnmTnpfrr." 
Kiiprnvisl tor U.miukmmi Ii.i.uhikatku trum a plloUmra|ili sent li> Minx 
llckmu, llani|wti'.vl, N. 

especially noteworthy from the corolla being of 
a very distinct lilac-mauve tint. We have had 
two or throe of this cluss lately from the Con¬ 

tinent, another lining 
Outavik Fkuillkt, a good deal like the lost, 

but with more of a rose tinge in the corolla. 
Champion ok the World, a gigantic flowered 

variety, whose massive corolla is of an intense 
dark-purple. This does not bloom so freely ns 
many others, and the flower-stalk is of unusual 

length, so that it is useless for blooming in a 
imull slileJiut ns a pillar plant in the con- 
k ryjWy^uF in some such a position it. i will 

ofteii^pJiveTo be one of the most strikinjfoiall 
Fuchsias. This variety is by no means new, 

suitable for the purpose, and can lie sown at the 
same time ns the Canary Creeper. As trailers 
to hang from the windows the Ivy-leaved Pelar¬ 
goniums (“Geraniums”) are very useful, 
especially such free-growing varieties Mine. 
Crousse, Mine. Thibaut, and [souvenir do Charles 

Turner. These can be bought now as small 
plants, repotted, and pinched back, if straggling : 

they will then lie ready to pul out at the end of 
May, when they should lie covered with bloom. 

-I. L. K. 
-QmiWilllM (JNYIlnftvwt PslarirnnUim* In ynrielv. 

TrOPH'clum Hull n( Kiri-. Fuchsia* o! drooping habit, such 

piam'rv;' thS 
TJRETO$eftAMPAIGN 
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OROHIDS. 

COCHLIODA VULCANICA. 

This is the plant which I have before brought 
to the attention of my readers un ler the name 
of Mesospinidium vnlcanicuin, but that given 

above appears to be the one most recognised 
now. It is a great beauty, and well deserves 
tho attention of everyone. The flowers are of a 
bright rosy-carmine. I see the Messrs. Veitch 

quote its discovery many years ago by Dr. 
•Spruce, the German botanist, and I have always 

been under the impression that Spruce was a 
native of Yorkshire. The plant appears to grow 
at a great elevation, between 10,000 feet and 
11,000 feet above tho sea being given as its 
range. It is one of tho beautiful small-growing 
kinds which every amateur should possess, being 

a fine companion plant for many of the cooler 
Odontoglossuins, and its gay colour is a very 
attractive foil for tho whites which are so pre¬ 
valent in the last-named genus. These plants 

wore formerly included with the Odonto- 
glossums, but Lindley had established the genus 
Cochlioda upwards of lifty years ago. These 
Orchids should bo kept in a cool-house and in a 

shady part of it, and they must be well drained, 
for they like an abundance of water during tho 
growing season. For soil use peat-fibre and 

Sphagnum Moss in about equal parts, pressing it 
down firmly and elevating the plant upon a cone- 
like mound above the rim of the pot ; but do not 
use much soil in potting, these plants do not 
like it, for the species grow generally amongst 

the erupted lava of tho volcano of Tunguragua, 
from which it was introduces! by Mr. Backhouse, 
of York, little over twenty-one years ago. One 
nr two other plants of great beauty arc also 
included in this genus. “ Miss Chisholm,” who 

has caused me to write this article, sends 
me some fine examples of this species, which 
shows that she has just the sort of accommodation 

which the plant requires, may add the following 
to her collection with tho greatest confidence : 
C. Roezliana, which is a handsome species 
introduced some two or three years ago by 

Messrs. Linden, of Brussels, and Messrs. 
Churlesworth anil Shuttleworth, of Bradford, 
and which has not yet become thoroughly estab¬ 
lished in our collections. C. rosoa is another 

species well deserving attention ; it is a littlo 
less brighter in colour tliun vulcanicum, but every¬ 
where sought after when it was grown under 
the name of Odontoglossum roseum. The above 
three species should be grown by all amatours, 
therefore ; little expense in their culture, they 

produce long spikes of gay flowers which lost a 
long time in full beauty. Matt. Bramiii.r. 

ONCiniOM LURIDUM. 

This is a plant which is widely dispersed over 

the West Indian Islands, and of which “Mr. 
,1. Hooke” solids mo a specimen which has 
rotted off at tho Imse. This I should say arises 

from excessive moisture with a short supply of 
air. This Oncidium was known to Linmous, 
and has been an inhabitant of our gardens for 
over seventy years. “ J. R.” wislies me to 

state the kind of flowers it bears, but this I 
would rather not do because tho varieties are 

so numerous that I might be altogether mis¬ 
leading. Suffice it to say, a good variety of this 
plant is very handsome, and ns your friend 

brought them home personally you must give 
him credit for having obtained a pretty variety. 
The plants naturally grow in the shade, and 
in very hot anil damp situations, and therefore 
require similar treatment when under cultiva¬ 
tion, but at tho same time they need a good 
circulation of air. Indeed, this is a point that 
is quite ignored by some growers ; they give 
any amount of heat and moisture and they 

exclude air. The plant should be well drained 
and elevated upon a cone-like mound of good 
peat-fibre, mixed with Sphagnum Moss. It 

should lie placed in a shady position, and during 
the summer season have an abundant supply of 

water. The good drainage before ment ioned will 
quickly carry this away, but in the winter the 
plant having no bulbs must be carefully watered 

from time to time to koep the thick leaves from 
shrivelling. This will be required very seldom, 

and so that not much water is necessary this 
time of year, and in giving too im**h arises the 

CfELOGYNE LOWI. 

1 am asked by “ J. J. Tilley” to give him some 
information as to the treatment this plant 

requires to grow it successfully? It is better 
and more correctly known by the name of C. 
asperata, but it is a beautiful species under 

whichever name it is grown. The plant was 
imported just upon fifty years ago from Borneo 
by the Messrs. Low, of Clapton, and was named 

Lowi by Paxton, but Lindley had named it aspe- 
rata before. It remained a very scarco plant 
under cultivation for a great many years. Why 

that was I do not know, for it is one of the com¬ 
monest Orchids in the Indian islands, where it 
is found growing upon trees in swampy ground 
in tho neighbourhood of streams and also in the 

shade. Some two or three years ago very large 
quantities of this species were imported from 
time to lime, so that if the plants were properly 
treated there should now be an host of grand 

specimens in the country. Yet my memory 
does not call to mind many of them. There is 
one, I know, in Sir Trevor Lawrence’s collec¬ 

tion, which is under the care of Mr. White. 
This plant is thriving very vigorously. C. Lowi 
is a strong, bold-growing plant, with oblong, 

lanceolate, dull-green leaves, some 18 inches or 
2 feet long. It nears a raceme about a foot in 
length, Waring some dozen flowers .1 in. across, 
which areacreamy-white, having a brightorange- 

coloured lip, margined with cream colour. 'Hie 

Flowering spray ol Double Fuchsia “ fmey Finnis." 
(See page 687.) 

plant is bestgrown in a pot, which should bo well 
drained, and as it delights in a little loam a 
thick layer of living Sphagnum should be placed 

over the crocks in order to keop the drainage 
in good, open order. For the compost use a 
mixture of peat-fibre and Sphagnum Moss, 
adding a little light loam, from which a greater 

portion of the soil has already been beaten out. 
It roquiresample pot-room. The plant should be 
kept well elevated above the rim of the pot in 

the summer season. When growing it requires 
an abundance of water, but during the winter 
months just sufficient to keep the bulbs and 
leaves in healthy condition will be all that is 
necessary. In the spring of the year, when the 

roots and growths begin to appear, tho plant, 
which should have been resurfaced or repotted 
some time previously, should have an extra 

amount of water given it. It is an Orchid which 
enjoys a vast amount of heat, without which very 
few flower-spikes will be seen ; therefore, grow it 

in the warmest part of the East Indian-house, 
keeping the atmosphere well charged with 
moisture. The flowering season is usually in 

June and July. Matt. Bramble. 

DENDROBIUM LINAWLYNUM. 

This species is an old inhabitant of our gardens, 

having been introduced some seventy years ago ; 
but it does not appear to have been imported 

[since, for no localities are recorded as yielding 
plant. The flowers sent by “ T. Murray^ 

of good size and pleasing t^il^wfflvkSIhe 

sepals and petals being bright cherry-colour in 
the upper half, passing to white at the base ; 

the lip also is white at the base, tipped with 
rich-magenta. This Dcndrobo was grown 
before 1800 under tho name of D. inonilifomic, 

but when tho true moniliforine came to hand 
from Japan it was found to be a white species 
and of a very dwarf habit, so that another name 

had to l>e found for tho Orchid now under con¬ 
sideration, which, indeed, looks more like 1». 
nobile, and when grown into a good specimen it 
is equally pleasing. It is a plant with clavulo 

bulbs, growing some 18 inches high, requiring 
the same treatment in all respects as I), nobile. 
When the situation that this plant grows in 

comes to be known we may have some new 
species introduced. Matt. Bkamhi.k. 

5.TI7.—Early Lily of the Valley.—The 
only way to get early blooms of Lily of the 
Valley when there is nothing besides a garden 
frame to grow them in would be to pot up the 
crowns as soon as they can be obtained in the 

autumn. About Christmas get some fresh 
stable-manure, and prepare it by allowing it to 
heat a little until the rank steam is thrown off; 

then make up a hot-bed and place some Cocoa- 
nut-fibre-refuse or some such material over the 
manure into which the flower-pot containing 
the roots may be plunged, ('are must be taken 
to allow tho violent heat to subsido if necessary, 

as it can easily bo violent enough to kill the 
plants. Cover up the glass lights with mats or 
sacking if the weather is frosty. The leaves 
and flowers grow up together this way ; when 

forced in a strong heat, but without bottom- 
heat, the flower-spikes have a tendency to come 

without the leaves.—J. D. E. 

5391.—Constructing a propagator.~ 
You appear to have grasped the idea of making a 
propagator very well. Your pan for the water 
is, however, too deep by half. It should be only 

1 inch deep, anil then only half filled with 
water, as the more water there is to heat the 
more oil you must burn to keep up tho tempera¬ 
ture. Moreover, tho more water there is in the 

pan the more condensed moisture you will get on 
the glass, and which you will find troublesome. 
You do not want a tin chimney to carry off tho 
fumes if you manage the lamp properly and do 

not allow it to smoko. If the top of tho lamp 
is 1 inch from the pan that is sufficient.— 

J. C. C. 

r>30«.—Manures for Cinerarias and 
Calceolarias.—For these anil most other 
plants of this kind there is, after all, nothing to 
surpass, if to equal, a weak clear infusion of 

horse or, preferably, sheep-droppings given 
once or twice a week after the pots become well 
filled with roots, with a very little soot 
occasionally ns a corrective. Failing the above, 

as good plants as anyone could wish to soe may 
be grown by mixing a proper quantity of 
Thomson’s Vine and Plant Manure with tho 

soil when potting, and afterwards giving weak 
solutions of sulphate of ammonia and soot 
alternately every week or ton days.—B. C. R. 

- A good compost for these is four parts gooil loam, 
one leaf-mould, one decayed manure, and some course 
while sand. Done-meal added gives a more vigorous 
growth and finer flowers.—J. D. E. 

,r»341.—Wireworms.—Wireworm are the 

larva) of a click-beetle ; but os there are many 
species of click-beetles, the larva' of most of 

which may be classed as wireworms, it is difficult 
to say to which species any particular wireworm 
may belong. According to the best authority tho 

eggs of the click-beetles are of a yellowish- 
white colour and are very small, almost 
invisible to the naked eye. The larva; grows 
very slowly, usually taking five years to arrive 

at maturity, and afl these years they are living 
upon vegetables, working their way into a 
vital part and destroying much more- than 

they can eat. The wireworm is a terrible pest 
to l)oth farmer and gardener, and if some 

one with leisure would devote a few years 
to the study of this subject and then tell us all 
about its history, and the best means of getting 

rid of it, he would be a national benefactor. 
Judging from the habits of the insects the best 
means of getting rid of them is to continually 

harass them by frequently stirring the soil, 

ftniJI lfyotfa application of such substance as 
salysogt^ a^dh^e.^ely intermixed with the 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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THE KITCHEN GARDEN. Thus wllen feeding commences tlio roots of the month should, if grown on freely, commence to 
_ plant never get the full benefit. My idea is ripen the first fruits at the end of May or early 

CABBAGE I FTTITCFS that instead of a ridge if a furrow was made, in June, and with a due supply of nourishment 
wuirtir, nruiutlA and kept so always, keeping the soil up at both would continue fruiting until the end of 

Tiibkb are many kinds of Cabbage Lettuces, of *'<<ea, of course top-dressing all over alike j thus October at least, and until Christmas, or later, 
which Tom Thumb may be taken as the typo, whatever you gave to them would go direct to with the aid of a genial warmth.—B. 0. K. 

which do not grow more than 4 inches in height, the roots of the plant. A layer of cow-manure 5304 —Tomatoes in a ereenhousfl — 

and a large number of heads are produced on a might with great advantage bo laid in the With care it would be just possible to mana-o 

small area. Cabbage Lettuces, on account of h'”™. washing it in as required.-J. G. young Tomato seedlings and bedding plants T11 
Uieir compact growth are very valuable for Phtenoer, Harro.jatc. the same house, until the end of April, "t any 

I theycan.^ Zf au°0m"‘O<latcd in 5350.-Making a Tomato-house. -I rate. Place the seed-boxes or pins in the 
frames or hand-lights. should say the width of the house must lie warmest place, over the flue or hot-water pipes, 

tl y he sown from February to.Septom- guided by the length of the lights and the until it is well up ; then remove them to a sLlf 

r°*\ «V'!Lfar.;n'ti 80'v'1n8 8h'>ul'i.*X! made in number of them you have. You do not want near the glass at the warmest end. Do not let 

801 ’ an<. l l08? a,n7 glass-lights for the front if you have the temperature fall below 50 degs. at any time, 
should bepkeed m a little heat to germinate, and this 18 inches high. Ventilators made of and as soon as possible draft the bedding stuff 

boards will do in the place of glass, off into pits or frames. —B. C. R. 

YoU wiU re,]ui.re, 8l'°'!t P°»t* and - If y„u sow Tomato-seed at the end of 
h N&C. V , . cross pieces of timber along the front this month (January), and heat your greenhouse 

,<) '.L'&K ; \ and, <) inches away from tho wall at sufficiently to keep the plants steadily grow- 
8^PP°rt the lights, a atrip ing, the wannth will l>e too great tor your 

of ;j“art1er*ng nailed to the wall, and bedding plants. You had better give up the 

U-i-Jf,1Jj UlT. *1 - • / sR" V - a J inch board fixed to it by hinges, raising of your own plants, and purchase what 

ftnd y?" hftv,° » fop ventilator, which you want about the middle of April. There arc 
BrM. W ^ easily worked by a pulley. A house sure to lie plenty of Tomato-plants advertised 

‘ , 1 h,81}18 the least y°u can have for sale in Gardf.nino. At that time it will be 
’a'J» 10 1,6 serviceable.—J. C. C. safe to place in the open air all the strongest of 

i 

- Supposing that the frames are Jrour bed<lor8, if you protect them at night with 
.f the usual 0-feet length, and they a ,nat- . ‘ °"r hoU8e can then be kept warm 
ire fixed at an angle of 45 degs. (a el,°'igh for Tomatoes.—J. C. (,’. 

Cabbage Lettuce " Large Binsin." 

arc fixed at an angle of 45 degs. (a enougn ,or 1 omaloea' 
very suitable pitch for this purpose), 5366,—Sait for an J 

wit'. -Hm front that will 
give a height at the back of almut « S324.-Tomatoes ur 
feet .1 inches, and a width from the for market or any other 
back wall of 4 feet 3 inches. This (,®»b un'1 "Toinnio Cu 

te), S865-—Salt for an Asparagus bed.-One |>mirnl 
• j. |>«r yanl Rliould not he exceeded, and ill ionic cases half a 

pound |ier yanl will lie enough. Apply it now. - E. II. 
1 b 5324.- Tomatoes under glass. The liesl Tomalo 
the for niurket or any other pur|Mise is uiidoubt<-< I ly Weld 
his Con'. “'"I "Toinnio Culture for Aumleurs" is nn ex- back wall of 4 feet 3 inches. This Re"1. "Toinnio Culture for Ainnleurs" is nn ex- 

will allow of two rows of nliuits beinif ,'®ll,'"t book on the subject for Iraile or private growers, 
for the seedlings to grow for a time. Avery grown along the front, and as the height at Both •d'vrtlscl in Oasdbxixo. II. C. It. 

little seed, if good, will be found enough to 1 foot from the back wall will lie just over - 

produce a great many plants. It is a great 5 feet, that would probably suffice—that is, if 
advantage to keep the young Lottucc plants up the path could be sunk 6 inches or a foot, so as ttUorlO. 
near the glass to keep them short and robust in to obtain more head-room. If you want more - 

habit, os when drawn up weak and Bpindly they arc height, raise the front wall; if greater width, DAMASK ROSE (ROSA DAMASCKNA). 

useless. Transplant the young plants before fix the frames (or rather lights) at a less pitch, jv ro.,iv ^ t0Veral ouories as to old Roses in 
to° cr°wdcd, and c**''ly m spring a in this case also the front wall requiring to be nn.iy anJ thj. ‘ mnv 

ROSES. 

general, and this one in particular, wo may 

auuui, me cun oi maren win iieqmtc me lop, ningeing inem to tfie rulgo-plank fixed th„ Holv 1 anil In Svria this Rose is so cm,, 
soon enough to sow the first lot of sod in the to the wall, and allowing them to fall on to the moll llmy ,llere’j„ vaiJev CBii„i ... .. Vnllev of 
open ground, and from that time onward a little top of the long lights, these being carried mi i,(IH „ r. i naicnt of the llvhrid kcl 
seccl should lie sown evorv three weeks until the stout rafters. In this way the width of the ^ Tho DamlZ have XSen leaVfs 

end of September. By adopting this plan j structure could be easily increased by 18 inches (throe to seven leaflets) green stioots with 

„._\.C°;'9™T o{ P-luce or 2 feet, an,1 made hfgher at theW also, . are o fl^t. i^nd iiadv 

^pt'l&lX noTb^eTanU T^'J- 
! Klhinir^h^^^ P™g- Amo^ kl,.^ »m.ide. the .. 

a little protection, ami if planted in a *;ood posi- in the front wall.—B. C. K. 
tion in February or March they will produce 53(17 —Lmurth of a Tmnntc.,,1,, 

ready forwe ^X^fettu "'ll'" 1Mant8'^of P^feSon and Ham Green wdf often 
ere in ha ” ^tuces will grow any- run |(( feet I2 feet during the season, the 

shdd'position*’ t i ! "I" 800,1 ,)ein« ROWI1 in in the year, and the 
nt verv i,.r,rc S",L n W“ry l° plants kept growing on freely. In a house only 

nrivate mirdcn in,8.,,,, l'^^rtor..°? tll0m. 1,1 any ([ feet high the plants should certainly bo planted 
sP,mee^i^n arl ’X. , m in pots or boxeS placed right down on the floor, 
cronHoX.s, 1, TePtal,,°- ?in*°r I *>r even in the ground itself, anil not on shelves 
wi'aHier b ™ V>C\\ or "la«“8 of any kind. But with such a limited 
lifted and nlnni . I i, f <luantlti should lie space at command you would find it much more 

,h « nr “X; " , ft,T °r "n,,°r hand’ satisfactory and profitable to grow a dwarf or 
hf P ’,7 °V,'r them short-jointed variety, such as I field Gem or 

Ki, Of lane ,es here are many Conference, rather than those mentioned.- 
"I'l'-li vary much hi size, the larger growing jj (j. R. 
kinds lieing beat adapted for summer culture. 
SummerhilT and Marvel are good kinds for •'.(>!).—TOmatoea in 00X63. Tomatoes 
summer, and so is the large Boss in Cabbage ai(’ very often grown m orange and other cheap 

lettuce (here figured), one of the finest largo 'vll,ch 'nay be obtained from the grocers, 
sorts, sent out some years ago by Messrs Al,>'thi"g that will hold soil will do; its shape, 
Vilmorin, of Paris. Early Paris Market is a wl11 hold half-a-bushet of soil, is not 

very fine spring kind. All tho Year Round is ?f mVch moment- If boxcs have to be mailo or 

what its name implies -a good sort for summer bo"®ht- 80'ne. ca9e.9 bo cheaper to 
or winter. Stanstead Park and Hardy Green run ,rou8hs ‘J16 length of the house of sufficient 

Hammersmith are very hardv and excellent ?!?e’. Su}’’ a. ,5 sfluare- *° hold plants from 
kinds for winter use ; and there arc also several V ,nehp* to 8 !"ches apart Fills will be 
comparatively new varieties that are said to be cheal,er 'hft“ ,lttv,"8 separate boxes for each 
excellent, and may be worth a trial for Hie sake Plant.- and.when n?1 re,|iured the boards might 

535!).—Tomatoes In boxes. 

Marechal Niel Rose- Reading 

---- good strain of Perfection (the selection or ago. It had been grown in a large pot and 
p, ., m - “strain” makes a lot of difference) will yield always proved a failure. I planted it in a 

,*■.tomatoes.— A few words Oil under skilful cultivation from ‘JO lb. to25ib. of well-drained narrow border, composed half of 
ic aiovc subject may not be out of place, fruit during the season, commencing in May and chopped turf and half of old hot bed, inside a 

especially as many people will soon have their continuing until some time ill Octolier ; Ham very small “cold house.” Last year I cut 2IKI 

pans ready tor their fruiting quarters. .-T^je ' Green, M) lb. to 15 1b., for though a fine niagniiicentWoqiHsffpm the plant; many when 
universal way of setting, plunts out is, (o mwN|r.m's4ii»tf /J>uit, this kind is very long in hall expanded would not enter the rim of a 

mind, quite a mistake, ^peop.cMh mo&tVia3f»-giov,yBLMiIl-does not crop equal to the sfiiU-V 4kVa(tW 3q)5?fz8, and every 
ear ing the material up in the form of a ridge. goingA-^Plants from seed suwn the end of this blossom when, held head down was surrounded 

plants ready tor their touting quarters. Jjje Green, 

universal way of setting^plants out is, (o imrfv.ni’itf 
mind, quite a mistake.Ij&bbUZflG l.„. A 

earthing the material up in the form of a ridge. Tgoin^C 

ulna from the plant ; many when 

would not enter the rim of a 
odlj and every 
ichrhead "as surrounded 
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unci hidden in glossy-green leaves. The moment 

I take the last blossom I cut every llowering-rod 
quite away, leaving only what I may call the 
stumps or main stems of the Rose. These soon 

put out new wood in long trailing branches 
which I tie in 9 inches apart, nnd the same 

distance from the glass. By the winter these 
branches liegin to drop their leaves. They are 
not much shortened, and in spring t hey Bower at 

every joint. As soon as the flower-buds are 
plainly discernible I soak the border with weak 
manure-water. If three blossoms come at one 

joint I pick off the two side ones. I never have 
syringed, and have never seen a green fly on 
the Rose. I always cut the blooms early in the 

morning at a point a little past half open ; they 
then keep well in water and open fully in a vase. 

-J. I. 

.'>.•{09.—Tea Rose cuttings.—The rooted 

cuttings should lie removed nnd be potted off 
singly in flower pots 3 inches or 4 inches in 
diameter, l’lant them carefully and keep them 
in frames or a greenhouse until well established. 
Good soil for them would be yellow loam, about 

four put ts, one part decayed manure, anti one 
part leaf-mould, with a little sand added j or if 
leaf-mould cannot lie obtained, fibrous |>eat is 

excellent for Tea Roses to use in the same pro¬ 

portion.—J. 1). E. 

-- You woulil |>crlm|>s lie wiser lo pot oil the cut lings 
08 hood os it •■on Ik* determined they nave-rooted. U»e a 

Handy coiii|mmI and small j*olw, giving more I 
noil Inter on when nhifling into larger Ki7.i*H, -or they might 

Ih* planted out in June next. I*. lJ. 

.'•361. White Cluster Rose. -There 
are two White' Roses whicHr [ffotty near 
answer the description you give | these are 
A i trice Vibert and Mine. Plnntier. The last- 
named is, I think, the one you have seen, as you 

say it is almond-scented, nnd Mme. Plapticr has 
certainly a very delightful fragrance, and, as 
you say, it makes a good standard as well as a 

climber. It is the only good White Rose that I 
am acquainted with that is hardy enough to 

to grow on a wall with a north aspect, where it 
grows ftnd flowers ns well as I could wish.— 

3.c.e. 
-Prolnlily Alnuie Vibert Is meant, It makes a good 

drooping standard. It is a very old Noisette.—K. H. 

Single Roses. In a recent article on Single Hoses In 
<: mnsvixi: Mruurtne.v's -Simplex is not named. It is a 
tery pure White Hose, wilh a large bunch of orange 
stamens, tin-(olhgo hright-green. In a wnrmer country 

I believe it is evergreen. Here it sheds Its leaves in the 
winter,-M. C. R. II. 

FRUIT. 

THE WALNUT (JUGLANS REGIA). 

Tills is comparatively but little planted, a 
singular fact when the beauty and value of its 

wood arc taken into account. For gun-stocks 
and much of our liner sorts of furniture Wnlnut 
timber is invaluable. Walnuts, moreover, are 

free-growing trees on almost any kinds of soil, 
and I lie crops of nuts which they produce would 
pay at least the rent of the land on which they 

Kig. 2.—Walnut " hate or Jean." 

grow, whilst its freehold might l>e purchased 

with trees four years of age. Walnuts in a 
landsca|K- are also t rees of mark, their magnifi¬ 
cent heads of fine foliage in parks or paddocks 

rendering them especially adapted for such 
situations. They associate well with Oak, 

Beech, Elm, Spanish and Horse-Chestnut, as 
well as with various other trees, and they do 

not rob the land more than, their companions 
do. Their smooth glossy leaves are washed 
clean with every shower, an<l the foliage is not so 
thiols as to throw the-rain oil thefirasjootvtok » 

air currents fiwQl •oUiSSting'jftltiSloJiB 'L 

branches. There are therefore no trees in Crk or pasture under which herbage grows 
tter than it does under Walnuts. Besides, 

Walnuts come into growth late, make their 
growth quickly, and lose their foliage nearly all 

at once after the first autumn frost. Thus a 
chance is given to take the leaves out of the 
way, so as not to injure the Grass, while the 

shining dark young wood, with the greyish 
mature limbs, arc left full in view. As to any 

tree that will grow more quickly into a size to 
be useful I do not know where to look for it. I 

Kig. 1. Walnut " Large-fruited. ’ f~ -Tt 

have seen old Walnut-trees that measured from 
60 feet to 90 feet in height, diameter of branches 

from (iOfeet to 96 feet, and of bole or trunk from 
3 feet to 3 feet diameter, and no doubt larger trees 
are elsewhere to lie found. Considering, there¬ 

fore, all its good finalities, what can l>e the 
reason that the Walnut is not more extensively 
cultivated iu this country? Is it because young 

folks will sometimes pillage a few Nuts rather 
than spend their cash in the purchase of French 
Walnuts ? Surely not. That the French grow 

Walnuts moro extensively than we do is certain. 
They find, too, a ready market amongst us for 
their Nuts, which had we more trees we might 
share with them. The cuts here given illustrate 

the three most popular forms of the Walnut to 
be found in our markets in their season. Their 
names are Large-fruited (Fig. 1), Late or 
Jean (Fig. 2), and Heart-shaped (Fig. 3). 

B. 

629*2.— Grafting trees.—There are 
several styles of grafting suit able for fruit-trees. 

Which of these it would lie laist for you to adopt 

depends upon the stocks. For example, if you 
have a few fruit-stocks about throe-fourths of 

an inch in diameter, or wish to work some desir¬ 
able variety upon a kind in less favour with you, 
and the wood of which is about the same sub¬ 

stance, then I would choose what is known as 
side or whip-grafting. Supposing you wish to 
work upon a stock which has Imicii formed by 

cutting down an old tree, or one, say, over 
2J incites through, then one of the styles of 

wedge-grafting would 1ms best. There are many 
cases where a healthy treo of an inferior variety 
can quickly be turned to account by grafting : 

and 1 have pleasure in giving a brief outline of 
the two methods most generally used. Side or 

whip-grafting consists in cutting the stock to as 
short a point us circumstances will allow, and 

then puling away about 3 inches of the re¬ 
mainder. You should pare this away in a 
slanting direction, the smallest portion of the 

cut being at the lower part. As to the deptli of 
the cut, this must depend entirely upon the size 
of graft, and it will perhaps make the operation 
more Biinple if we prepare the latter at once. 

The graft or scion should lie a healthy piece of 
wood which grew the previous year. Cut it 
into lengths of some 0 inches to 8 inches ; then 

take it firmly between the finger nnd thumb of 

the left hand, and cut away in a slanting direc¬ 
tion from top to bottom. This cut should go 
right through the graft, and be as nearly as pos¬ 

sible of the same length as the portion pared 
away from the stock. The edges of the graft 
and thoso of the stock should l>e brought into 

tact; and front this we must decide 
to imre away from the latter. Avoid o'1 

either in such a way |»F 

formed, and pare away more or less from either 

stock or graft until the two fit together. This 
is most essential, especially at the lower portions. 

The operation of tongucing is not necessary, but 
it often assists in forming u stronger union, and 

also keeps the graft in pusitiou until firmly tied. 
This consists of making a downward cut in t he 

stock, and a corresponding one in the scion, the 
latter taking an upward direction. When the 
cut of the former receives the “ tongue ” of the 
graft, they fit together firmly, and may bo tied 
over with matting. Wedge-grafting almost 

explains itself. I make two cuts in the thick 

bark of the stock, and trim the lower part of 
the graft into such a form as will fit or wedge 
into the cut. It often happens that the graft is 

too large round to allow of a simple wedge 
meeting edge to edge of the two barks. In this 
case the upper part of the graft is cut away 

somewhat, and forms a scat, which rests upon 
the top of the severed slock or brunch. This is 

much easier to illustrate than to describe ; but 
if the main principle of keeping the edges of 
both stock and scion as nearly as possible to¬ 

gether be duly attended to, it matters little in 

what way this is secured. When tied together 
firmly we must contrive some mcaus of keeping 
the drying influence of uir from the jMvrts 
operated upon. Some' use a composition of 

pitch, resin, and tallow : others a little well- 
worked clay, or any stiff" soil of a similar 

character. If the latter be placed around the 
graft and stock, ami then tied with a second 
piece of matting, it will answer the desired pur- 
jiose. Or any stiff"soil, with a little Moss around 

it to keep the whole together, will do equally 
well. Grafting should bo done when the sap 

is commencing to rise. March is a good mont h. 
It often hapnensthat primings or grafts from a 
desired kind are severed some month or so 

before this ; but it will not much matter if you 
stick them in damp soil upon a north bonier. 
Endeavour to have the graft a little loss for¬ 

ward than the stock ; tins is easily secured by 

adopting the above plan.—P. U. 

6363. - Rooting cuttings of fruit- 
trees.—I do not think you are likely to strike 
cuttings except those of Apples, and in most 

cases these want to he rather large pieces. All 
Codim Apples may be increased.in this way be¬ 
taking branches about 2 feet long, and burying 

9 inohes of the stem in a partially shady place. 
I have succeeded in striking a few other Appier, 

notably Bramley’s Seedling, but they require 
the protection of a cold frame to shelter them 
from drying wind and bright sun during the 

months of April and May, as I found up to that 
time the cuttings remained without shrivelling ; 
but if left exposed the majority gradually died 

away. Protected in the way 1 have suggested, 
the cuttings retain sufficient vitality to form 
roots during the summer. Treated in this way 

the other subjects you mention may possibly 
grow. You, are, however, rather late Inis sea¬ 

son. It would have l>ccn better to have put in 
the cuttings at t he end of October. Whenever 

Kig. It.—Walnut " Heart-shaped." 

you do the work you must lie careful not to allow 

the soil aliout ti\e cuttings to got dry for the 

first year, or they will certainly die.—J. C. C. 

5384.—Pruning Vines. — It would be 
rather unwise to cut away all the old spurs nnd 

trust to the shoots breaking away from latent 
eyes in the main stem for a crop. Better trust 
to the old spurs this year, and start away young 

rods from the bottom of each Vino, training 
them over the main stent. Encourage these 

t strong, and when the leaves fall 

iWtHe hiick to firm ripe wood in the young rod 
jt@,fov|c(r |tl}^J<u)«)i§ and cut away every- 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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thing on the main stem as far up as the 
rods reach. In a couple of years you will have 

young rods that will take the placo of the old 
ones, and the latter may then l>e cut away 

altogether.—E. H. 

5379.—Heating a vinery, &c. -A good 
hoiler, well set, and a proper quantity of piping 

is a decidedly better, and in the end more 
economical, way of heating a house, or houses, 
of any magnitude than flues, not to mention 

the greater safety. But the most economical 
system of all is a combination of pipes and Hues, 

which if carefully planned and executed, gives 
the best results from a given amount of fuel. It 

would certainly be better and cheaper to heat a 
range of three houses from one boiler anil fur¬ 
nace than three, and the labour of stoking 

would alsol>c much less.—B. C. R. 

- When there is more than ono house it is 
certainly more economical to have a hot-water 

apparatus, as then one fire will suffice. In the 
case of Hues a fire is required for each house. In 

any case first cost of a hot-water apparatus is 
greater than that of a flue, but the latter 
requires more fuel, although it will do with less 
attention. For myself, for a single house I pre¬ 

fer a good flue, especially when the gardener 
does not reside on or near the premises. —J. C. 

.'>312. Lean-to house for a Grape- 
Vine. -Y ou could grow all the three things 
mentioned in such a house. The Lapageria 

would succeed well, and the licst way is to 
plant it out in the house. Take out a good 
square of the ordinary soil and make up a peat 
and turfy loam-bed, thoroughly good soil to 
form a fine foundation, so to speak, and putting 

in plenty of crocks in the bottom for drainage. 
Use also with the soil nodules of charcoal and 
sufficient sharp silver sand to make it pretty 
light, as ono does not require the compost very 

heavy. Oleanders you could get also, but they 
require more warmth to really succeed with 
them, especially to expand the flowers in fullest 

beauty. The reason why Neriums, as the 
Oleanders are botanically, do not usually look 

well, is that they do not get sufficient warmth, and 
are seldom pruned or repotted. The time to repot 
is the spring, and when woll established in thi 

pots, assist them with occasional supplies of 
weak liquid-manure. When they have finished 
flowering, let the soil get rather dry, and out 
back the young shoots to about two buds from 
the old wood, not more. Fibrous peat and good 

turfy loam forms a good soil for them. When «;ood kinds are grown well they are very 

•eautiful.—C. T. 

-Tin* lopageiiii ami the Tea Roses will do in the 
cokt-hoiMo ; hill theOIrnmleni hIiouM lie kept from severe 

frost, though a degree or two will not harm them.—K. II. 

5317.- An old Pear-tree. -1 presume 
the tree to l>o a standard. If so, it prob¬ 

ably wants some of the weak branches 
cut out of the middle of the tree to let 
in more light and air. The roots, however, 
should not bo touched. If you find the growth 

is weak you had bettor give the roots a top¬ 
dressing tiy laying on the surface half a cartload 
of rotten manure, spread out as far as the 
branches extend. It is very unusual for this 

Fear to bear so freely, so that it is not likuly 
that you will get such a heavy crop for some 
time. If you do, you had better make an effort 

to thin them out early in August. A man with 
a holder could go over a largo tree in an hour or 
two, and no rear will better pay for a little 
extra labour than the Chaumontol when the 

soil and climate suit it.—J. C. C. 

- If the trees tear freely the roots do not require 
priming. To increase the size of the fruit top-dress now 
with manure.— E. H. 

5294. — Cow-manure. — Cow-manure in 

a thoroughly decayed stato would not hurt 
the Rhododendrons, but if used fresh it 
would, and it is only when I lie plants are 
in poor condition that it is at all necessary, 

Mr. Anthony Waterer, whoso beautiful nursery 
at Knap-hill is in a largo measure dovoted to 
Rhododendrons anti American plants, mentions 
that they may all be said to delight in and to 

require what is called pent-soil. Ft was at one 
time believed that they would not thrive in any 

other. Experience, however, proves the con¬ 
trary, and it is now found that Rhododendrons 
and Azaleas, which are. the most important of 
this class, as well as any other/f>flha,more 

vigorous-habited (Hants,! JtwWety in/ 

soil that does not contain lime or chalk. In 
many sandy loams they grow with as much 

vigour and luxuriance as they do in peat; in 
fact, in almost any loamy soil free from lime or 
chalk may be rendered suitable for them by a 
liberal admixture of leaf-mould or any fibrous 

material, such as the parings of pasture land. 
When the soil is poor thoroughly decayed cow- 
manure forms one of the l>est manures for these 
plants. It is important to remove the seed-pods 
immediately the flowers have fallen.—C. T. 

-Rhododendron# do not require fre#h or rank manure 
of any kind. A little old mellow cow-manure will he 
iHuicncial to Rhododendrons, especially if the plant# are 

strong and old. Ix'af-mould would form a hotter mulch for 
jountf plant# than cow-manure. Unless much overdone it 
i# not likely they will lw killed or injured.—F. II. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

NUMBER OF PLANTS TO GROW. 

Youno growers are often much puzzled to know 
how many plants they should cultivate with the 

intention of having a given number of exhibition 
blooms at a certain date. Many persons think 
it right to grow a very large number of varie¬ 
ties, although t-his is all right so far it is very 

often carried to excess. It is much better to 
select a fixed number of varieties suitable for 
the purpose intended, growing a number of 
plants of each, than to bo burdened with a host 
of kinds that cannot be relied upon for the 

object in view. Several varieties are admittedly 
useful for other purposes than supplying exhibi¬ 
tion blooms of the highest quality j but if the 
production of these is the main point, varieties 
that do not afford them should l>e eschewed. I 

strongly advise all who have not had experience 
to hear in mind when forming collections that 
variety may have claims, but not in all cases 

value. If an exhibitor wishes to stage forty- 
eight distinct blooms, twenty-four of which may 
be Incurved and the remainder .Japanese, lie 
should grow at least thirty-six varieties in each 
section, as all arc not to be depended upon to 

produce what is required. In some seasons one 
sort is quite usolcss, whereas the next year quite 
the reverse may occur. Casualties, too, may 
happen during the season of growth quite unex¬ 

pectedly, such as shoots being broken by wind 
just at a critical period, anti other unforeseen 
circumstances; therefore not less than the 
number stated should he depended upon to 
insure success. These should consist of the very 

licet kinds, as nowadays—that tliero is sucli a 
large number to choose from in each section—it 
is waste of time and space to grow inferior sorts. 
An exhibitor cannot expect to be successful in 

such a largo class witli less limn 300 plants, 
or 150 in each section. In the twenty-four 
class, supposing them to lie half Incurved, and 
the remainder Japanese, twenty-four varieties 
in each section are not too many to grow, and 
the total number of plants should not lie less 

than 150. When confined to a smaller class of, 
say twelve distinct, cither Japanese or 
Incurved, the selection should be more rigid 
than in the larger classes, as there is not so 
much margin allowed for an inferior specimen 

or two in smaller, where all are expected to ho 
of tho first merit. Twenty-four names should 
lie chosen, anil alHiut seventy plants grown, 

giving the preference to the very best kinds, of 
course, selecting those that arc known to lie 
the most certain produces of lino flowers. In 
competing in a class for twelve blooms, 
either Japanese or Incurved, the general good 

quality should run right through tiie stand, as 
in sucli small classes there is not tiie same 
opportunity to insert a moderate bloom or two 
as there is in larger classes. For tho benefit- of 

inexperienced growers I append a list of the 
best twenty-four kinds in each seotion, and the 

number of each variety it would he advisable 
to grow to compote successfully in good company 
in the open class for twelve blooms cither 
Japanese or Incurved :— 

Twenty-four .Japanese varieties.-Three 

Milo. Thcrcsc Rey (creamy-white), four Viviand 
Morel (deop-mauve), four Charles Davis (bronze- 
yellow), four Edwin Molyncux (crimson, with 

gold reverse), four Sunflower (rich-yellow), two 
Avalanche (white), four Florence Davis (white, 
greenish centre), three Col. W. B. Smith (old 

gold, terra-cotta shaded), three Etoile de Lyon 
(deep lilac-rose), three ft. C. Schwabe (bright- 
-&i»mijje rose), three William Seward (blackish 

Jr|^on), four Mile. Marie Hoate 

shaded with blush), four W. Tucker (delicate- 

rose), four Stanstead White (white), three 
W. H. Lincoln (rich-yellow), three Excelsior 
(bright rose-cerise), two Mrs. C. H. Payne (rosy- 

blush), three Mrs. Falconer Jameson (Chestnut- 
bronze, tinted and striped yellow), three Mrs. 
F. A. Spaulding (yellow), four Lord Brooke 
(golden-orange), two Wuhan (light rose-pink, 

edged purple), two President Bore! (violet-rose), 
Mine. Edouard Rey (soft-lilac), two Mmc. 
Octavio Mirabcau (while anil rose, edged 
amaranth). 

Twenty-four varieties Incurved. Four 
Lord Alccster (primrose), four Empress of India 

(pure-white), four Queen of England (rosy- 
blush), four Golden Empress (golden-yellow), 
three Golden Queen of England (straw-yellow, 

with bronzo siifl'usion), four Alfred Salter (clear 
lilac-pink), three Princess of Wales (white 
suffused rose), two Lord Wolesley (bronzy-red), 
four Violet Tomlin (purple), three Prince Alfred 
(rose-carmine, shaded purple), three Joanncd'Aro 
(blush-white, tipped purple), four Hero of Stoke 

Newington (rose-pink), three Mrs. S. Coleman 
(bright-rose, shaded yellow in the centre), two 
Mrs. Healcs (creamy-white), three Prim css 

Tock (blush-white), two Robert l’itfiold (silvery- 
mauve), two Miss M. A. Haggns (bright-yellow), 
two Laxly Dorothy (pale cinnamon-buff, suffused 
rose), three Mrs. W. Shipman (fawn), two Mmc. 
Daniel' (nankeen-yellow, shaded red), two Lucy 

Kendall (coral-red, sport from Violet Tomlin), 
two M. P. Bahuant (carmine-rose), three Mrs. 
Norman Davies (golden-yellow), two Nil Des- 

perandunt (orange-red). E. Moi.ynf.ux. 

WHAT TO DO WITH OLD CHRYSAN¬ 

THEMUM PLANTS. 

Thin is a question which is often asked now by 
a large number of amateurs. With a large 

number of growers the practice is to take the 
number of cuttings required for tho next season, 
then to throw the old plants away. Now, I 
would strongly advise all those who desire cut 

flowers for house decoration, Ac., to adopt the 
following plan : As soon as past their !>cst cut 
them down, keeping the roots just moist. A 
cold frame or cool greenhouse is the liest place to 
keep them until the spring. A plot of open 

ground should now be manured and dug up 
roughly, remaining so until April; it should then 
be levelled down and trodden firm. The plan Is 
may now be turned out of their pots, tiie old 

drainage removed without damaging the roots, 
and planted firmly in rows 3 feet from plant to 
plant, ami 4 feot from row to row. As soon as 
it is noticed that the plants Imve made a start all 
tho young shoots except six must, lie removed ; 

as soon as these are ti inches in height the tips 
must be pinched out. This will lie the means 
of forming other shoots. Again, one more 
stopping the second week in July is all that is 
needed to form well-shaped plants. Each plant, 
ought to have one stake m the centre as a protec¬ 
tion against wind and rain. During dry weather 

a soaking of water should be given ; lieyond this 
very little attention otherwise is needed. 
During October, according to the weather, 
tho plants can bo taken up with os good 
a 1>all of soil as possible. Should the ground 
bo very dry a good soaking of water should 

bo given overnight. The best grown plants 
can be potted up, tho remainder can lie 

placed close together on stages in u greenhouse, 
according to room. This plan, though not 
a new one, commends itself to a large number 
of amateurs who arc away from home during 

the day. From experience 1 have found it a 
first-class means of having abundance of good 
flowers. Again, if the buds are removed, only 

leaving one to each shoot, the blooms will come 
extremely good. It seems somewhat strange to 
me that gardeners do not grow a numlier of 
plants every year on this plan for cut bloom. 
We have hod hero upwards of a hundred planl.'i 
lifted from the garden, placed in acool greenhouse, 

furnishing cut blooms by the hundred, many of 

them were from four to six inches across. As 
regards the sorts, that is a matter I would leave 
to my readers. I may say one and all are very 
good for the purpose. It is not my desire to 
discourage by any means the cultivators of large 

blooms. By oil means grow on a few plants 
for this purpose, But after all it is somewhat 
disappointing not being able or desirous to cut 

dtiW blckrins for house and other purposes. 

FY OF ILLINOIS AT Frkper,ck 
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RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS. 

Questions. — Queries ami aiiswers are inserted in 
G ardkxinq free 0/charge if correspondents follow the rules 
here laid down for their guidance. AU communications 
•or insertion should be. clearly and concisely written on 
one Side, of the paiier only, and aiUlressrd to the Editor of 

Uirdkkino, J7, Southampton-street, Cooent-garden, Lin- 
don. Letters on business should be sent to the Pi'BMaiisn. 
fhe name ant address of the sender are required in 
addition to ami designation he may desire to be used in 
the paper. When more than one query is sent, each 
should be on a separate piece of paper. Unanswered 
queries should be repeated. Correspondents should bear 
in mind that, as G xrdknino has to be sent to press some 
time in ad ranee .(date, they cannot always be replied to 

in the issue immediately following the receipt of their 
communication. 

Answers (which, with the exception of such as cannot 
well be classified, will be. fouml in their different depart- 
m-nts) should atirays bear the. number and title placed 
against the query replied to, and our renders will greatly 
oblige us by adoismg as far as their knowledge and 
obseroations permit, the correspondents who seek assist¬ 
ance. Conditions, soils, and means cary so infinitely 
that seneral amipers to the same question may often be 
very useful, amt those who reply would do well in mention 
the localities in which their experience is gained. Cores.- 
pandenis who refer to articles inserted in Gardkninq 
should mention the num'ier in which they appeared. 

M'W. -Oytlsus cuttings. -When nod how in the 
l’.r,’.!.>tr 1""L' »nd way of making; and striking these?— 
!J. T. M. 

f. 107.—Late Potato.-Will anyone kindly loll the 
oaoif of a good medium sized late Potato for a loam, soil 
with gravel beneath ?—W. V. Z. ' ' 

Hyacinths In glasses. -I have some 
Hyacinths in glasses. Would any of your renders inform 
me what to do with the bulbs ufter flowering V I have no 
garden.—Amatktr. 

M'KK- Lamp fora propagator. -Wonld “J.C.O.” 
kin'llv Bay whether the lamp for a propagntor has a Mingle 
or duplex burner, mid, if ain^lo, what width of wink is 
npeemary?—u. T. M. 

Min, Baton Pinks. My Pinks are being eaten oil 
*.thing ; is it the birds or slugs ? What preventive 

e III I adopt, to save them V Will they recover growth this 
season ?—Ki'Iiw'Rihkk. 

mu. Growing Llllum auratum,-Would any- 
one please to inform me the best wav of growing tho 
I.ilium auratum ? I intend potting one in a bedroom-win- 
dow with a west aspect,— Amatkur. 

. ut,2,r H°p? °9,a wall. -I want toeovora high wall 
with Hops. Should they he rut back every t ear before 
t ic new growth starts, or should the old twigs he left for 
the new growth to cling to?—Novicb. 

sm.—Birds eating Crocuses.-What ean I do 
to prevent birds eating my Yellow Crocuses ? I have tried 
bread wound round slicks, but it spoils the look of tho 

border, and In not very Niiccc««ftil.—Novick. 

Ml 1.—Currants and Raspberries against an 
iron rence.—Will any of your routers kindly fell me If 
C.urraiUdiiishes or Raspberry-canes will do well if planted 
against u galvanised iron fence facing S.B. ?—Wvk. 

Alia. -Gladiolus seed. -I have saved a (plantity of 
seed of Gladiolus gandavensis, I shall Iw glad if someone 
wonl.l kindly inform me how I can Ix-si raise plant* from 

this seed, and how soon they would flower?—Aiiansox. 

AtKt-Malden Ferns and Selaglnellas!-I 
want to get lip a little stock of Maiden hair Kerns and 
Selaginellas. Should they be grown from seed or voting 
plants bought ? I have only a cool greenhouse.—.Vovick. 

Pruning Roses. -Will someone kindly tell 

Stai.-Cuttings of Indoor plants.-Will someone 
kindly tell me the best tunc to take cuttings of the follow¬ 

ing stove plants : Ixora Williams! and Prince of Orange, 
Euphorbia jacquinimflora, Poinsettia pulclierrima, l.inum 
navum, Allamanda Chelsoni, and Ganlenia Kortunei ?— 
IxirROVKR. 

A127. Peach dropping It buds.-I have Just lie 
gun to grow Peaches. One tree is Royal George, the 
other Early Rivers'. This latter drops its buds instead of 
opening them ; the Royal George doesn't do so. Whatcan 
be tho reason? This hasn't been observed in previous 
years.—Mrs. Barton. 

A428.—An ash-pit.—I havea large disused ash-pit near 
a south-west wall, on a fairly sunny Bpot., about 6 feet or 
7 feet deep inside. Will anyone kindly tell 111c to what use 

I ean put this—in parti ular. whether it would be suitable 
'?r'‘ Mushroom-bed, and,if it is, when and howto prepare 
this?—O. M. M. C. 

.Mil.—Climbers for a greenhouse.—My green 
house is 1A feet long, 12 feel high at back by 4 feotir. 

front, I have planled a Gloirede Dijon Rose in the middle 
of the back wall. What would be the two best climbers to 

plant on both aides of the Rose, so as to cover the wall 
and make a show ?—A. M. M. 

..5V!'''~,?ettlnff a coll boiler.-Would someone 
kindly oblige me with a few hints as to how to set a coil 
boiler? Also, how should I fix the socket (not expansion 
joint) pipes to the coil? Size of pipes :i inches, and noil 
1 inch, with three laps. Would it heat a house 15 feet liy 
8 feet, pipes All round ? Any useful hints would greatly 
assist—Amatki'r. 

. .•'•'•'I.—Unhealthy Fuchsias. —Would Momeonc 
kindly inform me what in the matter with my Fuchsias 
as they turn white under the leaves and these then drop off? 

They m ike goo.I growth at first, and are seemingly healthv. 

, ,;al I l» «Ju 10 remedy it? | pot them in loam and 
leaf-mould, and keep them in a temperature of 50 dogs 
—A N r.w Bkuixnkk. 

5132. Oll-stovea.—I have seen in Gardkni.no at 
different times that oil-stoves are used by some people 
for heating greenhouses, and J have also seen that they 
use a pan containing water on the stove. May I ask, is 
the steam from the water a Iwd thing for plants' Won't 

it make the leaves shrivel up? A few hints on this subject 
would great ly oblige.—H, E. 

5133. —Old Christmas Roses. -I have manv old 
plants of the Christmas Rose, and t Hud the root* are 
infested with large yellow grubs about an inch long or 
more, and coated with a kind of cobweb. Will anyone 
enlighten me as to the name of this pest, and how to got 

rid of it ? They sap the nourishment from the roots and 
spoil their blooming.—Oil as. E. Bono. 

M3*.—Climbers for a window-case. Ac. 
wish to know the names of the nicest and most lasting 
Ferns and climbers to plant in a window-case, having a 
fountain In the centre with n pan lllled with water? And 
what aquatic plants would he suitable for the basin in 
which arc some gold-llsh? I should be obliged for 
hints as to their management.—J. K. 

5435. —Iron fencing.—I have alsmt 2D0 feet of iron 
fencing running on one side of my garden, facing south, 
the iron bars being about lj inches a|iart. I thought, of 
putting a lot of fruit-trees up here Poor-, Apples, Plums, 
I each, Ac. Would it he successful ? It is certainly the 

me how and! l-est tune lo prune the following Itos.-s ; 
Duke of Wellington, Prince Arthur, AW Carrier,•, Mrs. 
I.,mg. an I 1 h ,rle< I, dcl.vre ! VN.VIurs, Walton-on Sa v 

Mfs. Yellow Carnation,-Wdl anyone kindly 
tell me the mm • of the new Yellow Carnation which is 
Slid to be so much larger than Germania or Pride ol 
I iiiHlium, ami if a ih a mutable oiic for jfrowiiiv; o.u-of- 
iiuorn — Ta. N\, 

AV?' Winter floworlng " Geraniums," I 
•mill be oblig.sl n>r s line inlorinaliou about winter-flower- 

«"'al “ ileraiiuiuis " Wliellier ll will be best to c„l 
In-m down when done flowering? The plants are rather 

—u, r. Ii, 

51-21.. Bvorlastlnjf Poas. -I wish lo cover a I,,re 

" ""'I1"'' wlU> « hedge of Everlasting IVas, 
W ,11 someone km fly inform me when Is the right time for 
sowing III the open, or should they llrst I,, raise I in a 
jfreenliouHv Nokni-Kant C’oant. 

iiimifv , ^entl»tr a market garden.-W'ill anyone 
kmdl) till me if a market garden rented on a ve.irli 

••nancy from Ma> 1:4.1, can he taken posmwloo of hv a 

, , ,T“ ,'‘',',orc '**'> f°llo‘ving 1,1th of May t 1 think 
not. i lease tell me if 1 am wrong .’—M. M. 

5t22.-Brown spots on a Ficus. -W’lmt is n„. 
cause nt brown sp u. appearing 011 Hie lower leaves of the 
He,is elastic., and of their turning a yellow coloTir? Is 
there anything lo prevent the leave, changing colour and 
1 suppose, ol their ultimately dropping off?—I. K ’ 

5123.—Management of a vlnerv -! warn ■ „ 
slarl a , ner.V. What will lie the heal aiid ge,„T ,1 m , ,a . 

J'" .;' V 11 H«l,“ 1,1 ' " is a lean™ 
Inailtsl by a Hue Also, how can I get rid of wondliee. as 

the house is Imdly infested with them ?—Inkxpkhikncku. 

5484. Aster Thomsoni. -I 
Michaelmas Dais; 

of Sepleinlier Hit 

r Thomsoni. -1 don't see this lovely 
isy (as illustrated in G vKDlt.NI.NO, No. 758 

- . llh; 1833) In any seed catalogue that I have’ 
Will someone kindly say where secsls of this Aster are to 
""l^-e,. ‘ Also best lime and method of sowing, Ac. ? 

5t-2 ..-Sowing Peas.- I shall he greatly obliged if 

lomeone will inform me If Pea, sown at the present time 
n pots require a high-r temperature than that of a cellar 

thouf Are? Also, hiwfT^tg tj or unused spare room without Hr 
should remain iu Hie 
Grandad. 

... .--- — rtainly the 
best position in the garden, and it seems such a pity to 
lose this favoured spot. —T. R. CUDMXOHAM. 

5 m-Tomatoes for market-I have grown 
Tomatoes for several years past, and generally found 
Hathaway s Excelsior a good sort; Imt this year, having a 

new house strictly for Tomatoes, I should like to grow 
lla'kwood Park and Barge Red. Would someone who 
has had experience in the cultivation of the above say 
which is the most prolltahlc to grow ?—O. M. C. 

M'1?- Pompon Chrysanthemums.—Will any 
one kill'll v give me a list of I rue Pompon ('hrysantlicnimii's? 
Not Mine, llcagrange and others of that class which are 
entered m lists as I’oiiiimiiis, hut the lovely little button 
flowers of various colours which flower so profusely in 

October, and last for weeks when out. I saw a charming 
bed of these tiny gems iu the autumn, hut could not obtain 
flic names,—1|kron, 

5138.—Removing Currant-bushes.—A friend of 
mine took un seieraT Currant-bushes for the purpose nf 
removal, and left them on the ground with the roots 
exposed all through the late severe frost, lie has offered 
me several of them, lint In-fore filling any space in flic 
Carden with them I should like to know if they are likely 
to lie of any use, .as the frost was extra severc in this part 
-viz., Essex?—H. N. II. 

m:«.~Removing hot-water pipes, Ac. lam 
aisiiit lo move my boiler and pipes from one house lo 

another. Will the India-rubber ringsdo again : they have 
been In use a year ? Sly house is a lean-to against a south 
wall, (he door is at the west-end. I should like the stove 
at the east end ; Iml I have heard Mini Ihe draught Isbeiier 
If Ihe stove laces the south. Is this the case, or is it of 
no real consequencef—O. M. C. 

situ.-An unsatisfactory Hellotropo.-W.ll 
someone kmdly toll me why a Heliotrope I have growing 
up the side of a wall, wilh a opposite side of glass, and 

Ihe roof glims, does not succeed? If. grew very well until 
some weeks ago tho leaves began to mildew anil then turn 

black, and I see the young leaves that are sprouting out 
arc quite black. The wall is next the kit-hen, and when 
it is frosty I keep an oll-sfovc burning.—M ,I'D. 

Climbers for a wall, Ac.- -Will someone 
Kindly tell me what creeping plants I should plant on a 
house facing to the north ? It is a two-story house, not 
very high, and I want to cover it up. Would Virginian 
t.rccper grow in a northern aspect, or Pvraorantha, or 

what would flower best ' What shall I best plant to cover 
a wooden paling, about 5 or it feel high, in Ihe same aspect ? 
there is shelter. Would Colon caster do well /—Pins. 

.. ’“L. ^ propagator — In Gakdkxi.no, January '20th, 
luge 004, U, answer to query 5270, instructions are given 
or making a propagator. Now. I would like to know, are 
the seeds sown in the Uocoa-nut-flbre or sawdust, or in a 

din. 11”?Ith prep^rorl soil? Also, if I read the instruc¬ 
tions tightly, there appears to be only an inch between the 

-mp glass and the zinc tray. Is this sufficient 
bu&wRiwn, rHoy tiir Finer po mr. 

6443.—Currant mite.—Bast year I saw an artid* in 
Gardk.ni.no about the Currant-bush mite. I cut mine 
down, but I see the young wood is coming just the same 
again. I have used an insecticide to the bottom of the 
trees, but the buds seem os large as ever again. I may a'my ground has a stony bottom and light soil—what 

I there is; hut 1 have used pretty well of cow-manure 
since I came here two years ago. What shall I do ?—Odd 
Subhcribkr. 

5444. — Making r.—I propose to make ig a propagator. 
a propagator on the lines laid down by •• J.' C. C„" but 
different in size—viz., 1 foot 8 inches by 1 foot 6 inches. 

Would not the perforated zinc require support, as 1 want 
it for pot forcing, and is not a tank better than an open 

tray lor the wafer? What size lamp should I get, and 
ought the box to rest squarely on the ground, or should a 
space bo left for air? What depth should the box be?— 
An Axatkur. 

5445. —Plants for a narrow border.—I should 
be very glad of suggestions as to what I can plant in a 

border 1 foot wide. The border is over 100 feet long in 
front of a brick wall, which is covered with Ivy. Beddiiig- 
out plants are troublesome and expensive. l‘ want some¬ 
thing that I can plant to remain permanently, and, if 
possible, look well most of tho year. Kerns would project 

too much, as there is constant traffic on the walk.— 
Carolixk A. Oatkb. 

5446. —A flower-garden.—My flower garden ismade 
up of two plots, with five beds in each. The middle bodi 
are round shape. I intend planting two hods of tho out 
ones with Scarlet " Geraniums," the other two with Ten- 
week Stocks, of one plot. Two of the next plow with 
Painted Body "Geraniums," and two with Yellow Calceo¬ 
larias. What would he the best annuals lo put in the 
middle lieds so as lo make a show from July? I would 

like the centre lieds lo lie a little higher than the others.— 
A. M. M. 

6447.—Growing Tomatoes.—! projiow to grow 
thorn on the following plan : To make a box li feot long. 
12 Inchon wide, and 12 iiicheo deep on front sUge of a 
greenhouse, or would it »w better to grow them in 10-inch 

note ? If in the box, should I have lo l>on* holen in tho 
bottom, mid, if so, what distance apart? Also please 
name a few of the best sorts for setting their fruit and for 

profit? Also when to sow seed, as I have no artificial 
heal ? I intend growing them on the single-stem system. 
—Amatkur. 

M43—pyrethrums. single and double.- 
Wtshing lo make a small and choice collection of these, I 
have consulted a number of catalogues, when- I find a 
good many, although differing in name, are described as 
of the same colour. I am therefore at a loss to know which 
one to choose in any particular shade. I want only those 

possessing the largest and best formed (lowers in their 
respective shape or colour. Will someone who has hod 

the advantage of examining good collections of the older 
and newer varieties help me to make a selection?— 
Hobbt. 

5441). —Growing Peas.—My garden will not grow 

L-as well. Not more than half of the seed sown comes up, 
although It is well protected from Ihe birds. Some of the 
seels are apparently eaten by a small thread-like worm. 
The soil is moderately light and good. I fancy a great 
deal of night soil has been put on it in the post. Will 
someone kindly tell me If lime would be of anv use ? If so, 
whether it would be too late to put it on now, and alsil 
the quantity which should lie put on each rod of ground ? 
I should also be glad to know If manure should be put on 

as well as the lime ? The ground has not been manured 
this winter.—J. P. 

6150—Heating a greenhouse.—I last autumn 
had a greenhouse put up 2i) feet by 10 feet. I had two 
rows of hot-water pi|>ea, 4-Inch flow, and return along ono 
side and one end. I had an Invincible liol-water 
apparatus, but Ihe fireplace is so small that one •-anuot. 
got much fuel In, not enough lo lust all night. I lind also 

that even in the daytime, when I ain about my work, I 
can barely keep it up to 40 dogs., mid at night with an 
oil-stove burning the temperature of the house goes down 
nearly to freezing point. Gould you lei I mo what to do? 
Ought 1 to have a larger boiler and more pipes round the 
house, or would a larger lioiler l>e enough ?—E. 11. 

M5l.—Persian Lilacs.—According to advice In 
ARDKNI.NO I potted up In October n sturdy little Persian 

•Hoc (white), which lias flowered three seasons in tin* 
garden. The pot was covered with leaves and placed in n 

sheltered position out-of-doors until after Christmas, when 
it was removed to a warm-house, well syringed doily, and 
had every care. The plant is growing nicely, but liisU-ad 
of the wealth of bloom which I had Iio|hn1 for if lias 
develop'd nothing but leaves, with the exception of ons 
or two flower-sprays at Ihe ends of the new wood. The 

hushes grown on iu the garden are now covered with 
umbers nf plump flower-buds. Will anyone tell me how 

the failure was caused? I thought that the flower-buds 
were formed in the summer, before the fall of the leaves; 
• so, what has become of them ?—Huron. 

To the following que.rUs brief editorial replies 

are given ; but readers are invited to give further 

answers should they be al>le to offer additional 

advice on the various subjects. 

5l.Vi. -Compressed Sphagnum-blocks ( M\ If. 
Hanks.),—No, 1 cannot inform vou, as I know nothing 
of them,—M. R. 

5454. Oattleya citrine (K. K ). —This plant mnv 
he grown wilh Onontoglossums, but it should he wintered 
a trifle warmer, and lie kept dry ut this season.—M. B. 

6155. —Orohld book (II. II. J.—The hook you refer 
to is not mine, and it is doubtful if ever you will see mine 
now, as it has been sold to incorporate with another work. 
—M. B. 

ryuw.- Adlr-nt.um Caplllus-venerls (G. ll. 
Whm ) Vy Vo,'i cannot do belter than lo pot it In a mixture 

at mvte sandy, having 
•ith it.—J. J. 
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5457,—Llsl&nthus prlncepa (T. M.).—'The plant 
you name is a native ol New Grenada, where it ({rows at 
)<reat elevations. It is said to Ini one of the noblest plants 
in existence. 1 do not think the plant exists in Europe at 

the present time.—J. J. 

Mis.—Other Orchids with Odontoglossums 
(J. J. Fitlfil.).—I think nearly all the kinds you name 
would (<row with these plants, l.ut one I am sure will not, 
and th i! is Cmlogyne l.o»i; its method of treatment see on 
page 0.' of this issue of Gakpkkiso.—M. B. 

M.W.—Palms spotted (II. S.).—l should imagine 
from the small specimen sent that your plants had been 
subjected to too low a temperature, with an excess of 

moisture in the atmosphere. Keep the plants in a higher 
leni|>crnture, and do not let them become dry at the roots. 

5460. —Sanchezla (S. Morris).—I cannot make out 

how anyone having a house tor plants can allow them to 
get into such a state, for the present specimen is so 
thoroughly smothered with thrlps and with thrip marks 
as to utterly prevent me from deciphering the thing 
indeed, almost the genus ; but this I give, but cannot the 
specific name.—J. J. 

5461. - Vanda Roxburghl (■!. F. F.).—'The plant 
you sent a sample up|iears to be of this species, but so 

little remained for identification that I cannot l>o quite 
Bure the sample is of no value, and has been pul on the 
fire. This Vanda should tie started on blocks of wood 
hung up in the East Indian-house. When it begins to 

root give it plenty of water.—M. II. 

5462. —1Thrlps on Orchids (Humphrey Clinker.). 
—" Matthew Bramble" presents his compliments, and begs 

to say the best way of preventing tlirips from damaging 
Orchids or any other plants is to destroy them. To do 
this there are many insecticides recommended, hut it is 
impossible for me to say which is the liest. Send to jour 
local nurserj-man, he will direct j-ou.—M. B. 

6463.— Orchids fora bay-window (A. S.).— 
You are giving proof to m> assertion of the increase in 
Orchid culture, though but in a small way. You need to 
be very careful in the management of the plants in the 

place you pro|MMe. The following will perhaps he success¬ 
ful : Cyniihidium Lowiunum, Cj-pripedium insigne, Lycaste 
Skinneri, I.ycaste aromatii-a, tklontoglossum Alexandra), 
and Oncidium inacrantliiim.—M. B. 

5464. —Aphelandra Roezlt T. W. sends me a 
fine spike of this beautiful plant which I take to lie one of 

the very handsomest members of the family f.r winter 
decoration. 11 has large opposite oblong green leaves which 
are more or less shaded with silver between the veins; 
the spike is terminal and dense ; the flowers are a rich, 
orange-scarlet. This plant seeds freely, and the seed¬ 
lings should he made use of for decoration in various 

ways, the early ones taken for making large specimens; 
those later will prove equally useful as small plants.—J. J. 

5465. BpacrlH—J. Harding requires me to name 
half-a-dozen good kinds lor flowering, at the same lime 
mentioning that lie is a great admirer of the miniala 
section. This may be, but “ J. II.” must recollect that 
the miniatn section are plants that do not require much 
pruning, and therefore are not suitable for him. The 
following half dozen kinds are very beautiful, and re¬ 
quire to be cut hard back each year: Campanula!*, 
which produces long spikes of bell-shaped flowers which 
ore bright -red ; Campanulataalhn is like the last, but having 

Sure-white flowers, ilyacinthiflora fulgeus is a very fine 
ower of a bright-pink. Mont Blanc : This is a compact 

growing plant, bearing dense spikes of pure-white flowers. 
Sunset, fine variety, deep-red flowers, tipped with rose, 

and Trioolor, deep-red, shaded to a rose.—J. J. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 
*,* Any communication* reejiecting plants or fruit* 

rent to name, should alicay* accompany the parrel, which 
Hhouild lie aildreiird to the Editor of Uaruk.viko Ilium- 
tratkd, .17, Southampton-*!reet, Strand, W.C. 

Names of plants.—F. Verel.—IaeHa furfurocea, 
Dendrohium bigibbum.-O. Marr.—h very good variety 
of Cypripislium villosum.-C. M. 1, Blecfiiium Spirant; 
2, Cyrtomluin rnrvolldium; 3, Polystiehum angular*! 

Wnlliudoiii.-M. Meredith.—The flowers sent appear to 
be a very bad form of the typical Odontoglossuin varico- 

sum.-A. /,.—Your Odont iglossum Rossi is about the 
poorest form ol the species we have ever seen. There Is 
nothing of the mnjiis lull at all. The Kern is Polystichum 
angularni Wollastoni.-H’.—largest piece. Acacia 
brunimondi ; small piece. Acacia lineata. Please number 
specimens in future.-Begonia.—Flowering plant. Spar- 

maiinia nfricana; smooth leaf, l.uculia gratissiina; 
Begonia, B. fuclisioides. Number specimens in future. 

Naming fruit.—Header* who driire our help in 
naming fruit mutt bear in mind that several ipecimen* 
of different itage* if colour and tilt of the lame kind 
greatly a**i*t in it* determination. We can only under¬ 
take tu name four varietie* at a time, and the*e only when 

the above direction* arc obierved. Unpaid parcel* mill be 
refuted. Any communication respecting plant* or fruit* 
thould alway* accompany the jmreel, which ihouhl he 
addretied to the Editor of Uariikkino Illustratkd, .17, 
Southamjihin-itreet, Strand, London, W.C. 

Names of Fruit.—M. L. B.—Apples | 1, Kearn’i 
Pippin, 2, Wellington, or Dumelow's Seedling. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
We thould be, glad if reader* mould remember that tee 

do not antwer aucriei by poll, aiut that me cannot under- 
t ake to forward letter* to eorreijeiiutent*, or ineert querie* 

that do not contain the name and addret* if lender. 

Cine.—Apply to Mr. (leo. Monro, salesman, Covcnt 

garden-marKet, London, W.C.— E. E. Fowler, Forman- 
ton, Vorkihire.—Apply to Mr. W. Thompson, seedsman, 
Tnvcm-street, Ipswich, Suffolk.-A. II. C.—Apply to a 

dealer in artificial manures. No doubt, if not in stock, he 
will procure the special manure you require.-A. F. 

Brown.—Certainly ; the dwarf French Beans will succeed 
well under glass, grown in pots in houses or planted out 
In heated pit*.-W.—Probably the Acucia has lieen 
allowed to Buffer for want of water at thodfoW* at some 

time. 1’lease give particulars of treatment-B/giTui I. 
The plants named can I be'cut'back; if VjetlJt&jjIh. bS 
spoiled In April, and can go out-of-door* for awhile a> 

about the end of June, if the weather is warm.-Aralia. 

—We should think that the cause of the leaves curling up 
is excessive drought at the roots. By all means sponge 
the leaves to remove dust. 

Catalogues received.— Vegetable mid Flower 
Seed*. Mr. Alexander Finlavson, 42; Above Bar, South¬ 
hampton. Seed* for Spring, ,1-c. Messrs. Tom B. Dublin 
and Co., 32,(jueen-street, Wolverhampton.-—Descriptive 

spring Catalogue. Messrs. W. .Smith and bon, is, Mar¬ 
ket-place, and 1 and 3, Hadden-street, Aberdeen.- 
Reliable Seed*. Messrs. Dobie and Mason, 22, Oak-street, 
Manchester.-Garden Seed*, A-c. Messrs. Hogg and 
Wood, Coldstream, N II.-General Seed Catalogue, « 

Messrs. Viluiorin-Andrieux and Co., 4, tJuai-de-la-Mogis 
serie, Paris.-Farm Annual and Seed Catalogue 

Messrs. W. Atleo Burpee and Co., Philadelphia, U.S.A 
-Serifs, .( c. Messrs. Richard Smith and Co., Worcester 
-Seed* and Plant*. Messrs. Samson, 8 and 10, Port 
land-street, Kilmarnock. 

POULTRY AND RABBITS. 

MM.--Poultry keeping.—I shall he very glad 
indeed if “ Doultiog" could favour me with some infor¬ 
mation how I can host improve the stock of the poultry 
aliout my farm without going to very much expense, os I 
am under the impression that poultry should lie made lo 

pay us heller it we understood more alxnit the most 
suitable kinds to breed from. I keep aliout 60 hens, 
priiici|iall> of thePorkingand Minorca breed, and rear alsmt 
150 chickens each season, about three quarters of which 
are sold for table use. I get pleiity of eggs during spring 

and summer, when they nre cheap, hut when they are 
worth Is. lid. anil 2s. a dozen, the number sometimes' does 
not exceed a score in a week. The foals are fell with soft 
food (bran, sharps, and I .oiled Potatoes or Turnips) first 
thing in the morning, and then with light Oats or Barley 
in the afternoon, are well housed, with plenty of water anil 
liberty to go where they like. One gets so many sugges¬ 

tions from various people what kind of a cock should he 
used that it is difficult to come to a decision. Some 
recommend a Homlan, as the hens are good layers and 
good table birds; others say l.j no means use one as there 
will sure to be trouble with the hens not being good 
sitters; others say u Brahma cock, as you would get 

a big chicken anil plenty of winter eggs ; but no is said, on 
the other hand, as the chickens are not good table birds. 
What 1 am inclined to try is an Indian Gamecock 
(although I have never seen one), mated with a dozen of my 

liest Dorking hens (kept separate from others), if such a 
cross would produce chickens of a big size and pullets 
which would be good layers. I am given to understand 

that this cross makes a good chicken of line flavour, hill 
can get no information regarding the oilier two points. I 

recently sawasilver Wyandotl*cock, and like hisappearancc 
very much, os he looks a substantial, heavy fowl, and is 
said to make a good table (owl of large size, and the hens 
lieing capital layers, so will Is- much obliged if you could 
tell me which of the two crosses would produce the biggest 

table fowl ami the best laying hen. Feathery-legged 
fowls do not. as a rule, do well, ns the soil is rather wet 
and cold. Should I gel a few pullets as well, or buy eggs 
ami haleh them?—Scotch Fakmkr. 

BIRDS. 

5467.—Management of a Parrot.—I ihouhl 
lie much obliged il anyone would inform me what to do 

with a l’arrot that is A ways tearing out the feathers from 
her breast? At the present time her breast is quite lore. 

She is fed prinrqially on Canary-seed, bread, and a bit of 
meat now slid thon. I put some parultin and oil on her 
breast to soe If this would deter her. but she only turned 
sulky and would not speak for several days. She has 
plenty of water to Imth in, ami her cage is kepi beautifully 
clean. I am quite sorry to see her poor breast.—Pollik. 

•• Gardening Illustrated " Monthly Parts.— 
Price id.; pout free, 3d. 

“ The Garden " Monthly Parts.—Thi* journal 
ti published in nrally bound Monthly Fori*. In thi* form the 
doored plate* are beat pveserved, and it i* mml suitable for 
reference preriou* to the la*lie of the half-yearly volume*. 
Price 1«, lid. ; noil free, 1*. 9d. Complete art of volumea of 
Till! OARDKN from it* commencement to the end if 1892, forty- 
two vol*., price, doth, £30 12*. 

“Farm and Home" Monthly Parts.—TOin 
journal i* puhlUhtd In neatly bound Monthly Partt, <s which 
form it i* moat suitable for reference preriou* to the issue if the 
yearly volume*. Prise 5d.; rmat free, 8d. 

“Hardy Flowers.—Giving description* of up- 
word* of thirteen humlrnl of the moat ornamental specie*, 
with direction* fbr their arrangement, culture, etc. Fifth and 
Popular Kilitlou, 1*.; poet free, 1*. 3d. 

London : 37, Southampton-etreet, Strand, W.C. 

STRONG 8TRAIVBERRV PLANTS.—The 
Captain, Keen's Seedling, Garibaldi, Hir Joseph Paxton, 

Vicouitcssc Merit-art de Thury, President, Ijaxton's Noble, 
50, Is. ltd. ; 100, 3s.; 250, (is.; 5<«), Ids. 6d., carriage paid, cash 
with order. JOHN TURNER. Welherhy, Yorks. 

FERNS, EVERGREEN.—IS hardy large- 
rooted Irish feathery Kerns, In 12 sorts, fit for any place, 

2s. 6d., free, 6 tufts of Guntinna verna, 2s. Cd. Trade supplied. 
Catalogue of 500 new sorts of the Hart's-tonguc Fern, 3d. 
O'KELLY. Ilallyvaughiin. Co. Clare. 

EVERYONE WHO HAS A OARDKN, GREENHOUSE, 
OR WINDOW 1IORDER SHOULD READ A 

PAMPHLET, POST FREE. 

HOW TO INCREASE 
THE 

FRUITS OF EARTH. 
By O. II. WITH, F.R.A.S., P.O.S. Trinity to/., Dublin. 

Contains full particulars of ?cry remarks Me discoveries 
relating to Plant Lite. Shows how cropa of vegetables may 
be largely increased, lovely flowers grown to perfection, and 
fruit-trees inudo to bear in abumlancc. Selections from 
Hundreds of Testimonials. Post free from 

JAKEMAN * CAEVIR, Printers, Hereford. 

PY ALU ABLE toO A RDENERS, A M ATE U R 
or PROFESSIONAL. Just ready, strongly bound* 1 •. 

post free. CLENNY H I LI.l STR ATKD HARDEN AI.MA 
NAUK und FI.OKLSTS DIKiltTOKY for 1894. Contiiining 
the following original papers: How to Make Cunlcn 
Appliances VegelnMes: their Culture anil 1 nip'Hat ion 
Thomas Union, tUrdener und liyhHtliser (iurden Work 
Throughout the Year Good Things for all Cardeneis— 
Novelties in Flowers, Fruit and Vegetables for 181*1, uml a 
List of all Nurserymen und Seedinen throughout the t'liitcii 
Kingdom. l*ondoii: WAK1), LUCK, and I'.OWDKN, Ltd., 
Kulhdiiiry-Hiiiinrc. K (!. 

FIELD’S WALL-NAIL 
(Patented). 

NO CLOTH NEEDED. 

Q. ENT LEM AN recommends good Gardener ; 
good espericnco in hardy flowers. Koses, Carnations; »e 32; married, no family: good character.—<1, HUI>I>, oaro 

lilor, 37, Southampton stn-et. Stnind. 

A GENTS WANTKDfor the SALE of NAT1VE 
a GUANO.—Best and Cheapest MANUREfor all FARM 
and GARDEN CKOPH.-NATIVK GUANO COMPANY. 
Limp., 29, Now Bridge s!., Isiodon, E C. 

A STRONG ACTIVE LAI) of eighteen seeks 
situation as Under Gardener, 3( years In last situation. 

Left through no fault, but wishes to improve himself Good 
eharaeter. No! afraid of work J. IDK'K KTT, Italdia-k, 11 erls 

“ 'T'EIJ. —A Partnership in n thriving 
tirsory Garden near large town, Yorkshire preferred, 
nital requlrwl. acreage, ami amount of 

: L. MFLLY, Urvcn lane, Frushfluld, Liverpool. 1 

TitAiNiNu Donk With Kank 

AND KXPKHITloX, 

Many other advantagin. 

Made in 4 si/rs. mid may 
li- obtained us follows 

Boat Malleable, 6d. per lb. (plain); Annoalod 
cast, 41d. per lb. (plain). Either make coated with 
preparation, s.acinlly for tender subjects, lbl per lh. extra. 

S. Oh. FIBI.D, 
51. WILSON ST.. FINSBURY SQUARE. E.C. 

GREENHOUSES. 
The eheaiiesl ami ln-st fin¬ 
ished in the trade: size 10ft 
by 7 ft wide, including 21-o/. 
gloM, staging, ventilators, 
lock for dixir, ami tminted, 
uU complete, 15s.. uml 
12 ft. by 8 ft. wide, 15s. 
Price Lists free. 

D. HoKKurKS, 
Horticulturul Builder, 

_TYLDEHLKY._ 

NATIVU GUANO. 
BEST AND CHEAPEST MANURE FOR CARDEN USE. 
Price £3 10a. per toil, in lugs. Luis under Hlcwt,, 

4a. l>er owL ; 1 cat. .Sample Bog sent Carriage paid to any 
Station in England, on receipt of P.O. for 5a. 

Extracts from 18th Animal Collection of Keiiorts: 
NATIVE GUANO Milt POTATOES, VEGETABLES, he. 

11. Bltlxkwoktii, Potato t.rower. Reading, used for 
Potatoes, Onions, and Carrots; results: "Very good: 
never had better crops."— A. J. ALtsor, Ganlener to laird 
Portman : "A hotter crop of Onions I don't wish to have. I 
can thoroughly recommend il as a valuable manure for 
vegetables." 
NATIVE GUANO roll FRUIT, ROSES, TOMATOES, Ac. 

R. McIntosh, Gardener lo K, T. Cohlxild, Esq , Felix¬ 
stowe: " For Cucmuliers, Melons, Peaches, and Vines, it is 
my favourite manure. For Violets in frames, Chrysanthe¬ 
mums, and nearly all kinds of plants, we use il with excellent 
results."-G. HtCKMAN, Gordon Road Nursery, S ... 
firnl:—" Used for some years, and am satisfied it is the 
liest manure at the price 1 ever had. Spei-ially good for 
Cucumheis and Tomatoes.” 

Orders to the Native Guano Co., Ltd., 29, New 
Bridge Street, Hlackfriuni, Ixnidon. where Pamphlets of 
Testimonials, *e., may Is-ulitnincd. AGENTS WANTED 

n KEEN HOUSES, FORCING - HOUSES, 
U VINERIES, FKAMI*>t. Ac.—Hawkins' “Perfeetiun ” or 
Dry System of Glazing is the liest. No skilled labour roquin-d 
Infix glass or paint; no exit of hot air; no dri|i, and much 
cheaper than any other. Sample double frame, 8 ft. by ti It , 
with two lights, iiulutcd three coats and gluzcd, for 45s Note 
the marvellously low price for following substantially con¬ 
structed houses: 101) ft. by 15 ft., £80: GO ft. by 15 ft., £tX): 
25 ft. by 10 ft.. £27. Several second-hand houses very cheap. 
1,606 extra strong lights, 6 ft. by 4 ft., painted and glazed, _t7 
do*.; worth double. Isiss for large quantity. Don't build 
glasshouse:i without first piling estimate (free) from 
HAWKINS, Horticultural lh , Ashford, Middlesex. 

GREENHOUSES for the MILLION. 
WHY BUY RUBBI.SH? when you can get one 

of our well-known make, erected in your own garden, 
,rom 60s. Estimates given foi every description of Itorticul- 
Jural Buildings. Send particulars of requirements lo- 

ALFRED PEEL & SON, 
Horticultural Bulldors, 

WOOD GREEN. N. Estd. over 20 years._ 

g Harden guns," ;i». :m. Kin 
Vj rabbits, Ac. No powder or licence reqnirtsl. "GAIt- 

DEN RIFLES, 'fires noiseless cartridges, 9s. Sparrow Traps. 
Is. 3d. Rot ood Mole Traps, Is. 3d. each' 
Carriage |)ald. Lists for stunqi. -JOHN EGGLESTON, 
Natunilisl. Suiiilorlanil._ 

TOBACCO l’APER. 7 lh., 3/0; 14 lh.,0/0; 28 lb., 
X 12/.. Extra alron# do., cloth, flbrt*, 7 lb., 4/G; 14 lb., 8/6; 
28 lb., 18 6. —KENDALL, Albert villa*. Util hum. HnMol. 

((THE FERTILISER” is rich, lasting, otlour- 
i- leas, and suit* all plants. So say thoso who line It. 

Sample liox, Is., l»*t free : 7 II).. 2s. fid.; cwt„ Ids.—A. KAY- 
MON I), Llttlewlok, Maidenhead,_ 

rfjpfrTAGKmWITH g(K)D garden. — 
V-* Wuiih-d. a Cottage with largo garden or Held, in Uni 
Southan) Hme (finintew Address full particular* to "TV 
156, KdiuhtilHUli iV' tKt1 NBrwcioil, S.E. 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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WM. COOPER’S 
NEW YEARS GIFTS 

FOR EVERY READER OF THIS PAPER. 

IMPORTANT. 
T RESPECTFULLY bog 

1 to inform all readers of 

this paper that the Second 
Edition (100,000 coplos) or 

my Revised PRICE LIST, 

consisting of 400 pages 

and about 1,200 Illustra¬ 
tions, bound in cloth, is 

Now Ready. I shall have 

much pleasure in for¬ 
warding to every person 

up to February 10, IBM. 

one post fl-oo, after which 

tho price will be Ono 

Shilling each, post free. 

This List is the most Com¬ 

plete in tho Trado, and 

has cost several thousand 

pounds to produce. 

CONTENTS OF SECTION 

SKCTION. PAO ES. 
I. -Con .err at Orion, 

Greenbousea, Vim-riin, Or- 
i-liiil lioUBoH, Plant mill 
Furring Holme*, Frsniur, 
I'll*, ifmul Light*. 4c. .. 17 04 

II. —Poultry Kcnni'l. 
Rabbit,and Pigeon Appli¬ 
ance*, ke. 65-98 

111 KiMl.ii* Work.. . 99 134 
IV. —Iron UiiililiiiK* and 

Roofing, Church Furni¬ 
ture, &r.  135 178 

V Heating Apiiaratu*, 
Cooking SloTOK. ic. 179 213 

VI Horticultural Ma- 
liureu, Fcrtillaors, I moot I- 
ride*. Worm mill Weed 
Destroyeni, Sunshade*, 
Soil*, kr. 229 246 

V11. - l,iiwn Moweniaiid 
Edg* Cull era, Tennis Mur¬ 
ker.. Hanlon Holler*. Ik it. 247 268 

VIII Horticultural 
Timber. 269-280 

IX Horticultural Sun- 
tlrleu, Wlrework, Foun¬ 
tains, Vases, Statuaiy. So 281 342 

X. — Vegetable mul 
Flower Seed*. Plant*, 
Hutch Bulb*, Sc. 343 383 

A FEW OF THE VAX)' 
II US DUE OF OF PRESS NOTICES It EC El VED. 

We have received from Mr. William Cooper, 
7.Vi, Old Kent Rood, a copy of what must 
assuredly lie tho completes! horticultural trade 
catalogue ever issued. Nearly 400 pages, con¬ 

taining 1,200 illustrations and an immense 
amount of closely-printed matter, afford descrip¬ 
tions and prices of everything which can be 

wanted in the garden, conservatory, and forcing- 
house, alike by the professional or the amateur. 
The ju ices appear to lie exceptionally moderate. 

The Universal Provider of Westbouruo Grove 
has long lieen known to lie equal to any demand 

made upon him ; but the Horticultural Provider 
of Old Kent Rood apjicars to lie likely to run 
him close both as to variety and good value.— 
St. JunirHH Budget, Nov. 24, 1893. 

Mr. William Cooper, the horticultural pro¬ 
vider of Old Kent Rood, has just issued a most 
exhaustive catalogue, price Is., of tho goods 
manufactured and supplied by him. The cata¬ 

logue, which is neatly bound, contains no 
less than 383 pages, and nearly every Jiage on 
the face of it has one or more illustrations, 
showing at a glance the particular article referred 
to lie it a cottage or n garden tool. Mr. 

Coojicr's large steam works, which enable him 
to turn out all kinds of horticultural buildings 
and requisites at a very moderate rate, have 

been long known to the jiuhlio, hut until this 
catalogue is seen, few persons would believe in 
tho extent of Mr. Cooper's operations. Resides 
manufacturing or sujiplyingall kindsof buildings 
and utensils for the garden or country house, he 
also deals in seeds, shrulis, tubers, unit bulbs, 
and the garden notes and calendar of work for 
the week, which form u part of the catalogue, 
contain a most useful fund of information for 
amateurs and others.—South London Prtm, Nov. 
18, 1893. 

The hook is by far the most complete of its 
kind wc have seen, and its contents have a very 
wide range, from the handsome conservatory 
costing hundreds of jxiuuds, to the smallest 
article of the value only of a few pence. - 
Adrerliter, Nov. 18, 1893. 

Teeming with illustrations evidences tho fact 
that Mr. W. Cooper is one of the most compre¬ 
hensive merchants of the day.— Writ Knit 
Adnvrti*er, Nov. 18, 1893. 

The business is a most comprehensive one, 
and a visit of inspection will repay the trouble 
of a journey to Old Kent Road.— Wml/hemdon .... 
Be/iorter, Nov. 18, >»»5jgjtized by 

WILLIAM COOPER, 74? to 765, OLD 

COOPER'S HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS 
AND APPLIANCES. 

We have received from Mr. William Cooper, 
the well-known “horticultural provider,” of <55, 
Old Kent Road, London, S. E., a very complete, 

lavishly-illustrated, and excellontly-printed cata¬ 
logue of garden edifices and goods manufactured 
ami sold at his xvorks and emporium. Wc 
counsel all our readers who iiossess gardens, and 

are properly interested in them, to undertake a 
pilgrimage to South London, and there inspect 

Mr. Cooper's show-ground and stock, and obtain 
a catalogue, if tho issue thereof he not by that 
time exhausted. It is the most complete 
catalogue in that line possible to be conceived. 
“ Who loves a garden loves a greenhouse also,” 
wrote the poet-author of the “Task,” and any 
requiring ono of these—Mr. Cooper's express 

specialities—will find a varied selection of alioiit 
5(H) houses at the show-grounds adjacent to the 
manufactory in the Old Kent Rood. Space 
fails us to even barely enumerate (lie departments 

embraced in this catalogue. Suffice it to say 
that anything and everything required for 

gardening is to lie found in Mr. Cooper’s large 
and varied stock. -Car/mitcr amt Builder, Nov. 
24, 1893. 

HORTICULTURE. 

Mr. William Cooper, the well-known horticul¬ 
tural provider, of 755, Old Kent Road, has just 
issued a voluminous catalogue of the goods he 
manufactures and sujiplies, which cannot fail to 
he useful to horticulturists, he. Mr. Cooper 

lielieves this catalogue to lie the most complete 
in the trade, and as it consists of nearly 409 jiages 
we can quite believe this to be the ease. It is 
jiriecdata shilling, and is chcaji at the figure 

remembering the amount of useful information 
it contains.-—Bexley Heath Ohserrer, Nov. II, 
1893. 

Mr. Wm, Cooper, horticultural provider, 755, 
Old Kent Road, London, has been good enough 

to semi me his new illustrated list. It is a 
very handy hook, uml I have no doubt that 
Mr. Ooojicr is justified in claiming thnt it is tho 
most complete in the trade. It would lie a hard 
task to think of anything connected with the 

1 lusincss which is not mentioned here, and the book 
also contains a mass of information about many 
other matters, for in it yon can find prices and 

full particulars of hundreds of things, ranging 
from piggeries to tennis and cricket pavilions, 

from Eohacco-juice to mission churches.— 
~ Nov. 23, 1893. 

A REMARKABLE CATALOGUE. 

We have received from Mr. William Cooper, 
755, Old Kent Road, a copy of what must 
assuredly lie the completes! horticultural trade 
catalogue ever issued. Nearly 4(H) pages, con¬ 

taining 1,2<H) illustrations and an immense 
amount of closely-printed matter, afford descrip¬ 
tions and prices of everything which can lie 
wanted in the garden, conservatory, and forcing- 

house, alike by the professional or the amateur. 
The prices appear to be exceptionally moderate. 
—St. Jamen’s Gazette, Nov. 21, 1893. 

Mr. W. Cooper, horticultural provider, of 755, 

Old Kent Road, London, has transmitted to us 
a copy of his illustrated catalogue, which is as 
fine a work of the kind as any we have hitherto 
seen. This widely known manufacturer of 

almost every description of horticultural pro¬ 
duction bids' fair to make himself unrivalled in 
elegance of design, adaptability to pui pOMB, and 
general excellence of workmanship. We should 
advise all horticulturists to apply for this cata¬ 

logue, and give atrial to some of Mr. Cooper's 
excellent manufactures. — Weekly Herald, Nov. 

17, 1893. 
It is the most comjiletu catalogue of the kind 

we have over seen.—Bhu-kjtool Adrerliter, 
Nov. 17,1893. 

WHAT MY CUSTOMERS SAY - 
5, Hanging Birch, Rhodes. 

Dear Mil. Cooi-kr,—It is with very great 
pleasure that I write to inform you that I have 
received your valuable llooks all right, and 1 
scarcely know how to render thanks enough to (on for them. I am certain it is a great prize 
or mo to receive such nice books us the two you 

have published, they are fit to be placed in the 
library, as they are so nicely bound and well 
printed. I could never have thought they would 

have been like they are ; and I was very much 
surprised when I looked through them and saw 
that they contained so much and so interesting 
reading, ns well ns the engravings. I may say 

that 1 shall do whatever 1 can to spread your 
name in Lancashire, as well as give you an order 
or two. You arc very well deserving of it I 
must say, and my friend thanks you very much 

for the ono you have sent him through my 
name. Trusting that you will ever prosper in 
your business and do well, with regards, from 

yeaTOV^.from,, 
ioacs. Lancashire. Wm. Bknnktt. 

Mon, s.e. 
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INDEX. 
Adiantum Onpillna-ven- 

erin . 
Annual*, good blue 
Ashe* for the ganleu .. 
A*h pit, an 
Aspidistra* in pot* 
A*|>idiuni undent urn 
Aster*. China, &e., from 

*ewl . 
Boiler, coil, netting n .. 
Carnation*, yellow 
Cliry*nnthenmui*, Fom- 

Clitnhert for a wall, kc. W 
Conservatory .. .. 

Dendrobittui Pierardi .. 607 Greenhouse, unhealed.. 606 Peach dropping it* >ud* 703 Potato, late 703 
703 Fern, u Imnly. for tho Hop* on n wtill Till Pear-trees lor small gar- Potatoes for allow 703 
7111 garden or window 7U3 Hyacinths in glasses .. 00S ilcn* 703 Primulas. Chinese, treat- 
701 Fern*. Maiden-hair, and Iron fencing 701 IVo*. Kverlasting 700 ment of. 701 
6ir.i .SHaginellu* 

Ficus, brown spot* on a 
703 ldtiiipf:>r a propngntor 

Laurel. Mountain (Kal- 
701 Pen*, growing 703 Propugnlor. a 701 

vm G93 Pro*. sowing 703 Question* and answer* 701 
703 Flues r. hoi-water appa- mi a Inti folia) .. r.oo Pinks, eaten 700 Hivimi latvi* 701 

nit u*i *h. r.:>< Lilac, Persian GW Pipes, removing hot- Hose, White Cluster .. Oik. 
r,»7 Forcing house .. 600 Liliumaurutuin, growing 

Lily of tbc Valley. early 
MW water 701 Itoses. ('lirisl man 700 

701 Fruit garden 600 701 Plants, climbing flower- Hows, Mo** OR. 1 
Fruit tree*. rooting cut- Lilies, l*-*t.. 701 . 700 Hones, pruning .. OR'. | 

tings of. 7113 Lymsh’s. l.itf Plant*, nit tines of indoor m Shrub* for forcing GW 

701 Fuchsias, unhealthy .. 701 I.ysittiachin Xummnlnriu PinnIn for a narpiM* bor- Sitting-room, beating a 
Spinach and it* culture 

rm 
700 < •anion work imp’ll . 7w d**r 700 701 
r.'.G Gtaliolufl'Bcal 007 on a tennis lawn .. 701 PI.ml*, front bitten KW Suffering* of Isitidon 
701 Crass. tin? S«-a Lyme 

(F.lynniH apnarius) .. 
Outdoor garden .. 000 Plant*, good Iterricd 701 horse* on London 

too 701 Palma . 60S Plant*, good room b'.W jnvcnicnui, the 706 

St. Jomoa'alPark, stupid 
work in. 

.Sumneli, the Venetian 
(IChu* cot inti*).. .. GW 

Tomato-house, making a 7OT 
Tomatoo* for iimrkct .. 7OT 
Tomatoc*, growing .. TOT 
Tomatoes in I-ivh .. 702 
Tomatoes under glasn for 
market.7OT 

Town garden, work in t he t% 
Vegetable garden f.iKi 

Week h work. the coining 69G 
Wlmlow-hoxes .. .. 60S 
Win-worms .. .. G95 

ROSES. 

PRUNING ROSES. 

Now if we continue to experience mild weather, 

many readers of Gardening will soon ho think¬ 

ing about pruning in the rosery. The licst 

time for this operation varies so much, both 

on account of the season and extended area 

the Rose is now cultivated over, that no absolute 

rule is safe. Still, I would like to give a few 

notes of a general character, and to present 

them early enough to be of service to those who 
would lie otherwise pruning earlier than my 
experience has proved advisable. My residence 

is in a warm southern county, but even hero 1 
do not prune until March—and quite the latter 
end of it. If. Perpetuals and It. Teas may be 
pruned then, but I would strongly advise leaving 
the Teas and Noisettes, also the Chinas and 
Bourbons, for a couple of weeks longer. If my 
readers who are anxious to get the best results, 

and have not had considerable experience in the 
pruning of Roses, will give a little attention to 
these dates, and at the same time bear in mind 
the relative position of their garden with my 

own, they can form a good idea of what will be 
the most suitable time for their own. I 

frequently leave mine a fortnight later than the 
time stated. Another most important point 
when pruning Roses is to Is; fully decided upon 
the following : Are wc to have quantity at the 
expense of quality, or shall the two lie combined 

as far as possible? Then there are two distinct 
styles of pruning, and although I have 
frequently touched upon both in my replies to 

queries it may be well to give a brief repetition 
in these notes. Perhaps I cannot do better 
than name a few varieties typical of those which 
need a specific class or style of pruning. Duchess 
of Bedford and Mdllc, Bonuairo from the H. 

Perpetuals ; Lady Mary Fitzwilliam and Comte 
Henri Rignon in the H. Teas ; with Souvenir 
d'Elise Vardon and Cointosso de Nadaillac out 
of the Teas, may be taken as an example of 

Moderate it rowers, which always need 

rather severe pruning. These generally produce 
from one to four stout shoots from the base of 
t he plant towards the latter part of each season. 
I,ct these be cut back to within a foot or so, and 
the rest of the growths thinned out, leaving a 
few of the stronger shoots aliout 3 inches. YVe 

now advance to 
Free growers, of which I may cite General 

Jacqueminot and Fisher Holmes, l.n Franco and 
Viscountess Folkestone, with Marie Van Houtte 
and Mine. Lambard as representatives from the 
three chief classes, In this case much depends 
upon the size of the plants. If large bushes, 

then commence by thinning out the centre and 
weaker shoots; next trim back the remainder to 

a length of II inches to 2 feet, according to the 
size and number of the shoots, the stronger 
shoots being less severely pruned than the 
others. In caso of a very old plant, do not fear 

to put the knife into it pretty scvcrekf7e?l>a^ 

cially towards the eentEaqiUtlg^ 
healthy young wood to break lower dowfT7iin<T 

so remedy much of the bareness wc frequently 

notice at the bottom of some old favourites. 
The third class are 

Vigorous growers, like Duke of Edinburgh 
and Gabriclle Luizet from the H.P.’s, with 
Gloire de Dijon and Marechal Niel from the 
Teas, and such vigorous climbers as the Bank- 
sians. Thvse do not. need spring pruning so 

much as summer. We invariably get better 
quality and quantity from the extra stout 
growths of the previous year, therefore it 
liehovcs us to secure as much of this as possible. 
Seeing that the wood which has once bloomed is 

of little future lienefit, it is licttcr to remove it 
directly the crop of (lowers has been realised. 
Generally speaking, these varieties are grown in 
beds or against walls. In either case we secure 
a greater quantity of bloom upon half of the 

amount of young wood when compared to that 
which bloomed the summer previous. The 
quantity and uniform show of bloom is also 
much heightened by trnining the growth in a 
horizontal position. In beds the plan is to peg 
it down to wit hin a foot of the ground, or a few 
of the stronger branches may be allowed to arch 
over with their own weight of bloom and foliage. 

Upon walls it is easy to nail them in o slightly 
slanting position even if not horizontal. Always 
thin out the weaker wood from these strong 
growers as a first operation, and then simply 
remove the immature points. Finally, one had 
much better be a littlo late than too early in 
pruning Roses. P. U. 

MOSS ROSES. 

These are general favourites, especially as coat 

flowers ; but although wo have a large number 
of varieties, those really worth growing may l>e 
reduced to six. The Common Moss is one of the 
oldest Roses known, and was cultivated in this 
country ns long ago ns I .MW. A pale-rose, with 
beautifully-crested sepals, this is still one of, if 

not the best variety. It must not be confused 
with the Crested Moss (or cristate), sent out by 
Vibcrt in 1827, but 1 fear a good many have 

been distributed of both kinds and under both 
names. The latter Rose is much the samo in 

colour and habit, but more heavily mossed. It 
is really a crested form of the old Cabbage or 

Provence Rose, and is larger and more globular 
than the common Moss. However, they are 
l>oth very good. Blanche Moreau is by far the 
best White Moss Rose wc have. Bv-the-way, 

the raisers of this grand variety (Moreau ct 
Robert) would seem to make a speciality of the 

Moss Rose, for I note they claim no less than 
forty among a list which is just to hand. There 
seems to be a firm of Moreau et Robert, and one 
of Robert et Moreau ; also two separate linns of 

Robert and of Moreau, all of whom make the 
Moss Rose a speciality. But wc are bound to 
say not with any great success, so fur as sterling 
novelties are concerned, if the Duality of fresh 
introduction is considered. Cclinu is a deep- 
crimson, with purple shading, very free bloom¬ 
ing, and one of the best dark varieties. Baron 

do WaMcniier, a light-crimson, and Quatre 
Sibsomi lUapchc, a perpetual-flowering white of 

I on‘i^£>Jl^[e form, will complete our list nfisiw.r 
Tho(Ia)s two varieties bloom in clusters. 'AtveYef 
is a new Moss, Zonobiu, sent out by \V. Paul iptd) 

Son, which promises well : but it is large, and 
to my taste size detracts from the bounty of a 
Moss Rose. 1’. U. 

f)417. — Pruning Roses. -Prune the Roses 
named towards the end of March, according 

to the weather. If the season is early prune 
early ; if late delay the pruning till the end of 
the month. Cut out old unhealthy wood, if 
any ; small weakly shoots which cannot produce 
blossoms should also be cut out, and the strong 
shoots from which flowers can be obtained 

should be shortened back to from (i inches to 
10 inches, according to strength. If a few very 
fine blossoms arc required cut in a little closer. 

-E. II. 

- The five varieties you name may nil be 
pruned early in March. 1 he two first are not 
quite so strong growers as the last three, and 

will be better if pruned a little harder. If yon 
have any healthy growths over four feet, 1 
would peg them down and so secure bloom from 
almost their whole length. When pruned, such 
growths only produce two or three blooms, 
whereas the other method will secure ten or a 

dozen.—I’. U. 

53111.—White Cluster Rose.—I think the Hose 
you (Iracrihc is the White Banksian. The almondy 
scent tits this Rose very well, so, too, does tin; 
description you give of its hods and foliage. There 
is a variety among the Ayrshire Roses called " splen- 

dens" and “Myrrh-sccntcd" which might he II. or 
AlnMte Vihcrt from the Noisettes. You see, it Is difficult 
to say exactly without seeing n portion ol the plant—I’. t,'. 

2578. - Wireworms. I am afraid I 
cannot help you much in this case, as you 
appear to have a good quantity of the 

mould to deal with. If you only wanted 
a little for potting purposes you might put some 
of the mould in a hot oven and bake it, which 
would kill the insects, nr you may spread it on 
the ground and pour boiling water over it to 
get rid of the enemy : lint you would hardly 
earn to deal in this way with enough of the 
mould fora Potato-bed. The frost will certainly 

not kill them if you do as you propose. I would 
not willingly use the mould in its present state 
for any purpose in the garden. You had better 
make up a slow fire in one corner of the garden 
and char the whole of it. There is no better 
plan of getting rid of the wireworms. Are you 

sure that the insects are what you suppose them 
to be ? The wireworm is nearly an inch long, 
light-brown in colour, with a very tough skin.— 

J. C. C. 
5418. Yellow Carnation.-I suppose you refer to 

“ Pride of Great Britain," which is being sent out by Mr. 
T, S. Ware, of Tottenham. I have not tried it outside yet. 

-It, C. R. 

- A very large flowered Yellow Carnation 

is named Pride of Grout Britain. It is quite a 
Malmaison in character, large, and deep-yellow 

in colour. Unfortunately the calyx splits a 
good deal, but this is a failing of many kinds, 
especially those of such large size as this. I 
have milv scon it in the greenhouse, where it is 

a MwMJirowfifjriind free-blooming variety, 
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GARDEN WORK.* 

Conservatory. 
A sweet, buoyant atmosphere is essential to l lie preser¬ 

vation ol plants in lilooin, especially* those which have 

hoen forced or pushed on hy stimulants- This involves 
regular, steady tires at night and during damp, cold days, 
tin hr it 111 mornings damp down the lires, and push in the 
dampers early, or else let the lires to out altogether and 
relight in the afternoons. Sometimes, at any rate, this 
should he done in order to (five the furnace a good clean 
out. Ventilate at every favourable opportunity on the 
south side of the house, lull avoid cold currents, or the 

flowers will soon fade. See that there arc no very dry 
in the I .orders where climbing plants are growing. 

.M)r» and climbers which were pruned in autumn arc 
now breaking strongly, and where the shoots are crowded 
some should lie rul.lMsI off before the growth gets into a 

tangle. The pruning of growing plants should be done 
when the linger and thumb can nip out the terminal bud. 
Nearly all plants are benefited by pinching in the leading 
shoots during growth to give symmetry. To keep growing 
plants in good condition, they should lie frequently turned 

round, especially iH this necessary in lean to’ houses. 
Insects will have to he reckoned with now. The most 
troublesome at this season nre greendlies. Where they 
eonie from in such immense numbers often pussies 
amateurs, hut balf-a dor.cn flies will stock a large house in 
a very short time, and to keep the house clear, an 

occasional fumigation should he given, even If no flies nre 
visible, as we may hi- sure a few specimens will lie hidden 
away somewhere. Acacias are very beautiful now. A. 

nrmata is a good kind for those who have only room 
for one or two. It submits readily to pot culture, anil is 
very easily managed. After flowering Is finished prune 
into shape, and about June or early in July place out-of- 
doors to rip ii. and in February and March the plants will 
be covered with golden blossoms. Cuttings of the half- 

ripened young shoots will strike under a bell-glass in a 
shady purl of the house in sandy loam and leaf-mould. 

Hut always in using bell-glasses in propagating let the 
inside ol the glasses be wiped dry every morning. If this 

is not dine the condensed moisture will cause the cuttings 
to damp oif. When the flowers of Azaleas fade remove the 
flowers and s-.-d-podsnl the same time. Nothing weakens 
a plant so much as producing seeds. Cuttings of winter- 
flowering -Salvias will root now in a little heat. If a few 
cuttings are rooted most of the old plants may be thrown 

out, as young plants may be grown into large bushes in 
one season, especially if planted out in some open situation, 
and the leading shoots pinched occasionally. On the other 
hand, old plants of ICupatorium odomtum may be kept in 
good condition for years if pruned hard hack after flower¬ 
ing and planted mil the llrst week in June 

Forcing-house, 
high night temperatures nre not, as 

id they often mean wasted fuel. The i| 
di night temperature is an o| 

Very high night temperatures nre not, as a rule, desir¬ 

able, and they often mean wasted fuel. The question vvlint 
is a high night temperature is an open one, and must he 
regulated according to the subjects dealt yvilh. At this 

season very few plants aro improved by a higher night 
tcni|ternlurc than IK .legs, t.rowth, or rather elongation, 
takes place chiefly at night, nod when the night 
temperature is unduly high the shoots nre long- 
Jointed and w eakly, and though grow l Ii may appear 

id, It really is not so. Cucumbers and Melons w ill do 

■ yvell in a night temperature of IK ilcgs., and no harm 
c if the thermometer falls to 00dogs, at sunrise, 
-re important that the growth should lie strong 
put together than that it should be merely 

With the increasing daylight more work 
under glass, and when 

ra| 
very 
will be d 
It is far in- 

and firmly 
lengthened 

will noyy be done under glass, and where a utisccllai 
collection of plants are being forced, much care is required 
to keep everything moving along in ils proper place. 
Hardy plants intended for forcing should he established in 
(Hits, and should receive the Unit Impulse in a lower tem¬ 
perature than the forcing-house, A vinery at work may 
help on many things, and when the sap has la-en set In 

motion a shorter time in the warmer house will sulth-c to 
bring out the blossoms. The forcing-house at this season 
will always he lull, bill it should not lie unduly crowded, 
and some pains should he taken that every plant leaves 
this house clean mid free from Insects. To Ibis end 

occasional fumigation yvilh Tobacco should lie given, so 
that grcen-tly or tlirips never get a footing therein. 

Unhoatod Greenhouse. 

Double Wallflowers anti White and Scarlet Intermediate 
Sl's-ks are among the sweetest tilings for the cold house in 

spring, and may easily he grown todeeent-sizisl specimens 
in fi-llich anil fl inch |H)U, The seeds an- usually sown ill 
July, and file plants grown steadily on in the open air I ill 
Irost comes, mid then sheltered in a cold pit or in the 
indicated house. Ilulhs at this season are very often well 
done in a cold-house by the use of |«i|H-r covers on very 
cold nights. Hydrangeas, it the wood has lieen well 

ripened, will tlo very well without fire-heat, and though 
iivrly flowers may he obtained In a warm-house, the later 
Moosoms are none the lew appreciated. Very sweet an- 
most of llie Rhododendrons from the higher regions of 
India, and many beautiful hybrids have been raise-1 from 
these which can In- kept quite safely in the cold-house. The 
Tree-l'nionies nre uIiiiom too tender for full exposure in 
any lint sheltered districts, hut they are charming for the 
cold-house, and niter tin- growth is a little hardened they 
may be plunged outside. 

Cucumbers In Frames. 
The present is a good season tor making hot-beds for 

Cucumbers. The manure must lie frequently turned and 

intermixed till its fiery rankness is drayvn out'. Where free 
1-aves are plentiful, a free admixture ot these with the 
manure w ill absorb dangerous gases, and the bed may be 
made up with just one turn over. Beds for Cucumbers 

must be well pill together, anil should extend at least a 
fool nil nil Hides outside the frame. It often pays heller 

buy tin- plants when the bed is ready than’ to ra 
them, as lime is gained thereby, 
generally tec-l at Hu- lieginning 
plants besides Cucumbers, and 

The Cucumber Irni 
to bring forward olh- 
xhen Ibis is so, speci 

* In cntd or northern districts the oywUpna rr/crrrd 
to tinder " Garden Work" fnay be dowl/rom te\di. 
n furl night later Wiunri b era i ir (fi-ai'ci 
results. “ ’ v • w-7 v 

care should lie taken not fo introduce any plant likely to 
be infested by inserts. Green-flies in a Cucumber Iran 
if not checked as soon as possible, must do harm, becati 
the means adopted for their destruction arc often iujtirio 
tO tender leaves. 

Orchard-house. 
The Imds of Peaches anil Nectarine! 

even in cold-houses, and some of tl 
showing colour. Ventilate free! 
All inside borders must now I 

cllin re now 
early kinds are 

hut avoid cold currents, 
a fairly moist condition, 

and the trees in pots must ho carefully examined every 

alternate (lay. Plums will do very yvell with Peaches, hut 
Pears and Apples should he kept in a house hy themselves. 
Apricots are not, as n rule, so good in a mixed house as 
when a department can he given up to them. I have 
seen splendid crops of Apricots groyvn under glass, 1ml the 

tre.-s do host planted out, and the ventilation must he as 
perfect as possible. Anything in the shape of stutfiness is 
fatal to the Apricot blossoms. 

Cold Frames. 
There are never any x|iare frames at this season, ns they 

t 'aulifloyvers, St rawherrics 
olaria cuttings, Carnations, 

the latter everything in the 
moved promptly, and a light 
as the plants will soon lie 

are usually tilled with Violet 

waiting for forcing, Calc 
Auriculas, Ac. As regards 

nature of decay should Is- r- 
fop-dressing will he useful 
showing llowor. 

Window Gardening. 
llnibs will noyy-ho very prominent. A little gr¬ 

ocer the soil in the pots gives a neat appearance 

doing harm. Tulips may he taken out of th 

ell Moss 

without 
pots, if 

piircd, and planted thickly in vases or jars in Moss 
alone. The Blue Squills and the Chionodoxa will do yvell 

u-h-r I bis treatment. Cut doyvn leggy plantsof all kinds, 
ml put in cuttings. 

Outdoor Garden. 

Thick beds of l.ily - 
cutting out pieces s ii 
pieces taken -till to ti¬ 
the pieces, it lifted eat 
when the flowers ha 

f the Valley may he thinned now by 
i--li- s yviile at suitable intervals, the 

minced and planted clscyvhero, nr 
dully, may he foreixl in a frame, and 
re lieen gathered the roots may he 

planted out. The hot-bed system ol forcing l.ily of the 

Valley is a cheap ami expcililions one when the clusters 
of -Towns are home-grown. The bed is made up in the 

same yva.v as one yvotild make up a lie-1 for A 
Potatoes, or French Ifenns. Tin 
are placed close together on a lay 
the interstices ht-lyveen tin- climi| 
tine light soil, leal mould being el 

yvann water through the rosc-i pot 
frame is malted up till the l.tl 

dumps ot l.ily crowns 
r of soil on the bed, and 
an-1 In n Hill'd up w it Ii 

cllv used. A soaking of 

tiles all down. The 
egin to move, which 

yy ill lu- in a short time. Noyy- that the bulbs 

through, the borders should l-e fork-si over to open npan-l 
sweeten the soil. Ilia general way, beds ol choice her¬ 
baceous plants arc mulched with old manure in autumn, 
and where this has been -lone the manure wilt lie forked 
in. But where uo mulch has been used, a top-dressing of 

sonic kind ran 1m- given if ms-essarv, unit many flowel-lllg S-lmiIs require more liberal treatment than they- receive, 
lany of the large overgrown roots of herbaceous plants 

will require dividing. Coarse-growing things should not 
lie allowed to overshadow’ plants less robust in habit. 
There is generally some little work ot tills character to -to 

every spring. Miles of the Mmtngon anil Tiger species 
may he planted. It is h- tl-w to plant in good-sized groups 
than to put in single hulls-. Plant three inches deep, and 
mulch the surface with old coyv-manure or leaf-mould. 

Fruit Garden. 
I have no doubt there is still some fruit-tree planting to 

do. It is better, of course, to plant earlier, hut yve are all 
more or less llie victims ot circumstances. Kitlu-r the site 
lias not been ready or some other cause prevents the trees 

being got in at the best time, and therefore flu- work has 
been delayed. But I yy-ould rather plant in March than 

leave the work till another season, as though no great 
progress may he made, llie frees will he making roots. 

There is some difference of opinion as regards cutting hack 
young trees alter planting. Those yoi 
eiently furnished with branches must I 
up llie heads, and the best cultivators leave th 
liaek nl late phuited trees till the following 
nil trees planted before the end ol Nov ember 
back tin- following spring. This only ref 

trees which an- not well furnished with brut 
bought trees which have not requires! cuttill 
after they came into my hands, simply heei 
lieen cut hack in the nursery, and had formed evenly- 
Isilnnrid heads, well furnished with branches. Nome 
people start w ith the idea that all trees from fhe nursery 
must he cut hack, anil mistakes are often -made which 

throw-" hack the work of the troes. Melons may he started 
in hot-beds noyv if there is likely to be plenty of manure. 
Head hack any trees intended to he grafted, anil cut off 
suitable grafts and lay in under a north wall or fence. The 
orchard-house should he put into condition for starting. 
Even yvlthout flre-heat, Peaches and Plums under glnss 
will he on the move. 

Vegetable Garden. 
Ithnharh may he divided and ncyv plantations made. It 

i* hardly advisable to cut the roots up too small, unless 
stock is very scarce. Plant in rows I feet apnrt, and make 

the soil deep and rich. .Strong-growing kinds like the 
Victoria, should be allowed more space. Six feet between 
the rows yvill not lie too much. 1 was talking ton Rhubarb 
grower near a large town some time ago, and, I think, 
from information received, that Rhubarb, when properly* 
managed, pays better than most things. Where there are 
glass-houses or rough pits warmed w ith manure, Rhubarb 
mav he easily loree-l. Tin- second crop ot an early variety 
sheltered with pots or tubs comes on very quickly at lliis 
season, and after the plantation is once started it -toes not 
cost much to keep the plants In good condition. The roots 
lifted nre usually cut npan-l used toinake ncyv plantations. 

It is perhaps difficult to say which is the most profitable 
early Potato. Myatt’s Prolific and Beauty ol llchron are 
largely groyvn in some districts. They are lieay v croppers, 
and III-’ quality when cooked is good. The old Anhlcaf, 

true, or a good selection from it, comes in very early, 

tubers are well adapted for forcing, Carter's First 
i been highly spoken ot. It is f 

U, to get Potatoes planted i 

Ire. -. in- iltfl- 
lit 1 n k t .till 
c th cut l ini: 

autumn hut 
sho ■Id b. cut 

(TH 

irhc 
u 

. 1 
ek a 

unu 
mvr 

t all 
11 INC they had 

spot, where it yvill Ik- possible to shelter them on frosty 
■lights. Plant Shallots. Underground Onions, and Garlic. 
Chives also may he divided and replanted. Make new 

-Rations of Horseradish. Make holes yvilh a crowl-ar 
on well-prepared gr 
sets in. 

■und a foot or so deep, mil drop the 
E. Hokiiay. 

Work In tho Town Garden. 

It is a pity that Ahutilons do not thrive better in town 
air; they nre so pretty, free, and generally useful. 
Where I am now we nre well away from the London smoke, 
and planted in a bonier or large box, or even grown in 
good-sized pots in a warm-house, Ahutilons bloom pro¬ 
fusely nil then infer through, and, indeed, almost nil the 
y ear round. In a smoky atmosphere the plants grow fast 

enough, hut only* produce a few sfrnggling blossoms in 
J uly or August, and lienee are only of use as foliage plaids. 
The late-flowering kinds of Kpocrisore now in full lieanty*, 
and are most useful ns cut-flowers ns well as pot plants. 
These nre far hotter town plnnts than the Ericas or I tenths; 

indeed, then- is no comparison, as the latter seldom or 
ever flower in smoky places, while the others bloom pro¬ 
fusely with only ordinary care. These and Bouvardias 
are, in fact, two of the very best hard-wooded plants for 
town gardens, and being winter-flowering renders I hem 
doubly useful. The latter may he cut back more or less after 

having hail n thorough rest in a cool anil airy temperature 
for about two mouths, and if plneeil in a gent to hot-bed and 
freely* syringed overhead, they will soon break intogrow*th 
again. The young shouts when atsnit J inches long will 
strike almost as freely as Fuchsias In well drained pols 
or pans of [sandy loam and peat; and young plants so 
obtained will, if grown on freely, make nice flowering 
slug in f.-ineh pols hy next Christmas. The old plants 
may he [lotted on into large sizes, and in this way soon 

make large specimens, which art- far more profitable for 
cutting from than small [limits. The growth must lie per¬ 
sistently* stoppixi at the second or third joint until aliouI 
llie end of July, or llie plnnts will flower preiiinlnrcly. 
Begin striking the cuttings of Zonal Pelargoniums (•• Ger¬ 
aniums") as solMi as convenient now; they root lust 

standing over or near a hot-water pipe or warm flue, and 
with very little water (after the lirst watering in) until 
roots are formed, when more must he given. Plants struck 
now and [lotted into fl-ineli or gj-inch pots in April u*ill 
make nice stuff for bedding or furnishing window-boxes 
in June. Sow seedsof Mdiclias, Golden Feather, Verbenas, 

anil Petunias at once—that is, where a teni[ioratiire ol 
-legs, to 00 (legs, can Ik- maintained, otherwise better 

wait another month or so ; lint it is better to sow early it 

[Kissitile und let the plants take their time. Petunias arc 
grand things tor town gardens, especially where the soil is 
light. Sow also seed of Nieotlana atflnis to bloom in the 

summer. B. C. R. 

THE COMING WEEKS WORK. 

Extracts from a Ganlen Diary from Fthruary 
Ill/A to February l~th. 

Sowed seeds of various subtropical plants, including the 

Purple leaved Castor Oil (Gihsoui), Acacia lophautha, Fer- 
dinaudia cniincns, and the Variegated Tree-Mallow. They 
will he brought mi in the hot-heel till yvell established'. 
Divided a lot ol Cumins, and [lotted the roots to sturt them 
slow ly for [limiting out in May. I have sometimes divided 

them when planting them out; hut, on the whole, it Is 
better to divide now mid bring them on slowly in the late 
l’cach-housc, where the grow th will lie robust. If [ilanle-fl 
in shclli-rce! places and yvell suppliix! with water sub¬ 
tropical plants soon make progress. Many things might l-e 

raised from seeds besides those named above. Have used 
Solmmms in variety, including the Silver-leaved variety. 
Solatium marginatum, which makes a very* ornamental 
group. Thinned Grain's on early Vines. Disbudded 
Poaches in early houses. Thinned off some of the 
Peaches which have set thickly on the underside of the 
branches. Fumigated Kosc-hotise as green-flics have mode 

their appearance on the young shoots and (lower-buds. 
Made a new a [limitation of Horseradish. Holes were 

made in a piece of recently trenched ground with the 
crowbar a tool or so deep, a piece ot root with a crown 
attached is dropped into each hole, and u little flue, rich 
soil is crumbled in. During the summer the crown will 
work out though the hole and form a long, straight, root¬ 
stock, Always when digging Horseradish the crowns arc 

I tor planting. Sowed Cucumber und Melon seeds 
also 
off To 
roses, 

house 

|MiHc 

a good strain of Tuberous Begonias. Poltisl 
mafoex mid sowed more seals. Polled more Ttihe- 
nnd moved those bulbs previously potted toaforeing- 

, Some of flu- bulbs polled now will Ik- kept in u 
muse tor late flowering, and a further batch will Ik- 

, I after this for autumn flowering. They may lye- 
grown during summer in the open air and taken indoors 
to bloom. When wanted for cut-flowers only, llie bullni 
arc grown in a 5-Inch or G-inch pot. Polled’ off licdding 
plants, including a lot of nnluniu-stnick Geraniums. Put 
in more cuttings of Scarlet and White Geraniums, also 
a lot of good named Zouals for [sit culture. Shifted on 
Fuchsias slruck last August, and which have been growing 
steadily all winter. The spring-struck stuff cannot over¬ 
take these, and for early blooming cuttings nre always 
struck in August. Sowed Celery in boxes, white and rest. 
Pottisl off MdH-lias. These nre always sown In autumn, 
mid then they get strong enough yvitlionl lorcing. Clearest 
out a few Asparagus rootswliicfi hail been forced. Placed in 

the frame a little fresh loam to mix with Ihe lighter soil 
in which the Asparagus had grown, and planted fhe frame 

with Ashleaf Potatoes which have been started in pots 
for the purpose of tilling frames as they become vacant. 
Sowed a collection of Hollyhocks in boxes and placed in 
vinery to start Ihe seeds, llie strongest plants will flower 
in Ihe late summer if helped on a bit. Slaked it number 

ot specimen Frcesias: eighteen bulbs in " inch pots, when 
neatly slaked out produce good specimens, mid make 

some effect in the conservatory. These plants have hiwl 
no forcing bey ond protection from frost in a cold Peach- 
house. 

Drawings for “Gardening."— Readers u-ill 
kindly remember that ue nre glad In get siieeimeiu r./ 

be(iul'/u( .(fr rare jluircri and goad fruith and vegetable t 
for drawintj. The. drawings so made wilt be engraved m 

<n c,'u,“ 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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ORCHIDS. 

DEXTiROBIUM PIERARDI. 

In- reply to “ li. S. R.,” “ Sitrrcyite,” and others, 

this Orchid is named after M. Piorard, a French¬ 
man, who found it, and by whom it was intro¬ 
duced into the gardens of England. It is a 
common plant in India, being widely distri¬ 
buted throughout that country, but it is par¬ 
ticularly common in the forests in the Sunder- 

bunds of the (langcs, from whence it was ori¬ 
ginally imported. Hence, as may be supposed, 

it requires strong heat and abundance of mois¬ 
ture in order to produce strong growths, and I 
have frequently hail this plant produce stout 
stem-like pendulous bulbs some 5 feet or 
(» feet in length. When fully grown the plant 
should bo dried off and kept considerably 
cooler than during the summer. This will 

speedily cause the bulbs to swell up, ami the 
leaves to shrivel and fall, as the plant is de¬ 
ciduous and loses all its foliage before flowering. 
Karlv in the season the flowers will begin 
to sfiow all along the stems. These, mostly 
borne in pairs, arc of a creamy-mauve, or cream- 
coloured in some forms, the lip large, downy, 
and of a soft sulphur-yellow, Bearing a few 
purple streaks at the base. The plant should be 
grown upon a block or in hanging-baskets, as 
being a pendulous kind (see illustration), it will 
not thrive if made to grow upwards. The 

baskets should be well drained, and bo filled 
with good fibrous-peat and .Sphagnum Moss. 
The plants may be grown in the very hottest 
place possible to put them, always being kept 
well supplied with water during growth, but 
during winter a temperature of between 55 
degs. and (10 dogs, will be ample. There are 
several varieties of this Itcndrobc, some of which 
arc very inferior. One of the best is D. P. lati- 
folium, which produces fine flowers rather more 

freely than is the case with the type. M. IJ. 

LYCASTES. 

It is some long time since I promised “ C. 
Bcvis ” that I would say something respecting 
the various plnnts in this genus, and now 1 
undertake to do it as they will l>o waking up 
into growth again and will want repotting 
lie fore coming into bloom. They will require 

a slightly warmer house than tlio Odonto- 
glossums—that is, if these plants are kept cool— 
because I think where the temperature ranges 
from 45 (legs, to 48 dogs, it is ample lor 
0. Alexandra1, but the Lycastes like it a little 
warmer in the winter. Those plants enjoy a 
liberal supply of water during the growing 
season, and even in the winter I do not liko to 

let them remain dry long together, just enough 
water being given to keep the bulbs plump. 
The plants should l>e shaded from the efiects of 
the brightestsuushine, but still they revel in light 
with an abundance of air circulating amongst 
them. The pots should be well drained so that 

no stagnant water remains about their roots, 
using for soil good brown peat -fibre and 
.Sphagnum Moss. In potting I liko to have 
the plants slightly elevated above the pot's rim, 
but some people prefer to pot them about level ; 
but I think these Orchiils are not very par¬ 
ticular in this respect so that the young growths 
are free. Mr. .Skinner used to say that 

L. Skinneri would grow in the dwelling- 
house without fire-heat at any season, but I 
have found it to be a plant that likes more 
warmth than any of the s[>ecies. I do not 

think that there are any of them which do 
not thrive bettter with a little warmth. The 
following kinds are amongst the most beautiful, 
and most of them are reasonable in price and 

easily comeatable by all growers. 
L. aromatic a.—This is a small-flowered 

plant of a rich, clear yellow colour, but its 

chief recommendat ion lies in the beautiful warm 
aromatic odour which its flowers give oil', and 
which renders them much in favour for gentle¬ 
men's buttonholes. It is free in flowering, and 
1 have before mo now a photograph which was 
sent me last year by a friend of a plant tearing 

one hundred flowers. A single flower is enough 
to put into a room with other cut blooms, and 
also for a buttonhole bouquet, with just a little 

bit of some sort of greenery to aflord reUcf>Tlie 
plant sheds its leaves^ :b>ii:t,ho> most I part/H| 
autumn, but I think tnw?fnos ala mtVlulilgK 

its being kept too dry, and I like to see 

this Lycoste so grown that a few leaves remain 
green on it, as they help to set off the clear, 

rich yellow of the flowers. It is a plant which 
I do not think has ever teen lost since it was 
first introduced, which is now upwards of 
seventy years ago. It comes to us from 
Mexico. 

L. ORUENTA is another yellow-flowered plant 
which is sometimes, but erroneously, called by 
the same name as the last. It differs in its 

much larger size, also in having a large blotch 
of very dark blood-red at the base of the rich 
orange-coloured lip which gives it its name, and 
in the lip being differently shaped, beside which 
the plant is a very much stronger grower, with 
stouter and larger bulbs and leaves ; in fact, 
no two species can be more distinct, and the one 
distinction which might serve for a blind man 
to distinguish it by its entire want of any odour. 
The bulbs are somo ‘2 inches or 3 inches high, 
bearing a pair of leaves some 18 inches long, 
with flowers as much across as the bulbs are 

Dendrobitim Pierarili. 

high ; these blossoms arc dccp-orango-yellow, 
stained at the base of the lip with deep san¬ 
guineous red. This plant comes from (luatc- 
niala, and also from New (Jrcnada. and it was 

first sent from Guatemala by Mr. Skinner just 
over fifty years ago. 

L. costata.—This is a stronger grower than 
either of the preceding ; indeed, it grows to an 
iininenso size, and it flowers are of a uniform 
creamy-white, with a slight stain of yellow on 

the lip. This plant, it would seem, has been 
figured under the name of E, Barringtoni.r, but 
it is the same as L. costata ; the flowers arc 

sweet-scented after dark. It was introduced 
to us from I’eru just forty years ago. 

L. Dkppki is an elegant species, but it has teen 
cast on one side by many growers to make way 
in son* instances for less ornamental plants. 

I Ii ASil /Unreduced by the Messrs. Loddiges, 

pof-^3flifcVuey, between sixty and 
yeAwK ago. With the general aspect, of a 
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Lycasto, the sepals and petals are green, spotted 
(in some forms freely) with bright-reddish, the 
lip teing streaked with red, and having yellow 
on the disc. I saw in Mr. Rmee’s garden last 
year a green form of this flower, and at Sir 
Trevor Lawrence's I also was fortunate enough 

to walk in one day when the lovely variety 
known as punctatissima was flowering, the sepals 
and petals of which are a greenish-yellow ground 

colour, heavily spotted all over with red 
and reddish-pink ; petals, white, similarly 
spotted, but more sparingly ; lip, yellow. I 
have teen induced to name this variety from 
its extreme teauty, but it is very rare. It may 
crop up from amongst any importations of 
Orchiils from Mexico. 

L. MuA.srRE.si AN A.—This is supposed to be a 
variety of L. plana, and if so it is a very beautiful 
one. For a long time it remained scarce in 
collections, but at last it was introduced in some 

numbers, so that it is now more frequently seen. 
It has the general appearance of the species. 

The flowers arc freely produced, and are 
extremely handsome. The sc|Kils are olive- 
green ; tlio petals and lip are white, profusely 
spotted and blotched with bright-purple, saving 
the margins, pure clear white. It comes from 
Bolivia. 

L. Skinnkri.—This species appears to be the 
grandest of them all, but so extremely variable 
in colour that I cannot describe it. The flowers 
arc very thick and waxy in texture, the broad 
spreading petals being white or rose colour, from 

which they vary to quite a bright-crimson 
the petals, which are much smaller, and stand 
erect, forming a hood over the lip, aro always 
much deeper coloured ; lip, red or crimson of 
various shades, mottled with white in the variety 
alba. The flowers are of the purest-white, 
saving a tinge of yellow on t he disc of the lip. 
Another fine form is call armeniaca, and in this 
the flowers are pure-white, having a blotch of 
apricot-yellow on the lip. This makes a fine 
contrast, and is a very beautiful variety. There 
are numerous forms of this species named, but 
they only differ in colour, anil it is so variable 
that no two plants from an importation may be 
oxpccted to turn out exactly alike ; but all of 
them are exceedingly easy to grow, and they 
flower very freely, making for home decoration 
one of the most lovely displays imaginable. 

I hope “ Miss 15.” will be induced to take 
these plants under her care now. 

Matt. Bramble. 

5350.—China Asters, &c., from seed. 
—This is the test time to sow Asters, Marigolds, 

and similar annuals if desired to flower early ; 
but if bite defer sowing another month. A cold 
frame is as good a place as need be desired, for 
if shut up closely a good deal of solar heat will 
be enclosed to hasten the germination of the 
seed, and after the seedlings are above ground 
they require plenty of air on fine days, so as to 
harden the growtfi previous to planting in the 
open air. I raise quantities of these in boxes, and 
when they are largo enough to handle they aro 
transplanted into the soil of other cold frames, 
about three inches apart, making splendid 
plants.—J. (i. H. 

-Asters ami African ami French Marigold seed will 
vegetate in a cold Iraine, although it will not do so quite as 
well nor so quickly as over n hotlieii. The sent should ho 
sow n in March. I-ct the frame lie well exposes! to sunlight, 

anil keen the lights rather dosed until the seed vegetates. 
-J. l>. K. 

5415. —Gladiolus-seed. -The plan I have 
always adopted with seed of Oladiolus ganda- 
vensis is to sow it in flower-pots, about fifty 

seeds in a 7-inch pot. Plunge them in a hot¬ 
bed and tho young plants will appear in about 
ten days. The seed is sown about the first 
week in April, and as the plants appear abovo 
ground admit air more freely, so that by the 
end of the season they have made good growth 

in the frame, or, indeed, they may be removed 
to the open air about the end of May, and if 
carefully attended to ns regards watering they 

will form nice plants by the end of the season, 
with bulbs from the 'size of a small Pea to the 
size of a Filbert. Plant these bulbs out-of-doors 
in March, anil although they arc so small nearly 

the whole of them will produce strong flower- 

spikes.—J. I). E. 

-©fjtkififcSiife'fflilinof these generally sow the sects in 
a nniuired lied, The strongest hulhs will llowcr tile sec.mil 
.^^T.)1fe,0.p.uHU^|^^5t|0ssoil nml situations. 
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edge. If well covered wilh trailing planta such 
boxes look quite as well as those which cost 
much more, the price of these being nlxnit one 
shilling each. Plants growing in window-boxes 
have little room for their roots, as they should 

be thickly planted j therefore, they must have a 
good rich, light compost to begin with, consisting 
of loam, leaf-mould, manure, with a little soot 
and sand, and should bo top-dressod as the soil 
shrinks, liquid-manure being also given when the 
plants are in bud, once or twice a wook. Soot- 

watcr is excellent liquid-manure, and can l>e 
easily made by putting a little soot (brushed 
from the chimney) into a coarse canvas-bag, 
tying it securely with string (yet not so tightly 

pressed togethor that it cannot shift), anil 
placing it in a pan of rain-water, the surrounding 
water only being used in a thin, clear state, and 

renewed again and again by occasionally stirring 
the bag of soot with a stick, until most of the 
soot hus liecn dissolved. It is not possible 
to have one sot of flowora which will bloom 
continuously in spring, summer, and late 

autumn, and if no change is to be made only 
small shrubs or English Perns can Iks grown in 
them. The best creepers to run up strings or 

in winter), will keep the lioxes bright in winter ; 
or bulbs may be pul in—Tulips, Crocuses, Hya¬ 
cinths, Narcissi, Scilla sibirica, &c.—to make 
a brilliant display during the early spring. For 
bow-windows, small boxes to fit each division 

arc preferable to one continuous lx>x, for reasons 
before given. The well-doing of window-plants 
depends largely upon the daily attention they 
get, constant supplies of water being necessary. 
If the boxes are once neglected, so as to become 
dust dry, the whole beauty of the arrangement 

may be destroyed ; the owner's daily attention 
should be given to them for a few minutes, as 

HOUSE & WINDOW GARDENING. 

GOOD ROOM PLANTS. 

Palms. 

Amongst the liest plants for rooms are the 
Palms in a small state, which are always 
stately-looking and attractive, and cannot be 
well misplaced. They are also very enduring, 

and will live and thrive whore many plants of a 
less hardy nature would die. Another thing 
much in favour of them is that they roouiro but 
little root-room, and are therefore all the more 
handy for vases, into which they can be placed 

without taking them from the pots. In such 
cases where this has to Imi done I have never 

found anything equal to Moss for placing round 
tlie ball, as that absorbs the water gradually, 
and keops the plants nicely moist. The most 
desirable kinds of Palms for the purposo referred 
to are the Kcntias, such as Holmoreana, and Arcca 
lutcscens, the last-named being very graceful in 
habit, and having rich-yellow stems that show 
up in fine contrast with the green of the foliage. 

Latania lx>rl>onica (here figured) in a small stato 
is also a good sort to have, and so is Chamicdorea 

5312.—Heating a sitting room.—There 

arc so many varieties of heating apparatuses 
advertised in Gardening that it would bo 
invidious to select any special one. At the same 
time “A. Saunders" should understand that 
those of which hot-water form a part are the best 
for plants ; although those which generate mois¬ 
ture from theair are almost equally good, as there 

is nosmell with them when used with agood lamp, 
and one of these throws out a considerable heat in 
the writer's hall. Any hunt ing apparatus for a 
sitting-room should be easily movable, and the 
best position for it in a sharp frost will Iks 
between the window and the plants, so as to 

prevent the freezing air from reaching them. If 
a small hand stove !>c selected, a pan of water 
should be placed over it on an iron stand at 
about 8 inches distance from the top. This will 

A uood room Palm : I-atanla (Llvlutona) borlmnlcn 

goononueformis, an excellent plant for small 
iiots, ami Chamioropa Fortunei will stand any 
hardship. B. 

drought at a north-east aspect, the morning sun bell-shaped .lowers, with handsome foliage), and J^^bogon, U-av.^wni 

probably going oil before eleven. Wcod is the Maurandva Barclayana (purple) are less common loftV|Ut muy (all |lrematUn-ly. Too much or loo liule water, 
liest material to use for the five lioxes, and they and very lieautifill in effect. For trailers to want ot cleanliness, or the atmosphere much contaminated 
may bo made at ulmost any rate from a few hang over the Ik>x, Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums with gas will cause the Icavo* to drop. Tho brown spots 

pence each to ten shillings or more, if highly (•• Geraniums ”). Blue 'l.olielia, Moneywort 5 <,r0,“ ",t,r "-troy1"* 

ornamented. Good Elm boxes, the width of the (with long, trailing growth), Mother of Thou- _Tll“re „e many causes ot these, but I am inclined 
window-sill, merely neatly vandyked at the sands (Saxifraga .sarmentosa) with rich-dark u,think your* la cither from drought or cold, perhnp« 
front edges, ami minted (two couth thick) dark- foliage, Old Fuchsias, cut down in spring, and both; or it may need rqiottlng, the old noil bjlnjr coin¬ 
green will probably cost about seven or eight allowed to form hanging sprays, and Nicrem- pletely exhaustml. If you were to "now h 

shillings each if <> feet long, but this great bergia gracilis are all excellent, with a row of 4nd H„reest the best remedy.—P. IJ . 

length may increase the expense, as wood drooping Double Begonias (tuberous) behind *___ 
becomes dearer in large pieces. In this case two them. These can bo bought specially for 
smaller boxes would be cheapest. It would be baskets and windows, those which have heavy 5411.—Growing Lilium auratum.—- 
well to go to a respectable carpenter, and ask hanging flowers being the best for this purpose. It will be tho best plan to pot the bulbs an<l 
him this question. Six feet is an awkward The back row of plants may consist of Zonal plunge the pots over the rim out-of-doors in 
length to manage, too, in getting the boxes into Pelargoniums, Marguerites, Petunias, liclio- some open material ; this will cause roots to 

position, and it is therefore better to have two tropes, &e., arranged to suit the tints of the push out and growth to be made, and if tho 
of three feet each. There should be small , other flowers. All these things are best put out plants can be kept in a greenhouse or a frame 

wedge-shaped hits of wood nailed at the bottom at the end of May for the summer display, but until the flowers are about to open, they will <lo 
to keep the boxes level, as window-sills usually “ H. Ormonde” may have nice sturdy seedlings of much better than in the window of a bedroom, 

slope outwards, and there is no necessity for Dark-brown or Crimson Wallflowers, Forget-me In fact, I would rather grow the plants in 
holes being bored for drainage, as moisture not (Myosotis dissitiflora), clumps of Daffodils, sheltered place out-of-doors : but, of courne, 
evaporates very quickly from a box, and with Dojhlo Primroses, Double Daisies, Auriculas, there is the pleasure of watching the plant s 

good drainage holes arc better avoided. The ami late bulbs, put in at once, and exchanged grow ; in that case, they may l>e put into tho 
boxes should be at least 10 inches deep, and a for tho above when they have done blooming in room as soon as they have grown a few inches, 
foot will be better, as allowing 2 inches for May. In the autumn Asters may Ikj used to Keep near the glass, and give plenty of air. 

crooks and ashes at the bottom. A handy man till up gaps where plants have gone out of bloom, —J. D. E. 
can easily construct window-boxes by selecting and dwarf Chrysanthemums will carry on a - If the bulb is 3 inches in diameter n 
square boxes at the grocer’s (about 2 feet by bright display until the frosts cut them off, after 7-inch pot will be largei enough, measuring from 

4 feet, and a foot deep), and sawing them which small shrubs of bright-berried things, the inside. Place half-a-dozen crocks at the 

exactly in half, when half the coveiytfTtt be found slcli as Mahonia( Berber is) Aquifclium, with pu£) them with some rough parts 

to fit into the Wl^andcanflasily le Ol>lci^eiTic8 an(* yellow flowers, .Cptoiusastor J^i tho potting compost.on fresh leaves, with u 
adding the wedge bcidw; and pain?bvgTmr^oxc.^Vittchiphylla, Skimmia, and AuJuiffeTJ jRfc©tp Hfefc ml.m perfect coiuli- 
outsido only, and about 2 inches over the inner^Vvith noat plants of L^iurustinua (which flowcuii! tiom If tfie Tine soil runs down among the 
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crooks the passage-way for water will be 
blocked and the roots placed in a stagnant state. 
Although Lilinm auratum is a moisture-loving 
subject it does not appreciate too much 
water if the drainage is imperfect. Loam in 
three parts, with one part of half-decayed horse- 

inanure, is a suitable compost. I)o not fill the 
pot more than three parte full, only just cover¬ 
ing the bulb. Roots will push from the base of 
the stem directly it commences to grow. These 
should lie covered at once with equal parts of 
fibry loam ami horse-manure, into which the 
roots penetrate freely. 'l'ho soil should only 

just be kept moist until growth is well on the 
way, when abundance will be required, repeating 
the top-dressing as the roots show through the 
surface soil.—X. 1*. 

5428. — An ash-pit.—If you had a glass 
light made to fit the pit, and the front and ends {lulled down far enough to secure a gentle slope 
or the light, you might grow Cucumbers very 

well if you did not start with them till the 
middle of April. By that time the sun will have 
power to help you a good deal with its warmth. 
You will have to lilt up the pit, of course, to 
within 1 foot of the glass, and if this can be 
done with stable-manure at the time I have 

stated, the bottom-bent rising from it would 
benefit the Cucumbers greatly, or you may fill 
the pit with soil and set out plants of Vegetable 
Marrows at the end of May. The growth of 
the Marrows may be allowed to hang over flic 
sides of the pit.— J. C. C. 

- Mushrooms ill summer ilo In-Iter in a cool, shady 
spot, nii'l later oil ill autumn or winter the deep ash-pit 
will not oiTer any advantages for Mushroom cult ure ; hut if 

filled with warm manure and a frame placed over it, 
Cucumbers will do well in it. as would also early Potatoes 
or anv other forced crop.—E. H. 

grown in pots one year before forcing, and 
this is what you had 1 Kilter do in future. 
I, however, think that a part of your failure is 
due to starting forcing too early, and giving too 
much heat at first. No plant, whether a Lilac 
or a Rose, will submit to such early forcing 

after such a recent root disturbance as yours 
was subjected to. If you grow on your plant 
for next year treat it as you would u 
tender greenhouse plant up to the middle _ 

removed at once, which will give a chance for 
the old stems to break into life below. Their 
recovery, however, depends more on the t rcat - 
ment they receive, after the injured parts are 

removed. Plants in that condition should have 
at once and onwards a regular temperature of 
50 degs., and the roots should not have any 
water for another month, or not until they show 

THE VENETIAN SUMACH (RHUS 

COTINUS). 

Tins, when in flower, always arrests the 
attention, because of its singular appear¬ 
ance, of even those who do not take a 
general interest in shrubs. On account 
of the feathery nature of the sterile 

flower clusters some call it the Wig-tree, 
a name by which it is perhaps better 
known than Venetian Sumach. It is an 

invaluable shrub, as it is attractive at 
a time when shrubberies begin to look 
dull and monotonous. It is always a 
dwarf, spreading bush, rarely more than 
8 feet high. Its glaucous round leaves 
make a pleasing constrast to the reddish 
feathery clusters. It is hardy, almost 
evergreen, and grows in all kinds of 
soils, but must always have plenty of 
room to allow of full development. The 

bush here figured is a conspicuous object 
on the lawn at Marsham Lodgo, (ier- 
rard's (Voss, Bucks. (J, 

FROST-BITTEN PLANTS. 

The frost awhile ago made it evident 
that greenhouses which are not efficiently 
heated are a delusion in so far as they 

are not often capable of resisting the 
frost of an ordinary winter. I am sorry 
to say that already it has come to my 
knowledge that many owners of un- 
heated houses, and some that attempt 

to heat them with oil-lamps, have lost 
all their tender plants. One cannot but 
look upon the matter with a certain 
amount of regret, because I know in many 
easesamatcurs havodevoted much patient 
cat e in raising and tending their stock of I 
and then to lose them in one short night 
cruel frost is, to say the least, disappoin 
a degree ; but so long as the owners of 
heated houses court failure in this way, and 

ignore tho odvice of practical men, so long must 
they expect to meet with disappointment in the 
direction indicated, as not one year in ten can 

tender plants bo kept free from frost in the 
ordinary greenhouse without efficient external 
covering, or some means of properly warming 

them. I do not wish to under vnlue the use of 
oil - lamps for warming small greenhouses, 
because their management is cosily understood, 
and convenient os well; but as compared to the 
cost of fuel for a small hot-water boiler, oil is 

quite as expensive. Seeing, however, that oil- 

TREES AND SHRUBS, 

SHRUBS FOR FORCING. 

Mountain Laurel (Kalmia latikoi.ia). 

This is a capital shrub for gentle forcing, and 
small plants grown in pots may lie had in bloom 
early in spring by introducing them into a warm, 
moist, house, anil keeping their roots well 

supplied with water. In a cut state the flowers 
are very valuable, but they are much best if left 
nestling among tho bright glossy foliage of the 

plants on which they grow. This shrill) is also 
excellent for planting in margins of shrttblieries 
where the soil is moist and sandy. It also 
thrives romarkably well noar lakes, where the 
soil is wet hut well-drained. Its crisp, white- 
pinkish flowers possess a richness and beauty 
found in those of few hardy shrubs. The 

Ora Kkaiikbh’ Illustration* : Venetian Sumach or Wig- 
tree (Rhus cotinus). Engraved lor Garuksino 
li.t,rsTtiATKD from a photograph sent by Mr. Frederick 
M. Fry, H, Montagiie-street, London. W.U. 

some signs of recovery. Even then the supply 
must bo very moderate for several weeks. Such 
as recover and arc fairly well furnished with 
leaves should be given some stimulating liquid. 
Where there are no means of heating tho houso, 
and the plants are frost-bitten, tYicro is not 
miteh that can be done. Those of a succulent 

character, like Pelargoniums, should liavo the 
injured parts removed, and the roots kept dry 
for a few weeks. Hard-wooded plants under 
such circumstances had better not be cut back, 
but remain as they are until April, when it will 
be seen whether the injury is of a permanent 

character, and then have tho injured growth 
removed if they are likely to recover. Their 
roots must not be allowed to get dust dry, but 

the soil about them kept just moist. J. U. C. 

Flues v. hot water apparatuses.— 
Although “ L. C. K.” does not actually say so, 
anyone not Acquainted with the merits of a good 
flue as a heating medium—I am alluding to his 

notes in Gardening for .January 27, page 667— 
would naturally conclude that the flue was in 
fault, thus tho frost got into the house and killed 
the plants to which he refers. I should not 
note the matter now, only I think tho rentier 
should bo Bet right with regard to tho utility of 

a flue, I>ccau8e I maintain that if tho flue 
“ L. C. K." refers to was at fault it is because 

it was budly constructed, or else indifferently 
attended to in regard to tho fire. A well-built 
Hue and a fireplace large enough to hold sufficient 
fuel will at any time defy frost, if ordinary care 
is used in attending to tho fire, as well as tho 
most expensive hot-water apparatus, and re¬ 
quires less attention. The reader will under¬ 

stand that I am not saying that the flue is better 
than hot-water pipes ; I do not wish to do any¬ 
thing of the kind. The flue has done such good 
service in the past, and even now would be 

,:i‘«es than tho small hot- 
AVater appaWfuB, that 1 do not like to see a 

;c 

Truss of Mowers ol the Mountain Laurel (Kalmia 
liilifoliu). Colours, white and pink. 

best timo to plant or pot up Kalmias is in 
September, but these operations may be very 
successfully done in February and March if the 
weather is open. B. 

5451. — Persian Lilac.—I believe some 
people do succeed in getting Lilacs to flower 
after being dug up from the open ifriiifniLand 
potted, hut I never |Jjvd(^(b(t|h{5BaiCoi^Li5iy 
of flowers from them as from thosiTTSpeeTally 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

CHRISTMAS ROSES. 

The planting of these should always lie done 
prior to the pushing forth of new foliage. I am, 
however, aware that in some gardens where 
especial attention is accorded these plants they 
are successfully planted in the spring months as 
well as at other seasons. In all ordinary 
instances and where no especial home is pro¬ 
vided for Christmas Roses it is by far the best 

plan where they cannot bo planted in early 
autumn to do it as soon as flowering is completed. 
This will give them an opportunity of becoming 
well established before the parching winds of 
March and April arrive. Christmas Roses, that 
is, all the varieties of Helleborus niger, are best 

and when"planting freely dust them' in the 
trench with fine charcoal. It will also Ire well 
to plant somewhat deeper than usual, so that 
the new roots which shall presently issue from 
the base of the crown shall have the advantage 

of additional protection. This is the more 
needful because the old decayed roots M ill be of 
very little service in restoring the plant to 
health, and for which it must depend on 
entirely new roots. This to some may seem a 

ood deal of trouble to go to, but if the variety 

c a good one—ns it was in the case of that I 
nearly lost —it will be well repaid, as in two or 

three years these divisions will have made nice 
flowering plants, and in much less time, of 
course, where the plants have not been subjected 
to a course of wrong treatment. It is at this 
season of the year that many who possess a 

A goo.1 Christmas Rose (llcllcliorus alilfolius), showing hal.it of plant. 

for an hour or two in water. Put about three 
Peas on an ordinary pin, and then you can fix 

it securely to the trap. You may also examine 
the plants for slugs, as they are quite capable 
of doing the injury of which you complain.— 
J. C. C. 

- I have had Pinks eaten oil by field mice, but 
sparrows arc generally the principal depredators. Thread 
laced over the plants to short sticks, so that the threads 
are 3 inches or so above the plants, is generally a sutfleient 
protection. II this docs not sutticc, cover with fishing-nets. 
Il not too much damaged they will recover, but the flowers 
will be small.—E. II. 

5441.— Climbers for a wall, &c —Ifyou 
do not care to plant Ivy, you may select such 
Roses as Gloire de Dijon, Mme. Plantier, and 
Felicite PerpctuiS, but the best evergreen 
creeper is the Pyracantha. I should, however, 
prefer the Roses ; they may not perhaps flower 
quite so freely as those on a warmer aspect, or 
make quite so good growth, but they would 
cover the house sooner than anything else. For 
the fence, Cotoneaster microphylla and C. 
[.eclandi will do admirably. Azarn microphylla 

is a good hardy climber with rather a neat habit 
of growth. —J. C. C. 

- Velteh's Virginian Creeper (Ampelopsis Veitehi) is 
the best creeper lor a north aspect. Green and Variegated 
Ivies Mill do, as would also Pyracantha and Cotoneaster 

Siinongi. The Cotoncastcrs and Pyraeanlha would do on 
the wood paling.—E. II. 

5423.—Everlasting Peas.—I do not think 
you are likely to get much satisfaction out of 
Everlasting Peas the first year after sowing. 
They may blossom late in the summer, but not 
before. Your liest plan appears to be to sow 
the annual Sweet Peas at onco to cover the 
fence for this year, which they will quickly do 
and be attractive all the summer. At the same 
time you may sow the seed of the Everlasting 

Peas in the greenhouse and plant them out 
1 foot apart in good ground, and early next 
spring you can plant them where they are to 

remain with the certainty that they will flower 
the same season.—J. C. C. 

broki n up into rather small pieces. Particularly 
is this the case where the plants have been 
allowed to remain long in one position. Very 
large plants with probably 100 or more flowers 
springing from each are exceedingly handsome 

looking subjects in the herbaceous border, or 
indeed in any position wlicro such may per¬ 
chance exist, but it docs not follow that the 
finest flowers arc always produced by these very 
large examples. On the other hand, I have 
found that the finest flowers are produced on 

two year or threc-vear old plants, counting from 
the time of planting and assuming that the 
plants have been broken up into pieces of not 
more t han two or three crowns each at the most . 
Divisions of this size are quite large enough for 

transplanting, so that those possessing largo 
specimens that have not licen broken up for j 
years could soon increase their stock of this 
invaluable winter flower. To those possessing 
Much plants I would suggest that a portion l>e 
broken up or divided every year, as by so doing 
a continued supply of flowers may still be forth¬ 

coming as before. Where, however, the dividing 
and transplanting are deferred (ill the flowering 
is complete, the supply of bloom will not be 
interfered with. One thing is especially 
disastrous in 

Tn iNsri.ANTiNo Christmas Roses, and this is 
attempting to transplant very large examples— 
that is. clumps of 2 feet or so in diameter. 
Though nearly twenty years have elapsed. I 
still remember an attempt to transplant some 
grand examples of these Hellebores in the lump 
us lifted, and though every precaution was 
taken and their non- quarters ready prior to the 
specimens being lifted, it was all to no purpose. 
As a result, the attempt was an absolute failure 

and a lesson never forgotten. Every vestige of 
their grand foliage was lost leaf by leaf, and 
when in the early autumn of the following 
year I lifted them again to see if anything 
could l>c done, there was hardly a living root to 
lie found in that huge mass, all of whioh was in 

the most perfect health when transplanted 
early in t he previous autumn. The only remedy 
foe plants thus reduced is to wash every particle 
of soil from them and remove tho dead roots, 
afterwards dividing them into small pieces of a 
couple of crowns each and planting them in I 

good soil in nursery beds. Prior to ulayting, ; 
allow the plants to become quite dri/fronnTV 
washing by laying tItAge 

stock of flowering plants of these favourite 
Christmas Roses are tempted to lift and pot a 

portion of them for blooming under glass, and 
for purposes of decoration, either in a cut state 

or in pots, few plants cun equal, much less 
surpass them. None are hardier or more 
enduring, and none more free-flowering or 
continuous. But where the plants arc few in 
number and valued accordingly, the protection 
of a handlight will keep the flowers clean and 

pure, while no probable danger hangs overhead. 
All plants lifted and potted for flowering under 
glass will, if at all large, be best broken up into 
small pieces when flowering is over and replanted 
in good rich soil. 

The position this section of Hellebores 
appears to prefer is one sheltered from outting 
winds and also protected from hot sun. 
Distant shade is preferable to that provided by 

a wall, for example. An abundant depth of 
soil where the roots may be constantly cool is, 
however, the chief point. Given this, you may 
plant your Christmas Roses in a greater variety 
of positions with success than in those instances 
where depth of good soil is wanting. It is 
nothing unusual for their roots to descend to 

2J feet or R feet in the earth where the soil will 

permit, and it is more Ilian probable that their 
roots will go down fur deeper if an opportunity 
be afforded them. I mention this that amateur’s 
who would desire to make a special feature of a 
few plants should in the first instance provide 

a fitting and a permanent home for these very 
desirable garden flowers. There arc some 
excellent varieties in commerce at the present 

time, and a good one, if costing a little more 
primarily, will not require any more room than 
an inferior variety, while the satisfaction and 
plensuro obtainable by planting the best kinds 
Mill increase year by year, as will also the 
plants and the quality of flowers. A good form 

of Christmas Rose (Helleborus ultifolius) is 
here figured. E. 

5410.—Eaten Pinks.—Both rats and mice 
will eat out the centre growth from I’inks and 
Carnations. The common brown field mice are, 

I think, the greatest enemies, and they arc the 
most difficult to destroy, as they will not be 

temptfd by an ordinary bait. I have caught 
open steel traps by baiting llicsc 
or Indian Corn that had bciij|\J«J:\j;..'il 

-8om- the seeds in |iot.s in the greenhouse ; hut under 
any eireumstam-es they will hardly get strong enough to 
cover a bare railing next year.—E. II. 

5445.-Plants for a narrow border. 
—Why not set out hardy liordcr plants ? 
These givo little trouble after they are onco 
established, and are not only interesting, but 
useful for supplying cut flowers. For instance, 
Myosotis, Primroses, Wallflowers, Aubrietia 
purpurea, and Silcne com pacta could be grown 
from seed. These would make a nice display 
annually. If an edging is wanted of a low- 
groM-in^ nature Sudum glaucum would ansu-cr 
well. The glaucous tint of its foliage would 

correspond well with the dark-green Ivy at the 
bock. The following arc all lou'-growing, easy 

of cultivation, and very showy : Lychnis viscaria 
fl.-pl., Stenactis spcciosa, Krigeron aurantincum, 
Heleniuin pumilum, Narcissi of sorts, Alytsum 
saxalile, Anemone apennina, Saxifrages of sorts, 
Hcpaticns, Arabia albida, Crocus, Snowdrops, 

Campanula turbinata, C. muralis nlba, Chrysan¬ 
themum maximum, Christmas Roses, Lavender, 

Rudbeckia purpurea, Zauschneria californica, 
Veronica prost rata, and Solomon's Seal.—S. P. 

5200. — Lysimachia Nummular ia 
aurea. I doubt very much if seed of this is 
obtainable. I have referred to one of the most 
extensive lists of hardy llou-er seeds, but it is 
not offered, nor is it worth the trouble required 

and time lost in waiting to raise it in that wav. 
Almost any nurseryman who deals in hardy 
plants would supply one of this for a few pence, 
and planted and tended under suitable 
conditions it might soon be increased to any 
extent.—A. H. 

5370.— Climbing flowering plants.— 
Almost any of the usual run of hardy climbers 
will thrive here, though they may not 
flower ipiite so early or profusely ns on a south 

aspect. A few good ones would lie Roses (I 
have a splendid Gloire de Dijon on u north west 

M’ullthat flowcrsabundantly during the summer). 
Clematis of sorts, White and Yellow .Jasmines, 

Passion-ttowets, Honeysuckles, Wistaria, Ac. 
Tropteolutn spcciosum wou'd thrive admirably 
also.—B. C. 1>. 

- I should say the best of all flowering 
plants to grow up by the side of a house window 

in a west aspect is a Gloire de Dijon Rose, as 
it blooms both early and late, and if you want 

**cd Glory (Rcine Marie 
HennelteVis a tuitablq companion to the other. 

Slpfq iQ |hoMx4:4nJ Gv&lp-vlhoicc of flowering 
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climbing plant*. The White Jasmine may be 
mentioned as one of them. Then there is the 
Honeysuckles, Pyrus japonica, Forsythia sus¬ 
pense, Fiery Thorn (Crataegus Pyracantha), 
which is evergreen, and bearing clusters of 
coral red berries all the winter.—J. C. C. 

5373.—Moss on a tennis-lawn —You 
will never get rid of the Moss all the time 

the soil remains in its present impoverished 
condition, as is indicated by the presence 
of the Moss. Have as much of the Moss 
raked off as you can at once, and immedi¬ 
ately after give the lawn a good dressing— 
sufficient to nearly hide the Grass—of rich soil, 
or preferably short rotten manure. Repeat the 
application again next April, and twice each 
winter following until the Moss disappears, 
which it is sure to do as the Grass gets 
strong enough to overpower it. Now, owing 
to the poorness of the soil, the Moss overcomes 
the Gross.—J. C. C. 

5383. — Good blue annuals. — Nemo 
philo insignia (nalc-blue, height (i inches), 
N. atrocirrulea (dark-blue, 4 inches), Phacelio 
campanularia (intense cobalt-blue, 1 foot), 
Whitlavia urandiffora, and W. gloxinioides 
(violet-blue, about 1 foot), and Brachycome 
iberidifolia (blue, II inches), you will find 
some of the liest annuals of this colour. If you 
want anything taller for the back, the blue 
annual Isu-kspurs will do nicely. Linum 
sibiricum is also a rather pretty thing. I have 
never heard of, much less seen, a white Nastur¬ 
tium yet, but the pale-coloured varieties are 
not equal to the dark as bloomers. Lastly, do fou think blue flowers will go well with Roses 7 

do not.—B. C. R. 

MIS.—Birds eating Crocuses.—Have you trieil 
a lew linen of black cotton run ninny each row Junt above 
tbo flowers? II dono neatly Ibis dnr» not look at all bad, 
anti I have never known Crocuses, Teas, or anything else 
touched where this was done.—II. C. It. 

- Birds are great enemies lo the Yellow Crocuses, 

and there is no way of keeping them off except by shooting 
them (a harsh measure), or the remedy you have adopted, 
but which is. unfortunately, unsightly. It is interesting 
to note in London gardens in particular—how the mis¬ 
chievous sjiarrows will invariably "go" for the yellow 
lines of Crocuses and pick off the |totals, leaving a goldrn 
litter on the Orass edge.—C. T. 

- Is the “ Novico ” who asks algiitt this 
sure that the birds eat the Crocus flowers, or do 
they only pull them to pieces ? The eating is 
curable, but the malicious anti depraved habit 
which town sparrows have of pulling flowers to 
nieces, aliout which all kinds of suggestions have 
been made front time to time, seems incurable. 
With me, in the country, pheasants are the 
principal offenders and they eat Crocus flowers 
whole, as food, also Scarlet Anemones, Dog's- 
tooth Violets, Fritillarics, anti other flowers. 

By making a strong infusion of Quassia-chips, 
boiling two or three ounces in a gallon of water, 
and watering in dry weather just before the 

flowers begin, I prevent it, but it must not l>c 
deferred till the birds’ appetites have been 
whetted by finding some of the flowers 
palntable.—C. W. D. 

.1112.—Hops on a wall.—Where neatness Is con¬ 
sidered the old stems are cut down in autumn when the 
leaves die. There should be something jn-rmauent to 
support the shoots during growth. Wires or strings 
stretched tight will do.—E. H. 

5349.— Best Lilies.—A few weeks ago 1 
gave the names ol a few of the best Lilies, and 
you should refer to that list. Lilies should be 
planted at once if not already done, and in good 
peaty soil. It is peat soil they like, as a rule, 
and are never happier titan in such a place as a 
Rhododendron-bed, where they are protected 
when growing in the spring, anil the bold spikes 
of flowers are set oft' by the foundation, so to 
say, of rich, green leafage. There is no great 
number of White Lilies, the pure-white one 
being the beautiful white Madonna Lily (L. 
candidum), which you know well, as it is the 
most common of all. This is rather quixotic in 

its behaviour, and the finest mass of it I have 
ever seen was at Bath, on a warm slope in full 
exposure to the sun, the soil loamy ; and one 
often sees splendid clumps of it in cottage gar¬ 

dens. Another very beautiful White Lily is the 
L. spcciosum or L. lancifolium or album, or 
Krietzeri, which is pure-white, and blooms in 
the autumn freely. A large bed of this was a 
feature of great interest last year at Kew, and 
lasted a considerable time in beauty, thB'prrre- 
wliite flowers being welcome l^te.ii)Ahe yelr. D/jP 
also serviceable for pots. L. auratum-vii^Mtal?— 
a variety of that well-known species, is nearly 

white. But my selection would be the two first 
mentioned, which are really white. As regards! 
other kinds, select L. elegans in variety, the fine 
old Orange Lily, L. crocetim, L. auratum and its 
manj- varieties, which bloom in August, the tall- 
growing and strikingly handsome L. parda- 
Tiiiunt, the stately and deep-coloured L. super- 
bum, the Tiger‘Lilies, especially the variety 
named splendcns, a glorious flower for colour, 
and forms of L. speciosum, into the flowers of 
which crimson largely enters, and the white 
variety already mentioned.—C. T. 

THE SKA LYME GRASS (ELYMUS 
ARKNARIUS). 

This British maritime Grass is well worthy 
of garden cultivation. It is a valuable plant 
for clothing a bank of loose soil or even sand, 
as its loots run through, forming a perfect mat, 
and effectually holding in position the soil of 
the bank. It is very hardy, and iiiakcsan excellent 
covert plant. If planted in deep good soil upon 
t he shrubbery margin it grows more vigorously, 
attaining then to 4 feet in height. Its sole 
beauty is its leaves, which arc very effective in 
appearance, being of a glaucous or blue-green 
colour, and as tho flowers arc not very showy 
they might lie removed to preserve the plant 
in its beauty of leafage for as long a time as 
possible. It is easily increased by division, and 
rapidly grows into a largo specimen. In a wild 
state it is most abundant upon our northern 
shores. There is also an American representa¬ 
tive of this family, E. condcnsatus, which is 
very ornamental and must be included in a 
telection of the best Grasses. It is very 
vigorous, of tufted habit, dense and erect, grow- 

THE KITCHEN GARDEN. 

SPINACH AND ITS CULTURE. 

The first sowing for summer use should be made 
early in March, as a rule ; but in warm soils and 
situations a small sowing may be made in 

February. 
Summer Spinach.—Owing to the Summer 

Spinach being so liable to run to seed, it is 
advisable to make small sowings often rather 
than to make large sowings at long intervals, as 
by the former plan a regular supply of fine 
young leaves is ensured, wmereas in the latter 
caso small, tough leaves have often to be used in 
consequence of successional crops not being 
sufficiently advanced to give a supply. It is 
therefore obvious that a sowing should be made 
once a fortnight, or at longest every three weeks, 
during tho summer months. '1 liese sowings 
may consist of the Round .Spinach for the liist 
two or three sowings, and the Plunders or the 
lettuce-leaved varieties for sowing through I lie 
summer. These two last-named kinds are fur 
superior, both in quality and cropping, to llio 
Round Spinach, lor summer sowings it is lust 
to choose as shndy and moist a situation as 

possible to save watering, ns well ns to prevent 
the plants from running to seed too quickly. 
All Spinach-seed is benefited by being sosl-.id 
in water for a few hours previous to sowing, 
inasmuch as it germinates more quitkly 
and tho growth is often stronger. Sowing in 
drills is by far the best mode of son ing tho seed, 
as then tho crop is more easily kept free from 
woods, and watering or mulching can lie 
effectually done, when desired us well asrendcr- 

! ing it much easier to gat her the crop. Thcdrills 

Grit Kkackhh' Illustrations : Tlio Sea L.vmo Grass (Rlynuis nrennritis). Engraved 

for (lARiiKMNo Illustrated from a photograph sent by Mrs. Martin, Bourn- 

brook Hall, Birmingham. 

ing to a height of 8 feet. The leaves are long, should be about 1 foot apart, and the plants 
arching, and graceful, and the shoots are termin- after thinning at least tl inches asunder. The 

ated by a flower-spike H inches long and greatly Lett nee-leaved and Flanders require even more 

resembling an ear of Wheat. 

5351.—Ashes for the garden.-These 
are very useful in the garden, Imt not of much 
use for mixing with the soil, unless it is very 
stiff, when it will help to make it work better ; 

room than this, if the production of fine large 
leaves be aimed at. The last summer crop 
should be sown on a well-prepared liorder or 
quarter about the middle of July, in drills about 
18 inches apart; this will yield a good supply of 

line large leaves till October is out. 
For the late or winter crop prepare about 
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Every ilry day till August 10th or 12th cast 
down the ridges and pulverise with a steel fork, 
so as to sweeten and incorporate nil together. 
Then draw lines I foot apart and sow the hardy 

Prickly variety. As the plants advance thin 
them out from 6 inches to !l inches apart, and 
maintain a healthy and vigorous growth l»y con¬ 
stant surface stirrings in suitable weather. 
This, if attended to, prevents canker, and en¬ 

courages the production of an abundance of line 
leaves for use every day throughout the winter. 
Timely forethought should he taken to shelter 
a portion with a row of Rhort stakes about 

IS inches high, interwoven with Fern, straw, 
evergreen branches. Furze, 

Heath, or other material, 
which should be neatly 

applied, and also made 
wind-proof. Thatched hur¬ 

dles or frames, cheaply 
made, of battens backed 
together and thatched, 
might also be used for the 
purpose of protecting from 

frost. 
Tub i.AsTsowiNO, to sup¬ 

ply leaves in the spring, 
generally consists of the 
Prickly variety. The time — «—• 
to sow this crop, however, 

depends upon the locality. 
If sown too soon it runs to 
seed the same season and is useless. To sow it 
late enough to have a crop of leaves wit hout the 
plants throwing up their flowering stems is 
what has to bo aimed at, and for this reason 

many sow twice for the winter crops. In some 
parts of Scotland and the North of Knglnnd the 
middle of August is not too soon, while in the 
south il is not often safe to sow before the end 
of September; but a practical acquaintance 

with the climate anil locality will generally bo 
the best guide. This crop is often sown after 
Potatoes or Onions. The winter crop will 

generally afford a good supply of leaves till 
nearly tiie beginning of June, by which time the 
Hound or Summer Spinach will be coming in in 
abundance. A deep, rich, moist soil is neces¬ 
sary to grow good Spinach, and if liberal sup¬ 
plies of liquid-manure be given to summer crops 
a great advantage will be gained thereby. 
Some care is required in picking Spinach, espe¬ 

cially in winter, when the growth is often not 
equal to the demand. Indiscriminate picking 

will soon ruin the crop; the largest leaves should 
therefore be taken first and picked off singly, 
so ns to avoid injuring the plants. 

Cl'I.TCKK FOR MAItKKT. — English market 
gardeners seldom grow Spinach as a summer 

crop, as it “ bolts” or runs to seed before many 
leaves have been gathered from it, and in that 
case it is by no means a profitable crop. The 

Round-leaved sort is that which is used for 
spring sowing, the first of which is made in 
kebrunry, a second about the first of March, and 
another sowing or two at an interval of three 

weeks or thereabouts, just as space and con¬ 
venience permit. The latest spring sowings are 
made on a damp, cool piece of ground, provided 
such can be obtained, as, thus circumstanced, 

better leaves arc produced in hot weather than 
on dry and warm soils. In July, if the weather 
be moist, a sowing of the Round-leaved variety 
is usually made on a spare piece of ground for 
nutumn use. Early in August a large sowing 

of the Prickly-seeded or the Flanders is made 
broadcast onlicldsor in rowsahout 8 inches apart. 
Soma growers profer the Flanders on account of 
its large fleshy leaves and hardy constitution, 
and it sells in the market better than the Prickly 
sort. By sowing in the first and lost week of 
August and the middle of September a succes¬ 

sion of Spinach from October till May is easily 
kept up. ('oleworts are frequently planted in a 
field of late Spinach, at 3 feet or 4 feet apart. 
In damp winters a large proportion of the roots 
may die, but in ordinary winters they survive, 

anil produce an abundance of large fleshy leaves 
in spring. No care is taken with this crop from 
the time of sowing till gathering, beyond hoeing 

and thinning once or twice. Spaces under fruit- 
trees are also covered with Spinach sown broad- 

eost, and as the trees arc not furnished with 
leaves they do not shade the plants. Open 

fields are also often sown with Spinach in beds, 
which are covered by throwing/olfoycr the 

from the alleys OlW i'tlfce$ed'>*>}* 
also planted at the usual distunc&Tapart. 

the time the Spinach has come well up the 
Cauliflowers will have become well established, 
so that the Spinach, which as soon as ready is 

removed for market, does not injure the Cauli¬ 
flowers. The Giant Viroflay Spinach (here 
figured) is an excellent kind, and requires rich 
ground. V. 

fil l!).—Growing Peas. -The best way to 
set about growing Peas in such a soil is to mark 

out the rows fully 6 feet apart—wider, if Iiossiblc—and crop the ground between with 
•otatoes or any similar crops. The advantage 

of giving so much space between the rows is that 

Spinach “ (Slant Virollnv." 

the lVa-haulm developes to its best by the full 

exposure of its leaves to sun and air. When but 
.1 feet or so of space is allowed between the rows 
the haulm grows weakly, and, consequently, the 

crop is a thin one. If possible let the rows run 
north and south ; both sides then obtain an 

equal share of light. Dig out a trench I foot 
wide and Ifi inches deep, as though for Celery. 
Break up the bottom of the trench at least 
4 inches deep to allow surplus water to pass 

away quickly during heavy rains. Place at the 
hot tom of the trench a 0-inch thickness of partly- 

decayed farm-yard manure. (In the manure lay 
4 inches of soil—not that from the bottom of the 

trench, if it is heavy and retentive scattering 
along with it quicklime say, a good handful to 

every 2-feet run. Mix the lime with the soil, 
and on the top of this sow the Peas in a row 
0 inches wide. Some persons sow tho seed quite 

thick in a narrow spaco of, say, a couple of 
inches. The consequence is tho plants are so 
closo together that they rob each other of light, 
but when spread over tho space named they 

grow more sturdy, and boar a better crop. One 
pint of seed is sntHcicnt for a row -HI feet long. 
Before sowing the Peas place them amongst red- 
lead for a time, so that they aro quite covered with 
it. Add 2 more inches of soil, sprinkling a lit tle 

more lime along with it, and I think you will 
have success. When the Peas arc 4 inches high 
earth them up, and place the stakes alongside 
them ut once. If the weather threatens to be 

hot and dry, mulch tho surface 1 foot wide at 
each side of the row to prevent tho evaporation 
of moisture. Do not scruple to give abundance 

of water during a prolonged drought.—8. P. 
- Yes, lime is what is wan led. (Jive (lie ground a 

heavy dressing al once; let it lie for a fortnight and then 
dig it in. A little suiierphosphatc hood in (not sprinkled 
no the surface) when sowing will also help you. Do not 
put unv more manure on tin* ground for the present.— 
R. 0. It. 

5447.- Growing Tomatoes. The long 

box will be better than ID-inch pots for Toma¬ 
toes, as the plants will not suffer so much for 
tho want of root-moisture in tho liox. You 

) may with advantage increase tho width of the 

| latter another .1 inches. It is desirable to cut 
i holes in tho bottom of tho lx»x ; these may be 
! 2 inches over and 1 foot apart. If yours is a 
i cold greenhouse it is no use to sow the seed 
| until (he beginning of March, nor is it desirable 

■ to have many sorts. Blenheim Orange is a good 
yellow variety, and Conference or Hackwood 
Pork are free-setting red sorts when grown 
under glass, and both produce large, handsome 

fruit.—). G. C. 
- Yes, your plan will answer capitally, 

and be far better than growing the plants in 

I pots. Unless the box is made roughly—the 
bottom not fitting the sides loo closely - it will 
be necessary to bore holes in the bottom for 
drainage—say, two together a foot apart. It 

ill bo useless to sow seed in a cold house until 
middle or end of April, and by that tnnef 
plants ought to go 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
much better to buy these. 

543f». - Tomatoes for market. —I do not 
find in practice that there is much difference in 
the bearing capacity of what are generally known 

as the Perfection typo of Tomatoes. Hat haway s 
Excelsior is a good one, and so is Hackwood 
Park if you get it true. Large Red is not suit¬ 
able for indoor culture in summer, the fruit 

being too corrugated. It is, however, a good 
bearer. I devote a small house every year to 
Hackwood Park, and intend to continue to do 
so, as having tried Ham Green Favourite and a 
lot of SD-ealicd improvements 1 do not find them 

to be any better, if so good.—J. C. C. 

- Hackwood Park is a very productive and 

excellent marked variety, the hushes being 
large, but its weak points aru colour and 

quality. A good strain of tho Largo Red is 
also much grown for market, as though the 
fruit is rather rough it sets well and crops 

abundantly. But tho Tomato of the future is 
I field Gem, of which fruit is now realising 3d. 
per pound more than that of any other variety. 

The plant is also extremely dwarf, and sets as 
well as the Large Red.—B. G. R. 

5125. Sowing Peas.—If Peas are sown in 
pots, they require plenty of light and air, and 
should not in any way he placed where the 

plaids would be drawn up weakly. They should 
tic planted out when the plants have grown to 
the height of 3 inches or 4 inches, but must first 

be well inured to the open air. A cellar would 
bo about tho worst place to put the pots 
containing the seed. It would he much 1 letter 
to sow in tho open garden at once. Tha first 

week in February is a very good time to sow 
early Peas. When sown at that time they ure 
sometimes ready to gather as soon as those sow n 

in November, and the February sowing usually 
gives the host crop. Try some both ways— 
sowing in pols to plan tout, and sowing in the open 
garden at once. You will find the pot system 
plenty of bother with little result. •». D. E. 

- Iletlcr sow the I’eas outside now. There will he 
nothing gained by sowing in a cellar, and not much in an 
unused sjuro room. They will rente quite a* easy if sown 
on a Harm, sunny hurder, and the crop will lie better, ami 

will give less trouble.—R. II. 

5354. Tomatoes under glass for 
market.—Tho best Tomato for growing for 
market., nr for any other purpose, is undoubtubl v 
the new variety raised by Mr. B. C. Ravcnscroft, 
of I Hold, Crawley, named “Ifiold Gem.” It 
excels in shortness of growth, boldly showing 

the first truss aliout six inches from the soil 
(when properly grown), and the trusses rarely 
exceed I hat distance apart up tho stem, hence it is 
a genuine cropper. The fruit is of suitable size 
for market, and being solid is, therefore, a good 

traveller. The colour and flavour are simply 
perfect.—P. F. Lk Ski'U, Jrwy. 

5350. - Making a Tomato-liou3e. — 
My experience of Tomato growing leads to 
the conviction that tho larger the houses tho 
bettor, for the simple reason that large houses 
cost loss to build in proportion to small ones. 
At the same time, for early work small houses 

are very useful. I consider for Tomato growing 
the house cannot lie too large nor yet too small, 
as good fruits'have been grown in a garden - 
framo. Mako the Tomato-house ns high and 

as wide as the lights will run to. —E. H. 

535*1. -Tomat008 in boxes. Ordinary 
sugar-lmxe.s, which are about 2 feet long, 

18 inches deep, and 15 inches or Hi inches 

wide, do capitally for Tomatoes, two plants 
being plaeod in each ; hut as they are 
usually opened on the narrow side il is a good 
plan to nail this up again and take off a wide 
one, so that they may stand on the flat, as 

Tomatoes do not require a great depth of soil. 
Egg-boxes are also very suitable, two plants 

being placed in each division, or half, or four in 

an entire li-foot box.—15. G R. 

.1107,—Late Potato.—After trying a great many 

are free-setting red sorts when grown I vmivtie.«, I »'•'! Reading Giant the most profitable to 
. . .“ . - ■ I grow. It I** an enormous cropper on almost any kind of 

noil, a capital keeper, nod of'excellent quality. Rome .4 
the tubers come very large, lint the hulk ot them nre nl 
medium sire. 11. C. It. 

Windsor Castle is perhaps the latest Potato in 
exist ... although White Reality ol Hebron is remarkably 

ood jn.si now, especially when grown on light loamy 
ail. The tornicr is pebble-shaped, and not t. o large. 

The flavour is goad, while the cropping quality leaves 
little to be desired.—S. I’. 

8243.—Potatoes for show. -I consider the best 
yionnd I6r (-hq\y is Schoolmaster. Nothing can In at it when 
AvelrgrowiYMill sulci led. The hesl Kidney for early shows 

shows 1 would recommend 
umfrict. 
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5384.— Pruning Vines.—I would advise 
“ Kent ” to get some experienced gardener in 
his locality to look at his Black Hambro’ Vines 
before proceeding to the very radical remedy of 
cutting the old spurs that arc 1 foot long right 
olT. If I did such a thing, I should certainly not 
expect any drapes during the current year, and 
I should think myself very fortunate if the old 
spurs sent out any shoots from the base at all, 
for the wood will be as hard as iron ; a far 
better remedy is to grow young rods up between 
the old ones, and then cut the old ones right 
away, cither all at once, or partially. I prefer 
the gradual replacing of the old rods with new 
ones, by cutting oil' all the spurs from the baso 
of the old rod to make room for the new one, 
and the following year cut the old rods out 
altogether, so that there need bo no total loss of 
crop, and the bottom of tho Vine will be as 
heavily cropped its the top—in fact, no greater 
blemish can be seen in vineries than an uneven 
crop. Tho bunches should be equal all ovor.— 

J. G. H. 

5m- Rooting cuttings of fruit- 
trees. —There are a few Apples that may be 
propagated by cuttings, but they aro not of 
much consequence, and it is far better to obtain 
the trees from a nurseryman who understands 
his business and who produces his young fruit- 
trees by grafting them upon suitable stocks in 
th'J spring, or by budding them in the late 
summer or autumn months. There is no harm 
in trying to strike cuttings. Put them in some 
time in Novemlicr in the open garden. Strong 
young wood should betaken off with heels.— 

J. D. K. 

PKAR TRKBS FOR SMALL GARDENS. 

The accompanying woodcut represents the 
simplest and best form of tree for rapidly 
covering walls with Pears, and one especially 
well adapted for small gardens. Before this 
and like forms, the old horizontal pattern, which 
takes so many years to form, should give way. 
Among the many advantages that belong to the 
upright form may bo mentioned that of simple 
training. To establish such trees, all that neeil 
be done is to take a young five or seven- 
branched tree, and place the branches as near 

causes of bud-dropping aro various. Un¬ 
ripe wood, dryness at the root, too much over¬ 
heat, a severe attack of red-spider during the 
previous summer are some of tho most common 
causes of bud-dropping. There ure some kinds 
which always drop more or less of their buds, 
but under fairly favourable conditions enough 

blossoms remain for a crop. —E. H. 

5423. -Management of a vinery. —The 
house should be started not later than the 
middle of January to cut ripe Grapes tho end of 
June, and oven then only tho early varieties 
will lie ripe, ami no time must be lost. You 
will have to start with a night temperature of 
50 degs., allowing lOdcgs. to 15 degs. rise in 
tho day from sun heat before ventilating. 
Close early by 2.30 till middle of March, satura¬ 
ting the atmosphere by using the syringe freely. 
As soon as the buds break raise the night tem¬ 
perature to 55 degs., and the day temperature 
in proportion. When the foliage expands raise 
the night temperature to 60 dogs., and when 
the Vines aro in llower tho night temperature 
may bo advanced to 60 degs., beyond which it 
nfod not go. As the soison advances more ventila¬ 

tion will be required, a little air being admitted 
early in the morning to let out the impurities 
accumulated during tho night. The syringe 
need not be used after the berries are thinned, 
as sufficient humidity can be secured by damp¬ 
ing paths and borders. It is impossible to say 
all that is necessary to be said upon forcing 
early Grapes in a short newspaper article, but a 
regular reader will find many hints on Grape 
growing as the spring advances. To get rid of 
tho woodlice place a few toads in tho house, and 
lay a few pots about with a slice or two of 
Potato or Carrot hidden away beneath a wisp of 
dry hay, and examine the traps frequently and 

kill the insects.—E. IT. 
-To cut Grapes in June, the vinery should 

be started about Christmas, with a very moder¬ 
ate temperature— at first, say IS degs., raising 
it to 5H degs. as a minimum after the second 
week, and when the shoots have grown a few 
inches, to 55 dogs. By the time the Vines are 
in flower, the minimum should l>o 65 degs. 
Tho same treatment should bo givon if the house 

is started at once, but the temperature may be 
more rapidly raised now than earlier in the 
year. Wood-lice have increased because of the 

flues giving a dry heat. Wrap a boiled Potato 
in hav, and put it with tho hay into a flower¬ 

pot ; lay it on its side, and this will be found an 

excellent trap.—J. 1). E. 

MSS.—Iron fencing.—Hardy fruits, such as Plums 
Apples, Pears, ami Cherries will do trained to the iron 
fem e, but not Peaches or Apricots; the ]x>sition will Is? too 
cold and draughty. Thoy want a warm wall. The fruits 
likely to succeed Iiesl are Pears and Apples. These might 

he planted without fear.—K. II. 

- Ilv nil means plant the fruit-trees os suggested. 
There is ho objection whatever. All that is necessary is 
to put a bit of cloth between the iron and the shoot 

beneath every lie.—II. C. It. 

FERNS. 

A GOOD HARDY FERN FOR THE GARDEN 
OR WINDOW. 

ASPIDll’M ACULEATUM. 

Of this, one of the hardiest and most effective 
of all our native Ferns, numerous forms occur 
in various parts of tho world. Bentlmm says it 
is found from the Mediterranean to Scandinavia, 
extending eastward into Central Asia ; in North 
and South America, and generally in tho 

'pright trained Pear-tree for a small garden. 

as may be in the desired position to ascend. It 
is not even necessary to have tho branches op¬ 
posite, as without that the wall may be perfectly 
covered. With trees of this kind planted close 
enough together, a very few years’ growth will 
suffice to cover a wall that would not he 
covered for a great length of time by tho old 

method of training. B. 

5427.—Peach dropping its fu 
all Peaches had theUibfigtRiRioiPof \j( 
George there would be no bud-dropping. lie 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

5437.- Pompon Chrysanthemums.— 
“Heron” means early-flowering varieties of 
Pompons, not those generally recognised its 
Pompons that flower under glass in November. 
The early-flowering section area somewhat new 
type, ami owing to tho early season that thoy 
flower in are suitable for beds out-of-doors, and 
for this reason must not bo associated with the 
ordinary November kinds, of which Mile. Klise 
Dortlan or Mmc. Martho aro types. The follow¬ 
ing twelve varieties all belong to tho early- 
flowering section such as “Heron” requires, 
and possess much range of colouring. I append 
the colours of each, that a selection suitable for 
any person can be made from this number. La 
Petite Marie (white, very dwarf, useful for 
edgings to beds or borders), Little Bob (crimson- 
brown, flowers small), Mine. Picoul, light rose- 
purple), Nunum (creamy-white, early), Mignon 
(deep golden-yellow, good bedder), Frederick 
Pele (crimson, tipped gold), Alice Butcher 
(orange-red), Anastasia (light-purple, dwarf), 
Feberta (bright canary-yellow). Flora (golden- 
yellow), Lyon (rosy-purple), I’iercy’s Seedling 
(orange-bronze), St. Grouts (light-pink), Sales¬ 
man (rosy-pink, very free, dwarf habit).—E. 

Molynecx. 
— Aldme. Dcsgrange is not a Pompon at all, but an 

...TiW-fl,w«rinn Japanese variety. What you want are such 
, ■Onti'trop, Yellow Snowdrop, Mdllc. If.j 
l.uflk metric, Marion. Rosinante, Mdme. Ma 

yfiuna Marlhe, Victorinc, if.—B. C. R. 

Prickly Shield Kern (Aspidlum nculoatnm.) 

Southern Hemisphere. Our illustration shows 
the elegance of the plant, and, if grown in a 
shaded situation, it retains its fronds nearly all 
tho winter. In deep, rieli soils its handsome, 
dark-green fronds attain a height of from 2 feet 
to 3 feet, and wherever moist dells in the wild 
or rock gardens have to he furnished, this plain 
is well worth a place. It also forms ono of tho 
very best of all hardy Ferns for pot-culture in 
rooms or windows, retaining its stout old fronds 
until the young ones shoot up in the spring, ana 
only requiring to he sprinkled or syringed over 
now and then in order to remove dust ami other 

impurities. lb 

5416.-Maiden-hair Ferns and Sela- 
glnellas.—The first named are easily raised 
from spores, which if fresh germinate freely 
in a genial temperature, hut with only a cool- 

house the best plan will he to purchase young 
plants. These can often ho obtained in boxes 
containing a hundred or so for about live 
shillings, or if in smallur puls the price rises 
about threo shillings per dozen. Selaginellus 

are so easily increased by means of division or 
cuttings in a moist warmth that any quantity 
may be obtained in a short time from a few old 
plants. But in order to propagate such tilings 
successfully you should have a small frame or 
glass-covered box fixed in the warmest corner 
of tho house over hot-water pipes or the Hue, if 

thero is ono, or clso ono of tho handy little 
propagators now so cheap. B. C. R. 

- The best way would be to buy small 
plants, as you find considerable trouble in the 
other matter under tho circumstances. You 
may get a good collection of the more popular 
Adiantums and Sclaginellas at a very reasonable 
rate. Here are a few of the best Maiden-hair 
Fcms : Adiantum cuneatum (the best of all, and 
largely grown to give fronds for cutting), A. 
Pacotti, A. pedatum, A. Regina1, A. rhodopbyl- 
luin, A. teneruin, and A. Victoria1. The most 
free-growing of the Sclaginellas is S. Kiaussiana 
and its variety aurea, which is of quite a golden 
colour j it is a lovely kind for pots.—V. G. 

M52.—Adiantum Caplllus-venerls.-in a cod 

greenhouse this is grand. 1 find a conqwst of peat, loam, 
and leaf-soil in equal proportions, with a dash of coarse 

sand, suit it very well. It does not look so well mp-ds-s 
when crowing qpqnfq greenhouse wall, where, if syringed 

lucntly, ft soon makes a pretty feature, rlonty oi 
1 ' "" ■ - 1 — - ~ iiuch soil will ensure 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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.r,.y,:s. — Aspidistras in pots.— As the 
pots^arc so full of root, and the new leaves arc 
not so large as they should l>c, these Parlour 
Palms should he divided and repotted ; but not 
until the end of March, unless they can be 
placed in a warm greenhouse after this opera¬ 
tion. Any ordinary compost, such as loam, 
with a little leaf-mould, soot, and sand, will 
suit them, and the pots should be well drained, 

covering the hole with a piece of crock with the 
concave side downwards, and arranging several 
pieces round it, so as to keep the way clear for 
escaping water. These crocks should be covered 
with a bit of dry Moss, and receive a dusting of 
soot, which botii prevents the ingress of insects 
and helps to nourish the plant. The mass of 
roots being turned out of the pot, should be 
carefully divided with as little injury os pos¬ 

sible. Kaoli plant will make two or three 
specimens, in (i-inch or 7-inch pots : these can 
be given a shift in another year when they have 
tilled the pots with roots. After repotting 
give one good watering, but do not repeat until 
the surface-soil be dry; over-watering before 
the roots are settled is opt to rot them, and so 

do more harm than good. The Aspidistras 
should be given all possible warmth after being 
repotted.—J. L. It. 

.vim.- Treatment of Chinese Prim¬ 
ulas.—The date for sowing the seed must be 
regulated by the time you require the plants to 
bloom. For plants to (lower from October 
onwards through the winter, the soeil should bo 
sown in March, potting the plants oil' into single 
pot s in April, and shifting into their (lowering 

pots in dune. A cold frame is the best summer 
quarter, setting the pots on coal-ashes. The 

Inst bloom spikes should bo pinched out, after 
which they will send up several largo trusses of 
llowcr. For ordinary decoration 4-inch and 
.Vinc-li pots are the most useful, but a few of the 
finest, shifted into 7-inch pots, will make line 
plants for vases.—J. (!. H. 

•V147.—Early Lily of the Valley.—" T. 
Ifarvic " can scarcely expect to got Lily of the 
' alley to (lower very early if he has only the 

convenience of a frame, for hardly any culti¬ 
vated llowcr needs a higher temperature than 
Lily of the Valley to get them to llowcr far in 
advance of their natural season. A bottom- 
heat of SO clegs, mid lop-heat of 05 degs. are 
absolutely necessary to get these popular Sowers 

in bloom in mid winter ; but with a frame they 
may be had in bloom about March, and ought to 
be potted up at Christmas, and plunged in a 
gentle bottom-heat, trusting to the increasing 
solar heat to bring them into (lower in March. 
—J. (I., J/ltlllM 

54'in.- Lamp for a propagator.—The 
size of the lamp, and whether it should be a 

duplex or single burner, dopends entirely upon 
the size of the propagator. The one to which 
I referred in the communication alluded to bv 
“*•. T. M." is heated by a lamp 8 inches high 
with a single half-inch wick. The size of the 
lamp should in every ease be in proportion to 
t he size of the box above it. If it is too large 
the heat would be too great-, besides increasing 

the cost by burning the oil to waste. The whole 
construction and managumoiit of a propagator 
1 t very simple when the lamp is of the right 
size, and the tray only half filled with water.— 
J. 0. C. 

5430.-Setting a coll boiler —The 
proper way to do this is to build the coil into a 
circular furnace, with a space of about 2 inches 
between the outside of coil aud inside of brick¬ 
work. Do not let the last turn of coil cross the 
exit into chimney, or it will burn through very 
quickly. To connect the ends of coil and pipes 
make a rough collar of leather or board to (it on 
each, push it in about 4 inches, pack well with 
old rope or yarn, and, lastly, put in about 
2 inches of fresh Portland cement, made rather 

st ill', and some bits of brick forced in the cement. 
This will be us tight as wax and last a lifetime 
—It. (J. It. 

5430.—Removing hot-water pipes — 
I do not think the rings will be much use again, 
ns they soon get set and harden under the 
influence of heat. You may try, but if you have 
the least trouble with them I ehouW-^lvise you 
to discard them altogether,-and rfukc t/ftkjpit 
first- with a pockW^fV&peljSiih VaJUVopKir, 

torn in pieces and twisted up, and then with 
about 1 .'-inches of fresh Portland cement, mixed 
with water to a smooth paste, and worked well 

into the joint all round, and smoothed off. This 
sets like a rock, never leaks a drop, busts a life¬ 
time, but is easily cut out with a sharp chisel, 
if necessary.— B. C. R. 

5431. — Unhealthy Fuchsias. — " Now 
Beginner” has .perhaps got red-spider or thrips 
on his Fuchsias. From his signature, it 

may bo he does not recognise those pests. I 
would advise him to show a leaf or two to a 

friend who is further advanced in floriculture. 
A temperature of 50 (legs, is scarcely high 
enough for growing Fuchsias. Ten degs. 
higher would lie better, and an occasional 
syringing would be a check to insects. The 

real cause cannot beassigned, with any certainly, 
from the description given.—P. U. 

GOOD BKRRIKD PLANTS. 

RlVINA 1,-KVIS. 

Tut: brilliant scarlet berries of this plant render 
it, when well grown, one of the prettiest orna¬ 
ments for the hot house, conservatory, or even 
a warm room. It is quite easily managed, stray 
seeds of it even growing where they fall, making 

handsome specimens. For indoor decoration 
few subjects are more interesting, and a few (limits may lie so managed as to have them in 
ruit in succession all the year round. Any 

kind of soil will answer for this Rivina. Cuttings 
of it strike freely, but it is easiest obtained from 
seed. Father one plant or three may occupy a 

ti-inch pot; that is the I test «i/,u for table 
decoration. Usually it is best to raise a few 

Berried shoot of Itivlna la-vis. 

plants every year, and then discard the old 
stock ; but some may be retained for growing into 
large specimens. These should be cut back before 
they are started into growth. The berries yield a 
fine but fugitive red colour. Miller says that lie 

made experiments with the juice for colouring 
(lowers, and succeeded extremely well, thus 
the Tuberose and the Double White Narcissus 
variegated in one night. Of this species there 
is a variety with yellow berries which arc not 
quite so handsome as the red, though very 
attractive. R. humilis differs from hevis in 
having hairy leaves, those of l.-evis being quite 

smooth. It also diffors in the duller red colour 
of the berries, la-vis being much the prettier. 
Both arc natives of the West Indies. R. B. 

5442.—A propagator. —No, the seeds are 
not sown in the Cocoa-nut-fibre, but in pots or 
boxes of prepared soil. In some cases a much frenter depth of Cocoa-nut-fibre is used than 

lind necessary, as the greater the depth this is 
the more heat is wanted to obtain a top-heat 
equal to the bottom. You have read the other 
part, of the instructions right. An inch bet ween 

the top of the lamp and the zino tray is quite 
enough for the size of the propagator given, and 
a lamp with a half-inch wick is large enough.— 

n 126. Cuttings of Indoor plan ts.-Take i lie cut • 
tmitf any nine during x]>ring. when healthy voung shoots 

can be obtained ; and when there is a brisk'bottom-heat 
available Pol nset tins can tic struck up to tin, end ot Mnifi 

C.V/y' lotcr, an<l still make good flowering stuff. I.immi 

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS 

Questions. — Queries and anstcers are inserted in 
OAKOKSixn/m- of charge if correspondents follow the rules 

here laid down for their guidance. All comm uniesit ions 
for insertion should he cten rig aud coneiselg written on 
one side if the jutper ..nig, amt addressed to the EtMToa of 

GaRDKKINO, .77, Southnmpton-street, Covent-garden, Lon¬ 
don. Letters on business should he sent to the Pchlisher. 
The name aud address of the sender are required in 
addition to ami designation he mag desire to be used in 
the paper. IKArn mare than one query is sent, each 
should be on a separate piece of paper. Unanswered 
queries should be repeated. Correspondents should bear 
vtmiiul that, as Oaiuikninci has to be sent to press sun* 
time in advance of dale, theg cannot always be rejtlird to 
in the issue immediately following the receipt of their 
communication. 

Answers (which, with the exception of such as cannot 
’Celt be daseitird, will be. found in their different depart¬ 
ments) should always Is'ar the number aiul title place*l 

Klinst the query replint to, aud our readers trill greatly 
ige us by advising, as far as their kivnctedijc and 

observations permit, the correspondents who seek assist¬ 
ance. Conditions, sods, and means vary so infinitely 
that seorriU answers to the same question may often be 
oerg useful, aiul Hone who reply tomtit do toetl to mention 
the localities ia which tlo ir experience is gained. Corres¬ 
pondents who refer to articles inserted in Oardkxixu 
should mention the number in which they ap/waml. 

Mils.-Qun llconce. Docs a person require to lake 
out a gun lii-oiu-c for shooting or -s • \ritl-* birds in a garden ? 
—T. O. 

540!>.-Propagatlng Gum Olstus.—I should I* 
glad to know- of the heat way in which to propagate tJuni 
t'istus V—M. 

5470.—Destroying moles.—Will anyone kindly 
tell mellow to do this? My garden luw been taken off a 
Held and has many moles In It. —O. T. 

5471. Shrubs under trees.—I shall tie much 
obliged if someone will inform me what are the best shrill* 
to plant under Horse-Chestnut and Lime-treesf—K. K. I!. 

5472.—Sulphuric acid and weeds. Will anyone 
U-ll mu the nro|Kirtion ol sulphuric acid I should use lo 
water lor destroying weeds on a carriage-drive?—J. T., 
tlateshead-on-Tync. 

517.).-Plants for a north greenhouse. Will 
someone kindly give me the names of a dozen plants ami¬ 
able (or a greenhouse (slightly heated) on the north side 
of the house? T. S. 

5471.—Best Pea for market.—'Will someone kimlly 
inform me which is the host Pea to grow lor markot 
without slicks, and how should they he sown to I* most 
profitable9 A BicuinnkR. 

5175.- Blight on Boech-trees. Will anyone kindly 
tell in-- whether this disease eventually kills the trees'? 
Also w-hetlier there is any practical treatment for it in Un¬ 
ease of (nll-growu trees'?—Eauds. 

517(1.- Bedding plants.- I should like to know of a 
good substitute tor both the yellow and dark t 'alovolarlo* 
tor bedding, and also tlie names ot a few good rather hardy- 
plants tor enrpet-hedding? I,i. minks. 

5177. Treo-Oarnatlons from Roed. -Will some¬ 
one kindly tell mo it ’Iree Uarnations raised from seed this 
spring are taken up in the autumn and put under glass 
will they bloom in winter?—A Ukaiikr. 

547.S.—Wormcasts. -Are wormcasts of any us* as 
soil or as manure ? I gel a good barrowlnad Irani one 
rolling of my lawn in damn weal her. They stick to the 
roller and are then scrapes! off.—A. II. C. 

5470,—Blood as manure for Vines. I have 
heard that Wood is n good manure for Vines. Will some¬ 

one kindly state it suc-li is the case? Also when it should 
he applied, and in what quantity T—Amatbvk. 

5480. -Grafting an Aral la.—Will someone kindlv 
give me instructions how to gr.itt an Alalia elegant issima'? 
It has got very tall and Imre at the hot tom. Would Aralia 
sieholdi do b-r the stock lo graft on ? - IIoktcs. 

5181.—Seeds of Oastor-oll plant.—Ha\ ing a few 
seeds of this plant, I should he glad if anyone will give me 
some advice us to soil, time of sowing, lie., and if bent is 
required to make the seeds germinate?—ItonuN. 

5482.—Fern compost. I should lie glad if “,f. J.," 
or my other reader, would be good enough to give me 
ills!ructions as to the making of a good general compost 
suitable lor Ptvris, Adiantiim, and other Kerns?—Kkaokk, 
rtymouth. 

5183.—Spring sown Onions. — Will someone 
kindly inform me something us the culture of spring-sown 
Onions on light., sandy laud ? Hood south aspect. My 
Onions always have grub. Will a quantity of soot lie 
bcm-th-inl ?—W. 

5484.—Planting Dahlias. — 1 have some good 
Dahlia roots and want to get them in llowcr as early ns 
I possibly can for sale. What is the very earliest that I 

may plant them out ? I have no Iramc or greenhouse.— 
Encki.sioii, Il'attoii nn-Xncc. 

5485. -Best Dahlias. I should be much obliged if 
someone would kindly give me the names of the best 
varieties o| Dahlias, say 24 each of Show, Fancy, aiul 

Cactus? AKo the title and publisher ot the best work on 
the culture of Dahlias ?—Rose liitt.. 

5480.— Cardinal Willows.—f see in Oarhkni.no, 
.Ian. 27th, page 071, the Cardinal Willows are highly 
spoken of. will •• A. II.," or someone else, kindly let me 
know (|) how far they should he planted apart ? (2) Where 
can t get them from7—8. T. Kisiikii. 

5487.-Artificial manure for Vines, Ac.—Will 
someone kindly tell me what is the best artificial manure 
to apply to \ incs (farmyard manure not being easily 
old unable)' Also for small fruit-trees, Currants, ke,, and 
Scnkale ? Native (litnno has been suggested.—T. S. 

8488.—Arum Lilies.—Would some grower kindlv 
tell me if the miniature variety “Utile Com” and the 

‘wawftofnarwt.' are as free-flowering ns the ordinary 
-growing Arum ? Also where a plant of the yellow- 

IM© I § 'At11'1 n"'1 l*ru,«Wl' price?— 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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£480. Hydrangea panlculata. Will somcono 
kindly give me directions at In llio propagation of this 

particular variety, whether hv grafting, layering, or liy 
cuttings of hardor softgrowth? I have tried topropagate 
it in the same way as II. hortensis, Imt have failed, U. 1’. 
Sr.i.hKN. 

.•«:k>. Unsatisfactory Lilies. "ill someone 
kindly toll me the probable reason that, although tny Lilies 
last year hail a great many buds on, hut few of them opened 
flowers, the others living olT before opening ? Also what 
treatment to give them?—0. McKarlanh, Mittrr-rtrrrl, 

llri/UHHHl. 

£401.—Planting Potatoes.—Will someone of your 
readers please say what quantity of Potatoes I shall require 
to plant a piece of ground SO yards long by SO yards wide, 
half early, the other half second early, and late sorts? 
What are’ the licst I’otatoes for a dry, sandy soil, and the 
in-st manure?—Lkarxkk. 

Mir.!.—Scotch Briers. Will someone kindly tell me 
where 1 could get Scotch Ilriers, ami the names of some of 
the Inst, and also best time to plant them? Also the 
names of a dozen of dwarf Roses for|sits to stand in a path 
out-of-doors? Special qualifications, hardy, dwarf, and 
free-blooiners.—A Bkoinxkr. 

M93. Ozothamnus rostnarlnlfollus. Will 
anyone kindly sav If the " Scrub "-bush of Van IHeinan's 

1(Uzi'lhainnus rosmarinifolins) would he suitable ns a 
•*>ol gr Or would it live ami 

sheltered place in the 
pol plant f< 

thrive in the open air in a 
North of St otland ? K. M. V 

MH4. Grubs and vegetables. Will anyone tell 
me the prolstble reason that Inst year all my I alt nets and 
IVIery were attacked by very minute grubs, ami at the 
roots ? What treatment docs the soil require to prevent 
this? The soil is loamy and not very well drained. C. 
McFvri..vxk, Milln'-rtrril, llri/wwttl. 

.'•406.- Tea Hobos for sale.- I am going to plant 
three Tea Roses, the blooms of which I shall require for 
sale. Are the following good, reliable, free-flowering sorts, 

or would someone kindly recommend me better ones for 
the purpose : Marie Rady, Kthe-I llrownlow, and .Marie Van 

llouttc. ExcKtAIOR, Il'illlmi-uii-.VlUt. 

MtHi. Electricity and plant growing.—Will 
someone killdlv give me some information as to the success 
or otherwise of electricity for grow ing crops? Is there any 

little manual puhlishi'd on the subject? I should like to 
know whether it is proved that crops thrive la-tter under 
the electric light?—r'liASeis .1. Tiiokxe. 

5407.- Pleating a brick pit. Is a flue a good way 
of heating an ordinary brick nit of four or six lights ; if so, 

should it Iw placed along the front? Is II inches square 
large enough for the flue? What is the best thing to 
cover it with ? Izistly, how far below the level of the Hue 
should the tire-bars bo placed? IlKmxXKR. 

Mi'S, - Culturo of Vegetable Marrows. — I 
should be glatlol information about the cultivation of Vege¬ 
table Marrows7 My Marrows last year idl liorc male 
flowers, then all female flowers. How can this be 

remedied so us to have the blossoms properly fertiliser! 
during the warm weather? I'iumiiuskI.k.vock. 

Mist Propagating variegated Holly.—I shall 
be glad to know how variegated Tlnlly should lie propa¬ 
gated ! I understand that If the berries are planted the 
result will be the common green Holly. If it is grafted, 
what time is best (or doing it, ami could the stock be 
transplanted and grafted the some year?—8. V. 

5500.- Treatment of Streptocarpus.- This Is, I 
think, about the only plant that I have never seen an 

article on in UaRIiKxi.no. Would someone now kindly 
favour me with a general sketch of treatment from needs or 
cuttings to flowering point nml after? I have a packets ot 
Streptocarpus hybrids seed, about to he sown.—T. I). L. 

6501.—Ophlopogon Jaburan variegatum.— 
I have seen this mention'd in (lAltnKXixo as being good for 
a room. I have procured a small plant of it. Being only 
an amateur gardener, I shall he v ery glad to have some 
suggestions :c. to the treatment of it? To what species 
does it belong, and does it like plenty of light ami sun?— 
L. C. II. 

5502.- White growth on soil In pots.—I have 
been troubled lately by a while growth all over the surface 
of the soil in some of uiy pots, much like the white mould 
that appears in a 'lamp cellar. Thinking it came front 
using lehlhentic Guano I discontinued this, and have not 
seen it since. Was this the cause of it, and, if so, vvliv?— 
Ai.ur. E. Watson. 

6603.—Beds of Begonias.—I am anxious to have 
beds of Begonias—the large-flowered ones, I mean—this 
summer. Will seeds sown now lie really in the summer, 

or should I get small plains or tubers, ami what are tbs 
names of good sorts, different colours—but dark-red 
especially ? I shall be most grateful for any advice on the 
subject.—G. I. H. I>. 

5504.- Growing Tomatoes. I am put t4n* up some 
glass-houses for Tomatoes on land that has been lying la 
Umax for about twenty-live years, and have no farmyard 
manure to pul into the borders. Would "B. C. R.," or 
some other Tomato-grower, advise nto ns to the best 

artificials to use, and quantity to give both before and 
after planting?—Ham UitttKx. 

6505.—A Mushroom failure, &c. I purchased 
four loads of horse-manure from some stables where peat- 
Moss is used as litter for the purpose of Mushroom growing, 
but have been unsuccessful. Will anvone kindly inform 
me if this manure is ev er successfully us'd for Mushroom 
growing ? Also what crops will be most benefited by the 
use of the aforesaid four loads of manure?—E. W. 

£50(1.—Hedge for a wintl-guarcl. -I am about to 
plant a hedge on light soil to serve as a wind-guard in a 

kitchen garden, and to perform that service as speedily as 
maybe. I wan about to use Privet, but was checked by 

'the denunciation o( it by "A. II.," on page H74. Would 

he or anyone else kindlv suggest a belter thing, bearing 
in mind the desideratum of quick growth?—Faker. 

6507.-Unsatisfactory Celery. - Every year my 
Celery when dug up has rusty looking marks all about il. 
I cannot feel satisfied as to whether it is caused by insects 
in the Celery or by grubs in the soil. Willsomconc kindl 
inform me and advise ? Soil, moderatelv/lighf loam, ci 

good Stic 

.vsis. Soil for Tomatoes.—Is it necessary to 

change the soil every year in a greenhouse for Tomatoes? 
I have lieen told that if grown in Hie same soil 
the second year they arc liable to disease. My houses 
were built for Tomatoes, and hud frvslv soil put in I lie* 
Ixirdcrs lust year, and they were successful. It seems a 
groat lalsvur to have to change I lie soil yearly.—Axxiot'H. 

55ii().-Weight and value of cow-manure. I 
have got some fresh cow manure without much litler in it: 
thelitter is fallen leaves and Mat-straw, and exposed to the 
wenther in an uncovered yard. As 1 have no way of 
getting at its weight, perhaps someone will give a rule ns 
to how many cubic feet snould go to the ton, and the 
value iver ton of manure in a covered and uncovered yard ? 
—T. 0. 

6510.- Plants for the banks of ponds. -I am 
making some ponds. They are to be puddled. The ground 
is heavy clay, but the banks of the pond will he covered 
with good earth about a foot deep. Will someone kindly 

tell me what to plant on these banks? I want something 
ornamental and interesting, cither in plants nr drosses to 
to prevent the sun cracking the hanks in the hot weather. 

-C. C. 

5511.-Treatment of Euonymus. -Having seen 
the EuoiiymuM mentioned in Uahdkxixu ns enjoying the 
saline breezes at the seaside, and having some of my own 
which were planted this Iasi autumn, Imt they do not look 
quite as fresh as they should, I write to ask if a overhead 
watering of sail and water would he of any use? If so, 
what proportion of sail and water should lie used? 
Is C. II. 

5612. Liming a kitchen garden. I should be 
glad ot some information as lo I he application of lime to a 
kitchen garden. When should it be laid on, and in what 
quantity? Ilovv deeply should i I lie dug In? Whnt sort of 
lime should lie vised? The soil is a stiff clay for live mosl 

part, Imt a portion Is a light loam. Wlial is the special 
benefit of applying lime? Is il desirable in all eases?- 
An vTKta. 

6513. Kitchen garden for profit. I have an 
excellent kitchen garden and borders round live inside of 
tlve walls upon which several of the fruit-trees are train' ll. 
Will someone please inform me live Ivcsl way to make 
a profitable vise of live same so that the vegetables can lie 
raise I aivd sold, the proceeds to assist in paying’ Hie 
cx|K'iiscs? In short, what are the best kinds of vegetables 
to grow f—E. R. 

5514. — Crlnum bulbs. — In September last I 
received some L'rimtm bulbs from India and put them into 
a snail! greenhouse with a temperature of about nil ilegs. 

They have not yet nIiovvii anv signs of growth, though 
they are all quite hard at the liasc, and are not in any way 
rotted. I'rrhaps someone will lie aide lo tell me when llie 
bulbs should begin to grow, and give me some hints ns 

to their proper treatment ? It may la' they require special 
soil? -AXUIIKW A. (lAHhNKR. 

6515.—Pear Louise Bonne of Jersey. I should 
Iw glad if someone would kindly tell me vviinl is the matter 
witli my l'cnr-trcc of above variety? I purchased it 
last year from n nursery, and now tile liark is swelling 
up so Hint f can peel it olT. It is not planted more Ilian 
tl niches deep, and is a pyramid. I should like to know 
if Ibis Is a disease called canker, or is il scale? It it is 
either of these, will someone lie kind enough to tell me 
wlial I can do with il to cure II?—J. It. 

6611'.,—Treatment of a lawn.—I shall Iw greatly 
obliged for the advice of "J. (C.," or other good 
authorities, as lo the right treatment fora lawn which lias 
been recently returfed, but which is now discovered to in* 
almost all Moss. What should lie used now to kill the 
Moss, and wlial should Iw applied as a dressing iiriqwiralory 
In sowing Grass-seeds over it In March or April ? The soil 
is partly sand, partly loam, and this Mossy turf must have 
conic from sonic undrained part,—J. E. L. 

5517. A mossy lawn. My lawn is in parts so thick 
\v it li Moss (hat t In* luvvii-niovvcr will not work on it. I see 
il is recommended in Gariirxixii to one of your corre¬ 
spondents similarly situated to plough it ail up and re-sow 
it. Rut that would bo a great disfigurement amt the Iobs 
ot a season. I am recommended to totally rake up the 
.Moss and sow the land with a bushel of aout to a cartload 
of saw-dust. How would it Iw to do that, or is there any 
other stimulant that would Iw hotter? Very Mossy. 

5518, —Tuberoses. I have just lotted 21 Tuberoses 
in 4j-iiieli pots (ono in a pot). After lotting I watered 
them and placed them in an unhealed house on the stage, 
tile pots resting on a bed of igslies. I pul aliout l inch of 
Cocoa-nut-Wire around eaeli bulb lo keep them moist. 
Would it he wise in a week or txvo to remove a few anil tiut them in a heated house on a shell, ns I have no hot* 
wd for plunging the pots in? Would they he likely te 

blossom (minus plunging)? I want them to flower about 
August or Septemlwr. Axitotts. 

MlO.—Pelargoniums Out-of-doors In a wot 
dlstrlot In Sussex.- -Will anyone please to state the 
best kinds of Zonal and Iry-iixviod Pelargoniums Ac., lor 

outdoor (mraimericxiltiirc in pots and beds? Tko best time 
to put them out in the open air and the best manner of 
treating them an to soil, manure, *c., before and after 
this period? Would fleaknie pole, if efficiently drained, 

be likely to answer well for the I’clargoniuin* ’ Would 
old cut-back plants be best for |vota or would the usual 
autumn-struck cuttings do?—R. W 

6520.— Deutzla gracilis.-In tile spring of last year 
I purchased one of these plants from a nurseryman, which 

after it had done flowering I stood in the open (in its pol), 
where it lias been ever since. It is now starling into new 
growth, and I should lie glad it any reader of Uaiiivknino 
will give me information as lo how I must treat it now? 
I have a small greenhouse (militated), hut the tempera¬ 

ture is generally about 52 degs. by day at tlve present 
time, and aliout 60dogs. Ivy night, through its twing ad¬ 
jacent to a room of the dwelling-house. Rkaher, /'(;/• 
nm’ith. 

of puttin 
h the id* 

branch! f the trees, the liark of which 

5621.—A small vinery. —I nm thinkin 
up n small vinery with a heating apparatus with tli 
ol (’rowing late Grapes for selling at about Christmas. 
My idea is to start the Vines and keen the heat going until 

y I the warm weather sets in. Could I then finish them off- 
ic.Lv jhout further heat ? Any advice as to varieties iikelv 
tHIobiccccd in I he hands of ail amateur and treuttnentj-mU 

-J'bi'timrh appreciated. Is there a good ctiea'pJv.cVk'pijtigyip 
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I pol 
ot her 

growing? la it anv use trying to grow lute Crapes with¬ 
out heat ?—F. MatiikxoX. 

5522. - Growing Roses. Shortly liefore the 251 li of 
Man’ll I shall la- moving into a new house. In my garden 
1 have two husli Roses a Uloirc de Bijou ami a Baroness 
Rothschild each from 21 Icel to 3 feet high. In the new 
house I am taking I shall have a conxcrvalnry. Could I 
grow ihese Roses in pots there, anil, if so. should I 
them at once, before the spring advances? (in ihi 
hand, will they do belter in a sunny, open bonier, and, if 
so, shall I leave them in my present ganlen until I actually 
want to move them? It potting is advised, please say size 
ot pot, and also if the bushes should bo cut back in the 
spring?—Tapri's. 

5523. Climbing Roses. 1 have six Climbing Roses 

plaiiled out in a bed in a greenhouse which I have recently 
pruned. I intend starting them early in February. 
There will be bedding “Geraniums.'’ Ac., on the sin it 
in the same house. I should like to know it I should 
syringe the Roses oner or twice n day; also, what 
temperature should I maintain night and day (a heated 

house), and whether I should admit air when the loin- 
pern!urc rises aivovc .56 degs. ? I saw an arviele in 
f.ARfiKXlXO, .Ian. 20, on forcing Roses, which says. " Thai 
if the temperature rises lo 65 degs. or even more, this will 
he of benefit to the plants, Imt on no account admit air." 
—A.xxiocs. 

5524. -English jniano for a garden.—Izite last 
r ! enquired through < 

artificial manure for general kitel 
ground whic h had not been manured f' 
although crops had been taken oil it. Tw 
spondeiils replied in U vkiumxo, Jo) 
tiie application of soot in II 

Winter Greens, which ail 
dressing of so 

sc of Englisl 

the best 
rden purposes on 

four seasons, 
*f your cm" 
ircomnieiidiiig 
planting llie 

eil out. This 
to lie followed in llie spring by llie 

, Might I ask for a few more |«rt leu- 

I duly 

lb, 
lielor 

lar* of tin* «.nan**, ai 
I'crlmpn also some one else w 

ml where 

ould RIV 

it ik |4> in- on tut n o<i r 
c his experience of it 

on a fcrlilitfcr? Kxiiai htki». 

Oolcl-flflh. Will Honieone kindly uivo me Rome 

hinlM !1|*om Itu* keeping of C 
bell tflanM, n\r.c indie# de* p 

oM-flsh i 
by lo ini 

n perfect health in a 
•Iiok diameter at the 

top. If any w<c*l required, 
H4irt ; Can town water lie 

what ip 
ilHi'il, ai 

lantity, and of what 
id how ofti-n Khould 

it lie changed • Would the greenfly (aphides) be injure 
lor (hem lo eat ? Ilovv often should they he fell, and with 
what ? Would a Hal glams cover, raised about an inch 
above the top ot live bell-glass, exclude too much air from 
the surface ol the water for Hie health of llie fish? Ilovv 
long should live water and |ilautsstand before the fish are 
pul in? Ilovv many fish, 3 inches or 4 inches long, can lie 

kept in lids sized gloss? Kish. 

5620. Roses in pots.—1 have Just taken lip from 
open ground some dwarf seedling Brier-budded Tea Roses 
nd pul them into H-incti jsits and placed in a cold frame. 

ns before say next- January or 
house, and keep it about fin (legs, 

vre very strong about 1 ( feet 
h obliged if " J. C. CV would 

e and when repot them, and if 
I I could keep them in the green- 

r if that is the latter plan ; hut my 
luo south, and is a lean-to, and gets 

I do not want the 
February. I have a gr 
during winter. The plants: 
high. I should Iki very muc 
say will'll I should pru 
they should lie cut in In 
house ail the ' 
greenhouse fa 

imt that Hie only tiling I grow ill il during summer is 
Tomatoes. Names ol dwarf Tea It ones Inn Idea on seedling 
Ilriers: Mine. Ilosto, Innoccntl) I’irola, Ethel llrownlow, 

Edilli Gifford, Souvenir d'un Ami, Souvenir de Thercse 
Level, The Bride, and Catherine Mermet. Jack. 

5627. Japanese Chrysanthemums. I have 
almul 30U Japanese Chrysanthemums early, mid-season, 
and late, wliieh I wish I" grow for furnishing cut flowers, 
so require quantity o! blooms rather Ilian quality . I have 
no room to grow them throughout iiv pots, and as I am 
aw ay from home a great deal during tlve summer and am 
single-handed, have not much time to dev ote lo my plants. 

1 was thinking ol growing on In pots without stooping, 
planting out ill the open on n south border ill April, cut¬ 
ting down to within 5 inches or fi inches of the soil in May¬ 
or June, according to varieties, letting them grow on alter 
cutting down without stopping or thinning till the autumn 
nnd then potting up. I wish to keep the plants as dwarf 
as possible and want plenty of bloom. I would feel obliged 
if any of vonr correspondents would say if my proposed 
plan will answer, and any hints on general culture of 
Chrysanthemums on (lie cut ting-down system when grown 
the open will lie gratefully received ? Tk.vveu.kk. 

6528. Heating a vinery.-1 have a vinery l»l feet 
long, heated by a saddle lvoilcr. The furnace to heat this 
(toiler consumes such an amount of coke that I am anxious 
to discover if some economy in fuel is practicable. On 
two occasions ill the last few days I Imve found live 
thermometer at 78 degs. ot eleven o'clock a.m., and llie 
v entilators have then lieen opened to reduce the tempera¬ 
ture. I find that the garden boy who stokes the fire put 
on a shovelful of coke every hour during the day. My 

gardener tells me that lUO degs. of heat will do no harm dur; 
ing the dav if the air is on ; though 1 tell him that I cannot 
helievp such a difference in temperature between that 
degree and 45 degs. at night can lie anything but harmful. 

Will someone kindly inform me ivhat I ought to do ? 
Could not the tiro lie let out during the day when tile 
weather is fairly mild, nnd lighted again in the evening ? 
At present my furnace burns about one ton of coke in 
three weeks. Are not these great variations of tempera¬ 
ture injurious? And is there not a great and unnecessary 
waste of heat at present ? I have a good many plants in 
the vinery—Roses, Ac. The vinery is divided into two 

equal parts, and tho heat ran lie shut "If from cither 

in portion.—K. 

5523.—An old orchard. —I have come into possession 
of an old orchard, vv hlch appears to have a clay and niarloy 
subsoil; tlure is a large pond in the centre wliieh cvp 
dentil drains live orchard. There are about 160 large and 

small fruit-trees I'mrs, Apples, Paulsons 
many others. Tho whole is walled in with I 
lias been neglected lor many years, ha 

Chancery. The weeds and Nettles were 

II 

(uite Sage-groci 
h dug about 2fcetdeep 

Fill 
gb walls, 

ing been in 
up into Hie 
covered with 

in parls. I 

sut ol? 
feet ot the trunk. 

ol pas 
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taken the Grass-soil* from an olil meadow and put them in 
the trench and around the trunk, previously nutting some 
old lime and mortar over the flbrous roots. ’ It is now pro¬ 

posed to put a (quantity of ash-midden manure around 
each tree and whitewash the branches and the trunks with 

a solution of hot lime, containing a small i|imntitv of 
pa ratlin. It is further proposed to cut them well in,and 
to prune them in the usual manner. Will someone kindly 
inform me whether such a course is proper under the 
circumstances, and, if not, what other could be suggested ? 
Assuming that the ahovc proposals are carried out, would 

it lie probable (other circumstances being favourable) 
'^ha^a t-ootl quantity of fruit cun lie expected this year?— 

To the following quericn brief editorial replies 
are given ; but readera are invited to give J art her 

an-over* should they be able to offer additional 
advice on the various subjects. 

5.5JO.- An Orchid book (K. S.).—The "Orchid- 
growers' Manual " is the best one I can recommend for vour 
wants, published by H. S. Williams, Upper Holloway, 
London. N.-M. B. 

.vvti. a'halamopsln Schlllorlana (It. Parks). 
} '■», there is a white variety of this plant, and it is known 
by the name of vestalis. It is, however, very rare. The 
•lower you send is certainly not it, the sepals and petals 
having quite a shade of rose upon litem. M. II, 

53®!-- Acacia Oxyoedrus (.1. tt.).-This is the 
name of the species sent. The flowers are closely set 
tt|«in the spikes and are of a deep, rich yellow. It is a 
species which, flowering in winter, should be more fre¬ 
quently seen than it is ; indeed, there are a great many 
Aea -ias anil Other line plants which are now cast on one 
side a i useless —J. J. 

rgvw. - Dendroblum nobllo (.!. lIVsfJ. This is a 
'try Hne form of the plant. I suppose the cause of its 
flowering so early, anil Indore the other growths, arises 
trout the fact of its being fully exposed to the sun tinring 
h.rl summer. I advise you to cut the growth off, as it 
Will l«- of no more use, and it will adtl to the compactness 
of your plant.—M. 11. 

0.V14.—Bpldendrum lnvorsum (J. M. W ) — 
This IS the name of your plant, which is not a common one 
In cultivation, neither is it showy. The flowers before me 
nre creamy-w hite, with a few purplish s|iots at the Itasc of 
the sepals and pelals ; the flowers arc fragranl. The plant 

is a naliye of Brazil, and requires to lie -grown in the 
Uattleya-hnuae.—M. It. 

s.vgi.—Cyprlpetdlum Haynaldlanura (tt. It.). 
—I can excuse you lor mistaking this species for C. L-.wi, 
for they are much aliko ; but this 8|>ecies flowers earlier 
hail t„ Lowi, the dorsal sepal is more s|>otied than in the 

liuit tiametl species, and also the pelals nre more spotted 
III the base. It is n very line species, each scope bearing 
from four to six flowers. Being a low-country plant it 
requires a good deal of heat.—M B. 

.watl.-TrticbeUtim coeruleum (Traehetium). 
This plant IS a member of the "Campanula" family, and 

is a hardy herbaceous perennial, delighting in sandy loam 
and leaf mould It is commonly known as Throat wort 
it comes from Italy. I do not know where my Iriend will 
get it in the trade, but the most likely places would b< 

Messrs link house s, of York, and Mr. T. S. Ware, of 
Totlej'hat". | am sorry to .late that I have no plants of 

M.-tltatoglDsaum Alexandria Regime 
n beautiful s|K)tted flower which I think 

"lint lie this variety ; it is a magnificent blossom, I he semis 
tut I pelals heavily s|>o'ltsl with rich-brown and line-d 
with purple on a ground of while. This variety although 

i , .™1;! somewhal in effect from the «c,«I* 
petals being narrow : nevcrl heless it is a very pn-tti 

..s^;:ti;Si Xk, J,,,t ,hc inai 

ten small-growing kinds, bill tjome good L haC 

furiiis of Alnyriiin.s, Polvsliehums. I’olt |>»liunis IgvstTeas 
and Scolnpi iidnuius. Vou should grow ,|U|lo 

" rhm.a’w-t"?' ,nifh* *** 3 <-'hoicc of variety, ."d 
perhaps when you require to take a dozen out for'public 
exhibition you will then have a collection III in all nmeta 
-.r c.;n,pet,I,-)n. I do not consider anyone huTaXncc 

13 "b" grows only the number required.- .1. .1. 

sa». Oncldium varlcosum (<;. Wunn).- This 
j' lh’: I* at’t of which you send me (lowers, and it is pot 
the xanety known as Itogersi. I should imagine by the 

the country that was a very common form insleiul of one 
■•f the very rarest. The sepals and petals are small dull 
yelhc-v, spotted with reddish-brown, the lip being large 
u i I bright-yellow-. It comes from Sun Paulo in Brazil ,ml 
wan iiiipMlucffl here nrnrli .V* i,.arj n,rct «. „ n‘/.n. ana 

SS3£»rSrf®6s£SaS 

IC, years Since I'll this w&Staonl'ot 
rluctions of Messrs. Veitch and Bona CheUwa * I .S'r i 

growing in a basket bung up near .lie r^^lisJ b 'Th 
hast I .’‘ban-house. It requires ., liberal s„mffy“ water 
during the growing season, and during it. resimg l.ZZ 
less will tie required, hut I always like to i,7, a*1! 

.ne'ff!we,??tn,t,lr0blUni ',Ut>erblonH---/- »' W- sends 

wan, more ,-onflnnation ct its being’ f. 1 i^,,k wc 
Australian mainland " -- • " 1 
islands which abound 

mat mu “f'l'u'b’eing 'CiirT&'Nj^ 

It is a beautiful. free-flowerini:’phnt/the,bloom8]bein^ 
ea« h about 2$ inches arrow, ib«* sepals luring rosy-purple, 
knitted w ith veins somewhat deeper in colour, narrowly 
Ixmleml with a white inan'in. the petals and lip bein^j of 
a rich-crimson-purple. II is a plant, however beautiful, 
I somewhat hesitate in recommendiii* niv readers, fur it 
will not succeed without strong hfftt.— I!.'!!. 

NAMES OP PLANTS AND FRUITS. 

Amt communication* respecting plants or fruits 
sent to name should aheaut avvompitng the parcel, which 
shoiuld he add rested to the KlUTtUt of GaROKKIKO lLU'8- 
htratkd, 37, Soulhamptonstreet, Strand, W.C. 

Names of plants.-^7. A'.— Mnranta zehrinn.-- 
A. t. II.-Phlthoiiiuiii uurciini. 

Naming fruit,—Headers who desire our help in 
naming fruit must hear in mind that several s/teeimens 
of different stages of colour and sue of the same kind 
area tig assist in its determination. We can oiUt/ under¬ 
take to name four varieties at a time, and these onlif when 
the above directions arc ohserred. Unpaid parcels will tw 
refused. A ny communication respecting plants or fruits 
should ofira.'M aecoinpanu the jet ml,' which should be 
addressed hi the Editor of GAnnr.xixa Ii.i.cstiutkii, 37, 
Sou I ha mpton-st reel. Strand. London, W.C. 

Names of fruit.-'/'. If.-Apples lo.nl kinds which 
we cannot name.--V, K. T. -Apple Aslimead's “ Kernel." 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

We should be i/lad if readers would remember that icr 
do n-if answer gurries by post, and that uv cannot under¬ 
take to forward letters to corrr-tumdents, or insert queries 
that do not contain the. name and address of sender. 

.7 Jones, A igburth-road, Liverpool. How to bud Roses 
has iHfcn described many times m biu-k numbers of G \it- 
Iikniso, lmt the hest way to learn how to do it would be 
to get a neighbouring gardener to come in and show vou. 

Santa Horn.— Apply to Messrs. William Paul ,v Son, 
Waltham-cross, llerls. -T. If. .‘(.-Apply to Mr. T. S. 
Ware, Hale l-'arm Nurseries, Tottenham, London, N., or 
to .Messrs. Backhouse -X Son, The Nurseries, York.- 
Eaber.—" Book on Conifers." Apply to Messrs, .lames 
Veitch*.Sons, Royal Exotio Nursery, King's-rond, Chelsea. 
London, 8. W. 

Catalogues received. — Price 
Messrs. Bobbie and Dicks, Ob, lie.msgatc 

List . of Seeds. 
Manchester. 

THK, SUI-’KKKI.VloS OF LONDON HORSKS 
ON LONDON I’AVKMENTS. 

TO TIIK EDITOR OK “ GARDENING,” 

,S|B-—I was a witness this morning, .-us I often 
atn, of the struggles, sufferings, and nervousness 
of some tine cart horses trying to move their loads 
over the wood-pavement. This is a very 
langerons pavement when caught by ever so 

slight a frost, and if the men responsible for it 
were themselves yoked, with iron shoes on, to 
a load of coal, and had to bring it up or 
down Piccadilly on a slightly frosty morning, 
they would probably soon got a just notion of 
the value of this worst of pavements. No road 
pavement should ever he laid down without 
thought of the animals that have to move our 
enormous traffic. London has the noblest 
specimens of the draught horse of any city in 
the world, and thousands of them, and yet we 
arc so cruel as not to give them a safe foothold. 
At least one thing might he done to modify this 
suffering. In all great veins of traffic—say, like 
the Bays water-road if a slip of small-cut and 
well set granite were put alongside t he wood, it 
would give the horses u secure footing in case of 
light frosts and greasy slate of the wood. If 
we took as much trouble to sol granite in small 
cubes as we. do those forests of imported wood, 
we should get a far more enduring anil clean 
roadway than we ever can from dirt-soaked 
wood which often rots into holes in a few 
months. \y 

inartistic, needless, und degrading to landscape 
gardening. The parks of London are its most 
precious possessions, and no such thoughtless 
work should be done in them. St. James's Park 
for a town garden has many advantages, some 
excellent views, and there is nothing about it 
which wants hiding as the hen-hottses might in 
a villa garden. The line of the earth’s own 
surface here is better far than that of the crudest 
efforts of the earth-moving gardener.—W. R., 
in Times. 

TO ROOTED CHRYSANTHEMUM outting*. 
■ftl p„,t free fnr P.O. 1» Id. Twelve diMinrt varieties, all 

. T.SyXiPItf' l'orr" 'Iy named- ittat readyTor growing cn 
.1. GROSS. IS nrserynian. Rv.Itlilch. 

IWriLLKRS VICTORIA ASTER.— (iigantic 
, goigeou* double llowera. mixed, 3d amt fid. pkt. : »ix 
beautiful varieties, w-pnratv. I». f-t. Large dowering German 
1 ell week Stuck, p.rfeelly double fragrant flowem of tiritlian. 
colotln, mixed, 3<1 ami fid. |ikl,; six beautiful varieties!, 
separate. |». 3.1. Phlox Drunimoilill. large-dowered, niiiril, 
•"I- »»'< 6>l- I'kl.: six lK-niirif.il varieties, aeparste, Is. 3.1 All 
pwt free must rated Seed Catalogue, free. F. MII.LEK A 
tut. 2fi7, Fulham road, Lon.li.n. s W. 

n.RAI’K-VlNKS.--Fine fruiting canes in jmts, 
y to Iwar 10 or IS bunches at once, 6s. St. each: 3fis. for 6. 
;„‘r-1‘d-!>" It All Fruit-trees wholesale and retail. WILL 
I Ax I.ER. Nurseries. Hampton, Middlesex. 

lAO ORNAMENTAL CONIFERS,' Flower- 
J-A/VJ jug Shntl*. and Climbers, from 9 inches to 21 feet. M 
llamed varieties for Ills, fid., carriage paid to railway station, 
Including CedniaDeodiirn, Pintis, Knonytmis. Abies, Oupros- 
sus, Ac., all good and healthy. - HENRY h (JO., near 
AiiDTshiim, Ruck-. 

A M PELOPSIS VEITCH 1,4, Is. 3d.; Wistaria, 
„ 3 f»r |B t'i : Bignonia ndicans, 4. Is. 2.1.; Climbing 
Roses, 4. Is. 2d. All good strong plants, all free.—HENRY A 
vO, m*nr AnicrKbam, Rucks. 

PJARNATIONST- -Hardy Border, leading var- 
ieties, good roobsl layers, 12, to inelude the i.l-w Car¬ 

nation Duehnsa of Portland, Germania. Mrs. Muir, Mary 
Mu'ri", Petlshttrst, slid Chameleon. 3s. 6<f ' 
of all I he leading varieties, fret 
Nurseries, Whlttlosea _ 

T)EN I UtOBIUM 1 ’ H A L. E N OI’SIS'SchrcederT- 
■ke anum, bigibtmm. uudulatuin, Ac.—We offer an Importa- 

of these at Is , 2s f-l., 5s. ; carriage 4|d. extra. Warranti-rl 
true Catnlngucfree I.KClwOli. iin.C.i , lt-.un.llmy, Iweds. 

1 OHO AND SHOW CHOICE 
N lime, I Pelni go iltims. Vlgoritus bushy plants 

to make go.nl sfieeimens lor simimer hioom, including such 
grand varieties as Goldmire, Mabel, Volume, Naliouale. and 
many others equally distinei and good. 3n fill. i« r iloz. Cash 
with order. 2 small double lvy-l.-.ivo<|, gratis with each rloz. 
Hnt.sfoclii.il guaranteed. J. \V. COLE, Florist, Midland- 
rood. Peterborough. Testimonial: "Plants reeclveil this 
moridng giro overy satiafaction. -S, It.. Hackney." 

■JO PACKETS CHOICE HARDY FLOWER 
nio .mi i'-oi''"!','* A very special offer BRADLEY 
URorilKRaS. Rimliif v. I,nu t.In 

fPK( il’.K')UJM TUBEROSUM. — Brilliant 
orange and scarlet cllmher. easily grown, flowers all sum¬ 

mer. I for Is., free I.ANGTRV. Bryansfonl. Co Down 

HEM FOR HANOINC BASKETS. 

... — .free Select lust 
T. SKA RI.E A SONS, The 

A Trailing Bellflower (Campanula fragllls), wreaths of 
lovely salver-shaped blue flowers; hardy, easily grown. Three 
good plants, ls„ free, with cultural directions. Now is liest 
lime to plant JOHN RAYNKR. Highfleld. Southampton, 

rJlHE SCARLET AND GOLD CLIMBER 
(Trouuolum tulienismn), robust growth. ... 

brllliu.it bloom : adorns garden, table, button-hole: succeed* 
in pooresL soil, 2 gmsl roots, I*., free' with directions 
is bast time to plant RAYNEB. as al 

rich foliage, 
' reels 

Now 

Stupid work in St. James's Park.— 
lit! Haunt kind c.f ground work to which put 
limed out in Hyde Park) vou allowed me to 

draw attention recently is also now being done 
in St. James's Park, In front of the barracks, 
for example. I hero is a pudding-like mound of 
earth with the trees deeply embedded in it. As, 
however, there was evidently some fear that the 
trees would ho injured, a collar of bricks has 
been placed round the base of each tree, out of 
which it emerges In the east end of the park 
the same process is going on, the tree holes 
being embedded ns usual. Many of tho finest 
trees in .St. James's Park come nut of the ground 
m these stone collars. < Inc of the most hentili 

(llANT WHITE MARGUERITE (Chryaan- 
, till-mum maximum). Perfectly harily, and nsoil* only hi 
b.- once planted In yield prnfuaion of large flower* year nft.-r 
year. 3 strong plant*. 1* . free, w ith direction*. Now ia l*-«t 
llm- to plant. RAYNKIl. 

THE SCARLET C< )LU M BIN E.'— Distinct', 
-L Btriking, mid elegant. Absolutely haply and enmr lo 
manage. 3 well-rnolml plant*. 1*.. tree, with direction*. 
Now la beat time lo plant. - It A YN KK. a an bore._ 

TjHRV s.\N I'll EMU MS, strong cuttings, Mad. 
yJ D.-*grange, ID* ; Mr*. Ilaw-kina, 15*. 1,010, free. Corn- 
Ibuyi-r, Bt*. l.aoo. all free, or 2a. 100. FEARNI.F.Y, John'. 
\ II.• lloiinslou'-roiMl. Miuii|i(oii Hill 

pilRYSANTHEMUM CUTTINGS.-Earliest 
and laical market nnd i-xhibition varictic*. truly n.uin-<l, 

1M p r do* free, carefully packed ELWEI.I. BROS . 
Bi-1:-way NiirM-rn-*. F.ntlcld. _ 

■pEKNS ! FERNS !—40 rare roots, 16d., free. 
It *ort* Maiden hair. C<-t.-rach, Adiantum, etc. Ju*t 

th-Dm-1» plain II AN DR KWH. Shiiic. Axminater. Devon. 

T I LIES OF THE VALLEY.—Strong flower - 
-LJ ing 1-rowrna, auitablc for pot* or bedding. 1* fid. 100, free. 
Yellow Broom, la. dozen, free.—A. BIM.MON8. 65. East- 
street. HorncaMle. 

rjil-J-OGYNE CRISTATA, —A fine variety, 
'o' well grown and cheap, plant* with 15 to 18 bulb*, 1*. GcC : 
nlrong, 35 Imllw, 3 to 5 *pike«, 3a. About 70 bulb*, 7 or S 
*plkc«, 5*.: stronger, 100 to 150 bulb*, 12 to 20 spikes, 7*. fid. 

Cheshire eMOl‘ ll*l« -I 8TEVKNHON, Timperley, 

p 11R Y s A NTH EMUMS.—O.W, Childs, plant *. 
■La-oi.31™1 Exhibition plants, 2*. 6»I.- ALFRED 
JON KS. 20. C hno-h-road, Netherton Dudley, 

D" N- ROOT TEA ROSES.—Ollivicr, Mermet, 
„ Alfno Hlaley, Goubault, Pactolo, Murgouin. Natamnaml. 
Mario Van Houtte, Henrlette. Govott, Glazenwood, Willcr- 
moz, 5»- do*.: 30*. 100. I’urehascr'aselection, 6* do*., free for 
nsli « it h firilfr DAWni'II, Riici fc Ilriiyp T-*. «Jiicrnucj 

I'ot roots of Show, Cactus, Pom- 
• aorta, 10, 2*. (k|. ; 20. 

- . .. ’'"to UIU IIIOOI/ IMVUIll- "riHT DAD Hl.ll, Kill-Ill’ 

fill things in tree lifo is the way that old trees j AH LI AS. Pot rooU» o^S 

ri.se out of tho ground ; tho union of atrcnolh • , P°nc, ami 8inKl»‘. choice numr*<i sons. 10,2s. ikl’; 20,5s. 

"id itoistyr°fn?n"iwI,dh,ooe n,“«v see in ,hpI II -vis, Lontliariiv Popli-rs. ami inanv other -• Agiby>N.«Aria,(K.-Hleahtilme. Wbaleyhridga. Stockport, 

^jjjjrttepplotojy hidden in Ht. Junes'- p.,rk. I T) AHLIAS.' Pot-roots, il.xui.lc and'Cm-tus, 
IU»gvl^vel! meant the work, ,1 IdN.|V6 toifltiteife 

I IDDAMA f~U Ab/IDAir:M URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
, goe<l kind*. 50,2 - 
IVaUhiuuBloiv. 
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CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

POMPONS FOR EXHIBITION. 

Pompon and Anomone Pompon varieties of 

Chrysanthemums are particularly adapted for 

amateurs whose space is often of a limited 

nature. Not only do they require smaller pots 

than the Japanese and Incurved sections, but 

they do not grow nearly so tall as tho hulk of 

the sorts belonging to the named sections. 
Apart from these considerations, Pompon and 
Anemone Pompon Chrysanthemums arc much 
preferred to any other kind by reason of their 
prim neatness and refinement, and also for the 
free manner in which they flower when culti¬ 
vated as bushes. In this form they can be kept 
quite dwarf. My intention in this article is, 
however, to confine myself to the method of 
producing exhibition blooms. Opinions differ 
as to the manner in which the cut flowers should 
l>e staged for exhibition, whether in bunches of 
three blooms, one on each spike, supported 
several inches above the stand to show tho 
foliage, or in bunches comprising an undefined 
number of flowers without any disbudding. The 
former I regard as the most satisfactory, for 
under what is termed tho “ big bloom method," 
the real character of the variety is brought out, 
both in size, form, and colour. The foliage too 
is much better, which enhances their appear¬ 
ance, and in staging for exhibition a much more 
uniform stand can bo obtained than by irregular- 
sized bunches. It is also much easier then for 
judges to determine the merits or demerits of a 
stand when an equal number of blooms are 
staged in all stands. Those possessing the 
greatest individual quality are bound to win. 
Like all other sections where nuality of the 
blooms is the leading point, the plants require a 
long season of steady, uninterrupted growth to 
allow tho shoots to mature properly. From 
such as these only can the best blooms be had. 
Cuttings should be inserted at once. If two are 
[rat into one 2J inch pot they arc cosily repotted 
>y dividing half tho soil carefully to each. In 

this manner no great check is given to the 
plants. At this time of lhe year roots are more 
quickly formed than during the dull days of 
December. Under liandlights in a cool bouse 
or even a newly-started vinery or I’eocli-house 
are good places to strike the cuttings in. 
Wherevor they are placed they should bo kept 
air-tight in tho frame. A layer of coal-ashes on 
the stage under the liandlights is the l>est 
means of affording this requirement. A cool, 
moist bottom is also assured. If the position is 
fully exposed to tho sun the cuttings will 
require sliade, especially if the leaves flag. The 
more this is allowed the longer they will lie in 
making roots. Directly the plants ure furnished 
with roots and will bear exposure to air and 
sunlight without the leaves flagging, removo 
them to a 

Shelf close to the glass in the same or 
another cool-house, where they can obtain 

abundance of air to prevent tho grpsvrti being 

drawn up weakly. rTjp.jnfd.ptondhelplantiT^t t 
allow thorn to grow till tjie first brdMJArfiK, 

when four or five of the strongest branches 

should bo selected, removing the others, also 
all shoots as fast as they appear from the main 
stems. Should a second tireak occur by the 
formation of a flower-bud early in August, the 
bud and the shoots must be again taken off, 
retaining only those branches which were 
selected at their first break, except that four 
more shoots may lie retainod to each plant, 
making in all eight to ten blooms on each. If 
the break occurs during the last days of August 
rub out the shoots then made, and retain the 
flower-bud formed at the end of each branch. 
These will produce large and well-formed blooms 
if all other details arc carried out. Continue to 
pinch out any superfluous shoots that appear, 
so as to concentrate the whole energy of the 
plant into the selected buds. Pots 8 inches in 
diameter are quite large enough for Pompons, 
the soil and manner of potting to be the same 
as for the other sections, instructions for which 
will nppear in Gardening as occasion necessi¬ 
tates. House the plants from five to six weeks 
prior to the time they are required to he in 
bloom, placing them iu a light position as near 
to tho glass as possible. For the first shift 
from tho cutting pots into those 4J inches in 
diameter use the following compost : Two parts 
fibry-loam, one part leaf-soil (if available), and 
one part horse-manure partly-decayed. If leaf- 
soil is not to be had use an extra quantity of 
horse-manure, adding a small portion of wood- 
ashes. If the loam is inclined to l>e heavy in 
texture odd coarse silver-sand freely, but if of 
a sandy nature very little sand will liu needed. 
At 

All stages or thkir growth provide plenty 
of space lietwccn the plants so that they may 
not be drawn up weakly, but be at all times 

Btocky in growth. The following is a good 
selection of varieties in both sections : 

Pompons. —Black Douglas (rich dark-crimson), 
Charles Dickens (gold-tipped rose), Comte de 
Moray (bright-purple), Golden Mile. Marthc 
(bright-golden-yellow), La Purete(while), Lizzy 

Holmes (eanarv-yellow, tipped-rose), Mile. Elise 
Dordan (soft lilac-pink), Mine. Marthc (white, 
full solid bloom), Marabout (white, fimbriated 
florets), Mrs. Bateman (orange-brown), Nellie 
Rainford (buff-yellow), President (dark-rosy - 
crimson (Pygmalion (deep-rose), Rosinatc 

(blush-roBe), St. Michael (rich-gold-yellow), 
Volcan (deepmahogany-red, florets tipped gold), 

William Sabey (canary-yellow, quite one of the 
best), William Kennedy (rich-crimson, shaded 
amaranth), William Westlake (rich-goldcn- 
yellow, suffused with a reddish tint), Maid of 
Kent (while). 

Pompon Anemones. — Antonins (golden- 
yellow), Astrea (lilac guard florets, blush disc), 
Calliope (rubv-red guard florets, red disc), Mine. 
Chalongc, blush guard florets, blush shaded 
sulphur disc), Mine. Montols (white guard 
florets, yellow disc), Marguerite de Coi (blush 
guard florets, yellow disc), Marie Stuart (pale- 
lilac guard florets, sulphur-yellow centre), 
Rcgulus (cinnaixon guard florets, brownish disc), 
Pene (rose-lilac guard florets, pale-rose disc), 
Sidolic (lilac guard florets, blush centre), Queen 
rfMrfiflbncs(rose-crimson), Bessie Flight (sport 
wti*-Mme. Montels, but of a deepQg [qq*Wr)P| 
firmly Rowbottom (cream-white sport . trot 

Mario Stuart), Magenta King (magenta guard 
florets, yellow disc), Rose Marguerite (bright- 
rose. E. Molynecx. 

5527. Japanese Chrysanthemums. 
—Rather than cut the plants down in May or 
June, as suggested, it would be better to top 
the plants when 4 inches high in the pots, and 
again when 5 inches more of growth has been 
made. After this allow all shoots to grow away 
at will, and all buds that form to develop 
blooms. The plants must not be crowded 
during any stage of their growth, especially 
while they are in pots. If the plants have not 
space to extend their growth properly, and not 
given abundance of air the shoots will he drawn 
up weakly, they will not produce nearly so 
many flowers, and must of necessity grow much 
taller. Gradually harden off the plants in 
frames before plant ing them out. “ Traveller ” 
must be guided by the locality as to whether 
they can be safely planted out in April or not. 
It is not wise to bo too venturesome in this or 
the points of the new shoots might get nipped 
by lrost. Such an occurrence cannot be any 
benefit—rather the roversc. Do not plant them 
in soil that is rich—a too luxuriant growth is 
not favourable to free flowering. Much better 
give tho plants one or two copious soakings with 
liquid-manure, if tho growth is not being freely 
made. What is wanted to give a quantity of 
fowl blossoms is a free and matured growth, 
'lace a stout stako to cacli plant when the 

shoots are 1 foot high, to this tie all tho branches 
loosely, yet firmly, as growth proceeds. If the 
branches are allowed to fall on to the ground 
and thero lie, ns is very often the caso, the 
appearance of tho plants afterwards is not 
enhanced by the crooked state of the branches. 
Early in September cut around each plant with 
a spade at a distance from tho stem as will 
allow for potting. When tho plants are lifted 
for potting at the end of the month, they will 
not then feel tho cheek nearly bo much as 
though thev were dug up direct and potted. A 

position beliind a north wall will suit the plants 
for a week or so after potting, syringing them 
twice daily to prevent flagging. — E. M. 

5497.- Electricity and plant grow¬ 
ing. The late Mr. Siemens tried experiments 
with electricity in growing flowers and fruits. 
I do not think it Mas over stated what result 
was arrived at, but I expect it was only partially 
successful, as nothing has been heard of it since, 
and if electricity could have been usefully applied 
something more would have como out of it 
before this. I think the idea current then was 
that plants under the influence of the electric 
light would grow night and day, or, rather, the 
progress would he much greater. But would 
the plants stand the unnatural excitement? This 
difficulty was not sottlcd by the experiments in 
question. No doubt plants will be much 
healthier in houses where the electric light is 
used, as it does not scorch and vitiate the atmos- 

y“>uthait“n.<l there- 
orc who the use of the electric light becomes 

1 '.lG)&nj^_yiMi@|ft $fim will be much 

moreAuccessfid!- E. II. 
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GARDEN WORK.* 

Conservatory. 
The cuttinjfb of Chrysanthemums are now pretty well 

all put in, ana the early-rooted plants are ready tor shitting 
into 5-inch pots ; a cool, airy house is the best place for 
them now till it is sate to place them in a cold pit, which 
will be shortly. Everybody should grow a good group of 
Mme. Dcsgrangc ; it Is one ot tho best and most useful of 
the early-flowering varieties, and if tho buds aro thinned 
the flowers come much liner. Winter-flowering Salvias 
are deserving of more consideration than is given to them ; 
by growing several varieties a long succession of bloom 
ran l>e had with very little trouble, as all one has to do is 
to strike cuttings now and pinch the leading shoots a few 
times, and plant out In an open situation end of May, and 
pot up in September. Splondens, Brnanti, Pitcheri, 
Bethel!, albo-coirulea, and gesnenoflora are all good ; tho 

lost named is a late bloomer. Late Cinerarias just coming 
into bloom will be improved by liquid-manure. Those 
who have a good habited, large-flowering strain should 
save seeds from the best; they will seed freely in a cool 
house during spring, anil the seeds will be ripe in time to 
sow for next season's blooming. There is very often a 
difllcully In getting seeils of a good strain from tho whole¬ 
sale dealers. Stake early-flowering Pelargoniums; Just 
enough stakes should be used to open the plants out and 
no more. Keep down green-fly either by fumigating or 
dipping in an insecticide. Promptitude in dealing with 
insects is very important, as when plants are badly 
infested it takes so much fumigating to clear the insects 
off. Azaleas, Indian and Japanese, are very prominent 
now in the conservatory ; very weak liquid-manure will bo 
beneficial to pot-bounil plants twice a-woek or so. There 
are plenty of bulbs in bloom now; but there is nothing 
more beautiful in a qulot way than the groups of Frees!as, 
which are flowering very well this year. After flowering 
the bulbs must lie gradually dried off on a Bhelf near the 
glass, and then kept without water till August, when they 
can be repotted. Young Cyclamens sown in autumn, 
which have been grown steadily in boxes, should bo planted 
In single pots, and, ns soon as tho roots have worked 
through the soil, tic shifted into Much pots, aud early in 
June moved to cold frames placed in a shady situation. 
Turfy loom and leaf-mould in about equal proportions, 
made fairly porous with sharp sand, will suit them. It is 
late now to sow Cyclamens for blooming next winter if 
really good plants arc wanted. Plants raised now will 

bloom, but will not so freely as If the seeds aro sown 
in August or even earlier, and the plants kept growing 
steadily all winter. The bulb under this treatment gets 
strong enough to produce good foliage and abundance of 
fine blossoms. Bay in a good stock of loam, leaf-mould, 
peat, and sand for potting purposes. Drainage materials 
and clean pots will be required. 

Unheated Greenhouse. 
The White (Madonna) Lilies are now throwing up spikes; 

these will bo charming towards May-day. In many 
gardens these are largely grown for tho cool conservatory, 

and they will bear gentle forcing so as to get them in 
bloom by Easter in most seasons; hut Easter comes early 
this rear. Gladiolus Tho Bride is a charming bulb for the 
cool-house ; the bulbs nan be plunged in Cocoa-nut-fibre 
til! all danger from frost is over, and, if necessary, covered 
with paper oa cold nights. Double Wallflowers, Bronipton 
Stocks, Canterbury Bells, Clove and other Carnations, 

Mrs Sinking and Her Majesty (Pinks), Scarlet and other 
Anemones, nnd all the hardy kinds of bulbs will be in 
blossom or coming on now. On tho whole, 1 don't think 
the ownor of the unhealed greenhouse has any need to 
envy those who have the care and expense of heated 
structures. The Christmas Hoses have now pretty well 
done blooming under glass, but they must not lie turned 
out till the weather is quite settled. 

Stove. 
Growth is becoming active now. Many Orchids, Ferns, 

nnd other plants will now or shortly require repotting. 
Healthy young plants with vigorous roots may be shifted 
on with a ball entire ; hut in some instances, doubtless, 
the soil will be sour, and the lialls must be reduced. This 
is the season when plants will make new efforts to extend 
themselves, and the growth will require regulating to the 

extent, in some instances, of cutting hack in Older to get 
new growth from the liottom ; this refers more especially 

to soft-wooded plants. Graft Epiphyllums on I'ereskia 
Stocks. Move relays of Tuberoses into heat to ensure a 
succession of flowers for button-holes and sprays. Shako 
out ana repot Caladiums, using loam and old manure for 
the strong-growing kinds ; the small, delicate sorts, of 
which argyrites may be taken as the type, will do better 
in lighter compost, freely mixed with clean, sharp sand. 
This last-named Caladium makes a beautiful dinner-table 
plant. 

Pines. 
Lay in a good stock of rich turfy loam for repotting tho 

general stock of Pines early in March ; this will form the 
bulk of the material required. A little soot or bone-meal 
or very old manure must lie used for the lost shift, especi¬ 
ally where comparatively small pots are used. It will also 
be necessary when the repotting takes place to renew the 
plunging-beds; if tan is used this should be got in and 
exposed to fermentation in an open shed, if possible, to 111 
it for making up the lieds, and replunging the plants 
immediately after potting. Hants which are Just throw¬ 
ing up fruits may have a little more heat, and liquid- 
manure may be given in a weak state every time the 

plants are watered. The plants should tie looked over 
twice a-week now, though it will not follow that every 
plant will need water so often. A good deal depends upon 
the construction of the house or pit and the healing. 

Sixty-llve decs, at night will be high enough for the 
present; 60 (legs, will do for successions and suckers. 

Early Grapos. 
The Black Hamburghs and Foster's Seedlings will now 

be thinned if Blirtcd early in December, and if in pots 
more nutriment should be given. It is a good plan to 

• In cold or northern districts the o/erntumgyrr/erred 
to under" Garden Work" may be done fr'lit fen Aahi ’o 
a fortnight later than is him tMBMe* vit\^ii 

enclose the pots with rough turfy loam and manure. Tho 

roots will soon work out after it, and then the outside 
compost can be enriched by application of artificial 

manure ; this is a better way of feeding them, keeping t he 
roots within the pots and deluging the soil therein with 
strong liquids. Hub off all sub-laterals bolow the bunches, 
and there will be hut little growth left beyond the 
bunches except tho two leaves, which is usually as much as 
there is room for whon the Vines are trainod near. Ill the 
ease of pot-Vines, whore it is desired to obtain as muoli 
from the house as possible, tho rods need not bo trained 
further from each othor than 2 foct. The Vines will be 
run out and young canes take their place next year. Tho 
hot-tied for propagating may lie started now. Except a 
properly-constructed house, fitted with a tank for bottom- 

heat, there is no system of propagation better or chcai>cr 
than the old-fashioned hot-lied made large enough to keep 
up its heat for three months. The plunging-bed inside 
tho frame may consist of sawdust or Cocoa-nut-fibre, and 
all plants except Pelargoniums may be propagated in such 
a bed with the greatest ease from this on to May or later. 

Window Gardening. 
When bulbs go out of bloom move them to a spare 

window, anil give enough water to keen the growth fresh, 
so tho ripening process may be a gradual one. Cuttings 
of Zonal nnd other "Geraniums'' will root now in sandy 
soli. Do not crowd too many cuttings in a pot or they 
will damp off. Ferns which are starting Into growth may 
be repotted in clean, well-drained pols ; some of the old 
soil should be shaken away. Bo careful in watering after 
repotting: let tho roots feel tho new soil before much 
water is given, and then healthy progress can lie depended 

upon. 

Outdoor Garden. 
So tar os regards the general collection of Hoses, it is 

yet too soon to prune, hut Roses on walls and arches, 
where sheltered, may have the longest shoots shortened 
a little and the weakly shoots cut out. Roses on warm 
borders intended to produce early flowers for cutting may 
also bo pruned, and newly-planted Roses which were 
planted frith the wood unshortened may havo the longest 
shoots reduced to relievo the strain upon tho roots. This 
Is perhaps a small matter; but the prineiplo of reducing 
the top in proportion to the loss of the roots soon after the 
plants are lifted is, I think, a sound one. Of course the 
plants will be cut back further later on. Anything done 
now or when the Roses were planted is only with the view 

of relieving the roots a little till roots begin to form, and 
as root-action, in the case of Roses, will take place almost 
as soon as the plants are firmly fixed in the ground, by the 
time the final pruning takes place the new roots aro pre¬ 
pared to begin work. This proves the value of early 
planting. I have replanted Rixscs which had boon laid in 

In tho autumn at various times during winter nnd in open 
weather ; there is soon a movement of the roots to get a 
Brm grasp of the soil. In another way this illustrates the 
value of Arm planting. A plant loosely fixed in the soil 
cannot begin to work until the soil presses the roots 
closely, and unless the plants are firmly fixed in the ground 
by trending, the natural settlement of the soil takes time, 
and in tho meantime tho plants may die. 1 am persuaded 
a good many plants do die from being loosely placed in 
the soil. Get all borders dug or forked over, and, if neces¬ 
sary. manured, to lie in readiness for seed-sowing next 

month. 

Fruit Garden. 
Strawberries for forcing may bo placed in boat in larger 

numbers now. Start them in a temperature of 50 dogs, at 
night, and when some progress has been made raise the 
temperature to f>5 dogs, or a little more, nnd when the 
liernes aro set and thinned raiso the temperature to 
05 degs. if early Strawberries are required. Strawberries 
are unlike many fruils which are forced. It is not neces¬ 
sary, except for the purpose of pushing them on rapidly, 
to continue increasing the temperature. Though they 
will not lie so early, they will he quite as good if brought 
on in a low temperature all through their growth. Straw- 
lierries in bloom must lie helped with the camel's-hair • manure, 

brush. A light dusting over with the syringe on a bright 
morning about 10.30 to II a.m. will help to rihqienic the fallen, and pretty well the same thing will happen with 

caches if syringed when in full bloom. If there comes a 
dry, hot time under glass when Peach-trees are in bloom, 
1 have often noticed that the blossoms do not set so well 
unless Hie syringe is used. It is interesting to notice 
different kinds of Peaches when a number of trees arc 
growing under tho samo conditions in one house. The 
Royal George, as is well known, is one of the best setting 

and cropping Peaches in existence. It is not so large as 
sonic, hut it is certain to come right Dymond, River's 
Early York, and Grosse Mignon are gooil setters. Tho 
trees which usually carry the lightest crops under glass 
are Waterloo. Alexander, and Noblesse, though Waterloo 
sets well outside on a sunny wall. It is difficult to make 
young trees under glass moderate their grow Hi. The eon- 
elusion I have come to is that the moment it is noticed a 
tree is making wood of too strong n character, as soon as 
the leaves fall lift tho roots ; this effectually chocks over- 
luxuriancc. Melons now making progress may have a 

night temperature not under 05 degs., with a comfortable 
bottom-heat. 

Vegetable Garden. 
Unto sowing generally means lute gathering, especially 

as regards early Peas. When the middle of February is 
here there is no time to be lost. I do not say seeds should 

be rushed in irrespective of the condition of the land ; but 
an soon aa the surface is dry anil the soil works kindly get 
early crops of all the things which are required as soon as 
possible. A great deal may lie done with hot-beds now. 
Not an inch of s|iace should lie wasted. When frames are 
used for forcing Scakale and Asparagus, an soon as the 
produce has been cut, turn out the roots, stir up fhe soil* 
and add more if required, and All up immediately with 

another crop, such as early Potatoes, Horn Carrots, or 
Paris Market Lettuce. In sowing Cauliflowers at this 
season in heat sow a few seeds of Veitch's Autumn Giant, 
unless a sowing was made in autumn. By sowing now in 
heat and helping the plants on as much as the early varic- 

.tits will coine in useful in August nnd later, Parol drv, the early kinds and Walchercn will 

less. This is a very valuable quality in this 
; no matter liow dry Hie weather]' iait WillfDO 
rough and unusable. The only objection to it> 

is it sometimes on rich land gets too large. Celery is 

generally lasting out well this Beason. There has been no 
sharp frost to injure it much, as the week's sharp weather 
wc had did scarcely any harm. Early Potatoes may bo 
plantod on the early border. 1 expect there will be more 
Myatt’s and Beauty ol Hebron Potatoes than any othor 
planted in small gardons ; they are both reliable. 

E. Hobday. 

Work In the Town Garden. 
It is time that seed ol Tomatoes was in now. These 

plants require a long period of growth lieforc producing 
the first ripe fruit, and though they will stand a good deal 
of heat in the earlier stages, too much only weakens them, 
and In any case amateurs seldom get their plants to grow 
as fast and strong as those who have to make a living out 
of it. Tomatoes sown in January ought to ripen their 
flrst fruits ill May, and those started in February in June, 

hut it is not everyone who can do this. Tho manner in 
which the culture of Tomatoes has spread during tho 

last few years is really astonishing, nnd if the total extent 
of glass devoted to this crop throughout the country could 
be ascertained it would lie found to be almost incredible. 
I know this from the number of questions, Ac., on the 
subject I am constantly receiving. Even plants for out¬ 
door culture should be raised this month, if jiossible, for 
large and strong examples in 0-inch or 7-inch pots, turned 
out at the end of May, will begin fruiting directly, and the 
heal part of the season he thus benefited b\, instead of being 
lost as when small, late-sown plants arc used. There is not 
much to see or bo done in the outdoor garden yet , the only 
plant that seems to bo capable of blooming at this season 
where there is any smoke about being the Mezereon 
(Daphne inezerenm), which is at present a perfect mass of 
rosy-lilac blossoms. Tho Winter or Naked - flowered 
Jasmine, too, does well in towns, nnd every garden ought, 
to obtain a specimen or two of both theso charming 
plants. Tho next thing to bloom will be the beautiful 
flowering Almond, a tree which grows and flowers pro¬ 
fusely anywhere. Crocuses and Snowdrops are making a 
brave show now ; if birds pick the blossoms pass a few 
turns of black cotton Just abovo the rows or patches, 
securing It to short sticks. In a cold frame or house 
common Primroses are a mass of bloom, and there are 
some flowers on the Christmas Roses yet. What a pity it 
seems that we cannot get Violets to flower, and scarcely 
to grow, in town gardens! Vines, both indoors and out, 
should lie pruned without delay ; those under glass may 
be started at any time now, though where there is only 
one house they are, as a rule, allowed to take their time. 

A few Strawberries in pots are very interesting, and, with 
duo care, will produce some welcome fruit; they may ho 
brought into a fairly warm greonhouse at once, the best (ilaeo being on a high shelf near the glass. Keen's Seed¬ 
ing and Noble ore tho two bost sorts for town gardens 

but the latter is sadly deficient in flavour. B. C. R. 

THE COMING WEEK'S WORK. 

Extracts from a Garden Diary from February 
nth to February 24th. 

Took up the remainder of flic Jerusalem Artichokes ; 
selected t he best shaped medium-sized tubers for planting, 
and placed tlm olherB III a store to bo ready for use when 
required. Took up more Rhubarb-roots for forcing in 
Mushroom-house. Gave the ground intended for Onions 
x dressing of soot and forked it in lightly. Sowed Brussels 
Sprouts in a warm bonier ; a few seeils havo also bccii 
sown in a box under glass as it is important to raisu 
sonic plants early. Planted Cauliflowers under handlights; 
also a row in a trench close to front wall of foroing-lionsc. 
Sowed a box of seeds in warm house. Made up a slight 
hot-lied for sowing seeds of Celery in frame. Cleared out 
exhausted Mushroom-beds, and made up now beds tor 

succession. Watered beds in bearing with warm liquid- 
Sowed Mustard nnd Cress in boxes two or three 

times a-week as required. Filled up winter lettuce-beds 
and planted new lieds. Took remainder of Parsnips, and 
manured nnd dug land for next crop. Sowed Peas and 
Beans for succession. Put sticks to autumn-sown Pens. 

Sowed seeds of Lockie's Perfection Cucumber. Potted off 
Tomatoes; shall keep them on stages near the glass in a 
warm house. Made a now plantation of Scaknlc bv planting 
the thongs or roots cut from tho strong crowns when 
taken up for forcing; they were planted in rows 13 inches 
apart and 12 inches apart in the rows. The sets were 
planted with a dibble, just covering the crowns. The 
cuttings had been laid in damp sand and had begun to 
form new crowns on the upper ends of the roots. Such 
roots make strong crowns suitable for forcing in one 
season. Prepared a piece of ground and drew drills 
18 inches apart and sowed Asparagus seeds of the Colossal 

variety, which, 1 think, comes Into bearing rather earlier 
than tho common variety. Put in cuttings of various 
things, including a lot of stove plants, such ns Crotons, 
Dracamos, Euphorbias, Begonias, Ac. Repotted Ferns, 
dividing BOine to increase stock ; but n good n.s.-iy 
of the common sorts are raised from spores. Usually 
the Pterises and n good many Adianluius, Polypodiums, 
Ac., come up all over the house from the spores, 
which are scattered from the plants as they ripen. 
Several species of Agpleniuni and others, which aro 

viviparmns, are propagated by cuttings of Ihe 
fronds. Sowell more Tomatoes, including Perfection, Ham 

Green Favourite, anil Glamorgan. Looked over Peaches 
and Vines in forcing-houses to thin young wood and lie 
down. Thinned Grapes in early house. Gave inside 
lwrders a good soaking of warm water. Put in a few more 

Chrysanthemum-cuttings ol late sorts, of which cut'ings 
have been rather scarce. Potted on young Fuchsias. 
Stirred the soil amonp beds and borders of spring flowers. 
Forked up borders chiefly occupied with bulbs. Finished 
pruning anil training Peach-trees on walls. Took up and 
replanted Box edging. Thinned shrubs in new shrubbery 
which, in order to obtain some effect at once, were planted 

rather thick. Moved more Strawberries to forcing-house. 
Used camel's-hair-|iencil among plants in bloom about 
11 a.m. Shifted on young Palms Into 6-inch pots. Putted 
fiff-jbeddta* [Vgyremmns." Divide) a lot of I-obelia 
fulgent alia potuxl the offset*. Slopped tying and lop- 

'l,rl'!X^SlfCUT1^1 N y^*;|iwratcc* foruod Beaus for 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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GRAFTING A BAD PRACTICE. 

The art of grafting is in many respects a great 
nuisance, although the nurserymen will not be 
easily persuaded on that point. Trade customs 

and practices notwithstanding, however, it is 
pretty clear the practice of grafting everything 

upon something else does a lot of harm, and in 
regard to a great many ornamental shrubs is tho 
cause of their 1 icing neglected and left in coin- 
parative obscurity. In the course of extensive 
planting of trees and shrubs for some years past I 
have had many curious experiences, and some 
absolute failures. A quantity of the Fiery Thorn 
(Cratiegus Lwlandi) was planted where a fringe 
of low bushy growth was desired. Tho follow¬ 
ing year a plentiful crop of Quince suckers 
appeared, and it was simply a case of the sur¬ 
vival of the fittest, whion, of course, was the 
strongest, bo tho Quinces were transplanted 
elsewhere. This shrub can lie raised in any 
quantity from seed, and I hove since made other 
plantal ionsof seedlings with the lies t results. The 
little single and double l'lums and Almonds, 
some of tnc prettiest shrubs of spring-time, arc 
among the early failures ns grafted plants. If 
happily they are established on their own roots 
they are not likely to disapiionr. Of course, the 
nurseryman says wo should 

Watch for and remove the suckers as they 
come, but when one has all the lovely flowering 
shrubs, this is not n simple matter. It is an 
endless job. It is absurd to suppose that this 
grafting either adds to the vigour or in any way 
assists the plant to mako strong and healthy 
growth. Tho very opposite generally happens. 
It is crippled by an unhappy alliance or union 
with something else, never shows its true 
character, but ultimately dies. Tho moral is n 
very simple ono. Avoid grafted shrubs. It 
will need close observation to seo that they do 
not come in unawares. Lost year a very in¬ 
teresting Bramble, with large Hawthorn-like 
leaves, named Rubus craticgifolius, came to me 
and was duly planted. Thoro wore three plants, 
but they are all dear!, victims of grafting. The 
last one, which had made some growth, I had 
taken up recently to remove elsewhere, but its 
stock had died clean away, leaving a rootless 
branch. The new 

Red Broom (Genista Andreann) is now being 
generally distributed, but most of tho plants! 
sec are grafted, and that means future trouble 
and many deaths. This shrub will strike from 
cuttings, and therefore it can he had upon its 
own roots, and will begin to flower before it is 
a yard high. Those who plant specimen Confers 
of the choicer kinds should see that they are not 
grafted, for the practice is a special abomination 
with regard to these. The height of absurdity 
was reached among Conifers by grafting the 
Deodar upon tho Larch—nn evergreen upon a 
summer leafing tree 1 Tho only recommendn- 
t ion that grafting has is it is an expeditious 
method of raising stock, but it nos also 
and truly been called fraudulent, for 
it is a species of fraud to distribute plants upon 
foster roots that linger for a time only to be 
choked to death in the unequal contest between 
root and branch. What is true of ornamental 
shrubs, to which these notes have special refer¬ 

ence, will also apply to standard fruits, and it is 
now cleorly proved that our 

Best Apples will grow as well and fruit as 
finely upon their own roots as upon those of the 
Crab or any other Btock. Tho Medlar is a 
charming tree in leaf, flower, and fruit, but it is 
often crippled by grafting I have just chopped 
down three standard trees that have been six 
years planted and have hardly mode any growth. 
Certainly the diameter of the head of the tree 
has not increased 1 foot in the six years. The 
reason is that the Medlar is grafted on a Pear- 
stem, and the Pear is on the roots of something 
else. Other Medlars planted at the same time 
have made nice trees, but they are grafted on 

the Hawthorn. Inquiries in many directions 
have failed to find out anyone who has the 
Medlar on its own roots, and yet it is a native 
tree and knows no grafting in its wild state. 

A. H. 

Drawings for *• Gardening."—Readers will 
kindly remember that we are glad to get specimens of 
beauti/ul or rare flowers and good fruits and 
for drawing. The drawings ipfnai* ioW be 
the beet manner and wilt appear in due cou 
QiRumiaa iMi'inuri* 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

CHOICE FLOWERING PLANTS. 

Himalayas Heather (Cassiope fastioiata). 

Cassiopb is a limited genus of ericaceous plants 
generally grown in gardons under the name of 
Andromeda, but now separated from that 
!;enus, which contains only one specios (A. poli- 
olia), a native of our own moors. They are ex¬ 

tremely protty plants, and should find a place 

in all collections of hardy flowers, tho chiof 
requisites to their successful cultivation being 
peaty soil well drained, as they are all extremely 
impatient of stagnant moisture a1>out their 

roots and absolute shado from the midday buu. 
The best plan is to raise small mounds of peat, 
and plant them on tho top, taking care that 
they do not want for water both at the roots 
anil overhead. They are incruasud by division, 
rooting freely when pegged down. C. fostigiata 
(hero figured) is decidedly tho handsomest of 
this small oup of plants, few of which are in 

Himalayan Heather (Cassiope Instlgiata). 

cultivation. As an alpine species C. fastigiata 

ranks among tho best plants we possess ; it may 
be grown without much trouble in company 
with the more common C. tetragona, a species 
much inferior, though oftener met with. Its 
range of altitude is pretty extensive. Sir J. D. 
Hooker, in his “Himalayan Journals,” says : 

“ I prepared to camp on the mountain-top, a 
broad Imre flat, elevated 13,080 feet, and fringed 
by a copse of Rose, Barberry, and alpine Rho¬ 
dodendrons. The Himalayan Heather (C. faati- 
giata) grew abundantly here, affording us good 

fuel.” A. 

(Salix vitellina), of which the Cardinal Willow 
is said to be but a variety, makes a spreading 
tree when largo. I have not, however, seen 
any of the Cardinal Willow moro than 10 feet 
or 18 feot high ; but it is comparatively new, as 
it was only sent out in 1878-79, and some years 
then elapsed before its high merits were recog¬ 
nised os an ornamental tree. It is not the rule 
to recommend particular firms in these pages, 
but the nurseries to which I alluded in my 
articlo were those of Mr. Anthony Watorer, 
Messrs. Jackman, and Mr. W. Slocock, all of 
which are at Woking, and in all of them I saw 
quantities of this special Willow on the occasion 
mentioned.—A. H. 

f»r>oo.— Hedge for a wind guard. - - In 
this coso certainly the l’rivet would l>e a very 
poor and ineffectual thing, because a hedge to 
givo shelter must have some degree of height, and 
a high Privet-hedge would lie in danger of partial 
or complete prostration. It is better to wait a 
little longer tor the growth of something else if 
a hedge that will answer the purpose required 

of it is ultimately secured. 
A good hedgo gives as much 
shelter ns a wall. I was 
recently standing behind a 
line of natural undipped 
Hollies during a tremendous 
gale, and yet could not feel 
tho slightest force of the wind. 
I can hardly recommend Holly 
to “Faber, however; it would 
be too slow. Perhaps he would 
try Lawson’s Cypress (Cupres- 
sus Lawsoniana). This grows 
very rapidly, bears any amount 
of cutting, and I havo seen 
perfect wind-breaks 1(1 feet 

nigh mado with it. It is now 
plentiful and cheap in tho large 
nurseries. Tho Beech makes 
an excellent hedgo, and there 
aro some magnificont hedges of 
it, enclosing and sheltering 
large portions of the kitchen 
«arden at Livermero Park, 

Jury St. Edmunds. Tho 
common Yew of course is first- 
rate, but comes rather more 
expensive. I recall to mind 
another large hedge composed of 
Cherry Plum and Hawthorn, 

the first-named being a rapid 
grower whilst a mixture of 
Quick gave it greater density. 
Almost everyone thinks first of 
Privet, but I would place it last 
always, and always find things 
for a hedge for ornament or 
use without calling upon it. 

-A. H. 

5499. — Propagating 
variegated Holly.—The 
variegated Holly may bo in¬ 
creased from cuttings if you 
take shoots of the current 
5ear’s growth about the ond of 

uly, and insert them in sandy 
soil under a glass-light where 
they arc shorted one half the 
day. Only the young wood will 
make roots, ond this must be 

shaded from bright sun at first, and kept close 
until late in the following spring. You hod 
better mako up your mind to allow them to 
remain two years before you move them. In 
nurseries variegated Hollies arc increased by 

grafting, but that is tiresome work for on 

amatenr.—J. C. C. 

5486.—“ Cardinal” Willows —The dis¬ 
tance apart at which these should be planted can 
best be decided by the area it is intended to plant. 
For a speedy effect they must be thickly planted at 

from 4 ft. to 6 ft. apart. They will soon, however, 
require thinning if placed at this distance. The 
habit of (jrowth of this Willow iasomewhat erect 

the manner of tho Lombard 

. y_iblv with age it may 
iuor<p-spreadiDg. The Yellow-barked 

wsn.-Hydrangea panlculata.—Cuttings ot tho 
young shoots will strike under a hand-light in summer, 
and cutting* of the ripo wood will root in a shady border 
if put in as soon as the leaves fall, and the plants are 

easily propagated from layers.—E. H. 

_ These may be easily struck from cuttings 

of the soft wood—at any rate, I once struck a 
good batch. The shoots were taken when 
young in spring after they had made about 2 
inches of growth. Thov were cut off with just 
a small heel of the old firm wood attached, 
prepared and inserted in tho usual way, and 
placed under a handlight in a propagating- 
housc JJf “ Mr. Selden ” follows the usual 
plan df -cutting tlib plants down annually he 
will have no) jiifliciiltyim [getting suitable cut- 

w lings whether the niauts are out-of-doors or ui> 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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weight of water, and apply it liberally to both 
inside and outside borders during spring ; say, 

FERMENTING MATERIAL FOR OUTSIDE twice during the season-first, when the Vines 
vtmv nnonppu have just burst into leaf, and again after the 
wnfc-BUKUfcKh, Grapes are thinned. If the blood has become 

At one time fermenting material was more congealed it should be used in the form of a 
largely used than it now is for covering the out- compost, mixed with wood-ashes or burnt or 
side borders in which early forced Vines were charcoal earth, and in this condition it is 

grown. Not that its discontinuance has im- difficult to give directions as regards quantities, 
proved the quality of early Grapes, as with all Something depends upon the condition of the 
our boasted advancement in fruit culture, early border as regards drainage, &c., but it is better 
Grapes are not grown any better, or so good as to err on the right side than do too much. — 
twenty years ago; in fact, really good Grapes K. H. 

at the earliest shows are far more of a rarity 
than they used to be. The variety principally PEAR “PITMASTON DUCHESS.” 

relied upon for forcing (at least for early This is a popular though not a high-class Pear, 
work) is the Black Hamburgh, that will put up There is no connection between it and Duchesse 
with almost any abuse and yet come out passable d’Angouleme, which is a coarse, gritty French 
in the end. There is, however, a limit to its peaF| iater in ripening, valuable for market, but 

enduring powers, and the production of really ncftr]y always second-rate in our climate. It 
good early Grapes of this variety is something |,carg ft muc|, stronger resemblance to Marie 
to bo proud of. Often, however, they arc poor Ij0ui8e in all 1)Ut flavour, but grows much larger, 
in colour, and instead of the bunches lieing com- aml mediuin-si/.cd fruit can also lie distinguished 
pact, with tho lorries of a nice black colour, readily enough, owing to thero always being a 
also carrying a good bloom, thoy are the very nat.,.!, 0f russet near the footstalk. Naturally. 

I should think that layering would also answer, 

and this is easily performed with plants in the 

oj>en ground.—A. H. 

FRUIT, 

WHITE JEW’S MALLOW (RHODOTYPOS 

KERRIOIDES). 

This iR a beautiful deciduous shrub from Japan, 

with a growth and foliage recalling tho familiar 
old Jew’s Mallow on cottage walls, but with 

Flower of White Jew's Mallow (Uho lotypoj kerrioulcs.) 

w hite (lowers resembling single Roses (sec cut), they should hnvo. To a cortain extent this is gcut( to a distance, is beautifully clear, but that 
It is of slender growth, but makes a dense bush not borne out by facte. To cover the border up obtained from pyramids and bushes is very apt 
when well grown, and is usually 5 feet or <i foot so that frost cannot reach the surface may be an to prcscnt a much-scratched, bruised appear- 
higli, though against a wall it reaches a height evil, but not so protection from wet or snow, ancJ, wj,en f„Hy ,-jpc. This I attribute to 

of 10 feet or 12 feet. It flowers in May, and which may easily lie secured by using shutters wind-waving and contact, it may lie, with 
keeps in bloom a considerable time. B. or sheets of corrugated zinc. I use both, and ieaveg an,i branches ; but it is so very marked 
- also spare lights. Borders covered with fer- nnd aimost inevitable, that had I any to market 

5403.—Ozothamnus rosmarinifolius. renting material when forcing oommcnces are j wouI)1 gen,i them before thoy were fully 

—Certainly this might lie grown ns a pot plant just in the condition to derive marked benefit. rjj)Ui The season of this productive Pear 
in a cool greenhouse, and treated well it would It is those borders which arc covered with a jg gaj(j to extend from October to tho end of 
doubtless soon become a very pretty and most layer of manure early in the season without November, but, as a ride, the fruit will not keep 
ornamental thing. It might be stood outside further sheltering that are in danger of being g0 jong llg that, the middle of November 
during the best period of the year. As regards spoilt by mistaken kindness. A heavy fall of snow frequently seeing the last of it. Quite young 
its adaptability for out-of-doors in the North of will often peuotrato deeply, and the soil about tho wa(l.trees produce fruit, while those six years 
Scotland if the place is a favoured one a trial roots will then be cold and damp; consequently, if ,,ij and upwards yield grand 
might be undo with it. choosing a sunny as well fermenting matorinl is now applied, these borders. 
as a sheltered spot.—A. II. cannot be expected to derive such marked benefit 

M71.—Shrubs under trees.—Very few shrubs will as others which have been covered with a few 
grow well under tli" Horse-Chestnut: the most likely dry leaves and boards, 
things to grow would lio Butcher's Broom, Aucubu, 
Vincas, Nt. John's Wort Urccn Ivies, including the 
Arhnrca or Tree Ivies, and hardy Kerns. The l.inic-trecs 
being less dense of foliage, Laurels, Hollies. Yews, Boxes, 
and Kvcrgroen Barberries will succeed. It will lie neces¬ 
sary In add some fresh soil and dig up the ground before 
planting anything, K. II. 

.Mill.- Treatment of Buonymun. It is not the 
salt in the water ami atmosphere which makes the 
Kuoiiymus grow so freely round the const It is a mild, 
genial climate and the absence of frost. Balt and water 
applied artificially will not lienellt the plants.—E. II. 

5520. Deutzla gracilis. Your plant of 
this pretty shrub will not flower to any great 
extent unless it made some healthy shoots after 
tho bloom of last season was secured. It blooms 

upon the wood of tho previous season, and 
although it may be pushing out growth again, 

you alone can judge from the above whether it 
will be worth house room. Tho temperaturo 
you name is suitable, as it will increase shortly. 

w l crops, which, if 
!l'8 I freely thinned, as they must bo if samples 1 lb. 

or little less iu weight are desired, pay 
remarkably well. Cordons with one or soveral 
branches also produce exceptionally good crops 

Covehimi Vine • borders with fermenting Qf fruit, and no collection of wall-trees may, 

material without using boards is not the best thoreforo, be said to bo complete unless it com- 
moans of treating them. In the first place, a prjgeg one or lnore specimens of l’itmaston 

greater depth of material is needed, and even f)Uches8. This remark applies with still 
with this addition it does not retain tho heat greater force to pyramid and other low standard 

Beech for preference, ns being of a hard nature 
they boat the more readily, and also retain the 

warmth for a lengthened period. I use Beech 
leaves, and they maintain the heat well. Lost 
year early in January I covered the border of 
a large Hamburgh house with quite three parts 
leaves to ono of litter, putting it onto the depth 
of 2 feet near the front wall, and the heat was 
retained well on to the end of April. But the 

above would not have been the case bod not 
the border been further covered with proper 
Vine-border boards. In the above case the 

roots worked well, and tho Vines ripened off a 
fine crop of early Grapes, the berries and 

bunches being of a large size, as they always 
are on the Vines in this house, although they 
must be quite fifty years old. I firmly believe 
that a gentle hot-l)ed is of great assistance for 
covering the roots of early-forced Vines—that is, 
when the border is partially inside and out. 

With this assistance I think Vinos also break 
more st rongly and evenly. The reason no doubt 
why the system is not practised so much as its 
merits deserve is the labour attending it. By 
using the greater part of good leaves with a 
portion of stable-litter, sufficient heat, will be 

maintained quite long enough for the Vines 
to benefit by it. A. 

—P. U. 

5409. — Propagating: Gum Clatua. - 
These are readily increased by cuttings of 
healthy wood taken off as Boon as the points 
commence new growth. About the early part 
of April is a good time. Three inches long, aiul 
inserted in a compost of sand, leaf-soil, and 
peat, well syringed and kept close until rooted. 
A hand-glass over them in an ordinarv green¬ 
house temperaturo will suffice, but a slight 

bottom-heat affords material assistance.—P. U. 

5«oi. — Ophiopogon Jaburan varie- 
gatum.—This is ajapaneseplant,and isnearly, 
if not quite, hardy. It will live on a well- 
drainod rockery, and it is also a rather pretty 
room or window plant, producing slender spikes 

of blue flowers in spring or early summer. It 
is not difficult to cultivate, hut if grown in rich 
soil, to a certain extent the plant loses its 
variegation. It will grow very well in the 
shade in summer with Ferns and’i^liage p'anti 

iu a eool-housgjciitijeii IjWoiLjpif(tjf>‘r 

unheated greenhouse. —E. ifc ^— ("N 

Pear " Pitmaston Duchess. 

always to be located in a somewhat 
red position. If a fairly healthy young 
planted on moderately good ground, the 

ence being given to a site where the sub- 
of a gravelly nature, it will, without 

further trouble, quickly develop into a 
bfifisitiirallv-grown pyramid, and produce 

,1 buslieJs-p/, fine-fruit whenever the season 

dead^ainsS fruit-trees generally. G. 
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5529.—An old orchard.—Seeing that you 
have gone so far with the expense of trying to 
renovate the old trees in the orchard, you 

cannot do better than work out your own 
ideas, and wait the result. Wore the trees 
mine, I should tremble for their safety next 
summer, seeing that you have cut asunder all 
the roots to within 2 feet of the bole. I think 
you would have done letter if you had grubbed 
out nil the trees, and devoted the coining 
summer to cleaning the land from weeds, and 
planted the ground in the autumn with young 
trees. Why run the risk of using paralliu with 
the lime when the latter alone will destroy the 

Moss ?-J. C. 0. 

5528.—Heating a Vinery. -I think you 
have been very patient, and I am only surprised 

that you have not sought for advice earlier. If 
you are not forcing your Vines in either house 
quite two thirds of the fuel you are now 
consuming has been burnt to waste. For a cold 
vinery a temperature of 45 degs. by day with 
fire-heat is quite sufficient, and 5 degs. leas at 
night will keep everything safe. As to a tem¬ 
perature of 100 degs. by day with the ventilators 

open doing no harm it is perfectly absurd. 
Your ease is, however, only one amongst many 
in which fuel is consumed in waste in gardens. 
Hundreds of tons in as many small gardens are 
wasted every year, and the plants the heat is 
intended to benefit are weakened if not spoilt 
by it. I have known many instances where the 
cost of fuel unnecessarily consumed by men 
who do not understand their business would 
have gone a good way towards finding the 

increased pay that a more skilful man would 
require.—J. C. C. 

5521.—A small vinery. —Black Alicante 
ij the easiest of all Grapes to grow. This ripens 
welland would be ready for sale about Christmas. 
Gros Colmar is perhaps a trifle better Grape 
for sale, but 1s not nearly so easy to grow, and 
requires much more fire-heat to finish it well. 
If the former variety is chosen the Vines should 
be started, say, the first week in March, at a 
temperature of 50 dogs, at night, and about 
65 (legs, by day. Let the Vines have the 
benefit of the fire-heat until the berries arc 
thinned, when, if the weather is mild, they 
will do well without artificial heat. But in the 
case of cold nights it is wise to light the fire, 
even if only for a few hours. To allow the 
temperature to fall below (50 degs., for instance 
at night is injurious to the crop. During the 
dull and often damp days of autumn artificial 
heat will lie necessary to dispel damp from the 
vinery, or the berries will decay. One-year-old 
canes are the best for planting. Cut these down 
to within two eyes of their bases early in March, 

to induce the rods to grow stronger the first 
year. Although two eyes are left on the canes, 
it is only intended that one shall remain ; the 
other is a safeguard in case of accident. A 
space of 3 feet should lie left between each Vine. 
Nothing is gained by crowding them. —S. I’. 

5515. — Pear “Louise Bonne of 
Jersey."—This is a case of canker, owini 
to the soil being unsuited to this variety. 1 
should be surprised to hear that the soil in 
which the tree is growing is not of a heavy, 
retentive nature. Soil of this texture is goner 
ally quite unsuited to the growth of this Bear. 
Lift the tree at once, removing the soil to a 

depth of 15 inches and .3 feet wide, replacing it 
with road-side refuse, old potting soil, decayed 

vegetable refuse, and wood-ashes, first 
thoroughly breaking up the subsoil, to allow of 

a quick percolation of water from heavy rains. 
Plant the tree on the surface, making up ;i 
slight mound around it. In time this will settle 
to the natural level of the ground. Mulch the 

surface with .3 inches of partly-decayed stable 
manure, or decayed vegetable refuse. Bare oil' 
the cankered parts of the bark, and rub quick 
lime into the parts affected.—S. B. 

5346. —Treatment of Chinese Prim¬ 
ulas.—The seed of Chinese Primulas may be 
sown at the end of May or early in June, and 
again at the end of July for a succession. You 
will require a warm frame for the seed. Fill 

5-inch pot or shallow pan with well-prepared 
soil, light, and crock the pot or pan well to 
assure perfect drainage, without which it is 
hopeless to expect good results. Watcu/fiii?soil 
through a fiifo rosed wuEhrjjiy.Jietj lillyl \oir«i{w 
the seed thinly, and carefully covering wiTTninc 
•oil. Plaoo a glass over it to promote quick 

germination, and when the seedlings appear 
prick them off into other pans filled with the 
same compost, and from there pot them on. A 
good light loamy soil suits them best. They 
require a warm temperature at all times, and to 
be kept near the light ; otherwise the growth 
gets weakly and drawn.—F. B. 

5427. — Peach dropping its buds. — 
If the tree has not dropped its buds before 
it is quite safe to conclude that something 
is wrong in the treatment. If the foliage was 
much injured by red-spider last summer a not 
unusual occurrence in such a hot dry season— 
that would be sufficient to account for your 
present trouble. Dryness at the roots since the 
leaves have fallen would also account for it. If 
your tree has not had its branches dressed with 
some strong insecticide which lias injured the 
buds while they were dormant, you must look 
to one of the first two mentioned causes to decide 

your inquiry.—J. C. C. 
5187.—Artificial manure for Vines.—I liavo 

used a good many artificial manures (or Vines, anil with¬ 

out deprecating any I can say after two seasons'nsu I should 
recommend the I’atcnt Silicate Manure to he applied 

twice during the growing season; first, as soon as (he 
Grapes are thinned give a liberal dressing, and again when 
the stoning is nearly finished.—E. H. 

PERNS. 

TREE FERNS FOR COOL HOUSES OR 

FERNERIES. 
Dicksonia Antarctica.—As far as general 

utility and hardiness are concerned, there is 
probably no Tree Fern to equal or surpass 

ing the height of the steins is understood, it may 
not appear to be altogether logical. That it is so 
in fact I have myself proved conclusively. To 
facilitate the process, the old fronds as they 

fade and arc cut oil’should be left about a collide 
or 3 inches longer than is usually done ; this 
affords a means of support to the Moss, which 

can also lie worked up amongst the fresh green 
fronds as well. Then, by keeping it all moist, 
not only by the syringe, but also with the 
watering-pot (with a rose on), pouring it over 
the crown, fresh roots will soon push out and 
take entire hold of the Moss. This process of 
mossing up is entirely different from that of 
mossing up an old stem, an imported one, for 
instance ; is is not often in this latter case that 
sufficient roots will push forth to hold up the 
Moss. In the former the roots iu process of 
time envelop all the Moss, making a stout and 
massive-looking stem. 

Shading.—This is not necessary save iu 

small houses. With too much or constant 
shade, the fronds arc not nearly so enduring, 
being at the same time liable to what I take 
to be a disease concurrent with shade and 
too much moisture. The fronds assume a 
brownish appearance somewhat similar to what 
one might attribute to red-spider, hut with 
no evidence of insects at all. This will oxtend 
from the tips of the pinnai and in due course 
make the fronds quite unsightly. In one 
house where several plants of Tree Ferns 
Were grown, this failing used to occur every 
summer season, the house being heavily 
shaded and kept very moist. The shading 
was at last dispensed with entirely, and the 

jJTJg-i— 

Tile Tasmanian Tree Fern (Dioksonia antarctica). 

Dicksonia antarctica (see illustration). It is 
useful from quite a small plant, when only 
emerging out of the seedling stage, up to the 

grand specimens of imported growth with their 
noble-looking stems. They are particularly 
useful whilst in about (1-inch pots ; when well 
established thorcin they can ho used for 
decoration with good effect, making first-rate 
vase plants. Plenty of water, of course, must 
he given them; this is only a natural sequence 
when dealing with this and other Tree Ferns 

in a thriving state. The style of growth of 
this Fern whilst still in its earlier stages of 

development is very pleasing. It is then of 
a more spreading c"haructer than later on, for 
as it attains height and vigour a more erect 
growth is assumed. When young plants begin 
to show signs of forming a stem their growth 
in this direction can ho considerably hastened 

by working a ring of Sphagnum Moss around 
the stem at the base. This progress can 
and should afterwards be followed up as 
the roots take hold of it, adding at the base,; 
so as to increase the diameter, and also 
upwards amongst the stems of the frofids to add 

to 1111*115111111. By this means I have been 
^mjl^ljl^inercase the lioight considoijaj^j^j^ 

si III 

oot iu three years when one d 
Unless (bis system of inorn 

growth afterwards was as healthy as possible, 
this being, I think quite a conclusive proof of 
the sourcu of the complaint. In the way of 
insect pests the black thrips is about Hie most 
troublesome, attackiug the lower fronds mainly, 
and if it is not detected, it will soon disfigure 

them. Where the syringe doos not frequently 
reach the fronds on the lower sides there will 
lie a congenial breeding-place for this insect. 
Brown-scale is, next to tlirips, the most trouble¬ 

some, and if not stopped in time will quite 
spoil the fronds. Both insects may, however, 
be kept under by ordinary methods, t ho 
former by the syringe and fumigation, the 

latter by hand-picking and light cleaning with 
a soft brush and a weak insecticide. When 
plants are very much pot-bound and no further 
shift is desirable, a narrow margin of fibrous 
peat and Moss may be built up around the 
rims of the pots. The roots will soon lay 
hold of this, and provision will bo made for more 
effectual watering. This is quite necessary 
in the case of plants with large heads, for oven 

where a fair amount of room was originally 
allowed for watering, I have noted that in 

du©C^('^pi(in0»nt)8 ami Soil would bo almost. 
, . .1 .-1.1-Weak farmyard 

ilk guano and a 
such plants. When 
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in this condition, it is hardly possible to give 
them too much water, two or three times a day 
being, none too often to water them in hot 
weather. I once had a plant in a No. 1 pot 

which in course of time cracked the pot by rea¬ 
son of the mass of roots, the growth always 
being extremely vigorous. When the young 
fronds appear, and that in quantity together— 
which in the usual way in the case of healthy 
plants—it is an indication that even closer 

attention must be given them for watering. 
With a ring of from twenty to thirty young 
fronds growing quickly, the resources of any one 
plant must be severely taxed, and a check at 
such times means the crippling of the fronds, 
the points not developing in such a satisfactory 
manner. Next to Dicksonia antarctica, I 

consider 
Cyathka dealbata is one of the most useful 

and serviceable of Tree-Ferns. It may not be 
quite so hardy, but as regards its beauty it even 
surpasses, in my opinion, the first-named. It is 
well termed the Silver Tree-Fern by reason of 

the glaucous, silvery shading of the lower 
sides of the fronds. Tho pale-green of the 
upper aides of the same also makes it quite 
distinct. Tho stems are not usually so stout 
either, except when planted out. From a small 

plant upwards this Cvathea is extremely hand¬ 
some, and worthy of every attention. Com- 
Cred with the foregoing it is also much scarcer, 

t it should not l>e. In my opinion it should 
have a more peaty soil than the Dicksonia, only 
a little turfy loam being used, whilst the other 
may have half and half. Although it is a strong 

grower when in a healthy state, it docs not 
make such a quantity of roots os in the other 
case ; this can be read'ily attributed to the com- 
Cratively lesser number of fronds usually 

mo by a plant of relative size. I should add 
as regards the soil that I would uso a 

little Sphagnum Moss with it, chopped up fine. 
This will not only encourage fresh root action, 
but retain moisture as well. Cyathca dealbata 
is more sensitive even than Dicksonia antarctica 

to drought at tho roots. If it remains dry for 
but a short time and the points of the pinna) 
commence to curl, it will be impossible to 

restore them to their normal condition. Should 
such a misfortune arise in either case shading 
for a time must be used, and that rather 
heavily, whilst the plant is thoroughly 
moistened all over and kept so for some con¬ 
siderable time. It is a rare thing for Cyathea 
dealbata to be troubled with insects ; at least 
this has been my experience, ami I have grown 
both from small plants to specimens for several 

years. Anything in tho way of potting may 
very well be attended to now, as the growth will 
soon commence. Whereshifted intolargerpotsor 
tubs it is hardly everpossible to do much to the old 

ball when it is a mass of roots, but it will not hurt 
to cut away a portion at the base, so os to allow 
of sufficient depth in the new pot or tub, with 
a little room at least for a top-dressing. Firm 
potting is, I consider, quite essential, otherwise 

it will not be possible to retain tho old ball in a 
moist condition. My practice has been to pot 
firmly, but not to give a large shift. When 

there is any suspicion of a newly-potted plant 
luting too dry at the centre, a few holes 6 inches 
or inoro in depth should be made in the old 
ball, then when watered the desired effect will 
be obtained. I would only advise planting out 
in any case when there is an abundance of head- 
room ; it means more luxuriant growth, impart¬ 
ing more shade to things underneath, if any be 
grown there. True, such a spot would bo con¬ 
genial to such as Todeas and Hymenophyllums 

where grown in quantity. Plants in an un¬ 
healthy stAte should lie reduced so as to go into 
a pot of the same size or a smaller one accord¬ 
ing to the case. (j. 

0372.- Ferns for a case.A. I). C.” 
omits to give the size of the Fern-case, and on 
this, partly, tho selection must rest. If it, lie 
about 18 inches in height, the following Ferns 

may be grown in it on the understanding that 
frost is kept out os they are of tho greenhouse 

section : Adiantum cuneatum, the prettiest of 
the Maiden-hairs, and Adiantum Farlevense, 
which is fairly hardy; Pteris cretica, P. 

serrnlata, and P. treinula Smithinna, all 
excellent Ferns for a room ; Asplenwm bulbi- 
ferum, a handsome Fern, which p, 
specimens on its 'fraoarjnPhtetKK 

and Asplenium flaccidum, also a strong-growing 
plant. Lygodium scandens (the Climbing Fern), 
might be tried, but it is not so hardy as those 
above, though it is so lovely and unique in its 
growth that it is well worth a trial. The 
soil for these Ferns should consist of loam, 

leaf-mould, and peat with plenty of silver-sand, 
and the tray in which they grow must be well 
drained, for stagnant water will induce mildew, 
which is fatal in its effects. If the case has no 
holes to allow of the passage of w'ater these 
should be made before the plants are put in, 

and the bottom of the tray should contain a 
layer of crocks, cinders, and bits of charcoal, 
covered by a thin layer of Moss, then rough 
bits of peat, pulled to pieces with the hand, 
and the finer part of the compost on the top. 
The whole may be soaked before inserting the 
Ferns with boiling water to destroy all germs 

of animal or plant life, and allowed to become 
fairly cool before the plants (which should be 
turned out of small pots) are put in. It is 
better to begin with a few good kinds, and add 

others as experience is gained. The surface of 
tho soil may be covered with Selaginella or 
Tradescautia discolor. To make a variety in 
tint one or two good Begonias of the Rex type 
may lie introduced, Louise Closon being one of 
the best for this purpose, with dark-crimson and 

maroon leaves. Ferns and these Begonias both 
enjoy a still, damp atmosphere without draught, 
yet they must have ventilation at the top to lot 
off the steam, which will otherwise fall again 
and sot up mildew in the case. If there be no 
ventilation in tho movable case a small open¬ 
ing should lie made at tho top to bo closed 

while gas is burning, but open for a few hours 
daily in a pure atmosphere. Tepid water 
should be given whenever the glass shows no 
mist when put in sunshine; enough to run 
through the drainage.—I. L. R. 

"> 452. — Adiantum Capillus-veneris. 
—Two parts fibrous peat, one part fibry 
loam, one part leaf-mould, not too much decayed, 

a small portion old lime rubble, and sharp 
silver-sand, in proportion to the texture of the 
loam—light or heavy. Ram the soil into the 
pots quite firm, as upon this much depends the 
manner in which growth is made. Abundance 
of water is required when the plants are growing 
freely, with occasional waterings of weak liquid^ 
manure. Ferns enjoy this stimulant much more 
than what many persons imagine.—S. P. 

5482. —Pern compost.—There is no better 

compost for tho Ferns mentioned and other 
ordinary descriptions than a mixture of two 
parts of the best (fibrous) loam procurable, with 

ono part each of peat and leaf-mould, and half- 
a-pint of sand. If peat is not easily procurable 
it may lie omitted, using rather more leaf-mould 
instead, or an equal quantity of fresh sifted 
Cocoa-nut-fibre. Such Ferns may and are often 
grown capitally in almost pure loam, this being 
of a light and sandy, peaty, or “ silky” nature, 
and only a little leaf-mould being added. The 

heavier the loam the moro leaf-mould, Ac., 
should be added ; the lighter it is the less is 
needed. -B. C. R. 

ORCHIDS. 

SOPHRONITIS GRANDIFLORA. 

I am asked by “G. T. B.” to say a few words 
about the management of this beautiful little 
plant, which I do willingly, os it is a particular 
favourite of mine, and I have seen some very 
good varieties of it of late years. This 

Orchid was first sent to the celebrated 
Messrs. Loddiges, of Hockney, some time early 
in the present century, or at least in the first 
half of it, and it flowered with them for the 

first time in this country in 1841, and I suppose 
it is ono of the Sophronitis entered in their 
catalogue, publisheu in 1839, numbered 470 

to 473, without any specific name. It is a 
plant which grows at considerable elevations 
on the Organ Mountains in Brazil, and it was 
some time before the right method was adopted 

for its successful cultivation. I remember well 
when I first went into the Orchid-houses, now- 
many years ago, that this plant was always 

treated to the warmth of theCattleya-house, and 
this structure in those days was a different 

e as regards the temperature than it is 

and we used to suoceed in flowering it 
well j but, of course, it nei^H 

blossomed so well as it does now since we have 

learned to keep the plants hung up in the more 
fenial atmosphere of tho Odontoglossum-house. 

here are one or two distinct coloured varieties 
of this Orchid, which also differ in their bulbs 
and leaves. Some of these have received distinct 

names, of which S. militaris I have thought upon 
several occasions to be entitled to specific rank, 
but have failed to establish it on any fixed 
grounds, so have been compelled to put it with 
grandiflora again. The variety rosea is another 

very pretty form, having flowers of a good 
round form, giving a nice change of colour from 
the bright shade of the normal plant, but it is 
not near so effective. 8. purpurea is another 
variety, butitdiffers considerably in colour, being 

of a bright rich carmine-purple. 8. violacea 
is yet another form, having flowers of a distinct 

\ iolct hue, which isa valuable acquisition, but they 
all come under the designation of 8. grandiflora. 
This Sophronitis thrives best in a hanging-pan 
or shallow earthenware basket, and this 
receptacle may be filled w-ith drainage, so as to 
leave but littlo space for soil alxrnt the roots. 

In this respect, I think so many make a great 
mistake, but it likes the little that it does nave 
made nice and firm and solid, using good brown 
peat-fibre and Sphagnum Moss in about oqual 
proportions. Some of my acquaintances object 

to the use of the last-named material, but the 
more I know of Orchids the more I am con¬ 
vinced of its thorough usefulness, and many 
Orchids have I seen growing in noarly all 
Sphagnum where I was taught to believe tho 

least hit of it with tho peat-fibre would be death 
to tho roots ; but lie not afraid, my friend, you 
may use it without tho least hesitation in tho 
culture of this plant. Give it abundance of water 
in the summer season, and during winter do 
not let it get dry, and keep it hanging up in the 

front of the Odoiitoglossum-house, in a sunny, 
light position, with a free circulation of air. 

Matt. Bramble. 

OXCIDIUM TIGRINUM. 

This plant I am asked to enlarge upon by 
“Jos. Headley,” who sends it under the name 

0. Barkeri, but I do not acknowledge this 
name, although it was given to it by Lindley 
after Mr. Barker, of Birmingham, its first 
cultivator ; but he found that it was the same 
plant as that described by La Lavi under the 
above name. Neither do I agree with those 
who would make that fine Orchid called splen- 

didium a variety of this Oncidium, for, in my 
opinion, no two plants can lie more distinct. 
However, to confine my remarks toO. tigrinuni, 
which is a plant possessed with a strong odour 
of Violets, and I do not appreciate the name 
given it by tho natives of Mexico, or tho 

Spaniards of that district, who call it “The 
Flower of the Dead.” A plant which I had 
growing in my dwelling-house for several years, 
always used to flower at the new year, but last 
season being so hot and dry, the plant got 
neglected and died, so that I did not have the 
exquisite pleasure of its flowers this season. It 

makes large bulbs, which are slightly com¬ 
pressed at tho sides, and upon the top it 
bears a pair of thin linear oblong leaves which 
are of a bright-green, and from 6 inches to 1 foot 
in length. The spikes are erect, some 2 feet or 

3 feot in length, branched, and bearing many 
flowers, which, in some instances, measure 
3 inches across. These have small sepals, and 
petals of a bright-yellow, blotched with dark- 
brown, and the lip a clear, bright-yellow, giving 

off a delicious odour of Violets. In a superb 
variety which I had sent me last year from 
Croydon, the markings being quite black, and 
tho lip of a very deep and rioh yellow. I 

wonder if I shall get it sent again ? It is cer¬ 
tainly tho finest variety I ever saw of this 
Elaut. It romains in full floral beauty for a 

ing time, and it retains the fragrance to tho 
last. This is a plant which thrives best when 

grown in a hanging-basket, well drained, using 
for soil good brown peat fibre mixed with 
chopped Sphagnum Moss. It may bo accom¬ 

modated in the cool-house during the whole 
season, but in the autumn it may be kept some¬ 
what warmer, and it hastens the spikes during 

the summer season. The plant requires ail 
abundance,of water, but it may be kept nearly 

dry for a short time when the growths are 

Jfqrtfgif. ILLINOIS Al Matt. Bramble. 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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ROSES. 

YELLOW ROSES. 

Ik there is one colour among Roses more popular 
than another it is the deep golden-yellow 

found in such varieties as Marechal Niel, Perle 
des Jardins, Harrisoni and others. Rosa 
Harrisoni (here figured), one of the Austrian 
Briers, was introduced from America by Mr. 
Harrison in 1830, and is still one of our most 
popular yellow Roses for garden decoration. 
As shown in the engraving, it is far more 
double and globular than the Persian Yellow, 
another very old favourite introduced in 1838. 

Harrisoni is a beautiful golden-yellow, hut 
the growth is not so vigorous nor the flowers so 
deep in colour as in the case of the Persian 
Yellow. I have more than once known the 
two varieties confused, but when seen together 
they are quite distinct. These two varieties 
are amongst the earliest flowering Roses we 
have, and I have a vivid recollection of how 
grand thev were in this neighbourhood last 
spring. . They are good growers, hardy, and 
almost certain bloomers. The chief point is 

to thin out all weakly growths, and so encourage 
the more vigorous shoots. If these are bent 
down slightly they will almost invariably bloom 
throughout their whole length. By bending 
them down slightly after pruning a more even 

only necessary pruning will be the removal of 
frost-bitten wood. 

Fortune's Yellow (syn., Beauty of Olazen- 

wood) is another beautiful semi-double variety 
that deserves much more extensive cultivation. It 
is said to have been discovered by Robert Fortune 
in a rich mandarin’s garden at Ningpo, and was 
introduced to this country by him in 1845. Like 
the Banksians, it does best in a warm and 
ratherdry situation, and, like them, requires care¬ 
ful summer pruning. It is only semi-double and 
varies much in its colour, sometimes being a Sure orange-yellow, and at others striped and 
aked with carmine in very uncertain quanti¬ 

ties. The yellow Abyssinian Rose Eca is also 
very pretty. This was introduced by Messrs. 

VV. Paul and Son about 1883 ; it is small and 
very pale-yellow in colour. 

C'lotii of Gold (or Chronmtella) was sent 
out in 1843, and was somewhat extensively 
grown until eclipsed by MartSchal Niel. It is a 
very vigorous grower, and too tender to thrive 
satisfactorily unless on a warm and very 
sheltered wall. The blooms nro large, double, 
perfect in form, and of a deep sulphur-yellow 
with darker centre, but unfortunately it is n 

difficult variety to grow on account of its 
extreme tenderness. I have only once liccn 
fortunate enough to see it growing well and 
that was in a Rose garden completely sheltered 

by spcciinon shrubs. Being so tender, it rarely 

Our Readers' Illustrations : Flowers ol Rose " Harrison's Yellow." Engraved (or Gardening Illustrated from a 
photograph sent by Mr. J. McWaltcrn, Armagh, Ireland. 

break of the flowering eyes is secured. In 
pruning it is only necessary to thin out the 
wjak shoots and remove the tipR of strong and 
well-ripened growths. Weak growth is of little 
value upon the Austrian Briers. In the same 
class we have two single Yellow Roses. 

The Austrian Yellow and the Austrian 
Copper. Both are good, the latter being one of 
the most superb single Roses grown. It is of 
vigorous growth, and possesses deep tints 
of bright copper, terra-cotta, and metallic-red. 
Once seen in their full beauty and freshness, 
these blooms are seldom forgotten. We also 

have the 

Yellow Scotch Roses, which, although pale 
and very small, are almost perfect in shape and 
particularly free and hardy. Among other small 
yellow Roses we must not omit the 

XELLOW Baxksian. I am acquainted with 
more than one garden where Banksian Roses 
grow well, but do not flower satisfactorily 
because they are injudiciously pruned. The 

Banksians flower early, and all the necessary 
pruning should be done at midsummer or soon 
after. Long shoots that have flowered should 
be entirely cut out, thus letting the air and 
light into the remaining growth and assisting 
its maturation during the autumn months. 
These Roses grow very: late, and are n<Uch 
tender than many; hrihde tfidCneed ^ 
the growth as early os possible, and a dry border 

to encourage early ripening. In the spring the 

starts well into growth until too late in the 
season for its vigorous shoots to get matured. 
It was a seedling from Lamarque, and Nabon- 
nand has succeeded in getting a seedling from 
Chromatella which much resembles the parent, 
and is supposed to be hardier ; he has named it 
Cointesse de Bcaumetz, but it still remains to 
be proved, and I doubt if it will ever become so 
popular as Marwhal Niel. The above, with 
Solfaterre, Ophiric, and Celine Forestier, are 
the best of our old yellow Roses. During recent 
years many grand additions have been made to 
this colour, one of the most popular being 

William Allen Richardson, which was sent 
out by Ducher in 1878. For some time it was 
not much grown, having probably shown its 
uncertain growth. It is a peculiar feature in 
this grand Rose that one plant may do well, and 
another in the same position and appaiently 
under similar conditions will be far from satis¬ 
factory, growing scarcely at all. This same 
peculiarity is often found in Mardchal Niel, but 

not quite so frequently. It requires the same 
treatment as Marshal Niel—viz., little or no 

pruning of the wood made the previous season. 
Its colour is difficult to describe and varies very 
much. Golden-yellow, orange-yellow, yolk-of- 

yellow are all found ; sometimes a bloom 
produced with only one of these colours, 

srtimes two, or all three may bo found in 
.^.confusion, while it is not 

id a flower pure-white. As a ge1 

they are golden orange with 

Small, perfect in shape while young, and a good 

Rose to last, this variety is undoubtedly one of 
the best climbers for a south wall or under glass. 

In the latter position I have secured from 500 
to 700 blooms from a single plant, and have 
found it equally as certaiin as well-grown 
specimens of Mari5chal Niel. Mine. Carnot, a 

seedling from W. A. Richardson, is somewhat 
similar, and also a grand variety. 

L'Ideal, of similar habit, is one of the most 
distinct and attractive Roses we have. Not 
very full, but of good shape when young ; it is 
decidedly one of the six sweetest-scented Roses 
grown. Its colour is also very variable, being 
metallic-red and yellow, splashed and tinted 
with a golden and coppery-ycl low. 

Divhesse o’Auerstadt.—'The flowers of this 
are pure yellow when young,, but partake of a 
nankeen shade ns they open. They are large 
and full, but not of so good shape as those of 
Henrietta de Bcauveau, a bl ight clear yellow, 
very free blooming and sweel -scented. 

Belle Lyonnaisk is a pure canary-yellow of 

the Gloire de Dijon typo, but not quite so 

hardy. 
Revk d’Or is a typical Yellow Roso, almost 

evergreen, and of cxtraordir.ary vigour. 

Mmk. Falcot is too well ‘known to need moro 
said of it than that from I860 to tho present 
time it has been tho best of its colour. 

Isabella Sprint, a fixed Bport from Safrano, 
is a pure canary-yellow of hardy 
constitution, very free, and a 
good button-hole Rose. 

Jean P.'iUNKT, a sport from 
Dcvoniensis, is also exceedingly 
pretty, but, like its foster 
parent, it is not sufficiently 
reliable. Perhaps the best pure 
yellow Rose among tho dwarfer 
growing Teas and Noisettes is 

Marie van Houttk. Some 
of my readers may question 
my designation of this grand 
variety as a pure yellow on 
account of its being frequently 
tinged with deep rose, especially 
towards the edges of its petals. 
But these aro merely sun tints, 
and may be found more or less 

in many other varieties — Ni- 
Shotcs, for example. Marie van 

.'outte is a most excellent 
grower, hardy, anil certain to 
5reduce several crops of good 

owers during each season. 

Sunset is of different Bhadc, 

having a deeper yellow for 

ground, with an apricot-coloured 
centre. It is a grand autumnal 
Rose. 

Mme. Hoste is a pale yellow 
of great purity. The blooms 
are well built up and of great 
substance and size The title 

“yellow Roses ” gives us rather a wide scope 
among these flowers, but I have endeavoured to 
keep within bounds, even by omitting such 
grand varieties as Cointesse de Nadaillac, Anna 
Ollivier, Jean Ducher, Princess of Wales, Fran* 
(,'isca Kriiger, Gloire de Dijon, Kaserin Freid- 
rieh. Bouquet d’Or, Mme. Berard, Ac., all of 
which might justly be styled yellows of different 
shade. D. 

5526.- Roses In pots.—Except that I am 
afraid the pots are rather too large for tho 
first potting, I think you have gone about your 
work in a business-like manner. The cold 
frame is a capital place for tho plants until the 
end of May, when they will probably want more 
room. In any case plunge the pots to their 

rims in a bed of coal-ashes. With regard to 
pruning, if you keep the plants as cool as you 
can by removing the lights off them, except in 

wet or frosty weather, you may delay tho 
pruning until the middle of March with advan¬ 
tage. I think if you cut all the strongest back 
to 9 inches above the pots and the weak ones to 
6 inches you will do right. I do not think the 
plants will want repotting until after they have 
produced two lots of flowers, or not until tho 
month of August next year ; even then they will 
not. wont .larger pots, unless they arc much 

'1 r^nanT'ftiiagine them to lie at that time. 

nd repot in fresh, 
th'dnHW ready Ibt forcing early tho 

lighter ^^^^^j^yqaiy-|//^|p^p(|(li|^l)jouse will be too hot for 
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os a hardy annual, but, like others from Chili, 
it it better to sow it in spring than in autumn. 

It continues to flower from July to September, 
if grown in warm, light soils. The other species 
in cultivation are B. insignia and B. multifida. 
The blossoms of B. insignis are pure-white, 
1 inch across, with a large serrated tooth on 

each side. B. multifida is of much stronger 

the plants in the summer. They will be better 

in the open air after the middle of June. Your 
selection of Roses is a choice one for such a 
limited number. Aftor the plants aro well 

established in their present pots they may have 
those of a largersizain three years’time.—J.C.C. 

5522. —Growing Rosea—By all means 
pot at once. You can then move them safely 
and use for either of the purposes you name. It 
is as well to pot now, even if you turn them out 

into tho open bordur after settled in your new 
house. The size of pot depends entirely upon 
the size of root and plant. A comfortable size 

for the roots should be selected. If much growth 
is upon the plants they will nood to be cut back ; 
but I think from your description you could 
treat them exactly as you would a couple of 
voung plants from tv nursery. I should choose 

better varieties for the conservatory—say, 
Marechal Kiel, L’ldcal, or William Allen 
Richardson in place of the flloire de Dijon, and 
one or other of the shorter-growing Teas instead 

of Baroness Rothschild.—I’. U. 

5192.—Scotch Briers.—You can get these 

from any good Rose grower. The real Scotch 
Roses are of various ctdours and unnamed. There 
is a perpotual blooming variety called Stanwell 
Perpetual which should not bo missed. Plant 

at once. Twelve dwiirf Roses to stand in pots 
along a path out-of-doors would bo General 
Jacqueminot, Baroness Rothschild, La Franco, 
Madame Lombard, Wisher Holmes, Mrs. John 
Laing, Annie Wood, Monsieur Noman, The 
Bride, Souvenir de S. A. Prince, Jean Duchor, 

and Pcrlcs des Jardius. These will give variety 
of colour and are free bloomers, ltgreat care 
is not paid to watering, and the outside of the 
pots partially shaded from fierce sunshine, you 

are not likely to succeed very much.—P. U. 

5523. —Climbing Roses.—When forcing 
Roaes it is of the utmost importance to avoia 

any draught, and this is always caused more or 
less by any ventilation. Sooner than do this, I 
would allow a considerable rise in tho tem¬ 
perature and keep the atmosphere a little 
moistcr. Syringe according to the teinperaturo 

and weather. I cannot say just how often, 
because so much depends upon other circum¬ 
stances. A moist, spring like atmosphoro is 
wanted ; but if tho weather is extra dull and 
wot, ceaso syringing for a short time. Until the 

growth is some 4 inches long I would not 
advance over 55 (legs, to 00 (legs., but from 
that stage an additional 5 dugs, to 10 degs. will 
not hurt. P. U. 

f>I'l.'i. Tea Robbs, Ac., for sale. Marie van Houtte 
is the only one of those you name which is likely to be 
satisfactory for your purisnu-. Oencrnl J.v i|Uominot and 
Catherine Mermet will give many nioro flowers than 
Marie Rady and Ethel Ilrownlow, and are near enough of 
the name colours. You arc not likely to And tho sale of 

blooms from three plants worth the trouble.—P. U. 

of the showiest of water plants, with full spikes 
of double flowers, Orontium aquaticum, com¬ 

monly called the Golden Club, as it thrusts its 
yellow club-like spikes of bloom above tho 
water, and Pontedcria cordata. This last in 

shallow water is exceedingly handsome, throw¬ 
ing up loaves on long stalks 2 feet high, and 
above them long spikes of rich-blue flowers. I 

might extend the list of things available, but if 
“C. C.” takes all these in hand he will make 
his ponds a perfect water-garden of lovely 
flowers for at least six months of the year. To 
make the thing complete the ponds should con¬ 

tain some of the many new and noble hardy 
Water Lilies, whose advent marks a new era in 
water gardening. —A. H. Be3t Dahlias. 5485. 

best twenty-four show varieties, and the best 

twelve Cactus kinds, as you scarcely want two- 
dozen Cactus kinds. Of tho show class select 
Bendigo (purple-crimson), Colonist (a distinct Iris idekica (Fig. 1).—' 
colour, quite free, fawn and chocolate shade), singular of the Irises, and 
Canary (yellow), Kthel Britton (blush, the petals flowers are of good size ; I 
edged with purple), George Rawlings (deep- white, pencilled and spe 

maroon), Glowworm (orango-scarlet), J. T. violet, whilo the droopin 
West (yellow, tho petals tipped with purple), veined with dark-purple 
Harry Keith (rose-purple), John Wyatt (crim¬ 

son, shot with a scarlet shade), Mrs. Glasscock —- 
(while), Mrs. Gladstone (a lovely colour, silver- i 
pink, are very fine in form), Queen of the \ j| 
Belgians (cream-shaded w‘ 

~ ' ‘ "maroon 
ith pink), Rev. J. V - " 

Goodduy (maroon-purple), Thos. Goodwin (very | \ i j-a 

intense in colour), and Win. Rawlings (crimson- 
purple). The best of tho fancy varieties are j \ ar| 
Comedian (orange, with crimson freckles, the 
tips of tho petals white), Gaiety (yellow, 
striped with red and tipped with white), Gen. 

Gordon (yellow, with stripes of scarlet), Clias. 
Wyatt (deep-rose, set oil by crimson flakes), j 
Flora Wyatt (orange with stripes, and flakes of 
red), Henry Glasscock (buff, striped-crimson), 
Mrs. Saunders (yellow, tho petals tipped with 
white), Peacock (purple, tipped white), Rebecca 

(lilac, striped crimson), and T. H. Girdlestone 
(lilac, with flakes of maroon). Any or all of tho 
following Cactus kinds arc worth growing, and 

tho flowers are of tho true Cactus shape. Taking 
the well-known Juarezi as the type: Lady 
Penzanco (yellow, a clear, lovely shade), Coun- j, 
tess of Gosport (pleasing in colour, tho flowers 
small, but very neat and pretty in form), 
Countess of Radnor (a lovely shade, or shades, yellowish ground, ’ 
salmon-roso, molting in yellow, nnd the form blotch in the centre, 
distinct), Robert Cannoll (magenta, shot with commonest form, but 

a satiny bluish shade), Dolicata (pink, passing ochrocea, is very di 
to vellow in the centre), Kynerith (quite of a c*?101"to cultivate th 
vormilion shade), H. Cannoll (deop velvety- being perfectly hard; 
maroon), Honoria (delicate-amber colour), as to its requirement: 
Juarezi, Lady M. Marsham (salmon), Mrs. fibrous loam, where i 

Hawkins (sulphur-colour), and 1'authca (bright deep into the lOil 
salmon-rod).—C. T. require to bo planted 

6510. -Plants for the banks of pond. when pianted deep 
—1 hero is no lack of beautiful things for this winter is very impati 
Purpose, enough to adorn every yard of the ho kept comparative! 
hanks with a scrios of line Uowcrs. Thoy may shoul<l be used, tho r 
lie divided into two classes : those that love pietoiy ju it i„ the sn 

moisture at tho root, but prefer not to bo plallte<i. Bythismea. 
actually in tho water, and others that may bo thc wintcri and grea 

oven in the water itself. Of the first oUm I plant in H„mrncr, as 
should begin with the Globe-flowers (rrolliuses), }orcc their way tliroi 
and mako a feature of them, they are so line, ,|lt pjttnt grows mor 

showy.oud early. Then comes niultiplicd by divisi 
tho Irises, a perfect host; I. ailmirahly suited for 
gurmameu in its varied form, 8olcct bor<icr, and> v 
but above all such lovely ,iud a pla(.0 jn cve 

species as I. sibirica, Mon- rin„ am| thoUgh 

OUTDOOR PLANTS 

A GOOD HARDY ANNUAL. 

Bmjmeniuoiiia oohonata. 

Tins has much to recommend it, tho flowers 

being showy, the foliage elegant, and the growth 

llliiim-nbacliia coronaU. 

c—Plant but in April, ami 
wer-poU till the weather 
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DEEP CULTIVATION. 

Ip trenching or double digging, was necessary in 
bygone days, when cropping was not nearly so 

rapid as it, is now, it follows as a matter of 
course that it is more needful now, when we 
are not content with crops following each other 
almost before the land is cleared ; but many go 
in for double cropping, and we find all sorts of 
Winter Greens, Broccoli, Savoys, Ac., getting 
established between the rows of Potatoes, so 
that the land is never at rest. In advocating 
trenching the difficulty with many is to gel any 
ground vacant during the winter season, when it 
can be done ; but there is not the slightest doubt 
that deep cultivation is the only way to 
effectually guard against drought, and with the 
experience of the summer of 1893 still fresh in 
our minds it would be folly not to guard as far 
as possible against similar failure in the future. 
Artificial watering, mulching, Ac., are only aids 
to ward off the effects of drought. The real 
cure is a deep, thoroughly pulverised, ami 
liberally enriched root-run, where the crops 
can defy the effects of drought. In gardens 
of limited area, such as amateurs generally culti¬ 
vate, the liest plan is to set it out in plots, and 
crop it so that a portion should become vacant 
in the winter season and receive its turn of 
trenching, whereby it will really be made like 
now soil ; for with all our skill in chemistry wc 
do not improve on Nature so rapidly as to be 
able to put into the soil the exact elements that 
each crop requires, for the object of our fore¬ 
fathers allowing land to lie fallow one year and 
cropping it the next was that Nature might 
restore to 

Exhausted land, through the agency of frost 
and rain, the very things it was deficient of. 
There is little chance of going hack to this 

very primitive mode of letting land, at least in 
gardens, restore itself simply by lying idle. We, 
however, must take care that we do not verify the 
old motto of the more haste the less speed 
becoming applicable to garden lands, for it is no 
use hurrying a large space of any given crop into 
the soil if by better culture we could have grown 
an equal amount of produce on a smaller area, 

and I am fully convinced that deep cultivation 
enables this to be done, and us regards manure, 
there is little doubt but that double digging 
saves manure, for it brings to the surface and 
within reach of the roots those nutritious 
elements that have been washed deeply down 
by heavy rains until they were practically 
useless ; but by bringing them up to the influence 
of the sun and air they again become available 
for plant food. In trenching I utilise all the 
roughest of the garden refuse ny burying in the rougnest ot me garden reiuse t>y burying in the 
bottom of the trenches all the old stems of 
Broccoli, Cabbages, or any of the Brnssieu tribe. 
For old Strawberry beds that have become weedy 
there is no cure like burying the whole mass two 
spits deep, if possible, in the autumn or early 
part of the winter, as is the best for the woik, 

tor then the newly turned-up soil gets the whole 
of the winter to become mellowed before seed¬ 
time comes round again ; but still any time 
during winter does very well, for trenching is 
good work for cold weather, and when the depth 
of good soil is not sufficient to allow of the 

bottom spit being turned right on the top of the 
first, it should be well broken up with forks, so 

os to increase the depth of friable soil, the best 
antidote for crops suffering from drought yet 

James Groom, l/o*/>ort. invented. 

5517.—Treatment of a lawn.—You had 
better set about raking up the Moss at once with 
an iron toothed rake, and afterwards give the 
lawn a good dressing of rich soil which has been 
passed through a course-meshed sieve. Wood- 
ashes or the charred rubbish of the garden is one 
of the best fertilisers for lawns if laid on next 

month. There is another plan open to you, ami 
which I have found in practice to bo'useful 
that is, instead of using the lawnmower in the 

spring, to cut thedrass with a scythe, and pare 
it down ns close ns you can gut to the soil. If 
you continue this treatment through the 
summer the sun will scorch up the Moss.— 
J. C. C. 

5303.—Beds of Begonias.—Unless you 
have a nice warm-house, pit, or a ho|,-l»-d, and 

some amount of experience in ihii/mattAv it 
will bo wiser to pifijh(i4tiZlihllcayii_ 
jouig plants in May or June, than to attempt 

to raise the seedlings yourself. Plants from 

seed sown in January, or at once, in a heat of 
63 degs. or 70 degs., and kept growing on 
rapidly and vigorously, will begin to bloom in 
July, or sometimes in June, of the same year, 
but the greatest care and a certain amount of 
skill are absolutely necessary, and even then the 
flowers are later tnan from year-old tubers. On 
the whole, you had better procure tubers in 
March—-good seedlings selected as to colour are 
decidedly superior, as well ns less costly, for 
this purpose than named kinds—start them in 
boxes of rough sandy soil, in a gentle heat, or 
the warmest comer of the greenhouse, pot them 
singly when in growth, harden off in cold frames 
in May, and plant out about the second week in 
June, in light, free soil made rich with decayed 
manure, leaf-soil, or spent hops.—B. 0. B. 

5519.—Pelargoniums out-of-doors in 
Sussex.—-Pelargoniums are not very good 
plants for a wet district, and for this purpose 
1 should rather prefer Tuberous Begonias 
which delight more in moisture. Still, for the 

every autumn from cuttings, and kept through 

the winter in a cold frame. This was a success. 
A dwarf Yellow Nasturtium did fairly well. 
Harrison's Musk was a success ip a damp 
situation, mulched with manure, but failed in a 

drier spot ; but the showiest thing of all was a 
dwarf double yellow French Marigold, raised 
from seeds in the spring. Calliopsis grandi- 
lloru, pegged down, Yellow Tuberous Begonias 
will be a success, only they are rather expensive 

to start with. The same may be said of Yellow 
Carnations, but the Carnations do not give 
enough colour to suit everybody.—E. H. 

5516.—A mossy lawn.—More than one 
correspondent inquires about mossy lawns, but 
there is really only one remedy when the Si oas 
has taken completo possession, and that is to 
returf or resow. The presence of Moss indicate* 
bail drainage, and a badly-drained lawn is never 
successful. It cannot bo, os the soil is always 
in an unwholesome, waterlogged condition. 
The quickest way is to returf those parts badly 
mossed with good fresh turves, as resowing 

Mourning Iris (Iris sustain). (See article "Two Fine Irises" on page 711.) 

open you cannot do better than select of the 
Zonula such line kinds as Henry Jacoby, which 

lms vivid crimson flowers produced in a bold 
truss, King of the Bodders (scarlet), Vesuvius, 
well-known as one of the best of all this class, 
John Gibbons (orange-scarlet), Triomphe do 
Stella (orange-scarlet), and West Brighton Gem 

(scarlet), a very fine bedder. Beckwith's Pink 
is a good pink kind, also Mrs. Turner, and 
amongst salmon-coloured varieties worthy of 
note is Lucy Mason, which has reddish-salmon 
flowers, and produced very freely. Of the Ivy- 
leaved varieties, the old Mine. Crousse is still 
one of the liest, and other worthy kinds are 

Hyecroft Surprise, which has neat trusses of 
salmon-pink flowers, 11. Can noli (rose), Souvenir 

do Chos. Turner (deep-pink, the upper petals 
feathered with maroon), Mine. Thibaut (deep- 

(link), Jeanno d’Arc (white, touohud with 
a vender), Congo (pale-lilac), Comtcsso Horace 

do Choiscuil (rose), and A. F. Barron (lilac- 

rosej,—C. T. 

jdding plants.—I have tried 
_ Substitutes Tor Calceolarias, ifipfj| 
w self Antirrhinum, which w as 

means a rather weakly sward for playing upon 
during the coming summer. The dressing of 
soot advised was correct, and a very good 
thing to use. Rake out the Moss, resow or 
returf; the latter is the better plan in the 

majority of cases.—C. T. 

6524.—English guano for a garden.— 
The Native guano is no doubt what is meant in 
this inquiry, and this is frequently advertised 
in Gardening. I have found it to bo a very 
good substitute for stable-manure for all garden 
crops; also for fruit-trees, if used in modera¬ 
tion. At the same time, I do not think any 
kind of fertiliser will take the place of stable or 
farmyard manure —that, however, is not always 
obtainable. It is in such cases that the Native 
guano or Clay’s Fertiliser and other concentrated 
manures are valuable, and they invariably do 

the most good when they arc mixed up with the 
soil before sowing or planting.—J. C. 0. 

6472.—Sulphuric acid and weeds.—It l» not of 
ouch use to apply sulphuric aciil lust now : wait till Urn 

tiduat ii| hlomiiiff about. »ml then whatever is applied 
[• more effectual One part of sulphuric acid to JO of 

AT "°l klU »tronS rooua 
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5507. —Unsatisfactory Celery. — The 
rusty-looking murks complained of are the result 
of slug attacks immediately after earthing. The 
best preventive is quick-lime, soot, and wood- 
ashes, in equal parts, sprinkled on the soil 
amongst the plants and at the sides of the 
trench, so that in moving the soil the mixture 
will render the soil distasteful to the small black 

slugs that are the cause of the nuisance.—8. 1*. 

5508. —Soilf or Tomatoes. —It is not neces¬ 
sary to change the soil every year for Tomatoes 
under gloss; but it should l>o worked and 
deepened every season by digging a little 
deeper, and mixing a little more of the subsoil 
with the surface-soil. I have grown four crops 

in the same house in succession with deep 
stirring and manuring every winter, and top¬ 
dressing during the growing season, and the 
last crop was as good as the first. I know the 
Worthing growers consider the soil should be 
changed after two or three years, but their soil 
is heavy, and ours rests on a chalk base 50 feet 
deep.—E. H. 

5505.—A Mushroom failure.—No one, 
I expect, will contend that Moss-littcr-manure 
is so good for Mushroom culture as the manure 
made from straw-litter. It is, in the first place, 
wanting in elasticity, and when beaten down it, 
sometimes fails to heat sufficiently to work the 
spawn properly. I should not use Moss-litter- 
inanure for Mushrooms, except where the supply 

of common straw-manure failed, but where 
Moss-litter is used leas trending or beating 
should bo given. I have seen good crops of 
Mushrooms grown with it, and it comes in 
useful if a sufficient supply of other manure 
cannot bo hod. It is very good manure for 

vegetables of nil kinds when dug into the 
garden.—E. H. 

5474.—Best Peas for market.—I hap¬ 
pen to live in the midst of a Pea-producing dis¬ 

trict for markets, and have had considerable 
opportunity to observe the system of culture 

and the varieties grown. The Pea likes rich, 
rather deep soil if it can be obtained ; but I 

have seen splendid crops of early Peas taken 
from light soils of a shallow nature. Late Peas 
are apt to mildew badly on light soils, and they 
are also more liable to be attacked by tlirips, 

THE KITCHEN GARDEN. 

WITLOOF, OR CABBAGE-HEADED 

CHICORY. 

This Witloof (Fig. 1) is the forced and blanched 
sprout of a particular variety of large-rooted 
Chicory named Brussels Chicory, from the 
name of the city where its culture originated. 
Witloof may be brought to table either raw, as 

a salad, or cooked and seasoned in various 
ways. In the first form it vory much resembles 
Common Chicory or blanched (Barbe-de- 
capucin) (Fig. 2), and when served up in the 
last-mentioned way it reminds one especially of 
boiled curled Endive. In any form it is an 
agreeable and wholesome vegetable, with a 
slightly bitter taste and remarkably delicate in 

the soil. When the full complement of roots 

has been deposited in a trench, some of the 
soil which was taken out in making it is then 
shovelled back so as to fill up the interstices 
between the roots and cover the latter up to 
the necks, which should all have been placed at 
the same level. After this a layer of about 
8 inches deep of comparatively dry soil is 
shovelled in. Soil proper for the occasion may 
be easily prepared by placing a sufficient quantity 

in heaps under a shed or other shelter some 
weeks beforehand. 

Tim tkisni'iiks are usually from about 4 feet 
to 4t feet wide, and may, of course, be as long 
as is convenient. After a trench has been fur¬ 
nished with roots and dry soil, as just described, 
portions of it are forced in succession, according 
as supplies are required. The forcing is oficcted 
by covering the requisite portion of roots in the 
trench with a layer 8 inches to 12 inches deep 
of fermenting manure, and in from twelvo to 

fifteen days’ time the soil will have become 
sufficiently heated for the production of Wit¬ 
loof. The manure may then be transferred to 
the next portion of the trench that is to be 
forced, fresh manure being aibled to it to keep 
up the heat as may be required. The Cabltagc- 
like heads of Witloof are not fully developed 
until after twenty days have elapsed, but when 
the manure is removed a covering of litter or 
straw mats suffices to retain the heat ami to 
finish off the growth of the blanched heads. 
These when taken up arc cut off from the roots 
with a small portion of the neck attached to 
them ; they are then sorted in sizes and packed 
in the square baskets in which they aro sold in 
the markets. The production of W itloof, easily 

accomplished in any country, is particularly to 
bo recommended for adoption in the kitchen 
gardens of country houses in localities far remote 
from markets. 

Chicory (Barbe-de-capncin). — Forced in 
winter in a dark place, the common Chicory 

plant yields a much-esteemed winter salad 
material. In producing it, use is marie of plants 
that were sown rather thinly in the open ground 
from April to June. At the beginning of winter 
those plants are taken up and the leaves are cut 
off to within al>out half an inch from the neck of 
the root. Then, in some dark place, where the 
temperature is not too cold, sloping beds are 

built up, composed of alternate layers of sand or 

fi|{. I.—'Witloof, or large Brussels Chicory 
(<n.-third natural size). 

flavour. W tliof can only ba produced by 
using the particular variety of large-rooted 
Chicory which I have just mentioned, and 
which is distinguished by the broadness of the 
leaves, and especially by the groat sizo of the 

midrib. These leaves, when they are blanched 
by forcing the plants underground, form a 
sort of Cabbagc-like head, very solid and com¬ 
pact, ami of an ivory-white colour, bearing 
carriage well, and, when properly attended to, 

keeping fresh for several days. This explains how 
11 is that Paris ami London are almost exclusively 
supplied with Witloof grownin Belgium, where it 
is raisedatlessoxponsp, although there is nothing 
of either mystery or difficulty in the process. Our 
market-gardeners are certainly able to do it 

quite as well as their Belgian brethren, and 
even the owners of private gardens can without 
any difficulty and at a trifling expense raise 
Witloof if they will only conscientiously carryout 
the instructions which we here endeavour to give 
as clearly and us briefly as possible. In the first 

place it is indispensably’ necessary to obtain seed 
•>f tfie large-rooted Brussels Chicory genuine 
and 

Tuck to Name, as this is the only kind which 
produces the large leaves and midribs which are 
essential to form the Cabbage-like heads. With 
any other kind of Chicory the most painstaking 
efforts in the process would lie absolutely thrown 
away. The seed should be sown, during the 
month of June or at the beginning of July, in 
soil that has been deeply dug and well prepared 
and, preferably, in drills drawn from 6 inches to 

12 inches apart, the seedlings being subsequently 
thinned out so as to leave from twenty to thirty 

plants to the square yard. If the seed is sown 
too early there almost always results a large 
proportion of plants which run to seed the same 
year. Seed may also he sown for transplanting, 
and this method is to bo especially recommended 

in market-garden culture, where it is im¬ 
portant to have ground occupied by any 
particular crop for as short a period as possible. 

for about three weeks, when, if the temperature 
has not fallen too much, leaves from 8 inches to 
10 inches long may lie gathered. Of late years 
some growers in the neighbourhood of Paris have 
begun to use for this purpose the large-rooted 
kind of Chicory, which they force as soon as it 

has attained the thickness of a man's linger. 
The roots of this kind of Chicory, being'very 

straight and regular in shape, are very easily 
placed in position in t he beds, and the leaves and this troublesome insect quite spoils the 
which they yield are generally broader and more appearance of the pods for market. The variety 
vigorous in growth than those of the common most frequently cultivated now for early crops is 
Chicory plant. V. A. William tho First, a very fine Pea, with dark- 

_ green pods. American Wonder has been tried, 

and has given satisfaction on some farms; 
others do not care about it. For late crops on 

inure you may have good soils of a medium clay, Ne Plus Ultra 
worked there would is profitable. The dwarf Peas arc sown 2 feet 

apart, the medium 8 feet, and the late tall 
r_1 :_i. No sticks are used in any case, 
and the tops are switched off with a reaping- 

Fig. Z —Chicory, blanched (one-sixth natural size). 
(See article "Witloof.") 

In this case the seedistobesown in a nursery bed 
in June, and about July 10 the seedlings may be 
planted out in a bed from which some early 
crop has just been taken, and at a distance from 

one another of about 6 inches in every direction. 
In October the plants will havo attajfieiP their 

full growth, and the ©pteh^f^dlhon'lA aitatli* 
as an ordinary spadediandle. They arenowto 

and dig it in. If tho land was properly 
1)0 fewer insect troubles.—E. H. 

5354.—Tomatoes under glass.—I should advise I Peas 4 feet. 
"S. I>." to ifivo "Ladybird” Tomato a trial. It can be 1 
obtained Irom .Messrs." Vcitcli, King's-mad, Chelsea. I , , 
frrew inhere lost year, and it is one of the freest-setting hook.— 
TornatAsI know of. bearinz bunches of medium-sized, 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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some. Give a dressing of saltandsoot at once ; the 
salt may be applied at the rate of twenty pounds 
to the square rod, and at least a bushel of soot, 
both to bo lightly forked in. About the end of 
May or a little earlier, give a light dressing of 
soot to keep the Onion-fly from the beds of 

Onions. They dislike the flavour of soot, and 
if this is applied about the time the flies lay 
their eggs the insects will seek elsewhere for 
suitable plants for their young brood.—E. H. 

5*01.—Planting Potatoes. — Something 
depends upon the size of tho seed j but if of 
moderate size you will require for your plot of 
ground (which is just about half an acre in 

extent), about 15 bushels of seed. This is 
reckoning tho seed is planted 10 inches or 12 
inches apart, in rows 2.J feet to 3 feet asunder. 
Some of the most useful and productive 
Potatoes for ordinary purposes are Sharpe’s 
Victor, and Veitoll’s or Myatt’s Ashleaf (early), 
Beauty of Hebron and Duke of Albany (succes¬ 
sion), and Heading Giant, the Prince, and 

Magnum Bonuiii (late). On such soil as yours, 
a moderate dressing of stable-manure (say 10 
tons per acre), is almost indispensable, and you 
inay also use a little superphosphate (2 cwt. per 
acre) and salt, or nitrate of soda, with tho best 
results. Of the latter, apply it as a top-dressing 

before earthing up.—B. C. H. 

sm- Culture of Vegetable Marrows.—One 
of Inc causes of Vegetable Marrows getting out of condi- 
tion is planting in very rich compost. They are always 
more prolific when only a moderate i|iiantity of manure is 
used—say, half a harrowful to each hill, to he mixed anil 
blended with the soil. Soft, rank growth produces fruit 
which rots at the ends and falls off.—E. 11. 

HOUSE! & WINDOW GARDENING. 

A FEW GOOD SCENTED FLOWERS. 

Plants with highly perfumed flowers or foliage 
aro always in great request in rooms and for 
bouquets, &c., and, as a rule, they aro eagerly 
sought after by those who value real worth. 
The following are all easily grown and suitable 
for small gardens :— 

Alovsia CITRIODOKA (Lemon Verbena) is a 
deciduous plant with beautifully scented foliage. 
It is sometimes grownasawall-plantout of doors, 
but needs covering up securely or a severe winter 
will kill it to the ground. As a pot plant itstrikes 
readily from cuttings and grows freely in any 
good potting soil. Pinching in the strong 

shoots that are outgrowing the rest is all the 
attention it needs to insure well-furnished bushy 
plants. In winter it only needs keeping safe 
from frost, anil if treated like Fuchsias does 
well. 

Daphne indica is a beautifully-perfumed 
flower (the commoner hardy kinds are known as 
Wood Laurels). It is increased principally by 
grafting on the Wild Wood Laurel, and is of 
rather slow growth, but a plant or two in tho 
greenhouse will scent the whole structure for 
weeks at this early period of the year. 

Freesias are among the most boautiful 
of bulbous plants, tho flowers having a delicate 
vet powerful perfume. Thoir culture is now 
getting to be more generally understood, and 
they require nothing that amateurs cannot give 
them. Pot the bulbs, say about a dozen in a 
C-inch pot in July, and set them in a cold frame, 
keeping rather dry until they start to grow and 
root, then water freely. Keep close to the glass 
in all stages of growth or tho foliage will get 

long and weak. A temperature of about 
50 degrees suits them well, and by having some 
kept in cooler quarters a long succession of 
bloom may bo maintained. Strong spikes 
branch out into several side branches of flowers. 

Heliotropes are old favourites both for the 
flower garden and ns pot plants; they are 
readily increased by cuttings of tho soft 
young shoots, and goixl plants may bo grown 

in one season. Tho dark-flowored ones are 
generally tho most fs.voured ; but as regards 
scent there is little to choose, as they are all 
fragrant. 

Geraniums, scented-leaved, are numerous 
and of easy culture. The old Oak-leaf is a 
familiar cottage window plant, as it flourishes 
well in the dry air of ordinary living rooms 
Cuttings strike freely if kept rather dry, and 
rapidly make good plants. —> 

Musk is too well-known to need, any/descrfp\ 

tiou. Tho roots lio diu'maht^iii' llli soVdiWyy 
the -winter, but start very early into growtli 

The plants should be shaken out of their pots 
and divided in early spring, and plenty of 
moisture is needed for Musks. The old- 

fashioned small yellow-flowered sort has tho 
strongest perfume ; but Harrison’s Giant Musk 
is now much grown as a window plant, as 
well as for bedding-out in summer. 

Mignonette is still, probably, tho most 
popular of all scented (lowers, l>oth as a pot 
plant and for the flower garden, as even 
those dwellers in town who have not a foot of 
garden ground will still grow their Mignonette 
in window-boxes or pols, and from peer to 
peasant no garden is complete without it. The 

old small-flowered variety still holds its own 
for perfume against all the Giant varieties too 
numerous to mention. 

Violets are the favourite winter flower, and 
many acres of land are devoted to their culture 
in markot gardens. The hardy single blues aro 
very popular, but the tender Neapolitan are 
well worthy of culture by any who can devote 
frames for their protection during tho winter 
months. J. Groom, Gotport. 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

THE DATE PALMS. 

Anyone who notices how vigorously tho com¬ 
mon Date Palm grows in a largo cool-house must 

welcome tho smaller species of tho same genus, 

Thu Slender Date Palin (Plia-nix tenuis). 

which, while thriving in a similar temperature, 
are more convenient as regards size, and are of 

plant is red-spider, which is kept away by 
syringing freely in the summer. L. penrhosiensis 
is distinct from L. floribunda. The former is a 
hybrid : it is a good acquisition, the flowers 
being of much richer colour than thoso of the 
ty^e. ^ They are borne in tho winter months. 

5432. — 011-8tOV68. — I have many times 
stated that these aro very useful for small houses 

if kept clean and well trimmed, and used only 
when really necessary. I know that a pan of 
water is often placed on such stoves, but I do 

not agree with or practise this, except in certain 
cases, because, os you say, the steam ormoisture 
therefrom does the plants harm rather than 
good. Tho little “ Beatrice ” stoves, with a 
6-inch wick, are as good os and cheaper than any 
other form, and one or two of them, with a 
“radiator "on top, will exclude a good many 
degrees of frost from any moderato sized anil 
fairly sheltered greenhouse or conservatory.— 
B. C. R. 

5450. —Heating a greenhouse. -You 
want a larger boiler anil another 4-inch pipe 
connected with the others, so as to have two 
flows and one return over the same length as 
tho existing pipes; even then you must not 
expect only to keep out frost. It would be 
hardly safe to have a larger boiler without 
increasing the length of the piping. There 
would bo danger of tho water lioiling over if 
you were not at hand to chock the lire, which 

would probably end in the boiler bursting 
when all the water has been forced out of 
tho pipes. J. 0. C. 

- Unless the house is lofty tho amount 
of piping mentioned ought to be capable 
of at least excluding frost if well heated, 
though another row would l>o a decided 
advantage. These very small boilers are of 
little or no real use—mere toys, in fact— 
as they will not keep alight more than fivo 
or six hours at tho outside. A well-built 
flue would be much better and more de¬ 
pendable, or for a few shillings you could 
[mrchaso a coil, which if properly sot in 

■rickwork (by no means a difficult matter, 
by-the-way) would afford ample heat with 
a very moderate consumption of fuel. A 
1-inoh coil with four turns or “laps” would 
bo about the right size.—B. C. II. 

5208.—A hanging - basket. - You 
do not state the kind of plants you require 
for the house, as there ore many things 
that may bo used for the purpose. Tho 
usual way is to lirst lino the basket with 
Moss to prevent the soil getting out, then 
(ill up with soil, moderately light, and well- 
drained. Amongst floworing plants you can 
select Fuchsias and Ivy-leaved Pelargo¬ 
niums, especially the variety Mine. Crousse, 
to hang over the sides. I have had a 
plant of this in bloom in a greenhouse for 
nearly the whole year, and the double 

rosy-coloured flowers are very pleasing. Of 
course, tho Mother of Thousands (Saxifraga 

easy culture. Palms are getting so common in sarincntosa) may bo einployod, and for the 
our gardens now that tho selection of some suiinncrannualConvolvuluses, orthe pretty blue- 

cool-house specimens is not diflicult. One or 1 (lowered C. mauritanicus. Of Ferns you can- 
two of these placed in a corner of a greenhouse | not have anything better than the beautiful 
make a great improvement, not only in effoct, j Nephrolopis exaltata, or such a trailing plant as 
but in simplifying the grower's labour and care I Ficus repens. The Lachenalios aro very line 
—looking, as they do, well at all seasons, and | for baskets, and succeed well under such cultiva- 
heightening so much the beauty of a few fresh 

flowers. Two good kinds for small pots are 
Phienix tenuis (here figured) and Phumix recli- 
nata. 

5297. — Libonia floribunda. — This 
should have a warm greenhouse, especially 
when flowering ; but it is not verv difficult 
to grow, although seen less nowadays than 
formerly, when so much attention was not given 
to Orchids. You do not state that you need 

particulars as to culture, but I suppose so from 
the query. The plants may lie propagated from 
cuttings in the spring, and‘should be inserted in 
riots of sandy soil and placed in a gentlo heat. 

When rooted pot the cuttings off separately, 
and at all times when well-established give them 
plenty of air, otherwise the growth will get 
long and weakly. Equal parts loam and leaf- 
soil forms an excellent compost, drain the pots 
well, aid for flowering the plants in, they 

in. more than 5-incli or 6-inqh size.- 

A important to remember to kcipJltnC 
griNvtli well hardened. The great enemy of the yi^jti 

tion. Reference to last year’s volume of Gar¬ 
dening will give you the required information 
about the last named plants.—F. I’. 

5440. —An unsatisfactory Heliotrope. 
—Are you certain the late frost aid not penetrate 
to the plant? If the glass is close to it, I 
should bo inclined to think the excessive cold 
was too much for the Heliotrope. Sudden 
changes in temperature, such as would be caused 

by a very cold night followed by tho warmth 
generated by the kitchen during the day, would 
[irobable cause the mildew, also the falling 
eaves, &c. Smoko of any kind is injurious to 

this greenhouse plant.—P. U. 

t; -The temperature during the frost was probably too 

Mow.—E. II. 

5419. — Winter-flowering “ Gerani¬ 
ums.”—Certainly the plants should be cut 
down when post their liest, which will be the 
case very shortly now. Harden them off a little 

bjQ¥?pppw& fthyiP: freely to sun and air, alid 

n^d s■ do-slioptijxhouId be inserted a* 
turns!; 
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them singly in small pots cuttings, placing — . „. , . ... . 
(‘•thumbs ’), or five or six round the side ot 

4-inch pots. They will soon strike roots in a 
moderate and rather dry warmth, and may 

either be utilised for bedding-out purposes, or 
if grown and potted into 6-inch pots in June 

will make capital plants to flower again next 
winter. The old stumps may either be grown 

on into large “specimen” plants, or be thrown 

away.—B. C. R. 

_ It u customary to cut back winter-flowering 

•' Geraniums ” now tor the purpose of striking cuttings for 

next winter's blooming. The old plants after being 
cut bock will quick)v break, and If repotted or top- 
dressed will soon bo in blossom again, and if a shift is 

given they will bloom all summer, and may be used for 

window-boxes.—E. H. 

5423.— Climbers for a greenhouse.-The wall 
rould look very pretty covered with Ivy-leaved “Oer- would look very pretty ... 

animus." They would cover it in one season, and the blooms 

would be nice for euttting. .. .= Ilabrolhamnus elegans, 

Plumbago capensis, Clematis imlivisa lohata. Heliotropes, 
and Fuchsias are all useful wall plants.—E. H. 

- If the Rose does well and is properly trained, it will 

soon cover the entire space unaided. Hut, of course, the 
growth can be restricted, ami if the wall gets plenty of 

sun, as it should do to suit the Rose, two of the best 
subjects would be a Heliotrope and either an Ivy-leaved 

Pelargonium or a Plumbago capensis.—B. C. R. 

5177.—Tree Carnations from seed.—Seedlings 

raised now under glass and planted out in June, potted up 
in September, will flower some time next winter or early in 

the following spring.—E. H. 

SIS!.—Seeds of O as tor-oil plants.—To grow this 
plant largo enough to be of any use outside the same 
season, the seeds should be sown in a warm house or pit 
at once and pushed on os fast os possible. Any good soil, 
such as is used for potting soft-wooded planus, with a little 

sand added, will do for raising the plants.—E. H. 

.">4S8. — Arum Lilies.—The variety “ Little 

Gem,” flowers very freely, and is a pretty little 
plant. The old yellow spotted variety, Hastata, 

is very distinct and pretty ; the colour is deep- 
yellow with a black blotch at the base of the 
flower. Its price is about 2s. 6d. to 3s. Gd. The 

newer species, Calla Klliotiana, has much larger 
deep-yellow flowers, and as it is still scarce is 

necessarily very dear ; hut it is not difficult to 

grow and flower freely. Its price would be a 
guinea per plant. Large plants would be double 

this price or more.—J. D. E. 

May. G. Lorenziana, double fringed, and G. 
hybrida grandiflora are the best varieties. 

Heliotrope, although generally grown from 

cuttings, may be increased by seed. The dark- 
flowered varieties like H. peruvianum and H. 

Voltarianuin are the best. 
Lobelia (Blue) is indispensable for edging, and 

if there is any lack of old plants to get cuttings 
from, seed should be sown at once, and the 

seedlings pricked off in boxes directly they are 
fit, keeping the points pinched out to ensure 

dwarf bushy plants. 
NiC0TiANAAFKi.Nis(the sweet-scented Tobacco- 

plant) is in great favour of late for bedding. It 
answers well for the background of mixed borders 

or for mixing with sub tropical plants. 
Perilla nankinknsis, one of the darkest of 

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS. 

foliage plants, very free growth, useful for 

contrasting with other foliage plants of easy contrasting 

culture. 
Petunias, Double (see cut) and Single, are 

splendid plants for masses of colour, and succeed 

well in ary soils and situations. The single 
varieties are, however, generally the best lor 

ordinary bedding. 
Phlox Drummondi has of late years been very 

much improved ; not only are the individual 
blooms of much greater size, but tho colours are 

much more distinct. Sown in a oold-house or 
frame and pricked out singly, pinching the tops 
to make bushy plants, they will soon cover 

the soil when planted out, and mike beautiful 

beds. 
Pyrkthrum aureum (Golden Feather), very 

largely used for edging and carpeting beds and 

borders ; sow in pans or boxes, and prick off 

Questions. — Queries and answers are inserted in 
Gardening free of charge i/ correspondent! follow the nice 

here laid down for their outdance. AU communication! 
for insertion should be clearly and concisely written on 
one side of the paper only, and add retted to the Editor of 
Qardunivo, 37, Southampton-streel, Covent-garden, Lon¬ 

don. Letter! on business should be sent to the Pcbusbd. 
The name and address of tht sender are required in 
addition to any designation he may desire to be used ia 
the paper. H'hen more than one query is tent, each 
should be on a separate piece of paper. Unanswered 
queries should be repeated. Correspondents should bear 
in mind that, as Gardening has to be sent to press some 

time in advance if date, they cannot altcays be replied to 
in the issue immediately following the receipt qf their 

communication. 

Answers (which, with the exception of such as cannot 

well be classided, will be found in their different depart¬ 
ments) should always bear the number and title placed 
against the query replied to, and our readers will greatly 
oblige us by aavising, as far as their knowledge and 

observations permit, the correspondents who seek assist¬ 
ance. Conditions, soils, and means vary so infinitely 
that several answers to the same question may often be 
very useful, and those who reply would do well to mention 
the localities in which their experience is gained. Corres¬ 

pondents who refer to articles inserted in Gardening 
should mention the number in which they appeared. 

BEDDING PLANTS FROM SEED. 

The last sudden and severe frost, accompanied 

by snow and almost a gale of wind, will doubt¬ 
less have left its mark on the stock of tender 
bedding plants, and steps should be taken at 

once to make good the gaps, or at least to 
provide substitutes for those that cannot be 
replaced. The following are all useful plants 

that can be raised in quantity from seed, and if 
sown at once, even without much artificial 
heat, thev may he grown into good plants by the 

month of May. Solar heat increases daily, and 
a pit or frame with a little bottom-heat and 

covering over the glass at night will answer 

well for bringing on seedlings. 
Ageratfms, in several varieties, of which 

Imperial Dwarf Blue and White are most 

useful for" bedding, and of the easiost culture. 
Sow the seed in pots of light rich soil, and when 

the seedlings are large enough to handle prick 
off into boxes in which they may remain until 

planted in the open-air beds. 
AsTKRS(China)of all the leading varieties make 

beautiful Imds, although they are not generally 

classed with bedding plants ; they require no 
artificial heat, but merely the protection of a 
glass roof, and may be sown in boxes or in the 
soil of a cold frame. 

Be'ionias of the tuberous-rooted section have 

of late become very popular as bedding plants. 
Sow in pots, using very lino soil, pressed down 
firmly, as the seed is very minute, and cover very 
lightly. A brisk beat is needed to push the soed- 

lings on, or they will not be large enough for this 
season’s bedding ; but if enough of old dry roots 

arc available it will l>c advisable to grow on in 
gentle warmth, and after carefully hardening 

off plant out in the reserve garden to make 

growth the first year. 
Centacrea candiwssi.ua, one of tho most 

beautiful of silvery foliaged bedding plants, 

being dwarf, compact and half-hardy. It makes 
a splendid edging to Coleus Verschaffolti,Cannas, 

or Beet. 

Gaillardias are not nearly so much grown 
as they deserve to be, as they arc /if nch-wo iisd 

colours an 1 most pM^latdfildblAhni\r.sni o 
once in gentle heat they will be fine plants bf. 

F.ower of a Double Petunia. 

directly the seedlings are fit to handle. The . 
pale lemon-colour of the foliage renders it very I advised.—Amateur Ourysanth. 

effective in carpet bedding. 
Salvia r.VTESS, one of the most beautiful of 

blue flowers ; old plants form tuberous roots, but 

if these arc not available they can be readily 

increased by seed. 
Stocks of several varieties, but notably the 

Ten-week, are excellent for filling flower-beds 

and borders, although they cannot be strictly 
termed bedding plants, but the greater the 

variety in the flower garden the better, and 
Stocks are not only beautiful flowers, but are 

highly perfumed, ami last a long time in flower. 

To get good plants the seed should be sown in 
a cold frame, in drills about 6 inches apart, and 

after the seedlings are above ground they must 
bo freely ventilated, and the soil kept moderately 

dry on the surface, to avoid damping of the 

young plants. 
Trop.eolums of tho dwarf kinds are very 

effective for bedding. Crystal Palace (scarlet) 
and Lobbianum (brilliant) make gorgeous masses 

of colour. Tho seed should he sown in March 

and planted out early in May. 
Verbenas are not so much grown as they 

were a few years ago, owing to a disease affect¬ 
ing them, so that they gradually die away, but 

flower continuously. 
Violas are usually increased by cuttings, or 

division of the roots, but the drought last 
season having destroyed the stock in a good I Ekrnrry. 

noany gardens, recourse must be had to seed, 

lytjli, if sown at once, will yield plants fit lor ain4 .... _ .. 

Apri‘- j™ 
URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 

6542.—Crops after Celery.—What are good kitchen 
garden crops to follow after Celery ?—0. A. 

5543. — Seakale-roots. - Are SeakRlc-roots o! any 
good after they have been forced ?—'Troublesome. 

6544.—Dwarf Tomato.—Which Is the best dwarf¬ 
growing, short-jointed Tomato having smooth fruit ?—M. 

5545. —"W Ire worms.—w ill •' E. H." kindly supple¬ 
ment his interesting occount of wireworms by giving a 
description of them as usually found?—Alpha. 

5540.—Hyacinth bulbs.—Would someone kindly 
tell mo If 1 can preserve Hyacinth bulbs till another seasou 
without planting them out? 1 have a quantity left on 
hand.—J. Hope. 

6547. — Crowing; Heliotropes.-Will someone 
kindly give instructions for growing Heliotropes? I have 
several plants, but have failed to get them to flower well. 
-W. D. 

5548. —S eakale-roots. —After the roots have borne 
produce ought they to be dug up or left in tho ground 
until next year? If to be dug up ought they to be put In 
sand ?—Lux. 

5510.—Orchids for a greenhouse.—will someone 
kindly give mo the names of a few good flowering Orchids 
which will grow in an ordinary greenhouse with other 
plants?—W. M. 

5550. —Heliotropes from seed.—Will anyone 
kind enough to tell me if I can raise Heliotrope from seed 
in an ordinary garden frame, and what is the best time to 
sow?—Bl'NOLKR. 

5551. —Pure raln-water.—Will someone kindly toll 
me how to keep rain-water pure, as I find after standing 
in the sun sotno time it turns green and gets full of insects ? 
—Rustic Rkadhr. 

5552. —Scaring birds.—Will someone please to 
inform me where I can obtain a scare sparrow-hawk, as 
the birds pock all the buds off my Gooseberry-bushes? — 
Constant Rradkii. 

5553. —Chrysanthemums for show.—Would 
someone kindly give me a selection of what varieties to 
grow, together with a few cultural notes on tho varieties 

seedlings appear to escape the scourge, and saiiie^year, and tile hardiest kind* to grow in a south-east 

make very pretty mixed beds. Being of dwarf border in a fairly light soil but cold climate?-A Yorkshire 

raise these Begonias from seed, arid, if heal is necessary, 

what amount of heat, and how Jong it is required ?— 

5563.—Ostrowskia magnlflca.— I received two 
plants of this from a sale in London ; they are about 1 inch 
long and as thick as a man's finger^ "'in „-- um.ii.. ong'nnddSlhlck ns a man's Anger1, Will anyone kindly 
, .»— -*'* * ~>f j^ejatment (they want, and if for 

5554. — Liquid - manure. — Could llquld-niamm 
which drains from a stall into a small pit be used to throw 
over the ground in the vegetable garden or on a Held, or 

would it be too strong ?— Dunnottar. 

6555. — Ficus elastlca.—Will someoncfkir.dly tell me 

whether the eyes of this plant shout 1 have a notch cut in 
them at the bock of the hud ? Als 1 the best time to cut 
old plants up for propagating?—G. 11 B. 

5556. —Bulbs after flowering.—I should bs 
glad if someone would toll what is the host thing to do 
with my bulbs after they have done flowering? Should 

they bo taken out of the ground'?—A. B. C. 

5557. —Unsatisfactory Tomatoe3.—How is it 
mv Tomatoes run oil to wood ? Should 1 nip the tops 
out ? There is always plenty of bloom, but the fruit does 

not set. Is a gravelly soil good to plan,', in?—A. B. C. 

5558. —Best annuals for small gardens. I 
want to give some seeds to cottagers.' 55 ould someone 
please advise me as to what wo lid be tile best—say eight 
(■right annuals? The gardons arc small.—Tullvnat.lv. 

5559. —Stable-manure.—If 18 tons or 20 tons of 

straw arc used in a stable in a year, what would be a fair 
price to charge for the manure, rarted by the purchaser 

who would take It the whole year round ?—Tullvnally. 

5500. —Cow-urine for To matoes.—I have means 
of getting the wash of a byre, and want to know if it is 
suitable for Tomatoes? Also when it should be applied, 

anti in what proportion should it be diluted with water ?— 

J. K. 
5501. —Planting Irises, A C.—Will someone kindly 

tell me if I can plant Irises this st ring that will flower the 

spreading' habit they quickly cover the soil, and | amatrup. b ^ (tubercua. rooted) from 

seed.—Will someone kindly let mo know the best way to 
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6564.—Ivy for ft fence.—Will anyone tell me the 
best kind ot Ivy to plant tor covering a fence of posts and 
chains which I have along the edge of a drive ? The poets 
are 2 feet 0 inches high, and the chains 8 feet long. Also 
whore the plants are best procured V—A. F. H. 

6506.—Treatment of a Crlnum.—I have obtained 
a bulb of Crinunt Kirki from a nurseryman, nnd should be 
thankful fora few hintsas to potting, what is the best soil, 
anil how deep should the bulb be placed in the soil ? Does 
it require much heat to start it?—TRorBLxsouK. 

6566.—Malden-hair Perns, dec.. In a room.—I 
should be glad to know if I can grow Maiden-hair Ferns in 
pots in a room, and also for a few suggestions for showy 
and hardy plants for an inside window-box in a fairly 
sunny room? Cold climate.—A Yorkhiiirk Amateur. 

6607.- Mushrooms for market.—Will someone 
kindly tell me if growing Mushrooms for market would 
pay? How would be a simple way to start on an allot¬ 
ment? Is it necessary to have manure-hills to grow them 
In? Would it do to place the spawn in the ground?— 
A. B.'C. 

6668.—Tomatoes from seed.—Will anyone be kind 
enough to tell me if I can raise Tomatoes from seed with 
the aid of an ordinary garden frame? I have a south¬ 
west wall to plant them out against. I have no green¬ 
house or hot-house. Also the best time to sow ? — 
Buxolkr. 

656B.—Hardy Perennials.—I wish to plant a bed 
of these in u spot well sheltered from the north that would 
flower in succession all through the year In a mild climate. 
Will someone kindly givu me a list of any useful showy 
perennials, giving month of blossoming and height of 

growth ?—DliNNOTTAR. 

5670.—Climbing Roses.—I havo B dozen Climbing 
Itoses in |>ots. They were I .ought witli the intention of 
planting them out, but now arc not wanted for that 
purpose. Would it he a good plan to give them a shift 
into some largorpots ? They are in 24'i now, and are good 
strong plants.—THOt’SLKSoMS. 

5571.—Youngr fruit-trees.—I have some young 
fruit-trees trained to a wall, anil should be glad If anyone 
would tell me : 1, How far hack the main-stem should be 
cut to produce another tier of branches? 2, How should 
the side-branches lie pruned to produce fruit-spurs tor 
next year's bearing ?—Amatri'R. 

6572. - Artificial manures.—I grow in a small 
garden a few Strawberries and flowers. Convenience 
obliges me to use artificial manure. Which of the follow¬ 
ing is best? 1, Native Guano; 2, the Now Uuano ; 3, 
Davis'; 4, Albert's. How and when should it lie applied, 
and which Is to the best?—Hum a. 

6573. —Fertilising blooms of Tomatoes.— 
Docs fertilising the blooms of Tomatoes increase the sixe 

of fruit? If so, when and how should it be done? Would 
going over the blooms with a camel's-hair-brush have any 
effect? Also, would thinning the bunches increase the 
total weight of crop or the reverso?—J. K. 

6574. —Oas and eleotrlo light In a conserva¬ 
tory.- Will anyone kindly tell mu If in a conservatory, 
40 feet long, 16 feet broad, and 20 feet high, lit up occa¬ 
sionally during the winter monllis by four gas Jets or 
electric lights, would this light have any injurious effects 
on the plants in the building?—John Houston. 

6676.—Treatment of Pear-trees.-My l’ear-trec* 
have a quantity of brown dust on them Uiat comes through 
the cracks of the bark, evidently the work of some insect. 
What Is the best remedy and time to employ it? How can 
I manure the roots of the trees? Some have Grass grow¬ 

ing round the trees. Could I employ guano?—U. 

6578.—Kitchen garden paths.—I am about to 
gravel my kitchen garden paths. Will any of your readers 
oblige me with some method of rendering them weed- 
proof? Would mixing tar with the gravel, and if so how, 
tie effectual ? Weedkiller, of oourse, answers the port kiss, 

but requires to be applied almost every year.— E. L, 

T 6577.—Making a hot-bed. &C.—Will someone 
kindly tell me theliost way to make up a hot-lied, part 
stable-litter and part leaves? Will it be host to mix both 

together at time of making up the bed or to put a layer of 
each? Will not the begilining of March Ik-early enough 
to start Cucumbers in a frame or on this hot-bed?—Paxt. 

6578.—Grubs eating Oabbage-plants.—Will 

anyone kindly tell me if the grub commonly called leather 
Jacket, that eats the Cabbage plants off at the base in the 
autumn, comes from a fly or a moth ? Is there n good 
remedy for destroving the same ? What is the scientific 
name of the grub and fly?—A Constant Rkaiikk, 1'aiuj- 
hourne. 

5670.— Getting rid of Centipedes.—I want to 
know a remedy for getting rid of Centipedes and Milli¬ 
pedes? They are those things that get into the Straw¬ 
berries and to the roots of vegetables, and have been found 
in the Celery. They do a great deal of harm in the 
garden. Soot and lime have been put on the ground.— 

E, F. I. 

5580.—Cauliflowers dying off.—I frequently And 
after my Cauliflower-seedlings are up fora few days a black 
longitudinal Hpcck appears on the stalk about the ground 
line, and in u day or two seedlings thus affected drop off. 
What is the cause of this, and how may it be prevented? 
My seed-boxes are in a greenhouse heated by hot-water 
pipes. Would a dusting of sulphur do any good ?—J. K. 

6581.—Bishop's Weed.- There is a quantity of this 
troublesome weed growing in a plantation beside a Grass {-ark ; now it is spreading in through the Grass and killing 

t. What can I do to stop it? I should like, if iiosaible, 
to leave it to grow under the trees, but to prevent it from 
spreading into the Grass park ? I am afraid that putting 

anything on to kill it would kill the Grass too.—H. P. M. 

5582.—An unheated greenhouse.—I have an 
unheated lean-to greenhouse, 12 feet long, 7 feet wide, 
10 feet high at back, 6 feet front, with bed inside length 
of the houso, 4 feet wide anil 3J feet in depth. I propose 
growlhg Tomatoes and Itoses. Would someone kindly 
oblige me with a few hints on same? Say best sorts, 
position to be placed, Ac. I get the sun all day.—Portkr. 

6683.—Plants for a wadi.—Would somcpncdrindly 
suggest something suitable to cover a wall (part " ' 

about 9 feet long and the ftjjj hC'8'bt’df hiyhousV? 
southern aspect, and Tomatoes ripened there 

the open. I would like something that would look well 
in winter as Well its summer as it is in full view from and 
adjoins dining-room window ? Something quick growing 
(other than Ivy), would be preferred.—Zomo. 

6584. —Name of a plant.—1 should Ik- glad if any¬ 
one could tell me the name of a plant which I am anxious 
to gel? 1 saw it growing in some public gardens at 
Dusseldorf. It has leaves like the Wistaria or large 
l*nbunram-lcavcs. Tile flower is scarlet, shaped like a 
large laburnum, but stands upright. The plant or shrub 
was about 2 foot to 3 feet high, and was planted out in 
beds in the open air. How is it grown and where can it be 
got?—C. L. 

6585. —Growing Tomatoes.—Can I grow Tomatoes 
in a Cucumber-house instead of Cucumbers? It is a 
iq>an-roofed house, with a height of 3 feet above the hot- 
water pipes at the sides. Should 1 make up a lied over 
the pipes as for Cucumbers, or should they tic grown in 
pots? If the latter is best, will not the heat from the 
Pipes lie too great? The pi)>es arc 4-inch flow and return 

In the beds, and another pipe along the top ol the path 
wall.—Ioxohami*. 

5686. — Roses In blaok peat-soil.—I should feel 
obliged il anyone will let me know if I can grow a few 
Itoses in a bed of this soil in front of my greenhouse? The 
bod is level with the garden, aspect south by west, sun on 

it all day. It is 9 feel wide and 16 foot long. The soil has 
plonty of broken bones in it. There ur« 2 feet of soil anil 
IS inches of brickbats for draining. 1 can get plenty of 
rotten horse-manure if of use. What would bo the best 
Tea or other Hoses that would suit the soil ?—William 
Fihiikr. 

5687. — Azaleas from seed.—I should he much 
obliged to " J. C. C.," or anyone else, who will answer the 
following query. Having purchased a packet of seed of 
Azalea from a good seedsman, it has since struck me that 
the plants may not oomo true from seeds. Are they in 
any way likely to lie worth anything from a cut-bloom 
point of view, or will they prove to he what any ordinary 
gardener would throw over the fence? Any Information 
respecting the same would be thankfully received.— 
Lancaster. 

6588. —Tomatoes In a lean-to house.—I have 
a house 20 feet long and 8 feet wide, 7 feet high at lock, and 
3 feet U inches in front, full south aspect, with 4-inch flow 
and return hot-water pi|iea close ugainst the front wall and 
one end. No staging. How many plants can 1 grow in it 
without crowding ? I hail thought of three rows, as 1 
must leave u narrow path. How would that do? 1 am 
raising Hackwood Park, Hathaway's Excelsior, and large 
lleil. Out of these three sorts which would ho the most 
prolific, as I want them for market ?—IffQUMUm, 

6589. —Raisins perennlals. -l should be glad to 
know if 1 must raise the socils of the following perennials 
in pans indoors V If so, could 1 do so in a short passage 
which connects two sitting-rooms, anil has a low glass 
roof facing west? At present it only gets a very little 
sun. I should much prefer sowing them outdoors if they 
would succeed. The seeds are : Antherlcum, Amiilegia, 

Campanula grandiflora, Chelone, Doronlctim, Gnlllardins, 
Gentlana, Lychnis, I’otuntillas, Pyrethruma, Palaver 

nudlcaulc, and Phlox (herbaceous).—Pkrkkvkraxck. 

6590. —Peach-growing. — Will someone be good 
enough (o inform me which varieties of Peaches and 
Nectarines are best to bo grown under glass with heat at 
the seaside (Himthport, laiicashlru)? I desire rattier 
those which arc most certain of producing a good average 
crop, and of good flavour ; size of fruit leas important 
than the above qualities. I propose erecting a three- 
quarter s)«n-roofed house to grow them in, divided by a ertitlon. Situation due south. Wlint height should the 

jk wall be made, and what width should the house be? 
—BxqriRSR. 

5591.—Growing Melons In a vinery.—1 have a 
vinerv (containing nine Vines) 12 yard* by 8 yards, a long 
roof facing south, short roof to north, old-fashioned brick 
Hue, an Inside border, 3 feet wide, Vines planted inside, 
roots running out also. I have grown Cucumbers with 

greatsuccessforseveralycars, running them upon the single 
stem between the Vines. This year I have made a 
Cucumber-house. Will someone kindly tell me if I can 

grow Melons with Grapes, and what is the best variety for 
tho situation, and at wliat stage of the Vines should 1 start 
the Melons?—CiissiiiRK Amatki'R. 

5692.-Flowering' creepers.-will anyone tell me 
the best flowering creepers to cover the trunks of two old 
Laburnum-trees which arc growing at one tide of Iheluwn 

in front of the house ? 1 do not wish to cut them down, 
but 'lie trunks are quite bare and very unsightly, although 
there is a great deal of bloom on the ui>|K'r part of the trees, 
which overhang a wall. It would take about six plants, 
as the trees divide into arms about 2 feet from the ground. 
Could I have different kinds of creepers which would give 
bloom all through the year, or bloom in summer and 
foliage and berries in winter?—Ignoramus. 

6593.-Growing flowers In town. -I shall tie 
thankful to anyone who will kindly instruct me how¬ 
to grow some nice flowers in a town in tho yard ? I have a Elace 3 yards long by 2 van is w ide ; the soil is very poor. 

hall I put lime on it before I dig it up to kill the worms, 
or shall I dig it up first, and then put the lime on it ? 
Again, the stable-manure is mostly long straw. How 
shall I manage it, as I cannot dig it into the ground ? 
Now, suppose I put the lime on first, shall I then put the 
manure on the top of the lime and let them both remain for a 
time? Say how long it should remain on liefore I put my 
plants or seed In?—NovtcR. 

« 6694.—Plants, Ac., In a greenhouse.—1 am erect¬ 
ing a greenhouse 25 feet by 9 feel, with a division at 12J feel. 
It will be heated with a boiler, and two rows of 4-inch 
pipes down the side. Would it be advisable to plant a 
Vine in one division—a Black Hamburgh ? If so, when 
should it be planted ? Should it be in a pot or planted in 
the ground? In the other half 1 purpose growing a 
Mnrtehnl Niel Rose. What can I also grow in each of 

these diiisions in addition? 1 want Ferns, Azaleas, 
Fuchsias, Carnations, Primulas, Lilies, "Geraniums,'’ 
Heliotropes, Spineas, Genistas, Chrysanthemums, Toma- 

any other showy plants.—Tyro. 

Planting Apple-trees, Ac.—I have 
flgd some five-year-old Apple-trees t 

ener cu 1 M. f cut off all roots 2 feet from the s> 

replanting has trod the earth tight round and above tho 
roots. Would someone kindly inform me if this was right 
procedure, and if not what I had better do ? The soil is 
light ami warm. Would It not he well in the case of 
fruit-trees to slope the soil down to the trunk—say, from 
2 feet to 3 feet away, so that they would stand in a kind 
of shallow basin? And after severe root-pruning, should 
not a corrcsiionding amount of branch he removed ? MV 
trees are vigorous growers, and are promising well for 
fruit this year.—J. E. II, 

6590.—Chinese Lilies.—Last November I had two 
of these bulbs given to me, and put them, according to 
directions, in a bowl of water with stones at the bottom. 
I placed the howl on a table in a sunny window in the 
dining-room, where |lhcy grew well, some twenty or 
twenty-five biggish buds appearing, and growing 18 inches 
high, when suddenly, about December 25th, the larger 
ones began to look brown at the tops, and finally dried np 
altogether, their stems keeping quite green. Knrh bud 
on the bulbs tiled in the same way, not one bursting the 
sheath, although the leaves and roots are as strong and 

healthy as possible. Can anyone tell me the cause and 
what to do to avoid such disappointment again ?—O. E. 
COX. 

5597.—Uses of a propagator.- Hnving made a 
propagator on the lines suggested by " J. C. C.," I shall 
lie glad if he or some other correspondent will give me 
instructions os to how best to use it for producing 
flowers for outaidc growing? I hate now in it some of 
lust autumn's “Geranium" cuttings, which have just 
kept alive, having been in pots at a sunny window, and 
they do not seem to like the treatment, the edges of the 
leaves turning black. Is this from the steam ? I want 
now to grow from seed Lobelia, Feverfew. Verbena, Phlox 
Drummond), and Sweet Pea. Should 1 sow i n pots or boxes ? 

Must I keep the lamp burning night and day? Will the 
same temperature suit them all ? I find that the Cocoa- 
nut-fibre soon gets to a good heat, and also when the lamp 
is out il very quickly gets cold.—Ignoramus. 

661)8.- Evergreen hedges.- Two or three weeks 
ago there was an interesting article in Gariisxixo on 
evergreen hedges for shelter, either by " J. C. C." or " J. 
Groom, Gosport." 1 have a large kitchen garden, facing 
south, (rood soil (loam over chalk), but much swept by the 
S.W. winds prevailing on the 8. coast. It is surrounded by 
a high Thorn hedge, getting thin at the bottom, and I want 
to plant evergreens inside to act as shelter from the wind 

without cutting down the Thorn hedge. When should they 
he planted ? Is not the end of April or May the best time to 
plant Laurels, common nnd Portugal, CuprcssHs Law- 
soniann, and Hollies? And how near the hedge mav they 
he put? I shall be grateful for an answer from one who 
has had experience. The soil is rich, but gets very dry in 
summer.—IIormct. 

5599.—Plants for a border.—I wish tho border* 
of a long walk up the centre of my garden to lie planted 
with as far os possible permanent plains. The garden is 
used for growing vegetables, but is much exposed to view. 
Would Hoses pegged down do, and if so, would someone 
kindly give me the names of about twenty-four Roses 
which, If possible, would give mu bloom 'luring spring, 
summer, and autumn, both for cutting for the house and 
for nice appearance outside? Would It lie well to ha\-e a 
few tall plants planted at the liuek of the Roses, and, if so, 
please give me the names of a few to mix with them—some 
Gladioli and Dahlias which 1 have? I should like some 
tall Lilies, If they would suit, and perhaps you would tell 
me somo others ? How far should the Hoses be planted 
apart, and should there he plenty of manure put to them 
when being planted ?—Ionoiiamus. 

$ 

To the following queries brief editorial replies 
are given ; but readers are intnled to give further 

answers should they be able to offer additional 
advice on the various subjects. 

6600. —Culture of Orchids (Puzzled).—You should 
it the " Orchid-growers' Manual,” published by It. S. 
illlaius A Son. In it you will And all you require.— 

M. 11. 

6601. —Blechnuzn brazlllense (J. Richardson) 
—Yes; this lanl requires shade, ami it likes an abund¬ 
ance of water and a warm temperature. Treated in this 
manner It Hhould retain its fronds well; but it should not 
lie kept w ithout air.—J. J. 

6602. —Broken Orchid-roots (It. B.).—Yes; the 
plants are injured by the breaking of roots, so avoid this 
as far as possible ; but.if only one or two arc broken no 
perceptible harm occurs. Sand, if used properly, is good 
in most instances.—M. 11. 

6C03.—Vanda Klmballiana.- B’nnf fo Knote asks: 
y What is the best temperature to keep this plant in ? I do 
not succeed with It at all well, and It is such a gem when 
in flower that I am not at all satisflisl. Welt, I should 
advise you to grow it in the Odontoglossum-house, for it i 
there 1 saw it doing better than t have seen it vet. M. H. 

5604.—Leptotes bicolor (K. M. C.).—This is iho 
name of the very pretty flower which you send. It 
requires to be grown in the cool-house, and treated in the 
same manner as Sophronites grandiflora, which tec on 
another page. I ki t.w of only one species, hut it is some¬ 

times called L. serru'ata, but I have seen a worthless 
Pleurothallis, P. linguea, sold for it.—M. B. 

5805.- Odontoglossum Halil.—D. C,. sends me a 
very fine flower of this species, named O. Ilarryanum, 
which is evidently a mistake, the above being its right 
name. It is a very cool s|iccies coming from considerable 
elevations on the Andes, and it thrives very much better 
when grown quite cool. There are many varieties which 
differ only in colour ; but yours is an exceptionally good 

one.—M. B. 

60no.-DipIazlum plantagineum (II. Uarris). 
.—This is a very deep-green simple-fromUd Fern of great 
beauty, and the cause of the fronds turning brown is a 
superabundance of water in some form or other. I should 
think it has arose (ti your cose from hod drainage. You 

say you naVe1 not used the syringe since last November, so 
l I shoul'l imagine rthc drainage; has become clogged. 

\fke (o ihnLand i& mAtkeL-s.rSgiitAJ. J. 
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*1)7.- Hplgeoa repenu (T. J. M.).—Vrom wJ»t 

yon mv ana from the piece sent I should say this Is the 
name of your plant. 1 should advise you toplantlt in the 
Rhododc'ndron-bcd, where you will 11ml it spread well and 
repay you by the production of a vast quantity of its white 

bell-shaped flowers. Under the Rhododendron* it does 
well in summer, as it is a plant that likes to be in tho 

shade and to be kept cool.—J. J. 

6608. — Saxlfraga opposltlfolia. — 0. Devon 
sends a nice gathering of thi* lovely plant, which i» very 
earlv for it; hut I suppose in his part of the country it 
has been very mild, and so that such plant* are forward. 
I have in mv London garden Know-drops and Crocus In 
bloom, and they have boen for a week or two, and hope 
soon to have the pleasure of seeing some nice gatherings 
from my country renders of various hardy flowers.—J. J. 

1W09 — Oncldlum pubes (B. AUen.).—This is a 
plant that used to he more frequently brought from Rio 
than it has been during the past few years ; but, coming 
from the Organ Mountains I suppose it was one of the 
convenient specie* to get aL But it is not worth your 
growing, and there are plenty of other kinds in the neigh¬ 
bourhood that produce showy flowers. I would advise 
you to write to your friend ami ask him to send you such. 
Ask him to ace them flowering before (ending them, and 
In thi* way you will gel something worth growing.—M. II. 

6610.—Loella superblens.—-V. Lindmy asks Is 

this plant a Hue thing ? She says a large plant is offered 
her cheap, tho owner assuring her that ft is a very One 
thing. Yes, and so It is ; but if " M. L.” ha* not ample 
space she will lie bothered with tho plant, and 1 may add, 
line as i. is, this is a species I should not recommend any 
small grower to take up with, its size lwing quite out of 
proportion to a small place, the flower-spike alone growing 
from 1 yard to 8 yards m length. Try some smaller 

Uld* I.li»l,nv " and vim will I,.. lu-llor 

Tottenham, London, N.-H. Ecetielon, Proton.—Apply 
to Sir. B. C. Ravenscroft, Iflold-wood, near Crawley, 
Sussex. _ 

Catalogues received.—Seeds and Plant*.—Mr 
Wilhelm I'fltxer, 74, MIIIIUr*tra*sc, Stuttgart.-Farm 
fed*.—Messrs. E. Webb & Sons, Wordsley, Stourbridge, 
Staflo dshire.-Parmer'* 1'ear Boo*.—Messrs. Sutton U 
Sons, Reading, Berkshire.-Vegetable and Ploictr Seed*. 
—Mr. Erie F. 8uch, Maidenhead, Berkshire.-fed* for 
the Garden.—Messrs. Albert Morris A Co., 140, Tullow- 

street, Carlow, Ireland.-Farm .Seed*.—Messrs. Toogood 
A Sons, Southampton. 

BookB received.—“ Tree Pruning," by A. DcsCars, 
and “ Practical Forest™," by A. 1). Webster.—Messrs. 
Win. Rider 4s Hon, Limited, 14, Bartholomew-close, 

London, E C. 

SEEDS. SEEDS. 
Unrivalled in Quality and Price. 

Study vour pockets and write for mv Catalogue of 
Genuine Heeds, at half tho usual price. 

CARNATIONS SPECIALITY. 

species, " Miss Lindsay,” anil you will be better pleased 

with the result.-M. B. 

6611— Garden seedling of the genus Vanda 
(It. T.).—Thers has been but one of this family raised, 
uml it is a cross between Vanda lores anil V. Hookeriann, 

which was obtained at Singapore, where lioth species arc 
commonly cultivated, and It was named In honour ol its 

variety, and I long to see It In English collections. No 

other ha* yet been raised, 1 believe; but wo shall have 
some new Vandas udded to the now numerous hybrids 

raised at home by some of our gardonera. f do not know 
If mv friend Mr. Hedcn has any seedlings of this genus yet? 
-m: b. 

5612.—Potting Orchids f.4n A nxiott* One).—Do 
not begin tills operation yet tor a week or two, hut devote 
tlis rime to the preparation of material—picking the Grass 
and weeds out of the Hpliagnuui, In picking tho pcat-flhre, 
washing the crocks for drainage ami tho poU, which may 
all be done ticforrhand, and y ou will And the advantage 
when you come to the potting or resurfacing. In the case 
of a plant or plants ticing absolutely In want of repotting 
It may be done, hut I would advise the month lo be 
allowed to lie reckoned amongst the past Indore the 
general repotting Is undertaken, anil that will Iw soon 
now.—M. It. 

sms. The British Malden-halr FernfAdiau- 
tum Capillus-Veneris) (it.). This cannot he said to he 
generally hardy, anil you havo not found it growing wild 
in Surrey, (or the frond you send me is not the Maiden¬ 
hair Kuril, lint one ot the plant* called tile Block Maiden¬ 
hair (Aspleniuni Adiantuin nigrum), which 1» one of the 
most robust of the family. Tiio gardener who named it 
for you was wrong, or you have mistaken him. I have 
never seen tho true Maiden-hair Fern led in tho open hut 
once near London ; this was in the form of an escaped 
seedling that hod established itself on a low wall; but It 
was in a well-sheltered place. This plant lived and grew 
for years, but 1 think the severe winter of 1891 killed it.— 

J. 3. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 
*.* Any communication* re/jiecting plant* or fruit* 

leilt to name thould alwau* accompany the parcel, tchich 
th.onld be addreeted lo the EniTon of Gariikmixo Ili.cs- 
htsitkd, 37, Southampton *!reel, Strand, W.C. 

(fames of plants.—M. If.—1, Hlechnum occiden¬ 
tal* ; 2, Oyrtoiiiium falcatum ; 3, A Pleopotis; 4, Poly- 
stickum anstatnm variegatum ; 8, Pellia adiantoldes.- 
IK. Dalrumitle.—leoWn unreps Handeriana; good variety. 
-J. MiUlmay.—l, Cyrtomium Fortune!; 2, Aanlenlnin 
tiircatum ; 3, Adiantuin a*similio; 4, A. Selaginella, send 
again better specimen.-J. Jtichard*on.--l, Hlechnum 

lirasilicnse ; 2, Pteri* trcmula ; 3, Ptcris longifolium ; 4, 
Aspleniuni biilbifenim; 8, look* like Asptenium adian- 
toidra ; 0, Adiautum amahilis; 7, Adiantuin mundulum ; 
8, Adiantuin species; 9, Jasmimim sp. ; 10. Holngineila 
csjsia ; 11, Selaginella stolonifera; 12, Selaginella pubes- 
cens; 13, Antherirum variegntiim ; 14, Cannot name from 
leave* only. Do not send so many at one time again.- 
IP. it. It., Devon.—Eehcvcrla rctusa. 

Naming fruit.—Deader* who detire our help in 
naming fruit mu* bear in mind that teveral epeeiment 
of different tlaget if colour and tier of the tame kind 
greatly a**i*t in it* determination. We eon only under¬ 
take to name four varieliet at a time, and thete only when 
the above direction* are obterved. Unpaid parcele'will be 
refuted. A ny communication renpectxng plant* or fruit* 
ihnutd alwayt accompany the parcel, which thou hi be 
addreued to the Editor of Gaangxiso Iluibtratbd, 37, 
Southamphm-itreet, Strand, London. W.C. 

Names Of fruit.—Southcott.—Apples: Probably 
Winter Queening, but we cannot say for certain, as they 

were in bad condition, made worse by being packed in wet 
Moss.-Henry Binn*.—Apple: Probably Norfolk Beefing, 

but we cannot name accurately from a single fruit. 

FERNS 

head, Berkshire.-Seed* for Strong well-rooted layers. No rubbish. 
t Morris A Co., 140, Tullow- Alice Ayres, 7d. Comet, 8d. Germania, Od, Old Clove, 
Farm Seed*.—Messrs. Toogood M. Mary Morris, 7d. Frank Walt*, 8d. Rally, Od. Rose 

Celestial, 7d. Winter Cheer, Od. La Neige, Od. Reynold* 

Tree Pruning," by A. Des Cars, Hole. W. Oloire de Nancy, Od. 
by A. D. Webster.—Messrs. 1 of each ot tho above, Ss. Od., free. 

Red, 14, Bartholomew-close, CUCUMBER PLANTS. 
- Improved Telegraph, strong and healthy. The same as 

—JTJT-.C those which gave »o much satisfaction lost season. 3 for 
xSixvlAo. Is.; 3s. per dozen, free. 

JSLiftiSBttsL Sir m 
that my bird pullet! out her feathers in the same STRAWBERRY PLANTS, 
way, and I got her cured of it. I syringed her John Buskin, the best early variety. 3*. 100; 18*. l.ooo, free, 

every day with a decoction of Quassia—4-oz. of SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. 
Quassia-China to a pint of boiling wator-and THOMAS H. COLEMAN. Saffron Walden, 
let it- stand for an hour. This soon stopped - — - -■ —- 

her picking out her feathers, and I think did nor ^ | ^ |-j ^ lYI ’ S 
health good, too. During this treatment the _ . . s 

bird must bo strictly dieted. 1 give my bird a Tn(lUStrV GOOSeDeiTV. 
little Hemp-seed and Indian Corn, along with ^ J 4 J * 
the Canary-seed and broad and milk, but the THE EARLIEST AND MOST PRODUCTIVE goose- 

milk must be boiled, and no meat or bones of BERRY IN CULTIVATION, 

any kind. I was in tho habit of sometimes Good Strong Bushos, 4a. doz., 20s. por 100, froo. 

giving my l’arrot bread dipped in soup, and I THOMAS COLEMAN, Saffron Walden. 
always blamed that for makiug her pick out her --— - —- 
feathers.—Snap. 'D00TED CUTTINGS. — Chrysanthemums, 

- -=--= Fuchsias, ami Marguerite*, 1*. 3d. do*. Emperor William. Alsilielis, 2s. M. per 100, carriage freo.-U. MAZLETT, Heath 
Nursery, Wooester._ 

—- , ... pUOUMBERS (Massey’s Champion), the finest 
OTJeClJllltV. grown; will produce fruit 24 In. long sml 4 It. weight. 

3- tJ Growers will do well to give it a trial. 12 soeds, 1*.—U. 
MA88EY, Nurseryman, Sate, Clieshirc. 

DOYCE’S CHK YSANTHEMUM8( 1,160 vatu.). 
O .-Many lliounanils of well-rooted outtings, 2s. do*. ; 15* 190. 
Catalogue with eomuleto cultural direetlons, 4d. (returned In 
Ann ordfrt—W K BOYCE. Archway-read, Itlghgate. N. 

■ROVCE'S EARLY-FLOWERING ‘ ’MUMS, 
-L) bloom outdoors from July till Oetnber. Heady in March 
a splendid Collection ot strong plant*, correctly named, 2*. 
4m,, 3 doz. for 8s- IBeoabovo)._ 

DEACHEY'S CHRWANTHKM CMS.-Best 
u prizo-wlnnlng varieties, old, 3*. 2d.; new, 6*. dozen, 
plants Cutting., half, truly named. - Kiogskerswell. Devon. 

T5EACH EY'S FIRST PRIZE BEGONIAS.— 
U Tubers, lnt alxe, selected (Hunt Hinglo*, marked to 
colour, yellows, white to dark crimson, all different, 7a. Gd. ; 
‘iatl sict?, 5a. 12 mixed, fine quality, 3*. Gd. 12 nuperb double* 
10*., 18a., 30*., 42*.. according to quality. Hotxl, grauduat 
single, la., 1h. bd., 2a. Gd. Mixed double and ainglo, 2a. tkl., 
kuL Gloxinia*, Hncst "train*, G*. doxon.-IlKACIIKY k 
OO.s Klngakorawml, Poron.___ 

OHEIM’ARD'S tienuine Lilies, iiegonias, 
kJ Gladiolus, Aiieinoiie*, Clirysant*., Rose*, Carnations, 
Pansies, An, at reasonable prices. Catalogue gratis and post 
free W. A A. SHEPPARD, Hounslow. Middlesex. 

AMPELOPSIS VEITCHI, 4, ls.3d.! Wistaria, 
-lY 3 (or Is. 4d.; Bignonla radicans, 4, Is. 2il.; Climbing 
Roses, 4, Is. 2d. All good strong plants, all froc.-HENRY 
A CO., near Aniorslmtn. Bucks._ 

rj.AKDENIAS. — Specimen plants, thickly 
budded, 6*. each. Pancratium rotatum, splendid snccl- 

mens In 9 In. pot*, 4s. each. Packing free.—F. KNIGHT 
EAME8, Pulwcll Nursery, Twickenham._ 

GERANIUM CUTTINGS. —Queen of Belgians, 
G well-rooted, from stores. Is. fist, per dozen. Murgucrtto 
cuttings (wliite nr yellow), 3s. por 100, carriage paid.— 
F. KNIGHT EAME8, Fulwoll Nursery, Twickenham._ 

pARLY TOMATO • PLANTS. — Hackwood 
-Li Park Improved, Hutton's Perfection (tho latter strongly 
recommended by many testimonials from last season), 6 In 
8-lurh plants, sent free, 2s. per dozen. White Marguerites, 
large plants to flower in April Sent free, 3a. 6<t. per dozen. — 
HEAD GARDENER, Thundersloy House, Thundcrsley, 
Essex. __ 

We hare the Ducat, most varied, and interesting Trade Col¬ 
lection of Kerns in tho world. Over 1,000 different kinds of 
Stove, Greenhouse, and Filmy Ferns, and over 400 Units of 
Hardy Ferns. Every Kern Inver should have our ILLUS¬ 
TRATED CATALOGUE (No. 22) the bet ever published. 
It contains 180 Illustrations, and a large amount of valuatdo 
information, price 2s.. post free. Wo send our smaller par¬ 
tially descriptive Catalogue free on application 

pHRYSANTHEMUMS.—Beauty of Extnoulh, 
hj Mrs. Nesbitt, I/>rtl Brooke, and White Plume, 6d. each. 
Others at 2s. Dd. doz. 1,1st* free. TclographantlRochfordCu- 
cutnl>er seeds, ltd, doz. —J. B. RIDINll, Nurseries. Chingford. 

T7TNE8, 3 years old. — 33 Hamburgs and 
v 50 Alicante*, to tie sold cheaply to immediate jiurchoscr, 

-R COPELAND, Beedlng, Huseex._ 

XTEW PRIZE CHRYSANTHEM USi Plants'. 
i-V —w. Bewanl, Mrs. Bruce, Findlay. Lizzie Seward, C. 
Shrimpton, Mrs. Payno, Princess Victoria, President Borol, 
B. Exmouth, Dorothy Shea, Charles Bllck, Golden Vlvtand 
Morel, and Mdllc. Thorese Key, extra grand, tlio 12 plants, 
8s.. free.—FOX, Chrysanthemum Grower. Banbury._ 

■nEVERILL'S JPEDIGREE UNIONS.—for 
-L' particulars how to grow them send for DevorUl'e Seed 
List. Royal Oxfordshire Seed Establishment. Banbury. 

HOOD-KING HEN RY''“(Mercury). — The 
"J grandost vegetable in cultivation. Plant at once. 40 
roots. 2s. Ol.. free.—T. HALL, 61, Htupney-avonuo, Scarhoro'. 

I JW.DvU UlKiBlTlfi n rHB mm 4 Gloxinias, 4 Begonias, 2 Genistas. 2 Arums, 2 Aralras. 
1 Sparmannia, 4 Marguerites, 4 P. olreonica. 4 Fuchias, 4 Ger- 
aniums, 4 Ivy-leaf, 3 Ferns, 2Coronellas, 2 Scarlet Tropreolum. 
2 Cactus, 4 Isotcpis: 54 plums, 4s. Od. free. 1 One Palm and 
a lovely new Greenhouse Climber gratis with each order. 
HEAD GARDENER. 46. Warwick-road. Ban' NEW Docp Golden-yellow Ostrich Plume 

CHRYSANTHEMUM W. A. MANDA, large, stroug 
constitution, Hire foliage, dwarf, freo-flowering, grand 

strong cuttings, 9d.: 3, Is. 6d., in box, free. _ 
grand exhibition sorts for docoration, bonier 
rk for cutting from, strong grown, 50, 2s. 6d., froo. 

8-iurh plants, sent free, 2s. per dozen. White Marguerites, 
large plnnls to flower in April Sent free, 3s. 6<1. per dozen. — 
HEAD GARDENER, Thundersloy House, Thundcrsley, 
Essex.____ 

flES VALLEY.—Strong crowns. Is. 3d. 100 ; 
-Ll 2s. 3d. 200. Pyrethrum Mont Blanc. D. white hardy, 
2*. 6d. dozen.—OSWiCK, Baraham, Beccles._ 

■RICH AUDI A " LITTLE OEM,” true, 5u per 
-Lo doz.. from single pots, post free. Cash.—THOM AS 
KtNSEUS. Nurseryman, Isidiworth. lVtwnivh. 

p RAND GREENHOUSE COLLECTION.— 
d" Orchid, Pancratium, Aspidistra, Hoya, Staphelia, Pan- 
dauus, Coloua, Asparagus, Isotcpis, Crtierus, and 2 Ferns, the 
lot, V, Gd., free. HASKINS. Olveston. K.H.O., Olos._ 

fpO EXHIBITORS and others wishing to excel. 
-L —Anglo-Spanish Onion Seed, saved from roisers stock. 
Has been awarded a Gold Medal. 1,000 seeds. Is., free.— 
LINDSEY, Fromo. __ 

FSST PRIZE DAHLIAS. — First Bath, 
Trowbridgo, etc. 12 distinct Show Dahlias, 4s. 12 dis¬ 

tinct Cactus Dahlias, 4s. 12 beautiful Pompono Dahlias 4s ; 
6 for 2s Sample root, Gd. All truo to namo, carriage paid.— 
LINDSEY, Dahlia Grower. Frome.__ 

P.ESNERA ZEBRINA DISCOLOR. — Bor 
Sale a few bulbs lust reaily to be started from magni¬ 

ficent plants orer 3 feet hl^h. Latve. 12«. por dozen : 
nmaller, 6*. to 8*. per dozen.—Tho GARDF.NEK, Stanwull 
House, Stanwell. Staines._ 

ACHIMENfiS, large flowering roots, blue or 
mauve, Is., and Chrvituntheinum cutting", loading raric- 

ties, Gd. per doz., froe.--KLL15, WudcbridKo. Cornwall. 
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Annuals, best, for small 
gardens. 

Applo-trccs, &c., plant¬ 
ing. . 

A^lcr Thomson! nnd 
Traohtliuni <<i'nileum 

A/sIean fnnn mod 
Roeeh-trees, blight on .. 
Begonias, starting 
Begonias (tuhi>rous-root- 
_ _ed) from seed .. 
ltiflB . 
Bishop's Weed .. " 
Bulbs after flowering .. 
Cauliflowers dying off .. 
Celery, crops after 
Chrysanthemums for 

show 

Clematis, Mountain (6. 
Montana) 

T2b, 

723 
730 
723 
730 

720 
733 
722 
723 
727 
72'i 

Cold frames 
Coleus cuttings .. 
Conservatory 
Conservator/, mis nnd 

electric light in a 
Creepers, flowering 
Criniim Inillia 
Cytisus cuttings .. 
Dahlias, planting 
Dcndrohium Leech ia- 

nuin . 
Ferns, So, Maiden hair 
Ferns, Shield (Toly- 

stiehums) 
Fom* iinrior Kloen 
Ficus elnstiea 
Filberts, culture of 
Flowers in a town, grow* 

Forcing house !1 

INDEX. 
722 Frail garden .. ..722 
730 I Fruit-trees, young .. 725 
722 1 Carden work .. .. 722 

~V " " cuttings .. 730 
i30 (iloilnias from seed .. 730 
|23 Hairhell. Silvery IKdrai- 
729 uuthus Pumilio) .. 72? 
730 Hedge for a wind-guard 723 
728 llcliotroiies from seed .. 730 

Heliotropes, growing .. 720 
Hot-lied. &c, making 

Hot-lied making .. .. 722 
Hyacinth bulbs .. .. 72ti 
■ rises. &e, planting .. 722 
Ivy for a fence .. ..723 
Kitchen garden piths .. 720 
Lily, Bermuda ({.ilium 

longiflnnim Harrisi) .. 727 
Lilies, Chinese .. .. 730 

I.iquid-manuro .. ..721 
Melons in a vinery, 
growing.725 

Mushrooms for inarkot 720 
Orchids for agreenhouso 731 
Ostrowskia magnifies .. 724 
Outdoor garden .. ..722 
Peach-growing .. .. 720 
Pcar-treo, pyramid .. 725 
Pear-trees, treatment of 725 
Perennials, hardy .. 728 
Perennials, raising .. 728 
Pit, brick, heating a .. 720 
Plants, choice alpine .. 728 
Plants for a tsircier .. 728 
Plants for a greenhouse 730 
Plants for a north green¬ 

house .720 
Plants in greenhouses, 
groupiug.729 

Plants for a wall,. 
Plants, useful “carpet- 
_ l»K " . 
Propagntor. making a .. 
Propagator, uses of a 
Oucstion* and answers 
Roses, climbing 
Roses in a black peat soil 
Roses, mildew on 
Scarlet Runners .. 
Soaknlo-rnota 
Shrub, a lienutirul 
Shrubs, neglected 
Stable-manure .. 
Stove . 
Htreptocarpus, treatment 
of. 

Stuart ins. the 
Tomato, fertilising 

blooms of 

Tomatoes, cow-urine for 721 
Tomatoes from seed .. 727 
Tomatoes, growing .. 727 
Tomatoes, soil for .. 727 
Tomatoes, unsatisfac¬ 

tory .727 
Town garden, work In 

the .722 
Tuberoses.729 
Tunica saxifrage, ., 728 
Vegetable garden ,. 722 
Vegetables, gnila on .. 727 
Weeks work, itbc corn- 

722 ing. 
White growth on soil in 

pots 
Winch .. indow gardening .. 722 
Wlreworms ..731 
Zenobia speciosa pulver- 
ulcnta.723 

ROSBS. 

MILDEW ON ROSES. 

Now that young growth upon indoor Roaea is 

fast becoming general, we shall aoon have many 

sullering from attacks of this dreaded disease. 

As there is so little doubt respecting its chief 

causes, it may be well to devote a small space 

to its consideration, with the object of taking 

precautionary measures in duo time. Careless¬ 

ness in ventilation and watering are undoubtedly 

responsible for most of the severe attacks of 

mildew so destructive to Roses under glass. I 

also incline to the opinion that many varieties 

are far more subject to its attacks than others, 
although under similar conditions. Her Majesty 
Innoccnte Pirola, and Edith Gifford invaiittbly 
take it earliest with mo, nor does it matter if 
they lie under glass or in the open air. I have 
a plant of Innocente Pirola turned out into a 
border where it would seem impossible for 

draughts to reach, and yet if thei ■e are any spots 
of this disease upon a plant some yards off, it 

seems immediately communicated to I. Pirola 
as well. We cannot steer clear of mildew with¬ 
out patent earo and more or loss command over 

the atmospheric conditions of our houses. 
•Sudden changes, of whatever nature, have much 
to do with disastrous attacks from this pest, 
and it is the same indoors or out. Wo find it 
during a wet, and also during a dry season. A 
hot or cold season with sudden changes also 
gives ns serious attacks of mildew. Any cheek 

to growth, whether arising from a chill in the 
atmosphere or a sudden access of heat, or from 
cither extreme in watering, the results seem the 
same. \V e see, therefore, that it is necessary 
o bo very careful about these points if wo arc 

to steer clear of mildew. As the season advances 

and wc are favoured with finer weather and 

more sun, there will often be times when the 
temperature under gloss rises rapidly. Too 
•often the admission of a little air, or rather the 

steady outlet of the overheated atmosphere, is 
not commenced in time, and is, consequently, 

hurried unduly u little later on. This will not 

mill ,.w° 'lw ° haV° h®?lthy o'fwth dear from 
mildew. Whenever it appears likely to lie 

o t bn *in°l~h|t° mark° Ty “I'Prceiuhlc difference 

,?rccaution o{ °f “ W° m“t Uke 

Chucking tub artificial hkat at once 
I us the more necessary because it so often 
happens .hat bright weather early in the year 

is accompanied by a keen wind, thus rendering 
it even more difficult to admit air. An arid 

naS wifi a,0301* f°ll0VVin« "f » humid naliite will also have much effect upon the 
attack anti spread of mildew. It iH the want of 

a little consideration in ventilating and water- 

mg which is responsible for many of the failures 

Xd (il^f,P°mtmcnia occasioned by this pest in 
the culture of Roses, and I cannot direct too 
imioli attention to these little details. We all “»“« ‘ 

agree that prevention is better than cure /CK3h roots ““ 

If' 

gainetl a strong hold upon the plants ; but how 
m itch more satisfactory hail a ti the of this care been 

expended earlier. All rosarians have experienced 
the exceeding disappointment of suddenly dis¬ 
covering mildew upon what was a few hours 

before a healthy lot of nlants, and unless 
immediate measures bo taken to remedy the 
cause and check its spread, the whole season’s 
crop is almost a dead loss. But I will leave 
this and goon to a description of some remedies 

which I have found most effectual, and from the 
uso of which I am happy to say wo have not had 
a serious attack of mildew under glass for many 
years ; of course, there has been due attention 

accorded to its avoidance in other ways—at 
least, so far as young assistants can bo per¬ 

suaded to carry out. The earlier any remedy 
is applied the more effectual it is likely to be. 
I find J 

Soft-soap and sulphur, with a dash of 
Earaffin, the cheapest; but any insecticide may 

e rendered more deadly to mildew if a little 
extra flowers of sulphur are added. When the 
whole is kept well stirred during application, 
an almost imperceptible dusting is left upon the 

foliage. Quicklime and sulphur arc also very 
efficacious. I have mixed it in this way : A 

little unslaked lime is placed in a pail, just 

sufficient water added to slake it, and while hot. 
the flower of sulphur is dropped into it. Before 
it becomes quiescent fill up the pail with water, 
and dilute the liquor after th-s whole has settled 
down. A third remedy is a quarter of an ounce 
of sulphide of potassium to a gallon of water; 
but my preference goes to the small addition of 
sulphur to a weak solution of any tried insocti- 

cide. By rectifying the cause and applying these 
remedies at. once we can light against mildew 
successfully ; but nothing will avail to the same 
extent if neglected for many hours after the 
uttack is noticed. p. (J. 

5570.— Climbing Ro363.—If the varieties 
of Roses are worth the trouble that they will 
involve if grown in pots altogether they may 

be shifted into larger pots with advantage, but 
it till depends upon what they nre and the 

convenience you have for growing them. If 
they arc hardy sorts, you may plunge the pots 
in the ground by the side of a walk, and train 
the growth on sticks or wires. Why not plant 
them out, and form pillars or bowers by the side, 
or over a walk in the garden ? We see too few 

once I P'HIU I*ose8’ yet they arc very easily managed, 
anil it is a phase of gardening that everyone 
admires.—J. C. C. 

- “Troublesome” could not do better 
than to carefully shift these into largor pots as 

he projiosos. A 24 size is not large enough to 
support the growth and bloom of a strong 

climber, and they seldom provo satisfactory 
unless potted on. I am aware that many do not 
approve of any root disturbance until a crop of 

bloom has been secured ; but over twenty years’ 
experience has resulted in my invariably potting 
before forcing, care being taken to disturb the 

"" ’"tie us possible.—P. U. 

>ses in a black peat 

Perpetual Roses should not do fairly well in it. 
I think you might improve it by the addition of 
about four barrow-loads of coarse sand or grit 
spread on the surface and forked in before 
planting. Select dwarf plants and put three 
rows in a width of 0 feet. You may dress the 
lied liefore planting with three barrow-loads of 
rotten manure, but after that uso it sparingly, 
as too much manure has a tendency to make 
such a soil sour. Judging from the information 
you send, I am afraid the ground is not dry 

enough below for Tea Roses to be reliable.— 
J. C. C. 

-You have got much more drainage than is 
necessary unless your soil around is very moist. I should 
confine myself to the Chinas and Teas for such a soil and 
aspect. At present I should not manure it. letting the 
plants feel their way and teed upon the bone you have 
added. In a couple of seasons, if they thrive wefl, you 
could give the stable-manure to advantage.—P. U. 

mauuer tolMtUe'agidnlVmflX^^f,^F11* “©is not the best that could be selected, 
A mildew after )t has I at the same time I do not see why good hardy i 

5593. —Growing flowers in town.— 
The German Irises are splendid town flowers, 
and read the replies to the correspondent who 
inquires about the best kinds to grow. Hints 
are there given, not only as regards culture, but 

also varieties. The Carnation is also useful, 
the Old Clove especially. This fine flower is 
very easily grown in a good, light soil, and 
readily propagated by layers, which should be 
made the fast week in July. It consists in 

selecting the shoots of approved varieties that 
is desired to increase, and removing the soil 

from around the plant to about 2.J inches in 
depth, filling up the hollow with fight sandy 

compost prepared specially for the purpose. 
Take each snoot separately, handling it with 
care to prevent severing it from the parent, and 
removing the leaves until within aliont five 
joints of the top. A sharp knife is now neces¬ 
sary to cut half through a joint., but taking care 

not to sever the shoot; then with a wooden peg, 
formed of a twig of a branch, make the snoot 
firm to the soil, anti with the tongue in the 
prepared compost to promote quick rooting. 
The whole business is very simple and readilv 

acquired. Cover the pegged-down portion with 
the prc|>ared soil and water carefully. The time 
required for rootiug is about u month, so that it 
will be in lato August or early September before 
the layers can l>o removed from the parent amt 

flan ted out. You can plant Carnations and* 
’inks now, also Anemone japonica, Tufted 

Pansies in variety, Michaelmas Daisies for the 

autumn, Phloxes for August, Campanulas, Del¬ 
phiniums, Doronieums, ami such things ns. 
8edum spectabilc. But your place seems very- 
small. Thoroughly dig it up at once, incorpor¬ 

ate lime with it, manure it, ami plant only those 
things mentioned anti hardy Ferns, forms of 
Male and Lady Ferns, London Pride, Creeping 
Jenny, a Carnation or two, Campanula latifolia, 
which I have found to tlo very well, and a clump 

or two of German Iris.—C. T. 

5534.—Liquid-manure.—The liquid which drains 
from a stahlu may ho used for any garden or field crop. 
Dilute it with water according to its strength and tf 

:. is used. F’or most , when 

vuiR tVoiKi, it might bo diluUxTwith throe 

r,-SJvH 
i.—Yes. this will 

er,v suitable nourishment tor Tomatoes. Dilute it 

C. R. 
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GARDEN WORK.* 

Conservatory. 
Cilia* (Arum Lilies) make very striking groups in the 

onservatorv now. Every strong crown will produce two 

flowers, the second one usually coining onas soon as the first 
lias faded. The old flower stems should be twisted out as 
soon as the first (lower fades, as this facilitates the develop¬ 

ment of the later ones. Tho planting-out system is the 
best for securing largo blossoms, and this Panting out 

should not he delayed longer than the first or seton 
week in June. Small offsets planted a foot apart in good 
soil will make flowering plant* tho following winter. Cnlliu 
mav he raised from seeds sown now, Imt where there is 

only a small stock of old plant* the offsets will he so 
numerous there is no necessity (or raising "eedhngs. 
(•alias reprotlucc themselves quite true o type front seeds 
—at least 1 have raised a good many seedlings, and 1 have 

never seen the had departure from thet.v pe. of course, such 
things do o •oa-ionally change, as a flower with a double 
snathe has heen obtained, buy such changes are. 1 imagine, 

rare There is a small flowered variety of C ilia, the blossoms 
of which are useful for cutting, and there is a Yellow- 
flowend form which, up to the present. I have not seen, 
hut which, if it flowers as freely as the old white one, 
will he a groat acquisition. Any plantsi that require 
larger pot* mav bo shifted on now. Place Calceolarias in 
their blooming-pots; 7-inch pots will produce large 
specimens. Support the shoot* with a fcivneat slakes, so 

placed as to secure symmetrical plant*. The early- 
flowering Pelargoniums should he staked in good tune, so 
t hat the branches may present a natural appearance lieforc 
t he flowers open. These plants must have a light position 

near the glass, and must he kept free from green fly. The 
usual time for propagating these plants is when they are 
rut down after flowering, usually in July or August, but 

in the ease of new or scarce kinds, cuttings of any nido 
shoots which can lie spared will strike now. Cuttings 
rooted now will make very strong flowering plant* early 
next year. This is somewhat on a )>ar to striking cuttings 

of Fuchsia* in summer or autumn, and keeping them 
moving all winter. They do not take up much room, and 
flower very early. Oranges may have new tulis, or a shift 

into larger pot* if they require it. Have th- pots wel 
drained. The best soil for Orange* is two-thirds good 
turfy loam, and one-third very old manure rotted down to 
mould, and add a little sharp sand if the loam is not 
undv. There will lie a demand for Orange-trees again 
some day ; at pn-sent they are not much grown. They 
require a good deal of keeping clean, as they are subject 

to scale unit other Insect pest*. 

Forolnfc-house. 
To keep up a succession of flowers it will lie necessary 

to introduce from cool-house* or pita relays of suitable 
plaids, which have been specially prepared for forcing, 
one of the Ih-sI plants for forcing now is the Spiraia 
japonic*. Even in a cool-house the crowns are pushing 
up vigorously, and therefore only a moderate temperature 
will bring them on, Imt they will bear hard forcing if the 
flowers are much in demnnd. They require a go al deal 

of water ; it will lie better if they could stand in pans, and 
liquid-manure may he given with advantage. Lily of the 
Valley will conic on faster now with less heat, Imt the pots 
should always he plunged in something over the crowns. 
There are many thousands of poor, weakly, badly-ripened 
irowns imported which never can give *atisfuction. Tc 
make sure of having well-grown ami well-ripened crowns, 

il is necessary to go to n good firm and pay a fair price 
the cheap crowns cannot lie relied upon. Many of th 
so-called Berlin crowns have been grown in Belgium. I 
mention this because 1 know small buyers have often 
been dlsaptiointcd in getting the large spike they see so 
frequently in the florists' shops, and thegardener is blamed 
for lack of skill ; Imt if the large spikes are not there, no 
amount of skill can firing them out. Tuberoses which 
have made roots in a cooler house may he plunged in the 
hot-bed. Sow Tomatoes tor planting in cool houses in 
April. Early plnnls may he shifted into larger pots, or 
planted out. It is not desirable to lei the plant* become 

pot-bound lieforc planting out if it can lie avoided. In 
jdaiiling oul Tomatoes press the soil firmly around the 

Stove. 
Take off cuttings of the young shools of Poilisettias. 

Euphorbias, Gardenia*. and other plants when of suitable 

length. Tlie Poilisettias will do best in single pot* 
t'liinili* or small GO'* will tic most suitable. Fill the pol 
with sandy peat, mid place a layer of clean sand on Hu¬ 
mp. When (lie hole Is made with the dibble some of the 
Hand will trickle into tho bottom ol it, and the end of flic 
cutting "ill rest upon it, and this will facilitate rooting. 
Sow seeds of Gloxinia*, Rtrcptocarpus, and Tuberous 
Begonias, The seeds of all these tilings are very small, 
and the sod in the pul* should be pressed down smooth 
and made firm. Equal parts of peat, leaf-mould, and 

sn-id will make a soil ibh- soixl bed. Moisten the pots of 
Boll with a flne roBcsl pol, sow the seeds on flic damp 
surface, and cover with sand, and place a square of glass 
on flic top of each pot, and plunge In a warm bed of 

leaves or Cocoa-nut-fibre, and the lit lie plant* will not be 
long coining up. 

Ferns under glass 
1,0*0 no lime now n potting any plants which require 

fresh soil. All plants will lie the better for repotting now 
Rome may require a good part of the old soil *hakcn awav 

and such plants may have clean pot* of the same size. 
Healthy young plants may he shifted on Into larger pot* 

w ilh tlie Kills entire. Some will he broken up to increase 
Block. This will refer chicH.v to those specie* which do 
not produce snores freely, and there are a few such oi 
Adiantum Farlcyoiise, which do not produce spores at all. 

must lie Increased by division of the roots and crowns. 
Ail the strong-growing Ferns will do best in good 
loam. The growth of most of the Adiantums, especially 

Farleycnse, conies much liner in pure rich loam, rather 
heavy in character, than in loam of n sandy nature. 

Mam market growers do not drain the pots for Ferns at 

• In cold or northern districts the a 
to under 11 Garden Work " me.)/ bf d<£ 

a fortnight later Uvxn U W indicate 
remits. 

all, but it is always safer and hotter to put sufficient 

drainage for the water to pass frooly away. 

Cold Frames. 
These will be found very useful now for many plants m 

pol* which I lave done duty in tile conservatory. also the 
bulbs when they go out of flower. kreesas, C}< btnmj, 
and others may be placed closely together in a cold ' 

and receive just enough water to 
flagging, and be sheltered on frosty night* with mats, so 
that they may be force.! into premature ripening. (Uheo- 

laria cuttings, if at all crowded in Hie cutting-frame, 
should lie thinned, and planted elsewhere in good loam. 

Hot-bed making, 

even in backward districts, should have attention now, and 
even a small hot bed, made 111 a trench, and covered with 

0 inches or 8 inches of soil, and a rough frame placed over 
it will be useful for many purposes Early I otaloes, Horn 
Carrots, llodiihcs, and lettuces may lie raised. Celery- 
plants and Cauliflowers require u little help from a genth. 

hot bed to get the plant* in time. 

Window Gardening. 

Windows arc bright now with Daffodils, llyaciiilhs, 

Frecsias. and other bulbs, which can he brought on with¬ 
out forcing, and these bulbs, if taken care of, may flower 
again next year. Tho Bride Gladiolus will flower n a 
ran as welt a, in a greenhouse. All they require is fight 
and air, and though Hie flowers are not so lasting as many 
others, they come a* a charming break among tho I elar- 

gonhims. Old |mts of Musk should be broken up and re- 

potted In rich soil. 

Outdoor Garden. 
Mossy lawns may he dealt with now. If the town is 

small, scarify it well with an iron-toothed rake. If large, 
the work may be shortened much by using n short-tilled 

harrow to loosen the Moss first. If the tines of the harrow 
cut in too much, they may tie lifted by tying some bushes 
or thorns under. After the lawn has been harrowed in 
one direction cross it th" roverso wav. and a good deal of 
the Moss will he scratched up, and Hie remainder loosened 

so that It may he easily detached with tho rake. Alter 
the Moss lias been rake-1 off go over the town iv,III a hard 
birch-broom, and then lop-dress with rich soil, and if Hie 
Gross has been thinned and weakened sow a mixture of 
lawn Grasses and White Clover seeds, ltakc in, and give 

a good rolling. Mount bo in a hurry with Hie mowing 
machine, ami the town wifi do well to use for tennis or 
anything else in June. Uoso plaining for the most is 

over, still there are, in Hie ease of new gardens, hud* 
which could not be prepared earlier, and in such cases 1 
should rather plant now than lose the season altogether. 

Late-planted Roses must he well mulched, and the root* 
must be kept moist througli the spring mid summer. It 
will ho advisable also to cut rather Irani hack about (lie 

first week In April. Rose*in not*, boll, Teas and other* 
may lie planted any time. Plant Ranunculuses, II nol 
already In the ground. The preparation of Carnation beds 
should lie completed, so that the plant* may lie got out 
early next month. Give tho bods a good dressing of noil If 

there is any danger of wireworin* being present. In a 
soil Infested with wiroworuis frequent stirring during 
winter and spring wifi clear off a good number of the 
lest*. Finish planting deciduous trees and shrub* 

vergroons also may he planted now. 

Fruit Garden. 

Cover Apricot and 1’cach-trcc* a* they come Into bios 
som. The amount of covering used must depend upon 
the situation of the garden, Its climate, and natural 

shelter. I have never lost a cron under a double thickness 
of fishing-nets, when stretched out on poles some little 

distance apart. The bottoms of the poles should he a 
yard from the wall at the bottom, with the lops fixed 

under the coping. This will give room fo walk under (he 
net to examine the trees, disbud, or dust with Tobacco- 
powder should green-fly pul in an early aj'pcarimce. 
know nothing equal to Tokxoeo-powdcr for Peach-trees a 

the beginning of the season, and I am sure if it was used 
as soon as flies are visible they would do less damage to 
the young wood, and the cost of keeping the trees clean 
would lie a mere trifle. A succession of Strawberries 
under glass is absolutely necessary in good gardens, and 

to secure this relays of plant* must be introduced every 
two or three weeks. If there is the least suspicion of red- 
spider oil the foliage dip the crowns of leaves in a solution 
of Gisliiirsl Compound, or something of a similar nature 
Hml will answer tho same purpose. There are plenty of 
insecticide* now, but the old thing* which have been well 

tested still hold their own. There is a good deal of work 
now among early Grapes and Peaches which cannot lie Cutoff, Tying down, stopping, and the removal of sut: 

derals must have regular attention in the vinery, atv 
Grape thinning is work which cannot bo delegated to 
novice. In the Peach-house disbudding will lie in progress 

if lire* have been used. Peach-blossoms ill lale houses are 
very strong this season, tho wood being so well ripened 

Vegetable Garden. 
The Onions should be sown at once, if not already in. 

The first week in March is early enough (or cold, heavy 
land, Imt i he Union crop should lie got ill in February in 
light land, especially where the maggots are Iroiihlcsomc. 
Nitrate of soda is a good manure for t inions on dry, porous 
soils. One application, at the rate of three pounds jn-r 

rod, should lie lightly forked in Just before tho seeds are 
sown, and a further dressing of two pounds per rod should 
bo applied on a showery day early ill May, after the Unions 

arc up. All vacant land should lie manured and dug now. 
Where there is any difficulty in getting good Poaa In July 
and August, mark out the rows now, and lake out the soil 
8 inches deep and the width of the spado, or a little wider. 
Place a layer of manure in the bottom of the trench, and 

fork it in. Return a little of the soil, and when it is time 
to sow the Peas draw drills along the trenches so ns to 

reach the moist soil. Sow the Peas thinly, and cover in 
tho usual way. The manure dug into the hoi tom of the 
trenches tempts the roots downwards, and if the season is 

dry the plants suffer less from mildew, The rows of tall 
Marrow Pea* should be isolated with other dwarf crops 

.between, such as Spinach, Cauliflowers, French Brans, 

1 Potatoes, Ac. It is well at this season to mark 

making a few large rough labels on some wet day, and 
write Hie name of each cropon separate labels, and driving 
them in the ground where the things are to be sown. 
There are, of course, a good many plots of ground now- 
under crop, and successional crops for these can be 

arranged. Seakale left for blanching in the open ground 
should ho covered in some way, to ensure its being per¬ 

fectly blanched. L- Hobday. 

Work In the Town Garden. 
The days are growing appreciably in length now, and 

tilings under glass are beginning to move in earnest. 
Yesterday and to-dav the sun lias ticcn quite hot here, 

and more water has been required than for months past. 
This will do a world of good, especially as for *omo time 
past wc have been suffering from a want of bright sun 
and a superabundance of rain, with a really unhealthily 
moist atmosphere. Where the slock of tender plants has 

to lie increased no lime must be lost in making a start 
now, whether the propagation is effected by means of 

seeds or cuttings. All greenhouse and other seeds Ural 
are usually sown under glass should, in fact, l>c sown at 
once (if not already done), except those of half-hardy 
annuals, such as Asters. Zinnias, Phlox Drummond), 

French and African Marigolds, Ac., with all of which from 
tho middle to the end of March is quite soon enough to 
make a start. A few Balsams may lie sown if wanted 
early, but in feu- Instances are these required in bloom 
until about August, and to have them in by then Hie 
middle of April is time enough to sow. ns they 
nro very rapid growers under proper treatment. 

Balsams are capital plants for Hie town, and may 
he grown either in pots in the greenhouse or a light 
window, or planted out-of-doors, with good results. 
Autumn-struck cuttings of bedding “Geraniums ought 
now to lie potted-off singly, keeping them close and 
rather warmer than usual for a time subsequently, if 
MMsihle. The fops of any old plants taken off now and 

■inerted in well drained pots will soon root in a fairly dry 
warmth, and in ike good plaids by May. Insert cut ting* 

of Fuchsias, Heliotropes, Double Petunia*. Abutilom, and 
others as f ist, as they can hi-obtained : aliol-ls d, though 
wry useful indeisl, is by no means absolutely necessary 
for’the propagation of this class of plants, and I have 

struck many thousands, even at this early season, simply 
standing the pols oil Hie ordinary ash-bed in a low well- 
heated house, and keeping thorn close, moist, and shaded 
to prevent flagging. Old Dahlia-root* should be brought 
into beat to stall at once, if cuttings are wanted, and 
those of Gannas may be divided, potting Hie pieces singly, 

nnd plumrinic them in a moderate hot-bod until hurl)' 
HtAided. Where thoro in a warm-homo or j»it thin when 

the new grow th is commencing- -is tho best tint • to repot 
Ferns, dividing, if necessary, such as, like the Maiden¬ 
hairs, form clustered crowns. Plant Ranunculus-roots hi 
a well-worked bed of rich sail, ami place a few Gladioli In 

5-Inch pots for early flowering. B. C. It. 

THE COMING WEEK’S WORK. 

Extract* from a Carden Diary from February 
tilth to March ‘ird. 

Finished netting up Peaches, Apricots, and Nectarines 
on walls, for the protection of the blossom*. A double 
thickness of fishing-nets lias been used, and this system 
has boon found efficient for many years pasl. Occasionally 

a single thickness of netting only has been used, and then 
a few feathery sprays of Yew-tree have been thrust in 
among the branches where tho blossoms are thickest in 
addition, but I have never used these branches where 
double netting lias been used, I am quite willing to admit 
there may be bleak, exposed gardens where something 

more may be desirable, but, on the other band, 1 know 
Injury has been done by heavy coverings. Planted 
Myall's Prolific and Beauty of Ilchron I’otaloes. A good 

natch of Snowdrops w ill hu planted in a few days ; then 
will come Schoolmaster and Regents. late Potatoes are 
not grown in the garden, hut are brought in from the 
field and stored when lifted. Fumigated the Rose-house. 
Fly will attack Roses when the growth is young, and I tlnd 
it cheaper to hum a little Tobacco-paper occn*lonaU.i, 

whether there arc flies or not, than wait till they are 
numerous. Perhaps the most difficult things to clear of 

green fly are Cucumbers, if they are permitted to invade 
the house or pit where Oucuinliers are growing. The 
leaves of Cucumbers at this season are very tender, and 
smoking, unless great care is used, is likely to do harm ; 
therefore one cannot lie too careful of tho condition of the 
plants introduced to any structure of which Cucumbers 

form the principal crop. Early Cucumbers arc now re¬ 
ceiving very careful attention. Night temperature, 
05 degs. to 08 (legs. The day temperature depends upon 
Hie weather. I do nol ventilate, and the thermometer 

runs up to 00 degs. on very bright days, and with a satu¬ 
rated atmosphere the growth is very rapid. But a high 

temperature without complete saturation of inside air 
would mean scorched leaves and red-spider. A light top¬ 
dressing ol rich old turf and manure once a week is very 
valuable. Potted on from thumb* a lot of Harrison's and 

common Musk. These will make useful front row plant* 
for the conservatory, or to form an edging round groups 

of oilier subjects in any of the houses, or to form masses 
in damp, shady spots in the open air. Harrison's, being a 
hybrid, does not seed, but the common Musk seed* freely, 
aiid seeds sown now in heat will bloom tills season. Sowed 
a collection of sub-tropical plants for massing outside 

when the season comes round. Unless these are sown 
early and helped on in Iieat the smuttier to gone lieforc any 
effect is obtained. Made hot beds lor Melons. Put in 

cutting* of bedding plant*. Potted off seedling Verbenas, 
Petunias, and Lobelias. Put in more cutting* of Fuchsias. 

They will come for late blooming in 0-inch pots. Earthed 
up early Potatoes in pits. Planted a frame from which 
Asparagus has Just been removed with Lettuo.o-ptonls. 
Thinned early Horn Carrot*. Sowed seeds of Cyporus 

nlternifoliUK. These conic ill useful for edging beds of 
sub-tropicals in sheltered places in the open air. Potted 
young tubers of Begonias intended for bedding. 1 shall 
do more with Begonias in the open air this seasou. I saw 

pj Jujd ftostmvason of the common old-fashioned Begonia, 

I rfyjgh plan of the garden whore each crop to to go. It I anu it was, 1 think, even more effective than the laive- 
1 Si** contusion at a busy time when iviritf KAftM ftfiifCriid xlnriwfcsi | <B. WcUoiilen-to makes a gcotl betiding 

Tbeiuadc the most of. The same obJegrwilfbc^Jriw by1 plant. — — ■* ^ gx i 

• urbana-champAign 
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Mowers of Zenobh »| eciosa pulveruleuta. 

for the sake of its pretty frosted foliage. Z. 
spceiosa nitida is a form with foliage of a bright- 

green colour on both surfaces. In other respects 
it is like the form hero figured. (}. 

5,i!h>.-Flowering creepers. -Climbing 
Roses of any kind would do well. Tho White 

Banksian, Climbing Aimeo Vibort, Lamarquc, or 

some such old-fashioned kindsostheso: Jasminum 
nudiflorum would give a glimmer of yellow with 
us (lowers throughout tho winter, and you could 
plant also the smaller flowered Clematises, tho 

Labrusca Crape, which has berries that change 
to very rich tints in the autumn, or Clematis 

Jackmani. Its deep purple bluo flowers tell 
well with a dark background, such as afforded 
by an old tree-stump. You might also plant 
against them such a lieautiful Borberis as B. 
microphvlla ; the double Kerria, which produces 
lls double-yellow flowers in spring; Honey¬ 

suckles, such a Rubus as tho Cut-leaved 

Bramble, or Kubus plnenicolusius, which has 
scarlet fruit.—C. T. 

- This is an admirable way of using old 
trees, although few over think of doing it. In 

gardens the rule is to put climbers on walls or 
fences, where soino restriction is of necessity 
bound to be performed. Of course, they are 
most useful, but then wo nover soo them in all 
the graceful beauty that belongs to them when 

abandoned as it were to thomselvcs. I should 
advise " Ignoramus ” to plant Clematis inontaua 
grandinora to bloom in spring, and C. flammula 

for autumn, as both are adapted to this free, 
wild growth, and flower magnificently. For 
summer blooming a Rose might be included, 
Felicite Perpetuif being a very suitable kind. 
1 hen there aro the Honeysuckles, and of these 

nothing better or moro brilliant than the Red 
Trumpet kind (L. semnervirens minor), unless 
the situation is too cold, in which case one of 
the commoner kinds must Ins planted. I once 

had an Aristolochin Sipho growing on a 
Laburnum-tree, and tho effect was splendid, 

especially when the Laburnum was in flower. 
Its flowers are rather insignificant, and very 
curious, but the great luavos make a lino show. 
—A. H. 

6.m-Hedge for a wlnd-guard.-You can plant 
rlowering Currant (Ribcs sungulnca) and Flowering 
Currant (Kibes aureum); these arc tost growers, anil 
handsome n April and May. It you care for Evergreens 
you may plant the common Vow or Green Holly, ft well 
planted in March, and watered well during dry weather 

will make a good hedgo, being pretty tastgrowers.—I'. 0. D' 

—Blight on Beech-trees.—I thinE'T'W 

cf Ireland much regret for some years is due to a little 

gvna and S. virginica. All tho .Stuartias grow 
Hlowly, particularly in a young state, and 
re(|Hire to be fully established beforo they 
develop (heir full l»eauty. Propagation is most 
readily ellocted by means of layering. 

Stuartia fskudo.Camei.UA was first intro¬ 
duced into, and flowered in, this country by 
Messrs. J. Veitch and Son, who exhibited fine 
sprays of it in full blossom a few years ago at 

one of tho meetings of tho R.H.S. Tho foliage 
of S. pseudo-Camellia somewhat resembles 
that of some of the Camellias, and is licati- 
tiful at any time, but in somo seasons tho 
brilliant erimson and gold autumnal tints 

render tho species most attractive, much 
moro so than its American relatives at 
that period of the 3-oar. 

S. virginica (hero figured).-This is do- 
Hcrilied in some books under the name 

of Stuartia Malochodendron and S. mary- 
landica. Fine specimens of this exist in 
the gardens at Syon, Coollmrst, Ac., where 
they appear to lie quite at homo. Accord¬ 
ing to London this species was first intro¬ 
duced into this country in 174*2 j it flowers 

front July to September, and is one of the 
most lieautiful of all summer-flowering 
shrubs. Tho blossoms are large, and tho 
purnlc filaments form a striking contrast 

to the white petals. In a wild state it is 
found along the coast regions from Vir¬ 

ginia to Florida, and affects damp nr 
swampy spots. Under cultivation it does 
well in peat and loam, or in pure loam 
and even in deep sandy soil, provided it 
has a good supply of moisture at tho root. 

S. PKNTAOYKA. — This has less hairy 
leaves than 8. virginica, and tho flowers 
are creamy - white, the petalB having 

crenulated margins, and produced in pro¬ 
fusion during the months of July and 
August, and aro borne singty on very short 

stalks in tho axils of the leaves ; they 
measure 3 inches or 4 inches in diameter, 
and like those of tho last-named species 
have reddish or purple stamens. li. 

1 Km'TIvy for a fence.—The Irish 
tvy ( Hederacanancnsis) is the host for quick 
and dense growth, having regard to its hardiness 
and the position it is to occupy. Common a plant 
that Ivy is considered to ho it is not averse to 
liberal treatment in the way of manure to its 

rooti, or liquid-manure, given dining tho 

summerivhen the weather is dry. If the ground 

” ‘ ,?.nd wo11 manurod at ptoptins, 
'j'ofollVy Will all tho sooner cov'or the Ipoiits 

and Witfins. Any nurseryman will Bupply t] 

Mil ami 65X0.—Aster Thomsonl and Troche- 
Hum cceruleum.-** E. A. M." can get Aater Thom- 
soul from Mr. W. Thompson, Tavern-street, Ipswich. It 

Is "1. . !’° “l*0 is Tracholiiiin cairnleum, inquired 
(or February 10th. 1S04. This does nicely in a pot, (ml is 
said to be hardy.—N'kmo. 

“m2,-,Whlt,e errowth on aoil In pots.-Thisis 
usually the result o( a disarranged drainage in the pots, 
and nothing but a thorough examination will he effective ; 
or you have kept the soil too moist. No doubt you gave 
too much guano, ami such manures require very careful 
use, otherwise more harm than good is inflicted.—K. I*. 

.r>.").r>ii.- Bulbs after flowering.—It is 
not neccssaiy in every case to lift bulbs after 
flowering. In a general wav it is better to lift 
choice things, such as Tulips, Hyacinths, 
Gladioluses, and Ranunculuses when quite ripe, 
and after drying well, pack them away till it is 
time to plant them again. By this method tho 

offsets can bo separated from ‘the old bulbs and 
started alone. Other bulla, such as Narcissi, 
Crocuses, Snowdrops, Ac., which arc frequently 
left altogether in tho ground, should ho lifted 

occasionally for tho purpose of thinning them. 
Once in three years will be often enough for 
most practical purposes. —E. H. 

- Bulbs are much hotter left in tho ground 
where they grow if they arc not in tho way of 
summer-flowering subjects. In that case dig 

Flowering-shoot of tiluartia virginica. 

them carefully up when the foliage decays, lay 
them in an airy dry shed to thoroughly ripen 
off for a week or two, then store them in a dry 

room in paper bags until planting time comes 
round again. Should it tie necessary to dig 

thchirugl bofbni tho foliage bus turned yellow, 

b£na-champaign 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

A BEAUTIFUL SHRUB. 

Zexobia spbciosa pui.vercle.nta. 

A glance at the accompanying cut, which faith¬ 
fully represents a flowering spray of this lovely 
shrub, will lie sufficient to prove it one of the 

most charmiug of all garden plants cultivated 
in the open air in Britain. When treated as a 
pot plant and kept clear of hard frosts, the 
silvery leaves remain on the hush until new ones 

aro developod. Even without the snowy-white 
flower-bells this variety is almost worth growing 

Weevil named Orchesles fagi. The larva, a leal-miner, 
feeds on tho inside green part of the leaf, causing it to 

wither. 1 believe there is no practicable remedy.— 

NEGLECTED SHRUBS. 

The Stuartias. 

Fortunately, insomo gardens theprecious intro¬ 
ductions of former times have not been discarded 
to make way for the reigning fashion, and so we 
have perpetual object lessons before us to 
impress on our minds the mistakes and short¬ 

comings of those who neglected to duly care for 
such truly beautiful shrubs as Stuartia penta- 

plants ; no better time for planting than early 
in March. Two stout plants to each post ought 
to be put in.—S. P. 

- You can do better than choose Emerald 
Green, or Gem, as it is sometimes called, a very 
quick-growing, glossy-leaved variety ; but you 
might make 3*our fence moro interesting than 

this. Why not plant against it Honeysuckles, 
the winter and yellow-flowered Jasminum 
nudiflorum, Clematises, or the Vines, such as 
the fine-leaved Labrusca Grape. But of course 
Ivy is evergreen, and if you put in good plants, 
and prepare the soil well, you will get quicker 
frowtli than if these points wore not considered, 
vy is as a rule badly treated in gardens. You 

can get this variety or any other at any good 
nursery.— C. T. 

-The two kinds of Ivy that I should use for such a 
purpose are (he Irish and the heart-leaved varieties. Both 
ale Iasi growers, bold, handsome, and effective nlwnvs. 
Any nurseryman that, grows trees nml shrubs in quantity 

lor sale would he able lo supply these two kinds.-A. II.' 
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CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

5553.—Chrysanthemums for show.— 
It is too lute now to strike cuttings with a fair 

prospect of winning prizes next autumn. The 
host plan would he to purchase plants from one 
of the many dealers who make Chrysanthemums 
a speciality. When received, pot them nt once 

in 3Ji - inch pots in a compost of loam two-parts, 
one-part half-decayed horse-manure, a good 
sprinkling of sharp silver-sand, with a handful 
of dissolved or ground hones thrown into every Keck of the compost. Do not top the plants, 

ut allow them to grow on with one stem until 
the first natural break is made in April or May, 
according to circumstances—such as the time 

the cuttings were inserted, and the variety. 
The formation of a flower-hud in the point of the 
shoot is the cause of the first break taking place. 

Remove the hud and select three of the most 
promising shoots; these are generally at the point 
and nearest to where the hud formed. When potted 
place the plants in a cool-house as near to the 
r;lass as possible, so that they will grow sturdily 

>y receiving all available light and air. When 
new growth is fairly on the way, and the pots 
are nearly full of roots, stand them in a cold 

frame placed in a sunny position. Here growth 
will be more stocky, ftemove the lights entirely 
during fine weather, but ho careful in admitting 
air when the weather is unfavourable. Transfer 
the plants to larger pots as those in which the 
plants are growing fill with roots until they are 
in 9-inch pots, which are the best size for flower¬ 

ing them in. Keen the plants quite free from 
insect pests and mildew, such os green aud black- 
fly. These are easily got rid of by dusting the 

parts affected with Tobacco-powder, syringing 
it off the next day. Sulphur is the best cure for 
mildew, sprinkled on the affected parts, keeping 
the air about the plants at the same time sweet 
and clean. The following is a good selection of 

varieties, all of easy growth Japanese : Ava¬ 
lanche (pure-white), CoL W. 15. .Smith (old gold- 
yellow, tinged with terra-cotta), Edwin Moly- 
neux (crimson and gold), Eloile do Lyon (deep 

lilac-rose, shaded silver), Excelsior (rose-cerise, 
silvery reverse), Florence Davis (white, with 
I ingo of green in centre), ( >. C. Schwabe (car¬ 
mine-rose, gold centre), Lord Hrooko (bright 

bronze-yellow), Mile. Mario llosto (creamy- 
white, faintly tinted blush), Sunflower (deep 
yellow), W. H. Lincoln (bright-yellow), Viviand 
Morel (blush-mauve), \V. Lin ker (sweet delicate- 
rose), William Seward (deop, rich, blnckish- 

crimson), Mrs. C. H. Payne (rosy-blush), Charles 
Davis (rosy-bronze), Golden Wedding (richest 
golden-yellow), and Milo. Therese Rey (creamy- 
white). Incurved : Empress of India (puro- 

wliite). Golden Empress (golden-yellow), Lord 
Aleester (primrose-yellow), Queen of England 
(deep-blush), Mrs. S. Coleman (golden-bronze), 

Princess of Wales (blush, tinted rose), Mrs. 
Norman Davis (yellow), Princess Tuck (blush- 
white), Prince Alfred (rosy-carmine), Mine. 

Dinner (nankeen-yellow), M. R. Buhuunt (oar- 
mine-rose, shade cerise), Jeanne d'Arc (white, 
tinted rosy-purple), and Lord Wolsclcy (bronze• 

red). Relfexed : King of Crimsons (rich bright- 
crimson), Christine (golden), Christine (pink), 
Christine (peach), Mrs. Forsyth (white), Cloth 
of Gold (pale-yellow), Culliugfordi (scarlet- 
crimson), and 1). Sharpe (magenta). Anemone: 

Mrs. Judge ltenedict (light-blush, changing to 
pure-white), Lady Margaret (pure white), Gluck 
(rich-yellow), Jeanne hlarty (rosy-pcaoh), Fabian 
do Medians (deep-lilac), and Duchess of West¬ 

minster (silvcry-blush).—K. Molynki'X. 

5563.—Ostrowakia magnified.—This is 
quite hardy and to grow it properly it must bo 
planted out-of-doors. The thick, fleshy roots 

when full grown arc nearly 2 feet in length, and 
therefore to have any measure of success with 
the plant a deeply-worked soil is very essential. 
As regards the kind of soil, it is not very par¬ 

ticular, but prefers a deep, sandy loam. I should 
advise “ K. K.” to choose a favourable spot, 

thoroughly prepare the soil by digging it to the 
depth of 2 feet, adding well-decayed manure, 
and then put the roots in. The roots are ex¬ 

ceedingly brittle, and great care is necessary in 
handling them when they grow^dtwgo. The 

frosts.—A. H. 

FERNS. 

SHIELD FERNS (POLYSTICHUMS). 

This is a large genus, comprising somewhere 
about half a hundred species, which have a wide 
geographical range. A few only of the green¬ 
house kinds arc included with the P. venuslum 
from New Zealand (here figured), l’olysticliums 

have an especial advantage over the Buckler 

Ferns (Lastreas), inasmuch as they arc ever- 

Frond ol a Shield Fern (!’. venuslum). 

green, and their beautiful fronds remain perfect 
through the winter months, whilst the majority 
of the Lostreaa arc deciduous. The genera 

Polystichum ami Lastrcu roseinblo each other 
very much, aud some instances occur in which 
it is hard to decide to which of the two families 

il&nt really docs belong, but, as a general 

rijlcjin Polystichum the iudusiuni is sliield-lik© 
is, circular and pollute, whilst in Loatrea 

reniform. The habit of lyiFilVtoRSn 
ore rigid, the fronds being usually »hi 

spiny at the points of the segments, this render¬ 

ing them extremely useful for cutting. The 
following are distinct and handsome kinds, and 
they will all thrive under greenhouse treatment. 

All aro easily grown if potted in a mixture of 
about two-parts good light turfy-loam and fibry 
peat in about the proportion of two-parts loam 

to one of peat, the whole well mixed and made 
fairly sandy. The pots should lie well drained, 
for the plants like a liberal supply of water at 
all scasous, but especially in the summer when 

they aro growing. 
P. venustitm. —The frond hero figured was 

sent to me by Mr. Angel from New Zealand; 

when fully grown the fronds are each about a 
foot or IS inches long, bipinnate, deeply lobed, 
with spiny margins, deep-green on the Biirfacc, 

paler below. Its chief distinguishing feature 
lies in the presence of a dense band of imbriating 
scales, which arc black, bordered with brown, 

and which extend the whole length of the frond. 
P. vkstitcm is another Hpecies from New 

Zealand. Specimens of this plant I have received 

through Mr. Eric Craig. It is a fine plant for 
the cool fernery, having almost lanceolate fronds 
some 18 inches long, the colour rich deep-green. 

P. capknse.—This is a very much larger plant 

than either of the two previously named. It 
makes a stout creeping rhizome, from which grow 
fronds some 3 feet and upwards in length. It 
has an arching and graceful habit. It thrives 

well in the cool house. 
P. KHONDostiM.—A native of the island of 

Madeira, making fronds from I foot to 3 feet in 
length ; these are finely divided and rich bright- 
green in colour. Thcso fronds are admirably 

adapted for cutting for mixing with flowers in 

large vases. 
P. F-u/'iNKi.M'M, from the same country, is 

|uitc a different plant. It is a very handsome 
and distinct kind with fronds some 18 inches or 
2 feet long. The pinna; are large, bright-green 

on the upper side, whitish-green below, where 
the sori nre large and conspicuous, rendering it 

tv attractive. 
P. roKMFoi.uiM comes from various places in 

the East, but I have grown the Ceylon plant into 

grand examples in the cool fernery and used its 
fronds with much satisfaction for cutting. The 
fronds, from 1 foot to nearly 3 feet long and 1 foot in 

breadth at the base, aredeltoid inoutline, finely- 
divided, Bpiny-edged, and rich bright-green in 

colour. W. G. 

8866.- Maiden-hair Ferns, &c.—These 

are not very satisfactory in a room, and much 
hardier and more robust things are desirable, 
such as the Pteris tremula, P. cretica, Ac. You 
may grow in the window-box many things. The 
Bell-flowers (Campanulas) arc a host in them 
selves,and the pretty C. muralis and C. carpatica 

will produce a wealth of bloom, and they grow 
almost like weeds. Then you could have a few 

Zonal Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Ferns -such ns 
those mentioned recently in Garuf.nino, Feb. 3, 
pugo 081 —and bulbs, such as Hyacinths and 
Tulips, for the spring. But, of course, you 

cannot expect great things from an inside 
window-box, and the plants recommended for 
those outside (and several notes have appeared 

lately on them), will do.—C. T 

- (5410) I will give you a few hints about 
|Hitting and compost for Ferns. One great [mint 

is to drain the pot* well, otherwise the soil will 
get waterlogged, and the fronds quickly die off. 
This iB of greater consideration even than the 

soil. If you are growing Maiden hairs you may 
have a 'soil cither of peat or loam, either 
sufficing, but for Ferns in general I may say 

that the soil should lie composed of loam and Eod fibrv peat in equal parts, to which should 
added a part ot well-decayed leaf-mould, 

and a dash of sharp silver sand. A little char¬ 

coal may 1ms mixed with the compost, if thought 
advisable, to keep it porous. After potting, 

water sparingly, and until the plants have got 
well-established—a too moist soil prevents the 

roots of the Ferns working into it freely.—C. T. 

- Boiler buy a lew small plants ot the Maiden-hair 
Fern* for the coni greenhouse. Hclnginellas ol the hardier 

sorts cun easily he raised Irom cutting* in nundy noil, kept 

moist ill a »hiidy spot, any time during the rprliig or 

sunimur.—E. It_ 

Drawings for " Gardening."— fiwfer* will 

\ 'uzs: 
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remove entirely every shoot from the base of 
the stem to a height of about 1 foot. Thin out 
those above that point to, say, six, seven, or 
eight shoots, taking care to preserve the best 

placed shoots, ami they should be arranged, as 
far as possible, at regular intervals. If in tho 
course of tho summer season they evince 
a disposition to unevenness of growth, then 
regulating tho same by pinching with tho thumb 
and finger must be resorted to, of course pre¬ 
serving tho leading shoot intact. In tho 
autumn pruning of this season tho lateral 
brunches of the preceding summer's growth 

should be cut in much shorter than the lower 
ones, to favour the development of the same. 
This routine of pruning and training may bo 
said to apply generally to their culture through¬ 
out their career, taking care, however, as tho 
trees increase in size that the terminal growths 
of the lowermost branches be not allowed to 

extend too wide. This can easily lie avoidod 
by timely pinching-in in the summer season. 
'Inc best season for planting I’ears, in common 
with all other fruit-trees grown in tho open air 
in this country, is in the early autumn, and tho 
soil iuswhich they generally thrive best is in 
a good, rather heavy, well-drained, loamy 
one; but by careful attention to manuring 
tho roots, giving plenty of water whero pos¬ 

sible, and mulching them in hot, dry weather, 
they can be grown extremely well in almost 
any soil. During tho flowering season protec¬ 
tion of the blossoms from frost is very desirable, 
and the form of the tree renders the application 
of this by no means difficult. A light wire or 
wooden framework can bo placed around tho 
trees, and a light canvas covering, made to put 
on or tako off easily, is about the best thing to 
employ for tho purpose. In a general way this 
protecting medium should be removed in tho 
daytime ; but when in tho spring a black, frosty 

north-east avind is blowing, it may often bo 
left on during the day with great benefit; but 

this remark only applies to very bad weather. 

A noon selection of Pears suitable to form 

pyramids for almost any garden would be tho 
following—viz., Marie Louise, BourriS Hardy, 
Jargonelle, Bourru d'Amanlis, Citron des 

Cannes, Colmar d'Ktd, (lion Morceau, and Gilo- 
gil. Tho illustration annexed shows a speci¬ 
men of another form of this kind of training, 
called tho winged pyramid. The chief advan¬ 
tages of tho latter plan are the preservation of 

brush into the worst parts methylated spirits. 
If liquid-manure is available, well soak the soil 
for at least six feet away from tho stems of the 
trees. If the trees are above ten years old, 

extend the liquid another couple of feet. If this 
stimulant is not to be had, remove the Grass for 
at least (i feet away from the stems, and work 
some partly-decayed manure into the soil a few 
inches deep, replacing the Grass. If tho trees 
are not very large, it is not wise to allow tho 
Grass to grow close up to the stems ; much 
better have 4 feet all round tho stems bare, so 

that tho sun will warm the soil, and 

encourage the roots near the surface. 
• This is most important, especially if 

the soil is at all inclined to be heavy 
in character. Guano is a good stimu¬ 
lant for any kind of fruit-treos. The 
best way of using it is by sprinkling it 
on tho surface wlion tho fruit is the 

size of Walnuts, and washing it in by 
well soaking the soil with clear water. 
—S. P. 

5591.— Growing Melons in a 
vinery.—As you nave been so suc¬ 
cessful with Cucumbers in the vinery, 

1 w, there is no reason why you should 

—gjp n°t ®»nage Melons also. If the 
plants are raised in tho Cucumber- 
house, which will be a suitable place, 
and they are 6 inches high when the 
bunches are visible on tho Vines, then 
would be a suitable time to plant tho 

~' Melons. I)o not allow them to carry 
*•> too many shoots, koop them rather 

thin, ana fertilise tho female blooms 
when they are fully expanded with 
pollen from the male blooms. Hero 

of Lockinge would bo the most suit¬ 
able green-flesh variety, Blenheim 
Ornngu tho best scarlet. Keep the 
foliage well syringed, except when 
the plants are in bloom. In giving 
water do not wet the stem at the 

surface of the soil any more than can 
be helped, as it tends to canker.—S. P. 

FRUIT, 

CULTURE OF FILBERTS. 

In reply to “G. F.,” and others, the following 

is the practice in some parts of Kent: The trees 
when young are cut back to within 1 foot of the 
ground, which causes them to emit side shoots, 
which are regularly trained outwards by l>eing 
tied to a wire or wooden hoop, which is placed 
in the centre, so as to give tne tree a cup-like 

form. This is a capital method, inasmuch as it 

Filbert " .Mount Atlas.1 

allows the sun to shine in the centre as well'as 

all round the trees, and thus the wood gets well 
ripened, a condition indispensable to the pro¬ 
duction of large crops of Nuts. Nut-trees arc, 
as a rule, to lie found alternately planted with 
standard Apple or Pear-trees. In height they 
are seldom allowed to exceed 0 feet, severe 

pruning boing yearly rosortod to in order to 
keep them within bounds. Many of the 
established bushes aro 15 feet in diameter at the 
top, and are ns flat as a table, and a crop of Nuts 
is generally to lie depended upon. Good kinds 
of Nuts and Filberts are as follows : Cosfonl 
(early), Lambert Filbert, Mount Atlas (hero 

figured), a fine productive kind, Pearson's 
Prolific, Round Cob, and White Filbert. 

Winged Pyramid Pear-tree in bearing. 

the fruit from destruction by wind, and in the 
exposure of both fruit and wood to the sun.—B. 
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that case cut the main stem hack sufficiently far 
to ensure another pair of side branches and a 
leader. The side branches should come from the 

main stem at the same distance os those below. 
In the case of Pears the branches are usually 
trained at every other line of bricks. Select 
the bud opposite the line where the branches 

are required to give the leading shoot 
for next season's growth. In the case of fan- 
trained trees that nave made vigorous growth, 
say 2 feet shoots, cut these back to within 
l.r> inches of their base. This will ensure the 
eyes near the base starting into growth and thus 
furnish the tree evenly all over with branches, 
to grow eventually into fruiting shoots. Always 

cut the shoots to the most promising hud at tfic 
upper side of the shoot, as from tliis position 
the new growth is more uniform and has the 
best appearance in the future. Any side 
branches not ronuired should lie cut to within an 
eye or two of the base ; these will in time form 

fruiting spurs. In the case of Plum, Cherry, or 
Peach-trees, a space of -I inches is a good one to 
allow for the side shoots. IS. P. 

Out the rent nil stein tiacli to 1 foot from the last 
|> lir of limnrtini. The trailers of the siili- shoots should 

not lie shortened till ail the space has been tilled op, but 
l he breast-wood should lie spurred back to three buds.— 
K. II. 

SSW. — Peaeh-growing. — Seeing that 
you aro about to build a house specially for 
Peaches and Nectarines, I advise you to do the 
work well by having all the parts of a substan¬ 

tial character. The back wall should lie K feet 
high, and the back lights not less than 4 feet in 

length. You do not give the length of the pro¬ 
posed house, as to a certain extent the width 
should be guided by the length, or the external 
nppeurancc will not. lie pleasing. Fourteen feet 
is a very good width. This gives a border K feet 
wide for llie trees in front, which I suppose you 
intend to train on wires under the glass, a walk 

3 feet wide, and a border the same width for 
the trees that will be trained on the back wall. 
Three Poaches t hat will ripen in succession are 
Alexander, Early Grosso Mignounc, and Sea 

Kngle. If you want a fourth select Stirling 
Castle. The best Nectarines aro Klruge, Lord 
Napier, and Victoria, and Pincupplu for n 
fourth.—J. C. C. 

- The following six Peaches will give a 
good succession of fruit, all of excellent miulity : 
Royal George, Bellcgarde, Barrington, Violettc 
Motive, Sen Fugle, and Wnlburton’s Admirable. 

Four good Nectarines are : Klruge, Lord Napier, 
Pine apple, and Pitmaston Orange. All ot 
these are free-bearing kinds, and really good in 

quality. The height of the back wall should lie 
10 feet, the width of the house 16 feet. By 
having a curved trellis in the front of the house 
the back wall can be better utilised.—8. P. 

- Make the house ns high and us wide as .vou can. 
Sin ill houses are not well adapted for Peach grow i ng ; and 

plant about two or three kinds. There is not a I letter 
setter or cropper than Royal George. Iivmoml Is also an 
excellent Peach. I should include IaiixI Napier or 
I luuilioldl Nectarine. - E. II, 

5539. — Stablo manuro. — The price of 
stable-manure may vary in different localities and 
diiTcrcul seasons of the year, especially in ton ns, 
where manure must lie cleared away. I have 
a contract to take all the manure from a railway 
stable at 3s. per ton. I find it more satisfactory 
to buy by weight, ami this I should say would 

bo a reasonable price anywhere. A ton of 
stable-manure would bo about a load and a half 
for an ordinary cart. The country district 
farmers frequently supply the straw, and take 
the manure as an equivalent; but of late years 
straw has been worth more money, ft is a 
matter of bargain, ami a good deal depends upon 
the demand for manure.—E. H. 

5346.—Hyacinth bulbs.—The only way 
is to store them in sharp silver sand or Cocoa- 
nut-fibre refuse after they have got thoroughly 
ripened and dried. I presume the bulbs arc in 
pots, ami a good way to ileal with them is to 

plant out in the autumn after they have been 
stored during the summer, ns such bullis make 

very pretty effects when planted about on the 
rockery or rootery, os one docs not look so 

much at the beauty of the individual spike as 
at the colour gained. If you mean you have a 
lot of bulbs left out of the" ground or pots, and 

you wish to keep for another year, I am Rfraid 
they will do little good, the best /art' hem 
dead. Plant or pot [hem W^fllcfelf Jtu -wih> i | 
keep them. -C. T. j 

THE KITCHEN GARDEN. 

SCARLET RUNNERS. 

Few vegetables are more productive than a well- 
managed row of Scarlet Runners. By keeping 
all polls picked off as soon as large enough, one 
small row will produce enough for the consump¬ 

tion of an ordinary family. For the supply of a 
large establishment I make two sowings, the 
first at the latter end of April. This 1 generally 
make in a sheltered corner on hard ground on 
which is spread about 3 inches of lino soil, and 
then I scatter the seeds evenly over it, covering 

Oua Rkaukkh' Illustrations : Scarlet Runner 
Bean “ I'ninteil Uwlv." Kngrnieil tor Gakiiks- 
iso II.LI HTHatkd from ft photograph sent by 
Mr. Norman Iflnke, Bedford. 

with thosunic kind of iiiut-orial, and if kept 
moist they will be line plants by the middle ol 
May for transplanting. A few branches are laid 
over them on cold nights. I generally plant in 

trenches prepared its lor Celery, except that thej 
are filled up level after the manure is dug in. 

Tlie plants are carefully lifted and replanted 
with a trowel, and straight rods about 1) feet 
high are driven in on each side of the row, and 
fastened to one placed horizontally about 0 feel 
from the ground. These form an immovable 
framework for the haulms to run on. As soon 

as planted I put a few evergreen branches outside 
the stakes for shelter, and place a mulching ol 

partially decomposed manure 1 yard wide on 
each side of the row ; a good souking of water 

or liquid-manure is also given about every 
alternate week, and thus treated they keep up 
bearing for a long time. 1 sow a few rows the 
first week in June for a very lute crop, and in 
seasons when the frost keeps off they are very 

prolific during October, and sometimes in 
November ; any way one takes them they arc an 
unfailing crop, and generally preferred beyond 
Dwarf or Broad Beans. The sorts which I grow 

are the old Scarlet (Painted Lady) (here figured), 
and Champion and Girtford Giant Runnel's. 

J. 

J(ru>hroon 
_ Mushrooms for maskefc-e 

rooms will pay for growing for marKetiP 

the work is undertaken bv those who understand 
what they are about ; but I should say they 
are very unlikely things to pay under the 

care of those who know nothing about the 
practical part of their management. There is 
no simple way of starting in tliis business, as all 
the details must l>o carried out with skill and 

care or failure is sure to follow.—J. C. C. 

5576. —Kitchen garden paths.—There 
is nothing that lias such a good appearance as Gvel for garden paths when kept in good order, 

i there is no gravel that is weed-proof. This, 

however, is easily managed by the aid of weed 
killers, which are now cheap, and save a lot of 

laiiour. They not only kill the weeds, but 
brighten and clean the gravel, making it look 
like now. The autumn, say October, is a good 

month to apply them. Tar and gravel make 
dirty-looking paths. I am sure you would not 
like thorn. The tar is very objectionable during 
hot weather, not, only in its smell, hut is soft to 
walk upon. Much depends upon how the 
foundation of the paths aro made whether they 

will grow many or few weeds. If the gravel is 
simply laid upon the soil, as is a too common 
practice, no wonder then that weeds come up 
thickly. To render garden paths dry, and to 
preservo the gravel a long time, also a 3-inch 

thickness of broken stones, bricks, or clinkers 
should lie laid under the gravel. Tile bottom 
of the path and the stones should lie in exactly 
the same manner as the finished gravel surface 
is to he. If a path is 5 feet wide, the centre 
should lie 3 inches higher than the sides to 

allow for water from heavy rains to quickly 
pass away. Before laying on the gravel well 
roll the stones in shape. Not nearly so much 
gravel is used then ill filling in the interstices, 
and it is easier also to make an oven anil 

smooth surface. Choose a dry day for laying 
the gravel. For ordinary garden paths it should 
not lie less than 2 inches thick when laid on 
loosely, to be compressed into about 1 inch by 
rolling to make a firm and lasting path. It is 
best to apply the desired thickness, at once 

raking the surface level. After drawing a roller 
over the gravel to press it down, make it 
thoroughly' wet by jioiiring water on the moving 
roller through the rose of a watorpot till a smooth 
surface is obtained. The rolling ought to ho 
continued until the gravel will absorb no more 

water, hut stands on the surface, then cease. 
The path must not ho walked upon for a few 
days to allow the gravel time to “ set." Then 
use the roller again till the surface is quite 

smooth and firm. Gravel pnt-hs cannot have too 
much rolling, provided it is done judiciously.— 

f,MS Senkale roots. I.i'iuc the root» in the 
cromid, and thin out the crowns to one, or ut most two.— 
E. H. 

- Yes; Seakale roots are valuable after 
being forced, hut they must lie kept free from 

frost, and the roots kept in soil after they are 
taken out of the forcing-house. Towards tlie 
end of April plant them out in good ground in 
rows 2 feet apart, and 15 inches lietween tlie 
sets. If a number of growths appear on each 

crown in the summer reduce them to one, us 
one crown to a root is better than two or three. 
The plants will not- do for forcing next year, 

hut tlie year after they will lie ns strong ns at 

first.—J. C. C. 

5573.—Fertilising blooms of Toma¬ 
toes. l)o not worry yourself about fertilising 

the blooms of Tomatoes, because any attempt to 
do so docs neither good nor harm, for tlie reason 
that it is a difficult matter to reach the organs 
of the flower that would be affected by it, aiul 

those who tell you that it benefits the crops in 
any way would find it difficult to prove tlie 
truth of their assertion. Thinning out the fruit 
is a far more reasonable operation to recom¬ 

mend, especially towards the close of tlie 
summer, when tlie plnuts arc getting exhausted. 
Even then 1 do not know that the weight is 

increased ; the fruit is, however, larger. The 
first blossom in every bunch of flowers should 
tie pinched »ill. as the fruit invariably conics 

deformed.—J. C. C. 

5542. —Crops after Celery.—Root crops, 
such as Carrots, Parsnips, Beet, and Salsafy 
follow Celery very well; the extra digging and 

moving of rthe.soil required in earthing tlie 
Utter'W in favour of those crops named. 
GaThAsf&lsoI fdlltfuffCWfertfRvell—in fact, any 
kind of vegetable win succeed after Celery. rs-et li i kind ol vegetable will 
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Cabbages or any of the Braasica tribe rob 
the soil the most of any vegetable. After a 
piece of ground has been cropped by any of 
these a heavy dressing of manure is essential to 

replace those ingredients absorbed by these 
crops.—S. P. 

- Root-crops, Bin'll as Carrots, Bret, or Turni|W, come 
in welt alter Celery, as would also Cauliflowers, Beans, and 
I’eas—in tact. Celery (onus a good preparation lor any 
crop. But in digging it over the old manure from the 
trenches should lie distributed through the land. This 
can best be done by digging across the trenches.—E. H. 

5585.—Growing Tomatoes.—Tho only 
doubt in your case is tho ventilation. If you 
can open the sidelights as well as give air at the 
top you will bo right enough. Make a bench 

over the pipes on each side to hold tho soil, 
keeping the bottom of the lied !) inches away 
from the pipes. The beat from the latter will 
not then interfere with the roots of the Toma¬ 
toes, us I hone you will not want to use lire-hcat 
after the end of May. Y’ou will find a bed of 
soil far preferable to growing the Tomatoes in 
pots. J. C. C. 

5508.—Soil for Tomatoes. -It is not 
necessary to change the soil every year. 
Trench the border in tho usual manner, adding 
a fair ouantity of good rotten manure, then dress 

with kainit and water well in. When suffi¬ 
ciently dry fork it over, and prior to planting 
give also a dressing of some good artificial 
manure. The addition of a mixture of lime anil 
soot is also beneficial.—P. F. L. S. 

- I have grown Tomatoes in pretty near 
the same soil in one house for five years, 

nous.—Tomaloes from seed.—If the frame 1» 
quite cold it will he better to bow the Tomato-seeds in the 
window of a warm room in March. Prick them off into 
small pots or lioxes when large enough, and then move to 
the frame, and keep close for a time, and securely covered 
up at night. Harden oil and plant out at tho end of May. 
—E. II. 
- It is useless to sow seed of Tomatoes in a cold 

frame until quite the end of April, and', hen you will not 

get any ripe fruit until August. It would tic far belter to 
purchase a few plants at the end of May. Tomatoes re¬ 
quire a long season of growth, and if to do any good in 
our short summer must be sown early in the year in heat. 
—II. (.'. R. 

(|MI -Cauliflowers dying off.—This sometimes 
happens when the seeds havo been sown loo thickly in 
heat. As soon as the seedlings are up move to a house 
where more air can lie given, and prick off as soon as they 
can lie handled.—E. II. 

MIM. Grubs on vegetables.—Yon should give 
the ground a good rough digging or trenching during 
winter. At present I would advise you to give all the 
grounds intended for cropping this year a good dressing 
of hot lime and so»t, and manure this year with rotten 

Seaweed, and you will llml the grulis less in number.— 
P. 0. D. _ 

BERMUDA LILY (LI LIUM LONUIFLORUM 

HARR1SI). 

This beautiful Lily is evidently growing in 

popularity, and that rightly ho. Being so 
amenable to pot culture for flowering at almost 
any Reason of the year, it is greatly appreciated, 
more particularly in the trade and by tho florists 
and decorators. In many private gardens it is 

also grown, but its culture in this direction does 
not appear to be taken up so extensively as one 

would imagine, especially where large conserva¬ 
tories have to be kept gay, or where a quantity 
of choice cut flowers litis to be provided. Last 

from that time up to May and June from the 
Bermuda importations. Those following in 
June, July, and August I have a shrewd suspi¬ 

cion are Cape-grown bulbs. I have myself pur¬ 
chased them as such in the spring. Those 
blooming the earliest will give a few more flowers 
from succeeding growths the following autumn : 
thus the year is nearly or <piito bridged over 
where necessary. Light loam and leaf-soil, 
with plenty of sand or road-scrapings, will suit 

this Lily well. Creen-fly is a troublesome pest, 
but can bo kept down by the usual methods 
This Lily revels in a humid atmosphere when 
being forced, and takes water freely when well 
rooted. How it came to lie designated Harrisi 
I do not know ; I fail to see any difference 
ljctwcen it and the type other than what may 

be expected in the case of vigorous bultis 
grown under more congenial conditions in a 
warmer climate. This I consider makes all tho 
difference, for I have noticed that Harrisi 
(so-called) reverts to the normal type after 
a season or two in this country. A good 
proof in support of this is the fact that L. 

longiflorum has been sought for in quantity in 
this country and on the Continent for sending 
out to tho Bermudas, where after a season 
or two s growth they would return in the im¬ 
proved form to this country. The conditions 
under which the bulbs are grown is, in my 
opinion, the only cause of variation as seen be- 

! tween home-grown and imported ones. As to 
their culture at the Cape, it is only reasonable, 
being a means of further extending the season. 

This is done, we know, in the case of tho Tube- 

Ora Itkatimin' Illustration" : Bermuda I.ily (I.ilium longiflorum Harrisi). Engraved for (Iariiksino Illi stratkb 
from a photograph scut by Messrs, liobhlc and Co., Rothesay, N.B. 

and I do not sec any difference in the 
liehaviour of the. plants now than during 

the first season. I, however, do freshen 
up tho soil every year liefore planting 
by removing a little of the old surface and 
giving a dressing of fresh earth or rotten manure, 
as I do not believe in starving Tomatoes. I 
have seen tho plants as lwully diseased in a new 

house and-perfectly fresh soil as ever I saw in 
older structures. At the same time I must say 

t hat nearly every other crop I grow is benefited 
by a change of soil.—J. C. C. 

5557.—Unsatisfactory Tomatoes. — Tomatoes 
may be grown in a gravelly soil, but it must be under 
stood they require more support than it the groytTTfri 
heavier. Tho soil should also he; made firm beforf plan 
ing. The cause of not settingus jerKlikely-To lyloij 
soil, lacking in moisture and perhaps they are not 

sufficiently ventilated.-E. H. 

.season I saw a house full of this variety in the 
best possible condition anti in various stages of 
growth. The plants in bloom were some 4 feet 

in height, with from four to six well-developed 
flowers upon stout stems. The house in whiclj 
these were being grown was kept at a stove 
temperature, warmth being evidently congenial 
to them. For tho earliest flowering the bulbs 

should be secured as soon as they arrive from 
tho Bermudas. This will beat about the same 

tiino as the Roman Hyacinths arrive from the 
south of France. 

Forcing must not he attempted until some 
new roots have been made ; then even the tem- 

perature bhould be worked up gradually for a 
’ |iuu tpiSfigall possible advantage, the earliest 

flower during December ofcj evw 
Successions are easily obtain 

rose, why not also in that of the Lily in ques¬ 
tion? A word upon the custom of the florists 
in depriving tho flowers of their pollen-vessels 

is necessary, the flowers lieing thus shorn of a 
part of their lieauty. Why not dip or touch 
these parts with gum-water instead, so as to 
prevent the pollen from tarnishing the flowers? 
Or wrap a little tissue-paper around the vessels 

until the blooms aro in actual UBe? Anything 
is better than thus robbing the flowers of a part 

of their attractiveness whenever and wherever 
it is possible. The plunt that produced the 
flowers here figured was potted in October, in 

good turfy soil and sand, a 7-inch pot being 
used.) AfofW [being: plunged in Cocoa-nut-fibre- 
refuse in a cold frame till we_ll_ rooted, it was 

lidLg&fiwsAlind flowered in 
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OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

CHOICE ALPINE PLANTS. 

Silvery Hairhkll (Kdkaiakthcs Pumilio). 

This (here figured) is a brilliant little alpine 
with flowers that look large in proportion to the 

plant. The little close-set tufts of glaucous 
fol ago look sharp and thorny like a Prick y 

Silvery Ilnirbell (Kdraianthus Pumilio). Engraved 
from n photograph. 

Thrift, but prove of a milder nature on 
closer acquaintance. The flowers ure of a full 
rich-purple. G. 

550').- Hardy perennials.—The follow¬ 
ing arc all useful showy perennials : Adonis ver- 
nalis, March and April, I foot: Alstrccmeria 

aurantiaca, July and August, 2 feet; Alyssum 
SAxatilc compaction, Marcli and April, 6 inches 
to 12 inches; Anchusa italica, Juno and July, 
J feet; Anemone fulgens, March and April, 

I foot; A. japonica (white and red), August to 
November, lit feet; Anthcmis tinCtoria, June 
and July, It fool; Authcricum liliastrum, May 

ami Juno, 2 foot; Aquilogiu chrysantha and 
others, May to July, 2 feet; Arab is alpina, 
March and April, 0 inches ; Asters (Michaelmas 
Daisies) in variety, from September to Novem¬ 

ber, from 2 foot to 5 feet; Aubriotia Hondor- 
sonia, March and April, ti inches j Bocconia 
cordata, Juno and July, 0 foot; Buphthalmum 
salicifolium, May to July, 1J feet; Campanula 
(Bellflower) in variety, May to July and August 
where a selection is grown, and they vary in 

height from 0 inches to 3 feet; Catananohc 
bieolor, July and August, 2 feet; Ccntaurea 

montuni (Mountain Cornflower) (blue, white, 
red, and sulphur), May to October, 1& feet; 

Chrysanthemum maximum (Ox-cyo Daisy), June 

to August, 2feet; Cheiranthus Marshalli (Alpine 
Wallflower), April, 0 inches; Coreopsis lancco- 
lata, Juno to August, 2 feet; Delphiniums in 

variety, June and July, 2 feet to 5 feet; Die- 
tainnus Kraxinolla (Burning Bush), Juno to 
August, 3 feet; Diclytra sncctabilis, May to 

June, I4 feet; Doronicum plantaginoum, April 
to July, 2 feet; Kryngium nmethystinum, July 
to August, 2J foot; Funkia subcordata grandi- 

flora, August and September, 14 feet; (laillardia 
grandiflora, Juno to September, IA feet; the 
hybrid forms of this are very useful, and are 
easily raised from seeds ; (ialcga officinalis alba, 
May to July, 4 foot; Geraniums in variety, 

May to duly : (louni coccineum grandiflorum, 
May to August, 2 feet ; Gyraophila paniculata, 

■ i. >' t0 September, 2 feet; Uolenium pumiluui, 
Jit y to September, 14 feet; Ilarpaliumrigidum, 
July and August, 3 feet: Il.uris eorifolia, May 

and June, !) inches ; Lathyrus latifolius albus, 
Juno to August, 4 feet; Liliums in variety- 
Lupinus polyphyllus, June to August, 4 feet; 

Lychnis chalcedonies fl.-pl., July to September,’ 
3 feet; Montbretia erocosm he flora, July to Sep¬ 

tember, 2) feet; Pieonies in variety, June and 
July, IJ feet; Poppies in variety, 1 foot to 

3 feet ; Herbaceous Phlox, July to September, 
3 feet to 4 feet; Potentillu in variety, June to 

August, 1J feet; Primulas in vurijrfyL flowers in 
spring, 6 inches ; Pyrethrums in/vari 

and July, 2 feet iJRudljebkialNe 

October, 2 feet; Saxifraga in variety, mostly in 
spring ; Scabious caucasioa, July to September, 
14 feet; Spirtea arunous and venustus, J une and 

July, 3 feet to 4 feet; Tritoma nobilis, July to 
August, 5 feet; Carnations in variety ; Pinks 
Her Majesty and fimbriata major.—E. H. 

- Your query requires a longer answer 

than space can be afforded for at this season. 
The following bloom during the spring and early 

summer : Adonalis vernalis, spring (yellow 
flowera), height about 1 foot; Anemones of sorts, 
fulgens (crimson), A foot; Arabis albida, very 
good to form a broad edging, of white flowers ; 

Aubrietias, dwarf ; Corydalis nobilis, about 
1 foot; Dielytra spectabilis, about 2 feet (flowers 
rose), likes a light soil; Doronicum caucasioum 

(yellow), about 1 foot ; Fritillaria iniperialis in 
variety, or the Crown Imperial, 2 feet; Ranun¬ 

culus aconitifolius(Fair Maids of France), varying 
from 1 foot to 24 feet or more in height (flowers 
white), early summer ; R. amplexicaulis, spring 
(white, yellow centre) ; Saxifrages ns edgings. 
The following bloom in late summer and autumn : 

Achillea l’tarmica fl.-pi. (double white), summer, 
ibout 1 foot: Aconite, 3 feet; Alstriemoria 
lurea, light soil, 2 feet to 4 feet (orange-red 

lowers) ; Hollyhocks ; Anemone japonica, very 
icautiful, especially the white ono, 3 feet; 
Michaelmas Daisies in variety, varying from 

I foot to 6 feet or 7 feet high ; Chrysanthemum 

Mine. Desgrango, 2 feet (almost white), Septem¬ 
ber ; Delphiniums, late summer ; also Phloxes 
and Lilies, commencing with the white L. candi- 
dum, and closing with the beautiful forms of 

L. speciosum (L. lancifolium), or the showy 
Tiger Lily (L. tigrinum splendcns).—C. T. 

5389.—Raising perennials. -All those 
named by “Perseverance,”except Gentiana, can 
bo raised out-of-doors as well or better than in 

the site suggested. If a border having a 
southern exposure could be set apart for this 
purpose so much the better. Dig the ground 

over at once, giving it an opportunity to dry, 
add no manure, as seodling plants need none. 
If the weather is favourable, the first week in 

April rake over the land, removing any stones, 
and mark out bods 3 foot wide, with an alloy 
between each 1 foot wide. If the soil is heavy 
scatter a little prepared soil over the beds to 

receive the seod. Docayed vegetable rofuse, 
wood-ashes, or disused potting-soil, thoroughly 

inixod together, answers vory woll. Sow the 
seed thinly, covering it a $ inch thick with the 

compost. Should the woather bo hot and dry 
at the time of sowing the seed, and afterwards, 
instead of watering the bods, cover them with 
mats or green boughs. When the plants are 
largo enough to hand prick them out into rows 

8 inches wide and <i inches apart in the rows, 
or plant them finally where they are to bloom. 
—S. P. 

—— Tin1 plants named tor the most pari require to be 

•own In a shallow pan and pla.'i'l in Ill-old Irani'-. Il i» 
difficult to advise about the position named. i( the seed¬ 
lings come up, the great point is 10 prevent them from 
getting drawn up, as presumably they could be some 
distance from the light. -K. P, 

5581. Bishop's Weed.—I do not know 
the weed under the name in which you give it. 

I think, however, you allude to the Ground Ivy 
or Bastard Balm, both of which are troublesome 

perennial weeds. Your only chance of getting 
rid of them is to take up the turf and char it 

with a slow fire; then lightly fork over the 
surface, and about the hoginutng of April sow 
the space with Grass seeds, and lightly cover it 

with tho ashes from the fire. There is no better 
way of getting rid of the weeds, but you must 
take the turf off deep enough to got all their 

roots. Whatever you may put on to kill the 
weeds will also kill the Grass.—J. C. 

5501.—Planting Irises, &c. It is getting 
late now to plant the bulbous Irises, as the 
bulbs ought now to be making roots, but the 

German Irises may bo planted now, and if tho 
plants are strong they will flower thus season, 
though not so woll as if they had boon previously 

estaluished. Tho English Irises are among the 
hardiest of the race, and they are very easy to 
cultivate.—E. H. 

- It is late now to plant, and the first 

year tho results will not be satisfactory perhaps, 
as Irises require time to get them to bloom in 

rfeetion. You may plant the German Iffe 
and this will thrive in or" " * 
with a little well-decayed 

tho position is very exposed and sunny. A 
good half-dozen comprise: Aurea (golden- 

yellow), Celeste (rich lavender, set off by orange- 
coloured beard), the early-blooming Florentine 
Iris, Gazelle (the falls rich lavender, veined 

with white, suffused and variegated with 
lavender), Mine. Clierean (white, with an edge 
and feathering of violet), the beautiful Dalma- 

tion Iris (lavender, tinted with purple on the 
falls), Queen of May (very beautiful, with its 
shades of rosy-lilac), and Victorine (white stan¬ 

dards, blotched with bluish-purple, the falls 
violct-purplo, veined with white). Those, if 
good plants arc put in now, will bloom fairly 

well the coming summer, but at least three 
Jears must elapse licfore they (lower in per- 
oction. On your border would also succeed 

tho early spring-flowering Iris reticulata (the 
flowers deep-purple, and very fragrant), Eng¬ 
lish and Spanish bulbous Irises (both giviug a 
great variety of colours). Tho English Iris is 

really a Spanish species (I. xiphioidcs), and the 
flowers are large, broad in tho segments, the 
colours varying from white to self purple. The 

bulbs will thrive in any light sandy soil, 
and increase quickly. 'Lhe Spanish Iris (I. 
xiphium) blooms rather earlier than tho pre¬ 

ceding), tho flowers also have narrower segments, 
with colours ranging from blue to quite a bronzy 
tint. The bulbs also succeed well in light sandy 
soil. I. Ksempferi, which blooms in late summer, 

must havo moisture, and is a beautiful Iris in 
its variety of colouring for planting at the 

margin of a stream or pond side, like the 
Cecful I. sibirica (the Siberian Iris). A lot of 

utiful little bulbous kinds, I. histrio, I. his- 

trioides, and 1. Bakcriana are in beauty now, 
and are very useful to grow either in pots or 

the open.—C. T. 

6MM).—Plants for a border.—You may have a 
choice selection of hardy plants, pogged-down Roses, 
Gladioli, Dahlias, such Lilies as L. auratmn, L. speciosum, 
and L. tigrinum, the lost two mentioned autumn-flower¬ 
ing, Michaelmas Daisies, Phloxes, Delphiniums, and 

similar things ; see reply to 6508. The China Roses would 
look well in this position.—C. T. 

USEFUL “CARPETING" PLANTS. 

Tunica saxikraua. 

This little plant is not often seen in gardens, 

perhaps beaauso its place anil use are not so 
obvious as those of more showy tilings; but 
rightly employed it is a pretty and useful plant. 

It does well in bare, poor ground, anil is very 
handy for carpeting over bulbs. Where tho 
Meadow Saffrons aro grown in borders (their 

right place being, of course, in Grass), there can 
he no better plant to cover the space they leave 
bare before and after flowering. The "bushy, 

rather wiry nature of the Tunica flower-stems 

Timid Naxifr.tgn. 

1 gives just the support needed by tho Colchicums 

whose heavy flower-cups, locking the friendly 
support of their natural ally, fiul over before 
their beauty is past, and present a miserable 
appearance, lying flat upon the ground. R. 

5 IS i. —Planting Dahlias. —You cannot 

possibly manage to have Dahlias satisfactory for 
sale from old roots without agreenhouseor frame. 
To propagate cuttings in early spring, however, 

$W>n<<IWJlfpnS them an early start by plunging 
■themJii.a heap.of ashes or hot manure by a 

annoy wmiplfeepff^itnSii well watered. Divide 
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the old roots and plant out in beds or borders 
from 3 feet to 4 feet apart in May. When a foot 
in height place a stake to each plant to keep the 

wind from breaking it.—P. 0. 1). 

5583.—Plants for a wall.-Tlie Pyraesntha is a 
very ornamental wall plant, especially in winter.—b. If. 

- As you wish for plants to look green and 

bright through the winter months too, I am 
afraid you will lie disappointed, ns you omit the 
plant of all others looks best in winter—namely, 
the Ivy. You have a choice of the Virginian 

Creepers, but these arc deciduous. They were, 
however, very brilliant in the autumn with 
their gay crimson-coloured leaves. Perhaps you 

could coax Azorn microphylla into good growth. 

Its abundant glossy leafage is very pleasing, but 
it wants a rather sheltered spot ; at least, during 
the past few winters the plants have got much 
cut about. Bignonia radicans is pleasing against 

a sunny wall, and under such conditions blooms 
fairly freely. Clematis Jocktnaui or C. mon- 
tana are fine, the latter quickly mounting and 
producing a wealth of white flowers in early 

May. Attend to the shoots in spring, removing 
the weaker ones, but train in all those that are 
vigorous, as these bloom the following year. 
Jasminum nudiflorum blooms throughout the 
winter, and might be planted, but it (lowers 

without the leaves. Then you have a choice of 
Honeysuckles, Climbing Roses, especially the 
beautiful Gloire de Dijon, exquisite tumbling 
over a gable, and the Vines, the Labrusca< Jrape 

in particular, its leaves turning to splendid 

colours in the autumn.—C. T. 

plants require a warm, close place after they are 
taken out of the propagator. If you sow the 
Sweet Peas in pots at once you may raise them 
in a sunny window. Yes, you must keep the 

light burning night and day, except when the 
heat is a little too much, then you may let it 
out for an hour or two early in the morning and 

again in the evening.—J. C. C. 

5555. —Ficus elastica. Young cuttings 
taken off close to the stem with a small piece of 
the old bark, planted in thumb-pots tilled with 

sandv peat, and plunged in a brisk bottom-heat 
and kept close and shaded will soon root. The 
cuttings may lie put in now or when they can 
bo obtained. I have struck them from single 

eyes and one leaf, the bud or eye being taken 
out with a thin slice of bark and wood, a small 
stick being placed to support, the leaf. After 
the cuttings are planted a notch cut under the 
bud would have no effect, except in eases where 
young shoots are notched, and (ho notches 

covered with damp Moss with the view of 
striking the tops of the plants before removal. 
This can be done, but it takes more time than 

cutting off the top and plunging it in a moist 

hot-bed.—E. II. 

GROUPING PLANTS IN GREENHOUSES. 

Excellent results as regards effect can be made 
in almost any greenhouse, conservatory, or 
fernery by a group or groups of Kerns and 
other plants (see illustration) arranged on tin- 
floor of the building. A corner or cent re bed 

all kinds of Ferns will do well, and foliage 

plants, such as Draciena indivisa, Fan Palms, 
Alalia Sieboldi, and Aspidistras. In summer, 
Fuchsias will do well, as will also Liliums of 

various kinds. If Lapagcria are planted out in 
a properly prepared bed they will cover the 
back wall and the roof.—E. H. 

,r)518.—Tuberoses.—If I understand you 
to have placed the Cocoa-nut-fibre around, and 
not beneath the bulbs, it may lie of benefit, to 

them; not otherwise. You may place a few 
into a heated house at once, even upon the pipes 
if you wish some early: but for August and 
September blooming they had better rest where 
they are. Great care should be taken not to 
have them loo moist before the roots ore active, 

or they will rot at the base.—P. U. 

5127.—Heating a brick pit.—Yes, a 
well constructed line is as good a method of 
heating a small pitas any other, and bettor than 
a small hot-water apparatus, for this reason, 
that with a proper furnace and the draught 

well stopped, the fire will remain alight twice 
or three times as long as in a small boiler. Nine 
inches square (inside) is a very suitable si/.e for 
the flue : it should lie covered with what are 
termed “quarries," or flat tiles 12 inches square 
and about 2 inches thick. Unless anthracite 
coal is procurable, in which case an ordinary 

horizontal furnace, like that of a washing- 
copper. will do. the best plan is to make a 
deep square one, say 18 inches deep, anil 
!l inch"' or I• • iu-diei squire, with the feed- 

5D5S. Best annuals for small gardens. 
OodctiaThe Bride and Lady Albemarle, Candytuft mixed. 
Chrysanthemum* (tricolor), Branching Larkspur, Linuiii 

rubrum (Scarlet Ha*). Nasturtiums Tom Thumb mixed. 
Scabious mixed, Sunflowers, Mignonette, and Sweet Peas. 

—E. U. 

- Linum grandiflorum rubrum, Empress Candytuft, 
Shirley Poppy, Ncinophlla insignis, Rocket Larkspur, and 
Godetla Lviv Albemarle or The Bride would lie a suitable 

selection, ail of easy growth and productive of a full crop 

of blossom.—S. P. 

- I have named twelve good bright 

annuals: Marigolds, especially such a showy 
variety as Orange King: Coreopsis bicolor, 
Candytuft, Cornflower (Contuureu e.yamts), 
Clarkia clegans, Chinese Fink, Esehseholt/.iu, 

Godetia, Sunflower, Linariu, Liuiimnthcs 
Douglasi, Lupines, Mignonette, Nasturtiums, 
French Poppies, and Sweet Peas. You 
may choose eight out of any of tlioso, all 

being very beautiful hardy annuals, readily 
raised from seed sown in the open in March or 
April. Be careful always to thin out well, so 

as to leave each plant sufficient space to develop 

satisfactorily.—U. T. 

INDOOR PLANTS. Group of Kerns and other plant* in a greenhouse. 

5502. — Begonias (tuberous footed) 
from seed. The process of raising these 
plants from seed lias been repeatedly and 

ininutoly described in hack numbers of Garden 

i no. As the seed is very minute it must ho sown 
on a very finely-sifted surface of light rich soil 

leaf-mould that has been previously well baked 
is best—and the pots or pans lie placed in 
stearly moist heat of 05 degs. to 75 degs. 
must also be kept moderately and evenly moist 

and shaded from direct sunlight. It. is uls< 
important that the drainage be extra freo.undthi 

soil need not exceed 1-inch, or l .| inch, in depth 
Cover each pot or pan with a sheet of glass to 

check evaporation, and as soon as the seedlings 
appear these must be gradually tilted until they 
can be dispensed with altogether. Prick off the 
seedlings singly, into oilier pans or boxes of line 

light soil, when in the first “ rough " or proper 
leaf, rebox them us soon as they begin to touch 
each other, and Anally pot them singly, 
harden off and plant out-of-doors in .1 uno. 
the plants aro to bloom the same year the set 

must be sown in January or February, and 
artificial heat will be required until the beginning 
or middle of May. Or you may sow in .May in 

the greenhouse, and keep the little tubers over 

till the next season.—B. C. K. 

5597-—Uses of n propagator.—It is the 
steam which causes the injury to the leaves c‘ 

your “Geraniums.” They do not like so mue 
moisture in the air which surrounds them. Yo 
can raise plants from seed of all t lie subjects you 

mention in the propagator, but if yoi/liav; 
greenhouse you nad b£it6)l fcldKkflwCffte\eer|l ___ 
the beginning of April, as such young seedling 

can be so sol off to great advantage in this 
way, and the plan gives a lighter and more 

natural appearance to the plants Ilian when they 

are all arranged on stiff Stages, &c. B. 

5547. Growing Heliotropea.—These 
delightfully fragrant plant irequire rather liberal 
ulime, yet with a fair amount of fresh air 

and biiii to solidify the growth. With suitable 
treatment, young plants from cuttings struck, 

say this mouth, and kept near the gloss in a 
lighthouse, will bloom abundantly at about a 
foot in height from the rim of the pots, in 
July or August of the sumo year, and such 

plants always produce far liner heads than old 
and starved examples. As good a system as 
any is to strike the cuttings in the early spring, 

in heat, placing several together in 5-inch pots. 
When well rooted pot them off singly, and as 
soon as rooted out pinch out. the points of each. 
When fairly in growth again shift into 5-ineh 
pots, or a few of the strongest into the <! inch 
size, using good loam with half the quantity of 
leaf-mould or old hot-bed manure ami some 

sand. Loop up the shoots to a neat central stick 
as they grow, and give weak liquid-manure once 
or twice a week when coming into bloom. 
Autumn-struck cuttings may be flowered earlier, 

of course.—B. C. R. 

5473. Plants for a north greenhouse. 
—A north house is very useful for retarding 
ilont&and for keeping things in bloom after the 

ien, but it is not a good grow ing house. 

5s of various kinds, including' 

door at the trip, and ash-pit and draught-regu¬ 

lator at the bottom. A lire ill such a furnace, 
when filled up with coke, and the draught 
stopped below the lire, will remain alight for 
eighteen or twenty hours eisily. I recently 

constructed an excellent double flue, the 
lower one being built ns described above, with 
a return above consisting of (i-incli socket 
earthenware pipes (glazed). A passage direct 
from the furnace into chimney was arranged 
(as well as the other), and a damper lixed in it: 
w hen the lire is lit this ia opened, und as soon 

as the lire lias burnt up and the chimney 
become warm it is closed, an-1 the draught 

forced to pass through the flue.—B. C. R. 

5514.—Orinum bulbs.-As the bulbs 
came from India they are no doubt varieties that 
require a stove temperature. In that case your 
treatment has been right. You may increase 
the warmth with advantage as the spring 
advances; otherwise you may continue the 

sumo. The greatest danger is in giving too 
much water while the bulbs are dormant. I do 
not think you will see much signs of growth 
until May. There is plenty of time for them to 

flower in their usual season after that, which is 
generally in the months of July and August. 
If they are potted in a moderately light com¬ 
post a change of soil will not help you.—J. C. C. 

5577.—Making a hot-bed, &c—Throw 
the litter and leaves into a heap mix;”. 
together Ifthchuteris lev 

__ „ _ .. «®WWall*raTnlt': After it bas Uin for throe 

Sas, Cinerarias. Lilies of to make nP- By 
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this method of management heat in the hot-bod 
is not so violent or irregular as when made up 
at once. Very often then parts of it are dry, 
and instead of fermenting properly it becomes 

mildewed, thus the heat in the oed is irregular. 
The beginning of March is quite early enough 
to start—in fact, rather too early if the mate¬ 
rials named are scarce. Beds made up early 

require additional linings to them to maintain 
tho heat. —S. P. 

5,'>74.— Gas and electric light in a 
conservatory.—I do not know what you 

may mean by tho word occasionally in reference 
to tho use of gas in a conservatory ? It may 
mean once a week or once a month ? I may, 
however, tell you that some years ago I had 

charge of a conservatory quite as large as the 
one you mention, only about 10 feet higher. 
This was well lighted with gas. Once a week 
I had to clear tho floor of this building all 
tho winter for a certain purpose, and although 

the gas was usually alight about live hours, the 
plants were never injured, and none were taken 
out, only jwicked closer together round the 
sides. '1 he ventilators at tho top wore always 

loft open a little way. I should, however, give 
tho preference to the electric light, as it gives 
out no injurious fumes, and the light is more 

bcnoficial than otherwise to plant life.—J. C. C. 

- Net the slightest if tho gas-jots aro not near the 
plants, ami they are not used too often. The mischief is 
when gas is constantly hurnt, thus drying up the air, 

Hut electric light is hotter. It is leas drying, cooler, and 
not so glaring.—C. T. 

5330.- -Heliotropes from seed.—You 
can raise these easily enough in a frame over 

a hot-bed at 7*1 dogs, to SO (legs, in March 
or April, or possibly in a cold frame or green¬ 

house in May, but without heat it is no use to 
sow yet. I have got them up by thousands in 
a propagating-house in March, but unless the 
seed is quite sound and fresh it will not grow, 
however carefully treated, and as it is a thing 
that there is but little demand for, you aro very 
likely to get old seed.—B. (J. R. 

—- Heliotropes may lie raised from seeds in an rrdi- 
nary garden-frame, especially if there is a mild hot-bed 
under the frame. Sow now if there is any warmth. It 
there is no heat Is-vond the sun's warmth, better dolny 
sowing till end of next month.—K. II. 

r.wi.— Making a propagator.—Yes, it 
is host to support the tray. This can be done 
by placing two strips of wood lengthways inside, 

and the same dojith as tho tray. The per¬ 
forated sheet will then lie quite level. You may 
call tho tray which holds tho water a tank if 
you liko, hut if you think that a greater depth 
of water would ho 1 letter you aro mistaken, 

for two reasons, one of which is that tho 
more water there is to heat the more oil you must 
hum; tho other reason is that the more 
water there is in the tray the more condensed 

moisture there is above it, and which will lie 
found to ho troublesome by causing seedlings or 
cuttings to damp oil'. With regard to the size 

of the lamp, mino is 8 inches high, with a single 
wick half an inch wide. > ho box should rest 
level on tho ground, and the opening, which 

enables the operator to take out ami replace tho 
lamp, should ho (dosed when tho lamp is burn¬ 

ing. Tho bottom of the tray should lie II inches 
from the side of the box, and 8 inches or !l inches 

nliove the Cocoa nut-fibre. You can have more 
since than this above if you like, hut tho more air 
there is to heat in this ajiaoe the more oil is 

consumed to maintain a suitable temperature.— 
•J. C. 0. 

-- Vos, you had bettor support, the per¬ 
forated zinc by two strips of wood fixed across 
beneath it, if to carry uny weight. A lamp 

with a 14-inch wick will givo plenty of heat for 
a propagator 1 foot 8 inches by 1 foot II inches. 
Of course, provision must lie made for admission 

of air to the lamp from beneath, or it will not 
hum properly. I always fix my propagators „„ 
legs at a moderate height from the ground, and 

block up the lamp beneath to tho proper height. 
—-B. C. R, 

55oo.—Treatment of Streptocarpus. 
—In the early stages these plants, when raised 

from seeds,^ reqmro the same treatment as 

Gloxinias—they require a warm-houso or 
pit, and shade. When well-established they 
may he grown in a warm greenhouse. At 

present most, cultivators use chiefly peat and 

sand, but it will probably he found amen their 

culture bocomos more general that (/molly an,,.! 
perhaps bottor. residw tViliibd dbtuiV^VjJ'.'U'' 

a richer and rather heavier compost. Sow tho 
seeds in a pot or pan iu moist soil, cover lightly 
with silver sand, and cover with glass. When 
the seedlings are large enough to handle, prick 
off in other pots or pans 1 inch apart, and when 

sonic growth has been made, pot either singly 
or three in a pot; 5-inch pots will he found 

largo enough for growing them in. They may 
bo propagated from lcaf-cuttings in tho same 
way as is doue with Gloxinias, lint they seed 
freely, and any kind of propagation will only he 

required to perpetuate particular varieties. 

5-titi.—Coleus cuttings.—Tlio Coleus 

is a most easily propagated plant from 
cutting. The time to take them is tho spring, 
and they root quickly when put separately 
in small pots filled with a light soil and 
placed in gentle warmth. When rooted put 

them on, and as they make comparatively 
quick growth, one must lie careful not to lot 
them get pot bound. They must have a warm 
greenhouse temperature, certainly not less than 
about 55 degrees in the winter months. It is 
useless trying to keep them in a cooler house, 
and when this is not possible propagate a great 

stock every spring from cuttings, throwing 
away the old plants when past their best. 
Give thorn a light position to bring out in all its 

fulness the full richness of the leaf colouring, 
which is in many variet ies remarkably handsome, 
especially those approaching a self colour. Tho 
best soil for the Coleus is one made up of well 

rotted turf, a little thoroughly decomposed cow- 
manure, mixed with sufficient sharp silver sand 
to keel) the compost open. 1’ot firm, and when 
tho plants aro in full growth weak liquid- 

manure may be given with advantage. It is a 
great mistake to coddle the plants up, so to 

speak, in tho summer months, as unless they get 
air and light in moderation, the growth will bo 
tall and lank, and the leaves of dull colours.— 
F. 1*. 

—— These will root al any liinc, lint best in they 

"I'rir'IC and summer. A light coinjmxl and strong, moist 
heat will strike them freely. It does not matter if they 
are cutoff at a Joint or not ; any piece of young wood will 
root with remarkable freedom, so will older wood. A 
little sharp sand at the base, a moist and pari inlly shaded 

temperature of OS (legs, to SO (legs, will ensure success.— 

54QH.—Cytisus cuttings.—Cuttings of 
the ends of the young shoots 2 inches or so in 
length, just getting a little firm at tho base, 
will root under a bell-glass in sandy loam anil 

leaf-mould in about equal parts, with a layer of 
about half an inch of clean sand on the tot) of 
cat'll pot. Must be kept close and shaded from 
bright sunshine ; the boll-glasses to ho wiped 
quite dry every morning. A teinpprattire of 
50 dogs, to fill di gs, will ho suitable. There are 

generally plenty of good cuttings in April and 
May or later. If the cuttings are taken iu 
summer they will do in a cool frame.—K II. 

559(1. —Chinese Lilies.—Weak and im¬ 
mature bulbs is, I think, the only satisfactory 
answer that can lie given to this inquiry. Some 

of my bulbs behaved in tho same way last year, 
while others did very well, and all under the 
sumo treatment, so that L think it is quite 

reasonable to suppose that the cause of failure 
lays in the direction I have indicated. I expect 
the demand for these bulbs has increased faster 
than the means taken to keep up the supply, 

consequently all the stock has not been 
suflieently prepared. —J. C. C. 

5587.—Azaleas from seed.—If you pos¬ 
sess a reasonable amount of patience to wait for 
the young plants to come up, you will not have 

any serious cause to regrot your outlay, seeing 
that you will he content if the flowers'are suit¬ 
able for cutting. This they will in all proba¬ 
bility bo, and no doubt a fair proportion of tho 

plants will lie worth growing as pot specimens. 
Tho young seedlings aro liable to dump off if 
they ato given loo much root room. Put each 
one singly when largo enough in a 24-inch pot, 

and then plunge tho pot to its rim in another 
three sizes larger that is filled with soil. This 

will keep t he soil about the roots more uniformly 
moist, whioh will ensure its making greater 
progress.—J. C. C. 

- Unfortunately you do not my if the seed you 
possess U from the Mollis, Ghent, or Indian section ot 

Azalea, The two first will come ffood enouirh from seed 
butthe last is not so certain. Ghent and Mollis Azaleas, 

Irwly, and cross with tho varieties of their respective 
freely that a itood variety of colour .wjtli-l 

fit may i* looked (or. I*. 1. UN | 

5-274.—“Geranium” cuttings.—It is 
quite early enough to begin striking cuttings 

of these plants yet, and I alwavs find they 
do better inserted about the beginning of 
March than earlier. In the meantime the 

Clauts had bettor he hardened off a little by 
eeping them moderately dry, and admitting 

air whenever possible. If any of tho tops or 

side-shoots, about 3 inches long, are taken off 
and inserted in well-drained pots of sandy loam 

in three or four weeks’ time, nearly all of them 
"‘ill soon root iu a temperature of 55 degs. ; but 

they must be kept moderately dry, and, if pos¬ 
sible, near a hot-water pipe or Auc till rooted. 
Potted singly iu March or April, they will make 
nice little flowering plants by .Juno. Keep the 
old plants dry for a time, and when growing 

again, shake out and rejiot, and they will bloom 
beautifully all the summer.—B. C. R. 

- It is very easy to propagato Pelargo¬ 
niums from cuttings made from old plants 
started in gentle warmth, hut they should not 
be young or succulent, otherwise they aro apt 
to damp off quickly. Take the more ripened 
shoots, cut them just, umlor a joint, and put 

them round the side of forty-eght or 5-inch pots, 
filled witli a light soil, or they may be put into 
separate small pots, placing them in a warm 

frame or a hot-bed, or some similar place, to in¬ 
duce quick rooting. When struck, if in the 
forty-eight sized pots, pot them off separately, 

and from thcnco onwards pot them on when tho 
pots they aro in at present are filled with roots. 
If the cuttings are good in the first place, and 
the plants are grown on carefully, they will be 

ready to go out in oarly June, although not so 
free as tnoso from cuttings struck in the pre¬ 
vious autumn. The old plants will bloom well 
in the summer, and iu many gardens they aro 

mode good use of, giving a remarkably free dis¬ 
play of their showy flowers. - -C. T. 

5279. — Starting Begonias. — “ An 
Amateur” will bo able to manage this 
very well with a frame, seeing be does not 

require them earlier than for bedding-out in tho 
summer. Tho plan, as suggested, of putting 
them in pans or boxes and placing on a warm 

shelf in the dwelling-house is excellent. Do it 
now, and then transplant to the frame early 
in April. If you can manage a very little 
heat in the frame from manure and decayed 
loaves it will ho bettor. I should transplant 

into the frame in preference to potting ; it is 
safer as regards water, and saves much trouble. 
They will lift well if givon a good soaking the 

day previous. Your idea is excellent all through, 
and there is hardly any subject more pleasing or 
easy to grow for bedding out.—P. U. 

- Tuberous Begonias are not so trouble¬ 
some to start into growth ns many suppose, 

judging from inquiries about them. You could 
very well follow out the plan you propose, which 

is really the only feasible one, os you havo no 
artificial heat whatever. They will start slowly 
hut surely, taking care, however, that they are 
not exposed to frost. When they have made a 

few leaves, pot off, using a rich, moderately 
light soil. Good loam, with a fine proportion of 
leaf-mould, forms an excellent compost for them, 

not forgetting to drain tho pots well. Syringe 
also every day if possible, but do not expose the 
young leaves to the bright sunlight, which 
scorches them. As they got established, expose 

them to the air, and boforo being bedded out 
they may be well hardened off iu a cold frnmo. 

But as you possibly know well, frosts arc fatal. 
—C. T. 

5342 — Gloxinias from seed. — .Sow 
the seeds in tho hot-bed in spring, or in a 

warm house. Prick off into pans of light 
soil when large enough to handle 2 inches apart, 

and when the leaves moot place in single pots. 
During growth they must be kout close and 
shaded in a warm pit or house. Tho seeds aro 
very small, but if they are now tho seeds grow 

freely. Drain the pots well, and press the soil, 
which should be light and sandy, in firmly. 
Water the soil before sowing tho seeds, und 

cover lightly with silver sand. Place a square 

of glass over tho top of tho pot, and plunge in 
bottom-heat.—E. It. 

for a Kreenbouse — Gera- 
Hydrangeas, Cytisus, Camellias, 
Tuberous Begonias, Agapatithus 
and Mignonette, aro all easy 

hcAwmnion Dutch bulbs lor 

lionltl not be forgotten.— E. II. 

6360. — Plants 
niums, Fuchsias, 

M&isWk': 
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ORCHIDS. 

DENDROBIUM LEECHIANUM. 

This is a hybrid raised between D. nobile and 
D. auroum, and its flowers have a good deal of 
the perfume of the last-named parent still left, 
which adds materially to its value as a winter 
bloomer. I have received some flowers of this 
plant from “ Reuben Bryan," asking if they are 
true to name, and if I will give him some notes 
upon the culture ? In this ease I can speak 
from practical experience, having had a lot of 
plants of this variety under my charge, along 
with its near relative, 1). Ainsworthi, which 
appeared at the same time, and which is 
from the same cross. Now tho variety D. 
Ainsworthi roseum I consider as superior to the 
form now before mo ; but the best and largest 
and finest of all this set is the Voitchian hybrid 
named splcndiilissimum, which takes first rank 
amongst all the varieties which have been 
obtained from 1). nobile and D. aureum. I will, 
however, here confine my remarks to the 1). 
Lccchianuin. It is a very variable plant, 
indeed, it approaches very near to 1). Ainsworthi. 
Indeed, it is natural enough that it should run 
into that form, but onepeculiarity in Loochianum 
is that tho base of the lip closes over the 
column, whilst in I). Ainsworthi the lip, 
although erect, does not close over it, but it 
is quite exposed, and it is qjso usually re- 
flexed at the tip, as in the flowers before me. 
Tho sepals ami petals are white, and a rosy- 
pink, and the lip is tipped with the same colour, 
and it has in addition a broad blotch, bright 
crimson on tho disc, with numerous radiating 
lines running out from it. Thu growth is some¬ 
what in the way of I). nobile, and it wants 
treating very much in tho same manner, but il 
likes more warmth when growing, and it will 
not stand so much drying or so much cold treat¬ 
ment. It likes a nice moist warm atmosphere, 
with plenty of light and air. When the growth 
is finished it may bo removed to tho cool end of 
the Cattleya-house, and be kept dry for a time. 
It flowers at this time of tho year, and the 
flowers remain long in beauty. This variety 
will mako a wonderful show if you have the 
strong growths you speak of upon it, bocauseyon 
may reasonably hope to hnvo a very much 
larger number of flowers next season than you 
have this. Matt. Bramiii.K. 

require much heat. But you may also have tho 
hardy Cypripedium spcctubilc in pots. This is 
a beautiful flower, far more so than many of the 
heat-loving kinds, the flowers rose and white. 
Good potfuls of Orchis foliosa nlso arc very fine, 
and it is quite worth growing in tho greenhouse, 
also Disa grandiflora. the showy scarlet flower 
of the Cape of Good Hope.—C. T. 

HOUSE & WINDOW GARDENING. 

MOUNTAIN CLEMATIS (C. MONTANA). 

As a wreathing or garlanding climber for early 
summer bloom around a house-window or on a 
porch nothing can approach fids lovely 
Clematis. Its beauty is best seen when trained 
loosely and freely; nailed tightly and fiat 
against a wall, tho many graceful forms it is 
willing to fall into are lost-. The annexed illux 
tration shows the plant growing in a natural 
and unrestrained maimer. Anyone who 
wishes for a beautiful flowering climber t> 

5540. Orchids for a greenhouse. 
Suveral Orchids may be grown in a greenhouse, 
and tho most useful of all is Cypripedium insiguo, 
tho familiar Lady's Slipper, which is a really 
beautiful flower. This may be grown practically 
without artificial heat the whole year. The Slants may be placed in a cold shady frame 

tiring the8ummer months and brought into the 
groennouse in the autumn, where they will 
bloom freely throughout the winter months, 
The great charm in Cypripodiums is that the 
flowers are not touched by fogs—at least, less so 
than tho majority of Orchids. The brilliant 
orange-soarlot flowered Ada aurautiaca will 
succeed in the greenhouse, and other kinds you 
may grow are : CVelogyno cristata, which 
blooms at this time; Lyeaste Skinnori, of which 
there arc many varieties, the flowers in some 
instances splendidly coloured, especially the lip: 
Masdevulha Veitcfii, M. Harryana, and tho 
pretty little pure-white M. tovarensis, one of 
tho most useful of all winter-flowering Orchids. 
Odontoglossumcrispum (Alexandra;), is another 
useful species, the flowers varying greatly in 
individual varieties, but even the poorest forms 
are beautiful. It is an easily grown Orchid, 
aud thrives inquito a cool temperature. Lycasto 
Skinner! is another useful species, very variable 
in colour, especially on the lip, which is some¬ 
times deep-crimson, or pink-rose. You might 
also with caro grow Onoidium tigrinuin, a 
beautiful species, tho flowers us richly scon ted as 
the Violet, and very showy, tho lip yellow, and 
the sepals and petals barred with deep-brown on 
a slmuiar ground colour. Sophronitis grandi¬ 
flora in shallow pans whore the light would 
make a bright display of colour, and the violet- 
scented and handsome Zygopetalum Maekayi, 
may also l>e inoluded. This has large flowers on 
a strong spike, the lip veined with a bluish 
colour on an almost white groundT> All the 
Orchids mentiouo^^i go 0 

Mountain Clematis (C. mmiUtia) around a window. 

adorn the house cannot do better than 
the Mountain Clematis. 

| dvil 

.Vi 45. - Wire worms. - In reply to 
“Alpha," wirewormi have a lull’d, wiry skin of 
a dull yellow, or coppery hue, and they vary in 
length from half an inch to nearly an inch. 
They arc very fond of French Beans, and when 
I built my Tomato houses, knowing the land 
was infested with wirewonns, I planted rows of 
French Beans between t he rows of Tomatoes. 
The Tomatoes did well, as the Beans protected 
them till they got strong, but of course the 
Bean crop was a failure. Whenever the Beans 
were uncovered, half a dozen wirewonns of 
dill'uronl sizes, from tho tiny, thin insect to the 
large, fat follow, would bo found embedded in 
each Bean. To look at a wireworm when 
suddenly unearthed one would think they had 
no energy to eat Tomatoes or any thing else; 
hut they must wriggle their hard, shining bodies 
through-tho loose earth at a pretty good paoo, 
and they will soon bore a hole through a French 
Beau, or up the stem of any plant they like. 
But they do not stop long with a plant after it 
begins to wither. This is why they are so 
djjtnictive. They must continually have froslp 

UNIVERS 

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS. 

Questions. — Queries and answers am inserted in 
Gardkxino free of charge if correspondents follow the rules 
here laid down for their guidance. All communications 
for insertion should be clearly and concisely written on 
one side of the paper only, and addressed to the Editor of 
Gardk.vi.no, 37, Southampton-street. Covent-garden, Lon¬ 
don. Letters on business should be sent to the Pcblisiikr. 
The name and address of the sender are required in 
addition to any designation he may desire to be used in 
the paper. When more than one query is sent, each 
should be on a separate piece of paper. Unanswered 
queries should be repeated. Correswoulents should bear 
in mind that, as Gardrxixo has to be sent to press some 
time in advance ef date, they cannot always be replied to 
In the issue immediately following the receipt of their 
communication. 

Answers < which, with the exception of such as cannot 
welt lie classified, will be found in their different depart¬ 
ments) should always bear the number ami title placed 
found the query replied to, and our readers will greatly 
oblige us by advising, as far as their knowledge and 
observations permit, the correspondents who seek n 
mre. Conditions, soils, and means vary so infinitely 
that several answers to the same question may often be 
very useful, and timer who reply would do well to mention 
the localities in which their experience is gained. Corres¬ 
pondents who refer to articles inserted in GARDKX1.S4J 
should mention the number in which they aiqieared. 

SOU.—Autumn-sown Onions. When nhoul'1 I 
l>!ant out autumn-sown Onions?—CIlsssitkiii. 

Wits.-Manures for Evergreens.—What are the 
host artificial manures tor Evergreens? J. Maklt. 

Wild.-Perennial plants. What perennial plants 
remain longest in flower 'hiring the season ? - J. MutV, 

.VU7.—Manures for Hops.—Will someone please 
tell me the best artificial manures tor Hops?—B. Koi i.kh. 

mis.—Propagating Gardenias. Will someone 
kindly advise me the heat plan ot propagating Gardenias? 
J. S.' 

Mitt, Mountain Ash.—Will someone kindly toll 
me If tho Mountain Ash will grow at a great elevation? 
Can it stand a rigorous mountain winter?—A, O. M. 

6(120. New Chrysanthemums.-will •• E. M " 
kindly give (he names of the best tuclvo new Japanese 
Chrysanthemums for exhibition purposes ?—J. K., Carlisle. 

6621. - Peat Moss-Utter for a hot bod. 1 
should he much obliged lor Information ns to tho host wn.\ 
of making a hot bed with I’cat-Moss-litter from the stable 
—K. W. 

B622. Soil for Tomatoes.—Will anybody please 
tell me whether turf from the lop of a marl-pit would do 
to pm Tomatoes with, and if there is much goodness in it t 

P. I. P. 
5*123,—Box edging. Would someone please to in¬ 

form me what is the best lime to cut a Itox edging In n 
border, in tho tor north, subject to late trusts? lit,km 
BUCKIIl. 

M2I.—Catching Voles. — Will anyone kindly Inform 
me what kind of bait to use for catching Votes? I have 
tried several kinds, but cannot catch any of them,— 
It. I.XK. 

Atlas. Begonias flowering. I shall lie much 
obliged l( anyono will inform me if Begonias (single) sown 
the second week of February will flower the same season ? 

\m into*. 
,vi2d. - Carnations out-of-doors.—Will someone 

kindly give me full particulars as to the soil tor and after- 
treatment of Carnations to be placed in hi outside bed in 
March f—II. 

5027, Chicken manure. I should l.e glad to 
know Its manorial value, how it could ho applied, and 
when? My gaiden Is rather a small one, and contains 
several Rose-trees.—A 23. 

5028. — Plants near tho glass. - I so often see Ilia 
advice Jn regard lo polling plants. A \, to keep •• near tho 
glass," Will someone please lo inform me what distance 
from the glass that means?—J. K. P. 

M211.—Seeds of Oll&nthus, &C. I should he glad 
of any Information respecting the Ircalmentof seeds ot 
Cllanthus Hamplorl, Cllanthus punloeiis, ami lloronla 
megasligma?—old Subhcrihrr to Garpkxdki. 

:,cwo,- Fowl manure. — Is manure from fowls a 
proper fertiliser for a small garden ? A neighbour of mini) 
lias offered me a quantity, lull I am afraid that, being fresh, 
it would lie loo strong. Is this so?—Wu. Vxwix. 

.Mil.—Good King Henry. Will someone kindly 
give directions (or cooking Good King Henry? This is a 
vegetable little known in the south, and much extolled in 
G.uiiikxixu some lime hack.—Ax Old Bi'imcriiikr. 

MU2.—Aralla Sleboldl. -I have a plant of this l hut 
got touched with frost, and it is very tall. Can t cut it 
l,ack about lfi inches, and strike it, and it so, how would 
it do best, in water or soil ? 1 have no stove.—S. P. 

5(131. Moles In a garden.—My garden is overrun 
with Moles. I have tried traps, but cannot catch many. 
Will anyone kindly tell me of any poison or other remedy 
that I could use by putting it in their runs?—N. It, E 

rslll -Preserving putty.—What can I paint the 
putty over with to prevent drip and the putty from rol¬ 
ling? Is there anything to mix In with putty to render It 
more durable tor the root of a greenhouse?—Hsnry 
Kkatks. 

5113.',.—Unsatisfactory Hyacinths. Sly Hya¬ 
cinths, both in pots and glasses, are very short quite 
stunted, intact; the flower is scarcely above the leaves. 
I wish to know Ihe reason of this, and how it can bo pre¬ 
vented V—Li to. 

Abut.- Myrtle against a house, &o.—Will some¬ 
one please lo tell me if a Myrtle will grow against a house 
facing south, ill one ot the Midland Counties 1 Would 
the Myrtle do on the north wall, and a fruit-tree on the 
south ?—B. J. W. 

_ . __ (_,e In a north-east aspect.— 
coneploasu to tell me the best truit-tree to grow 
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against a house with north-east aspect that will not have 
any sun after it am.? Locality, lower part ot Bucking 
hamahire.-n. J. W. 

56:18. - Crotons and Dracwnas.—Would highly- 
coloured Crotons and r>raca>naa live during the summer 
months in an unhealed lean-to greenhouse facing south, 

in which Coleus do well? Situation, Queenstown, South 
of Ireland.—C. A. C. 

5839.—Pish refuse.—I wish toknow how to drv and 
make fish refuse into a powder or paste, or in any way to 
nuke it so to give it to plantsof '‘Geraniums," Roses, 

and Chrysanthemums, and what quantity is sullicient to 
give them ?—G. B. B. 

MHO.—Truest thermometers. — Which ther 
mometers tell the truest, mercury or spirit ? What would 
lie the price of a reliable one, anil in what part of the 
greenhouse, heated with a coke sieve, would bo the best 
place for it ?—J. F. P. 

.Mill -China Asters In pots —Into what sired 
p its should China Asters be first potted into, and will they 

require a second shift; if so, into what sired pots? In 
planting into boxes out of sccd-iians, what distance apart 
ought they to be ?—J. F. P. 

•W-. -Gold-fish In a glass vase.—Would some¬ 
one please to state how Gold llsh should lie properly cared 
for which are kept in a glass vase, and to what age they 

usually live? The ones I have being about 2 inches in 
length now.—II. p, BrLLKN. 

MIX Potting Lobelias.—In pottinjr Irobelio* from 
I In- Heea*pAn/l what hI/i**! poll ahould In? u*e<l? Will they 

require a second shift ; if so. into what sired pots? If 

planted into boxes out of seed-pans, at what distance 
should they be planted?—J. K. P. 

SBH-Culture of Oholsya, &c. Will anvono 
please to give me some hints as to the cultivation of the 
following plants—i.e., Choisya ternata, Piptanthus 
nepalcnsis, and Olearia I taunt i ? Could I grow the former 
m a cold greenhouse ?—Tumawaluv. 

.VMS.-Oold-flsh out Of doors.-Willanvonekindlv 
h ll hip if Uoli|-n«h will live in an ornamental banin out of- 
nourrt. an I. if ho, what in their proper food? Anv other 

ninw im to their muiagcinent, both in and outof-doorn 
will oblige ? Climate mild.—C. A. 0. 

SBltl.-Dissolving bones. I wish to know how to 
dissolve hones into a powder? I have a quantity every 
week to dispose ot. Which is the best wav to give it to 

"Geraniums," Fuchsias, Roses, and Chrysanthemums, 
mill what quantity to give them?—G. B. B. 

fi<H7. Totting off Stocks.—In (lotting oil Ten- 
week Mock into what sins I pots should tliev bo potted'' 

\\ ill they require another shift before planting out; if so 
into what sued (Hits? In planting out of pans into boxes! 
at what distance should they be planted ? J. F. P. 

.'si ih. Cyclamen not flowering. —I have a 
i yclanien with only four leaves, and no sign of blossom 
one leaf measuring fully inches across. All my othera 
have done well under exactly the same treatment. Will 
anyone kindly tell me the cause and cure?—J. F. P. 

Mill.-Cutting down Ivy. -What is the best lime 
to cut down Ivy on a wall from which the branches 
protrude from t fool to 2 feet ? I would like to cut it off 
eii.s»to the wall but should not like it to look hare all the 

summer. Would il lie wise to cut It now ?—Inqvirkr. 

.vno -Dressing a lawn-tennis ground.— ' 
There mossy stuff grows all over the top of my lawn. 

I'V,'5 v “"-f t anything so ns to get rid of it? 
And the Grass gels bad. Also what are the length and 

breadth of the white lines for lawn-tennis?—II. Me. C. V. 

A "Loughborough" bollor.-Willanyone 
w l o has given the Loughborough " healing apparatus lor 

lot water a fair trial kindly say how it has answered, and 
I a No. | boiler Is Hiittl.-lenl to he.it three sides of a greet, 
house, It. feel by 8 feet, with 3 Inch pipes’—Janb A a urn. 

b/'et’^i r^nts f°r a "haded border.—I should 
be glad to know what would Is. the l«.„t to plant in a 
border 111 .I Is Shaded by overhanging lrc«s, arid hardlv 
gels anv sun on It ' I should |ireler plants that would 

"'0"M Ul,w or«..ii 

.,i.meoych,.um Oardnerlanum.-! have a 

Irniln,," ‘ " i'"1 '°1'1 'house. 
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5050.- Getting rid Of ants.-will anyone please 

to enlighten me as tothojbest means of getting rid of ants, 
which have infested my stove-house ? I fancy they were 
imported last summer in peat-soils, with which I lined the 
back wall os a groundwork for Ferns. They are a great 

nuisance, and doing much injury to several of the plants. 

„ ““"--Treatment of a Oyclamen.-I have a 
ter) good Cyclamen-plant with grand blooms last year. 

,, budded early for blooming well again, but 
atu.r it ha.1 lieen in bud some time the buds diet! off, and 

were is no pros|>ect of any flowers this year. Will any¬ 
one kindly tell me the cause and clue for this?—North 
LlNCOLXSHIRK. 

height of Chrysanthemums.-Would 
Mr E. Molyneux kindly givo mo the average height of 

,h° following Chrysanthemums: Viviand Morel, Sun¬ 
flower, b. Molyneux, StansU-ad White, Florence Davis. 

I °11\ • Vurai'.v *?*col?ior, W. Seward, Etoile de Lvon, 
if” l!r?,ok''; W. H. Lincoln, O. 0. Schwalie, and Mile. 
Thercsc Key ?—K. L. 

fiWi-Solls for various plants.-Would some- 
one be kmd enough to tell me the sorts of soils required 
ny the following plants, as I havo all sorts of soils to pot 
them with ? Palms, Roses in (vols, Arums, Pelargoniums, 
Fuchsias, Azaleas, Cumellias, and Cacti. I am very 

anxious to give the plants their proper soils or proper 
mixture ol the same.— S. K. If. ' 1 

58®3- -Window-boxes. — Will someone kindly 
suggest what flowers f should plant in mv window-boxes 
to make a good bloom in summer ? They are in a western 
aspect, and get a great deal of wind. 1 would like to have 

something to (limb round the windows, also lower plants 
for the centre ol the boxes? I have tried "Geraniums" 
but it was too windy for them.—E. J, H. 

5B«l.-p,antlng Apple-trees.-Would someone 
kindly name about one dozen sorts of Applt-'.rees to be 
planted now, in two squares of a large kitchen garden? 

The ground round them to he let out permanently in Grass 
in a year or two. I want very early and late sort* for 

an we have* a fnidKfnnoo cron at pruHcnt 
Locality, South of Iroland.-J. V.'s Wiri 1 ' 

wioi.—Bats in a garden and stable.-Wili 
sonieonc kindly give me a receipt for destroying rats in a 

garden and stables ? They arc very numerous, and destroy 
many vegetables. I am afraid to use poison, because I 
keen a horse and pigs. I may say I have tried putting tar 
in their holes, also putting flour and plaster of Paris mixed 
for them to oat, with no offeot,—A. B. C. 

888*- — Pruning Roses. — The excellent article 
recently in Gxiitmxixo on pruning Ro.es was Just too laic 
lor me, as only a day before some of mine wore pruned 

W hat is likely to be the result, and can anything bo done 
to counteract any harm already done? Tho Roses were 

free-growing climbers on tho supports of a verandah 
facing cast, but well protected from cold.—Jacland 

MSI. Short stalked Violets, -f an anything l- 

Mule* I have ..dance ol flowers, hut most of them 

hHt'velr l, iT'l" ’IT1 10 '""kr Wl'r" thinned out 
, neglected before. The Violots arc 
in mi ordinary border facing east.—Jaci.ano. 

.■lb,Dun Roses and Hops. -I have some 
',,,! !n,t »'.'T Hops on my verandah. and ever” 
hj'iiiik nu« MiininuT I am troubled with tin*urrcn-flv • then 

lr7,uU.r)ri;‘ft 'l"fl *i,h *at€V " ff-at mbsum-e n,;:; 
troublt. Mill someone |ile.vse tell mu what is the best 

thing to do lo prevent it coming?—If. Fouuts 1 

" Marguerite " Carnations.- Would any. 

r lJ0,1"> Information concerning " Mar- 
F 1 ar«almuz for winter blooming -whether Ihrv 
bliHMU satisfactorily, I he time that the seed Jho,,|d 2. 
sown, th.or alter trr.dn.enl, and lh..... 

I'iro in uhich lilt) will cxjiiwiil llicirIiIohhoiiin?_It II 

8057.- Manuresforakitchon garden.—It would 
Is a Iss.o to myself and many gardening amateurs if 
I 'l'crt WO.lhH,lndlv give a bet of manures, a” mo ? 

ne.iefirial toll..' various groiqw of kitchen ganlen crons 

**e“- I’aranips, Lettuces, and so forth, with Infor! 
m bum as to amount to be used, and how and when to use 

..il.s - Violets In winter.—I wish to have advice 

v! , .1 Kcl,ln^ " continuous supply of 
t let flowers during the winter? Which is best, to W 
I rallies or an erection such us tho " Amateur's foroitur- 

‘"'l**' “n,‘i( Innin, how can some heat be apu|W| 
bavi only a small suburban garden in 

A'K> M' Digitized b r 

r.687,—A window screen. It is proposed to block 
out the view from a N. W. window with plants. Boxes hardlv 

promise screen enough. Would a double window i r a 
miniature conservatory-cost much more? I should'l.c 
grateful for practiixd suggestions on the subject, I have 
a bandy nun who could do the fixing, Ac. XVhat plants 
would thrive in such a place, and how should it be heated ? 

MkW. Azaleas losing their leaves. - Will 
someone kindly inform me the probable cause of mv 
Azaleas dropping their foliage ? I have some Just coming 

Into flower, and hardly any foliage on them. Tho leaves 
go brown and fall off. I should lie very glad of Informa¬ 
tion so as lo remedy it in the future? I keep them in a 

greenhouse, hut only havo a fire in frosty weather.—F. 

..WzT. PTSnl!*P , Climbing Roses. - Will 

. ' , or.. 1 • * • “<lvl“ 1,1 pruning of the follow- 
mg Chinning Roses under glass : Nlphetos, LTdcal, W, A 

Richardson, Glo.re de Dijon? Should they he cut right 
hack like Martehal Ntel ? The Niphetos is at present like a 
single rod, 20 feet long, Imt only as thick as a quill. It is 

showing alsiul 40 buds, and I am specially anxious to do 
what is best to It—ApaM. 

M7ti. Managing a propagator. -I have made a 
arge propagator, about t feet by l) feet, f keep half an 

•non of water in the tank, and there are 3 inches of fll.rc- 
reluse in which the pots are buried, There seems to lie a 

great excess of moisture in the top box, which threatens 
to damp everything off. Cun someone suggest a remedy ’ 
Should holes bo bored in the sides of top box, or should 
th«* tank In? kqit empty at time.*?—Amatki'k. 

MTi. Carnatlonn under glass. -I am much 
obliged to h II." and " .1. D. R7' for their answers to 

my queries. Would cither of them kindly tell me how to 
flower Carnations successfully under glass? I potted 
some in. from the heds in November, hoping they would 
go on flowering through the winter, l.nt they have only 

made long weakly growth, some 8 inches to 10 Inches in 
length, hut no flowers. What is the cause ?— Inkxi-kkik.vck. 

MI72. — Plants In a conservatory with 
Pern?. Will someone kindly give me a good list of 
plants to grow In a conservatory with Ferns? The house 

s situated in a warm corner, facing south-east, and is 
heated with hol-watcr during the winter. I wish to keep 
up a good succession of plautsand bloom. Is il a bad plan 
to let plants stand on a stage exactly over tho hot-water Sillies, and, if so, what can lie done'to improv e matters’ 
'he stage cannot he moved.—A. B. 

„88J3. - Bucharls amazonlca. — f havo somo 
Kucharis amazomca bulbs, and would be very glad of anv 
information as to their treatment? I have potted them 
III 32 sized pots, with three lull Ira in a pot, using a. sun • 

|>ost of gore I loam two-thirds, and oue-lhird of well- 
decayed I-af-mould, with Just a dash ol sand, and have 

placed them in a house in which Tomatoes arc grown 
during summer, and is kept up to 00dogs, bv duv, falling 

toabnut 45 deg*, at night. Is m,v treatment of them 
right’—C II. 

5871 —Plants for a centre bed.-For the centre 
bed of mv front garden I want to gel. something out of tho 

beaten track of "Geraniums," Calceolarias, Ac The 
Mpect M south-east. Lost summer I noticed a bed of 

& 3CI!BE?ink;S?*fr?i .Hernia* at a little she! 
Would tliese do equally well 

^ uP moderately wet season, and not run to 
foliage like Geraniums” In a wet season ? l-aatly, what 
about the cost, and where could 1 get reliable plants or 
bulbs, and when must I proceed ?—Sii'cr Jack. 

i “^-rHydranKoaponlculata grandtflora. - 
lhaio bought a lot of Ifydrangca paim-ulata grandiflora. 
The planU arc shaken free of all soil, and as I know 
nothing of their culture I should feel obliged for anv hints 
on the same? I want to have some in bloom as early as Chle, and others as late as possible. I have a green- 

e that is kept at 50 deg. at night. If I ]iot a few and 
Laxe them into heat at once, will they stand it, or 
shall I start them first in a cold frame, and take them 

into heat when the roots begin to dll the pot?-BiuiTiio, 

887tl.-Oordyline8andfrost.-My three Oonlvline 
trees over 25 feet in height, are badly affected by the un¬ 

precedented (here) frost of the 4th of January last, and 
the leaves have entirely fallen from one, the others arc 
turning brown, and I am very much afraid I shall lose 
them all. I should bo thankful for any suggestions 
of treatment, whether clipping the extreme (mints would 

lie advisable, or what ? Almost all in the island havo 
suffered, and the total loss of them would he felt greatly, 
as they aro a very picturesque feature in the landscape.— 
liCKRXSKVMAN. 1 

5077. Treatmont of Chrysanthemums. I 
should lie glad if anyone would kindly give me Ihe treat¬ 
ment of the following list of Chrysanthemums? I want 

them in flower about the second week in November, and 
as dwarf os I can get them, with four or live flowers to a 
plant, Amerigo Pon.1, Mrs. F. Jameson, Primrose League. 
Beauty of Costlchill, A. If. Neve, Imrd Brooke. Gloirc du 

tocher, Mr E. Beckett, Beauty of Exmouth, Violet Rose, 
Hamlet, William Seward, Mr*, ft. King, Col. W. B. Smith, 

KdavPraas,|FWe„c« Davis, Mrs. Nisbct, John Uinbort, 

5678. Arbor-vitas hedge.-Two years ago I 
planted a hedge of Thuja Lobbi, five busliv shrubs, about 
8 feet high, in a situation rather exposed to the prevailing 
S.W . winds. They have increased very little in height, 
and have lost a great deal of foliage, the lower half of the 

trees especially being very thin and hare. Is there anv 
probability of their growing into a good hedge if they 
were cut down to half their present height, and when will 
he the best time to do this, or how should they lie treated ? 
I art of the hedge, which is moro sheltered from the wind, 
is doing fairly well.—Rookwoou. ’ 

,, “^- Mtldew on Vinos, fco.-lswi year mv 
tirapo-v lues and Chrysanthemums were badly mildewed 
in a cool-house. The Vines were later on stripped of 
thmr bark and coated with clay and tobocoo-Julce. I am 
afraid there are signs of the mildew still being about the 
house. "Geraniums" and a Rose-bush being mildewed. 

In consequence of Ferns being in the house I could not 
burn sulphur. Will someone give me full advice low to 
proceed so as to eradicate the dreadful (vest ? Last vear 

I lost oyer n hundred hunches of Grapes, in spite of 
sulphur-dusting, Ac.—Amatxvr. 

5880.-Clematis lndlvlsa.—I have ono of tho 
above-named climbers growing in a pot, which I thought 
of planting in a large lull, amiplacing at a corner of tho 
stage in a greenhouse. Would it do as well In the tub 

underneath the stage ; also when would he Ihe right time 

to replant? It is in full flower now. It is very much 
subject to a kind of brown scale. How can I get rid of 

the pest? It is such a tedious process to wash each leaf 
and It soon returns. Syringing is advised with some pre¬ 

paration. Ought the Ferns, Ac., standing underneath lo 
lie removed for the time being?—8. A. B. 

MWi.-Bed for Cucumbers In a frame.-I 
should be much obliged if someone would inform me, if 
possible in your next issue, whether uiy gardener is right, 
In telling me that it is impossible to make up a tied to 

C"cumbors in a framo at this time ol year with 
Moss-Ill ter? I have no straw-manure, but plenty of Moss- 
litter and an unlimited quantity of Oak-leaves.' And, if 
possible, state precisely how to proceed ? He nays uo bed 
can be made thus which will keep its heat aliove 50 (legs. 
Il is true that the Moss-manure seems damp and cold. 

Are any precautions in keeping It necossary ?—Kkulamim. 

5882 -Yellow-barked Willow.-In Garhknixo 
issue, F eb. 17th, is mentioned Salix vitelllna as the " Yellovv- 

barknl Willow. My attention was ultra-fed this week 
to the wood of n Willow blown down during the rivenL 

•'"deriying the hark was a ring about 1-inch in 
1 width of soft, woody tissue, which, under pressure, exuded 

yellow Juice. W ill " A. If.” kindly stale whether this is 
the ordinary colour of the rising sap, or was it S, vitcllina ’ 
I may mention that the bark showed no signs of yellow 
colouring, being quite black, Imt that, of course, was 

owing to the smoky atmosphere of our citv.—M A 
Hkwkxs. j 

568-1.-Cacti eaten by mlco.-Having lately had 
two specimens—viz., Eohinousia multiplex and Kchlno- 
cnetus texensis-dcstroyed by these mischievous little 
animals, I shall he glad to know whether anv of vour 
readers have been troubled with the same ? The Echino- 
caclus (although larger than a good-sized cricket-hall), 

which 1 have had in my Cactus-house for five or six years 
was nearly eaten out In one night by their burrowing 

Into the soil beneath tho plants, tlio hard leathery skins 
and dense s|>ecies protecting it from outside ravages I 
pur|io«e drying Ihe shell, as it were, dusting with char¬ 
coal powder, and repotting.—W. N. 0. I.amtk. 

8'WI.. Roses all the year round.-I wish to 
thank J. 0. (,. and “ P. U.' for valuable advice in Gar- 
dz.81.no for April Slh, 1893, and shall he glad if they will 
now assist me further. My first Imtch of Roses under 
glass flowered freely until the middle of January. What 

am I to do with them now that the second tvatch'hos come 
to lake their place? If they go into my other greenhouse 

they must, share the late ot the other plants there as re- 
gards ventilation. Will that not cause mildew? Must, 
they now continue to have liquid manure, or plain water? 
Must the weak wood bo cut out now, or when ? II tliev 
show a tendency to grow in tho sumuior are they to be 
allowed to do so?—Adam. 

5083.—Brick pits.—I am proposing to Imild five 
brick pit* in a tow across tho central part of my garden 
They uW:l trt I replo<, some worn-out wooden frames i 
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walls should be (1) from foundation to top, (2) from 

surface of ground to top, and whether ordinary mortar 
should he used, and how the wood framing necessary for 
the sashes to slide upon can be fixed to the top ? Also I 

am anxious to know whether hot-water pipes and a stove 
or slalile-manure would be cheapest and best? If the 
former, what is the best system of pipes and boilers, what 

should lie the diameter of the pipes, now many are neces¬ 
sary, and where and how should they lie fixed ? Is the 
earth filled in over them ?—Amateur. 

fitwo.—A “ striking "-pit In a green house. —Will 
" B. C. R." kindly give ine advice on the following ? I am 
about to make a " striking"-pit in the comer of my new 
greenhouse next to boiler, which is an upright cylindrical 

one. The pit will be 4 feet 6 inches long, by 2 feet 8 inches 
wide, ami the bottom will bo formed of strong perforated 
zinc, and standing 2 inches above 4-inch hot-water pipes. 
Inside of pit will be about 6 inches of Cocoa-nut-fibre for 
plunging, Ac. Under the pit only 1 propose having at 

each end a three-way 4-inch syphon, and three 3-feet 
lengths of pipe running aide by aide in How-pipe, only the 
return will lie simply n single 4-inch pipe, so really under 
the pit I shall have four pipes, will it be necessary to 

have these pipes to get sufficient bottom-heat for ordinary 
market purposes? And will it be necessary to entirely 

enclose the pipes in the pit, or is the above suggestion 
correct?—(1. Wilks*. 

sost.— Grub-eaten Pansies and Carnations. 
—I should be obliged it someone will advise me in the 
following matter : During the post summer I bail a num¬ 

ber of Pansies and a few Carnations destroyed by a small 
grub eating the stems Just above the ground. The grub 
is about half an inch long, one-sixteenth of an inch thick, 

and greyish-white in colour. I have caught hundreds of 
them with Potato and Carrot baits, as advised in Oardks- 
1X0 so often, but they multiply SO last it seems almost 
impossible to get rid of them. There is also another insect 
among the manure in an old hot-bed. It is about two 

inches long, one-sixteenth of an inch in thickness, yellow- 
in colour, with brown head. This, I fancy, is the* wire- 
worm, but am not sure. It certainly eats the roots of the 

Pansy, for I caught one last summer at the root of one 
plant which died. If anyone can help me 1 shall be grate¬ 
ful. My beds are now clear, and nave lieen dug over 
repeatedly this winter and dressed with lime.—Bt'STOK. 

6688.--Marechal Nlel Bose.—I should be glad to 
know whether "J. I." (page 6s9), grows other plants in 
his house with the above Rose ? Also by " cold-house," 
does he mean a house without any heat whatever? I have 
hud a M. N. Rose in a pot three years ; last spring lent 

over 40 blooms, some line, others poor, and 1 thought it 
had done well. It is looking very healthy now, and buds 
are forming at every joint, but the polls very full of roots, 

and 1 thought I would plant it out in the same way as 
"J. I." When should it be planted ? Also when should 
it have the new flowering branches pruned ? The tem¬ 

perature of my greenhouse is kept at about 65 (legs., and 
I have a mixed collection of plants. I syringe the Roses 
and Lilies every day, and occasionally wash every loaf and 
branch with a mixture of Vuassia anil soft-soap, but a few 

days after there will lie green-fly again in great numbers. 
An old tree of (lloirc de Dijon, on the hack trellis. I find 
especially troublesome. I give air from a top ventilator 
and one or two front ones every lino day. —3. A. B. 

6889.-Tomatoes In a greenhouse.-! am going 
to make a greenhouse 12 by II for growing Tomatoes. 
Will anyone kindly tell me if I am likely to succeed if 1 
make my house in the following way : 8 feet high, 3 feet 

of glass each side (It being f span-roof), anil being able to 
get plenty of old railway sleepers, these being 0 inches, It 
will bring it up to 4 fuel 0 Inches to oaves ? I am going to 

stand the house on sleepers. These I thought would form 
inside of trough. I shall have olio trough each side 
18 inches by IS inches, ami one in centre of house 2 feet 
wide. This will give me a pathway of 2 feet round the 
house. 1 purpose to havo one row of Tomatoes round the 
house to train up the roof, and one in centre of 2 feet to 

train Tomatoes up centre of roof. I mn going to plant 
Ifleld Uem. Will someone kindly slate number of plants I 
can ntOW In the above-size house, and shall I put mould 
on the earth, or would it lie better in troughs ? There 

will bo a good portion of glass. I shall lie thankful if any¬ 
one will kindly let me know if I am doing right?—Tux 

vkak Rkaukk. 

SOW.— A small Harden, dco.-I should be much 
obliged if someone would kindly advise me how to make 
tho best of a little garden at the hack of my house, which 
Is a mere strip of rough turfy ground, 80 feet bv 2t feet, 

soil sandy and gravelly, facing north, and with fields beyond. 
Leading up from this garden by a wall there is a 3-feet- 
wlde ImsI under mv sitting-room window. What would 

look best there? On three parts of this no sun reaches. 
Is there any small-sized Cross mowing machine that will 
adapt itself to such uneven ground which I could use for 
myself T I have one of Rausome’s, with 13-inch knives, but 
it Is much too heavy for my use. Tho landlord will not do 

anything in the garden, so I do not care to spend much 
over it myself, only what the culture of tho flowers re¬ 
quire. It is surrounded by a park paling, round which 

last summer we had a narrow bed cut, and liad some 
annuals and bedding-plants, witli Kidney Heans on the 
paling behind. Will Polyanthus grow well on this soil ? 

Please say also wliat kind of water-hose, roses, Ac., would 
be light enough for a lady to water the garden for herself ? 
There is plenty of tap-water. In the corner of my dining¬ 
room I have an " Elk's-horn Fern," growing on a piece of 

cork, hung on the wall. It has flourished well the last five 
or six years, but now most of its leaves have died off. 
What is amiss? I dip It In water twice a week, about. 
My Aralia leaves are turning yellow. It is not over¬ 
watered, is well drained, and we use no gas in this room. 

l>oe9 it want a larger pot?—Ciikstkk. 

To the following queries brief editorial replies 
are given ; but readers are invited to give further 

answers should they be able to offer additional 
advice on the various subjects. 

5691.—An Orchid for a cold greenhouse 
(Pitcher).—I know of no Bpecics of this famil/thal wqiiIi* 
succeed In such a place, uuvlrc tho tuUrdy tertstrialfti 
and they would thrive better in luu bpeu air.VMAJS- 

5692 —A Pitcher-plant for a cold green¬ 
house (Pitcher). — None but the Nortli-Americaii 
Pitchers would succeed, and these would grow finer if 
started in some warmth. There are now a great many 

kinds. You may obtain plants of these Sarracenias from 
any of the London nurserymen.—J. J. 

6693.—Lycaste cruenta.—G>. asks what species 
this is, of which he s.mls a flower ? From your note 1 
take it to bo cruenta, but I have had it marked aromatica 

for several years. Yes, you aro quite correct; the true 
aromatica is without the blackish-purple spot in the lip, 
and it is not nearly so large a flower.—M. B. 

5691.—Cola Nut (G. Berric).—This plant is a native 
of West Africa. It forms a tree of 40 feet to 50 feel in 
height. The nntivex do a large trade in the seeds of the 

Bitter Kola, or Cola. The seeds of another kind are used 
for rendering putrid water sweet and agreeable to the 
baste. It is called Sterculia acuminata.—J. J. 

6695.—Dendrobluin Devonlanum (J. II. I>.) 
This is a very deep-coloured flower of the species, and the 
lip is more deeply fringed than usual. I would advise you 

to look well after this plant, and take care of it, I cannot 
but think that you havo kept it very warm, as it is flower¬ 
ing, at any rate, about two months before its time.—M. B. 

5696. —Plant to grow In water (Pitcher).—I 
should advise you to use the common Reed (Arundo 
phragmitis). which grows upwards of 6 feet high, and bears 
a handsome panicle of flower on the top, to which you 
might add the plant popularly, but erroneously, known as 

the "Bullrush” (Typhn latifolia). Gold fish will live 
with these.—J. 4. 

5697. —Dendroblum Wardlanum.—B. J. B. 
sends me some very nice-csloured flowers of Ibis species, 
which appear to me almost like tho flowers of the Assam 
kind. PWhMM he will tell me, if lie knows, if Ibis plant 
comes from Assam or Burmnli ? They are very neat ami 
highly-coloured flowers, and, from the quantity you have, 
they have been done very well.—51. B. 

6098.— A propagator.—Do not sow the seeds in the 

Cocoa-nut-fibre, but ill boxes, pans, or |x>ls of suitable 
soil, which are to be plunged in or laid on lliv warm 
fibre. An inch between the top of chimney ami bottom 

of the evapartlng pan is hardly enough, and is apt localise 
the Lamp to smoke if turned at all high ’, 1J inches is 
hotter or 2 inches tor a large affair.—B. 0. R. 

6699. —Dendroblum crasslnode.— S. B. sends a 
nice gathering In variety of these flowers, and I am very 
sorry 'o say that after his kindness in doing so that I 
cannot select one and say it is a good dark-coloured 

flower, but all are commonplace varieties. The one with 
some D. Wardianuiu blood in it I fail entirely lo sec, and I 
think you cannot have put it in with the other blooms.— 

M. B. 
6700. —Dendroblum Devonlanum (A. Fox).- 

You may sow this seed, which you Iwve imported, upon 
the Sphagnum in a basket, which is hung up from the 
roof, having some plant of Dendroliium in it, but I do not 

think you will meet with much success. The small 
shoot* arc perhaps seedling Orchids, and should be planted 
in a small basket and kept growing. Am glad to liuar 
your Orchids are promising well for flower.—M. B. 

6701. -Orchids flowering In or about August 
(F. It. II. S.)—Some kinds of Aerides, Barkerias, Calaii- 
thes, Cattloyaa, O.ologynes, Oorymthos, Catasetumx, 
Cvpripodium, Kpidomlrum, (iraiimiatophylluiii, Lmliu, 

6IasdevaUia, Odontoglossums, Oncidiiini, Uaccoiabiums, 
Sobraliu, Ktanho|ieas, Vandas, and others. I fear your 
question is far too open for the answer to ho of much 
service to you. You hail bettor reduce it to what you 

really require, so that I can give you some useful infor¬ 
mation. Try again.—51. B. 

8702.—Evergreen Perns for a oold-house.— 
•S'. M. writes for the iiiuncs of some Ferns which would 
succeed ill a cold greenhouse, by which I suppose she 

means one that is not healed at all, ami tho following I 
have selected os being suitable. One or two might fail, 
but I do not think ninny would : Adiantuni formosuin, 
Aspleniutn Adiintii'm-mgriini, Asplonium inarinum, 
Cyrtomium fal-atum, Cyrtomium enryotodeiil, Lastrea 
Hioboldl, Lomaria alpina, Niphobolu* lingua, Niphobolus 

lingua oorymbif-ra, Platyloma rotundifolia, l'olyslichuiii 
Lonchitis, Scolopendriums in variety, Todea hymenophyl- 
loides, and Todea superha.—J. J. 

6703.—Maiden hair Perns (William Fishtr).— 
I really do not know how to advise, for you appear to 

desire to do a lot without the slightest convenience. To 
ensure success you might, and probably could, grow them 
In the summer 'season, but I do not think you would be 
successful in tlie winter; but you can try them. You 

should till up your bed some 2J feet with crocks, anil 
aliove this place the soil, to consist ol about equal parts ol 
loam and peal, made fairly sandy. I should think the 
sand you mention as Doing handy would answer very well, 

hut you might wash it well before using. The best kimi 
(or you to grow would lie Adiantuni cuneatuni.— J. J. 

5701.—Catasetumsand Mormodes (.1. Perry).— 
These are the plants I should think from the description 

which you have received from your friends in tropical 
America. They should at once be potted in peat fibre and 

Sphagnum Moss. They should be well drained ; the plants 
elevated aliove tho pots' rim, in order to carry off any 
superfluous moisture ; they should be freely exposed to the 
light, and sot upon a side stage at the warm end of the 

Cattleva-house or East Indian-house, ami water must not 
lie given overhead until the plants are well rooted and 
tlie growths about hall formed. From these plants some 
new varieties and many deviations in form may occur, 

and I should like lo hour from my friend again when the 
plants flower.—51. B. 

5795.—Plants from Burmah.—Forth How sends a 
very long letter in which lie asks many questions, but I 

cannot answer many of them deflnitclv, but must sea 
specimens flrst. I cannot make anything of the sketch, 
hut he will find all his wants supplied by getting the new 
edition of “ Williams' Orchid Manual," now publishing. 
The old growths of Dendrobium Wardiotiuin should be 

pegged down upon some soil, and the youii(f ones would 
root into it. I am afraid you havo been keeping them loo 
hot a#d too wet, and what would otherwise have been 

roved to ho growth only. D. Dalhousianuin 

have flower every season If you rested.it 
j . trouble to disturb it, but give 

now at once. Yes, it likes the sun, and should lie waking 

up from their rest now ; at this season they require the 
hottest place you can give them. The Cattleya appears 
to have done well, and you can only keep on with this in 

the same way. You could not have expected the oltl 
bulbs to break so strongly as the leading shoot. Your 
many wants will be answered by the book noted above. 

Shall be very glad to receive your specimens; will give 
you the correct names, if possible.—51. B. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 

V Ani) communications respecting plants or fruits 
sent to name should always accompany the parcel, which 
shouild be addressed to the Editor oj Oardksixo III. us- 
htratkd, 37, Southampton-strret, Strand, 1F.C. 

Naming fruit.—Readers who desire our help in 
naming fruit must bear in mind that several specimens 
of different stages of colour and sice of tlie same kind 

greatly assist in its determination, IF* can only under- 
take to name four varieties at a time, and these only when 
the above directions are observed. Unpaid parcels will be 
refused. Any communication respecting plants or fruits 

should always accompany the parcel, which should be 
addressed to the Kditor of Gardkxino Illuhtkatkd, 37, 
Soulhampton-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Names of plants.—Constant Reader, Dringale, 
Camhs.—I, Begonia Ingrami ; 2, Begonia fuchsioides; 3, 
Begonia inetallica ; 4, Spanuannia ufricana.-A. Rosen¬ 
berg.—Acacia amialn, a very pretty greenhouse plant. Tho 

treatment seems to have heon all right.-Bemmerton.— 
Epidendrum ciliare.-C. May.—OdontoglorsHm Rossi 
inajiis.-S. M.—l, Pteris trcmula;2, Asplenium sp., 
send better specimen; 3, Polypodium vulgnrai; 4, 
Seloginella hortensis ; 5, Selagcnilla, send better specimen. 
-St. Austell.—Cannot tell for certain from your 

specimen. I should think it was a Jasminum. Send 
more information.-II. Ilussell.—I, Todea africana ; 

2, Igimaria niagellanica; 3, Asplenium fumicuUceiiin ; 
4, Cyrtomium Fortune!.-./. /•'.—1, Nothochliena 
lanuginosa; 2, Davallla pyxldata; 3, Platyeerium aleieorne. 
-John Kemp.—I, Pentascarnea ; 2, linpaticns Sultan!; 
3, Franciscea calyciana; 4, Eraiithcmum pulchellum.- 
tier tie.—1, Dendrobium Ainswortlii; 2, I.tolla harpo- £ihvlla ; 3, Lveostearomatica ; 4, Sophronliis grandillora ; 

, Hophronltls cernua.-1, Phlebodliim aureuiii ; 

2. Dielyiniaateiiuata ; 3, Selaginella ervlliropns : 4. Pteris 
Kingialia ; 5, Polysticlium deuticulatum ; 0, Demistuxltiu 
adiautoides.-.4. Dean,—1, Cattleya Percivnliana ; 2, 
l.eiia ancons Seottiaua ; 3, I sol la ancons Williams!. II. 

Wallace.—Spanuannia africana.-,V. ,1/., Wilts.— 
An Iris apparently, but flower was so spoiled bv being in 
dry cotton-wool, that wo cannot give its proper name. 

Please send again, amt do not pock in wool, wrap in white 

tissue paper. _ 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

IF* should be glad if rceulers would remember that we 
do not answer queries by put, and that we cannot under¬ 

take to forward letters lo correspondents, ur insert gurries 
that do not contain the name and address of sender. 

Constant Reader, Bolsover.—Apply to Messrs. Geo. 
Bunvard and Co., Maidstone, Kent.-Frank Gordon.— 
Appiy to Mr. T. S. Ware, Italo Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, 
I/ondon, N.-T. IF.—It is not very unusual for a (lower 

of Calla wthioplca to open as described. The plant is in 
good heal th, and should certainly be kept for another 

season. 

Catalogue!! received.—Heating Apparatuses, de. 

—yiessrs. Clias. Tooiio and Son, Stepney-square, Stepney, 
London, N.—-Gladioli, Dahlias, Vegetable and Hover 
Seeds, de,—Messrs. Ant. Roozcn and Son, Overveen, near 
llaarlem, Holland.-Farm Seeds. -5lessra. Dickensons, 
Chester. —Florists' Flowers, Roses, Clematis, de., and 

Perennials.—Mr. T. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, 
Tottenham, I-oiidon, N.-Florists' FUneers and Hardy 
Border Plants.—Mr. John Forbes, Hawick, Scotland. 

BIRDS. 

6487.—Management of a Parrot.—Give Canary- 

seed and Millet, and sometimes a little Hemp. Never give 
moat, as they arc not carnivorous. A piece of Apple and 
small fruits, when itisoason, Lettuce-leaves, and Groundsel 
they aro also fond of. Privet-berries, Arbutus, and Black¬ 

berries, when ill season, make a change.—K. M. II. 

Robins building.—In reply to "J. H.,” 
the time of nesting varies a little, according to 
whether tlie spring comes early or late ; hut the 

regular season is from March to July, May and 
June being the months in which most nests may 
he found. They do not build in shrubs, but 
their favourite site is a hole on some wild bank 
sloping down from tlie side of a wood into a road 
or lane. The natural food of the Robin consists 

of worms, insects in all their stages, seeds, 
berries, and small fruits, such as Cherries and 

Currants. Boiled Potato, egg, and bread suit 

them.—B._ 

•• Gardening Illustrated " Monthly Parts.- 

P,“The S'arden " Monthly Parts .-This journal 
is published in neatly bound Monthly Pa ris. In this form the 
coloured plates are best preserved, and tt h most suitable for 
reference previous to the issue of the half-yearly volumes 
Price Is. lid. ; post free, 1*. 9J. Complete set «/ »!"»/» "/ 
The Uardk.n/rvm its commencement to the end of lHVTi, forty* 

ttoovols., price, cloth, £3012*. 
“Farm and Home Monthly Parts.—This 

journal is published in neatly bound Monthly Parts in which 
form if is most suitable for reference previous to the issue of the 
yearly volumes. Price 5d.; post free, Sd. 

"Hardy Flowers.'"—Giving descriptions of up- 
wards of thirteen hundred of the most ornamental species, 

viotik directions foY iheir arrangement, culture, da. Fifth and 

Strand, W.C. 
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BEES. 

SEASONABLE NOTES. 

The Snowdrops und Crocuses now making their 

appearance will tempt the Bees abroad on mild 

days in search of pollen, and the Bee-keeper 
will be reminded that he should begin to make 

preparation for the coming season by providing 
himself with the necessary number of hives, 

sections, supers, feeders, comb foundation, and 
other appliances. The Bees may be greatly 

assisted in pollen gathering if Pea-meal l>c 
sprinkled upon the Crocus blooms in fine 

weather. It will be collected and stored in the 
hive, and will save the Bees the risk of travelling 

fur in search of natural pollen. Rye or Wheat 
meal will answer the same purpose, and may be 
placed in skeps or boxes in sunny corners ; 

some wood shavings laid upon the meal will 
afford the Bees a foothold while collecting it, 
and a piece of honey comb laid upon the shavings 
will quickly guide the Bees to the spot. 

Stores on hani>.—Colonies properly pro¬ 
visioned in the autumn should not require 

feeding at present, but if feeding is found to Ins 
necessary to prevent starvation, the food should 

be supplied on a mild evening, and only as much 
given as the Bees can take in a few hours, so 

that the excitement caused by the feeding may 
subside before morning. If feeding take place 

in the day-time, many Bees will be tempted to 
lly abroad in search of natural stores, and may 
never regain their hives. A good feeding syrup 

may be made as follows : To 3 lb. of Boiling 
water gradually add 10 lb. of granulated sugar, 
keeping it stirred with a wooden spoon till all 

the sugar be dissolved, then add half a teacup¬ 

ful of water in which has been dissolved a tea¬ 
spoon, level full, of tartaric acid, when, after 
st irring a moment longer, remove from the fire. 

This syrup, when cool, is of tho consistency of 

ripe honey, and the tartaric acid prevents it 
becoming candied. It should be supplied, just 
warm, in a feeder placed on tho top of the hive, 

tho whole being well covered with somo good 
heat-retaining material. Another very good 

food is made by mixing liquid honey and finely- 
powdered loaf sugar together to the consistency 
of putty. This can be laid upon the frames in 

the form of a cake, and is readily taken by the 

Bees. By this manner of feeding no disturbance 
is caused to the colonies. 

Water-troughs.—During the spring months 

strong colonies require a constant supply of 

water, which is used with honey and pollen in 
the rearing of the brood. If water be found 
near home, much Bee-life is saved, sinco many 

Bees perish while searching for it in ditches and 
ponds during the prevalence of cold winds ; it is, 
therefore, wise to supply water in shallow 

troughs near the hives ; stones should l>e placed 
in the water for the Bees to alight upon, and 

the troughs bo filled up, as required, with clean 

water in which a little salt has been dissolved. 
A change of floor-boards is advantageous as 

spring advances and the Bees begin to work. 
The Tiive can be raised from tho board by 

gently pushing wedges beneath, allowing it to 
remain for a few minutes until the Bees aro 

quiet, when it may be placed on a clean, dry 
floor-board upon its former stand. All causes 

of dampness must bo removed as soon as dis¬ 
covered. The chippings of the combs, dead 

Bees, and other rubbish which collects on the 

floor-board sometimes becomes damp and 
mouldy. When tho hivo sides rest upon the 

floor-board, dampness often draws in, and 
spreads over the hives ; this may, however, be 

ooviated by having the hive sides made to fit 
outside the floor board. The coverings of straw 

skeps should be sufficiently lurge to throw off 

the rain quite clear of the floor-board. 
Comb passages.— If there aro no holes in the 

combs to enable the Bees to pass through and 
reach their stores in the combs adjoining the 

cluster, it necessitates their going round the 
ends of the frames, which causes them to become 

chilled in cold weather. These passage holes 
can be formed for the Bees by passing a narrow - 

! bladed knife through each comb near the top, 

I or a little instrument called a passage cutter 
| may be used ; it is a tin tube, having the edges 
serrated like a saw, and a wooden plunger works 

| inside it. The edge is passed through the comb, 

j with a circular motion, and on withdrawing it, 
I the piece removed from tho comb is driven out 
of the tube by the wooden plunger. This bandy 

little affair may be obtained of any dealer in 
Bee-keeping appliances. When candy is given 

over tho frames under the quilt, these winter 
| passages are unnecessary, as the space the candy 

j occupies gives the Bees an opportunity to pass 
j over the tops of tho frames in order to reach 

J theirstorcs. S. S. <•., Slurmiiixltr, Xi'ir/011. 

QUERY. 

6700.—Book On Bees.- Will some re.-uler recommend 

an inexpensive but good book upon Hee-kcepIng?— 
Dpjmottah. 

POULTRY AND RABBITS. 

Mfifl. Poultry - keeping. — “Scotch 
Farmer ” deserves credit for stating his query 
so well. 1 will try to give him a reply which 

shall lie equally satisfactory. I consider it ]m>s- 

sible for him to improve his birds without going 
to much expense; but before I attempt to 

explain how this is to be done, it may be as well 
to reply to the various points he has raised. It 

appears that he sells about 120 chickens for 
table purposes every vear. This clearly proves 

that he must keep table properties in view when 
he arranges his breeding plans for the season. 

Dorkings and Minoreas may both bo expecteil 
to lay freely during tho spring and summer; 

but I should not look for many eggs, as a rule, 
during tho cold weather from either breed. 
The feeding arrangement* are not good- 

bran, Potatoes, and Turnips can never be 
considered good foods, although Potatoes are 

admissible in cold weather. Barley-meal should 
lie mixed with tho sharps during tho winter, 

ami a little may be used at otlior seasons in order 
to make the sharps adhere, unless ground Oats 

are used. I prefer some of tho specially-prepared 

poultryfoods in additiontoaharps for the morning 
meal. For the afternoon feed, I am certainly not 
a believer in light corn of any kind, but should 

use sound Wheat, Buckwheat, or Barley, or 
heavy Oats for a change. The Houdan cock 

makes a good cross for table purposes, and some 

st rains are excellent layers, but Iloudans do not 
sit, and thus they introduce a non-sitting 

element wherever they are used. The Brahma 

cock produces larger-framed chickens, and good 

winter layers, but the best class of oustomer 
will not care for the chickens on account of 
their size. Indian Game cross well with the 

Dorking for table purposes ; indeed, this is the 

best cross which can be mentioned, if there is a 
best; but the laying properties are deteriorated 
rather than improved, nonce the querist will 

injure his prospects if he depends upon this. 

The Wyandottes are not all alike; some are 
excellent layers of large eggs, others are 
indifferent layers and produce small eggs. They 

cannot be classed amongst tho best table fowls, 

so that “ Scotch Farmer ” need not seek further 
in this direction. Having now touched upon 

the several points raised in the query, 
I propose to give “ Scotch Farmer ” tho 

best advice I can. Ho must remember 
first of all that winter layers are tho 

most profitable birds he can hope to get; he 
should therefore lay himself out to securo 

as many of them as possible. My experience 
has been that a cross-bred bird is likely to 

answer most in this direction, aud tho cross 
should be made between sitting and non-sitting 

breeds. Tho feather-legged breeds will supply 
the former, while amongst the non-sitters I 

should take the Leghorn, Andalusian, and 
Minorca breeds to select from. The hoavy breed 

will supply a brown-tinted shell; the other will 

bring in the laying properties. Brahmas, 
Cochins, Plymouth Rocks, or Langslians can 
be specially mentioned as likely to supply suit¬ 

able hens, and I should choose tho leghorn 
cock. From fifteen Leghorn-Brahma pullets I 

have an average about 54 eggs from October 1st 

to January 31st of the present winter. The 
birds ara handsome to look at ; they are 

good foragers, they sit well, and the cockerels 
make acceptable table fowls in June and 

July when chickens are scarce. This is 
the cross I should recommend “ Scotch 

Farmer" to go in for. Let him buy half- 
a-dozen Brahma pullets of 1893, and a 

Leghorn cock of 1892; put- them in a 
separate run, and use the whole of their 
eggs for sitting. Hatch the chickens us early 

as possible, and be careful not to Bell tho 
pullets. For table purposes I should breed on 

different lines. Take the Dorking hens, as the 
querist proposes, and mate them with an Indian 

Gamecock. Chickens thus bred are simply 
superb, large shouldered, broad-breasted, weighty 

birds, which will satisfy the most fastidious 
customer. Tho pullets, however, must not be 
kept for stock. In conclusion, I would remind 

“.Scotch Farmer” that winter layors must bo 
hatched in March if at all. Such birds come to 

lay early in the autumn, and continuo to do so 
throughout tho winter. A May pullet may 

not lay a single day earlier than another hatched 

in August, and thus proves a dead loss from tho 
first. Another mistake which tolls muoh 

against farmer’s poultry is the indifference 
with which stock birds arc selected. I believe 
in first crosses or pure breeds, the former for 

choice, but I would never attempt to breed 

beyond tho first cross so far as laying stock is 
concerned. —Doui.tino. 
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